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Some months ago "Winnie"
ProSheehan traveled West.

American Seating Corp., Disposes

1926

Price 5 CCE.

Laemmle Condition Improved
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

$3,000,000 Issue Sold

Pictures

1,

Profits

The Film Renter and M. P. News

of

Cumulative Preferred

—

As part of its reorganization pro- leached London from Southampton
duction was to be his particular
The operation was
gram,
the American Seating Corp. has Tuesday night.
on
Fox.
Many
pictures
job for
launched and sold an issue of 80,000 successful.
schedule
in
current
were
the
shares of convertible cumulative prework or planned.
That was ferred stock of no par value at $37.50
Associated Press dispatch at
On the Curb, the 11 An
to yield 6 per cent.
that.
o'clock last night (5 o'clock Thurs39s^.
But Sheehan devoted his full stock was quoted yesterday at
day morning London time) gave Mr.
Dividends are payable quarterly bemuch imenergies to next year's producThe stock is pre- Laemmle's condition as

There was where he was
get his chance to put his

tions.

to

ginning
ferred

ideas in work.
The First Fruit
"Wme passed by. And

Oct.

as

1.

to assets in the event
(Continued on Page 2)

of

proved.

In

National

First

London Carl Laemmle was operated for appendicitis as soon as he

80,000 Shares of Convertible

TlMiE

Quarter

A

of

Drop

Earnings for First
1926 Less Than

1925 Total
comparative statement of earn-

ings

First National, sent out b>
j
Co., shows tha J
for the first quarter of 1926, endiny
April 3 the income of the compan
was $6,163,984 with a total net prof
of $362,004 as against an income c'
$6,563,835 and a net profit of $798,15
during the first quarter of 1925.
Included in the earnings for t
(Continued on Page 2)
of

Hayden, Stone and

Which Glass?

Here with "The Magician" Print
Throughout the country, many exAlice Terry and Howard Stricklan
now the E. V. Richards, Now in N. Y., Says nibitors have adopted the slogan:
arrived in New York yesterday on tl
first evidence of the Sheehan regime
Houses Will Approximate 150
''Better and Cleaner Theaters." The Homeric from Nice with a print
has arrived. Not only in New York.
One in Havana
remodeling and redecorating season "The Magician." Rex Ingram's new
"arrived"
ways, not
It

has

Four For Saenger

—

in several

the least

important of which

is

the

i.

box-office.

The

It's
picture is "Fig Leaves."
and amusing story.
delightful
a
There is a gorgeous style parade in

pleted, will give it approximately 150
theaters, it was stated yesterday by E.

Richards, who
New Orleans.

V.

and con- from

is

in

New York

Technicolor, designed, built
cocted for the female contingent.

The

A

done.
It has laughs.
Olive Borden plays

The

"Observer" for Ufa

2,600-seat

house at Mobile

in October and a
Adam and Eve episode which intro- be complete
(Continued oA Page 6)
duces the modern version is cleverly

Eve.

young woman will bear watching.
Fox anticipates much from Miss
Borden.
That anticipation is going

will

4,000-

Famous and M-G-M Will Assign

Representatives to Carefully
Watch Eact- Production
be fulfilled right to the last letBerlin
Dr. Ferdinand Bausback,
ter.
There's a new star in the firmament.
George O'Brien is decidedly president of Ufa, in an interview in
pleasing and his work is good. Hovv- "Lichtildbuehme" following his return
ard Hawks wrote the story and di- to Germany from New York said that
to

Hawks

Up-Grade

in

scored

If

dent there.
this

type of product

is

a

har-

to come, won't
someone please see to it that Sheehan is kept right on the lot in Holly-

binger

of

what

is

through M-G-M and Famous each of
those companies would have a trained
"observer" on the lot to make certain

Trailers for

its

KANN

*

Mo.— The

(.Continued on

*

-

Malone

F.
is

to be

tod-"
a p»

Page 8)

States

The

on Return
which National

trailer business

VY

illTS

W. Murnau,

du'.

is

ill

Foot Advance
Melbourne The -Australian House

—

of Representatives has rejected a sug-

gestion by the Senate that the ddty
on all imported films except the
British be increased by a penny per

director of "Faust"

New York

t

from Geimany

the Columbus.
o the picture with

F'.reund

B

Here Today

c-

No Duty Increase

National Screen Service Opens Lon- Australian House of Representatives
of
don Office, Joseph PoUak
Reject Proposal of 1 Cent Per

t

—

Sikiston,

U. K.

Screen Service now conducts in this
country by virtue of exclusive con"At 3:25"
Made in France and shown at one tracts with important national distriextended
of those really worthwhile and inter- butors for material will be
England
September.
to
by
the
of
esting Cameo performances
PoUak, president of NaA Joseph iContinued
International FUm Art Guild.
on Page 7)
"different" idea.
Fanciful and diverting, "At 3:25" is good for any theaSignificance Seen in Conference
ter.
A Red Seal release.
Messrs. Richards ?,nd Nace, who
"Faces of Children"
operate a chain of theaters in Arizona,
A French-made picture. Too long were in conference :^esterday with Al
and of questionable commercial value Fair, general man;^ger c
the Unifor regular distrib'-'--' in America. versal Chain Theat'grs Corp. No stateIt is chiefly unusual because of the ments were obtain'. \^\q
children.
three
of
performances
Shuber
Their work has rarely if ever been
lein Here
Lee Shube,
WilliaM Klein,
excelled.
The direction shows care
the Shubert
Arrived yesterland i^itelligence.
day on the P

—

insure

Mumau

*

(Continued on Page 6)

wood?

I

to

tion of films for release in

Shorts

In short subjects, there is no doubt
Many
of the advances being made.
of the current releases have been very
worthwhile.
Mr. Sheehan has made
his

when

What are you doing
success?

completed a role in "Fine Manners,"
on a pers( iial contract. This is the
What Some Live Wires Are Doing first actor he has so signed since the
with
arrangement
defunct
now
Walla Walla, Wash.— F. M. Mercy, Richard Earthelmess.
plans drawn for comhis organization began produc- Jr., is having
America plete remodeling of the America.

—

rected.
Thereby Mr.
for himself a bull's-eye.

owyiers picture in which Miss Terry, Paul
things. Wegener, ivan Petrovitch and FirOn the other hand, scores as usual man Geniejr ?lay leads. The picture
will full to improon Che appeanxacc has been cui to seven '-d's.' Angr
of their houses the least bit. There has made no plans for the immed
will be many who will not even fuinrr.
Miss Terry will leave for the Coc
trouble to add a coat of paint. And
still, when the opposition is rewarded in a few days to appear with Ramii
for his progress by bigger box office Novarro in a new picture for M-G-../I.
receipts, the slow fellow will prob- John Stahl will direct.
ably squawk and ask himself the
qxiestion: Why is he losing out?
Grifith Signs Ivan Lebedeff
Mr. Exhibitor! It is your theaD.
W. Griffith has signed Ivan
ter, your investment, your livelihood.
Lebedeff, Russian actor who has just

The Saenger Amusement Co. plans ts on. Progressive theater
more houses, which, when com- are preparing ^o bi'ighten up

four

ri'n

— Karl

He

carries

him

Signed by Fox
Freund, cameraman

Die Last Laugh" and "Variety,"
wil /fave for America as soon a.""
worK vn 'Metropolis' is compfeieu.
Ht h; been signed by Fox.
'

Big Studio Christened
Bi-bank, Cal.— The First National
opened yesterday, with June
Siu
Ma; iS in charge of the christeninp' of
Th"
St; go Three. She is supervising
M.c'-'ved Woman," Balboni duectirg
'

>

foot.
(Continued on Page 8)

'

For Rembusch Plan
Proposal to Create National Boird ol
Exhibitors Approved at Exhibitor
Convention
Conimf nting on the Rembusch plar
exhibito appoint a national board of
tors consisting of
ti(ja

Jo.

members

of arbitra-

boards throughout aic :ounLiy,

Seider said yeste'day th.
Paoe '-)
(Continued

^

i-lea

was

"Men of Steel" Opens Jvl^ U
'M^n of Steel," Fir: ^"''oiial spei-jl,

P-

comes i<ito the
two weeks' run

^'"'v

1.

•^

>

*-

YHC

^T^^

k2

Profits

DAILV
PAH

UICOAIE

W.

'^-iMN

PnciSCiits

Tbin4iy.)ily1,192S

(Continued from Page 1)
;onomy Program in Italy
1)
National
breached and approved at the rece
Won't Include Motion Pic1920 quarter are those of foreign subnational exhibitor convention.
tures, Is Belief Here
.sidiaries, amounting to $154,144.
In his opinion, Seider said, the pla
The statement follows:
The Mussolini Government, moved
would
eventually be put into effect biij
First Quarter Ended
has
balance,
trade
by Italy's adverse
Apr. 3, 1926 Mar. 28, 1925
there were several angles that woul
proeconomy
drastic
a
introduced
Income from opera-

PNUisltr

$6,163,984
5,931,409

tions

Less: royalty, etc.
ubiished daily except Saturday and holidays

New

Broadway,

1650

t

York,

Y. and

N.

n'yright (1926) by VVid's Films and Film
\V. Alicoate, President and
tojvs, Inc.
J.
Tieasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager Ralph Wilk, Traveling RepresenEntered as second-class matter May
tative.
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.

$

Other income

Address

.

taxes
$

Net

$6,563,835
5,714,623

232,575
58,481

$

291,056

$

849,212
73,094
922,306

miscellane-

ous charges
Estimated federal

foreign
subsidiary ....

33,196

9,154

50,000

115,000

207,860

$

798,152

New\;papers are to be limited
in size and the opening of new commercial enterprises of certain kinds
is to be limited.
However, as far as could be ascertained yesterday in New York, the
move does not embrace motion picLouis Brock of the foreign
tures.
department at First National, for example, stated that the film business in

gram.

profit,

Total

net

Italy
154,144
$

profit

362,004

$

798,152

New

Hollywood,
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa(^aliiomia
dor Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashFilmday,

—

York.

—

Ernest W. Fredaian,
9794, London
Ihe Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
..onron, W. I., Paris
La Cinematographic
'rancaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

ingio.i

Trial Over "Why Worry" in Fall
An agreement in which the Frank

Cable ad-

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.
:

:

i^,

all

DAILY,
Jress

.

$

Deduct

;

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

—

is

in a flourishing condition

Brisk

trading

in

steels

motors

held

the attention of the market yesterday.

U. S.
was without a doubt Ibe most conspicuous issue of the day, passing on to 143J^,
its highest level for all^ime.
jA wide range
Steel

other

took

indu.trials

part

the

in

rise,

the film issues yesterday

.'ithont a doubt,

larger voluim. of sales than at any
Prices,
.nci time with the last two monhs.
.lowever, showed no desire to move up.
Two issues of he American Seating Corp.
They
were listed on the Curb yesterday.
were the preferred and voting treasury cer-

a

.

tificates.

Quotations
Am. Seat. Pfd.
Am. Seat. Vtc.
Balaban & Katz
Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
•Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fan..

Play. Rts.

Film

Inspection

40-^
iiVi

.
.

.
.

38^

3954

32J4

32^

111

111

117^^

116-^

Munsey Co. assigned the picture
rights of "Thfi Wreck" to Adelia B.
Gilbert and Julia A. Jacobs, has been
{.Continued from Page 1)
filed in the U. S. District Court on be- liquidation up to $40 per share plus
half of Harold Lloyd and the Harold accrued dividends and is redeemable
Lloyd Film Corp. It is proposed by at the option of the corporation.
this means to disprove the allegation
Whitely, Bodell & Co.
Prince
of Owen Davis that "Why Worry
Co. are
and the W. A. Harriman
was pirated from "The Nervous the underwriters.
Wreck," written by Davis. The as
signees named, it is alleged, are the
Testimonial to Hudson
heirs of Edith J. Roth, author of
Earl J. Hudson, unit supervisor at
"The Wreck." Trial of the suit will the First National Eastern studio,
be held in the fall.
was guest of honor at a testimonial
dinner given by the studio personnel
Orpheum Circuit Dividends
About
at the Astor Hotel last night.
Chicago The Orpheum Circuit has ISO were present, including, Richard
declared three regular monthly divi- A. Rowland, Dorothy Mackaill, Al
dens of 16 2/3 cents on the common and Ray Rockett, Milton Sills, Ben
and the regular quarterly dividend of Lyon and Sam Hardy.
diamond Shriner's ring and a
The
2 per cent, on the preferred.
common dividends are payable Aug. travelling clock were presented to
The preferred Mr. Hudson, who leaves for the
2, Sept. 1 and Sept 20.
Coast in a few days.
is payable Oct. 1 to stockholders of

.

Wi

4H

.

6

6

4^
)

104 J< 104-4 10 /j
Fox Film "A"
l\Vi
7-')K
1,400
Fox Theater": "A" 26'A 25Ji 2(.
••-•
*lntern'l Project.
11^8
1,100
37^ 3
Lotw's, Inc
3754
23
23
309
23
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
22
•M. P. Cap Corp.
56
56
Pathe F.xch. "A"
300
56J4
25
27
Roxy Units
6/.
Roxy Common
7^
97% 97-4 97 y,
600
t Paramount B'way
'oO'/,
Skouras Bros.
....
50/2
SO'A
of
d'
••Stan. Co.
Trans- Lux Screen
9
8H »H 1,400
•Uni. Art. The. Ct.
lOu
•Universal Pict.
34^^
•Univer. Pict. Pfd.
97J^, ....
•Warner Bros.
45J^
Warner Pict. "A" 14K HJi 14J4
800
First

Nat'l

Pfd.

1

7m

.

—

%

.

.

.

Am

.

:

quo ted
Philadelphia Market
Bond Market

"THUNDERING

H
This

is

FREE

PLEAS"
Rafhecomedy

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumiehed
for all

Pathecomedies

Exchange.

at

your

<

FO R RENT
Office, Vault and Cutting Room, also
Can be had at nomsuite of offices.
inal rental.

Box W-405

c-o

Film Daily

New York

1650 B'way.

Two

for

Rhonheimer

City

Aaron Jones In New York
Arriving on Aquitania
Aaron
Jones of Jones, Linick &
ImExport
and
of
Blunienthal
Ben
port Film, arrives on the Aquitania Sschafer, Chicago, is in New York on
He returns in about two
a vacation.
tomorrow.

Standard

FAT MEN
2-Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock
Standard

ture for

Famous.

Cinema

Book

weeks.
Willat to Coast
Irvin Willat will leave this week for
Hollywood, where he will direct a pic-

Franklin In Baltimore
Harold B. Franklin of Publix went
to Baltimore yesterday.

—

= with

—

At

Corporation

Noii^

All F. B. O. Branches
f

nuRATizp

NO WORRY COMPLEX

\

Mental anguish must come with exposure to financial hazard.

For the premium, your Insurance

iV-

plete transfer to the Insurance

Policies should accomplish a comCompanies, of both the financial hazard

raHiJ

and the mental anguish.
In this respect, our clients do not have the worry" complex because
know we know our business.

they

HOWELt;
BELL:- AND
—

^H^
^Wt^

HIS RASCALS

.

• Last prices
••

HAL ROACH

fatten Your [ntertainment

15.

.

.

Our Gang''Comedy
1^^'

A

Samuel Rhonhei.mer, in association
Operating Three in Niagara Falls
Niagara Falls, N. Y. The Cataract with Louis Nelson,' will build a 2,500
seat theater on 86th Street in the Ben200 Theater Corp. has bought the Amen7,300 dola here from Frank Amendola. This sonhurst section of Brooklyn and a
....
gives the Cataract company control 2,000 seat house on Metropolitan Av6.500
enue, Forest Hills, L. L
It is ex100 of three houses here, the Strand and
200 Cataract in addition to the new pur- pected both will be ready for opening
6,200 chase.
next November.

120^

..

.

g&nization.

$3,000,000 Issue Sold

Salei
8,900
2,600

73
111
117

workitig details of the arbitratior

system as developed by the Hays or

A.

record of Sept.

High Low Close

full

present and that while no new theaters may be built for the time being
the exhibition of American films will
go right ahead because of the strong
demand for them.

&

and

have to be ironed out before this Vv-a
done.
The purpose is to acquain
members of the M. P. T. O. with tl

at

&

Financial

i92l|

1.

For Rembusch Plan

Films Not Included

Drop

(Continued from Page
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Thursday, July
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^^•i

INCORPORATED

rilBliHAMCE

^i

MAIDfc-N LANE, N. Y. C.
r iii mAAXjAi.. ^.|j,...^
j .^..
f,0

aROKB
T«I'

220 WEST 42^° STREET

NEW
PHONE

-SMICKERING
n

3080

YORK-

'

ALLAN A.LOWNES

\

THE SPIRIT
OF 1926-27
to the

THREE

bank! to the bank!

cheers for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

THOUSANDS of exhibitors
ARE celebrating July 4th, Independence
WITH M^G'M
THEY'RE

all set

for financial independence

it.

IVt-G-M'S consistent record of big
IS making exhibitors rich today
richer

day

contracts.

IN 19264927.
THERE'S no argument about

AND

to the

hiits

tomorrow.

M-G-M has the stars.
M-G-M has the studio.
M-G-M is success.
CELEBRATE Financial Independence Day
WITH the Parade that's headed for the bank

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S
PARADE OF HITS
A^

bank!

I

Its wonderful the way the
boys are climbing aboard
"

prosperity this yearh t
take long to get wise that (^/

/

husthe
The

Biggest o/

What

th.e

were

Big Pictures!

Price Glory

A

7 th Heaven
The Music Master

3 Bad

One

Men

Increasing

Purpose

THOMAS

few more wise showmen
BARNEY ZEITS
SAXE

Strand, Merrill, Princess, Miller
Theatres, Milwaukee, Wis.

BERINSTEIN BROS.

LOU SABLOSKY

go I

L.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Santa Barbara, Calif.

BENNETHUM

G.
6

Bristol, Pa.

KAPLAN

Bedford, Mass.

LOEWS STATE

Elmira and Dunkirk, N. Y.

Norristown and

—let^s

New

L.

Cities in

Pennsylvania

NOVY
Austin, Texas

Summer

Bachelors

The Return
Peter

The

Fig Leaves

Going Crooked

of

Grimm

The

Story of

The Country Beyond
Wings of the Storm

Mother Machree

up with FOX:
UNIVERSAL FLA. CIRCUIT

that have lined

Miami and 12 Other

The Auctioneer
The Fullback

HEALY and SULLIVAN
Fitchburg, Mass.

The Midnight
Is

Cradle Snatchers

The

Devil's Master

A

Married Alive

Womanpower

LEFKOWITZ CIRCUIT

The Family

Zat So?

F.

Upstairs

Holy Terror

W. Murnau Production
Whispering Wires

Cleveland, Ohio

J. F.

MILLER

Hickory, N. C.

E. L.

DRAKE

Jackson, Tenn.

Some

Kiss

The Pelican
The Monkey Talks

Wedlock

Cities in Florida

Lily

line-up!

T

THE

i55^

DAILY

Four For Saenger

And Thafs That!
By

(Continued from Page

seat theater in
ready either in

-BARRY"

comes along
NOW someheoneknows
prominent
to

tell

New

Orleans will be 'hat nothing got into the picture that

December

or January. would offend Americans or in any way
Texas, construction hinder popularity with American audiwill be started next fall on a theater ences.

At

Beaumont,

While

We are becoming more and more
convinced that directors get all the
best out of life.
John Ford and
"The Devil's Master" company have
just returned to Los Angeles after
being the guests of the Pacific fleet
on a trip to Puget Sound.

in

New York

Richards

is

conferring with Robert Wilcox of the
Wilcox-Saenger interests operating
theaters in Panama.
With Richards
is Victor Howard, associated with him
in the suburban theaters end of the
business.
They will remain here
^bout one week, stopping at the Astor.

A

Keith Houses in Bronx
claim has been filed at the City
Barbara Worth, Nevada, for Vilma
A plot at Tremont Ave. and BosBanky, late of Budapest and now of ton Road has been purchased by
of

Goldwyn

picture city, for recogni- Murray Garsson, president of the
woman "citizen of the Garsson Construction Co., on which
world."
Tlie
claim
is
based on a 3,000 seat theater and apartment
\^i]ma's portrayal of screen roles em- building will be erected at an estibracing feminine representations of mated cost of $1,500,000.
Construcevery clime.
tion is to start at once.
A deal has already been set whereFox doesn't release "Fig by the Keith-Albee interests acquire
If
a long lease on the theater.
Leaves" until the fall. Oh, boy!
the

tion as the

fir.^t

Cartoonist Claims Infringement
Writers in the First National publidepartment lefer to Harry LangChicago Federal Judge Adam C
don as the "morosely moon-faced Clif?e has issued a temporary injuncmimic."
tion against the C. Eckhart Co., of
Port Washington, Wis., restraniing
M-G-M linked with talk of a news them against the distribution of a
weekly. Probably figure they have niaster toy named Fido which Pat
already taken enough shots of de- Sullivan, creator of Felix the cat.
parting and arriving notables of claims is an infringement and ropy of
Hearing
their own. company to make up a the popular cartoon feline.
on a permanent injunction is set for
couple of issues.

—

city

Friday.

Madden

training but he
needs a pair of boxing gloves. Jerry
is
the tawny-haired, three-j^ear-old
star recently signed by Fox and to
keep himself fit does setting up exercises every morning,, eats a light
breakfast with much milk from a satisfied cow and after that goes a few
rounds with some neighbor's kid.

Jerry

is

Gray with

M-G-M

—

Los

Angeles John Gray, co-author with Arthur B. Reeve of the
Graig Kennedy stories, has been
added to the M.G.-M. scenario department.
Brice Going to Coast

comedy constructor
West Coast late within

Brice

This will probably be the coolest leaves for the
the roaring forties has ever
a few davs.
had. Every theater has installed
what it claims to be the best cooling
"Midnight Sun" in Frisco
plant obtainable.
Los Angeles "The Midnight Sun"
opens at the St. Francis, San FranSuit over "Carrie" Series
cisco, tomorrow.
Irwin R. Franklyn has filed a suit
against
Inkwell
Studios,
Max
To Enlarge Portage, Wis., House
Fleischer,
Portage, Wis. Judson
Red Seal Pictures and
& Evers

summer

—

—

—

"Fair Co-ed" for Marion Davies
Los Angeles Cosmopolitan has acquired George Ade's play, "The Fair
Co-ed," and will star Marion Davies.

—

did you get over
think to pay back
Ufa's debts?", Bausback was asked.
"When I took over leadership of Ufa, I
just came in at the middle of very costly
productions, 'Metropolis' and 'Faust' and a
series of other expensive films.
All those
pictures were under production,
especially
'Metropolis' which had cost an enormous lot
of money.
As we had started the picture,
we had to get more hroney to finish it.
Therefore, I had to get help in America.
"I personally believe that we shall get not
only the production cost of 'Metropolis' but
fhat we shall make net profit on this picture
'The Last Laugh' was a complete flop
in spite of all its artistic qualities, but Universal does not own the necessary first run
huoses and moreover tlic American public
does not like twisted problems. They want a
clear action with a climax some surprises
and a beautiful woman.
'The Last Laugh'
does not possess any of these qualifications.
For the future we shall not make any films
without knowing that they will be a success

America.
do not want to make American picon the contrary, we shall nrake German films, but with full consideration of the

We

with

made

German scerfarios, German actors, and
in German studios.
The final decision

regarding the scenario will be taken after our
.\tiTerican partners' approval, They will send
an observer to our studios, who is going to
prevent any oflfense against the American
mentality.
This observer has nothing to do
with the direction itself; he only has to
prevent things that might hurt or prove a
flop in Arnerica.
One must not forget that
the American public lives more in the movies
than the European public, and this is caused
first
by the fact, that the movies take a
more important part in each American's life
than
anywhere
in
Europe;
second
all
tlieaters offer so many accomodations and
luxury for the theater goer.

"When I saw the big American houses, I
was deeply depressed about our own theaters,
and only the Ufa Palst am' Zoo may be considered as a first class theater from the American
standard.
The American producer
knows that the moviegoer is the source of
his income, and so he does everything he
possibly can to draw him to the movies and
to make his stay there pleasant."

AMALGAMATED
j

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
rowTr'ir

T'<:./iNri

SEND FOR

<r/<p'F

money

OtTR PRICE LIST

Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc.
Motion Picture Department

West 32nd
Phone

tures,

Acts

American
stick

mentality.

to our production

We

shall

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Pcnn. 3580

St..

P«!nn«.

New York
6S64

City

absolutely

program, as well

in

Thrills, Stunts,

Daring Deeds
Galore /

Home.

plan to enlarge the

110

now "
"What positive results
there?
And how do you

"We

Monty

$15,000 Theater Fire
Leroy, Kans. The Whiteway here
was destroyed by fire with an estimated loss of $15,000. Patrons escaped without injury although the
flames spread rapidly.

"The purpose of my trip was not to seek
further capital." said Bausback.
"I could
not ask money from the Americans at this
moment. It is no secret that Ufa has debts,
and I sought to find out the American feelings in this respect.
The original purpose of
my trip was only to get in closer contact
with the two American film concerns and to
establish a mutual friendshin and mutual confidence.
T did not know the leading nren of
F.ilrrous
Players and M.-G.-M., and those
gentlemen did not know me.
I only knew
those gentlemen from the last meetings as a
member of the Ufa board of directors, but
without coming into closer contact with
them.
Everybody knows that the American
seems to be cold at the first meeting, and I
felt
this myself.
Only frequent visits and
interviews broueht about personal friendship
between the leading men in America and nryself, and it is a matter of course, that during
these
negotiations
I
talked
about future
money conditions, too. But I want to point
out, that I did not make any attempt whatsoever to get money from the Americans just

for the future, for they include too
big a financial risk, and Ufa cannot aflford
to take any financial risks whatsoever.
The
financing of our own and our associate productions won't be too difficult, and can be
taken from theater receipts.
"Regarding the Ufa-American productions
I can say, they will start at once.
have
two scenarios under consideration, one having
a wonderful part for .Tannings.
This jojint
production will be under the personal supervision of Paul Davidsohn, and all these films
will be Ufa films under German direction,

in

in

others to restrain the production, exhibition, exploitation and distribution
of the "Carrie of the Chorus" series.
Max Fleischer, for Red Seal, denies
all charges.

1926

dropped

(Continued from Paqe 1)

1)

1,

our own production as with our associate
producers.
Films like 'Metropolis' will be

"Observer" for Ufa

us that
a
seating between 2,600 and 3,000. The
screen star whc until she'd been to company will also rxteiid its holdings
one, thought that a supper club was to Havana, Cuba, with the erecting of
wheie people went tc get something a 4,000-seat theater in October.
to eat.

Thursday, July

GENE

TUNNEY
WONDER
/N A

Pafheserial

Thursday. July

1926
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Exploit' O- Grams

Trailers for U. K.

(.Continued from Page 1)
Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary tional Screen, returned yesterday on
information the exhibitor needs to the Paris with word that he had openThey have made ed an office at 25 Denmark Su Lonput them over.
rno7iey for others.
They will make don as headquarters. He declared that
money for you. This daily list of Ltie Continent was not ready for the
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as move as yet.
Oreen, vice-president of the coma ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an jany, sails ."^aturday fcir Lurope. Last
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity night, the organization tendered a welwiii.ug dinner tor PoUak and a fareideas when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," well dinner for Green at Frascati's in
and help the other jelloivs tvho are .reenwich Village.
:

Exploit-0-Grams

.

helping you.

(United Artists)
small card with a hairpin attached
and copy reading "Pin your hair

A

proved

hair-raiser!"

a

strong and amusing advertising medium. A tie-up was also effected with
"Daredevil" Lockwood whereby a
sign reading "Daredevil" Lockwood
says "See The Bat at the Howard.
Now!" was put on the automobile he
used in a 124-hour non-stop drive,

no cost to the theater.

at

— Howard

Theater, Atlanta, Ga.

a special feature on the

bill

is

Frank Cambria's "Circus Week,"

a

ballyhoo front
of a side

show

featured. It consists
circus tent canvas front
is

seven
immense canvas strips
strung from the roof to the top of

Europe on Saturday where some shots
for one of the "Our Gang" comedies
will be

or

The

the marquee.

shows

laughing

five

center strips

clowns

ing colors.
The
carry the words in

in

flash-

made.

May
the

title

—

role

Billie

of

in Mabel's Rooom"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.

will play
Jennie", for
It will be diIt

is

re-

window

display

in

tained by the Dependable Distributing Corp., with headquarters in Buffalo.
Capital is listed at $14,000.
The organizers are W. Goldstein, C.
C. S. Boetz, J. Lyons.

Bloomingdalc's department store, the
entire window representing Mabel's
No Arbitration Hearings
boudoir,
very
lavishly
furnished.
The Arbitration Board of the T. O.
Pretty lingerie in all colors and qualities is thrown carelessly about the C. C. met yesterday but no hearings
room as if Mabel was having some were held. All cases on the calendar
trouble making a selection, and got a were postponed.
little peeved over it.
Mabel herself is
Protest Against Bayonne Theater
seen in the form of a cutout from one
Bayonne, N. J. Headed by Rev.
of the 24-sheets stretching her arm
and shoulder around the curtain of the Joseph Dolan a group of residents
dressing booth at the back of the l-.ave filed a protest against granting
window. A neat card and stills tie it the permit for the building of a theaup nicely with the showing of the fea- ter at 47th and Broadway.

—

Strand.

practically all productions.

A

Daily Service
Now

Running
tn

—

"Up

ture at the

Covering

Dove

"Little

two end strips Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
enormous letters: rected by Hobart Henley.
makes a novel bit ported Miss Dove will sign

—

smashing

size theatre.

Sign for Three Years

Hollywood

a three"Circus Week." It
of timely summer exploitation that year contract with M-G-M.
can be used on any program with a
circus atmosphere.
J. Maxwell Joice, Form Dependable Distributing Corp.
Albany A charter has been obRivoli Theater, New York.

A

ploitation ideas for every

'

Bob McGowan in Town
Bob McGowan and Jimmy Finlaysoii arrived in New York yesterday
from the Coast. They plan to sail for

"Born to the West"
(Paramount)

As

for Soviet Film
organization of young Austrian
reactionaries visited X'ienna theaters
where "The Arnored Cruijer Potenikin" was being shown and left gas
bombs, says a wireless to the "N. Y.
Times." This is the Soviet propaganda picture that has provoked a
censorship problem in London and
which^ when released in Germany,
brought a storm of protest. In Vienna tlie film has been received with Socialist cheers and Conservative hisses.

An

A

down!

Tried and proven ex-

Gas Bombs

"The Bat"

The

lingerie

is

New Iowa House Opens
"Dolly Rose," and Kirkpatrick Bro.
Iowa City, la.— The Majestic has
of New York are lining up window
displays
throughout
the
Untied been opened by J. A. Lane.
_
States on this picture.
Be sure and
get this window display when you run
SAVA FILMS INC.
"Up in Mabel's Room," for it has
presents
proved a knockout, Strand Theater,
New York.
SMITH

The Film Daily
Exhibitors everywhere
have found Exploit-0-

Grams priceless — for
new crisp ideas every
day read

—

SID

The Gentlemen Comedian
A

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TIILE SERVICE

a

series

Now

of

ready

NORTH OF 6^
THE BANANA KING
OH FOR A NURSE
THE SHE BEAST
distributed by

The Standard
723 7th Ave

,

of the Industry

N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

in

twelve faster and funnier
Comedies.

Sava Films

Inc.

1540 B'way, N. Y. C.

Exploit-0-Grams

T

THE

-^^

DAILY

60 For Fischer
Up

for

New

Season Which Also

(Continued from Pope

— With the closing of con-

U.

The

en-

will

be

changed.
*

*

S.

Syndicate Sponsoring ProducExperiment in Australia
with Technical Experts

—

—

—

— Ronn

Shafter,

No Duty Increase

*

*

ing director of the Independent Producers' Film Exchange, is representing an Australian and American syndicate which will combine forces and
produce here. The venture is by way
of an experiment to decid
the value
of A-.uiralia as a producin;^ center.
The money will be supplied half by
;

Consolidated Chain in the Bronx
The Consolidated Amusement Co.

—

.

—

Copley, 'Pa. The seating capacity
early yesterday for the third
of the Palace will be enlarged from
premature
months.
eight
time in
explosion of nitro-glycerine is thought 300 to 700.
to have scared the bandits away.
Creelman Original for Gloria
Manager Green's office was comJames Ashmore Creelman is writpletely wrecked but the safe was ining an original story, as yet untitled,
tact.
It will serve as
for Gloria Swanson.
her second release for United Artists.
Anthony Lang Dead
Rockford, 111.— Anthony Lang, 80
Albany Strand to Open
year old manager of the Dreamland,
Albany The new Strand here is
is dead after a two weeks' illness. He
opened the Dreamland 18 years ago. scheduled to open about Aug. 15.

yeggmen

A

—

FIRST RUN CIRCUITS
Vfest Coast Theatres

Ready Aug-

Address Box 315
c/o Film Daily
1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

an AnsUalian concern and half by an

has leased from the Philband ConAberdeen, S. D
The State, owned struction Corp. a 2,500 seat theater
by the- Walker Amusement Co., will now building at Jerome Ave. and
Manor Robbed for Third Time
183rd St. through Sofferman Bros.
completely.
The Manor, in the Coney Island be remodeled
The
lease will aggregate about $1,visited
by
district of Brooklyn, was

was forthcoming.

.

department.

ust 1. Four years with one
of the largest companies.

*

—

from Page 1)
Joplin, Mo.
The Rex is to be enThe Minister of Customs, H. F. larged 200 seats. Alterations will cost
Pratten, promised that he would fully
$5,000.
protect British films when a sufficient
(.Continued

quantity

Publicity, advertising and
exploitation.
Production,
distribution aqd theaters.
Twelve years at it and well
known. Organize or join

manag-

Fredonia, N Y.
Improvements are American organization. A director,
being made to the interior and exteri- cameraman and technical ex ,erts will
be imoorted.
or of the Regent.

his sales force.

Monte
000,000 in combined rentals
London acted as attorney for Consolidated and George Goldberg of
Levy, Guttman and Goldberg represented Philband.

Theater Fire in Trenton
Trenton, N. J. During a performance, fire broke out in the City Square

—

theater igniting film in the projection
booth. The patrons filed out in an orderly manner.
Damage was slight.

Warning to Producers
This is to notify all producers that
through my attorneys I shall begin
legal action for damages against any
person or persons or corporation who
may purchase from unauthorized and
irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
studios, make and release these pictures as "Curwood stories."
No prehistoric
magazine story and no one
or two reel "original" of mine written
years ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts

with me.
gan.

My

address

The name

and attorneys

of
will

is

Owosso, Michi-

my New York

agents
be given on request.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

WOK-Jh^mWoJfReturns

and

Cooncy Bros., Chic^fo

^

praise, it
'O^'Xy*

Colutttdid Pictures

BERT LYTELL
BILLIEDOVE
^ND

^Kptefmie (Voir

ift

n Hfitums**
bv Louts
"Directed

Josephs l^ance
htj

l\aipK Ince
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AVAILABLE

tion

Melbourne

*

between the Fischer Film ExPawnee City, Neb. The Linwood
the
Ginsberg-Kann,
and
change
Other imCleveland exchange has available for win have a new front.
provements are also planned.
the 1926-27 season 60 features.
*
*
*
In addition they have acquired 37
Mich.
Laurium,
The
Laurium is
two reel comedies and 52 Newr Era
undergoing redecorating and repaintnovelty reels.
Meyer Fischer, president, has added ing, besides other improvements.
W. S. Ainsworth and J. B. Hardy to
tracts

1,

Americans Interested

1)

remodeled and redecorated.
tire
front
of
the
house

Includes 89 Shorts

Cleveland

Which Glass?

In

Cleveland Exchange Announces Line

Thursday, July

COLUMBM

MONEYMAKERS
FOR 1926
-Z7

ULTHE NEWS

o/'PMHVOM
VOL. XXXVII

ALLTUE TIME

No. 2

Friday, July

^ The Murwau
"The
director of
Laugh" arrived in

L
Last

New York

More Opera Stars
Company

Vitaphone

Signs Mischa
Elman, Efrein Zimbalist and Harold Bauer for Musical Device

2,

1926

Price 5 Cents

Survey of World Market Presages
A Greater Era of Prosperity

yesterday. The man who made
The Vitaphone Co. yesterday signdiscussion-provoking pic- ed contracts with Mischa Elman and*
this
Laemmle Improving
America Will Probably Lead in
ture now comes to America un- Efrein Zimbalist, violinists, and HarAn evening bulletin cabled from
old Bauer, pianist, to play and be seen
der contract to Fox.
Good Times, Forecasts of
London says that Carl Laemmle is
in connection with the new musical

He is inclined toward reti- device.
He submits readily to
cence.
Previous announcement was made
queries, but he volunteers little. of the signing of Marion Talley, MarHowever, when the question in- tinelli and Anna Case of the Metropolitan.
terests, there comes a change.
Animation and eagerness assert
tNemselves. And after he drives
home his argument he again re- First Six Pictures on 1926-27 Schedule
Lined Up—To Remake "The
lapses into a pleasant but silent
Third Degree"
demeanor.
The first six pictures on the Warner schedule for 1926-27 were announcOn Camera Technique
The discussion turned to camera ed yesterday by Jack L. Warner, who
was here from the Coast with a print
work.
Naturally
"The Last of "The Better Ole" and to assist in
so,
Laugh" opened the way.
Murnau the presentation for "Don Juan."
believes the very basis of picture Shortly afterward, he boarded a train
construction is steeped in the cam- for Hollywood, but intends to return

Warner Plans Ready

(Continued on Page 2)

Dramatic punch is accentuated or not, dependent on the manner in which the action is photographed.
The tripod must not be
stationary.
As the eye moves, so
must the lens.
Murnau would have the camera as
free as air.
Perfection and the motion picture on its highest plane will
come when the camera can be likened
to a floating balloon: here, there and
everywhere.
Such is the interesting
thought which this director brings
with him to these shores. The promise which
was contained in "The
Last Laugh" is sufficient to comattention for his ideas.

On

Stories
theme is the thing.
So Murnau thinks. Plots and counter plots retard story development
and don't belong. It is his opinion
that the public wants an unimpeded
"Faust" which goes
tale plainly told.
through M.-G.-M. is here. It promises much.
Murnau goes to Hollywood where they make 'em in a few
days.
His first American-made picture will be watched. The result will
Simplicity

in

be interesting to scrutinize.

KANN

Ready For "Season"
Committees Organized Throughout
the Country and Will Be Well
Under Way Soon
The Greater Movie Season campaigns will be well under wav within
Committees
the next two weeks.
have been organized throughout the

that did not
(.Continued on Page 6)
districts

Plunkett Chairman in

take

New York

At the meeting of exhibitors, held
at the Astor yesterday, to discuss
Movie Season," Joseph
"Greater
Plunkett was appointed chairman of
a committee to handle the campaign

He will appoint memin New York.
bers and another meeting will be held
next Thursday.

To Make
Sphinx
fices

6 In France

OfInc., to Open
Paris— Foreign Rights
Bought

Films,
in

features

will

Coast Arrivals

George

D.
Baker and Lou Payne are here from
the Coast.
At the Lambs Club.
Stuart

Blackton,

Rochus

Gliese, Architect,

With Him

Fox

Picture

W. Murnau

arrived on the Cor
lumbus yesterday to direct a picture
F.

for Fox. With him is Rochus Gliese,
architect, who will accompany him
to Hollywood to work on the pro-

duction,

July

leaving

New York

about

10.

who is at the
(Continued on Page 8)

Plaza,

Murnau,

Carrier

"U"

Exploitation

James A. Carrier has been appointed general manager of Universal's
chain of exploitation theaters to succeed Leo Brecher who has resigned
to devote his entire time to his own
Carrier was formerly manhouses.
ager of the Broadway Strand, De-

London— E.

great g- owth in
movement an iher impo
^nd business."
in

—
Argentina— Despite

a

thrift

e
:

factor

slight

re-

cession in the peso continues to improve.
Australia Although some Australian States have been refused loans in

—

London because

of their

nancial structures the
has progressed.

complex

fi-

Commonwealth

—

Austria The schilling remains unchanged but Austria's finances have
(Continued on Page 6)

Hays Declines Film Congress
American producers affiliated with
the Hays organization will not take
part in the International Film Con-

gress to be held in Paris this Fall,
according to a statement from Will

H. Havs.

troit.

Fox Building Coast Exchange
Dupont Remaining With "U"
Ground breaking
Los -Angeles
Los Angeles— Denial is made of the ceremonies for the new Fox $150,000

—

report that E. A. Dupont,

preparing "The Man
which he will direct
will join

who

Who
for

is

now

Laughs"

Universal,

Famous.

exchano'e building here were conducted yestcrdav. Will Hays, Madge

Bellamy and Don T. Mitchell, presilent Los .\ngeles board of trade, took
)art.

(Continued on Page 8)

ager of First National's foreign department, will sail from here on
July 8.

financial

indicate

Manager

be produced in
Films, Inc., this

Bruce Johnson, man-

and

conditions throughout the world indicate a period of prosperity, according

Murnau Arrives

"Before the Mast" for United
France by Sphinx
Los Angeles— Roland West will
year, A. Graham-Maingot, vice-presi- produce
"Two Years Before the
dent and general manager, told a Mast" on a big scale. The producFILM DAILY representative aboard tion is to be made in association with
the Savoie yesterday, before sailing. Joseph M. Schenck for release by
One picture, "The Lady of Lebanon, United Artists.
Six

economic

General

Show

Year Disbursements
to
survey conducted by "The
a
Late financial reports show record World."
This is especially true of
breaking stock dividend payments for the United States. In speaking of this
the mid-year.
It is estimated that country William L. De Bost, presibetween $550,000,000 and $650,000,000 dent of the Chamber of Commerce of
will be paid out on dividends declared the State of New York and president
within the past few weeks. This is a of the Dime Savings Bank, said:
"The tax reduction measures, the
sure sign of prosperous business conditions generally.
In many instances large crop forecasts, the soundness of
{Continued on Page 2)
the railroad, automobile and oil industries indicate bigger and better
rtbermore, sa\
?s banks
liusiness. i
country
statistics from a'l over t

mg

Johnson Leaving England
J.

Record Dividends
Financial Reports Indicate General
Prosperity With $650,000,000 Mid-

United States and are now function-

Many

Financial Experts

—Leaves for Coast July 10 to Make

era's eye.

mand

progressing excellently.

Mille Signs Chrisander
.A.ngeles— Cecil B. De Mille
has signed Nils Olaf Chrisander,
Swedish director, to a long term con-

De

Los

tract.

No

Paper Monday

Since Independence Day falls
on Sunday, the holiday will be
generally observed the following
Therefore, there will be
day
FILM
of
issue
no
DAILY published on Monday.

THE

July

5.

!

,

.
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I
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Warner Plans Ready

Urges Go-operation

^THE
'icHCWSPAPER

Friday, July

^Continued from Page

W.

1)

Gavazzi King Exhorts C. E. A.
for the opening of the Barrymore
Conference to Work with Profilm.
ducers for Better Films
The pictures are "Across the Pacifdiscussion
London Considerable
ic" with Monte Blue and Jane -WinFriday, July 2,1926
Vol. XXXVII No. 2
Price 5 Cents
has been aroused by the plea for co- ton, Roy Del Ruth, director; "Private
ordination between exhibitors and Izzy Murphy," with George Jessel,
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
producers made by W. Gavazzi King Vera Gordon and William Strause,
at the recent conference of the Cin- Henry Lehrman, director; "My OfPublished daily except Saturday and holidays
ema Exhibitors Assoc.j in Brighton, ficial Wife," with Irene Rich, Conat 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and

b/'FILMDOM

—

copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folisj^Inc^ .X- W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer
Maurice D. Kann, Editor Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manarjer
Ralph Wilk, Traveling RepresenEntered as second-class matter May
tative.
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
;

;

;

After attacking the leaders of the way Tearle, John Miljan, Sydney
"muddling through" Brace> and Emil Chautard, Paul L.
for
industry
their difficulties, he declared that in Stein director; "The College Widcv.',"
order to improve conditions, the ex- starring Dolores Costello; and an Arhibitor and the producer should work thur Somers Roche mystery story.
together on some systematic basis.
"What Happened to Father," "The
He offered the following suggestions: Third Degree" and an as yet untitled

"That

a

permanent committee

of

negotiations of five or six members be
Subscribers should remit with order.
J15.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM set up instead of the present joint
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. standing committee of the C. E. A.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad- and K. R. S.
Hollywood,
dress
Filmday, New York.
"That the committee explore the
('ahfornia
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 70OO and Wash- possibilities of something being done
Ernest W. Fredman, in
ington 9794, London
connection with the future of
The Film' Renter, 58, Great Marlborjugh St., British films to obtain the views in
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
advance of exhibitors or their repreFrancaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
sentatives before trade showing."
Gavazzi King deplored the fact
that under present conditions the
standing committee was unable to enforce any of its suggestions.
Financial
:

—

—
—

Aided by

,

demand

a

for

the

rails,

market

regarding "Love 'Em
and Leave 'Em." Martin will write

pre-holiday protit-taking.

the script.

American

voting

Seating

treasury

Fox Film "A" topped

the

certifilist

of

which were 254
Motion Picture Capi-

film issues in point of gains,

IK

and

respectively.

Corp. stock
market.

down

slid

tal

lyl

yesterday's

in

Hollvwood where he
Frar'

1926

2,

Booliers to Organize
in Project Which
Establish Regular Prac-

About 20 Interested

Would

With Managers

tices

Formation

an organization of
expected
bookers
is
shortly.
The fourth meeting of a
series will be called within a few
About 2(1
days by Alf T. Wilton.
bookere are interested in the project
and have attended the gatherings.
The principal object of such an association would be to establish dealings witlr^ttre—Tmmagef§^--Ji-fforts
would be made to avoid duplicate
bookings and the matter of commissions would be taken up.
of

presentation

Comic
The

Artists Association Perfected

creators

of

"Feli.x

the

Cat,"

"Minute Movies," "Mutt and Jeff"
and other such comic cartoon strip

Record Dividends

(Continued from Page 1)
extra dividends have been declared as
further proof of general prosperity.
Still another indication of present conditions is the fact that steel this week
hit the highest point in the history of
the stock exchange.
Many film industry stocks are included in the millions of dividends in
the above estimate. On June 16,
pubHshed a story
FILM
showing that $1,986,745 in dividends
Off for Hollywod
Townsend Martin leaves today for would be paid out Dy several comconfer with panies between July 1 and IS.

continued to rise steadily yesterday. Spirited
trading took place in a wide range of industrials, boosting prices and averting a slump
which obviously would have resulted from

cates and

Sydney Chaplin production are also
planned immediately, Warner said.

'

THE

DAILY

will

Tuttle

characters that have apeared in films
have formed the American Assoc, of
Cartoonists and Caricaturists.

Goldwyn Buys "Chains"
Los Angeles "Chains," an original
by Frances Marion, has been bought
by Samuel Goldwyn who will star
Belle Bennett with Vilma Banky and
Ronald Colman. Henry King will di-

—

rect.

$35,000

House
Mo.

Joseph,

St.

Preferred Signs Mildred Davis?
of the Riv')ii
in a story wired new theater.
from Los Angeles and printed in the $35,000.
N. Y. "American" yesterday, said J.
Grimm Again With Associated
Ben Grimm on Tuesday returns to G. Bachmann has signed Mildred
his former position as director of pub- Davis to star in four productions for
The first will be "Old !>^'
licity and advertising for Associated Preferred.
Louella Parsons,

Joseph
Greenburg
has taken bids on the
about
It
will
cost
in St.

— Fred

"OurGang'Comedy

Fashioned

Exhibitors.

HAL ROACH
Pa£S£NTS

Girl."

HIS RASCALS

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat.

Pfd.

..

Seat.

Vtc.

.

Balal)an

&

Katz

Eastman Kodak

Famous

Players

Fam. Play.
*Fam. Play.

i9'A

i^^A

6,200

36^

nVi
r^A

35

5,500

.

727^

.

111^^

111

117^4

"6!4 1174

.

Rts.

40 K

.

Pfd.

4M

4^

654

6

72?i

200

111

4/2

3,300

4,000

1204

.

6M

.

104^

103>4

104 }4

900
400

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

72/2
26/2

71 '4

724
264

9,000
2,000

374
234
204
564
974

600

Film

Inspection

First Nat'l

.

Pfd.

.

*lntern'l Project.
IvOew's, Inc
.Metro- Gold. Pfd.
.M. P. Cap. Corp.

Pathe Exch.

Skouras Bros.

.

.

.

.

2354
20/2
5654
97 V,
27

,

.

1,300

600

9

504
63

8/2

8^

....
1,900

97

100
34.%
34?4
97
97

200
100

147/8

14?^

454
14^

900

.

Last prices quoted
Philadelpliia

^

Bond Market

Burkan Sailing
Nathan Burkan sails on the Leviathan Saturday on his usual
jaunt to Europe.

He

Summer

returns Labor

Collecting Photo Library

—Through

Hersholt in "Cat and Canary"

Los Angeles
Jean Hersholt

— L'niversal
in

will

star

"The Cat and th^

to he directed

by Paul Leni.

branches

in

parts of the world, Universal is
collecting atmospheric photographs
and properties for a library of reference and for the building of sets,
models, dressing extras and as backgrounds for trick shots.
all

day from the Coast.

Betty Blythe Returns Today
Betty Blythe arrives in New York
Columbia Product for Stanley
today on the Aquitania after several
Lou Berman, of the Columbia months abroad during which she was
Philadelphia exchange, has closed starred in "She" and "Jacob's Well."
contracts with the Stanley circuit After a vaudeville tour in her own act
whereby the 24 Columbia pictures she will return to pictures.

"THUNDBRING
FLEAS"

)L
This

is

FREE

Pa(h^come<ly

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

will play that chain.
,

McGrath With Columbia
William McGrath next week
become

publicity director for

bia.

will

Colum-

Declare Pathe Dividend
Pathe Exchange, Inc., has declared

the regular quarterly dividend of 75
cents of the Class A and B common
stock, both payable Aug. 2 to stockholders of record as of July 10.

"Twinkletoes" for Colleen Moore
Bemhard Sailing
Los
Angeles
Colleen
Moore's
C. F. Bernhard is sailing for Engnext will be "Twinkletoes." Charles land on the Leviathan Saturday after
Brabin will direct.
having been here for several weeks
for conferences with M. H. Hoffman
of Tiffany whose product he handles
Betty Compson's Next
Los Angeles Columbia will star in Great Britain.
Betty Compson in "The Belle of
Webb to Direct Jackie
Broadway," with Harry O. Hoyt as
director.
Los Angeles King Baggott has
been recalled by Universal and Jack
Coogan, Sr., has assigned the direcJacqueline Logan with Tiffany
Los Angeles Tiffany has signed tion of "Johnny Get Your Hair Cut,"
Jacqueline Logan to play the lead Jackies next for M.-G.-M., to Millard
in "One Hour of Love."
Webb.

—

—

Dav.

Canary"

"U"

Los Angeles

—

Ma rket

•

Montagne in New York
Edward Montagne, "U" scenario
writer, arrived in New York yester-

....

,

"A"

100
100

26
50-4

34^

Pict,

97H

50 '/2

"Stan. C&.ol Am.

*

5 5 '4

6

Trans- Lux Screen
'Uni. Art. The. Ct.
Universal Pict.
Univer. Pict. Pfd.
*VVarner Bros.

Warner

20%

7

.

.

im

37^4
23-4

37->^

"A"

tParamount B'way
Koxy Units
Roxy ("ommon

257/«

"L€s Miserables" at Carnegie
Universal will present "Les Miserables" at Carnegie Hall July 9 at an
invitation showing.

—

Fatten Your Entertainment

~ with:=
Standard

FAT MEN
2-Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock
Standard

Cinema

Corporation

Book Noi^
At

All F. B. O. Branches

I

'

Vff
<{

Amazing
>

Success

>
^*i#c1

;••;;;:::;;

•>•

Did over $20,000
in 4 days at
N. Y. Rialto!
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The strongest and mosh
insbirinrf drama ever told
°
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Stattingon its sensational
long tun at the /{la/to, N. /T
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(Continued from Page

broke info the Manor
theater in Brooklyn, tried to blow

were unsuccessful and
away with them were
several announcement books of distributors on the new season product.
Now what's the answer to that?
all

safe

l)iit

they took

Lco)i Errol's trick legs arc all
O. K. vow so he ivill finish up tvork
on "A Lunatic at Large," for First
National. He had to quit some time
ago when he got all tangled Jip and
fractured his India rubber ankles.

Ronald Colman. snapping the lash
of a "black snake" whip around the
ears of refractory desert mules,

new contender

Doug

for

Fridav, July

ing reduced and revenues rising the
Government hopes to return to a gold
basis soon.

1)

improved to such an extent that Dr.
Mexico Despite religious and poliZimmerman, the League of Nation's
cal strife, as well as foreign enmity
financial adviser, has been withdrawn.
earned because of Mexico's petroleum
Credit is less stringent and some lines
and mining laws, that country has
of trade more brisk.
paid its private debtors, resumed inBelgium The franc has depreci- terest payments on foreign obligaated nearly one-half of its value re- tions and successfully introduced a
corded at the beginning of the year. bank of issue.
Political entanglements have prevenFolanil- The Pjlsudski revolt has
ted Belgium from straightening her
halted temporarily econonrie- -ft«^l ^fifinances and therefore blocked her
nancial progress, which was apparent
from obtaining a loan here.
at the beginning of the year.
Poland
Brazil The milreis has advanced continues to pav her foreign debts.
and the Government's financial con- The zloty as well as Polish bonds
dition has been bettered but an at- reached low record prices here.
tempt at deflation has slowed many
Spain Following termination of
industries in that country.
hostilities in the R\fi and the reopenCanada The Canadian dollar has ing of her granaries and trade with
jumped from a discount to a premium the Levant. Spain's currency rose
basis.
Canada will resume the free rapidly. Spain may go on a gold
export of gold to-day.
Trade is basis next year, its gold reserves are

—

"BARRY"

THIEVES
tlie

»,

is

a

Fairbanks'

—

—

—

—

—

—

normal.

sufficient to insure the success of

—

such

China Although rent Ijy revolu- a move without outside assistance.
tion China is buying more goods from
world centres than six months ago.
Ochs To Survey Foreign Theaters
In addition to having a vacation.
Lois Wilson had a "Great Gatsby" It is attempting to pay interest on all
Lee A. Ochs will survey the theater
dinner party yesterday to celebrate its foreign obligations.
Chili
The withdrawal of Chili situation while abroad, after sailing
her birthday. Wariier Ba.vter asked
her how old she was and Lois re- from the board formed by the United for Naples July 24 on the Conte
In Berlin he will conplied that when she was 28, her States to solve the Tacna-Arica con- Biancamano.
father, who is 53, would be twice as troversy may curtail Chili's credits fer with Erno Rapee, who is in charge
old as she is,
or thereabouts. Some here. Economically it has progressed. of presentations at tlie Ufa Palast.
Denmark The krone has appreof the guests are still on the set
trying to figure it out.
ciated, but trade and industry have

crown

moviedom's

as
cracker."

"champion

—

—

—

made equally rapid
Germany Money is
that much of it is being
not

soon be "Commodore" Cor-

It will

rine Ciriffith. The First National star
has just purchased the late Thomas
H. Ince's yacht. "FIdris."
She will

rechristcn

it

"The Wanderlust"

no good reason

for

at all.

Hamilton Joins Fox

—

strides.
so plentiful

diverted here
for investment.
Stock dealings and
security flotations increased but many
coniniercial activities have slowed.
France The
financial
condition
of France is reflected in the fall of
the franc. Politics has interfered with
the disentanglement of French inter-

—

Ready For "Season"
(Ceiiliiiiicd

part last year

paign

with

Milwaukee
$,1.00n

port

is

from Page

1

)

goine after the camenthusiasm this year

;n-e

collecting a l)ud,get or
Norfolk.' New-

for the drive.

News, Roanoke and Lynchburg
on campaigns this season.

will put

Stahl at Educational Home Office
Shelly Hamilton, scenario nal finances.
Political meddling with
Max Stahl. manager of the Milformerly with Famous, has the Bank of France has caused comjoined Fox.
He will be with the ment in New York and London to waukee branch of Educational, has
Allan Dwan unit in the East.
which centres France looks for a new been promoted to the home office as
loan.
Exports multiply but imports special representative.

James

writer,

Dillon

Heads Up-State Exhibitors

Syracuse — WiUiam

A. Dillon, of
the .Strand,
Ithaca, has been reelected president of the M. P. T. O.
of

Upper New York.

England

strike has
increased greatly the number of unemployed, but with .greater fuel supplies soon England hopes to receive
further large export orders for many
lines.

Joins John Robertson Unit

—The

since

general

Sterling touched its highest
the war by exceeding parity.

Preview "Fine Manners"
"Fine Manners." starring Gloria
Swanson and directed by Richard
Rosson, was given a pre-view at the
Strand, Yonkers, yesterday.

Charles Farrell Signed
William Hamilton, film editor and London continues to find difficulty in
Los Angeles Famous has signed
cutter, has gone to the Coast to join disposing of new securities.
Farrell
for
the
in
lead
the fohn .S. Robertson unit, which
Greece The refugees continue to Charles
Wellman
is making "Annie Laurie."
be a serious economic problem but "Wings" which William
Greece hopes through reclamation of will direct.
farm lands and emigration to better
La Cava Starts Next Week
its populace.
Greece seeks another
Tiffany Buys "Wild Geese"
Work is expected next week to international
loan but will not get one
"Wild Geese," by Martha Ostense
start on "So's Your Old Man." with
from America until it has settled its
has been purchased for production by
Gregory La Cava directing. Buddy
debt. The drachma slightly -(Jeclined.
Tiffany.
Rogers will be in the cast.

—

—

,

Hungary

Adds

Fifth to Illinois Chain

—

McLeansboro. III. S.
opened the Capitol here.
in

the State.

— Government fiinnn~i

hiiL

improved to such an extent that
Jeremiah Smith Jr.. League of Na-

K. Pirtle has tions receiver, has retired.
CommerIt is his fifth cial activities continue irregular.
Italy
National finances have im-

—

Brenon Adds Blore

—

—

A Force For Good
fective for

—

—

Teaching

—

Philadelphia
Ernest L. Cran
Director of Lectures and Visual
ucation for the New York pulschools, in addressing delegates of the
National Education Assoc, here said
motion pictures were one of the greatest constructive forces in modern life
andjnpsj_effective tools for education.
He attacked thos"e"persons, "iTTirftv of
them highiy placed' who miss no o^iportunitv to inveigh pgainst films.
Dr. Crandall said, in part:
"Tliere are a great many persons, many
of

tliem

placed,

liiglily

opportunity

wlio

—

i

no

miss

the motion
responsible for mucli
sordidness and other
suffers.
In general,
will
it
be found that these persons are politically mindeo.
Many of them are responsible i'or our laws or for the administratior
of our laws and instinctively they seek !
scapegoat or an alibi, whenever and wherever
law and order tend to break down.
to inveigli
picture seel<ing to liold it
of tlie crime, profligacy,
ill.s
from wliich .society

again.st

"I do not think it can be gainsaid that
notliing in modern tinres, perhaps nothing
since the beginning of history, not even the
invention of printing, has done so much as
the motion picture to broaden the horizon of
the averace man.
Tlianks to the motion
picture, just as it is presented in our theaters
today, and without conscious or organized
effort to attain ideal results, millions of men,
women, and children of every rank and station and in almost every land under the sky,
are obtaining what might be called a speaking
acquaintance with other parts of the world,
with the scenery, flora, and faima of other
climes, with the manners and customs of
otiier people, with the living conditions and
institutions of other eras, with phases oiait.
history,
science, atid literature that would
have remained a closed book for thetrr, except for this maTvcloifs agency.
"I have never been in favor of any form
of censorship.
I
believe tliat censorship of
the motion picture is only an entering wedge
for the increasing application of the principle
of censorship to everything in modern life,
from the pages of the public press to the priLet us
vate Iiabits of the humblest citizen.
place our reliance rather upon the sturdy
enforcement of la'w and order, and the inculcation of habits of decency, right living and
right thinking."

Building 1,500 Seat House
Miss.
Bids
have
been
taken on the $100,000 Civic Center
theater. The Strand Amusement Co..
headed by Chcrles Green. Ben Schneider and Sank Taylor is the owner.
It will seat about 1,500.

—

Reopen Iowa Theater
Decorah. la. The Eastern Iowa
Theaters Co. has reopened the completely remodelled Grand, with Ted
Bryant as manager.

—

Bower Acquires the Princess
Onawa, la. W. A. Bower, owner
of the Opera House, has acquired the
Alfred McPrincess at Mapleton.
Burney is managing.

—

New

Theater at Harrold,

—

S.

Eric Blore, well known Broadway
Harrold. S. D. A theater
actor, has been added to the cast of eluded in the business block
"The Great Gatsby," which is being erected by J. C. Webster.
directed by Herbert Brenon.

proved markedly, but reports now
To Close Theater
reaching here indicate a showing of
Chesterfield. III.
Poor business is commercial activities. The lira tumTerra Making "Three Mannequins"
forcing the theater here to susi)cnd bled, partly owing to politics and
Berlin
"The Three Mannequins"
operations.
somewhat to bear raids as well as has been placed in production by TerItaly's ra Films.
bankers'
rmcertainty about
New Foreign Trade Paper
plans for establishing or revaluing
Berne A new film paper here is the lira.
Jim Davis with West Bros.
"Les Amis du Cinema de Berne et de
Los Angeles "Izzie and Lizzie" is
Japan Japan's attempt to float
Soleure," meaning "Friends of thr nninicipal and state loans at home has being directed for West Bros, by Jim
Movies in Berne and Sileure."
been successful. With expenses be- Davis.

1926

Ernest L. Crandall Tells Educators
American Films Are Most Ef-

Laurel,

are less.

2,

D.
is

in

being

Start on Minot. N. D., Theater
Minot, N. D.— Northwest Theate*
have started construction on then
new house here.

Houston, Minn., House Opens
Houston; Minn. The New State
David Comstock is opj|
has opened.
_,

—

crating the house.

'

di
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"The Palm Beach
Paramount

Newspaper Opinions

Girl"

Rivoli

(Week Ending June

AMERICAN—*

Although "The Palm
weak on humor, its thrills

Widows"
Warner Bros.
Warners

"Footloose

(Week Ending June

^|,

AMERICAN—
below

24)

the

EVENING JOURNAL—*

WidowsWarners

the

world—*

•

•

*

For farce

it

drags sadly, and the number of titles is excessive.
Four reels would have told the story
neatly, and Mack Sennett could have condensed it to two. * * •

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

There are
many obstacles and complications which
should have been funny, but which were
» *

not.

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* *
The
direction by Roy del Ruth is good and the
story interesting after it once gets luider
way, though it takes at least two reels before
.he romance starts to unfold. * * *

POST—*
not at

*

It
uplifting,

all

is

very,

very

and

silly

nor even, sad to

relate,

* •

entertaining.

SUN —

*

is not any
under the best of circumstances, and the campaign of the "Footloose Widows" is a bit too brazen for refined
movie goers. * • *

too

*

theme,

refined a

TELEGRAM—*

* *

The picture is badly
The acting is thoroughly undistinguished.
And the action of the piece is
so anaemic that it furnishes barely sufficient
material to cover the usual tracks of & two
directed.

* • *
* *

comedy.

reel

TIMES—*

This photoplay is well
competently acted.
Jacat her prettiest and Louise
alert and resourceful, * * *

photographed and

Logan

queline

Fazenda

WORLD—
is

*

is

•

*

It

is

very anrusing part

handsomely mounted and fram-

of the time,
ed. * • *

* *

It

all

is

silly

and sappy, a sad mess of thin comedy ineptly
"gagged" and routinely directed by Erie
*
Kenton. *
GRAPHIC—* * * Bebe (Daniels) gets a
chance to display some lovely gowns, in
which she looks simply ravishing.
She has
a few
very few opportunities in which to
-

.

—

—

display her histrionic ability, but when they
are there, she is, as always, there to meet
*

them.

•

Day In And Day Out
Week In And Week Out
Month In And Month Out
Year In And Year Out

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* * The support
ing cast leaves nothing to be desired.
If you
have lots of time to spare and won't get
nervous, see "The Palm Beach Girl," and
laugh.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

action and laughs that
this picture
they have

—
laughed

*

*

If

THE

its

Paramount sought

in

achieved their goal.
We
and laughed heartily.
If one
craves
good, clean hokutti comedy, with
plenty of pep "The Palm Beach Girl" will
the desire.

satisfy

POST—*

Husband hunting

*

*

—

EVENING WORLD—*

•

Jacqueline
(Logan) is easy to look at, and Louise is a
trood comedienne, but the picture is made up
of forced situations and sututitlei *-* I- _

!l'7eNING

Beach Girl" is
are plentiful.
They are the usual tlirills of
a speedboat race, well photographed
» • «
• * the film is
violent slap-stick.
The director, Erie Kenton,
proves he has a good memory every gag
that has ever been in any other comedy is
in this one, only more so. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Footloose

standard »et by
these past few months. * • •

is

24)

*

•

*

The

*

film

a

is

distinct

dis

appointment considering previous records es
tablished by
both Miss Daniels and Mr.
Kenton. • • •
SUN * * * Miss Daniels works hard with
a moderate amount of entertainment success.
"The Palm Beach Girl" will do to
pass an idle hour.
But it will be soon

—

forgotten.

*

*

*

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

In

spite

of

FILM DAILY

its

all

tearing speed it is quite one of the slowest
things we have seen this year.

TIMES—*

*

*

There

is

little

in

this pres-

demonstrate that its destiny
was guided by a clever hand and therefore it
is to
be concluded that the script of Byron
Morgan's story was so hopeless that Mr.
Kenton could do little with it beyond gun* *
ning for boisterous laughter.
* *
Impressive Palm Beach
scenery, Bebe Daniels in all but the last
stages of seasickness, a racing boat skimming
through clear waters, Laurence Gray holding
oitering

ent

to

PROVES

ITS

VALUE

WORLD—*

"Lovey Mary"
M.-G.-M.

—

those pleasant well-rounded
along so seldom. * * *

*

one

is

that

films

JOURNAL— *

EVENING

*

It's

ment.

*

*

of

full

senti-

with the kind of poor people
Lincoln believed beloved of God
"because He made so many of them."
In
this particular film the sentiment seem to
run true.
GRAPHIC—* * * Miss Love has some
fine emotional scenes which she handles with
It deals

Abraham

her usual

skill

and

Strand
(Week Ending June

*

gold.

*

• *

a

tale

of

*

MORNING

TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

To-

ward the end Miss Love finally settles down
and puts over some very touching work, the
reason being, perhaps, that in the first half
the picture she was called upon to b«
funny and the last half the pathos came into
of

*

*

*

play.

POST—*
an

eflfective

SUN —

*

*

*

taining films

*

it

a

enter-

we have

seen in months.
It is
blending of sense and nonsense.

*There

mor and pathos

in

more than enough hu"Lovey Mary" to give
But nobody who sees

is

popular appeal.
get a headache from over mental ex-

will
ertion.
it

one of the most

is

•

*

TELEGRAM—*

*

On

the whole, you
will spend one of the most enjoyable movie
seances of the season at the Capitol this
week, with this screen reincarnation of Alice
Hegan Rice's book. * * *
* * * Bessie Love impersonates
Mary with sincerity in most of the scenes.
Her performance in the introductory episodes
»s a little too hoydenish, but in those chapters
after
Mary takes charge of Tommy, she
atones for the skittishness at the outset.
She is excellent in handling the different
•noods * • *
*

TIMES—

WORLD—*

EVENING JOURNAL—*
duction

IS

picture

moves

* * Amusing, light, intently
unbelievable, "Lovey Mary" and Bessie Love
please with an imaginary rattle and tickle
with a phantom straw.

24)
*

The

*

intro-

but the rest of the
slowly that the action

interesting,

so

could have been condensed into two or three
»

reels.

•

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

Appreciate the

Fast,

Clean, Intelligent, Modern
Newspaper Methods of
Printing Filmdom s Activities

The

action
is possible, and the acting and direction are
pace
creditable.
that
the
It seemed to tne
of the story was suited to the theme, in which
the emphasis is primarily on characterization.

The

finesse.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

people without bath tubs but with hearts of

Who

First National

a

tale, so tender and genuine, that one
forgets, for an hour and a half, of the existence of such things as play juries

*

"Puppets"

of

come

simple

EVENING WORLD— *

*

a profile pose, impossible sub-titles. *

Capitol

(Week Ending June 24)
AMERICAN "Lovey Mary"

to those

were few

titles

good

in

taste.

*

GRAPHIC—

*

in
*
*

nimiBer and uniformly

*
They fight the wai
over again in "Puppets." This time it's done
in true Fourth of July style, with close-ups
and long shots of sky rockets, Roman candles
and bombs going off on what appears to be
an empty battlefield. * * *
*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

• *
"Puppets"
Georg«
direction
piece
of
Archainbaud ever did ; and we believe that it
was the Lincoln influence, for Al Rockett
was the supervisor of "Puppets." * •

best

the

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

The

story itself, too, is refreshing for, with the
exception of its ending, it travels along comparatively unbeaten paths. * * *
POST * * * Mr. Sills, needless to remark,
throws himself into his role with considerable
gusto, but his boyish enthusiasm and Italian
charm remind one, more than anything else,
of a stern, middle-aged film actor let loose
within the confines of a part that was never
meant for him. * • *

—

SUN — *

*

seemed,

that

*

It is a romantic melodrama
when viewed yesterday after-

noon, to be curiously lacking in thrills. Exception may be taken, however, in favor of a
battle scene between Italians and Austnans
that did have a bombs bursting in air thrill.
*

*

*

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

But

the

swmg

"Puppets"
about on

won't dance, the story won't
axis, the drama never quickens, the tem-

its

po,

Day
lief.

which

is

parade,
*

*

*

as staid as that of a Memorial
there is no re

never changes

;

DIRECTORS' ANNUAL

SHORT SUBJECT QUARTERLY
1927 FILM

YEAR BOOK
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A

To Make

6 In France!

(Continued from Page

1)

has already been completed and the
second, as yet untitled, is now in production. Mario dc Gastyne is the director of l)oth iilins.
Studios have
been secured at Paris.

stills

Exploit-0-Grams

seat theater.

"First

They have made the opening in all sections of the city.
them over.
money for others. They will make Also a newspaper stand card was
money for you. This daily list of placed on all stands in the downtown

put

has

—

from the photoplay, with a head-

Exhibition of 'Variety'
Sunday Noon."
Begins
Rialto
at
Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary These "Variety" papers were disinformation the exhibitor needs to tributed the Saturday night before
ing:

said his company
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
obtained the foreign rights to
a ready reference for the busy show"Share and Share Alike," "Princess man. File them away. Here is an
Pro Tern," and "Self Defense." "at-your-elbow" service
of publicity
Other pictures will be acquired for ideas when you run these pictures.
the foreign market.
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
J. H. R. Grant is president of the and help the other fellows who are
company, which has offices at 522 helping you.
5th Ave.
Graham-Maingot said he
will open quarters in Paris.
"Kiki"
(First National)
New Cleveland House to Seat 2,000 A novel lobby display with the
Cleveland Ernest Schwartz, attor- use of approximately 900 "K's". The
ney and exhibitor, and Benj. Lavine, announcement was made that the
exhibitor, have joined forces in the first ten persons guessing nearest the
building of a $500,000 structure at riumber of "K's" in the exhibit would
Broadview and 25th St. in Brooklyn, receive two passes each. A preview
a suburb, which wdl contain a 2,000 of the picture for local newspaper-

Graham- iVIaingot

Friday, July

district tieing up with the "Variety"
A banpublication and the picture.
ner 30x90, with the word "Variety"
in immense letters was displayed on
the theater front.
Lou Lusty, Rialto

1 heater,

—

New

York.

Murnau Arrives
(Continued from Page 1)

brought a print of his last Ufa picture, "Faust," which M.-G.-M. will
FILM
release.
Interviewed by
DAILY a few minutes after he stepped ofif the ship he said he expects to
use George O'Brien and Margaret
Livingston in his Fox picture, "A
Trip to Tilsit," by Hermann Suder-

THE

mann.
After

Murnau

completing
returns

join Ufa, to

"The Volga Boatman"

1926

2,

his

whom

production

Germany

to

he

is

re-

to

under con-

tract.
His next Ufa story has lii^^
yet been determined.
Murnau said that production in
Germany is increasing. He stated
that Emil Jannings will arrive in
New York early in the winter. This
is Murnau's second trip to this coun-

(Producers Dist, Corp.)
Staged a prologue showing the
banks of the river Volga with a set
tree at one side and the city in the
distance.
A Russian choir of 50
At try.
voices were seen on the banks.
the close of their numbers a Russian
"Barbara Worth Times" Appears
Balalaika orchestra sitting around
the tree played three numbers. Then
Barbara Worth, Nevada
The
men insured plenty of publicity for the appeared a fast Russian dancer, fol- Samuel Goldwyn company making
stunt.
Imperial Theater, Asheville, lowed by a soprano number.
After "The Winning of Barbara Worth"
N. C.
the exit of this group the scene not only has established a town here
changed to evening, and the Volga but is publishing a weekly newspaper
Boatman song was heard in the dis- with United Press wire service. Vil"Monte Carlo"
tance.
As the voices became louder ma Banky and Ronald Colman are
(M-G-M)
dressed as the Volga Boat- editors.
eight
men
Exploited with a fancy theater
pulling a
front. Against a diverse colored back- men appeared on the stage,
ground two large roulette wheels huge rope and singing the song which
"U" to Renovate House
were kept constantly whirling by large gradually faded into the picture. An
Muscatibe,
la.
The Palace here,
in
used
was
electric motors.
The wheels were orthophon:c instrument
one of two Universal houses, will be
the
paas
the
song
plug
lobby
to
the
highly colored and sprayed with gold
The chorus entirely renovated at a cost of $20,000.
trons came in and left.

—

—

Mochrie Back at Desk
Pittsljurgh
Robert Mochrie, manager of the local branch of P. D. C,

—

is

back

at his

desk after having recov-

ered frcin his recent

illness.

Acquires Another Theater
Dawson, Minn. Continuing its acquisition program. Supreme Anmsemenl Co. of Fargo has taken over the
Swinging Door theater.

—

—

sand.
When lighted, these huge
wheels were a spectacular sight. Be- sang back stage at certain parts of
Julius Singer on Coast
tween the whirling wheels was placed the picture. Elaborate tie-ups were
Landy Succeeds Bradley
a three-sheet coutout, and on each side made with all the music stores.
Julius Singer, head of Universal's
Los Angeles George Landy lias were smaller figures cut from the one- Morris Rosenthal, Majestic Theater short subject department has arrived
been appointed First National pub- sheet. A cut-out of the rotogravure Bridgeport, Conn.
on the Coast from New York, on an
licity director with George Bradley reone-sheet, showing a roulette wheel,
annual visit.
turning to the scenario department.
was placed in a drug store window
Pico,
Cal.
for
House
New
with playing cards. This little wheel
Ealkenralh,
Cal.— Rudolph
Pico,
rilU
Airdrome and House Under Way was also rotated by an electric motor,
Jr., has prepared plans for a $30,000
Memphis, Tenn. A Suzore has let
Chas. H. Sweeton, American Theatheater

—

R£AI

—

the contract for

new

;iis

theater.

The

house will be two-story with an

dome

in the rear.

Marlowe
Memphis H.

—

It will

in

—

building which, will include a
seating 800.

Evansville, Ind.

ter,

air-

cost $20,000.

Memphs

R. Marlowe, traveling auditor for Universal, has been
assigned the territory formerly covered by M. J. Rogers, now assistant
manager in St. Louis.

"The Phantom

of the

Opera"

(Universal)

Prologue

presentation.

Had

a

man

dressed as the "Phantom," his
cape being painted with luminous
paint which glowed in darkness. Just

Another House for Los Angeles
Los Angeles The El Capilan is to
be erected on Hollywood Blvd., just

—

west of Highland.

Big Milwaukee Theater
ahead of the picture the theater was
totally darkened, and the "Phantom"
Milwaukee A large theater will be
appeared in the audience and ap- constructed by ihe Colonial AmuseOn Six Day Policy
proached the stage while the orches- ment Co.
Roland; la. The Lyric is operat- tra played the theme. Several shots
ing on a six day a week basis. Sun- were fired as he came on the stage.
Morness Takes Over Iowa House
day shows are banned in the town.
He disappeared into the screen as
Lakota, la.— N. 1. Morness has
the curtain parted and the picture
over the World, which has been
taken
Linton's Son a Partner
began. The "Phantom" also carried
Utica, N. Y.
W. H. Linton, pio- a cane with a skull's head done in the closed three months because of poor
neer theater operator here and own- luminous paint, as was his hat.
In business.
er of the Olympic, has taken his son
the darkness all the audience could
into partnership.
Temporarily Managing Star
see was the cape, hat and cane.—
V. E. Toriuiiiist
Edward Shanberg, Grand Theater
Mitchelville, la.
Stock Issue to Finance Theater
Salina, Kans.
has assumed temporary management
Kingston, N. Y. A stock issue is
of the Star, operated by Galloway &
to be floated here for the financing of
"Variety"
Schwartz.
a new house to be built by Harry
(Paramount)

—

—

—

—

—

Luzarus.

Joins

A
"U" Studio

—

Staff

novel stunt in the form of a four-

page paper made up as a facsimile

in

type and layout of the theatrical
St. Louis
Tommy Charack, local paper,
"Variety." and with a two-line
Universal publicity man, fias been ashead across the front page reading:
signed to the studio statT on the
"Rialto Sensation Thrills Broadway."
Coast.
The front page stories on the picture

Frank Buys Iowa House
Humboldt, la.— The Russell

has
been purchased by W. B. I'raiik from
H. H. Russell. It has been renamed
the Strand.

Dismantle Star, Negaunee, Mich.
Negaunee, Mich. The Star is to
side effective illustrations were
Lodi, Wis.
Construction of the ed by running strips of the film show- be dismantled upon completion of the
Saxe will start as soon as the house ing several frames of the leading per- Vista, sponsored by Jafet Rylkonen,
on the site is moved.
formers.
On the back page were who owns the former house.

To

Start on Saxe, Lodi, Wis.

—

were prepared

like

news

items.

Ingain-

To

—
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AT LIBERTY
AUGUST

1ST

Thoroughly familiar with every
phase of publicity, advertising an
exploitation.
Production, distribution

and theatres.

Will organize and manage, manage or join any department. Four
years experience with one of the
largest companies with excellent
references from present employer.

Address Box 31S
c-o Film Daily
1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
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Laemmle

presents

A Dimitri Buchowetzki Production
With
.

tJLVRA LA PLANTE

Pat O'Malley, Raymond Keane,
Qeorge Seigmann, Cesare. Qiravina
From

.the

«tory by

LAyRJDS BRUUN

Hlniversdl; specials

.

rA

-way out aheudU^^
Here is a SUPER SPECIAL made for North,
South and West;— big city, small town.

•East,

-To

df the beauty lover; to
the blbod of the action fan; to please

feast the eyes,

thrill

ONE AND
it's

the "MILLION

PHERE"

-A

ALL.

DOLLAR ATMOS-

makes the truly .great
SUPER-SPECIAL "Tlie- Midnight Sufi?'

**-».

that

has" it -^ and in addidoii, poignant heart
*'
interest and a gripf>ing actioti ctimax.
-
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Foreign Markets

"The Film Salesman"
Features Reviewed

'Presentations

Theater Equipment

Hollywood Happenings
In

Eas.tfern

Studios

the general heading
quick atid ready
in
explain
of "Present'O'Grams."
put on by other
as
methods
presentation
true
and
form with tried
with
the outside of
deals
"Expluit-O-Grams"
as
exhibitors. Just
with
themselves
the theater so will "Present-O-Grams" concern

INTRODUCING

a

new department under

Short Subjects

It will

the stage.

"A

Little

"And

from Lots"

That's

That"

1

P.D.C-l|EMtRINCER
PIXODUCERS
CM UN nOE.

D

I

PlCSidetlt
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RAYMOND PAWIEY, Vice President and Tieas.
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A LANDSLIDE!
Entire Nation Goes P. D. C. as Avalanche of DeMille- Metropolitan
Hits Sweeps Country.

From

City After City Reports

Are Pouring

In of Record Runs, Record Receipts and Record Showings.

From San Antonio, Texas
Week June 19
"FIFTH

Rialto

run

AVENUE"
.... "UP IN MABEL'S ROOM"
"MADAM BEHAVE" and

Palace.

Aztec

After a record-breaking two weeks'

DEMILLE'S
"THE VOLGA BOATMAN" for
books

special return

Week June 26

the

"WILD OATS LANE"
"ROCKING MOON"

Rialto

Week

"THE

July 3

Rialto

Palace

"BRAVEHEART"

The New York Sunday

Telegraph,
June 27, reports important first runs
1

is

time in the history of Mil-

WAY

1

1

This

ON
THE

from 7 of the largest cities in the
United States, exclusive of New
York. P. D. C. is represented in 4
out of

engagement.

UNKNOWN

SOLDIER"
"WHISPERING SMITH"

.

first

B.

waukee that a picture has been
booked back into a first-run house
after a previous two weeks' run.

"SILENCE"

Palace

.

CECIL

"THE PRAIRIE PIRATE"
Aztec

Aztec

— Garden Theatre, Milwaukee,

7 cities with a total of 2

pictures playing first-run in one week.

*

GET YOUR SHARE OF THE BIG MONEY
SIGN THAT P. D. C. CONTRACT NOW

iTHE
;^€> NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY
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Patterson With

"U"

Atlanta Manager Joins Theater Dept.
to Help Supervise and Acquire
Houses in That Territory
Atlanta

— Following

close

on

the
C. Pat-

heels of news that Willard
terson had resigned as manager of
the Metropolitan comes announce-

ment from Dan Michalove, head

of

forces in the South,
joining the Universal
organization and will be associated
with Michalove in the acquisition of
additional theaters and in supervision
of the entire chain of Universal's
Southern houses.

the Universal
that Patterson

is

1926

4,

Tent Shows In Favor
Many

Outfits Establish Themselves
In Certain Localities and Become

Locally Popular

—

Los Angeles Reports from several
towns in this vicinity indicate the tent

show

is

gaining considerable

comparable in many
neighborhood theater.

cases

favor,
to the

Under a clever manager these
shows ofifer only productions that appeal to the whole famliy and, as in
stock

companies,

the

players

gain

Price 25 Cents

$65

A

Share

New Equipment Merger

—

to Float
Securities

Big Issue Chase
Corp. Will Handle It
The company which will develop
out of the merger of 37 supply dealers under guidance of H.A.R. Dutton of the Exhibitors' Supply Co. of
Chicago will shortly finance a large
block of stock through the jZhase Securities Corp. of New York.
There will be 50,000 shares of
cumulative preferred which will pay

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

Five Keith Subsidiaries Liquidate
Sierra to Produce for Worthy
Albany, N. Y. Dissolutions have
\\'orthy Pictures, Inc., has arrang
Patterson will make his headquarbeen filed with the Secretary of State ed for Sierra to produce three series
ters in Atlanta where Southeastern
for five corporations allied with the
three features each.
T. Roy
Amusements Corp., Southern sub- B. F. Keith organization. They are of
Barnes, Mary Carr and Earl Douglas
(Continued on Page 2)
Disthe B. F. Keith Hippodrome Corp., will be starred in each group.
B. F. Keith Rochester Corp., B. F. tribution will be announced next
Alcaraz Foreign Representative
Keith Realty Corp., B. F. Keith Ca- week.
Jose Alcaraz has been appointed nadian Corp., B. F. Keith Syracuse
Dale Hanshaw, president of Sierra,
general representative of the Central Corp.
may go to England in October to
American Foreign Film of Honduras
produce three features with the menand will be located at 130 Wesl 46
tioned stars. Four will be made this
Registrar for U. A. Circuit
St.
The Central Union Trust Co. has year at the Worthy Studios at Med\been appointed registrar for 600,000 ford, Mass. Work starts Wednesday
Edward Griffith with M.-G.-M.
shares of common and 40,000 shares on the initial feature, "Heritage,"
Los Angeles Edward H. Grii^th of preferred stock of the United Ar- with Leander de Cordova directing.
has been signed by M.-G.-M. to di- tists Theater Circuit, Inc.
San Carlos Opens
rect Charles Ray in "Thirty Days"
Los Angeles The San Carlos, the
Herb Weil Here
with Gertrude Olmstead and T. Roy
Herb L. Weil, partner with Col. W. new West Coast theater, opened last
Barnes in the supporting cast.
Located at Main and Griffin
S. Butterfield in three Port Huron, night.
Mich., theaters is in Ne\# York on it cost $250,000 and has a seating ca-Beaumont Her(
Harry Beaumont, Fox director, ar- his honeymoon. At the Commodore. pacity of 1,100.
He
rived from the Coast yesterday.
Harry Bernstein Returns
Woody in Chicago
will soon leave for England where he
sales
general
Bernstein,
Harry
is
Gove
Woody
&
of
Woody
Jack
will film "One Increasing Purpose."
manager for Red Seal, has returned
in Chicago in connection with the
from a trip to exchanges.
Movie Lovers' Contest.
Clarke Resigns
Clarke
has
Los Angeles Victor H.
resigned as studio manager for M.It is reported he could not
G.-M.
agree on policy with Louis B. Mayer.

X

—

—

—

/

—

Morris Arrives from Europe
William Morris, Jr., arrived yesterday on the Aquitania.

Heads U.

S.

Bureau

Chief
J. North Appointed
the Film Division of Commerce Department

Clarence
of

Washinyion Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— Clarence

North,

J.

for the past three and one-half years
connected with the Specialties Division of the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, on July 1 assumed his new position of chief of the
motion picture section, created by
Secretary Hoover in response to repeated requests from the industry to
assist in the solution of the many

foreign problems which threaten seriously to handicap exports.
North, prior to coming to Washington, was the editor of Export Trade
and Finance, New York, in which
(Continued on Page 2)

M.-G.-M. Buys "Rose Marie"
screen rights to "Rose Marie"
have ben acquired by M.-G.-M. Contracts were closed yesterday between
Nicholas M. Schenck and Arthur
Hammcrstein, Otto Harbach, Oscar
Hammerstein 2nd., Rudolph Friml
The right to
an\l Herbert Stothart.
use^the music is included.

The

New

Duties
Schlaifer Assumes
L. J. Schlaifer has assumed duties
as sales director for Universal's western division, taking the place left vacant by Lou Metzger who was recently appointed general sales manager.

Laemmle Continues to Improve
Cables to Universal and the .\ssoci
atcd Press report that Carl Lacmmlc
continues to improve steadily and
that his condition

is

excellent.

Gilpin to Play "Uncle Tom"
Universal has signed Charles Gilpin to play the role of Uncle Tom.

He will leave
Coast, July 24.

New York

for

the

To Film Bible Stories
Sacramento The Temple of Truth,
theater,
a San Diego organization, plans to
Injecting the personal touch into the operation of a
film pictures based on Bible stories.
only
is
it
that
assume
to
has a decided vakie. It is a mistake
.Articles of incorporation have been
Making patrons think filed.
in the small towns that this idea gets over.
likes and disthat the exhibitor has a personal interest in their
En Route to New York
It ruffles the
inside.
Ralph Like of National -A.ero Map
likes, helps stimulate that warmish feeling
Hollywood, arrives from the
Co.,
feathers in the right direction.
Coast Sunday.
Mouse theaters
For example. John Hamrick runs the Blue

—

Features Reviewed
Page

—

More Pay Less Work
Fox
Bigger Than Barnum's

10
10

F. B.

Lovey Mary
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

The Palm Beach

Trail

Pathe

The

in the Pacific
10

Paramount

The Frontier

... 10

Girl

•

11

F. B.

Short Subjects

11

11

In Seattle

more

particularly,

Hamrick

He makes his trailers,
strong for that "homey" atmosphere.
his newspaper advertising
his house programs and occasionally
gotten over with
personal tone that has apparently

is

reflect

Isle of Retribution

Northwest.

a

Seattle folks.

Any

The

audience

box-office
is

shows

certain to like

it.

it.

The

(Continued on Page 3)

reaction

is

sure-fire.

No

Paper Monday

Since Independence Day will
generally observed, there
FILM
will be no issue of
DAILY published on Monday,

be

July
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from Page
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(Continued fiofn Page

widespread
a
knowledge of foreign trade. He entered liie Department of Commerce
Jan. 1, .1923, as a member of the
ipecialties division, with whicli at that
time motion pictures were incorporHe has specialized, however,
ated.
on motion pictures as the foreign
prf)blems of the trade increased, and
was selected without hesitaticjn by
Secretary Hoover as the logical man
to head the new section.

;

Address

communications

all

to

DAILY,

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood,
Cahtornia Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 70OO and Washington 9794, London Ernest W. P'redman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlboiough St.,
Lon<'on, W. I., Paris
La Cinematographic

—

—
—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

The film section begins operations
with a fund of $15,000 to tide it over
This is considerably
the first year.
less than was asked of Congress by
Secretary Hoover, and the cut will
necessitate
tentative

drastic
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in
the
originally
laid
down, which contemplated the employment in Europe of a man who
would serve the industry exclusively.
While it is impossible at this time,
with the limited appropriation, to
put this plan into effect. North is
hopeful that in the near future some

1925

Share

(Continued ftom Page

1)

1)

Universal Chain Theatrical dividends of $4 per year and 500,000
Enterprises, Inc., maintains division shares of common. Neither stock will
offices headed by Michalove as vice list any par value.
The offering will
president and general manager.
He be made to the public at %bS per share.
will assume the duties of his new
The board of directors will meet
post on July 12.
in Chicago in a few days.
The new
Twenty-three theaters comprise the corporate name will then be revealed.
Universal Southern group already in In New York and in Chicago, it is
operation and five additional houses likely that those units which are part

sidiarj' of

are now in construction.
Of the five
theaters now being built for Universal the most important is that in
Atlanta.
It is a part of the Macy
store project being built by Asa
Candler, Inc., and will be known as
the Capitol.

merger will retain their individual identities.
In all other cities,
however, the local branch will bear
the name of the nationally-operated
organization.
of the

Tent Shows In Favor
(Continued from Page
a following that brings
to the box office.

1)

much

business

Broadway

F. B. O. on

have two pictures on
Broadway the week of July 10.
"Bigger Than Barnum" will play the
Colony and "The Two-Gun-Man"
will be at Warners.
F.

changes

program

A

$65

4,

B.

O.

will

On

the coast the
tent show can play all the year round
and it may easily develop into rather
strong opposition for the picture

houses.

Schwerin with Columbia
Pittsburgh
Charles
Schwerin,
formerly with M.-G.-M., has been appointed manager of the Columbia

—

arrangement may be worked out
whereby a man is assigned to the
branch here.
study of the most pressing problems
Kranz With Sierra Pictures
with which the industry is faced, at
Financial
Charles Kranz, form,erly general
Bradley Barker with Red Seal
least, and that later an increased apmanager for the Hill interests in
}
Bradlcv
Barker has been secured
propriation may be secured which will
Pittsburgh, has joined Sierra Pic- by Red Seal to assist Dave Fleischer.
enable
him to carry out his original tures as sales representative.
The activity of the Film issues was comHe
mented upon as follows in the "Wall Street plans.
leaves for Cleveland Monday on the
Journal" Friday
F
T'S
"Motion picture shares were active features
first
leg of a trip which will take
of the specialties. Fox Film A reaching new
him
through
the
South.
New
Boston
Chain
high ground on the movement at 7254. up /2
fronr Thursday's low, while Pathe A moved
Boston
Knickerbocker
Attracup 1J4 to 5HFox Film A, now paying tions, Inc., has been
incorporated to
OR
Rites for Gerald Beaumont
$4, is scheduled to go on a $6 dividend basis
LEARN TO SAY
operate theatrical attractions.
Capiat the end of this year, accounting for the
Los Angeies Funeral services for
recent strength of the stock.
Earnings this tal is placed at $20,000.
Charles T. Gerald Beaumont were held at the
year are estimated at from $7 to $9 a share,
Kclloup'h,
Frederick W. McEnery Church of the Blessed Sacrament
and the company !s m strong cash positions."
and
1437 BROADWAY - TEL 5580 PEN.
and Charles E. Lawrence are ofifi- immediately thereafter the remains
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT
cers.
were shipped to Oakland where burial
Quotations
took place.
Am. Seat. Pfd.
2,300
40J4
39H 40
Buchman to Coast
INC. !
Am. Seat. Vte.
3614
\
3,900
3554
Balahan & Katz
72M
72J4
presents
Sidney
Buchman,
formerly
R.
in
I
Eastman Kodak
113
.113?^
7,366
C. W. Rapp Dead
:

ttifMn
GOWNS
I

I

—

1
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—
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.
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116/8 117
120/2 120/
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Famous Players
Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fam. Play. Rts.

.

118
120/,

.

5

.

*Film Inspection
First Xat'l Pfd.
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

6H

.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A'
Roxy Units
*t

73

72

73

2654

26

26

37J^

i',666

23/

21

21

200
100

57J4
26^4

56M

57
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24!4

97/
50/
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SOyi
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..
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'854

S}i
.

100
34J4
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.

45/
14%
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Specialists in Motion Picture

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years.

W.

Capitol

been reopened in charge of Rev. Fr.
O. J. Plasse, who has taken it over
from Fred Green of Woonsocket.

Stebbins

Illinois

Chicago
700

—

House Ends Career
The Rialto at Princeton,

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

Rapp,

the

well

New

has been dismantled and has
been leased to the American Legion
as a hall.

Way

York Manager Resigns

—

York, Pa. Frank E. Barry has resigned as manager of the Franklin.
He will go to San Diego, Cal.

theater

is

to be bulit.

leaving

i

i
I

Boston

—

I

'"

12

Up

resigned as branch manager of F. B.
will
continue as manager of
O.,
Franklin Film Co.
T. O'Leary is
the

new branch manager

To Manage

for F. B.

Hollywood

— Edward

has arrived to
Plavhouse.

manage

O.

Playhouse

W. Rowland

the

Hollywood

Transferred to Washington

New

to the

Minute Comedies

Now

Ready

STAGE SHY

THE VULGAR BOATMAN
In Production
WANDERERS OF THE
WETLAND
Distributed

By

SAVA FILMS
1540 B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

L. Wallenstein, recently

I.

Haven

— Edward

Farrell,

Worth Their Weight

in

LAUGHS
FAT MEN
Standard

2 Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock
Standard Cinema Corporation

Associated

Suckno Made Manager
Hudson, N. Y. Walter Suckno has
Cappa Managing Delaware
been named manager of the PlayAlbany Louis Cappa is the new house and Rialto, succeeding George
Roberts of Albany.
manager of the Delaware.

—

—

!

i

Switches in Boston

George Goldberg with F.B.O.
Goldberg
George
has ington.
Albany

—

I

I

former branch manager for M.-G.-M.
here, lias been transferred to Wash-

O.

The Veteran Laugh Maker
!

—

Hollywood

joined F. B.
Exhibitors.

j
I
I

York.

Golden State in Hanford
Hanford, Cal Church property at
the corner of Ninth and Irwin Sts.,
has been purchased by the Golden
-State Theater Corp., where a new

111.,

Norfolk House Under

W.

Chicago*— C.

known theater architect, is dead here.
One of his last designs was for the

i

has

$150,000.

INSURANCE

1540

— The

—

Bond Market

Arthur

I.

Neb. A new
Norfolk.
theater,
seating 1,100, is being erected by
Jack Koenigstein. It will cost about

Philadelphia Market

When you

A.

^

l^aramount building.

6

7

•Warner Bros
•VYarner Pict. "A"
* Last prices quoted

S

for

Pastor Manages House

Warren,

23J^

Paramount B'way

Skouras Bros

*•

department.
Culver City to

scenario

Bros',

leaves Monday
joi n M,jG.-Mt

6,400
1,200

37 -^
23 5^
21

...

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Transl.ux Screen
*Uni. Art. The. Ct.
I^niversal Pict.
»Univer. Pict. Pfd.

*

im

Project.

Roxy C'ommon

Warner

104/

.

*Intcrii'l

5,500
1 ;000
3,800

SAVA FILMS
HANK MANN

Book Now!
At All

F. B.

O. Branches

I
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Personality

The Week's Headlines

{Continued fium Faye

Monday
Fox reported

experimentiTii>

a

vvitli

syn-

filnv

chronized with sound.
London Branch of C. E. A. condemns blind
Locking.
Tlie
at

Goskino

produce

to

series

for

children

Moscow.

Arthur Lucas, R. B. Wilby and H. F. Kincey
Ijuy eight houses in North Carolina.

Tuesday
E. F. Alhee denies formation of "Pleasurix"
presentations unit by Keith office.
Balaban & Katz to handle theater deals for
I'amous.
IJ.
W. Griffith states future plans are undetermined.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, in ''Wall Street Journal"
interview, says he has never lost a nickle
in production.

The backbone

A
B.

"The in-between

picture, the picture that arrives at neither intimacy or spectacular strength, will meet with little favor. The
public is growing very tired of slipshod methods in story telling.

with Joe Friedman.
Will PL Hays will see his job through as
president of the M. P. P. D. A., he states.

Canadian

"Five years from now the complexion of the motion picture
heaven will be completely changed. There will be practically none
Within
of the present older stars who will be shining at that time.
five years we will have gone into the second generation of the
motion picture, and because we are now going into that generation,
each year from 1926 will show an increasing number of rising

Toronto that Famous

Corp.

has

been

reor-

Wednesday
First Fox
earnings.

1926

Associated

Exhibitors

quarter

shows

holding

increase
sales

in

confer-

new

ences.

financing profitable, Frank Wilson,
head of M. P. Capital Corp., says in "Wall

Picture

Street Journal"

Eastman Kodak

interview.
to distribute

$2,786,165

in

earnings to employees July 1.
Robert Lieber's new Indianapolis theater

to

picture

liibitors

Thompson seeks Government
order in Federal trade case against Famous.
Bray Prod., Inc., will release 101:^ shorts in
1926-1927.

Thursday
National statement indicates drop in
earnings for first 1926 quarter.
Australia rejects import duty increase bill.
National Screen Service to extend trailer service to England.
M.-G.-M. and Famous to each have "obFirst

server"

on Ufa

lot.

Saenger planning four more houses.

American Seating Corp. $3,000,000

issue sold.

Friday
Leading economists see world prosperity.
F.

W. Murnau

arrives to direct

picture

for

Fox.
\'itaphone Co. signs Mischa Elman. Efrem
Zimbalist and Harold Bauer, concert stars.
Warners announce first six pictures on
1926-27 schedule.
Sphinx Films, Inc., to proiluce six in France.

Saturday
C. Patterson of Atlanta joins Universal to acquire houses in that territory.
Tent shows being established in localities
around Los Angeles may offer regular

Willard

houses competition.
big

stock

Clarence J. North appointed head of
Division of Commerce Department.

Fdm

Merged equipment

dealers

to

flat

issue at $65 a share.

Saxe House in Milwaukee
Milwaukee, Wis.— A 99 year lease
for property at State and Madison
has been signed by the Capitol In-

vestment Co., on behalf of the Saxe
Theaters, which are to build a house
costing $1,000,000.
Outlines New Chain Policy
Y.— The Maralste
N.
Syracuse,
Theater Co., which is to erect a chain
of houses in the northern part of the
state, will operate on a policy of
pictures and presentations.

East Greenwich Theater Ready
East Greenwich, R. I.— Benj. Salviai will manage the new Greenwich.

the

—

Embassy— '•Hen Hur"

New York
York— Monday

Loew's

New

Loew's

—

Unfair

Sex"

Ranson's

Frontier Trail"

and

The

— "Good and Naughty"
Thursday — "Hard Boiled"
Wednesday

Friday— "The Big Show" and

'The

Iionaire

Saturday

Mil

Policeman''
— "Footloose

Widows"
Mark Strand— "The Old Aniry Game"
—
Rialto
Rivoli

"\"ariety"
—"Silence"

Warners— "Rex the Devil Horse"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The Volga
man"

Boat-

Next Week

Astor— "The Big Parade"
Broadway Undetermined
Cameo Undetermined
Capitol
"La Boliemc'
Colony "Bigger Than Barnum"
Criterion
"Mare .Nostrum"
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Mark Strand "Men of of Steel"

—

——
—
—
—

Rialto
Rivoli

—

—^"Variety"
—

"Man Trap"

Warners

"The Two-Gtin Man"
Strand— " he Old

Brooklyn Mark
Ciamc"

1

Army

Law Banned

Blue

age of experimentation

Good Times

tliroughout country.

Commissioner

has passed

and now has time and leisure to devote itself to that refinement
which will eventually carry it to its ultimate destiny, as the one
communicative medium of all, which has a chance to weld all races
and creeds into one and bring about the eventual brotheriiood
of man."

Renibusch urges organization of exon arbitration board members

Week

Kepcrtoire

Capitol— 'The Road to .\Iandalay'
Colony— "The Trap"
Criterion
'Mare Nostrum"

faces.

"The motion

cost $1,200,000.

Frank

gain

—

Finkelstein & Kuben secure control of first
run situation in St. Paul through deal

Players
ganized.

—

will

Cameo —

Tuesday— "The

most popularity from a film entertainment
standpoint.
Recent developments seem to point as a fact that the
public takes to its heart either the very large, spectacular presentation of some outstanding international topic or a very small
but very intimate cross section of one human life or a particular
phase in that life.

plans three units in East.

at

De

Week

This

Astor~"Tlie Hig I'.ira.k'
Broadway— "The Volna Uoatinan"

Folly"

thoughtful analysis of what is to come as seen by Cecil
Mille:
"We seem to be drawing towards the period in which the

extremes

Foreign attitude toward American industry
due to misunderstanding, Marcus Loew
states upon return.

made

is

Extremes

Hryan.

Orticial denial

of the average theater

the regular customer.
He is the individual who must be nursed along until the theatergoing habit is part of his daily routine.

Walter Keade leases seven houses in Long
Branch and Asbury Park to Charles J.

Fox

I)

Picture the proud mother if the manager stops long enough to
chuckle the family baby under the chin. Again, imagine how
Mr. Public will be pleased if he is saluted by name as he enters
the portals of the theater.

.\ul)urii, hid.

repealed

the

— The

cit.\- council has
forbidding picture

law

houses from opening Sundays.
rogration followed a concerted
by tlieater owners that they
being discriminated against.

,A.b-

move
were

Hagerman Titling Film
Mid-year dividend disbursements will give to stockholders
Los
.\ngeles
"Stick
to
Vour
between $550,000,000 and $050,000,000. It is estimated to be Story" is being titled by Arthur Q.
On Thursday, over one hundred Hager'can. It was produced b>
the largest figure on record.
In one day, it should be re- Harry J. Brown and stars Billy Saidividends.
corporations declared

—

livaii.

membered.

The figures might well stagger the imagination. The motion picture industry is part of this general commercial prosperity.
The important producing and distributing companies have declared and paid their dividends. That this reflects good business
The success or the
all along the line is, of course, apparent.
falls
as the business
or
rises
failure of producers and distributors
life

by

of the theater

owner

fluctuates.

Managing Three Schine Houses

—

(jloversville,
N. Y. Merman S.
V'iiieherg has succeeded AL F. Feeley
as manager of the three theaters here

owned by

Restrictions
Bristol,

pelling

that the industry,
It is a coinfortal)le feeling indeed to know
progress.
monetary
making
and large, is

the Schine Theatrical Corp.

England

local

Removed

— Restrictions com-

theaters

to

fewer hours have expired.
been operative since June

keep open
They had
1.

Fire in Henderson
Is This Why?
Henderson, N. V. — Fire completely
Frank Wilson whose M. P. Capital Corp. has between $8,- destroyed a new' projection machine
financing of in use for the first time at the Opera
000 000 and $10,000,000 at work, much of it in the
the House. '
Journal
Street
"Wall
the
by
interviewed
production was
asserinteresting
He was credited with making this
other day
Building in Oshkosh
long
That a contract with a producer or an actor for a
Oshkosb. Wis. — Fischer-Para niouiu
tion
efifect of paralyzing him and Theaters have made plans tor the
series of pictures has often had the
contmue the inter- construction of a $75,000 iiouse here.
That-to
deadening his productive genius.
making percentage Work is to begin immediately.
are
and
view— is why big companies more
producer and leavor
actor
an
Miami House Opens
contracts on specific pictures with
outside.
pictures
other
Fla.— The Rialto, a $200,Miami,
produce
to
free
him
ing
000 open air picture house, lias been
Supplanting Literature
opened.
York Times in
New
The
sidelight.
interesting
Here is an
To Build in Worcester
American films abroad declares motion
discussino- the vogue of
Stein.Mass. — Henry
Worcestir.
o
successors
the
form of amusement are
berg IS to build a theater on PiedDiet res as a poptilar
which Europe consumed in vast mont St. Plans are being arranged.
popular Amedcan literature

he

advent of the him.
quantities long before the
the new.
Ao-ain the old art bows to

KANN

Luebke Leases Cozy
Grey Fagle, Minn.— A. O. Luebke
has leased the Cozy.

—

THE
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THE STRONG
LINK BETWEEN
THE EXHIBITOR
AND DISTRIBUTOR

i
By JACK
selling
THE
no longer

H ARROW ER

motion pictures is
a job. It has graduated
into the list of professions.
For the
salesman's importance in the industry is becoming recognized more and
more.
There are many contributory forces
of

involved in getting the finished product to the exchange.
But it is the
salesman who has to actually get it
on the screen where all can collect

The
their labor.
his efforts to turning out a good picture.
And so it
goes all along the line through continuity writing, scenario preparation,
on the

results

of

producer confines

laboratory work, and final shipment
of the completed product to the exchange. The final touch is done by
the publicity men who relay all the
"dope" obtainable that will aid the
salesman in putting over the picture.
The salesman must possess a complete knowledge of all these various
activities that entered into the making
He must be in
of the production.
a position to talk intelligently on any
angle, from production values, author,
scenarist, director, cast, to exploitation possibilities.

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

Sunday, July
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A

standard of ethics ex- something that Jones has pulled to
the organization that sells in advantage in a similar neighborhood.
the New York territory, known as And so by these little touches of rethe Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc. peated service he builds himself perUnder the leadership of its president, sonally into the confidence of his cusJoe Weinberg, an old timer, it ad- tomer. In a word, he keeps selling
heres strictly to its own unwritten himself. And when he has done that,
code of what is and what is not it is not such a difficult matter to
good practice in the sale of product keep on selling his product as long
as he covers that particular territory.
to any exhibitor.
For some time past there has been The personal element in salesmanship
a gradual weeding out of those in- is a big factor in the sale of pictures.
dividuals who do not measure up to More so than in many other merchanFor the show business
the modern standard of salesman- dising lines.
Undesirables are being elimi- is essentially one of personalities and
ship.
nated. No man can go out and suc- friendships.
When an exhibitor is dealing with
cessfully sell pictures these days unless he has definitely proved his rep- a salesman of this type, it is poor
utation for honesty, square dealing, policy on his part to question or
sincerity, and respectability. He must challenge him.
Here is a man who
be a pretty clean living sort of fel- has proved by actual service his delow, for he is dealing nowadays with sire to build box-office just as if he
theater men who are representative were drawing down the profits himbusiness men in their community.
self.
He sincerely has the welfare
When a salesmen goes into a new of the exhibitor at heart. It may be
definite

in

It probably is.
must be thoroughly con- selfish.
But it is
versant not only with his merchan- sound salesmanship. More and more
dise, but an all round knowledge of the industry is beginning to realize
the theater he is trying to sell.
He the truth that no contract is equitable
doesn't walk in "cold" on the new unless it equally benefits both contracting parties.
prospect, and introduce himself.
The distributor is
First he studies the neighborhood not in business just for the current
The salesman deserves much conHe takes season. And the theater is built of
sideration. He must be a hard work- from every possible angle.
particular note of the class of people brick and mortar, at an investment
er, and stick close to the job through
the
potential
patronage of the of
thousands sometimes
millions.
long hours regardless of his personal
comfort, and often under most trying house. Then he studies carefully the Here is something to be nursed careDisappointments, delays, opposition, whether it be in the same fully, patiently, with straightforward
conditions.
He territory or a neighboring town. The business dealings paramount at all
rebuffs
these are his portion.
must take them all with a smile and element of sound judgment enters in times.
to determining the
Mutual Benefit
It is generally when it comes
keep on plugging.
And on such a foundation both disconceded that a successful film sales- possible drawing power of that parman can sell anything, for his train- ticular theater what the exhibitor is tributor and exhibitor can profitably
ing is so rigorous and gruelling that really capable of drawing at the box- continue their business relationship
year in and year out. With mutual
when he has graduated he can go out office.
With all these facts in his posses- benefit to both. Any other policy is
and sell coal, autos or lighting systems in a spirit of playful pastime. sion, he is pretty well set to go in business suicide. The old saw "honBut like anything else that is tough, it and talk to his man intelligently. But esty is the best policy" has been worn
has a fascination for real salesmen finally he studies the house itself. ragged, but it is founded on a scienwho enjoy pitting their wits against For not only must he be fair to the tific truth and only by following it
And it is this type exhibitor, but fair to the company consistently can any business relaa hard problem.
The theater must be tionship endure as between exhibitor
of salesman who sticks and is suc- he represents.
of such a standing that it will main- and distributor.
And the salesman
cessful.
tain the "'•"stige of the product he is the one who by his attitude and
Must Co-operate
conduct toward the exhibitor keeps
The man who gets by today is the is handling.
When this salesman finally ap- this profitable relationship existing
one who has learned that hd is in the
employ of the exhibitor as well as the proaches his prospect, he is in a po- from one season to another.
In times past certain exchanges
He has to sition to command his respect by his
distributor he represents.
work with and for the exhibitor in knowledge of the actual conditioiis have lost their reputation through no
When he that confront the showman. He can fault of their own. Dishonest pracdefinite terms of service.
makes a sale, his work has but com- talk to him intelligently on his book- tices on the part of salesman lacking
ings from any angle.
the proper ethical standard have cost
menced.
them valuable accounts which it has
The Salesman's Work
He must work with the exhibitor
And when he finally opens the ac- taken time and hard work to regain.
and do all in his power to help him
The modern count, his work has but commenced. Sometimes the ill feeling created has
put the picture over.
salesman is well grounded in a knowl- Then the element of service enters definitely shut their product from that
particular theater.
But happily that
He calls on him consistently
edge of the various problems that in.
The new order of
confront the theater. He is in a po- not persistently. There is a vast dif- day has passed.
He knows just when to call, salesmanship has put the relationship
sition to intelligently inform the ex- ference.
hibitor as to what points in the pic- and when to "lay off."
Above all, of exhibitor and distributor on the
And it is
ture will appeal to his particular he makes it his business to study his plane where it belongs.
neighborhood.
He can lay out a man. He establishes a bond of real going to stay there.
constructive campaign for properly good fellowship through real service.
The big advantage to the salesman
And after He may call on him with a bit of who has worked along the lines of
advertising the showing.
the campaign is planned, he can show news that will help the exhibitor. service above outlined is that he has
the theater man how to get in back Again it may be to offer him a val- the goodwill of the theater man and
of it to extract every bit of publicity. uable tip on exploiting the picture
he gets in on the ground floor. He is

territory, he

—

—

—

A

—

1925

SALESMANSHIP

THAT COMBINES
PROFITS WITH
SOUND BUSINESS

The Film Salesman
ists

4,

given a chance to sell his product
before the exhibitor has bought anything for the new season. And maybe that doesn't mean much to the
salesman!

The salesman must have a definite
to when certain kinds

knowledge as

of pictures should play certain terriHe must analyze his territory so that he gets his first, second,
third and fourth runs in zones playing in such a way that his company
gets the maximum amount of money
out of each territory. In connection
with this he must know how to take
and switch dates. Always that one
word dates. It is the word that
means actual sales.
tories.

—

easy to go out on the road
in signed business, but it's
another thing to bring in a lot of
business with actual play dates.
In
years gone by it was not necessary
for a salesman to get play dates.
It
was a case of sell and then go after
dates.
This meant inflation in the
amount of business distributors could
expect on a picture. Today a signed
contract is as good as a gold bond
It

is

and bring

in

most

cases.

As

to the question of price.
hibitors are coming to realize

Ex-

that
when a salesman presents a price
on a picture it is the quota price
that the home office has figured out
as a fair and equitable return on the
investment necessary to build a real
box-office product.
By cutting the
salesman's price the inevitable result
must be that cheaper product becomes imperative if the other party
to the contract is to get a fair return
to his investment.
It is the insurmountable law of all business procedure.
To properly maintain a high
standard of box-office that will keep
the patrons coming back, and general public confidence in pictures secure,
it
is vital that the exhibitor realize
his obligation
to pay a fair price for
a fair product.

—

The modern film salesman has
learned to work hand in hand with
his superior officers
It is an old
axiom, but peculiarly true in this
business of selling pictures, that two
heads are better than one. Cooperation all along the line is the keynote
that brings satisfaction and profits
to all contracting parties.
It is the
only sound way to conduct this
lousiness.

Most assuredly a new day has
dawned in the business of selling the

And hats off to the salesman who works long hours under
product.

trying conditions to extract every
possible profit from the pictures he
handles so that both exhibitor and
distributor can feel at the end of the
season that they have got an even
break.
The modern film salesman is
certainly doing his share to put the

industry where
it

there.

it

belongs

— and

keep
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Developments
By

ARTHUR

W.

EDDY
dearth of talent.
Incidentally, Bernard dc
Pace, is also included and docs his mandolin

rt

Present- O- Grams
"Volga Boatman" Atmosphere
At the new EverEverett, Wash.

—

THIS
INGrams"

loud speaker, hidden in various
vantage points and wired to an electrola out of sight, furnished Russian
music during parts of "The Volga
Boatman." Russian balalaika orchestra played "Song of the Volga Boatman" during first scenes. In two
other places a record of Chaliapin
ett,

was

Presentations

in

issue

the "Present-O-

will be a regular feature of this weekPractical ideas for presentations will be gathered
the country and assembled here in concise form.

from all over
Cut them out and file them. You'll need them some day for
your theater.
When you find a presentation stunt that goes over send us
a brief description for publication in the column.
Ideas which
do not involve heavy expense will naturally serve the greatest
number of exhibitors. Address your letters to: Present-O-Grams
Editor, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, New York City.

used.

Loud Speaker Announcements

—

In conjunction with
Louis
Original Kansas City Night Hawks,
orchestra, radio set was rigged up
on stage of Loew's State. Director
talked through loud speaker to give
broadcasting effect.
St.

"Old English Week"
Observing "Old EngWinnipeg
Week," Manager Walter F.
lish

—

Davis invited patrons of the Metropolitan to submit requests for favored
English numbers which were later
used in a special program arranged
by Charles Dilley, orchestra conductor.

"Victor Herbert Week"
Montreal
On bill with "Mile.
Modiste," Manager Harry Dahn observed "Victor Herbert Week" at
Overture was "Memothe Capitol.
Canitol
Victor Herbert."
ries
of
Opera Co. presented "Excerpts from

—

Publicity
Chimes of Normandy."
tie-up with local music store.

How B'way Does It
Capitol
keeping with the atmosphere of
the picture is the prologue "By the Old
Moulmein Pagado," a ballet number with
effective setting representing a pagan altar
with an idol being adored, as the curtain
She is joined by
rises, by Vlasta Maslova.
Bayard Rauth and they enter into a classic
brought
raft of applause.
number
that
a
dance
The ballet ensemble joins in the finale. The
usual effective lighting enhances the beauty
of this presentation and the Capitol music,
Two other wholly
of course, is mighty fine.
in

the
overture,
follow
numbers
They are a solo "To a Wild
Rose," sung by Celia Turrill and "To a
Water Lily," danced by Ruth Southgate.

attractive
"Solenelle."

The

an attractive setting of a
garden seat covered by an arch festooned
The second is effectively done
with flowers.
first

has

georgette curtains
showering from above in lengths that start
short and graduate to longer lengths toward
Pale green lighting
the back of the stage.
Waldo Mayo, contones this up correctly.
certmaster, plays a violin solo, "Long Ago"

with a cascade of green

between these
always seems to
ences who appreciate good
never fail to receive generous
in

the

The

interval

two numbers.

play to audiThey
music.
Anapplause.
other member of the Capitol orchestra does
Yasha Bunchuk, cellist, plays
a solo number.
"Scherzo'' and "Poem," two delightful numbers.
The news reel, a sea picture "Heroes
of the Sea" (Cranfield and Clarke) and the

Capitol

Public Dance in Lobby
Cleveland "Musical Comedy Hits
of 1926," with the theme of "Who"
from "Sunny" interwoven, overture
feature, "The Road to Mandalay" make up
arranged by Musical Director David the screen contributions. A well balanced
newest
Rubinof? played
Rubinoff.
and interesting program all the way through.
composition, "Slavonic Fantasy" and
followed with original arrangement
Rialto

—

Cup of Col?ee, a Sandwich and
You," interwoven with the theme of
Tschaikowsky's "Andante Cantabile."
Music played by Original Kansas
City Night Hawks was conveyed by
loud speakers to the rotunda and lobby where a public dance was held.

fof "A.

A't

the Allen.

true purpose of the prologue is exemat the Rialto in the production which
In every respect the
precedes "Variety."
presentation serves to create atmosphere conducive to thorough appreciation of the picture which follows.
man s
It opens with a darken stage.

The

plified

A

,

(Week
Same
Capitol
Colony Same

in Sept.

About 50 Keith Picture Houses

in

Lineup— Will Book Rather Than
Produce
Playing of divertissements into
Keith picture houses will begin about
September, Mark Luescher said yesterday.
About 50 theaters will be

produce presentations, he

of July 4)
as previous week.
as previous week.
"Ixjve's Enchantment,"

—
——

staged by Frank Cambria; singing
and instrumental novelty, "Spirit of
"Valley Forge," staged by Cambria;
organ selection, "Let's Talk About
My Sweetie," Henry Murtagh; overture,

by

Hours,"
the
of
Maximilian Pilzer, Rialto
for this
conductor
guest

"Dance

Ponchielli;

conductor,

week only.
„ ,.
Strand— Mark Strand Frohc, with
.

afJected.

The Keith organization

lyvoli

will
said,

not
but

instead select acts which are
appropriate to feature pictures bookFor illustration, when a film like
ed.
"The Volga Boatman" is played a
will

divertissement with a Russian atmosphere will be used on the same bill.
Most of the houses to have their
programs supplemented in this manner are on split-week policies.

.

Charlotte, ice skater, and Borrah Min-

nevitch and his Harmonica Ensemble
by
"Mignon,
overture,
32;
of
Thomas.
„
„
Warners— "To a Wild Rose, sung
by Fritzi Leyton, dramatic soprano;
danced by Ruth Matlock; musical

My

Budnovelty, "I
Walter
dies Are Tonight," staged by

Wonder Where

pro"Spanish Impressions,
duced by Madame Hudak, with dances
GuntRodien
by Ruth Matlock and
zanou.

Kinsley;

is

al-

Routing Harmonica Players
office is routing Borrah Minevitch and his i2 harmonica players.

The

act, which opened at the Brooklyn
Strand last week, plays the Strand,
Vork, this week.

New

voice is heard reciting an extract from Oscar Wilde's "Ballad of Reading Gaol."
The
speaker is Maurice Cass, giving his own
adaptation from back-stage.
Apparently the
voice comes from a convict, Caesar Nesi, who
is
revealed following the completion of the
Impersonating Jannings in the
monologue.
picture, he is found sitting back to the audience as the spot trained on him brightens.
Nesi then sings the first verse of "A
Dream," by Bartlett. At the audience's left
additional lights reveal that the curtain, representing prison bars, is a scrim and behind
Glenn Ellyn, recently with John Murray
it
Anderson and previously at the Balaban &
Katz houses in Chicago, appears. She gracefully
This
executes an Arabian nautcha.
finished her portion of the stage darkens and
Nesi sings the last stanza of "A Dream."

Rivoli
The program is composed of only two
items
the feature "Born to the West" and
The
the stage attraction "Circus Week."
Camlatter, devised and staged by Frank
bria, runs almost an hour and with the possiule exception of his last presentation "Take
a Chance Week," is probably the most elaborate presentation under the new Publix reThe unit
gime, but not the most successful.

—

the services of 29 people and covers
everything connected with_ a circus
from the parade to the acrobats, trained dogs,
ponies, clowns, hot dogs and pink lemonade
Perfortners in(on the stage of course).
clude Franklyn D'Amore, Six Hassans, Carlos Circus, Delano Dell, Alfred Latell. Dan
Holt, Foster and Peggy. Spencer and Beach,
utilizes

Acts for

Mark

New

Loew Houses

New

acts for the Locw picture houses
ojjen this week as follows:
Century,
Haltinrore,
Five Locust Sisters, dancers;
Loew's
Colonial,
Reading,
Pa.,
Buddy

will

blackface

comedian.

Adams Joins Arthur Spizzi
Mark Adams, recently in vaudeville,

has

joined Arthur Spizzi's force.

Newman
Kansas

City

free screen

Plans Screen Tests
Newman is to give

— The

tests

the week

of July

10.

Mrs. A. K.
j

BENDIX
J
:

(Specialist)

I

Picture Theatres

i

Productions
701-7th Ave.

j

i

Bry. 6462

almost

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
OF NEW YORK, Inc.

Tom

Campbell and Allan Raymost striking scenic efof three huge moving
fects is the
This was by far the most effecelephants.
show
but nothing was built
tive scene in the
up around it to take advantage of it. Cambria has proven his ability as a_ producer of
beautiful and clever stage settings and illusions but it seems a pity that the subjects

Pony

Ballet,

mond.

One

of the
illusion

CHARLES

The
he selects should be so full of 'hoke.'
presentation finished with a carnival
which failed to stir the audience to even a
While very elaborate
fair round of applause.
and interesting, here was a lot of effort
audiences were conRivoli
as
wasted as far

1650

PretidcDt

CITY

TELEPHONE CIRCLE

9327-8

i

week's

—

r

AMALGAMATED

an apparently elaborate French
court scene, with Kitty McLaughlin singing
Friml's popular "Toujours Je T'Aime." The
numballet comes on and using two of the
bers from "Madame Pompadour" do some
minuet steps which are rather pretty but fall
Ben Blue comes on for his specialty,
flat.
an eccentric dance which scores and then
Plunkett starts the scotch which flavors his
opening

is

The set is a huge plaid
current Frolic.
There are several
drop, cleverly designed.
the
specialties used here, the worse being
best the Piper
the
Sisters;
Three Ormond
The opening of the
band at the finish.
fine work
finale is a sword dance but the
in this
that the girls do around the swords
orchestra.
the
number isn't visible frxim
Compared with recent editions of the Strand
standshow this week's doesn't come up to
expected
It may be that too much is
ard
is
there
that
froW! Plunkett, or it may be

|
!

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

Strand
edition of Joseph Plunkett's
But there is one thing about
Frolic falls off.
there is always one bit that
these Frolics
mitigates against the hapliazardness of the
The orchestral overture is "The
production.
Dance of the Hours" from Gioconda. The

SEAMAN,

BOOKING

circus

This

H.

ENTERTAINING BANDS AND
ATTRACTIONS
for PICTURE HOUSES

cerned.

B'way Presentations

Use Acts

De Pace

The William Morris

Doyle,

Quite

which went over.

specially

ready known to the patrons and it is only
question before even this novelty will become stale to Strand audiences.

a

column which

department.

ly

Presentations Ideas
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VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

j

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

I

1600 Broadway, New York
Pcnn. 3560
Phone
Ph(
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City

•

%
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GERMANY
FRANCE

By JAMES

—

Brussels The film outlook in Belgium appears dark. This because the
Government is expected shortly to
double all taxes where films are concerned.

Theater Owners

in Rumania, Austria,
and Wales Complain of
Poor Business
In many of the European countries,
theater owners are having a far from
happy time. The position of Welsh

Italy

Putti on W. & F. List
Lya de Putti's "Her Betrayal" is a current release of W. &
The picture was
F. Film Service.
one of her last productions before
going to the States.

De

Many theaters
exhibitors is serious.
have already closed, while it is expected 20 more will shut their doors
within the next few weeks.
In Rome, theaters have been showing to less than 100 during the week.
Only on Sundays do the audiences
dimensions.
apparently,
is

The

London

—

Madame Pasha

as "Josephine"
Paris
Persistent reports have it
that Madame Kernel Pasha will play
the part of Josephine in "Napoleon"

—

sole

admissions.
cause,
prices having quadrupled since 1914.
It seems possible that the cinema
will be forced to close, unless the

which Abel Gance

renting "trust' becomes more reasonable in its prices. Foreign firms, par-

making.

is

INDIA
AUSTRIA

JAPAN

WALES

CUNNINGHAM

Fox Unit Ready

Seeks Aid of Gov't

Fox Europa Filmprodulitions Gessellschaft Name of New German Outfit
Karl Freund Signed

Berlin It is understood a prominent member of the Reichstag is
about to introduce a petition asking

To Double Belgium Taxes

Exhibitors Troubled

fair

P.

BELGIUM

ITALY

Foreign Markets

RUMANIA INDO-CHINA

—

—
—

—

to

—

America

for

government

the
tion

German

financial support for
industry.
Home producis endangered because of insufficient capital, the industry here having been forced to accept loans from
Americans, in order to carry on.

Berlin "Bethovcn's Lite" will be
the first picture to be made by Fox
in Germany.
The name of the new
unit has been announced as Fox
Europa Filmproduktions Gesellschaft
E. F. Julius Aussenberg is
F.
general manager and will have direct
supervision, while Karl Freund has
just been signed as production manager.
Freund is a cameraman, one
of the best in Germany, and will go

HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.
Foreign

Distribution

Nat Nathanson,

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representative* for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

later.

The picture to be made here will
probably never reach the States, it
being intended for showing in Ger-

Cable address

Phone Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

many only.
Three Films Banned in India
Dagger"
Singh's
Bengal
"Amar
ticularly American, are likely to sufItalian Film Congress Held
fer serious losses, unless the matter has been banned by the Punjab Gov{Continued on Page 7)
"Sikh Procession in Calernment.
Rome A film congress was held
cutta" and "Aurora" have also been
here last week, lasting two days, durrefused permits.
New Production Unit in India
the
affecting
matters
which,
ing
Bombay To date, practically no
The
Italian trade were discussed.
French Publication Changes Name
production has taken place in India,
conclave proved successful in its reexcept pictures of an educational naParis
The French trade paper, sults, in that it brought about a betIf present plans materialize, a "Le Film Francais " has changed its
ture.
ter understanding.
large studio will be built here in the name
to
"Le Monds Cinematoimmediate future.
M. Gandhi is graphique."
president of the newly-formed Shadra
14 Reported Killed in Riot
Film Corp., which will produce with
Ifa Cuts Capital in Half
A revolt occurred in
Calcutta
Indian players.
Ifa, the German branch of Rawalpindi, in the province of PentBerlin
United Artists, has reduced its capi- schab because a picture theater was
Theater For Children Only
(a
opposite the moschee
tal to half of the nominal amount.
erected
Constantinople The Turkish WomFourteen are reported to
church).
en's League wants to build a special
Ufa Film Opens in Athetis
have been killed.
Government ofhouse for children.
Athens Lothar Mendes' latest Ufa
ficials favor the plan.
As soon as the film, "'Loves Makes Blind," has opentheater is ready, children will be
ed for a run here.
banned from local houses.

5196-5197

—

FOREIGN TERRITORY

—

Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

—

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

—

154U

—

shown.

New
London

issue

first

Samuelson's new "General
letin" will appear on Aug.

of

G. B.
Bul-

723 Seventh

D.

medical circles, sails on Saturday
aboard the Paris on a tour of Europe,
during which he will visit all import-

Semi-western Spectacles
152

West 42nd

St.,

Cable Ferdinadam,

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
New

Avenue
^^Productions of

Paris

i

London Address:

Address:

Mr.

Films Richmount,
Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

31

Arthur Levey,
Portland Place

London W.

RICHPICSOC. PARIS
Cable Address:

Address:
RICHPIC, N. Y.
Cable

I.,

England

DEEJAY,

LONDON

City

Y.

Phone Wis. 1143

ant centers, filming hospital activities.

City, N. Y.

President

Societe des

Cable Address:

ADAM

New York

N.

!

tributors

2

In a Series of Six

H.

New York
MOUNTAN,

Inc.

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

2.

Now Available
RUTH MIX

FERDINAND

J.

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

Exporting only the best in Motion Pictures

International Film Distributors

Merit''''

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Now

8

InTU^Oc L-AhJ FiLMCOPPOkATION

Releasing:

MATTY MATTISON THRILL SPEEDRAMAS

8

LAST WHITE MAN

SHELL SHOCKED SAMMY
CIRCUS LURE
RAGGED ROBIN
PIONEERS OF THE WEST
NORTH OF ALASKA
SLOW DYNAMITE
MILE A MINUTE MORGAN
London Address
NAPOr.EON FILMS.
8

New

C'omptoii.

Lt.l.
I

5t.

Charine Cross Road VV. C.

2

Cable Addrc-ses
Xe^f York

ondon

SMICOKII.MS

2697

I

Avenue

News

Foreign Territory

To Film Foreign Hospital Activities
Dr. Philip Ilcjrowitz, prominent in

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

RicHMOUNT Pictures

British Newsreel

— The

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

HENARIAS

Cable

—

American Doctors Visit Ufa Studios
Berlin American physicians, who
recently met in an international conclave, were guests last week of Ufa.
Educational and medical films were

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

—

—

PIZOR FILMS

L.

W. KASTNER, President

24

8

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS

PRODUCTIONS

13

PRFFERRED
PICTURES

THRILwODRAMAS

218 West 42nd
Cable Address

:

t

Dramas

6 Society Stunt

—

729 Seventh
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ENGLAND

GREECE
RUSSIA

reach

4,

Street,

"luofilni*"

IN.
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laboratory equipment was bought at
For the current season,
$125,000.

Foreign Markets

about 1,200,000
budgeted.

marks—$300,000— was

(Continued from Page 6)
is

adjusted quickly.

Roman

theater

owners are willing to reduce admissions, but renters impose high prices,
in order to rent films in the provinces
cheanly.
Theaters in Bucharest, and in
other Rumanian cities, are suffering
a business depression.
In Bucharest,
the admission is 50 lei (about 20
cents), while in second run houses,
from 20 to 30 lei is charged (about
12 cents).
The country is divided
into four districts, with a total of 300
theaters.
Bucharest, the capital, has
19 theaters, eight of which are socalled first runs.
The biggest is the
Capitol, seating 1,000. The next three
largest cities are Galatz, with five
houses; Jasey, with two, one of which
seats 2,300, and Cernauti, having six.
Business in Vienna theaters has
fallen off since last year.
From Jan.
1, 1925, to March 31, 1925, 8,627,198
attended Vienna theaters, or about
95,857 daily.
During the same time
this year only 93,601 people paid admissions daily. The seating capacity
of all Viennese picture theaters totals

but 17,000.

Newspaper Opinions

motion picon the

current schedule has been cut
from 62 to 41 features, due to the increased cost of production. In 1924,
an average picture could be made for
about $113,000, while the cost is now

Japanese mind.

Modern

advertising

methods adapted are evinced by a
exhibit

film

"Variety-

arranged

recently in Osaka,
Paramount
through the co-operation of the newsRialto
paper, "Asahi Shimbun," and the leadAMERICAN-- • • "Variety" i, someabout $30,000.
thing to be thankful for.
uig department store, Mitsukoshi.
I expect it will
succeed, for the story is daring and
The exhibit cost 20,000 yen (ap- dramatic.
meloAlthough it can't boast one aymproximately $10,000), and included palhctic character. "Variety"
is sure to prove
miniatures of four Japanese studios, Uie sensation here that it did in Germany.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
the Shociku, the Udzumasa, the NikThe Film Renter and M. P. News
DAILY NEWS-* • • There are some rekatsu and the Makino.
The miniaphotographic effects, especially those
London Sir Harry Brittain, in ad- ture stages were made of glass and markable
showing the trapeze act of the three in a
dressing the House, asked whether the costumes
produced in detail. theater over the heads of the audience. The
any action had been taken to put Leading American
carnival
are vivid and there are tome
producers were excellent scenes
studies in character in the faces of
the English industry in a stronger also
represented in the exhibit.
many of those who watch the performance*.
position, and whether or not any efThe Fox studio in Hollywood was Comedy is conspicuous by its absence.
fort had been made to secure the
A fine picture, artistically presented, but,
reproduced in a miniature set, built to
not for children. • • •
screening of a percentage of British scale on a relief map.
Costumes from
EVENING JOURNAL— • • • Emil Janfilms throughout the Empire.
In re- new pictures were included in the ex- nings
is an actor in every sense of the
word.
ply. Sir Phjjip Cunliffe-Lister said he hibit,
and different styles of lobby dis- Superlatives cannot do justice to his remarkwas waiting for a report from the in- plays shown. In connection with the able performance in "V'aricty." * • •
EVENING
dustry on the production question exhibit, a "Hall of Entertainment"
• • •
Too muchJ
can not be said for the performance by Emill
and that the Imperial Conference mat- was equipped, in which current re- Jannings.
It
is
another
characterization |
ter was still under consideration.
leases were shown. The visiting pub- Kieatcr than his old porter in "The Last
Laugh."
He plays it without makeup in^
lic voted for their favorite picture and
• •
all but a few scenes.
Hepworth's Plans
the winning company was awarded
GRAPHIC "Variety" is an amazing picLondon Cecil M. Hepworth will recognition.
ture.
It
has everything suspense, thrills,
splendid acting, fine directing, and novel phoreturn to the fold of British pro*
tographic work. •
ducers.
He is to make "The House
HEUALDTRinUNE— "Variety" is one
History of Baptists in Films
of Marney" for Archibald Nettlefold,
of the most perfect pictures we ever have
London The history of the Bap- seen. It stems
who only recently purchased the Hepto us on these shores that
worth studios.
Alma Taylor will tists, from the time ot John to the imagination as well as infinite tact and paplay the lead.
Harry Hughes will present day, will be depicted in a pic- tience has gone into the making of it * ' "
MOR.MNG TELEGRAPH—* • * Writture planned by Dr. Edgar Mullins,
assist.
ten by the director, it has many moments
Pres. of the Southern Baptist Theo- of unusual dramatic
power whose tragic
Posters Affected By New African Law logist Seminary, to be shown at the phases have been accentuated through marvelous
direction
and
photographic
efifects that
Baptist World Alliance meeting in
London An act of Parliament now Toronto in 1928. Dr. Mullins is also are unusual. The action is fast and the inprovides that supervision of posters head of the Baptist World Alliance. terest unabated from- the start, • • •
POST * * * Mr. Jannings' creation ofl
will hereafter be in charge of the pro- He is now in New York.
Uoss, the trapeze performer in "Variety," is
J
vincial Government in South Africa.
the most staggeringly complete portrayal wej
recall ever seeing on the screen. • • •
The latter, and not the Union GovSUN—* * * The finest fi'm of the last few
ernment, also controls censorship.
To Demolish Two Milan Houses
years is "Variety."
It lacks the quality
Milan, Italy The Palace and Santa dignity of "The Last Laugh," but it isand
a
Arrangements on for Garden Party Radegonda, two of the most import- far more tr.rilling show. • • •
*
*
What distinguishes
London The Garden Party for arit theaters in Milan, will be demol- thisTELEGRAM—*
tale is its treatment, for it is handled
shed because of street widening. In
1926, staged to aid the Cinematowith a masterly simplicity and with an honest
graphy Benevolent Fund, will prob- their place will arise a large house realism that refrains, except at the end. from
in the Gallery of the Corso Vittorio clogging the wheels of its progress with too
ably be held at the Royal Botanic
* *
Emmanuele. A new theater opened much grime.
Gardens on Saturday, July 17.
* * The strongest and most inTIMES
*
Via
Torino,
It
is
in
the
recently.
here
spiring drama that has ever been told by
and is called the Regina.
the evanescent shadows * • *

London

—

•

WORLD—

—

—

—

—

;

Lining Up More Product
For distribution throughout foreign
the
Simmonds Pictures
lining up its new schedule,
which includes three Pauline Frederick pictures, the first of which, "The
territory,

Corp.

— Apparently,

Tokyo

tures have taken a firm hold

The

Exhibitors Troubled

Japanese Hold Exhibit

is

Nest," is already completed.
"The
Kick Off," directed by Wesley Ruggles; six George Walsh features, one
of which is finished; two series of
society dramas; four to star Helene
Chadwick, four with Edith Roberts;
two new groups of action pictures

with Yakima Canutt; a series of six
starring Jack Mower and a ten-episode serial "Officer 444," besides
other short stuff.

—

—

I

—

I

J

—

I

—

"Nell

Capital Acquires Barnes Series
Capital Production Exporting Co.,
Inc., New York, has taken over the
six comedy "mellers" featuring T.
Roy Barnes, for the entire foreign
market.
Capital has sold the serial
"Vanishing Millions," to Alliance

]

Gwyn"

London
shown in

— "NellRe-edited
Gwyn"

in

England

will

the provinces as shown in
the States, having been re-edited and
titled to conform with the American

a production which not only shows
which a story should be unfurled,
but impresses one with the magic of the
camera in picturing effects, such as the torrent of thoughts rushing through a maddened
mind, and the views of the audience from
the eyes of a hurtling trapeze performer. • • •

This

be

the

Glut

of

—

Schools

in

Germany

is

way

in

Berlin Apparently the German industry is suffering from too many
This, with the alleged
film schools.
print.
WORLD * • * This is all true stuff, and
uiethods of certain newspaper men
inasmuch as it is treated bravely it results in
causing
the
trade
stars, is
an irresistible effect of straightforwardness.
New Production Unit in Indo-China in boosting considerable
amount of Vou can (and do) believe it. I think its dipress
a
Trading Agency, for India.
Hanoi, French Indo-China Lory trouble, in that it prevents legitimate rection sets it definitely in that little group
of selected screen plays which we may reFilms is the name of a new organiza- exploitation of deserving players.
fer to as being ridult. * • *
Gest to Sign Stanislawsky?
tion which will make a series with na/^ Moscow
Inold
tour
the
of
on
a
some
Morris Gest,
tive actors from
West Coast Theaters Sued
of Europe, has arrived here from do-China legends. The first has been
Would Boost English Language
Berlin. It is said he intends engaging completed.
Los Angeles Dorothy Peiunis has
anonymous individual
An
London
the well-known director, Stanislawthe
filed suit for damages against
has proposed that an educational film
sky, for "The Darling of the Gods."
West Coast Theaters, E. J. Comyns
I. C. F. Quits
be made for schools, illustrating the
and Charlie Melson for infringement
Rome The Italian Cinematograph supremacy of the English-speaking of copyright in coimection with a
world.
Federation has gone into liquidation. people, based on a map of the
"Shadows."
composition.
musical
Plaintiff claims the composition was
Goskino, in Charge of Russian ProNew York Finance in Films
used in one house under the title,
duction, Cuts Current Schedule
The rejuvenation of high "Ghosts of the Cabaret."
Berlin
from 62 Features to 41
Berlin Although relief is not pro- finance in New York is the subject of
Moscow Goskino, the official producing organization of Russia, has vided in all towns, the new tax regu- a scenario just completed by Franz
Repeal Sunday Blue Law
made public some interesting figures lation passed by the Federal Council Leppman.
The city council has
.Auliurn,
Ind.
regarding its activities for the past destroys the intolerable system by
repealed the law prohibiting the showperare
communities
1922local
which
season
four vears.
During the
The Quirinus to Resume Production inc; of pictures on Sunday, which has
23, 370,000 marks, or about 5!;95,000, mitted to levy taxes up to any amount,
the past
Rome The Quirinus, is to again been on the statute books for
was spent in production. In 1924-25, even as high as 50 per cent of the
The change was made
at resume production, with the aid of eight years.
tax
the
fixes
law
The
admission.
marks,
this was increased to 5,000,000
over the protests of the clerg>'.
new capital.
New studio and between 7 and 13 per cent.
or about ?1,250,000.

—

—

—

\

—
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HAPPENINGS
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Sunday, July

Telephone: Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794
Briskin Signs Players
J. Briskin has signed the
following
"Unknown
players
for
Treasures" which will go into production this week: Robert Agnew,
Gladys Hulette, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Jed Prouty, John Miljan and Bertram, Marburgh.
Archie Mayo will
direct while Harry Davis will be

Samuel

cameraman.
Cast for Sterling Picture
Sterling Pictures has completed the
cast of "A Woman's Heart," based

Barthelmess' Next
"The Four Feathers" will be the
next feature to go into production

Qausman

Ambassador Hotel

1926

4,

To Star Yakima Canutt
Yakima Canutt, will be starred in
series of six W. C. Tuttle maga-

a

Harve;y E.

Richard Barthelmess, who zine stories, according to the Calijust completed "The Amateur Gentle- fornia Studios, where production is
scheduled to commence July 10.
man" directed by Sidney Olcott.
starring

Bebe Daniels on Location
Bebe Daniels making "The Campus
Flirt" for Lasky is on location at
Berkley.
Frank Tuttle is directing
and the cast includes James Hall, El
Brendal, Charlie Paddock, Erma Kornelia, Gilbert Roland and Charlotte

Bird.
Boylan Completes Titling
Imre Fazchas Sign
Malcolm Stuart Boylan has comImre Fazchas has been signed on
pleted the titling of "The Family Up"Bonanza Buckaroo" Ready
a long term contract by Universal.
Filming of "The Bonanza Buckstairs" and will immediately begin
He will write originals, the first to work
on "Gigolo" a forthcoming P. aroo," second of the Buffalo Bill, Jr.,
be "Moscow" which will probably
westerns produced by Lester F.
D. C. release.
Mary Philbin.
star

Scott, Jr., for Associated Exhibitors,

Hagerman Completes Titles
upon Ruth D'Agostino's newspaper
Arthur Z. Hagerman, has comwhich Phil Rosen is directing.
New additions are Mabel pleted the titling of Harry J. Brown's
production
starring
Reed
Julienne Scott, Edward Earle and latest
Louis Payne.
Enid Bennett and Howes, "Moran of the Mounted."
Gayne Whitman have the leading
roles.
"Border Patrol" Ready
Work has been completed on "The
Border Patrol" sixth of the Chas. R.
McDonald on Location ^
The Francis McDonald company Rogers series starring Harry Carey,
filming "The Silent Panther" first of directed by James P. Hogan.

"Devil's Dice" for
The next production

'

serial novel

was completed last week under
Banner
by Banner rection oi Richard Thorpe.

Ginsberg-Kann will be "Devil's
from the story by Frank R.
Adams. A director and a cast are

di-

for

Tom

Dice,"

being selected.

Tyler's First

"Out

new

of the West" the first of a
series starring
Tyler sup-

Tom

ported by Frankie Darro, with story
written by Frederick Mendlin, will
go into production immediatelj\ Bob

Readsnng "Princess Pro Tern"
Eddie Dillon, director and Doris
Anderson, scenarist, are putting final De Lacy will direct.
details to Evelyn Brent's next production, "Princess Pro Tem."
Child Star Finishes Film
a series of eight westerns for M.-G."Hungry
Arms" forthcoming starRaymaker
Direct
to
M. release is on location in Nevada.
Forrest At Work
ring vehicle for Priscilla Moran, child
Herman
Raymaker
will
direct
"The
Edna Murphy is the feminine lead.
Allan Forrest has begun work in
actress,
in the cutting room. WilGay Old Bird" for Warner Bros. "Ea?" Payments" of the Helen and liam V.is Mong,
Cliflf Smith director, with supervisor
Dorothy Devore,
with Willard Louis and Louise Fa- Warren series.
Isadore Bernstein.
Kathryn Perry has Emily Fitzroy and Cisey Fitzgerald
zenda co-starring.
the role of Helen.
are in the cast.

Eason Directing
Reeves Eason is directing Fred

Roach Comedy Completed
"Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes" is
Saunders," Bess Flowers, the name of the Hal Roach comedy
Frank Hagney, William Courtright, which Helene Chadwick recently
Bill Dyer, Albert Priscoe, and little finished.

Thomson in
"Lone Hand

his

latest

for

F. B. O.

Billy Butts are in the cast.

Start "Across the Pacific"
started work
on "Across the Pacific" with Monte
Blue, Jane Winton, and Myrna Loy,
for Warner Bros.

has

for

an important role in Universal's serial
,"The Return of the Riddle
Riders."

Studio.

Scott Darling, supervisor of comat Universal, will direct the
next Charles Puffy comedy.
edies

Roy Stewart in Prod.
Roy Stewart is playing the leading
role

Production has been completed on
of Broadway" Priscilla Dean's
latest Metropolitan prod.

"U" Zoo Not Sold
Contrary to reports Universal
not

sell

its

Universal

Lois

for

"The Savage

in

Weber's

Silks."

next,

Jackie at
Jackie Coogan's forthcoming production,
"Johnny Get Your Hair
Cut," will be made at Fine Arts.

final

production.

Completes "Gigolo"

The

scenes of "Gigolo" were
Counselman Titling
filmed last week at the De Mille StuWilliam
Counselman is
titling dio and Director William K. How"Into Her Kingdom" Corinne Grif- ard is now editing.
fith's

final

new' production.

Gilda

title

the
screen
version
of
"Upstream," as soon as she completes
the role
of
Charmaine in
"What Price Glory."
in

Warners Add to Cast
Sydney Bracey, John Miljan and

will

Emil Chautard have been added

the

Schertzinger

Dolores Del Rio Cast
Dolores Del Rio will become the

zoo.

Billie Dove Signed
they completed
Dove has been signed by for the picture.

Sainpolis Signed

for

Huntly Gordon Signed
Denison Clift Returns
Huiitiy Gordon has signed for the
Denison Clift, author of "The
heavy role in "The Sensation Seek- Yankee Clipper" has returned from
ers" for Universal.
a yachting trip with Rupert Julian
and Cecil De Mille during which time
Billie

Phil

John Sainpolis has been signed by
Women."
Fox for an important role in "The
Return of Peter Grimm," a Victor
Fine Arts

has leased quarters at the California

in "Custer's Last
Stand"
Dorothy Sebastian Cast
Sunset Prod, at Fine Arts.
Dorothy Sebastian has been signed
to play the lead opposite Raymond
Earle Fox in "The Clown"
Griffith in "You'd Be Surprised."
Earle Foxe is appearing in the
role of "The Clown" for Fox.
Complete "West of Broadway"

"West

in

Mille Signs Margaretta Tuttle
Margaretta Tuttle has been signed
Ward Lascelle, producer of a se- by De Mille to write a story based
ries of westerns starring Ruth Mix,
otj the title, "The Manor of

Darling to Direct

Howard Davies Cast
Howard Davies has been cast

with Paramount, is
"Forlorn River," under direction
of John Wate:
tract

"A Woman's Heart"
Rosen has completed direction of the Joe Rock production. "A
Woman's Heart" featuring Enid Bennett, Earle Williams, Gayne Whitman and Lois Boyd.
Finish

conappearing

De

Lascelle at California Studio

Roy Del Ruth

Arlette Marchal Cast
Arlette Marchal now under

treatment

The Life of Los Angeles

|

Centers at the

Ambassador's

Famous

Betz in "The Wedding March"
has been selected by
Erich von Stroheim to plav the role^

Cocoanut Grove

Mathcw Betz
the

villain

March" which
duction.

in
is

"The

now

"

\
!

to

the cast of "My Official Wife," which
Paul L. Stein is directing for Warner
Bros.

of

I

Wedding

well into pro-

Bess Meredyth on Script
Bess Meredyth is preparing the
George Sidney Cast
Myers Featured
scenario for "The Third Degree,"
George Sidney and Vera Gordon
Fred Guiol is directing a Hal Roach the Charles Klein melodrama, which will be seen for the first time under
comedy in which Harry Myers is Warner Bros, will soon put into pro- the Warner banner in "What Hapfeatured.
duction.
pened to Father."

I
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Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

Meet Soon
Several Important Questions to Be
Decided in Detroit — Split with
Manufacturers Up for Debate
Detroit — When the Association of

SAMUEL DATLOIVE

Dealer's

"Bigger and Better"
Los Angeles

M. P. Equipment Dealers meets at
the Statler Hotel July 19-22, the most
important topic before it will be the
recently
consummated merger of
many of the largest accessory supply
houses in the United States.
Just
what turn the discussion will take is
not evident yet, but many of the
dealers who did not join in the amalgamation are expected to be heard

contains close to 1,000 electric
•^bs.
It is 6 feet wide.

Business, however, will not occupy

Max Ruben, chairthe entire time.
of the entertainment committee,
has arranged several diverting features for the delegates. One of these

man

special carbons, composed chiefly of
a central core of salts of
cerium or
titanium mixed with carbon.
As a
result
of
these
experiments,
Rey
believes that reports of obtaining

Uniforms

Another important discussion which

come up is the reported desire of
the manufacturers' division of the as
sociation to withdraw to form its own
organization.

eighty foot

"Grauman's."
The sign weighs a ton and

from.
will

—An

bearing the legend,
"Million Dollar Theater" in 42inch letters, has been installed
above the canopy of that house.
It replaces one about half the
size
which bore the name,

electric sign,

How They

Embellish the Theater
with Decorations An
Important Factor
exhibitors have failed to rec-

Harmony
Few

ognize the value of maintaining the
atmospheric delusion of the picture
theater to the very minutest detail.
And today, any house of first run
calibre and many of the second run
class, are providing their employees
with uniforms.
Much as the American public has

banquet and a ball.
A. Benson, secretary, has already made arrangements with the
Michigan Central for special cars to drifted away from the fact, there is
still
consiuerable prestige behind a
th*^ convention, which will leave Chiuniform.
It is regarded with esteem,
cago at 11:15 p. m., July 18, and arand adds respect to the most lowly
rive here at 7:45 the next morning.
emoloye.
is

a

B.

In the

New Stage
O. — A new stage

Building

is beSandusky,
ing built at the .Schade, which hereafter will play films the first three
days of the week and vaudeville the

last

half.

consideration of uniforms,
one factor is paramount: they should
harmonize with the decorations of
the theater.
Where the house is
built in the architecture of a certain
period, this harmony can be carried
further by the selection of a style to

conform with that

period.

An

Kent with Ward Cine
John A. Kent, who was vice

presi-

dent of the Rex Hedwig Laboratories,
Inc., has joined the Ward Cine Laboratories,

Inc.,

of

Union

City,

N.

J.

exhaustive study of the requirements of theaters has just been
completed by the Pettibone Bros.
Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, O., one of
the largest manufacturers of uniforms and liveries in the country.
The results of the study have been
published in booklet form, free to exhibitors.

Decorate Proctor's

course, no compilation can fulfill
every desire. Therefore, in order to
accommodate individual tastes, the
firm has a staff of designers and
artists to carry out special require-

Of

Proctors Fifth Ave. at 28th St. and
Broadway, which for a quarter of
a century has been operating with
only minor repairs, is now undergoing complete renovation at an outlay

ments.

of $25,000.

has already been refurnished. Pink, grey and white silk
form the motif of the mural decorations, while the stage has been draped
The exterior is
with flowered silk.
being cleaned and repainted. Several
new pieces of equipment have also
In the projection
been installed.
booth there are two new Simplex machines replacing old ones, and a pair
smaller
Six
of
new spotlights.
"spots" for color effects have been
clustered about the front of the balcony.

The

—

chines ^ld a Peerless low intensity
lamp have been installed at the San
Carlos theater by the Theater Supply and Equipment Co. of Atlanta.

Walters Enters

New

Field

St. Louis— Lou Walters, for many
years in the theater supply busmess
the
in the Central West, has joined
Onie Brush and Janitor Supply Co.,

of

Kansas

Star

the

has

them with

their

feet

in

tune to the

music;

That patrons shall not attempt to
leave their seats, nor attempt to find
a seat during a musical number of
a specific act.

any theater manager has a betdepartment would

If

ter suggestion, this
like to hear about

it.

cerium oxide, he found

maximum

brightness was
887 candles per square milimeter, and
the average crater brightness, measured from various angles, was only
458 mm.
The foregoing figure, however, varies according' to several influences.
One of the most important of these
that

the flame, which Rey believes
be responsible for about 2>b per
Another incent of the total light.
fluence is temperature.
Measured in
the hot and cold state, the average
crater ligiit shows a slight difference.

"SUPERLYTE"

The
and

the latest

Lamps.

finest creation in

Silent

powerful

— Steady— and

— Entirely

Studio

intensely

Automatic

MAX MAYER
Electrical

218

W.

Engineer
N. Y. C.

42nd Street

is

may

Alter Air Apparatus

Ending "Nuisances"
Managers Advised to Abate Noisy
Disturbances by Posting Signs
of "Etiquette"
In the theater, where quiet isessential during a performance, it is sur-

that nothing has yet been
muzzle the whispering,
to
tune-humming and title-reading nuisMost managers tolerate such
ance.
distracting persons, because they fear

prising

a loss at the box-office.
There are two ways of doing

by making the disturber self conWhile it probably takes a litscious.
more
tle longer, this is by far the
successful way.

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York
Broadway
Phone Lackawanna 9111

QUALITY PRINTS
and Negative Developing

Titles
•

U.

S.

Release Printing

Film Laboratonei,

Hudson

l„l

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.
J.

367S

Specify

GOERZ

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
MONEY
CONSULT USaND SAyE
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St., New York

LABORATOftVj
PRODUCTIOi

commcr"

'

Made

away

The first
with such disturbances.
thing that offers itself, of course, is
bodily ejection of the culprit, but this
The second way is
too drastic.
is

BUTTONV^/OOD
I909 PHILADELPHIA.
RA^

High Class Trailers
1600

—

Greenville, S. C.
By changing the
location of the outlets, Charles H.
Amos, manager of the Carolina, has
succeeded in making his cooling system effective. Formerly, the cooled
air
was sucked into the theater
through the ceiling and directed to
Now, howthe sides of the house.
ever, the air is directed downward.

C—

Supply Co., here, has been bought
Southern Theater Equipclosed a contract for the installation out by the
ment
Co.
system.
cooling
Nu-Air
of an Arctic

Minn.— The

a positive of

City.

Take Over Equipment House
The Exhibitors
Charlotte, N.

Contract for Nu-Air

Lamberton,

light values exceedingl,000 candles
per square milimeter with carbons
are a bit exaggerated.
Using some of the latest German
carbons operating at 200 amps., with

done

Add Projection Equipment
Key West, Fla. Two Simplex ma-

interior

A Southern newspaper hits the nail
on the head with this suggestion for
Scientist Declares Research
carrying out a successful program
Shows Maximum Light Value Is
against the "movie talker":
887 Candle Power Per Mm.
Post a card of "Theater Etiquette"
Lighting experts are still wrest- m the
entrance, or in any other conling with the problem of making
spicuous place, listing the following
more efficient carbon lights. Discus- requirements:
sing this topic in an article in the
That during a picture there shall
"Revue Generale de I'Electricite," L. be no reading
aloud of titles, no conRev, widely reputed research worker, versations
nor other disturbances of
reveals
some interesting data on any nature;
crater brightness.
That persons shall not tap on the
Rey's tests were carried on with floor nor on
the seats in front of

Carbon Experiments

French

Phone Penn«. •584
ST

THE

DAILY

10

"More

Pay—Less Work"

Film Booking

Fox

ROLLICKING GOOD COMEDY
NUMBER WITH FAST TEMPO
AND DELIGHTFUL JUVENILE TEAM IN THE ROLES
OF SWEETIES. REALLY
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
Fox went

Cast....
tires

graduate

outside the

home

borrowed

and

Paramount's
Buddy Rogers and

star,

"Bigger Than Barnum's"

also cute Mary Brian, to play the
leading roles in Peter B. Kyne's
story.
Good judgment, to be sure,
for they are a charming pair of
romancers and are going to start
something with their work in this.

Offices

Cast. ... Ralph Ince, in a unique and
interesting characterization, gives

rate performance.
George
suitable as the tight rope
artist hero and Viola Dana one of
the troupe.
Ralph Lewis good as
O'Hara's father, a veteran of the
wire.
Others not important.
a

first

O'Hara

.

is lovely. Charles Conkliandles the comedy end of it
capal)ly.
E. J. Ratcliiffe and Albert Gran are the respective parents.

iin

Type of Story. .. .Comedy romance.
"More Pay Less Work" is a Peter
B. Kyne story that is a continuation of his famous "Cappy Ricks."
picturized with Tom Meighan in

—

hero role several years ago.
This time it is not Cappy Ricks but
his son, Willie, who does the herothe

ing.

There

is

a little

more romance

than adventure in the current story
but it holds all the way througli
and, built up as it is with abundant fine comedy support, makes
for excellent entertainment.
It has
real audience appeal and you can
bet the romance of Willie and Betty will furnish a real thrill for the
flapper brigade.
Cappy Ricks is
still pursuing his shipping business
in
competition with his friend,
Hinchfield.
Cappy's daughter and
Hinchfield's son are in love but
the parental feud is a handicap.
Willie Hinchfield decides to put his
business
old
fashioned
father's
methods out of existence so in
the latter's absence Willie installs
a modern system, and a flapper office force.
He lands a big order
from a Ricks' client and puts up a
$50,000 bond that he will have a
certain cargo landed by a given
This leads to the exciting
date.
ocean sec|uence, its thrills and comedy, too complicated to relate but
mighty amusing and it ends, of

course, with peace restored and
Willie and Betty headed for the
altar.

Box

Office Angle. ... Fine entertainment.
Clean, wholesome comedy
with genuinely amusing situations
that should put it over big.

.. .You might specialize
on ihe appearance of young Rogers
and get them interested in his work.
He promises to come well up front
in the juvenile line-up.
Mary Brian
should already be familiar but play
up her name also. Talk about the
story and use the authors name, re-

Exploitation.

calling

Direction

knows comedy.
Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

.

.

fully implies, is a story of the big

top and includes the variety that
the circus itself ofifers. It has romance, comedy, thrills and the rest
of the ingredients, all of which rate
high at the box office and in the
picture
goer's
favor.
Director
Ralph Ince undertook the double
duty of directing and playing the
principal character and has done
very well at both. The story is interesting and maintains a degree of
originality except for the melodramatic finish which makes for a
familiar and not over sensational
thrill.
It is obvious, at this point,
that the disowned son will reappear

and walk

a tight rope to efifect his
father's rescue. The fire scenes are

not particularly thrilling. There is
a really corking fine thrill, however,
in

the earlier reels.

Box

Office Angle.. A^ery likely prosFine circus atmosphere with

pect.

pleasing romance and good thrills.
Should please most any audience.
Exploitation.

.This is circus season
so you should find "Bigger Than
Barnum's" a particularly appropriate ofifering.
It offers unlimited
possibilities for exploitation with
the circus
atmosphere lending it..

manner

of stunts and
you have a circus
coming to town you might arrange
your showing during its stay and
self

to

all

decorations.

work

a

If

tie-up.

Ralph Ince; good
Arthur Guy

Scenario
Peter B.

J.

Kyne

Rex Taylor Cameraman
Wagner Photography
Good

San Francisco

Length

6,027

feet

Locale

Length

Empey

Grubb Alexander
J.

1925

"Lovey Mary"

Bebe Daniels in

Metro-G oldwyn-Mayer

"The Palm Beach Girl"

O. Taylor

ugly duckling roles which she does Star.... Has a strenuous enough role
that takes her all the way from
so well.
Gets over her laughs and
black face to a male impersonation.
does some tugging at the heart
Puts a good deal of zest into her
strings
when she cuddles little
work and seems to go over well
Jackie Combs. William Haines not
with the audience.
Certainly deMary
important as Mary's beau.
serves to.
She works hard.
Aiden in a mother role, Vivia Ogden in her well known "old maid" Cast. .. .Lawrence Gray good looking
and sure to make a hit with the
characteriztion
and many other
girls.
Josephine Drake first rate
good types including Eileen Percy,
and Marguerite Clayton, John PatRussell Simpson, Martha Mattox.
rick, Maude Turner Gordon others
Comedy-drama;
Type of Story
the book Ijy Alice Hegan
Rice.
"Lovey Mary" has some
plot but that isn't essentially what
makes the picture. It is the performance of Bessie Love as Mary
and the great mixture of comedy
and pathos that King Baggot blends
It
is
a
so cleverly throughout.
heart interest affair from start to
finish and there is a baby, the never
failing object of successful heart

from

interest.

dles the

Mary fondles and cudbaby and every fondle and

every cuddle reaches right out into
the audience and elicits the customary ah's and oh's and thereby
insures the picture's success.

•

Small town
5,500

feel

There

a really charming, though pathetic finish when Mary's scapegrace sister dies and little
is
restored to the adoring Mary. Mary
hjid run away from the orphanage
and taken
with her.
She
had found shelter with Mrs. Wiggs
and Billy Wiggs fell in love witii
her.
But Mary's devotion was all
for
and when the authoriis

Tommy

Tommy

Tommy

took him away from her she
dashed madly to the rescue. Mary
found her unworthy sister in possession of Tommy, but poison had
about ended her life so Tommy was
restored to Mary. There isn't much
to the actual story but rounded out
with some comedy, even though of
ties

a

somewhat

irrelevant

order

(the

marriage of Mrs. Wiggs' old maid
friend. Miss Hazy, for instance)
and brightened by the presence of
Mary and Tommy it is wholly
pleasing.
Office Angle. .. .Good audience
picture.
It is surprising how many
folks like just this sort of entertainment.
It is light and entirely

Box

in

the cast.

Type

of Story. .. .Comedy; adapted
from the play, "Please Help EmBebe
ily," by H.
M. Harwood.
Daniels' comedies should really get
over.
She works earnestly and

strenuously

amused and

to
in

keep

her

audience

"The Palm Beach

Girl" she succeeds rather better
than usually. Bebe suffers a lot of
indignities again but it's all a part
of being a comedienne and she
First
goes through it with vim.
in a black face impersonation and
ending up with a hilarious episode
where she is in male attire she is
Forrest
on the hop all the way.
Halsey's adaptation of the play
provides for a lively session and

there

is

a variety of

comedy

stunts

with just enough plot to hold them
Bebe's wild ride in a
together.
motor sled is about as thrilling a
bit as anyone could want and it has
The story
a full quota of laughs.
has to do with Bebe's efforts to
capture Jack Trotter, engaged to
her cousin, but still liable to Bebe's
tricks.
Bebe and the cousin run
a close race with the cousin finally
landing the diamond after she had
Here
steered Bebe on a voyage.
they bring on the old seasickness
stunt that Chaplin used long agp
is coming in for a lot
of repetition in current comedy releases.
It is pretty well handled
here. The wind up is Bebe winning
the boat race for Jack in his high
powered motor and grabbing the
diamond away from her cousin.

and which

Box

Office Angle. ... Rivoli audience
to get a great kick out of
It is speedy and with
this one.

seemed

enough good laughs to keep them
wholesome fare.
amused.
Exploitation. .. .Especially well suited family trade picture and with Exploitation. .Title and trailer showBessie Love in one of her delighting the motorboat race with some
ful characterizations you can rest
of the comedy business prevalent
assured it will go over.
You can
in this sequence will get them intell them it is on the order of "Mrs.
terested and you can say that "The
Wiggs of the Cabbage Patch" and
Palm Beach Girl" is far better than
a trailer showing some of the comBebe's last one or two pictures.
edy business with Mary in the orErie Kenton; kept
phanage under the eagle eye of the Direction
things moving and that's essential
matron will surely bring them back.
to comedy.
Direction
King Baggot; good
Byron Morgan
Author
Author
Alice Hegan Rice
Scenario. .. .Agnes Christine Johnson Scenario
Forrest Halsey
and Chas. Maigne.
Lee Garmes
Cameraman

Good Cameraman

Sidney

Locale

where the

the fact that his father branded him
as a coward. Robert redeems himself,
saves his father's life and
wins Juanita.

Ray; Author

.'Mbert

It is

veteran artist of the air perforins
his last stunt and dashes to the
ground eighty feet l)elow. This is
mighty well done.
Comedy and
romance hold important places in
the story and besides the egotistical
Ravelle, wire artist, who sports
loud clothes and is his own best
press agent, there is the love affair of Robert Blandin and Juanita
Calles, broken through Robert's refusal to carry on the act without
underneath nets for protection and

Direction

"Cappy Ricks."

4,

"MRS. WIGGS OF THE CABParamount
FINE ATMOSPHERE OF THE A BAGE
STORY. HEART
PATCH"
SAWDUST RING AND A MIX- INTEREST THEME THAT BEBE HAS AN EXCITING TIME
TURE OF LAUGHS AND MINGLES
LAUGHS WITH OF IT AT PALM BEACH.
THRILLS THAT UNDOUBTPATHOS. LOTS FAST MOVING COMEDY
TOUCHES
OF
EDLY MAKE FOR BOX OF- OF FOLKS LIKE
WITH PLENTY OF LAUGHS
THIS TYPE
FICE REQUIREMENTS.
IF YOU CAN JUDGE BY A
OF STORY.
BROADWAY AUDIENCE.
Cast. .. .Bessie Love in one of those

Rogers has a Doug Fairbanks seMelodrama. "Bigquence that he does splendidly and Type of Story.
ger Than Barnum's," as the title
that smile of his is contagious.
.Mary Brian

Sunday, July

Photography
Locale

Length

Morgan Photography
Very good
Small town Locale
6,167 feet Length

Ira

First ratr

Palm Beach
6,918 feet

THE
Sunday, July

Harry Carey

"The

iu

"The Frontier Trail"
Pathe Exchange,

s?S^

DAILY

1926

4,

Isle of

Retribution"

Film Booking

Inc.

FINE ACTION AND SPLENDID

ATMOSPHERE OF THE OLD
WEST IN CAREY'S LATEST.
STORY ONE OF THE OLD
RIP-ROARING
WESTERNS,
INDIANS AND ALL.

"Chase Yourself"— Christie
Educational

Short Subjects

Offices

Burlesque Western

SOME GORGEOUS SHOTS OF

Type

of production n
2 reel comedy
Jinnnie Adams is ably assisted by
.

.

SNOW COUNTRY THAT

"Heroes

SERVE AS BEAUTIFUL BACKGROUNDS FOR SOME GOOD
ACTION DERIVED FROM A
FAIRLY IMPLAUSIBLE YARN

Kngle and Bill Blaisdcll, and
form a trio of merry tramps
Murine Thrills
who work admirably togcthiir. They
Type of i)rodiiction. .2 reel sea picture
land up on a ranch out West just in
Perhaps the majority of the audi- time to

of the

Sea"— Cranfield and

Clarke

Billy

they

help the pretty young ranch
ences who see this picture will not
owner, played by Molly Malonc. who
have
realized previously just what
Star .... Flag's the role of an Indian Cast
Victor M'Laglen's the outis
in trouble with the cow hand^.
scDiit whose friendliness toward the
standing performance.
As a Sibe- hazards are encountered by the men Led by their foreman, they refuse
Indians is the big factor in keeping
rian refugee, who avenges his own who "go down to the sea in ships" to work, and the foreman starts to
Typical
peace among the tribes.
grievance by inflicting hardship on to get the fish they eat. "Heroes of get fresh. Through a fluke or rathCarey part. He is excellent in it.
others, he gives a first rate per- the Sea" is a vivid, colorful little story er a mule Jimmie .Adams saves her.
formance. Robert Frazer the weak- of a fishing fleet and the camera fol- The mule kicks him througji the shed
Cast. .. .Frank Campeau first rate as
ling who is made stronfr through lows its journey from the dock to and he lights on the villain's back.
the half-breed villain and Ernest
contact with
the
brute.
Lillian the fishing beds and includes a va- scaring him stiff.
Jimmie sticks a
Hilliard suitable as Carey's rival in
Rich
girl and others riety of shots showing how the hauls pipe in his mouth that he h?s found
good
as
the
camp and in love. Mabel Julienne
Mildred Harris, David Torrence, are made and a general photographic
the well known property of a noOthers Nelson
Scott the heroine.
record of one of the trips. The ships torious bandit. At sight of the pioe.
Inez Gomez.
McDowell, Charles Hill Mailes.
to.ss and roll in the giant waves and
Harvey Clark and Aggie Herring, Type of Story. .. .Drama; from the a title recalls how- the cameraman had the cowboys believe Jinmiic is the
outlaw. They hurriedly depart, leavas the "battling O'Sheas," contribnovel, "The Isle of Retribution," to be lashed to the rail in order to ing Jimmie and his two pals to run
ute some mild humor.
and, it might be added, regenera- secure some of the scenes.
Partic- the ranch. They line up a bunch of
tion.
It took hero all the way to ularly
interesting are the views of brother hoboes and proceed to do all
Type of Story. ... Frontier story. In
Alaska to have his "softy" nature the giant nets being lifted from the the ranch work by uni(|ue-labor savtlie early days a western wasn't a
made over. And how he does come sea with their hordes of squirming mrr methods. These are great gags
western at all unless it had Indians
through!
Edeson Marshall's story fish. The transfer of the cargo from and good for plenty of laughs. The
Ocgalore and a few massacres.
fishing schooners to the boat director has put a lot of brains into
isn't a wholly plausible afTair but the
casionally one of the old timers reit nrovides a
lot of good action, a which carries the haul back to the this one.
Far above the
It shows.
appears and you get a rip-roaring
decidedly interesting character in city offers many
exciting
scenes. usual run of western comedy burpicture replete with the thrills that
the person of Doomsdorf, the brute Small boats are used for this and the lesque.
make a real western. "The FronSiberian refugee, and a quantity of huge waves threaten at every interIt tells of
tier Trail" is that kind.
gorgeous views of the North. There val to send the craft and its occuthe old days when the west was
"Screen Snanshots" No 15.
mighty beautiful pants into the water.
are reallv some
The reel is
still a prairie and the cavalry outviews. Victor M'Laglen, as Dooms- graphic and interesting from all anColumbia
posts were the center of freciuent
gles.
dorf, is the character of interest
Film Celebrities
attacks.
There is the usual roYou cannot feel especially inter1 reel novelty
mance and Carey has an ideal hero
Type of production
ested in the plight of the scapeAnother series of intimate views
role, that of Indian scout, which
"Never
Too
Old"—
Hal
Roach
yacht
grace Ned Cornet, whose
is
jjrovides him with a full quota of
of screen notable in activities outside
Pathe
wrecked on the shore of an AlasClivc
their
regular studio work.
heroics.
Scott Dunlap certainly inMarriage Mixiip
kan island.
Just how Ned's lady
Brook is shown in his garden playing
jected a quantity of fine atmosphere
Type
of
production.
..
.2
reel
comedy
guests survive the exposure in their
Colleen
daughter.
little
his
and the scenes in and about the fort
A good cast assembled for this one, with
scant
evening gowns, and live
stages a party at the studio
are especially realistic. The plot is
Moore
through it without at least a case Tv-ith Claude Gillingwater featured, and for her friends, and they have
one of intrigue with a half-breed
of
double pneumonia, is the miracle supported by Jimmy Finlayson, Viv- fun with a review of old time
villain planning the destruction of
Oakland and Tyler Brooke.
of
the
storv. But they do. At least ien
Murray is seen returnthe scout hero. The scheme works
Claude is an old roustabout who mar- dances. Mae
Ned
and
Bess,
eshis
sweetheart,
ing to Hollywood after her European
out witli fine suspense and the story
girl
charming
of
percape. There is no mention made of ries a young
inAt the birthday party of one
with
trip.
proceeds smoothly and
sonality in one of those impulsive
it, but it is to be hoped they didn't
dog screen stars, all the other
of
the
creased interest all the way along.
leave the other girl and her mother moments which accounts for so many canine stars are invited to a regular
An occasional comic touch proto
But he fails
there to freeze to death. While on marital mysteries.
Bilma B?nky is picdinner spread.
vides still further variation and, on
tell his new wife that he has a son old
regenundergoes
his
the
island
Ned
anything
tured throwing out the first ball at
the whole, there
isn't
husband.
enough
her
second
to
be
eration process through his enforced
the opening of the season for the
missing in the way of entertaining
And nat- The boy arrives home about the time Hollywood baseball team. A half
battles with Doomsdorf.
angles. The action is swift and the
the wedding is being agonized, and
urally Ned comes through the vicprominent stars arc shown
climax attack of the Sioux tribe
proceeds to get romantic with the dozen
who
father,
his
tor,
delights
which
on the radio. The offering
speaking
furnishes some fine thrills.
This gives rise to some really
bride.
felt responsible for his son's weakwith
a view of .Xnna Q. Xilsson
ends
funny situations as the husband tries
Box Office Angle. .. .Good live westness because he had reared him to
learning to use the .Australian whip
making
who
is
his
son
sidetrack
to
ern with plenty of action and susbelieve that "the world had been
i.s
a reel that should please all
quite an impression on his new mama. Here
pense.
created for his benefit." Ned weds
fans.
Has
a spark that will light a grin
his father's secretary, which further
on many faces. And the cast is 'way
Exploitation. .. .The title should expleases the fond parent.
above the average.
iilain itself but assure them that it
"Down to Damascus" Fox Variety
The fine lot of
is truly a story of the old frontier Box Office Angle
Splevdid Scenic
days with Indian attacks and all.
wonderful scenery and atmosphere
scenic
Love Deputy" Mustang
"The
1 reel
production
of
Type
Run a trailer of some of the acof the frozen North, plus the exUniversal
Varieties include not only
Fox
The
tion and you can promise Carey
cellent
work of the villainous
scenic beauty but a vast amount of
Sheriff Hero Rescues Girl
admirers tliat they will surely enjoy
M'Laelen will undoubtedly nrove
.2 reel western educational matter in that they take
production.
of
Tyi)c
particuhis latest.
Boys will be
sufficient to keep them interested.
Edmund Cobb is starred in the us- the spectator to the unfamiliar corlarly interested so you might go in
Aeain the trailer is vour best bet
before
of short western, where the ners of the world and unfold
for matinee showings particularly.
No very bi> names in the cast, but ual typeabout
spectacles of life and habitation
mortgaged
him
the
lose
to
girl
[s
Local
Boy Scout organizations
players who are fairly well known.
inranch through the scheming villain. wholly unusual and of particular
might be glad to cooperate.
st.i'
the
and
traveler
both
with
terest to
Director. .. Tames Hogan; good on But he wins a cross-country race
"Down to D
the girl's prize mare. The villain has at-home as well.
production: fair on story.
Direction .... F. Scott Dunlap; very
the drow
into
you
takes
to
riding
mascus"
but
straps,
good.
Edeson Marshal! cut the saddle
Author
land of t'
finish, the hero thus out- land of Svria. "the story
bareback
a
Authors. .. .E. Richard Schayer-Basil Scenario
Fred Kennedy Mvton
with its ncountry,
The
lures
Bible."
man
bad
the
Later
him.
wits
Dickey.
Cameramen. ..Jules Cronjager. Glen the girl to a deserted shack, and a.gain touched ruins over 2.000 years o
beautiful views.
Scenario
E. Richard Schayer
Gano.
the deputy sheriff proves more than offers many
J
Sol Polito Photography
Lots of fast titles take you on a journey, told
Excellent a match for the other.
Cameraman
new depart- storv form, through the land of DaVery good Locale
Photography
Canadian town, Alaskan riding and action, but no
comshort western of mascus. The photography and
usual
from
the
ure
West
Locale
island.
arc splendid.
scenes
of
position
this kind.
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Length

5,573

feet

Length

6,388 feet
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Exploit- O- Grams

A

Little

*

"Aloma

of the South Seas"
(Paramount)
Extensive tie-up campaigns which

distributed on the streets and among
"Closed for Day" cards
ofifice girls.
were hung on door knobs of stores all

"Gilda Gray
over town on Sunday.
Shake" posters placed in drug stores
and at soda fountains. In cafeterias
and restaurants 10,000 napkins were
Baseball throwaways were
placed.
"Gilda
distributed at the ball parks.
Gray Candy Kisses" were distributed
by six girls from 5th Ave. busses
every day for two hours at vantage
Happiness Stores
points in the city.

candy was used, and a tie-up also
with these stores with a "Gilda Gray
Bon Bon" which got 75 window dis'-'
Lou
of fancy candy boxes.
Lusty, Rialto Theater, New York.

—

—

"Mike"

*

the

new one

is

W.

*

Wallace

*

hand yuan"

—

name.

to the late Bill

ficials

Abraham-

reversed

the

process.

They

Marx With Katonah

—

activities

extended

from

to China, is now in
construction business in

Miami.
He is
few days.

in

Dunleavy as "Heavy"
Brian
Dunleavy will play
"heavy"
ring

in

"A Man

the
of Quality," star-

^TUBLIC SERVICE^^

(jeorge Walsh.

Finish "Tin Gods"

Adventure speakers from

has been completed on "Tin
Gods," Allan Dwan's last picture for

Far places, or films only.

\\''ork

New York
the

(F. B. O.)
An airplane was hired to fly over
that section of the city near the theaCirculars
ter on the opening day.
were dropped, each bearing a separate
number. The winning numbers entitled the finders to a pair of seats.

City.

the

found a bridge location they wanted
son at the Zelda, Duluth; Captain
"Zits but without the necessary mountains
Marx,
formerly
with
Sam
diE. H. Calvert was an Essanay
Weekly." has joined the production behind so', they built the mountains
rector.
Katonah Prod., which is in the studio yard on Long Island.
staff of
*
*
*
making the "Trub's Diary" series.
Benjamin
H.
Orkow, Edward
Samuel Goldwyn has put Old Sol
Small Company's former diminutive
Shores to Assist Reed
under contract.
They needed hot
press agent, has written "This Way
weather
and
plenty
of sun out in
assistant
Shores,
veteran
diLynn
He also wrote "MilParadise."
rector, will assist^Luther Reed in the Barbara Worth, Nevada, and they
grim's Progress."
The themometer has been
direction of "The Ace of Cads," star- got it.
^
^
^
registering around 103.
ring Auoiphe Menjou.
Our old friend Bill Rezac had to
play second, fiddle to Mrs. Rezac in

"The Non-stop Flight"

—

to start the lat-

—

film

l<"amous.

New York

for a

*

*

Lou
P.

Hiller,

Staulcup,

Rosson

*

Sam

to Coast

Rosson,
Richard
who directed
Manners," left yesterday for
Hollj'wood for a visit of two weeks
with his mother and brothers, Arthur,
the airector, and Hal, cameraman.

Clay Davis, M.

Cummins
among the

"F'^inc

and Ray Leek are
newer authorities on Florida.

a

boxes and Sunday newspapers. The
circulars were followed up a few days
later with imitation telegrams distributed in letter boxes and handed to
passersby by boys dressed to resemble
messenger boys. In the lobby was
rigged an airplane of beaver board
about five feet long and three feet
A big electric fan behind
wide.
turned the propellers, and a small bit
of stif? cardboard fastened to the
propeller stuck in such a way as to
give the droning sound of a flying
'plane
Crescent Theater, New York

Month

—

—

on

Start This

4=

Theater, Conneaut, O.

listed

says he owes his

in

The "Red" Grange influence on the
Ruttenberg Active
w.k. industry is shown by the fact
"The
"The" Quarterback,"
Joe Ruttenberg. formerly with the that
*
*
*
Scott Spargo studios, is Touchdown" and a couple of other
Edward
Charles F. Schwerin, Sam Schwartzphotographing "talking movies" at footljall pictures are in the works.
berg, Norman Ruthenberg, Samuel B.
He photographed
Mie Fox studio.
Bernard Bernstein are
Reis
and
several ot the Fox features made in
Max Fleischer has the long and
among the boys back from Florida.
New York.
Gus Alexander,
the short of it.
%
^
just 4 foot high, and "Slim" Green,
Stanley Rauh, late of Film
ivell over 7 foot, are both appearing
Sidney Here from Coast
Fun, is writing many vaudeville
together for him in comedies.
is starred in
Sidney,
who
Geoige
sketches and selling 'em.
"The Prince of Pilsen," is here from
*
*
*
He is visiting his broththe Coast.
called to the mountain
"We knew them when" Harry er, Louis K. Sidney of the Loew of- andMahomet
it didn't come to him, so he went
Billings managed the Palace, Min- fice.
Famous studio ofto the mountain.
neapolis; A. Abelson was "right-

Northwest Theater Circuit's
the center of the page^ "S. R. O." contest.
Bill's Hibbing,
and the key to it distributed in odd Minn., theater was outdistanced by
For the house that his wife manages.
corners of the advertisements.
the correct solution to the puzzle
*
5k
^
blocks of tickets were offered for the
H. Wayne Pierson, whose
showing. J. C. Flack, La Grande

Advance
lar^e sign in the lobby.
publicity was obtained on the stunt
with circulars distril)uted in letter

fame

Gregory Kelly, who was in
"The Show-Off," is one of the
Central Park croquet champs.

in

The lucky numbers were

LARRY SEMON

pictures to the fact that
ing D. W. Griffith, will be assistant
he hurt his neck in a football game
to Fred Newmeyer in the direction
Incidentally
and lost his voice.
of "The Quarterback," which will
he
won
a medal when 12
Larry
says
Edward Cronstar Richard Dix.
years old for singing and that it
jager will do the camerawork, with
given him because he stopped.
wasn't
Ernest Fegte designing the sets.

camerawork.

(M.-G.-M.)
The local newspaper was sold a
Advertisespecial page on "Mike."
ments on this page were taken out by
To insure them being
merchants.
read, the "Mike" crossword puzzle the

was put

assist-

Sybil Tinkle, from Texas, will play
leading role in Banner's "Old
expected
Sybil Tinkle, what a lot of
Dad."
ter part of the month on "The Dancwise cracks could be "cracked" on
ing Mayor," starring Johnny Hines
that name but they say she's a beauCharles Hines will direct. It is likety so we think Sybil Tinkle is a great
ly that George Peters will do the

Ham..
*

1925

By '-BARRV

Walsh With Newmeyer
Frank Walsh, who has been

To
Work is

The Strand m,ust have its
"ham." First it was Hamlin,
now it is Ham. The foriner
press agent was Fred E., while

helping you.

reached every section of New York
Three launCity on this showing.
dries each used 10,000 cards inserted
Thouin each package for delivery.
sands of tape measures placed in
women's hosiery and lingerie shops,

*

4,

That's That!

"L

THE

Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

And

In Eastern Studios

Brief outlines of practical exjAoitaThey give all necessary
tion stinits.
o t s'
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
By RALPH WILK
money for others. They will make
big mahogany library, around
money for you. This daily list of
which John D. and Henry Flagler
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show- wove important oil deals at the old
man. File them aivay. Here is an Flagler mansion, Mamaroneck, is now
"at-yonr-elbow" service of piiblicity in the Tec-Art warehouse. It will be
ideas ivhen you run these pictures. used in pictures.

from

Sunday, July

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C

James Ashmore Creelman is ivritand originals. His uncle

ing scripts

His name
a good writer, too.
happens to be Sherwood Anderson.

is

^

Earl

W.

*

("Pink")

*

Schools, Churches
using

Wingard

al-

ways tliought the Little Church
Around the Corner was a good "location."
He was married there Wed-

Motion

Agency

542

5th

Ave., for the disposal of plays,
tion pictures and fiction.

mo-

at

Should Subscribe

for

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'

New

Waring-Gross

Clubs

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

nesday.

Play Brokers
Dorothy Waring, Florence Gross
and Ernest Heller have formed the

Pictures

and

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III.

1

For Greater Movie Season
For that matter, for every season,
insist

on pictures that

are printed

Eastman Positive Film

— the

on

film

that carries the quality of the negative through to the screen.
It

up

takes but a

— look

in

moment

to check

the film margin for

the black-lettered identification,

"Eastman" and "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

\

*B

strongest titles/

Adinittedl^

biggest stars

#

and finest casts/

productions

tliat

present

the soundest, sanest,
surest exploitation angles/

with, the most elective
line-up of showman-made
accessories
^

.......

.

. . . . .

.^^

^
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irAt national
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''Sparrows yy
What

a picture

Mary

!

B.

&

Famous to Be Revised
1926— No Change in
Management
of the deal whereby Fam-

to Sept. 25,

never done anything
that's covering a
As part
acquires control of B. & K. the
ous
ground.
"Sparrows" is
contract between the two parties,
of
production
the type
that exmade Sept. 17, 1925, will be adjusted
hibitors will long remember.
as of Sept. 25, 1926.
This transachas

ford

better,
lot of

— and

poignant. tion will follow payment on Oct. 15,
Ijy Famous, of one-half of the pur•\*
is a potpourri of these and
chase price of the common capital
.nany other things, all of which stock (represented by voting trust
spell dollars at the box-ofifice.
certificates) deposited with the deIt is delightful.

The
Mary

It is

Little

Mother

plays Molly, an orphan child

placed by fate on a baby farm where
she

mothers

dirty kiddies.

horde

a

And how

over the mother
itself

is

stuff.

one of misery.

unkempt,

of

she does get

The

background of miry
swamp. The sunshine breaks through

children against a

fitfully.

Mary does

There
splendid work.
something almost spiritual in certain sequences wherein Mary and the
Never has
kiddies hold the screen.
and gendelightful
there been a more
uinely human group of children seen
They don't
than in "Sparrows."
seem to realize they are appearing
Nowhere, as the
before a camera.
picture unwinds, is there any indicas

tion of direction.
The children constitute one of the picture's great attractions.

Sure-Fire Audience Appeal
little blonde babv beggars description.
She is the most adorable

The

sort

of a

child.

wild when she
the screen.

Audiences

will

go

makes her debut on

There is a sequence wherein the
children defy the treacherous swamn?
n order to escape the farm boss. It
carries a kick.
Led by Mary, the
kiddies scramble one by one over a
fallen tree which forms a sort of
natural bridge.
The alligators yawn
below.
Had grown-ups done it, the
audience reaction would have been
certain.
But when the children do
it, the wallop is magnified.
"Sparrows" is going to be talked
about. This, partially because it has
omething beneath the surface.
What exhibitors want to know
oncerns its drawing power. Mary's
icture has it.
The production deerves the success it will get. It's a
eritorious picture from every angle,
nd all those concerned with its
aking have the right to feel that
|they have turned out one of the inlustry's

best.

positary.
The deal will not afifect the management of B. & K. Under its provisions Famous purchases two-thirds
of its common stock at $80 per share.
It provides that each holder of com{Continued on Page 2)

story in

Maltreated

KANN

Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of 'practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
THoney for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

File them away.

Here

is

1926

Price 5 Cents

Butterfield Deal

K. Adjustment

Contract With

Pick-

6,

an

It

is

About Set

understood that Publix's deal

with the Butterfield circuit in Michigan is about set. It is anticipated
papers will be signed later in the
week.

War Films Available
—

for

Washington
incorporate

— Producers

helping you.
"Paris"

No

Apprehensions

—

desiring

their films scenes
will now have
the 2,000,000 ft. of

from the World

War

free choice of
training and war scenes taken by the
Signal Corps of the Army during
the war period, under regulations just
issued by the War Department.

Over Immediate

Business Future Excellent Summer Anticipated
Leading economists predict better
times ahead. In the opinion of many,
the next six months will find volume
business increasing and profits reaching a higher level. That this general
condition will reflect favorably on
this industry is the forecast advanced
leaders.

R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of
Lniversal, advanced this prediction:

in

"Predictions, particularly in regard to the
business, liave never been my
suit; but facts are facts.
This fact

moving picture
long

am

thoroughly convinced of, and that is
the prosperity of the moving picture
business is in positive ratio to the prosperity
If it is prosperous, the
of the country.
I

tliat

(Continued on Page 6)

In announcing this material, the
department pointed out that not more

Line

(Continued on Page 7)

I

Up Sales Force

Associated Exhibitor Reorganization
Effected Added Representatives
$1,200,000 Stock Issue
Later Perhaps
Indianapolis— Th( Circle Theater
The sales force of Associated ExCorp. will float an issue of $600,000 hibitors, Inc., has been reorganized.
common stock and the Lincoln E. J. Smith, general sales manager,
Square Realty Co., an issue of $600,- declares that many of the former
000 preferred for the purpose of finan- branch managers are part of the new
cing the Indiana theater planned for staff.

—

erection

on Washington

St.

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

Leaders Confident

Has Two Million Feet
Use by Any Producer Supervision to Be Exercised
by important
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Signal Corps

to

\

A

Review

of

Reviews

By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
Of the many reviews and special
articles written regarding "Variety'
Houbtful if any will adenuately
it is
describe the picture, ifie gentas that
is behind its making, its mechanical
perfection, its remarkable performanr— the entertainment it offers.
There is only one real appreciation
and that is in actually witnessing this
And perhaps one
great production.

It is considered likely that a number of additions will be made later to
handle t' e contemplated series of 12

(Continued on Page 2)

'

(M.-G.-M.)
Tie-ups for herald distribution with
a laundry and a dry cleaning establisment.
Regular stock heralds were
The
distributed by both companies.
blank space on the last page was
divided between the theater and the
cooperating firm. Each package go- view will be insufficient. The story
ing out from these two companies
(Continued on Page 7)
during the week preceding the play
date contained a herald. In addition,
Another for Kansas City
thousands of heralds were distributed
Kansas City— Construction is ex(Continued on Page 2)
pected to begin this month on a ?100,Summer Closing Changes Managers 000 theater and two-story building
Peterboro, Ont.— With the closing which will be erected at 55th a.nd
Everett M. Oxley
of the Capitol for the Summer, J. D. South Troost.
proFletcher, manager, will relieve Fred heads the syndicate behind the
McLennan at the Brock, Brockville. ject, and it is understood several other
in KanHe will later run the Strand and then houses are planned for cities Complethe Capitol, at Kingston, for E. O. sas and Western Missouri.
house is exSmithers, after which he will return tion of the Kansas City
Nov.
1.
by
pected
to the Capitol in September.

M. P. T. O. A. Board Meeting
The Administrative Committee of
the M. P. T. O. A. will meet at national headquarters on Friday to take
up matters relative to added clauses
in the proposed new contract, to receive the report of Messrs. Comerford, O'TooIe and Segal on the music
tax assignments, the report of the
Way and Means Committee and the
complete report on Movie Chats.

Waller Leaves M. P. T. O. A.
Waller has resigned as editor

Tom

of the "Ofiicial Bulletin" of the M.
P. T. O. A. and as director of pubHe will announce future plans
licity.

soon.
Start on "U" Atlanta House
Atianla— Work is progressing rapid-

on Universal's new Atlanta house,
It is
be known as the Capitol.
possible that the Capitol can open
before the end of March, but April l3
has been chosen as the tentative date.

ly

to

Hatrick Returns from Coast
Plans Filed for New Loew House
Hatrick has returned
B.
Beaudine to Direct Meighan
Kansas City— Plans for the proBeaudine will direct Thomfrom the Coast where he has been
William
here
by
built
be
to
theater
new
posed
in a story, yet untitled.
for the past month.
Meighan
house
as
The
filed.
Loew, have been
reach New York, July
will
Beaudine
between
will be built on 13th St.,
Canton House Ready Oct. 1st
The 20. Malcolm St. Clair, who was to
Ave.
Baltimore
and
St.
Main
Canton, O.— The Keith Palace now
invest- have directed Meighan, is awaiting a
entire project will represent an

Edgar

course of construction here will be
ready Oct. 1.

in

ment

of $4,000,000, including land.

new assignment.

1

.

.

.

mmmm

;

THE

DAILY
Line

Up Sales Force

(Continued from Page

B.

&

Tuesday, July

K. Adjustment

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

which the company will han- mon has the right to sell two-third?
The department is composed of of his holdings registered Sept. 1,
1926.
following:
The price of $80 is payable, at

specials
dle.
Vol.

XXXVII No. 4

Tues day,

1926

July 6,

Price 5 Cents

the
Albany,

Atlanta, R. J.
F. Schleiger
J.
Barnes, Geo.
Baumeister
Boston, B. P.
Rogers, R. B. Quive, J. Meckleburg, E. V.
Corbett, K. B. Archibald; Buffalo, Frank
Moynihan, Frank Young; Butte, E. Paynter; Charlotte, C. Spike; Chicago, Paul Bush,
B. M. Stearn, Harry Phillips, E. K. Friedman, A. V. Russ Cincinnati, George Davis,
David Helbig, G. R. Kirby
Cleveland, J.
E. Bates, Wra. Porter.
Dallas, R. F. Minis, C. D. Touchon, Owen
;

;

::::::

JOHN W. AllCOATE

Publisher

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer
Maurice D. Kann, Editor
Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager Ralph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
ilS.OO.
Subscribers should remit with order,
;

;

;

/iddress

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

all

DAILY,

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood,
dress
Filmday, New York.
California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Dre.xel 7000 and Washhigtcn 9794, London Ernest W. Fredman,
:

—

—
Great Marlborjugh
The Film Renter,
Lonflon, W.
Paris — La Cinematographic
St.,

58,

I.,

Francaise,

Rue

S,

Saulnier.

;

;

Shannon Denver, Mike Cramer Des Moines,
L. L. Dutton
Detroit, Stanley Fisher, Norman Lane, Edw. Young; Indianapolis, H.
L. Hancock, P. F. McDaiiiels; Kansas City,
E. S. Lowry, G. Libby
Los Angeles, Sam
;

;

;

;

Galanty, G. C. Cranston,

J.

Mem-

Stephens;

H. H. Hunt; Milwaukee, C. W. Nebel,
M. E. Newton; Minneapolis, Sam Cornish,
M. Furst; New Haven, E. M. Rozen New
Orleans, H. J. Thibodeaux; New York, M.
phis,

;

L. Meyer, B. Mendelsohn, E. T. Carroll,
Leslie J. Vreeland, J. Joel; Oklahoma City,
C, L. Dolan; Omaha, Robert Riddle; Philadelphia, Otto Horwitz, Jas. Byrne, W. G.

Smith, Walter Donohue, M. Brennan
Pittsburgh, Saul Frank, Chas. Kranz, L. Baer
Portland, M. Meyers; St. Louis, A. W.
Boswell
Salt Lake City, D. Maycock
San
Francisco, E. J. Frier; Seattle, H. W. West,
M. Smythe; Washington, Joe Fields, J.
J.
;

;

H.

;

Gillis.

Exploit- O- Grams

Financial

L

(Continued from Page

1)

from house to house, the cost being
The market having been closed for borne by the two concerns
participatthe holiday Saturday and Monday,
ing.
J. A. Chapman, Madison Thea-

these quotations
July 2.

are

as

of

Friday,

Quotations
High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Pfd.
Vte.

.

&

Katz

.

Balaban

Eastman Kodak

Famous Players
Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fam. Play.

Rts.

niH

.

120K

.

5

120/2
4/2

.

73

26-4

26

26

37'^
23/2

37 y«

375i
23/2

21

21

57^

56J4
24/2

26y,

.

Roxy Common
*t Paramount B'way
.

.

.

.

50}^

50H

m

8^

Am.

**Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen
*Uni. Art. The. Ct.
'Universal Pict.
Univer. Pict. Pfd.
•Warner Bros.
.

*

Pict.

,

,

, ,
,

.

7,366
5,500
1,000
3,800

,

im

200
100
2.100

21
57

....

97^
50^

•

•

.

.

.

•

....

63?^
sVi
100

766
....
....

34M
97
45!^

....

Last prices que ted
Philadelphia Market

Bond Market

To

"The Sea Beast"
Warners
Turned a downpour of rain on

the

The timely ballyhoo
proved effective. James M. Weist,
Victory Theater, Tampa, Fla.

—

In

"Silence"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
cooperation with the manager

of the theater, Rupert Julian gave
free screen tests to anoroximately 100
aspirants on the stage.
The films
of thp screen tests are to be shown
on the Forum screen next week, at
which time the audience will vote for

desiring to avail them'selves of the offer must
deposit their voting trust certificates on or
before Sept. 15, 1926, with a depositary to
Depositing stockholders to rebe selected.
ceive any dividends declared payable Oct.
1, 1926.
The depositary to be selected for that purpose will retain as security for the unpaid
portion of the purchase price a sufficient
number of shares (based on a value of $80
per share) which shall amount to not less
than fifty per cent (50%) in excess of the

amount

- Columbus
Rush Service

5.1th St.

Special

owing

Famous,

by

from

time, on the stock purchased by
the agreement.

it

time to
pursuant

to

being dismantled to make way for a
commercial building and restaurant.
It is one of the oldest theaters in
is

Western Canada.

the

The first will be "McFadden's
Flat" with George Sidney and Charlie
Murray, with a
director
to
be

selected.

Om* Gang''Comedy
HAL ROACH

I>^'

Pft£S£l\ITS

HIS RASCALS

THUNDBRING

Now

PLEAS"

u.
This

is

FREE

Pathe.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
all Pathecomedies at your

for

Exchange.

Worth Their Weight

in

LAUGHS
FAT MEN
Standard

2 Reel Comedies
Charge

of the Royal
Fort William, Ont.— L. C. Straw,
former manager of the Capitol, Bran-

Produced by Joe Rock

don, Man., has been appointed man-

Standard Cinema Corporation

Straw

in

J. C.
Plattsburg,

hews

Book Now!

Mathews Dies
N.

Y.

—

John C. Mat-

manager

of the Plattsburgh
here for the past eight years is dead.

Acquires House in

—

St.

St.

—

EVERYTHING

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE FILM LIBRARY
ROOM 303
220 W. 42iid St.
Phone Wisconsin 3>70

FILM OFFICES
500 to 7200 sq.

ft.

WITH

VAULTS

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES
IN THE HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED IN ONE
100% SPRINKLER 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR
126-132 West 46th St., Between Broadway and Sixth Ave.

9240

2nd

LEAVITT BUILDING
PHONE BRYANT

FLOOR

F. B. O.

Branches

BRVANT 3740-3744

Reuben

S^ajmuelSjIt^tc

A MILLION FEET OF

illness.

to 4

At All

Joe

F. L. Collins has
Joseph, Mo.
bought the Tootle, Orpheum, Royal.

—

I

ART TITLES

leaving for

vise.

;

Theater, Lo« Angeles.

vaudeville.

LABORATORY

is

Coast tomorrow where he will produce three pictures for First National
in association with
Rogers and
Ascher. Small will personally super-

;

A. Bertram Dead
New Orleans J. A. Bertram manager of the Orpheum here is dead

Motion Picture Film

1926; or

15,

2.
$40 cash on Oct. 15, 1926, and the
balance in three equal installments, payable
Oct. 15. 1927, Oct. 15, 1928 and Oct. 15,
1929, with interest on each of said installments at the rate of seven per cent. (7%)
per annum, payable semi-annually.
In the event that the stockholder elects
to take half cash, bearer certificates will be
issued to him representing the unpaid portion
of the purchase price, which certificates shall
be (at his election) either
(a)
Redeemable at his option of ten days'
notice at par, with accrued interest at the
rate of si.x per cent (6%)per annum (instead
of seven per cent (7%) from the last preceding interest payment date or
(b)
Non-redeemable.
Famous has the right however to make
pre-payments on the balance of the purchase
price remaining
unpaid on 30 days' notice.
No stockholder is required to sell any of
his holdings
he simply has the right to sell
two-thirds
(2/3rds) thereof.
Stockholders

the winner.
The successful aspirant
will be given "extra" work in "Silk,"
Rupert Julian's next picture. Forum

J.

BUCHHEISTER

All cash on Oct.

Small to Produce Three

Edward Small

ager of the Royal.

—

W.

1.

—

the attraction.

Quit Stock for Pictures
The Lyceum, now after a short
Canton, O.
will change to
stock,
playing musical
a straight picture policy on August
expected the new policy
15.
It
is
Herewill prevail during the winter.
tofore, in winter, the Lyceum played

24.')

lows:

Canadian House Goes
Winnipeg, Man.- The Rialto

opening day to a distinct advantage
by having a man in -^ripping oilskins
and boots visit the hotels and stores
and distribute small cards announcing

....
1,000

14^

"A"

—Detroit.

6,400
1,200

6

7

.

Skouras Bros.

113
117
120/2
4*4
6V4
10454

72

23}^

Sales
2,300
3,900

72M

73

Project.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
Roxy Units

*

35 54

1167/8

.

••

35^
72H

Pfd.

Nat'l

•Warner

40

113%

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
"Intern'l

39^1

118

.

.

'Film Inspection
•First

40^
36^
72^

.

ter,

the option of the stockholder, as fol-

1926

6,

7747

1540 broadway

NewYork
Insurance Experts to the Theatrical
and Motion Picture Industry

1%

c^-^

'^VJ-^

'AT^Ce.

f

you never danced

....as

V<

before. ...to

thtj mosLj alluring of dancer music
beneath an azure sky, gracefulpalms
and twinkling lights... at the famous
Qocoanut Qrove at the^

I

. . .

AMBASSADOR
ANGELES
]LOS

No

wide choice of attractions
Twenty-seven acre park and play grounds;
open air plunge; miniature golf course on grounds; moRiding, hunttion picture theatre, and 35 smart shops.
ing and all sports.
Varied entertainment for guests every
day and evening, as well as the famous Cocoanut
Grove for dancing.
other hotel offers
.

1

.

its

guests such a

.

Write for Chef's Booklet of California Recipes and Information

BEN

L.

FRANK, Manager

2a-'t26

^

r

1
<!

V

IG

circuits, big

showmen everywhere boo

WARNER WINNERS!

'^Quality nol

Quantity^^ a guarantee of big profits! Big sho\^
men in big towns, big showmen in little town
Rea
have the spirit it^s a
year!

—

those

Sign
Now^s the time!
titles!

WARNER

them

up!

On

the dotted

COMING—JOHN

lin(

BARII

i]

"'ARK
wJ?2E
WALTER HAYBs

^

CHARLES PAYNE

LEROY

MARK

STRAND

THEATRE

THEATRES
Ai-BAJVY and

TROY

0.

PAWTUCKET
Rhode Island

INDIVIDUALLY SPECIALIZED

WARNER
HILLS

WINNERS

Sp'^^^vvmow

FOR
'ARTHUR

SOMERS D^

KNoV^^R^

G,R, s„o^^^

iORE

in

"DON JUAN"

THE

jgB^^DAILY
"Employment

Leaders Confident

And Thafs

(Continued from Page 1)
moving picture business is prosperous, and

That!

months, it seems
me, has been a highly prosperous period,

vice

By

"BARRY"

THE

will undergo a light operation, the
present title being cut out and a new
one, "The Knickerbocker Kid" being

edy

inserted.

Loiita Lee, First National, offeree
the explanation of many recent disappearavceif of fa^write bo'V ties
from male bondoirs when she ><tepped from her car in HolJywuod the
other day and exposed one of them, of
sufficiently vivid aspect to be easily
discernible, encircling her shapely
limb tvhere oyie ordinarily sees a garter these days.

Row was

so deserted over the
holiday that it was actually possible
to walk by 729 Seventh Avenue without having some energetic salesman
try to sell you bookings for "the greatest picture ever handled."

"How

can a busy movie star take
time to supervise the running of her
household?" begins a story from one
Our
of the publicity departments.
,

answer

is

Ttie

last

six

to
at least

announcement conies from
Johnny Hines' cellnloid headquarters that liis next First National com-

Film

versa.

that they can't.

Our
has been for the Universal.
it
business was so satisfactory and our statement so sound that we have found it desirable to write off a larger proportion of
future productions in this period than we
The release of
otherwise would have done.
certain productions has been so arranged as
to permit us to include this expenditure in
this quarter rather than in the quarter starting on July 1.
"Our expectations for the sumWrer also
look extremely bright and we will go into
the
fall
business this year with a much
greater proportion of product sold than at
any other period in the company's history.**

Nicholas M. Schenck, executive
vice-president of Loew's, Inc., and of

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

said:

"Apprehensions of any sort as to a slump,
if
any such fears exist anywhere, cannot be
justified on economic grounds.
Conditions
not only throughout the country but throughout the world are better than ever before in
history.
Business is sound throughout the
country,

bank-deposits

are

unprecedently

large and the major industries of the country,
without exception are operating on a finanAccording to the latest
cially healthy basis.
reports stock dividend payments for the midyear have broken all records.
Steel shares
this week hit the highest point in the history of the stock exchange.
"No reason exists for believing that any
reversal of this extremely satisfactory state
of affairs will take place.
I
predict that
bigger and better motion pictures will continue to be made
that audiences throughout
the country will continue to increase steadily
and that the marked improvement in the
artistry of the motion picture output which
has been so significant a factor of the seasson now drawing to a close will be a distinguished characteristic of the new year."
;

Elmer Pearson, vice-president and
from the Sar- general manager of Pathe, said:
"Prosperity for the motion picture industry,

A party of friends
gent Hardware Works of

New Haven

where Neil Hamilton worked

for $18
years ago, visited him

a week seven
at the Paramount

recently,

how

Neil

Long

Island studios

and not one of 'em asked
to get into the

movies.

A

story from the First National
publicity department states that M.
C. Levee sold the United States to

Famous Players-Lasky. What we'd
know is how much he got for
Manhattan Island was sold for

like to
it?
If

few drinks of whiskey, Mike should
have gotten, oh well what's the use.

a

Piedmont

—

Control
Piedmont Theaters,
in

Raleigh, N. C.
the new company formed by
Arthur Lucas, R. B. Wilby, and H.
F. Kincey, have acquired the 50% interest in Raleigh Enterprises, Inc.,
formerly held by Famous, and will
take over the operation of the State
and the Supcrba of Raleigh. The
control comes to Piedmont by virtue
of the fact that Arthur Lucas alInc.,

especially the box office for the ensuing season was so well taken for granted tliat it
never occurred to me that its assertion by
the many who keep surveys would have
more than the most casual interest.
"All our sources of information show general business in excellent condition and given
a good crop and if the farmer can receive
a half way decent price this country ought
to see a condition in general business such
as has never before been seen.

that

is

already

who want

it

such condihave profitable

in

"Motion pictures form the major part of
amusement and nowhere is there
heard any grumbling at the price at which
the nation's
it

is

provided.

"True

»•»•*••*,••••

,

though

the
as

youth

is

modern

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BWd.

New York City

Hollywood, Calif.

"Those

is

who make

Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of
the board of F. B. O., says:
"From the viewpoint of a newcomer into
the motion picture industry, but one who
thinks he knows something of the general
situation of the United States, I would say
that the business of entertaining the nation
is becoming more
important each day.
Our
nation's favorite entertainment is the motion
picture.
In fact it is the most popular
form of diversion the world has ever known.
It is no longer a "game,** as it once was.
but a solidly established business conducted
It is a prosperalong sound business lines.
ing business, and in my judgment it will
continue to prosper as long as we who
control it keep it clean and wholesome.
I
have been a banker. Now I am a showman.
I hope the two professions can properly be
If all of us keep both those angles
mingled.

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6S64

grP >(o\0pfaP73k<»)a

TRAILERS SFIKFATC

ONLY

historic
magazine story and no one
or two reel "original** of mine written
years ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts
with me. My address is Owosso, Michigan. The name of my New York agents
and attorneys will be given on request.

TRAILER SERVICE

'

"VVITH

ACTUAL
SCENES

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

»

ARMf NTliRES

cliicaA>,llI.
Sa-WkkAtL Ave.

u-

Lee Bradford Corporation
New York

THE NBGiVTlVE

I
64<i,

i

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

THE

Released by

701 Seventh Ave.

All Colors

with business
there lack of opportunity.
service their keynote
will enjoy business in excess of their fondest
hopes."
conditions nor

FROIvI

I

Negative and Positive

measure we serve well.
"There is nothing wrong

irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
studios,
make and release these pictures as "Curwood stories."
No pre-

Sept. 1st

MADAMOISELIE

Raw Stock

are

This is to notify all producers that
through my attorneys I shall begin
legal action for damages against any
person or persons or corporation who
may purchase from unauthorized and

I

I

John D.Tippett, Inc.

it
costs more it pays better.
fellows who practice P. T. Barnum's
rapidly making way for the more
idea that we are rewarded in the

"The
idea

that

is

192

share."

not catered
to quite as much
in bygone days but
it must
be presumed that Mr. Exhibitor is
content to do without the children else he
would make greater effort to please them
during at least one change per week.
"Every ensuing season sees a great increase in box office recipts in spite of the
fact that exhibitors do their annual shopping at a season of the year when tlicy are
none to optimistic thus some do not arrange
as strong a program as his possible future
receipts would well support.
''On the whole, however, we find exhibi
tors selecting the best of everything even
it

6,

in mind I see ahead nothing but permanc
and ever growing success, in which I fi
confident that our company, as well as
the others operating along right lines, w

Warning toProducers

ready owned a half interest.

Ready

any
employment.
tion
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ance but she managed to keep her
audience amused. Some of the com1)
edy based on the old Chaplin sea sick(Continued from Page 1)
]st go on but there are scenes that
ness gag is used again in this and in than 10,000 ft. of this film
has ever
U wish you could see a^ain, that about
every other comedy feature and been shown to the public, and that
u could study.
E. A. Dupont has
two reeler shown. It is not always only one him has been made exclundled the entire production in a
sure-fire and seems to be getting a sively from it.
That film. "Flashes
isterly way.
lot
of needless repetition.
"Sweet of Action," was made by the Signal
Much could be written about thf^ Daddies" used it but
perhaps Charlie Corps
in
1920
and was shown
rious phases of direction, acting,
Murray's manouvers make it suffi- throughout the United States by vamera work but the latter perhaps ciently funny.
rious organizations.
not have been analyzed as extenThe Signal Corps has prepared a
Film
Booking
Offices,
apropos
of
ely as it probably deserves.
Carl
cornplete index of the matter, from
eund displays the freatest variety circus season, have "Bigger Than
which producers may select such
shooting angles.
To be specific Barnum's" ready for release. Good scenes
as they desire. They will not
showmanship
can
do
much
with
this.
ere are the unusual angles from
be permitted to use the negatives, but
It has plenty of fine atmosphere.
lich he photograph'- Eniil Jannings,
Another interesting development in as many positive prints as they debury, yet soft, side show
\.

(.Continued from

War Films Available

Page

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

"

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

FUm

Hudson

Laboratories, Inc.
Heights, N. J.

Palisades

•

.3678

1

boss,

lots

where the

earn"'-'

is

at a level

the

field

comedy

of

directors is Alhas been doing some
clever two reel comedies but "More

Ner than Jannings' face are espe- bert Ray.

He

interesting.
His variation is
-t confined to close-ups views but Pay Less Work" (Fox) is a truly
long shots as well you have delightful comedy feature.
any unique angles.
For instance,
Chaney in Another Fine Role
at
showing the prison dungeon,
Lon
Chaney does another grotesque
ot from above and giving a marveportrayal in "The Road to Mandajs effect of depth.
It might be
lay," a forceful dramatic theme in
mpared to looking into a huge vat
which he does his customary fine
tank from a high level. At the
work. His makeup is just a trifle too
se you see the line-up of prisoners
unpleasant. Chaney seems to have the
th No. 28, the hero of "Variety,"
idea that in order to be convincingly
ssing up to the warden's desk to
degenerate or low a physical defect
:eive his parole.
Besides the actual
is
necessary.
For that reason he
mera work the photography is highnearly always affects a sightless eye
commendable.
Freund secured or
some facial or bodily deformity.
splendid shadow effects and the
He might win over a lot of people
mbination of black, gray and white
who admire his work but object to
akes for some mighty interesting
lly

—

sire will be made by the Signal
at the regular commercial rate.

material

Corps

The

.

otography.

tone

As

physical

down

obscenity

his

makeup.

would
Tod Brown-

if

he

for Jannings all that can be
ing again does some especially fine
id is that he is very nearly the
directing.
One comedy touch, an inreen's greatest pantomime artist,
elegant kick bestowed upon a Singais
forte is not confined to a few
pore dance hall Annie, had the Capipes of characterization.
He has tol audience
in roars long after it
ne varied and distinctive portrayals
4
occurred.
th equal excellence.
Lya de Putti
Milton
Sills
gives a worthy persplendid.
formance in "Puppets," a story that
Lois Weber's Latest
provides him with a very good role
Several articles have appeared la- but in actual plot not strong enough.
Miting the fact that the production
Johnny Hines' latest laugh maker
Id held little sex competition since "The Brown Derby" had a fine lot
women were noticeably absent of gags and good laughs. MaintainJ
this phase of the business.
Lois ing a fine batting average.
eber has barkened to the lament
Pola Negri in "Good and Naughty"

Lightnin* The Great
and

Eileen Sedg'wick
twelve thrilling international

in

detective stories

be used in any sort of
a film produced, but a complete copy
of the final picture must be run before a

Army

committee of three

who

use by the department
complied with.

Nov? ready

LIGHTNIN STRIKES
LIGHTNIN WINS
LIGHTNIN FLASHES
Distributed By

of-

will determine
certain restrictions imposed
ficers

whether
upon its
have been

INC.

presents

may

SAVA FILMS
B'way

1540

INC.
N. Y. C.

Montreal First in Race

The Montreal branch

of First

Na-

leading in the Summer
play date contest.
Cleveland is a
close runner-up.

tional

is

still

fOUOW

my

his

SAVA FILMS

sai KOKO

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

So^

Attractions for

Your

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

EVMYWffiRE
hvini them

io

Ihi^iri\m

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City
!

EYGIATiGES

mffPMJS.

-w

come back strong.
Universal had another vehicle in which her comrelease "The Marriage Clause," edy support practically stole the picpicture quite remarkable for fine ture.
Ford Sterling had the crowd
ection and acting excellence. Miss with him most of the time.
eber promises to give the Griffiths,
P. D. C. will release a new picturi)n Stroheims, Vidors. and others
zation of "The Sea Wolf," replete
'run for their money."
with fine sea atmosphere and thrills.
Bessie Love in "Lovey Mary" was
Ralph Ince is excellent as the burly
that the title implied. Splendid
sea captain.
d

Coming

11

dience appeal in this M.-G.-M. ofing.
One of these "Cabbage
tch" stories that reach out to the
erage audience and bring them
ing up to the box-office.

GENE
TUNNEY

LITHOGRAPHED

Comedies Aplenty

Comedy continues to be the popuSummer entertainment. "FootJse Widows," a Warner picture,

Bi^,hand$ome.

thoroughly amusing and brought
light Roy Del Ruth as a director
th a keen sense of comedy values,
us

be Daniels, in
1,

populai', famous,

"The Palm Beach"

in a

gave quite a strenuous perform-

OBBY FRAMES

Pafheserial

OF THE BtTTtR KiNO
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway
Tcl-Chickerinp 5550

New York
Show

vgr

City

Riioni
CINCINNATI ~0.

^lAm

J

!

\^

Catchy
John Payette
SupervisingDirector ofthe

CRANDALL CIRCUIT
W^ASHINGTON.

D. C.

'01

bought
it:

WILLIAM FOX
output of comedies
LITTLE GIANTS

the ENTIRE

the screen
consisting of '-^
of

I

til

EARLE FOXE

in

VAN BIBBER
Comedies.

By Richard Harding Davis

MARRIED

HELEN

and

LIFE of

WARREN

«

By Mabel Herbert Urner
in

O.

HENRY
Gems

of Fiction

ANIMAL
COMEDIES
with "Jerry the Giant"

IMPERIAL
COMEDIES

Irs |Qfood fishin' for ALL !^
so, drop your hook in

NOW

Fox

Him

Corporation.

1
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Nebraska

Subway Walkout Has Practically No
Influence Upon Houses on
Broadway

loses Partnership Agreement with
Hastings Theater Corp., Which Is
Sponsoring State Circuit
Omaha Universal has completed a
irtnership agreement with the Hastgs Theater and Realty Co., which is
circuit
of
houses
jonsoring
a
Under the
iroughout the state.
rms of the contract "U" obtains a
ilf interest in the RivoH now being
uilt here and the Hastings firm in

—

New

House managers, in some
however, were speculating
concerning evening attendance.

Talk

:tures
)ve."

shown was "Knee-Deep in
It was produced by Merle

hnson.
entire story was unfolded withonce revealing the faces of the

The
t

(Continued on Page 2)

Sam

Bullock Dies
Cleveland— Sam Bullock, one of the
old timers and who is said to
ve offered the first film show in

il

dead after an illness of
reral weeks. For a number of years
was prominent in the work of
;
M. P. T. O. A serving a term
city,

;$

is

secretary of the national organiand also of the M. P. T. O. of
He was an energetic organlio.
the
:r and spent much of his time in
is organization, of
Id building up
man for the Ohio
e acting as fie

tion

'

it.

Stock Agents for Famous
rhe Empire Trust Co., of New
irk, has been appointed agent for
acceptance of subscriptions to the

;

nmon

stock of

Famous

Players.

Famous Begins Three
famous is scheduled to start three

1

Man."

its

Exchanges

—

Corp.
planning
is
15
exchanges
throughout the country.
This was
denied yesterday by Jack Bellman,

FOOTBALL CLASSIC "THE KICK-OFF."'
The first of "SIX BIG PICTURES" starring GEORGE WALSH. Produced and directed by WESLEY RUGGLES for EXCELLENT PIC-i
TURES CORPORATION. Foreign rights by Simmonds Pictures

GEORGE WALSH

IN

president of the company.
Half the Hollywood product is being made by Gotham and the other
half by Sterling. Seven pictures have
(Continued on Page 2)

Y.—Adv.

Tangle on Protection
After "Bicycling"

Fitzmaurice Signs
He

Will Make Series of Pictures for
Seven ProducFirst National
in Work
tions

—
Now
Angeles — First

UnTime

Cleveland Board of Arbitration

Board Unearths
Some Flagrant Cases— Campaign is

New York

Film

Waged

able to

Agree on Length

of

—Three Cases Tried
Cleveland C. C. Pettijohn is expected here soon to confer with a

—

Against Practice
from statements made
has
appears,
National
It
Los
joint exhibitor-distributor committee
signed George Fitzmaurice to a two in the "Film Boards of Trade Bul- on the ways and means to clarify
year contract to make productions letin" issued by the Hays organiza- the first-run protection situation in
under his name for First National. tion, that "bicycling" of films is not this city. Right now the exhibitors
He will begin on the first after com- by any means a thing of the past. and exchange managers are deadpleting "The Son of the Sheik" and Several flagrant cases have recently locked.
one other picture for United Artists. been uncovered in the New York
The board of arbitration is not able
(Continued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 8)

Three Prisms Used
Thomas Color Process Attachment
Can Be Used on Any Camera,
Projector or Picture

Garr

(Continued on Page 2)

and Powell Signed
Metropolitan h-.s
Angeles
Action for $160,000 Brought Against signed George B. Seitz and P-r
Jean F. Devillard in Los
Powell to long term contracts. F
Angles Court
ell's first will be "Jewels of Dei .
Los Angles Alexander Carr has with Priscilla Dean.

Files Suit

Seitz

Los

—

I

'

—

Richard Thomas, a Coast director,
declares he has perfected a color filed suit here for $160,000 against
Beaumont Signs New Contract
which according to his Jean F. Devillard, claiming $10,000
process
attachBeaumont, now in New
an
his
Harry
only
to
damage
involves
for
statement,
salary and $150,000
York preparatory to sailing for Engment to a camera or projector. standing and reputation.
A metal jacket or sleeve containing It is alleged by Carr that Devillard land, signed a three year contract
(Continued on Page 8)

Laemmle Progressing Nicely
Carl
Cables from London state that
Laemmle is progressing most favor-

withably and will leave the hospital
Laupheim,
to
go
and
days
in a few

Germany.
Sutherland

En Route

to

"Variety"

Navy Now.

The

$34,442

for

net

Big House for Hoblitzelle
San Antonio— Karl Hoblitzelle
erect

a

$2,000,000

theater

circuit

in

Greater

Seastrom Here Today
whose
Seastrom

Coast

of
Sutherland, director
yesterday
left
Front,"
the

the

Nets

U.B.O. Books First National
deal has been closed by First
whereby the
of National and U.B.O.
"Banner Group" will be played on

A

the first week
Rialto was $34,442,
the
at
"Variety"
the entire
an excellent business for this theYork.
Monday's net was $6,800.
ater.

Edward

Long

with Fox before leaving the Coast.

(Continued on Page 8)

Island studio this "Behind
. \\T ii.,^» Beery
Jt
Wallace Kpprv tn
They are "The Ace of Cads," for the Coast to direct
sk.
he Quarterback" and "So's Your
tures at

of 15

Hollywood Pictures Corp. Head Denies Story 28 Features on
1926-27 Program
It is reported Hollywood Pictures

in Series

Pictures
a subscription perLast week
rmance of the International Film
Guild at the Cameo, one of the
•t

Strand

bound

Corp.; cable "Simfilmco," N.

at

J. McCormack of
said that the strike is
to injure business.
He pointed
(Continued on Page 2)

Manager James
the

Reach No Decision

;tion Portrayed With Faces Invisible Basis of Merle Johnson's

had

instances,

Named by

Angle

strike

afternoon.

Court to Settle
Abramson-Chadwick Tangle

New

subway

no

influence upon business in Broadway theaters yesterday

Disagree on Sales

The three arbitrators appointed to
;termine the sum due Ivan Abramin
under his contract with the
hadwick Pictures for the distribujn of "Meddling Woman" and "I
m the Man," have disagreed. Wilim E. Shallenberger filed a report
(.Continued on Page 8)

York's

practically

(Continued on Page 8)

rbitrators

Hurt

Strike Doesn't

Victor
is

on

New

"The

Scarlet Letter," starring Lillian Gish,
arrives
is to be released next season,
in New York this evening from the

Coast on a vacation.

*'

.

.

THE
Wednesday, July

Strike Doesn't

Hurt

{Continued from Page 1)

managed

out that after people have

go uptown

their homes, the
chances are that Ihey will not feel inclined to again try the improvised
transit sj-stem.
However, he said,
business was especially good at the
matinee considering the previous day
was a holiday.
Major Edward Bowes of the Capitol said that it was somewhat too
early to estimate the influence of the
strike upon his house.
The 2 o'clock
to
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Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

them away.

File

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity

when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are
ideas

7,

1926

Tangle on Protection
(Continued from Page 1)

In three important case
recently the final vote of the boar
ended in a tie. All cases had to d'
with first-run protection granted pic
tures
locally
released.
Exhibitor
claim that pictures are available fo
subsequent runs 43 days after th
close of the first-run engagemenThe exchanges say this is not sc
The board consists of three exhibitor
and three exchange managers. Th
fact that in three cases they voted
tie proves that the present metho
of handling the arbitration questio
is inadequate to the situation.
Petti
John is expected to help evolve
to function.

show drew an average attendance.
At the Rivoli it was stated that at- helping you.
N.
"The DevU's Circus"
March 3, 1879. tendance at the afternoon shows had
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
(M.-G.-M.)
apparently no.t been affected by the
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Ballyhoo with a circus front conHowever, it was pointed
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, situation.
They were method both adequate and equitabh
)15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order. out, it is difficult to form a basis of sisting of two entrances.
Address all communications to THE FILM comparison owing to the
labeled
"Main
Entrance"
"Ticket
and
fact that the
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Wagon." Between the spaces clown
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad- previous day was a holiday.
Angle in Series
In the center
At the Colony statement was made heads were pasted.
dress:
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood,
{Continued from Page 1)
Calitornia — Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa- that matinee business was normal and was a large banner printed in strong
dor Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washthat as yet practically no depressing fashion: "The Big Show Now Going characters.
It was through sugges
ington 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman,
Little red devils, cut from tion on the screen that the theme wa
It On."
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., influence had been experienced.
London, W. I., Paris — La Cinematographic was thought possible that the box posters, were hung all around the unfolded.
The hands, the feet an^
21,

1918, at the post-office
Y., under the act of

at

New

York,

New

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

formances, it was stated.
prehension was expressed.

Financial
which has been running

General Motors,
behind U.

Steel in the upward
movement of the market for the past week,
yesterday passed 151, its highest quotation
in history.
It closed at 14954.

close

edge of the marquee.
An increase the body were visible but not th
in newspaper advertising and billing faces.
Johnson has two others i
along with this circus front got the work, "Peach Limbs" and "It's
business.
Charles
H. Sweeton, Hard Road." They will be in tw
reels each and are designed to b
Little ap- American Theater, Evansville, Ind.

office will be affected later if the situation continues without improvement.
No difference in attendance was noticed at Warner's at the matinee per-

S.

The

the

"S.

.

.
.
.

.

Film Inspection
•First

Nat'I

.

7^4

.

7

400

7

104/

Fox Film "A" ..
Fox Theaters "A"
*Intern'l

.

Pfd.
.

73%
25J4

72 .V^
25?4

37^

37y2

73

25^

1,500
1,000

Project.

Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
Roxy Units

Roxy Common

.

58
.

27'/4

6H

.

57
25
54^

21
57

1,100
>

.

.

1,200
....
....

97%

600

Skouras Bros.
50/ 50/
**Stan. Co. of Am.
63/
Trans-Lux Screen 977^ 97/ 97?^
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
100
100
Universal Pict.
34
SiVi
33^
Univer. Pict. Pfd.
97
97
97
Warner Bros.
45/
Warner Pict
9/ 9%
97A

....

tParamount B'way
.

.

.

.

97'^
505^

.

*
"•
r

Pict.

"A"

UH

14/

14/

200
300

Last prices quoted

Talk

of 15

Exchanges

{Continued from Page 1)

been completed.
In production at
present are "The Final Extra," Gotham picture featuring Ralph Lewis,
and the Sterling production, "A
Woman's Heart," with Enid Bennett.

local high school the stage

for three nights during the run.

As

part of a series of six.
Johnson di
rects himself and uses Ellin Dee an
Paul Dane as his leads.
The same principle will be follow
cd in the rest of the group.

sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce and prominent civic
Taylor to Direct Lillie
organizations the stunt gained wideLos Angeles Sam Taylor will
spread publicity.
The theater don- rect
Beatrice Lillie in a picture
ated a percentage of the receipts to
M.-G.M.
the band.
George T. Cruzen, Palace
Theater, Lockport, N. Y.

band

the

is

—

Our Gan^''Comedy

"The Reckless Lady"
(First National)
use of a 24-sheet
over the marquee. The display was
particularly noticeable as no other
theater was using this type of publicity.
The 24-sheets were also used
on stands throughout the city. Cards

Made

1^^'

—

requiring exhibitors to return all parcel post shipments insured.
With an
idea of working out a means of pro-,
tection in case of loss of incoming
parcel post shipments, conferences
have been held with the postmaster.

Melford Signs with Fox?
Los Angeles It is reported here
that George Melford has been signed
by Fox and that his first picture will
be "Going Crooked."

HAL ROACH
]

effective

f/i£S£/VTS

HIS RASCALS
IN

up everywhere, and in promiall combined to put
the picture over without any increase
tack"''

nent

in

windows

the

usual

— M.

advertising

appropria-

B. Thomas, National
ter, Nashville, Tenn.
tion.

Thea-

''THUNDERING
fLEAS"

The

Bebe Daniels May Work Abroad
Hollywood When Bebe Daniels
finishes
"The Campus Flirt" for
Famous, it is reported she will go
abroad to work in "Stranded in
Paris," written by Arthur Somers

—

Roche.

finishing; touch o{ roflnement on
an elaboratt production la the
handcoIorinK by

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumishe
for all Pathecomedies at you

Exchange.
The Perfect fJandcoloring
528 Riveralde Drive

New York

of Film
Telephone
Morningside 1776

There's

A

Philadelphia Market

Shipping Problem in Denver
The Film Board of Trade
endeavoring to devise a means for

di

fo

—

Bond Market

Denver
is

600
500
400
100

.

.

Warner

97^

37^
23/

(Paramount)

Gave the

run pictures.

.

.

"Let's Get Married"

Practically no ill affects were experienced by the houses playing long-

Rialto management said that
R. O." sign was out at its
matinee yesterday. No depression in
While trading was brisk in the general business is anticipated as this
theater
of stocks, the film issues had only an
list
indifferent day.
Most of the issues on the caters to many out-of-town people.
From the Embassy came the statemarket were bid for, but gains were few.
The issues, however, held their own well.
ment that the house was sold out for
the matinee and that no reduction in
attendance is expected.
Quotations
The Astor reported that business
High Low Close Sales
was
capacity as usual and there is no
Am. Seat. Pfd. .. 39'/, 39
39
1,300
Am. Seat. Vtc.
35/.
iS'A
200 reason to look for a depression owing
35/
Balaban & Katz
to the transportation situation.
72M
Eastman Kodak
.114^ 113^ 113J4 1.700
At the Criterion the usual Monday
Famous Players .117/8 116
116
1,200
Fam. Play. Pfd. .UOH 120Ji 120J^
200 business was reported.
Fam. Play. Rts.
4% 4!4 4/ 4,400
.

—

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
A FINANCING SERVICE FOR MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTS. WE INVITE A DISCUSSION OF YOUR
PROPOSITION WITHOUT OBLIGATION ON YOUR
PART. TELEPHONE FOR AN APPOINTMENT.

Ton

of Fun
In Every Reel
: OF
Standard

FAT MEN
2-Reel Comedies
Produced by Joe Rock
Standard

Cinema

Corporation

Book *Em!

—

Suite 1207-8

'Phane

Watkim

4522

At

All F. B. O. Branches

Ain't

n
It

a Grand and Glorious

Summer

Feelin'?

-AND THE GROUNDS AND THE CASH
AIN'T IT A
ROLLIKi- OH-H-BOY
GR-R-RANO AND GLOR-R- RIOUS
?

FEELIN'?

^y/7/yi\
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

By BRIGGS

Suggested by R. G.
Milton Sills.
Kirk's story, "United States Flavor."
Scenario by J. F. Goodrich. Photographed
by Roy Carpenter. Art Director, Milton
Costumes by June Rand.
Menasco.
Film Editor, Arthur Tavares. Super-

By

vised by Earl Hudson.

1

1 2^ccl^*

ii^to

KYStrand

Commencing July
FOURTEEN

11^.

round contest— "MEN

OF STEEL" VERSUS THE TOUGHEST SEASON IN THE SHOWMAN'S YEAR—right after the holidays—slap into the heatl
Never before has a

An

premiere.

special faced such

a

test for its

world

have been set, but First
National deliberately chose July 11 when Joseph Plunkett
offered two weeks straight for "Men of SteeV
any time.
Summer, Fall or Winter I
easier date could

—

NATIONAL ASKS NO EASY BREAKS
FOR "MEN OF STEEL,'*
FIRST

Two
Qiant

years of intense creative effort have evolved the
among Specials mighty with the clash of human

—

drama amid

the thunder of furnaces

and cauldrons— THE

UNBEATABLE TOP-MONEY-QETTER OF
YEAR AND NEXT.'

RICHARD

A.

THIS

ROWLAND

Presents

SILLS
WITH

oirecte^t,

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD
oF C AKL H U l/D wH

Produced under the Supervision

|ional!&

giant among Jpecmls

THE
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NORTH POLl

BYRD'S AIR FLIGHT TO
ey Ed

JU^T
the

H. Jacobs

when we were about
burden ot

t

maks

to

this prenniblo tfie
char oterizcs this

il

•diversity that
^e^k's films, they cone nlong at the
Urtininuta and vjirp Byr^'a polar
For
flight
ir.l»
the
ossortinent.
A'ear* ve have been hongering for a
sight o! this north pole now we can
caafl^ ourseli'es into the Innermost
iJ'tds'Of a cozily upTiolstered opera
chair and take a look at it in cnmfort at the Palace end Kc.iths lU5th
'

First Pictures

—

A Bi^ Picture in

(beaters.

Absorbingly Interesting Is this
that shows (he start from New
York jn the hardy steamer Ctjuntier,
the_ mighty Fokker plane in whii'h
Lieut. Coin. Byrd hops off with his
operator after serious Impediments
hive been overcom.e, his circlinj;
ftifn

over the exact spot where the pole
definitely located and the rletirn
to his wildly cheering aasociates.
is

The JToige

settles

down for

>

With

t

a visit j

and to congratulate Byrd and there!
i» othei: interesting addenda. -I haz- 1
ard the prediction that you'll be |
quite "off" the good-looking chap
that has baen "jubbing" f r tho
re^ilar iceman, oren though he may
have been giving ybu a OS-cent c^ake
for your 20-«cnt coupon, because
will see ice, ice, ice in 'this picenough to last you ontil you
turo
8t»<t trimming the Christrnte tree.

j-.ou

—

Otherwise \.there'» a plentiful apthis
in
con\edy
pprtionment
of
cinema jnenu for the week.' Eom«itt.ree and at least two' und&rworld
•storing

reviews';

Some
Warner's,

New York

of the First

Run Houses Who've Bo<^ed

City

New

Paris,

It;

Paris,

111.

Keiths, Boston

Palace, Waterbury, Conn.

Albee, Boston

Capitol, Davenport,

James, Boston
Orpheum, Maiden, Mass.
Olympic, Worcester, Mass.

Des Moines, Des Moines,
Broadway, Council Bluffs,

Strand, Albany, N. Y.

Rialto, Lincoln, Neb.

Troy, Troy, N. Y.
Avon, Utica, N. Y.
Olympic, Watertown, N. Y.
Strand, Allentown, Pa.

Princess, Sioux City,

St.

Victoria,

Shamokin, Pa.

Rialto,

la.
la.
la*

Omaha
la.

Strand, Syracuse, N, Y.
Strand, Niagara Falls, N. Y.

Eastman, Rochester, N. Y.
Shea's Buffalo, Buffalo

Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

Palace, Lockport, N. Y.

Rialto or Victory, Denver, Colo,

Granada, San Francisco, Cal.
Paramount or Empress, Salt Lake

Rialto,

Colorado Springs, Colo.

Rialto, Pueblo, Colo.
Rialto,

Roanoke, Va.

Empire, Winchester, Va.
Palace or Regent, So. Norwalk, Conn.
Bijou,

New

Haven, Conn.

Palace or Capitol, Hartford, Conn.

Palace or Majestic, Bridgeport, Conn.

n

Lieut GonI

j

The

c|

City

Paramount, Ogden, Utah
B. F. Keith's,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Madison, Detroit
Mecca Palace, Saginaw, Mich.
Regent, Bay City, Mich.
Rex, Sheboygan, Wis.

1
JEvVS

JKES ABSORBING
;

S

CRMN MATERIAL

he North Pole/
\rerytAing but length

ICHARD E BYRD, usk

RICAS

FRI

UM PH

A TWO REEL SPECIAL
Grand, Wasau, Wis.
Garden, Milwaukee
Strand, Madison, Wis,
Grand, Gary, Ind.
Ft. Armstrong, Rock Island,
Olympic, Pittsburgh
Colonial, Beaver Falls, Pa.

Capitol, Cincinnati

Colonial, Dayton, O.
Lyric, Huntington,

W.

Virginian, Charleston,
111.

Va.

W.

Grand, Massillon, O.
Virginian, Charlestown,

W. Va.

Metropolitan, Los Angeles

Regent, Pittsburgh

Orpheum, Akron, O.

Majestic, Butler, Pa.

Keiths Palace, Cleveland

Harris State, Washington, Pa.

Crown, Mobile, Ala.

Victor, McKeesport, Pa.

Miller, Wichita, Kansas.

Washington Square, Quincy,

Va.

111.

Auditorium, Winston-Salem, N. C.

Pafhe'
Distributors

THE

-c^HkDAILY
After "Bicycling"

Three Prisms Used

{Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

territory and a determined campaign
to stamp out the practice has been
put into effect.
One case brought to light recently
was in Brooklyn where two theater
owners were switching the entire program. They admitted their guilt and
paid $1,500 to nine different exIt is a fact, however, that
changes.
the
the companies affiliated with
Film Board of Trade have found,
without exception, that all reputable
exhibitors in the territory second the
efforts to restore fair and honest competition.
The article in the Bulletin, by
Louis Phillips, attorney of the local
board, brings to light many methods
employed by dishonest exhibitors.
In one case the pictures switched
were given new names in the program
of the theaters to which they were
switched in order to allay suspicion

prisms, red, green and violet,
is fitted over the mouth of the machine.
The jacket containing the
prisms is attached to the camera
shaft by a belt which operates the
sleeve at a ratio three times to every

and make discovery

difficult.

turn.

Colors in the scene being shot are
"absorbed" by the film. A cameraman, in shooting a scene, may attach
the appliance whenever he wishes to
make a color sequence or use it for

The attachment
the entire picture.
also fits standard projectors, permitting a projectionist to use it throughout a picture or only on certain parts.
The attachment can be used

in

con-

nection with any picture,
It is intended to make

it

is

said.

a

test

the attachment in

of

Times Square soon

before representatives of the trade and
daily press.

UT T"

U"

Again

Nebraska

(Continued from Page 1)
the exhibitor located in an outlying
turn acquires a half interest in the
section would arrange with the distrithree houses operated by Universal.
butor to ship the show several days
Meanwhile the Blank interests, in
in advance of play date, and he, in
affiliation with Blaine Cook, of Beaturn, would return same several days
trice, Neb., are preparing to invade
late.
This enabled the theater owner
Hastings with a $100,000 house.
to exhibit the show in other theaters
When
this is completed, although
without authorization.
"U" will abandon plans for the Uniclever device is to purchase a
versal theater, Hastings, with a poppicture for one day at one house and
ulation of 11,650, will be one of the
for the succeeding day at another themost overseated cities in the nation.
ater, and then proceed to show the
picture two days at each theater.
Film is found switched in spots
(Continued from Page 1)
where least expected. The operator
of a small circuit, caught in the asserted he was representing oil capimesh, reimbursed the exchange for tal and had backing to form a big
The plans were delayed
the film "bicycled" and then pro- company.
ceeded to furnish information aljout and delayed, according to Carr withreceiving any recompense.
his competitor, who was also guilty out
of the same offense.

A

Garr Files Suit

Fitzmaurice Signs
(Continued from Page 1)

First National has seven productions in work or about to be started
on the Coast and in the East. These
include.
"The Sun of Montmartre," starring Nor-

ma

Talma'dge; "Twinkletoes," starring ColMoore; 'The Desparate Woman," with
Doris Kenyon, Lloyd Hughes and Charlie
Murray, and "Men of Dawn." "It Must Be
Love," another Colleen Moore will be started
soon.
Richard Barthelmess is about ready
to
begin
on "The Four Feathers" and
Johnny Hines will begin work on "The
Knickerbocker Kid" within a few days.
leen

Acts for
Fox

will

Music,

of

New Fox House

use presentations at its Academy
now under construction on 14th

The house will be ready for opening in
September.
The only other Fox theater using presentations is Fox's Philadelphia in Philadelphia.
The house is being booked by Max Silver
at the home oiifice.
Attractions will be used
in other new Fox houses beginning next
St.

Fall.

"Northland Frolic" to Open
"Northland Frolic," new Arthur Spizzi
picture house attraction, opens Monday at
the Cambria, Johnstown, Pa.
The act includes: Witt & Berg, banjoists and ukelele
players
Three Luba Girls, Cort & Scott,
dancers, and Virginia Webster, pianist and
;

singer.

To Tour

with Britton Band
Sam Lewis and Eva- Shirley, who have
been playing night clubs, will be featured
with Milt and Frank Britton & Band on a
picture house tour.

Buckley Producing One-Reelers
Flovd Buckley is producing a series of 13 one-reelers titled "Keeping
'Em Guessing" possibly for Red Seal

(Continued from Page 1)
the Supreme Court dissenting from
Justice Newburger and John Zanft,
who find that a large sum is due
Abramson. The courts will now be
asked to pass on the report of Justice
Newburger, approved by Zanft, and
the minority decision of Shallenberger
who finds that nothing is due.

The majority report was not filed,
but Shallenberger's award asserts that
the other two failed to consider the
cost of selling the state rights and
other expenses in making their award.
He says that the Abramson films
were state righted with seven other

Chadwick pictures, for a total sum.
In showing the allowances made by
buyers for each, Shallenberger says
that a contract with Simmonds-Kann
advanced
for
"Meddling
$65,000
Woman," and $10,000 for "The Fire
Patrol," and $7,000 for "I
the
Woman," as against $3,000 for "The

Tom
tract

Boy." A Commonwealth congave $13,500 advances on the

Abramson

films

and

$10,500

for

Chadwick's.

An

accountant's report showed the

Abramson films of
last, when Justice
Newburger made the basis of his

gross

$97,951

for both
to Dec.

1

And Thafs

By "BARRY"

EXPLOITATION

men certainly
don't overlook any opportunity.
There's a big' apartment house on
upper Broadway that they've named
"Ben Hur."

Raymond

Fox.
fred

He

will be a
Green's staff in

member

"The Auctioneer" and

of Alfilming of

the
"Is Zat So?".

H. H. Van Loan to Speak
H. H. Van Loan will address the
Williamsport (Pa.) Rotary Club July
14 on "Writing for the Screen."

bachelor,

K

"No man, no matter who he
good enough

And

to

of coirLi,

is,

is

rnarry a good girl.
no iiai m,:tn would

think of marrying a bad girl. Hence,
- thfi hvchelor."

The famed Sixty Club of Hollywood has declared a vacation.
It
shut up shop until
until then there will
social gatherings.

has

September

and

be no more

There's a new title out at the M.G.-M. studios.
It is "Suggestor"
and Wellyn Totman of the scenario
department bears it. He suggested a
story on the Panama Canal and
livni Cobb is preparing it, and a
story about the Mississippi river and
they're going to do that also.

—

lected.

SAVA FILMS INC.
presents
FATTY LAYMON
Boy
The Big Time Big

"WOWS" —a

tomorrow

evening.

M. Fernand
Opera has

Heurteur of the Paris
charge of the music.

Oscar Shaw For Pictures
Hollywood— Oscar Shaw, legitimate stock actor, will make his debut in pictures as leading man for
Norma Shearer in "Upstage."

in 12

series

splitting

Now

of

two

reel

side

comedies
ready

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

Warning to Producers
This is to notify all producers that
through my attorneys I shall begin
legal

action

for

damages against any

person or persons or corporation who
purchase from unauthorized and
irresponsible agents old titles o{ mine,

may

after creating plots in their own
make and release these picstudios,
tures as "Curwood storiee."
No prehistoric magazine
story and no one
or two reel "original" of mine written

and

ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts
years

with me.
gan.

My

address

The name

and attorneys

of
will

is

J
!

1
i
|
I
*

ARE GOLFERS CUCKOO
THE INVENTORS
HARD TO HOLD
CAUGHT IN THE ACT
RADIO MAD
Distributed By

—

—James Madison, comconstructor, has been signed by

a

Griffith,

says:

Am

Shallenberger finds that their is a
grand total of $112,322 from which
and Thelma and Dixie Lee. Buck- should be deducted $78,000 negative
He says
advances, leaving $34,322.
ley will make a series of 13 two-reel
the other arbitrators failed to include
comedies
$37,440 for expenses, and that this
deduction would leave a deficit of
Kramer with B. and K.
Chicago Louis P. Kramer, who $3,118 which must be recouped by
from its 66 2/3 per cent of
has been head of the Lubliner and Chadwick
before there can be any digross
the
Trinz publicity department for the
On this basis he
vision of profits.
past year has resigned to go with Balfinds nothing due Abramson, and
ababan and Katz.
He will handle
joins with the other arbitrators in
publicity for McVickers and the Updisallowing a claim for damages by
town.
Abramson because he did not receive
agreed upon.
Dr.
publicity
the
Fox Leading Baseball League
that in the maShallenberger
says
Through a ten to four victory over
Famous. Fox is now leading the M. P. jority of cases the plaintiff got full
publicity.
Baseball League, having won three
games and lost none. Universal is
second with two victories and no dePreview of "Les Miserables"
feats.
Universal will hold a preview of
"Les Miserables" at Carnagie Hall
Madison with Fox

Los Angeles

That!

award. He also accepted the figures
Cecil
B.
De Mille has signed
in an additional report of the accountant reporting $27,237 for the produc- Jimmy Adams for a comedy role in
er.
Both are incorrect, Dr. Shallen- "The Yankee Clipper" which led to
berger said, and are due to apparent this remark by the w.k. producer:
"An onion can make anybody cry,
oversight.
He also says that Justice
Newburger overlooked the fact that but there is no known vegetable that
the gross figures were only to Dec. 1, can cause them to laugh."
and that the defendant admitted reShane Representing Langdon
ceiving total receipts
to May 1 of
Los Angeles Maxwell Shane has
the Man," and
$58,079 for "I
$44,869 for "Meddling Woman," a resigned from the First National pubHe said that an licity department to become personal
total of $102,949.
item of $5,885 for the Celebrated representative for Harry Langdon.
Films of Chicago contract should not
be allowed because there was no testimony to show that it could be col-

release at the 44th St. Tec-Art.
It
is an expose of entertainment tricks.
Included in the cast are Jule Miller,

edy

1926

•in

Am

in

7,

Disagree on Sales

three

camera

Wednesday, July

Owosso, Michi-

my New York

agents
be given on request.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

!
i
I

ii(

n
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Exploit- O- Grams

Strike

Now

Hurting

1926

8,

Price 5 Cents

Against Blind Buys

New York

Hearing In

This business moves rapidly. Broadway Weekly-Change Houses English Referendum Overwhelmingly Once Again Government's Action
Noticeably Affected Long-Run
Against Famous Players Will Be
Against Purchasing of Pictures
Yesterday's event is today's hisTheaters Practically Exempt
Discussed Here
in Large Groups
ory.
All along the line does
By ERNEST IV. FREDMAN
Hearings will begin today at the
Broadway weekly-change theaters

—

his condition prevail.

The complexion

of the indus-

ry changes daily. The live inlividual is the one who keeps
.breast of the times.
Once he
alls behind, the procession passs him by with nary a second

bought.
Exploitation Vital

The pubHc

is

always keen for the

lew. the novel.

That theater owner

vho

is

yesterday reported that the subway
strike is making inroads into their
FILM
receipts. A check-up by
DAILY shoVed that the depression
was first experienced Tuesday night.
Houses playing long-run pictures are
practically the only theaters exempt
from the drop in business.
The Colony suffered to an appro.ximate extent of $400 Tuesday night,
Managing Director Gittleson said. He
attributes the lower attendance to the

THE

The Film Renter and

Al. P.

Cinematograph

is

understood that

The hearings will be confined to
these two questions, and it is prol)able that theater ownership will first
brou.i^ht up and an effort made
cover that phase of the matter
by the acceptance, by the Coniniis|je

to

Laemmle Improving
said business has
(,Contimied on Page 6)

commercially wise knows the

—The

several important distributors are quietly mak(Continued on Page 7)
It

strike.

W. Wallace Ham

News

New York offices of the Federal
Ex- Trade Commission on the questions
hibitors' Assoc, yesterday made pub- of block booking and theater ownerlic its figures on the referendum taken
ship 111 the Famous Players-Lasky,
on the question of blind booking. case, as provided under the recent
There were 1,704 votes cast for aboli- order of the Commission reopening
tion and 199 against.
the case.
London

Steadily

Despite reports to the contrary the
condition of Carl Laemmle continues

improve daily. Yesterday a cable
from his personal physician. Dr. Herid.
It is exactly at this point that
mon, stated that he had rallied won;xploitation enters.
Stunts in the
D. C. Leeper Acquires Half Interest derfullv from the operation and was
progressing satisfactorily.
obby. the streets, the neighborhood
in Company, Deal Bringing Material Increase in Capital
itores, t^e newspapers are, of course,
)rimed to make the box-office groan.
Dwight C. Leeper has acquired a
Fight
half interest in Rayart Pictures Corp.,
FILM and
For this very purpose,
Republicans
that
Albany
Report
in
vice-presidency
will assume the
DAILY has inaugurated "Exploit-O- with W. Ray Johnston continuing
Now Favor Repeal of
the Law
jrams." A daily feature, it tells in as president.
motion picture
"If
the
Albany
Monogram
exhibitors
what
form
of
concise
president
erse,
Leeper is
of censorship law is to be repealed in
president
and
Corp.,
Pictures
There
business.
bolster
doing
to
ire
He is vice- this State we prefer it shall be rehappens today. Photoplay Finance Corp.
It
no waiting.
s
Richmount Pictures, pealed by the Democratic Legislature
of
president
Tomorrow it is in print and on its
rather than by a Republican Legisla(Continued on Page 2)
ture which passed it, and we so adivay to the four corners of the nation.

Owns Rayart 50%

,

Censorship

THE

On

—

made it known in
Dinner For
lo uncertain manner how they welDirector Formally Welcomed
come the innovation. "A long felt German
At-

Murnau

Exhibitors have

Dinner,
want," says one. "Really a splendid
tended by Notables
And so they
idea," reports another.
A graceful tribute was paid to F.
comment in the East, in the West, W. Murnau, director of "The Last
from tTie South and from the North. Laugh" at the Ritz last night. The
occasion was in the form of a recepTheater owners are urged to turn
tion and a dinner in his honor at
"Exploit-O-Grams" to their advantage which many prominent personages
to

America

at

our friends."
This statement is published in the
current "Reform Bulletin" issued by

vise

(Continued on Page 8)

Ritz

Duty Increase?
Proposal Before French Chamber of
Deputies for 150 Per Cent Advance in Import Levy

stipulation

by

offered

(Continued on Page 2)

to

alue of keeping his patrons interest-

the

of

.sion,

7

New Saxe

Houses

Company's Building Program Calls
for That Number to Be Erected
This Year in Wisconsin

Milwaukee— Seven

theaters will be

by the Saxe enterprises this
year and it is possible this number

built

Houses will be
be increased.
erected at Kenosha, Oshkosh, Berlin, Appleton and three in Milwaukee.

may

At Kenosha, work

is to start soon
a $500,000 theater to be known as
Rhode. Oshkosh is to have
the
(Continued on Page 2)

on

New

Double Bills Up
Cleveland

Interested

Program

ture

— Some

in

Dual

Fea-

Distributors
on Practice
the July meeting of

Frown

—

Cleveland .At
the Cleveland M. P. E.xhibitors Astopics discussed included the
soc,
Parasubject of double features.

Metro-Goldwyn, First Naand United Artists have refused to sell any of their product to
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY be shown in conjunction with any
(Continued on Page 8)
Washington A proposal has been
of
submitted to the French Chamber
House
mount,

tional

—

Other exhibitors have founr" much to from all walks of life attended.
$1,000,000 Sioux City
William Fox sponsored the event Deputies to increase the import duty
Many have written for
help them.
over
la.— Costing
Citv,
Sioux
auspices that
Fox
under
is
it
centimes
since
These
forty
from
campaigns.
the full data on the
on positive films
000. a new combination theater
$1.000
Americanhis
direct
will
have gone forward at once and gladly Murnau
to one franc per meter, according to
according
made picture, "A Trip to Tilsit." a report received by Clarence J. is to be built in Siouxa City,
too.
The
realtor.
to W. E. Gordon,
of
Section
(Continued on Page 7)
Film
North, Chief of the
is to be eight stories
which
building
Bernard Shaw Talks
the Department of Commerce.
constructed at Sixth and
in- high, will be
If adopted, this would mean an
George Bernard Shaw, talking of
Chicago capitalists are backPierce.
cent
per
fifty
Bullock
Services for Sam
crease of one hundred
censors et al, states:

—

Funeral services for in the rate of duty.
Cleveland
tures that have been steady propa- Sam Bullock were held yesterday,
ganda of anarchist and violence. the Rev. Dr. Dan Bradley officiating.
New Theater For Astoria
These plays are a real danger and Bullock died of hardening of the
Goldreyer has signed a 21Charles
are far more obnoxious than harmless arteries after an illness that confined
year lease for a theater and roof garstage sex plays."
him to his home intermittently for den being constructed by Asor
He is survived
If more Mr. Shaw would inquire the past two years.
Realty Corp. at 2nd Ave. and Ditmas
he might perhaps learn of the great by his widow, three daughters and
The theater will seat
Astoria.
St
with
connected
measure of good for which American two sons. He was
Work
garden 1,200.
the
and
500
1
P T. O. from its organization on the $500,000 project starts Monmotion pictures are directly respon- the
His statement in 1920 until 1925 when he resigned
sible the world over.
by Rudolph
Bnti§h day, using plans executed
is as unjust as it is unfounded.
to study conditions in the
Boehler.

"They pass American moving

pic-

M

KANN

Isles.

C. P.

ing the venture.

"American Girl" Not Abandoned
Production

"Glorifying

of

the

Girl" has been postponed
next Fall but not abandoned.

American
until

Famous announced
Zukor Holding
Adolph Zukor

tournament

home

office

home

Golf Tournament
hold his annual

will

golf

City

yesterday.

for

Paramount

executives at his New
the end of this week.

—

THE

•^tn
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Financial

Hearing In

active

the

for

continued

rise

the

them
The market was

yesterday,

industrials

in

several

of

reaching their highest level.
shifty, turning from one issue to the other
with striking

Famous some time

in

New York
1)

ago, setting forth

holdings of themselves
and competing companies.
theater

the

When

case comes

the

Commission

effect.

Inc.,

Offices

(Continued from Page
Operations

for

final

before the

decision,

it

is

probable that there will be changes
the
make-up.
Commissioner
Van Fleet having evinced his desire
to
resign
and Commissioner
Thompson's term of office expiring
in

Quotations
High

Am. Seat. Vtc.
34^
Am. Seat Pfd. ... 39
Katz
Balaban &
Eastman Kodak ..11354
Famous Players ..117
.

.

.

.

Fam. Play.
Fam. Play.

Inspect

First

Nat'l

.

Pfd.

.

38/2

38/
72H

Loew's, Inc
*Metro-Gold.
Cap.

IVt
.104
74
26"^

104
73
25 7/8

in

1157/i

1,400
2,500

Fleet
serve

120 5/g

300

4/
7/

3,400
1,600
100
5.800
1,600

7

.

38
Pfd.

Corp.

104
73/8

25/8

"A"

Pathe Exch.
Roxy Units

Roxy Common

3754

....

1.400

23/

20J4

20

20

700

58^

57^

58

4,300

265^

24/2

97/
50/

1,700

...

6

7!/2

tParamount B'way

97 J4

Skouras Bros

50J4

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen
*Uni. Art. The. Ct
Univer. Pict
Univer. Pict. Pfd.

11 /s
37-54

.

.

700

\\2Vi 113

4J4

Sales
1,600

.

Project.

*Intern'l

M.

34

4-54

.

.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

P.

Close

34

..120^

Pfd.
Rts.

Film

Low

.

97/
50/

64

.

8J4

M

»H

8}/2

700

100

34;^
95

34!^
95

9^4

9^

'Warner Bros
Warner Pict
•Warner Pict. "A"

34/
95

100
100

45/
.

9^
14/

.

100

September.
Commissioner
had some three years yet to

but declared himself desirous
of returning to private practice.

Brady Appointed Superintendent
Los Angeles James Brady has

—
appointed

Philadelphia Market

iieen

Bond Market

studio operations for

think of

(Continued from Page

House

'Tis

you are thinking of

superintendent

Famous.

a

paradox

—with

Service

realization of a client'.s

which results

S

We

W.

Stebbins

&

This

is

f^REE

of

in

Exchange.

AVAILABLE
Publicity, advertising and
exploitation.
Production,
distribution and theaters.

Twelve years at it and well
known. Organize or join
department.
Ready August 1. Four years with one
of the largest companies.

Address Box 315
c/o Film Daily
1650 B'way, N. Y. C.

There's

per B."

James

Home

A

"Variety" At Million Dollar
Los Angles ^"Variety" has opened

—

at the Million Dollar.

—that

Organizations^

frequently

unbounded confidence, there comes

with the

a relaxation

a lessening of the intensity of the service.

are

N. Y. C.
80

X*J

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

Ton

of Fun
In Every Reel
- OF
Standard

FAT MEN
2-Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock
Standard

will direct.

Co., Inc.

Bryant 3040

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at yout

illness of three

the past fifteen years

Broadway

)L

davs.

and Theatrical insurance for

1540

FLEAS'

In Appleton, a $400,000
planned.
Two of the Milwaukee theaters to be built are the
Uptown and the East Side.

organized so that our clients of longest standing receive the
same brisk service as those new accwunts we are continually wooing.

Specialists in Motion Picture

Arthur

"THUNDERING

is

day evening after an

Pfi£S£NTS

HIS RASCALS

site.

house

"^

HAL ROACH

I>^'

1)

NO CLIENTS TO EXCHANGE

INSURANCE
N

"Our Gan^^Comedy

a $600,000 house with a 2,000 seating
capacity.
At Berlin, Saxe is associare with Ed. Starkey and together
they will build on the present Opera

—

*

I

Cut" there, starting immediately.

—

*

T E B B

—

New Saxe Houses

Gilpin Leaving for Coast
Landy, Publicity Chief
Charles Gilpin will leave New York
Los Angeles George Landy has on Sunday, for the coast where he
been appointed head of First Nation- will play Uncle Tom in "Uncle Tom's
al's Coast publicity department sucCabin."
ceeding George Bradley who returns
to the scenario department.
Allvine Returning
Glendon Allvine is returning from
Europe aboard the
a vacation in
Signed By First National
Berengaria, due to dock on Friday.
John Philip Kolb has been signed
by First National to a long term conRod La Rocque's Next
tract.
He leaves tomorrow for the
Los Angeles Rod La Rocque's
Coast.
next will be "The Cruise of the Jas-

Last prices quoted

S

7

1926

Units at Fine Arts Studio

14

Thomas, Telegraph Owner, Dead
Edward R. Thomas, majority owner of "The Morning Telegraph" died
Van at the Harbor Sanitarium late Tues-

•

When you

1)

8,

Los Angles F'ourteen units ar«
working at Fine Arts. Jackie Coogar
Rayart will
make "Johnny Get Your Hail

exporters, who handle
the foreign field, and is associated
An amalgamation has been effected with Harry J. Brown Prod., probetween M. P. Consultants, Inc., New ducers of the Reed Howes pictures
York, and the Stanley Advertisng released by Rayart. He is also presiCo., Philadelphia, the combined or- dent of Dwight C. Leeper Co., inganization adopting the latter name surance brokers; is vice-president ot
The concern will make and distribute the Empire Coach Corp. of New York
industrial, educational and commer- and vice-president of A. M. Flectheini
Co., Inc., importers of electrical and
cial pictures.
A.
P.
Blumenthal is president radio supplies and novelties.
The capital of the new Rayart orand will supervise productions of an
materially
inbe
educational nature.
B.
K. Blake, ganization will
formerly president of M. P. Consul- creased, permitting of a greater scope
Hugh
tants, Inc., is vice-president in charge for the company's activities.
of production.
He will supervise a G. Davis will be secretary and treasThe balance of the personnel
unit in New York, one in Philadel- urer.
phia and a third traveling unit for remains unchanged.
making scenes in factories and plants
throughout the country. Abe L. EinThe Pattersons Here
stein, publicity director for the StanWillard C. Patterson, now associley Co. of America, and William K. ated with the Universal theater orGoldenberg, another official of the ganization in the South and Anna
Stanley organization, are included in Aiken Patterson, publisher of the
the corporation.
"Weekl>L_ Fijm Review" of Atlanta,
Exchanges will be established in are at the Astor.
principal cities.

To Open

XXXYII No. 6

{Continued from Page

and Stanley

Advertising Co. Amalgamate

Vol.

Thursday, July

Cinema

Corporation

Book 'Em!
At

All F. B. O. Branches

.

ar
iil

^ai

Ji'JM^K,

G SH

and

I

yo'.xGILBERTn
LA BOHEME.
KING VIGOR'S
STUDIO days in
BrU/iant Supporting fast Includes
BtBCT Adorn and

Dan» of "Tht

Kt,f\

Wdo.-. F^nk CufTwt

or

"Btn h"".

E«m.HDf.<.r>
Stnrr. iron

br

Ffej Dc Cfewt bue.i

g._H,.„ M.,.,.

-L,,,

,.

,1,,

u„.

MCTRO-GOLDWYN-MAVEfl-S
PARADE OF HITS
IS

COMING

proiluction of

Paris

GOLDEN days of love,
AND through
it

A

laughter and tears

.

.

all

great undying love.

COMING

to

your theatre

AFTER a record breaking J2.00 run
^T thc nib.issy Theatre
BROADWAY'S m„st exclusive playhouse
F^

Wciic^oldwi/nW^i

^Watch for

these great ads in the

Fan Magazines'

E ADS

ARE SEEN BY
MILLIONS!
THE whole

country

is

eagerly waiting for

''LA Boheme'^ and "Mare Nostrum'^
IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer's great $2 hits
fame is nation-wide due to the sensation
CREATED by their record-breaking Broadway runs
''LA Boheme'' four months at the Embassy, N. Y.
Nostrum" entering its sixth month, Criterion, N. Y.

WHOSE

"MARE

THEY'RE just

part of M-G-M's Parade of Hits.
now, in addition, these advertisements
the fan magazines will be seen by millions.

AND
IN

THERE'S

no argument about

it.

METRO-Goldwyn'Mayer is the choice of the
THAT'S why weVe the choice of exhibitors

FOR

public.

19264927.

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

'V^ffilP

—

4

THE

5^^

DAILY

Thursday, July

The Salesman
Dealing
he Policy of
Them— How Disputes

Exploit- O- Grams

Fair
Most
t
Brief oittlhies of practical exploitaof
Are
tion. stii.7its.
They gixjc all necessary
Reduced
iiiforniation the exhibitor needs to
"The
Film
Salesman,"
one of the
put them over.
They have made
Dioiiey for others.
They ivill make "Know Your Own Industry" series
vioticy for yon.
This daily list of which appeared in Sunday's edition
FILxM DAILY has excited
"E.iploif-O-Granis" is intended as of
favorable
a ready reference for the busy show- considerable

THE

Now

Strike

comment

Louis

— Tom

McKean,

-

1)

I

appreciably at the Strand
This was especially noticeable a
manager yesterday's matinee.

for F. B. O., visited Springfield,

Tay-

Hillsboro and Jacksonville,
111.,
during the week.
He reports
hat conditions in that section are
improving.
lorville,

•

File them away.
Here is an 'mong salesmen in New York and
"at-yonr-elbow'' service of publicity in other important cities.
ideas when yon riai these pictures.
By curious coincidence, the curCleveland George W. Erdmann
Send ill yonr "Exj)loit-0-Granis,'' rent issue of the "Film Boards of who underwent an operation three
and help the other fellows who are Trade Bulletin," published by the weeks ago. is again actively engaged
heljiiiif/ you.
Haj's organization contains an arti- as manager of the P. D. C. exchange.
cle on the salesman by L. H. C.
"Exchange of Wives"
Flinn assistant to Charles C. PettiDenver, Colo. E. M. Saunders,
(M.-G.-M.)
Flinn men- general sales manager for M.-G.-M.,
john, general counsel.
Pr.nted snuni envelopes in red ink tions the important part played by visited the Denver exchange and held
inscr.bed:
"I'or Married Men Only." ;he salesmpn as the direct contact conferences
with Bob Garland, manihs.dj was a c.rcular announcing full between producer, distributors and ager, last
week.
dcia..s Of the picuire. With increased exhibitor.
disp.ay space in newspapers, and ex"The phenomenal development of
St. Louis
Art La Plant, manager
tcns.ve ou door billing, the manager the motion picture industry, with its
got this sii.nt over with a lot of pub- higher educational, artistic and moral for P. D. C, visited Cairo, Duquoin
icity.
lidward Biggio, Grand The- standards, makes imperative a high and other points in Southern Illinois
last week.
ater, Steubenville, O.
standard of salesmanship." he states.

man.

Hurting

(Continued from Page
fallen

St.

1926

8,

—

—

off

Speaking

Bowes
as' to

said

for
is

it

the

whether the

Majo

Capitol,

ly

determim

difficult to

strike affected th<
^j],

business
registered
Tuesday ani
yesterday. He said attendance seem
about normal and pointed out tha;
the feature is in its second week.

At

Warner's

was

it

stated

^^

I
j(

thapi

business has been reduced apparentl;
owing to the strike.
Plans for en
'ertaining
children
from BellevU'
Hospital yesterday afternoon wer
indirectly obstructed by the situation

Ambulances needed

to convey th
"kiddies" to the theater were no
available owing to the extraordinar;
demand for transportation facilities

—

—

—

"Monte Carlo"
(M.-G.-M.)
Tied
annua!
ine
held

in

with

baii.

"Monte

i

the

he

Carlo

Union

Bakers'

was

affair

called

was

and

Ball,''

prior to the picTo the best dancers
ture's opening.
various prizes were awarded, including a huge specially made cake as the
grand prize.
The stunt received a
lot oi
advance newspaper breaks.
Rialto Theater, Pueblo, Colo.

several

day's

"Sandy"
(Fox)
Placed an ad in a newspaper

were told to see her pictures
lobby to judge if they were
type ot Madge Bellamy.
The

the

was engaged to districontaining "The Flappers Creed" which appears in the
bute

selected
heralds

press book.
She also appeared in a
special display in a music store win-

dow

in

connection

with

a

of

less

the Film Board of
criticism of the in-

lationship

sale

of

to his close business rethe exhibitor, the
vvith

Stills

from the photoplay

in

advance of

this

stunt,

ads

were

run in local papers, worded like patent medicine ads, stating that a local
man h''d invented a new laughing
medicine.
Here is a stunt that can

relationships.
is
the first
can, and should, put into effect
the unwritten 'golden rule clause' of
contracts, and aid in carrying out Mr.
Hays' advice to not only 'live and
let live
but help to live.'

who

—

"There are

so-called

still

D. Perkins,

iNI.-G.-M.

a scattered

product.
ComparaSell your own.
today, no pictures are 'bad.'
All are good, but some are better.

sell-out.

manager

new sub

ly experiencing practically no ill ef
"
fects from the strike as their patrol

most instances live nearby. Thi
statement is substantiated by a repot*'
from both the Locw and Keith of|
in

—

Associated Exhibitors

Boston

fices.

in this city.

1

— Ed McAvoy, who formerly

AMALGAMATED

managed
Conn.,

the
Palace at Norwich,
has joined sales force of F.

"Every

salesman

member
Trade.

is,

of

in

an
Film

fact,

the

The get-together

Is

—

Kansas City W. A. Wandel, booker, and A. Selby Carr, ad sales manager for the local Paramount ex-

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

change, are vacationing.

—

Standard

Denver Manager Sheffield of the
Columbia Exchange, has returned
from Salt Lake City.
I

Kansas City

— E,

S.

Lowry

with

cepted a position
Exhibitors.

has ac
Associated

Zucker Doing Camerawork
Frank Zucker is pholographing "A
Man of Quality," which is being directed by Wesley Ruggles at Tec-Art.

affairs, at

—

interest

we have

in

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

I

A

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

PU'za Hotel.

SAVA FILMS INC.
presents
EDDIE GORDON
world renowned acrobatic comedian in
'2 two reel Rip Roaring Ccmedie.'5

"QUACK"

co--^tarring
the educated

Now

duck

ready

THE WISE CRACKER
GYPPING THE GYPS
Distributed By
The Standard

of the Industry

T.

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

iie

«1

common."

Hunter on Coast
Hayes Hunter has arrived in
Ilollyvvood and is at the Hollywood

I

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

B. O.

tively,

'associate"
Boards of

rt,

Neighborhood houses are apparent

with

ofifice.

misnamed

which branch managers are
hosts, have developed a fine spirit of
cooperation and friendship.
1)0
worked en any comedy. Theo"Continue to develop this friendly
dnrc P. Davis, Best Theater, Parspirit and wholeheartedly support the
dons, Kans.
Ricardo Cortez Back on Coast
Ricardo Cortez has returned to
Hollywood and w'll soon begin work
in
"The Eagle of the Sea," Frank
Lloyd's production for Famous.

for

Salt Lake City
Joe Roden, former
manager of the Bluebird at Garfield,
man Utah, has been made manager for

—
He

the

— Seth

L.
Wingham, branch
C.
here, are in Butte opening a

an excellent position
to substitute for controversy, antagon'sm and strife peace and friendly

—

side was a tiny red candy heart and
the "instructions" which consisted of
a well written .^x6 throwaway announcing the showing. Three days

Lake City
manager

in

is

few of
'high-powsh.owing young folks playing uku- ered'
who indulge in
salesman,
leles completed the tie-up.
New Ly- 'sharp practice"; make false promises,
ceum Theater, Winnipeg.
auction off contracts, or by innuendo, lead an exhibitor to believe
"Skinner's Dress Suit
that he will be given some concession,
(Universal)
or advantage, which the salesman
Distributed
little
envelopes
in- knows his company will not counFortunately this class of
scribed:
"Laugh Pill. If you take tenance.
the enclosed candy pill and follow in- men are rapidly eliminating themstructions, guarantee to make you selves.
laugh and feel better all over."
In'knock'
associates'
"Don't
your
ukuleles.

Salt
district

Ap- salesman

liie

girl

Committee

Trade, and

"Owing
for a

plicants
111

—

dustry.

who resembled "Sandy."

girl

Business has dropped considerabl;
the Cameo.
This was especiall
in evidence Tuesday evening.
Yes
Lerday's matinee drew below average
A substantial depression in pa m
"The photoplay salesman is the
Salt
Lake City Bob Epperson, tronage was felt at the Rivoli yester |
'direct
between producer, Pathe salesman, narrowly escaped se- day atternoon and the previous eveni
contact'
^
His rious injury while on a trip through ing.
d stributor and the exhibitor.
honesty, and fairness of methods and Idaho when his automobile ran off a
The houses playing long-run pic
practices, concern not only his com- bridge.
tures are the least hurt by the situa
pany, but the Joint Boards of Artion.
The Criterion, iRialto an(
bitration, Film Boards of Trade and
Butte W. F. Gordon, manager of Embassy report conditions normal bu
the industry as a whole.
the Associated First National, out of the latter theater notes that a num
"Ethical salesmanship and honest Salt Lake City is in Butte to look ber of patrons are arriving late^
buying will reduce the number of over the records at the shipping of- than usual. Business was off at th
[I
disputes to be decided by Arbitration fice.
Astor Tuesday night but came bad
Boards, make less work for the Credit
I
strongly yesterday matinee with
at

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

—
)

1
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Against Blind Buys

Ihafs That!

Hi!

I

(Continued from Page

ing plans to cut

bARRV

bty

down

1)

the time be-

tween English trade shows and the

industry

—

is

.

.

these

author denies he wrote story!!

4.W

lines.

tew days ago, the London and
Counties Branch of the C. E.
Old Army Game" is nothing like \. condemned blind booking by unoriginal story he submitted but
.nimous vote.
It
seemed to be a
much more subtle and adroit than rather general opinion at that meeting
story and he doesn't ivant to take
that
the cessation of the practice
Ye Gods, the world
dit for it.
w ould offer greater opportunities for

McEvoy

P.

be

st

rises to state that "It's

coming

^eatrice

Joy

to

is

She has

an end.

-A

Heme

British pictures since additional playing time would be made available.

a collector of anti-

just

bought one

for

The Trade

uarter from the De Mille property
m. It is a technical work on en-

in

London

37 British Films

Survey Shows This Number Is AvailMany well-known figures in city,
able in Canada for Exhibition
state and national circles as well as
There Now
Ottawa A survey oi the Canadian
others equally as well known in the
various professions and ar't^ were field with regard to the number of
there.
George Henry Payne, presi- British productions available for redent of the Committee of American lease shows that there are 37 British
Business Men and New York City's pictures on the market at present.
commissioner, was the toastmaster. Independent Films, Ltd., controls the
Canadian distribution of 16 of these
Among those present were:
U. S. Sen. Royal S. Copeland, Prof, Rob- features while Regal is releasing ten.
ert Herndon Fife of Columliia University.
Canadian Educational has eight; Vital
Emil Fuclis, Thomas Green, Herman A.
releasing two, and
Metz, ex-Senator Charles A. Towne, Consul- Exchanges are
(

aciuai playing of pictures usualljy
bubbling over from 12 to 18 months.
with economy.
Janie Del Rio,
Arthur Loew stated at Metro-Goldsband ol Dolores Del Rio, has wyn-Mayer yesterday that his organimade a complete picture of the
t
...Ol. iiau ijccu endeavoring for four
ironi "High Steppers" and he
s
ears to reduce booking time, and
"The Heart Jugglers." He that while progress had been
il
s
made,
ote a story to fit the discarded
one of the prmcipal handicaps had
nes and shot a few additional
been the fact that M.-G.-M. was pracnes.
tically
alone in
its
efforts
along

HE

Dinner For Murnau
Continu ed from

J 'aye

1

—

General Dr. Karl von Lewinsky of Germany,
Prof. Laurence McLouth, Charles A. Obervvager,
Hon. George W. Olvany, General
Charles
P.
Summcrall, L. H, Rothchild,
former Ambassador Alexander P. Moore, Admiral
Louis Josephthal, F. Wynne-Jones.
Symon Gould, Judge Alfred J. Tally, Nat
King, Geoffrey Bonnell, Ur. Gerhardt Lutkent, German Consulate.
Judge Charles L. Guy, Hon. Daniel F.
Cohalan,
Fox,
William
Arthur
Draper,
Charles Belmont Davis, Robert H. Davis,
Charles Hanson Towne, Karl Bickel, Joe
Mitchell Chappell, Hendrik Willem van Loon.
W. G. Henderson. Dr. John Finley, R. K.
Sherwood, L. C. Stratton, Richard Watts,
Sime Silverman, Thomas Wood. Martin j.
Quigley. William A. Johnston, Pete Harri-

Famous has one, this being "Xell
Gwyn," starring Dorothy Gish.

Two

of

the

latest

to

be released

by Regal are "Reveille" and "Every
Mother's Son." Regal is closely related to Famous, and is also distributing M.-G.-M., Pathe and Warner Bros.

Regain "Red Kimona"
Mrs.
Wallace

Hollywood

—

Prod, has regained the

title

to

Reid

"The

Red Kimona," which was being

dis-

by the now-defunct Vital
Exchanges, Inc., and Davis Dist. Di-

tributed

special Correspondence to FILM DAILY
son, Roscoe MacGowen, Russell Dyer Owen,
Martin, Palmer Smith, Arthur James,
London The trade continues to Quinn
England over a
The picture is now being
vision.
I-aurence Reid, James R. Quirk, E. Klaessig.
excellent
level
despite
maintain
an
Mason Peter, Duncan A. Dobe, Lloyd Allen roadshowed by Wills Kent.
We know where there
tury ago.
and Maurice Kann.
a lot of antiques we'll sell Lea- the coal strike which is having a bad
centers.
far
effect
in
industrial
So
each.
bits
e for less than two
"WE NEVER OiSAPPOINT"
British kinemas have been able to get
Film Editor Returns
along splendidly, and with the exWilliam Smith Goldenburg, dra.yiide Denig's secretary says it
ception of points where the strike matic and film editor of the "Cinciniii't the United States Mike Levee
has hit hard, business has been well nati Enquirer." has returned home afto Famous, it was the United
I
maintained.
ter a vacation trip to New York and
what
know
dios and she doesn't

ving published

—

in

Philadelphia.

price was.

Gainsborough Pictures has been
reorganized and the shares of this
Clermont "U" Casting Assistant
"hey say Richard Wallace, the company,
together with Piccadilly
Los Angeles
Harvey Clermont
ctor, used to be an undertaker's Studios
which recently ac- has been appointed assistant casting
Ltd.,
films
)ah:ier before taking up the

—

From preserving to
profession.
ing, as it were.

quired the

Famous-Lasky

studios at

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

director of Universal.

IsJington, have now been acquired
by Piccadilly Pictures Ltd., with C.
"Son of Sheik" at Strand
M. VVoolf of the W. & F. Film SerNew York premiere of "The
The
The joint manvice as chairman.
Son of the Sheik" will take place at
Film Golf in Canada
aging directors are Michael Balcon,
oronto The second annual M. P. who will be in commercial control, the Mark Strand on July 25.
is being held this
f Tournament
and Carlyle Blackwell, who will be in
^*r"
at Cedarbrook Golf Club with control of production.

I

INCORPORATED

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

—

ry

Sedgwick of Famous, acting as
Tournament arrangements have

Although Graham Cutts has refrom the directorate he has
in the hands of Jack Hunter, only done so to devote himself more
season the first tournament was closely to the increased production
on the Lakeview course and activities called for under the com-

t.

t

out about 50 representatives
he business in Eastern Canada.

.ight

tired

new schedule. He stays with
company under a long term con-

pany's
the

tract

by which he

is

to produce only

The company
super-productions.
Three Burned in Theater Fire
have taken over the contracts with
Three persons Ivor Novello and a highly trained
ort Arthur, Tex.
In the
e
slightly burned ?nd about 50 and important technical staff.
dren forced to flee from the build- acquisition of the studios and the imwhen fire recently caused about portant program now in course of
J30 damage to the Star.
production a sum of well over £100,000 is involved.

—

* Fitzgerald

on Artclass Series

rtclass has m?de a contract with
as M. Fitzgerald Prod, to film
Df
•

stories.

Raw Stock
FOR. R.ENT

;

IDEN
,

Negative and Positive
All Colors

or- (bittiout

CAiMERA EXCHANGE

•729SeveDthAve.

Bryant

N.Y.C.

3 95

1

TUNNEY
fi>nnidable

heavyweidit
loser ofomy

..

^iiET^CAMERAS
Cameramen

Umtti

GENE

onebatdeand
thatnayback
inl922,ma

Arthur B. Reeve's Craig Ken-

.

Coming

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BNd.

New York City

Hollywood,
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Censorship Fight

On

(Continued from Page 1)
the Rev. O. R. Miller, superintendent
of the New York Civic League.

The chairman
State

Committee

of
is

the Republican
quoted as saying

that the Republican party

now

favors

the repeal of the state law.
If this
is true the Republican leaders have
taken a sudden flop in their position,
as the Republican members of the
legislature first enacted the law, and
at each session made every effort in
opposition to its repeal, despite the
recommendations repeatedly sent by
Governor Smith to the legislature
urging the abolishment of this law.

"Movie Season" Set

—

way throughout

the counYork, Joseph Plunkett,
chairman of the local committee, has
called a meeting for next Wednesday
are under
try.

In

New

sell

picture

out the party to the motion
trust for advertising space

is

of the

the state longer.

bunnesf?

Maryland, Too

Baltimore— The M. P. T. O. of
The Middle West is going after it Maryland has endorsed "Greater
much stronger than last year and Movie Season" and has agreed to
many smaller towns are taking it up contribute to its support.

at theiq

that did not participate a season ago.

Double Bills

Cleveland in Line
Season"
with a

—The

Movie
"Greater
campaign has begun here

Cleveland

meeting

in

the

office

of

the

bers of the general committee are J.
Hardwood, president of the association, and Dr. B. I. Brody, president of the Broadway circuit of theJ.

at

Des Moines

is

assured.

F

then look

'

campaign
same opin-

because he believes it is an improper law and should not be permitted to remain on the statute books of

In small towns of the territory,
theater owners are preparing to join
in the celebration.

into operation.

—

Governor Smith

tion.

final plans for putting the season over will be perfected and put

during the coming campaign and for
monev with which to conduct the
campaign, by promising the repeal of aters.
the film censorship law."
This means that this year CleveThe facts are that the Republican land will have a city-wide "Greater
leaders have been keen for censorship Movie Season" campaign with exas long as they were in a position hibitors large and small taking part.
But, now that The Loew and Keith theaters are
to name the censors.
Governor Smith has the appointive giving full support to the movement.
power, the Republicans suddenly shift
their position.
At the same time
In the Mid-West
Smith is now just as anxious to reMilwaukee With Milwaukee and
peal the law as he was when the
Republicans controlled the commis- Des Moines ready to put over the
sion.
Smith appointed all of the most auspicious campaigns in their
members now serving as inspectors. history to celebrate the thirtieth birthSmith has consistently and earnest- day of the motion picture, and Minnely opposed the idea of maintaining a apolis and Omaha mapping plans for
state department for censoring and the event, "Greater Movie Season"
during his several terms as the chief will be ushered in next month.
Milwaukee, which had no drive
executive of the state has repeatedly
sent special messages to the Legisla- last year, is collecting a budget of
With A. H.
ture urging the passage of a bill to $3,000 for its campaign.
Blank enthused over the event, a big
abolish the film commission.
ion,

1926

exploiteer, was in Minneapolis conferring with Northwest Theater Circuit.
Minneapolis, it is expected, will
line up solidly behind the movement,

when

"The Republican party has deceived Cleveland Exhibitors' Assoc.
and betrayed the people by refusing
William J. Raynor of Read's Hipto carry out its platform pledge of podrome was elected general chairtwo years ago to pass a state Pro- man.
William Banks, secretary of
hibition Enforcement Law, now ap- the Cleveland Exhibitors Assoc, was
parently, the party leaders promise made general secretary.
The memto

8,

Campaigns Under Way Throughout
Country Many More Taking It
on Than Last Year
with preparations being made in
"Greater Movie Season" campaigns Omaha to come in on the celebra-

The Rev.

Miller appears to be incensed over the situation and further
declares:

Thursday, July

Up

LtW TYltM Vi»lV«

(Continued fyom Page 1)
Other film longer than three reels.

Many

smaller houses are in favor
of the double feature bill. The downtown houses, and the circuit houses
are all opposed to double features.
Because no definite decision on the
matter could be reached President J.
Harwood appointed a committee
J.
of which Jules Schwartz is chairman,
to investigate the condition and make
a report at the August meeting.

e(

>

Emory Johnson Casting
Los Angeles -Emory Johnson, di"The
in
Bennett
recting
Belle
Fourth Commandant" at Universal
City, has added to his cast Kathleen
Meyers and Robert Agnew.

—
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Walsh Begins Second
George Walsh has begun work on

in

tnl

WOMEN

his second starring picture for Excellent titled "His Rise to Fame."

DANCING DAYS
Available jot
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1902-1926

which William Fox made

ss

Near

Free

Closed

tically

The occaThe Film Service Corp., organized
welcome to Amer- some weeks ago by local exhibitors
of F. W. Murnau.
Before who operate independently of the major New York circuits, is about to
audience of note
arts

jdnesday
n

was

Price 5 Cents

and Exchanges Abetting

Exhibitors

Booking Contract With Film Service
a mighty sincere adCorp. Understood to Be Prac-

was

t

P. D. G. Deal

1926

9,

Show

Practice in Northwest

night.

the

in the

in the professions, Mr. Fox
)ke of 1902 and 1926 and of

1

tion pictures.

close a deal
for service.

Laemmle Grateful

The agreement

Laemmle

Carl

with Prod. Dist. Corp.

has

asked

Acts Are Deliberate
stances

THE_ FILM DAILY

to extend his sincere thanks to the
many who advised him by radio
and by cable of their wishes
for a speedy recovery from his
recent operation.

said to cover the
1926-1927 product.
At the end of
the new season, the question of a
renewal for two years is to be submitted to arbitration by both parties.
is

ers

— In

in

Some

In-

Others, Offend-

Are Unwitting Parties

Minneapolis

— Despite

statements to

the contrary, the Northwest is serile traced with pardonable
ously concerned over the free shows
de the gigantic steps forward
situation.
Nebraska and South Daich this new" industry, the The exhibitor combination which has
kota
are
sufifering from an epidemic
(Continued on Page 2)
ition picture, has made.
As
Prophesy Prosperity of Inthem.
)gress goes, twenty-four years
some instances, free shows are
Fox Carries $6,000,000 Insurance
Adolph Zukor and Richard A. kow said to be supported by local exhibi1 be likened to a fleeting moInsurance of $6,000,000 on the life
land Believe the Future Outlook
tors.
This makes the unearthing of
of William Fox of which $4,500,000
nt.
Was Never Better
It therefore
the offenders difficult.
is in favor of the company, is said
of the industry are agreed develops that some exchanges, all unThen and Now
Leaders
him
the
in insurance circles to make
n 1902, there were perhaps in second most heavily insured man in that the future outlook has never known to themselves, are parties to
been better, that general business the continuance of the practice.
erica 50,000 people who patronized the world.
conditions, especially as they conIt is reported from Nebraska that
tion
pictures.
Today the vast
cern motion pictures, all point to the towns of Pickrell, De Witt and
de approximates 50,000,000. These

Fox's

wth

in

A

figures.

remarkable

twenty-four years, this pioRightfully can he so

asserts.

r
ik.

And from

Cleveland

that point the comwent on. Then and now.
was a note of sincerity inter- versal has closed

isons
ire

"U"
—

In
prosperity and an era of good times. Blue Springs do not intend giving up
Adolph Zukor and Richard A. free shows without a fight. Business
Deal with Homstead Theaters Co.
Rowland are both of the opinion that men in these towns are mentioned in
Closed Downtown Theater
the new season will be one of ad- connection with a move to organize
Is Planned
fine business, sub- so that free shows can be continued
It is understood reliably that Uni- vancement and

with the ring in the voice
Ht comes with achievement in what
You
felt about
the industry.
w he meant it when he stated he
gled

sure better things
ng.

were

in

the

for a half interest
the Homstead Theaters Co. of
Cleveland.
The company operates
Homstead, Detroit, Kinsman,
the
Broadway and Cederlee in Cleveland
under guidance of Dr. Brody.
The company has leased a big the(Continued on Page 2)
in

Eye, the Story-Teller
rthur Brisbane

He promised

short address.
Every:n he broke his promise.
y present was glad. And this is
reason. When Brisbane talks, he
s in newspaper headlines: pointed,
Each sene, concise and clear.
This noted edie has something.
said the eye tells the story.
;rein, to his mind, is the motion
To millions
ure's great value.
even in this day, cannot read
),
vrite, the screen conveys the mesa

e.

of

by
new thing known as the motion

ure in less time than it takes to
computing as history goes,
it intrigued Brisbane.

i this,

Speed

I

hen came Murnau. He realized
was in America. A new world,
seemed to grasp that which serves
move this nation: speed, pep, iniive.
And so, said he, he would
t from first to third speed that he
:ht go forward with the proces-

(JliEe will.

J

last six months have been the
most prosperous 'spring' season in

the

picture business in many years.
for this was the ready
response of the public to the really
fine pictures released since Jan. 1,
the

One reason

was another speak-

"he printed word, the heritage
Drious centuries, is supplanted

the statements of other
published Tuesday.
Adolph Zukor, of Famous Players,
makes the following statement:
"I think I am safe in saying that

stantiating
leaders as

KANN

Resuming "Chronicles"
After an idleness of 18 months, the
Yale University Press is to resume
production of "The Chronicles of
Eighteen threeAmerica" series.
reelers and one two-reeler will be
have
three-reelers
Fifteen
made.
been released.
Pathe will continue to distribute
the series, while the Yale University
Press Film Service will handle non(Continued on Page 6)

Row

In Phoebus

— President

Isenberg has resigned from the Phoebus, the second
Berlin

a

response which

justifies
(Continued on Page 6)

Washington

—

Hearing Delayed to Monday
The Federal Trade Commission
hearing against Famous Players did
not come up in New York yesterday
because attorneys lor Famous requested a period of grace in order to
secure certain statistics. Monday is
now the scheduled day.

our con-

Exchange War Film
THE FILM DAILY
The War Depart-

Washington Bureau of

(Continued on Page 7)

Famous Opening Theaters Soon
Morristown N. J. Famous Play*-» Capitol, seatin
er's new hov

—

-

2,000, will c

Jxt

mo

,th.

—

Tampa 'ine Tampa, controlled by
engaged in correspondence
is scheduled to open Sept. 1.
Famous,
with the war departments of various
It seats 3,000.
exto
view
foreign nations with a
changing films of the World War.
The department, as noted, has some
Boston Dividends Drop
of
2 000,000 ft. of such film, much
Loew's Boston Theaters
Boston
which covers events not pictured by
divinierit

is

—

(Continued on Page 6)

declared a quarterly
15 cents on common, payable July 31 to stock of record July
Co.

dend

has
of

There
largest Germany company.
5 First Nationals in "Loop"
This places the stock on an
have been internal troubles at PhoeNext week will see five 17.
Chicago—
annua! basis of 60 cents, compared
bus which, it is believed, will straightplaymp
pictures
National
First
with $1.25 formerly paid.
en out now that Isenberg has with"Loop" theaters here. "Ella Cinders,
drawn. This inside squabble is unGuy'' at
Wise
"The
Chicago;
the
at
derstood to have involved United Arat Mcthe Oriental; "The Savage
Record in Car Loadings
(Cotitinued on Page 2)
the
Vickers; "Ranson's Folly," at
Freight traffic, measWashington—
at
Castle and "The Brown Derby,
New Contract Committee
ured by the number of cars loaded,
The new contract committee of the the Rose.
was the greatest during the first six
M. P. T. O. A. comprise Joseph M.
months of this year ever handled
De MUle Signs Two
Seider, Harry Davis, M. E. Comerduring any corresponding period.
MiUe
De
B.
Los Angeles-Cecil
Harwood and Nathan
sure sign of prosperous
ford, J.
is a
This
J.
Vera
and
signed Junior Coghlan
conditions.
Yamins, all members of the admm- has
business
Reynolds to long terra contracts.
istrative committee.
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Saulnier.
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from Page

in

various forms for
designed to offset

several years is
the buying power of the Loew circuit.
In effect, it will create a numneighborhood
first-runs
ber
of
throughout the city. The total booking days will approximate 400.
There is some speculation along
Film Row concerning the operations
of the plan in view of the Keith theaters
tion

Make One More
Famous Under Mai St. Clair's

of stocks of companies which
may join in the proposed Nickel Plate m^erger
lent a strong undertone to a somewhat ir-

Trading

yesterday.

was

than the previous day, but prices
danced up and down in unexpected quarters.
The film issues took an active part in the
transactions.
Probably, the most significant
thing of the day was Universal stock.
The preferred issue gained 2 points in a
turnover of 400 shares, while the common
stock dropped 4J4 points to 29'4.

Quotations
High Low Close
Vtc.
Pfd.

Balaban

&

Katz

i^V^
38J4

...
...

73

..

34!4
38}^

72%

i^Yz
38}i

Sales

500
2,500

72%

Eastman Kodak ..113J4 113
113^
Famous Players ..116^ 115H HSJ^
*Fam. Play. Pfd
120.J/8
Fam. Play, Rts. .. 4J^
AVa,
4'A

l',26o

Film

300
2,000
800

6%

Ispect

654

6%

3,300
l',9b6

Fox Film "A" .. 74
Fox Theaters "A" 26

25Ji

73/2
2554

*Intern'l

..

..

11%

38Va

375/i

SS'A

2,100

19%

19%

23 J4

23 54

23^4

600
400

58%
97%

57^

57'.4

97-%

97%

26J4

24^

..

Project.

Loew's,

Inc
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Metro-Gold. Pfd.

Pathe Exch.

"A"

tParamount B'way

Roxy Units
Roxy Common
Sokouras Bros

*Stan. Co.

of

...

Am

Trans- Lux Screen
Uni. Art. The. Ct

Univer..^ict
Univer.

Pict.

Pfd.

Warner Bros
Warner Pict
Warner Pict. "A"

20%

7
51

73^

4,800
1,700

3iii
97J4

Plans have been filed for the erection of a 2,500 seat house to be built
by the Naples Holding Co., in the
Marble Hill-Spuyten Dyvel section of
the Bronx.
The theater will operate under supervision of M. N. Chystmos of the

Chrisedge Theaters,

Inc.,

who

ate a circuit of nine theaters.

operIt has

been leased through J. Leon Brandmarker as broker for 21 years at an

firmation of the completion
deal could be secured.

of

50%
8J4
295^5

97
..

14%

mil

tid
111.

If
'IS

\pn

the

"Our Gan^''Comedy

Coo|

HAL ROACH
Pa£S£/VTS

HIS RASCALS

(Continued from Page 1)

eiiiii.

IN

ater in the downtown district at Superior and East 9th St.
There will
be other neighborhood theaters in the
string when it reaches its maximum

growth.

IDlloi

Two Houses
Hoboken Two

8%

House

at

for

Hoboken

new

houses are
combination house
pictures will
will be erected at 203 Washington St.,
times a week by the U. S. Theater Corp., workat the sum- ing starting soon. A 1,500-seat house
White Pine is planned for First St.
This
here.

A

Blanke a Director
Los Angeles Henry Blanke, formerly assistant to Ernst Lubitsch, has
been made a director by Warner
first performance, Joe Hornstein of
Bros.
the Plowell Cine Equipment Co. and
many exchangemen were present.
Courtice to Direct "Third Degree"
Los Angeles Michael Courtice has
Lucas In N. Y.
Arthur Lucas, who, with R. B. been assigned the direction of "The
Degree,"
starring
Dolores
W^ilby and H. F. Kincey recently Third
bought eight houses in North Caro- Costello.
Hna, is in New York on business. At
the Astor.
Billie Dove With M.-G.-M.
Los Angeles Billie Dove has been
Lieberman, St. John Manager
signed by M.-G.-M. to appear as lead
Sam Morris has appointed Joseph in "Little Journey," Hobart Henley's
Lieberman manager of the Warner next.
branch in St. John, N.B., to succeed
Wolfe Cohen who becomes manager
Renee Adoree En Route
in Winnipeg.
Renee Adoree is on her way to the
Coast where she is to play opposite
Reiben, Chadwick Sales Manager
Antonio Moreno in "The Flaming
Adolph Reiben has been appointed Forest" for M.-G.-M.

Adds

to Brooklyn Chain
The Star theater, J. Joelson's new
Brooklyn house, has opened. At the

Joelson

14'/^

HJ/^

"U" Buys "BeUs"

Universal

has

Swarts Going to Coast
Louis Swarts of the Famous legal
department leaves for the Coast next
week on a business trip.

Chadwick.

Two New Houses on East Side
Steiner & Blinderman's Apollo and

—

in

II

in

n\\

is

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish
for all Pathecomedies at yc

rg

II

ler

Exchange.

—

—

1,200

700

PLEAS"

There's

A

—

for Australia
acquired the Australiasian rights to "The Bells" from
400
500

"THUNDBRING

FREE

Pictures.

50%
100
29i^
97
45 J4

mer White
Camp.

—

—

—

1(1

HM

United Artists yesterday deni
there had been any difficulties w

In Gleveland

9%

Last prices quoted

liir»

i

!>^'

"U"

sf

II

and the pictures which that
ganization had assigned to Phoeh
for showings in the latter's theate
lists

Loew's Bedford Opening
Loew's Bedford in Brooklyn is
scheduled to open on Aug. 2. It is
** Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
Mecca on the East Side will be open- one of the houses acquired from
ed simultaneously the second week Keeney.
of next month.
Blackton Returning to Coast
Hartford Making Bowery Story
Stuart
Blackton,
who
has
been
J.
Ben Englander In East
Hartford
Angeles David
Los
in New York for the past ten days,
Ben Englander of Hollywood is in Prod, soon will start filming "Rose
left
on the Century yesterday for
New York on a business trip, stopping of the Bowery."
Chicago where he will remain for
at the Astor.
a day or two on business before deLitchman Leaves for Midwest
parting for the Coast.
Taylor Signed by Columbia
Al Lichtman, field representative
Los Angeles J. O. Taylor, cam- for United Artists, has left on a trip
Sloane Starts "Corporal Kate"
eraman, has been placed under con- through the middle West.
Los Angeles Paul Sloane has be- tract by Columbia Pictures.
gun production on "Corporal Kate,"
Schoppel Finishes First
with Vera Reynolds, Julia Faye,
Rosedale Opening Thursday
Paul Schoppel has finished the
Kenneth Thompson and Majol ColeChrystmos and Eldridge's Rosedale cutting of the first of a series of
man.
will open next Thursday.
"Alice in Workingland" films.
*

In Phoebus

(Continued from Page 1)

for

general sales manager for Chadwick

5yi
65

8%

£

—

plans whereby motion
be shown two or three
for President Coolidge

Buying up

Seat.
Seat.

192

aggregate rental of $700,000.

Financial

Am.
Am.

to

Direction
Famous Players is negotiating with
Gloria Swanson for the latter's appearance in one more Paramount picture, "The Last of Mrs. Cheyney."

The Hays organization has made planned

market

9,

Phoebus relative to German exhi
Mai St. Clair is slated to direct.
The picture would be made in the tion.
East aiid immediately upon its completion, Miss Swanson would start
Sloman to Direct Mary Philbir
in New York and their connec- work on
"Personality" for United
Los Angeles Edward Sloman v
with P.D.C.
Artists.
Famous yesterday admitted direct Mary Philbin in "The B:
negotiations were on.
Miss Swan- gain Bride" for Universal.
son's office did likewise, but no conPlan New Bronx House

Films for the President

regular
heavier

Row

Gloria In "Gheyney"
Expected

1)

Friday, July
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Exploit- O- Grams

Exhibitors

irief outlines of practical exploita-

for Meritorious Community Service

them over.
They have made
ney for others. They will make
ney for you.
This daily list of
xploit-0-Grams" is intended as
eady reference for the busy show-

A committe« representing every civic club in
high tribute to the theater as a community asset when
it presented to Ed Kuykendall, owner of the New Princess, a silver
loving cup in appreciation for the most meritorious community service during 1925.

ormation the

all

File them away.

n.

Here

is

when you run
your

in

id

an

who

are

B

"The Bat"
(United Artists)
[Cooperated with the local

news-

A

sign carried the text: "The Gold
Rush," with a photo of the claim
scene in the Chaplin comedy. Underneath was a sign reading: "My claim
I
have found the greatest gold
mine of laughter yet discovered. Get
This was signed by
your share."
Tony Duvall, Gem
the manager.

for a special extra.
The enfront pap;e was surprinted in box-

)er

type in red ink, announcing the
ning of the picture.
The text

—

EXTR.'\— Mystery—

i:

lice

— See

"The

Baffles
Bat," Capitol The-

Today, Tuesday and Wednes-

r.

The

r

—

aroused the entire
Logan, Capitol Theater,

stunt

T. W.
ndon, Ont.

Theater, Murray, Utah.

"The Road

"The Cohens and Kellys"
(Universal)

n unsual announcement was printk in the newspaper, stating that a
would be given to the first baby
n in the town to lie christened
ler Jacob or Patrick these being

Ke
.,

names

of Mr. Cohen and Mr.
respectively.
Tiie ofifer was
up with the coming attraction.
local merchants saw a chance
and came through with additional
:es for the fortunate baby.
Will

|

:ly

—

mi,

Belasco Theater, Quincy,

111.

"The Exquisite Sirmer"

-

(M.-G.-M.)
tarted newspaper teaser campaign

week before

the opening.
Oney 1 slugs reading, "The Exquisite
1 iier" were distributed through the
er.
Two appeared on every page.
day before the opening the camjn broke with a flash ad.
Also a
elty throwaway was printed in
form of a card.
On one side
the words: "Adam and Eve
e
e
It l)roke abruptly here, and
".
remainder was printed on the
sr side as follows: "Exquisite SinThe theater announcement
:: 3."
T

•

—

wed.
s

— Harry

Lowenstein,

Adel-

Theater, Ardmore, Okla.

"For Heaven's Sake"
(Paramount)
fsed a replica of a locomotive cab

promotion on the part of exhibitors
and producers.

presentation address was delivered by Governor Henry
L. Whitfield, who paid tribute to the life and service of Kuykendall
and the value and worth of a citizen's service to the community.
Judge Jennings I. Sturdivant presided. He explained the loving cup
plan, stating that it was awarded each year to "that citizen who rendered the community the most meritorious public service."

these pictures,

help the other fellows
ping you.

Sea.son" campaign, believes the event
should be in the nature of a community celebration rather than just a

The

"Exploit-0-Grams,"

i

Cleveland— W. H. Raynor, general
of
the
"Greater Movie

chairman

this city paid

-your-elbow" service of ptiblicity
as

Raynor, Cleveland Chairman,
Planning Novel Idea to Make It
Big Civic Event

Columbus, Miss.

:

=

W. H.

necessary
exhibitor needs to

They give

stunts.

t

I

"Season" Mardi (}ras

Awarded Loving Cup

|

to

Mandalay"

(M.-G.-M.)
Through newspaper stories all the
Boy Scouts were informed of the plan
for "The Chase over the Road to
Mandalay," which was patterned after the old fox and goose chase. Tieups were arranged with a bottling
company, ice cream manufacturer and
a candy store, each acting as a station oil "The Ro^'1 to Mandalay."
The boys participating carried cloth
banners on their back stating: "I'm
on the 'Road to Mandalay' at Loew's
Dayton." At the start they were told
to go to the bottling establishment
There they
for further instructions.
were given a cold drink and a sign
directed them to the ice cream manuHere
facturer as the next station.
they were given a brick of ice cream,
and directed to the next station, the
candy store. At this place they re-

Then
ceived a small box of candy.
the final prizes for the first three to
complete the chase at the theater
were announced. All the boys who
completed the chase were awarded
Ernest
special tickets to the show.
Emerling, Loew's Dayton Theater,

—

Brightening

participate.
start at noon.

Up

Brightening up of theaters all
over the country is in full swing.
Progressive managers are giving
their houses a thorough renovation
with a view of making them more
cheerful and attractive to the patron.
"Cleaner and Better" is the slogan.
Here is how some managers are
meeting the situation:

vogue for gold nuggets,
manager obtained some of the
est cobblestones that were portand piled them in his lobby after
ing them to look like real nuggets.
,

will

—

City "A Greater Movie
Season" campaign meeting held here
resulted in the election of Morris
Lowenstein, owner of the Majestic, as
general chairman with E. S. Olsmith,

D. C.

of P.

Tom

Pete Sinopoulo, of the
Carr Scott, of Home
H. Boland, of the Em-

;

State;

Schumann has

Holdenville, Okla.
C. F.
has opened the new Dixie.

Cleveland

— Ed

in-

stalled new seats, new screen, new
lights and other equipment in his retheater.
cently purchased

Dixie in Holdenville Opened
Morris

—

Home

SAVA FILMS

J

Winnipeg

—Air

chairs have been installed at the
borne.

INC.

presents

opera

cushion

Os-

Seligs
in

WUd Animals

a series of twelve
thrillers

to

be

two

reel

known

novelty

as the

"SHADOWS OF THE JUNGLE"

Cambridge, O.— Every portion of
the Strand has been repainted, cleanWork will be
ed and touched up.
completed shortly.

series

Now

ready

SHADOWS OF THE TIGER
SHADOWS OF THE JUNGLE
In production

Norfolk, Va.— The Olympic
ing refurnished completely.

Gushing,

Okla.—The

is

JUNGLE SECRETS
Distributed By

be-

SAVA FILMS

Wahiiur

1540

Co. is to spend $20,000
enlarging and remodelling the

Amusement

B'way

INC.

I

N. Y. C.

I

on
Secured a wrecked motor car which American.
was driven through the streets two
Redecoration and
Evansville, Ind.
days before the opening by an attracThe wrecked car carried enlarging of the Majestic to accomtive girl.
Plans inbanners giving title, theater and date modate 1,800 has begun.
(First National)

—

—

tarted a

Gras

—

rooms for
engine, which was mounted on a of plaving.
It attracted a lot of at- clude a stage and dressing
The front of the engine bore tention.— T. L. Ste'ling, Plaza Thea- acts.
words "Harold Lloyd Special" ter, Asheville, N. C.
Cuts Vaudeville Bill
1 the sides of the cab and tender
ying appropriate copy on the picBellaire Opens in August
Kitchener, Ont.— The four-act vauFor days in advance of the
Bellaire, L. I.— Sam Baker's new deville bill at the Capitol, operated by
the train was driven about At- Bellaire will open the first week in Tack Allan, has been slashed to one
a.
The driver distributed 5,000 August.
Another Baker house in act and pictures, which have always
Ernest Floral Park is expected to open about been part of the policy. The Capitol
iature photos of Lloyd.
rrison, Howard Theater, Atlanta. the same time.
was recently redecorated.
(United Artists)

Mardi

Oklahoma City Ready
Oklahoma

Orpheum;

sis.

"The Gold Rush"

The

Cambridge, O.- The Colonial is press; Pat McGee, of the Criterion;
remodelling.
complete
undergoing
N. P. Eberle, of Educational; J. L.
Ceilings and walls have been cleaned McKinney, of Pathe;
Roy E. Haffner,
and the woodwork repainted through- of Famous; Bob Hutchinson, of the
The lighting system Liberty; Sam Benjamin, of F. B. O.;
out the house.
has been improved and the lobby and E. D. Brewer, Charles E.
Sasseen, of
the exterior of the building are now Publix;
M. Jaggers and Charles
J.
Manager Hutchinson
in the hands of painters.
as members of various
Fred E. Thompson will add new car- committees.
pets, marquee and electric sign in
August.

Dayton, O.

"The Reckless Lady"

In this city Raynor will make the
celebration a civic one which he believes will attract thousands to the
principal streets on the opening night.
The plan is to stage a Mardi Gras in
which all theaters, including neighborhod houses, and merchants will

Tests Under Way in St. Louis
St. Louis— George Carrie, of Paramount's first players' school, is here
directing screen tests of local boys
and girls, in connection with the
showing of "Fascinating Youth" at
the Missouri.

Plan Bayonne, N. J., House
Bavonne, N. J.— A $2.S0,000 house
St. and
will be constructed at 48tli
Mrs.
Ave. C by Stanlev Sobelson and
Samuel Alper
Hammerschlag.
R.

has leased the theater.

i
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Friday, Tuly

Prophesy Prosperity
(Coittinncd

from Page

1)

winter that if bi.c; iiictnrcs
were released in the spring the inihh"c would support them just
well
tentioii last

w

as in the fall and winter.
Then, of
course, the business especially in
the East
was helped by the cool

—

—

weather we have been enjoying^.
"The next six months, I firmly believe,

will sec the greatest

season

in

Never
the history of the industry.
before have the studios been so geared up for the production of big picNext fall will see more big
tures.
pictures on the screens of this country than ever before and, although
investment has been
the negative
heavy, the public already has demonstrated that it will support the very
finest productions that we can turn
Development in theater buildout.
ing and presentation is keeping pace
with progress in the studios, so,
considering everythin"' I think we
have evcrv reason to be happy and

now being used and will
operation by the middle of
This studio equipment
the summer.
means that First National has never
been so ideally prepared to turn out
pictures of the highest box office
feel
that we may look
value.
I
toward the fall and winter with perfect confidence that our product will
anything
we have ever
surpass
known and that because of the sound
value of the pictures, all branches in
the industry will enjoy the greatest
full

Newspaper Opinions

(Continued from Page 1)

camera service of other allies.
At the same time, the foreign governments took pictures which the department did not get, and the general
idea is to secure an exchange of such
matter with a view of giving all
the

"The Road

to Mandalay"
M.-G.-M.

Capitol
(Werik Ending July 3)

AMERICAN—'-

*As is their custom,
Browning have done well
Only the story has lagged

and Tod

Clianey

by this picture.
behind. * * *

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

Chaney,

Resuming "Chronicles"
iCoiiiimicd from

Page

1)

distribution.
Pathe will
handle the physical distribution, affecting schools and other institutions.
William Wright will resume his old
Actual
post as production manager.
shooting is expected to start in six
theatrical

weeks.

proven beyond argument.
for

National,

First

I

may

say that

Hollywood

Manager

— George

Stout has been

made production manager

for

Harry

*

*

Chaney

is

again distinguished by highly bizarre make-up.
The atmospheric backgrounds are effective
works of art and I am inclined to think the
dramatic value of the production written by

Mankiewicz and

J.

Tod Browning

mind Hoyt, who

TELEGRAM—*

*

The

*

principal

planning our

kept

new

this

in

and, second, a new and ghoulish make-up
accredited to the inventive powers of the resourceful Mr. Lon Chaney. * * *

—

product.

—

—

—

about.

"With

this in

has adopted

showman

in

production in
a reasonable
sary qualities

mind. First National

policy of placing a
general charge of each
order that we may have
certainty of the necesof popular appeal being
a

included.
"If any

otte

AMERICAN— *

and John Bowers are to be

tured in "Pals of Paradise"

fea-

by Met-

ropolitan.

them.
"First National has built up a wonderful organization with studios at
Burbank, Calif., which, I believe to
These
be the finest in the world.

from

smartly

farcical,
dull. * * *

"Up

It's

* *

Everybody

In Mabel's

is

Room"

good
would

Maine Theater Corp. Building
Atigusta, Me.
The Main Theater
Corp. chain will be augmented by a

—

Franklin Films Changes

—

The name

Name

Franklin
Films, Inc., a local exchange, has
been rbrineed to Tiffany Prod., Inc.
T. L. Wallenstein is branch manager.
P)0st(in

•

of

bit of froth for atiy cast to
a tower of absurdities, built up
with the single idea of making people laugh,
and its one purnose is achieved. * * *
* * It's a hys
spoil.

It

is

EVENING JOURNAL—*

terical

scram'ble of the

adantcd.
of

the

in

bedroom

farce type

from Al Wood's stage play

fact,

same name.

*

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

crs
it

* * The produc
would doubtless like you to imagine that
It isn't
is somewhat naughtier than it is.

nauf^htv at

all.

* *

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

to Remodel House
City, Okla.
A. L. Bogan is
planning to spend $10,000 remodelling

Began

—

the Murray.

—

Matson Onens Texas Theater
Rockdale, Texas C. W. Matson

—

has opened the

new

Dixie.

titles

things a lot, and one can sav with a
clear conscience that "Up In Mabel's Room"
is at least every other inch a screaming suc* *

Marie

Prevost is the star and the picture succeeds
being absolutely and completely devoid of
amusement, something of an achievement
when you consider that everybody connected
with it appears to have been told to act parin

*

TELEGRAM — *

ticularlv foolish.

Fire in Floydada. Tex., House
I""lovdada, Tex.
Fire recently did
considerable damage to the Olympic.

The

Iielp

"^MORKTNG TELEGRAPH—*
Ponca

ies

of

not so

"Hunt

much

*

*

* * has come to the
a storv as a fatiguing

mov-

game

the Lingerie" captured by a cam-

WORLD — *

* *

A.M.P.A. luncheon at the Hof
Brau yesterday. He spoke on how
the so-called high brow element was
the

being

An

won

over to respect the films.

100% Membership on Film Board
Butte The Montana Film Board

—

of Trade is unusual in that it has six
local members with three exchanges
and three shipping points and eight
nonresidents having offices in Salt
Lake City.
Every company doing
business in this state has membership
on the board.

"Hip" in Youngstown Changes
Voungstown, O. The Hippodrome,

—

effective immediately, will change to
stock, playing "Abie's Irish Rose,"

In

old-fashioned girl, coy
in the presence of a piece of her own silk underwear, brushes in and out of semes on
the Strand screen this week and by dint of
downright hard work sets up a not incon*
oonsiderable enthusiasm in the audience.* *

two weeks, the house

to its old
vaudeville.

polic3',

part

will

revert

which

of

is

Sobler Joins Karzas
Chicago —^Al Sobler has resigned
from Greater State Theaters Corp.
to handle

publicity for the

town Amusement Palace,

new Upa

Karzas

theater.

Now

"Just Off

Los Angeles

— The

Broadway"

title of Corrinne
next picture will be "Just
Broadway" and not "Tin Pan

Griffith's

Off

DAILY NEWS—*

in fact.
But
a difficult

timed.

at
far

be

one tendency has been new house now under construction
more evident than another during here. Ready about Oct. 15.

the past six months, I think it is the
In
production.
tr;Mid toward unit
Older t(- meet the competition of the
present, every picture must be treated as though it were a special. That
is, we are not going in for the factory method of turning out program
Pictures may continue to
pictures.
be released as a part of a program
merely as a convenience of sales and
distribution, but this does not mean
that they are not distinct and unique
productions, marked by the individuality of the artists who have made

most

its

bedroom farce

is

Milliken at A.M.P.A.
Milliken, formerly Governor
of Maine and now with the Hays organization, was guest of honor at
Carl

claim

to consideration that this picture makes upon
the audience is, firstly, the lovely photographic
effects that are achieved during its imreeling,

is producing "Adele" for
This Columbia. Edward Warren has been
TIMES * * * this welodramatic yarn
is
a business of personalities and added to the cast.
dealing with seamy side of life near the Singapore docks and the more refreshing sight of
probably will continue to be so.
a nice girl in a Mandalay bazaar, is far
"During the past months, I think
Butler to Support Dix
from being an impressive piece of work. * *
we have come to recognize more
David Butler is being brought from
WORLD * * * Drama. lusty and primifully than ever the need for what we the Coast to appear in "The Quarter- tive, swept into the Capitol with "Tlie Road
several long rungs
call showmanship in every produc- back," starring Richard Dix and to to Mandalay," a picture
By showmanship, I mean ele- be directed by Fred Newmever. above the usual tubercular program feature.
tion.
ments of known appeal to the aver- Harry Beresford has been added to
"Up in Mabel's Room"
age picture audi?nce something that the cast.
Prod. Dist Corp.
makes a picture stand apart from
Strand
other pictures and gives an exhibitor
Cofeatured in Metropolitan Prod.
(Week Ending July 3)
and his patrons something to talk
Los Angeles Marguerite DeLam* *

we have always

in

Several British Films
Films, Ltd., have

— Regal

Wale's Tour."

*

EVENING WORLD—*

dom-

Production

the

entertainment

The photo-

*

—

Is

of

was directed by Tod Browning, and with
Chaney*s colorful characterization, the combination is an Oriental melodrama of exciting

EVENING JOURNAI— *
play

Herman

Stout

Toronto

story

closed for the distribution in Canada
of several English made pictures, including "Ypres," the war picture;
"Satan's Sister," starring Betty Balfour;
"Reveille," "Every
Mother's
Son," and others. Regal already has
"Zeebrugge" and "The Prince of

—

been
Speaking

complete

a

To Handle

his

in

as Singapore Joe, with a horrible
looking blind left eye and seamed and scarred
face, certainly holds the attention of every
one watching the picture. At times his acting may be open to adverse criticism', but
generally he is mighty convincing. * * *

ranks high from a technical standpoint, * * *
Swartz Promoted
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * "The Road
optimistic."
Clair
Hague, general to Mandalay" is fascinating about half the
Toronto
Richard A. Rowland, of First Na- manager for Universal in Canada, has way, or perhaps three-quarters of the way.
plot begins to dawdle by the wayappointed H. Swartz manager for Then the
tional, says:
* *
side
succeeds
in
Winnipeg.
He
"U"
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * The
"Between January and June it is
George F. Law, recently appointed story has its high spots ttrany times during
natural, as this business is constructthe film and admirable direction by Tod
Western sales manager.
ed, that effort should be exnended on
Browning should make it one of the most
pleasing releases of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
winproduct for the coming fall and
schedule. * • *
O'Brien With "Telegraph"
Therefore, it is too soon to test
ter.
POST * * * Tod Browning its co-author
reviewer
formerly
O'Brien,
Richard
Whether
productions.
value
of
the
and director, has succeeded in steeping his
has
Today."
"Motion
Pictures
on
somewhat warped and shopw-orn tale in a
or not we have been on the right
* *
veritable haze of 'Oriental atmosphere.
track during this period will be an- joined the picture department of "The
SUN — * * * It is superb acting and Lon
George
GerTelegraph."
Morning
swered better a year from now.
Chaney's sightless eve is a miniature masterhard has left "The Telegraph."
piece of makeup.
The picture has plenty of
"Guided by lessons of the past, I
Far East atmosphere * * *

think that the star value as a
inant element in pictures has

countries
war.

makeup

prosperity."

1926

Exchange War Film

studios are

be in

9,

Alley."

Louis L. Mayer On Trip
Louis L. Mayer, sales representative for Sierra Pictures, is now on a
trip through the Middle West and
South.
Neilan to Direct Betty Bronson
Neilan's
Angeles Marshall
next will be an original by him in
which Betty Bronson will be starred.

Los

—

To Issue Photoplay Edition
A. L. Burt Co. will publish a photoplay edition of "The Romance of a
Million Dollars."
Rialto, Okeene, Okla.. Sold
Okeene, Okla. The Rialto has been
sold by M. H. Reger to Fred Garri-

—

son of Sayre, Okla.

Cast for "Third Degree"
Angeles Patsy Ruth Miller
will next be starred in "The Third
Degree."

Los

—

THE
Friday, July

9,

1926

Free Shows

And

That's That!

(.Continued

By "BARRY"

EROME BEATTY

in introduc
ing former Governor Carl Milli:en, of Maine at the A.M. P. A. lunch|eon j'esterday said Milliken and John
Rockefeller,
ran
the
Baptist
Jr.,
church. John, Jr., puts up the money,
Jerry said, and Milliken spends it.

Gardner James

from Page

1)

state by forcing exchanges to
supply service. Otlicr towns are being asked to join the move. In some,
free shows have flourished for three
years.
in

tlie

Amusements" which

"Greater

making an

issue

The

is

the matter, rejorls the following instances of exhibors and exchanges who are said to
be parties to the free show evil:
F. Mock, Newark Amusement
J.
of

Film Daily

an altar Jo., Newark. S. D., is running free
The James shows at Newark and Amhurst.
apartment in Hollywood was inrin- Ludwig Film Exchange, Minneapolis,
erly the altar room of the Krotona is supplying films.
Langford, S. D.,
Institute, once the home of the Theo- is running free
shows on a Univerroom.

lives

in

Holiest he does.

sophist Society.

sal's

spite

Pauline Garon

name

right

be

as

billed

Nothing

is going to use her
films hereafter. She'll

in

like

Mrs. Lowell Sherman.
keeping the publicity in

the family.

—

complete
the

fact

service contract, dethat Pierpont, eight
trying to obtain admis-

miles away, is
sions for Universal pictures.
is
supplying films for the

Ludwig
Amhurst

showings.
At Big Stone, S'. D., W. A. Miller,
former manager of the Auditorium,
Milbank, S. D., is reported giving
free shows with F. B. O. product.

combinatio7i
Mary
Wanted A
Pickford, Bessie Love and May McAvoy.
If there happens to be a Julius Ulmen, Hosmer exhibitor, is
young woman in the environs of reported playing Universal pictures
New York who thinks she can quali- for free shows. Famous supplied
fy apply to Johnny Hines or Charlie "The Lucky Devil" for a free show
Burr. Johnny wants a leading lady
at Harrisburg on June 4 and 5. "The
for "The Knickerbocker Kid."
Lucky Devil" was exhibited gratis at
Harrisburg, with Roswell also offerLoew's Ink, official organ of the ing free pictures.
Loew-Metro-Goldwyn Club, is runP. J. Sanders who operates a theaning a series of typical Horatio Alger
ter at Ghent, Minn., is exhibiting free
stories.
In the first installment the
shows at his house and other towns

HAS

A Clear Cut

Policy

AND

Definite Regulations

As to What Appears
In Its Ne^rs Columns

stories, "from birth till now,"
in his vicinity, Seaforth, Garsin, WanMarcus Loew and Nicholas M.
da and Amiret. At Askov, free shows
Schenck are published.
park with
in the
life

of

are

being

given

American Motion Picture Corp. sup-

going into
Ludwig is furnishing
service.
Marion Davies will in- plying
the movies.
films for free shows at Isanti.
troduce the famous cartoon character to film fans and thus Russ WestTheater Convention in Canada
over's brain child ivill be perpetuToronto Managers of the numerated in celluloid.
ous theaters in Western Canada of
Temple, Hamilton, Ont., Being Razed the Famous Players Canadian Corp.
Hamilton, Ont. A garage will are to gather at Calgary, Aug. 3 for a
Toiler"

the

"Tillie,

is

—

—

appear

shortly

Temple,

on

the

workmen

site

having

of the
already

started to convert the old building.

Fire Destroys Texas House
Borger, Tex. Damage approximating $100,000 was caused by a fire
which destroyed the Rex and four
other buildings.

—

Fisher Back from Long Trip
Winnipeg D. E. L. Fisher, owner
of the Garrick, has returned from a
tour of Eastern cities.

—

National, Winnipeg, Closes
Winnipeg Another closing for the
Summer is the National, owned by

—

M.

three-day convention. Practically all
from Port Arthur and Fort William to Vancouver and Victoria will
be represented. H. M. Thomas of
Winnipeg, Western Division manager,
will have charge, assisted by John
Hazza manager of the Calgary

cities

Capitol, and George
the Calgary Strand.

McComber

of

Lease Fifth Ave Theater
have leased to
S. Kaplan & Co
Michael Mindlin the Fifth Ave. PlayIt
house, 66 5th Ave., for 10 years.
seats 285 on its one floor. The house
will be used for motion pictures, espe--ir'"
of the type which does not get
into general distribution.
'•

Triller.

"U" Films on Two More Lines
Both the Cosulich and North Gerlines are now showing

Marion Davies as "Tillie"
Los Angeles Cosmopolitan
star Marion Davies in "Tillie

—

man Lloyd

Toiler," a screen adaptation of

Universal pictures.

Wcstover's cartoon

will

the

It

Must Be

It

Must Be

NEWS
LIVE
It

CLEAN

Russ

strip.

It
Mrs. Carter Incorporates
San Francisco— Mrs. Leslie Carter

Jane Jennings Active
Jennings has been added to
Jane
has filed articles of incorporation for the cast of "The Duke of Ladies." She
the Mrs. Leslie Carter Film Co., with will also play the mother part in
capital stock of $200,000.
"The Great Gatsby."

To
Los

Prepare "Wings" Script
Angeles— Hope Loring and

Louise

"Wings"

D.

Lighten

will

for production.

prepare

Neill to Direct

"The Lily"

Los Angeles— R. William
direct "The Lily" for Fox.

Must Be

Neill will

Must Be

ACCURATE

Qfe year's bestjcomedy
xo:^

JUIV3

S5.

1926

Presented bq
National Pictures inc
Adapted from
an original
"
storn bi/ Ernest Pa
Pascal
First

BEK

"'

MAY

LYON-^McAVOY
Directed

b^

i

FRED NEWMEYER

Produced under the supervision of

EARL HUDSON

A Hui national Picture

/'FILMf
VOL. XXXVII

No. 8

Sunday, July

11,

1926
j-iice Z3

These big ones have booked

-PUBLIX'

St.

San Francisco

Palace Theatre

Cleveland

at

-POLI'S
^

it!

Francis Theatre
at

-KEITH'S

utnts

Capitol Theatre
at Hartford, Conn.

—STANLEY CIRCUIT'S

Stanton

at Piiiladelphia

-B. S.^OSS' Colony

Theatre

Broadway,

An Edward

New

York

Sedgwick

Production
tvith

an

all-star cast

A UNIVERSAL
SUPER SPECIAL
Exploit-O-Grams

THIS ISSUE

Present-O-Grams

Eastern Studios

Crisp, Bright, New Presentation Ideas As Successfully Put On by Ex-

Tried and Proven Exploitation Stunts

and Ideas

Covering Practically All
Productions This Issue
and Every Day in

—

The Film Daily

PRESENTING

an augmented department covering production
on personalities will be included. All
new developments in the studios will be thoroughly covered. In
addition, there will be a weekly article by production experts on
in the East.

Sidelights

pertinent phases of picture-making.

Everywhere for
Types of Theater?.
Regular Feature in

hibitors

All

A

Tbe Film Daily

DC

p.

RINCER
AN PICTUaES

PEMILLE-MET

PRODUCERS
CM

U/^nOE. President

F.

J

DiST
ORIICN DISTRIBUTORS PRODUCiRS INTIRNATICJMM COf
West 46ih. Street

no

RAYMOND PAWIEY, Vice President and Tieas

JOHN C.FUNM, Vice-PreMdent and General Mana^r

New York

,

N

.

imioH

Y.

PROMINENT KANSAS EXHIBITORS
BOOK DEMILLE-METROPOLITAN
FOR 1926-27

^
«

Lawrence Breuninger,
owner of the Gem, Cozy
and Crystal Theatres,

t

I

Topeka, Kansas, insures
a big revenue for his box-

tiLLrfiif

j

offices in

1926-27 by

signing for the entire
P. D. C. program.

C.

A. Schultz, P. D. C. Mgr. Kansas City, C. D. Hill, District Mgr. P. D. C.
Lawrence Breuninger, Topeka

m

.

.

1

v^mmem'

Walter Wallace, who
owns the Hippodrome
and

Orpheum

Theatres,

l^^H

IIHIk'

-

Leavenworth, Kansas,
signifies his faith in

DeMille-Metropolitan
Pictures by signing for the
entire series for 1926-27.

C. A. Schultz, C. D. Hill, Walter Wallace

J
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No. 8

Two Ways
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One-third of the
in the deal.
liedule will be turned over for firstns to the members of the Film
rvice Corp., which will offer slight-

over 300 days.
o-thirds will play
rious
Moss and

The remaining
first-run

Keith

(Continued on Page

at the
theaters

2)

Chanin's Get $7,500,000 Loan
Irwin S. and Henry I. Chanin have
building and permanent
m from S. W. Straus and Co., of
,500,000 to finance their $12,000,000
tel
and theater at 8th Ave. and
tained

a

th St.

Oppose Fox Theater
Get Consent of Necessary
Kansas City Property Owners to
•ying to

Open
Kansas City— A

Alley

theater project for
involving an investment of $2,000, with the entire north frontage

of

Phoenix,

Kill Off Opposition

Laemmle Gravely

III

and Ruben Acquire Interest in American Amusement
Co., Last Competitive Chain

Finkelstein

The Film Renter and M. P. News

By ERNEST IV. FREDMAN
London
Laemmle's
Carl

—

—

Minneapolis What marks the virend to competition in this territory is the deal whereby Northwest
Theaters (Finkelstein and Ruben)
have ac(iuired an interest in the

condition took a decided turn
for the worse Thursday when
it was feared he would not live
through the night.
However,
he rallied favorably Friday

tual

American Amusement

morning.

in

New

the last three days while
Ricknegotiations were under way.
ards left town last night upon the
conclusion of these negotiations and
Nace will leave today.
The deal was first predicted in
a few days ago.
(Continued on Page 3)
for

Late

yesterday.

Universal

was advised from London that
although Laemmle's condition
was still grave, he was doing as
well as could be expected following a blood transfusion.

(Continued on Page 3)

THE FILM DAILY

Indianapolis
Book Universal Product
U. B. O. has booked UniversalThis product
Jewels 100 per cent.
has also been booked 100 per cent in
Keith houses at Rochester, Syracuse,
.^kron, Keith's Palace, Youngslown,
Cleveland;
Palace,
Keith's
O.;
Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland, and
The
Keith's 105th St., Cleveland.
Stanley Co. has booked the program
for its houses in Philadelphia, Wilmington, Camden and Atlantic City.

Normal

Car Walkout Apparently Is
Not Affecting Business at Theaters to Any Extent
Indianapolis The fourth day of a

Street

—

street car strike here finds the general
theater business but little affected.

houses, with one exception, report business as somewhat
improved over that of last week.

The downtown

One downtown house manager

at-

(Continued on Page 12)

Cameramen's Union Formed
M. P. Photographers Assoc,
The
)
Wanger Leaves for Coast
45 cameramen
13th between Grand and McGee
Walter Wanger, general produc- has been formed with
Application has been
the site, is threatened with fail- tion manager of Famous, left yes- as members.
A. F. of L. for a chare because of the opposition by lesterday for Hollywood to confer with made to the
and property owners in the Jesse L. Lasky on some of the pro- ter but this will probably take some
s
time to come through.
3ck.
ductions planned for this fall.
•X,

Consent of three-fourths of the
operty owners must be secured bee an alley diversion can be made.

.

Puerto Rico has been
rorporated to handle the Porto Rico

Complaints from Canadian and
Ohio exhibitors relative to tlic additon of a clause to the standa"! consh'jwmg of
the
prohibiting
tract
double features were received and
'Hscussed ;it the meeting of the Atln-^.nistrat v<

r

C'

A

Committee

THE

th--

.\1.

P.

Wlvie the showing of dou'jlo

fea-

—

Seastrom Sailing Wednesday
directed at once to
Victor Seastrom will sail on the
attention of the industry should be
The Northwest is suffering most Berengaria Wednesday, with Mrs.
situation.

the free

Page

of

.esterdi'-.

their theater.

Ichanges of M.-G.-M.

from

show

this practice

which has no part

in the general

for a vacation in Europe.
conduct Seastrom. stopping at the Plaza.
They are

of this industry.
10

Fig Leaves
10

F. B.

10

of the Yukon
Prod. Dist. Corp

10

Sunday Closing in Lake Placid
are parties to
exchangemen
Placid. N. Y.— There will be
Lake
and
exhilMtors
In some instances.
no Sunday pictures here this summer.
practice
the
to
subscribes
When the theater owner
the offense
A petition was turned down by the
is guilty, it does not village board.
exchange
the
When
he does so deliberately.
upon knowingly. 1 his
necessarily follow that the act is entered
Dreier Signs
use.
show
free
to
Hans Dreier has
prints
.\ngeles
the
Los
diverts
is so because the exhibitor
contract with Famous

—

The Flame

H

Short Subjects

11

H

com-

signed a

new

Free shows
for three years to continue as art
Free shows for charity are commendable.
should director.
and
unfair
are
exhibitors
petition with regularly constituted
quickly as it can be done.
Greta Garbo R«news
be discouraged as effectively and as
— Greta Garbo has reAngeles
Los
this
for
who is chiefly to blame
with M.-G.-M.
It is the small town merchant
contract
her
newed
in

The Power of the Weak
Columbia— S.R
The Social Highwayman
Warner Bros
•

Test Double Features
Committee of the
Administrative
M. P. T. O. A. Will Take Clause
to Court If Not Eliminated

Saenger Floating Bond Issue
Orleans The Saenger Realtv Corp. (Saenger Theater) is floating an issue of $900,000 6'/47f gold
bonds to finance the completion of

faver Co. de

Fox
The Jade Cup

cent.

New

IM.-G.-M. Porto Rico Exchanges
/ashington— The Metro-Goldwyn-

The Road to Mandalay
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

International Projector Sales Jump
The International Projector Corp.,
reports sales for the first five months
of 1926 f)f $861,f)22, compared with
$719,365 in the same period last year,
an increase of 19 per cent. Net income
was reported at $258,394, as compared
with $163,737, an increase of 57 per

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 12)

Features Reviewed

Co., the largest

opposition chain.
Under the deal American takes
over operation of the F. and R.
houses in Fargo, South Dakota, and
Mankato, Minn., continuing the operation of four Minneapolis suburban
houses. Fargo, where Northwest en-

Joseph Rickards

Ariz.

and Harry L. Nace have been

York

Price 25 Cents

1926

In Arizona

D. C. Divides Product Between Deal, Pending for Several Months,
Signed Last Night by
Film Service Corp. and Keith's
Rickards and Nace
New York Theaters
were concluded yesArrangements
understood
near
It is
that the deal
insummation between Prod. Dist. terday between Universal and RickNace whereby Universal
3rp. and the Film Service Corp., ards and
Theatrical
Enterprises
bee New York exhibitor combination Chain
r booking purposes, provides a two comes equally associated in the ownership and operation of the Rickards
ly split on product.
The entire P. D. C. output is em- & Nace Amusement Enterprises, Inc.,
aced

11,

{Continued on Page 3)
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Cinematographic

Saulnier.

manager.

"Kiki"
(First National)

Conducted

hat contest in conthe Cleveland Press.
The newspaper carried a drawing of
a girl's head, leaving the hat to be
filled in by the reader.
Under the
drawing was the invitation to design
a hat to cost not more than $50, and
submit it to the judges.
The first
prize was a hat modeled after the
winning design.
Fifty
additional
prizes were pairs of tickets to the
showing.
Hundreds of entries were
received by the contest editor of the
Press.
.Stillman Theater, Cleveland.

Extras Suing Tec-Art
A Municipal Court action has been
brought against Tec-Art by 137
extras who worked in "Oh, Baby"
last February, for injuries to the eyes
through alleged failure of the defenflant to provide adequate protection
from the glare of Kleigs. The suit

The
b)'

original
the .State

a

with

nection

—

Boosting "Season"

H

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd....
.

&

*Balaban

.

33^

300
800

34

Players

Pfd.
Rts.
Inspect.

38-4
7274
11254 113'4
114.ys 115
120-4 120 '4

.

.113M

116%

.

120/,
4'A

.

.

.

3354
38'4

38H
•

.

Fam. Play.
Fam. Play.
*Film

Sales

Katz

Eastman Kodak

Famous

.

4

4

.

75

73

73

26

25?4

25H

i&'A
20
23?4

37 7^

20
23'A

37?^
20

'800
100
300

57%

55H

500

97V4
2654

97J4
24/2

55%
97U

6/4
5074

5
507/^

8%

»'A

Project.

*Intern'l

Inc
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
Pathe Exch. "A"

.

tParamount B'way

Roxy Units
Roxy Common
Skoui-as Bros.
**Stan. Co. of

.

.

.

.

.

2m

Screen
Uni. Art. The. Ct.
Universal Pict.
*Univer. Pict. Pfd.
.

2,500

66 '4

.

31

8 '4
100

300

97
45yi

.

9%

.

H/g

H/s

14/8
* Last prices quo ted
•• Philadelphia Market

Albany Exchanges

in

—

New

Albany, N. '^'. Five more local exchanges are now located in the new
Film Exchange Bldg., on Broadway.

Bond Market

'ioo

include

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

1

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical iyisurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Cologram booklets and
Coogan Whistles were also given
away. The stunt promoted a lot of
theater.

—

will

follow shortlv.

Gloria

Swanson Buys Russian Story
Swanson has purchased an

Gloria

original story of Russian life by Lenore J. Coffee, and will produce it as
one of her early pictures for United
"Personality" has been anArtists.
nounced as the star's first.

"The Palm Beach

Girl"

(Paramount)
A tie-up with the Orange Crush
Bottling Co., which supplied 1,000
The
bottles of their Orange Crush.
idea was to state that "The Palm
Beach Girl" drinks orange crush.

The
Neill to Direct "The City"
It was incorrectly reported yesterday that R. William Neill would direct, "The Lily" for Fox.
It is the
adaptation of Clyde Fitch's "The
City" that he is al)out to put into

Buys Sanford Series
Richard C. Fox, owner of exchanges in Buffalo and Albany has
purchased from the Sanford Prod, of
Hollywood, their releases for 1926-27.

New House
-Atlanta

in

— Piedmont

Theaters, Inc.,

have closed a deal for the building
of a 2,000 seat theater in Greensboro
at an estimated cost of $600,000.

Aywon

picture of the girl drinking is
taken in a bathing costume on the
Before the
beach at Palm Beach.
picture started, a notice was flashed
"The Palm Beach
the screen:
Girl drinks Orange Crush. Please accept a bottle with the compliments
Then the ushers
of the theater."
served the drink as the picture startThe bottles were ice cold, served
ed.
The
on dainty trays, with straws.
bottling company supplied everything,
including 500 pounds of ice for two
Montague Salmon.
successive days.
Rialto Theater, Macon, Ga.

on

—

Greensboro

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

—

Universal,

production.

When you

"Old Clothes"

Warners, goodwill in all quarters and got lots
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Fox and a of publicity. Charles H. Sweeton,
Others American Theater, Evansville. Ind.
distributing agency.
local

They

Gets Mattison Series
Ayvvon Film Exchange have purchased Frank Mattison Prod, for
Greater New York.

I

F

I

Kendrick with Swanson Prod.
Marion Kendrick, formerly with tl

I
10

Associated Press, has been appointe
director of advertisng and publicii
for the Gloria Swanson Prod.

New

Edition of "Amateur Gentlemat

w

The

A. L. Burt Company
publish a photoplay edition of Jeffn
Farnol's novel, "The Amateur Ge;
tleman," Richard Barthelmess's ne:
for First National.

Grosses $3,809 in a

Los Angeles

— "The

td

Day

Son

of

tl

Sheik" grossed $3,809 at the Millie
Dollar the first day of its run.

(M.-G.-M.)
Secured cooperation of the Rotarian Club in a "Big Brother Jackie
Coogan Orphan's Party." Donations
of fruit and candy were secured from
the Rotarians, who also provided free
transportation for the orphans to and
from the special showing that was
held for them.
The candy and fruit
Building
was given out as the kids left the

'ioo

31

31

*Warner Bros.
•Warner Pict.
Warner Pict. "A"

t

700

507/,

Am.

Trans- Lux

.

7/r

117/R

Loew's,

'eon
4.100
500
4,100

67/r

.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

— George

A.
McDerrepresentative of the
organization
"Greater
Hays
for
Movie Season," has been in this city
McDermit
lining up the campaign.
visited and addressed the members
of the Film Board of Trade and also
the
Salt
Lake Theater Managers
Salt
Lake
mit,
special

Assoc.

High Low Close

k

fi

Industrial Commission.

day.

1)

Japan.

Bullock and Michael O'Toole
was appointed editor of "The Bulletin," under supervision of the business

for
$1,000 each.
claims were disallowed

Continued strength in the rails Friday
buoyed the market and prevented the precipiDurtation of a noticeable bear movement.
ing the last hour of trading, however, there
was strong selling pressure, which brought a
number of industrials to low prices for the

Two Ways

{Continued from Page

practical exploita-

Brief outlines

Sam

is

Financial

Split

1926

11,

of
was not recommended ov con- tion stunts. They
scattered throughout the city.
A
give all necessary
demned it was pointed out that, in tlie information the exhibitor needs to noted, there has been much specuh
opinion of ihe committee, no one had put
them over.
They have made tion as to the amount of protectio
the rip^ht to dictate whether a theater
money for others. They will make the Keith and allied theaters woul
owner presented one or any number money for you. This daily list of get in view of E. F. Albee's intere
of features.
It was resolved to make
"Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended as in P. D. C.
every efTort to have the Hays or- a ready reference
for the busy shoivi^anization elimmate this clansj and, man.
Lindstrom Far Eastern Manager
File them away. Here is an
faihng in this, it was proposed to "at-your-elbow" service
of publicity
Hiram Abrams has appointed Sie(
brinj; a test case in the Cleveland
ideas when you run these pictures. fried F. Lindstrom Far Eastern rei
ct.urts.
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," rcsentative for United Artists. B
Various reports were received, a and help the other felloxvs who are
was formerly sales manager
resolution was passed on the death of helping you.

all

DAILY,

Exploit- O- Grams

1)

lures
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T'S

tiiruHi
GOWNS UNIFORMS
OR
LEARN TO SAY

"BFtOOKS"
1437 BROADWAY - TEL 5580 PEN.
—ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

ma

McFadden Sells Foreign Rights
The Argentina rights to the M
Fadden True Story pictures ha'
been sold to the Inter-Globe Expo
Corp.

Save Your Program
WITH THE

SAVA PROGRAM
COMEDY—VARIETY— THRILLS
Six Series of Outstanding Shorts

SID SMITH
HANK MANN
FATTY LAYMON
LIGHTNIN' & SEDGWICK
EDDIE GORDON
SELIG WILD ANIMALS
Distributed

By

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

:

THE
T--'-'

inday,

"U"

1926

11,

In Arizona

(Continued from Page

houses involved are the Rialto,

le

)himbia, Strand, Ramona, Amuzu
d Apache of Phoenix; the Broadly, Riaho and Puma of Tucson; and
; Majestc and Mesa of Mesa, Ariz,
The
ley are already in operation.
also covers the Yuma, a new
al
100 seat house building in Yuma,
d a theater for which a location
Glendale,
IS recently purchased in
iz.

The association

also involves the
tension of the chain to other points

Arizona.

Nathan Wins Sales Drive
A. Nathan, San Francisco, has
in the Carl Laemmie 20th Annivery Sales Drive. Other winners
H. M. Herbel of Pittsburgh,
re,
:ond; D. Mitchell of Los Angeles,
C.

of Kansas City,
of Detroit, fifth;

Harry Taylor

rd;

R. E.

irth;

Moon

Kill Off Opposition

Free Shows

1)

Van Praag

of Washington, sixth;
Gottlieb of Des Moines, seventh;
E. Rosenwald of Denver, eighth;
orge Levine of Milwaukee, ninth;
E. Goldhammer of St. Louis, tenth;
n Canmiack of Atlanta, eleventh;
Wittman of Philadelphia,
S.
d

(^Continued from

Page

(Continued from Page IJ
tered
recently,
and Mankato
hopelessly overseated.
The

1)

and
both small, and all at Mankato.
Benjamin Friedman continues as
president and general manager.
E
A. Phillips will act as Fargo theaters
not
become
state-wide.
It seems quite obvious, howmay or may
director, George Hendrickson
will be
ever, .that something should be done to safeguard the exhibitor. m Minneapolis and Al Kvool in Mankato. Friedman is interested with
his
'Jlie legitimate theater owner is entitled to protection from the
brother Izzy in Albert Lea theaters
exchange with which he does business. The exchange, as a piece not affected by the deal. Albert Lea
of good business, should see that its customers are permitted to IS incidentally one of the last key
centers in his territory.
enjoy a healthy life. No deep-rooted principles are needed to
prove the point.

Reports from Nebraska indicate a move is about to be launched by business men to see that free shows continue. The gesture

Red Seal
WashingMontana and

Banners and

The

Dduct.

Oregon,

i,

all of the
deal covers

Idaho,

aska.
With the acquisition of the
d Sea! product, De Luxe depart^
im its policy of distributing features
ly.

New

Kingston Theater
N. Y. The proposed
seems assured.
theater

—

Kingston,

oadway

factors entering into
construction of the house have
financial

,e
;

jgressed

satisfactorily,

it

is

said,

Kingston Theater Corp. will
start work on the building.

the

1

)n

Erdman Convalescing

— George

Cleveland
;r of the

mge,
[ion

is

t^rdnian,

man-

Cleveland P. D. C. exconvalescing after an ope-

performed

at

Glenville

Hos-

al.

Amory, Miss.
^mory. Miss.
P. Florida heads a
idicate which will erect a theater
Contracts are now
ting $50,000.
ng awarded. Florida is owner of
Gilmore Hotel.

indicate

to Build in

—

Build New House in Columbus
Columbus, O. A 650 seat theater,
res and offices are included in
ns for a new building at Cleved and 17th Aves.

—

amous Moves Into New Biulding
alt
Lake City The local Para-

—

branch is now established
new Film Building.

Hit

"itvf

House

for

in

San Juan, Tex.

—

Louis Gerlts of
Juan, Tex.
Mien, owner of the Palace, will
a house here on the site of the
Juan garage.
Ill

t

Isis,

Poh Files Financial Statements
Boston— S. Z. Poli Theatrical En-

Weather and Box-Offices
On

the heels of economists and prominent business men who
predict the last half of 192b will establish new records in business
prosperity, comes a like opinion regarding this industry.
The
spokesmen are important leaders. They sufifer no doubts about
the future.

January to June were for motion pictures a splendid six
months. Hot weather was late in arriving this year generally
elfth.
throughout the nation. Thus Nature, with good pictures as a
confederate, graciously aided in making that period one which
Product
De Luxe Buys New
Seattle — De Luxe has purchased 12 has rarely, if ever, been excelled in amount of actual business done.
)tham Prod.; eight starring WilIn discussing the fiscal year which closed on June 30, "The
Fairbanks; 12 Sterling Prod..
r.i
Wall Street Journal" makes an interesting observation:
:

are

former
unhealthy condition. His support of free shows is going to be
'^'''^ ^°' a population
Free shows bring people into town. '^'/^J'nL^^^^
ol /5,00U and the latter
a difficult thing to budge.
with 3,600
for a population of 12,000.
When they get there, they spend money and that is where the seats
The American Co. now has all the
merchant enters the procedure.
targo houses save the Princess

Agriculture has had one of the most profitable years since the
The 1925 crops have been marketed at fair prices,
and whatever is left over will probably be sold at a profitable figure.
deflation period.

Production and trade had the advantage of a remarkably stable price
The changes in the index, when compared with other years,
have been very small. Corporate net earnings in 1925, as reported
by 485 corporations were very large, the net earnings being $2,312,000,000 compared with $1,880,000,000 in 1924 and $1,903,000,000 in
level.

1923.

These earnings were accompanied by a high wage level and
high total per capita wage. In fact the production increase of 26
per cent, was caused by a' greater per capita output instead of a
corresponding increase of workers. The savings bank deposits show
the benefit flowing from increased per capita production that makes
higher wages possible.
The past fiscal year has been one of high wages, fair agricultural income and unusual corporate earnings. These all came from
the production of wealth, which is the source of public revenue.
He who reads this record of the past intelligently, can look Turther

terprises,

has

ment with

filed

its

annual state-

Commissioner of Corporations showing cash, $52,444- acthe

counts receivable, $122,691; notes receivable, $75,000,
000.
Its capital

and good

will, $200.-

given as $225,000.

is

accounts payable, $1,400, and notes
payable of $430,000.
The S. Z. Poli Realty Co., Connecticut, has filed a statement totaling $7,761,173.
This shows real estate of $6,129,579; cash, $264,600; accounts receivable, $38,824; notes re-

ceivable, $795,000; furnishings, equipment, etc., $533,170.
The capital is
$3,000,000; mortgages, $1,846,467; ac-

counts payable, $417,031; notes payable,

$1,193,457;

reserves,

$519,506

and surplus, $784,712.
United Schedule Set
Louis Sam Warner of United
Film Exchange has completed his
schedule for 1926-27.
It comprises
12 American Cinema productions; six
with "White Star," the horse; five
Truarts; the third series of six starring Art Mix and 12 two-reel "Trub's

—

St.

Diary."
Stars Aid Coast Pageant
Los Angeles A number of stars

—

as-

Day pageant
held here last Monday, among them
being Antonio Moreno, Thomas Jefsisted in the California

ferson,

Jr., Lionel Belmore, George
Fawcett, and Viola Dana who imAlways remembering that the rank and file of the nation's personated Betsy Ross.
millions find in motion pictures the amusement they seek, it be-

into the future of business.

easier to understand how the general industrial prosperity
a forerunner of what is to come means even greater success for this industry as a whole.

comes
which

is

Overseating

Buys "Fearless" Series
Washington Trio Pro.d., operated
by Ben Amsterdam, has bought the
"Fearless" police dog series for this

—

territory

from the Chesterfield,

New

York.
"Personal Impressions of Hollywood,"

Writing under the title,
Sydney S. Cohen states
Much talk is prevalent about

the grave menace of overbuilding
and overseating. Two concrete instances of this came to my notice
during my brief stay in this Sainkist State. A little town of 3,000
inhabitants possesses two 900 seat theaters. This betokens an optimism unwarranted by the conditions. In San Francisco, on its main
thoroughfare, I saw strips of twelve tickets being sold for a dollar!
Less than the dime the veriest "movie kitchen" charges; and a
theater operated by Pantages was giving away an automobile as an
no
incentive to building up trade. Overbuilding and overseating are

myth.

not only in California that this condition prevails. In
York, theaters are going up like mushrooms. It makes one

It

New

is

wonder what

the end will be.

KANN

Behlen Shifted to Southern Illinois
St. Louis
Paramount has transferred C. H. Behlen from Louisville

—

to

the

local

Southern

office.

He

will

cover

Illinois.

Lake Wins Third Prize
Lake City The Educational
exchange here is the winner of third
Salt

—

Salt

prize in the

May

sales contest.

Swart Buys House
Ripley, Okla.

—The

bought from O. G.
Swart.

in

Ripley

Lyon has been
Lyon by C. A.

THE
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"

EFFECTIVE

THEATER FRONT
AND INTERIOR

By JACK HARROW ER
importance of proper lighting
the theater, inside and out,
is a matter which has such a direct
bearnig on the box-oftice that it calls

THE
of

the most careful
by every exhibitor.

The incandescent

consideration

bulbs dominate
marquee and lobby during the
evening hours. Can you picture operatnig a theater without them.'
Marquee and lobby represent the theater's show window.
But it is only
the

No.

11

the east side where the stores were
located, and 61.5 per cent of all on
this side stopped to view the windows. I'he third week's test was even
better, for 32 per cent of the theater
patrons and 53 per cent of the others
walked on the east side.
Suppose the
The point is this:
test

had been made with two compet-

ing theaters instead of a theater and
stores?
it was not the contents of
the windows that principally attracted
Nothing but illuminathe crowds.
The theater front that was well
at night that they exercise theif full tion.
power of attraction.
Did you ever lighted got people walking on the
stog to realize how much more at- west side till it became a habit. But
tractive the theater front is at night? v\ hen competition came along with
three well lighted stores, the crowds
And all because of the lighting.
The theater owner might do well could easily be persuaded to make the
to study the development of illumin- east side of the street more popular.
Merchants Bring the test down to two competation in show windows.
have long since realized the tremen- .iig theaters, and yop will see readily
dous publicity value of proper win- that the attractively lighted theater
dow illumination. The theater must automatically would draw the crowds
also attract the public through light- to walk on that side. It's human naing.
By its intelligent use patronage ture. It's psychological. Light atcan be increased tremendously. The tracts humans just as it does moths.
display man who decorates the store And any theater owner or manager
window attractively follows it up who underestimates the drawing
with effective lighting. Likewise the power of illumination is missing, one
theater with an attractive front and of the most fundamental principles
artistic lobby should capitalize these of mass psychology which is ready
to the fullest extent with adequate to hand at any time to be put to work
lighting
to increase his box-office.
Lighting Test
Exhibitor Service
An interesting test was made to
Thanks to the Engineering Departshow the drawing power of illumina- ment of the Edison Lamp Works at
tion on the main street of Kingston^ Harrison, N. J., a special department
N. Y. Here is a town of 30,000, ty- on theater lighting has reduced the
The theater is situ- subject of proper illumination to a
pical of its kind.
ated on the west side of the street, so practical working basis so that any
most of the theater crowds walked theater can install a lighting system
on that side.
Store owners on the that will give it the maximum return
other side saw little profit in lighting on a moderate investment.
It is a
their windows as the crowds were matter subject to proof that the inin the habit of using the theater side. stallation
properly adapted to any
Three merchants with adjacent stores particular theater's needs will pay
consented to allow the test with their for itself in«a reasonable time. And
windows. The object of the experi- after it has met the initial cost, the
ment was to prove the attracting upkeep is nominal* indeed in comparipower of light by drawing the public son with the returns in attractiveness
from the west to the east side of the of the theater, inside and out, and the
street solely by means of illumina- resultant increase in patronage. This
tion.
lighting company maintains a service
During the first week the old in- department which will cheerfully outin
the line to any exhibitor an effective installations were maintained
An accurate record was stallation to meet his individual restores.
taken of the persons on the street and quirements. Here is a chance to sethe number who stopped to view the cure sound engineering data on your
It lighting problem from a source that
display in the three windows.
showed that 15.5 per cent of the is authoritative, and which merely as
people attending the theater and 35 a matter of farsighted business policy
per cent of the others walked on the offers this service for the benefit of all
east side where the three stores were theaters.
The engineer in charge of
located.
Of all the people using the the theater department of the Edison
east side, only 7.2 per cent stopped l)lant has inatle an intensive study of
to view the displays during the first theater
lighting problem
from all
week.
angles over a period of many years.
Then the uQ-to-date show window Here is one of his practical suggeslighting system, giving an intensity of tions that can be utilized by any
lUO foot-candles on tne display was theater located in a l)usiness section
installed in each of the three stores. that is off the main thoroughfare.
These
installations
included
spot The theater manager should i)romote
lights and color screens.
The results a lighting campaign among the storeobtained were remarkable.
Twenty- keepers on his side of the street. He
three per cent of the theater crowd could use the facts of the lighting
and 52 per cent of the others used test quoted above to prove the sound
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VALUE OF
PROPER LIGHTING
IN BUILDING

Theater Lighting

ILLUMINATION

for

Sunday, July

BOX OFFICE

business principle of the plan. Prop- the low intensity and the loss c
erly worked out and supexvised, this power in the resistance are avoide
transtormed "avenue of light" would Dimminjj; devices are of course nece;
lure people from the main thorough- sary to obtain graduations of colo
fare to the benefit of all.
when such effects are used.

The Theater Front
Lighting of the theater front may
be accomplished by several means.
An extremely high intensity of light
can be used adjacent to the entrance.
high
candle-power lamps
Several
equipped with weatherproof fixtures
and diffusing globes are suspended
from the building, beneath the marquee, or placed on ornamental standards at the front.
Or again the under portion of the marquee is studded
with diffusing bulb lamps to produce
the desired effect.

A

Indirect

System

The

indirect system of illuminatic
can be made to be decorative and «
ornamental as any of the other sy
terns.
It has the additional advantag
that any degree of uniform iUumin;
tion can be obtained without intr<
ducing glare.
fairly high intei
sity produced with the ordinary sy
terns of direct lighting is quite like
to introduce glaring conditions.
Indirect lighting does not nece
sarily mean monotony.
Many forn
of indirect equipment have been d'

A

more spectacular method

is the veloped which permit a wide latituc
elaborate electric sign equip- in choice of equipment.
Ornament,
For a bowls in various decorations pendai
ment and outline lighting.
dignified and artistic means of thea- from the ceiling, are the most con
ter front illumination the floodlight- mon form.
Coves and cornices ca
To make this be utilized for concealment of lanq
ing method is used.
effective, the surface must be relative- and
portab
reflectors.
Large
ly light in color and the surroundings floor stands can also be placed
This system requires as not to interfere with the vie\
fairly
dark.
suitable stations for the location of Wall brackets and urns with ii
In modern verted mirrored reflectors can be use
projection equipment.
theater construction the marquee is where there are no cornices.
In tl
often so designed that projectors can long narrow theater with a low cei
be located on it.
iiig, it is often desirable to use ind
The particular scheme to be em- rect wall luminaries in order to avo
ployed will depend to a great degree interfering with the projection of tl
on the character of the building and picture. Again, the front edge of tl
its location.
If of a monumental type, Ijalcony can Ije extended, and wii
well proportioned and dignified flood- special construction used as a locatic
If the front for indirect lighting units.
lighting is best suited.
is not particularly attractive, it is well
The orchestra lights should
to partially hide it by an electric sign. selected.
If
poorly designed, wi;
If situated off the regular run of traf- considerable reflected or "spill" ligl
fic,
the high intensity scheme will they are annoying to the audiem
tend to divert the crowd. Where the and also affect the clearness of tl
theater has an artistic front, it is well picture.
Several satisfactory typi
to remember that beauty hidden is utilizing the indirect principle are no
Another point to on the market.
capital lying idle.
bear in mind is that where there are
Also attention should be paid to tl
electric signs on the buildings on each color of the "frame" surrounding tl
side, a much higher intensity is re- picture.
The deep black frequent
quired to offset this competition.
employed is not well suited, for
Interior Lighting
creates too severe a contrast,
The lighting of the interior must light tone of gray is preferable.
be governed by the size, shape, decIn the larger houses elaborate sy
orations
and general architectual tems of colored lighting are installe
treatment.
The use of colored light for psychi
It is (|uite feasible to provide suf- logical and decorative effects is mo
ficient illumination for patrons to find desirable.
Too frequently, howeve
their way to the seats and even read huge clusters of lamps of pure coli
without interfering are often visible.
their programs
Here the lightir'
with the projection of the picture fixtures themselves rather than tli
Intensities in the order of .2 foot- lighting effects become the center
candle at the rear of the house and .1 attraction. The novelty appeals teri^
foot-candle at the front meet these porarily, I)ut has no permanent valu;
condititJiis.
Bright light sqiirces must More and more delicate effects a;
be eliminated if comfortable conditions coming into use.
for viewing the picture are to be obColored light is of great value
Here the indirect system of connection with the mi^sical prograii
tained.
illumination is of special value.
An engineer of the Edison Lanj
While" it is true that the low inten- Works has developed a system
sity of illumination can be ol)tained
"color music" that is marvelously e
through the use of dimmers inserted fective, and can be applied to ai
in
the circuits, it is preferable to classical or popular , selections.
I,
have the fixtures constructed to ac- e(|uipnient is required in addition
commodate two or more circuits. In that of the ordinary lighting switc!
this way low wattage lamps can be board
and the stage lighting a;
burned at their proper efficiency, for paratus.

use of

s

'

1

-

'
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Developments

ARTHUR

By

so that the exhibitor may absorb
stunt at a glance.
File them
ay as they'll come in handy some
When you find that one of
y.

—
—

!

presentations

ir

scores

Rivoli
Ned
pid's Holiday"

At

do
rambler

;

heavily

your patrons write us a brief
tline and mail it to:
Present-0-

—

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Goodrich
Cord Orchestra, featuring
Silver Mask Tenor; Lilly Kovacs, girl
pianist;
overture,
Tschaikowsky's

Warners

Happiness Boys.

"Volga Boatman" Prologue
Mnle Chorus of 20 and
in atmospheric prologue
"The Volga Boatman."
Set represented
k of the Volga River. Girls did Russian
Heidelljerg

Jsed
It

dancers

ballet

the men looked on.
ains of "The Song of the Volga Boati"
were heard in distance.
Presently
jers appeared, straining at heavy ropes
which they hauled the boat up the river,
-tains closed as the men disappeared offthe song dying down.
je,
Heidelberg
jrus also used on a garden set for aner presentation.
They sang "Marching
.ce

while

several

"Drinking Song," and "The Soldiers'
Drus" from Faust."
Edward L. Hyman.
rk Strand Theater, Brooklyn, N. Y.
ig,"

—

"Big Parade" Effects

—

'leveland
Back stage effects enhanced
»ing of "ily Dream of the Big Parade."
set showed a scene in France with motor
ies passing in endless line.
Lights were
d to produce impression of distance and
tness.

— George

A. Langan, Allen Theater.

Scotch Night
Night"
observed
with
pipers,
and singers.
Members of Scotch
were invited.
Interest in such a
ht can be stimulated by previously asking
rons to suggest Scotch nunrbers for vocal
sentation.
Plunkett,
Mark Strand
^Joe
'Scotch
LCers
ieties

—

eater.

New York

Program

Patriotic

—

Independence were distributed
A similar stunt can be

patrons July 4.
rked on other
istration at
letings can

national

For

holidays.

Christmas copies of Yuletide
be given away. John Royal,

—

Palace.

ith's

Booking Peruvian Pianist
Burling

is

na.

composer

Hull
Peruvian

booking

He

ture

houses.

pitol

two weeks.

Carlos

and

recently

Valder-

pianist,
at

played

for

the

Valderrama is filling an
the McAIpin Roof Garden

ragement at
ior to beginning his thea,ter

Presentations

For

tour.

Rivoli

'The Sidewalks of New York" will be the
ture presentation at the Rivoli the week
July 18.
Nathaniel Finston will stage
production.
The following week Paul
card will produce the attraction tentatively

:

led

"Bathing Girls."

The "blend in" idea was also evoked at
the close of the film pastoral, "A Trip Thru
Nippon." As the picture ended with scenes
of swans a scrimi came in evidence and behind it La Torrescella executed "The Dance
Lights thrown on the
of the Dying Swan."
back-drop produced a beautiful combination
Far better interpretations of the
of colors.
dance have been given on Broadway than
the one offered by La Torrescella.
Ron Fayles and Ben Macomber, recently
with Elsie Baker on Keith time, presented
pleasant,
snappy, well-sung medley of Irva
nunrbers, including "Roundabout
Heaven," "Red Robin," "I'd Climb
The props used
the Highest Mountain."
with this number were of the usual nature,
with a baby grand, floor lamp and tropical
Berlin
to

Rivoli
An interesting program surrounding the feature, "Silence," begins with "Dance of the
Hours" as overture conducted by Maxniillian
Pilzer as guest conductor. As an Independence

Day

Novelty the Rivoli compiled a short
which portrays the evolution of the
American Flag and which leads into a stage
film

presentation

"The

called

This

is

H. Thomas,
anPlayers

Capitol,

nounces the Famous
Canadian Corp. will establish a
school here to train young people

for presentations.

Ballets

and dancing specialties will be
featured along with special vocal attractions.

Valley

in

finale.

Training School
the

of

Spirit

three scenes and is a
patriotic potpourri.
With the aid of a gauze
drop the film fades out and the Ritz Quartette in front of a woodland drop, sing sevFrom this
eral old Colonial soldier songs.
into the ne.xt scene which consists simply
of a set piece representing a huge package
of fire-crackers.
The eight Fire-cracker Girls
do a Tiller routine and are followed by the
Trainor Bros., an excellent team of soft
shoe dancers.
The third scene and finale
utilizes the fire-cracker setpiece as a platform and as the curtains behind open there
is discovered a girl posing as the Statue of
Liberty lighted with lighted torch and crown
and in back of her a Stars and Stripes drop.
The quartette again makes its appearance
in khaki nd the whole compny joins in the

Forge."

This

— M.

Yankee

batt'efie'd.

presentation

is

Rivoli Movievents and then

Winnipeg
manager of

of

Doodle." by Lake, "The Spirit of Yankee
Doodle," posed by three men on wliat appears to be a mound of a Revolutionary War

Way

followed

by

the

Henry Murtagh's

Murfagh continues to get the
sing along with him and his
numbers went over nicely. Then came the
main stage presentation, "Love's Enchantment," staged and devised by Frank Cambria.
The setting is very elaborate and repThe
resents a huge garden in full bloonr.
stage is filled with rose bushes; a pear
two
and
tree laden with fruit on the left,
The
circular plots of roses in the center.
scene opens with Martha Vaughan, soprano,
and Hunter Kimbell, tenor, singing to each
other with the Flower Girl Sextette posing
Paul Pechting, dressed
around the stage.
as a gardener, enters and proceeds to trim
(The Pechting portion of the
the pear tree.
organ

solo.
to

audience

Another surprise

is

provid>;d

when

Petching picks up a branch of loses.
They cover a musical Okarina, an
instrument which produces a flutelike
sound.
Petching plays
"A
Rose." A small garden rake proves
another instrument, with each prong
a

bers are of the waltz variety, with a couple
tricks thrown in.
The Strand Ballet do
number behind the scrim to allow her a

At the close practically all the
flowers in the garden arc lighted in a
beautiful efifect.

On

whistle.

this

I'etching

plays

"Marcheeta."

A

geranium bed provides still another
innovation.
Many of the
flowers conceal bells which ring when
have made her famous.
Today she is liv- the Retchings touch them with electriing on reputation or it may be that the fied
watering cans.
Each flower
stage room at the Strand doesn't allow for
illuminates as the bell rings. On this
her Hippodrome stunts.
She is a pleasing
enough attraction but nowhere near a head- instrument "Love Sends a Little Gift
liner, as headliners are judged.
Both num- of Roses" is rendered.
of
a

change in costume. The Hemstreet Singers
in one, dressed in hoop skirts and
sing three numbers, in "still'' position.
The
drop is one of the worst that this reviewer
has seen in years.
The act is a good act
in that the girls make a pretty picture and
can sing but the choice of numbers and the
setting is not in keeping with a Broadway
first run.
Bora Minnevitch comes on in one, does
a little talk about his having picked up the
boys all over New York and asks the audience to judge its merits.
The speech could
be eliminated.
It would be m'ore effective
to have the band go right into its numbers.
Here is a great novelty, but unless the act
is i)roperly ex(iloited it can't bring back the
money into the bo.x-office.
The reported
salary is around the $3,000 mark and plenty
of half dollars must be baited to make this
act pay for itself, let alone make money.
The flash is there, the boys are prettily
costumed and the picture is attractive. MineThere's no question
vitch has something.
about it but as presented at the Strand it
can't stand up against other buys at the

come out

direction of Jerry De Rosa.
As the overture, "Evolution

ing

of the
picture.

colored and lighted, with a multitude
of flowers.
At one side stands a
pear tree.
Some of the pieces of
fruit contain horns which Petthing
plays by squeezing.
The number is
".Snow Deer."

There are three acts this week. Charlotte,
ice
skater and her partner are the
opening feature and are followed by the
Hemstreet Singers, a female quartet and
Borra Minevitch and His Harmonica Orchestra close.
Charlotte is assisted by Cur
Neuman and does some of the tricks which

same

idler"

claration of

Colony
Three divertissements, each commendably
comprised the presentations end of
brief,
the program at the Colony during the run
They were staged under
of "The Trap."

grass.

City.

Tied up with "The Unknown
used program of patriotic music,
iplemented by war effects.
Copies of the
"leveland

How Broadway Does It

of

side

pretty

the

—^Single act with Western
atmosphere.
—
Strand Prologue to "Men of Steel,"

your presentations
tell
the world about

a

played.

"18J2."

ivith

each

Joe Plunkett spent a lot of money on this
week's show without getting the same effective
entertainment
values
that
he
has
achieved in the past with much less cost.
His presentation has none of the ingenuity
and real value that his other units have dis-

Silvertown

ams Editor, The Film Daily, 1650
oadivay. New York City.
Don't

on

makes

finale

Strand

"CuMar-

revue,
operatic duet.

bushes

rose

The

stage.

garet Ringo, soprano; Joseph Wetzel,
tenor; overture, Liszt's "First Hungarian Rhapsody."

)h

selfish
Help
as.

Wayburn

girl carrying a huge garland of roses.
the finale, all the garlands light up as
the I'oses in the foreground and the

each

Florence Rudolph, Metropolitan Opera
Co. dancer; overture, selections from
"Faust."
Colony "Dancers from Clow^nland."

terse-

is described elsewhere.)
The Flower
Sextette makes its appearance again,

Girl

B'way Presentations
of July 11)
—{Week
"Ballet En Pastel," with
Capitol

This feature aims to furnish ex'itors tvith practical ideas for pre-

They are written

EDDY

W.

program

Present- O- Grams
itatiov.s.

Presentations

in

^

J

BENDIX
(Specialist)
|

Picture Theatres

|

Productions
j

701-7th Ave.

Bry. 6462

j

price.

Minevitch does one specialty, which scores.
a very fine arrangement of
with several pop Southern
melodies counter-pointed against the spritThere are a couple of laughs furnished
ual.
by two of the boys (one a darky). Plunkett
has given Minevitch every possible aid in

The boys play
"Deep River,"

way

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
CHARLES

stage and lighting effects, and
by the time the Harmonicas go off. the audience has forgotten about the preceding acts
and give this one a big hand.
the

I

Mrs. A. K.

H.

SEAMAN,

PretideDt

of

For a long tim'e we've been wanting to
mention the name of the organist who has
His
been officiating at the Strand console.
style of playing is new and novel in that it
the same strikingly efis legitimate and at
There is so much
fective and harmonious.
organ playing goin garound these theaters
that it is a relief to sit through a picture
His name is
and listen to real organ.
Walter Wild and the others on Broadway
He
can listen to this boy with profit.
put some laughs in this week's feature and

BOOKING

ENTERTAINING BANDS AND
ATTRACTIONS
for PICTURE HOUSES

1650

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

TELEPHONE CIRCLE

9327-8

i

played the show in great shape.

Novel Musical

Effects

Paul Fetching Innovations Surprise
In "Love's Enchantment," Publix
Presentation
Novel musical effects, an innovation for picture house presentation,
are embraced in "Love's Enchantment," the Frank Cambria attraction
which started its Publix tour at the
The unique
Rivoli the past week.
audible entertainment angles are the
inventions of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Petching, who appear in the presentation.

The

set

is

a

garden,

attractively

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

=

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
*•»»»-».

\

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

Cline Directing

Film Shakespeares
VERNE PORTER

By

Editor-in-Chief of Paramount
(.Reprinted in part from the Paramount

Pep

By

We

GET

the best novels.
get
the best plays.
get the
But none of
best original stories.
these are good enough for this new
epoch in the art of the screen. Why?
Because the novelist works in a difmedium and a translated
ferent
medium always loses some of its

We

—

quality.
He depends upon his style
for at least half the effectiveness of
his material, at least half of its ap-

—

and usually much more. The
playwright, on the other hand, depends upon the spoken word much
more than his actors' pantomimicry.
peal

Therefore, novels and plays are
substitutes for material even less efWhich must
fective and appealing.
mean then, that the original material written directly for the screen
is for the most part, not good enough.
There is a reason for this, of course:
the industry is so young it has not
had time to develop technicians. But
the worst of all is that, editorially,
it has not gained the respect, artistically, of potential artists who have

been writing for it in terms of money
rather than in the fervor of an artistic

ideal.

That

is

the obstacle

find

I

we must overcome.
What I am trying

to get to is the
future film writer, the man or woman
who isn't thinking so much of the
income as he is his personal satisfacor attempting, which
tion at doing
that
great something
is
>ust
as
In
pleases his inspirational impulse.
other words, the person who has the
imagination to commit his genius,
earnestly, sincerely, honestly and en-

—

to

thusiastically,
tion pictures

—

—and

We

expression in
nothing else.

want the

mo-

writer
who is selling a by-i^roduct. Nor the
playwright who is tiding himself over
want our own
a dull season.
We'll get them and the
geniuses.
surprising thing is that so few who
have latent ability realize their opdon't

fiction

We

from ''Lots

Little

Year Book)

Club

WE

A
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RALPH WILK

SOME

old

Sam Bullock will
He and his famous

Pictures

*

work,

*

Sidney

but

his

second

Tb

Bill

Corp.,

Th

Philadelphia.

"Hiram's Trip to th
Exposition," with the Sesqui-Centen
nial grounds as the locale.
will be

*

likes
first

studio
love is

He

C.

did an imimitation of a Pat
dance at the Palace,

vaudeville.

'
li

produced by the Vine

series will be

be missed.
pipe -were always in evidence
at M. P. T. O. A. conventions.

George

Series

comedies.

scenic-travelogue

Good

very good cameramen learned their tripod "A, B, C's" from Alvin
Wyckofif, veteran cameraman.
His old students include Peverell
Marley, James Wong Howe, Paul
Perry, Alfred Gilks, Henry Katoni,
now producing in Japan; Harry Merland,
Arthur Grant, Karl Brown,
John Dored, now in Russia; James
boolittle and E. Garbutt.

New

George Cline, former productioi
manager and assistant director, wil
direct Ralph Maglin in "Hiram's Trij
Up the Hudson," first of a series o

Kirk Gets Assignment
M. Kirk, formerly D. W. Grif|

Pat

do the sei
for "The
which goeiRjiK
into
production Monday.
Luthel
to much applause.
Reed will direct, with Adolphe Mentj.
*
*
*
jou starred.
Cast includes AlicT
The heat spoiled some good pub"The Volga Boatman" was not at
Thursday. "Stills" the Poughkeepsie regatta. Had "he" Joyce, Lois Moran and Normai|
licity
pictures
for Sills (Milton) were planned by been, he might have won in steps and Trevor.
First National press agents, but steppes not strokes.
when the cameramen visited the
Barrows to Coast
*
*
*
star's train he was taking a shower
Nick Barrows, who was loaned t{
and could not pose.
Found an actor who likes critics. First National by the Harold Lloyt
He is Paul Nicholson, whose father Prod., is en route to Hollywoo(
was a dramatic and music critic on where he will rejoin Lloyd. He die
the Neiv York World 20 years ago. the comedy
construction on "Mis
"We knew them when"
*
*
*
mates," "The Savage" and othei
Larry Moen worked on a FarRita McCarthy, who did the "re- First National Eastern-produced pic
go paper; Conrad Nagel played
ceiving" at First National, has re- tures.
in "Experience," on the road;
signed.
Jimmy Bryson ran a Universal
*
*
*
exchange in Minneapolis; WarFirst "Shots" July 20.
ner Oland was on the road and
Mrs. Thelma Morgan ConIt is now planned to start actua

promptu
Rooney

art

fith's

director, wfll
Ace of Cads,"

—
—

searched for
every town.

golf

courses

in

verse, of the soft French accent, is the bride of Lord Fiirness.
*

F.

W. Miirnau,

*

*

Although Marty Cohn is not
dressmaker, he cut "Spangles."

ex-aviator,

wanted to fly to Hollywood
from New York, but finally
agreed to see America by rail.

*

Several

stars

*

mistaken.

The

Tunney, the

stranger

was Gene

fighter.

They

dusted

disporting
Skees
invented
are

off

a director.

*

Dolphin Aqua
Fred Waller of Famous.
It was at the Hollywood Legion
ring.
George D. Baker was cheering
At Baker's left,
a fighter's tactics.
a polite stranger, declared Baker was

production July 20 on "Summe:
Bachelors," which will re-open thi
Fox studio after an idleness of 3(
months.
Allan Dwan will be tht

on
by

Rogers Renews Contract
Howard Emmett Rogers, who

has'

and adapta
tions for Famous, has renewed hii
been

writing

originals

contract for a year.
He has finish
ed the adaptation of "So's Your 01C|

"Welcome Man."

the

Home"

sign for Jimmy Harrison at
the Christie studio.
He had been
away for a year.

Tavares With Sills
Arthur Tavares, film editor, whc
has worked on every First Nationa
picture

—

made

in the East, left

;

Thurs-

from people who have the im3gina- have gone into this business as day for Hollywood, where he wil
t'on and inspiration to write directly writers, as readers, as directors, as join the Milton Sills unit.
for the screen.
And we are going to clerks who have gone into it not
do
that even though, today, it seems because they couldn't help it but beKeller to Do Meighan Sets
portunities.
an almost impossible task.
cause they have been inspired to enter
Walter Keller, who is on his va-i
By thi-s time you are beginning to
it
and accept the -hardships of it cation, will do the art work on th(i V
Today, for the purposes of this
ask yourself where I intend to get our
just ys they would accept the hard- next Thomas Meighan picture, as yet
I
asked Maude Miller, who
We are going to get them article,
stories.
ships of any artistic profession.
untitled.
for years has been head of the ParaSuccessful newspaper editors have
mount reading department about
reporters.
Nearly all successIL
how many original scenarios had been
ful Action writers have served the apV
liecn accepted from the thousands
nrenticeshio of fifty or a hundred resubmitted. None!
jections.
Playwrights rarely succeed
For three years I was editor of until they have gone through years
Cosmopolitan Ma,gazine. I organized of discouragement and learning. All
iji
DIRECTOR of PHOTOGRAPHY t
Photograph ing
a reading department to consider sub- of us must learn our trade.
So why
riilted
manuscripts.
one
it
For
year
Series of
should not this be true of the great-

—

j

>>'>•'•

FRANK ZUCKER
A

—

co =
$20,000.
And we never
publishable story out of it.
«

WESLEY RUGGLES
PRODUCTIONS

Now

in

of Quality"

GEORGE WALSH

want

3'ou

to

friends of yours

tell

who

want you

to

tell

them

to

that

we

expect the scenario writer of the fut'.ire
not the continuity writer, but
the story writer
to come out of this,
th.e world's fourth industry.
Out of
ihe thousands of young people who

—

—

est

of

all

artistic

enterprises,

the

We

are in the l)iggest business of
its kind in the world.
By comparison
other mediums of expression fade into nothingness.
Except that they

have

make our

We have to
We must

traditions.
own traditions.

artistic

create our Shakesneare, our Bunyan.
our Moliere, our Milton, our Dante,

our Cervantes.

*;

« QUALITY

SPEED

motion picture?

those
have the scenthis

ario-writing mania.
I

"A Man
Starring

Production

I

got a

li

«

I

ACCURACY

JUST

F

I

N

SHED

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"TIN

GODS"

I
j;

J|

|
i

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

oi^FILMDOM

Banks Completes First
Monty Banks has completed work
the first of twelve feature come"Attaboy" with Virginia Brad;s
d, Mary Carr, Henry Barrows,
rginia Pearson and Earl Metcalf
Edward
in the supporting cast.
t
iffith

wV^^
1*^^^ AND WEEKLY
DIGEST
FILM

First Collegian

The

first

of

the

Universal.

Desmond Starts
Desmond has started on "The

Bill

Return of the Riddle Rider" for Universal, Robert Hill directing.

Priscilla Bonner Chosen
Priscilla Bonner has been chosen

At Your Service
THE FILM DAILY West

series

Bill

Jacqueline Logan to Star
facqueline Logan will star in "One
3ur of Love" to be made by Phil

Harvey E. Qausman

Ready

Collegian

has been completed. It is "Benson
to Calvert" starring George Lewis
with Harry Edwards directing for

directed.

By

Coast

office

located

is

Ambassador Hotel.

at

as Harry Langdon's leading woman
for his second comedy, "The Strong

Man."

the

There you

will find a competent staff ready
Make this your
to serve you.
headquarters
visiting

Buck Jones on Vacation
Completing his first picture

for
since his tour of Europe, Buck
Jones is enjoying a brief vacation
while his director, Orville Dull, is
supervising- the cutting of "White

while

Fox

Hollywood. The 'phone numbers are Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794.

Eagle."

)ldstone.

Patsy Ruth Miller Vacationing
Patsy Ruth Miller is at Lake Arwhead having completed "Broken
earts

of

Hollywood"

for

Warner

Winifred Dunn on Vacation
Winifred Dunn, having completed
her adaptation of "Twinkletoes" for
First National,

is

vacationing.

Another

Clermont Casting Assistant
Harvey Clermont has been appointed assistant casting director
Universal.

at

M-G-M

Special

A

special M-G-M production, as
yet untitled, is to be produced featuring a citizens' training camp as its

according

background,

to

Harry

Rapf.

OS.

Titling "Bardleys"

Signed by Warners
Gustav von Seyffertitz has been
jned by Warners for an important
le in two of their forthcoming proictions, "Private Izzy Murphy" and
iy Official Wife."

Marion Ainslee and Ruth Cummings have been assigned the titling
of "Bardleys, the Magnificent"

M

M-G-

production starring John Gilbert

which King Vidor directed.

Cowan with DeMille
William Cowan has been secured
by Cecil B. DeMille as his assistant
for "The King of Kings."
Paul
Iribe is busily engaged on the settings.
"The Temple of Jehovah"
will be reproduced.

Casting "Upstage"

Holmes Cast
Holmes has been signed

Stuart
Stuart

important role

1

in

"My

for

Dorothy Phillips, Gwen Lee and
Alee Tanenholz have been added to
the cast of "Upstage."

Official

Ife."

Miranda Titling
Boyce Smith, Jr. has engagr<l
Tom Miranda to do the title work on
"The Amateur Gentleman," current
J.

Richard Barthclmess feature.

Lebedoff to Europe

Wray

Starts Shooting

John Griffith Wray has started
work on "Up-Stream," an adaptation
of the English play by Clifford Bax.
Barsky

to Feature

Al Hoxie

The Bud Barsky Prod, are now at
work on a series of eight Western
pictures featuring Al Hoxie,
direction of Paul Hurst.

under

Begin on New Westerns
on the new series of M-G-M
"westerns" is well under way.
A
permanent camp for the production
of this new series has been established at Big Horn Ranch, near
Moapa, Nev.

Work

Ivan LebedofT, who was in "SorGoldwyn Returns
rows of .Satan" and "Fine Manners,"
Myers and Agnew Cast
Samuel Goldwyn has returned sailed today for a visit of six weeks
Agnew and Kathleen
Robert
om Barbara Worth, Nevada, where in Europe.
Myers have been added to the cast
left Ronald Colman, Vilma Banky
"The Fourth Commandment''
of
tsily engaged on "The Winning of
which is being directed for Universal
irbara Worth," with Henry King
Le Roy with June Mathis
by Emory Johnson.
Bebe Daniels at Studio
recting.
Mervyn Le Roy is to be June
Daniels and 75 members of
Bebe
Mathis' aide in filming "The Masked
"The Campus Flirt" company are
Woman."
Pollard Recovering
Roach on Location Hunt
back at work at the new Famous
:Hal Roach has returned to Nevada
Harry A. Pollard is recovering studio after two weeks on location at
lere he is on a hunt for location
from an operation on his jaw at the the University of California, Berkeley.
Lynch Signed by M-G-M
Roach is
r Rex's next production.
Good Samaritan Hospital.
Featured players in the cast of "The
Joe Lynch has been engaged by
siting the vehicle which will go
Campus Flirt" supporting the star
Harry Rapf as an addition to the
io production soon.
are Charles Paddock, of sprint fame,
M-G-M writing stafif.
"Fighting With Buffalo BiU"
James Hall, Joan Standing, El BrenThe title of Wallace MacDonald's del, Irma Kornelin, Gilbert Roland
"Honeymoon Express" Ready
Lehrman Preparing
first Universal serial has been chosen. and Jocelyn Lee.
Clarence Badger
IHenry Lehrman is preparing to
Another of the Warner current It is "Fighting With Buffalo Bill." is directing.
irect "Private Izzy Murphy," starseason's productions was completed Ray Taylor directed.
ig George Jessel.
during the past week, when final
scenes were shot on "The HoneySign O'Brien and Bushman
moon Express." Directed by James
:

Tiffany Leases Space

!

jTiffany Productions have
ace at the Roach Studios.

Tom

Flood.

Gibson Gowland Signed
Gibson Gowland has been signed
the Jean Francis DeVillard Prod.
r the
first of the Messenger Boy
ries to be released as Golden West
i)medies.

O'Brien and Francis X.
Jr. have been signed as

Bushman.

leased

Roche Writing Bebe Daniels Story
Arthur Somers Roche will write
the story for Bebe Daniels' forthcoming picture, "Stranded in Paris."
Miss Daniels has just begun on
"The Campus Flirt."
Hustwick to Honolulu
Alfred Hustwick of the Paramount
production department is on a two

stock players by

M-G-M.

Jacqueline Gadsden Signed
Jacqueline Gadsden has been
signed to play the mother role in

"The

Mysterious
Maurice Tourneur

to

M-G-M.

Casting "Eagle of the Sea"
Mitchell Lewis, George Irving and
James Marcus have been assigned

"The Eagle
Sea," Paramount production.

important
the

roles

in

of

Ambassador's

i

Famous
I

tional parks of the country.

David Hartford Returns

I

which
produce for

zing directing.

David Hartford of the David Hart•d Prod, has returned from Delit.
Three units. are to be kept on
eration at Fine Arts.

Centers at the

Island,"
is

tures for

Schulberg.

The Life of Los Angeles

I

"When Dreams Come True"
months' vacation in Honolulu. He
first episode "When Dreams
has signed a new contract making
>me True" has started with Walter him a member of the staff of B. P.

The

i

to Film National Parks

Mix

Tom Mix

is

Fox

to make his new oicin the important Na-

Patricia

Avery Cast

Patricia .A.very has been given her
first role, Enid in Lillian Gish's latest vehicle, "Annie Laurie," which
fohn S. Robertson is directing.

Cocoanut Grove
I

1

Special IVights Tues. and Sat.

i

College Night Every Friday

^

|

^11

Sunday, July

1926

11,

8

r
ENGLAND

GERMANY
FRANCE
RUSSIA

RUMANIA INDO-CHINA

JAMES

By

P.

Film Takes Over Control of
Rowland V. Lee, long with Fox Suomi
Five
Circuit of 11 Theaters
and now with Famous where he
in Helsingfors
will direct Pola Negri, has made
Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
trips to Europe for several years Washington
Filmi
Suomi
Washington— The
past to study production there.

—

believes m.uch of the prejudice
against American pictures abroad
can be overcome if certain sequences
can he shot sejiarately for the foreign
negative. His ideas, the importance
of which will be realized by those

Film)

(Finland
majority

recently
the
of

control

obtained

Suomen

Biografi Osakeyhtic of Helsingfors
which operates a chain of 11 theaters of which five are in Helsingfors
and six are in other towns of the
directors tvho understand how close- country, according to a consular rely interlocked with the trend of pro- port to the Department of Commerce
duction here foreign markets are, from Helsingfors.
will be found herewith:
The underlying motives for the
During my three trips to Europe amalgamation are said in Finland to
in the last two and one-half years I
be the promotion of the domestic inhave taken particular pains to inquire
dustry and the procuring of the best
into foreign censorship regulations.
exhibition, as hereUpon investigation I found that many foreign films for

American films were barred in difEuropean countries because the

tofore.

censorship

found

boards

sequences

—

At Work in Paris
The exterior of "Lady Har-

which either showed their respective
countries in a bad light or ridiculed
their manners, customs or political au-

Paris
rington," produced by Fred Leroy
Granville, assisted by H. G. Grant-

thorities.
Most of these pictures
would have been acceptable and the
added remuneration from foreign sales

ham Hayes, have been completed
and work is in full swing in the

(.Continued on

Page 12)

Eclair studios at Epinay. The distribution is in the hands of the Cine-

matographes-Phocea.

Ufa Opens Paris
Paris Ufa Films, of

Office

—

Berlin,

has

opened an office here, with branches
at Bordeaux, Lille, Lyon, Marseilles,
Strassborg, Algiers and Brussels.
The title of the company which will
operate these branches is Alliance
Cinematographique European.
Guter Finishes with Ufa
Berlin
Dr. John Guter, having
completed his last Ufa picture, "The

—

Champion

Boxer," has joined the
Jakob Karol Film Co., where he will
have his own unit.

—

German and Swedish firms of Ufa
and Svensk-Hemberg. She will start
on this directly after "Blinkeyes" is
finished, which is being produced by
George Pearson.
Films Shown on "Czech" Trains
Prague Pictures are being shown
express
Czechoslovakian
on
all
trains. The showings have met with

—

such success that many private
road companies intend doing

same
Nat Nathanson,

Prcs.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representative! for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Cable address

Phone Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

5196-5197

Editor,

— Charles
from

resigned
tures.
action.

No

*

is

*

Pic-

given for the
*

can wonder at the result,

Cinematograph Trades Counstarted nothing and achieved

for the

nothing.

A

series of short pictures entitled
"Cinema Revelations," which are a
mixture of interest, cartoon and burlesque, showing how various stunts
are filmed, such as the flying carpet
in "The Thief of Bagdad," the pre"The Lost
animals
in
historic

will

have

New

York, N. Y.

'^Productions oj Merit"''

*

FOREIGN TERRITORY

!

6

i
•

J

I
i

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

r—
FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

|

EH50ADWAY, N. Y. C.
HENARIAS Phone Bryant

1540

Cable

2697

RICHMOUNT PICTURES, Inc.
723

MOUNTAN,

J.

tributors.

—

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris,

Mr. Arthur Levey,
31

Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris
Cable Address: DEEJAY, London
Cable Address: RICHPIC, Nl Y.

In a Series of Six
'Tfyi

N.

SEASON

Exporting only the best

Y.

\lq\Z S

Portland Place,
W. I., England.

London,

Semi-western Spectacles
FERDINAND H. ADAM
152 West 42nd St., New York City
'.

France.

London Address

Now Available
RUTH MIX

Cable Ferdinadam,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent produc -rs and dis-

National Pictures J. D.
Williams' organization has engaged

—

New York

7th Ave.

D.

to revise its decision.
*
*
*

British

in

Motion Pictures

[.
-

PRODUCTIONS

1 9 2 6

HELENE CHADWICK

EDITH ROBERTS

"

4 Society Melodramas

4 Society Melodramas

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
A SUPERB LINE-UP OF WESTERNS FEATURING
THE FOLLOWING OUTSTANDING STARS':
DICK HATTON

BILL MIX

FRED HANK
London Address
Napoleon Films. Ltd.
8

New Compton

Charinc Cross Road

Cable Addresses

London

St.

W.

PETE MORRISON
LESTER CUNEO
AL RICHMOND
BOB BURNS

C. 2

SMICOFII.MS

YAKIMA CANUTT
12

Serial

6

— 10

Episodes

MOWER

6 Comedy-Dramas

BIG PICTURES STARRING

GEORGE WALSH
Foreign Rights Controlled

New York

PIZORFH.MS

JACK

OFFICER 444

Action Thriller*

^iV^^!7R^^^ci^T\'SIMM0NDS

j

R. Arias, Pres.

is

Phone Wis. 1143

CO., Inc.

*

(ffl

III

I

claimed, they tell too
much. The decision has roused hot
resentment in the trade, renters and
distributors thinking that the C.E.A.
have gone too far in imposing a ban
upon pictures which are excellent
entertainment and which are by no
means calculated to disillusion the
public.
It is expected the C.E.A.
it

re-

and

Cranfield & Clarke, Ltd., of 3f
has
Mansions, W.
Piccadilly
1,
opened a special department for supj
plying vaudeville acts, prologues ane
presentations to theaters.

the building scenes in "Safety Last,"
have been banned by the C. E. A.,

because,

Famous

The series of "Sing-Song" shott
reels to be released shortly by Idea;
Films, will each be accompanied by
a full orchestral score.
*
*
*
1

\

*

*

for

foi

He

jl'

Cinematograph Trades Council.
They had no alternative in view of
the opinions of the branches whose
views were solicited and who, for
the most part, were emphatic in refusing financial support to a body
in whom they had no confidence.

*

Gwyn"
*

has

the

No one

in the States.

iA

di-

"London."

will edit

The General Council meeting of
the C. E. A. at Brighton turned down

playing.

Avenue

Lapworth

Gainsborough

reason

rector of the

edited "Nell

"The Film Renter," London

London

was supervising
Marion Davies unit

Cosmopolitan

Other Trade Happenings
By ERNEST IV. FRED MAN

New

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh

E.

A. to Vote on Blind-Booking

Foreign Territory

—

-r

iVlcConaughty

the

Lighting Method
Vienna Several theaters in Vienna have recently adopted a method
by which various beams of colored
lights are flashed on the orchestra

when

WALES

rail-

thing.

Adopt

Distribution

JAPAN

.W. McConaughty as film editor

J

World," the hut tottering over the
precipice in "The Gold Rush" and

Balfour in German-Swedish Film
London Betty Balfour has been
engaged to play in a production to
be made in collaboration with the

HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.
Fore gn

Lapworth Resigns
Quits Gainsborough Pictures — C.

cil

ferent

INDIA
AUSTRIA

CUNNINGHAM

International Appeal Finnish Amalgamation

He

BELGIUM

ITALY

Foreign Markets

GREECE

By

PICTURES CORP. IiIiPfSco

I

—

;
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

New

Projector Is Success
[echau Projector, Tested at Capitol,
Shows Many New Qualities
Splendid Results
Flickerless projection, even illumiition of the entire screen field and
saving of approximately 35 per
tb'x-p are some of
!nt in amperage
the Mechau prole advantages of

—

product, which has
;en the subject of close analysis at
theater for the past two
le Capitol
ctor,

German

a

onths.
Tiie experiments

Major

f

were

conducted

Edward Bowes

in

con-

with his chief projectionist,
Smith, and gave such results that
lere is a strong possibility that the
inction
rt

apitol will

change

As described

to

in this

HE FILM DAILY

them

entirely.

department of
several

weeks

the Mechau operates without
Instead, a seuse of a shutter.
es of "optical compensations" projced by a circular corrugated mirror
This is its
lake up for its absence.
incipal departure from the regular
JO,
le

•ojector.
in amperage can readbe understood when it is explainthat there is no light waste caused

The saving
V
1

the interference of a shutter, the
lirror divisions following each other
ithout a gap and being continually
Thus,
the path of the light rays.
so, is the flicker done away with.
The result of this, according to
mith, is an eveness of light on the
itire screen field and definition of the
:reen picture never before attained
y

Warner's

theater
to
advertise
sign has an area
of 1,080 sq. ft. and is of steel construction.
Against a sky blue background,
figures
in
yellow and pink are
painted. As a red light and a bluegreen light are alternately flashed
on the sign, the figures become ani-

at

"Don

any other machine.
Smith is also of the opinion that
le Mechau will prolong the life of
"Various estimates," he defilm.

The

Juan."

mated. However, this effect can be
produced only at night.
Eight pictures to which the color
absorption process will be applied
have been painted.
One of these
shows John Barrymore and one of
his female victims.
By the change
of lights, the scene depicts Barrymore leaning over and kissing her
while she closes her eyes dreamily.
This is the first application of the
icolor absorption principle on Broadway.
It
is
manufactured by the
Color Animation Corp. and is the
invention of Richard M. Craig, a
scientist and color expert of San
Antonio, Tex.

Howell-Cine Busy
Howell-Cine Equipment Co., has received
for equipping the following theaters:
Famous' Capitol in Morristown, N. J.; Famous' Tampa, Tampa, Fla.
New Bellaire,
orders

;

Bellaire, L. I.; Floral Park, Floral Park,
L. I.; New Theater, Brooklyn, N. Y.; Appollo, Mecca, and Lavellette, New York City;

Raymond,
N. J.;

Dave

City

Island;

Maple,

Woodhaven,
new house in Brooklyn.

Cross Bay,
Piser's

Maplewood,
L. I.; and

Nu-Air Gets Many Contracts

Film Gleaning

Process Sign

Aninaation Obtained in "Don Juan"
Sign by Application of "Color
Absorption" Principle
The latest contribution of science
to theater exploitation is the "color
absorption" sign, the first of which
has been erected above the marquee

1

ith

SAMUEL DATLOWE

A.

Dworsky, Inventor

S.

Gives

Bath,

of

New

Some Tips

on Washing
Clean film means much

to the ex-

the

difference

hibitor.

It

between

is

often

a
for this reason, every
should know how to

And

projectionist

remove

or
oil
spots
caused by
grease, in the opinion of A. S. Dworsky, president of the Dworsky Film

Machine Corp.
Dworsky, who was an exhibitor
the early days of the business in
recently
came into
Minneapolis,
prominence through the invention

in

machine,

conjunction with
Famous for the cleaning and preservation of film. This was described
in an article on the "Know Your
Own Industry" page in a recent issue of the "Film Daily."
Outlining a few of his ideas,
of

a

Dworsky

in

"This also applies to new film which
should be cleaned after it has been used
for a week, as oil on top of the surface
keeps soaking through the emulsion, reaching the celluloid, spreading and giving the
Oil on the emulsion causes
cloudy effect.
film to rot.
It has been asserted by various
people in the industry that new film lacks
This is
the endurance of previous years.
its manufacture but to the fact
not taken care of properly.
"A new film should also be put through
a buffing process as it is sticky and crude
and when buffed the surface is smoothened
No preparaand the emulsion hardened.
tion to soften the emulsion should be used
as this makes Ihe film more susceptible to
Another cause for scratches on
scratches.
of wax on the
film is the accumulation
aperture plate which has only room for the
admittance of twice the thickness of film.
The wax mixes with dust and forms a grit.
The tension springs holding the film in the
aperture plate cause a friction between the
film and foreign accumulation, scratching the
film and tearing the sprocket holes.
"At the present time pictures are being
exhibited in theatres the erection of which

that

due
it

"place

the

pulling

power

of

—

average machine on the sprokets

oruers

oil

ave a screen picture without flickcr-

Organ

for

Woodland

Vv'oodland, Cal.— T. H. Dick.son,
owner of the Woodland, which is
leing redecorated, has purchased a
Winlitzer organ.

with headquarters

cuit,

Loew's House

Installs

—

Organ

Loew's Regent
Pa.
Harrisburg,
has obtained a new Wurlitzer-Hope
Tones organ.
Six "Ben Hur" Companies Equipped
Six road show companies which
will go out with "Ben Hur" were
furnished with apparatus by the
Howell-Cine Equipment Co.

Buys Peerless Arcs
Lake City The Paramount
Empress has just installed new Peer-

—

Salt

liss

Reflector Arcs and will provide
for its ushers this week.

new uniforms

Install Blizzard
Dallas The Plaza theater. Paris,
Tex., has installed a Blizzard cooin.g
system.

—

—

—

—

MAX MAYER
Electrical

W.

218

Engineer
N. Y. C.

42nd Street

Specify

GOEEZ

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
West 45th

45

N.

Y.

Street

Bryant 7243

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600

New York
Broadway
Phone Lackawanna 9111

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.

and

pictures because of their effect
An audience
the eyes of the audience.
generally sits through a three-hour performance gazing at a scene on a screen that
measures generally only 12 ft. by lb tt.
for
against a theatre width of 75 ft., and
stand out
that reason the picture should
owners
theatre
that
belief
It is my
clearly
exwould be more than willing to pay to per
5c
changes the small additional sum of
represents
This amount
reel for clean film.
the machine
the cost of cleaning film with

"SUPERLYTE"

The

the latest and finest creation in Studio
Lamps. Silent Steady and Intensely
powerful Entirely Automatic

to

Palisades

Inc.
J.

3678

distinct

on

mentioned above."

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department

Changes Screen
Massena, N. Y.— The Strand has
bought a new screen of the gold fibre

Roanoke,

in

^'<l.

which are
the screen by powerful lights
intended for the sole purpose of making the
You realize the importance
scenes clearer.
of

district

Jefferson, Charlottesville, Va.; Pittr,Leader, Fredericksburg, Va.; Grand,
Salcui, Va., and the entire Heins cir-

—

•

this

StK-nd and Hippodrome of this wily;
Ilaniilton theater, Martinsburg, Va.

is

New Vallen Co. Catalogue
Akron, O. The Vallen Electrical
f
film as between 8 and 12
tl'.e
Co., manufacturers of stage equ'pBecause the action of th.: ment, have just issued a new cataojnds.
lechau is continuous, it has been logue containing information on sev)und that there is only about 3 or eral types of appliances.
Thousands of dollars were
cost millions.
ounces of 'pull' on the film."
spent on interior and exterior decorations.
stage scenery around the screen, the best
"Our tests were carried out chiefGeipel to Handle Plania Carbons
of screens, the latest model projection mawith the newsreels. These are difGeipel
&
Wm.
Liverpool, Eng.
chines, powerful lens, efficient operators and
Howcult to run because of the various
Co. has been appointed United King- the most wonderful features obtainable.
seems that an item of great import
it
seeds at which they are taken, re
dom agents for the Plania cinema ever,
I refer to the showing
has been overlooked.
uiring constant adjustment of the and stage carbons.
Geipel is orga- of clean film. It was while patronizing the
the majority of
discovered
Adjusttheatres that I
imera to avoid the flicker.
nizing an equipment service.
them exhibit cloudy, indistinct pictures. The
1 to any speed, the Mechau projector
dirt on the film are magnified on
ared,

le

in

states:

"Oil and dirt combined create the appearance of clouds and rain on film.
Oil
causes film to flicker.
In order to keep
the same clear and distinct it should be
cleaned once a month and the oil wiped
off weekly with a piece of cotton Hannel.

not

theaters and a
have placed
for
Arctic Nu-Air cooling
They are the Empire, New,

.^ircuit

plants.

good performance and

a

poor one.

Washington— Ivight

laOO

^^Vilms

BUTTONWOOD

110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

type.
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Lon Chaney

"The Road

to

Mandalay"

Metro-Goldivyn-Mayer

UNIQUE REGENERATION
THEME WORKED OUT WITH
SOME MIGHTY POWERFUL
DRAMATIC SEQUENCES. EXCEPTIONALLY FINE DIRECTION AND GREAT ACTING.
Star..

Chaney

Evelyn Brent

"Fig Leaves"

in

splendid, as usual.

Has

Sunday, July

1926

"The Flame of the Yukon"

in

Fox
"The Jade Cup"
Producer: Metropolitan Pict. Corp.
Distributor: Prod. Dist. Corp.
SOME HIGHLY NOVEL COMEFilm Booking Offices
DY BUSINESS AND GORMONTE KATTERJOHN'S OLD
GEOUS FASHION SHOW IN EVELYN BRENT AGAIN MIXES DANCE HALL STORY SERVES
COLORS. OLIVE BORDEN A
UP WITH CROOKS IN A FOR AVERAGE ENTERTAINDELIGHTFUL "EVE" AND IT
REPLETE WITH A MENT. THEME A REVIVAL
STORY
HOWARD HAWKS SHOWS FULL LiNJi
OF OPPORTUNI- OF THE WELL KNOWN
MANY CLEVER TOUCHES.
TIES FOR THE STAR TO
DANCE HALL HEROINE.
Cast
Olive Borden is beautiful;
PROVE AN IDEAL HEROINE. Cast. Seena Owen lacks the fire
.

another of his grotesque characterizations but, softened as it is with
a deep systematic appeal, he is likely to win the approval of the few
who may not have been won by
some of his former portrayals.
Cast.... Lois Moran frail but lovely
and quite suited as the daughter of
"Singapore" Joe.
Owen Moore

11,

screens wonderfully and has
the much desired sex appeal necessary to the role she portrays here.
Some of her color shots are really
O'Brien
a
George
wonderful.
pleasing hero and PhylLis Haver
the catty neighbor likened to the
Charles
serpent in Eve's time.
she

Conklin a comedy plumber.

.

.

and pep of the well known dance
hall queen but she handles the sym-

Here again Evelyn proves
Star
capable of mixnig with crooks and
beating them at their game. This
tmie sUe saves her sweetheart from
beuig double-crossed into the elec-

fl"

'

pathetic latter part of the role, in
which she is the self-sacrificing
heroine, very nicely. Arnold Gray,
who resembles Wallace Reid, is
the hero.
Matthew Betz, as the
gambling house proprietor, is the
best suited in the cast and does
Others
splendidly in the part.
Jack McDonald, Vladin Oraneff,

tric chair.

Charles Delaney and Eugene
Borden the crooks and Jack Luden
the young man whom Evelyn would

Cast

good as the hero. Henry B. Wal- Type of Story. .. .Comedy. Howard
him.
marries
thall,
Sojin, Rose Langdon and
reform before she
Hawks wrote and directed this
WoodBert
Cowl,
George
John George make up the remainOthers
which
little
yarn
highly attractive
Winifred Greenwood.
der of the cast.
ruff and Violet Palmer.
contains many novel and amusing
.Melodrama; adaptof Story.
Type
Tyoe of Story. .. .Drama. Most reThere is a Type of Story. .. .Crook melodrama.
comedy situations.
ed from Monte Katterjohn's story.generation themes are quite obviprologue which is a real treat and
Unce again they provide Evelyn
Way back in 1917 Dorothy Dalton
Here
ous affairs from the start.
the only disappointment is that it
Brent with a crook story vehicle.
appeared as the heroine in Katteris one that has
the distinction of
It
shows
doesn't last long enough.
surprising that it has been
It is
john's story.
The dance hall girl
Lon
with
being
different,
but
Adam and Eve in their garden refound possible to obtain such a conpopular types of
one
of
the
was
Chaney in another of his unusual
treat
where the deadly serpent^
sistently good succession of stories
pictures in those days but she has
characterizations and Tod Browntempts the first woman to coax
with such relatively little variation.
P.
gradually lost her popularity.
ing behind the megaphone, that
her husband for some new fig leaves
And yet the stories are each disD. C. stages a revival of the story
might be expected. Browning has
the
through
and so it goes down
"The Jade
themselves.
in
tinct
with Seena Owen in the title role.
injected some mighty powerful draages until the coaxing and pleading
makes Evelyn a reformer.
Cup"
George Melford has supplied a
matic effects and the suspense inhas become revolutionized into a
Her sweetie is mixing with crooks
thoroughly fitting production and
creases gradually to a tragic cligame of "gimme." This "back to
and before she marries him Evelyn
made the most of what the story
max wherein Chaney does his best
nature" sequence is mighty good
wants to be sure that he breaks off
had to offer. It wasn't much but
work. It is smooth, logical develthe
about
comedy and the gag
with his former pals. To swell the
where they are not sticklers for
opment and there has been no time
prehistoric alarm clock is a corker.
bank account Evelyn poses for an
action
and suspense it may satisfy.
wasted on unnecessary explanaHawks brings his characters to the
artist but hero misconstrues the
The romance of a dance hall girl
tions.
One fine example of this is
modern age, however, and the
purpose of her visits to the studio
who wanted to "start life over
where the degenerate father of the
story continues with Eve asking
while trying to see the artist
and
again" with a young prospector is
girl interrupts her marriage cere"gimme
a
her plumber husband to
in his home he is accused of the
told smoothly and it moves along
mony. You see him about to atnew hat." And that's where the
Evelyn had witlatter's niuider.
The
to the expected conclusion.
tack the priest and previously you
The wife's pretty
trouble starts.
the guilty
nessed the crime and
self-sacrifice angle, in which the
were shown the wedding party
neighbor is the "serpent" of the
crooks had kidnapped Evelyn to
girl fears she must lose the man
waiting in the sanctuary. That is
modern tale and she urges the girl
Of course
prevent her squealing.
she loves because a woman who
The next shot carries you
all.
to make her husband provide the
everything comes out all right with
claims to be his wife arrives in
right into the next episode with the
When he
luxuries she adores.
the guilty ones exposed and hero's
town, bids for some sympathy for
father carrying a\yay the bridemodel
as
a
story
doesn't the wife works
faith in his girl restored. The
the heroine but you feel so certain
groom whom he thought unfit to
in
a fashionable shop and that
moves along at a nice gait and, that there is some mistake that it
tale
It
is
the
daughter.
marry his
starts a family riot which ends
Frank Hall Crane has injected sevtakes some of the sincerity away
of a man, sunken to the depths of
peaceably with a reunion of husband
eral clever touches, notably the sefrom it. The background for most
degradation in Singapore, who had
and wife when Eve decides she'd
quence where the old crony, living
of the action is a typical Klondike
placed his daughter in the care of
the
than
a
skyrather have her husband
on the roof bungalow on
dance hall. How the girl gets back
his brother, a priest; of his visits
clothes after all. The fashion show
scraper, views the scenery in vathe stakes taken from her man by
shrunk
at
the
apto the girl who
staged in conjunction with Eve's
rious apartment houses through the
the gambler makes up the climax
pearance of "Singapore" Joe. She
entrance into the modiste shop as
use of a telescope. There is a good
and the woman she had befriended
never knew he was her father. The
model is gorgeously done in
comedy vein in this that is going
a
turns out to be another man's wife,
girl kills Joe when he attacks her
The plot
Technicolor and there is a generous
to get a good laugh.
leaving hero free to marry the
Later Joe dies in the arms
lover.
doesn't contain any surprises, but
amount of it.
hall girl who reofrmed.
dance
priest.
the
of his brother,
with a good evenly sustained interFine possibilities
Angle
No dramatic
Office
Box
Box Office Angle. .Unusually power- Box Office Angle
est it manages to hold up for five
with this.
high lights or unusual bits of acful dramatic entertainment and with
well.
very
reels
short
The title is a good
Chaney's customary fine acting out- Exploitation
tion but good atmosphere and unone and properly exploited should Box Office Angle
Good average
usual romantic angle may keep
standing.
bring them lining up to the old
entertainment with Evelyn Brent in
Exploitation. .Due to the wide poputhem interested.
Your trailer will work in well,
b.o.
another characteristic role.
larity of the ballad, "The Road to
Exploitation. .. .You can talk about
the
from
scenes
Run some
too.
Mandalay," there is a great box
.You might use catchthe story as dealing with the old
garden of Eden episode and others Exploitation.
office value in the title and it can
gold rush days and the love of a
lines relative to the girl who saved
latter
This
revue.
fashion
of
the
be exploited most effectively in consweetheart from a murder
dance hall girl for a young prosher
element makes a strong bid for
junction with pertinent tie-ups. The
pector who struck it rich, of how
charge by a daring escape frorn a
the
have
and
you
patronage
female
music score will be important so
holding
were
who
crooks
he lost his stakes in a faro game
of
band
appearplus
the
comedy end of it,
secure a fitting one. You have box
and how the girl won the stakes
her prisoner because she could clear
looking
good
of
bevy
of
a
ance
Lois
oftice names to use: Chaney,
back for him. Seena Owen's is the
her sweetheart and implicate them.
girls (Olive Borden heading the
Moran, Owen Moore, Henry Walstar's name and recall
the
only known name in the cast but
up
Play
list
to bring the men in.
thall and Tod Browning who did
you can use George Melford's name
any of her previous pictures that
Hawks;
Howard
Direction
"The Unholy Three" and "The
in your announcements.
pleased your audience.
many clever angles and original
Blackbird."
Direction
George Melford;
touches.
good
Browning;
Crane;
Tod
.Frank Hall
Direction
Direction.
suitable.
Hawks
Howard
Author
excellent.
Chet vVithey Author
Monte Katterjohn
Hope Loring- Author
Tod Browning and Scenario
Authors
Finis FoxAdamson Scenario
Ewart
Scenario
Lighten
Louis
Herman J. Mankiewicz
Will M. Ritchey
Klaifki
Rry
August
Joe
Cameraman
Elliot Clawson Cameraman
Scenario
David Kesson
Cameraman
Very fine Photography
G'.>od
Merritt Gerstad Photography
Cameraman
Photography
Good
Modern
P'.den
of
Garden
Very good Locale
Photography
Large city
Locale
Alaska
.

.

i

j

.

.

)

.

.

Locale

Length

Singapore
6,551

feet

.

.

.

—

Locale

City

Length

6,498 feet.

Ltngth

4.656

ftct

Length

•

5,800 feet

tast.
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of the

Pictures — State

Social Highwayman"
Warner Bros.

Weak" "The
Rights

.UMBER CAMP YARN WITH FICTITIOUS BUT AMUSING
SOME GOOD ATMOSPHERE AND WITH A LOT OF GOOD
AND ACTION BUT PLOT IS COMEDY TOUCHES THAT
THE ROUTINE VARIETY HELP TO KEEP IT MOVING
WITH INTRIGUE, DOUBLE AND INTERESTING.
CROSSING AND ALL THE
REST OF THE WELL KNOWN Cast.... John Patrick isn't the greatMAKE-UP.
ed on by forceful direction, overacts practically all of the dramatic
Not the type to boss a
scenes.
gang of lumberjacks convincingly
Arnold Gregg suitable hero and
the

Miller

Carl

comedian ever but he adapts
readily to the comedy role of cub reporter and suffers

est

Calhoun, obviously goad-

^ast.. Alice

regulation

.

himself quite

slap-stick
bits
the indignities of
Dorothy Devore
quite gracefully.
is a
Montague
cute adventuress.
Love is the comedy bandit.

villain.

of Story. .. ."The Social HighOthers Spottiswoode Aitkcn, Mar- Type
is a light, frivolous order
wayman"
guerite Clayton. Jack Fowler.
of comedy that can be best enjoy[""C of Story. ...Lumber camp meloed by throwing logic to the winds
drama. There are no distinguishand accepting the situations preing situations to make "The Power
sented as a purely fictitious lot of
of the Weak" stand out from the
business,
the comedy possibilities
camp
routine formula for lumber
of which are quite extensive and
of
amount
usual
the
has
It
tales.
which Director William Beaudine
scheming and intrigue and there
has played up to good advantage.
camp
is the heroine who inherits a
There never was a cub reporter like
her
prevent
to
aims
a villain who
Walker and there never was a
Jay
finds
from carrying on when he
newspaper run like the Magnolia
of
and,
him,
marry
not
will
she
News. Nevertheless the unreality
course, there is the Johnny-on-theamusement in this case and
affords
job hero who puts Mr. Villain out
you have a resultant light comedy
girl
the
wins
and
of the running
entertainthat furnishes a good
There is a regeneration
himself.
ment. There is considerable novangle worked in for good measure
elty about the offering and the comHero happened to come to the
For the most
edy interjections.
camp after a mix-up with a chorus
have humor of a farcical order
you
she
girl who threw him over when
but occasionally it runs into burfound hero's father disinherited him
lesque with a helping of slapstick
So out
for associating with her.
The
further
variation.
for still
to
hero
into the tall timbers came
story concerns the adventures of
Arnold
forget and start life over.
the resourceful cub reporter, Jay
Gregg, not a familiar screen hero
Walker. His job is to bring in the
first
He offers a
does very well.
In his
Ducket
Nelson.
bandit.
rate fight that is about the only
search Jay meets Dr. Runyon, gyppicture
real bit of action in the
really
but
sy medicine peddler,
He rescues the girl from an attack
Ducket Nelson in disguise.
Jay
by villain and otherwise manifests
makes the startling announcement
the true hero spirit. Alice Calhoun
that he
is the bandit Nelson,

hardly the sort to rule a
mob of burly lumberjacks and her
attempts to bawl them into submission by threats are seldom conShe isn't the out-of-door
vincing.

seems

The

direction is fair
Craft has probably
used the material as best he could
He has not always directed Miss
Calhoun as well as he should.

type of

girl.

William

and

iox Office Angle .... Your folks may
enjoy a lumber camp story for variation.

This

one

isn't

especially

(Jay)
Dr. Runyon, the real
Nelson, decides to play his impersonator for all he is worth.
Jay
hold-ups
finds himself arranging
and in one of them meets the hero-

whereupon

of

ine

the

3'arn.

writer

searching

and

add

to

She
for

is

a

fiction

atmosphere

to the thrill of the thing
is a lady bandit.

How

pretends she

works together affords
much amusement and ends even-

the

trio

tually
dit

with Jay exposing the ban-

and winning the

girl.

has good atmosphere

strong but

it

and

amount

Box Office Angle
Good, wholesome comedy number with enough
as
sounds
The
exploitation
first rate laugh making situations
though it named a strong dramatic
to keep them entirely amused.
righ^
them
set
might
You
offering.
bv playing up the atmosphere of Exploitation. .. .You can promise a
the story and perhaps running a
line of humor a little out of the
trailer showing some of the scenes
ordinary and play up the cub rein and around the lumber camp
porter hero whose job was to bring
with the girl directing her lumberin a notorious bandit or lose his
No particularly
You can use John Patrick's
jacks at work.
job.
and Dorothy Devore's name. Monwell known names, except Alicf
tague Love gives a first rate perCalhoun who will be remembered
formance also.
for her work in Vitagraph pictures
William J. Craft; fair
Direction
.William Beaudine; good
Direction.
Wm. J. Craft- Author
Author
Darryl Francis Zanuck
a

fair

of

action.

title

.

Wvndam

Gittens

Icenario

Wyndam

'hotography
,ength

Scenario.

..

.Phil

Klein-E. T.

Lowe,

Jr.

Gittens

lameraman
,ocale

Wm.

Craft-

.

Arthur Reever
F^""

City-lumber camp
6,000 feet

Cameraman

John Mescall

Good

Photography
Locale

Length

Small city
6,107

feet

"Snowed In"

Short Subjects
"Buster's

Girl

— PatheseriaJ

Pathe

Mystery Drama ofthe Sierras
Type of production. .10 chapter serial
The first three episodes of thi-

|

Friend"— Stern Bros. drarna

give promise of a serial pro
duction that will keen them coming
Featuriyig Tige
back in increasing numbers, for it
Universal
has all the
-'dar elements that this
Type of production. .2 reel comedy tvpe can contain. The lure of mysIt starts with an amateur theatri- tery is played up from the first, and
cal given by Buster to his friends.
A the tension keeps mounting without
fat boy starts to muss things up by tiresome
repetition.
The story is
firing vegetables at the star poriorm- right up to the minute.
Allene Ray
er, Tige.
Then the fat boy takes and Walter Miller are featured. Kane,
Mary Jane to a fun palace, and Bus- a U. -S. air mail pilot, carrying a cargo
ter finds himself outside, unable to of over a million in Government
bu}' a ticket.
Tige comes to his les- bonds, is decoyed by a gang into a
cue by raiding a crap g^me and re- false landing. They rob him, and he
turning with a quarter for Buster's is later tried by the Postal Departadmission.
The highlight is a mix- ment for robbery and murder, for his
up on the chute-the-chutes, with an companion on the flight, was a U. S.
attendant trying vainly
capture marshal. Meanwhile the girl, Shirley,
to
Tige and throw him out of the amuse- to save her sweetheart, trails the real
ment place. This is Tige's picture bandits to a deserted hotel in the
all
the way.
He does some clever Sierras. A great snow slo.m comes,
stunts in his inimitable manner, and and all occupants of the hotel are
makes the offering worth while. It snov>cd in for the season. Forest
certainly will amuse all the children. Ranger Sheridan enters to help unravel the mystery which is centered
"Hitchin' Up"— Christie
in a shrouded figure, the brains of the
Educational
gang, who moves like a ghost through
Comedy
all the exciting events that transpire
Walter Hiers carries the comedy as in and around the Inn in the mounIt grips you with the tensethe boob who is in love with the sweet tains.
young thing. He is visiting the girl's ness of the situations that move rapparents for the first time.
He has idlv from one exciting disclosurer to
thoughtfully spent two bucks for a another. Here is a real house of mysmarriage license to be all set when tery that will send the thrills up and
she accepts him.
But between the down the spine of the most hard
It is sure box-office. The
girl's mother, her brother and grand- boiled fan.
pa, poor Henry does not get a chance production is handsomely mounted,
to propose.
Every time he starts, snlendidly directed, and the cast is
something happens to crab the works. feature calibre throughout. The seWhen Henry finally does propose, cret of the mystery Room 28 in the
everybody is exhausted from the gen- hotel is bound to maintain the intereral mixup.
A lively comedy, well est and suspense throughout the run,
gagged, and some fine work done by and the exploitation angles on this
production are sure-fire publicity. It
Walter Hiers.
was written by Frank Leon Smith
and directed by Spencer G. Bennet.
"Dancing Around the World"
If your people like the chapter plays,
here is one you can book that will
Fox Variety
Recommendcertainly please them.
Interesting Compilation
ed as a fine example of its type.
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The matter contained in this reel is
fully implied in the title.
It gives a
"Screen Snapshots" No. 16.
variety of scenes showing dancing as
Columbia
it is done in the various corners of the
Stars at Play
globe.
It runs all the way from the
1
reel novelty
Type of production
American Charleston to the weird
Here are presented interesting shots

—

.

.

.

.

.

performances of the

The

reel

is

replete

Congo

natives.

dances of

with

every country and includes those of
Spain, Algiers, France, Ireland, Sweden, Italy, the Orient, and the South

Sea

Isles.

Good

novelty

number and

quite colorful.

"Sweet Adeline"— Song-Car-Tune

Red Seal
Song Number
Type

A

number.

Hollywood showwhen away from
Renee Adoree is seen

of various stars of

ing
the

how

they

live

studio.
fishing, and she hauls in a big catch
which proves to be an old shoe. The
welcome accorded by the kids to

Tom

Mix when he arrives in Hollywood
shows how poTMilar he is with the
youngsters. Claire Windsor receives
a radio set and tunes in on Lew Cody

and Norma Shearer doing their stuff
Breaking ground for
"on the air."
new theater is next
Grauman's
Sid
novelty

of production....! reel
Fleischer's song car-tune is
the old favorite which is amusingly
animated with the funny little figures
dancing over the words as they are
flashed on the screen.
It should appeal to the new and old generation,
for here is one of those songs that is
perennially popular. The little white
dancing ball is again used to mark
the time as it skips along the top of
novelty
pleasing
the
words.

Max

.

offered, with several screen notables
Olmstead is
Gertrude
assisting.
viewed taking a sun bath. .A. British
battleship arrives, and the sailor boys

welcomed by Dorothy Mackaill
and Colleen Moore. The home of
John Gilbert in Hollywood is the last
selection, and from his veranda he_
points out the neighboring villas of
the other film celebrities. This is the
are

stuff

that the fans will enjoy

seeing

on vour screen.

J
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Decision for Trustee
Court Awards Insurance Funds Paid
Fire
After
Willat
Studio
Central Union Trust Co.

International Appeal

Monday

(Continued from Page 8)

been returned to the American producing companies if their production
departments had been properly advised before the picture was made.

Tuesday
Associated Exhibitors sales force reorganized.
Industry's leaders predict better times.

Two
B.

believe that a foreign representative, thoroughly conversant with cen-

two different ways
tic markets and one
in

—one for domesfor foreign.

As a case in point, a bright young
American film distributor in Hungary
bought The Four Horsemen, for his
The Board of Censors reterritory.
fused to even review th^picture as
they had heard that it was more or
less allied propaganda and bitterly opposed to Germany and the other CenIt is true that
tral European powers.
he had bought the film for little

money on account

million

war

of

feet

films

available

for

producers.

&

K. and Famous contract to be adjusted
Sept.

to

I

sorship conditions abroad should be a
member of the staf? of every large
producing company. These men could
pass on the scenario, point out the
objectionable characters or sequences
and, in most instances, a way could
easily be advised whereby the characters could be changed and the sequences altered or, if need be, shot

In the suit

25.

Wednesday
day of subway strike shows practically
no infiuence on Broadway theaters.
First-run situation and protection tangle beFirst

Cleveland.

ing adjusted at

New York
flagrant

Board

Film
cases

of

Trade

unearths

"bicycling."

of

Alexander Carr brings $160,000 suit against
Jean F. Devillard.
First National signs George Fitzmaurice on
two-year contract.
Arbitrators settling Abramson-Chadwick tangle fail to reach decision.
Universal with Hastings Theater Corp. is
sponsoring Nebraska circuit.
Merle Johnson picture offers new angle in
production, with faces invisible.

Thursday
Saxe plans seven new houses in Wisconsin.
Double bills discussed by Cleveland M. P.
E.xhibitors'

Assoc.

French Chamber of
import duty on positives.
Fox gives dinner for F. W. Murnau.
Dwight C. Leeper acquires half-interest in

Proposal made

in

increase

to

ties

Depu-

Rayart.

Subway

of this fact.

strike

now hurting Broadway

brought by the Willat

Central
the
against
Union Trust Co. as trustee of a $100,000 mortgage given by the Willat
Studios & Laboratories Inc., covering
its property at Fort Lee, N. J., as security for a bond issue. Supreme
Court Justice O'Malley has decided
that the trust company is entitled to
the fire insurance money payable as
the result of the destruction of the
studio on Feb. 7, 1925.
The plaintiff
first
sued three insurance companies which admitted that the money
was due but asserted that claim was
made to it by the trust company.
The money was accordingly paid into
court to await a decision as to whether the Willat Films or the trust
company was entitled to the money.
Justice O'Malley decides that as a
result of the default on the Willat
bonds on April 1, 1925 after which
foreclosure proceedings were brought
against the property, the trust company has a first lien on this money
and is entitled to possession.
For
that reason judgment is given for
the trust company.

Corp.

I'ilms

IndciJeiidence Day.

to

THERE'S

really nothing the matterj
with Ben Turpin's eyes.
He
sighted a most comely young lady in
the Santa Barbara hospital not so
long ago and now she's Mrs. Turpin.

Jack Holt,

Jr., has set out to show\
his Dad as an actor.
The five,
year old is appearing with his pa-\
terrml ancestor in "Forlorn River.",

up

Mack Swain had
in
is

to decline a role

"The Yankee Clipper" because he
a bad seaman and given to mal-de^

mer.

Richard

Barthelmess

will

next

make "The Patent Leather Kid,"

aC'

cording to coast advices. It is reported W. L. Douglas or the Walk"
Over interests are behind it.

\

Here's
Joe,
it

tip for Joe Plunkett. Listen,,,
from an advance look at the stills
perfectly apparent you'd better
!

is

I

have the Strand cooling plant in
good working order when you
Valentino's "Son of the Sheik."

darnjj

playl
'!

atten-

Owners

of moist brows and wilted}
might be interested to know\\
that a few hundred players are skat-]
(Continued from Page 1)
dum is against blind booking.
The total footage on the alley in the ing on ice {artificial) at the M.-G.-M.\
some additional scenes. He made the
They're doing'
P'rench father a Hungarian, showed
block runs 820 ft., making it neces- studios on the coast.
Friday
him as a boy leaving his Hungarian Northwest free shows practice being abetted sary to have the consent of the own- it for scenes in "The Red Mill,"},
home bound for South America. In
ers or lessees of 615 ft. to the diver- Marion Davies Cosmopolitan picture.
by exhibitors and exchanges.
the battle scenes he cut the picture Adolph Zukor and Richard A. Rowland sion, about 500 ft. of which has been
prophesy greater prosperity.
so that the French guns were doing War Department to exchange war films with obtained.
Canadian House Goes
destructhe shelling which caused the
The H. R. Ennis Realty and Inother nations.
Vv'iiiiiipeg, Man.
The Rialto is DC
of Phoedance.

Facing a loss, he took a local cameraman and a few actors and shot

Albany report says Republicans favor repeal
of N. Y. State Censorship Law.
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assoc, referen-

Oppose Fox Theater

tion of one of their own villages. And
in
the big scene where the father
cries out against the Germans he
changed the title to one in which he
decried the horrors of war in general.
After much persuasion the prejudiced
censor board saw the film and passed
it unanimously, saying that they could
find nothing in it which would detract from the glory of Germany or

President

Isenberg resigns as head

vestment Co. is conducting negotiations in assemblng the property needed for the site and in securing the

ing dismantled to make way for a
commticial building and restaurant.
It
is
one of the oldest theaters in

consent of the necessary three-fourths
of the property owners.
The Pantages and Twelfth St. Theaters are

Western Canada.

her

allies.

cost a few hundred dollars to
shoot the extra scenes but the far
seeing distributor made a great many
thousands in return, the picture being one of the biggest money getters
It

—

in

his territory.

As long

as foreign sales so often
represent the difference between financial success or failure for American
productions.
American
prodticcrs
would do well in making their pictures
for international instead of national

German company.

bus.

Yale University Press to resmne production
of "Chronicles of America."
Universal reported to have closed for half
interest
in
the Homstead Theaters Co.,
Cleveland.

Film Service Corp., New York booking combine, soon to close deal with P. D. C.

Saturday
product between Film
Service Corp. and Keith houses, giving
former one-third of first runs and latter
D.

C.

to

divide

two-thirds.

property owners in Kansas City
may balk $2,500,000 Fox theater project.
Rickards and Nace and "U" make deal
whereby latter acquires half interest in

Action

of

.'\rizona chain.
Street car walkout fails to affect business in
Indianapolis.
Finkelstein and Ruben acquire interest in
American Amuse. Co., wiping out com-

petition.
M. P. T.

O.

may

A.

eliminate double
dard contract.
C-'entral

take court action

program clause

Union Trust

Co.,

Taxes Close Polish Houses

Warsaw — Effective

this

week,

all

theaters in Poland will remain closed until the exceedingly
high taxes are lowered.
picture

Mclntyre Quits Paramount
Albany, N. Y. J. H. Mclntyre, for
four years with Famous in New England and Albany, has resigned as

—

in

to
stan-

awarded insurance

funds paid after Willat .Studio

consumption.

fire.

Strand Amuse. Co. to Build
The Strand Amusement Co., headed by Charles Green,
Ben Schneider and S. Taylor, has
completed plans for a new $100,(100
theater, the contracts for which have
been awarded to the Norman ConLaurel, Miss.

struction Co.

—

of the

I

'

in the block.

Indianapolis

"PUBLIC SERVICE^^

Normal

(Continued from Page
the falling off in

1)

patronage
during past few days to the strike,
but on the whole business is good
considering the extremely hot weather.
The neighborhood houses seem
little affected.
The street railways

tributes

company claim
service

is

80

per

90

to

Far places, or films only.

cent

Russian Film Banned
The Russian film, "Potemkin," has been banned by the
Berlin

Adventure speakers from

being maintained.

—

German Board

of

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C

Censors.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

It will scat 1,000.

Buckley Transfers Garry to Albany
Albany, N. Y.— The Clinton Square
is
now under management of John
Garry, of Schenectady, where he
Van Lier Returns Home
Charles van Lier, of the Hague, managed Buckley's Empire.
The
Holland, returns home today (Sat- Cliiiton Square is in the Buckley
urday) aboard the S. S. Ryndam.
chain.

manager

two now located

—

service.

for

P.

the

collars

"1001 FILMS"

exchange here.

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50

f>er

year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

m

For Greater Movie Season
For that matter, for every season,
insist

on pictures that are printed on

Eastman Positive Film

— the

film

that carries the quality of the negative through to the screen.
It

up

takes but a

— look

in

moment

to check

the film margin for

the black-lettered identification,

"Eastman" and "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

«M

N. Y.

•:v

cAdapied Piom an on^inal

stoiry

by £rnesi Pascal -with

.-#

BEN LYON and
MAY

UW

UN

o/rccMivPREDNEWMEYER
Produced under the supervisionol

EARL HUDSON

A IM national fidi
^i

"7

v"'^

>

IK

/

y>

./

i

\'

•HP^v
<««
c«?
f.'lll

Ihe

year's real

newest

hit

on

comedy

First NationaFs

novelty! Thel
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Change

Protection

in Berlin
and Huebsch No Longer

Frietsche

[he industry fails to realize
ramifications of the free
Aside from a
practice.

w

sense
which
iuld guarantee the buyer (the
business

id

idibitor) a fair

measure

of pro-

from the seller (the ex:'nge), other reasons present
;,:ion

imselves.
;'he

fire

hazard at free shows

In the Northwest, the
rn merchant is the sponsor.
knows nothing about protec-

To him,

(1.

free

leased visitors

shows mean
to his town

the possibility that they will

1

jnd

money.
The Danger

the industry, there are some
watch closely what transpires
in.
In this classification fall fire
associations.
protective
Munce
hy have much to do with the fixing
;ites.
It is not difficult to imagine
i<,-eaction if, through lack of knowlsome of these free Northwest
li;,
Kvs result in a heavy loss of life.
1

i

industry may not generally realtit, but here
is a situation which
mean an ultimate added expendiU of millions a year.

|h

lij

Minnesota's Strategy
Minnesota, an ef¥ort has been
Some
to meet this problem.
ths ago a law aimed at free
;'vs
was enacted. Each performe

their

posts

London

Renter,

The

fluctuation in his condition
is naturally causing much concern.
The situation continues
to be serious.

for

understood the move presages
the formation of First National's own
exchanges in Germany.
E. Bruce
Johnson, the company's foreign man-

New York

left

number

a

Dr. Jess'e Heiman, personal
physician for Laemmle, told
Universal Service in London on
Saturday that he believed his
patient will pull through.
He
did not attempt to discount the
fact that Laemmle was dangerously ill and described the ailment as "surgical shock and
complications."

of

(Continued on Paye 8)

America-Germany
Cooperation Between 'rtiese Two
Countries 'Will Prove Beneficial
to Both, States

Rosabelle Laemmle informed
Universal on Saturday that her
father had definitely taken a
turn toward recovery.

Douglas Miller

— The

following, by Douglas Miller, commercial attache to the
American Embassy in Berlin, apin "The Film Kurier":
"The events of the last few years have
made it increasingly evident that a high degree of cooperation between the German and
American film industries will prove of bene-

(Continued on Page 6)

British Films

Editorials appearing in "The London Times" and "The Daily Mail"
based on the reciprocity plan and
cabled to "The New York Times"
criticize

British

Madan,

J.

producers most se-

verely.

"The London Times"

editorial fol-

lows:
"Not only our

industry, hut the American
industry as well, has fears and apprehensions
which the present proposals do nothing to
remove.
These American misgivings arise.

meant a $5 license fee. A bond
(Continued on Page 8)
ndemnity for any damages was
her requirement.
The fire marwas at liberty to set any amount
ond he desired. Thus, if 500 perIt is useless for foreign film proviewed the show, he might set a
ducers to compete with the American
i:e .of $7,500 on each
life and then
Knecht, French
each of the 500 insured by bond, studios. Dr. Marcel
publicist, told a group of producers
several Minnesota towns free
Colony Restaurant, where he
are demoralizing regular thea- at the
guest of Jules Mastbaum.
the
was
r lusiness.
The law is not being
of "Le
r..-ced to the limit.
That it should Dr. Knecht, who is secretary
in Paris, and a member of
Matin,"
iirried out to the letter cannot be
the Legion of Honor, is in the
t:drastically urged.

1

Competition Useless

'

il'

I

-

(Continued on Page 2)

For Mr. Hays' Attention
Thompson

Theater

Producer, to
Program for Natives

J.

portant
leaves

weeks

Make

Madan, managing director of
Theaters, Ltd., the most im-

J.

Madan

theater operators in India,
for the Coast in about two
to study American production

New

In addition to activities as
the Madan interests likewise produce for native consumption.
Madan will send lighting equipment to India in order to improve his
studio facilities at Calcutta.
A numIjer of pictures have been made by
him in recent years, but it is now his
intention to make 24 a year.
The
impetus to home production has
come about, in part at least, through
the fact that several of the Madan
exhibitors,

(Continued on Page

in

2)

Cruze Renews Contract
Los .Angeles
James Cra/c
signed a

More Deals On
Film Service Corp. Negotiating v*rith
Two Other Distributors for
Product
The Film Service Corp., the booking combination which at present
controls about 125 theaters and over
300 days in New York, is reported
to be negotiating with First National
and Warner Bros. As noted, P. D.
C. will become a party to the plan.
Messrs. Rinseler and Greb are representing the Film Service Corp. in
the deliberations with distributors.

new

contract with

lius

Famous

whereby they

will have his services
This
for several
years to come.
sets at rest persistent reports that he
would become affiliated with United

Artists.

A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
King Comedy continues to reign
supreme. "It's the Old Army Game"
offered

the

big

laughs

of

the

past

week and due to the new cooling system in operation at the Strand the
audience was able to enjoy the exerwithout any discomfort. W. C.
Fields, with his trick nmstache stuck
out on the edge of his nose, makes
merry in a right jolly fashion and the
picture, in reality just a collection of
good gags, seemed to prove thorough(Continued on Page 6)
cise

Enters Shorts Field
Mrs. Wallace Reid Prod, will establish a short subject unit and produce a series of 12 two-reelers for
contract has been signRed Seal.

A

by Max Fleischer and Cliff
Broughton, business manager for the
Western organization, who is returning to the Coast from New York.
ed

(Coyttinued on

Page

8)

Foreign Films for Broadway
foreign-made pictures will
soon be shown on Broadway. "The

Two

G.

Income Increases

B.

Vfass.— G. B. i hc:iters
Corp. reports gross income for first
five months of year at $566,167 and niet
earnings available for interest and
taxes of $116,303, compared with
gross of $509,377 and net of $75,239
Earnings
in same period of 1925.
are at a rate of $1.50 a share on 110,The
000 shares no par common.
.Springfield,

Waltz Dream," Ufa production being distributed by M.-G.-M., follows
was
Hamilton Thompson, who
"Nell company owns
Hays has developed an efficient with Fox for 10 years, has become "La Boheme" into the Capitol.
pic- two other.s.
National
nervation department. It concerns general manager of Service for Au- Gwyn," British First
comes
Famous,
by
handled
being
ture
written several
haz-

task like this falls within the
'ince of the Hays organization.
>

Prominent

Owner and

-

peared

Rap

J.

methods.

It is

ager,

24 in India

—

i'

li

Film

several years.

Berlin

'iitside

held

Tlie

London, Sunday Carl Laemmle shows an improvement.

management eliminates
Messrs. Frietsche and Huebsch as
the company's managing directors in

Ij-reat.

[

Editor,

—

Both

Price 5 Cents

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

By

—

First National

Berlin.

1926

Laemmle Improving

Agents Company
Plans Own Exchanges
Berlin
An important change in

NatTs

1st

12,

Post

ten theaters and leases

I

with the reduQtion of fire
He has
thors, Inc.
Here's one which needs atten- books, including "The River Road,"
) and needs it quickly.
which was picturized.
'le problem may be confined to
t Northwest
operation,
in actual
Gibson in "Cheyenne Days"
rllieless, its effect might easily be
Los Angeles— Hoot Gibson's next
')i-wide.
Universal will be "Cheyenne
for
Days," to be filmed at Cheyenne.

>''

c

fc

I

1

KANN

into the

Rivoli Saturday.

"Rough Riders"

—

Starts Aug.

15

Esther Ralston, Frank

Hollywood
West Coast Managers Meet
Hollywood— About 122 Southern Hopper, Noah Beery and George
for "The
West Coast Theater managers at- Bancroft have been cast
Riders," which Victor FlemRough
convention
annual
third
the
tended
at

the

Ambassador Saturday.

ing starts Aug. 15 for Paramount.
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(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

produced solely
were later sold
Mato Italy and the Balkan States.
dau will therefore endeavor to key
future pictures for release outside of
his native country as well.
Following his return to the Coast,
Madan will leave for London where
he will remain for several months.
He left Calcutta in February and will
not return there until next February.
His trip is in reality a survey of the
industry throughout the world, since
he will have visited all producing
The
countries before he finishes.
Madan interests distribute in India
through their own organization. Product is being secured on the present
trip.

India

has

a population of about
Despite this, there are

than 300 theaters, Madan states.
Spectacles hold the greatest appeal
for Indian audiences, he added, and
for that reason "The Thief of Bagdad" was a pronounced hit, despite
the fact that to Eastern eyes many
incongruities in Mohammedan custom appeared.
less

Financial

1)

United States to bring about at|
cord between American and Fh

liictures which were
for Indian exhibition,

350,000,000.

19,i

Competition Usele

24 in India
^f^^ALLTHE HEWS

^f NEWSPAPER
b/'FILMDOM

12,

This

—

Astor

producers.

Week

Knecht

American nif
most important me^
disseminating true American thoi
throughout the world. French
ducers, he said, had no desir*

Big Parailc"

-'"i'he

——
"'La Boheine"
Colony- -'"Bigger Tlian Barnnm's"
Criterion — "Mare Nostrum"
Embassy —-"Ben Hur"
T^oew's New York — Today —^"Say
—
Capitol

"The

Tuesday

Last

Alarm"

coinpete
It

——-"Ella

"Man

and

Cinders"

— "Call"Volcano"
the Klondike" and
Finish"
—
Saturday "Born
the West"
Mark Strand — "Men
Steel"
— "Variety"
Rialto
Rivoli — "Man Trap"
Warners — "The Two-Gun Man"
Thursday

Friday
to

Again"

Saddle"

in the

Wednesday

of

'Fight

a

to
of

Brooklyn Mark
Game''

Strand— "The

Old

Army

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
—
Broadway "Up
Mabel's Room"
Cameo — Repertoire Week
Capitol — Undetermined
Colony — Undetermined
Criterion — "Mare Nostrum"

Astor

in

—

Embassy "Ben Hur"
Mark Strand— "Men of
Rialto

— "Variety"

called

pictures the

Broadway ".Silence"
Cameo Repertoire Week

films,

with

the

better

Amet

and he declared no other

tion should.
He then pointed
the advantages of a French j
friendly to American films, and
gested the accord as a means of
complishing the end.
He said
theater had lost its grip on the
pie since the World War, and
motion picture now is the 1
amusement device. He invited
Americans to come to France

brothers

and not competitors.

O'Malley to Free Lance
Angeles Pat O'Malley
completed his year's contract
Universal and will now free-lai

—

Los

Steel"

Pafh6come(Si;

Rivoli— "Nell Gwyn"
Warners "The Passionate Quest"
Brooklyn Mark iStrand- "The Wise Guy"

—

Four Units for Lumas
Suit Over "Checbahcos"
Los Angeles Four units will be
Selling pressure, which gripped the market
working
simultaneously
this
on
week
An
attachment for $2,500 has been
relaxed
Saturday
under
the
night,
Friday
product for Lumas.
"Money to granted in the Supreme Court against
leadership of rail issues, but there seemed
Most of Burn," "The Block Signal," "King the Alaska Moving Picture
to be no enthusiasm for trading.
Corp. in
the trading was due to evening up activities.
He
Despite the irregularity of the market, of the Pack" and "The Winning Wal- a suit by Benjamin F. Ingram.
The lop" with William Fairbanks are the sued on an assigned claim of Lewis
Loew's, Inc.. stock was in demand.
stock climbed lYz points in a turnover of productions.
H. Moomaw, and asserted that in
6,700.
1922 a contract was made between
Moomaw and the defendant by which
Condolences to Mrs. Bullock
he was engaged to make "ChechahQuotations
Cleveland The Cleveland M. P.
High Low Close Sales Exhibitors Assn., has adopted a reso- cos" for which he was to have 24
per cent of the stock of the defendant
"Mighty like a Moos
*Am. Seat. Vtc.
hVa
lution extending the condolences of
Am. Seat. Pfd.
38
200
corporation, $500 a month while he
38^ 38
*Balaban & Katz
72% .... the organization to the widow of Sam was making the film, and the ex- This is a 'Cornerblock' cut fumii
'Eastman Kodak
Bullock.
11354
penses of himself and wife.
The FREE for all Pathecomedies at j
Famous Players
11554 114% 115
1,800
Fam. Play. Rts.
4
100
attachment was granted because the Exchange.
Universal Buys Story
*Fam. Play. Pfd.
UO'A
amount sued for is alleged to be ad*Film Inspect. ..
6%
Angeles Universal has pur- mitted by the defendant to be owing
Los
First National Pfd. 103% 103% 103%
100
Fox Film "A"
74-4
n% 74^ 2,100 chased "The Wrong Mr. Wright," to Moomaw, and also because the
QUALITY PRINTS
Fox Theaters "A" 25?4 25% 25%
300 by George Broadhurst.
Jean Hcr- defendant is a foreign corporation
Titles and Negative Developinj
"Intern'l Project.
11%
sholt will be. featured.
with its office at Anchorage, Alaska.
Loew's, Inc
39
38
6,766
39!4
Release Printing

—

CHARLEY
CHASE

—

.

.

.

m m

.

.

—

.

.

Metro-Gold. Pfd.
P. Cap. Corp.
'Pathe Exch. "A"

23/2

23 '/2

M.

Paramount B'way
*Roxv Common
Roxy Units

Wa,

.

26 '4

•Skouras Bros.
**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans Lux Screen
•Uni. Art. The. Ct.
"Universal Pict

Lois Wilson Assigned
After working in "The Great Gatsby," Lois Wilson wjll play a lead
in "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," for

5

24-/,

.50%
66'A

.

*

100

55%
97%

t

Univer. Pict. Pfd.
*Warner Bros.
"Warner Pict. ....
Warner Pict. "A"

23-4
20

kVi

8

8%

Famous.
1,500

31

97
45 54
14!/«

14'/«

9'A
i4'A

100

Bond Market

Closing Changes Managers

—

Pe.i rboro, Out.
With the closing
of the Capitol for the Summer, J. l),
Fletcher, manager, will relieve Fred
Lennaii at the Brock, Brockville.
Ho /ill later run the Strand and then
th_> \„apitol, at Kingston, for E. O.
."^muher!:, after which he will return
to the Capitol in September.

Mc

Corso Fox Art Director
Original for Meighan
Corso, for the past two years
Paul Dickey and Emmet Crozier
with Famous, has joined Fox as art have written an original story, as
director.
He was with Fox before yet untitled, for Thomas Meighan.
going to Famous.
Crozier was formerly publicity representative for the Meighan unit.
Edeson to Do Camerawork
Production starts July 26.
Arthur Edeson will photograph
Starts "Mysterious Island"
"Flven Stephen," to be directed by
Hollywood Maurice Tourneur has
Production starts
Alfred Santell.
July 19. Al Lena will assist Santell. started "The Mysterious Island" for
M.-G.-M. with Sally O'Neil. Lionel
Karl
Dane,
Barrymore,
Warner
Durand to Fox
Oland and Jacqueline Gadsden.
Danny Durand, veteran "props"
and assistant director, who has been
with Famous, has joined Fox and

Sam

*' Philadelphia Market

Summer

—

U.

S.

—

will

be with the Allan

Dwan

unit.

Dent Selecting Cameramen
Buys at Winthrop, Minn.
Winthrop, Minn. Dr. E. J. Pirsch
James Dent is now selecting the
has purchased the Rex from E. J. cameramen who will be used on proRekow. His brother, H. A. Pirsch, ductions at the Fox .Studio. None
will be brought from the Coast.
will manage.

—

A MILLION FEET OF
EVERYTHING

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE FILM LIBRARY
220 W. 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone

Wisconsin

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades

Ini
J.

367&
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FOR SALE

100

Last prices quoted

t

Gargas Begins Northwest Chain
Seattle
The first of a proposed
chain of theaters in the Northwest
for S. R. Gargas will be built here
at 15th Ave., and East Pine St.. at
and expenditure of $150,000.

O \

Six reel melodrama.
Excelleni
Will consider outright M

cast.

state rights.

MORRIS ABRAMS
987 8th Ave.

New York C

John D.Tippett Jn

Raw Stock
Negative and Positiv
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

New York City

Hollywood, C
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1926

Ne^wark's
Leading
Ne^wspaper
Recognizes

i

''Men Of The Night" the

in

showmanship principles that will be
embodied in every Sterling Production
"Cleverness
tion

and

in story-telling,

skill in

imagina-

directing a photoplay

and admirable characterizations by
the principal players
ance of

it

are

on view at

so

Lociv

engazed in the perform-

combined in

Men

State 'Theatre,

s

of the Night,

as

to

make

"

that

production one of the more pathetic

and

interesting oj

shown

here

]\4en

the filmed creations recently

oJ the Night' at Loew's State Theatre

is

out of the

ordinary.

— Ne^^ark
July

Evening Ne^vs
6,

1926

Sterling and Banner Productions
Distributed Independently throughout the World
by

CORP.
STERLING PICTURES DISTRIBUTING
York City
16SO Broadway

HENRY GINSBERG,

President

1

New

GEORGE

E.

KANN,

Vice-President

I
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Kood entertainment. It isn't the
the easiest thing in the world to make
a picture consistently amusing without sonic definite plot basis but director Edward Sutherland certainly
handled this one very well. The funniest sequence is the back porch business where Fields tries to sleep in a

hammock and Mickey Bennett

he doesn't.
it that
The old
corner drug store, with Fields the
congenial jiroprietor, is another fine
sequence.
Paramount really isn't
making the best possible use of Fields
hut it is admittedly difficult to get
the right kind of comedy for him.
Louise Brooks is a real eye full when
sees to

comes to looks.
Hal Roach's "The Devil Horse"
was the novelty offering of the week.
Rex. famed as "The King of Wild
it

Horses," does some more great work
in the picture which is the type of
offering that should hold a wide appeal for both junior and adult business.
Boys especially will thrill at
the manoeuvers of Rex and his part
in the saving of the fort during the
Iidian attack.
Some genuinely fine
western atmosphere in this picture
too.

Fox

will soon release a novel com"Fig Leaves." Howard Hawks
directed
and his decidedly clever
h? lulling of the prologue sequence
with Adam and Eve in the garden of

edy

F^dcn will surely

make

a decided hit.
a beautiful Eve.
You'll probably see her much more
often in the future. George O'Brien
is a first rate Adam.

Borden

is

Vera Reynolds

P. D. C.'s "Sun
nysidc Up" contributed a delightful
pe:.'timance as a girl wl'.o made the
grade from chorus to star "on her
own." She has a radiant smile that
must surely win her plenty of adin

mirers.

The ever popular western continues
Hoot Gibson plays the

in its stride.

boob again in "The Man
dle" and Ken Maynard,
tional's

new cowboy

star,

in the

Sad-

First

Na-

is

appear-

"Senor Daredevil."
Mighty
good looker, Maynard, and how he
can ride. Sports a wonderful horse,
ing

in

Plenty

too.

the

"It's the

cowboy

,'\1

of

competition

among

stars.

Hoxie, a brother of Jack Hoxic,

made

his dcl)ut in the first of a series
of westerns.
It is "Riding Romance,"

Strand
(Wedc Ending July

AMERICAN — *

*
This is W. C. Fields'
starring picture, and he's the whole picture.
Were he an old hand at the movie
business he couldn't have more completely
Since there
centered activities about himself.
is nothine to the film but Mr. Fields, no one
can possibly object. * * *
» * W.
C. Fields is
funny.
That is, he can he funny if he is
But somehow this picgiven half a chance.
ture doesn't seem to bring out his best. * * *
* *
W. C.
Fields heroes through this film describ'id as
the epic of a small town druggist, and repeatall
the gags he executed in the Ziegteld
Fol'ies.
Those who didn't see the Folli''S will
probably enjoy it, but for those Vvho did.
material from a last year's revue is as 1c;id
as yesterday's newspaper. *
* "It's ihe Oid
Army Game" is rather too reminiscent of the
Fields of the Follies and the camera robs
It seetrrs
this Fields of some of his effect.
that Paramount would have been kinder both
to Mr. Fields and to his followers tn have
sliown him in more original material, otlrimg
more chance for connected charact.»ii/,;.tims.

DAILY NEWS—*

—

slapsticks are

much

in

favor.

JOURNAL—*

EVENING

EVENING WIORLD—

»

*

«

GRAPHIC—*

*

Perhaps Fields intended
record of past performances of hehindthe-footlights successes to
If so. future genhand down to posterity.
erations may get a laught at the aged comedy situations, for 'tis said that every twenty
» * *
years things are new aeain

make

to

*

celluloid

a

velopment of
apply

POST —

Some

*

*

*

of

undoubtedly

is

it

funny, and out where the "Follies." even last
year's mean nothing whatever, the picture
will probably cause considerable excitement
In New York it is
and much laughter.

warmed-over and

SUN —

*

*

*

*
stale.
It involves

much horseplay

and slapstick, which rests rather insecurely
on two sketches in which the star appeared
in last year's Follies and some disconnected
observations on the Florida real estate boom.
*

*

*

TELEGRAM —

*

*
There is nothing disor outstanding about his (W. C.
His gags are stale, and his
work.
Yet here he
technique far from individual.
is. starring his way through his third picture,
*

tinctive

Fields)

sorry

as

sagged

its

*

son.

a

comedy as has
way through Broadway this seapiece

a-'leged

of

*

TIMES—*

*

*

featuring

W.

Fields,

C.

not be a masterpiece of fun, but at any
it
is
a subiect that will create plenty
Mr. Fields is busy throughof amusement.
out this production largely in episodes borrowed frotrr his stage skits. * * *
* *
There are in "It's the

may

1)

of

the

principles

have emerged as sound.
"I believe it is coming to be ackowledged that the German and American film
industries need each other.
In the American
industry our leading companies have recently
become increasingly aware of the fact that if
we are to have an international motion picture market we must draw upon the wliole
world for ideas. There is much that we can
learn from Europe and particularly from
Germany. In a similar way there is no doubt
that

American films in Gerstimulation to the local industry.
super-productions which have

that the presence of

many

a

is

Many American
been shown

market have undoubtedly
a large influence upon the whole
in this

exercised
tone of German pictures.
It is not too much
to say that every poor film, no matter where
produced, tends to weaken the hold of motion
pictures upon the public whereas every first
class film adds new patrons to the theaters.
In a very real sense the fortunes of each
motion picture enterprise are linked with
those of all the rest"

.'\rmy Game" almost entire revamps of
Mr. Fields' once uproarious experience in attempting to sleep on his back porch despite
the din of the ice man, the yelping baby

Old

with

h.atnmer. the
*
•

sledge

the

peddler

fruit

and the hurdy-gurdy.

"Nell

m

TI

*

*

*

On

the

you

She will
do well to see "Nelly."
convince you that the screen is growing up.
Ten nay, even five years ago it would have
been necessary to make her more sinned

would

—

than sinning.

against

DAILY JOtJRNAL— *

*

*

"Nell

Gwyn"

one of the very finest pictures of the year.
That it is not the finest is the only pity
* * *
it comes so near being truly great.
is

EVENING POST—*

*

*

In

its

tightness,

distinction.
"Nell
Gwyn"
cleverness
and
a
stands out among screen plays.
It is
comedy dram'a with an appeal to the intellieence. and that is indeed a rarity that should
not lie Tiassed heedlessly bv.

HERALD—*

*

The

*

production

England and merits

in

special

To interview players out on th
Coast 7iotvadays ti is necessary t
make a roimd of the beach clubf

None

as the first really well done English film
exhibited.
Without Gish and some other
good players it might be dull and "historical."
»

»

»

TRIBUNE—*
throughout, and
heart could wish
support.

*

*

*

*

Miss
she
had

in

*

the

way

of them stay around the stu
any longer than necessary.

dios

Charles Ogle felt "the call of thi
sawdust" as the circus folk say anc
just had to come back to the films
To prove that he's as chipper as eve
he

playing with "Red" Grange

is

inent of English producers and rent"The
ers,
has been made public.
Times," in its financial columns discusses the companys standing as fol-

lows:
this year liave been sufficient to
preliminary expenses ;
to
finally
some provision for the item 'no dison note issue'
to initiate a reserve

"Profits
write off

count
fund of

;

£10.000

(as

against

issued

capital

ordinary shares £25,000 and short-term
notes £ 145,000)
and to leave available for
distribution a sum which will permit of a
dividend of 50 per cent., less tax.
This is
exactly
double last year's dividend, and,
even after making allowance for what conservatives would call the speculative nature
of
the business,
represents a very good
yield on the shares."
of

;

One Henry Johnson broke doivi
and confessed the other day that i
was he who saved Corinne GriffitI
and her mother from a runaway
horse. It happened when Corinne iva
but a child in Il^aco, Texas, and ti

unknown am

Park West

Central

was given

;

rare treat one evening recently. Paul
Scardon took friend wife, Betty
Blythe, out for a bit of a stroll along
the parkside.

—

Film Row
afternoon

ivas deserted Saturdai

Buyers and

last.

that usually do business

Seventh

729

Avenue,

m

seller,

front O]
trans ferret

their activities to Long Beach am.
the Rockaways ,ivith several con
tracts reported closed.

Bannon to Assist Hines
Bannon will be Charley

Joseph

Hines' assistant

the

in

direction

ol

"The Knickerbocker Kid," starring
Johnny Hines.
Production starts
about July 20.
George Peters will

Gainsborough to Make 8
do the camerawork.
Gainsborough
has
an
arnbitious program for 1926. It will
Ruth Dwyer Opposite Walsh
include from eight to ten pictures,
Ruth Dwyer is playing the lead opthree of which, "The Lodger," "The posite George Walsh in "A Man ol
Triumph of the Rat," and "The Si- Quality." being directed by Wesley
lent Warrior," are now under way.
Ruggles. William Wilkerson is proGraham Cutts' production, "The duction manager.

London

—

the Rat,"

is

a sequel to

New

German
Berlin

many

April Imports Total $62,000

— Films

imported into Ger-

April amounted to 250,000
marks, or about $62,000, while exports total 2.104,000 marks, or $500,000.
During the first three months
of this year, films valued at $330,000
were brought into the country, the
exports for the same period being
valued at $2,500,000.
in

To Produce and

is

too.

tliis

Acts For Stanley Houses

acts

opening on the Stanley Circuit
.Stanley. Philadelphia, EnocV

week are:

Band; Aldine, Wilming
Helena Marsh, vocalist Earle. Washing
Welch Choir; Strand. New York, Hap
Strand, Brook
piness Boys, radio singers
Light's

Collegiate

ton,
ton,

;

;

lyn.

Silvertown

ark,

Ponce

Orcl^estra

.Speclit

;

Branford, New
& Stedman.

and Dorsay

Sisters

Specht For
Paul

Picture
returned

has

Houses
New

to

Yorki

engagement at the Empres!;
Rooms, London. With his orchestra he will'
tour picture houses imder the auspices oil
Arthur Spizzi.
following

Distribute

his

Rehearsing

— National

Films has made
an agreement with the French firm,
Mappcmonde Film Co. for joint distribution.
It is expected these two
Berlin

great
organizations will shortly enter into
everything the
mutual production arrangement,
of direction and 'a
Gi.sh

i

,

make

ii

"The Halfback."

—

London The Financial statement
Gaumont Trust, controlling the
Gaumont Co.. Ltd., one of the prom-

was
notice

collaboratini

is

on a deep, deep drama. The cc
authors are his three children an.
they put on a little plav every nigh
after dinner of their own making
story,
a
dialogue and costuming
Youth must be served.

New
wliole.

WARNER

B.

*-•

Oriental, Chicago

A.MERICAN —

-BARRV

By

unsung.

Gaumont Trust

of the

Triumph of
"The Rat."

Gwyn"

Paramount

That's That!

date the hero has been

Discusses

rate

WORLD—*

And

industry

American counterpart and

its

Germany some

in

Mr.

picture which was a compilation
In other
Field's stage sketches of the past.
words, "It's the Old Follies Galrre." the
only one missing being the golf one. * * *
of

American

has
passed through several periods of adjustment
in the last decade.
At the present time it is
organized on a firm business basis, its affairs
are guided by conservative business men,
shares of
picture
companies are
leading
bought and sold in large quantities in the
New York market, the most important of
our banks are participating in the industry.
"During the years vyhen this state of
affairs was gradually coming into being American motion picture companies experimented
along a great many lines and built up a
large amount of valuable information and experience.
It is greatly to the advantage of
the German film industry to study the de-

HERALD TRIBUNE-

ma'de

Chinese Producers Fast Workers
Shanghai
The leading Chinese
producers finish a simple melodrama
in three days.
There are about 84
home producing units. American

10)

first

released through the state rights
market by Anchor Films. With good
stories Al should make his mark.
N'ita Kaldi, who once enjoyed a
streak of popularity, but who appears
to have lost considerable of it, appears in "The Unfair Sex." along
with Hope Hampton and Holbrook
niinn.
Blinn, famed as "The Bad
Man." should find a place in pictures
but it is probably difficult to cast
him correctly. He doesn't fit at all
in
this.
Blinn isn't the only one.
There are a lot of capable players
available if only the proper material
could be found for them.

Old Army Game"
Paramount

The

both.

to

fit

in

Olive

1925

12,

America-Germany

W

couch

Monday, July

a

Ballet

Act

rehearsing his ballet

Martin Ferrari

is

picture theater

tour.

foi

Having Vacations
Frank Cambria

is

in

Detroit

on

a

vaca

tion.

Louis K. Sidney of the Loew
annual leave of absence.

his

office

is

or

i

—

^

L_
ionday, July

12,

DAILY
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Exploit- O- Grams

"Phantom"

the

insert

roto

herald,

prepared by Universal, as a special

supplement to the Sunday edition on
Brief outlines of practical exploitaThe paper was
the opening day.
on stunts. They give all necessary
permitted to sell a portion of the
exhibitor
the
needs
to
ifvrmation
They have made blank space on the back of the roto
them over.
tit
They will make to a jewelry firm. Eleven thousand
loney for others.
you.
This
daily list of were purchased by the theater and
iutiey for
E.cploit-0-Grams" is intended as were inserted in the entire city circuready reference for the busy show- lation, thus assuring an announceFile them away. Here is an ment in practically every home in
Uan.
P. H. Hoppen, Majestic The•at-your-elbow" service of publicity town.
ieas when you run these pictures. ater, Pueblo. Colo.

THERE'S

A

LITTLE

\

—

\end

your

in

"Exploit-0-Grams,"

md

help the other fellows
elping you.

who

"Skinner's Dress Suit"
(Universal)

are

"Beverly of Graustark"
(M.-G.-M.)
Three days in advance of play date
Ised a "Beverly Bobbed Hair Like-

Secured a huge suit box, 4 by 8ft.,
which rode about town on a truck.
On the box was lettered "Skinner's
Dress Suit." When the box was not

The returns on this
icss" contest.
lontest brought in only three photo[raphs, but it secured a lot of news|.aper space which caused a lot of
lomnient around town.
And this

the town it was used
In addition, 1,000 herthe lobby.
alds were inserted in the Sunday
Best
papers. Theodore P. Davis,
in

—

,

.

he eyes of passersby.
Over the enrance was a huge banner announcng: "Big Sale!
Real bargains in
aughs and giggles. Only one seat
o each customer, but there's 1,000
laughs with each seat."
A tailor's
•lummy wearing a dress suit and a
ligh hat carried out the sale idea in
in attached card which read: "Watch

our

or
.oon-

>canlon,
on.

bargain

special

— Cohens

sale

"Tramp. Tramp, Tramp"
(First National)

with

Tie-up

\

Were

and Kellys."— John

J.

Alhambra Theater, Torring-

Conn.

Motion Picture

Theater, Parsons, Kans.

—

Universal
Worked out a clever shadow-box,
tising heads of Cohen and Kelly cut
•rom the 1-sheet. These heads peer,d out of two adjoining windows in
brick tenement house.
The heads
vere connected to a motor geared
ery slow with each head wagging in
different direction.
These caught

IN ALL

ballyhooing

yord-of-mouth advertising brought
Harry
ig
business.
Lowenstein,
jvdelphos Theater, Ardmore, Okla.

"The Cohens and Kellys"

Film Daily

"Hand Harry

a

newspaper

on

a

Laugh"

contest. The
amateur humorists liked the idea and
sent in their suggestions, which the
newspaper played up. Also a double
truck cooperative page contest, with
a misspelled word in every ad, the
extra letters forming the name of the
This aroused a
star and the picture.
lot
of reader interest.
P. Heavey
Liberty Theater, Terre Haute, Ind.
a

PUBLICATIONS

—

BUT ONLY

"The Untamed Lady"
(Paramoimt)

window stunt
store window entirely
painted with the exception of a small
circle in the center, which remained
transparent. Above this was printed:
"Take a peep at 'The Untamed
Lady'."
The peep-hole revealed a
large painting of Gloria Swanson.Carolina Theater, Greenville, S. C.
Used

"peep-hole"

a

by having

a

The

Film Daily
IS

"Irene"
(First National)
Tied up with the local ice cream
manufacturer.
Five thousand cards
llustrated with a drawing of Colleen
VIoore and reading "Altoona salutes
Irene,' the world's greatest fashion
^how with Colleen Moore, Strand
rheater," were printed.
The lower
)art

name

carried the

of

Caums, the

Plans Two on Coast
Charles C. Burr will make two pictures on the Coast, following "The
Knickerbocker Kid." They will star
Burr's Spring and
Johnny Hines.

Summer

pictures will be made in
Formerly,
as heretofore.
Burr produced in Florida during the

the

East,

I

—

Todd

to

Assist

La Cava

David Todd

who

Cava,

"So's

in

tion

will assist
will direct

Gregory La

W.

C.

Your Old Man."

starts

next

week.

Fields

Produc-

Tom

J.

Geraghty did the adaptation.
cipals

include

Charles

PrinRogers, Jos-

Drake and "Kittens" Reich-

ephine

"The Midnight Flyer"

Film Daily

Winter months.

ce cream manufacturer.
They were
listributed with ice cream bricks the

veek preceding the showing.
Also
window card carrying the same
opy was placed with 125 merchants
ind on practically all of the soda
ountains in the city.
Strand Theaer, Altoona, Pa.

ALL

ert.

(F. B. O.)

Great Northern Railroad had made
represent a railroad engine.
Phe theater got permission to use this
loat and ran it through the streets of
Duluth with big "Midnight Flyer"
igns plastered over it.
Distributed
float to

leralds in the form of railroad tickets
irevious to run.
Gus Carlson, Zelda
rheater, Duluth.

—

"The Phantom

of the Opera"
(Universal)

Persuaded the

local

newspaper

to

New Going to Hollywood
Horace New, for the past six
months First National's studio purchasing agent, is en route to Hollywood, where he will remain.
Finish July 19

Work

on "The Great Gatsby" is
scheduled to be completed by July
19.
It is being directed by Herbert
Brenon, with Warner Baxter playing the

title role.

[APOLOGIES TO MURAD]

:

THE
Monday, July

Jg^^TPS^ DAILV
D^
Rap

Enters Shorts Field

British Films
Incorporations

(Continued from Pane 1)
not from tlu- faltering dread that Britisli
lilnis,
if
introduced into the United States,
may prove to be dangerous ernipetitors with
tlie American prduct, hut
from the opposite
lielief

batl

Britisli
tihn^ are
that
generally so
that
American exhibiting houses will

money by showing them.
"The reluctance to accept

lose
is,

short,

in

not

national

British

prejudice

films

but

work.
"Of this, the present proposals give no
kind of guarantee
on the contrary, they
jiuglii
iiave tne aisastrous result of giving
of

•

encouragement to British organizations which
have failed through their own incompetence
and were better allowed to die. Our industry has decayed because so great a part of
it
has fallen into the hands of the wrong
men.
Regarded froliT a commercial point
they are men of straw
they look
quick profits and have neither
the
will
TKjr
the
capital
to
make those
improvements and experiments which, thou,gh
tliey involve a present sacrifice, bring their
reward in accummulating repute.
"Regarded from a critical point of view,
they are, as their words bear witness, men
W'ithout taste or culture, content to imitate
the wnrst that comes from America, incapable of original thought themselves and
view,

always

engage

.Studio,

industrial

in

William
Reginald Denny, Nate Watt.
Incorporators,

productions.
.Seiter,

by The Daily Mail in an
that screens throughout the British Empire
are dominated by American films, wliich. it
is
alleged, are doing incalculable harm to
British prestige.
The newspaper urges that
as trade follows the films it is vital that
England should use screens throughout the
editorial

declaring

Service, Inc., Los
C. W. Jones, Alex Hallnian,

A.

Dover, Del.
ton;
of

— Art

Cinema Corp., Wilniing
Address, Corp. Trust Co,

He

"In supporting these suggestions.. The
Daily Mail says
" 'Tlie cinema' today is almost wholly an
:

the United States.
By means
of her world wide film victory, America, with
a population of 12(1.000,000, is formidably
challenging the prestige and the prosperity
of the British Enii)ire with its huge populaBritisli ideals and ideas
tion of -450.000,000.
are being obscured throughout the dominions
and at home.
American ideas which the
cinema disseminates are by no me;ms the
best and instil the gross materialism of ^n
inferior type of American, instead
of the
high morality upon which British institutions and ideas are founded.
" 'The lack of British films puts us in the
position of falling in spite of our vast industrial resources to advertise the
Empire
and British goods through the enormous
hoardings of the world's cinema screens.
The whole world is surfeited with an exclusive diet of American pictures.
It is the
British
opportunity.
Instead of suffering
of

we must make

Changes

films.'

in Berlin

(Continued from Page

weeks ago with
He also proposed
tlie

1)

this idea in mind.
to produce to meet

"kontingent" system.

W.

Nellie

Los

Harding,

Incorporators,

— Screen

Library

—

Del.
Western Motion Pictures,
Alliance. Neb., capital $500,000.
Address F. L. Mettler, W^ilmington. Del.

Dover,

Trenton, N.

—Amusement

J.

Not An Evil Influence
London ^"My own experience does

Service,

.\ngeles.
Incorporators, Brooks B.
S. C. Arthur, John E. Biby.

Co.,

.Specials, Inc..
to conduct

—

not lead me to' think there are maiiy
crimes "induced by what is seen in
films," declares W. Clark-Hall, wellknown Metropolitan magistrate, in
his l)ook, "In the Children's Courts."

North Bergen, capital $125,000;
amusement enterprises.

Del.

— Karsas

Theater Corp., WilAddress,
Corp.

capital
$5,000.
Co. of Awerica.

—

Albany, N. Y.
Mevins Amusement Corp.,
Manhattan, motion pictures.
Incorporators,

Weltman,

M. Eisenberg,

J.

B. Zelenko.

—

Albany, N. Y. Bedford Amusement Corp.,
Manhattan, motion pictures.
Incorporators,

Weltman,

M. Eisenberg,

J.

New House
New Blaine
The
Okla.—
Henryetta,
Henryetta to Have

Albany, N. Y.— Edwards Theater. Easthampton.
Incorporators, L. A. and L. R.
Edwards, C. Korn.

A.

York on

Frank, Jess Rasor, John E. Frank.

Sacramento, Cal.
Inc.,

Comedian. Inc.,

theaters.

Johnson returns to New
the Majestic Wednesday.

B.

Zelenko.

—

Albany, N. Y.
Spanish American Amuse.
Manhattan.
Incorporators, W.
O.
Lindsay, W. M. Gorham, M. Fernandez.

is

nearing completion.

It

will

have
Presented by

1,000 seats.

Louis Territory

Birch 'J'rcc,
']"lu'
Birth 'I'rtthas been dismantled atul eqiiii)nient
sold.

The Regent, at Dongola, has also
been dismantled and the equipment
stored until after the summer, when
a new house will be outfitted.
The Silex. at Silex, Mo., is now
owned by Joe Schorle.
The Mecc^. Greenville, Ky., is operating one day a week.

G.

Theater for Hinton, Okla.
Hinton. Okla.— A new house, to be
the Hinton, is being erected

Albany, N. Y.

— Blackstone

Prod., Manhat-

Albany, N. Y.

— Florence

Incorpora-

Nightingale Film

Prod., Manhattan. Incorporators, C.
G. Darrell. L. E. Diffender.

Forres-

ter,,

Albany, N. Y.— St. Johns Buffalo Corp.,
motion pictures.
Capital $10,000. Incorpora-

M. Bleendes,

tors,

S.

Lefstein,

R.

Epstein.

Thrilling

Golden State Dedicates Another
San Francisco, Cal.—The Irving
theater, owned by the Golden State
Theater and Realty Corp., has opened.

by

ELlZABETl'

DEJEANS

—

Dover, Del. Piedmont Theaters and Realty
Wilmington. Capital $3,000,000.
Address, Corp. Trust Co. of Am.

—

N. Y.
Lawrence Theater Corp.,
-Manhattan, motion pictures. Incorporators,
L. jlehl, F. Hoffman, A. Schimel.
Albany.

SAVA FILMS

INC.

Directed by

Has the Answer
To Your Short Reel Problem
IF YOU DOUBT IT ASK
HAROLD RODNER, N. Y.
FIRST GRAPHIC EX., Buffalo
LIBERTY FILM CORP., Phila.
ASTOR PROD., INC., Boston

ITOMTERRI

AMERICAN BOOKING

ALYCE

CORP.,

MILLS

AVAILABLE

SECURITY PICT. CORP., Cleveland
S. & S. FILM SUPPLY, Pitts.
ST. LOUIS FILM EX., St. Louis

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

for

Publicity, advertising and
exploitation.
Production,
distribution and theaters.
Twelve years at it and well
known. Organize or join

department.

Ready Aug-

ust 1. Four years with one
of the largest companies.

Address Box 315
c/o Film Daily
1650 B'way. N. Y. C.

GASTON
GLASS
JANE
JENNINGS

INC.
N. Y. C.

You Are

If

Market

in the

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
MONEY
CONSULT IIS-ANU SAVE
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

ROMANCl

QfaMimOh

DOLLARS

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department

no West

32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6564

j

GLENN
HUNTER

Detroit

Corp..

the

Best-Seller

Corp.,

tan, theaters, capital $100,000.
tors, A. Jame, S. Gelb.

BACHMAP
From

cslled
nere.

"

—
Mo.

in St.

— Franks

Sacramento, Cal.

read.

"He 3eclares the Government is in a position to give practical help in the sphere
points out that an
of Empire films.
Elrrpire marketing board has now the first
half of a million pounds to spend in advertising the Empire's goods and he suggests
that half of this fund should be voted to the
encouraging of Empire films.

Change

&*-^

Los Angeles, operate

.\.

for

Cinematograph Productions.

America.

Trust.

be exploited with
impunity by our competitors."
"He proceeds to give figures showing how
American films angered the screens in Australia,
New Zealand and Canada and he
adds, in India and other parts of the EmAmerican
pire the sam-e tale could be told.
pictures
are everywhere misrepresenting in
many instances British ideals and perverting
the minds of the natives who see but cannot

Incorporators,

but

Reid, as recently published,

—

$42,500,000.

more

to

Wallace Reid
by Bob Tansey
Pictures
with Buddy Messinger and Eddie
(iordon were not for Mrs. Wallace
for Mrs.

Lou Cohan.

Hasbrouck, C. J. Anderson, F. T. Robinson.
A. R. Robinson.

Dover,
mington,

colonics

Theater Ticket

productions.

directed

City Park Amusement Co..
Incorporators, St. C.
$25,000.

Columbus, O.
Barnesville,

dominions as industrial propaganda, and it
approves the suggestion of Sir Robert Donald that the Goverimrent should take vigorSir
ous action and give practical help.
Robert in an article in The Daily Mail says
"We have allowed the Dominions and the
helpless

—
Equity
Angeles.

Sacramento, Cal.

;

It
is
resentful of criticisiii from others.
better that British films should remain at
home than that British ideas should seem to
be represented abroad by such ambassadors."
"We must make films" is the slogan used

defeat,

Test

feature

orgairzation's

Not

—-Standard
to

Pictures,

incorporaC. Hamilton.

Harry Coleman, Joseph
Margaret R. Hamilton.

for

appendage

Motion

produce.

tors,

Sacramento, Cal.
Inc.. Los Angeles,

Production will start at Hollywood
The short subabout a month.
ject unit will be in addition to the
ill

—-Bear
to

'm

(ContiiTueS from Paije 1)

their

;

of

•Sacramento, Cal
Los Angeles,

Inc.',

a

commercial judgment.
Our hope of establishing the foreign
market tiepends. therefore, upon
our own producers' reversal of
that judgment by an improvement in the
quality

12,

'

Preferred

.

Pictures

'

Sole Foreign Diitributors:

IHTER-OCEAfi FILM CORP.

'^-
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Earnings Increase
WLen of Steel' ' FoxMonths'
Report Shows Gain

MIGHTY

powerful produckicks
several
with

tion,

i

Six

How

23.7%—$7,212,262

Its

Total for Period

"Men of An increase of $1,465,494 or 23.7%
to a nicety.
awaited, in gross revenues from United States
long
been
has
lel"
and Canada for the six months' perijusticomoleted
picture
the
od ending June 26, last, is shown by
a

is

story of

a

men and

The Romance of Business
Anybody who is at all skeptical

of

the

Laemmle Shows Slight Gain
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
{Editor,

The Film

—

Renter,

London)

combination of dramatic action
London Carl Laemmle is still
His physician relinst
a frame-work such as this holding his own.
ported
yesterday
he
showed a slight
remove his doubts upon viewing
improvement.

hibitor.

The

screen

the

unfolds.

The

)portions

Loew Books First National
First National has closed a contract with the Loew circuit for the
showing of the "Banner Group" in
all
the Greater New York Loew

sabotage results in the water
k toppling of?, you see something,
steel, houses.
oled water meets molten
pranks
the
erything gives way to
It thrills,
these two elements.
lien

rhen

again

a

half-wit

mind seared by
nipulates

rd

the

his

a fancied

overhead

destruction

ipple lifts a

engineer,

of

wrong,

crane
life.

to-

His

caldron of molten steel

OSS the length of the blast furnaces.
lumbers as it goes, spilling the
r

liquid in its path.

It

approaches

and Victor McLaglen,
pped in a huge vat. Another optor, warned of the danger, pred-

Iton

Sills

6.

his

Twist In Free Shows

One

—

Laws

Out In Michigan

.

{Continued on Page 6)

The Mills Impress
Jkt

Russian Films Coming

giants of industry that
the steel mills are aweAmerican audiences will soon have
ne.
Men move like putiy beings an opportunity to view the first Rusongst gigantic derricks. This cysian pictures ever brought to this
pean thing which man has decountry.
pped out of his brain almost enLeon Zamkovoy, American reprethis
Ifs him.
You are made to feel
sentative of the Sovkino, is now nethe mill episodes.
gotiating distribution arrangements
Hudson,
Dick
Earl
Rowland,
{Continued on Page 6)
orge Archainbaud and all conned in its making deserve a full
Mayo in Two Reelers
asure of credit for what they have
Frank Mayo has ben signed by
tie.
"Men of Steel" impresses.
Plaza Prod, to star in a series of 12

y

the

are,

KANN

two

reel

comedies.

J.

definite

word

is

available here on how exhibitors in
the path of the disastrous navy arsenal explosion fared.
Among the houses included in the
area are the Baker and Playhouse
here. Roth Bros., houses in Morris-

town, Sydney Samuelson's house in
Newtown and other smaller theaters.
The Baker is operated by R. F.
("Pete") Woodhull, former president
of the M. P. T. O. A. He told
FILM DAILY yesterday that on Saturday night when the word of the
disaster had reached Dover, there
was a goodly audience at his theater.
He announced to the house that, be-

THE

{Continued on Page

2)

Hearing Deferred to July 20
Federal Trade Commission
hearing on the Famous case, scheduled for yesterday, was postponed until
July 20. Deferment was made at the

—

Warner Deal

—

Dover, N.

—
— No

Nebraska Towns to Charge Admis- request of the defendant, for the convenience of some of its witnesses.
sions in Order to Prevent Dis-

continuance of Service
Several Nebraska
Minneapolis
Publixtowns, chiefly Liberty, are arranging
Theater Circuit Signs for Showing of to charge admissions for shows
sponsored by business men in order
26 Productions in 11 of Their
cancellation of service
Southern Houses
to prevent
Publix has signed a booking con- from exchanges. This latest wrinkle
tract with Warner Bros, whereby all hits regular exhibitors in a new manof the 26 "Warner Winners" for ner, where free shows before existed,
{Continued on Page 6)
1926-27 will be shown in the Southern houses of the circuit.
Warners have also booked the same
Victory
26 pictures for showing in the Mark
Regardless of the
Minneapolis
Strand theaters in Albany and Troy.
state law which seeks to curb the
free show practice by imposing restrictions extremely severe financially

Will Respect

in Jersey Explosion Zone Woodhull Dismisses Audience

The

crane into the other,
of Vernon
ey crash again and again until by
Los Angeles Will H. Hays issued and otherwise, the village
Vernon Center has
ce of impacts, the steel is spent a statement yesterday in which he Center protests.
hundred and
the floor of the mill. Again. Still outlined his organization's policy as a population of several
Minneapolis
of
southwest
located
is
it
on vengeance, the demented regards disrespect for various laws,
;nger climbs through complicated especially the prohibition legislation. in Blue Earth County.
The village thinks it is entitled to
amazing steel structure, he
i
His statement follows:
{Continued on Page 6)
"Make certain that into no title there be
iches a live wire, his body drops
allowed to enter any word, phrase, clause or
I a plummet into a caldron of molsentence that directly or indirectly encourore.
Wallops everyone.
There
ages the slightest disregard for law.
ates

No Word from Houses

statute ap-

pic-

has a punch that reaches wallop
climaxes,
several
at

e

text of the

pears on page

1

at

free
pic-

"itinerant moving
ture exhibitions." As such, the
state fire marshal has been authorized to make precautionary
measures for pubUc safety extremely severe. The provisions
are so all-embracing, in fact,
that they have definitely discouraged business men in small
towns from staging free shows.
The punch of the law exists in
the bond of indemnity which
the fire marshal can impose on
this type of non-theatrical ex-

Fox statement

for

describes

shows as

just issued. Receipts
corresponding period last
iwn with one of America's year were $5,746,768, against $7,212,supplying a 262 this year.
industries
sic
Gross revenues for the five and
background four-week periods noted, are tabulatstirring
)ving,
:h as no studio ever has or ed below, together with a comparison
{Continued on Page 2)
zr can duplicate.
it.

which

statute

t

riere

Minnesota Meets
Free Show Problem

In Minnesota, there exists a

,nted

\

Price 5 Cents

Theater Fate Moot

of

$1,465,494 or

1926

13,

—Due

to the efforts of a
joint committee of three members
each of the Film Board of Trade and
the M. P. T. O. of Michigan, the
non-theatrical and free show situation

Detroit

now well in hand.
matter of fact such showings

Oppose Gov't Aid
Trade Can Abolish Blind
Booking Without Outside Help,

British

British Editor Maintains

London

—The

blind booking pracBritish exhibitors voted

which

tice

against

last

numbers

much

week

in

over^-helming

being

discussed with
interest by British trade papers.
is

E. W. Fredman, editor of "The
Film Renter," is of the opinion that
blind
booking can be eliminated

without recourse to the Government
for assistance.
"Almost everjone in
{Continued on Page

2)

Grainger Confers on Coast
James R. Grainger
is here for conferences with Winfield
R. Sheehan and Sol M. Wurtzel on
production and also relative to the

Los Angeles

plans for the

—

Fox

theater to be built

here.

W. &

F. in Production Deal
details are unobtainable at present, it has been
learned that C. M. Woolf, of W. & F.,
is negotiating for the production of a
series of features.

London

— .\lthough

in this territory is

Jules De Mara Resigns
Paris Jules De Mara has resigned
have been practically eliminated.
H. M. Richev, president of the as president of the Chambre SyndiMichigan M. P. t. O., in commenting cale Francaise de la Cinematographie.
He is succeeded by Louis Aubert.
on the situation said:

As

a

been possible through the cothe exchanges who have been
working hand in hand with this organizacomtion to combat this brand of unfair
{Continued on Page 6)

—

"This has

operation

of

"Ben Hur" in Cleveland
"Ben Hur" opens
Ohio on Labor Day.
Cleveland

—

at the

—

.

fj^^

DAILY

(Continued from Page

ALLTHETIME
the

sjjsigjisr^

industry

J
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Price 5 Cents

::::::

OHN W. ALIGDATE

Publisher

is

a

1)

that

blind

most undesir-

method

of doing business," he
"and has become such a menace that it must be tackled and swept
away, once and for all. True there

able

fel.

agreed

is

booking of films
states,

are

some

exhibitors

who

Tuesday, July

Theater Fate Moot

Oppose Gov't Aid
ALL THE NEWS

are in favor

Publislied daily except Saturday

1

13,

192

iHHiaBHM:
Somlyo Going
Coast |
Elmer Somlyo, who
to

for the pgii
four and a half years has been in ti''
distributing business in Europe, leav
for the Coast tomorrow where he e
was then terminated, the audience pects to supervise production fro
the foreign standpoint for one of i
dismissed while Woodhull paid back
He
several hundreds of dollars in admis- Coast producing companies.
sions.
Woodhull, like many others also bringing to this country Fra
here, is active in rescue work.
His ciska Gale and Giles Kubber, t\
(Continued from Page 1)
ause so many of their neighbors faced a period of sorrow, he would discontinue his performance. The show

and holidays of continuing to do business along
at 1650
Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film these lines, but it must be apparent theater was partially converted to
Folks, Inc.
today, that the trade has got beyond special purposes of the relief workJ. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don- this very hap hazard method of book- ers.
ald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manaeer; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen- ing, and if it is to still further proIn
York none of the extative.
Entered as second-class matter May gress, it must work along sensible
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
lines, and throw overboard a system changes dealing with theaters in the
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. which
not only ensures the screen- Jersey explosion disaster territory
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
ing of a lot of really undesirable pic- had heard from their customers nor
"f Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, tures, but definitely retards the show- had any word reached the local Film
^15. 00.
Subscribers should remit with order. ing of films which require
almost Board of Trade.
Address all communications to THE FILM
conscientiousDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. immediate release.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad- ly believe that the interests of this
dress:
Filniday,
New York.
Hollywood, industry would be best served by an
(Continued from Page 1)
Calitornia
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and VVash- entire abolition of blind booking, for with the corresponding 1925 periods.
it
must
be to the interest of every The decline in
inglcn 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
the rate of gain durThe Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborjugh St., exhibitor to see the goods, and to
ing the third period is attributable to
Lon<^on, W. I., Paris
La Cinematographie know that the films
have
been
made, the occurrence of Lent.
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
before he places his signature to a
Period
contract.
1926
Increase
Having said that the ob$412,340 33.7%
vious duty of the exhibitor is to 5 wks to Jan. 30 .$1,633,564
4 wks to Feb. 27
1,022,633
204,521 24.9%
vote for abolition on his voting 4 wks to Mar. 27 1,061,356
137,172 13.7%

European

players.

Pafli^comedy

1

New

We

Fox Earnings

—

Increase

—
—

.

.

Financial
Under

the

stress

of

wholesale

calling

of

paper, it must be remembered the
question of Government legislation is
an entirely different matter, and one
that needs every serious considera-

loans, the market reacted during the afternoon session yesterday, but was kept from a
serious setback by a contraction in volume

tion.

of trading.

the trade goes to the Government for legislation it is the beginning of shackles round the industry which will never end.
It is
literally asking for trouble, and any

A

turnover

Inc.,

and a

shares of Loew's,
Pathe Exchange "A" of

13,400

of

rise

in

iOn the whole,
IVi featured the film issues,
film stocks fared well for the day.

Eastman Kodak

345^
38'A

35

385^

im

Project.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp

.

"A"

*Roxy Common

200
3,000

900
13,400
100

97J4

97-5^

97 SA

2,300

5614
24"^

567/8

700

26'4

56^

...

6'/i

5

.

*

1,300

23^

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen
8
8)4
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
100
Universal Pictures
Univer. Pict. Pfd
Warner Bros
Pict
Pict.

39
23 -/^

1,500

395^
23}4

*Skouras Bros

Warner
Warner

1,100
1,700

20

tParamount B'way
Pathe Exch.
Roxy Units

39

"A"

lA'A

14J^

507^
66 '4

500
100

8

100
31

97
45!^
y/4
14/2

The abolition of blind-bookcan and should be, achieved without dreaming of asking the Government

400

May

to
1 .
1,374,163
to May 29
1,075,745
to Jiuie 26. 1,044,800
.

.

274,503 24.9%
196,440 22.2%
240,517 30.0%

Total, 26 wks. $7,212,262 $1,465,494

23.7%

Join as Individuals
Cleveland Theater owners here
are joining the "Greater Movie Season" campaign as individuals and not
as members of the M. P. Exhibitors
Assoc, the organization as a body
not having endorsed the plan. However, most of the first run houses are

—

back of it, the downtown theaters
have joined and many surburban as
well.

dreary record can be found
any country where the Govern-

in

Bachmann Moving

"No one believes that British production will revive immediately blindbooking is abolished, but it is essential
that blind-booking shall go in order
it

may have even

a chance

of
for

and no other argument
policy behind the referendum

revival,

question

is

really necessary."

\

A Hold-Over On

BROADWAY
A

Knockout

EVERYWHERE
THE HEAVY PARADE
Played a second week extended engage*
meotat WARINER'S THEATRE, New York
— and no wonder — It*s one of the

FAT MEN

Produced by Joe Rock
Cinema Corporation

Standard

At

ALL F.B.O. BRANCHES
BRVANT 3740-3744

Reuben

S^v>iuEi:.s,Iwrc,

MALE WANTED

Film salesman to solicit theatres for new motion picture

I540 BROADWAY

lobby display advertising sersalary and commission;

vice;
state

experience.

Box M-311
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

NewYork
Insurance Experts to the Theatricji
and Motion Picture Industry
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500 to 7200 sq.
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- Columbus
Rush Service
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I
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,

*
,

for

our

entire

Have

the

Cream

of

the

Short Reel Market for 1926-'27
Get in Line

SAVA FILMS
7747

^aHfllll

produa

BECAUSE

We

100% SPRINKLER 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR
126-132 West 46th St., Between Broadvk'ay and Sixth Ave.

9240

York

LIBERTY FILM CORP., Phila.
ASTOR PROD., Boston
FIRST GRAPHIC, Buffalo
AMERICAN BOOKING, Detroit
SECURITY PICT., Cleve.
S. & S. FILM SUPPLY, Pitts.
ST. LOUIS FILM EX. St. I^uis

ft.

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES
IN THE HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED IN ONE

ART TITLES

SUPPOSE

HAROLD RODNER, New

WITH

LABORATORY
55th St.

WHY DO YOU

FILM OFFICES

Fox Here

Motion Picture Film

Special

Exchange.

#..».i«.i«.i>i.»i.>ii«.i»..»*.#..»w»'.»..»..»..«*»..»..»..»..«..».»);

BUCHHEISTER
W.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnisht
for all Pathecomedies at yoi

—

Richard C. Fox, who operates the
R. C. Fox exchanges in Buffalo and
Albany, is in the city.

24.S

is

2-Ree] Comedies

Bond Market
R. C.

This

FREE

to Coast

ment takes a hand in controlling the
J. G. Bachmann will make all of
amusements; and to ask, therefore, his future Preferred productions on
for Government legislation in our the Coast.
There are 11 in the curtrade is simply saying to the Gov- rent series.
ernment that the British exhibitor
is
not able to conduct his business
Dickson Buys Three Houses
in the way that it should be done,
Gladbrook, la. C. W. Dickson has
and asking it to come in and run it purchased theaters at Villard, Evansfor him."
ville and Parkers Prairie.
Bruce Allan, editor of "Kinematograph Weekly," states:

the

Last Prices Quoted

interfere.

to

4

wks
wks
wks

"A very

that

*" Philadelphia Market
t

to this con-

ing,

500

113
115

Players ..11SJ4 US
Fam. Play. Pfd
12014
P'am. Play. Rts. ..
3^
3M 3%
*Film Inspect
6%
First Nat'l Pfd.
103
1025^
103
Fox Film "A" ... 74J4 73^ 7454
Fox Theaters "A" 2SJi 25^ 25-5i

Famous

*Intern'l

Sales

727/«

..lUJ^ 113

come

clusion.

High Low Close
35J4
39

If

sane observer must

Quotations
Am. Seat. Vtc. ...
Am. Seat. Pfd. ...
Balaban & Katz

make any mistake about

"Don't
that.

5

4

"Mighty like a Moose)

1540

jj

iJ:

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

j

|

|

i

i

—
In millions of hontea
the daily serial insiallmeni
paves the tvay lor the picture

AN
AUDIENCE
OF MANY
MILLIONS
IS

WAITING

for n/l'G'M^s Serialiied /attractions!
NEVER before
A FEW of THEM:
HAS any company
ALTARS OF DESIRE
BEEN able to offer you
{starrtng

ADVANCE

advertising

wide.

THE TAXI DANCER

TO compare with M-G-M's
NATIONALLY serialized hits.

YOU

Running

daily in Chicago Americarx, Baltimore
Begins soon in many
'News, Detroit Times.
additional papers from coast to coast.

THE CALLAHANS AND
THE MURPHYS

couldn't buy the space

IT'S worth a fortune
yet in newspapers everywhere
national magazines
M-G-M pictures are running

AND
AND
AS

serial stories

THE public being sold
ON the stories and they'll watch
FOR the pictures.
OF

TO

OF many

FROM

POLLY PREFERRED
(starring Marion Davies)
serialized in Hearst newspapers from
coast to coast by Cosmopolitan Productions.

To be

Serial in Cosmopolitan Magazine, to be published as novel.

be serialized in Hearst nationwide newspapers by Cosmopolitan Productions.

THE FLAMING FOREST
Serial in Cosmopolitan Magazine.
as novel.

Published

THE RED MILL

the value

(starring

To be run

Marion Davies)
Hearst newspapers by

as serial in

Cosmopolitan Productions.

it

paves the

way

MARY OF VASSAR
(starring Marion Davies)
Will appear as a Hearst newspaper serial
sponsored by Cosmopolitan Productions.

your box-office.

SERIALIZATION

Praise of James Carabine."
Saturday Evening Post serial.

To

serialization.

IVI-G-M knows that

BLARNEY
Adapted from "In

CAPTAIN SALVATION

is

know

Serial in Cosmopolitan Magazine.

THE UNDERSTANDING HEART

FOLLOWED by millions of readers.

SHOWMEN

Mae Murray)

Serialized over many weeks in The Americarx
Weekly, circulation 10,000,000 copies nation-

is

just

one

practical box-office aids

FREE SOULS

you get

(srarring

To be

Norma

Shearer)

serialized in the Hearst newspapers.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

—

'

STRAND
BUSTS TOWN
N.Y.

WIDE OPEN WITH
"MEN
Kills

Hot Weather

Bogie -Has Biggest
Rush of Year
Bigger Than Big
Winter Business
Crowds so Great
Forced to Stop

Ticket Sales
Beaches and Summer Resorts Go
Begging as Crowds

Rush

to Strand.

national
FicturM

4.

^ ^

^o^fitJ*-.1^

TO
QpSS'SO

''

'^

TlOD*^"^

7.. ^^^
««> 0^

^^""

'^*'

'I

lSLL^^

M

You g*et /^ direct
right at the
height of the

summer season
-a^S seat show
inwhich you reap

every golden
dollar.

Here's a

real box office
record breaker!

RICHARD

A.

ROWLAND
•

•

•

•

pie$ent$

MILTOM
11 v^^'

«v

Milton

Sua

il'^lWj^OMm short
itor^
Unl^ed

smti Flavor

Directed

bif

GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD

te^* EARL HUDSON
fi^Firs^

NaHonai

Special

THE

-^S^

DAILY

No license shall be granted
poses.
except after examination by the state
A striuyciit control of ithicrant fire marshall or his authorized demoving picture exhibitions throii(/h puty or agent, provided, however, that

Law On

Free Shows

the state fire marshal's office is how the state fire marshal may issue a
Mi7niesota meets the free show situ- temporary license upon the verified
ation.
The text of the law follows: application herein provided for, which
shall be good until revoked for cause
For an act to amend Sections 5931 or until a permanent license is suband 5940, General Statutes 1923, Re- stituted therefor. There shall be depermanlating to regulation of motion pic- ducted from the fee for such
ent license a part thereof proportiontures.
Be it enacted by the Legisla- ate to the unexpired portion of the
ture of the State of Mjnnesota:
year for which the temporary license
Section 1. That
5940 v.as granted. Provided that all pubSection
(ieneral Statutes 1923 be and the lic exhibition of moving pictures in
same is hereby amended so as to read any place except a building shall be
subject to such rules, conditons and
as follows:
regulations in addition to those pro"5940.
On and after the first day vided
by law with reference to the
of September, 1917, it shall be unsafety of the public as the fire marshal
lawful for any person to operate a
maj^ deem necessary.
moving picture machine or to exhibit
Any person, firm or corporation
moving pictures in any building,
theatre or hall to which the public is giving such public exhibitions of movadmitted or in any other place of ing pictures in any place except a
public entertainment or amusement building shall be classified as itinerwithin this state unless the owner, ant moving picture exhibitions. No
siich person, firm or corporation shall
lessee, occupant or agent of said
give any such public moving picture
place has been licensed by the state
exhibition at any place except under
fire marshal to use such place for such
purpose.
The application shall be a permit from the fire marshal aumade and presented at least thirty thorizing such exhibition, and after
said person, firm or corporation has
days prior to the date when the limade and executed a bond of incense is desired to go into effect, to

demnity to the State of Minnesota in
the end that the fire marshal may
such sum as the fire marshall may
make the necessary investigation and approve,
conditioned to pay any and
inspection before the license issues.
all
liability
for
damages ensuing
The license fee shall be five dollars through
the negligence of such exfor the year and each application
hibition.
The fee for each permit
shall be accompanied by the license
shall be five dollars ($5.00).
fee.
Every license shall expire (one
year from the date of its issuance) on
the
first
day of September each
Will
year.
The State Fire Marshall upon

Respect

application

therefor shall furnish to
any person desiring a license an application blank upon w-hich the applicant shall state the full name and
address of the applicant or applicants
and it if be a corporation, the names
?nd addresses of the pi :ipal officers
thereof, whether such applicant be the
owner, lessee, occupant or agent of
the building for which a license is desired, the location and a full description of the property and the building
and the room within the building to
be used or proposed to be used for
the exhibition of moving pictures,
and such other information as n;av be
rerjuired to be contained therein by
the state fire marshal.
Every applic-tion shall be verified by the applicant for such license and such verified application shall be prima
facie
proof of the facts therein stated.
Vpnn receipt of such application,
the

state

fire

marshal

shall

make
deem

such investgation as he shall
necessary and shall grant a license
to such applicant unless it
appears to
him that the provisions of this act
are being violated or arc about to be
vir.I.ited.
The license thus granted
shall not be transferable to any
other
building, room or place than that

Laws

(Continued from Page 1)
iirielit be a tendency to make
lipfht of prohibition on the theory that it is a type
of
humor and mipht bring- the laugh which
sometimes follows, but any such statement of
the

subject

of

course, a belittlinR of the
it
is
the earnest purpose
to make certain that the
screen shall never be used in a manner which
promotes the slightest disrespect for any law
whatever that law may be.
"M.akc certain that into no picture there
be allowed to enter anv shot of drinking
scenes manufacture or sale of liquor or unfine effects of linuor which are not
a necessary part of the story or any essential element
*",<, ''""''''"P up of the plot; that is. there
'V
should be no picturization of liquor, its
manufacture, use or effect which can be
construed as beinp broufrht in unnecessarily
as a type or propasanda.
Tt is one thing,
of course, if the use of liquor in a
picture
IS a natural element, but
quite another thing
'"""K'lt
'"
unnecessarily
in
anyway
1 i'l.'*
which
can be construed as being for an ulterior purpose or which in any way
promotes
disrespect for law.
''The motion picture has a definite duty
stil]
more em-phasized at the present not of
.illowinc itself to be misused in any
situation.
Further it has the continuing duty of
positive support of law, order and
authoritv
and the great opportunity which is in pic
'"casures exactly their great respon
*"'.';?
s'/>»"tf

is,

and

'tself

of the Association

(Continued from Page 1)

there

now expected

is

to be a

new

form of competition.

(Continued from Page 1)
and with the advent of the ..^„
Standard Uniform Contract which specifics
that pictures contracted for must be shown
petition

are to

work

an independent company.
Mr. Witman, the
owner and manager, has been requested to coperate with the association and remove such
unfair competition, particularly inasmuch as

its

made before May
shows

free

through

inability

their

to secure service.

price of ten cei
in the buili_,
to date has refused to give us their coopet^ation.
That one is the Rex Film Exchange,

"Only one

rr.ay

Snell

Added

to

McLean

Staff

—

T.oc .Angeles
Earle Sncll has been
added to the staff of the Douglas
McLean tmit to assist Joseph Franklin

for

Poland

in

Famous.

prenaring the star's next

film

exchange

it
worked
owner who

to the detriment of the theater
is operating in
the same town.
refused, giving us the reason that he
needed the non-theatrical account.
"Such action on the part of an exchange
IS discouraging, to
say the least, and while
it is not
the intention of the association to

He
_

One Victory
(Continv'' from Page

1)

a special concession which would allow it to run outdoor shows without
complying with the law. The state
fire marshal has insisted and therefore free shows have been discontinued.

The

fire

payment

marshal's office demanded
and execu-

of a license fee

tion of an indemnity bond which
would protect audiences from damages.
Businessmen refused to pay
the license and bonding fee, so the
shows have been discontinued and

there

great

is

indignation

the

in

village.

how

Just

about

the

Mount

situation

is

Vernon feels
told by the

Mount Vernon News which states:
"The free movie Tuesday evening
be the last out of doors show.
For some time negotiations have
been going on between the state fire
marshal's office and those interested
in the movies.
The law says that
to continue the out of doors movies
a license costing $5 will have to be
taken out which will cover the season.
But that is not all.
It will
will

also be necessary to take out an
insurance policy that would cost $10
each and every night. This, the business men cannot aflford to do. It is
simply a move on the part of the
higher ups to take away the amusement from the small town. The law
looks to be unreasonable, and country people and businessmen in the
small towns are not well pleased
with it.
"It is hoped that it may be possible to arrange for the free shows
in the opera house.
This can be
done if the rental is not too high. As
we' understand it, no insurance will
be necessary for the indoor movie.
In case the free movie is continued
in the opera house two shows will be
run each Tuesday night to accommodate the crowds."

work a hardship on anyone, still, when legiti.
mate theater owners are being injured by
these free-showings, and the exchange in ques-

sought to relieve the situation, it is
unfortunate that their cooperation can not
be forthcoming.
"It is utterly impossible for a theater owner in a smaller community to use all of the
filrns made and
the best he can do is to
divide his business with those companies that
he has found to produce the type of pictures
his theater going patronage like.
Naturally,
with only three hundred and sixty-five days
in the year, he cannot use pictures from
every company, and theiefore such a fact
does not justify an exchange to set up an
altogether unfair competition to theater owners, possibly with an intent of forcing him
(theater owners) to buy in order to eliminate
this condition.
If you have this problem to
tion

contend with, write tliis office and we will
do our best to assist you toward an equitable solution."

Fleck to Casting Department
Fred Fleck, formerly assistant diretor at Famous, has been transferred to the casting department.
He
will
handle "atmosphere" and bit
players, while William Cohill will
continue in charge of principals

Managers
—

Russian Films Corning
(Continued from Page

of films produced
supervision of the Soviet

under

now

being

here

are:

rctitled

Russia.
Four
for distribution

Meet

this year.

Among
Dr.

C.

the speakers scheduled are
A. Prosser, director of the

Dunwoody
Finkelstein,

Ruben,

J.

Ha3fes and

Industrial Institute, H. D.
M. L. Finkelstein, Eddie
F. Cubberly, Theodore

Ben

Ferriss.
"•••••••«•"

MALE WANTED
Young man

to solicit film trade
for laboratory work on salary;
state experience.

I

Box M-310
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

1)

number
in

to

Minneapolis At the Curtis Hotel
today the semi-annual meeting of
the Northwest Theaters Circuit (Finkelstein and Ruben) managers will
get under way.
Mayor George E.
Leach will welcome the managers
and their families. The meeting has
been designated as "The Roundup"

t

ernment
in

minimum admission

contract for service which was
1 is non-cancellable.
In other instances, several towns
have been compelled to discontinue
ing

the

a

'

at a

for a

Cossacks for Philadelphia

192^

Fairfield has just launched free
Blue Springs is continuing
shows.
its Saturday night shows, maintain-

sibility.

The Cossacks, who

13,

Out In Michigan

Twist In Free Shows

_

M.-G.-M. picture at the Coast, have
been signed for the .'^esqui-Centennial
stated in the license.
The state fire at Philadelphia beginning Aug. 16,
marshal in his discretion and under possibly playing two
weeks.
Thov
such regulations and conditions as he were signed through
Wirth & Hamid.

prescribe therefor, may grant
a permit for the exhibition of niovmg pitures in an unlicensed building
and without a formal license therefor, for not more than seven
consecutive days such exhibitions are to
Ix given solely for religious,
benevolent,
educational or scientifirc piir-

Tuesday, July

Gov-

"Cruiser Potemkin," "Jewish Luck,"
"The Bear's Wedding" and "The Station Master."

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

i\

Attractions for

FOR RENT

Picture Theatres

Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

Standard 'Vaudeville

Seventh Ave.

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily

Acts
City

N. Y. C.

I

jl

Re^nald Penny

^

9rs

Big Money
now.
^ Climbing by leaps and bounds in the past year Reginald Denny
landed with a rush in the first three of sure-fire box-ofi5ce

stars.

^ But wait— "TAKE IT FROM ME,"first of the Reginald Denny
SUPER- SPECIALS, has just been* previewed by some of the
shrewdest buyers of pictures in this business. And here is
what they

"The

say:

ANY theatre
ANY star at ANY

biggest price paid by

ANYWHERE

for

time is that theatre's price for Denny now V'

cA William ci. Setter J^oduction

lake h From Me
-that

"TAKE

IT

FROM ME"

€1 for Reginald Denny in a
which

will

have

all

series of

is

only a worthy beginner

SUPER-PRODUCTIONS

that UniversaPs vast production strength

You know what Universal can do when it sets out
to make SPECIALS. The utmost in story material and production genius is being placed on the screen to make pictures
can give.

worthy of the "BIG

MONEY DENNY."

IT FROM ME" carries the
Broadway stamp. From the comedy
hit by Will B. Johnstone and W. R.

TAKE

—

Anderson, with a

cast including

Blanche

Mehatfey, Ben Hendricks, Jr., Lee
Moran, Oscar Beregi, Tom O'Brien and
others equally as strong at the box-office.

—

:

esday, July

1926

13,

Exploit- O- Grams

Presentations

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary

Gloria For U. A. Only
Not Make Productions
Any Other Company During
Term of Contract

Star Will

Rivoli

!

appropriate song, and then sprinkling the
after which they come to life and do

Is,

good

'eral

routines,

several

does

a specialty

the fiddle and dancing and

i.ying

picture.

itty

especially

The

velty.

The opening

finale

is

here,

makes a

another smash

_

a "wedding scene, with the
bridesmaids
Is divided off into best men,
flower girls.
jd
Just as the couple, in
dance, are married they have a
|ig and
;ap and a quick shift turns the scene into
fast dancing finale is
divorce court.
;d and the girls display real musical comstyle,
proving
that Wayburn
revue
and
\y
In
do in tabloid what he has done with
The
on big stages.
ch telling effect
is

A

2cialties

n

by Miss Goodwin, Miss Markey
and the dancing and singing

oriental)

As the act
over big.
)od Saturday it looked sure-fire, except for
little pruning.
After that is done, this
it
will undoubtedly be a box office winroad, especially with the Ned
r on the
ayburn label at the top.
A word m'ust be said about the music
d lyrics by Harold Orlob and Bennie

Mary Horan went

They

are distinctive and in keeping
The orchestrath the class of the unit.
ins are proof positive of the high merit of
voli
orchestra and the musicianship of
issel.

nston and his

Ray

"The Flaming Frontier"

of

(Universal)

Marie Conway, a beau-

girl's specialties.
red haired girl,
IjI

staff.

Foster Secures Material
Foster, cameraman, has

Gave

special preview to state
resulted in a good break
in the news columns of all the dailies.
The cominents of the officials were
used in the theater's ads and publicity.
The views of the officials
also employed in special announceParentdistributed
to
ments
Teachers Association, the Women's
a

officials.

It

Club, schools and other civic bodies
naturally interested in this historic
picture of Custer's Last Stand. Three
Indians, dressed in their native blankets, feathers and war paint, were used
as a ballyhoo on the main streets.
They carried neat signs reading:

"See

my

Eli

Whitney
when as

Collins as a "Westa matter of fact he
hails from Arkansas and therefore
should be classified as a Southerner

erner"

because if Arkansas isn't down South
then they don't make pictures in

Hollywood.

Ruth Roland who returns to the
in "The Masked Woman"
was unknown to an extra on the set
ivho told her she looked like Ruth
screen

Rolayid but that she really shouldn't
try to look like a celebrity.
Then
when all the extras were told to sit
dow)i and Miss Roland continued to
stand the friendly extra slapped her
on the bare shoulder and suggested
that she be seated. It was not until
then that Ruth put the young man
in his place.

Here's another one of those freak

Hollywood

Walter

bets.

Hiers,

same amount.

"Moana"
(Paramount)

Noel Smith has changed his name
Covered the entire lobby with comto Mason Noel. Smith, Noel says, is
po boards painted to represent a
associated with cough drops and
South Sea Island landscape. Tropithings like that and is far too comcal ferns were placed all around the
mon for a comedy director to be
walls, completing the South Sea atmosphere.
The word "Moana" in using as a monicker.
great letters was painted on the
scenery over the entrance doors.
F. Brock, Strand Theater, Knox-

W.

ville,

Tenn.

Goes Abroad
Ivan Lebedoff has sailed for a six
week vacation in Europe.

ancestors in 'The Flaming

A

paign which drew business in spite
A. G. Pickett,
Columbia Theater, Phoenix, Ariz.

—

of a terrific hot spell.^

(First National)
Played up the style show idea from
all angles.
The manager hooked up

What do you ask in a

serial star ?

? Ask the

thirty

men

he's

knocked out

George C. Williams, president of
Exhibitors Trade Review Pub.
0., has been sued by Abraham Bern-

KOKO

le

formerly of the Exhibitors'
aily Review, who alleges salary is
Williams
ae on a broken contract.
)uld not be reached for a statement.
ein,

IVIRYWHERE
Yom* lhi\in

wWh

-5-

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTfeR KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP.
.

of

when is Arkansas the West?
everyone has been speaking

—

cAthtetic Ability

New York

OINCE

^ Most

-BARRy

filmdom's fattest star, and William
Beaudine,
thinnest
of
directors,
summer garden.
Florists supplied framed it up. Each morning they go
most of the blossoms in return for on the scales. For every pound Beauadvertising.
George
Schade, dine loses Hiers must pay him five
J.
Schade Theater, Sandusky, O.
dollars and for every pound Hiers
gains the director has to give up the

Sues Publisher

1600 Broadway

By

liberFrontier' at the Columbia."
al use of paper completed the cam-

ros.

Tcl-Chickering 5550

That's That!

"Irene"
re-

rned from Omaha, St. Louis, Kans City and other points where he
cured material for "Radio Personities," a series of one-reelers being
•educed by Lester Soman for Weiss

Bi^sir^i^fl^

And

for

information the exhibitor needs to
Gloria Swanson will not make any
They have made
put them over.
rhe first of the New Waybu7'n money for others. They will make productions for any company before
This daily list of her series for United Artists gets
zsentatioyis for Publix opened at money for you.
Rivoli on Saturday. It is re- "Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as under way.
Her initial picture will either be
a ready reference for the busy showwed herewith
File them away. Here is an "The Woman's Batallion of Death,"
ublix has taken another leap ahead of the man.
ure presentation field in its engagem'ent "at-your-elbow" service of publicity byLenore J. Coffee, a story based on
Ned Wayburn to stage units. The first ideas when you run these pictures. the famous Russian regiment of
Wayburn's presentations is at the Rivoli.
in your "Exploit-0 -Grams," women or "Personality."
immediately stamped itself as the out- Send
Miss Swanson had two offers under
nding feature of the various units that and help the other fellows who are
e thus far been presented at the Rivoli.
consideration; one to appear in "The
helping you.
the
number of
judging from
yburn,
Last of Mrs. Cheyney" for Para"Bigger Than Barnum's"
iple, has been kept within the usual limit
mount and the other as Mary Magda(F. B. O.)
salary, but at the same time has injected
listinct atmosphere about his unit, an atUsed an immense circus front ex- lene in "The King of Kings" for
sphere of class and surefire material.
tending
from the roof to the entire Cecil B. De Mille.
The unit is called "Cupid's Holiday" and
miniature musical comedy fashion, relates marquee. • The front was covered with
The opening scene an immense canvas with big red and
story of two lovers.
Safier in New York
a Cupid drop, a large valentine painted
The name of the atMorris Safier, United Artists' disThe girls are placed around the white stripes.
linst it.
traction was printed across this in trict manager for the Middle West, is
ge, and a premiere danseuse, breaks the
entine open with her arrow, and Caroline great blue letters.
Over the marquee in New York.
forward
(prima
donna)
steps
to
greet
lite
An appropriate song is sung and was a tent that completed the circus
lover.
couple do a typical musical comedy effect, made of canvas in smaller red
The girls return for a finale, a fast and white stripes.
ice.
The entire mar- with practically all the important
pping number.
quee was covered with the exception dealers in women's apparel in the
Another drop, depicting a little country
city.
Show windows were specially
of the electric signs announcing the
use comes down and here the comic dancand flapper do an eccentric dance, which picture.
When lit up, it made a very dressed and displayed a card carryCupid's Garden, striking ballyhoo that could be seen ing a picture of Colleen and announcired with the audience.
novel scenic effect, is the next scene.
for blocks.— Colony Theater,
New ing the showing. The lobby was
ere is a picket fence, with the girl's legs
dressed with flowers to resemble a
id as the rails and with Miss Nolte singing
York City.

The

!

Good Looks ? He's the best looking man
who ever stepped into a ring
!

Drawing Power ? Say, you

EYCHAiSGES

EVERYWHD2E

em

!

GENETUNNEV
in

City

Show Riiom

tell

a coming Pa^eserial

:

i.

0/M

d

Three big editors caught it hot for rcvicHr
and 3 big editors say
William A. Johnson,

MOTION PICTURE NEWS
were an exhibitor or exploitation man or distributor — any one or

should get
first honors in the
production race."

—

I'd like
all of them
I
nothing better than to handle the new Fox picture, "Fig Leaves," which, by the way, is
the first offering of the new produdiion regime at the Fox Studios under the command of
W. R. Sheehan. "Fig Leaves" is about as good a box-ofEce attraction as one could conjure up.
Clean as a whistle, and topnotch from every production angle, it has, from the title straight
through, a wealth of exploitation material. The Garden of Eden episodes are rich in color.
Olive Borden is beautiful and George O'Brien excellent. The display of mannequins and
gowns in Josef Andre's alluring establishment is the last word in feminine appeal. The Tech'

IF

"Fox

Editor

nicolor effects are surpassing.
If "Fig Leaves" is a sample. Fox should get

"Red''

first

Kann

honors in the production race.

of

Film Daily

evidence of the Sheehan regime has arrived. Not only in New York.
has "arrived" in several ways, not the least important of which is the box-office. The piC'
ture is "Fig Leaves " It is a delightful and amusing story. There is a gorgeous style parade in
Technicolor, designed, built and concocted for the female contingent. The Adam and Eve
episode which introduces the modern version is cleverly done. It has laughs.
Olive Borden plays Eve. The young woman will bear watching. Fox anticipates much from
Miss Borden. That anticipation is going to be fulfilled right to the last letter. There's a new
star in the firmament.

The

first

It

««

has arrived in
several ways, not
the least important
of which is the

It

MOTION

"It

is

and Len Morgan
PICTURES TO-DAY

Arthur James

Box-ofl5ce."

We expected much and we saw more. We saw, to begin with, the
most exquisite beauty we have ever seen on the screen or off. We
saw the top effect in frocks and fashion, we saw broad and wholesome comedy and an understanding of the problems of domestic life,
we saw a whimsicality of treatment and box-office sensuousness that
suggests De Mille without in the least being] a copy or imitation,
we saw the Celtic understanding of the American public and in the
sum total, a lavish, beautiful and withal a homespun story of Ameri-

a

SHOWMAN'S

can

life.

lay down his tools and journey to Hollywood
to receive some instructions from the casting director of Fox's "Fig
Leaves." This picture contains more feminine beauty than Ziegfeld
has been able to assemble since he started glorifying the American
girl. And if this picture doesn't ring the bell it is time for the exhibitor to close up shop.

Flo Ziegfeld should

picture from
start to finish."

"Fig Leaves"

will appeal to every variety
register especially strong with women since

of picture fan and will
about half of the feature
is devoted to picturing beautiful women in gorgeous gowns. The
fashion sequences are in technicolor and it will be an unusually sophisticated person who will not receive a thrill at the blaze of color.

NEXT WEEK -^ Harrison's Reports and
Member

of

Motion Picture Producer, and Distributors

of America.

Inc..

Will

H

H,^,

Variety on "FlQ

p,„.m„„.

LEAVES *f

—

/^LLTHENEWr
ALLTHE TIME
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Thomson

moving along. This chap
Thompson, genial in person-

|[E'S

fjity

and a hard-riding

•aking his

own

niche

fool,

is

among

Keith-Albee Exchange
$100,000

Company Incorporated
Handle

Delaware to

—

in

Bookings

Will Replace Peerless
picture
Del.
All
Wilmington,
bookings for the Keith-Albee and ashandled
houses will be
sociated
through the Keith-Albee-De Mille
Exchange which has been incorpor-

—

Western stars.
This week he made his debut
Broadway. "The Two-Gun ated with a capitalization of $100,000.
The incorporators are Winthrop H.
an" is at Warners' theater, Kellogg, Oscar M. Betts and S. M.
'ihomson takes his bow accom- Wolfe, all of New York. The Corp.
[mied by an auspicious vehicle. Service Co. of this city is the exle

ill

change's

local

1926

Price 5 Cents

Cantor to Make Another
Los Angeles Contracts have been
closed whereby Eddie Cantor will

—

make another

picture, in addition to
"Kid Boots," for Paramount. It is
a story written by himself.

Hammons Due
W. Hammons

Earl
is

aboard the

in

Today

of Educational
Majestic due to dock

today.

Laemmle Progresses Steadly
ERNEST W. FREDMAN
London

The

Film

— Carl

Renter,

London)

Laemmle's condition

yesterday was very satisfactory, all
In the following statement to THE
much. Westerns
considered.
factors
But the thrills FILM DAILY Edward F. Albee said
j)n't vary anyway.
incorporation:
the
"The
concerning
Plus that magnificent and
:e there.
(Continued on Page 6)
Universal was advised yesterday
Most
itelligent animal, Silver King.
Mr. Laemmle had inquired about the
the action takes place in the high
of the Laupheim fund, in which
The exteriors rank easily
ierras.
Circuit status
Gives
It was
he is very much interested.
filmnong the most gorgeous ever
his first remark about an outside inWilliam
Dealer
and
Wealthy
Shoe
What a welcome this picture will
terest and is held to be an indication
Yost Disagree, So Latter Re|;t from the vast army that chuckles
an advance toward improved
of
Operations
sumes
And how!
Ivc
,s.
he&lth.
The Yost circuit of theaters, which
F. E.
s doing some strutting
has been under lease to A. S. Beck,
vcross from Warners' is
lis week.
wealthy shoe dealer, for the past year,
Settlement
There "Bigger Than is again under the control of William
ne Colony.
It was built
iarnum's" is playing.
Yost, it is reported. Yost is said to Piracy in Poland May Cease Through
Dr the smaller exhibitor from whom
Action Here to End Illegal Prachave taken over the houses following
Circus
B. O. derives its revenue.
tice in Polish Literature
a disagreement on an extension of

The story

isn't

I

j'

Pont-Pathe Active

New

Make

Plant to

400,000,000 Feet

Raw

Film a Year
Output Trebled
Production has been started
of

in the
plant of the DuPont-Pathe Film
Manufacturing Corp., which now has
a capacity of turning out approximately 400,000,000 feet of raw stock
annually. This will fill not only the
requirements of the Pathe Exchange,
Inc., which has a 49 per cent interest in the plant, but, in addition, will
provide about 300,000,000 feet of raw
film for the trade.

The company

;1.

W

Look For

".

utilizes patents of the

Pathe European organization and is
second only to the Eastman Kodak.

Du Pont owns

per cent of the

51

stock.

Up

Beck

tmospht/e, lemonade, the wronged
all of the
lero, the rescue by nre

Du
new

(Editor,

agent.

Action, Thrills, Love

I

14,

More
Famous
Falls

Canada

In

Enters
Players
Leases the

Field

—

Niagara

Queen

There

Toronto
adian

— Famous

Corp.,

has,

at

Players
Cansecured a

last,

theatre in Niagara Falls.. Ont., this
being the Queen which had long been
under the proprietorship of A. A.

Famous has taken
Huttelmayer.
over the house on a lease basis. John

The piracy of films in Poland, V. Ward, manager of the Classic at
where
a Pathe representative recently Stratford, has been appointed manleaswas
Beck
which
The theaters,
lOpular ingredi?nts.
many ager of the Queen, which is re-opening for $275,000 per annum, are the exposed a plot which embraced
That makes two on Broadway in Chaloner at 55th St., and 9th Ave., neighboring countries as well, may be ing July 26.
Loew's Uptown, having been ac(Continued on Page 6)
brought to an end through a move
me week. On Saturday, "Her Hon(Continued on Page 8)
in this country on behalf a Polish
ir, the
Governor" hits the big street.
enterprise.
rhis and "Barnum" are the first to
Losing
Poland subscribes to the Berne
ome from the studio and Ed King's
"Laddie" and "Kosher
upervision.
Berlin An extremely serious situ- convention and in that way secures
(Continued on Page 2)
For the first time in the history of
vitty Kelly" complete the initial four- ation has arisen in Germany, accordthe Eucharistic Congress meetings
will
ome. F. B. O. thinks all of 'em
ing to Karl WolfTsohn, editor of "The
events were fully recorded in an
German
We're primed.
Flagrant the
leading
)ear watching.
Lichbildbuehne,"
Issue
official
picture, made by Fox, for
the
affects
It
publication.
trade
V
"Mantrap"
Once again denying reports from Cardinal Mundelein.
American industry. Wolffsohn does
First
the Northwest that the free show
Victor Fleming directed.
The picture is an official church
not think American productions are
luzzas go to him.
Jimmy Howe at thought of as highly in Germany as practice is in any manner menacing record and will be shown in churches,
legitimate exhibitors, Charles C. Petti- schools and monasteries all over the
he camera is responsible for the inthey once were. He advances several
(Continued on Page 6)
john, general counsel of the Hays oreresting and diverting camerawork,
is
which
of
chief
reasons for this,
is-

—

the period of the lease.

Out?

America

Film Church Congress

—

Not

Clara Bow
la that in "Variety."
n a flapper role and Ernest Torrenqe
IS the big-hearted backwoodsman nab
George Marion
he acting honors.
,vho wrote the titles must not be
overlooked.
He's exceedingly clever.
Ml of which indicates that "ManIt is
It has.
rap" has something.
horoughly enjoyable and gets away
'rem the beaten path in its development.

"Knee Deep

in

not

one whit.

The

different and
brand-new idea

It's
a

No

And

certainly,

it's

in

the

Eschmann Out
Eschmann has resigned as
E.
assistant to Hiram Abrams at United
His future plans are unArtists.
A.

joined United
known.
several months ago following a long
period of service with First National

Eschmann

as general

sales

story suffers
are used.

titles

It's
diverting.
telling a story.

industry

needs

manager.

that.

KAN.N

Jersey House Reopens
Dover, N. J.— Despite the fact that
no automobiles are allowed to pass
through this town and with business
almost at a standstill owing to the
effects of the Lake
sion, R. F. ("Pete'")

ed the

and

Denmark

WoodhuU
Baker theater Monday

did a fair business.

New Laboratory Deal
will
Laboratories
Film
Saland
He asserted that in those spots handle Eastern contracts for Nation(Continued on Page 2)
Aeromat Laboratories \yhilc the
al
latter will inaugurate a similar servCornice for Saland in the West.
is
plants
the
of
capacitv
bined
Boston— Because plaster fell from 2,500,000 ft. weekly. Ralph M. Like
the ceiling of the Gem, an East Bos- of National Aeromat is en route to
ton house, Building Commissioner the Coast. Cliff Broughton, of Mrs.
Rourke has ordered an inspection of Wallace Reid Prod., is with him.
He
city.
all rebuilt houses in the
has orcfered the Gem temporarily
Barnstyn Secures Product
closed.
C. Barnstyn has closed for a
J.
When the plaster fell a performance number
of features which he will disPage
6)
on
(Continued
tribute independently in the foreign
market. Among them are Larry SeGinsberg-Kann Changes Name
mon in "Spuds" and "Princess Pro
be
will
Corp.
Dist.
Sterling Pictures
"Self-Defense" and "Share
Tern."
Ginsberg-Kann
the new name of the
and Share Alike."
Corp.

grant.

Love"

Merle Johnson's "no face" film.
The camera mask reveals the hands
and bodies only.

ganization, said yesterday that the
sue could not be construed as fla-

(Continued on Page 8)

I

explo-

opennight

Survey Boston Houses

.
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Lankford Breaks Out
fHEWSPAPEB

Georgia

/'FILMDOH

(r.ii/iiii.<,("i>

Vil.

Makes

Representative

Charges Against Those Opposed
to His Sunday Closing Law

XXXVII No. 11 Wsdnesiai.

1926 PriceSCmts

Inly 14.

Bureau

TUB FILM DAILY

of

—

Charging that "neareveryone"' opposed to a Sunday
closing law is also opposed to prohii)itidn and is antagonistic to the Constitution, Rei)resentative William C.
Lankford, of Georgia, yesterday asserted that he would press for further
hearings on his bill providing Sunday closing for the District of Co-
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he declared,
District sub-
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the
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Theaters

Look For Settlement
from Page

(.Continued

1)

much

piracy in
believed that
in exchange for protection in motion
pictures in Poland, some sort of an
arrangement can be made here to
protect Polish interests in the pub-

country

this

in

Polish literature.

lishin.g

l|l

Russia

—

The United
benefits of copyright.
However, there exStates does not.
ists

for

14,

Paris
If
United Artists and
Soviet should ever strike a deal,!
is anticipated it will provide for I
former to undertake the building ill
number of theaters in Russia,
J

It is

Pafh^comejsi

field.

Not Flagrant

Issue

(.Continued from Page 1)

free shows had made an appearance the issue had been met at
once by the Film Board of Trade.
There were not more than five cases

where

committee which heard arguments oh of free shows in the entire country,
the measure last session, is in favor he added.
of legislation, and a concerted efTort
will be made to secure a favorable
Percy Mc Neill Killed
"
Mighty like a Moose
report early in the session and to
Returning from Adolph Zukor's
before
adenactment
bring about its
golf tournament at New City over This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish
journment on March 4.
the week-end, a car bearing J. A. FREE for all Pathecomedies at yo
Thorn, in charge of the Paramount Exchange.
Begin "U" Brooklyn House
poster department and Percy Mc
With the organization of the Neill, an auditor in the distribution

new

Laemmle

Building

theater of

"U" Chain Enterprises

Brooklyn

assumes

Corp,,

the

in

definite
shape.
Construction will start within two
Utrecht
weeks on the plot at
Avenue and 46th St. Officers of tht

Mc Neill
department, overturned.
sustained serious injuries which reThorn received
sulted in his death.
lacerations but otherwise escaped.

John D.Tippett, Inc.

New

Wall

an unGeneral
moved up under

yesterday witnessed
With
on all markets.

Street

broken

rise

Motors in the leail.
the influence of strong speculative trading.
The outstanding tilm issue was Famous
Players common, which, in a turnover of
Eastman Kodak
9,700, went up 2 points.
--gained a point in sales reaching 1,800 shares.
|)rices

are Oscar Fischbach, .president; A. E. Fair, viceSteinberg, secrepresident;
Julius
tary and Charles B. Paine, treasurer

new corporation

National Buys "Not Herbeft"
National has purchased the
Howard Irving
rights
to
screen
Young's play, "Not Herbert." The
cast lias not yet been selected, but
production is scheduled to start in
First

First

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Vtc.
Pfd.

Seat.
Seat.

&

Balaban

...
.

Katz

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fam. Play. Rts.

.

.

.

i%

4H

..

73?4

25^
39

tParamount B'way

20
97J4

20
97J<
S5J4

"A"

Roxy Common

...

Hros

"Stan. Co.

56}i
27
7
51 !4

Trans- T^ux Screen
•Uni. Art. The. Ct
•Universal Pictures
•Univer, Pict. Pfd

103
74'A
25/,

39/,
Zi'A
20
97y^
56/,

97
45/,
9J4
14/,

14%

lA'A
Last Prices Quoted

When yoH

think

of

ynn are thinking of

T E B B

I

N

S

SpecHiUHts in Motion I'icturc
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant

7 66

Co., Inc.

in

Brooklyn

800

R.

I.

Fox House
Midway is closing

Syndicate

Expanding

Westerly, R, I,— William Deitch
has become interested in the National
Theater Corp,, operating houses
here and in Riverpoint and Arctic.
Other theaters are being planned.

Pineapple and I'ulton

Sts,,

The third F. B. O, picture to play
Broadway in two weeks, "Her Honor

the

Warners

Governor," is booked for
the week beginning July 17.

Music Score for "The Bells"
Joseph
score for

Brook-

The

Zivelli

"The

is

Bells."

City

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

Hollywood,

Calif.

A Hold-Over On
A

Knockout

EVERYWHERE
THE HEAVY PARADE
ment

— and

at

WARNER'S THEATRE, New York

no wonder — It's one of the

FAT MEN

touch of refinement on
production is the
handcoloring by

finishing

an

elaborate

2-Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock

/<:7rtrt/\.
The Perfect llandcolorinq of Film
528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
i

aiXllf\b.o. branches

f

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT'

[jahoratories:

You can

secure additional
discounting your Accounts

working

capital

Receivable.

It

by

may

be good business for you to consider this phase
of financing.
Our charges are moderate.

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

N, Y. C.
3040

New York

Played a second week extended engage-

preparing a musical

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
/''//(/(

1540 Broadway

BROADWAY

Third F. B. O. on Broadwray

Brooklyn Heights House Planned
Paul B. LaVelle, architect, is draw-

1,100

\

4

'i66
1.500
1,200

All Colors

Genell and H. Podeiink have
J.
purchased the Garden, the Avon and
the 16th, Street in Brooklyn through

lyn Heights,

INSURANCE

Arthur

5',

—The

to make way for the Fox $5,000,000
theater.
Other tenants on the property at Grand Boulevard and Washington Ave, are preparing to vacate.

at

llond Market

S

300

Eouis

Negative and Positive

I

Buy Three

ing plans for a theater to be erected

Market

Philadclidiia

2,900

formerly manager of the Majestic,
Rapids, is now exploitation
manager for the A. H. Blank Enterprises including theaters in Iowa, NeFruenbraska, Illinois and Kansas.
feldt was at one time connected with
the Globe Realty Co. of Omaha.

Cedar

Vacating Site for
St.

31

.

fall.

—

Fried and Lipmann.

300

51 !4

66/,
»'A
100

8

8J4

Warner Bros
Warner Pict
Warner Pict, "A"

t

the

6,900

25
6
Si'A

Am.

of

I'.SOO

9,700

11^
39J^

Inc
•Metro Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp,

Pathc Exch.
Roxy Units

^

6%

Project.

'Intern'l

••

500
400

.

Loew's,

•

Sales

34^

35'A
3854
iSli
74
73
74
..114J^ 113 -/J 114
..117'A 114J4 117
A20H 120^4 120/2

.

•Film Inspect
•First Nafl Pfd
Fox Film "A" ... 74 Ji
Fox Theaters "A" 2S1i

.Skouras

Close

34 J^
38"^

Raw Stock

Handling Presentations
Moines N. E. Fruenfeldt,

Des

Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

FIRST— OF COURSE
WHEN IT'S BIG— NEWS!
In every theatre

on Broadway

Capitol,

Colony, Loew's State, Rialto, Rivoli, Strand,

and Warner's-ON

SUNDAY

NTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
ALONE, showed

^100,000,000

pictures of the

NAVAL ARSENAL EXPLOSION
at

Whether

Lake Denmark, N.
happens

J.

New

Jersey or in the
Polar Regions, if it's important, you'll get it
first
^^always
in International Newsreel.

—

it

in

—

Remember:
THE LOCARNO PEACE TREATY
ROOSEVELT RESCUE AT SEA
MAUNA LOA DISASTER

AMUNDSEN AND BYRD FLIGHTS
recent International Newsreel exclusives,
and "specials", every one, but issued, too,

all

AT NO EXTRA COST TO EXHIBITORS
Pictures— Not Applesauce!

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
2

Released thru

each week

UNIVERSAL
104 a year

UH**
t^a^

t^-^ •^^^^''ne
one

Vs

t^^'

"^

cotnibVtve^..^Viat

Asotne
Vvatv'

dtna]f^

^^S^i siatt^^,.

.^^fr'

a:

:
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Exploit- O- Grams
Urief outlines of practical exploitation stents.
Thty give all necessary
lufoniiatioH the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put thevi orer.
money for others. They tvill make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy shownum. File them away. Here is an
"ut-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when you run these pictures.

Community House
City, Termed a "CulCommunity" Theater, Will
Be Ready July 19
Jersey City Tiie Duncan will open

Duncan, Jersey

—

termed a "culcommunity" theater and is hop-

tural

19.

ed to be the

It is

first

of a chain.

It

"I just cannot keep house
Daily.'
Film
'The
without
Please send my copy hereafter
to 527 State St., Fort Morgan,

is

Exhibitors
lor special presentations.
will be welcome at all times.

Colo.

Saturday
(Signed)
Elizabeth L. Musgrove

Operating
Send ill your "Exploit-0-Grams," Co. are owners of the house with
and help the other fellows who are Harriman and Tom Waller both offihelping you.
cers in the concern.

"Behind the Front"
(Paramount)
Cooperated with a newspaper

for

The lobby was
uniform and cap.
decorated with war trophies and flags.
The local militia drove a bannered
army truck trailing a field piece
through the streets of the city. All
this got front page publicity in the
newspaper. Wilson Edwin, Majestic Theater, Austin, Tex.

—

(F. B. O.)
Constructed a miniature oil-drilling
machine, in full detail, taking the

from the press

sheet.

It

was

iiiade with a small Mechano set, and
The oil-drilling marun by motor.
chine continuously poked through the
sand placed about the structure in a
wooden box. Attracted great attention and grossed big on two usually
Leicester Whitmore
poor nights.
and J. B. Strayline, Grand Theater,
Geneseo, N. Y.

—

.

"Sandy"
(Fox)
Prepared a postcard which was illustrated with the imprint of a pair
The text read: "A
of rouged lips.
Kiss from 'Saiidy'." Madge Bellamy,
the charming star of 'Sandy' has developed a very striking form of greeting to her friends and admirers. She
rouges her adorable lips heavily and
imjjrints them on a greeting card
as she has done here, during her
make-up for 'Sandy.' The Flapper of
1920-27.
How far can a girl defy
convention?
Sandy will tell you.
Women were shocked but men
were fascinated. She dared to do as
she pleased." The theater announce-

— —

ment of play dates followed.

Lyceum

I

I

— New

Theater, Wiimipeg.

"Skinner's Dress Suit"
(Universal)
Worked up a cooixrative page in
a newspaper, with the heading readiii" "l-'.astman
Theater Neighbors."
The ads <>n the page surrounding the
theater's 30-incli space were written
in such a manner as to extol the merits of the current attraction at
the
theater.
In addition a big clothing
concern had a display of evening
clothes in one of their windows.
StilK and
specially
painted
show
cards made by the Kastman School
.Art

Department

with the picture.
Kochester, N. V.

—

Los Angeles Harry Pollard is recovering rapidly and will resume the
direction

"Uncle

of

Tom's Cabin"

within two weeks. Lois Weber
had been assigned the picture

who
will

"Egypt."

direct

iCoiitinued from Page 1)

new Keith-Albee De

Mille

Exchange

for pictures practically the
as the present Keith-Albee Exs.qchange has for vaudeville. In other
words, this new incorporation will
will

be

Booking organlatter's
the
broaden
have
theaters
Five
Louisville
They are scope in that it will arrange the picclosed for the Summer.
ture bookings for all Keith-Albee,
the Strand, Ghent; Walnut, SpringOrpheum, Proctor, Moss and affilifield; Delna, Delna; Columbia, Ashreplace the Peerless

Kentucky Houses Close

—

a'.ed

land; Atcher, Boston.

Survey Boston Houses
Page 1)
there was a rush

was going on and

The police, however,
for the exits.
report that few, if any, persons were
The

hurt.

square

feet

plaster
in

was

less

than two

size.

Summer Changes Among Critics
Russell D. Owen is handling motion pictures for the

New York Times

Mordaunt Hall

while

is

on a vaca-

tion.

—

going to church tomorrpw
ar
you?"
According to N. L. Royster, new
appointed secretary, the reason

th

great many ministers and chur^
people "knock" or declare themselvagainst the theater, is because the
do not try to understand them, woi
with managers or educate theniselvi
as to the good that can be accoiii
plished
by
the
screen.
Theatei
owners, as a whole, according to Ro\
ster, want to work with every church
organization and civic order, and are
willing to do their share towards the
uplifting of all agencies.
a

theaters."

Williamson

New York

in

Film Church Congress
from Page

(.Continued

1)

Williamson, who v^'ill direct world. Finished prints and negatives
the underwater scenes for "The My- will be turned over to the Chicago
sterious Island" is in New York en Archdiocese with the compliments
of
He is ac- William Fox and Winfield R. Sheeroute to the Bahamas.
companied by his technical staff. han. A special print, titled in Ital.Surface scenes to correspond to those
ian, is being prepared for presentataken by Williamson will be made in tion
to Pope Pius XL
Hoiiohilvi according to present plans.
Events were pictured beginning in
Rome where Cardinal John Bonzano
New Wheeling Theater
and Father Pernin set out on their,
Wheeling, West Va. John Papu- pilgrimage to Chicago, their recep-'
lias and Frank D. St. Clair will soon tion and stay in New York and other
start construction on a theater on cities and all of the details of the}
Main St., at the intersection of 10th meetings until their conclusion and;
St.
The house will seat about 3,000 the departure of the Papal delegates
and will include a dance floor.
for Rome.
J.

E.

—

Ask

Goldberg Gets Another
tjoklberg, who now operates several houses in the heights
section of Brooklyn, has taken a
lease on the New Heights at Washington and High, for a term of 21
years.

Albert

S.

New St. Louis Theater
Louis
The new St. Louis
.'\musement Co. house to be erected
on Union Boulevard near Terry Ave.,
will seat 1,700.
The total investment
amounts to about $300,000.

—

.St.

Strickland on Coast

Howard

.Strickland, publicity repfor Rex Ingram, has returned to Hollywood. All of his activity for several years past has been

resentative

centered

in

Nice, France.

Silverstone Promoted
Silverstone has been appointed assistant general sales manager of Allied United Artists Corp.,
Ltd.,

of

Great Britain.

"Fig Leaves" for Release Aug. 22
Fox has i)laee(i "F^ig Leaves" first
1920-27 release schedule.
be available Aug. 22.

its

It

Particulars

for

Pathex, Inc., Files Suit
Williams who has been
served with papers in an action by
A suit alleging
Los Angeles
Abraham Bernstein for back salary breach of contract in the alleged purhas asked for a bill of particulars. He chase of cameras, projectors and film
denies Bernstein held a contract as has been filed in the Superior Court
claiincd or that any salary is due.
here by Pathex, Inc., against William B. Joyce, Jr., and Robert L.
Raynor.

George

C.

—

Beck Gives

Up

Circuit

{Continued from Page
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Royal, 4Sth St., and 9th Ave., Amcphon, 43rd St., and 10th Ave., Superior, 30th St., and 3rd Ave., Regent,
27th St., and 3rd Ave., 34th St. theater, 34th St., and 3rd Ave., Chelsea, a
burlesque house, at 26th St. and 8th
Ave. -

May Not Make

"Illusion"

understood Rex Ingram may^
"The,
produce
Wasserman's
not
World's Illusion" as his next for
Metro- Gold wyn.
It

is

Schildkraut as Judas
Angeles Joseph Schildkraut
has been selected by Cecil B. De
Clark on M.-G.-M. Scenario Staff
-OS Anyeles
F'rank Howard Clark Mille to enact the role of Judas in
lias been added to the M.-G.-M. staff "The King of Kings."

Los

scenario

of

—

—

I

Arthur

will

their theaters readii
of this theater di

1

Charles Devine will cover films for
the Telegram while Frank Vreeland
and Katherine Zimmerman vacation
111
Europe.

Oil

and

ization

in

"The employees

writers.

Hoffman on Trip
"Senor Dare-Devil" Selected
M. H. Hoffman is on a trip to De
"Senor Dare-Devil" set for general troit, Chicago and other Middle Was
rilia>ie Aug. I by First National.
tern cities.

Abrams on Vacation
Abrams leaves tomorrow

Hiram
for

his

farm

at

Maine.

Poland

Si)rings,

Trowbridge Goes

to Coast

i

Carroll Trowbridge, general repreo
sentative for the Christies, has left for
the Coast.

Urson to Assist De Mille
Lilyan Tashman to Free Lance
Hall Signed by Famous
^
up the window
Los Angeles Cecil B. De Mille will
Los .'\ngeles Lilyan Tashman has
Los Angeles James Hall has been
Kastinan Theater, have F'rank L'rson as his assistant in term'nated her contract with Metro- (signed to play the lead opposite Pola
making "The King of Kings."
politan and will free lance.
INegri in "Hotel Imperial."

tied

—

Keith-Albee Exchange

Resume

(Coitiinucd from

"Flaming Waters"

idea

Theater

Pollard to

a theater party for the city's decorated war heroes. Arranged a special
|)rograni for the event, wliich took
LIshcrs
place the opening night.
were dressed in the regulation army

'

Duncan

The

Theater!

Carolina Exhibitors Efl
Closer Contact With Ministe
in Their Territory
Believing
Charlotte, N.
C.
the
church
and picture theaj
should
work together instead!
against one another, the M. P. T. C
of North Carolina are on record fo
lovving their recent meeting as favo
ing a trailer or slide being used eai

—

Gentlemen

the house which Colby Harriman announced some time ago he would use

192

North

Film Daily,
1650 Broadway,
New York City.
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To Give Readers Ne^ws—Not Hokum
[Without

tlie

Aid of Paste Pot and Scissors]

To Cover World Wide Picture Activity
[With Correspondents in Every Important Center]

To Give Film Daily Service
[Service that Serves and Not Promises]

CAN ONLY BE ACCOMPLISHED
BY INTELLIGENT EFFORT BORN
OF EXPERIENCE -THE FOLLOWING
STAFF OF TEN WRITERS KNOW
THEIR INDUSTRY and SERVE YOU
EVERY DAY

Jack Alicoate
Maurice Kann
Harvey £• Gausman
R. W. Baremore
Lilian Brennan
Jack Harroiver
Arthur W.Eddy
James P. Cunningham
Ralph Wilk

Sam

Datlo^re

—
1>
Wednesday, July

America Losing Out?
(Continued from Pafie

That's That!

Itiil

By

the fact that when producers in the
States make a film, they forget that
manv foreign countries do not take

BARRY-

Ruby Blaine doesn't uatcli out
may heconie Arlencsque.
she
After playinp in Michael Arlen's in"F

V

I

itial

picture.

"The Dancer

of Paris,"

she has now been cast for "The Ace
of Cads", his secoiul yarn to be prepared for the screen.

debating with G. K. Chesttcron pictures Betty Balfour, English actress, said among other things,
that one could, via the tnovies, visit
the Eskimo at very small cost and
without the usual inconveniences and
also study the domestic career of the
ivasp without being stniig.
7»

tnti

It's

right.

The

"L'os

Angeles

reports

that

Pola
Mrs.

Negri's

all

Times"
mother

likes

Rudy.

Cholupos, the lady
quoted as saying:
children
like
grandchildren.

"I
like

Rudolph's
first wife
children."

So

all's

in

1

I'^lcanore

well in Hollywood.

James Cruze's home on the Coast
resembles a combined cutting room,
projection room aiid lunch room
these days. He's busy getting "Old
froTtsides" in shape and the house
is being used as a work shop.
has made a startling

discovery.
He has learned that vanHavity is not confined to women.
ing been wearing only a uniform for
many weeks in making "What Price
(ilory" he put his other clothes away
closet.
One day recently he
ill
a
opened the door and discovered,
moths like good clothes as well as the
fair

The
to U)0% Americanized pictures.
(lernians, for instance, have an entireIv different taste, so strong that it
theatening the down-fall of the
is

sex.

American hold on
market.
Again, it is claimed that Berhn
comrepresentatives of American
panies behave 100% American', instead of trying to live in accord with
the people with whom they are at-

They intemping to do business.
tentionally do not want to understand
the German mentality and they forget the fact that merchandise can
only be sold
liked by the

Germany when it is
German customer, he

in

strongly
Germans, he adds.
are

lictiy

of pub-

American methods

asserts.

Commenting on

by

resented
this

the

situation edithat
explains

ditions prevail, he states, things will
take on an entirely different aspect.
"Can the demand of the German market
he covered hy Germany?", asks Wolffsohn.
To which he replies: "No. The demand cannot even be suppHed from European sources.
In 1925, 618 features were released in this
country, of which 286 were German pictures,
218 Americans and 144 from other countries.
In order to have sufficient product, Germany
must increase its present production schedule
This would mean that $6,250,000
by 50%.
more is needed. Those who know the conditions in Germany, are aware of the fact
»
that it is impossible to get this money. «
"America is able to cover production expenses of tlieir T)ictures in the U. S.
The Americans have first in mind to satisfy
Therefore,
the taste of the American public.
only 100% American pictures come from the
yet reAmerica
has
Nobody in
IT.
S. A.
alized that there mipht be another people in
the world which does not think along 100%
American lines. * * * That is one of the
reasons for the partial flop of American pictures in Germany.
"The Germans have to get busy and adapt
the American pictures to the German taste by
a

so-called

negative

must be made

Someone saw Panl Gulick's golf
score card and noted he m,ade a 75,
hut another somebody spoiled it all
by saying Panl got a handicap of

24.

Elmer Somlyo is importing a "tragcomedian," whatever that is, but
he is said to be the rage in Europe
and a distinct novelty. He has some
ic

unpronouncable

German

the

German

name

at

present which will 1)e changed for his
;<ppearanccs in this country. Watch
for this one, the description sounds
good.

that

they

to

do not

Te reproach
importing firms

direction.

those

all

pay

enough attention to
and titling is a

Cutting, reediting
this job.
difficult and time-taking job.

*

*

"The most unpleasant chapter in the history of the American film in Germany is the
question of personalities.
It cannot be denied that the Americans have picked out
the most unsuitable persons to act as their
*
This absorepresentatives in Germany. *
lute unfitness of the American representatives
in Rerlin is another reason for bringing about
an animosity
more. * • •

which

is

spreading

more and

"It is an absolute necessity to promote
the American picture in Germany, for the
At
theaters need the American pictures.
present, it is absolutely impossible to bring
together the German public and the Ameri
» The films must be turned
can picture. •
out with German publicity. The real Amerir.'Ti
'^l.-^i-.
]ia\r
to be
made T>opuIar ami

Stock Sale Ban Denied
it
had been known for
some lime it was only this week that

Although

f'onrt Justice Mitcliell May
denied the application sought by .'\tlf)rney Tieneral Albert Ottingcr fr)r
a temporary injunction against the
I)iil)l(x M. P. Industries Cori).. to restrain the selling of stock to the pub-

Supreme

lic.

If

Market

You Arc in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SKNI) FOR OUR PRICE MST

Artclass-Kerman Deal
Artclass has closed contracts with
Bros., Emblem Exchange,
uhereby the latter will distribute the
entire line iin of Artcl.nss short subjects in the
York and northern

Kerman

New

New

Jersey.

tlic

not
in

representatives in Berlin, telling
to behave like 100% Americans
*"
Herlin would help a lot. * •

In conclusion,
that if a solution

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

Phone Penni

New York
6564

19;

Canada

In

{Continued from Page
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by Famous, will reopen Ai
them 30 as the leading house on the coi
while

Wolffsohn predicts
is not found, where-

In
Vpany's chain of 100 theaters.
icantime, the house which seats

lOO,
is
being equipped with all
For more than
by America and Germany can get to- latest devices.
featured
ye^rs
Famous
has
"all
will
basis,
different
gether on a
ri«)podrome, downtown, as the
have to pay the expenses: The Germans on one side and on the other theater of its chain.
side the Americans, who were too

clever to listen to reasonable advice

from Germany."

Blame German Taxes

t

t
fl

t

fi

Managing Hoey Lawlor
Harry Saks Hechheimer has tak
Hoey\Lawlor, script and title writ(
under\his management.

eat Deception" -at Rivoli
Levy on Admissions Responsible for
"The Great Deception," a Robi
Poor Business, Berlin Theater
Kane Prod., is booked into the Ri
Owners Say
oli
the week of Aug. 1.
DAILY
FILM
Washington Bureau of THE
municipal
Excessive
Washington

—

given as a
is
reason for the necessity of
hooking low-priced pictures throughtaxes

on admissions

Warning toProducers

strong

This

out

terms.

producers tha

all

attorneys

I

shall

begii

may

purchase from unauthorized ani
irresponsible agents old titles of mine

and

after creating plots in their owi
studios, make and release these pic
tures as "Curwood stories."
No pre
historic
magazine story and no on
or two reel "original" of mine v^rittei

ago can be taken as an excus

years

foisting upon
built picture, of

the

for

public

which

a studio
not th
story" withou
I

am

author, as a "Curwood
fighting the matter out in the court
address is Owosso, Michi,
me.
gan. The name of my New York agent
and attorneys will be given on request

My

v/ith

JAMES OLIVER CURWOGI

Rxploit- 0- Names
(ivith aptlosittto Tht Film Daily)

SID SMITH

HANK MANN
FATTY LAYMON

LIGHTNIN' THE GREAT
EILEEN SEDGWICK
EDDIE GORDON

Berlin estimates its receipts, remaining after payment of the tax, at
about 200 million marks for the past
year.
The association has been en-

offer better credit

notify

action for damages against an;
person or persons or corporation wh^

for

deavoring to organize some sort of
a
cooperative
body, which could
handle these funds, in common with
this large sum and force banks to

to

my

legal

per cent in Berlin to 50 per cent in
some of the smaller cities, with the
average amounting to about 25 per
The municipal tax has placed
cent.
theater owners in a difficult financial
position, resulting in a hand-to-mouth
existence, since most of thern are
unable to obtain bank credits.
A summer seasonal dullness in the
business obtains throughout the counYet, the Associatry. Miller reports.
tion of Theater Owners for Berlin in
a recent meeting made public the
fact that the March box-office receipts for 90 Berlin houses felt the
difficult business situation of the past
spring and winter only to the extent of 250,000 marks, as compared
with box-office receipts for March,
a year ago.

The Theater Owners' Assoc,

is

through

Germany, states a report to the
question, is
WoWsohn
torially,
Department of Commerce from AsAmerica sistant Commercial Attache Douglas
would Germany needs America and
and
But, if present con- Miller.
Germany.
need^
These taxes vary from 15
understand

his
with
dissatisfaction
was that she did not wish

Edmund Lowe

1)

More

everything has to be done to erase the animosity against the American filwr. And hnWwant to Oo
ly, America must show that they
business with Germany on a reciprocity basi*
Some instructions from the home offices to\ (|uired

14,

SELIG WILD ANIMALS
They Are Making Money
For Others
They Will Make Money
For You

t

SAVA FILMS
1540

I

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

I

NEWS
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More Pictures
J

unending stream they come.

Pictures on all sides. It seems
the studios never fail in
it
;ir
It

duty of turning them out.
is a job, this viewing of reel

But usually there
Out of the
a reward.
iss of average, mediocre proctions some one effort rears
head above the surrounding
er

reel.

mes

iny.

Here's One
'You Never
s

Know Women"

description.

It's

joined

in

When Ben

iny ways, too.
|rg

earns

And

there.

Famous

Schulhe took with him

On Gold
Leading

Financial

World

of

Discuss
Clearing House

Reports from Europe indicate that
there is a possibility of all European
countries being placed on a solid gold
currency basis. An informal meeting
of leading bankers is to take place
before the end of the month with this
end in view. The problem of France
will come first and will probably be
considered with that of Belgium and
Italy with Poland, Roumania, Hungary and Austria to follow.
It is
proposed to create an international
clearing house which will in itself
solve the transfer problem.
Among those in the industry who
(Continued on Page

Price 5 Cents

Returns

Business in England

the
International

to

1926

Hammons

Basis
Experts

15,

2)

very good
and exhibitors there are leaning more
toward the use of two-reel comedies,
stated Earl W. Hammons, president
of Educational, upon his return from
Europe yesterday aboard the Majestic.

Bruce Johnson Back
E. Bruce Johnson, foreign
for First National, arrived
York aboard the Majestic.

Two

manager
in

New

Important Coast Bookings
James R. Grainger
has closed with the Carthay Circle
for extended runs on "What Price
Glory" and "Seventh Heaven." The
theater is a de luxe house which

Los Angeles

—

charges $1.65 top.

Walsh May Direct Here
Theater Control
R. A. Walsh may direct "The
Wellman was one of the
Ordinances in Baltimore Place New Monkey Talks" in the Fox Eastern
He made this Florence
fectors.
Construction and Alterations Unstudios.
.dor vehicle.
der Municipal Management
Giannini Sailing
The City of Baltimore has enacted
The German influence is evident.
L'eral

-

uch of the innovation that deHghts
"Variety" appears, in slightly difBecause of his
'ent form, in this.
cellent

camera work and
angles,

Victor

his

dis-

Milner,

rves honorable mention.

The

de-

story

not unusual but the development
Miss Vidor
spendid all the way.
charming; Clive Brook never did
ything better; Lowell Sherman pulls
Menjou in the first half and the cad
the last half.

Clear

Option on Large Block of Pathe "A"
Up Today, Is Report Earnings

—

May

Increase

There is a well-defined report in circulation in Wall Street that an option
on a large block of Pathe "A" expires
today.
It is this option, according to
the prevailing belief, against which
much selling in the stock has been going on.
It is estimated earnings of Pathe
this year will run well above the $7.68
a share earned in 1925. Income thus
far this year is said to have held up to
the showing of last year and a substantial increase is looked for as a result of the expansion in operations.
The new plant of the du PontFilm

Pathe
which

Manufacturing
about

three
(Continued on Page

is

Corp.,,

times

as-

2)

players and a director or two.

iilliam

ictive

Stock Sale Near?

is

the

He knows how.

decks

now Women."

for "You
will be

It

legislation

to

construction of theaters

out.

"Padlocked"

only

the

their retext of the
regulations is contained in the current issue of "The Official Bulletin"
of the M. P. T. O. A. which editorially talks about overbuilding as a
menace to exhibitors.
btit

Dr. A. H. Giannini sails on the
Majestic Saturday for a combination
business and vacation trip through

New

—

Growing
Investments in
Houses Indicate Healthy

Conditions, Editor States
Atlanta The tendency of the business in the South is toward theater

—

amalgamations and the further develof circuits. This development
Europe.
is sane and along healthy lines, according to Anna Aiken Patterson,
"Screenland" Taking Over "Pictures"
editor of the "Weekly Film Review."
A merger of fan publications is In discussing this turn in events, she
"Screenland" has a
under way.
editorially:
McFad- states
with
the
pending
deal
"What must be considered a very
The following is the ordinance covPublications to take over "Picden
healthy indication of the condition of
ering the erection of a theater:
That contracts were beirig the motion picture theater in the
"No permit shall be issued for the tures."
drawn up for the transfer was admit- South is the far-reaching expansion
construction of any new building or
ted by interested parties yesterday.
(Continued on Page 9)
modeling as

well.

The

opment

{Continued on Page 4)

of Danger
was advised by cable yes-

Laemmle Out

Never
talked

not

restrict

South Expanding
Circuits

On

"Season"

Universal
terday that
Texas Exhibitors Issue 24 Page Press passed the
Boo"k— Territory Going After
the road to
Celebration in Big Way

South Set

Blames Prints

Laemmle had now Their Poor Condition Given As One
Cause for Growing Animosity in
danger point and was on
Germany Against U. S. Films
recovery.
Carl

—

Commercially there. You have a
Berlin That the. growing antipathy
Bryson Sailing
ex Beach story, Allan Dwan direcin Germany against American films
Indications are that the entire South
Tames V. Bryson, managing direc- is due, in part, to the bad condition
)n and a cast including Lois Moran, will join in "Greater Movie Season,"
oah Beery, Louise Dresser, Helen The M. P. T. O. A. of Texas, under tor of European M. P. Corp., Uni- of negatives upon their arrival in
rome Eddy and others. A lot of direction of W. S. Waid, has prepared versal's English distributor, sails for Berlin, is the opinion ventured by
:ploitation can be built around the a 24 page press book which contains London on Saturday.
Charles Rosher, formerly cameraman
:le.
for Mary Pickford in the States, and
in detail the day by day plan for the
"Potemkin" Baimed in Germany
now with Ufa.
celebration.
Neilan Remarks
Times reports from Berlin that
The
From time to time* various reasons
is well under
campaign
Oklahoma's
Mickey Neilan, in "The Motion
hailed as the Soviet's have been set forth for the supposed
Little Rock, "Potemkin,"
is Virginia's.
So
way.
icture Director" says:
(Continued on Page 12)
elTort, has been
Memphis, Jacksonville, New Orleans, greatest production
The motion picture industry is reachCenof
Board
Reich
the
banned
bv
Atlanta, Nashville, Montgomery and
ing a great crisis, which is likely to
Two Originals by Vadja
sors.
prove more serious to the business than
(Continued on Page 9)
commissioned
has
Paramount
the flu
epidemic of 1918 and may
Ernest Vadja to do two original storbring more misfortune and hindrance
New Fan Magazine
to production of pictures than anything
One will be "The Headwaiter,"
ies.
"Doug" and Mary SaU Aug. 19
I. E. Wheeler-Reid is in New York
since the beginning of their great popa
London Douglas Fairbanks and arranging for the publication of a for Adolph Menjou and the other
ularity, fifteen years ago.
life.
York
New
about
revolving
tale
titled
be
to
The danger of production being kept
magazine
Rusfan
for
new
Mary Pickford leave today
at a standstill is of vital importance,
"Movieland." He is the publisher of Vadja will leave soon for Hungary
sia, returning August 19, on which
to the entire motion picture world and
and expects to return with the comLife" on the Coast.
aboard
"Hollywood
home,
for
sail
they
will
date
can only be a'verted by the exhibitor
pleted scripts in September.
being convinced that new faces on the
PickMrs. Charlotte
the Majestic.
screen are not a total box-office loss.
Begin on $125,000 Coast House
ford will accompany the party home.
To Supervise M.-G.-M. Westerns
A serious observation and one Upon the arrival in New York, they
Los Angeles— Construction on the
Los Angeles Andrew Callahan has
hich might well receive every con- will leave for Hollywood to remain theater being built by Adolph Ramish
has been appointed supervisor of Westderation.
for two weeks, thence continuing at an estimated cost of $125,000
erns for M.-G.-M.
begun.
Orient.

—

—

KANN

their tour to the

'

THE

c^Hk

DAILV

On Gold Basis

Stock Sale Near?
(Continued from Page
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Cooperating with Navy

Pulilished daily except Saturday

*t

;

Address

communications to

as

"The relation between the Navy
Department and the motion picture
producers have been very cordial,"
according to Curtis D. Wilbur, secretary of the Navy, "and they have
always cooperated heartily with the
Xavy Department in its endeavor to
give sailormen fine, clean motion pictures."

are in a position to know some doubt
expressed that the plan will go
is

through

although

admitted

is

it

1926

Purchase Brooklyn Chain
Garfield, the Avon and th'
16th St. theaters on the Max Peai
circuit have been taken over by Pekel

it

ner & Jennell in a deal involving ove
The new owners assumt
$100,000.

would be decidedly beneficial to the management next Monday.
For one thing it would, in
industry.
likelihood, permit of obtaining betternrices for pictures.
The present idea is to enlarge the
all

Pekelner & Jennell sold thre(
houses in Harlem to Meyer 4
Schneider about a year ago.

Dawes plan to cover the whole field
of international transfer, and as the
Dawes plan had as its principal object the stabilization of the mark, the
new conference will be to launch the
clearing
international
an
of
idea
by which

house
be

made

as

all

stable

currencies

as

is

%

'^^^ifherome^

will

Germany's

at present.

THE FILM

Rockett's Next, "Not Herbert"
Arranging for Carter Funeral
The next Ray Rockett production
Goshen, Ind. Funeral arangements for First National will be "Not HerHollywood,
New York.
Filniday,
dress:
Calif:nia — Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa- for Lincoln J. Carter, author of "The bert," stage play by Howard Irving
d'.r Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashFast Mail" and many other thrillers, Young. Production will start at the
bigicn 9794, London — Ernest \V. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborjugh St., who died here, have not been an- Biograph studio Aug. 15 with HowLonHon, W. I., Paris — La Cinematographie nounced.
ard Higgin directing and with Ben
all

15,

The

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

the former plant, has just
been put in operation. This company
is owned by the Pathe Exchange and
du Pont. Du Pont-Pathe's increased
capacity, it is expected, will be reflected in Pathe earnings.
large

Thursday, July

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad-

DAILY,

Francaise,

Rue

5,

—

Saulnier.

Lyon

Hope Hampton Returning
Hope Hampton returns from a six
weeks' sojourn in Paris next Monday on the Leviathan. Her husband.
Brulatour,
accompanies the

Financial

Jules
star.

An

unexpected wa-ve of protit-taking yesterday brought a sudden halt to the upward
movement in the market. Prices, which had
soared before noon, tumbled as the reaction
set in.

the film issues did not take much
part in the early advance, they were more
stable than the industrials toward the close.

Since

— Svend

Gade, sched-

uled to direct Corinne Griffith's next,
"The Lady in Ermine," has been
loaned by Warners to direct Miss
Griffith.

Quotations
.\m.

Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Balaban

&

.

.

.

.

.

.

i^Vi
38J^

Famous
Fam.

Players ..117^4
Play". Pfd

Play.

7^
Pfd.

Nat'l

104

Fox Film "A" ... 74-^
Fox Theaters "A" 25^
•Intern'l

38
113J4
116;^

..4^

Rts.

Film Inspect
First

!4

Katz

Eastman Kodak ..114

Fam.

34

Roxy Common

...

•Uni. Art. The Ct
Universal Pictures
Univer. Pict. Pfd

Warner Bros
Warner Pict
Warner Pict. "A"

7,355

6J^
103Ji
73J4
25}^

6J4

103%

300
200

74%

1,200

25?4

800

*

t

11%
38%

38J4
2354

23 54

19^

19%

'ilVi

97/2
56/2

56
25

6,666
100

200
700
1,300

6

7
..

i%

%Y%
31

200
6,800

4-/,

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen

300
500

4!/i

Project.

Loew's, Inc
39Ji
Metro-Gold. Pfd. .2354
M. P. Cap. Corp. 20
tParamount B'way 97^4
Pathe Exch. "A"
565^
27
Roxy Units

••

34^^
38
74
1I3!4
116J4
12054

si54
66
8-4
100

31

300
100

31

97
45/2
9/4

14>4

14Ji

H«

366

Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia

Market

Bond Market

Valentino in Person
Rudolph Valentino may be

in

—

four weeks.
"Plastic Age" for Colony
"The Plastic Age," made some
months ago by B. P. Schulberg, will
play the Colony next week. It is released by Commonw-ealth in this territory.

Added

Publicity Staff

to

Los Angeles

— George Landy, Coast

director of publicity for First National, has added Adam Hull Shirk, Jay
Chapman, Frances Perrett and Dudley Burrows to his staff.

May

Build in Portage, Wis.
Minneapolis A delegation of Portaare, Wis., businessmen is understood
to have approached the Fischer-Paramount interests regarding a theater
for their town.

—

Conferring on

Malcom

St.

Wyoming,

Script
Pierre Collings,

Arthur Camp and Lee Garmes will
spend the week-end at Newbury, Vt.,
conferring on the script for the direc-

—

an interest

for exteriors.

in

—

—

A Hold-Over On

BROADWAY
A

Knockout

EVERYWHERE
THE HEAVY PARADE
second week extended engagement at WARNER'S THEATRE, New Vork
— and no wonder — It's one of the
Played

FAT MEN
2-Reel Comedies

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION

At

ALL F.B.O. BRANCHES

A

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

'Tis

a

paradox

— with

Service

Organizatiorus

—that

frequently

with

the

Now

that our clients of longest

same brisk service

as

those

new accounts we

that

Bryant 5450-1

we

to

The Film Daily)

have introduced ourselves

WIRE—WRITE

or CALL for
Have the Best Short Reel
Program Ever Assembled

in a lessening of the intensity of the service.

so

of the Industry

That's That

(with apolosits

unbounded confidence, there comes a relaxation

are organized

The Standard

723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C.

And

NO CLIENTS TO EXCHANGE

We

standing receive tjie
are continually wooing.

COMEDY— ACTION— VARIETYTHRILLS
INCOnPORATCO

Six Series of Outstanding Shorts

CAMERA EXCHANGE

SAVA FILMS

M.Y.C.

B ry ant_3t 5

Exchange.

Mitchell Prod.

Carpenter on Location
Start on Up-State Theater
Los Angeles Horace B. CarpenFiinghamton, N. Y. Construction
ter and his company have gone to work has begun on the $500,000 theArizona for scenes for Bill Patton's ater being
Frank
sponsored
by
next Sierra picture.
Keenev here.

UHttiout

729 Seventh Ave.

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumisbeii
for all Pathecomedies at you.

is

FREE

"Show Off"

Clair,

Bradley Buys an Interest
Los Angeles George Bradley has
ing the first of a series of Westerns resigned
from the First National
for Hal Roach have gone to Moata, scenario department and has acquired

We

HOWELL
BELL - AMD
CAMERAS
AKELEY
Cameramen
or

This

Produced by Joe Rock

—

which results

SEIDEN

P. A.
At the weekly meeting of the A.
M. P. A. at the Hof Brau House
today there will be a welcome home
party for Glendon Allvine who has
been on a vacation in Europe.

Location at Moata
Los Angeles Francis MacDonald.
Edna Murphy and the company mak-

realization of a client's

UaUi

M.

tor's next.

On

time

in

Allvine Back at A.

New

to make a personal
appearance at the Stranrl during the
run of "The Son of the Sheik."

York

"Don Juan" at Grauman's
Los Angeles It is expected that
John Barrymore in "Don Juan" will
open at Grauman's Egyptian in about

"Mi|hty like a Moose^

featured.

Directors Switch

Los Angeles

CHARLEY
CHASE

1

80

MAIDEN LANE.

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John
I

1540

3080

tJJ.lJt

1

n

>.

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

/

me
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WU

The

Film Daily thanks

follo^ring prominent
ne^rspapers for printing ne^vs
matter and comment from this pub-

the

lication during the past iveek

THE FILM DAILY

and giving

full editorial credit

-~«-^we-r^j^fe^j%)ii03H'

The New York Post
The New York World
The Washington Times
The Boston Post
The Brooklyn Eagle
The Bridgeport Post
The Los Angeles Express
Schenectady Union-Star
The Wichita Eagle
The Boston American
The Erie Dispatch

The Birmingham Post
The Portland Herald
The Indianapolis Star
Pittsburgh Gazette-Times
Los Angeles Herald

The
The
The
The
The

Atlanta Journal

Hartford Courant
Providence New^s
Columbus Dispatch
Boston Traveler
Muncie, Ind. Star

"•••-i^ine'iii^KJ^r^ii^H-

^^There Must Be

A

Reason'*

—

"

THE
r^msavsim

DAILY

Thursday, July

15,

19JI

•5

\nJ

/'hat's

BARRY"

By

FLORA

That I

FIXCII was

called

upon

to ring tlic village fire alarm up
at
\'alhalla. \. Y., recently for a
"Carrie of tlic Chorus" scene.
One

of Dolores Del Rio was played
while the board was painted
with
a border of green, white and
Brief outlines of practical exploitathe Mexican national colors, on
tion stunts.
They give all necessary red,
On the sides were
top and bottom.
information the exhibitor nejids to
In
the red, white and blue border.
put them over.
They have made
advertising the namoney for others. They ivill make all the display
carried out.
money for yon. This daily list of tional color scheme was

name

Exploit- O- Grams

up

in

(Continued from Page 1)
the conversion of any cxisi
building to be used for the exhibi:
of_ moving picture shows, until
said application for permit is first
sented to by the Mayor and
Council of Baltimore by ordinal

Jack
as English.
Laredo,
Theater,

nor shall any such ordinance be pi
ed until public notice is first givei

The announcements were made

"E.vploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showwhang of the hammer against the man. File them away. Here is an
iron ring calls the police and two
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
whangs the fire department.
The ideas when you run these pictures.

•Spanish

Rowley,

—

well

as

Royal

Texas.

—

—

—

—

It

a complete rest after he completed the
job. "Red" keeps ei'cryone hustling,
he's a regular speed kid.

Cooperated with a drug store in
featuring a "Cohen and Kelly" milk
shake.
It was advertised in front of
the store by a large handpainted card
decorated with stills from the pic-

Dominik

Nicassio,

Italian

player,

has l)een signed by Boheme Films on
a long term contract.

Bush Replaces Mednikow
Chicago Paul Bush has replaced
John Mednikow as manager of As-

—

oriatcd's exchange.

Puts Vaudeville in Bill
The Palace has added

Otiowa

—

vaudeville acts to its picture
program and at the same time has reduced the price of admission from .SO
to 45 cents.
three

Columbus House Nears Completion
Columbus, O. — The flrandview,
sealing 700 and costing about $75,000,

almost finishcfl anrl will probably
open the end of this month.
i'^

the "Kelly shoe," and alonga patent leather slipper
as
the "Cohen
Shoe."
Window cards tied the display up
with the picture showing. Roy Ga-

W.

—

Stayton,
Ore.
George Xeech,
of this town, has purchased
the Star, which will be managed by

Edwin.
Theater Under Way
N. Y. Jacob Kouistone of
building a theater and ofTica

Inlet
Inlet,
1

'tica is

structure here.

—

Morgantown,

(United Artists)

shows through the remote settlements
of the Canaflian prairie provinces. He
billed his route with flaring one-sheets
of "The Gold Rush," and also featured
wilh this the reproduction of his rental
contract.
This was done to drive
home the value of the picture as indicaterl by the price he paid for it.
in

(First National)
Played up the presence of Dolores
Del Rio, a Mexican in the cast, to

the large
residents in

whenever any application or per
is hereafter granted by ordinancei
resolution of the Mayor and
C.

Council of Baltimore to construct,!
ter or change any building for

purpose of exhibiting motion

picf

shows or

for vaudeville or the;
purposes, the same shall be exerci
by the grantee therein named wit

months

from

the

resolul

—W. V. Taylor, form-

the local

Orpheum

for

many and

of no eflfect.
"And, be it further ordained,

t

applications or permits heretof!
Two Connecticut Corporations
granted by ordinance or resolution
Hartford The
Colonial
Theater the Mayor and City Council of I;
Co., has been incorporated here with timore to construct, alter or chai
a capital of $50,000.
Equity Theaters, any building for the purpose of
Inc., of New Britain, has been organ- hibiting motion picture shows or
ized with a capital of $50,000.
Both vaudeville or theater purposes, wh
concerns will operate theaters.
have not been exercised at the ti
of the approval of this ordinance, si
Czecho-SIovakian Film in Cleveland be exercised by the grantee ther
Cleveland The first local engage- named within 2 months from the d
ment of the Czecho-SIovakian film, of the approval of this ordinance,
"Lass of the Mountains" took place if not exercised by the said gran
at the Lyceum with' English and for- within that time, the right and pr
eign titles.
lege so granted, shall become n
void and of no effect.
Theater in Texas Hotel
Fort Worth, Tex. Contrpct has
Bishop Seriously 111
been let for an 18 story theater and
Leonard
Bishop,
Ottowa
W|
hotel building to cost about $1,350,000.
knovi'n throughout Canada as a t;
The Egyptian motif will predominate.
ater manager and for two years m
ager of the Regent, is dangerouslyl
Boston Theater Fire
Boston A careless smoker caused at the Ottawa Civic Hospital.
a small fire at the Apollo here. Timely
Planning Hotel and Theater
discoverv prevented it from spreading
to the auditorium.
Oklahoma City John J. Hardei
receiving bids for a hotel and th,
1,400 Seats for Monterey
tcr in Amarillo. Tex., on which
Monterey. Cal.— The Golden State will spend $500,000.
Theaters' $250,000 house is about to
open.
It seats 1,400.
Portland House Opening Sooni
Greeley's Colon
Portland, Me,
New House at Armory. Miss.
Portland's newest theater, is schedu
Armorv, Miss.— A $50,000 house is to open on July 26.
to be built here bv P. Florida and associates.
Another for Frisco

—

—

"Joanna"

to

it ordained by the Mayor
Council of Baltimore, T

—

Western Canada.

af)peal

i

—

Employed the facsimile of his conIract for the film rental as an exploitation medium.
This exhibitor road

Thornsteinson. roadshovving

"Be
City

1

r

—

"The Gold Rush"

S.

is the ordinance
the erection or alteration
theater after the granting of a
mit:

;,

Va.

mayor

his son,

Theater,

The following

iting

—

—

J.

Mayor Takes Over House

it

Arcade

:

—

it

ree.

Baltiir

i'

two

Orleans

newspapers of

all

was
nnnounced
side

New

daily

City at least once a week for fifti
davs prior to the introduction of
ordinance, which notice shall set ff
the intention of introducing said
dinance and which notice shall ci
tain a sufficient description of \
provisions
of
said
ordinance
everybody in interest to underst
fully the scope and purport of s
measure. The cost of advertising
notice shall be borne by the applic
of said permit."

years.

trons of the store.
In addition to
this a clothing store placed an oversize brogue in the window and labelled

Taylor in
Orleans

managed

—

Nicassio

(

granting the same, and if not es
erly manager of the Orpheum in St. cised by the grantee therein nar
Louis, has come here to fill the place within that time, the right and pr
of the late John Bertram who had le^e so granted shall become null, v!

New

Bebe Daniels had to swim home
from a joy ride. In a sequence for
"The Campus Flirt" she accepts an ture. Two thousand tickets, good for
five cent reduction on the drink and
invitation for a boat ride,
and well, a
carrying
a line about "The Cohens
>he had to swim home.
and Kellys" were given away to pa-

Boheme Signs

for

tw'o

scene called for the latter but Flora Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
"Moana"
isn't so hrawny and after one whang
(Paramount)
and help the other fellows who are
.she gave it up, dropped the sledge
Held a private screening a week behelping you.
and. the entire police department arfore the showing for the members of
rived on the scene.
Both of them
"Classified"
the Woman's and Civic Clubs, court
were very much put out.
(First National)
judges and other prominent people.
Tie-up with the "Houston Chron- Before the screening the manager
0» the authority of C. C. Burr. icle" in their classified section. Three made a short talk on the educational
Lanf week, the hottest day of the days before opening the paper print- possibilities of the film. He requestseason to date, Johnny Hines was ed a full page ad carrying pictures of ed them to write a short criticism of
mak'hig outdoor scenes for "The Corinnc
Griffith
Chronicle's the picture before leaving, and supand
Knickerbocker Kid" and for some un- "Miss Classified," announcing that plied a nad and pencil to each guest.
known reason needed an electric fan. free tickets would be given away for A number of these criticisms were
Production was held up three hours five days for the best ten stories on used to great advantage in the newsbefore anyone could he induced to "Chronicle Classified." A list of ap- paper ads during the run.
F J.
loan such an instrument even for the propriate subjects
were published Miller, Modjeska Theater, Augusta,
short time necessary to shoot the from which the contestants could Ga.
scene.
choose.
"Miss Classified" appeared
in the theater lobby and gave out
Fire in Elmira
Someone told Charlie Murray that copies of the song "Classified." She
EIniira,
N. Y. A reel of film
iilcnhnl
rubbed over gold frames \\ore a dress imprinted with the jammed in the projection machine at
would clean them nicely. But Charlie "Want .\d" section of the Chronicle. the Sayre and caught fire. Manager
says he can't think of anyone foolish The picture title appeared on a sash Edward Cangley succeeded in getting
enough to use alcohol for such a she wore, also on her hat. Also a his audience out without any panic.
purpose these days.
double p?ge of cooperative ads ap- The damage was slight.

Harry Van Demark, Queen
peared.
must he a pretty tough grind Theater, Houston, Tex.
playing around with "Red" Grange.
Even Byron Morgan who did the
"The Cohens and Kellys"
script for "The Halfback" required
(Universal)

Theater Control

in red,

proportion of
Mexican
the town.
A
specially prepared board was plnrcd
before the theater entrance.
The

'

I

|

Opens New House
Crawfordsville Ga.— Carl L. Williams has opened his theater here.

—

San Francisco Construction
begun on the $600,000 Stowell th
ter, which will be under lease to I
ward Belasco and G. L. Davis.
1
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,
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A BOX-OFFICE
CHECK-UP
S.R.KENT

PARAMOUNT delivers

today

POSING THIS COMPANY'S

14

15th

OF THE 75 PICTURES COMBIRTHDAY GROUP for 1926-7.

Several of these pictures have aheady been tested at the box

office.

Here

are the facts and figures:

six

weeks' run at the Riallo,

with Percy

New

Marmont, Warner

ston and a big supporting cast.
play.

"Aloma" proves

York, an 1800

seat house.

It stars

Qflds

QraV

Harry Morey, Julanne JohnMaurice Tourneur produced it from the famous stage

Baxter, William Powell,

again that Giida Gray

is

the finest drawing card picture

houses can have.

l&iiajrETY
yet!

The

0^ggg^

Starting a long run at the Rialto,

got ^35,000 the

third sustains the

same

first

New

sweltering week.

fast pace.

New York

York,

this

amazing picture

The second week was bigger

critics

have boldly proclaimed

"Variety" the greatest picture ever made and the performances of Emil Jannings and

Lya de Putti

as the limit in perfection.

"PABiLOClKJE©**
change screen

this big

They forgot the heat
the Howard Theatre
box

office

when "Padlocked" jammed
preview recently. Have your ex-

in Atlanta
at its

"natural" for you.

BOach" Cosmopolitan Magazine
bargain. Allan Dwail made
with

^^^^

it

We

paid a record price for this

story and, judging from the picture,

Lois Moran, Louise Dresser,

Helen Jerome Eddy and Douglas Fairbanks,

Jr.

Noah

it is

a

Beery,

A BOX OFFICE
**J^

^jErlLlU

O
*V3r\H^«
^58,000

^^

J^
in

^^^ triumphant
record at the

^if

surprise of the

new

DorOlhy Cish

this special are a revelation.

^^

^i» ei**

1

season. Broke the

new Oriental Theatre, Chicago, with

one week, aided by enthusiastic reviews.

and the pulling power of

i^fS

CHECK-UP

*^y

*'

because we have seen the picture

JRlIflE J^LASfS^JEjMS
and know-THE BEST GLORIA SWANSON
RELEASE SINCE "MANHANDLED" because it has gowns, comedy,
pathos, down-to-earth

human drama and

scenes since "Male and Female." Eugene O'Brien

Tim

for since
cess in the picture,

a

The "Miracle Man." He went

under

Allan

Dwan's direction,

after a big suc-

with his whole

The all.star supporting cast — Renee-Adoree, Aileen Pringle,

William Powell and the
the picture.

is

Tom Meighan found the story he has been looking

|f^//%^f% (» -^

heart and soul.

Swanson love
the leading man.

the most exciting

rest

— were equally enthusiastic. We

Meighan has climbed

to greater heights than

have seen

even he himself

realizes!

A

Marshall Neilan hits

'Irtlf
IDir fll^r
lC\r^
dh^dLlwJl0^^^»^^mi^
right

The

box

office

cast of

wallop in his

first

the bulls-eye with a terrific

Paramount

release.

It is exactly

the

combination of love, mystery and red-meat melodrama.

Blanche Sweet, Neil Hamilton, Matt Moore, Arthur

Edmund

Carewe, Earle Williams and Arlette Marchal offer you a gold mine of
picture

names

been selected
ful

drama of

to

to

sell.

launch

stage

life.

FlorGIICe Vldofinto stardom
Here

highest expectations. It has

is

much

than this power-

a picture that, frankly, surpasses our

of the dramatic sweep and novelty that

makes "Variety" such a sensational success. Lowell Sherman and Clive
Brook are featured in this William Wellman production.

/

I

BY S.R.KENTi^^NTiNUED}
**1PJ(KB

SM0\V^
New York

^^^^
*^** ^^^ greatest of
OJPIP ^ comedies
when ran nearly two
"i^^^^"^

it

The

American
years on the

all

screen version, now completed at our Long Island
Studio, confirms this rating
and then some! Ford Sterling as "the kid
from West Philly" is a riot. Lois Wilson, Louise Brooks, Gregory Kelly
all are immense.
St. ClaiVproves again why he is rated
among the five leading directors.
stage.

—

—

MalCOlm

sjpjBAKiFG

OF w}As> smms

Paramount proudly announces that these history-making productions are practically finished and set for Broadway ^2 SHOWINGS BEFORE OCTOBER 1:

^OjLID
•rJWlF

][]ltitl1Kr<ftinn7P*Q
JUC%VV^«9JUIJJCr<9

^

James

Cruze'smighty drama

is

the talk of

the entire motion picture world. Never has a
premiere on such a terrific tide of advance publicity
and applause.
have seen it in almost its entirety. It is absolutely
"in" at this minute as the biggest road show attraction of all times.
picture sailed to

its

We

Laurence

Stallings/uthor of "The Big Parade*' and "What Price
Glory?" wrote the story. The enormous cast features Wallace Beery, Esther
-Ralston, George Bancroft, Charles Farrell,
.aqd several hundreds of war veS;$els.

jBJR^lIUT

^^

(BjP^SilPIE
w%» J

many thousands of

others

^ ^^ have seen this thrilling adventure romance
in uncut

and unedited form. Even

in that state,

a box office giant that will make men cheer, women throb and weep
and kids go wild with excitement. This is the supreme adventure picture
of the decade. Produced on "Covered Wagon" scalie throughout!
it is

Herbert Brenon's smashing

production features Ronald ColAlice Joyce, Neil Hamilton, Noah Beery, Mary Brian, William
Powell, Norman Trevor, Ralph Forbes and Victor McLaglan.

man,

audience picture. We looked at ten uncut
they are box office to the last
reels. THEY ARE
flicker. Menjou is a revelation as the dress-suited Satan of 1927. De Putti
is the Cleopatra of the ages. Ricardo Cortez and Carol Dempster are*
superb. No wonder over a million readers have bought this story in the
thirty years of its existence! It is a wonderful drama that appeals to the

touches on

this, his greatest

TREMENDOUSand

hearts of everybody.

"~^g

K-Bmgnpt'vn

'

': -.T-i^t-r-a'

^./<»i-ajgy

rsth

^BiKTHDAYi

CROUP

—

A box-office check-up by
Read over again

this

new season product
Check the box

honest report on Paramount's

finished

first

in legitimate

K.e

for showing.

lO of these hits are

BEFORE OCTOBER
1,

and ready

office values.

Remember _ the
ber

S.li.lVENT

1,

1926; the

3

RELEASED

road shows

will

be

houses on Broadway at ^2 top before Octo-

developing for your theatres

member

—

these attractions will be followed

by such

HAROLD LLOYD, VON STROHEIM»S
"THE WEDDING MARCH," "THE ROUGH RIDERS," "WE»RE
IN THE NAVY NOW!" ZIEGFELD'S "KID BOOTS," RICHARD
DIX, DOUGLAS MACLEAN, BEBE DANIELS, RAYMOND
GRIFFITH, ADOLPHE MENJOU, W. C. FIELDS, ZANE GREY

sure-fire successes as

and a mighty procession of other leading money-makers
of this business.

Is

it

any wonder that paramount's i5th birthDAY GROUP IS BEING BOOKED FASTER AND
WIDER THAN ANY PRODUCT EVER KNOWN?

^

DAILY
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South Expanding
(Continued from Page

rogram now

South Set
In the Courts

1)

progress throiiKhout
The present delis entire territory.
flopment is along sane and substanai lines; it has not the hectic, hurin

feverish quality of the sudden
\-pansion that began in 1919, gained
1920 and
s strongest momentum in
?21 and then subsided for a time.
cd,

"The investments being made

in the-

properties now are carefully conidered; conditions are being studied
eliberately before a new project is
tcr

uuiched, and while competition is
eener than it has ever been before
motion picture theater enterprises,
1
is certain that the development proram is taking shape along lines that

permanence.
"The trend of the business is toard groups, chains and circuits,
'he economic problem involved in
he acquisition and operation of thealake for

—

In a deposition filed in
St. Louis
the Circuit Court. William Goldman,
owner of the Kings, Queens, Kingsland and Woodland, denied that E. A.

judgment for $3,735 has
in the Supreme Court in

default

been

filed

"There is every indication that the
It
hain and circuit idea is growing.
growing not only because the
;
trength of the producer-owned thea-

where

er

is

growing, but because shrewd

xhibitors,

owners of individual the-

have found that the surest
ters,
aeans of protecting their investments
more theaters, and there5 to have

more buying power.
"They are simply going

ore

the

into

The relusiness on a bigger scale.
ent organization in this territory of
^iedmont Theaters, Inc., with Arhur Lucas, R. B. Wilby and H. F.
Cincey as the principal holders, is a
Mr. Lucas has several
ase in point.
heater enterprises in the territory

Mr. Wilby and Mr. Kincey had
ither and entirely different holdings,
rhey have combined interests, taints and finances to launch a new
ompany that has already acquired an
mportant group of North Carolina
heaters and it is obvious that they
lave started on a program of develvhile

ipment.

Sparks of Jacksonville has
ecently added seven new theater
)roperties to his already strong chain,
md he is expending a fortune in the
levelopment of those new houses.
"Tony Sudekum, who says but little
)f what he
is doing, has been busy
or more than a year on a program
"E.

J.

_

Newspaper Opinions

1)

Louisville are well organized. Numerous smaller cities in the South are all
set to go.

R. E. Griffith,

A

favor of Edward L. Bennett against
the Campbell M. P. Corp. and Maurice Campbell, on a note of the corporation made July 15, 1925, signed
by Maurice Campbell as president.

its

"Season"
I'cuie

General managers of campaigns already under way in various parts of
the country include:
Freudiger, formerly auditor for GoldJoseph L.
Plunkett,
Mark
the
man's theaters, had more than a Strand, N. Y. City.
$2,000 interest in property at Union
H, A. Cole, M. P. T. O, of Texas,
boulevard and St. Louis avenue which 2009/2 Jackson
St., Dallas.
is the proposed site of a large theaH.
Rickey,
M.
M. P. T. O. of Mich.,
ter.
The site cost $18,000 and FreuHotel Wolverine, Detroit.
diger claims one-fourth interest.
Wm. J, Raynor, Read's HippoFreudiger some time ago brought
drome, Cleveland, O.
suit to determine his interest in the
Guy Kenimer, the Arcade, Jacksonproperty which was purchased in Noby
Goldman, his ville, Fla.
vember,
1924,
brothers, Sam and Maxwell Goldman,
Everett Johnson, Oklahoma, Tulsa;
and Freudiger.
A, B. Momand, Shawnee;

best solution in the formAlliances
tion of groups and chains.
nd coalitions in theater operation
iiswer some of the same problems
hat have been solved by mergers and
They reduce overonsolidations.
ead expense, promote closer co-ordiation, eliminate many undesirables
hat contribute nothing of a construcive character to the business, and in
he end bring better financial results.

rs finds

On

(Continiicd from

Oklahoma

City;

Fred Pickreal, Ponca City;
Charles Sassen,
State of

Oklahoma

City, for

Oklahoma.

Carl Porter, the Victory, Salt Lake
City.

Tony Sudekum,

the Crescent,

Nash-

Tenn.

ready owners of some 150 theaters in
H. C. Farley, Montgomery Enterthe South, have launched plans for
four additional houses. Theirs is one prises, Montgomery, Ala.
of the most powerful chains anyHarry M. Crandall, Stanley-Cran-

this tendency toward chains,
circuits, and group control the theater

"In

Washington,
Maurice F. Barr, Saenger Amusement Co., 1401 Tulane Ave,, New

dall Co,,

Orleans.

Thos. D, Van Osten, Allied AmuseIndustries, 100 Golden Gate

ment

Ave., San Francisco.

Edw.

J.

O'Keefe, the City Square,

Atlantic City, N.

—

(Week ending

AMERICAN—"
a

*

hantisomc animal

of liis own.
dime novelette with
star might envy,

July 10)
Certainly, hr's fRcx)
a fire and personHe domnatcs ths film
*

with

ality

a

proud grace any human
•

DAILY NEWS—*

*The pcrfomrance of
the horse. Kex, is remarkable throughout the
picture, but a great deal of credit rif horses
want credit) must go to the silver mare.
Lady, and to the black and white Killer,
another stallion cast as the leader of the
Indian herd. • * *

EVENING WORLD—*

*

among picture actors and if
ing men could be turned

•

Rex

is a king
our leadhorses thev

half of

into

would show so poorly in comparison that
they would no more than get into the pictures as extras in the herd Rex leads
• •
* His close-ups reveal a
high-strung, sensitive nature thrilling in its
wildness and freeness.
Rex uses his horse
sense to advantage and can hold his own
with atiy animal actor in filmdom, * * •
* *
The story
has been told from the equine viewpoint,
and one forgets in watching it that he has
none. As actors the people in the cast are
pretty bad
but as riders they are superb.
* *

GRAPHIC—*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

POST— *

* * "The Devil Horse" has not
only Indians, cavalrymen, battles and thrills
galore,
but it boasts, as well, unusually
beautiful scenic eflfects and a most intelligent

*

star.

TELEGRAM—*

* * There are innumerable sprightly scraps between man and man,
man and horse and between horse and rival
horse, on land and in the water. * *
* *
Rex. the silver screen
stallion, the handsome, big. black horse, the
Lionel
Barrymore
of
equine
dramatics,
prances across the white shee in * * * a
cinema written so expertly as to render him
in his art quite considerably more than human.
Wherever a good Tiorse with a hne.
steady eye, a high, rangy head and a barrvl
of dynamite in each leg is iovjj, Kex A-iil
attract and win, *

WORLD—*

J.

Arthur G. Stolte, A. H. Blank Ensimply following principles that
have been tried out with success in terprises, Des Moines.
the commercial world, from the steel
J. A. Michael, 71 Root Bldg,, Bufindustry down to the chain grocery falo, N. Y.
It is taking a similar course
store.
Price A. Mansfield, 347 5th Ave.,
to that adopted by the legitimate the- Pittsburgh.
ater, vaudeville and burlesque, no one
Harry Bernstein, the Colonial, Richof which really entered into an era
mond,
Va.
of prosperity and stability until the
David H. Harding, 1905 Main St„
famous wheels, circuits and syndi- Kansas City.
cates were formed."
Wm. A. Clark, Palace, Cincinnati,
O.
Matt Moore for Dwan Picture
Chas. W, Krebs, Rialto, Louisville.
Matt Moore has been cast for a Kv.
role in "Summer Bachelors.'' which
H, Whitehurst, Garden, BaltiJ,
Allan Dwan starts for Fox at its New more.
York studio Monday. Madge BelBen Ferriss, Finkelstein & Ruben,
lamy has the feminine lead.
Minneapolis.
M. C. Krofta, Bijou Dream, Milwaukee.
Liberty to Re-Open
D. H. Watts, Blank Enterprises.
After remainBernardsville, N. J.
ing closed for several months to un- Omaha,
Miller,
Chambers,
the
Stanley
dergo redecoration, the Liberty will
Wichita, Kans,
open its doors next week.
John Firnkoess, the Mosque, Newark. N. J.
Palestine House Ready
Thos. H. Martell, Director BookPalestine, Tex.— The Queen theaings, War Dept. Theaters, 39 Whiteter, built in the style of the Spanish
Renaissance, at a cost of $50,000 has hall St.. New York.
Tav Hass, the Capitol, Little Rock,
been completed. It opens shortly.
Warren Irwin, the Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.
Fox Promotions at Milwaukee
M. J. O'Toole, Comerford AmuseMilwaukee John Lorentz has been
is

Pathe

Warners

;

ville,

F. W. Buhler, Stanlev Co, of Phila.,
1916 Race St., Philadelphia.

in this country.
"Universal's program of development has reached interesting proportions.
That company already has
twenty-three theaters in operation in
the Southeast, with five more in the
course of construction, and with
many plans as yet not crystalized.

"The Devil Horse"

New Los Angeles House
Los Angeles— A $600,000 house
planned for Hill St., near 11th by

is

F.
J. Twaits, who has leased the theater.
The Stowell, to Edward and G. L.

Davis.

House for Bessemer, Ala.
Bessemer, Ala. John Mcrritt is to
build a new house in the Realtv Building here.
It will cost $25,000 and
will seat about 450.

—

Form Nebraska Theater Company

—

Lincoln The Capitol Theater Co.
has been formed with $25,000 stock.
Pitts of Lincoln and W. J.
A.

H

Seydlitz of Havelock are directors.

Gorham With Educational
Des Moines
has

been

Omaha,

is

— Robert

with

First

Gorham. who
National

now managing

the

in

Edu-

cational branch.

expansion.
He continues to add
Omaha Theater Reopens
but along well organized
The E^mpress, combinaOmaha
as
permanent
for
speak
tion house, which was recently reveil as safe investment.
decorated, has reopened.
"The Gortatowsky Bros, of Albany
the
lave been active recently, and for
Milwaukee Theater Sold
irst time have gone out of Albany to
Milwaukee The Garrick has been
levelop theaters.
They, too, are
sold by Fred C. Gross to the Gar;ound business men who are known appointed special representative work- ment Co., Scranton. Pa,
Harold Shannon, the Eastman, Ro- rick Realty Co., the price being
or their conservatism.
O. J. Wooden
ing out of Chicago.
$225,000.
N. Y,
chester.
Malco
"M. A. Lightman, of the
succeeds him as manager.
F W, Murrav. the Rialto, Atlanta.
\musement Co. has developed a
Rosser Buys in Richmond
Charles MacElravv. Memphis Mu3;roup of twelve houses in the South
Weiner, Columbia Manager
Va.— R. P. Rosser of
Richmond,
Memphis,
Auditorium
nicipal
has
Weiner
tnd Southwest and it is not unlikely
Philadelphia— H. E.
has purchased the
N.
Raleigh.
C,
Theatrical
EnSchine
P, T. Dana,
hat more will be added to his circuit. been appointed branch manager for
Richmond.
in
South
\'enus
terprises, Gloversville, N, Y.
The Saenger Theaters, Inc., al- Columbia here.
)f

his chain;
ines which

—

—

—
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Blames Prints
from Faije

(Coii/iFiiifd

Incorporations

))

animosity existing in Germany with
regard to American pictures. It has
been stated that oroducers forget
they are making pictures for other
Others
countries besides America.
blame it on the attitude of certain
representatives

Berlin

distributors.
methods are

of

American
mentioned as

other reason.
Rosher has

attended

—

Trenton, N. J. Hub City Annisements,
Hrunswick. Capital $100,000. Incorporators, .lolin Kane, Frank J. Defillipo, FredAtty., Thomas H. Hagerty,
erick Galley.
.New Brunswick.

New

American
publicity
still

an-

Columbus,

O.

— Kommell

tributed this to the fact that before
the negatives reach Germany, they
have been used extensively at home,
then cut. printed and pasted together
again in France and England before

reaching here.
"the
Rosher,
states
"Besides,"
American producer knows too little
If the
about Germany psychology.
American industry wants to maintain
footing on the German market,
its
every producer who intends sending
his product to Germany should have
a man in his studio while the picture
This man would have
is being shot.
to be thoroughly acquainted with
German psychology. The ideal individual would be a German expert
the United States
who has lived
for a number of years. He would act
as an advisor to the director and
should even have authority to see
passages,
or
scenes,
certain
that
would be filmed in two different versions, one to suit America, the other

Pictures,

Incorporators, Frank J.
Cincinnati.
Rommell, James A. Sebastiani, T. A. Sebastiani, E. A. Gensch, Uen A. Strasser.

German trade. This
should also be able to translate
the titles into German right in Hollywood, so that there would be no time

man

lost in Berlin."

Rosher further claims that American films have been absolutely misunderstood and severely maltreated
in their

German

editions.

Rowland V. Lee, upon

his

return

Winter from a yearly pilgrimage
through E^urope, in an interview with

last

THK FILM DAILY

offered exactly

— Symphony

Theater Corp.,
Incorporators,
Capital $100,000.
Chicago.
Charles L. Beck, Louis L. Berg, Herman F.
Schmacher.
Springfield,

111.

—

111.
Vanity Theater Corp.,
Springfield,
Incorporators, Arthur H.
Capital $20,000.

Finn,

Evelyne Harkin, Dick

Co.,
— Chapel State H.Theater
Beam, E.
Incorporators,

Columbus, O.

F.

Cleveland.

Fredman,

H.
L.

L.

D.

1.

Lucat,

H. H.

Stewig,

Goodman.

—

Prod.,
Y. Bischoff-Levine
Albany,
N.
Manhattan. Capital, $10,000. Incorporators,
Levine.
Bischoflf,
N.
Goldberg.
S.
F. J.

Incorporators,

tan; $500.
J.

Theaters,
J.

Manhat-

and R. Joelson

Delmonte.

— Climax

Theater Co., JerJ.
Incorporators, Benjamin Heyman,
sey City.
Anna Feder, I. Joseph Stein.
Trenton, N.

—

P.
Dover, Del. Fine Arts M.
Address,
Dover.
Capital $100,000.
Hopkins, Dover.

Salem,

ment
tors,
ing,

Ore.

Prod.,

Melvin

L. Browning AmuseIncorporaCapital $10,000.

Rosa L. Browning, Edward A. BrownF. Browning.

W.

—

Carson Amusement

Harrisburg. Pa.
AdPittsburgh, theaters. Capital $10,000.
\Villiam Finkel, Terrace Court Apartments.

Albany, N. Y.

— Slope

hattan. Capital
$8,000.
and H. and L. Brandt.

N.

Trenton,

J.

Theater Corp., ManIncorporators, W.

Theaters,
— Kearny
Incorporators,

Capital $125,000.
Stern, Louis Stern, Janet Karu.

ark.

"Bardelys" at Carthay Circle
Los Angeles "Bardelys the Mag"The Volga
follow
will
nificent"
Boatman" at the Carthay Circle.

—

r*-

•i

MALE WANTED

Young man to solicit film trade
for laboratory work on salary;
state experience.
c-o Film Daily
Box M-310
N. Y. C.
1650 Broadway

^

—

Elizabeth. N. J.
The remaining wall]
the Lyceum, ruined by fire recently, arjj
ing razed, preparatory to erecting a
building.

Roy
T.
'begin in

House Opening Date

— Nov.

opening
date for the 3,000-seat house being
built
by Harris Bros, in Harris
Steel work on the building,
Square.
which includes a dance hall and 10
stores,

is

is

1

the

it

August.

in

—

Ottumwa, la.- The Strand
has taken over the Circle.

^ILL

Portland,
Ore.— About $25,000 will
spent in relnodeling the front of the Ci

—

Hamilton, Mo. J. B.
chased the Phototoriulrr.

Ebersoll

has

,
i

accessible.

—

1,200 Seat

House Contemplated
Wyo.-

— Plains

Theater

Corp. is to build a house costing
$175,000 for motion pictures and vaucapacity,
Seating
deville
shows.
1,200.

Clear Land for S-A Theater
Putnam, Conn. Five houses have
been moved from Lee St. to vacant

—

preparation for a
for the S-A Realty Co.

new

theater

Sharon, Pa.
Clarence Shafifer has beeol
pointed manager of the Grand.

Watertown,
has been

"I'll

Be

— Donald

Y.

L.

East

i

of the Liberty.

—

—

Clear Lake, Iowa The Electric has 1
purchased by T. C. Thompson, formerlj? Iki
Albert Lea, Minn.

n

Kansas City

— Earl

Jameson has taken

i

the Beaufort, a suburban house.

—

—

N.

made manager

Jlfflt

Oswego It is reported that Louis 3c
plans to increase the capacity of the ol'
to about double its present size.

Arthur m Columbia Film
Los Angeles The title role in
"Her Wife's Husband" will be played
by George K. Arthur, who has been
loaned to Columbia by M.-G.-M.
Costello in

I

Amusement L

Kingston, N. Y. The stage and the si
torium oi the Kingston are to be enlarge fcltjl

—

will find

—

Chicago^ Joseph Scholander has acqij
Monticello, which he plans to re-o

the

—

already up.

Industrial Firm to Build
to
Tenn. According
Maryville,
current reports, the Aluminum Co. is
to erect a modern theater, situated
so that residents of Maryville and

Alcoa

—

Chicago The Glen has been purchasei]
Pappas from I. Brotman, who

Tom

continue to operate the Maplewood.

MALE WANTED

[(6

Film salesman to solicit theatres for new motion picture

i

Siti,

lobby display advertising ser-]
salary and commission;

vice;
state

There'*'

Los Angeles Maurice Costello has
been cast for one of the leading roles
in "I'll Be There," a Sierra Prod.

experience.

Box M-311
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily

N. Y.

C.

IjCh:

NewJoseph

Albany, N. Y.— 142nd St. Theater Corp.,
Incorporators,
Manhattan. Capital $10,000.
I. Fordon.

N.

Trenton,
Co.,

Jersey

}\

—^Woodlawn

Airrusement
Incorporators, Benjamin
Feder, I. Joseph Stein.
J.

Ik'

City.

Heyman, Anna

—

A. & K. Amusement Corp., RockBeach.
Capital $14,000.
Incorporators, W. £. and G. Auer, M. Kran*.

Albany

Mich.

'<]

— Greater

Theater

—

N. J. Tuscan Theaters, Inc.,
Capital $125,000.
Incorporators,
Stern,
Louis Stern, Louis Golding.
Joseph
Trenton,

Newark.

AMALGAMATED

varv from America's.

Set Hartford

ign

A, Landsberg, S. Berg,

Detroit
Corp., Detroit. Capital $1,150,000.

editor of "Lichtbildbuehne," stated
that American producers forget that
German tastes and German mentality

Corp.,

dress,

Lansing,

During the week, an interesting arwas published in THE FILM
DAILY, in which Karl WolfTsohn.

will

lots in

— Rosa

Co., Salem.

tion.

ticle

Production
Barnes.
about two weeks.-

Cheyene,

Y.—Jodel

N.

Albany,

away

same

and

Olmstead

Gertrude

15,

Theater Changes

Kirshbaum.

He said
idea as Rosher.
every studio in this country
should have some intelligent foreign
person on its staflF to aid in producthe
that

aiul will lie directed by E. H. Griffith.
The cast will include Charles Ray,

Hartford

in

catering to the

To Film Training Camp Life
Los Angeles— The Citizen's Training Camp at Del Monte will be used
as the background for a picture by
M.-G.-M. The story will be written
bv Richard Schayer and Philip Klein

Inc.,

numerous

American. German and foreign openHe observed that
ings in Berlin.
most of the American prints reaching
Berlin were in such condition that
even the best of Berlin "labs" could
not produce a flawless print. He at-

Motion

Thursday, July

What do you ask in a serial star ?
Fame ? He's already world-famous
Pcpularity ? His started when he
!

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

was a fitting marine.
Attractions for

Rowing ever

,

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

I

}

_l

since

It's

been

/

Gene Tunney
in

a coming

Patheserial
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A.LL Street hears F. B. O.

Industry There Embarrassed by Closing of 49

will invade the theater field.
report awaits verification.

19

Banks Throughout

More
First

State

—

F .B. O. After Theaters

20 Pictures Ready

Georgia Nervous

Theaters

Price 5 Cents

to

Make

for

Paramount's

— Prepar-

1926-1927 Group
ing Last Half

wide

—

seems inevitable that
Los Angeles An enlarged producGeorgia theaters and exchanges will tion schedule is to be put into operaremember,
however,
well
to
^
embarrassed and inconvenienced tion by Famous in the next few
Wall Street is usually wsll be
t
by the closing of 49 small banks weeks. Jesse L. Lasky says that fa)rmed.
throughout the state. The situation cilities at the new plant are such that
'he new president of F. B. O. has developed since Monday when the company can undertake a bigger
oseph P. Kennedy. He has the Bankers Trust Co. of Atlanta, program than anticipated.
;

n reared

in the

realms of big

And, having moved
that sort of a world before
ering motion pictures, it is
sonable to assume he will

Atlanta

then, F. B. O. is
exhibition, the move

officials

claim that

many

attended by Lasky, Walter Wanger,
who has just arrived here; B. P.
Schulberg, Hector Turnbull, Milton

of the closed institutions are actualy
shortly.
will
reopen
solvent and

Page

(.Continued on

(Continued on Page 4)

3)

Below Standard ;_Film Abandoned

If,

enter

series of conferences will be held
beginning Monday.
These will be

petitions for receivership.

Banking

/Earner

yesterday they

BrcrST'saicl

be complete. There won'f''discard^ed a story after hz^ving started production because thjey considany half-way measures.
ered it was not up to the standard
of their other pictures. /The story
In The South
/
E>ipress."
ttention is again directed toward is "The Honeymoon
theater field. The South is ip the
les
of amalgamations.
Circuits
Mankiewicz Signed for Long Term
•ywhere are growing. Exhibition
Los Angeles Herman J. Mankierests,
attracted by the savihgs wicz has been signed to a long term
ch proper economics assure, are- contract by Famous.
I

/

|

'

—

ning
e
i

closer

coalitions.

And

es.

Canada, Famous Players steadNiagara
adds to its holdings.
Is
is the latest town to be enter1

There

isn't

which

much more
the

in

the

organization

Its.

77

New

sperity

14,171,500.

In other sections there are 27

Facts such as these should
)ire
confidence in this industry
in every other.
They prove that
foundation is substantial.

new

missioner Huston

Thompson

in

Sep-

(Continued on Page 16)

Gotham Units Busy

America Leads

Gotham units are hustling at the
Coast, Sam Sax said yesterday
West
edge of economics to this industry,
he returned to New York from
when
prove
should
of
report
the following
of four weeks.
Once again applying the knowl-

Hollywood after a stay
It shows that
In September he returns to the Coast
United States, with Canada,
the
for a six months visit.
There
prosperity.
leads the world in
One Gotham unit, directed by Frank
is a definite index to general busihas just completed "The
O'Connor,
7iess and, therefore, to this industry
Silent Power," starring Ralph Lewis.
exact
in
which reflects profit or loss
The same director-star combination
ratio as the country generally prosconsiderable interest.

pers or not.
The National Bureau of Economic
Research is bringing to completion

scale.

reach
declared

to

ofifice

Kennedy failed.
he was some-

he will tour the various capitals of
Europe, returning to America in November. The probability is that he

is

now

Signal."
the
in

Los

Work

Angeles — George

Jessel

has

work on "Private Izzy Murphy" on the Warner lot.

—

Buxbaum Defers Trip
Harry Buxbaum of Fox's New
York exchange did not sail for Europe
Thursday as planned. He will not
leave until the first of August in order to confer with James R. Grainger when the latter rclurns from the
Coast.

Los

May McAvoy III
— May McAvoy

Angeles

are

"The

Winning

return

to

the

studio,

her physician

says.

New

Offices for

Famous

Sth to the 12th floors of the
Paramount building now being erected at Broadway and 43rd., \yill be
occupied by Famous as executive of-

Syd Chaplin's Next In Work
Los Angeles Darryl Francis Zanuck and Sydney Chaplin are at work
on a new story which will be the lat-

fices.

ter's

The

started

making

(Continued on Pc.ge 14)

will describe the business cycles of some 17 leading coun{Continued on Page 16)

Jessel at

"Circus" Booked in England
"The Circus," Charles
Chaplin's new picture, has been booked for an indefinite run at the New
Gallery in the Fall.
The entire P.
C. T. circuit has also booked the
picture, sight unseen.

London

has
been confined to her bed for a week
working on "The Block with a nervous breakdown. It will
Two other Gotham pictures be at least a month before she can

which

jusly.

KANN

Commission will occur in the near
future, as a result of the resignation
of Commissioner Van Fleet, who will
leave the Commission July 31 to
return to the cractice of law, and
the conclusion of the term of Com-

cost of $4,106,500, making a total of
$8,278,000 being invested in theaters.

a report

America and
words,
might be mentioned synon-

Eflorts

—

houses contemplated at an estimated

n

on a nation-wide

August

Commission Changes

ibilitated by a move such as this,
:ourse, follows.
The consummaof a plan like this would make
Ids of difference to the morale

margin.
other

finances to the extent of $7,500,000 for
the purpose of acquiring theaters.
The entrance of F. B. O. into exhibition, according to report, will be

Statistical Report Shows 50 Are Being Federa' Trade Board Will Have New will not accept a proposition from the
Grahams of London who formerly
Built or Planned in the East and
Head Before Famous Hearing
controlled F. B. O. to reorganize a
27 in Other Sections
Comes Up
in Portugal.
A special report for June, compiled Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY compci.r,y
Thomson
came to F. B. O. in 1921
Washington Important changes in
by the F. W. Dodge Corp. for THE
(Continued on Page 2)
FILM DAILY, shows that 50 new the make-up of the Federal Trade

These new houses
Eastern states.
will be built at an estimated cost of

'.

late yester-

day in conference with downtown
bankers for the purpose of arranging

where in the financial district and
Williams Signs Will Rogers
that he was to have departed for
D. Williams has signed Will Boston either last night or early this
J.
Rogers to appear in support of Dor- morning.
Nelson
otb" Gish in "Tip-Toes."
Keys, the English actor, has also been
Sails
11
signed for the same picture which will
be made in London.
Major H. C. S. Thomson resigned
as president and managing director
Parker to Direct Swanson?
ol F. B. O. and sails for England on
the Berengaria Aug. 11 after comIt is understood that Albert ParkIn ader will direct Gloria Swanson in her [ictmg his duties next week.
dit'i'U to visiting his mother who is
first picture for United Artists.

Theaters

[any consider the banking scheme
place Europe on a gold basis a
pian dream.
That the business
icture of the Continent will be

he people overseas. From a purecommercial angle, the benefits
ch would accrue to the motion
ure industry perhaps defy an adete description.
Credits would bele
stabilized; business expansion
ild of necessity, follow,
urning to what is transpiring in
own house, there is published
where in this issue some interng figures on how world prosty
is
divided.
These United
tes, with Canada, share the honGood times as against the bad
w the former win by a comfort-

was reported

of F. B. O.,

ill,

theaters are either in course of construction or are being planned in 37

Gold

Circuit

Joseph P. Kennedy, who has just
succeeded Major H. C. S. Thomson
as president and managing director

His

so,

and more chains are coming
being in the Southern tier of

ninion

A

filed

operating concern for 120 banks,

iness.

tinue.

It

Deal Reported for $7,500,000 in Financing to Develop Nation-

—

next for

Warner

Bros.

...
.

THE
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Baremore Resigns
Baremore has resigned

the

editorial

Wallop," with William Fairbanks, and

FILM DAILY

Oiiaratiiie Rivals," a comedy.
James Bell Smith, formerly with
Mix as a continuity writer and
adaptor, has been added to Gotham,
as has Frank Richardson, director,

comes

rile

m

W.

R.

Tom

Friday, July 16, 192

director
publicity for a

staff

of

and on Augiist
of

THE
1

advertising

be-

and

new production com-

pany.

August

Sails

11

(Continued from I'age

1)

to represent the

Grahams and

Bank

in the reorganizat;
With this work f

London

in

company.

of the

Lloj

ibhed Joseph P. Kennedy, who
cently became chairman of the boj

of directors, succeeds him as pri
Another for Cleveland
dent and managing director.
who recently made "Racing Blood."
Cleveland M. B. Horwitz, presiwill
Circuit,
Washington
the
dent
of
Published ilaily except Saturday and holidays
Harder Signs Wesley Barry
It 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
erect a new 1,500-seat house on East
Eberhardt to Head A. M. P. A.
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Emil Harder, director of Sunshi
take
Clair
Ave.
to
and
St.
152nd
St.
comnominating
The A. M. P. A.
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Films, Inc., has signed Wesley Bai
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don- mittee submitted the following ticket the place of the Virginia, which is to
ald M. Merscreau, Business and Advertising
Eberhardt, be converted into a business block. for the lead in "The Frankfurter V
Walter F.
yesterday:
Manager Kalph Wilk, Traveling RepresenPi
Young, vice-president; This new theater was to be called tory," which he will direct.
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May president; Lon
Horwitz has duction begins in the Long Isla.
the Washington but
21.
191S, at the postoffice at New York, Edward Finney, secretary; S. Charles
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. Einfeld, treasurer; A. L. Selig, Charles changed his mind and will call it the studio in a few days.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside Barrell, Fred Baer, Edward Mac- Plaza.
of (Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
House for Lower New York
H. C.
Foreign, Namee, board of directors;
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Blaufex with Rhebem
Clarence A. Cohen and Mor
Subscribers should remit with order. Bate, Jacques Kopfstein, George HarJI5.00.
Address all communications to THE FILM vey, auditing committee; Glendon AllJay David Blaufex has been ap- Needle have acquired a plot on Whr
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. vine, advisory council; Jerome Beatty, pointed director of publicity for the hall St. near Battery Park where th
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adto
erect
theater. Tl
a
Hollywood, national counsellor to U. S. Chamber Rhebem theaters. He will handle the plan
Filmday, New York.
dress:
Gausman, Ambassa- of Commerce.
Calitoinia — Harvey E.
campaign for the 2,000 seat Capitol property is surrounded by giant
dor Hotel; "Phone, Dre.xel 7000 and WashPresident Allvine, who spoke on his being erected at Port Chester which fice buildings and is opposite Sou
iiiglcn 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman,
C. N. Whinston is the arcl
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., trip to Europe, praised the work of is the eighth house on the circuit and Ferrv.
London, W. L, Paris — La Cinematographie Horace
Judge in organizing the is scheduled to open around the mid- tect.
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
British publicity men in the "B. M. P. dle of August.

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Publisher
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Rittenberg to Universal

Change

A

general reaction of the stocks which has
led the market in the rise occurred yesterday,
when bearish speculators tried to make capital on the failures of the Georgia banks.

Pathe "A," which has been active recently
dropped 1J4 in a turnover of 1,400.

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat. Pfd.
Seat. Vtc.

'Ualaban

&

High Lowr Close

Sales

300
300

.113^ Ui'A

38'^
HVa.
74
113/2

A16H

115%

6,600
....
3,900
100
1,400

..

.

.

.

38J4
34

Katz

Eastman Kodak
Fam. Players

.

38'^
33>4

,
.

.

Fam.

Play. Pfd.
Play. Rts. .
Film Inspec. ...
F'ox Film "A"

Fam

4'/.

.

6-A

.

73 '/S

.

Fox Theaters "A"

25J4

Project.
Locw's, Inc. "...
Metro Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe FZxch. "A"

115

m

120J4
4/4
6 '4
67^
72
72?4
25
25

H

'Intern'l,

.

Paramount B'way
Koxy Units
Roxy Common
.

.

Skouras Bros.

.

.

39

38^
23%

38%
23%
19%

1,600

STA

S6|4

57
97/,

1,100

27

25
6
51-4

7

51 >4

,

,

•Warner Pict.
Warner Pict. "A" 14/.
• Last Prices Quoted
.

•• Philadelphia
t

.

•

400

im

•i'A

14/,

Canada Managers

—

Port Arthur, Ont. J. B. Reisman,
formerly manager of the Colonial
and Lyceum, has become manager
of the Capital, Brandon, Manitoba.
L. C. Straw, for many years manager

14/,

"Nell

Mastbaum Sails Tommorow
Mastbaum of the Stanley

Jules

•

>

....
1,200

Bond Market

Starts

New Gump

—

I

i

tract with Julian Johnson, produ
tion editor at the Long Island studic
It runs for 18 months.

Co.

Path^comedy

1

Series

Los Angeles Sam Van Ronkel ha?
begun a new series of "Andy Gump"

Bowker Leases Princess
Mapleton,

Onawa

—

Los^ngeles Scott Sidney will
rect "The Wrong Mr. Wright"
Universal.

Jean Hersholt

is

— William

Bowker,

for
featured.

leased the
Alfred McBurney has been

"^f

Jersey House
AL-idison, N. J.— The Liberty is to
be remodelled and reopened in the

Barthelmess on Vacation
Los Angeles— Richard Barthelmess
has completed "The Amateur Gentleman" and is taking a short vaca-

a theater.

—

Building at South Bend, Ind.
South Bend, Ind. Construction has
started on a house at Mishawaka Ave.
and 30th St., to seat 625.
Joseph

—

Vogcl will manage.
Angeles I'ox
has
signed
Thomas Alexander as technical direcTheater for Ft. Jefferson, N. Y.
tor of the Bolivian sequences in "UpPt. Jefferson, N. Y.— The Business
stream."
Men's Assoc, is disussing plans for a
L(js

theater.

Stahr Closed Indefinitely
Hamilton, O.—-The Stahr has closed for an indefinite period.

CHARLEY
CHASE

^

has

named manager.

To Remodel New

Town

O.

exhibitor,

di-

iTs Assoc, has sent a letter of thanks
lor publicity cooperation to W. M.
JauK'^ Theater Kntcrprises, and president of the state M. P. T. O.

Sparks Opening Aug. 15
Moberly, Mo. George W. Sparks
jjlans to open the new Moberly Aug.

4

Johnson Signs New Contract
Paramount has made a new coi

—

Theater for Savannah
Savannah Formation of the Town
Theater Corp. is planned to operate

Fox Signs Alexander

It

sails

"Mighty like a Moosei
This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish<^
for all Pathecomedies at yoi /

Exchange.

(

tion.

Fall.

—

tl

—

>

....

81'

Schoengold and Bessie Thomashe
Marcel Le Picard will do
camerawork.

on the Majestic tomorrow to
spend about six weeks in Europe on a
"Love Me and the World Is Mine" combination pleasure and business
Los Angeles Production has been trip.
completed on "Love Me and the
World Is Mine," A. E. Du Pont'.-=
Stone on Vacation
first American-made picture for UniLos Angeles Lewis Stone will
versal.
spend a vacation at the Reserve Officers training camp.

Scott Sidney Directing

Ma rket

—

at the Capitol while Dorothy in
Gwyn" will be at the Rivoli.

Princess.
100
100

Work will start July 21 on "Ch;
dren of Fate" at the Tec-Art studl
with Ivan Abramson directing. H
cast includes Betty Hilburn, Jose}
sky.

week

Fisher With Fox
King Fisher, formerly with Metro,
has joined the Fox publicity department, handling serialization work.

Helps Parent-Teachers Assoc.
Columbus, O.
The Executive
Board of the Columbus Parent-Teacli-

15.

handling exploitation for several theaters in Jersey City, will join Universal in about a week.

Gish Sisters on Broadway
Lillian and Dorothy Gish will both
of the Brandon Capital, is managing
the Colonial and Lyceum, the latter be on Broadway next week. Lillian in
"La Boheme" will remain another
house beng closed.

51 '4

,

.

200

in

Arnold Rittenberg, who has been

comedies for Universal.

••Stan. Co. of Am.
67
8 '4
Trans- Lux Screen
8-4
»%
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
100
100
•Universal Pict.
31
,
•Univer. Pict. Pfd.
97
•Warner Bros. ..
45/,
.

•

2m

t

.

•

600

It

Abramson Resumes Production

A."

Financial

ai!

!(«(

Sonneman Building House
Ark.— An 800-seat

Fayctteville,

house
will

planned by Sonneman, who
build the theater on the site of
is

the present Victory.

Building at Moline,

A
On
BROADWAY
Hold-Over

A

EVERYWHE R E

Moline.

THETJEAVY PARADE
Playe<l a second

ment

— and

ATTENTION
FOR SALE
state rights.

week extended engage-

WARNER'S THEATRE, New York

no wonder — It's one of the

2-Keel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock

STANDARD CINEMA 'CORPORATION

MORRIS ABRAMS
New York

at

FAT MEN

Six reel melodrama. Excellent
cast.
Will consider outright or

987 8th Ave.

Knockout

111.

Rock Island, 111.— Harry P. Nelson of Elizabeth, N. J., is planning
a house at Fifth Ave., and 18th St.,

*>«*•••••..•..•..«..«..«,.

frn

City

At

ALL F. B. O. BRANCHES

L.

—

—
THE

day, July

16,

ly^6

"The Phantom

"The Aucrion Block"
(M.-G.-M.)
a special lobby

'

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
all necessary information the exhibitor
needs to put them over. They have made money for
They will make money for you. This daily
others.
list of "E xploit-0 -Grams" is intended as a ready
reference for the busy showman. File them away.
Here is an "at-your-elbow" service of publicity ideas
when you run these pictures. Send in your "Exploit0-Grams," and help the other fellows who are helping you.

t

Jout
iinor
'n

rd

ve

this

of

the

box was placed
featured

a
players,

They give

Boardman and Charles Ray,
A compo
three-sheet.
the
banner was placed in a panel
The title was
the entrance.

led on each side of the entrance
separate plaques for each letter,
ses letters were painted red on
te on a plaque measuring 14 by
In addition to this door
nches.
gers were hung on door knobs,
ator caps, etc., four days before
Harry Lowenstein,
opening.
Iphos Theater, Ardmore, Okla.

The man using a clever
many laughs. For example,

:.

"Rolling

Tied

Both the main and interior lobbies
were decorated with three-sheets and
photographs.

Beside

the

box-office

the Front' at the Imattraction broke all
e-day records at the theater.
Ten Irwin, Imperial Theater,

The

rlotte,

(M.-G.-M.)

"Mary Matinee" to which
every person in the town named Mary
Gave

a

was

invited as the guest of the theater.
Cards announced the stunt.
These cards had blank lines for the
name and address of the woman usThey were distributed all
ing it.
over the town. The idea created a
lot of comment.
Jay Merritt, Bald-

win Theater,

N. C.

"Felix the Cat" cartoons
ix of their houses, tied up with
United Cigar Stores for a Felix
:lty display as a result of a front
interview in the Plain Dealer
Pat Sullivan, the creator of the
Don character. Also in cooperawith the paper a Felix the Cat
The best
le Contest was run.
appeared on the screen, with
;

.

awarded.

— Loew's

Oak, Mich.

An

laying

;

—
Royal

"Mile. Modiste"
(First National)

"Felix the Cat"
(Educational)

;s

"Lovey Mary"

up-

'Behind

Ohio Thea-

Cleveland.

"Her Second Chance"
(First National)

out extensive campaign
The city was covered
paper.
both posters and window cards,
-sheets and six-sheets were used.

irried

before

the

picture's

—

tary

line

intering the Southern ticket office
isked in a loud voice when the
The surp train would arrive.
ed agent said he didn't know
Whereupon the
:hing about it.
"Why, didn't you know
:ie said:
a troop train is coming here to

weeks

Home"

(Universal)

were two beaver board cut-outs. A
frame carried an
,ving for the Commander of the large cherry oak
assortment
of
photographs.
On the
officials,
resulterican Legion and
outer edge of the sidewalk was a
in letter of endorsement publishcarrying two onen the local papers and run on the double sided frame
Heralds were distributed.
en while the original was framed sheets.
placed in the lobby. For a bal- G. P. Banaza, Fifth Avenue Theater,
a man dressed as a rookie Nashville, Tenn.
>o
ced the streets with a sign on his

il?"

Opera"

showing, installed a shadow box on
the stage, directly underneath the
screen.
This carried the picture's
title
in bright red letters and was
illuminated while trailers were being
run.
Both at the special matinee and
regular performances a "crash" stunt
was used to emphasize the weirdncss
of the picture, by dropping a chandelier and extinguishing all house
lights.
Warren Irwin, Imperial Theater, Charlotte, N. C.

—

"Behind the Front"
(Paramount)
tarted campaign with an advance

.

Two

Exploit' 0- Grams

,

On

of the

(Universal)

display.
reated
central figure was a compo board
three feet square, painted a brilred, and lettered "The American

ck."

1

—

attractive array of beaver board
cut-outs was used. On a large panel
representing an artist's palette, the

background being done in deep gray.
was a cut-out of Corinne Griffith
taken from a six-sheet. Around the
edge were electric lights in frosted
color, the lights being so arranged
that they illumined the portrait of the
star. Another attractive design was a
long strip of beaver board hung across
the box-office. Against a background
of gray was an array of stills. The lettering naming the star and the title
was done in white. The right side
of the lobby also was decorated with
stills from the production and photographs of the principal players.
Quarter-sheet posters were placed in

given to the

first

15

persons sending

—

the correct answers.
E. A. Zorn,
Stratford
Theater,
Poughkeepsie,

in

N. Y.

"The Unknown Soldier"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)

Placed barrels in front of the Icadthc cigar stores with Keith theater
usherettes in attendance. These usherettes urged cigarette buyers to buy
an extra package and drop one into
the barrel for the disabled veterans.
Hundreds of packages were thus turned over to the soldiers, and the show-

—

ing got wide publicity. John Royal,
Keith's Palace, Cleveland.

"The Untamed Lady"
(Paramount^)
Used the telephone to good advantage, by employing a girl to call up
luimbers in the phone book by the
v/iiolesale.
She introduced herself as
a personal advance agent of Miss
Swanson, going on to say that the
star's

latest

picture,

"The Untamed

Lady," would be showing at the theweek. Ernest
following
ater
the
Morrison, Howard Theater, Atlanta.

—

"The Wilderness

Woman"

(First National)
A novelty ballyhoo was devised
with a bear in a cage mounted on the
chassis of a motor truck which tour-

ed the city and attracted a lot of
Signs on the cage read:
publicity.
"What a Woman! What a Picture!"
The name of the picture and the announcement of showing were contained on special artistic signs on the
Liberty Theater,
sides of the truck.

—

Portland, Ore.

all
street cars, and window cards
"Outside the Law"
(Universal)
throughout the city completed a well
rounded campaign of posters and
Tied up with police department
Loew's Vendome, and secured collection of weapons
paper.
other
Nashville, Tenn.
The weapons
for window display.
were taken from various arrests, and
"The New Klondike"
each article bore a label giving de-

stunt.

in

with convention of the Rowith an unusual

International

As many

of delegates of the

South had never seen snow, it was
arranged with the railroad to bring
three carloads from the top of the
divide to Denver.
The newspapers
gave publicity.
The White truck

company loaned
port the snow

four trucks to transa parade, and a
sightseeing bus carrying twelve pretty

girls

The high
listed.

and

in

prominent

Rotartians.
also enbathing suits and

school band

wore

Girls

was

goloshes, and some rode on the snow
trucks and pelted the public with
snowballs as they drove by.
And
the day was scorching hot, so the
novelty scored big.
In front of
Rotary headquarters the snow was
dumped, and the girls and Rotarians

engaged in a snowball
America Theater, Denver.

battle.

"Soul Mates"
(M.-G.-M.)
Distributed 5,000 cards about the
and theater on which was printed in bold type: "Are Wives Necessary?" and on the back an announcement of the coming attraction. Also
cards were printed with the question:
city

"Are Husbands Necessary?"

These

cards also suggested that the readers
see the answer to the question at the
Elinor Glyn's name was
theater.
played up prominently in newspaper
advertising and lobby display.
A
large painted display extended across
the front of the theater, featuring
the names of Glyn, Aileen Pringle

Edmund

Dozens of
Lowe.
hearts
were draped
around the whole layout, giving the
annearance of a world of hearts in
which the three names were merged.
In advance of showing teaser cards
were given out in the theater, containing a printed invitation in a sealConrad, Nemo
envelope. Lee
ed
and

bright

tinted

—

Theater, Johnstown, O.

—

southern

Endorsement

"Your new column is excel:nt.
Hope you will keep it
ip.

You can count on me

orward

ideas
rorth while."

if

they

(Paramount)

to

seem

a novel puzzle contest, based
Florida real estate boom depicted
The contest feathe photoplay.

Used
on
in

what Earl Hall Payne,
of the Kentucky thea-

leading cities in Florida,
each city representing a figure. The

Lexington, Ky., thinks of
Cxploit-O-Grams.
One of
nany letters of endorsement

idea was to solve the long-division
puzzle by changing each city into a
Answers had to be addressed
figure.
to the New Klondike Contest Manager at the theater. Two tickets were

This

is

tianager
er,

rom

exhibitors.

tured

the

of crime, name of person,
The
of years sentenced, etc.
collection contained opium pipes, revolvers, knives, saws, jimmies, blacklarge card in the window
jacks.
read: "Your local police forced risk-

scription

number

A

ed their lives in securing this display
weapons and instruments from
people 'Outside the Law.' See 'Outside the Law', State Theater."— State
Theater, Dayton, Ohio.
of

A Splendid Aid
Sidney Larschan, manager of
the Meserole theater, in Brooklyn, has this opinion to express
regarding Exploit-O-Grams:
"Your innovation is going to
be a splendid aid to the exhibiThe trade papers do not
tor.
devote enough space to exploitation 'stunts' of the second
and subsequent run houses."

!

HELL-BENT

box office
roundup. Hot on the house
for

Saddle bags cramrecord trail
med with heart stopping stunts
that will leave 'em gasping!—
Trump of all trick riders!

Setting a speed 'em

up pace

for

Feature Westerns

{(eaMaynai'
The most

daring, dashing, devilmay-care personality ever to hit

the screen on horse back!—Once
they see him in action he'll be
theirs for life!

IxyjA national Western

dhecUd

rmi

owe em a.
/
'

—

••Us*

VJ^B

new thnll
witiithis
new Star
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•
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fifet

rom

this/

1

cmaE

cARTiLff
THEATRE ^The Newst,
finest

and Most Unique

Theatre in l/osAngeles
contracted for tne

William Fox GiAnts^

WEff PRICE GUNOr
and

7A HEAVEN
for an

fhutcnui

3^^ at$ij65top^lpe]fQtii]ancesclai^
^again a great
the

FOX

tribute to

lOX PRODUCT

hag the box: OFFICE pictures
eori9Ub'17
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President.

—

—

—^nx

Friday, July

DAILY

Newspaper Opinions

taken

.scenes,

* *
The inill
the adapta-tion for his current starring
*
*
*
used a
He
of
Steel,"
vehicle, "Men
good old reliable hokum plot with only minor
variations, but by placing the action in the
colorful and effective" background of the steel
industry he managed to improve the quality
of the hokum. * * *

made

Colony

serves
rection
in

it.

has quite a few
atmosphere. • • •
Ralph Ince de-

—

two large bouquets one
tilm and one for

of the
* • •

for his dihis acting

HERALD-TRIBUNE-*

EVENING WORLD—*

and

fairly

HERALD TRIHU.NE—*

*

*

re|ircscntative.

story

* *

•

MORNING TELEGRAPH- •

* *

directed

SUN— *

—

TELEGRAM * * ' is said to have been
manufactured for "the sticks." That's pretty
hard on our small town fellow men, for the
picture has neither merit in the story nor

Furthermore, "Men of
powerful as its name. * * *

TIMES—

TIMES—*

:

and

EVENING WORLD—*

"Man

to

by Sinclair Lewis. Paramount seems
have done handsomely by the author. It

is

not saying

is

to

record that

an improvement on the novel.

GRAPHIC—*

*

*

the

*

eternal

the film
*

triangle

from a new angle. It is well written well diIn short, the picture
rected and well acted.
is one of the most entertaining that has come
to Broadway in many a movie moon. •

HERALD TRIBUNE— *

The

* *

picture
ilclights us because it makes no concession
to the ten-ycar-olil intelligences which producers insist crowd our very best picture
palaces. • • •

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *

* •
The
interesting, the locale and atmosphere a little different with enough contrast,
conflict, and uncertainty to hold the interest
until the very last, * • •

story

is

—

.SU.\
* * * There isn't a headache in a
barrel of such comedies, but quite a few
smiles ought to be found in this one, a particularly
pleasant one deriving from
the
agreeable massacre of so much bunk about
the North Woods. * * *
* • the deliciou.s satire of
the novel is missing from the picture, the
story is jazzed and cheapened, and the ending leaves you with that blah feeling.
S'everthless,
what remains will interest
many audiences, for Ernest Torrence anrl
Clara Bow give excellent pcrfortrrances. • • •
* * Clara Bow is the flapper
ish wife, and the artful vagaries of that child
of the big city when turned loose in the
woods with nobody to practice on but a few
trappers are remarkable. • • *
* • With speedy pacing, gags
and vaudeville subtitles by George Marion,
Jr., the affair amuses. • • •

TELEGRAM—*

TIMES—*

WORLD—*

"Men

of Steel"

living
Its

DAILY NEWS—'

furnish

scenes

that

title.
* *

would

picture,
•

•

the interest of the audience.

liolds

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

•

*

*

"The Two-

*

an interesting picture.
How
the star can ride and how the assistant star
Don't miss this one, either. * * *
can run
POST * * * It is no worse and no better
than the average open spaces epics
shown on the screen as fast as the companies turn them out, and Mr. Thomson can
ride with the best of them. * * *
SUN—* * * Possessed of an ingratiating
personality, he may now consider hitnself

Gun Man"

is

—

1

in

the

King

limelight

— the

him,

stars.
Silver
into the light with

TIMES—*

A

* *

thoroughgoing Western

with cattle rustlers, much chasing
on horseback through the sagebrush, and
the old homestead saved in the end by a
rough-riding hero back from the war. * * '

picture

Out-of-Town
BULLETIN—*

*

of

Steel"

with

can be hung to arouse

CHUONICLE— *

titles

TIMES

a

*

Real .nteel mills
be interesting to

this

story of a

little

is

her any.
wistful.

I

modern Cinderella

a masterpiece

EXAMINER-*
well enough.

*

*

roles.

is

*

doubt

*

while.
to be

if

"Ella

Cinders"

is

this picture will help

Her expressions are two cute and
That makes her work monotonous.

vet

is

it

entirely

differa'l

»

TIMES — *

*

*

both

is

interestingly

some respects surprisingly unusual.

2a,\

* *

—

'Frisco Theater Opens
San Francisco The Irving ha
opened at Irving St. and ISth Ave
Goldei
under ownership of the
State Theater & Realty Corp.

—

roinance beMary, the sort

delightful

and

simple

''"

I

|

]

*

EXAMINER— However

amusing

old-

tlie

time Pixley-Luders story and usmic may have
been on the stage, this fantasy of a "jiner"
is a cinematic
laughmaker.
Its proportions
are so em-

* * *

HERALD—

Of course "The Prince of Pilsen" has been thoroughly "rejuvenated" and
modernized.
The subtitles add in this to a
great extent * * *

TIMES—*

* •

But

of

little

the

Dist. Corp.

San Francisco

California,

BULLETIN—*

*
In addition to the
originality of the plot there is a good cast
plus excellent direction. * * *
* * It fairly reeks

—

with excitement, romance and best of
plot consistency and coherency. • * »
*

*

*

Melodrama

is

a

This particular tonic is considerably more than 2.75 per cent.
Suspense
tonic.

—lots

of

it.

*

EXAMINER—*

emn

*

*

"Red Dice" is a solcomedy and scarcely
melodrama.
La Rocque has a
which he is fitted. * * •

affair,

with

are interested.

Building at Mt. Morris, Pa.
Mt. Morris, Pa. Work has commenced on a theater building, tht
house proper to seat 304.

Plan Opening of Theater Building
Skouras Bros, will open
St. Louis

—

their

all

*

DAILY NEWS—*
*

i

*

CALL AND POST—*

*

.'\

planned here at 1003 Main St., worill
to start next Spring.
John Papulia!||
of Steubenville and Frank Sinclaii

—

•

"Red Dice"— Prod.

$600,000 House for Wheeling
Wheeling—
$600,000 theater

original

appeal has been transferred from behind the
footlights to the screen. *

Ramsdell Becomes House Manager
Pittsburgh— Lon B. Ramsdell, UnijI
versal exploiteer. has become man'l
agcr of the Cameo here. He succeed
J. Knox Strachan, resigned.

"The Prince of Pilsen"
—Prod. Dist. Corp.
Figueroa, Los Angeles

17-story

Building Aug.

Ambassador TlieatO
The structure cosl

20.

$5,500,000.

New House
Spencer,

for Stjencer

W. Va.— H. H. Robey

build a new theater on the
site of the Robey.

will

present

little

real

—

"Rolling Home" Universal
Granada, San Francisco

HUl.LKTIN— *

•

*

breezy,

a

laughable

picture bordering on the farcical, * • *

CHRONICLE—*

•

i

has acquired the Broadway.

I

•

peal,

Hollywood

A

* *

sweet

a

Vart for

• * For pleasant hongoodness comedy with a universal ap-

Man,"

M

*

;|

*

est to

o|

Doing Special Sales Work
Lake City Joseph F. Samueli

usually found only in real life, and a youth
of aristocratic family. * • *
* * The action is slow and for
as little as it tells it takes long time.
Jack
Miilliall and Helene Chadwick have the lead-

Colleen Moore tri"Ella Cinders." picture made
*

hyrtii

Hoppen Buys Another House
Col.— Paul H. HoppM
who recently purchased the Majestii

There

•

picture seem worth
Carr is afforded her chance
motherly all the wav through, *

enough

smart

of
laughs. *

be the

Pueblo,

make any

samer plots on which a

CALL AND POST—

the

to

is

*

Salt

Louis

St. Louis, St.

GUOBE-DEMOCRj\T _

nerve

lot

*

in

nothing but the conventional in "Pleasures
of the Rich," but the cast is one of those

"Ella Cinders" is the
type of picture in which Colleen Moore is at
her best. * • •
* * * It is not much
of a story or play— Just one of those gos-

in

Miracle
*

William K. Howard
directed the picture, and has done excellent
work in keeping suspense in the final moments without too much artificially. * * *

*

of

handled. * * *
It brings to the
something new in the line of motion pictu'
theines.
It will
bring memories of "Ti

—Tiffany (S.R.)

CHRONICLE—*

"Ella Cinders"— First National
Warfield, San Francisco

Religion

sort seems

in

RECORD— *

Western

of

—prances

horse

* * *

is

of attack

a delicate subject

"Pleasures of the Rich"

DAILY NEW.^-*

First

has turned out a
strength worthy of

* *

duce Thomson to
recorded that he is a rider second to none,
with a beautiful and perfectly trained white
•
horse as good as the best of his rivals. •
GRAPHIC—* * * Fred Kirkland directed
the picture and handled it in a manner that

umph.s again in
from the comic strip * *

National
Strand
AMERICAN— * • • And "Men

Sil-

But to introBroadwayites it may be

trap,"

much

With

ver King, his beautiful wliite horse, he (Fred
Thomson) dies everything in the picture
except run the projection machine. * * *

effects. * * *

screening

* *

*

former M.-G.-M. branch manager,
doing special sales work in the Dei
EXAMINER—* * * It's also another ver territory. L. Chester Winghan'
"comeback" for Charles Ray, who acts ac- former representative out of
Seattli
ceptably, and shows off superbly Joan Crawis in charge of the local exchange.
ford, * * *

tween

EVENING JOURNAL— *

*

trail

he (Charles Ray)
both comedy and serious situa-

STAR—*

Warners

* * an enterhandled version of SinLewis's novel, very well cast and acted
filled with some exquisite photographic

yi

his ability in
* *
tions.

Mary

F. B. O.

is

I

demonstrates

millionaire,

thai

intelligently

EVENING WORLD— In

despite a

"The Two-Gun Man"

EVENING JOURNAL—*

clair

Steel,"

of

sawdust

NEWS—*

DAILY

It

"The Wise Guy" and a'
impressed by the daring manner in wUii

ject

not be entirely logical and will not bear
too deep analysis, but it is entertaining, and
as we have said, brings Ray back in a con•
genial character. *
* *
the
Forsaking
country boob part for that of a sophisticated

remains

and bright to the end, with Director
Fleming trying out some original ideas of
his own. • • •

light

taining,

"Men

*

HERALD—*
ical,

is

may

WORLD—*

"Mantrap"
Paramount

AMERICAN—*

*

Girl"

"Paris"— M.-G.-M.

as

is

"The Palm Beach

*

"The Wise Guy"— First National
Forum, Los Angeles

Warfield, San Francisco
BULLETIN—* * * The story of "Paris"

rather involved story which borders at times
on the impossible, is a good picture and
furnishes an excellent impression of the raw,
grimy, difficult labor which furnishes the
material with which our skyscrapers and
• *
bridges are built.
* *
I
consider
"Men of
Steel," as an educational subject, to be of
extreme importance, and it does appear that
the director has selected and rejected with
much wisdom the various pictures inside the
* *
steel mills

WORLD—

Rivoli
• *
"Mantrap"

Steel"

*

that

y

And
breezy as its title indicates.
everything in it is quite as giddy as one
would expect a Palm Beach girl to be. * * *

*

out.

•

*

*

"Sweet

Daddies" was built
laughing purposes only, and it can be trtr
fully said that it amply fills the bill. * '
STAR—* * * "Sweet Daddies" degen
ates into a burlesque rum-running incidi
at sea, in which mutineers, hi-jackers, renu
men and an airplane' take part. * * *

as

just

—

• *
* * * It is doubtful if any circiis
man would be particularly proud of this
picture of circus life. • * •
* * * He writes for the movies
of the sombre side of love and courage in the
His theme, not strictly foreign to
circus.
that of a story called "Polly of the Circus,"
"The show
based upon the assertion
is
must go on." • • *

the acting.

*

(jLOBE-DEMOCRAT— *
plain

*

*

TIMES—*

—

First National
Capitol, St. Louis

RECORD —

tory.

* * *

for.

"Sweet Daddies"

* * *
Bebe Daniels indulges
her love of comedy to the ut»n'ost and, with
the exception of some dragging in the first
two reels, the result is eminently satisfac-

Although the producers of the
filin threw away a golden chance to make a
real epic of the steel industry and its workers, "Men of Steel," by virtue of its fiery,
dynamic back-grounds, remains a more than
satisfactory program picture. • * *
TELEGRAM * * * contains enough action for a dozen movies, enough drama for a
score of plays, and it is finely acted through-

the

bluflfing

NEWS—*

has gazed upon

Ralph

picture from a story by
Arthur Guy Empey, and he has brought out
with much faitlifulness the glamorous life
under_ the Big Tent, its blare of brass, its
sorrows and its heartaches. * * *

Ince

of

"The Palm Beach Girl"— Paramount
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

Sills

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

was written by Arthur Guy Empey and it is
a simple tale of two hearts that beat as one
under the big top following the sawdust
trail.

Mr.

folding deftly weaves together numerous dramatic and thrilling situations broken by a
humorous vein th.i't snaps the
delightfully
tension of suspense when the pulses pound
furious
pace in a heart-quickening
at
a
anxiety. * * *
POST* * * and it is, beyond a doubt, one
of the most absurd affairs this department
*
in months. • *

*

The

*

*

* *

to

frolic

EXAMINER—*

really gives a remarkable performance, esHe assuredly
pecially as the caveman, Jan.
was "living his part." * * *
* * its un-

* * By far the
best of the picture were the early scenes of
the second rate circus unloading, raising
the "big top," showing the wonders of the
sideshow and menagerie. These were to the
life

WORLD—*

EVENING

faces

DAILY

handicapped by an

is

*

•

ii.volvcd plot.

"Bigger Than Barnum's"
F. B. O.

AMERICAN—* * • It
thrills and a nice sawdusty
DAILY NEWS—* * •

the screen and is amusing as any
a lot of youngsters must be, * * *
* *
throughout the
entire film the joyous, exuberant personalities
of the characters make a strong appeal even
*
to the older members of the audience *
* * All is mild entertainment, except when Chester Conklin, the incomparably funny, bobs up as a comedy
blacksmith, and then the fun is uproarious.

vivid.

ground of
and open hearth flames

York

mill
are ab-

locations,

actual

in

—

The

*

*

But the impressive back
yawning red furnaces, raw ore

sorbingly

New

GWORLD— *

EVENIN

provoking situations which Denny's aKfcnij
have learned to expect. * * *
EXAMINER—* * * Both Denny and
gallant aide, Ben Hendricks, come off n
flying colors.
They are an excellent com(
pair, with Marion Nixon as a girl woi

"Fascinating Youth"— Paramount
Granada, San Francisco
CHRONICLE * * * The picture is interesting because it brings so many new

drama were being unif no human
folded in the glare of the molten metal and
*
the shadows of the giant cranes. * *

see even

16, 1921

* *

A

nald

brand new Regi
one of the best

I)enny comedy, and
Reggie has made in some time

DAILY NEWS—*

entertainment and a

*

full

*

*

*

»

provides excellent

measure of the laugh

Rylander Leased
Americus, Ga. Gortatowsky Bros,
have obtained a lease on the Rylan-

—

der.

Southwest Milwaukee House Planned
Milwaukee A permit has been is-

—

sued for the construction of a $100,000 theater in the extreme southwestern section of the city.

JVST

A

LOTTA

MORE
SAUSAGES
By Rube Goldberg

jOi

THE DAY OF
WEENIES IS PAST
Thanks

to lU-G-IUI

NO mpre sausages.
THE day over
is

WHEN your public
CAN be expected to pay money
TO see pictures turned out
LIKE

sausages*

ENOUGH enough.
THOSE weenies tasted good once
BUT when you have to serve sausages
is

AGAIN

and again
YOU XL see empty

seats.

TWO years ago M-G-M killed the sausage idea

IN

i4

the moving picture business.
M-G-M attacked the factory system

AND showed them all how to
PRODUCE individualized pictures
EACH

AND
i]

of which is a product in itself
not part of a machine-made output.

THAT'S

AND

the success of

that's

why

M-G-M

exhibitors

who

play the

M-G-M hits

WILL tell you to lay off sausages before they ruin you.
THE M-G-M idea in picture making

HAS

swept the industry
sooner or later every showman in the country
WILL join the ever-swelling chorus

AND

NO MORE SAUSAGES!
Thanks to M-G-M

THE DAY OF
-G-M

HERE!

IS

THE M-G-M idea means that
EACH individual production you get from M-G-M
IS a positive

hit!

WHY?
BECAUSE each

individual M-G-M attraction
the specialized attention
other companies give only to their so-called Specials.
refuse to grind 'em out by factory methods.
never get a picture from M-G-M
UNTIL we know it's right and ready to hit!
M'G'M idea in picture -making is revolutionizing the
entire industry.
wonder the public shouted with joy
"said it with dollars"
M-G-M said: "No more sausages!"
late, habit-bound producers are trying
imitate the methods of M-G-M.
is the Young Blood in this business.
showed up the Sausage Evil
killed the Machine-Made Picture for all time.

GETS
THAT

WE

YOU XL

—

THE

NO
AND

WHEN

TOO
TO

M-G-M

WE

AND
THE public doesn't want
YOU don't want
YOU can't afford to book

it

it.

GOOD-BYE
HERE comes

that kind any more.

sausage-made product

METRO - GOLDWYN MAYER'S
PARADE OF HITS FOR 1926-27
-

THE M-G-M IDEA
WEEMES}

ilSIO

WAS GREAT IN

'24-'25
IN '25-'26

GREATER

AND NOW COMES
THE

OF HITS
PARADE
1926-1927
fot^

LA

BOHEME

LiUinn

Gish.JohnGilbert. KingViJor.
4 Months at $2, Embassy, N. Y.

MARE NOSTRUM
AliceTerry,

Rex Ingram.

By Ibanez.

Antonio Moreno.

THE MAGICIAN
Somerset
Rex Ingram. By
Maugham.

TWELVEMILESOUT

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS Norma Shearer. Tod
Browning, director.
Mayo's drama.

Margaret

ALTARS OF DESIRE
Mae Murray.

Dirccicr, Christy

Caban ne. Con wayTearle. Maria

Thompson Davies' story running in American Weekly
(8,000,000 circulation).

MAE MURRAY Produc-

CAPTAIN SALVA- WOMEN LOVE DIATION Frederick William MONDS Director, Monta
Wallace. Serialized.
politan production.

A Cosmo-

Another and merrier "Merry
Widow." A big UFA special.
Oscar Straus musical score.

BATTLING BUTLER

By Benjamin Glazer. Title

SHOW BUSINESS
3 LON CHANEYS Mae Murray. By Thyra Samter
"Unholy
Lon Chaney,

a LITTLE JOURNEY

McG aire's

Broadway melo-

drama.

star of

Chaney

hits.

ROMANCE Ramon
Novarro. Joseph Conrad's
classic.

There

will be

Ramon Novarro

FAUST

another

pictuie.

UFA

later.

Winslow. 1 herewill be another

Three." "Blackbird," "The
Road to Mandalay" in three
biy

tion.

special.

Mae Murray

THE RED MILL Marion
International musical

Davies.

comedy

Marion Davies. Guy Bolton's
hit.
Cosmopolitan pro-

Murnau.

duction.

THE WANING SEX
Norma

Shearer. Robert Z.
Leonard, director. Fred and
Fnnny Hatton, authors. Lew
Cody, Rcnce Adoree, Sully
O'Neil.

FREE SOULS

Norma

Director, John M.
Adela Rrijers St. John,
nuthor. Widely seiiali:cd.

Shearer.
Srahl.

NORMA SHEARER
production.
rector. By
Title later.

Monta

Bell, di-

Walter De Leon.

Cosmopolitan

POLLY PREFERRED
st;ige

expense.

success.

production.

Eniil Janninys.

Director, F. WProduced at f.ibulous

picture.

MARY OF VASSAR
Miirion Davies.

Cosmopolitan

production.

THE FLAMING FOREST James
Serialized.
cast.

Oliver CiTwood.
ReneeAdoreeinstar

Reginald Barker, director.

Rachel Crothers'! stage

hit.

Harry Millard, director.

THE BOY FRIEND
Maj-celine Day,
etc.

John Harron,

Monta Bell, director. From

TIN HATS Owen

Moore.

Claire Windsor, Bert Roach.
Edward Sedgwick, author and
director.

THE GAY DECEIVER

Stahl, director. Lew
Cody, Carmel Myers, Roy
D'Arcy, Dorothy-Phillips,

Jonn M.

Marceline Day.

LOVE'S BLINDNESS
ElynorGlyn special. JohnFran*
cis

BLARNEY

Tashman, Sam deGrasse.

Sano, director.

THE CALLAHANS
ANDTHEMURPHYS

Renee Adoree,
Ralph Graves, Paulette Duval.
By Donn Byrne. Marcel De

THEREYOU ARE
Conrad

Nagcl, Edith Roberts,
George Fawcett. Jess Robbins,
director., F. Hugh Herbert,
author.
I

CAN DO

IT By Max

THE UNDERSTANDING HEART By Peter B.

wright.

Running Cosmopolitan
Cosmopol-

SHADOW LANE
Written and directed by Edmund Goulding.

play.

Marcin, famous Broadway play-

M.igazine. All star
itan production.

Edmund

Goulding's drama of San Francisco's Barbary Coast.

John Alexander Kirkpatrick's

Cosmopolitan production.

Kyne.

By Carey Wilson.

'FRISCO SAL

THE WALTZ DREAM

Buster Keaton's aiost important
comedy. Directed by himself.
Sally O'Neil and strong cast.

JohnGilbert. William Anthony

Bell.

HEAVEN ON EARTH

Dillon, director.
Pauline.
St^rk, Antonio Moreno, Lilyan

Kathleen Norris' classic in
Irish-American.

THE TAXI DANCER
Robert Perry Shannon's story
of a small town girl's adventure
in New York. Nat ionally
serialized.

THE NIGHT SCHOOL
A

new

daring.

idea typical of

Watch

M-G-M

for details.

Renee Adoree, Conrad' Nagel.
Director, Phil Rosen. By Harvey
Gates.

THE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY
oZa^

—

—

THE
>ridav, July

A New Way
II

Go Over Here

reign Films Will

A^hen Advertised as "Imported,"
States Walter Kofeldt

Francisco

5an

•

—

Walter Kofeldt,

mer director general of Prod. Innational Corp. in Central Europe,
w in San Francisco, returned to
s country recently from an eight
In
mths' tour of Central Europe.
following article he advances a
w way to put foreign pictures
OSS in this country:
;

'What's in a name? Much!
'Will Rogers, in a recent 'Saturday
ening Post' story, said, in subnce: 'Cal Coolidge is getting by
;at on an 'economy' platform. The
imocrats have been trying to do
same thing for 40 years, but they
;
ide the mistake of calling it 'lower
:es."

"What wouldn't Pathe, EducationUniversal, Fox and others give
get

rid

misnomer, 'Short

the

of

:bjects'?

coming to
will stop them,
they'll
entertain
our public,
d
ing good returns to the producers,
itributors and exhibitors, and bring
out a better understanding between
tions.
"Foreign

pictures

"But

are

Nothing

country.

!s

— they

must be properly

sold,

From Mr.
right down the line.
ineral Sales Manager through the
departments publicity, ex.rious
the exhibioitation and salesmen
the public.
r and finally,
lid

——

"The public

can't

be sold

— unless

sufficiently sold
e others are
d the stigma of the word: 'foreign'
might as well do
eradicated.
first

We

now, nip an undesirable, unsymunsalable

thetic,

name

the bud.

in

have to be done sometime.

11

j55^

DAILY

1926

16,

'When one

steps into the executive offices
most commercial enterprises. large de'tment stores, etc., we find printed on the
3r: 'Mr. So and So, Export and Ilrrport

salesforce, who
to how to sell
Mr. Public.

naturally

them

to

are

loss

a

at

as

and must be handled

ferent

Im-

differently.

ported* pictures are a specialty atid must be
sold in a special manner.
"You can't pull the wool over the eyes of
either the exhibitor or the theater-goer by
advertising Mr. Star in a picture
a lot of
color
a good description of the story and
where
was
not tell 'em
it
made why it is
different
why it's good business to buy

—
—

—

—

and good entertainment to see.
"If you don't tell 'em the whole story
you're holding out on 'em and they'll resent it.
Mr. Exhibitor likes the ad he
takes for granted that it is an American
production /(the ad looked no different, in the
main, and read not differently than the
American one on the next page). But, when
he sees that it isn't what he though it was
no matter how good the picture it hasn't
been sold to him and he hollers 'foreign'
'bunked !' and not only loses interest, but is
a sore and disgruntled customer
harder to

—

—

—

I

sell

next

*

tinre.

—
—

•

"We're using European locales producing
in Europe
hiring European actors and actweaning directors from their native
resses

—
—
lands — bringing over
authors —
(Let's

—

technical men
artists
etc.,
be careful that we don't
make them lose their individuality that's
what made us want 'em.)
"We used to tell the European producers
make pictures a la American for the American market
we'll buy them.
What a mistake.
They tried it over there tried to ape
us
copy our general-run of pictures and
what atrocious imitations they made.
"They saw their mistake, however, dropped
this tact and are now making pictures of

—

—

—

—

—

—

their

— from

lives
their

stories

—

by their authors

people, their backgrounds, their
a'ctors and actresses, directed by them in
their studios and the results
many pictures
that ^re excellent and which will satisfy the
'something
different'
and
which the
cry for
American public will pay to see if we'll
sell them the urge.
"The American public will go to see imported photoplays if they're good individual
distinctive
typical.
That's what they're
producing across the water today they are
Ijeing themselves.
More pictures of everyday European life more pictures of beautiful
romances more pictures showing the
hopes, sorrows, trials and joys of the peoples
of other lands will be shown here.
"Carl Laemmle in 'The Satevepost' advertises 'Les Miserables.'
He tells 'em it's
produced in France he asks the public for
He'll
advice as to nranner of presentation.
put the picture over.
He realizes it's got
to be handled differently."

with

:

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

Producer De Luxe

Georgia Nervous

Mr. Exliibitor and

"Imported pictures cannot be successfully
sold under the sahre treatment accorded the
sales of our own productions.
They're dif-

13

{Continued from Page

Angela

1)

However, the general reaction

bad

is

for the picture as well as other businesses.
Considerable
nervousness

prevails

industry

the

in

and

else-

where.

The aggregate capital stock of the
banks closed totals more than $1,005,000 and the aggregate resources exceed $10,439,000.
Banks reported to the State Banking Department as having closed inBall Ground Bank,
Lexington Ave., Bank of

Bank

clude:

Bank

of

Plainville,

Powder Springs, Bank of
Roopville, Bank of East Point, Comer Bank, Madison County Bank
(Colbert), Bank of Hamilton, Farmers and Merchants Bank (Chipley),
Bank of Hiram, State Bank (Cochran), Bank of Arnoldsville, Bank
of

Hazelhurst, Richland State Bank,
of Alapaha, Temple Banking
Co., City Commercial Bank (Wood-

of

Bank

bury'),
Bank of Warm Springs,
Twiggs County Bank (Jef?ersonville),
Bank of Stapleton, Bartow County
Bank (Kingston) and the Georgia

State Bank, which has executives of-

Atlanta and branch banking
in
following Georgia
the
Baxley, Bowden, Brownswood, Chatsworth, Cordele, Gumming, Douglas, Douglasville, Dublin,
Greensboro, Hawkinsville. Mansfield,
Maysville,
Midville,
Montezuma,
fices

in

houses
towns:

and Winder, Bank of
Palmetto, the Bank of Chauncey, the
Alma State Bank, the Bank of Leesburg, Commercial Bank, Dallas, Bank
of Abbeville and the Farmers' and
Ocilla, Vidalia

Traders'

Bank

New

of Atlanta.

Film

—

Ad Agency

Murray Gibson Writes and

Directs Her Own Pictures, at
Casselton, N. D.
Casselton, N .D.— There is a production company operating here, owned and operated by a young music
student, Angela Murray Gibson, who
writes her own scenarios, recruits a
cast from among the townsfolk, does
her own camera work and directing
and is not only showing her product
locally but in many theaters outside
the state.

Miss

Gibson

was

in

New York

studying music when she was called
upon to aid Mary Pickford in a matter
of costuming.
She became interested
in pictures, studied them, worked with
several companies and returned to her
home with a camera and other equipment.
Since that time she lias turned out
niany pictures. As the town's lighting system does not permit the use
of Kleigs all scenes arc shot outdoors.
Sets are made of beaverboard. Most
of the pictures are comedies and children of the town generally have the
leading roles. One picture deals with
the production of wheat in the Red
River Valley. Miss Gibson's productions are being handled by five exchanges.

Form Holding Company
N.
Y.— The Brooklyn
Heights Theater Corp. has been organized by D. Hauser, H. D. Mencher and F. Koren to finance the
Alliany,

building of a theater in that section.
An issue of 100 shares of common
stock of no par value has been floated.

Boston to Have New House
Boston— Architects Blackall, Clapp

Louis The Theater Publishing
Co. has been formed here to conduct

& Whittcmore

have completed plans

general advertising and publishing

for a theater at

Warren and Wavcrly

St.

a

The company will start
business.
with $2,000 capital. .Stockholders are
W. Cochran, L. A. Rawlings and R.

Sts.

House, Birmingham, Mich.
Sumner's New House Opens Sept. 4
Cambridge, Mass. Stanley SumWork on the first pic- D. Abbott.
ner's University theater in Harvard
ture and vaudeville house for the vilIn West on Radio Tie-Up
Square opens Sept. 4.
lage of Birrrtingham, which is to cost
Lake City George L. Fcckc,
Salt
soon,
summer
$300,000, will start this
s time, but the signs of the times surely
it was
announced by the Briggs In- radio director for Metro-Goldwyn- New Dahnken House Opens Nov. 1
•tend an influx of European films, and
Mayer. is here making a tie-up with
Boise, Ida.
vestment Co., contractors.
The new theater being
ritorious ones. * • »
built by the Dahnken Comjiany, will
The structure was designed by local broadcasting stations.
War
"Talk about cycles of pictures.
stories
and Rapp & Rapp, Chicago architects,
biblical
tries — superwesterns
open about Nov. 1.
prepare for a cycle of 'importler cycles
and
will be a replica of the People's
Famous
Quits
Carpenter
hundreds
of
Not
necessarily
pictures.
partment.'

$300,000

on the doors of such
'Mr. So and
Jartments in our industry?
Foreign Department.'
'True, pictures from the other side have
;n more or less of a foreign quahty up to

'What do you

find

Detroit

—

—

,

—

—

—

—

m, but dozens, surely.
isn't proud to be able
What
ar 'British' woolens?

'Who

gowns;

love 'French'
ported' perfumes

:

'Works

of

Art

to afford

and

woman

does

'Italian'

across
— music — from
misnomer

the
'for-

attached to them?
'The public pays, and gladly, for 'imted' things of every kind.
'There are opera singers, musicians, artists,
n'

leers, etc., sold to the American amuseNot by calling 'em
nt loving public daily.

eign' or by forgetting to mention their
ionalily
but by selling the public on the
they have something different, soniet tliat
ig worthwhile and that it is from abroad.

—

'*

* *

The Am'erican motion

picture

But they can
on foreign pictures.
be sold on 'imported' productions
viding always that said 'imported' prolions have merit. * *
'On a current program of one of our
sold

—

will

distributors

;est

productions

n

me

—

are a
they're

office officials
libitor
they don't

—

afraid

—branch

of
of

to

vers that-be

—

—

Henry Dahn is vacationing
States. The Toronto Regent
open Aug.
Fairbanks'

1,

in

the

will re-

probably with Douglas
an extended en-

latest, for

gagement.

Winkle Expanding
Salt Lake City— H. F. Wright, of
the Star theater at Hinkley, has sold
his house to T. Winkle, who also intends buying the theater at Desert,

Utah.

'em.

managers and

know how

—

Euro-

sell

are
knockouts but
pictures
are not sold on foreign
can't sell 'em, for that reason to

'The
es

number

Ave. and Maple Road.

Managerial Changes in Montreal
Montreal D. C. Brown, manager of
the Regent, Toronto, is temporarily
in charge of the Capitol here, while

dis-

— publicity man — exploiteer — branch
nager — salesman — exhibitor and public are
»utor

1

Woodward

laces;

Is the stigma of the

ter.

It will be lotheater in that city.
cated on the southeast corner of

'em.
the
pictfieir

Pye Assistant Art Director
Los Angeles Merrill Pye has been

—

signed by M.-G.-M. as an art director to

work under

Ccdr'';

'^iibboiis

Preferred Exchange Moves
Lake City— C. E. Carpenter,
Salt Lake City
The local Premanager of the
assistant
Paramount Empress here, has left ferred exchange, owned by George
He has been suc- Mayne, has moved to 142 E. 1st
for Los Angeles.
South St.
ceeded by David Edwards.
Salt

—

former

Wareham
Salina,

in

Salina

Kins.— Harry Wareham,

Jr.,

has been appointed manager of the
Strand and Grand here.
Nashville Theater Sold
Nashville, Ark.— F. S. Horton has
bought the Liberty here from the Libcrlv Investment Co.

FOR RENT

Warning to Producers
is
to notify all producers that
my attorneys I shall begin
action for damages against any
person or persons or corporation who

This

through

legal

may purchase from

Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

with me.

Seventh Ave.

gan.

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily
N. Y. C.

unauthorized

and

irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
studios,
make and release these pictures as "Curwood stories."
No prestory and no one
historic magazine
or two reel "original" of mine written
years ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts

and

My

address

of my
attorneys will be

The name

is

Owosso. Michi-

New York

agents
given on request.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

THE

<2E^

DAILY
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Signs

Out Front

20 Pictures
Incorporations

Photographic Enlargements of Newspaper Interviews and Other Com-

ments Prove Effective Publicity
exiiibitor. can play up favoralile newspaper comments about his
theater or attractions by the simple
plan herein outlined, and it will prove
Rood publicity right at the door of his
theater which he can secure at a nom-

Any

inal outlay.

Maxwell

J.

licity

^'ork

Joice, director of pubof the Rivoli here, in New
finds that neatly painted or

photographic signs placed in an advantageous spot in front of the theater are invaluable in attracting passing throngs. In connection with the
showing "Dancing Mothers," Joice
secured an
interview
with
Alice
had photographic enlargeJoyce,
ments of the newspaper reports of
that interview placed on a 40 x 60
sign, with pictures of Alice Joyce and
Clara Bow, all under the caption
"What Do You Think of the Dancing Mothers of the Present Day?"
When a telegram of good wishes
for the picture "The Song and Dance

—

Man" came from George M. Cohan,
a

enlargement

photographic

was

placed in front of the theater, with
a

photograph of Cohan.

Similarly, when Quinn Martin, reviewer of The Morning World, commented at length on the coolness of
the Rivoli due to the new refrigerat-

ing system,

was photographically

it
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Ready

(Continued from Page
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E. Hoffman.
E. Lloyd Sheldon, Lucien Hubbard and Erich Pommer.
Trenton,

Newark,

to

corporators,

—

N.

Prudential Amuse.
J.
operate amusement places.

Simon

J. Griffinger,

Co.,
In-

Margaret M.

Ryder, Estell L. Hopkins.

Albany

— Franklin

Show

Co.

Capital $15,-

000, New York.
Incorporators,
H. Passin, S. Friedman.
.'\lbany, N.
cal l)OokinKs,
.'Xtty.

H. Cohen,

— B.

Y.

V. Productions, theatriYork.
Capital $20,000.
H. Lewis, 220 West 42nd St.

New

Dover, Del.
Dover. Capital
Corp. Co.

— DeForest
$4,000,000.

Phonofilm
Address,

Corp.,

U.

S.

"Many of them are now
yesterday.
have finished
being pre-rcleased.
'Old Ironsides,' 'Sorrows of Satan'
are now makand 'Beau Geste.'
ing preparations for several productions of road-show calibre including
'Wings.' 'War of the Worlds,' 'The
Rough Riders' and the next James

We
We

Cruze and D.

—

Albany, N. Y. Stray Sheep Theatricals,
Manhattan.
Capital $10,000.
G. Sharp, G.
Ashby, H. Rawbin.

To Build Another
Louis The St. Louis Amusement Co., headed by Spyros Skouras
and Harry Koplar, has awarded the
St.

Turnbull is due Monday.
"Already Paramount has completed
20 of 39 pictures of all the group
scheduled to be released between
Aug. 1st and Feb. 1," Lasky said

—

contract for a new theater and apartinent and store building on Union
Blvd. near Terry Ave., to the BoazKid Construction Co. The architects
are Kennerly & Stiegemeyer.
The

new

theater, which will seat upwards
of 1,700, will be of the neighborhood
type of construction. The structure
vi,ill
contain stores on ground floor
and two stories of apartments. The
investment will approximate $300,000,

W.

Griffith

produc-

tions as yet untitled.
In addition we
plan several more to be made on the

same important scale.
"The following pictures have been
completed and are ready for release:
'Aloma of the South Seas,' 'Padlock'Fine Manners,' 'The Show-Off,'
'Fascinating Youth,' 'Mantrap,' 'Tin
Gods,' 'Nell Gwyn,' 'Variety.' 'Diplomacy,' 'You Never Know Women,'
'Ladies First,' 'Forlorn River,' 'Kid
Boots,'
'The Campus Flirt,' 'So's
Your Old Man,' 'Lady of the Harem'
and "The Cat's Pajamas.'
"Next week definite plans for the
Spring group will be made.
"So vital has the international
problem become and so popular are
our pictures becoming around the
world that we have engaged Erich
ed,'

Pommer, who produced 'The Last
reproduced on a sign 40 x 60 with
New Theater for Nyack
Laugh,' 'The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari,'
the caption. "Quinn, You Said a
A new picture and vaudeville the- 'Variety,' 'Metropolis', to watch the
Mouthful." On the right hand side
The international viewpoint in the product
of the sign an arrow pointed down ater is planned for Nyack.
from this caption to a line in the re- building will be situated on the north- made at the Hollywood studio," said
viewer's comment which stated: "The east corner of Bridge and Main Sts. Lasky.
"In the expansion policy there will
Rivoli is cool."
The latter line was on the site of the building now ocencircled.
Thus the eye was caught cupied by the Sullivan Motor Sales be a realignment of positions in many
Corp. The property has already been cases but some of the old faces at the
by this statement.
purchased and plans are under way studio will disappear. I mention this
for
immediate construction.
The to set at rest definitely any rumors
New Amusement Company
in
connection with the production
house will seat 1,500.

—

New Haven The Hamden Amusement Co. has incorporated with $10,000.
The incorporators are: Susie
Schneider, Samuel W. Jacobs and
Daniel D. Morgan, all of New Haven.

conferences."

Temple to Close for a Month
McCook, Neb. Re-decoration
the Temple has been started.
The theater will be closed for

—

of
a

month.
At Boston
Boston The Royal Film Exchange
Gruen on M.-G.-M. Scenario Staff
has been incorporated for $50,000 by
Los Angeles James Gruen. former
Fred S. Hartley, Rebecca Hartley and
newspaperman, has been added to the
I'lben Dodge, all of Cambridge.
scenario staff of M.-G.-M.
Cast For "Fools of Fashion"
Reynolds Renews Contract
Los Angeles Mae Busch and MarLos
Angeles Benjamin F. Reyceline Day will play two of the principal roles in "Fools of Fashion," Tif- nolds, the cameraman, has sgined a
new contract with M.-G.-M.
fany Prod.

New Exchange

—

—

—

—

charter.

its

It is capitalized

Nicholas Kefalos of Bridgeport.

Temple In Ontario Changes
Brantford, Out. The Temple theater has been re-furnished and the
vaudeville portion of the bill cut from

—

four to

two

acts.

Utica Theater

—

will be

to be remodeled.

spent

in its construction.

Bucquet Assisting Robertson
Turlock, Cal., House Reopens
Avonia Closed for Summer
Los Angeles Harold Bucquet has
Turlock, Cal.— The Turlock has reAvon. 111.— The Avonia is closed for been appointed assistant to John
the Summer.
Robertson in the filming of Lillian opened under the Steele management.
Gish's "Annie Laurie."
Smeltzer Managing New Roseville
Remodel Pennsylvania House
San Francisco— W. G. Smeltzer is
Tarentum, Pa. The Nixon is being
New Milwaukee Theater
now manager of the New Roseville.
remodelled.
Milwaukee A permit has been is-

—

—

—

Hinkle Planning Theater

—

Tuscola, III.
Kenneth llinklc
coverting a store into a theater.

is

People's

is

now bj

Larium Amuse. Co.

—

Chicago John Milton has taken over tlj
Marlow, 6254 S. Stewart Ave. and will maliBit*
itoprovements.

various

—

Rhodes, la. Leo E. Perry and Leo BaiB""'
have acquired the Opera House. L, F. HoijT
penrath has taken over the Odeon, Belview. Ml:-.

—

Rock, Ark. The Gem has been
Ray Wilson and O. R. Elliot who
rename it the New.
Little

sol

tn

wi<

—

Fordyce, Ark. A. W. Smith has purchase
Grand in Bearden.

the

—

N. C. I. W.
for remodelling.

Morgantown,

New

closed the

Cleveland

— Sam

Market Square

to

Leechburg, Pa.

Davis

hi'

k
F,

Barck has disposed
Maurice H. Wolf.

—E.

Oglietti

&

of

'.I

Sons, hav

the Palace.

leased

—

Lake

Salt

known

Forum,
City The
the Hyland, has opened

as

former!
aiter re

decoration.
St.

Art

—

il

Frank White has sold the Rea
American Fork.

Louis
at

ii

Belzoni,
leased by

Miss.

H. K.

Columbia,

S.

become manager

The Crescent
—PofTenberger.

has

beer

—

I

Frank D. Fowler
C.
of the Broadway.

ha

k
in

Inverness, Fla.

new manager

— R.

H. Palmer,

Jr.,

is

thi

tfdl

of the Valerie.

Great Falls, Mont.
Rainbow is Bert

the

— The
De

—

Alexandria, Minn. H.
taken over the State.

new manager

a

Vore.
J.

Longaker

hat

iij;

ifiif

Sues for Rentals
Independent

—The

Filn
Ltd., has started action, at Os
goode Hall, against the owners of th<
Bijou theater, Cobalt, Ont., for $2,
405 alleged to be owing on pictures
booked to the Bijou. The case wil

Co.,

and incorporated by James be heard in the fall. The defendant;
G. Velos and William J. are S. C. Astels, Mrs.
Astels am
Kiappes, all of Wheeling; John C. Samuel Aquino.
Nicholas of St. Clairsville, O., and

—

is

—The

at $25,000
Velos, C.

Gladys Unger on M.-G.-M. Staff
Begin Work on New Theater
Tulare, Cal.
Excavation of land
Los Angeles M.-G.-M. has added
Utica, N. Y.--Tbe Corn Hill is
planncfl ff)r Ncilson St., with a capac- Gladys Unger to their staff of scenario for Tulare's new 1,400 seat bouse is
already under way.
About $250,000
ity of more than 800.
The <<\<] linuse writers.

To Remodel

Laurium, Mich.

ing conducted by the

Toronto

Mound City Company Chartered
Wheeling, W. Va.—The Mound
City Theater Co., of Mtiundsville has
received

—

Swainville,
Minn. John
Frana.
Loi|
Prairie exhibitor, has tal<en over the Cozy.

sued for erection of a new theater at
To Build $450,000 House
Kighth and Oklahoma Aves. at an
Milwaukee The
Muskego Ave.
eslirnat.vl cost of $100,000.
A. C. Bar- Advancement Assoc, is promoting a
telt is sponsor.
$450,000 theater for the South Side.

—

Erecting $250,000 House
Tulare, Cal.— A $250,000 house is
being erected by Saith Bros, of Los
Angeles, its capacity being 1,400.

Heyde Opens Arcadia
The new Arcadia
Heyde is owner

—

Olney, 111.
opened.
Phil
manager.

h

fill

has

i^J

and

To Rebuild Theater
Gurdon, Ark. F. E. Wright has
begun construction of a new $30,000
which is to take the place of the one
destroyed by fire.

—

New
terprises
here.

California Theater

—

Cal.
T. & D. Jr., En
have opened a new house

Dunsmiur,

American Closes for Summer
Butte The American is closed until September.

—

f

ss

THE
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Four Pictures Scheduled
London Four pictures have been

—

Theaters

announced

for 1926-27

by British In-

Films, Ltd.
They
"Nelson," the story of Britain's
tional hero; "Mons," depicting
great retreat; "Palaver," which
its background in Central Africa,
"Secrets of Nature."
More are
pected.
structional

Y.— The

N.

Qtica,
sned.

Chicago,

III.

— The

New

Family

Highland

was

has

been

ned.

Louis, Mo.— The
has been opened.

3t.
e.,

Palm on

N. Y.— The
has been opened.

Lake Placid, N.

Louis

a

family

Cameo,

Rochester.,
ater,

St.

Y.— The

Palace,

1,000

a

has opened.

ter,

—John
507

Hamrick has opened
Queen Anne Ave.

•ieattle

town

at

Pitman, N.
seats

J.

— The

his

new

Broadway has opened,

1,200.

are
nathe
has

and
ex-

187 Exploit-O-Grams
From

New Theater for Phila, Mo.
Philadelphia,
Mo. Contracts for
the erection of a two-story brick
theater
and building have
been
awarded to George F. Hays & Sons.
H. B. Hutchinson & Sons are backing the venture.

—

Buy

137 Exhibitors

Rushville, Neb., Theater
Rushville, Neb.
Francis McFarland and Charles Evans are new owners of the Essaness.

—

Exploiting

ason Directing "For Healths Sake"
The last Richard Talmadge picture
Dahnken Theaters in Boise
F. B. O., "For Healths Sake," by
Boise, Ida.
[over Jones, is being directed by
F. C. Dahnken, genDel
Mason.
Upon its completion eral manager of the Dahnken Theadmadge will begin work under his ters Co., is making plans for opening
of a house here by Nov. 1.
w contract with Universal.
|r

—

97 Productions

Enters Cheyenne Field
Cheyenne, Wyo. Plains Theater
has
en let for the new theater to be Corp., is building a new house on
ected at Menominee, Mich., by the Central Ave., between 16th and 17th
immunity Building Corp. It is part Sts.
a $47,000 project.
Plan Michigan Theater
Menominee, Mich. Contract

—

—

Alton,

la.

—The

Legion,

two years by the

Phillipi,

operated

building will replace the one destroy-

American ed by fire recently.
gion Post, has been taken over by
3man & Hoxmeter.
Closes for Summer
White River, S. D.— V. L. BurringManaging Milwaukee House
ton will close the Gem for the SumMilwaukee Donald Smith is now mer.
mager of the Tivoli. He formerly
maged the Rialto at Cedar Rapids.
Martinez House Opens
•

—

Cal The
West Coast Theaters,
has opened.

Martinez,

Cote Acquires Liberty
Hinckley, Minn. L. L. Cote is new
nier of the Liberty, formerly the

—

—

Open
la.
Ted

Miller to

—

Riverside

Riverside,
Miller is
)deling a building to house a

re-

new

Binghamton, N. Y. The Binghamton has been closed for the Summer
and will reopen the second week in
August. During that period, it will
be altered.

;ater.

House Going Up

Rename Iowa Theater
Diagonal, la.— T. G. Houck and R.
Hockabout have taken over the
idway, renaming the house The

—

in

Moberly

Moberly, Mo. Work is progressing
on the Moberly. It is expected to be
ready for occupancy Aug. 1.

ise.

Oliverson Takes Over

Minn.

^lainview,

— Harold

has taken over the

Carroll, Neb., House to Move
Carroll, Neb.- The Star will move
to a new location.

—

Gem
Oliver-

Gem,
Waverly, la.. House Opens
Waverly, O. The New Palace

—

Buy Out Partner
City,

Neb.

— Lou

Billings and
sole owners

ed Schuller now are
the Paramount, having purchased.
interest of their paitner, John
:

ilson.

Theater Incorporates
frenton, N.
uth

Amboy

J.

— Rcade's

has opened.

Cloakey Now Selling Oil
Calagary, Alta. Oral Cloakey at
one time manager of a Universal theater on the Coast, is now an oil sales-

—

mu.A.

Plainfield-

Theater Co. has

filed

of incorporation.
To engage
general theatrical business.

Harry Turrell Transferred
-Harry Turrell, manager
the Capitol of the Cooney circuit,

Chicago

5ers

of

—

has been transferred to the Jeffrey.
Charge of the Royal W. S. Donaldson succeeds him.
^it William, Ont.— L. C. Straw
liier manager of the Capitol, BranStar, at West Union, 111., Destroyed

aw Now

1,

T

The Film Daily

Martinez, a
Inc., house,

Binghamton Closed

mily.

"alls

in

local

—

1

Have Already Appeared

New House on Old Site
W. Va. — A new theater

Take Over Legion Theater

in

Man., has been appointed manRoyal.

ft the

West Union,
total ruins

from

111.

—The

fire.

Star

is

in

Exploit -O- Grams Have
Made An Instant Hit
With Exhibitors Every^vhere As A Telegraphic
Clearing House For Theater

Exploitation Ideas

I

t
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America Leads

Faces Needed

Commission Changes
j

(Continued from Page

(.Continued from Page 1)

And

.5rt

1)
James R. Grainger Says Public Is
That's That!
The latter is said not to HI
tries over periods of years running teinljer.
Continually Longing for Differ1
back as far as reliable records make a candidate for reappointment.
ent Players and Bright Ideas
By ••BARRY"
One of
There is also a possibility tha|
possible.
comparisons
such
Grainger,
Angeles
Los
James R.
of the report is a com- Commissioner Nugent may sever
THIC eighth wonder oi the wurld ha.s who is now here, says the greatest the features
average number of connection with the Commission
the
of
putation
arrived. A producer has discard- need of the industry today is to dehave become the democratic nominee l\
ed a picture because he doesn't tliink velop new, fresh faces upon the years of prosperity that there
in the Senatorship from Idaho, althoug
depression
of
year
each
been
for
it worthy of presentation and furtherscreen.
each of these countries during the he need not necessarily resign
more he admits it and, through his
"In my travels I find that there is period of 30 years or more, from the order to run for the Senate.
publicity department, announces it to
an ever-increasing demand for new hard times that came almost everyThere is a report that Martin
The picture is faces and bright ideas. You will find
the world at hirge.
"The Honeymoon Express'' and the that even the titles of inotion pictures where about 1890, up to the latest Morrison, a member of the staff
the Commission, may succeed Coi
period of slow business.
producer who lias turned the industry
and successful stage plays are changThey indicate that the United missioner Nugent.
upside down with his announcement
ing.
It is the age-old cry for brightAs a result of these changes t
is Jack L. Warner.
One never knows ness and the things that are differ- States and Canada have led the nations of the world in the proportion pers(jnnel of the Commission
what to expect next.
ent."
of years of prosperity to years of de- be radically altered by the time
"To meet this demand our organi- pression. In the United States there Fa!nous Players-Lasky case comd
Johnny Hines is taking on all comdevelop have been almost 1.8 years of pros- before it for final determination. Ti]
ers, so 'tis said, at Jack O'Brien's zation is striving eternally to
yym on upper Broadway. Johnny new stars and is making the neces- perous times for each year of hard attitude of Morrison has consistent!
says villains playing with him here- sary tests to bring out the right tal- times during the period from 1890 to been antagonistic to the companjl
If the study is carried back and there is understood to be cM
after had better watch out or he'll ent. This the company will continue 1923.
135 years to 1790 the proportion be- siderable
pressure to be exertd
make 'em all life members of Mr. to do."
comes 1.5 years of prosperity per should opportunity afford, to brio[
Sloan's well-known Liniment Club.
year of depression, as compared with about the appointment of a Southenl
Hill and Krepps with Skouras
Will
reason
the
Williams
says
D.
J.
St.
Louis— Richard W. Hill and 1.11 in England during the same long cr as a member of the Commissioi
with
contract
signed
a
picture
Rogers
Clement Krepps, two young Chicago period.
The average for the 17 countries is
Capitol, Ontario, Closes
him was through fear of the Prince theater managers, will assist CuUen
Hamilton, Ont. The Capitol hsl
of Wales, Will having kidded the Espy in the management of Skouras 1.14 years of prosperity per year of
Prince about his riding ability. Wales Bros.' new Ambassador, which opens depression, or eight good years for closed for the Summer and Ray Tuir
each seven poor ones, as compared man manger, has gone to Ottofll
was in favor of beheading Will in the on Aug. 21.
with America's own fortunate record where he is temporarily relieviffl
Tower of London, so Will went into
Hill has been assistant manager of
of nine good years for each five poor Manager L. C. Bishop of the RegenI
the movies again and, with a British the
McVickers in
Chicago and
company and now he feels fairly safe. Krepps of the Uptown was assistant ones, and the record of Brazil with
more than two depressed years for
Erecting $200,000 House
manager.
each prosperous year.
The report
A pair of Charlie Murray's pants
Philadelpi
Chambersburg, Pa.
points out that the criteria used to and Pottstown capital is to buildj
almost cost First National a full
New
York
Backing
New
House
determine conditions of prosperity and $2QO,00Oi theater here.
day in filming "Paradise." The comIt will
St.
Bids are being depression in each country can apply ready in January.
Joseph, Mo.
pany was aboard a yacht and CharThere are
lie carelessly laid the trousers over taken on the new Missouri on Ed- only to that one country.
a port hole and into the briny they mond St. by the architects. Boiler no international standards in such
Double Bills for Summer
went.
A seaynan fished them out, Bros., 114 West Tenth St., Kansas matters.
Middletown, Conn. Double b|
The owners are J. H.
The relative duration of the pros- have been instituted in the three t^
but it was two hours before they City, Mo.
Cooper, 390 Riverside Drive, New perous and depressed phases in the
were di-y enough to wear.
aters managed by Bert Leighton
York, and Eli Shire, Lincoln, Nebr. business cycles of five important
the Summer.
Eddie Cantor likes Hollywood so The building will be three story and countries during various periods is
basement
and
cost
shown
$300,000.
in
the
following
table:
much that he wants to stay there.
Neb. House Opens After Fire
Years
They told him he could make another
Araphoe, Neb.-— Repaired after
of Prosperity
To Enlarge the Electric
picture if they could only get a story,
per year
fire which damaged the house a f^|
Country
Period
of Depression
so Eddie wrote one himself and ParaJoplin, Mo.
The Electric Theater
weeks ago, the Crystal has reoper
1790-1925
mount has accepted it. That's one Amusement Co. has awarded the gen- United States
1..S0
17901925
way to slay where you want to stay. eral contract for remodeling the Elec- Knglaiid
1,11
18401925
1.18
tric to Roy HulTman.
The house will France

—

l-^j

ti

I

—

—

—

—

—

\

;

—

A nother company is going to make seat 1,400 when completed.
pictures in Maine, even though Carl
Milliken couldn't put the same thing
Another for St. Louis
However,
over a few years ago.
St.
Louis—
C. W. & G. L. Rapp,
since then the former Governor of
the Pine Tree State has learned a 190 North State St., Chicago, have
He admitted it him- prepared plans for j theater to be
lot about films.
erected here. The names of the ownself the other day.
ers of the house have not been revealWho says they never come bach? ed.
S:illy Crute is playing the role of a
Changes in Kansas City
llirtious bar maid in "The Ace of
Cads."
Kansas City— Cecil Vaughan has
become
Nathanson on Long Trip

—

a

member

short subjects sales

of the

through Western Canada in the interests of
M.-G.-M., Pathe, Warner
i'.ros.,
I'rod. Dist. Cor])., and otiier
releases handled by Regal.

will take the road.

Janesville, Minn., House
Irtuc (ahill
has purchased ilie I'rincess from Jas.
(iallagher.

Buys

Mr-.

for

iSAVA FILMS,

—L.

at H"flfalo Center, la.,
Lakota. la.

SID

SMITH

The Gentleman Comedian

HANK MANN
FATTY LAYMON
Men

of the Fat

LIGHTNIN'
The Wonder Dog
and

EILEEN SEDGWICK
The Fascinating

Girl

EDDIE GORDON
The Renowned Acrobatic Comedian
and

THAT5

QUACK

E.

The Educated Duck

WILD

SELIG'S
Untamed

CARTOONS

and the World

Managing Famous at Sioux Falls
Sioux Falls— Don H. Ruliffson is
now in charge of the local Paramount

Inc.,

Supplies All This with

The King

Matthews
has closed his three houses owing
to his inability to renew their leases,
'llu-v are the Lyric here, the Regent

office.

and ACTION
For Amusement and Diversion

The Veteran Laugh Maker

Closes Three Houses

Minn.

COMEDY—VARIETY—THRILLS

Austria, China and Brazil have the
shortest periods of prosperity comnared to their periods o f depression.

WITH THEM
I'iuiore,

(With Apologies to Mac.)
That the Public Wants

from 1888

THE y^EW SERIES ARE

at

a store.

J.inesvillc. .Minn.

each year of depression
to 1924.
The pre-war average was 2.08 years of prosperity
for each year of depression.
perity

OBSERVESX

staff.

Fred Thompson, M.-G.-M. salesman, has been made assistant manager succeeding O. M. Lambert, who

—

Canada

1853-1925
1.18
1866-1925
0.70
enjoyed 1.86 years of pros-

Universal

Henry Nathanson, assistTorcjnto
;int general manager of Regal Films,
Ltd., is on a several weeks' tour

Albany to Become Store
Albany The Albany has closed
and wdl probably be converted into

Germany

Austria

^BETTHUBWi
NWVOtt

Tl<)-T'IHl

«V(UM1N IJOflUOOWM
8UIIM0 aMll«,'.;LIH 51
ilVlLMO 600 tiLM SIOO

uu;io™»»C«u«U5t

Puiunucuifi i);9 VINE '"
51.

DITtOITIHNexCllJHCI IK
CIIIC«0«M5'v<l\MS.l HI.
1,,
MltAJ>CI)CO2*f(0LIUI(|I|ill

Series

Features

Outstanding Shorts
Everything but Length

of

in

SAVE YOUR PROGRAM
with the
SAVA PROGRAM

EVER

PITISBDROlOlftlOBBUJf

OiU«CU;i«US<VlgnOt<rMl

Six

—ThrillingANIMALS
— Action

By

Distributed

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

•

••••••••••••••"•"••••mi

—
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IhatwouUbe SPECIALS
on any other list give

a flying

'(J

start to

UniversaVs
GreatercMovie fist

'O-

o

You know what
to

your box

picture

is

laughs mean
Well, this
of laughs the

ofiSce.

full

—

sort of screaming farce comedy
that gets the big money. Roaring, surefire merrymaking with
the kind of fun making cast that
rolls *em over and makes 'em
howl with glee. Worth a date
in any man's town.

POKER
FACES
A HARRY POLLARD
From

The

alluring atmosphere of back
life; the glitter of luxurious
settings; an exploitation title; a powerful story of a woman's love for a man
as only a woman can tell it; with a
heart-kick like the back hand slap of
forty mules. The whole trade press
stage

acclaims

Clause
A LOIS WEBER

the story by Edgar Franklin

With

HORTON and LAURA LA
PLANTE

title alone will «eU this
one. But the stoiy is there too,
and the star and director
everything that helps to put
the big kick of prosperity into
the box office. Youth, beauty
and a whale of a title.

Millions of fans have been w^aicing
tor it It played a whole year on
Broadway It has humor and pathos
and laughs and a love story that
will hit every man, woman and child
right where they live. And what a
catch line to tie up to. Oh yes, Al*&
here. Save a date for him,

HER BIG

1 lie

A MELVILLE BROWN

AN EDWARD SLOMAN

From

From

story

the Saturday Evening Post
"Technic" by Dana Burnet

BILLIE

DOVE — FRANCIS

BUSHMAN— GRACE
DARMOND and WARNER
X.

OLAND

—

—

—

—

OLD

NIGHT SOAK
PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION

From

EDWARD EVERETT

"great".

The
Marriage

PRODUCTION

Starring

it

The

the magazine story by Peggy

Gaddis— "Doubling

for

Lora"

the great

cess of the

Broadway

stage suc-

same name by Don Marquis

Starring

Starring

LAURA LA PLANTE with
TULLY MARSHALL and

JEAN HERSHOLT with

ZASU PITTS

GEORGE LEWIS and
JUNE MARLOWE

"ffiisis

TMversals GREATEST Ymr/
Hollyivood
Wire Flashes of

IN THIS ISSUE
Last

Minute News from
"Where They Make
'Em"— All Production
Activity

Covered.

Thoroughly

Foreign Markets

A Weekly

Feature

Public Relations

Covering Doings

a phase of motion pictures which does not
distribution
directly concern itself with production,
of the
relations
the
with
do
to
or exhibition. It has
of the
scope
the
with
and
public
the
industry toward
Discussed
good.
of
the
disseminator
as
a
motion picture
in interesting fashion in this issue.

Abroad by Cable and

THERE

is

By

Letter

—A

Special

Service of Interrational Appeal.

G

RINGER
AN PICTURES

BI

p. D.
DEMILLE-MET

1^0 ~Wssf"

'"46th, Sfre€*t

Critcher Q'hedter
SOPHIA

m

CRITCHER.

Proprietor

1301 East Roult Auenue

"1

[ Pueblo, Colorado J

^>>-
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^
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P.D.C. exhibitors haven't

any summer slump

1
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Bigger Scotch

tors Before Sailing for

Home

Bigger theaters is the tendency in
declared James McBride

cotland,

Colin McPherson, Glasgow exbefore sailing on the Tusinia last night after a three weeks'
lid

ibitors,

to this country and Canada to
udy exhibition.
A large majority of the highest
lass houses in Scotland range beveen 1,500 and 1,800 seats, they
many having formerly been
lid,
Theaters
lusic halls and churches.
isit

now coming

are

3,000

mating
ogue.

into

Httle construction is going on
Scotland owing to the inability of
xhibitors to obain finances. The in[UStry has not received the recogni-

But

1

{Continued on Page 2)

Scenarists'
With

Writers

May

wood Group
Hollywood

I

— Formation

of

a

league is planned
Jthors'
roup of prominent scenarists

Exchanges

fices in

Sign Betty

Won't Open Own OfGermany Deal With Ufa
and Phoebus

First i'lational

film

—

Guild,

—Plan

Gompson
Inc.,

To Make

Four Featuring

The

petitioner claimed he believed the director
received $72,000 a year for three years

cess of $40,000 a year.

a

Valentino Due Tuesday
Rudolph Valentino is due in New
York Tuesday from the Coast, to
The object of the organization is to remain here but a few days.
remote the standing of the sceparcritic.
t with public, producer and

Jannings Starts in November
Emil Jannings will arrive in Hollyearly in November to
picture for Paramount.

wood
first

make

his

that the circuit will confine itself to
the Chicago territory.

Direct "American Tragedy"
Louella Parsons, writing from the
Coast for the "New York American," yesterday said that Erich von

May

Stroheim

is

.-American

Tragedy"

likely

to
for

direct "The
Famous.

Loew Takes Inwood Theater
The Loew circuit has taken over the

of Steel
First National

Old Army Game
Paramount
The Devil Horse

6

Pathe

Bros

6
7
^

Universal

The Millionaire Policeman
Pictures

Corp.-S.

R..

7

The Gentle Cyclone

Fox

7

Sweet Daddies
First National

10

Ranch
10

Universal

Racing Romance

Rayart— S.

10

R.

The Miracle

of

Life

Exhibitors

10

The Masquerade Bandit
Film Booking Offices

11

Associated

Chasing Trouble
11

Universal

Sunny Side
Prod.

Up

Dist.

Corp

The Handsome
Columbia
Short

Buildini

6

Widows

Meet the Prince
Prod. Dist. Corp
The Man in the iSaddle

Rustlers'

11

Brute

Pictures

Subjects

The

battery

Reviews

superlatives this
First National's production "Men of Steel," the
Milton Sills picture wherein he does
some of the best work of his career.
Sills
is
also credited with having
written the story which was suggested by a short tale called "United
Comment generally
States Flavor."
was directed toward the remarkably
fine atmosphere of the picture provided by the scenes actually taken in
It is difficult to recall
the mills.
of

week was turned upon

like

this

having been at-

previously, at least as extensively as carried out in "Men of

There have been pictures

6

the

Sterling

According to

in Its Entire

Steel."

Men

Warner

City,

— 126

Review

Inwood at Inwood, L. I., from Sol anythin"
tempted
The house seats about 1,800.
Brill.

Page

Footloose

New York
Film Board

—

by Winifred Dunn. Writers who
had at least five years' experiice will be invited to join.

It's

61 Theaters Closed
In

—

ave

Features Reviewed

Four

P.

—

1

i

New M.

Territory
Edith Roberts
A
total of 126 picture theaters are
Berlin
First National has decided
Betty Compson has been signed for closed in territory
under the jurisdicnot to distribute its own product in four pictures by the M. P. Guild,
tion of the New York Film Board of
Germany through its own exchanges. Inc., recently formed with offices at Trade, it was stated yesterday by the
729 7th Ave. Production on the first Loard. Sixty-one of these houses arc
E. Bruce Johnson, foreign manager starts at the Coast July 26.
in New York City and Brooklyn.
of the coin;)any is iiist back from GerEdith Roberts will be featured in
The board reports that 14 hou.'ses
He said yesterday the ex- four pictures. The first, "The Road are running on part-time schedules.
many.
change plan had been abandoned in to Broadway," has been completed.
favor of a continuation of the present All productions will be made at the
Boyd Chamberlin Dead
{Continued on Page 2)
Coast and for the state right market.
Shamokin, Pa. Boyd Chamberlin,
son of L. J. and a junior partner in
Sues Badger for $59,000
Gregory Forms New Circuit
Chamberlin Enterprises, was killed
Los Angeles Clarence G. Badger
Chicago— S. J. Gregory, formerly Thursday when his automobile overhas been named defendant in a suit
turned on the road between Sunbury
for
filed
$59,000
by Arthur H. head of the Gregory Circuit in Gary
and
Shamokin.
Chamberlin
was
Sawyer, former business manager for and other suburban cities, has formabout 38 years old and was very well
Theater
Gregory-Bernasek
the
ed
late
the
Barbara La Marr. Sawyer
known through the theater operations
asserted the money is due under a Corp., with offices at 190 North State
of the company bearing his name.
managerial contract he had with St. Associated with Gregory in the
Badger whereby he was to get 10 company, which is capitalized at
per cent commission for three years $1,000,000, are Benjamin Bernasek,
of
and an even division of any compen- Tames Craidon, George M. Tearney
By
LILIAN
W. BRENNAN
It is understood
Currier.
Lee
and
sation Badger might receive in ex-

and declared that Badger had paid
him only $1,000.
head-

by

Price 25 Cents

1926

A

League

Least Five Years'
Join Holly-

at

Experience

No

Houses

instruction Hampered by Lack of
Finances, State Glasgow Exhibi-

18,

R

beyond the ordinary conduct of the industry,
there is evidence at hand that those at the helm realize
how important it is to maintain and improve relations

with the public.

which

Swartz Plans New Series
George D. Swartz Prod, plans
of
of

series

12 one-reelers

titled

a

"The

Fame." impersonations of
Hall
For state
world-famous characters.
rights.

has been contended here for some time that, if only it
this
could be generally understood, there is something more to
the
and
exchange
business than merely bartering film between the
The public cares nothing about the internal ramificatheater.
It

Patsy Miller Opposite Jessel
Angeles— Patsy Ruth Miller

Los
will

play

a

lead

in

"Private

Izzy

Murphy" opposite George Jessel before working in "The Third Degree."
in the trade, Henry Lehrman will direct the Jessel
tions which, in the eyes of those actually engaged
picture.
loom up as vitally important.

The good-will

1

16

EACHING

in

scenes were shot in various types of
mills and in which firey furnaces
added the thrill that flame will inject into a scene but a good part of
the action, and the best of the action
this story, occurs right in the
in
It
midst of the mighty workshop.
{Continued on Page 3)

office

of those

has to be fostered.

deposit their money at the boxOtherwise, this business will fall on

who

{Continued on Page 3)

Tippett Sails

John D. Tippett, after arriving in
New York from California, sailed
last night on the Majestic.

—

THE
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Bigger Scotch Houses U. A. In Tennis Lead
(Continued from Page
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Francaise,

Kue

S,

tion in financial circles that it has in
.'\nierica,
the visitors pointed out.
.A.bout four houses are planned lor
(IlasKOw this year.

McHride and McPherson expected

::::::

JOHN W. AllCOATE

Saulnier.

Award
Winning Company

that the British Government will find
it
necessary to interfere in the adjustment of the problems of their industry.
They believe that American
producers should give English pictures exhibition opportunities in this
exhibitors
will
country.
Scottish
show British pictures when they provide real entertainment value, they
said.

Both Scottish exhibitors spoke of
the cordial reception they received in
this country and stated that they
many as 18 theainspected
as
AIcBride owns the
ters in one day.
Louvre and is a member of the general counsel of the C. E. A. McPherson operates the Arcadia and Phoenix, also in Glasgow.

Trophy

to

Operations for the rise were resumed in
Wall Street yesterday, when General Motors
picked up the lead and advanced to a new

Schedule Given
is heading the tennis league being conducted by the Phoebus.
First National has closed its ow|
M. P. Athletic Assoc. The Grantland Rice Sportlights will award a exchange in Holland, and has made
deal with Via. to handle distributicl
trophy to the winning company.
Standing of the teams is as fol- there.
lows:
Won Last Pet.
Insert Cards for Exhibitors
1,000
2
United Artists
An addition to United Artists' ej
1,000
1
Pathe
1,000 hibitor service are 14x36 insert care
I
Hirlagraph
.000
Fox Films
on all releases. Cards are now avai
.000
Famous Players
able on "Sparrows." "Stella Dallas:
.000
Warner Bros
.000 and "The Black Pirate" and in prepa
First National
Lhiitcd Artists

.000

-Metro-Goldwyn

The

following

July

Pathe

19,

schedule:
Hirlagraph;

vs.

Famous, F. N. vs. Fox;
July 21, Warners vs. Hirlagraph; U.
A. vs. M.-G.-M.; Pathe vs. Famous;

Warners

vs.

Pathe

vs. F. N.;

July 26, Hirlagraph

ration for

M.-G.-M.; Fox vs. Famous; July
U. A. vs. Pathe; Warners vs.
M.-G.-M.; Fox vs. Hirlagraph; Aug.
foreign 2, F. N. vs. Famous; Fox vs. WarnAdditional developments
markets are reported on page 12. ers; U. A. vs. Hirlagraph; Aug. 4,
Pathe vs. F. N. Hirlagraph vs. M.G.-M.; U. A. vs. Famous; Aug. 9,
No Studio Changes Contemplated
In the preparation of the story in Pathe vs. Warners; Fox vs. U. A.;
which Jesse L. Lasky discussed pro- Famous vs. M.-G.-M.; Aug. 11, F. N.
duction activity, the Paramount or- vs. Warners.
28,

m

W.

5

points

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

&

Halaban

Katz

Eastman Kodak

Famous Players

Sales

33%
3»A

100
500

3i'A

..

38H
74
114
115}^

74
..iityA
..114^
..116!4

.

•Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fam. Play. Kts.

High Low Close
.

.

.

.

.

74
114^^

n6!4
120/,
4'A

..

4%

.

t

I
t

i
I
»

Six reel melodrama. Excellent
Will consider outright or

cast.

state rights.

MORRIS ABRAMS

Nafl

First

Pfd.

Project.
Metro-Gold. Pfd.

23M

23'A

23'A

'i66

97
25

97 'A

19%

•M. P. Cap. Corp.
t Paramount B'way
97 yi
27
Roxy Units
Roxy Common ... 7

'A

6
Si 'A

51J4

S'A
"Universal Pict.
...
•Univer. Pict. Pfd

Sl!4
67
854

&'A

31

97
45^^
9'A

•Warner Bros
"Warner Pict
'Warner Pict. ".\"
* Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
.

14A

.

at

Cast for

"Summer Bachelors"
to the cast of

".Summer

Bachelors," which Allan Dwan starts
for Fox, are Charles Winniger, Lila Ilyams, Allan Forrest and

Monday

1,500
1,200

25

•Intcrn'l

Skouras Bros
"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans Lux Screen

1,666

n^
mA

73
25

conjunction with Edward Small
and Charles R. Rogers for First National release next Winter.
in

.\dilitions

72J4

Fox Film "A" ... 73-%
Fox Theaters "A" 25 "4

president of Liberty.
Liberty lists its liabilities as $46,764 and 'its assets as $85,173. Cabell
gave liabilities at $15,486 and assets

Hale Hamilton.

'566

100

Hollywood

—

Immediately

A

Hall Opposite Negri
James Hall has bci/i
selected to play Pola Negri's leadiiJg
man in "Hotel Imperial." Hall is
finishing the lead in Bebe Daniels

Los .\ngcles

picture,

—

"The Campus

Flirt."

Paramount Signs Football Coach

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

the

S

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y.

("Hurry

C

Up"

has engaged Fielding
Yost), coach of the

University of Michigan, to sui)ervisc
of

Specialists in Motion l'ictur»

Arthur

I'ar;iniount

filming of the football

"The Quarterback,"

sequence

picture.

Esther Ralston in "Rough Riders"
Hollywood ICsther Ralston has
been selected for tlie lead in "The
Rough Riders," for Paramount.

—

Hardy for Kane Production
.Sam Hardy has been cast for "The
-Song of the Dragon" the next Robert T. Kane production to be made
in

New

York.

THE HEAVY PARADE
Played a second week extended engage-

ment

— and

at

WARNER'S THEATRE, New York

no wonder — It's one of the

FAT MEN
2'Reel Comedies

Produced by Joe Rock

MacEvoy Out
Minneapolis— T.
six years manager

J.

of

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION

United

MacEvoy,

for

At ALL F. B. O.

of the United Arexchange, has resigned. T. A.
Henry, district manager, is in Minneapolis, temporarily in charge of the
branch pending appointment of a
MacEvoy is one of the
successor.

BRANCHES

tists

OBSERVES
(With Apologies to Mac.)
That the Public Wants

Minne-

COMEDY— VARIETY—THRILLS
and

SAVA FILMS, Inc.,
SID SMITH

Supplies All This with

The Gentleman Comedian

HANK MANN
The Veteran Laugh Maker

F.S

FATTY LAYMON

To

Direct "Passing Stranger"

—

Hollywood John Waters will
"The Passing Stranger"
rect

The

story

is

by

The King
di-

of the

The Wonder Dog

Jim

and

EILEEN SEDGWICK
The Fascinating

—

The Renowned Acrobatic Comedian
and

QUACK
The Educated Duck

Untamed
Series
Six
Features in

ALSO 20,000 COSTUMLS TO REMT

PEN.

— Thrilling—Action

Outstanding Shorts
Everything but Length

of

SAVE YOUR PROGRAM
with the
SAVA PROGRAM

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LEARN TO SAY
BROADWAY - TEL 5580

WILD ANIMALS

SELIG'S

ITS

1437

Girl

EDDIE GORDON

Mid-State Controls Clinton, 111.
111.
Through the purClinton,
chase of the Clintonia and "K" theaters, the Mid-State Theaters Corp.
gains complete control in this town.

BROOKS'

Men

Fat

LIGHTNIN'

for

Tullv.

IF

ACTION

For Amusement and Diversion

Leases Boston Post Road Theater
Leo Brecher has leased the Boston Post Road theater to Harry Suchman for 21 j^ears at approximately
Bracher ac$35,000 per year rental.
quired the house from its builder,
Lou Kramer.

Paramount.

When you

Knockout

EVERYWHERE

upon

completion of "Twinkletoes." Colleen
Moore will start "Orchids and Ermine," an original written by Carey
Wilson.

City

BROADWAY

$93,135.

oldest exchange managers in
apolis in point of service.

Colleen's Next

New York

987 8th Ave.

A Hold-Over On

—

Hollywood Charlie Murray is to
revive his old stage role in "McFadden's Row of Flats," on the screen.
E. M. Asher will produce the picture

'800
3,400

6%

"Film Inspec
'

—

of the Sheik."

tATTENTION
FOR SALE

vs.

ganization inadvertently made it appear that Lasky contemplated changes
What he really
at the Coast studio.

"The Son

the

is

Va. Companies Bankrupt
Huntington, W., Va. Petitions in
Another factor contributing to the stated was that none of the old faces voluntary bankruptcy have been filed
high.
general rise was that no change occurred in
by the Liberty Amusement Co. and
at tlie .stU('io will disappear.
the rate for call money.
Both
the Cabell Amusement Co.
In Philadelphia, Stanley Co. of America
stock had gained 1J4 points by midday.
were filed in the name of A. Holt,
Murray in "McFadden's Flats"

Altogether, this issue has advanced
in the last week.

1)

policy of releasing through existinJ
organizations.
The current produil
has been divided between Ufa ati|

;

Financial

1926,

Exchanges

(Continued from Page

Grantland Rice Sportlights to

1)

18,

Distributed

\

I

By

SAVA FILMS
1540

B'way

INC.
N. Y. C.

»C(

.:

THE
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The Week's Headlines

(Continued from Page

Service Film Corp. reported negotiating witli
National
and Warner Bros, for
First

compete
for foreign producers to
with American studios, Dr. Marcel Knecht,

Useless

French publicist, tells American leaders.
Times," and "The Daily Mail"

'l^ondon

British producers.
Jo-operation between German and American
criticizes

Douglas
will prove beneticia!,
commercial attache in Berlin, says.
and Huebsch through as

producers

managing
Prod,

directors

word

The industry

will develop as

sub-

the attitude of every

pictures a

year

hibited.

component

2-t

to

as

theaters

of

fate

path of

in

navy arsenal explosion in New Jersey.
trade can abolish blind booking without outside help, "Film Renter" editor

believes.

admissions
to
prevent discon-

charging
towns
-Jehraska
"free shows" in order to
tinuance of service.

iays organization goes on record as intending to respect various national laws.
American audiences to view first Russian
pictures ever brought here.
"Warner Winners" for
buys 26
'ublix
Southern houses.
"ox gross revenue increases $1,465,494 during period ending June 26, last.

some

prestige

losing

pictures

Eschmann

A.

resigns

He

edi-

assistant

to

inspection

of

as

Hiram Abrams.
iBuilding commissioner orders
rebuilt Boston houses.
all

Review,"

reports.

Jouth getting behind "Greater Movie Season."
Jaltimore ordinance places new construc-

and alterations under municipal management.
European countries may be placed on solid
gold currency basis.
tion

Friday
B. O. reported obtaining $7,500,000 to
Major
develip nation-wide theater circuit.
H. C. S. Thomson, resigns as presilent
sails for Europe
and managing director
;

Aug. 11.
Twenty 1926-1927 Paramount pictures ready,
Jesse L. Lasky states at Coast.
mportant changes pending in Federal Trade
Commission.
jotham units busy on Coast, says Sax,
just returned to New York.
.

planned

or in
course of construction in 37 states, report

new

?ifty

either

theaters

for June shows.
ndustry in Georgia nervous owing to closing of 49 banks in state.

Saturday
Jlasgow exhibitors declare theater construction in Scotland hampered by lack of hnances.
in

26

National decides not to open exchanges
,

Germany.
theaters

in

New York

...

Jnited

Artists

j

closed.

leading tennis league
Assn.
make four pictures for

P. Guild, Inc.
Vinifred Dunn starts
of scenario writers.

movement

,

for

,

league

not the manufactured

sensation,

"Men

thrill.

of Steel" will
its

place in

deserves.
forgettably fine

"I Want
Man," released
'
last year.
Some of the praise of the week
went to Victor Fleming's production
of Sinclair Lewis' novel "Mantrap"

"* * *

We

in the field of exhibition,

stand as the dispensers of

most potential instrument in the world for the recreation,
education, and moral influence of millions through the quality of
our man-power. We, in the exhibition field, have the opportunity
and the obligation to render an inclusive service, which has no
parallel.

.

She did some un-

"Service is the dominating factor in every organized business
of today. It dominates, because it qualifies the means of successful
achievement. The progress of civilization is merely a picturization
In this progression is the constant irresistible
of rendered service.
moving force of service evolution from quantity to quality.
"Each epoch of life makes its service contribution, and thus
we find results in the Service of Amusement. Any large contribution will be majored by the quality of our mental and physical
efiEorts, and therefore the success of our organization depends on
the quality of its man-power."

"Only yesterday it seems that this marvelous business of ours
was looked upon with question. But today it has as its backbone a
service rendered by quality man-power, whose practices demand the
fundamental virtues of good character.
"There is no activity among men wherein the field of service
demands and lends itself to the labors of perfection and inspiration

more than in theater operation.
"The term service, as applied

often misto our business,
* * * Some are inclined
interpretation.
its
in
understood—limited
discipline of the
to limit its interpretation solely to the exterior
usher deparment, when in reality it is the very soul of the organimost pronounced
It is true that it manifests itself in a
zation
way in the usher department, and this is as it should be, because
with public contact and transit is this vital department that deals
sense of
mits to the public the spirit, character attributes, and
quality of proThe
executives.
its
and
institution
the
of
service
reflection ot
cedure in this important phase of our business is the
No manager
the guiding spirit and training ability of the leader.
training ot this
can ever be successful who entirely trusts the
an aid, lor
important branch' to some expert who is temporarily
when that expert leaves, the service will revert back to its previous
and permeate the
standard. Real service must start from the top
entire organization."
is

-

work

with

Milton

My

Sills in

with Clara Bow and Ernest Torrence
claiming a goodly share for their fine
work. As nice a bit of entertainment
as anyone could ask for.
Some
wholly enjoyable business in the picture, one that strikes out on a trail
of its own.
Clara Bow is delightful
Minneapolis flapper, Ernest
as
a
Torrence is corking as a trapper who
marries Clara and Victor Fleming
has injected some unique comedy
touches.
James Howe has done
some fancy camera manipulating.
Maybe he saw "Variety." If not the

more

credit

is

his.

Hart, in his day, has Broadway pretty much to himself in the
matter of w-esterns but not so nowaBill

Competition in the field of
days.
westerns is ever increasing.
Tom
Mix comes along occasionally and

Paramount brings out a Zane Grey
This week F.
story every so often.
B. O. stole a nice quiet little march
Warners' Theater and gathered
up some highly complimentary notices with tlie introduction of Fred
Thomson, a brand new face to the
Fred and his
blase Broadwayite.

into

horse. Silver King, offered a

first

rat*

Two Gun

Man."
Excellent production and some fine
photography, plus Thomson's line of
stunts and thrills.
western

"The

in

Fox has another
tation ready.
stairs,"

a

It is

an amusing

family

of

stage play adap-

"The Family Uplittle

story about

New York

tenement

It has good laughs but
dwellers.
Virginia
many sub-titles.
far too
Valli and J. Farrell MacDonald have
the principal roles. Comedies, on the

about the course of training in which exThe fundamentals are
hibitors everywhere should be interested.
of re- whole, however, continue to run ingentlemanly conduct and courtesy, with its atmosphere
to more footage than is good for
and
self-mastery
patience,
"Poker Faces." Universal's
tolerance,
them.
breeding,
finement and good
latest with Laura La Plante, has a
pubhc.
patronizing
to
a
efficiency in rendering a heartfelt service
bright story idea and many good

Marx

.

team

of M. P. Athletic
!etty Compson to

M.

,

district

Film Board reveals.

in the tragic end of the half-wit
his effort fails.
It is a real sort

really

this

Thursday
Option on large block of Pathe "A" reported to expire today.
•lealthy theater expansion in South, Anna
'oor prints bamed for growing animosity in
Germany against U. S. films.
Aiken Patterson, editor of "Weekly Film

and

says, in part:

further states the industry today stands as the "babj
giant" among American traditions and institutions and continues

plant of DuPontAnnual raw stock

new

There are real thrills in the climax
scenes wherein the half-wit lad tries
to empty the caldron of molten metal into a vat in which Sills is trapped

order of

He

show practice not flagrant issue in
Northwest. Charles C. Pettijohn reports.
f'iracy in Poland may cease through joint
and
country
that
between
agreement
America.
Falls,
'•aTn'ous leases the Queen, Niagara
Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.
output 400,000,000 ft.

ployed.

when

length.

|-"ree

I'roduction started at

roaring fury of tl,
Color is ef?ectively em-

the

mills.

Harry Marx, director of theater management for Publix, marquee lights for months to come.
Trained in the B. and K. Doris Kenyon gives a fine performtalks on service in "The Close-Up."
ance.
She has not, heretofore, been
school, Marx's knowledge of theater operations is extensive
given the .recognition that her ability

Ger-

in

many, according to Karl Wolffsohn,
tor of "The Lichbildbuehne."

discusses this subject at

by

forded
steel

undoubtedly be holding

Wednesday

Beck.
\merican

It

of Steel" might
picture.
It
is a real box-office picture in its present state but with the idea in hand
it would seem possible to have made
a real epic of one of the greatest industries of the world.
The coal
mines, the oil fields, the ship yards,
have all figured as backgrounds for
dramatic action but none offered the
powerful, colorful background af-

of

-

-

There must be a pride ex"Public Relations," an article

part.

Service

Albee De Mille Exchange incorporated to handle picture bookings for KeithAll)ee and associated houses.
A'illiam Yost resumes control of New York
S.
circuit which had been leased to A.

'irst

an institution dependent upon

Attention is directed to
appearing elsewhere in this issue.

Jritish

\.

must be continued.

measure at least, the realization, has finally
This building-up process takes many forms. Every
time an unusual picture is released, the industrjr benefits. The
urge to serve the public is another. It is here that the exhibitor
plays the important part.

short

enters

India.

Ceitli

It

crystallized.

in

Tuesday
ijo

under way.

Reviews

have been a really great

doctrine of bettering this kindly feeling toward

field.

Madaii to produce

J.

in

is

of

"Men

does seem that
1)

Frietsclie

National's
First
Berlin.
Mrs. Wallace Reid
ject

pictures

Review

(.Continued from Page 1)

I'^ortunately, in a

product.

VIessrs.

The

sad limes.

Monday

Miller,

A

Buildini

There

knows

is

later talks

much

in

what Marx propounds which the exhibitor who

will recognize as the truth.

KANN

lau.ghs but its footage of nearly 8,000
feet is a burden too heavy to carry.

Keep

the footage

down

if

keep the laughs together.

you would

1

THE

c&mi
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

THE INDUSTRY
AS VIEWED
THROUGH A
BROAD OUTLOOK

is something bigger behind
screen is rendering. There is involved
industry than the mere me- also a professional pride in the motion
chanical making and distributing and picture for the things it has done and
displaying of the motion picture.
tor the continued use of it for the
pleasure and happiness of the world.
Far-sighted men in and out of this
There must be a consciousness that
business are beginning to look upon
the motion picture as an institution, the motion picture is more than a few
as something essential, with influence thousand feet of celluloid ribbon on

tlie

greater perhaps than any force extant which a series of photographs have
been registered, that this thing with
outside the church and the home.
which we are all working is capable of
Gradually, and probably at just the amusing people, making them laugh
right time, the feeling has ripened into and be happy, imparting information
the conviction that the motion picture ailccting customs, and habits, and amcannot be limited solely by the com- bitions, even exerting no inconsidermercial aspects of production, distri- able influence upon trade and combution, and exhibition, as important
..(.rce.
All of these things must be
as these things are, but that beyond realized before the screen actually bethem rests the motion picture's place comes the institution and, use of it,
in th^ world, in the community, in the the profession
it may be.
public's regard.

As

12

vidual's attitude to the motion picture,
as an instrument for entertainment, for
imparting information, and for many

it

This idea of developing public interest in the motion pictures as an institution and as something definitely
helping the world

is

not a

new one

Almost from the beginning various
groups have been at work interpreting
industry

the

correctly to the public
and drawing from the public such information and help as to further the
cause of pictures.
It's chief pertin-

ence today

is

that

it

has spread to

all

directions.

A

long time ago, industries refuted
the policy of scorning the public. First
one and then the other found it wasn't

good business. The motion picture inwould find even less "good
business," because the motion picture

dustry

a personal thing with a personality
which the public's response is clearly indicated.
is

to

Code

of Ethics

But how is this institutionalization
accomplished and what does it
mean? What is involved and what is
the personal part that must be played?
to be

Well,

for one thing, leaders say,
a code of ethics involved. For
another there is a consciousness of the
industry's responsibility to the public
and a knowledge of the service the

there

is

responsible for his profession's reputation and for his profession's standing.

A

of

the

moment.

Thost

failed to accept these stand

the
unorthodox, have bee*
swept away and eliminated. The in|
If the motion picture business has stitution has evolved and persisted it
a genuine respect for its own tools spite of them.
and the handling of those tools the
I
ards,

—

An

—

erly.
is

in

the industry a general

If

the exhibitor presents the picture

H. Hays, and other

Will

leaded;

of the industry have this ambition fo:
the industry.
Mr. Hays has givei

much
ment

time and thought to the develop
of the relations with the public

taking them accurate information an«
truthful views of the industry,

complishments,
even created a

represents something far beyond the interests of the screen's future and
that— the rights of man, his legal helping to institutionalize his industry.
training, the foundations of law, the
Every time the motion picture proright of trial,
his profession's standfession performs new service for the
ing, in other words.
public by providing
These men have found that pride ture, by displaying another fine picit
under the best
and consciousness of duty to be perconditions, or by doing any one of a
formed beyond the moment is good number
of things it is capable of dobusiness. They have learned that the
nig for the public good, it is laying a
public accepts and repays them for
stone upon other
their care.
They have been building tutional structure stones in the instithat it is erecting.
confidence and respect and in so doing have been creating a steady, firm
The success of the doctor and the
business for tomorrow.
lawyer is based largely on how the
Through these practices, doctors, individuals in the profession conduct
lawyers, teachers, have established themselves. This is a question of protheir professions as institutions and fessional standards and the chief conthey are so looked upon. Since it is cern is with the relation of the indivijust as important to furnish recrea- dual to his profession, which, in this
tion and entertainment as to perform case, is the making or the distribution
operations and prosecute cases, and or the displaying of motion pictures.
since the motion picture industry does These other professions have become
provide entertainment to a greater ex- institutions through experience. The
tent than any other force, it, too, is to engineering profession, for instance,
be regarded as an institution— as a represents an expression of individual
and group conduct over a long period
profession.
of time.
Those who are orthodox
have adhered to the standards set,
Pride in Industry
have felt pride in their
The rate of development as an insti- conducted themselves work, and have
and their busitution depends largely upon the indi- nesses
on a plane above narrow con-

—

ac

its

He

hopes.

its

ha;

special departmen
the Public Relations De
partment, to further the friendship a
the industry and the public and t(

known

slit

as

give to each the benefit of the
thoughts.

other'.'

B>nr

Down

the line the movement is ex
tending the public relations move
ment—and as the idea grows and de
velops the industry will take a greate

'?

—

lawyer defending a case, does more in the most pleasing manner with his
and greater hold on the hearts of
than argue that one particular case. public in mind he, too, is forwarding

He

Si

tools being the picture, the advertisInstitution
iig, the theater, etc.
if, to repeat, it
feels the same pride in the motion picBy institutionalizing the industry i
ture as the doctor does in his profes- not meant turning it over to the pub
sion, the lawyer in his, and the minis- lie in any
sense of the word. It mean
ter in his, then some of this respect
simply that the motion picture be
is bound to carry over to the public.
The public will want the motion pic- comes recognized as one of the bi(
ture as a part of its daily life and will factors in life, as something that i
want to see the institution growing here today and here tomorrow, tha.
and entering into all phases of com- the public learns to depend upoi
munity life.
knowing that it will be served prop,

There

has to play.

siderations

who have

other purposes.

movement which might be sumEvery man and woman in this busi- marized under the heading "The Pubsibility of the individuals in the indusness must say to himself and herself lic Relations Movement." Every extry for its high standing has increased
first:
"This is my industry, my work. hibitor, every producer and every emuntil today there is a feeling throughployee who comes in contact with any
1 have a personal responsibility for it.
out of a mission to be performed in
The manner in which I conduct my- part of the public is engaged in the
entertaining the world and a personal
work.
Every picture is a public reself and my business places the inpart to be assumed in fulfilling it.
lations agent.
If the producer of the
dustry in the public's mind."
picture sees something more in the
Doctors, lawyers, ministers, en- picture
than an article of merchandise
Public Relations
gineers, have learned the wisdom and
recognizes the influence that picThe relations to the public have be- the value of pride in their work and and
ture may have upon the ideals and
come a definite concern of those who through the years have developed
customs and ambitions of the public,
are engaged in motion picture mak- codes to which they rigidly adhere. A
then the picture will be a builder of
ing and exhibition and all along the doctor performing an operation is not
good will and will go far toward instiline men are beginning to inquire of simply performing an incision on one
tutionalizing the industry.
them.selves
what this relationship individual. He is exercising the skill
shall be and to ask themselves how and the knowledge and the care of all
the industry is to regard itself and the surgical past and he holds himself
Exhibitor's Responsibility
the role

FILMS AS

Personal Responsibility

sentiment has developed,
consciousness of the personal responthis

1926

18,

AN INFLUENCE
FOR THE
PUBLIC GOOD

Public Relations

'PllERE
-*

Sunday, July

th(

public.

The

attitude

of

the

industry

hail

been admirably expressed by
HayifiU
in the adoption of an open
door pol
icy which invites constructive
sug
gestions, advice,
the public.
The

and criticism fron
motion picture i'

so much a part of the public life tha
the public has a right to express its
opinions.
These opinions, by the
way, often lead to real, substantial
and entirely practical improvements)
which react to the industry's growtl

itilrj

.lit.

4ij

W

and development.

The reason

for the interest is tha
of us have a personal and rea
feeling of connection in pictures as
rneans of our entertainment, educa
all

'<.

tion,

and inspiration.

We

have mad<

pictures a part of our

own equipmen

and have appropriated

to ourselves

Eti

5

right to criticize those things whiclff":
we own and habitually use.
car
make this criticism helpful by con
sidering the public and our attitudt %ii
toward the public by conducting our *Js
selves accordingly.

We

f,

>(iri

,

;

THE
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Developments
By

Present-

is

endeavoring

ARTHUR

to

vide exhibitors with ideas which
prove helpful to them in proing presentatio7is supplem,enting
With view
ir picture program.

Presentations Battle

B'way Presentations

William Morris, Jr., Back in N. Y.,
Reports First Class Houses Are
Using Presentations

economizing time each PresentJram is prepared as tersely as
sible.

The

presentation

wave

—
—
Rivoli — Nathaniel

Same as previous week.
Colony Prologue to "The Plastic
Age," staged by Jerry De Rosa.

!

York

City.

stages included

Announces Musical Theme
Announces the musical
lontreal

—

tion.

sweeping the European theater field
and at present all first-class houses
are using acts, according to William
Morris, Jr., just returned from a
three months' tour of the Continent
and England. He credits the inception of this phpse of the industry to
Erne Rapee, who has charge of the

hog whatever presentations
Pass it along
IS you may have.
some fellow exhibitor through
E FILM DAILY. Write a brief
cription of your attractions and Ufa Palast in Berlin.
d it to Present-0-Grams Editor,
Development of the presentations
Film Daily, 1650 Broadway, business is handicapped by the small
}on't

practically all of
Europe's theaters. The little theaters,
consequently, have made practically
no progress along this line. One of
the reasons is the scarcity of capital.
Business in London, Paris. Berlin.

—

—

Fete," the last act, was the
icground for hula hula, soft shoe
buck dances and Charleston spejden

Petroff

'

Producing

at

Denver

—

Featured was a toe

;

—

—

'^Snowflake

tissement.

"The Fortune

ture,

Ballet"

Teller,''

over-

;

by Vic-

tor Herbert.

toes,

each wearing a flower costume.

ing

the

Tiller

An

in

ne of each feature as patrons have
luently queried house attaches as to
numbers. Keeps ushers informed Rotterdam and other cities which
Morris visited appeared to be very
to name of selection so they can
The legitimate
he reports.
ply this information when ques- good
houses
are
not
doing
so well owing
TheRotsky,
Palace
George
led.
to a general lack of money.
Another
reason for improved picture house
trade is due to bad weather which
has hit the circuses touring the ConStage Kiddies' Revue
staged tinent.
Revue
Kiddies'
tlanta
Act opened with
Again the financial situation is pre1 local children.
European exhibitors from
tation by little girl and then cur- venting
American
high-salaried
pulled to reveal entire company importing
Morth was singing "Everybody Loves talent for their presentations.
aby." Girls dressed in blue ging- ris inspected a number of attractions
as and boys attired in white, long- and is bringing several novelties to
He
isered sailor suits. In one number, this country early in the winter.
of the Nile/' a child finds that European presentations are
le Lady
cer was carried in by four boys patterned after those in this country.
•esenting Nubian slaves, then ex- Jazz bands are especially popular in
"The Germany, Morris said.
ing an Egyptian number.

—

Finston producNew York"
"Sidewalks
of
George
Lyons,
harpist
overture,
"Geishwin Melodies."
Strand
Same a.s previous week.
Brooklyn Mark Strand Chieftain
Caupolican,
Indian baritone;
diver-

fast

is

Three-Cornered Fight at Winnipeg
With All Theaters Featuring Orchestras on Stage

Capitol

I

V

EDDY

W.

Europe Developing

O- Grams

department

''his

Presentations

in

the

act

on

company

entire

Clos-

does

a

Rothstein

toes.

original

music

"La

score

is

Boheme."

used
Dr.

con-

in

William
and David Mendoza synchronized the score, which is being
nection

with

Axt composed

the

enthusiastically

received.

Colony

Anderson Returning Tuesday
John Murray Anderson is due
New York Tuesday from Paris.

featuring

Maidc

Teddy

Evans,

I)u

Fresne,
splendid

with

from
It has an atmosphere of
every standpoint.
refinement which lifts it above vaudeville
standards and grace and action which makes
entertainment for any class
it
excellent

and

Jack

is

audience.

The trio worked in front of a carnival
drop, rung with confetti streamers and colorColored lights, enhanced the
ed balocns.
scene.
Miss Du Fresne sang "I Want You
To Want Me" effectively. The dances are
skilfully executed and include a parasol, statThe artists
uette and eccentric numbers.
are dressed as clowns or persons participat
ing in a Mardi Gras.

Strand

show

for the Rialto, in connec-

tion with "Mantrap," which will in"Horses"
augurate the new policy this week.
his
and
Louis Philip Spitalny
The
Rialto stage is being enlarged.
"
Horses" against a
lestra featured
Petrof? will return to Publix in the
panorama,
shifting
It
was
a
set.
51
Fall to produce for its circuit.
papier mache horses seemingly

Background

^

for

—

'.

As a
ction in a race track scene.
ground for the song, "Waters of
netonka," a mountain set was
The illusion of a stream flowdown the rocks was created by the
George A.
ing of colored lights.

—

(gen,

Presentations

Head Resigns

— Rouben

Mamoulian, Hirectnr of
the Eastman presentations and executive anrl
artistic head of the Eastman School of D.ince
and Dramatic actions, has resigned to enter
production work in New York.
Rochester

Allen Theater.

BENDIX
(Specialist)

Picture Theatr-es

Productions

B'way Does

'Palm Beach Girl" Prologue
Capitol
aeon, Ga.
As a prologue to "The
The Capitol consistently presents finished,
Beach Girl," used young man
first-class numbers on its presentations prowoman to sing "Miami." Both gram.
This week is not an exception to the
Owing to the length of the
dressed in Palm Beach style and general rule.
feature picture, "Ea Boheme," there is but
;d on a large lounge swing under
prologue.
one number, a
g umbrella, at a garden table,
A black drop serves for the background

good and inexpensive.

•

eft of stage was a "flat" repreAtmosition of a bathing booth.
e

was added

by

two beautiful

wearing one-piece bathing suits.
ontague Salmon, Rialto Theater.

Opening the prologue six
the number.
dressed in crinoline execute a gavotte.
Florence Rudolph of the Metropolitan Opera
follows with an excellent interpretation of
She is dressed in white.
the Pettzicato.
Twelve girls next appear in a Tiller on

of

girls,

than

in

the

last

More
few

real

en

week's of

President

ATTRACTIONS
PICTURE HOUSES

1650

a delicate lighting
(Albano) opens on
and
red bandanna, singthe stairs in overalls
ing a very stirring march song written by
lacques Gruenberg, the Strand conductor. As
the song progresses, the chorus (20 male
voices) come up from a trap and gather

and

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

baritone

o nthe stairs joining in with Albano for
At close a set piece is shown,
the refrain.
The gauze
with factories, chimneys, etc.
lowered in front of the men. the ttle is
is
lights and
the
and
thrown on the screen
go down right into the picture.
voices

SEAMAN,

BOOKING

high

the

into

H.

ENTERTAININ* BA^DS AND
for

setting

The

effect.

CITY
TELEPHO^E CIRCLE 9327-8

]

AMALGAMATED

I

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Frolics.

—

ii

CHARLES

The prologue to "Men of Steel" is very
Henry Dreyfuss has put on a

effective.
stage
fine

tertainment

It

run

theaters

Bry. 6462

NATIONAL ATTRACTIONS
OF NEW YORK, Inc.

is

reputation when
salary problem.

V^erv

How

in

Mrs. A. K.

701 -7th Ave.

Toe Plunkett came back to his own and
abetted by his smart staff at the Strand,
and the presence of the Happiness Boys and
a Male Chorus, put over a very neat show
with "Men of Steel."
The Happiness Boys. Hare and Jones,
open in a dark scene and as the lights
come up the moving platform comes down
stage and the boys, with Dave Kaplan at
the piano, go into a sure-fire routine of pon

—

a jazz

in

Such an act as "A Clownland Fantasy,"
which played the Colony last week, is bound
Tliis atup any theater program.

to build
traction,

finale

.

planning two houses

is

the city's suburbs.

music

ballet,
Denver Boris Petroff has signed
sung was "Everybody a nine weeks' contract to stage all comedy and harmony numbers. They're all
reputation they've
The vocal numbers presentations for the Rialto and Vic- there, these boys, airand isthewell
es a Baby."
deserved and
earned on the
jded "Gimme a Little Kiss, Will tory.
prologue
will
be
a
His first
promises to be outrivalled by their stage
Huh?" Thomas H. James, for' "The Black Pirate," to be staged appearances. It is only a question of cities,
Their merit
these boys are known.
w's Grand.
Later he will produce of where
at the Victory.
It becomes a matter of
unquestionable.
ties.

Winnipeg A three-cornered presentations battle is in progress here
with all houses apparently doing good
business.
Each member of the trio
is featuring an orchestra on the stage.
The Capitol, owned by Famous, is
playing up the Capitolians, comprising 30 pieces.
At the Metropolitan,
also a Famous theater, and at the Lyceum, Universal house, the musicians
are featured. Still more presentations
comi)etition
is
anticipated
N.
as

Warners
The
Warner

staged a

Attractions for

number on the
program was Harry Galvan. who
He was dressed
clever, banjo act.

sole

presentations

trousers, dark blue coat and
Galvan opened with a medley com"My Old Kentucky
"Dixieland."
Home" and "Sweet Child." A number which
drew much applause was "My Wild Irish
Rose," in which the artist, using his banio.
He
produced a banjo-mandolin duet effect.
next goes to Boston on a picture house tour
under management of Arthur Spizzi.
in

light

shoes
prising

sport

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penti. 3580
^^.

Acts

\

City
j

»._,
THE
Sunday, July

Milffu S)7/x

"Men

I!'.

ill

of Steel"

Army Game"

the Old

"It's

First i\atio)ial

Rex

C. Fields in

P(ir<i mount
STORY OF POWERFUL DRAMATIC
PROPORTIONS SUCCESSION OF SNAPPY GAGS
HANDLED ON A BIG SCALE, MAKE FOR FIRST CLASS
LAUGH PROVOKER. FIELDS
FINELY ACTED AND TOLD
AGAINST
INCOMPARABLY FIRST RATE AND MICKEY
BENNETT GREAT AS THE
THRILLING AND INTERESTKID.
ING BACKGROUNDS.

Star
Sills i;ivi.s one of liis finest
performances.
The role provides
him with many dramatic opportunities which he handles splendidly.
Doris Kcnyon is destined, one of
these days, to get the attention she
merits.
Her work in tliis is ex-

.Has a lot of good stunts that
Star.
he gets over in fine style. His is a
.

.

type of comedy and
variation should be quite welditl'erent

fairly

the

come.
Cast.

..

.Young Mickey Bennett,
roughneck young nephew,

as

cellent.

Fields'

ciiarmintr as the steel magnate's
daugliter.
Otiier good types: Victor McLaglcn. John Koll). Harry

Where Mickey interrupts
a scream.
Fields' sleep the kid does some
great stuff and he's as tough as they
come. Surely going to hand them
some great laughs. Myry Foy good
Louise Brooks furnishes all
also.
She is one of
the pictorial appeal.
the prettiest of the screen's younger

George Fawcett ?nd Frankfurrier a merry pair of old codgers.
Mae .Miison lovely and very

Lee,

Type

Henry West, Taylor Graves.
Story. ... Drama; adapted

of

is

from R. G. Kirk's short story
players.
"United States F'lavor"
"Men of
There
Steel" is of itself a dramatic theme Type of Story. .. .Comedy.
isn't much story in "It's the Old
hut with the vivid, thrilling hackArmy Game" but with a succession
grounds of the gigantic steel mills,
it
of rich comedy gags such as they
hecomes even more powerful.
have here, a comedian like Fields
Certainly the production merits
the fullest attention.
to put them over, an exceptionally
It is a virile,
good suijporting cast, and Raljih
moving atmosphere wliich George
Spence titles to carry things along.
.\rchainhaud has altenipted and
successfully attained. It is the biggest thing he has done.
It is undoubtedly one of the best performances Milton Sills has ever given.
The story, with its action laid in
the nn'dst of flame and fury of the
furnaces, is at turns tragic, comic,
romantic; it moves along with the
same case that the huge cranes
transport the molten caldrons of
seething metal.
It is fine development. The tragic death of a mill
worker may be carried to a little
too unhappy length for some but
it
is poignant, especially the burial
of the caldron in which the man
lost his life.
The fact that this
may he a bit unpleasant and that
the mob attack upon hero and
heroine at the close might have
l)ccn avoided, are about the only
criticism to be offered.
The story
deals witii the rise of Jan Bokak,
mine worker, to a powerful factor
in
the industry; of his love for

a story wasn't especially essent'al.
This is a fine bag of laughs and if
they don't howl at the episode
wherein Fields tries to grab off
"forty winks" between the arrivals
of early morning pests such as ice-

men, scissor grinders, etc., it isn't
the picture's fault. Mickey Bennett
does his stuff in this sequence and
they have him togged out in infant's
clothes to

part

his

still

fun-

hokum

but it's all sure fire.
runs a small town drug store
the
telephone booth and
drawer draws the biggest

Elmer
where
stamp
trade.

Mary, a young worker; his sellsacrifice and fligiit after assunn'ng
(he guilt of her brother's murder;

stunts in this bit.
The
uicture holds sp'endidiv all the way
but the ending could be speeded a
trifle.
The picnic sequence is a
trifle
overdone and the Florida
land selling idea.
Otherwise it

of his influence in the industry; his

moves along

final reunion with Mary.
It is too
big to relate in short synopsis.
Box Office ingle
One of the
pictures most everyone will want

to see.
It
contains a powerful
story, fine acting, excellent production.
It is box office material.

You can go shopping

Exploitation
e.irl.N

for

your

business

on

this

i'lcnty of advance trailers.
scenes of the steel mills in oi)eralion, shots of some of the big
moments will surely bring them
l);'ck.
l^lay up Sills' name and talk

one.

about Doris Kcnyon's fine work.
Direction
George Archainbaud;

Adaptation

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

fine

Office Angle.

and

it

R. G. Kirk
Milton Sills
Roy Carpenter
Excellent
Steel mills
9,153 feet.

.

.

.Nothing to kick

Sure-fire
hands out the laughs.

comedy

Exploitation. .. .Title
mav need a
lulpiiig hand.
Run catchlines sayinir "See W. C. Fields in It's The
Old Army Game" or "Never give a
sucker an even break."
Promise
laucfhs galore and
your advance
irai'er will sell them on the picture.
Include the back porch scenes with
Mickev Bennett and Fields in their

coniedv skit.
Direction
very good.
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Hal Roach

is

o;

FILM.
Rex is by far the outstanding
Cast
performer even if he is only a

The

horse.

animal's

intelligence

and the apparent ease with whiclj
he is put through his paces_ permits of mighty interesting business.

Many

other

splendid horses

in
ideal

Yakima Canutt
the picture.
Canutt may not be
as the hero.
the best actor available but he is a
horseman and

skilled

to
a

watch him

screeen. Here again she de_
strates her ability to get ovi
certain
comedy characteriza__.
Her pantomime is perfect and ci
ries
the laughs of the pictu
Douglas Gerrard, as the Englii

man, is very good but
overdo it occasionally.

Logan

is

inclined-,

Jacqueft
Louise's pretty girl friet

Robards
Jason
suitable
hgi!
Others Arthur Hoyt, Neely
v
wards, John Miljan.

if:

sii!i

»t

pleasure. Type of Story.
.Comedy. And m
perform
is
indeed
Roy Del Ruth comes to the frc
Gladys McConnell is the girl and
with a clever comedy which he
Robert Kortman the Indian villain.
directed with considerable skill a
Type of Story. ... Pioneer story. Hal
in which his handling of situatio
Roach oiTers another of his decidis outstandingly good.
edly novel entertainments with Rex,
"Footloc!
Widows," built of none too ori;
the wonder horse, as the principal
This animal, sleek,
nal situations at that, is migti
performer.
pleasing entertainment.
It react'
beautiful and spirited, offers conright out to the audience and roi
siderable contrast when compared
along hitting on all sixes a<
with other horse favorites, Tom
Mix's "Tony," for instance. Wheresexes from start to finish. In e
dition to Del Ruth's good directr
as Tony usually works under the
guiding hand of his master Rex apthe picture boasts of some ri
pe;ars most of the time without
clever pantomime in Louise I
a
human direction, or at least as far
zenda's portrayal of Flo, the mo«
as is obvious to the spectator. And
who hit upon a method of reach} k
in some scenes where Rex is workPalm Beach and sporting a wai
ing at a distance from the camera
robe eveit though she was brol
it is evident that he is "on his own."
A synopsis of the story wouldn't
The training of the animal should
It is pun
the picture justice.
be a study in itself. Just how they
the comic incident and humore
manage to put the horse through
detail that make for the laugi
the variety of feats that he perFlo's stunt by which she panhand
forms should furnish material for
an array of gowns for herself a
an interesting story.
He battles
her girl friend, Marian, and sji
his way through the story from
of? to Palm Beach, is one of
the time he escapes when a wagon
big laughs and her subsequent
train is attacked bv Indians.
Rex
iorts to land the rich soft dri
is a colt at this time.
He grows
maker as a husband for Mari;
up to hate the Indians and becomes
who is posin.g as a widow, is a ri
a terror to them for his appearance
When Flo finally dc
"wow."
.

.

i.

—

—

SI'

I

ail

'

,

^^^j

3id

(la

up,

(III

'1

(C!

;i

|i(

among them

means sure death
Rex's romance with "Lady", a fine
mare, his part in the saving of the
fort the rescue of the commander'f
daughter and the love affair of the
girl and Rex's pal. an Indian scout
arc some of the interesting angles
of the theme.

Box

swiftly.

abf)nt in this one.

Author

out'-l.inding.

Author

Box

Warner Bros.

GENUINELY AMUSING AK
ENTERTAINING COM ED
Dint.; Pathe
EXPERTLY DIRECTED AN
ANOTHER OF HAL ROACH'S PLAYED
BY A COMPANY CWONDERFUL HORSE PIC- FSPECIALLY
WELL SUITEPl
THE
REX,
TURES WITH
AND
CAPABLE
PLAYERS
EQUINE MARVEL, THRILL- Cast. ... Louise
Fazenda
the
ALIN
SPECTATOR
THE
ING
MOST EVERY FOOT OF THE comedy trouper, of her type,
Prod.

ill

make

His chiUHsh pranks take the
form of swatting Uncle Elmer Prettywillie on the "bean" ever so often
in his playful way and when Uncle
has had about enough of it he hands
Mickey a large safety pin to eat. A
lot of pure comedy nonsense and
nier.

More

"The Devil Horse"

1921

Widows"

"Footloose

in

18,

Edward Sutherland;

Angle
Mighty powernovelty number.
You haven't

Office

ful

many

genuine novelty pictures to

choose

from so you might make
book this one.
Exoloitation
The appearance of
certain

Rex

to

another picture should be
them un to the box
If thev saw "The King of
Horses," they'll be in for

in

the cue to line
office.

AVild

this one.
If you didn't
start talking about Rex
them in for his latest.

Direction
good, and

—

it

Tom

J.

.Mvin

McEvoy

Scenario

Gcraghty

Roach

WyckofT Cameramen
Geo. Stevens
Good
Photography

N. Y. -Florida
6,889 feet

it

.get

Fred Jackman:
must have presented

untisual difficulties.

Author
Jos. P.

show
and

Locale

Length

Hal Roach
Fred Jackman— Hal

"get her man" she discovers tl
there are two men of the sai
name in the hotel and Flo's vict
How M;
is but a fortune hunter.
ian finally comes out with a r;
Inisbpnd brings the hilarity to;
climax.

Box

Office Angle.

.

.

.Good box

ami

Bill

off

i]j(

:tlv

dispensers.

"Rush" is the na:
which made

of the soft drink
a

h'l

millionaire over night.

Direction

Roy Del Ru

s|)Kn(lid.

Beatrice EJurt
Scenario .... Darryl Francis ZamB'"''

Photography

The West Locale
5,855 feet.

ill

i'(

Plenty of good comedy ajlf..'
with Louise F'azcnda leading ty,'
band wagon of laughs it should
a winner.
Exploitation. ... Should
be
wofci,
3'our while going after the busini
that "Footloose Widows" can st( *
your way. It is sure-fire come
and will please the multitude. Yc
trailer should do the trick and y
might incorporate the soft dri
idea tieing up with local soft dri

Cameraman
Fxcellenf

i[

bet.

Author
Floyd Jackman-

iit

Length

i"

A

David

Gc

N.Y.-Palni Be;
7,163

f
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Hoot Gibson

"Meet the Prince"
oditcer: Metropolitan Pict. Corp.
Dif:tr>bntor: Prod. Dist. Corp.

Man

"The

ARACTERS AND THE WAY

in

"The Millionaire

man"

in the Saddle"

Universal

Buck Jones

Police-

Sterling Pictures

—State

in

"The Gentle Cyclone"
Fox

Rights

MAKE HOOT AGAIN PLAYS THE HERBERT RAWLINSON IN AN- POOR VEHICLE FOR STAR. HE
^HIS INTERESTING WHERE
BOOB WHO COMES OTHER CROOK STORY WITH DOESN'T FIT IN AS A COM'HE STORY HARDLY COULD
TO A SMASHING
THROUGH
EDIAN AND THE
REJGHT WEIGHT AND NOT AND GLORIOUS FINISH. DOMINATING MOTHER LOVE QUIRES HIM TO STORY
BE
A
REG^ERY STRONG IN ITS COMENDS UP THE EASY VICTOR THEME. THIS TIME RAW- ULAR CUT-UP. NOT UP TO
EDY ATTEMPTS.
WITH HIS STUNTS AND AC- LINSON IS A POLICEMAN JONES' STANDARD.
Schildkraut
^HEY ARE PLAYED

Joseph
suitable
nd quite the type for the role of
prince but when they make him

it....

comedy
oesn't

butler
Schildkraut'
the picture at all.
Julia

fit

TION BITS KEEPING THINGS
MOVING.

No effort for him to handle
He has been doa role like this.
ing it right along very capably.

Star....

AND NOT A CROOK.
Eva Novak,

Cast

who

to reform her brother and
keep the fact that he is a crook
from her mother, played by Eugenie Besserer, one of the doting
mothers who sees no wrong in her
tries

Vera Stedman and MarguerThe time has come now, however,
e De La Motte a beauty trio that
when Hoot requires some variation.
elps considerably to help you forToo much sameness is destined to
the
of
story.
lack
David
et about
shove him into a rut.
lutler a big butter and egg man
boy.
-Arthur Rankin is the boy.
.Fay Ray pleasing as the girl.
nd Helen Dunbar a matchmaking Cast.
hero
all the time.
for
Lloyd
She's
Type
of
Story.
Mother love drama.
unt.
Whitlock can't see Hoot at all but
"The Millionaire Policeman" has
36 of Story. .. .Comedy; adapted
om Frank R. Adam's story, "The he is properly shown up as the a trite plot, that of a mother love
'aye,

.

.

.

A

Sex."
fine array of
;niinin:ty helps in no small way to
fTset the very slight yarn in "Meet

imerican

Prince.'"

[le

nough
ever

off

moved

Nevertheless Joseph

pot.

well

after
got
it
just
plot stood still and
again. It died on the

but
the

far

o

started

It

Hena-

ery has done a lot to make you
Drget about the story's sudden delise in his constant interjections
f female
appeal not sex appeal
le keeps Julia Faye, Vera Stedlan and Marguerite De La Motte
Imost continually before you and

—

such a good looking trio dierting your attention perhaps the
Schildkraut
est
doesn't matter.
(ith

handsome prince and

lakes a

his

tately mien is decidedly in keeping
general make up when
/ith his
:iey

into a comedy butler
steps out of character
This is the second

him

turn

'childkraut

ompletely.

which he has essayed
comedy, or semi-comedy role

icture

in

The
/ithout very much success.
tory, what there is of it, is a case
f
a destitute Russian prince tryig to marry an American heiress
ut he is really in love with a poor
irl.
The poor girl is out for a
ich husband so there is a game of
chase me" until the prince finally
narries the poor girl, his sister
nd the

and egg man

butter

the

larries

latter supplies the

cash for

K Office
jn't

ely

Angle.

..

.Likely to keep

interested even though there
You can
to the story.
upon the cast and the good

much

reduction to satisfy.
ploitation.

.

.

.Many

good

names

use in your announcements and
leading women
tills of the three
/ill make attractive decorations for
The title is rather
'Our lobby.
atchy and can be played up with
stunt
atchlines and a ballyhoo
lonsisting of a man in princely atsign
;'re going about carrying the
'Meet the Prince.'
ection
Joseph Henabery
!Ood production but not so sucessful with the comedy.
Frank R. Adams
ithor
D

'

Inario
|Iarold

Shumate
neraman
Jtography
:ale

ligth

stand

pulls

his

grand-

Type

Univerof Story. .. .Western.
has sent out a long list of very
entertaining Hoot Gibson pictures.
They were usually above the average for this type of entertainment
and boasted of particularly fine
sal

backgrounds, quite interesting stories with a good share of originality
and a star that put his stuf? over
The past few Hoot
in fine style.
Gibson pictures have tended to
slacken the pace and the stories
contain such a degree of similarity
Gibson is one
that it is noticeable.
of the most capable of the cowboy stars but he needs good material and original material if he is
to keep his hold on picture patrons.
Here again in "The Man in the
Saddle" Hoot is the boob who sets
out to clean up a gang of thieves.

Hoot pulls all the bonehead stunts
that are familiar to his line and
gives the rest of the crowd the
chance to hand him the grand
You know that Hoot is
laugh.
riding to a victorious finish; that
eventually he will capture the band
and come out the big chief bugaAnd he does. Of cour.se
boo.
there is a girl who has faith in
him and that helps. Some comedy
mixes in with the action which really isn't as thrilling as Gibson has
offered.
Office Angle. .. .Average westGibson fans may be
ern offering.
looking for an improvement in the
This
material provided the star.
one isn't so big.
know
they
Exploitation. .. .Where
the star you probably need not do
much previous announcing except to
play up the title and tell them that
once again Hoot comes through
with flying colors. Regarding the
story you can say that Hoot plays
the role of a ranchman's son, considered a boob and a coward, but
who captures a band of robbers

Jane

Murfin-

single handed.

Direction

Scenario

Cameraman
Karl Struss

Lynn Reynolds:

Photography

Good
Russia-New York Locale
5,929 feet Length

so

is

arrest

Charles Logue

Charles Logue

Eddie Linden

Very good

Wes
S.492 feet.

They

the boy.

get around

convenient way by introducing a meller touch in the firing of
the home with the prisoner jumpit

in a

ing from the

window

to his death.

And with him dies his past without
the mother knowing her boy had
In spite of
not been on the level.
the familiarities of the situations
director Edward Le Saint has susnicely
interest
and
tained
the
through smooth development and
a certain degree of sincerity in the
performances of the players, the
story loses some of its triteness.
The inference in the title is that
hero Herbert Rawlinson, the policeman, is really the son of a rich

man who

home and comes

leaves

New York
When

to
force.

on the

to get a job

he

made good

has

he writes his folks that he is bringing home a bride none other than
Euthe sister of the boy crook.
genie Besserer's portrayal of the
mother is convincing and Eva Novak is thoroughly pleasing as her
The production is fair.
daughter.

—

.Ample program
Office Angle.
attraction for the daily change the-

Box

.

.

ater.

Exploitation. .. .Title is rather good
and can be worked up with catchlines relative to the rich

who gave up
a

cop

in

luxuries

man's son
to

become

New York

and made a
The mother love

success of it.
angle might be exploited to bring
in

your

women

Direction

folks.

Edward Le

Saint;

satisfactory

Author

fair.

Author

strong it can see no
faults in the only son even though
he happens to be a crook. The boy
has a sister who strives to shield
his waywardness from the mother,
and the sister has a sweetheart who
is a
policeman.
Then enters the
old love versus duty angle again
when the policeman is forced to
that

finish.

Box

II.

hem

when hero

villain

.

.

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Has a great line of antics
that he struggles through rather
uneffectively.
Slap-stick and its
close relations are not in Buck's

Star....

the girl

line.

Cast.
ers

.

.Long list of supporting playwith Rose Blossom, Kathleen
.

Myers and Marion Harlan giving
Buck a triple female support. Will
Walling and Stanton Heck a couple of quarrelling old fellows while

Reed Howes and Grant Withers
are their respective sons.

Type of Story. ... Comedy western:
"The Gentle Cj'clone" has a western locale but there the semblance
about ends. The action isn't thert^
and you haven't any of the intrigue
and thrills usually associated with
Buck Jones' pictures. This vast
distinction might readily suggest
that "The Gentle Cyclone'' therefore breaks away from the conventional western plot.
It does but in
so doing leaves out all the requisThis
ites necessary for a western.
one is made up of the weakest kind
of comedy situations,
stick and not at all

Buck Jones should

He

offers

a

the
that

busmess

Satisfactory

New York
'5.189 feet

of
do.

few good scraps but
of tumbling around

he does will hardly go with
following.
He is supposed to
be the strongarm hero brought in
to settle a feud between two brothThe two brothers have a son
ers.
and a daughter each, and they are
Then there is a comedy
at odds.
sheriff mixed up in the melee.
niece of the two elder men is the
pivot point of the squabble. Whichever one she elects to live with is
to be her guardian and the .fact
that she owns a ranch leads to the
rush to adopt the girl. Hero Buck
adopts her himself and settles the
his

A

Some gorgeous

argument.

loca-

tions and wonderful photography
are the only high lights.

Box

disap.A.pt to
Office Angle
point Jones' following and those
who come in expecting to get a
good action western.

.Not much for you to
Exploitation.
Comedy is weak and
talk about.
If you
doesn't bring the laughs.
think you can amuse your folks
.

sufficiently

.

with

a

liefht

comedy

and they are not well enough ac(luainted with the star to know he
can do better things, vou may get
It is so decidedly
this one over.

weak in contrast with the usual
Jones' pictures, however, that you
may not be very successful with it.

W.

S.

Van Dyke;

unsatisfactory.

Dorothy Yost Author

Not credited

kind

the

thine that

Direction

Not credited

mostly slap-

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

F. W. Buckley
Thos. Di.xon, Jr.
Reginald Lyons

Excellent

West
-4.825

feet
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Art A cord

"Sweet Daddies"

Sunday, July

Reed Howes

i)i

Rayurt

— State

18,

1926

"The Miracle of Life"

in

"Racing Romance"

"Rustlers' Ranch"

Producer: M. C. Levee
Dif.tribntor: First National

PAILV

Associated Exhibitors

Rights

DELICATE THEME TO HAI
THE OLD RELIABLE IRISHBUT DLE AND NOT AT ALL SUIT
JEWISH COMEDY MIXTURE STEREOTYPED WESTERN CONVENTIONAL PLOT
AGAIN AFFORDS A LOT OF WITH TIME WORN SITUA- THIS TIME A GOOD COMEDY
ABLE FOR GENERAL EI
ROAMUSING BUSINESS. GOOE TIONS AND NOT ENOUGH ANGLE AND ENGAGING
MAKES IT QUITE TERTAINMENT PURPOSE
CAST
AND ESPECIALLY COMPENSATING ACTION TO MANCE
PICTURE NOT APPROPRIATJ
PASSABLE.
WELL SUITED TYPES.
WEAKFOR FAMILY TRADE.
THE
of the
MAKE
FOR
the
rescue
UP
Star....
Hero
to
Cast
George Sidney and Vera
Universal

I

as the Jewish mama and
papa are great, while Charles Murray does his stutT as the O'Brien of
the atifair.
Jack Mulhall is his son,
liminy, in love with Jobyna Ral(Jordoii

poor gal whose ancestral home is
threatened by the well known mort-

NESS.

Star
Heroes in the true western
gage. Reed Howes fills the bill at
fashion and starts right off by resall times
and he's quite a handcuing the girl from drowning. Art
some hero, too.
Acord rides well and is good at Cast
Virginia Fairc Brown is the
>ton, daughter of Sidney and Vera
the heroics but he can't act, and
Southern gal who forgets a family
Gordon.
Gaston Glass is Berkoyet they insist upon loading him
Harry
witz, mama's choice of a husband
feud in her love for Reed.
with close ups.
for her girl.
Aggie Herring has a
S. Northrup is the regulation mortsmall bit in the opening.
'--(ge-holding villain. Several amusCast... Olive Hasbrouck, cute, and
ing colored people in the cast.
Duke Lee the regulation villain.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy. "Sweet
Others: Mathilda Brundage, VicEdith Yorke, one of those trusting
Daddies" is patterned
after
the
tor Potel, Ethan Laidlaw.
little
old ladies, who just knows
"Abie's Irish Rose'' formula with

romance

the

an

Irish

lad

hero is on the
of a Jewish girl and
one of the important Type of Story

situations in the plot.
It is not the
situation, however. The
story boils down to a bootleg yarn
with a
skirmish
aboard a rum

dominating

smuggler affording some good comedy and finally bringing about the
marriage of the
young couple.
There is a novel introduction to the
story.
The scene is a tenement
kitchen with Charlie Murray returning home carrying a double load
bricks and booze.
fight ensues and in the midst of the scene
the focus is enlarged to include
the interior of a theater with the
"fight" part of the play.
Murray
is actually "lit" and loses
his job
with the company. His son Jimmy
keeps him busy trying to secure

—

A

Mama

Finklebaum's consent to his
marriage to her daughter Miriam.
Mania can't see a Finklebaum marrying an O'Brien.
"O'Briens are
all right for policemen but the Finklebaums would turn over in their
graves if one of their own married
an O'Brien." The titles run along
ill this vein and claim a good share
of the laughs.
The opening reels
have the best of the comedy. Director Alfred Santell has gone to
t|uitc a little trouble in getting over
the comedy aboard the bootleg ship
but the latter reels run at a little
slower tempo than the earlier reels.
It slarted off too fast to hold the
pace.
The seasickness gag, being
done to death recently, could be

Box Office Angle
It provides the
means of laughs and the average

Western.

the routine track at any

point.
Art Acord has a full measure of heroics but they are mostly
of a mild nature and with few exceptions do not provide the live action that sometimes eases up the
familiarity of the western formula
plot.
He starts ofi by a double
header rescue, first a dance hall
girl attacked by a bully, and then
heroine who tips over in a canoe
and is in danger of drowning. Later
on there is a good fight sequence

and in the climax, another scrap
that serves for fair action but, on
the whole, the picture is given mostly to Art Acord's mooning around
a ranch where he is destined to do
a lot of good deeds before he merits the
clinch.
Of that you are
certain.
There is a trusting little
old lady
they are always trusting
and easy going with their cash in
fiction
who believes in the honesty
of Bud. her daughter's childhood

—

—

sweetheart. Bud, however, is planning to fleece the old lady out of
her ranch upon w'hich a valuable
mine has been discovered. Bud also plans to marry the daughter. Of
course he reckons without hero who
bides his time, and when evis blackest, hero steps in,
smooths out all difficulties and wins
the girl himself.

just

erything

Box

iiinitl^-d.

Office Angle.
that will suffice

.

.

not

.

particularly

pleasant to pa
Naldi returns, aften
considerable rest from her vampin

Nita

tray.

in

a

minor

role

questional

of

character.

Type

level.

"Rustlers' Ranch" is a strictly formula
type western that fails to break

away from

Percy Marinont is the youi
husband who craves children ai
Mae Busch is the pleasure lovirl
wife.
Both do satisfactory wc"
but
the roles assigned them ffliii::

Cast.

.Routine western
if
you vary your
showings with an occasional western.
Not as strong as most of
Universal's product but it may get
.

of Story. .. .Race track meller
Type of Story. .. .Drama. It is
"Racing Romance" includes all the
tirely doubtful whether "The M:_
tried and true situations of the race
aclc
of Life" will meet with si«
track melodrama.
It doesn't vary
cess in the way of general disra
in any detail, the development is
the same and the denouement is
bution.
As a piece of general &
the age old clinch, the mortgage
tertainment it hardly belongs 6
paid off. and everybody happy

And yet with all its triteness the
picture manages to bear up rather
well.
For one thing it has a good
comedy vein with three colored
folks injecting some typical humor
The comedy does often break in on
the deveiopnient but it doesn't hurt
the interest any in this case.
The
ruse by which hero gets the horse
on the track with the sheriff stationed at the gate waiting to serve
an attachment, is a good laugh. He
hitches up the horse to a peanut
wagon and gets through by posing
as a peanut vendor. The yarn concerns the efforts of heroine to save
her ancestral home by entering her
horse -in the big race. Villain holds
the mortgage and the scheme to
prevent the girl's horse from winning the race brings about a reunion of the girl and her childhood
playmate.
They had not been
friendly due to a family feud.
But
hero steps in, saves the horse from
a burning stable, and eventually
wins the big race.
He also gets
the evidence on villain and he is
properly given over to the sheriff
while hero and the girl pose for

known

the well

Box

Office

Angle

entertainment.

program

the
to

of a

OO!

theater caterin

the average intelligence, peog

seeking wholesome diversion.

theme deals
ated

in a rather

fashion

with

'T|

unadulte

aversion

1

motherhood and presents a concif
example in the case of Blair Hows
who loves children and his wif
Janet,

Vvho prefers

down by such

not to be

cares.

The

ti«

intimai
the si

nature of the story and
quences dealing with the husband

persuasion that his wife bear hii
children are wholly unsuitable fc
the screen and whatever moral ii
tent may have been the aim, is in
sufficiently pointed to prove a sai
ing grace. The episode devoted
t

wife's anticipated visit to a
illegal practitioner is another ui
The story coi
pleasant detail.
eludes with the introduction of tl
butler's baby who wins the love (
Blair's wife and after she has foj
died the infant sufficiently Jani
has a complete change of hear
decides that she will become
mother and Blair is jubilant ov«

the

anticipated fatherhood.

finish.

Good average Box Office Angle.... Not
Enough comedy
family trade.
Important

fitted

fc

that yo

and incidental bits to help cover
see this and judge for yourse
lip the hackneyed story.
audience usually gets quite a kick
Seemed
whether or not you can show
to
get over nicely on a double proout of tlie
Jewish- Irish
comedy
to your clientele.
gram in a daily change house.
by.
s
nmibination.
Exploitation....
The title is sufficien< Exploitation. .There are so few po
Exploitation
Just a trailer show- Exploitation
Picture doesn't call
explanation of the story.
sibilities of using the picture fc
ing the principal players in their
for very much previous announceIt has
race track atmosphere and there
general
entertainment that explo
characteristic roles will be suffiment but where they are familiar
is a
nleasing romance.
tation suggestions seem superfluou
cient to bring them back.
Reed Howe<i
with Art Acord, vou can use his
Charlie
m^'- not be especially well known
.Murray. Vera (Jordon and George
name and tell them he scraps,
Direction
S. E. V. Tayloi
so you might play up his name
.Sidney team up splendidly and von
rides and rescues in good style in
to
very
plain
but
theme
offered littl
get
them
ir.tcrcsted and use plenty
have lack Mulhall and Jo'byna Ral"Rustlers' Ranch."
Not much else
choice.
of stills of him in your lobby
ston for the romantic angle!
you can talk about.
and
programs.
Author
Direction
Oiga Printzla
Alfred Santell; good Direction
QifiF Smith
fair. D''"«=t;°"
Harry J. Brown
>^uthor
Not credited Author
Scenario
Elizabeth Musgrav
W. C. Tuttle
ample.
Scenario
.W. C. CliflTord Scenario
E. Richard Schayer Author
Henry Roberts Symonds Cameraman
A. CJ. Penro
Cameraman
Arthur
.

iplc

t':i

.

h

«i

;

j;,;

.

.

Photography
Locale

Length

Kdcson Cameraman
Good Photography
N. Y.-Bahamas Locale
'
.

.

6,562

feet

Length

Eddie Linden

All right

West
5,2.10 feet

.

.

^""^"°

Cameraman
Photography
Yj'ff,
L*="gt'^

.".

Wm.

Same

Tuers

Photography

Fa

^ood Locale

Any

Kentucky
5,352 feet

Length

lot,

cit

kit

About

5

000

fc

;
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Tom

Pete Morriaon in

Tyler in

Fihn Bonking

Prod. —

Lariat
Universal

P)od.:

Officeti

Dist.

William Fairbanks

in

"Sunny Side Up"

"Chasing Trouble"

Masquerade Bandit"

"he

Vera Rey voids

Prod.:
Dist.

De

in

"The Handsome Brute"

Mille Pietures Corp.

Columbia Pictures

Producers Dist. Corp.

rRMULA BRAND WESTERN
POLICEMAN HERO TURNS
COWPUNCHER SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT ANGLE LINE OF HEROICS OF AA
yiTH THE OLD COVETED DAREDEVIL
WITH THE ROUTINE ON THE STORY OF A
JANCH ANGLE QUITE YARN
FORMULA OF ACTION AND CHORUS GIRL'S RISE TO CONVENTIONAL ORDER
'ROMINENT IN THE RIDING STUNTS. NOT MANY FAME.
MANY AMUSING BUT WHERE THEY LIKE A
CHEME OF THINGS. TYLER THRILLS AND COMEDY IN- COMEDY BITS AND PLEAS- FAST LOT OF ACTION THE
ING ROMANCE TO KEEP TRITE PLOT WON'T MATTER
TERRUPTIONS ARE POOR.
;OOD HERO, SOME FAIR
THEM INTERESTED.
hero
with
all the well
True
Star
GREATLY.
!ITS OF ACTION.
Star.... Her vivacity and pleasing
r.

.Tom Tyler likable and a fine
r.
He has one or two scraiis
.

.

nil

the course of the story and sevgood fast bits of riding.

1

lal

Frankie Darro really not a
jiarl
of the story but he supplies
onie cute kid stuff with a pony and
trained dog.
Ethan Laidlaw the
!it

.

.

.

.

illain

Dorothy

and

Dunbar

a

leasing heroine.

known

the villain all the
through but you can't mistake
for

Reed a new leading
Not verv pretty. Tom Lon-

lone

lady.

don the usual

cowboy

tction to offset the trite plot and
lelp keep the spectator inferested.
Besides action this one has a kid
ingle with Frankie Darro and a

dog affording some

3et

rate

first

Frankie has a cute
3ony that he rides very well and
ivith the kid stealing pies and otherivise getting into mischief you have
something besides the scheming
anch foreman to hold your attendistraction.

The plot is the old scheme
get hold of a ranch. The owner
<illcd in a hold-up, leaves it to his
:ousin, much to the disgust of his
tion.
:o

foreman, Duncan. The latter plans
:o get control of the ranch in spite
Df

tiie

cousin, Jeff A-Iorton.

Dun-

ran reckons without Jeff's ability to
turn a trick himself.
Duncan installs a cafe dancer in the ranch
:o v?mp Jeff and get certain information regarding the ranch and
the whereabouts of stolen loot hid:len

by

cousin before he died

Jeff's

wise to the scheme and after
due amount of action and thrills
villain takes the "over the cliffs"
e.xit
while Jeff close-ups with the
afirl
in his arms.
feff is

the

Office Angle
Average profor
the
E;ram
western
suitable
necessary variation which your program must have.
>x

cploitation.
.Tom Tyler is a clean
cut chap and handles his heroic
stunts in fine style.
He should be
building up a following. With just
a little better stories he might do
lot
more to gain a clientele.
a
Trailer and catchlincs will suffice
for advance information.
.

rection

.

Robt.

De Lacey;

satisfactory.

ithors

Enid Hibbard and

and

accomplices

list

of

ranch

hands.

Western. With so
Type of Story
many nne locations and ideal westa pity that
"Chasuig Trouble" didn't have a
more worthy pursuit in its chase.
is

it

The

storjf is a most conventional
western yarn with little or no suspense due to the familiarity of the
I-know-whatsitu?tions and the
will-happcn-next atmosphere of the
whole thing. You can't mistake a
hero who sets out to save a man
but is misjudged in his efforts and
taken for the villain. It never fools
Pete
the audience for a minute.
Morrison is the registered hero of
the piece and it wouldn't be possi-

him to turn out the villain
only appears to be the villain and
you are well aware all along that
the apparent hero will be disclosed
ble for

He

as the bad man of the tale ere the
final fade-out.
It is the old story
of a ranch and a rustler foreman

who

to fleece his boss and
with the daughter. Hero

plans

make

ofi

in on the scheme and his
plans for capturing the villain cast
certain suspicion upon himself and

happens

or less brand him as a rustler
To
one not to be trusted.
complicate hero's activities a blizzard ariives and you have a stormy
sequence in which both real and
Some of
confetti storms occur.
th'se snow scenes are poorly done
and stand out as obviously unreal
in comparison with the real shots

more
end

regulation
the
skirmish you have the villain properly cornered and hero set for the
clinch fade-out.
Average westBox Office Angle
ern.
No outstanding highlights and
no particularly thrilling action. If

After

on.

later

they like Pete Morrison it will
probably suit.
Exploitation.
.Where you vary vour
routine with a western this mighl
,

work

in

.

and

tell

hero

them he

who

father's
rustlers.

You

satisfactorily.
is

of the star
the true western

the

saves

ranch

nii,ght

name

best stick to the

Direction

Ethel Hill

Long

villain.

ern backgrounds

pe of Story
Western.
"The
Vlasquerade Bandit" sticks closely
o the i)eaten path but, like the maority of western entertainments,
lias the usual quota of thrills and

from

girl

a

and her

band

of

imeraman

William B.

lotography

Good Cameraman

>cale

W^est

:nsrth

4,919

feet

Photography
Locale

Length

some

theatrical

George

K.

Arthur

•

Type

and

suitable

as

Story .... Comedy-romance;
Henry St. John
adapted from
Cooper's "Sunny Ducrow." "Sunny
Side Up" has for its basic theme a
situation which is fairly conven-

Star
He can scrap and he docs
plenty of it in his latest.
Has the
usual romance on the side hut that
isn't important.

Cast.

..

.Virginia Lee Corbin the

—that

nobody
of the little
the admiration of a theatrical
producer and climbs the
ladder of success and lands way up
on the road of fame. Such is the
But there is concase of Sunny.
siderable variation in the treatment
and the development holds the interest splendidly all the way and
the romance of Sunny and the
manager is free from the usual business that goes with the chorus girlmanager story. Dobrington's love
for Sunny is genuine and her rise
from a worker in a pickle factory
Dobrington's stellar attraction
to
was based solely on Sunny's happy
At the opening perdisposition.
formance Sunny forgot her lines
so she just went ahead and got
chummv with the audience, pulled
some natural laughs through being
"herself" and became a .great hit.
Sunny and Dobrington are very
much in love ar.d ready to be martional

who wins

ried

when

Dobrington's

former

wife appears and announces that
she never got her divorce aitd
She is killed in
doesn't intend to.
an accident in order to bring about
the happy ending between Sunny

and Dobrington.

Good average
Office Angle
entertainment with Vera Reynolds
quite likely to hold her audiences
with her own work.
atmosTheatrical
Exploitation
phere will interest them so you
mi.ght use a trailer showing Vera
Reynolds as Bo-Peep, her role in
You can promise some
the show.
good laughs and for the flapper
crowd play up the romantic angle,

Box

telling them that Vera starts out
as a girl in a pickle factory but in
the end beconies a great star and
marries a theatrical producer.

Donald Crisp

Direction

Author

tective while he plies his trade as

cracksman.

'Fa'''

West Locale
Length

Others not important.

Type of Story. .. .Adventure
Once again the "pride of the

story.
force"
plot offers a variety of stunts and
action for the fans who like excitement in their picture entertainments.
This isn't the first time
that Fairbanks has essayed the policeman hero role either. Here he
is a rookie cop who manages to be
suspended from the force when he
gallantly leaves his traffic post to
get gasoline for a fair driver whose
It is an obvious
car had stalled.
sort of yarn all the way but undoubtcdlv the action that goes with
It will suffice to make up for other
shortcomings. You know right off
that hero will strike up a romance
with the girl of the roadster and
happens very conveniently that
it
her father invites him to dinner the
same night that he is entertaining
Granger.
detective.
great
the
Granger had wriggled his way into
the confidence of the police department and they had accepted his
the moment he
.\t
credentials.
was busy learning the ins ana outs
of the jewelry business conducted
by the girl's father. Brilliant hero
suspects that Granger is none other
than the famous yegg, O'Brien.
and with a little clever detecting on
his own part he manages to capture O'Brien and his gang, regains his place on the force and
w-ns the girl of course.

—

Box

-A.vcrage action
Angle
Not much in the story to
brag about but were they want ac-

Office

.

.

.

.

picture.
tici.

pictures this will do nicely.

Exploitati'on

Perhaps the

title will

bring in your female patYons. They
follow up the titles that sug.gest

romance and there

is

enough

of

it

If
the picture to satisfy them.
they aren't familiar with the star
in

name and
many good scraps.

boost his

Direction

talk aiiout his

Rob't.

Eddy;

Lillian Taft

Maize

fair.

Author
John Cooper
Beulah Marie Di.x- Scenario

Henry

girl

who "believes in hero." She hasn't
much else to do. Lee Shumway is
the villain who impersonates a de-

of

Frank Beresford
Eliner Harris
Frank Beresford Cameraman
Jack Young Photography
4,585 feet

the hand-

manager

a
pal of Vera's.
Ethel Clayton fair
as the mana.ger's wife and Zasu
Pitts is "herself
as the wardrobe
lady.

Scenario

Wing Author

John Leezer Scenario

Edmund Burns

Cast

satisfactory.

Milburne Morante:

fair.

e-nario

persona lity add much to her performance and her comedy bits get over
effectively.

a hero.

Cast

:

They

accomplishments.

him

figure

way

:

St.

....•

Cameraman
Pevercll

Marley

Same
Geo. Meehan
Fair

Photography

(^^ood

N.
5,994

Y.
feet

City

Locale

Length

•

-1.779

feet.

—
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Foreign Markets

DOING

OTHER COUNTRIES

IN

By

Some Figures
37,000,000 Attended Australian TheaGer1925 — 3,878 Houses
ters
many — Italian Imports Higher
in

in

war

JAMES

P.

Neumann Heads Ufa Theaters
Berlin
L'fa

is

— The

now

theater department of

in

mann, ])roducer

charge of Hans Neuof "I. N. R. I."

1925

WEEKLY SURVEY

A

WHAT THE INDUSTRY

18,

OF CONDITIONS

ABROAD

CUNNINGHAM

let

Joe May's Next
next picture
to
11
Jont Committee to Undertake a Sec- made by Joe May will be "Dagfin til
Skier." Werner Schef? wrote the scj
ond Examination of British Innario.
dustry Happenings in London
ERNES r W. FRED MAN

To

Again

Investigate

Berlin

—
The Film
London — Chairman

— The

1

ii

\i

-

French Directors Honored
Renter, London)
(Editor,
New Theater Opened in Milan
has opened approximately 1,580 theaOrmiston, of
Paris
The French directors, HenMilan The
Italo-American
coil
statisto
pictures,
according
have
for
Roussel,
ters
ry Fescourt and Henry
Committee for British sortium has opened a new theatdl
the
Joint
Lichtbild- been made members of the French Films, has followed up the recent res"The
tics conii)ile(l hy
here, called the Regina Cine, seatinf
Siiicf

lU'rlin

(iorniaiiy

tiiiio.

l)uchne." leading German trade publiThcv disclose the interesting
cation.
fact that in" 1918, 2.299 houses had
803,508 seats, while at the end of 1925
there were 1,402,462 seats in .3,878 theaters.
A resume of the growth of
(jcriuan picture houses since 1918

follows:
No.

No. of
Theaters

Year
1918
1920

2.2^>'i

1924
1925

1

.^,669

3.87X

olution of the General Council of the
Cinematograph Exhibitors'
C. E. A.
National Italian Unit Under
Assoc. by an invitation to members
Rome A national Italian founda- of the Joint Committee to again conTt will be duct a thorough examination of Brittion is in formation here.
called the National Company for ish production.
private meeting of
Italian Cinematography.
the Joint Committee was called to
study the many schemes that have
Austrian Officials to Make War Film been advanced, and their effect upon
Vienna It is the intention of sev- the trade. The committee will con-

—

—

eral

—

Special

*

—

for Children

Vienna
Every Sunday morning,
programs are given for chil-

special

4>

— Roumania.

Shows

dren at picture houses. Instructional
.•ind comedv films are on the bill.

revealed
by a recent check-up, has 300 theaters showing pictures, 30 of which are
Gorki Leaving Italy
Nearly all are
located in Bucharest.
Maxim Clorki inSorrento, Italv
medium sized or small houses, seat- tends leaving Italy to make his home
ing not more than 400.
•II another
country.
Tt is understood
*
*
+
f^'Orki is having trouble with the Fas-

Bucharest

as

—

Rome — The Government

states that
the value of film importations into
Italy in 1924 amounted to 766,480 lire,

while in 1925 thev were worth 1,567,858 lire.
*

*

— In

January, Ruenos
Aires, with its population of 2.000.000, had <i3 legitimate theaters operating and 128 theaters showing films.
About 1,330 performances were given
on the stages of the "legit" houses,
wliMc there were 8,639 performances
The attendance folat film houses.
lows: 1,264,325 at cinemas and 324,942 i)cople at play
houses.
Taxes

Buenos

.Aires

—

—

A

During
1925,
Australia
.57.000.000 people paid admission to
tiieaters in Australia.
Sidney,

*

Way

*

*

*

Legion d'llonneur.

—

Austrian generals to nroduce a tinue in session until the examination
l..?04.525
war picture, in which, it is said, 80,- is completed. It is then expected that
1..115, 246
1,402,462 000 soldiers will be used.
the sub-committee will take in hand

3.7.U
3,851

1921

of

Seats
80.?, 508
269.205

—

from

films totaled 36,520 pesos, as
'•fimpared to 12,731 jiesos in 1925, and
12,267 pesos in January, 1926, from
comparison
legitimate
theaters,
in
with 7.684 pesos over the same period
a year ago.

cisti.

the reports of the Joint Committee's
investigation and will prepare a draft
report for subsequent submission to
Members of
the Joint Committee.
the trade have been asked to submit
any scheme, or proposal bearing upon
the subject which they would like to
have considered by the Joint Committee.

Work

is

*

*

well

under way on the

being

Roger Lion Busy

Paris
a

— Roger

Lion

new production,

is

as

work

at

yet

production,
directed by

Lion was

at a loss to find a suitabl
for the picture, so he recentll
gave a short synopsis of the storj
over the radio and invited fans tl
send him a postcard with some titl^''
title

suggestions.

Now Available

Foreign Territory

BILL BAILEY
In a series of 6 inve reel

Western Comedy Dramas

FERDINAND
152

West 42nd

New York

N.

SO!

ADAM

H.

St..

Cable Ferdinadam,

City

Y.

"White

Id:

HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.
Exclusive purchasing agents and represent-

Fox Signs Hungarian Writer
Berlin
The European Fox pro-

New

Ufa Releases in France
The new Ufa French disParis
L'AUiance
organization
duction company' has contracted with tributing
Europeene has
Bcia Balas7S. Hunearian writer, to Cinematographique
write an original.
Hans Kvser, Ger- lined up the following releases for
man writer, is at work on two stories. France: "The Telephone Operator,"
"The Hunter," "The Love Express,"
To Review Books Suitable for Films "Varietv," "Roads to Strength and
Beauty,"
"Brothers
Schellenberg,"
Paris The French trade publica- "The Violinist of Florence," "A Detion "Cinemagazine" will hereafter rent Woman," "The Farmer From
conduct a new section. "Livres Inspir- Texas," "Jealousy" and the last Loateurs de Films." in which all books thar Mendes German picture, "Love
suitable for the screen will be re- Makes Blind." Aubert
Films will reviewed.
lepse "The Dancer of My Life."

—

—

—

•

—

ative! for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Cable address

Movement in Australia
Good Film Lea.gue

Better Films

Sidney

—The

Ufa and Uci

—

in

Deal

5I96-5I97

» ..»....»..#.>

FOREIGN TERRITORY
6 Society Stunt

Dramas

Balshofer Productions
Starring Wtn. Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

i

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry
1540

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY.

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING CO.,
New

729 Seventh Avenue

2^97

Inc.

York, N. Y.

^'Productions oj Merit"

^^m^

^^w^

Phone Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

—

International Film'Distributors

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS

\mw(kDii FllK CORPOI^ATION
noiv re/easing

THE FAMOUS ART MIX PRODUCTIONS

W, KASTNER, President
8

13

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS
THRILlODRAMAS
218 West 12nd Street,

PREFERRED
PICTURES

PRODUCTIONS

Cable

Ail<irr<t«:

SI

Foreign
Distribu'ion
N»t Nflthanson, Pr«*s.

(Continued on Page 16)

—

L.

k\

ii

Phone Wis. H43

Thomas

Berlin
L'fa Films and the U. C. I.
was formed recently to sponsor betCincmatografica Italiana),
ter films and put motion pictures on (Unione
Ufa Palast am Zoo Closes
a higher artistic basis, catering espe- of Rome, have closed an agreement
Berlin
The I'fa I'alast •am Zoo, cially lo educational reels. The League ^vhereby the U. C. I. will distribute
one of the largest on the Ufa chain, is sponsoring a movement lo exclude the current product of Ufa in Italy.
.'\bout 30 pictures are involved.
has closed until Aug. 1 for alterations. children from public performances.

24

o|

untitlet

*

Graham Wilcox
Heat,"

500.

"Inofilm"

IN.

Y. C.

New York

HARD RIDING HIGH POWER WESTERNS

18

London Address
Napoleon Filmg. LM.
8

New Compton

Charinc Cross Road

Cable Addresses

London

St.

W.

18

C. 2

SMICOFILMS

New York

PIZORFILMS

THE

c&^
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

Better Fibre Board

I

Develops New Type for
Theater Use and Sign

IpsOn Co.
jj

Making

I

|An improved type of fibre board
IS been placed on the market to aid
exhibitor in obtaining more satfactory results with his lobby disays, lithograph backings, outdoor
Ivcrtisements and stage settings. It

;e

le

Upson Board, manufactured by
Upson Co., of Lockport, N. Y.

Those exhibitors who have used
dinary boards, have often been disjuraged by their deficiencies, such
warping and buckling, "drinking"
lint and cutting with rough, shaggy

SAMUEL DATLOWE

Demand Asbestos Guards For Drapes
order
ANEW
causing

issued by the building department in Brooklyn is
theater owners there much concern. The order prohibits the hanging of drapes in front of the screen, unless an asbestos
curtain is placed before it.

The new

ruling does not only affect new houses, but also theaters where such drapes have hung for several years without the protection of an asbestos curtain. It is reported that the department is
threatening not to renew licenses of houses failing to comply.
It is understood that a number of Brooklyn exhibitors are getting together to fight the order, while it is still an arbitrary ruling
of the building department and not a part of the building code.

;

To Spend

cms

Upson Board, however,

this

have been overcome by

to

a

(jccss known as filling of the pores.
hich, in addition to enhancing its
ualities as a painting surface, also

away with

oes

jmmon

in

the rough saw edge
other boards.

many

The smoothness of the cut edge of
fpson Board has made it particularly
daptable for a new type of sign
'hich appears to be growing more
nd more popular with theater owiirs.
This is the cut-out sign. Many
isplay artists, among them John
V'enger, are using the board for iiVarious thicknesses and sizes meet
very requirement of every theater
with little or no waste.
It
)b
Dmes in big knotless panels of 3/16

AH

thicknesses
y& in. thickness.
in be obtained in panels 6, 7, 8, 9,
The 3/16
12, 14 and 16 feet long.
),
1,

thickness comes in panels 32, 48
64 inches wide, and the other
licknesses in panels 48-inches wide.
I.

id

extra-strong

(J4 i")
pson Board is best adapted for the
lany theater uses, though the 3/16
is found practical if a lighter board
desired.
Both of these thicknesses
ave the "pebbled" surface on one
Only
de
the other side smooth.
.

—

here

an extremely thick board

eeded

the Y?, in.
This thickness

sed.

Atlanta,

Ga.

Amusement

Co.,

—

The

has

Southern

just closed a
to furnish his
The deal in-

deal with E. J. Sparks
seven new theaters.
volves $150,000.
The equipment includes: 5,000
Steel Furniture Co. chairs, 14 Power 6-B projectors with reflector arc
lamps, 7 Hertner Transverters of the
multiple arc type, 7 Minusa screens,
stage and lobby equipment.

is

is

Upson Board
is

smooth on

oth sides.

managers also favor the
Fasteners,
Self-Clinching
'hich anchor the panels, invisibly,
"om the back. This makes it possile to avoid unsightly nailheads, and
ie panels of board can be used over
nd over again. Using the same panof board several times is an imortant saving of interest to every
Theater

Ipson

I

ne.

Colonial Air Cooled
Logansport, Ind. A cooling sys!m with a capacity for manufacturig 75,000 cubic feet of air a minute,
as been placed in the Colonial.

—

Floor

Little

Covering

Costs

and Gives Long
Service

Economy

wisely applied is one of
considerations for the suc-

the first
cessful conduct of the theater. There
are always a few places in all busi-

nesses where economies may be effected judiciously and in a theater
one of these instances is in the floor
covering.
To put down carpets containing

—

two major qualities sounddeadening and durability is an expense often too great for the modthose

—

erate sized house.
A substitute, emCanavan Elected President
bracing all these qualities had to be
Cleveland William F. Canavan was found, and the Russeloid Co., of Har-

—

Interna- risburg. Pa., seems to have perfected
a product that is the practical soluIt is the Keystone Brand Floor
ees and M. P. Operators at the con- tion.
He immedi- Covering.
vention held recently.
Keystone Brand is dark in color,
ately reappointed the entire official
shock and fireproof, sound absorbing
body.
and is reported to last for many years.
It can be laid over any type of floor
and where there is constant movement.
Increase Seating Capacity
president of the
tional Alliance of Theatrical
re-elected

Employ-

—

The covering is manufactured in
Philadelphia The Felton has reopened with 1,500 seats. It was for- rolls 36 inches wide and 12 yards
long, and retails direct to the theaHarstn Associated with Dependable merly a 500 seat house.
ter owner for S7.20 a roll.
A. L. Harstn has purchased an interest in the Dependable Lamp Co.,
New Seats for Colonial
729 7th Ave., and will act as general
Taconia, Wash. Manager Douglas
Class Trailers
The firm distributes the Kimberly has had his lower floor enmanager.
Made while you wait
Dua-Lite lamp, a double filament
bulb.
No sooner had Harstn joined tirely reseated.
SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
the organization than he signed up
1600 Broadway
New York
the Delancey-Clinton- Theater Corp.,
Man
Supply
Dentlebeck Now
Phone Lackawanna 9111
its
six
in
which will use the Dua-Lite
Toronto Charles Dentlebeck, fornew houses.
merly supervisor of projection for Famous Players Canadian Corp., is now
engaged in the theater supply business
To Remodel "U" Kearney House
QUALITY PRINTS
Ltd.
Titles and Negative Developing
Kearney, Neb. The Empress is to under the name of Electrics,
be remodelled this summer at an exRelease Printing
Besides renopenditure of $30,000.
Installs Three Motiographs
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
vating the house itself, a $15,000 orHudson Heights, N. J.
Tulsa, Okla.— Ralph Talbot has ingan, a ventilating system, and new
Palisades 3676
stalled tbree Motiograph projectors
projection room equipment will be

—

istrations.

Extra-thick,

Equipment

$150,000 on

Iges.

In the

Carpet Substitute
Keystone

High

—

—

in his

installed.

new

Ritz.

Specify

Ventilation for Liberty
Metropolitan to be Altered
Wash. The Liberty has
Watonga,
Crandall's
D.
C.
Washington,
apparatus for cooling
installed
just
alterafor
closed
Metropolitan has

—

—

New

new

carpets,
drapes and other improvements are
included in the plans. The work will
cost about $50,000.
tions.

seats,

Capitol Supply Co.

Moving

Capitol M. P. Supply Co., 142
W. 46th St., is moving to larger quarters at 727 7th Ave., where offices
and show rooms will be located.

The

New

Sign for Granby's

Va.— A new marquee
Norfolk,
type of electric sign, containing 1,400
electric bulbs, has been installed at
the Granby by the Ideal Sign Co.

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

and ventilation.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

Buffalo Re-equipped

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

—

New seats and proBuffalo, Okla.
jection equipment have been placed
the Buffalo theater by Fred L.
in
Berry,

manager.

If

Market
Art Smith Vacationing
Art Smith, chief projectionist at the
Capitol theater, is on his vacation.
He will be gone two weeks.

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department

Nu-Air at Lyric, Crisfield
Put in Cooling Plant
Md.— O. L. Mitchell,
Crisfield,
The Strand
Owensboro, Ky.
Lyric, has installed
the
.musement Co. has installed an Arc- manager of
an Arctic Nu-Air cooling plant.
c Nu-Air plant at the Empress.

—

^=^^11 WIS

BUTTONVVOOD
I909 PHILADEI-PHIA.PA

ST

110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6564

—

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

MSL

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

Scenarios and Art
Milton

that

of

Verne

Players who
some length

Porter

last

of

from ''Lots

Little

Famous

week discussed

By

9 9

St.

Starts Aug. 23
Clair will start wc

on Aug. 23 on "The Popular Sir
starring Florence Vidor.
He is ni
m Vermont with Pierre Collings,
scenarist, and Arthur Camp, his

RALPH WJLK

1

i

at

the writing of stories
direct for the screen.
Sills states:
"Right now, 1 believe we are in
the same position as the predecessors
of
Shakespeare,
Marlowe, Greene
and Peele, who forged blank verse
and technique of the Shakespcrean
drama.
are forging a medium
for some man of genius who will succeed us. I believe it is possible.
"We who work in the silent drama
have artistic ideal and aspirations.

PERSONALLY

—

Mary Duncan, whose

Malcolm St.
Clair can be found in theaters.
The Rivoli was on his
Ivan Lebedoff

And
complete works of art.
motion
picture
scenario,
which is now a working outline of
notes for the director and actors, can

made into a definite literary form,
of charm and beauty and poetry.
.'Knd when this time comes the mo-

is

versatile,

say the least. He has written a book that is being published in French, Russian and
English.
to

"The plays preceding Shakespeare

the

off,

week.

list this

of art.

and

day

O.,

travelling

time,

Famous
lighted"

but

and

played opposite the star, while Bri
Dunlevy was the "heavy." Willial
Wilkerson was the production nu
and Frank Zukor was in charge
the camerawork.
Charles Downs e
sisted Ruggles.

"deecasting of
for the Colonel

officials are still

over

Frank Hopper
Roosevelt role

Like the ball player who
goes to the Polo Grounds on
his

spend

Youngstoivn,

much

the

"The Rough-

in

Riders."

On

Pierre Gendron, tiring of make-up
and cues, has written a new play that
Chamberlain Brown is producing.
Gendron got the playtvrighting bug
ivhile a student at the University of
Chicago.

be

i

(

Ollie

Harry Fields is "from
goes to and from St. Joseph, with Plimpton

the Friars club as his starting point.
Fields is building theaters in the
"Show Me" state, but also knows
studios from A to Izzard.

Production Staff
J. Amy, Matt Ta
lor
and Herbert Crooker will
members of the production staff
"The Knickerbocker Kid," starrit
Johnny Hines. Charles Hines w
direct, with Joe Bannon assisting
Victor Grandin,

—

"What

they're
doing
now"
Sellers is selliyig furniture;
George D. Baker is retired, but can
be found almost every Friday night
Missouri." at the Hollywood Legion ring ; Harry

He

IS

«

Ruggles Finishes

Wesley Ruggles has completed t
direction of "Rising to Fame," sts
ring George Walsh.
Ruth Dwy

golfing.

vivid

acting affects the temperature
at '"The Shanghai Gesture,"
has had a screen test made.

have an enthusiasm for beauty
and for the production of fine things
I
that can be made on the screen.
believe the time is coming when the
motion picture scenario will be classic.
Bernard Shaw has declared that
the scenario can become such.
I
am glad he has declared himself.
believe that in time the scenario
I
will become a genuine literary form

sistant.

The Shag r in Brothers, Joe
and Sam, familiar faces at
Eastern and Coast studios,
are iyi New York.
They operate
some big houses in

because I can always look at them and
i)e
entertained also instructed."

We

are reallv notes for actors.
Succeeding dramatists have elaborated the
notes until their plays are intricate

among my

favorites are the newsreels and "Felix
the Cat,' " writes King Vidor, in the
"Motion Picture Director."
"Why?

We

so

Malcolm

A

advances an interest-

Sills

Clair

St.

ing thought on the scenario of the
future.
His argument is not unlike

IKV^M

engineering.

J.

Hunt Handling Camera
Roy Hunt is photographir

"Ace

of Cads," which is being c
rected by Luther Reed.
Pat Ga
lagher has been added to the pri
duction staff.

—

Out in Casselton, N. D. Angela
Murray Gibson is making comedies
and selling them through five ex-

WinningeT Signed
Charles Winninger, comedian, wH

changes. She uses home talent and is was in "No, No. Nanette" and hi'
her own camera "man". Her educa- also worked in Thomas Meighan pii,;
is being "discovered."
His discover- tional picture on cooking is being used tures, will be in "Summer Bachelorstion picture will be interpreted not
ers forgot that he was prominent in in
New York and Los Angeles which goes into production Monda]
only once, but by successive genera- "The Fool"
and other pictures.
schools.
Hale Hamilton and Warner Baxte
tions of actors just as Hamlet and
are being considered for roles.
Camille are interpreted and reinterpClara Bow Here July 27
Two Roles for de Putti
reted.
Clara Bow, who has been assigned
Lya de Putti, now in "The Duke
Garmes to "Shoot"
"I hope the time will come when
a role in "The Ace of Cads," will ar- of Ladies," will be in the
cast of
Lee Garmes will photograph "Tb
we will have a beautiful art of the rive here July 27. The part
was "God Gave Me Twenty Cents," and Popular Sin," to be directed by Ma
screen.
I
do not mean by that an originally planned
for Lois Moran, "New York," to be made by Famous.
colm St. Clair.
art that is materially instructive or but
she has not finished her role in "God Gave Me Twenty Cents"
starts
intellectual.
The Duke of Ladies."
about Aug. 2, with Herbert Brenon
Beaudine En Route
"Personally, I believe that the great dramas

Now

full

stories of tiie world arc dratrras and
stories that exist for themselves alone. The
Krcat art stories of the world have been
the stories that have stood for themselves
alone.
The Iliad and the Odyssey, the narrative poems of India and Persia, the Norse

—

"When

our scenario writers do these beautifully and with a technique which I hope
we will have, then we shall liave a genuine
art of motion picture
an art we shall be
Iiroud of
an art that will be handed down
as a
contribution from America's cinema
world."

^^

Your Old Man," which goes
Monday, with Gregory La Cava directing and W. C.
"So's

into production

Fields

Barton

Famous,

Doran

/ '// o tofrrap h irig

A

Scries of

WESLEY RUGGLES
in I'raduction

"A Man
Starring

of Quality"

GEORGE WALSH

will

New York
will

be

streets.
in the cast.

to Assist

Adams,
will

Freil

construction.

assistant
will
direct

made

at

starting
Monday.
is also on the staff.

Edmund

Breese

with
Allan

to

"Summer
Fox
Danny

the

Charles

Berner,

starts in

Ml

Higgin

in

the

Hudson to Hollywood
Karl Hudson left tiiis week for Hollywood. Nick Barrows, comedy conwas

in

his party.

a.'

signed.

if
:.:

« DIRECTOR
J>
if
li

—

of

PHOTOGRAPHY

QUALITY

SPEED

li

ACCURACY

li
if

J.tJUST

Add Leila Hyams
Leila Hyams has been added to the
I
cast of "Summer Bachelors," which
will co-feature Madge Bellamy and t
V
Matt Moore.

is

New

Production Date Set
of Mrs. Cheney" wii
not go into production for sever;
weeks and no director has been

September.

directed by Lothar Mendes.

to

"Not Herbert."

Van Enger Returns to Coast
Cook Finishes Role
Charles Van Enger, who photoWarren Cook has finished work graphed "Paradise," has returned
to
"The Duke of Ladies," which was Hollywood.

structor,

en route froi
York.
He -ill
direct Thomas Meighan in an orig^
nal story by Paul Dickey and En
mett Crozier. Production is expec
ed to start early in August.

Hollywood

"The Last

veteran assistant
on "Paradise,"

director, who worked
will assist
Howard

direction of

II

No

Berner to Assist

formerly

be

William Beaudine

Start Hines Comedy
Work started yesterday on "The
Knickerbocker Kid," starring Johnny
Hines. Exteriors are being taken on

Kolb to Coast
John Philip Kolb, who has signed
Early Assignments
a long term contract with First NaKsther Ralston and Ricardo Cor- tional, is en route to
Hollywood,
tez will appear in "New York," a where he will
appear in "Men of the
screen play by Forrest Halsey. Work Night."

PRODUCTIONS

Now

comedy

Dvvan, who
Bachelors." to be
studio,

FRANK ZUCKER

Richard

starred.

Adams

—

—

Webber to Do Camerawork
George Webber will photograph

provide the

it

Raymond Bloomer, who

is

directing.

aiirl

legends, Nicbclungenlicd, the Arabian Nights
these are art stories that stand for themselves alone.

it

hi

FINISHED

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"TIN GODS"

'

—

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

—
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FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

Three for Columbia
ihree
(I

\\

I

new

Iiy

The

first "The
which will
by Phil Rosen, with an

Columbia.

alks of

By KING VIDOR

New York"

tidirected
star cast.
1

Mason

Shirley

is

(Ret'iintcd

to

(d a cast for "Sweet Rosie O'Idy" which Frank Strayer will diThe third is "The Price of
h:.
inor" to be directed by Al Ra(h.

Evelyn Brent's Next
Adorable Deceiver" is the
of Evelyn Brent's next F. B. O.
duction which will be directed by
Rosen. The cast includes HarTucker, Frank Leigh, Dan Makriko. Jane Thomas, Cora Williams,
sa Gore, Sheila Hayward.

The

1

Universal Shorts
Universal is increasing its short
product.
Two series based on adventures of Texas Rangers and the

The Giant In Rompers

pictures are being pre-

DON'T know

I

know

did

it.

I

We

making

can't say that this or that way
is the only way to make a great screen
There are great pictures of
probably wouldn't play.

the secret of

pictures.
If I

from ''The Motion Pictuic Vireclor")

—

Jacques Jaccard. Edmund Cobb will
any every kind; great western pictures
be featured in the ranger stories.
and
great
pictures,
war
comedy
great
such thing.
It's a fabulous monster
like the unicorn in "Alice in Wonder- pictures and great romances; great
clog pictures and great travelogues.
"Bill Grimm's Progress"
land."

But

tell.

I

don't think there

Whenever I'm asked

—and

is

The public
regulations.

knows

neither rules

nor

A. E. Gillstrom who is directing the
two reel series "Bill Grimm's Progevery director is asked
the
same
question a dozen times an hour
Personally among my favorites are ress" at F. B. O. is winding up the
"What's your idea of the perfect pic- the newsreels and "Felix the Cat," sixth episode and preparing the
ture?" or, if so-and-so isn't the right Why? because I can always look at seventh.
Margaret Morris and Jack
way to make them, I think of Kip- them and be entertained also in- Luden head the cast with Grant
Withers,
Kit
ling's lines
structed.
Guard,
Al
Cooke,
I

guess

—

"There are

ways

fifty-seven

You

of constructing tribal lays.
And every single one

can't lay

down

rules for any-

thing bigger than you are.
of
Cast for "Annie Laurie"
And the motion picture is bigger
them
is
right"
'he cast for "Annie Laurie" M.-G.than I; bigger than any group of
production which John Robertson
That's the way it is with the momen; it is as big as all humanity.
directing with Lillian Gish in- tion picture.
Norman
Kerry,
Hobart
BosNo group can ever control it; no
des
It is a baby, growing up to be a
Russell Simpson, Creighton giant so huge that it is irresistible to rules can ever bind it.
rth,
le, Patricia Avery, Joseph Striker,
any set formula, any group, or any set
No man can lay down principles to
HI Calhoun.
standard. It is an art in itself!
govern it.
It is a separate mode of expression;
Consider the watermelon for sale
Stevenson Signed
it does not depend
on literature or on the street. Consider how it grows
the
drama
on
painting
or
poetry
on
Charles Stevenson has been signfrom a tiny seed in the ground, putto play the role of Shirley Ma- any art from which it borrows a little ting a thin green shoot through the
father in "Up-Stream," Fox to make a great and distinctive whole. earth, sucking vitality from obscure
i's
You cannot apply to it the rules of chemicals in the soil branching out
iduction which John Griffith Wray
the
stage and, after all, the rules of
directing.
growing a tiny green bulb that bethe stage often are broken to produce
comes gradually a great melon,
an exjilosive success.
fraught with millions of seeds like
Readying "Breed of the Sea"
Painters have rules but they mean the
one that gave it birth.
Whv?
When Whistler laid down How?
ialpli Ince is working with J. G. nothing.
wks and J. Grubb Alexander on the law that a painter could not deal
When you can explain the waterscript of "Breed of the solely with cold colors, Gainsborough
final
melon
you can explain creation.
."
role.
took
featured
the
coldest color of all
Ince will play a
blue
And even then you won't be able
and painted the famous "Blue Boy,"
one of art's greatest classics just to to lay down the formula for the perBriskin Signs Forman
fect picture.
prove that there are no rules to art.
amuel J. Briskin has signed Tom
So it is with the motion picture.
All we can do is put our shoulders
man to direct Banner's forthcom- We don't know any rules to govern to the wheel and make them the best
"Devil's Dice" which will be us
we just go ahead and make them, we know how.
Je at Fine Arts.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Warner

Bros,

will

produce.

"U" Signs Costume Designer
Johanna
signed
has
Jniversal
thieson, costume designer, on five
r contract.

To

been selected definitely as the title
for Florence Vidor's
first
starring
picture for Paramount, produced under the title. "Love Magic."
It was
directed by William Wellman.

Wing on "Tarzan" Continuity
B. Wing is working

William

on
"Tarzan and the
Golden Lion'' an F. B. O. "Gold
Bond" from Edgar Rice Burrough's

the

continuity

of

novel.

Take "Back Stage" Scenes
Hollywood's
newest
house.
El
Capitan, was used one day last week
for scenes for Corinne Griffith's current vehicle, "Just Off Broadway."
Puffy Completes First
Charles Pufify has finished the
of his
edies

new

first

two

reels comdirection of Scott

series of

under the
Darling at Universal.

I

Completes "Marriage License?"
The title of the first F. B. O.'s
Frank
Borzage
has
completed
police
dog productions has been "Marriage License?," version of "The
changed to "Flashing Fangs."
Di- Pelican" with Alma Rubens, Walter
rector Henry McCarty, with Ranger McGrail. Walter Pidgeon, Richard
the canine star, and company are Walling,
Emily Fitzroy,
Charles
shooting on location above Kenville. Lane, Edgar Norton, Langhorn BurCast includes Lotus Thompson, Rob- ton, George Gowl, Lon Poff, Billic
ert Ramsey, Eddy Chandler, Clark Latimer,
Arthur
Patsy
O'Byrne,
Comstock, George Reehnis, Mary Rankin and Eric Mayne. Borzage's
Dow and Ada MacVaughn.
next will be "Seventh Heaven."
F. B. O. Unit on Location

Add to Cast
Jane Winton and Emile Chautard
have been added to the cast of "My
Official Wife."

The Life of Los Angeles
Centers

at the

j

|

Ambassador's

Direct "Loco 'Weed"

Lrnest Laemmie will direct "Loco
!ed" next with Fred Humes for
iversal.

At Your Service
THE FILM DAILY West
Coast

Change Title
"You Never Know Women" has

—

—

ich

Yvonne Howell and Johnny Gough.

— —

— —

;

Vorking on "The Third Degree"
!ess Meredvth has been assigned
Degree"
scenarize "The Third

Northwest Mounted Police will be
filmed.
Fred Gilman will be featured in a series of six Mounted
Police stories, under the direction of

office

is

located

at

the

Ambassador Hotel. There you
will find a competent staff ready
Make this your
to serve you.
headquarters

while

at

Catalina

To Film "Nazareth"
"Nazareth," adapted from Clarence

may

Hogan Recovering
Director James P. Hogan was

op-

be filmed

in

Wyler
Willy Wyler

Europe.
to

Cocoanut Grove

Direct

will direct the first
on a week ago for appendiMounted series for
Northwest
of
the
and is recuperating nicely.
Universal with Fred Gilman.

erated
citis

Tamous

Buddington Kelland's "Rhoda Fair,"
one of the series of four which
the Mathis-Balboni unit will make.
It
Production starts in December.
will be

-^m^

Rosen

Direct
F. B. O. has signed Phil Rosen
to direct Evelyn Brent's next, "PrinPhil

cess Pro Tem."

to

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

New Aubrey
Jimmy Aubrey

Series
will be starred

a new series to be
California Studios.

produced

—

at

!
!

visiting

Hollywood. The 'phone numjers are Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794.

Banks

A-Ionty Banks, has gone to Catalina
for two or three weeks to work on his
next stor3% accompanied by Charles
Horna, scenario editor, and Sherry
Hall, assistant director.

|

I

in

the

i

College Night Every Friday

|

—

1

\

THC

•Stl
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Exploit - O- Grams

Foreign Markets

Short Subjects

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stititts.
They give all 7iecessary
information the exhibitor needs to
"The Fire Barrier"— Mustang
put them over.
They have vw.de
money for others. They will make
Universal
money for you. This daily list of
Fast Western
"E.yploit-0-Grams" is intended as
Type of production. .2 reel western
a ready reference for the busy shotvJack Mower is featured in the usual
File them away. Here is an
)nan.
with
the owner for
ranch mixup
"at-your-elboiv" service of publicity
Several
whom
he acts as foreman.
ideas when you run these pictures.
been fired from the
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," men who have
tempered boss plan
and help the other fello^vs who are ranch by the hot
to hold him up for the bankroll he is
helping you.
carrying after selling some horses.
Jack learns of the plot and sends
"Behind the Front"
word to the owner's wife to warn
(Paramount)
The rancher mistakes the purStarted campaign with an advance her.
screening for the members of the port of the note, and starts after Jack
American
Legion.
The soldiers and rides right into the trap set by
marched to the theater from Legion the outlaws. A cigarette carelessly
headquarters, headed bj' their band, thrown away starts a forest fire, and
which also played on the stage at furnishes the highlight of the picture.
the review.
The Legion's fife and It gives the hero a chance to do some
drum corps was engaged to play in snappy stunts in riding to the rescue
the prologue, 'firmly cementing the of the rancher's wife, who has been
It is crowded
theater's relationship with the Le- captured by the gang.
gion.
The showing was further tied with knockdown, dragout fights, and
up with the Legion Membership will please those who like their acmeetings. Palace tion westerns full of riding and fightDrive
their
at
ing.
Theater, Lockport, N. Y.
.

.

—

Sunday, July

And
^mi^

To Investigate Again

That's That!

By PHIL. M.

TTERE'S

18, 1926

good news

DALY
for golf

bugs.lj

-'" A new game of golf, with a cattle'
Bentley from the novel, "Pan." Eliot ranch for a course and played witiil
Stannard wrote the scenario and the pistols and bullets instead of balls'!
cast includes Vesta Sylva, stage star; and clubs, has been invented by memWalter Butler, Wyndham Standing bers of the Priscilla Dean company
making, "West of Broadway." It'sji
and Juliette Compton.
called "Shooting Golf."
"Tiptoes" and "Madame PompaThose that know will never get
dour" follow "London" on the British National Pictures schedule of over the wonder of this.
Winnie
four to be produced by Herbert Sheehan has persuaded.
Wirmie'i
Wilcox.
Grainger to wear a golf suit. Novit
Ed Hatrick comes along and tries
George Pearson will direct Tom to make a deal with Sheehan whereDouglas in a series of features for by Internatioyial News and Foil
Welsh-Pearson British Films, Ltd. News can split the picture version oj\
The company now has "Blinkeyes" the knickers.
It stars Betty Balin production.
four and is being directed by PearBarnum sure was right: "There's
son.
They will all be released by one born every minute." Referring
(Cniitiiiucd

from

Patic 12)

li

1

Gaumont

Films, Ltd.
Fairbanks and Mary
remained in
*
*
*

DouRlas
while

in

London,

number of circus pictures here or promised. The best includes Chaplin's "The Circus." F. B.
of course, to the

Pickford,
seclusion.

O. contributes "Bigger Than Bamum's." Famous will make "The Life
of P. T. Barnum."
"The Big Show,"
jects.
from Associated Exhibitors, has a real
*
*
*
circus title, with plenty of the Wild
The first two of Norman Le Strange's seThere's circus in "Variety."
ries
of
two-reel comedies have been com- West.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's "The
pleted.
The group is called "The Amorous A.nd
Adventures of Bux." Supporting Le Strange Devil's Circus."
To say nothing of
are Mile. Ninon Zarin and Beatie Olna.
Sam Sax's "Hearts and Spangles."
*
*
*
British producers are seemingly turning
their efforts to the production of short sub-

Straight Ahead"
"Papa's Pest"— Christie
(Universal)
Educational
Tied up with the local Chevrolet
Poker Fun
agency, which furnished a roadster
.2 reel comedy
with a driver to ballyhoo the picture. Type of production.
Featuring Neal Burns and Vera
Banners on the car gave all necesJames B. Sloan is now a full-fledged diThe car told the Stcadman with the fun built around rector. He has been actively connected with
sary information.
At the height of New York's subNeal tries to sneak out to a various British studios and was production
story to the entire town for two days. a baby.
ivay strike, "Subway Sadie" received
manager
France
Paramount
the
in
for
during
poker
him
game
but
his
wife
makes
John P. Read, Joie Theater, Fort
its first shoivhig at the Rye Playstay home and mind her sister's in- film'ing of "Madame .Sans Gene." Sloan's first
Smith, Ark.
effort is a series of two-reel comedies which
house last night.
fant child.
So Neal gets the bright Wardour will release and in which Walter
idea of taking it along to the poker Forde is featured.
"Dance Madness"
*
*
*
Holland Exchange Buys Columbias
party.
When he starts home he for(M.-G.-M.)
Walter Butler, a juvenile, is a new reCharles Van Lier of the Hague,
A dance held in the lobby of the gets the kid, and the boys obligingly cruit
in films from the "legit."
Holland, has signed a contract for
theater on the opening night in- send it some by a messenger boy. As
*
*
*
the
messenger
He recently
creased both business and the foster- nobody was home,
A. E. Coleby has commenced work on the Columbia product.
ing of good will.
All those attend- leaves the baby at a day nursery. a series of short reel dramas, at the Esher returned to Holland from New York.
ing the 9 o'clock performance were Then the fun waxes lively when the Studios. They are titled "Inscrutable Drew
Investigator."
permitted to remain for the lobby women folks come home and find
*
*
+
Neal
minus
the
youngster.
dance, which was held from 11 p. m.
A couple Ideal has opened an office at Swansea.
to 1 p. m.
A special orchestra was of comedy detectives are called in, but
engaged for the occasion and punch they only make matters more compliRussian Unit Expanding
Neal Burns does his usual
and cakes served to the guests. Im- cated.
good brand of comedy, and the poker
perial Theater, Asheville, N. C.
Moscow The Meschrabpom-Russ
Adventure speakers from
game permits the introduction of one has enlarged its production schedule
or two gags that will get the laughs. considerably.
"The Palm Beach Girl"
A new office has been
Far places, or films only.
(Paramount)
opened in the Caucasus, in charge of
Turned lobby into a conservatory
the
director
Scheliabuschsky,
who
re"The Swimming Instructor"
with 20 palms. Secured two electric
cently finished "Dina Dsadsu," deVan
Bibber Series Fox
foimlains and placed them in the midpicting the life of mountaineers in
Laughs Aplenty
dle of the palms.
Pretty colored
the Caucasus.
Bureau of Commercial Economics
li'hts were placed in the water and Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
1108-16thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C
This is the latest of the Richard
flashed continuously.
Small cut-outs
In German Films
from the regular window cards dec- Harding Davis stories and one of
Berlin
Iniogcne Robertson (Imoorated the walls.
Six large cut-outs the best of the Van Bibber scries
of a girl in bathing costume were Once more Earle Foxe, as the tiinid gcne Wilson) will star for Noa Films.
placed at different points.
From the Van Bibber, reaches glorious heights
lop of the marquee to the roof flags as the accidental hero.
It is never
and pennants were displayefl appro- Van's fault that he does such wonpriate for the Palm Reach effect.
derful things.
Always a miraculous
Montague Salmon, Rialto Theater, bit of good luck sends him way ahead
using Motion Pictures
Should Subscribe for
Macon. Ga.
of all competitors.
This time it is a
swimming meet and Van is entered
Fox Loses Alan Hale Suit
in the contest although he can't swim
Los Angeles Judgment has been a stroke. How he accomplishes the
and keep up-to-date with the
awarded against I'ox in favor of trick makes up the show and gets
new films and new equipment
Alan Hale in suit brought by com- oyer a good lot of laughs. Al Austin
pany for $7,611 alleged damages director, has injected the usual beach
claimed when Hale left the com- atmosphere with bathing beauties and
booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films
pany in the middle of a production. the other beach attractions helping
given free with each subscription
to make "The Swimming Instructor"
Myron Selznick to Coast
whollv good to look at as well as
$1.50 per year - 5 South
Ave., Chicago, III.
M\ron .Scl/iiick has gone to the amusing. Particularly good comedy
Coast on production.
number.
"California

.

.

—

—

"PUBLIC SERVICE*^

—
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—

.

.
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Schools, Churches

and

Clubs

THE EDVCATIONAL SCREEN

—

"1001

FILMS"

Wabash

For Greater Movie Season
For that matter, for every season,
insist

on pictures that are printed on

Eastman Positive Film

— the

film

that carries the quality of the negative through to the screen.
It

up

takes but a

— look

in

moment

to check

the film margin for

the black-lettered identification,

"Eastman" and "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—
'

"
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Acdalmed b)rALL cntics
asTHE

—

Now booming
along in its
second tremen*

dous week at
the N. Y. Strand

A Ixxhi

notional Picture
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No. IS

Arkansas

and Oklathe great Southwest

boom

times.

Indica-

never have conmore promising,
eading business men in that
ction expect fall and winter
)ns are that
tions been

isiness will hit a

Take wheat.

new

Texas

angle.
will pro-

23,000,000 bushels and Okhoma 17,000,000 bushels—and
e reason may be found in the
)-to-date tractor and the ef:iency of modern farming.
Other contributory causes, as seen
the "Motion Picture Journal" of
ice

illas

follow:

The best cotton crop in the history of these States.
There are
no "spotted" conditions.
'PrDsrpccLs, iKji d laige and excel'lent corn crop are about assured.
The largest wheat crop in the
history of the entire country.
The largest oat crop in its
history.
The cattle industry is in better
shape than since 1920.
The oil industry is active, and is
as prosperous as it has ever been.

The

and vegetable crop

fruit

excellent.

is

bountiful.

Building operations in Southwest continue to lead many
other sections of the country.
Labor in general is well employed at good wages.
The rice crop in the Southeast

is

The

shape.
lumber industry of East
in

excellent

Texas and Southern Arkansas
active and in steady demand.

Money

is

continues plentiful for

legitimate requirements with
crops moving with no difficulty.
all

Georgia
the other hand, Georgia's situion
Sixty
disturbing.
appears
inks there have closed.
The effect
1
the industry in Georgia must of
;cessity prove disturbing.
How'er, the state banking commissioner
Un.utions against undue alarm.
ased observers concur in the opinion.

Reverts Back to Famous Equipment Dealers' Assoc. Put Off
with Opening of "Beau Geste"
Meeting Until Last of August
"Sorrows of Satan" Follows
Merger Responsible
The Criterion, long a road show
Detroit
The convention of the
theater for Famous, will revert back Assoc, of M. P. Equipment Dealers
to the organization on Aug. 28 when which was to have been held here
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's
lease
ex- for three days beginning today has
pires.
been postponed until the last week in
On Sept. 1, "Beau Geste" will open August.
there as a road show attraction.
The action, it is understood, was
Famous anticipates it will run until taken by the board of directors of
Christmas at which time it will be the organization because of the rereplaced by "Sorrows of Satan."
(Continued on Page 2)
Others will follow.
S. R. Kent has appointed Glendon

—

16

{Continued on Page 6)

at the box-office.

More Banks

Close

Co-Operative Booking

—

Again Discussed in London Conferences Being Held but Little of
Import Is Anticipated

ERNEST
The

Editor,

London

KANN

fV.

Film

FREDMAN
Renter,

— For some

London

time past small
meetings have been going on behind
the scenes to discuss the question of
co-operative booking among exhibitors, and a private meeting took place
the other day when exhibitors from
the provinces were invited at the invitation of E. E. Lyons, joint managing director of Biocolour Picture The-

and chairman of the London
Branch of the C. E. A., Major Gale
and Dr. Fowler Pettie.
Speeches were delivered by Messrs
Gale, Lyons and Fowler Pettie advoaters

Picture Industry in Georgia Faces a
Story for Gloria Swanson
More Acute Financial Sitiaation
The Clara Kimball Young picture,
Grand Jury to Probe
"Eyes of Youth," made several years
Atlanta
The financial situation cating the advantages of co-operative
ago, has been purchased for Gloria
confronting
Georgia exhibitors and booknig, but much destructive critiSwanson, and from this the theme
exchangemen has become more acute cism came from other members of the
will be adapted for an entirely new
Nothing concrete was
with the closing of 16 more banks gathering.
scenario which is now being preplaced before the meeting at which
Howard
in the state.
G.
M.
Judge
Production is scheduled to
pared.
(CottHnuad on Page 6)
of Fulton Superior Court has ordercommence Sept. 1.
ed the Grand Jury to investigate the
affairs of the Bankers' Trust Co. and
Offer British

New

—

Public Club

Room

Aid

(Continued on Page 6)

London

A

unique feature of the Paramount
now under construction in
Times Square, will be the period,
The
club
and fraternity rooms.
buildinR- will embrace 26 rooms, foyers and lobbies where patrons may

Foreign Rights Sold

theater,

wait

for

friends.
at the box office lobby
patrons will pass into the intermed(Continued on Page 6)

Theaters Closed
The

houses
closed,
Sunday's issue of the
126

printed in

are

Film Board

follows:
New York

City— North

5th

Ave.

Chatham
Chatham,
Ave.
Westchester Ave.; Colonial, Willis Ave.; Apollo, East 180th St.;
Park, East 169th St.; Select, Williamsburg
Bridge Rd.
Monroe, Westchester AVe.
New Bedford, Webster Ave. Casino, 2nd
ve.
Cozy, 8th Ave.
Hughes, Hughes Ave.
(Continued on Page 6)
Regent,
Square;

First

lowing productions:
For Austria, Hungary, Jugo-Slavia and Roumania, "Souls for Sables,"
"The Sporting Chance," "Pleasures
the

Rich,"

;

;

;

Beaudine May Leave Warners
William Beaudine
Los Angeles
may sever his contract with Warners,

—

in

(Continued on Page

the Wilder-

—

operator of a chain of 16
houses in Missouri and Kansas, will
have a second theater in IndepenHe has also bought
dence, Kan.
John Tackett's two Coifeyville, Kan.,
One is now under contheaters.
inson,

struction.

production up to SO per cent of the
negative cost with any reputable English concern which can show a record for making good British pictures
and will supply distribution all over
the world as well as in England. This
statement was made by E. Bruce
National's
foreign
Johnson,
First
manager, in an interview with Ernest

W. Fredman,

editor

of

"The Film

Renter," before Johnson sailed for
New York.
as
Fredman
quotes
Johnson
saying that his company recently
(.Continued on Page 6)

2)

Dickinson Extends Kansas Chain
Independence, Kan. Glenn Dick-

;

Monroe,

"Borrowed Finery,"
"Out of the

"Morals for Men,"
Storm," "The Lodge

the
of Trade as

Star,

sales

Tiffany

Film

named by

New York

for

Nathanson of
Sales Co. has purchased the foreign rights to the fol-

Hi-Mark

of
as

THE

FILM DAILY

John N. Weber, supervising
territories
of
foreign
Prod., Inc., states Nat

—-First National will finance

Associatd Signs Bill Cody
Lewis J. " Iznick announces that
Bill

long

Cody
term

been signed to a new
extending over

'

contract

several years.
The first series will
be made by the Bill Cody Film Corp.
under supervision of Myron Selznick.
Production on the initial pictuic.

"Flashing Heels," will begin at once
with William J. Craft directing.

Evelyn Brent Ends Contract?
O'Neil Back From Chicago
Los .Angeles Evelyn Brent is reNew
returned
to
O'Neil
Joseph
J.
completing
it
reported,
after
is
ported to have amicably terminated
from Chicago, where
"Ladies First" for Douglas Mac- York Saturday
her contract with F. B. O.
She will
for "Hello, Bill", an
Lean, to whom he has been loaned. he shot scenes
free lance.
F. B. O. picture concerning the Elks.
Scenes were obtained at a convention
It was impossible to obtain confirLaemmle Going to Carlsbad
mation of the story at F. B. O. on
London Carl Laemmle intends of the order.
Saturday.
going to Carlsbad for the cure as soon
Arrivals from Abroad
as he is well enough to travel.
Wilson to Supervise Rayart
Hope Hampton and her husband,
Hollywood Ben Wilson will hereSameth to Produce Here
Jules Brulatour, arrive today on the
after have charge of all Rayart proJoe Sameth, who produced several Leviathan.
Pete Morrison features on the Coast,
D. M. Thomas, producer, also ar- duction here. George W. Pyper and
Ben Cohen are to do all adaptations.
rives.
is planning to produce in the East.

—

—

North Carolina
Business failures in North Carolina
Lve fallen off about $4,000,000.
So
uch the better for Carolinian indusUpturns in general
y in general.
)mmercial activity are always reflectI

Price 5 Cents
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;
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— Harvey

Ambassa-

Gausman,

E.
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Francaise,

Rue
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Saulnier.

Financial
I!

Another rise in General Motors gave the
market fresh impetus for the rise Saturday,
few

but only comparatively
tive

were ac-

trading.

the

in

issues

such as the film issues, did
conspicuously in the trading.

Specialties,

figure

not

Exploit- O- Grams

Am.
Am.

Seat
Seat

•Balaban

Vtc.

.

Pfd.

.

&

.

Sales

33M

200

33)4

33/,

38-4

Katz.

Eastman Kodak
n^H 114 114)4
Famous Flayed \WA 115^8 115)4
4
Fam. Play. Rts.
4H 4
Fam. Play. Pfd.. .119
119
119
•Fihn

Inspec.

.

.

6H.

.

NatT Pfd..
Fox Film "A"...
Fox Theaters "A
•First

•Intern'!

.
'

Project.
Pfd.

74
25
,

7354
24)4

.

•Metro-Gold.

•M.

"^Paramount B'way

Roxy Units
Kt>xy

27

Common

Skouras

.SWa

Trans Lux Screen
U. A. The. Ct..

sa

definite has been done in this dir«
K. C. Rental $200,000 Yearly
tion.
Kansas City Marcus Loew will
Send in your "Exploit-0-Gratns,"
to
of
$200,000
rental
and help the other fellows who are pay a yearly
McElroy Road Showing
the syndicate which is to build the
helping you.
Kansas City I. C. McElroy, %
Midland theater and office building nier exhibitor,
has gone into
"Dancing Mothers"
here.
The theater is to extend the road-show business. He bought tl
tl
(Paramount)
full
frontage of 13th St., between
Held a Charleston competition for Main and Baltimore, with a 12-story rights in this territory on "Capi(
the championship of the city that office building at the corner of 13th Punishment," and has booked it i
an indefinite run in the 12th 5
proved a big hit.
Eliminations oc- and Baltimore.
It will be the third
theater here.
McElroy will all
curred during the three-day run of largest theater in the country.
handle four other productions 0^
the picture, the finals being held on
road-show basis.
the last evening of the week during
Williamson to Bahamas
the run of another picture.
MerE. Williamson, Charles StalJ.
Kenton Franklin Joins Publix
chandise, donated by stores, was
lings, production manager; J. Resher,
Kansas City
Kenton Frankli
given the winners of the eliminations.
Duke Green, Techni- formerly in charge of Paramount e:
R.
E.
Rogers, Tivoli Theater, cameraman;
color cameraman, will leave Friday ploitation in Kansas City and
Chattanooga, Tenn.
|
for the Bahamas, where they will Louis, has joined the Newman iet
spend several months, shooting scenes Royal as manager of outdoor advg
"The Devil's Circus"
for "The Mysterious Island," Jules tising.
(M.-G.M.)
companion story to "20,000
A ballyhoo consisting of a man and Verne's
I
Leagues Under the Sea."
D'Arrast to Direct Bebe Danielf
two small boys dressed in scarlet,
Los Angeles
Harry D'Arrast
with horns and tails to simulate devSan Carlos Opens
first assignment for Paramount wi
ils,
was put out on the street. The
Los Angeles The new West Coast be "Stranded in Paris" with Bel
trio bore a si^n which read: "We
San Carlos theater, Main and Griffin, Daniels.
are the devils from 'The Devils Cirhas opened. It is of Spanish archi-

k

man.

them away.

File

ideas

when you run

Here

is

t

im

.

97

97

147/4

HK

to Direct

— Janu-s

P.

8H
97
45/,
14Ji

Mix
Hogan

Evansville

—

—

—

American Theater." They

cus' at the

paraded the busiest thoroughfares of
the town on the Saturday before the
opening.
Charles
H.
Sweeton,

tures,

Inc.,

Kifkin,

100

300

has

House

Boston,

Town
of
is

a Nurse"
(Warners)
Obtained the services of two men,
one in the garb of a nurse and the
other dressed as a baby. The "baby"

—

.Supreme

the
big.

The baby would

guttter.

—

"Oh What

Nurse!" It
Charles A. Amos, Caroa

Theater, Greenville, N. C.

"The Road

—

Herman

"Oh What

tecture,

and costs $250,000.

Picat the Astor.

W
so

%
th

Tl

to

Mandalay"

(M.-G.-M.)
Secured
from
the
newspaper
"morgue" an old double column zinc
cut of Lon Chaney.
This the manager cut to pieces in a jumbled manner, reblocked it, ind printed it on
throwaways. It served as a jigsaw
puzzle.
Nearly 100 people secured
free tickets by solving the puzzle.
Ernest
Emerling, Loew's Dayton
Theater, Dayton, O.
"Rolling Home"
(Universal)
(Jne hundred gas stations throughout Detroit were lined up and thev
distributed
16,000
gasoline
record
cards to the motorists who stopped
for gas.
The cards carried copy on
the Denny picture. The gas stations
also displayed Denny banners conspicuously.
There were also over
200 taxicabs decorated with banners
throughout the run of the picture.

Broadway Strand.

Detroit.

H.
sc

Tl

Sennett Signs Madeline Hurlock
Hollywood Madeline Hurlock has
signed a long term contract with

—

Mack

Pathgcomeji;
T|r^

Sennett.

I

^

'

yt

HAL ROACH
presents

GLENN
TRYON

Week
— "The BigThis
Parade"
Broadway — "Up
Mabel's Roon"
Cameo — Repertoire Week
in
— "La Bohein'e"
Capitol
Colony —^"The Plastic Age"
Alon^ Came Auntie
— "Mare Nostrum"
Criterion
Embassy—-"Ben Hur"
—
Loew's New York — Today "The Road
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnisht
Mandalay"
Tuesday — "Tol'able
David"
and
"The FREE for all Pathecomedies at y<H
Heart
a Coward"
Exchange.
Wednesday — "The Prince of Pilsen"
Astor

in

to

of

Thursday
200

foi

—

went

Evansville, Ind.
Locw's Victory
theater has opened.
It will play pictures and vaudeville, the latter coming as a unit from Dallas.

Rifkin in

—

—

into

been assigned to the direction of Tom
Mix's next, "The Border Patrol."

Loew Opens

1

"Empty
"Morganson's
Cradle," "Heedless Moths," "E)rums
of Jeopardv" and "Daring Love," and
for Holland, "The Sporting Chance,"
"Morals for Men," "Out of the
Storm" "The Lodge in the Wilder"Broadway Gold," "Daring
ness,"
Love" and "Empty Cradle."
ness,"

'

then yodel

Qu oted
Ma rket

Hogan

)

an

reclined comfortably in a carriage
soothed with a rattle and a horn and
100 equipped with a baby crier
which
was used continuously, to the delight
of passersby.
When the nurse came
600 to a particularly congested
street,
1,000
crossing she would dump the baby

Bond Market

Hollywood

Page 1
Finish,"

400

5154
67

SH

(.Continued from

these pictures.

2,600

31
.

•• Philadelphia

72)4
73/,
24)4

500

100

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pict. "A"
Last Prices

.

'

Delay Convention

Foreign Rights Sold

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity

lina

sm

Bros.*
••Stan. Co. of Am.

•

.

25
6

7

•Universal
Picts
Univ. Pict. Pfd.

.

23/,
19?<
97/,

Cip. Corp.

P.

.

74

192

1

American Theater, Evansville, Ind.

High Low Close

19;,

[Continued from Page
)
cent combination of supply men, :»
the postponement is largely a hi
ter of determining who are and wi
are no longer in the business as
result of the consolidations.
There has been considerable ta!
among those dealers who did n
join the coalition of breaking wi
the association.
However, nothy

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"E.vploit-0 -Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

—

Quotations

Monday, July

—-"The

—'"Ermine and Alarm"
Rhinestones"
"The Wolf Hunter"
—
.Saturday '"The Devil Horse"
—
Still

Friday

"Men
Steel"
— "Variety"
Kialto
—
Rivoli
"Nell Gwyn"
Warners — "Her Honor the Governor"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The Wise Guy"
Next Week
Astor — "The Big Parade"
Broadway — Undetermined
Cameo — Repertcire Week
Capitol "The Waltz Dream"
Colony — Undetermined
Criterion— "Mare Nostrum"
Mark Strand

of

Embassy--"Ben Hur"
Mark Strand "The Son

—
the Sheik"
— "Variety"
—'"You Never Know Women"
Warners— House closed

and

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.^
J.

3678

John D.Tippett, Inc.

of

as

Rialto
Rivoli

Raw Stock

Brooklyn Mark Strand^"Men of Steel"

A

Negative and Positive

Million

Feet of

All Colors

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE FILM LIBRARY
220 W. 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone

Wisconsin

3/70

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

I

We are

sorry for the imitators-

There

is

WE ARE TEMPTED TO

lOMETIMES

this business is a

SNOOKUMS!

Only One

BELIEVE THAT ADVERTISING IN

waste of money.

WHEN YOU HAVE A GOOD THING THE UNDERGROUND WORD
spreads to every corner of the country so fast that
for the best advertising in the World to keep up with it.

it

seems to us impossible

LOOK AT THAT DARN KID "SNOOKUMS" IN THE STERN BROTHERS COMedies,

"The Newlyweds and Their Baby!"

UNIVERSAL EXCHANGES HAVE HAD SOME GREAT COMEDY BETS TO SELL
—an

but we can't remember when any exchange has ever had such a
for a comedy as SNOOKUMS has created.
out and out

WE

CAN'T FOR THE LIFE OF US FIGURE OUT

CLAMOR

in the past,

DEMAND—

HOW THE WORD SPREADS

so fast. Of course we advertised the comedies a bit; of course the reviewers praised
them; of course the Capitol and Warners Theatres on Broadway played them— but all
that doesn't explain a demand that is a stampede.

THEY TELL US THE SAME THING IS HAPPENING IN THE STUDIOS.
HALF THE COMEDY ORGANIZATIONS IN THE BUSINESS ARE DIGGING AND
scratching in hopes of getting even a near-imitation of
Their Baby."
ARE SORRY FOR THEM.

WE

"The Newlyweds and

STERN BROTHERS WANTED TO PUT THIS SUBJECT ON THE SCREEN FIVE
years ago. They knew, as any

showman

would, that properly produced

it

was

sure-fire.

BUT THEY SEARCHED, AND SEARCHED, AND SEARCHED SOME MORE FOR
the BABY who could play that part and still be ONE HUNDRED PER CENT LOVABLE BABY. They searched in vain.
AND THEN A MIRACLE -WITH ALL DUE REVERENCE THAT'S ALL WE CAN
call

it— brought the actual,

gun SNOOKUMS

flesh

and blood, impish,

cute, devilish, sweet little son-of-a-

himself.

THERE'LL NEVER BE ANOTHER LIKE HIM.

THE FELLOWS WHO ARE WORKING SO HARD SEEKING AN IMITATION
are certainly going to be up against it. WE KNOW! We've been through it. We can
them right now

have to fall back on
married couples that has been done to death.

tell

THERE

IS

they'll

all

the old

hokum comedy

of

young

ONLY ONE SNOOKUMS!

IMITATIONS OF "THE NEWLYWEDS AND THEIR BABY" ARE GOING TO BE JUST
as close to the mark as one of SNOOKUMS own mud pies is to a sculptured work of art.

and not half as funny!

Universal

The Universal Sales Staff

AJWJ^ Delivers!

ems
ALWAYS DEPENDABLE
j^^

g)yT OF THE STORM

;@ PULS FOR SABLES
Suggested from "Qarland

By David Qraham
Directed by James

&

Suggested by "The Traiis

Co.

By Arthur

Phillips

C

McKay
\

Directed by Louis Qasnier

YotmgeT

With, Jactiueline Logan, Edmund Burns,
Eddie Phillips, Montague Love, Tyrone
Power, Crauford Kent, Frona Hall, Leon
Holmes, Jay Hunt, Joseph Girard and

With, Claire Windsor, Eugene O'Brien,
George
Adams, Edith Yorke,
Claire
Fawcert,

Eileen

Percy,

Anders Randolf,

and Robert Ober

;QhE

J.

sporting CHANCE

Suggested by "The

Directed by Louis Qasnier

MEN

Adajjed and

superijisiid for ilw screen

i

Directed k> Bcrnie

Suggested from the story of the same

P.

{{Directed by Fred Winderriere
Voiinwer

With,

Conway

Tear!^, Agnes Ayres, Alyce
Mills, Otto Matieson, Robert Ober, John
Miljan, Mary Peth Milfcrd, Eve Southern
and Margery O'Neill

With,

^QbRROWED

FINERY

Anita

Stewart,

Johnnie

Mahlon Hamilton, Victor

Potel,

Walker,
Craufotd

Kent and Pvose Tapely

^Q HE LODGE IN THE WILDERNESS
Suggested from the story of the same

By George Bronson Howard
Directed by Oscar Apfcl

name

by Sir Qilbcrt Parker
Directed by Hcnr>

With, Lou
Tellceen,
Hedda Hopper,
Gertrude Astor, Taylor Holmes, Louise
Lorraine, Barbara Tetinant, Trixie Friganra,
Otto Lcderer, W. H. Strauss and Pan

McCarty

Anita Stewart, Edmund Burns,
Lawrence Steers, James Farley, Victor
Potel, Eddie Lyons and Duane Thompson
With,

Pendergast

y

Distributed Nationally

TDFFANY PRO©UCTn(D)N§^yva
M.H.HOFFMAN.

1540

name

By Jack London

Hyman
A.

Younger

j^ORGANSON'S FINISH

B> Qourenieur Moiris
the /'L-rsonal superiniiun of

by A. P.

With, Helene Chadwick, MaryCarr, Marcin
Asher, Jack Mulhall, Lillian Langdon,
Dorothea Wolbert, Hedda Hopper, Julanne'
Johnston and Katherine Stott,

Suggcstfd )rom "The Lore Serum"

Under

Wiong Coat"

B> HuroU" MacQrath

With, Lou Tellegen, Dorothy Phillips,
George, Favvcett, Theo. Von Elt:, Sheldon
Lewis and Andrew Clark.

FOR

McElhern

^QlEASURESOFTHERICH

By Jack Boyle
Directed by Oscar Apfel

(35 ORALS

Coup"

Slrir\ger

BROADWAY
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I
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Monday, July

DAILV

Go-Operative Booking
a

And Thafs That!
By PHIL. M. DALY,

MAY not be generally
IT that
Richard A. Rowland

known
is

one

from Page I )
were some comjilaints and difficulty
was found in ajspointing a committee to deal with the matter.
Ultimately a resolution was framed
bringing in the desirability of cooperative production on the part of
oitttiiKi'il

amateur photographers exhibitors' and a committee appointed.
His tancy runs to Further meetings are to be arranged,
industry.
in
were
cameras in all sizes and in all shapes. but many of those present
no means enamoured of the
Since he is a believer in unitjue angles, by
Rowland can often be seen in and prospect of co-operative booking, recfurl her
around Rve shooting pictures from ognizing that this would still
renter, whilst
independent
injure
the
positions.
divers and various
the powerful resources of the AmeriThis takes a great load off onr can companies would be mobilized to
viind.
When Rex, the ivild horse, meet this proposal. The speeches
became ill, wc sa2o a million dollars contained nothing that would indicate
any real thought having been given
(fif/ures furnished by Pathe publicdropping from the industry. to the question and no scheme of any
ity)
sort was placed before the meeting
But Rex got better.
which cannot be said to have been of
of

the
the

finest

a

that a director likes
It is seldom
the story he is assigned, but it is far
more rare to find a director urging
British
that a fellow director be given his
(Continued from Page
)
However, Monta Bell
"brain child."
number
of pictures
finance
offered
to
a
"infant,"
is going to trust his story
"The Popular Sin," to Malcolm St. to be produced by Graham Cutts of
Gainsborough for distribution by First
Clair's tender care.
National throughout the world. HowStage and location chairs are free- ever, acceptance of this proposal was

Aid
1

when Speyicer Bennett holds prevented by previous arrangements
sway.
The custom of having the previously made by Michael Balcon
names of directors and players paint- of Gainsborough with a British renter.
America wants good British piced or stenciled on them is simply an
lance.'^

expressio)! of vanity, he says. Chairs
don't mind who sits on them
highsalaried stars or extras.

—

According to an unconfirmed Hollywood report life insurance agents
arc again pestering Mack Sennett.
Tliev are basing their sales on the
prospects of the producer becoming
the center of a stampede as he is seeking more recruits for his bathing

beauty comedies.
// you don't like this one blame it
on the Warner pnblicify department, tvhich lets the world in on the
secret of how some ivise-cracking
titles are born.
In a sequence of
"Broken Hearts of Hollytvood," an
extra girl, startled by the prospect
of u'earing an abbreviated costume,
was shown a dressing room used by
other bits of feminine atmosphere.
"Is this ivhere v>e dress?" she exclaimed. "You mean undress,"' corrected a nearby extra.

Bound

—

for

Hollywood

Johnson asserted.

He

said:
"We want all the good product* we can
get from every country, because the better
the pictures we market the more we progress.
Good pictures are wanted by exhibitors in
America, anl it does not matter from what
country they come.
Understand, we have
ninncd our faith to British films for a very
long tinie past
we financed part of the
production of 'The Only Way,' which we
marketed not only in England, but in other
countries.
Wc financed A'ell (Iwyn,' and
were in competition for this picture for the
ITnited States as well as every other country iti the world, and only recently T offered on beh.'ilf of my company a contract to
Michael Halcon, of Gainsborough Pictures,
whilst he was in New York, to finance a
nimiber of pictures to be produced by Gr.'iham Cutts for disteribution by us all over
the world.
We had seen Cutts* work, and
we are convinced that this director can tirake
pictures.
That was why we were content to
take a chance, but since Balcon's return to
this country
T
understand he is not able
to go on with the contract in view of the
distrilniti)m
arrangements he has adready
contractefl
for with a rentitig concern
in
Great
Hritain.
Understand this, we arcanxious to get good Rritish t>ictures. and
we will finance production with any reputable British concern who can show a record
for
making good British films u|> to SO
per cent, of the negative cost, and will give
them distributiotT to this product, not only
in England, but all over the world.
We will
our money down, and to exactly the
jMit
same amount as the British producer, and.
what
is
more, give them a market in
America."
turps.

:

Hollywootl I.ajos Riro, author of
"Hotel Imperial," is expected to arrive here from Hungary within p few
''Germany,'* .Tohnson declared, "is in
flnvi
He will help prepare H. G. bad w:iy. T went over with money to put
Wells' novel, "The War of the down for the making of 25 Gertn-an pictures,
and did not spend a cent.
T have no con\\'orlds" for Paramount.
fidence in the manner in which things are
;i

run over there at this moment, and
do not intend to jeopardize First National's
bciifg

Bacon

to Finish "I?zy

—

Murphy"

ll"Ilywnod
I,l(i\(l
Ilacoii
will
romplcle direction of "Private Izzy
Muri)li\" for Warners, owing tf) the
illness

of

Henry Lchrman.

Two More

for

"Wedding March"

Hollywofxl /.isn Pitt>- .iiid (leorgc
Nicols have been arldcfl to the cast
of

"The Wedding March."

money

untjl
things get much more renr
ganized and settled.
Theater business is
bad; people are staying away because the
films produced under the quota are so poor
of
.iiid
so little entertainment value that
they do not attract.
Ufa. I am assured.
under the directorship of Dr. Bausback, wi'l
around
inill
they need encouraging, be
cause they arc the best concern in Germany.
Many of the others amount to nothing.
l)on't he misled by any talk about quota
:

pictures; the quota pictures made in (Jertiriny arc killing the entertainment business.
Cheaply produced and with little or no entertainment value, can you wonder that they
do not attract people to the box offire?
T
prefer to stop out of Germany for the mo-

the Humphreys
D. Paul and Oscar
Jacobson are the new owners of the
ment it is only throwing good money away.
Princess having purchased the house Don't run away with the
idea that these
from Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Humphreys. pictures mafic under the quota will stand any

Buy Out

fiarretsf)n,

S.

—

patrons by
crude and uncntertaining pictures of a character that take one back to the nickelodeon

our

insult

days.'

'

In his

Fredman comments

article,

19,

More Banks

16

Ij

Gloj!

(Continued from Page

1

1

1

the State Banking Departraii
The investigation will begin tomj
row.
L
of

on the sincerity of Johnson's production offer and declares that it should
be taken seriously by British produc-

The banks taken over by the Stijjji
Banking department with their c;|,,|
talization and resources and Hal

ing organizations.

ties

of Dec.

as

1925 are as

31,

•

iitt

lows

Bank

Theaters Closed
(Continued from Page 1 )
New Grand, Grand St.
King, ,1rd Ave.
New Catherine. Catherine .St.; Carmine, 2!
;

Carmine

St.

;

Eagle.

Brooklyn
KeenReviera
Moss's Flatbush
Bayridge Keeney's Bedford Luna, Columbia St.; Halsey
DeKalb; Reo, Wyckofif
Ave.
Ave.
WyckoflF
T^ivonia,
Livonia
Emanuel. So. 4th St. Miller. Saratoga Ave.
I^niled. Myrtle .Ave.; B'way Palace. B'way;
City Park
Atlantic Playhouse, 7th Ave.
Cleveland, Pitkin Ave.
Public Palace, Gra
ham Ave. Little, Myrtle Ave. Elite. Pitkin Ave.
Sylvia
American, Ft. Hamilton
Ave.
CorTelyou, Cortelyou Rd.
Palace. 7tli
Ave.
Casino, Rockaway Ave.
New Prospect. Ralph Ave.
Hamilton, Hamilton Ave.
Plaza. Grand St.
Woodrow. Wilson Ave.
7th .\ve., 7th Ave.; Crystal Palace; Ritz,
Fulton St.
Meeker, Meeker Ave.
Victoria.
St.
John's Place
Brooklyn House, Coney
Keith's

;

ey's

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

very constructive character.

Offer

They simwe would
showing them

cli-inco in the American market.
ply will not be marketed because

not

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Island.

Long
Liberty,

E.

Bridgehampton

Islip

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Hempstead;

.Strand,

Rockaway.

Bijou,

New

loll

;

;

;

;

list

when

the

Bank

;

Palace, Farmingdale. L.
Astor, Newark
City,

Park,
Carlstadt
I.;

;

Keansberg
Ronson,
Newark;
Opera House, New Brunswick.; Savoy, Elizabeth
Liberty, Jersey City
Duncan, Jersev
;

;

;

City.

Elsewhere

N. Y.

in

Crescent, Schenectady; Hudson, Albany;
Palace. Troy; Harbor 102. Mariners Harbor.
S. lO.
Orpheum. Kingston; Sweeney's Hall,
Maybrook; Palace Pt. Richmond, S. I.;
;

Taryytown

Strand,

Dutchess,

;

Brewster;

;

North Carolina Improves

Ij

[i

New

York;

Road Show House;
(Continued from Page
.'\llvine

Bluebird.

However, the Criterion

;

;

I.;
Park.
Rutherford,
Rhineheck. N. Y.

S.

N.

J.;

Starr,

Cleared for Ijoew Theater
Syracuse. N. V. The last obstacle
to its building plans removed bv payment of the $640,000 second mortgage on the JefTerson Hotel property,
Loews, Inc., has prepared plans for
razing the Jefferson.
Griffin
and
Richards blocks and erection of a
.modern theater and office structure.
Representatives of the company
came to Syracuse to coinplete clearing the title and at the same time
conferred with city officials relative
to
start
of construction.
Present
plans call for expenditure of $2,500,000 on the new building, facing Salina,
JefTerson and S, Clinton sts.
Plans call for start of razing the
buildings on Aug. 1 and completion
of the

—

new

'jj

be_^

will

isv

'

i

PubHc Club

Room

(Continued from Page

I

)

Ifi

:

1-1

I

lobby, then into the Gran.d H|fa,
which will be lined with Breche Ce

marble.

tella

known

The main lounge

'wi

the University Rocjl
and will be in the basement, wheiiiiif,
there s also a ladies' lounge, dret
ing room and smoking rooin in t

be

as

'

basement.

Way

N(
isl

erated in the future under Paramoj
auspices and by Publix although \
facilities of the theater organizati
will be used.

;

;

ilola

operated the Criterion, B. a
K. had not taken charge of the otj
Paramount houses on Broadwi

iate

B'klyn
Rosebank. S
I.;
Starr, Rhineheck,
B'klvn
Livonia. B'klvn
Blake,
Blake Ave, B'klyn; Reo, B'klyn;
Liberty, Sufifcrn. N. Y.
Lyric, Rosebank,
T.

JSI,

)

When Famo

charge.

in

"

1

last

Lyceum, Monti-

Lyric.

N.

(

Rough-

Closed Part Time

Kameo,

^j^

—

;

I,yndhurst;
Park. Rutherford.
N. Y.
Enranuel.

seri

Raleigh, N. C.
Losses throi upo
business failures in eastern Nq n
Carolina decreased more than i
000,000, or almost 50 per cent dun
the past fiscal year, according to
A
U. S. District Court. Records sb jL
that during the 12-month period 61
ing June 30 liability schedules fi
totaled $4,346,938 against $8,439,^"
the preceding year.

cello
Lyceum, Harrison
Firthclige Club
Firthcliffe; Circle, Monticello; .\cademv of
Music, Newburgh: State, Beacon.

Star.

He_j„„
'Bultr

agent.

financial

;

Oxford; Liberty, Madison; Broad Ave.. Pal-

;

!»«'

1

which the Bankers' Trust Co.

:

;

Hall.

Lake

of

was reported to have closed its doe|«|
11
It was a member of the chain

;

;

;

pie:

J

the

1

Jersey

Park, Nutley
Garden. Princeton; City,
Irvington; Rivoli. New Brunswick; Palace,
Orange; Lyric. Elizabeth; Strand. Belmar
American. Paterson
Clinton Sq.. Newark;
Tenafly. Tenaffy
F"ranklin, Franklin
Garden, Princeton, Fox's American. Paterson;
Lyceum, Bayonne; Caldwell, Caldwell; Bijou, Orange
Majestic, Paterson
Ampere,
Ampere; Clifton, Clifton; Victory, Elizabeth;;
Rexana, Lin<len
Park,
Ridgefield
Park
Ross, Newark
Strand, Paterson
Oxford

keepsie

M

;

haven
Mayfair, Great Neck; Arion. Maspeth New Columbia. Maspeth Canreo. Huntington
Star,
Islip
Royal,
Roosevelt
.\ovelty, .Sayville
Forest Park, Woodhaven

Music

of

;

Quogue

isades;
Passaic
Strand.

Bank

Merchants' Bank, Rebecca, ^| ',„
chants and Planters' Bank, Villary
Merchants and Farmers' Bank, S
vester.
Bank of Pine View,
chants and Farmers' Bank, Tenni
Turner County Bank, Ashburn, Bj
of Stockbrjdge, Merchants and Pis
ers' Bank, Whigham, Planters' Ba Hit
tx
Pavo, Plains Bank, and Farnw m
State Bank, Lumpkin.
One Florida bank was added

Hall.

;

Bijou,
Huntington;
MeHall, Setaucket
Community Hall.
Strand, Huntington Manor, Wood-

chanics

of Sycamore, Peoples
ton, Commerce Bank

as

Island
Community

Exchange Hi
Bank of Soj
and Triist'C
Adairsville, Farmers ij-jj

of Eastpoint.

structure in a year.

Leaving the Grand Hall and pal
ing upward one finds the intermedis
mezzanine lobby which gives acc<
Here al
to the mezzanine loges.
is a man's smoking room and ladij
•est.

'

*
[

jp,

The

period,
club and fTaterni|j'^^
rooms are to be named as follow
I'"Iizabethan Room, Marie Antoinei
Room, Cinoiserio, College Rooi

Room, Club Room. The G:
Peacock Alley, Grand He
Nations,
The Rotum
Hall
of
Music Room and Fraternity Roo
The College. Club nad Fraterni
Jade

ieries,

rooms

will be decorated with the
signia and colors of all the clul
colleges and fraternities represent"

cooling system

stalled.

»
,

j,*
?

i

""

i

,

A

'

!j|

is

now

being

[jj

i,'J

i,,

'J^'*

July

j/nday,

19,

f-^E^
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In the Courts

Presentations
Spizzi on Expansion Trip
fthur Spizzi is on a trip through
Middle West with object of lini.ip houses to use his attractions.
\ill return to New York in about
weeks. Spizzi is opening up new
tories and plans to expand his op;

,

next Fall.
ul Specht and his orchestra, rey returned to this country after
)ndon engagement, opens a pichouse tour Aug. 18 at the Hippo-

iions
I

Bufifalo.

le,

urns Act for Stanley Houses
he Spectacle of the Drums" will open
Paterson, Monday, inaugurattour over the Stanley Circuit.
H. M.
of the Alf T. Wilton office is in charge
e act, which closed a three days' ennent at the Playhouse, Great Neck, Satnight.
The attraction was first seen
premier of "Rex, the Devil Horse" at
(a
e Fatiian,

iloosevelt recently.
lother Wilton number is C.
organist, who played last
I

N.

Bingham'ton,
ble organ.
:,

Sharp Minor,

week

He

Y.

at the
carries a

Western

"Unknown Treasures"
The leading woman for "Unknown
Casting

Treasures" will be Gladys Hulette.
She will play opposite Robert AgGustave von Seyffertitz has
new.
been engaged for a character part.
Others in the cast are Jed Prouty,

John

Miljan,

Archie

Mayo

)ss

dances,

;dy

[•opolitan,

Los

booked

for the
Angeles, this week,

is

He

being booked through
A. K. Bendix, who has placed
y Lawrence, soprano, in "Love's
lantment," now playing over the
lix

is

circuit.

Another

Week For

Publix

lother week will be added to the
ix presentations
circuit late in
ust, bringing the total to 13.
The
tol at Des Moines is the addition.

New

Attractions In Ohio
1st
Liverpool, O. The "North
Frolic," new presentation, played
the past week.
Another attracas vet untitled, opens at the CamJohnstown, the week of July 26.

—

"Miracle Man" Opens
ihman Bey, Hindu fakir now bebilled as "The Egyptian Miracle
," opens at Loew's State, Boston,
day, under auspices of Hermine

Other dates

le.

will follow.

interiors.

"Roxy" Artist in Act
Anne Robinson, formerly

"Rox}'," is playing the Colorado
hree weeks, having been booked
igh Mrs. A. K. Bendix of New

New
vo

Stanley

Attractions

new

acts are to begin a tour
le Stanley houses Monday at the
ley, Philadelphia.
They are Re-

and Renova, dancers, and
iams,

Tom

Batchelor Leaves Max Hart
Batchelor has left the Max
offirp.
Jerry Cargill of the snme
nization has returned to New
after a trip to Chicago.

alter

Eddie

starring

Cantor.

is

ier

—^Marparet

now

Charles Darnton,
formerly dramatic editor of the "New York Evening World," is now doing the
adaptation of "Kit Carson," an original for Fox.
James T. O'Donohue
at work on the
Holy Terror."

is

script

of

"The

Train Robbery."

Broadway"
Pearce with Doug MacLean
new Priscilla
George Pearce has been assigned
Dean picture "West of Broadway" an important role in Douglas Macwas completed last week at the Met- Lean's new production for Para-

"West

on

Production

of
the

An

"Broken Hearts of Hollywood"
and "The Honeymoon Express," two
of the few remaining productions on
current Warner
nearing completion.

photoplay which cost
defendant has re-

the

make payment

application

has

schedule

in

"Up-Stream."

been

lease.

er,"

and "Inez from Hollywood."

New Gump

Hollywood Samuel
has begun production
12

ries of
versal.

Series

Van
of a

Gump

Joe

SFI

I

<;FAK

Only" MetroMarie Prevost.

Warners Sign Tearle
Warners have signed Conway
Tearle to play opposite
in "Mv Ofificial Wife."

Irene

Rich

To Start "Rough Riders"
The tentative starting date
"The Rough Riders" is now set

for
for

Tomorrow
Rudolph Valentino, who arrives

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE

1.

Valentino Here

"WITH

in

New York tomorrow, will probably
attend the premiere of "The Son of
the Sheik." at the Strand Sunday,
July 25.
He will stop at the Ambassador.
After bidding "bon voyage" to his brothr, Alberto, who is
sailing abroad Saturday, Valentino
will return to Chicago in time for
the

opening

of

his

picture

at

the

Los
will

Raymaker's Next
Angeles Herman Raymaker

—

direct

"What

Happened

to

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROM THE NEGATIVE

Father."

Booking Manager

peneral
Attractions.

Felch.

for

booking

eight

years

manager

for

Reisner on Chaplin's Next
Hollywood Chuck Reisner will direct Syd Chaplin's next for Warner

—

Bros.

cLica^, ill.
d4^ So.VVal>uk Aw.

New"V&rk City
il6We9t 463 St..

se-

comedies for UniMorgan, Fay Fincher

Heerman Directing "Wives Only"
Victor Heerman has been engaged
to direct "For Wives
politan's next starring

Ronkle

new

and Jackie Morgan are featured.

TRAILERS

in

Pirate,"
"Old Loves and New,"
"Wandering Daughter," "The Talk-

are

"Model from Paris" Completed
"That Model from Paris" has been
completed and is now in the course
of editing and titling. A Tiffany re-

filed

who recently obtained an attachment
against the property of Sam E. Rork,
Inc.,
to compel First National to
deliver to the sheriff as property
covered by the attachment films
which the First National has admitted is in its possession.
These films
are: "Ponjola." "Clothes Make the

Stzrrt

Milar in "Up-Stream"
Adolph Milar has been signed by
Fox to appear in an important role

as agreed.

Supreme Court by Charles Geoly,

—

Two Warners Ready

the

but

fused to

the

in

one

livered
$15,404,

mount.

ropolitan.

:

cago

over to Charles BraColleen Moore

direct

Star Prod., Inc., have
the
Supreme Court
against .Xssociated Exhibitors to recover $12,500 under a contract by
which the plaintiff, it is claimed, was
to make photoplays featuring Bill
Cody, and deliver them to the defendant.
Within 10 days the defendant was to pay the cost of the
picture, not to exceed $12,500.
It
is
alleged that the plaintiff has desuit

filed

Roosevelt.

singer.

ide General

it

will

Von Meter in "Kid Boots"
Mix in Colorado
Harry Von Meter has been selectTom Mix who has just finsihed "The
ed as the eighth and last principal Arizona Wildcat," has left for Colomember of the cast of "Kid Boots," rado to make "The Great K and A.

Aug.
?nver-

turning

who

Fox Writers Busy

irning to New York from the
will play Publix
;t the attraction
es.

Marburgh,

fore
bin,
in it.

directing for Sterling.

Corinne Griffith at Studio
Corinne Griffith is making rapid
progress on her next picture for
First National, "Just Off Broadway."
The company, under direction of
Richard Wallace, is now busy with

Start

Playing Publix Houses
Heinz and his partner, doing

leinz

Bertram

is

"Twinkletoes" Script Ready
Although she actually completed
continuity for "Twinkletoes" some
time ago, Winifred Dunn is putting
finishing touches on the script be-

LosAilieIe5,Cal.
iqll So. Vermont Av*.

Reproduction of 3

Col Ad.

"N. Y. Times"

in the
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'UNITED STATES FLAVOR"

DORIS
KENYON
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD
Directedb^

Produced under the Supervision of
JcMflwiy J.F.Goodrich
V

Photoiirophid ii/ Koy Citpenter

Art Director
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W

3ittt

national
Pictures

sFf

UL THE

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

NEWSPAPER

It^FILMDOM
XXXVII

^L.

Tuesday, July

No. 16

Per Cent

19.86

jjiOM Jan. 1 to
and
ihundred

June

30,

two

Schuiberg, Studio

20,

Realignment of F. P.-L. Coast Forces
Expected to Elevate Him to Post
Tumbull's Illness Cause
Los Angeles B. P. Schuiberg is

—

contributed 6.71 per
7.07 per cent,

Sfland
t;

American-made.

were

t

Germany,

r.uuouE, according to reports of a
realignment now declared under way.
This new arrangement, it is stated,
hinges upon future plans of Hector

who

T'urnbull.

for

the

several

last

balance of power in the months, like Schuiberg, has been an
glish market is thus striking- associate producer.
Turnbull has been ill and has been
shown. American films, of
five
compelled
to spend the last
dominated.
That was
irse,
months in New York, with Schul-

But Germany outEngland on her own

)ected.
)res.

That's harder to bear.

iContinued on Page 2)

Again the "Quota"
ERNEST W. FREDMAN

•'Quota" Talk
Jritain's

be

well

And what

she feels should
In London,
rant attention here.
e again the "quota" is a live topic.
in charge continues
2 committee
igined.

But
It will for a time.
blunder.
of the indecision will come a deficourse of action. It is here that
;
lerica figures.

England

will

make

If they are rademands.
lal, America will and should listen,
gland is too good a customer to
completely ignored. Moreover, if
eign revenue is seriously curtail-

tain

sales equilibrium
1

in this

London

—The

Joint

Committee has met

Film

American films disturb Italy. Musini,
the strong man, reflects that
nion. At St. Mark's in Venice bee 50,000 people the glories of Italy,
It
and present, were shown re-

consider the possibility of presenting an
agreed scheme for the rehabilitation
of the British industry.
The conference was a very long
one, and eventually it was decided
that a new sub-committee should be
various
the
appointed to review
schemes that have been put forward
and to prepare a comprehensive report, which might be presented to
It is underthe Joint Committee.
iContinued on Page 9)
in private to

Patriotic airs were played,
action was frequently punctuatby appearances of Mussolini. It
s propaganda to offset the inroads
American pictures. And yet, our
that
dominate
ition
pictures

Philadelphia Inability to agree on
the price has resulted in the dropping
of the deal whereby the Stanley Co.
was to take over the Wilmer & Vincent houses. It is understood that the

asked by Wilmer & Vincent
was several hundred thousand dollars
figure

itly.

higher

e

would pay.

rket.

than

the

Stanley

interests

Stanley has leased Charlie Segal's
{Continued on Page

Health Films

2)

Draw

estimated that at least 750,000
will see the free "open-air health
films" being shown by the Dept. of
It is

Round Tables

very interesting development has
The carn- Health of Manhattan, Brooklyn and
place in Texas.
in public
gn for "Greater Movie Season" is the Bronx this summer
About 80,000 are attending
nketing the state quite thoroughly, parks.
In the shows each week.
rampant.
-operation
runs
The pictures are being exhibited
ny towns, long-standing feuds bein cooperation with various private
sen exhibitors have disappeared
{Continued on Page 2)
mpetitive misunderstandings have
le by the boards, it seems. Here
Combine Progressing
K

;en

ey

mutual advantage

talk.

One

Booking

—Associated

Indianapolis
They meet, Theaters, the
other

discovers the

not so bad.
f Texas gets nothing further from
.M.S.", the result warrants the eft.

—There

tice
be-

are

tween 50 and 100 towns in six
Northwest states where free
shows have been reported this
summer. With the number of
"inland" towms villages which
are not located upon a railroad from which reports have
not been received, but where
free shows are known to be
the
from
flourishing,
free

—

—

searchlight

of

run well over the

will
it

is

who announced a "war to the
finish" against the evil which is sapping the life blood of the motion pichead,

the

publicity,

Last

year,

hardest

hit,

business in the Northwest.
Far from being curtailed, free
shows, aided by a few "outlaw" exchanges, and short-sighted exhibitors,
are gaining
headway, and drastic
steps must be taken to curb the menace
of
free
shows, according to
ture

authoritatively

shows law

Minnesota

KANN

nation-wide

Cinema
booking

combine formed by Frank J. Rembusch is "moving along, slowly but

Held Sapping Life-Blood

Minneapolis There will be no compromise on the question of free shows,
which will be summarily dealt with,
wherever they put in their appearance.
This is the emphatic statement issued by W. A. Stei?es, Northwest unit

—

number

Offensive to Crush Prac-

of Industry in Territory

was

but

the itinerant
which requires li-

censing of free shows, and
posting of an indemnity bond
by the sponsor, has curbed

StefTes.

"We will not stop until free shows
are completely crushed," Steffes said,
"and the entire strength of the organ-

greatly gratis showings in the

South
Dakota
and
Nebraska are hardest hit by
In the
free shows this year.
latter state, free shows were
state.

ization

will

distributors

and South Dakota.
A meeting of the

free shows
{Continued on Page 9)

was

realized and distributors inserted the admission
clauses in contracts.

danger

be invoked against both
and exhibitors who are

aiding free shows in Minnesota, North

permitted to gain considerable
headway this spring before their

6

—

Italy

a campaign of
the disagreed parties.

Minneapolis

New

Towns

stated.

W. & V. Deal Off

s

In 50-100

Trade

country

be upset.

to Finish in

Drive to Stamp Out Free Shows

100 mark,

Film Renter, London

Editor,

might

reaction

War

—

.^he

ips

Price 5 Cents

Head Northwest Will

eighty-three
iis were shown to the British
They were of all nation- being groomed as chief executive in
iie.
Of the total, 79.86 per charge of West Coast production for
iies.
n

1926

More For

Philadelphia

— Six

com-

Stiefel

more

have been lined up by the

theaters
Stiefel in-

terests.

Canada Protests

East Coast Theaters, the NeufeldExhibitors Call Efforts of Distribu- Stiefel company which is developing
a chain of small town houses, have
tors to Prohibit Double Featurleased the Palace, Quakertown, Pa.
ing Interference

Toronto

— Charging

rect interference

the

move

by exchanges

in

Woodbine,
from Dr. Levinson for 10
the
years, and the Lyric, also at Wooddi-

for

10 years; the Capitol,

N.

J.,

operation of independent theaters of
the Dominion, members of the Canadian division of the M. P. T. O. A.
have condemned the proposal on the
part of distributors to insert clauses
in contracts which would prevent socalled feature programs.
Before any action is taken by distributors, theater owners demand the
right to discuss the problem which

has

become

an

important

one

(Continued on Page 9)

Closing Total

Same

of theaters closed for
the Summer in the metropolitan district is approximately the same as
last year's total for the same time, it
was stated by the N. Y. Film Board

The number

{Continued on Page 2)

Universal Closes Kunsky Deal
BroadwayUniversal's
Detroit
Strand theater will become a second
run house, operating under a two or
three changes a week policy, as a
result of a deal for the company's
product in the Kunsky houses. The
deal, it is said, may lead Universal
to dispose of the theater, although it
is reported slated to become one of
the company's exploitation houses.

—

More

B.

& K.-Kunsky

— Visit

Houses

Balaban brothers
of Balaban & Katz. which firm is
associated with the John H. Kunsky
Detroit

enterprises in

of

local

theaters, to this
of new thea-

Approximately city presages erection
of Trade yesterday.
The Balabans inters, it is reported.
50% more theaters remained open in spected the New Michigan, now nearprevented Rembusch from devoting June than during the same period ing completion.

surely," according to statement of its
sponsor. Press of other business has

much time

to the project, he says.

{Continued on Page 6)

—

.

THE

<^E^

t

DAILY

Schulberg, Studio
kill THE NEWS

v/'filhdoh

Iallthe time

(Continued from Page
carrying on alone in

Gridiron

Driving

Prefers

Star

More For

6

Ice

20,

19;'

Stiefel

(Continued from Page 1)

Wagon

charge of
comjiany's
Coast production.
Turnbull is here for a conference with
TiKday.lnl;20,1926 PrkiSCtats Waiter Wangcr, general manager of

bery

Quits Screen

Head Grange

1)

Tuesday, July

to Career in Pictures
bine, from Joseph Katz for 10 ye
Returning to Illinois
Two Philadelphia houses will
Hollywood It's to be back to the annexed in October, 1928, when
fil XXXVII Nt. II
ice wagon for "Red" Grange, for the
present lease expires.
They are
liroduction.
famous gridiron star has lost all rel- York Palace, 26th and York Sts.,
Charles Furthman has been placed ish for a career in motion pictures. erated by John S. Hayes, and
llim W. AIJCOATE
Publisher
ill
charge of stories for Raymond Upon completion of his first starring Columbia, 27th St., and Colum
Griffith, as part of his duties, >vhich vehicle, Grange announced that it is
Ave., operated by Hayes and We
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and have not been wholly determined un- to be his last, and that he had been er.
It
Sam and Nate Stiefel are nowji
He has offered his old job back driving an control of the houses under a 20-y(
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film der the realignment planned.
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
been acting as head of the scenario ice truck at $18 a week in Wheaton, lease with
an optional purchil
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don,

WDJSiHiY^

the

—

I

;

>

I

::::::

•

i

I

d:p;.rtment.
A number of other
changes are scheduled, with E. Lloyd
Sheldon slated to become a power
in the selection of stories.

M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen-

ald

Entered as second-class matter M>y
1918, at the post office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $3.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
Subscribers should remit with order,
}IS.OO.
/iddress all communications to
tative.

21,

Health Films

THE FILM

DAILY,
Phone

1650 Broadway,

New

agencies, including the N. Y. Tuberthe
Health
Assoc,
culosis
and
American Social Hygeine Assoc, the
Institute for Crippled and Disabled
Men and the Children's Bureau of
the U. S. Dept. of Labor.

York, N. Y.
Cable adHollywood,

Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

Filmday, New
dreii
California
Harvey E.
:

York.

—

Ambassador Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
LonHon, W. I., Paris La Cinemalographie

Gausman,

—

—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Draw

(Continued from Page 1)

Saulnier.

Von

Sternberg Going Abroad

about one week on their honeymoon.
Before leaving Hollywood
he completed "A Woman of the Sea,"
starring Edna Purviance, for Charles
Chaplin.
Von Sternberg will remain
in Europe about three months.
Although his future plans are indefinite he will work independently, he
in

Motors continued to lead an irregular
market yesterday.
Trading seemed to lack
a guiding hand as the nrarkct veered from
one issue to another without accomplishing
much. Call money took another drop to four

told

per cent.

Famous again took the
issues.
The day's turnover

in the film
this issue ran

in

A

to 21,000 shares.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

...

High Low Close

Sales

33^

f.no

34

38H

iiyi
38

38
500
•Balaban & Kalz
74
Ea.stman Kodak ..114Ji 113.5^ 1135^
300
Famous Players ..117
115^ 1165^ 21,000
Fam. Play. Pfd. ..120
119
120
200

Fam.

Play. Rts.

Film

Inspec

First

Nat'l

.

.

.

.

4^

.

Pfd.

4

d'A
6'A
103J4 103^i

Fox Film "A" .. 74
72fi
Fox Tliealers "A" 24^ 24 J^
•Intcrn'l

Project.

Loew's Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"
tParamount B'way

Roxy Units
Roxy Common

...

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen

i9'A

38ii

S7J4
97^^
27

56
97"^
25

6^5
S\y^

6
51

.

8J^

Warner

Pict.

"A"

19J<
57
97J4

800
200

51
71

31

97
45J^
14 Vi

15

soo

• Last Prices
•• Philadeluhia
t

Quoted
Market
Bond Market

planni!

$1S0,C

—

meet here today to discuss the

W. & V. Deal Off
(Continued from Page

dout

problem.

feature

1)

Appolo, 52nd and Thompson Sts., for
a long term. The same company has

whereby

it

will operate

the Wynnefield, being erected at 54th
St., and Arlington Ave., in conjunction with Segal and Herbert Effinger.
The house will seat 1,400 and cost
about $350,000.

Pathecomedy:

1

.

HA-..

in Associated Series?
It is reported that Sessue Hayakawa will return to the screen in a
series of pictures to be made for Associated Exhibitors either in

Albert

^

ROACH

presents

Hayakawa

!

GLENN
TRYON

W.

Hale,
it is understood, will occupy an important production capacity.

Bachelors," marked the
reopening yesterday of the Fox east- Payette Stanley-Crandall Manager
ern studios.
This is the first time
Washington. John J. Payette has
in two years the plant has been used been placed in complete charge of thefor a Fox production.
Allan Dwan aters of the Stanley-Crandall circuit.
is directing with Madge Bellamy and
For some time he has been in charge
Allan Forrest playing the leads.
of bookings and presentations and

now

—

$650,000 Keith-Albee House
Huntington, W. Va. The BiggsLong Realty Co. has announced

—

in

Alon^ Came Auntie

will have the added duty of supervision of the 15 houses of the circuit.
He has been associated with
Harry Crandall for eight years.

Artclass Sells Four Series
Artclass has sold its four series of
comedies to Standard Film Service
Co. for western Pennsylvania, West
Virginia, Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky.
The deal covers the Snub

THis

is

FREE

a 'Comerblock' cut fumisbe
for all Pathecomcdies at yoi

Exchange.

I
j
:

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP

I

1600 Broadway

I

Tcl-Chu-kennK

New York

'5iH^

v**v»vv*v#v**v»v*vvvv#v*vw*
eftVANT

Reuse XT

Cilv

Slu.wK,,

.

••>•

«*

3740-3744

SAJyjuEt.s.lTffO.

Winnie Winkle, Hairbreadth
Harry and Izzie and Lizzie series.

Pollard,

the erection of a $650,000
operated
theater
on
4th Ave., between 9th and 10th Sts.
for

Kcith-Albee

Mix Hurt in Location Fall
1540 broadway
Los Angeles Tom Mix is recuperating from bruises received when
Form Company at St. Louis
he fell from a guard at the entrance Insurance Experts to the Theatrical
St.
Louis The Fiorito Amuse- of a tunnel in a scene for his latest
and Motion Picture Industry
ment Co. has been incorporated.
western,
^•t*'*\'**'**'»*'t*'f*'»ifi9fi'»*'**'*»'»»'»*'*»'»f**i***t**vi*>^

—

NewYork

—

FILM OFFICES

Cleveland Exhibitor Dead
Cleveland John Broz, owner of
the Miles, died last week.
His son
is operating the house.

—

500 to 7200 sq.

AMALGAMATED

ft.

WITH

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

LABORATORY

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES
HEART
OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT
w^^rl^I"^
EVERY
EVSENTIXL CONCENTRATED IN ONE
\^^% SPRINKLER

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

W.

126-132

BUCHHEISTER
.Motion Picture Film

ART TITLES

2I.S

Stiefel interests are
take over the 1,000 seat

"Summer

plans

100

100

15

Screening of an interior sequence
of

to

New

Fox Eastern Studios Reopened

I

was created in
was announced

house planned by John M. Kenne
that Grange had been signed to ap- for 3912 Locust St.
Plans have be
pear in a picture for a reported sal- executed by Godfrey J. Reich.
Grange
ary of $300,000 by Arrow.
appeaed before the camera just four Double Featuring Up at-Clevela:
weeks.
Cleveland Local theater owni

York or London.

Keith Plans Second Cleveland House
Cleveland Another
iCeith
house
4^ 6,700 on East 105th
St., is being planned,
(>'/2
200
100 according
to
reports
here.
This
4,1000 would be the circuit's second in the
1,200
24/2
city, the company now operating an
mA
38!^ 2.666 uptown house at Euclid Ave. and
23!^
East lOSth.

SJ/j

Uni. Art. The. Ct
Universal Pictures
Univer. Pict. Pfd
Warner Bros

furore of protest
the industry when it

—

Quotations
Am.
Am.

DAILY.

lead

gain of Ji was also
In Philadelphia, Stanley stock was
recorded.
quoted at a new high, 71.

up

THE FILM

The

A

closed a deal

Josef von Sternberg and his wife
who are at the Aster, sail for Europe

Financial

clause.

111.

S.Sth St. -

Coliiinbiis 9240

lto4

3

Spicidl IttishSeryicv

2nd

West

46th

VAULTS

PASSENGER,

St.,

1

FREIGHT ELEVATOR

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

Between Broadway and Sixth Ave.

LEAVITT BUILDING
FLOOR
PHONE BRYANT
'"V

7747

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

I

—

1

o9 die natioivs
finest THEATRES

—writing— long distance telephones are working over—
time to
First National Offices "We
'T'HEY'RE

wiring

all

want Maynard — we want him quick!"
Big Timers are cashing in on the most
sensational star discovery of the age

and the

finest

campaign ever put be-

hind a personality in screen history!

»
%k

^he fastest sellinggroup
\of big-time pictures the
L industrtf has ever seen^

&> M055 THEATRES

John KUNSfc.
DETROIT

MAYER ^j^
NEW

—

^-

pou
'

•

CIRCUIT

^CHM/EL
YERY

day

— how

those
contracts pour in! Big
circuits, finest theatres everywhere pick the "Quality

WRINT2LEP
gROOKLYN, N.Y.

not (Quantity group for the
backbone of their programs.
Read these seven circuit
bookings again they're big

— hundreds
millions

up

—

more theatres,
more people lined

—

for the year's finest en-

tertainment! Everybody will

win with Warner Winners
in 1926-1927!

INDIVIDUALLY

SPECIALIZED

•

TT

—

;

THE

Named

Committees

-.%g^DAILY

Exploit- O- Grams

Directors
Name Executive Committee with Collins Appointing

Brie] outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary
tion stunts.
information the exhibitor needs to

Members at Large
Naming of the lixccutive Commit- put them
tee at Large has been completed by money for
Eli Collins, president of the M. P. money for

over.
others.

mi\
Tuesday, July

F.

Community Spirit
Good Will

An outstanding example
They have made
They will make ing up community spirit was demof

build-

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Houma, La.

D.

.\.

;

Blume.

;

;

;

E.

C.

Pa.;

sonville,

Fla.

Charninsky,

Dallas,
William Cohan, Philadelphia. Pa.
Dafhn. Tallahassee. Fla. ; A. D. DenSi

"Irene"
(First National)
Staged a fashion show with the cooperation of a department store. The
store devoted a big window display
Colleen
featuring
picture,
the
to
Moore's name, and tieing up with the
National
fashion show at the theater.
Theater, Gainsboro, N. C.

"Well, the garden fans came from
as far as 20 miles away to be present,
the loc^l florists and green house
men put in an exhibit in our lobby
and foyer that would have done

a National Flower Show.
learned something and enInjoyed themselves immensely.
cidentally, the florists booked some
nice orders for future delivery.
"No it wasn't exactly a 'sell out,'
A. W. Lilly, Greenville, Texas Henry H.
but we did 50 per cent, more busiLiistig,
Cleveland, Ohio; G. M. Luttrell,
"The Plastic Age"
ness that night, and with only one
Jacksonville, 111.; Walter Mendenhall, Boise,
(Preferred)
l.laho; L. M. Miller, Wichita, Wis.; A. B.
show, than on any other Monday
Momand, Shawnee, Okla.; Eugene B. McSecured tie-ups with a half dozen night of record; and we didn't raise
Curdy, Baltimore, Md.
W.ilter D. Pacy,
in the Times Square our prices.
Baltimore, Md.
H. T. Palmer, Fairport big drug stores
" 'What did it cost?'
Harbor, Ohio; C. M. Patee,, Lawrence, and Grand Central zones for window
Not much
Kani.
M. A. Rosenberg, Pittsburgh, Pa.; displays with the book.
Sold the the expense of mailing out some nice,
Rudolph Sanders, Bklyn, N. Y.; C. B.
Took one store win- snappy invitations, a few extra inches
in this way:
Sawyer, Kankakee, 111.
Sam Sonin, Brook- idea
lyn, N
Y.; W. A. Sobelmin, Los Angeles, dow in the theater building and dress- of space, express on two reels of
(al,
M. A. Sybert, Moundsville, \V. Va.
ed it with a display of the books. educational film, that hadn't been
Michael White. Dover, N. H.
R. D. Whit- Placed a card stating the book could
worked for a long time, and the exson. San Diego, Cal.
T. W. Young, Dyerspurchased from various drug penses of a nationally known speaker,
burg. Tenn. A. C. Zaring, Indianapolis, Ind. be

Ray Grombacher, Spo-

Montreal, Can.;

nis,

Wash.

E. Hildinger, Trenton, N.
J.; J. Arthur Hirsch, New York City; W.
C. Hunt. Wildwood, N. J.; David Keizerstein.
Bayonnc, N. J.
H. F. Kennedy,
Broken Bow. Neb. ; Julius Lamm. Waukegan. HI.; Sol Levitan, Madison, Wis.

kane,

;

C.

;

Territory
Minneapolis Tightening
of
the
lines of competition in this territory
is continued with the acquisition of
two important theaters by Northwest
Theater Circuit (Finkelstein & Ruben).
Houses acquired in the deal

—

are the Apollo, Winona, Minn., and
the Strand, Sioux Falls, S. D.
As a result of the deal, competition is ended at Winona and lessened
at Sioux Falls, which the Northwest
firm recently entered with a new theater, the State.
Jay Dundas, erstwhile owner of the Strand, was to
have been a partner in erection of the
State,
but this deal fell through.

Meanwhile, A. K. Pay, Colonial ownplans to build a new house to re-

er,

place his present theater, as the first
a chain of houses in Minnesota

of

and South Dakota.

Managers Hold Annual Meeting
Minneapolis

— One

hundred

fifty

managers

trol.

;

;

S.

Wilkes- Barre,

Texas

H.

Can.
A. J. BethanJohn Biller, Valley City,
W. E.
Bloom. Toronto. Can.
Cadoret.
Ark.
William
Searcy,

Toronto,

Alexander.
court,

Ohio;

Cincinnati.

R. Gets 2 More

of Garden Club Idea Wins the Tightening of Lines of Competition
Continues in Minneapolis
Flower Enthusiasts and Builds

;

Ackerman,

1926

Use

This daily list of onstrated at the Playhouse in Mamyou.
intended as aroneck, N. Y., by a "Garden Club
is
-Grams"
"Exploit-0
T. O. A., whose announcement comes
president of
simultaneously with appointments of a ready reference for the busy show- Night." Irwin Wheeler,
is an the Playhouse Operating Co. writes
Here
away.
them
man.
File
appointCommittee
the
Executive
current issue
ments by the administrative com- "at-your-elbow" service of publicity of it interestingly in the
ideas when you run these pictures. of "First National News," as folmitee.
your "Exploit-0-Grams," lows:
Members of the executive com- Send in the
other fellows who are
and
help
"We had a nice new house with the
mittee at large are:
helping you.
equipment, the program was
latest
K. A. Boedecker, Bozeman, Mont.
J. C.
as a whole good, most of our patrons
Brady, Toronto, Can.; H. M. Crandall.
"Behind the Front"
Washington, D. C.
L. O. Davis, Hazard,
were commuters, spring was late and
Ky.
Thomas Goldherg, Baltimore, Md.
(Paramount)
time hung heavy on their hands
Harry Green, Philadelphia, Pa.; Jules GreenSecured valuable war relics loaned still we couldn't seem to get them in.
stone, Rochester, N. Y.; I). A, Harris, PittsDavid J. Hennessey, Newark, by a citizen for a lobby display. Comburgh, Pa.
"Something had to be done then
-V.
Ernest Forstman, Boston. Mass.;
J.;
We callof a high explosive character was along came an inspiration.
edy
Topeka,
Kans.
Karle
Maurice Jenks.
J.
Kirk, Omaha, Neb.
Harry Lowcnstein, Ard- introduced by having two uncouth ap- ed on the district organizer of Garntore, Okla.
Joseph Mogler, St. Louis, Mo.
pearing soldiers in the lobby guard- den Clubs and led her to believe that
Martin ing
Hynian Kachniil, Brooklyn, N. Y.
baggy the idea originated in her own mind.
Their
treasures.
the
G. Smith, Toledo. Ohio; A. L. Stallings,
and unmilitary After that we allowed her to do most
Richfield, Utah; W. VV. Watts. Springfield, trousers, heavy beards
Ul.
bearing provoked plenty of laughter of the work, keeping pretty close
Following is a list of those named from patrons waiting in line to get in- supervision of the whole affair so
Arcade Theater, Jack- that it wouldn't get beyond our conto the theater
to the executive committee:
John

&

20,

credit

They

of Northwest
Theaters,
Circut, (Finkelstein & Ruben) attended the organization's annual con-

here

vention

Managers

Saturday.

vied with one another in staging
stunts which enlivened the event.

to

all

—

;

;

;

;

Same

Closing Total

(Continued from Page

1)

during the preceding year.

This

is

attributed to the cooler weather.
Four theaters have been added to
the list of those who have closed for
They are Lakeland,
the summer.
Brooklyn; Webster, Astoria; Star,

Lyndhurst, N.

A

bany.

now

J.;

total

and Delaware, Al-

of

130

theaters are

dark.

;

stores,

Two Cleveland Houses Close
Hippodrome
Cleveland Reade's
closed last Saturday to re-open Aug.
9 with the same policy, namely com-

up with

bination

;

;

;

;

which were listed. Also tied who had an axe of his own to grind.
a dress shop for a window dis"But all that takes a lot of work
play of flimsy garments such as flap- and time, you say. Well, what of it?
pers wear, with a card sta.ting that It was worth every bit of effort and
More Theaters Throw Open Doors these are such as worn by Clara Bow
time put into it just to stand in the
in Maine and Rhode Island for
and her friends in the picture. The lobby and see the many new smiling
Vacation Trade
jazz phase was covered by a tie-up
faces and hear the favorable con'IJoston
Summer theaters opening with the Conn instruments featuring ments on the idea. The local papers
the
saxaphone,
clarinet,
with
etc.,
in
Maine include the Town Hall,
played it up in front page scare heads
^ork; Fireman's Hall, York Village; proper reference to the showing. To both before and after it took place;
Holland, York; VVethanaet Casino, cover the jazz life in college theme, and they are still referring to it on
Wells Beach; Seaside, Old Orchard; the front was decorated with college every occasion there is a Garden Club
Odd Fellows Hall, Tenants Harbor; pennants. H. Gittleson, Colony The- meeting.
ater, New York.
Seaside, South Harpswell.
"Then, too, some of the bigger
In Rhode Island the following have
garden magazines took it up and
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"
opened: Scenic, Oakland Beach; Cagave us credit for the whole show.

N.E.

Summer Openings
—

—

sino,

Rocky

Point.

Four Pa. Houses Close For Summer

(First National)
Advertised on the theat^ screen for
fifty pairs of old shoes to be exchang-

ed for tickets to see Harry Langdon
riijladelphia
I'our more Pennsyl- in the picture.
Over 150 pairs were
\,inia houses have closed for tlie sum- received.
They were used to decorate
mer. They arc: the Coulter, Gcrman- the l(-)bby. along with a special cutout
tciwn; the Lyric, 2nd and Morris St., sign, for the front
of the marquee. At
which will undergo extensive altera- the conclusion of the engagement the
tums; the Keystone, Wavcrly and shoes were turned over to the SalvaMagnet, Minooka.
tion Army.
I. L. Post, Crystal The-

—

—

ater,

Summer Houses In Connecticut
New Haven — Approximately 75

Los Angeles.

theaters are operating in
Onnecticut, mostly along the Sound,
business in the all year-round houses
is reported as below average.
(

for,

"Cheerful Fraud" Denny's Next
Hollywood— "The Cluerful I'raud"
will be Reginald Denny's next for
Universal.
rect.

William

Seiter

will

di-

that we built up at
as one could ast

list

created untold good will

among

garden lovers and brought people into our house that would have never

vaudeville and feature pica mid-week change of
bill.
The Stillman has just concluded nine weeks of revivals and
closed for cleaning and general retures

pairs.

with

It will

probably open on Aug.

22 with "Variety."

Rembusch Wins "Blue" Law Appeal
Greenfield, Ind.

— Appeal

to the cir-

court brought victory to Frank
J. Rembusch, who operates the WhyNot theater here, in his fight against
a
Sunday closing ordinance here.
Rembusch, who is president of the
state M. P. T. O., appealed to make
it
a test case, which, it is declared
will set a. precedent in the state.
Costs of the appeal were levied
against the city.
cuit

come otherwise.
Midnight Showing Evades Law
"Certainly we have pulled some
Morgantown, W. Va. Evading the
'bloomers,' but we don't talk about
them outside the office and we "blue" law, the Arcade held a specharge them up to experience. Where cial show which started a few minwe benefit by these mistakes is in utes after midnight Sunday, screenmaking out any new plans along ing "The Cohens and the Kellys."

—

these

75

.Summer

Outside of all
nice a mailing

—

Nothing

lines.

venturned,

nothing gained."
in Los Angeles
— "Ben
Hur" opens

Erianger's Biltmore Aug.

Sigfns with Famous
Rosson,
who directed
Gloria Swanson in "Fine Manners,"
has signed a three year contract with

Rosson

Richard

"Ben Hur"
Los Angeles

Nearly 500 were turned away.

2.

at

Famous.

—

—

OUT-OF-

DATE
ANCLES

PICK YOUR

OWN

POISON
Bui don^t say we didn^t warn you
DONT

be a boob,

LAY off has-beens

WORN-OUT stars,Dl RECTORS who were good

once

—

PRODUCTIONS with out-oWate angles

MADE by habit-bound producers.
*

*

•

•

IF you made the mistake

in 1925-26,

DONT make the mistake in

1926-27.

IF you do

DONT

say

we

didn't

warn you.

—

—
THERE'S Young
IN two

—

Blood in the business now.

has asserted itself
the talk of the Industry
the Top of the industry.
years

it

BECOME
AND
SHOWMEN!
THIS new

outfit has

speed

WITH each new picture you see them leap further ahead.
NOTHING counts in this business but good entertainment

GOOD entertainment demands novelty, action, pep
AND personalities.
STICK
STICK

NOT

to youth for attion.

company that is making the best,
those who made the best once upon a time.
to the

*

THERE'S

*

one company in the business that

KNOCKING em

dead.

IT'S the company with
stars than there are in heaven''—
THE one that's the

"MORE

TOP of the Industry.•
NEED we mention the name?
i

*

is

—

.

THE

^m

DAILV

Tuesday, July 20, 1926

Again the "Quota"

And Thafs That!
DALY

\By PHIL. M.

I

COTCH

theater development has
been retarded by lack of capital.
indeed, to receive such a reId,
Scotland.
"t about

(Continued from Page

1)

stood that many schemes were presented, including proposals embodying resolutions in favor of the "quota" system, and that all the schemes
were considered on their merits.
The sub-committee, which has now
been appointed, will follow up the

work where

it was left by the Joint
Committee, and the results of their
However, we have it on good au- deliberations will be brought before
mty that the Scotch only use the Joint Committee as soon as pos-

tickets once.

\ir

sible.

The members of the newly apreported that Eddie Silton pointed sub-committee are
is
Messrs.
soon to wed Marjorie Schweinert, Baker, Blake, Bromhead, Elder. Gale,
ress niece of Charles W. Schwab,
Rowson and Ormiston. On the reyou'll pardon an unforgivable pun
port which this sub-committee draws
going
if
Eddie
ooks as
is
to "steel"
up it is hoped to produce an agree)ride.
ment which may prove palatable to
[t

i

I

Frank

Fort Worth,

Texas minispromincitizen in his church and is beheld on a charge of murder, can-

rris.
;

the Rev. J.

who shot and

killed a

claim that he got the inspiran for his deed from, motion pice theaters as the reverend is a
unch foe of all kinds of theaters
i never attends, which certainly
too bad for the preacher.
!

—

"or thrills and laughter runs the
chline being used for First Na-

"The

nal's

Great

Deception."

me married men might want to
ce an opinion on the phrase, but

whole

will

make

a pic-

ture in Russia.

Certainly he

be assured of
a very warm welcome in that country, because when 1 was there the
latter part of last year he was nothing short of a national hero, while
Mary Pickford made a very good
second.
Fairbanks' "Robin Hood"
and "The Thief of Bagdad" had played to astounding business and his
name outside any kinema could pack

*

they'd leave out the

1)

throughout the Dominion. Independent theater owners, it was contended in the heated discussions which

marked the sessions, find the double
feature program an ace card in combating the competition of theater
chains, with their advantages in buying power.

Double feature programs are the
from floor to ceiling. Nothing quite rule rather than the exception in the
impressed itself so much upon me second and third run houses this
during my tour of the Russian film summer.
industry

as

the

extraordinary

hold

that Fairbanks has on the affections
of the Russian people.

War To

Finish

(Continued from Page 1)

Nine Rooms 63rd street and
Park Avenue, New York City,
N. Y., for sale or trade for Los
Angeles property, under market
value.

*

agreement.
The overwhelming platform.
Declared laxity of the Minnesota
majority in favor of the abolition of
fire marshal in enforcing the law govsurblind booking has created some
erning itinerant showings is to be inJut in North Dakota they've got prise.
vestigated, it is said, with appeal to
*
*
*
'.r
the idea of banning pictures
the governor probable if desired action
ich portray banquet scenes. You
Herbert Wilcox has signed Nelson is not obtained.
the people aren't hungry any Keys, comedian, to play opposite
Meanwhile theater owners of other
re.
Dorothy Gish in "Tiptoes" which is nearby states, notably Wisconsin,
now in production.
Iowa and Nebraska, are preparing to
\t the next Film Golf Tournament,
Douglas Fairbanks and Mary Pick- "go to the mat" in the fight on free
are going to insist on barring ford are now in Moscow where both shows.
competition the supreme egotist have been specially invited by the
lO always looked
in the cup first Soviet Government to confer on the
lost balls.
subject of production in that country.
safe bet
ghter slant.
a

Protests

(Continued from Page

it

trade.
*

Canada

will

mittee, representing distributors and
exhibitors scheduled to be held this
The referendum taken by the Cine- week to "find ways and means to wipe
matograph Exhibitors Assoc, on the out the menace."
abolition of blind booking resulted in
The greatest difficulty being faced
the following voting:
in the fight is exhibitor participation
In favor of abolition 1,704
in free shows.
These flicater owners
Against, 198.
making distributors unwitting
are
Mr. Blake, the president of the As- partners in free show activities by pursociation said that they are going to chasing films for free presentations.
ask the Council of the association Some of these gratis showings are betheaters, but, in most
to confer with the renters and try ing offered in
are projected out
instances,
the
films
co-operate
in
persuade
them
to
and
on
putting into efTect the opinion ex- of doors on a makeshift screen or
These showbuilding.
pressed.
Sir Philip CunlifTe Lister, the side of a
ings are not protected with proper
the President of the Board of Trade,
safeguards, the exposed projector behas promised legislation if the variing usually mounted on a wooden
ous interests cannot be safe-guarded
the

4* any rate,

on the cards that he

by

,

Far Sale

— Highly

developed

attractive
fruit
ranch.
Site
stands closest investigation, will
sell

quick

cash

basis.

Great

buy for someone.
Call Nell
H. Sangster, Frank Melines,
Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles, Calif.
'Phone Du. 2680

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SA^E MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6S64

m

Doug
free lance or not to free
'.ce, that is the question" which is
loing through the halls of film
rdom. Evelyn Brent is the latest
yer to register an affirmative an'To

er.

rheater

building

leadline tells us.
:e that kills.

it's

d
iet
II

cracked up

particularly

enamored

to

Anway,

be.

deserting silversheet makeup
Kleigs for the comparative
of the ice team, and the Joot-

of his

OVE

YOURAUDIENCt^O

GENE

WHAT WILL

gridiron.

mm
TMT5

THEATRE MANAGER
At Liberty— Clean Cut Live Wire
IS Years' Experience
Modern iShowmanship A
Business
Builder
of
Proven Merit Knov» hovir to sell myself and theatre to the public in a
manner that can't fail to bring them
in.
If you are not satisfied with results as they are, here's your oppor-

—

tunity

change.

to

of the

own country's production.
In point of fact in the course of a
conversation while he was here Fairbanks averred that Russia showed
more brilliant imagination than any
continues apace, other country, whilst Germany came
Yes, and it's a a very good second, and it is quite

Evidently "Red" Grange has de'ed that being a picture star isn't
s

is

Russian films he has seen, and I
know, considers them far in advance

.

—

—

make that much
WiU go Anywhere.

desired

Address :
Box S-32S c-o Film DaUy
1650 Broadway. New York City

CARTOOiVS
raE/^£W SERIES ARE
.^BETTEHBIAN EVER
ou5fO'^4*CUU«CU5t
Puuirsicmi 1):^ VINE 5T.

tUKAlO oirB»,<.amsT.
OiVtum) »oo fiin blog

oircoiTiiifiixcuiKCigx
CHlCfiGOfiMJ'wflR(VS;i iV(,

(>1TT5BUI?GI0!»I0!SIJ5T.

.(!5.W«)(U5l9»J'VUnOnAVl.

TUNNEY
Pafheserial

!

3 More Review

3 More Acclaim

- -

It

,

It

HARRISON'S REPORTS
ISSUE OF JULY 3rd
with the most lavish productions made
by any other producer. Its settings are very pretty. The technicolor scenes are
extremely beautiful; they have not been surpassed in pidlures. The gowns worn

This

is

an ambitious production;

it

vies

are the latest thing in fashions; in the technicolor scenes these appear gorgeous.

The
it

story holds the interest well. «^ It should appeal to the high'brows, but

should please also the lowbrows; they, too, should want to see the beau

tiful finery;
is

The
the

first

new

they should be pleased also by the beautiful technicolor scenes.

It

a pidture for week'run theatres as well as for short'run ones.

release for

season

- - - -

and a positive

Clean-up!

— then

this fro

ISSUE OF JULY

7th

Picture of paramount feminine interest and high general
interest as well, both for subject matter
and handling. From all sides it looks like a conspicuous winner
because of its many avenues of approach to the fan public.
The picture is full of quick comedy surprises. It is expensively and

^

beautifully mounted. It has

subdued horse-play for those who like their laughs rough, and it has
certain subtleties that discriminating will
appreciate. '^ Olive Borden makes a pretty heroine, and

no

trick at all to
predict for this pro-

•'It's

duction a notable
box-office record."

m

the fashion

show

episode she

in the picture field. -^It is

no

is

Those big

ravishing.

dark, soulful eyes ought to carry her fai

trick at all to predict for this production a notable box-office

record I

MOVING PICTURE WORLDl
ISSUE OF JULY

17th

Ifl:

In "Fig Leaves," the William Fox organization
has a genuinely entertaining picture plus a gofgeous fashion revue in Technicolor, that should
prove a fine box-office attraction for any type

of house.

A

^ This

fe

is

a woman's picture and

it is

^ As Eve, Olive Borden

rhapsodies over the gorgeous fashion revue.

fine all-around

Box-office enter-

tainment,"

almost superfluous to add that they will go into

even excels her previous

fc

fti]

work and shows herself as distinctly of stellar calibre, besides being strikingly attractive in
the gorgeous gowns of the fashion scenes.
George O'Brien is excellent as Adam.
Much clev
erness has been shown in devising the sets
and props for the Garden of Eden scenes to combine
fine

^

the idea of primitive and up-to-date
great credit.«-^Mr. Sheehan

is

stuff,

for

which the director and his technical staff deserve
on his first production which promises well for

to be congratulated

those to come.

It is

well-rounded box-office entertainment.

fox Film

CoiTJOratioa.

Ion

—
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Joint Foreign Deal

Brooklyn
[ERE

M.-G.-M. and 1st
South America

Nat'l

—

to

Producer-Distributor Groups Turn

Eyes to Brooklyn for Theater Buys

Tound

rches, may soon stir itself. sell their product jointly in a numCentral European countries
)t of exhibitors with millions ber of
)wn into bricks and mortar where individual operation makes the
effort scarcely worthwhile is seen in
disturbed.
the formation of a Metro-Goldwynublix plans a big downtown Mayer subsidiary which will handle
t-run.
Fox is to build. Uni- M.-G.-M. and First National in all
sal enters an outlying dis- of South America.
The new company, which will be
These are facts. F. B. O. controlled
M.-G.-M.
by
will
be
Warners are after theaters.
(.Continued on Page 2)
D. C. may have its own firstThese are rumblings
Offensive
,

"Pan"

theater-owners hear whis-

ich

They

ed about.
uneasy-

Los Angeles

becom-

are

—Alexander

Ready
Pantages

is
quietly increasing
his
theater
holdings.
His activities, heretofore
confined to the west, principally on
the Coast, are to become nation-wide
City of 2.000,000
in scope, according to a statement
is not surprising that downtown
made by Pantages some months ago.
oklyn is to get more big theaters,
The present field of Pantages actiborough has a population of vity is declared to be Texas, where
it
All of them do not reach a number of houses are under contem[0,000.
plation.
Although his plans are
les Square.
prominent exhibi(.Continued on Page 7)
figures 35 per cent of the total

A

:

A

adway

patronage

oklyn.

He

New

York.

opinion,
[e

Thirty per cent,

comes from

in

visitors,

downtown

rather

than hurt

patronage.

The toso much

help

will

!;hborhood

won't

folks

la

ut traveling to

think

Times Square

for

entertainment.

A

Omaha

from

thinks the proposed

Iters

r

comes

attributes 35 per cent

Different Situation

that memexhibition of

"discourage free
their releases" and refi"ain from supplying films for free shows, a resolution passed by the Film Board brands
free shows as demoralizing the industry in the small towns, as well as
cheapening the value of motion picture
entertainment in the public

mind.
In Nebraska, this year, the free
show situation has become alarming,
(Continued on Page 7)

any one company, however, denines to operate in neighborhood
If.

The

enterprise of years

threatened.
ipetition

There

with

will

their

ly years' standing.
3e

presents
will

be direct

theaters

That

of

how

is

Brooklyn exhibitors view the

ter.

'hey cite their experiences with
ributors over the Loew circuit,
ny of them feel very strongly on
matter.
Many assert they are
getting a fair break.
They are
iig

to feel

more incensed

ducer-distributors
competition.

enter

if

other

into

di-

t

Quebec Changes Front

—

Montreal A threatened ban on the
Province of Quebec by United States
distributors in protest against rigid
censorship restrictions in the province
has had the effect of clearing up
While
several
censorship points.
some are declared to regard talk of
the ban, which was to have gone
(Continued on Page 7)

M.-G.-M. Signs Two Russians
FILM
Advices received by
DAILY yesterday from Russia, via

THE

Berlin, stated

had
for

yet there are arguments on the
Certainly
er side of the fence.
borough airing of the whole issue
fht not be at all amiss.

immediate work

both
in

Russians,

Hollywood.

KANN

Birmingham, AJa

to Build in Berlin
2,500 seat house, to be
Mercedes Palast, will be

Berlin— A

called the
erected by Universal.

Fox to Build— F.B.O., P.D.C.,
Warners Reported Active

the

Ft.

Houston, Tex
Houston, Tex
Jacksonville,

Fla

KnoxviUe, Tenn
Lakeland. Fla
Morristown, N.J

New York

City

Omaha
Portland. Ore
Pueblo, Colo

San Antonio, Tex
iSeattle
St.

Petersburg, Fla

Tampa, Fla
Woonsocket, R.

After months of speculation on the
part

1

Total Seating Capacity

de-

it

hibitor circles, the anticipation is that
this house will be the first of Famous'

theater ventures in the borough.

The Brooklyn

will

be incorporated

tower and office building to be erected by H. E. Witteniann of 188 Montague St. Plans have
been prepared by Rapp & Rapp,
in a 32-story

39,350

Famous yesterday announced a new theater for DeKalb

The new thearchitects, of Chicago.
ater will in many respects be a com< Continued on Page 6)

and the Flatbush Ave. Extension, Brooklyn, to seat 4,500,
bringing the total of new seats

to 43,850.

Here on Michigan Deal
Col.

Check

Brooklyn exhibitors,

of

veloped yesterday that Publix will
operate a big downtown first-run in
the shopping ilistrict of that borough.
The theater will scat 4,500, will be
built on the northeast corner of Dekalb Ave. and Flatbush Ave. extension and will be known as the
Brooklyn.
It has been reported on many previous occasions that Famous was to
invade the Brooklyn field with an initial large-sized theater in Flatbush.
The downtown house, however, is
the first to develop. In Brooklyn ex-

2,250
1,600
2,500
2,500
1,500
2,600
2,250
1,600
1,500
3,800
2,000
2,750
1,500
2,000
3,000
2,500
2,000
1,500

C
Worth, Tex

Charlotte, N.

Up

Runs

First

W.

S.

Butterfield

is

in

New

York from Grand Rapids to close
deal whereby Publix secures an
terest in his

his
in-

Michigan chain.

Considered at FamousFederal Trade Commission

Situation

Transfer On in Kansas City
Kansas City Frank L. Newman is
The first-run situation was one of here from Los Angeles to complete
the principal topics considered at the the transfer of the Newman and the
Federal Trade Commission-Famous Royal to Pubhx.
Players hearing resumed yesterday at
45 Broadway, with Sam Katz and
Harold B. Franklin as witnesses. AnAct
ooklyn
other session will be held tomorrow
morning at 10.
Through the T. O. C. C. it
Morrison,
Martin
Commissioner
'
3 reported last night that
conducted a check-up on the Famous
exhibitors may make
brooklyn
country,
throughout the
holdings
an effort to prevent Famous or
(Continued on Page 6)
Publix from extending its the-

—

May

To Produce Abroad
the
understood
London —

here,

made

It

is

engage

will

starting

their
production in

The

future.

i.nd

"U"

of

Federal Trade Commission case
against
Famous
yesterday,
Harold B. Franklin, of Publix,
testified that the company, at
present,
has 19 theaters in
course of construction throughout the United States, representing a total seating capacity
of over 39,350 divided as follows:
Towns
Seats
Atlanta (Vaud.) .. .Capacity unknown

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Nathalie Kovanko and Warners

signed
Turjanski, director,

Publix Closes for Big House

Seats

resumption

the

Hearing

E

ions, a different situation

New

43,850
At

In Line

Omaha — Recommending
bers

Price 5 Cents

Invade

a future battleLouis Brock
to Be in Charge
across
the
river,
A direct result of the original Fanoklyn, that quiet part of
amet deal whereby M.-G.-M., First
V York City replete with
National and Famous have agreed to
is

1926

21,

initial

will contain all

Levison's

York
pose.

is

production
Englishfirst
in

the
film,

immediate
it

is

English players.

said,

M.

New

arrival from
claimed to be for this pur-

recent

ater holdings in that part of
the city, should such intention

The opposition will be
founded on the argument that

exist.

Famous will not find it necessary to operate its own houses
in those sections of the borough
where it now gets 100 per cent
representation through existing
houses.

...

*B\
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1

21,

1926

Valentino Arrives

Supply Houses In

Rudolph Valentino arrived in Nei
(.Continued from Page 1)
2 Detroit Companies Taken Over by York yesterday on a short visit. H
Accessory Combine Headed by
launclied under the supervision of
will remain until early next week aaj
H. A. R. Dutton
Louis Brock of Ihe First National
then visit Chicago, St. Louis an
department who leaves on
loreitjn
Detroit— Regarded as "polishing Kansas City en route back to HoBj
riLXXXYIINg.17 Widnesdiy, July 21, 1926 PriciSCeaU the Van Dyke Saturday for Rio.
Madame De Gresac is m
off" final plans for the merger of 27 wood.
Offices will be opened at once and of the nation's leading supply houses, paring a treatment of the "Ceflltt
HHN «. ALICOATE
Piblishtr
arrangements made to introduce into the combine being engineered by story which Valentino has in mini
that market a number of current pic- Harry A. R. Dutton, Exhibitors Sup- If it develops as expected it will
Published dailjr except Saturday and holidays tures such as "The Big Parade," "La ply
If not, anotht
Co., Chicago, has taken over his next picture.
*t 1650 Uroadway, New York, N. Y. and
Nostrum" and Amusement Supply Co., and Theater story will be used.
"Mare
Boheme,"
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
'Ben Hur."
Equipment Co., local concerns.
FoUci, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; DonThe companies will jointly launch
Importance of the move is linked
"Don Juan" on Coast Aug. 9
kid M. Mertercau, Business and Advertising operations
South America on a with the forthcoming sessions here,
in
Manager Kalph Wilk, Traveling Represenare late in August of the Assoc, of M. P.
They
Angeles August 9, just thrti
scale.
Los
important
large
and
tative.
Entered as second-class matter M«y
of their combined re- Equipment Dealers.
At the conven- days after the world premiere of tl
all
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, placing
The tion, it is expected that consideration attraction at the Warners theate
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. sources behind this new effort.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside territory represents one of the few
of the new merger will be one of the New York, is the date set for the Lc
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign, large ones where neither company has chief issues, with the taking over of Angeles opening of "Don Juan."
inonthi, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order, had direct representation but has sold the two local firms by the combine
)15.00.
j

::::::

I

'.

—

;

/tddress

communications to

all

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable «dHollywood,
Filmday, New York.
iitif.
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
dor Hotel; 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
bigtcn 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

DAILY,

—

—

LonHon, W.
Francaise,

—

Paris
La Cinematographic
Rue Saulnier.

I.,

5,

The

staff

Benjamin

Brazil

in

Fineberg,

The long predicated

in

on
se-

reaction

set

Selling pressure
rious effects anticipated.
in the leading issues from the bears on one
side and those who hail followed them up
on the rise resulted in losses ranging from 1
to 4 points.

High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

..

33/,
38-4

33 >4

72^

7244
113/2
115!^

38

&

Kalz
Katz Vtc

•Balaban
Balab.

..

&

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players

.

UiH

.

116^

.

•Fam. Play. Pfd.
Fam. Play. Rts.

4H

.

.

Loew's Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.

.

M.

P. Cap. Corp.
Pathc Exch. "A"

23%

23%
11%

900

i^Vi

38

39/,
23/,

2,600

19^

19H

19%

57

56

5654
97/,

ioo
500

71 '4

•tParamount B'wary ..
27
Roxy Units
Roxy Common
bV2

25
6

.

Skouras Bros.

51
71

.

.

••Stan. Co. of Am.
8/,
Trans- Lux Screen
8/,
8/,
100
100
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
31
•Univer. Pict.
97
•Univcr. Pict. Pfd.
455^
•Warner Bros.
i5
ISVi
Warner Pict. "A"
15/.
.

7,700

VzVz
24-4

Project.

•Intern'l

300
200

3'^
6/4

Inspect.
..
•First Nat'l Pfd.

.

.

7.650
100

2,666

....
....
....
....

300
100

.

,

,

....

.

*

Last Prices

Qu oted

•• Philadrl-ihia Market
t

Bond Market

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

Specicilists in

I

N

S

Motion Picture

and Theatrical insurance for
th* past fifteen years

Arthur
1540

W.

Associated Closes

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y.

Two

Deals

Two

deals affecting .South America
have been closed by Associated Ex-

Empresa Cinematographica

1,66

in lining up a few remaining
dealers, who are said to be balking
at efforts to induce them to join the

Four

ment

Paris

New

— Four

Studios for Paris

new

sidered with ratification of the name
under which the company will operate scheduled at a meeting of leaders in the movement, which is to be
held in New York next week.

$900,000 Loan on Keith House
Nine hundred thousand dollars is
the amount of the permanent loan
placed on the Keith-Albee theater at
Main and Center Sts., New Rochelle.
The house was appraised at $1,477,500 and $1,400,000 respectively by
two different firms.

M.-G.-M. Buys Two Stories
ArgenLos Angeles M.-G.-M. has purtine, Chili, Peru, Uruguay, Paraguay,
chased "The Wings" by Dorothy
Bolivia and Ecuador.
Scarborough and "Heat," an original
by John Colton.
P. D. C. Closes Deal in Sweden
and the

six

dog

studios

are

ai

—

pictures for

Pathecomeifr
=r-gp=-

GLENN
TRYON
in

Alon^ Came Auntie
This

John D.Tippett Jnc.

Raw Stock

Silk.

Comerford Plans Another

—

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumiibi
for all Pathecomedies at y«i

Exchange.

Internationl

Philadelphia
The Comerford
Amusement Co. will erect a 2,500-seat
house at Center, Race and Railroad
Sts., Pottsville, in a six-story apartment house block. Comerford also is
planning a legitimate house for Scran-

is

FREE

—

Corp.

Negative and Positive

The

finishing

All Colors

touch of refinement on

an elaborate production
handcoloring by

if

the

The Perfect Handcolortng of Film
S28 Riverside Drive
Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

FINANCING FOR FILM ENTERPRISES. A MODERATE PRICED SERVICE WITH TREMENDOUS RESOURCES AT OUR COMMAND. PRESENT YOUR
PROPOSITION WITH THE ASSURANCE OF STRICT
CONFIDENCE IN ALL TRANSACTIONS.

C

1540 Broadway

6040 Sonset BWd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

mm m
"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY

.^SBORSmg,
INCORPORATED
i

»

220 WEST 42'!-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
Suite 1207-8

!

HAL ROACH
presents

All product of Prod. Dist. Corp.,
Big House for Detroit
beginning Sept. 1, will be shown in the
Detroit
^Louis Wisper, erstwhile
400 Swedish theaters controlled by
Svensk Filmindustri, under a deal owner of the Gratiot, is planning a
just closed by William M. Vogel, 3,000 seat house at Dexter and Lawrence Sts., in association with Max
general manager of Prod.

ton.

Whan you

figure.

Guara, operating in Brazil, purchased
Sales the greater part of
the 1925-26 line400 up for that country.
Max Glucks600
mann has bought the 24 Westerns

O'A

.

Film

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

iiVi
38
74
72J4
113Vi
116J4
120
4/4
654
103/,
72

with

Roosevelt, Robert
Lieber, president of First National,
will tender Brock a farewell luncheon
at which many of the company executives will attend.
Brock has been
active in export for many years.
His
stay in Rio will be indefinite.

hibitors.

Quotations

formerly

and Paramount in that
nounced for Paris, one to be built b
territory and Arthur Seidelbaum, for- merger.
Pathe, one by Gaumont and the Otht
merly of the M.-G.-M. sales force in
While it is declared that no name two by M. Nathan.
America. In the Argentine, M. For- for the new company has been seman, formerly with Fox in the lected, International Supply Corp. is
Philippines and in South America, said to be the one most seriously conbe an active
Today, at the

Wall Street yesterday, but without the

include

will

Universal

will

Financial

considered a strong persuasive argu-

product to local distributors.

its

'Phone Watkiiu 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Rtoadway has never
seen such summer
bnsiiiess/

THE BOX OFFICE PROVES THEIR SUPREMACX/
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President.
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Stages,

our

Permanent home of our

N

^!

"OVERSEA

American Producers]

Jaydee Williams knowsThe man who was general manager of "First National" during
its

early years of sensational grozvth says:

There

will

be no more

Positively the

latest

Competent technical
Building 6

efficient studio in the world.

and best technical equipment.
staff

more stages

now

being organized.

as rapidly as business ex-

pands.

London

Offices

149-151 Regent

London,

W.

Headquarters

Geo. T. Eaton and

J.

St.

1.
of

D. Williams

British
George T. Eaton, Chairman
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London, England

Studios,

I

lALS" Ready
OME

for

work

Sept.

1,

'26

at Elstree

Located at Elstree
within half an hour of
the center of London

EDOV^ARE

40 acre
especially

PtOAXJ

3/^ acre lake
landscaped for pro-

lot,

duction purposes.

The

site is in

the "fogless" belt

the Government Meteorological Survey.

as

determined by

Each Stage 300 x 100^
40 Feet height clearance
All Steel and Concrete Construction

.New

ictures
J.

York

Offices

British National Pictures, Inc.

565 Fifth Ave., Suite 815
C.L.Yearsley, Manager

D.Williams, Mn'g. Director
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Wednesday, July

Brooklyn Theaters
(Conliniicd from

Page

1)

panion house to the Paramount on
Broadway. A feature will be a grand
foyer about 200 feet in length and
40 feet in width.

Construction will commence withthe next sixty days and it will be
completed in the Fall of 1927. It is
planned that the Puhlix attractions
which will be shown in the new
Paramount wmII also play the Brookin

lyn theater.

With

entering

Publix

Brooklyn,

practically every big distributor either

now has
downtown

get
ultimately
will
or
representation in Brooklyn. Fox is to build a big theater and
office building at Ncvins and Flatbush Ave. on the site of Cowperthwait's, considered by many the best
Only a block away
site in Brooklyn.
at Rockwell Place and Fulton St.
Directly across
is the Mark Strand.
the street is the Orphcum, premiere
home of Keith vaudeville in BrookIvn until the new Albee was comIt is reported P. D. C. will
pleted.
use the Ori)heum as a first-run after
necessary improvements are made.
Universal is building in Borough
Park.
This is how some of the big companies will finally get their representation:

—

Brooklyn Theater.
National Mark Strand.
Fox Fox Theater.
M.G.-M. Loew's MetrCpolitan, Living-

Famous Players

—

First

—

—
—
Orphcum.
C.
Universal —-RorouRh Park
United Artists — Jtark Strand.

stone.
P. n.

In Brooklyn theater circles, it is
reported that the Warners are making determined efforts to buy into
existing circuits no matter in what
part of the borough they may be situated. This could not be confirmed.
B. O.
It is also frported that F.
which intends entering that section
is also advancing feelers with an idea
of buying.

P.-L. Gets Portland Site
Portland, Ore. That Famous intends to carry out its previously reported intention to build a new theater
here is evidenced by a 35-year lease
the company has obtained on a Broadway site. Plans for the theater call for
a reported expenditure of $2,000,000.
Other companies, it is understood, are
planning to build here, as a result of
the purchase of the Jensen & Von
F.

—

Herberg

circuit,

theaters,

which

is

series

plays arc

Up

First

Runs

difficult

Broadway

a

for

first-run

allied

for

with P. D. C.

Famous

of Ernest Vajda's stage
to be mad..' available for

Exploit- O- Gran\

irs,

of the questioner that originally First

or 14 theaters.

As

yet,

Katz

stated,

National was owned by 26 franchise a new company has not been formed
holders who controlled its pictures in io operate the four I<Cunsky houses in
their states, selling them to exhibitors that city along with his house now
under sub-franchises. Now, he said, under construction. He gave the seattheaters buy First National product ing capacities of the four theaters as
direct

from the company.
Outline F. P. Holdings

The querying resumed, Franklin
Famous has two first-run

stated that

At

Louis, he
houses in
said, Famous has an interest in the
company operating the Missouri.
Famous has a 50% interest in the
Skouras Enterprises, he said, and his
company is also a stockholder in the
new operating company which controls the Graud Central.
First National pictures get first runs in both
the Missouri and Grand Central.
Touching upon the Kansas City
situation,
Franklin
explained
that
neither of the two Newman houses
controlled by Famous use First National first runs.
His company owns
one-half interest in the theaters
owned by A. H. Blank in the Blank
circuit, he said.
This interest includes
houses in Omaha, Council BlufTs,
Buffalo.

St.

:.

Sioux City, Newton,

la.

and Daven-

port.

Famous now completely owns

the

Mountain States Co. with headquarters at
Denver, it was stated by
Franklin.
films are

First

run

First National
in the circuit's

plugging the trade mark.

iilliip

as

SI

it

Jk!:

|i)iit

ill'!

—

Iter

—

In the Courts

that
is

te

can easily secure some big pubfi

—

said.

After recess at noon, Franklin said
Famous has added its "best quality theaters" to the Publix group and

If your local newspaper is runt
the comic strip on Ella Cinders

did the Capitol.
The Cincifl
Lo
Post carried a big sign on both
of all its delivery autos read!
follows: Capitol, 3,500; State, 3,000: "Everybody loves Ella Cinders
Madison, 1,900; Adams, 1,600.
her in the movies. Follow her d
in The Post."
Foster Egner, Caj
Denies 1st Nat'l Connection
Katz asserted that he has no con- Theater, Cincinnati.
nection with First National although
"Paris"
he was formerly a member of its
(M.-G.-M.^
board of directors and its executive
Exhibitors who were
As a lobby display a miniaj
committee.
Franchise holders before the First Na- stage was built.
On this stage
tional reorganization must buy its characters from the picture, in^
nii
pictures in the open market like any sonated by hand painted cut-d
other theater men, he said. B. & K. enacted a stirring moment.
1
does not own any First National unique little exhibit was used ii
stock, Katz testified, and expressed special trailer and shown in all
the opinion that his circuit has been Kunsky theaters.
A. Chapfl £
J.
the most profitable one in America, Madison Theater, Detroit.
figured on a per-seat basis.
During
the past eight months, he said, 65
"Rolling Home"
per cent, of the Famous houses have
(Universal)
received injections of the "Good will"
Stock yards were enclosed ini
service which he considers a big facmail from the Kelly-Springfield Tf^
tor in building the B. & K. business.
Co., Los Angeles office, during
Referring to the Detroit situation he entire run
of the picture.
AnoJ'
said that the operating company deal
tie-up was with the Yellow Ta:
with Ktmsky was made before the
Co., which used stickers on all
transaction with Famous had started.
windows of all their cabs readi
George R. Hawkins of the Federal "Reginald Deimy says go Roll
Trade Commission staff enquired the Home in
Fr
a Yellow Cab."
whereabouts of First National voting
Theater,

Tn

a

stiit

by the

—

Newman, Metropolitan

(i

Angeles.

"Senor Dare Devil"
(First National)

Sprung the picture on the

at

.

Opinion p(
ence as a pre-view.
cards were given to patrons and *
were returned.
Of these 79 vo "
"very good."
Four said "Goc '
These comments were used for p *
licity purposes for the regular sh(|
ing.
De Luxe Theater, Los Angel

—

Du Pont-Pathc

Famous Film Alfg. Corp. against the RexLaboratories,
Vital
ExNational Hedwig

Paramount's u.se.
Vajda is under plavs praclVallv all First
changes and the Realty Factoring
contract
to
write
exclusively
for •nctures in its New England houses,
he
testified.
He
asserted
that this Corp., the plaintiff got an order in
Famous. Among his plavs are "Fata
Morgana," "The Harem," "Little product has been purchased in the the Supreme Court to file a default
open tnarket against competition and judgment against the Realty FactorAngel," and "Confession."
(hat First National is not under any ing Corp. because it has not answercontractual agreement with Famous ed the complaint. The papers do not
Great Kills Opening Aug. 2
Aug. 2 has been set as the date for pictures. Ninety per cent, of First show the amount sued for or the
for the opening of the Great Kills National and other films are bought cause of the action.
theater on Staten Island, owned by bought in block by Famous, he declared.
Must Serve 6 Month's Term
Sol Brill and Charles Moses.
Discusses Broadway Situation
Los Angeles Benjamin W. WhiteThe Broadway first-run then was hurst, former head of WhttchurstAgnew in Baggott's Next
Hollywood Universal
yesterday analyzed. It was pointed out by the Marshal Prod., is back in jail, after
selected Robert Agnew to play the defendant that the new houses, either his escape and recapture and
must
recent
lead in "Down the Stretch," a racing
origin or planned, are serve the six months' sentence imstory, to be directed by King Bag- Colony, Embassy, Warners and the posed upon him in Federal Court
Roxy.
Franklin testified that it is for using the mails to defraud.
gott.

—

1

house to obtain suitable pictures and
{Continued from Page 1)
jjointed out that some are using reBrief outlines of practical exph
Attention tion stunts.
They give all necest
the object being to supplement old issues as a consequence.
Trade Commission list with the was directed to the fact that three information the exhibitor needi
added
by Famous from producers, M.-G.-M., Warners and piit them over.
They have n
houses
now have their own money for others. They will n
1926. Universal,
30,
to June
1924,
1,
Sept.
money for you. This daily lis,
Franklin was the first witness as houses.
Katz characterized Publix as a "ser- "Exploit-0-Grams" is intended
head of the Publix theater departvice company" to Famous houses, a ready reference for the busy sh
ment.
to
Publix has but one house in Bos- functioning on a non-profit basis
man. File them away. Here ii
preadvertising,
accounting,
handle
Famsaid.
he
Metropolitan,
ton, the
"at-your-elbow" service of puhhV
ous operates the Fenway through the sentations production, buying of pic- ideas %vhen you run these picth\
managerial
Gray Circuit, owns the Washington tures and perform various
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grm
Discussing the situation in and help the other fellows who,
St. Olympia and Scolly Square and services.
has a 50 per cent, interest in the St. Detroit he spoke of Mid-West The- helping you.
I
aters also as a "service corporation"
James.
iiki
J
organThis
houses.
for
the
B.
&
K.
"Ella
Cinders"
Sam
hearing,
the
At this junction of
12
for
pictures
books
(First National)
Katz explained for the illumination ization, he said,

now shown
trust certificates owned by Katz. The
Denver theaters.
witness, pointing out that they were
In San Francisco, Famous owns not owned by B. & K.,
said he was
the San Francisco Entertainment Co., not certain as to where
they are.
formerly known as the Rothchild
At the hearing were Katz, E. J.
Aniusement Co., and also the St. Ludvigh, Franklin, Bruce Bromley,
Francis.
At Dallas, Famous leases Ralph Kohn and P. A. Raibourn, repthe Melba to an operating concern in resenting Famous,
and Martin Morwhich it has a one-half interest. First rison and Hawkins,
representing the
National obtains first-run showings commission. William
C. Reeves, trial
in
the
Melba
and
Palace, Franklin examiner, presided.
by North American

Vajda Plays

A

Check

21,

"The Volga Boatman"

An

(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
tie-up with

effective

sev<

firms employing many peo)
A card was issued to each emplcr
of these companies, which upon pi
entation at the box-office entitled
bearer to a $1.65 seat for $1.15, o
$1.15 seat for 75 cents. In Bulloc
department store and the Goody
Tire factory these cards were tal
care of through the main office
slipped into the pay envelopes of
employees. Carthay Circle Thea'
lar.gc

<

—

Los Angeles.

En Route
Hilda Deesy,

to

who

Hollywood
has appeared

pictu:
European-made
several
leaves today for Hollywood.

THE
July

eiesday,

1926

21,

"Pan" Offensive Ready

Little

from
By
lA'IAR

(Continued from Page

**L o t s"

RALPH WILK

LANE

new

I'M

keep them secret.
However, with the Texas

invasion,
Pantages' activities gradually will extend eastward. For some time he has

"The Winning of
of
Worth."
He is to marry looked with longing eyes upon
eastern
Worth, an actress, in the

crsion
i;ua

practically complete, fear of complications which might arise is causing
the veteran vaudeville circuit head
to

can write a

1)

believing that the going is
easier in this section. This be-

territory,

much

Omaha

In Line

(Contitiued from

Page

1)

chiefly because the seriousness of the
free show menace was not fully appreciated.
Exchanges early this

spring sold pictures for free exhibition, but in May began to take cognizance of the extent of free show
activity in the state, with minimum
admission clauses placed in contracts
as a result.

This move was followed by threats
he once expressed in an interview of retaliation from towns whose film
in which he stated that it didn't re- service was cut off as
a result of the
quire much brains to make theaters mimimum admission clause, with sevprofitable east of Chicago, but that eral of these municipalities taking the
in Hie west, ical showmanship abilitv lead in mustering sufficient
strength
was required.
to institute a court fight to force film
This statement, made in the- now service.
famous "dumbbell" interview, aroused
New towns of the territory where
considerable
comment throughout free shows are reported are:
the country, with early invasion of
Nebraska: Adams, Barneston, Belthe eastern field by Pantages fore- den,
Bennett,
Bennington,
Blue
cast.
Springs, DeWitt, Douglas, Dunning,
Meanwhile, several new theaters Elliot, Iowa, Falls City, Firth, Glenare being built on the
Coast to ville,
Grange, Kearney, Lebanon,
strengthen the Pantages circuit.
A Liberty, Omaha, Palmyra, Pickrell,
Portland house is under way, with Ulysses, Verdon and Weston.
lief

Following the lead of other
to
Vus, Bebe Daniels is

Her
into "royalty."
utiband-to-be
is
Charley
'uddock, the cinder king.
mrry

By way

of

warming up

for

with Bruce
tallup, Howard Dietz entered
Long Island tournament,
round,
[e survived the first
is

tennis

duel

ut fell in the second.
*
*
*

"Music hath its charms."
ack Eaton, formerly a famliar Broadway figure, heard
he strains of the organ in
he State theater, Denver,
md then proposed to the organist Eunice Berky.
They
iave been in New Yo-k on a
vedding trip.
Eaton man-

—

one just completed at Longview,
Iowa:
Blanchard,
Braddyville,
Wash., boom town.
Salem, Ore., Council Bluffs, Elliot, Grange, HastFresno and Oakland,. Cal., also are ings, Hazelton, Henderson, Mondamslated to get Pantages houses.
in, North Boro, Storm Lake and Vail.

Efforts to reach E. C. Bostick,
Pantages' eastern representative for Charnas Extending TJieater Chain
a statement on the Pantages "ofiges the State.
Toledo Nat Charnas and his assofensive" were unavailing yesterday.
*
*
*
ciates have just purchased the White
Eagle
from
Stephan
Grudzinski.
his story is 16 years old, but it
This makes Charnas' sixth house, the
never been printed before. Back
others being the Lyric, Strand, Su1910 Attorney McKeon of San
(.Continued from Page 1)
perior,
Liberty.
Diamond
and
icisco, representing the owners
:nto effect Aug. 1, as "an unfortun- Charnas is also affiliated with the
quarter interest to the picture
ate mistake," quiet discussion of the Palace and Rivoli.
The Diamond,
ts to the Jefferies-Johnson fight
situation has brought about a better Liberty and White Eagle will be
'eno, Nev., engaged Herbert and
understanding between the industry closed in turn for remodelling and
ry Miles to photograph the bout.
and government officials, with the redecorating.
Patents company, Jefferies and
result that no withdrawal has been or
K."
Richard, controlling threeis contemplated.
ters of the picture riglits, had
Fischer Berlin House Hits Snag
After the threat had been made,
own cameramen.
Herbert
officials talked of importing and inBerlin, Wis.
Failure of residents
;s and two cameramen
were in a dorsing
European and British releases to subscribe $18,000 of the quota set
'as
enclosed
stand,
near
the
to replace American features.
The for the city has resulted in halting of
side.
At the last moment, Mclatter now must have French sub- plans for erection of the $125,000
n seemed to weaken and paid
titles for presentation throughout the
MeanFischer Paramount theater.
:s
$2,000, as originally agreed,
province.
while, plans have practically been
the canvas stand demolished and

—

Quebec Changes Front

—

Miles brothers enjoyed the fight
$50 seats.

completed for erection of a $50,000
Fischer house at Portage.
Saxe enterprises recently entered
the Berlin situation, obtaining an interest in the Opera House, operated
by Ed Starkey. At the time, announcement was made that the house
would be virtually rebuilt, with this

Would

Restrict U. S. Films
N. B.— The Imperial
Order of the Daughters of the Emruce Declared in Shenandoah
pire has adopted a resolution here
lenandoah.
Pa.
has requesting the Canadian Government
truce
declared in the battle of O'Hara to pass legislation giving preferenversus Len Berman for pos- tial tariff to British pictures and to
5.
on of the Strand here, with the impose restrictions upon U. S. films.
announcement declared to be con:er to be settled at the fall court
nected with failure of citizens to subO'Hara Bros., which firm
Two Theater Companies
scribe the necessary stock quota.
the theater had attempted to
Dover, Del.— The Riesniont The5
Berman as tenant. Violation aters and Realty Corp. has increased
he lease was alleged.
Berman its capital from $3,000,000 to $10,000,to
med operation of the house, se- 000.
The Northwestern Theaters Corp.
ig an injunction restraining inThis is to notify all producers that
through my attorneys I shall begin
rence.
The injunction was dis- has been formed, listing capital of
legal action for damages against any
:d
following declaration of a $10,000.
person or persons or corporation who
between opposing counsel.
may purchase from unauthorized and
Trucking Service in Florida
irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
Jacksonville
Operating
four
make and release these picstudios,
'ompany Lost on Location?
trucks in the state and planning
No pretures as "Curwood stories."
story and no one
Dllywood
historic magazine
Twelve members of eventually to increase the number to
written
"original"
mine
reel
of
or two
company on location for "The IS, Film Transfer Co., Boston, has
years ago can be taken as an excuse
nown Cavalier" have been miss- opened a branch here.
for foisting upon the public a studiofor three days, according to the
built picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
ucer, Charles Rogers.
Stern to Build $1,500,000 House
The outlighting the matter out in the courts
somewherc near Funeral Range
Newark, N. J. With seating cawith me. My address is Owosso, Michieath Valley.
It includes Direc- pacity of 3,500, a $1,500,000 combinagan. The name of my New York agents
and attorneys will be given on request.
Rogell, Ken Maynard, Kath- tion theater will be erected on ClinJAMES OLIVER
Collins, James Mason and Sol ton Ave. by Joseph Stern.
Construco.
tion work is to start at once.
I

St.

Johns,

—A

:

GEORGEm WALSH
"THE KICK-OFF"
produced and
directed
by

WESLEY RUGGLES
Will

be

of Autumn's biggest
money-makers
Big and fine all

one

the

way through
One of the

I.

Warning

Producers

6 Big

Pictures

Starring

GEORGE WALSH

:

M

—

—

—

CURWOOD

PICTURES
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NEW
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y
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Foreign Distribution

B^
By

SIMMONDS PICTURES CORP.
Cable Address Simfilmco, N. Y.
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because Mr.

Loew knows

tha

FIRST NATIONAL
doesn't deliver just once
in

a while

—

it's

HIT AFTER HIT EVERY

%e

Stai*

WEE

Spanned

BANNER GROUP

teas goodalniy
as aF^stMoi^SC
on the US-Tra&iB^
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$2 Wheat
wheat

ir

hwestern and Northwestern
Those who know some^ about that tier of states

what

realize in a jiffy
ends.

The

such a figure.
ernment
fixed
then

the

Thea-

did a rare business.
ght once again.

It is

career

film actor.
If he
his screen career
either before his professional football season begins or after it is over

—
— he

crop

the

p,

is

They

hicago send up the price.

KanIowa, Northern Texas, Nehraka
Eastern Oklahoma the yield is
endous'.
Those farmers benefit
Having
:he increase in price.
afraid

of

wheat

;

a

to

shortage.

they

sell,

In

hundreds of towns and in many
hundreds of theaters, the anthat business will

ition is

n season.
5

)

of the

Another of the many
added prosperity which

come.

ilentino's latest looks like big
The women are
ey at the till.
g to love every foot of it. Rudy

another sheik

in

role.

He

to the character a dash and
•vor that are strictly Valentino's.
i
Son of the Sheik" is a sequel
irts

Agnes Ayres who

The Shiek."
:ared in the
ler in this.
<

latter

Rudy

is Valentino's
plays both the

and the son.

hectic
sands,
oonlight,
desert
scenes, romance, villainy, a loveand
heroine (Vilma Banky),
;ntino.

'hat else

"Safe
>afe

would you have?

KANN

Loew's,

of

1-Morris

series

first

k

begmning Aug.

tl.f
I'*

Inc.,

stories,

Colony the

Gain

Minneapolis

— High

prices in pros-

wheat, with the result that the pessimistic outlook is being dispelled by
a feeling of optimism.
September and December deliveries are about on a parity at $1.48;
With the inJuly delivery $1.63.

when marketing

crease expected

be-

will bring an average ot
$2 or better to the tanner, it is believed.
Government figures for July 10 re(Continued on Page 9)

gins,

wheat

Florida Banks Close
Fla.

Jacksonville,

— The

M.

Balancing" Clause

P. T.

O. Seeks Right to Reject

Any Four Pictures to Offset Road
Show Provision of Distributors
unsuccessful

If

in

their

fight

to

$2,066,901

Uepreciation and
eral taxes

Net

fed-

432,182

profit

$1,634,719

pictures included in the contract, theowners will demand a "balanater
cing" clause, giving them the right
to cancel an equal amount of pictures.
This was the statement made yesterday by Joseph M. Seider, business
manager of the M. P. T. O. A., who
for several months has carried on
a campaign against added clauses in
the contract, which he says is uniform in name only. Several weeks
ago, Seider called upon exhibitors to
"shop for contracts"' as they would
for

and to buy from
iContinued on Page 9)

j.-ictures

difficulties

Bankers' Trust Co, of Atlanta
continues to upset Southern banking
Five more Florida banks
circles.
have closed and are in the hands of
the state controller, with a number of
others expected to be padlocked.
With these new additions, the
list
has
Florida
steadily-growing
1925
The five
reached 30 since May 31.
$1,284,600
which have swelled the list are: Bank
291,760 of Jennings, Bank of Lake Butler.
Bank of Monticello, Bank of Moore

com-

of the

which shows

1925

Gross profit

$992,840

Says Daylight Saving Has Hurt
Los Angeles Louis B. Mayer, said
yesterday that daylight saving had
"raised Cain" with the industry in

—

places

where

it

is

in effect.

invited to appear before
the Los Angeles Athletic Club and
give his views on the proposal to
put the measure in the state statute
books in 1927.

Mayer was

(Continued on Page 2)

unit.

Carewe Joins United
Edwin Carewe has
Angeles
Los
In S.
been signed by United Artists to proMinneapolis The efforts of S. R. duce "Resurrection."
The picture
Thompson, former Brookings exhibi- will be made on an elaborate scale.
tor and now at Wessington Springs, Harry
Wilson is associated with
S. D., have culminated in the repeal Carewe as personal representative.
of the old "blue" ordinance and enactment of a new one to permit SunMay Revert to Second-Runs
The Thompson camday shows.
Universal is negotiating with the
paign has been watched with keen

Turnbull, like the others, will make
Lupictures under his own name.
cien Hubbard will produce "Wings,"
(Continued on Page 2)

for it is felt that with the
Rialto owner's success in obtaining a
liberal ordinance, other communities
would follow suit. The state is a
hot bed of "blue' law agitation, with
(Continued on Page 2)

Changes At Lasky's
Los Angeles

—As

THE

forecast in
B. P. Schulberg has
now been placed in sole charge of
the Lasky studio.
Hector Turnbull,
who was former associate producer
with Schulberg in charge of the stu-

FILM DAILY,

head his own production
"Casey at the Bat," co-featuring Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton will be his first.
will

Big Outlying Houses
The theater building situation in
outlying sections of Brooklyn explains in a large degree why many
exhibitors in that borough refuse to
worrv over the advent of big firstrun theaters in the downtown shop-

—

D.

"Blues"

—

interest

Kunsky chain in Detroit for firstShould the deal go through,
runs.
the Broadway-Strand, under lease to
Universal, will become a second-run.

Publix House Changes Policy
Saturday change instead
of Sunday is the new policy adopted
Kansas City "The Reel Journal" at the Metropolitan, a Publix house.
believes that from present indications The change was made to give the
that the number of theaters to be circuit more time in routing presentaerected in 1926 will far surpass the tion acts.
The Kansas
previous high mark.

Kansas—City Active

City territory

is

well to the fore in

Boston

—

Warners Lease

the Colony

ping district where Publix and Fox the activity of mergers and consoliThe Warners have leased the Colare to build and where P. D. C. may dations, with one company declaring ony, following the e.xpiration of Unihave a first-run of its own.
that it will annex many theaters in versal's six months' contract in SepThere are practically no small this territory alone in the near fu- tember.
Most of ture.
theaters being constructed.
(Continued on Page 9)

(Continued on Page 6)

Equity Suit Dismissed
against
Suit
Del,
Wilmington,
"Black White Sheep"
Hollywood— "Black White Sheep" Equity Pictures Corp. which is in
has been thrown out of
instead' of "Four Feathers" will be receivership

—

for Barthelmess

of the Mit-

short

of

been booked into

Wheat in Minneapolis Seen
Southwest States Optinustic
Canada Also

that
the company's net profit for the 12
weeks ending June 6, 1926, is $1,643,719 as compared with $992,840 for
the same period last year, an increase
of $641,879.
The consolidated statement for 12 weeks follows:

Haven" For Colony

Haven," the

Profits

Better business in 1926, as compared with 1925 is reflected in statement

dio,

The Sheik Returns

ack

the ice wagon. This
in a Los Angeles
(Continued on Page 6)

yarn

rise to a

therefore

The Canadian
in more money.
inccs will also have a spring
turnover of unusual proporIt

:

so.

Loew

Therefore,

operators in Minneapolis and

)it

a

just finished his first
picture, tentatively called "One Minute to Play," and at the end of it he
announced that he was off for the old

wheat-raising

off.

as

go on with

can do

and

Dakotas

the

great

all

to

"Red" has

gave
Minnesota,

((

Belt Optimistic

ing

home town and

The Better Business Sign
tana,

a Starring

Contract

his

at $2.20 per bushel.

Him

"Red" Grange, the famous Gallop-

war has wheat wants

since the

ed to
;

Kennedy, Sold on Famous Foot- $2

p.

ball Star, Offers

Price 5 Cents

Ghost of the gridiron, may op- pect for the year's wheat crop are have declared invalid contracts conerate his ice-wagon back in VVheaton, offsetting disturbing reports of crop taining added clauses,
particularly
this summer, but that doesn't losses due to drought.
111,
The whole those which give distributors the
this mean that he will have abandoned territory
confidently
expects
$2 right to withhold four road showing

I.

Dt

J.

sight in the

in

is

dol-

1926

Wants Grange Wheat

F. B. O.

Two

out ye bells!

>IG

22,

Hilda
Hilda

Ferguson Signs Tiffany
Ferguson has signed in

four Tiffanv

Prod.

Richard Barthelmess's next.

court.

..

THE

i

^tl

DAILV

Ae)mv>nm
b/FILMDOM

"--

Vmw^^autue news

^^rl***^^ULTHE TIME

(.Continued from Page
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Price 5 Cents
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will

first effort.

William Wellman

Pommer

Erich
direct.
his first production,

gaged on

chain.

Georgia, 65 banks have closed
doors.
Denial that the closing of the banks
is in any way connected with local
conditions in Florida is made by the
clearing house of Jacksonville, which
links the closing directly with the
withdrawal of funds from these banks
the chain system.
coni'.ected
witli
In

their

lOHN W. ALICOATE

as his

"Blues" In S. D.

1)

is

en-

"Hotel

(Continued from Page 1)
the state law forbidding Sund;
eration.
In a test case, this la'
unsuccessfully attacked in thS
preme court a few years ago by 5
Goethal of Huron.
However,
number of localities, enforcemen
the law is a matter of local optioi

Imperial," starring Pola Negri.
All units at the studio will function from the central organization
headed by Schulberg, who has appointed E. Lloyd Sheldon as editor"So This is Paris" Openioj
Under Sheldon will be a
in-chief.
Los
Angeles With George It
including
editors
staff of associate
Harry Carr, Charles Furthmann, as master of ceremonies, i
Herman J. Mankiewicz, Joseph A. Lubitsch's newest picture, "Sol"
others to be announced. is Paris," opens today at the Ft

—

banks in Jackson and
;iround
125
'I'liere
arc
Georgia and 60 in Florida which be- Milton E. Hoffman will continue as theater.
Sam Jaffe belong to the Witham chain.
executive manager.
comes production manager of all
units and William Griffith, who has
Mid-State in Control at Clinton
becomes personal
111.
Clinton,
Mid-State Theaters shared that duty,
Address all communications to THE FILM has purchased the Clintonia and K assistant and unit manager for HecDAILY. 1650 Uroadwary, New York, N. Y.
theaters here, gaining complete con- tor Turnbull Prod.

Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood,
New York.
Filniday,
dress:
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia

—

7000 and Washdor Kotel;
Fredman,
faiglc.n 9794, London— Ernest W.
The Film Renter. 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Lonc'on. W. I., Paris— La Cinematographic
Dre-xel

'Phone,

Francaise.

Rue

5.

Saulnier.

—

trol.

the

The company's other house

is

Incenses

Carnival

Star.

Organized seven

j'ears

ago with one

—

Exhibitors

Seattle ^Eastern Washington exhibitors are incensed over the apcarnival
traveling
a
of
pearance

small theater, Mid-States has grown
imtil today it embraces the Park, La
Salle; Peru, Peru; Central, Fairbury; troupe covering all small towns in
Majestic, Paxton and Colonial, Ur- their section. This tent show is bookbana. Its Rialto'at Bloomington, was ed in many towns, and bids fair to
.sold recently to the Bloomington Thespell disaster to exhibitors in this
ater Co.. which operates the Majestic, territory who have aihard pull making
mini, Castle and Irvin at Blooming- the grade during the heat of the sumton.
mer season.

This

Throughout the session on the Exchatige

M.-G.-M. Retains Gertrude Olmstead
3,000 Seater Planned at Trenton
mand, Warner Pictures "A" jumped 2)^
Los Angeles Gertrude Olmstead
Trenton,
N. J. Patterned after the
Famous
points in a turnover of 2400 shares
will
play exclusively in M.-G.-M.
Strand theater, New York, a 3,000
common gained J4 in transactions totalling
Famous Rights, fi in sales films, for the company has exercised seat house is to be erected on a
28.500 ami
amounting to 16,400.
its option on her services.
Her first North Warren St. site by Milton
appearance under the new arrang- Hirschfield and Charles C. Hildinger.
ment will be opposite Charles Ray.
It is to be part of a hotel project
yesterday

appeared to be

issues

film

de-

in

—

—

;

Quotations

High Low Close

•Am. Seat Vtc.

Sales

33/8
'466
38
38
38 J4
Am. Seat. Pfd.
74
•Balaban & Katz
72J4
•Bala. & Katz Vtc.
400
113
Eastman Kodak
113H 113
28,500
118
Fam. Players
115Ji 117
120
•Fam. Play Pld.
4-^ 16,466
Fam. Play. Rts. .. Wi
^'A
•Film Inspect.
6'A
103/2
•First Nat'l Pld.
3,000
73
27
7254
Fox Film "A"
100
24
24
Fox Theaters "A" 24
..

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

•Intern'l

.

.

im

Project.

39H

Loew's

Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
•M P. Cap. Corp.
Palhe Exch. "A"
t

.

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co.

of

.

.

.

Am

56!^
97/2
26
6

55/2
97/2
24

51

51

.

51

'in
100
30

17K

is

Last Prices Quoted

••

Philadelphia Market

Small & Straseberg Buy Two
debut as featured player in M.Small
& Straseberg circuit have
G.-M. westerns in one of the six
Peter B. Kyne stories recently pur- purchased the Normany and the
Globe, on Fulton St., Brooklyn, from
chased.
Fried & Litkman.
his

Hollywood House Has New Owner
Open Branch at Butte
Los Angeles Frank T. Parritt has
Butte
Under management of L.
purchased the Hunley theater, 5113
Hollywood Blvd. from W. D. and Wingham, a Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

—

Bertha Steinmetz.
Ninety thousand
is the reported purchase price.

Bond Market

Frisch Minneapolis F. B. O, Head
Minncapoli.s— M. J. Frisch, former Des Moines and Omaha salesman,
has been named manager of the F.
B. O. branch, succeeding Eph Rosen.

Reaper Changes Hands
Monroe. .Miili. --A. G. Kerr has
rented the new Keajjer on E. Front
St.

paradox— with

a

Service

realization of a client's

which

RENT

HOWELL
BELL - AND
CAMERAS
AKELEY
Cameramen
or
;

same

Seventh Ave.

Bryant 5450

,

SITUATION WANTED
would like to affiliate himself
a growing theatre organization

—

will

continue

in his

present capacity.

Davis Gets Pittsburgh Olympic
Pittsburgh Harry
Davis
takes
over operation of the Olympic, Aug.
2.
John Eichleay, Jr., Co., is former owner.

—

Organizations

—

that

witl
that

opportunities for advanc^
ment.
Ten years with present etfl'
ployer.
Thoroughly experienced ii
all
angles of theatre management
Industrious,
and
absolutely
sober
Will stand closest investigahonest
will

offer

tion.

Box M-305
1650 Broadway,

c-o Film

Da

N. Y.

AMALGAMATED

frequently with

VAUDEVILLE AGENCK

the

unbounded confidence, there comes a relaxation

are

organized so that our clients of longest standing receive tjie
service as those new accounts we are continually wooing.

Attractions for

brisk

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPOPATCO

CAMERA EXCHANGE

7W

of the Industry

results in a lessening of the intensity of the service.

UMttiout

UktA

SEIDEN

We

The Standard

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Marcus to Remain in Distribution
Salt
Lake City Louis Marcus,
Paramount district manager, has
abandoned plans to join Publix, and

NO CLIENTS TO EXCHANGE
'Tis

FOR.

COMPLETE LABORA70F
AND TITLE SERVICE

Young married man, at present mailaging a large Class A theatre in
one of New England's largest cities,

"166

2,466

A

branch has been opened here.

dollars

—

31

Exchange.

involving close to $3,000,000.

P. T. O.
Toronto Ray Lewis, has retired as
secretary of the M. P. T. O. of Can1,100 ada through
press of private business.

97

a 'Comerblock' cut fumis
for all Pathecomedies at y

McCoy Debut in Kyne Story
Hollywood — Tim McCoy will make

Ray Lewis Resigns from M.

5

36

'766
500

55J4
97/2

.

*

t

200

24

69

Trans- Lux Screen
i'A
•Uni. Art. The. Ct.
Universal pictures 30'A
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pict. "A"

3»H

8,266

19^

Paramount B'way

Roxy Units
Roxy Common

24

38-^
24

is

FREE

M.Y.c.

Bry«nl_3tsi
80

UMSUHAMBE BKOKERS
r
MAIDEN
LANE,

N. Y. C.

Telephone
!-

John

! « ftJJJ JUX'»
l

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

3080

«!. *

if

il

THE
day,

July 22, 1926

i

Bill

Cody

OELIEVING that in Bill Cody we

have the fasteflt-coming Western star on

we have signed new contracts with Mr. Cody whereby he
appear under the Associated Exhibitors' banner in bigger pictures

the screen,
will

than ever before.

'T'HESE pictures

will

be made by the

the personal supervision of
Craft.

Myron

Bill

Selznick.

Production on an elaborate scale

t'XHIBITORS who have already

Cody Film Corporation, under

will

Direction by William

begin at once.

signed for the Bill Cody series of six will

receive the full benefit of these greater pictures.
tion of all exhibitors to the

first

release of this series,

COWBOY,"

which

this picture

with any other Westerns

mainder of the

new

is

now

in

series will

J.

our exchanges.

We

now on

We

invite the atten-

"THE GALLOPING

suggest comparison of

the market

— and

the re-

be even finer pictures in accordance with the

policy.

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Lewis

J. Selznick,

President

sow,

That jhteivdi .dunvmin

mm in the martet for
the finest type of
pktutesi haff bou^t

FOX PRODUCT

for hir

ENTIRE CiaCUlT in the VS.

SPOKANE, WASH.

SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
MEMPHIS, TENN.

TACOMA, WASH.
SEATTLE, WASH.
PORTLAND, ORE.

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

SAN DIEGO, CAL.

KANSAS

CITY, MO.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

Theatre O^vners Every"where Kno'w that FOX
Has the Box -Office Pictures for 1926-27 and
are Buying them Fast!

Fox Film Corporation.

^

ANGC LCS

FOX./

is all

NOW, the

FKUERQA. THEATRS
has bought Ihe ofhei*
OtreeT^lliainKncfiiaiKs

for

l^ at legitimate
this

price*.'

means—

WHAT

PRICE GLORY

|

and

7th
will play at the

and'

HEAVEN

CARTHAY CIRCLE THEATRE

BAD MEN
The MUSIC MASTER
ONE INCREASING PURPOSE
3

will play at the

svpremAcy

is

becoming an

fast

estab'^
liShed fact in the leading
theatres of the countiy'

FIGUEROA THEATRE

THE
Thursday, July

Kansas City Active
(.Continued from Page

1)

Boiler Bros., architects, announce
that 14 theaters costing more than
$4,000,000 are now under construction or being designed by this firm
alone.

Among

the new theaters
open soon are:

will

Vaughn, Lynn and Vaughn open
new house at 39th and Bell,
Kansas City, in the near future.

their

The
open
Aug.

its
1.

Theaters

National

Co.

will

new Jayhawk, Topeka, about
The house cost about $400,-

000.

Crawford & Hooper's Novelty,
Topeka, is now undergoing an extensive remodeling program which included a
pacity,

new

more seating

front,

ca-

improvements.
open his new thea-

and

other

J. R. Cook will
ter in Maryville, Mo., the Mainstreet,
in a few weeks.

These are only a few of the new
houses which have already been built
or

projected for the year.

Calerone Sale Denied
circuit has not been
sold, but on the contrary, is now engaged on a program of expansion,
S. Calderone said yesterday denying
reports that his chain had been taken
Houses under
over by B. S. Moss.
construction at Westbury and Glen
Cove, L. I., mark he forerunner of
The coman expansion program.

The Calderone

pany operates the Rivoli and Hempstead at Hempstead; Valley Stream
at

Stream and Lynbrook

Vallev

at

Lvnbrook.
Lightning Ends Long Fight
Hutchinson, Kan. A bolt of lightning has culminated a bitter fight
As a result
of long standing here.
of fire which followed in the wake
of the thunderbolt, the Riverside park
amphitheater is in ruins, and may not

—

rebuilt.
For years, the Sunday
shows held at the park have been
a bone of contention between the
ritv rouncil and K. C. Beck, owner of

be

the irirk, who i^ays hi. may not rebuild due to this opposition.

Tenant

Won't

Vacate

Fox

Site

—

Louis Difficulty between Fox
Theaters Corp., which plans to erect
a .S.OOO seat theater here as part of a
St.

project,
Grand and
at
Blvds., has led Oleda
Realty Co., which holds lease on
property on the site to decline to vacate the premises, with a court fight
anticipated.

$5,000,000

Washington

Stanley Official's Wife
Funeral

—

Quality production is the
only basis on which American
interests will cooperate with
the German industry, together
with adequate facilities for dis-

Germany, Nathan

tribution in

which

Buffalo Getting

Quality, the Basis

Dead

Philadelphia
were held here

services
recently for Mrs.
Alexander Boyd, wife of the vice
president of the Stanley Co. of America.
Death followed a lingering

illness.

counsel for United
Artists, told representatives of
Berlin producers, exhibitors and
the press, according to a copyright dispatch to the New York

Burkan,

Times.
capital will not be
forthcoming to finance "Kontingent" pictures to meet requirements of German law, he

American

—

Brief Illness Fatal to Exhibitor

Walla Walla.
McDonald, local
following an

Wash.— John

H.
dead

exhibitor, is
of three weeks.

illness

Exhibitors Catering To Upward of
650,000 Patrons To Support
"Greater Movie Season"
Buffalo Exhibitors catering to upward of 650,000 persons are behind
the "Greater Movie Season" which is
to open Aug. 2.
J. H. Michael, manager of the Regent, has been named
general chairman of the committee;
Al Becherich, Loew's State, vicechairman, and Joseph Schuchert, Jr.,
treasurer. They have been conferring
with J. F. Gillespie of the Hays office.
Committees appointed comprise:
Parade: Ben Wallerstein and Fred
Zimmerman; Stunt: Howard Brink
and Jake Rappaport; Advertising:

—

Exploit- O-

Gram

Brief outlines of practical explo
tion stunts. They give all necessn

.

information the exhibitor needs
them, over.
They have mmoney for others. They will rw
money for you. This daily list
"Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended
a ready reference for the busy shi

i

•put

.

man.

File them away. Here is
"at-y our -elbow" service of public
ideas tvhen you run these pictwi
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Gran Sand help the other fellows who
helping you.
•

"The Barrier"

(M.-G.-M.)
Secured permission from the Pi
George E. Williams and Basil Brady;
barrier to international art.
Publicity: William Brereton and Mar- lie Library to distribute 5,000 spec
vin Kempner.
book marks. This covered the m
United Artists' deal with the
In addition to 50 Buffalo houses library and nine branches.
Phoebus involves no loan,
Perir
surrounding towns to participate in sion was also given to post art
merely guaranteeing release of
the observance include: Niagara Falls, up cards on the bulletin boards of
his company's pictures throughGowanda, Lancaster, East Aurora, libraries. In addition, used a str
out Germany, A. C. Herman of
Attica, Moravia, Seneca Falls, Sal- ballyhoo with an old auto cove)
United Artists stated.
amanca, Lockport, Hamburg, Tona- with painted signs in water cole
wanda. North Tonawanda, Medina, One read: "Direct from Alaska
Kenmore and Batavia,
the Majestic theater to see 'The B
F. B.
rier'."
It carried a lot of funny sig
and mentioned the states throu
Philadelphia Campaign Under Way
(Continued from Page 1)
Philadelphia Money
and
effort which it was supposed to have pai
newspaper to the effect that he didn't
like pictures.
The fact is, he went will not be spared to make "Greater ed. The stunt attracted a lot of
McCoy,
Majes
home to harden up for the coming Movie Season" a success in this ter- tention. Alvin
Theater,
Louisville,
Ky.
ritory.
With
the
Stanley company
football season.
That Grange is not only a good taking the lead, exhibitors of this
"The Johnstown Flood"
football player but a good actor is section are "all set" for a big cam(Fox)
the belief of Joseph P. Kennedy, head paign.
At Atlantic City, plans have been
Secured a special issue of a lo
of F. B. O. for Mr. Kennedy announced yesterday he had offered mapped out with Eddie O'Keefe in paper on the front page of wh
was imprinted in large red lette
"Red" a substantial contract for a charge of arrangements.
"The Johnstown Flood now at
inng period of time.
''Red's'' pic"Solid South" Backs "G.M.S."
Pantages Theater." This paper a
ture was produced at F.B.O. studio,
New Orleans— The South is ready contained a double advertising tri
Fvennedy's offer is based upon
information as to Grange's screen per- for "Greater_ Movie Season." State- with all the advertisers tieing up th
wide campaigns are under way in ads with the name of the picture,
sonality and ability.
"Young Grange screens unusually practically all Southern states where the center appeared copy concerni
well and responds readily to direc- each exhibitor is donating a portion the production taken from the pr
tion," said Kennedy, "and our com- of receipts, with Texas leading the book.
Pantages Theater, San Die,
pany would be very glad to have him way, other states are lining up rapidly Cal.
for a heroic lead in romantic stories." and the start of the new year will
find a "solid South" putting over
"Moana"
"Greater Movie Season."
(Paramount)
Baggot Completes Cast
warned, adding the law was a

i

O. Wants Grange

—

—

-

_

—

— Marian

Won

the cooperation of the Ladi
of the largest church in
the
cast
of
Seattle
Floyd Maxwell, formerly city in arranging a Children's F
"Down the Stretch," which King motion
picture editor of "The Port- held at one of the municipal par
Baggot will direct for Universal.
land Oregonian," has been appointed The attraction was a "Moana" tre
Others are Ena Gregory, Margaret
Seddon and Otis Harlan, the latter director of public relations for Wash- ure hunt in which 500 children p:
ington
in
black face.
Announcement also Arthur, Theaters Corp., by Harry C. ticipated. Passes for the theater a
vice president and general money prizes were placed in boi
is
made here that Billie Dove and
manager of North American Thea- and secreted at each of the five c
Clarence Thompson have been cast
ters Corp., the parent organization. points in the hunt.
Several
for
"Sensation
Seekers,"
Lois
Maxwell is arranging for the open- chants' ads made mention of the tl
Weber's forthcoming picture.
ing of the new Fifth Ave. theater, a ater and the stunt in their ads. Lii
3,000 seat house.
such as "Who is Moana?" and "WI
Neville to Publicize Westerns
is Moana?" in the ads caused a c
Los Angeles Jack Neville, formSyndicating Taylor's Story
toonist on a local paper to print
er assistant to
Pete Smith, west
The Bell Syndicate will syndicate front-page cartoon called "Who
coast M.-G.-M. publicity director, has "If You
Were King." a newspaper Moana?" All these teasers appe
been named head of exploitation and serial story by
Matt Taylor. Taylor ed two weeks before the opening
publicity
for
the company's
new now is connected with the Johnny Terry McDaniel, Strand Theat
western unit.
Howard Strickland Hines production staff and is author Montgomery, Ala.
succeeds him as assistant to Smith.
of "The Knickerbocker Kid," Hines'
forthcoming picture.
"A Social Celebrity"

Los

Robert

Angeles

Agnew

head

Nixon and Maxwell
with

—

Washington Theater Guild

m

'

—

"Frontier" at Popular Prices

(Paramount)
Had a barber's chair placed in
Combination Shows
Providence. R. I. Motion picture lobby, with an attractive young
ular prices at the Colony beginning and vaudeville programs will be re- tendant loaned by a beauty pari
Aug. 14.
sumed Labor day at the Albee thea- She was present for an hour in
ter, which now is playing stock.
afternoon and an Rour and a half
New Seattle House Planned
the evening, giving the "Menjou Be
Seattle
Permit has been issued for
Pictures at Flagler Beach
free.
Many girls took advantage
the erection of a theater at 2308 24th
Jacksonville, Fla.
Motion pictures this offer. The stunt cost the thi
Ave.
It
will cost $27,000.
Alvin now are shown Wednesday and ter the transportation of the chair
Vrey is owner, Fred Soderquist & Sunday nights at Baker's Casino, Montague Salmon, Rialto Theat
Co., builders.
Flagler Beach.
Macon, Ga.
x

"The Flaming Frontier," will have
its first Broadway showing at pop-

A. & U. Get Toronto Lease
Toronto Applebaum
& Ulster
have taken a ten year lease on the
Photodrome, owned by R. Hyland.

Ready
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WHO

HE

GOT SLAPPED
Try and slap
IS your fanny

HOW good

THAT'S

up

it

Mm again in ^26^^27

sore?
feels

when

they stop.

to you.
*

EVERYBODY

learns

*

•

by experience.

IT was an expensive lesson to discover
THAT you were getting slapped

—
BY swivel'chair showmen
WITH their flopping stars
IN

s

.

.

.

vehicles crealcing with age.

*****

EXHIBITORS now
have to depend on old standby
RONT
fHO were good once upon a time

BUT who

have to step aside
Blood at the

now

to

make room

for

YOUNG
TOP of the industry!

GREAT in 7V25
GREATER in 75^76 and the
GREATEST year is ahead
FOR the livest showmen of all with
''MORE

Stars Than There Are In Heaven."
are the big, new personalities the public wants.
funny to watch venerable producers
to imitate our production methods.

THEY
IT'S

TRYING
S^EACHING old

dogs new tricks
takes more than a system—

is

a tough job)

IT takes showmanship
THAT'S where weVe got the edge.
COME along with the Young Blood
hg behind
THERE'S only one bet in the picture business today

DONT

*

YOU know the name!

*

—

:
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Wheat

And Thafs That!

fleeted

gley's
>se

somewhere on Long
Souhd today is Martin sota, 11,000,000
good ship, "Hardly Able." but 199,000,000

yachtsmen

comprising

y include, in addition to

79,000,000

the

spring wheat.

for South Dakota and
for the total yield of
The figures for the

Commo- Northwest would show

Quigley, Rear-Admiral Richard
Rowland, Vice-Admiral James R.
Front-Admiral Jack Alicoate
',rk,
;

Side-Admiral Earl Gulick.

(

showing

bushels for North Dakota, 37,000,000
for Montana, 21.000,000 for Minne-

IILING
Island

1)

drought conditions throughor

territory

the

By PHIL. M. DALY,

!

Belt Optimistic

(Continued from Page

a depreciation

of 10.000,000 bushels today, it is believed.
Part of the falling off of whe.
production in the territory is due to
diversification in farming, with resultant betterment of the condition
of the farmer throughout the section.

ust to prove that Harold B.
mklin is a good showman listen As the farmer's condition greatly inThe other day at the fluences business conditions throughthis one
nous-Fedeial Trade hearing Com- out the territory a feeling of optimism
sioner Morrison was questioning is prevalent in the territory.
regarding the prices at the PubBroadway houses.
Southwest Expecting Boom
Reasonably high," the commisKansas City Drought conditions
:

>,

—

commented.
Reasonably low," Franklin cor-

in

other sections will prove a boon

to

wheatgrowers of

ted.

report a record

ler

this section who
in the offing.

crop

Fox Studio Busy
—
of Them
Los Angeles — Twelve Fox pictures

—

—

rking

in

"Paradise,"

'while

his

lughts were far away and concented on his new home in the West,
rdly had he returned to Hollywood

en he received another New York
ignment.
"McFadden's Row of
Its."
But the aforesaid flats will
West Coast studio conceptions.

pokane House Reverts to Owner
Spokane Following a succession
managements, the America has
sed and has reverted to its owner,
lion
The house was
Trust Co.

—

who

equitable.

show

and
immediate

if

the provision

demand

what then would be considered

"il-

legal contracts."

—

THEATRE MANAGER
At Liberty

—

Clean Cut Live Wire
IS Years' Experience
Modern Showmanship A
Business
Builder
of
Proven Merit Know how to sell myself and theatre to the public in a
manner that can't fail to Iwing them

—

—

—

in.
If 5K>u are not satisfied with results as they are, here's your opportunity to make that much desired

Will go Anywhere.

change.

Address

Box
1650

S-325 c-o Film Daily
Broadway, New York City

have a fully equipped stage.

attraction

to

keep the neighborhood

6us/jiess every

ftveJtSr /O Hve^s

5

—

a
theater
Warren
at
averly Sts., Roxbury.

ig

and modeling of his American theater.
Everything will be new but the seats.

is

demand

increase your

operated the theater since the patron at home for his entertainment.
ing of
1925 as a combination
use, undertaking the direction from
Luncheon for Brock
Seattle headquarters, employing
National officials tendered
First
succession of managers in an ef- Louis Brock a farewell luncheon at
t to put
over the theater.
the Roosevelt yesterday prior to his
departure for Rio where he will head
Wilson in Charge of 3 Units
a M.-G.-M. subsidiary which will reBen Wilson has charge of three lease that company's product as well
stern units and is not director gen- as First National's in South America.
handsome
ii
of all production for Rayart Pic- He was presented with a
es,
W. Ray Johnston, com- traveling bag. Robert Lieber, E.
tiy
out Bruce Johnson made little talks.
pointed
president,
has
chard Hatton, Ben Wilson and
:k Perrin are units under Wilson. $30,000
Remodel Walla Walla
to
Walla Walla, Wash.— Fred Mercy
$30,Roxbury House in Prospect
is spending between $20,000 and
Boston Simon Rudnick is plan- 000 for complete renovation and re-

he

for the "balancing"
If
is
refused, there is a
possibility that the association will instruct members to refuse to arbitrate

this

They intend
It is a big house.
building another on Pitkin Ave. an
undefined corner to seat about 3,200.
will

connection,

made

Do you mfne to

It

this

be

Brandts are doing typifies the genTheir Stratford, at
tendency.
Ralph and Sutter Aves. in the
Brownsville section is near comple-

tion.

1)

will
clause.

most modern of lines. With this
Joe Klein, of Chesterfield Pictures,
type of house, Brooklyn theater own- has retured from Hollywood.
ers maintain there will be no vital
competition from the downtown theaters.
By way of example, what the
eral

In

clause,

upheld

the

That will give Brownsville two more
modern theaters. There are others
opened
and
sed by Mike Newman
Upon with- such as the Stone and the Stadium
a vaudeville theater.
iwing, Newman sold his interest which are held to be of sufficient
John Danz, Seattle exhibitor,

{Cuntinufd frum Paye

whose contracts were most

asked that preference be given First
will go into production during Aug- National for "doing the square thing"
ust, according to Sol M. Wurtzel, as respects added clauses.
"We do not question the right of
general studio superintendent.
Chief
among these are "7th distributors to roadshow pictures," he
Heaven," and "One Increasing Pur- declared, "but we do question their
pose," which will be screened abroad. right to roadshow pictures after havFrank Borgage will direct the for- ing sold such pictures to theater
mer, while Harry Beaumont is in owners. If distributors insist on reEngland to secure outdoor scenes for taining this clause, and arbitration
boards uphold their contentions, then
the other.
"The City," will be made by R. we shall demand the cancellation
to
make the contract
William Neil. Alfred E. Green will privilege
direct "The Auctioneer," and Raoul equitable."
Such a clause, he said, would help
Walsh, "The Monkey Talks." John
Ford will direct "The Story of in balancing matters, enabling exhibitors to maintain a price average on
Mother Machree."
Other pictures and directors in- film service. That is to say, the anclude:
"Whispering Wires," Albert ticipated profits of the pictures withRay; "Canyon of Light," a Tom Mix drawn for roadshowing, would be
jjicture,
Benjamin
Stoloff;
"The offset by anticipated losses on picFullback," Howard Hawks; "Desert tures exhibitors might cancel.
It is expected that at an early opValley," a Buck Jones vehicle, Orville Dull; "Wings of the Storm," J. portunity a test case will be instituted
G. Blystone and "Going Crooked," to determine the validity of the road-

The drought has sent prices soaring
Uthough there may be a bit of with boom times looked for when
seplay in Jackie Coogan's forth- marketing begins. Kansas, Nebraska, George Alelford.
tiing picture for M.-G.-M., "JohnOklahoma and Texas all report
Get Your Hair Cut," the presence bumper crops.
St. Louis Board Re-elects Slate
Louis All officers and direcrace horses in the picture does
St.
signify the youthful star is protors of the Film Board of Trade have
Canda's Yield Big
They are Harry
:ing a "horse opera." Larry WeinWinnipeg Prairie provinces are been re-elected.
(F.N.)
president;
Thomas
ten is authority for the statement preparing for a banner year, basing Weiss
(Progress) vice-president;
1
says it isn't horses.
their anticipation on the big wheat Leonard
Encouraged by heavy rains George E. McKean (Fox), secretarycrop.
^he picture business is obviously which ended the drought adjoining treasurer. In appreciation of his work
respecter of seasons. Recently provinces look for a record yield and as head of the board Weiss is to be
orge Walsh was making "The big prices. Prairie provinces will sup- honor guest at a dinner next Monday.
Herbert I. Krau«s (F.P.-L ) is in
:k-Off" and now Richard Dix is ply 327,000,000 of the Dominion's
charge.
ishing the season" by playing in estimated 348,000,000 bushels.
he Quarterback."
M.-G.-M. Signs Kains
Big Outlying
Hollywood Maurice
Kains
has
rharlie Murray is having a difficult
{Continued from Page 1)
signed a new contract with M.-G.-M.
e keeping away from New York, them range above 1,500 seats in calanguished in the Metropolis while pacity and are being designed along
Joe Klein Back

Houses

"Balancing Clause

Twelve Productions Go Into Work
in August
"7th Heaven" One
panics

CENE

TUNNEY
Pafh^serial
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Hunch
A
EXCLUSIVELY
short

Such

jects.

is

sub-

the foundaIn-

tion of a small theater in

Frank J. Rembusch,
veteran Indiana showman, is the
dianapolis.

only an experiment now, but it will be watchThis little
ed with interest.
house, the Band Box, appeals to
There is
a highbrow audience.
classical music and an atmosphere in keeping with that idea.
sponsor.

It's

Why

of

plan has

The

intrigued

feasibility

for

some

Nothing, however, has been
one time,
Educational, at
done.
figured on a chain of twenty such
houses.

Whv

—

cater
is in

to

at

Famous

follows the quiet introducof a similar policy in the Eastern
plant a number of weeks ago.
At the time the policy of supervising editors for each unit was abandoned and editors like Tom Gerety,
lulian Johnson, Townsend Martin,
Ralph Block and E. Lloyd Sheldon
were assigned other duties. In most
instances, they were returned to their
former posts as scenarists. Block was
given more important duties in the

highbrows

only?

the heart of Indianap-

Vitaphone Ready
Synchronization Process to be Demonstrated at "Don Juan" Premiere

—$10

Albany

Top

at

Opening

— With 5,000 common shares

Synchronizing the voices of operaHe and musical stars with their appearance on the screen and displaying,
John
music,
synchronized
with
it
would seem a goodly measure of Rarr3'more in "Don Juan," the VitaiContinued on Page 2)
One
business should be secured.

must be avoided.

Offices
intense heat. FamM.-G.-M. closed their of-

to

the

ous

and

fices

yesterday afternoon at 3 o'clock.

400 Days Guaranteed
P.

D. C. Product Assured Big Rep-

resentation by Booking Deal with
Film Service O'Reilly Enthused

—

One
York

That

in-

admission scale. Prices
must be nominal to draw patronage.
the

—

sails for

mum

the booking plan between Film Service Corp., and Prod. Dist. Corp., according
to
official
announcement
nindc
yesterday
bv
Charles
L.
O'Reilly, head of the T. O. C. C.
Service, will be split between members of the pool and Keith-Albee

Film Service Corp., was sponsored
by the T. O. C. C. embracing theaters

Short Subject Theater
Rembusch Operating "Highbrow"
House in Indianapolis Showing
Only Short Reelers

operating independently of the

hour from their work."

Chris Diebel, enterprising Yotingstown exhibitor, has had experience

Many
with short subject programs.
have
exhibitors using Pathe service

The reall-comedy shows.
were more than gratifying.
Prominent short subject distribuconsidered a
tors not so long ago
Square.
short subject house in Times
a
given
experiment
Why isn't the
staged

sults

New York

circuits.

ing deal, according to
protective move to a
dent theaters of New
(Continued on

'"

The book''illy,

is

a

indepenrk City a
9)

.

—

Block Booking

Hays

organization,

they

says

will.

mances

sociation
chain of

state exhibitor aspresident who operates a
Indiana theaters, believes

seller,

they

but an experiment

will,

now

in

iContinued on Page 3)

Up

an entire block.
The hearing will be resumed

10,000,000

The
this

(Continued on Page 3)

Summer

Closing on

Wane

New Haven — Summer

closing of
theaters is on the wane, with exhibitors now putting forth more effort to
patronage during the hot
attract
weather. This is emphasized by the
of
fact that there are but 12 theaters
the territory closed this year, a big

decrease over last summer.

Sunday Shows

in

Massachusetts

Hyannis, Mass.— First

indication of

without guardians to rttend perfor-

Frank Rembusch,

per cent representa-

Dembow

Children's "Society filed the
was Lees fourth conviction and the eleventh for the theater.

Dallas

,

.

.

of the contract

(Continued on Page 2)

Buy

in Cleveland

The "New York

America.n"'

to Build at

—Loew's,

The house

will

Dallas
will

Inc.,

combination

SI. 000.000)

build a
here.

house

replace

the

Melba,

become a picture presentation house.
For some time, it was
planned to remodel the Melba to prowhich

will

vide an adequate home here for Loew
vaudeville, but this proposal was discarded.

Langdon Unit To Move
Hollywood The Harry Langdon
unit will move to its new headquarters in the new First National studios
it

Biirbank immediately upon

"letion of the present

comcomedy, "The

Strong Man."

Chadwick Buys Four Originals
\\'ilfrcd

,

ticket
fined

—

tion for Universal Jewels and features in 41 Southern cities is assured
Ralph B.
in a deal just closed by
Williams, southern sales director for
of PubUniversal, and Sam

Outstanding feature

The

Murphy, was

It

Loew

Big Universal Deal

lic.

theater.

The

charge.

contest calls for the identitica(Continued on Page 9)

One hundred

the

at

Florence

$15.

Readers

The "Greater Movie Season" conEvidence tending to show that
block booking is generally practiced test, one of the features of the
in the industry, was submitted by "Greater Movie Season" celebration,
Famous at the Federal Trade Com- this year will be run by newspapers
logical move.
mission hearing yesterday morning with a circulation of more than 3,Rembusch asked Charles C. Petti- at 45 Broadway. Sidney R. Kent 500,000 daily. According to newsinhn what he thought of the plan^ said that not to his knowledge had paper standards that means more
The latter said this in reply and his company refused to sell pictures than 10,000,000 readers each day of
thereby advanced an interestmg and to an exhibitor who would not take August.
a
"Practically every large city has
about
small downtown theater which is
its
of
because
to pass into the discard
inability
small seating capacity and its
f^ner theaand
larger
to compete with
particularly
ters with orchestras which
theaters
appeal to women. These small
business
can be used in appealing to_
snappy
their
people of both sexes with
programs which will enable busy people
even an
to spend 15 or 30 minutes or

New

thirty-'-'Vbt

theaters, guaranteeing a miniof 400 days have subscribed to

houses.

Reichenbach Sailing
Paris Harry Reichenbach
New York Aug. 31.

Especially in big cities where visitors
number "thousands daily does the
short subject theater stack up as a

thoughtful suggestion:

hundred

Indianapolis Will theaters, devotManager Gets
.^Days
no par value the Vitaphone
ed exclusively to presentation of short
Thirty
da\s
in the woiKhouse is the
incorManhattan, has been
subjects, prove profitable in principal penalty meted out to Harcourt Lees.
porated by A. C. Thomas, S. P.
cities of the nation?
manager of the Madison theater, 1492
Friedman and H. S. Bareford.
C. C. Pettijohn, counsel of the Madison Ave., for permitting children

theater district. It should have
pn ?pneal far wider than the rather
the intelligensia.
of
limited
circle
From the flow and ebb of transients

volves

Heat Closes

Owing

of stock,
Corp. of

ol's's

mistake

R. H. Cochrane said yesterday that
Universal will not lease another
Broadway theater when its rental of
the Colony expires the last week in
August but will instead play its prodother
Broadway first-run
uct
in
houses.
Warner Bros, have leased
Universal
the
Colony after the
regime.

major

time.

The house

—

Le Baron in Charge
Hollywood The studio change

Highbrozvs?

subjects only.

the

Long

Supervisors at Paramount's
Island Plant William

(.Continued on Page 2)

There's a hunch in the theater for
short

"U" Not To Lease Theater

Supervisors Out
No More

Price 5 Cents

Noy

has sold the following

Chadwick: "Eager Lips."
"Merry Wives of New Vork" "Ladies of Ease" and "The Bad Little

originals to

Nice Girl."
said

Von Sternberg En Route
"Universal Cha -^ ThcJosef Von Sternberg and his wife,
has acquired the Brody
on the Maunouncement that a permit for Sunday chair of eight theaters in Cleveland, Riza Royce, player, rrc
Europe.
to
route
yesteren
rctania
Hyannis
announcement
the
shows has been granted
according to
Showmen are forever try- theater.
fair trial?
Included in the transaction are
day
something
Pauline Frederick to Star
New Broading to supply the public
the Kinsman, Cedar Lee,
tor
Frederick has been signed
Pauline
opportunity
surburHomestead
Here's an
new.
way, Detroit and
Colony Holds Over
Wife," for
step
1,^UU to star in "Josselyn's
about
seating
each
somebody else somewhere to
houses
"The Plastic Age" wil be held over baii
Tiffany.
on Page 2)
(Continued
week.
at the Colony for another

KANN

the passing of the "Sour Sabbath" in
Cape districts is contained in an-

yesterday
ters Corp.
:

....

«

.
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Francaise.

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Financial
A
the

reaction occurred on the market toward

under

yesterday

close

directed

French situation

selling

Speculation

profits.

at

pressure
over the

ga-ve rise to the recession.

Famous Common

continued

lead the
film rrrarket in number of shares sold
Although it closed '/i point lower, there were
Famous Rights also took
21.100 issues sold
a slide down, dropping a fraction in a turnover of 9,200.
to

$5 top,
charged for the run, with the prices
scaled down to $1.
Features of the auspicious program,
arranged to introduce the Vitaphone,
include:
New York Philharmonic orchestra
of

107 pieces.

High Low (Hose

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc. ..
Seat. Pfd. ...

•Balahan
Bala

&

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

Famous

38'!|

73

113^
1I8«

.

Players

.

Fam. Play. Rts.
•Fam. Play. Pfd
Film Inspect.
.

SH

.

6
73

.

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A"
.

•Intern'l Project.
Ix>cw's Inc
•Metro Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.

39^
19H
55H

"A"

Pathe Exch.

•tParamount B'way

..

Roxy Units
Roxy Common
Skouras Bros.
••Stan.

Co

of

.

20

.

52

4
52

m

.

,

,

52

,

8'/4

30'/,

'11^
100
30/,
31

12

...

,

,

WA

"A"

Pict.
Pict.

• Lait Price*
•• Phfladelphia
t

.

31
.

54«
9T/,

7

Am

Bros.

54^

25

•Uni. Art. The. Ct
Universal Pict.
Univer. Pict. Pfd.

Warner
Warner
Warner

100
33>^
600
38 >4
74
73
73
700
400
Ui'A 113'^
115'/2 116/, 21,100
4 '4
4^ 9,200
120
100
6
6
72>/,
7iy*
700
24
117^
38« nVi 3,566
....
24
19'/,
600
19/,

33i<
38 '4

.

Trans-Lux Screen

Sales

18

45'^
I«Mi

iiH

12

Quoted

M. rket

is

in the South.
58 features in the deal include
21 Universal Jewels, 7 Hoot Gibsons,
6 Richard Talmadges, and 24 Blue

Publix first-runs

The

Streak Westerns.

Buy

H

Hays.
Address by Will
Giovanni Martinelli, accpmpanied by
Philharmonic orchestra.
Renditions by Mischa Elman. Marion Talley, Efram Zimbalist. Harold
dances by CanBauer. Anna Case
sinoes and vocal number by Metropoli-

opening the

old

Auditorium

with pictures.

• . .

•

.

*

•

•

•

•

•

in Cleveland

City Discussion of variPhiladelphia— P. B. O. and the ous phases of theater operation, with
Comerford Amusement Co., have con- service to the public particularly
chided a deal wherebv the latter will stressed, marked a business meeting
play the 12 "Gold Bond" specials, here of Capitol Sears-Ralph enterfour Fred Thomsons and the entire prises, subsidiary of Universal Chain
list of short subjects.
The transac- Theaters Corp. Fred S. Meyer, formtion was handled by Jerome Safron, erly of the Palace, Hamilton, O., and
now supervisor of the companies, preof F. B. O.

Young
at

—

Swedish Representative on Visit
Universal Signs Jay Belasco
Hollywood Jay Belasco has been
Boston S. A. G. Swenson, director
for First National in Sweden, is visit- signed by Universal to direct a series
ing here.
of Neely Fdwards comedies.
_

—

Seme

aiea

f

iiise

iih.

Pathecomedy

\

,-

pri

t

istti

HAL ROACH
presents

jmitl

jyd

GLENN
TRYON

ilie

Mi
po

idia
iie,

Alon^ Came Auntie

,

libox
iglas

itus

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnisbe
for all Pathecomedies at yot

Exchange.

lid

>

lOOg;
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RENT

FOR

t

A

office with
space for shipping room, cut-

large

private

room and

ting

ii.i

vault.

Telephone Bryant 5272-5273

St ai

Ik!
..«..•..«..•..
ivfd

sir-

FOR RENT
OFFICE WITH VAULT
AND CUTTING ROOM
Room 400
1600 B'way

FILM

Ilit,

lie

Lackawanna 9661-9662
!

h:

FOR RENT

Victor

will

also operates the

Canton.

i

Ml)

(apit

t

—

Schworm.

1

ll-joii

icove

sided.

Back With First National
Los Angeles John LeRoy John-

J.

ranged distribution of 14 features ai
13 comedies made by American pr^
ducers. Eugenio Mancini is in charj
of the selling and distributing orga;
ization with main offices at Rom
Antonio Rois is an associate.

—

Massilon House Changes Hands
O.— Max Younf? has
Massilon,
purchased the Grand from Neil D.

rfiiiiii

w.

Italy

— Charles

Simoi
has returned from Italy where he a

—

Kansas

—

McKinlcy,

Simone Back from

"U" Theater Managers Meet

—

this

Bergenfield, N.

• . .

soon
reopen under management of Smith
& Johnson.

differences in opi
directoi
fact
carried
mu<i

the situation.
Just as Schulberg is now in charj
of the Lasky plant here, so is Willia
Le Baron associate producer of tl
Paramount studio in New York.

consideration and would probably be
consummated within a few days.

Slim and Mule Making Series
Kansas City- Roland Thompson
Hollywood Slim Sunimerville and
New Owners to Reopen the Unique was winner of the film golf tourna- Benny
the Mule, will make a series
Tomah, Wis. The Unique, closed ment here, held under auspices of of comedies for Universal with Dick
recently when the lease of the Cooper "Movie Age."
Smith directing.
expired,

many

weight with Famous is not know
but undoubtedly it had a bearing

> > . .

•

will

_

Booked by Comerford

Thompson Golf

Co.

Whether

THE FILM DAILY

apolis,

ltd

between the editors and

;

he had brought competition to Minne-

i|or»i

ins

Valentino A. M. P. A. Guest
Rudolph Valentino was guest at a
ston, who recently left Corinne Grif- luncheon yesterday given by the A.
fith Prod, to become publicity direc- M.
P. A.
At the meeting. Arnold
tor for Mack Sennett has resigned Rittcnbcrg, who is leaving for KanHe will sas City to join Universal Theaters
700 to return to First National.
be assigned studio exploitation and chain, was presented with a traveling
sales promotion.
bag.
His successor as secretary will
be elected next week.
Stuart Running Campaign
1,100
Winter and Lake Original for U
Boston— Ruddy
Stuart.
former
200 manager of the
Hollywood "Let's Go Home," an
Fenway theater and
later connected with Paramount, has original by Hans Winter and Stuart
....
3,200 succeeded Rert Adler in charge of Lake, has been completed for Uni500 the
Melville Brown will problocal
"Greater Movie Season" versal.
campaign for the Hays organization. ably direct upon completion of
"Taxi, Taxi."

Bond Market

Amusement

cause of the

ion

•

til

(

(Continued from Page 1)
patrons, and three larger houses unAltogether seatder construction.
ing capacity of about 10,000 is intan Opera House chorus.
volved.
Acquisition of these houses tolPerfect synchronization of movequickly the announcement last
lows
ment and sound has been accomthat Universal had acquired
week
plished in the Vitaphone, claim its
sponsors,
Warner Bros., Western twenty-eight theaters located in MisElectric
Co.,
and Bell Telephone souri, the Southwest, Oregon and
Wisconsin, and is in line with the exLaboratories.
pansion programme of the corporation, which since last December has
Joseph Friedman Here
increased the number of theaters
Joseph Friedman, who for years which it operates from 91 to_ 198,
furnished chief opposition to Finkle- with an aggregate seating capacity of
stcin & Ruben in the Twin Cities, is about 150,000.
Universal has 18 adin town.
Friedman is devoting his ditional houses under construction,
time exclusively to his extensive real including a 3,500 seat house in Brookestate interests, which include a num- lyn, a 3,000 seat house in Atlanta, and
ber of theater projects.
Until re- a 2,500 seat house in Racine, Wis.
cently, he operated the Tower in St.
Paul, the onlv independent first run
On July 9,
house in the Twin Cities. Previously, reported that the deal was under

F. B. O.

Quotations

b

{Continued from Page 1)

1)

that more than half of the forth- Eastern production department wh:
Jewels including five Laura Sheldon was transferred here.
coming
at the
Not only at Famous but general
Old Soak,"
Prices for the opening will be $10 LaPlante pictures, "The
"Perch at important studios the supervisii
and
Clause"
Marriage
•The
initial
the
After
top plus war tax.
editor plan has not worked out b
in the
plus war tax, will be of the Devil" will be presented

make its debut Aug.
Warner theater.

phone, will

ViL XXXVII No. 19

Supervisors Out

Big Universal Deal

Vitaphone Ready
{Continued from Page
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Ball

Room

capacity 2500.

Best equipped Ball Room
in city.
Best down-town
location.

—Write

Sim
lis;

h

la,
tSf

Dave Bader Back
Nat Magner Dead
Dave Bader of Universal has reSan Francisco Nat Magner, well
turned from a vacation trip to Newknown former

—

exhibitor,

is

dead.

foundland.

JOE FRIEDMAN
446

Wabasha St St

Ittiii

Paul, Minn.
til

11

—

THE

Exploit' O- Grams

In addition to fishing, President Coolidge's vacation plans
include viewing some pictures.
A makeshift theater has been
provided in a cottage near the

them over.
They have made
oncy for others. They will make
oney for you.
This daily list of
^xploit-0-Grams" is intended as
ready reference for the busy showan.
File them away. Here is an
it

Summer White House
Adirondacks,

your

in

who

are

"Bluebeard's Seven Wives"
(First

chief

of Jack Connolly, Washington
representative of the Hays office, programs comprising features, short subjects and news
reels are given three times a

"Exploit-0 -Grams,"

help the other fellows
Iping you.

the

in

the

electrican from the Mayflower,
the President's yacht, as operator.
Through the co-operation

it-your-elbow" service of publicity
eas 2vhen you run these pictures,
id

with

week.

National

Some catchy window displays were
cured with attractively worded win)w cards featured. A cutlery store

Short Subject Theater

ated that Bluebeard was blue beuse he had no Barbasol to shave
ith.
haberdashery store said
luebeard had seven wives because
was a snappy dresser.
bootery
Fered $1,000,000 in laughs for the
scovery of Mrs. Bluebeard the first.
Capitol Theater, Nashville.

(.Continued from Page 1)
early stages here so far indicates
a negative answer to the question.

"For Heaven's Sake"
(Paramount)

presenting two news reels, travelogue, two reel drama or western and
anv other short subjects he can obtain as specials.
He is appealing en-

A

A

;

Took advantage

of a local election
primary officers for a tie-up.
r
nlisted the aid of a local judge who
rmitted the use of 11,000 Harold
oyd stamps on letters to voters,
n the day of election 5,000 Lloyd
ndidacy cards were distributed at
e polls, in addition to 200 tack
rds announcing Lloyd as a candite.
Also used a novel lobby shad/ box in the form of a pair of Lloyd
eglasses through which the public
uld view stills from the picture.

R. Rogers, Tivoli Theater, Chatnooga.

"Mike"
(M.-G.-M.)

The

per.

the

before

days

Six

milarity Contest

was run

opening a
in a news-

contest ran until the

fin-

day of the showing. Three prizes
;re awarded th'ose most resembling
lly

ived

The next ten best reO'Neil.
two seats each to the picture,

advance of opening
were distributed using
For inmissing letter stunt.

iree
,000
e

days

in

cards

read: "M stands for
An an'Mike'."
uncement of the picture followed,
big letter "M" appeared at the
t side of the card, and underneath
words: "Save this card! If you
;
the complete set of four letters

mce, the
;

u

first

letter

first

of

be admitted free to see
Lee L. Insthe Arcade."
Arcade Theater, Salisbury, Md.
will
at

—

ike'
,

"Outside the

Law"

(Universal)
\ thumb print contest to find one
ist nearly like Priscilla Dean's was
For three days
•xessfully used.
Plain Dealer printed a coupon
;

iring Pricilla Dean's thumb print,
i a place for the contestant's print.
ose submitted were taken to the
jerintendent of police. Prizes were
arded to the three first, and passes
The novelty of the
the others.
Royal,
over. John
nt
it
put
ith's

— Cleveland.

Palace Theater,

its

Rembusch is conducting the experiment at a small house, the Band
Box, which he recently built in the
heart

Up

Brightening

Shows For Coolidge

Brief outlines of practical exploitaon stunts. They give all necessary
formation the exhibitor needs to

md

j5B^

DAILY
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of

the city's theater district.
Convinced that people would support
a theater of this kind, Rembusch is

Block Booking

Up

(Cuntinucd from fage I)
Brightening up of theaters all over
the country ts
full swing.
Bro- morning at 10 o'clock when P. A.

m

Raibourn, statistician, will testify for
their
houses a thorough renovation with the defendant.
Felix Feist, M.-G.-M. sales mana view of making them more cheerager, was the first witness called to
ful and attractive to the patron.
"Cleaner and Better" is the slogan. testify that group booking is a comHere is how some managers are mon practice. He was followed by
R. H. Cochrane of Universal, who
meeting the situation:
said that his concern practices block
Rockford, 111. Extensive improve- booking, pointing out that such arments will be made in the Palm, rangements enables the exhibitor to
which call for elaborate treatment of buy pictures more cheaply. There is
walls and ceilings.
Tapestries will no element of compulsion in arrangbe hung on walls of auditorium and ing such a deal with a theater, he
foyer. A large dome with artistic and said, and declared that other sales
novel lighting effects will be installed." methods tried in the past have proven
Statuary will be placed to harmonize unsuccessful owing to tremendous
with the scheme. The stage will be sales costs. Universal, he stated, rerebuilt and enlarged to take care of leases approximately 400 features and
short subjects each year.
prologues and orchestra programs.
By mutual agreement it was adgressive

managers are giving

—

—The

mitted to the records that the testiAlbert Warner of Warnchanging the front and lobby, and iner tiros., Joseph Schnitzer of F. B.
stalling a cooled air system.
O., Sam Spring of First National and
James R. Grainger of Fox would be
Ogdensburg, N. Y.
The Strand substantially the same as that of the
will remodel the stage completely,
preceding witnesses. This agreement
making it large enough to acconmioeliminated the necessity of these witdate the largest traveling performnesses appearing.
ances.
Kent, in his testimony, reviewed
Louisville,

Ga.

Florence

is

mony from

—

early methods employed in selling
Beckwith is pictures. Going back to the days of
to be completely remodeled ,a new the General Film Co., he said that
tirely to "highbrow" trade.
Classical heating
plant installed, and new seats exhibitors who would not buy its
music is offered on a $3,500 piano placed throughout
the house.
entire program could not purchase
and other features and appointments
any
of its product.
He spoke of the
are similarly lavish.
Callao, Mo.
The Strand has just ascendency of the "star system," unThe idea was given Rembusch at undergone extensive alterations, hav- der which series of films featuring a
a meeting of the literary club, with nig been
certain star were sold as groups.
redecorated throughout.
members stating they prefer diversiThese blocks were not split, he said.
fication in entertainment with all deComplete renovaEvansville, Ind.
Block selling, Kent told Trial Exclaring they would enjoy two news tion of the Majestic is being planned, aminer William C. Reeves, was origireels a week.
Although to date, the together with an enlargement that nated for publicity purposes. This
house has not been financially suc- wUl permit more seating.
lining up of pictures permitted con-

Dowagiac, Mich.

—The

—

—

cessful,

Rembusch

is

optimistic.

Predicting great successes for the
Rembusch innovation, Pettijohn said
in a letter that the popularity of such
particularly
programs
should
be
marked between the hours of 11 a. m.
and 2 p. m.
"Practically every large city has
a small downtown theater which is
about to pass into the discard because of its small seating capacity
and its inability to compete with
larger and finer theaters with orchestras which particularly appeal to
women," he says. "These small theaters can be used in appealing to
business people of both sexes with
their snappy programs which will enable busy people to spend 15 or 30
minutes or even an hour from their
work."

Colvin

Brown Back

centrated exploitation, he said. Companies did not make all the pictures
He estimated that
architect, has opened bids for the re- they announced.
an average feature will approximate
modelling of the Majestic.
8,00 or y,000 bookings and an excepPoughkeepsie, N. Y. -The Rialto tional picture perhaps 12,000 or more.
Bruce Bromley represented Famwill close for a month, during which
ous and Martin Johnson was for the
time alterations will be made.
Evansville,

Ind.

—Harry

E.

Boyle,

—

Commission.

—

Philadelphia The Diamond in this
Hartford Prod, to Start Three
city and the CoUingswood in ColHollywood David Hartford Prod,
lingswood, N. J., on the M. K. Lessey
chain, are to be redecorated at an soon will start work on three productions "Rose of the Bowery" from the
estimated cost of $11,000.
story "Little Lady, Inc."; "God's
Carlisle, Pa.
Redecorating of the Great Winderness" by Spottiswood
Strand is to begin immediately with- Aiken, and "The Beloved Fraud" by
out interfering with regular perform- Frances Nordstrom.

—

—

—

Terre Haute, Ind The Grand has
closed for five weeks, for remodelling
and redecorating.

—A

new organ is
Lenoir, N. C.
F. B. O. vicepresident, has returned from a trip among improvements made at the
through the middle west, during Universal by E. C. Hanks.
which he closed a number of deals.
Syracuse, N. Y. Redecorating, remodeling and installation of a new
Leeper on Trip
among improvements
are
organ
Dwight C. Leeper of Rayart leaves scheduled at the Universal, which
for a six weeks' fishing and hunting leopens Aug. 15.
trip in the Canadian woods.
Completely
Tenn.
Centereville,
renovated, the Regal has reopened
Colvin

W. Brown,

—

Sliori Subjects

!^BEONTE Scries
Deli^iful fium&tv

—

De Young Returning
Paris—J. J. De Young, a

special

representative for Universal in
rope, leaves for New York on

Aquitania tomorrow.

Euthe

under management
Ruhlander.

of

Henry

Interest Sioricsvith
et

Scenic D^K^ronnd.

J.

—

Star
has
Corrington,
Ga. The
closed temporarily for remodelling.

|
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A

Clean Sweep
ThMndering Across the ^orXdl

A

Solid

Smash

at

WARNER'S Theatre, N.Y.

Week Of July 17th

.^i

Naiied on the spot for

^^^'7

PUBLIX CALIFORNIA, Frisco.
FOX CIRCUIT, New York

^•^1>^^
/i.-,-

LOEW'S, Cleveland

OTHERS COMING!
Another Great "Handle'' Show that
f ^^ *

'^-

'

/

,?*i»..

hits

|^

the exploitation ball flush on the button
And a triumph of showmanship for
Greater F. B, O.
P. Kennedy
Presents

Joseph

\'>>k

V

.^v^:>h4

Si\

FILM BOOKING-OFFICES
OF

AMEIi^JCA, INC,

THE
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New

Manitoba Assn. In
I

I

]

INTIMATE
in

j

i

Quarters

Warned

Exhibitors

Winnipeg— With President H. N.

Canada Official Advises Deadline
Jernherg, of the Province in charge,
Unlicensed Music Which Can B<
new club quarters of the Manitoba M.
Played in Canadian Theaters
in
opened
have
P. Exhibitor Assoc,
Toronto Col. John A. Coop
Forty exhibitors
the Phoenix Bldg.
attended the formal opening. Walter president of the M. P. Distribute
F.
Davis, Metropolitan, Winnipeg, and Exhibitors of Canada and a
has been elected vice-president to representing the Musical Amusemt
succeed Charles A. Meade of the Ly- Assoc, has advised exhibitors in
ceum, Starland and College, who ada with regard to the musical cop

—

d

CHARACTER

moved

New York

to

recently.

Gor- right situation in the Dominion, f
lowing collapse of the Canadian it
eral government at Ottawa. With t

secretary-treasurer and
H. M. Thomas, Winnipeg Capitol, is
honorary president.
The Manitoba association is the
oldest continuous exhibitor body in
Canada, having been established more
than 10 years ago.

don Lindsav

INTERNATIONAL
in SCOPE

is

Capitol Theater Co. Formed
Incorporation paLincoln, Neb.
pers have been granted the Capitol
Theater Co., organized with $25,000
The incorto operate the Capitol.
porators are A. H. Pitts, of Lincoln,

—

and

W.

Asks Fans

to

Name New

Rochester, N. Y.

columns

—

Theater

Through

effect.

Cooper

has
advised
exhibito:
however, to play only such Briti
and European music as was publis
ed before July 1, 1912, and su
American music which was publish

the

l"924.

1.

Beam &

New

Swails Enter

Field

—

Neb. Beams
Center,
Swails, who operate theaters at Re
Cloud, Geneva ?nd Pawnee City
Nebraska, have leased the Lyric her
They will remodel the house, r

New "U" Winnipeg

Mgr. at Confab
Toronto C. A. Shaufifele, general
manager for the Universal's Winnipeg theaters, spent a week here con- opening Aug. 1. Becker & Birdsa!
ferring with company officials regard- who were the former owners of til
ing bookings and policies for the Lyric, have gone to Ashland to ope
coming year. He has supervision of a new theater.
the Lyceum, Starland and College.

—

I

1

advises.

Clay

I

the latt

"The Times-Union," the written permission from the Cana
asked to select a name for publisher for its public playing,

4,000.

FILM
DAILY

On

date, a copyright agreement was
tered into between the United S-ti
and Canada. If later music is
lished. the exhibitor should se

of

public is
the new theater now in course of
construction at Court St. and Clinton
The house will seat
Ave., South.

The

is in

prior to Jan.

Seydlitz, of Havelock.

J.

dissolution
of
Parliament, amer
ments to the Canadian copyright j
which would provide for royalties
any copyrighted music when play
in a theater, went by the boards
that the copyright act of 1921 s1

Florence Vidor in "Popular Sin"
Hollywood
Florence Vidor will

—

^

leave for New York after she finishes w^ork in "The Eagle of the Sea"
to play a part in "The Popular Sin,"
Paramount production to be directed

by Mai

St.

Clair.

New Binghamton Theater
Binghamton, N. Y. Frank Keem
of Brooklyn has leased property
60 Exchange St., where one of th

—

downtown

houses

will

b

Dickerman & Bartoo are
architects and Frank Stento is

tb
th

largest
built.

builder.

—Has Readers in Every
Important City in the
World.

—Has Correspondents
Everywhere That
ture Activity
ant.

is

Pic-

Import-

"Wise Guy" in Brooklyn
"The Wise Guy," is having its initial Greater New York showing this
week at the Mark Strand, Brooklyn.
Beier Again with United Artists
Ik'ier is again assistant to Moe
Streimcr, manager of the United
Artists Ncw^ York exchange.

Nat

Theater Opens at Summer Resort
Atlanta Operating only from 7 tt

—

11

at

night,

the

Lakewood

theatei

has opened at the Lakewood Amuse
ment Park, a summer resort. Maurici

Roth manages.

Start Razing for New Theater
Mich.
This city wil
Saginaw,
Tiffany Opens Cleveland Branch
soon
have
a new up-to-date theater
Cleveland Tiffany has opened its
own exchange at 316 Film Exchange Workmen have begun tearing dowi
buildings at Washington Ave. a;
Bldg. Sam Gerson is manager.
Tuscola St., on which will be erectj

—

—

Majestic, Williamsport, Closes
Williamsport, Pa. The Majestic
has closed for the season.
The
house will be renovated and a $30,000

a,

new

conini
last

V

house.

—

organ

installed.

Carrier in Middle West
A. Carrier, head of Universal's
exchange center theater exploitation,
is on a trip to Detroit, Chicago, Kansas City and Pittsburgh.
J.

Milwaukee Business Men to Build
Milwaukee
Backed by business
men of the Muskego Avenue Advancement Assoc, a new $450, OOC
theater will be erected on Muskegc

—

Ave.

F.

P.

Nusslock heads the vea

ture.

Houi

F.

B. O.

Exchange Being

D.— An

Enlargei
;e3

Natron, Pa., House Reopens
Pa.— The
Keystone,
Natrona, has reopened after being re-

building is in course of construction,
which, when completed will give the

modeled and redecorated.

F.

Tarentum,

Sioux

B. O.

Falls,

S.

exchange more

t'.sei

additionaj

floor space.

Ions

—

m
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{Coiiiinue<i

ion of 20 stars

nd

for a letter

A 25- Year

Readers

10,000,000

from Page

and motion pictures
on "Why 1 Like Mo-

The first national prize is a
two around the world. The
a

for

trip

trip

secto the

or

is

two

from
exposition
yesqui-Centennial
Other
he winner's home town.
books and
radios,
include
)rizes
Several cities are offering
:odaks.
ocal prizes of trips to Bermuda or
A^est

Indies,

and

trips

Niagara

to

7alls.

Newspapers

conducting

the

con-

est include:

Ann Arbor

Lease

(Mich.) Times News, Atlanta

Constitution, Atlantic City Press and Union,
3attle Creek, Mich., Inquirer-News, Boston

American, Buffalo News, Camden Courier,
>ro (Mich.) Advertiser, Chicago Amerian Columbus Dispatch, Cincinnati TimesDallas
Herald,
(Tenn.)
Columbia
_Jtar.
Vews, Detroit Times, Grand Rapids (Mich.)
Jacksonville
Chronicle,
Houston
Herald,
Fla.) Journal, Hutchinson (Kas.) Herald,
tndianapolis News, Jackson (Mich.) CitizenRock News, Los Angeles
Little
'atriot.
News, Louisville Courier-Journal and Times,
Marion (Ind ) Leader, Memphis News-ScimiNew Orleans Item, Oklahoma City Oklaom'ian, Owosso (Mich.) Argus-Press, PonLc
News,
Philadelphia
Press,
(Mich )
tiac
Providence Bulletin, Salt Lake City TeleShawnee
News,
(Mich.)
Saginaw
gram,
Okla.) News, Tulsa World.

—

On

completed by Labor Day,

1927.

from

Spokane that

that city

is

in

the

Twelve circuits in addition to individual houses are involved in the deal
which O'Reilly says gives Prod. Dist.
Corp. wider distribution of its product in the metropolitan zone than
any other company. These circuits
Mayer and Schneider, 22
include:
houses; Rachmil and Rinzler, 12 the-

on the

Dickinson After 20 Houses
Kansas City Glenn Dickinson

—

"Blue"

Law

deal.

"And we

believe that in

negotiating positive booking arrangeCorp., we
witli Prod. Dist.
have protected the members of the
T. O. C. C. in the matter of product
asIt
for the next three years.
sures them the Cecil De Mille picMetropolitan Pictures Corp.,
tures,
and the Al Christie features.
"All the members of the Film Service Corp., are enthusiastic over the
"It
P. D. C. deal," he continued.
has brought us a sense of security
for the future, and brought a happy
and business-like working agreement
with the powerful Keith-Albee inter-

ments
is

—

^^^

That's That!

By PHIL. M. DALV

WE'VE

,

had

super-almost-everythe business and now

thing in
super director.
He is James
Cruze, given this degree by Famous
because of his consistent high batting
average.

it's

What

if all film

men

followed the

example of the Fort Worth "reform" minister and nhot everyone
who didn't agree with them,?

Harry Langdon wasn't trying to
crack wise on film salesmen when he

made "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp."
F. B. 0.

is

withholding release of

"Her Honor, the Governor" from
Wyoming and Texas, pending the
outcom,e of bitter political campaigns

raging with

women

gubernatorial in-

cumbents up for

reelection.
There's
chivalry for you, but then, ladies
first always has been a slogan of

the business.

Glenn Allvine pulled a hot one at
M. P. A. luncheon when he

the A.

questioned showmanship of bringing
pictures
attraction
in
to New York on
the hottest day of the year.

the

hottest

(Rudy Valentino)

Clinton,

Readers of "The Plastic Age" are
wondering just who wrote the novel
which forms the basis for the picture
at the Colony this week. Percy
Mark was the author credited by the
book publishers, with his name and

Cosmo,

Harlem,

the
big
the

novel's

money for

Majestic,

If
anj'one should ask you, Lin
Bonnis is now "at Liberty."
In
Law, Odeon, Orpheum, Palace, Royal other words, he is now associated with
Stadium, Waco, Brooklyn, Adelphia, "Liberty Magazine" in a writing
Beverly, Concord, City Line, Culver, capacity.
Sheridan,
Lesserts,
Golden Rule,
Ozone Park, New Piccadilly and Our
"Red" Grange has gone back to
Civic.
peddling ice. The famed Ghost of
Hyman Rachmil; Capitol, Prem- the gridiron probably tvants to cooly
Sheffield, Stadium, Stone ^nd consider that F. B. O. offer.
ier,
Supreme, all in Brooklyn.

Mt.

Morris,

New

Delancey,

New

.

,

—

Brady, Lasky Superintendent
Angeles James K. Brady.
chief engineer of the Lasky studio,
has been appointed superintendent of
studio operations. Construction work
and remodeling of the plant was done
under his supervision.

—

Los

"U" Western

Schlaifer

Sales

— L.

Head

J. Schlaifer now
is serving as western division manager
for Universal, following appointment
of Lou B. Metzger to the position of
general sales manager.

Los Angeles

1=

,,

in

working harness.

Workmen Hurt When Wall

—

Falls

Syracuse, N. Y. A foreman and ^"William Salkin, Eagle, 79th St., and
Hands
Join
laborers were injured by a fall- Photoplay.
two
Eisenbach
Faust &
Grob & Knobel Long Island;
Opera ing wall of the old System theater
Faust,
A.
O.-O.
Burton.
Heights; New York; Kingsdown.
tearing
Jackson
were
they
which
W.
W.
with
House owner, now is
Manhattan,
U. S. and Valenbridge,
House.
Opera
l-.isenbach, who has the
tine.
LexingFire Destroys Machines and Films
House,
Opera
l^ellevue and
of
reels
Neb. Several
Pender,
They will operate the Burton
ton.
machines
Farquar New Warner Manager
projection
two
but
and
film
jointly,
and Bellevue theaters
Salt Lake City— D. Farquar is the
in a fire at the Theldestroyed
were
Lexington
the
dismantle
to
plan
new manager of th^ Warner exchange
ma.

—

—

house.

J

popularity commanding
the screen rights, but
ests."
Colony's presentation credits
the
by
embraced
Circuit houses
Percy Adams with the authorship.
deal include: Meyer & Schneider;

Amusement Co.
Consolidated
Arena, Drury Lane, Forum, Gem,
Luxor, Pastime, 72nd St. Playhouse,
Times, Tivoli, Willis, Windsor and
York.
^
Heights Theaters, Inc., Brooklyn; Glenwood, Irving, Parthenon,
business for all theaters that
bath" in the district.
Knickerbocker;
United,
Wyckoff,
That is why a great many
into it.
part
Crescent, GarBelmont,
take
York,
not
New
did
that
(communities
Warner, Varconi in "King of Kings" den, Gem, Gotham, Heights, Majestic,
year.
last year are celebrating this
Los Angeles H. B. Warner will Melrose, McKinley Square, Palace,
play the role of the Redeemer and Lido, 181st St., Ritz and Washington.
Oklahoma City—Under direction Victor Varconi that of Pontious PiHenry Suchman; Benenson, BlenMajes- late in "The King of Kings," which
of Morris Loewenstein of the
Golden Rule and Webster.
heim,
who is manager for "Greater Cecil B. De Mille is preparing to proBohemian
tic
O'Reilly,
L.
Charles
getis
Movie Season," the campaign
duce.
Annex, Rex and 68th St. Playhouse.
are
Six committees
ting under way.
Sol Raives, Gramercy, Acme and
.

And

1)

corner will be built a 32- aters; Consolidated Bolognino, 22
jtory office building with illuminated houses; Heights Theaters, 6 houses;
The improvements, together Suchman. 4 houses; Charles O'Reilly,
.ower.
with the lease and land value, will 5 houses;; Sol Raines, 6 houses: Salapproximately
$15,000,000. kin, 4
involve
houses; Gould, 6 houses;
The office structure will be known as Roosevelt Garden and Oxford; Grobe
Building.
The and Knobel, 8 houses; and Hy GainsWittemann
the
ground and first floor will consist of boro, 3 houses.
stores and studios, with offices above.
Product will be split between memThe brokers were Albert Lohmann, bers of the pool and Keith-Albee and
of the firm of J. M. Thompson, and affiliated houses, with each group
Frank A. Slocum, Hutton & Holohan playing second run pictures played
were attorneys for Mr. Wittemann. second run pictures played first run
Charles F. Noyes, Inc., will have by the other. "The first duty of the
charge of the financing. The build- i. O. C. C. is to protect its meming and theater are expected to be bers," said O'Reilly, "in commenting

Sponsor Raps Opponents
every theater
Washington Although he fails to
Gromcampaign, of which R. A.
state the connection. Rep. William
bacher is the director.
Lankford (Ga.) says that nearly
is
theater,
Fay's
Jack Carroll, of
everyone opposed to "blue" Sunday
leading the Providence, (R. I.) cam- also is against prohibition and thereBoston is under way with fore antagonistic to the Constitution
paign
Judge Albert J. Brackett as general and declares he will redouble efforts
chairman.
to foist a Sunday closing law on the
Smaller towns are organizing, too. District of Columbia when Congress
"Greater
The news has spread that
reconvenes in December. He claims
Movie Season" last year increased there is a sentiment for a "Sour Sabwent
in

(Lontinued from Page

constant supply of quality product
The contract becomes operative immediately.

the

stepping out.
The enterprising circuit head, through a deal with John
Tackett has added two Coffeyville,
At least ten more newspapers are Kans., houses to his credit, with new
expected to be added before the con- houses under way to bring the total of
One of
theaters in his chain to 20.
test begins.
Exhibitors are organizing rapidly the Coffeyville houses now is under
and getting their campaign going construction.
Seating 1,200, a new theater is benow that the time for the celebration
Communities are setting the ing built by Dickinson at Indepenbegins.
dence. It win be opened around Nov.
date for the opening as best suits loSome cities will be- 1. In addition, he is declared to be
cal conditions.
negotiating for a new house under
gin on Aug. 1, while others will beconstruction at Maryville, Mo., and
August.
in
later
gin their campaigns
two theaters at Fort Scott, Kans.
the
of
president
W. M. James,
Tackett is to continue to operate his
M. P. T. O. of Ohio, is leading the South Coffeyville, Mo., theater which
Columbus campaign with P. J. was not included in the deal with
Wood, business manager, acting as Dickinson.
general chairman.

Word comes

Days Guaranteed

400

Theater
To Be
Erected for Publix by Harold E.
Witteman Ready Labor Day,
Publix has taken a 25-year lease on
the 32-story ottice and theater building
to be erected by Harold E. Witteman
Flatbush and De Kalb Aves.,
at
Brooklyn, the project involving $15,The house will seat 4,500.
jOO,000.
As soon as architectural plans are
umpleted the present buildings will
,e demolished.

4,500— Brooklyn

1)

It has a number of
ion Pictures."
which
features
irculation-building
lave made it attractive to newspapers
hroughout the United States.

nd prize

'

Revival

Month

—The

Toledo

at

Toledo

Temple

month of revivals.
owns the house and

is playing a
E. Mandelbaum
Billy Exton man-

ages.

New

Sparks House for Jacksonville
Jacksonville, Fla.— Costing $40,000,
a 600 seat theater is to be built at 18
E. Forsyth St., by Sparks Enterprises.

1

p-

THRILL

>ILL

THE world/
you think the world has been thrilled
Ifbefore, wait until August 6^^ when—

Warner

Bros,

AT THE WARNER THEATRE, NEW YORK,

IN

will

present the

CONJUNCTION WITH THE

WORLD PREMIERE SHOWING OF
''DON JUAN''

STORY BY BESS MEREDYTH

DIRECTED BY ALAN CROSLAND

WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST ACTOR

JOHN BARRyNORE
Featuring an Assemblage of World-Famous Artists
Unprecedented on Stage or Screen!

EFREM ZIMBALIST

GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
the xvorld-jamons Metropolitan

Opera

tenor

MISCHA ELMAN
knoun

to

every

man, %ioman and

violinist in both

Europe and America

HAROLD BAUER
child that loves music

the pianist

numbered among

the

immortah

of

music

ANNA CASE

MARION TALLEY
the Metropolitan Operatic Sensation of the

Year

METROPOLITAN OPERA

CHORUS
^^^^««^4,^

acclaimed the master

c

Singers heretofore appearing only x^ith
the Metropolitan Opera Company

the favorite of Europe's ro>alf>

and

the

American public

HENRY HADLEY

and the
NY- PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA
Mr. Hadley, himself, conducting this unparalleled
aggregation of 107 symphony artists

TO BE PRESENTED BY

WARNER. BROS.
The

^^

Western

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH

Electric

Opening Night

Company

and

the Bell Telephone Laboratories

^ WARNER THEATRE ^ 'lOViIS'lllSc'' ^august 6'"

—
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An

WONDER

AMERICAN

PICTURE
of

Super-Special

by

DU PONT

all f

the

lime

GREAT!

A

jpi

\JniversaX

Super
Jewel

Carl Laemml

OVE Ml AND /
TOEWORLiy
IS
NEWS SERVICE
That

mine/
IN THIS ISSUE

Comprehensive — An Office and

Present-O-Grams, Re-

Is

Los Angeles
Reporters in All Key
Centers and Regular
Correspondents in Important Cities Abroad.
Staff in

FEATURES

A

Screen Distortion
TIMELY article of interest to

"iew of Reviews,
exhibitors

everywhere. A. L. Raven, of the Raven
Screen Corp. is the author of the discussion
which was read as a lecture before the American
Projection Society.

Know Your

Industry,
Presentations, Hollywood Flashes, Eastern
Studios,
Little from

A

Lots, Short Subjects.

_J

p.

DC

DEMILLE-MET

PfXODUCERG
F.C.MUAJaCE.

p^

^ -r

J

President
Cc.;^l>.:

(^ f\

,

V._r.J^i

no

p O 1 A, T* i^^^^iy
p'mmam intirnationm corporatioh

1/

Tk

oisTWcyfoRS

RAYMOND PAWIEY, Vice President andTiea;
JOHN C.FllWN.Vfce-PresidenTand

RINGER
AN PICTURES

If

West 46 +h. street

New

York,

,

N

.

(IX

Y.

!l

STANLEY
THEATRE
Philadelphia
lines them up
with

CECIL

stam

til

I

tpol

kiiit

B.

(use

to

Sort

ito
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ion

(ari

T\vo photos
that testify

in

ioii<

to the tremen-

dous puUing

power of this
great special

There

is

no hot weather slump
for P, D. C, Exhibitors
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H. Chain;
London Expects British Government
3,000,000 Cash for J.
To Impose Quota Plan on Industry
North American in Possession Aug. 1
Theaters

Change Hands-

New Owner Now
Operates
Reports from the Northwest notthstanding, North American Thewill take
1
Inc., on August
irs,
ssession of the 35 Jensen and Von

May

Sell

American M. P. Corp.

Week

130,000,000 a

Trade Fails

Sale of the assets of the American
One hundred thirty million people,
M. P. Corp. for |5,000 to the Wyko or more than the country's populaProjector Corp., may be authorized at tion, attend motion picture theaters
a meeting to be held Aug. 3 at the each week, it is shown in figures comcourt
house and postoffice Bldg. piled by the "Wall Street Journal,"
Creditors of American M. P. Corp. which has just begun a series of arwill consider the offer.
ticles analyzing the industry.

ment

Reach an Agree-

— Looks

to

America

for Friendly Gesture

ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor,

London

Film Renter, London

—The

sub-committee of the
trade will report to the main committee next Wednesday that no decision
has been reached on the method of reviving British
production activity.
This is learned on the best of author-

Willard Louis Dead

Audits In Error?

to

jrberg houses in the Pacific NorthHolding Company Sues Accountants Noted Screen Comedian Dies at
thereby virtually acquiring a
st,
Glendale Home After Brief
for Alleged False Statement of
territory.
that
jnopoly in
Illness
Condition of Select Pictures
About $3,000,000 in cash will pass
Willard Louis,
Cal.
Glendale,
lltica,
N. Y. Action to recover
Jensen and Von Herberg, accordIt
is
understood this may mean
1349,200 said to have been loaned the Warner Bros, star, died at his home
Prank R. Wilson, president
? to
here yesterday after a brief illness. that the Government will step into
defunct
Selznick Enterprises,
has
North American. In addition to
been instituted here by the Utica Death was superinduced by pneu- the situation and will probably inflict
IS,
his company is investing over
Holding Co. against the firm of Bar- monia following an attack of typhoid a quota. The position is serious and
5,000,000 additional in theater proyet there is reason for the statement
North row, Wade, Guthrie & Co., certified fever.
the
Northwest.
in
.:ts
Born at Woodfield, Md., 40 years that even now it could be saved if
public accountants of New York City.
.ncrican is building a 2,400 seat
The amount represents an alleged ago, Louis had been in pictures for America gave a gesture. Just what
i?ater in Seattle, the Broadway in
form this gesture should take is a
{Continued on Page 2)
{Continued on Page 2)
irtland. Ore. and a 2,000 seat thequestion. Manj' believe an expression
The Seattle and
;;r in Bellingham.
of willingness to discuss reciprocity
irtland theaters open next month.
in New York with a member of the
Hnward P. Ingles, a banker assoThe Stanley-Fabian interests are sub-committee might be sufficient.
In commenting on the present
(Continued on Page 2)
{Continued nn Page 4)
to have taken over the
understood
fithe
movements in the film stocks,

—

—

Stern Deal Complete?

Stocks Moving

Conclude Testimony

Am-

nancial editor of the "New York
erican" said, in part, yesterday:

Joseph Stern Circuit
houses,
Nineteen

in

New

Jersey.

approximating

Per Gent

40
of Total
embraced in the
"As pointed out heretofore. Famous 2,000 seats each, are
Testimony in the action of the
deal.
Forty
per
cent
of
the
gross for the
the
Players has been held back due to
'deral Trade Commission against
Efforts to reach Stanley, Fabian and current year, estimated at $25,000,rights to subscribe for new stock
imous was concluded yesterday at
Stern officials for confirmation, failed. 000. will be contributed by the for{Continued on Page 2)
hearing at 45 Broadway, with P.
eign department of Fox, according to
Raibourn, statistician for the reExhibits were
ondent, as witness.
bmitted showing the developments
the theater field since Sept. 1, 1924,
id
regarding the activities of the
rious

producing companies

in

tion has 68
countries.

this

id fully

up to

his expectations.

again
from London indicate the quota plan
CABLESmild
Much continues
the English
furore

about a method
never too strong feet.

to be said

back on

blamed

Page
Mantrap
Paramount
The Family Upstairs

its

Fox

6

Puppets
First National

limitless

space

many months

to

the

all

of the

past,

America

is

a cursory examination of the
effects on Britain's shores of

difficult to rid one's self of the

that have befallen the tight
had their beginnings in this country.

that

ills

Facts,
6
7

Lee Shubert has made an

little

bourn

island have

The

The trade in England might well realize these facts:
nefarious and
That the American industry is not engaged in

of-

Famous

houses,
P. A. Raibourn, statistician for
the company, said at the Federal Trade Commission hearing
yesterday. He desires them for
the United Artists chain, Rai-

impression

Hard and Cold

{Continued on Page 4)

Seeks Famous Houses?
fer for certain

From even

devoted
it is

of putting English production

6

The Big Show
Associated Exhibtors
Short Subjects

the case for

for everything.

American pictures
6

organiza30 foreign

crea-

trade.

in

ting a

As has been

Features Reviewed

in

building up the foreign department
over a period of ten years. The investment is declared to be carried on
the books as $1, it is stated.
is

Hays Returns

branches

Between $5,000,000 and ?6,000,000,
from earnings, has been spent in

industry.
next important step in the case
(Continued on Page 2)

Will H. Hays arrived back in New
ork from the Coast late Thursday
ght.
He declared conditions in
ollywood are eminently satisfactory

The

estimate.

all

lase of the

The

company

a

stated.

theaters are understood

to be in various sections of the

country and are old houses.
is

It

that the sites are
for the new houses

believed

wanted

planned by United Artists.
FILM
Shubert told
DAILY later that he had never
personally made such an offer.

THE

.

.
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5,

these
known as
for

Conclude Testimony

New

(Continued from Page

England Assured Under
Arrangement

will

Purchase of the entire 1926-27 F.
B. O. output for showing in Publix,
Gray and Gordon theaters has been
completed by Famous. The pictures
will be shown in the key cities of
,
five different states.

the

1)

be the filing of Trial Examine
Reeves' report with the secretary

Four Boston theaters, the Washington, St. Olympia, Scollay Square,
and Fenway, will show the F. B. O.
line-up, as well as theaters in Alls-

Commission

should

take

Washington. Th

at

within

place

20

or

,

days.

The

inclusion of every exhibit
testimony was objected to I
Martin Morrison, counsel for tl
Commission, but in each instance, h
the

protest was overruled.
With Rs
bourn on the stand Bruce Bromle^
attorney for Famous, endeavored

Jii.';

Theaters,
mark for identify a schedule showir
although this has not been de- ton. Brockton, Fitchburg, Gloucester the total number of features releastE!''
Augusta,
termined.
Wilson declared yester- and Chelsea in Mass.;
TIf
Rumford, by companies in 1924 and 1925. ]
Westbrook,
day that the subsidiary which will Waterville,
explaining his reason for submittir
be owned 100 per cent by North Rockland, Norway, Livermore Falls, the list he said that his object
w!
American will have sufficient funds at Lewiston, Houlton. Gardiner, Ft. to prove that Famous has no mono;
Bath
Bangor,
Fairfield,
Biddeford,
its
disposal to take care of whatoly in the production of pictures.
ever expansion may be necessary in and Belfast in Maine; Berlin, ConAnother list accepted covered tl
that territory in order to maintain the cord, Dover and Porstmouth in New total theaters
in the U. S. up
and
Montpelier
Barre,
Hampshire;
position of the organization as per1926.
1,
Raibourn explainc
Jan.
haps the dominant factor in that field. Burlington in Vermont and Newport, that it was necessary for
Famous ic\
Woonsocket and Pawtucket in Rhode
It is not all unlikely that additional
compile such a schedule and also
Island.
houses will be annexed.
list showing what pictures are screei

THE FILM

to

100 Per Cent Representation in

iim

Inc..

1650 Hroadwa-y, New York, N. Y.
Circle 4736 4737 4738 4739.
Cable ad-

Phone

F. B. O.-Famous Deal

in

Tiic holding company
theaters will probably be
the
Pacific
Northwest

Wilk, Traveling Representative
Entered as second class matter M«y
21. 1918, at the post office at New York,
N. v., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (I'ostage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
Subscribers should remit with order.
J15.00.
/Address

1)

the acquisition of tiie J.
and H. properties leaves San Franci.sco for Seattle on Sunday.
Grover
C. Kirle, treasurer of North American, left New York yesterday for
Portland where the deal will be finally
consiminiated.
Harry C. Arthur,
vice-president and general manager of
North American, is en route to handle
some of the final detail.

Prici25Caiits

::::::

JOHN W. ALICOATE

For Chain
from Page

Sur.day, July 25, 19i

With

the consummation of the
North American will have a toStocks
tal of 120 theaters and a seating cap(Continued from Page 1)
acity of 125,000 in its chain.
Development in the Northwest particu- which led to selling by those in a posilarly seems assured.
tion to exercise such privilege. How-

Moving

deal.

Financial

ever, with these rights off

ed in the houses of its competitor:
Lists were also tendered showir
first-run

theaters in

and more and

of 25,0(
100,000 ar

cities

cities

of

ktc

""
iit

I

over.
Explanation was made thf'
Warner Bros, do not appear on tl
Famous has new list owing to the abandonment
1

The market moved

Audits In Error?

jerkily

Friday, despite
the fact that better news had reached here
from abroad.
The condition Rave rise to
the belief that the slump which has taken
place on the Exchange has not been influenced by the foreign market, but by overbuying during the rise.
Trading was at a
low ebb due to the absence of interest from
the outside.

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc
Seat. Pfd.

•Halaban
Hala.

&

33/8
37-^

.

.

&

Katz
Katz Vtc

72^

Eastman Kodak
K:imous

Players
I'am. Plav. Rts.

.

,

•Fam. May. Pfd.
•Film

In.spect.

.

...
.

.

Oi'A
39

M

19H

•Pathe Exch. "A"
ttRoxy Units

ttRoxy Common

.

*tParamount B'way
Trans Lux Screen

113
116!4
4'A
120
6
103 J4 103'A

38H

19H

19Ji

25
6
52

23
514
52

'366

availing.

(Continued from Page

71

H'A

SA

V>Vi

1,000

30A
31

a

12%

12

'4

WA

18

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

T E B B

200
900

N

I

S

in

screen fame.

ill

asked
in

number

of

was

the past fifteen years

for

London was

Bernstein, brother of Sidney
who has been making a survey of
theater construction in this country.
ceil

ArtfiurW. Stebbins&Co.Jnc.
1540

Broadway
Bryant 3040

N. Y. C.

Ochs
Lee A. Ochs

with Laurel then seekpicture work whereupon Rock
advised other producers of the status
of the contract.

Arranging European Production
Paris— i-:dwin Miles Fadman is here
discussing the
short subjects

possibility
in

France

of

making

Washington

lis.)

Sails

FOR RENT
OFFICE WITH VAULT
AND CUTTING ROOM
Room 400
1600 B'way

FILM

—

to

the tent

find

shows

action

against

the

infesting the
limits.

carnival

Court
evil

forecast.

I

F

I

X'»

^OTUMii
GOWNS UNIFORMS
BROOKS'
OH
LEARN TO SAY

1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580 PEN
ALSO 25,000
COSTUMES TO RENT

is

lilt

sails

Lackawanna 9651-9662

edges of their corporate

«i

tl

fcrctii

Since, he has starred in

Another passenger
(

Raibourn concerning

first-run situation in

a failure,

ing

Warner productions and

motion picture department of Kodak,
Ltd., of Great Britain, sailed on the
Caronia for London last night.
He
had been in America for about seven

Specialists in Motion Picture

i)t

terrogated

tract after a year in order to enter
vaudeville, Isador Morris, counsel for
Rock, declared. This venture, he said,

weeks.

and Theatrical insurance for

hibition time Famous occupies wi'
Georsje R. Hawkins
its pictures.

on the Con
Biancamamo for Naples today. I
Laurel from obtaining employment.
will visit all of the important Eur
Laurel voluntarily broke his con- pean countries.

Carnival Opposition in Va.
Bristol.
\a. Several towns have
has been recognized as one of the
made an open declaration of war
screen's leading comedians.
against
carnivals,
with
exhibitors
keenlv interested in moves to stamp
Blake Sails
out the evil. The towns are refusing
E. E. Blake, sales manager of the to grant licenses
to carnivals, only
a

think of

comedian

"Beau Brummell," he
unmediately was assigned to comedy
parts, rapidly mounting the ladder of

45'/,

WA

1)

12 years.
The major part of his career was spent in heavy roles, but
when he demonstrated his ability as

100

Last Pricei Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond .Market
tt Bid and Ask

When you

Willard Louis Dead

1

<

Rock

300

97 y.

nvx

"A"

•

S

ii:

:

crash of the Selznick Companies, the
plaintiff contending the defendant in
its audits gave cash on hand of Select
Pictures Corp., as $93,863.43, when
overdrafts of the corporation actually
Sales amounted to $216,282.53.
The over100 drafts, says the complaint, were listed
100 by the accountants
as among notes
are
"266 payable.

52

.

Pict
Pict.

1)

in suit filed against Joe
the Superior Court by Stan
Laurel.
The petition alleges that
7.700
Lewis J. Selznick said he had no- Laurel
10,200
had a three year contract with
thing to .say, when questioned yesterRock, who used the comedian for a
day regarding the lltica action. Efyear, and then failed to exercise an
100
forts to communicate with Barrow,
option on his services.
In addition,
Wade, Guthrie & Co., proved unl',666
3S'A
the complaint says. Rock prevented
24

72^

'Universal Pict.
•Cniver. Pict. Pfd.
•Uni. Art. The. Ct.
"Warner Bros.

Warner
Warner

37H

Page

made the Selznick organizations.
The suit is an aftermath of the

loan

54»4

Skouras Bros
••Stan Co. of Am.

.

33!^

74
727^

.113
113
.117J^ 116
4
4Ji
.

First Nat'l Pfd.
'Intern'I Project
l.ocw's, Inc
•Metro Gold.- Pfd.
P. Cap. Corp.

Cloae

33^^
37J4

(.Continued from

power and dividend record which, in their theater program due to tl
so far as the market has shown, has purchase of Vitagraph.
never been fully realized by the speAttention was called to the fa
Fox Film and that United Artists is interested
culative
element.
Pathe also are showing steady gain developing a chain of houses in
k
in income, which has influenced excities, Attorney Bromley describir
pectations of higher dividends by both
the plan as "ambitious."
companies before the close of the
Absorption of the Crandall, Ro\
year."
and & Clark, Fabian and other hous'
by the Stanley interests was point«|™?
Laurel Asks $125,000 Damages
Another list was submitted
out.
Los Angeles—-Damages of $125,000 prove just what part of available e

Warning toProducers]
is to notify all producers thati)
my attorneys I shall begin |
action for damages against anyji
person or persons or corporation whop

This

through

legal

may purchase from

unauthorized

and|)

irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
studios, make and release these piC'
tures as "Curwood stories."
No pre^
historic
magazine story and no one
or two reel "original" of mine written
years ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts

with me.
gan.

My

address

The name

and attorneys

is

Owosso, Michi-

my New York

of
will be given

agents

on request.

JAMES OUVER CURWOOD

THE
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Picture Distortion

RAVEN

the screen, is really 12 teet wide at clianged the perpendicular angle.
lop but 13 leet 3 incncs wide at
Editor's Note:
The following arti- tne boiioni, or about 1 toot 3 inches
Viewing Angle
le is a portion of a lecture delivered
vviUer wnen projected trom this angle,
If
architects would arrange the
y Mr. Raven before the American consequently every object picturea on
'rojection Society, republished from
seating
layout of theaters so that the
tne screen is sugutiy over one-tentn
The American Projectionist.")
proporiion (.wider) at the bot- viewing angle of off-center seats
A. L.

The Raven Screen Corp.

liie

out ot
lom as compared to the top.

—

i

"Fade-Out"

We should always be on our guard
however, lest we confuse distortion
with "fade-out."
By "fade-out" is
meant the gradual dimming of the
picture (loss of brightness) as one
seats would be changed for the height moves across the auditorium from
in proportion as it were changed for center to sides.
This is quite a difthe width, there would be no dis- ferent matter than distortion and can
be entirely controlled by the screen.
tortion observed in the screen picIt will be found that the more spec-

in ad7^0 R the average person one of the dition to tins we have tne out-ol-tocus
least understood, and by screen eiiect clue to tne lack of latitude ot
inis is greater or less, aclen, one of the most abused matters, me lens,
the question of distortion in motion cording as the lens is ot poor quality
i he only way to ture.
ictures
and this too, in spite of the or liign grade.
ict that it is a matter that may easily correct ihe lormer tault is to so arFor example, let us take an imrange the relation ot screen and pro- aginary situation in which a 9 by 12
e explained and understood.
While discussing this matter it jector that the rays to the top ot the foot picture is being projected norscreen travel the same distance as mally and we are seated 35 feet from
i'ould be well for us to note that
the
rays to the bottom, and the same the center of the screen but 17 feet
here are several kinds of distortion
should exist between the side to one side of the axis of projection
relation
ossible in projection.
We will ConThis is a matter for the archi- (an imaginary line drawn from the
ine ourselves, however, to the two rays.
projection lens to the center of the
Liost commonly encountered; namely, tect.
screen) with our eyes on a level with
istortion resulting from projecting at
Distortion
The picthe center of the screen.
pronounced angle and the distortion
bserved when viewing a picture
Coming now to the problem of dis- ture will subtend a viewing angle of
rem even a slight angle. Of the two, tortion, uuc lu viewing the picture 18 degrees for width and 15 degrees
By comparing these two
hat resulting from projection is the from an angle, even though the pro- for height.
vorse, because it involves not only jeciion be at normal to the surtace of measurements we find that the meashe distortion due ot the angle of pro- tne screen, here we have a rather com- urement for height is greater than
ection but also the out-of-focus effect plicated state of attairs, because each ->4 of the measurement for width.
lue to the limitations of lenses. The seat IS at a diherent angle to the Consequently there is distortion in the
listortion in these two cases pro- screen as a whole and this angle is picture, the objects appearing taller
duces either elongation of foreshort- never constant, changing as it does than they should. If however we resame lateral relation to
ining of the objects being viewed.
as we direct our vision to diherent main in the
elevate ourselves 17
but
screen
the
By tilting the screen the projec- parts of the surface of the screen.
feet we find that the height of the
efout-of-focus
no
however,
is,
There
iion angle can be corrected so as to
picture now subtends an angle of
lo away with this form of distortion, fect because the eye can instantly
13/^ degrees, and since this angle is
aut this introduces mechanical diffi- change its focus to suit the distance.
of the angle for width (18 degrees)
inji
this
in
encounter
do
What
we
tulties as to the stage settings and
picture to our sense of sight will
the
foreand
ilso increases the visual distortion stance is the elongation
not
be distorted, because the proper
or those seated otherwise than in a shortening of the objects in the picrelation of height to width (three to
grotesque
rather
produce
ture, which
lirect line with the projected rays.
been re-established.
The claim that any particular etfects, to say the least. The reason four) has
the
analyze
if
we
obvious
this
is
tor
screen corrects distortion or is withNow, if the seating layout of a
Since the height of a prop- theater is so arranged that this anguout distortion is absolutely without angles.
of its
oundation, for the screen has noth- erly projected picture is
lar relation of height to width is mainng whatever to do with distortion width, a picture 12 feet by 6 feet tained for every seat, there will be no
md can neither increase nor reduce when viewed from normal subtends distortion, assuming of course that
an angle of approximately 23 degrees the picture is projected normally to
t.
tor height, at a viewing distance of the perpendicular face of the screen.
Problem of Angles
30 feet, and an angle ot 30 degrees This can easily be demonstrated by
The whole matter is purely and for width. If however, we move 21 observing a picture being projected
simply a problern of angles. Broadly feet off center laterally (to one side)
in a theater where there are box seats
speaking then, the only way to cor- and still 30 feet from center, the picTake a
at the sides of the stage.
rect this form of distortion is to cor- ture will subtend an angle of 23 deseat in the box that is level with the
rect the angles that cause it.
grees for width the same as for the stage floor and study the picture;
Let us take up briefly the question height, and the effect is, to our sense then change your location to a seat
Df projection
distortion.
Referring of sight, as if we had a square pic- in the box directly overhead and you
Consequently all objects in the will find that now the distortion is
;o a lens table, we find that the light ture.
Deani produced through a 2% inch picture would be ^ narrower than much more pronounced than it was
ens has a spread in width of ap- they should be in proportion to their from your first position.
proximately 4.8 inch per foot of dis- height. This produces the elongation
The reason for this is that while
ance traveled and for height a spread or lanky appearance so often observed
first position was off center laterthe
theaters.
in
of approximately 3.6 inch so that from the side seats
ally, it was also off center perpendicuIt a distance of 30 feet in a normal
By moving still farther to one side larly by being below the center of
Position we would have a picture 12
of the center of the screen we reach the'screen. Thus, reducing the angle
:eet wide by 9 feet high.
In
positions where the line Division ac- for height as well as for width.
In producing a picture 12 feet wide tually subtends a greater angle for the second position however, the anjy 9 feet high, using a 2% inch lens, the height than for width, so that to gle for width was reduced without a
f/e find that from an elevation of 10 our senses the height of the picture corresponding reduction in the angle
fact that the
'eet above the center of the screen :s apparently greater than the width,
for height, due to the
;he bottom rays would travel approxi- and
elongation is very pro second tier of boxes is generally lothe
level of
mately 3 feet farther than the top nounced.
cated somewhat above the
rays.
This means that the picture
floor, and more nearly on
stage
the
cases
We observed distortion in the
:hat would be 9 feet by 12 feet if prothe horizontal center line
reduced a level with
iected normally, that is, from a posi- just cited because we have
screen.
have not of the
:ion on a level with the center of the horizontal angle but
;

GET

THE BEST
RESULTS FROM
THE SCREEN

tacular (mirror-like") a screen is, the
more pronounced is its "fade-out"
when viewed from an angle. So that
it
may be stated as a general rule,
that where it is desirable to have
light distributed to the side seats in
an auditorium, as well as to the center ones, a screen of the diffusing
type should be used instead of one
of the more brilliant spectacular type.
If however, the auditorium is long
and narrow so that all seats are located inside an angle of 15 degrees
with the farthest point of the face
of the screen and a weak light source
is being used, a specular or highly
reflective type of screen may be in"Fade-out" is a very bad
stalled.

thing and should never be tolerated.
When "fade-out" occurs on a
screen, the uneven illumination attracts the attention of the audience.

:u
I||

I

%

and emphasizes the

fact that after all

they are looking at a picture on a
screen instead of seeing real people
and things and consequently the illusion of reality

is

entirely lost.

The

screen should reflect light in such a
way that the audience is entirely unaware of the presence of the screen.
This condition can be had in any theater if good judgment is exercised in
selijcting the screen.

The logical conclusion seems to
be that in order to get proper results
in projection, angles should be avoided as much as possible, but if they
cannot be avoided a type of screen
should be installed that reduces the
"fade-out" to a minimum and at the
same time produces a well balanced
picture as regards high lights and
shadows. The screen should also be
suitable for the particular kind of
light source employed so that the
reflected light should be the most
suitable for the eye and it should
have the faculty of reflecting light
to everv part of the auditorium in
such a way that the whole surface of
the screen is uniformly bright regardless of the location of the seat from
which it is viewed. It must reflect
enough light of the proper specular
value for adequate stimulation of the
retina and yet not so much as to
over emphasize one part of the scene
It
the expense of another part.
should not show the grain of the film
stock or emulsion. In fact, it should
be so well balanced in all particulars
that the audience is not conscious of
at

its

presence.

.1
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England
(

Continued from Page 1)

business practices in England or in any other foreign
country. If American pictures doniinatc in the United Kingdom
illegal

there

must be

reason for

not the

The British industry, the British pres
Government are all pulling in differer
The remedy as seen by one group fails of accor

way

to

do

it.

and finally the British

imagine that the directions.
this to be the with the other.
So it goes all through the discussion.
truth.
No effort is being made to check British commercial enThe trade in England must first decide what it wants. Wheilg.,,
terprise in this country. Exactly the same situation should prea basis for discussion to which all factors in London subscribi
vail in England.
to the industry in Americi
it be presented
a

serious-minded

in

it.

It is difificult

to

England do not understand

CI

ii

is

The industry here has never

indicated

its

unwillingness to

arrived

at,

let

through Will H. Hays.

i

lend ear to England's problems insofar as motion pictures are
concerned. London seems to think the trade here should make a

The dubious need not doubt about the reception it will re,
ceive. The proposition, whatever it may be, will get serious con*!
friendly gesture- To whom can that gesture be made when Engsideration. It may not be accepted, but it will be carefully gon^
land itself continues to perform in circles when inotion pictures
over.

I
|mgan

enter the argument?

The

know

British trade apparently forgets that

its

own

Govern?

drawing power of American pic- ment, recognizing the futility of bring all groups together, ha;
tures.
This was amply demonstrated recently when the quota
served notice that unless the house is set in order in a year,
plan was voted down. It has been proven beyond argument that
will legislate as it sees fit. The industry here has no right to acP''|
the trade there itself cannot determine on a mode of procedure.
and rest assured it will not unless England determines whai
The English press continues to fulminate day by day. In the
mad scramble to pin onus after onus on American films it often she wants.
The two trades might reach an agreement. Assuming thii
happens that one powerful newspaper will contradict the other.
came about, what assurance would the leaders in the industn
Im
The HouseHn Order
here have that the British Government might not subscribe to
America will helj) England. This is certain. Whether or different policy and through legislation make it compulsory fo:
not this cooperation will take the form in which it is initially the home industry to follow its mandates. It must be pointed oui
advanced is a matter which cannot be determined at this juncture. that Downing Street looks upon the motion picture as something "
America, as a matter of fact, cannot afford to ignore the English greater than a mere means of disseminating entertainment. Com|
mercialism and policies of empire-building can easily conflict.
market. Too much revenue is derived therefrom.
British exhibitors

the

i||:;

—
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Perpetual outcries against our pictures will not help.

That
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Producing — Directing

REED HOWES

REED HOWES

RAYART RELEASE

SERIES

Supervising

CHARLES ROGERS

BILLY SULLIVAN

KEN MAYNARD UNIT

SERIES

For
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AMSTERDAM
ROME CAIRO

BERLIN

LONDON
ATHENS

Foreign Markets

LISBON
ALGIERS

SYDNEY

By JAMES

P.

— M,

Seiberras,

Looks
owner

news

Additional

film markets will be found

Page

New

Co-operation

Film Renter, London
Federation of British industries has sent out a statement
by Sir Robert Donald on the position
of films in Germany.
The Federation contends that this affords a very
strong argument in favor of the introduction of a quota system in Great
Britain as the only effective means to
Editor,

London

foreign

of

for

ERNEST W. FREDMAN

See Page 12

several theaters throughout Algier
:ends building a chain of houses
Northern Africa. It is the first of
He ititends to show nearly
kind.
French pictures. Seiberras is at
esent planning a new theater at Sidi
Abbes, for which he has already
;1
Almost all therchased a site.
rs in Algier close in the summer.

on

12.

BRUSSELS
BUDAPEST
BADEN-BADEN

CUNNINGHAM

Chain for North Africa
Oran, Algier

PARIS

—The

Import Duties Levied
i he
Belgium authorities
announce a new customs regulation
iirussels

pertaining to films.
It provides for
a duty of 20 centimes per one imported meter of negative film, and 30
centimes for every imported meter
of positive.

Thinks Films Are Better
Lucien Doublon, editorially combat American competition.
Sir Donald's resume of the German situain
"La C'inematogphie Francaise," tion
leads him to the conclusion that the
ungarian Industry in Sad Plight French trade publication states: "I
industry in tliat country is well estal)lished
Budapest The outlook for the in- must admit that American friends are and well organized and the success of the
Funds
stry hi Hungary is black.
at present sending us more interest- quota system in Germany has been a serious
blow to .American domination.
A])parently,
promised
government
the
lich
ing films which show an enormous
from his 13-page statement on the
ungarian producers have not been eftort at accurate details, this being judging
subject. Sir Donald is wedded to an alliance
anted and, together with enormous- quite
new feature. We have criti- between British and German industries, as
Paris

—

HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.
Foreign

—

a

censorship,

the
cized American films and may do so
suit is a complete standstill, with again on account of their obstinacy
large number of players, directors in picturing Paris under a false light.
d technicians out of work.
Why do American producers persist

high

taxes

for

Fox German Unit Active
The Fox unit which will
Berlin
'oduce in Germany (Fox Europa
.oduktion) will make "The Son of

—

in

such methods which result only
and untrue stories?

in

distasteful

he states that unless European countries get
together, it will be impossible in a few years
to make a breach in the American monopoly.

Greek Gov't Establishes Service
Washington A special legislative
degree passed by the Greek Govern-

—

ment establishes a Government Safety
Service, dealing exclusively with film
"Potemkin" Grosses $52,000
film, matters, according to a report by
Russian-made
The
Berlin
first
its
agar," bv Paul Keller, as
"Potemkin" is reported doing an ac- Commercial Attache Dickerson, of
llowed by "The Adventures of a
Central Athens, to the Dept. of Commerce.
throughout
tive
business
ank Note." Hans Kyser will write
alone, it is said The order follows:
Germany
In
Europe.
He
"1. A
scenario on the former.
service is hereby established
film
e
in a Month
the new studios
National and a
British

British Studio

Opens

London

of

— One

;:ng erected
Ltd.,
jctures,

by

Boreham Wood,

at

nearing completion and is
:pected to open within a month or
The second stage is
weeks.
i^e
erts,

is

df finished.

These two are the

first

eight proposed.

German

firm which took over
English distribution guarantees |16,Negotiations for distribution in
000.
France, Spain, Belgium and Holland
are nearing completion.

Some New Spanish

Pictures

— Besides

under

General

Genera! Safety Service shall in no wise be
allowed any special pecuniary assistance what
soever on this account

—

—

have open
own.

air

leir

showings

of

Floria
is
an Atlantida production.
Rev is directing, and featured are
Eli'sa

Turn Producers
newest home-made

Australian Girls

Sydney

—The

Ruiz

Romero,

and

Marina

Torres.

to

—

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING

New

729 Seventh Avenue
'*

Foreign Territory

.a

York, N. \

Productions oj Merit""

8

New Compton

Cable Addresses

Chirine Cross Road

London

St.

W.

C. 2

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions

(Starring Wm. Barrymore
DONALD CAMPBELL
?
i

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

SMICOFILMS

New York
PIZORFILMS

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry
1541)

Cable

H.

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY.

HENARIAS

ADAIM

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

RiCHMOUNT PICTURES,
J.

inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue
D.

2697

MOUNTAN,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and distributors.

Parin Address:
des Films Richmount,

Societe

Rue de Lancry,

2

Paris,

France.

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,
Portland

Cable
Cable

W

I..

Place,

England.

RICHPICSOC. Paris
Address: DEEJAY, London
Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

"THE NEST"
The

International Stage Succens with

PAULIN E FRE DERICK
GEORGE WALSH

in

6 High-Class Society Melodramas

NOW READY:

"THE KICK-OFF" "RISING TO FAME"
YIP!
YAKIMA!
YIP!

STARRING LESTER CUNEO;

LONE HAND TEX
RANGE VULTURES
HEARTS OF THE WEST
WESTERN GRIP
FIGHTING JIM GRANT
TWO FISTED THOMPSON
A WESTERN PROMISE
RIDIN' FOOL

series of 6 five reel

FERDINAND

.

LIGHTENING [WESTERNS
Napoleon Filmt. Ltd.

FOREIGN TERRITORY

i6
t

31

152 West 42nd St., New York City
Cable Ferdinadam, N. Y.
Phone Wis. 1143

noixi releasing

London Address

5196-5197

'»«.«

London.
Cable Address:

Western Comedy Dramas

CO., Inc.

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
8

Phone Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

Now Available

BILL BAILEY
In

be released here. Lloyd Going to Europe in September
Several local newspapers
Paris
was made by
Love,"
Who
Those
daughters of a have carried reports crediting Harold
iree young girls,
ell-knovm medical man who died Lloyd with a trip to Europe in September.
icently.

about

rture

C able address

Government Safety

Service, where all films pertaining to the national history of the country shall be kept.
"2 The General Governm'ent Saiety Service is henceforth vested with the exclusive
authority of issuing permits for the production of all films throughout the country.
"3. The cost of production of any films
of national interest shall be paid for and
exclusively controlled by the General Safety
Service, it being prohibited to all other government services to incur such expenses. The

the

"The Juggler of
pictures in work
other
new
Seville,"
Portugal
Censors for
"Commandments" Ban Lifted
Lisbon A new censorship law in here include "The Heart of a Queen,"
Delia, India -"The Ten Commandortugal prohibits the showing of all directed for Omnia Films by M. G. ments" was warmly received by a notFlora Rossini, Baron de
ctures in which there appears im- Custodio.
able audience attending the first InChildren under 15 Kardy and the child player, Martinex dian showing at Simla.
scenes.
oral
The pic"The
are in the cast.
;ars of age will hereafter be ex- Beringola,
first banned.
ture
was
The County Preacher," is another. This
uded from picture houses.
Madrid

ddies

Prcs.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representative! for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

—

a gross of ll?20,000 has been received,
while in the Baltic States it grossed
Austria, $2,500, Czechoin
SfZ.SOO.
slovakia. $3,500, Scandinavia, $4,000,

rote the "Faust" scenario.

Disiribu'ion

Nat Nathanson,

1

AKIMA

AN UTTS

C
2 BIG Y
AND SELECTED FEATURES-COMEDIES

and SERIALS

All Foreign Rights

fAfF'ff^MboSIMMONDS

PICTURES CORP. 'r^ivTfJK^ih^

i
Sunday, July
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HBBH^Hil
Milton Sills in
"The Big Show"
"The Family Upstairs"
Associated Exhibitors
"Puppets"
Fox
ParamoiDit
PLAY
CLEVER DIRECTION, GOOD ADAPTATION OF STAGE
First National
DIFFERENT IN THAT IT FEA-I
ACTING AND FINE PRODUC- MAKES AMUSING SCREEN
STORY
BUT
TURES WILD WEST ATMOSROMANCE
NICE
CAST
SPLENDID
FARCE.
TION ALL OUTSTANDING
HIGH LIGHTS IN "MAN- AND MANY GOOD LAUGHS. IS SLOW MOVING WITH PHERE INSTEAD OF THE
TITLES TOO NUMEROUS
TRAP." THOROUGHLY ENONLY GOOD ACTING AND CUSTOMARY CIRCUS MAKE
BUT MANY OF THEM ARE SOME INTERESTING ATMO- UP. GOOD STORY AND SOME
JOYABLE.
VERY FUNNY,
Cast .... Clara Bow does some more
SPHERE AND DETAIL TO FIRST RATE BITS OF ACcarries
dcliRhtful trouping as the flirtatious Cast.... J. Farrell MacDonald

"Mantrap"

manicure kid from Minneapolis.
Ernest Torrence splendid as her
Percy Marbackwoods husband.
niont the good looker from the city.
Others not important but some good

types include Hugene Pallette, Tom
Kennedy, Josephine Crowcll, William Orlaniond, Miss Dupont.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy. Sinclair

any
on
brought
hasn't
Lewis
weighty situations, no dramatic climax, no storms, floods or other
elemental spectacles ,n "Mantrap"
but with just three principals, a lot
of real out door atmosphere, and

good comedy
first

rate

his

screen

story

alifords

a

Much

vehicle.

credit belongs to Victor Fleming
for his clever handling of both story
and players. His comedy is subtle,
spontaneous and always hits the

The picture would get
bull's-eye.
off to a better start if Torrence and
Clara in their barber shop meeting
had been used as an opening seciucnce, bringing on Marmont for a

the best of the

good tor laughs with the first title
or two but when they keep coming they serve only to slow the action.
There is a lot of good family
comedy business that is realistic
and certain to reach out to the average audience and strike them as
very real. The idea is based on a
mother's ambition to get a "man"'
for her daughter.
This is built up
with good comedy incidental to the
home life of the family Ma, Pa,
the two girls and the son.
Louise,
the elder daughter, finally falls in
love with a bank clerk but when
he makes his first visit to her home,
Ma, aiming to give the impression
that they are pretty well fixed, does
more harm than good. The fellow
thinks he will not be able to make

His meespecially commendable.
thod of using moving panorama,
with the scenes fading one into another, to show Joe's trip from the
camp to the city is especially clever.
His meeting with Alverna is a novel
comedy angle and the surpise way
of informing you that Alverna has
become his wife, is another deConies along
cidedly fine twist.
the city chap, Marmont, and Al-

She
man she sees and

—

with every
finally convinces
Marmont that he must take her
back to the city with him. They
are overtaken by Joe, and after a
quarrel she leaves Joe and Marmont
stranded and goes off in their boat,
Alverna
headed for Minneapolis.
returns to Joe, however, but at the
last shot a fine looking "mounty"
flirts

Louise
salary.

Mii.irt

entertainment.
Exploitation. ...

.

this

his

bank

clerk's

time Pa has sat
engineer the famAt this point he
his first step

to put Ma in her place while he
goes out to reunite Louise and her
beau.
The clinch takes place on a
('oney Island roller coaster.

Box

Office Angle
Good amusePicture runs a little sJow
toward the end but cutting, especiallv of sonic titles, will help.

ment.

Angle.
Enjoyable.
"Mantrap."
It's real
.

All

is

titling.

Office
They'll like

happy on

back and let Ma
ily
machinery.
takes up the reins and

enters and Alverna is flirting again.
Fast moving little picture and some

Box

way

the

packed with sub-titles indicating
This is
.Vla's misuse of big words.

This is no great
handicap, however. The story tells
of Joe Easter's trip to Minneapolis.
Joe is a trapper and so different
Flemthat Alverna falls for him.
ing's handling of this sequence is

flirts.

all

.

Exploitation
Let them know the
inliniate nature of the comedy in
<;arly anrl often.
Get them in to
this and sav:
"See 'The Family
-^cc Clara Bow and Ernest Torrence
Upstairs,'
It
may be your own
in the best work they have both
family and you'll learn something
You can promise a
done lately.
about yourself."
Farrell MacStory that is entirely out of the orJ.
Donald will be remembered for his
dinary, one that has plenty of fine
various roles in recent Fox produccdiiK-dv.
Every reason why you
tions so use his name in announceshould show this one.
ments.
A frailer will do nicely
Direction
Victor Fleming;

Make your promises

Scenario

Camerman

Sinclair

Direction

Lewis

varies, at times

Adelaide Heilbron Author
Jas. Howe Scenario
I

Photography
Locale ..Canadian

Length

TION.

.

the Bowery and falls
Angela who works in
Nicki's native
a nearby drug store.
Italy calls him back to join the
army so he weds Angela as the boat

show on

pet
in

love with

about to

leaving her in care
of his cousin, Bruno, who also loves
Angela.
Bruno's perfidy concocts
the lie that Nicki has been killed
and he is about to marry Angela
when Nicki returns and owing to
his deafness, as the result of injury,
he does not rea'ize the true state
of affairs.
A sudden shock restores
his hearing and all is made clear
to him.
There is a fight and a fire
but Angela's and Nicki's love survive both. The nieller finish seems
superfluous.
It revives the age old
twist wherein the hero proves true
blue by .going into the flames to
rescue his rival.
It adds little to
the glory of hero Nicki in this case
hut where they like their heroes of
the exaggerated order perhaps Nicki
is

vvill

thrill

sail,

immensely.

Box

Office Angle
Good acting and
interesting production but story is

Excellent

Woods and Lakes
6,077

feet

Cameraman

will likely

Milton
bring

in his

Sills'

own

name

Photography
Locale

follow-

Direction
Geo. Archainbaud; good
production.

Length

'.'.'.'.'.".5,971
'

feet

when

exthe

she

is

pursued by an antagonized bull, is
certain to arouse them.
The wild
west show and its pertinent atmosphere dominate but against this
background is told a story of fair
dramatic proportions.
It is that
of the love of the girl animal tamer
for Bracket, a chap who follows
the

He

circus.

really

intends

to

marry the owner's niece but
he loves only
performer in the show,

girl thinks

a

et's

her.

brother, fleeced of his

is

the
Bill,

Brack-

oil

lands

by Bracket while he was away

at

however, is willing to
forget the past if Bracket will make

war.

Bill,

good

and

marry

the

show

girl.

Bracket refuses but before he can
marry the niece of the show's owner he is killed by an elephant, leaving

Bill

free

to

rnarry

the

girl

himself.

Box

Office Angle. .. .Novelty in this
atmosphere and you can rely upon
it
to go over big with men and

Locale

Length

Direction

Chas.

Van Enger Cameraman
Good Photography

N. Y.; battlefield Locale
...-.-...;

7486

feet

.

Geo. Terwilliger;

good

John Goodrich Scenario

Reginald Lyons Photography

Good

performs several
and his rescue of

elephant tamer,

little

west

John
of the cow-

member

citing stunts

Frances Lightner Author

Rigby Cameraman

N y

thrill

unit,

.

Author

G.

puncher

wild
them.

the

of

troupe
will
Lowell, as a

and the romantic element will
boys.
undoubtedly appeal to the younger
members of your clientele. You Exploitation. .Be sure to talk about
can tell them it is about an Italain
the wild west show and tell them
who was recalled to his mother
that scenes were actually shot in
country to join the troops while he
a wild west show camp with 101
left his sweetheart in America
Ranch Wild West Show and Col.
and
of the perfidy of his own cousin in
Miller, its owner, taking an active
stealing the girl's love during his
jiart
in
the story.
A trailer of
al)scnce.
Use stills of Gertrude
some of the thrill sequences will
Olmsted.
bring them back.
'.ng

J. G. Blystone;
very good.
Scenario
Harry Delf

L.

members

the

familiar.

Exploitation

also.

(liver.

Author

HOLD THE INTEREST.

.

later introduction.

verna

comedy

through. Splendid as the "Pop" of
very good work Cast
Lillian Star. .. .Sills does
John Lowell featured in a
upstairs.
family
the
his admirers will undoubtedly
and
Virginia
typical Bill Hart "silent" hero role.
Elliott good as "Ma."
puppet
the
of
like his portrayal
Evangeline Russell the heroine. F,
\ alii pleasing but just a triflle too
show proprietor.
Serrano Keating her unworthy
mournful even though "Ma" does
lover.
Jane Thomas appears in a
give her plenty to worry about. Cast
Gertrude Olmsted pleasing
small bit.
Allan Simpson good locking bank
as the girl and Francis McDonald
Jacqueline Wells cute
clerk hero.
especially suitable as the rival for
Type of Story. .. .Wild west show.
as the kid sister and Edward Piel,
Gertrude's love. Lucien Prival ex"The Big Show" this time is not
first
rate as the pool shark
Jr.,
cellent vendetta type.
the regulation circus affair but a
hrother.
.Dramatic romance;
story of a wild west show and the
"The Type of Story.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy.
adapted from the play by Frances
outfit of the 101 Ranch Wild West
ramily Upstairs" won considerable
Lightner.
A romance of the war
Show provides completely realistic
The
poi)ularity as a stage play.
plenty
of fine atmosphere and
with
backgrounds for the action. Col.
screen version is amusing and disome altogether pleasing detail and
Miller, owner of the show, appears
\ erting but perhaps not as entirely
romantic touches is "Puppets," a
in a minor bit.
It is the old game
aniusnig as the play due to the abstory that progresses rather tediousof love and trickery but develops
sence of the dialogue, made up
ly in spite of a good production and
with considerable good drama and
for in a measure by a clever set of
It is a long
first rate acting.
some
builds
toward an e.xpected, but
sub-titles of which there are too
time before they reach a definite
none the less effective climax. This
The sequence where Ma
many.
situation in the love affair of Nicki
is a real man's picture and the seHalior "puts on the dog" when her
and Angela. Nicki operates a pupdaughter s beau comes to call, is
ries of entertainments offered by

Length

L. Case Russell
L. Case Russell

David Gobett

Good

Wild West Show
5,385 feet

Just a few of the many Eastern
Houses only, playing the Amazing
Mystery Serial

SNOWED IN
AUene Ray and Walter Miller

with
Loew's

Circuit,

New York

City

Loew's Mt. Vernon, Mt.

Vernon,

N. Y.

>ates, /\ttleboro,

Capitol, Providence, R.

Palace,

New York City
Superior, New York City
Venice, New York City
79th Street. New York City

Fugazy,

Mass.

Colonial, Newport,
I.

Watertown, N. Y.

Regent, Newark, N.
3 Star, Paterson, N.

New

J.
J.

Brunswick, N.

Orient, Philadelphia

Strand,

Mammack,

Palace, Morristown, N.

Philadelphia

Union

J.

J.

Franklin, Philadelphia

Strand,

Jackson, Philadelphia

Crescent, Perth

Lafayette, Philadelphia

National, Newark, N.

Harrowgate, Philadelphia

Cort, Somerville, N.

Pt. Breeze, Philadelphia

Rialto, So.

Hamilton, Dorchester, Mass.

Garden, Camden, N.

Capitol, Waterbury,

Imperial, So. Boston, Mass,

Majestic, Shamokin, Pa.

Palace, Waterbury, Conn.

Strand, Chelsea, Mass.

Carey, Baltimore

Empire, Hartford, Conn.

New Bedford, Mass.
Colonial, New Bedford, Mass.
Casino, New Bedford, Mass.

Palace, Baltimore

Strand, Mystic, Conn.

Star, Baltimore

Strand, Johnstown, Pa.

Strand, Peabody, Mass.

Coakdale, Petersburg, Va.

Court, Washington, D. C.

Capitol, Fall River, Mass.

Globe, Richmond, Va.

Harris Majestic, Butler, Pa.

Hippodrome, Gloversville, N. Y,

Arcade, Norfolk, Va.

Hippodrome, McKeesport, Pa

Middletown, Middletown, Conn.

Strand, Roanoke, Va.

Olympic, Altoona, Pa.

Poli's

Star,

Elm

Street, Worcester, Mass.

Boston

Aliens,

As kigaslnto
DIRECTED ^ BV
SPENCER BENNET

Virginia,

J.

Washington

City, N. J.

Amboy,

N.

J.

J.
J.

Norwalk, Conn.

Conn.

Casino, Greensburg, Pa.

the Net" and "The Green Arclwi

Pafh^serial

w

STORY &y *
FRANK LEON SMITH
<

'^ft's

in

HAL ROACH
J>7'esents

Majestic, Indianapolis
Keith's,

Youngstown

Keith's,

Akron.

Warner's,

New York

City

Loew's State, Boston
State-Lake, Chicago
Lyric, Louisville

Keith's Palace, Cleveland
Capitol, Cincinnati

Fairfax,

Miami

Loew's Valentine, Toledo
Loew's, Newark, N.

Rex,

Beloit,

J.

Wis.

Rex, Sheboygan, Wis.

Orpheum, Grand Forks, Minn.

New

Haven, Hartford,
Bridgeport, Meriden

Poli's

Circuit,

Fisher, Danville,

Garrick,

Fond du

111.

Lac, Wis.

Rialto, Racine, Wis.

And

in

Many

Directed by Fred

Others!

Jackman

Pafhepicture
TRADE

MARK.

The

story of a

town devoted

to

making money from

illegal

pleasures,

man who thought he could evade the consequences but
whose own daughter was caught in the whirlpool of his own creation.
Terrific drama with many big scenes; see the sensational fire, the
Salvation Army fighting vice in its own haunts, the true-to-life realism

run by a

town that knew no law and worshipped nothing but the
modern Sodom burned to the ground to efface its iniquities!

of a frontier
dollar

—a

Pafh^plcture

W

"A-1 Society"

— Imperial

Comedy

Fox
Comedy Football
Type

of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Georgie Harris, the diminutive coH'elix the Cat Scoots Thru Scotland" median, is the hero of a college
footPat Sullivan Educational
ball team.
The picture has a good
Cartoon Cat Travels Abroad
succession of gags and they bring the
Here again Georgie is the
ype of production. 1 reel animated laughs.
A Scotty sends his brother Angus Jewish lad with strictly orthodox
Scotland a birthday present, and tendencies. Abie sets out for college
first
hardship when,
V mistake FeHx gets in the crate and and meets his
rives in the Highlands. Felix makes as part of the hazing, he is required
Abie objects
iieiids with Angus who wants to take to catch a greased pig.
in a free golf tournamenj^, but to associating with the pig but he
irt
has no ball and clubs.
So Felix must go through with it. Good laughs
Later, when Abie makes the
called upon to supply his tail for in this.
club and his nose for a ball. There football team, a wire to his father
brings the old gentleman hurrying to
e some highly amusing scenes where
Abie wires: "Wish you were
elix chases his nose now being used his son.
here today to watch me chasing the
ir
a golf ball, and finally recovers
in a lake.
Angus gets mad and pigskin around. Know I will bring
home the bacon." That was too much
arts to drown him in a bag, but
for Abie, Sr.
His arrival at the camelix runs, bag and all, straight into
pus created more
excitement,
but
hall where a bagpipe contest is beHere an original windup is meantime the game went on. Some
ig held.

—

.

;

"Wise or Unwise"

— Bluebird

"When Sally's Irish Rose"
No. 10 "Fighting Hearts"— F. B. O.
Short Romance
Newlywed Misunderstandings
Type of production....! reel comedy Type of production
2 reel romance
Sally and her boy friend, Harry
As the newlywed couple settle
down to housekeeping, a mysterious Grayson, contniue to encounter diffigent appears with a portable radio set culties in their work and romance.
Sally and Harry run a newspaper, and
attached to his head. He tells Charles
are in love besides.
bally suspects
Puffy, the bridegroom, that he has reHarry ol having taken a bribe to witiiceived a message that his wife is a
hold a story exposnig a bank clerk
notorious poisoner, and is getting
who had misappropriated funds in the
ready to bump him off for his money.
local bank. Tod, Jrlarry's rival, thereLikewise the stranger tells the wife
by scores an inning in Sally's affecthat Puffy is a Bluebeard, and that she
tions.
At the football game where
is lucky if she lasts another day. Then
Harry and Tod playing on opposite
the excitement commences, as the teams, Sally roots
lor Tod but later
newlyweds try to dodge each other she is told that Harry was innocent
and misinterpret every innocent ac- oi taking a bribe and that the check
tion as a dark plot against their lives. Sally had found was lor playing in
the
Good comedy situations, that move game. Sally starts rooting for Harry
with snap and speed.
and, of course, hero is sjJurred on to
score a touchdown and win the game
Universal

—

—

"Bear Cats" Juvenile Educational
The Kids Build a Clubhouse

"The Complete Life"— O. Henry
Series
Fox
good stuff in this but a bit reminis- Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
Good Comedy
chieved as Angus grabs Felix, still
cent of Lloyd's
"The Freshman."
the bag, and the cat's squeals win
It opens with a view of the McGee Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
Plenty of laughs and good amuseim the championship as the best
home,
with Micky and Big Boy on
The inebriated gentleman comedian
ment in "A-1 Society."
.

—

.

1

.

agpipe performer.

"Buster's Narrow Escape"
Stern Bros. Universal

—

Tige Does Clever Stunts
.2 reel comedy
f.ype of production.
.

As usual

.

their way to the Beezer Club, where gets in hi* line ol gags tor the laughs
you gain admittance by the size of in "The Complete Life." The tele"When Do We Eat"— Bronte Series your nose. Big Boy is turned down phone booth serves again tor some
Red Seal
with his short beak, but he fools good laughs.
Vot one you have the
Interesting Dog Story
them by buying a false face. The fun tipsy teiiow entering a
telephone
Type of production....! reel novelty is interrupted by a heavy storm, and booth and waiting to be driven off,
thinking he has stepped into a taxi.
Police dogs are not the only good the kids get busy to repair the leaky
He finally gets his girl on the teleroof
of the shack with tar paper
canine actors on the screen. Here is
phone and discovers she is about to
a little spaniel which stars through Later the crowd breaks a window.
When the cop comes to arrest them, break their engagement. Hero jumps
this entire reel, and holds the interBig Boy steers him to a crap game into his auto and the race to the girl's
est all the way. The family goes away
and grabs the money when the gam- house is made up of a series of comfor the summer and leaves the dog
edy incidents that furnish plenty of
with its helpless puppies to get along blers run. He turns this over to the
officer, and saves the day.
A popular laughs. Once there hero is off on
as best they may.
It is quite pabooking of kid fun with Big Boy tak- another errand. The girl's Aunt Emthetic to watch the dog trail the auto

Tige, the
practically
Boston brindle, is
the
vhole show. He goes on an auto ride
vith Buster and Mary Jane.
They
.rrive at a farm where they stop to
lave some fun with the various aniiials.
But Tige disgraces himself by
;etting drunk on hard cider, and sausng the farmer a lot of trouble. Tige's
even folintics as he lies under the cider barrel to the railroad station, and
md laps the trickling fluid are espe- low the train along the track in hopes
;ially good.
This number is well up that the folks will change their minds
io the
standard set by this series. and take pity on the helpless pups.
Finally the spaniel returns to the
Good entertainment anywhere.
deserted house, visits a kind neighbor, and makes known to her in dog
"The Land Boom" Aesop
signs and language that the pups need
Pathe
to be fed.
So the neighbor comes to
Introducing Florida Real Estate
the rescue and everything is straightType of production. .1 reel animated ened out. The dog does a number of
In this number Farmer Alfalfa be- intelligent stunts, and the absence of
comes interested in Florida real es- any apparent coaching from the side
tate. He falls in the hands of a clever lines makes the animal's work stand
real estate shark in the person of out.
Dave Dog. This canine sells him a
beautiful looking semi-tropical island.
"The Tin Bronc"— Mustang
But as the dog rows away with the
Universal
Farmer's bank roll the beautiful island turns out to be a whale, which Mixture of Comedy and Westeryi
in

this

series,

—

.

.

How

.

terest.

is in danger.
Hero discovers that
her trouble is a quarrel with her husband, whereupon hero decides women
are all alike and he must turn cave
man to retain the upper hand.

"Pirates Bold"

—Aesop

Pathe
Cartoon Burlesque

"Toot Toot"— Inkwell— Red Seal
Type of production..! reel animated
Ko-Ko Takes a Wild Ride
The cartoon character Mouse is out Type of production..! reel animated

Max

Fleischer i)roduces in this one
clever combination cartoon
in which part of the action takes place
on a real train and ties up with the
cartoon train which Ko-Ko, the clown,
operates. The artist in person is seen
cartoon
on the train creating the
characters, and every once in a while
a shot of the train and its passencapture Mr. Mouse and make him gers creates the illusion that it is the
walk the gangplank. But of course cartoon train which Ko-Ko and his
The tricks and
with his skill and head work he fin- dog are operating.
.2 reel Western
ally outwits the pirate crew and res- gags that are worked into the wild
ride of the train make this a divertfeatured as the cues his girl.
ing cartoon number.
with the
love

Type of production....! reel novelty From his awkwardness many amusing
Meanwhile the
Another of the series of transposi- situations develop.
tion cartoons by
Marcus, showing ranch owner follows from town in his
how one character can be transferred wagon and team of horses with the
into another by the manipulation of payroll, and is held up by bandits who
wisps of hair on the heads and faces. cut loose the horses. The boss tells
The personalities thus portrayed are the cowboy that he is fired for leavSo Cobb goes
Will Rogers, Gloria Swanson, Colonel ing him in the lurch.
House, Harry Lauder, Marguerite on a hunt for the bandits and after a
Clarke and "Fatty" Arbuckle.
Good stiff fight in their den is getting beaten
number to keep them guessing, for up when the posse comes to the
it is hard to tell what the character is
Nothing new in this, but
rescue.
going to be till the final transposition Cobb's work scceeds in holding the inmade.

ma

ing the honors.

a rowboat with his
pirate vessel appears,
and they capture the fair mouse, but
the hero follows on the back of a
monster fish, and jumps aboard the
The cartoons of the pipirate craft.
rate cats are finely drawn, and carry
out the spirit of the buccaneer days
very realistically as they attempt to

on the ocean
sweetie.

dives and leaves Alfalfa struggling in Type of production.
the water.
Alfalfa swims after
Edmund Cobb is
the dog and squares accounts makes young
cowboy in
for some laughable situations.
daughter of the ranch owner. He goes
to town and buys a flivver, and starts
"Hair Cartoon No. 12"— Red Seal driving it back to the ranch although
he never drove a car before in his life.
Celebrities Cartooned

is

.

in

The

Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge No.

"Hold Er Sheriff"— Cameo

—

Educational
Fun at a Picnic

Type

of production ....

1

reel

comedy

brothers arc the rivals who
seek the favor of the small town
Cliff Bowes carries the comedy
belle.
along at a lively pace, and from a good

Two

assortment of gags manages to build
up to some fair sized laughs. The fun
centers around a picnic party where
all kinds of trouble arises to plague

A

light number
the pleasure seekers.
that moves along with a snap, and

with some good work done by
Bowes throughout.

another

Clifif

45
Educational
Art, Cartoon and Travel Mixed
Type of production..! reel magazine
A diverting novelty that features all
the letters of the alphabet from A to
Z.
For instance. A for anchor, as
used on a modern battleship. Then
In this way the
the scene is shown.
whole alphabet is covered, introducing the hurrying traffic in Berlin, the
llamas, native beasts of Peru, oxen
in

the

quaint

European

village

of

Rothenburg. and so on to Zulus in
The art embellishSouth Africa.
ments and cartoons interspersed make
this entertaining throughout.

THE
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Management

Theater Equipment and
SAMUEL DATLOWE

By

To Build Addition
ft
Louis Fred Wehrenberg pla
to build an addition to the stage
his Melba theater on Grand Blvd.
Each Minute at Paramount
will be two stories high and 30 fe
Cost is estimated
The cooling plant of the new Para- l)v 60 feet.

Big Weather Plant

Bucklin Joins Exhibitors Supply Co.
will
Bucklin
Chicago- Norman
Prevention Possible Only Through represent the Exhibitors Supply Co. First Sections of Huge Plant Arrive
—Will Cool 108,000 Cubic Feet
Closest Care Against "Unequal
He came to
on the Pacific Coast.

Cracked Lenses
Stress"

—

the

from the Peerless Pictures

firm

Condenser lens breakage is an im- Co.
portant item on the budget of any
projection room. And yet this dam"Dress Up" Theater
age is in large part, if not wholly,
Butte From floor to ceiling, the
Carepreventable and unnecessary.
lessness usually is responsible for their Rialto here has been redecorated. This
includes new drapes, new stage setdestruction.
The trouble maker most often is tings, curtains and a lighting system.

—

the lens nearest the arc since this is
crater strikes
Ventilator in Butte House
hardest.
This does not mean that
Butte, Mont.
Merle Davis has had
the second lens is immune, for here
a ventilating and cooling system intoo intense heat accumulates.
stalled in the Broadway, one of the
The cause of breakage, it has been Ansonia Amuse. Co.'s houses.
found, is not the intensity of the
heat, but rather the uneven distribution of the heat over the entire lens.

where the hdat from the

—

This uneveness

is

caused by an un-

stress in the glass through
the application of some extraneous
object.
If a piece of metal is applied to a
hot lens, the lens will crack because
the metal, being a belter conductor,
has disturbed the equilibrium of stress
at the point of contact, carrying the
heat only from that limited area instead of from the whole mass evenly.
That is why lenses break when a
breeze strikes them.
few manufacturers of lenses are
now studying a glass that will not be
affected by the change in temperature.
To some extent, they have been successful, but their product is being
withheld from the market until perfection is achieved.
While projectionists must still depend upon breakable lenses for their
machines, one good method of avoiding undue damage is by placing a
non-conductive ring around it, preventing one of the greatest causes of
cracked lenses.

equal

25, 1926

Orpheum, Opera House Polish Up

—

—

St.

)ji«

mount

theater

is

gradually

taking 125,000.

This week, the dynamos and
washers arrived and were set up-

form.
air

on their concrete foundations
basement of the building.

in

the

Installation of the cooling plant is
being approached in a new fashion.
This plant is to be built into the theater, so that neither vents nor ducts
will be visible to the patron at any
In theaters where plants were
time.
installed after building had been completed, this concealment has taxed
the brains of experts, occasionally

without

The

York, Pa. New screens, scenery cubic
and decorations are bing installed at
the Orpheum and Opera House.

effect.

108,000
plant will produce
feet of air each minute.

11'

1(1

Houses Re-equipped

Loew's

Two new Simplex Projectors hai
been purchased by Loew's Bedfor
Brooklyn, from the
Howells-Cit
Equipment Co.
The Bayridge hi
also obtained two Simplexes.
To Install Ventilating Plant
Frankfort, Kans.
W. H. Hardma
owner of the Royal, is remodelin
his house.
cooling system and ii
terior decorations are part of th

—

flit

itil

!

TIIM'

plan.
111

Gluck on Vacation

Sllo'

ikii.

manager
The Brooklyn Mark Strand theater the Howells-Cine Equipment Cclii
Projection Equipment for Sheffield yesterday started its new cooling
has left for Maine, where he wii
The Sheffield theater projection sj'stem which has been installed at M^end a two-week vacation.
room has been equipped with two a cost of $150,000. The plant is of
Bill

Gluck,

assistant

ttii

oo:i

Simplex Projectors with Peerless
arcs and a Herntner Transverter.

the controlled temperature type, permitting the cooling of the interioi

complete change of

viMth a

every

air

four minutes.
Start

Department

Slide

Lake City

—A

complete slide
department has been inauguarated by
the Salt Lake Theater Supply Co.
Salt

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Theaters Equipped

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

—

Temple, Pa. The Temple is now
i.pcratinp during the summer with
the installation of a cooling plant.

Sales

Up

350 Per Gent

—

—

N.

Inc.
J.

3678
ii|

—

Installs Anti-^^-at Plant

Dallas
The Dallas Theater Supply Co. reports the following sales
Texlite electric
sign to Ross Di,xon for his new theater at
Colorado, Tex.
new chairs and lobby display frames to E. E. Lutz for his new Liberty at Rising Star, Texas, and a Motiovraph machine and other equipment to W. H.
Farley of Hedley, Texas.
:

;

—

Dallas
Simplex Theater Supply Co. reports these sales: D. Rubin, Fair theater,
Phillips,
Texas, Simplex machines, equipment and chairs and Gulf Breeze cooling
system;
R.
H. Lowrey, Royal Thea'ter,

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York

1600 Broadway

Automatic Devices Co. More Than
Trebles Activity During Past
Buys New Organ
Three Years Still Climbing
Ilollis, Okla.
Dick Mayes has purFloydada, Texas, machines, equipment F. S.
An
indication that theater owners Horton, Nashville, Ark., Peerless reflector
chased a $6,000 pipe organ for his
are going in strongly for automatic lamps; C. J. Lewis, Eddy, Texas, Simplex
Liberty theater.
curtain controls is found in a com- machines

Phone Lackawanna 9111

;

parative sales statement just issued
by the Automatic Devices Co., of
Alexandria, La.
Four theaters here Allentown, Pa., manufacturers of the
are installing the Blizzard cooling A. D. C. Automatic Curtain Control.
During 1924, the books of the complants.
pany showed an increase of 25 per
cent, in sales of automatic curtain
equipment over the previous year. An
80 per cent increase over the 1924
period took place last year and for
the first six months of 1926 sales
have already advanced 50 per cent
in

ll'lit

lidi

A

Brooklyn Plant Starts

A

Four "Blizzards"

111

Ill

Albee Theater Remodelled

Alexandria

—

St.

John, N. B.

— The

Imperial, perF. Albee, and

sonally owned by E.
managed by W. H. Golding, has un-

dergone

What

this

means

can

be

Theater owners have
the value of keeping
the

at

last

New

been

placed

their

respect.

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

on the stage and the
equipment has been imIf

Wicks Organ

—

Wicks

Organ

Co.,

completed su-

the installation
organ at the Victoria.
of

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT VSaND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

in Victoria

Victoria, Tex.
Before leaving for a
trip through the Southern part of the
State, Gus A. Doering of the South-

best condition by employing ern Pipe
cqm'pment that is up-to-date in every pervision
in

45

proved.

sumfound
houses

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.

interior
decorafloral scenic settings have

tion.

lighting

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

complete

Isaac Receives Promotion
Lester B. Isaac, for ten years conover 1925.
nected
with
Loew's
Washington
In other words, sales are now at
houses, is now in New York, where
the rate of almost three and one-half
he has been made assistant to Mike
times the volume in 1923.
Installa- Campbell in
charge of projection of
tions
were made throughout the
all Locw houses.
United States in every type of theater.

niarized in one word: modernization.

Specify

of

a

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

—

DAILV

Developments

ARTHUR

By

Presentations

in
W.

EDDY

Develops N. E. Circuit

Present- O- Grams

Using Foster Girls
B'way Presentations

I

With the presentation field grow V. E. B. Fuller Expects To Have
About 15 Theaters For Bookings
in leaps and bounds it is well for
In August
patrons
his
to
prove
to
exhibitor
About IS houses located in New
lat he is up-to-the-minute in every
That is the England will comprise the presentahase of showmanship.
l-sason why "Present-0-Grams" has tion circuit being developed by V. E.
een launched to provide theater B. Fiiller. The new season will open

(Week

ig

Capitol

ri

—
Rivoli— Overture,

The

arrival of the hot-weather seain the presentaBookers
tion end of the business.
York report that many
located in
Cooling Plant Presentation
Coincident with the inauguration houses have cut out attractions for
a the summer.
They expect that next
f the new Helmar coolijig plant
in
Fall
will
big expansion, howsee
a
staged
was
Ballet"
Snowflake
vhich were eight girls of the Mark ever.

son has put a crimp

New

strand Ballet Corps, and premiere
This presentation was adianseuse.
'ertised as special in introducing the
Edward L. Hyman,
;ooling system.

Mark

—

La Porte Theater.

stone,

—

from which floated American
the side of which stood a

After the
uniform.
sounding of "taps" another soldier
sang a group of World War songs.
As a prologue to "The Volga Boatin

full

an" a playlet, "A Night Along the
Volga," was presented, with Russian
costumes and Russian music. William C. Smalley, Smalley's Theaters.
.

—

Prologuing "The Volga Boatman"

Prologuing "The Volga Boatman"
ander Sashko and his Eight Volga Boys appeared in a prologue to "The Volga BoatAlex-

this
man" at Loew's 81st the past week
week the attractions playing the Aldme at

Wilmington.

"Rain" Cools Patrons
Realizing that falling rain
gives an impression of coolness the Colony is now using
its
this method to supplement
Sprays
refrigerating system.
have been installed in the alley
the
at the downtown side of
theater, the doors on this side
With green
being left open.
it
lights playing on the water
presents a clever illusion of
coolness.

the Park, Brooklyn, vaudeville house.
Dollini is also handling Alexis, Joan Elton
& Co., which has just started out on a
tour, opening at the Lafayette, last week.

at

Nighthawks For Stanley Houses
Hermine Shone has booked the Californii
Nighthawks, orchestra,

The

act

will

the Stanley Cirplay Loew's State,
9, before start-

for

first

Boston, the week of August

at

bugler

of

Italy"

Itali-

;

—

;

"The Son

of the Sheik."

theater.s
girls
in
picture
Foster
throughout the country, beginning
next fall. They will be used for the
nucleus of each house's presentation

weekly.
Dr.
return to New

Hugo

September

start

at the Colony the pa;t
not entail atiy ext'.nfar as settings go but
expense
so
ordinary

The presentations
week obviously did
was

talent

ing the schedule.

billed as inwith their num^

ternational dancers, scored
bers which included "Chanson Bohemian"
and "Slavic Dance." The act opened behind,
a blue scrim which was soon removed, revealing more clearly a mountain lake drop.
The other presentation was offered by the
"Three Melody Girls," who worked in front
Props inof a dark drop, with flower panel.
The girls
cluded a large vase of flowers.
Look"I'M
Knew,"
Never
pleased with "I
ing for a Boy," "Let the End of the World

Riesenfeld

— The

Duncan went

week.

On

the

were Ot-

talie Winn, soprano, and Irene Smith, classical dancer, booked through Colby Harriman and Tom Waller.

Martin Back In

New York

Johnny Martin, who has been associated
with Gus Edwards, has returned to New
York from Hollywood.

Minstrel Memories" For Publix
"Minstrel

Memories"

tation at the Rivoli the

will

week

be

the

of July

presen31.

Paul Whiteman Returning
Paul Whiteman and his 30 musicians are due back in New York
Thursday on the Rotterdam after a
tour of the capitals of Europe.

Peggy English at St. Louis
Louis— Peggy English, blues
St.
singer, recently

opened

at the

Center following a long run
Balaban & Katz theaters.

Grand

in

presentations for Famous in Canada,
has just returned from a two-months
Some of the ideas he
trip abroad.
brought back will be injected in a
of

new

ballets.

The presentation effort at Warner's the
past week was nothing of an unusual nature.
Elfrida Wynne, soprano, sang a group of
popular songs, including "A Cottage Small'
and "I'd Climb the Highest Mountain." Her
Miss
work seemed to get over fairly well.
Wynne appeared in ai white dress, hoop-skirtA
ed, and worked in front of a dark drop.
yellow spot was used to change the color
of her gown for one number
An innovation in the program was organ-

screen presentation, "What Shall I Play,
It
with Fred Kinsley furnishing the music.
was similar to the number which has been
OrdiRivoli.
the
at
used for some weeks
narily this number goes over big but at
Warner's the audience didn't seem to take
to it as much as m-ight have been expected.

Gilda Gray Opens Tour
Milwaukee— Gilda Gray opened a
personal appearance tour with her
feature, "Aloma of the South Seas,"

Saturday
is

the

Rialto,

the

John Arthur Back from Trip
Toronto—John Arthur, director of

number

in

first

now

gathering

—

The

Edinborough.

and

city

this

smaller theaters,

many

cases

rehalls
and
churches, are not fitted for using attractions.
Inability to get funds is
one of the reasons why they have
not entered this phase of entertain-

modelled

in

from

music

ment.

Wisconsin. Her act
used at the
York.

at the

same one she

New

Make

attractions opening at
Stanley,
house this week are
Aldine,
Metropolitan Chorus
:

Policy at Broadway Palace
Revivals of popular successes is the

New

policy instituted at
Palace.

the

the Staniey
Philadelphia,

Wilmington,
Gladys St. John, coloratura soprano Strand,
Brooklyn, Clicquot Club Club, band; Fabian,
Paterson, Henry Scott, tenor; Mosque, Newark, Clark's Hiawaiians; Branford. Newark,
;

;

Lane
Reid

&
&

Travers, revue; Prince Hadgi Buda;
Rutgers, dancers.

NATIONAL AHRACTIONS
OF NEW YORK, Inc.
CHARLES

H.

SEAMAN,

Pretident

BOOKING
i

I
1

ENTERTAINING BANDS AND
ATTRACTIONS
for PICTURE HOUSES

1650

BROADWAY

NEW YORK

CITY

TELEPHONE CIRCLE

9327-8

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

Additions

Lucy Fox and Ruby Blaine have
been added to the cast of "The Ace
Menjou.
of Cads" starring Adolphe

new
way

Stanley Bookings

New

Warners

in for pre-

bill

is

his

Presentations In Scotland
Presentations are being
used by the higher class houses in

New

Rivoli
George Lyons, harp virtuoso, renders several solos, the effect of which is marred by
Murtaugh, Rivoli organist, plays
his singing.
Say I'm Sorry," supplemented
"After 1
animated slides with the audience joining
singing the song and parodies, which
in
proved more elTective and entertaining than
any other part of the program save the feaGershwin melodies furnish the theme
ture.
The news reel and "The
for the overture.
Lumberjacks," (Fox) a story of northwoods
logging round out the well balanced though
lengthy program.

Jersey City House Uses Acts
Jersey City
sentations last

will

picture
house presentation in association with
Klein.
The initial attraction will be
ready about the middle of Septemto

Glasgow

satisfactory.

Brown & Sedano,

Elizabeth

Riesenfeld

York from Europe

ideas for presentations.

Colony

the

Plans

Come Tomorrow" and "Here In My Arms."

George Dollini Acts

George Dollini is booking Alice Raymond
and Co., comprising 11 people, for picture
The act was broken in last week
houses

cuit.

Soldier" Prologue
Cooperstown, N. Y. Set represented a rampart, constructed of native
flag,

ing up houses for the Fall season.

New

hat always gets over is used in conlection with the new Pathe comedies
vhich carry the rooster trade mark.
kVhen the crowing rooster appears on
:he screen the orchestra ceases and
'he drummer imitates the crow with
Manager Goldi special instrument.

"Unknovm

With but few bookings being made
number of the companies are lin-

a

Strand.

Crowing For a Trade Mark
La Porte, Ind.— A novelty stunt

jerg.

by

"Songs

Riesenfeld's

Arthur Klein is planning to establish about six groups of Allan K.

Ijer.

stunts that build box-office pro-

rams.

Brooklyn

"Capriccio

Tschaikowsky, with film,
"Seashore Frolic,"
staged by Paul Oscard; screen-organ
novelty, "Married Life," Henry Murtagh; soprano solos, Helen Yorke.
"Scheherazade,"
Strand Overture,
prologue to
by Rimsky-Korsakow
enne,"

Weather Hurting Business

ome a trading place for presentaio7i

Bavard

dancer;

Arthur Klein to Place About Six
Groups in Picture Theaters

the

of

New

Let this department be-

'ork City.

"Tales

Rauth and Capitol ballet.
Colony Undetermined.

live,

'ILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

premiere

Maslova,

useful ideas for pro- early in August.
>gues and other forms of presentaCities represented in the present list
ons.
include
New Bedford, Pawtucket,
When you find that one of your Attleboro, Mass., Fall River and
ieas gets over with telling force Maiden, Mass. The theaters will use
trite a description of it aiid mail it two, three or more acts on a full-week
Present-O-Grams Editor, THE basis.

with

— Overture,

Vienna Woods,'' Johann Strauss; prologue,
"The Dream," with Vlasta

—

ien

of July 25)

Broad-

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

|

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

Hal Sintzenich Producing
Hal Sintzenich, cameraman, is nov

McQuire Succeeds Elmer
Charles McQuire, lornierly an asdirector, has been appointed

A

sistant

ca^!ing

Kane
Elmer,

director for the Robert T.
Prod.,
suceeding
Clarence
resigned.

Here

Tilford

W.

F. Tiltord,

studio

Miami,

New York

former

operator,
is
here on

now

located
business.

in

from ''Lots

Little
B:y

M ANY

good-luck

MacLean

Edhave mascots.
Breese is Johnny Hines'
Douglas
while
charm,

Wade Boteker.
has a mascot.

on

relies

Ingram

also

*
*
*
Forrest in Cast
Alan Forrest has arrived from the
Irving J. {"Ruby") Rubenstein,
Coast to appear in "Summer Bache- former cameraman, is yetting his
lors."
first sensation from counting rental
money. He is the proud operator of
Clifford "Gag Man"
the Riiby building at 727 1th Avenue.
W. Clifford, formerly with First
*
*
*
National, is acting as "gag" man on
"The Quarterback," starring Richard
"We knew them when" Eph
Dix.
Rosen sold tickets at the Minneapolis "Met" and Eddie TunHalsey Doing Script
St.
stall did likewise at the
Forrest Halsey is writing the scenPaul "Met."
ario of the next Thomas Meighan

—

which

is

as yet untitled.

The
Wesley

who

Ruggles,

directed

Fame," starring George

"Rising to

will leave next week for the
Coast, where he will make a series of
six pictures for Universal.

Walsh,

Taking Exteriors
Exteriors are being shot at Flushing, L. I., for "So's Your Old Man,"
starring

W.

C. Fields.

May Do "Music
is

at

has

Fox

J.

*

passed

Gordon

Plastic

McEveety Production Manager
McEveety is acting as
production manager on "The Children
being

Fate,"

of

\bramson

at the

directed

by

Tec-Art.

Bachelors."

He

is

a

having
former
Fox
cameraman,
photographed "The Fool" and other
features.

Lena Assisting
Al

Lena,

veteran

assistant

direc-

who worked on "Ben Hur" and

tor,

other features, is assisting Alfred Santell, who is directing "The Charleston
Kid."
•

*•«'#'

Alvin WyckofF |

I DIRECTOR

ol

PHOTOURAPHY «

his

on,

He

is

son,

his

Edwards,

Jr.,

Age."
+

*

%,

%

\i

SPEED

li
:.t

ft

I
ft

J

FINISH
N
H

ft
ft

E

D «

THOMAS MEIGHAN

ft

U

S

T

^

Robert Elliott Returns
Robert Elliott, who has been

F

I

I

S

TIN GODS"

on,

the road in "Rain," has returned to
New York and will resume screen

work.

Helen Hamilton Assisting
Charles Belmont Davis, in the HerHelen Hamilton has been named
ald-Tribune, tosses a pretty bouquet
at "Variety" declaring that it excels assistant to Fred Fleck, who is now
in cnarge of the casting of "bits" and
the stage offering of last season.

ivas a

good football player

mighin El-

mn-a,
Y ., is one of' the best
polo players on the Coast. Jack
Holt is also a polo enthusiast.
.

Do you know

*

Young, scenarist. "magazines"

—

Famous.

at

Martha Madison Returns
Martha Madison, who has been
stock company in
Mich., has returned
East to resume screen work.

appearing

Grand

a

in

Rapids,

Sign Beresford

Harry Beresford, stage
been added to the cast

has

star,

of

"The

Quarterback," starring Richard Dix.

for retorts.

Van Nest

Follow Head: "Present-O-Grams"

Gaxton in Cast
William Gaxton has been added to
I'-arle
in "A
a new the cast of "The Knickerbocker Kid,"
Woman of Paris," has joined the cast story around the theme of "Eyes of starring Johnny Hines. The first seof "The Ace of Cads," starring his Youth," which was bought by Gloria quence in the picture deals with a
brother, Adolphe.
Swanson.
His story will serve as chase and is being done in color.
Miss Swanson's first vehicle and will George Peters is doing the camera
go into production on Sept. 1, with work, with Al Wilson assisting.
Sign Greta Nissen
Albert Parker directing. Work will Aaron Levine is production manager.
Greta Nissen has been engaged to be finished the latter part of Decemappear in "The Popular Sin," which ber.
"The Woman's Battalion of
Taylor Scenario Editor
will go into production Aug. 23, with
Death," an original story by Lenore
Matt Taylor, who wrote "The
Malcolm St. Clair directing.
Miss
Knickerbocker Kid," has been named
J. CofTee, will be the second producNissen appeared in "The King on tion.
scenario editor of the Johnny Hines
Main Street" and "The Lady of the
unit.
Harem."
Florence Vidor will also
Buy "Walls of Glass"
be in "The Popular Sin." Two important male roles are now being cast.
First National has bought the picture rights to "Walls of Glass," written by Larry Barretto.
The novel
Add Robert Craig
will be published in the fall.
Robert Craig has been added to the
Ph o tograp h ing
cast of "The Quarterback," starring
Series of
Richard Dix and being directed by
Sign Charlotte Walker
Ired Newmeyer.
Charlotte Walker has joined the

Brown Writing Story
Brown is writing

Menjou with Menjou
Henry Menjou, who was

FRANK ZUCKER
WESLEY RUGGLES

cast of "Children of Fate," being di-

ACCURACY ^
===^^

ft

Irving

is

"Subway

of

Polglase Designing Sets
Polglase will design the
showing "The Nome Beach Gold
sets for "So's Your Old Man," starRush," which they photographed;
ring W. C. Fields and directed by
that Herbert Miles was the first to
Gregory La Cava.
use the word "reels" ior spools, and

is

"The

in

finishing the cut-:|
StuarlL
Sadie."
Heisler in cutting "Paradise" and
will remain in the East to cut an-j
other picture.
i"'

ting

A

I QUALITY
H

Moeller, at the Theater de
Luxe, Detroit; Edward L. Hyman, at the Liberty, St. Louis.

Bennett

Ivan

Ruttenberg Handling Camera
Joseph Ruttenberg is photographing "Sunmier

ham, Stiand. Minneapolis; A.
J.

that
Herbert and
Harry Miles are said to have established the first film exchange in the
United States; it was in San Francisco in 1902; that they opened Seattle's first theater, the Unique, in 1903,

2.

Bernard

Howard

Cohn was

N

Gordon Edwards

J.

carrying on.

studio.

recall
at

the Sunset
theater, Portland, Ore.; Ralph
Ruffner, at the Rialto, San
Francisco; Charles C. Bran-

B.

ty

Columbus, Aug.

Although

Dwan

the

Do you

when Sam W.

Hal Roach, who
*

(0

Cutters Active

Hugh

atmosphere

Paul Dickey is ambidextrous. With
one hand he tosses ofif scenarios and
with the other fashions stage plays.
His "White Madness" will be given

Master"
Music MasAllan

Art Schmidt, Lloyd

*

E:

Iff-

Producing Shorts
Max Lasky is producing a series o
whose play, "Not Herbert," is being short subjects, "Melodies of Lon^
picturized by First National, has Ago." Mildred Ryan is one of tht
written "The Star Gazer," which will featured players.
be presented by the Stagers.

fall meet.

a tryout in

likely that "The
ter" will be the second
production to be made
It

late

Willis a)id Hurry Berman, familiar figures at golf tournaments, will be missed at the

Ruggles to Coast

producing a series of short subjects
His first is a "A Short Tail."

9 9

RALPH WILK

stars

mund

Re.x

story,

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

:.{

ft

rected by Ivan

Bennett in Cast

of

Fate,"

the

Holland Joins Cast
Clifford
Holland, formerly with
Players, has been signed for
an important part in "Summer Bachelors," being directed by Allan Dwan.

Abramson I'amous

Tec-Art studio.
Marcel
Picard is doing the camera work.

at

Le

PRODUCTIONS

Now

Richard Bennett, who has returned
from a road tour, is playing an important role in "Children
Ijeingfi directed by Ivan

Abramson.

in

"A Man
Starring

Production

of Quality"

GEORGE WALSH

,

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

;^c>HEWSPAPEI2

AHDWEEKLY

By

o/^FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

Two New

Series of Two-Reelers
De Mille Signs Schildkrauts
lioth Rudolph and Joseph .SchildBased on adventures of Texas Ranrs and Northwest Mounted Police, kraut are in the cast of Cecil K. Dc
o series of outdoor two reelers are Mille's "The King of Kings," the
be made by Universal. Fred Gill- elder as Caiaphas, the high priest,
ian
will be
featured in the six and the younger as Judas Iscariot.
inunted police stories, while Edlund Cobb is to be starred in the
Mae's Hubby in Films
her groups.
Prince Divani, Mae Murray's new
These new subjects
i\c the company a total of 26 two husband, has a small part in Mack
Scnnett's new comedy, "The Ginseel westerns scheduled.
berg and Murphy Film De Luxe,"
Breed of the Sea" Next Gold Bond in which Madeline Hurlock is star"Breed of the Sea," the next Gold red.
lond special to be made by Film
Siegmann to Play Legree
'."oking Offices,
will have as its
George Siegmann, veteran heavy,
.iding players Ralph Ince, Allargaret
.i\ingston, Pat Harmon and Shan- has been assigned the role of Simon
iim Day.
Ince will direct, as well Legree in "Uncle Tom's Cabin,"
which Universal is making. All of
^
appear in the picture.
the roles now have been assigned

Kddie Rashid, George Robertson.
Ben Dobbins, John Treesh, Kermit
Maynard and Eddie Randall.

i

>

Corbin, who just a
was playing six year
)ld child parts, has been signed by
?"irst
National for an ingenue role
Supporting Doris Kenyon and Lloyd
Virginia Lee
ew years ago

Hughes in "A Desperate Woman,"
low in production on the Coast.

Brown

directing;
starring Hoot

is

Streak,"
directed

duction for

Paramount.

principal

role

of

"The

ment,"

Paddock to Support Daniels
Charles Paddock, track star, has
been given an important role in

Texas

;

Bebe Daniel's Paramount
"The Campus Flirt."

with

Belle Bennett, Henry
Victor, Mary Carr, Jiuie Marlowe
and Robert Agnew. Second of the
series of ten "The Collegians" subjects are in work. William Desmond
is
starring in "The Return of the
Riddle Rider." directed by Robert

with the exception of that of Topsy
Charles Gilpin, negro star
of "Emperor Jones," will play Uncle

and Eva.

are

other leads.

Gibson and
by Lynn Reynolds Emory
Johnson's "The Fourth Command-

vehicle,

Duncan Sisters with F. N.
First National has signed the Duncan Sisters.
Sparks with Colleen

and Wallace MacDonald is starring in "Whispering Smith Rides,"
under direction of Ray Taylor. WilTom.
ly Wiler is directing Fred Humes in
Kjme Story for Hoot
"True Blue."
Vin Moore is directing two Pipe"Oh Promise Me," an outdoor
story with a San Francisco locale, rock comedies simultaneously, starfrom the pen of Peter B. Kyne, the rin-^ Pewee Holmes and Ben Corbett.
noted author, has just been purchased Scott Darling is directing a Charles
by Universal as a starring vehicle for Puffy comedy and Edgar Kennedy
Hoot Gibson, that company's west- a Neely Edwards comedy.
ern ace. Lynn Reynolds is to direct
Tom Tyler Goes East
the production.
Hill,

Ned Sparks has been signed bv
John McCormick for a featured comedy role with Colleen Moore in
"Twinkletoes," which Charles Brabin
direct for F. N.

will

_

New Studio Opened
Reminiscences of the past marked
Formal opening of the new Melrose
Ave. Lasky studio, which has been
formally opened. The location is the
Tom Tyler, F.
same as that on which, 13 vears ago,
has left for the
"Mysterious Island" Additions
Jesse L. Lasky, with $15,000 capital,
Roy D'Arcy, George Cooper and ing "Out of the
founded the studio which formed the Adda Gleason have been added to Bob Delacey.
nucleus of the present organization. the cast of "The Mysterious Island," "Barefisted."
M.-G.-M. production.
Lloyd Title Selected
"The Eagle of the Sea" js the title
selected for Frank Lloyd's initial pro-

last

J.

edies are in production.
They are:
"Taxi! Taxi," with Edward Horton
and Marion Nixon, which Mcllville

I

Corbin Ingenue

Vje eight and

Kid Boots." the Paramount version
Eleven Companies Working
of Eddie Cantor's Broadway fun-play.
Eleven companies are shooting on Clara Bow.
Lawrence Gray,
the Universal lot.
Three features, a Dove, Malcolm White. Natalie Billie
Kingwestern, three serials and four com- ston and
William
Worthington

\

Virginia

Harry Von Meter for "Kid Boots"
Signnig of Harry Von Meter fills

Neilan Directs
Marshall Neilan

Own

Story

has

written an
original story of the theater and
Greenwich Village, as a starring vehicle
will

B. O. western star,
East after complet-

Betty

for

Bronson which he

direct.

Paramount

to Make "Girl" Picture
Plans for filming "Glorifying the
.American Girl," in the making of
which Ziegfeld was to have assisted.
have not been abandoned by Paramount, and the picture will be made

West," directed by
His next will be

Forman Making "Devil's Dice"
Tom Forman has been engaged by
Younger Scenarizing "Dancer"
A. P. Younger assigned to scena- Samuel J. Briskin to direct "Devil's
rize "The Taxi Dancer" for M.-G.-M. Dice," at the Fine Arts studio.

in

the

fall.

McCoy

with Sennett

Harry McCoy, comedy writer and
gagman, has signed a three year con-

O'Hara's New Picture
Negri Cast Chosen
Broadhurst Play for Hersholt
George O'Hara is working under tract with Mack Sennett.
Cast for Pola Negri's next producHersholt will star in "The
of Del Andrews in "Is That
Wrong Mr. Wright," George Broad- tion "Hotel Imperial" has been com- direction
•
Wanda Wiley to Free Lance
will start next Mon- Nice" for F. B. O.
pleted
work
and
lurst's farce comedy. The play deals
day with Maurice Stillier directing
\\ anda Wiley,
Century star, has
A-'ith a man about 38, a pinch-penny
Mayer Dinner Postponed
and Erich Pommer supervising. In
not renewed her contract and is to
imong Broadway gold-diggers.
Absence of several officials of the devote her activities to feature prothe cast are James Hall, Otto Fries,
Max Davidson, George Siegmann, fire department from the city and in- ductions.
Improvements Planned by "U"
Nicholas Soussanin and Mikhail Da- ability of high officers of the international association of fire chiefs to
These include: increasing of safety vitch.
Jean

adoption of more humane
[uarters at the zoo, building of stages
mlarging of stables, leveling of a
lill and filling of dry bed of a river
unning through the studio, building

be present, led to indefinite postponeof the testimonial dinner in
honor of Louis B. Mayer scheduled

leviccs,

)f

paved

lirectors

streets, dressing

"Slim" Cole in Gish Film
"Slim" Cole, actor, adventurer,
notorcycle daredevil and poet is the
atest addition to the cast of Lillian
jish's new M.-G.-M. vehicle, "Annie
Norman Kerry, Hobart
^aurie."

Josworth, Russell Simpson, Creighon Hale, Patricia Avery, Josephine
jtriker and John Calhoun are in the
ast.
John S. Robertson will direct.

Bennett in Abramson Picture
Richard Bennett is in the cast of
Children of Fate," which Ivan Abamson is making at Tec-Art studios,
letty Hilburn and Chas. Walker are
1

the cast.

year and a
After an absence
half, during which time he has played
of a

for

leads in New York and Germany.
rooms and George Hackathorne has returned to

offices.

I

ment

Hackathorne Back

Flood Loaned
James Flood has been loaned by
Warner Brothers to direct Corinne
Griffith in an untitled comedv for

the local film colony.

Logan and Frazer Team
Robert
and
Logan
Jacqueline
Frazer are playing the leads in "One
Hour of Love," which Robert Florey
is producing for Tiffany at the Roach

F.

studios.

is

The Life of Los Angeles

i

Centers at the

\

Wednesday.

Ambassador's
|

!

N.

I

Famous

to Direct Humes
"Loco Weed," starring Fred Hume,
to be directed for "U" by Ernest

Laemmle

Laemmle.

Maynard Company Returns
Ken Maynard and company have
returned from Beatty, Nev., none the
less for the ordeal of being lost two
They were
days in Death Valley.
suffering from lack of food and water
when rescued. In the party were:
All Rogell, director; Sol Polito,
Bert
Bredell, "
^.
Bill Sickner, Elwood
Shi'pman? Louis^b'e"Xngeies. Sid Rogell,

Gade

to Direct Doris

Svend Gade

will

direct

Cocoanut Grove

Kenyon
"The

Lsle

of Life" for Rork-Fairfax Prod, with
Doris Kenyon starring.

"Casey at the Bat" Film
J. Mankiewics is preparing
a story on "Casey at the Bat" as a
starring vehicle for Wallace Beery
James Mason, Larry Wickland, and Raymond Hatton.

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

Herman

1

I

College Night Every Friday
I

Sunday, July

25, 1925
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Exploit 'O- Grams

The Week's Headlines

Foreign Markets

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them orer.
£103,265 Revenue from Impofts
"Last Laugh" Liked in Rome
money for others. They tvill make
London— The net revenue in 19^^
Paris— Warm response was acmoney for you. This daily list of corded 'The Last Laugh" upon its 26 on unported films totaled ilU.i,
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as opening here at the Corso Cinema. 265 and the approximate gross nn
a ready reference for the busy shoiv- The picture is being released in Italy port duty on raw films for the same
|

man.

them away.

File

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas

when you run

these pictures.

Send in your "Exploit-O-Grams"
and help the other fellows who are
j

helping you.

seats

(M.-G.-M.)
Special fans were distributed to the
patrons which proved a good hot
weather stunt. They carried a comdance-mad
of
a
edy ilhistration
couple, with catchy copy reading:
"Hey! Hey! Look. Here's the maddest, merriest picture romance you-ve
So they
ever laid your eyes on.
Charlestoned their way into marriage.
See this picGirls, watch your step!
ture before you say 'Yes'." The announcement of showing and playing
date were prominently printed on the

which

proved

good

—

advance

Alvin

Mc-

publicity for the picture.
Coy. Majestic Theater, Louisville.

"Outside the

acquired
been
has
Cologne,
Phoebus, operating others in that

Law"

(Universal)
display of burglar tools, weapons, handcuffs, and other police department souvenirs exhibited on a
large board in the lobby of the theater was guarded night and day by a
The ofspecial detailed policeman.
ficer attracted attention to the display which in turn created a desire
The lobby was
to see the picture.
decorated with oil paintings and lobby stills.
Several thousand stock
heralds were distributed, captioned:
.\

Woman." The campaign
was made complete by posting 100

—

"The Phantom

of the Opera"
(Universal)
Worked up a cooperative page in
a local newspaper, securing a dozen
merchants' ads. The theater had its
ad in the center. Each dealer ad contained a Ifi X 1^ inch cut of a
Across the top of
Universal star.
the page was the announcement that
tickets to see

"The I'hantom" would

be awarded correct identification of
the twelve stars.
ICach advertiser
tied up his copy with this contest and
Plippodrome, Alton, 111.
the picture.

—

"A

Social Celebrity"

a

new

theater

city.

Series

in

tional short reels. They were screenat the recent Agricultural Exposition here.

and ed

1,200.

in

per-

Tuesday
B.

P Schulberg groomed as chief production
executive at West Coast Paramount studio.

Stanley deal to take over Willmer and Vincent falls through.
Canadian exhibitors protest efforts to halt
double featuring.
Northwest declares war to finish on free
shows; 50 to 100 towns in territory presenting pictures gratis.

—

—

—

—

Rome— The

Cine Central, a 1,000
"Potemkin."
seater, opened recently.
Fadman Arrives in Paris
Pari.s
Offices are being maintained the Russian film, was the opening
at 38 A, Rue de la Republique by attraction.
Kdwin Miles Fadman, president of
Red Seal Pictures.
"Lunnon" Run for "The Circus"
London In the Autumn, Charles
C. E. A. Branches Suspend Meetings Chaplin's "The Circus" will open for
London Nearly all the branches of an indefinite run at the New GalCinematograph Exhibitors As- lery.
the
soc, have suspended meetings during
July and August.
Italians Start New Production Unit
Fircnze. Italy
Giuseppe Lega.C. J.
Three Get Contracts From Ufa
Bassoli and Mario Volpe are interestBerlin
New contracts have been ed in the new A. P. I. Italianissima
given T-iane Haid, Olga Tschechowa Film, which the company win jjroand Warkick Ward, by Ufa.
duce.

—

—

—

—

—

Sales Direction Revised

Lou

B. Metzger, general sales manager for Universal, has returned from
a sales trip in the Great Lakes district.
Leroy Alexander, heretofore
assistant sales director for the district, has been appointed general sales

manager

for

Chicago

territory.

Ilis

former post has been abolished. General supervision over that section will
be exercised by L. J. Schlaifer, western sales director.

Singer and Rubel Leave
Julius Singer, sales manager of
short product for llniversal. and Beno
Rubel. secretary of the Stern Film
Corporation, left yesterday on a sales

St.

Mid-West Closings
Louis-— The following
Ark, Princess; Greenup.

theaters
III.,

closed

on Tuesdays; Greenville, Ky.. Mecca; Greenville,

Mo.,

Greenville,

closinpr

until

Sept.;

Kinn Creek, Mo., Kittel
Mrtn'phis, Tenn.,
Rex; Neogo, Til., Blue Bird, closed, will open
in August
Willianisville. Mo
Turk, closed
Willow .Springs. Mo., Arcli,
until Oct.
indefinitely; Rackmeyer, 111.; LaGrange. Mo.,
Rex, closing for a few weeks for extensions
and repairs; Gabool, Mo.. New Victory, closing on account of illness; Morehouse, Mo.,
Tokio Theater, closing on account of illness;
;

;

,

1

—

Series

Allai.ta
Distribution covering the
entire southern territory on the Yakima Canutt series of westerns pro-

total to 30.

Wessington Springs "blue" law victory seen
as opening wedge in fight against South
Dakota Sunday closing law.

Friday
E.xclusive short
Indianapolis.

subjects

theater

opened

in

400 days guaranteed P. D. C. in New York
deal with Film Service Corp
Vitaphone to be introduced at Warner theater August 6, with big program planned
supplementing "Don Juan," at $5 top.
"Greater Movie Season" contest to reach
10,000,000

readers;

many

territories

lined

up for event.
Big Deal with Publix gives Universal Jewels
and features 100 per cent representation in
41 Southern cities.
Supervisors out at eastern Paramount Studio
Famous Players leases proposed 4,500 seat
Brooklyn theater for 25 years.

Saturday

arc reported closed:
Earle,

B. O. offers starring contract to "Red"
Grange.
Five more Florida banks close, bringing state

F.

North American Theaters buys 35

:

Midway Theater, St. I^ouis, closed permanently duo to the fact that the building is
to be wrecked to make room for the new
Fox Theater; Joppa, Til Logan, closing account hot weather; Lebanon, III, Alamo;
Gerald. Mo.. Opera House; Jerscyville, 111.,
Colonial
Portageville. Mo., Opera House,
closing on Tuesdays, Wednesdays or Thursdays.
;

trip.

Bromberg Gets Canutt

(Paramount)

Cairo
Oriental
Prospcri
Egypt—
Cairo,
in
of educa^by Films has finished a series

Educational

duction.

Industry
faces
embaTrassing situation
Georgia as 16 more banks close.
Equipment dealer merger postponed to
mit consummation of merger.

Film Festival Postponed
Wednesday
Film to Boost Holland
Baden-Baden, Germany The an- Brooklyn seen as new battleground for proAmsterdam The railway compan- nual Spring film festival, postponed
ducer-distributor theaters.
ies are sponsoring the showing of a until September, has again been set F'irst runs checked at resumption of Federal
Trade Commission hearing against Famscenic picture in all Dutch theaters. back, this time until next Spring.
ous.
The purpose is to awaken in travelOmaha film board joins fight against free
shows.
ing.
Postage Rate Raised In Greece
Detroit deal "polishes ofl" supply merger
postage
foreign
Athens Greek
Thursday
League Making Propaganda Film
There "Balancing" Clause in contract demanded by
rates have been increased.
M P. T. O. A.
Amsterdam The Dutch branch of also have been an increase in Greek
Wheat belt optimistic with $2 crop in prosthe League of Nations is making a legal interest rates.
pect.
propaganda film, "Towards Peace
B. P. Schulberg placed in charge of West
Nations."
Through the League of
Coast Paramount studio.
Rome House Opens

"Catch This

one-sheets and 25 twenty-fours, and
placing 100 window cards in prominent windows. Plaza Theater. Bayonne, N. J.

is

£19,600.

period,

Risata."

Phoebus Adds Another
Berlin— The Modern theater,

The Modern

"Dance Madness"

fans,

"L'ultima

as

Monday
Co-operative booking again discussed in London.
First National oflfers to finance British pro-

Loew Books Sterling Pictures
"Men of the Night," first of the

12

J.

and H.

houses for $3,000,000.
British Government
trouble.

may

take a hand in film

Auditors of defunct Selznick Enterprizes sued
by Utica Holding Co for alleged incorrect accounting.
Willard l^ouis dies of pneumonia.
Josepli Stern houses reported sold to FabianStanley interests.
Film Stocks active, "American" financial editor

says.

Testimony concluded at Famous hearing
Fox foreign department expected to contribute 40 per cent of this year's revenue.
F. B. O. in deal with Famous to get distribution in New England

Expect Interference
(Continued from Page 1)
Col. Edward G. Lowry, representative of the Hays organization in England, is standing aloof from the deliberations with the result that Governiiient legislation is almost certain.

Reports Good Business

receiving a number
J. A. Carrier, new manager of Uniof first-ruiis over the Loew circuit.
printed, the outside page of which
versal's group of exploitation theaters,
The picture is getting 140 days, playread "Add this to your Social Regduced by Goodwill Pictures has been ing the entire Loew circuit in Greater returned to New York yesterday after
Inside was a picture of Mcnister."
a week's swing around the "U" houses
acquired by Arthur C. Bromberg At- New York,
jou with appropriate copy underneath.
He reports
in the Central district.
tractions.
Special envelopes were printed for
theater business in the Universal
ich hotel in .Atlanta aufl the heralds
houses far better than might be exHoldingford House Burns
various hotel mail
the
in
laced
pected in view of the heat.
Abramson Starts Work
boxes. Kccause of their dignified and
Holdingford, Minn. Plans are unIvan Abramson yesterday started der way for rebuilding of the Scenic
attractive layout the heralds created
Inauguration Dinner in October
How- work on "Children of Fate," at Tec- destroyed by fire. Jos. Klasen is
a lot of interest in the picture.
The Paramount Pep Club will hold
Art, with Richard Bennett featured.
owner.
ard Theater, Atlanta.
its inauguration dinner in October.

Had

.1,000

special

hotel

heralds

;

is

—

—

^

Sterling Prod.,

For Greater Movie Season
/

For that matter, for every season,
insist

on pictures that are printed on

Eastman Positive Film

— the

film

that carries the quality of the negative through to the screen.
It

up

takes but a

— look

in

moment

to check

the film margin for

the black-lettered identification,

"Eastman" and "Kodak".

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

.^<\

}i^JJmn

7/S

BOX-OEHCE ACTION
You've never played
a Western Star
\^
ivith such an all-fired

'/

husky box-office punch as

\

,-»-:•

V
"< it

uh

:>".

Some speed-streak—'In

tx

or
out of stirrups! Riding,
romancing, comedy. Winner at all three! Flash!

Dash!

Vfiii]
41

t

Smashing house

A

records • • • A man's star
that women w^lU love

National^
^

.^j
5^1

notional
Pictures

'*/»
J

—

-

,

Member*

/ Motion

Picture Producers ««( Distributors of

America lnc.~MIl Hayg

Praiitni
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A" Fan" School
"'HE theater
las a definite

as

ures,

Motion

duty.

mass

gure largely

in

A
All of

lives of chil-

must, therekind of an
parents will

theaters in this city.
separate move is on ior a theater
in
Kenosha, Wausau, Beloit and
other cities throughout Wisconsin are
to be included in the company's statewide chain, according to present plans.

A

Rush
In

construction continues with
apparently setting a high
peak of building in preparation for

summer
the

to this:

GEORGE WALSH IN FOOTBALL CLASSIC. First of "SIX BIG
PICTURES" starring GEORGE WALSH. Produced and directed by
WESLEY RUGGLES for EXCELLENT PICTURES CORPORATION.

Hub

Classroom Films

—

—

on the feature.

And

undoubtedly he interested the parents
of each of the kiddies in the Crane
theater.

(Continued on Pane

Tomorrow's Patrons

Row

With Labor
THE FILM DAILY
Washington Bureau
Washington — Wage troubles are

stunt has
feels
for fans.

school
be realized that

much
he

to

threatening

recommend

has developed a

He

has.

It

must

it is through the cultivation of the children of today that
the industry of tomorrow will flourish.

The Hays organization understands
this and so has developed Saturday
morning shows.
Specially prepared
programs, each carefully sifted, have
been made available to exhibitors at
Theater ownvery nominal rentals.
ers cannot cooperate in such work too
fully.
serious and decidedly
It
is
worthwhile.

KANN

in

Washington

theaters as
of the opera-

a result of the demand
tors union for a weekly wage of $75
and a 40-hour week when the present contract of $65 for a 42-hour week

expires September

1.

The Theater Managers
(Continncd on Page

(Continued on Page 2)

2)

of

Gross

fall.

From New

—

The

Theaters

all

towns

About ten years ago, Frank IsbeJI
was owner of the Wichita Western
He is said to
eague Ball club.
"Simfilmco, N. Y." Advt.
ave built the first minor league free Foreign Rights by Simmonds Pictures Corp., cable
youngeachers and admitted any
He realized
er under twelve free.
Seattle the
hat the child of yesterday was his
Activity in Territory
in
Tremendous
Experiment
Make
Isbell Eastman
to
otential patron of tomorrow.
Seen As New Theaters Involving
Schools of Ten Cities Hays and
ailed the idea his "School of Fans."
$4,000,000 Get Under Way
Asso. Back Plan
Jack Gross today runs the Crane
With the letting of conSeattle
In co-operation with the Hays orHe put on
eater at Carthage, Mo.
tract for the new Orpheum theater,
EducaNational
the
ganization
and
In
morning show for children.
plan- Fifth Ave. and Stewart Sts., two new
)rder to boost "Greater Movie Sea- tion Asso., Eastman Kodak is
films. The theater projects, declared to represent
ning
school
production
on
"Booster's
Club."
on" he formed a
investment of $4,000,000 are under
Ml children became eligible for mem- experiment will be confined to ten an
concentrate way, as the forerunner of tremendous
)ership and for 12 morning shows by cities, with the films to
the activity expected in this territory.
securing 30 sigjiatures each to a cir- on a few important subjects of
Famous has completed plans for a
junior
and
fourth,
fifth,
sixth
grades
:ular advertising a current booking,
000 house at Ninth Ave. and
He made high school. Geograph\-. health and $2,000St.
aross did several things.
Both will have a 3,000 seatPine
practical
arts
hygiene,
civics,
fine
and
ife-long friends of about 100 children.
ing capacity.
the
with
first
will
receive
attention
He secured a mailing list of 3,000

it.

in

sections of the nation, theater building activity is on in full
swing.
Ill large cities and in many

Mid- West Idea

idults to advise

in

11

much.

which leads

Theaters

One

is
understood reUniversal Chain Theaters
Corp. has been dealing with the Sillinian circuit for a number of weeks
to take over that chain.
Should the
deal go through, it will give Universal'

glad to have their kiddies go.

ibitor just so

Eleven

liably that

Making friends of children is
ne of the finest possible moves,
f a theater stages special shows
or children, rest assured <^hat the
rown ups will hear about it at
neal times. And every mention
f a theater's name helps the ex1

Wisconsin

for

Milwaukee— It

pic-

entertainment

the
ren. The exhibitor
ore, maintain that
nstitution to which
e

serves

it

in

Milwaukee and
Kenosha

in

in its relation to the

community which

U"

Negotiating

Assoc, de7)

React Against U.
Bombay — There

ment throughout

tant chains in the industry was considering entering that territory, practically virgin ground for that particu(Continued on Page 6)

Canadian Famous Players Dividend
Toronto A regular quarterly dividend of $2 on the preferred, payable

—

Sept. 1, to stock record of July 31,
has been declared by Famous Players Canadian Corp.

Tremendous

dealing with the development of the
industry.
The initial installment, in
part, follows:
"Motion picture-going has become
national habit in this country.
a
Weekly attendance is estimated
(Continued on Page 7}

S.

a wave of sentiIndia in favor of
American pictures

countrv's 300 theaters.
British power here is, of course,
very strong and with the apparent
(Continued on Page 7)

Strides

"The Wall Street Journal" has begun publication of a series of articles

A

is

pictures.
have enjoyed a virtual monopoly over
a period of years, furnishing about
95 per cent of the product for the

British

Engla'id came word ^n
Saturday that one of the most impor-

Review
B.v

of

Reviews

LILIAN W. BRENNAN

Frederick gives an outstanddramatic performance in "Her
Honor the Governor," an F. B. O
Paliiie

ing

production.

Here

is

a fine

exampk

appeal using the popular ingredients of mother love, murder trial, and triumph of love aJid
over cunning and rascality.
right

of

box

office

(Continned on Page i)

Utah-Idaho Association Planned
Theater owners of
Salt Lake City

—

Utah and Idaho are busy mapping
_

plans for a bi-state convention to be
held at Yellowstone Park in the near
Organization work is under
future.
way, with the proposed association
to ask for a charter in the M. P. T.
O. A.

Build in Jersey City?
Jersey City Report that Fox intends to build a picture and vaudeville house here is given strength by

Fox

to

—

by the company of
Winner property on Montgomery
leasing

No
ed

St.

—

largest guarantee ever given a
producer, a contract has been signed
between the Forum and Samuel Goldwyn, whereby the theater is to get

the

authority could be reach- the world premiere of "The
of Barbara Worth."
for a statement Saturday.

one

Fox

the

Goldwyn Claims Record Guarantee
Los Angeles Declared to embody

in

Winnmg

Du
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Font's Picture Hailed

Hub

Seattle the

—

Los Angeles A. E. Du Pout's first
(Continued from Page 1)
American-made picture, "Love Me
Seattle is seen as the battleground
and the World Is Mine," wliich Universal produced, was shown at the of big distributor-exhibitor interests
Writers' Club Saturday to an audi- m this territory, as an aftermath of
ence composed of stars and important tlie North American deal with Jensen
Itersonaiities in
production.
While and Von Herberg, which gives North
the picture is a trifle too long, it is American virtual control in the terriThe proposed Famous house,
splendid entertainment and was very tory.
well received.
Du Pont used many it IS understood, is the forerunner of
unusual and distinctive camera angles. other projects planned by distributors, to assure an outlet for their
North
product in the Northwest.
American, too, it is stated, is plan-

Classroom Films
iCoiUiniicd from

widened

scope to be

Page

experiments are successful. Cities where the
value of class room films will be tested are:
New York, Rochester, Deif

in addition to the
2,4U0 seat house, here, the Broadat Portland, and a 2,000 seat

ning new theaters,

1)

the

new
way

house

Bellingham.

at

Referendum on Convention City
Newark, N. J.— A referendum is
to decide the city in which this year'5
annual convention in September ol
the M. P. T. O. of New Jersey is to
be held.
Newark and Lake Hopatcong were favored by directors whc
were equally divided on the choice.
Leon Rosenblatt has been named
chairman of an arbitration committee
to represent Northern New Jersey
in arbitration cases
heard in New.
York, with power to appoint other

members

of the board.

Wage

Operator

Newark
highest

Revision Demanded
they pay the
the United States,'

— Claiming

scale

in

Essex county theater owners are

de-

manding revision of the operators'
wage scale. The contract of theater
troit, Chicago, Kansas City, Denver,
2,500 Seat House for Waterloo
rtddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Los Angeles, Springfield or Newton,
Orpheum Theater owners with operators expires Sept. 1.
Waterloo, la.
.Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738 4739.
Cable ad- Alass., Atlanta and Winston-Salem.
winch is owned
Company
Building
dress:
Filniday,
New York.
Hollywood,
Archainbaud Directing Sills
by Badger Bunding Service, MilwauCaliti'inia — Harvey
E. Gausman, AmbassaLos Angeles Milton Sills will star
dor Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashSigns with United
kee, will construct a 2,500 seat Ormiiicn 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman,
George
i he proposed in "The Splendid Outcast."
Hollywood
Estelle Taylor has pheum theater here.

—

.

The Film Renter,

58,

Great Marlborjugh

St.,

—

Paris
La Cinematographie
Itue Saulnier.

Lont'on, \V.
Francaise, 5,

I.,

.

—

—

It Archainbaud will direct.
signed a long-term contract to ap- house will be started in August.
pear in United Artists productions. will be the second largest theater of
Her first role will be opposite Ru- the State, outranked only by the Ordolph Valentino in "Cellini."
pheum now in construction at Sioux
presents

HALROACH

City.

Fineman Changes Title
Hollywood B. P. Fineman has
changed the title of "The Desperate
Woman" to "Lady at Play." First

—

Financial

Quotations
Bear speculators caused a reaction on the
market during the early part of the session
-Saturday, but before the close many of the
issues had regained their losses through a
steady absorption of the offerings of those
un the selling side
The film issues were in the background
during the proceedings.
Few transactions
took place, with Famous still leading in point
01

sales.

Seat.

Vtc.

33/8
37/,

.

Pfd
Seat
•Balaban & Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

.

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players

.

.

ii'A
3 7 -4

113
113
116^4 lli'A

•Fam. Play. Pfd.
•Fam. Play. Kts.
•Film Inspect.
First Nat'l. Pfd.
Project
Inc

iiVi
37/,
74
72 ?4
113
116Ji

Paton Making Goodwill Series
Los Angeles
Stuart Paton has
been engaged by California Studios

—

to direct the concluding three of a series of six police stories starring

Mower

for

Jack

Goodwill Pictures.

"Topsy and Eva"
Hollywood
The Duncan sisters
will appear in "Topsy and Eva" for

—

First National.
June Mathis will
write the script and Balboni will di-

.

6

lOi'A

nn

38 '4

38/8
24

19V,

19^

19-5^

Paramount B'way 97 J^
tiKoxy Unit ... 24/,
ttRoxy (Jommon
6

97H
22'/,
5

.Skouras

52

M

S4M

•

Bros.

.

.

*Stan. Co of Am
'Trans-Lux Screen

100

200

100
3,600
.

•

<

—

52

•

•

.

•

52
70
8 /a

30-^
97
45^4
12J4

•Universal Pict.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.

•Warner Bros. ...
•Warner Pict
Warner Pict. "A" 18
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
Tt Bid and Ask

97/8

Jersey City House to Adjoin State
Jersey City— A new theater, adjoin1,766 ing the State in Journal Square, is
planned by Joseph B. Bernstein,
100
Joseph B. Harris, Ben and Isador
300 Heilbrunn.

18

18

....

Junior Circuit Buys at Redland
Rcdland, Cal.— The Majestic here
has been taken over by West Coast
junior
circuit,
headed by Harry

Sugarman.
200

Williamson Leaves for Bahamas
E. Williamson sailed Saturday
for the Bahamas, where he will
make
undersea scenes of "The Mysterious

Form Theater

Publishing Firm
Lasky Signs Furthman
St. Louis
The Theater Publishing
Los Angeles—Jesse L. Lasky has
Co. lias been formed with $2,000
capital by W. Cochr'an, L. A. Raw- placed Jules Furthman, scenarist under contract.
lings, and R. D. Abbott.

—

Heyde Managing Arcadia
Kansas City Phil Heyde is the
owner and manager of the Arcadia,

—

To

Direct Bebe
Hollywood— Clarence Badger will
direct Bebe Daniels in "Stranded
in
Paris."

which has just opened.

McGovern Editing Series
l-.hner
Mc(j(jvern
J.
is
editing
Jack O'Neil Leaves Universal
"Radio Personalities," a series of
Kansas City Jack O'Neil has re- i-.hort subjects
produced by Lester
signed as city salesman for Universal. Sloman.
Artclass will distribute

—

Jl^AMle

=^™

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished

is

FREE

F»NLAvsoKPam6come(fe
^'

for all

Pathecomedies at youri

Exchange.

—
—
——
—
—
—

"The Big Parade"
Broadway "The Wise Guy"
Cameo Uepertuire Week
Capitol
"The Waltz Dream"
Colony "The Plastic Age"
Criterion
"Mare Nostrum"
Embassy "Hen Hur"
Loew's New York Today "Men
Astor

—

—

—

NiKht"
Tuesday "More

"Dream

Pay,

Less

t~*~^

John D.Tippett, Inc.
of

the

——
—

— "Variety"
— "You
Never

Mark Strand— "Son
Kialto
Rivoli

—

of the

Raw Stock

Work" and

Street"

Wednesday ^" Volga Boatman"
Thursday "Love Thief"
Friday—-"The Savage" and "Secret String"
Saturday ^"Christine of the Big Top"

Negative and Positive
All Colors

Shiek"

Know Women"

Warners House Closed, preparing for "Don
Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "Son of the Sheik"

J.

Island."

WITH ETHEL CLAYTON

This

On Broadway

Wardman

Park.
He is conducting the house with pictures that do
not find a general release.
the

MERmr WIDOWEB
ANo

Manages Wardman Park
Washington Irvin Shapiro, former
newspaperman, is now manager of
Shapiro

4!4
.

39

Loew's,
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
P. Cap. Corp.
•Pathe Exch. "A"

Sales

120

.

•Intern"!

Selznick's Assistant

rect.

High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Goe Made

Carl J. Goe has been named assistant to Lewis J. Selznick, at Associated
National will release. Al Green is di- Exhibitors. Goe has been assistant to
recting with Doris Kenyon featured. E.
J. Smith, general sales manager.

6040 Sunset

1540 Broadway

New York

Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

City

Next Week
Astor

Big J'arade"
Broadway Undetermined
Carrieo
Undetermined
Capitol
Undetermined
Colony "Devil's Island"
"Tlie

—
—
—
—
Criterion — "Mare Nostrum"
Embassy — "Hen Hur"
Mark Strand— ".Son
the Shiek"
Kialto— "\ariety"
Rivoli — "I'adlocked"

Warning to Producers
This
through

A

Million

of the

all

attorneys

producers that
I
shall begin

person

Shiek

Feet oS

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone
3/70

notify

may purchase from

Everything

Wisconsin

to

my

action for damages against
or persons or corporation

legal

of

Warners— "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "Son

is

unauthorized

any

who
and

irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
and after creating plots in their own
studios, make and release these pictures as "Curwood stories."
No prehistoric
magazine story and no one
or two reel "original" of mine written
years ago can be taken as an excuse
for foisting upon the public a studiobuilt picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts

with me.
gan.

My

address

The name

and attorneys

of
will

is

Owosso, Michi-

my New York

agents
be given on request.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

THE
Monday, July

26,

A
And Thafs

Review

That!

of

I

ll

ma

Reviews

(Continued from Page

melodrama

Pure
By PHIL. M. DALV\

lUit
it

DESPITE

jg^

1.^

DAILY

1926

the pulpit broadsides of

Canon

it

—good

rings the bell.

\)

old

hokum.

Why?

Because

was handled with showmanship

telligence

throughout.

ACHIEVE

in-

Direction

is

Chase and the editorial skilful, mixing the various ingredients
i.iir-tearing of William Allen White, so that improbabilities
in plot arc
persons attend picture overlooked in the suspense
,>0,000,000
and interhows in the United States each week. est aroused. The star does a fine
\nd that's that.
piece of emotional work in the court

J

room scene when the jury returns a
Hoot Gibson is apparently hurd- verdict of murder in the first degree
i)ig over the chasms of human emoagainst her son who is innocent of
iivis.
Jiidgiyig from the titles, any- the crime.
There are some surprise
ratj, from "The Flaming Frontier" kicks
in
this scene that will have
"O Promise Me" is a long jump. them sitting on the edge of the seats.

I

Its

Boris Karlof? contributes an underSupport Daniels," says world characterization that is im'ILM DAILY headline. Well, when mense. He has mannerisms and fahe famous sprinter marries Bebe and cial expressions that are all his own.
loesn't do just that, he may find him- After you have seen Miss Frederick
•elt in difTficulties.
in her distinguished performance, you

"Paddock

to

will wonder why they don't keep her
"Who," asked a good friend of continuously working in dramatic roles
mrs the other day, "is this fellow of big, pretentious features.
^hil M. Daly, that's doing this 'And
"The Midnight Kiss" is a new Fox
That's That' stuff?"
But that is a ofifering based on John Goldcn's stage
tecrct we cannot divulge.
play "Pigs." It follows pretty close-,
h' the theme involving Tommy AtThe hero of many a picture is the kins' discovery of a cure-all for the
ellow who is assifjned to review it. ailment of animals.
It
is
full
of

comedy

highlights and

human

inter-

SoTne of these fellows so crazy to est touches that make it a delightful
iuild are going to find the spelling offering.
The elements of love and
'hanged to hilled.
the pig raising industry are whimsically intertwined,

Conway Busy
Hollywood Jack Conway

—

•ecting

is

di-

"The Understanding Heart"
Joan Crawford, RockCarmel Myers and

M.-G.-M.

•

Fellowes,

•lifife

Ralph Bushman, the principals, left
Saturday for Yosemite to shoot ex.eriors.

Warners

P

Beaudine

is

Keep Beaudine

to

Los Angeles

— Denial

leave
Jack L.

to

that William
the Warners'

Warner, who
made by
>ays the company holds a contract
s

or the director's services for
ime to come."

—

theater,

ion

Loss
which

itone.
)art of

destroyed the Pavil-

owned by Jacob Routis

is

estimated at $10,000,
covered by insurance.

Poor Wiring Causes Fire
s

Philadelphia, Pa.— Defective wiring
believed to be the cause of an

:arly

he

morning

fire

Savoy, Market

which
St.,

Valley, Ga.— Several reels of
w'ere destroyed by fire in the
ooth of the Franklin, owned by W.
Ft.

..

rush

wild

of

the

been imprisoned

The

star.

in

Not having the time or inclination,
our good friend, Its A. Sterling, will
trumpet our progress from the comment of our satisfied franchise-holders the contracts of first rua
exhibitors, and the intelligently written reviews of keen showmen.

—

One Hundred and Fifteen booking days over
in

Greater

New

York, greets

and Washington

usual villain

is

in

Circuit
its

first

territories.

SIGNED— 20th CENTURY FILM COMPANY,
GENE MARCUS

that have
corral by the

evidence

to thwart the hero, and has his men
Hoxie contribset the animals free.
utes a lot of fast riding and some
good stunts. It has all the elements
that the western fans crave, and
should get by nicely where they like
their fights and suspense and are not

upon

If you will give us pictures as good as "MEN OF THE NIGHT" the
season will prove successful for all of us. This Sterling production is
just the type of picture we need to get business in both the Philadelphia

horses
a

Loew

the entire

"MEN OF THE NIGHT."

screening.

INC.

STP.RLING productions in Southern Neu' Jersey. Eastern Penit'ylfania,
Trio Productions, Inc., for the District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia.

distributing

"MEN OF THE NIGHT"
week of July

New

when

5th,

it

proved its business-getting possibilities, the
played first run at Loew's palatial Newark,

Jersey Theatre.

of a rather loosely constructed story.
critical

Rayart presents "The Wolf Hunfrom the story by James Oliver
Curwood, a melodrama of the Northwest Mounted that is crowded with
It is the sort
fast action and thrills.
of picture that

"MEN OF THE NIGHT" opens first run at
Theatre, Boston, and the Majestic Theatre, Providence,

The iveek of July imh,

ters,"

Orpheum

Loew's

Rhode Island.

delights the heart of

those who place adventure
foremost.

first

and

We

a Rethe state

"Ermine and Rhinestones"

is

nown picture offering for
rights field, being a variation of the

to

congratulate you on your

SIGNED

Jazz life is featured throughout, with the eventual
triumph of true love, the model winning the rich youth away from her
unworthy rival. It contains sensa-

tional elements that
possibilities.

hasten

first efforts

for this season.

"MEN OF THE NIGHT",

you have vmde a picture which you may be
proud of. We do not doubt but what the STERLING lineup will have
a tremendous success in our territory.
In

damaged cloak model theme.

near 12th.

Blaze Destroys Films
ilm

enter-

Jack Hoxie stars in his latest western, "Wild Horse Stampede," a Universal.
The action builds up to a

"some too

Up-State Theater Burns
Fire, caused by an
Inlet, N. Y.
;xploding film,

resulting in

tainment that should please generally.

A. Sterling

distributing

— HOLLYWOOD

STERLING

pictures

in

PICTURES CORPORATION
JACK BELLMAN

Greater

New

York and Northern

New

Jersey.

have exploitation

"MEN OF THE NIGHT"

Brandenburg.

ordinary.

"Blue" Fight at Monticello
Competition
Ind.—The influx of
Monticcllo,
Olsen Buys
vacationists has
summer
tourists
and
Olsen,
L'tah—
House,
Hy
Sugar
repeal the antito
campaign
led
to
a
has
•ho operates the Photo-Play,
ordinance.
iken over the Forum, formerly op- quated "blue" Sunday
Dillard.
and
ated by Cloward

at Loews' State Theafre

is

out of the

_

NEWARK EVENING NEWS.

'

Morrow Buys Champaign House
Lake House Opens
Champaign, 111. Cliff Morrow, Deand catur showman, has added another
City— Stallings
Lake
Salt
Sterling Picture* Dist. Corp., 1650 B'way, N. Y. C.
The Varsity,
ierce have opened the Esspee, South house to his string.
Geo. E. Kann, Vice-Pre».
Gin»berg, Pre*.
formerly operated by Harry Mitchell. Henry
ighth West St.

New

Salt

—

I

r

V/cU do

^

^^vve7i
have
another
V>clj;yyea^

Voices from

The Promise Land/

UniversaVALWAYS
This is
UniversaVs

Delivers!

GREATEST Year!

We've Got a Sure Thing

UNIVERSAL'S GREATER MOVIE LIST/

r

THE
Monday, July

Rush

It

Theaters

in

from

ii i>titini'rj

i^nijc

part

is

which

will

of a 16-story structure
be completed Nov. 1.

1)

lar orRaiiizatioii.
Should the deal be
coiisiiinniated it will mean the construction of a number of theaters
with larjie seatintr capacities.

Other projects announced or advanced to a new stage in their devel-

Building at Sullivan
Sullivan.

building a

H.
111.— J.
theater.

Ireland

tucky there, as well as the Kentucky
Lexington, are build'ng a $200,000
house here.

at

26,

192f

Exploit- O- Grams

Brief outlines of practical exploitt
They give all necessar
R & K Stepping Out
informution the exhibitor needs t
They have mad
With seating capacity of 2,200, the put them over.
New Concord, replacing the present money for others. They will mak
Concord and Open Air, Fulton St., money for you. This daily list o
Brooklyn, is to be built by Rosen- "Exploit-0-Grams" is intended a
zweig & Katz. It will be completed a ready reference for the busy show ^s
The Concord man. File them away. Here is at'
within six months.
and Open Air, is being torn down "at-your-elbow" service of picblicit;
Lion stunts.

is

new

Chain for Northwest
R. Bargas, of Oakland,
Cal..
will
erect
soon a new theater,
low,
'i'hev represent only a small
This
at ISth Ave. and East Pine St.
parr of the whole but show ho\
is
the first of a i)roposed chain for
widespread the building activity is:
Tacoma, Seattle and Bcllingham. to make way for the new structure. ideas when you run these pictures
Four Chicago Projects
The .Seattle
September 1 is the tentative open- Se7id in your "Exploit-0-Grams,'
planned b}' Gargas.
Chicago Four new theater pro- liouse to be callcfl the Olympic, will ing date of the new Coney Island and help the other fellows who ar>\

opment

are Riven in

some

detail be-

Tacoma — S.

—

The Tacoma theater
beinp planned. Thev arc a cost $150,000.
l.nnO seat house, costing $100,000 at is expected to be started next.
theater,
Tiffin
new
BarriuKton;
Pantages Needs Frontage
North and Garlov Aves., costing
Los Angeles Additional frontage
$100,000; a $200,000 wes side house
and a $150,000 house at 1436 Broad- is being sought for the $350,000 theaAuditorium Theater ter Pantages will erect at Third St.
Gary.
way.
Owners is sponsor of the Barrington and Arrowhead Ave.
house, while Lester Norris plans the
"Pan." House Ready Oct. L
Nick Bokow is
west side project.
Ore.— About $300,000
Portland.
owner of the proposed Gary theater.
will be spent on the Portland, being
constructed on Broadway for AlexFox Has 2 St. Louis Sites
It will be opened
In a move to assure a ander Pantages.
St. Louis
Fox house here, the company has Oct. 1.
acquired a. new parcel of land at
Nasser Bros. Building
Grand and Washington Blvd.s. The
firm now has two sites on this cornNasser Bros, will
•San Francisco
One of them is open their new theater on Polk and
er theater purposes.
being contested by a tenant, who re- Green Sts., by Sept. 1.
fuses to move claiming prior lease
jects are

—

—

Ave.

the Leader, \vhich the
constructing. Ground no"

liouse,

circuit

is

being broken for a new 2.000 seat
theater at Liberty Ave. and 135th St.

New

Theater Opens Soon
Enid, Okla.— Workmen are busy
completing the north half of the Day
BIdg. on North Independence Square,
in which is contained a new 600 seat
combination house which has been
leased for five years to B. Tslcy. of
Chickasha. who will open the house
as "The Enid." To seat 600.

The Fines Get Permit

Another for Hawkins

—

& Hudson

Hawkins & HudBrooksville. Fla.
son, chain operators, will build here.
The new house is to be located on
Broad St., just south of Brooksville
It will cost $50,000 and have a
.\vc.
capacity of 1.000. including white and
negro balconies. Hawkins & Hudson
operate theaters at Inverness, High
Springs. Wildwood. Williston, Bushncll.

Homosassa and Dunnellon.
Louis House
Louis— Costing $.300,000, a

Suburban
St.

1,-

i\

Advertised a free matinee for

thi

kids with the idea of organizing
CJreater Movie Season Booster Club
Before the show started, plans wer(,
outlined to the kiddies whereby the)|ij
could become members of the clulj:
and at the same time insure them-f;
selves of seeing 12 morning matineeJitii
free of charge.
The plan was foi
each child to circulate and get 3C
signatures to a petition that read
;

;

"We,

the

undersigned,

think

tha'

—

—

—

$1,250,000 Baltimore

to be built here by
Amusen^ent Co., bead-

700 scat theater

"For Heaven's Sake"
(Paramount)

—

St.
is

New

House

large

letters

underneath the

Vk:ings.

Baltimore— The $1,250,000 Ambas- It flew over the
Kansas City Theater
theater section in
ed by Snvros Skouras and Harry
Kansas City Vaughn, Lynn and sador is being built at Fulton and advance of the showing, and dropped
Raith
Charles
Aves.
Pennsylvp.nia
Union
located
on
Koplar. It will be
Vaughn will soon open their new thepasses,
money and heralds.
The
heads the company, sponsoring the passes were made
Blvd. near Terrv Ave.
ater at 39th and Bell Sts.
good for the third
house.
day of the showing.
Bags were
Whrtneys Plan Another
New Elizabeth City House
dropped containing ten pennies, at$1,500 000 House at Springfield
S'rong ("ily. Kan.^— R. P.. and J.
tached to a tissue-paper parachute,
Elizabeth City, N.
The CaroLincoln
Til.
The
Springfield,
P. Whitncv. who operate the Mavwhich caused a great deal of suspense
lina Investment & Insurance Co. is
is
ncaring
completion.
.Square theater
flnwcr. Florence, will open the Twin
and excitement before they landed
building a theater seating 1,200 and
It is part of a $1,500,000 project.
City theater here.
as the wind blew them back and
costing $145,000.
forth. The whole stunt cost about $20.
Midland Ready in January
Hights Start Freehold Theater
As part of the advance campaign speDerby House Started
Kansas C.'ilv The theater to be cial slides
Frcfbdld. N. J. The John and
announced the flight of the
Herby.
Conn.
Work
has
been
to
Main
from
St.
St..
fleeted
on
13th
Vfarv
Hipbt Amusement Co. has
aeroplane. A. Ellsworth, Tivoli Thestarted
on
the
new
theater
being
Baltimore Ave., will be ready Jan. \, ater,
started work f)n a house on Main St.
Los Angeles.
sponsored by a number of local busi- next.
It will be known as Locw's
ness
men.
upbuilding Danville. Va., House
Midland.
the St. Louis

—

C—

—

—

—

—

—

"I'll Show You the Town"
(Universal)
E.
Rutherford
Theater
Oakland
S40,000
May, is beinrr rebuilt
b'ast Rutherford. N. J.
M. Passaic
Planted a large map of the city in
"^nntbern Amusement Co. has leased
San Francisco— A $40,000 theater is
is
sponsoring erection of a theater idanned bv W. A. Stokes on Foothill the window of the Chamber of Com'be bouse, which will open about
to seal between 1,000 and 1,500 for
iierce.
Points of interest in the city
Blvd., Oakland.
November.
a New York concern, as yet unwere marked ofif on this map and
named.
stills and a title card hooked it up
An other for Atlanta
Sun Plans Third House
St.
'"sei)b. Mr).
Completion of the new with the theater showing. A lot of
Atlanta
Sun Amusement
Working on Boise Theater
Co., will build a $20 000 theater in
'heater on Ponce de Leon Ave., near windshield stickers were given out,
Boise, Ida.
Cionslruction work has Boulevard, is expected in October. reading:
"Hop in I'll Show You
lb'" Soi'fh End. on Illinois Ave., bethe Town."
Edward Roberts, Maj'wecn Pryor and Ciordon Ave. The started on the new theater to be G. R. Black of Newman is sponsor.
"reeled at 7tb and Main.
The work
estic Theater, Austin, Tex.
ron"ipny.
headed by Edward
J.
will
be rushed to completion for
'^'•skav,
opf>rates
Sparks Onening New House
the
Penn

nanvillc. Va.

•"d

bv

fire

— The

Bijou, dcstrov-

N.

in

Y.

Firm

at

—

—

—

—

and

Rivr)1i,

opening

suburban houses.

Publix Active at Houston
H<^iislon. Tex. -Publix is build'ng
ihc Metropolitan at Main and Lamar.

—

I

I

'

i

;,

Harold Lloyd is the screen's greatest
Isadore and Oscar comedian, and are glad of the opEvansville. Ind.
Fine, who operate the Franklin and portunity to put in a word for his
Columbia, have been granted permit pictures. We understand that he is
for erection of a house on Washington coming to the Crane Theater, anc
Ave., near Kentucky, desnite opposi- we will make a special effort to see it.
Gottlieb Opens Second
tion of residents of the district.
We further understand that by signBound Brook, N. J.— S. L. Gottlieb
ing this we place ourselves under nc
recently opened a new theater.
He
Srigley Plans Another
obligation."
The result was 3, DOC
also operates the Palace.
Geo. D. Srigley, Cameo signatures were secured, showing thai
Seattle
breaking many had been interested. The stunt
is
theater. White Center
Plan N. Y. Theater
ground for a new house, one blo'-' has the kids talking up the picture
Jacob Levy, Joseph Buttenwieser, from the Cameo. The Royal, Rainier continuously. Jack
Gross,
Crane
Flias Littman, and Gabriel Silverman Ave. and Atlantic St. opened recently. Theater, Carthage, Mo.
have sold property at 127 Greenwich
Ave. for a theater.
•«
$1,000,000 Brooklyn House
"The Gold Rush"
W^ork starts soon on a $1,000,000
(United Artists)
Hamrick Leaves Seattle House
house on Pineanple and Fulton Sts..
Tied up with the Aero Corp. which
Seattle
John Hamrick has leased Brooklyn, for Dr. Geo. W. Averell conducts a public flying field.
An
the theater to be erected at 24th Ave. and Tames S. Graham.
aeroplane was employed with the
N. and East Lynn St.
name of the picture and theater in

—

on the property.

f

helping you.

is

Enid's

[

late

in

—

August.

Switows Branching Out
Lexington. Ky. Switow & Sons o'
Louisville,
who operate the Ken-

—

—

—

"U" House Opens Sept. 15
Moberlv, Mo. Plasterers are fast
Springfield, Mo.
"onipleting their work in the theater
TJnivcrsal's new
being erected by George W. Snarks. theater, the Gillioz, being built here
"nerator of a chain throu.ghout the at an estimated cost of $300,000, is
scheduled to open Sept. 15.
South.

—

onday, July 26, 1926

React Against U.
{Continued from Page

to

cnniiiation

English-made

for

_ ion

wider

force

lerable sales resistance

Some
distri-

films,

con-

be exthe mar-

number
Number of news

Jislributors must realize the liniit;ions as well as the possibilities of
market, if they would be success-

marketing

the

ID

of

the

is

IS

I'll

warning sounded by
managing director

Amount
Salaries

J.

commenting

in

II,

V

on

he says, has a population of
ji,.und 300,000,000, but of this nuniless than five per cent are edued sufficiently to be potential ther patrons, he declared, a fact he

Tremendous

iiilia,

•,

tors

who

sight of by some distriare restricting Indian the-

irs

by

demands

is

'S

ces"

lost

for

"fabulous
for
This artheir pictures.
said will seriously impair

Strides

{Continited from Page

1)

greater than the
of
the
country.
'Movies' have gone into the odd company of bread, tobacco and chewing
gum as 'necessities' which people persistently demand, whether crops are
good or bad, and whatever way the
at 130,000,000, or
total
population

he

prestige

nerican

in

India

unless

$200,000,000.
rted pictures are not changed.
"A few salaries in the industry are
firm, said Madan, intends to
among the largest in any profession.
n at the international market, enseveral actors and direcaraged by the distribution received There are
annual returns exceed
tors
whose
some of its pictures last year, deThe average salary, of
$500,000.
ite the fact that they were manucourse, is much lower, and, in relatured purely for home consumpthan
Twenty-four productions are tion to attendance, is even less
n.
that of the actor on the speaking
imned next year, he stated.
stage.
Indian railways, Madan declared,
"Last year 416 feature pictures and
are contemplating introduction
vv
1,500 short pictures were produced.
motion pictures aboard trains.
In earlier years there were rnore.
But quality has improved considerably. Just as the tendency is toward
Blue Laws for York, Pa.?
companies, so too,
York, Pa.— Anti-Sunday advocates fewer producing
it is toward fewer and better pictures.
Sabbath
Obserd members of the
cost $4,500,000 last year,
nce Committee of the International 'Ben Hur'
Other super-pictures cost
lurch Federation are considering a record.
between $1,000,000 and $1,500,000,
e course of action to take to legally
$500,000 to $750,000 a decade
against
event theaters in York operating
The ago.
Sundays for admission.
"Feature pictures cost $150,000 to
ayor is expected to be appealed to
$300,000. These are dramatized books
both sides.
and plays and are the backbone of
The
an evening's entertainment.
Next Pathe Serial Selected
smaller pictures, costing up to $150,Smith 000, are the mass production and the
Leon
Hollywood Frank
ote the continuity of "The House bread winners of the big companies.
ithout a Key" by Earl Biggers, the Production costs are kept low because
xt Pathe serial.
Walter Miller and producers and actors can work on
ene Ray will be featured. Spencer several of these at the same time.

His

—

nnett

>t.

to

is

rights to plots vary considerthe ahably, although there is no longer
years
surd spread such as existed a few
aao when rights to one best seller went

"Prices

direct.

Howard Back in Harness
Louis J. W. Howard has

—

re-

ered the business here taking over

Empress
thers.
vv

He

Palace.

Robert
Mrs.
formerly operated the

from

for

Resolved not to give

'

ge
28,000

machines

1925
$67,000,000
100,000.000
250.000-350,000

1913
$5 000 000

$200

$10

310,190,933

73,723,022

12 000

book or a popular play scenario rights is
around $10,000
The big producer-distributor companies reduce their scenario costs
by
running a sort of plot factory. Here a number of writers are employed to devise new
scenario ideas, and to adapt others.
"The a'verage motion picture theater rents
about 175 feature pictures and 350 shorts
(news reels and comedies) each year. This
means that the 20,235 theaters take 10,500,000
separate pictures a year.
"No industry pays talent as highly as the
motion picture industry.
This is indicated
by that fact that .25 per cent of profits go
to the actors
Directors and camera men
take 10 per cent; studio overhead is 20 per
cent; manufacture of sets 19 per cent; costumes 3 per cent rental of sites and transportation costs 8 per cent, new film 5 per
cent and scenario and stories 10 per cent.
".'\rtists'
salaries
have probably reached
about their maximum limit for several years
ahead.
Technical production of pictures will
continue to rise in cost.
Often 100,000 feet
are taken to get 10,000.
Color and depth
photography are in their infancy, and are
going to demand big outlays.
A modern
studio equipment now costs $1,000,000 and
will probably cost twice as much before long.
Large luxurious theaters are putting the small
er ones out on business in the cities.
Annual
expenditures on new theaters of more than
$200,000,000 is bound to increase until people throughout the country have the kind of
theater comfort they demand.
"In ai word, much motion picture expansion may be expected before a saturation
point is reached."
;

while

for

another

$1,000,000

Among recent maximum
was
was $100,000 each for 'What Price Olory
Rights to Padand 'Turn to the Right.'
Wandlocked," the 'American Tragedy and

Wheeling,

Corps,

charging an entrance

fee

of

where managers and assistant
managers are being taught how to op$10,

erate the machines.

It is claimed that
they can become sufficiently skilled
lo take over the machines in about
60 days.

asserted by A. Julian Brylawchairman of the wage scale com-

It is
ski,

mittee of the association, that there
are not over 100 operators in the local union, and that there are about
300 licensed operators in the District
of Columbia, so that little difficulty
is anticipated in replacing the union
men if they walk out September 1,
as they are expected to do.
It has been intimated that if the
operators walk out the musicians and
stage hands would follow suit. It is
declared by the theater men that they

have on their hands a "vicious circle,"
each of the unions helping the others
as wage agreements come
that steps must be taken to
situation with a finish fight.

up. and
meet the

First Nat'l Units Busy
With production on eight pictures
slated for the next two weeks and

seven others nearing completion. First
National's August program is coming along according to schedule. Pictures nearing completion are: Colleen

Moore

in
"Twinkletoes"; Dorothy
Mackaill and Jack Mulhall in "The
Charleston Kid"; June Mathis' pro-

005, or $2,005 more than the ap- Johnny Hines in "The Knickerbocker
praised value of the property, Valen- Kid"; the Carey Wilson adaptation of
tine Di Noble purchased the Roma Ludwig Biro's "The Legionary," and
Belmont St., at a sheriff's auction. Robert Kane's new picture, as yet
The Star Amusement Co. built the untitled.
Richard Barthelmess has
house about ten years ago.
started a new picture; Corinne Griffith
is making "Just Off Broadway," witli
Sam Rork scheduled to begin "The
Bower, Seattle F. N. Manager
Blonde Saint" within a few days.
Seattle
J. G. Bower, Omaha manHarry
Constance
Talniadge
and
ager, has succeeded Fred Sliter as
Langdon
are preparing to start new
National
exthe
First
manager of
with preliminary work
W. C. Brimmer, Chicago productions,
change.
completed, for Norma Talmadge's
salesman, has taken over the Omaha
Ben
"The Sun of Montmartre."
branch.

—

Lyon

starts

work soon

in

"Not Her-

bert."

Roden

at Salt Lake for A. E.
Lake City Joe Roden is the
new manager of the Associated E.x-

—

Salt

exchange.

hibitors

If

Market
Garver New K. C. House Owner
Kansas City The Benton, Independence and Benton Blvds. has been
taken over by A. R. Garver.

—

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VS-.IND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

3678

N.

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department

Release Printing

prices

each.
erer of the Wasteland' sold for $90,000
"The average paid today for a best-seller.

in to the unthe association has opened a
projection school under the tutelage
of Serf^eant H. Sauni of the Signal

Hammer duction, "The Masked Woman"; Ken
W. Va.— Bidding §21,- Maynard's "The Unknown Cavalier";

Wheeling House Under

for

$13,000,
asked.

necessitate increased prices.
ion,

situation in 1925 with that in' 1913 reveals:

markets move.
"People are willing to pay for betandoned.
ter and more attractive theater surToday average BroadMadan, who is conducting a world roundings.
The average
rvey of pictures, preparatory to his way admission is $.75.
:urn to Calcutta next February to elsewhere in the country is $.15 and
5ume production, has closed deals $.20. Ten years ago the Broadway
product with Warner Bros. Prod. theater took $.25, and elsewhere but
Corp., F. B. O. and United a nickel.
St.
•tists.
"Admission returns in 1925 reachHis firm operates 65 of its own ed $700,000,000, or nearly half as
uses in India and is affiliated with much as the total capital invested in
There are around 300 the industry.
more.
"Last year motion picture theater
saters in India.
reached the .peak of
lan- construction
different
in
four
Subtitles
and
now it runs at an
$250,000,000,
lages are required for domesticTitles of im- average of considerably more than
ide pictures he says.
jde,

726
416
500

j

spent on advertismg
annually

I>

dares the houses cannot grant the
nurease "at a time when they are reducing admissions" and that to concede to the operators' demands would

'

'.".

released

of Short Subjects
of motion picture studios
of schools and institutions with

720 000 000
500 000
67 000 000

sentiment

Dritish films in India.

l,

Street Journal"
$1 500 000 000

Aver, cost of feature picture
Rental charges on films to exhibitors
Linear feet exported

of
Ltd., India's largest
,11 Theaters,
icing and theater owning con-

Madan,

of feature pictures
reels released

Comparing the

films

their

India.

I

1925,

Number
Number
Number

I

I

"The Wall

—

India.

With Labor

(Continued from Page

Invested in the industry in 1925
Taxable property theater and studios
Persons permanently employed in the industry
Amount spent annually in advertising
In

,1

Statistics

Interesting figures compiled by
in the industry follow:

may

I'ted by distributors in
fcing of their product in

Row

S.
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Inc.
J.

110
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New York
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Chicago
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Lake City
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Boston
Providence

Rialto

you to grab him! He's
a winner — winning First Runs at
told

the nation's finest theatres— knocking box-office records into cocked
hats! Keep your eye on Maynard
he's the sensation of sensations not
just a Western but a
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Sal.
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Houses for Shorts
i^HE other day

s

nport was

—

luse its potentialities

cannot be

reported F. B. O. has launchFeverish Activity Marks Start of ed negotiations to take over a highly
Protective Theaters Campaigns in
important circuit, strategically situPortland, Seattle, Tacoma
ated, in a territory adjacent to New
Portland,
Ore. Opening of the York.
It is

—

the new B'roadway, markled early
stages of the entrenchment campaign

:herwise fathomed.
sponsored by North American TheAside from the novelty phase aters, which has just taken over the
hich is certain to draw the Jensen and Von Herberg circuit.
With North American in virtal
/er-shopping public, this is imcontrol of this territory, a number
This type of other distributors are declared to
ortant to consider
theater in key cities will help
(.Continued on Page 5)
short subject distributor
le
leet inroads made by the exansion of presentations. In de
Exhibitors
Band Together
First
ixe theaters, shorts are not getTime This Has Happened in
ng the break which they deTheater History There
And presentations are Edmonton, Alta. For the first time
irve.
:

[

Alberta Organizes

—

—

in the history of this province, a real

isponsible.

A

Chain Predicted

,

!iys:

"I prophesy within the next five
or ten years the operation of 'short
subject' theaters on a big scale in this
» *
country.
I can say without res-

i

.

'

ervation that the short subject has increased in quality only at the same
pace that the exhibitor has given it
recognition as an attraction of importance at his theater.
The old sales
bromide of not how long, but how
good, should, of course, be the first
consideration in determining the merits of a
production
and its applica;

more widespread am'ong
The press and the public

should be

tion

exhibitors.

in the last analysis
their entertainment
• » >•

do not measure
by the yardstick.

A

Newspaper's Reaction
Pahner Smith, writing in the "New
'^ork

Times Square.

Commenting

er

for

n

our observation that prices for
cahbre of house must be nomi-

al.

Joseph Trinz Dead
Chicago Joseph Trinz of Lubliner & Trinz died yesterday after 11
dsi's' illness.
His firm operates 30

—

exhibitor's organization has been orof this city's largest houses.
as the "Independent Theater Owners Asso. of Alberta."
Carewe in Town
Stan Bailey, Canirose exhibitor, was
Edwin Carewe is in New York
Entwistle,
Art
president;
elected
He will produce
Edmonton, vice-presi- fr6'm the Coast.
Dreamland,
United Artists.
for
"Resurrection"
dent; W. J. Long, Rialto, Edmonton,
At the Algonquin.
(Continued on Page 2)

StabiHzation

Publix Meetings
Sam

Katz, Harry Marx, A. M.
Botsford, Lem Stewart, Fred Metzler, Sam Dembow and Paul Raeburn
of Publix leave New York for the

the second of a series of
articles dealing with the development
of the industry published in "The

This

is

Smith states:
"The minimum price must be nomi-

nal to draw what is known as 'drop-in
trade,' but the short reelers ofi^er abundant material for entertainm'ent worth

Fund
Program
Condition Sound
$15,000,000

In-

tact for Building

With

$15,000,000

obtained

from

sale of its 6 per cent notes on hand
to finance construction of the 20 new

theaters planned, Loew's, Inc., is in
such strong cash position that directors are considering increasing dividends to stockholders.
This increase is expected to .take form of
extras, bringing the present $2 dividend rate to $3 a share annually.
Earnings for the 40 weeks this year
ending June 6 total $5,286,464 or
about $5 a share on the 1,060,780
shares no par capital stock.
Earnings for the last quarter will be at
least $1, making a net of around $6
for the year.
These figures are the more impressive when it is reflected that it does
not include the use of the $15,000,000
(Continued on Page 2)

Two Killed at
A steel derrick

"Roxy" Mishap
and boom used

in

hoisting

iron girders for the new
"Roxy" theater snapped in half yesterday and dropped on a group of
laborers working on the west end of
the foundation.
One was killed instantly, another died on the way to
the hospital and two others were seriously injured.

No
the

material

framework

damage was done

to

of the theater.

"U" Deal Closed With Kunsky
Detroit
Universal has entered upstabilizing an industry such as motion picSouth Saturday where four divisiontures would seem contrary to natural laws. on
a long-term arrangement with
al meetings will be held to discuss
How hope to standardize production based
theater management and product for upon portrayal of fiction by artists whose Kunsky circuit, whereby the company
How is assured complete first-run repregreat aversion is counting pennies?
the new season.
to be able to keep to a budget when
sentation for all specials. Jewels, and
The first will be held in Tampa on expect
a company can never be sure within a fevv
Monday. Other cities will be Atlan- tliousii.d dollars what a picture will cost? Reginald Denny Prod. International
made, what sort Newsreel is included.
ta, Dallas and Kansas City, the delib- When a negative has been
While it
of an asset is that for a banker?
The Broadway-Strand, under Unitwo
under
slightly
running
erations
locked up and left in his safe, it is versal lease, will probably
is
become a
days at each point.
(Continued on Page 4)

—

second-run.

Union Frowned On
—
necessary
Hollywood "However

((

Blue"

Law

Test

Laemmle Moved to Hotel
London
Fast recuperating from
Philadelphia Opening guns in the his operation Carl
Laemmle yesterits antithe union may be in other lines, it fight to rid this state of
day was removed from the hospital
vintage
the
of
laws,"
has no place among cinematograph- quated "blue
to the Savoy.
He will remain there
of 1794, were fired when the Sesqui- several weeks before
ers at this time.

"We

Confer Aug.

given yesterday.

—

—

on
do not oppose unions as a centennial Exposition operated
of the unpopular
matter of policy or principle, and Sunday, in defiance
more than a 'nominal' admission.
Though A. L. Austin, directhe idea of a union for cinemato- laws.
And Broadway realty values demand
(Continued on Page 41
graphers has come up for discussion
high gross rentals from theater seats.
that
It is to meet this condition that this
decade
the
during
times
many
department has urged the 'pay as you
the American Society of Cinemato3
exit' plan tor such a theater, with a
graphers has been serving the indus10 cent minimum for half hour or less
postponements, a
several
Following
and an increasing scale for patrons
Each time all logic and reason
try.
meeting of the executives of the
who stay for a full show of an hour
(Continued on Page 5)
and a half or two hours."
merged equipment dealers, tentativeEquiply known as the International
It is our behef that the nominal
Film ment Corp., has been definitely set
idmission must be adhered to. With F. B. O. to Distribute Grange
•hows limited to an hour in a house
Confirmation of the report publish- for Aug. 3 in New York.
According to reports, the meeting
seating 1,200 or 1,500 and to a mod- ed weeks ago that "One Minute to
vehicle,
been delayed in order to absorb
initial
has
erate price scale, expense plus a firofGrange's
Play," Red
was
of late comers into the corO.
holdings
B.
F.
t can be made.
would be distributed by

KANN

Building 20

Company Has

Wall Street Journal":

Evening World," states he has

3ng advocated a short subject thea-

his

Ricord Gradwell Dead
Ricord Gradwell, at one time head
of the old World Film Company,
died
Sunday at the Lotus club.
Rheumatism and complications were
ascribed as the cause of his death.
Gradwell was born in Cumberland,
Va. He is survived by a brother. Dr.
R. D. H. Gradwell, bacteriologist, of
St. Louis.
His body will lie in state
in Campbell's Funeral Church until
today, when it will be taken to St.
Louis for interment.

ganized

subJ. R. Bray has made short
::cts
here and abroad for over 15
ears.
He is therefore quaHfied to
leak with some authority when he

Loew

F. B. O. Negotiating

Northwest Seething

voiced for the all-short thear.
It was then stated
and is
)w repeated that this type of Hollywood, finest suburban house of
3use deserved a fair trial be- the chain, and rushing of work on

—

Price 5 Cents

IContinued on Page 2)

resuming

trip to the

To

his

Continent.

Enlarge Biograph Studio

Kennedy

of the Powers-Kennedy Contracting Corp. and owner
of the Biograph studio in the I^ronx
is reported to have in mind the building of additions on two lots adjoinJ.

J.

ing the present plant.
"Scarlet Letter" Opens Aug. 9
M.-G.-M. has leased the Central
for the world premiere of "The Scarlet Letter," starring Lillian Gish, on
Aug. 9. Major Edward Bowes will
have charge of the presentation.

THE

-J^tlDAILV
Loew

Confer Aug. 3
from Page
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Publisher

All

work

1)

obtained from the sale of notes, and
does not include profits of "T'le B'g

Parade" and "Ben Hur."
At present, Loew owns around 100
theaters, 50 of which are in the Metronolitan

Twenty

district.

27,

192e

I

Alberta Organizes

Building 20

(Continued from Page

1)

of organizing the
now combine is expected to be completed by tiie date of the meeting.
Joe Hornstein, eastern manager of
the merger, is vacationing in Maine,
l)nt will return for the conference.

poration.

Tuesday, July

(Continued from Page 1)
secretary-treasurer, and the follow!
were elected to the board: W.
Pilkie, Vermillion, R. J. Grant,
askiwin; D. Free, Stettler; M. Allf'
Monarch, and L. Goodridge, Ge

W

more Edmonton.

houses are planned with a total seatand holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
W. Alicoate, President a-nd
J.
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Husiness and Advertising
Manager; Kalph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second class matter May
Pulilished daily except Saturday

It

1918, at the post-office
v., under the act of

21,

N.

Terms (Postage

at

New

March

York,
1879.

3,

United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $3.00; 3 months, $3.00.
)15.00.
Subscrihers should remit with order,
rtddress all communications to THE FILM
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 47J7-4738 4739. Cable adHollywood,
Filmday, New York.
dress:
free)

Phillips Back from Trip
Louis X. Phillips returned to New
York yesterday after a trip in the
interest of the Regional Distributors
.Assoc.
He visited Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago and Boston.
to the associato be held in about

report

will

Pliillips

meeting
one week.
tion at a

Universal City Dep'ts Consolidate
City

L^niversal

— The

publicity,

ad-

ing capacity of from 50,000 to 60,000.
Houses planned or under construction will be located at Canton, Pittsburgh, Kansas City, Yonkers Syracuse, Houston, Jamaica, N. Y., Fordham, New Rochelle, Woodside, N. Y.,
two in the lower East Side of New
York City, Yorkville, Brooklyn, both
in
Greater New York, Evansville,

Lusty to

Two

Houses

director of publicity f!
the Rialto, will also handle the Riv
when J. Maxwell Joice ends
duties at the latter Publix hou:
1

More Summer Closings

Recent summer closings reporti
Tnd., Columbus, O., .Akron, O., and to the N. Y. Film Board of Trade ai
the Lyceum, 55th and 3rd Av
London.
All of these houses are slated to Palace, 123rd St. and Second Av^
New Ray, 8th Ave.; City, Irvington, N.
be completed by next spring.
houses were opened recently at Dallas and New Orleans with a theater

and exploitation departments
have been consolidated under direcCaliti'inia — Harvey
E. Gausman, Ambassa- tion of Tom Reed.
During his abdor Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washjust finished at Norfolk.
bigun 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman, sence in l-^urope with Carl Laemmle,
Recently two Baltimore theaters
The Filn> Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., his work is being directed by Sam
London, W. I., Paris La Cinemalographie B. Jacobsen.
and three Keeney houses in BrookFrancaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
lyn were added to the growing circuit.
Inspiration Head on Coast
Los Angeles Making his first
Montreal License Fees $46,906
visit since the company established
Montreal Civic license fees colheadquarters several months ago,
Financial
Walter Camp, Jr., head of Inspiration lected from theaters during the last
Pictures, has arrived, meeting for year totaled $46,906, according to anEight
the first time Gardner James, recent- nual report just published.
vertising'

Handle

Lou Lusty,

HAL ROACH'
presents

—

—

—

Quotations

yester-

day, with trading much duller than it has
been for some time and almost wholly in the
hands of professional manipulators.
There
was a slight recovery in prices toward the
close, but this did not help to bring many
issues back to their former high prices
The lilm mart was quiet
Famous closed
slightly
off,
but with sales amounting to
9,100 shares recorded.

High Low Close

Am.

Seat. Vtc.

Am

Hala.

&

.

Pfd.

Seat.

Kalaban

.

.

&

Katz
Katz Vtc
.

Kodak
Famous Players
Eastman

.

.

•Fam. I'lay. Pfd.
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Fox Film "A"
•Fox Thea. "A"
•Film Inspection
First Nafl Pfd.
.

Exch.

"A"
.
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Trans Lux

200
100
....

200
100

Am.

Screen

•Universal Pict.
Univer. Pict. Pfd.
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100
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S\'A
70
8/,
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«

96«

100

4554
13/,

200

.

96»4

96

13
17/,
,

17J^
100

Saturday on a six months' trip. He
will visit .Atlanta and other Southern
cities and then go to the Coast.

1.000

100
•

•

.

•

back

at the

first

Howe

Contract
been signed

for

material

for

her

now

—

for

the

legislature.

is

"Variety" Set for Long Run
"Variety" is expected to remain

JlhAMie FiNLAvso

p,.

Npath^come

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish
Pathecomedies at yo

for all

Exchange.

Howe owes

her contract
She was introduced by
to the radio.
Don Meaney as a mj^thical person.
The flood of fan mail is said to have
brought about the contract.

Miss

search

running

WITH ETHEL CLAYTON

in

to
star in a series of 12 pictures for Albion Prod. Wally Van will direct the

has

directing.

Stars Aid Legion

— One

OF THE BETTER KIND
L!lBMAN-SPAN.JER CORP
1600 Broadway
New York Citv
Tcl-Chickenni; 5S=0

?huw

K.

.-:

in

Simpson Legislature Candidate
Meanwhile, she has been
progress.
Dallas James P. Simpson of the loaned to F. B. O. to appear in
Simpson F"ilm Advertising Co. is "Breed of the Sea," which Ralph Ince

BBVANT 37AO-3744

Reuben

S^ajmuels.Iistc

Show

hundred fifty
the Rialto until Labor Day.
stars will take part in the American
i54.0 broadway
Legion show at the Olympic auditorProctor to Open New House
ium tonight. M-G-M, through Louis
Schenectady, N. Y.
Proctor's new B. Mayer, has placed its entire staff Insurance Experts to the Theatric
house opens here in October with a of artists at the disposal of Legion
and Motion Picture Industry

Los

at

Angeles

NewYork

—

officials.

FILM OFFICES
500 to 7200 sq.

time

AMALGAMATED

ft.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

WITH

I

to 4

VAULTS

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES
IN THE HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED IN ONE

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

245

Radio Results

Ann

first.

A^ERKYWIOOWI
ANO

—

trip.

.\RT TITLES
W, 5Sth St. - Columbus
.Special Rush Sirvuc

limits.

—

combination policy.

Coast for the

European

large theaters paid $500 each for the
privilege of operating while 51 others
paid varied fees totalling $42,906.
There are 59 theaters within the city

Skouras Pays Extra Dividend
Louis An extra dividend of 75 Margaret Livingston Comedy Star
cents has been declared on outstandLos Angeles Margaret Livingston
ing stock of Skouras Bros. Enter- is to become a feature comedy star,
prises.
Fox officials have decided, with a

—

is

drama now

Solomon Leaving for South
Gus Solomon of Red Seal leaves

Hackathorne at Coast
Hollywood
George Hackathorne
since his

sea

2,666

m m

•Warner Bros. ...
Warner Pict
isy.
Warner Pict. "A'* \TA
•I'ni Art The Cl
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

—The

vogue, a survey of production
shows. At no time, it is stated, have
there been so many "seagoing" pictures in production.
in

is

.St.

....

.?9K
24
194*

Seagoing Dramas the Vogue

Los Angeles

9,100

24
6

yiVt

Paramount B'way
ttKoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
••Stati. Co. of

72?4
^2Y^
113
113
113
116!/, IHVH 116
120
4-4
71-4
71?*

Sales

11 '4

t

•Skouras

37/,
72 J4
7244

103?i 1037^1

Cap. Corp.

P.

32K

72

.

.

Pathe

32^
37/,

72K

7m

.

•Intern'l Project
I.oew's, Inc
•.Metro Gold Pfd
.M.

•

32M
37/,

!4-

signed for five years.

ly

The market continued reactionary

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

100% SPRINKLER 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR
126-132 West 46th St., Between Broadway and Sixth Ave.

9240

2nd
'

LEAVITT BUILDING
FLOOR
PHONE BRYANT
«..».«q|...........^ , ,,, ,,,, , ,

B

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

7747
,

Acts
City
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|
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(Continued from Ftujr 1)
worthless.
It only becomes valuable insofar
in

made

are

positives
pictures.

of

and

it

exhibited

there is the fickle public.
No exthe industry -can say in advance
how well a picture will go. The best seller
in a film, as in a book, frequently turns out
to have been what seemed an ugly duckling
its
producer.
Then, too, the motion
to
picture industry has been bursting its shell
It has grown a't a rate
every few months.
none foresaw, and there is no saturation
point in sight

Then

pert

in

A symptom

Two

Salaries,

the

proved financial
into

public

the

Much

Invested in

The greatest
recent

itself

years

outlays

have

been

Real

throughout

Then
of salesmen.
fireproof storage facilities
insurance.
staff

inside

in

of

the

bility to

is

industry.

a

offering
prizes
iay,"
and theater
tickets
for
readers who correct!;
listed on the coupons the character-

and productions

a'

year ahead.

Law

"Blue"

their

program's

at

Test

(Continued from Page

of the exposition,
find costs for defying

1)

was
the

fined
law,

$4
he

in which they appeared in correct order. In addition
rigged up a phoney iilind man with
snowy hair and cane tapping his way
about the city streets with a small
tnuslin sign on his back reading:
"Follow the 'Miracle Man' to Loew'>
Dayton." Also used boys with muslin
signs on their backs reading:
"We're on our way to Loew's Dayton to see the 'Miracle Man.' " TIt
youngsters were equipised with horn>
makers. Ernest
other
noise
and
Hmerling, Loew's Dayton, Dayton,
Ohio.

a moral victory when common
pleas court refused application for an
injunction restrainiiiK the exposition
from Sunday operation.
Now, the move against the "blue"
laws may gain impetus, with exhibi"Her Honor the Governor"
tors expressing interest in plan of
(F. B. O.)
[oim B. Shibe, vice president of the
special evening performance wa>
Philadelphia Athletics, to test the law
arranged in a tie-up with the Amerby playing a Sunday baseball game. ican Woman's Assoc.
Many disNo date has been set for the test
were present, in-

won

—

A

tinguished

women

game, although it is expected around cluding
the
Waiinvright,
Helen
the middle of August.
champion swimmer, who was guest
Miss (iertrudc R. Smith,
of honor.
Finds Public Tired of Slapstick
president of the Association, made a
This stunt aroused
Culver City "Public taste is rapid- stirring speech.
and interest, and
curiosity
Iv frowning its disapproval of pie- much
throwing and other forms of slap- brought out a big showing of presPacked the house on
F. representatives.
to
according
comedy,"
stick
Richard Jones, director general of one of the hottest nights of the year.
Warner's Theater, New York.
the Roach studios.

—

—

the industry.

Producers plan

least

They must know where they

can show their pictures in order to determine
They
on what scale they can make them.
cannot embark on a program costing from
$10,000,000 to $,?0 000.000 without this certainty
The banks would not advance them
money.
But today leading companies have
their own theaters, thus assuring themselves
In addia direct outlet for their pictures.
tion they have block bookings with other
theater chains
Banks regard these as suf-

"And

I

must admit

that
there

I

agree with the
nothing funny

is
To me,
new idea.
about the knock-about form of comic enterpublic has liked
the
sure,
To be
tainnrent.
continue to get laughs,
it, and will probably

"The Reckless Lady"
(First National)

The newspapers were used

to fea-

announcements stating
tion, depending more upon
o'clock noon Saturday
uations than upon buffoonery."
"The Reckless Lady" was due to arAt the specified hour
rive in Seattle.
Lillian Rich Featured by Preferred one of the huge new De Havilan.!

but the present trend

is

for

more

refined acthe ludicrous sit-

ture
that

teaser
af 12

— Lillian

Rich, who planes made its appearance in the sk^
parting of the over the central sections of the city
ways with Metropolitan, is to be fea- On the lower wings of the plane watured in "Dancing Days," which Al painted "The Reckless Lady. Colist
Kelly will direct for Preferred. This uni, Seattle." In addition to the roa
picttire marks resumption of the com- of the motor a fire siren was used t'
As an auxiliary \>
attract attention.
nnny's production on the Coast.
ficient security for credits.
the air stunt, illuminated cut-out^
Block-booking also eliminates considerable
were used for lobby and marquee. -N
Discusses Theater Plans
distributing costs.
If the 10,000.000 pictures
feature cut-out showed a girl in n'
with
connection
in
Plans
booked each year with the 20.200 theaters
Toronto
had to be booked separately, distributing Famous' Canadian houses were dis- automobile in a balancing positio:
Some of the
costs
would be tremendous.
Thomas, manager over a cliff. This cut-out had real
block-bookings in the past arc cussed by H. M.
evils
in
and West- auto headlights. Frank Steffy, Coli
given
Winnipeg,
Exhibitors are bein,g
being elim'inated.
of the Capitol.
seum, Seattle.
in
pictuies
more
of
to
see
an opportunity
ern division manager, who recently
advance.
here.
headquarters
visited
The summer months, especially August,
Paterson House Gutted
Beginning last year a
were always slack.
One hundred
X.
Paterson,
J.
Get $1,200, Miss $12,000
publicity campaign was started to attract
thousand dollars is the estimated loss
obin
successful
people to the theaters this month as well.
Although
Detroit
It was made easy because special programs
caused by fire which gutted the Uni$1,200, fear of two bandits
were ofTered and up-to-date theaters are taining
The pipe organ
the ted States theater.
obtaining
before
flee
were
year
to
last
Results
them
attractive.
cool and
led
decorations were dean increase in attendance of 40 per cent over $12,000 reposing in the safe of the and all interior

;

;

Universal

recentlv

City

came

to

a

—

_

bility.

Cooperation among producers in non-competitive fields has done much to give staSplendid results have
bility to the industry.

—

been achieved by the Motion Picture Prod,
This was organized som'e
and Dist Assoc
four years ago when producers found themselves at loggerheads with each other, and
at odds with the public, and threatened with
Will Hays was
severe restrictive legislation.
appointed head of the organization and has
recently signed ai contract for another 10

—

—

years

still

It

Block booking has come in for a lot of
criticism on the grounds that it oppresses
exhibitors, obliging them to buy pictures in
the dark and to take many inferior ones in
While there
order to get a few good ones.
have been numerous instances of abuse, in
principle block-booking has given great sta-

:

While there are

fi'nvs.

Block Booking Gives Security

to
limits
financial
sustained output
and an
producing costs through budgeting
As a
improved attitude toward banking.
result of these, he sees a big gain in sta-

iron

being made in Detroit
building for offices

is

common

storing

producers have, however, formed coopFurther
erati\'e
marketing
associations.
progress in this direction can be expected,
and it will be a further stabilizing element

and accountants.
Richard Saunders, comptroller of the Famous Players-Lasky Corp., reviewed financial
improvements inside the industry pointing
to better methods in accounting and auditing
amalgamations which have made pos-

to

for

ing

of

out

production methods.
waves of spending and

a

each must have
and carry heavy

prn\-ing a con
siderable economy, and probably eventually
will spread.
The smaller producers are all
for it, but the larger ones are still rather
cold.
They have built up marketintr organizations at great expense, and are doing good
business, and dotibt whether the resulting
economies would warrant their making the
change.
In many foreign countries the lead-

and

to supervise their outside financing.
also liave given a large place to statisticians

their

having

of

They

in

on

tor

are now being taken to reduce discosts through eliminating a vast
amount of duplication
Distribution of pictures represents about 30 per cent of booking costs to the exhibitor.
This is usually
regarded as excessive.
Each producer has
his own distributing offices in every one of
some 40 odd key cities. Each has a large

A number of companies have taken in
vestment bankers on their board of directors

Companies have done much

year.

i''-'eps

theaters in key cities. Producers,
too, have Ijuilt costly studios and have large
These together repholdings in real estate.
resent more than $1,000,000,000 in tangibleWith such security they are in a
assets.
strong position in negotiating for credit with
the banks.

fliictuations

the

tributing

commodious

sible

Contest
tie-up
witii
newspaper
running daily several of Chaney'^
wx-U known characters such as "Singapore Joe in "The Road to Manda-

efforts

lines,

made

be

tion

steady supply of labor and reducing their
This has been a help to the
costs.
vast army of supers too, because it removed
m'uch of the uncertainty of employment and
gives those retained a chance to get work

Estate

the industry
in
in construction

these

to place producunified basis in a
move to internationalize European films.
Already British
producers are making pictures
in France, while French interests are producing in Berlin
and German producers are
working in Rome.
will

own

on a cash

an assurance

"The Miracle Man"

Eu-

a

highly attractive aspect of the business.
Amalgamation into larger groups has made
possible large-scale production financing The
hundreds of small companies could not give
the security the banks require
Bankers see an element of strength in the
the big comfact that the promoters of
panies are still their active heads, and have
The fact that
their m'oney in the business.
their priva'te interests are so interlocked in

companies is in
energetic management.

ideas when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

They opened recently a common employment bureau in Hollywood, thus insuring

Exhibitors pay cash for their picand the public pays cash at the box
This eliminates delay and uncertainand from the bankers' point of view is a

their

in

File them away. Here is an
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity

mun.

(Paramount)

Along

scenes.

basis.
tures,
office
ty,

industry

the

of

"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended a
a ready reference for the busy shovj-

rope.

Today almost everything can be produccil
under cover.
Even the ship-boartling scene
in "The Black Pirate" was staged inside the
studio.
Production has become almost independent of the weather.
Producers have
got together and spread out their entire programs over the entire year, and agreed not
conflict on pictures requiring big mass
to

The experiment
is

ment

with just the sort of outside lighting they
needed.
Rain meant losses.
Production was
mostly limited to the sunny season.
At
times
film
people
could
these
command al
most any wages they asked. At other times
of the year they had to walk the streets.

also have taken
financing, and have

their

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessarn
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will main
money for you. This daily list oi

can
domination in
Europe.
Plans now are under way for
a conference of producers of
the four countries which is to
be held in Paris this fall. Chief
purpose of the meeting is the
working out of a co-operative
agreement to meet American
competition through develop-

Seasonal fluctuations arc being reduced to

They

more than 50.000 shareholders
The motion picture business

—

British, French,
London
Italian and German film interests are marshaling their forces
for an offensive against Ameri-

2.S

minimum. Formerly producers spent large
sums to get where they could stage pictures

motion

lines.

about

a

picture industry
discloses it has two anchors-large-scale, systematized production and this interlocked
with large chains of profitable theaters.
Concentration, common in other leading
inside
industries, has also been going on
Som'e lialf
motion picture industry.
the
dozen big producing-distributing corporations
have about 85 per cent of the business. They
have more than a quarter of the theaters of
the country.
They are in close touch with
the banks, and run their business on apof

representing

itern

Seasonal Fluctuations Dwindle

the growing pains of the
been the army of plungers it

Factors Aid Stabilization

survey

an

Exploit- O- Grams

Pow-Wow

European

per cent of production costs, have also been
brought within tolerable limits.
A star
now knows that his value to a producer
is
in direct relation with his jiopularity at
Ratings are carefully kept.
the box office.
Even leading stars after their contracts expire cannot expect their salaries to go up
by much more than $500 a week gains.
Also contracts inside the industry, thanks
principally to Mr. Hays' organization are
respected.

of

industry has
has attracted, both in production and in its
The industry is still so new
financing.
is
in
an experimental stage
that imuch
There are still many amateurs in it
Some
of them went up like skyrockets and are
soaring because they have genius and
still
Others have come down
practical sense.
like
duds, losing their money atid other
people's, and leaving the industry with a
reputation for being highly speculative.
Fireworks in motion pictures are not yet
There are still spectacular gains and
over.
The big corporations in the industry
losses.
are still venturesome, though no longer reckThe independent companies play for
less.
The costs of a picture are so
large stakes.
These specgreat they can frequently lose.
tacular flips and flops have naturally blinded many investors to the steady and underlying stabilization which has been going on
inside the industry the last 10 years.

A

27, 1926

of

Stabilization
as

economy, changing every few years, there
arc no longer the abrupt ups and downs.
Prices paid for scenario rights to stories
and plays have been fairly standardized
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A similar further gain
year before.
expected this year.
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In Individual Field

And

That's That

Union Frowned On

Briskan Urges Independents to
{Continued from Pai/e 1)
Stay Within Their Own Prohave proved plainly the fallacy of
vince Best for Them
,By PHIL. M. DALY,
such a move.
Los Angeles There is a distinct
"Aside from the fact that we befellow who called "Jimmy" and individual field
for the independ- grapher is an artist, we regard this
Grainger a dynamo, didn't under- ent producer and independents should tially an art and that the cinematostand the limitations of a dynamo.
concentrate on meeting the demands grapher an artists, we regard this
S. J.

—

THE

Jack Midhall says the projection
room is the ivorld's greatest training
:ichool

actors.

for

Training

for

what?

Sam

Briskih

is

producing a new

picture
titled
"Devil's
there any other kind?

Dice."

Is

Eddie Cantor's double got hurt so
Eddie had to double for himself, he,
getting hurt.
One thing's certhough, according to Eddie, the
double is going to recover first.
too,

tain,

Do

you remember way back when

exhibitor's went to work instead of
to a film exchange, when business
began to get bad?

Warner's are making "Broken
Hearts of Hollyivood."
Wonder if
it deals with the lives of producers
or players?

Legs make way

for brains, says
can't substitute
one for the other, he asserts.
Nude

You

Sam Goldwyn.

form is bad form and has therefore
gone out of the motion picture.
Theater Next to School Opposed
Court action to restrain erection
of a theater on a lot adjoining a
public school on West Tremont Ave.
and Macombs Road, the Bronx, will
appeals of school offic'als and parents, are not heeded.
Murray C. Becker, already has a permit for erection of the house.

be resorted

to, if

—

in

88

cities

ture, is

To

Build in Paris

house,
in

it

is

said,

will

be the largest

Europe.
Linked with Zanft's announcement

Indicating
Fiction
1.

Loos

2.

Eriskine

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes
Private Life of Helen of Troy

Ertz

"After

Byrne

Noon

6.

Lewis

7.

Thompson

8.

Cabell

9.

Deeping
Norris

Pig Iron

5.

10.

Bailey

^11. Oppenheim
12.

Wren

13
14

Franka'U

Prodigals of
Beau Geste

Monte Carlo

15.
16.
17.

Jameson

Masterson
The Black Flemings
An American Tragedy
The High Adventure
Three Kingdoms

18.

Forbes

O

19

Stribling

20

Gibbs

Morris
Dreiser

Farnol

*»21. Johnston
22. Croiy
23
24.
25.

V

Hughes
Gizycka

Genteel
Teeftallow

:entag
554

362
351

Hangman's House
The Blue Window
The Hounds of Spring
Mantrap
The Silver Stallion
Sorrel and Son

Lady

Unchanging Guest
The Great Valley
They Had to See Paris
The Bat
The Old Home Town
Glass Houses

having

New York

this

its

showing in
Loew's State.

initial

week,

at

Thomson and

L.

maker.

—

No. of Stores

4.

through

its

afifiliatii.i.

is

—

country. "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" is a report that Fox intends building
was picked as the best piece of fic- large first runs in all the capitals of
tion.
the continent.
The complete list, in order, follows:

^3

which

with Prod. Dist. Corp,

—

—

—
—

stores

circuit,

—

Largest Theater in Europe Will Be
Erected by Fox Site Purchased
"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes" Heads
Others on Continent
List Prepared by R. W.
Paris John Zanft, of Fox TheaBowker Co.
ters,
announces the purchase of
The results of a poll of "best sel- property on which will be erected a
lers" in June has been announced by
theater seating 4,000.
The proposed
Co., publishers.
102 leading book
throughout the

(Continued from Page I)
be preparing to invade the local fiel''
as well as Seattle and other importai
key cities. Famous and the Orphcui,

regarded a^
an ally of North American, have anof that field, which will a )scrb all work as individual and distinctive to nounced plans for $2,000,000 housethe quality product <hey can produce such a degree that it cannot be stere- at Seattle.
This is the statement of Samuel otvped into a set basis for a wage
Meanwhile there is a persistent r(
Briskin, of Banner Prod, who says scale, nor do we think it will permit port to the effect that Universal h..
that independent producers who pre- of even an 'equitable' arrangement in begun moves to protect its interests r
tend to compete wil!i "old line" com- the form of a sliding scale or the the territory, through further expan
panies
are
"butting
sion.
William A. Cutts, company
their
heads like."
against a stone wall."
These are the views of the Ameri- representative, now is in Seattle where
Financial resources and mammoth can Society of Cinematographers, as he is reported in conference with
distribution systems of (he big com- expressed by its president, Daniel John Hamrick, with the ol)ject of
panies make it impossible: for tlic less B. Clark. His statement was promp- adding the three Blue Mouse theateraffluent concerns to compete with ted by published reports to the effect owned by Hamrick at Seattle, Portthem in the open market, and though that there is a movement on foot to land and Tacoma, to the Universal
the independent producer new is in unionize cameramen.
chain.
position to turn out high class enteiWith opening of the Hollywood,
tamment, he cannot make a sufficient
which has a capacity of 1,500 great
6 From Warners During "G.M.S."
number of desirable films to assure
Four remaining pictures on this activity is looked for in the suburban
exhibitors a continuous supply, he
year's Warner schedule and the first field of the territory three principal
declared.
two of the new season arc to be cities, as well as some of the iWjoining
made available during "Greater Mov- communities. In this connection, it
"Sesqui" Number of "Exhibitor"
Rin-Tin-Tin in "A Hero is interesting to note that Portland
ie Season."
Philadelphia
Backed by the Ses- of the Big Shows," has just been re- Amusement Co., which has three secqui-Centennial Exhibition Assoc, and leased, with "So This is Paris" sche- ond run houses here, is planning a
the Stanley Co., "The Exhibitor," lo- duled
"Broken new 1,000 seat theater at Woodstock,
for.
next month.
cal regional, will issue a special Ses- Hearts of Hollywood" and another, suburb of Portland.
qui-Centennial number in August. as yet untitled, are to be released in
The edition is being heralded as "the Ai'"-ust.
"Across the Pacific" and
Reports that Universal had taken
motion picture industry's recognition "Private Izzy Murphy" will be reover
the Blue
Mouse theaters of
of
Philadelphia's mammoth world leased in September.
Seattle,
Portland and Tacoma are
fair."
without foundation, Al Fair, head of
"G.M.S." Discussed at Oklahoma City Univcrsal's theater department, deMcManus on Coast
Oklahoma City Plans for obser- clared yesterday.
Universal City George McManus, vance of "Greater Movie Season"
newspaper cartoonist, and the crea- were discussed at a meeting of local
tor of newspaper comic strips, is
President Fred Pickerel
exhibitors.
New Theater for Dallas
scheduled to arrive today to assist in
was chairman of the meeting.
Dallas A theater, club and hotel
the filming of "The Newlyweds and
building is planned on East Houston
Their Baby" and "Let George Do it,"
First "Mismates" Showing
St., by a syndicate headed by William
two series being adapted by the Stern
"Mismates," First National pic- F. Schultz, Werner Beckman, Dr. F.
Bros.

25 Best Sellers

the R. W. Bowker
The votes came from

Northwest Seething

286
232
182
230
118
107

;

This Title
87
62
68
53
48

38
58
34
21

95
84
78
69
67
50
42
37
27

23
20

26
22
20

7

18
18
17
16

17
15
18
16
14
12
7

8
7

9
5
5

4

iA/st let your

crowd

Juiow yowye ^tnt'tnThey will do the rest.

GENE

TUNNEY
/NACOMtNG

—

Pafheserial

nir

C.

W.

Ferster-

WILLIAM

FOX

J^resents

THE FIRST FOX RELEASE

NEW

SEASON

^

^

and what

of the
a\

SENSATION/
SHOWMEISI
^•^^^ _

ihox^office

will agree ivith these trade
paper editors!

"Clean as a whistle and topnotch from every production angle."
Motion Picture News
An ambitious production— it vies with the most
'"^^•"

Harrison's Reports

If

From all

sides

it

looks like a conspicuous winner."

Variety

u
has arrived in several
ways, not the least
important of which is the
Box-Office!"
"IIt

,

Film Daily

.

his

picture contains more feminine beauty
than ^lesfeld has been
able to assemble since he
started -glorifying the
"
1

,

A

American girl
Motion Pictures Today

fine

all-around box-office

entertainment."

Moving Picture World

GEORGE O'BRIEN-OLIVE BORDEN
Phyllis Haver Andre De Beranger
Charles Conklin

Eulalie Jensen

are in this

HOWARD HAWKS
Production

Modern Eve

Revolts

Against Love Without
Luxury

ULTHE NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

i^yprLMDOM
OL.

XXXVII
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No. 23

Domination
ATE

in

September

certain

A

$10

Share

Loew Earnings May Reach High
Level

— Record

Looked
Year

producing interests of Great
A new high record
France, Germany and
during
aly will meet in Paris in an Loew's, Inc.,

ritain,

ideavor to combat American
The problem to
jmination.
:iem has always been a serious
To one sitting on the sidele.
fles the answer does not seem
)mplex.
Produce better picires than America does, and
le door is wide open.

for This

Price 5 Cents

1926

Last year property was
listed at $19,283,948 and investments
In March, 1926, mort15,278,621.
12, 128,324.

iContinued on Page 7)

America eagerly accepts Britclothing, French fashions,
[h
20 Road Shows
lerman steel and Italian prodTwenty road companies, representThere is no predjudice ing an approximate operating cost of
;cts.
nywhere in America against $3,000,000 are to be sent on tour by
uality.
The lie, based on the M.-G.-M. during the coming season,
I

26 N. Y. Openings

Exhibitors to Blame?

Deluge

Exhibitors, in a majority of
instances, are to blame for free

shows with

of prosperity for

the ensuing year
with the probability its stock will attain an earning power of $10 a share
is predicted, following publication of
the corporation's balance sheet. This
shows, as of March 14, 1926, property
account of |26,821,642 investments,
including property of subsidiaries, as
;;f

28,

companies

all

Ready

of
in

Newly
August

Theaters
Metropolitan

Built
in

District

affili-

Twenty-seven new theaters are to
be opened in the New York district
by Labor Day. according to a list
compiled by Joe Hornstein of the
Howells-Cine Equipment Co. They

ated with the Hays organization
doing their bit to rid the country
of the free show menace, C. C.
Pettijohn said yesterday.

Free shows have cropped up
only in a few isolated spots, he
said, notably the Minneapolis,
Des Moines, Omaha, Dallas
and Butte territories. The difficulty in eliminating free shows
is because exhibitors are buying
films for these free presentaIn the Minneapolis tertions.
ritory alone, he said, 160 free
shows have been refused service

follow:
Interboro and Rosedale in Brooklyn and
one in Uronxville by ("hrystmos and Eldrige;
Mecca, Palestine, Palace and Apollo on the
East Side by Charles Steiner one on Sutter
Ave. in Brooklyn by Brandt Bros.
one at
18th St., and Coney Island Ave., by Rosenzweig & Katz Fox's Savoy at Bedford Ave.,
Brooklyn; one on Kearny St., Newark, N. J.,
(Continued on Page 2)
;

;

;

Mergers Lose Force
Great Industrial Corporations Lack
Efficiency of Smaller Rivals, Fed-

since last year.

Trade
Angeles

Checking

Comm.

Believes
corporations,
popular opinion to the contrary, are
not as efficient as their smaller but
more closely knit rivals, Huston
Thompson, oldest member of the
Federal Trade Commission, declared
here in commenting on the presenteral

Los

Up

— Great

continental theory of re- for presentation of "Ben Hur" and Minneapolis Exchange Investigating
"The Big Parade." There will be
Accounts in Move to Stamp Out
liant' ^ ears, that American audi12 companies exploiting the former
Free Shows
tices are prejudiced against for- and eight the latter.
Minneapolis A careful checkup of
Each unit consists of musical con- all accounts supplied by Minneapolis
ign pictures has been nailed to
ductor and orchestra of 20 pieces, exchanges affiliated with the Film day tendency toward amalgamation
..16 mastpublicity representative, advance Board of Trade is under way as the in industry generally.
agent, company manager, two opera- latest step in the drive to rid this
Great mergers, he said, have been
Foreign Labels
dse

—

(.Continued on Page 7)

"Variety" and "Nell Gwyn," spon)red

by Famous, are proven sucThe American press' and

New

Detroit Line-Up

Exchanges,
territory of free shows.
unwittingly supplying films for free
presentations, are determined to dis-

—

of every account supDetroit The new arrangement be- close the status
that the survey will
confident
plied,
4ie
public's reception of these for- tween Universal and the Kunsky endeal a body blow to free shows.
in
resulted
runs
has
terprises
first
on
gn-made pictures should convince
The move was decided upon at a
a realignment of the situation here.
jr cousins on the other side that we
meeting of board members.
special
The Adams and the Madison will
(Continued on Page 5)
lye no prejudices against good picbecome long run houses. The Capitol
ires, wherever made.
Give our au- nd State continue on a weekly change
Britain's
The New Michigan which
iences quality, novelty, class in its basis.
(Continued on Page 6)
'icture entertainment and it cares not
This is the third of a series o/
by "The Wall
articles published
whit whether the product bears the
Stir Street Journal" and offering an exof Hollywood, Chicago, Cape
i.bel
Berlin
German exhibitors have haustive a7ialysis of the iridustry:
,;sses.

Crusade

(Continued on Page 6)

Quebec

can distributors into
(Continued on

Phoebus Causes

—

i'own or Calcutta.

protests with the Einfuhrstelle, the government bureau which
handles "kontingents," against the
transfer of Phoebus's quota to United Artists. If the protest is heeded by
the government, Phoebus' contract
with United or the Ifa, the company's
(Continued on Page 6)

lodged

Jaydee
Interesting news comes from Lonlon as to the steadj' development of
•ritish
National Pictures, Ltd., uner the leadership of J. D. Williams.
The early completion of the first
vvo stages at
Elstree, site of the
ompany's new studio, is assured,

which includes
directorate,
icorge T. Eaton, as chairman, I. W.
'Chlesinger, South African theatrical
lagnate, and Frank J. Farrell, memer of tlie Grand Council of the Fedration of British Industries, presages
ane business management.
If "Nell
rwyn" can be taken as a criterion,
his company
should find a ready
narket for its product in America.

ALICOATE

crusade

is

American
against
over a year now,

waged

being

motion

Britain

in

pictures.

Talks Ban

^

,.5n.
•

'e

6)

Problems At acked

—

For

Cleveland Protection for first-runs,
percentage, double-featuring and procircles
or ban- posed revival of the zoning plan are
tures should be rationed, restricted
Films have aruptly been among problems being attacked by a
ned altogether.
importnational
great
given a position of
committee of five exhibitors reprePictures arouse or dampen patriotism.
ance
or alien senting the local association, and five
British
either
show
can
Pictures
ideals.
., _„
on exchange managers, acting for the
As .•Vnrerican pictures have more than SU Film Board of Trade.
Page
6)
on
(Continued
(Continued on Tage 7)
British

official

and trade

have been saying that American

pic-

,

Tour Publix Houses
lie company will welcome American
Paul Whiteman, who is returning
^reducers contemplating production on the Rotterdam tomorrow after a
1 England. This is splendid co-op- European engagement, is to sign with
ration.
The personnel of the com- Publix. It is understood his contract
pany's

A

Still

"Distributors are taking contracts
for the New Season."
This cryptic remark is the answer
of Charles C. Pettijohn, Hays organization counsel, to queries concerning
Pettijohn
the alleged Quebec ban.
denied knowledge of any such move
against the Canadian province, where
drastic censorship has iroused Ameri-

Whiteman

will

cover

agreement

to

This
all of next season.
will result in the termma-

tion of Whitemaii's five-year
tract with William Morris.

con-

QuilHan,

New

Enterprise

Head

Atlanta— Maior John W. Uuilhan

Colvin Brown to Europe
W. Brown, vice-president in
Colvin
Birmingham, Ala.
for F. B. O.
Amusement Co.'s new combmation charge of distribution
next Wednesday
Europe
It
for
sail
Aug.
9.
will
open
house is slated to
houses on a special mission for President
is one of a number of new
firm.
Joseph P. Kennedy.
Dallas
the
by
planned
Interstate

House Nearly Ready

—

Interstate

Edwin Carewe Conferring

Edwin Carewe is in New York
Enterprise Film,
is new president of
with representatives of
conference
a
who
succeeding William J. Jenkins
dis- the Soviet government in connection
with
connections
his
has severed
work for "ResurrecQuillian will also serve as with research
tribution.
he is to produce for
which
tion"
general man ager.
United .\rtists release. He will leave
for

Monday

for

Hollywood.

Revnes Back from Europe
Maurice

Revnes,

Fox production

executive, arrives today from a trip
to Paris and London.

THE

s^^

DAILV

Crawford Leaves "M. P. Today"
This week's issue of "Motion Pictures Today" will announce the with(Ir.iwal of Mcrritt Crawford, its
lisluT, from active association
XXXVII No. 23 Wtdnesday.

ril.

1926 PriceSCents

July 28.

::::::

JOHN W. AllCOATE

Publishsr

pubwith

publication.
He will retain his
stock interest and will remain as
treasurer until his successor is appointed.
Future plans are unanthe

Wednesday, July

ing for Houses

Detroit— Frank S. Koppin is engaged on a program of expansion
which is quite extensive. Woodward
Theater Co., which he heads, already

nounced. Arthur James remains edi- controls more theaters in the city
and Archibald Cary Gratz, an of- than any other firm, but is after
ficer of the company, becomes pub- more.
The company is advertising its inlisher.
In his column, "Right Off
the Hook," Crawford says in bidding tentions, calling upon theater owners
and builders to submit propositions
farewell:
"It is with real regret that wre lay aside on houses in or adjacent to Detroit.
21,
191S, at the post-office at New York, our cares and responsibilities here to take
theater is too large or too small
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. up others elsewhere, the more so as 'Motion No
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside Pictures Today,' in its original conception to be considered for the Woodward
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
«t
1650 Broadway, New York, N Y and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
President and
J. VV. Alicoate,
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donild M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May

Greater New
months. $5.00;
of

3

York, $10.00 one year; 6
months. $3 00.
Foreign.

)I5.00.

Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

communications to THE FILM
1650 Uroadwav, New York, N. Y.

DAILY,

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

New

—
;

Francaise.

Rue

design, was entirely the child of our
brain, and hence its future progress and
devcloptnent as a useful, sturdy influence in
this industry will be followed by
us with
true parental interest and solicitude."

own

York.

—
—

5,

and

Pictures at Cleveland Playgrounds

—

Cleveland The Board of Education has closed a contract with Pathe
to show films in all playgrounds, free

have

Financial

Quotations
market received
a shock
when General Motors
was lifted to a new high price during heavy
buying.
The effect of this splurge in General Motors was to bring the market, for a
few hours at least, back to an active condiposition
yesterday,

of

High Low Close
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

32 -^
37J4

.

...

&

32 Vi
37^4
72'A
73
113

Katz
Katz Vtc. 73

•Balaban

&

•Bala.

.

.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

Players
•Fam. Play. Pfd.
•Fam. Play. Rts.
*Film Inspect.
•First Nat'l Pfd.
.

.

73
113
117J^ 115^^

113

116^

Sales

300
400

.

at

24H

24/,

Loew's, Inc
•.MetroGold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

40H

391/2

40}i 19,266
24

55

55

55

97H

97H

97H

2S}4

2iy2

Paramount B'way
ttKoxy Units
ttRoxy Co^pmon

soji

50J4

Am.
.

.

Warner
Warner

96J<

"A"

li'A

96K

30>A
96Va
4S'A

i4H

14

177A

\7'/,

•Uni. Art. The. Ct.
*

14H
17Ji
100

Last Prices Quoted

t

Market
Bond Market
Bid and Ask

When you

T E B B

I

N

the past fifteen years

1540

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

79th

N

Englewood,

St

J.,

,

New

by

York

Gould

an

Mike

Glynne

will

open

two

houses

o

Long Island. I. Baker plans early opening
of houses in Bellaire, Hollis and Ozone Pari
L. I.; the Uptown in New York will b
opened by Grobe and Knoble; Miller i
Landau will do likewise in the IJronx.
Others

Sol Miller's House in Grea
Island; Roth Bros.' houses
Midwood, N. J., and Nutley, N. J
Meye
& Schneider's house on the East Side aH'
Bromovitz's new theater on Houston St
^

are

Staten

Kills,

i:

;

New

York.

HALROACH
presents

before his departure.

Dave Selznick Going to Coast
Dave Selznick leaves for the Coast
tomorrow in connection with Associated Exhibitor production.
He will
return to New York in about two

F. B. O. to

Make McQuire

"Mickey McGuire," and

the

Series

young-

sters featured in the daily news cartoons of Fontaine Fox, are to be
uied by F. B. O. in a series of 12
two-reelers to be known as the

"Mickey McGuire comedies." Release
next year.
Collins

Memphis

Honored

— Pledges

at

Banquet

of

co-operation

and congratulations on

his election
to the presidency of the M. P. T. O.
A., marked a banquet in honor of
Eli Collins given by the MemphisLittle Rock Film Board of Trade.

Preview Proceeds for Fund
Proceeds from a preview of "Pad-

600
600

Jack Manning Back
Jack Manning, for several months
D. W. Griffith's London representative,

returned Monday.

fir.st

in

WITH ETHEL CLAYTON

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishec
for all

The

WANTED

750,000.
This is a .splendid opportunity for the right man with one of
the largest theatre organizations in
the country.
Address:
Box MS07, c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New York City

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

touch of refinement on
production it the
handcoloring by

All Colors

elaborate

/^y^The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
'Telephone
528 Rtveriide Drive
New York
Morningside 1776

at youi

Manager, who is an A-1 advertiser
and exploiteer, for first class De Luxe
Motion Picture Theatre in city of

finiihlng

an

Pathecomedies

Exchange.

"New York American"

School Playground fund.

_.

ANo jtwMie FiNtAvso Npath^conieq

locked" Friday evening at the Rivoli
will swell the

weeks.
600

MERRY WIDOWEl

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

seven years.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY

S

Specialiata in Motion Picture

Stebbins

in

Becker.

"WE NEVEf^ OI^APPOINT"

and Theatrical insurance for

W.

Ave., Newark, N. J.,
Charles L. O'Reilly's

one

from Page 1)
house on Springfiel
by Bratter and Pollack

a

Broadway Campaign Progressing

think of

you are thinking of

Artliur

new Ufa Palastam Zoo. Ufa
him a concert at Luna Park

will give

his vacation, his

INSURANCE
S

the

to America.
He
to conduct the orchestra

return

Hiram Abrams Back
Hirma Abrams has returned from

•• Philadelphia
tt

1,600

50J4

.

Pict
Pict.

100

"i'A

.

;

All publicity representatives handling Broadway theaters are co-operating with Lou Lusty, chairman of the

71

Trans-Lux Screen
Universal Pict.
Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Warner Bros.

500
100

7

Skouras Bros
••Stan. Co. of

im

19H

.

then

will

6

lom
71

72

operates

Rapee Returning
Berlin
Erno Rapee concludes his
year's contract with Ufa shortly and
came over

72
24yi

'/i

who

the
State, Southern States Theater Corp.,
has been formed to acquire a chain
of houses in the South.
The firm
already has purchased a theater at
Southern Pines, N. C, as the first
link in the chain.

4'A,

F'ox F'ilm "A"
F'ox Theaters "A"
•Intern'! Project.

t

—

Bernstein,

E.

—

100
11,900

120

.

Stern

all

Nevr Southern Chain Planned
Hoboken, N. J. Headed by Joseph

the

tion.

Am.
Am.

Joseph

By fall,
chain, the company states.
there will be at least 25 houses in
the circuit, according to present plans,
with further expansion promised.

Because the films shown
committee, for New York's
had previous exhibition in lo- publicity
Movie Season" campaign
'Greater
cal theaters, and no admission is bewhich
gets under way August 15.
ing charged, exhibitors are not opassigned three papers,
posed to it. Portable projectors have Each has been
writing copy from different angles to
been purchased by the board espeJoseph
guard against repetition.
cially for this service.
i^lunkett is general manager.
of charge.

Saulnier.

The bear

(,Co}itinued

by

Cable ad-

Hollywood,
(.aiiicioia
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel
"Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washhigtc n 9794, London
Ernest W. Frcdman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Lonr'on, W. I., Paris
La Cinematographic
Filmday,

dress:

tor

192f

26 N. Y. Openings

Koppin Expanding
25 Theaters Goal of 'Woodward Circuit This Year— Firm Advertis-

28,

Motion Picture Financing
You'll like our way of doing business.
Investigate it some time.

Co., Inc.

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

It lia§ eveiyUiing I
BIG DIBiCTOR
BIG AUTROE -

ALLAN DWAN

- - -

LOIS MORAN

BIG CAST

REX BEACH
LOUISE DRESSER

NOAH BEERY

BIG BEPIITAIION

READBYSjOOCiOOO

PEOPLE IN
COSMOPOLITAN

MAGAZINE

BIG BUSINESS /
At Criterion, Oklahoma

City, "Padlocked"
did 40% better than average business!

WA TCH

IT

WEEK AT N,

NEXT
Y,

RIVOLI!

SlLi^

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of America,

Inc..

WiU H.

Hays, President.

/

Unmrsal AIWA.

m

I

1

1

-

1

1

/

X)eliversf!/

^is is
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«
Detroit and successhead, is also head of
leading British exhibitor's organization
a
and formally proposed this cooperation.

aiui arc
P'mpirc,
the
some British see in them a "serious danRer,"
will
be
disininfluence
they fear such alien
trade circles fear lest
British
tegratinR.

corners

far

in

of

American films hold up American standards
life
and boost sale of American goods

of

rather than British

American pictures have captured— or put
grimly have captivated the British pub
Our overseas cousins like the same
lie.

—

less

sort

pictures

of

that

we

do,

prefer

pictures

done on a generous scale, pictures full of
emotion and thrills and pictures not too
complicated nor analytical and with happy
Our pictures have the added appeal
endings.
of showing a people living in prosiieroue
surroundings and in a degree of comfort
not to be found elsewhere.
Tonsequently. American pictures have be
come the backbone of British programs. Lasi
year, the year ending August ,11. 87 per
cent of the feature pictures and 76 per cent
shorts that passed the British censor
Of $2.';,000.nn0 spent
American

of the

were

ship

annually in Britain on film hire, $22 500.000
Out of this
spent on American film-s
is
and exhibitors'
distributors'
ccmre
British
profits as well as those to the American
producer.

Market Important

Britain

our most important export film
market, giving us 18 per cent of our overBritain

is

seas profits

ness

various

to

Thief

also

is

parts

the
of

center for busi
A
the Knipire.

as "The Gold Rush" and "The
Bagdad" are said to have c'eared

such

film

It

of

around $1,000,000 each in the British Isles
Britain, too. is one of our best ivotential

Though the population is more
markets.
than a third as great as ours, they have
but a seventh as many theaters. 3,000 to
our 20,200 and theirs are. mostly sma'Ier.
They have not more than 300 first run theaters

our

to

3,000.

but one seat per 20 people in
against one seat to six to seven
country.
This is why British
people
film consumption may well be trebled within
the next few years, and why there may well
be a market for more American pictures if
not for as large a percentage of them as are

There

is

Britain as

this

in

now shown.
Enthusiasts for British pictures were all
for giving subsidies and protecting to Brit
ish producers, until they found that there
was not a studio in Britain with technical
equipment adequate to compete with our
leading American studios.
In Britain there is $275,000,000 invested
industry against $1.500 000,000
in the film
But less than a hundredth
in this country.
part

of

end

money, $2,500,000,

tlie

The

tion.
in

rest
theaters.

is

mostly

in

is

in

the

Unsuccessful Producers Noisy
of rather unsuccess
British producers who proclaimed loud
ly that there are good British studios and
that they could turn out good pictures if
Some of the tirades
they had a subsidy.
against American pictures were theirs, and
were a convenient way to cover up their
ful

annual

deficit.

When

they

declared

essential, they admitted that they
not run their business profitably.

subsidies

could
Up-to-date British studios with one pos
sible exception do not exist, and there has
been very few British pictures of note in
That British production has
recent years.
been so backward explains the main oh
stacle to steps for production on a national
deadlock
first
leil
to the
It also
scale.
inside the trade as to what attitude to adopt
The producers
toward American pictures.
waTited a "kontingent" system, much as it

where exhibitors are
take a certain number of homemade films with foreign ones.
British exhibitors fought this vigorously
because they contended that it would put
a premium on cheap home production, give
exists

obliged

in

Germany,

to

a weapon to force them to
a lot of inferior home pictures in
stea-d of being free to pick froiti elsewhere
ronscquenlly exhibitors refused to let the

home producers
accept

producers speak for them
that they have about 99

They pointed

out
the

cent of
capital in the industry, and that the few
British producers could go out of business
entirely without upsetting their trade.
When it looked as though the government,
on the insistance of pro<lucers, might put
through a "kontingent" system the exhibi
tors proposed a year of delay during which
producers and exhibitors would try to get
together on a common policy and make
Lord
recommendations to the government.
per

Quebec

Still

Talks Ban

(Continued from Page

Checking

Up

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

however, there seems W. A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitoi
A Year of Grace
to be a belief in Montreal, that Aug. 1, unit head, supplied board members
But in the four months that have passed will witness the cutting off of the with a list of free shows, on whiclsince then, British producers and exhibitors
supply, so far as Am- were tabulated Amerit, Cleveland
Exhibitors are province's film
are as far apart as ever.
This Grandville, Easton, Delevan. Gravin
concerned.
content that things continue about as they erican pictures are
They boolc American pictures and alleged plan, Montreal opinion says, Alpha, Garden City, Granada, Ihlen
are.
make money.
Okabena, Lewisville and Askov, al
is in protest against the rigid censorSome do, however, resent the blind block ship in force in Quebec, where three in Minnesota.
To supplement this
tiookings of large nunilicrs of films, such
pro- list, exchange managers have instruct:is
some American companies ask them to aged men pass upon all films
make.
American companies in tlie past and posed for exhibition. Laboring under ed salesmen to carefully check th{
now to a certain extent dump pictures this imprcss'on, state dispatches from situation, reporting all free shows dis-:
abroad, and oftentimes pictures which are
province is protecting covered.
not representative of the best made here. Montreal, the
This naturally m-ikes exhtbiilcrs desirous itself against eventualities.
There is considerable concern ovei
of getting greater freedom in bookings.
producers failure of the fire marshal's office
Italian
British
and
tc
But block booking legislation and even stand ready to supply the province of curb free
shows through the state law
"kontingent" system would not suffice
a
to
with pictures according
British Quebec
governing itinerant exhibitions. Presfor production of British pictures.
Dr. Lemieux, agent general for Que- sure is to be brought to bear to seIt now seems
producers must have money.
probable that they cannot get a subsidy. bec, who is in London.
A list of cure enforcement, it is expected, ir
.-\lso, the banks give them a cold shoulder.
400 are the event the fire marshal fails
which
nearly
1,000
films,
of
where
tc
Conservative British bankers are about
They British, have been submitted to hiin, take the drastic action authorized un
American ones were five years ago.
regard movies as a showman's risk and not he
representing
Agencies
says.
der the law.
They
the sort of thing to put money into.
British producers are preparing to
liave not yet discovered that, at tlie theater
Meanwhile, South Dakota, low;
end at least, there is ample security, and op- open offices if any ban is imposed.
and
Nebraska are chafing under tht
investors
Many
large
earnings.
portunity of
handicap of free shows, broughl
have been burned in the past on picture
Loew's Bedford Reopening
proiiTotions and will not listen to further apabout by failure of distributors tc
peals
The Bedford, Brooklyn, recently realize the seriousness of the menact
acquired by the Loew circuit from in time to head off free presentations
British Producers Lack Stars
Frank Keeney, reopens Monday with Omaha exchanges openi)' sold films
British producers have not all the stars
Hollywood has long been the "Up in Mabel's Room," followed the for free showings up to Alay 1 of this
they need
Also.
where all talent gravitates.
orbit
last half of the week by "The Road year, on that date inserting an admis
British producers must look to America for
many of the latest studio and technical im- to Mandalay." The Savoy, which is sion clause in contracts which pro
provements
only a few blocks from the Bedford, hibits service to free shows.
It is a curious contradiction that the Britwill Be opened by Fox sometime in
ish sliould find it necessary to seek AmeriAugust.
cheek inroads of American piccan

aid
tures.

home

Meanwhile,

Phoebus Causes

to

Directors of
Yet such is the case.
.American experience are operating some of
lOne of our leading
liieir
leading studios.
.New York banks has consented to act as
banker for the British National .Studio, the
to build up the
first
real British attempt

(Continued from Page 1)
Loew's Pittsburgh to Seat 3,800
Pittsburgh
Loew's new theater German unit would be void.
here, which gets under way this week, transfer of the "kontingent"

—

Stir
If

the

is

up-,

talked of as the largest house be- held, there is talk exhibitors would
tween New York and Chicago.
It ban United Artists releases.
will have a capacity of 3,800, eclinsing
the 3,500 seat Keith house at CleveArthur Kelly of United Artists
is

industry.

contract suggests perhaps the best
all-around solution for the British film dilemOur
nra
collaboration with the Americans.
industry realizes that it can only hope to
'<eep its place in the British market through
friendly understanding.
The British on their
tiart very naturally want an industry of their
own to interpret the best in British ideals
The American industry is
to the Empire.
in a position to give real assistance to the
British in many directions and already is
beginning to do so.

This

—

produc

exhibiting

There arc a number

own

of

London subway

ful

(Continued from Page 1)
per cent of the British nim market,
displayed

erstwhile

Ashfield,

Crusade

Britain's

land.
The
$3,000,000.

entire

project

involves

pointed out yesterday that the Ger-

man Government had approved

the

Phoebus "kontingent'
and added that was all there

transfer of the

to Ifa
Freidman Signs with Columbia
Minneapolis Friedman Film Corp, was to it.
will distribute the output of of Columbia Pictures in Minnesota, North
and South Dakota. The 24 pictures
(Continued from Page 1)
will
comprise the entire releasing
program of the Friedman firm.
marked by a general letdown in business morality with resultant disre-;
garding of laws forcing the com-,
Competition Ended at Cattlesburg
mission to extend itself to keep the
Cattlcsburg, Kv.
Competition has
Because
been ended with purchase of the .i.reat corporations in line.
alleged disregard of the antiHalls theater bv S. L. Martin, who of
trust laws, there have been many
operates the Reel, as wel
hous
complaints made, he said. The comat Ashland.
mission has a personnel of but 350
with which to watch the activities o{

—

Mergers Lose Force

New

Detroit Line-Up
(.Continued from Page 1)

opens Aug. IS will also be a weekly
change house and will feature pubpresentations.
The BroadwayStrand, as noted, will become a second
run for Universal which holds it under
1ix

lease.

Franklin Fails to Get Injunction
Procecdinps liroiicht by Trwin R.

—

Wynne-Jones

111

Frederick Wynne-Jones, American

Fr;inklin to enjoin the Red Seal Pictures Corp. from goint? ahead with
nroduction of the "Carrie of the
Chorus" series were dismissed by
Justice Black in the Supreme Court

rcpresentptive of the Ufa is home
with an attack of tonsilitis. He will
return to his office tomorrow.

yesterday.
Franklin soupht to restrain Red Seal pendinp: a decision on
his suit charging breach of contract.

Clarke Returning in August
W. F. Clarke of Cranfield
Clarke sails from I'.ngland Aug.
Col.

onening
London.

after

Clemmer

to

Manage Portland House
Ore.— James Q. Clem-

Portland,
mer, former S<?att!c showman,
manage the Broadway when

in

his

company's

&
7

office

—

to
that

is

way.
for Operetta
will

temporarily

leave pictures for the legitimate stage
appearing in the operetta,
"The

Proud Princess."

200,000 corporations.

Breaks "Eagle" Record
"The Son of the Sheik" broke "The
Eagle's"
Sunday record at the
'

Strand. United Artists say they be-i
lieve business done at the Roosevelt,j
(."hicago, on Monday when the form-

opened was a record.
Rudolph Valentino leaves for

er picture

the

Coast via Chicago today.

Des Moines Getting Fox Branch
The long-promised
Des Moines
house is opened by North American Fox exchange is to become a reality
with work on the building now under
Theaters.

Hope Hampton
Hope Hampton

some

Fox Building New Stages

—

Los Angeles^ Ground was broken
yesterday for two new stages at the

Fox studio.
to nine.

This

will

bring the total

Shanghai Feels Expansion Urge
Shanghai Shanghai Cinema Co.

—

composed

entirely of Chinese, is gradually acquiring a string of theaters
here.
The coinpany, said to have
$200,000 capital, now has eight house;
and is dickering for a ninth. Th<
firm's theaters cater almost exclusive
ly to Chinese audiences.

I

tH£
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Exploit- O- Grams

Winnipeg

Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary
011 stunts.
funnation the exhibitor needs to

your

in

"Exploit-0-Grams,"

help the other fellows

who are

with
Photograms."

papers

special
featured a

Liverpool, O.

"Let's Get Married"

(Paramount)

Some amusing horseplay got fine
One of the theater ushers,
lublicity.
ccompanied by a pretty girl, drove a
iony and small rig around town ten
advance of the picture's
in
lays
:howing. There was a different girl
They thought it was a
ach day.
The back of the
)retty good lark.
carried banners ballyhooing
)ugg'y
heater and picture. Members of the
heater staff were planted on street
orners where they distributed heralds
high school girls they knew, greetng each one with the astonishing
Beproposal: "Let's Get Married."
;ore the young lady recovered from
;he shock, she was handed a herald,
ind the boy would be proposing to
some other passerby. No breach of
promise suits but promising publicity
Charles Morrison, Im"or the show.

—

Theater, Jacksonville, Fla.

"Puppets"

P

(First National)

the

deal-

human interest story illustrated
with a picture and cartoons dealing
with the work of the director of the
The
theater's symphony orchestra.
itorv appeared in the San Antonio
Ligiit, coincident with the presentaLouis Santikos,
tion of the picture.
Palace Theater, San Antonio, Tex.
in Mabel's Room"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
Worked up some good lobby decorations, where the "original" chemise,
big key, and the door to Mabel's
room were shown. Also used marriage licenses and divorce decrees. An-

"Up

against

$9,030,225

last

Problems Attacked
{Continited from Fac/e

1)

than contained in the company statement made public yesterday. Loew's

New

York, and in Los
Angeles and The Culver City studio
represent large profits, because of
advanced real estate values.
State

in

Road Shows

20
full

stage crew and carload of
and complete projec-

settings

Assembled

in the staffs of the pubrepresentatives and managers

At present exhibitors and ex- with each company, a number of
changes fail to agree in interpreta- well known showmen are to be
tion of the clause in the former zon- found. Included are Randolph Harting plan, which relates to the date of ley, R. A. Mitchell, Howard Herrick,
availability of pictures following the George Bowles, Lester Thompson,
Fred
Zweifel,
Alfred
Head,
R.
first run engagement. They also fail
W. Lederer, Tom Kane,
to agree in the interpretation of the George
McCune, Arthur Ryan,
clause which relates to the availability Augustus
of pictures following extended runs. Michael Manton, John Powers, A.
William M. Roddy, John
Failure to agree on these two E. Morgan,

Stout, Thomas Hodgeman, G. A.
Florida,
Fred Meek, Matt Allen,
Robert E. Irwin, R. N. Harris, John
L. Peltret, James Troup, Lee Riley,
F. G. Wallace, E. W. Lewis, Mack
Whiting, Leon Victor, J. E. James.
John Manning, H. N. Ferrar, Benjamin von Ottinger, Lew Weed,
Harry A. Benson and Joseph Shea.

meet

"The

Knickerbocker Kid," "The Charles
ton Kid" and "The Millionaire Kid."
Charles C. Burr,
dren,

who

has four

chil-

produce "The KnickerKid" and "The Millionaire

will

bocker
Kid."

list

*

*

of tennis enthusi-

asts: Percy Marmont, Georpc
Irving, Montagu Love, Richard R. Neil, Theodore Von
ComEltz,
Charles
Ray,

modore J. Stuart Blackton
and Gardner James.
Of
course, Love likes "love sets."
*

*

*

Maude
Dots and dashes.
Fulton was at one time a telegraph operator in Aberdeen,
South Dakota not Scotland.
This was before the days of
the vaudeville team of Rock
and Fulton.

—

*

*

*

Helen Chandler, who helped make
Henrik Ibsen fajnous, would try the
Helen Hayes is also in favor
films.
In the "good old
of movie dollars.
days," she starred in a lone picture.

—"The

Weavers."
it

*

if

A

soh, pleasing Southern accent has
It belongs to
entered the business.
Marion Kendrick, Gloria Svvan^on's

Starting

DOIURS
YOUR PATRONS

and consists of exchange
big Mardi Gras celebration, which
Norman Moray, Warners, chairman; awill wind up with a big parade.
L.
G.
E. H. Brauer, lAaramount,
Floats, descriptive of the new picScott,
First

Sears,

W.

Fox;

& K. Plan Further Expansion
Rosenzweig & Katz, it is under-

R.

stood,

dickering

are

Brooklyn

sites

for

several

on which they plan

They now have
theaters.
construction the New Concord,
in
Brooklyn, and the Leader in Coney
to

erect

Island.

William S. Goldsmith has been appointed manager of R. & K.'s Kinema, 2503 Pitkin Ave., Brooklyn.
Dave Rosenzweig and Dave Stern
returned Monday from a vacation in
the

Up

Theater, Chicago.

"chil

Parade's" 500th Performance
publicity representative.
its 37th week, "The Big
Parade" last night celebrated its
In
500th performance at the Astor.
Goldwyn, Paramount and United the 36 weeks of its run, the picture
around $720,000, playing
Artists, has aroused exhibitors to ac- has grossed
during this period.
standees
25,000
to
tion.
million dollars' gross is the goal
One
A revival of the old zoning plan for the year's run which ends Nov.
with readjustments, and the alterna18.
tive of a new plan altogether, or no
plan at all, is also being discussed by
Mardi Gras at Cleveland
It is said that this
this committee.
William Raynor, genCleveland—
committee has been given power to
eral chairman of the "Greater Movie
represents,
which
it
bodies
act for the
made arrangements for
managers: Season," has

"Big

tures

will

be featured.

Prizes

will

way.

PLEASl

awarded to the best. And the
whole town will be invited to imitate
any film star and join in the parade
which will march five miles around
the city and before a reviewing stand
where "winners will be selected and

\OlRSm AND
YOVR PJJROSS.

be

Ji

prizes awarded.

Plain Dealer has tied up with
by running a contest in
project
the
which the public will be asked to
supply the stars in scenes selected
from well known pictures. Raynor
5,000
also has arranged for loosing of
balloons in all parts of the city the
opening day. Each balloon will have
theater ata pair of passes to some

The

tached.

Catskills.

—

Orpheum

following are not for
THE
—
dren only": "Kid Boots,"

*

Beecher Beats Johnson
In the film tennis tournament,
Merle
defeated
Metro,
Beecher,
other good stunt that went big was a
Pathe, 6-2, 5-7, 9-7; Malley
Resigns
Korach
fohnson,
Milton
doorknob hangers adof
display
defeated Shernow, Hrst
Cleveland Milton Korach has re- Hirlagraph,
dressed to Elks, asking "Hello Bdl"
6-1, 6-1; Simonson. Fox,
National,
BroadNew
in Mabel's Room.— signed as manager of the
him
to

By RALPH WILK

Add

tion equipment.
licity

points has led to a series of cases being brought before the Board of ArSeveral of these cases
bitration.
This
have resulted in a tie vote.
necessitated the appointment of the
In orseventh, unbiased arbitrator.
der to eliminate a repetition of similar
cases, the committee hopes to
reach an arrangement for subsequentrun releases satisfactory to both exInsertion of
hibitor and distributor.
a clause forbidding the showing of
two feature length pictures in the
contracts of First National, Metro-

Little
from "Lots"

year.

Because much of the property was
ac(|uired in a low real estate market,
revaluation would show larger profits

stage

1

—

A

1)

(Co)itinucd from Page 1)

National; Ward
N. Skirboll, Columbia; and
Exhibitors J. J. Harwood, chairman;
ing with the musical arrangements
Schwartz, Henry Greenberger,
Julius
interest
of
be
Df the picture would
Lustig and Meyer Fine.
Henry
So he had prepared
to the public.

manager realized that
phase of program presentation

The

105,075

news"Winnipeg

a

—
—

Share

gages against property totaled $12,-

tors

co-operative page,
cross word puzzle
hich
"What did the boss dieiititled:
What he
ite to 'His Secretary'?"
ictated was outlined in the horizon"leads" listed below to aid the
il
The balance of the
ontestants.
ords necessary to complete the soition were distributed in the coop
ds, which forced everybody to read
fine stuff for the merchants.
le ads
ickets were awarded for the correct
East
Theater,
Ceramic
olutions.

perial

the

A

(Continued from Page

cellent publicity in local

"His Secretary"
(M.-G.-M.)

Used

Pho-

scenes are used exclusively in
the re;l, apart from the outside
weekly.
Davis has been getting ex-

it-i/our-elbow" service of publicity
when you run these pictures.
(t'(/s

end

—"Winnipeg

tograms" is the title of the
news weekly which Walter F.
Davis is featuring at the MetroThis reel
politan each week.
is taken by Angelo Accetti, local cameraman under direction
Local and nearby
of Davis.

They have made
them over.
it
They will make
uney for others.
This daily list of
oncy for you.
KxpLoit-0-Grams" is intended as
ready reference for the busy showHere is an
File them away.
u)i.

liid

$10

Photograms

b-l.
defeated Touson, Famous, 6-0,

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUSMUNE)
CONSULT VS-AND SAVk
SEND FOR OUR PRICK

LIST

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

Phone Pcnnt

New
636'

Yort.

;,

East

West Side

Side<»lk;ti»)

C-^^^^S^h'"

around the Map!
^
first NationaTs Giant Amonri
all

.

Specials
/

^^
/fT.'

'

"^

is

.

.

.

TAKING the Big Grosses

-the Big Winnings!-Knocking the
Hot Weather Cold!... A Direct Hit
that comes Direct to Vo« — thet
ONLY Special released this summer^
I

Bif

MILTON

SILLS

Suqqested Ay R.e.KIBK'S short rtory

'UNITED STATES FLAVOR"

WITH

MENoF STEEL

DORIS
KENYON
GEORGE ARCHAINBAUD
Directed b^

Produced under the Supervision of
Scenario

bif

J.F.Goodrich

Phohqrophed bif

floy C^irpcnter

EARL

MHton Menasco
Coftumet bi^ June Kand
ArtOirectof

HUDSON
film

Editor,

Arthur Tjvares

fupervited Ay

DrI Hudson

—
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Stock Listings Sought Keith- Albee Quietly Negotiating

D. C.

:eith-P.

29,

E summer's

lethargy was
The projlieved yesterdaybird did
some
little
ial

Famous, Loew's and M.

P.

Capital

Two

Corp. Seek to Place Additional
Shares on Market
Applications for listing of additional
spering.
It was all about stock issues on the New York Stock
Poli and Wilmer & Vincent
for
Exchange, have been made Ijy Famh-Albee and Prod. Dist.
ous Players, Loew's, Inc., and M. P.
Feature pictures will be included
Mentioned in Reports
Mighty interesting, too. Capital Corp.
3.
in the Hippodrome's policy when it
Famous asks listing of 204,549 reopens this Fall, supplementing its
Latter Denies Deal
the whisperings bear fruit,
shares of common without nominal vaudeville program. This will afford
ions will change hands. To
par value; Loew's, 105,000 shares and P. D. C. a house for New York firstth-P. D. C. will pass two M. P. Capital 72,722 shares.
Coming events cast their shadows
runs.
The
ortant theater chains.
The Famous issue is in connection
before.
With the industry awaiting
continuous,
Performances will be
(Continued on Page 15)
cast of big moves by this
from noon to 11 P. M. Under its the next move of Keith-Albee, followip in exhibition will then benew policy the Hippodrome will be ing its purchase of a half interest in
Prod. Dist. Corp., that company has
at
able to accommodate 18,000 patrons
to bear fruit.
capacity of pos- been mapping its plans, preparatory
weekly
with
daily,
a
Loew's, Inc., stock is entering a
During Aug- to extensive activity in the motion
P. D. C. Fortifying
new phase on the market in the belief sibly more than 130,000.
picture field.

For

"Hipp"

Features

Loew Stock

may

be expected from
i-P. D. C. combination:
lis

the

But

relegated
will

to

pictures

vi^here

the

now become

background,

important.

re that P. D. C. will get

It

some

bookings.

s

•ictly

motion picture theaters

taken over.

"be

will

Whether or not

acquisitions will be widespread

nds on developments. The leanwill quite naturally be toward

houses which have the combi-

;

"The Wall

Turn

projection and electrical
Street Journal," which ust the stage,
(Continued on Page 12)

Although there are no statements
forthcoming relative to the progress
of the expansion program, a number
students of
Fields
of transactions are under discussion.
entire list has shown such
For several days, it has been conIn common with
Harrisburg, 111.
Loew.
accumulation
as
of
period
Keith-Albee
Illinois, fidently predicted, that
Southern
of
towns
other
The issue sold at 44^ last October,
to cut a big swath in
preparing
was
of
dethroes
the
is
in
Harrisburg
and declined to 34i4 during the sharp
To this end,
pression, which show no sign of abat- the exhibition field.
(Continued on Page 15)
On the contrary, even harder negotiations are reported on with
ing.
stated

yesterday:

"According

continuance of the vaudeville
y by the former organization,
is
the keystone of the
l.eville
Therefore, it will not be
ture.
doned.

of

Important Theater Chains

to one of the
charts, no stock

New

closest
on the
a long

Orlando Theater

Hard Hit

Goal

—

Brewsters Add Another to String
the total down of all mining operations.
of
lines
other
Southampton, N. Y. The Comall
like
The theater,
in the company's Florida
the munity at Bridgehampton has been
circuit to 30, a new theater will be business, is feeling the effects of
(Continued on Page 12)
taken over by Brewster Theaters,
The
here
by Universal.
erected
which is affiliated with and books its
house, the company promises, will be
Marshall Neilan's Next
houses through the B. S. Moss-Keithone of the finest in the Southeast. It
"Everybody's Acting' Albee offices.
Hollywood—
The Garden, Southwhich
will have a capacity of 2,500,
will be Marsall Neilan's next.
hampton; Regent and Carlton, Bay.
(Continued on Page 12)
Shore, and Babylon at Babylon are
houses included in the chain.
Orlando,
of houses

Fla.

— Bringing

)n policy.

is

rapidly securing

produce a story built around
"Vanity" is the title and
will be an original by Lenore J.
it
Leatrice Joy will star.
CoiTee.
will

first-

fashion.

The Hippodrome with a posdaily means an
wedge into the
Square district. The Orpheum,

18,000 patrons
essive entering
:s

Subcommittee At Odds

)klyn, in the heart of the district
e Fox and Publix are to build,
probably become P. D. C.'s
r

Regarding
Decision
Definite
Quota, "KonBritish Situation

No

to be overlooked
three-year booking deal with

window.

le

Service

.

Not

Corp., as a

York exhibitors

calls

coterie

of

itself.

It

Editor, Film Renter,

tangible, is moving right ahead.
Pacific Northwest is tied up. All
ugh California and in Iowa the
pany has entrenched itself. P. D.
nd allied interests are active forginks in the theater chain.
;

won't
)r some time.
Keith and P. D. C,
in hand, seem determined to
e forward in no uncertain manner,
ch them.
isi

not yet in sight.

KANN

is

London

very

Europe

It

1

—There

little to report in the British film situation. At
the moment, hopes of agreement look
remote. The sub-committee has met
innumerable times recently, but has
failed to reach any sort of a decision,
(Continued on Page 6)

London

American Theaters, tied in
bond of sympathy if nothing

end

Up

By ERNEST W. F REDMAN

arth

le

—

tingent" and Reciprocity

ides 400 days.

I

—

De Mille to Produce "Vanity"
Hollywood— Cecil B. De Mille

Those First-Runs
D. C.

(Continued on Page 12)

times are predicted for this section,
after April 1, with complete shut-

"SIX BIG
SH IN FOOTBALL CLASSIC. First of directed
by
and
Produced
WALSH.
mCTURES" starring GEORGE
CORPORATION.
PICTURES
WeJlEY IuGGLeI f?r EXCELLENT
r-pcwiCV

ViJAl

cable "Simfilmco, N. Y. -Advt.
Foreign Rights by Simmonds Pictures Corp.,

Developments in the European market, as received by
cable and by mail, will be found
on page 6.

THC

:l
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F. B. O. Meets

Thursday, July

Reflection

Plans for Next Season Dis- Georgia Bank Failures Not Caused
by State's Economic Condition,
cussed Business Declared to Be

Sales

—

"Weekly Review"
Atlanta— The closing

At Peak
the new season's
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Entered as secondclass matter Ma-y
tt

sales ofPlans for
fensive were outlined at a conference
of F. B. O. field executives the other
Company sales now are at the
day.
peak, the greatest in the history of
the organization it was announced at
telegram of conthe meeting.
gratulations was sent to Edward C.
King, production head, felicitating
him upon new season's product

A

throughout the state

is

States

—

—
—

of 85 banks
not to be con-

with

yesterday

lethargy

its

astonished

The trend through
was upward, many issues

even the most hopeful.
out the entire

mounting

The

list

new high

to

levels.

issues took an active part in the

film

Inc., made a gain of 2%
Fox Film "A" advanced to

Loew,

trading.

while

pciints,

73^, a gain of 1^ points.
both instances were large.

Turnovers

in

Sales
100
32'A
300
37^ 37 /a 37'A
•Halaban & Katz
72'A
73
'ioo
liala. & Katz Vtc.
73
73
.113
200
Eastman K<3dak
U2'A 113
Famous Plavcrs .U7H 116J4 117
21,000
100
Fam. Play. Pfd.
119%
119?^
.119?i
•Fam. Play. Rts.
4Ji
'Film Inspection
6
Scat. Vtc.
Seal. Pfd.

32/2

.

32'/2

.

.

.

.

•First

Nafl

103%

Pfd.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters *'A"
•Intern'l

2^H

72
24

73^4
24

42^

4054

42'A 28,6o6
24

56

5554
97
23
S'A

56
97

73'/2

.

Paramount H'way
ttUoxy Units
tRoxy Common

H

971/2

25
,

52

Am.

Trans- Lux Screen
•Universal
Pict.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Uni. Art. The. Ct

S'A

•Warner Hros.
'Warner Pict.
Warner Pict. "A" 18
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Hond Market
tt Hid and Ask
.

600

19H

t

.Skouras Bros
••Stan. Co. of

5,400

11%

Project

Loew's, Inc
.Metro-Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathc Exch. "A"

S'A

.

"No

Control.

HALROACI
presents

were Joseph I. Schnitzer and abl.-.
Bankers
the
for
appointed
"Receivers
W. Brown, vice presidents; Trust
Co. are going thoroughly into its afE. B. Derr, treasurer; Lee Marcus, fairs
they are preeminently sound business
general sales manager; Hy Daab, ad- men — bankers in two cases — but just what
be salvaged from the chaos remains to
vertising head,
and Edward Mc- can
be seen.
tives

Colvin

in

charge of sales promotion.

"Meanwhile, the reaction is most unhappy
the state, both from the standpoint of

the impression it
people not fully
causes, and from
almost inevitably

create in the minds of
informed of the underlying
the actual losses that must
be suffered by the deposiwill

Lottery Question Up
Palestine. Tex.
The Postmaster
General has been appealed to for de- tors.
"When 85 banks close in a state the size
cision whether a Charleston contest of Georgia the event is fraught with grave
Whatever the outcome of
conducted by a theater is a lottery or consequences.
drawing.
Question
was brough' the investigations and the pending litigation
certain that severe hardships will be
it
is
up when the posttiiaster here refused worked upon those unfortunate individuals
to let go through the mails a news- the depositors and the stockholders.'*
paper advertising a Charleston contest staged by J. S. Bonnet, manager
Famous Signs William Wellman
The ads
for the R. and R. houses.
Los Angeles Famous has signed
were cut out before the newspaper William Wellman to a long-term conwas granted entry.
tract.
He is now preparing to direct

—

300

Cserepy to Make "War of Worlds"
Arzen De Cserepy, director of

Joe Walsh to Run for Senator
Hartford Joseph M. Walsh, presifor Hollywood, where he will direct dent of the Connecticut M. P. T. O.
the "The War of the Worlds," for A., will run for State Senator from
Hartford on the Democratic ticket
Famous.
"Frederick the Great,"

left

Laemmle's Recovery Rapid
London Carl Laemmle is rapidly
recovering from the effects of his
recent operation.
However, as yet
he is not strong enough to travel.

—

2,000

Pictures
51!^
70
S'A
30'A
96}i
100
4S'A

100

—

yesterday

this Fall.

Show Improvement

First pictures of Carl Laemmle,
taken after his operation, and radioed
to the company's home office, illustrate how rapid has been the recovery
of the Universal chief.

MERBY WIDOW
WITH ETHEL CLAYTON

p,.

AND JIMMte FlNtAYSONPafJ^^COni
This

;==nSP=a 'Cornerblock' cut furnis

is

FREE

for all

Pathecomedies

at y

Exchange.

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

A

The Standard

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450

Warning to Producer,
This

to notify all producers thi
ray attorneys I shall begi
legal action for damages against tr
person or persons or corporation wh

may

Notwithstanding the latest edition of the Telephone Directory

purchase

from

unauthorized

an

irresponsible agents old titles of nuni
and after creating plots in their ow
studios, make and release these pit
tures as "Curwood storiee."
No pri

BROADWAY

historic
magazine story and no or
or two reel "original" of mine writte
years ago can be taken as an excu!
for foisting upon the public a studii
built picture, of which I am not tl
author, as a "Curwood story" witho\
fighting the matter out in the cour
with me. My address is Owosso, Mich
gan. The name of my New York agen'
and attorneys will be given on reques

3794-2564

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOI

Ed^rard M. James
Attorney & Counsellor-at-Laui
wishes to announce that his
address continues to be,
as heretofore

16SO

is

through

Telephones:

Circle

It-Ji

i7H

18

600

r----'

RESPONSIBILITY
In a community of interests as concentrated as are the Motion Picture
9nd Theatrical Industries, dare we jeopardize a reputation so pain-l
stakingly developed, by failing to serve with faultlees precision IN

Therein

FOa RENT

lies

We

HOWELL
BELL - AND
—
AKELEY
CAMERAS
or
Cameramen
SEiDEN

:

for Christie will be

_

—

EVERY INSTANCE.

Mt/I

"The Last Laugh"

"Wings."

High Low Close

Am.
Am.

of

ligl,

Elstree p
credited with

man

the

is

lighting

install

new

Jerome Safron, Philadelphia, surprised banking officials outside the chain,"
"In fact, even their
states.
E. J. (3'Leary, Boston, Jack Samp- the "Review"
sketchy knowledge of the methods pursued
son, Chicago, and Charles Rosenzweig by the Bankers Trust Co. prepared them
Home office execu- for an issue which they considered inevitof New York.

—

that

Marx

to

the

at

—

Film Review."

for

from

rose

briskness

a

Marx

agers:

Namee,

Quotations
The stock market

Helmuth

J|

Nat'l

J.

of "Variety."
reflection
true
a
strued
as
and economic
financial
Georgia's
Sidney To Direct "No Contro
condition. Anna Aiken Patterson de"Weekly
the
in
editorially
clares
Los Angeles Scott Sidney's

;

Financial

—

equipment

Closings of the banks were not due
an unsound condition in the
to
state itself, but were the direct realready completed.
sult of the methods pursued by the
21.
1918, at tlie post-office at New York,
were: P. C. Bankers Trust Co., which financed a
present
Field
men
K. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
banks in Georgia and
of
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside Taylor, general manger for Canada; chain
Grand
Jury investigation of
Florida.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 division
Adams,
managers: Cleve
Foreign,
montiis. S5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Chicago;
C. E. Penrod, Indianapolis; the company's activities is under way.
Subscribers should remit with order.
fo.GO
the crisis resulting in the closing
M. J. Weisfeldt, Minneapolis, and of "While
...idress all cominunications to THE FILM
tliese Georgia banks came as a shock to
DAILY. 1650 Uroadwav, New York, N. Y. S. M. Katz, New York; branch man- the state at large it does not seem to have
Cable adfi.one Circle 4736-4-37-^738-4739.
Hollywood,
Filmday, New York.
o.ess:
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa•.:aii:(<inia
u.ir Hotel; 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
Bigtcii 9794, London
^j,e Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
La Cinematographic
.oriHon, W. I., Paris
i-rancaise, 3, Rue Saulnier.

National

1!

Signs Ma
D. Williams of Br
Pictures, Ltd., has sij

British

London

29,

your security, because
will stake

our reputation on our service.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard Vaudeville

PORATCO

UMUioul

Camera exchange
729 Seventh Ave.

M.Y.C.

Bryant 395

1

.

/

80

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENO

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acti
Cit]

STARRING

DorpUiy
(courtesy of inspiration pictures

$26,000 last

week at Rivoli,

hottest ^veek oS

- INC.)

N.

Y.—

summer!

$58,000 at Oriental, Chicago!
At Ho^rard, Atlanta,

Ga., best business in eiglit greeks!

CHECKIHEAMAZINGBUSINBS being done amid the
hectk heat of Summerby HEUGWYIV, MANTRAE Varihy,
PAD10CiaatAlOI>U-apdlheONIYAllSWIRlDl926-7iS']

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

we're proud
this

of

line-up

f
WHAT

PRICE GLORY

HEAVEN
THE MUSIC MASTER
3 BAD MEN
ONE INCREASING PURPOSE
7th

The Return of Peter Grimm
Mother Machree
The Auctioneer
Cradle Snatchers
The Blue Eagle
Married Alive

Womanpower
The Family Upstairs
Fig Leaves
Whispering Wires

Going Crooked

The Lily
The Country Beyond
Wings of the Storm
The Midnight Kiss
Zat So?
"Marriage License?"
The Monkey Talks
A Holy Terror
F. W. Murnau Production
Is

Xli

dund'^yauts

fbi*

a positive

clea^n-^up-^

SUMMER BACHELORS

!

11
^e

known

!

^
coming in
stronger than ever
still

COSCO CIRCUIT
leatres in Detroit,

Mich.

CTORIA THEATRE
Rochester, N. Y.

HAMILTON
THEATRES

ITOL

and

Lancaster, Pa.

;ARSE and CAPITOL

THEATRES
Charleston,

W-

Va.

SAVOY THEATRE
Terre Haute, Ind.

:iRCLE

THEATRE

Indianapolis, Ind.

?IALTO

THEATRE

Waterbury, Conn.

APITOL THEATRE
Lincoln, Nebr.

iTRAND THEATRE
Lincoln, Nebr.

LYRIC THEATRE
Lincoln, Nebr.

^ALACE THEATRE

KOPPIN CIRCUIT
16 theatres in Detroit, Mich.

PLAZA THEATRE
Ft.

Dodge,

la.
*

STATE, STACEY and

CAPITOL THEATRES
Trenton, N.

J.

OLYMPIC and CAPITOL
THEATRES
Altoona, Pa.

MARK STRAND THEATRES
Troy and Albany, N. Y.

STRAND THEATRE
South Bend, Ind.

OAKLAND, STRAND and
RIALTO THEATRES
Pontiac, Mich.

ORPHEUM THEATRES
Sioux City and Des Moines,

HARRY DAVIS THEATRES
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Newport News, Va.
VIYSTIC THEATRE

COLONIAL THEATRE

Fort Smith, Ark.

STRAND and PALACE
THEATRES

LYMPIC THEATRE
Utica, N. Y.

la.

Indianapolis, Ind-

Stamford, Conn.

The avst FOXrelease'flGlUVES'
wa.s preyiieived liy the tr^e paper
editortAnd iinanimoush^ acdaimed
a. smashins hox'office sensation

THE

s?e^

1 hursday, July 29, 192

DAILV
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America Abroad

Russia Active

Exports Drop

This in the fourth in a aeries deal- H'-ashhigton Biucih of THE FILM DAILY
with the internal strncttire of
.\
decided drop in
Wa.shiiiKtoii
industry both in Amei-ica and
exports in May is indicated by figabroad.
ures made public l)y the bureau of
The article, ivhich appeared in
commerce,
foreign
domestic
and
"The Wall Street Journal" last sliowing total shipments for the
written
by Sanford
night,
ivas
month of 23,214,727 linear ft., vahicd

at

ing
the

$67,439; 18,705,977

ft.

Moscow — Backed

of positives,

Motion pictures in the Soviet a
recognized as a powerful agency
the
dissemination
of
propaga
which accounts for the fact th
studios are kept open in spite

Hut that American pictures are a form!d.able propaganda medium for American ways
and American goods is not to be denied. To
day trade tends to follow the film, whatever

combination.

the flag.

.1

that tlie American film in
dustry gets SO'.'r of the world's film business
Comparison with other successful American
industries in world markets shows that Alircr

The reward

is

ican automobiles get about

75%, and Ameri

can telejihones about 63%.
in linear feet, export of Ameri
In
literally doubling each year.
1<>2.S .110.190,9.!,1 ft. were sent abroad, in 1924
178,447,606, a gain friim 73, 72,?, 002 feet in

Measured

can films

is

Foreign Earnings High
Earnings of American producers from for
eign bookings average about a fifth of their
total.
As European countries are taking
steps to check the flow of American pictures,
and arc in various ways encouraging their
own home production, it is doubtful whether
American producers can expect to increase
their percentage beyond the present 80' r of
They may in a few years
world business.
Hut in actual volume big
have even less.
gains in exports of American pictures can
be expected to continue fronr year to year.
The surface of the potential world market
American pictures has hardly been
for
Even in this country, wliere there
scratched.
is a scat in a motion picture theater for each
six to seven persons, the saturation point is
In Britain, our best foreign
not in sight.
market, there is but one seat to every 20
30.
one to
Cicrmany,
persons,
and in
Counting noses in Russia, China and other
parts of the world where peoples have taken
to American pictures, would lead into higher

mathematics.
Up to a few years ago American producers
paid no particular attention to foreign sales.
Pictures were dumpe<l at chance prices and
returns were put down as a windfall, wel
come but not included in estitnates. It I)'speaks much for the i>opularity of American
pictures that they were so well received, de
spile the junrble of good and bad.

Art Range International
Our

are American in their broad
programs and in high speed momentum, bul
they arc also international in their talent and
art range.
Directors and actors of genius
arc attracted to Hollywod (rem all parts ol
the world.
Producers are pa'ying attention to appro
priatc settings to an extent they never dream
rd of a tew years ago.
They go to foreign
countries for realism in setting, and con
suit foreign experts for accuracy in historic
studios

detail.

While competitive business considerations
underlie much of the international film con
trovcrsy,
political
anxieties have abruptlv
lieen
injected
into
it.
Precisely
because
people arc making pictures a necessity of
their daily lives, films have come to be regariled as a formidable instrument of propa
ganda rivalled only by wireless and by the

Some

rather excitable Rritish patriots rush

cd to arms

in

modes

American films might
American and not llrit

fear that

shatter the Empire.
ish

of life

were being pictured

in

far

corners of the Empire

The

Mexican

and

Japanese

governments
have several times been sensitive about having
their nationals portrayed in American pic
tures in the role of the villain.
American
producers now take pains not to restrict th<
range of nationalities of their villains or
heroes and try to make characters true to
national

The
by

It

Housewives the whole world over seenn to
want American sewing machines, seen in the
Tliey see and want electric washpictures.
The French aders and vacuum cleaners.
mire the pretty little cash girl in the American picture, but they do not overlook the
cash register, and arc discarding their old
wooden drawer "caisse" for modern machines
Prosperous South American youths hasten
to buy American cars built on graceful lines

type.
.Soviet

American

government has been troubled
pictures.

Would

not

Turkish women
modernize froJrr
The Far East calls for

American

pictures.
American suits,
of Am'erican style.
coals to Newcastle, have even invaded
London, the citadel of men's f,-\shions.
The British government has been drawn
into the film controversy and has promised
to support the home industry but various

shoes
like

a

film

films

are

popu;

understood,

is

The trade barrier against Russi
Major Gale has resigned
from the sub-committee and the re- in addition to the propaganda angi
maining members cannot seem to has also contributed to keeping Ru
agree
whether the quota system, sian films within the boundaries
"kontingent," or reciprocity plan will the republic, although several Rn
benefit the Britich industry and re- sian producers, operating with pi
establish it along prominent lines. vate capital and government aid, a
Blake and Ormiston personally are in looking to the European market ai
favor of the quota scheme, but in even to American as a possible fe
view of the referendum taken among tile field for their pictures.
thority, that

members with regard

to this kind
of a plan, they do not intend to oppose the wish of the majority
S.
Rowson, too, is equally convinced that the quota system is the
best way out, although a strong reciprocity scheme would receive his
.

A
have

number

of

meritorious pictur

been

produced in Russia,
well as many which were very ba
Russian preference is for stark dram
stripped of all embellishments

;

that much of the screen material sui
able for showing here, would be r
stricted in other countries, particular

support.
Colonel Bromhead is in
favor of the "kontingent," having wit- in America.
sirable.
nessed its operation in Germany. Long
There are seven producing cor
The "kontingent" system, considered by meetings have taken place, during
panics in Russia, and seven trat
several governments as a welcome barrier to
pictures were unsuccessful even which every semblance of a scheme magazines.
.•\merican
The Sovkino is the cei
The legislation the Germans that would bring rehabilitation of the tral distribuing agency and maintait
in
Germany.
introduced to conrbat American pictures prov- British industry has been discussed,
a national trust.
It encouraged production
ed a boomerang.
without any concrete result.
of inferior pictures at home, which German
Pictures can be made in Ru?
Although the indus_ti;y, generally is
cxhiliitors under the law were obliged to
The hoping that a decision is reached soon, cheaper, perhaps, than any other pla
take to be able to pet foreign money.
the world.
Technical workers ai
German industry failed to keep pace with
many are becoming impatient because in
the American in popular appeal and conseready at a moment's notice to ta
quently most German pictures failed to meet of the long delay.
part in the picture being made. R
foreign approval.
The result was that Gersia has colorful and bizarre bai
man producers found themselves with too
Damper
Vatican
on
Films
limited a home market, and no opportunity
grounds and a wealth of histor
Rome For a long time at least, no material
fo raise Trroney for expansion.
The American
to select for screen purpo:
oroducers couUl have taken about as much films will be taken in or around the
of the German market as they chose last year
Vatican, as permission has been rein that
the Ufa. the largest German comnetitor. was in the hands of the banks.
But fused several American companies
German Year Book Issued
methods

were

and

considered

unde-

found

—

'wo

of

our

and

let

leading

comiianics

decided

to

and instead advanced the
Ufa $4,000,000.
This opens an outlet in
Germany for American pictures and gives the
Germans the opportmiity to place a few here
GermaTi outtiut will, hereafter, be restricted]
mainly to smaller pictures. They cannot hoju
to compete with America in financing and
nrodncing suner-films.
Austria folMw-ed the "kontingent" fashion,
•ind iirovided that one Austrian picture should
be shown to every 20 foreign.
But recently
b've

live,

the Austrian governnrent agreed tha' legis
would not be enforce<l which proves
hardship for American producers.
Thus the
"kontingent" in effect may be dropped.
Hungary passed a law providing that one
Himcariaii film should be displayed to 30
foreign.
But this has been abolished for
'ation

'iinilar

.n

rciVsons.

France has a fireproof film law inspired by
French company making an inferior bul
a
fireproof film.
Enforcement of the law would
have meant exclusion of foreign films.
But
it

newspaper.

American

Subcommittee At Odds

such as the film hero uses.
got their tips on how to

1913.

losses sustained.

throughout Russia, although eiTort
to be made to shake off what
enjoying
showing prosperous American people
regarded as the yoke of Amerii
themselves be a form of insidious capitalThey forbade "The Coy
dominance. That this is going to
istic propaganda?
(.Continued from Page 1)
ered Wagon" in Russia on grounds that it
difficult is conceded, because of
might put the idea of wandering into the nor does the outlook for the immedipopular aversion for the propagand
minds of the people.
ate future appear brighter.
Medium
Propaganda
upon good au- infested Russian pictures.

as diversified a nation as ours lias
made American films a worhl mcdimiT.
Our pictures give a picture of a rich and
American homes show
prosperous nation.
numerous labor-saving devices, and present
higher standard of comfort than is to he
found elsewhere. Where, but here, are many
workingnien well enough paid to ride alioiit
American
automobiles of their own?
in
women are better dressed and freer. ^ '',''
dren seem to be getting more fun out of life.
Add to this that American pictures are
technically more finished than most of those
produced abroad and you have a winning
to

governme

"in the red."

territories.

Argentina was the heaviest importer of positive during the month, takGriffith.
at $726,279, against 25,932,445 linear ing 2,033,571 ft., valued at $67,455,
Other large importers were France,
American films strike common denominator ft., valued at $989 161 in April.
in human experience wliicli makes thnn' popuExports by classes included 3,009,- Canada, Mexico, Brazil and AustralOur producers portray
lar the world over.
217 ft. of raw stock, valued at $81,- ia, all of which took more than 1,000,life
in such a direct way that all peoples
Success in getting over the 294; 347,211 ft. of negatives, valued 00 ft. each.
understand it.
story

by

Russian producers are p;
ticularly active, although despite gc
ernment aid, Russian producers a
subsidy,

valued at $562,874, all shipped to foreign countries, and 1,152 322 ft. valued at $14,672, shipped to American

has not been put into eflfect
.\nstralians apply a heavy

The

one shilling in the pound on
received by the distributor.
of

Barriers to

sales
all

tay

monev

Our Fi'ms

Variations of the "kontingent" system are
to be expected in several foreign countries
I'oreign governments are going to unl filnr
in the category of natitnial utilities, and sup
port them even at a loss.
In dealing with foreign governments, the

American

industry

better p.ath
operation.

followed

the

wser

and

of

conciliation an<l friendiv co
For several years past, nroducer.-;
have been making an intensive studv of for-

eign markets.

The Motion

Picture Prod

and

to

film

at

monies.

important

religious

cere-

Berlin

— Boasting 700 pages,

"Lie!

The Pope has been very bildbuehne's" year book which

giving permits, but many
pears every third year has just b'
priests strongly resented
issued.
The volume, which is
the films taken during the opening
work of Karl Wolffsohn, is decla
of the Holy Year in 1925. Therefore
to be the most comprehensive refi
the ban.
ence book on the German indus'
Among the mal
ever published.
Dist. Assoc, now has an emissary with diplofeatures of the year book are listin
matic functions in Europe in contact with
distributors, theii
foreign governments, and seeking to meet of all producers,
associations,
reference woi
their wishes.
ters,
Where the "kontingent" system is put and trade papers.
In addition, e.\
into operation, American producers will prob
ou|
ably buy theaters to assure themselves a port and import regulations are
decisions detailel
maxini'um of exhibiting (opportunities under lined, censorship
the restrictions.
American technicians and with listing made of all pictures a]
liberal

in

American

capital

are already cooperating in the BritNational Studio.
American producer^
also will probably give both the German and
French protfucers further aid. but without directly
taking a hand in their production.
.American financing too will be available.
This does not mean that the American industry seeks to impose its methods on foreign producers.
Such transplanting has reoeatedly failed. The French have a school of
ilieir
own which appeals to the Continent.
he Germans proved in such films as "Dr.
.ahgari,"_ "The Last
Laugh" and now in
;
Variety' that they can excel in disposition

proved and prohibited. The histoi
and development of the German

ish

fill

industry are traced with the varioi
taxes imposed in European countri(
highly con
explained in detail.

A

mendable

Preparing for International Congrei

I

of

and in striking and artistic effects.
American producers have about as
Large a percentage of the world market as
they can hope to get.
The prosperity of
our industry and that of other countries
liepends finally on friendly cooperation
and
on a liveandletlive policy.

effort.

Paris

lighting

,

— The

President of France,

Champs

Elysees.

The

|

j

M

Gaston Doumergue, will preside at tht
opening of the International Cinema
tograph Congress on Sept. 27. Th<
Congress delegates will be met at thfj
will last until Oct.

3.

conventio
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those who have seen
:\ '^Battling Butler"
this towering comedy

r^re^mi^di

by

JOSEPH M.

*

HBNCK

Ceaton delivers the
VCi\

iportant hit of his
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BUSTER KEATON IN "BATTLING BUTLER" IS ONE OF THE

PARAji

OF HI

1926*1927 from

METRO-GOLDW N-MAY
LA

Lillian Gish and lohn
BOHEME
Renee Adoree, Roy D'Arcy, Karl

THE RED MILL Marion Davies,

star.

The

Gilbert.

Plus
Dane, Frank Currier. KingVidor's production.
Direct from long runs at $2 at Embassy Theatre,
N. Y., and elsewhere.

famous musical comedy success.
Rich in comedy and thrills. A Cosmopolitan production for M-G-M. Nationally promoted for
your box office.

MARE NOSTRUM (Our Sea).
Ingram's

POLLY PREFERRED

Rex

production. Alice Terry, Antonio
Moreno. By Blasco Ibanez. Fifth crowded month

at

$2

Theatre, N. Y.

at Criterion

iOOl thrills.

THE MAGICIAN Rex Ingram.

By Somerset Maugham. With AliceTerry and PaulWegener.
Large scale production. This is Ingram's most
dramatic work. A theme of startling nature.

FAU.ST

AbigUFAspecial. Featuring Emil Jannings. Directed by Europe's greatest, F.W.Murnau.
Introducing greatest spectacular effects ever seen.
Produced at fabulous expense for M-G-M.

TWELVE MILES OUT

John Gilbert.
William Anthony McGuire's Broadway melo*tr3matic success. The prize picture buy of the
year that M-G-M got in face of keen competion — and for Gilbert.

3 LON CHANEYS

Lon Chaney. star
of "Unholy Three." "Blackbird." "The Road to
Mandalay" and others, will have three big star*
ring productions that you'll be delighted with.

ROMANCEof
Conrad's

Ramon Novarro

internationally

The stage success by Guy
velous comedy for the screen's

A

A follow-through

from the college girls' angle. A lavish-scale
Cosmopolitan production for M-G-M, with extraordinary promotion.

THE FLAMING FORESTjames Oliver
Curwood's million copy seller. Serialized in newspapers and Cosmop>olitan Magazine.
Renee
Adoree in star cast. Reginald Barker, director.
A Cosmopolitan production for M-G-M. Nationally

promoted.

THE UNDERSTANDING HEART

Kync. Now running serially In Cosmopolitan Magazine. Will appear as novel this
fall.
An all-star cast. Produced on spectacular

By

Peter B.

Cosmopolitan

scale

and nationally exploited.

CAPTAIN SALVATION
William Wallace's novel to
THE WALTZ DREAM

Robert Z. Leonard, director.
Fred and Fanny
Hatton, authors. Plus, Lew Cody, Renee Adoree,

A

Sally O'Ncil.
"His Secretary."

brilliant follow-up success to

FREE SOULS

Norma shearer,

star.

John

M. Stahl production. Adela Rogers St. John,
author. Widely serialized in Hearst publications
thrilling romarKe made into a big starring
production.

A

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
Shearer,
Tod Browning,
star.

director.

Norma
Margaret

Mnyo's famous drama.

NORMA SHEARER production. Monta
A

dramatic comedy of vaudeville
life by Walter De Leon. A richly humorous and
human starring production for beautiful Miss
Bell, director.

Shearer. Title later.

ALTARS

OFDESIREMaeMurray.With

to the public.

MAE MURRAY

production. Title later.

Benjamin Glazer.author. A glittering romance of
Spain of "The Merry Widow" type. Action plus
a raarvelous love story!

SHOW BUSINESS
Samter Winslow's best

with a dramatically novel
There will be another

story of .^how-girl
twist.

picture.

Mae Murray. Thyra
book. The inside

selling

life

MAY MURRAY

Title later.

large scale.

Another and

A

merrier "Merry Widow."
big UFA special
based on the internationallyfamous stage comedy
hit. Plus the beautiful Oscar Straus musical score.

Box

office.

A LITTLE JOURNEY

Rachel Crothers*

A

THE BOYFRIEND

Marceline Day, John

Harron and others. Monta Bell, director. From
John Alexander Kirkpatrick's N.Y. and Chicago
stage hit, ("The Book of Charm"). A sure comedy success. They'll love it.

BLARNEY

Renee Adoree, Ralph Graves,

Duval, etc. Donn Byrne's Saturday
Evening Post story,"In Praise of James Carabine".

Taulette

An

epic of the bare
big M-G-M hit.

fist

records

ARE Conrad Nagel, Edith
YOUFawcett,etc.
THEREGeorge
Jess Robbins, direcRoberts,

tor.

Hugh

F.

Fast and furious
comed/hit since "Excuse

Herbert, author.

laugh-picture. Greatest

CAN DO IT Max Marcin, famous Broadway

I

playwright, has given

of years.

M-G-M

the cleverest plot

Important names in big cast and pro-

duction.

HEAVEN ON EARTH

Renee Adoree,
Conrad Nagel. Director, Phil Rosen. By Harvey
Gates. Renee Adoree plays part similar to her
Ft ench girl of "The Big Parade," and is a k ncckout.

DIAMONDS
WOMEN
LOVEBy Carey
Wilson. Moat
Monta

Director,
Bell.
unusual story of years. Romance, action, mystery!
From the Kimberley Mines to Broadway. Great 1

'FRISCO SAL

Edmund Goulding,

box-office wizard, now gives you a thrilling drama
of San Francisco's Barbary Coast, the Apache-land
of America.
cast of notables in a great box-

A

office bet.

SHADOW LANE Written and directed by
Edmund Goulding. To be published as novel.
powerful drama of the American home that
positive box-office sensation.

money

A

typical

TIN HATS Owen

era In the prize ring.

War.

A

A

is

M-G-M

cast.

Moore, Claire Windsor,

comedy of the Rhine
Edward Sedgwick, author and

Bert Roach, in a

famous stage hit. Harry Millard, director. A
dramatic and romantic wonder.
strong M-G-M
all-star cast and production.

A

Conw;iy Tcarle. Director, ChristyCabanne. Maria
Thompson Davies' story now running serially in
American Weekly (8,000,000 circulation). A
great action subject sold nationally in advance

Frederick

be serialized in Hearst
newspapers. Powerful drama of the sea and world
capitals. A Cosmopolitan production for M-G-M

THE WANING SEX Norma Shearer,

star.

Buster Keatons

Me".
star.

on

RAMON

Cosmopolitan

Marion Davies,
MARY OF VASSAR
success to "Brown of Harvard"

Joseph
classic
action on land and sea. Note:
Therewillbeanadditional
NOVARRO
picture. Title to be announced.
in

A

margreatest comediBolton.

star.

enne." Exploited nationally.
production.

Marion Davies.

BATTLING BUTLER

most important comedy of entire career. Directed
by himself. With Sally O'Neil and strong cast.
Based on big stage hit. Watch it beat all Keaton's

after the
director.

money-getting laugh walkip.

THE GAY DECEIVER

John M. Stahls
M-G-M. Lew Cody, Carmel Myers, Roy
D'Arcy, Dorothy Phillips, Marceline Day. From
"Toto" by Hennequih and Duquesnel, the Leo
Dietrichstein hit! Bank on it!
first

for

LOVE'S BLINDNESS

Elinor Glyn speJohn Francis Dillon, director. Pauline
Statke, Antonio Moreno, Lilyan Tashman, Sam
de Grasse. A marvel of romantic picture entercial.

tainment.

THE C ALLAH ANS AND THE
Kathleen Norris'
MURPHYS
of humor,
Irish-American.
book. A
fast

Full
classic in
kindly nature; true-to-life episodes.

A

selling

picture

for every house.

THE TAXI DANCER

Robert Perry Shan'
non's story of a small town girl's adventures in
New York nightlife is being nationally serialized.
big dramatic picture that nas ready-made audiences everywhere.

A

THE NIGHT SCHOOL

It

will

beone

of next year's surprise sensations. A new idea
typical of M-G-M daring. It is essential to maintain secrecy right, now, but watch for details!
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Finnish Amalgamation
Incorporations

Paramount,

Ufa,

to

—

Sacramento, Cal.
Roseville Amusement
San Francisco
Capital, $50,000, dividinto 500 shares of $100 each
IncorpoHenry J. Diehl, Fred G. Lucas,
itors:
Ueilstein and Mary J. Ambrose,
hos. A.
of San Francisco.
II
Purposes: To own
nd operate theaters.
Address: Care Leon
Morris, 900 1st Nat'l. Bank Bldg., San
;o.,

;.

rancisco.

—

Sacramento,
Cal.
Golden
State
Prod
nc, Los Angeles.
Capital, $75,000, divided

,

ito 7,500 shares of $10 each
IncorpcraHenry Precisdo, Los Angeles, and
irs:

laud O'Donnell and Jos Mendoza, of MaPurposes To produce. Address Care
era.
litchcok
F^inancing
Co.,
Insurance Exhange Bldg., Los Angeles.
:

:

—

Sacramento,

Cal.
Brnwnhill Prod., Inc.,
Angeles.
Capital $250,000, divided into
SO shares of $100 each.
Incorporators, S.
\.
Rosenfeld, Wm. M. Brown and F. C.
lill,
all
of
Los Angeles.
Purposes: To
iroduce.
Address: Care Houlahan & Gray,
01 Van Nuys Bldg., Los Angeles.
,os

Albatiy,
Juffalo,

—

N. Y. Dependable Dist. Corp.,
motion pictures, capital $14,000.

incorporators, W.
Lyons. Atty.,

Goldstein,

Boetz,
Samuels, 1560
C.

Suchman &

C.

Jroadway.
Trenton, N.

—

Albany, N. Y. Barbara Hope Theaters,
Vew York, motion pictures. Incorporators,
[. Cohen, S.
Mindlin, L. P. Randell
Attys..

&

Goldblatt

—

Berlin
tribution overlncad in Finland, a joint
deal for joint distribution of their
product lias been closed by five companies, Paramount, Metro-GoldwynMayer, Ufa, of Berlin; A. B. Filmcentral, and A. B. Filmuthyrningsbyra, the latter two being Finnish concerns with headquarters in Helsingfors.

The new

— Hoboken

Hanover,

1,560

R.

Turner,

Trust

Trenton,
Jersey
Barber,

N.

Braud.

E.

J.

Co., Jersey
J.

Address,

Corp.

Seating

Corp.,

City.

—American

Incorporators,

City.

Thomas

J.

Martin Kornbluth, John McCloskey.
Address, Registrar and Transfer Co., Jersey

—

Dover,
Del.
Garrick
Enterprises
Co.,
Pittsburgh,
amuseln'ents,
capital
$50,000.
lAddress, Capitil Trust Co. of Del.

—

Albany, N. Y.
Blackstone Productions,
New York, theaters capital $100,000. Incorporators, A. Jame, S. Gelb.
Atty., T. A.

W.

— Short
Incorporators,
Classics,

Fisher, J.
Osherin, 1,476

S.

H. H.

Dover,
leasing,

Trust.

yesterday.

Substitute at Albany

—John Garry managing
Buckley's Leland and Clinton Square,
Albany

is

conferring

New

York,

M.

KleinAtty.,

W. Freidman.
Broadway.

—

Del.
Coudert Prod., Dover, film
capital
$300,000.
Address, Corp.
Co. of Delawer.

—

Albany, N. Y. Turin Theater Corp., New
York, capital $375,000.
Incorporators, N.
Lesser, S. VV. Bass, R. R. Rubenstein. Atty.,
M. Qmdon, 217 Madison Ave.

Duesseldorf, Germany, to the "New
York World," tells of seeing "The

—Thomas

pathetic, especially the hero, who led
the mutineers. * * * I don't predict
much success for it in America except

Returning
Ar<|hur on rainy days."
with

Kelly,
of
United Artists, Harvey
Sheehan, Mexico City manager, is
now returning home.

Dallas

from

a

hor.se

at

Valhalla.

haps
there's
consolation
thought that the act is a
royalty,

having
side

his

in
the
trait of

Prince of Wales often
Prints of Wales be-

the
left

a
Perin

the

spirited

mounts.

George R. Seitz is going to direct
"Pals in Paradise," for Metropolitan.
There's no irony intended in
the reflection

that his last picture

was "The Last Frontier."
Patsy Ruth Miller

is

going to do

"The College Widow" for Warners.
Ever see a widow who was in need
of

education?

Kitchen Criticizes Russian Film
"Padlocked," next week's Rivoli
Karl K. Kitchen, writing from feature, is not a tale of speakeasies.

Cruiser Potemkin," the Russian film
He says:
in absence of Alexander Sayles, who which is in this country.
Garry formerly op- "The mob scenes were quite well done
is on a vacation.
erated the Empire, Glens Falls, re- but the theme was merely an episode
cently
sold
by the Buckley in- and the Russian actors were unsym-

Mexico Manager

Flora Finch suffered injuries
fall

at

Guinan, Associated Manager

—

Albany, N. Y.
motion pictures.

Approved

—

43 St.

Albany, N. Y.
Laemmle Building Corp.,
New York, motion pictures. Incorporators,
Steinberg,
B.
C.
Paine, F. R. Hoflfman.
J.
Atty., S. F. Hartman, 46 Cedar St.

berg,

75 Per Gent

Metcalf. The previous year only 25
to this country some
an effort to secure dis- per cent of the films received the
trilnition in England.
His company sanction of the organization.
A group of six or eight members
handles this year's line-up.
reviews
pictures daily. The approved
general
Warner's
Herman Starr,
manager, will leave for London Aug. films are listed and sent to all theater managers.
No mention is made
7 to make arrangements for two proof
the ones which are not sanctioned.
ductions in England, it is reported.

After

PARAMOUNT

m

in

ofifice

Daly;

A

the

—

home

M.

now is engaged
to United Artists led
in clearing the Pacific of wind"Lichtbildiiiiehne" 'o ascertain
from the Government whether such jammers, which the company used and
practice can be indulged in routine blew up for "Old Ironsides."
Now,
if
fashion.
soinebody only would carry the
The publication was officially ad- cleaning up of windjammers to the
vised that this was not the case. Reg- rest of the industry, what a great old
ulations governing "kontingents" are world 'twould be.
to be more strictly enforced in the
M. A. (Ma) Ferguson has been
future.
Each application for transfer
must be passed on individually by defeated
the Texas gubernatorial
race.
the Government.
If F. B. O. only hadn't held
up release of "Her Honor, the Governor" in the state!
"kontingcnt"

—

Confirmation could not be obtained

That's That

-.By I'll I L.

Distribute

terests.

ICity.

Keppler, 25

—

Warner's Kansas City
Parent-Teacher Assoc.
1926-27 Product— May Produce
Notes Improvement 25 'v SancTwo in England
tioned Previous Year
London Vitagraph will distribute
Kansas
City About 75 per cent
the Warner 1926-27 product in the
of the pictures shown here have been
British Isles. "Don Juan" will be
approved by the Better Films Comthe first special to be shown at a
mittee of the Kansas City Parenttrade showing in October.
Teacher Assoc, according to a statement
by its president, Mrs. E. M.
It is understood R. C. Bronihead of
to

Amusement

Co.,
Jersey
City,
conduct amusements, capital
Incorporators, L. Taraiitino, John
150,000.
J.

Molin has been

Set in England
Vitagraph

the
Trenton, N.

unit will be called "Ufan-

amet."
Gustav A.
placed in charge.

time ago

And

Distributors in Finland

Gaumont came

J.— Star Theater

Corp., Clifflide,
capital $50,000.
Incorporators, Steplen Liptak, Jr., Anna Liptak, Isaac Kaplan,
Jophie
Kaplan.
Atty.,
Samuel Harber,
Jnion.

Goldsmith,
Broadvfay.

Merge Exchange of German "Kontingents"
Will Be Acted on As Individual
Cut Down Overhead
Cases by Government
^Proinpted by excessive disBerlin
The transfer of the Phoebus

Two

with

Transfers Limited

M.-G.-M.

Guinan has taken

"Bill" Howard, De Mille's ".showdirector,
got a tremendous
hand during the recent P. D. C. convention when he was introduced as a

man"

former "ace" exchange manager. He
doesn't know yet whether the ap-

was

his move in leaving
or for his courage in
admitting the connection.

plause

for

distribution,

Skouras' S.O.S. Gets Service
Louis
Special
dispensation
the railroads resulted in a hurry
assigned to direct "Passing Stran- order that brought the five cars cargers," the story of tramp life writ- rying the new Skouras Bros. Ambassador theater's $115,000 Wurlitzer orten by Jim Tully.
St.
Waters Gets Assignment
Hollywood John Waters has been from

—

—

gan from the factory in Tonawanda,
N. Y., to St. Louis through the conKoppin Circuit
Detroit
Fred M. Shafer, Buffalo gested East St. Louis terminals to
showman, has joined the Henry S. St. Louis in one day.
Koppin circuit.
McCarthys Buy Dawson House
company.
Dawson, Minn. In a step to
Rankin Gets Portland Post
Portland, Ore.— With W. H. Ran- strengthen its position in the MinneParslow, Jr., to Manage Three
Osceola, Wis. John Parslow, Jr., kin succeeding to management of the sota and North Dakota, McCarthy
who hails from Amery, will manage Warner exchange, W. K. Beckwith Theatrical Enterprises, small town
charge of the local Associated ExCharles D. Touchon
hibitors' office.
has joined United Artists here, succeeding Louis L. Pellerin, who has
been added to the sales force of that

Shafer

—

Joins

—

—

the theaters of the Steindorff circuit,

located at Miltown, Turtle Lake and
one here.

now

is

serving as salesman.

Takes Over Pennsylvania House

circuit operators, have purchased the
Swinging Door theater. The house,
after remodeling, will be renamed

—

Runnj'mede. Pa. The Fire Hall "The Grand."
been taken over by Charles
Roof
has
Theater
Storm Wrecks
Albany, N. Y.
Ray-Ad Co., moving picCliffside House Ready
tures by radio. New York, capital $5,000.
Covington, Ky. Damage estimated Stradler, who leased the house from
The ClifTside theater, ClifTside, N.
Incorporators, S. E. Merriam, L. Mushin, at $2,500 was caused by a heavy storm I. Zadkin.
H. Harrison.
Atty., B. H. Sandler, 150
It is
will be opened Aug. 15.
J.,
which ripped the roof from the New
Broadway.
furnished with Simplex projectors
Mansfield Buys Two in Iowa
Collins.
Tama, la. Ownership of the Mills and Peerless arcs.
Albany,
N.
Y.
Florence
Nightingale
Productions, New York.
and Idle Hour has passed from ErIncorporators, C.
Gets Monroe, Mich., House
Forrester, G. Darrell, L. E. Diflfender.
Hurley Buys New K. C. House
Monroe, Mich. Mrs. Simons, who nest Michael to Wesley Mansfield.
Kansas Citv "The Bagdad" is the
operates, the Dearborn, at Dearliorn, Michael has moved to Colorado. His
Albany, N. Y.
Oshrin Grisman Theatriname selected for the new 27th and
has purchased the Dixie here from future plans are undetermined.
cal Holding Co., Manhattan, operate theaTroost theater which H. H. Hurley
ters, capital $200,000.
Incorporator, H. H. John Recklaw.
Oshrin.
It has a
purchased from A. Baier.
New House for Turners' Falls
Turners Falls, Mass. Plans have {rapacity of 1.000. A "cry room" and
Now
at Worland
Kirby
Albany. N. Y.
Lawrence Theater Corp..
Worland, Wyo. Thomas Kirby been drawn for a $65,000 theater here glassed in smoking section are among
New York, motion pictures. Incorporators,
the innovations.
sponsored by D. P. Shea.
L. Mehl, F. Hoffman.
has taken over the Elk.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

THE

New
Orlando

—

supervisor for Universal,

Orlando

is

manager

sulisidiarv.

Brody Transfer Completed
Merging of the five
Brody theaters in the Universal chain
was completed vesterday, confirming
THK Fll.M DAILY statement that
the deal has heen closed. Ownership of
two houses under construction also
Cleveland

—

passes to L'niversal as a result of the
purchase, which, for weeks has heen
All of the
denied by both sides.
houses are located on the citv's West
Side and range from 1.100 to 1,500
capacity.

They

New

troit.

Paul Smith's, N. Y. American business is proceeding along healthy, progressive lines with no obstacles
to continued prosperity clouding the horizon, President
Ccolidge, P. E. Crowley, head of the N. Y. Central, and
Edsel Ford united in declaring at a conference here.

theater.

Tlic theater is expected to he called "Tlie Orlando^" and will cost
Construction is to
around S500.000.
W'lien it is completed,
start at once.
the company, through its subsidiary,
Orlando Knterprises, will have tive
in this city.
Harry X'inccnt, district

are Homestead, DeBroadway, Kinsman and

Cedar Lee. The Imperial, seating
and the Hilliard Square, with
500 seats open Oct. 1.
400.

29, 1926

Keith- Albee Deal

Business Conditions Healthy

1)

almost doul)le that of any existing

of the

Thursday, July

Orlando Theater
(Continued from I'mjc

is

S^^

DAILY

12

is good and more than meets the expecgovernment experts, with the expected July
let-down failing to develop. Prosperity has gone ahead
and will continue throughout the year, in the opinion of

Business

tations of

the President. Tax reductions may be expected to contribute to further betterment, he believes.

The

is fine and in Detroit unGenerseen, according to Ford.
ally speaking, he said, the West is prosperous, with a
few bad spots, notably the corn belt.

business situation

bounded prosperity

is

Declaring that when the railroads are prosperous,
the country enjoys good business, Crowley declared the
railroad business is good with car loadings averaging^
above last year.

1,1,-

Not Entertainment

Goal Fields Hard Hit

(Continued from Page 1)
several of the nation's most important
circuits, which have for their object
the merging of these chains with the
Keith-Albee and affiliated chains.

Dickering between Keith-Albee and
the powerful Poli circuit of New England, as well as the Wilmer & Vincent chain, which operates in Eastern
Pennsylvania,
Virginia
and
Georgia is reported to have reached
a stage where early announcement of
their acquisition may be expected.
Sidney Wilmer of W. and V., however, denies any such move is anticipated.

Lender the declared plan of operaKeith-Albee will devote more

tion,

to pictures and presentation in its combination houses.
In
addition, a supplementary chain of exclusive picture houses is said to be

attention

under consideration.

A

further

source

of

strength

for

combination is seen in the rapidlyexpanding North American Theaters
Corp.
While it always maintained
that this firm has no connection with
Prod. Dist. Corp., both corporations
have common stockholders and North
American is regarded as a close ally

(Continued from Page 1)
Classroom Films to be Instructive
depression, with business gone and of the distributing organization. This
Only, Education Association Head
few houses in the district making view is strengthened by the fact that
Emphasizes
both companies are backed by Capital
expenses.
No entertainment features will be
Despite
this
fact,
according to Corp. That there is at least a close
incorporated in classroom films to he
Steve Farrar, managing director of understanding between the two was
produced by Eastman Kodak for
the Colonial Amusement Co., which emphasized when P. D. C. engaged
schools in ten cities of the United
operates the Orpheum here and the North American to operate its State
-States.
This
is
emphasized
by
Thomas H. Finegan of Harrisburg, Casino at Eldorado, film salesmen are theater at Denver, the only house diasking last year's prices, or increases, rectly owned by the distributing comPa.,
chairman of the visualization
pany.
Since, however, P. D. C., has
committee of the National Education for pictures.
"It can't be done," declares Farrar. resumed direction of the theater.
in the deal which embraces all of the
Assoc.
"If they want us to stay in business
company's comedies,
two-reel
its
The Poli and Wilmer & Vincent
The pictures are to be used solely they must cut rentals. We have
westerns. International Newsreel and
cut chains are two of the most powerful
to illustrate, amplify and make clear,
salaries of all employes."
five serials.
in the East, and would prove a strong
to give a lasting impression of the

Universal Set in South
ITniversal product is set in the
South. Closing of a deal for showing
of the company's short product in
complete
I'ublix
theaters
assured
representation for Universal, for a
few days ago arrangements were completed for Jewels and features over
the publix chain. There are about 200
theaters in the 40 cities represented

Veteran Employee Rewarded
I*'lizal)eth Wetter, the first employee
engaged by Carl Laemmie when he
entered the business, now is on a
unique vacation at the expense of
Universal.
She is on a four week's
tri() from Chicago to Universal City,
with all expenses paid.

Independent Buys

Two

"Devil's Island" and "April Fool,"
two of the initial Chadwick First
Division Pictures will be distributed
in
Nel)raska and Iowa by the Independent Film Co. J. L. Stern, of

Independent, who is now in New
York, will distribute 30 productions
in

the

coming season.

taught, he said.
Under the
plan, the pictures are to be used in
fourth, fifth and sixth grades and
junior high school, as an experiment
to determine their value in education.
If successful, the service will
be extended to other cities.

lesson

Los

"Men

of the

Angeles— I-'irst

Dawn"
Nation.il

of

Keith-Albee,

out the reported plan
build up a chain of picture houses

in

to

to

supplement its combination theaters.
Houses comprising the Poli circuit

— Majestic,

are:
Connecticut
Poli's
and Poli's

Palace;

Lyric,

Palace,

New

—
—

—

zatioii.

has
with

wedge

entering
carrying

Bijou and Hyperion, New Haven;
Theater Firm Active
Palace and Capitol, Hartford; Poli's
Jer.sey City— Southern States The- and Poli's
Palace, Meriden; Palace,
of the producer-distributor organizaater Corp., recently formed by Joseph
Waterbury.
Massachusetts
Poli's
tion.
Bernstein, State theater owner, has Worcester; Pennsylvania
Poli's,
closed a deal for five local houses. Scranton
and Poli's, Wilkes-Barre,
The company intends to build up a The two latter houses are booked by
Clergymen View "Scarlet Letter" chain of
houses here as well as in the Comerford chain.
Nearly
2,000
clergymen,
club- the South.
Theaters in the Wilmer & Vincent
women and educators attended a priPennsylvania Orvate showing of "The Scarlet Letter,"
Hays Organziation Holds Outing circuit include:
at the Lexington theater.
The showThe Westchester Biltmore Club pheum, Altoona; Colonial, Opera
House and Orpheum, Easton; Capiing was arranged by the Dept. of was the scene of
the annual outing
tol,
Colonial, Grand,

A prime mover in the plan for
classroom films is Will H. Hays, head

Piiblic

Start

Indications of the extent of the depression here is contained in report
of tax assessors, that there are 600
vacant houses in Harrisburg.
The
great exodus took place quietly, folowing the shutdown of eight mines
last spring.

Relations of ihc Hays orRariBefore filming of the picture,

yesterday of the

The

office

closed

clergymen were invited to view the afternoon.
scenario and ofTer suggestions.

Hays
down

organization.
in the early

Majestic, OrHarrisburg;

pheum

and

Capitol,

Hippodrome and Orpheum,

Victoria,

—

Reading;
Virginia Academy
of
Music,
American.
Colonial,
Granby
Milton .Sills,
BHnn Returning to N. Y.
Love, Natalie Kingston. William V.
Hollywood Holbrook BHnn leaves and Wells, Norfolk; Academy of
Breaks
Two
Day
Record
Music, Bijou, Isis, Colonial, Lyric,
.Mong, Charie Murray, Arthur Stone
today for New York.
Odeon, Strand and Victor, RichMonday
and
Tuesday
records
at
and Claude King,
Carey Wilson is
Bijou, Savannah.
the scenarist and production man- the Roosevelt, Chicago, were broken No Civd War Drama for Griffith mond; Georgia
ager and George Archainbaud is di- by "The Son of the Sheik," accordThe Morning World vesterday reing to United Artists yesterday.
recting.
ported D. W. Griffith is planning a
for
picture based on the rise and fall of
Shapiro to Chicago with "Rudy" the Confederacy.
The story is denied.
Gus Solomon Promoted
(Continued from Page 1)
-larled

"Men

Dawn,"
Viola Dana, Montague
of

the

—

—

Features

\'icfor

Gtis .Solomon has been appointed
assistant general manager of Red
Seal.
He leaves Friday for a six
months' tour tf) the Coast.
testimonial dinner in his honor is to be
given at the Astor tonight.

A

Shapiro,

publicitv

chief

of

equipment

"Hipp"

be reconstructed and
auditorium re-decorated.
Tonkavva, Okla.— Work on Tom According to the Keith announcement
where the latter will appear at the Blair's new
theater, which is to re- prices, which will be announced two
Roosevelt.
Shapiro returns to New place the Empire,
is nearing compleweeks before the opening, will be
York on Saturday, while Valentino tion, with the
opening of the house "the lowest in New York City for any
will continue to the Coast.
scheduled for Sept. 1.
theater in the Metropolitan section."
I'nited Artists,
N'alentino
to

accompanied Rudolph
Chicago
yesterday,

Blair Finishing Theater

the

entire

will

rht

Sandow
The World^s

IN accordance with

we have arranged to star
dog, in a SERIES OF SIX PICto be made by the Chesterfield

exhibitor demand,

Sandow, the world's greatest

TURES

Greatest Dog'*

during the new season,

Motion Picture Corporation, George D. Batchellor, President.

rjlO meet

demand these pictures will be the best that have
-- ever been made with Sandow.
The first of the series, "CODE
OF THE NORTHWEST," is now in our exchanges. It is action
from

public

start to finish,

Mounted thrown
patrons will love
'Y HIS is announcement No. 2 regarding the Associated Exhibitors^ Product jorl926-27.

BUT

No. 1 announced the

Watch

for

No.

3.

for

good measure.

You

will like

it;

your

it.

even finer things await the buyers of the Sandow

series.

Orders have been sent to the studio that Associated's product

signing oj Bill Cody jor a series oj six

smashing Westerns.

in

with smashing melodrama and the Royal

must be bigger than ever before. The
second of the

now

series,

in production

result will

show

itself in

the

"CALL OF THE WILDERNESS," which

is

under the supervision of Joe Rock.

Associated Exhibitorsfine.
Lewis

J, Selznick,

President

1

^11

THE

-;7iiKDAILY

14

lovable and her loving
hypnotized an (as he
pecunious king."

Exploit -O' Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary
infortnution the exhibitor needs to
put them orer.
They have made
money for others. They will vuike
money for you. This daily list of
"E xploit-0-Grums" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showFile them away.
Here is a7i
"at-your-elboiv" service of publicity
ideas when you run these pictures.

Send

your

i)i

"Exploit-0-Grants,"
who are

find help the other fellows

helping you.

(First National)

A

Good lobby

display.
small banner hunuint; nnder the niar(|uoe parallel V. illi the building line carried tiie
title in iiold letters. A circle of steady
burning lights on each end of this
banner surrounded the names of the

teaun"ed pipyers while another dissign with the title in transparent
letters was suspended at such
an
angle as to be readily visible to passersby.
An abundance of neatly
mounted photos were used in the
easel and wall frames.
Strand Theapla\-

—

Seattle.

ter,

(Universal)

Tied up with

local paper in its exploitation of a serial story called
girls in orange bath"Sonia."
ing suits tvere hired to stage a swimming contest at a local bathing beach,

Two

They had

the words "Midnight Sun"
black letters on their orange bathing suits. They attracted a lot of attention and curiosity as to what was
in back of it all, til! the information
was given. The girls were later given
a theater party during the engagement of the picture, and they were
exploited as the "Sonia Girls," thus
tying up with the newspaper serial.
The paper gave the stunt lots of
space.
John Royal, Keith's Palace
Cleveland.
in

',
I

the Governor"
Film Booking Offices

Warners
Week Ending

July 23
Frederick
I'aulme
* * * is still a star, and deservedly.
The
tire and
personality that brought her star*
dom is burning brightly. * *
* * *
Vet each new climax gave Miss
Frederick
a
new opportunity to become
emotional, which she did effectively * * *
• * the court
room scenes sure-tire in*ovie stuff are well
done.
Miss Frederick is, as usual, excellent.
* * * a rare good
F:VF,M.\G
melodrama well told and well acted throughout
It does not add much light to the
problem of women in public affairs, but the

.\MEkICAN — •

—

—

we have had two women as Cjovernors makes the situation possible.
Drafact

that

matic suspense is better maintained than in
the average play of similar type, and Miss
Frederick's performance makes it regrettable
is not seen more frequently. * *
GKAI^HIC * * * I'auline Frederick gives
an excellent performance both as the mother
and Her Honor the Governor.
Miss Frederick is a Hne emotional actress, sincere and
* has a few interesting diconvincing. *
rectorial touches, but could be cut to advanthat she

—

However, we do not

tage.

ommend

it

they

that

from

beans

contained

Mandalay.

jumping

The beans

were capsules loaded with shot

that

jump

in
an erratic fashion when
jiggled in the hand.
Aroused a lot
of amusement and got good iniblicity.

— Mrnest

ton,

Emerling, Locw's DayDayton, O.

of the art schools, all
artists and those feeling the urge to
draw posters, so that tliey could see
the picture and get ideas for their
work. Posters had to be size 40 x 60

and

could

white

done

in

The

*

heaves

recitself

otT slowly, but gains pace as
unfolds,
it
until we found ourself along about the lifth
reel hanging on to our seat to keep from falling.
The suspense here is terrific. * * *
I'auline F'rederick gives a fine performance
as the Governor and
.Santschi is good
as her faithful lover. • *
Xhe direction by
chet Withey is fine

and
newspaper

black

hiin'self)

ever

"im-

New Orleans

Preparet
8t

Aug. 16 to Mark Opening of "Greatei
Dorothy Gish comes
*
tire picture. » *
Movie Season" Merchants to
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * This romCooperate
England
in
filmed
ance of Nell Gwyn was
New Orleans
"Greater Movi«
and is notable for the fact that it brings
Dorothy Gish back to the screen in the Season" in this territory will get unlovably part type of role that she can do to der way Aug.
16.
The campaign wil
perfection. » * *
EVENING WORLD— * * * Dorothy Gish receive the cooperation of the amuse
ment division of the Retail Mer
as Nell tjwyn proves to be one of the most
*
of the screen.
There is real high
By all
scene * * *

charming heroines
beautifully acted.

scene after
see the new Dorothy Gish in "Nell
in

It

is

comedy
means
Gwyn."

GRAPHIC—* * * Dorothy Gish has
ample opportunity for all sorts of comedy
And
subtle, low and the slapstick variety.
there are some emotional moments in which
Miss Gish rises to the occasion beautifully.
In fact hers is as nearly a perfect perform
ance as we can imagine. * * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
whole cast

* * In fact the
excellent * * * The titles are
part of the picture.
Our ad-

is

beautifully a
vice is see "Nell

Gwyn"

*

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

*

Made

England, the locale of the various scenes
are admirably chosen, while the characters
are all acceptable, though the male characters are not such that the modern flapper
in

will become ecstatic about.
However, that
hasn't much bearing, for the picture is Dorothy Gish's and Dorothy alone. • * *
* * * "Nell Gwyn" is a triumph for Dorothy Gish.
Without her we fear to think
how the story and character might have

fared.

POST—*
ly

* "Nell Gwyn" is a thoroughcharacter sketch, partly because

*

deliglitful

of the intelligence and taste of its direction, partly because of the sparkling perform
ance of the actress in its title role.
* * *A11
in all.
"Nell Gwyn'' is pleasant film fare.
* * *

chants'

Bureau.

Rodney Toups

of Loew's State
chairman of the campaign committeti;

D. Hang of M.-(i.-M. is hand-}
the publicity, and will also se-|

anfl C.

ling

merchants and try to arrange a tieup with their convention which starts
Aug. 16.
The campaign will include screen,
newspaper and billboard advertising.
Each suburban house will be assessed
$10 and the larger theaters will stand
the rest.

Disagrees on Big Profits

—

—

;

would

be just another movie with a court
scene.
With Miss Frederick it has
a dignity, an importance far superior to the
familiar windings of its melodramatic plot.
* * * Surrounded by a competent cast and
intelligently directed by
diet Withey, the
star gives her usual splendid performance.
Slie appears, furthermore, more beautiful than

TIMES— *

room

ever.

SUN—*
of

politics.

esting even
ed -that is

—

*

a rather mediocre melodrama
Miss F'rederick is always inter-

when her acting is undistinguishthe case in "Her Honor the

—

TELEGRAM—*

*

*
*

*
*

a

completely

undistinguished picture, a sorry thing, and the
sort of film which you thought the movies
had recovered from several years ago.

TIMES — *

*

*

"Nell

Gwyn"

Paramount
Rivoli

Week Ending

July 23
A.MERICAiN— • • • It's an entertaining
picture and one that inany will enjoy.
Much
cutting and editing have vastly improved it.
• •
•
The continuity is still too episodic,
however.
There's no real story but much
•

•

"Nell

•

DAILY NEWS—"

•

•

Hut

Gwyn"

and charming

a smoothpresentation of
is

one

of the most picturesque persons who ever
intrigued the British court
The story moves
quickly and surely, with nothing to strain
one's credulity. * * •

WORLD—*
of

and shown
its

lone,

*

infinitely

picture

all

plays

the

made

and
England

rarest
in

this country.
By virtue
solitary self, it dissipates the
in

of

so

repeated observation that the English
simply don't know how. "Nell Gwyn" stands
as a bcautilul and an irrefutable testimonial
to the competence of at least one English
directing man, and it will have the effect
of placiiig future film productions from those
shores on a basis of real competitive imporoften

tance.

*

»
*'-^,,

Miss Frederick does what

she can as an able actress with her impossible part, for the story is incredible -^tu]
makes one wonder what other unnatural
thing will hapiien to the poor lady before
they get through with her.
There is something radically wrong with the court room
• • •
scene.
Even the plot with a few
changes would be good, but no plot could
put over quite as much unnatural adversity
in such a short space of time as enveloped
this unfortunate woman Governor.
• • • This is a fairly sensible
treatment of the old murder menace theme,
an for those who will sit to the end a very
agreeable and satisfying movie melodrama.

fun.

developed

ly

best
*

* •

Bible

Pictures Supplement

Sermons

Church

pictures now are being
made under auspices of the Harmon
foundation to supplement Bible sermons in the nation's churches. The
films, which are non-sectarian, will be
carefully checked, with their effect on
attendance noted, and if interest is
seen, production will be continued.
Fifty thousand dollars has been appropriated for preliminary work on
the project.
Will H. Hays has approved the move which is to be on a
non-commercial basis, with the cost
to the individual churches just covering the overhead.

picture whose rental was $12.50. The
exhibitors claimed they had first run
on "Outside the Law" and that an
opposition house was given first booking, basing their damage claim on
anticipated profits. Universal did not
violate the zone first run agreement,
the board held, warning exhibitors
to have all protection agreement defintely specified in their contracts.

Sparks to Build in Jacksonville
Jacksonville
The E. J. Sparks
Enterprises, headed by E. J. Sparks,
and operating a chain throughout the
S'outh, has completed plans for a 600
seat, $40,000 neighborhood house at
18 East Forsythe St.
Razing of the
present building on the site will
commence immediately.

—

Breaks

—

Two

Records

colors.
daily stories

,

Atlanta has purchased the territorial
rights for the entire South on the
new series of six pictures which the
Frank Mattison Prod., Hollywood,
will produce and distribute this season.

Fire

C. House
recent fire in the

Damages K.

—A

10th Street theater caused a loss esThe chief damage
was to the pipe organ and the stage.

timated at $15,000.

—

—

I

Bromberg Buys Mattison Series
C. Bromberg Attractions of

Kansas City
Cleveland Two
records
were
broken at the Allen by "The Road

'

Arthur

anybody who
First,
the picture
away from seeing the picture without to Mandalay."
on the contest, comes
Agreement at
Schedule
an ineffaceable memory of the Nell Gwyn broke the house record and then in- Summer
with scenes from the picture, and it of Dorothy Gish is, in this reviewer's not at duced the
management
to break its
Cleveland Mrs. Robinson and Sam
resulted in a lot of fine publicity in all htimble opinion, a bit shy in the vital one week
rule, established when the Deutch, running competitive suburmaterial upon which memory does its etchadvance of showing. M. A. Malaney ing
house was built, and hold over the ban houses, have agreed to operate on
Stillman Theater, (Cleveland.
She is in fact the most charming, alluring. picture for a second week.
alternate nights during the summer.

jirinted

or

!;,

cure speakers for civic and clut
luncheons.
Comprising the finance},
committee are
Maurice Barr oi
Saenger Theaters, Inc., chairman;
I. Lazarus of Best & Newcomb Theaters and Phil A. Schiro of Schiro's
Amusement Co. Schiro will collect
funds from suburban cities.
I.
B.jl.,,
Tribken of the Assoc, of Commerce!',
will
explain the campaign to theiu,

The arbitration;
Philadelphia
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Miss
SUN * * * is picturesque and diverting, board takes a dii?erent attitude from
Frederick must be congratulated for picking if not especially noteworthy program fare.
exhibitors with respect to big profits
* * * is sophisticated and has been
the story for her return to the screen, for
rather
instead of the exotic roles that she had be- well directed by Herbert Wilcox » »
This
was
operation.
theater
in
Its
come identified with for many seasons she main faults are that it is too long and too brought out when the board denied
returns in this story in the character that episodic.
•
for $400, brought by Hays &
bears the heart interest and human appeal
TELEGRAM—* * * Miss Gish is always claim
of her "Madame X."
Warner, which firm operates the
cold, unemotional
a little girl clowning her
What a graceful return to the silver way along insincerely.
• *
\Vhat takes Columbia and the Palace at York,
sheet it is * * *
is a slow sequence of comings and gofor alleged breach of contract on a
POST—* * * Without Miss Frederick, it place
ings. * *

Ills

be

*

WORLD—

"Variety"

(Paramount)
Prize poster contest was announced in a local paper and got a lot of
publicity because of its news value.
A special advance showing was given to stud<

hesitate to
as an hour's entertainment.

HERALD-TRIUUNE— *

admission to you.

(M.-G.-M.)
Kovclty stunt used in the form of
small envelopes with an announce-

ment

—

and so the mere sight of her
autumnal beauty may be worth the price of

Mandalay"

to

•

KVE.MNG JOURNAL—*

Ciovernor"

"The Road

*

Tom

"The Midnight Sun"

who

witch

called

—

"Her Honor,

WOKLU—

"The Far Cry"

little

29, 1926

near to being the en-

tion stunts.

man.

Thursday, July

\

i

:

THE
Thursday, July

29,
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Stock Listings Sought

15

Flag-Raising Ceremonies Planned
Following the old custom of hoist-

from Page 1)
ing the national emblem when the steel
consummation of the Bala- Superstructure reaches its highest allian & Katz deal, while the other two titude.
Famous will conduct flagprompted by building activi- raising ceremonies at the Paramount
,ire
ties.
Loew's has raised $15,000 000 theater building Aug. 22. The Ma!>> 6 per cent sinking fund debentures
rine Corps will officiate with the MaM .irrying stock purchase warrants) rine band to play the national anthem
with M. P. Capital issuing its addi- while the colors are raised.
(Contiin{ed

whh

the

stock to cover the convertible
in the $2,000,000 bond issue
the company recently floated.
The exchange has admitted to the
i^t
Famous Players full-paid subtional

dause

scription receipts lor
no par value.

common

witii

Loew Stock

{Continued from Page

1)

March.

Since that time the
price of the issue has fluctuated between 40 and 36 for a period of 22
weeks. When the stock went through
40 on volume Tuesday morning, it
was considered by this student a
the
accumulation has
signal
that
about been completed, and it is likely
that the action of Loew in the next
few weeks will be watched with
greater interest than at any time
since the first quarter of the current
year, when the buying by a prominent steel man was credited with being
the prime factor in carrying up the

break

in

In A Nutshell''

Pearson and Co., Ltd., has resigned
from the Joint Trade Committee bestock, cause the committee is not wholeheartedly concerned with production.
Welsh feels this question has been

Turn

at

Welsh Resigns from Committee
London— T. A. Welsh of Welsh,

''All The News

neglected.

"Masked
Hollywood

Woman"

—

Complete

The Balboni-June
Mathis production, "The Masked Wo-

Weekly Film

has been completed before
schedule time. This is the first picture to be made at First National's

Digest

man,"

new Burbank

Editing "Film Fun"
Pezet has become editor of
"Film Fun." May Ninomiya is act-

Pezet

A.

OF

studio.

W.

THE FILM DAILY

ing as his assistant.

FOR RENT
Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

stock."

Loew's,

Inc. closed last night at
42j4, a rise of 2]/^ points over Tuesday's close. Transactions totalled 28,000 shares.

Garon
Honolulu

in

Hawaii

— Roy Garon, who has re-

organized Standard Prod., is here
gathering material for a series of two
reel dramas on "The Romantic HisMany scenes will
tory of Hawaii."
be filmed here, with the remainder to
be taken in Hollywood.

Seventh Ave.

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

EVERY SUNDAY
[Delivered

WANTED
Manager, who
an A-1
is

and

mailed every Saturday]

advertiser

and exploiteer, for first class De Luxe
Motion Picture Theatre in city of
This is a splendid oppor750,000.
tunity for the right man with one of
the largest theatre organizations in
Address
the country.
Box M507, c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New York City

NEWS
EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

FOREIGN

HOLLYWOOD
PRESENT-O-GRAMS

How many ofthese tio
you tuantf PJay

GENE

TUNNEY
/yV

A

Pafheserial

THEATERS
STUDIOS EAST

ACCESSORIES
REVIEWS
SHORT SUBJECTS
EXCHANGES

r

f.ilv

I^

^

"

and

%

eo)oyed

Be

Offers
IT
pnn

—and

at

Milwaukee
and St. Paul
"Just screened

KEN

TVIAYNARD'S

initial

offering

"SENOR

DAREDEVIL." Think
so well of

it

have

SON

booked it best theatres.
First National has
added another member

JBROVVV
V"»iere

to their sure-fire boxoffice bets. »'

^irAt

Congratulations,

national

EDDIE RUBEN

^ CassStar For GassHomei

nai Western dpecUd

everywhere/
Members

of

Motion Picture Producers

<utd

Distributors of

America Inc^Wlll Hays J>nsi4ent

wemfSPkm

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

/'FILMDOM
XXXVII

OL.

Friday, July 30, 1926

No. 25

Buys 14
Eyes To France Fox
Plays Included

Stories

Purchases
Made by Maurice Revnes, Returned from Europe
Fourteen stories and plays were
purchased for Fox by Maurice Revnes of the production department
Six

DANGER

in

which has always
kirked in tne background for
lis industry now comes to the
The nucleus exists in
)re.
ranee. It is there the Govern- who has just returned to New York
lent is about to make effective after two months abroad.
He was
accompanied by Arthur Hornblow
s fireproof film law^

k

Inflammable stock
:d

after Jan.

1928.

1,

will

be bar-

The pow;

Pathe Consortium, usually
n the inside of official French
ctivity, is behind the legislarful

of the Robert Milton Co.. which
is
to produce the plays with Fox
financing.
Acquisitions include six plays, the
titles
of which will be announced
soon.
Revnes visited France, Eng(Continiicd on Page 2)

An Example For

M-G-M

Others

Releases Set

Schedule Lists Tentative Dates of
The situation becomes more porTwo-thirds of New Year's Output "Mare Nostrum" First
:ntous because of the precedent
Tentative release dates of tworanee will establish.
It is not farthirds of its new year's product were
:tched to predict that other nations announced yesterday by
M.-G.-M.
/ill follow.
Everywhere a financial Thirty-four pictures are listed in the
urden will be added to the industry. announcement, including five of the

—

new westerns,

Slow-burning
oes

not

retain

ammable

stock.

urtailed.

And

f

film

the

is

brittle.

tenacity

of

It

in-

becomesi
so on the shoulders
Print

life

distributors falls the cost of

added

but not the specials,
Scarlet Letter," "Annie Laurie"
and "The Mysterious Island." The
list of releases is given below, month

"The

by month:
29

Sept.

5

Exhibitors

with

Greta

5)

Can Help

Publix Graduation

been
iporadic efforts to legislate for non- Applications Being Considered for
Third Class in Theater Managenflammable film. Such agitation has
ment 27 Complete Course
lied.
It is well to keep it so.
The
With the graduation of the second
In

America,

there

have

—

of the Hays or- class,
applications now are being
accomplished much. taken for the third session of the
Publix Theater Managers Training
Fire hazards in exchanges have been
School. In this session, as in the class
educed through care and diligence. of 27 just graduated, will be representIn aiding the industry to ward off ed managers and assistant managers

:onservation

ganization

work

has

Britain

Wide Apart

By ERNEST
Editor,

IV.

FREDMAN

—

London The Joint Comrepresenting
the
mittee,
entire British trade on the
matter of the quota, was
dissolved yesterday following the report of the subcommittee that it had failed to reach an agreement
on a solution of this vexatious problem.

The next move

is

held

be up to the Government.
A quota by law ia
to

anticipated.

Paris

— Pathe

— Advocate

Consortium,

is

it

prints.
The law
to become effective after a certain date.
At that time all inflammable film was to be banned throughout France. The restriction was designed to affect all individuals concerned with motion pictures, both domestic and foreign.
It is now regarded as certain that
after Jan.' 1, 1928, the regulation will

of

non-inflammable

was

of

what

is

to
this

Those who are aware
come are fearful of the

legislation throughout
effect of
Will Spend $2,- Europe. That Pathe Consortium is
000,000 on New Plant at Burbank
pulling the strings from the inside is
in Expansion Program
not doubted.

Comedy Producer
Burbank,

Cal.

—

Another

large

prospect for Burbank.
While official confirmation of the
project cannot be obtained, it is stated
on good authoritv that Mack Sennett
studio

is

Eastman

will,

of

course,

turn

to

(Continued on Page 5)

in

S.

B. Sparks, Circuit Head, Killed
Lexington, Ky. Police are search-

—

build a $2,000,000 studio here. ing for a hit-and-run driver whose
The location will be just south of speeding automobile fatally injured
SenFirst National's new studios.
S. B. Sparks of the Sparks theater
{Continued on Page 2)
circuit of central Kentucky.
Sparks was repairing a tire when
He died at a local hospital.
struck.
will

"Go-Betweens" Hit

—

KANN

Poli

and Wilmer

&

Vincent

circuits.

Desberg Sailing
of Loew's Ohio TheDesberg
Fred
Applications of Famous Players,
for London,
M.-G.-M. and M. P. Capital Corp. for has completed his deal by which his aters, Cleveland, leaves
the Leviathap
on
Berlin
and
Royal,
Paris
the
and
Newman
theaters,
the
grantbeen
listing of new issues have
tomorrow night.
are transferred to Publix.
ed by the Stock Exchange.

Newman-Publix Deal Complete
Kansas City— Frank L. Newman

Be-

to

learned, has developed a non-inflammable stock which is described as
the equal of the inflammable product in merit.
This development is important for
this reason: For some time there has
been a statute on the French legislative
records regarding the use

be enforced.

THF

Stock Issues Listed

File,

Slow-Burning Stock

Boost Refused

(Continued on Page 4)

come Operative

Film Renter, London

End
of the Publix' houses, whose record Seattle Film Board Acts to Put
legislation such as France is about
To Contract Squabbles Caused
entitles them to training at the school.
to impose, exhibitors have a definitQ
by Signature Technicality
A. M. Botsford was toastmaster at
{Continued on Page 2)
duty. They must keep their booths in
Seattle^A move to make binding
upon the theater owner all contracts
proper condition. Exits must be taken
signed in his name, has been made
care of.
There should b'e nothing to
the Northwest Film Board of
by
Washington A showdown on the Trade, in a resolution passed relitter the ways out of the theater.
question of a lockout of operators is
As long as precautionary measures in prospect as a result of action of cently.
The resolution was brought about
ire resorted to within the industry,
theater owners in rejecting demands
(Continued on Page 5)
be
will
fire
protective associations
of the union for wage increases and
content.
Once a laxity is discovered, shorter working hours.
A. Julian
No Comment On Keith-Albee Deals
Irki strong hand will assert itself.
Brylawski, chairman of the wage
some restrictions will be imposed and scale committee, served notice on the
John J. Murdock yesterday said he
insurance rates might easily take a union that no increase would be grant- had no comment to make on
that the Kcithjump skyward.
The agreement expires Sept. 1. FILM DAILY story
ed.
interests are negotiating for the
Albee
believe
they
fight
Preparing for the

Wage

Long on

Statute,

Sennett Plans Studio

— "Mare Nostrum."
— "The
Temptress,"

Aug.

Garho and Antonio Moreno.
(Continued on Page

)rints.

France To Ban Inflammable Film
After Jan. 1/28; Others May Follow

Jr.,

ion.

Price 5 Cents

Colonial

Sparks

operated

the

Liberty

theaters,

Winchester.

and

Tourneur Plans Vacation Abroad
Having reliquished
Hollywood
direction of "The Mysterious Island."
Benjamin
to
picture,
M.-G.-M.
Christianson. Maurice Tourneur is

—

planning a trip to Europe. It is reported he will make a picture there.

Earnings
Loew's, Inc., for 40 weeks
shows a surplus of $5,244,193.
M. P. Capital Corp. now lists
assets of $7,637,608.

Shubert Theaters Corp.. a
heavy stockholder in the UnitCircuit,
Theater
Artists
ed

makes

a profit of $2,320,867.

Details will be found
5.

on page
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The

of the plays will be pro-

first

duced on Broadway

this fall.
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Sennett Plans Studio!

Revues

A.

the

Shear and L.

Wm.

J.

Ootta.

Ark.

Smith.

Ft.

Joie,
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;

—
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O. for use
organization work.
P. T.

in

promoting

its

1)

studios now a;
the
(jraduates left closed for the regular summer vaci
graduation exercises,
tion period.
for their assignments immediately folBuilding of a new studio is in lit
lowing the banquet. Following is a
with an expansion program planm
list of the class and assignments:
A M. Avery, Capital, Little Rock, Ark.; by Sennett, with a number of impor
G Baker, A. M. Roy, R. Coller, C. F. Mil- ant additions to his roster of playei
Conner, New England district
lett. and C.
planned, as well as an increase of tl:
Stein, New York district

banquet which wound up

Fourmet. Rex, Spartansburg, N. C. ; E. Harwhen the rison,
told
Lincoln, Lincoln. Ncu. J. HobDy. ral
H. Kahn, Granada
ace, Tacksonville, Fla.
Olympic docked.
San Francisco; F. Kislingbury. California,
Queen. Austin
Laurie.
San Francisco; \V.
Wheat Crop Helps Kansas Business Texas;
A
H. LeValley, Palace. Lockport
The remarkable H. Mason. New York City Theaters; L. ('
Kansas City
N. J.
W. K
wheat crop is producing improved Mtrrill. Jersey. Morristown.
Moore. Palace, Fort Worth. Tex. G. Nevi'
business for exhibitors, according to Metropolitan. Boston, Mass.
Slent
R.
C. E. Cook, manager of the Kansas, Rialto, Pueblo, Colo.
E. Steel, Florida, St
R. K. Stonebrook. Capito
Petersburg, F'a.
Missouri M. P. T. O.
Moines. Iowa V. L. WadUins. Forsytlie
The situation is proving a big aid Des
Atlanta. G,t.
J. T. Terhune, Ria'to, Omaha,
to the co-operative campaign being Neb.; E. A. Whittaker, Strand, .'Xshevil'e. N.
organizaWorthen,
Strand. Knoxville. Tenn
exhibitor
and
P.
C.
conducted by the
The drive, which
tion and P. D. C.
opens Aug. 1, is for immediate play
Amateur Cinema League Formed
dates and is to conclude Nov. 30.
Development
of amateur motion
Part of the proceeds will go to the

M.

from Page

(.Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

He

thors.
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Publix Graduation

14 Stories

(Continued from Patie

land and
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picture photography and acting is
the purpose of the Amateur Cinema

League.
Hiram Percy Maxim is
Efforts will
temporary chairman.
Drops
Employment
Mid-West
be made to enlist the active memChicago For the third month emFinancial
bership of the 15.000 to 20.000 ownployment in the seventh reserve disExchange of prints
ers of cameras.
Detrict shows a slight reduction.
publication of a magazine are
and
plants employing
Skyrocketing 12 points in a turnover of crease in June at
planned.
more than half a million shares. General about 380,000 averaged seven per
Motors yesterday again showed the strength cent or about the same as in each
with which it is regarded on the Street.
Theater Burns at Montgomery
of two preceding months.
This advance in General Motors and a someMontgomery, Ala, Several hunwhat smaller one by U. S. Steel put the
market into a position where close stuDolores Del Rio for "Carmen"
dred people made an orderly exit
dents regard it as looking forward to an
Hollywood Dolores del Rio will from the Strand, when advised by
era of prosperity.
The main body of stocks, however, were be starred in "Carmen." which Fox Edward Dicey, organist, that fire was
unresponsive to the impressive rise of these is to make.
She is also slated for an sweeping the building. Damage estitwo issues. Loew's. Inc.. was much in de
"Resurrection," mated at $35,000. was caused. Terry
in
role
important
mand. adding !4 of a point in transactions
Edwin Carcwe will produce McDaniels is manager of the house,
Players slid a which
Fairrous
21,000.
totalling
fraction in sales aggregating 13.200.
which is operated by Montgomery
for LTnited Artists.

—

Hollywood

nett's

1

scope of his activties.

'Movie Chats" at M. P. T. O. Sessio
A sample reel of "Movie Chats

which the M. P. T. (
sponsor, is to be shown to th
administrative committee at a meet
ing to be held Aug. 6 at the farm (
Louis Sagel, near Hartford, Com
Final details of release have bee
completed, according to Joseph \
Seider, with contracts to be submit
ted to members for approval.
'U
E. Comerford, J. J. Harwood, Na
than
Yamins, Dave Adams an'
Harry Davis are on the board.
distribution of
will

Dupont To Direct Swanson
Hollywood A. E. Dupont is t
direct Gloria Swanson, having signet
a contract to make two a year fo

—

United Artists.

He

leaves Universa

where he made one picture. "Lov'
Me and the World is Mine." Hugi
Ballin has been signed as art direc
tor for Miss Swanson.
He leave
for
York Sunday.

New

HALROACH

—

pifesents

—

Enterprises.

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

Balaban
•Bala.

&

32^

.

.

&

.

Katz
Katz Vtc
.

.

37.>i

32/8
37/,

73

73

113'/s

Famous

\\7H

•Fam.
•Fam.

Play. Pfd.
Play. Rts.
•Film Inspect.
First NafI Pfd. 103/8
.

Fox Film '"A"
Fox Theaters "A"

,

112
116

73M

\03'A
73/8

\03'A
73V4

100
2.ino

23H
11%

200

43 Mi

42

M.

Cap. Corp.
Exch. "A"

19!^

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common

97 >4
26
6

Skouras Bros

51'/.

51/.

8-4

8 '4

S6?1i

H

19/2
55/,
97
23

Uni. Art. The. Ct.
•Universal Pict.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Warner Bros.
.

.

42 ^^ 21,666
24
ioo
19^
700
56
300
97
.

si^S
70
8-4
100
30/.

400

Warner Pict, "A"
•Warner Pictures
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
tr Bid and Ask

18

18

Thomas Meighan

1,000

Wayne

picture

its

3,000.

Found Dead

Director

Los Angeles
ford,

— Charles

Avery Brad-

director, was found dead last
in the bathroom of his apartat 1129 N.

said

days when

known

14H

at

—

Bradford

45/.
18'4

— Continuing

Famous.

cians

96^

.

for

week
ment

,

3

Am.

Trans-Lux Screen

....

6.

23H

••Stan. Co. of

1197^

900

4'/i

24

Pathe

13,200

Koppin Building
Detroit

expansion
program. Woodward Theater Co.,
headed by H. S. Koppin has broken
ground for its new house on MichiWhite Plains Theater for Keith
The house,
White Plains, N. Y. Construction gan Ave., at Wayne.
which is to have a seating capacity
has started on the new Keith-Albee,
on Main St.
The house will seat of 1.800, will be completed in January.
next

the

ma
116*4

.

•Intern'l
Project
I^ocw's. Inc
Metro Gold. Pfd.
P.

300
300

73

Eastman Kodak
Players

32/8
37/.
73

Beaudine Due From Coast Today
William Beaudine arrives in New
York from the Coast today to direct

in

Madison Ave. Physi- vaudeville

he had
found.

was
the

Calderone House to Cost $450,000
The seventh theater of the Calderone chain will open Nov. 15 at Glen
Cove, L. T. The house will ,s<-at 2,000
and
cost
$450,000.
Keith-Albee

been

dead

comparatively

industry,

and

is

is

planned.

four

unnot

credited with any productions in the

FILM YEAR BOOK.

Shapiro Tiffany Boston Manager
Boston William F. Shapiro now

—

is

manager

of

Tiffany's

new

ex-

This

JIIAMie FtNLAvso

—

Rudnick Gets Third House
Rudnick has taken over the

Mr.

Imperial, Brooklyn.
in his chain.

It

,

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

is

FREE

Exchange

WANTED

Manager, who is an A-1 advertiser
and exploiteer, for first class De Luxe
Motion Picture Theatre in city of
This is a splendid oppor750,000.
tunity for the right man with one of
the largest theatre organizations in
Address:
the country.
Box MS07, c-o Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New York City

FOR RENT

—

Kenosha. Wis.^I'uiit on the site
Burke, which was completely
destroyed by fire several months ago,
the Cameo has been opened by Saxe

p,.

Npath^comecD

manager.

—

enterprises.

WITH ETHEL CLAYTON

AND

change, succeeding I. L. Wallenstein.
E. W. Cobe has been named office

"The First Night" Started
Sign for Warner Product
Hollywood Production has started
The following chains have signed
on Tiffany's "The First Night," with
Edmonton Pantages Closed
Bert Lytell, Harry Myers and Glenn for the Warner product: Kunsky.
Mayer & Schneider, Rachmil & RintThe PantaRes Tryon. Richard Thorpe directing.
Edmonton. Alia.
zler, Poli, Publix, Badger.
has been closed for five weeks for
new equipment. Grant Pembcrton,
Seaman Takes Over Three
manager, has been to .Seattle, Wash.,
Terris to England on Production
Highland. N. Y. Walter Seaman
to secure new lighting equipment.
Tom Terriss sails on the Minnehas assumed operation of the Cameo
and Advance here and the Marlboro tonka for London tomorrow in connection with production in England.
at Marlboro.
Saxe Opens Kenosha House
of the

MERRV WIOOWEI

is

Gold Buys

Newark

Two Newark

— Max

Ball

capacity 2500-

Best equipped Ball Room
Best <3own-town
in city.
location.

—Write

JOE FRIEDMAN

Houses

Gold has purchased
the third the Joyland and Garden from Abe
Jemel.
Each house seats 300.

Room

446

Wabasha

St. St. Paul,

Minn.

Ihe Event ThatWiU
Revolutionize
Motion

August 6''- IS the date!
PRESENTED BY

WARNER
IN

BROS.

TheWarnerTheatrey N.Y.

CPNJUNCTION WITH

-is the place I

WORLD PREMIERE SHOWING OF
4d

DON JUAN

WW

EXHIBITORS! Do

JOHN BARRyNORE
BY ARRANGEMENT WITH

THE WESTERN ELECTRIC
AND THE

CONPANy

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

revolutionized by "

VITAPHONE"? On

that

;

What

means to modern
railroad train means to
modern travel; what the world's greatest
inventions mean to civilization today
that is what Warner Bros, bring to motion pictures in"VITAPHONE."
the telephone

what the

—

Nothing in the history of motion piccompares with the importance of
this one event! Through "VITAPHONE"
it will now be possible for the world at
large to see and hear that which was heretofore impossible. At last the actual performances of the world's greatest artists
tures

brought to the screen Martinelli,
Mischa Elman, Marion Talley, Harold
Bauer, Efrem Zimbalist, Anna Case, The
Metropolitan Opera Chorus, the 107piece New York Philharmonic Orchestra
—personally directed by Henry Hadley!
Each one a name that draws fabulous
prices at the box-offices of opera houses
and concert halls everywhere. And scores
of others still to come. Stop and think!
The motion picture public will see and
hear in one performance, for one admiswill be

PLUS TAX

on August

day "VITAPHONE" will bring the realization of a new
future to the theatres of the world a future brighter
in its aspects, broader in its scope, and greater in its
possibilities than any other period in the development
of motion pictures.
life;

OPENING NIGHT
ADMISSION

realize that

6th motion pictures will have been completely

SCENARIO BY BESS MEREDYTH DIRECTED BY ALAN CROSLAND

WITH THE WORLD'S GREATEST ACTOR

you

!

sion price, the greatest entertainment the
stage or screen has 'ever seen!

In collaboration with the finest scienand engineering laboratories in the
world, those, of the Western Electric
Company and the Bell Telephone
Laboratories with their staffs of more
than three thousand expert scientists and
engineers, Warner Bros., through itsalertness, its eagerness to excell in deeds, its
farsightedness and ready appreciation of
big ideas have brought the reaIi:ation of
this new future for motion pictures.
tific

Like the rumblings of a coming storm,
word-of-mouth comment comes low and
slowly, but gathering power as it sweeps
onward, it carries like lightning to the far
corners of the world. Such will be the
praise for"VITAPHONE"! Already you
have heard of it. And on August 6th the
whole world will thrill to the greatest
news the entire motion picture industry
has ever heard. The World Premiere of

"VITAPHONE"- Remember
August

6,

1926.

r

the date.

THE
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FILM DAILY
Regular Features
NOW RUNNING
^^Exploit-O-Grams^'
by Jack Harro'wer

"Present-O-Grams''
by Arthur W. Eddy

"Kno'w Your Industry*^
by Jack Harroiver

"Review Of Reviews''
by

"And

Brennan

Lilian

That's That"

by PhU M. Daly

"A

From Lots"

Little

by Ralph

WUk

"Foreign Flashes"
by James

P.

Cunningham

"HoUyw^ood Happenings"
by Harvey

E.

Gausman

is

a

by Samuel Datlowe

"New

Exploit- O' Grams

(Continued fiotn Page 1)
in prospect, cxhiijitors have opened
Six
training school for operators.

information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
the put them over.

direction

of

Saum

H.

Sgt.

of

Signal Corps. The fee is $10.
In denouncing the propose'd increase, which reaches a maximum of
35 per cent, with a 24 per cent decrease of working hours asked, Brylawski said it would raise the cost of
operation in the city $70,000 a^year.
This, statement is attacked by Thomas
A. Reed, union head.
Washington operators get $60 for
They demand $75
a 44-hour week.
for 40 hours work, with additional
The
operators for some houses.
union asks that an apprentice at $30
a week be hired to turn lights on and

by Charles

F.

Hynes

"Financial Notes"
by Samuel Datlowe

—AND—
Revie^vs on All Features
and Short Subjects

money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of

"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when you run these pictures.

Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are
helping you.

"Juvenile Comedies"
(Educational)
Staged an annual baby parade,
which featured "Big Boy" who appears in the Juvenile Comedies imoff at each performance, in houses personated by one of the youngsters.
whose switchboard is located in the The kid wore the big men's shoes,
Musicians and stage hands derby hat and the infant underthings
booth.
are expected to strike in sympathy typical of "Big Boy."
He carried
with the operators in the event of a placard with this lettering Busit
All theater owners have ness men were the judges, and "Big
a walkout.
pledged themselves to stand pat in Boy" won first prize.
Newspapers
their refusal of the

demands

—

—

gave the parade considerable publicity, and one carried a photo of the
winner. Allen Benn, Benn Theater,

.

—

Musicians Union Strong
Strength of the mu- Philadelphia.
sicians' union here was demonstrated
when it ordered out four musicians
"Miss Nobody"
from the Howard theater (colored")
(First National)
which is running on an "open shop"
Good use of paper gained the necbasis.
Because the quartette played essary publicity. A large sized beaver
the show from memory, the house
board cut-out of Anna Q. Nilsson
was forced to close.
was used as the principal lobby display.
Smaller cut-outs were also disHays May Address A. M. P. A.
Posters were generously
played.
Will H. Hays i& to be asked to ad- used and many one-sheets bearing an
dress the A. M. P. A. at its meeting attractive layout found their way into
Tom Wiley, who the windows of the most prominent
next Thursday.
is leaving for England, was presented
A large cloth banner was
shops.
with a traveling bag at yesterday's stretched out beneath the marquee
meeting.
About 3,000 heralds were used. C. P.
At the session, the nomination com- Banaza, Fifth Avenue Theater, Nashmittee submitted its report proposing ville, Tenn.

Washington

—

—

the following candidates:
President, Walter Eberhardt; vicepresident, Lon Young; treastirer, S.
Chas. Einfeld; secretary, Eddie Finney; board of directors: the above
officers and A. L. Selig, Charles Barrell, Fred Baer, Julian Solomon and

Ed McNamec: auditing comm.: H.

C.

"The Red Lily"
(M.-G.-M.)

Ran

a one-inch teaser ad on every
page of the newspaper reading:
"Watch for the Red Lily." Simultaneously a crew of boys was sent

out with door-knob hangers in the
Jacques Kopstein and
of tags of white paper on whicli
George Harvey; Nat'l Counsellor, U. shape
letters—

Bate,

chm.,

Chamber

of

was printed

Commerce,

in

large

red

J.
Lily."
Then the paper
Glendon "The Red
followed with the regular advertiseEinfeld also was
Allvine.
ment with an unusually large headnominated for vice president by a
line— "The Red Lily Is Here." A
committee of seven.

Beatty;

advisory
Charles

council,

put in a special window display
with a card containing a still of the
show reading: " 'The Red Lily' is at
the Hollywood, but every other kind
of a flower you can think of is in this
window." The florist also furnished
flowers and plants for the lobby
which bore a courtesy card. Miss
Theater,
Hollywood
Law,
Julia

florist

Libel Suit Against "Telegraph"

Theaters"

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary

weeks' courses are being offered under

S.

"Accessory Advice"

Boost Refused

Damages

of $250,000 are asked in
brought by Max Fleischer,
producer of Out-of-the-Inkwell cartoons, against Hermis Press Corp.,
publisher of "The Morning Telegraph." The newspaper, according ic\

a libel suit

the

complaint,

libeled

Fleischer

in

news items published July 4 and 5.
Finkelstein & Welling represent the
plaintiff.

—

Portsmouth, O.
in Mabel's Room"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.^

"Up

No statement was forthcoming
Had special billboards printed, with
from the "Morning Telegraph."
copy reading "Meet Me," "Let's Go"
and "Come On" Up In Mabel's
Hoffman Producing "Block Signal" Room, varying the copy on the difHoffman ferent stands. The manager also creHollywood
Renaud
Prod, has started "The Block Sig- ated a novel trailer using, instead of
nal."
Frank O'Connor is directing actual scenes of the picture, some
and the cast includes Ralph Lewis, of the catchy photos of Marie PreyJean Arthur, Hugh Allan, George ost and other characters.— Fred Miller, Figueroa Theater, Los Angeles.
Cheesebro, Sydney Franklin,

—

.

THE
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$5,244,193 Surplus

$7,637,608 Assets

Europe's Largest

Loew's Statement for 40 Weeks Made
Public $4.94 a Share on 1,060,780
Shares
The financial statement for Loew's
Inc.,
and subsidiaries for the 40
weeks ended June 10, 1926, shows a

Mayeif is going to spend $3,500,000 to make the Empire theater

surplus

house

—

of

$5,244,193 after charges,
|Federal taxes and dividends on MetroiGoldwyn preferred were paid. This
denotes earnings of $4.94 a share on
the 1,060,780 shares of no par stock.
The consolidated statement shows
the following:
Opera'ting profit
Depreciation
Federal taxes

Minimum

M-G

—

London

M.

Metro-Goldwyn-

Europe.

$150,704

ment
total

Remodeling

1,546,576,
1,029,4

interest

".

1,139,6^9

preferred dividends

232^05

•.

Surplus for Loew's, Inc

$5,24'fl93

The assets of the corporationfare
aow placed at $75,234,243. CasMj on
hand on June 10 was $9,780,723. leal

current assets are given as
$7,39J,806, current liabilities, |4,625,439 and surplus, $150,704.

'

Releases Set

12— "The

Sept.

Waltz

Drearn',"

a

tJFA

depreciation were itemized at $30,^6
301.

Norma

equipment

after

Griffith Title

—

reserveslfor

Changed

.

12
19

3

Sex,''

—

Shearer.
"La Boheme," co-starring Lillian
Oct. 10
Gish and John Gilbert.
17
."The Gay Deceiver," featuring
Oct.

—

Corinne GrifTfitW"! Lew Cody, Marceline Day and Malcolm
production, "Just Off Broad* MacGregor.
Oct. 24 -"The Magician," Rex Ingram
way," has been re-titled "Broadway^ production with Alice Terry and Paul
jWegener.
Blues." Richard Wallace directed
"The Boy Friend," with MarcelOct. 31
ne Day, John Harron and George K. Ar-

Los Angeles

—

atest

—

"Anti-Fire" Film
(.Continued from Page

1)

the wholesale production of a slowburning film to meet the competition

France and elsewhere in
event that the law becomes oper-

Pathe

of

the

in

ative.

For American exporters the situa[tion not only means added expense
non-infilammashorter than the other

since the

life

of the

base is
it presents other difficulties.
It
is
not improbable that laboratory
work may have to be done in France
where up-to-date plants are more or
ble

but

less

of an

unknown

quantity.

There is little difference in the cost
of manufacture of slow-burning and
highly inflammable raw stock.
Tho
used in a far greater percentage throughout the World because
it enjoys a longer durability than the
"non-inflam."
latter is

$13,033 Loss
p.

Claimed

D. C. Failed to Make Expenses on
"Shifting Sands," Company Says

Answer

to Luxor Suit
Prod. Dist. Corp., is $13,033 "in the
red" on "Shifting' Sands," "desert picPictures
ture, produced by Luxor
Corp., it is contended by the distriDuting company in a counterclaim enin

Advances
Accrued interest receivable
Accrued commissions receivable

— "Altars Desire," starring Mae
rray supported by Conway Tearle.
— "Love's Blindness," with Pauline
StaVke and Antonio Moreno.
—
M.-G.-M. outdoor.
Nov,
—An
"Johnny Get Your Hair Cut,"
Nov.
starring Jackie Coogan.
Nov. 28 — "There You Are," featuring

6,317,654
212,548
107,846
68,034
36,250

.

Investments
Furniture and fixtures, alter depre.

1)

film.

Sept.
Sept.

•

•

•

ciation

Deferred charges
Negative, "Her Market Value"

Nov.

was bound with

chain

$7,637,608

Liabilities
Notes and accounts payable .... $4,561,380
Dividends payable
Federal income tax, 1925
Accrued interest payable

15,466
31,702
14,521
2.370
26,043
143,792
613,400

Guarantee deposits
Reserves for Federal taxes
Deferred credits
S% pfd. stock (par $25)
Common stock (represented
175,462 no par shares)
Surplus

by
2,078,230
150,70<<

a sure-fire

and
The other day when he was
passing through Carlsbad, Germany,
with Mary, he shocked the natives
by receiving them in pajamas when
the mayor called to welcome him.
off.

A
that

Total

is

thrill-provider both on the screen

1

.

"London Times" dispatch
Carl Laemmle, Jr., sent a

says
$2,-

draft of a scenario to
New York. Bet the Universal is glad
that it's the Atlantic and not the
wider Pacific that fills in the space

500 wireless

between Europe and America.

Stan Laurel's suit, we are told, is
for an accounting on the profits of
comedies he made, for Joe Rock.
.Comedians, it seems, don't get any
laughs out of their pictures.
.

$7,637,608

Total

14

"ov.

Some

of

7

14
21

Conrad

Nagel,

Faiwcett.

— "Faust,"

Edith

Roberts

and

George

with Emit Jannings.
Dec. 5
Dec. 12— "The Red Mill," with Marion
Davies, Owen Moor, Louise Fazenda.
Dec. 12 An M.-G.-M. outdoor.
Dec. 19 -"Heaven on Earth," with Conrad Nagel and Renee Adoree.
Dec. 26 A second starring vehicle for
Norma Shearer, now called "Upstage."'
"Slide Kelly Slide."
Jan,
"The Taxi Dancer," a Harry MilJan. 9
lard Production.
16
^"Tin Hats," with Conrad Nagel,
Jan.
Claire Windsor, and Bert Roach.
Jan, 23 ^"The Flaming Forest," directed
by Reginald Barker.
Lon Chaney's "The Ordeal.''
Jan. 30
6
Feb.
"The Little Journey," Hobart
Henley production.
Feb. 13 ^"The Grey Hat," with Lew Cody

——

—

2—

—
—
—
——
—

and Joan Crawford.
Feb. 13— An M.-G.-M. outdoor.

—
—
—
—
—

Feb. 20 A film of training camp life, directed by E. H. Grifiith, with T. Roy Barnes,
Charles Ray and Gertrude Olmsted.
Feb. 27
"The Understanding Heart," directed by Jack Conway.
March 6 "Frisco Sal.','-March 13 "Tillie the Toiler," starring
Marion Davies.
March 13 An M.-G.-M. outdoor.

,

—

—

Counterclaim of P. D. C. alleges
the company has been unable
o recoup the cost of distributing the
licture.
have requested
Plaintiffs
'ight to examine, as witnesses, all
officers of the distributing corporaion, which request will be passed on
it
a hearing Aug. 16 before Jacob
?"abian at 100 E. 42nd St.

girl

a chain for violating parental or-

ur.

defeated Bockus, Hirlagraph,
assignee of contract with Hod- Fox
sidetracked "Shifting Sands," 6—0, 10—8; Johnson, Pathe, defeated
n favor of other pictures, with dam- Gallup, United Artists, 6 2, 6 2;
iges of $119,788 asked. Of this amount Beacher, M.-G.-M., defeated Carlin,
:he credit
company claims $16,500 Warner Bros., 6 3, 6 4.
'm a loan to Luxor.
;hat

Brooklyn a

«J

ders aganst picture shows.
They're even carrying the
idea into the home.

4,020
135,498

Earnings $2,320,867

—

—

Reynolds Signed by M.-G.-M.
City Benjamin Reynolds,
cameraman, has been signed by M.G.-M. on a long term contract.
Culver

—

Billy

for

Beaudine

Biograph.

To-

arrives from the Coast, drawShubert Theater day he
Net
ing room and all, to direct Tommy
Corp., for the year ending June 30,

earnings

of

Meighan for Famous.
the
corporation's
$2,320,867,
This
equivalent
is
statement shov»s.
Eddie Cantor journeyed io the
to $15.06 a share on the 154.040 outcapital to make one picture,
standing shares of stock. This com- film
noiv he's going to do a second. Likeshare
pared with $1,075,931 or $7.17 a
wise George Jessel. There is a lure
the previous year.
to Hollyivood, all right.
Total assets are $15,990,147 and
net assets $8,641,283, equivalent to
There are quite a few people in
Cash is $2,788,591 as
$56.09 a share.
the industry who should be eligible
compared with $412,720 a year ago.
to membership in the Amateur CineThe statement shows an increase of ma League.
$994,862 in investments, gained printotal

cipally

stock

through purchase of common
the United Artists Theater

in

Cilrcuit.

$46,000

New Haven

House Planned .
The new Whalley

—

Ave. will cost $46,000 and will be
operated by Associated Theaters, Inc.

Hutchison Directing
Hollywood Charles Hutchison

—

by

(Continued from Page 1)
difficulty experienced in

Wallop."

Schine Leases Theater
Massena, N. Y. Schine Enterprises have leased the Rialto from
The house seats
arbitra- Frank J. Kuras.

—

with theater owners refusing to 485.
recognize contracts entered into in
This means of contract
their name.
evasion, it is felt, will be eliminated

tion,

tenticn

the

of

Trade, be

Northwest

Film

Board

DOIURS

of

it

"Resolved that this board views this condition with alarm as tending to work to the
disadvantage of both the exhibitor and the

and it is further
"Resolved that no member of

YOUR PATRONS

distributor,

this

Board

accept contracts or exhibition dates from
other than the owner or accredited agent of
any theater, and be it further
shall

"Resolved that unless the status of any
person or persons acting as agent for any
theater be unquestioned, the name or names
of such persons shall be submitted to the
Gojmnittee of this Board by all
Credit

—

shall

have been reviewed by

this

is

directing William Fairbanks on his
first BischofT production at the Calitornia Studio, entitled "The Winning

"Go-Betweens" Hit

members with whom they attempt to transM.-G.-M. Signs George K. Arthur
business, for investigation, and no conLos Angeles George K. Arthur act
tract or exhibition dale shall be confirmed
has been signed by M.-G.-M. on a until, the report of the Credit Committee

long-term contract.

ago

years

was "prop" boy

M.-G.-M. in First Place
M.-G.-M. leads in the film tennis by the action board members have
tournament with four victories and taken. The resolution follows:
The other companies
"Whereas the practice of film salesmen
lered in suit brought by Luxor and no defeats.
Pathe, Hirlagraph, and exhibitors, as well as other persons conthe New Amsterdam Credit Corp. rank as follows:
nected directly or indirectly with the Motion
Bockus. Hirlagraph, Picture Industry arranging with various exdefeater
against the distributor and W. W. Fox,
National, Warner Bros.
Hodkinson Corp.
hibitors to act as their agents in the buying
Simonson, and booking of film, having come to the atWednesday's results:
In the action, the plaintiff alleges

.hat as
isinson,

IN

Douglas Fairbanks
$755,757
af-

ter reserve

(Continued from Page

By PHIL. M. DALY

Assets
Cash
Notes and accounts recievable

M-G-M

That's That!

Details of the statement follow:

—
M.-G.-M. outdoor.
—An
"Battling Butler," starring Buster Keaton,
— "Blarney," with Ralph Graves.
Sept. 26
Renee Adoree and Paulette Duval.
—^"The Waning
starring
Oct.

estate,

P. Captal Corp., in a stateas of March 31, 1926, shows
assets of $7,637,608.
Of this

amoiint,

of the theater is to get under
way at once, with the company
planning to model the structure after the^ Capitol, New

$9,192,523
_

And

The M.

in Leicester Square, the largest and most beautiful picture
in

Corp. Files ReportSurplus Is Placed at

Capital

P.

Board."

SO

pimi wimiif AND
YOVR PJJROSS.

WE OWN NEW YORK
First National crasHes into

Avay ^vitH

its

Proad-

History-maKing

Panner Group! Just an indication
of tHe sensational pictures tHat
are s'w^eeping tHe nation First
National's ^w^ay. THe country is
going FIRST NATIONAL! All are
bo^ving to tHe leader

FIRST NATIONAL
First in Stars!
e-v-e-r-y

week

First in Stories!

— 52

tried

and

First in Pictures!

tested hits a year!
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pycscnts

MB

'/

stfirrin^

Reginald

Denny

The

of the "Big Money" Denny Specials is a
before the scramble begins.
bet to grab
It's a Universal Super Jewel from the Broadway
first

NOW —

success by Will B. Johnstone

and Will R. AndersoQ.

With a cast, mcludin^ Blanche Mehaffey, Ben
Hendricks, Jr., Lee Moran, Oscar Beregi, Tom
O'Brien, and others equally as strong, at theboxoffice
:

A

WILLIAM A. SETTER

Greater Movie Season

Road Sho'ws
In recent years, road shows
have reached a place of importance in the industry. They
are praised by some and con-

demned by

others.

An

inter-

esting article as to their inside

workings as well as

many other

features of interest in this issue

of

THE HLM DAILY.

Production

in our history have finer pictures been ready.
NEVER
Never have we had better theaters to show them

"Greater Movie Season" is no longer an experiment.
It benefits producer, distributor, exhibitor and public
alike. Under the splendid sponsorship of the Hays organization the "Greater Movie Season" of 1927 will prove
the most compelling movement of unanimity ever undertaken in the motion picture industry.
in.

Foreign Markets
Never have foreign activities in
picture circles been of more
significance

than at

The world

large.

is

presear.

The

situa-

complex. Every week
brings new important developments. Reading the foreign
tion

is

news in THE FILM DAILYuill
keep you abreast of the r-'mes

-7

v"

X-

DC

RINGER
AN PICTURES

p.
DEMILLE-MET

CORPORATI

PRODUCERS

F.C.MUi^aOE.Prcsi<}ent
RAYMOND PAWLE Y.Vice Prejident and Ti-eas
JOHN C.FUNN^Vice-rfeiidentand General Mana^i

mimMAJtOMki
West 46fh. street

H PISTRISyfORS ra©0yClflS

no

New

York,

,

N

.

ON^

cohpouatioh.

Y,

BIGGEST BtJSINESS

TEN YEARS

FOR VOLGA BOATMAN
Cuja

1

WESTERN
UNIOK

o» Swvict

Telcgrun or Cable-

gram unte«

char-

idicateJ bv

•

,bol
sYtril
I

in the check

j.c.WItiEVe^;^;^

the address.

•nio61n.8lio>=

•»•'"''

Received at

=S:^^g|^^SS^ng

St..

5

^..^

THEATRE

T^^iriijDARD TIME.

1926 JUL 12

™^^^^^^

MBOLS

WEIR

Lbs Angeles, CaL

Mean Office

EAA318 3B NL

S'^

PM

6

i:^

12

Aberdeen
Washington

364
CORPOKATION LOS ANOELKS

PKOD.CKKS

mSTR,B.™0

CAUF
..^xiriAY AT WEIR THEATRE
VOLGA -O^T-%:::'ZrZiVooZT BUSINESS IN
OUT STW
WONDERFUL
TO FOUR DAYS STAND

PKTIRE EVER SEEN STOP
KNGAOEMENT H'^^^"^^^

wai^i
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^^^ ^^ „ ^ ^

There is no Suiiimer Slump
For P. D. C. Exhibitors

\
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Sunday, August

Gotham

"True Story" Theater

1,

1926

Price 25 Cents

Alarm

in

Mexico

Universal Has

203
Firm Plans Distribution Bernarr MacFadden
Negotiating for Industry Already Feeling Effects of Deals in
Kansas and Nebraska Swell
Through Franchise Holders in
the Cohan to Show His Films
Religious Controversy with Ban
Total of Theaters in Growing
National Exchange System
for One Year
of Amusements Just Starting
Chain
'Release of 40 pictures next year
Bernarr MacFadden, producer of
Mexico City— There is cause for
Tof.il number of theaters in Unirough a nationwide chain of ex- True Story Films,
is understood to be,
much concern to the industry in the versal's national chain was swelled
iianges, is planned by Gotham Prod.
to
negotiating for a year's lease on the religious controversy now stirring this
203 uith completion of deals for five
:lans for establishment of a national
George M. Cohan theater whereir, country to fever heat. Fight of the
new Middle West houses.
.stem, with independent territorial
Three
he would show seven of the eight Catholic church for religious
liberty Kansas theaters and two houses at
stributors to be invited to become pictures
made by his producing units, is closely connected with the indus- Beatrice,
Neb., comprise the purisnchise holders, will be outlined by
The lease is about to be signed, id iry's welfare, for part of the campaign chase.
Gotham representative who is to is understood.
(dependent

j

MacFadden's idea i;- of protest against the government's
In an arrangement with Glen Dickshortly on a tour of exchanges to
change the name of the house to anti-Catholic policy is an economic enson,
Kansas exhibitor, his houses
'Under the plan, as outlined by Sam the "True
Story Theater."
.Adver- I'oycott, called by the League for De- are pooled with those of
ixe,
Universal in
head of Gotham as well as tising and publicity
boosts would, of fense of Religious Freedom.
three Nebraska cities.
iimas Film, his office would exercise
course,
come from the Evening
The
boycott
officially gets under
Cndcr the agreement. Universal's
ies supervision over the member ex(.Continued on Page 2)
{Continued on Page 2)
Wareham theater, in Manhattan, Kan.,
langes which would sign a franchise
and Dickenson's Marshall, will be
jfreement covering a three year peColumbia
Merger
Report
ojjcrated
jointly, under management of
Spiked
(Continucd on Page 2)
{Continued on Page 2)
Denial of reports that his company
Eucharistic Film Barred
is planning a merger with other indeewman, Jr., Goes to Kansas City
Tampico Pictures of the EucharisFrank Newman, Jr., leaves on pendent producers is made by Joo lic Congress held recently in Chicago
onday for Kansas City where ht Brandt of Columbia. The firm isn\ 'lave been barred from showing in
ill
manage the Royal for Publix> considering any consolidation, accord- 'his city on the ground that they are Methodist Confab Calls "Unregulating to Brandt, who says Columbia
ed" Screen One of Principal
is father formerly operated this thereligious propaganda.
The police orre-investing
its earnings in the busiCrime Causes
]er and the Newman and has just
der will have little effect on theaters
Los Angeles Federal, state and
)mpleted his deal for transfer oi ness, adding the company has ample for the reason that they are playing to
local cen.sorship is asked by the Calij.vnership to Publix.
The younger financing to produce the 24 picture;, deserted houses.
fornia
synod of the Presbvterian
ewman has been active in the on this year's schedule.
church, at its sessions here. The resinduct of the Publix Theaters Man"Better 'Ole" at Colony
Disagreed with Mayer
olution declares "one of the greatest
cers Training School.
"The Better 'Ole" with a VitaHollywood It is understood that causes of crime is the unregulated
phone accompaniment opens at thu Maurice Tourneur quit direction of motion jiicture screen," with censorPreparing Spring Schedule
Walter Wanger arrived Thursday Colony about Oct. 7 for an extended "The Mysterious Island" for M.-G.- ship called the only remedy in preom the Coast and held a conferenco run. With "Don Juan" at the Warn- M. owing to a disagreement with venting crime.
More than 1 000 representatives of
B.
Mayer.
Matters were
riday afternoon with William Lci ers, that organization will have two Louis
^
(.Coniimicd on Page
2)
amicablv settled later.
aron, J. J. Gain, H. Salisbury, Ju- long-run pictures on Broadway.
ui Johnson, Ralph Block and Fred
Schulberg to Use Two Directors
utler regarding Eastern production
;ave

—

Demands Censors

i.'^

—

—

Los .\ngeles

ans for the Spring.

Giannani Returning in Sept.
A. H. Giannani, who is now
Switzerland, is due back in Ne\\

Dr.
I

ork

late

in

September

W. and V. in Delaware
Dover, Del. The Wilmer and Vin•ni
Corp. has been formed here,
he stock has no par value.

—

"Greater
TODAY and

Sheik

of the

United Artists

6

The Waltz Dream
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

...

6

No Man's Gold
Fox
Her Honor the Governor
Film Booking Office
You Never Know Women
Paramount
•

6
6

states

for

this

nation-wide

stunt on

behalf of motion

The hope is here expressed that "Greater INIovie Season"
goes over in more pronounced fashion than it did last year.
More theaters are participating. The field force, active under the
auspices of the Hays organization, has been more than Inisy in

7
7
7

Northwest Circuit on Way
Spokane Ambitious
have
plans
been mapped out by the Moore &
Dolan circuit which has just taken
over George Reisner's houses at Raymond and South Bend and is dickerng for Graham's Ccntralia and Che-

—

halis holdings.

De Mille After Vilma Hanky
Hollywood— Cecil B. De Mille
'rying to

making preliminary arrangements.

is

borrow \'ilma Hanky from

'^.^m Goldwyn for the role of Mary
Texas, Oklahoma, Michigan, Virginia, Salt Lake City. San Magdalene in "King of Kings." it is

reported.

New

Orleans, Louisville. Atlantic City, Philadelphia.
Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Montgomery, Little Rock and Indianapolis
Francisco.

S€nor Daredevil
First National
Short Subjects

Movie Season" gets under way in many
The campaign is ready. Everybody is
cities.

pictures generally.

Page

The Son

to

tion."

primed

Features Reviewed

—

B. P. Schulbera
produce "From Double
Eagle to Red Flag" with two directors, one European and one Ameri-i
can.
Monta Bell and -Arzcn Czerepy
are being considered. The story will
he released as "The Passing of a Na-

plans

shoot the

The

first

gtm today.

rest of the country falls into line
{Continued on Page 3)

Fox Booking Deal with Loew
Fox News and the 52 comedies
by that
been booked for

organization

release

about the

15th.

Scat-

a

number

of

for

have

Loew

theaters in the metropolitan district

THE

e^Hk

Sunday, August
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Alarm

in

(.Continued from

Page

Has

Universal

Mexico
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end Universal. The same will be true of
way today. Yesterday was
and Univerof services in Catholic churches of Dickenson's Orpheum,
theaters at
the nation, with the tenseness of the sal's Best and Liberty
and
Beldorf,
the
and
Kan.,
Parsons,
portending developments,
situation
seat
which might lead to open rebellion. Dickenson's new theater, a 1,250
FurPrior to official start of the boycott, house, both at Lidependence.
acwill
probably
Dickenson
thermore,
which consists of abstaining from
Kansas
attending shows and purchasing lux- quire other houses in various
jointly with
uries, the theaters experienced a de- localities, to be operated
Universal.
cline in business to a degree which is
Addition of the Dickenson houses
alarming. Wholesale closing of theUniversal's total in Kansas to
brings
ceraters is predicted, with conditions
in the countrytain to become worse as the boycott SO, an important string
and a
company,
of
the
holdings
wide
progresses.

THE

—

:

—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Financial
An advance in call money put a crimp into
the bull market Friday and checked another
Motors.
General
in
advance
sensational
Thereafter the market was in a state of
flux, causing recessions in nrany of the major issues.
Together with other issues which did not
take an active part in the advance, the film
issues did not suffer from the temporary, it
is believed, break

_

vital

California

Am.
Am.

Scat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

and Nevada presbyteries

•Balaban

High Low Close

Sales

32^^

200
400

.

& Katz
Katz Vtc

37^

3T/2

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players ..117

73
73
112^ 112J4
IIS'A 116

Fam

120

•Bala.

&

.

AWA

Plav. Pfd. ..120
Play. Rts

120
4!4

*Fam.
•Film Inspect
•First Nafl Pfd

•Intern'l Project.
^.ocw•s, Inc

manager

•Metro- Gold. Pfd
P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"

73

2VA

2i%
11%

42J4

41 J^

56
97!^

56
97^4
23'A
SYi
S1J4

tParamount B'way
t+Roxy Units ....
ttRoxy Common

25!/^

6yi

.

51^

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen

4m
24
19'^
56

7254

8}4

Pict
Pict.

"A"

8^

8J4

305^
96J4
100
45-^

•Warner Bros

Warner

97^

..

...

14^

14^

HJ^

18

17!4

I7J4

Quoted
Market
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask
* Last Prices
•• Philadelphia

S

Ihinkhui of
I

N

S

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant

Stays With

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

U

R. H. Cochrane, vice-president of
Universal, yesterday made the following statement concerning the report
that
A.
E.
Dupont, director of

and "Love

"Variety"

World

Mine,"

is leaving Universal:
absolutely no truth in the
report.
Furthermore I cannot conceive how such a report could have

Is

"There

An er

and production departments.

tensive national advertising campaigf

would be launched.

f

the plan is received enthusiast
cally by franchise holders, a meetin
is to be called in the fall to map ov
production plans.
If

'|

"True Story" Theate|
(Continued from Page 1)

i

tion.

The seven

I

"Wives J
Auction." "Broken Homes," "Falif
Pride," "Truth About Men," "Thinfj
Wives Tell," "Men Women Love
and "Virgin Wives."
pictures are

\

Two New Oregon

is

lieen started."

Houses

Portland. Ore.— Ralph B. Lloyd,
Los Angeles, is planning a theater
the Holladay district. Another hou."
planned is a 1,000 seater sponsorj!^;
i''

by Portland Amusement Co., whi(
operates the Grand, Casino and Bun
side.
The proposed house will t
located at 49th and Woodstock Avtf
and be known as "The Errolwood."

"Don Juan" on Coast Aug. 20
The date of the pr|
miere of "Don Juan" has been

a

Hollywood

—

S'

Grauman's Egy)

"Beau Geste" Premiere Aug. 25
of "Beau Geste" hi

The premiere

been set for Aug. 25
and The instead of Sept. L

Me

at the Criteritjii

"Jannings' Week" at Cameo
"Emil Jannings' Week" is pla:
ned by the Film Arts Guild for tl
Cameo, beginning Sunday.

An

Produce Shorts
Nat Dyches has end-

to

T. O. C. C. Marking Time
The T. O. C. C. is marking time to
4'606 ed his duties as director of publcidetermine the attitude of the operators
ity for .Sam Rork and Marion Fair- union with respect to renewal of the
300 fax and has now entered the short wage agreement which expires Sept. 1.
100 subject production field.
In associ- Wavs and means to protect members
ation with Willis O'Brien, who made in the event of strike have been de-

—

the prehistoric monsters for "The cided upon.
Lost World," he will produce a scries
200 of si.x pictures with fantastic stories.

500
400

There

their auto trip to the West
Coast after an accident in which ho

sumed

now

is

no excuse

With our machine,

Our

Associated I'.xhibitors is reported
to be considering making "Scandal,"
Cosmos Hamilton's story, with Peggy
Hopkins Joyce starred.

ii

College.

OR UNIFORMS
GOWNS
LEARN TO SAY
**

BROOKS
«^ ^^ ^^

^"^^

« .^

BROADWAY - TEL 5580

^?%

«'

PEN.

ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT-

for oily, dirty or rainy flickers in

your

it

—

will cost you only 5 cents per reel
takes but five minutes to cleanareel.

your film it
processing prevents scratched film.

The

DWORSKY FILM RENOVATING

j

and PROCESSING MACHINES
For Theatres, Exchanges and Laboratories

making

Write for catalogue

to

DWORSKY FILM MACHINE CORP.

—

the

T'»

Machines Sor sale or rent

"Georges Bizet," one of his Famous
Music Masters series, working at
Tec-Art Studio.

Cameron Wins Promotion
Winnipeg Archie Cameron, for
three years assistant manager of the
Lyceum, has been made manager of

I

film.

Another Peggy Joyce Picture?

Fitzpatrick Producing
James Fitzpatrick is now

F

NO MORE WORRIES

Fred Hamlin Recovered
Fred Hamlin, former Strand publicity head, and his sons have re-,
seriously injured. They are
the vicinity of Colorada.

I

1437

to clean

Specialists in Motion Picturti

W.

Du Pont

ser||

as district supervisors, acting as liaj.
son officers between the home offic/

-Fl

Dyches
Hollywood

100

think of

T E B B

Arthur

Sloane

—

was

INSURANCE
2/ou are

the

$5,000,000 Theater Firm Formed
Dover, Del.- Tri-State Theater
Corp. of Wilmington has filed a
charter of incorporation with the Secretary of state listing $5,000,000 as
capital.
Corporation Trust Co. is
named as agent.

in

When yon

of

by the entire membership, would

for Aug. 20, at Sid
tion at $5.50 top.

poral

1,400

73

•-M.

W.-irner

7,800
100

6
103Ji

Fox Film "A" ... 73J4
Fox Theaters "A" 23^

'Universal Pict.
•Univcr. Pict. Pfd
•Uni. Art. The. Ct

400

Other "U" houses
were Sears houses or theaters operated by the Capitol Enterprises.
The Nebraska deal was with Blaine
Cook, allied with Blank Enterprises
in operation of two Beatrice theaters.
The deal clears up a bad situation at
Beatrice, where Cook and Blank were

Kate" at the De Mille studio
has been elevated to the position of

1)

Six franchise holders, selectel

riod.

Graphic and the various MacFaddej
that territory publications with enormous circul:}

—

unit.

.
.

1)

;S.

territory.

The synod
attended the meetings.
pointed out that a prison congress in
T.ondon "recommended by almost
unanimous vote a central censorship
committee in every nation" and the preparing to build a $500,000 theater
mutual oversight and control of the and a group of Omaha suburban exindustry by Federal, state and com- hibitors about to break ground for a
new house. Another theater also was
munity authority.
Regarded as more or less of a ges- in prospect, sponsored by the World
ture was a resolution expressing con- Realty Corp., Omaha first run house
fidence in Will H. Hays and endors- ciTcern which is planning a string ot
ing his stand banning ridicule of pro- combination houses throughout NeUniversal recently made a
hibition in films.
braska.
deal with the suburban group, which
resulted in formation of a new comScully Production Manager
Los Angeles William C. Scully piuy to bu'ld the Beatrice housi ii.id
formerly assistant director to Paul merging of interests at Hastings,
Sloane who is now directing "Cor- where both were sponsoring theaters.
production

Quotations

Kansas

the

in

in

Demands Censors
(Continued from Page

factor
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Gotham

40 from
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They're OfF!

auty Competition in Progress at
Buffalo Mardi Gras Planned
{Continued from Page 1)
at Cleveland
.n connection with "Greater Movie tered points, influenced by local conditions, have delayed the
ison" at Buffalo a beauty contest season until September.
Everywhere motion pictures v/ill be
being held by each theater to reptalked
of.
It's
exploitation
par excellence.
ent it in a parade.
From these

—

ididates the city's prettiest girl
be selected and she will later apir in all the theaters.
Persons puri^ing tickets are entitled to vote.

Cleveland M. A. Malaney, pubty director of the Loew Theatera
lOhio, is in charge of the cxploita\t

A feature of the campaign
Mardi Gras opening Aug.

n.

a

i

will
16,

her features of the drive will be
releasing of 10,000 baloons, many
which will contain passes, and a
lade in which prizes will be award-,
'for various contributions.

Ban Cincinnati
—The four news

I

jZincinnati
I

reels
this city

reported to be banning
against the occupational
This situation has been brought
the attention of the City Council
William C. Culkins, executive of

[protest

Chamber

of

Commerce, who

is

•testing against the assessment.
)fficiais

News

International

of

Kinograms and Fox

stated
t they have heard nothing of tho
orted Cincinnati ban.
Dissatistion with the occupational tax,
ich is levied against cameramen,
generally expressed.
:he,

The next

months will tell an interesting story. First
National and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer are now definitely in the Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
field of Westerns.
Through their theater aftiliations, it means and help the other fellows who are
six

helping you.

type of picture

this

is

to

make

appearance on Broadway.
debut at the Colony recently. Ken

Fred Thomson bowed in
Maynard and Tim McCoy are

in

its

showing
Grand Duke of

John Grierson, who has been out where they make 'em,
writes about motion pictures in the Sun. He states, in part:
"The movie world has ripped ahead further in the last twelve
months than in any year of its career. The masterpieces have been

—

few masterpieces are generally few but there have been more
mentionable pictures than ever before. Despite the clutter, cluster,
cluck of the shouters, the boosters, cheap guys and smart alccks
and parasites with which the movie world is so strongly burdened,
it improves.

jiusement

Co.

house

;

seat 800.

will

1,230 House for Florida
"ampa, Fla. Ybor City is to have
$250,000 house, planned by the
or City Theater Co.
It will seat

—

SO.

Lieberman Made Manager

—

Johns, N. B. Joseph Liebersucceeds Wolfe Cohen as manr of the Warner exchange. Cohen
es charge in Winnipeg.

t.

n

Alamosa,

House Opens
new Legion

Col.,

—

Cal.
The
opened as part of
aters Corp. chain.

ilamosa.

the

Central

is,

false faces, the fops, the fools

and the

liars

—

•

To

Build at Oneida, N. Y.
N. Y. A theater is plan-

—

neida,

on the

The National
"Industrial

conditions

in

in the

Europe have undergone

no great

half of 1926.

establishment of a sound monetary sytem in Germany, the resumption of gold payments in Great Britain and Holland, and other
encouraging developments incidental to these. The revival which
followed set a faster pace than could be maintained, for while these
accomplishments were fundamental they did not provide all the
They did not of themselves
conditions necessary to prosperity.
restore reciprocal relations between the industries or populations

Europe, without which there

cannot be

full

employment or

normal consumption.
"In the last half of 1925 a severe reaction developed in Germany
and throughout Central Europe, which has continued in 1926.
Depression is general, except in the countries whose currencies
have been depreciating and which thus have a temporary although

means

of attracting business

from

their

sound money com-

franc has been the chief of these demoralizing
factors, its value in terms of the gold currencies having declined
approximately one-half since the first of the year. Unemployment
petitors.

site

of the old

American

•1.

Operating California House
Dng Beach, Cal. A. Manson of
Angeles has leased the Liberty.

—

The French

comparatively light in France, but the monetary situation is
without a
critical, and no country can have substantial prosperity
sound monetary system.

"In great Britain conditions have been abnormal by reason of
the general strike and the continuation of the coal strike, which by
affecting all industry and curtailing exports have inflicted heavy
losses

upon the country

at a time

white uniform, leading a dog.
dog's back was a banner
" "The Midshipman' at the
Schade Theater." This man worked
in the town on the day before thq
opening, and on the opening day he
paraded through a nearby pleasure
resort.
George Schade, Schade Theater, Sandusky, O.
ficer's

City Bank, discussing conditions in Europe,

first

"The Midshipman"
(M.-G.-M.)

They have not been as good as in
the first half of 1925, but this does not mean that economic recovery
has been definitely halted. In the last named period Europe was
under the stimulus of new confidence, inspired by the inauguration
of the Dawes plan, the settlement of the reparations dispute, the

of

San Francisco.

Used a street ballyhoo with a
young man dressed in a Naval of-

is

1,500.

—

grows smaller."

makes these observations:

costly

Columbus, O., House
olumbus, O.
James Eastern's
Iter is being rebuilt and will be
ly by Thanksgiving day.
It will

Rebuilding

—

ater,

change

$40,000 Texas Theater
'loydada, Tex.— A $40,000 house
ilanned by E. E. Boothe and John
O'Hear, the latter of Lockney

Pat O'Malley, the
he picture, drinking
orange juice with much evident enjoym.ent.
Other soda fountains featured a "Midnight Sun-dae." Instead
of using the usual window card or
menu card mention of this refreshnunt, the theater had special orange
ribbon badges printed, which all emplo3'ees of the shops wore on their
coats.
The badges read: "Try our
Midnight Sun-dae and see 'The Midnight
Sun' St.
Francis Theater."
The shops also used window strips.
Edward .A.. Smith, St. Francis The-

"This itself is not only a sign of how strong its constitution
but it is a promise of what will happen as the proportion of the

Across the Sea

—

(Universal)
co-operation of ten soda fountains was secured through a photo-

graph

Forging Ahead

—

"The Midnight Sun"

The

the offing.

all

Rebuilding Cortland Planned
iroton, N. Y.
The Cortland is to
rebuilt, plans having been comted
by Paul Wolter, Syracuse
hitect, now associated with Bloom

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of

"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an
''ut-your-elbow" service of publicity
Ideas when you run these pictures.

Westerns on Broadway

|1

Exploit- O- Grams

when they could be

illy

On

the
reading:

—

"The Sea Beast"
(Warners)
Secured the

services of an aeroover the city at a
low altitude, with the name of the
theater and the attraction emblazonen on the wings.
Two thousand
heralds
were showered from tho
plane, the flights taking place during
the few days preceding the opening.
This publicity coup was obtained
without any other expense except the
running of a slide announcing the
arrival of a plane designed for commercial use. F. J. Miller, Imperial

plane

flew

that

—

Theater, Augusta. Ga.

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"
(First National)
a walking match through

Arranged
principal

streets.

local

news-

"Tramp,

Tramp, Tramp."

A

doll,

dressed up to resemble Harry Lang-

don and wearing enormous shoes, was
displayed in a store window. Cut-outs
of shoes were suspended from a cord
stretching across the front entrance.
Capitol Theater,

— M. B. Thomas,
K ANN Nashville, Tenn.

afforded."

The

In
papers took notice of the event.
addition to this, designs supposed to
represent Harry Langdon's big feet
were painted all along the sidewalk in
front of the theater.
In the center of
each design were printed the words:

fhc

j^^
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SPECIAL

ORGANIZATION
THAT GETS
THE RESULTS

SUPER-PICTURES
r

1,

Road Shows

I

By JACK

HARROW ER

"epical quality."
The road show in West Coast correspondence, the exhibitors' theaters throughout th
super produc- its real sense cannot be just a good news stories of the attraction as he country after being withheld for it
•• tion has developed into a highly love story or thriller least of all goes along. Some of these agents road tours about sixteen monthJ
complicated and scientific system un- merely a laugh show. It must con- have been calling on editors on be- "Way Down East" was another tei
like any other activity in the motion tain the essential epical appeal
road-show hit, making bi
strik- half of the big pictures since 1915. rific
picture industry.
There are road ing deep into national emotions em- Any of them can do a page magazine money for the travelling attractio
shows and road shows.
interest, article or a single paragraph with and subsequently for the exhibitoj
are only bodying of course heart
dealing here with road showing such drama and humor.
"The Birth of a Nation" continue
And such high equal skill.

OOAD-SHOWIKG

I

a

—

—
—

We

as employed on

"Ben Hur" and "The
Big Parade," where the work is
handled by an organization outsidq
the producer, and run as a separate
business entirely.
A genuine road

j

calibre pictures are a rarity.

The road show company has
sonal

job

instead

round schedule of

a seaof the all-yearthe regular pic-

ture house.
Each company begins
enterprise demands a vast or- travel in August or September and
ganization, attention to infinite de- ends around April or May.
tail, and great skill in routing.
Personnel
The one governing purpose is to
The personnel of the business orgive in each city where presented a ganization of the picture unit is of a
show identical with the one in New most representative type. It is reYork in every respect music, stag- cruited from men experienced in the
ing, and mechanical effects.
"The administrative departments of the
Big Parade" showing is an exact spoken drama and grand opera.
replica of the Astor theater presen- Take for instance the musical contation, and "Ben Hur" is presented ductors
engaged for "Ben Hur."
exactly as it api>ears at the Embassy. Men like Fred Arundel, Clarence
The road towns pay the $1.65 or West, Edward V. Cupero, Clifford
$2.20 scale prices for these high grade Meech, Charles Mann, Karl Gutman,
presentations.
Frank Palmer, Karl Hahan, A. BalenPolicy
dorck, Stephen Albrecht, have all had
This higli type of road show differs grand opera experience.
Some of
in many respects from the show pol- them have been identified with the
icy of the regular motion picture newer mode of film grand opera for
first-run.
In the first place, the road the last twelve years.
The musical
attraction is not "continuous," hut scores are prepared and synchronized
gives two complete shows daily with by David Mendoza and William Axt
the tickets all reserved. A surprising of the Capitol theater, and are carething is that drop-in attendance in fully rehearsed by each company unit
the middle of the picture is discour- for two weeks in advance of its first
aged, for it is the belief of the J. J. public try-out.
McCarthy organization which hanMeantime the productions are bedles these two road shows that both ing constructed by a professional
the patron and the picture are the builder of stage effects.
After these
loser unless the production is viewed are ready the stage manager with a
in its entirety from the flash of the very elaborate system of controls and
very first credit title.
levers has a very important part to
The second point of differentiation play in connection with them. The
from the policy of the regular pic- system is the one originally introture theater is the unity of long en- duced in the mimic representation of
tertainment.
It concentrates entire- war in the stage production of "The
ly on the production being shown Birth of a Nation" eleven years
ago.
without interpolation of news reels. It is now used in its latest and most
comedy, educational, prologue or va- perfected form in "The Big Parade."
riety act.
The third and vitally imThe managerial quality of the busiportant point is the complete syn- ness staffs may be gathered from the
chronized music by a touring or- fact that among them are George W.
chestra that stays with that particu- Lederer, fromerly one of the leading
lar road show unit right through its musical comedy producers;
George
routing.
Here is a well trained aux- Bowles, who w-as general manager
iliary
thoroughly familiar with the for Wagenhals & Kemper; Fred R.
score that is invaluable in producing Zweifel, formerly general
manager
the
proper harmonious effects to for the Shuberts, and many others of
bring out all the values of the pic- like experience and ability.
Alumni

show

—

ture.

The

fourth difference is that tiic
merits of the picture itself are exploited first, last and all the time.
Big names star values are secThe final consideration is
ondary.
that only the theatrical system of
billing and publicising is employed in
the extensive exploitation campaigns.
Ballyhoos and tie-ups are strictly
taboo.
VV'ith this widely differing policy
and with the advanced prices, the
picture offered must have genuine

—

—

dramatic editors of many of the great
bulk largely among the
publicity writers ahead of each show.
They include Al Head, formerly dramatic editor on the St. Louis Republic; Lester Thompson, Ringling
Bros, press agent; Arthur Ryan of
city journals

Chicago

Grand

Opera

Perhaps their greatest ability is perennially. The exhibitor for man
seen in their advertising copy, which years has been reaping the prestig
repeats none of the familiar ballyhoos of its road popularity.
of regular picture theater copy. Their
Producers have taken many a los
attractions are invariably placed on a on key city "special engagements
dignified yet interesting plane.
A in order to popularize their produc
notable example of this was the way Sometimes
lone
representati\
a
the agents prepared their copy last equipped with only the tin can coi
season for "The Big Parade." They taining the film has gone out as
withheld all praise from their an- "road show" and done harm to th
nouncements save the quoted matter legitimate road show.
Real roa
from competent and recognized crit- showing must necessarily be limite
ics.
Here was an example of real to one or two productions a yea
constructive work, getting far away Statistics prove that not more tha
from the "greater and grander" style two or three productions annuall
of blurbs that may get results on can stand up to the epic feature cal
regular showings but have been prov- bre that is worthy of the two dolh
ed to fall absolutely flat on these toll of the public's money.
super picture presentations.
Picking Subjects
Each company moves with a 60It was J. J. McCarthy who froi
baggage car of properties anc't
and a personnel of 25 people. the fund of his experience with sue
The entire equipment projection pictures as "Cabiria," "Quo Vadis,
lighting,
shadow box, screen, me- and "Queen Elizabeth," urged D. V
chanical effects, etc.
Griffith, Dixon and Aitken to allo^
is set up in each
theater, unless that particular play- him to present "The Birth of a Nf

foot

effects,

—

—

house happens- to have the identical tion" in exclusive runs with the at
equipment.
As a rule they do not. vantages of theater staging and bi
so that the staging is a several hours' orchestral accompaniment.
His a(
job.
This is one reason why well vice was taken and the picture ne
conducted road shows do not open ted $4,000,000 on its road-show con
with a matinee.
Another reason is, panics.
"Sometimes,"
as with the legitimate drama, that
McCarthy
state
the prestige of the premiere and of "five years go by without a real tw(
the attendance of "first-nighters" is dollar picture emerging.
They cat
secured only by an evening opening. not be manufactured. They must L
The road shows, by these dignified created."
methods, combined with the surpassAnd so he has been patient. Tl
ing excellence of the attractions, roster of his road showings is vet
have enlisted popular favor to such a brief. "The Birth of a Nation," "Ii
degree that weekly grosses ranging tolerance," "Way Down East," "Tl
from $12,000 to $20,000 are the regu- Covered Wagon," "The Ten Con
lar thing for each road company. The mandments," "The Big Parade," an
picture stays in the "speakie" house "Ben Hur."
Seven only, and five
about four times as long as the aver- thern among the greatest successi
age legitimate dramatic show, and as in the history of the industry.
a rule greatly surpasses the latter's
McCarthy picks his subjects in co
receipts.
laboration with the heads of the b
Building Prestige
producing concerns, but his jud
Contrary to the belief of many in ment is his own and uninfluenced
the industry, the exploitation of a bias.
His opinions on super pictm
picture for a season or two by the are valued as the late George
road companies, road show experts Smith's on books or Sir Joseph Di
state, does not impair the exhibitor veen's on paintings.
value of the picture.
It will cost fully $3,000,000 for tl
On the contrary it enhances its worth.
Their operation of the twenty road-sho
argument is that this is because of companies of Metro-Goldwyn-May
1926-27 twelve
companies
the fact that the $2 road show auto- for
matically creates an enormous 50- "Ben Hur" and eight of "The B
cent market by making the pictures Parade."
The offj:ce of J. J.
so treated "household words."
A Carthy manages these twenty cor
i

1

J

—

'

M

example is "The Covered panics in the capacity of ager
Wagon," which did $27,000 the first They are booked with the Erlang
Agent's Work
popular-price Los Angeles week after and Shubert syndicates, and whi
While, of course, each agent h playing for many months the high the producers' wishes are met
thoroughly equipped, none of them scale at Grauman's Egyptian.
every way, the business judgme
relies on "canned stuff," but digs out
Another example is given in "The with the responsibility for success
from the film, the locale and his Ten Commandments," which packed failure is entirely the agent's.

many

repute,

others just as capable.

and familiar

—

unday, August

1,
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FILM NEWS
GATHERED FROM THE
FOUR CORNERS OF THE
GLOBE

LONDON— MOSCOW

Foreign Markets
By

JAMES

P.

CONSTANTINOPLE— DUBLIN
BERLIN— BARCELONA— PARIS
CHARB IN— BUCHAREST

CUNNINGHAM

Fox After London Studio?
Flynn to Film Picture in London
Jew Chain for China
U. S. Producers
London — Eniniett J. Flynn is unAn unconfirmed report
London
Jjssians and Chinese Form "Chunhas
it
that Fox is dickering for a derstood to be seeking exteriors for a French Claim We Film Paris
in a
hsi-Yin-hsi-Kung Ssu" to Build
picture he will make here with Engstudio near London.
False Light How to Correct
Theaters in the Empire
lish actors.
This Impression
Harbin, China A new chain or^By LUCIEN UOUBLON
Fox (Europe) Signs Writer
nization
has started functioning
First Run for Bucharest
in "La Cinematographic Francaise"
re.
A group of Russians and Chi- Berlin The F. E, F, (German Another
Bucharest Cawa Films will soon
i'aris
The truth compels me to say
se have formed the "Chun-hsi-Yin- producing branch of Fox Films) has
start construction of a new 2,000 seat that Americans,
at this very moment,
i-Kung Ssu" (in Enghsh, The signed Leonard Franck to write one first
run, bringing the total of first are sending to France,
better pictures
Dvie Stage).
They intend building story,
runs in Bucharest to eight.

To

—

—

—

—

—

—

than they have been, that

w

theaters throughout China. Two
are planned for immediate
nstruction in Harbin, each seating

w houses

proximately

Granville

Working Near
France

Epinay,

— Fred

Paris

Roy

Le

Irish Cause Picturized
"Irish Destiny" is the title
a feature depicting the fights of
Irish for independence.

—

—

13,000,000

riors.

fes-

400,000
300)000

11,000,000
2,000,000

45,700,000

480,000,000

seums
Totals

I

—

Film Renter, London

London The blind booking refcrlum is occupying the attention of
:h the
Cinematograph Exhibitors'
jsoc. and the Kinemalograph RentSociety the exhibitors' and disjutors' organizations.
At a meet-

—

— Lil

New Raw Stock Prices in
Paris — New prices of film

as

In a trrics of 6 five rrcl

Western Comedy Dramas

FEKDLNAND

Ormiston and Gale were dep- Glu" was made

many

years ago

ForeJen

Prcs.

Exclusive purchasing agents and'representativei for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

m/m

Cable address
Himark New York
;

Phone Wisconsin
5196-5197

FOREIGN TERRITORY
Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm, Barrymore

6 Society

DONALD CAMPBELL
t

i

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

•• " •• »' »

'»

»

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

>..»»..«.#«..#.>

•"•

»'»'

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.

price is Fr. 1.30 per meter, while that
German film
of Kodak is Fr. 1.40.
prices range between the two, being
five

DisiribuMon

Henry
1540

Cable

centimes more per meter than

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY.

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

Pathe's.

France.

(Continued on Page 12)

in

York City

HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.

'

Prices for the ordinary film given

(Pathe

ADAM

Phone Wis. 1143

Nat Nathanson,

above show the customary margin of
10
centimes
between
Pathe
and
Kodak prices. Thus, Pathe's new

Cineromans

H.

152 West 42nd St.. New
Cable Ferdinadam, N. Y.

an-

Con-

des

Available

France

of the C. E. A. general council, it sortium), with Henri Fescourt directIt
was Fescourt who made
s agreed to suggest to ti^e K. R. ing.
Most of the. acthat the two cooperate in ab-e^fort "'Les Miserables."
Ger-tion, takes place in Britanny.
iron out the difficulty,
is a result of a referendum amongst maine Rouer will star, supported by
"La
mbers of the C. E. A., Messrs. Henri Maillard and Rozet.

ciete.

Now

BILL BAILEY

nounced by Pathe-Cinema and Societe
Kodak, leading French dealers, fol-

that

;

ike,

Foreign Territory

Make

—

—

i'

in Swedish Picture
Dagover, German actress, under contract with Ufa, has
been engaged by a Swedish-German
organization to star in one picture.
She is now appearing in "Cursed
Woman," being made in Berlin. Miss
Dagover appeared in "The Cabinet of
Dr. Caligari" and "Between Worlds."

Berlin

Price Per Meter
Positive celluloid film, 33
perforated
Fr. 1.3f
terri- Positive non-inflam. film, 35 ra/m Fr. 1.35
Negative film, 35 nv/m, exterior or
tory, has but 1,000 permanent picture
studio
Fr. 2.10
theaters.
There are, however, about Negative film, 35 m/m, non-reversible
Fr.
1.70
2,000 club picture houses and approxiNegative panchromafc stock, 35
mately 1,500 traveling theaters, which
Fr. 3.7C
go from towji__tfi_lflLffiiLJ''^'^'^v'"S picSociete Kodak
Price
Per Meter
ture.
Positive film, perforated
Fr. 1.40
Negative film, perforated (mfg. in
Manchester) ordinary and super"La Glu"
Fescourt to
speed rapidity
Fr. 3.90
^Negative
panchromatic, perforated
Jeaii
Paris
"La Glu," novel by
film
Fr. 4.50
\^
Richepin is to be filmed by the Negative perforated film (mfg. at
Films-de-France section of the SoHarrow, England)
Fr. 2.70

Theaters in Russia
A check-up shows
Russia, with its broad span of-

a. and K. R. S. to Cooperate in
Straightening Out Block Booking Question Other News
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

—

LU Dagover

low:

Moscow

London

Editor,

International Film Distributors

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh Avenue

CO., Inc.

Newr York, N. Y.
^'

Prothiclions of

Merit"

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Inter-Ocean Film

L.

Corporation

no-v releasing

LIGHTENING
WESTERNS
STARRING
6

W. KASTNER, President

24

8

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS

PRODUCTIONS

THRILLODRAMAS

218 West 42nd

life

We

Pathe-Cinema

!E.

,

of

We

Berlin
Production has commenced
on Emil Jannings' "The Black Hand,"
408,000,000 Francs, 1925 Taxes
Paris— In 1925, the citv of Paris from the scenario by C. Vanloo.
Camilla
:eived 408,000,000 francs in taxes Lupu Pick is the director.
•m combined amusements, as com- Horn and Olga Tschechowa support
red with 45,700.000 francs in 1924. Jannings.
e various branches contributed as
To Film Exteriors in Turkey
lows:
1924
1925
Constantinople
Marco de Gastyne
Francs
Francs
has arrived from Paris to film exte(itimate theaters ..18,000,000
152,000,000
riors for "Madonna of the Sleeping
n theaters
16,000,000
117,000,000
udeville and conCar."
From here he will go to Allirts
9,000,000
113,000,000 ens and then to Italy, after which he
cuses and skating
will return to Paris and finish .'"exteinks
2,000,000

—

interesting in depicting the
Parisians.

have criticized them and we
(iranville is making "Lady Harring- practically disappeared from the Spanshall criticize them again if they conton," by Maurice Level, at the Men- ish market, due mainly to the fact tine
to show Paris in a false light.
chen studios.
that
American concerns distribute
ask them, why do they film inmost of the product consumed in the correct details? The American film,
Jannings Starts "The Black Hand country.
(Continued on Page 12)

1,000.

Dublin

nee halls and
vals

German Films Disappear from Spain
Barcelona The German film has

they are

is

more
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RIDIN' RECKLESS BILL

PREFERRED
PICTURES

GOLDEN TRAILS

BILL MIX

LET HIM BUCK
PIONEERS OF THE WEST

RANGER

BILL

BATTLIN' BILL

London Address

Street,

Cable Address: "Inofilm"

N. Y. C.

New York

Cable Addresses

Napolfon Films. Ltd.
8

New Compton

Cbarine Cross Road

London

St.

W.

C. 2

SMICOFILMS

New York
PIZOR FILMS

THE

Rudolph Valentino

-;%g^DAILY
Tom Mix

"The Waltz Dream"

in

"The Son of the Sheik"

Sunday, August

1,

1926

Pauline Frederick in

in

"Her Honor the Governor'l
"No Man's Gold"
Fox
Film Booking Offices
/lENNESE ROMANCE FULL OF JUST ABOUT THE STRONGEST MELODRAMA WITH
CONTINENTAL ATMOS- BOX OFFICE TOM MIX YET LOVE THEME HASMOTHE
BEE^
PHERE. STORY FROM OPCRAMMED
DELIVERED.
BUILT FO
ERETTA LIGHT BUT ENTER- WITH SENSATIONAL STUFF SCIENTIFICALLY
BOX OFFICE VALUES. PAUI
TAINING.
AND SEVENTEEN VARIE- INE FREDERICK'S
PERFORIV
Cast.... All
new German names,
TIES OF HUMAN INTEREST.
ANCE SPLENDID.
delightUfa

Distributor: M.-G.-M.

United Artists

THRILLING SHEIK PICTURE
THAT PROVES VALENTINO
IS STILL THE GREAT PASSIONATE LOVER.
GORGEOUS DESERT SCENES
AND PULSING LOVE STORY
MAKE IT SURE BOX OFFICE.
Star.

.Plays

..

double

As

and

son.
ininicnse

role

father

of

young sheik he

the

is

and scores big with his
sensuous love making and acting
in

a part just

made

for him.

X'ilma
Banky as Yasmin,
the desert dancing girl, is beautiful,
and proves herself not onlj' a pantoniimist but a dancer as well. George
Fawcett rather lost in an unsympathetic role.
Montague Love a
Karl
jjicturesque Moorish villain.
Dane does a good comedy bit.
Bynunsky Hyman also gets laughs
as a rascally dwarf.

Cast.

.

.

Type

.

of

from

Story. ... Romantic drama,
the story by E. M. Hull

picture
\'alentino dominates
the
throughout with his native fire and
colorful, impetuous love making.
Vilma Banky is an excellent foil,
and together they furnish a cinema
treat that will bring all the flappers
their mothers streaming to the

and
box

otifice.

It

romance and wild
George Fitzmaurice

is

love incarnate.

has provided atmospheric settings,
desert shots especially being
staged with dramatic power and

some

story of the young
sheik's love for the pretty desert
dancer whom he is misled to think
has lured him into capture by a
band of Moorish robbers. So he
vows revenge on his fair traducer,
and accomplishes it in a sensational
way that will make a lot of people
gasp.
He kidnaps the girl, and
takes her to his desert camp. There
beautj'.

It is a

he consummates his revenge in a
manner that is unmistakable in purport. The director has handled this
scene cleverly, and you wonder
what the censors are going to do
about it.
The idea, startling and
breath-taking,
is
forcefully
put
over.
You have to see it to understand it.
Later the young sheik
learns that the girl did not betray
him. Then comes a stirring finish
as he dashes over the desert on
his Aral)ian charger, ienters the
<len
Moorish band, and
of the
fights them single handed.
But
his father arrives in time to overcome the odds. They put up a
slashing fight together, and rescue
the girl.
Great box-office from
every angle.
«

among which

several give
Star.... Tom crowds this one every
Mady Christians
Action then
foot of the way.
as l-'rincess Ali.x has fine gifts as a
more action. The role was made
comedienne.
Willy Fritsch, the
for him to do the things he does
prince consort, is natural and posAlso a very human charso well.
Xenia
sesses a likable personality.
acterization.
Desni plays a typical Viennese Cast.... Eva Novak plays the lead
girl and fills the picture with atand she is just about the most winmosphere.
Tiedtke
fine
Jacob
ning lady Tom has ever worked
characterization. Julius Falkenstein
Frank Campeau as the
with.
plays the lord chamberlain with a
heavy is a delight, as always, and
droll comedy touch.
Malcolm
does some great work.
Type of Story. .. .Romantic comedy.
Others
does some great work.
Adapted from Oscar Strauss' op
Malcolm Waite, Harry Gripp and
eretta.
Here is a sample of what
Mickey Moore.
the German studios can do in a
Western meloType of Story
light,
sophisticated comedy vein,
drama from the novel, "Dead Man's
and they have made a good job of
rip
Gold," by J. Allan Dunn.
it.
The entire pro^Iuction breathes
western
tearin'
rarin',
snorting,
the spirit of gay Vienna before the
geared at a fast pace, and packed
war, with its wine and waltzes, and
with human interest and comedy.
the care-free spirit of its people.
story is sensational in the exThe
The opening is slow and it takes
treme, but clever direction and the
too much footage to get into the
work of the entire cast is so well
main theme of the story. Also there
coordinated that it grips you with
has been some loose cutting, which
suspense and holds the interest to
makes the action a trifle abrupt in
There is not a dull ipothe end.
spots.
Outside of these minor
ment. The story has some origifaults, the production will prove
Here is a westerner
nal twists.
fine entertainment on any screen.
followed the cut and
not
that
has
The famous waltz, "The Blue
It concerns a hiddried formula.
Danube," is the motif all the way
which Tom traces
mine,
gold
den
through, the story being more or
ful

A

based upon

introduced
severa' "imes in a very effective
manner, each time building interest
greatly in 'he rather sligtit t!ir<
of slorj-.^Chc storv tells how r iinit
Preyn is artfully trapped into a marriage with the cold, unemotional
princess
of
Flausenburg.
Poor
Count Preyn with his bubbling
\'iennese disposition finds himself
less

of

Office Angle.

Valentino

..

will

.Sure-fire.

Work

please both

men

It is

it.

.>

i

in the cold atmosphere of the
Flausenburg court. On his wedding

lost

night he rushes away in desperation
finds a pretty Viennese orchestra leader in a cafe.
romance
ensues, the girl never suspecting
that he is the prince consort.
The
girl Franzi is hired to teach the
princess the modern arts in order
to win her husband's love.
Right
up to the last she is unaware that
it
is her lover that she is helping
to win back for his princess wife.
It gives the ending a fine pathetic
touch that has been beautifully
handled.
The light comedy vein
together with the Continental at-

and

A

mosphere and waltz theme make
offering fine
Box Office Angle.
ular apiH'al with

entertainment.

this

.

Box

—

performances.

and Viennese

.

.

Has

its

flavor.

a wide poplight comedy

along with a strange assortment including the orphan kid, the prize
fighter, and Healy, the henchman
of the gambler who is double crossThey have entered an
ing Tom.

agreement as partners when the
mine is located. When Tom finalbonanza, things start

ly locates the

to

The gang is hot on
Of course there is a

zip.

trail.

whom Tom

hir
girl

She has been
captured by the gambler's crowd
on her way to warn Tom of hi?
loves.

Tom

danger.

down

scales

a preci-

on his rope, tied to faithful
Tony's saddle. He rescues the girl
by a clever ruse. Then from the
roof of the shack he drops a box
pice

of cartridges down the chimney inThe exploding
to the fireplace.
shells make the bandits think war
Great stuff efhas broke loose.
Another sizzling bit is
fective.

—

when

Tom

sticks of

from the cliff throws
dynamite into the crowd,

and holds them
max comes when

at

bay.

Tom

The

rides a

cli-

mine

car on the trolley and crashes into
shack, and overpowers the
the
gang. Sensational fights, wild riding, a

rodeo

in

which Tom covers
and human in-

himself with glory

—

and women.

Star....

Does

Photography
Locale

Length

George Barnes
Excellent

Arabian

Cameraman
Photography

desert Locale
685 feet Length

Norbert Falk Scenario
G. Brandes Cameraman

Good Photography
Europe Locale
7,322 feet Length

B^Bl^=r

;

Cast. .. .Carrol Nye as the lady goij;
ernor's son handles his part wit|j
fine restraint.
Tom Santschi we!;,
cast
as the
governor's advise
Stanton Heck plays the crooke
politician with naturalness.
Bon
Karloff does a characterization <
an underworld habitue that shoul
win him lots of similar parts. ]
is

entirely his

own, and a

distint

contribution to crook characterizi
tions on the screen.
Type of Story. .. .Melodrama. It
all
very much along the beate
track, this mello, but given a ne'
slant by having the heroine th
governor of a state, a la Ma Fergt
son.
No doubt the Texas goverr ;
or inspired this opus. It is good ol
hokum throughout, but put ovi
,

with class

direction,

in

it

is

sure

goes for a

atmospher

For the small towi

and acting.
fire

box-office.

lot of the

And

big towns,

th;
to<

The work

of Pauline Frederick lift
this into the "big time" class. Ar,
other convincing proof that she
one of the best dramatic actresse
i

the screen has ever produced. Sh
dominates the picture every tim|
she appears without any appareri
effort.
The story involves the usuij
elements of the crooked senatcj
trying
force
to
"grab" hi
a
through, the governor's oppos
tion, and then the frame-up to di;

This is accomplishe
her.
through Boris Karloff, a henchma
of the crooked senator, who d(,

credit

troys records of the divorce grantej
to the governor's husband from h,
first wife.
This makes the goverr;

marriage appear illegal, and h(
son illegitimate.
A great murd('
trial scene is staged, with the gov
ernor's son convicted of a crime
did not commit.
Some highly oi
or's

li

iginal twists are

worked

in,

keepin'

suspense mounting till youi
nerves are taut.
Here Paulin:
Frederick does her best work, cor:
tributing an excellent bit of emc
tional acting.
Of course love an;
right triumph.
Box Office Angle. .. .Popular ente;i
tainment with wide appeal becaufj
of mother love theme, clever mek^
dramatic qualities and acting of sta
Great family picture.
Exploitation.
.Play up work of sta'
and promise as much as you like
good clean mello with a stroni
mother love theme. The idea of
woman governor is full of exploi
o-grams.
Direction
Chet Withe}
the

.

.

i

John Stone Cameraman
Dan Clark
Photography

Daa

Hyatt

Weed

Dickinsc
Doris Andersci

Andre

Balatii

Goc!

First rate

West Locale
5,745 feet.

i

(

Exploitation. .. .Play up as founded
terest slants galore.
on Oscar Strauss' famous operetta. Box-Office Angle. .. .Western box
Exploitation. .. .Play up the most
Feature~"TEe "Blue Danube" and the
office attraction de luxe.
Contains
daring love scene the star has ever
idea of a royal marriage romance
everything the fans want.
done. Bill as Sheik classic.
almost broken by a cabaret per- Exploitation. .. .Boost as about the
Direction
George Fitzmaurice;
former.
best Tom ever put over. Use Gold
fine.
very good.
Direction
Ludwig Berger; fine
Himt stunt in press sheet.
Authors
E. M. Hull Author
Author
Oscar Strauss Direction
Lew Seiler good
Frances Marion Scenario
Scenario
Robert Liebman, Author
J. Allen Dunn Scenario

Cameraman

S

C

fine piece of dramat
She makes the melodrarri
part convincing and grippinj4

acting.
atic

F

Length

Ci

6,709

fc'

—
THE
;unday,

August

Ken Maynard

Florence Vidor in

fou Never Know Women"

VAUDEVILLE
ATMOSPHERE FOR

frROUPE PROVIDES COLOR-

FUL
SLIGHT STORY. DISTINGUISHED BY GOOD ACTING
AND SUPERIOR DIRECTION.
TECHNI-

IQUE.
IT.... In her

starring vehicle,

first

Florence Vidor makes a splendid
Shows her command
mpression.
technique in widely divergent
ji
emotional bits.
st....Clive Brook as a Russian
jiagician does very well in a rather

REAL LIVE WESTERN WITH
FINE STORY AND EXCELLENT PRODUCTION. MAYNARD GOOD LOOKING, A
SPLENDID RIDER AND HAS
A GREAT HORSE, TARZAN.
Star. .. .Wholly likable and with the
right stories should prove a decidedly interesting find.
Does his
stunts easily and has his actions
well under control. Rides Tarzan,
a beautiful horse, in fine style.

Type
"The Magician"— Dinky Doodle
Bray Prod.
Fine Co7nbination Cartoon
Type of production. .1 reel animated
Walter Lantz, the caroonist, proves
himself a good actor as well by appearing in the film with his cartoon
creations, Dinky and the dog.
He
is

proposing

to

his

fat

girl

after

receiving his diploma as a magician.
The cartoon characters doubt his
magical ability, so he shows them
some stunts that amaze them. The

use of the camera,
a technique very
In fact the
[similar to "Variety."
[two pictures parallel each other
somewhat in theme, but in this
case the offering is not cast in the
pagedy mould of the German proThe camera technique
duction.
proves conclusively that the German studios have no monopoly on
the

is

included,

of

comes out the

_

My

How

the

.. .2 reel comedy
Fox organization held

comedy showing and reserved

all

Pipe" for the finish they saved
up the big laughs for the end. This
two reelcr packs a great lot of comedy
and every bit of it good for real
howls.
Georgie Harris,
the
curly
headed Jewish lad, runs away with
the picture and his female impersonation of "Miss Ginsberg" is the big
All for love of a girl hero
laugh.
gets himself tangled up with a ship's
officers and when he cannot show a
ticket he impersonates
woman.
a
"It's a

Hero must be near the girl he loves
and when the ship is wrecked hero
is one of the survivors but still out
because the only available
The cannia ham sandwich.
island sequence is another roar

luck

of

food
bal

is

the way through "It's a Pipe"
the laughs.
It gets its title
from the girl's father, an Irishman
whose pet vice is smoking clay pipes
in spite of his daughter's objections.
This is another fine comedy angle.
Ben Stoloff directed. He knows comedy value and how.

and

all

brings

—

Pathe Review No.

28— Pathe

.

course, and hero ?n insurance agent trying to sell the
victor in the usual father of the reckless girl driver an
Nevertheless Al Rogell, di- accident policy. He is a tough bird
way.
rector, manages to give the plot to sell, but when he sees daughter in
distinction through careful hand- a collision right in front of the door
ling.
One sequence, that in which he changes his mind. His efforts to
hero goes after his man with a ven- sign up in a hurry before the girl's
geance, is especially well done. In accident is discovered makes for some
a series of short, snappy scenes fine comedy. Then follows the busihero's activities are flashed before ness of trying to marry her to the
fthis field, and that Hollywood lens
you with brief, to-the-point titles young man chosen by her grandartists can produce equally as startsuch as "he's here," followed by a father. She will inherit his fortune
ling and entertaining shots. This is
shot of hero in a doorway, an- if she does. But Edna Marian, playproven in one scene where the star
other "he's there," and a shot of ing the girl, has picked her own
over
lis sent floating on filmy wings
After
hero covering his man with his choice, and elopes with him.
Ithe audience at the vaudeville perGood direction some wild chases and riding, with a
gun, and so on.
Iformance. You see her through the
and at ninister performing the wedding cerehere.
It's swift, smooth
Eyes of the audience, and in other
Maynard mony as they speed in their car, it
the same time logical.
[shots experience the same sensais
the long lost son of "Tiger" finally develops that the groom is
tions as the flying performer lookO'Flagherty, master of the supply the mysterious young man mentioned
nng down on the upturned faces.
Edna is
Wilks, the villain, in the grandfather's will,
wagon-train.
Another telling use of the camera is
has long been holding up the train, a good comedienne, quite an athlete,
which
a knife throwing scene
[in
preventing supplies from entering and makes this two-reeler a lively,
surrounds the star with quivering
It is his plan to starve laughable offering.
the town.
blades as she stands against a board
out and force the townspeople
them
On the stage. You see the knives
to sell their mining claims to him.
Wife?"— Mermaid
"Who's
leave the magician's hand, dart
hero appears on the scene and
Educational
through the air, and sink in the
rights all the wrongs affords the
board beside the body of the star.
Newlyw«d Troubles
thrills of the piece.
thrill that makes you tingle. The
production. .. .2 reel comedy
Type
of
avthe
Above
story is a variation of the triangle, Box Office Angle
Lige Conley is featured and the
good
and
star
New
western.
erage
jwith Sherman as the rich New
fun is kept going at a lively pace all
strong western story and atmos(Yorker trying his darndest to win
the way.
He elopes with the girl
phere should get this over very
{the girl by fair means and foul from
and the latter's father follows with
well.
'Clive Brook, as the Russian magia gun to get the unknown brideAnother new west- groom. In dodging him, Lige gets
fcian.
The latter eventually wins, Exploitation
boosting.
start
to
to
but not before a tragedy seems
ern star for you
mixed up witii another young couple
have been enacted that works conTell them that "Senor Daredevil" in the next room.
The other girl's
pictures
siderable suspense into the action.
is the first of a series of
husband is very jealous, and suspects
Ken
with
make
.Lovely settings,
Dx Office Angle.
First National will
Litre of being an old sweetheart of
work, direction and
fine camera
Maynard. They'll probably want his wife. So between the father-inacting.
Wide appeal.
to see the next one after viewing law and the jealous husband, the star
Kploitation.
.Bill as unusual love
Use your trailer here. too.
this.
There
is kept busy dodging trouble.
story, with spectacular stunts of Direction
Al Rogell; is also a gent with a high hat who
real Russian troupe.
very good.
blunders in and out of the mixup
William Wellman;
irection
Marion Jackson Every time he appears he steals the
Author
excellent.
Marion Jackson scene. He is good for most of the
Ernest Vajda Scenario
athor
Some fine stunts are worked
Sol Polito laughs.
Benjamin Glazel Cameraman
;enario
trick falls down the stairway
with
Victor Milnei Photography
imeraman
Excellent
This offering
airshaft of the hotel.
Grade
liotography
West moves along at a merry pace and
Locale
York
jcale
6,403 feet. has lots of sure-fire comedy.
6,064 feet Length
ength
is

an

Fox

Pippin

of production.

When

.

employs

— Imperial Comedy

A Comedy

Dorothy Devore cute.
Others pup and Dinky steal
his Magic book
George Nichols, Josef Swickard, and turn the
Irab and doleful role, as a lover who
artist into all sorts of
jelieves himself discarded. Lowell
J. P. McGowan, Sheldon Lewis.
animals. Finally he becomes a mou.se
Sherman does his usual man-about- Type of Story
Western.
First and so scares the fat girl that Dinky
own and gets it over with cleverNational enters the field of west- considerately
changes
him
back
ness and quite a few laughs.
erns with the initial offering, "Se- again to himself. The fat girl angrily
.Drama,
from
a
Story.
..
of
'pe
nor Daredevil," a really high class beats him
The artist gets revenge
A smartly western, above the average in both by soundlyup.
story by Ernest Vajda.
spanking his cartoon charstaged production, with plenty of
production and story. The basic acters,
\ery original and entertain:olorful atmosphere injected by a
niot is the old intrigue idea again ing.
Russian vaudeville troupe. In fact
but its work out is new and thrill;his
troupe occupies considerable
ing and besides there is a real fas"Dare Devil Daisy"— Stern Bros.
ootage in doing their stunts which
cination about the atmosphere. The
Universal
ire more or less outside the direct
locations are beautiful and you get
A Surprise Elopement
iction of the story proper, but they
the real open spaces thrill in the
ire so clever that you want to see
combat scenes when villain and Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The outstanding
more of them.
It opens with a good gag showiii.g
hero meet. The romantic element
feature
ivhich

Pipe"

"It's a

First Natio')tal

LrSSIAN

CAMERA

in

"Senor Daredevil"

Paramount

;3REAT

;%g^

DAILY

1926

1,

Bits

Type
It

From

of production.

opens with

.

Life
1

reel

magazine

"A Hamlet

in

Hun-

gary," depicting very quaint and picturesciue views of a little village in
These are done in PatheCroatia,
The peasants are shown in
color.
their rich costumes that have remained the same for generations without
The
the influence of Paris fashions.
women do a man's work in thp fields,
and seem to enjoy it. Some interestin,g shots are given of the little town,
and their playing of the tambouret,
the native instrument, is pictured, "A
Leaf From Life" tells in pictures of

everyday happenings

in a nurse's life
The
writes home about.
views of the children's ward are instructive and entertaining. "The Lost
i'.nipire of Africa" is a continuation
of tlie chronicles of the American excavations at ancient Carthage under
Count De Prorok. Many relics unearthed in the town of Utica, the naval
are
empire,
base of the forgotten
This old-time city had its
shown.
factory section, as proved by an immense pottery kiln unearthed.

she

that

A

.

.

.

.

•

A

New

•

"Who

Hit Me?"— Mermaid
Educational

Cabaret

Type

of

"Life

production. .2 reel

comedy

Al St. John is a delivery boy with
ambitions to be a dancer. He sees a
cabaret team at work, and goes back
to the store and practices with a
dummy, till the boss comes in and
He goes to the cabaret
fires him.
and is in time to secure the job when
the other male dancer is knocked cold
doing his stuff. Al makes good with
his eccentric dancing which is so
awkward that everybody is fooled into
thinking that it is a brand new style
of fancy stepping.
Of course he and the girl are soon
in love, and Al is all set for life.
The comedian puts over some good
gags in an original manner.
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Theater Equipment and
By

Fast Music

to

Roxy

the

New

the equipment

gan from Tonawanda, N. Y.,
The
to this city in one day.
parts were loaded into five cars
and the shipment was made on

to have six projection rooms.
Five of these will be
for the purpose of previewing pictures and will be thoroughly equipped
for that purpose.
projection
machines will be utilized in each of
is

time.

Two

these

rooms besides the usual

The

at $30,000.

The Roxy

S.

theater

contract with
Howells-Cine calls for an expenditure
of $32,000.
The house will be thor-

oughly equipped for lighting

organ, designed by Stu-

the
organist
at
Berrie,
Grand Central, contains 313
tablets and four keyboards. The
pipes range in size from 54 into 6 ft. in diameter and 32 ft.
in height. Enough electric wire
is said to be used in the instrument to fill the needs of a
town of 40,000 persons.
are

ac-

coutrements.
In the theater projection booth,
four Simplex machines are to be installed.
Peerless arcs will be used
throughout and the most modern
tj'pes of other equipment will complete the furnishings of the room.
Scores of Grenkert spots will be
scattered
strategically
about
the
house.
The cost of equipping this
house with this apparatus is esti-

mated

field.

Fearing delay in their scheduled opening of the Ambassaand the
dor, Skouras Bros,
Wurlitzer Co. arranged with the
railroads to ship a 3115,000 or-

theaters

ready

Equipment Co.
The Paramount

circus

has been brought into play in

York.
Contracts have albeen signed for installations
in the houses with the Howells-Cine
in

old

maxim, "The show must go on,"

than $60,000 is to be spent in equipping the projection rooms of the new

Paramount and

—The

Louis

St.

T. E. C. Sales Mount
-The Southern Thea-

Dallas, Tex.
ter

—

Equipment Co. reports the

fol

lowing sales:

Grand theater, Mineral Wells, Tex.,
Minusa screen; Ed Brady, Palace,
spots are to be placed behind
San Benito, lamps; J. R. Sanders,
dome and back stage for this pur- White Deer, 'Tex., Gulf
Breeze coolIt

is

reported

that

effects.

more than

100
the

pose.

ing system; J. T. Richardson, Olney,
Tex., velour drapes, lighting fixtures
Improve Arcade, Florida
and other equipment for the Palace
Kissimmee, Fla. The Arcade the- theater there, which he has recently
ater has installed a new cooling sys- reopened.
tem, besides alterations that include
electrically operated curtain controls
Improve Celesta Organ
and interior decorations.
An improvement in the pump mech-

—

anism has been added to the Seeburg Celesta De Luxe organ. This
Four contracts for complete instal is a ball-bearing pump which does
lation of equipment in the following away with scjueaks and noises which
theaters have been closed by the Cap- commonly ari.se when this part of the
itol M. P. Supply Co., of which I. S. organ becomes worn.
Perse is manager:
Grand theater, Morris Blendis'
Hertner Issues Catalogue
house, which opens Aug. 1; Al FriedCleveland The Hertner Electric
lander's Crystal; Mindlin Bros.' Lit- Co. has just
issued a new bulletin on
tle Playhouse at 65 5tli Ave., and the their
transverter.
The catalogue deChrystmos & Eldridge Interboro, also scribes the process of turning
alteropening Aug. 1.
nating current into
direct
current.
Free to managers and exhibitors.
Change Projection Equipment
Albany— The Strand has installed
Three Houses Install Organs
two Simplex machines and two PeerDallas, Tex.— The Phil H. Pierce
less arcs purchased.from the Howells- Co. of
this city reports sales of the
Cine Equipment Co.
Reproducto organ to G. Gary of Paris,
Capitol Supply Furnishes

Four

—

530,000 Organ for Bluebird
Petersburg, Va.— The Bluebird has
installed a $30,000 Hope-Jones organ.

1,500 seats.

A

Eastern

Color Equipment

—

I

—

While the new apparatus may be ment

Co.,

on Aug.

3,

is

opening

new branch at 222 W. 4th St., und
with projection
the management of J. H. Sapp.
E:
machines, Famous plans to employ it
hibitors of the Carolinas and Easfei
in the printing of films to bring out
Tennessee have been invited to alter
the light and shade in under and overthe opening.
utilized

effectively

exposed negatives.

An outline of the purpose of the
invention filed with the application
follows:

Intern'l Projector Profits Rise

A

report for the first six months
year reveals the net income
the International Projector Corp.
$316,135
before
taxes,
as
again
$5197,039 during the same period la
year.
Sales totaled $1,052,218.
this

It
often occurs
that
negatives
taken of different scenes which go to
make up a complete production will
be under-exposed
or
over-exposed,
owing to varying light conditions and

the improper setting of camera
Warner Installs New Screen
stops by the operator.
In the printWarner's
theater has replaced ii
ing of positives from these under or
over-exposed negatives, it is neces- old screen with a new Da-Lite Scree
from the Howells-Cir
sary to vary the printing light in or- purchased
der to get a properly exposed product. Equipment Co.
The extent of the chemical reaction
of light rays upon sensitized film surfaces depends upon two conditions:
PRINTS
first, the strength of the light, and
Titles and Negative Developing
second, the length of time which the
sensitized surface is exposed to light.
Release Printing
Therefore, in the printing of the posiU. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
itive it is possible to compensate for
Hudson Heights, N. J.
the under or over-exposure of the negPalisades 3678
ative by varying either the strength
of the printing light or the length of
exposure of the positive film to a designated strength of printing light.
It is further the object of the inMade while you wait
vention to provide a device by which
fade-outs and fade-ins may be accomSERVICE
plished by varying the size of the
1600 Broadway
New York
shutter openings.
Phone Lackawanna 9111
The shutter control is so made that
previous to the arrival of an improperly exposed portion of. film before
Specify
the projection lens, it can be set to
change the length of exposure of that
portion when it reaches that point
to

QUALITY

High Class Trailers
SEMLER SINEMA

O'Brien Substituting
During the absence of William
Gluck,
Morton O'Brien has been
placed in

department

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45 West 45th Street
N. Y. Bryant 7243

charge of the installation
of
the
Howells-Cine

Equipment Co.
If

projectors with the Howells-Cine Co.

"Ozone" System for Playhouse
Luna Equipment Replaced
Chicago An ozone ventilating sysA
gold fibre Da-Lite screen and two
Columbus, O.— About $250,000 is tem has been put up in the Playhouse
Peerless lamps have been installed in
to be expended in enlarging James' by Jack Robertson, manager.
the Luna theater in Brooklyn.
Eastern from a house seating less
than 600 to one with a capacity of
Buys New Equipment
Rebuilding James'

New
New

color equipment for X-ray i
Famous Players Receives Patent on flectors 400, 410, 500 and 510 is nc
being manufactured by Curtis Ligb
Device to Regulate Strength
ing, Inc.
These fit into the edges
of Light
the reflectors and may be used eith
Washington Patent rights to a
when the reflectors are recessed wi.
.shutter device for the control of the
cast ceiling flanges or attached to co
intermittent passage of light rays has
duits.
just been granted to Famous by the
Patent Ofiftce. The shutter control is
Steco to Open Charlotte Branch
the invention of Frank G. Garbutt
Charlotte
Southern Theater Equi
and Ralph G. Fear, of Los Angeles.

Buy Eleven Projectors
Ark., W. O. Kemp, of Pateau, Ark.,
The De Forest Phonofilm Co. has
and L. D. Brown of the American placed
an order for 11 Acme S. V. E.
theater in
Brownwood, Tex.

1926

Management

Shutter Control

Spend That Sum for Equipping
Booths and Lights
A combined sum totalling more

1,

SAMUEL DATLOWE

$60,000 in Projection
Roxy and Paramount Theaters

Sunday, August

—

Kunzman Here

830,000 Carrier coolWewoka, Tex.— L. Poole has added
Bill
Kunzman, sales manager of
ing system has been incorporated in new scats, two
reflectors, arcs and the National
Carbon Co., is in New
the reconstruction plans.
generator to his remodeled Wewoka
York on a business trip.

-=:

—

-sam

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

;

mi
August

linday,

DAILY

1926
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Developments
By

Present- O- Grams
The object

department

of this

(Week of Aug.
Same as
Capitol

—
week.
v,c.ony — "Lingerie

alert shoivmeii with iteic,
ideas for incorporation in
Realizing
leir stage attractions.
lat exhibitors are busy men, Premt-O-Granis are 2vritten as tersely
irnish
ilpful

3

ARTHUR

e,'

1

Rosa.

Correspondents in every part of
country are contributing Prele
mt-O-Grams each week. However,

strel

previous

Fashion
Jerry De

musical mentor, Jacques Greunberg.
Dreyfuss has contributed a lovely scene, as fine
scene as we've seen in the picture theaters

a

—

ill

novelty, 'Sing Sing is No Place
Henry Murtagh
Sing,"
to
overture, "La Boheme."
Same as previous
Strand

physically impossible for them
keep in contact with each theater
nd gather its ideas. Why not write
description of your presentations
is

week.

'hich

Icelandic

Atmosphere

As a l^ackground for the Clicquo\
lub Eskimos radio entertainers, an
celandic atmosphere was created.
lumber opened with snow

effects

on

scrim covering the stage opening.
he Aurora Borealis was shown for
closing number. Tlie orchestra was

ostumed

Eskimo

in

Hyman,

/ard L.
trand.

trappings.

— EdMark

Brooklyn

All Czecho-Slovakian

Program

— Taking

advantage of its
ocation in a foreign neighborhood,
he Lyceum offered an all CzechoThe stunt servjjlovakian program.
d to increase the theaters standing
Cleveland

its

;n

district.

— A.

E.

Ptak,

Lyceum.

How Broadway Does It
Capitol

The atmospherr of pre-war Vienna, the
theme of the picture, dominates this week's
music and presentation. At least an attempt
The orclicstral
this direction.
in
is
i:!ade
offering, "Tales uf the Vienna Woods," from
the pen of the mightiest waltz king, Johann
The playStrauss, is used as an overture.
ing was marked not so much by Mendoza's
acrobatics in wliat is so apparently an artificial attempt at obtaining a waltz tempo, as
by the few snatches of tine playing by Waldo
On the whole
Mayo, the concert-meister.
though,

the

Capital

played

orchestra,

tliis

the audience

selection with fine feeling and
gave the musicians a big hand.
The ballet, used as a prologue to the picIt has no
ture, falls short of its purpose.
The musical
rational bearing on the picture.
lighting
and
accompaniment, the costuming
however, and the fine adagio work, even
though it doesn't belong, are redeeming
The story is an "Artist's Dream."
graces.
running true to form in that it has the

coming to life and then disappearing
time for the young lover to awaken.

statue
in

Rivoli
Oscard again scored at the Rivoli
week with his presentation, "Seashore
last
This attraction is lavish and reFrolics."
The costuming is beaufined throughout.
and oliviously done, the work of
tifully
Charles Le Maire.
The set shows a beach, with moonlight
At one side
playing on the rippling waters.
Palm trees and ferns also add
is a casino.
Hunter Sawto the scene, which opens with
\Vhere
yer, tenor, singing "Put Your Arms
Paul

Engaged

Roxy Theater

for

Rothafel announced to

S. L.

:

THE

7ILM DAILY

that H. Maurice Jajuet has been engaged as one of the
zonductors for the Roxy orchestra
Kurt Schindler will have charge of
:horal

activities.

They

Edna Hopper Returning in Sept.
Edna Wallace Hopper, who is in
Europe, will return

in

September

to

engagements.
house
picture
teep
5he is under management of the Wil-

iam Morris

office.

Belong."

sisters dressed in sport
members of the cast, go into the

Prologue for "Sparrows"
Moss' Far Rockaway house is usa prologue in
'Sparrows." Belle
;ured soprano.
ing

connection

Brown

is

with

the fea-

an

here to handle his busiMiddle West. Max Turncharge in the Butler Bldg.

office

less in the
er

is

in

Back from Coast
Walter Meyers has returned from
;he
:rip.

Coast

after

a

.

,

returned to normalcy a
bathing girl parade "of long ago" is staged,
with the lanet sisters and the Six lintypes,
1 he
Johnnie Dale introducing each girl.
old-fashioned bathing suits wm big laughs.
spebanjo
Afterwards Rex Schepp does a
Said 1
cialty, "How Many Tim-es Have I
Love You." Later comes the "bathing girls
of smartof todav," which exhibits a lineup
During the episode fvorma
ly-dressed misses.
and
high-kicking
Maxam does some clever
Another
other eccentric acrobatic numbers.
number which pleases 'em is the Four Waikwith the George and Janet sisters
ikis,
dressed in Hawaiian costumes and playing
Dale's eccentric dance also goes
guitars.
over big.
^ ,. „ Helen
In addition to "Seashore Frolics
Yorke, colorature soprano, made a return appearance with a Galli Curci showpiece which
permits her to display the range and beauty
Saturday matinee she won
of her voice.
applause which lasted into the newsreel.
Henry Murtagh is a never-miss number at
His "Married Life," organ-slide
the Rivoli.
novelty, awoke more than usual enthusiastic
the

stage

„

Morris Opens Chicago Office
Chicago— William Morris has opened

other

Moonlight

Sawyer vocalizes "Lady of
Waltz" dance.
His eftorts
Sea" in the ne-xt number.
directed towards the charming George
and harsisters, who enter in a rolling chair
monize on the chorus. The lights then darkseen
en and behind a scrim mermaids are

With

Hart Attractions
The attractions signed by Max
Hart include Ollin Holland and Emiia Haig, dancers, and Joe Brown
md Marion Sunshine, comedy act.

'

the
are

promenading.

New Max

Janet

the
this
clothes like the

Following

vacation-business

many

The

years.

lighting

is

exquisite, the

groupings are colorful and interesting.
The
scene is taken from the picture, su])posed!y
cale in that part of the desert where Valen
tino does his sheiking.
Gruenberg has written an original song, an oriental lament, a
thing very difficult to sing and equally difficult for the audience to fully appreciate but
.A.Ian Prior, the tenor does his best witli
it.
The ballet comes on for oriental routines
behind the gauze with the principal ballerina,
giving a poor imitation of what is supposed
t.) be a dervi:;h dance.
A good dancer would
have done the trick to advantage and put
the prologue over witli a real wow.
But
Plunkett has a good idea and the entire

Haskell to Produce for Marx
Chicago
Marx Bros, have engaged Jack Haskell to produce sev-

—

eral elaborate musical presentations
lor tlicir four theaters.
will make
his
headquarters at the Granada.
Ben Mcroff and his band has been
signed for this house with Merofif

He

acting as master of ceremonies.

Acts for Uptown, Toronto

."1

—

>

go over big and send them to
THE
Editor,
resent.-0-Grams
ILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New
'ork City?

by

1)

Dan Quinlan's "MinMemories"; organ-screen

Kivoli

possible.

staged

EDDY

W.

the picture, "The .Son of the Sheik," from
the orchestral prelude to the prologue to
the picture.
The orchestral offering is bits of Rimsky
Korsakoff's "Scheherzade."
The cuts arc
well made, but their rendition that is another
matter.
'J'he
prolo.gue is
triumph for
a
I'lunkctt, his art director, Drcyfuss and his

D'xvay Presentations
is

Presentations

in

setting

makes

audience gave

thrown

is

pretty

so
it

a

Loew

Big Attraction for Loew
has engaged Albert DcCour-

producer, to make a
presentation for its circuit
of seven houses.
About 20 people
will comprise the production, which
will start its tour early in the fall.
DeCourville's most recent work was
in connection with the Shuberts' last
musical show, "Merry Whirl."
ville,

de

Batchelor, recently with
ofifice has formed Walter Batchelor, Inc., which will do
work
presentation
picture
house
among its activities. In addition to
Batchelor, the directors are Nathan
Sugarman and Leo Rothchild. Offices,
1560 Broadway.

Walter

Max Hart

Zuro As Grauman Conductor
Josiah Zuro, formerly with Hugo
Riesenfeld at the Rialto, Rivoli and
Criterion, will be guest conductor for
the run of "Don Juan" at Sid Grauman's Egyptian, Hollywood, begin-

The deal was made
ning Aug. 20.
by H. S, Kraft through Alf T. Wilton, Inc.

Acts for Los Angeles House
Los Angeles A presentations policy has been adopted by West Coast
Herb Kern, formerly at the
Mesa.

—

Boulevard, has been placed

Sept.

about the middle of September.

in

For the

time in the
theatre
picture
history of a
do we
knowledge
to our
remember an act, to express it in vaudeville parfirst

a show
stopping
That's what Helen
Yorke, coloratura soprano,
did at the second performance on Saturday afternoon at the Rivoli Theatre,
and the audience continued
to applaud long after the

charge

news reel was on. Miss
Yorke has a beautiful voice,
and the one number rendered deserved everything
it

got.

N. Y. Telegram

(Exclusive Mgt.)

Mrs, A. K.

BENDIX
701-7th Ave.

N. Y. C.

Fanchon
of a six-piece orchestra.
& Marco specialties will be used the
last half of each week.
George Dollini Attractions
George Dollini opened the Quintet
Unique in New Brunswick the past
week for a picture house tour.
LTnder
his
ian

Rudolph Makinof? aiid
orchestra, in charge of Maxmilis

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Mitnitsky.

New Film House Attractions
New attractions opening in Stanand
week

dancers,

at

are Dehro
the Mosque

Newark, and Aradath and
the Branford. Newark.

at

AMALGAMATED

being prepared

attractions

by Dollini

Irazaren,

Strand

in

—

lance,
cold.

Forms Company

Batchelor
the

Oumansky Returning

Los Angeles Alexander Oumansky, who was at one time ballet master at the Capitol and more recently
associated with the Ufa theaters in
New York
Berlin, will return to

English

luxe

lev houses this

Joe Plunkett's Frolic bowed to Valentino
Everything was centered aTound
this week.

picture, that the
as the picture
gauze as the

the

come down.

lights

,

'applause.

a

good hand

through

right

—

Toronto- When the Hippodrome
reopens about Sept. 7 it will have a
The de
big-time vaudeville policy.
lu.xe presentations will move to the
Uptown, formerly Loew's, which will
be readv about the same date.

his

band

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

The East Has Changed
Old Studios Are Practically Gone
a Dip into the Past History of
Production
have come in Eastern studios since the days of the old
Imp and Biograpli studios.
Mary
Pickford, David Wark Griffith and

Many changes

other

Yost Due Aug.

The

may

a muddy gridiron and a field
hiid out by Paramount.

be

Add

who

is

want,

replacing

the

over-

being rated

"iind," due to his work in "Tho
of Cads," has been added to tho
of "The Popular Sin," which will
directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

ije

crowded West 56th St. studio that
housed Paramount units.
The old Gene Gautier studio on

Wyckoff to Handle Camera
Alvin Wyckoff will photograph
West 54th St. is a former church, Thomas Meighan in his next vehicle,
as IS the Hal Benedict studio, Col- as yet untitled.
Wyckoff has done
the camera work on several Meighan
lege Point, L. I.
The former Talmadge studio on pictures.
East 48th

housed many famous
from it came "Smilin'
Make Additions
Through" and other successes. The
Marcia Harris, Frank Montgomery
Talmadge sisters. Norma and Con- and Jerry Sinclair have been added
stance, used it for several years.
to the cast of "So's Your Old Man,"
St.

and

units

In

1919 production reached its
the East, at the old Metro
and \'itagraph studios, the former
especially.
Fort Lee was the scene
of much activity, with the Paragon,
Peerless, Solax and Universal stu3ios affording much employment. In

peak

fact.

dio,

starring

W.

The

Clara Morris home in
Yonkers was converted into a studio and was first used by the Triangle forces.
Later, Whitman Bennett came into its possession and
made several pictures, with Lionel
old

Barrymore

Alenjou,

the

A

one

of

the

biggest

the

world.
Studios now active are the Biograph,
Fox,
Cosmopolitan,
Paramount, Peerless, Ideal, Long Island
Tec-Art and the Old Dominion in
Astoria.
in

Dickey to Columbus

"White Madness." It is a new play
winch he wrote in collaboration with
Cicorgc Abbott.
He was called to
Cclumbus by the illness of Warren
Williams, who had been assigned the
lending role.

STUDIO

romances

are

:.:

I

Alvin Wyckoff |

ft

DIRECTOR

—

if.

o!

PHOTOGRAPHY

ft
J.:

$
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§ QUALITY
SPEED
ii
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ACCURACY H
H
ft
$
n
ft
K D
J,S

I

§
it
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U

S
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:.:

F
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N

I

S
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THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"TIN

GODS"

J.:
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In the days of Triangle, the name
of C. Gardiner Sullivan was usee
by exhibitors to draw patrons. Frances Marion has also commanded pub-j
lie attention, as has Edmund Gould-

von

Sternberg.
of the

came out

Eddie

Marguerite Clark?

Sutherland

Now Jack
to Louise Brooks.
Strumwasser, scenarist, is engaged
lo Hilda Hess, also a W'riter.
ried

*

*

The

*

*

oldest

We

Hilda

now

Deesy

here,

will

of

Hungary,

not

have any

Susan Fleming Assigned
Suran Fleming of Ziegfeld's Revue,
has joined the cast of "The Ace of
Cads." She was engaged for the role
assigned to Lois Moran and Clara

Fow.

Marx
Sam Marx
story,

Sells

has

Original
sold an original

"Night Life," to Columbia.
Col.

Davis

in

Debut

Colonel C. T. Davis, retired British
officer and playwright, is making hisscreen debut in "Tlie Ace of Cads."

with directors.
She
understands
seven
different
languages.
%

>!<

^

Cincinnati cops are to be
c(|uipped with cameras.
Why
not send the old Keystone
cops to the Ohio City?

iiecome "smitten" with the youngster.

*

Hustling

*

R.
Sheridan,
secretary of the Assistant Directors
Association, is now on the Coast.
*

Victor
of

*

the "Slippery Slim"
comedies, and "Slim"

Summerville, also a veteran, are

wood

in

pictures.

Photographing
A. Series of

PRODUCTIONS

Now

in

Production

*

Potel,

Essanay

FRANK ZUCKER
WESLEY RUGGLES

*

Walter

ceremonies at several Hollyfunctions.

writing the adap-

trouble

Eddie Hollander, aged nine,
who conquers the hearts of the stars
who come lo the Cosmopolitan sudio,
is now a dashing Beau Brunmiel. His
girl did not recognize him when he
appeared in a gorgeous new suit,
l)ought by Lya de Putti, who has

George Jessel was welcomed
with open arms and wined
and dined. He has acted as
toastmaster and master of

now

Costello and Jackie Coogan,
ivho are to "Johnny Get Your
Hair Cut."

*

"Private Izzy Murphy" soon
became a general in Hollywood.
ivords,
In
other

is

arid yomigest
stars are working in the same
picture.
refer to Maurice

instead of gas-fi-llirig
statio')is,
should be established at
central points between New York
and HoUyivood. Amove/ the writers
trekking back and forth across the
country are Laurence Stallings,
Robert Benchley, John V. A. Weaver,
Irvin Cobb, Marc Connelly and John
Colton.
*

She

of

of a baseball

star?

Ink-fillbig,

*

owner

is

"An

Angel Passes," by
Jacques Bouquet and Henri Falk. It
will serve as Adolphe Menjou's next
vehicle and will be picturized at the
Paramount Long Island studio.
tation

team
down in Louisiana. Can you
imagine an umpire winning a
decision from the pert little
part

West and was mar-

*

Halsey Doing Adaptation

Do you remember winsome

coming

thick and fast. Riza Royce came
of the I£ast and was married to Josef

Little

fl

successes.

cial

Forrest .Halsey

RALPH W/LK

By

*

Dickey, scenarist, who wnii
I.minett Crozier wrote an origmal
fcr Thomas Meighan's next picture,
lias fKinc to Columbus, O., lo play in
I'au!

Brook, who has signed a
long term contract with Famous, will
appear in "The Popular Sin," which
v.'ill be directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

from "Lots"

Little

The enlarged

day.
is

and have fashioned scripts
which resulted in pictures that became artistic, as well as commer-

Dwan.

ing.

Cosmopolitan studio housed
Marion Davics' unit and large
ruled

Olive Tell and Cosmo Bellew have
been added to the cast of "Summer
Bachelors," being directed by Allan plots,

Brook Signs Contract

Reed, who is directing
of Cads," starring Adolphe
will direct "New York."

starred.

Cosmopolitan

A

trained scenarist must know pic
ture values, camera angles and have
a good idea of costs.
Many writers
have taken stage plays, with thii

to Cast

Chve

"The Ace

The
sets

edit

starring

Reed Gets Assignment
Luther

emoting.

the

Dwan Adds
Kid,"

Scenario writers have never re
ceived proper recognition or sufficien
exploitation, according to close stud
*
ents of production.
Their exponents declare that some
scenarists write faultless scenarios
so well done, that no director cai
possibly make a bad production, i
he follows his script closely.
The bane of the scenarists is thtl
sudden decision of directors and sup
ervisors to eliminate situations oi
scenes upon which the scenarist hai

Brenon Finishes "Gatsby"
Production has been completed on
"The Great Gatsby," which was di- worked for weeks and to which h(
Warner has given his best thought. Thi
rected by Herbert Brenon.
Baxter and Neil Hamilton are to be decision of the director comes in j
assigned to new pictures.
moment, according to the writers
and is simply snap judgment.
Claire as Juvenile
Many scenarists have become diWills Claire has been added to the rectors and the former writers art
cast of "Children of Fate," which is among those who are urging mort
being driected by Ivan Abramson. publicity and recognition for the
He is playing the juvenile role.
scenarist.

C. Fields.

Amy to Do Editing
George Amy will cut and

Fox also had a Fort Lee stuand there Theda Bara did her

Meighan

picture, as yet untitled, will start the
William Beaumiddle of August.
dine has arrived from the Coast to
handle the direction.

in

"The Knickerbocker
johnny Hines.

15

Production on the next

much attention as a
when it opened. However, the Para- Ace
mount Long Island studio filled a cast
felt

considered for the leading role, but
no assignments have been made.

Sterling

Philip Sterling,

_^Biograph
East 175th St., drew

long

Tuttle to Return
Recognition
Frank Tuttle is expected the latScenarists Assert Producers Havi
ter part of August and will direct
Failed to Get Proper Credit for
"Love 'Em and Love 'Em." Esther
Their Work
been
Ralston and Lois Wilson have

Start Aug.

at the old
on 14th Street.
studio, erected on

Biograph studio

No

5

Herbert "Fielding" Yost is expected Aug. 5 to act in an advisory capacity on "The Quarterback," now
being directed by Fred Newmeyer.
The football game will be played on

worked

celebrities

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

still

"A Man
Starring

of Quality"

GEORGE WALSH

HOLLYWOOD

J^eHi¥S?kPill

AH D WEEKLY

HAPPENINGS

o/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

1

r

lias

arrived to direct

adaptation of "The Trip to Tilsit"
Fox. It will be released as "The

Two Humans."

ong of

Mix Back at Work
Tom Mix, who was injured
ill

in

a

while making "The Great K.

&

Train Robbery,"

is

back

in

Ray

Starts

Ray

"Whispering Wires"
has started production

"Whispering Wires" for Fox
inita Stewart and Edmund Burn?
f

lay

the

leads.

Beauties Fete Studio Staff

and officials of the
l.-G.-M. studios were guests of the
prize winners of the bathing beau/ contest conducted by the Los AnStars, directors

eles

Examiner

at

Loew's

State.

Six Start at M.-G.-M.
in production at
with several more
Those
lated for early production.
ow being made are: "The Fire Brirade," featuring Charles Ray and
j.Iay McAvoy; "The Mysterious Is-

Six pictures

hie

Emory Johnson has finished "The
Fourth Commandment" the first of
nine feature productions he has contracted to make for Universal.

Stroheim Plans Color
Erich von Stroheim to liave a color
sequence in "The Wedding March."

the

iddle.

Albert

"What

Johnson's First Completed

Murnau Arrives

W. Murnau

F.

are

M.-G.-M.

Sidney to Go on Vacation
Scott Sidney plans a three weeks'
fishing trip upon completion of directing "The Nervous Wreck" which
final week.
is in its

Price

October
premiere

"What

1

at

Glory" Opens Oct. 1
witness the world
the Carthay Circle of
will

comer."

Price Glorv."

Christie Studios Busy
Christie is busy shooting comedies
for Educational release, which are
to total 32 next year.
Edna Marian
formerlj' with Universal, has been
signed.

Babe London Back
Babe London has returned,

followat work-

ing a vaudeville tour, and is
on a new Cameo compdy-.jnider
vection

Steve

of,.

di

Roberts.

Wagner Signed by Asher
I-^i&her in Convict Picture
George Fisher has been enga.ge^l
Jack Wagner, who was gagman
for Corinne Griffith's current pro- for the leading role in the famou,«j
duction has been retained by E. M. old story of IBritish convict camps'.
Asher to act in the same capacity "For Term of His Natur3l Life,"
wKich is to be filmed in Australia
for "McFaddcn's Flats."
nnd«r direction of Norman DaAvn.
Weatherwax Cutting Griffith Film
"Jazz Singer^ for Jessel
Paul K. Weatherwax has been en"The
Jazz Singer" lias been se"
Blues
stargaged to cut "Broadwaj'
cured by Warners for George Jessel
ring Cor'nne Griffi.th.
now working on "Private Izzy Murphy."
Jessel played the title rol<'
Alexander Farmed Out
Joe Rock has farmed out Frank
Warner
to
Alexander
("Fatty")
Bros, for "Private Izzy Murphy."

imd." "Annie Laurie," featuring Lilian Gish; "Tell It to the Marines,"

Ijehind the footlights.

Poet's

Langdon's Next Titled
Harry Langdon's new comedy for
First National will he "Johnny New-

Neph8W Groomed

Walter Tennyson, a nephew

of the
poet, is being groomed for the male
load in a film version of "Idvls of

Pola Starts Work
Pola Negri's new picture, "Hotel
Imperial," has just gone into production at Lasky's under direction of

Maurice

Stiller.

Nagel's Next Selected
Nagel has been assigned
the role of "Captain Harding" in the
M.-G.-M. production "The Mysteri
ous Island."

Conrad

Brown to Direct Denny
Melville Brown will direct RegiHe was fornald Denny this fall.
merly a scenario writer fo'r Universal
and is now just completing his second feature picture, "Taxi! Taxi!"
Etta Lee for "Masked Woman"
Etta Lee has been cast for "The
Masked Woman" which June Mathis
is

making

for

First

National.

Kenyon Picture Title Changed
"Ladies at Play" is the new title
of Doris Kenyon's starring vehicle.
Lloyd Hughes supports the star in
this picture.

Melford Directing Valli
itarring Lon Chaney; "Tin Hats"
Convention Called Benefit
Melford will direct "Going
George
pth Claire Windsor and Conrad Crooked," starring Virginia Valli as the King."
Firmer contact between producers
Norma Shearer has started his first picture under his new longJagel.
the
Hawks Directing "Royal Romance" and exhibitors, which will benefit
in "Upstage," with Oscar Shaw apthe rethe industry, was established at
term contract with Fox.
direct
Hawks
will
Howard
earing opposite.
convention, acadaptation of "The Royal Scandal," cent M. P. T. O. A.
Schrock. assoRubens to Renew
Alma
will make under the title cording to Raymond
which
Fox
New Blue Film Nearly Finished
Warner, of
with
Jack
producer
ciate
Romance."
Alma Rubens is expected to renew of "A Roval
studios.
Warner
Filming of "Across the Pacific,"
the
her contract with Fox when it ends
tarring Monte Blue and directed by
Veiller to Do Original
in a short time.
Warners Sign Merrill
loy Del Ruth, is practically comBayard Veiller whose mystery melMerrill, juvenile, has been
Walter
leted.
odrama, "Held By the Law." now is
"Romeo and Juliet" Postponed
signed by Warners. He has been in
Jewel
Universal
into
a
made
being
LIniversal has postponed plans for
two years.
Howes Making Air Picture
by Edward Laemmle, has been en- pictures but
filming "Romeo and Juliet" featuring
Reed Howes is starring in "The Mary Philbin.
gaged by Universal to write an origPaddock Status Probed
ligh Fliers," an aviation story which
inal for an all-star production.
status of Charles Padamateur
The
iarry J. Brown is directing for RaySinger's Son in Films
star, is being investigated
track
dock,
Brown Starts First for M.-G.-M.
;rt.
the .\mateur Athletic union, as a
Feodor Chaliapii), son of the famCl?reiice Brown has begun produc- by
of the sprinter's appearance in
is entering picresult
singer,
concert
ous
tion of "Flesh and the Devil," his
Tiffany Starring Jacqueline Logan
new picture. He is
Daniels'
Bebe
tures.
This picfirst picture for M.-G.-M.
Jacqueline Logan is to be starred
affianced to Bebe.
Under"The
Sudermann's
ture, from
n "One Hour of Love" by TifTany.
Barry to Adapt Story
lying Past," will star John Gilbert
Robert Florev will direct.
Richard Barry, author of "The and will have Greta Garbo and Lars
Big Gun," slated as one of Univer- Hanson in support
Alberta's Starring Vehicle

'The

Adorable

Deceiver"

is

the

selected for Alberta
Phil Rosen is directing this

starring vehicle

'/aughn.
B. O.

feature.

Hoffman Sponsors Dog Picture
Frank Richardson is directing a
jolice dog film, "The King of the
Pack," for Renaud Hoffman. Ralph
Lewis and his wife Vera Lewis, apDcar in the picture.

big

1928

season,

own

story.

George Lewis

is

ed to star.

Carey Host to Legion
The .A^merican Legion will stage,
expect- its annual pow-wow on Harry Carey's
ranch Aug. 8.

Authors to Write Titles
Ralph Spence and Laurence
lings will both write titles for

Price

Stal-

"What

Glory."

Kathryn Perry in Western
Kathryn Perry will play the feminine lead opposite Buck Jones in

Cause Heavy Loss
Forest fires raging on Row River his next feature. "Desert Valley."
:aused losses of around $40,000 in Orville Dull will direct.
equipment and the time of 500 men
CO
Buster Keaton Prod., which is
Blystone on Location
has left with a comstaging battle scenes here for BusJ. G. Blvstone
:er's next.
pany for Mount Ranier to film
"Wings of the Storm" for Fox.
Bushman Signs Contract
William Russell, Virginia Brown
in tho
Francis X. Bushman has signed a Faire and Reed Howes are
cast.
>ng-term_ contract with M.-G.-M.
Fires

The Life of Los Angeles

productions for the 1927has been engaged by
Universal to do the adaptation of his
sal's

Centers

[

at the
j

Ambassador's

Renee Adoree Back with Barker
Renee Adoree is back with RegiShe will appear in the
nald Barker
Tames Oliver Curwood story "The
Antonio Moreno
Flaming Forest."
and Gardiner James are in the cast

Famous
I

Sam Taylor's First
Tavlor's first M.-G.-M. picture will be "Exit Smiling," by Marc
Connelly.

Cocoanut Grove

Sam

Ray Flynn Wins Spurs
Ray Flynn, one of the best known
assistant directors in Holly\yood, is
wielding a megaphone "on his own."
during "the making "30 Below Zero"
for Fox.

Buck Jones

is

starred.

-^m^^
\

\

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday
I

THE

i^m

Sunday, August

DAILY
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And

Foreign Markets

The Week's Headlines

'.By

Monday
be negotiating for
SilliiDan Circuit in Wisconsin.
Theater construction at high peak.
Sentiment in India favors British pictures
reported

Universal

reacting against U. S. films.
$4,000,000 involved in new Seattle theaters
Eastman Kodak now making pictures for
school use.
Wage troubles threaten Washington theaters

Tuesday
T.oew has $1,= 000. 000 fund for 20 theaters.
Sesqui -centennial to test Philadelphia "blue"'
law.
International Kquipmcnt Corp. to meet Aug
in New York.
Theater battle in progress in Northwest.
Publix officials to discuss theater manage
ment at Southern conferences.
Exhibitor organization formed in Alberta.
as "Independent Theater Owners Assoc.
.

,1

Alberta.

of

American Society of Cinematoof
grapbers frowns upon talk of unionization.

Head

Wednesday
New York

to

have 11 new theaters by Labor

Day.

C. Pettijohn denies knowledge of ban m
Quebec as protest against censorship.
M- -neaiiolis exchanges checking up accountr
to stamp out free shows.
'i effort

C.

protest against transfer
of Phoebus' quota to United Artists.
Realignment of Detroit first-run situation

German

exhibitors

Universal-Kunsky

from

results

deal.

M. (;.-M to send out 20 road shows with
"Ben Hur" and "The Big Parade."
Locw's earnings may reach high levels, earn$10 a share.

ing

Thursday
reported

Keith-Albce

negotiating

Pol-

for

and Wilmer and Vincent chains.
Sub-committee working on British situation
odds.

at

Features

to

be

included

in

Hippodrome'?

policy.

Business depressed in Southern Illinois coa'
region.

fields

Famous, I,oew and M.
to

aiiplications

list

Stock Exchange.
Universal plans house
total

its

in

P. Capital Corp.
additional issues
in

filr

a'

Orlando, bringinf

Florida to 20.

Friday
France
1.

ban

to

inflammable

film

after

Dec

1928.

Mack

Sennelt

To U.

to

plans

$2,000,000

studio

a'

S.

(Continued from

I'atic

5)

my opinion, is the voluntary international film. Else there would be
no reason whatsoever to show incorrect things in American pictures.
I,
personally, do think think that
.Americans do this intentionally, for all
Those who
love France and Paris.
in

have

been

not

want

here

to

come

But. why do Americans
day.
want to create for themselves a reputation which they really do not seek?

some

(Continued fiom I'tigc 5)
utized to meet a conmiittee of the

month.

States.

Pickford's previous features.

There

one country

is

in

the world which

men

in

sary

that

conversation,

absolutely

neces
you have him continuously saying
is

it

"yes" in wrong moments? If you show a policeman with white gloves during the night.
Ibis is a bad mistake.
The cotton comes
from America, and it is too expensive for us.
If you show a dance hall in Paris, avoid
the rich settings, for we do not care at all
for these.
With us, one dances wherever
one wants to and where there is occasion to
dance, without thinking that one dances to
the rythms of American negro jazz bands.
If you show the slums of Paris, try at
least to know where they really are.
Try
to depict the dwellings of the famous apaches

as

they

city as

really

Paris

pico as
sal

Methodists seek Federal, State and locan censorship at California meeting.
BufTalo
holds
contest
boost
beauty
to

•G.M.S

•'

Four newsreel firms reported banning Cincinnati in protest against occupational tax.

Theater for ChambersburK
I'a.— A l.OOO-.scal
Chaml)iTsl)urK.
hou.se is under construction on South
Main .St., for the ChambcrsburR TheIt will cost approxiinatclv
ater Co.
$200,000.

Plan $50,000 Ohio House

New

I'liilafklphia,

Ci.--.\

be kept

can't

Frank

City.

—

reveals,

tion

in

amount expended

in

percentages,
production:

the

As predicted in this column. Carl
Laemmle has suffered a slight shock.

Percentage Cost

% Little wonder with those 1,000 word
6% radio.grams Carl, Jr., was sending.

Scenario

1

Raw

stock and copying costs
Decorations, costumes, etc

13%

Players

21

Director, art director and

cameramen..

Technical staff
Special expenses
General expenses

%
5%

10%

Silton Plans Five for

9%

Wilfred

Nov

will

Chadwick

direct

five

be

shown

^TUBLIC SERVICE"
Adventure speakers from
Far places, or films only.

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-t6thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C

in all of his theaters.

—

directly

The

scenario

from the

to be taken
opera and will he
is

screened to the music.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

llciiti

The proposal

is

to film "T.a

Rue de la Paix" from the story by
theater Abel
Hermant.
Another plan of

and business block costing $50,000 Berger's is to make a film in Technifor North Bridge St.
color, with Hope Hampton as
is planned
star

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

and keep up-to-dare with the
new films and new equipment

Diamdiit-IJcrger .seeks

form a I'Vanco-Anu-rican producing
company, starring American players,
with French technicians and French
to

capital.

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

Diamant-Berger Active
Pari.s

fea-

35%

tures for Chadwick with Edd'c Silton
The first picTotal
100% backin.g the venture.
A comparison recently showed that ture goes into production in September at the Coast.
It will either be
it cost much less to make a picture in
"Sunshine
of
Paradise
Alley" or
Russia than it does in France.
Mostly all the budgets of leading "Eager Lips." It is understood the
Russian companies, including Sov- same company has a contract to prokino, Sevsapkino, Rouss and others, duce four for Columbia.
are figured along percentages in the

will

Dreyer to Film "La Tosca"
Paris The Danish producer, Carl
Dreyer, has joined the Societe Generale de Films and will produce "La
Tosca."

St.,

is

religious propaganda.
Kansas and Nebraska give Univer-

total of 20.1 houses.

just

"When the Wife's Away" is announced
as a comedy. Perhaps, but
Percentages
Russian Production
The following computa- there usually is a sequel.
Mosco\\

—

Deals in

Kansas

It is insisted as a mere coincidence
Although Charles Rosher has been the fact that Marcel De Sano,
will
given a long term contract by British make "The
Ordeal," for M.-G.-M. upNational, he will be loaned to Mary
on his return from a holiday in New
Pickford for one picture. Rosher was York.
cinematographer on almost all Miss

no cut throat
think, and as you sometim'es

live.

you may

of

DALY

Chicago is to have 67,500 new theWill Rogers, who has been signed ater seats. They won't he much good
to appear in "Tiptoes," will play in if the city's bootlegger war keeps on.
another English production next year.

above table.
For
1926-1927,
Sevsapkino
announces 20 features to be made in
show it to be.
Paris is the city of light
bear that in mind.
Moreover, remember that Leningrad, besides five short reel edoperators.
t*^
Publix Theater Managers Training Schoo' in Paris, one lights the street lanterns onlv ucationals.
Exactly
209
scenarios
graduates 27 and is now preparing for at 9:30 P. M., because the dollar is very
were submitted to Sevsapkino during
low.
third class.
recent weeks, 202 having been rejectM.-(i.-M. lists tentative dates for release of
two-thirds of product.
ed.
Smaller organizations producing
"Michael Strogoff" Ready
Maurice Revnes returns from Europe after
Paris— "Michael Slrogoff," made in the Caucasus will contribute 15
buying 14 stories for Fox.
in France and Russia for the Societe features to the 1926-27 Russian outSaturday
put.
Gotham Prod, to organize national exchange des Cineromans and Pathe Consortium, has received its first showing.
system through franchise holders.
reported
negotiating Mosjoukine is starred.
Davis to Showr "Metropolis"
Bernarr
.MacFadden
The press liked
with Geo. M. Cohan for "True Story" the
Berlin
Capt. Alfred Davis, head of
the
picture,
the
technique
of
which
ater.
Industry in Mexico beginning to feel effects was described as excellent. Universal one of the largest chains in Great
of religious controversy.
will handle the film in England and Britain, while on a visit here recently
Eucharislic Congress films banned in Tarn
c'ltised with Ufa whereby "Metropolis"
later in the States.
Burbank. Cal.
Boar acts to end contract
Film
Seattle
squabbles due to signature technicality.
Washington, D. C, theaters refuse increase

PHIL. M.

operates the Publix houses in Los
K.
Angeles and now Frank Jr., leaves
R. S., and independent renters not
for the old stam[)ing ground to manbelonging to the latter organization, age
the Royal.
to discuss the situation until an agreement was reached that would preclude
The theater owner who started his
the necessity of government intervenbusiness on a shoe string now is gettion in the form of block booking legting plenty of socks.
islation.
A.
E.
C.
It is the intention of the
France wants to ban inflainmable
to ask the government for legislation
film.
It's one hot) country, all right.
if the matter is not settled within a

France is the country of liberty, but it
Paris is not the
is not the kingdom of vice.
center of the slums, as one tries to show it.
Those who do not know Paris as it really
is should keep away from depicting this city
as a city of vice.
There are scores of exports in Hollywood who could act as good
technical advisors for a Parisian story. They
know that which is true and that which is
untrue, and if such persons were used in
pi'oduction, the result would be American
iilms could insure for themselves a warm
reception, instead of the usual hissing accviinpanying a Parisian story fihn'ed in the
really has absolutely no reason to be more
friendly to us than America, and that is
Germany.
But, of late, we have seen some
pictures made in Berlin which are really remarkable, truthfully.
The American producers must excuse me if I say that it is
absolutely necessary to have a technical ad
visor, such as mentioned above, familiar with
Paris, always on the lot.
If our friends, the
.'Vmericans, desire to count on France, and
if
they want to do business with us, they
must not alienate the French public.
If,
for instance, you show some French-

-- out
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That's That
hat

T^HE Newmans

London

Producers

1,

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave,, Chicago,

III.

r'
Commercially since iSgs
Greater Movie Season, which celebrates
the thirtieth birthday of the motion picture,
calls

to

mind

the fact that Eastman Film

fathered the industry by making motion pictures practical.

Commercially manufactured
Eastman has always been, and
valed as the

since 1895

still

is,

^^film that carries quality

unri-

through

to the screen".

Prints on

Eastman have the

identification
in

black-lettered

'^Eastman" and ''Kodak"

the transparent margin.

Look

for

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

it.

CAREWE
EDWIN presents

^tom ihe novel ^ 9raAd^ Pett^ Elliott a^d the play \>^[a

Wilson Ooddpnih

Lloyd Uupheloi..^
DoioreJ oel ft!
PRINTILAU
etda^^tion. by

^ce^iohf
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.
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Not just once in a while, but week after week

FIRST NATIONAL
delivers the biggest hits i\

—

NEWS
ALLTUE TIME
/ILL THE

/'FILMDOM
XXXVII

i)L.

Monday, August

No. 27

Row Over Hays

Profits in Shorts
at Monticello Finds Short
Subject Policy-House on Profit
Basis 3 Months

[eater

tributor

—

The fact is demonstratby experience of Fred Stark, who

hposition.

irates the Rialto-Park theater here,
itark adopted an exclusive short
ject policy at the house three

{Continued on Page

Films on U.
Daily

"Menace"
Milwaukee— This city

the side of distributors.
board is engaged in a finwith the free lancers who
fi.tcht
in posters and photographs.
(il
Exhibitors of the territory are be)rn in

film

al

;

f

asked to cooperate

in

(Continued on Pagr

I

to

moves

to

2)

iays Backs Campaign

jWith additional broadcasting stains preparing to join hands with
for the exploitation of its
oduct, through radio clubs reprenting every section of the nation
e
success of the project is as-

l,-G.-M.

red.

[There are 14 broadcasting stations
{Continued on Page 5)
1

Seimett Studio Ready in
Sennett's
D

will

ay

1,

$2,000,000

May

Burbank

stu-

be ready for occupancy by
1927.

no imdue

waste

of

The sub-committee on
films has had many

will outline what
the trade has to offer in the way
of a scheme for the rehabilitation of the British film industry.

War

are

in

future

to

American transports, it is announced
by the War Department.
first vessel to be so equipped
be the "Cambrai," leaving San
Sufficient films
Francisco Aug. 14.
will be loaded at San Francisco for
daily programs as far as Balboa, Ca-

The

will

(Continued on Page

2)

"Sour Sabbath"

Stirs

Huntington

—

The Sunday
Huntington, L. I.
shows question has bobbed up again
in this conservative town with the
Democratic Club of the county advocating repeal of unpopular "blue"
The action was followed by
laws.
marshaling of the "reform" element
through distribution of cards in the
churches, with members asked to
sign the cards which petition the
town board to retain the "Sour Sabbath" ordinance on the statute books.
$500,000

Cleveland— Five hundred thousand
estimated cost of the
built at Hillard Rd.
and Madison Ave. The house, which
will seat 1.500. was sponsored by Dr.
dollars
theater

is

the

THE FILM DAILY

of

Washington, D. C.

— Irritation over

the great length of time required for
the prosecution of the Famous Players-Lasky and other important cases
is believed to have been one of the
many points of disagreement which
resulted in Commissioner Van Fleet
of the Federal Trade Commission relinquishing his connection with tiiat
body, to be followed shortly, it is

understood, by Commissioner Thompson and possibly Commissioner Nugent.
The former's term expires in
September and the latter is understood to have a good chance of reaching the capital as the Senator from
Idaho.

The Famous

Players' case,
(Continued on Page 5)

which report

Be Feature on Trans-

House Costs

Stations Join M.-G.-M. Radio Club
Movement Broadcasting News of
Company Activities

be

were

—

;day.

15,000,000 Listeners

Washington Bureau

meetings discussing one scheme
and another and is now to report to the joint committee

Ships

Moves

to stamp out poster exanges long have been under coneration by the Will H. Hays orCharles C. Pettijohn has
nization.
jn endeavoring for some time to
tain concerted action against poster
Recently a meeting was
changes.
Id for the purpose of deciding upways and means to combat "the
imace" but members declined to
'inch a concerted campaign.
A. number of film boards will start
livfdual fights against poster exPettijohn could
ianges, it is stated.
It be reached
for a statement Sat-

shall

time.
British

2)

Department
Announces
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Daily picture shows
Tha
be given aboard
ports,

has been
ected as the battleground for war
poster exchanges, for years a

:

Shows

S.

Resignations

very imi)ort-

held on
Wednesday when the subcommittee met to consider the
question of a report and delegates from the C. E. A. met
the K. R. S. to discuss the subject of the blind-booking referendum. As was exclusively announced last week the C. E. A.
has placed a time limit of one
month upon the discussions
with the K. R. S. so that there

H

Exchange Fight

Members Peeved Over Delay in
Famous Players' Case, Preparing

Film Renter, London

—Two

meetings

ant

olution expressing confidence in Will
Hays, interpreted as a mere gesture in view of the previously-expressed demand for censorship, nearly split the California synod of the

H

llwaukee Film Board Launches
:;ampaign to Rid Territory of

;

Editor,

London

res-

Presbyterian church.
Dr. G A. Brieglieb exploded a vernths ago, with the success of tho bal Dombshell at the sessions when
he declared that adoption of the reso)eriment assured from the start
e house is being operated seven lution expressing "abiding confidence
Hays" would
A unique feature of the in Ruling Elder Will
rs a week.
icy is that to date only Red Seal be interpreted by the world as an
endorsement of the film industry
tures have been offered.
Forty-five per cent of the delegates

oster

Commission Shake-Up

FREDMAN

By ERNEST W.

Head Nearly Breaks Up

Presbyterian Ssmod
Adoption of the
Angeles
Los

Price 5 Cents

Blind Booking

Producer-Dis-

Indorsing

Resolution

—

N. Y. A theater deed exclusively to presentation of
rt subjects can be made a paying

.lonticello,

1926

2,

A

Review

of

By LILIAN W.

how-

Reviews

BRENNAN

In "The Son of the Sheik" Rudolph
Valentino again demonstrates conclusively that he still is the great pasPhiladelphia Buzzes with Activity
sionate lover. The production is noteElxAnnouncement
Sensational
worthy because of its gorgeous desert
pected Stanley Heads to Meet
scenes and the surge and passion of
Philadelphia There are big devel- its love story. Without any question
opment in the offing here as conValenbox-olifice par excellence.
cerns the future of theater chains tino plays a double role of father and
While, so far, there has son, and as the young sheik he has
in the state.
been obtained but the inkling of thg a part that was made to order for
expansion programs planned by the his particular type of histrionic abilmajor circuits, the next few month,') ity. Founded on the story by E. M.
will witness developments which are Hull, it follows that romantic novel
of statewide significance and will have in the main theme, and introduces a
great influence on the national theater wealth of romance, passionate love

Big Developments

—

—

—

field.

a

and stirring action.
George Fitzmaurice has handled

scenes,

number

of big deals
(Continued on Page 2)

There are

(Continued on Page 6)

2,500 Seater for

Bronx

Actors at Loew Opening
Clinton Enterprises, Inc., is to
Completely renovated, Loew's Bed- build a six story theater and office
Dorothy building on Tremont Ave., between
ford opens tonight with
The structure
Mackaill, Jack Mulhall. Julius Tan- Clinton and Crotona.
nen, Buster Collier, Betty Hilburn. will cost about $600,000 and the proRuby Blaine and Mary Brian in at- posed combination theater will seat
tendance.

2,500.

being

New Florida House
H. H. Van Loan Recuperating
Fla.— The Sylvan operWildwood,
at
recuperating
is
Loan
H. H. Van
B. I. Brodv, who recently sold his
Enterprises of
Tamiami
by
ated
Manhattan Square Sanitarium
the
theater interests here to Universal.
It has a
Brooksville, has opened.
following a minor operation
Opens

seating capacity of 400.

Edward Getlin Here
Edward Getlin. Continental Manager of International Newsreel, with
headquarters in Paris, arrived Fri-

day on the Steamer George Washmgaccompanied by Mrs. Getlin.

Atlantic City
Atlantic

Opening

City — Valentino's

picture

of the Sheik" opens
night at the Virginia theater

The Son

to-

Fairbanks to Sail on Aug. 18
Douglas Fairbanks and
London
Marv Pickford are scheduled to sail
for home Aug. 18 on the Majestic.

—

ton,

Star Hoxie
Hollywood Maurice Sebastian harformed a company with Jack Hoxie
Scott Dunlap will direct.
as its star.

Valentino Film Hits

Sebastian to

—

of the Sheik"
records at the Roose-

Chicago— "The Son
is

shattering

velt.

all

Ufa Plans Big

—

War

Picture

Berlin Ufa is preparing to make
a spectacle dealing with the World

War.

THE
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Big Developments

Row Over Hays

Poster Exchange Fight
(Continued from Page

(ContxMKcd from Page 1)
pcndinj?,
with fortification

1)

1926

2,

(Continued from Page

1)

opposed adoption of the resolu
which got a scant majority. Afte
its passage some members remarke

the
of
strategic position of the Stanley Co.,

Stamp out what is declared to be a
menace to the industry. Distributors
to be strengthened considerably in are required to furnish posters on
that Hays is a Presbyterian elder an
the proriL XXXVII No. 27 Moiday, Ai(. 2, 192E
PricaSCenU event of consummation of
their release usually at a monetary chairman of the pension fund coir
jects planned.
loss and so are entitled to protection, mittee.
Next Friday will be an important it is argued.
Publisher
JOHN W. ALICOATE
The contract has a
"We note with cordial commends
day for this territory, for on that day clause aiming at poster exchanges
tion Mr. Hays' statement to the ei
published daily except Saturday and holidays directors of the Stanley firm meet
and distributors are insisting that feet that no film shall be produce]
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. and
to consider the new deals being necopyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
the provision be enforced.
that encourages disrespect for an
These
gotiated by the company.
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
law," reads the resolution. "We ap
Treasurer
Maurice U. Kann, Editor Don- deals, some of which have been pend;

;

M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen-

ald

;

Entered as second-class matter May
1918, at the post-office at New York,
It.
Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
T'inns (Postage free) United States, outside
oi Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
rrcnths, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Jli.OO.
Audress all communications to
tative.

21,

THE FILM

xJAlLY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Cable ad4736-4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood,
Filmday, New York.

jf-hone Circle

aress:
California

— Harvey

E.

Ambassa-

Gausman,

ijr Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash,
Ernest W. Fredman,
ingli ti 9794, London
*il.e Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Ijundon. W. I., Paris La Cinematographic

—
—

ing for several months, call for the
taking over by the Stanley interests
of 70 odd theaters.
There has been no official pronouncement of deals under way, in
fact efforts to check up on the situation have proved unavailing so far as
Stanley officials are concerned, but
it
is
confidently believed that the

William Hunt circuit of a dozen
houses is being dickered for the Stanley firm, with consummation of ?
deal held likety. The Wilmer & Vincent chain, too, has been under consideration, although it was announced
last week that the negotiations had
been terminated when the principals

Films on U.

Ships

S.

(Continued from Page

1)

Zone, where other pictures will
for use upon the trip to
supplied
be
New York. Upon its return to the
Canal, a new lot of films will be placed
aboard.
If the innovation is received favornal

ably,

it

is

likely that daliy

shows

plaud his specific direction that fror!
all titles shall be excluded anythin;

which might encourage disrespect fo'
Insofar as churches and min

law.

are supporters of the motio
picture industry, we pledge our sup
port to those companies whose film
respect the highest standards of moi
isters

als

be made a permanent source of entertainment upon long sea voyages
such as to Manila.

Los Angeles

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

"Rough Riders"

— Charles

play the lead in

I

Farrell ma;
Riders,

"The Rough

Famous.

Hartford Contracts Let
Hartford Contracts have just been
G. Culet for two Hartford houses.
could not agree on terms.
demo and the Southern New EngFinancial
land Contracting Co. will erect a
house on State St. for David WeinMcCarthy Enterprises Expanding
Upson
Fargo, N. D. McCarthy Theatri- stick of the Grand. Wise &
The bull movement turned from the motors
492
at
Colonial
the
construct
will
and
Saturday,
public
utilities
and
to rails
cal
Enterprises, which operates a
swept the ground before them to good profit. chain in Minnesota and North Da- Farmington Ave.
Other issues, however, were almost wholly
kota,
has acquired the Swinging
neglected as the assault got under way.
Trading, Door theater, Dawson, Minn., and
The film market was quiet.
Linet Joining Red Seal
light.
exceedingly
was
was
any,
where there
A large number of the issues were not even will rename the house the Grand
"Hank" Linet of the "Exhibitors
after remodeling.
put up in trade.
Daily Review" today joins Red Seal
as director of publicity, succeeding
$500 Fire Damage at Cleveland
Edward Livingston, who leaves for
Quotations
Cleveland Five
hundred dollars Europe within a few days on a vaSales damage to films was caused by fire
High Low Close
cation.
32/
•Am. Seat. Vtc
in the projection room of the Foun'ioo
37/
Am. Seat. Pfd. .. HVi
tain,
4735 Woodlawn Ave.
Two
73
..
•Balaban & Katz
hunderd patrons filed out in orderly
73
•Bala. & Katz Vtc.
This
100 fashion when the blaze was announcEastman Kodak ..112!^ 112/2 112/
Francaise,

art."

Farrell for

for

Two

and

will

—

—

/

f'OuiGanr
Comedy
HAL ROACH

—

faesENT*

RASCAIS

t^/S

i

IN

Khiverin^ Spooks*

I

.

.

Famous

Fam.
•Fam.

..116

Players

Pfd.
Rts.

Play.
Play.

•Film

Inspect

•First

Nat'l

.

.

115%

.

115?^
120

4/

..

6

103/

Pfd.

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A
Project.
Locw's, Inc.
•Metro- Gold. Pfd.

73

73

73

42/2

42J^

\\%
42/
19/

•tp.irantount B'way
25/2
t+Koxy Units
6/2
t + Roxy Common

97/

P. Cap. Corp.
•Pathe Exch. "A"

56

.

.

Am

.

••Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen
•Universal Pict
•Univer. Pict. Pfd
•Uni. Art. The. Ct
•Warner Bros

3,000

24

•M.

.

200

2iVi

•Intcrn'l

Skouras Bros.

2.000

24
5/2

51/

51 /j

72

8J4

Warner Pict. "A" 18
•Warner Pict
• Last Prices Quoted

8J/j

8/
30/
96?4
100

45/
M^A

18

14}^

*• Philadelphia Market

Bond Market
It Bid and Ask
t

of

.

pliinning a $200,000
house seating 1,800 to run on a comIt will replace the
bination policy.
is

Liberty on Broadway, between StockNorth
ton St. and Grant Ave.
Beach is a subsidiary of Golden State
West Coast
circuit, affiliated with

of

of

Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

Seventh Ave.

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

in

of
of

il's

of

release.

New House

for

Park

City

Park City, Utah— Rugar & Knotts
are sponsoring a $50,000 theater, being constructed on the site of the
old

Dewey.
$350,000

Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.
J.

3678

— Undetermined

Cameo-— Undetermined
Capitol "Duchess of Buflfalo"
Colony ".Miilnight .Sun"

—
—

— ".Marc Nostrum"
Embassy —-"Ben Hur''
Mark Strand "Into Her Kingdom"

Criterion

John D.Tippett, Inc.

—

— "\',aTicty"
—^"Thc
Great Deception"
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "The Great

Raw Stock

Decep-

tion"

A

Negative and Positive

Million

Feet oS

All Colors

Everything
Oakland House Ready

—

Cal.
The new Fairfax,
New Mexico House Opens
representing an investment by the
State Theater and Realty
Portales, N. M.— The I'ortola has Golden

Oakland,

Broadway

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles and Negative Developing

Rialto
Rivoli

theaters.

opened.

FOR RENT

Steel''

fills

—

Inc.,

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishCi
Pathecomedies at you

for all

Exchange.

Taylor Shifted to New Orleans
Astor — "The Hig Parade"
—
St. Louis
W' V. Taylor, mana"-er Broadway "Men
Repertoire Week
—
Cameo
of the Orpheum has gone to New
— "Waltz Dream''
Capitol
Orleans to take over the manage- Colony — "Devil's Island"
— "Mare Nostrum"
ment of the Orpheum circuit house Criterion—
"Ben Hur"
Embassy
there.
He
the vacancy caused
—
Locw'e New York — Today "Mismates"
—
by the death of John Bertram, for
Zorro" and "Heart
".Mark
Tuesd.iy
a Coward"
many years manager of the OrpheWednesday — "Silence"
um.
Mabel's Room"
Thursday — "Up
Friday — "Two-Gun Man'' and "Dangerous
Dude" —
Forman Casting "Devil's Dice"
the Harem"
Saturday "Lady
Hollywood — Robert Ellis, Barbara Mark Strand — ".Son
the Sheik"
—
Bedford and James Gordon have Rialto "Variety"
—
been signed for principal roles in a RivoU "Padlocked"
Warners — House closed preparing for "Don
forthcoming Banner production, "Dc
Juan," which opens Friday night.
Dice" which Tom Forman will Brooklyn Mark Strand — ".Son
the Sheik"
direct.
Next Week
Astor — "The Big Parade''

Alexander in Boy Scout Film
Los Angeles Duke Worne is making a Boy Scout serial featuring Ben
North Beach Theaters Building
Alexander, "Happy" Paddy O'Flynn
San Francisco— North Beach The- to play romantic lead. Rayart will

aters.

is

FREE

ed.

Corp., of $350 000, has opened.

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
Stone Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone

Wisconsin

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

3/70

»«.<

and nouf
<^he

STAR SPANGLED

puts it over
anything on
earth ^
FinSTm STARS
FIRST in STORIES
FIRST in PICTURES

every week!

V

Robert Kane
presents

"The Great Deception"
with

Atleen Pringle— Ben Lyon
and Sam Hardy, Basil Rathbone and
Charlotte Walker.

^BANNER
GROUP starts
witK a flow of
golden nugget
pictuYes -

Directed by Howard Higgin
First National Picture

A

Inspiration Pictures, Inc.
presents

Richard Barthelmess
in

"The Amateur
Gentleman"
Adapted from the

story
JefFery Farnel

Scenario by Lillie

SIDNEY

A

OLCOTT

by

Hayward
PRODUCTION

First National Picture

National Pictures, Inc.

First

presents

"Subway Sadie"
AN ALFRED SANTELL PRODUCTION
with

Dorothy Mackaill, Jack
Mulhall and Charles Murray
Adapted from

story by
Mildred Cram
Directed by Alfred Santell
Production Managem't—-Al Rockett
First National Picture

A

First

National Pictures, Inc.
presents

"Forever After"
with

Mary Astor and Lloyd Hughes
Adapted from

Owen Davis'

Stage Success!

Directed by F. Harmon Weight
Production Manager, B. P. Fineman
First National Picture

A

— AND THEY
COME BIGGER
AND BIGGER
EVERY WEEK
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Commission Shake-Up

And
_^«

I

hat's

By PHIL. M.

(Continued from Page

That!

one of the many
straws which formed the load finalproverbial camel's
ly breaking the
ever,

DALV

was

"Wild West"

Com-

back.

Trade Show

of procedure, made things difficult
for the members of the commission
who did not always agree with him.
Some of the other cases before the
commission also entered into the pic-

tactics of

cannot be made good by
missioner Humphrey, who demandact of Parliament, observes the ed revision of the commission's rules

Critic, Liverpool. Neithcan pictures, if some of the proposals for excluding American films
m;iy be taken as a criterion.

If "Don Juan" runs true to his tra- ture.
ditional character the Warners will
One of the causes of dissension was
have to install an asbestos screen in what might be termed a rebellion
their theater. However, it is report- against the administration, manifested that the famous lover has been ed occasionally when the commission
reformed for his silversheet debut. would issue a report which it had
been understood was to be "soft
"Serials being novelized" reads an pedaled," notably the report on the
announcement from one of the largq aluminum situation, concerning SecWe're retary of the Treasury Mellon.
producing companies.
film
The administration is not worried
glad someone has at last discovered
that even serials should have some- over proposed changes on the commission. On the contrary it is freething novel about them.
ly predicted that in filling the va-r
Kerry says he is begin- cancies expected. President Coolidge

Norman

Scotch and the reason
He has
isn't what you think it is.
been wearing kilts for weeks during
the filming of "Annie Laurie."

ning

to feel

Buys Two Indiana Theaters
Wabash, Ind. William Dickson,
former owner of the Eagles, who

—

sold his interest recently to his brother, P. H. Dickson, has announced the
purchase of two theaters at Elwood.
The deal includes the two theaters
that are at present showing second
run pictures and the site for a new
house.

New

K. C. Suburban House
A 1,600 seat house
will be built at 4606 Troost Ave., in
which R. L. Willis is interested with
a company which will operate it on
Shepard & Wiser
a 15 year lease.
are the architects, and the Manhattan
Construction Co. will build.

Kansas City

—

Olson has been appointed manager
Neenah, Wis., and
Menasha.

of the Neenah, at
the Orpheum at

Bay

Chicago

thousand seats
be added in Chicago in new
projects
already
announced.
Sixty-seven

will

Harper Leech declares in commenting on the situation in
"The Chicago Tribune."
Of this number, he says,
6,200 are in the Loop, 22,000 on
the South Side, 29,300 on the
North Side and 10,000 on the

West

Side.

—

written an original for
thp "Rasger" series of

the

first

of

dog stories,
"Always Faithful. "_ He is
now engaged on the scenario.

Boston— Sam
P.
of

D. C, has joined the sales force
American Feature Film.

Boston,

Philadclphi
Charlotte,
Atlanta
-Memphis, Pittsburgh, Akron, Chicago, St. Louis, Des Moines, Omaha

and Denver.

New House
Ames,

la.

—The

for

Ames,

la.

Ames Theater

Co.

spend about $100,000 on a house
here.
Fred Eller of Ames is the conwill

St.

—

accept their resignations, to replace them with men who agree with
the administration.
This does not mean that men wil'
he selected who will lead an attack
on business. The president's views
so far as is known, are rather that
business should be left alone if it if,
honest, and there is more likely a
continuation of the recent self-imposed limitations on the commission
than any of the famous "trust busting" of the Rooseveltian era.

16SO

BROADWAY

will

TRAILERS SFIKFATC
^\^S'Wi^<^

Altering Strand

—

THE

Mass. The Strand is
remodeling and enlargement. When it reopens it will have
an added seating capacity of 400
seats and will be decorated in a
Spanish motif.
Springfield,

closed

ONLY

for

TRAILER SERVICE

He

will

show twice

WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES

a week.

Texas Theater

Port Arthur, Texas— A $3,000
drove about SO persons from the
Star, three being slightly burned.

fire

From Theater Safe
Texas— Thieves
Beaumont,

from: the ktbgative

$1,300

Hasse with American Feature
of

York,
Washington,

—

got

$1,300 from the safe of the Liberty.
Tuttle Joins Parker Prod.
Hollywood— Burl Tuttle has been
C. Chatmas Buys House
T
signed by Donald Parker Prod, to
Hesrne, Texas—J. C. Chatmas has
prepare the scripts on the Nick Harbought the Queen.
ris detective series.

formerly

New

Currie

entitled

Hasse,

where broadcasting station
M.-G.-M. an

Edward M. James

$3,000 Fire in

has

Cities

are co-operating with

—

den.

Adamson Writes Dog Story
Hollywood Ewart Adamson

\)

presenting weekly programs which
carry the message of M.-G.-M. product to the public.
The programs, it
is
estimated, already reach 15,000,000 people weekly.

tractor.

State Closings

at Chelsea.

(Continued from Paue

orgy of
shows
no

city's

theater
building
signs of abating. New projects
continue to be announced almost daily, with a number of
deals being reported, confirmation of which is expected soon.

To Enlarge Iowa Chain to Four
Boston Three houses in this State
They
Des Moines— F. H. Brooks, opersummer.
the
for
have closed
Rowan and
are the Victoria at Lawrence, New ating theaters at Dows,
AlBedford, at New Bedford, Chelsea, Gait, is remodeling a building at

—

15,000,000 Listeners

Orgy

Charles Taylor to Open House
Addresses Shakespeare Club
Oklahoma City— Charles Taylor
Louis Comparing the art of
motion pictures with that of the dra- will soon open his new house at Lomatic stage at a dinner of the Ter- raine, Tex.
centenary Shakespeare Society at the
Garden, George Currie, director of
will take his time
he always does
Notwithstanding the latest edithe Paramount Screen School deand pick men who will "stay put."
tion of the Telephone Directory
clared that the chief difTerence beThe Federal Trade Commission'
tween the two lies in the thoroughShipping Board and the Tarii? Comness of the stage and the less efficient
Attorney & Counsellor-at'lMw
mission have been three sore spots
of the Coolidge regime.
The trade methods of films.
wishes to announce that his
commission, accordingly, is the next
address continues to be,
Takes Over Two in Quincy, III.
field for improvement, and while the
as heretofore
President could not very well ask
Quincy, III. The Orpheum and
for the resignation of men who were Washington are to be operated by
doing their duty as they saw it and the Quincy Theater Operation Co.,
Telephones: Circle 3794-2 564
voiding open rebellion, he could and recently incorporated for $10 000

Olson Given Higher Post
Janesville, Wis.— Hal G. Olson has
been made director of the Saxe theEaton Sizer, assistant to
aters here.

in

—This

but

PEOPLE
er

Chicago

1)

Magee Manages Casino
Bluffs, Mass.— The Casino
opened with Eugene Magee as

Ocean
has

manager.

diica&>,lll.

64^ So. Wakadi Ave

wJ

I
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A Review of Reviews
direction superbly, executing a
fine change of pace throughout. Tho
desert shots especially stand out.
They are immense. Vilma Banky
takes the part of a desert dancing
girl, and proves a splendid foil for
the ardent, passionate love scenes
with the star. The climax is a slash-

the

Los Angeles

—The

Alhambra

giving its patrons a free
day's outing this week through
a tieup with Ocean Park pier.
Every person attending tha
theater is given a combination
ticket for all the shows, rides
and dancing.
The ticket is
is

which Valentino and his
good any day until Sept 15.
father triumph decisively over a band
of Moorish outlaws.
It is great entertainment which will score wherever patrons like their romance fast dent. The picture will exert a wid
and fervid.
appeal.

ing

fight, in

"Walt?
the
Ufa
contributes
Dream," distributed by M.-G.-M. It
is a Viennese romance which depicts
the continental atmosphere before the
war. The story is based on the operIt is a light,
etta by Oscar Strauss.

"No
from

Man's

Tom

Land"

is

2,

1926

Exploit' O- Grams

Free Outings

{Continued from Page 1)

Monday, August

the

Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will Tnake
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showtion stunts.

man.

File them away.

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas ivhen you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are
helping you.

"Dancer of Paris"

latest

(First National)
Featured an effective and artistic
lobby dress. The general makeup of
the lobby was black, orange and white.
The lower part of the lobby was done
in
sponge work.
Dancing figures
were cut out of the various accessory
posters and mounted in the lobby and
Special illuminaa sensa- above the marquee.

Mix. It is great box-office, being about the strongest Mix
has yet produced.
It fairly sizzles
with sensational stunts, and is packed with human interest angles.
It
inconsequent story, but filled with is action and then more action. The
clever touches and delightful bits of star is in evidence practically all the
humor. The German cast is practi- way, and he will prove a delight to

—

unknown in this country. Xenia his many admirers. It is
Desny, one of the big Ufa stars, is tional story dealing with a mine
cast in a secondary part, but when which Tom traces with the help of
she appears she practically steals the an odd assortment of partners.
Of
Here is an interesting an- course there is the girl, and the gang
picture.
gle on the German directorial polic\\ which is after Tom and the gold
They use a star to play second to j» mine. It winds up in a sizzling climinor actress, for the very good rea- max which involves all kinds of
son she was the perfect type to por- stunts on the part of the hero and a
tray the Viennese girl. The story is whale of a battle practically singlethe thing with the German directors handed against the outlaws.
It is
evidently, and the star is picked for full of sensational fights, fast riding,
her adaptability to the role whether and some fine human interest slants
or not it is the leading part. It is the provided by the kid, Mickey Moore,
first example of what Teutons can and Harry Gripp who gives an outdo with a light, sophisticated comedy standing comedy chaarcterization as
which they have submitted to us. It a boob prize fighter blundering in
is essentially a picture of atmosphere.
and out of all sorts of funny situathe production throughout breathing tions.
It is first class western, and
the spirit of light-hearted Vienna be- covers
practically everything
fans
fore the war. The famous waltz, "Tht' crave in this type of entertainment.
Blue Danube," is used as the motif
Harry Carey is presented by Pathe
throughout, and lends a lot of ex- in "Satan Town," a hectic
melotraneous atmosphere to the screen, drama which gives the star
a chance
the light to fight againt great
It is fine entertainment,
odds and prove
comedy vein and the Continental at- himself a champion of the weak and
mosphere being something out of the downtrodden. It is a story of the
usual run.
Alaska mining town in the days of
Florence Vidor in her first starring the gold rush. The title derives its
vehicle, "You Never Know Women," name from a gambling town featurThe ing all forms of vice. Against the
gives a pleasing performance.
story concerns a Russian vaudeville evil
owner of this outlaw town
troupe, and is reminiscent of the plot Carey's wits are pitted in a finish
of "Variety," the themes being some- fight. It is replete with heart throbs,
what similar in their featuring o' thrills, fights and gunplay. It should
foreign variety actors. But there the find favor with those who like their
similarity ends, for one is stark trag- melodrama mixed with sentiment
and
edy, whereas the present offering is heart throbs.
Carey works hard, and
cast in much lighter mold. The cam- is especially pleasing in
the bits
era technique is perhaps the outstand- which call for fast action and
twoing feature. Here again the influence fisted fighting.
of "Variety" is evident.
Unusual
camera angles are used throughout
the production and with telling ef- German Film Has Frisco Premiere
Sai\, P'rancisco— "The
Director William Wellman has
fect.
Slums of
proved conclusively that the German Berlin" has just completed a week's
technicians
have
done
nothing showing at the Capitol making the
with the camera which in Hollywood picture's American premiere.
Gerexperts cannot do as well.
Lowell hard Lampccht produced the picture,
Sherman has a characteristic part as with Bernard Goetschke in the leadthe man-about-town, and manages to in role.
cally

—

inject some fine comedy touches into
his sophisticated role.
Clive Brook
finds himself somewhat handicapped
in a part which calls for a lot of restraint, but he is effective as always.
It is a worthy offering in every rc-

distinguished by some highly
atmospheric touches in the clever
work of a genuine Russian troupe of
.spect,

players.

The

settings

are

resplen-

tion made them readily visible to passersby.
Atop the marquee the title
was surrounded by a border of lights.

Added

attractiveness was attained by
the use oj' floral baskets, the vines and
flowers hanging over the marquee and
lending a very colorful and "summery" effect to the whole display.

Frank

Steffy,

Coliseum Theater, Se-

attle.

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

Through a tieup with the distributors of the Pontiac automobile, advertised as the "Chief of the Sixes,"
and named after a famous Indian
chief, a parade of six Pontiac cars
driven by Indians in full costume—
bead-trimmed chamois suits and feathered "war-bonnets" toured the downtown section on the afternoon of the
showing. Banners on the sides proclaimed: "The Pontiac is the Chief of
the Sixes
See the great chiefs of
history in 'The Flaming Frontier'
Keith's Palace
Now." The automobile editor of the Press ran a special
Custer route for motorists on the Saturday before the showing.
A halfpage layout was given over to this.
John Royal, Keith's Palace, Cleve-

—

—

—

—

land.

"Up

in Mabel's Room"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)

An attractive and effective display
was used by employing two monster
paper mache keys inscribed "The Key
to a Happy Evening
Up in Mabel's
Room." One of these was extended
horizontally from the marquee. The

—

other, containing scenes from the production, rested on a diagonal stand
which reached almost to the curbstone.
In addition to this, miniature

pasteboard keys 4K inches long were
used as throwaways. They bore the

same lettering as the large display
keys, with the theater ad on the opOperator Murdered in Omaha
posite side.
This proved a knockout
P.
Blackwood, local novelty, and there was a great rush
J.
projectionist, and his wife were kill- from
men and women to obtain them,
ed by buckshot fired from ambush. for their
"kidding" possibilities are
The Blackwoods were returning home very obvious.
Don't overlook this one
from the theater, around midnight, when
you book the picture. Cheap—
when murderers riddled the automo- and it gets
the crowd.— B. S. Moss'
bile in which the couple was riding.
Broadway Theater,

Omaha—

New

York.

with

HELENE CHADWICK
LILLIAN RICH
FORREST STANLEY
ROBERT AGNEW
GLORIA GORDON

THOMAS RICKETTS
SYLVIA ASHTON
^J. Have ifou teen "Cew
jiflers Wives"... and "The
Romance of a Million
dollars J

PrcfexrcdPicturcs
Sole foreign Dinibntors.

INTER.-

.

OCEAN FILM COPtP.

—

fc>
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Sunday Business Heavy
60 Planned
was exceptionally heavy Fabians Begin
Grainger Tops Sales Activity by Deal
Campaign
to Line Up
inpresents
an
Big
Street
[E
along Broadway Sunday owing to the
Theaters in Northern New
in Mineapolis Between F. & R.
uncertain
which
weather
kept
thoueresting situation this week.
and Pantages
Jersey
sands in the city. The Criterion ran
Minneapolis
Marking the high- a special 6 o'clock performance.
:he Riaito, "V^ariety" has enDevelopment of a chain of 60 theaters in Northern New Jersey is the
d its fifth week. The Capi- light of his intensive sales campaign,
which has resulted in closing of a
highlight of an expansion program
Waltz
"The
Warsaw
Theaters
Shut
Down
over
is holding
number of deals throughout the
plannetl by the Fabian interests alWarsaw
All
theaters
have
been
week.
second
for
a
am"
country, James R. ("Jimmy") Grainlied with the Stanley company.
Cameo, a repertory theater, ger, has closed contracts with North- closed since the beginning of June.
The company is carrying on a series
A
tax of 100'% is demanded by the
featuring "Emil Jannings west Theaters Circuit (Finkelstein & city and so, of course, all houses had of deliberations with a view to tak-

First-Runs For Fox

Chain Of

Piusiticss

—

—

Ruhrn), imder the terms

of

which the

to discontinue.
German pictures are
with
practically excluded from Poland.
grossed
$29,700 .Mcxandcr Pantages. The latter
gets
week. Sunday's gross was 12 pictures of the new group, with
Free Show Peeves
50, or $1,700 over the previ- F. & R. slated to play 26.
Ottawa Local theater owners are
First
run
representation
at
the
Sunday'^ gross and the largincensed over the playing of "The
(.Continued on Page 5)
individual dav's business in
Iron
Horse" across the river at
Hull, Que., as a free show. The pic"The Waltz Dream"
run.
U. S. Houses First
ture was shown at Pare Rolay, an
The sec$.S6,600 last week.
Fox will rush his American theater amusement park.
Sunday's intake was $1,100 building before proceeding with invar the opening Sunday.
sion of the European field. This was
P. D. G. Meeting
emphasized by return, ahead of scheFigures Talk
dule, of John Zanft. vice president Officials Leave Today for Chicago
Cameo program embraces and general manager of the chain
he
Conference Directors for HoldJanninps films. The New York
ing Company Chosen
i^k."

firm

the

splits

V^ariety"

Fox

product

—

—

one foroutput in one week.
happens the productions were
They might have
e in Berlin.
made anywhere,
erlin, London and Paris should
c.

then, will see six of

country's

who went

to

Europe

to

survey con-

Organization of a board of direc-

ditions.

Zanft made plans for a large Paris
house, as the nucleus of an extensive
Continental chain.
His return was
(Continued on Paqe 5)

rstand that the ability to make
calibre of motion pictures which
American public will accept is
Broadwa^'
limited by frontiers.
thinking editor?
that.
If
'es
seas will but stop in reflection

No Ban

tors,

of

Cinema

Corp.,

America

of

has been completed by officials of P.
D. C. who leave today for Chicago for
a conference with district managers.
The firm is the holding company for
P. n. C. and Dc Mille-Mctropolitan
Prod.

Alleged Plan Failed to Materialize
F. C. Munroe. president, and Oswith "Pictures as Usual" in
car ^L Bate head the board which in(Continued on Page 2)
Province of Quebec
Montreal Confirming declarations
will realize this.
that talk of the alleged ban of this
nrovince planned by .'Kmerican distriAnybocfy's Wtek
Cleveland Another deadlock of the
butors was not based on fact, August
true that this week is Geris
at arbitration board has been caused by
usual"
"pictures
as
has
come
with
It might have been
y's week.
interpretation of a clause in the zonThe land of ori- all theaters.
nation's week.
ing plan, relative to subsequent run
Aug.
1, according to the "insiders,"
is not nearly so important as the
availablity dates, with a seventh ar(Continued on Paqc 2)
ity to give America what its pubbitrator called in to break the tic. The
is
qtn'ck to recognize as worthbrought by United Artists
case,
The barrier has not been
le.
against Ohio Amusement Co., rewn up against Europe. It never
Supreme Court Justice Mahoney sulted in a verdict of $1,100 for th"

—

Cleveland Tangle

—

Print

be.
Aillipm A. Johnston, speaking of
"
riety" in "Motion Picture News
es:

New York

only ha'.f
size of our largest house and but one
ur eiglit liuiidred larger houses, wil' do
one German picture more than all of
lary's picture theaters do for one Ain'er1

f-ingle

liie.Tter,

picture.

Ve are pointinpr out

this

remarkable

fact

only in the hope that the trade papers
and also those of Great Britain
France, will extend the informatinn to the
P'ess in their respective countries, and
ut some element of truth in the wide
id
and constant agitation against the
rican film trade."
*

ermany

—

Carrying out the
wiH
It is
idcast the word by cable.
ortant that
England, Germany
France know and that quickly
soimd

aght,

'dea.

THE FILM DAILY

K ANN

has

Demand Denied

denied

application

by

Charles distributor.

to compel First National to deliver to the sheriff six films obtained
for distribution from Sam E. Rork.

Geoly

Geoly alleges an attachment he ob-

This

is

the

third

case

(Continued on Pane 4)

Meeting Place Set

—

ing over houses and building others.
With the Stern deal completed, a
move is on for acquisition of the

Harry Hecht circuit of houses embracing Rutherford, Kearny and Passaic.

(Continued on Page

Deals

.S)

Up At Meeting
—

Philadelphia
Ratification of plans
for the taking over of the Slern circuit of 19 New Jersey houses, consideration of deals with several other
eastei;n chains and completion of the
transfer of interest"; in previotm-closed deals which give the circuit 180
theaters, will come up at the meeting

Friday of the board of director.*
of the Stanley Co. of .-Xmerica.
The Stanlev firm is issuing 246.000
shares of common stock in consum(Continued on Page .S)
orl

7

More For

OKlahoma

Griffiths

Circuit to Total 30

Houses
With New Projects Under
Consideration

Oklahoma

City
Swellitig its total
of theaters to 30, seven new houses
are
under
construction
for
the
GriflFith Bros, circuit.
The firm has
been engaged in an active expansion
program, since it set out 18 months
ago to become a power in this territory.
Theaters planned are a 1.000
seat house at Gushing. Okla., a 1,(Continued on Page 2)

Lane Leaving for Coast
Lupfno Lane leaves New York
the Coast tomorrow to star in

for
six

two-reelers for Educational.
He returned on the -Adriatic after playing
in ?n English revue.
\\'ith Lane is
George Barrington a dwarf, who i"*

Yellowstone National Park lUah
•md Idaho exhibitors will soon meet
here to' form a unit of the AL P. T
to work in pictures.
O. A.
(Continued on Page 4)
Business Manager Joseph M. Seider
Entering West Virginia Field
nf the national bodv has appointed
in 15 Cities the following committee to handle the
.Steubenville, O.
A. G. Constant,
Within 00 davs "Ben Hur" wil! organization work:
who has the Capitol and Olympic
F.
J.
M. rtiesler. ningham. t'tali
T.
here and the American and Strand
have been opened in 15 cities by J. J.
(Continued on Page 5)
in East Liverpool, is building a 3.Twelve companies are
McCarthy.
000
seat house in Wheeling, W. \'a.
handling the production.
York
New
To Meet in
"B-^n Hur" opened last night at
.Adnnnistrative Committer of
The
Rowland to Coast
the Biltmore, Los Angeles, this bethe M. P. T. O. A. will meet in New
ncr the first time a picture has plaved
Richard
A. Rowland leaves today
on
the
than
York on Fridav rather
Other openings will be:
this house.
in
connection with
of Louis M. Sagal in Connecti- tor the Coast
farm
Auditorium. Ottawa, Aug. 19; New
First National production.
cut.

tained against Rork's property in a
sin't against h'm should include these
films, which are "Clothes Make the

"Ben Hur"

—

;

(Continued on Page

S)
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No Ban

Barnstyn Sailing
of the British and
Barnstyn
iCuntinucd from Page 1)
J.
ifrNEWSPAPEB
ALLTUE NEWS
(Coiitiuiied from Page 1)
Continental Trading Co. leaves for was to mark official start of the
o/'FILHDOM
ALLTHE TIME
Al.
eludes Cecil B. De Milk E. F.
F.urope on the Majestic Thursday said to have been called in pro;
bee, J. J. Murdock, Marcus Heiniau, night.
He will stop at the Cecil in against the rigid censorship rule;!
B. S. Moss, Maurice Goodman, Nath- London for four weeks and then go
Despite the lack of any
force.
Price 5 Cents
fil. XXXVII No. 28 Tuesday. Aug. 3, 1926
an Burkan and John C. Flinn. Mun- to Paris and Berlin. Fourteen prints
tion, a better understanding now
roe, Bate, Flinn, Murdock, Heiman will go with him.
Among the prod- ists between the American indU'
Publisher
lOHN W. ALIGOATE
and Moss comprise the executive uct he has secured for foreign sale and
the censors.
committee.
are "Spuds," starring Larry Semon,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
contingent
P.
D.
C.
The
New
York
"Princess Pro Tem," "Self-Defense,"
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Greeks May Produce at Coasi
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film which leaves for Chicago today in- "Share and Share Alike," 12 Ellbee
Hollywood^It
is
reported
and
President
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate.
Munroe, Flinn, W. J. Mor- Prod., six Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
Don cludes:
capitalists from Athens, Greece,
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kami, Kditor
Clark,
Ralph
gan, Arthur G. White,
Prod, and four miscellaneous pic- soon send a delegation here to
aid M. Mersereau. Business and Advertising
Manager Kalph Wilk, Traveling Represen- Ralph Morrow, Haydn Duke and tures.
vestigate the feasibility of produ
Entered as second-class matter May George Dillon.
tative.
pictures with casts including G;
1918, at the post office at New York
21,
District managers who will attend
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879
players.
American directors

P. D. G. Meeting

fcTHE«F

C.

i

;

;

wil,

Terms (Postage

United States, outside

free)

Greater Xew Y'ork, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
of

Address

all

communications to

THE FILM

DAILY', 1650 Broadway, New Y'ork, N.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable

New
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E.
California

\'

More For

7

Griffiths

—

Ij

;

ad-

Hollywood,
AmbassaDrexel 7000 and Wash-

—

the meeting, in addition to Dillon
used.
are L. J. Hacking, Boston; Cecil Ma{Continued from Page 1)
Lenehan,
berry,
Chicago; George
Laymon Making Shorts
Washington; C. D. Hill, St. Louis; 000 seater at Tonkawa, to be named
Hollywood Gene Laymon is
Robert the Rialto; Aggie theater at StillL. W. Weir, Los Angeles
to supervise production for the
Cotton, Cleveland; and Frank Stuart, water, seats 900, and the Mecca reFilms, Inc., producer of shorts.
Dallas.
The
cently taken over seats over 500.
Barton at Stroud, Okla, will seat 750.
At Borger, Texas, the Big, a 1,000
Partial Deal With Universal
Omaha Blaine Cook, ally of seater has just been completed, and
Blank Enterprises, will continue to the new Rex to be opened in August
The Lyric at Dallas,
operate his houses at York and North will seat 900.
Platte, Neb., and at Holten, Kan. has been leased for ten years ant
These tlieaters are not included in the will be remodeled and re-equipped, and
deal with Universal, by which that to show musical tab and feature pic-

York.

Gausman,

dor Hotel: 'Phone,
Ernest W. Frednian.
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. L, Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

—
—

l^Mnancial

Sj

—

company headed

off a bitter struggle lures.
Beatrice by taking
over Cook's two houses.
The comBowling Plans Long Jaunt
pany recently eliminated a similar
situation at Hastings, where several
Hollywood- Pat Dowling, publicity
new houses were in prospect. Com- and sales director for Christie, is
petition was elimiated at Manhattan, leaving for an automobile trip which
HAt. ROACH P/)£SEH
Parsons and Independence through is to take him to Paris and return.
HIS RASCALS m
pooling of its iiouses with those of He will visit 420 theaters between
Glen Dickenson.
New York and San Francisco. In
Paris, he will obtain the French car
m which he will make the trip and
Koppin Gets Two More
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnl
Detroit
Henry S. Koppin, operat placard it with Christie advertising.
for all Pathecomedies at
ing the Woodward Theater Co., has
Exchange.
increased his holdings to 24 houses

for
General Motors hurdled over the 200 mark
in another sensational rise of 12
The strength of the motors has put
points.
yesterday

Trading
a bullish mood.
spread over a wider range of stocks than
heretofore, but buying was restrained by a
rise to 5 per cent in call money.
While in New York the film issues were
nrarket

the

but

steady,

in

quiet,

in

Philadelphia,

Stanley

stock advanced to 74J4 a rise of 2J4 points

Quotations
High
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

Bala.

&

Balaban

.
.

.

Katz Vtc.
& Katz
.

.

32/8
37/2

Close
32/8
32/8
37/2
37/2
73

73

73

73

.

.

•Film

.

42^

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Thea. "A"
.

.

•Metro Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.

Bros.

73J/j

.

.

19/8

97
25
6'A
52

••Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen
'Univer. Pict.
•Uni. At. The. Ct.
•Univer. Pict. Pfd.
'Warner Bros.
.

4m
72J4

•

••
t

tt

Pict.
Pict.

.

.

.

will

seat

im

42

73^

6,200
1,000

starring vehicle for Mae
the first directorial job

19

200

will

100

400

Murray and

5

52
74J4
8/8
30^4
100

96H
45/2
15

—

97

's/s

18

"Valencia" for M.-G.-M.
Hollywood "Valencia," a highly
popular modern song, will be the
motif for a picture by M.-G.-M.
It

55H

52

16
15

17
15

be

a

Buchowetzki under

for

Dimitri

new

contract.

his

Monticello,

Ind.

in Indiana

— Defeat

of

re-

who

seek to end Sunday
shows was clinched when the city
council unanimously voted to take

formers

;

no action on petitions for an ordinance prohibiting such shows. The
council's action practically will preclude possibility of obtaining a conviction in connection with any arrests
under the old "blue" law.

LOBBY FRAME;
OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIBMAN-SPAN.JER CORP
160O ri.o.Jwa,
Tcl-Chickering 5550

V#V#*VV'H#V#v#VlM.M>*>v**

Ne-vYorkCit
^liow K-

Reuben

Sunday Shows Out

\,

S^v>ixjels,Ii«

—

Hyannis, Mass. Because of protests by clergymen and representatives

civic

of

organizations,

select-

i540 broadway
assured the opposition that
French Picture Shown
300
no further Sunday theater permits
Providence "The Secret Spring," will be issued. The Hyannis recently
produced by Leonce I'erret in France, was granted a Sunday license, the Insurance Experts to the Theat
and Motion Picture Industi]
is on the Majestic's bill

NewYork

—

this

Week.

first

license in the

Cape

section.

1,300

300

FILM OFFICES

Philadelphia Market

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

500 to 7200 sq.

WITH

I

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film
LABOR.VrORY
\RT TITLES
VV.SSfh St. - ( oltiinbtis 9240
Special Rush Service

amalgamated!

ft.

to 4

vaudeville agenc

VAULTS

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SinES
IN THE HEART OF THE MOVIE DIST RICT
EVERY E'nSENTIAL CONC ENTRATED IN ONE
lOO'o

SPRInjKLER

126-132
2nd

West

3

46th

PASSENGER,

St.,

1

FREIGHT ELEVATOR

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

A<

Between Broadwav and Sixth Ave.

LEAVITT BUILDING
PHONE BRYANT

FLOOR

7747

j

>•*»

BBVANT 37.40-3744

men have

Last Prices Quoted

24.S

Sunday Shows Win

John Golden's

1,750.

19

.

"A"

purchase of

Virginia
and Irving, Brightmoor,
100
Mich., now a part of Detroit.
Both
200
are on 12th St. within a block of each
other.
The Virginia is a 600 seat
1.600
house.
The Irving is a new house
7,000
now in course of construction and

55K8
97
23 /j

.

Warner
Warner

FREE

Sales

23/8
24

"A"

t Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
t + Roxy Common

Skouras

Shivering Spooks

6
103

Inspect.
•First Nat'l Pfd.
•Intern'l Project.
Loew's, Inc

Exch.

—

through

Low

n4!4 113^ 11454
Eastman Kodak
116^ nsvt 116Ji
Famous Players
120
•Fam. Players Pfd.
4K
•Fam. Play. Rts.

Pathe

at

—

over Saturday.

Am.
Am.

control

1600 Broadway, New York C
Phone Penn. 3580

^^^'"IAvS^""

'»/

3irAt

/>/:

notional

•v::'"

PichlreA

'^if

A UrAt

'•"rn

national Picture
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Exploit- O- Grams

And Thafs That

Films Don't Hurt Eyes

Brie) outlines of practical exploitaThey yive all necessary
tion stunts.
,By PHIL. M. DALY,
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
was at the Astor yesterday. Mil- iHoticy fur others. They will nuiki
ton Colien. Bobby North, Maury money for you.
This daily list o)
Kraus. J.
Barnstyn and Hal "Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
C.
Hodcs were talking over old days, a ready reference for the busy shoivllodes remembered the time when mdn. File them uivay.
Here is an
I'op" Rock leased 24 reels of 'film, "at-your-elbow" service of publicity
two operators and two machines for ideas when yon run these pictures
line week to Econopovilty's at Coney Send
"Exploit-O-Grams'
in your
Hal knows. and help the other fellows who an
Island for S84 rental.
He was one of the operators.
helping you.

1r

When

Charles Emnietf

Mack

An

innovation

in

"ambitious

mother" tricks was pulled on Floyd
Buckley when making exteriors for
"Youth" at Astoria. He engaged a
umber of boys and one repeatedly
ruined his scenes by displaying feminine mannerisms.
Upon investigating Buckley leared the "boy" was in
reality a girl.
Her mother was det'jrmined to "get her into the movies"
at all costs, even to the boyish hair1.

cut.

Pat Campbell has returned from
and insists it didn't tire

his vacation,
hivi out.

To

correct

"Monte Carlo"

rc-

icived histructioiis from hin director
'o
produce a Dutstache "heroic,
jmptahetic and lovable" he ivas
jiardonuhly
perplexed.
But
he
solved the problem by consulting
Chester Conklin. We'll see the results in "The Heart of Maryland."'

two erroneous impres-

sions: "Padlocked" at the Rivoli does
not refer to Prohibition and the

(M.-G.-M.)

The
city

fact

was

now

is

caiiitalized" that

the

in

this

throes of a vice

in charge of a new
reform mayor. An empty storeroom
was secured, and the windows were
whitened.
A show'card waas put in

clean-up campaign

the window reading: "September 1
these premises will be occupied by
the Parkersburg Monte Carlo Club,
roulette faro, Klondike and all modern games of chance, including bets
on horse races throughout the coun-

Demand

3,

1^26

Denied!

(.Continued from Page

1)

"Old Loves and New,"
"Wandering Daughters," "Ponjole,"
"Inez from Hollywood," and "The
Pirate,"

Motion pictures do not hurt
the eyes, the Eyesight (Jonscvation Council of America, declares in a report just issued,
which says that a survjy refutes
a popular fallacy that films are
detrimental to eyesight. Sitting
too near the screen or viewing
films from an abnormal angle,
produces ey:strain, the council

Talker."
The court said that there
id no proof to warrant the orders even
the court has power to make it,
if

because the facts show that the defendant is indebted to First National,

and whatever rights Rork had were
suit
transferred
before
the
was
brought.

stated.

An affidavit filed by Warren G.
Boothby, financial controller of First
National said that "Clothes Make
the Pirate," cost $250,000, and the
distributor had to advance $25,000
more for which it is withholding the

Special precautions are taken
in England to protect eye sight
of school children where fi ms
are shov/n by portable projectors.
Proper distribution of
-general illumination in theaters,
with the light of as a high degree of intensity as is possible
without interfering with the
display of the pictures, is rec-

producer's share until the

money

is

Loves and New," was
transferred by Rork to Marion Fairfax,
Inc.,
and the distributor advanced $175,000, and will have to ad-

"Old

paid.

ommended.

vance a

total of $215,000.

Concerning a new Rork film, "The
Blonde Saint," now being made, it
is

Cleveland Tangle

alleged that a contract

May

was made

by which Rork assigned it
Marion Fairfax, Inc., but in order
13,

to
to get funds for the production both
try.
Charter membership list (no ini- of a similiar nature which has retheir share of the profits
tial fee) now open.
No one admitted quired the services of a seventh arbi- assigned
from the prior pictures in order to
trator.
The
theater
firm,
it
is
said,
except
in
formal
evening dress."
reduce a $37,500 debt to the East
After 2,000 membership cards with plans to appeal from the decision.
(,

Continued from Page

1)

space for members' names had been
The company claimed "The Bat"
distributed, a card was put in the was
availaljle
and booked it for
window reading: "Owing to police the week of May 16th, or 43 days afinterference the Parkersburg Monto ter the close of the local first-run enCarlo Club will not open here as pre- gagement, and was ready to play the
viously announced.
Watch newspa- film in its various houses the week
pers.for further particulars." Then an of May 16. United Artists interpreted
ad was run in the newspapers read- the zoning plan as making May 30,
ing: "The Parkersburg 'Monte Carlo' the date of availablity as the conClub will not open as previously an- tract contains a play or pay clause,
nounced, but anyone who wants to the picture must either be played or
see how a club like this is conducted paid for within IS days of availability.
can do so bv attending the Camden Claiming that "The Bat" was availtheater, etc."
Frank Hassett, Cam- able to the exhibitor May 30, that it
den theater, Parkersburg, W. Va.
was neither played nor paid for with-

National Bank, and $60,00)
In consideraFirst National.
tion of the assignment the bank lent

River

owed

"Old Loves and New,"
Blonde Saint" and defendant
has no interest because First National must advance, under the agreement. $215,000 for the former, and

$190,000 on

"The

$190,000 for the
First National
distribution

loss

latter.

says there was a
$19,403 on "The'
unlikely to reis

of

Talker," which it
for
advances
the
while
cover,
Make the Pirate," are
"Clothes
$113,317 behind clearance, with $41,000 due on it to First National. First
in
the 15 day limit. United Artists
National says that under all the Rork
lieve.
filed a claim for damages.
"The Unknown Soldier"
This claim contracts the distributor has advanced
was upheld bv the seventh arbitra(P. D. C.)
more than $1,000,000 for the account
Here we are siveltering in the heat
The Mayor granted permission to tor.
of the producer.
and Nathan Burkan arrives in Ber- build a trench right in the heart of
lin to fill up on beer and pretzels.
the downtown district. Women memToy Renamed Strand
Yost Opens New House
bers of the auxiliary posts of Veteran^:
Cal.— Yost's new Broad-

-(.ntleman who plays Lois Morar>'s
lather is Noah
Beery, not Nolan
Beery, as the sign on 7th Ave. side
of the theater would make you be-

—

'

you don't believe there's money of Foreign Wars sold tickets for the
short reels, ask Mack Sennett show in these trenches. Also, several
•vhere he pot the "dough" to Iniild prominent windows were secured for
'hat new $2,000,000 studio at Bur- the display of honor medals awardcfl
l.-mk
American soldiers by this governIf

in

ment.— Ed Bokius, Valentine Theater
Lane, just hi from Eng- Canton, O.
land, is using a cane and not for
"Up in Mabel's Room"
(owedy's sake.
A stunt he per(P. D. C.)
iod med at a charity show was so
A lie-up with a candv manufacturer
riever thai the audience demanded a
teppfttinti.
Lave complied and won resulted in Ihc distribution of 4,000
much, applause and an injury to his envelopes each containing a cand^
kiss
and labelled "A Kiss froni
Irfl font.
\Tabcr' along with the announcement
L'.-vino

—

F. B.

the
f^rand
'h;it

O. Boston Opening

"Bigger Than

I'.arnmn's,

'

first

I"

'Iter,

B. O. picture to be made under the
presidency of Joseph P. Kennedy

opens

at

the

Washington

.St.

picture

— Fd

Marion,

"When

Olym-

Boston, today.
Kennedv and
Joseph J. O'Neil will go to Boston
to give a luncheon to the reviewers

A

f)ia,

Uniruie

sails
on the .Aquitania tomorrow
m'ght on a special mission for Joseph P. Kennedy.

at

O.
I.ovp Grows Cold"
(F. B. O.)
campaign with the

— Take

use

One 'When Lovr

Three

thousand of
these w^ere distributed on the streets
-Mid in various luncheon clubs.
It
stirred up a lot of publicitv.
Rodney
Bush, Galax Theater, Birm'ngham.
fiold'."

—

Ala.

— L.

H.

Toy

MONEY

Bridgeham

?s the Strand.

!

Santa Ana,

way

seating 2,000,

MONEY

!

has opened.

MONEY

$13iX62.50
IN

2

DAYS AT THE

COLONY THEATRE
^\J.^J/

with

S^J

PAULINE FREDERICK
in

red

Cirows

Me.

the

The

candy pills enclosed in smaP
-nvelopes and bearing the label "Af"if

fection Pills

Colyin Brown Going Abroad
Colvin W. Brown, vice-president of
F. B. O. in charge of distribution

was plaving
Grand

Rcvnard,

Oakland,

has reopened the

"DEVIL'S ISLAND"
A CHADWICK PICTURE

—

;

THE
Tuesday, August

1926

3,

Makes

Meeting Place Set
(Continued ftom Page

Kyan,

City, Utah
C. Lindsay,

1)

TIivs Winkle,
Eureka, Utah;
S. 1.. GooLlwin, Lfhi, Utah; U. G. Thatcher,
Logan, Utah; William McFarland, Manti,
Delta,

Uritiliaiu

Utah;

Gordon

Utah;

'

;

C.

Thornborp;,

Milford,

Utah;

Johnson, Midvale, Utah; Earl Steel,
Nephi, Utah; Mel Striiighani. Ogden, Utali
John Rugger, Park City, Utah; G. C. Lindsey,
Papson, Utah
Mr.- AUerma-n, Price.
Utah; Harry Ashton, Prove, Utah; R. E.
Sutton, Provo, Utah; I. J. Swenson, Span
ish Fork, Utah
Baxter, Spring Citv,
J. R.
Utah; S. M. Deal, Springville, Utah; V. 6.
Hauxhurst, Sugar House, Utah; Mr. Olsen
Sugar House, Utah; lien Windsor, Trcraoiiton, Utah, with A. L. Stallings, Richfield,
Utah, chairman.

Mr.

;

;

Chain Of 60 Planned
(Continued from Paye

At East Orange N.

1)

the Fabians
are building a i,500 seat house on
Harrison Ave.
This will give the
circuit four presentation theaters in
New Jersey, with others to be added.

Deals

J.,

Up At Meeting

(Coutinued from Page

1)

mating the deal which embraces ppoU
ing of the Stanley. Mark-Strand, Fabian and Rowland & Clark theaters.
This move, considered the forerunner
of a nationalization plan fostered by
First National, brings 180 houses into the chain.

Of
diary

ed

common stock of
companies 25% will

the

by

the

present

Through an exchange

Financial Report

Springfield,

the subsi-

be retain-

management.
of the prefer-

red of each concern for Stanley common the interest of each company is
assured in the parent organization.

Financing is planned through the
long-term senior securities of
subsidiary companies but the Stanley
sale of

Co. securities will not be offered.
The Stanley interests will have approximately $15,000,000 bonds, mortgages and notes outstanding and
about 580,000 shares of approximately
no par stock. Total debts of the subsidiary concerns approximate $14,
000,000.
In 1920, box office receipts
aggregated $5,384,000, growing to
nearly $10,000,000 in 1925. It is estimated receipts will approximate $18,000,000 in 1927.

f

Mass.

— Pittsfield

Palace, Inc., Samuel Goldstein, treasurer, in its annual financial statement,
reports real estate of $267,500, merchandise $53,992, cash $3,139, accounts
receivable
$3,765,
leasehold,
$250,
goi)d will $31,995, profit and loss
Capital $50,000, mortgage
$6,811.
$265,000, accounts payable $900, notes
payable $15,000, reserves $36,552, total
$367,452.

Pathe Club Formed
by more than
100 Pathe employees, an organization was perfected, for a closer union

At

a

rally attended

Patheites at the home office, including the News and Review, the
New York and New Jersey branches
and Jersey City and Bound Brook
plants.
A get-together will be held
on the second Thursdays of each
month, the first to take place Aug.
of

12.
L. S. Diamond,
sales statistical dept.,

manager
is

of the

president.

Investigates "Ringers" Charges
President W. S. Mcllvain is investigating charges that "ringers" are
being used by teams in the baseball
league sponsored by the M. P. Athletic Assoc.
By winning from Universal, Famous is in a fighting position for first place, now occupied by
Fox, which has won six and lost

from Famous by Ray Tubman, who has been with the company
for years.
The Regent will continue
to have a booking arrangement with
Famous.

the pro-

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

a

visit

of

—

—

(

Wo

York on Aug.

U.

S.

12.

Houses

l/oumwl

mums

First

(Continued from Page

1)

Asn

YOUR PATRONS
WA\'r

Fccpii^|infesii^
\

PLusi

\6imm and
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[
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CONSVLT VS-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

I

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St.. New York
Phone

Peno*

6564

In the Newspapers every day
The coming fight for the title.
In the Big Business class ^v

GENE

TUNNEY

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

—

after

Columbia, San Francisco, Sep'
City.
Grainger's visit in the middle west The special has already played -N
Chicago,
Philadel|jhia
has been particularly productive, deahs York,
h
having been closed recently with Saxe Boston.
"The Big Parade" will have
Enterprises, Milwaukee, and World
Realty Corp., Omaha. Harry Davis Portland, Me., opening Sept. 9
of Pittsburgh and Saenger Amuse^ Keith's.
ment Co., are important circuits lined
Kelly Gets Second
up by Grainger for the Fox product.
Englewood, N. J. E. Thorn
The latter deal gives the company 100
per cent representation in the Saenger Kelly, head of the contract bureau
.M. P. T. O. A., has acquired
houses.
Closing of the deal, marks the first New Plaza and intends booking
time in three years Fox has sold house and the Grant-Lee toget
the powerful southern circuit.
Last
Two Pre-Release Showings
year. Fox pictures were booked into
Providence "The Flame of
opposition theaters, and negotiations
have been in progress for months "Yukon" and "More Pay. Less
are having pre-release showings 1
with
the
object
of
closing
a
deal between the theater and distri- week at the Victory.
buting firms.
Grainger has just left
for St. Louis and returns to New

and Kansas

IN

If

Newburgh Showman Dead

the Acquitania,
three weeks.

(

land, Sept. 5; Hartnian, Colui.
Sept. 5; Academy of Music, Xoi
Sept. 6; Nixon, Pittsburgh, Sep

leased

Gloucester, Mass.
Fred M. Taylor,
veteran owner of the Academy of
Music theater, Newburgh, died here
following an abdominal operation. He
was 63 years old.

on

Angeles, San Francisco. San
Diego,
Spokane, Tacoma, Seattle.
Portland, Salt Lake City, Memphis

\)

Opera House, Detroit, Aug. 29;
bert, Newark, Aug. 29; Ohio,

—

Workmen's Compensa-

Hooper Sails for Home
George Hooper of Film Distributors, Ltd., London, leaves tomorrow

Los

in 15 Giu.

(Continued from Paye

—

—

comes within

(Continued from Page 1)
Pantages was assured in a deal with
the combination circuit embracing

hastened by press activity in connection with activities in this country.
none. Famous has captured four and These include houses at Detroit, St.
Louis,
Washington, Kansas City
dropped one.
Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Cinciiuiati, Baltiinore and Boston.
Kerr, Bachmann's Studio Head
This fall will witness completion of
Los Angeles Harry L. Kerr is
production manager for J. G. Bach- the new Academy of Music, on the
mann. Alexander Arkatov and Al- site of the old Dewey theater. Fox's
bert J. Kelly are busy under his su- initial venture as an exhibitor.
Tho
pervision.
Arkatov is doing prelim- Savoy, in Brooklyn, is another Fox
inary work on "Studies in Wives" house planned in the metropolitan
while Kelly is in his third week of area.
Popularity of American pictures i^
shooting "Dancing Days."
on the increase in Europe, despito
the propaganda being waged against
Regent, Toronto, Leased
Ottawa Tlie Regent has been them, Zanft said.

Rosson Called to Coast
Dick Rosson has been called to the
Coast owing to the illness of his
Ruling on Compensation
mother.
Until_ his return work on
Boston The
Massachusetts
su- the prologue to "The Quarterback,"
preme court rules that a person en- which he is directing, will be held up.
gaged in rehearsals for a stage presentation is an employee of the theMeyers Made Smith Aide
ater, even if he receives no compenE. J. Smith has elevated Gus F.
sation for said rehearsals but follows Meyers to the rank of assistant to the
orders and instructions in expectation general sales manager of Associated
of later receiving compensation when Exhibitors.
the production is staged. Such a person therefore
visions of the
tion Act.

Fox "Ben Hur"

First-Runs For

^^%e

Fi^htin^

Marine"
A Wonder

—

Pafheserial
^tgr^^
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Theater A Logical
Loew Invades New England Field;
Deal with A. S. Friend in 8 Towns
Development, Many Leaders Agree

hort Subject

(uses of

$10,000,000 Involved in

This Type Sure of Fi-

Block Booking Checked

lancial Success, Is Prevail-

ing

Opinion

in

St

subject

short

Northwest

important innovation

Minneapolis Closing of the "split-product" deal between Northwest Theaters Circuit (F. & R.) and Fox, with resultant departure
of J. R. Grainger for St. Louis, is serving to emphasize the reported
fact that block booking is receiving a terrific setback in this territory this year, with Northwest circuit which dominates the territory, turning thumbs down on the "all or none" system.
A check of the product booked to date reveals that there is cancellation of from 12 to 14 pictures provided for in the three year
agreement closed with Paramount; cancellation of around eight of
the 38 contracted for from M.-G.-M., with the firm taking only 26
Others are in proportion.
of Fox's new group of 48.

Bridging

Signs Lubitsch

the

gap

in

its

theater

holdings between New York and
Boston, the Loew circuit is about to
close a partnership deal with Arthun
S. Friend which will give the organization new theaters in the following

New

England

cities:

Derby, Conn.
Harftord, Conn.
New Haven, Conn.
New London, Conn.

;

Famous

Leases-

Three Operating This Year
and Five in 1927

—

Trade

theater is a
in the deDpment of the industry and is a
ical adjunct to picture houses opting under present poHcies of feass and short subjects in the opinof the short subject speciaHsts.
of
lancially successful operation
type of house and increase of
ir
scope throughout the nation
y be exepected, they predict,
mpetus to the campaign to foster
per appreciation of short subjects
given recently by establishment
3
a theater devoted exclusively to
sentation of short subjects at Innapolis by Frank J. Rembusch
hough the house, the Band Box,
date has proved a losing venture
Tibusch is confident it can be made
pay under its present policy, bese of the widespread appreciation
short subjects.
?he

in

'^

Providence, R.

Exports Off $500,000

Long-Term Contract Closed— DirecMakes Two Pictures for
tor
Warners Under Arrangement

1926 Total $9,339,839 As Against
$9,904,467 in 1925, According to

Not Worried

First-Runs Pooled

I.

Springfield, Mass.

Waterbury, Conn.
Worcester. Mass.

The

Government Report
Washington
A drop of

deal

involves

a

total

of be-

tween $10,000,000 and $11,000,000 in
slightly
Ernst Lubitsch has signed a long
leaseholds.
Friend will build the
over $500,000 in the value of export
term contract with Famous.
houses and Loew will operate. It is
trade
in
films
during
the
fiscal
with
year
The director's obligations
understood the partnership will ba
Warner Bros, have been amic- 1926 is shown by preliminary figures divided equally. It is anticipated that
He will make two compiled by Clarence J. North, chief the houses will be known as Loew
ably arranged.
more pictures at some future date of the motion picture section of the theaters and will show pictures only.
Department of Commerce.
for that concern.
The deal embraces the Roger
'he Rembusch experiment has reTotal exports for the year were Sherman theater, directly across from
"Mr. Lubitsch will make only the
/ed widespread comment and commost powerful productions," said 286,533,915 linear ft., with a value the Taft Hotel in New Haven. This
ndation in the industry, a number
Lasky in Hollywood. "We will ran- of $9,339,939, against 276,787753 house opened a few months ago and
which comments follow:
It represented Friend's
sack stage hits and the literary mar- linear ft., with a value of $9,904,467, seats 2,200.
tic Suggests
first venture in the exhibition field.
ket to ifind material worthy of his in the fiscal year 1925.
ji of Operation
The increased footage for 1926 is In New London, the Garde theater,
He is a virtuoso among diability.
lere is a "pay as you exit" idea for
{Continued on Page 8)
designed to be the largest in town,
rectors."
hort subject theater. The idea
( Continued on Page 10)

rdered to Keep
viexico

City

dy hard

—Theater

hit

is

Open

owners,

al-

by the religious waff

ich has stirred this country to fevheat, are debating the advisability
Meanwhile they face a
closing.
nifesto threatening forced operaof their theaters,
1

manifesto, issued by "The
3m," warned exhibitors against
sing of their houses, and threaten.'he

(Continued on Page 8)

Going Ahead

Campa— Publix

spend $10,000,Florida, Sam Katz

will

is

,

ikeland.

fast

nearing completion.

Word

re-

{Continued on Page 11)

—

Louis Presaging a big expanprogram, articles of incorporaAssets $18,207,766
have been issued to Skouras
Revaluation
of
Fox properties
build, opdouble-feature programs. This is thq Super Theaters Corp. to
would
swell the total of fixed assets
opinion of W. A. Steffes. Northwest erate and own theaters.
The corporation will have 3,000 to $18,207,766, it is estimated, or $10,exhibitor leader, who arrived yestermore than the total shown
no par value stock. Incor- 000.000
day to attend the premiere of "Don shares of
on
the
last balance sheet.
porators are Spyros P., George P. and
Juan."
The company's fixed assets have
Charles P. Skouras. It is understood
doubleagainst
fight
The so-called
will take over the op- not been revalued since 1915, it is
company
the
featuring is more or less of a joke,
pointed out, with between $5,000,000
(Continued on Page 2)
to be concerned over
in efforts of some distributors to insert a clause in contracts prohibiting

There

is little

St.

sion
tion

{Continued on Page 4)

(Continued on Pagt II)

Screen Club Formed
Indianapolis— Nineteen representatives of the exhibition and distribution
branches of the industry have organized the Screen Club of Indianapolis.
The purpose is to create a better understanding among the local film
Activities will be exclusively
folk.
social in nature, with a luncheon meetAce
second Monday.
ing every

on theaters in
newspaper men here yesterday
en a theater conference of manifs in this territory got under way.
s houses are the Tampa here; FlorSt. Petersburg; Florida, Jackson\e; Beach, Miami Beach; Florida, Berry, general manager of the
I

d

—

{Continued on Page 2)

Circle,

Richmount Deals
Richmount Pictures has just closed
a deal with Wardour Films, Ltd., in
England for 27 new Rayart pictures.
8 Reed Howes, 8 Billy Sullivans. 8
Superior melodramas and 3 Billy

West

feature

comedies.

Other recent deals

in

Great

Britain

and

"Phantom Police." a serial,
M. P. Corp.; "The Flame

Ireland include:

13

Fox Exploiteers

Thirteen exploiteers have been deployed about the country by W. H.
Rudolph, supervising director of the
Fox exploitation department. He is
recruiting

many

others for his

staff.

exploitation force will go into
European
to
week before "FigFighter," a serial, and "Midnight Limited,' action on Aug. IS, a
"The Canvas Kisser," "Something for Noth- Leaves," is released. The men selecting" and "The Battler" to Pathe Freres;
(Continntd on Pagt 11)
{Continued on Page 4)

The
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*
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Carnival Relief Sought in K. C.
Screen
Kansas City, Kan.—Ways and
(.Continued from Page 1)
(Contiitued from Page 1)
means to stamp out carnivals are bewas
elected
president; A. W. Plew
eration of first run houses now own- ing discussed by theater owners here.
ed and operated by Skouras Bros, The city has been hard hit by the Pal he, vice-president; H. C. Dressei
and sucli houses as may be acquired practice which followed closely the dorfer. Educational, secretary, an

Club Formed

First-Runs Pooled
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Skouras "A" which is listed
Stock Exchange closed on July 31

as follows: $51.75 bid and $52.25
asked, a gain of 75 cents per share.
year ago the stock was held at

A

$43.25.

"blue"

laws,

cost

will

The

$1,000,000.

F. J. Rembusc
of Rembusch Theatrical Enterprises
F. G. Hellar, Capitol Film Exchangi
Inc., and Earl Cunningham, of th
Zaring theater, were appointed th

exhibitors.

Lenglen in Films
According to word from Paris. committee
Charles C. Pyle, former Mid-Wes» laws.

house

will seat 2,500 will be operat-

ed by the

Louis

Split

Amusement

Product in Fort Worth

—

Co.
Skouras Bros, open the $5,500,00Q
St.

Fort Worth, Tex. Pointed to as
proof that First National is not favordress:
Filmday, New York.
Thursday.
There
Ambassador
on
California
Harvey E Gausirran, Ambassa
ing chain theaters to exclusion of indor Hotel
'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash- will be no tickets sold, admittance
dividually-owned houses, is a deal for
ington 9794, London Ernest W. Fredman, being by invitation only.
splitting of the company's product
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I., Paris La Cinematographic
between the local Publix house and
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
T. O. C. C. and Operators Confer the Rialto, owned by Leslie Wilkes.
.\ second conference yesterday between Sam Kaplan, president of ht^
Supply Men Delay Meeting
T- O. C. C, regarding readjustment
meeting of the merged supply
The
Financial
of the wage scale, ended with the dealers headed by H. E. R. Button
Phone

Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

—
:

—

—

appointment

The market

seethed with activity yesterday
as speculators joined in the overwhelming
demand for General Motors and lifted the
stock another 12 points at its highest peak
(luring the day.
A sudden outburst of selling for profit, however, caused a recession
in the issue and others which have been following it up on the rise.
This, however,
was only a temporary condition.

consider

two committees

of

question.

the

A

be held tomorrow when
committees are to report.
will

tc

meeting
the

M.-G.-M. Leads Tennis Tourney
111
film
the
tennis tournament,
Deitz,
Metro,
defeated
Shernow,

A. C. Zaring, proprietor of Zaring'

complete victory for Egyptian, treasurer.

The theater, store and apartment exhibitor who later became manager
building which the Central Proper- for "Red" Grange has signed Suzanne
ties
Corp. controlled by Skouras Lenglen, tennis champion, to appear
Bros, will erect at the southwes* in motion pictures as well as to make
corner of Easton and Hamilton Aves. an exhibition tour in this country.
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Cable adHollywood,
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Russian Director Here
Tourjaneky, Russia:
director, and Nathalie Kovanko. hi
wife, arrived yesterday on the Majes
tic en route to the M.-G.-M. studic
in Culver City.

Lichtman Stricken
Al Lichtman

Minneapolis
ed

Artists

—

is

8^

'Univ. Pictures
•Univer. Pict. Pfd.
•Uni. Art. The. Ct.

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pict. "A" 17
Warner Pict
14K
• Last Prices Quoted
.

.

sult of delays in
of firms absorbed

Schuefftan

making inventories
by the organization.

Los

En Route Abroad

Angeles

—

'ioo

Gibson
Los Angeles Universal has purchased "Oh, Promise Me," by Peter
B. Kyne, for Hoot Gibson.
Lynn
Reynolds will direct.

200

John

pital.

Victoria, Tex.,
Victoria,
Tex.

House Reopens
The
Victoria,

—

has been undergoing
tions, has opened again.

for

The

house

is

is

Point,

Tex.--The old Madown and a new

to be erected in

its

Negative and Positive

The Perfect Handcotortng of Film
528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

place.

think of

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Pictiirn

and Theatrical insurance for

Inadequate Working Capital Should Be
Check on Your Growth

No

LET ChROMOS finance YOU
We Know The Motion

Picture Indusry

the past fifteen years

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
Watkins
Suite 1207-8

All Colors

touch of refimeinent on
production is the
handcoloring by

elaborate

My^y^-

being torn

Raw Stock

iUera-

finishing

an

Rebuilding Majestic

900

Wills

you are thinking of

S

against the use of government troops
in films, which they say is preventing
them from obtaining work.

jestic

INSURANCE

Shivering Spooks"

—

1,900

Market
t Bond Market
tt Kid and Ask

HAL ROACH pnasaNTS
HIS RASCALS //v

five vic-

—

14J4

;

breakdown caused by overwork.

tories

"U" Buys Story

17

of Unit

following

—

52
75

15H
14K

here

to have
been held here yesterday, yt^s postponed until next week as a re-

which

•• Philadelphia

When you

,000

300

8J^
30J4
96J4
100
4SJ4

ill

and Joe Hornstein. which was

Eugene Scheufftan,
National, 6-3, 6-4; Touissant, inventor of the Schuefftan process of
Famous, defeated Morris. First Na- photography which Fritz Lang used
tional, 6-1, 6-2; Malles, Hirlagraph, in "Metropolis" and which Universal
defeated Gallup, United Artists, 6-0, controls in this country, left for New
6-1; Heiliger, Fox, defeated Carlin. York] yesterday en route to New York,
Warner Bros., 6-4, 6-4.
Berlin and Moscow.
M.-G.-M. still leads, with
and no defeats.

bj

This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishet
Callaghan Collapses
FREE for all Pathecomedies at you
Los Angeles Just as he was tc Exchange.
start production of the series of westCowboys Protest Use of Troops
200
erns
for M.-G.-M., starring Tim Mc400
Los Angeles Cowboy extras have
100
Coy,
Andrew J. Callaghan collapsed
sent protest to Will H. Hays and to
and was taken to St. Vincent's hos8i766 the
secretary of war,
protesting
D.Tippett, Inc.
300

*i6o

103
97J4

.

"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen

Sales
100

600

73

Rts.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
Film

73

.

Famous

32Vi

37^

.

and

Viachetelav

First

Quotations

constitution

'Phone

4522

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

^
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Not Worried
Minnesota, North and South Dakota
refuse to concern themselves with it.

"The

to tell exhibitors how to operate their theaters ia
a bhifT, in his opinion.

Attempt of distributors

"There isn't an arbitration board
United States which would uphold such a clause," was his com-

in the

ment.

interperta"SirEWS-*'^"'*"'Miss Moore's
and she Pi-oves hertion is a flawless one
tanest comediennes.
se°" one of the screen's
this him.
There is not a dull moment

Age"

Plastic

m

Preferred

Colony
Week Ending July

AMERICAN—*

Donald

*

*

Keith

*

"

*

interesting performance
"The Plastic Age" is hardly likely to de
light, or worry, the colleges.
* * It is a good picIt is reministure and highly entertaining.

gave an

_

T?nGFR

T

30

*

*

Moore

Colleen

has

which allows her

,her?i,y found another part
and '>••'"
o fllsh her fresh, buoyant
i;'f^P;',
same
the
the screen and, at

upon

sonality

to

e

t

ro

enjoyable

and

light

present

comedy.

mantic

DAILY NEWS—*

Ross to Direct Walsh
W. E. Wilkerson will produce
GcorKC Walsh's next for l-Txcellen*
Pictures, with Nat R'oss directing
Work will start in two weeks at TecCharles
studio.
will be assistant ot Ross.

44th

Downs

St.

W.

Fire

—

Loss
started.
000, with the

which the blaze

was estimated

at $10.-

only

slightly

theater

like

I

EVENING WOl^LD—
adapted

picture

Tarloflf.

— and

very

liberally,

Clara Beranger Joins De Mille
Beranger, ha;;
been signed by Cecil Dc Mille to
adapt "Nobody's Widow" for LeaWilliam de Mille will ditrice Joy.

Hollywood— Clara

Wesley
has more than a
of Harvard" in

*

»

*

resemblance to "Brown
but is not nearly so

little

plot,

"The Plastic Age" is
well done.
staple product and this particular version
better than some and not so as others. *
•

* •

(;R/\PHIC— *

*

*

Ruggles

has
It boasts
a fine job of this film.
intriguing touches, a novel handling
Director

HERALD TRIBUNE—

are

On

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

TELEGRAM—*
entertain

Melford's First Chosen
Los .Angeles "Cioing Crooked" is
to be George Melford's initial picSeyfTer-

movie

—

—

office

manager

for

—

reorganizing the Fox
partment.

title

de-

Texas Theaters Open
The AirTexas
dome here has opened with pictures.

—

Breckenridi^e.

—

that

town.

Out
"Born
excitement

in

good piece

of

West"— F.

*

Eastland. Texas With seating capacity of 450, the Lyric has opened.

hind

»/ .,'''='*„;^'"

of

Ho°
g^^aXr^eJ^ifet^the

M^.'

gflat°?eal

Sedgwick has puand m^uch ^suspense

action

of

_

*

^'

» * all the super
are placed at the
FHming Frontier," show

cTlI 'InD post-*
my command
at "y™,
/^

latwt
latives

,

tvU^atShX^rancis.

[!;rthfs

There

plenty

is

of

* • •

is

I)lay

*

*

an

Stand."

one

lo

He

pathos and

fun

'

an
in

in

Th(;re

the

"Somebody's Mother," to Butcl
Ltd,
Film Service.
In Australia, Richnvount Pictures sold
Superior melodramas, 8 Reed Howes, 8 Bill
.Sudivans, 8 Jack Perrins, 8 semi- western
with Ben Wilson, 8 comedy westerns wit
Dick Holt, 3 Ken Maynards, 3 Oliver Cui
wood pictures, and "Scotty of the Scoutss
with Ben Alexander to Australasian Filmi
Ltd.
8 Dick Hattons, 8 Ben Wilsons,

Co.,

;

;

Ken Maynards

International

to

Variety an

Agency.
In Argentine, Uuruguay, Paraguay, Chili
Bolivia,
Peru and Ecuador, the followin

Theatrical

sales are reported
Sociedad General Cinem;
tograrica
8
Ray.irt melodramas,
8
Ree
Howes, 8 Jack Perrins, 8 Ben Wilson west
erns, 8 Dick Hattons, 26 two-reel comedie:
Her Sacrifice,
to Do the Charlestoi
26 one-reel scenics, Main Street and tli
World Over and That Old Gang of Mine
:

How

Universal

Pictures

Corp.

;

Phantom

Polici

Flame Fighter, The Mystery Pilot, Troope
77, Fighting for Fame, Scotty of the Scouts
Max Glucksman; 4 Dick Holts, The Thii
teenth Girl.

"Confession Series" Started

—Work

has started

oi

and

does she

E—

repeated
^,

with

...

.

* •
Their jomt
^then
result in, if not sophistication,
amusin.g.
_
of relationships mildly
* * It is

EXAMINER—*

CALL AND POST—*

efforta talc

one of
done by Pola
Dwont
Miss

*

•

—

P.-L.

to be
enjoyed by audiences not too crtical of their
screen entertainment. • * *

,10ITRNAL

Berlin
sions at

Ball

—The

Trebling within three months o
cost figures on Associated .Exhibitor
westerns is predicted by E. J. Smith
sales manager.
Negative costs o;
each of four series were realized ii
one month's selling time, he declares

AND POST—*

*

*

The

pic

offers Miss Nissen plenty of opportunito do those things which she does well.

Webb

Directing

Los Angeles

La Plante

— Charles

Puffy is t
do a feature for Universal.
Laur;
La Plante is to make "Beware
Widows" under direction of Millarc

Webb.

"Mantrap"—F.
TIMES — *
the

sides

of

P.-L.

Capitol, Detroit
*

this

were admirably

"Mile.

*

The players representing
somewhat different triangle

chosen.

*

*

Modiste"— 1st

•

*

are

one of fair
It is well put
really hunrorous. •
is

*

the pic
entertainment values.
on, and the subtitles
•

*

"The Other Woman's Story"
Schulberg (S, R.) Capitol, Chicago

JOURNAL —

lent,

if

*

*
a very excelslightly muddled, mystery movie.

*

actually

Hitchcock in Neilan Film
Los Angeles Raymond Hitchcocl

—

has been signed to appear in Marsha
Neilan's "Everybody's Acting."

Nat'l

Eastman, Rochester
.JOURNAL AND POST—* * *
*

_

Ufa Cuts Admissions, Exhibitors

—

these love behind a throne stories, even^ if
*
they don't even happen in reality. *
_
JOITRNAL * * * The general effect if
good and leaves one r.ither wistfully wishing
there were a few princes like Kerry scattered here and there. * * *

ture

Stanley, Philadelphia

—

—

humor, romance

picture.

M.-G.-M. Renews with Sedgwick
Hollywood Edward Sedgwick ha
signed a new contract with M.-G.-M

reduction of admi
all LHa theaters throughoi
and Stuart Holmes of the .screen.
m Germany has resulted in a protest o
NEWS—* * * Miss Negri is cleverafter
the part of theater owners in Souther
her part and decidedly easy to look at
development Germany,
she becomes her true self in the
who claim this reductio
* *
of the story,
will seriously hurt other houses. Th
cut was one-third of the former price
"The Love Thief" Universal
Salt Lake, Chicago
» « *
they're deli.ghtful,
Returns All "Velvet"
AMERIC.\N

the cleverest things, as it is
Ford Sterling. Tom Moore,

entertaining photo
excellent form and

is

release, are "Confessions of
Bachelor," " Confessions of a Flap
per," "Confessions of a Divorcee
and "Confessions of a Widow."
their

of

World," and he has
and Nauchty," * * *

"Ella Cinders"— 1st Nat'l
Grand Riviera, Detroit
*

Dust,

er's

Los Angeles

* • • Malcolm St. Clair
what to
the directors who knows
her effective
with Pola Negri to make
Woman of the
did the trick with "A
Good

'"'cHRONTCI
i,

tui-e

with the talented Noah Beery up to his dastardly villainy. • • •

TIMES--*

"Trail

.

woman,
can ofi^ce girl or societ.v
this play
appears in both roles in

of Lies"— F. P.-L.
Piccadilly, Rochester
Pola Negri

Sale,"

Marriage," "Geared to Go," "Undi
Fire," "Getting 'Em
Right," "The Rigl
.Man,"
"Youth's Ganihle," ".Safeguarded,
"Quick Change,' "New School Teacher" an
seven Border pictures to Western Impoi

is

fairly

he
to the screen while
dynamic
his seat with the

"Last

is

held taut
hfted from
picturing of Cus-

^^'l^FWs'-^^^*"' AlfJ't^nterest

ter's

It

"Crown
with

for

"Mad

Regent, Rochester
HERALD — * * * there is much

the situations and a specially
character acting is done by

HER.M^D — *

Husband," "Youth

:

Flaming Fron
'"'^XAmNER-^'* *°''The
screen, looms up
Francis
St.
the
tie^^ on
offe.
in the -as^n^
oihe pinnacle heights
cheered, Jhe audience
audience
The
ings.

"The Lucky Lady"—F.

BULLETIN—* * * A refreshingly amus
ing comedy is the film version of the car
Beckner & Ernest at Pillager
Beckner & Ernest, toon. • » •
Pillager, Minn.
EVENING LEDGER
• • •
Colleen
Motley showmen, are operating the Mo
aptly proves her capacity for
high comedy interspersed with pathos and
Woodman hall during the summer.

—

tribute

a graceful
t-

CHRONIctE-Vdward

P.-L.

Philadelphia

Victoria,

INQUIRER—*

*

"

Town

of

to the

*

courage

a

ties

Reorganizing Title Department
Holl\\vood Malcolm Stuart Royis

a picture

star.

Raymond Hatton.

Midwest Film Exchange.

is

WORI,D—

—

appointed

It

* * * isn't quite as silly as most
pictures of college life, but it is
shame that the moving picture tradition
that all life in the colleges is frothy cannot be broken, and a real picture made that
will show the real life of college.
* * *
it
all is made quite de
lightful
and amusing by a cast competent
througliout, with Miss Bow easily one of
the really attractive figures to be seen in

Booiivillc, N. Y.
Plans are beincr
discussed for a house to cost $50,000,
to be built on the site of the Avon.

Fickle Made Manager
Oklahoma Citv Walter Fickle has

*'

some high school graduate.

the

this

Plan Boonville, N. Y., House

Harvard,"

of

But even this is doubtful.
Certainly it isn't
one to help Miss Bow on the way to being
great

Sed"t^

.Sus

« *

TIME.S

are in the cast.

*

exhibiting the worst features of both.
Why
the picture should be dragged into Broadway just now is something of a mystery.

of
a

Love, Victor

*

—

m'ight

I

indomitable

spite of everything.

in

pense is maintained throughout with unflag
ging interest, the thousand and one diver
sions that are a part of college life being
pictured at some length. * * *The cast could
hardly have been improved upon, * * *
POST * * * a sort of combination

<f

VtIN—

TiTTT
BULLJilii^

the

we can recommend

whole,

Age"

Plastic

whimsical

with

*

*

Universal
"The Flaming Frontier"—
Francisco
San
St Francis,
'
to

(Continued from Page 1)
"Just Plain Folks," "The Lucky Fool'' an
Vitagraph Co.,
"Alarricd" to
the
Ltd.
"Pride of the Force," "Easy Going Gordon
to Ideal Film Go., Ltd.; "Lend Me Yot

Paramount the "confession" series being produc
"Good and Naughty"—
ed by Richard Thomas Prod, unde
Francisco
San
Granada,
hackneyed, and
is
direction of Richard Thomas, for A
• • * Perhaps the pro—
BTTTTFTIN
dull aiter "Brown
neither as an AmeriE. release.
The pictures in order o
that,
realize
will
the titles are bad
duceVs
she

story

the

that

fine,

"The

a

—

a
is
*'

of familiar situations and sustains the interest to the final fade-out. » * *
*
If the producers bad made this picture without Clara
Bow^ we should be able to tell whether or
As it is, we ennot it is a good picture.
joyed it entirely, but suspect that the dircc
tion is brilliant, that Mary Alden. Henry
Walthall, Gilbert Roland and David Butlci

rect.

been

am

I

It

"Flaming Youth," and "Brown

McLaglen and Gustav Von

any

Har

— from the novel by Percy Marks.
haste — by
was directed — and probably
"The Plastic Age"
Ruggles.

bits of direction.*
* * "
the

Bessie

If
of

program

a

Barynstyn Acquires Another
forJ. C. Barynstyn has acquired
eign rights on "Flames." producer'and directed by Lewis IT. Moomaw
The cast includes Kugcne O'Brien
Virginia \'alli, Jean Hersholt, Cissy
Fitzgerald, George Nichols and Boris

Fox.

*

Haines

William

might seem particularly
of Harvard," and that
" * *The
picture was filled

for

*

"Brown

than

damaged.

ture

*

Harvard."

of

liettcr

it

Clara How, of course, makes any
yard."
But Donald Keith, as
picture worth seeing.
the college hero, need take no back seat for

made
some

Warsaw, N. Y. Discovery of the
flames bytow employes of the Oatka
enabled firemen here to prevent more
serious damaRc to the house and an
in

thing.

in

Damages Theater

adjoining building

"Urown

cent of

.old

\Yesley Rupgles has returned to
the Coast to direct "The ColleRians"
Ross last produced
for Universal.
and directed "April Fool" for Chadwick.

Ian

.

INDUIRER—

says Steffcs, adding that txhibitors of

titz

*

,,*„„„
* * * Cartoonmg a cartoon
achievedouble
the
is
Cinderella
an<l satirizing
or n.tention, of
ment, whether by accident^

(Continued from Page 1)

Art

*

Richmount Deals

un-

a ^sympathetic

ever-necessary touch of
derstanding of her part.

Sloman
Universal

to Direct Hersholt

City

Jean
the Deacon."
will

direct

— Edward
Hersholt

Sloniai
in

"Alia

Fay Wray Signed
Famous has

signe<

Los Angeles

Fay Wray

to a

—

long term contract.

Record Business/
get That?
#/
Record Business/^

iO\
fof^'^

I

Supported by

Starring

LAURA LA PLANTE
with

PAT O'MALLEY

A Dimitri

Raymond Keane and
George Siegman
From

the story by Laurids

Presented by

Carl

Bruun

Lacmmle

Buchowetzki Production

A Universal Super Production
m0^Jj

Presented
in his triumphant screen debut

by

JOSEPH

P.

KENNEDY

(Through courtesy of C. C. Pyle and

A

W.

E. Shallenberger)

Sam Wood

Production

From

the Story by

Released Nationally

Byron Morgan

Week

of Sep\

k0^
M-^
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tha:,
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M
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!St StaOiofAe
Galloping Colossus of the World of Sport!
Supet'Idol of America's Millions

Supreme and Unchallenged

—The

Greatest

Individual Attraction in the History of

World Amusements!

The ONE and ONLY

FILM BOOKING OFHCES
OF AMERICA,
1560 Broadway,
Member Motion

New

Picture Producers

of America, Inc.

INC.

York

and Distributors

Will H. Hays, President

THE
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(Continued from Page

—

dropped from a

"The Iron Horse"
(Fox)
Tied up with the Merchants' AsArranged to increase adsociation.
mission price from 25 cents to 35)
cents and turn the extra dimes over
to the association for needed town
improvements. They, in turn, came
Thirtyin on a double truck ad.
seven merchants were enlisted. The
newspaper contributed a streamer
heading reading: "Golden Rule Sale
Showing progress since the days of
The Iron Horse'." The merchants
kept the stores open during the
evening to carry out their part of
the Golden Rule Sale and the newspaper carried front-page stories describing this unique event and mentioning that the s;'le should really

known as "The Iron Horse Sale."
The stunt helped the theater to break
tent show opposiall records, with
be

in

Theater,

town.

—Tom

Stanley,

Foster,

Stan

Wis.

"The Sea Beast"
a

I'ln'ected

Better

I^'ilm

(Warners')
tie-up with

tlic

loca'

Committee whereby 2.000

special postcards, carrying endorseiiunt copy, were sent to prominent

Fifteen hundred cards iiof 50 each were given tc
members of the committee attending
the private screening of the picture
They signed and mailed them to
their friends.
The balance of the
cards were addressed to a special
mailing list Ijclonging to the president of the committee, each card bearing her personal signature. Guy
citizens.

bundles

—

Kenimer,
ville

Arcade

Theater

O

Jackson-

Fla.

"The Sign

of the

Claw"

(Warners)

Ed Reynard, man.igcr
arranged a dog parade

dog

picture.

entered

and

front of the
prizes were

Hundreds
paraded,
theater.

little over 89,000,000
the fiscal year 1925 to about
67,500,000 ft. for the 1926 period,
these to Latin
while
exports
of
America rose from 54,000,000 ft. to
over 69,000,000 ft. in the same periods.
It
should be recognized, however,
that as a revenue producer Europe
still
remains far in the lead.
The
Far East, with imports from this
country of about 55,000,000 ft. for the
fiscal year 1926, shows a satisfactory
gain of just over 9,000 000 ft. more
than for the fiscal year 1925.
With regard to individual countries, the United
Kingdom has for
the first time been displaced as the
United States' leading market by
quantity.
Australia,
which stood
third in the 1925 fiscal vear with a
total of just over 22,000,000 ft. ha3
bettered this by about 3,000,000 ft.
for 1926 and now stands first. Canada
is second, her total of 22,550,000 ft
for the 1926 fiscal year being about
250,000 ft. more than for the same
period last year.
Argentina, fourth
in 1925 with nearly 17,000,000 ft., has
brought this up to 20,500.000 ft. and
now stands third. Tlie I_Inited Kingdom as stated before, fell from 47,000,000 ft. to 15,000,000 ft. and eonsetpiently from first to fourth. France
has increased her total from 11,600,000 ft. in 1925 to 14.000,000 ft. in the
1926 fiscal year, but still stands fifth.
ft.

in

The next five markets for American films during the 1926 fiscal year
are Brazil, Mexico, Japan, Straits Settlements and Germany.
These are
the same as last year except that
Mexico advanced to seventh, whilq
Japan stepped down to eighth and the
.Straits Settlements went up to ninth

of dogs wire
finishing in
The fact that

awarded dogs most

redis-

sembling Rin-Tin-Tin did not
courage dogs of every other descripEd
tion from joining the parade.
Reynard, Grand Theater, Cleveland

—

Minneapolis

Flourish

— Squabbling

to

Keep Open

(Continued from Page

be-

1)

ed to send men into the houses to
keep them open, if the showmen decline to continue operation of them

tween distributors and exhibi-'
tors over free shows continues.
Exhibitors are outspoken in
charging bad faith to distribu-

at a loss.

In the crisis facing Mexico since
start of the economic boycott,

while the latter counter
with the declaration that exhibitors are to blame largely for
the situation, by co-operating
Whoever is
with free shows.
to blame, free shows are continuing to flourish. This week
26 new cases in Minnesota.

the

tors,

1, the importance of motion pictures in keeping up the morale of
the people is not underestimated.

Aug.

diversion which may be obtained
is seen as a deterrent to
With trade reduced a third
rioting.
theater owners were preparing tq
close their doors, whereupon "Tho
Crom," or the Regional Confedera-

The

from films

North and South Dakota were
reported to the joint committee
seeking to curb free shows in
the territory.
Minnesota theater owners are
incensed over the failure of the
fire marshal to enforce the law
regulating free shows, and are
insisting that the industry "go
to the mat" on the issue.

the

of Labor, which is supporting
government's anti-Catholic pol-

icy,

issued

tion

its

manifesto.

Lack of Funds Blocks "G.M.S."
Kansas City Owing to the lack

—

there

support,

financial

observance

statewide

of
will be no
"Greater
of

Movie Season" unless exhibitors desome plan to raise funds.
velop
The Royal and Newman, Publix

Glean Films Wanted
China Favors Pictures of Straightforward Moral Sweep, Producer
Says
Los Angeles "China wants clean

—

pictures."
That, in a nutshell sums
up the film wants of this nation, ac-

houses, however, will conduct indicampaigns for themselves.
vidual
Other houses may adopt similar pro-

grams.

"Flaming Frontier" Postponed
return to Broadway of "The
cording to William H. Jansen, man- Flaming Frontier" originally planned
ager and director for Red Seal Film for the Colony on Aug. 14 has been
Co.,

ing

Ltd., of Shanghai,
here.
C. S. Lu,

who
who

visit-

is

stars

in

films, accompanied Jansen.
Starting with one company in 1914.
China has increased its producing
units to 85, he said.
Pictures of
straigtforward moral sweep particularly are wanted in China, according
to the producer.

Chinese

The

until the following week. The
the Mitchell-Morris short sub"Safe Haven" will also be
jects
novel exploitation camshown.

put

ofif

first of

A

paign

is

being conducted

in

connec-

tion w'ith the latter.
Pacific's

—

Tenth Open

The Granada, tenth in
Seattle
the chain of suburban houses operated here by Pacific Theaters Co., has

Gradwell Buried at St. Louis
Louis Funeral services were opened. The house is done in Spanconducted here for Ricord Gradwell ish style. George Herpeck, Willianj
Hartford and Frank Edwards head
at one time head of the old World
Film Co. who died in New York City the firm.
pnd whose body was brought here
for interment.
Tolstoi May Aid Carewe
Count Ilya Tcilstof, son of the
Astoria House Has New Policy
famous Russian author whose novel,
The Steinway, a Small-Straseberg "Resurrection" will be produced by
house in Astoria, will reopen early in Edwin Carewe for LTnited Artists may
September with a split-week policy. go to the coast to help the director in
The theater has been renovated.
the making of it.

—

St.

Charleston Series' Premieres

Ned Wayburn's Charleston

Two
Two

Openings

for

Chrystmos

openings are planned by
Matty Chrystmos.
distributed by Cranfield & Clarke
His new house
will have its London premiere at the at Throggs Neck will be ready in
about two weeks and the Bronxville
Kit Kat Club late this month.
theater will open about the same time.
series

Watters to Manage Central
George D. Watters, manager

Smith Back From Trip
Crepson E. Smith, sales manager
at the exjiense of Germany.
All of Central when "The Scarlet Letter" for United Artists in the Mid-West,
these countries with respect to foothas returned from a trip through the
opens Aug. 9.
age showed gains each of more than
territory.
1.000,000

of the Grand,
to exploit this

Free Shows

1)

Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary due to greater exports of positive
tion stunts.
information the exhibitor needs to which totaled 216,139,974 ft., valued
put them over.
They have made at $6,534,202, as compared with 210,money for others. They will make 452,587 ft., valued at $6 739,786, in
money for you. This daily list of 1925. Exports of negative dropped
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intejided as from 9,339,589 ft., valued at $1,894,a ready reference for the busy show- 314, in 1925, to 7,671,989 ft., valued
man. File them away. Here is an at $1,448,415, for the year just ended,
"at-your-elboiv" service of publicity and shipments of raw stock increased
ideas when you run these pictures. from 56,941 577 ft., valued at $1,270,Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," 367, to 62,721,952 ft., valued at $1,a7id help the other fellows who are 357,322.
helping you.
The most sensational feature of the
exports for the past fiscal year was
"The Cohens and Kellys"
the tremendous falling of? in tho
(Universal)
quantity taken by the United KingA unique stunt was the distribu- dom. In the period ending June 30
tion of over 1,000 clay pipes from 1925, the United States sent 47,543,Attached to these 144 linear ft. to that country; for the
local cigar stores.
" 'The
pipes was a tag reading:
1926 period this figure dropped to
Cohens and Kellys' now playing at 15,614,524 linear ft. and for the first
the Broadway." The stunt helped to time in the history of motion picture
break a house record by $200 for a exports of this country, brought
Charles R. Hammer- Latin America ahead of Europe as an
Saturday.
Broadway Theater, New- importer of Amercan films.
slough,
burgh, N. Y.
In other words, exports to Europe

tion

Ordered

Exports Off $500,000

Exploit- O- Grams

1926

4,

ft.

I'>xports

over the 1925
of

total.

raw

films (sensitized
reached a total of 62 -

not exposed)
721,952 linear ft. valued at $1,357,322
for the fiscal vear ended in 1926 as
against 55,941,577 linear ft. valued at
$1,270,367 for the fiscal year 1925.

House Open
Va,— The New Rola'nd

Virginia Beach

the

takes

Criterion,

charge

of

of

the

Murnau Dinner on Coast

Union City Theater to Reopen
R. Sheehan
Union City, N. J. The Hudson will
and Fox officials will be hosts to- reopen late in August with a combinnight at a dinner at the Biltmore in ation
policy.
Los Angeles

honor of

F.

— Winfield

W. Murnau.

Eisner Joins Universal

Handling Excellent Pictures Publicity
Regina Crewe has taken over pub-

Norfolk.
Excellent Pictures Corp.
licity for
Virginia Beach, has opened. producers of the George Walsh series

theater,

—

— Adolph

Eisner, form-

erly publicity

manager

for the Globe,

has become
Universal.

booking

Kansas City

manager

for

W W/f D"
"A PLEASED CUSTOMER IS THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT"— «TUp f A|
[\f
'M^ ""Ll'Lll TiLD
Therefore, this must be a darn good ad for
'

=WE ALSO REFER TO=i
JOS.

A.

McCONVit-LB

MONTAOUt

A

Stanley Circuit
Philadelphia

BOSTON OFPICa
10-12

PIEDMONT

NEW HAVeN SAANCH

MEADOW ST
NEW HAVEN CONN

ST,

130

BOSTON. MASS.
TCLS.

eCACH 1794 -ITtS

TIL

COLONY

F.

& R.

IIAB

M.
Mambcr New Ka£Und Film Board

of

& S.

New

Trad«

Boston. Mpss.
July 24. 19S6.

W.

Circuit
York City

Gray

p.

New

Mr. Ssm S'='3C,
Mr. Bud Rof'ers,
Ltimas Film Corp:
1650 BroadwayNew York City, N. Y.

Circuit

Minneapolis

Circuit

England

Filzer Circuit
Syracuse, N. Y.

Midwest

Circuit

Kansas City

Gentlemen:
want to say that we are rery much -please d)wi
with the
first Gotham Production "THE GOLDEN
I

_We/screened i^f or Mr. Vic Morris of the Loews Theatres,
Boston ^ind sold it first run) in Boston at the Loews Or-oheum
Theatrer
We are sending out to you today the balance of the contracts taken on the Gotham and Fairbanks Productions to date.
You will note from these contracts that we have sold both gro-ap a
to the W-' lliam P. Gray Circuit here in New ErKland and also practically all the other important key points in this territory.
The line-up has been so w ell rec eived bv the e xlpibitora of this
territory that we ar^^ayaheadofo^ouo^^on contracts, set
for this date and we are antici-oating an exceptionally big year
for .your productions in this territory.

Loew's Orpheum
Boston, Mass.

Ed. Fay
Providence, R.

I.

Majestic Theatre
Milwaukee, Wis.

Strand Tfieatre
Houston, Texas

Strand Theatre
Atlantic City

&

We are very much pleased with the reports that you are
sending us regarding your production activities at the coast.

Strand

Keep up the good work and np -thing can stop us from enJoying one of the biggest and most satisfying years on record
for an Independent Distributor.

Plaza, Varsity,

Cordially yours,
INDEPENDENT FILMS INC.

Regent

Elmira, N. Y.

Academy,
Emblem and others
Fillmore,
Buffalo,

N. Y.
and

Genei?ai M4 wager

jim/k

THEN SOME

THESE SHREWD SHOWMEN BUY PICTURES THAT ARE

"BUI LT FOR THE BOX-OFF ICE''
There's a

GOTHAM

Exchange Near You

CORPORATION
LUMAS FILM
SAM
SAX, President

OMICTIOMS

1650

BROADWAY

-

Foreign

-

-

Rights— IriUr Oitan Film Corporation

NEW YORK

CITY

FROMfCTIOUS

10

DAILY
"Short" Theater
(Continued from

I' aye

Recognition for Short Subjects

1)

provide a program of two hour?
of short subjects divided into units
each of about one-half hour durato

tion.

Under

the plan, the

GREAT

show would

cents.

By having

a

show

in

half

hour

units, rotating by days, it would be
possible for any person having a fixed lunch hour to have lunch at :>
soda fountain and have a half hour

for pictures each day, going four days
to see one whole short subject show

My conception of material for
such' a show would include practically all the news reels which do not
There
duplicate the same events.
wealth of comedy in one and
two reels, also films such as the Fox
Varieties, prize fight records, views
of the Vatican, the Polar flights, animated cartoons, fashion reels, etc.—
Palmer Smith, motion picture critic
a

is

"Evening World."

Proper Test Would
Demonstrate Value
question of theaters confining themselves exclusively to short
subjects has come up for discussion
short su1)ject circles again and
in
again for several years past, and from
time to time various theaters in various sections of the country have
tried it and many of them with encouraging success, but in nearh*
every instance they soon have run
out of enough short subjects of the
better kind to establish such a pol-

The

icy

permanently.

Naturally, the feature theaters nowexistent have contracts for such short
sui)jects as they require and in most
instances they have the best short
subjects under contract, thus I very
much doubt if a strictly short subject policy ever has had a real proper
test.

never have had any doubt thai
managed with
the same c;ire as any other high-class
theater and given a selection of the
I

a short subject theater

short subjects available on the
present market would be a complete
l)est

success.

throughout the industry in the experi-

at Indianapolis by Frank J. Rembusch in
operating the Band Box as an exclusive short subject theater. In
recording the innovation,
DAIi,Y editorially praised
Mr. Rembusch for his courage and foresight, stressing his confidence
in the short subject which has persuaded him to carry on, evenj
though the Band Box to date has been a losing proposition.

THE FILM

open on Monday with Unit A, Unit
B on Tuesday, Unit C on Wednesday and Unit D on Thursday, with
a full lobby schedule of what is due
on the program for each day.

On entering, each customer would
receive a ticket with the time stamped on it, by a clock such as is in
use in many billiard halls. I assume
a minimum charge of ten cents for
a half hour, allowing five minute?
leeway, or 35 minutes time to come
Over 35
out and pay ten cents.
and up to 65 minutes, the charge
would be 20 cents; for three unit;^
30 cents and, for the full show, 35
It may be possible that the
cents.
prices could be set at 10, 15 and 25

interest is manifest

ment being conducted

Short subjects have made tremendous strides during the last
year in their campaign for proper recognition.
Showmen at last^
are beginning to realize the pulling power of short subjects, giving
them prominence in advertising. Although much progress in this
direction has been made, short subjects are receiving far less recognition than is their due, with the short subject theater being
looked to as the vehicle on which the short subject may ride to the

and affluence which is its due.
That the short subject theater is a logical and imminent development in motion picture presentation is the consensus of opinion of
the industry's leaders, whose views are recorded on this page.

position of influence

would make the short subject theater
an even greater success.
W'ith the demand as it now

rather than the old slapstick stuff.—
Colvin W. Brown, F. B. O., vicepresident in charge of distribution

exists in the
obviously tlie sliort subject manulacturei's are centering tlieir etforts on making pictures that will tit in with feature
Not Short
attractions, hence they are not ideally designed to fit an all short subject policy, yet Subject Houses?
f
do believe they are sufficiently adaptable
to such a policy in many localities, and a
Quite a lot of discussion is now
sufficient beginning in those localities would,
going on, in the trade and newsno doubt, very promptly bring about the
papers, regarding the proposed esdesired product.
In the meantime, such theaters should not tablishment of motion picture thea-?
try to run as long a show as the regular
ters
exclusively for short subject
feature house, nor should he attempt to programs.
The only thing not undercharge as high an admission price.
There
is
there should bo
seenis to be an opinion prevalent that the standable
to the success of
public is interested only in theaters charging any question as
liigh admission prices, which I never have
such ventures.
believed is true.
There are, no doubt, milUniversal has been demonstrating
hons of people who would be satisfied with
a strictly motion picture entertainment if it the value of Short Subject shows for
Oould be had at an admission price somewhat lower than those now prevailing at our the past year, in connection with thg
leading theaters.
Elmer R. Pearson, vice- complete service plan, and it is only
president and general manager, Pathe Ex- a short step from the weekly shorti
change.
sul)ject show to the day in and day

market

Why

why

—

Short Subject House

Make

Should

In large cities, on lanes of heavy
theaters showing programs
made up entirely of short subjects
should be altogether successful.

The

charm of motion pictheir variety, and the shorts
of course offer the greatest sort of
variety and in the briefest time.
greatest

is

The time element

is

the controlling

with theaters of that sort.
The patron often thinks a lot more
of the time he is about to invest in
entertainment than the money he ia
about to invest. Men between business errands downtown, and women
on shopping expeditions, with an
hour or so to spare, should find the
all-short motion picture theater an
factor

attractive place for relaxation and diversion, and
should be numerou.q
enough in every large city to make
such houses paying propositions.
Programs of this short, attractively
presented, should draw the patronage of many people who arc not ordinarily picture goers and educato
them to the entertainment value of
films.

4,

1926

ing during the noon hour or around supper
time.
For instance, in the big St. Louis railroad terminal, there is a theater which is
highly successful becaiise hundreds of people
waiting for trains find it more to their liking to be entertained by motion pictures than
to sit around in the waiting room, being
stepped on and stumbled over.
There is a theater on Park Row, New
York City, not far from the big newspaper

Almost

every newspaper man in
has relaxed from the grind of
modern journalism in that house. Many of
them are regulars there reporters and edioffices.

New York

—

tors alike.
In fact, that theater is one of
the places where reporters are "rounded up"
when a big story breaks.
The exhibitors
has found that he has a highly critical
clientele.
Good short subjects are especially
well liked because many of the patrons only
liave a half-hour or so to stay.
Simdarly, a short subjects theater
on
Broadway should be a huge success, because
wherever there are crowds of people, whether
it
be on Broadway or Main Street, there
always will be found a definite percentage of
them who have a half-hour or so they don't
know what to do with, and who would welcome an opportunity to go into a short subject house and see a good comedy, or
a
snappy western drama rather than to find
themselves line up for Reels 3 and 4 of a
feature, for their half-hour.
In the larger cities, it may be a good idea
to make the price of admission to a short
subjects theater so reasonable that the halfliour man will feel he is getting his money's
worth.
The smaller the town or the more
localized the community the more the exhibitor of a short subject house will have to
appeal to regular amusement seekers during
the regular amusement hours.
His prices
necessarily will have to be on a higher scale
than the city man who plays principally to
transients.
Julius
Singer,
Universal short
subjects sales manager.

—

Rembusch House
Signal Development

Frank Rembusch's enterprise in
Indianapolis is a signal development
in
the exhibition field.
The idea
which he is executing is one which
has been looked upon with growing
concern and interest by many exhibitors, but it has apparently been left
to

Rembusch

this,

as

yet,

to first adventure in
unexplored field.
His

out short subject program.
enterprise is worthy of the interest
When Carl Laemmle inaugurated and confidence of the entire industry.
the complete service idea more than a
Fred V. Greene, Jr., Sales Manyear ago, one of the outstanding fea- ager, Red Seal Pictures, Inc.
tures of the plan was the opening oS
the way for exhibitors to give a speSimilar House Seen
cial short subject show once a week
The complete Universal service av in Every Community
eraged about 17 reels weekly, which
Frank Rembusch's theater devothundreds of exhibitors divided into ed exclusively to the presentation of
two programs, one consisting of the short subject films, is of great interest
feature release of the week, together to all concerned in the development
with a one or two reel comedy, and of this heretofore neglected part of
the other made up, entirely of short the industry.

—

Profit

traffic,

tures

Wednesday, August

subjects.

As the product was supplied under a fiat
weekly rental for those exhibitors who signed the complete service contract, hundreds
running one night a week,
of exhibitors
seized this opportunity to open up an additional night without increased film rental cost.
Almost as m.iiiy, running two nights a week,
added a third night, and so on up to the
unusual number of weekly change houses
signed uj) under this plan, who seized upon
tlie liberal aspects of the service to add special matinees, noon hour and supper hour
short subject shows to their regular schedule
These exhibitors have proved the value of
a short subject program as a drawing card.
TluTeforc it only remains to consider the
individual case in talking of special short
subject houses.
In the first place, the greatest appeal of a
show made up on shorts, is for the man or
woman who has from a half-hour to an hour
to spend in the theater.
It is from this class
that such a theater will draw the bulk of
its I'atronage, even though there undoulitedly
is
a regular clientele which will prefer a
program of one and two-reelers to a feature

There is no reason why a house
presenting one and two reel films
only should not be successful and
eminently so.
In every large city
there are thousands of transientsi
who, while waiting to make a train or
between the intervals of shopping,
would appreciate a house where they
could drop in for a half hour and
see a variety of short films without
the necessity of waiting through the
feature.
I
believe the short subject theater, to be successful, must be a
small capacity house with a nominal
admission price and spotted in the
proper location.
There is room for one of these in
every city and the example set by

Furthermore, if there were a great
Programs should 'be well-halanccd
Mr. Rembusch should be followed
number Of such theaters the shorl with short subjects of diversified naby exhibitors in other portions of
program.
be
encourwould
ture,
producers
but
they should always include
subject
The short subject theater will be cspe the country.
aged to make better short subject? plenty of the modern sort of fast- cially successful in the down-town sections
The permanency of this specialized type
and possibly short subjects better moving, clean comedy, with the of the larger cities, where there are always of theater is insured by the developments
suited to an all short subject pro- laughs depending upon the situations thousands of persons with from thirty to during the past year in the production of
forty minutes on their hands, waiting for
one and two reel films.
gram than they now make, which and the cleverness of the players, trains, waiting between appointments, relaxTaking our own organization as an ex-

-

THE
Wednesday, August
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4,

we will release one hundred and four
subjects of diversified character for
)26-1927 and other organizations are going
ore heavily tliaii ever into the production,

Loew Deal

nple,
lort

romotion and handling of this type of film.
If the same importance and effort are atched to the development and the exhibition
short features as are now being given by
ita'blished pioducers, the short sitbject thea
r within the next few years will be found
Louis Weiss. Artclass Picevery locality.
ires Corp.

—

lodel Short Subject

rogram Suggested

in

Assets $18,207,766
(.Continued from Paye

1)

New London

ceived from

yesterday
was to the effect that the house will
be operated by the Garde Theateii
Corp., a $50,000 corporation headed
by C. J. Terrie of Brooklyn.
Friend has sites in the remaining
Work will shortly
cities and towns.
get under way on a Main St. site
in Worcester, Mass. and likewise on
the theater for Springfield.

During the writer's term of service capacities of the houses
ith the United States Lines, a defi- follows:
ite practical experience was enjoyDerby (near completion)
1 through the all-short subject proHartford
rams which were offered in the New Haven (operating)
the grand New London
lost luxurious of theaters

—

N. E.

(Continued from Page

The
will

11

seat-

be

a^^

U.SOO
3,000
2,200
1,800
3,500
3,200
2,500
3,000

Providence

and $6,000,000
is

done.

In addition, the

A

I)

added when

to be

l-'ox

this

Dvation carried on, but also aboard expected to be ready in 1927.
It was impossible to secure any
ve other vessels in the service oS
confirmation yesterday.
The Loew
le United States Lines, with the reFriend declared
that a conviction was formed office was silent.
lit
short subjects on there was nothing he could say.
lat the average
be, in many in- Harry Sofferman of Sofferman Bros
could
market
le
who acted as broker declared he could
ances, vastly improved.
Champions of the 'short subject theater' of make no comment at this time. It is

may

consider

interesting to
opinion, should

e future
low, what, in the writer's
of one hour's
nstitute a pleasing program
given to the public, of course, at
iration
This
fair and equitable admission price.
ogram is suggested on the basis of short
ibjects available at the present time and
jiich have been found, through the e.xperice of otherSj to contain worthy entertain
;nt features and variety, or "program balit

—

—

—

News

Reel
Not less than 1,000
Animated Cartoon

feet

—

preferably in color and of
Short Subject
"fashion" type
Talking Pictures (from four to eight
nutes)
Comedy 2 Reels
the novelty
of
Short Subject (1 reel)
containing the elements of education
•>e.
camera and
entertainment,
value,
nic
3tographic art, and, if possible, the ele-

;

—

—

:nt

of

can

—

The

human
be

interest.
effectively

^
OASTE

used

from time
reels,

as the

deliberations.

lack of perfection at the present
le, have not been included in the suggested
jgram.
The success of the Short Subject theaters
depend, qnite naturally, upon the qualII
of the product, and it will be advisable
the short subject producers to keep an
r-increasingly watchful eye on their brain
Idren if the new era is to be one of pracal
and sustained reality. Leonard MitMitchill-Morris Prod. Corp.
11,

Schlore Buys Silex
Mo. Joe Schlore has

ased the

—
Silex.

Fire Ruins Theater
111.
The Star

—

West Union,
nost

demolished

completely

Making Ne'w Banner Film

•Hollywood
producing
with Robert
Gustav von
John Miljan

Harrison Edwards,

New York

for

Banner

— Samuel

J.

Briskin is
Treasures,"

"Unknov.'n
Agnew, Gladys Hulette,
Seyffertitz, Jed Proudy,

;

;

that

locaTity,

Louis Gerlts Plans One
San Juan, Tex Louis Gerlts

will

build a theater here.

—

in

Screen Library Service Moves
Screen Library Serv-

Hollywood
ice,

Inc.,

—

has

—

I!

Mvlhall

dice
It is

off

his

Kid."
*

*

*

The Paramount Long
looks

a

like

Island studio

college,

has orderexhibitors to show a
certain number of educational films
as part of their regular programs.

moved

to

the

Strand.

The

liljrary

has stored
ft.

Hollywood The

at

Nashville,

—

Ark.

fine

in its

for failure to comply with
is a padlock for a limited

vaults

of film of hun-

New
Paris

Non-Theatrical

—The

Company

Societe des Films Sci-

entifiques et Documentaires has been
Exhibitors Sell Out
George L. Clo- founded here with a capital of 45,000
Salt Lake City
francs.
The company will produce
ward and Charles Dillard, former
educational and historical subjects for
for
Forum
have
left
owners of the
California.
Hy Olsen, owner of the schools and universities.
Photo Play, has taken over the
Brick from Theater Injures 3
Forum.

—

St.

To Start "Belle
Holh'wood— "The

a

Italian

all

of

Broadway"

Belle of Broadway," starring Betty Compson, will
soon go into production for Columbia
It
with Harry O. Hoyt directing.
Paul Herve
is an adaptation of the
musical comedy.

—

Louis

— Three

women were

in-

jured when a fragment of terra cotta
disloged by material which was being elevated on a hoist, fell from the
17th floor of the new Ambassador.

Cummings to Direct
Irving
Cummings is to direct
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl"
No production
at the Fox studio.
date has been set.

—

—

*

better leave
calling list.
is shooting a mean game of
at the First National studio.
all in fun, in "The Charleston

Jack
Jack

Boulevard and Taft Ave., where they the ruling
have taken over an entire building.
period.

F. S. Norton has
Nashville, Ark.
acquired the local theater.
Theater Begins
Kansas City, Mo. James Kapulos
erecting a theater and store buildNusho Reduces Admissions
f on Indiana Ave.
Webb City, Okla.— The Nusho has
Anderson to Stage Attraction
reduced admissions to five and ten
Minnesota Exhibitor Dies
John Murray Anderson will stage
cents.
Windom, Minn. J. H. Stroud, lothe feature presentation at the Rivoli
exhibitor, died at the Mountain
the week of Aug. 7. As yet the proDismantle Birch Tree
ke Hospital following an operaPublix
Birch Tree duction, which will tour the
The
Mo.—
Birch
Tree.
n.
circuit, is untitled.
equipment
has been closed and the
and furnishings removed.
Dubinsky Gets Third House
Newton Operating Lyric
5t. Louis
L. Dubinsky of JefiferVictor NewOpens
Theater
Junction, la.
Art
Pacific
bought the Grand
1
City has
Lyric theathe
operating
is
now
ton
Gotebo, Okla.— The Art theater
;re,
thus securing control of the
ter.
has been opened by Erie Harkins.
vn's three houses.

Work on

*

Greek"

the

Omaha and Des Moines; Rob

Two Utah

Carey Managing Strand
Paris, Ark.
G. Carey is managing

was

*

"Nick,

;

and Bertram Marburgh more than 100,000
Archie Mayo is dreds of players.
Prod.

—

pur-

got his land legs following a
trip to Europe, than he rushed
over to the Paramount studio.

City,

New

directing.

Buys

recently.

.1.

including the metropolitan
area,
norther]
Jersey, New Haven and Philadelphia
Jack Pegler, Bioston, territory embracing
New England; J. Langdon Uurke, Chicago
covering Chicago and Milwaukee; J. J. Gd
more,
Cleveland,
and
covering
northerr
Ohio; George Cambr.ll, Detroit, covering al'
of Michigan
J. K. Brager, Pittsburg- cov
ering western Pennsylvania; .\. J, Kalbcrer
Buffalo, covering Buffalo and .Albany ternfcories
H. Manheim. Minneapuiis, covering
that territory; Richard Tant,
Washingto
covering Washington and Cl;arlotte terri
tories
Perry Spencer, ."Vtlanta, territory in
dudes southeastern and New Orleans d.s
tricts
R. C. Gary, Kansas City, covering

*

*

—

—

Silex,

N.

*

Gregory Kelly, the "butter
and egg man," had no sooner

ed
Briskin

their

—

with husky,
broad-backed, clean-faced young men
ert K. Kyle. .St. Louis territory embracing
the site for the new Keith-.\lbee the- -Memphis and southern 111.; William Taylor, rushing to and fro. They are in "The
ater on 4th Ave., between 9th and Dal. as, and also responsible for exploitatior Quarterback."
*
*
*
10th Sts., is in progress.
The house in Oklahoma City and vicinity.
Arthur Loeiv, who can "export"
Other assignments will be made
will be completed next Spring, will
aces across the net, was captain of
cost $650,000, and will seat 2,500. shortly to cover Indianapolis, CincinYork University tennis
Keith vaudeville now is being shown nati, Seattle, Portland, Tacoma, San a Neiv
Francisco, Los Angeles, Denver, Salt team.
at the Orpheum.
Hyman's houses,
Lake
City,
Montreal,
Toronto,
the Lyric. State and Orpheum, will
Must Show Educationals
continue to operate after the open- Winnepeg, \''ancouver, Calgary and
St. John.
Rome The Government

—

to

because

5

with Famous.

;

Keith-Albee Building in W. Va.
Huntington, W. Va. Clearing of

»»

/

By RALPH WILK i

T

i

Loew

L

this in your hat
Increase in value of holdings is ema few
phasized by appraisal just made of
years
hence will find
Milton
four pieces of land in Los Angeles Sills, Bert Lytell and a few other
for $525 000 and carried on the books stars directing. James Kirkwood was
at that amount, when valuation placed one of the first directors to give up
the worth of the property at $2,800,- the megaphone in favor of the make000.
up box.
*
+
*
The estimated increase is about the
equivalent of $20 a share on the comAdolphe Menjou, who has
bined capitalization of 400,000 shares
discovered nmdi screen material,
of Class A stock and 100,000 shares
has >•
mor<:
discoveries to his credit.
of Class B stock.
They
are Philip Sterlivg and Susan
Fletning, who have made a hit

"West-

short

le for contrast.

Note: The third dimensional

understood Keith-Albee were negotiating with Friend on the same basis

e

from

foreign

department represents an investment
of $5,600,000 from earnings, but now
is carried on the books at $1.

room of the S. S. Leviathan.
Sprinfield
The presentation of shorts as a Walerbury
jriodic practice was necessitated be- Worcester
With New Haven now functioning,'
13 Fox Exploiteers
luse it was found that this type of
rogram was most welcome to the and New London and Derby nearly
(Continued from Paye 1)
Not only finished, three theaters will be operat- ed and the territories they will cover
ans-Atlantic traveller.
ing
this
year.
All
of
the
others
arc
follow:
joard the Leviathan was this inill

Littl

Blow Safe
St.

lene

Louis

of the

— Bandits

Midway

used an acety-

to open the safe of the
North Grand Blvd.
525
secured $500.

torch

Midway,

They

Votion Heads Casting Dept.
Hollywood Jack Votion is now

—

the casting director for F. B. O.

Uembtn

^ Motion Pirturt l^oducen tmd

Distributors of
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ptutdttwi
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Pocket

To Act

Gov't

Action to Revive British Production Forthcoming No Matter
What Trade Decides
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
Editor^

When

Film Renter, London

a year had passed, the exLondon There can be talk of reciphad not played about 25 pic- rocal agreements in the trade, beires.
The distributor files a claim tween Great Britain and the United
ith the arbitration board.
The ex- States, and producers and exhibitors
may hold any number of conferences
bitor is in a pocket.
If he has to
on the subject, but regardless of any
ay the 25 pictures, he will play last action taken by the trade the Governproduct.
jar's
And some of the ment will do what it sees fit in trying
irrounding towns have seen the pic- to solve by legislation the problem
ires.
The opposition is mighty presented by American domination

—

bitor

And

rong.

yet

if

the distributor

is

he

can close the house.
Dmeone taking it over may refuse
play the pictures.
Elimination of

of the British market.
Position of the Government as affects proposed arrangements in the
trade for a quota system which, it
{Continued on Page 8)

National Organization

Now

Butterfield circuit

with

Exchanges in Many Key Cities
"Twenty Gems" in Work
M. H. Hoffman, vice-president

o{

Prod., leaves for the Coast
.Saturday where he will spend several
months on production.
He said yesterday that TifTany had
now assumed the aspects of a na^
tional distributing organization with
exchanges in New York, Buffalo, ChiIndianapolis,
cago,
Boston,
New
Haven,
Philadelphia,
Washington,
Cincinnati,
Pittsburgh,
Cleveland,
Detroit, Minneapolis, Seattle, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Portland, Alilwaukee.

Tiffany

Montreal,

Toronto,

St.

John

Winnipeg and

the following in
(Continncd on Page 15)

will

over an interest in the chain of Michigan houses operated by the Bijou
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc., as the

Tiffany Expanding
A

Buttrfield

S.

momentarily sign a contract whereby the former organization will take

The

Official

W.

Publix and

This service is not predicated on theory. In each instance, the
exploit-o-gram,' has been tried and found workable.
For exhibitor
guidance, a recapitulation to date appears on page 4. Title, distributor, nimiber of stunts and the dates of publication are embraced.

large distributor, deeven break from the

background program.

Houses

the only daily exploitation service in the industry.
To date,,
stunts to the number of 274 covering 123 productions have been
published.

He

ed an
jwerful opposition circuit, tied
) with the exhibitor.
The sledding was hard for the
;w house. The exhibitor was
irced into the market for added
tractions.
He had to bolster

—

7,

showman

competition

A

iwn.

Publix and W. S. Butterfield About
to Sign
Both Groups Pool

Exploit-O-Grams Guide for Exhibitors
ON June THE FILM DAILY inaugurated Exploit-O-Grams^

an important one.

enterprising

Price 5 Cents

1926

Michigan Deal Set

Judgment
'HE

5,

is

known.

deal provides for the pooling

of the Publix holdings in Michigan
with those of Butterfield and the
formation of a company to control the
combined theaters. Famous operates
the Columbus, Regent, State, Washington and Wenonah in Bay City and
other theaters in Saginaw. A partial
list

of

the

Butterfield

lows
Ann Arbor: Arcade,

theaters

fol-

:

Majestic,

Creek: Bijou.
Ohplieum.
Flint
Garden, Palace, Regent.
Grand Rapids
Isis,
Majestic,
Powers, .Strand.
Ionia: Family, Regent.
liattle

Bay City

:

:

:

Hillsd.-ile

Jacl<son

:

Orpheum,

Dawn.

:

Majestic, Regent, Rex.
Capitol, llajestic. Regent.
Colonial, Gladmer, Strand.

Kalamazoo

:

Lansing:
(Continued on Page

15)

Keith-Poli Deal Closed?

and

Eng-

Final negotiations in the KeithAlbee deal for the taking over the Poli
circuit were reported to have been
comiJJeted late Tuesday, although the
Filming Arctic Sea Hunt
)mpetition in that town might even
Guisbert, report could not be confirmed at the
Senor
Oslo Led by
Bischoff Replaces Callaghan
suit.
Hollywood Samuel Bischoff has Spanish engineer, a sea hunting film Keith office. J. J. Murdock was abIt is an interesting question. Cer- been signed as production manager of expedition is cruising toward the Arc- sent from the city yesterday with Major L. E. Thompson stating he knew
liinly,
the exhibitor who gave the the Tiin McCoy-M.-G.-M. unit as a tic regions in the cutter, "Hobby,"
it.
Meanwhile, at
Lt. Comm. Richard Byrd's supply nothing about
CallagAndrew
result
of
the
illness
of
istributor a break the previous year
The least one other circuit operator was
han, who, upon recovery, will be as- boat in his North Pole flight.
entitled to full consideration.
The signed to another unit.
reported to be dickering for the Poli
trip is to take a month.
chain of New England houses.
rcumstance is unfortunate. The exisistent,

I

—

—

was compelled to buy outside
Im because it proved to have better
rawing power for his house. When
e made the deal originally he fully
ibitor

Chicago's
Chicago

— Big

New

Boom

Spot

theater interests are

declared to be looking with longing
eyes toward the new Michigan Ave.
extension and Wacker Drive, the

at "St. Joe"
— A decided boom

Joseph, Mo.
in theater building
St.

The

C.

H.

&

is

S.

under wav here.
Amusement Co..

headed by Sam Harding, of Kansas
up to it.
City, has had plans prepared for the
cornjust
boulevard
double-decked
It would seem that the distributop
Missouri theater on Edmond
$300,000
light tear this in mind.
He at pleted on the south side of the Chi- St., between
Seventh and Eighth Sts.
downtown
this
new
cago
River.
In
breaking
into
:ast was successful in
Realty Co. is reKirkpatrick
The
thefor
spots
key point in a territory which had district are some choice
to have under consideration an
ported
een previously closed.
Some rev- aters.
and hotel building at
Close proximity of the "loop" and 8-story theater
nue is better than no revenue. The
icpected to live

Row in Arbitration

ad no control.

Kansas City

Exploit- O- Grams

Elsewhere appears a detailed index
Exploit-Olive
exploitation.
irams have made their mark. This
ecause they are practical and beause they strike a level to which
II
exploitation should be keyed; elective

but not expensive.

— Fox has relinquished

rights to arbitration in this territory through failure to abide by a
decision rendered against the firm,
instructing payment of $100 damages
to L. J. Lenhart, Kansas City exhibitor.
The distributor had been
convicted of violating the protection
clause in a contract with the exhibiits

3

KANN

(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued on Page 2)

was willing to make the
amble. The distributor should not
enalize him for that over which he

Khibitor

tor.

{Continued on Page 13)

"Sour Sabbath" Drive
Los Angeles —-Presbyterians of the
nation are called upon to use their
to prevent Sunday entertainments, in a resolution passed by
the California synod, recently ended
influ<"nce

80 Shorts from Ufa
"Jewels of Venus" is the first Ufa
short subject to play in this country.
It opens at the Capitol next week and
the first of 80 pictures which will
eventually
American
reach
the
market.

is

Fox Gets
Hoboken, N.
20-year

lease

Jersey City Site
Fox has secured a

J.

—

on a

site

at

Bergen

Ave., and Montgomery St. Plans for
the house have not been completed.

Chadwick Going

to Coast

E. Chadwick, president of Chadwick, leaves for Los Angeles next
I.

weelc

here.

Sunday operation of the Philadel-

Roach Studios Reopen
Exposition
Sesqui-centennial
Hal Roach's studios
Angeles
Los
was condemned by the synod which have reopened after the annual
desecration
a
"deplores this action as
month's shut-down.
{Continued on Page 8)
phia

—

THE

^tl

DAILY

New

Chicago's

Spot

Page 1)
the present theater center of the city,
which steadily is moving westward,
make the drive and the Michigan
Ave. extension particularly desirable.
Another feature is that theater buildings would be isolated, so they would
(.Continued from
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stand out in bold relief, an important
factor to be considered in view of the
congestion of impressive buildings in
the present theater center.
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1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
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DAILY.

—
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—
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I.,

Rue

5,

Cinematographie

Saulnier.

Financial
for the
the burden of heavy selling
General Motors yesterday dropped
The market, though bullish,
seven points.
was pressed on all sides by selling orders.very
The film issues were firm, but not been
has
active since the attention of traders
industrials.
alnwst entirely on the motors and

Under

•Balaban
Bala.

&

37/2

Sales

300

37</2

32

&

H

73^

73

600
100

73 5^

100

Fam. Play. Pfd. ..119/3 119/2 119^
4 54
•Fam. Play. Rts
^
••
•Film Inspec. .....
First Nafl Pfd. ..IO3/2 IO3/2 103!^
...

73!4

TiVi

73

••

23J4

23^

23}4

Proj

Loew's, Inc.
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"

Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

42/2

23^

23^

23J4

100

97 !4
23

25
.

.Skouras Bros

S7Ji
9754

52

Am.

7454

73!^

TransLux Screen

%^

8H

95/2

95^4

200

52

Univ. Pict. Pfd.

..

Warner Bros
14Ji
Warner Pict
Warner Picl. "A" 18
• Last Prices Quoted

•

Kew

Theater for
will

-ft

Gardens

build

a

theater

to

seat

Kcw

Gardens L. L The
Mortgage
will
Tn^prborough
Co.
build.
Berk and Moross were the
in

— Construction

95/2

100

•

14?i

14^

16H

17/2

—

The

firm

now

is

controlled by

new

of

100
400

—

has

already

beet

owner. It will cost $35,000.
Construction also has started on an
other house on St. Joseph Ave. be
tween Jefferson and Fillmore Sts
Mrs. Glenn Moskau is the ownei
This structure will cost about $30 OOC

New Minneapolis Supply House
Minneapolis George Kopman ani
Sam Levinsohn have organized West
ern Theater Co., predicting that form
ation of other independent suppl;
houses will follow the merging of

—

_

number

of dealers by Harry Duttoi
and Joe Hornstein. The local firn

used equipment,

will deal chiefly in

New House

for Newcastle

—

Newcastle, Pa. Milton Frank wil
build an $18,000 theater near E
Washington St., and Maryland Ave

Chrisedge Firm to Build
Chrisedge Theaters will build
house costing $125 000 at LockwoO(
and Wicker Aves., Yonkers.

/

Widow"

Richmond, Ca.

— Deal

Los Angeles

for site of the

yesterday for

the $1,000,000 theater at Norfolk.

Open New Orleans Exchange
Red

—

New York

Comedy

HAL ROACH eaesENrs
HIS RASCALS //v

en route to This

Hollywood

Own

— Edmund

Reiben

Monterey Theater Opening
Monterey, Cal. Monterey Theaters Co. opens its Golden State theater tomorrow.

—

Exchange

Goulding has

"Shadow

Eddie Ynard Critically 111
Eddie Ynard, cameraman, is
'•^illv ill at a Brooklyn hospital.

lies

HOWELL
BELL - AND
—
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

sales
is

on

The Standard
criti

—

EVERY INSTANCE.

We

A

On Tour

In a community of interests as concentrated as are the Motion Picture
and Theatrical Industries, dare we jeopardize a reputation so pain-i
stakmRly developed, by failing to serve with faultless precision IN
Therein

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishec
for all Pathecomedies at youi

Story

RESPONSIBILITY

Bond Market

is

FREE

started work on his original,
of land," for M.-G.-M.

Seal has increased its list
exchanges to 22 with the opening of
offices
421
Dryades St., New
at

Shivei-in^ Spooks*
left

a vacation trip.

Goulding Filming

-

f' Our Gang"

will direct.

new Loew theater is practically com- Sweden on
The house will be larger than
plete.

FOR. R.ENT

Page 1)
Details ar

Sts.

awarded for a theater at Illinois I
Gordon Sts. in South St. Josepii
Fred Greenburg, of the Rivoli, is th

"A Second 'Merry
Hollwood
Widow' " is the promise M.-G.-M.
makes for "Valencia," starring Mae
Murray, which Dimitri Buchowetsky
Anna Q. Nilsson Leaves
Anna Q. Nilsson

Richmond Deal Complete

Bid and Ask

723

7tli

of the Industry

Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

your security, because
will Ktake

our reputation on our service.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

INCORPORATCO

With or (Dithout

SEIDEN

not yet available.
The contract

Plan Comedy Series
Frank Melford will arrive in New
York from the Coast early next week
to direct Otto Lederer and Lester
Bernard in a series of two-reel comedies. Three will be made in the East.
"Valencia" Second "Merry

Building in Phoenix
Phoenix, Ariz. Rickards & Nace
will build a new house on W. Adams
and Second Ave. It will cost $400,-

•• Philadelphia Market
t

Minneapolis

Orleans.
S. S. Mortimore, formerly
Adolph P. Rcihcn, general
with Enterprise, is manager.
manager of Chadwick Pictures,
300
a tour of exchange cities.

30/2

•Univer. Pict

Seventh and Felix

be manager.

The Small and Straseberg Queens

6,700

5^2

7

52

••Stan. Co. of

crime.

400

im

at "St. Joe"

(.Continued from

Universal.

3,600

97^

Aberdeen and Huron Deals Off

of their loca-

&

1,100

1926

5,

are

& Katz

19

t

on the pro-

Ilya Tolstoi to collaborate
duction of "Resurrection."

100

4254

11%

Carewe Engages Tolstoi
Edwin Carewe has engaged Count

tion is withheld pending completion theaters at Aberdeen and Huron, both
The in South Dakota, has been postponof negotiations for the sites.
company now is building the New ed by Northwest Theaters Circuit (F.
Poor crops in the state are
R.).
Concord, a 2,200 seat house, replacing
Meanwhile,
the Concord on Fulton St., Brooklyn, given as the reason.
and will open the Leader at Coney there is a report that the firm is dickering with the Walker Amusement
Island Sept. 5.
Co., for its Aberdeen holdings, with
the latter preparing to start work on
Bankers Asked To Co-Operate
The industry is co-operating with a new house in preparation for the
the bankers of American in minimiz- keen competition in the event the
ing the activities of promoters of Minneapolis company builds.
fraudulent enterprises, members of
the American Bankers Assoc, were
Albany House Opens Monday
told in the current issue of "The
Albany Mark Strand Enterprises
Bankers open the Mark Ritz on Aug. 9. The
Legal Service Bulletin."
were urged to work with the M. P. new Pearl St. house has a seating
Prod, and Dist. of America and other of 1,200. Anthony De Wolf Vellier
forces in the campaign to suppress now managing the Mark Strand, will

000.

42'/i

58>4

for which he seeks to arrange distribution. The picture was made in Los
Angeles and has in the cast Dorothy
Devore, William Mong, Emily Fitz
Roy, Ciss Fitzgerald and Priscilla
Moran. It is the first of a series.

Boom

Drokers.

Eastman Kodak ..113^ 113!^ 113/2
Famous Players ..116!/^ 115^ 116_ 7,100

•Intern'l

projects

73

Katz
Katz Vtc.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Thea. "A"

Announcement

circuit.

1,500

High Low Close
37/2

theater

planned by the Rosenweig

Circuit

Quotations
...

K. Planning 3 More

new

Three

Here on Distribution
Anthony Moran is at the Commodore with a print of "Hungry Arms"

—

profit.

Am. Seat. Pfd.
•Am. Seat. Vtc.

&

R.

;

August

Thursday,

Standard Vaudeville

CAMERA EXCHANGE
N.Y.C.

729 Seventh Ave

Bryant 3951

I

80

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

m

.1

3080

uLnjujux**

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acts
City

Confessions
Series

^""^re

REVB^^
RECOGNIZING

the tremendous vogue that has
been achieved in all types of magazines and
newspapers by the ^^confessions" type of literature, we have completed arrangements for the release this new season of a SERIES OF
PICTURES especially created along these lines by

FOUR

RICHARD THOMAS PRODUCTIOJNS,
produced under
Thomas.

INC., to be
the personal direction of Richard

picture, complete in
EACH
least two co-stars of proved

itself, will

Each picture
as to

make

it

present at

box-office value.

such production values
rank with the very best. Each picture
will contain

be so moulded in its box-office appeal as to
guarantee you a money-making proposition.
will

This is announcement No. 3 regarding
the Associated Exhibitors' product for
1926-27. No. 1 announced the signing
of Bill Cody for a series of six Westerns; No. 2 announced Sandow, world's
greatest dog, in
Watch for No. 4.

six

big

features.

picture of the
THE"CONFESSIONS
OF A

series, already in

first

work,

BACHELOR." Those
to follow are "CONFESSIONS OF A DIVORCEE,"
"CONFESSIONS OF A FLAPPER" and "CONFESis

SIONS OF A WIDOW."

Associated Exhibitors,
Lewis

J. Selznick,

President

Inc.

i|

THE

•e&m

Thursday, August

DAILY

5,

1921

Exploit' O- Grams Guide for Exhibitor.
The following chart embraces 123 productions and 274 stunts. Publication dates range from June 7 to August 4, inclusive,
The exploit-o-grams cover a wide variety of stunts from street ballyhoos and newspaper tie-ups to the lobby and the marquee
hi the event that exhibitors find copies of THE FILM DAILY missing, write to Exploit-O-Grams Editor, care of this pub1650 Broadway, N. Y., for information on stunts for a specific production. It is suggested that this chart be fllec
away for future reference.

lication,

No. Stunts

Distributor

Title

Ace of Spades
Aloma of the South Seas

L'nivcrsal
.

,

King

July 4

Amundsen's Polar Flight

Pathe

Auction

M

Block

Baby Be Good
Barrier, The

G-M

.

.

.

Educational

M

(^-M

.

.

.

S,

.Tub-

16

June
June

9

July

Paramount

Behind the Front
Graustark

of

.

Last

M-GM

Lights

22

Black

Wife

7th

First National

Bobbed Hair
Border Sherifif, The
Born to the West

Paramount

Brown Derby, The
Brown of Harvard

First

Calgary

.

9,

I,

.

Pathe
Universal
First National

June 14
June 22
June 8

.

2

July

Dancer

.12

Universal

M-GM
The

Paris,

of

.

First National

,

Paramount

Mothers

Paramount

Desert

Gold

Devil's

Circus,

The

Exchange

of

Exquisite

.

.

.

.

M-GM

Wives

Sinner,

Famous Melody
Far Cry, The

The

Series

,

MG-M
M-GM

,

.

Pathe
First

.

,

First National

Cinders

Ella

.

National

Felix the Cat

Educational

Flame Fighter, The
Flaming Frontier, The

Universal

,

.

.

Rayart

13,

11.

21,

22,

.

O

Flaming Waters
For Heaven's Sake
Fox News

Paramount
Fox

Gold Rush, The

TTnited Artists

Go West

MG-M

(Jrcatcr Glory.

First National

The

Green Archer, The
Her Honor, the Governor
Her Second Chance

B.

.

.

.

8,

11, 13, 15, 20,

9,

12,

3

2

July 18, 25
June 20
Jiuie

15

O

Universal

MGM

ril

Show You

the

Town

Infatuation

Irene

It's the Old Army Game
Joanna
Johnstown Flood

.

.

Fox

.

the

ot

to

Home

."5amly

July 29

Sea Beast

July 16

2

June

1
1

July 4
July 19
July 11

6

June

.

July 27

July 16

June 16
Jiuic 29

.

5

17,

.

.

.

.

15

July

1

June 10
June 9, 17
16, 25

12,

2,

June 16

1

July 20

1

June

1

July 28

2

June 10, 29
June 16

.

.

.

..

1

.

.

.

6

,

21

6,

1

.

15

18, 25

lune
July

7,

9,

9,

19,

.

1

.

.

3

July

Universal

.

4

June 23

.

M.-G.-M

1

.

United Artists

First National

Universal

.

.

.

.

26

10,

15,

18

hat's

.

.

.

United Artists
Universal

I'allas

Alarm

.

My

Baby
Tony Runs Wild
Too Much Money
Tr.'inip, Tramp, Tramp
i

.

.

......

Universal

Life

.

Pathe

M-G-M

Mates

.siilla
Still

Somewhere

in

C

D.

Paramount

Celebrity

Somewhere

30

27,

29

.

1

.

2

.

3

June 17
June 30
Tuly 8,
July 6

14

Aug.

4

Paramount
Fox

.

.

.

.

.

.

1

July 21

.

4

June

First National
First National

13
12,

8,

.

1

Aug. 4

.

1

.

2

July 6
July 22, 25

.

1

June

.

1

July 16

.

1

.

2
2

.

1

.

.

1,

.

1

.

1

.10

June
Tune

14

7

10

22

8,

June 14.
June 22
June 7
June 10
June 10,

2'1

14,

11,

16,

July 12, 20

Aug
1

18,

23

.P. D. C.

.Soldier

'nkii

Untamed Lady

Up

in

Mabel's

3

P.

D. C.

.

June

American

Woman

20

Wli.it

Happened

When Love

We

Moderns
Boatman

Volga

Vision,

The

to

(Jrows

First

Jones
Cold

.'\ug.

3

July 12, 16
18, 25

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

July

28, 30

2,

29

June 17

.

B. O
First National
P. D. C
F.

Educational

1.

Aug. 2. 3
June 25

National

Universal

11

16

June

,

Paramount
Paramount

1

luly

luly
\-;inishing
\'ariety

13,

..

Paramount

Room

Wilderness

July 15
July 22

.

.

Corp.

Universal
First National
First National

P.

June 8
12,

22
25

15, 18,
16, 23,

2
b

Fox
Warners

Jtnie 10, 20, 22

Aug. 4
June 17

.

First National

Warners

.Sporting
15.

1

1

Pathe
Preferred
Lee-Bradford

Sign of the Claw

Soul

1

1

United Artists
Universal

Silence
.Social

26

23,

5

.

8

June

July

June 13
June 9. 23
June 8, 9,

.

Mary

Sawdust

Senor Dare Devil
Skinner's Dress Suit

2

9,

Irene and

Sally,

July 16

June

1

.

M-G-M
M-G-M

The
Mandalay

June 14

9,

Opera

Lily,

1

July

17
2, 8

F. B. O.

Universal

Again

1

3

17, 21, 25

luly 11, 18

Sally of the

.

June

Paramount

M-G-M

July 9

June 8

11,

July 16, 19, 21

July 26

First National

23,27, 28

July 8

1

10,

9,

July

1

3

Paramount

1

June 24

8,

.

M-G-M

Girl

1

July 13

1

.

Palm Beach

Kolling

1

28

23,

.

Warners

July 21

2

.

1

.

Oh, What a Nurse
Old Clothes
Outside the Law

Red
Koad

2

15

July 4, 23
July 30
June 28
Jub 27
June 20
Julv 16
July 13, 15, 22

July

19

Jiuie 10, 27

Fox
Paramount

Klondike

June 22

July
Iron Horse, The

New

2

7,

M-GM
National

Monte Carlo

Phantom

Universal
First National
First

3

M-G-M
M-G-M

.

t irst National

Pilgrimage to Palestine
Plastic Age, The
Prunitive Love
Puppets
Radio Detective
Kanson's tolly
Keckle -,s Lady, The

July 24. 28
Ibanez' Torrent

Paramount

July

1

D. C.

Moana
Money Talks

2

1

P.

Paramount

July 19
June 28

.

,

27

First National

Handicap

Dollar

Miracle Alan, The
Mile. Modiste

1

July

,

First National

Nobody

Paris
rartners

16

July 14

.

Gotham

His Master's Voice
His People
His Secretary

Aug.
June
Aug.
June

July

Aug. 4
June 21

2

June

Aug. 2

July

1

.

B.

3

15

3

,

.

Pathe
F.

July 16
June 2i

M-GM

J\on-Suip I'Ught, The..

June

Aug.
F.

,

M-GM

Miss

Aug. 20

Dancing

.

O.

B.

28

7,

June 16

Universal

Midshipman, The

1

July 18

Dance Madness

,

24

Million

Universal

Cohens and Kellys

F.

.

July 29

July 23

Universal

Classified

MG-M
M-GM

14, 22, 23, 24, 2/

13,

11

2,

July 12, 25

Mike

Straight

U

...

18, 20

16,

7,

Stampede,

Casey of the
Chip of the Flying

Broadway

Old

of

June 7, 13
June 9, 11
June 21

July

.

.

National

MGM

The
Ahead
Coast Guard

O

B.

Paramount

Midnight Sun, The

14,

June 15
June 9,
June 18

California

F.

Dates
7,

June 18
June 30
June 9
June 17, 29

29

June n
June 10

.

.

Universal

Paramount

O

B.

July 13

Pathe

Cyclone

Bluebeard's

O

B

M-GM

The

Blackbird,

F.

The

Married

Lovey Mary
Midnight Flyer, The

14. 16

7,

June

lune
July

....

July

20

July 12

Bigger Than Barnum's

F.

National

First National

Edition,

Let's Get

June 18
.Tub-

Beverly

15

15,

June

I'nited Artists

Turf

of the

Knockout, The

June

.Tuly

The

Bat,

First

Kiki

June 24
June 23

Paramount

Distributor No. Stunts

Title

Dates

luly

16

June
Aug.

7,

11, 21

3

lune 17, 21

June
July
1

11,
1,

Tune 11

14, 21,
.21

30

17,

22

—
THE
hursday, August

"Brown

of

5,

^5^

DAILV

1926

Harvard"

folders by local merchants during
the presentation of the picture. The
folders were printed in groups, each
of which described some interesting
feature of the city with the following
suggestion: "Read this informationthen 'Say It Again' and tell everybody."— E. R. Rogers, Tivoli Thea-

(M.-G.-M.^
I

iPIayed up college angle as this is
Billing, newspaper
college town.
and window displays were used
!s
A cerdevious collegiate ways.
in night was designated as College
Two thousand red feathers—
ight.
e quills printed with the picture's
:le
were distributed to the stores
In ad
;ar the university campus.
lion the athletic groups of the uni:rsity were the guests of the theaNight." Barry
"College
on
r
urke. Palace Theater, Dallas.

—

—

"The Dancer

of Paris"
(First National)

Exploit- 0- Grams
Brief

outlines

They give

of 'practical

exploitation

stunts.

necessary information the exhibitor
needs to put them over. They have made money for
others.
They will make money for you. This daily
list of "Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended as a ready
reference for the busy showman. File them away.

Here

all

ter,

Chattanooga, Tenn.
"Silence"
(P. D. C.)

Five windows in different downtown sections served as background

an "at.-your-elbow" service of publicity ideas
when you run these pictures. Send in your "Exploit0-Grams," and help the other fellows who are helpis

to five miniature gallows mechanically perfect.
These were great crowd

collectors.
to see had

ing you.

And

all

those

who came

an opportunity to read
display cards which announced the
picture "Silence" at the Grand.
In
addition a mysterious street bally-

the leading ad in its entirety
This was a
the press book.
ur-column ad by ten inches deep
id contained a striking illustration

Used

om

hoo was successfully used. A man
authorized the station to over 6 ft. tall, in frock coat and high
cars were also promoted to transport M. studios
Dorothy Mackaill in costume
the couple on their shopping tours
act for him in getting an expression
mcing before a company of men to the wedding, the supper, and then of opinion as to the roles his public silk hat paraded the congested districts.
Wherever he saw people talklifted
glasses
with
shown
ho are
The illustration home. The cars were decorated with would prefer to have him play. As ing in groups he approached them
fering her toasts.
born
banners tying in the wedding with, Chaney
was
in
Colorado and gave them a card. This card
captioned: "Men are as minutes
the showing, as did each of the win- Springs, the "native son" angle was said "Silence."
That's all.
No exyoung."
is
very
her life, and she
dow displays of the various mer- brought into play via the wire. In planation. The man was apparentad appeared in the Seattle chants. Stories
be
in the news- the contest announcement, first the
ly dumb.
He answered no questions,
Worthy of note was the paper before theappeared
>mes.
opening with a spe- wire was broadcasted, after which all spoke to no one. Just distributed his
subinner in which the manager
cial display want ad,
followed by of the details were made known. En- cards and walked on. Great curiosity
Ined the rest of his program billing stories throughout the picture's
run, trants were instructed to send all es- was
aroused.
Ed Biggio, Grand
excellent
the
and
ad
the larger
including a feature article on the wed- says to the station, and the winners Theater, Steubenville, O.
The use of large
lance attained.
ding covered by a special reporter. were offered tickets to the theater.
s, the manager finds, is more than
Six couples responded.
The first Lon Chaney's latest, "The Road to
"That's My Baby"
busiin
compensed by the increase
couple was accepted. The stage wed- Mandalay," and its engagement at
(Paramouot/
iss— Frank StefTy, Coliseum Thea- ding was conducted completely de- the America came in for special menConducted
a Baby Identification
r, Seattle.
void of theatricals, the hushed silence tion. A tenor who sang the "Man- Contest with the help of a newspaper.
langing over the audience broken only dalay" song for the stage presenta- A local photographer visited the
"For Heaven's Sake"
by the mellow tones of the organ in tion contributed the same number as parks for three days, taking picture.";
(Paramount)
the
Mendelssohn wedding march. part of the radio contest program.
Meanwhile the paper had
of babies.
Induced a newspaper to publish a The echo at the box office was "$-R- America Theater, Colorado Springs,
given
full
publicity
to the idea, so
|ioto of Harold Lloyd showing him O."
BIG exploit-o-gram. What?— Colo.
that mothers were on the lookout
the first part he ever played on the Rodney Bush, Strand Theater, Birmand eager to meet the photographer
The photograph ingham, Ala.
stage.
jgitimate
"Say It Again"
to have their babies in the contest.
know this
i)re the caption "Do you
(Paramount)
Three passes were given those identhe
accompanying
story
The
Jan?"
"The Lucky Lady"
Tied up with the local Chamber tifying their babies when the pictures
icture that it was the photo of a
(Paramount)
H. C.
of Commerce on a "Know Chatta- were published in the paper.
!mous movie star, and offering a
Ran a guessing contest with eight nooga" campaign. This resulted in Farley, Empire Theater, MontgomThe
guess.
iize for the first correct
strings of pearls loaned by a depart- the distribution of 10,000 novelty ery, Ala.
15 contestants received a pair
l;xt
ment store. These were placed in a
conthe
days
three
For
tickets.
glass case in front of the box office.
publicity,
page
st received front
A string of pearls was offered to
n the last day a large photo of "The Lucky Lady" guessing nearest
addition
to
in
;oyd was published
to
the number of pearls exhibited. The
Biff
winners'

—

—

—

_

special article giving the
ixies.— C. B. Stiff, Imperial
r, Asheville, N. C.

Publicity

Thea-

"His People"
(Universal)

A

select list of ministers, priests
bbis, city officials, school teachers
and the newspapermen
incipals
sre present at a private screening

were greeted by the manrequested that they express
eir opinion of the picture in a letter
id grant permission for its publicaLater these letters were ef)n.
ctively used in the newspaper camign on the attraction.— Rialto Ther, Chattanooga, Tenn.
he guests
•er

who

store donated the prize pearls and
also gave the theater window-space
for its art display.
James McKoy,
Alhambra Theater, Charlotte, N. C.

—

"The Radio Detective"
(Universal)

Arranged with a department store
to take space on the back cover of
the special novelization of the seria'
which the producers furnish as an accessory. This ad space paid for 300
books and the imprinting as well
These booklets were distrbuteed at ?
special showing for Boy Scouts or
Saturday morning.

marched

to

The Boy

theater in

the

Scout.^*

uniform

bearing banners on the picture. Th(
department store also arranged a ful'
"Let's Get Married"
window display of Scout suits and
(Paramount)
Indian costumes for children, and ?
which
newspaper
Cooperated with a
hardware store devoted a window to
of
orked up a double-page truck
Scout equipment. Ed Renaud, Grand
before
Sunday
the
on
ads
erchants'
Each Theater. Marion, O.
presentation.
picture's
e

—

erchant offered a wedding gift to
e couple who agreed to try marEvei.
ige via the Strand stage.
)wers for the bride, a wedding sunIt
r
and cake were included.
suited in a young couple being marThe Age-Herald
id on the stage.

"The Road

to

Mandalay"

(M.-G.-M.)
Radio tie-up with station KFXF
(commercial) to broadcast a Lon
Chaney Radio Contest. A wire from
Chaney requested from the M.-G.-

—

help you to

unequalled receipts /

GENE

TUNNEY
Fights Dempsey for
the ntle in September
CENE

IS

.

/

THE STAR. OF

T^e Fi^htin^

Marine'

A Wonder
Pafheserlal

w

GAS and
IDLE

CHUTER
li
..fin

I

isv

nUlNG the FINEST
CIRCUITS in AMERICA
^tko^ftNtlSt

PRODUCT

tdeased by any conqxin^
this season

Wc

told you bc£otc^ ancf a^aia

the V^ocf oE the Po^ddin

wc

is ttie

say^-'

^okin

•

V.

RICHARDS

Vice President and General Manager
of the

SAENGER

CIRCUIT

FOX 100% for New Orleans and
LOUISIANA and MISSISSIPPI

has bought
all

of

Some buy— this!
f

FtNKELSTEiN

& RUBIN

MINNEAPOLIS and ST. PAUL and
ENTIRE CIRCUIT in MINNESOTA, WISCONSIN, NORTH and SOUTH DAKOTA

for

Every wise exhibitor

KNOWS

that «

WK

fOK

this year -- and nothui*ebe hixtf

THE

-e^m

'ill

DAILY

?"

Gov't

To Act

(Continued from I\uje

—

London

—

T.ondon
Coliseum (Morpeth) Ltd.. capflrt.OOO; to O'lerate theaters.
Direc-

R. .^nderson. L Berterelli. F. Phillipson. G. Temp'e T. Wilson.
Solicitor Thomas D. Shaw. 7, Victoria St., S
I
tors.

W

London

.

T

P

tors.

—

Independent Film Co
Ltd.. to
exchance. caiiital, £1,.";00.
Direc-

operate

O'Repan. P. F.
.Addiess.
Nassau

House.

M

Goldstein, .Tames

London
'•anital.
tors. H.

dress,
C. 4.

regrets that it is
further recom-

— Universal

M

Foss.

Bench

Ltd

D'rectors,

theatcs

R

Walk.

Ad-

E'liot

E

Temple.

Hounslow.

—

denick,

D

S

.Simons.

Y.— Tivoli Vaudevil'e,
nroduce.
Incorporators.
Pelmer, E. O. Cower, V. Rosenfeld.
Albany,

'attan.

N.

Map

H

to

I

supply of suitable
Albany N. Y.— Circulation Feature Films
Manhattan: to build.
Incorporators

fair

Cori),
K.

Rergstem, E. Souliami.

Y,— Mer^t

N.

N

Albany,
I

Dover.

Trunk Has Three
Devaney at Cleveland
Youngstown, O. Joe Trunk now
Cleveland Loe Devaney, assistant has a trio of theaters under his wing.

jectionable to the British.

saTacqua,

f

Undgeport;

Capital

Trust Co

conduct

anrusements

corporators. Georcrc H. Roberts,
\Iarsh. Reatrice A. Leveen

—
$100,000.
*'•

•

TCntice

Tn'

Opden

Angelo

Amusement Park

Mass

Tanclli.

— Lowell

Inc.,

cap-

Sam Lamantai
Community The a

Lowell.
Tncornorators
Robertson, Jnlia Troy, Nora E. Troy.

Valmore Bureau Dead
Ottawri
Valmore Bureau, veteran
manager of the Olympia, Grand
Mere, Que, is dead.
He had been

—

tcrs,

Inc.,

Mass— Dedhani
Dedham;
Thomas

corporators.
Downey. Charles P.

Allan

Albanv.

ment

\

Palaces
Incorporators,
Lapin.

^'

Community Thea

capital « 100 000
InD. Gotshell. Toseph E
Rcli,

Thomas

— Castilian

L.

Roval

;

Mo

—

its

Good

Amuse
$.;

atid

name by community

000

H

.lefferson City,
Fiorito Amuse Co
capital $4,000: to conduct theaters.
Incorporator!!.
Nick Fiorito, Pasquale Fior'to
Joseph I'lonto.

selec-

tion.
I

Buy

Silvermans

—

at

Marshfield

—

uid

on Broadway between
Henry Sts.

Cedar

interest

h's

in

Business

Cleveland

—

Opera House.

in

the

in

Own

—The

Building

Fox exchange

Avill

Robbinsdale,
Minn. M.
Schwab move into its own building at Payne
has purchased the Robbinsdale from Ave. and East 22nd St, on Aug. 15.
Mrs. A C. Gruss. Schwab formerly The move has lieen delayed on acoperated a house at St. Paul.
count of local labor '.ontenlions.

Horner Completes First
Hollywood Robert J. Horner has

—

first

picture of his

Pawnee

series

starring

titled.

"The Mystery Rider."

Bill.

Jr.,

new
en-

Fischer Joins Board
Cleveland Fischer exchange,

—

dis-j

Ohio of Sterling andl
American Cinema Corp. products, has
joined the Film Board of Trade.
tributors

Improvements for Avon
Watertown,
N.
Y.— The Avon

in

New

Seats for Tiffin

House

reopen the first week in SepTiffin, O.— A. Ritzier is installing
tember after tuidergoing improve new .seats at the Grand and is rements.
Ritzier also
'lecorating throughout.
has the .Sigma at Lima.
Guthrie House Opened
will

Okla.

— Ned

onened his new
which cost around

Pedi.ufo

scat
SI.'i, 000.

.'iOO

has

theater

Taggers Made Manager
Citv C. M. Taggers is
'be Prooress Pictures exchange manager, succeeding Roy Avery.

Oklahoma

Manhattan
capital
A. and J. Goldman

ceive

Mansfield, O.
Wm. Partella has
Droniinently identified with the stage
Silverman
Majestic
to
sold
his
hands' international union.
Brothers, who have the Wind-AMeer in Cleveland and the ValenWork Starts at Kingston
Kingston, N. Y. Excavation work tine in Canton. They are operating
has started on the new theater which under the name of Silverman Ohio
Partella has retained
the Kingston Theater Corp., will Theaters Co.

Guthrie.
Roston,

A

new 600 seat neighborhood house,
almost finished, has been added to his
'ipp"i"ttd maintjer of U\i Univers.Ti chain wdiich includes
the Victory and^/
branch, succeeding Al Mertz.
Mahoning. The new house will re-

T

Incorporators. .Sebastino Pas

Roston,
lers,

of

onn.— Housalanic Amuse, Co
to

—

—

completed the

Hartford,

Pl^'*"''ital

"Screen News" Title Changed
Title of "Screen News," releaser'
through Red Seal, has been changed
to "The Film Reporter."
Activities
of the screen and sport world are embodied in the reel.

Address

Uelaware.

producers and distributors to request
that Colonel Lowry, their represen
fative. be given power to act in the
drafting of the quota plan in a form
which would eliminate features ob-

ap-

motion pictures
Tn
H. A. Ritcher,

Carri.-k
Enterprise
Co
capital
$.';0,000;
to
conduct

2'"i'scments.

firm.

Fox

—

Del

Pittsburgh.

was decided upon when
no reply was received from American

first

kist comedies.
In the Fistical Culture series, adapted from stories in
Artclass Set in Washington
Washington Artclass has disposed the Popular and Sport story Magaof its entire nine series of short sub- zines by William Henry Cook, Lewis
iect product to Electric Film Co., for Sargent supported by Betty Caldwell,
Maryland, District of Columbia and Joe Bonner, Roscoe Karns will be
Virginia.
Louis
recently featured.
Bache

Schwab Back

E. Sherwoo.l,

T?

M. Wadsworth.

liberations

production.
It is his
pearance in a Fox picture.

its capacity increased to 2,200.
Screen Magazines.
H. Arnold, formerly associated
"Mr. X," the educated monkey; the
with Sesonske at the Avon, will man- Sunkist bathing beauties and a wellage. The company recently took over known male and female comedy lead
the Burtis-Grand at Auburn.
will be featured in the series of Sun-

Tnc

Y.— Sherwood-Wadsworth

Manhattan:

ictures,

^.no,-,tn,,.

on distribution of British
as well as aid in maintaining
the American monopoly here.

Stevenson
has been selected for an important
role in "Upstream," a John Griffith

.Service

.

films,

Angeles— Charles

Newspaper

'
orp
.\lnnhatlan; motion pictures
porators, E. Rergstein, E. Souhami

nopoly

Upstream

with

E.

l)uild

Albany

prices" for their product.
On the
other hand, it was pointed out that
the plan would give America a mo-

Termination of the committee's de

—

to E. W. Kramer, eastern division
sales manager for LTniver.-^al, has been

Albany, N. Y
Rarnett Anuisement Corp
Urooklyn. capital $10,000; to produce motion
ictji'-es
Tncornorators. L. Lahn, M. Ru

any move which

at

,

Direc-

— Hounslow

dress. Hi.irb St.,

production and might lead Bwtproducers to demand "monopoly

Wray

W

Ta'incv.

Sesonske Buys at Watertown
Watertown, N. Y. Miralste The- the deal are: 12 two-reel Sunkist
ater Corp., headed by Charles Ses- comedies; 12 two-reel Fistical Culture
onske, has purchased the Liberty comedies; 12 two-reel MacDougall
from Carl A. Phillips.
The house, Alley comedies; 26 Bray Cartoons;
which seats 1,800, will be remodeled 12 Nature specials and 13 Novelty

formed the Electric
Play

on'erate

and Banner Prod, in Greater New
York and Northern New Jersey.
The 88 Bray subects included in

—

Dublin

Empire, Ltd., capital.
£.S.OOO; to conduct cinema theaters
Directors. M. Shaffer. Mrs. 1?
Walilen
Ad

prices, but
added they felt forcing them to play
a specified amount of British product, would destroy incentive for qual-

Los

to

King's

London

but the many objections raised
precluded the possibility of an agreement. Exhibitors declared they were

in

St..

Thompson.

J.

P.'i.OOO,

9,

tion,

Stevenson

Cusb

C.nhbins.

Trenton. N. J.— El Mora .'Vninsement Co.,
Kbzabeth. capita'. $100 000 to operate theaters.
Incorporators. Daniel TSernsten, Ida

mendations that would be likely to
produce an agreed scheme as desired," the statement read.
In principle, the committee agreed
upon the quota plan as the only feasilije one to stimulate British produc-

ity
ish

Empires,

ital.

make any

pictures

— District

T

Ltd.. £1.000;
to oi)erate theaters.
Diic'lors, .S. Rerney,
W. L. Tryel
Solicitors. Horner and Horn'
er. Fitzalaii House, Arundel St., W.
C 2

of the quota sj'Stem.

British

Day."

JEM

:

inance of American films.
Exhibitors, it was pointed out in
the statement, fear that inferior British product would be foisted upon
them at high prices through adoption

w^ith
in a

Brav-Hollywood Deal

1)

.

t; .SOO
to operate theaters,
.Sribscrihers,
H. Crouch. V, W. .«;i.nte.
.So'iritor.
Crowther, 23. Abinffdon St., Westminister.

The Government's course will be
determined upon at the Imperial Conference this fall and the resultant legislation which may be expected will
nullify any arrangement which may
be made, meanwhile, in trade circles
The Board of Trade's warning
came as an anti-climax to the break
down of the conference of the Joint
Trade Committee, with a statement
issued announcing that no agreement
cold be reached on proposed solution
to the problem presented by the dom-

sympathy
would result

1926

88 Short Subjects Acquired for Distribution in Greater New York
of the Lord's day, as a violation of
the
laws of Pennsylvania and a
and Northern New Jersey
breach of good faith with the ChrisFranchise for distribution of the 88
T.onclon— n. E. E .Syndic.nte, Ltd.. capi
(al
£2 000; to urodure motion picture ex- tian organizations that had enlisted releases of ^ray Prod, in Greater
ii'olllncr tlic T!ritisli Enipiro
.Suliscri1)er'!. A
to fjupport the exposition with the New York and Northern New Jersey,
NettlcfoUl. A. J. Adams.
Directors, A NetundeistEnding that the laws of the has been obtained by Hollywood Pictlefnld. O. H. Malins. W. Tunliffe. W.
A
I.ott
Address, Evelyn House, 62, Oxford s!:;te regarding Sunday would be ob- tures, through a deal closed between
served."
The action, says the reso- J. R. Bray and Jack Bellman.
lution "is a manifestation of the naHollywood distributes the output
London Concord Cinemas, T.td
tion-wide move to destroy the Lord's of Gotham, Camera Pictures, Sterling
capital,

can producers and distributors.

in

(Continued from Page

Incorporations

rnent has under consideration various
pieces of legislation which have for
their
object
the
rehabilitation
of
British production, and that whatever
course is decided upon would be
pursued regardless of any arrangement made by the trade with Ameri-

"The committee

5,

I

"Sour Sabbath" Drive

1)

has been argued, would give a newlease on life to the British producing
industry,
was emphasized in the
House of Commons by Sir P. Cunlifle-Lister, president of the Board
of Trade.
His speech was in the nature of a reminder that the Govern-

unable to

Thursday, August

—

Diekson Adds
Parkers
Prairie.

Two More
Minn.

— C. W

local exhibitor, has added
Villard r.nd Evansville to his circuit.

Dickson,

McLean Dunlap
Dunlap,

la.

Exhibitor

—William

McLean

is

the new owner of the Princess, having!
I)nrchased the house from W. F. Cur<in, who operates a theater at Red^

field.

Deutsch Remodeling

—

Sam Deutsch is buildCleveland.
ing a new lobby to his Sun theater, a
new box
terior

office

and

decorations.

installing

new

in-

MUlh

QZZA^

MARION DAVIES
LILLIAN GISH

tAxin, tJuAx

JOHN GILBERT
NORMA SHEARER

MAE MURRAY
RAMON NOVARRO
BUSTER KEATON
LON CHANEY

in 1924-25

JACKIE COOGAN

WHO

* THE NAVIGATOR
HIS HOUR * EXCUSE ME
THE RED LILY
SINNERS IN SILK • CHEAPER TO MARRY
LADY OF THE NIGHT • THE GREAT DIVIDE
HE

GETS SLAPPED

MARRIAGE THE SILENT ACCUSER
THE SNOB * WINE OF YOUTH and others
SO THIS

IS

VlHEi
ELEANOR

BOARDMAN

•

PAULINE STARKE

LEW CODY

LIONEL

BARRYMORE

QAji__

RENEE ADOREE
AILEEN PRINGLE

GRETA GARBO
CHARLES RAY
CONRAD NAGEL
SALLY O'NEIL
JOAN CRAWFORD
WILLIAM HAINES

CARMEL MYERS
CLAIRE WINDSOR
OWEN MOORE
MAE BUSCH
GERTRUDE
OLMSTED
MARCELINE DAY
KARL DANE
BERT ROACH
ROY D'ARCY

in 1925^26
THE MERRY WIDOW
NEVER THE TWAIN
THE MIDSHIPMAN
BROWN OF HARVARD • IBANEZ TORRENT
PRETTY LADIES • A SLAVE OF FASHION
MIKE • THE BARRIER • THE BLACKBIRD
OLD CLOTHES
BEVERLY OF GRAU STARK
THE UNHOLY THREE

AND MARY
THE ROAD TO MANDALAY
SALLY, IRENE
and more

* HIS SECRETARY
THE TEMPTRESS

DOROTHY PHILLIPS
DOROTHY
SEBASTIAN
FRANK CURRIER

GEORGE

K.

ARTHUR

EDWARD
CONNELLY
LARS HANSON
DOUGLAS GILMORE
ESTELLE CLARKE

GWEN LEE
ANTONIO D'ALGY
CECIL HOLLAND
4 fid many mote

GREATEST
m 1926-1927 with

THE PARADE OF
HITS

REAT
REATER
GREATEST
THE

WHA^

1926-1927
LA BOH EM E LilUanCishJohn
Renee Adoree, Roy D'Arcy.
Karl Dane, Edward Everett Horton,
George Hassell. King Vidor's production. 4 Months, $2, Embassy, N.Y.
Gilbert,

!

THA Ihi^G^M
„
GAVE
THE
YEARS.

MARE NOSTRUM (Our
Sea). Rex Ingram. Alice Terry,
Antonio Moreno. By Ibanez.
Month, $2, Criterion, N. Y.

Sih

Rex
THE MAGICIAN
By Somerset Maugham.

Ingram.

Alice Terry, Paul Wegener.

Large

scale production.

EVERYONE
BRINGS
HAPPY

FAUST

UFA

Emil

special.

Jannings. Director, F. W. Murnau.
Produced at fabulous expense for

M-G-M.

MILES OUT
TWELVE
Gilbert. William Anthony

John

Jl

iC f>tisin

THE

public.

THE

star

YOU

Joseph Conrad's

be

Ramon Novarro.
classic.

additional

an

NOVARRO

There

will

JIAMON

WANING SEX
THE
Norma Shearer. Robert Leonard,
Fred and Fanny Hatton.

director.

authors. Lew Cody, Renee Adoree,
Sally O'Neil. Successor to "His Sec-

irrons

WILL

THE
PRODUCTIONS
THAT
ARE
PICTURES

AND
ASSURE
THAT
WHICH
LEADERSHIl

PICTURE
WILL
EVER
POSITION

THE TOP OF
THE INDUSTRY

iet«ry".

Director,

John M.

Stahl.

Adela

John, author. Widely
serialized in Hearst publications.

Rogers

St.

POLLY OF THE CIRCUS
Norma
rector.

Tod Browning, diMargaret Mayo's drama.

Shearer.

NORMA SHEARER

duction. Monta Bell, director. Dramatic comedy of vaudeville life by
Walter De Leon. Title later.

ALTARS OF DESIREMae
Cabanne.

Murray. Director, Christy
Conway Tearle. Maria Thompson
Davies' story running in American

Weekly

(8,000,000 circulation).

MAE MURRAY

production.
Title later. Benjamin Glazer, author.
glittering romance of Spain of

A

"The Merry Widow"

type.

BUSINESS Mae
SHOW
Murray. Thyra Samter Winslow's
inside story of show-girl life. There
will be another Mae Murray picture.

THE RED MILL

rector.

THE UNDERSTANDING
HEART By Peter B. Kyne. Runningserially in C~>3inopohtan MagaAll-star spectacular Cosmopolitan production.

di-

THC GAY DECEIVER
John M. Stahl, director. Lew Cody,
Carmel Myers, Roy D'Arcy, Dorothy
Phillips, Marceiine Day. From
"Toto,"LeoDietrichstein*s stage

CAPTAIN SALVATION

Elinor Glyn special. John Francis
Dillon, director. Pauline Starke,
Antonio Moreno, Lilyan Tashman,
Sam deGrasse.ElinorClyn's greatest;

Frederick William Wallace's novel.
Dtama of the sea and

Serialized.

A

world capitals.

Cosmopolitan

hit!

LOVE'S BLINDNESS

THE CALLAHANS AND
THE MURPHYS Kathleett
in Irish-American.
picture for every house.

Another and merrier "Merry
Widow." A big UFA special. Oscar

Nor;-is* classic

Straus musical score.

THETAXI DANCER Robert

BATTLING BUTLER
Buster Keaton's most important

Perry Shannon's story oi a small
town girl's adventures in New York
night life. Nationally serialized.

comedy. Directed by himself. Sally
O'Neil and strong cast.

A LITTLE JOURNEY
Rachel Crothers* stage
Millard, director.

A

hit.

A

THE NIGHT SCHOOL

Anew idea typical nf M-G-M daring.
Watch

for details!

Harry

dramatic and

romantic wonder.

THE BOY FRIEND MarcetJohn Harron,

etc.

Monta

Bell, director. John Alexander Kirkpatrick's N. Y. and Chicago stage
hit,

("The Book of Charm").

BLARNEY

Renee Adoree,

Ralph Graves, Paulette Duval. By

Donn
rector.

Byrne. Marcel De Sano, diAn epic of the bare fist era

THERE YOU ARE

Conrad

Nagel, Edith Roberts, George FawRobbins, director. F.Hugh
Herbert, author. Greatest comedy

cett. Jess

hit since
I

"Excuse Me".

CAN pO

IT Max

Marcin,

famous Broadway playwright, has
given

M-G-M

the cleverest plot of

years.

HEAVEN ON EARTH

Renee Adoree, Conrad Nagel. Director, Phil Rosen. By Harvey Gates.
Renee Adoree plays part similar to
her French girl of "The Big Parade."

WOMEN LOVE
MONDS

Director,

DIA-

Monta

IN

PREPARATION
(Not available for
distribution at the

present

tiine^

THE TRAIL OF

'98

THE MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND

THE FIRE BRIGADE
THE
SCARLET LETTER

OLD HEIDELBERG
ANNIE LAURIE

Bel I.

By Carey Wilson. Romance, action,
mystery! From the Kimberley Mines

production.

'FRISCO SAL

Marion Davies. Guy Bolton's stage
hit.
Cosmopolitan production.

Edwnrd Sedgwick, author and

2ine.

Marion
Davies. Internationally famous musical comedy success. Cosmopolitan

POLLY PREFERRED

Moore,

in star cast. Reginald Barker, director. Cosmopolitan production.

in the prize ring.

pre

TIN HATS Owen

Claire Windsor, Bert Roach, in a
comedy of the Rhine after the war.

ine Day,

FREE SOULS Norma Shearer.

Written

and directed by Edmund. Goiilding.
Powerful drama of the American
home. An MG-M money cast.

James Oliver Curwood's million
copyseller. Serialized. Renee Adoree

picture.

2.

..

THE FLAMING FOREST

THE WALTZ DREAM

Lon
CHANEYS
of "Unholy Three,"

ROMANCE
^

Cosmopolitan production.

success.

"Blackbird," "The Road to Mandalay" in three big Chaney hits.

AND
NATUR

of Harvard"fromcollegegirls'angle.

production.

Chancy,

owmen

and

McGuire's Broadway melodramatic

3 LON

TITLES

THE BIG PARADE
MARY OF VASSAR SHADOW LANE
Marion Davies. Successor to"Brown
BEN-HUR

Be. Made Shortly Concerning

Announcements Will

pie^j

he great

for

THE COSSACKS

to Broadway.

Edmund

Goulding's thrilling drama of San
Francisco's Barbary Coast, the
Apache-land of America.

TO THE
MARINES

TELL

IT

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

;

THE

#
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5,

conversation

author

interjected between
excellent acting and

feet

Newspaper Opinions

and

clever
of

cominents

NEWS — *

*

film

photog

artistic

* • *

raphy.

the

of

many

the

*

This picture is an absorb
ing one and deals with inarria.ge problems.
Huntly Gordon heads the supporting cast.

West"— F.

"Born to the

P.-L.

Madison, Baltimore

AMERICAN—*
the film

*

•

Mucli of the value

.

Raymond Hatton

in the acting of

is

NEWS — *
giving
*

t

diverting and novel and
deserving of commendation for
would-be stars their chance.

tliese

*

*

The

real

"Good and Naughty"— F. P.-L.
Metropolitan, Boston
moves
;hrough the picture as a much made-up and
rouged lady with the sort of gowns that no
-eal person ever wore, and the sort of emo-

GLOBE—*

*

*

*

The

*

Negri)

(Pola

She

that no real person ever

HERALD—*

*

felt,

*

*
*

*

film,

i(3me very bright spots, with a

flair

*

has

for

the.

* * *

arcical

and
TELEGRAM—* * * "Good
*
good — too good to miss * *
*
*
typically
TRAVELER—*

s

Naughty"

frivolous
'md trite, and offering Pola about as much
'irama to sink her teeth into as a fudge
I

*

iiundae.

*

*

Border"— F.

the

P.-L.

Garden, Baltimore

SUN—*

EVENING

the
*Some of
make anybody's
fellow and knows how
*

;tunls he does are enough to

He's a big

curl.

lair

* *

—

ride a horse.
* *
IvI]i\VS
•
issigned. * *

;a

each

*

*

hands
PRESS—

tbry in the

* *

*

he harem of
*

*

role

P.-L.

sultan,

and

eruptions
cano." *

give

* *

Volcanic

variety

a

of

and

heart

in

"Vol-

thrills

*

*

LEDGER— *

most
the

*
Bebe Daniels makes the
her opportunity in a serious role in

of

"Volcano."

tempestuous

»

*

»

Wives"

— Chad-wick

* *
and
tangle,
It's
a
domestic ones where one lie
rings on another until everybody believes
* »
vervthing about everybody.
* * *
But why tell any more?
tlitose

^KWS —
it

;

you'll like

it.

* * *

"Puppets"— First

And

1)

the result of the
exchange's action in failing to comply
with the decision has resulted in cancelation of Fox service from the
Roanoke, Vista and Benton, operated

The situation existing here is one
of the few of its kind
the history
of arbitration, for the reason that
the action jeopardizes all Fox contracts in the territory, for under the
contract, Fox has no redress in case
of violations pending satisfaction of
the award and reinstatement of the
iirm before the arbitration board.
situation
obtained
several
jmiilar

m

A

years ago at Minneapolis, when GoldvVj'U-Cosmopolitan refused to abide
by a decision of the arbitration board.
Coincidentaily, James R. Grainger,
sales manager, was sales manager of Goldwyn-Cosmopolitan at
the time, with the company fulfilling
the board's dictum after an avalanche
of contract cancelations presaged a
Grainger's arloss to the company.

That's That

.By PHIL. M.

ROBERT

DALY,

LIEBER

Month, which

First
National exchanges observe in September, is going big, the
company reports. He'll be a boyish
"Bob" when he gets the final returns,
judging by the pep being shown.

M.-G.-M. has bought "The Wind"
for a reputed big sum. And with
all of it beivg given away gratis in
the industry!

Al Steffes, he of the battling mien
from the Northwest, is in town. His
stay here may take the edge off the

coming Dempsey-Tunney

fight.

Fox

"The Wilderness Woman"— 1st
Warfield, San Francisco

BULLETIN—*

*

*

noted

chiefly

Nat'l
for

its

revolutionary proclivities.
It
is
a regular
Bolsheviki, for in addition to changing Aileen
it
has made a romantic hero of the consistent

film

villain,

CHRONICLE— *

Lowell

Sherman.

*

*

*

* * Miss
Pringle, who
the quintessence of class in real life, proves
herself to be a real actress by her perfonm'ance of Juneau. * *
• * holds the audience engrossed in a moving panorama of
conspiracy and romances until the appropriate close in the heart of metropolitan New
is

York.

*

NEWS — *
*

*

* * a wonderfully good piece
screen entertainment with plenty of merriment mixed up \yith its interest-holding
action and carrying a sense of realism which
is
pronounced by the improbability of its

of

»

"The Wise Guy"— 1st

HERALD AND EXAMINER
laugh through the first
during the last half you

Sol Lesser always could use his
to advantage.
Wh,en he drove
a bargain with a Paris trickster for
a pair of field glasses, he grabbed
his purchase, precluding the possibility of the grifter working his old
momentarily
rival here is expected
with settlement of the controversy gag of switching the purchase for
inferior merchandise.
foreseen.

"Black Pirate Premiere

Ottawa

— Ray

Tubman,

proprietor

hands

Old

Home week

is

being planned

at

the Fine Arts studios.
What with
Walthall, the Gish sisters, Barthel-

of the Regent, has secured the Can- mess and George Siegmann, a real
adian first run of "The Black Pirate," party could be staged.
the production to be presented during
the two weeks of the Ottawa Civic
Although he is not under contract,
Centenary and the Ottawa Fair, start- Ajitonio Moreno has been cast
Another attraction for five successive M.-G.-M. pictures.
ing Aug. 14.
the Ottawa Centenary is the first
says players are so techiiical
Canadian run of "Ben Hur," this hav- about getting it in writing?
ing been secured for the Ottawa Aulare Brunton.
Cii'-iium by Manager
"Working in Westerns isn't what

m

Who

Nat'l

—

You

half of the story
quiet, impressed.

sit

<.

used to be," opines Wallace MacDonald, who is nursing a variety of
Louis Site in Court
"Whispering
sustained
in
Louis Charging breach of con- bruises
fake
Oleda Realty Co. has brought Smith Rides." "Once we could
i":

St.

*

AMERICAN—*

^ee

INQUIRER—*

little

tT-ppodrome, Baltimore
of

Dan

Miss

*

e<iually capable as a dramatic actress as she has in previous comedy

Oriental, Chicago

It's a really worth-while
of capable actors. * *
contains alluring scenes in

some mythical

"Lying
lie

*

proved herself

thesis.

F.
of the
State, Cleveland

.NEWS— *
Ise.

the

in

fine

is

Harem"—

"Lady

EVENING LEDGER—*
iels

CALL AND POST—*

Hands Across

>o

"Volcano"— F. P.-L.
Karlton, Philadelphia

inter-

esting thing about the picture, however, is
Famous Players themselves
that
fact
the
must realize the shortcomings of their new* *
found talent.

(Continued from Page

Already

by Lenhart.

The

*

* * *

woman.

*:

iions

*

* *

is

PLAIN DEALER—*

1

TIMES— *

sea scenes, some of
them in tropical storms, are marvels of thrillling photography.
Florence Vidor is the

"Fascinating Youth"— F. P.-L.
Park-Mall, Cleveland

Paramount

"Sea Horses"— F. P.-L.
La Salle Garden, Detroit

of

Row in Arbitration

—

"Yellow Fingers" Fox
San Francisco

St.
tract,
suit for

—

a fight but nowadays audiences de§300,000 damages against the
mand the real thing and, gee, how
suit
The
Sidney Real Estate Co.
it
hurts."
grows out of the leasing of the MidGrand
on
building
theater
EXAMINEl< •* * * If you can keep your Way
Syd Chaplin in "The Better Ole"
the
attention fixed on one plot at a tiln'e you Blvd. near Washington Blvd. by
should be a good title in the Northwill get two shows for your money. • * •
Fox circuit which plans a 5,000 seat west
territory At that, it's vot a
NEWS * * * Yellow fingers. Br-r-r-r. theater as part of a $5,000,000 proThen yellow fingers clutched about a white
Swede picture.
throat.
More shivers.
But it isn't cheap ject.

California,

BULLETIN — *

*

*

impressive in that it
breathes the very air that it is so silken to
the nostrils of those who have been in the
Malay Archipeligo. * • *

—

—

Nat'l

Olympia, Boston

—

nrelodrama,

at

* *

that.

Ken Maynard won't have any
Rest Cure
trouble getting along on his salary.
Charles Blaine Active
Boston— Robert G. Larsen, head He was a soldier of fortune before
Henryetta, Okla. Charles Blaino
of Keith-Albee interests in Boston, is entering pictures, serving in one of
"Red Dice"— P. D. C.
has returned to the theater field with
leaving for California for several Mexico's revolutions at S7.50 a day
Globe, Philadelphia
INQUIRER—* * * chock full of thriller a vengeance. He has re-purchased the months' vacation, prescribed by phy- and "all the plunder he could lay his
Morgan and Yale and is building an- sicians. Earl L. Crabb of New York hands on." All the plunder he ever
)ind suspense of the kind th.-it will entertain
iind
command the interest of the average other here to add to the Morgan and
will be in charge during his absence. got was a guitar he picked up on a
ilm audience. * * *
Hippodrome theaters at Okmulgee.
battlefield, which he still cherishes.
He also is planning a house at Miami.
Sidney Loaned to "U"
iThe Road to Mandalay"— M.-G.-M.
Allen, Cleveland, O.
Hollywood— Metropolitan Pictures
Muscatine Firm Has Five
Browning at Dallas
NEWS * * * great picture has come our
Scott Sidney, director to
loaned
has
Muscatine, la. Purchase of the
Dallas Robert Browning, formerii/ay and it arrived without any unsual blarUniversal where he will direct "The Keck at Wapello brings the total of
'bg of trumpets or crashing of cymbals
ly of the Rialto, Oklahoma City, has
PLAIN DEALER— * * * has in its early been transferred to the managership Wrong Mr. Wright," starring Jean houses of the Amuse-U Theater Co..
return to

HERALD—*

og and

is

*

*

Sills

admirably

c;ist.

does excellent act*

To Take

*

—

I

—

ij

I|

—

—

;i

strong, almost brutal humor mixed
Its thrills
welter of sin and shanve.
with no stress directly or indirecth upon any sort of* love which might have
* »
J:s root in sex.
PRESS—* * * The story set against this
i
•ackground contains much sentiment of the
sual maudlin sort. * * *

hages
:inth
[Ire

its

Varney Joins Bradley
Charles Varney has

Boston

He

will

Christie to do

"No

Hersholt.

of the Lyric.

hellish

—

come associated with

Wm.

Fictures-In-Motion,

Inc.

later

Control."

The firm has theathis city, to five.
ters at West Liberty, Wihon and
Columbus Junction.

be-

Carewe with Sills
Arthur Edmund
Hollywood
Carewe will portray the role of Cap-

—

Cataract Plans Reopening
Falls
The Cataract, now
Niagara
tain Herold in the First National Proi-nder the operation of William Carfeatur"Silken Shackles"— Warners
duction, "Men of the Dawn,"
Sinor Promoted
rol, formerly operator of the Interna(Metropolitan, Baltimore
Yale, Okla. Roy Sinor, former as- ing Milton Sills.
tional, reopens in September.
NEWS—* * * inclined to drag, but there sistant manager at Elk City, has been
re some amusing episodes and Irene Rich
*
Brown on Vacation
)oks like a million dollars.
made manager of the Rex.
Troy House Reopens in Sept.
Hollywood— Melville Brown has
Fox, Philadelphia
Troy— Gardner Hall, one of the
BULLETIN—* * * Irene Rich, as the
completed the direction of "Taxi,
New Owner at Lorenz
"ife, does not come up to expectations.* * *
houses, will reopen early in
vaRose
on
a
is
and
Lorenz, la.— J. G. Fair is the new Taxi" for Universal
* « * .makes one wistful
INQUIRER
September.
cation in Vancouver, B. C.
lough
the Elite.
'

—

;

i

_

one laughs at the unending fund of

owner

of

Bradley

in

—
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Tiffany Expanding
(Continued from Page

Michigan Deal Set
(Continued from Page I)
Port Huron American, Family, Desmond,

1)

md: London, Leeds, Cardiff, Manhester, Glasgow and Birmingham.

:

Majestic.

Saginaw

Tiffany started its career with Mae
lurray as star in eight productions
Metro.
'hich were distributed by
>uring the current season the comany produced eight features with-

Franklin,

:

Regent,

Jeffries,

Wolverine.
Travers City
Dreatoland, Lyric.

Strand,

:

These
starring any individual.
ere "Souls for Sables." "The SportChance," "Morals for Men,"
ig
Borrowed Finery," "Out of the
Finish,''
"Morganson's
t o r m,"
Pleasures of the Rich" and "The
edge in the Wilderness."
In discussing plans for 1926-1927,
Hoffman said yesterday:

S. Butterfieid

Theaters, Inc.
Harold B. Franklin of Publix,
"The enthusiasm and encourageent with which the Tiffany inde- when asked for a statement yester;ndent productions were received day, merely said:
"It is true negotiations have been
•ompted the Tiffany organization to
;come more ambitious in their plans under way."
ith the result that plans were formated and perfected for the estab- News Reel Promoting Understanding
In promoting better understanding
;hment of several producing units
Los Angeles to make Tiffany pro- between the nations of the world, the
:ction exclusively, the same to be news reel has a mission far higher
stributed through a national organi- than the mere entertainment of its
tion of Tiffany exchanges every- clientele, Emanuel Cohen, editor of
Pathe News, declares.
He has just
lere.*'
Tiffany has completed the follow- completed a survey of conditions
pictures for their 1926-1927 Sche- abroad, during which he visited 11
ie:

Model From

Paris" suggested by
'That
Gouverneur Morris story "The Right To
with Marceline Day, Bert Lytell,
/e''
Percy, Ward Crane, Miss Dupont,
leen
fhur Hoyt, Craufurd Kent, Otto Ledere^
"
iBel
Johnson, Leon Holmes, Nellie Bfy
Directed
by
Kuwa.
George
and
nd
ker
Gasnier
uis ^J
Lost At Sea," suggested by the Louis
eph Vance story, "Mainspring" directed
Louis J. Gasnier, with Huntly Gordon,
well Sherman, Jane Novak, Natalie KingsBilly Kent Schaefer, Joan Standing and
Walling,
here is now nearing completion "One
ur Of Love" suggested by the Emerson
ugh story, "The Broken Gate" with Jacline Logan, Robert Frazer, Duane ThompMildred Harris, Hazel Keener, Monue Love, Taylor Holmes, Billy Bletcher,
iry Sedley and William Austin.
Fools Of Fashion" suggested by the story
:

.

Other Woman'' by George Randolph
directed by James C. McKay, with
rceline Day. Mae Busch, Theo. Von Eltz,
Ida Hopper, Robert Ober, Rose Dione,
es Mack and Albert Roccardi.
[The First Night," a farce comedy, sugTth!" by Rupert
;ed by the story "Tth
fhes, directed by Richard Thorpe with
._

ster,

!

already signed including
of the cast
Lytell, Harry Myers and Glenn Tryon.
ollege Days" by A. P. Younger,
fosselyn's Wife" by Kathleen Norris in
h Pauline Frederick has been, signed to
(tarred.
ifJany has

ding

novels

the

of

Ostenso

Martha

year,

which

is

special.

a

le rest of

.—

.-

also bought one

/O'F

the

—

ouf-

"Wild Geese"
to be made
,

the schedule of

"Twenty Gems ^

'

ides

{ed Heads Preferred," suggested by
c of Geraldine Baird," by Kathleen

id,"

Nor"Sin

Zane Grey
by
by the story, "End of
"Enchanted
McCulley;
by Johnson
suggested by "The Double-Barreled
by Gouverneur Morris; "Flaming

"Lightning,"
suggested

o,"

"The

;

"Squads Right." "The Steeple"The Tiger," "The Song of Steel,"
sband Hunters," "Snowbound," "Life
Woman," "The Squared Ring" and

ler,"

;

of a

Vanishing People."

Swanson Engages Schable
Swanson Prod, has engaged
ert Schable, for some time with
uel Goldwyn as production man-

ioria

Work on

the

first

picture starts

eptember.

countries.
While in Europe, Cohen
several additions to the Pathe

made

News

staff.

Dyckman Street theaDyckman St., near Nagle Ave.

)n

sit-

However, the four partners

tions for the distribution of several of
its "First Division Pictures" through
Australasian Films, Ltd., in Australia,
New Zealand, Dutch East Indies, and
the Strait Settlements.
The pictures
are "April Fool," "Devil's Island,"
"Eager Lips," "Driven from Home,"
"Merry Wives of New York," "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," "Bad Little
Good Girl," "Shamrock and the
Rose," "Ladies of Ease" and "Life of

Gotham Product

Stern Buys

injunction

Darby

sought.

is

&

Darby, counsel for the
are expected to acquire several sub- plaintiff, claim that Fox is about to
urban houses to compete with the exploit a talking picture machine for
buying power of other Gateway op- its theaters. Claim is made that the
product is almost identical with the
erators.
DeForest invention.
In a statement DeForest alleges
Chadwick-Australasian Deal
that Case, while working under him at
Chadwick has completed negotia- l.is studio,
uation.

an Actress."

Omaha — Independent

obtained certain trade se-

which he later disposed of to
William Fox and which are the basis
crets

of the Fox product.
He says six
years were consumed in perfecting the
invention and more than $1,000,000

spent.

Courtland Smith of Fox said there

was

notliing to the story of the suit.

Fox A. C. Elects
Fred Bullock, jr., was elected president of the Fox Athletic Club. Other
officers
are:
William Hitter, vice

Film
Co.,
Connecticut Code Questioned
president; Deon De Titta, treasurer;
L. Stern, has secured the
Hartford, Conn.
Whether the Hilda Konner, secretary.
Gotham franchise for Iowa and Nebraska.
WHiiam Fox, company head, is
The contract covers 21 pro- building supervisor has the right tc
ductions released by Lumas, divided make retroactive revision to the honorary president and Jack G. Leo
as follows: six "Greater Gotham" building code will be determined ir honorary vice president.
Douglas
Prod.; six Gotham melodramas; eight the courts if appeal by owners of the N. Tauszi,^ is club
advisor and
William Fairbanks action dramas and Parsons theater to the building com- George Blake its attorney.
Members of the club are elated
one
individual
production,
"The mission from the supervisor's ruling
is
denied.
The owners admit the over the perfect record made by the
Northern Code."
building is not fireproof but insist it Fox team, which has a percentage of
is
safe, agreeing to
18 of the 22 1,000 and six victories to its credit,
Lubitsch Premiere Aug. 13
leading Famous by a game and one"So This Is Paris," Ernst Lu- changes ordered by the supervisor.
half.
Included on the team are:
bitsch's latest for Warners, will have
Nason Planning Park Falls House Charles Kunisch ; Joe Reck, Jake
its New York premiere at a midnight
performance at the Cameo Aug. 13
Park Falls, Minn. J. E. Nason, Miller, Al Star, William Keegan,
under auspices of the Film Arts Minneapolis architect, is reported to Fred Nunner, Fred Morrell, Ed
Guild.
The picture will run indefi- be planning a theater here. He was Freedman, Herman Blumenfeld, Fred
nitely.
sponsor of the State at Eau Claire Ragno (catcher), Irivng Rappaport,
headed by

—

J.

—

A

second Emil Jannings

be observed

the

at

Week

Cameo

will

starting
follows:

Sunday.
The program
Monday, "Passion"; Tuesday and
Wednesdav, "Quo Vadis"; Thursday,
"Peter the Great"; Friday, "All For
Woman"; Saturday, "The Last

a

Wis., which he leased to Northwest Fred Arm, Harold Freedman.
Theaters Circuit (F. & R.) whose
Betty Jewell with Beery-Hatton
Wisconsin foothold was strengthenLl-, Angeles
Betty Jewell is to
ed by acquisition of the Eau Claire
Theaters Co. houses, giving the chain play the feminine lead in "We're in
the Navy Now," which Lasla' is makoperators control of the city.
ing with Wallace Beery and Raymond

—

Hatton featured.
Eddie Sutherland
"Sensation Seekers" Started
is directing.
has
Los Angeles Lois Weber
';Blue" Sunday Order Asked
started production of "The Sensation
Mack in "Roughriders"
Williamsburg, la. Undaunted by "cekers" for Universal with a cast
defeat of reformers at Chariton, where including Billie Dove, Huntly GorLos Angeles
Charles
Emmett
the district court dissolved an injunc- don,
Clarence Thompson, Phillips Mack will have an important role in
tion restraining Sunday theater oper- Smalley,
Freeman Wood. Frances "The Roughriders" when that film
ation, efforts are being made here to Dale, Lillian Lawrence, Nora Cecil goes into production at Famous.
obtain a court order which would and Raymond Bloomer.
make the town "blue." At Villisca,
M.-G.-M. Signs Famham
an election on Sunday shows is scheCompetition Again at Milbank
Los Angeles M.-G.-M. has signed
duled, while at Jewell, Sunday shows
Milbank, S. D. Competition again a long term contract with
Joe Famwere defeated in a referendum.
looms for this town. Joe Nelson, who ham, title writer and editor.
successfully eliminated competition of
Sebastian on Own
a municipally-operated house, faces
Buddy Rogers Gets Lead
Los Angeles Maurice E. Sebas- a new factor in Frank Wewerka, of
Hollywood
Buddy
Rogers
has
tian,
formerly associated with his the Colonlia at Osage, la., who is
been given the lead in "Wings."
father, E. H. Sebastian, in Sebastian- planning a house here.
Belasco film enterprises, has formed
First National Plans Outing
New Centerville House
a company to produce westerns at
Laugh."

—

—

—

—

—

—

)yckman Street Theater Sold
yckman Amusement Corp. has Tec-Art
based the

Sought

—

Also included are the Capitol, at
Fort Wayne, Ind., and other theaters
building in various Michigan cities
and towns.
Butterfieid will remain in
local
charge of the company.
The contract in no way involves the Kunsky
holdings in Detroit in which Publix
is
interested through its deal with
Balaban and Katz. The name of the
new corporation will probably be W. section would further muddle the

ut

5

Speculation on Plans
Injunction
Minneapolis There is considerable
spculation
over
announcement of DeForest Phonofilm Corp. Would Restrain Fox From Making And
plans for formation of a company
Exhibiting Talking Pictures
which will build a loop theater and
acquire suburban houses.
Seeking to prevent the manufacture
William
Weisman, Harry Dryer, M. J. Gold- and presentation of a certain kind of
berg and Charles Selcer, associated in talking picture, the DeForest Phonooperation of the Crystal, are spon- film Corp. has filed suit in the U. S.
sors of the project declared to involve District Court alleging certain in$1,000,000.
The loop theater, it is fringements of basic patents which, it
said, would seat 1,400 and be located is claimed, were invented and patented
in the Gateway district.
Speculation by Dr. Lee DeForest. The defendis caused by the fact that the Gate- ants are the
Fox Film Corp., Zoeway already is overseated, and a new phond Picture Corp., and William Fox
theater in this ten cent grind house and Theodore Case personally.
An

—

Leo Moore is putCenterville, la.
Jack Hoxie will
which Scott R. Dun- ting the finishing touches to his Ritz

Studios.

star in the series
lap will direct.

—

theater, a 5D0 seat house.

Employes

of First National's home
their friends will hold their
annual outing Aug. 7 at Indian Point.
office

and

1
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DUCHESS OF BUFFALO GETS BY ELLIS ISLAND
OFFICIALS! NO OUESTIONS ASKED!

THE GRAND
ORY who followed

DUKE GREG-

—

LT. ORLOFF- First Dragoons
A.W.O.L.-B.V.D.-P.D.Q.-O.K.
S.O.S.— prominent army officer who gave the Grand Duchess
the grand rush.

—

the Duchess

to these shores
he forgot to
bring his wife but she came

SHE GETS IN

anyway.

of Buffalo" the lady

and tea— An

Constance Talmadge disguised as the "Duchess
Russia the tune, "Sables and Satins— Caviar
American Blonde made a boob out of me."

SO-VI-ET:

The ushers

:

This

is

who gave

^

^^'^'^\

^Kb^Kc^.

LAST PHOTO OF THE DUCH-

ESS SNAPPED IN RUSSIA!

A

good time was had by

all.

at tha. Capitol Theatre,

New

York, where the

Duchess opens on Sunday, August 8th give her great banquet on
in homeland.

arrival

LOOK McGLOOK-Hotel
ager

who says,

Buffalo
like."

I

"If

man-

she represents

wonder what Paris

is

A-

I

rAemfSPkPiit
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season is just over
hill.
September, the

showman's starting

Big, splendid
of fifteen

iround the corner.
theaters,

line, is jus

undreamed

Aears ago, are

everywhere. Splen

—

—

involving $9,250,000
fid
to picture proThe
at Pittsburgh and Baltimore.
gress. Never in our recollectioi announcement
confirms
statement
las a greater program of really made in the Aug. 2 issue of
theater

monuments

This
ine pictures been ready.
^ear was a record breaking one
for motion pictures in all its
tranches. Next year should and
yvill be even greater.
Tradition

The amusement
>orld

has

business

of

the

gone through a radical

"evolutionary

change.

Centuries

of

:heatrical tradition have been over:hrown in a few short years.
Al-

overnight. The speaking stage
NiW always be with us but from nowi
,)n must take second place.
Artistg
Tiost

pf

reputation

who frowned on motion

pictures a few years ago now enthusiastically welcome every opportunity to appear on the screen.
Origi-nal scripts
now take the place of
books and plays.
natural order of

A

progressive development.

projects

FILM DAILY

THE

developments
might be expected during the week,
with the meeting of the board of directors today expected to result in
adoption of further plans for extending the company's activities.
that

The Pittsburgh project, involving
$7,000,000 is in line with the policy
.adopted by Stanley since its recent
{Continued on Page 3)

$1,500,000 Note Issue
To provide working capital for the
program

expansion

company

is

on

which

engaged, a $1,500,000

the
is-

sue of IS year 6'/^ per cent sinking
fund gold notes has been floated by
the Stanley-Mark Strand Corp. The
price is 99M.
Edward B. Smith &
Co., Cassatt & Co., and Hayden
At the
Stone & Co., are brokers.
office of the latter firm it was stated
yesterday practically all of the notes

had been

sold.
(Continued on Page 2)

Development
And to the everlasting credit of tha
industry this splendid advancement
has been inherent.
Filmdom's great
builders came not from the legitinate.
Its stars were developed and
made popular on its own screen.
Many of its young successful direcors were never back of the footlights.
The finest photographers in the world
iiave found a really, remunerative, arjlistic vocation, behind its cameras.

World Wide

Exhibitors Incensed

—

O. Theater owners hero
incensed over the free shows being given in the city parks, under
auspices of the city welfare director,
as well as over programs presented
at one of the large manufacturing

Dayton,

ffre

plants.

Community shows
Sunday night

in

12

are ofifered each
parks scattered

throughout the city and their effect
is being felt with alarm by theater
owners, particularly in the suburban
districts.

While progress here has been imT
portant the universal distribution of
3ur films is of unusual significance.
American films are shown everywhere. Our customs, our habits, our
progress are reflected to the inhabitants of every country.

The park programs were

started

'Continued on Page 3)

Local Option Wanted
Westwood, N.

J.

— Sunday

shows

will become a matter of local option in
Jersey if a plan drafted
by Sen. Williams of Passaic, for re-

New

Business Builders

20 Cities

The names

who have

of those exhibitors
contributed their ex-

THE

ploit-o-grams to
FILM
DAILY so that immediate publication

of

them

might

aid

brother
exhibitors
elsewhere
are published on page 9. It is
a rather formidable list.
These business builders know
the value of exploitation and
appreciate a service which gives

—

Report That

—About

For Summer

Many Dark
Same

as

Last Year
Reports from 20 cities indicate that
about 1,000 theaters are closed for
the summer throughout the country,
THE FILM DAILY learns through

a nation-wide canvass.
The total is
about the same as last year. Most
of the houses are being renovated and
improved preliminary to re-opening
in September.
them ideas quickly. That is the
In the New York territory more
express purpose of Exploit-Othan 130 theaters are dark, according
Grams.
to the Film Board of Trade. Reports
from other points follow:
Albany Approximately 75 houses
have closed for the summer in this
territory, which embraces all commu'Shorts'
nities this side of Poughkeepsie, up
Location Big Factor in Success of to and including Malone, N. Y. The
Theater,
This Type of
E. W.
(Continued on Page 14)
Hammons Maintains
One of the most important factors
North American Opens Seattle Office
lo be considered in the establishment
Portland, Ore. North American
of an all short-subjects theater aside
from the quality of the pictures and Theaters has opened an office in the
the make-up of the programs is the building which is to house the $1,000,choice of location, according to E. 000 theater the company is building
W. Hammons, president of Educa- as the key house of its Pacific Coast
circuit, recently acquired from Jentional.
"I feel certain that a theater of this sen & Von Herberg.

—

Favors

Houses

—

(Continued on Page 14)

Repeal Tax on Cameramen

—

Record Year

Cincinnati The City Council has
repealed the occupational tax on news
General business conditions rereels after the assessment had been
ported throughout the country, parheartily protested.
ticularly the strength
of business
The tax was $100 per year or $5
during the summer months, convince
week on camermen.
per
"even persistent skeptics" that 1926
is destined to be another record year,
Columbia Sold 100 Per Cent
according to a survey completed by
the National City Bank of New York.
Closing of the contract with the
The pessimists now are moving for- Friedman Film Corp. of Minneapolis,
ward th-^ hour for the culmination for Minnesota and North and South
of their expectations to some time in Dakota, gives Columbia 100 per cent
1927, the bank statement says, and distribution in the United States, according to Joe Brandt.
continues:
"The predicted slump did not come in the
spring, the mid-summer decline has been
B. & K. in Quincy, 111.
(Continued on Page 3)
report is current
Quincy, 111.
here, and it is not denied by the interested parties, that the Empire thevictory for the prin- ater has been taken over by Great
St. Louis
ciple of arbitration as a means of States Theaters, Inc., a subsidiary
settling all kinds of disputes in the of Balaban & Katz.
industry, was scored here when rePictures Corp.,
ceivers
of Arrow
Ingram Returning
New York and Progress Pictures,
Rex Ingram, who has spent the
local firm, submitted a controversy to past two years at Nice, France, ig
arbitration, with settlement made sat- due in New York in early Septem-

—A

Arbitration Victory
—A

As a nation of progress we arQ
;nlightening, educating
call it Ameriisfactory to both parties.
vision of the "blue" laws is adopted.
;anizing if you will
the! less fortunate
The controversy was in connecThe senator is chairman of the
peoples of the universe.
In foreigii
of Arrow prodRevision Committee and tion with distribution
Law
"Blue"
ands will our great strides be mada
( Continued on Page 10)
receive
to
expected
is
n future years.
As a messenger of his proposal
the sanction of Speaker Chandless.
Saunders Sailing
?ood will the motion picture is truly
If the measure obtains this exR. W. Saunders, comptroller of
the finest entertaining influence the
certain
pected sanction, it is almost
Famous, sails for Europe in a few
world has even known.
of passage in the legislature next
days.
ALICOATE
i'
( Continued on Page 10)

—

Houses Closed

1,000

Involved in Theater Projects at Pittsburgh and Baltimore
Others Planned
Philadelphia Anticipated big developments in the theater field began to materialize yesterday when
the Stanley Corp. of America announced completion of plans for two
$9,250,000

fall

the

Price 5 Cents

1926

Stanley Expansion

Stability
THE

6,

ber.

Trinz Makes Charity Bequest
Chicago—The will of the late

Joseph Trinz, of Lubliner & Trinz,
bequeaths nearly half of his $540^00
estate to charitable institutions.
remainder is left to relatives.

The

II
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$1,500,000

Note

Stanley-Mark Strand
formed to operate the

Friday, Aug. 6.

192B
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—
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Mark

Completed

—

chain

of

Naples"
"The
Unfortunate
and
Albany; American, Troy, and LinMother."
In some instances, concoln Strand at Troy.
The firm also
tracts with Italian theaters will be
212-

has new sites at 419 W. 49th St.,
218 W. 48th St., in New York City*
Leases on this property are appraised at $4,256 352 exclusive of the 49th

holdings.
In connection with the issue, the
company submits the following financial statement, covering earning fop
the three year period ending Dec. 31
1925 (exclusive of the Mark Ritz
Albany).
St.

made

direct

by

the distributor.

make "Th

pires

Sept. 5 and to date he
definite future plans.

ha

made no

Work on

Poll

House Rushed

—

Worcester,
Mass.
Constructio
crews are working overtime to assur
early opening of the new Poli thea
ter on Southbridge St.
The house
'

costing around $1,500,000.

—

subsidiary retired this year.
The circuit has $1,100 000 of
notes naturing Sept. 1.

early next week.

7^%

Dec. 31,1925

Gross revenue
Operating
Expenses,
including
depreciation,
maintenance, amortization, mortgage interest, rentals, taxes other than income taxes

issue

i

Open Three Next Week

Cinematographic

Net Earnings
Interest on this

to

Black Rider," starring Richard Tal
madge. His contract with Lasky ex

Two More for Port Chester
Orphevun Retires Bonds
Port Chester, N. Y.— The Capito
Chicago The
Orpheum Circuit a 2,000 seat house on a split bill pol
has retired $324,000 bonds of tha icy, and the Embassy, a 1,700 seate
Main St. This is the third issue of playing pictures full time, will ope

Saulnier.

financial

192(

—

company by Lasky

nine theaters and
Fourteen features made in Italy are
others which may be acquired. The. to be state righted by the Maiori
Stanley Co. of America, owns a 75 Film Co. which has opened offices at
per cent interest in the company 729 7th Ave. AH of the pictures are
whose houses include: Mark Strand finished.
New York; Mark Strand. Brooklyn;
The first four are "Mother Q'
Mark Strand and Mark Ritz (under Mine," "The Goodbye," "Vanishing
construction), Albany; and Regent at

Strand

riL XXXVII No. 31

Corp.

6,

Willat Hasn't Signed
Irvin Willat has nc
signed with Universal. According t
the director, he was loaned to th

Los Angeles

Maiori Film Co., Italian Producer, to
Release 14 Pictures Here All

1)

The
was

State Rights Unit

Issue

(Continued from Page

Friday, August

$3,248,422.18

Dec. 31, 1924
$3,260,290.83

Dec. 31, 1923
$2,842,740.97

2,678,907.08

2,655,571.92

2,324,799.23

$569,515.10
$97,500.00

$604,718.91

$517,941.74

Steiner and Blinderman will opei
three new houses on the East Sid
next week.
The houses are th
Mecca, Palestine and Palace.

"Lady of Ermine" Next Griffith
Los Angeles "The Lady of Er

—

mine"
with
Genera'
back seat as a result
the profit, were th(
of heavy
prime features yesterday. Manoeuvers on the
market indicate that for the time being tht
trading is being diverted to industrials tha'
Irregularity

trading,

in

Motors relegated

to a
selling for

not take part in the upward movement
with General Motors.
The film issues continued firm, despite thf
Universa'
apparent absence of a demand.
Pictures preferred advanced to 97 in a smal
did

Warn
turnover, closing 1 Yi points higher.
er Pictures gained lYi on the day in trans
action totaling 600.
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Last Prices Quoted

at $4,500,000, !.<?
of the present

executives, supplemented by executives of the Stanley Com-

the

(

fHirlagraph), while Shernow (First
National),
defaulted
to
Johnson
(Pathe).

To

Refurnish
Sharon, Pa.

closed

for

speed up

Sharon,

—The

Pa.,

Hous'

Luna has

bee
sixty days, in order t
the work of improving

i'

Barker

Shooting "Flaming Forest"
Hollywood Reginald Barker has
pany.
started work on "The Flaming Forest."
Renee Adoree heads a cast
"Don Juan" Vitaphone Tonight
including
Gardner
Tames,
Oscai
The first opportunity given the Bercgo, Bert Roach, Tom O'Brien
public to attend a Vitaphone pro- and Claire McDowell.
gram will occur at the Warner the-

—

—

The program

toni.tjht.

iilcr

artists

Giovanni

like

includes

Martinelli.

Marion Tallcy, Anna Case, Mischa
F.lman, Harold Bauer, Efrem Zimbalist and the Philharmonic Orches-

The

tra.

feature

is,

of course,

Juan."

Henley Making "Little Joumy"
Hollywood With Claire Windsor
and William Haines as leads, Hobart
Henley will direct "The Little Journey" for M.-G.-M.
Albert Lewin

—

"Don adapted

the story.

"Slide, Kelly, Slide" Sedgwick's Next
Wallace to Direct Murray
Culver City— "Slide, Kelly, Slide,"
Los Angck'S With Charlie Muran original by himself, will be Edward
ray in the leading role, Richard WalSedgwick's next picture for M.-G.-M.
lace will direct "McFadden's Flats,"
The script will be adapted by A. P. This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishei
for Asher-Small-Rogers.
First NaYounger.
FREE for all Pathecomedies at you
tional will release.
Exchange.
F. & R. Changes House Name
Monty Banks Due Today
Winona, Minn. Northwest TheaMonty Banks arrives today on a ters, which recently acquired the
combination business and pleasure Apollo theater, ending competition
trip bringing with him a print of his here, has changed
the name of the

—

Ask
Bond Market

FOR RENT

*• Philadelphia Market

Brewsters Open
Bridgchampton,

year period amounted to $564,058 or
more than 5.7 times such interest
charge.
Current earnings are running at a rate exceeding the above
average.
The
corporation
newly-formed

Gelsey Defeats Gallup
film
tennis
tournament,
Gelsey (Famous), won from Gallup,
Swartz Going to Coast
(United Artists), 7-5, 6-2. In a postLouis Swartz, of the Paramounl
poned match, Carlin (Warner Bros.),
legal department, leaves for Hollyl
won from Gallup, 6-2, 6-2. Beecher wood today.
'
M.-G.-M.)
defaulted
Massey
to
In

—

lOf

tt Bid and
t

1925, as set
forth above, were more than 5.8 times
the interest charge on this issue, while
average net earnings for the three-

Mark Strand

325^
37 54
73 5^,

is to be Corinne Grififith's nex
production with James Flood direct
ing.
It starts in two weeks.

net earnings for

which is capitalized
under management

Quotations
*Am.
Am.

The

New
N.

feature-comedy,

fiew

Acquisition
Y.

— Brewster

"Theatre lias reoi)cned the new Community. The firm, whirh is affiliated
with Moss-Keith-AIbee interests, has
the Garden at Southampton; Carleton, Bay Shore; Babylon, Babylon.

Utica Site Bought
Utica, N. Y.— Samuel Slotnick of
Syracuse has purchased a site for a
theater at Neilson and James Sts.

which Pathe

will release.

256,441

During the
the

Riaito,

by

256,441

"Attaboy," house to "The State."

Ball

Bay Shore House Nearly Ready
Bay Shore, N. Y.— Work is nearing completion of the Bay Shore the-

View "Variety"

weeks of its run at
"Variety" has been seen ater, which Mike Glvnne
five

people,

the

theater

re-

Aug.

is

to

open

Room

capacity 2500-

Best equipped Ball Room
in city.
Best down-town
location.

—Write

15.

Dorts.

Omaha Orpheum
Omaha — Plans for

to Seat 2,981
the new Orpheum theater show that the house will
have a seating capacity of 2,981.

Reitan Transferred
Ladysmith, Wis. Carl Reitan now
is

managing the Unique

for

Miner

&

Crouse, which firm operates houses at
Spooner, Bloomer and Rice Lake.

JOE FRIEDMAN
446

Wabasha

St. St. Paul,

Minn.
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Stanley Expansion

Exhibitors Incensed
{Continued from Page

f

Not So Dangerous

1)

June 20 and are scheduled to be a
kly feature in the city's parks unAug. 27.
iH illustration of the alarming naof these programs, so far as exconcerned, is the fact
itors are
in one park alone, 1,000 people
I,
"The
initial
show.
the
A'ed
Schoolmaster" and "The
osier
;

jrslayer" were the pictures shown
the initial programs,
econd of the free show problems
ng local theater owners is the
nday presentation of pictures at
of the city's manufacturing plants,

—After

Chicago

Dr.

E.
Simmonds of the California
State Life Insurance Co. investigated the studio activities
of some 300,000 persons, he decided that tiie picture industry
is not as dangerous as it seems.
Consequently the concern intends to reduce the rates for
people engaged in the business.
Screen thrills are produced
by "ingenious deceptions," acS.

cording to Dr, Simmons, who
reports that the health hazard
of the industry is not greater
than that of the average busi-

(Continued from Page

district,

—

1.

it

is

hoped to have the

building ready for occupancy on

May

The new Stanley

will

occupy a

the rise of stocks on
the New York Exchange, to near the high
level of last winter.
Notwithstanding the
long period of sustained activity, no fundamentally unfavorable factors have appeared,
and the conservative temper prevailing is
one of the best assurances against the overexpansion which is fatal to prosperity.
"All the familiar indexes give testimony to
the high level of business.
Bank checks cashed and railway trafific are exceeding corresponding figures for all previous years by a

?hree

Houses

for

Richmond, Ind.

Richmond, Ind.

—Three new theater

One
under way here
the houses is being built by M.
Remley, owner of three theaters
e already; a Chicago firm is erecta theater and office building, and
Hudson has concluded
L.
bert
are

ijects

is

reflected

assistant to Al Santell,

Kid," is bepretty chesty nowadays.
The
reason is a medal which he received
from the King of Italy because of his
work as production manager for "Ben
ing

Hur."

site

F. Richard Jones says reading the
on newspapers is the way
to obtain comedy plots, stating real life furnishes
Jules E. Mastbaum, who is now in the best comedy.
How could anyone
Europe, has notified his associates disagree with a statement like that?
that hereafter in the acquirement of
180 ft. on Liberty St. and 240
7th Ave. It will seat 4,000.

ft.

Record Year

dustry

ALonLENA,
"The Charleston

1927.

1,

factory has a theater with seatThe films are
capacity of 2,500.
ness.
properties outside of Philadelphia, the
red during the lunch hour and as
company will erect a Stanley theater
e is limited, three or four reels
in each such city.
All theaters of this
Formerly, short
stitute the show.
kind will be of the same general type
jects were shown exclusively, but
as the Stanley.
V the firm is "stepping out" in its
Another announcement in connecire to please employes, obtaining
(Continued from Page 1)
These are run less than usual, and now all signs point to tion is made regarding Baltimore,
lure productions.
The oometime ago, the Stanley-Crandell
ally, that is, in three or four reel a' heavy volume of business in the fall.
has harvested a crop of wheat
organization acquired the Academy of
Then, when the fea- Southwest
ailments.
which with other fa'vorable conditions practishown at neighborhood cally assures the status of that region for AJusic from Shubert. The property
are
;s
On the whole the pros- cost $750,000. The company has had
ses, patronage suffers because the the year to come.
pect for farm products is that the combid of the family, averse to seeing nation of yields and prices will produce re- the structure demolished and next
attraction twice, keeps other mem- sults rather more favorable to the producers ivionday will begin erection of anthan in any year of the last live.
The July other Stanley theater on the site.
s of the family from attending,
Bulletin of the Department of Agriculture Every effort will be made to have
discriminatare
heads
'he factory
sa>s:
the new building complete and ready
" 'With the stage set for strong hog
in selecting features within the
prices well into next year, with prosby early 1927, and with that end in
month having played among
for
wheat growers moderately
pects
view
there will be a double shift of
the
ers of like caliber "Behind
good,, with cattle "coming back" in
workmen employed.
and "The Unholy
the West and the dairy industry picking
int" (Famous)
up in the East, it appears that this may
The cost will be $2,500,000 and, as
(M.-G.-M.)
ree"
well prove to be another season of imin the case of the Pittsburgh house,
matters worse, theater
provement in
agricultural
conditions.
'o make
will seat 4,000.
It is intended to deAn inquiry just completed by this
growing
with
anticipate
lers
Bureau, covering 15,330 farms in all
vote the house to pictures and precern advent of the winter season,
parts of the country, indicates a net
The Baltimore property
sentations.
en various schoolhouses throughfinancial return last year of $1,207 per
North Howard St., ex120
ft.
is
on
farm,
as
against
in
pic$1,205
1924, $1,020
the city resume showing of
in 1923, and $917 in 1922.'
tending a depth of 244 ft. to a 16-foot
;s.
"The outlook for agriculture and the in- alley in the rear.
s

That

mBy PHIL. M. DALY,

and the Stanley's intention

to increase that holding by this new
building which will be called The
Stanley theater.
Excavation of the
site will begin on September 1st and
building operations will commence
IS

on Oct.

And Thafs

1)

in various directions.
The
all
are in the Pittsburgh

expansion
houses in

in

Hartman Goes Abroad
Hartman,
F.
Siegfried
for the Universal Pictures,

Floyd Buckley,

in inspecting

some

of his extras at Tec-Art Studio recently.noticed one man who hadn't any
makeup on his neck. He enquired

the reason and was asked:
"Well,
what do you want for $5 a day?"
is out.
He has a
It is Jefferson, suggested
by one of his godmothers, an American, at his christening in Italy.

Balboni's secret

first

name

There's no rest for the funny, according to Charlie Murray.
How
funny!

William Courtright has spent 60
of his 78 years on the stage and in
pictures and says the only advice he
has to offer for aspirants to longevity is: Take sufficient exercise and
develope a seiise of humor."
And
that after 60 years of life as an
actor.

A

"theaterette"

the

is

latest.

Carey Wilson, scenarist, has a miniature theater on the Coast which he
labels with that nomer.
It has a
seating capacity of 55.

attorney
is

now on

If ivc can believe the "Los Angeles
Examiner," Ned Sparks claims that
the world's dumbest man is he who
Laemmle now is recuperating in thinks: Pola Negri is a game playCarlsbad, from the appendicitis oper- ed on horseback; Marian Nixon is
ns for a $50,000 structure to begin comfortable margin, electric power consumption, which has come to be regarded as one ation which threatened his life several
city
this
propaganda for weddings; Huntly
completed,
When
once.
of the most trustworthy indexes of manuweeks ago.
Gordon is a drink; Walter Hiers
facturing activity, continues to establish new
have nine houses.
records, and employment conditions have been
runs an employment bureau, and
very satisfactory in most sections. The steel
Glenn Tryon is a tailor's m.odel.
McConnell Talks on Publicity
industry has had one of the best Julys on County Gets Theater; in Quandary
in point of volume, prices have been
The News Value of Publicity" was record
firmer, and earnings statements now coming
Kansas City, Mo. As a result of a
First National has sent out notice
yesmade
address
of
an
subject
out for the second quarter and the half year drive
to collect real estate bonds that employees of the home office and
year
compared
with
a
A.
by
make
a
good
showing
day before the A. M. P.
court, Jackson their friends will attend the outing at
With the principal consuming indus- forfeited in criminal
ago.
2d McConnell, editor of "Exhibi- tries operating at high levels no immediate County
has come into two-thirds Indian Point.
Not a word about
Review."
s' Daily
reversal of tendencies in this line is in pros- posession of the Empire.
Now that husbands and wives or are they
pert.
it, there is much ado
friends?
"Demand for non-ferrous metals has improv- the county has
with
Clara Bow Vehicle Bought
ed and prices have shown a firmer trend. about what is going to be done
production, the house.
Palm at Rockford to Open
Angeles Famous has pur- In the face of record-breaking
-.OS
stocks of refined and blister copper, as reRockford, III.— The new Palm will
ised the Satevepost story, "Rough ported by the American Bureau of Metal StaConpro!)ably open on Aug. 15.
tistics, showed a decrease during June from
mse Rosie" for Clara Bow.
Oregon House Closes for Altering struction work already has been com346,800 tons to 332,600 tons, or 14,000 tons,
giving evidence of the high level of consumpEugene, Ore. For the first time pleted and finishing touches are beWm. de Mille Directing Leatrice
tion, due in large part to activity in the
it was built, the Rex is to close
ing put on interior decorations.
since
six
first
the
During
electrical, industry.

way

Europe
Carl Laemmle, and

his

to

to confer vvith
for a vacation.

1

—

—

—

—

—

Leatrice Joy's nexf months of the year the General Electric ComMille will be "Nobody's pany reported orders totaling 10 per cent
idow" which William de Mille will more than in the corresponding period of last

Los Angeles
Cecil

De

orders
per
period in 1925."

year,

ect.

Isey

with

showing a

Paramount

at

—L.

Home

to the

home

D.

Balsey,

office publicity staf?.

rbondale House in Construction
F. B. Struth is
Carbondale, 111.
ilding the Liberty.

—

for

cent

the second quarter
increase over that

Close Rialto for Repairs
An Arctic Nu-Air cooling plant and
Y. James
Poughkeepsie, N.
cove lighting effects are included in
J.
Archer has closed the Rialto for a
rhe refurnishing plans.
month. During that time, the house

—

Office

former
ramount exploiteer, has been add-

Cleveland

19

to ucrmit remodelling of the interior

will

Dempsey and

Estelle

Here

undergo

alterations.

Remodelling Glove Theater

the Enlarging Cortland, N. Y., House
Y.— The Bloon
N.
Cortland.
incompletely Amuse. Co. has prepared plans for
terday from the Coast. The visit is in terior will have been
enlarging of the Cortland, which the
connection with the proposed Demp- changed. Workmen are now installthe
firm operates in conjunction with the
revamping
and
seats
heavy- ing new
championship
sey-Tunney
Temple.
bouse generally.
weight fight.

Gloversville,
Accompanied by her husband. Jack
Dempsey, Estelle Taylor arrived yes- Glove reopens

N.

in

Y.— When

the

Fall,

the

codding his genius to

oP

the brilliant list

Cparamowit directors
which already includes

D.W GRIFFITH • • •
ERIC VON STROHEIM
'

JAMES CRUZE
FRANK LLOYD - MARSHALL NEILAN
HERBERT BRENON MALCOLM ST.CLAIH
and many others
•

• •

-

ERNST LUBITSCH
>—
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and

Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitaioji stunts.
They give all necessary
nformation the exhibitor needs to

them over.
They have made
noney for others.
They ivill make
doney for you.
This daily list of
Exploit-0-Gratns" is intended as
ready reference for the busy shoiviian.
File them away. Here is an

Exhibitors Endorse Exploit- O- Grams
A few excerpts from letters of live wire showmen who

a fleet of news trucks calling attention to the picture's showing and the
fact that the cartoon was published
In every letter
in the newspaper.
sent from the News office cards were
inserted announcing the screen showLarge window cards were also
ing.
printed by the paper and placed in
300 key locations, as well as displayed
In return for
by all newsdealers.
co-operation the theater ran
this
trailers calling attention to the adventures of Ella in the News cartoons.
The newspaper was also mentioned
Charles B.
the house program.
in

Ga., looks forreceipt of

THE

M. Conrad, managing

will

render

service

to

all

exhibitors

who

read

the

column."

a step in the right direction.
Departments such
as these are a great help to the live wire exhibitors of the
country. One man can't think of everything, but if he is a
good man he can watch what the other fellow is doing and
so do better work himself."

"This

"The Flaming Frontier"

was

fitted

out with a cloth

—

THE

-"We

FILM DAILY

(Universal)

readers."

Tie-up with the public library. The
publicity director for the library arranged 38 displays in the main build
jng and various branches. The producer supplied stills of the historic
events in the picture and photostatic
copies of the original edition of the
New York Times describing the
The
Battle of the Little Big Horn.
lil)rary combined these with books
on Indian lore and frontier day
stories, and the library director wrote
and placed long stories on the disnewspapers. John
Ml
the
plays
Royal, Keith's Palace, Cleveland.

—

'Kiki"
(First National)

Purchased 600 copies of the Sennewspaper, which were
tinel, local

"The Midshipman"
(M.-G.-M.)

The

cross

word puzzle was

center of a double truck of coop ads
from the merchants. The key to the
puzzle was distributed through the
taken ads.
C. E. Tipton, Lyric Theater,

from the exhibitor's service book and
placed in the center of a coop page
Free tickets were ofifered for
of ads.

—

N. C.
"Strings of Steel
(Universal)

Development of the telephone is
as background of "Strings of
Steel," a serial. Taking this feature as
cue for his exploitation, had a huge
used

compo board desk phone,

painted a
black, installed in lobby directly
in front of the booth. Wires ran from
the phone to tall telephone poles on
etiher side of lobby.
Between the
two poles were strung letters spelling"Strings of Steel." W. B. Jacoby,
Rialto Theater, Columbus, Ga.

glossj',

—

"The Unknown

—

Huntington,

W.

Va.

Soldier"

(P. D. C.)

Through the co-operation of the
American Legion and army officials,
the lobby and front presented a true
military atmosphere for "The Unknown Soldier." A regular army veteran was placed in charge of a recruiting station operating in front of
the theater. Two large German howitzers, loaned by the American Legion, adorned the sidewalk in froiit
of the theater.
special screening
was held for the Legion, army officers
and the patients of a nearby army
hospital.
F. J. Miller, Imperial The-

A

—

ater,

Augusta, Ga.

Seeks Damage Against Theater
Worcester, Mass. Damage of $10,000 are asked in suit filed against the

—

Allied Amusement Co., operator of
the Family by James A. McGowan,
The suit is based on injuries received
when McGowan lost his footing and
fell backwards down a flight of stairs
connected with the theater. Insufficient lighting, he claims, was responsible for the fall.

a correct solution of the puzzle. The
"Mile. Modiste"
benefit to the advertisers came from
(First National)
the novel distribution of the key to
the puzzle through their ads.
To
Originated an effective front. Two
solve the puzzle it was necessary to display banners with the center disread all the ads. George Schade, play panels on each and were the
Schade Theater, Sandusky, O.
foundation.
The center panel cutout was made from the star with

to Manage Coast House.
Los Angeles The new theater recently built by the West Coast Theaters, Inc., is to be managed by Jed
Buell, former manager of the DeLuxe
in Wilshire and Alvardo.
He is the
youngest manager with the firm.

her name and title painted in two
small circles. The border was made
up of studded lamps connected with
the flasher of a chasing border effect.
On each connecting banner between
the box office and -The side of the
lobby the star's name and title were
arranged in neat letters on each end.
Catch lines were used and surrounded with a studded circle of lamps.
The end panels were made up of
cut-outs from the paper surrounded
with black and white stills trimmed

Far West Opens Bard
Los Angeles, Cal. The Bard, latest theater on the Far West The-

—

"Mike"
(M.-G.-M.)

Barrels, painted white with a green
printed with a flaming red headline lettered announcement of the film,
reading: "Extra! Three Days Begin- and the slogan "A Barrel of Eun,"
Theater
were placed on all the prominent corMonday Riviera
ning
Norma Talmadge in 'Kiki.'" Several ners of the town. The cut-out head
boys were employed to give these from the three-sheet poster was
away in the streets, crying at the placed in every barrel. In addition
same time, "Read all about Norma to this the cross word puzzle on
Talmadge." Milton Kress, Riviera "Mike" from the press sheet was
placed with the local paper in the
Theater, Knoxville, Tenn.

—

car carried banners giving the
theater and play dates.—'T. L.
Stelling,
Plaza Theater, Asheville,

is

think the establishing of this department in
is a very progressive step and it will undoubtedly prove to be of considerable worth to your

car

The

M. W. Larmour, manager of the National theater, Graham, Texas has this to say:

banner on the rear, and two cut-outs
from the six sheets on cither side.
Ballyhoo was paraded through the
business and residential sections before the opening, and then used the
opening day. Albert Weiss, Liberty
Theater, McKeesport, Pa.

A

drive

a

Co.,

Johnny Eckhardt, manager of the Fairmount theater,
Philadelphia
"I think the exchange of ideas and stunts is a good one.
The only way one gets ahead is by following tips and ideas
of the other fellows.
And I have no doubt that I shall get
many a good stunt from some other exhibitor who is generous enough to contribute to your column."
Ernest Morrison, managing director, Howard theater,
Atlanta

(M.-G.-M.)

to

title,

sure

falo.

women

"I believe your Exploit-O-Grams are indeed an asset to
your publication as well as to the showmen."

Charles R- Hammerslough, representing Newburgh Theaters, Inc., operating the Broadway and Academy of Music,
Newburgh, N. Y., writes:
"The Exp!oit-0-Gram idea is a splendid one and I am

—

National)

Secured a young

FILM DAILY.

daily

director of the Grand Amusecontrolling the Nemo and Grand theaters,
Johnstown, Pa., says:
"I wish to thank you for the service of Exploit-O-Grams.
This surely is a service that every exhibitor can make use of.
Any new exploitation stunt is always welcome and particularly something that has already clicked at the box-office.
Will be glad to send in any good stunts and make use of any
that the other fellow may have to offer."

Tavlor, Shea's Buffalo Theater, Buf-

"The Exquisite Sinner"

Macon,

wrecked motor car through the
streets two days before the opening.

ward more than anxiously to the

L.

Tied up with the Evening News
which was running a cartoon strip
Placed signs on
of "Ella Cinders."

in

star's

"The Reckless Lady"
(First

manager

the

here, too, with the title

—

Criterion in that town:
"I can assure that every

course

1926

of the picture.
The background was
of black on the banners.
Center
panel and side pieces were done in
sponge work, most of the lettering
in white.
Coliseum Theater, Seattle.

Montague Salmon, manager of the Rialto theater, Macon,
Ga., whose company also operates the Capitol, Grand, and

ment

"Ella Cinders"
(First National)

are

steady contributors to Exploit-0-Grams:

lut

'at-your-elbow" service of publicity
deas when you run these pictures,
^evd in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
ind help the other fellows who arc
helping you.

mounted. Of

name appeared

6,

Buell

—

—

aters chain, has opened. Members of]
the cast of Sennett's "Hubbv's Quiet
Little Game" attended the opening.

Great States Sells House
111.
Mrs. Laura. Jarodsky
has purchased the New Paris from
the Great States Theater Corp., at a
Paris,

—

cost of 118,000.

:

Friday, August

6,

1926

Bus w ess Builders
The following exhibitors and exploitation managers have become
regular contributors

to

Exploit-0-

Grams, daily exploitation service of

THE
them,

FILM

DAILY.

Many

of

Ernest, Loew's Dayton, Dayton,
O.
Exton, William, Temple Theater, Toledo, O.
Flack, J. C, La Grande Theater, Conneaut,
O.
Forte, Joseph A., Nixon Theater, Philadel
Enierling,

is

the

list

of live

W.

business

Carolina Theater, Green

N. C.
Colorado

Springs, Colo.

Banaza, G. P., Fifth Avenue Theater, Nashville, Tenn.
Becker, L. R., Lincoln Theater, Bellview, 111.
Benn, Allen, Benn Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.
Berry, Ace, Circle Theater, Indianapolis, Ind.

Edward,

Grand

Theater,

Steuben-

O.
Bokius, Ed,

Broadway-Strand, Detroit, Mich.
Brock, W. F., Strand Theater, Knoxville.
Tenn.
Brown, Ray, Strand Theater, Altoona, Pa.
Browning, Harry, Fenway Theater, Boston,
Mass.
Bush, Rodney, Galax Theater, Birmingham,

Frank,

CaSraden

Theater,

Parkers-

W. Va.

Ind.

Plaza

San

Theater,

Cameo Theater, Pittsburg, Pa.
Carlson, Gus, Zelda Theater, Duluth,
Carolina Theater, Greenville, S. C.

Diego,

St.

Theater,

'New

Minn.

Dahn, Harry

S., Capitol Theater, Montreal,
Can.
Davis, Harry, Million Dollar Grand Theater,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Davis, Theodore P., Best Theater, Parsons,

Kan.
St.

Majestic

Theater,

Pueblo,

Colo.

homa

Okla.
Imperial Theater, Alliance, Neb.
Insley, Lee L., Adcade Theater,
City,

Salisbury,

Md.
Irwin,

Warren, Imperial Theater,

Charlotte,'

N. C.
Maxwell, Rivoli Theater,

New

York,

N. Y.

Casino Theater, Vandegift, Pa.
J. A., Madison Theater, Detroit.
Mich.
Conrad, Lee, Nemo Theater, Johnstown, O.
Creamer, John W., Burford Theater, Arkansas City, Ark.
Crescent Theater, New York City, N. Y.
Cruzen, Geo. T., Palace Theater, Lockport,
N. Y.

Theater,

H.,

Hughes, J. E., Imperial Theater, Alliance, O.
Hughes, James E., Rialto Theater, Alliance,
Neb.
Hutchinson, Bob, Liberty Theater, Okla-

Joice, J.

Chapman,

Capitol

P.

Paul,

Keith's State, Jersey City, N. J.
Kelsall, Ray, Garden Theater, Burlingame,
Calif.

Kenimer, Guy O., Arcade Theater, Jacksonville,

LaMan,

Fla.

Art,

Home

Theater, Alexander, La.

Larmour, M. W., National Theater, Graham,
Tex.
Larschan, Sidney, Meserole Theater, Brook
lyn, N. Y.
Law, Julia, Hollywood Theater, Portsmouth,
O.
Lawrence, H. W., Strand Theater, St. Paul,

Minn.

Los Angeles, Calif.
Duvall, Tnoy, Gem Theater, Murray, Utah
Eastman Theater, Rochester, N. Y.
Theater,

Leland Theater, Albany, N. Y.
Leva!, L. V., Rialto Theater, Parco, Wyo.
Levison, D. Charles, Petoskey, Mich.

Eckhart, Johnny, Fairmont Theater, Philadel
Pa.

Egner, Foster, Capitol Theater, Cincinnati, O.
Elstab & Caldwell, Royal Theater, Bowbells,
N. D.

Liberty Theater, Portland, Ore.
Liberty Theater, Seattle, Wash.
T.

W. Logan,

Capitol Theater, London, Ont.

Lowenstein, Harry, Adelphos Theater, Ardmore, Okla.
Lucas Theater, Savanah, Ga.
Lucy & Wilkinson, Broadway Theater, Pueblo,

Stillman

Theater,

Cleve-

W.

¥.

Colo.

KO-KO HOT AFTER

IT.

Roy

Opera Home, Miller»b«

E.,

Salmon, Montague, Capitol Theater, MaeJ
Ga.

.Santikos, Louis,
tonio, Tex.

Schaber,
Okla.

Palace

Harold,

Theater.

Rialto,

San

Tu

Theater,

rington, Conn.

Schade,
O.

nvont, Colo.

George,

TJ

Schade Theater, Sandu

George, Lyric Theater, Lima, O.
Shanberg, Edward, Grand Theater, Sail
Kan.
Shenker, George, Elvira Theater, Lorain,
Shiralla. D. C, Virginia Theater, Cbarlesb
W. Va.
Skouras Bros., Missouri Theater, St. Lou
Scttos,

J.,

Capitol Theater, Charleston,

Va.

Melba Theater, Dallas, Tex.
lUerritt, Jay, Baldwin Theater, Royal Oak,
Mich.
Metropolitan Theater, Morgantown, W. Va.
Miller, Fred, Carthay Circle Theater, Los
Angeles, Calif.
Miller, Fred, Figueroa Theater, Los Angeles,

Bernard, Warner's Theater, NJ
York, N. Y.
Smith, Edward A., St. Francis Theater,

Cal.
Miller,

Smoot,

F.

J.,

Modjeska

Theater,

Augusta,

Mitchell, Richard, Forum Theater, Los Ange
les, Lai.
Morrison, Charles, Imperial Theater, Jack
sonville, Fla.
Morrison, Ernest, Howard Theater, Atlanta.

Ga.
Johnston, Charles, B. S. Moss' Broadway
Iheater, New York, N. Y.
National Theater, Gainsboro, N. C.
National Theater, Madera, Calif.
National Theater, Richmond, Va.
Needham, S. J., Rialto Theater, Charleston,
W. Va.
Needles, Harry, Strand Theater, Hartford,
Conn.
Newman, Frank, Metropolitan Theater, Los
Angeles, Calif.
New jLyceuni Theater, Winnipeg, Can.
Urpheum Theater, Chicago, 111.
Obtenberg, W. H., Orpheum Theater, Scottsblutl, Nebr.
Palace Theater, Toledo, O.
Fantages Theater, San Diego, Calif.
Park Theater, Cleveland, O.
Payne, Earle Hall, Kentucky Theater, Lexington, Ky.
Pedley, G. M., Empress Theater, Owens
boro, Ky.
Mrs Pert, Pert Theater, Gillespie, 111.
Pickett, A. G., Columbia Theater, Phoenix
Ariz.
Pluiikett, Joe, Mark Strand Theater, New
I'laza

Post,
Cal.

P.,

Joie

Theater,

Fort

Fla.

Standard Theater, Butte, Mont.
State Theater, Dayton, O.
State Theater, Washington, Pa.
.Steffy,
Frank, Coliseum Theater,

Seatt

Wash.
Stelling,

T.

N. C.

*

Plaza

L.,

Theater,

Ashevil
^

Strand Theater, Detroit. Mich.
Strand Theater, Evansville, Ind.
Strand Tlieater, Seattle, W'ash.
Strand Theater, Steubenville, O.
Stewart, A. H., America Theater,

Casp

Wyo.
Stiff,

Imperial

B.,

C.

Theater,

Ashevil

N. C.
E. W.,
ham, Ala.

Street,

Summers, A.

B.,

Princess

Theater,

Birmii

Empress Theater, Mangu

Okla.

Sweeton,

Charles
Evansville, Ind.

H.,

American

Tbeati

Tallmadge, Kenneth, Pantages Theater, Va|

Tenn.
Todd, M. H., Rialto Theater. Casper, WJ
Van Demark, Harry, Queen Theater, Hoi^
ton, Tex.
Victoria Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.
Victory Theater, Salt Lake City, Utah
Walton, Fred, Grand Theater, Bellingh

Smith,

Ark

Wash.

Redig, Mike, Mystic Theater, Gallion, O.
Reynard, Ed, Grand Theater, Marion, O.

Weist, James

Rialto Theater, Butte, Mont.
Ritzier, A., Sigma Theater, Lima, O.
Rivoli Theater, Oneida, N. Y.

Roberts,

Francisco, Calif.
Fayette, Camden Theater, Parke
burg, W. Va.
Sohm, Will, Belasco Theater, Quincy, 111.
Somerville, Harry, Vivian Theater, Daytod

couver, B. C.
William, Ceramic Theater,
Liverpool, O.
Taylor,
E.
Marshall,
Columbia Theat
Portland, Ore.
Thomas, M. B., Capitol Theater, Nashvil

Theater, Bayonne, N. J.
L., Crystal Theater, Los Angeles,
I.

John

Mo.
Smith,

Tallman,

York, N. Y.

Read,

Liberty Theater, Philadelphia, Pa.

Minn.

De Luxe

A.,

Russell,

Savoy Theater, Newark, N. J.
Scanlon, John J., Alhambra Theater,

Montgom

Ga.

Hippodrome, Alton, III.
Hoffman, E., Loew's 83rd

Hoppen,

Malaney, M.
land, O.

Meedham,

Hill,
Dwight,
Calif.

Ala.

phia,

York,

York, N. Y.

Valentine Theater, Canton, O.
Bowersock Theater, Lawrence, Kan.
Bradt, Joe, Roycroft Theater, Seattle, Wash.
Briggs, B., Rialto Theater, Pueblo, Colo.

Hal,

New

Hass, Jay, Rialto Theater, Denver, Colo.
Heavey, P., Liberty Theater, Terre Haute,

ville,

Deigler,

Theater,

Newburgh, N. Y.

Hassett,
burg,

Ky.
McDaniel, Terry, Strand Theater,

Marquand, E. C, Longmout, Theater, LongColony

H.,

Gross, Jack, Crane Theater, Kansas City, Mo.
Hammerslough, Charles R., Broadway Thea
ter,

Antlers Theater, Helena, Mont.
August,
Pat,
Rialto
Theater,

Morgantown.

Theater,

Lusty, Lou,
Rialto
Theater, New York,
N. Y.
Lyric Theater, Cincinnati, O.
Lyric Theater, Huntington, W. Va.
Mc Clellan, Fred, Million Dollar Theater, Los
Angeles, Cal.
McCoy, Alvin, Majestic Theater, Louisville,

cry, Ala.

N. Y.

America Theater, Denver, Colo.
A..

Arcade

Roy,
Va.

Gittleson,

Amos, Charles

Biggio,

Pa.

phia,

Garee,

builders

ville,

Los Ange

but a Fox American Theater, Newark, N.
J.
of published stunts to their Frye, M., Home Theater, Danville, HI.

credit.

Here

A., Tivoli Theater,

Calif.

les,

have not merely one

number

W.

Ellsworth,

M.,

Victory Theater,

Tamd

Fla.

Wells Theater, Norfolk, Va.

Whitmore, Leicester, and Strayline, J.
Grand Theater, Genesee, N. Y.
Wienshienk, I., New Grand Theater, Mexi|

Edward, Majestic Theater, Austin,

Tex.
Rogers, E. R., Tivoli Theater, Chattanooga,

Mo.
Wilson,
Tex.

Tenn.
Rosenthal, Morris, Majestic Theater, Bridge-

Edwin,

Majestic

Woodward, Kenneth,

port, Conn.
Rowley, Jack, Royal Theater, Laredo, Tex.
Royal, John, Keith's Palace Theater, Cleve
land, O.

Theater,

State Theater,

Au
Ui

town, Pa.
keepsie, N. Y.
Stratford
E.
A.,
Zorn,

Theater,

Poug

Ay MAX FLEISCHER
I

LOOKED

FUM

THROU<JH THE
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Ratio 25 To 1

Arbitration Victory
Incorporations

(Continued from Page 1)
uct in this territory. Progress is the
local distributor of the product and

to That
Extent in Australia, Head of
Antipodes Circuit States
when Arrow went into receivership
Sacr.itnento, Cal.
Celestial Cinema Corp.,
Los Angeles American films domthe question was raised as to the Los Anfieles. Capital, $200,000, divided into
inate the Australian market practicalIncorporators:
status of the product, under the con- 20,000 shares of $10 each.
ly 100 per cent, and are imported at
B.
Cincotta,
John
Cataldo
Sabatella
and
tract which made no provision for the
John Carra, all of Los Angeles.
Purposes: the rate of about 25 to 1 as against
situation brought about by the re- To produce and manufacture motion pictures.
according to
British-made

—

ceivership.

With both
court

preparing for

sides

on

a

—

the

issue
neither
a member of the Hays' association,
arbitration was suggested as a means
to save litigation costs, as well as
time in bringing about settlement of
the case.
Practicability of arbitration in settling trade disputes was
pointed out as well as its record in
obtaining equity, so the contestants
h

fight

agreed to appoint one representative
each with the two selected agreeing
a third member of the special
arbitration board.
Harry Weiss, president of the film
board, was named as representative
of the Arrow receivers, while Sam

upon

Address: Louis F. D'Elia,
ington Bldg., Los Angeles.

Jr.,

1011

Wash-

—

Amusement
Cal.
Garfield
-Angeles.
Capital, $250,000, divided
Incorpora2,500 shares of $100 each.

Sacramento,

Los

Co.,
into

M

Rosenberg, L. A.
W. G Kellow,
Stock and K. G. Sobel, all of Los Angeles.
Purposes To own and operate theaters. Address
Care Mitchell, Silberberg & Davis,
1001 Edwards & Wildey Bldg., Los Angeles.
tors,

:

:

—

Sacramento, Cal.^ Principal Theaters, Inc.,
Los Angeles. Capital, $500,000, divided into
Incorporators:
5,000 shares of $100 each.
M. Rcsenbern, R. G. Sobel, H. C Mabry
Purand A. a\I Davis, all of Los Angeles
poses: To own and operate theaters.
Address: Care Mitchell, Silberberg & Davis,
1001 Edwards & Wildey Bldg., Los Angeles.

—

of United, was chosen to
represent Progress. They selected y
businessman not afifiliated with tho
industry to act as third member of
the board.

Albany, N. Y. Port Jefferson Theater
Corp.,
Port Jefferson.
Capital,
$200,000.
Incorporators, J. Weber, Jr., J. Wechsler,
Attys., Ashley and Foulds,
J. L. Macivor.
120 Liberty St.

Three meetings of about one hour

Albany, N. Y. ^Supreme Circuit Corp.,
Brooklyn, motion pictures and realty.
Incorporators, J. Russakow, J. Morrison, H.
King.
Attys., Marks & Marks, 358 Fifth
Ave.

Werner

each sufficed to provide a settlement
of the controversy.

Thomas Leonard heads

Progress.

—

Albany,

Charleston Contest

—

Ottawa A special Charleston tieup was staged by Manager Don
Stapleton of the Centre when a spethe final Charleston les-

N.

Y.

cial picture,

son by
the

Ned Wayburn, was shown on
Along with

screen.

this

Manager Stapleton presented
Thompson, a local dancer,

film

Lol?
a

in

Charleston demonstration, the combination proving to be highly ap
propriate.

"Requited Love" Previewed
A preview was held
yesterday at the Writers' Club, ot
the
Pierpont
Milliken production
"Requited Love," with Gaston Glass,
Leonore Bushman, Sheldon Lewis
Lucy Beaumont and Arthur Rankin
Written and directed by Clifford
Slater Wheeler.

Hollywood

—

Make Sea Scenes

Julian to

—

Los Angeles Rupert Julian, who
is filming "The Yankee Clipper," for
De Mille, will leave on location for
three weeks.

Elinor Faire, William
Adams and Junior

Boyd. Jimmie
Coghlan in the

—

House Opens
ment

of

—

at

Monterey
Under manage-

G. Keller, the Golden
State has opened.

New

Theater

at

Pacific

Beach, Cal.

has opened a

new

— Roy

Beach
Haskin^

theater here.

Poor Health Causes Closing
Chester,

III.— Ill

—

health

of

J.

W

Schuckert has caused closing of the
Opera House.

{Continued from Page 1)

January,

makers

for the reason that lawof the state recognized at their

that
some kind of
necessary,
appointing
Sen. Williams' committee to suggest
revisions to the antiquated statute
last

session

change

was

which now is depriving most localpictures
of
the
state
Sunday enterLeslie P. Hopkins, director of the ities
Public hearings on the
Lindfield Theaters, Ltd., who is here tainment.
with L. J. Keast, manager for Fox committee's proposal are expected to
be held in fall.
at Sydney.
The state "blue" law is openly
Hopkins, who stated his firm has
flouted and Sunday shows countenjust compelled a $250,000 house on
anced at Jersey City, Newark, AtNorth Shore, a suburb of
the
lantic City, Passaic, Hoboken, BaySydney, is studying theater construconne and North Hudson, but theaters
tion, obtaining new ideas for a chain
in the balance of the state are being
of
theaters he says his company
kept dark on Sunday.
He also
plan to build in Australia.
if passed, the law will represent
is reported to be lining up independent
a big victory for the liberal element
product for exhibition in the houses.
for, with local option granted, a majority of the state's municipalities
Chinese Production Planned
may be expected to legalize Sunday
Los Angeles Further indications shows.
that China intends to widen its production activities is the presence here
Sampson, Chicago F. B. T. Head
of Z. E. Shih of Shanghai, who is
Chicago J. J. Sampson (F.B.O.)
serving as an assistant to Jackie
Coogan Prod. He was sent to Holly- has been re-elected president of the
wood by a group of Chinese capital- Film Board of Trade with Harry S.
ists to study, preparatory to their Lorch (P.D.C") named vice president.
entry into production in China, mak- Other officers are: Irving W. Maning films for Oriental consumption. del, manager of Security Pictures,
secretary, and A. H. McLaughlin,
manager of Tiffany Prod., treasurer.
$300,000 House for St. Louis

—

—

—

Louis Bids are now being
St.
taken on the $300,000 theater, store
and apartment building to be erected
by the Central Properties Ccrp at
the southwest corner of Hamilton and
Easton Ave. The house, which is to
seat 2,500, will be operated by the
St. Louis Amusement
Co.

Sampson, H.

S.

Eckhardt,

W.

Lorch, Clyde W.
Mandel, W. W.
Brumberg, Carl Harthill and A. H.
McLaughlin were chosen as a board
of directors.
D. Abramson was
J.
appointed executive secretary for the
fifth

I.

term.

Hayden Stevenson Renews
Los Angeles Hayden Stevenson
Joe Mogler Honored
films,
capital
Corp., New
St. Louis
A number of exhibitors is to remain on the Universal lot,
D.
Incorporators, J. C. Davis, 2nd.
J.
Brown. Atty., J. K. Adams, 880 Nicholas and exchange men gave a dinner in option on his contract having been
Ave.
honor of Joseph Mogler, president exercised.
of the M.
P.
Exhibitors League.
He now is playing the role of col
Albany, N. Y.
Sphinx Films, New York.
Mogler is a candidate for the state lege football coach in "The Colle
Incorporators, R. Grant, A. G. Maingot.
senate.
gians," the Junior Jewel series of 12
Atty., J. E. Carroll, 51 Chambers St
Albany,

N.

— Davis-Adams

Y.
York,

Pictures
$20,000.

—

—

—

two-reelers.

—

Assembling
Albany,
N.
Y. Thea-ters
Brooklyn, builders, capital $10,000.
\.
C. Walsh, A. Hutton, G. R. Hollahan,
Ir.
Attys., Hutton & Hollahan, 32 Court

Corp.,

St.

—

Albany, N. Y. Milo Theater Corp., New
InYork, moving pictures, capital $5,000.
corporators, K. P. Justry, A. and D. Hannewald.
Atty., M. B. Bennitt, 32 Court St.

Barrie

to

St.

Louis

Operate

— Skouras

$115,000 Organ
Bros, have an-

Theater Chain Changes Name
nounced that Stuart Barrie, who at
Dover, Del.
The Northwestern
present is organist at the Grand CenTheater Corp. has filed notice with
tral, will move to the Ambassador.

—

Bessemer House Opens

—

Bessemer, Ala. John Merrit has
opened the new Imperial on 19th St.
Albany, N. Y. —-Queens Theater Program between Third
and Fourth Aves.
Incorporators,
Co., New York, advertising.
The house seats 450.
C. Boyd, R. M. Gildcsleeve, F. J. PasJ.
Attys.,

sotti.

Miner

&

Gilderslceve,

—

— Ridge

N. Y.
York,

Bay

Amusement

Incorporators,
.\.
Wtltman, J. M. Eisenberg, H. Zelenko.
Aty., L. Frieman, 1,540 Broadway.
theaters.

—

Red Seal Film Exchanges,
Incorporators, Charles Lundgren, Carl Uahlquist, L. A. Hopkins.
Address, Prentice-Hall Inc., Chicago.
Springfield,

Inc.,

111.

Cohen Promoted
Los Angeles

— Max

Cohen, head

of

Cincinatti Exhibitor Dead
Universal's art title department for
Cincinnati George
W. Hill, 60, five years, has been promoted to be
owner of the New Liberty, is dead at the supervisor of all trick photo

—

a local hospital.

graphy.

Uroadway.

Xew

the Secretary of State that it wil'
hereafter be known as Northwestern
Theatrical Enterprises, Inc.
Headquarters are in Wilmington.

350

Albany, N. Y. Harbrook Theaters, New
York.
Incorporators, P. Clayer, E. Diamond. R. Carew. Atty., A. Kauflfman, 165

Corp.,

Mark

Pacific

Amusement

Albany, N. Y. Oshrin Grisman Theatrical
Holding Corp., New York, capital $200,000.
Incorporators, S. H. Grisman, S. Fischer.
Atty., H. H. Oshrin, 1,476 Broadway.

Albany,

Renaud HofTman Prod.
Monterey, Cal.

Forge

.Madison Ave.

cast.

Jack Wise Active
Hollywood Jack Wise has finish
cd a role in "Manon Lescaut" and
is appearing in "The Block Signal,"
a

— Old

Corp., Old Forge.
Capital, $50,000.
Incorporators, A. J. and M. R. and F. B.
Atty.,
Sardino.
Thompson, Old
A.
C.
Forge.

1926

Local Option Wanted

American Films Dominate

—

6,

Findlay House Has New Owner
Findlay, O.
Ross McVoy of Gen
eva, N. v., has taken over the Marvin, which has been closed for some

Rose

—

time.

Buys Another

Mooresville, N. C.

mont and

— L.

C. Rose, Bel-

Mount

Holly showman;
has purchased the Victory from A.
C.

Peeler.

Chicago.

Exhibitor Legislative Candidate
$15,000 House for Aiken, S. C.
Fairport Harbor, O.— H. T. Palmer,
Aiken, S. C. Fifteen thousand dolwho
owns and operates the Lyric, is
.Springfield,
111.
Gallagher
Orchestra
lars is the estimated cost of the theaIviuipment Co., Chicago, capital $20,000. a candidate for state representative
ter Clara Harrigal will erect.
It will
Incorporators, Richard G. Gallagher, George on the Republican ticket.
have a capacity of 600.
\. Gallagher, Thomas E. Gallagher.
Rockville Centre House Liquidates
Trenton, N. J.
Eureka Amuse. Co., Inc.,
Albany, N. Y.
House for Torrington Promised
The Rockville
llloomtield, N. J., promote amusements.
InTorrington, Wyo. Harry McDoncorporators,
Louis
Ernest,
Edward M. Centre Theater Co., of Rockville
Lynch, Roswell W. Chandler.
Centre, has been dissolved.
ald will build a theater here in fall.

—

—

—

—

—

|

Jirst Tlaiional's
STAR.

ONIY

SPANGLED

STARS!
NORMA TALMAPCE
COLLEEN MOORE
CORINNE GRIFFITH

MILTON SILLS
\

Titles!

FE4TURED

PLAYERS

THE LUNATIC AT LARGE
THE GREAT DECEPTION
THE CHARLESTON KID

THE MASKED WOMAN
PEACOCKS OF PARIS
NAUGHTY, BUT NICE

RICHARD
BARTHELMESS
HARRY LANGDON
JOHNNY HINES
LKKOL
-:KEN -:
MAYNARD

every week

week by week

I

THE
August

riday,

of the Sheik,"
*
tion. • •

Newspaper Opinions

The

Lillian Gish,
Steel"
of

;

[en

her

lismates"

is

my

breaking

entertainment.
eps and weeps, Doris

In

heart.

*

quite
she

orgy.

would have

As it is, the
preferred "Mismates."
*
ture has much to recommend it. * *

tfORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* *

a

is

and maudlin exposition of mother
a rambling and overdrawn affair which
s to be based on the misquotation that
can fool all of the people all of the time,

ddled

t
1

make

no mistake
you for a hroment.

—"Mismates"

won't

* *

Kenyon is far too good to be im:ated in a picture as sugar-sweet and cloy;>oris

sentimental as "Mismates,"
le goes for Warner Baxter.
ly

and

the

of the Sheik"
United Artists

Mark Strand
AMERICAN—* * * "The

Son

probably will be another commercial
* *
So Valentino may rejoice.
* * It has some beau3AILY
scenes, a charming and capable leading
il
y in Vilma Banky, a competent but someMontague Love
in
villain
at whimsical

NEWS—*

plenty of swift action in the way of Arab
ig fighting and rapid horseback riding
*
oss the desert sands. * *
et me recommend "The Son of the Sheik."
ere is great entertainment in it for the
,ny and (the same phrase will suffice) great
ertainment for the few.
* *. The story.
bit of tinsel, has all the qualities and deThere's much riding
ts of "The Sheik."
Arab steeds over miles of hilly sand,
ich Valentino love-making, many close-ups
What more
the exquisite Vilma Banky.
*
old a Valentino fan ask? • *
* * In writing
scenario Frances Marion did a competent
*
*
1

EVENING JOURNAL—*

EVENING WORLD—*
;

Fitzmaurice directed and
ide the film a thing of beauty with some
sert scenes which will take some beating
The composithe desert film to follow.
n was uniformly good and the scenes inlying the father and son in double exposure
re done so perfectly as to defy detection,
*

George

GRAPHIC—*

* * the .story,

"The Son

of

of course preposterous, but in
to be anything
Valentino's characterizations, both as
e.
her and son, are sincere and convincing,
idy is temperamentally well cast, so his perrmance leaves little to be desired.
Vilma Banky is charming as the dancing
* * »
.1
George Fitzmaurice directed » • • and

Sheik"

justice,

is

it

makes no attempt

maged

to balance
* • •

the

love

HERALD-TRIBUNE —

ills.

fely

*

interest
*

say the the present picture

with

may

we

not as
isn't even
is

"The Eagle." Perhaps it
good as "The Sheik." * * *
* * *
Valentino, hinrself, was excellent.
* * What seemed to us the trouble with
ion of the Sheik" was lack of story ma.ial.
The picture runs barely an hour, and
at is not long enough to please Valentino
lod as

*

mirers.

*

-

*

WORLD—*

blunderbuss

excitement and romance. * * *
* * Followers of Signor Valenlo's screen doings will undoubtedly enjoy
:he Son of the Sheik" quite as thorough y
they did the earlier f^Im. It has absolutely
It is all very
.thing new to oflfer. * * *
tiresome, but, judgbox-office,
S from the line before the Strand
* * *
is what the movie-goers want.
Valentino's latest 150 per cent box
fice picture. "The Son of the Sheik,"
ill
unquestionably satisfy the would be duel:'s admirers,
as it has more thari its share
rapid movement and love making on the
But Vilma Banky, Valnds of the desert.
"The Son
in
tino's cinema light o'love
ildish

and not a

SUN—

In

setting

its

desert

of

*

The new

*

shot

pot

drama, a

film

colossal
into a rash over
back the sheik as a

itself

-Not Entirely
Foreign

*

*

*

-Not Distinctively
HoUyw^ood

same

the

at

"The Sheik," brings
sheik in a sheik picture making sheik love
in the sheik country.
It is one syllable stuff
from the gong to the last luscious fade-out
and will go like wildfire among that not inconsiderable branch of our civilization which
writes letters to the fan magazines and becomes dizzy at the sight of a park bench.
* * * I enjoyed Mr. Valentino's characterization of the parent.
This was true, authentic
acting.
Valentitto really can do this

-But Characteristically

"The Waltz Dream"
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Cosmopolitan

Capitol
* Thanks to a delightand amusing direction, "The Waltz

AMERICAN—*
cast

ful

Dream"

offers
*

Capitol.

a pleasant hour or so at the

DAILY NEWS—iWhat

names and faces are

to

a lot of strange
be seen * * * For

that reason alone the picture

is

quite refresh-

ing.

*

*

"The Waltz Dream"

*

and

tainment
* * *

see

in

many

is

spots

good enterbeautiful to

THE

EVENING JOURNAL—

If
there's anything gayer than a Viennese waltz, it is "The
* Out of those same Ufa
Waltz Dream" *
studios where emerged the powerful "Variety"
comes this charming little tale of a worried
young princess and her honresick prince consort.

"The Waltz Dream" is enough to make
any one homesick for Vienna, whether he has
ever been there or not • • »
Thanks to a delightful cast

and amusing

"The Waltz Dream"

offers a plea-

direction,

hour.

sant

*

* *

EVENING, WORLD—*

*

* the

*

*

*

Charm is
outstanding feature of "The Waltz
The charm induces a mood that

Dream."

forgives and forgets the minor imperfections.
This picture has some highly effective and
»
imaginative variations in camera work.
Mady Christians as Alix and Xenia Desni
as Franzi are players we shall want to see
in other roles. * * *
* *
Besides
unreeling
a
Cook's Tour of Vienna, the picture contains
a wine festival sequence worthy of special
m'ention.

GRAPHIC—*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* *

While

we must say that the humor in "The Waltz
Dream" is fine enough to have been produced

W.

Gilbert.
And not only is this true
of the story, but it also is true of the players
and the direction. "The Waltz Dream" delights us

by

S.

I

83,000 Fire in

Waltham, Mass.

Waltham

—Damage

of

$3.-

000 to the projection booth and films
in the Waltham was caused by a
fire whose inception is undetermined.

Two

alarms were sent in, and the
extinguished three hours
after the engines arrived.
fire

was

little

Explosion Starts Fire
Bradford, Pa.
in

—An explosion of film

the projection booth at the

Grand

a performance destroyed a
portion of the roof. Howard D. Put-

during

nam, operator, was burned

Damage undetermined.

FILM
DAILY

we

have been more than satisfied with the German films which have been sent to America,
we always have felt that the Germans were
heavy people with no sense of humor.
But

is

POST— *

*

which worked

public

good

rills,

*

those picturesque mounds and valleys
formed by the wind, this latest offering of
Valentino makes a very good romantic picture.
It is a Western thriller in an Arabian
atmosphere, except for the exotic Eastern
love affair * * *

sands,

_

picture *
e entire picture he is a real he-man,^ bating with a soore of enemies at a time.
"
* *
The picture has action, speed,

-Not Exclusively
New York

*
to the screen. * *

• *
a
MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
* *
Throughout

acking

thrilled

his latest atnours.
at it.
And

the

of

sat

aiding him in "The Son of the Sheik" is the
lovely Yasmin, played by Vilma Banky with
a lovliness which easily communicates itself

;ik"

^

their feet

has lost none of his

thing.

"Son

:cess.

*

TIMES—*

*

Roman
I

He

ch

I

*

off

in their

Kenyon,

Even when
Kenyon is a most

isfying eyeful.
Minus the jewel display,
with the tragic ending,
1

e,

a

*

— while they
toovie seats — by
knack

women

she suffered terribly ; in
sufferings are multiplied.

:erful

George Fitzmaurice is
no other director could
better film from the given
of

* *
it
was * * * evithat Valentino was playing the same
strong. Oriental lover who could sweep the

Doris

*

JOURNAL — *

EVENING

distmc-

dent

First National
Loew's State
(Week Ending July 31)
*

to

TELEGRAM—*

"Mismates"

NEWS—*

main claim

13

Indeed

made

have

its

is

direction

admirable.
scenario.
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houn, Calhoun; Missouri City, Happly Hour;

Houses Closed

1,000

Queen

Favors

City, Elite.

'Shorts'

Houses

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued jrom Page 1)

type could be made a decided success
big city in the country if dised closed in this territory, this being in any
cretion
was used in the position of the
year.
considerably less than last
said Hammons yesterday.
theater,"
Wisconsin comprises this region.
Atlanta Film Board of Trade rec"There are available on the market
ords show that 34 theaters have closright now enough quality short sub75
Approximately
Minneapolis
ed for the season, compared with ZZ
jects, of sufficient variety, to take care
last year.
The territory largely com- theaters have suspended operations of the immediate needs of a short subprises Georgia, Florida, Alabama and in this territory, comprising Minne- ject theater.
And beyond any doubt
the part of Tennessee east of the sota, North and South Dakota, west- the establishment of a number of
ern half of Wisconsin and the upper such theaters would provide such enTennessee River.
Closings in couragement to the producers of the
pennisula of Michigan.
South
Dakota
are heavier this year short features that they would conButte Summer weather has resultthan last and in the rest of the ter- tinue in their efforts towards a gened in the closing of 19 theaters in
ritory the total number is approxi- eral raising of the standards of short
this territory, which includes the state
mately normal.
feature production.
of Montana and a small part of
Houses reported closed are:
"So ;nuch has been said already
Idaho.
Iowa
about the ideal type of program for
Aurelia
Ireton, Strand; Lester; Alvord
Calumet.
a short subjects theater that it seems
Charleston Forty-two houses are
Minnesota
needless to go over this again; but
shut for the season, this being more
BufClaremont, Opera Touse; Edgerton
important things ought to be
two
Falls,
Grand
falo
Lake,
Auditorium
Big
referterritory
than last year. The
Opera kept constantly in mind in this short
Sewall
Dodge
Center,
("allaway,
red to covers southern and western House; Paynesville, Ideal; Rushmore; Rustheater
subject program building.
West Virginia.
Kettle River.
sell
Plainview, Opera House
of this kind should have nothing less
North Dakota
Clementsville
Osnabrock, Rex; Lakota, than the very best as the standard
Charlotte Summer has caused the Lyric
Binford,
Lyric
Mapleton,
Opera of quality for the pictures shown. And
closing of 92 houses in this region, House; Sharon, Opera House; Zap, Zap.
its shows should appeal to the masses.

number of theaters dark
the same as last season's.
total

is

about

Milwaukee

—Ten houses are report-

—

—

—

;

—

;

;

;

A

;

;

—

A

and

North

South

quality of pictures only and appeal!
to the masses.
It should be obvic
that those short features which a
richest in production vaules, stori

photoplays, etc., whether they
comedies or classics in color, are
pictures that have the greatest ent
tainment appeal.
"To get back to the question of
t

,

cation: to be successful, the sho
subjects theater should be in a distr
where the traffic is heavy throughc
the day and, if possible, well ii
the evening.
It should be handy
the largest possible number of wc
ers during their luncheon perio
while also convenient to shoppe

The Times Square
York would seem to

district

in

N

be the nearest
the ideal location that could be fou
in this city.

The all-short-subjects theater a
for a high quality of showmanship
every branch of its operation; but
offers ample rewards, without rea
conflicting to any great extent w
the established standard theaters."

number

on

;

South Dakota
White River, Gem
Avon, Star
Chancellor, Movie
Dell Rapids, Isis
Clayton
Freeman, Movie; Gayville, lOpera House;
Hosmer; Isabel, Strand; Kadoka, Scenic;
Pearl Creek, Cavour
Ra-vinia
Utica, Utica
Zell, Commiuiity Hall
Albee Ashton, Nujoy
Erwin; Frankfort, Ivy; Garden City;
Harrisburg,
Paramount
Hetland,
Bijou
Vivian, Legion
Volin, Opera House
Timber Lake, Orpheum; Egan, Egan
Colman,
Rainbow.
Wisconsin
;

of theaters are
part-time schedule.
Closings this summer are approximately 25% greater than the preceding year.

Carolina.

running

19261

6,

;

;

embraces

which

August

Friday,

a

;

;

;

After

Lobby "Stand" Concession
motion picture entertainHoboken, N. J. Sale of candy a
fundamentally the entertain- soda water in the lobby of
a thea'

—

all,

ment
ment

is

And

the appeal
theater should
be even more broad than that of the
It is essentially a
average house.
"drop-in" theater. The admission price
And the
must be relatively low.
number of admissions per seat per
of the masses.
the short-subjects

in the nature of a concession a
so subject to license, it is contend
in answer of the Hoboken Theai
Co., owner of the City theater, to s
of Haim Hatten. vendor, who has
reduction in the numCleveland
written agreement with the lornber of summer closings is found by
owners of the house. Vice Chanc
which
esof
Trade,
higher
the Film Board
day must consequently be
Saxon, Royal.
lor Bentley has reserved decision
timates that 15 houses are dark in
than in the ordinary type of house.
the case.
except
How
accomplished
the territory consisting of the northis
this
to
be
New Haven Closings this season
The majority of are less than last summer. This through appeal to the masses? There
ern half of Ohio.
Big Falls House Closed
houses affected are runnng on part- year's total is estimated as 12.
is no conflict whatever between the
Big Falls, Minn. Depending
time programs.
two principles of using the highest
business on the timber market, t
New Orleans In the New Ortown cannot support a theater exc(
Dallas— Out of 1,000 theaters in leans territory about 21 theaters are
Arkansas and a small part of Ken- in winter, with result that Hog
Texas, but 40 are closed for the sum- dark.
This region is composed of
Burud has closed the Grand.
Approximately 25 others have Louisiana, Mississippi and a little tucky and Tennessee.
mer.
Houses closed include:
reduced their playing time. The total part of Alabama.
Arkansas
number of closings is normal. The
Earle, Princess.
Theater Aids Explosion Fund
only big house dark is the Orpheum,
Oklahoma City According to ^
Illinois
Elizabeth,
N. J. Three days' pi|
bills.
combination
Waco, which plays
Lebanon, Alamo Neoge. Blue Bird JerFilm Board of Trade investigation
ceeds were donated by Henry P. Ni^
Joppa, Logan.
14 houses are closed and 20 are run- seyville. Colonial
Kentucky
son, Capitol theater, to the Lake De
Denver In the Denver territory ning part time.
There are fewer
Greenville, Mecca,
mark disaster fund. "The Road
66 theaters have shut their doors. closings than last year.
This terriMissouri
Yesterday" was the picture shown.
Comprising this region are Colorado, tory, embracing all of Oklahoma, has
Gerald,
Opera
Cabool,
New Victory
New Mexico, Wyoming, western Ne- 425 houses.
House Greenville. Greenville Linn Creek,
Portagesville,
Kittel
Morehouse.
Tokio
braska and the Black Hills district
Tacoma House to Be Remodeled
House Williamsville, Turk Willow
of South Dakota.
Omaha A total of 15 theaters are Opera
Springs, Arch.
Tacoma Rhodes Bros, will
dark for the summer. They are:
model the Tacoma, at a cost of $10i
Iowa
Detroit About 27 houses have susBelmond, Opera House; Leeds, Leeds.
San Francisco Summer closings 000. The seating capacity will be
pended business for the season.
creased to 1,700.
Nebraska
in this territory are practically nil,
Ashland, Palm
Bristow, Opera House
Kansas City Houses closed in the Bassett, Gem; Crofton, Star; Danbury, there being no change over last year.
Electric
Dannebrog, Star Edison, Edison
This territory comprises all of CaliKansas City territory approximate Magnet,
Sun; McCook, Temple; Newport,
40, which is considered a norma) Opera House; Papillion, Central; Omaha, fornia north of Bakersfield, to the
Oregon boundary, Nevada and the
number. Following are some of tho Prague.
South Dakota
Hawaiian Islands.
theaters closed:
;

;

;

;

;

;

—A

;

;

;

of

is

—

—

—

—

;

'

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

i

—

—

i

;

;

;

;

w

Fairfax, Starcher.

Kansas

Sammy;

Ada,

Attica,

Opera House;

Ce-

Community
People's
CrowcberR,
Dwight, Arnetlc; Elgin, Royal; Effingham,

dar,

;

Frontenac, Lyric; Levant, PrinElectric;
Morganville, Elite; Morla-nd, Opera
cess;
House Oktto, Eclipse Oneida, Comtminity ;
;

;

Gem

Tribune, Courthouse.
Missouri
Cleartrront, Gem; Cainesville, Gem; Dewitt,
City; Gentry, Tootles; Hale, Trio; Kansas

Severance,

;

Highland;
Hrooklyn
Keytcsville,
City,
American; Kinegton, Majestic; Noel, MisNewtown,
Orrick, American LcRion
sion
Opera House; Powersville, Palace; Winston,
Opera House WeauMeau, Weauhlcau.
;

;

;

;

Theaters

running

on

part-time

schedules include:
'Kansas

Arma, Empress: Clayton,

;:

Community; Ogallah, Ogallah
Garden.
Missouri

Blackwater,

^a

Star;

Bolivar,

Pittsburgh

— About

259 houses are
or part time in thig
district, which embraces 850 theaters
and covers eastern West Virginia and
all
of western Pennsylvania.
The
total number of closings is approximately the same as last season.
closed either

full

Canada

Toronto

— Out

of

approximately

400 houses 55 are closed for the summer or about the same number as
last year.
The province of Ontario

the imsT
OF THE

it's

comprises this territory.

—

Ten exhibitors have
Vancouver
suspended operations in this territory,
comprising British Columbia.
Th<i
houses are located as follows: Ashcroft,
Opera House; Chemainus
Picture
House;
Lillooet,
Opera,
House; North Vancouver, Lonsdale;

St.
Louis— The Film Board of
Trade reports 102 houses dark this Parksville, Opera House
Salmon
Hall; Wakeen- summer
compared with 115 last year. Arm. Rex; Sandon, Opera House;
Embraced in this territory is eastern Smithers, Smithers; Terrace, TerElectric; Cal- Missouri, southern Illinois, northern race; VanAnda, Opera House.

Electric; Chicopee, Jewell; Dresden, Electric; Neosho Falls,
ey,

—

Philadelphila
Fewer theaters are
closed in this territory this year than
in
past summers owing to better
weather conditions.

And

it's

d-

A

vovA

;

tXCHAMGES

IVIKYWHEEE
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Price 25 Cents

es Verne's
m

Qreatest cAdventure

WmAS^l STROGOFF
meCourier of the Czar [

See
^

The thrilling five thousand mile
journey through the wilds of
Siberia, beset by perils and
breath-taking adventures

^

The

exotic passions of

pagan

ceremonies depicted in the
brilliance of
•f

REAL COLOR!

—

Sensational battles amazing
courage inspiring loyalty and

—

stirring love interest all told

the King of

by

Story-Tellers

Presented by Carl

Laemmle

A Universal ^^Film de France^* Triumph

of

An

taking place at the

the

A comprehensive record
what

is

important
dios.

A

West Coast
regular

department

Stu-

Sunday

conducted

Harvey E. Gausman.

Know Your

World's
Markets

HoUy^vood
Happenings

by

Industry

international survey of

industry

lands.

and by

in

foreign

Gathered by cable
mail from every

and edited
important
by James P. Cunningham.
city

Eastern
Studios

This week: "The National
Bureau of Standards and
Its Possible Technical Relations

to

the

Industry,"

by Dr. George K. Burgess,
Director, National Bureau
of Standards.

The movements

of direct-

and players who are
working in and around
New York. Covered by

ors

Ralph Wilk who also conducts "A Little from Lots."

Present-O- Grams
Presentations
Effective stage bitsj designed to build up the i>rogram.

Tried and found effective
by other exhibitors. Developments in presentations
are also part of this depart-

ment, conducted by Arthur

W. Eddy.

J"
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Public

SHOWMEN

We Comply!

BEAT SUMMER

HEAT WITH
DEMILLE-

Demands^

Special

Return Engagement

In Response to Thousands of Requesls

The Century's Most Astounding Picture

i*-*-"
.

"<'-:

fhif3cfe//if,l

p*?^-^^

METROPOLITAN
HITS

Y

V

/,

/y^-
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THE VOLGA BOATMAN -7 WEEKS CAPACITY
BUSINESS AT CARTHAY CIRCLE LOS ANGELES,
DURING HOTTEST WEATHER OF YEAR

—

J
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"Music Tax" Legal

Saenger Gets 100

rm Branches Out Into Texas and Dept.
Oklahoma Through Big Theater

of Justice Sees No Trust
Violation of License

Orleans

New

Fee

Deals

New

Law

— Increasing

its

hold-

Washington Bureau of

—

{Continued on Page 2)

2 to 1 Ratio

Asked

jrman Exhibitors Want "Kontingent" Revised To Further Limit
U. S. Importations

—

Franklin Reading Chain Up to 10
Reading, Pa. Ten theaters now
comprise the holdings of the Franktion of American films in the de- lin Theater Co., as a result of the
mined move to break the mo- deal just closed with the Werner
poly, which American-made pic« circuit, under terms of which the latThis was demonstrate** ter firm's four houses pass to the
res enjoy.
they company operated by Amsterdam &
len, at their meeting here,
ought in a petition demanding re
Korson of Masterpiece Film Attracsion of "the kontingent," askinri tions, Philadelphia.
They are: Rivoli.
e government to insist that the imRoyal, Savoy and Victoria.
Duesseldorf German theater ownare in favor of imposing still
eater restrictions upon the impor-

—

{Continued on Page 2)

Loew's Career
Since its opening nearly six weekr.
o "Varietv" has grossed at the Ri$173,11'7,

THE FILM DAILY

Some Opinions

Synchronized Sound and Action

Will H. Hays made the introductory address via the Vitaphone.
In
the course of his remarks, he stated:
"In the presentation of these pictures, music plays an invaluable part
The motion picture is a most potent
factor in the development of a national appreciation of good music.
That service will now be extended
as the Vitaphone shall carry sym"The only question for considera- phony orchestras to the town halla
tion
by the department," it was of the hamlets.
stated, "was whether the operations
"It has been said that the art of
of the society constituted a combinathe vocalist and instrumentalist is
tion
which restrained trade and ephemeral, that he creates but for
(Continued on Page 2)
the moment. Now, neither the artisi
nor his art will ever wholly die.

s

173,117 for "Variety"

Entertainment Possibilities
Seen As Vitaphone Debut Scores

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Collection
by 100 theaters, Saenger Amuse-t
by
the
;nt Co., has further branched out American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers of licenses for
:o Texas and Oklahoma attaining
performance of copyrighted
strategic position which makes the public
cuit one of the strongest in tho music from theaters and other places
of amusement, does not constitute
dustry.
The deal marks the first official violation of the anti-trust laws, it is
The
vasion of these two states by tht) held by the Dept. of Justice.
lenger firm, whose activities here- department will not undertake any
fore have been confined to Louisi> prosecution of the society, requested
The Dent-Mus» in complaints from theater owner?
a and Mississippi.
Iman and Robb & Rowley circuits and others.
js

Price 25 Cents

1926

8,

A

in

serial dealing

Magazine

starts in

ber

"Cosmopolitan

issue
zine."

of

Septem-

the

experimentation

Return
J.

and

re-

From Europe

Williams,

D.

Emmett

Flynn

arrived
Reichenbach
Harry
here on the Berengaria Friday after-

and

noon.

Serial

with the career of

Marcus Loew

"Long

search by the Western Electric Co,
and the Bell Telephone Laboratories,
supplemented by the efforts of Warner Brothers and Walter J. Rich, havq
(Cotttinued on Page 2)

Bowling Here
Pat

Dowling.

sales director for
arrived in New York yesfrom the Coast for a three

Christie,

Maga- terday
weeks'

visit.

irned yesterday.

Weekly grosses have been

?s fol
$34,442; second, $34,083ird. $31,316; fourth, $26,954; fifth
9 263; sixth (up to Friday) $20,777
^s:

first,

for School Films
The appropriation for the renting
educational films for the New York
iblic
schools has been increased
mi $25,000 to $40,000 by the Board
Education.

THE

most important potential development

in

motion

pic-

exhibition in years revealed itself at the Warner last
nig-ht.
It was the occasion of the first public showing^ of

Devil's

the Vitaphone.

enthused over what they heard and
saw. And properly did they do so, because, if and when the
Vitaphone reaches that full development which its auspicious
premiere proved should be its heritage, there will have come to

Leaders

Island

Chadwick—S. R

7

Padlocked

Paramount
The Clinging Vine
Prod. Dist. Corp
Bucking the Truth

7

Universal
Short Subjects

7

7

8

Juan" Premiere
The Vitaphone, newest announced
invention for the synchronization of
sound with motion pictures, was revealed to the public for the first timo
when Warner Bros, gave the astonishing device and John Barrymore's
latest picture, "Don Juan," at a premiere at their theater last night.
Repeated and prolonged applause indicated that both the Vitaphone and the
picture thrilled the audience which
filled the house.
That the Vitaphone
marks a new era in entertainment
was the opinion generally expressed
in the lobby.
Fully half of the evening was devoted to an exhibition of Vitaphona
numbers, which preceded the picture,
Opening the program was a brief address by Will H. Hays in which ho
congratulated
Warner Bros., the
Western Electric Co. and the Bell
Telephone Laboratories for their invention.
The audience listened attentively to every word, marveling at
the excellent enunciation and tone
coming from the direction of the
screen on which Hays was seen.
Then followed the overture. Fob
the first time in the history of film
premieres there was no orchestra in
the pit.
Motion pictures on th<j
screen showed the musicians from
(Continued on Page 3)

—
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Audience At "Don

Chadwick Appeals Decision
Los Angeles Chadwick is appeal-

$40,000

Features Reviewed

Thrill

in the industr\^

the theater owners of America a boon-

the layman,

it

of

(Continued on Page 3)

Educational's New Home
Educational has taken a lease on the
entire
Bldg.,

22nd

floor

of

the

Paramount

now

nearing
completion
at
Times Square, between 43rd and 44th
Sts.,

To

sound and action is impressive.
seems that a perfect mechanical device has been

The synchronization

ing a decision of the Superior Court
favoring the Mission Film Corp., and
involving two features. "The Tomboy" and "Flattery." The plaintiffs
allege that Chadwick guaranteed the
entire cost of "The Tomboy" within
six months after delivery of the picture in New York.
They claim the
picture was released more than a year
ago but Chadwick failed to render an
accounting.

for its

home

office.

The

lease

luns over a period of years, for which
This
the company will pay $137,500.
is the only lease taken in the building
by a film firm other than Famous.
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of

ville,

the

American

has

by the courts that acts similar to the
granting of licenses for the local per-

formance

of

music

amusement do not

—

Hopes

It's

ta

Settled

Hollywood.

York.

ground was gained by the four

New

during

issues

firm

and Claremore.

2 to

Gausman,

—

ing

:

McKinney, Vernon and Abilene
Oklahoma cities are: Muskogee, Vini-

Hope that the decision handed
Ambassa down by the Dept. of Justice would
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash- end "once and for all time" the difington 9794, London Ernest W. Frcdman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., ficulties between exhibitors and the
London, W. I., Paris— La Cinematographic Society and that exhibitors would
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.
recognize that the Society is " exercising its lawful rights" in collection of the music license from theaters, was expressed yesterday by
Financial
J. C. Rosenthal, attorney for the Society.
The Society, he pointed out,
Filmday, New
dress:
Harvey E.
California

the

day's

lead-

trading.

1

film

for

shown.
There is
will

due to the
fact that larger earnings arc expected from
these firms by the time the next dividends
rise is believed

to have been

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Ratio Asked

Seat. Vtc.
Seat Pfd.

...
...

*Balaban & Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

.

32-8
iTVi
..

73 J4

11354

Famous

119H

..121

Players

32?^

700
400

37^
73^

Eastman Kodak ..114
•Fam. Play. Pfd.
*Fam. Play. Rts.

Sales

..

..

73;4
114
121
119J4
454

'260

600
200

6

TH

the

Vitaphone

very marvelous and has great poss
bilities.
The synchronization was al

Warner

solutely perfect.

Bros, are

t

The

present

rate

is

1-1

S.

L.

("Roxy") Rothafel:_

"I think the Vitaphone
chance that the request
be favorably acted upon, it i.s marvelous invention."
little

is

a

ver;

Jules E. Brulatour:

believed.

"The Vitaphone in my opinion is
Additional developments in marvelous achievement and will prov
never had any desire for a fight with
a great blessing to the motion pictur
exhibitors, whose opposition, he said, "World's Markets" will be found on
industry.
smaller
theater
The
was due to reliance on statements of page 5.
throughout the world will now be

'

i

Mexican Business Off 40%
Mexico City Daily the effects of
the economic boycott are becoming
Booth Chain Up to Ten
more serious, so far as theater busiGreenville, Tenn.
Ten theaters ness is concerned. While there is a
will comprise the chain of Booth En- mass of conflicting reports, it can be

—

trade.

when deals now pending
are completed. The firm already ha,=
seven houses, and has completed
plans for theaters at Greenville, Newport and Sweetwater.
Houses now
in the chain which is headed by E
A. Booth are: Princess and Liberty
here; Lvrir, Joncsboro; Gay, Newport;
Jefferson,
JeflFerson
City;
terprises,

Close

life'."

Nicholas M. Schenck, vice-pres
dent of Loew's, Inc., said to

each two German picture*} be congratulated."

—

are payable.

of

FILM DAILY:
"In my opinion

(Continued from Page 1)
portations be limited to one American

Warner Pictures "A" advanced 2Ji points;
Pathe, 1J4 points; Famous common 25^; some leaders to the effect that the
Famous preferred, 1^; Fox Film "A" 1 Society was operating in restraint of
pomts.
\yi
point; and Warner Pictures

The

(Continued from Page 1)

partment.

that

nothing whatsoever to
do with the pul)lished music or with
any physical objects which etiter into
the course of interstate commerce
and that it has been held repeatedly

Cable ad-

Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

provisions

1)

of
in a place
constitute interstate commerce, even when the contracts are entered into in a different
state from that where the performance may take place" said the de-

was found

Society

Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y

Phone

(Continued from Page
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Some Opinions

Saenger Gets 100

.

I)

8,

are merged with the company's holdt made this great new instrument po;
ings in the transactions just com-i sible, and to them and to all wh
Thati have contributed to this achievemer
pletcd by E. V. Richards.
Saenger was financially backing theso I offer my congratulations and be;
organizations which have been very wishes.
"To the Warner Bros., to whom
active in the theater field is common
due credit for this, the beginning of
talk in Dallas.
Texas cities where Saenger now new era in music and motion picture:
controls leading houses are: Witchita I offer my felicitations and sincere;
Falls, El Paso, Paris, Corpus Christi- appreciation.
"It is an occasion with which th
Loredo,
Breckenridge,
Bonham
Sweetwater, San Angelo, Texarkana public and the motion picture indui
Del Rio, Robstown, Ranger, East' try are equally gratified.
"It is another great service an
land, Hillsboro, Ellis, Palestine, Big
Springs, Amarillo, Sherman, Reen- 'Service is the supreme commitmet

"It
Tel.

Sunday, August

stated conservatively that attendance
is off 40 per cent, with further decrease expected.
Difficulty

With

Electricians

Production of "The Knickerbocker
Kid" was temnorarily held up when
the Electrical Branch of Local No. 52

obtain

an
most complete musical programs, an
for the first time offer their patron
entertainment which will compar
very favorably with that of any othe
house. The synchronization was pei
feet and the rendering of songs an
orchestra music was marvelous.
predict a great future for the Vit;'
phone and sincerely congratulate th
Warner Brothers on their stupendoi
achievement."
E. B. Hatrick, International New
"The Vitaphone is a great thin
and it will prove a boon to the entii
It will benefit the averag
industry.
houses far more than the larp
houses, and thus will bring peop!
into moving picture theaters to hti
the music, who formerly did not a
a

position

to

the

best

'

A. F. of L., protested against the
holding of reflectors by anv person
74J4
other than an electrician. When the
23^
im
•Intern'l Project.
incident occurred on location, opera4,566
42
42 H
42 "^
Loew's, Inc
Pennsylvania Exhibitor Deaths
tions suspended for the day.
Alfred
500
23^4
23^
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
Pittsburgh
Funeral services for T. Mannen of the Tec-Art later de19
*M. P Cap. Corp.
tend."
two_ well known exhibitors of this cided to comply with the union's desm 59 ll',266
Pathe Exch. "A"
100 territory have been held.
tParamount B'way
97J? 97 J^
S. A. Ncs- mand, temporarily at least.
I F
I T*»
ttRoxy Units ... 25/. 24
bit.
Home theater, Rochester died
ttRoxy Comnron
6K 554
at
bis
home.
The
52
5154
sudden
death
Bros.
of
Skouras
Jacksonville's "Building Race"
74
72!^
"Stan. Co. of Am. 74
Alfred Battison of the Lyric at YuJacksonville.
Fla.
The "building
200
85^
Trans- Lux Screen
kon, caused a great shock throughou* race" here between Publtx and UniOR
97
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
the territory for he apparently was versal is nearing the final lap. Work
LEARN TO SAY
3054
•Universal Pict
4554
•Warner Bros
in the best of health.
is nrosressing rapidly on the Florida.
1,400
175^
16!^
18>/J
Warner Pict
S;l..=^00 000
Pviblix project, with tho
Warner Pict. "A" 20}i 18!4 2054 6,100
Finish "Masked Woman"
1437 BROADWAY - TEL 5580 PEN.
• Last Prices Quoted
1,200 seat Riverside house, which will
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT
P>alboni has completed direction of be operated bv the Sparks circuit,
tt Bid atid Ask
t Bond Market
"The
Masked
Woman,"
with
Anna
Q. subsidiary of JTniversal, also being
•• Philadelphia Market
Nilsson and Holbrook Blinn, at First rushed to completion.
National studios in Burbank. It is a
to
Meanwhile, a buildine- is being reWhen you think of
June Mathis production.
This is to notify all producers that
modeled to house a 600 seat theater
through my attorneys I shall begin
downtown, between the Imperial and
legal action for damages against any
Seiter Writing Denny Picture
Rialto theaters.
person or persons or corporation who;
William A. Seiter is working in colmay purchase from unauthorized and
you are thinking of
laboration with Harvey Thew on the
irresponsible agents old titles of mine,
Finish "Return of Riddle Rider"
and after creating plots in their own
scenario of Reginald Dennv's next, "The Return of the Riddle Rider,"
S
1
studios, make and release these picE
S
"The Cheerful Fraud." Production Universal serial starring William Destures as "Curwood stories."
No prestarts in two weeks.
historic
magazine story and no one
mond, has been comnleted this week.
Specialists in Motion Picture
or two reel "original" of mine written
Robert Hill is directine^ the picturizaand Theatrical insurance for
years ago can be taken as an excuse
Raleigh House Opens in Oct.
story.
tion of this Arthur B. Reeve
for foisting upon the public a studiothe past fifteen years
Raleigh. N. C. Aronson & Brown
built picture, of which I am not the
author, as a "Curwood story" without
will open the new Palace in October.
Western
Working
on
"U"
fighting the matter out in the courts
Arthur W. Stebbins & Co., lac.
Vin Moore is directing Gilbert "Pee
with me. My address is Owosso, MichiN. Y. C,
Royster at Winston-Salem
1540 Broadway
gan. The name of my New York agents
Wee" Holmes and Ben Corbett in
Winston-Salem, N.
and attorneys will be given on request.
Bryant 3040
Nat L. Roy- their latest two reel western at Uni*Film Inspect
•First

Nat'l

Pfd.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

.

7iH
2m,

10354
74
23?^

3,200
100

Grand,
Lenoir,
Sweetwater.

and

Moneta

at

—

.

.

—

GOWNS

UNIFORMS

BROOKS'

Warning

Producers

INSURANCE
T
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N

—
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ster

is

managing

Auditorium.

Sen.

L.

F.

Sam's versal City, "For the Love of Annabel."

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
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characters on the screen do the singing and the
is

no mistake about

A New

1)

It seems beyond human conception that the
smallest theater
the smallest hamlet of this country can exhibit "Don
Juan"
with an orchestral accompaniment of 107 men in the New
York
Philharmonic Orchestra. This is what the Vitaphone has done
Metropolitan Opera stars, like Martinelli, Talley, Case; violinists

m

it.

Vista

It will be not to the de luxe theater that the Vitaphone will
like Elman and Zimbalist spreading their artistry to
the far flung
ove a boon. The relatively few houses of this type will look
corners of the world for untold millions to hear and enjoy—
the
)on the process as a novelty. It is not to be expected that the
Vitaphone has done this, too. Can there be any doubt that a
itaphone will replace orchestras at theaters like the Capitol,
momentous event has come to pass in the industry?
ew York, or the Uptown, ChicagoDisregarding houses in this category, however, the realization
"Don Juan"
mes that the Vitaphone can be developed into a service for
The greatest legendary lover in the world reaches the screen»th exhibitor and public.
The tremendous influence of good
It has romance, dash, chivalry and a swing
usic is now brought to the very lobby of every theater in Amer- "Don Juan" is big.
To the large number of smaller exhibitors, faced by trade that stamps it as one of the leading production efforts of the
1.

ctors

which seriously jeopardize

their

enterprises, the

Vita- year.

one might easily be salvation.
The Vitaphone should be placed within the financial reach of
lery exhibitor that wants it.
For the theater owner, the process
eans a greater hold on the public through the appeal that will
ways be good music's. By widespread use, the Vitaphone
eans the ultimate development of new patrons for motion picture
eaters. It can't help but accomplish this end since, by its very
mposition, it makes possible the recording of any and all of
e worthwhile, beautiful moods of music through symphony
chestras and through world-famous operatic stars.

The

Possibilties

The potentialities are tremendous. Mediocre music supinted by the best in the rank and file of the nation's theaters
Dance and song numbers, vocal
ily makes a rosy picture.
lections, violin solos, jazz bands in synchronized form sold on a
;ekly basis to offset the competition created for the little fellow
presentations at big theaters that, too, is a potential Utopia
the average exhibitor. Music scores for all features, mechanilly timed and perfectly adjusted, are in the ofifing.

—

•

Vitaphone Debut
(Continued from Page

1)

h long and near shots as thej?
dered the overture from "Tann^
iser,"

by Wagner.

The volume

Efrem Zimbalist, violinist, with Harold Bauer as his accompanist.
Both
instruments blended almost perfectly in the reproduction.
The presentation which brought
the greatest ovation was that of
Giovanni Martinelli, who sang "Vesti

approximately as great as if tha
hestra had actually been playinfl la Giubba" from "Pagliacci," Leonca:he theater but as a whole the in- vallo's opera, the accompaniment bei
iduality of each instrument did ing by the New York Philharmonia
i

extent,
register to its fullest
nry Hadley conducted the New/

k

Philharmonic Orchestra.

"Humoresque," played
)vorak's
Mischa Elman, with Josef Bonaccompanist, aroused an enthu-.
The violin notes
tic reception.
e reproduced with amazing fideland beauty of tone,
n a picture house presentation
tch, "His Pastimes," Roy Smeck
,

demonstrated the versatility
:he Vitaphone through his playing
A
a banjo, ukelele and guitar.
itable storm of applause followed
h number.
larion Talley appeared on thq
:en against the background of 3
den scene from "Rigoletto." Hef
nber, "Caro Nome," did not makg
impression it should have, possibly
ng to Miss Talley's inexperience
iuch work.
ariations fom "Kreutzer Sonata,"
Beethoven, were rendered by
:her

Orchestra. None of the famous tenor's personality and tone was los^

John Barrymore's

finesse, his suavity and his charm are
picture will have a wider appeal than "The Sea
Beast." It will find a readier response among women. All over
America there will be signs of adoration for Barrymore. The
promise made for the picture by the Warners has been fulfilled.
Barrymore is, of course, predominant. He has never done
anything better. He is the romantic actor here and an artist to
his finger's tips.
To Alan Crosland, as director, a full measure
of credit is due. Seldom has a supporting cast such as this been
assembled. Mary Astor, Estelle Taylor, Warner Oland, Montague
Love and Williard Louis. Nigel de Brulier, Jane Winton, John
Roche, Helene D'Algy and^Phyllis Haver. June Marlowe, Myrna
Loy, Helene Costello, Josef Swickard, Hedda Hopper and Lionel
Braham. And in flashes, Sheldon Lewis, Emily Fitz Roy, Marion

delightful.

The

Nixon.
It was a gala night.
For their courage, the Warners deserve
every commendation. When many producers had rejected the
Vitaphone, they took it over. It has cost them time, energy and
money and, perhaps, some neglect of their business of making
and selling motion pictures. The result warrants the act.

KANN
was screened. The score, arranged loud-speaking telephones similar to
by Major Edward Bowes, David those used in the public-addressing
Mendoza and Dr. William Axt, wag system of the Western Electric Co.
played on the Vitaphone by the Phil-That, in brief, sums up the process,
harmonic Orchestra. By closing one's although its delicate mechanism is the
eyes a person could easily imagine result of years of study and experithat the musicians were "down front." mentation.
Occasionally during the latter pard
Under the plans of its sponsors.
of the picture, brief interruptions oc- Vitaphone will immediately assume
curred when both the film and musiq its work in providing music of the
stopped. This was explained as duo highest quality for theaters of the
to

the

nervousness

of

the

operator

interpretation. when switching reels and not attriby
Vitaphone
the
Storms of applause and cheers greet- butable to any mechanical defects.

ed the rendition.
Spanish courtyard atmosphere was
created on the silversheet for "La
Fiesta," in which Anna Case sung,
supported by the Metropolitan Opera
chorous and the Cansinos, dancers^

Origin of Device
The Vitaphone was perfected by
Warner Bros., the Western Electric

and accompanied by the Vitaphone Co., Bell Telephone Laboratories and
Symphony Orchestra, with Herman. Walter J. Rich, who comprise thq
Heller conducting. This number was Vitaphone Corp. of America, develenthusiastically received.
opers and owners of the device.
"An Evening on the Don," with a
The Vitaphone utilizes the systen>
depicting
Russian peasants of producing photographic records
scene
seeking diversion on the banks of thg with discs made in synchronization

was perhaps the with the film. Then discs are reproriver,
The group duced through a machine coupled tcj
presentation.
singing did not register effectively.
the motor which drives the projector.
high tension microphone transmits
Preceding the main story of "Don
Juan," was a brief prologue, the scorQ the sound into electrical voltage with
of which was provided by the Vita-t the currents in turn passing through
ten-minute intermission an aplifying-reproducer, and then
phone.
through
into
sound
followed and then the picture proper transmitted
ice-bound

weakest

A

A

nation.

The system discards the former
plans to synchronize sound with pictureSj through use of a photo-electrio
cell on the outer edge of the film
which process necessitated a special
projector for its practical use in theaters.
The Vitaphone is a separate
mechanism, which may be attached to
any projector.
The machines are
separate, one holding the film, the
other the recording disc, with a
marker indicating the starting place.
To assure synchronization, they are
coupled to the same motor whose
speed is attuned by a vacuum tube
regulator. In event of a break in the
film, therefore, the Vitaphone stops
in accord with the projector.
Fluc->
tuations in the speed of the diso
caused by mechanical vibrations and
irregularities are safeguarded againsl
by a devke which eliminates possible
This is done
variations in speed.
(.Continued on Page 12)
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SPECIALIZATION
IN

Standardization

TECHNICAL
PROBLEMS

A RICH FIELD

±
By DR. GEORGE
Director,

National

K.

BURGESS.

Bureau of Standards

{Paper read before the Society of M. P.
Engineers at the organisation's last meeting
in

IVashington.)

WASHINGTON— Motion

pictures

was
all

the first
current

published analysis
available
stocks

of
in

America.

The Bureau has also studied the
measurement of short intervals of
time,

shutter

speeds,

light

sources,

The opportunity for physics an^
chemistry to aid motion pictures en
Th
photosensitivity to specific frequen- gineering is a wide open door.
cies of spectral radiations, and the Bureau's efforts to serve you ar
color properties of dyes, filters, and limited by space, funds and stafi
Fortunately Congress gave us on
lights.
Accurate rendering of color effects effective way to join forces the re!
will use all measured data and meas- search associate plan. Thirty or mor'i
uring devices to control color and national associations similar to you
color behavior, from the lights, cos- own maintain such associates. Whe
tumes, and sets in the studio to the a problem appears hopeful of practi
to perfect the color rendering.

improvement must come through

The
ac-

about as modern as the optical systems, optical glass, and
Bureau
of
Standards, both
are fire hazards.
An early study gave
twentieth century products.
As an data for regulating steamship transorganized
branch
engineering portation of films.
of
Highly concenyours is ten years old the youngest trated arcs (900 candles per square
of the family.
In 1900 photography millimeter) clearly require safeguard- selective color sensitivities of film
was still in days of hit or miss. ing. The Bureau's code for protect- emulsions, color transparency of
Progress in measured control has ing the eyes of industrial workers is lenses, clear through to the color
brought us a developed art.
The here of direct concern to the studio characteristics of the projector lights.
new motion picture which will add and projection operators though less For research on the constants of
color, stereo-relief, and sounds will be
serviceable to the actors exposed tc color and the color properties of mahighly complex in its technical as- intense lights without protection.
terials the Bureau's equipment is expects.
Standardization and measured
cellent,
although funds and staff
New instruments developed pri- would
control will then be more than ever
be needed for new work.
indispensable.
In fact the trend in marily for Bureau research may be
How the Bureau may further
of interest to you
a precision senall industry today is toward complete
serve the motion picture engineers'
sitometer for plates and films; equipmeasured control standardization.
society as a group may best be ilfor precise colorimetry, photo^
We are in a period of astonishing ments
lustrated by several actual cases in
progress in handling color, sound metry and radiometry; new cameras which the Bureau, upon request of
and the three-dimensional handling for special uses, one to photograph engineering societies, rendered much
lights and sounds.
of both
The flying bullets in a millionth of a needed and appreciated service.
acoustical
counterpart
of
stereo- second, another to photograph proPure science is usually too abstract
scopic vision now possible gives what jectiles from big guns, another foi; or intricate for direct application.
we may call the stereophonic render- photographing the complete exterior Hence the Bureau's service is chiefly
ing of incidental sounds. Sounds are of corroded pipe; a research camera through the expert. Advisory comnow transmissible without distor- for developing photography through mittees, comprising some 900 specialtion and amplified without practical haze; and a target practice camerr, ists cooperate and confer with the
which locates in three dimensions Bureau on research programs
limit, and tonal reception is nearly
and
each shot in naval gun practice. The
photoflawless.
Their successful
the validity of methods and results,
reported. Bureau's method of photographing and also assist in applying such reelectric
reproduction
is
These possibilities are most interest- the entire interior surface of a rifle sults. The older branches of engibarrel is also to be tried out for
ing and important.
neering, to which the Bureau owes
Photographic progress is hardly photographing the interior of the its existence in no small measure;
measurable in low percentages. Film bronchial tubes in clinical cases.
thus serve as advisors to the Bureau,
A good example of a fundamental Bureau experts, in turn, serve on
increased
sensitivities
have
been
many fold for the longer waves by achievement in Bureau research is a technical committees of such societies.
For indoor photog- new filter recently produced, which Contacts thus formed result in cokryptocyanine.
raphy red-sensitization and quartz transforms ordinary long-wave incan- operative research for the mechanical
lenses (transparent to the more actin- descent light (below 3000°K) to the civil, electrical, mining, electrochemstandard white at 5000 °K approved ical, refrigeration, heating and venic wave lengths'), film sensitivity have
increased speeds from 600
& D to by the International Congress of tilating, automotive, and othei?
Photography as normal white as de- branches
3,000 H & D or five times.
of
engineering.
The
Before making a few constructive fined by color temperature. Current Bureau's facilities are, as far as
suggestions, may I remind you that researches are in progress on emul- means and staff permit, at your disthe motion picture has already taken sions, ripening control,
effects
of posal for testing, research, informafirm hold in science as a tool of added substances, causes of sensi- tion, standardization, or cooperative
Motion study, the be- tivity, variation of characteristics research.
great power.
havior of the slow process of growth with temperature, diffuse reflection
What the Bureau has done for
in microbiology, the study of high- visibility
of
radiant
energy,
and other branches of engineering, it has
speed mechanisms, and scores of many others.
in part done for photography, color,
specialties are making excellent use
Color Pictures to Stay
illumination, sound, optical glass, opof motion pictures.
Science will inYour problems ramify endlessly, tical instruments, and other subjects
creasingly use motion picture for but the single purpose to render a vital in your field.
record, study, discovery, and instruc- scene on the screen in full motion
Another enterprise might be a
tion. In popularizing science no meth- color, relief, and sound
is a natural
handbook of critical constants of the
od evokes greater interest than the basis for classifying the data needed motion picture engineering, definimotion picture.
to solve them.
Color pictures aro tions,
and
equivalents,
standards,
My theme is the possible contacts here, to stay, to improve, to add tabulated data for your use. Your
we may have with your field. Much realism, and to gratify the human society might initiate the movement
of the data at the Bureau on light sense of color.
Such successful films and confer with suitable publisher;^
and color, photography and me- as "Toll of the Sea," "Wanderer of as to the most effective plan for comchanics may be of value to you— phy- the Wasteland," and the Fairbanks' pilation and publication.
It is possical constants; visibility curves; lu- film "The Black Pirate" prove that
sible that our experience in connec-,
minous efficiencies of light sources) color pictures are most eflective and tion with the International Critical
light attractive.
showing how
curves
and
Tables may be of practical value ii^
are

—

—

—

—

H

—
—

special
sources, dyes, filters, and
glasses emit, reflect, transmit or absorb the visible or the actinic wave
lengths. The Bureau's atlas cff films
and plates and their characteristics

The arrival of color pictures calls
for the solution of many similar problems of color definitions and specifications for materials and devices.
Every technical aid should be given

—

solution
the
Bureau provide
quarters, general facilities and cc
operation.
The Bureau laboratorie
supplement research facilities of thos
cal

now conducting

research and

affor^

for those who have none.
Your self-interest and the inter
est of your art properly demand th
utmost that science can give.
Yo
know better than I the many techni
cal
problems which confront yoi
with the introduction of relief, color
facilities

and sound.
physics-

— the

These involve technica
particular

field

of

th

Bureau of Standards.
Urges Classification

Your experience has
realize the

need of

led you tc
classification. TIk

sequence

of operations involved i;
natural outline for such classifica
tion.
In 1921 Mr. Jones of youi
Society published an excellent graphic
analysis of the ten steps essential t^

a

reproducing

an

image,

from

the

original object to the observed photo-

graphic reproduction.
If extended
to cover the newer phases of color
relief, and sound, it would make for

motion pictures an excellent outline
for a system like the Dewey Classification.
The
classification for

Bureau's published
radio has aroused

interest and proven most helpful. A
similar outline for your subject would
facilitate the classification of data
literature, catalogs, researches, and
best of all, serve as a basis for a
standard of process.
For purposes of standardization
this cycle from the original set tq
final screen view should be treated
as an organic and unified whole. The
entire process leads to a single result
the
screen
picture.
It
should'

—

eventually have a completely inter-;
locking standardization.
Each item
affects every other.
analyze intensively so as to
specify accurately the measured factors of successful service.
Thirty
thousand measurements perfect thai
functioning of an automobile.
It
would be interesting and fruitful tc
analyze the measurable details which
ensure the perfect screen picture^;

We

The maxima and minima set for each;
such factor, when based on sound
science, become a standard of prac-'
Such

a standard assures screen'
uniformly high quality
I am glad to note that your work is
taking an international turn.
Stand
tice.

pictures

of

Such a reference
connection.
for the physical sciences is nowi
in press and it will be daily used in ardization leads abroad and enduring
practically every research laboratory standardization must be on a worlc
basis.
in the world.
this

work

i

/

—
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AN INTERESTING ANALYSIS
OF THE
AMERICAN SITUATION IN

JAMES

By

--htbildbuehne"

40 Cents Top in Tokyo
Tokyo This city now has about 30

Germany

Offers

Some Ar-

—

home-made

picture which was really liked.
Foreign producers are warned not to show
scenes of Japanese people or customs unless
they are absolutely authentic.
Ridiculous
scenes of this nature will never be a success
in
"Siegfried" and "The Cabinet
Japan.
of Dr. Caligari' 'were received warmly.

Doublon Joins Gaumont-Metro

an editorial captioned:
merican Problem," the situation

is

scussed thoroughly, as follows:
"There has been much talk recently about
tagonism against American fihns, a-n anfonism which was alleged to be more or
strong in this country as well as in
s
whole of Europe.
Let's analyze this
;hly important question
as far as Gertny is concerned.
First of all we should
e to deal with the rather senseless claim
Germany should or could do without
It
;

lerican

—

Paris

Lucien

Doublon,

known in the French
"The sumed charge of the

In

films

"It

may be

im

all

practical-

located in the center of town.
They
charge 40 cents for the best seat,
"Chishigura,'' produced by the Nippon Katsudo Co,,
had its premiere recently and was the first

compels her to buy product from

e States.

all

partment
wyn.

useful to point out that apart
sides of the question, this
luld
be an utter itnpossibility for sheer
;essities of the market.
'Lichtbildehne' recently published some highly in
esting and important figures proving that.
the time being, even if she wished to,
:rmany could not very well miss American
oductions.

Gaumont-Metro-Gold-

—

—

"The Waltz Dream," who is going to make a picture in India; Karl
Boese, another German director, and
G. W. Pabst, who is making Sascha
pictures for Phoebus release,
Lilli
Damita, the French actress, will star
in the latter group.
of

cent

of

the

German market's

de-

"So if, theoretically speaking, the Germ market would try to forget America
ogether they would liave to raise their
production to about 430 films a year
d their imports from other European quartIn order to accomplish
to nearly 900.
ch a considerable increase, the industry
mid have to find new funds to the extent
This, unta'ore than five million dollars.
r present conditions
would be an impos)ility.
Which means to say that, even
she
wanted, Germany could not mis?
nerican productions just now,
"Certainly, however, it's not only this ar'n

>

News from
Growth
Rapid

Film Buying Concerns
Some Notes of French

of

—

New Movement,

ards

—

Editor,

HI-MARK FILM SALES

CO.

Distribuiion

Nat Nathanson,

.Pr? s.

Exclu.iive purchasing agents and'rerresentativei for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Cable address
Hirnark

London

— The

new

amount

of

comment

but

Phone Wisconsin

:

New York

5196-5197

6

t

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo*
N. Y.

St.

co-operative
the

in

fair

trade,

r*-*FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry
1541)

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

"THE NEST"

—

The

International Stage Success with

PAULINE FREDERICK
GEORGE WALSH

(Continued on Page 8)

in

6 High-Class Society Melodramas

Foreign Territory

NOW READY:

Now Available

Western Comedy Dramas
152

West 42nd

H.

St.,

Cable Ferdinadam,

AND SELECTED

ADAM

New York

City

^^"'^"^

SIMFILMCO

Phone Wis. 1143

oj

Y

Merit''

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
of

''' ^^
"° ^"^^
SIMMONDS PICTURES CORP. NEW
YORK CITY
I

723 Seventh

i

I

London

SMICOFILMS

New York
PIZORFILMS

J.

MOUNTAN,

Inc.

City, N. Y.

President

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and distributors
Paris

London Address:

Address:

Mr. Arthur

Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Ruo do Lancry,

31

RICHPICSOC. PARIS
Cable Address:

Levey,
Portland Place

London W.

Paris, France.

Cable Address:
Cable Addresses

New York

Avenue
D.

I
T

Resident Buyers for Foreign Producers and Distributors

and SERIALS

I

I
)

the Finest Independent Productions

ANUTTS

r

RiCHMOUNT Pictures

j

Distributors

C

A URES-COMEDIES

I

CO., Inc.
York, N.

TO FAME"

YAKIMA!

AKIMA
Ft

"RISING

All Foreisn Rights

N. Y.

Nevir

YIP!

12 BIG Y

In a series uf 6 five reel

FERDINAND

"T HE KICK-OFF"

YIP!

BILL BAILEY

Avenue
^^Productions

FOREIGN TERRITORY

i
t

i

it

—

j

I

Film Renter, London

a
a

Vienna comedy; one to be Jnade from a serial
which ran in the big Ullstein papers,
and another, to be selected.

i

booking movement has excited a

Film, Est-Europe-Film (Exclusivites
must
Cinemondial, which
Seyta),
not be confused with Mondial-Film
Films-Aurore
(G, d'Imbleval)
Union-Artistic-Films, SelectifonFilms, and Societe Anonyme Fran-

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING

London Address
Napoleon Films, Ltd.
8 New Comptoii St.
Chirint Cross Road W. C.

Following

Announcement
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

cannot be said to have found
any favor with exhibitors.
Never
have I known such extraordinary
pains taken to keep this meeting a
man films chiefly. They are, for thq secret, and many exhibitors that were
most part, small enterprises, but arc down from the provinces previous to
very active indeed. Among the new- the lunch were extremely reticent
er concerns are La Production Fran{Continued on Page 8)
LibertyCinematographique,
caise

:

Foreign

Tow-

Its

By Arrangement With

;

Exclusive

highlight; "Der Seekadett,"
"Das Madal aus der Vorstadt,"

Christians,

British Exhibitors Unfavorable

of

729 Seventh

Mady

Go-Operative Booking

Paris

Production

sheer necessity which makes this
per stand up against '100 per cent anti'Lichtbildbuehne' really voices
nericanism.'
5
opinion of the majority of the trade-^
solutely emphasizes the fact, that, even if
e
could,
Germany should certainly not
ss the pick of the American product which
German public likes and has a right
5
see.
On the other hand, it certainly cant be denied that, at the present nroment,
nerican pictures seem to be in a rather
which is
'kward position in this country
First of all, some of
e to two reasons
(Continued on Page 8)

ment

;

training school for actors.

"LA CINEMATOGRAPHIE FRANCAISE"
Paris The growth of film buying
"According to these figures, the German and selling agencies in Paris has been
irket in 1925 altogether consumed 618 feaphenomenal. One can register a new
res, 2S6 of which were home productions,
concern of the kind almost every two
lilst 218 came from America and 114 from'
These agencies deal in
ler foreign quarters.
This means to say weeks.
it
America supplied, roughly speaking, French, American, Italian and Gerper

cupies the
naval film

Weine Making Picture in Vienna
Vienna Pan Films is producing
"The Queen of Moulin Rouge."
Robert Weine, who made "Caligari,"
the director, and
the star.

7

"Wien-Berlin," "Die Drci Mannequins,"
in which is contained an elaborate fashion
parade;
"Es Blasen die Trompeten,'' a
"thrill" picture in which an army officer oc-

Foreign

•

mds.

—

Berlin Terra has launched an extensive
production program.
The
current schedule provides for seven
features in December. They include:

Berlin
One of the important deals
in the trade here is between Joe May
Prod, and Phoebus.
May will continue to have his own unit.
Phoebus now has in its fold, besides May, Ludwig Berger, producer

is

WUl Have

Terra Films

Joins Phoebus

—

Training School for Actors in Italy
Rome By order of Mussolini, the
Teatro Costanzi will have a national

altogether.

other

of

well

trade, has aspublicity de-

MOSCOW— TOKYO AND
OTHER EUROPEAN CAPITALS

CUNNINGHAM

fair-

ly

rlin
In recent weeks, "Lichtjldbuehne,"
one of the leading
|ide publications in
Germany, has
Ivanced many reasons for the showAmerican films in Germany,
B: of
hiike
most European countries,
jrmany openly admits, through
uichtbildbuehne,'' that sheer necesly

showing pictures,

sized theaters

P.

May

—

ments in Favor of American
Films

E'

PARIS— LONDON— BERLIN

Foreign Markets

GERMANY

Lmerica and

TRADE BRIEFS DIRECT FROM

Cable

Address:

I.,

England

DEEJAY.

RICHPIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the best in Motion Pictures

LONDON

'
'I

THE

i^m
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Developments
By

Use Acts

200 to
Phil

Tyrrell,
Looks for

Visiting
100',

New

Present- O- Grams

York,

Increase

<

in

Don't be a miser with your presentation ideas. Pass them on to
your fellow exhibitor through the

Middle West Bookings
About 200 houses in the Middle medium, of Present-0-Grams, where

West

stage stunts from all sections of the
country are gathered in terse but

be using presentations next
estimated by Phil Tyrrell,
Chicago booker, who is now in New comprehensive form.
When you find that one of your
York on a business trip. This will
be an increase of approximately 100 presentations get over with a smash
ivrite us a description and mail it
per cent over the past season.
the
Present-0-Grams Editor,
Tyrrell expects to have about 35 to
FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,
weeks on his schedule this coming
season. Part of his lineup of weeks New York City.
Canada, six;
will
be as follows:
Prologue for "Son of the Sheik"
Florida, five; Texas, nine; FinkelA scene in Algiers formed the
stein & Ruben, six; A. H. Blank,
for "The Son of the
Michigan;
Circle, background
Capitol,
eight;
A basso opened
Grand Central, St. Sheik" prologue.
Indianapolis;
Tyrell the business with "Son of the DesLouis; State, Minneapolis.
ert," following which the ballet of
had 20 weeks the past year.
Bands will be featured in his at- eight girls danced "In the Sudan."
tractions, said Tyrrell, who is stop- Afterwards the premiere dancer did
Before coming "Dance Mauresque." A closing feaping at the Astor.
to New York he visited St. Paul. ture of the show was the Four BagWinnipeg, St. Louis, Buffalo and dads, Arabian acrobatic troupe.- Edother cities. He will remain in New ward L. Hyman, Brooklyn Mark
Strand Theater.
York about one week.
fall,

will

it

is

THE

—

Local Talent Revue
Beban Act at Rivoli Aug. 14
New
Haven
Local talent used in
George Beban's act, interspersed a Maid Revue,
both singer and
in the picture. "Loves of Ricardo,"
dancer.s being included in the cast.
beginwill be at the Rivoli the week
Girls showing exceptional ability were
ning Aug. 14. Twenty-four persons

—

recommended for stage careers to a
including some
New York producer. Poli's Palace

are in the attraction,
members of the picture's cast.
enact a scene from the film.

The week

after

They

—

Theater.

fV.

Aztec Presentation
derson will stage the presentation
San Antonio "The Court of Monand the next week, Paul Oscard will
tezuma" was staged against a garden
be the producer.
or courtyard background.
In center
stage a statute of a god occupied a
Preparing "Carmenicita"
niche.
Six principals and 16 girls
A condensed version of "Carmeni- comprised the cast. Aztec Theater.

—

—

is
being prepared for picture
house presentation by George Dol"Blossom Time Revue"
The company comprises 14
lini.
Des
Moines In staging "Blossom
Art
MusiMoscow
the
members of
cal Studio brought to this country Time Revue, "a rose garden set was
The closing episode was a
by Morris Gest. DoUini will break used.
radium syncopation numin the attraction at Keith houses in fantastic
ber.
Capitol Theater.
New York for two weeks.
,

cita"

To

Gus

Protects

Trenton

won an

—

Gus

Name

Edwards has

protect his
name. The Court of Chancery
has ordered Gus C. Edwards,
revue actor, to affix to all his
billboard and other advertising
matter the phrase; "Noit the
Original Gus Edwards," in letters as big as the name itself.
In addition Gus C. Edwards

action

to

Give Recital At Sesqui
Frank Stewart Adams, assistant
to Henry Murtagh at the Rivoli, will
give an organ recital at the SesquiCentennial Exposition, Philadelphia,

Sunday.
Russian Dancers Close Tour
Rcnoff & Rcnova, Russian dancers
are back in New York after closing
a tour with a two weeks' engagement
at

the

must show cause by Aug.

why
ed

10
he should not be restrain-

from using the name Gus

Edwards so

as to lead the public to believe that the complainant Edwards is the star to the
show. Gus C. Edwards is said
to be preparing a production at
the Million Dollar Pier, Atlantic

Citv.

Stanley,

Philadelphia.

Aschers Start Aug.

B'zvay Presentations

Presentations Productions D
partment To Play Acts Into
Five Chicago Houses

—

—

Chicago According
to
prese
Ascher Bros, will inaugura
their presentation policy Aug. 22,
Attractions prepared by the r

Rauth and ballet; "Love and
the Moon," Clarabelle Nord-

plans

hplm, lyric soprano, wnth dance
interpretation by Pavla Reiser
and Rolande Pucell; "Barcarolle," from "Giaconga," Carlo

cently

baritone

Ferretti,

;

organized presentation d
partment, headed by Roy McMulle
will be played into the West Engl
wood, Highland, Mid-West, Dral
and Colony, which will open abo

overture,

"Raymond."
Colony Second exhibition

of
—
Lingerie Fashion Revue.
—
Rivoli "Phantom Melodies,"

Aug.

20 Westerns Acts for Meyers
About 20 acts, engaged at the We

—

"March

14.

elaborate presentations w
be later staged at the Terminal ai
Sheridan. Big names will be used
these acts.

;

overture,

Slav."

Coast, will be brought East this

by Walter
first

How

B'way Does

It

Colony
The

stage attraction at the Colony, "The
Lingerie Fashion Revue," is considerably
below the house's standard.
Both the garments and the girls who display them are

not strikingly attractive.
Richard La Marr, tenor, opens the presentation before a black drop, singing "Lonely

You and Only Me."

Norma

Gallo,

of

the

musical comedy stage, then executes a waltz
which is cordially received.
I5y this time
full
stage has been revealed,
showing a
Modiste shop with eight models posed on
pedestals.
In the center of the background
stands a model of Venus de Milo.
display their lingerie and give
the audience a better view by strutting along
a runway extending over the orchestra pit.
Miss Gallo. who is the brighest spot on
the program, follows
with a splendid interpretation
of
an
Oriental
dance.
She
makes her entj-ance in a sort of flower-cover
ed chariot drawn by two "slaves of fashion."
The Six Luba Girls do a Tiller number, being followed by the Follies Sisters.
The
show closes with a black bottom number by
tlie
entire ensemble.
During the promenade of the models the orchestra plays popular music.
girls

Rivoli
Days," presented at
week by Dan Quinlan and

"Minstrel
this

Richards,

the

Rivoli

Roehm &

typically a blackface show.
The initial scene depicts a wharf on the
Mississippi^ with
negroes loading a river
steamer.
The usual darkey songs are given.
Then the set changes to a long-shot of the
river, with two steamers racing.
vocal
description of the competition is provided
by a river captain.
Finally, in a hall scene,
the minstrels assemble and do their historic
stuff, with the captain playing the interlocu
tor.
Comedy is injected in the presentation
through a fat negress.
About a score of
men comprise the cast and their vocal work
is
satisfactory.
is

A

June Castleton Act For N. E.
June Castleton and her six Broadway beauties will soon leave New
V'ork on a six weeks' picture house
and ballroom tour through New England and Pennsylvania,
C, L. Dixon and Francis Arthur own the at-

Gets Acts for Balaban & Katz
Balaban and John Balaban traction.
J.
have returned to Chicago after engaging acts for the Balaban & Katz Isham Jones For Capitol, Chicago
Chicago Isham Jones and his band
houses.
will begin a year's contract with the
Capitol Aug, 22 under a new policy,
Whiteman Starts Tour in Oct.
having been hooked through Phil
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra Tyrell Attractions,
Jones recently
will start their tour of the Publix cir- disbanded his
Brunswick Recording
cuit in October.
Orchestra.
A.

—

l!P

More

staged by John Murray Anderson Clarion Trumpeters overture.
from Oscar
Melodies
Friml.
Strand Mark Strand Frolic;
;

2

New

(Week of Aug. 8)
Fantasia,"
"Ballet
Capitol
with Vlasta Maslova, Bayard

—

—

h

EDDY

The

John Murray An-

1926

8,

Presentations

in

ARTHUR

Sunday, August

fsj

& Edwin

attraction

Meyers. Tl
due in about ot

is

month.

New Attractions for
New attractions for

Stanley
Stank

the

houses are: Aldine, Wilmington, Le;
land & Keller, dancers; Amerique

Mosque, Newark, Edna To;

Neville;

rence

&

Co.;
Olivett, dancer.

Branford,

They

all

Newar!
open th

week.

"Vaudeville Curse"
Presentations Which Do Not A:
Appreciation of Picture Are Confession of Failure, Says "Roxy"
is the curse of film c?
hibition todav, according to S,

V?udeville

1

(Roxy")

Rotiiafel.

"It is the function of the program
interpret the action and character of ti
picture, to lift it up and carry it over tl
"
flat dimension of the screen," he says.
is interpretive music which supplies the hoc
and foundation of the presentation. Jazz b
longs with a jazz picture.
.Serious mus
estalilishes
the mood of a serious dram
but the music should not obtrude itself up<
the patron.
It is interpretative in the fi
meaning of the word. It should become
integral a part of the picture that the lin
of
confluence are scarcely distinguishabl
To import a vaudeville troupe and perm
it
to cavort about the stage irrespective
the type of picture, is to my mind only
confession of failure and defeated showma
:

i

'

ship.

"Prologues, unless you have soirrething
the picture itself that can be linked up wii
them, are bosh.
A jjrologue should not
a
distinct
part
of
the
entertainment,
should blend into the picture, and form
complete unit."

I

1

j

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

i

;

THE
unday, August

Pauline Frederick in

—State

Paramount
"Bucking the Truth"
DeMille Pictures—
Prod.
ENTERTAINING, ALTHOUGH
Dist.
Corp.
Dist.: Producers
Universal
THE SUGAR-COATED PRO- ZELDA SEARS' MUSICAL COM- FAR-FETCHED WESTERN FORCESS OF REFINING THAT
EDY FURNISHES FIRST
THE STORY HAS UNDER- RATE AMUSEMENT ON THE MULA BUT SUFFICES FOR
GONE TAKES AWAY SOME SCREEN. SETS A TRIFLE SEVERAL GOOD SCRAPS
OF THE INTERESTING TOO GOOD A STARTING WITH HERO TAKING THE
PHASES OF THE ORIGINAL. PACE BUT IT IS ENJOYABLE USUAL BEATING FOR FOUR
ALL THE WAY.
Cast.... All thoroughly capable but
REELS BUT MAKING A VIC
Star.... Is making good use of her
several not quite the types that
mannish bob.
As
the masculine
TORIOUS FINISH.
Rex Beach probably had in mind.

Rights

:

Splendid in role that provaried
dramatic moments
which she does very well.
3X

ifides

St.... Marion Nixon wholly pleasng as the girl in love with George

who plays Miss Frederick's
son quite capably. Richard Tucker
and others William Dunn,
John Miljan, Harry

White,
Northrup.

'pe of Story.

.

.

.Dramatic romance.

The story of "Devil's Island" has
perhaps more direct association
with reality than will be imagined
by the average person viewing the
Concerning, as it does,
picture.
the means by which
ishes her criminals,

France punit

vivifies

very dramatic episode of real

The

French
Island,

Devil's

"lifer"
is
off the

a

life.

sent
coast

to
oi

he spends
confinement with
the possibility of parole at the end
of that time and the chance to
enter the prison city of Cayenne,
on the coast of French Guiana
where the inmates are allowed to
marry and given parcels of land.

seven

where

Guiana

French

years

in

are employed in the
the story, one of romance and pathos well blended and
working toward a rather well
founded climax. The development
interesting and some quite efis
fective dramatic action finds its
way into the telling. It would
seem, however, that the storv offered material for a really great
dramatic theme but this has no«
The subtitles are
been realized.
Jeanette's lover, Valyon,
artificial.
a great surgeon, is sent to the island. They are reunited after seven
years in Cayenne to remain prisoners, both of them, until the end of
Leon, their son, grows
their days.
into manhood and after the death of

These

facts

building of

his

becomes famous

father,

as

a

surgeon and finally his skill wins
him his freedom, also his mother's.

The romance

of

Leon and Rosa

Marie, a dancer, is appealing and
provides for some of the dramatic
moments of the piece.

ox Office Angle. .Unusual

in

theme

-and rather certain to appeal to a
majority, especially those who de-

'

I

I

;

:

j

;

mand

pictures that are different.
.There is an excellent
xploitation.
opportunity to secure newspaper
space by stories devoted to the actual facts presented in "Devil's IslYour folks may also recall
and."
having recently seen news reel
views showing a troupe of prisoners
.

.

embarking upon

their final voyage;

destined for Devil's Island. Promise some more interesting work by
Pauline Frederick.
irection

Frank O'Connor;

fair

uthor
cenario

ameraman
hotography
ocale

length

Moran

Leah Baird
Leah Baird
Andre Barlatier
Very good
Devil's Island
6,900 feet

"A.B.", secretary to the big boss,

and pretty,
Leatrice gives a pleasing perform- Star. .. .Takes a terrible drumming
Noah Beery good and Louise Dresand has a whole troup of pursuers
ance but she looks far more lovely
ser about the best type in the cast.
at his heels but he comes through
in fussy frocks.
Helen Jerome Eddy suitable and Cast.... Tom Moore the handsome
in true hero style.
the minor parts nicely done by
hero.
Toby Claude a real bright
Bruce Gordon hero's chief
Cast
players who appear to have been
spot as the gay old Granny.
antagonist and others William La
selected with particular care. They Type
of Story. ... Comedy romance.
lone
Roche, Charles Whittaker.
are Allan Simpson, Florence TurPaul Sloane got "The Clinging
Reed the girl, who of course bener, Richard Arlen, Charles Lane,
Vine" off to too fast a start. He
lieves in hero.
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., and Charset too rapid a pace and couldn't
lot Bird.
maintain it all the way through. Type of Story
Western. "BuckHowever the story is amusing and
Drama; adapted
Type of Story
ing the Truth" varies but little
with Leatrice Joy, in a thoroughly
from Rex Beach's magazine serial.
from the tried and true formula
well suited role, doing her utmost
"Padlocked" is entertaining and the
brand of western entertainment. It
to keep you interested, there isn't
story ofifers interesting situations
known hokum
has all the well
much doubt but that it will hold
combining the well known and reworking out in the same old way.
them. The story is novel and has
liable elements of humor and pathos
It has the usual quota of thrills
the sort of romantic element that
in clever fashion. Those who never
and action stunts with several
mixes well with comedy. Leatrice
read Rex Beach's original story
knock-out fights the outstanding
is
known as A.B., the mannish
will be wholly satisfied with it. To
In these hero usually winds
bits.
type of secretary, and her word is
others it may be disappointing but
up the victor but he takes a goodly
law in old Bancroft's establishment.
Hero is conobvious that certain alterait
is
share of the blows.
She even fires his nephew though
Many of the
tions were necessary.
stantly in danger of capture for
he works in a western office and
The
author's comedy angles have been
a crime he didn't commit.
she has never seen him. The charman suspected of the crime had
omitted and the real gem of thq
acters are all brought together at
forced hero to change clothes with
piece, the hanger-on relations of
Bancroft's summer home where he
him and thereby diverted suspicion
Belle Galloway, has not come in
is recuperating from an attack ot
Hero's trials begin
A
from himself.
for its full share of importance.
gout. Jimmy, upon his arrival, tells
when a description of the supposed
little more stress has been put on
the world what he thinks of A.B.
murderer is broadcast and his outthe pathetic plight of the heroine.
She overhears and keeps out of
Of course
identically.
tallies
fit
Edith Gilbert, whose father would
Meanwhile Granny Bancroft
sight.
there is a girl, rescued by hero from
reform the world but into whose
decides to renovate A. B. into a
who
smuggler,
an attack by a
home there finally creeps all the
beauty so when Jimmy meets her
knows hero isn't guilty. Then there
Lois
which he fought.
vices
he falls in love with her. A .B. falls,
is the old mother love angle in the
Moran is a wistful, very delicatq
too, and her next step is to try and
little old lady who is confident bad
Edith, with misfortunes enough tq
help Jimmy sell his egg beating
men aren't bad and she even pleads
A
keep her in constant sorrow.
invention so that he will ask her to
for the life of the man about to be
romance looms on the horizon
At the same time
marry him.
hanged for the murder of her son.
fades but has a climax fulfillnient
Phillips, a jokester who has an eye
She happens to be right and her
the
original
from
variation
Another
of A.B. himself, tries to get hold
son is duly restored in the climax
is that Edith is eventually reconof Bancroft's emeraldite land but
which rounds up the smuggler gang
ciled with her father who sees the
through A B.'s clever trick she
and proves hero innocent. "Buckhavoc his prejudices have wrought
manages to sell him Jimmy's old
ing the Truth" is the obvious sort
Allan Dwan, who probably isn't reranch thereby giving Jimmy the
of western so the denouement which
sponsible for the changes, has used
funds necessary to get married. It
discloses the "murdered" man still
the provided script to the best adwith
nicely
out
smooths
all
in very good health is not apt to
vantage and his efforts make for
Phillips getting the worst of the
prove any surprise.
story
sustaining
interest
a smooth,
bargain and A.B. and Jimmy headed
that will undoubtedly please.
Box Office Angle
Just another
Lois

Lewis

Leo

Pete Morrison in

"The Clinging Vine"

'RONG DRAMATIC APPEAL,
JNUSUAL LOCALE AND
MOTHER LOVE DOMINATE
FHE STORY. GOOD ACTING
COMBINES TO MAKE INTERESTING ENTERTAINMENT.

suitable

Leatrice Joy in

"Padlocked"

"Devil's Island"
hadivick Pictures

-^^
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sweet

•

for the altar.

Has

plenty of
audience appeal and with Lois
Moran as the heroine the picture
should go well at the box office.
Attractive title and
Exploitation
can be worked efifectively with advertising stunts of varied kinds. Bo
sure to talk about Lois Morap's
fine work and use plenty of stills
A trailer including some of
of her.
the beautiful close-ups of her will
Catchlines
your folks.
enthuse
worked in conjunction with the
title will also bring them in.

Box

Office Angle

_

Direction

Author

Allan

Dwan; good
Rex Beach

western.

Office Angle. .. .Amusing and
gets away from the beaten path.
Will please.

Box

ments

Has

hero
they expect.

Length

6,700 feet

necessary

ele-

romance and a
give them what

Exploitation .... You might make a
Perhaps they like
contrast in girl types and cause a Exploitation
Pete Morrison's line of heroics. He
local newspaper discussion on the
is a thoroughly refined cowboy hero
kind of girl who fascinates men
who always gives his enemies the
most. You have two kinds in "The
benefit of the doubt and sometimes
Clinging Vine;" the mannish type
He has a
to his own detriment.
Leatrice portrays at the start and
likable personality and can put up
the girlish type that she becomes
a good scrap which should appeal to
when it is a matter of winning a
your men folks.
be
will
shows
Fashion
husband.
appropriate.
Direction
Milburn Morante; fair
Direction
good.

Paul

Sloane

Author
Scenario

Zelda Sears
Jack Levine and Cameraman
Rex Taylor
James Howe
Cameraman
Arthur Miller Photography
Cameraman
Very good Photography
Photography
Very good Locale
Y. City Locale
town-N.
N. Y.— Stamford, Conn.
Small
Locale

Becky GardinerScenario
Jas. Shelley Hamilton

the

of action,
qualified to

Author

Scenario

Length

6,400 feet

Length

1

Jay Inman Kane

Same
Richard Fryer

Good
West
5,000 feet

THE

DAILY
after another to oblige the

more

sel-

Finally Mr. Mule gets
animals.
peeved, loses his nice disposition, and
chases Noah all over the first ocean
An interliner, nearly wrecking it.
esting number, especially for the kids.

"Lieut.

—

A

Jazz Version

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Fox announces this as a "jazz version of an O. Henry story."
It is a
good fast comedy number, a little too
heavy on the old pie-slinging type of
comedy, but nevertheless it keeps
moving and the laughs keep coming.
That is essential and since it is the
picture should get over nicely. Hallam
Cooley is the hei-o and it seems his
father was about fed up on paying his
son's bills so when father refused to
pay a hotel bill Hal was put to work
His inexperience and
in the kitchen.

—

very
good, as also are Cliff and his dog.
The canine is put through some very
amusing and clever gags. Altogether
a bright and breezy offering.
Virginia Vance as the

girl

is

complications ensue when his sweetheart misunderstands his alliance with
the hotel and thinks it is a financial
connection. She brings on a troupe of
girl friends and prepares to stage a
Embarrassment follows emparty.
"A Sea Dog's Tale"— Sennett— Pathe
barrassment for Hal but eventually
Cannibal Island Adventures
his pa decides that since sonny has
of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Type
made good in the kitchen he'll buy the
hotel for him.
Billy Bevan in order to square his
board bill with his landlady is about

"His Girl Friend"— Stem Bros.
Universal
Young Love's Troubles
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Edna Marian is starred as the popuFather
lar girl with many suitors.
kicks them all out of the house, but
Archie is the persistent suitor who
cannot be so easily dismissed. He returns disguished as a very attractive
girl, and father sarts to get romantic.
So Archie strings him along and the
laughs resulting are long and many.
Finally Pa discovers the deception
and chases the imposter all over the
town till a cop interferes and arrests

marry her. Meanwhile the daughter of the king of the cannibal island
sees Billy's photo and falls desperSo the king dispatches
ately in love.
messengers to bring in Billy. They
to

kidnap him just as the minister is
about the tie him for keeps to his

Billy manages to extract
of comedy from the adventures that befall him among the
The best bit is the closcannibals.
ing sequence where his rival throws
him into the ocean. When he lands
at the bottom, he immediately adapts
He
iiimself to his new surroundings.
lights a match and starts a fire on
the ocean bed, and the smoke is seen
the old boy for insulting a woman. on the surface surrounding the canniThis leavs Archie and Edna free to bal king's private raft.
Another
Sprightly fun good gag is where Billy puts a star
elope at their leisure.
that will entertain.
fish on his coat as a traffic cop's
badge, and starts directing trafific

"Keeping

Trim"

—

landlady.

a fair

amount

Grantland Rice among the
Pathe
Athletes in Training
in

fishes.

—

"Mixed Brides" Century
of production. 1 reel sportlight
Universal
This release shows the necessity for
athletes to keep in constant training
Troubles of Youyig Love
if
they are to remain in condition. Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Various leaders in different branches
Wanda Wiley says good bye to her
of sport are shown going through
country boy friend who goes to the
their daily exercises.
Eileen Riggin,
city to make his fortune.
Feeling he
champion swimmer, is shown sprintis practically a •'.Jdlthv man when he
ing on the beach and canoeing in
gets a job as delivery boy running a
rough water. Gene Tunney, heavyside-car
motorcycle, he sends for
weight contender, goes through his
Wanda
so they can get married. But
training camp work for the benefit
the aristocratic Jones family have
of the camera.
Other leaders in the
arranged a wedding of their fat son
world of athletics do their stufT, and
August with a certain stout beauty
make this an entertaining reel.
whom August has never seen. There
is a mixup at the railway station, and
"The Mule's Disposition"— Unnatural
Wanda is mistaken for the Jones'
History Bray Prod.
boy's prize.
She is rushed to the
Tale of Noah's Ark
wedding ceremony. In like manner
Type of production. 1 reel animated the lat girl thinks Hector is August,
Nice combination of animated car- and parks herself in his motorcycle.
straight
photography. It all results in a wild scramble on
toon
and
Walter Lantz tells in this one how the the part of the four principals to
mule got its mean disposition.
He straighten out their nuptial mixup.
details the story through a colored Finally Hector, Wanda and the minmammy talking to some mischievous ister are thrown together pell mell
Then the cartoon sequence is info the motorcycle, and the minister
kids.
used to show the good natured mule performs the ceremony as they speed
on the Ark giving up one stateroom along.

Type

.

—

.

Foreign Markets

Pathe
Historic

News Reel

Type

of production. .. .2 reel special
An interesting compilation of the
motion picture record made by Lieut.
Dog" Cameo
"Meet
Commander Byrd, of his flight to and
Educational
Here is the
from the North Pole.
lecord of a history-making flight that
Cabaret Life
has all the thrills and romance of the
1 reel comedy
Type of production
most absorbing piece of screen ficClif? Bowes works up some humor- tion.
But the thrill in watching it
dog
ous situations with the help of his
is the realization that this marvelous
named Pal. Clif? is trying to make flight to the North Pole is actually bestrong impression on his new ing conducted before your eyes. The
a
sweetie and takes her to a cabaret for start from New York on the steamer
a large time. But the dog follows him carrying the giant plane is the opener,
there, and creates general confusion and from then on it is a series of
when he mixes among the waiters and stirring adventures in the land of ice
dancers and almost wrecks the place. and snow.
There is a kick in the

My

(Ja:

192i

8,

Com. Byrd's American Polar
Flight"

fish

"A Lickpenny Lover"
O. Henry Series Fox

Sunday, August

America and Germat
^

(Continued from Page 5)

American

.productions
lately
relea
have not liad a standard justifying it, wV
means to say that the German public c m
wants and shall only get the very best I
ductions and, as a matter of fact, tt
are quite a lot of them.
"It certainly, however, was not alw
the fault of the pictures if American j
ductions and seme very famous too
been unsuccessful here lately.
Very ol
it
has been only due to the fact that t
have been too badly edited and exploii
Most of the blame for this of course, is
to the renters who have been handling tb
pictures and who have failed to give pro
attention to the all important problem
Part of the blame for the
editing.
pleasant situation is also and quite rigl
so
attributed to the Atn'erican home offi
scene where Byrd finally hops off in for having failed to always properly api
But the big ciate the 'atmosphere' of the market and
the plane for the Pole.
thrill is the sight of the exact location having thus repeatedly caused some ill f
ing by the tactical blunder of trying to fo
of "the top of the world" as the avi- American methods instead of rather ads
ator photographed it as he circled ing them to the specific atmosphere of
above the dreary waste of ice and market.
"Anyhow, it can be taken for granted t
water. Then the triumphal return and the German trade or at least its big i
reception, all of it combining to make jority -certainly has no ill feeling agai
the most spectacular news reel that the American trade and that such ill feel
may exist or had existed will be chas probably ever been filmed. It is as
siderably smoothened by the fact that
great stuf¥ for
weather, this pic- Americans seem to be quite in earnest n
turization of ice, snow-capped moun- as far as the carrying through of the
As a' mat
idea is concerned.
tains and snow-drifts.
Above all, it ciprocity
of fact quite a number of important G
is a historical treat that your patrons
man features are being released in Araer
just now or will be so before long; :
will thank you for showing.
Germany, on the other hand, is of ecu
continue
taking
willing
to
tb
quite
American productions which are really si
The German trade
able for her market.
"Mister
Christie
quite realy and set for practically carryi'
flirough that 'internationalism' of the tr;
Educational
which (principally in after dinner speech'
the Kitchen
has so often and quite rightly been terir
Type of production. .2 reel comedy to be the very life and soul of that tr:
the

—

—

—

—

—

—

warm

Wife"—

When Hubby Runs
.

.

After an argument over the way his
eggs are fried, Neal Burns brags that
he can run the house better than his
wife.
So they change places for the
day, and his wife goes out to run
his office.
Then Neal's troubles begin.
The cook has been doing a
Charleston in the kitchen, and kicks
a hole in the floor.
The old radio
bug downstairs has a hard time sticking to the program as the plaster
keeps fallng on him every time Neal
walks around. A funny gag is worked with a pile of loose feathers which
the comedian starts to clean up with
the vacuum cleaner. But a little dog
in the other room tears the vacuum
bag and the result of Neal's work is
that he keeps cleaning the feathers
from one room only to litter up another.
When his wife comes home
he has made a fairly complete wreck
of everything, and is forced to admit
that he does not shine as a housekeeper.

of

ours.''

News from

Paris

(Continued from Page 5)

caise des Films Vendredi.
It is n
unlikely that some of these agenci
will combine, or die out.
*

*

*

"Au Revoir et Merci" (Good-Bj
and Thank You!") is the title of
Parisian film, produced by Donatic
and Colombier, from a scenario 1
the comedy writer and revue authc
Rip. The star is Lucienne Kerly ar
Donatien himself. Film-Armor holJ
the world rights.

Go-Operative Bookini
(Continued from Page 5)

about the matter, although

I

foui

no diffi.culty in ascertaining the
viewpoint afterwards.
The meetii
was, I understand, called by Messri
Lyons, Gale and Fowler Pettie e)|
tirely

in

their

private

capacity, an

was attended by many members

"Chop Suey and Noodles"

—

the General Council, including
Aesop's
president, as purely exhibitors,
not in their official capacity.

<!

tli

ari

Pathe
Chinese Cartoon Cats
The co-operative movement d
Type of production..! reel animated not elicit very much support, ar

The fun starts in a laundry, with much destructive criticism was fortl
the mice assisting the cat laundrymen coming at the meeting on this pha;
to get out the week's wash.
One cat of doing business which, it was fe
starts to deliver a package, but meets in
more than one quarter wou
a sweetie and forgets all about his bring with it retaliatory measures
job.
The boss comes along and kid- a kind that exhibitors would not lik
naps the girl. After that there is a What did find favor, however, w;
regular tong war among the cats as the proposal for exhibitors to inte
the different factions fight over the est themselves in making British pi'
kidnapped girl. The wicked laundry tures and buying their own produc
boss is finally killed, and all hands which is a threat that certain exhibi
at the laundry are happy over the ors have held out to the K.R.S. c
prospect of getting a kinder one.
occasion for some time past.
<

nday, August

8,
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

New
Louis

Synchronizer

Man

Better Brenkert Spot

Patents Method of Co- Model

Spoken Word
Action on Screen

jrdinating

With

wlien "talking" motion
through mechanical means
about to become a reality, the
E
S. Patent Office in Washington
awarded rights to George 1^.
';Donnell of St. Louis on a syssynchronizing the actual
h of
ice to movements on the screen.
McDonnell's method of achieving
co-ordination is by providing
s
;ry frame of film with a film strip
ntaining cues for concealed orators

X

I

fe

C-14

Embodies

Numerous

eatures for Effective and Efficient
Spot and Flood Illumination

Though

At a time
[tures

SAMUEL DATLOWB

the

world

lias

progressed

state where there is constant
demand for efficiency and the breaking down of tortuous details, this has
not been the lot of the man connect
ed with the mechanical end of the
to

a

Sales Double
Spanish Mission House

—

Indianapolis
In line with
the vogue for period architecneighborhood house
ture in
construction, a new 1,500 seater
going up here is following

Spanish mission

style.

The

theater will cost about
$200,000 and will be completed
by December. Robert L. Hudson, Richmond, Ind., exhibitor
has taken a 20-year lease on
the house.

business.
Every step forward thuifar has entailed more or less routine
work or the loss of the much soughtafter efficiency.
Brenkert of Detroit has made an
attempt to combine ease and best reactors, who recite the appropriate sults in operation in the C-14 spot
Projector for Editors Shown
Hovv this is and flood light, which has just been
es to suit the action.
A
small projection machine, deWhile lhi.s
be accomplished is described by launched on the market.
apparatus follows the old Brenkert signed for the use of film editors
cDonnell as follows:
been demonstrated by Robin
principle, several improvements have has
"In filming the picture there is proSurrier. The principal feature of the
been
made
with
these
objects
in
travel
led a film strip arranged to
Moviola Midget Projector, as it is
mind.
ross the upper set of the picture,
called,
is the
fact that it throws a
Chief among the improvements is
id strip being mounted on rollers
cool light and the film can be held
the
dual
conducting
focus
lens
sysd at a point remote from the set
tem, which permits varying of tho before it as long as necessary withd in line of vision of the actor.
spot illumination from 18 inches in out danger of fire.
"The actor performs the appropri- diameter to full flood effects in a
; action co-ordinated with the words
Austin Organ for Circle
single unit.
This has the« double
at appear on the several strips so
virtue of doing away with changes
Conn. An orchestral
Manchester,
at, as the action is filmed by the
and reducing the number of spots organ, manufactured by the Austin
the
appear
across
mera, there will
for a house of ordinary size, without Organ Co., of Hartford, is being in
m at the top in alinement the same subtracting
from its effectiveness.
stalled in the Circle, where workjrds that constitute the prompting
In the lamphouse, double bearing men have beeri busy with redecorabject matter of the strips as they
carbon guides maintain a perfect arc tions. In addition to pipes, the orss from one roll to the other in
without binding under the heat, thus gan will produce the effects of
e line of vision of the actor.
preventing one of the common causey chimes, drums and harp.
"In reproducing the film the pro- of trouble at a point where the spot
and
:ting machine is so focused
Hero
light should be most efficient.
Glynne's Bay Shore Ready
ntered that the picture will be pro- also are located telescoping control
Bay Shore, N. Y.— Glynne's Bay
ced on a screen in which there is rods, permitting the control handles
rmed, at the top of the picture, a to remain in one position regardless Shore, which will open here next
Thursday, will be equipped with a
The words appearing across the of the arc lamp travel.
t.
$35,000 Moller ortn are projected through the slit
Other improvements stressed by cooling system, a
d screened on a screen, back of the manufacturers of the C-14 are e gan, which will function in addition
An orator is posi- perfectly balanced lamp house, count- to an orchestra.
e main screen.
)ned between the two screens and erbalancing the angle at which the
peats the words as they are reImprove Cooling Plant
arc lamp is tilted so that it remains
oduced on the supplemental screen. in one position rigidly without fastenRepairs have
Greenville, S. C.
"In this manner an extremely real- ing; pre-set collars, which prevent been made to the cooling plant in the
of a talking motion back focus when spotlighting and Carolina theater here, with the re;ic production
cture is provided as the orator is predetermine maximum flood illumi- sult that the system is now working
tirely concealed from view of the nation
desired; a quick operating satisfactorily.
idience and has before him the framing and dowser shutter built into
ords appropriate to the action of the lamp house and controlled from
Schiller on Tour
picture appearing on the main the rear, where controls for the entire
e
Sales branches of
Francisco—
San
enabled
reen.
The orator is thus
apparatus are situated.
Organ Co. will
Morton
Robert
the
deliver the spoken words approbe visited bv J. A. Schiller, general
bate to the action in exact synchonEquipping New House
manager, who is making an mspecM with the action of the picture."
Chandler, Okla. Construction of tion trip.
the new H. and S. house having been
completed, installation of equipment,
Klock Theater Re-Equipped
This includes a
is now under way.
Wichita, Kan.— Miller Enterprises
ventilation
system, spring cushion
has purchased Simplex projectors, a
chairs, Simplex projectors and other
Payne screen and Superlite lense?
projection booth apparatus.
for" the Klock, now under repairs.

—

—

Howells-Cine Reports Large Increase in January July Projection Supplies Turnover
Almost double the amount of projection equipment sold during the
first six months of 1925 has been disposed of by the Howells-Cine Equip-

—

ment Co.,
this year,

during the same period
according to a report just
issued by Joe Hornstein.
Between Jan. 1 and July 30 of this
year, 239 Simplex projectors were
ordered from the firm for installation
in domestic houses, while 21 others
w^ere distributed in foreign territories.
At the same time, 250 Peerless lamps

and

Hertner Transverters were

65

sold.

Hornstein's report does not include projection apparatus of brands
other than those mentioned above.

An indication of what the sales in
these unlisted brands totaled may be
imagined from the fact that for the
month of July, 41 Acme Projectors
were

Jimmy

sold.

Diamond,

charge of the division, thereby
first

in

won

prize in the national contest con-

ducted by the

r

Acme

manufacturers.

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.
J.

3678
•

»-^4

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

Specify

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

—

Revamp Electric Light System
Spokane, Wash. The Empress is
being remodeled and renovated. Tiie
chief feature is the installation of an

—

entirely

new

lighting system.

Roberts on Tour

—
Southern

Dallas
the

on
West.
left

J.

a

He

I.

Roberts, manager of
has
Equipment Co

trip
will

,

through the Middle
be on the road for

several weeks.

Tex Coombs in East
Re-Seat Colonial, Tacoma
San Francisco, Cal. Tex Coombs
Spring cushion
Tacoma, Wash.
of the Theater Equipment Supply Co.
old ones at
the
replaced
have
seats
of this city has started on a business
here.
the Colonial
trip through the East.

—

—

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MOSEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St.. New York
Phone Pcnna. 6SS4

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

Wright Resiunes Post
Neymeyer's Gag Men.
William Wright has resumed his
Fred Newmeyer, who is directing
Slightly Under Half of Paramount's iormer position as production man"The Quarterback," has brought Sam
Spring Group to Be Produced
ager
for
Chronicles of America. Mintz, formerly with the Reginald
in East
Frank Heath, now with Famous, is Denny unit, and T. J. Crizer to New
Twelve of the 30 pictures to be also expected to rejoin "Chronicles." York. They will act as gag men on
which
stars
released by Famous in the spring Production at Vitagraph.
"The
Quarterback,"
group will be made at the Paramount
Richard Dix. Crizer was loaned by
Long Island studio.
the Harold Lloyd Corp.
Baxter to Coast

To Make

They

will

12

include

Here

two

Thomas

Warner

Baxter,

who

played

the

Meighan, two Richard Dix, two title role in
"The Great Gatsby," will
Adolphe Menjou, one W. C. Fields, be transferred to the
Coast. It was
two Herbert Brenon specials, two at first planned to
use him in "God
Malcolm St. Clair specials and "New Gave Me Twenty
Cents," but he was
York," to be directed by Luthe, anxious
to return to Hollywood.
Reed.
Brenon will make "Love's GreatRussell Writing Adaptation
est Mistakes," the "Liberty" prizewinning story, written by Frederic
John Russell has gone to the St.
Arnold Kummer.
Lawrence river district to write the

Change Vehicles
Thomas Meighan is to be starred
in "The Canadian" because "Background" has been postponed. "The

adaptation of "God Gave Me Twenty
Cents," to be directed by Herbert
Brenon. Elizabeth Meehan is writing the continuity.

A

Little

from

ot s*

**L

RALPH WILK

By

TOUCHDOWNS"

come

will

thii

and fast in theaters next fa
"The Quarterback" and "The Kiel

off" are among the football pictur(
Condon Writing Comedy
Frank Condon is writing an origi- to be; released, not counting the "Rcc
nal comedy, which will co-feature Grange and "Lefty" Flynn produ'
Chester Conklin and Ford Sterling. tions.

*

The picture will be made at the Paramount Long Island studio, with Edward Sutherland directing.

Agnew Writing
Agnew is

Frances

Our good

*

and "done" it.
Miss Sue Cohen.
the

When

"Not Herbert," which will
be directed by Howard Higgin ana
It wil',
v/hich will star Ben Lyon.
script for

be a Ray Rockett production.
Martin Returning
Canadian" is by Arthur Stringer, who
Townsend Martin, who has been
wrote "Manhandled."
Paul Dickey
and Emmet Crozier wrote "Back- in Hollywood, conferring with Frank
To Take Exteriors Here
ground."
William Beaudine, whc Tuttle on "Love 'Em and Leave
Exteriors for "The City," Clyde
was brought East to direct this, will 'Em," is en route to New York.
Fitch s play, which will be picturized
remain to direct "The Canadian."
by Fox, Ivith R. William Neil directTitle Changed
ing, will be taken in New York.
Sam Zierler, of Excellent Pictures Neill has not worked in the East
Dryden Signs
Corp., has changed the title of the for four years.
Wheeler Dryden has been signed
second of his series of productions
to portray the role of Don Joes in
starring George Walsh, from "His
the "Carmen" sequences of "Bizet,"
Complete "Ace of Cads"
Rise
to
Fame" to "A Man of
Fitzpatrick
the latest of the James A.
Quality."
Work
has been completed on "The
Famous Music Masters series of oneAce of Cads," which was the initial
reel films.
Dryden played the part
picture directed by Luther Reed.
At Garden City
of the fickle opera singer in "Songs
"The Charleston Kid" cast has Alice Joyce, who was in the cast, is
of Italy," one of the Melodies series.
been on location at Garden City, L. I. now appearing in "So's Your Old
this week.
Alfred Santell is direct- Man."
Yost Is Active
ing, with Al Lena as his assistant.
Herbert ("Fielding") Yost is here George Edeson is doing the cameraStart Aug. 30
from the University of Michigan and work.
is
busy, doing advisory work on
The production date for "The Pop"The Quarterback," starring Richard
ular Sin" has been postponed one*
Start Aug. 9
Dix.
Production is scheduled to start week and Aug. 30 is now the new
Monday on new Thomas Meighan date. Malcolm St. Clair will direct,
picture, as yet
untitled.
William with Florence Vidor, Clive Brook,
Lawrence Back in New York
Beaudine will direct, with Alvin Creta Nissen and Philip Sterling in
After last working in "Hard-Boilthe cast.
Wyckoff doing the camerawork.
ed," Fox picture, William E. Lawrence has returned to New York from
Using Two Studios
the Coast to appear in "No TrespassTrevor Finishes Role
Johnny Hines is using the Tec-Art
ing," legitimate show.
Norman Trevor, who was in "Beau
and Jackson Ave. studios for interiors for "The Knickerbocker Kid." Geste," has completed work in "The
Ace of Cads," which was directed by
Players to Coast
Luther Reed.
Georgia Hale and William Powell,
Returns from Coast
who were in "The Great Gatsby,"
Patricia
Rooney, who did the
are en route to the Coast. Lois Wil- editing of "The Desert Healer," has
Here from Coast
Saratoga returned to New York and
at
vacationing
is
son
expects
Springs while Warner Baxter, who to announce a new affiliation next
Wesley Barry is here from the
played the title role, is in the Adiron- week.
She has edited "Monsieur Coast and will work in a picture.
Beaucaire,"
dacks.
"The
Charmer" and The production details have not been
other important pictures.
completed.
Creelman Writing Script
James Ashmore Creelman is writSigns Dan Mason
Shooting "Exteriors"
ing the adaptation and continuity for
Dan
Mason,
veteran actor, has
"The Popular Sin," which will be been added to the cast
Your Old
Exteriors
"So's
for
of
"The
Prodirected by Malcolm St. Clair.
Knickerbocker "Kid," starring Johnny Man," starring W. C. Fields, are beduction starts Aug. 23.
Hines. Blanche Craig has also been ing taken at Huntington, L. I.
engaged.
Julia Ralph Engaged
Catlett on Screen
actress,
Gets Assignment
Julia Ralph, veteran stage
Walter Catlett, comedy star, has
Charles Rogers, who is in "So's
Your Old Man,'
is working in "So's
the cast of "Summer
Your Old Man," will go to the Coast been added to Other additions are
starring W. C. Fields and directed by
Bachelors."
to play a leading role in "Wings."
Gregory La Cava.
James F. Cullen and Charles Esdale.

Maurice

friend,

Pivar, Universal friend, went

Script

writing

*

at the

He married

Herbert Brenon was

Imp

studios years ago,
Claire Whitney was in several
of his pictures. He used her in

"The Great Gatsby."
*

41

«

"Football advisor"

Ed

is

Garvey'

Famous. He did his "researcl
work" at Notre Dame. He is no\
working on "The Quarterback."

title at

*

*

+

Dolores and Helen Costello, Dor
othy Sebastian and Louise Brook
are graduates of George White'
"Sca7idals."

Harry Reichenbach, Felix
Feist and A. M. Botsford had
best look to their laurels. Glendon Allvine is developing a line
of wit that compares very favorably with that of the wits

.

mentioned.
*

*

*

First it was "gag man," then
"comedy constructor."
Now
"The Filmograph" comes forth

with "gaggist."
*

Next!
*

*

King Fisher certainly was a cul
reporter. He started work on a Cincinnati paper when 12 years old.
*

*

(t

Larry Weingarten,

who

has been

publicizing Jackie Coogan for "yahs"
and "yahs," now steps forth as a scenarist.
He did the script for "Johnny,
Get Your Hair Cut," starring Jackie.
This is not bobbed hair propaganda.

•
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HAPPENINGS

oypiLMDOM

FILM DIGEST

i?in-Tin-Tin Stays with Warners
Warner Bros, has closed a conact for the services of Rin-Tin-Tin
Lieut. Lee
ir
the next five years.
uncan is owner of the canine star

New Wardrobe

will occupy a large area or
company's East lot.

hich

Under Long Contract
His work in producing "The Last
Seitz

'

has obtained a long term
Dntract for George B. Seitz with
The director now
[etropolitan.
B
laking "Pals First." a Peter
[yne story.

rentier"

i:-

Gibson Forsakes Mustangs
Gibson has forsaken musings for motor trucks and now ii
oing "Oh Promise Me" in San
"rancisco, under direction of Lynn

Hoot

Leynolds.

Bernard

Columbia Film

in

by

Camp.

Walter

Jr.,

and

J.

Royce

ApproxiSmith, in the near future.
mately $1,500,000 will be spent for
these Inspiration pictures.

Building

Ground has been broken at Fox
modern wardrobe building
>r
a
le

Dog

Inspiration's Six
are planned

productions

Six

Smith Outfits Ships
Leigh Smith, who supervised the
the

of

reconditioning

clipper

ships

"Indiana" and "Bohemia" for their
appearance in "The Yankee Clipper,"
Rupert Julian's next for De Mille
figured in the production of "Down
to the Sea in Ships."

Winifred
Winifred

Dunn on "Twinkletoes"
Dunn who adapted

"Twinkletoes." Colleen Moore's next
for First National, to be directed by
Charles Brabin will act in an advisory capacity on the picture.

ti

of

the

leads

in

"Compassion" with

Heerman Directing Marie Prevost Gaston Glass and Alma Bennett.
Victor Heerman is making "For is a Victor Adamson production.

Only," starring Marie PreVictor VarMetropolitan.
oni and Claude Gillingwater are in

Il

Vives

for

Roth Starts "Mona Lisa"
Eugene H. Roth today started

pro-

duction on the third of the Romance
productions. "Mona Lisa" at the Cafl-

he cast.

Rothstein with Johnson
Hedda Hopper and
fornia studio.
Nat Rothstein is associated with Crauford Kent have the lea dintLmory Johnson in production of roles. Arthur Maude wrote the story
The Fourth Commandment," for and will direct. It is a two-reelcr
U", which has Mary Carr as lead filmed in Technicolor. George Stou*
ohnson and Rothstein were responsi- is production manager.
le
.f

s

for such pictures as "In the

the

Name

Law" and "The Third Alarm,"

producer and exploiteer. respec-

ively.

Barton Supervising Own Story
Bruce Barton is supervising filmng of his novel, "The' Man Whc
^orgot God," for Lasky.

to Direct Denny's Next
Alelville Brown is now vacation inp
and upon his return will direct the
next Reginald Denny picture for
It will probably be "The
Universal.
Four Flusher."

Brown

Edward Laemmle Preparing
Edward Laem'mle is preparing to
start shooting "Held By the Law."
For Universal.
"Corporal Kate" Cast

'SveruonecMM
J^

If

m

It

\P

In

minute!) to

Broadway
Twenty- five
.

.

minutes to the
Beaches .
.

in the Center

o/ Hollywood

TheJSew

rHOlLYWOOD

PIAIA
Hollywood, CaUfomut

^^5=1*-

Standard to Start First
Standard Pictures Corp. wilf start
"Salvage" as its first picture. It was
written by Jay Gclzer and will be
directed by Harry L. Eraser at Fine

asserts.

next

the

cast

of

"Corporal

Kate,

Arts.

Meredith to Write for Goldwyn
Bess Meredith has been loaned by Warners to Samuel Goldwyn
and will write the adaptation on the

Henry King production, "The
Vagabond Prince." It will be adapt"Bill" Howard Back
ed from the stage play "King HarleWilliam K. Howard returned U quin" by Rudolph Lothar. King wiH
the De Mille studio for this week start production upon completion oi
from an extended trip in search o' "The Winning of Barbara Worth."
sheep country locations for "White
Gold,"

Mary
arist,

Jetta Goudal's next picture
Alice Scully, well-known seen
is working on the continuity

Home Directing La Rocque
James Horne has been signed

b>

"Road to
"The Road to Broadway." initia'
M. P. Guild production, is comnlete

Howard Mitchell directed with Edith
Roberts, Gaston Glass, Dick Suther
land. Ernest Adams and Ervin Renard.
Rabbi Aids De Mille
Cecil De Mille has secured Rabh'
Henry Radlin of New York to assis'
in the research for his forthcoming
nicture of the life
King of Kings."

of

Christ,

"The

Miranda with Inspiration
Tom Miranda has been placed under a vear contract as editorial manager

for

Gordon

Inspiration

Pictures.

Taylor Doing Continuity
Rpx Tavlnr is nreparmg the continuitv of "The Wrong Mr. Wright"
Jean Hersholt wil'
for Universal.
be starred.

Cohn Doing "Cat and Canary"

has

signed

is

in Weber Film
to be co-featured

Billie Dove in "The Sensation
Seekers," Lois Wilson's next for Uni-

with

versal.

Schertzinger Filming "Peter Grimm"
Schertzinger
has
begun
Victor
production of "The Return of Peter
Grimm" for Fox. Alec B. Francis
plays the role of Peter, with Richard
Walling and Janet Gaynor in the
leading romantic roles.

May Robson Making Screen Debut
May Robson at last has succumbed
films.
She makes her debut in
"Pals in Paradise," a Metropolitan
production in which Marguerite De
La Motte and John Bowers appear.

to

to

Direct Arthur

Norman Taurog

will direct Johnny Arthur in his ne.xt Tuxedo Comedy at Educational. Arthur has just
completed a picture under direction
of Charles Lament, who has been as-

signed

direction

of

Juvenile

Com-

edies.

Lloyd Cast Complete
All

principal

roles

in

support

of

mountain story
he now is filming for Famous, were
filled with signing of Eddie Boland
and Constantine Romanoff.
in the

The Life of Los Angeles

Cantor Vacationing
With "Kid Boots" completed. Fd
flie
Cantor and family are at Bir
Rear for a month's vacation befnr

Siebel

Appear

Harold Lloyd,

A! Cohn has been assigned the task
of scpnari7ine "The Cat and the Canary" for Universal. Hersholt will be
Paul Leni will direct.
starred.

Bert

to

HuntK- Gordon

Taurog

Vera Reynold's first starring picturo
for P. D. C. picture, are Mabel Coleproduction
next
starting
his
man, Harry Alden, Vera Reynolds Paramount.
Julia Faye and Kenneth Thompson
Siehel Signs Contract
Henry Cronjager is doing camera
work.

Twenty-five

Slayer Pleads Self-Defense
Self-defense is the plea of Fred
Cyriacks in answer to the $45,000
damage suit brought against him by
George A. Kempin for the shooting
Cyriacks denies
of Peter the Great.
the intent was evil, stating he fired
shots into the ground after Kempin
and others came on his premises and
threatened him. One of these shots
was deflected and killed the dog, hf

Ethlyne Clair at Work
the De Mille studio to direct Rod
Ethlyne Clair has returned from a La Rocque in "The Cruise of th'
Hawaii
and
in
month's vacation
Jasper B," a farce by Don Marquis
starts Monday on the seventh of
"The Newlyweds and Their Baby"
Broadway" Finished

Lestern Bernard, brother of Bar- series for Stern Bros.
ley Bernard is to play a leading rolr
"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" for CoGrace Dalton Finishes Lead
ambia.
Grace Dalton has completed one

'ost

Harvey E. Qausman

fo--

i
[

Centers at the

I

Ambassador's

!

new lone

term contract with Samuel J. BrisGertrude Aster Signed
of Banner Prod, as production
kin
Gertrude Astor will play a role in
"The Country Beyond." Fox produc- manager
Reck Titles Comedy
tion starring Olive Borden. Lav/ford
"Galloping Ghosts" is the title of
Davidson, English actor, also is in
Toe Rock's latest Standard comedv
the cast.
featuring "Fattv" Alexander, "KeepWorking in "Upstream"
Dolores Del Rio is working in ie" Ross and "Fat" Karr.
"Upstream," Fox picture, with WalRuth Mix's Supporting Cast
ter Pidgeon and Shirley Mason.
The cast which has been selected
feature
for "Tex." Ruth Mix's next
Ray Fljmn Directing Scenes
Ray Flynn is directing some of for Ward Lascelle Prod, includes
Billington
the scenes for "30 Below Zero," Fox Robert McKim, Francelia
which
Burns,
Fred
James,
production starring Buck Jones. He Gladden
Tom Gibson is directing.
is an assistant director.

famous
I

Cocoanut Grove!
-<4S^>-

-

i
I

I

I

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

|

College Night Every Friday

!

THE

The Week's Headlines

Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all necessary
tion stitnts.
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them orer.
money for others. They will make
money for yon. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Granis" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy shotv-

man.

File

them away.

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when yon rmi these pictures
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who ar*
helping you.

meeting.

shows planned on U.

dull.

Tuesday

smashinji double tie-up with

a

newspaper pnd a hroadcastng station
The Post-Dispatch for a week preceding the showing announced

tha'

the first couple applying after midnight on a future date to be marrie('
would
over the radio station
receive a huge assortment of gifts tc
be donated by local merchants. Tho
request for prospective homemaker'
was broadcast from the station, fol

KPRC

by the announcement tha'.
"Lets' Get Married" was the picture
Then the newsinspiring the idea.
paper ran a special 8-page sectior
called the "KPRC Bride Section."
All the news stories and ads in the
special section were devoted to the
attraction's publicity and a listing of
tlie gifts to be presented to the win
ning couple. Harry Van Demark
lowed

—

Law"

Tied up with the Plain Dealer on
The paper seprint contest.
ured the superintendent of police of
i\

thumb

the criminal detection bureau, a recognized finger print expert, to act as
A three-coljudge of the contest.
umn cut showing him at his desk
going over the entries and two long
special stories procured from him
were used by the paper in addition
the

good display
news section.

in

Stanley directors to ratify Stern Circuit deal
at meeting Friday.
Seven theaters under construction for Griffith Bros.
Utah and Idaho exhibitors to forhn M. P.
T. O. unit at Yellowstone National Park
meeting.
Deadlock in Cleveland arbitration board.
"Ben Hur" to open in 15 cities within 90
days.

Supreme Court

Justice denies Charles Geoly's
films from
attelnpt to obtain six Rork
First National.
P. D. C. to Chicago for conference.
Aug. 1 finds no picture ban imposed on
Quebec by American distributors.
Fox to concentrate on American theaters
before invading foreign field, John Zanft
states,

James R. Grainger closes big Fox contracts
Northwest.

the

in

Wednesday
invades New England in partnership
deal with .Arthur Friend providing houses

Loew

eight cities.
assets now placed at $19,207,766
Thirteen exploiteers engaged by Fox.
Richmount closes deal with Wardour Films
Ltd
for F.nglish territory.
in

.

(Universal)

a

houses

60

of

Fox

Queen Theater. Houston, Tex.
"Outside the

transports.

S.

Rialto-Park Tlieater, Monticello, N. Y., making profit with short subject programs.
Milwaukee Film Board launches fight tc
finish
with poster free-lancers.
Fourteen stations join M.-G.-M. broadcasting

Fabian developing chain
northern New Jersey.

(Paramount)

of the contest in
Keith's Palace.

—

Cleveland.

Expansion anticipated when Skouras Bros
fonn corporation to own and operate St
Louis theaters.
Film exports dropped off $500,000 for the
fiscal

.Screen

Famous

year 1926.
club formed at Indianapolis.
signs Ernst Lubitsch to longterir

contract.
Short subject theater a logical development.
leaders say.
Mexico City exhibitors ordered to keep

houses open.

Block booking checked

in

Northwest

Thursday
Publix ready to take over interest in Butterfield houses in Michigan.
TifTany now has exchanges in many key
cities.

Theater

"Tramo, Tramp, Tramp"
(First National)

Shoe stores were used
tage

in

a tie-up.

to

advan-

Some unique win-

displays were arranged with various makes of shoes compared to
those worn by the comedian in the
In one window was dispicture.
played the shoes of the winners olj
a hiking contest conducted by the
The window display idea
theater.

dow

on

shoe stores,

who

displays, as

it

them.

—

has many good
connection with
are glad to give the

production
angles in

this

publicity

is

Liberty

a

logical tie-up for
Seattle

Theater,

Wash.
Attending Publix Conference
Gus Solomon. Dave Chatkin and

Sam Dcmbow

of

Read

Seal are at the

Publix southern district
conference at Atlanta.

managers

in .'^t. Joseph. Mo.
Synod of Presbyterian Church pas;
resolution condemning
Sunday entertain-

ment.
Enelish Gnvernment expected to act to settlr

C—

is

installing

new equipment.

difficulties

Chicago theater expansion expected alonr
ne\y Michigan Ave. extension and Wacker
Drive.

Fox

loses

arbitration

through

failure

to

riphts

Kansas

in

abide by

C\t\

decision.

Friday
About

1926

8,

closed

1.000
for

theaters

flexible con-

throughout

country

That's That
PHIL. M. DALY,

'.By

GRKAT

consternation reigned at
machine.
the farm of Adolph Piccolo, at
Thus, it may be seen that through
a comparatively simple installation- Kingston, N. Y.", the other day when
simple in consideration of the result Piccolo found that two other midgets
to be achieved
the advantages of the working with him in "The KnickerThey
Vitaphone may be brought to prac- bocker Kid" were missing.
were later found lost in the tal!
tically any theater.

—

The Vitaphone cannot be expected
to result in any material decrease in
the use of orchestras in de luxe
houses of the nation, which always
will insist on maintaining their own
staff of musicians but it will enable
the small theater operator, to definitely enter the field of presentation or

an ambitious

In this connec-

scale.

that "names"
sought to make discs being
filmed while presenting their acts or
musical renditions, so that the picture-disc combination will become, in
effect, practically the same as appear^
ance of the player or players on the
stage of the theater which subscribe.<)
to the Vitaphone service.
tion, it
will be

is

grass.

Twenty-five

years

ago

Harry

Rapf attended the marriage of Miss
Runner to Joseph Zigmond at Denver. Next week, Heleyi Frances Zigmond,

offspring

first

riage, will be
of

married

of
to

THE FILM DAILY.

the

expected,

Production
Smiling."

has started on "Exit
Ever go out that way?

You salesmen who think you

shows.
Jersey

New

local option

senator

drafting

bill

providin(j

much the same
are rented.

manner

as films

now

That, for the present, is expected
to be the chief function of the Vitaphone, although its use in producinj.^
"talking pictures"

considered tho
next logical development.
This is accomplished through a re
cording device at the studio, which
is
coupled with the camera by aii
armature which synchronizes tha
speed of both, through regulation oS
the frequency of the power supply.
Sound is gathered through a specially-constructed microphone and trans?

The Vitaphone should remove
awful disco7n.fort caused the

lated into waves of electrical energ})
whose vibrations are caused by the
striking of sound on the diaphragm
vacuum tube amplifier magnifies
the fluctuations to a degree sufficient
to operate a cutting-machine which
utilizes a needle to cut the impression
into the wax disc.

A

reading experts ivhen stars say different xvords from those in the subtitles.

<<

PUBLIC SERVICE"

Adventure speakers from
Far places, or films only.

Bureau of Commercial Economics
I108-l6thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C

Warners

as

audience

.Sacngcr circuit

Motion

exhibitors

seek

ratio

of

2

1

a<

a'

new "kontingcnt" plan.
"Variety" grosses $173,117 in five weeks
Dept. of Justice holds music royalties from
theaters legal.

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'

houses

to

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

thrills.

gains control of 100

Texas and Oklahoma.

German

Schools, Churches
using

the
lip-

is

on Sunday shows.

Saturday
Vitaphone and "Don Juan" make bow

have

tough life, be thankful.
Pity
the poor fellows who sell for Munehener Lichtspielknnst Akt-Ges, in
Or 7vorse, still.
Suppose
As the Vitaphone does not in any Berlin.
way affect the physical nature of r you had to call on the Chun-hsi-Yinhsi-Kung-Sau, a new theater comfilm, it can be used for synchronizapany in Japan.
tion of any picture now on the market or hereafter made, it is stated. This
is done through the manufacture oS
Rudy Valentino's challenge to the
a disc, which is timed to the projec- writer of the "powder puff" editorial
tion of the picture. That is, the pic- in the Chicago Tribune has borne
ture will be projected at a given av- fruit.
Lee Trenholm, New York
erage speed, its various sequences newspaper man, has taken up the
carefully noted, with music on thij challenge on behalf of the Chicago
disc cued accordingly.
These disci editorial writer.
It's
up to Rudy
are then rented to the theaters sub- now.
scribing to the Vitaphone service, in
a

summer.

favors short-subjects house
National City Bank figures 1926 a reconl
year for general business conditions.
Stanley deals in Pittsburgh and Baltimor.
involve $9,250,000.
A $1,500,000 issue n'
year 6'/i''/r. sinking fund gold note
15
floaled for Mark Strand houses.
Davton. Ohio, exhibitors incensed over frcr

mar-

Ralph Wilk

E W. Hammons

in

Griffith Remodeling House
J. W. Griffith
Lumbcrton. X.
remodeling his Pastime theater and

boom

California'

film

and

nections between the last gear-driven
and the turn-table of the sound

Monday

rectors'

a fly-wheel

shaft

Delay in F.nmous case leads to resignations
by members of Federal Trade Commission.
Big Developments expected at Stanley diDaily

And

(Continued from Page 3)

through

"Let's Get Married

A

Sunday, August

Origin of Device

Exploit- O- Grams

to

jg^

DAILY

12

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films
given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III

Commercially since iSgs
Greater Movie Season, which celebrates
the thirtieth birthday of the motion picture,
calls

to

mind

the fact that Eastman Film

fathered the industry by making motion pictures practical.

Commercially manufactured
Eastman has always been, and
valed as the

since 1895

still

unri-

is,

^^film that carries quality

through

to the screen''.

Eastman have the black-lettered
identification *' Eastman" and ''Kodak"
Prints on

in

the transparent margin.

Look

for

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

it.
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"Beau Geste"
kN

crammed

excellent story,

B'way Long Runs
RivoH and Rialto for Extended Engagements When New Para-

with mystery, adventure and

A

ick.
)

many

copies, "Beau Geste"
/aiting a large audience.

has

Greater than all of these comingredients is the element of brother love which moThe
ivates the entire story.
ffections of that undying naure which eventually leads to
eath itself. It is here that the
iroduction gets ofif the beaten
[

lercial

"it

icy.
It

is

outside the realms of
that outside product will

not

be used from time to time in both

Different
here,

is

the Rivoli and Rialto.

Love Theme

too,

asserts

question

that

itself:

the

Harmony

natural

Whether

or

the public will accept this type

;ot

the

into long run

theaters when the new Paramount
theater opens in late October or
early November.
The new house, as -noted, will be
the leading theater on the Publix
circuit and as such will play all of
the Publix presentations first. Present plans provide for "Old Ironsides"
to go into the Rivoli on a two-a-day
The
basis sometime late in the fall.
Rialto will continue its present pol-

possibility

rack.

A

mount House Opens
Famous will probably turn

best seller, running ineditions and thousands Rivoli and the Rialto

f

1926

9,

Sought

D. William Asserts British Producers are Working Only Toward

J.

Price S Cents

Vitaphone Praised

Big City Runs
The Warners

are as yet un-

determined on complete selling
plans for the Vitaphone. It is
quite possible, however, that
"Don Juan" will be played prerelease in big cities for extended runs with the Vitaphone ac-

companiment.

Warner Stocks at New High
issues of Warner Bros, stock
leaped to new high levels in the mar-

Two

ket Saturday as news of the success
of the Vitaphone spread.
On the
Exchange, Warner Pictures "A"
climbed 7j4 points in transactions
totaling 10,600 shares.
Warner Pictures made a gain of Sj/2 points in a
turnover of 3,700 shares.
Warner "A" closed at 27^ and
Warner Pictures at 22>4.

Fund

for

111

Cameraman

New York Newspapers Enthuse Over
New Synchronization Device — See
New Field Opened Up
Following the public premiere of
Vitaphone and "Don Juan" at
Warner theater Friday night,
New York newspapers devoted col-

the
the

umns

of space to the
zation process.

new

synchroni-

The Vitaphone was accorded very
generous praise. Many of the newspaper critics expressed amazement at
extent to which the invention
had been perfected. In several instances, music critics reviewed the
gala performance because of the presence on the program of such person^
ages as Elman. Zimbalist, Martinelli,
Talley and Case.
Several criticisms
pointed out what were termed imperfections.
These, however, were des-.
cribed as being minor and were held
as essentially unimportant as against
the wide probabilities opened up by
the Vitaphone in the general field of
the

entertainment.

Friends of Edward Wynard. camboy
Excerpts from various newspaper
That End
eraman, who is critically ill at Brook- comment follow:
nd girl situation which has been
and
British
between
Harmony
lyn, have started a benefit fund. ConAMP:RICAN— The Vitaphone marched trivorked to death since motion pic- American interests is sought by the tributions may be sent to I. B. Ruby,
umphantly into the motion picture industry
It should British industry, J. D. Williams, of Ruby Camera Exchange, 727 7th Av. at the press premiere Thursday evening.
ures saw their first light.
love

if

)ut

interest

there

still

as

against

the

remains a doubt.

Herbert Brenon has done a very
The love
Teditable piece of work.
vhich Beau, Digby and John Gestg
lold for each other is splendidly porrayed.
One is willing to die for
he other. And their deeds show full
veil that gladly is this willingnesg
net when the occasion so demands.

In the opening sequences, Brenon
las succeeded in creating a fine susFork
pense.
It is in the Sahara.
^inderneuf is approached. The garAt every post appears
"ison is quiet.
However, there is no life*
I
man.
rhen curious events take place.
When the mystery touches itg
beight, the story reverts to its naturil
beginnings.

Berry's

Work Outstanding

British National Pictures, Ltd., declared in commenting on reportsof
friction between the two countries,
so far as pictures are concerned.
"Now, for the first time, we feel
that the American market is open for
English product and we are preparing
in our large studio to make the kind
(Continued on Page 2)

There

is

one

desert

wastes.

He

—

bit

which

will create

man) a Viking
to the
blows taps. It

sets

fire

Before he
funeral.
funeral pyre, Digby
is

more than touch-

It has that something which
will fairly lift audiences out of their
seats.
ing.

KANN

(Continued on Page 2)

National Bank. The continuous
line of boats taking coal to Duluth
ern

reflect the
business activity section. Milk production and the manufacture of butter and cheese have reached the peak

and freighting iron back

By

—

Toronto Call has been issued for
mass meeting Sept. 2 of Ontario
theater owners to discuss amusea

It was ai somewhat skeptical audience that
:30.
It was a tired but
impressed audience which left at 12:30.
Nearly four hours of Vitaphone and mo(Continued on Page 3)

had assembled at 8

Expect Pathe and Fox Dividends
The "New York American" attributes the recent buying of Pathe Exchange stock to the du Pont interests,
which, it is stated, always have been
interested in the parent company.
Increased earnings, seeming to indicate a dividend soon, are declared
to have influenced the desire to add
to

such interests.

Fox Film also has been
by steady betterment in
earnings which is expected to result in increase in payment at the
next meeting of the directors.
Buying

of

influenced

A Review

of Reviews
LILIAN W. BRENNAN

Due to the lack of new pictures on
Broadway on account of hold-overs
at three theaters

Toronto Mass Meeting Called

and Warners' closed

prior to the opening of "Don Juan"
there is scant material for review, at
least as far as Broadway presentations are concerned. The Rivoli with

Six F. N. Films for Broadway
First National will play six pictures on Broadway in two weeks.
Current films are "The Great Deception," Rivoli: "The Duchess of Buffalo," Capitol; "Into Her Kingdom,"
Strand; "Pals First," Broadway. On
Aug. 15 "The Amateur Gentleman"
opens at the Strand and on the previous day "Senor Daredevil" starts

Colony with "Devmusical copyrights ancj "Padlocked" and
the only new pror
offered
Island"
il's
John A.
double-feature programs.
Cooper heads the committee in ductions.
"Padlocked." adapted from Rex at the Colony.
charge of arrangements for the onq
serial which gathered unBeach's
day get-together.
M.-G.-M. Sogns Wegener?
usual interest when it appeared in
(Continued on Page 4)
Paul
It is understood
Berlin
Famous
Ward to

ment

comment far and wide. Neil Hamilton as Digby Geste gives Beau (Col-

S.?

N. W.

it

outpost in the
lives the part.

To Combat U.

Three European Nations and South
American Countries Reported in
Move to Fight America
A report reaching New York from
Buenos Aires late Saturday afternoon stated that an association known
as the "League for the Development
of the Cinema" had
and
Business Active been Exploitation
formed recently in Berlin tq
Minneapolis With mining in the fight the inroads of American picfollowing countries;
in
the
iron and copper regions at its height, tures
this is the flush season in many lines Spain, Italy, France and the mora
of production and merchandising in important South American nations*
The origin of the movement, the
the Northwest, states the Northwest-

(Continued on Page 4)

Ronald Colman heads the cast, but
is Noah Beery whose work is outstanding.
He is the blustering, twofisted commandant of this last French

* * *

taxes,

—

Warrick

London

—

Reports

from

Berlin

"Scarlet Letter" Opening Tonight
states that Famous has signed War"The Scarlet Letter" will open at
rick WarJ, one of the principals in
Central theater tonight.
the
"Variety." for three years.

»1M

Wegener, who plays the
"The Magician," Rex
in

title

role

Ingram's
new picture, has been signed by M.G.-M.

THE
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Publisher

tinued adding that reports of severe
criticism of "The Big Parade," on alleged charge the picture is surfeited
with Americanism, had been grossly
exaggerated and that such reviews did
not represent British views, but rather
the opinions of a few unimportant
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York.

newspaper critics.
Williams brought no new picture
with him.i "London", starring Dorothy

1879.
States, outside

United

free)

New

at

March

3,

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15 00.
of

Address

communications

all

Gish,

THE FILM

to

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywoofl.
New York.
dress:
Filmday,

in

is

California

— Harvey

E.

Gausrrran,

London,

\V.

Francaise,

I.,

Rue

5,

constructing its third house
Its others are the Broadway
Arthur Lucas, R. B
and Savoy.
Wilbey and H. F. Kincey head the
aters
here.

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

demand

for

—

on

the Curb and Exchange sent Warner Pictures "A" and Warner Pictures to new
high levels Saturday.
The ascent came a day after the premiere of the Vitaphone. Warner "A" closed
Warner Picat 27J4. a gain of Vyi points.
tures rinished at IZ'A, gaining S'A points
over the previous close.

*Am.
•Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Scat.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

..
..

Pfd

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

Famous
•Fam.
•Film
•First

Sales

32Ji
37/2
73 >^
7354
114

....

,

.

, ,

.

Players

High Low Close
,

.

ii4

114

no'A

119'/,

.

Play. Pfd.
Inspect.
Nat'l Pfd.

.

.

.

Fox FilnT "A"
74J4
•Fox Theaters "A'
Project.
Loew's. Inc.
Metro Gold. Pfd.

•Intern'l

73 7^
.

.

42 J^
24

42 >^

5914

59

•tParamount B'way ..
ttKoxy Units ... 25>/
ba
ttRoxy Common

24

Skouras Bros.

53

2314,

.

.

52

.

Co. of Am
Trans-Lux Screen
•Universal Pict.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Warner Bros.

59!/.

SM
8'/»

.

.

Warner
Warner
• Last

Pict.
Pict.

.t

.

.

.

.

2H'A
2i'A

,

,

.

23 '4
18J4

Quoted

Prices

ft Bid and

.

"A"

,

Ask

Bond Market

** Philadelphia

is

managing Lester's

theaters

Next Week

Ideal

and

— "The Big Parade'"
Broadway— Undetermined
Cameo — Undetermined
Capitol— "Battling Butler"
— "The Scarlet Letter"
Central
Colony— "Flaming Frontier"
— "Mare Nostrum"
Criterion
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Mark —
Strand — "The Amateur Gentleman"
Rialto
"Variety"
Rivoli — "Loves of Ricardo"
Warners — "Don Juan"

Astor

Brooklyn

here.

Mark

Strand

— "Into

Her

....
5,700

Films for Boston Opera House?
It is reported that the
Boston
Shuberts will convert the Boston O
H. into a de luxe picture theater.

able.

Market

8M>
305^
97
45/2

27H

Old Landmark Passes
Ottawa The rear section

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

of

the

10,600
3.700
22 /a

TwQ New Artclass Deals
Closing of two contracts for

dis

tribution of its nine series of shorts
gives Artclass a release in more that
half of the nation's territories.
The
deals are with Renown for Northerr
Illinois,
Indiana and upper New
York and with Thomas Leonard o

who

has formed the ArtSubject Exchange tc
handle the St. Louis territory.
St.

Louis,

Short

class

Famous on 7 Floors of New BuildingI
Famous will occupy the fifth tc
the 12th floors of the new Paramount
Bldg.
Educational, as
leased the 22nd floor.

noted,

h

Working on New Saenger House

New

— Construction
St.

Marcus Buys Harrisburg Rialto

—

Embassy on Broadway, the Freeman,
the Elsmere, the Apollo and the Cit}'
Hall, most of them operated by the
Loew circuit, has leased the theater
now in course of construction at
Treiiiont. Clinton and Crntnna Aves.
in

Two New
Milwaukee

Houses

— With

for

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
S.

Palisades

3678

John D.Tippett Jnc.

Raw Stock

Milwaukee

plans

Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BWd

New York

Hollywood

City

,

Calif.
I

Guv Morgan Back

Theater for Allentown, Pa.
After a seven weeks' trip to imAllentown, Pa. A 3,000-seat house
portant
key cities and a number of the
Seiter Starting
is planned on North 8th St., by Max
smaller towns, Guy Morgan, general
and
Max
Chanock
Senderowitz.
Seiter
G.
Universal City William A.
manager of the B. & H. Enterprises
starting work soon on Reginald
is
producer of Johnny Hines features,
Imperial Opens at Birmingham
Denny's next "The Cheerful Frai'd."
highly enthusiastic over
Birmingham. Ala. The Imperial, lias returned,
the improved business outlook for
seating 450, has opened with John
the coming season.
Duffy Signed by Christie
Merritt as manager.
Ho'lyv.oot'
Jack Diitfy. has been
signed by Al Christie for a period of
Buys New Brunswick House

—

—

—

—

—

New

Brunswick, N. J. The Alpera has been purchased by Michael

Theater for Roaring Springs
Jelin.
Roaring Springs, Pa. Burkett &
Querry is the firm sponsoring the
Spence Titling Daniels Film
Los Angeles Ralph Spence is pre400 seat house being built here. The
town has been without a theater for paring the titles for Bebe Daniels'
latest comedy, "The Campus Flirt."
months.

—

—

,

has

Saengei

$3,000,000

—

New

y';ars

as the first presi
dent.
Buenos Aires further declarei
that, according to an Italian paper
Premier Mussolini is to be creditec
with the idea.

Orleans
started on the
house on Canal
King-

approved
by the building department, work
will start immediately on two new
One, the Forest, will
local theaters.
go up at a cost of $350,000 sponsored
Brooks Gets Second Theater
Spokane John Brooks, Lyric the- by Alfred Bartlett, the other will be
The latter
ater, has taken over the Rialto at erected at 1456 8th Ave.
Hillyard, suburb of Spokane.
O. W. will cost $100,000.
Newton is former owner.

old Strand, once operated by Famous
(Canadian), has been rebuilt into an
200 office building facing Queen St.
.

Italiai

named

is

Harrisburg.Pa. Isaac Marcus, ownWeinstock Leases Bronx Theater
er of the National and Royal, has
the
Jacob Weinstock, owner of
acquired the Rialto.

—

—

.

and Scialoja an

lire

dom"

Star Arrives
Elen Richter Wolff, German screen

.

52
74

••Stan.

8'/«

C,

Rialto

German

97 >^

.

—

tion"

2m
n%
19

"A"

—

the Bronx. The capacity is 3,200.
The theater will have a cooling sys....
....
tem to cost $100,000. The lease runs
star, arrives this morning on the S
1.300
119^ 19,600 S. Deutschland. Her husband accom- for 21 years at an average annual
rental of $75,000 and was closed by
....
119!/j
panies her.
....
6
Berk and Moross with the Tregatc
....
iOi'A
Holding Co., owners of the land and
Seider on Saratoga Vacation
3,400
7 3 7/8
Joseph M. Seider, M. P. T. O. A, builders. Weinstock has just leased
....
business manager, is spending a va- tl^ie I-ulton, Brooklyn, from the Loew
42 -Z*
700
circa'.t.
24
200 cation at Saratoga.

•M. P Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch.

S.

At the Shubert office no statement
concerning the project was obtain-

Quotations

''

at Coliunbia

Columbia, S. C. Jack Cunningham, former manager of the American and Broadhurst at High Point,

Warner stock

"It's

is

Cunningham

tinanciai
heavy

of

—

Ambassa-

company.

A

—
"Mare Nostrum"
Criterion
Embassy — "Ben Hur''
New York — Today — "You Never
Loew's
Know —Women"
the Claw" and "GalTuesday "Sign
loping Cowboy"
—
Wednesday "Puppets"
the Old Army Game"
Thursday —
Friday — "Racing Blood" anl "Satan Town"
—
Saturday "The Boy Friend"
Sunday — "Miss Nobody"
Mark Strand — "Into Her Kingdom"
—
Rialto
— "Variety"

Piedmont Building Third
Piedmont TheFayetteville, N. C.

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

—
Paris — La

000.000
senator

"The Great Deception"
Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Great Decep-

DAILY.

alleges, is to be found ii
The capital is placed at 50,

report
Brazil.

Rivoli

work.

S.?

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Big Parade"
There is no inclination anywhere Astor—
Broadway — "Pals First"
—
work
but
anything
in England to do
Cameo —"Emil Jannings' Week"
for harmony of interest between pro- Capitol "Duchess of Buflfalo"
Central
"The Scarlet Letter"
ducers of the two countries, he con- Colony — "Oh,
— Baby"

Price 5 Cents

lOHN W. ALICOATE

21,

On Broadway

{Continued from Page 1)
of films which will provide a variety
for your patrons here."

o/'FILMDOM

192(

9,

To Combat U.

Harmony Sought

IBBJ^SSTSB'^THE'S
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A

MiUion Feet oS
Everything

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE Film Library
220 W. 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone

Wisconsin

3/70

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

Phone Penna

New York
6S64

1

K

I

t

Some Promise but
FIRST NATIONAL
oAVways Deli'vers!

our Box Office Proves that

IRST NATIONAL
ads the industry E-V-E-R-Y week

I

GET TH

OT once in a while-buf hit
after hit eveiy week in the year

-^%

be bull'dozed - Keep your
leef on the ground- Cash in
with the Greatest starsstories- Pictures on earth!
Don't

Ike

Star Spangled
i

national
Pictures
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The

Vitaphone Praised
(Continued from Page
on pictures did not exhaust

1)

enthusiasm.

its

# *

The Vitaphone reproduced the music withor thickness, and each moveit grating
ent of the artist on the screen was perctly

timed with

:ss"

to

the music.

DAILY MIRROR—There
volume

the

no "scratchi-

is

harmony as

of

in prepictures."
vVe

ous attempts at "talking
ould superlative on, but to appreciate Vitalone it is necessary to hear and see.
our readers to be among the first
'ge
enjoy this wondrous invention for their
* * *

We

I

easure.
This, their first
credit
orious
to

Vitaphone offering,

Warner
who have worked to

lose

only

be

to

is

a

and

Brothers

perfect it.
It
that forthcoming

expected

•Qgrams will show a marked improvenrtnt
1
the present one, but we are applauding

DAILY NEWS—*
that

assertion

le

*

"it

*

is

gives weight to
as nearly perfect
Certainly

anything mechanical can be."
jthing approaching it has been

;

seen

and

before.

:ard

The program, which preceded showing of
e picture, had sotn'e high spots of enterinment and some not so high.

EVENING JOURNAL
make

—

Vitaphone—

the greatest sention of the decade next to radio
was pre* *
nted at Warner's Theater last night.
nagine what a wonderful thing this is
People who have
r out-of-town audiences.
chance of hearing Metropolitan and conhose possibilities

it

—

)

rt stars
eaters. *

now enjoy them

yourself

their

movie

is

revolutionizing.

and be convinced.

iilieving.

WORLD— The

EVENING
i'nchronization

was,

with

one

Go

see

it

Hearing

is

purpose

of

exception

Miss Talley's voice
ITfectly accomplished.
fraction of a second in
is throughout a
rears
as

of

her

shown

TELEGRAM —

—

*

*

future of this new contrivance is
boundless, for inhabitants of sm'all and remote places will have the opportunity of
listening to and seeking grand opera as it
is
given in New York, and through the
picturing of the vocalists and small groups
of musicians, or instrumental choirs of orchestras, the Vitaphone will give its patrons
an excellent ideai of a singer's acting and
an intelligent conception of the efforts of
musicians and their instruments.

WORLD — The

Vitaphone, newest development in the electrical synchronization of
sound and motion picture, truly is an amazing

thing.

The

*

facial expression.
brilliantly
in

most

This
a

with

its

ease.

—

* * *

ywhere at any time.
Probably the Vitaphone is the eighth wonof the world artistic.
At any rate, it
worth a trip to Warners' especially to see
d hear this amazing instrument.
HERALD-TRI BUNK
In synchronizinp
e sound and the pictures the success of
e Vitaphone, on the evidence of this bill,
IS complete, the sight of the musicians in
tion and the music were linked with virT

—

perfection * * * The vividness of the
performance and the impression
actual presence varied with the quality
* *
the sound reproduction.
In most cases, though not always, there
as an illusion of sound emerging from the
'Ouths or the instruments of the particiints.
though the hearing suggested that
lere are some problems in the reproduction
t'lie
sound still to be met.
POST * * * a considerable technical ad
al

Don

of

Afoot

on

or

Don Juan
John

passion,

key

the

Juan's life, rules tjie picture.
horseback, it is by love that
* *
swayed.

is

Barryin'ore,

of course,

is

the perfect

"Don

for
Juan."
His famous profile,
less obviously displayed this time, his slim
figure" and daring eyes exert their usual fascination for his scores of film heroines.

star

He loves. He kisses.
my great regret he

He

And,

fights.

reforms
That is
Juan," a story which

story of "Don
proves the pictures greatest defect.
From
a character study, the film slides slowly into
sophisticated comedy.
Then, with a clash
of swords, it turns thriller.
"Don Juan"
tlje

Doug

becomes

Fairbanks.

DAILY MIRROR— "Don
ture rich in production values
reckless
merry-makers,
and

Juan"

is

a pic

—beautiful

sets,

clowning

ro-

mance.

The story, however, is Bess Meredyth's burilesque of that picturesque lover immortal
•
ized in Lord Byron's romantic epic. *
real laurels of "Don Juan" are stolen
from beneath the star's nose by nr
less a personage than Estelle Taylor.
Mis?
Taylor makes realistic a role beautifully

right

—

suited to her talents
that of the cruel, love
crazed, diabolical Lucretia' Borgia.
She
positively ravising in blonde wig and flowing frocks cut low in front.
i

his brow as he held
and in princely poise.
story was cunningly devised to retain the best features of everything that had
to do with what might pass for "love'
'on
the screen, intrigue, and the rich, velvety
trappmgs
But it made of Barrymore as
the greatest lover of all times, a rather
lecherous fool, ridiculous in the suddenness
of
his
amours.
But then perhaps that's
what Don Juan really should be
Certainly
Barrymore acted the role superbly.
Mr. Barrymore Icajys thrtougb
the scenes of this production in a captivating manner, and sometimes the principal
cliai'Scter and the story renrind one
of a
Fairbanks film, and in the amorous moments one is impelled to think of Valen-

The

TIMES—

tino.

The

is

hard to

how

tell

far
will

If

reaching the effects
be.
The audience

invention
night was simply enthralled at the uncanny way "screen artists" played and sung
of

this

last

MOVING PICTURE WiORLD

Vitaphone

bears

same

the

relation

—

The

toward

experiments
in
sound-photography
that the Victor Orthophonic "bears to the
earlier
Victrola.
It
gives
greater range
earlier

more power and
it

still

has

a vastly better
limitations. *

its

effect,

*

seems to govern

of tone

.

VARIETY—*

*

The apparatus

* *

*

The
rymore

picture
at

his

EVENING

a one-two knockout.
suberb best.

is

Bar

ability.

Lucretia Borgia is impersonated by Estelle
? ^y'?.'"' *. * * She betrays imagination in
handling her role, which is by no means
an easy one.
Hence, in this film, there are the playing
with feminine hearts, dazzling heroics, a
brown-eyed maid, love— and an optimistic
tade-out.

WORLD _

•
• a picture vastly
oldfashioned under the burden of so cruel
a
contrast, but a picture while lavishly mounted still witless and encumbered and heavy-

and nickelodconish at any time, under
any circustancc. » * *
Aside from long (and ever disgusting)
kisses in close up, a dueling scene
on the
balcony and a horse race at the conclusion
footed,

nothing ever

clear-

JiffURNAL— Barrymora

if

is

GRAPHIC— The

Barr\^rrnre performance
*
nothing to be desired. •
Indeed, you cannot afford to miss "Dor
It is the picture you have waited
Juan ''
for, and to paraphrase a famous advertisement, "it is good to the last thrill."

des-

tmed to revolutionize the presentation angle
motion pictures.
Every claim made by
its promoters was substantiated.
Prologues
vocal or instrumental, with one performer

of

or a hundred, will be available for the smallest as well as the largest moving picture
theaters in the land.
To the showmen of the smaller cities of the
United States.
Vitaphone must come as a

boon.

Don Juan

his

the

bank.

go wrong

MOVING PICTURE WORLD— In New
should

it
run the season through
On
'°|'' "should bring in dollars where
he Sea Beast," impressive as was that
production, brought in pennies
They have
added to the scanty literature of the screen
an artistic triumph that shall endure, •
•
The poetry of the legend, the literature
value ot Its recital are retained untarnished
It :s more than a super-picture in
the generally accepted sense.
It is a long stride
forward.

VARIETY — "Don

Juan"

is

a

picture.

The

ladies will

A

they

like.

fully

wicked hero

gowned

and

love

it.

It has

woman's
everything

fascinating, handsome, delightbeautiful girls gorgeously
plot that will tickle their
;

a

tale,

tures of the legndary great lover.
The re
suiting photoplay is a fast-moving swasbuck
ling story that has moments of excitement.
but ju.st as frequently fails to make sense

Fire I*revention Film
Proper housekeeping in exchanges,
with fire hazard reduced to a minimum will be shown in branch offices

Hays

of

association

members

in early

through a film, titled "A Reel
Exchange."
The picture also will
Mr, Barrynrore is, of course, highly suc- show the safe,
proper and economical
cessful pictorially.
He is always a handsome and debonair figure and he plays many method of handling and inspecting
of his scenes with fine music and deft skill. film,
.-^l organization members have
*

*

fall

*

—

POST For a reel or two a genuinely
pleasant and atmospheric tale is unfolded
against the sli.ghtly sinister, but elaborately
picturesque,
background of Rome durinp
the ascendancy of the Borgias.

produced

is as
sure-fire as money in
exhibitor, large or small can
with the picture.

It

No

—
but

picturiza

Mr. Barrymore
has been satisfied to combine a Wild West
melodrama? with a Douglas Fairbanks vehicle, dress it all in the colorful costume of
the sixteenth century and call it the adventhe

There isn't a person in the country
will want to see "Don Juan."

sensibilities.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— In
of

The Trade
EXHIBITORS DAILY REVIEW

I

in

tion

happens.

t'35,

cast in the romantic role that places
Hr
the days in which he belongs.
mokes the most of his opportunities, and i^
so
conssitently
romantic that his actinp
causes the story to fade into insignificance
Which is just as well, for the story is insignificant.

him

arrayed in fifteenth century
conduct themselves with marked

* •

V ork

leaves

ness to a considerable degree, for the solos
were much better than the concerted numbers.
However, the device gives far greater
audibility, a far more correct rendition of
tonal values and at most points is free
from the suggestion of the phonograph horn
It is a gigantic stride forward, but not
yet a perfect step.
*

ages?

well

This, for a time, at least, will be its chief
function.
Its chief value to straight picture presentation lies in the absolute synchrony between the action and the music.

The volume

onstrator of its perfections, compared to tlif
motion picture projection machine which
shows to us the living, breathing, loving,
hating
fighting,
suffering, joyous, whimsi
cal,
gallant Don Juan, great lover of thr

but

H. Hays sounded the keynote when
he said that it would bring the great artists
and the large orchestras to the small towns.
Will

*

DAILY
And John, the Barrymore, wins.
For, after all, what is even
a marvelous invention such as the Vitaphone
which uses Will Hays as introductory dem

players,

costumes,

MIRROR—

The Trade
EXHIBITORS' DAILY REVIEW—

feat

number

ven at headlong speed by Roy Smeck on
*
litar, ukelele and banjo. * *
One could not but see that the Vitaphone
By its
IS
most extensive possibilities.
cans the remotest hamlets Imay be enabled
hear reasonably characteristic and realistic
ncerfs by the most famous soloists and the
Drld's
foremost orchestras, and also tc
hold them in action.
The same could be
je of speakers of all sorts.
Last but not least this invention, when
lly developed, could easily spell the doom
every orchestra in a large cinema theater,
single recording, as in the case of "Don
," by one orchestra
would suffice for
entire country.
RAPHIC It is impossible to imagine
remarkable synchronization of picture
Id sound and the perfect tone reproduction
tlie Vitaphone.
The first half of the prom was devoted to this novelty and never
ve we seen an audience so enthusiastic

AMERICAN — Careless
note

The

*

*

moment

discoverers tighten its
joints to the extent of eliminating any slight
discrepancy in time co-ordination as be
tween movetrrent and sound it will be ready
for the most exacting.
Modulation it must
have, too, but this adjustment will be tossed
off

The consensus of opinion of New
York newspaper critics on "Don
Juan" follows:

to

The

telling glances from
his head stiff-necked

*'Don Juan" Reviews

is

it

*

*

Vitaphone
r

in

or human, touch is absent.
the "farthest yet," as they
and, as Will Hays stated
say,
(on the
Vitaphone) it marks a new development in
the history of motion pictures.
Repeated bursts of applause
greeted the successful pretrriere of the Vita*
*
*
phone.
Strong and with a mighty metallic ring, the Vitaphone sent out the strains
of the Philharmonic Orchestra, proving what
a vehicle this new device will be for bringing canned music to the farthest hamlets
moving-picture-loving land
of
this
TIMES
The natural reproduction of
voices, the tonal qualities of musical instruments and the timing of the sound to the
movements of the lips of singers and the
actions of musicians was almost uncanny.
personal,

However,

contributed their share in some

way

in the making of this picture, which
Russian Musical Chief Coming Here
is being directed by
J. S. MacLeod,
Moscow The musical studio of the
manager of exchange maintenance
famous Moscow Art theater has been
Suddenly, however, light comedy is ban- for M.-G.-M.
absurd melodiscontinued.
Nemirovic Dancenko, ished and idiotic, frantically
takes its place. * * •
drama
director of the theater, has asked the
Holt's Next a Zane Grey
Juan" is too long. It is also child
government for a year's leave of ab- ish"Don
and almost entirely devoid of intelligent
Los
Angeles Zane Grey's story,
ince over various synchronizing processes
sence, during which he expects to cl]aracter portrayal. Mr. Barrymore himself
"The Man of the Forest," will be
itherto
demonstrated in cinema theaters.
merely
playing
around,
everybody
is
and
make
a trip to Holywood to become
* * The entire programi was received with
filmed by Lasky with Jack Holt in
Barrymore.
else is subordinated to Mr
a film director.
5risiderable interest and not a little specuSU.N * * * is an expensive somewhat the leading role and John Waters ditioii
about the probable effects on moelaborate,
costume filtn a mixture of a recting.
on pictures exhibition in general. * * *
Fairbanks film, a Tom Mix film and a
Arson Plot Suspected
A visit to Warners' Theater, however, is

—

—

—

—

SUN — *

worth while for the Vitaphone alone.
* * Vitaphone is unquestionably
*
le
of
the wonders of the world.
nquestionably, it is the furthest advance
the mechanical reproduction of sound, and
le
synchronization of that sound with the
:tion on the screen.
It boasts of a miniell

Bni

Chehalis,

Wash.

— Damage

of

$8,-

000 was done to the Liberty by fire,
beheved to be of incendiary origin
Twin City Theater Co., headed by
Frank Graham, operates the house.

"mechanical''
finish.
After the
hour of hearing it you may shut
eyes and easily imagine that Will
ays is talking to you from the stage.
that Martinelli is singing to you.
When
>u first hear Vitaphone. though, you realize
at it is a reproducing mechanism that is

Wyler Directing Oilman
Universal City Willy Wyler will
direct Fred Oilman in a new two-reel
western titled "The Haunted Home-

lerating.

stead" for Universal.

.'St

of
half

pur
'

^

—

perfumed

—

and

somewhat

sappy

attempt

a*

The Don
sophisticated program picture.
Juan legend the legend of the great lover
has probably never had a cheaper or more
trivial interpretation.
"Don Juan" is certain to be a hit of
sorts.
In addition to Barrymore's drawing
power, there is the novelty of the Vitaa

—

—

phone musical

accompaniment.

TELEGRAM — revealed

of
of

beautiful

itself

as a pageant

women, a luxurious background

seventeenth

century

Italy

through which

Barrymore as Don Juan nroved in the grand
manner in and out of palaces, kissing women right and left and giving them those

To Reopen

Franklin,

Franklin. Pa.

—The

Pa.,

House

Franklin Opera

House will reopen early in September
under new ownefship, Moses Bacharach is one of the interested parties.
Walter McGrail in "The City"
Los Angeles R. William Neil has
cast Walter McGrail to play the role
created by Tully Marshall in "The

—

City,"

a

Fox

production.

THE

j2E^

DAILY
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Exploit- O- Grams

"G.

M.

S."

Under Way

Many Cities and States Start Drives
Get
to
Brief outlines of practical exploitaScheduled
—Several
tion stunts. They give all necessary
Launched Later
information the exhibitor needs to
Thousands of theater owners aro
They have made starting with their campaigns for
put them over.
money for others. They will make the national celebration of "Greater
money for you'. This daily list of Movie Season."
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
newspapers
important
Fifty-six
a ready reference for the busy show- with a total daily circulation of 3,837,man. File them away. Here is an 819 are conducting the "National
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
Greater Movie Season Contest" which
ideas when you run these pictures.
calls for the identification of star3
"Exploit-0-Grams,"
Send in your
and the writing of an essay on "Why
and help the other fellows who are I Like The Movies."
helping you.
This year's campaign sees a greaD
more exhibitors taking part
many
Island"
"Devil's
than were in the celebration last year.
(Chadwick)
Radio angle of picture was played These are not confined to the largQ
exhibitors ara
up with Colonial Radio Corp. using cities. The small town
window displays in six branches in joining the movement by the hunNew York City and Brooklyn. Other dreds. Some of the key cities and
merchants joined in cooperative news- large circuits that are celebrating,
paper advertising and gave window and the August date upon which they
summons was placed in launched campaigns are:
displays.
Aug. 2 Texas, Oklahoma, Michigan and
the Times
of
50,000 automobiles

A

Monday, August

1926

9,

A Review of Reviews
(Continued from Page

1)

Cosmopolitan Magazine, reached the
screen via Paramount's studios and

And

That's That

'.By PHIL. M. DALY;
It is good
Allan Dwan's direction.
I)
more sausages, is the declaraThe story has been
entertainment.
altered but to those who did not read
tion M.-G.-M. makes in a curin the original it will still prove ren ad.
it
Hot dog.
thoroughly interesting. To the crowd
that follows picturizations of stories
"Men of Steel" is not a picture of
trifle disappointing ow- hi-jacking.
it may be a
ing partly to the omission of much
of the good comedy incident. Allan
That was almost as bad as the'
Dwan has built an interesting theme film salesman trying to sell the picof the script provided him and his ture, who
asked if Minnesota's Iron
excellent.
delineation
is
character
Range was
cookstove.

NO

seem
type pictured by Beach in

Noah Beery

doesn't

quite

a

the

his novel

Warner Bros, feel pretty doggy
Lovely Lois
over
that five year contract for the
Moran is charming at all times and
services of Rin-Tin-Tin.
sufificiently magnetic to keep everyone pleased. The sugar-coated happy
Though he's been cast for a lead-!
ending seemed to annoy some neighbor members of the audience and yet ing role in "Wings." Buddy Rogers!
but he does very well.

they

claim

that

is

what the public refused

to get excited.

Twice

before

the "junior star" has been disappointdemands. But do they?
ed, on "Beau Geste" and "Old IronThere
is really a very strong story
Franand
San
Virginia, state campaigns
Square district. Result: big opening cisco, Philadelphia, Atlantic City, Pittsburgh, behind "Devil's Island," a Chadwick sides," so now he's withholding hi^
with picture getting greatest opening Salt Lake City, Spokane, Tacoma, New York production, but its value has not been elation until actual production is^,
Ordays' recipts since "The Freshman." City, Cleveland. Buffalo, Chicago, New
started.

—

;

—Colony

Theater,

New York

City.

"Lef s Get Married"
(Paramount)
Sent out invitations to 1,500 single
reading "Let's Get Married."

girls

was accompanied
invitatilons
with a ring. The stunt got the desired results in interest and resultant
attendance. Warren Irving, Imperial Theater, Charlotte, N. C.

The

—

"The

Still

Alarm"

(Universal)

Local fire department was the big
bet in advance campaign for the picEvery member was given tickture.
ets to sell, in a benefit hookup, with,
newspaper ads telling the public the

was indorsed by department
heads as the best firemen's picture
ever made. Two pieces of apparatus
were obtained, an old type fire enpicture

gine and hook and ladder, and pulled
Large
about the city by tractors.
banners on the ballyhoo called at-,
Between
tention to the showing.
times, the apparatus was parked in
front of the theater never failing to
attract the curiosity of passersby
The campaign brought good business
in hot weather and made friends oi
every member of the fire department
William Goldman, King's Theater.
St. Louis.

—

leans,
ton,

Littlt

Rock, Atchison. Kan., Washing-

Montgomery,

—

Ala.,

anl

Peoria,

111.

Aug. 8 Louisiviille, Minneapolis. Indianapolis and Kansas City.
Aug. 15 Los Angeles,
Columbus, Boston, Providence, R. I., Nashville,
Newark, Falls River, Mass., State of
Connecticut, and the Schine circuit.
Sept.
4
Des Moines. Sept. S Atlanta. Sept. fr
Seattle and Portland.

—

realized

human

to the fullest extent.
interest
element does

dominate although

some

it

should.

The
not

Here

not fiction.
France does send her criminals to
the penal island and it is claimed
that there are provisions for prisoners
to marry after a certain period of
years when they are placed on parole.
It would seem that here was
food for a great dramatic situation
(Continued from Page 1)
with their movement heavy toward worked out among the characters of
the conniving mother, her son, and
the large centers of consumption.
The big production of dairy pro- his sweetheart on the one hand, and
The story is
ducts this year is a significant develop- the law on the other.
ment in the future of the Northwest, interesting but not compelling. Tho
for the reason that it demonstrates Hirector appeared a trifle more inthat diversification, long pointed to tent upon playing up the wonders of
as the one way to steady prosperity radio than he did in building dramIt is through the infor farmers of the section, is being atic suspense.
generally adopted.
Were it not for fluence of the radio that the happy
this farmers would find themselves ending is reached.
facing failure again this year, because
Not the least of the week's atof the reverses suffered in wheat, tractions is "The College Boob," a
are

real

facts,

—

—

N. W. Business Active

due to weather conditions.

However, what wheat there

is

will

"Variety" is one picture which bename, for there has been none
of the element of change in the cotia
sistent way the picture's been holding 'em out on Broadway.
lies its

Columbia To Start Four
Hollywood The latest to go intc
production at Columbia is "Sweel:
Rosie O'Grady" with Shirley Masor'

—

as lead supported by Cullen Landis
E. Alyn Warren, William Conklin
Otto Lederer, Lester Bernard anc

Jackie Combs.

Three others about tc
go into production are "Obey th^
Law," starring Bert Lytell to be di
rected by Al Rabock; "The Bettei
Way," an all star picture which Davie
Selman will direct and "The Sidewalks of New York" to be directec
by Phil Rosen.

comedy romance of college life madq
by F. B. O. with Lefty Flynn right

Gibson to Direct Ruth Mix
$2 at home as the football hero. Some
Los Angeles Tom Gibson, whc
wheat held quite likely. Debts in- genuinely fine comedy in this, a set
recently completed the continuity or
curred by elevators and flour mills of amusing and well written titles
Eddie
Cantor's
first
vehicle
for!
for the disposal of last year's grain and a first rate cast.
Harry Garson Lasky, "Kid Boots," has been signer
are being liquidated, with country directed.
by Ward Lascelle to direct Rutl
bankers making ready for financing
Rayart is offering two average en- Mix in her second feature, "Tex.':
the coming year, expressing greater
tertainments with certain elements of
optimism than at any period within merit.
They are "Moran of the

command

high

prices,

—

with

Winnipeg House Reopens
Mounted" with Reed Howes and
Theater owners have been hard hit "The Heart of a Coward" with Billy
Winnipeg The Orpheum has rethis year by the weather. Early in
opened after changes had been made
Sullivan.
"The Live Wire"
summer, a prolonged drought knocked
in the house, including a new sprink(First National)
the bottom out of business, with the
ler system.
St.
to
Get
Joseph
1,400
Seater
A large cut-out of Johhny Hines hot weather of the last several weeks
was used. The head was about six seriously afifecting attendance. Now,
St. Joseph, Mo.
J. H. Cooper, in
feet high and stationed atop the marwith harvesting in preparation or un- association with Eli Shire, is sponquee was visible for a long distance. der way,
soring erection of a $300,000 house
there is a lull, but all indi-"
An electrical arrangement made the cati®ns point
to be built on Missouri St.
It will
From August 10, 1926, Pathe
to substantial betterment
eyes wink, making an effective night for
have
capacity
a
of
1,400
and
be
named
the season which begins in SepStudio located at 134th Street
display.
Three large signs banked tember.
"The Missouri." Shire is associated
and Park Avenue, New York
the upper marquee. Across the front
with Famous in the operation of theCity.
Fully equipped
with
entrance was a long board sign, supaters at Lincoln, Neb.
lights, flats and carpenter shop.
Benchley With Griffith
plemented with stills and posters. In
All requirements for motion
front a large American flag was postCombination House at Tacoma
Hollywood Robert Benchley is
picture production.
Reasoned Gem Theater, Oelwein, la.
teaming up with Raymond Griffith,
Tacoma Reports are current that
able rent by month or lease.
Paramount star. He has been en- the Tacoma will be remodeled as a
Extraordinary inducements.
Hartford's Next
gaged to title Griffith's present pro- first-run combination house. The theInquire
Hollywood "God's Great Wilder- duction "You'd Be Surprised" and ater now is playing stock. While the
M. S. EPSTIN
ness," adapted by
Frances Nord- also has been signed to write the name of the backer of the project
STUDIO
COSMOPOLITAN
strom, will be the next picture to be star's
next
story
"Be Yourself." has not been divulged, it is declared,
127th Street end Second Avenue. New York
made at Fine Arts by David Hart- Arthur Rosson will direct this pro- he is a prominent Northwest departTelephone Harlem 9600
the last several years.

—

—

FOR RENT

—

—

—

—

ford.

duction.

ment

store

operator.

.
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Scarlet Letter
SYMPATHETIC

99

tinder-

Eyton Quits
Veteran Studio Official Resigns When
Unable to Make Trip to Europe
With Paramount 12 Years
Los Angeles Charles Eyton, for

—

10,

"Blue
Frank

Pric€ 5 Cents

1926

J.

erating

Law" Attacked

Rembusch

in

Court for

Columbus House as
Step in Campaign

Stock

Still

Rising

Op- Warner

First

Issues Gain Additional Points
—Official Predicts $3,500,000

Earnings
Warner stock on the Curb and Exgoing to
arotigh this pictnrization of Nai 12 years associated with Paramount be a fight to a finish on "blue Sun- change continued in demand yesterlaniel Hawthorne's American in important executive capacities, ha? day" laws in this state.
Either the day to such an extent that both isssues
law, which is prohibiting Sunday the- made gains of more than two points
lassie.
Victor Seastrom's treat- resigned.
It was the most sought-after
Pressure of personal affairs and ater operation, will be repealed, or each.
lent has restilted in the prodncoutside interest prompted the move theater owners will see to it that it film stock on the market.
:on of a really worthwhile of- A year ago he left the West Coast is rigidly enforced.
Warner Pictures on the Curb made
';ring.
studio, to become foreign represenAs the first step in the campaign an advance of 2>^ points, ri- ng to
arner
"The Scarlet Letter" is high tative of the production department, against discriminatory enforcement 25 in sales of 6,300 shares.
his duties taking him to Europe.
of the law, Frank J. Rembusch, head "A" pushed its way up .to 29J's a rise
rade all the way. It is drama,
Jesse L. Lasky wanted Eyton to go of the circuit which bears his name of 2yi points, in a turnover r 26,800
jstilted in the prodtiction of a to Europe again within two weeks on and president of the state exhibitoif
Saturday, Warner "A" went
shares.
lawthorne's American classic. another mission which would require unit, operated his Crump theater las^ up 7i/> points and the other issue
;nd it has been handled as an extended sojourn abroad, but Ey- Sunday and is under arrest, charged closed with a gain of 5j/2 points.
In addition
This strength is held to be due to
jch.
There is a steady hand ton found it impossible to wind up with Sabbath breaking.
(Continued on Pacie 5)
his affairs.
the potentialities of the Vitaphone
ehind the camera. Seastrom is
which the Warners own. Walter J.
esponsible for an excellent job.
Rich of the Vitaphone Corp. said
Exhibitor yesterday
earnings after charges may
Splendid Performances
Exchanges
Restraining
Minneapolis Exchanges To Prosecute Injunction
(Continued on Page 2)
From Demanding Cash Deposits
Exhibitors Sponsoring Free
As Hester Prynne, Lillian Gish has
Latest Move in Cleveland
Shows in That Territory
"Scarlet Letter" Opens
le sort of role that she handles so
the
of
Interpretation
Cleveland
Minneapolis Exhibitors who fos-

standing

evident

is

all

—

Columbus, Ind.

— There's

Campaign Determined Court Aids

—

Her work

ell.

sincere.

is

reach-

It

highHght perhaps when carrythe town square.
She proceeds
{
the town square.
She precedes
irough ranks of jeering townspeople
ead on high.
One moment she is
efiant, the next she is about to give
[ay.
The camera caught every emofl

its

1

on.

It

was splendidly done.

Lars Hanson makes his first Ameran appearance. The screen theredecidedly.

benefits

Dre

haracterization

Jimmesdale

man

rhe

as

the

an

is

actually

Hanson's
Reverend

tmusual

effort.

suffered

the

as

—

shows are

to be haled before
the arbitration board on charges of
violating contracts and distributors are
prepared to ask heavv daniaees for
the free presentation of their pictures.
Plans for putting an end to free
shows in the territory were discussed
at a meeting held vesterday, with
30 odd towns cited where free shows
Shutting off film serare being run.
(Continued on Page 2)
ter free

M. P. T. O. A.
Rembusch.
Indianapolis — Frank

Many notable figures attended the
clause of contracts is a
at
premiere
of "The Scarlet Letter
the courts to determine,
the Central last night. The presentathe Ohio Amusement Co. has decidmerely the
As a result, injunctions have tion was a simple one, picture imed.
the
which
overture
after
been served on all members of the
got under wTf. Practically
Film Board, restraining them from mediately
executive personnel of
entire
the
the
demanding cash deposits from
Metro-Goldwynloew's. Inc., and
theater firm under the terms of the
attended as well as many imMayer
?!,the
enforce
efforts
to
contract, in
portant officials from Famous.
100 decision against the company The
(Continued on Page 2)

availability
matter for

Putting

Attacks

J.

president of the M. P. T. O. of Indiana, has sent out a circular letter to

'

It

Over

—

Milestone Breaks with Warners
Hollywood Lewis Milestone yesterday quit Warner Bros, after a hot
cent
dispute, and plans to leave for a trip

Enjoying 100 per
Detroit
co-operation, "Greater Movie Season"

address

The Store Takes
It

is

to intelligen

udiences that
vill

dy

exercise
relief

is

its

Its

and better grade

'The

Scarlet Letter"

Com-

greatest rold.

resorted

to,

it

is

true,

is never allowed to dominate
dramatic elements which form
he substance of the plot.
This is, of course, as it should be.
iowever, it is tO/ Metro-Goldwynvlayer's credit that this course was

)Ut

it

he

ollowed.

md
t

There was

a story to tell

determined to
without unnecessary flourishes.
the producer

tell

KANN

by

Sydney

S.

OS Angeles convention, entitled "Hail
and Farewell,' which (boiled down) states
that the M. P. T. O. A. has existed for
the

Course

abroad.

under way in Michigan. The state
Warners declared the contract with
members of his state unit condemn- campaign conducted here under di- Milestone still had four years to run
Richey, attracted and that they would enforce their
ing the present national exhiiiitor or- rection of H. M.
because of it? rights "to the limit."
attention,
widespread
ganization.
It is perhaps the most
with every town which
bitter and most sarcastic attack yet intensitv,
is

His performance
vill be greeted with praise and high
boasts a theater feeling the effects
ommendation everywhere. He is a launched against the exhibitor body of the concentrated effort being made
Rembusch states, in part:
Every
ind fro pictures and deserves the suc"Read 'The Official Bulletin' of tlie M. P to usher in the new season.
T. O. A. of Tulv 1, 1926. which contains an
theater owner in the state is particiess that is sure to be his.
Cohen, delivered to
unfolds.

licture

—

I

{Continued on Page 5)

pating.

Co-operation from newspapers was
(Continued on Page 4)

Schenck Comin ' East
Joseph M. Schenck, chairman ofthe board of Directors of United Artists, will arrive in New York ThursNorma Talday from the Coast.
madge is with him.

Glynne Opening Bay Shore Theater
Exhibitor Sought as Governor
Famous Canadian Dividend
Mike Glynne, who operates the
Pierre, S. D.— J. E. Hippie, veteran
three
and
Patchogue,
at
Patchogue
Toronto Famous Players has anowner of the Bijou and publisher of other theaters on Long Island, wiH nounced the payment of the regular
one of the state's most powerful news- open the Bav Shore at Bay Shore to- quarterly dividend of $2 per share
papers, has been asked by Republican
The theater seat- for the period ending Aug. 1, on the
morrow night.
and Democratic leaders to enter the
costs $500,000.
and
2,500
first preference stock of the company,
gubernatorial race on a fusion ticket
to be made Sept. 1.
German Producers Protest
100 Per Cent Sold
have
producers
Berlin— German
Famous Dividend Meeting Today
Minneapolis Fox product is sold
the transfer of
against
protested
and
St.
Minneapolis
100 -per cent in
A meeting of hte Board of Direcpargenerally and, m
In the former city, Pantages "kontingents"
Paul.
to be held today to
Phoebus to United Ar- tors of Famous is
and F. and R. divide the line-up. In ticular, from
a $2 dividend on no par comdeclare
the
hearings,
Without further
St. Paul the deal was made with F. tists.
mon stock.
Government accepted the protest.
and R.

—

—
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{.Continued from Page 1)
vice to these towns was determined
upon, with first instance of an exhibitor siiowing pictures free to be prosecuted to the fullest extent as a test
case to settle the free show problem.
Among the towns where free shows
Minneare presented regularly are:
sota
Askov, Billinghani, Holloway,
DeGrafT, Delaven, Easton, Franklin,

—

Isanti,
Ghent,
Hendricks,
Garvin,
Milroy, Ihlen. North Dakota AberMapleton,
Davenport,
crombie,
VVisheh, Wolcott, Bowdie, Harrisburg, Henry, Thomer and Raymond.
Wisconsin Cataract, Haugen, HetMendora,
Melrose,
terick.
Luck,
Lak Iowa;
North Bend, Turtle
Chester.
Hunting Film for F. B. O.?
Herb Cruikshank will handle publicit}' on "The Missing Link," a film
showing a gorilla hunt, made in the
wilds of Africa by Capt. Ben A. Burbridge.
There is talk of an arrange-

—

—

—

Tuesday, August

.!

Stock

Still

Rising

Court Aids Exhibitor

(Continued from Page 1)
reach $3,500,000 this year as against
a loss of $1,337,826 for the fiscal year

(Continued from Page 1)

a
comparatively
weak position,
Warner stock has taken the lead among
In transactions totaling 26.800
film issues.
"A" gained 2'A
shares, Warner Pictures
Warner Pictures advanced
points yesterday
points.
Since Saturday, these issues
2 54
have made respective gains of 9^ and 7H
points.

Training Operators
A

Juan" runs and Vitaphone accompaniUsual procedure of members of the
ment in out-of-town cities.
Film Board, when an exhibitor fails
There has been much speculation to comply with decision of the arover

Vitaphone synchronization
event that portions ot any films

the

board, is to demand a cash
deposit guaranteeing fulfillment o!
It was contracts.
are cut out by exhibitors.
Letters demanding such
explained that, under the process, a deposit were not sent out, when the
there .would be a break in the syn- restraining order was served.
The
chronization if this is done. The ma- Film Board has until Aug. 16 to an
chine automatically adjusts itselt at swer the injunction.
ment with F. B. O. for distribution intervals of 800 ft. If the film should
of the picture which is expected to break at any point the musical acbe released in two versions, one in companiment ceases for the remainder
of that 800 ft. section and then picks
five reels, the other in two.
up for the next strip.
Brody Managing U. B. Circuit
A. E. Managers to Meet
Cleveland Dr. B. I. Brody has
in the

jjitration

ATLANTA

Managers of Associated Exhibitors
been appointed general manager of
the U. B. Circuit which Universal has exchanges in the western division
formed with the five houses he re- will meet E. J. Smith, sales manager,
Led by L. B. Blosson,
cently sold them. Three of the thea- on Aug. 14.
division manager, the following will
ters are under construction.
attend: Jack Krause, Albany; H. S.
Brown, Boston; J. M. Sitterley, BufDurkee Gets Fourth
Baltimore^ -Frank H. Durkee, who falo; I. Hannower, New Haven and
controls the Palace, Belnord and For- E. Heiber, Washington.
est, takes over the Grand in CouncilWally Van Starts Comedies
town in September. C. B. Councilman, who- managed the house for
J. Joseph Sameth of Lariat Prod,
yesterday started the first' of a series
several years, has resigned.
two-reel comedies, directed by
of
Wally Van, who is also starring. Cast
Coast Guard Film Planned
Culver City M.-G.-M. is planning also includes Ann Howe, Beatrice
to dramatize the Hfe of the coast Roberts and Billie Rainsford. Producguards.
Harry Rapf conceived the tions at Tec-Art 44th St. studio.
idea.
"The Surf Man" is the title,
Fairbanks' Secretary Arrives
the story being based on an original
FairDouglas
Maddeux,
Arthur Howden Smith.
Paul

SEPT. 8th

—

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•Balaban
*Bal.

&

Vtc.

.

Pid.

.

.

.

&

Katz
Katz Vtc.

34 '4

33!^

37^

37%

,

.

,

.

Close
34
3754
ysvs
73}^

Sales
1,400

300
....
,

.

Eastman Kodak
600
114^^ 11454 114H
Famous Players .120f^ 117H 117.>^ 19,700
*Fam. Play. Pfd.
119!4
.

.

*Film

Inspect.
First Nat'l Pfd.

.

6

.

.

.104

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
Project
Loew's,, Inc

74H
2iH

104
104
73 '4
73J4
23 -5^
23^

1,200

42W
23H

11^
41%
23M

7,66b

•Intcrn'l

.

Metro-Gold. Pfd.
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
59«
•tl'aramount B'way ..
ttRoxy Units ... 27
.

TtRoxy Common
Skouras Bros.

"Stan. Co.

of

.

7
.

.

Am.

Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures

4\H
23H
58
.

,

58^

30^

30-4

8'4

29H

•

3,200
<

•

>

•

•

•

52

73^

....

400
S'A
97
30'4
200
45^^
25
6,300
297^ 26,800
,

24

•

97J^

5 '4

.

.t

100
•

24J^

5IM
73^

.

300

19

52
73 y«
8/«

•Warner Bros
Warner Pictures
27'A
Warner Pict. "A" 32
• Last Prices Quoted
+t Bid and Ask

100

,

Bond Market

*• Philadelphia

—

Tcl-Chii-kering

New York

"iSTO

Show

City

Roniii

Reube?<

—

NewVork

FILM OFFICES
500 to 7200 sq.

ft.

AMALGAMATED

.

WITH

play the lead.

lto4

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

24.S

1600 Broadway

—

Market

Ar<T TITLES
W. .S.Sth St. - Columbus
Spi'citil Rush Service

OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP

Ijank's secretary, arrived in New, York
FairMille Selects Negro Story
yesterday on the Penland.
The World reports that Cecil B. banks and Mary Pickford are due
DeMille is considering production of here Aug. 25 on the Majestic.
BRVANT 37.40-37A4
"Porgy," a story of negro life by DeS^v>iuELS,I>rc.
Bose Heyward.
Emelka Declares 6 Per cent Dividenc'
Berlin The Emelka or Muenchen81,000,000 Omaha Theater
cr Lichtspielkunst, South Germany';"
Omaha— A |1,000,000 house is biggest film organization, has declarplanned for Harney St., between 15th ed a dividend of six per cent.
i54-0 broadway
and 16th Sts.
Ginsberg Visiting Exchanges
Jannings at Work
Henry Ginsberg, president of Ster- Insurance Experts to the Theatrical
and Motion Picture Industry
Berlin
Emil Jannings' new picture ling Pictures, leaves today for a trip
is "Emil, the Sailor."
to Chicago to visit exchanges.

—

may

LOBBY FRAMES

De

May Make Jenny Lind Film
Hollywood M.-G.-M. will make a
Jenny Lind original slory prepared
Farnham.
Dorothy
Norma
by
Shearer

;

case was brought b.y United Artists
alleging breach of contract by tht
ended March 31 last.
theater firm. The issue hinged on the
availability clause, with the theateij
company contending the distributoi
The Warners are training a school violated the contract when deliverj
of operators in the workings of the was refused 43 days after the close
The
four weeks' course has of the first-run engagement.
\ itaphone.
been instituted at the Manhattan O. company insisted upcn a different inSam Warner said yesterday any terpretation of the zoning clause,
H.
licensed operator can apply for in- setting a date 50 days after the firstIn all run.
The case resulted in a deadstruction without any charge.
probability, the first class will con- -ock vote, with a seventh arbitratoi
stitute crews to be used for "Don called in to break the deadlock.

—

From

10, 1926

9240

VAULTS

!

PROJECTION, CUTTING and SHIPPING Rooms
LIGHT ON FOUR SIDES
IN THE HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED IN ONE
100% SPRINKLER 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR
126-132 West 46th St., Between Broadway and Sixth Ave.

2nd

LEAVITT BUILDING
FLOOR
PHONE BRYANT
i mmF"-"ifi nn iiii
,i

i

iii

im n
i

i

inii ii

nm

ii

7747

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

iiiiM

Qi

W

Cfet

>n|.^IC|^/

58 mo^'

MEN UAlfE nXE
Chicago,

Driental Theatre,

111.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Davis Theatre,

\merican Theatre,
Salt Lake City, Utah

Franklin Theatre,
Strand Theatre,

Regent Theatre,

East Liberty, Pa.

York

Lyric Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.

Regent Theatre,

Paterson, N.

Tampa,

Olympia Theatre,

Stamford, Conn.

Rialto Theatrl

New Bedford, Mass.

Altoona, Pa.

Opera House,

Shreveport, La.

Jamestown, N. Y.

Taunton, Mass.

Broadway Theatre,
Council

BluflFs,

Iowa

Broadway Theatre,

Strand Theatre,

Muskogee, Mich.

Battle Creek, Mich.
Majestic Theatre, Sheboygan, Wis.

Pastime Theatre,
Sipe Theatre,

Elgin,

Union

City,

"Kokomo,

Rialto Theatre,

Savoy Theatre,
Liberty Theatre,
Rialto Theatre,
Poli's Palace

Tl

Burns Theatre,
Colorado Springs,
Capitol Theatre,

New London,

III.

N.

J.

Ind.

C

Bijou Theatre,

Bangor, Maine
Crocker Theatre,

Strand Theatre,

Princess Tl

Liberty Theatre, Wheeling, W. Va.

Grand Theatre,
Saeiiger Theatre,

Strand Theatre,

J.

Cunnings Theatre, Fitchburg.Mass.
Strand Theatre,

Boe]

Liberty, Theatre^

Orleans, La.
Fla.

Olympia Theatre,

Victoriat Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.

Wichita, Kansas

Cleveland, Ohio

Park Theatre,

New

Miller Theatre,

Crescent Theatre,

New

Colony Theatre,

Auditorium Theatre,
Newark, Ohio
Colonial Theatre,

Lincoln, Nebr.

Cofinl

Auditorium Theatre,
Winston-Salem, N. C.

NOTHING CAN STOP^^FIRST NATIONAL-HIT AFTER
TTTT

Jv

1

BANNER. GROUP LEADS

THE INDUSTRY
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Women"

is

* *

*

liant.

And

Newspaper Opinions

That's That

\By PHIL. M.

DALY,

CAPT. HARRY GANTZ,

"The Waltz Dream"

retired

reviews on this picture follow:
has an unique job
a
IS
MORNING
TELEGRAPH—*
is
that
nothing
see
to
up
German importation and shows the same
done according to regulations and delicacy
and skill that marks the product
that army rules are thoroughly bur- which hears a U. F. A. label. It is as harmonious
as
the plaintive notes of a Viennese
SumSlim
lesqued in the series of 13
insouciance and
merville comedies Universal is mak- love iTi'elody, reflecting the
care-free abandon of the Viennese, the paging.
eantry of the hoyden mob in the joy of their
colorful and exotic carnivals, the pomp and
splendor
of royalty and the warmth and ardor
Clara Kimball Young has applied

army

to

It's

Additional

officer,

him

of

Viennese lovers.

*

*

for protection from
POST—* * * It is not only the best
the annoyance of a machinist, who Broadway screen oflerinpr of this week, but
The picture is a German
ivrites fervent love notes and loiters of many weeks.
near her home. He claims to have one * • * and it demonstrates very cffec
tively
indeed the fact that German film
been visited by "dream spirits" makers appreciate comedy as well as tragedy.
which told him Miss Young was his The comedy of "The Waltz Dream" is light,
to

authorities

pleasant and tasteful. * * *

wife.

All

SUN— Vienna,

is

"Fair"

Universal

with

on

its

its
wine, its waltzes and
gay, sparkling pre-war spirit are eulogized

If you don't beevery theater deal.
lieve if, ask some of Al's associates.

terms in "The Waltz Dream''
once the Germans have sent us a
Helped
light sentimental, romantic comedy.
along by the dulcet strains of the Capitol

Elmer Fryer of the Metropolitan
making "The Last Frontier"

orchestra * * * the film provides as pleasing
(if inconsequentiaO an entertainment as may
be found in the city this week. • • •

unit

threatens to eclipse
record for shooting

Buffalo

Bill's

buffalo.

He's

cameraman.

a

in
cinetn'a
* * * for

TELEGRAM—*

* *

It

is

comedy with no pretensions

to
presents.

romantic
such UFA

a

realism as "Variety"
It is light
and amusing, and in it appears an actress of
great charm. Mady Christians, who plays the
-ol'"

of

Princess

Alix

with

real

distinction

Mrs. Helen McCoy, formerly with • « •
the Shubcrts, is now in charge of the
TIMES The German tradition received
wardrobe department at the' Metro- somewhat of a setback * * for "The Waltz
Dream" proved to be as light and flufly p
politan studios.
Bet she'll have more thing as any production sent out of Holly-

—

apparel to handle.

Mary Astor
acea for all

claims music

ills.

The

is

a pan-

latest appli-

a

wood. It even limped at times, as if imsure
nf where it was going, which is the just
thing any one would expect from the recent
nrodnctions of the German studios, which
have been sending to this country some ex
'••a ordinary
examples of realistic film art

cure for contusions. » « «
When she was forced to fall in a reWORLD—* • * came through its ordea'
cent picture she arose and seated bv camera with charm. Without cags, slap
sticks,
wise cr.-icking and that shellac smear
herself at the melodeon of the orof smartness which effecfivelv snoils so manv
chestj-a on the set, coaxing higubriof our light movies, this German product
ous groans from the instrument. has preserved the indefinite touch of a good
Her music always portrays her operetta.
In addition to a consistent competency
moods, she stated, as the music took
never, however, rising toward genius, and r
on a bright tone.
"leris,Tnt
sentimental p.ivety of simp'iclty
cation

is

Hnllvwnod would have done the whole thing

DAILY

Tuesday, August

entertaaining. though hardly bril-

NEWS— This

gives one
going to be difficult to review many future films without
comparing tliem with "Variety."
The current offering at the Rivoli has
strong points of resemblance, in the matter
of camera angles, * * • and in general sur
roundings if not in plot * * *

more

indication that

it

picture

is

—

or Educational.
f'aris,

He

visited

_

Berlin,

Vienna, Brussels and London.

Exhibitor Killed in Auto Mishap
Bear Creek, Mont. Sudden checkng of the speed of his automobile
:aused the car to turn turtle, killing
Nestor Cenis, veteran owner of the

—

Over

{Continued from Page 1)
100 per cent.
17 dailies and 4

carried
theaters at

week-

the

lies

WORLD—

—

»

•

and used with great

SUN—*
of

*

*

being the

The

first

film wins the distinction
imitation of "Variety," by

an American director.
I found the director's (William Wellman)
depiction with a swinging camera (instead
of with the dissolves used in "Variety") of
the different acts of the little Chauve Souris
exceptionally interesting. * * *

TELEGRAM—*
back

*

*

Street

scenes,

the

and in front of the
footlights, the trick flyin.g which Vera does
at that colorful performance, all this is extremely well done. * * *
Russians

stage

But, alas, it begins to drag.
The opening bang set a tempo which the picture doe.s
not m'alntain. » • •
It's a case again of
good photography, acting and directing wasted on a story that isn't worth it. * * *

TIMES—

* * * There is little doubt that
the popular German production was the inspiration of this picture, and, unlike most
pictures which seek a market to which some
one else has pointed the way, it is rather
well done. * * *
It is a well staged and directed picture,
and the acting in it is adequate for the tepid
emotions called for by the story. • » •
* * * as unoriginal, as reminiscent and as devoid of creative thought as
anything I have seen on Broadway in years

WORLD —

in

touring the state

of

the

new

season.

effect

by Richey

the interests
Detroit's cam-

in

paign was given unusual co-operation
by newspapers. Each donated a half
page to supplement advertisements on
the season, and delivery trucks carried
banners boosting the event.
One
paper distributed 50,000 reprints oS
Ten winits contest announcement.
dow displays were secured with 50

book dealers coming
tive windows.
The

in
full

on co-operashowing of

billboards called for 200 24-sheets
5,000 ones, 1,500 threes and 2,000 window cards. The city spent $12,000
on its campaign with the state campaign, costing an additional |23,000.

Ray Lewis' Resignation Refused
Ray Lewis, who resigned

Toronto

—

as secretary of the Ontario Division,
is still ideiatified with the M. P._ T.
She tendered her resignation,
d.

it
was not accepted. She was
prevailed upon to continue as advisory
secretary, the new office being creatTennis League Schedule
ed so that she could continue on the
The Schedule of the tennis branch board.
of the M, P. Athletic Assoc, follows:

but

;

nroud
The story Is thrillin". ins^Ir
j'-ig and iinlifting and leaves one with
a f"e1
Ir'n
of exhilaration that Is seldom reached
in the world of amusement • * •
T'OST— * • * It has a good enough ide.behlnd it. but it Is a bad picture, starting
out well, but wading, before the end. knee
deep in a flood of sticky slimv sentiment
nauseating
to
behold.
Nothing,
surelv
could be more flagrantly moral than this

It

1926

contest, giving thu
least 15 inches of free
space each day for a period of 21 days
with a circulation of 1,000,000.
In
EVENING JOURNAL—* * » is enter towns that did not boast a daily
taining, though hardly brilliant. » • *
Florence Vidor ir newspaper, the pictures were distriEVENING
"You Never Know Women" had rather bet- buted in the form of a herald with
ter fortune than sometimes falls to a new star the rules
and list of prizes listed on
Paraon graduation from featured roles.
The 20 pictures constitumount staged the picture heandsoni'cly and the back.
William Wellman directed the story smartly ting the contest were divided intc
and with more of an eye for camera novelty groups of five each and distrilnited m
than is seen in most program pictures. * * •
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * is an the box office, one series each week
interesting story though one of the sequences, Thus every town that had a theater
intendedly dramatic, becomes ludicrous, * * • participated in the contest.
In addition to the national awards
POST Wlien Famous • * • took charge
of the * * * "Variety," in this country all of there were state and city prizes ofthe Param'ount directors and scenarists studfered
contestant.s
to
the winning
ied it carefully. * * • Director William Wellthereby creating local interest in each
man, for one, is hereby flunked by this de
partment for his opus * * * "You Never city.
Know Women." Everybody else who had
The first prize in the state is an
anything to do with it receives a condition,
with the exception of the hard-working cast. automobile, donated for the occasion

much finer. * • •
Joe Rock Busy
Los Angeles An elaborate production program has been put into ef"The Wise Guv"
To-morrow First National vs. M.-G.fect this week by Joe Rock, who has
First National
M.; Fox vs. Pa the: United Artists
received rush orders from his distriBroadwav
vs. Warners; Aug.
16: Famous vs.
fWeek Ending Julv 31)
butors for fall and winter programs.
Hirlagraph; Fox vs. M.-G.-M.; First
*
•
EVENING
TOTTRNAL—
•
In
pa
a
The producer will make a series of
rade of mo'-.il plays "The Wise Guy" would National vs. United Artists; Aug. 18:
12 comedies featuring "Fatty" Alex- h.n"" to lead.
Pathe vs. Hiralgraph; Warners vs.
ander, "Kewpie" Ross and "Fat"
The r)ict"re has been heralded as a second
Famous: First National vs. Fox; Aug.
"Miracle
Man."
Perhaps it is.
Karr for the Standard Cinema Corp.,
The them^
very much the same * • • Althone-Ii the 2,3: Warners vs. Hirlagraph; United
and a scries of as many dramatic is
thp'ne Is old th" storv is fresh.
Direction
Artists vs. M.-G.-M.; Pathe vs. Faproductions for another releasing con- and cast .nre excellent, fnllv as canable as th.nt
mous;
Aug. 25: Hirla.arraph vs. First
"
•
* *
cern.
Associated with Rock are his of the mnch di'^cussed "Mirncle Man
EVENING WORLD—* * * "The Mlmcl^ National; Pathe vs. M.-G.-M.; Fox
brother,
Murray Rock, production Man"
h^s been reo-arded as an outstandinf vs. Famous; Aug. 30: United
Artists
manager, and Irene Schreck, business 'ilm. "The Wise Guv" Is in the same
mood vs. Pathe: Warners vs.
M.-G.-M.;
I can see nothing obiectionable or censornbV
manager.
Fox vs. Hirlagraph Sept. 1 First
frotrr a religious standpoint in the nroductior
in
its present form.
It would seem to me
National vs. Famous; Fox vs. WarPutter Back From Europe
that it wnuld apnea? to the average audience
Walter Futter is back in New York ,TS n hinrhlv mornl film with n deen lesson ners; United Artists vs. Hirlagraph;
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * • Firs' Sept. 7: Pathe vs. First National:
ifter a six-weeks' trip abroad to film
National hns a r.;rtx,rp of which thev can fee' Hirlagraph
vs.
M.-G.-M.;
United
iiaferial for his "Curiosities" series •ust'v
_

Putting

10,

:

Sunday Shows Continue

—Although

in

Iowa

arrested for
breaking the Sunday closing ordinance, Frank B. Pennington will continue Sunday operation of his Rialto.
Jewell,

la.

is a demand for Sunday shows,
he states, despite the fact that voters

There

recently rejected a proposed repeal
of the law.
Voters at Clarinda did
likewise.

Progress Reported by Michaelove
Work is progressing rapidly on the
Candler theater, under construction'
at Atlanta, Dan Michaelove, assistant sales director for Univrsal in the

Asa
Southeast, declared yesterday.
is
millionaire,
Candler,
Coca-Cola
Famous; Sept. 9: Pathe,
vs. Warners: Fox vs. United Artists; sponsoring the house, which is to be
Southern theleading
Universal's
Famous vs. M.-G.-M.;
Artists

vs.

Sept. 13, First

National

vs.

Warners.

ater.

Exposition Co-operation Promised
Coast
Will H. Hays has notiSt. Loui.s
Carmelita Geraghtv. who has just
Meyer,, president of the
Picture.
Fsnecl.aly bad. too. are the wise
completed work in "The Great Gats- fied Carl F. G.
cracking titles supplied by George Marion
St. Louis Chamber of Commerce, that
Happy Hour.
hv" for Fatnous, left yesterday for
he has requested producers to coHollywood.
operate with the Greater St. Louis
Port Chester Opening Aug. 18
"You Never Know Women"
Exposition in bringing stars here.
Port Chester, N. Y.— Lew Fields
To Detroit for F. B. O.
Paramount
ivill act as master of ceremonies at
Bert Adier left for Detroit las*
Rivoli
Gordon Sackville Dies
he opening of the Playhouse, Aug.
(Week Ending July 30)
night on special exploitation for F
Los Angeles Gordon Sackville,
18.
•
•
AMERICAN—*
"You Never Know B. O.
actor, is dead of apoplexy.

Goes

to

—

—
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Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploita\m stunts. They give all necessary
\formation the exhibitor needs to

Attacks

M.

P. T. O. A.

(^Continued from Page 1)
the past six years to aid the producers
of pictures in gaining control of the motion
picture industry.'

theater owners.
Why can't
national body that is honest in
purpose and principle? You hayc the answer
in this statement.
challenge any theater
owner, officer, or member of the national
who supports the national body of the M. P
T.
A. now advocating producer control
of the industry, while claiming to guaranteetheater owner investments, to continue tt
support the present national body without
being a piece of fake scenery.
"We say further that everyone who stands
for or encourages the present policy and management is responsible to a falsehood, a con
temptible lie."

ganziations
we have a

of

We

O

"May 1 ask the whole blur-eyed M. P. T.
over.
They have made O. A. whether there ever was an organization
They will make with such a leader having tlie brass, the ef\oney for others.
and contemptible gall to insult men
This daily list of frontery,
\oney for you.
who own property by telling them that their
iiJxploit-0-Grams" is intended as brick and mortar does not belong to them,
ready reference for the busy show- but belongs to the picture producers, when
these producers have not one
File them away. Here is an ed in this brick and mortar? red cent investan.
We have stated
it-your-elbow" service of publicity it before that the most stupid, most despicable
things
can
be
put
over
in
this
Sydney S. Cohen could not be
pictures.
industry, where
these
you
run
eas when
honest purpose is often
out of the reached for a statement.
FILM
\md in your "Exploit-O-Grams," theater owners, but in our kicked
opinion this is the
supplied the M. P. T. O. A.
id help the other fellows who are dumbest and most contem^jtible insult ever
offered to theater owners since the beginning with the full text of Rembusch's atdping you.
of motion pictures and every theater owner
tack to forward to Joseph M. Seider,

them

lit

THE

DAILY

who

"The Flaming Frontier"

.

We

Museum

has rights should resent it.
these things were so, but had

have known
no idea that Mr. Cohen would glory

(Universal)

Arranged with the Art

believes he

for
In-

who

is

at Saratoga, for

comment.

Another Big

—

the

St.

:

—

—

;

•aled

of the various local merchants
jnating the prizes for the contest,
he contest was opened to men, woen and children. Those sending in
ifes

iswers nearest the dimensions spefied by Dix were given prizes. The
inners were announced from the
age.
Pat McGee, Criterion The-

—

Oklahoma

er,

City, Okla.

My

Baby"
(Paramount)
Ran a "Baby Identification Contest"
co-operation with a newspaper. The
"That's

broke the stunt a few days bethe
opening with a cut of
The
ouglas. MacLean and a baby.
illowing day a story was published
^ving details of the cnotest, menoning the picture, star and the the:er.
The third day the first layout
five children's pictures appeared
ith a story.
The theater offered
izes to each mother whose baby's
cture appeared.
They merely had
go to the newspaper office and say
rhat's
Baby," to establish their
entity, and receive the prize, with
The babies' pic:kets to the show.
res were obtained through a local
lotographer who inade shots a few
Rodney
eeks preceding the contest.
iper
ire

"

I

My

—

ush,

Galax

Theater,

Birmingham,

la.

Lawrence Gray Coming East
Hollywood

— Lawrence

ave for the East soon.

Gray

will

der
the

the

M.

whole

is

with

disgusted

"We should know that a political organization cannot function in a business way. If
the M. P. T. O. A. had every theater owner
in the United States as a member of the
organization, I doubt if it could or would
affect the actual tilin' business of the industry
a penny's worth
In its present form it can
only affect politics
i.e.,
adverse legislation,
etc.
It never
has affected our business.
do theater owners fool themselves into
believing a political group can do business
for them?
political organization is only a
moral organization depending only on the
conscience of their leaders and what conscience have the M. P. T. O.
leaders?
business organization is a legal body where
officers and stockholders are together under
law and order. It was because I knew how
irresponsible is a membership organization
run politically that I proposed to the theater
;

Why

Los Angeles

— Margaret

Morris

A

A

owners in 1920 to put a 'big irran' at their
head who would be above graft and who
would bring the theater owners a large degree
of respect and this might possibly help them
protect their investments even in a membership body.
"I believe

if

the

theater

owners of

this

country had an honest organization it would
act as a balance wheel and an insurance policy to everybody in the industry, but when
a group of politicians has the gall to say that
they represent the independent theater owners
of this country and then advocate at the
same time that the producers should control
your industry, your theaters, and it is right
to take your theaters away from you by any
means fair or otherwise, then it is time that
something should be done.
"I am hoping that there are still enough
independent theater owners in this country
who will think over what that something
should be. In my opinion the first thing that
should be done, the M. P. T. O. A. national
organization should be put out of business
or else put somewhere where it will function
for the theater owner and not for the 'producer.'

"Then the sooner we call that French lick
Irreeting the better, where those of us who
believe our brick and motar is ours, may say
it in an emphatic way.
None of the middle
west has or can get a presentation in the
national body because

we

are

policies.

"There are now many wonderful

state

or

arrest.

The

case went to trial Friday after
considerable delay and much time
was consumed in impaneling a jury
of six men.
The "test" case will be carried to
the Supreme Court by Rembusch,

who

has announced that he will con-

Sunday shows.

tinue

These shows

followed by prosecution in
each instance, according to John E.
be

will

Summa, prosecutor.
If Columbus want

Sunday

a "blue"

will

the law, work of necessity oil
charity only is permitted on the Sabbath.

McGowan, Finlayson Expected Soon
Culver City Robert McGowan, director of "Our Gang" and Jimmy

—

Finlayson are expected back in Hollytheir Eiiropean trip about
Aug. 21. Scenes were shot in London to be used in an "Our Gang"

wood from
comedy,

tentatively

"London

titled

Bridge."

Dorothy Henry

in "Transgressor"
Arthur LaTour and Dr. Shields
have completed production on "The

Transgressor," made at the Estee
Studio with Dorothy Henry and Arthur Donaldson featured.

Carmelita Geraghty to Coast

Having

work

finished

"The

in

Great Gatsby," Carmelita Geraghty
en route to Hollywood.

is

is

the feminine lead in "The Man of the
Forest," the Zane Grey story, which
John Waters will direct for Famous.

"Barbara Worth" Company Returns
Los Angeles The "Winning of
Barbara Worth" company has return-

—

ed to Hollywood after a desert location

trip.

it's

A

"Variety" at Providence
Providence— "Variety" and "Grass" M. P. T. O. A.
e featured on the Strand's bill this
against Cohen's
eek.

industry

P. T. O. A.

under

Under

Louis House

A

1

1)

Rembusch, Frank Horn, manager.
and William Norman, operator, are
to

have it, with rigid enforcement
insisted upon,
Rembusch declares.

"During these Cohen years we have seen
St.
Louis Bids are being asked
producers and distributors take over
hundreds of theaters from their customers. for on the $1,000,000 theater to be
At present all producing companies are grab- erected by Central Properties Corp.,
bing theaters on the ground that they must
on the airdome site at Hamilton and
have theaters of their own or they cannot sell
Skouras Bros, will
Easton Aves.
their pictures.
"During Cohen's administration no effort operate the house which is to seat
to protect the inherent rights of the theater
Another project to get under
2,500.
owner has been made, so that today the theowner is confronted with marketing way soon is a St. Louis Amuse. Co.
ater
in his buying of pictures that theater on
Union Blvd. and Terry
list of patrons who were known to conditions
amounts to confiscation.
Ave.
enthusiastic over Indian art, and
"My analysis and summary of the national
announcement of the picture show- body of the M. P. T. O. A. is this: By
Sid Smith Starts Comedy
g was sent to each of them. John a system of surreptitious political intrigue,
the national body of the M. P. T. O. A. has
Sid Smith today starts production
oyal, Keith's Palace, Cleveland.
existed as a subsidiary of certain producers.
By claiming to be the guide, protector, and on "The She Beast," fourth of his
of 12 two-reel comedies for
guardian
of exhibitors and through ai system series
"Let's Get Married"
of character assassination directed against Sava.
He will play the lead, with
(Paramount)
any theater owner who objects to the Cohen Brenda Greene in support.
policy
and
by
aid
of
political
a
group
who
Tied up with a local tabloid paper
Gene ("Fatty") Laymon, who has
no one to speak or be elected to naThe allow
an "Ideal Bride Contest."
1
tional office who is against the Cohen system been producing comedies at the Coast
the
and by means of the political machine that for Sava, is due in New York next
ea was based on a scene from
cture in which Richard Dix joking- controls all activities and meetings, conven- week after a trip through the South.
tions are all cooked and planned beforehand,
gives the measurements of the girl regulated and staged so that the same Cohen Smith will direct him.
Copies machinery is self-perpetuated in office every
considers the ideal bride.
these specifications were put in year, so that every year nothing is done to
Margaret Morris Gets Lead
protect the theater owner's rights.
No wonenvelopes and placed in the

display of pictures of
Also the Historical Society
ian life.
live an exhibit of Indian relics of the
speTie of the Custer Massacre.
lal notice about the picture was used
in
its
Society
Historical
the
7
The director of the Art
lilding.
useum furnished the theater with
special

(Continued from Page

it

his

in

iniquities.

Law" Attacked

"Blue

M.-G.-M. Signs Author
M.-G.-M. has signec'
Daniel Tomlinson, athletic instructor and author, to do an original.

Hollywood

the first

OF THE

—

Millarde to Direct "Taxi Dancer"
Los Angeles Harry Millarde will
direct "The Taxi Dancer" for M.-

//

—

G.-M.

And

New Fox Wardrobe Building
broken
has
Fox
Hollywood
ground for a new wardrobe building

—

on

EXCHANGES

^

it's

d.-

J

vov/

IVlliYWHEEE.

its lot.

FOR RENT
From August

10,

1926,

Pathe

Studio located at 134th Street

BUFFALO

and Park Avenue,
City.

Fully

New York

equipped

All
production.
picture
able rent by month

SEPT. 7th

with

and carpenter shop.
requirements for motion

lights, flats

Reason-

or lease.
Extraordinary inducements.
Inquire
M. S. EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
1

27th Sticel and Second Averur.

New

Telephone Harlem 9600

York

.///^^''"X.

I

WILLIAM FOX

I

^\

G

who made

a sensational success of

WINTER GOMES," motion
picture
version
of
HUTCHIN-

"IF
^^-^^

SON'S

first

great popular novel, has

determined to more than duplicate
that success with

Increasing Rirposc
23;;A.S.M.

HUTCHINSON
Director

Harry Beaumont who has made a number of box office
successes including "Sandy" is now on location in ENGLAND
preparing to film this latest Hutchinson masterpiece.

Author and Adapter
In keeping with the high standard of production
for this season's product,

Bradley King

now

is

in

FOX

has set

England writ-

ing the scenario with the assistance of the author,
A.

^

S.

M,

Hutchinson.
I

I

English Locations
To

get the true spirit of the drama, the exterior scenes
will be
filmed in England by an American staff in
locations designated
by the author.

One of the greatest novels

.^^'

..^^^

of

list

,^^

^.^^

^--^=^^

an international success

many months headed

I

.^.^^

recent years

for

I

#^
the

I

\

%
^w<>

of popular best-sellers!
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Northwest Exhibitor Unit Enters

"What Price Glory" Ready About
January—J. R. Grainger Back
on-

|NCE

again the move is
is nothing especially

from

There

—Another

"Trip

Distribution In Surprise

Soon

all
probability. Fox will send
12 road shows for "What Price
Glory" which will be completed and
ready for release about the first of the
year. Camera work is practically con-

Move

In

I

iw in exhibitor participation in out
It has been tried
has always failed.
Al Steffes and his North-

stribution.
efore.

Now

It

est association enter distribu-

cluded,

but

)

:,g:ht.

Both Sides

ISteffes' idea is to

The

ation.

trip just

money.

unit needs

Exhibitor
through.

titling

Canada the end

It

members have not
The saddest com-

concluded took Grainger to
(Continued on Page 6)

finance his asso-

an open secret that the M. P. T. O.
in continuing its
IS had difficulties
[ork.

and

eight weeks' sales trip.
He
of the week
and expects to be back at the Hollywood studio within a month. The
to

I

editing

represe'nt a long and careful
job have vet to be undertaken.
James R. Grainger, general sales
manager of the organization, is back

salesmen,
Exchange,
and all. Competition is
be offered Minneapolis exfrom an
national
and state goes
langes,

o n.
)oker

i

the

which

Back
J.

to

Al Steffes Acquires Rayart and

Silverless Film
Berlin — A trade show of

A. C. A. Product for Three
raw

States

stock produced without a silver
base was held yesterday. The
consensus of opinion seemed to
be that the result was most

Manufacturing

satisfactory.
cost is said

duced by

to have been re-

fifty

Nego-

per cent.

tiations are under
formation of a big

market the

Minneapolis— The M. P. T. O. of
the Northwest, tri-state organization
headed by W. A. Steffes, has entered distribution. Offering 30 features
and 13 short subjects to exhibitors
of Minnesota, North and South Dakota, the organization is beginning
a sales campaign for the product obtained last week in New York by

way for the
company to

film.

Steffes.

London

D. Williams' Visit a Hurried One
Deal for Distribution of Gish

Plans for the sales drive were being perfected yesterday by Steffes
following his return from the East.
Distribution gets under way at once
with several prints due today.
Whether or not the move, which

Florida the Best

—

Sam Katz Says Business So Far
Pictures On
Ahead of Any Other State That
D. Williams arrived on the
There's No Comparison
entary on the entire incident thus Berengaria Friday.
He sails for
Tampa There is no comparison marks the initial effort of an exhibitTheater owners London on the same boat today.
)mes to h'ght.
His hurried trip to New York con-, between Florida and any other state or association to enter distribution
lemselves have failed to make the
cerned production of the Dorothy of the Union, so far as picture busi-. on a large scale, will meet with
aintenance of their association pos- Gish pictures which British National ness is concerned, for Florida is tha
opposition of exchanges is uncertain,
ble.
The day has apparently not is making in England.
best state of the nation, Sam Katz although entrance of another factor
"London," the second of the series said when he was here. Because of
;t come
in Minnesota and the Da'(Continued on Page 6)
has been finished.
Herbert Wilcox the abnormal condition existing, tho
when exhibitors reaDtas, at least
(Continued on Page 2)
state cannot be taken as a barometer
ze that they should adequately supof business for the country in comime

J.

—

—

Drt

—

their state organization.

The big
orthwest

75 Houses the Goal

question

of this latest
quite naturally reDlves around the regulation distriutors.
They find exhibitors engagig in distribution.
Disregarding the
ght or the wrong of the matter, \\
certain the exchanges won't like
le idea.
And not approving of the

move

they will act.
This must be realized, too.

Ian,

leans a lot to

Northwest

StefTes
exhibitors.

Fighting Al," they call him. He has
ztn waging theater owners' battles
w long now for them not to carry
Whatever
n with him to the limit.
le attitude, it is not amiss to make
lis statement:
Exhibitors will back
im up.

Will It

Never End?

Once again the battle of words is
Frank Rembusch attacks the
r. P. T. O. A., Sydney S. Cohen and

n.

Detroit

efforts to
build and acquire theaters in this territory, Woodward Theater Co., head-

politicians

Henry

"It is easy to see the sinster, hut
foolish purpose" of the tirade which
"gives evidence of having been inspired somewhat by the hot weather
and to a degree augmented by disappointment over the fact that the M.
P. T. O. A. did not endorse his dis-

KANN

plan."

This was the comment of M.
(Continued on Page 7)

now

of

the

Seventh

Potomac Con-

Day

Adventists

session here.
Delegates voted to continue
(Continued on Page 7)

Rembusch Answered

tribution

ference

President

Columbia.

The firm now has in operation 23
houses, with several under construc-

—

Why

of

District

(Continued on Page 2)

With subsiding of anti-foreign spirit,
the industry in China may anticipate
faster progress, according to WilI'r.ni H. Jansen, manager and direcror
cf the Red Seal Film Co., Lid., who
York with prints of three
is in
feat.ire.<i and 239 reels of scenics, educationals and topicals. American pictures, he states, comprise about 90%
of the programs shown in China.
•Jhinesc films are next in popularity,
(Continued on Page 6)

New

in

their

Elinor Glyn Signs
Elinor Glyn has
signed a long-term contract with
Its
\
Famous under the terms of which
"In any revolutionary development she will bring her own stories to the
of the kind, it is the policy of the or- screen under her own supervision.
picture will be "UJ'
ganization to bide its time, in order The^^t
e^"fe:§t picti
that it may adapt itself to the conditions presented by the new inven-

Los Angeles

Biding

tion."

—

Time

Famous Dividend Voted

.

^

^

the observation or Joe
Weber, president of the American
Federation of Musicians on his rc(Continued on Page 6)

This was

J.

fu-

ture welfare of the nation are the
four bills now pending in Congress,
which have for their object the banning of Sunday entertainment in the

Westbrook warned

".

lize it?

Washington

cipalities.

in

Periodically, these blasts develop,
lothing comes of them. The usefuless of this sort of thing ended long
go.
don't the perpetrators re-

S.

Law" Hit
— Menaces to the

"Blue

its

Koppin, already has
its goal of 25 houses, and set
a new goal of 75 by Jan. 1, 1927.
This means invasion of 35 to 40 munied by
passed

general,
like O'TooIe, rallying to the M. P.
O. cause, replies at length. Cohen
-thankfully
is not verbose.

xhibitor

— Redoubling

Brighter Outlook

(Continued on Page 2)

regular quarterly dividend of
$2 on no par common stock was
voted at a meeting of the Board of
Directors of Famous held yesterday.

The

C. C. Considering Demands
Von Stroheim's Next
increases demanded by oper
Lasky on Vacation Trip
Los Angeles— Erich Von Stroheim
ators will be considered at a meeting
Angeles— Jesse L. Lasky has
Los
Lasky
Con has been selected bv Jess_e L.
of the T. O. C. C. tomorrow.
left Los Angeles for an extended vaAmerican
the
"Glorifying
direct
tracts between theater owners and to
cation trip jn Alaskan waters.
Girl."
the operators expire Sept. 1.

T.

O.

Wage

THE
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Financial
Advancing of the call rate to 5 per cent
threw a damper on the advance in the leaders
yesterday, with the result that many of them
broke several points under the heavy selling
that followed the announcement of the rise
in the price of nroney.
The outcome of this was a general reaction, which extended as far as the film isWarner Pictures "A," after a sensasues.
tional ten point rise, was oflf 2>^ points at
the close yesterday.
Warner Pictures made
Famous Players slipped
a fractional gain.
IJ^ points below the previous day's closing.

Quotations
Am
Am.

High Low
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

.

.

.

37^
73^

735^
114^^
..117^ 116

114^

.

•First

Intern'l Project.

42J4
23-4
19^4
57Ji

Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

97K

M

t

.

• Last

"A"

Pict.

104
72J4

23^
11^

600

41!^
23 -^

41/2
23 >^
1954
57
97

2,200
100
100
1,200

19K
56J4
97
24
5/2

2SJ4
7

,

52
7554
85i
97
3054
4554

75/2
854

25^ 2254 25^
29^ 24^ nVi

Quoted

Prices

tt Bid and Ask
.t

Bond Market

•• Philadelphia

Market

When you

think of

you are thinking of

T E B B

I

N S

Specialists in Motion Picture

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

unconditionally here

7,200
16,800

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

16,

two

Aug.

1,

the Woodward
Flint theaters

it

took over the

company acquires
from Lester Matt.

N. Y. C.

1)

directed.

the

i;

most

lavish of

the entire

serie

will be "Mme. Pompadour" which,
will be remembered Norma Talmadg
at one time was to make.
France

i

—

Warning

THE

the total
theaters.

outlay

for

the

46 picture Sabreur," sequel to "Beau Geste."
Percival Christopher Wren is author.
Production
plans
have not been
Close Saginaw Theater Deal
made, but it would not prove surprisSaginaw. Mich. Thirty-nine thou- ing
Brenon directed.
if Herbert
sand dollars is the annual rental the
Putterfield interests, now an ally of
Clarke Returning
Pulilix, will pay for the new house
Col. W. F. Clarke of Cranfield &
being erected here by the Shriners.
Clarke is booked to sail on the Laconia for New York, arriving here
New Famous Exchange at Boston late next week.

be

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

—

—

Famous' new exchange

in Arlington Sq. is under
way, and will be ready for occupancy
by cold weather.

Fox Company Leaves Aug. 18
Headed by Edmund Lowe and
Lila Lee, the Fox company going to
England to make "One Increasing

Raw Stock

touch of refinement on
elaborate production is the

finishing

an

All Colors

handroloring; by

The Perfect

H andcoloring

Film
528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
Morningside 1776
New York
of

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

New York

Hollywood,

City

Blvd.
Calif.

18.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
furnish the necessary working
liLil funds for the producer with a contract
for a series of pictures. If you have such a
proposition, give us an opportunity to work

ff^E can

Our terms are reasonable.
workable and livable.
Suite 1207-8

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Negative and Positive
The

with you.

Co., Inc.
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"Tip Toes," the third,
Olympic theater, Michigan Ave., and now in production."
Will Roger
two theaters at Brightmoor formerly and Nelson Keys support Miss Gish
operated by John Golden. On Sept What Williams said yesterday will bi
tion.

building

400

London

to

(.Continued from
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Purpose," leaves Aug.

INSURANCE
S

700

made

On

11, 1926

Property has been acquired for houses
"In the cl.iss of entertainment we ofifer, at Plymouth and Northville. Each is
Florida' business so far outstrips that of any
Marion is doing the script and actua
other state that we are obliged to omit it to have 1,600 seats.
from calculations of what may be in prospect
Projects under way or contemplat- production gets under way in th
nationally," Katz declared, pointing out that ed are but the forerunner of the amFall at the new Elstree studios, nea
the company's program for coming year involves $10,000,000, covering renewals and bitious campaign he has outlined, ac- London.
new theater construction.
cording to Koppin, whose rise to af"I am New York City's biggest 24-sheet for fluence in the state exhibition field
Schine Firm Name Changed
"The
Florida," he told Publix managers
N. Y. The Schin
Gloversville,
general business situation in Florida is sur- has been little short of sensational.
prisingly good.
The volume of our business Some years ago, Koppin acquired Theatrical Co., which operates abov
It
in this state has maintained a high level.
several downtown theaters, which he 40 theaters in central New York, ha
is certainly as good as it was in the 'boom'
period of last Summer, and possibly is even leased, when tiring of theater mani certified that it has changed its coi
better than it was at that tiirie."
agement. In April of this year, how- porate name to Schine Chain The
ever, he resumed management, em- aters. Inc.
Executives Bring Grange Film
barking on the present expansion
Joseph I. Schnitzer, senior vice program.
Operating 11 Reading Houses
president, and E. B Derr, treasurer,
Philadelphia Amsterdam and Ko
arrived in New York yesterday in
son Enterprises have acquired b
F. N. Solid in Midwest
company with Byron Morgan, author,
First T>Iational has sold the Banner purchase the Rex in Reading froi
and Sam Wood, director, of "Red" Group in the Midwest, Ned Marin, Gus Ancherstat. This makes eleve
Grange's starring veliTcle "One Min- western sales manager announced theaters in Reading operated by tb
ute to Play." Showing of the* picture yesterday, to B. & K. and affiliated Franklin Theater Co.
at Madison Square Garden upon four houses,
Lubliner & Trinz, Ascher
screens arranged in a square, where Bros, and Lynch-Tiffin circuits. This
the boxing ring is located, is being sews up the territory as Northwest
to Producers
considered as a unique premiere for Theaters Circuit has the product in
This is to notify all producers that
the production.
the
Dakotas
with
Minnesota and the
through my attorneys I shall begin
Blank circuit playing it in Iowa and
legal action for damages against any
46 New Houses in the East
person or persons or corporation who
Nebraska.
may purchase from unauthorized and
Forty-six new theater projects, inirresponsible agents old titles of mine,
volving $2,936,800 were begun in
Riesenfeld Score for "Beau Geste"
and after creating plots in their own
eastern states during July, according
studios,
make and release these picNew
Hugo Riesenfeld returns to
tures as "Curwood storieB."
No preto a report compiled bv the F. W. York on the Leviathan Monday.
He
historic
magazine story and no one
Dodge Corp. for
FILM is composing the music for "Beau
or two reel "original" of mine written
DAILY.
years ago can be taken as an excuse
Geste" which opens at the Criterion
for
foisting upon the public a studioWithin the same period, the report August 25. He will also conduct the
built picture, of which I am not the
indicates, only 18 theaters for other
orchestra during the run.
author, as a "Curwood story" without
uses than motion pictures got under
fighting the matter out in the courts
with me. My address is Owosso, Michiway.
However, the amount being
Buys "Beau Geste" Sequel
gan. The name of my New York agents
spent on these houses about equals
Famous has purchased "Beau
and attorneys will
given on request.

Boston

sm

52
76
9.%

3,100

23^

.

.

Warner

72

.

Locw's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Skouras Bros

'366
100

6

74
23J4

.

•*Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen
Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures

500
1,300

116!^ 15,000

.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

Sales

119^

Play. Pfd.
Inspect.
Nat'l Pfd.

•Film

73-^

73}^

.

Famous Players
*Fam.

Close
33J4

37J4

•Balaban & Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

33^

34J^
375i

dous and unprecedented theater activity in the state, according to observations
by Katz.

{Continued from Page 1)
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puting the possil)ilitics of. the United
States as a whole.
This fact accounts for the tremen-

Back

75 Houses the Goal

Florida the Best
(Continued from Page

Wednesday, August

'Phone Watkins 4522

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CRiMFIlH
JAUi

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

9- c^nnual

WEEK
Septi^tDll
THE

"BIG

MONEY WEEK"

OF THE YEAR
— when thousands of theatres show none
but Paramount Pictures.
greatest of

all

more coming

Already the

Paramount Weeks, and
in every day.

You

get

newspaper advertising with your releases
listed without charge. You get free Ad

You

Sales Items, slides, one-sheets, etc.

get the best pictures in the business.

Paramount
tised, the

with

Week

public

all this

is

is

nationally adver-

waiting for

free publicity

it's

it,

and

a set-up

for a box-office clean-up.

Ninth Annual Paramount Week heralds
Paramount's 15th Birthday Group

—

al-

ready out and breaking box-office records
everywhere. See the Paramount Salesman

and get

in

on the big money week of the year.

Top portion of local
newspaper advertisement. Your
theatre and releases
for the week listed

underneath without

,

charge.

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

M

HAROLD

RAN KLIN
who

sez -

»":»•

^6^

^

^e

3irM
national
Picture^ft

(^ fepfcmber

B4NNER CROUP knockout

!

ROB'T KANE /
J^ceof

Mt

iMakCYs -

Bombarded by ticket'buyers— Doormen
mobbed — Cashiers collapsing — Ushers
dizzy -with the rush

What

a

week!—Why?

BECAUSE EVERY SURE -THING BOXOFFICE ANGLE STANDS OUT DIAMOND-SHARP IN THIS WHIRLING
DRAMA OF SPY AGAINST SPY— AND

A WOMAN BETWEEN.
Air thrUls — fight thrills — love thrills
.... THE GREAT DECEPTION'S got
EVERYTHING your bankroU needs!

A lirjA

Rational
Picture

II

reap ^ri^st golden dollar hartest in history

THE

-^ES

DAILY

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

F?7e

them away.

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas %chen you run these pictures.

{Continued from Page
in
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the field in this territory certainly
make keener the highly-competiconditions obtaining in this ter-

will
tive

ritory.

Of the 30 features which will comprise the output of the Northwest
association, 18 were acquired from
Rayart, with the remaining 12 features and 13 two-reel subjects obtained from

Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

a series of

helping you.

series

Included

American Cinema Assoc.
in the

Rayart group are:

Reed Howes pictures, a
of Jack Perrins, and the following: "The Dixie Flyer," "A Cap"The Flaming Frontier"
tain's Courage," "The Smoke Eaters,"
(Universal)
"The Midnight Watch," "Tentacles
Celebration of the 50th anniversary of the North," and "The Wolf Huntof the Custer massacre here was ers."
tied to, with the picture's authentic
The American Cinema Assoc, outpicturization of the battle stressed. put is: "The Jack of Hearts," "A
The
Post-Enterprise
hooked
up Flash in the Night," "Kidnapped in
with two commercial planes to carry New York," "Then Came the Wopassenj^ers
over the battleground. man." "Rose of the Bowery," "God's
Regular price was $5, but with a cou- Great Wilderness," "Dame Chance,"
pon from the newspaper reduced to "The Man in the Shadow," "Your
The left-hand wing boosted the Brother and Mine," "The Beloved
$4.

newspaper, the right-hand advertised Fraud,"
"Stronger
Than Steel,"
the showing.
Articles were run on "Drivin' Mad," and "Trub's Diary,"
impressions gained from the ride. An a series of 13 two-reel comedies.
effective
double-truck
co-operatiVe
advertisement was used with each ad
containing a cut boosting the picA. C. A. Has 100% Distribution
ture, with awards offered 20 boys and
Closing of the deal with the Northgirls for best coloring of the illustrations.
Leo Paterson, Orpheum The- west Exhibitor Association for distribution in the Minneapolis territory,
ater, Sheridan, Wyo.

—

"The

Reckless

gives the A. C. A. 100 per cent distribution, A. J. Moeller said yesterday.

Lady"

(First National)

An

airplane
the title

exploited the picture
with
painted on its lower
wings.
Crowds attracted by a fire
siren, figured it was some reckless
Entrance of the Northwest exhibitaviatrix making her debut.
News- or association into distribution, a
paper
co-operation
aided.
Frank step which undoubtedly will Ue
Steffy, Coliseum Theater, Seattle.
watched with interest, was a necessary one for the financing of the

Financing,

The Purpose

—

"The Road

to

association,

Mandalay"

(M.-G.-M.)
In addition to generous use of one
sheets, stills in lobby and in two local
store windows, used road indication
arrows to guide the public to the
showing. Two hundred cards were
prepared and tacked on all available
trees and poles within a ten mile
radius. More than the usual newspaper space and 2,000 heralds were

it

is

Peculiarities
territory,

where

believed.

of
the
Minneapolis
the majority of the-

located in small towns,
makes difficult the financing of an
organization, for the reason that "the
little
fellows" often are financially
unable to pay dues.
aters

arc

On

the other hand. Northwest TheCircuit (F.
R.) controls a
majority of the towns throughout
used.— M. Way, Avenue Theater, the three states, thus materially raisDubois, Pa.
ing the pro rata assessment. Despite
this fact, the Northwest association
under W. A. Steffes has carried on,
"The Still Alarm"
having become recognized as one of
(Universal)
fake run to a store located on the most powerful regional units in
the public square, with the store's the country. With its president leadpermission, of course, launched the er of the Allied bloc in the M. P. T.
advance campaign in a hookup with O. A., the association has wielded
much influence in national exhibitor
the fire department.

&

aters

A

with English
fo'lowmg.

1)

German

and

M. Saturday

in

order to get

the attention of rural visitors

in

"The Three Talismans." He directed them as well as the shorts, using
Chinese casts entirely.
While in New York, he will seek
releasing arrangements for his products, making his headquarters at
the British-American Tobacco, 511
5th Ave., which owns his concern.
Plans will again be considered for the
erection of 50 theaters in China, principally in
the Treaty Port cities.
About 100 picture houses are operating in that country and this year
will probably see about 12 added to
the total.

Jansen reports that 85 Chinese
companies are producing this year,
compared with around 100 last year.
The reduction is due to the lapse in
anti-foreign sentiment, and resultant

cfiuipmcnt and came out and sounded
gongs and siren. The firemen sold
approximately 1.000 tickets, receiving
a neat sum for their benefit fund and
gave the theater a stimulation against
an alibi of very warm weather. Jack
Gross, Crane Theater, Carthage, Mo.

—

(Continued from Page

Chicago and

Omaha,

wrong

conception

of

life

in

this

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

G

Lake,

S

Salt

Diego, Los Angeles, San FranciSeattle,
Portland, Vancouver, L
gary, Winnipeg. Minneapolis, y.

waukee and Indianapolis.

Grain;
said yesterdav he found business c(
ditions splendid in every territory tl
he visited.
Plans for Fox theat(
in Seattle and in Portland are goi
ahead.
He found the general ri
to build new houses continues wil
out interruption.

Newspaper Campaign for "Bacheloi
Fox has arranged with the Hea

Los

China Likes
Washington

Own Films

—The

characteristic of

peoples to be interested in the
events connected with the life of their
respective countries is truly manifested in China, and in this respect
films depicting plots concerned with
modern China meet with great favor
all

Chinese cinema theaters, report!^'
Commercial Attache Julean Arnold

free

of

Departinent
Shanghai.

the

from

of

Commerce

One

of the most popular, "Three
Shanghai Girls," is truly Chinese in
character inasmuch as no foreigner.^
appear in the picture. Yet the entire,
story of the picture is characterized
by western, rather than old Chinese
customs.
Many of the modern appliances and customs of occidental society are featured as though they

were commonplaces
zation.

— Following

expir

Chinese civiliAt the present time there are
in

his

lance.

i

Rosen to Direct Mason Again
Los Angeles Phil Rosen has bef'

—

signed

direct

to

another

picture, starring Shirley

F.

B.

(

Mason.

FOR RENT

in

to

Angeles

contract with Fame
next month, Irvin Willat intends
tion

country.

From August

10,

1926,

Pathe

Studio located at 134th Street

and Park Avenue,
Fully

City.

New York

equipped

with

and carpenter shop.
All requirements for motion
Reasonproduction.
picture
able rent by month or lease.
lights, flats

Extraordinary inducements.
Inquire
M. S. EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
127lh Street nnd Second Avenue.

New

York

Telephone Harlem 9600
I

If

BOSTON

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT VS-AND SAl^E MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

at 729

Box M-309
1650 B'way
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Louis, Kansas

newspapers throughout the count
Seal Film, in addition to run- to run in serial form Warner F
ning nine houses in Shanghai and bian's new novel, "Summer Bacheloi
Tientsin, is sending out 20 units which Allan Dwan is now makii
throughout the country, each carry- The serialization begins Oct. 2. It
ing a portable projector and screen. anticipated that by Nov. 1 over 2
The shows have experienced much newspapers will be running the sto
trouble in the past from the soldiers, The book published by Boni a
who frequently disrupt the perform- Liveright appears Sept. 1. Fox w
ances if they are not admitted free release the picture on Jan. 1 as
to the performances.
Jansen says special.
that American sex films are proving
Willat Will Free Lance
harmful as they give the Chinese a

OFFICE SPACE
Seventh Avenue with
vault space, inspection and shipping
.rooms if desired.
Fine location facing Seventh Avenue next to elevators.

St.

Dent'er,

Market

For rent

Roadshows

12

Red

affairs.

HIGHLY DESIRABLE

,

increase of importations.

town

for shopping.
Disply banners on
cither side of the truck read:
"Buy
Tickets from
the
Boys for The
Greatest Thrill Picture Ever Alade,
Still Alarm Firemen's Benefit Fund,"
Firemen entered the store carrying

about 20 Chinese concerns in Shai
hai which are producing films w
Chinese plots and Chinese actc
These companies are small.
It
believed in China, however, that
industry will experience developmi
as it is producing films possessi
features which appeal to the gr
masses of Chinese people.
i

of

This was timed

for 3 P.

pictures

the features Jansen has
with him are "Legend of the Willow
Patern Plate," "Filial Piety," and
Titles

11, 19|

M

Brighter Outlook

Enter Distribution

Exploit - O- Grams

Wednesday, August

SEPT. 7th

Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St., New York
Phone Penna

6564
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A
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11,
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Rembusch Answered

Little

from
By

iContinucd from Page

O'Toole, chairman of the public service committee, on the attack made
on the exhibitor association by Frank
J. Rembusch, Indiana unit president.

**L o t s'

RALPH WILK

jKRNE PORTER

is

going

1)

to

Tlic distrijjution plan referred to

is

a

nationwide booking combine which
make two blades of grass grow Rembusch
sponsored.
grew
before.
He
\crc only one
The
attack,
said O'Toole, is one of
bought a farm near Westport,
and his neighbor is John many made by Rembusch during the
nn.,
i,

ki,

the artist,

Jr.,

who

has a real

Busy Charlie Beahan of P.
D. C. has found time to work
on a play, "Little Orchid
His collaborator is
Annie."

last
six
years,
starting with
"dissappointment"
Cleveland
at
"when he was not given the measure
of control his self-valuation caused
him to believe he was entitled to."

the

appreciation of thousands of theater owners
in all parts of the country show
for this
work and their unremitting loyalty and devotion for over six years.
That our national
organization was built along enduring lines
is attested in the history of the past
That
it will give continued service of a high order
and in an honest, unselfish way to theater
owners will be proved by the events and
accomidishmcnts of the future.

"Theater

owners

now

need

national

or-

more than ever. If its existence
depended on Mr. Rembusch they would have
ganization

none and would be entirely at the mercy of
adverse forces.
"It is easy to see the sinister, but foolish,
purpose of his tirade.
He could lie of real
service to himself and other theater owners
by working constructively.
But his is a
destructive habit, we fear so fixed as to be
hardly susceptible to a change."

Biding

Its

Time

(Continued from Par/e
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action

to the Vitaphone and its relation to the future of musicians and

iTiusicians' organizations througliout
the country.
The Federation, he said, has not
as yet given the matter serious atteiUion, but will carefully analyze
tile situation presented, he said.
Attitude of local units of the union
toward the Vitaphone is purely a
matter of local concern depending on
contracts existing between musicians
and theater owners, he pointed out.

Editorial Praise for Vitaphone
"During the entire period of the asCommenting on the Vitaphone, the
sociation's existence, Rembusch conDeclaring it is unnecessary for him following papers said editorially:
tributed about 5?100," according to
Hadley Waters. Beahan has
to answer for the organization as "its
MOK.XINC, TELEGR.\PH— The public
O'Toole who adds the amount is record of accomplishments speaks for will be the winner, for the Vitaphone will bring
written several books.
to
the Snrall-time theater synchronized symsmall "if be desired efficiency in 48 itself and its officers are fully quali*
*
*
music, instead of the accomjjanist of
states."
Continuing, the
O'Toole fied to safeguard its interests," Sydney phonic
strength,
pounding
prodigious
fore-arm
With Grace La Rue a very inter- statement reads:
Cohen, yesterday issued a brief aivay on a piano eternally out of tune, with
S.
ed spectator, Hale Hamilton made
the
weird
incidental
selections
to
big
"It was others, not Rembusch, who made
Grace is the M. P T. O. A. efficient. They contri- statement on the Rembusch attack. .scenes f.ir more entertaining to psychologists
e to Madge Bellamy.
"As for myself." said Cohen, "Mr than motion picture fans.
lie's wife, in real life, while the buted the money and the time to build a
The Vitaphone should do for the monation.il exhibitor body which for over six
Rcml)uscli has seen fit so to distort tion
<eniaking was for a reel of "Sum- years withstood
picture theater of the small town what
his opposition and that of
certain
passages
in
Hail
and
the
radio has done for the music-lovers of
Incidentally, the others and has the proud record of having
r Bachelors."
family circle in homes remote from the
juence was shot at 12 Gramercy accomplished a great deal for the theater Farewell address, delivered at the the
of population which formerly had
owners.
Los Angeles convention over two acenters
:rk, once the home of Gerald Chapcorner on great music.
"Measured
in dollars the efiforts of the namonths
ago,
that
it
makes
that
me
feel
TIMES
But no single word, however,
In, who did some shooting in his
tional organization in effecting the repeal of
Frank has either been sitting out in compounded, is quite adequate to suggest
ythe film tax and admission taxes would reach
the amazing triumph which man has at last
into many millions.
But the great service the sun too longj or things are pretty achieved in making pictures talk naturally.
^
^
rendered theater owners in protecting them dull these dog days and perhaps he sing enthrallingly and play all manner of
against adverse legislation, holding back the
Robert Schable, long a mashas felt the need of publicity for some instruments as skilfully as if the living betide of producer-distributor aggression from
ings were present instead of their shadows.
cot for
George Fitzmaurice
engulfiing them entirely and the dignifying of special purpose of his, which could #
productions, is back in the
the business in the gain of official and public be most cheaply obtained by a pseudoThe most obvious fact is that this ingood will, and the establishment of the theaEast, and is a familiar figure
vention in its various forms will enable the
sensational attack?"
ter owner as a comunify leader everywhere
participate
to
smaller
coYnmunities to
a
at the Lambs Club.
cannot be measured in dollars as the value of
greater degree than even the radio permits
*
*
*
the sa^m'e is inestimable.
in
the cultural advantages that have been
Wilde and Lloyd Continue
"Producer-distributors and others are acpossible in the past only in places of large
Fred Kolmar, son of the well quiring
theaters.
But it was the resistance
Los Angeles Ted Wilde and Har- population. But the more stirring fact is
own Lee, and
Marx have provided by our national organization for six old Lloyd are continuing production that if will give immortality to the faces
and voices of those whom the world wishes
machine. years which made it possible for so many of the
ight
a mimeograph
comedian's picture, following immortally to keep among the living. Any
independents to remain in business.
It was
,ey have entered the publicity bnsithis organized resistance that prevented a the
"walkout" of Lewis Milestone, supreme skill of voice or hand that comes
ss.
Fred was at one time with complete monopoly and enabled independent who quit on ten minutes' notice, bas- into the world hereafter in any generation
producers to stay in the field. Mr. Rembusch
may be kept for all generations, with a
liversal.
ing his action on a technicality which mimicry that needs only color to make it
distorts the facts.
"He knows now that there are several he said broke his contract with War- perfect. • • *
agencies bidding for theaters, that exhibitors ners, who had loaned him to Lloyd.
can make terms with and can get cash for
Jack Warner states that the con"Don Juan" for Chicago Run
their holdings now, instead of being driven
(Continued from Parte 1)
tract has four years to run and that
H. M. Warner and Sam Morris
to giving up their life savings in theaters for
jcation campaign to apprise the a mere pittance.
We hoped to make this the company intends to restrain leave this morning for Chicago to
blic the serious aspects of "blue situation even better for the theater owners Milestone
from working for any arrange for "Don Juan" and Vitawould have done so if Mr. Rembusch
nday" laws as attempts to break and
phone. Report has it that the Woods
and some others who should have aided in other company.
ivn religious freedom in the United the movement were not on the side of our
is
the theater under consideration.
enemies through their alm'ost constant knockites.
is going to the Coast while
Warner
Thorn
Hearing
Adjourned
ing of our national organization.
York.
Hearings have been adjourned a Motri3 will return to New
"Hundred of thousands of dollars of adCampbell Resigns from Loew's
justments in film prices, other charges and in week in the case of Albert Thorn, of
other ways have been made for theater ownOntario Takes Tax Cut Lead
VTike Campbell, chief operator for ers by our national organization and affiliated the poster art department of Famous,
Ottawa "Ontario was the first
who is held in $.S,000 bail on a charge
metropolitan Loew circuit, has state and regional bodies.
on theigned to enter business for himself,
"National organization has been and is of manslaughter growing out of the province to levy a war tax
one of the greatest bulwarks of the indepen- death of Percy McNeil, killed when ater admissions and therefore should
s successor has not been named.
It is his real protecdent theater owners
Thorn's car overturned July 10. take the lead in abolishing the ten
tion.
It is his contact with the officialdom
This is the slogan
Hospital attaches allege Thorn was year-old tax."
people.
American
nation
and
the
the
of
Ellen Richter Here
"No, Mr. Rembusch is wrong _now_ as he intoxicated and that McNeil, dying, adopted by exhibitors of the province
5]Ilen Richter, accompanied bv her
has generally been in the past in his estitold them Thorn had driven at a. who meet here for a Kct-together
lO. A.
sband,
Dr.
Willi
WoIfT, "have mate of the value of the M. P. T.
Special railroad rates have
siieed of 75 miles an hour, despite his Sept. 2.
of the service it has rend-

Cohen

Replies

i

my

—

:{£

—

Sam

"Blue

Law" Hit

—

I

on

the
"Deutschland."
DlfiF is directing the picture "Cheer
Charlie," and will do some iniors and exteriors in New York.
•ived

Its best evidence
ered, its real certificate

of

character

is

the

pleas.

Thorn

cause of the

claims
tragedy.

hysteria

the

been obtained.

McNeil was

head of Famous' budget department.
Factor at Superior
the
long
This city,
Superior, Wis.
Dlff will engage a few American
Off for Sweden Today
ors and actresses for this picture, scene of severe competition, is to
is
It
Anna
field.
Q. Nilsson is leaving New
in
the
factor
have
a
new
the party is Anton Pointer, a
reported, Miner & Crouse, operators York today on the Gripsholni for a
rman actor. At the Astor.
Miss Nilsson
of a chain of small town theaters in short visit' to Sewden.
on Sunday.
California
from
arrived
here.
The
house
the state, plan a new
Another 2,000 Seater at Detroit
a brief visit with relatives
city has four theaters, the People's, After
Detroit
Andrew Bozvi is planning Princess, Capitol and Rialto.
abroad she will resume activities for
2,000 seat house on Grand River
First National.
1
Division Sts.
It will be called
Circuit
Cleveland
Joice with
he New Grand."
Jacqueline Logan Gets Big Role
Maxwell Joice, who has resigni_.

New

—

CHARLOTTE

—

J.

M. P. A. Guest
Harry Reichenbach will

Reichenbach, A.
R.eturn of

celebrated at tomorrow's meeting
the A. M. P. A.

ed as the Rivoli's publicity director,
goes to Cleveland to take charge of
advertising and publicity for the
Broadway Circuit, now controlled by
Universal.

Los Angeles— The role of Mary
Magdalene in Cecil B. De Mille's
production of "The King of Kings,"
awarded to Jacqueline
has been
Logan.

SEPT. 8th

7KC
"Ralph Ince has handled the
story very well. The char-

eWolf

acterization is excellently
developed and the plot gets

under
its

way

early and retains

value throughout.

"A picture ^vhich carries
unflagging interest and increasing suspense through-

out."

^S

BERT
LYTELL
AND

Directed by

BILLIE
LAURENCE REIO

f^OTlQN PJCTURE f^eWS

/.o.

RALPH INCE

DOVE

Story by

Scenario

Louis Joseph Vance

J.

1>1

"Boy! -what

a picture!

"The many readers of Louis

"'The Lone Wolf Returns* i
'well named, and forus the

Joseph Vance's *Lone

WoIC

'Word "returns'* refers to the
box-office. It was superbly directed by Ralph Ince, admirably
supervised by Harry Cohn.

stories 'Will Sind it Intensely

"We'll begin by recommending

ing interest.

Theatre in

Nevt^ YorK and after
that to all 'Who have a chance

"'The Lone WolC Returns*

Is

book

a pleasing entertainment.

It

to

it.

"Hail Columbia! There is no
better entertainment available."

ARTHUR JAMES, in. MOTION PlCTURBS TO DAW

interesting.

Mystery stories

usually succeed In maintain-

is ^urell

dressed and has plenty

of pictorial appeal."

R£D KANN

in.

FILM DAILY

"* The Lone inrolt Returns" ofentertainment.

•"The Lone Wolf Returns* has

" Bert Lytell gives a thoroughly

Bert Lytell handle a part so con-

satisfying portrayal of this alluring character. The action
starts off -with a bang. The pace

on her way to stardom. She has

fers excellent

kept up throughout. Billie
Dove is not only attractive but
Is

does good 'work as the

"The snap,

girl.

fascination and sus-

pense make 'The Lone MTolf
Returns* thoroughly en|oyable
entertainment, well up with the
best of its type. It should prove
a good tonic for the laded boxoffice."

CHARLES SEWELL

in

MOMING PICTURE \NORLD

splendid audience appeal.
vincingty. Billy

Dove

is

It's

clearly

everything.
"Ralph Ince has handled the direction perfectly.
"If 'The Lone 'Wolf Returns* is
hibitor

must expect

this year,

Columbia must be reckoned
with in the high class feature
market.
"'The Lone Wolf Returns* is
unquestionably a first run
proposition.

It

has high box-

office value.**

PREO
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1927

Problem Solved

has been some years
Famous handled short

jr

'cts.

jirives

jrent.

since

Zoning Tangle

sub-

When

September, 1927,
the situation may be difUnless the signs are all tween

:tending

its

distributing scope

embrace short

The move

for

significant

is

distributors

and exhibitors,

re-

sulting in deadlocks before the arbitration board.
Ratification of the
new plan, drafted by a joint committee,
has
sides,
the result.

been

completed by both
express satisfaction over

who

stuff.

Entry of Paramount and M.-G.-M.
Into Short Subject Field Expected

—

Cleveland Arbitration has solved
Cleveland's zoning problem, which
has caused numerous difficulties be-

•rong, that same date likewise
ill find Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

i

Arbitration Brings Agreement Which
Settles Cleveland's Long-Standing

Price 5 Cents

1926

12,

Georgia Barrks Re-Opening
Plans are being completed for re-opening of about 20
banks in the Bankers Trust Co. chain.
This is expected to alleviate stringen-

—

Atlanta

some sections of the state. Investigation of the parent company's
affairs is expected to continue although provision is being made to
re-open banks as rapidly as possible.
cy

Harold Lloyd Unit Likely to
Produce for Former and

Hal Roach

for

Latter

in

While
official
confirmation
is
lacking in all quarters, it is anticipated reliably that both Famous and
Metro-Goldwyn-AIayer will enter the
short subject field, beginning Sjpc. 1

Under the new zoning plan, firstreason: If Famous and M.- run pictures playing one week downif.-M. enter this field, they will town, have 28 days' protection, with
(Continued on Page 6)
Both or->
'0 it whole-heartedly.
Marcus Loew in Honor Legion
1927.
The situation insofar as Paramount
they
way
ianizations, big in the
As a tribute to his enterprise in
is concerned is this:
promoting
development
half-of
picture?
at
stop
Clearing
o things, won't
The advisability of entering short
abroad, Marcus Loew tomorrow will
ray measures.
National
Company Formed
on be appointed to the French Legion of subject distribution
and perhapa
West Coast to Cater to Small
Honor. Maxine Mongendre, Consu' production is once again receiving
The Line-Up May Change
Producers
General of France, will confer tha very serious consideration. That the
Hollywood —-To serve as a clear- honor.
matter has been discussed on and off
Assuming, then, the die has been
ing house for product of small indefor many months is, of course, rather
and the credulity is not strain- pendents particularly. National Film
ast
well known. There has been no dethere Clearing Exchange has been formed
d in making the assumption
cision for or against as yet, but tha
Silver Salts
Producers with offices at 6471 Santa Monica
matter will be disposed of either way
rill be plenty happening.
Substitutions as Raw Stock Base De- in the next few weeks.
Blvd.
The inclina-*
f import in the short subject market
crease Deficiency Without SubContracts already have been closed
tion is understod to be toward a
lay be expected to change their al- with Brownhill Prod, for a series of
tantial Saving, Experts Say
favorable decision.
(Continued on Page 7)
ances. The affiliations between the
Slowness of the emulsion precludes
In this connection, it is not at all improbability of any general adoption probable that the Harold Lloyd or-I'aker and the seller as now constipis

House

Film

—

—

—

—

Needed

of substitutions for silver salts as a
base for raw stock in the opinion of

Worcester Active

ited will be different.
On all sides, denials are issued,
ind yet there is reason to credit thg
Hal Roach will probably
;port.
from Pathe to M.-G.-M.
witch
eptember 1, 1927, is given as the
However, September, 1926,
ate.

Theater Construction Forging Ahead
New Poli Theater Opens in
September
Worcester,
Mass. This city is
forging rapidly forward with new
Roach is due theaters. The new Poli house will
light telT the story.
Then watch for open late next month. The Capitol,
ere next month.

—

—

a

evelopments.

open

Grosses and Other Things

Loew

late in

house,

corporation, The 261
Inc., has been organized
(Continued on Page 2)

Exhibitor Assails

Main
with

Tax Levy

—

Atlantic City Setting his gross inat $5,312 a month and his taxe.«
this year at $19,681, Michael Seltzen
owner of the Globe on the Boardnth complete programs drawn from walk, declared he spends more than
he associated producing-distributing one-third his income for taxes, when
ompanies. Further, take cognizancer appearing before the commissioncu
f
the fact that in many foreign to protest assessment on his proper-,
ountries, programs are sold com- ty. He bought the property for $195,*
lete.
The feature plus the shor» 000 in 1910, with assessment placed
ubject constitutes the sale and not this year at $796,000 or $227,000 mor<^
Everything for than last year.
he feature alone.
le
t

huge territory abroad

in

And when
acts

—or

all

of these

surmises,

if

you

interesting
will

—aro

ieced together, the reason why these,
wo powerful companies lean toward
he short subject may be not so
lifficult

of understanding.

come

one bask^

means something.

KANN

M. P. Engineers
The Society of M.
will hold
cliff

its

Fall

Lodge Oct.

to
P.

meeting

special cable to

THE FILM DAILY

which stated that inexpensive chemii
cals had been found satisfactory a3
(Continued on Page 6)

will

November.

A new
St.,

theaters aborb a good deal of product. Figure
?hat any picture, short or long, can
ross from each organization's own
Then perhaps draw tho
heaters.
onclusion that it might be bettei?
usiness to supply these theaters

Publix and the

& Hodgdon

Daniels

Ainer'can manufacturers.
This was the opinion expressed
yesterdav following publication of the

Meet
Engineerrat Briar-

E. K. Dividend Holds $8 Rate
Maintaining the $8 annual rate,

di-

rectors of the Eastman Kodak yesterday voted the usual extra dividend
of 75 cents in addition to the regularly quarterly dividend of $1.25 on
common stock. Customary quarterly
disbursement of $1.50 on the preferred
was declared.

Sistrom Here

William

manager

ganization will contribute a series of
20 two-reelers for the first year's program. Lloyd makes two features a
(Continued on Page 2)

Sistrom,

for C. B.

De

general studio
Mille and Met-

Hyman Winik Dead
^^vman

Winik,

brother-in-law

of
several
yc rs ago a factor in the foreign field,
died of double pneumonia at the Harbor Hospital on Tuesday at the age
of 49.
Funeral services were held

J

Simmonds and

'ph

yesterday
place

at

Winik

is

until

and

interment
took
Mt. Carmel cemetery.
survived by a widow and

the

three children.

Film Folk Sailing
Major H. C. S Thompson, er fwhile president of F. B. O., and Flora
Le Breton, English actress, sailed
for England yesterday on the Beren-j(
garia.

from

Maurice Tourneur, director, was
aboard the Suffren bound for France.

Fred C. Quimby, Fox short subYork
jects manager, is back in
after a six weeks' business trip.

for Cohan Off
leasing of the;
George M. Cohan theater for Broadway presentation by Bernarr Mc-|
Fadden of True Story Pictures have

ropolitan Prod.,

is

in

New York

Hollywood.

Quimby Back

in

N. Y.

New

McFadden Deal

Negotiations

for

fallen through.

4-7.

Capitol Holds

Over Film

The Capitol is holding over "Thn
"Black Pirate" at Strand
"The Black Pirate" opens at the Duchess of Buffalo" for a second
week.
Strand Aug. 22.

Mastbaum Returns Aug. 23
Mastbaum is expected bac
New York from abroad Aug. 23

Jules
in

i

THE

a

^m

DAILY

May

Produce "Shorts"
(Continued from Page

1)

many gags which

year.
There are
are never included in the completed
features. Around these, it is the plan
to build two reclers.

Aerial

Thursday, August

Camera

Dayton— Flying

35.000

ft.

above

W. Goddard

this city, Lieut. G.
in September will

graph

Be Tested

to

early

attempt to photo200 miles away, by

Detroit

1(1

12,

Worcesier Active
(Continued from Page 1)
shares of no par, to buil
theater and office building at \
and Central Sts., to be read;
Spring.
Ignatius M. Hoar heads the
poration
with
Catherine
E. |
Carthy, 17 Day St., SpringfieldJ
treasurer, and Alice R. Curran. C'
tract for the new house has been
and work will start at once.

1,000

of a new aerial camera lens
and special film for penetrating haze
Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr is believed which was developed by Eastman
JOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
The camera used can be
to have closed its deal with Ha'- Kodak.
and by the airplane
electrically
ncx>
of
heated
September
effective
Roach,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Denials are made by all cont motor so functioning will be possi-;
year.
copyright (1926) by W^id's Films and Film
The
Nevertheless, the arrange, ble should one system fail.
corned.
Folks, Inc.
President and
J. \V. Alicoate,
nient is believed to have been agreecl sight is placed in the pilot seat, for
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau. Business atid Advertising
upon if not actually consummated Lieut. Goddard is making the test
Oshkosh Work Progressing
Manager
Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
iu New York from thci alone.
Oshkosh, Wis.
Work is pi
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May Roach is due
Coast about the first of the month
21, 1918, at the post office at New York,
gressing on the house being erel
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879. at which time the deliberations max
ed by Sajce Enterprises. Meanwhf
Jungmeyer Fox Scenario Chief
Terms CPostage free) United States, outside
In all likelihood
take official form.
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
for Fischer's Paramount circuit is erel
Jack
Jungmeyer,
Angeles
Los
M.-G.-M
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, he will make features for
three years film editor of Newspapew ing a house, which brings compej
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
in addition to his well-known twoi
Address all communications to THE FILM
Enterprises Assoc, has been appoint- tion to this city now dominated
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y reel product.
Otheif Saxe.
ed scenario editor for Fox.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adKatherino
are
staff
the
additions
to
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood.
dress:
Rayart's New Paper
Frankford Chain Plans Ninth
California — Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell, writing
Richard Weil is editing "The B
'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washdor Hotel
will be niiie team mates. Michael Stuart Boylan ig
There
Philadelphia—
ington 9794, London — Ernest VV. Fredman,
Office," published by Rayart and pr
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., in the Frankford Amuse. Co. chain to write Fox titles for three years.
senting news of the company's pi
London, W. I., Paris — La Cinematographic if the firm carries through plans for
tin'es and players.
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
a new theater at 69th St., and Ashby
Mae Busch Recovering
Rd. The circuit has six houses here
Sparks Building at Riverside
Los Angeles Mae Bush is recoverand one at Frankford, with another
Fla.
Riverside,
E. J. Sparks Ell
will
be
out
She
from
peritonitis.
there.
ing
in course of construction
Financial
Mae Mc- terprises, ally of Universal, is buiUl
of pictures several months.
Avoy, who suffered a nervous break- ing a 1,200-seat house here. Sparll
To Edit New Film Department
down some week ago, still is under a now is touring North Africa and Ei|

Tal.
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Price5Cents

means

.:::::

—

;

—

:

—

minute

Last

yesterday

pressure

selling

on General
Motors and other leaders in the market of
As a whole, trading wa?
the past few days.

served

to

heavy

inflict

losses

irregular, with many of the stocks closing
below their previous day's last price.
This irregularity was felt in the film is
Fox Film "A" closed with a loss of
sues.
one point, and other offerings with fractional

Cohen

Julius

and dramatic

will

become

critic of the

picture

"New York

Sunday Enquirer" which starts pubwill continue
lication Sept. 19.
in a similar capacity for the "Staats-

He

Zeitung," "New Yorker Herold" and
"Brooklyn Eagle."

Warner

Warner Pictures and
decreases.
Pictures "A" were also slightly off.

A

Quotations
Am
Am!

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

*Balaban
*Bal.

&

.
.

.

33^

114J^
117

n4!4

33M

.

Famous

73^
.

Players
*Fam. Play. Pfd.
•Film Inspect.
First Nat'l Pfd.

.

,

114!4
\\kV%

115/2

300

Bard Opens

.

100
300
400

103K 103/2
2354
71J4

23

41

41
23Vs

"^

7m

Project.

41%

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

19

19

58J^

56^

19

56/

25J^
.

5^^
52

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures

75/

Wi

•Warner Bros
Warner Pictures
26
Warner Pict. "A" 277^
• Laat Prices Quoted
tt Bid and Ask
.t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market

add

8

24J4

26^

to

his

— W.

26^

C.

ing of the Bard's
St.

11700
4,600

joins

the

Universal thea-

Adams

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

ter chain.

Minneapolis "U" Manager Here
Dunas, the "U's" MinneapoNew York for iJ
lis manager, is in
sales conference with Lou Metzger
general sales manager.
Phil

Falls, Ore.

The Standard

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

Singer Syndicate Gets Site
Charles E. Singer heads a syndicate which has purchased a plot at
St.,

and Jerome Ave.,

for

;'

2,000 seat theater.

— Marking

fourth in his chain of houses, H..
Poole starts construction within
days on a $200,000 theater.

the
Sliter in

W.
30

Gladys Unger with Lasky
Los Angeles Gladys Unger Jia."
signed a long term contract wjth
Famous. Her first will be an original
for Pola Negri which Rowland V,
Lee will direct.

CLEVELAND

New York

Fred Sliter, formerly
manager in Seattle, is

—

First National
in

New York

SEPT. 8th

"Roxy" Director Arrives
Maurice Jacquet,
ical

director of

who

the

is

to be

mus-

"Roxy," was r

passenger on the France which docked yesterday.

APPLIED INTELLIGENCE
But many of our
clients have only recently learned how to apply this knowledge to
prevent the stoppage of their financial program by the Last Event.
Wc have a highly developed Life Insurance service worthy of anyi

AMALGAMATED

Everybody knows something about Life Insurance.

RENT

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

man's consideration.

CONSULT

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

llEsneisirr
l{.KiB]&:^i§iP]e&iM
-^-^——^
INCORPORATeO

WiUi or Without

rW l/M

Camera exchange
M.Y.C.

'

I

?

yi

^'l

H

^H

;

^

€'€B«i

AJTEJLiJfcjIII^

;
1

A

Minneapoli|
York.

New

Quimby

1

'

80

'ilAH^^

li

St., at

Poole Planning Fourth

holdings a
Harrison and

Bryant 395

Rosen Here

176th

local

729 Seventh Ave.

Rosen, former
F. B. O. manager, is in
E.

J.

Wayne

HOWELL
BELL - AND
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen
SEiDEN

Adam

and Crensha Blvd.

Sl.OOO.OOO theater on
It will seat 3,200.
Jefferson Sts.

FOR.

Friedman, "Big U" Manager
Joseph Friedman, for the last six
months attached to the Unversal office, has succeeded W. C. Hermann
as manager of the "Big U" exchange

stopping at the Flanders.

30^
45/

Building at Ft.
Ind.

4on

8
97

24Ji

—

New House

Los Angeles
Another link was
added to the Bard chain with open-

Klamath

24

7

...

Wayne,

'266
1,300

97

t

Quimby

"766

rope.

collection

5,500

6

103J4
23J4
72

.

Skouras Bros.

of ship models and
maritime relics will be displayed at
the Colony, s'ailmg Aug. 21 to ox-.
ploit "Safe Haven," a Mitchill-Mor,
ris short subject.

1191/2

Fox Theaters "A"
Fox Film "A"

Ft.
will

200
500

37/2
73/8

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

*Intern'l

3354
37-4

physician's care.

Hermann

Ship Models to Exploit Short

—

MAIDEN LANE.

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

A UNIVERSAL
SUPER PRODUCTION
with

Hoot Gibson, Dustin Farnum
Anne

Cornwall, Kathleen
and

An

Key

thousands of others

EDWARD SEDGWICK
T>T?OnT Tr'TTONT

What Happens Behind the
Homes

Closed Doors of Half the
in Anierica

Modern Eve

Revolts Against
Love Without Luxury with

—
GEORGE O'BRIEN

with

VIRGINIA VALLI
J.

Farrell

MacDonald

OLIVE BORDEN

Allan Simpson
Based on the play by

Phyllis

HARRY DELF
G. BLYSTONE
Production

Eulalie Jensen

Story by Howard Hawks
Scenario by Hope Loring and
Louis Lighton

Scenario by L. C. Rigby
J.

Haver.AndreDeBeranger

Heinie Conklin

PR.OFIT
PICTURES

HOWARD HAWKS
Production

!

a
in
aitries
August
Thiee
race for profits

FOX

ENTRY

1

A Treasure Hunt
and

TOtiY the wonder horse
in

ROMAN'S

GOLD

Peril

in the Hills of

— with

Eva Novak Frank Campeau
Micky Moore MalcoImWaite
From the novel
"Dead Man's Gold"

By

J.

Allan

Dunn

Scenario by John Stone

LEW

SEILER

Production

because

FOX

pictures aie^BlG

MONEYpictuies

THE

i^E^

DAILY

Exploit- O- Grams

Newspaper Opinions

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
"The Scarlet Letter"
put them over.
They have made
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
Central
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
*** The picturesque
AMERICAN
a ready reference for the busy show- background of Puritan costu'm'es, settings and

'

—

man.

File

them away.

Here

is

an

customs

has

used

seldom

been

motion

in

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity pictures. "The Scarlet Letter," • « * thereBroadway.
ideas when you run these pictures. fore brings a fresh note to
DAILY MIRROR—* * * magnificently
Send in your "Exploit-0 Grams,"
It is rich in
and produced.
and help the other fellows who are photographed
* *
historical, humorous touches.
helping you.
gives a superbly draLars Hanson * *
.

"The Great Deception"
(First National^

A

I

1,

stationary balloon, anchored to
suspend about 100 feet in the air with
a big streamer pennant announcing
the picture's title.
Broadway crowds
craned necks so that plenty of advance interest was assured. Rivoli
Theater, New York.

—

"For Heaven's Sake"
(Paramount)
Inaugurated a "Surprise Package
Sale" with a large chain of cut-rate
Harold Lloyd heralds were
stores.
placed in each package of merchandise, and in some instances free tick
Display cards were placed on
;ts.
;he counters and in the windows anA special
louncing the attraction.
mnounccment appeared in the daily
lews ads. Piggly Wiggly stores alsr
Lloyd doll,'^
rarried ads to effect
vould be given away with purchases
nade in their stores. Confectionery
tores in school districts were sup
)lied with Lloyd masks, given away
Ter.
o children making purchases.
housand ma.sks were thus distributee'
no cost to the theater, the mer
t
hants being glfd of the opportunity
Bruce Fow
stimulate their sales.
r, Roval Theater. Kansas City.

—

"The Torrent"
(M.-G.-M.)

The Johnstown

flood

was

a factor

catching the attention of the public
pecial cards were printed and posti in prominent places, reading a;.
dlows:
"WarninR!" (Weather Report).

"TORKKNT" of thrills aiul
WHIULWl.N'l) of emotion
SWEEPING down on
JOHNSTOWN' at
Nemo

Theater

*
matic performance * *
As for Miss Gish, her work, as usual, is
should have
Her role » *
precise.
icily
Instead, all one's
hetn the sympathetic one.
sympathy goes to Hanson. Miss Gish emotes
with perfect technique, but she stirs not a
degree of warmth. * * *

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * It is a pic

And

once frail and forceful
an understanding and a

ture

at

doiie

sympathetic
with
restraint that brings Seastroin to the top of
• •
the list of screen artists.
* * Victor Seas
trom has fashioned a screen drama of power,
The cast headed by
sincerity and beauty.
Lillian Gish, * * * is of alnrost uniform ex-

EVENING WORLD—*

The settings, the
cellence and competence.
lighting and photography are beautiful and
help create the mood of this tale of bigotry
*
Frances Marion adapter'
uncurbed.
Hawthorne's classic, and without violating
the spirit of the work contrived to work ir
a moilicum of humor by creating or magni
fying the character of Giles, the barber, play,
ed with distinction by Karl Dane. * *

GRAPHIC—*

*

*

photography.

HER.ALUTRIBUNE — Victor

Seastron-

*
Hawthorne's classic *
into a handsome and tasteful Scandanavian
•

*

*

has turned

*
"The Scarlet Letter" \va?
folktale. *
revealed at the Central * * * as a moderately
effective
and occasionally tearful tragedj
of luckless lovers that retains but little of
the spirit of the novel. * • *
Throughout the film, the attempt to ro
manticize the story has served only to weak
en it. * * *

MORNING TELEGRAPH— An

Ameri

can literary classic became a classic
screen

Our

'

*

hat

of

tho

who had

the

*"

is

oflf

to

the

firm

conviction and courage to produce this bril
liant story on the screen, and again it is off
for the compelling and artistic manner in
which it is produced. Our hat is oflf to Vic
tor Seastrom. who directed the picture, and
•
again it is off to Frances Marion • *
beautifully portrayed by Miss Gish. * * *
And what an excellent actor this new
How
Swedish performer, Lars Hanson is
perfectly fitted for the role of the minister.
*
*
POST—*
The picture marks tin

paintings of the flood were
50 secured and displayed in Nathan's
pre and the leading hotel. Fort American debut of Lars Hanson, whose work
In addition, 3,000 stickers equals, if not overshadows that of the star.
anwix.
Hanson appears to be a brilliant addition to
two-thirds being the
distributed,
;rc
ranks of the HoUlywood film colony
on
bakeries
* * * Seastrom,
•
*
has set forth the
ed by one of the local
Special lobby tragic tale in a simple, straightforward manckages sent out.
ner
against
a cold, gray
background of
was painted, featuring the) Puritanism, making
>nt
fewer excursions into
ood" idea. L. M. Conrad, Nemo symbolic by-ways than he is wont to do,
"The .Scarlet Letter" profits, no doubt, by
leater, Johnstown, Pa.
this circumstance, and it may be put down

Four

I

oil

mesdale.

•

*

TELEGRAM—*
come

*

* is the best film

which

Broadway

In
since "Variety."
it
an austere love story is beautifully told.
* * *
Lillian Gish gave a quietly effectivt
performance.
It was a role for which she
is
well fitted, with her child's face and its
•
Lars Hanson
appealing wistfulness. »
was e.^tremely effective. He seemed to share
with Miss Gish a certain histrionic affinity, a
kind of simplicity born of carefully guarded
actiiig rather than the movie slop of emo
tion into which so many players might havt

has

to

dripped in this

TIMES— No
render this a

role.

attempt has
movie, for it

made

been
is

to

as faithful a
as one could

transcription of the narrative
The producer has not sparred
well imagine.
for a happy ending, and in portraying thf
conduct of the scandalmongers he has found
a way to include a little comedy here and
there without exaggerating the characters
* * * There are sotn'e cleverly pictured scenes
in the church and the sights of crowds be
tray imaginative direction, both in the hand
ling of the players and in their arrangement
according to the shades of their costumes."

WORLD —

A piece of shadowy life and
thought with power, beauty, drama and p
touch of monotony has been carved out in
"The

Letter,"

Scarlet

With

sense

a

foi

unique qualities of the fair and fragile
Lillian Gish, Victor Seastrom has made for
Metro-CIoIdwyn-Mayer another of its road
shows. * * *
the

In

spite of the
torture of waiting,

the

same

beauty

slowness, the occasiona'
"The Scarlet Letter" har
as

an

album

of

spirited

Puritan prints.

Problem Solved
{Continued from Pai/c

1)

runs of two weeks or more given

Ac.

days' protection.
Thus the first run
of the numerical zone gets the picture 43 days after a first-run of one
week or 57 days after a longer run
regardless of shifting of first-run
dates, the cause of the original difficulty.

A

new zone

called

Zone

—

1)

salts

in

tesll

In a cable dispatch printed yesteil
day, the "New York Times" state!
that successful substitution is claimi

ed by Professors Moithe and WeinI
garten, credited in German patenj
papers with being discoverers of thfl
new solution, which is based on phoJ
tographic pigments in which potasi
sium bichromate, potassium ferricyj
anide and potassium bromide ar«|
the

chief

components.

was

The

pro-]

suitable for
only positive prints because of thfl
speed element, a special machine!
copying 1,000 meters a day. Finished!
positive prints, it was stated, show!
the same sharpness of the regularj
cess,

it

silver

bromide emulsion with no

stated,

is

difi

ference between the new and the silver salt film declared visible in pro-«|
jection.

experts of Eastman
not think much of substitutions, Jules Brulatour stated yester-"
day, pointing out that the resultant
films have not the same gradation^

Laboratory

Kodak do

The company

softness or depth.

some time has been

|

fo?

in possession oS
said, but hadn't

a similar process, he
made film of this nature because iK
felt such films wouldn't be as efficient as those now in use.
Savings to be effeced by use of
substitutions, would not compensate
for the loss of speed, one laboratorj^

expert declared yesterday, pointing
out that the silver used represents
only about one-fifth of the cost of
film

manufacture.

effective for one 3'ear
governing the board oS
have
been
adopted
Henceforth, any exhibitor nuist file
his complaint against an exchange
with the secretary of the Cleveland
exhibitor unit, and any exchange
must file its complaint against an exhibitor with the secretary of the film
board, and the complaint must bo
heard in a week.

day conferring with General
ager Harry Bernstein.

Man-"

is

New

rules
arbitration

WANT TO INVEST
IN

Three Ufa Shorts Titles
Three of the shorts Ufa will exhibit
in this country are "Heavenly Bodies," "Game Hunting in Abyssinia"
and "Wonders of the Blue Gulf of

SMALL PAYING
THEATRE

Am

prepared to

invest reasonable
amount in small

Naples."

I

1

for silver
in Berlin.

lill

ir

A, where pictures may play secondrun before playing Zone B.
The-

agreement

1926

Gruber Confers with Bernstein
M. Gruber, manager of the Boston
Zone Red Seal exchange, was here yester-

AA

created, as a second-run zone in

(Continued from Page

substitute

conducted

12,

Needed

Silver Salts
a

Gish,

too faitlifully, for his direction in this picture
lacks any convincing quality.
Lars Hanson gives the only fine perform
* »
characterizatioi
ance in the picture.
almost makes the iln'possible situations hi
*
!inds himself in seem' pluasible. *
"The Scarlet Letter" boasts authentic set
tings, some lovely location shots and beau
tiful

under the sensitive direction of Victor Seastrom, enact witli great skill and feeling the
Hawthorne's Hester
ill-fated
destinies
of
I'rynne and her pastor lover, the Rev. Dim-

Lillian Gish again plays

and not Hawthorne's heroine
Frances Marion wrote a scenario to suit
Miss Gish's limitations, and in so doing al
most completely lost the author's idea of
story and characterization. * * *
Victor Seastrom * • * followed the scrip!
Lillian

Thursday, August

CINCINNATI

pa'ying

theatre

or near

New York

City.

Also

in

m'y

services.

and

readily
understandable
throughout.
Some of its photographic effects are striking indeed, and it is generally
a credit to Mr. Seastrom.
as

quite

clear

Sterling N&mes Representatives
Three representatives in the forMiss Gish is her usual self, in Puritan
n field have been apijointed by costume this time, but still recognizable and
retaining
her distinctive ways. * * *
orge E. Kann of Sterling Pictures
SUN There are moments of great lyric
Scandinp
Rosenberg,
Oscar
are
cy
beauty, of poetic tenderness and loveliness in
headquarters at Stockholm; Su- Victor Scastrom's picturization of * »
i,
•-Film, France, with Paris head- "The Scarlet Letter." • * * These moments
occur during the splendid pantomiming of
jirters; N. V. Universal Film Co.\ Lillian Gish and the latest Swedish
actor
iilland headquarters.
imijortation, Lars Hanson, both of whom,

—

L

SEPT. 8th

Box K-139

c/o Film Daily

1650 B'way

New York

City

^.•^•^.-^

itti

THE
August

'hursday,

1926

12,

Film Clearing House

And

That's That

,By PHIl^. M. DALY',

FERGUSON,

ILSIE

vacationing
at Rockport, Mass., says she is
•ever through with screen work.
expresses distaste over staring
:e
the curious, protesting that siie
inot find peace in America.
Such
,the price of fame.
}

Maybe there

will be

msacted tomorrow.
th, you know.
3ur

idea

of

some business
Friday the

It's

real

ambition

is

arhe Chaplin learning to do a
ht-rope walk for his "The Circus."
,agine
those funny shoes on a

rope?

ht

Mack

Bessie

of the Capitol piib-

department is having a vacaJust for a chang\ she is at-

ity

n.

iding all

Broadway

picture thea-

and recently timed her radio
into Major Bowes' program.

s,

theater is to have another
ithtub party," but this one will be
nus wine and an official investiga-

[The

will show Billie Rainsford
shing a tiny dog in a sequence of
It

n.

(Continued from Page 1)
stunt
melodramas,
featuring
George McGrill. Larry Underwood
now is directing the first. A seriea
of 12 Jimmy Aubrey two-reelers also
will be released by the new companyi
Marc Edmund Jones is supervisor of
production.

iix

Defense Claims Over-ruled
In the suit of the Societe F"rancaise
des Felms Fordys against the Anderson Pictures Corp. and the U. S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co. to recover
$40,000 as the guaranty by the Anderson Co. on the distribution of "Terror," the plaintiff applied in the Supreme Court to compel the Anderson Co. to furnish particulars of its
claim that it spent $1,000 defending a
suit brought against the film in Staten
Island, and also details of the action
by the censors of the Province of
Ontario in barring the film there, and
the manner in which the defendant
estimates its damage at $2,000. The
case came before Justice Proskauer
recently when he struck out these allegations of the defense, but did not
rule on them as counterclaims.

Default Judgment Entered
Default judgment for $5,054

se.

"

sending a company to Engmake "One Increasing PurThe title sounds like a slogan

is

d to

the British pro(?ucers who are
iving to make better box-office pices.

Four Bunched in Tennis Race
Four teams are now angling for
the lead in the race for the Grantland
Rice Sportlight trophy in the tennis
branch of the M. P. Athletic Assoc.
Pathe now holds the lead by a slight

w York city editors. Possibly it's
'ause Harry Reichenbach is back
the city from abroad.

The standing:

Won
Pathe

6

Metro-Goldwyn

S
5

Hirlagraph
Fox Films

Famous Players
Warner Bros

....

Lost

a ring is enclosed, telling
recipient that all is of? on account
the marriage clause.
letter

National

M.-G.-M.

—

who

anger

entered

building
announced plans

pector's office,
4 $4,000,000 theater,

the

and vanished

obtaining notes on

the

build-

code.

JSo This

2
2

3

3

1

5

Is Paris" Premiere
its

Its

by

Film Arts Guild.
Subscription
formance will be presented at 8:30
j

M. Friday.
will

eep,"

vs.

Warner Bros, (singles).
Famous Players (sin-

vs.

FOR RENT
From August

10,

1926,

Pathe

Studio located at 134th Street

and Park Avenue,
City.

Fully

New York

equipped

with

and carpenter shop.
All requirements for motion
Reasonpicture production.
able rent by month or lease.
lights, flats

'?o This Is Paris" will have
tiiere Saturday at the Cameo.
jted
engagement sponsored

m

SHORT SUBJECTS

Intelligently

and Independently

REVIEWED
in

The Weekly Film Digest

be

French

On the same
"When Paris
film

by Rene

proFell
Clair.

OF

1

5

gles).

Mysterious Promoter Sought
There is considerable spection over identity of a mysterious

Dallas

'.

and

1

Artists
1
6
swains are getting quite United
First National
6
hrill these days, due to the ingenLast night's games, 96th St. and
y of Joe Weil, who has prepared West End Ave. are: First National
letter in a woman's handwriting to
vs. Metro (doubles).
United Artists
)st
"The Marriage Clause."
In vs. Warner Bros, (doubles).
First

ej-

ALL FEATURES

margin over M.-G.-M.

in epidemic of nerve trouble is
wrted to be playing havoc with

|--pvesick

1

-New^ Pictures For 'a6-'Z7

has

been filed in the Supreme Court by
Wally Van comedy, iiow in pro- Clarence F. WyckofT against the Cinema Club of America Holding Corp.
:tion at Tec-Art 44th St. Studio.
and Reginald L. Muir. The judglate crashers in America are ment is based on a note of April 5
itlemeii compared to the kind that last made by the corporation to Muir
inese house managers have to con- and signed by David R. Hochreich,
id ivith.
Over there if you don't president, and George W. Lyons,
soldiers in free, they're liable to vice-president, which was endorsed
eck your entire show, equipment by Muir to the plaintifif. The papers
i all,
according to William H. were served on Hochreich at 165
West 46th St.
isen of Red Seal Film Co., Ltd.
?ox

Coming
-Hundreds Of 'Em
-They're

Extraordinary inducements.
Inquire
M. S. EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
127th Street and Second Avenue,

New

Telephone Harlem 9700

York

The
FILM

DAILY
A Publication oS Progress

Buffalo
Bill, Jr.

BUFFALO

BILL,

makes him one
ern

stars,

JR.,

whose growing popularity

of the biggest bets

has been signed by us for a

among

the West-

SERIES

OF SIX

Two of these,
"RAWHIDE" and "THE BONANZA BUGKAROO,"
smashing Western action pictures.

:a!

vc
n;

are already in our exchanges.

t>1

themselves.

Man,

they're

The

pictures speak for

ACTION WESTERNS!

FUTURE productions starring Buffalo

Bill, Jr., will

be even greater. Producer Lester F. Scott, Jr., has
agreed that each picture will be given production values

on a par with the best Western pictures
obtainable anywhere. This means that in addition to
everything that past Buffalo Bill, Jr., productions have
that will put

fT^HIS

is announcement No. 4 reyarding the Associated Exhibitors' product for 1926-27.
No. 1
announced Bill Cody in a series of
six Westerns; No. 2, Sandow, the
dog, in six action features; No. 3,
Confessions Series of four pictures.
Watch for No. 5.

it

-*•

had, future pictures will have that added
will

make them

suitable for

GLASS

that

any theatre, anywhere.

•

bank on
YOU
Produced by
can

these Buffalo Bill,

Action Pictures,

Inc.,

Jr.,

pictures.

every one of this

whirlwind series of six will pull patrons and make profits.
Book them all—NOW!

Associated Exhibitors,
Lewis

J. Selznick,

Inc.

President

/
•

^-» "

--

-"'

\
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Frid'iy,

Broadway

Rothacker

at

August

About Sept. 1 Watterson R. Rothlergoes a change. It will be
acker will become assistant to Walter
will
Long runs
Irastic one.
Wanger, with the title of assistant
the order of the day.
general manager of production at?
a check-up Famous. Rothacker is now in EuIt the moment,
ws there will be eight. Each rope but will return toward the end
of the month.
run on the two-a-day basis
No confirmation is obtainable from
While Famous but the arrangement
$2.20 or $1.65 top.
with
At the same
re are instances when the Rothacker is a fact.
;et has had many extended time comes word from Chicago that"
the Rothacker plant on Diversey
pictures, the indications are
Parkway is being dismantled and
t the next few months will
that the Rothacker laboratory organization,
which has functioned for
iblish a record.

A

Tested Merit
^hen the new Paramount opens,
ions will use the Rivoli and Rialto
"Beau Geste" and
long runs.
hold the Critewill
follow
to
^rs

M.-G.-M. has "Ben Hur" at
Embassy. "The Bipr Parade" at
A-+or rnd "The Scarlet Letter"
Certainly, this comhe Central,
will use three
for special runs.

r

houses

at

all

Warners ha^"
Warners and will

s

Tuan" at the
l"The Better Ole"
,n

upon

ited

Pt the

Colonv.

Fox must be
The weekly
on.

and

Artists

ited

later

theaters will be the Paraperhaps>
lint. Strand, Capitol, and
(Roxy.

kpe

It

jres.

with

be choked
will
opens the door to

iroadwav

Many

lussion.

much

wonder what

will

happen when the apex is reachThere should be little coniecture.
The
public is never deceived.
jres which have merit are those
Theatertho
ns advanced by producers. "The
Parade" shows no signs of abate-

:h

will

's

learn

t.

be patronized.
the

truth.

despite^_

It is still difficult to netrotipte

way in front of the theater
"Don Tuan" comes along and

S
r

for itself a
'

"So

merry

This Is

many

years,

is

J.

Sale Reported
Jack Silliman and J.

S.

for

Walkout

S.

THE

lease.

Pittsburgh Preparing

lat-

One

of the biggest theater

nations

New

combiunder way in
Efforts are being made

months

i,

York.

is

to refinance

the theater holdings of
circuit, tho
Small-Strsuseberg circuit and the
Harry Bli iderman theaters, most of
which are )n the East Side.
the

Meyer and Schneider

An imp

banking

irtant

institution

has interested itself in the refinancing
with the expectation that, all parties
being in accord, one corporation can
be developed. The array of theaters
and booking days would be formidable and with these two important
trade factors at the command of the
three-cornered
combination,
it
is
held to be more than likely that a sale
to
producer-distributor
interests
might be arranged.

T. O. C. C. to Insist Operators Arbi- Davis Firm Entrenching Position.
Preparing for Invasion of City
trate Their Demands
Set for
As it now stands, the internal busiby Stanley Interests
Strike If It Comes
ness structures of these chains prePittsburgh Lines are being draw .. clude such a possibility because oi
"Unless operators are willing to arbitrate the question raised by their de- for the keener competition expected the many ways in which control is
mands, T. O. C. C. members will not with a greater participation of the split. It was impossible yesterday to
negotiate further on the proposition. Stanley interests in the first-run sit- secure a statement from any of the
We have made provisions to run our uation. With Stanley preparing tc operators concerned.
houses in the event of a walkout and build a 4,000 seat house, Harry Davis
Meyer and Schneider virtually conwe are through talking on the subi Enterprises, long an important factor
(Continued on Page 5)
ject unless arbitration is agreed to." in the local situation, is entrenching
This was the statement of Harry its position, preparing for the condiAnother House for Lesser
Suchman, chairman of the T. O. C. tion which will be presented when thcj
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)
Irving M. Lesser has leased Bellburton theater, Bayside, L. I., for 21
years and has renamed it Lesser's
Essential

—

—

Speed

Color Process Test

Although substitution of a less ex"Kodachrome," a new process for
making motion pictures in color which pensive pigment for silver in the production of raw stock, might decreasei
is being developed by Maude Adams
and Robert T. Flaherty, will be giv- costs one-sixth, this saving would be
en a practical test in a picture to be offset by the slow speed necessary
made in New York City. The story, for printing, O. H. Briggs of the du
especially written for the test, relates Pont-Pathe laboratories said yesterthe making of colored glass by monks day on claims made in cable discenturies ago, and has its clima.x in patches from Germany that a satisthe showing of a colored glass win- factory substitute for silver salts had
dow now in New York City. The been discovered.
{Continued on Page 2)

May

His

Iro jortant Local Circuits May
Refinan< e and Form One Unit
or Ultimate Sale

Three

Grauman

"One

Produce Special

in

from the chemical mentioned
(Continued on Page 5)

infers

England

Memphis Territoi^y Closings Drop
understood that Ray Rockett
Memphis Showing a marked deto
England
to
going
considering
is
It's cleverly
Ss full of chuckles.
crease over last year, 35 theaters of
of
House
of
the
Head
"The
produce
lied.
It's bright and it's enterterritory have closed since Jan. 1.
he makes "Not Her- this
ilnent. The picture is built_ around Coombe," after
Some of these closings are permathe
produce
decides
to
he
If
bert."
1
premise that anythnig' might
nent but from IS to 20 are reopening
picture, which will be a special, he
It does.
a.ien in Paris.
The
England first on a re- after repairing and remodeling.
jbitsch knows how much depends will go to
territory embraces Arkansas, Northexpedition.
search
Where a titter
pi the treatment.
ern Mississippi, Southwestern TenHe does
s
he creates a laugh.
nessee and a small portion of AlaMonte Blue,
Broadway Houses "Get Wet'^
V his handling.
and Missouri.
bama
Broadway theaters suffered little
y Ruth Miller and Lilyan Tashare excellent in their roles. inconvenience from yesterday afterConnolly in Europe
ire Beranger, the fourth jn the noon's electrical storm. Water backConnolly
S.
Washington Jack
3
does another excellent piece of ed up into the rears of the Colony
of the
representative
Washington
passage
made
the
also
and
and Rivoli
'(c.
He is stepping rapidly to
through the Cameo lobby somewhat Hays association, is in Europe on a
)i
he Lubitsch hand again.

Combine On

On

who

pace.

Paris"

Price 5 Cents

operate 11 theaters in Milwaukee are at the Astor.
Several weeks ago,
FILM
DAILY reported that Universal
Chain Theaters was negotiating to
take over the Silliman circuit. Nothing further developed since then.
With the presence of both Silliman
and Grauman in New York, it was
understod yesterday that the deal
was nearing a close. The Silliman
chain is second in strategical importance in Milwaukee.
First place is)
held by Tom Saxe.
Universal now
gradually disintegrat- operates the Alhambra there under

(Continued on Page 2)

Ready

1?26

Famous Deal with "U" Near
Grauman
Jack Silliman and
Here from Milwaukee —Theater

To Become Assistant to Walter
won't be long before the
Wanger— Big Chicago "Lab"
Being Dismantled
reat show street of the nation

1

13,

It

—

is

ic

The theater seats 1,600 and
the fourth Lesser theater on Long
Island. The others are the Playhouse
and Mayfair at Great Neck and the
Strand at Rockville Center. He also
operates the Memorial at Beacon,
and the Capitol at Haverstraw in
the Hudson River Valley.
Capitol.

is

Schenck Delayed in Chicago
Delayed by conferences on the
proposed site of the new United ArtCircuit house in Criists Theater
cago, Joseph M. Schenck will not arrive in New York until Saturday

Norma Tamladge

is

with him.

Weeks Going

to Coast

George

W. Weeks,

general

man-

Famous,
for
distribution
leaves Aug. 21, for Hollywood, for a
brief stay. He will visit all exchanges
ager

of

before he returns to

New

York.

'i

i;

_

—

KANN

difficult.

vacation.

Los Angeles
John C. Ragland,
manager of the Harold

Ragland

Los
Eastern

in

Angeles

Lloyd Corp.,

is

—

here.

THE

m

z9S^

DAILV

Ready

Pittsburgh Preparing
(Continued from Page

for

(.Continued

1)

Friday, August

Walkout

from Page

Rothacker

new Stanley throws opens its doors C. committee, following yesterday's
The Stanley house is meeting to consider demands of opnext Spring.
The T.
part of a $7,000,000 project and will erators for wage increases.
TiL XXXVII No. 37

Friday. Aug. 13,

Price5Cents

1326

be one of the most pretentious theaters of the nation.
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Francaise,

5,

Rue

Saulnier.

Arrangements have been completed
remodeling of the Grand by the
Davis Company, which now is working on plans for a 4,000 seat houscv
for

Foreshadowing events that will have a profound bearing on the market, the Exchange
lumbered along yesterday in an inconsistent
manner.
Obviously, there is considerable
speculation as to what the next move will be.
Speculative interests are nervously awaiting
some sign which will indicate just how the
market is to continue.
Except in tie leading issues, trading in
the 61m mart was perceptibly slackened.
Warner Pictures "A" and W&rner Pictures

up

held

common

Loew's, Inc., and Famous
well.
each closed 54 of a point higher.

Close

33J4

Low
33^

37'/,

37'/^

37/2
73/8
73/8
114

High

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Balaban

&

•Bal.

..
.

&

Katz
Katz Vtc.

Ea-stman

Kodak

Famous

Players

114'4 114
117!^ 115^

.

.

Plav. Pfd
•Film Inspect.
First Nat'l Pfd.

FatiT,

.

Reichenbach Addresses A. M. P. A.

.

Loew's,

Project.

Inc

'

Metro-Gold Pfd.

M.

P.

"A"

Paramount B'way

ttRoxy Units
..
ttRoxy Common

71H

23

22 ?4

Vm

41

19

19

57'/,

57'/8

97!.i

97
23

26

.

Skouras

71^

.

Cap. Corp.

Pathe Exch
t

6
52

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.
.

74^

Trans-Lux Screen

«/«

•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures
Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures
.

Warner
•

t

Pict.

9,000

7m
22}^
UH
4m
2m
19
57/s
97!^

100

3,500

100
100
600

8

52
74 '4
8

1,000

97
30'^

30'/,

.

24 J4
27/,

"A"

23

25^

30^
45/
23^
27/

Legion of Honor Medal Bestowed
French theaters under Loew manGradwell Judgment Filed
are receiving releases two
agement
A judgment in favor of the lats years earlier
than under the old
Ricord Gradwell, who was head oi

Producers' Security Co. at the
time of his death, has been filed in the
Supreme Court against Pliny Fisk
The judgment is based on a verdicf
for $2,700 with costs of $86, returned
at the trial shortly before the deatb
The suit was based on
of Gradwell.
a note of $2,500 made Dec. 18, 1924
Fisk's defense was that he received
no consideration for the note bu'

made

it for the benefit and
dation of Gradwell.

Last Prices Quoted

Bond Market

tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market

Air Shows at Marian
^farlaii. Okla.
Open air shows are
presented here by W. A. Brooks, on
a screen erected on a vacant lot

Open

accommo-

Jackson to Entrench Position
Arthur Jackson. Strand and Arc owner, intends
to head off plans of an outside circuit to invade the local field by building a house which will be one of the
largest in the state.
He also has a
theater at Noblesville.

—

pending erection of a theater to replace the Marland, which was dismantled recently.

is

Get Largest Clock
described by its maker.i
to

as the largest single unit clock ever
will be installed in tho
Tower of the new Paramount Theater Building.

manufactured

Oritan Repairs Planned
Hackensack, N. J. Plans are un-

—

caused by an exploding

film.

Guards Needed in Detroit
Detroit Guards have been found

—

necessary to keep the curious out of
the New Michigan theater, now being rushed to completion for opening on Saturday.
c

Grainger Goes to Canada

James
sales
trip

R.

Grainger,

Fox

genera'

manager, left yesterday on v
to Canada.
He returns next

Wednesday.

(

The laboratory work on the Fin
National releases which has bee
handled by Rothacker for some tinhas been transferred to the Consol
dated Flm Industries, Inc., headquai
acker sold out to Consolidated.

Government

to

—

Carrollton, Ky.
Burt May, Opet
House, has added the Port Willian
Port William, to his holdings.

make Loew

a

mem-

ber of the Legion, followed merger of
the 14 houses of the Gaumont chain
with the Loew interests, and under
management of the latter. Cairo and
.Alexandria are Egyptian cities affected by the merger.

FOR RENT
Ball

location.

—A

voluntary increase of
the wages of operators in employ of
the Woodward Theater Co. has been
granted by Henry S. Koppin. A ten
per cent increase
to

Aug.

is

Donlon

to

—Write

446

Wabasha St St

Paul, Minn.

Warning to Producers

Manage

Criterion
treasurer of the
Criterion for the past six years, be-

Don|on,

comes house manager when "Beau
Geste" opens.

Hanson Again with Griffith
Einar Hanson again

Hollywood

I

|'

granted, retroac-

1.

Rice Joins Bank Board
Grantland Rice, producer of Sportlights, has been elected to the advisory board of the Harriman National Bank.

Norris

capacity 2500. J

JOE FRIEDMAN

Koppin Grants Increase
Detroit

Room

Best equipped Ball Room
in city.
Best down-town

—

has been signed as Corinne Griffith's
leading man, for "The Lady in Ermine."

This is to notify all producers that
through my attorneys I shall begin
legal

action

for

damages against any

person or persons or corporation who
unauthorized and
irresponsible agents old titles of mine,

may purchase from

and after creating plots in their own
studios, make and release these pictures as "Curwood stories."
No prehistoric
magazine story and no one
or two reel "original" of mine written
years

ago can be taken as an excuu

foisting upon
built picture, of

for

the public a studiowhich I am not th«
author, as a "Curwood story" without
fighting the matter out in the courts
with me. My address is Owosso, Michigan. The name of my New York agents
and attorneys will be given on request.

JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD

FOR RENT
From August

10,

1926,

Pathe

Studio located at 134th Street

and Park Avenue,
City.

Fully

New York

equipped

with

and carpenter shop.
All requirements for motion
picture production.
Reasonable rent by month or lease.

DALLAS

lights, flats

Comerford Signs Fox Contract
Pittsburgh The Comerford circuit
has closed for the 1926-27 Fox prod-

—

Dutton Wins Promotion
Minneapolis O. H. Dutton has uct.
been made district manager for Exhibitors Supply in territory embracSilverman Here from K. C.
ing Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha,
Joe .SilvcDuaii of the Independent
Kansas City and Denver. He form- Film Corp. is in New York from
erly was Omaha manager.
Kansas City.

—

enterin

the industrial production field, witho
fices at the Burton Holmes labor;
tory in that city.
Other officials
the company, including John Hahi
are reported to be seeking other coi
nections.

Mongendre

Maxine

French consul general, stated yester-^
day in bestowing the French Legion
of Honor mecjal on Marcus Loew.
"in recognition of his sympathy for
the French theater and his work fof
its
advancement."
Decision of the'

tive

Broadway

M.

regime,

—

100
2.700
4,500

1)
is

,

der way for repairing of the new $1,-*
000,000 Oritan, which suffered dam-^
age estimated at $50,000 in a fire,

4

52
74-4

it/

Douglas Rothacker

ing.

For some months Flaherty and
Declaring possibilities of the GerWanger Off for Coast
are practically unlimited Miss Adams have ben at work at thg
Walter
Wanger, general manage
for quality product and praising the Eastman Kodak laboratories in Ro- of production
for Famous, leaves fc
chester,
developing
the
new
process'
in
Pictures
National
work of British
Hollywood
today.
He will be gon
Miss
Adams
has
experialso been
counteracting sentiment against
about three weeks.
American films in England, Harry J. menting in the General Electric plant
Reichenbach spoke at the A. M. P. in Schenectady for several years.
A. luncheon yesterday.
Burt May Buys Another

What
900

is

Famou

man market

400

103/

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intern'l

117^
119/

300

6

.

.

33H

Sales
100

(Continued from Page 1)
will take two months,
stated.

experiment

Crawfordsville, Ind.

Quotations

Color Process Test

Ritz and Davis.

the

Financial

O. C. C. had proposed submission oii
the dispute to arbitration with each
side in the controversy naming one
member to the proposed board and
the two members chosen agreeing
upon the third member.

as the key theater of the local chain
which includes the Grand, Lyric

at

(Continued from Page

1)

1926

13,

Extraordinary inducements.
Inquire
M. S. FPSTIN

SEPT. 8th

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
127th Slrret «nd Second Avrnup.

New

York

Telrphone harlem 9700

J

^he STAR SPANGLED

GROUP
weaf the eKpi'essioiiof

Hie man vho
III

u|;w/

Vs settled for life /d

Eveiyweek ff
I

First National

Knockout
M

oei set tor sepiemoer

wun me mosi

sensational set of bis PROFIT PICTURES
ever grouped for one month's release
'*The Great Deceptiontt
wiih

Aleen

Prinfile

and Ben Lyon

Richard Bartiielmess
in

^'Tiie

Amateur Gentleman''

''SUBWAY SADIE''
with

Dorothy

M ackaill

-

Jack MuUiaU

MILTON SILLS

in

''PARADISE*'
With Betty Bronson

When you see
thei'estof'em^

%^ Jirst national
STAIl

3irAt

national
PicturGA

SPANGLED

i

contract in youf pocket vill feel li
a latchkey to the Bank of England

—
THE
August

Friday,

13,

Combine On

Exploit- O- Gram^i

And Thafs That
,By PHIL. M.

S?S^

DAILV

1926

DALY,

English"
the
is
-i»- term brought back to America
by Harry ReicI .nbach, showman de
That's the way the French
luxe.
talk, he declared at the A. M. P. A.
yesterday.

Brief outlines of practical exploitO'
tion stunts.
They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

File them away.

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity

In Turkey, according to Harry,
you find the picture houses by
When you reach the most
sniffing.
pungent odor, you've found it, he

ideas when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

helping you.

"Aloma

states.

that

smoking

of South Seas"
(Paramount)
Concej}trated efforts on a

is

East Side. The BlindermanSteiner combination has several thea-

trol the

ters in that section and is building
three more. Small-Strauseberg domi-.
nate the Williamsburg Plaza section
of Brooklyn where they conduct the

deterrent

W

good

Star, 79 1st Ave.
Mt._ Morris, 1 E. II 6th St.

Majestic, IS 2nd Ave.
New Atlantic, 52 Bowery.
New Delancey, 62 Delancey St.

New Douglas, Lenox Ave. & 142nd
New Law, 25 2nd Ave.
New Strand, 78 E, Broadway
Odeon-Harlem, 145th St. & 8th Ave.

(Continued from Page 1)
that the process involves chromated gelatin
mixed with a pigment,'' he said
"Such processes have found practical use in photography in the past but they have not been
able to produce material as sensitive to light
as

silver

not appeal to the finisher unless remarkable
advantages in quality, price and processing
were obtainable."

Extras

Los

Angeles

—A

committee

ington.

L.

&

T.

House

—

at

Ravenswood

Helsinfors, Finland

Lee, Lee

& Hooper

Sts.

Marcy, 302 Broadway.
Meserole, 725 Manhattan Ave.
Nostrand, 276 Nostrand Ave.
Republic, Grand & Keap Sts.
Roebling, 27 Lee Ave.
Sumner, 265 Sumner Ave.
492 DeKalb Ave.
Terminal, Dean and 4th Ave
Williamsburgh, 270 Broadway.
St.ite,

Long

Island

Arcade, 345 Steinway Ave., Astoria.
Arena. 934 Second Ave., Astoria.
Colonial, Corona.
Hyperion, Corona.
Lyceuirr, Corona.
Victoria, Corona.
Forest Hill, Forest Hills.
Maspeth, Maspeth.

(Paramount)

Used an

old guessing contest to
excellent advantage during the showTied up with a local jeweler,
ing.
who installed an unusually attractive
window display, consisting of a large
nugget of gold-finished plaster of
paris containing the gift which was
to be presented to the person guessing the correct name of the article.

BLINDERMAN-STEINER CIRCUIT
A

«

partial

list includes:
14th St.. 235 E. 14th St.
Palace, 2nd Ave. and 123rd St.
Sunshine, 143 E. Houston St.

New

Russia Has a Newsreel, Too
The Russians have a
J. P. Harrison, Hippodrome Theater, newsreel that gathers not only usual
Waco, Tex.
news events, congresses, parades,

"Outside the

Law"

Moscow

ship-Iaunchings,

but

and studies of the

ads.

A

was run

in

life

populations

newspaper republics.
cut of Lon Chaney in charRussian

acter

—

from factory
varied

(Universal)

Put over a contest

also

of

the

scenes

each space with the

is

interest in

He

tXCUANGES

.EV[BYMJER£

different

American

films
translate
a
news and an-

is

Lon Chaney

—

the
Law'." John
'Outside
Keith's Palace, Cleveland.

in

Royal,

&

Lyceum owners. The Rex was

opened here a few months ago by
Kiesling on Vacation
The house is
Barrett C. Kiesling, Carmichael & Jones.
Lincoln Ave., Ravenswood, "Chica- P. D. C. publicity director, has left to be redecorated and an organ installed.
go's fastest growing community."
for a five weeks' vacation trip.

—

CHICAGO

—

Elimination of comClovis, N. M.
petition was completed with purchase
of the Rex by E. F. Hardwick
Sons,

Los Angeles

laooaoooBoostcK,^'

They

tremendous.

at the side:

man?

22E!if€hdn8€s/^
154 Fedtwrettcs/ u

in the

"Can you describe great deal of trade
'Outside the Law!' nouncements from the American paYou want the police to get him. Free pers. Reporters from the kino trade
Palace tickets for the best description journals constantly inquire
about
Write a description so that American technical processes and
of him.
any policeman could pick him on pictures.
Mail vour descriptions to B.
sight.
Best 20
F. Keith's Palace Theater.
Clovis Competition Ended
descriptions will each receive one pair
copy

this

—

i

Kismet, 785 DeKalb Ave.

"Desert Gold"

of free tickets to see

Chicago Lubliner & Trinz is preparing to open the new Belmont theatef,
constructed on Belmont near

Finns Act Against Outsiders
Production o
films on a larr^e scale in a move ti
prevent making of pictures by for
eigners for domestic consumption
planned as a result of the merger o
Finnish Film Co., with Suomi Filn
Co. Foreign-made pictures often giv
an erroneous impression of Finnisl
life, history anti literature, it is con
tended her*^.

Hall, Court St.

Colonial, 329 Broadway.
DeKalb, DeKalb Ave. and Broadway
Gem, 637 Broadway.
Halsey, Ha'sey St. and Broadway.

Pa.

has

named by

elude:
Duffield,
Carlton,
Cumber
land, Atlantic, National, Bunny, Park
side, and the Stratford, a new 2,00
seat theater rapidly nearing comple
tion at Suiter and Ralph Aves.

Brooklyn

Borough

i

![
,

'

,

-

SMALL-STRAUSEBERG CIRCUIT

—

Push Fight on Troops

the Western Protective Assoc, to confer with Maj.
Wilcox to ascertain who authorized
use of marines in pictures at M.-G.M. The association recently launched a fight against the use of troops in
films, on the ground that such use is
depriving members of employment
as extras.
Co-operation of the Disabled Veterans of the World) War was
assured at the meeting. The association plans to carry its fight to Wash-

been

St.

Roosevelt, 7th Ave. & I45th St.
Royal, 310 Grand St.
Waoo, 118 Rivington St.

(M.-G.-M.)
A masked girl paraded the streets
and visited a large department store,
passing out cards advertising the picThe store donated the four
ture.
changes of costume she wore during
her two days of "visiting around."
In return, the store's ad appeared on
the back of the cards.
The mask
worn by the girl was made up from
the press sheet suggestion, and 2,000
Four oil
of them were distributed.
paintings were used, with an effective
lobby also part of the exploitation.
L. M. Conrad, Nemo, Johnstown,

emulsion.

"Undoubtedly a serious drawback to the
new process in the opinion of American finishers would be the slow speed necessary for
printing.
The modern continuous printer on
present day raw stock can handle 18,000 to
20,000 ft. per eight hour day, whereas the
cable states that the new filtir is printed on
special machines at the rate of a little over
3,000 ft. per eight hour day.
New equipment would be necessary and production per
machine would be cut to l/6th, which would

on Pitkin and Rockaway Aves., whic!
will be patterned after the Uptown ii
Chicago.
Theaters in the Brandt chain in

Odeon, S8 Clinton St.
Orpheum, 126 2nd Ave.
Palace, 133 Essex St.

Frank J. Rembusch, O'Toole and burgh, N. Y.
Cohen have had their say, now you
guess the answer.
"Dance Madness"

"The Biltmore,"

will seat 2,00
and be part of three-story buildin;
which is to house nine stores. Unde
contemplation is a 3,250-seat theate

Lucky

—

Speed Essential

of 3,25

Houses

Impetus to the city's extensive the
ater building program was given ye;
terday by announcement that \Vi
liam and Harry Brandt had pui
chased a site for a new house, an
are working on plans for another

buHt,

Harlem, 211
125th St.
Hollywood, 98 Ave. A.

,

ed to the manager of their theater
by Bend, Ore., patrons, who refused
to believe him when he told them, the
house was afire and advised im,mediate exit.
One man yelled, "Go on
with the show," for "Quo Vadis"
was the picture and the burning of
Rome was being shown.

Seats, Bringing Total of
in Chain to 10

i

to

Ultramodern methods were ascrib-

for Brooklyn

Commodore, Roebling and Republic
and have theaters throughout Brooklyn and Queens. The houses are:
Brooklyn.
The two proposed theaters, whic
MEYER AND-SCHNEIDER CIRCUIT
will add a total of 5,250 seat to th
Casino, 2nd Avenue & 9th St.
Brandt circuit, will bring the total c
Clinton, 80 Clinton St.
Commodore, 105 2nd Ave.
houses in the chain to 10. The sit
Delancey, 6-8 Delancey St.
is at New Lots and Bradford Ave!
Florence, 85 E. Broadway.
and Wyona St.
The house to b
Golden Rule. 125 Rivington St.

beauty, and that he selling factor for "Aloma of the South
never smokes over 20 cigars a day, Seas." Obtained the services of a
except on holidays like the Fourth colored man to play Hawaiian music
of July.
in the lobby every evening during the
engagement of the picture. The musiNow that Sam Katz has had his cian was attired in Hawaiian costume
say about what a lucrative field and played a Hawaiian guitar. Being
Florida is, there probably will be a an excellent player, he attracted an
general exodus of theater men to the attentive crowd. The box-office joinboom state.
ed in the singing. Charles R. Hammerslough, Broadway Theater, Newa

More

Brandt Bros. Plan Addition

(Continued from Page 1)

"ATOMIZER

Lon Chaney says

2

SEPT. 9th

1

II

A few months

ago

FRED DOLLE
of the

Alamo Theatre

Louisville,5Ky«

sent
this

wire
>c
ftoi?

?fSlf

»7(}

*54s

NOW-

OVst,

STOP

"
,

'^^^^OVs ,

^^^n

after playing the

^j-

„>-»'

Mr. Dolle

is

one of the

just

many

thousands

of exhibitors

who

have confidence
in*-

.^^--'-

^"^'

^;^.„ ,.COB.

'

sus^^

,,.^^j^§^
William Fox presents

FIGUAVES
With

GEORGE O'BRIEN" OLIVE BORDEN
Andre De Beranger

Haver
Hcinie Conklin
Phyllis

Eulalie Jensen
Story by

Scenario by

Howard Hawks

Hope Loring and Louis Lighton

HOWARD HAWKS

production
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T^irenty Features

Comment
Revie'ws

HoUyMTOod
Foreign

tliat^eads

A

BROADSIDE,

containing

New^s

Reviewed

many

of

what

are hailed

the first o£ the new season's big productions.
year is about to get under way. It is
1926-1927
The
to know, in unbiased fashion,
exhibitors
for
important
what the virtues or the faults are of the productions to

Exploit-O'Grams
Eastern Studios

as

be offered for their theaters.

Presentations
Accessories
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TWO GIANT SPECIALS FROM DE
MILLE STUDIOS USHER IN NEW
SEASON FOR P.D.C. EXHIBITORS
ON THE HEELS OF THE UNPRECEDENTED
ARRAY OF BOX-OFFICE HITS WITH WHICH
IT CLIMAXED ITS 1925-26 PROGRAM, P. D. C.
INAUGURATES A ''START THE SEASON

RIGHT'' POLICY WITH TWO NEW BOX-OFFICE
SPECIALS FOR RELEASE IN SEPTEMBER, THAT
WILL PEAL A JOYOUS SYMPHONY OF DOLLARS
ON THE CASH REGISTERS OF EXHIBITORS.
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,,roduction
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WITH
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oof

EDNA FERBER.
JOBYNA RALSTON

(^LOUISE
DR.ESSER.
AOAPTtO BV OARRCTT FORT

^-^^ '="

COMTINUITV BV MARION ORTH
suPtnviseo BvcoARONtn Sullivan

o.RecTto^,LLiAM K.

HOWARD

paooucco BV

"""ssjar*

DEMILLL PICTURES CORPORATION

HERE ARE TWO BELL-RINGERS THAT WILL
SOUND THE TOCSIN FOR A MERRY WAR
ON ALL EXISTING BOX-OFFICE RECORDS!
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ANDWEEKLY

FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

%/'

XXXVII

OL.

r.

Sunday, August

No. 38

O. G. G.

To

Fight

Expanding

in

Chain

rhrowing down the gauntlet to the
erators' union on its stand for arbi-

Denver Attention is beginning to
be focused on Central Theaters Corp.

tion of the dispute or termination

which now is engaged on an expansion program.
The firm, headed by
Jack Eaton and J. S. Hommell, is ne-

negotiations, the T. O. C. C. has
ted a defense fund of $125,000 to
in keeping theaters of members
1

en in event of a walkout Sept 1.
Flat refusal of the operators to subto arbitration the controversy
t
used by their wage increase deuids, precipitated action by the exoitor

body which voted

on

to carry

aggressive fight against the opera-

,

demands, said by Harry Suchto averago
in, committee chairman,
complete
with
cent,
per
40
jni 20 to
ntrol of the projection booth vestin the hands of the union.
Operators, it was stated, were 25

rs

(Continued on Page 2)

Detroit's

—

Biggest Opening

The Michigan, newest
Detroit
Detroit theaters, opens
of
largest
d
The house, conceded to
re today.
one of the most pretentious of the
tion, has a seating capacity of 5,000,
by Kunsky Enterprises
association with B. & K.

was

built

"U" Gontinues
Silent

Completing Negotiations foD
Six New Houses Bringing Total

tion of
to ten.

deals

witness
which bring
to

compleits

total

Features Reviewed
6

The Scarlet Letter
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Beau Geste
Paramount
Pals First
First National

The

i

;

I

while

four being built
(Continued on Page 2)

the

,

The

Call

8
8
8

of

—
—

Rayart
Riding Romance
Anchor State Rights
The Better Man
F. B.

9
9
9

The Wild Horse Stampede
Universal
Men of the
Sterling

F

9

Night

— State

The Flame

Rights

Ermine and Rhinestones
Tiffany— State Rights
The Dead Line
F.

Short

10

of the Argentine

B.

B.
Subjects

Dutton

in

10

10
10
11

New Yorki

H. E. R, Dutton of the Exhibitors
Supply Co. of Chicago, and a leading

will

in-

the Astor.

—

A.

the

France

of the Capitol sailed

Saturday for Paris

will direct the redecoration
Palace.
He will be

Gaumont

abroad about six weeks.
Farewell Dinner for Kennedy
Joseph P, Kennedy, F. B. O. president, presided at a dinner for the sales
force Friday, on the eve of his departure for Europe on the S. S. France.

8

the Klondike
State Rights

(Continued on Page 2)

Leiber and Rowland Honor Guests
and
Leiber
Hollywood Robert
Griffith
H.
M.-G.-M.
Grange Film's Special Showing
Richard A. Rowland were guests of
Hollywood— Edward H. Griffith honor at a luncheon given at the
"One Minute to Play," starring
on a
After the
"Red" Grange, will have a pre-releasQ has been signed by M.-G.-M. first First National studios.
His
luncheon, they were shown around the
showing at 2 P. M. Tuesday at the five year contract to direct.
will new plant.
Times Square. Jas. C. Bradford now picture under the new contract
be "Red, White and Blue."
is writing a score for the picture.
Dowd to Redecorate Paris House

7

Columbia

build/ig at

There are 14 houses in operation figure in the merger of equipment
four under construction and dealers, arrived in New York yestertwo in prospect. The 14 running have day to confer with Joe Hornstein ot
a combined capacity of 15,321 seats the Howells-Cine Equipment Co. At

7

Satan Town
Pathe
The Unfair Sex
Associated Exhibitors

now

Racine, while Saxe is engaged in rebuilding its Rhode Opera House at
Kenosha and reported planning a theRecently Fischer's
ater at Racine.
Paramount chain, now second in importance in the state, announced plans
Universal and
for a Kenosha house.
Saxe are in competition at Milwaukee

of the

The Lone Wolf Returns
I

is

here,

West

Universal

/

where he

7

the

000.

Tommy Dowd

Fox
to

1

30,000.

6

Paramount
So This Is Paris
Warner Bros
Oh, Baby

Universal is strengtheniilg its
position in Wisconsin, now the "scene
of
three-cornered
theater
activity.
Latest move of Universal is in\lasion
of Kenosha, Saxe stronghold, with
contract signed for erection of a 2,108-seat house which will cost $456,-

on

7

and Building
Mo.

at Joplin,

aters.

Los Angeles New theaters proposed or under construction, involving an estimated $15,000,000, will
bring the total seating capacity of
Hollywood houses to approximately

6

F.

Bom

Houses

While negotiating for the SillimanGraunian chain of 11 Milwaukee the-

—

Cecil B. de Mille and Metropolitan
Prod, are two months ahead of
schedule, having completed 16 of the
40 productions scheduled for delivery
to P. D. C, William Sistrom, general
studio manager, said yesterday.
All of the 16 are either in New
York or en route here, he stated,
which advanced schedule will give the
company additional time to prepare
for future productions.

Two Gun Man

B.
Hard Boiled

,

6

New

30,000 Seats

Signs

Don Juan
Warner Bros

at Racine, Wis.,

Hollywood Will Have That Many
When Houses Under Construction
Are Completed

of Schedule

Stride

Company Invading Saxe Stronghold

The company

The company has four theaters
one here and one each at Alemosa
Colorado Springs and Los Cruses.
Eaton formerly managed the Strand
New York.

Two Months Ahead

Steffes

of sales

gotiating for a number of theaters
in the territory, with the next 30

expected

On

Reticence marks the attitude
managers with respect
to the launching of distribution
by the Northwest Exhibitors
Efforts yesterday to
Assoc.
obtain statements from distribution heads were unavailing
with those questioned declaring
they had nothing to say on the
Several sales mansubject.
agers were out of the city.

Ten

—

days

Price 25 Cents

1926

Denver

untlet Thrown Down to Operators!
—$125,000 Raised to Keep
Houses Open After Sept. 1

to

15,

wiseacres are prone to match notes these
big deals. The
"Missing Link" for Syd Chaplin
days. The air is filled with mutterings of
Hollywood— "The Missing Link,"
is
now
industry
this
which
era of centralization through
an original by Reisner and Daryll
of various Zanuck, has been chosen as Syd
passing has caught many in its grip. Consolidations
of three or four Chaplin's next.
natures are hinted at. Not only are the names
which are bandied
Mary Philbin Here
national distributors brought into the accounts
Philbin, who has just comMary
mentioned
being
are
independents
about with open secrecy. The
pleted "Love Me and the World Is
Tracing the contributory causes to Mine," for Universal, arrived Friday
in almost the same breath.
with her parents for a brief stay in
their lair, two things come to light:
which New York.
On the one hand, there exists an economic pressure
Datig Signed by Lasky
in this persistent merger
several of the companies mentioned
Fred Datig has been
.A.ngelcs
Los
are debating on
organizations
These
chief for Lasky uncasting
signed as
cannot further ignore.

A

GOOD

many

—

talk

(Continued on Page 4)

der a five year contract.
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Financial
The

rail

stocks grasped the lead

frottt

the

motors and steel Friday and prepared the
market for another bull movement. The advance movement in rails came shortly after
the bears had made an onslaught with stingUnder pressure of selling. Gening effect
eral Motors broke more than six points.
Pathe Exchange
Film issues were active.
"A," in deals totaling 700 shares, was minus

Warner

The active
points at the close.
stocks both were up at the close.
lyi

Quotations
Low

High

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

.

..

.

•Balaban & Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

Players
•Fam. Play. Pfd.

*Film
•First

Inspect.
Pfd.

.

3i'A
37J4

33'A

37^

Close
3314
37 'A

nii
74
74
.114
11354 114
.117^^ 115fi 1175^
119J4
74

.

227/i

69V£
22tr

41 /2

2354

7154

3,000

2254

300

40^

'ii'A

3',.^66

23 /a

23'A

\m

•Intern'I Project.

Pfd.

P. C^ap. Corp.

Pathe Exch.

"A"

56
97
22

56
97

52
75
8

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttKoxy t'ommon

97
25

Skouras Bros

•'Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-lvUX Screen

52
75
8

52
74

•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures

30^^

30J4

.

.

'706

400

5

•Warner Bros
Warner Pictures .. 24 J^
Warner Pict. "A" 27^
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market

When

23
2654

97
30 A
45/,

'166

24.>^

'760

27-^

1,800

you think of

T E B B

1

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picturv

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Stebbins

Washington Positions

Shift in

Washington

— Managers

Brief outlines of practical exploitaThey give all yiecessary
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0 -Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showtion stunts.

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

30,000 Seats
crease the total by 6,200.

helping you.

Commission Decides in Colorado
Denver The Industrial Commis-

Publix

"Brown

—

of

Harvard"

(M.-G.-M.)

sion has under consideration proposed
new wage rates for operators and

Throwing

of a

regulation football

The

tw

planned will add 8,000 more.
With one exception. El Capital
houses in operation play pictures al
most exclusively, while three of th
four planned are to house musicj
revues and legit shows.
The picture theater under construe
tion is the new Chinese, being sponsj
ored by United Artists Theater Cir
cuit on Hollywood Blvd. and Syca
more St., which, according to Si.:'

and operaground in th^^ man. File them away. Here is an
controversy growing out of demands' "at-your-elbow" service of publicity
for wage increases.
An operator's ideas when you run these pictures.
school, sponsored by managers, has Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
been opened.
and help the other fellows who are Grauman,
tors are holding their

cost

will

$5,000,000.

i

plannnig erection of
4,000-seat house at Vine St. and Sun
set Blvd., while Warners propose
theater of the same capacity at Hoi
lywood Blvd. and Wilcox Ave.
is

,

Theater managers have from the marquee into an eager crowd
filed revisions, calling for reductions
of small
boys, featured campaign.
while the operators and stagehands Newspaper
articles
preceding the
Strid
have petitioned for increases.
The stunt brought 200 boys to the theater
(Continued from Page 1)
commission will decide the scale for front, where 100 small 25 cent footLast year, the balls were distributed as consolation where Universal operates the Alhan
the new contract.
commission denied petition of em- prizes. The lobby was decorated with bra.
Universal has signed contracts f(
ployees for an increase.
similar balls and they also were hung
under the marquee. Swinging in the the erection of an Egyptian-type th(
wind and lettered with the title, they ater at Joplin, Mo. It will seat 2,00
Klein Seeks Reinstatement
As expected, and cost $520,000.
Joseph Klein has filed an applica- made a great flash.
they
were
stolen,
but
this
added to
tion in the Supreme Court to be reWar Dept. Investigation?
instated as vice-president and treasur- the effectiveness of the stunt. To ater of Chesterfield M. P. Corp.
Los Angeles Expressing apprecij,
He tract the student body, a news reel

stagehands.

"U" Gontinues

—

alleges that, while he

was

ill

in

Los

Angeles on June

11, he received noChesterfield was to hold ?'
stockholders' meeting in New York
on June 15. At that meeting, it is
alleged, Klein was removed from his
dual post.
He claims the meeting
was illegal and now seeks to have the
minutes expunged from the records
of the company.
Chesterfield in the absence of its
attorney, refuses to make any com-

tice

that

of commencement exercises at Marshall College was shown and indorsement of the picture by the college
president used to advantage. The fact
that Bennie Hyman, local youth, directed the picture as his initial efforts
and his uncle's ownership of the theater was played up.
James Dunbar,

Orpheum,

Truog on Flying Trip

W. C. Truog, assistant sales director for Universal's Mississippi Valley
territory, was in
York Friday to
confer with Ralph B. Williams, sales

—
Huntington, W.

Va.

prompt action of the Wa
Dept., which notified the associatio!
the department does not permit us
of troops in making pictures if sue
tion of the

use results in loss of labor or oppot
tunity of employment. Westerner;

Protective Assoc,

A series of teaser ads was used
with 100 lines daily one week in advance of the opening. Eye-appealing
window

1

has pledged com

any investigatio
which the department may undertaki
plete cooperation in

Three

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)

for

West Coast Chain

—

Construction 0:
Marysville, Cal.
three theaters for lease to Wes
Coast Theaters gets under way soon
There will be a 2,000-seat house here
"The Senator," to cost a reportei
$250,000 and theaters at Oroville am
Chico.
.

displays were supplemented
by an attractive lobby display in
New
which cut-outs were used to good advantage. On the marquee a six sheeli
director under whom he works, and cut-out was used, also two six ft. Marion Fairfax Undergoes Operatic
Lou B. Metzger, general sales man- cardboard fig leaves hung suspended
Los Angeles Marion Fairfax is
ager.
from each end. Three one sheet cut- a local hospital recovering from ai
outs were placed on sides and top of operation for appendicitis.
f
Scheibel Pools with Great States
the box-office. A banner, four by 37
Chicago Edward Scheibel is made ft., containing 11 large fig leaves
F I T'»
general manager of the company's was stretched across the front of tho
The result at the box-office
Streator theaters in a merger just lobby.
compfeted by Great States Theaters, was record-breaking business. Fred
OR
Dolle, Alamo. Louisville.
Balaban & Katz ally, and Scheibel.
LEARN TO SAY

—

:

I

—

Flora Le Breton Delayed
Flora Le Breton did not sail yesterday for Europe. She intends to leave
next week.

yon are thinking of

Arthur

per cent higher paid than other craftsmen.
With the vote carried, each
tlieater was assessed $500 and $125,000 was raised.

No

15, 192i

(Continued from Page 1)

—

1,800

INSURANCE
S

200

19

56^

Exploit- O- Grams

ment.
'306
400
9,500

103!^

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"

*M.

200
400

6

.

Nafl

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold.

Sales

Fight

(Continued from Page 1)

FILM DIGEST

vtmsf

To

Sunday, August

'Kiki"
(First National)

In cooperation with a newspaper
ran a novelty contest called "Kiki
Kracks," offering tickets for the best
New Directors for Roach
wise-cracks, starting with the word
Hnllyvvofid
Fred Guiol and James "Kiki." All those good enough for
Parrott have been signed to direct publication won the free tickets. The
all-star comedies for Hal Roach.
contest broke with a front page story,
followed by daily write-ups during its
run. Another stunt was a tie-up with
Back to Chicago
whose
John C. Flinn, of P. D. C. left a local bottling company
carried banners on the attractrucks
for Chicago yesterday on a hurried
tion.
The bottling company offered
trip.
a theater ticket to each of the first
60 persons returning 21 bottle tops.
Chrisander to Direct "Fighting Love" Thirty of the passes v/ere given by
Hollywood Nils Chrisander's first the theater for the use of the trucks,
under the DeMille banner will be the remaining thirty being purchased.
"Fighting
Love,"
starring
Jetta
Theater,
-Milton
Kress,
Riviera
Coudal.
Knoxville, Tenn.

iOTUl^
UNIFORMS

GOWNS

BROOKS
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580

PEN.

ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

—

—

—

INDIANAPOLIS

SEPT. 9th

«1

Clarabelle Barrett's
AMAZING

40 Mile English Channel
Swiim
THAT WON THE WORLD'S APPLAUSE
IN

PATHE NEW
TODAY

[ISSUE No. 67]

Did You See the Remarkable and
Comprehensive Scenes of the

Mexican Church

Crisis

IN ISSUES No. 65 and 66
"Extra sections arrived Sunday morning (Mexican Church
front page stuff."

Crisis).

Sure

is

Quilna Theatre, Lima, Ohio.

"Special service on Mexican religious situation appreciated."
J. F.

Crossley, Warren, Ohio

i

,

THE
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The Week's Headlines

(Continued from Page

Monday
turn

to

and Rialto

Rivoli

into long-run houses
British industry seeks harmony
ca, J. D. Williams says.

with Ameri-

Business good in Northwest owing to flush
season in mining regions.
Three European nations and South American
countries in organization to tight American
tilms, according to report.
N. Y. newspapers enthuse over Vitaphone.

Tuesday
Famous

Charles Eyton resigns from

share of careful

letter.

rises

as

500,000 earnings.
Indiana exhibitors to

officials

predict

laws"

"blue

fight

$3,-

to

F. J. Rembusch declares.
court restrains exchanges from
demanding cash deposits.
"Greater Movie Season" receiving 100 per
cent cooperation in Michigan.
finish,

Cleveland

Wednesday
Northwest exhibitors enter distribution with
30 features and 13 sliorts.
Outlook brighter in China for American producers, says William H. Jansen, official
of Red Seal Film Co., Ltd
"Blue laws" criticized by head of Seventh
Day Adventists at Washington convention.
M. J. O'Toole replies to Frank J. Rembusch
attack on M. P. T. O. A.

Woodward

Theater

plans

Co.

to have 75
territory.

houses by Jan. 1 in Michigan
D Williams sails for Lonilou.
Fox will send out 12 road shows for "What
Price Glory."
Sam Katz boosts Florida for picture busiJ.

ness.

Raw
in

stock

without silver base manufactured

Germany.

Thursday
Paramount and M.-G.-M. expected

to

enetr

short

subject field.
Theater construction heavy

National
in

Film

Hollywood

Arbitration

to

board

in

Worcester.
formed

Exchange

Clearning

serve as clearing house.
solves Cleveland'si zoning

difficulties.
Silver salts needed for
experts irraintain.

raw stock, American

Friday
Meyer & Schneider, Small-Strauseberg
Harry Blinderman circuits working

a'nd

on

refinance plan.
Jack Silliman and J. S. Grauman of Milwaukee in N. Y. on Universal deal.
Harry Davis interests entrenching theater
position in Pittsburgh.
T. lO. C. C. set for strife if operators refuse to arbitrate.

Watterson H. Rothacker
ant to Walter Waiigcr

become
Famous.

will

at

assist-

Saturday
O.

T.

C. C. raises $125,000 fund to fight
operators.
Central Theaters completes deals for 6 houses
in

Denver.

Hollywood

to have about 30,000 seats when
present theater construction plans arc con-

undertakings run like clockwoi
And we might add, "Watch him."

Influenced by Theater Need

zation.

circular

That's That!

1)

HKW By PHIL. M. DALY ^J^mm
amalgamation as the one way out of their difificulties. Their combined fronts would mean not only increased product, but an QUITE a significant fact that
troduction of Vitaphone shou
augmented credit with their banks to carry out joint expansion take place on the 49th anniversary
in whatever direction they feel such growth will benefit them. the phonograph.
The reduction in distribution overhead, which of necessity would
Earl Hudson started life worki
come about, is another important factor which must receive its on a bench in a watch factory at I
gin, III. Probably that's why all h
thought.

organi-

Minneapolis exchanges to prosecute exhibitors sponsoring free shows.
Frank J. Renrbusch attacks M. P. T O. A.
in

And

15, 1926

i

Famous expected

Warner stock

Sunday, August

Evangelism is to be the theme
Lurking in the background one finds theaters as a powerful
Let
Winifred Dunn's next story.
lever toward the fusion of existing companies so that the proper hope there is no kidnapping, to sta
outlet may be secured. If concrete examples are needed of how an international argument.
closely interlocked production and distribution are with exhibiI
There should be lots of monh
tion, a quick glance over the industry today will provide sufificient
business on Broadway and pain
proof. The companies which are not now in the theater field are West now that Herb Cruikshank
indeed few. The day is not far distant when those who remained doing •publicity on "The Goril
out of this major branch of the industry will be found actively Hunt."
engaged in it.
'

Film fans

in India are

soon to hav

around this nucleus that proposed consolidations a real treat. J. J. Madan, produc(
gravitate. The purchase of one national distributor by another and exhibitor now in New York,
the first picture house orga
has been discussed on several occasions.
One company has sending
to that country for installation in on
It is exactly

theaters

;

the other has none.

of

Another two-cornered and one three-cornered deal have also
been proposed. What is advanced as an attractive argument
concerns the acquisition of theaters on a wholesale scale. The
marked activity of the major companies in the exhibition field
has set the pace. The others are content to recognize it and follow suit. It is this realization of the direction in which the
industry is progressing that enters prominently into the pros
and cons of the merger councils.
There will be changes. It may take six months or a year.
The complexion of the business is due for a realignment. Whatever takes place will mean centralization. There will be fewer
companies operating, but the sparsity in ntimbers will be offset
by the enhanced power of those organizations which emerge from
the unification process-

Kennedy and

his

theaters.

Daylight Saving Fight to Courts
Defeated in the referei
dum on the subject, advocates of da>
light saving will contest the electio
in the courts on the ground that reli
erendum requirements of the const:
Adoptio
tution were not observed.
of eastern standard time was voted b
Cincinnati

—

a small majority.

Boston House Progressing
Interior work Hal
Newton, la.
been started on the theater which i'

—

part

of

the

Maytag

hotel

project

sponsored by the millionaire wash;
ing machine firm head, as a monu'
ment to his "home" town.

F. B. O.

Europe-bound today. Joseph P. Kennedy returns to America
sometime in September. There will be much happening at
F. B. O. Kennedy is new to the industry.
He is a young man
and a go-getter. Therefore, he will step along. All of which
means bigger things for F. B. O.
This is what he feels about his organization
F. B. O. occupies a certain niche as a producer and a distributor.

Straub With Buffalo House
Buffalo Herbert Straub, who ha
been guest conductor at Shea's Buf
falo, has been signed as permanen
conductor. He succeeds Henry Wal
lace, who returns to the Hippodrome

—

Buys "Dangers

to

Working

Girls"

has purchased "Dangers
of Working Girls" from the author
Edward E. Rose. It will be produced

Sam Saxe

It is a bulk business that the company doesThat position not
only must be maintained, but must be bettered in the natural as a Gotham special.
course of development.
Therefore, theaters will be secured.
Ruth Dwyer in Hines' Picture
Only for protection will this be done, Kennedy asserts.
Dwyer has been added to
Ruth
Philadelphia Firm's Books Seized
That may be the basic idea. Famous started that way and the cast of "The Knickerbocker Kid,"
Philadelphia
Because he feared
then entered exhibition with a vengeance. And so if F. B. O. First National picture starring John-^
the concern was on the verge of in
ny Hines.
solvency, James H. Fitzpatrick, sec- follows a similar course, there will be no surprise.
retary of Hollywood Film Prod. Co..
Kennedy is the sort of executive you can talk to without
Mary Brian Opposite Hines
here has seized the books on a writ
Mary Brian has been given the lead]
any
frills.
He
seems
to
like
straight-frotn-the-shoulder
stufif.
of inandanuis.
A. L. Gilbert, presiJohnny Hines in "The
There has opposite
dent, told liim the concern had no And so he was asked about F. B. O. and mergersKnickerbocker Kid."
further income and "can't hold out been consideraljle talk.
Kennedy has heard it, quite naturally.
more than another month," Fitzpat- This, in effect, is what he replied
Rapee Writes Ufa Musical Scores
rick alleges.
While Erno Rapee was
Berlin
F. B. O. is engaged in an active business. In conducting it,
here recently, he wrote the musical
there may develop opportunities which will make for the ultimate scores for many Ufa pictures on next
New Chicago House
Chicago The
Alamo, 2,000-seat good of the company. Those opportunities will be seized.
year's schedule.
house, opens Wednesday.
Figure it out. It was a clever retort to a blunt question.
Fox Picnic Today
Slightly evasive, to be sure, but fraught with promise of what
Flynn Leaves
Hollywood— The annual picnic o|
Emmett J. F^lynn left for Holly- the future might develop.
Fox employees) is scheduled to be held
wood yesterday.
today.

summated.

Universal strengthens position in
by building projects.

Wisconsin

j

'

—

j

—

.

—

KANN

J

—
THE
inday, August

15,
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FOLLOW THE ACTIVITIES OF
FILM PEOPLE IN FAR
OFF CORNERS OF

Foreign Markets

THE WORLD

By JAMES

A New
— Canada

London^

new

itirely

field

Make Chorus
Berlin — The contract
Fox

Field
has opened up an

ing such steps.

—

the cast are Lidia de Vicente,
Ribera,'
Carrasco
'acheuz.

San
and

—

roducer.

evy to Operate Phoebus Exchange
Berlin
Walter Levy, former viceresident of Ufa Verleih, has taken
ver the exchange of Phoebus Films.

—

Paris Ind'p'ts Combine

— For

—

It

is

From

Russia

"Napoleon" Ready

stated upon good
foreign governments

—

Exclusive purchasing agents andrrerresent-

The

Ossi Oswalda Coming to States?
London It is understood Ossi Os'alda,
German comedienne, has
gned a contract with an American

time in local
Im history,
independents
ave combined their interests, formig the "Societe Francaise des Films
ndependants." The purpose will be
)
use the combined efforts of the
lembers
in
first-class
producing
roduct.
Only a few pictures a year
'ill be made.
Paris

Strange Request

Moscow

—

made exclusively in Spain by
'erojo.
Goya Films will distribute.
lon

lerman,

A

ADAM

Picture

Seville"
in course of production at the At.ntida studio, under direction of BenPerojo. This is the first produc-

1

CUNNINGHAM

Indp'ts Healthy

1

Working on Spanish
"The Juggler of

P.

Film

—

ictions to Canada.
If many foreign organizations opennflices in Canada to deal direct, it
I'liicl not prove surprising, inasmuch
several are now seriously consid5

Madrid

Girl

Paris Abel Gance has finally comauthority that all
have received a request from Russian pleted his version of "Napoleon." The
authorities, urging them to stop their picture received a warm reception at
producers from making pictures in its premiere. The historical film will
which Russian exteriors and Russian open at the Opera House late in the
locations are used. In turn, the Rus- fall and is expected to have a long
"Potemkin" Barred in Germany
Honegger wrote the musical
sian government, so the report goes, run.
Berlin
The much-discussed Rus- promises not to film exteriors of the score.
sian film, "Potemkin," will not reach countries entering into the agreement.
German screens, having been finally The German government, for one, re"'Napoleon" was started on some
censored after three rejections.
fused on the grounds that it cannot
time ago by Abel Gance. It was held
influence a private
This
industry.
up several times for divers reasons.
could easily be done in Russia because
U hen Gance announced he would
the government controls the film infilm the story, many other Parisian
Larger British Organizations Not dustry.
producers at once decided they, too,
Thrusting Smaller Fry Out of
would make a version. None of them
Business Government to Move
German
Films
Discussed
Rappee
by
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
ever reached completed form.
Editor, Film Renter, London
Erno Rappee, who the past week
London— Contrary to persistent re- returned to New York from Europe,
ports of pessimists, independent pro- in discussing the calibre of German
Foreign Territory Now Available
ducing companies of England are not product, stated that Germany turns
in danger of being forced out of bus- out two pictures a year which were
BILL BAILEY
iness by the larger ones.
Never be- better than all other films in the
In a series of 6 five rrci
fore has the independents been in world, but that the other 400 German
Western Comedy Dramas
such splendid shape, both as regards films released during a year are worse
FERDINAND
H.
the financial aspect and the product than all others.
152 West 42nd St., New York City
hned up for the new season.
Cable Ferdinadam, N. Y.
The independent renters, too, are America to Take Last German Actor
Phone Wis. 1143
standing on their own, and are not
Berlin
"Film
In an editorial
in
hard hit, as some think. Many of the Kurier," it is stated that Germany
very smallest renters are now mak- will not have a single important star
HI-MARK FILM SALES CO.
ing preparations to launch an exten- when Emil Jannings
and Werner
Foreign Distribu'ion
sive schedule for the season.
Kraus go to America.
Nat Nathanson, ^Pres.

to foreign distrib-

.

'erojo

to

given Hans
Tintner by Europa Fox Produktion
(the German
Fox producing unit)
provides for the direction of one picture, "The Gala Sisters," depicting
the life of two chorus girls.

Because of the trouble with
ors.
gnerican distributors in Quebec a
hile ago, it was thought that a ban
the part of the latter would result
a scarcity of product.
Naturally,
eater interests and independent exaiiges looked about for new sources
>in which to obtain
films.
There
(1
been a few English productions
own in Canada during recent
oiiths, but not a very large number.
ciMitiations were started to bring to
Dominion some foreign produce
Tiis, resulting in a flood of features.
is roughly estimated that various
•reign countries have sent 1,000 pro-

L

THE OUTLOOK FOR BRITISH
INDEPENDENTS APPEARS
BRIGHTER THAN
EVER

the first
Parisian

plan for stabilizing the British
industry continues to occupy a prominent place in trade paper discussions.
As reported previously, the Joint
Committee on British Films has been
dissolved. This action was taken following a conference between members of the committee and represenAltatives of the sub-committee.
though the results of many weeks'
work on the part of the committee to
arrive at a solution for bringing the
industry back to its former basis, was
greatly disappointing, the trade was
not altogether surprised at its failure.
It is now up to the Government
to arrive at a definite decision. And
will before long.
Quotas, reciit
procity schemes and '"kontingents"
were all discussed by the Joint Committee during its regime, but every
one was objected to.
The Government strongly encouraged the com
mittee to arrive at a definite plan.

International Film Distributors

ativei for leading film distributors through-

Asta Nielsen to Enter "Legit"
Berlin
Asta Nielsen, Danish actress, who claimed to be the first woman appearing on the European screen,

out foreign territories.
Cable address

—

has signed contracts to enter the
gitimate field.

Norwegian Film

—

Norway Actual
soon commence on

Oslo,
will

to Start

:

Himark New York

FOREIGN TERRITORY

Soon

6

national

Preliminary
details have been completed.

i
f

Conrad Veidt

Mille After

—

Berlin
It is understood that Cecil
B. de Mille has been negotiating with
King of
Conrad Veidt for "The

Kings."

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm, Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL

Norwegian production.

De

5196-5197

le-

production
a

Phone Wisconsin

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

..»..»..»....

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.

Marseilles

Has New 2,000
The Capitol,

—

Henry

Seater

new
a
Marseilles
theater with 2,000 seats, opened re-

1540

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

cently.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
New

729 Seventh Avenue

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

'^Productions oj Merit"
Tnter-Ocean Film

L.

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS

Cokpor ation

Exclusive Foreis^n Distributors of
the Finest Independent Productions

W. KASTNER, President

24

8

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS

PRODUCTIONS

THRILLODRAMAS

218 West 42nd
Cable Address:

13

Resident Buyers for Foreign Producers

PREFERRED
PICTURES

Street, N. Y. C.
"loofiltu** New York

London Address

New Compton

CharinE Cross Road

London

ft.

W.

Distributors
Cable Addresses

Napoleon Films. Ltd.
8

and

C. 2

SMICOFILMS

New York
P17.0RFILMS

THC

c^m

DAILY

John Barrijmore

Warner

Lillimi Gish in

"Beau Geste"

"Pals First"

"The Scarlet Letter"

Paramount

First National

in

"Don Juan"
Bros.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

A BIG ENTERTAINMENT. AR- SINCERE AND BEAUTIFUL
TISTIC PRODUCTION, EXPICTURIZATIONOFAN
CELLENT DIRECTION AND
AMERICAN CLASSIC. REALFINE ACTING OUTSTAND- LY
THE
HOLDS SPLENDID TYPEWORTHWHILE.
ING.
PRODUCTION
OF
PROMISE FOR THE BOX OF.There is a little of the Douglas Fairbanks kind of manoeuvering in Barrymore's Don Juan and
yet he remains all Barrymore. His
constant suavity and slight humorous twinkle lend new and interesting variation to his work.
Cast. ...As fine a company of perAll
formers as ever assembled.
.

.

suitable.
capable and especially
Mary Astor sweet as Adriana. Es-

mighty effective LuHer costuming and
make up generally are highly commendable. Willard Louis' comedy
Others doing
touches delightful.
Taylor a
crctia Borgia.
tclle'

work are little Philde Lacy, Warner Gland. Mon-

crcditablv fine
lipe

tague Love, Josef Swickard, Nigel
de Brulier, Jane Winton.
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance.
.

.

Barrymore

John

may

rightfully

"Don Juan"

as his screen triumph but there are others, too, who
may make similar claims. Alan
Crosland has contributed his bes»
efTort so far and the entire cast

claim

may well demand a share in the
The production is splendid,
glory.
the settings artistic and lavish without being overdressed. The story
written by Bess Meredyth, and"
based on the legend of "Don Juan
is absorbing from beginning to end
and the romantic adventures of the
devil-may-care Don Juan supply
an evening's entertainment long to
be remembered. The theme is one
of love, adventure and intrigue, with
Rome, during the Borgia regime,
The escapades
as a background.

dauntless lover, Don Juan,
the story wth thrills and susfill
pense and the love scenes are by
no means a small part of the make
Don Juan's defiance of the
up.
Borgia, his rescue of the Orsini
maid who is his true love, his capture by and escape from the Borgia and the relentless eiTorts of
Lucretia Borgia to ensnare the
great lover are thrilling moments
Don Juan
the development.
in
rides out of the picture with Iiis
sweetheart safe in his arms.
of the

Box

Office

Angle

....

Very

definitely

Decidedly
office production.
the extended run calibre and
destined to make plenty of money
Exploitation. .Show your best judga

box

of

.

ment
of

by arranging your booking

"Don Juan"

early.

Showmanship

It give?
the entertainment it contains, the talking
points it commands; a great star
excellent cast, splendid production

will

WILL MAKE ITS
GREATEST APPEAL TO INTELLIGENT AND DISCRIM-

THAT

FICE.
Star.

put this picture over.

you every advantage

INATING AUDIENCES.
.Another very creditable performance.
At times, Miss Gish

Star.

..

Hanson makes

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Sui)crb

Rome
10,018 feet

LOVE

BROTHER

TURE.

THEME STRONG

AND

SPLENDIDLY HANDLED.

Ronald Colman's performCast
ance restrained and well done. It

Noah Beery whose work

—

pre-

Cast.

it

''

''

I'

.Lloyd Hughes, the long le
handsome hero who has his owi
little
idea
about
showing uf,
.

.

scheming
the

fills

relations. Edward Earliii
nicely as Cousin Harry
del Rio is the sweethean

bill

Dolores

who

—

i

Hester falls in
erend Dimmesdale.

They have

a

The

Puritanical code, stark
and strict, demands that she shall
be punished, she is forced to sew
and wear the letter A, meaning
adulteress, for the rest of her days.
The punishment is inflicted in thq
town square before the jeers of
the entire town.
On that day,
Dimmesdale returns from England
He wants to share his guilt and hifi
shame with Hester but she will not
child.

let

him Because she

fears

it

would

mean

tearing down the faith of his
followers.
And so years go ous

Hester

by everyone.
tortured by his sou'
until he voluntarily brands a letter
A on his breast with a hot iron
Hester's husband makes an appearance and learns of the affair. Hester and Dimmesdale plan to leave
Boston on a Spanish ship but the
husband declares he has booked
passage, too.
Dimmesdale finally
drags himself to the town squarq
and before his adoring churchgoers
tells the truth.
Hester rushes to
him and in her arms he dies.
Box Office Angle. .Critics throughout America will hail "The Scarlet
Letter" in no uncertain terms.
is

Dimmesdale

scorned
is

.

With

.

high-gi-adc,

understanding

audiences the appeal will be great.
This is as it should be for it de-

Alan Crosland,
Direction
a splendid achievement

Author

STORY STIR- ROMANCE AND MYSTER^!
RINGLY PICTURIZED. PARAWORK HAND IN HAND T(l
MOUNT HAS USED A LAV- MAKE THIS
interesting'
ISH HAND IN PRODUCING
STORY. GETS OFF TO FIN]
ONE OF SEASON'S BEST START BUT RUNS A BIT
SELLERS. HAS THE KICK
SLOW TOWARD THE CLOSE
OF MYSTERY AND ADVEN-

.

.

Lillian

Bess Meredytl
Bess Meredyth
Byron Haskin'

"

L

his first

Gish carries like a crosi-i
might be used to arouse interest.
Direction
Victor Seastrom

story.

15, 192i

pines
for
Lloyd's
return
dominates.
His performance is
George Cooper contributes a fiiu
outstanding. Neil Hamilton, Alice
His work
comedy performance and Alec
American appearance.
Ralph
Joyce,
Forbes,
William
Francis is first rate.
stamps him as one who will make
Powell, Mary Brian, Norman TreHanson may lack
great progress.
T5rpe of Story. .. .Comedy romance
vor all excellent.
good looks, but is a very splendid
"Pals First" is essentially romancei
Karl Dane in Tjrpe of Story. .. .Mystery romancQ
dramatic actor.
but
it
needed the strong comedjij;
of the
French Foreign Legion.
good comedy bit; Henry B. Walsupport that Edwin Carewe has scj
It's
different
a
type
of
story.
Tho
part.
character
thall in efifective
fittingly inserted.
He picked tho
production has decided merit beType of Story. .The scene is Puritright man to put it over, too, when
cause the basis a good yarn- is
an New England, the story is
he gave the role of Dominie to
there.
Herbert Brenon is responbased on the famous American
George Cooper.
He is one of'
sible for a fine piece of direction.
Hawthorne.
novel by Nathaniel
three crooks who appear at the old
The
opening excites the interest to
Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Victor
a marked degree.
A French bat- Southern mansion with one of the,
Seastrom are to be congratulated
trio, Danny Rowland, mistaken as!
talion, approaching
Fort Zinderfor their courage in telling thia
the returning prodigal, the long lost
neuf in the Sahara finds a man at
dramatic story without aii>y exDick Castelman, rightful owner of'
every post, but all are dead. Tho
traneous and unnecessary flourishthe estate.
Cousin Harry, who acwalls are scaled.
The
dead
comes.
The story, in brief, concerns
cepted the fact that Dick had diecj
mandant's
body
disappears.
The
Hester Prynne, whose father forced
at sea, was planning to get control
fort goes up in flames.
Then the
her to marry a surgeon in England
of the place and Dick's sweetheart
story switches back to its logicai
before her departure for America.
in
the bargain.
Danny assumes
start.
The Geste boys Beau
love with the Rev-

Cast.... Lars

The

direction, a good
rest is up to you.
fine

EXCELLENT

is

reaches real heights.

serves a pronounced and complcta
success.
Exploitation. .No ballyhoos for this.
It isn't that type of a picture. Tho
iniport
of
the
letter
A which

in

Sunday, August

sni)crb

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Locale

Length

Nathaniel Hawthorn'i
Frances Marion
Henrik Sartov

Old

New Englpnd
9,000

ft.

Digby

and

English

John

—
— leave

their

home

together
because
of
the
disappearance
Blue
of
Water, a jewel of priceless worth.
All of
them join the Foreign
Legion.
The plot thickens when
efforts
are
made to steal the
stone, carried by Beau.
Arabs attack the fort.
The garrison i<\
killed with the exception of John
Geste and Lejaune (Beery).
Lcjaune attempts to steal the stone
from Beau's body and is knifed by
It is here that the main
John.
thread joins the mystery thread
shown at the start. The other
brother, digging into his metnory
remembers a childhood pact which
provided for a Viking funeral for
the first of the brothers to go.
Digby (Neil Hamilton), bugler in
the troop rescuing the fort, arranges the funeral. He blows' tap.i

own

for his

It

is

a mar-

Audiences will rememLater he sacrifices himself
the desert so that John can re-

velous
ber it.
in

brother.

bit.

turn to his sweetheart.
Box Office Angle. ...A splendid production, an engrossing story, fine
dramatic values and a unique twist
to the love interest:
It's brother
for brother rather than the eternal
feminine angle. It is to be hoped
the public will appreciate the magnificent^

thought behind

it.

Exploitation. .The Paramount press
sheet contains a nuiuber of practical and useful ideas.
Exhibitors
should get it by all lueans.
Direction
Herbert Brenon;
intelligent,

Author

Percival C.

Locale

Beautiful

Sahara fort-English

Length

Carewe has definitely succeeded in keeping his denouement
well hidden until the proper time.
The action slows a trifle toward
the close but some cutting in the
latter reels
could easily remedy
terested.

this.

Box

Office Angle
If they like a
mystery story combined with comedy and romance you can recom-

mend

About

this.

Exploitation
You might get thenin with catchlines such as: "Are
you suspicious of any of your relatives?
Lloyd Hughes will offer
a brand new way of finding
out just what tricks they are up
to if you will take a look at 'Pals

you

First'."

Post your showing times

on

one.

this

them

if

10,000 feet

It

they see

Direction

will
it

spoil

it

for

backwards.
Edwin Carewe;

satisfactory.

Author
:

Play by Francis Perry
novel by Lee Wilson Dodd

Scenario

Cameramen
Al M. Green
Photography

Locale

estate

on;

the notoricrook,
Danny
Rowland
Meantime the audience speculates
as to whether the masquerader is
really Dick or a crook.
The climax discloses hero as really Dick
who had come home incognito to
show up the perfidy of Cousin
Harry. The story is nicely developed and the comedy, although occasionally breaking in on the main
theme, helps keep the audience in-

Wren Adaptation

Scenario
Paul Schoficld
luepared an excellent script
Cameraman
J. Roy Hunt!

wished

buddies as
Eventually
impersona-t

ous

Elliott

worthwhile.

Photography

the masquerade that is
him and introduces his
friends from Europe.
Harry suspects that the
tor is none other than

L^ng^h

Olga Printzlau
Lois Leeson
Robt. Kurrle-

Good
Southern mansion
6,843 feet

THE
unday, August

DAILY

1926

15,

Tom Mix

Fred Thomson in

"The Two Gun Man"
Film Booking

"Born

in

"Hard Boiled"

Offices

Fox

SPIRIT,

WARD THE

END.

.Likable and has considerable
Doesn't overact and
personality.
.Should kimckle down to busiliow he can ride. His horse. Silver Star.
ness and put out some more of his
King, is probably the finest looking
good action pictures.
Comedy is
horse actor on the screen.
not his line.
ast.... Olive Hasbrouck cute as the
Sheldon Lewis first rate vil- Cast.
girl.
.Helene Chadwick, the girl,
lain.
Others Joe Dowling, Frank
and Emily Fitzroy her aunt with
llagney, William Courtwnght.
a record of five marriages and all
ar.

..

.

.

.

i)

:

;

i

of

plots

I

Two

"The

familiarities.
I

I

Gun

Man"

has been given such treatment
and makes a wholly entertaining
picture.
David Kirkland secured

I

i

I

i

.

set for the sixth.
Phyllis Haver.
Story. .. .Western.
These
Ethel Grey Terry, Charles Conklin,
seldom vary but there is an
Dan Mason make up the rest of the
occasional one that at least seems
A little deft hand- cast.
a bit different.
ling and a careful touch here and
there will do a lot to trim off some Type of Story. .. .Western comedy,

ype
:

some gorgeous locations and Ross
Fisher's camera work is distinctive.
Good locations and good photography are important features

As long

westerns.
providing

the
well

might as
get

them

The

nature is
they

backgrounds
best.

You

Two Gun

Man."

be

the

"The

in

as

in

plot consists of the usual tri-

angle working out

usual way.
yet in spite of the evident out-

And

come your

in the

interest

Hero

held.

is

Frank Randall arrives back on

his

father's
ranch, a decorated war
veteran, in time to hit the trail of
the cattle rustler who has stolen

father's
penniless.

The

him
and

and made

herd

his

father

dies

hero doubles his energy. His plan
is unique and carefully laid. Hero
is not known to Johnson, the rustler,
and when Johnson's stolen
herd starts disappearing he employs
hero to trail the rustler, the reMeantime
ward to be $10,000.
Johnson also decides to take Grace,
hero's sweetheart.
His plotting is
foiled by hero who exposes his true
identity at the proper time and after
duly exposing Johnson and handing him over to the sheriff, Fred

and Grace get
Jox

Angle.

Oflice

western
along,

set for the clinch.
..

locations

good
moves

.Really

Story

offering.

particularly

are

and Fred Thomson will keep
them thrilled and interested.
fine

exploitation.

..

.Thomson

is

coming

along strong so you might get busy
building up a following for him and
be sure to talk about his wonderhorse.
rider and
ful

A

trailer

showing the

his horse posed on a
top, outlined against the
clouds, will surely bring them back.

mountain
Direction

very good.
Author
(cenario

Cameraman
Photography

retain his popularity.
He has
shown a decided tendency in recent releases to supplement his action with a bountiful supply of
to

is

Tom

intended to be comedy but
a
just

isn't

comedy

comedian
fails.

and

Tom

used

Box

Siegmann.

George

Ray-

mond

Hatton's is the outstanding
performance.
Some of his panis

little

great.
story.

It's

a

big cast

Office Angle. .. .Mix's
for the box office.

name

is

Bros.

in

occasional western releases.
Grey stories are mostly a se-

its

The

shooting affrays with a hero
running true to form in the matter

ries of

of outwitting a
of villains, and
himself. "Born
to the formula.
capable cast of

villain, or a series
saving the girl for

to the
It

Monte Blue, Patsy Ruth
Andre de Beranger and Lilyan Tashman do good work. Ber-

Cast

Miller,

anger

West"

sticks

has a big, rather

players, and some
locations
and photography
which help you forget the trite plot
fine

and Raymond Hatton's comedy

in-

tervals are quite the highlights of
the picture.
John Waters, promoted by Paramount, did rather
well with his initial offering but
then a story of this type is not
quite the kind upon which to pass
judgment.
He supplies plenty of
thrills and the climax is a riotous
affair, a bit too heavy on shootings and killings, but then it's a
part of the plot.
Hero goes down
for the count many a time but you
can rely upon him to be on his feet
when the last gong is sounded.
And sure enough at the fade out
he and the girl are set for a bugtrv
their honeyride to San Francisco

is

delightful

Monsieur

as

Lalle.

A

Type

of Story
French farce,
not of the bedroom variety.
The story is clever and snappy.
Never, however, was there a bet-

but

ter

example

of

how much depend?

on

the treatment.
"So This Is
Paris"
very closely shows the

Lubitsch
kle

the

hand.

His touches

tic-

They induce

risibilities.

chuckles first,
then
outright

then

giggles and
laughter.
Monte
Blue and Patsy Miller are Dr.
and Mrs. Giraud. Giraud accidentally

Type of Story. .. .Western.
Paramount is quite faithful to Zane Grey

moon.

renews an

gette (Lilyan

affair

with

Geor-

Tashman) while Mrs.

Giraud has difficulty in shaking
off Georgette's husband (de Beranger).
Giraud takes Georgette to a

where they win the Charleston contest.
Suzanne at homa
hears the announcement over tha
radio and at once starts out foii
friend doctor husband.
She is
masked.
Giraud flirts. She leads
him to their home which he seemg
to recognize vaguely in his into.xicated condition.
Previously, the
police come to take Giraud to jail
for breaking the speed laws.
Finding Lalle there, they assume he is
ball

Giraud and cart him

to

jail.

Tho

Girauds, of course
make up. The
story doesn't matter.
It is what
Lubitsch does with it. For example,
when the fancy dress ball is at its
height. For there are long stretches where there are no titles.
Tlie
idea is to impress on the audienco
the dizzy pace at which the festivities were progressing.
You see
flashing feet, heaving shoulders,
blaring instruments, over and oven
again until you're fairly dizzy. All
through
the
picture
are
there
many clever touches, each one enhancing the entertainment value o{
the whole.

Angle.... A Zane Grey
That should tell the story. Box Office Angle. ... Sure fire anywhere.
It's
smart and divertinpj
Exploitation. .. .There may be those Exploitation. .. .If you cater to a
comedy.
Typically
Lubitsch all
crowd that likes these rip-roaring
among Mix's admirers who like his
the way.
That should be enough.
westerns you can certainly feel safe
advent into comedy. But for those
in
recommending "Born to the Exploitation. .Anything suggesting
who don't there is still enough of
Fashion displays
Paris will go.
West." It has all the action and
the western about "Hard Boiled"
caii be tied up with the ball in the
like.
Holt
they
thrills
that
Jack
Conklin
them.
Charles
to satisfy
picture.
Charleston contests sugis a virile hero and Ravmond Hatand Emily Fitzroy are a help in the
gest a very direct tie-up. The Warton, as his comedy buddy, will
cast and for the benefit of the crowd
ners outline a contest based on
keep them thrilled and amused in
that likes Mix's horse be sure to

enough

Box

Office

western.

.

say that

Tony

Direction

is

J.

in

the picture.

G. Blystone; fair

Shannon

Dan

5,680

This
their press sheet.
in
and might be
possibilities
worked out in connection with
your local newspaper.
has

Direction
John Waters;
supplied good atmosphere; gave
story no particularly new slant.

DarntonJohn Stone Scenario

Chas.

West Locale
Length

Fife

Zane Grey
Lucien

Direction

Hubbard Author

Henri Meilhac-

Ludvic Halevy

Cameramen
C. Edgar SchoenScenario
baum-Harry Perry
Cameraman
Good Photography
Very Good Photography
West Locale
Colorado Locale
Length

Ernst Lubitsch;

excellent

Clark

feet

.

stills

turns.

Author

Excellent
feet

prietor,

—

to.

Ross Fisher Photography

5,139

the

"Hard

In

Boiled" there is a smattering of his
old stuff with a stage holdup, a
rescue or two, and the like but it
is not the continuous, rapid fire sort
of thing that Mix can do. This time
he poses as a fashionable doctor
and is quite the rage of the western
health resort where the women all
fall for his treatments.
and
his pal had merely assumed other
men's clothes in an effort to elude
a posse but the disguise takes him
too far from the saddle. Mix is still
the fashion plate among cowboys
and here again displays a new and
Tony
varied array of costumes.
has a small part in the picture but
he hasn't the busy time of it that he

Wing Cameraman

LrOcale
:.etigth

However, Tom will have to
keep on supplying the demand for
thrills and good action and stop
making comedy westerns if he is

in

with Bruce Gordon, no account son
of the rich gambling house pro-

for a

Stewart Edward White
E.

them

the picture.
Margaret
Morris is the necessary girl. She
hasn't much to do but the girls in
westerns seldom do. Arlette Marchal is quite a pretty dance hall
girl but she gets the worst of a
bad bargain when she falls in love
of

tomime

Author
David Kirkland Scenario

Wm.

Cast.... Jack Holt is the hero whose
life is one succession of tight corners but, like all western heroes,
he has nine lives and uses up eight

i'om Mix perhaps holds the great-

wide.

Is Paris"

Warner

ONE OF THOSE TYPICAL A SOPHISTICATED AND
ZANE GREY RIP-ROARIN' AMUSING ENTANGLEMENT
LIFE IN PARIS.
REWESTERNS REPLETE WITH OF
PLETE WITH THOSE
HEROICS, SHOOTINGS AND
CHARMING TOUCHES
THE REST OF THE "MAK- WHICH LUBITSCH KNOWS
HOW TO DO SO WELL.
INGS."

est following of all the cowboy stars
and his westerns are known far and

what

"So This

Paramount

PEP AND
FINE ATMOSPHERE IN THIS MIX STILL INSISTS UPON BEWESTERN. GOOD ENTER- ING THE COMEDIAN WHEN
TAINMENT.
THOMSON HE IS A FAR BETTER COWCLIMBING WELL UP ON THE BOY AND ROUGH RIDER.
SOME FAIR ACTION TOBAND WAGON.

LENTY OF

West"

to the

6,042

feet

Length

Not credited
John Mescall
Very good
Paris
6,135 feet

THE
Kl

<&<

mamummmmmmmmmam

DAILY

"Oh Baby"

"The Lone Wolf Returns"

Universal

Columbia Pictures

Sunday, August

Harry Carey

15, 1926

"The Unfair Sex"

in

"Satan Town"

Associated Exhibitors

Pat he
ANOTHER OF THOSE NEV
THE IDEA OF USING A MID- MYSTERY STORY WITHOUT
TOO MUCH MYSTERY. EF- MELODRAMA GIVES STAR A YORK NIGHT LIFE PICTURES
GET FOR COMEDY EFFECT
FECTIVE LOVE INTEREST,
HAS BEEN GETTING A LOT
CHANCE TO PLAY HEROICS WITH JUST ENOUGH PLOT
LAVISH SETS AND ALL THE
OF REPETITION. "OH BABY"
INTRODUCE A LOT OF UPON WHICH TO HANG /
AND
POPULAR INGREDIENTS
WILL AMUSE THOSE WITH
GOOD OLD HOKUM ROUND OF PARTIES ANE
THE
WHICH EXHIBITORS LIKE
A READY SENSE OF HUMOR.
CABARET ORGIES.
TO
FIND
IN
PICTURES.
THAT
IS BOUND TO SCORE
.Struggle bravely with inconCast.
.

.

Cast.

Billy
Little
sequentional roles.
erstwhile midget vaudeville per*
former, does a little girl impersonation nicely and Flora Finch is first
rate as the aunt who expects her

nephew Creighton Hale
daughter.

little

Little

tell

Story.

of

Knoles seems
sible

..

to have a
Billy play?

.Comedy.

Harley

to be largely respon-

"Oh Baby"

since he ia
and director

for

as author
The use of a midget for comedy
purposes is not new and with each
repetition loses some of its kick\

credited

This time they have a fight promoter, who is a midget, pose as a
curly headed little girl. It suffices
for amusing complications, not all
of them strictly of the "parlor" va-

The

riety.

girl's"

"little

fondnes?

the pretty lady makes for a
Other
certain amount of hilarity.
than the impersonation the story
boasts of little genuine comedy
The old gags make their regular
appearance and you have the midget
making a little boy sick by giving
him a cigar to smoke, the old pin
for

stick does its trick again and otheii
tried and true stunts find their way
into the piece. The prize fight sequence adds a touch of sport and
the appearance of a selected groui;
of well known newspaper peopUi
may have a desired effect. Madi-

son Square Garden, the

Twin Oak?

WEAK,

and

radio station
announcer
energetic
its
with
Graham McNamee at the microphone, score personal innings. The
story deals with hero's attempt to
put one over on his aunt when she
invites him to visit her with hi.'i
wife and little girl. Hero's midge*'
friend poses as his daughter atit'"
the difficulties ensue, ending with
hero's subsequent marriage to the
girl who poses as his wife.
cafe

Box

Office Angle. .. .Will
certain type of audience.

amuse

a

.If you think they arti
Exploitation.
not already too familiar with the
idea tell them about the midget
.

.

who impersonates
fact that he is
fight promoter

ing

a child.
really a man

may

and

showing

may

Little

bring them

names
might

to
sell

work
it

Direction
good.

Author
Scenario

Cameramen
Stuart Nelson
Photography

Locale

Length

Billy
in.

in

and

a

traileij
a
his curb'

Fairly

with
that way.

and

.Quite satisfactory.

Bert Ly-

Lone Wolf, master
Billie Dove is the feminthe

good
you

Harley Knoles

Box

Office Angle, .., Will prove enPopular type of story^
well-dressed and told in straightforward and rather interesting fash..
ion.
The many readers of Louis
tertaining.

Joseph-

Vance's

"Lone

Wolf"

stories will, of course, find much
to interest them.
Mystery stories

usually succeed in maintaining the
interest.

The

natural tie-up is
stories on the Vance

with book
novels which have run into many
editions.
The introductory scene
shows how the warning against tho
Lone Wolf is broadcast by radio.

This might open the door to some
sort of a deal with a radio station
if
you have one in town.
Direction

satisfactory
Harley Knoles
Author
Arthur Hoer'
Marcel Le Picard- Scenario

Cameraman
Good Photography
New York Locale
7,152 feet

.Hope Hampton cavorts abou
engaged throughout in Cast.
in
curls
and plays the innocen
fighting heavy odds and righting
country kid for a start and sudden!)
wrongs of the downtrodden, and

Star....

does

He

it

.

all

in his

picturesque style

that will appeal to his following.

Length

Ralph Ince

punished for

all

his

villainy

when

he discovers that his own daughter
has become a victim of the vice of
the city of evil that he has pro-

moted.
fights,

Heart
gun-play

—

throbs,
thrills
all the meller ele-

ments are here in abundance.
Carey works conscientiously and
holds the interest especially in the
scenes where fast action and fighting are in order.

Box

Office Angle. ,. .Typical of its
kind, it will please those who like
their pictures filled with melo and
heart throbs.

Exploitation. ... Harry Carey's name
is enough to bring them in.
Also
the title, with stills showing the

town, should arouse interest.
Direction

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

Good Photography

Any

big city

5,750

feet

Locale

Length

switches to a Broadway "lady of
night" but it's all a part of

Type

of Story. .. .Dramatic romance
the old, old story of Broadway
a plot as aged as the hills and not i
It is

:

important of itself but it serve;
as an adequate excuse for a round o:

and night

frivolities

evidently

still

stuff

life

continues to

thai

thrill and;

satisfy some of the
"The Unfair Sex" is

picture patrons.
replete with se>
appeal, cabaret sequences, vampires,
a weak man who falls, an innocent
little country girl who plays with
fire and nearly gets burned, etc. Not
of much consequence this story part
of it but with the trinmiings Henri

Diamant-Berger has given

and

it

'

\

the

more

or less certain appeal that this
kind of atmosphere holds for a certain type of patronage, the story
doesn't need to be important. Hope
Hampton has the principal role, that!
of a wealthy country girl whose
sweetheart goes to the big city and
forgets all about Hope.
Holbrook
Blinn, a Broadway wiseacre who
conveniently discovers Hope in her
New England home and learns that
she has valuable jewels, forces his
own lady love to lure the sweetie

.

while he persuades

Hope

to

come

to

the city and see for herself how she
is
being neglected.
There is a
round of parties and jazz with
sweetie finding he loves only Hope
and Hope discovering that it was all.
a plot to steal her jewels.

1

Box

Office Angle.

where you know
with

.

.A

trifle

Broadway atmosphere and
amount of sex appeal will go

you shouldn't have
satisfying them.

well,
in

weak

but
this type of picture
.

its

limited

any

trouble

Exploitation.

and

.. .Title is a tricky one
likely to bring in the crowd that

goes title-shopping. You can talk
about the Broadway night life and
run a trailer showing the Merry-

Go-Round

Names

of
cidentally

cabaret

in

full

swing.

Holbrook Blinn (who,
is too good an actor

in-

for

kind of storv), Hope Hampton and Nita Naldi will bring them
this

in also.

Diamant-Berger;

fair.

Author

Cameraman

Polite

Good Photography
West Locale
5,460 feet

I

bit

Jack Boyle Scenario
Marion Jackson
Sol

thi

hei

scheme to win back the love of hei
sweetheart, played by Walter Mil
ler.
Nita Naldi is the vamp and sh(
does her tricks quite satisfactorily
Holbrook Blinn is the "flame" whc
tempts the little moth, from the
country.

Direction .... Henri

Edmund Mortimer;

fair

Louis Joseph Vance
J. Grubb Alexander
J. O. Taylor

.

is

Cast. .. .Kathleen Collins is Sue, the
Lee and Alphonz Ethier.
Salvation Army lass, who lends
Type of Story. .. .Mystery story and
good support to the star. Charles
one of the well-known Lone Wolf
Clary, a polished villain, and Richyarns by Louis Joseph Vance.
ard Neill, a characteristic dance
Their circulation is large.
"The
hall boss.
Ben Hall does a good
Lone Wolf Returns" is a pleasing
character bit.
entertainment.
It is well dressed
and has plenty of pictorial appeal. Type of Story, ,. .Melodrama of the
It is
Alaska mining town type.
In the opening sequences Lytell a.s
back in the days of the gold rush
the internationally known crook is
to Nome.
Carey has a ticket to
discovered rifling a home in a very
sail on the steamer, but sells it for
fashionable part of town.
He escapes by a ruse and climbs the bal$1,000 so that he can educate a
cony of another house where a
child he has befriended in an ormasque ball is under way. It is
phanage.
He gives the money to
Marcia Mayfair's home.
Marcia,
a crooked lawyer, Jerome, to see
played by Billie Dove, dances with
that the girl is educated and taker
Lytell.
They are mutually atfrom the asylum. Then he ships
tracted.
When the detectives later
as a stoker on the steamer, striker
ask Marcia if she can guarantee
it rich in Alaska, and keeps
sendfor everyone present, she nods in
ing money back to Jerome for
the affirmative although she does
twelve years for the girl's educanot know Lytell.
The counter
tion.
But meanwhile Jerome is
plot is provided by a group of sousing the money to educate hi.':
ciety crooks who are anxious to
own daughter, and finance Satan
secure the Mayfair pearls. Angered
Town, a collection of shacks debecause the Lone Wolf is attemptvoted to gambling, dance halls, and
ing to interfere in the plans, Morall
other kinds of vice.
When
phew, head of the gang of crooks,
Carey comes back a millionaire,
exposes Lytell to Marcia.
The
but still in his western garb, he
crooks finally get the jewels and
starts to make things hum for the
suspicion points to the Lone Wolf.
crooked law-yer who has deceived
He asks the detective on the case
him. It is all very lurid melo, and
to give him until midnight to prove
the plot runs wild, but it has the
his innocence.
He is anxious to
emotional ingredients that lovers
establish this so that he can claim
of this type of picture never tire
Marcia as his bride. The detecIn Satan Town, Carey befriend.';
tive, suspecting the society crooks,
the Salvation Army lass who he
assents.
Lytell secures and relaters discovers to be Sue, the litturns the jewels and goes to Martle orphan girl he had once know-n
cia.
Then comes the final clinch.
Meanwhile the lawyer is properly

The Exploitation

suggest amus-

complications

.

plays

criminal.
ine foil and is appealing.
Others
in the cast include Freeman Wood,
Gustav von Seyffertitz, Gwendolyn

the daughter and Madge Kennedy
David Butis the temporary wife.
ler, a prize fighter, and Ethel Shannon, his sweetheart.

Type

.

Length

Eugene Walter
Arthur Hoerl
Alfred Ortlieb
All righi

New

Yorl

5,016 fee

HATiOLT)

LLOVD

in

^^Bumping Into Broadway^^
Produced by

TWO

HAL ROACH

REELS

(RE-ISSVE)

A

furiously fast and vastly

Lloyd's

name

is

magic

funny short-feature comedy
that helped send Harold

on your house

Lloyd to his pre-eminent position as the world's greatest

box-office attraction.

His

name and

front.

the pic-

ture both deliver.

Pafheplcture

Mack Sennett
^

presents

Ben

Turpin

i

%H£NAMAN'S

A PRINCE

//

Back again, cross e/es
and all, and funnier
than ever /

Path^comedy
TRADE
(

ll

^)

'^ARK

J

Pdthe Review
A

Film Magazine

Now

Featuring

With the Roosevelts
Turkestan

in

(The Field Columbian

A
jSffHSl--

FEATURE

Museum

Expedition)

"story" illustra-

tive of the

box

which

a policy with the

is

office material

Review.

Leading explorers and

scientific

expeditions gladly cooperate with
the

Review

to see

to enable the public

on the screen what the

newspapers
page

recognize

as

"first

stories.

For instance: the Beebe "Arcturus"
Expedition;

Knud Rasmussen Ex-

pedition to Arctic America; the

Roy Chapman Andrews
tion to Mongolia; the

Prorok Expedition to

Expedi-

Count de
Northern

Africa, etc., etc.

Noivhere
striking,

else

can you get such

unusual and

live

travel

and they're only part of
the Pathe Review.

pictures,

Some more theatres
which are strong for

WED

IN

li

A mystery drama of the High Sierras
with

Atlantic, Chicago

Chicago
Crystal, Chicago
Lydo, Chicago
Portage Park, Chicago
Frolic, Chicago
W. Englewood, Chicago
Commercial, Chicago
Calo, Chicago
Lane Court, Chicago
Crown, Chicago
Oakley, Chicago
Cosmopolitan, Chicago
20th Century, Chicago
States, Chicago
Thalia, Chicago
Casino, La Crosse, Wis.
Tiffin,

Rex, Racine, Wis,
Rex, Beloit, Wis.

Casino, Cincinnati

Beverly, Janesville, Wis.
Odeon, Birmingham, Ala.

Park, Cincinnati
Madison, Madisonville, O.

Grand, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Grand, Bessemer, Ala.
Frolic, Birmingham, Ala.

Lyric, Huntington.
Va.
Rialto, Bluefield, W. Va.

Central,

New

Tampa,

Frolic,

Nordland Plaza, Cincinnati

Fla.

Jacksonville,

Fla.

Moonlight Skydome, Miami,
Fla.

Broadway, High Point, N. C.
Bijou, Green Bay, Wis.
Rex, Sheboygan. Wis.
Family, Gary, Ind..
American, Indian Harbor,

New,

Omaha, Neb.

Mishawaka,

Crystal, Joliet,

Rialto, Lockport, N. Y.
TTi.

Co.,

Corning,

Co.,

Auburn,

N. Y.

Ind.

Shine

Th.

N. Y.

111.

Strand, Aurora, III.
Star, St. Louis, Mo.
Capitol, Charlestown,

W. Va.
la.

Hart, Toledo, O.
Garden, Cleveland
U. S., Cleveland
Rialto, Lima, O.
Paris, Lorain, O.
Arcade, Akron, O
Grand, Newark,. O.
Rex, Steubenville, O.
Palace, Buffalo, N. Y.
Rivoli, Buffalo, N. Y.

So. Bend, Ind.

Tivoli,

Delroy, Detroit
New Home, Detroit
Park, Detroit
Kramer, Detroit
Alhambra, Detroit
Iris, Muskegon, Mich.
Columbia, Cedar Rapids,

W

Shine

Ind.

Garrick, F"argo, N. D.
Circle,

Allene Ray and Walter Miller <<

Edisonia, Ashland, Ky.
Palace, Louisville, Ky.

Savoy, Buffalo, N. Y.
Falls, Niagara Falls, N. Y.
Grand, Rochester, N. Y.
Jefferson, Rochester, N. Y.
Cataract, Niagara Falls, N.Y

Empire, Rochester, N. Y.

AND MANY OTHERS!
Directed by Spencer Bennet

Story by Frank Leon Smith

m

Pafhe serial

—

;
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15,
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Al Hoxie in

he Call of the Klondike'
Prod. —

Gerson
Rayart State Rights

Prod.:

—

Prod.:

J.

P.

McGowan

wine region for a lo- Dint.: Anchor Film—State Rights
:ale the old intrigue
:arries on.
good sus- AVERAGE WESTERN WITH
DUE AMOUNT OF ACTION
pense IN picture that
defers average enter- AND THE REST OF THE
MAKE-UP. FACT THAT
rAINMENT.
good

St.... Gaston Glass
lero and Dorothy

Dwan

iieroiiie.

Metcalfe

Earl

ventional villain.
an,

Olin

Others

Sam

Wm.

Francis,

ininiy Aubrey
.lightning.

as the
a pretty
the con-

THERE IS ANOTHER NEW
STAR IN
THE OFFING
SHOULD MAKE IT ATTRAC-

Film Booking

NOT ENOUGH OPPORTUNITIES FOR HIM TO
DO HIS STUNTS.

Star....

Lowry, Star

Al Hoxie, a brother of Jack
measures up to
the requirements of the western
hero very nicely. Offers some good
thrills and seems to do his stuff
(.and he looks it),

pe of Story. ... Dramatic romance.
'The Call of the Klondike" is a
quite easily.
;ood average film, the kind that will
.uit the small town clientele rather
.Marjorie Bonner, the heroine,
Cast.
veil.
It isn't unusual in any sense
who has a busier time of it than is
)Ut director Oscar Apfel has used
usually the girl's lot in westerns.
fairly trite story to good advanArthur Morrison is the conventional
age, supplied a first rate producvillain.
Steve Clements makes a
ion and used his cast capably. The
first rate accomplice.
Others not
itory opens on the Mojave desert
important.
ind shortly switches to the Klondike with the change in locale prov- Type of Story. .. .Western.
There is
ing an interesting contrast.
It is
some more family competition loomin the Klondike that the action gets
Al Hoxie,
ing on the horizon.
going and the intrigue piles on. It
brother of Jack, is to appear in a
is
obvious that villain will try to
series of eight westerns, of which
get the girl and that hero will have
"Riding Romance" is the first. The
protecting
her.
his
hands full
picture is a wholly satisfactory wesThere is a coveted gold mine
tern program picture that contains
thrown in for good measure so bethe necessary ingredients and
all
tween the two hero has a lively
will suit the needs of the exhibitor
time of it. Poor little heroine finds
who varies his bill with an occasionvillain's
help
herself
accepting
al western entertainment. The story
when her father must reach the
is of a conventional enough pattern
hospital in a hurry.
In return she
but J. P. McGowan sustains the ingives villain the usual promise but
Hoxie oferest nicely all the way.
before he can hold her to it hero
fers a series of good scraps and the
steps in. He had to break jail to do
shot where he dives off a bridge on
.

L

Villain had plantincidentally.
the murder of hero's pal upon
hero when really his own man has

it,

ed

conmiitted the murder while robbing the man to secure papers
naming the location of a valuable
mine. Hero recovers the paper and
is trapped with the girl in a shack
when villain and his gang return to
finish the job.
He reckons without Hero's pet dog who has summoned aid and the rescue party arrives in time to save hero and the
girl.
The usual wedding follows.
ox Office Angle. .. .Action and susSuitable
pense should hold them.
for daily change or double feature
day program.
.

admirers

prevents villain from forcing her ina marriage with him and also
proves that villain framed the girl's
brother into jail by planting stolen
to

For all of
reward

cattle in his possession.

which hero receives the

—the
Box

quite

explains
title
.The
but you can amplify it with
catchlines explainTng the complications of love and intrigue that en.

.

itself

mesh hero when he

finds villain is
after not only his girl but his gold
mine as well.
You can promise
good action and quite a little suspense.
No especially well known
names but cast is a good one, on the

Oscar

Office

just

Good western

Angle

daring of

the

uthor
cenario

ameraman

John
John

F. Natteford
F. Natteford

Alfred Gosden

Good

hotography
ocale

Mojave desert

should

entertainment that

fill

the

are always a
.. .There
goodly number who are interested in
new names, new faces. Play up the
fact that "Riding Romance" presents a new star and you might in-

Exploitation.

vite

them

About

5,000 feet

in

to see

how

they

like

Al Hoxie, brother of Jack Hoxie.
Direction

J.

P.

McGowan

stars

he

but

to

over.
They expect thrills in
pictures.
"The Better Man"
makes an English lord of him and
in order to be near the girl he
loves he poses as a valet for her
father.
The girl's mother had set

get
his

her heart on Lord Wainwright as
a husband for her daughter and
when Wainwright was reported lost
at sea the mother hit upon the idea
of presenting the valet as Lord
Wainwright and introducing him to

American society. When the valet
really
finally announced that he
was Lord Wainwright they thought
Hero's flight
he had gone insane.
from the asylum pursuers otifers
some fair action which ends with his
identity finally being satisfactorily
established and the American titleshopping mother lands a lord for
her daughter after all.

Box

Angle.

Office

much action
madge output.
as

come
a

to

..

Not
.Average.
usual Tal-

as the

stunt

Scenario

Not credited Authors
Walter

Griffin

star

as
for the

and come in
and bounds

may

Direction

Scenario

Good Cameraman

Locale

West Locale

Photography
5,000 feet

have

be a

bit

af-

disappointed

extensively.

Photography

Length

they

However the picwith this one.
ture is not entirely without action
so if they like the star possibly they
won't kick at one that isn't quite up
Play up Talmadge's
to the mark.

Wm.

Cameraman

.Where

know Richard Talmadge

ford they

Author

Lester

..

thrills that his leaps

name

Satisfactory.

Alaska
ength

stunt

bill.

Apfel;

satisfactory.

romance

girl.

whole.
)irection

an

for

must have the proper material

Exploitation.
xploitation.

type

the

SOME GOOD ACTION

SLIGHT STORY THAT CARRIES AMOUNT OF SUSPENSE.

Star.... lias a pleasing personality
that he capitalizes well, and in
addition to his riding ability he
knows how to put up a good fight.

Cast....Ena Gregory suitable lead
and Margaret Campbell fair as an Cast.... Fay Wray is the usual type
American mother out to buy a titled
of western girl, showing no parhusband for her daughter. John
ticular
acting
ability,
but
she
Steppling her henpecked husband.
screens very well.
William Steele,
Others Herbert Prior, Charles Hill
the typical villain, smooth, and a
Mailes, Percy Williams.
good fighter and rider.
Clark
Comstock as the ranch owner does
Type of Story. .. .Comedy-romance.
a fair bit.
"The Better Man'' doesn't give
Richard Talmadge as appropriate T}rpe of Story. .Western melodrama
adapted from a story by W. C.
material as he is usually accustomed
Tuttle. The plot follows along the
This one is more bent on romto.
usual lines and is chiefly notable
ance than action and what stunts
for the spectacular effects obtained
are injected are irrelevant and not
by a stampede of the horses from
strictly a part of the story.
Tala temporary corral. Jack is in love
madge is at his best when relying
with the rancher's daughter, but
solely upon his athletic ability and
cannot marry her for lack of funds.
his stunt thrills.
The romance is
His opportunity comes when he
all right.
There has to be a little
proposes to the rancher that he
of it to make up the plot but the
will corral a big herd of wild
comedy angle is weak and seldom
horses that have been eating up
pulls the laughs intended.
Talthe range and spoiling it for the
madge is about the most agile and

a thrill

is

the

Not

F.nglish lord.
Has more
than action in this one.

that will enwestern
of
heroes. Al Hoxie doesn't seem to be
quite as fast as Jack but he does appear less concerned about being the
handsome hero, which adds to his
For a start he saves
personality.
the ranch belonging to the heroine,

horseback

thuse

Offices

CLES.

TIVE ALSO.

.

Universal

FEATURING A STAMPEDE OF
WHICH GIVES THE
STORY NOT AS GOOD AS THE HORSES
USUAL TALMADGE VEHI- STAR A CHANCE TO SHOW

Al-

and the police dog,

Jack Hoxie in

"Wild Horse Stampede"

"The Better Man"

"Riding Romance"

the alaskan gold

ith

Richard Tulmadge in

Length

Scott Dunlap; fair
Clifford

Howard

cattle.
The rancher accepts the
sporting offer that Jack be allowed ten days to accomplish the task.
The mystery element is introduced

through

the

of

a

round up the herd.
course, the rancher's daughter
discovers the other woman living
in the hero's shack, and puts the
wrong interpretation on the affair
In anger she accepts the proposal
of the villain rival and throws Jack
The villain has his henchover.
men stampede the cattle while he
rides to town with the girl to be
married. Then the mysterious woman discloses to Jack that she is
the wife of his rival, who has deThen ensues a wild
serted her.
chase after the fleeing couple. The

endeavors to

Of

stampeding horses bear down on
the wagon containing the girl and
the villain.
Jack succeeds in saving the girl, but her companion is
tram|)led under the hoofs of the
fleeing animals.
windnp finishes

The

usual happy

that is
interesting without anything
outstanding to distinguish it exThis is well
cept the stampede.
a

picture

fairly

worked up and holds considerable
suspense.
Office Angle. .Typical western
that should please the fans.

Box

Exploitation. .Feature the stampede
Also Jack Hoxfe
of wild horses.
as a iiard riding cowboy.
.

Direction

Metzetti Author
Arthur Statter Scenario
Jack Stevens Cameraman
Good Photography
London-N. Y. Locale
4,703 feet Length

Albert

appearance

strange woman whom Jack encounters on the range.
He gives
her his hut for shelter while ha

Albert Rogell; fair
W. C. Tuttle
Isadore Bernstein

Not

credited

Good
"^Vest

4,776 feet

fjg^

DAILY

10

"Men

Evelyn Brent in

of the Night"

—State Rights
REGENERATION

Stcrlhtf/ Pictures

"Flame of the Argentine"
Fihn Booking

Sunday, AugustJ.5,

Bob Custer

"Ermine and Rhinestones"
Prod.

Offices

—Jans Productions
—Renown Pictures

192fl

in

"The Dead Line"

ONCE MORE EVELYN BRENT
CROOK
Film Booking Offices
(State Rights)
THEME MUCH TOO STRONG CONTINUES HER EXPLOITS
OF
CROOKS
THE
FIELD
IN
IN SENTIMENT BUT MOTHER
OF JAZZ LIFE AMONG WESTERN WITH STORY AN t
LOVE ANGLE WILL PLEASE AND COMES OUT THE HERO- STORY
SOCIETY'S
SET, TIEEi
ACTION OF A CONVENTIOl
INE.
GOOD ACTION AND UP WITH FAST
SOME, WOMEN IN PARTICURICH
YOUTH'S
RATHER INTERESTING LOVE FOR A MODEL, MAKES AL ORDER. LIKABLE HER
LAR.
HELPS SOMEWHAT TO GE
MOTHER LOVE ANGLE.
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
Cast. .'.Lucy Beaumont's characteriIT
OVER "THE DEAD LINE
Argenrole
of
an
zation of the little old lady who Star. ... Plays the
Dist.

.

mothers a pair of crooks is considerably overdrawn. Gareth Hughes
the young crook whose regeneration she brings about.
Hughes
tries very hard to put the role over
and in doing so overacts. Herbert
Rawlinson fair as the ringleader.
is

Hawley, Jay Hunt and
Brundage others in the

AN'anda

Matilda
cast.

Type

of Story.

.Crook story.

Albert Rogell has striven too strenuously for sentiment in "Men of
the Night" with the result that the
influence of mother love, instead

drawing

of

..

a

strong sympathetic

appeal, inclines towards the unconvincing.
You have Lucy Beaumont, as the old lady adopted as a
mother by a pair of crooks to conceal their trade, praying and hovering around constantly in a saintly
manner, striving to save the "boys"
from the crooked path. This same
influence might have been injected
far more conviction if
just a httle stress had been placed

and with

on

it.

of the

Rawlinson is the ringleader
gang and Hughes is used

do the risky business. The pair
pick up a little old lady one night
to

during a robbery and use her to
conceal their theft. In their home,
where they conduct an antique shop
as a blind, the old lady becomes a
"mother" to the boys. Eventually
she discovers their real business
and makes every effort to save
young Hughes from the gang but
Rawlinson holds a certain influence
over the kid and he can't break

away.

One

night

Mother follows

Hughes
and
job

to the place he is to rob
while trying to prevent the
is
captured and held as the

Rawlinson prevents Hughes
from clearing Mother but eventual-

thief.

claimed as the long lost
sister of the woman whose house
was l)eing robbed.
ly

she

is

Box

Office Angle.
.Houses catering
to family trade with women in the
majority, will find this suitable.
.

.

Exploitation .... Not

much

in the

way

box ofiRce names to use unless
you figure Herbert Rawlinson may
bring them in. You can let them
know it is the story of a woman's
influence and mother love which
saves a young boy from following
ill the footsteps of a gang of crooks.
The usual trailer and catchlines
should suffice for announcements.
of

Albert Rogell;
Direction
could have done better
Florence Wagner
Author

Scenario

De Nevers
Sam Landers

dancer

Photography

Fair

Locale

City

•

5,700 feet

who

enters

into

a

defraud a
woman searching for a long lost
daughter.
Love intervenes and
Evelyn turns traitor to her accomplices.
Continues to handle
type of part very well.
Cast. ... Florence Turner outstanding
in the supporting cast.
Her portrayal of the mother is extremely
fine.
Her emotional bits show exto

cellent repression.
Frank Leigh
just a trifle too self-satisfied as the

Others;

villain.

Evelyn

Rosit a Marstini, Orville

Selby,
Caldwell.

Type

of Story. ... Crook story. Back
to the old iiecklace yarn again but
with Argentine for locale and Evelyn Brent for one of the band of
crooks, "Flame of the Argentine"

more promising than it might
sound. Evelj'n always mixes it up
with a band of crooks but she just
can't find it in her to be crooked so
most of the time she comes out a
regenerated young lady all set to
follow the straight and narrow.
Once again Evelyn fails her brother
crooks.
This time mother love
turns the trick. Donna Aguila was
searching for her long lost daughis

kidnapped in infancy.
Donna
Aguilo had a beautiful emerald
necklace stowed away for the day
when her daughter returned. All
of which was sufficient reason for
the crafty Tovar scheming to secure the necklace by presenting
er,

rather

Tovar

for

smuggling gems.

Office Angle. .. .(]ood program
picture and
should do adequate
business for the daily change house.

Exploitation. .. .Where they are acquainted with Evelyn Brent you can
interest them by playing up her
name and the title of her latest. The
name of the picture may bring them
in and you can say that Florence
Turner, a favorite of the old Edison
days, plays the role of her mother.

Direction

Edward

Story. .. .Society
drama.
This production has been built to
exploit the doings of a fast set on

Scenario

Cameraman
Photograph
Locale

Length

of

Island, and the human interest
injected through the love affair
of the model in a fashionable Fifth
Avenue shop for the rich young
iiero.
Niles Welch as the ricl
youth is engaged to a scheming
girl who has her eye on his bank"
roll.
They attend a fashion display where Edna Murphy as the
model appears in a gorgeous
ermine robe trimmed with rhinestones.
Nilef.' fiancee covets tho

Long

is

ermine wrap, and he buys
her.

Throughout

wrap

is

the

the girl

picture

for

tho

who now owns

it.

Nileg

and Ruth Stonehouse, who plays the
of the adventuress, attend a
party at the Long Island home of
Albertson.
The latter is carrying
on a secret affair with Ruth, and
his wife, Sally Crute. is aware oli

role

but merely smiles and
The party repair
house where they indul,ge
evening.
The model is

bides her

to a road
in a jazzy
also there
a rich buyer at

having accompanied
the request of her employer.
this

point events

place
cape.

move

fast.

From
The

raided, and all hands esBut the mixup results in the
learning that his fiancee i^1
is

hero
carrying on an affair with AlbertIn disgust, he seeks the soson.
She is being
ciety of the model.
hounded by a villain who attempts
Niles recues hoi)
to take her life
after

a

They

battle.

realize

thai

Lots of ex
love each other.
citement, thrills, and a love drama
that works out quite satisfactorily.

tliey

Box Office Angle. .. .Good program
number where jazz life among society has appeal.

Exploitation.

Star
Does his heroics in ab;
fashion and the crowd that foUov

work of cowboy stars
Bob Custer first rate.
the

Cast.

..

Burton King

Direction

Ewart Adamson Scenario

Louise Winter
William B. Laul

Cameraman
Good Photography

known

long black

and bow

villain

The

tie.

Long

All right
Island, N. Y.
5,334 feet.

will HI

appears

make up

broad

coat,

cigar

brim
is

Nita Cavaleri
Others not important.

it

h,j

d|

still

ing duty, too.

is tl|

Type of Story
Western. "Tl
Dead Line" is one of those formul
brand

westerns

include tl''
action ar
thrills plus the romantic angle,
doesn't vary in its development bi
in

that
of

make-up

routine

of

spite

this

obviousness

thei

enough action and a fair su:'
pense to keep you interested. Boi
Custer is wholly likable and puts
certain amount of snap into hj
work that makes his performanc!
interesting.
Of course you kno-j
is

j'

that
the

he

sooner or later

will

be;!

whole villainous band that
on his trail and clear his name (
the murder charge.
His buddy
the comedian of the "affair and athough the humor never runs high
i

,

it

necessary

the

gives

variatioij

The

plot:
"Lightning Jim" WJ,
held for the murder of Wilson,
miner, but Alice, Wilson's daugl
ter, had faith in Jim.
Silver Sai
McGee, the real culprit, aimed
hide his own crime by framing tl
deed on Jim and when Jim threa
ened to expose McGee and his gan,
of mine snatchers, McGee resortej
He ha;
to more desperate means.
Jim kidnapped and hidden in tn
mine preparatory to blowing it ul
and covering his own track,

j'

I

McGee

as every villain doe

fails

and Jim and Alice stage the we

known
Box

clinch.

Office Angle.

average type.

mcnt

of

|

..

.Western

Suitable

of

tl'

entertaii|.

kind.

its

|

.Bob Custer is yov|.
chief talking point and if you at;
bringing them in with stars' namei
you might get busy interestin:
them in F. B. O.'s cowboy her(
He's likable and works to keep hi

Exploitation.

..

about

the

number

action,

You
stunts

can

tal

and

fai

of thrills.

Jack Nelson!

Direction
satisfactory.

I

Author

Barr

Scenario

Barr Cros

Cameraman

Art Reeve

Photography

KlafTki

Argentine-New Orleans Locale
5,004 feet Length

McKim

.Robert

..

his well

audience interested.

.Play up the fashion

show, also a gold digger who loses
to a poor model. Feature the here*
who almost wrecks his life for love
of an adventuress.

Burke Jenkinsgood
Krag Johnson Author

Roy

it

used symbolically to gelt
over the idea that with its rhinestone trimmings it is as false aM

Dillon

satisfactory.

Authors

;

far

girl.

Type

time.

to get

in

fetched story.
Niles
Welch a pleasing hero almost duped by a scheming adventuress.
Ruth Stonehouse plays the latter
role convincingly.
Coit Albertson
makes the part of the society
scoundrel stand out.
Sally Crutc
fine as the duped wife of the roustabout.

it

Box

as a beautifu*

model plays a sincere part

lost

pretty dancer, as the long
daughter, the idea being thai
Inez was to hand over the necklace
and the band would clear out immediately.
But Donna's motherly
mien, her affection for Inez, and
the presence of Dan Prescott (presumably in Tovar's employ) caused
Inez to change her mind. The tables
turn
and Tovar
finds
himself
trapped. Inez explains her part in
the plan but Donna is ready to accept her as her daughter and Dan
makes the disclosure that he is of
the Department of Justice, sent cut

Edna Murphy

Cast....

Inez, a

Lucille

Cameraman

Length

tine

scheme with crooks

Locale

Length

CrosI

Gooi
•

We
5,000

fe.

J

THE
August

iinday,

s5B^

DABLY

1925

15,

"Hanging Fires"

11

—Cameo

Pathe Review No. 29
"Jerry, the Giant"— Fox
Pathe
Kid and Animal Comedy
Corhedy Firemen
Interesting Views of Stork
Type of production
2 reel comedy
Type of production. 1 reel Cf)inedy Type of production
1 reel magazine
"Jerry, the Giant" is the first of a
This one gives Cliff Bowes a chance
Showing construction of a model new series which Fox will release
to do his best work in a hilarious
of an old time whaling vessel.
When with baby Jerry Madden and an assituation.
The hick fire brigade is the miniature is completed it is an sortment of trained animals. Pal, the
wonder dog, a trained mule, a horse
seen practicing its stuff while a real
exact reproduction in the smallest defire takes place in the building. They
and a trained duck appear in Jerry's
tail of the old whalers.
There
follows
are too busy, however, to be disturbed.
support. It is a novel order of comsome of the most unusual views of a
Cliff enters as the hero and covers
edy and can be especially recommendfamily of storks that probably have
ed for theaters catering to family
himself with glory, soot and burnt
ever been photographed.
They
ap- trade.
clothing.
The youngsters will get a real
It is all highly burlesqued,
pear to have been taken at very close
kick out of the adventures of Jerry,
but well gagged and
tilled
with
range, and show the mother feeding
the orphan kid, who becomes a tiny
chuckles.
the baby storks, and finally teaching
clown with
Educational

Short Subjects

.

Back Fire"

— Standard

Comedy

F. B. O.

Marty Good Laughs
pe of production.

.

.2 reel

.

comedy

Back Fire" boasts of no less than
"fat" comedians and the re-

ee

.

F. B. O. press agent very
)ropriately refers to it as a "ton
fun." The picture has a fine share
laughs and the presence of the
ee heavy-weights adds much to
humor of the piece. The adven"Don't Be a
Bluebird
es of the office clerk who loves tha
Universal
daughters provide the excite>s'
Slow With Laughs
nt and the three fat bench hounds
Type
of
production
2 reel comedy
o are his assistants mix up in the
The fat boys have a novel arI.
puppy love yarn in comedy enigement for awakening in the vironment is "Don't Be a Dummy,"
trning.
Their firemen method of a story of a college boy who hit upon
:ssing and their trip to work in a means of making his girl jealous.
Ford is another laugh, especially Art made love to his mother's dress
len the local rubbish collector i? form and l-^llsie sees the shadow on
Tying off the Ford after warninp the curtain which shows Art dis;m to keep it away from the other robing the girl as Elsie tliinks. Not
The kid party staged by the very much to this and the laughs are
IS.
daughter offers more good scarce. Elsie finally learns the truth,
ss'
First rate comedy attrac- and the pair patch up their quarrel.
ighs.
irceful

Dummy"—

A

:

—

n.

'

r'Shoot
1

"Thundering Fleas"— Our Gang
Pathe
The Kids Break Ujj a Wedding

—

comedy Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Along comes a professor with a
iHoot Gibson has a part in this trained flea, which escapes. The Gang
Hoot is pressed into service to recover the
[tnedy but an invisible one.
[the man behind the megaphone, insect performer.
They find all the
rpe of production.
[western.

Up

[hoot 'Em
ectorial effort.

.

.2 reel

.

Kid" being

his first

town, but the right one.

fleas in

Some

Hoot has injected clever gags are worked with a pup
i action and comedy typical of his
who gets one of the fleas in his fur,
offerings and altogether made and the efforts of its kid owner to
I'n
'satisfactory two reel western en- locate the flea which he thinks to be
Gilman

Fred

tainmcnt.

whose problem

the

is

marriage or
Fred elects to become a bene1.
and answers a matrimonial ad.
:t
the same time the local judge if
swering an ad for a cook, the let-r
ro

them

to fly. The reel concludes with
views of old Heidelberg, showing this
mediaeval town as it has survived in

modern Germany.

is

;

get into the wrong envelope?
d b'red has a Swedish girl on his
nds as the prospective bride while
2 good looking Mary, the real apThe
icant, is taken for the cook.
mplications afford many laughs and
ere is some first rate action be"s

les.

Educational

Fine Variety
ype of production

peek
rough a

.

.

1

reel novelty

planets is
Then
telescope.

at

the

taken

come

ews of Sweden introduced with a
)velty touch as though you were
oking through a souvenir book of
ctures.
City life is shown, with the
thedral
and beautiful fountains
country roads appear, with
A novel sight
e peasants at work.
that of church boats carrying a triple
edding party.
The Swedish King
mself is seen viewing the sight. It
ids with a ride on a canal, and some
le shots of a rushing river torrent.
;enic attractiveness with a mixture
animated and art decorations that
eautiful

imbine to

A

plentiful.

"The

make

;rtissement.

a

most pleasing

di-

Little

Warrior"— Mustang
Universal

Indian Impersonation

Type

/man H. Howe's Hodge Podge 712

A

the prize flea.
Later at a wedding
the kids arrive with their jar of fleas
which begin to circulate among the
lot of itchy fun is thus
guests.
extracted, that may make some patIt's too
rons squirm in their seats.
darn realistic.
But the laughs are

of

production. .2 reel

comedy

A

rather far fetched role is given to
Josie Sedgwick.
She is called to the
ranch of her uncle, who is under the
impression hat she is a boy as she has
been impersonating one on a farm in
order to hold down her job. The uncle
is
disappointed when he sees her,
for he had expected her to carry on
the feud with a neighboring family.
The leader of the opposing clan falls
in love with her, but she will have
nothing to do with him till the feud is

She impersonates an Indian
boy, and with her skillful use of bow
and arrow, forces the opposing clans
to come to terms of peace, in order
settled.

to

fight

this

unseen and dangerous

The

ruins of the

ancient castle on the mountainside
pre very unusual and picturesque. A
magazine number with a well balanced diversity of appeal.

—

stone

quarries

France.

The

The

kick comes

They'll

There

a reward offered for Jerry's
so a pair of tramps and a
sheriff are constantly on Jerry's trail.
How he manages to evade them offers
some first rate amusement. Jerry is
an adorable youngster who seems to
enjoy the frolic with the animals.
Clean, wholesome comedy. You can't
is

capture

.

.

about

Metz,

in

different processes are

Shoot"

— Mustang

Universal

Outlaw Revenge
Type

of production.

.. .2 reel western
Jack Mower is featured as the delimestone is converted into Portland puty sheriff who takes the blame
cement. Then follows a revelation of for killing a notorious outlaw in orthe microscope concerning the lowly der to shield the sheriff, whose niece
he loves.
Nancy
Jack
star-fish.
Under the lens this ani- admit the killing in overhears
order to shield
mal is seen to be highly organized the sheriff, and later tells him she
and developed, capable of lifting its will have nothing to do with a killer.
own weight with one or two of its So he goes away, and resigns his post
deputy. The dead bandit's brother
tiny pincers.
A really unusual and as
has meanwhile trailed Jack, and overdiverting study.
The reel concludes powers him in a shack. The girl
with views of the University of Cali- arrives in time to save him, but to
fornia
in
the
American Colleges do so she is forced to admit that her
uncle did the shooting.
Jack is left
series.
This co-ed college proves to
a prisoner with two of the gang, while
be filled with beauty in surroundings, the bandit goes in search of the sheriff
and the various activities depicted to kill him.
But the hero escapes
round out a very interesing and in- from his bonds, and arrives at the
sheriff's office in time to put up a
structive offering.
fight and save the other's life.
Regulation stuff, made interesting by the
work of Jack Mower.
Pathe Review No. 31
Pathe
Featuring the Roosevelt Expedition
"Papa's Mama"— Blue Bird

Type

shown

of production

.

whereby

.

1

reel

the

magazine

Universal

A Love Mixup
This reel opens with a study of the
Florida otter, which is notable for Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy
the unusual views of this interesting
The fun is based on a misunderanimal as it pursues its daily activistanding
between a father and son.
ties.
There follow, in Pathecolor, the
tombs of the ancient dead in Algeria, Arthur Lake's widowed father has
showing how the periodical pilgrim- decided to marry again, but Arthur
The objects to having a new mama. Likeage is made by the natives.
ruins of the age-old mausoleums are
wise the wife-to-be has trouble recshown in contrast to the more modThe youthful mourners onciling her daughter to the new arern graves.
Arthur decides to make
are seen with their scalps shaved, in rangement.
accordance with the ancient tradition love to the widow himself, and so
The reel closes with spoil it for his father. The result is
of the Moors.
a picturization of the Roosevelt expedition in Turkestan.
They travel- that finally the girl is made to beed with a pack train of over 60 ani- lieve that Arthur is the future brideThe groom, and Arthur believes the girl
mals and a score of guides.
country through which they journey is the one who is going to marrj' his
is
barren and forbidding, and they

when they come at last to the Murzat glacier,
discover that Josie had manoeuvered which rises for a height of 20,000
The country traversed is little
the whole afifair, but everybody is feet.
now happy. A theme that is not suf- known, and the views carry all the
The thrills of a real adventure. Further
ficiently convincing to score.
action is fast and the novelty angle views of the expedition will be shown
in later issues of the Review.
will help to put it over.
enemy.

a traveling circus.

enjoy his friendship with the horse,
the mule and his playmate, the dog.

Pathe Review No. 30 Pathe
go wrong.
Evtertaining Pot-pourri
Type of production 1 reel magazine
"Don't
An interesting depiction of the lime-

interestingly

'Em Up Kid" Universal
Comedy Western

.

father.
So to save their parents they
rush ofT to get married. The parents
follow in time to explain ever3'thing,
and make it a double wedding. The

mixup brings some natural comedy
and laughable

situations.

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS
No Modem Sequence
There will be no modern sequence
The entire
in "The King of Kings."
production will be laid in the time of
Jesus of Nazareth, with the city of
Jerusalem as the scene of most of

NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

By

o/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

:i^€>

New

Fox Running

Process to Cut Cost

"The American Cinematographer," at Fifth Ave. and Broadway, New
organ of the American Society of York City, or in a similarly difficult,

Cinematographers, publishes the fol- location.
lowing account of the Handschiegl
"A feature of the process is natProcess from details published by uralness with which the characters
Max Handschiegl, inventor, and Ray walk. There is no 'air-cushion' efifecti
Howes on Location
Reed Howes who was loaned by Smallwood, who has acquired produc- to their treading on the ground
This is due in a great degree, it is
Harry J. Brown to Fox for the lead tion rights to the process:
join"By means of the Handschiegl sys- said to the fact that natural shadows
in "Wings of the Storm," has
ed the unit, headed by J. G. Blystone tem, which is covered by a number fall from the players no matter what
the story.

who

directiitg at

is

Mount

Ranier.

of patents the first of which was filed
in January, 1923. action taken in a,
studio in Hollywood can be made to
appear naturally against a back-

Neilan Signs Louise Dresser
Louise Dresser has been signed by
Marshall Neilan to appear in the di- ground photographed any place in
rector's coming production, "Every- the world.
"In a series of preliminary tests ilbody's Acting." an original by Neilan
lustrating the possibilities of the proBetty Bronson the star.
.,1
cess, which is already being put to
"Yankee Clipper" in Rough "Weather use in professional production, a shot
The Rupert Julian company makmg of an actress in Hollywood is identi"The Yankee Clipper" is encountering cally carried through a long range
Boyd, of backgrounds, running through
William
weather.
rough
Elinor Fair and Junior Coughlan arc forest fires, scenes in the South
American mountain country, Euroamong those with the unit.
pean village scenes, etc.
Gertrude Astor Added to Cast
"These various backgrounds folGertrude Astor has been signed by low each other in regular sequence
Fox for "The Country Beyond," the as well as dissolving from one to the
Irving Cummings production based other.
on James Oliver Curwood's story
"All of the backgrounds in quess-arring Olive Borden.
tion were ordinary 'stock' shots and
were not made with the particular
"U" Borrows Gertrude Olmstead use in view to which they were put
Gertrude
Universal has borrowed

The process was also applied to still
Olmsted from M.-G.-M. for the lead picture backgrounds, such stills
bepicture,
next
Reginald Denny's
in
;Wilham ing used as those from 'Camille' with
"The Cheerful Fraudl"
Nazimova and Valentino appearing
directing.
Seiter

is

therein.

On "Her Father Said No"
Doris Anderson is working on the
script of "Her Father Said No," a H.
C. Witwer story, which F. B. O. will
produce shortly.
and Murray
Chcstc Conklin and Charlie Murray will be co-featured in "McFadCo-featured

Conklin

den's

.

by Asher, Small and
Richard Wallace will direct.

Flats,"

Rogers.

'Where....

S'veruoneo^

"The process is advocated by its
sponsors as reducing production costs
to

a

major degree.

.

.

On

.

HOILyWOODj

:r?r

in

Reaves Eason

Thompson's next

will

|

Sandow Picture Cast
The second Sandow picture
Associated

Exhibitors

is

f'j

tentative!

"The Call of the Wilderness|
players are, beside Sandow, til
star, Lewis Sargent, Edna Mariof
Sydney D. Grey, Max Asher and j
Smith, Jack Nelson is directing.
entitled

The

Ince

Company Back

be

"A

and will take a short rest
starting her next.
Victor
Heerman directed, the cast including
politan^

before

The Life of Los Angeles'
Centers at the

Ambassador's

Famous
Cocoanut Grove

Regular Scout," the script being written by David Kirkland who will also Victor Varconi, Claude Gillingwater
direct.
Olive Hasbrouck has the fem- Charles Gerrard and Arthur Hoyt
inine lead.

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

"U" Signs Dorothy Stokes
Hollywood, Califomia

is

operation at Lasky's and the ne]
personnel under the control of ;j
P. Schulberg is functioning.
Amorf
the forthcoming productions is "Pasc
ing Strangers," James Tully's story,:
full

Yosemite

Hand Saunders"
"For Wives Only" Finished
Thompson has completed
Marie Prevost has finished "Eon
"Lone Hand Saunders" with Wives Only." her latest for Metrolead.

Lasky Studio Humming

The new production system

;

"Lone

Bess Flowers as
directed.

o/ Hollywood

ThelSew

Location

productions and with 15 adc
tional preparing for immediate acti\
ties at the Fox studios, indicatioi
are that the Sunset and Westri
plant of this organization will pre
one of the busiest spots in Californ
in the next six months.
rent

—

Warners Finishing Three
Three Warner productions will be
pany is now on location in Yosemite completed next week.
They are:
"ark.
Jack Conway is directing this "Across the Pacific" with Monte
Peter B. Kyne's novel as a Cosmo- Blue; "Mv Of^cial Wife" which Paul
politan Prod, for M.G.-M. with Joan Stein is directing," and George JesCrawford, Carmel Myers, Francis X. sell's initial picture, "Private Izzy
Bushman, Jr., RockclifTe Fellows, Murphy," which is being directed by
Lloyd Bacon. Patsy Ruth Miller is
Terry
Miley.
Richard
Carle
and
his leading lady.
Harvey Clark in the cast.

work on

in the Center

to

util-

Full Blast
ten directors completing cu

Ralph Ince, directing and playin
a dual lead in "Breed of the Sea,"
back from location at Catalina. Tl
developed negative is placed in fron* case includes Margaret Livingstoi
of the other negative which, though Dorothy Dunbar, Alphonse Ethie!
undeveloped, has the same image: Shannon Day, Pat Harmon and Kal'.,
and the undeveloped picture is there- Pasha. For F. B. O.
i
by masked with the developed negaNight Work at Warners
tive.
Whereupon any background
I
Night work on scenes of almo;i
may be photographed around the latent
image these backgrounds in- every production under way is tl
cluding stock shots, still pictures, oil order of the day at Warners, so thi
paintings, miniatures, etc., thereby new product for "Greater Movie Se:
putting all the completed work on son" may be delivered on time,
the
original
negative.
In other well as six pictures on the 1926-^
words, no 'dupe' film is used, but schedule.
the entire record is embodied in the
Completing "You'd Be Surprised"
single negative.
Arthur
Rosson
is
completir:
"The camera which takes the two
negatives is of Handschiegl's own "You'd Be Surprised" starring Ra;^
device.
The two negatives are both niond Griffith for Famous. All e:
taken in perfect registration, and in cept those in active production ha'
been barred from the set, the ei
the same operation.
"Handschiegl is a prominent in- of the story having been kept fro
ventor in motion picture circles. His the cast.
creations include color methods, and
Brown Making Howes' Film
various types of machinery for moH. J. Brown is directing Rc(
tion picture use."
Howes for Rayart at Fine Arts.

"The Understanding Heart" com-

Fred

minutes to the
Beaches .

be

ing formal ballroom scenes and, by
introducing new and atmospheric action in the foreground or wherever
needed, converting them into a cabaret sequence.
It is also claimed that
characters photographed by the process in Hollywood can be made, on
the screen, to walk among the crowds

Finish

.

may

ized to the extent, for instance, of us-

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway
Twenty- five

According

Handschiegl, stock shots

is the background against which they
are appearing.
"No special type of projection ia
required for the invention, ordinary
projection methods sufficing.
"The technical description of the
process is as follows:
"The characters and action in question
are
shot
on two negativer
against a blue or a black background
A mask is made by the special development of one of the negatives. By
employing suitable filters, the masknegative is made white and the other
negative is made black.
"When the mask has been made
an
optical
printing
machine
is
brought in use; by this means the

With

George Marshall Vacationing

Universal
has
placed
Dorothy
George Alarshall and his wife are
Stokes under a five year contract.
at present in Canada on a vacation.

College Night Every Friday

J

—
SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

—
Start

Three Start Aug. 23

A

St. Clair and Brenon Pictures to Start at Paramount

Faudine

Studio
Three pictures are scheduled to go
o production at Paramount Aug.

i

2

(

riiomas Meighan will begin "The
nadian," with William Beaudine

The company will start
cecting.
(
location in the Northwest, possi-

Bjr

GARDNER

JAMES, who

is

RALPH WILK

being revue in Los Angeles

groomed

Richard Barthelas
mess' successor, will be a bridegroom.

He

to

is

marry

Marion

Constance

'

on Wally Van Comedy
The production staff working on
Staff

Eddie Horn has "developed"

many stars. He
tory man and his

a labora"developing^'
handling negatives
is

comes in
and first prints.
*

s|=

*

Marquis De La Falaise has
joined the ranksi of short story
writers. Gloria Swanso7i' s hubby's first story appeared in a
recent issue of "Liberty."
~
*

*

*

Johnny Hines has a flock of midgbeing ets working
with
him in comedy

e first of the comedy series
reeled at Tec-Art 44th St., studio by
'ally Van comprises Alden Miller
i'oduction inanager; Hal Sentzenick
iid Jack Brown, cameramen;
Edditl

property man;

Jarr,
jiief

Lester Tracy

electrician.

Mendes Editing Kane Picture
Lothar Mendes is now editing "The
rince of Tempters," which he comleted for Robert T. Kane the past
eek.
Kane's next production will
:art about the first week in Septem-

'

New

scenes.

His picture

will be a featsubject, despite the

not a short
diminutive "troupers."

ure,

York.
*

*

star, director

and camera-

man worked

together on three
pictures, but are now with different units.
*

Series

*

Here

first

and rnay bring production of which
he
charge.
The stories will
*

The Dix-La Cava-Cronjager
The

le.

t

to

triumvirate has been dissolved.

Blackton, the scenarist.

Bobble Perkiris, who has done some
Mai St. Clair will commence direc-picture tvork, is one of the bright
tio of "The Popular Sin," with Greta
lights of the Garrick Gaieties.
s^(•n, Clive Brook and Philip SteriPlans call for a location trip
the Adirondacks.
The third production will be HerbBrenon's "God Give Me Twent})
it
i.nts,"
featuring Lois Moran and
Practically all shoot,a de Putti.
li;
will be done in the studio.
"The Quarterback," Richard Dix
hide, will be finished Aug. 31 and
So's Your Old Man" about Aug. 20

it

Two-Reel

three of a series of 24
two-reelers featuring Otto Ledcrer
and Lester Barnard, a brother of Barney, will be made in New York beginning Sept. 1. Frank Melford is in
New York from the Coast to arrange

from "Lots"

Little

Manitou.

in

K-

The

*

will

deal

be in
with

the adventures of two Jewish immigrants in America.
Each two-reeler
will carry up the story thread from
the preceding subject.
Melford is
making his headquarters at 1483 Hoe
Ave., the Bronx, while Lederer is ^t
the American Hotel.

Richard Headrick, aged nine,
former film star, has become an
evangelist and is holding revival meetings in Rocky Moun-

Melford Arrives to Start Series
Frank Melford and Lester Bernard
have arrived in New York from the
Coast and plan to start the first of a
tain States.
*
*
*
series of comedies Sept. 1.
Melford
Otto
Merle Johnson of Pathe knows his will handle the megaphone.
He has been play- Lederer, who, with Bernard, will be
tennis alphabet.
ing the court
*

game

for years.

*

*

W. Totman, "story suggestand Sidney R. Buchman

or,"

are holding a reunion at the

M-G-M

studio.

They

last
work was in "Sweet
O'Grady," for Columbia.

Rosie

were

classmates at the Duluth Central

starred, will arrive here in 10 days
after
finishing
work in "On the
Cruise of the Jasper B."
Bernard's

High School.

Red Seal to Resume Soon
Red Seal will start production on

*
*
*
the 10th of its "Carrie of the Chorus"
Jaime Del Rio makes two pictures pictures within two weeks, with Dave
Armayid Kaliz, who was a famil- grow where one grew before. By Fleischer and Bradley Barker co-diiar figure at the old Talmndge stu- adding scenes to the extra footage in recting. Six, seven, eight and nine of
dio here, is planning to put films into "High Steppers," he fashioned a sec- the series are now being prepared for
release.
a musical show. He will present his ond picture, "Heart Jugglers."
*

*

*

I

Photographers To Elect Soon
Starts in September
The
M. P. Photographers will meet
United
for
first
Swanson's
Gloria
Kenneth Raisbeck, John Ward
will go into production the Aug. 23 at the quarters of the Scenic
Artists
Murdock Pemberton
Russell and
at Cosmo- Artists, 44th St., to further organizaer, with Ben Lyon in the lead.
who have been added to the Para- first week in September,who
At a following session
will di- tion plans.
Parker,
Albert
politan.
through
go
mount scenario staff, will
they will elect permanent officers.
worknow
are
Brown
Earle
and
rect,
a course of training before they actNancy Kelley in Bray Film
ing on the script.
Little
Nancy Kelley, who has ually tackle writing for the screen.
Buckley Making Fourth in Series
Casting will start this week. Hugo
Dme into prominence through her Their initial duties will be as readers Ballin is designing the sets.
Floyd
Buckley is
making the
assigned
and
they
will
also
be
to
do
'ork in "Mismates" and "The Grea*
fourth of a series of shorts entitled
ratsby," has been cast for a role in synopses.
"Robert Schumann" Next
"Keeping Them Guessing." working
Bray educational.
James A. Fitzpatrick's next picture at Tec-Art 44th St. studio.
in the Music Masters series will be
Junior Stars to Report Aug. 16
Barker Suspends Production
he will
The Paramount Junior Stars, who "Robert Schumann," which Tec-Art
Shoot Scenes at Luna Park
Bradley Barker, director of "Carhave returned to New York after a start in about two weeks at
The First National unit makins
e of the Chorus," a series of two
editing
He is now
studio.
12 weeks' tour of the Publix presen- 44th St.
"The Charleston Kid'' went to Luna
:elers, has completed the ninth of
Bizet" of the same series. Park recently
tation circuit, have been given a "'Georges
for dance hall scenes
le series and suspended production
"Carmen."
of
composer
vacation.
They will repor*, Bizet is the
using

To Train Paramount

Writers

Swanson

.

about 200 extras.

week's

30 days.

)r

back

Editing "The Ace of Cads."
Camera work has ben completed in
The Ace of Cads," Famous picture,
'he film is now being edited.

**•••>>•>

16 as

Long
members of

at the

Island studio Aug.
the stock companyj

Van Loan Out

of

Hospital

Al Rockett Going to Coast
H. H. Van Loan has returned to
Al Rockett will go to the Coast afthe Astor after being a patient at
"Not Herbert" Starts Aug. 15
Manhattan Square Sanitarium, ter completion of his picture, "The
the
Production on "Not Herbert," bas- where he underwent an operation. Charleston Kidj" for First National.
ed on the stage play, will be started He starts work soon on another
by Ray Rockett at First National script.
about Aug. 15. Howard Higgin will
Heath in New York
direct
Frances Agnew is doing the
Arch Heath, who has been co-dicontinuity.
recting with Spencer Hennet on "The
Photographing
Fighting Marine," Pathe picture, at
Hope Hampton in Fashion Film
Series of
York.
the Coast, is now in New
Hope Hampton within a few days
work on a McCall-Harris
starts
In Cast of "Knickerbocker Kid"
It will
fashion film for Educational.
Lee Beggs, well known on the
PRODUCTIONS
be made in colors at Paragon Studio, stage as a "fat man," has been added
Fort Lee.
to the cast of "The Knickerbocker
Now in Production

FRANK ZUCKER

;

if

DIRECTOR

o/

n
PHOTOGRAPHY «

A

QUALITY

SPEED
ACCURACY
^==^^==
I

if
if
J?

li
Jj:

preparation:.:
THOMAS MEIGHAN p

N

in

THE CANADIAN"

f\

WESLEY RUGGLES

Ben Mahoney Assistant to Dwan
Ben Mahoney, formerly assistant

Kid." starring Johnny Hines.

Schuyler Grey Preparing
Schuyler Grey Prod, are preparing
director on Richard Barthelmess' picpicture in
tures, is now an assistant to Allan to start work on another
about one month.
Dwan on "Summer Bachelors."

"A Man
Starring

of Quality"

GEORGE WALSH

THE
14

-^ilKDAILY

Developments
By

Three Spizzi Units
Presentations Each Comprising Three
Acts, Now In Preparation
15

Weeks On
Three

List

each comprising three
acts, are in preparation for Arthur
Spizzi, who is now routing them for
theaters in New York, Pennsylvania,
units,

Ohio and West Virginia. Spizzi expects to have 15 weeks in this territory.
initial

The
week

first

in

unit

will

open the

September.

B'way Presentation^

New

include: Lee Kids, Bernard &
Gary, singers; Clarion Trumpters, Cy
Landry, comedv dancer: Jack North,
singer; the Glorias, dancers.
Bernardo De Pace, mandolinist, who recently plaved the New York Strand,
opens at Grauman's Egyptian, Hollywood, Aug. 19. He has 12 weeks set.

Colony

is

with

Harmon-

Five

Scene from "Loves of Ri-

Rivoli

cardo," with George Beban
overture
"Pagliacci,'' with Georges Du
Franne, tenor
RivoH Ensemble playing selections from Chopin.
;

;

Strand

— Mark

Strand Frolic, with
Mile. Klemova, premiere dancer, and
Madeline MacGuigan, violinist; Gene
Austin, Victor artist; overture, selections from Victor Herbert.

How B'way Does

—

interior

15)

from

Novelty Illusion Prologue

The

Rosa,

Aug.

previous week.
as
the Air,'' staged by

icas.

Fresent-0-Grams Editor,
1650 Broadway,
York City.

hollow and shows two large sprays
of
flowers.
Gradually before the
eyes of the patrons the flowers begin
to vanish and the form of a girl dancer

— "On

De

Jerry

the

shape, painted white.

Qf

Capitol^Same

THE FILM DAILY,

Bridgeport Here is a novelty illufice has booked
Waring's Pennsyl- sion prologue that can be used for
vanians into Sh«a's Hippodrome, Buf- almost any type picture but is particularly effective for costume dances.
falo, the first week in September.
This act was used recently and was
New Acta For William Morris
called "The Birth of a Dancer."
Stage is set with a 12-foot candle
New acts being routed into picture houses by the William Morris made from beaver board and cut to
office

(Week

Don't he a miser with your presentation ideas.
Pass them on to
your fellow exhibitor through the
medium of Present-0-Grams, where
stage stunts from all sections of the
country are gathered in terse but
comprehensive form.
When you find that one of your
presentations get over with a smash
write us a description and mail it
to

Spizzi will also go into New England this coming season. He believes
that many houses playing doublefeature bills will discard on& feature in
order to use presentations. This of-

EDDY

W.

Present-0-Grams

I

It

Capitol
Featured on the

gram

is

"The

Capitol presentation pro-

Ballet

Fantasie,''

eiTectively

staged by Chester Hale. The number is presented in front of a striking drop of rhinestones, hung in chain form.
Drapes resembling black diamonds are also included.
Six members of the ballet do a harlequin
number, which is followed by an adagio
by Vlasta Maslova and Bayard Rauth, the
former as a fairy princess and the latter as
Pierrot.
Prior to the finale 12 girls do a
toe routine.
The entire presentation is done
e-xcellent

in

15, 192

Presentations

in

ARTHUR

<

Sunday, August

taste.

The only

other nimiber in the presentation
portion of the program is Clarabel Norhholni, lyric soprano, who sings "Love and
the Moon" from "Rose Briar," her rendition being splendid.
A dance interpretation
of the song is provided by
Pavla Reiser
and Rolande Poucel.
They work behind a
scrim, a garden, with a full moon, affording

Good Music

Vital

Major Edward Bowes Believes

Ct

Important

I

petent

Orchestra

Program Building

f

An

orchestra, well selected and \i
directed, is an important factor
building up a program for any ho
Major Edward Bowes of the Capr
;,

believes.
Theaters which cannot
ford
to
use
stage
presentati %
should try to develop an expert gr p
of musicians, regardless of the t
of their orchestra. -Great atten n
should be paid to the fitting of mit
to the various numbers on the tgram, he asserts.
ballet is an extremely valued 1
of a theater program. Major Bon
states, and emphasizes the need f

A

creative numbers. In connection w
the Capitol a ballet school is c>ducted in which pupils receive tra
ing without tuition fees.
At pr
ent 77 are enrolled, representative
practically every section of the coi
i

try.

Bowes looks for the increas,
popularity of the stage presentati
but points out that it will die unli
He considu
becomes creative.
it

seen to fade slowly.
The flowers
vanish entirely and the figure of the
the feature picture the principal itc
dancer appears in full. She steps out
Sta
to ballyhoo on the program.
of the candle, does her dance and
attractions should be so consisten'
steps back at finish, and is gradually them a background
good that patrons, regardless of wl'
Silverman Leads Orchestra
transformed to the sprays of flowers.
ther or not the film appeals to the,
St. Louis
Dave Silverman, for the It is very puzzling
and will cause
will pay admission with the assi
Rivoli
past 10 years orchestra .leader at the
lots of conmient, as it did here when
This week's show at the Rivoli marks the ance of finding an excellent surrour
West End Lyric and the Lyric Sky- shown.
Morris Rosenthal, Majestic return of John Murray Anderson. The unit ing program.
dome, with the exception of a brief
is named
"Phantom Melodies" and is based
Theater.
on some of Beethoven's familiar numbers.
The practice of exposing some vi
period when he was in charge at
The act doesn't run into any great expense,
art of a feature picture through
the
Grand Central, will succeed
There are
scenically
or in the payroll.
Major Bow
Presentation in Silhouette
Charles Previn as director of the
twelve people, a double quartet doing the prologue, is deplored by
with c
Four
string
presentations
who
such
instruments
uses
singing
and
violinist
playing
several
solos
from
a
the
Missouri orchestra.
Skouras Bros,
and a team of adagio dancers.
The open- ject of creating atmosphere for t
are transferring Previn down-town. orchestra behind a scrim which was ing is
worked entirely with the black vellighted from the rear by open box
film.
In other words a prologue, £
vets with trick door being used for the
liimps
of
blue
cording
to his conception, should
so
as
to
make
the
entrance
muand
exit
of
the
people.
The
vioTies Up With Centenary Week
linist
opens with a Knabe Ampico doing
followii
Ottawa Tying up with the Ottawa sicians stand out in black, served as tlie accompanying. The fiddler is only fair, merely a step toward the
a most attractive presentation in silfeature.
number follows, also worked against
Civic Centenary, which starts Aug.
houette.
A special arrangement of Athevocal
blacks.
The finale is a little more
M. Franklin, manager ol
1^),
J.
elaborate
with a silvered gauze drop and
"Dear Old Pal of Mine" was played
Keith's, has arranged a special proPresentations for Publix
a moving platform being the chief items of
gram for the week. Instead of his Other stage incidents on the pro- expense. The adagio team does its stuff,
Lady's Shawl" will be stag
"My
gram
were
the
Happiness Boys, the coloratura sings a number again and
usual program announcements he is
Murray Anderson at the Ri
by
John
headliners; Tschaikowsky's the chorus joins in for the close.
using large cards on front of street
Anderson is working along inexpensive oli the week of Aug. 21. Paul Osca
"Concerto" as a piano solo by Lilly lines
cars.
and this unit, one of the best he's done,
Kovacs, the girl pianist of the or- lacks virility and punch. It is fairly gotid will assist him. The week after
chestra; and the Thomas overture, looking and there are some pretty pictures, card will produce two acts, one in co
Miller to Open in Philadelphia
but tlie thing doesn't register to New York
nection with the overture, "La Gi
".Vlignon" by the orchestra.
Edward audiences.
conda,"
and the other titled "Son;
Kddic Miller Duo will open a 10 L. Hyman, Mark Strand Theater,
of Long Ago."
Anderson will staj
weeks' tour of picture houses at Fox's Brooklyn.
Strand
the attraction, "Lovers in Porcelain
Philadelphia, Aug. 2,3, and may later
This week's Frolic at the Strand is in
the week afterwards and Oscard w
play the Orpheum Circuit.
llie revue line and there is a bit of everything,
The atThe Drummer "Throws a Fit"
sonietliing
oUow with "Under Venetian Skies
for
the
most critical listener.
traction has returned to New York
St. Louis— As a feature of Irving Tlie opening is Allan Prior, the tenor, singafter a 10 weeks' trip through the Aaronson's Crusaders'
act the drum- ing two numbers in front of the blacks which
Middle West.
The second number is Chinese,
mer "throws a fit" that resolves itself scored.
is

—

—

—

WEAF

—

very effective from every angle.

Scenically.

into a bawling conception of "No- the curtain is a flash, representing a dragon
Courville To Open at St. Louis body But You."
Another num1)er with the dancers jjlaced around the soAlbert De Courville's first produc- which went over big involved the prano, I'^U'ily Day, who sings a "cute" song.
tion for the Loew presentation cir- singing of "Animal Crackers" by the The dancers do as fine a bit of team work
as has been seen in many a day.
As a
cuit will open at Loew's State, St
pianist, while two steppers, masquer- matter of fact we had almost despaired of
the
Strand Ballet, after all these weeks of
Louis, Aug. 21.
Later the attraction ading as crackers, did a few funny
usual routines.
But tliis number shows that
will plav Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Bos- steps.
Loew's State Theater.
all they need is one of Joe Plunkett's briglit
ton and other leading cities.
ideas to give them new life.
Rita Owin,
a
Strand favorite, comes back for specialUses Local Artists
ties and scores heavily.
.She does two numAI Herman Unit for Loew
Butte Using prominent

De

—

—

A

second unit

is

in

rehearsal

to

tists

to

local

ar-

supplement picture program.

Loew houses. This The most recent added attraction was
Prof. Joseph Adams, director of the
is in charge of Al Herman and will
open in September. Albert De CourT music department at the Montana
College.— W. J. Sullivan, Riville's unit will be known as the In- State
play six weeks

ternational

in

Revue.

slto

Theater.

bers,

the

rube make-up, singing and
dancing a sure-fire routine.
Miss Owin
proves that repetition doesn't wear her out
with audiences.
The last is a Russian episode leading into the feature.
The ballet
is
used.
Edward Albano is the baritone
and Carlos, the Russian dancer. Albano opens
with a number and tlic ballet and Carlos doing

his

last

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

in

specialty

close

lite

Frolic.

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acts
City

THE
Jnday, August

15,

COMPREHENSIVE

,

iic^

to

or

survey

injurious

effect

the eye from motion

pie-

has been proven that moshown under favorable
iditions do not cause as much fars.

It

pictures

1

kie

as

would

result

from

a

like

iod of concentrated reading.

I

This
been established:

mt

likewise has

'at

most persons who claim

thati

ition pictures hurt the eye are sufiiiL;
from some ocular defect.
The data secured by the Council
)\v that eye strain may be caused
improper illumination of theaters,
has been ascertained that a glare

comes from bright lights near
J screen or the glare which comes
bm a light hanging over a piano,
chestra or in side brackets on the
lich

may prove

number

observations of a
ities

on the

effect of

cuss

in

which these authorities have drawn:

October, 1916, vol.

'

recommend

being:

(a)

Sight mechanism.

(b)

Position of person in theater.

(c)

Method

of viewing the pic-

tures.

of illumination should be greatly

f

following this practice, the dim
near the screen does not interwith the picture and at the samq

;ht
re

ne

the

bright

The

effect.

following

conclusions

are

reached:

light

in

the

rear

4,

p.

(1)

Moving

pictures

under favor-

able conditions do not cause as much
fatigue as the same period of concentrated reading.

Most persons who complain
moving pictures cause ocular
discomfort have some ocular defect
(2)
that

tion.

29.

Engineering
Society
Interium Report of
Joint Committee on Eyestrain in
Cinemas. June. 1920, 7 p.

Illuminating

(London),

illumination of the auditorium; (3)
the position from which the motion
picture is observed; (4) defects in the
pictures themselves, such as unsteadiness due to poor or careless "direction" in acting, bad photography
film blemishes, or improper projection; (5) the effect upon vision of
constant, prolonged attention.

Eye Sight Conservation Council

that the intens-

creased from the front to the rear.

No.

,'

Mental

orities

7,

tion of the eye, (2) defective eyesight,
(3) position of the observer, (4) poor
films, bad i)rojection, faulty operation, and (5) faulty general illumina-

Hospital,

While there has never been as
extreme a study made of this subject as might be desired, there havt
been occasional investigations which
The effect of moving pictures on indicate that: (1) motion pictures,
the eye depends upon two things:
with defects of photography, manu(1) The moving picture, the fac- facture and projection apparatus, may
prove injurious to the eyesight; (2)
tors of which are:
eyestrain caused by viewing motion
(a) Film.
pictures may indicate a subnorma'
condition of the eyes, which should
(b) Projection.
demand immediate investigation. The
(c~) Screen.
chief points that have been studied
(d) General conditions.
and which are discussed are: (1) the
effect upon the eye of glare froin
the
factors
involved
The
eye,
(2)
poor picture screen; (2) the genera'

Personal equation.

It is

Modern

pictures injure the eyes?
Annals of Ophthalmology, 1917, vol. 26, p. 427432.

(e)

theater

Motion pictures

L.

and eyestrain.

Do moving

Balm, C. A.

(d)

the

EXPERIMENTS AND
COMPREHENSIVE
PROBES PROVE
THE STATEMENT

(7) A review of the literature tq
date records no permanent harm to
the eyes from moving pictures.

The following data dissome detail the conclusions Berry, Gordon

on the eye.

an-

of

of author-

motion pictures

mainined that it is not necessary to have
eaters dimly lighted.
Lighting au-

ills

'ying to the audience.

16

Films and The Eye

by The Eye Sight
iscrvation Council of America is
ni to prove conclusively that no

harm

15

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

conducted

cilic

^^

DAILY

1925

AUTHORITIES AGREE
MOTION PICTURES
DO NOT INJURE
THE HUMAN EYE

^

7

of

Eyesight
ConservaAmerica.
tion Survey.
Compiled by Joshua Eyre Hannum and edited bv
Guy A. Henry, New York, 1925
220-p.
Eyesight
Conservation
Bulletin No. 7.

After a careful study of such conditions as angle of elevation, lateral
angle of view, distance of seats from
screens, flicker, film and mechanical
defects, brightness of screen, conditions of artificial lighting, etc., the
committee made the following definite recommendations:
(1) That the
angle of elevation, subtended at the
eye of any persons seated in the
front row, by the lenght of the vertical line dropped from the centre o'i
the top edge of the picture to the
horizontal plane passing through the
observer's eye shall not exceed 35
degrees, the height of the eye above
and floor-level being assumed to bo
3 feet 6 inches.
(2) That the angle
between the vertical plane containing the upper edge of the picture, and
the vertical plane containing the observer's eye and the remote end of
the upper edge of the picture should
not be less than 25 degrees.

Posey, William Campbell.
Lippincott
344 p.

Hygiene

Philadelphia,

of the eye.

&

Company,

B.
1918,

J.

his Chapter on School Life:
Hints Regarding the Care of
the Eyes in General, the author de-

In

.\lso

This 220-page book is a general review of the entire subject of eyesight votes a separate section to the effect
He
(3) Moving pictures under favor- conservation covering a resume of of motion pictures on the eyes.
ming into the theater from the
able conditions act as a sight test of literature published since 1914 and states that while the majority of
ight light outside.
A person the results of original research and people who suffer from eyestrain
constant eye endurance.
The Eye Sight Conservation Coun- with no defect of the sight mechan- investigatio/is conducted
by
the when watching moving pictures, can
of America was formed in 1920 by ism should be able to enjoy at least Council.
It contains i6 tables o'i be relieved by glasses, the films ara
one and a half hours statistical data and a classified bibli- often of such a nature that it is imgroup of public spirited men for the four sittings of
each per week, with no discomfort.
references
used possible to avoid ocular discomfort.
ography of 275
irpose of promoting betterment of
Motion pictures are now such a
report.
throughout
the
conditions
favorable
Under
(4)
sion by arousing public interest in
source of instruction as well as
famovnig pictures cause increased
amusement
that it is wise to insist
effect
of
to
the
question
as
e importance of eye hygiene and
The
tigue which, if continued produces
pictures on the eye is dis- upon several essentials in regard to
motion
and
e care of the eyes.
unpleasant
are
that
symptons
Although no them. First, glass screens should bq
cussed in Chapter I.
It
is
an independent, voluntary may be harmful.
extensive study has been made in preferred to all others, as they proembership organization which con(5) By staring fixedly at one ob- this country a review of existing lit- duce an ideal reflecting surface, withicts a national campaign, education- ject on the picture for a prolonged erature shows no definite reports of out glare .ind with a minimum oi
Second, the auditorium
time, fatigue is generally increased any specific harm or injurious effect' distortion.
in purpose and in method.
L. W.
and unpleasant symptons are pro- and but few complaints of inconven- should be as light as possible with/allace of Washington is president;
A person should not stare ience. This has led to the conclu- out obscuring any detail in the picduced.
ailey B. Burritt of New York is at anv one object, but should try to sion that under favorable conditions
Indirect lighting is preferred
ture.
Tiiird, when posice-president; William R. Wall of look at different parts of the screen, moving pictures do not cause serious for this purpose.
sible, a seat should be chosen near
close the eyes or eye fatigue.
either
should
is supstatement
and
This
ew York is treasurer, and Guy A.
look about the theater for a few sec- ported by the results of a careful the centre of the house, and within
[enry, whp maintains offices in the
onds about every five minutes.
study made by a Joint Committee ap- natural limits, the farther one is seatimes Building, New York, is general
pointed by the Illuminating Engi- ed from the screen the better. Films
(6) Every person has an individual
irector.
Society of London to inquire should be discarded after they beIncluded on the Board of
neering
your
when
endurance,
standard of eye
While come scratched. Steadiness and abin Cinemas."
"Eyestrain
into
ouncillors are the Hon. James J
eyes become fatigued in a picture
pic- sence of flicker in the picture mav
motion
that
evident
quite
is
it
'avis.
Secretary of Labor; Sidney theater, leave. Within bounds, either
eyestrain, the reason be obtained by mounting the procause
may
tures
fault
at
. Mezes,
president of the Collego your eyes or the picture are
foundausually traceable to any one of jecting machine on a solid
is
f
the City of New York, and Dr. if the picture, go where they are prerest should
period
of
Finally,
a
tion.
of
one
each
conditions,
following
ohn J. Tigert. United States Com- sented under more favorable condi- the
to offset
which is avoidable as shown by the be permitted betwcn reels
lissioner of Education..
tions; if your eyes, have them examdiscussion: (1) prolonged concentra- the fatigue of concentration.
The Council has in its records the ined.
akes

it

less

confusing for persons

I
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Theater Equipment and
By

Now
Chicago

Decorations

English
a

Latest
Built

town

is to have an 800
seat theater which will follow
the English style in construction.
Details will be carried
out to the limit.
According to plans, there
will be a small lobby, topped
off with a timber roof.
In
place of a regular canopy, there

Current

Warners' theater

be an awning secured by
posts.
A musician's gallery on one side of the proscenium opening will be erected
instead of the regulation orchestra pit, and on the other
side wrill be an organ console.
will

is

lamp

UtiliziuL; three
a festival to the eye.
new types of signs, the Warners
decorated the lobby as few, if any

houses, have ever been mounted before.
The displays must have cost
in the vicinitj' of five figures, but
nhat the Warners have done is U
elevate the lobby from its knickerbocker days to the long pants of ma-

New

turity.

W^ithout doubt, the most significant
feature is the '"color absorption" process employed in animating large
paintings of John Barrymore and
other players.
Thus, when a i^lue
light flashes on one of the paintings,
you see Barrymore alone and when
the red light flashes he is seen holding a woman in his arms.

This process of animation is new
to the theater field.
Patents for the
process are held by the Color Animation Corp., of 235 East 42nd St.
who manufactured the dispjavs for
Warner'. The principle o' this type
of dispLy lies in the scientific discovery that colors of equal light intensities
reflected against one another
produce a white, or "colorless" effect.
In other words, when two reds are
reflected agcinst one another, there
is a "fadeoul," leaving only the blue
background visible to the eve
In
this manner, only certain postures
are seen when either of the lights,
flashing alterniitcly, strike the surface of the painting.

Electric Sign at

—

"Hip"

The largest
sign in the city has been
erected on the front of the HippoTerre Haute, Ind.

electric

drome.

It

weighs about a ton,

rises

height and was manufactureo
by the Flexume Co. in Buffalo.
29

ft.

in

The

model Peerless Reflector
Arc with many improvements has
just been announced by the J. E.
McCauley Manufacturing Co., of Chicago. The improvements were made
chiefly with an eye on operating
economy, although nothing in the
way of making a more lasting machine has been overlooked.
The most distinct feature of the
latest

Peerless, of course, is the horizontal
arrangement of the carbons, making
possible the interception and collection of all of the light rays generated
at the parabolic reflector.
Through
the inclusion of a concentrating lens
adjusted to the reflector, the spot
area on the projection mechanism has
been reduced to a point where there
is only the slightest loss of light.

Smith-Geneva

— The

arrangements

with

Wolf

of

Dallas, for a

unit organ.

Organ

Lyric has made
Heber Bros. &

The organ

the economies often as great
as 70 per cent in carbon costs and
about 75 per cent in amperage, are
affected, is an interesting study. The

in

the Peerless the carbons are horiThus, the flame, which has

tendency to

painter.
By employing a variety of
colors, chiefly yellow, against velvet
cloth, the artist succeeded in catching the mood of the picture.

Queen Theater
Galveston, Tex. The Queen, which

of display the theater
using, is known as the Crystal
Sign, also manufactured by the Color
Animation Co. This is manufactured
by forcing together pieces of crystal
i:!tfi any desired shape, mo-.:'.;'iig the
ri'-kground of red and
de-ign CI' .?
'

purple

glass.

Slid

adjustir.'.;

n

to

;<

Intermittent
flashes
flashbox.
of
light give the crystals the appearance of diamonds. This sign is the
invention of Guy Clearhope of the
Al)out 100 of
Color Animation Co.

them

will be

used when "Don Juan"

is

a

—

;

winder.

Oak Cliff House Buys Organ
Oak Cliff, Ga. H. J. Smasal

—

Seeburg organ
purchased Rialto.

installed a
ly

Cooling Plant

New

gan.

in

is

a

for

—

undergoing alteration, will install
Wurlitzer organ costing $25,000.
Gets Preddy Arcs
Berkeley,

Cal.

—The

Campus has

purchased Preddy reflector arcs.

has

in his new-

Woodbridge House

— An

Arctic Nu-

installed at the

Seats for Garden, Fla.

Key West,

—The

Fla.-

Garden
and

been re-seated completely
open about Oct. 1.

has
will

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.
J.

3678

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York

1600 Broadway

Phone Lackawanna 9111

Specify

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
West 45th Street
N. Y. Bryant 7243

43

.

—

—

•

Embassy Cooling Plant Ready
The cooling plant at the Embassv
has been started.
It was installed
by the Helmar Co., and cost $35,000.

—

Organ

screen,

;

:

—

Empire Gets Organ
Lawrence, Mass.— A $40,000 Skinner organ is being constructed at the
Kmpire, which will re-open Labor
If evidence were needed to support Day with many imprvoements.
the assertion that the lobby is onci
of the finest means of attracting at
Pipe Organ in Queen
tention, one need only visit Warners'
Sweetwater, Tex. Robb & Rowley,
theater and view the crowds continu- owners of the Queen, have purchased
ally surveying the collection of deco- a Seeburg Midget Orchestration orrations.

rise,

Superlite

Snaphte lenses and an A. D. C. Automatic
Curtain control
Max Rudnick's Myrtle theatcr
new seats
Blinderman's Palace, new
seats and equipment; Leo Brecher's Washington, Stabilarc generator and Fulco re-

zontal.

taken on the road.
Another unique sign was produced
by Nelson Gardner, a well known

Another type

:

lamps, Stabilarc generators,

Empire.

evaporates through
To Broadcast Organ Music
the chimney instead of speeding the
Galesburg, 111. An organ, being burning of the upper carbon, as is
installed in the West theater, is to the case in the vertical arrangement.
be used on the program of a broadBy placing the carbons so that
casting station soon to be started they meet between the reflector and
here.
Barton Organ Co. is makinj;f the condensing lens, it is possible to
the installatTon.
operate the arcs in the true focal
point of the reflector, so that tho
Wehrenberg Awards $25,000 Contract maximum of light rays is utilizedi
Louis Fred Wehrenberg has The curve of the reflector also perSt.
awarded the contract for the stage mits a higher concentration of light
addition to his Melba, to F. Voirol. rays is utilized. The curve of the reThe addition of brick and concrete flector also permits a higher concenwill be 29 by 60 feet and cost about
tration of light raj'S which converge
$25,000.
sharply in an intense, sharp light in
the aperture of the projector.
Purchase Projection Equipment
A comparative chart, containing
Montcssano, Wash. Armour and
the light value per ampere of threo
Kycek have purchased two Powers
projectors, with Powerlite arc reflec- of the most common light sources
and optical systems, follows: Using
tor lamps, a gold fibre screen and
a vertical carbon arc with a planspots for stage presentations.
convex condenser, 12 to 20 screen
"Pan" House in Oregon Decorated hnncns per ampere are produced'
Spokane,
Wash. The
Pantages high intensity carbon arc with a simihere is to be redecorated at a cost lar condenser. 22 to 40 screen lumen;)
approximating $75,000. The house will ]ier ampere, and with the Peerless rebe refurnished from top to bottom flector arc and the parabolic conafter the Italian mode of architecture. denser, 60 to 100 screen lumens per
ampere.

is

Esterson Bros.' St. Albins Theater, which
opens Aug. 20
Simplex machines, Morelite

the changes that have been
are confined mostly to the interior apparatus.
fore,

made

Quarters
quarters a

7th Ave., the Capitol Al. P. SupCo., headed by I. S. Perse, hai
started a campaign for larger sales.
Recent installations by tis firm include:

Woodbridge, N. J.
Air plant has been

Smith-Geneva saving in carbon is accomplished by
the fact that, instead of being vertical,
is to have a

Smith-Seeburg self-player attachment
for use in emergencies.

larger

in

While the lamphouse construction
remains virtually the same as hereto-

How

('ontracts for
Terrell, Tex.

Entrenched

Model Reflector Arc Lamp 727
For Economy in Electrical
ply

near here,

Bros, brouylit forWA1 d the Vitaphonc at the premiere
of "Do-i Jii.'.n," they were credited
with having^ taken motion pictures
past another milestone,
in another
direction, aiso however, tnc Warners
have made a contribution. The reference is to the lobby.
at

It's

— Barrington,

New

Capitol Supply in

Peerless Advances

When Warner

The lobby

Management

SAMUEL DATLOWE

Lobby Progress
Warners Theater Entrance Displays
Indicate Drawing Power of Novel

IS, 1926

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAl^E MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6564

Commercially since iSgs
Greater Movie Season, which celebrates
the thirtieth birthday of the motion picture,
calls

to

mind

the fact that Eastman Film

fathered the industry by making motion pictures practical.

Commercially manufactured
Eastman has always been, and
valed as the

since 1895

still

unri-

is,

^^film that carries quality

through

to the screen''.

Prints on

Eastman have the

identification
in

*'

black-lettered

Eastman" and ''Kodak"

the transparent margin.

Look

for

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

it.

<iGRCAT DECEPTION

Broke Ne^r York Rivoli record'^ran to sensational
ness against heat and rain— theatre jammed at early
matinee sho^rs—^why?— because it has those ^^drag-em-tothe-box-oSSice^' angles all over it! Big picture! Big cast! Big
business— that^s a certainty! And at the Brooklyn Strand
it

SoUo^red through ivith another sensational ^week.

ROBERT KANE

%prta
le;ith

I"

^fte

;,;

YELLOW DOVE'

b/^

Qcorqc

ILEEN I KINGLE-BEN
and

gihhs

LVON

SAM HARDY, BASIL RATHBONE a^ CHARLOTTE WALKER.
(directed bH HOWARD HICGIN

:

\L-

XLLTHE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME

^<*HEWSPAPEK
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Content
FN the current Saturday Evening Post, Isaac F. Marcosson
liscusses "Production and Pros-

The author

writing
series dealing with the conrilmtory causes of America's
lappy state.
He couples motion pictures
)erity."

is

y.

fev:

md

symposium

w

nificant

is

products

it

Most

is.

\

150 Theaters in

Has Ambitious
Expansion Program Mapped Out,
Jacob Fabian Divulges
One hundred and fifty theaters in
New Jersey within a year. That is
the goal set by the Stanley-Fabian
Corp. just formed in Delaware with

iBLl

i„

J
JJ m
Bil

"ff

f:

'-^(l

'<

*^BW1f^B

^^^R;

'jf/^^^mm.-

be-

r*

11

sig-

:

With contentment the avenues
productiveness are kept untrammeled.
It is in this way
that output is maintained.
Marcogson's observation is a

of

p'l

*''"

-

"^

"

'

-

,X;

Alark Strand and

the merger, as well as
independent houses, the
Stanley-Fabian chain now embraces
between SO and 60 New Jersey
deals

ju HHI^^
^i9 .•'i
-f

mZ

1

-'-'

,

(Continued on Page 14)
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Kodak-Pathe Deal

Basic Factor

Satisfaction will often be found in

people in the proportion that its
Good times,
is prosperous.

— Kodak

(Eastman)

is

nego-

tiating for the purchase of the
Stock Works at Paris.

Pathe

Berlin
a

..^^

MAN

WALSH

Raw

3-Cornered Scramble

—

Milwaukee
This territory is
watching with keen interest developments in the three-cornered scramble
for

country

theaters

now

in

progress.

Thq

There has been talk of a deal be- three major circuits with holdings in
of course, depend on many factors.
tween Eastman Kodak and Pathe fort the state are active in the rush for
However, when production gener- months, although consummation of new houses.
Saxe Enterprises is the dominating
near.
deal is not considered
ally is at peak and an outlet, both the
Jules Brulatour pointed out that, figure in the state. Allied with First
found
be
can
domestic and foreign,
while the proposed purchase is under National, as one of the original franthe good times that ensue are echoed consideration and has been for some chise holders, the Saxe firm in the
in the people.
And so, uniting all time, no developments can be expect- last two years has increased its holdings materially, building up a strong
these thoughts in one, if motion pic- ed for the present because George
circuit which has been sought after
is in Central Africa with a
Eastman
tures make for the contentment that
by several big distributor-exhibitor
hunting expedition.
makes for production, then most cerReports of a deal between Eastman interests. Famous and First National
tainly

can

this

industry

with

take,

{Continued on Page 12)

(Continued on Page 2)

for

-->-'?-»

'

,

,

A

Rowland and Clark

Through

^^^^^Ht

ithoughtful one.
It places the
•
rlSf I^^^&'^.i
ifunction of the motion picture
on yet another and different
TRIUMPHANT IN "A
GEORGE
OF QUALITY"
plane.
There is much that is Second of "SIX BIG PICTURES" starring GEORGE WALSH. Produced
worthy of reflection in his re- and directed by Wesley Ruggles for EXCELLENT PICTURES CORmark.
The very fundamentals PORATION. Foreign rights by Simmonds Pictures Corp., cable, "Simof the r :ion can be easily filmco, N. Y."—Advt.

traced to a contented

$10,40fi noo.
capitalization
of
ThQ
firm is a subsidiary of the Stanley
Company of America, and is headed
by Jacob Fabian, who also is a vicepresident of Stanley, which completed a $70,000,000
merger of interests giving it control of the Fabian
circuits.

,'

r

Year

Stanley-Fabian Chain

\1

'**"

1

Both
reason
induce contentment.
his

Price 5 Cents

^^WM

i

4QM^^ \

\

Kawr^^^

cause he holds both to be important factors in making this

country what

1926

l:|-

I

radio in his

16,

Independents Merge

—

Dallas
Liberty-Specialty Film
Distributing Corp. is the name of a
new company operating throughout
the South as a result of amalgamation of Liberty and Specialty.
Liberty, which is a combination of
the old Creole Enterprises, sponsored
by the Saenger interests of Is^ew Orleans and Southern States Film Co.
and owned by the Oldknows of Atlanta, maintained offices in Atlanta,
New Orleans and Dallas. SpecialtM
had offices in Dallas, Oklahoma
City and Little Rock.
Thus, the new company will operate
(Continued on Page 2)

Ufa Company Working at Famous
A Ufa unit is working on "Cheer
Up, Charlotte"
interiors
studio.

at

in

New

York, doin«

Paramount Long Island

Willie Wolflf is directing
Ellen Richter as the feminine
lead.
Greg Blackton, Paramount
junior star, is among the Americans
included in the cast. Part of the feature was made at the Ufa studios at
Berlin, the trip here being to obtain

with

New York

exteriors.

the radio, for itself credit as a basiq

America.

factor in the prosperity of

Ray

Back on Broadzvay
Hugo Riesenfeld arrives from Eu^
rope today. Shortly, he will be wielding the baton at the Criterion. Thig
is as it should be.
Riesenfeld has a
place

on

Berger
Berlin
tor of

— Dr.

111

is

in

kept there.

KANN

ill

Sound
The committee promises many

Sept. 29th, at the

direc-

reportin a sanitarium.
is

play.

The

fun.

surprises, the

most import-

a departure from the usual method of arranging
members are now working out details of the plan.
more
can be said now: It will be the cause of a lot

ant of which

This much

Berlin

Ludwig Berger,

"The Waltz Dream,"

ed seriously

will be held on Wednesday,
THE Fall Film Golf Tournament
View Golf Club, Great Neck.

Somebody

Broadway.

should see that he

Fore!

is

C.

Smallwood Here
Smallwood arrived from

the Coast Saturday to negotiate on
behalf of the Handschliegl process
of super-imposing dramatic
action
against any backgrounds without the
necessity of leaving the studio.

In from Coast
Schenck and Norma
Talmadge arrived from the Coast, via
Chicago on Saturday'.

Joseph

M.

Riesenfeld Returns
Hu.go Riesenfeld returns from Europe today aboard the Leviathan.

THE
IB

-30^

DAILY

Fox Expanding at Studios
Expansion and
Hollywood

—

^^Ww

'/"FILMDOM

construction

under way

is

Two new

studios.
robe building,

stages,

ward-

a

four miniature Iheascenic studio and a wall at Fox
Hills are being built with landscaping of the grounds at Fox Hills to
follow completion of present work.
The stages are duplicates of stage
number three, declared to be the
With these comworld's largest.
pleted, Fox will have nine stages in
addition to its outdoor plant.

tcrs.
Til.
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GausTtran,
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—

at

and Pathe have been circulated for
months, according to O. H. Briggs
of the du Pont-Pathe laboratories.
Its closing, he said, would in no way
affect the status of his company for
the reason that the French Pathe
Company and American Pathe interests are only minority stockholders in

du Pont-Pathe and the French Pathe
firm an entirely separate corporation.

26.

1926

1)

Southern states through six exchanges.
Branches and managers
are: Dallas, Harry T. Peebles; Oklahoma City, R. M. Clark
Little
Rock, Sol Davis; Charlotte, Rufus
Davis; Atlanta, Hank Hearn, New
in 11

;

Orleans, C.

J.

Briant.

Closes Two Deals
has closed two more
deals for its 1926-27 product. Northwest Theaters (F. & R.) will play

"U"

Universal

Another Stock Sale "Jam"
Los Angeles F. E. Miller is being the entire program in its 58 theaters
After Belgian Houses?
held on an embezzlement complaint, centering around Minneapolis, v/hile
Brussels The local correspondent
while police are investigating hi^ sixty-three towns are involved in
a
of the "Filmkurier" of Berlin states,
claim that the charge is a frame-up deal closed with Saenger Amusement
that the Americans try secretly tc
on the part of Orlando Edgar Miller
buy as many houses as they can get, head of the Rellimeo M. P. Corp., foit Co. of New Orleans.

—

—

thus threatening the domestic industry.

Maude Miller Succeeds Porter
Maude K. Miller has been named
Paramount
of
the
story department, succeeding Verne
H. Porter, who resigned to take up
new duties as editorial representative.
editor-in-chief

alleged efforts to block further saleof stock.
Arrested after addessing a meeting
of stockholders. Miller said he was on
his way to Mexico City to find O. E
Miller, who is alleged to have represented himself as commissioned by
the Mexican government to make

"The Daughter

of

Montezuma.'

Fay

to

Buy Emery Houses

—

Providence, R. I
Edward M. Fay
is
negotiating lor purchase o) the
Emery houses. Options are declared
to have been obtained. C. & S. Theater Co. has been capitalized at $100,000, as a preliminary move.

'

Film Congress Accepts German
Berlin The proposed InternationFilm with Lenglen
C. C. Pyle, "Red" Grange's busi- al Film Congress to be held in Paris
ness manager, will arrive on the Le- has adopted German as an official
viathan from abroad today. He will language. There was some objection
Secretary of State. Capitalization at
be met by Sam Wood, director of to this.
$25,000, with headquarters in Dover.
"One Minute to Play," and Byron
Morgan, author of the Grange story.
R.OACM

New House

for 'Frisco

—

May Make

—

Active buying, counterbalanced by almost
equally active selling, brought about an irAlthough the sesregular market Saturday.
sion was a short one. larg« numbers of
Closing prices were
shares changed hands.
generally on the brighter side.
In the film issues, only the active stocks
Warner Pictures
took part in the trading.
"A" made a new gain of 2-54, closing at
30 J4, while Warner Pictures came through
the session with an advance of 1%, finishing

(Continued fiom Page

(Continued from Page 1)

Robert Kane Interests Incorporate
Dover, Del. Papers of incorporation, filed by the Robert Kane Interests, have been approved by the

Financial

16,

Independents Merge

Kodak-Pathe Deal

re-

Fox"

at

Monday, August

The

trio will discuss a deal for a pic-

HAL

Paltocomed/

San Francisco— A $300,000 theater
ture in which Suzanne Lenglen, now
is
planned for Broadway, between
under Pyle's management, will takg
Stockton St. and Grant Ave., for the
part.
Golden State interests. The house
will seat 1,800.
Nolan Managing K. C. Exchange
Kansas City John Nolan, special
S. & S. Buys Kew Gardens Project
representative for Fox, has become

P/:t£SEI\n-S

—

Quotations
High Low
*Am.
*Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Balaban
*Bal.

&

,

.

.

Famous

Players
*Fatn. Play. Pfd
•Film Inspect.
•First Nat'l Pfd.

.

.

.

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A"
.

•Intern'l Project.

Loew's.

37 'A
73 5i
74

,

.

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

.

Inc

Metro-Gold Pfd.
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch.

114^

114-4

114K

1175-^

1167/,

117

,

,

.

,

.

.

71

4m

• • • •

100
3,200

,

6

.

7m

71

im

41 Ks

41

....

103H
400
....
....
1,000

23J4
,

"A"

$6%

Skouras Bros

Am.

56
97

H

....

300
500

24
4

52

52
78'/j

8

19
56-4

97

79!/.

Trans-Lupt Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures

8

52
78>^
8

....

•

Last Prices Quoted

t

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

24^
28/4

45/2
26
30-4

Mille
Sheila Geraghty
daughter of Tom and sister of Carmelita, has arrived from New York
to appear in a picture for Cecil B.

De

—

Bunn Heads Roadshow Dept.
C. W. Bunn, who has directed
Warners' special sales department
has been made general manager of
the road-show department.

Bob Gary

—

Joins

Bob Gary has beexploitation man for Fox in
this territory as well as Omaha and
Dcs Moines.

tt
•• Philadelphia Market

Christie Signs Duffy
Los Angeles Jack DufFy has been
signed by Al Christie for a period

Tarentum's New House Ready
manage
Pa. Under
Tarentum.
merit of W. L. Brown, the Harris,
formerly the Nixon, opens Aug. 30.
The house has been completely rebuilt and now seats 1,050.

of years.

—

—

New

for

Bronx
This

branch

M.-G.—manager,Maloney,
recovering
J.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

QUALITY PRINTS

J.

is

is

FREE

Maloney Recovering
Pittsburgh

Titles

from septic poisoning.

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Lenoir Hourse Cliangc? Hands
Charles A. Peeler
Lenoir, N. C.
has purchased the Universal theater

—

Shea's Buffalo House Reopening
Buffalo Shea's on Court St., reopens Aug. 30 with vaudeville and

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades

Inc.
J.

3678

..--J

—

House Running
Monterey Theater Opens
Pa.— Greenville Theater
Monterey, Cal. The Golden State,
opened its new Main theawith a capacity of 1,600, has opened.

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Greenville

—

Greenville,
Co.. has
ter here.

Huntington.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

L.

L

—Work

proCompletes Original for "U" gressing on the
2,000 theater being
Los Angeles Bayard Veiller has built here.
just completed an original story for
Universal, tentatively entilted "BiU
New Dallas Suburban House
Smith,, M. O," It is to be made as
Dallas— M. S. White is building a
$50,000 theater on Second and Dallas
a Jewel.

—

House

Clarence Davies, Inc., will erect
a 1,700-seat house at Webster Ave.
and Ford St., the Bronx.
J.

pictures.

Huntington House Building
Veiller

He

"Secrets of Soul" Here
"Secrets of the Soul," dealing with
psychoanalysis and directed by G. W.
Pabst for Ufa, has been brought tQ
Werner Krauss has
this country.
the lead.

M.

Fox

exchange here.

of the

succeeds M. A. Levy, who has been
transferred to Omaha.

1,700-Seat

come
2,666
5,800

manager

Mille.

Kansas City

30^

.

Engaged by De

Los Angeles

ioo

97

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures.. 26
Warner Pict. "A" 30^8
.

Sales
....
....

U9J4

2254

tParamount B'way 97%
.. 26
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common .. 5
••Stan. Co. of

Close

33^

..

Small-Strauseberg Circuit will opthe new Kew Gardens house
now being built. It will seat 2,500 and
cost $750,000.
The proposed house
was purchased from the plans.
erate

is

A

MUlion Feet of
Everything

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE FILM Library
ROOM 303
220 W. 42nd St.
Pfaone

Wisconsin

3>70

All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

Jlffany

T^\

Productions. Inc.

^

resents^
IS

V

THAT

FROM
v/l

Sug^es'tedL hy

a

the^

GOUVERNEUR. AORRIS
story:

KV

go^'

w

Inc..

^if/any Productions'.

f1

A.H. Hoffman, "Wte PKsident

1^40 Broadwaij,

NewljorkCiti^
ivi

EXCHilNGES'

EVE^YWHEIJE-
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1^ %e Extraordinary

Casfir

of- Players^

^

in the ^iffany^ Ptoductioiv

*Qhat Model from Paris
MARCELINE DAY
EILEEN PERCY
MISS

DU PONT

BERT LYTELL

WARD CRANE
ARTHUR HOYT

Craufurd Kent

vX)tto Lederer

Sabel Johnson

Heon Holmes

Nellie Bly Baker

George

Kuwa

Directed by LOUIS J. GASNIER.

.Adaptedfor ihe Scieen^

f\ by Fredei'ica Sagov

tiffany Productions, Inc.,

,M

presents

I

k

SiL^^ested

by Hie LOUIS JOSEPH VANCE story-.
;;ft-:..;,.!--

?*<.'»(!>> ^>->-";i -'.v^r-. ~.i;v'-«T-
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»

.;;
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The Cast

^^5====5»'

in

tjjg

^

^i/fanr Production

wx'-^:

n

5*Ji
HUNTLY GORDON
>N

LOWELL SHERMAN
NATALIE KINGSTON

JANE NOVAK
Billy

Kent Schaefer

Joan Standing

William R. Walling

Oirectedby
LOUIS'

J.

GASJflER.

J
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BRENNAN

irvelous revelation, the Vitaphone,
not confined to that worthy ob,s
They evidently foresaw
alone.
it
sweltering line of people trying to
in admission for a demonstration
the Vitaphone and an equally
ong contingent of John Barrypre's following eager for a glimpse
for their entertainment the comjf
of the audience Ts taken care of
i't
the new cooling system.
iAll told there is a treat in store for
The
(liters
to Warners Theater.
'taphone is a step in a new direcn and it should do much for the
Preihibition end of the business.
nsations through the use of the Vitaone, should become simplified. It
dl create a desire for the better
I

entertainment and subseiently bring about an ambition for
If the
better grade of picture.
je
(mention fulfills the hopes of its sponcannot but achieve startling
(rs, it
It is claimed that it will be
(suits.
|thin the reach of exhibitors genially; and for those who find it imjacticable at present to offer the
pe of presentation found in the
in

lings

I'-ger
fill

;

theaters,
a want.

The program

Vitaphone
of

is

certain

i

xellent entertainment

affords.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, not to be
ft out in the cold in spite of their
it

alwart children "Ben Hur" and
The Big Parade," invaded Broad:ay with another, "The Scarlet Letr."
It
is
a picturization of the
anson new to films, is the star's
staid New England puritanical laws
id

love.

Victor

Seastrom

tells

a

rather pitiful tale.
picture is lovely to
ok upon and the loveliest of all is
illian Gish, the Hester Prynne of
le novel.
Lars Hanson succeeded
winning the approval of the public
id the press through his initial per)rmance, the minister hero of "The
carlet Letter."
The tragic ending
raight-forward,

iautifully.

I

The

them chuckling

Hurts Comedy Field?

featuring Gilbert ("Pee-

cilled
big
comedies— feature
comedies,"
writes Goldie, "all three featuring well-known

made

stars,

by

well-known

producers

and

Colony. Little Moore directed.
directed by first class directors.
They are
comedies that are being shown now in most
Billy, a midget performer previously
houses.
Everyone
of
them
met with a cold
in vaudeville, dons little girl's clothes
Weather "War" at London
shoulder in my house and, after carefully
and blond curls to fool an old aunt
have watching them through several times it is not
London,
Ont. -Exhibitors
and some first rate fun results. No been indulging in an interesting difficult to understand why
In the first
place, the average feature comedy has very
very new laughs but it will please
weather "war" because of the use of little or no plot and for that reason must
many.
slogans regarding house temperature be thrown together loosely and disconnectedConstance Talmadge, who has been Tom Logan, manager of the Capitol, ly. These three comedies were so silly that,
as a salesman said to me a short time ago
vacationing from Broadway for some
first
announced, "It's Cool at the about another coirrpany's star, 'they were an
at the

—

time, made a bow at the Capitol in
the "Duchess from Buffalo" and apparently enticed enough business to
warrant a second week's stay. It is
the usual Talmadge comedy, diverting and with a good share of laughs.
Constance, bouncing on a Grand
Duke's knee, is the big laugh.

New Leading Men
Three new leading men made
appearance

And

all

their

week
They are

in films of the past

European

actors.

Lars Hanson in "The Scarlet Letter," Einar Hanson in
"Into Her
Kingdom" and Tulio Marminati in

Capitol,"

He

all

Fred Jackson

which led Manager
Loew's to announce

of
of

"It's the Coolest Spot in Town" for
Then Manager Stewart
his house.

came out with

Patricia

of the
slogan,

"No Hotter Than

the
the Others."

—

feature has been cut to 10 reels.

is

"Laddie"
B.

O. has "Laddie" ready for

Gene
Stratton-Porter's novel and more or

release.

It is a picturization of

"family affair." Mrs. Porter's son-in-law, J. Leo Meehan directed it, little Gene Stratton is practically the central figure of the story
and Jeanette Porter-Meehan wrote
less of a

the scenario.
It is a wholesome picture of farm life in Indiana and has
some excellent character building
The child. Gene Stratton, is a natural
youngster very lovable in her role of
Little Sister.
Fine family trade picture.

Other offerings

listed

on the week's

Broadway and environs are
"The Whole Town's Talking," amusing Universal comedy; "The Runa-

'

—

been given more than two.
True, some of
the gags were fairly good but the stunts
that hit were repeated so many times that
it took the edge oflF the whole thing.
I am
beginning to believe that it is impossible to

spread

length

comedy

that

will

"Blue Eagle"

—

New

Title

The supporting cast
are featured.
Robert Edeson, William
includes
Russell, David Butler, Ralph Slipperly,
Margaret Livingston, Jerry
Maden.

out

over

a whole program, it fails
The minute I say feature
people they say good night
to me.
I do not believe that this particular
spot is different from atiy other but I do
know that, in the past few months, the feature comedies have slid way down the scale
to

hit

comedy

the

spot.

to

my

public interest and I believe it is chiefly
because they are beginning to make them so
silly and with so slim stories and plots that
the average mind cannot find room for it to
soak in.
of

There are
recent

at least three

productions

have

good

stars

been so

whose

poor that

two or three good pictures to
brnig them back, and just at a time when

it

will

take

were beginning to get a foothold.
I
not know who is responsible for these
individual cases but there is certainly something wrong in two or three producing organizations that even a ten year old kid
should recognize and try to adjust."
they

do

Stout Leaves Columbia

—

Hollywood George W. Stout, has
resigned as studio manager of Columbia and in the future will devote
his entire interest to Romance Prod.
Co., in which he is financially interSloane Now a Director
He produces two reel color
ested.
London
James B. Sloane is no
subjects, two having been completed,
longer a player, having forsaken act"The Vision" and "The Blueboy."
for directing. He is making a seA third "Mona Lisa" is now in pro- ing
ries of short reelers starring Walter
duction.
Forde, for Wardour.

—

tour of

it

—

make a feature
please generally,

Hollywood ^"The Blue Eagle" is
the
new name for "The Devil's MasCarminati,
Constance
Talmadge's
leading man, is quite handsome and ter," John Ford's latest for Fox.
George O'Brien and Janet Gaynor
stately in his dragoon uniform.
F.

insult to the average person's intelligence."
a series of incidents stretched out into six,
seven or eight reels which should never have

especially in the 'towns' of
French Film Edited at Montreal
the Midwest.
Montreal "Cyrano de Bergerac." a
"There are many kinds of comedy but
French film, is being completed here, the kind that I believe meets with the genwith cutting of the picture and the eral approval of fans is that which is thrown
in incidental
the general plot or story.
making of the sub-titles in both Eng- There may be toconsiderable
comedy introduclish and French is under way.
The ed into a good story and it will be well reproduction, which is
hand-colored ceived, but the minute it becomes silly, the
public as a whole will not fall for it.
Pathroughout, was made in the Pathe trons e.xpect
and can forgive that brand of
studios at Paris, and the prints sent comedy in two reel subjects where the acto Montreal for the finishing touches. tion is fast and condensed but, when it is

a clever pantomimist but
he lacks the good looks expected of
the screen hero.
Einar Hanson is a
new and interesting type and Tulio

ing.

lave

m

comedy

had Wee") Holmes and Ben Corbett. Vin

should be even though it may way Express," a railroad melodrama,
taken considerable courage to also a Universal; "Galloping Cow:o it.
Photography is beautiful.
boy," thrilling western from Asssociated Exhibitors; "The Sign of the
Other New Pictures
Picture shoppers on Broadway the Claw," crook story with Peter the
Great, the dog star. A Gotham proast week must have found it diffiduction.
Jlt to select their entertainment, so
Bereat was the variety offered.
Miles Program Ready
des the two openings of extended
films there was the new Corinne
Detroit Preliminary plans in the
by
planned
/riffith picture at the Strand, with a expansion
program
cry not up to standard and not what Charles H. Miles, calling for erecle star requires, but probably capa- tion of several
new theaters, have
ile of satisfying her staunch
foUow- been completed with work on the
ig.
She needs more like "Classi- first house scheduled to start at an
ed."
"Into Her Kingdom" is the early date. Miles will build his first
id Russian Revolution again with ?
new house on West Adams Ave. It
"and duchess finding happiness even- will be part of a project involving
lally in a Jersey mill town.
At present he has the
Einar $1,425,000.
fanson, new to films, is the star's Miles, a downtown house, and the
ading man. A new type and capable. Regent, uptown.
as

"U"

reel

Universal,

renowned perform- "The Duchess of Buffalo." Of tht
three Lars Hanson, as Reverend
Dimmesdale, seems the most promis- The

including Anna Case, Martinelli,
Iman, Zimbalist and Marion Talley
:erited the price of admission alone.
)on Juan" comprises the second
Warners program. In it
ilf of the
iihn Barrymore reaches new heights
devil-may-care adventurer,
the
It is a
le great lover, Don Juan.
lendid production and Alan Crosnd is to be congratulated for the
is

at

the audience guessing.

"Oh Baby," from

After amply provid-

"Don Juan."

—

City Three
pictures
Universal
completed production simultaneously
They are:
at Universal last week.
"Whispering Smith Rides" directed
by Ray Taylor; a ten episode chapWallace Macplay featuring
ter

Minneapolis— Charge that the comedy field, "not only, is being overdone
but is being ruined" by some of the
productions released by 'big producers' is contained a letter from D.
Donald; "A Dangerous Game," a R. (joldic, American theater, Cherotwo-reel western starring Edmund kee, Iowa, published in "Greater
thrills and suspense.
Howard Hig- Cobb and directed by Willy Wyler Amusements."
gin, director, succeeded in keeping and "When Oscar Went Wild," two
"In recent weeks, we have run three so-

The foresight of the Warner Bros.
themselves in the
interesting

1

Three Completed

Rivoli blazed forth with a mas-

sive banner covering the whole front
of the theater.
"The Great Deception" is not really quite that but it
is a
good mystery and a nice box
office picture at that.
Ben Lyon and
Aileen Pringle find themselves in the
mesh of the German secret service
force and their escape provides good

Propaganda Films

Ottawa

— Ray

Wardour

has closed with Ufa for
in
Britain
Great
of
"Somebody's Son," directed by Joe

Peck, director of the distribution

Canadian government studio, and
Nick Carter, chief cameraman, have May.
completed two months of touring in
the Canadian west for the purpose
of securing material for government
releases during the fall and winter.

More Time For Units' Jump
The Metropolitan is open-

Boston

—

on Saturdays instead of
order to give the. Publix
presentations units an extra day in
their jump to the Mississippi Valley

ing

its

bills

Sundays

LOS ANGELES

in

territory.

Langdon's Next Finished
Los Angeles Harry Langdon has
completed "The Strong Man." He

—

will

write the

with the aid of
Clarence Hennecke

titles

Arthur Ripley,
and Bob Eddy.

SEPT. 12th

—J%0^

^1
8

Newspaper Opinions

most alluring thing about the picture is the
title,
which proves sadly disappointing and

everything, including her effort to be
funny, is exaggerated. The scenes are lavish
and some of thenr are beautiful.

sentences to death at sunrise and
hairbreadth escapes, "The Great Deception"
How such a
is not
even mildly thrilling.
piece could possibly be so dull is in itself
something of a mystery, but the fact remains
that no matter what goes on none of it
makes the slightest difference to the casual
onlooker. • * *
nothing
there
is
* * *
it
never
great or very deceptive about it
fools you into thinking you are wtatfhing anything except an obvious motion picture made
with stagey actors and a lot of film flapdoodle about airplanes soaring through the
sky and spies carrying "the papers" back

IJut

"Devil's Island"
Chadwick— State Rights

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Colony
(Week Ending Aug

AMERICAN— With

6)
the countless possibil-

by its main situation, "Devil's
Island" should have turned out a corking
The first reel found me
good melodrama.
fascinated, the last one bored and decidedly
offered

ities

irritated.
* * *

Even Pauline Frederick, who can da
almost anything with an indifferent part
•
found herself helpless with a good one. •

DAILY NEWS— The

makers

of this pic-

ture tell us that they have gone to great pains
to gather authentic information about the
Assurlittle known French penal colonies.
ance is given that the mode of life shown in
picture.
true
is
a
Cayenne
of
the parole city
Neither do I doubt that
I don't doubt it.
*
But
they had a good story to film.
the chance to make a great picture was
*
*
•
sadly muffed.
No great fault can be found with any ot
the players. * * *
» „,
* * The idea
around which the picture is based is excellent
Pauline
• • * and it's very well handled.
• * • The settings are
is, as usual, superb.
probably as authentic as research could make
them, and the picture is therefore worth
seeing
* * a highly im
to
probable yarn of life as it is supposed
•
be in a French penal colony. • •
Miss Frederick ranges from youthful charm
to gray widowhood, and manages for the
most part to escape being ridiculous. The
juveniles are never convincing.
* * There is plenty of action and suspense in the story and well.

EVENING JOURNAL—*

EVENING WORLD—*

GRAPHIC—*

thought-out situations.
Pauline Frederick * * * gives her usual
painstaking and sincere characterization.
We think you won't regret paying a visit
to * * * "Devil's Island."
The grimly colorful setting of the French penal settlement on
the material for
supply
Devil's Island should
a far more e.\citing melodrama * * * At the

HERALD-TRIBUNE-

the picture there seemed to
for an original and thrilling

oi

start

prospect

the
screen

b.'

The scenes in those bleak cells, in
drama.
the midst of the horrors of tropical Guiana,
were impressive and hinted of dramati. things
to come.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

An

*

in-

which assures us of the
amazing settlement and the
''appy inhabitants,
customs
of
curious
ared us for some
should have perhaj
note

troductory

historicity of this

^s that came to pass,
of the remarkable t.
but even this warning was insufficient to explain some oi the inconsistencies that
*
the * * * vehicle * *

POST — *

*

*

The

mark

infinite possibilities

for

melodrama are not exactly neglected by Miss
the course of her story, but it is
vouchsafed only fair treatment at the hands
of Chadwick which made the production.
However, a good enough cast has been gath* *
ered in, headed by Pauline Frederick.
fashioned
* * *
old
decrepit,
a
melodrama that is not quite bad enough to
The film is very poorly acted by
be funny
that one-time great actress Pauline Frederick
and a supporting ootrrpany of unknowns who

Baird

in

* * The settings are elaborate, the idea of the plot is
entertaining, and if at times the farce is exaggerated one must remember that comedies
are filmed, as we say in celluloid circles, in
the spirit of good fun.
* * If lavishness is to count
for anything, this production out-De Milles
The sets
the efforts of the famous C. B.
are so garishly artistic that they overshadow
In fact,
players, story and photography.
everything is subordinated to them, and one
comes away with the impression of being surMoney spent reckfeited with backdrops.
lessly on a film does not make it a great
picture or even a good one, and it is decidedly bad business to have a light comedy
go with the sets instead of vice versa. * * *
* * * Constance
Talmadge frolics in a way that adds little
to her reputation either as an actress or as
The title is
a selector of effective vehicles.
the best thing about the picture.
"The Duchess of Buffalo" is an attetrrpt to

GRAPHIC—*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

combine romantic costume drama with sex
slightly less than
• »
* * * light,
*
fragile, amusing little comedy. * *
* * * Many of the situations are trivial,
but SO delightfully constructed and whimsically portrayed by the star that they register
* *
as comedy gems.
* * * As far as actual plot goes,
nothing
new
in "The Duchess of
there is
Buffalo," but its individual situations are so
deftly handled and so happily developed in
pantomimic detail that a better than a'verage
Miss Talmadge, though
light comedy results.
given to employing the sattie old expressions,
nevertheless genuinely amusing most of
is
the time. * * •
* * * is a bright, merry program
farce.
It has the elusive advantage of spinning toward louder laughter as its reels unwind which is lucky inasmuch as its opening real is a bit slow and tedious. * • *
farce, but tRe alliance
moderately successful.

probably remain unknowns. * * *
affords another interesting
study, that most popular of all subjects to
with the Movies?"
Wrong
"What's
day
* * * contains good story material.
But
*
it is ruined in the making • *
*
*
Except for the precocious
TIM lis *
ness of the boy surgeon and the opportune
radio scene. "Devil's Island" is a rather good

TELEGRAM—

—

—

WORI^D — *

prison

story.

* *

Miss

Frederick's scenes
seem to me to be uniformly natural, now and
But the plot lead?
again actually gripping.
the entire crew of actors into the silliest sort
of sentimental charade, the great moment
arriving v.ith the employment of a radio
broadcasting episode which is guaranteed to
give pretty general pain

"The Duchess

of Buffalo"
First National

AMERICAN—*

Capitol
*

*

Constance Talmadge's

determined to show her as sparkling as ever, is simply a series of forced farce
Connie,
one of the screen's
situations.
ablest comediennes, overacts from first reel
film,

to last.

*

•

*

Most of the real humor was due
ward Martindel. • • •

to

Ed-

is

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

POST—

misleading
* *

been

has

story

the

after
* *

In spite of

its

air

Colony

battles,

TELEGRAM —

;

and

*

forth,

the silly nature of
"The Duchess of Buffalo," the dull, monotonous pointlessness of it, couldn't even be
justified on the grounds that the play was
supposed to be a farce. » * *
* * The delightful fun in this
racy feature is due to the capable acting and
Sidney
the
splendid cooperation between
Franklin, the director, and Hans Kraely, the
*
scenario writer
Miss Talmadge is singularly attractive and,
therefore, between the mirth-provoking situations one is apt to reflect on her graceful
gowns, on a captivating countenance wholly
surrounded by costly furs and on her constantly busy eyes. * * *

TIMES—*

WIORLD— *

»

»

*

Somehow, Constance

Talmadge, still delightful
wit submerged. * * *

to look at, has her

Eden Musee acting of the
Edward Martindel buoyantly brought

forth

amorous spots of sharp

*

lightness

* *

"The Great Deception"

AMERICAN—*

* *

is

the story of the British Secret Service hero who was believed to be a Gertoan
spy.
With a few added thrills, it has once
more found a weary way on to the srt-een.
Differently cast, this might have turned out
a fair sample of nrovie melodrama. * * *
* * It's full of fun
and gore and glory. It could be better, it
might be worse.
I won't say much about the actors. • * *
They do the best the plot allows but Lucien
Prival wins the hows
It's just

DAILY NEWS—*

—

I

* *

The suspense

and the mystery are inconsequential.
"The
Great Deception" would never be missed if it
had not happened.
This film gives no real opportunity • • •

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

The

picture
is by njo
mearis dull, but it has the defect
of failing to make any particular sense. * * •
It seems a shame that the picture is so
colranonplace, for much skill and good taste
has gone into its manufacture.
The lighting
and the photography are beautiful, and many
of the scenes reach a pictorial loveliness that
is worthy of a far better story.
Some of the
scenes, in particular, of airplanes outlined
against the clouds, are visually superb * * •

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

sho

good

prize

for

fight

a

*

*

finale.

DAILY MIRROR—*

* *

'lOh, Bab:
is the kind of picture to see on a hot da:
or even a cool day, for that matter,
swoops along at a lively pace is chuck
of such w. k. folks as Damon Runyon, Bi
;

Grant McNamee, Joe Humphreys,

Baer,

And

al.

the

The

scenes

fighting

we've glimpsed
story,

*

*

snaps merrily

are

the

b

ever.
*

not exactly new

is

I

* * *

along.

DAILY NEWS—A

fast

fairly

movi

While the starting situations and the heroic
in this narrative may be somewhat foreign to those who had experience in

of

*

A

*

fictional

performances

work, this photoplay possesses
element of mystery and suspense mindof the yarns that come from authors like

attraction.
An excellent actor, this m
get of a man. who could do well by a sere
story conceived with a bit more originali

Intelligence

an
ful

E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Howard Higgin
film

*

and a few feet from an actual war
picture is cleverly connected with airplane
scenes taken for this photoplay. • •
fects,

WORLD—*

*

*

has the curious air of a
serial that might conceivably have been
born from such stuff as "The Rover Boys
In the Secret Service."
With apparently no idea that the war is a
legitimate field for sense and needs no funny
business.
Higgin has carefully unwrapped
from the vaults a war tale of spies and
traitors with the indiscriminate handling over
to everybody in the cast the secret treaty
which will disrupt the entire Allied cause.

dud

Strand
(Week Ending Aug.

Griffith

is

capably

she is a
Einar Hanson * * * is an excellent
with little personal magnetism. • *

DAILY NEWS—*
the story, I mean.
graphed, with some
Griffith's

work

is

*

*

actor

Not

so gcjod—
Picture beautifully photowonderful scenes.
Miss

good and

this

young Han-

son, decidedly good-looking and an excellent
actor, ought to be a knockout in the right
pictures.

EVENING WORLD— From

the material

by "Into Her Kingdom" a much betmotion picture might and should have
been made. With capable scenario work and
clever direction this vehicle for Corinne Griffith could have been far better than it is.
It is marred by too much reliance on subtitles and
close-ups and on enormous and
offered

settings.

*

*

• * *

amusing.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— Of
worked

themes

cinema

for

all

farce,

the ove
the mo

constantly used is probably that of the youi
bachelor who must pose as a married m;
in order to win a fortune from a rich o
relative.
It is doubtful, though, if such
plot has ever before resulted in such du
tasteless and generally inept photoplay
;

"Oh, Baby"

*

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

* *

is

mirthful and sprightly comedy which dram
most of its laughs from the situation of
man garbed in the fluffy frocks of the opp(
site sex.
The idea is hardly new, but for a
that audiences usually find it am'using, aji
* * •
this one
was no exception to th
* * *

i

14)

* * It's all delightful and
acted.
Corrinne
as beautiful a screen mother as
*
»
•
twelve-year-old princess

and

a

* * True, Little Billy gains a fei
laughs but, as far as I am concerned,
not enough of an attraction to make entei
taining such an old fashioned, silly, badl

AMERICAN—*
incredible

in

is

SUN—*

National

First

Billy, t
his sere
Billy scree

makes

vaudevillian,

"Oh, Babyl" * * *
good little actor, and the st«i
written and directed by Harley Knoles,
well,

rule.

Her Kingdom"

"Into

pocket

debut

* * has included in the
tremendously effective night ef-

some

EVENING JOURNAL— Little
vest

*

directed

and

Baby

The photoplay

rial

!"

photographed

Broadway's

for

Main

first

Street's

either.

TELEGRAM—

* * *

for

"Oh

as

film

simply not mate]

is

run houses.

Nojl
;

The

picture

bring

ma:
youn;

considerable entertainment to
mo?'ie fans throughout the country, and ti
others it may present points of interest h
the boxing scenes in Madison Square Gardei
and the face of a radio announcer, Grahan
McNamee, well known to many listeners over
the wireless air.
But to an adult mini
the farcical plot, which has been built arounc
this midget's first venture into motion pic
tures has a
wearisome and unconvincing
quality about it. * *

WORLD—

* * *
Pointless and funless,
the masquerades in feminine
clothes is offered in "Oh, Baby I"
Only the
cast was apparently fully aware that comedy
was the object, for somehow the whole thing
never quite manages to transplant its laughs.

one more

of

HERALD-TRIBUNE— When

really quite simple.

EVENING WORLD— *

I"

comedy, a few moments of pathos, s<
very good fight scenes and a picture
which Little Billy is distinctly the cen

glittering

First National
Rivoli
(Week Ending Aug. 13)

14)

"Oh, Baby

*

*

please those who liked "Charlie's Aunt."
is of the same school and has an unusu;

*

*
*

ter

Offsetting the
rest,

AMERICAN—*

conception of
the activities of British and German Secret
* *
Service agents during the World War

TIMES

*

*

(Week Ending Aug.

chases,

—

TELEGRAM—*

Universal

*

POST— *

16, 19;

"Oh, Baby!"

told.

SUN —

SUN —

will

Monday, August

DAILY NEWS—* * * a mixture of light
drama, bedroom farce, comedy and what
have you?
Miss Talmadge undoubtedly is pleasing to
look at and she has a real sense of comedy.

—

new

•

DABLV

*

•

The

story trite inconsequential and rather unevenly
brought to the screen, while it offers no
particular opportunities for the stars.
The

you stop to
consider the number of stories that has resulted from one last Dauphin of France the
fictional possibilities of the innumerable lost
children of the late Czar of all the Russias
become appalling in their magnitude.
But
certainly none of tliem is likely to be insipid
and pointless as "Into Her Kingdom," the
mythical romance ot the Grand Duchess 'Tatiana.

*

•

MORNING TELEGRAPH

_•*•;„

"Into Her Kingdom" Corinne Griffith comes
into her own and establishes the fact that
she is queen in the domain of romantic melodrama. Never within our memory has Miss
Griffith appeared to better advantage than
in the current production at the Strand.

POST— One

two individual scenes
"Into Her Kingdom," at the Strand » •
or

of

are so pleasant that it is difficult to frown
upon the production.
Yet the story is so
distressing on the whole as to render any
other judgment quite out of the question.

TELEGRAM—* * * both Miss Griffith
and Einar Hanson gave good performances,
showing that they could imbue their acting
with a certain genuine simplicity
Unfortunately, the play lacked that very quality.
TIMES Photodramas dealing with the
downfall of the Romanoffs invariably turn
out to be innocuous affairs, and • * • "Into
Her Kingdom," which has the decided advant.nge of the chamring presence of Corinne
Griffith, is no shining exception. * * *

—

"Padlocked"

Paramount
Rivoli
(Week Ending Aug. 6)
AMERICAN— * * * The picture had

been

beautifully cast.
Miss Moran's fragility ha?
the grimness of Noah Beery's piety as foil.
Although there are the leading roles, I am
inclined once more to hand first honors to
Louise Dresser. * *

"Padlocked"
with a serious
*
ment. »

is

good Summer entertainment
effort

at

character

develop

NEWS—

DAILY
* * * Lois Moran and
Louise Dresser make this picture well wortti
seeing
Miss Moran's work projects sincerity
and

conviction tliroughout a picture thai
does n )t always have those qualities.
She is
a delight to the eye, especially when she
dances, which she does well. * * *
• • has a pow
erful theme, and those who view with alarm
the younger generation may profit by it;

EVENING JOURNAL—*

lesson.

»

*

EVENING WORLD—*

* *

Thanks

tc

the condensation required in the picture, anc
thanks also to the superior performances b>
* Noah Berry and Florence
Lois Moran, •
* * Helen Jerome Eddy and b>
Turner
Louise Dresser * * * and to the generally
capable and sometimes inspired direction by
(.Continued on Page 11)

lUfon't

be

fbzzled.

by

blue sky pi'omises-

^h^ STAR SPANGLED

BANNER GROUP
the most sensational
offei' in the histoi'y of
the industry *
is

^^

IH

Solid

September:

Qffti;^ Startef
r

|v

^

I

For that Sensational
Star Spangled

BANNER

GROUP
SEPTEMBER RELEASES
" The Creat Deception* '
with Aiieen Pringie— Ben
Lyon.
Richard Bartheimess in
''The Amateur Gentle-

man."

c

"Subway Sadie '* with
Dorothy Mackaill— Jack
Mulhaii.

>

Milton Sills in "Paradise*'
with Betty Bronson.

'-

1%

k

—

THE
August

fay,

New

(Continued from Page 8)
is much to be pre
to the book, and was greeted warmly

Dwan,

the picture

APHIC— *

*

*

The story goes that
a meRaphone wielder lies

)wan's merit as
that he can turn 'em out fast
The picture jerks along in a choppy
* * * Apparently no attempt has
n.
made to inject any novel or even in

e fact

•
ing touches. * *

DRALD-TRIBUNE— •

*

Rex Beach

*

uthor of the tale, and Allan Dwan, thf
or, are deserving of at least minor con

cheapening

for their

ation
erne which

a

of

dramat

deserves earnest and
contemplation.

RNING TELEGRAPH—*

intelli

* •

Para

has made of "Padlocked" a docimieni
rrowness and bigotry that has been sr

t

ably directed and cast that it will stand
s one of the season's most appealing and
*
sting pictures. * *

ST

—

* *

*

Somewhere

in

the course o'

ocked" a good idea reared

itself,

tool-

the old familiar people round
and quietly died of inanimation. At ati)
'Padlocked'' is only moderately enter
g, and its big moral lesson is a trifle

look

at

N— The
an

nt

film is * * * as shallow and ig
effort to capitalize on the present

the movies have
Allan Dwan it ir
indeed, it is already
a veritable
mine at the box office, but at the sami
will be offensive to those who look
t
ound emotional values and truthful trananti-puritanisrm as

of

ffered.
d to be

—

j55^

DAILV

1926

16,

Directed by

—

Foreign Deals

Richmount

Pictures, Inc., foreign
distributors, has closed a number of
deals during the past two months.
They follow:
United Kingdom
To European M. P. Corp.
the serial,
"Phantom Police."
To Pathe Freres "The Flame Fighter,"
:

:

"Midnight

serial.

"The

Limited,"

Canvas

Kisser," "Something for Nothing" and "The
Battler."
To Vitagraph Co., Ltd.
Plain
"Just
Folks," "The Lucky Fool" and "Married."
To Ideal Films, Ltd.
"Pride of the
Force'' and "Easy Going Gordon."
To Western Import Co., Ltd. "Lend Me
Your Husband," "Youth for Sale," "Trail

u

Some New French Pictures
Paris
New pictures in production
include "The Chess Player," being directed by Raymond Bernard, director
of "The Miracle of the Wolves." Leon
Poirer is at work on "Zazavavindano."
This Week
"The Parson of the Vaudeville" is a Aster "The Big Parade"
Pierre
Colombier
feature.
Roger Broadway ''Mystery Club"
Lion recently commenced work on Cameo "So This Is Paris"
Capitol
"Duchess of Buffalo"
"Sonja Tartakoff."
Central
"Scarlet Letter"

—

On Broadway

:

Arrangements are now being made
by Phocea and Grandes Productions,
to jointly produce "Miss Helvett,"
operetta, by Boucheron and Audran
Dust," "Mad Marriage," "Geared to Go," in color.
What process will be used
"Under Fire," "Getting 'Em Right," "The is not yet announced.
Maurice KeRight
Man," "Youth's CJamble." "Safeguarded," "Quick Change," "New School roul and Georges Monca will direct.
Teacher" and a series of seven Border Pic- The star is not yet engaged, but
tures.
Henri Baudin will have a part.
To Butcher's Film Service: "Somebody's
:

:

Mother."
Australia

Australasian
art product.

Films,

Ltd.

the

:

Ray-

entire

Africa, South of the Equator
International Variety & Theatrical Agency:
eight
Dick Hatlon's. eight Ben Wilson's
five Ken Maynard's.
Argentine, Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile,
Boliva, Peru, Ecuador
Sociedad General Cinematografica
the en
tire
Raya'rt product, 26 two-reel comedies.

and

Mona Maris, the Argentine artiste,
recently featured in George Pearson's
Welsh - Pearson production
"The Little People," is starring in
"La Bonne Hotesse." This is a production by Mme. Bruno Ruby, producer

"La

Cabane

—
——
—
—
—
Colony "Scnor Daredevil"
Criterion — "Marc Nostrum"
Embassy — "lien Hur"
Loew's New York — Today — "Mantrap"
Tuesday— "The KickofI'' and "The W
Warning .Signal"
Wednesday — "Rolling Home"
Thursday — "Hero of the Big .Shows"
Friday —^"Honesty Is the Best Policy" and
"West of the Rainbow's End"
Saturday —^"Great Deception"
.Sunday — "Devil's Island"
Mark Strand — "Amateur Gentleman"
— "Variety"
Rialto
— "Loves
Rivoli
Ricardo"
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark iStrand — "Into Her Kingof

dom"

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
Broadway — Undetermined
Cameo— "So This
Paris"
Capitol — "Battling Butler"
Central — "Scarlet Letter"
Colony— "Flaming Frontier"
Criterion— "Mare Nostrum"
day, when "Beau Gcste" opens.
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Mark Strand — "Black Pirate"
—

Astor

Is

d'Amour."
*
With Mona Maris are Rachel Dcvions of life in their cinemas *
LEGRAM * * • there is no player
until
Wednes"Her Sacrifice," "How to Do the Charles- rys, Henri Duval, Georges Terof, M.
ocked" who does not give an adequat< ton," 26 one-reel scenics, "Main Street the Zoubir and Jack Salvatori.
There is
)rniance, from Noah Beery down.
Th<
World Over' 'and "That Old Gang of Mine." only one other woman film
producer
ettable thing is that the play isn't a:
Universal Pictures Corp.
"The Phantom
*
Rialto
"Variety"
as the acting. *
Police." "The FlaWre Fighter," "The Mys- in France, Mme. Germaine Dulac.
Rivoli--"The Showoff"
[MES— * * * There isn't much of thi tery Pilot," "Trooper 77,'' "Fighting for
Henri Roussell, producer of "Vio- Warners "Don Juan"
Fame" and "Scotty of the Scouts.'
tead act about "Padlocked," it beinj
—
Max Glucksmann four Richard Holt's and lettes Imperiales," "Destinee," etc. Brooklyn Mark Strand "Amateur Gentletly a moral dissertation on the evil tha'
man"
"The
13th
Girl."
is
now
busy
with
"L'lle
Enchantee,"
do in the name of righteousness, which
right so far as it goes, but not very
which is a story of Corsica. The
ling.
chief players are Jean Angelo, Gas- Child Employment Causes Charges
Dahme Discusses Germany
ORLD — * * * is an uneven, tortuous
ton Jacquet, Vital Geymond, Paul
Okmulgee, Okla.
Eight charges
heavy hodge-podge, none of which is verjr
Berlin
F. A. A. Dahme, animator Jorge,
Renee Heribel and Mario have been filed against Charles
i drama,
but most of which avoids dull
and
title
illustrator,
who
been
has
by virtue of its ever-changing m'ood and
Nasthasio.
The scenario is by M. Blaine, manager of the Morgan, for
Melodrama, farce,
burlesque
and touring Germany, makes the followRoussell.
employing children under 18 in
edy are in it.
of

:

—

It

ii

il

:

.

—

'

:

II

—

'

—

:.

ing

he

work

ry,

Douglas

(me

Eddy

is

Moran,

Miss

of

Mr.
and

Fairbanks, Jr.,
especially good. * *

Noah
Heler

"It

observations:

hard to find picture theaters
This is true of all cities except Berlin.
The displays are poor; no
canopies, no electric light effects; just a few
stills
and a poorly made poster or two
in

around the entrance.
House Changes Hands
"In Stuttgart I attended one of the two
The Aris, now under largest houses. The feature was Rin-TinTin
in 'The Night Cry.'
Intermission after
Rowland & Clark, has been
;e to
chased by Andrew P. Weschler, every reel. A Buster Brown comedy and a
German prizefight picture rounded out the

Erie

Pa.

rie,

—

ler of the Colonial.

performance.

"The German people are not 'movie mad.'
They will not miss a legitimate play, but

Another Portland House
Ore.

Portland,

—This

city's

they

fever-

theater activity is supplemented
announcement of a $250,00 house
Fiftieth St. and Foster Rd.
Sax

restment Co.

is

—A

ioston
it features

Formed

new department to exknown as an accessory

department has been formed
the M.-G.-M. branch with Milton

vice

in

Is

charge.

Adapting "Antic Hay"
-Isie

Werner

it

will

prepare the con-

for "Antic Hav," Aldous Huxnovel, which will be made in the
next spring.

Morton Gets Fifth House
Winnipeg.
Henry
Morton,
A.

—

of five theaters, has acquired
Rialto, formerly managed by H.
iberg, and has moved his Monier_

equipment

the Rialto, reling the house.
In addition, he
IS the
Gaiety, Wonderland, Cresand Park,
he "New Monarch" has been re1

leled.

to

themselves

exert

to

a

see a
a his-

heavy drama or
toric-production.
They compare the movie
(especially
the American)
with a yellow
journal.
'American movies' fool the public, I was told last night by a manager of
a Ufa house * * *"
movie, unless

Parisian

it

is

a

Tax and Admission Figures
By

Arrangement

with

"La Cinematographie Francaise"
Paris An interesting comparison
of taxes derived from picture theaters
in Paris shows that more than 4.642,000 francs were collected in 1925 than
in 1924, although the number of theaters operating in 1925 was two less
than the year previous.
The summary follows:

—

lity

s

not

will

sponsor.

Service Department

Year

No. of
Houses

(fcs.)

.

German Program Touring

An all-German
making

166 in June
monthly report of the German
Board of Censors shows 166 pictures received permits during June, as compared with
189 in May.
The June total is divided as
Berlin

— The

119 pictures of German origin, 33
follows:
from the United States, and 14 from other
From Julv 1, 1925.
European countries.
to July I, 1926, a total of 565 films passed
the censors, of which 218 were German, 246
American and 101 from other countries.
Official German import figures for April
show films brought into the country amounted to 9,400 kgs., worth 250.000 marks, while
exports figured at 121,500 kgs., worth 2,Net figures for the first
104,000 marks.
quarter are: 58,700 kgs. of imports, worth
1,357,000, and 442,000 kgs. of exports, worth

8,993,000.

Berlin Theater

Honors Lubitsch

—

Berlin The Mozartsaal, one of the
Ufa chain, honored Ernst Lubitsch
recently by setting aside an "Ernst
Lubitsch Week," during which the
entire program
director.

was devoted

to

this

Maurice Engel Seriously 111
Kansas City Maurice Engel,

—

16,8.37,248.94

gering

one time

and

will be roofed before

sets

in.

cost

St.

The

about

project
$200,000.

is

bad weather
expected to

Missouri Altered
Louis The Missouri

—

the States

publicity

illness.

New

KANSAS CITY

Acts for Stanley Circuit

New acts for the Stanley houses
program is
theaters in Minne- opening this week are: Stanley, Philthe bill are several adelphia, Joe Fejer and his band;
film

New

theater

has opened after extensive remodelling and renovating.
Besides repainting and the construction of a
new floor in the lobby, a vanishing
orchestra pit has been installed and
the projection booth has been enlarged to about double its previous size.
In addition to this, the house has
been thoroughly equipped with new
lighting effects.
Over the orchestra
pit, back stage and on the rim of the
balconj', spots have been placed to
aid in presentation effects.

4,642,331.30

a tour of
Included in
sota.
films made by the German health
resorts, having U. S. offices in

Williams, songs; Aldine, WMmington, Seven Musical Girls; Met-

Tom

Accompanying the program ropolitan. Washington, Loomis Twins,
The program will later songs; Branford, Newark, Herbert
is a lecturer.
Kenney and Lew Cameron, dances.
make a tour of the whole country.

York.

Start on 5200,000 House
Klamath
Falls,
Ore.— H.
W.
Poole's new house here is under way

at

20.479,416.00

(fcs.)
2.S,121,747..^n

I,S7

German Censors Pass

director for Columbia, is at a local hospital making
a gallant fight for life against a lin-

Taxes

Groisd Raciipts

n7.44.^..S24.45
1924
159
100,606, 575. .SI
Increase of Rceipts for 1925.
Increase of taxes for 1924
192.S

Charleston contests.

very

is

Germany.

SEPT. 9th

THE
12

3-Cornered Scramble
have

(Continued jtom Page 1)
been active at various times

in

efforts to purchase the chain.
until several months ago therewas no clash of interests of the cirUniversal
cuit operators in the state.
had a lone Wisconsin house, the_ Al-

Up

Milwaukee, while Fischchain
Theaters
Paramount
er's
whose stronghold is Madison, operEntrance of
ated in that section.
l)oth firms into Fond Du Lac gave

hambra,

in

indication that

were

to be

the

policies
Shortly after
finished, Saxe

isolation

abandoned.

the building race was
announced plans for a

Madison house
and then both companies announced
theaters for Oshkosh with Saxe getting control of the Maxcey interests
Fischer has
to dominate the city.
announced plans for a Kenosha
house, while Saxe is strengtheninfj
his position at Kenosha through rebuilding of the Rhode.
Kenosha that Universal
It is at
will enter into the case, with the
paths of all three circuits crossing
for the first time, in event Fischer
goes through with the Kenosha proUniversal is set to build at
ject.
Kenosha having announced a $456,000 house. This move Universal expects to bolster with closing of a deal
for the Silliman-Grauman holdings
in Milwaukee, embracing 11 of the
city's best outlying theaters.
I.
with
Universal,
Meanwhile,
Friedman, is building a $1,000,000
house at Racine with Saxe, and possibly Fischer, declared ready to enter
that choice "spot."

Joplin Preparing
Preparations are beMo.
Joplin,

—

ing made for the start of work on
the Jojilin-Egvptian, which Universal
will build here at a cost of $520,000.
The house will seat 2,000. The the.
ater will be patterned after Loew's
State, St. Louis, the entrance and
lobby leading to the mezzanine floor

which
tiie

will

be on a lower level than

street entrance.

Universal Remodeling

—

Booneville, Mo. The Lyric, forniof the Sears Circuit, and now a
Universal house, is now undergoing
repairs.
The entire floor elevation i^
Ijcing changed and .^lc?l girders being built in.
crl>'

Saxe Firms Gets Nob Hill
Saxe Amuse. Co.
Portland, Ore.

—

has taken over the Nob Hill theater
formerly operated by E. H. Marsden
& Sons. It is being remodc'ed.

—

is

berg

is

former owner.

Perazzo Buys Frisco House
San Francisco Vincent Perazzo

—

the

new owner

of the

is

Diamond.

Dismantling Theater
Detroit
The
Revue,
Ave and W. 83d St. owned by Sam
Fine, is being dismantled and will be
converted into stores.
Cleveland

—

"Lemon

Retrieving a

exploit-o-grams of proved businessbuilding power have made a success
of Ye Jester, an open-air theater, located at a resort high up in the fastness of the mountains of Arrowhead
Lake. The theater built originally for
lease, reverted to the resort company
which employs Dr. Ralph L. Powen

manager.

Offering seven changes a week
with features of five to nine reels,
mostly First National, supplemented
by short subjects, Power cut prices
to 25 and 35 cents, with loges at
Loges, at the lower cost,
75 cents.

were

at

once popular.

As aomfort
open

was the need of the
loges were added and

evidently

air theater,

more

good cushioned seats provided for them. The
dreary lobby was fixed up with a little fish
pond at one corner of the entrance.
Pine
and cedar boughs draped the walls and Colored lights give a charming general eflFect.
Three-sheets were used for feature pictures
and were run up and down the Rim of the
World drive on a flivver for a ballyhoo.
Twelve one-sheets were framed and placed at
various public camps and stores with a ten
mile radius.
Slides and trailers were also
employed to advantage.
On theater boards 11 x 14's and publicity
stills were used.
Special nights were a feature
Country store, presents to the ladies

—

kiddies on certain nights, were a
big drawing card. Combination tickets at certain times admit patron to the picture and
dance afterward.
The theater is of the style of the Norman
English ardhitecture prevailing in the Lake

and

the

A

Arrowhead woods.

bathing beauty parade

was held recently foUowed by an electrical
parade and the three winning girls were given
the titles of "The Misses Lake Arrowhead."
A bed of iris is in place of an orchestra pit.
The orchestra doubles in brass and plays for
the dance and offers solos at the show.
There is an amateur night semi-weekly.
A
big electric sign on a hill and ornamental
lights leading to the theater are attractive.
It is an example of what hray be done when
a thing is running down hill by application
of showmanship, hard work and good judg-

ment

Work

Started at Boston
of the site has
started for a theater for Simon Rud-

Boston

— Clearing

nick,

Warren and Waverly

bury

district.

Sts.,

the

Now

—

Wigwam.

New House

for

Hackensack

—

Hackcnsack, N. J. Franklin Backer is building a house on North Van
Brunt St., with a capacity of 2 000.

Aurora House Has

new owner

—

of the

L.

New Owner

W.

Fstus

pictures.

"Exploit-O-Grams" is intendet
a ready reference for the busy s
man. File them away. Here i
"at-your-elbow" service of pub
ideas when you run these pict

Governor Opens Exchange
Albany Gov. Smith officially opened the Fox exchange here in cere- Send in your "Exploit-0-Gra
monies which were attended by offi- and help the other fellows who\,
cials of Albany, Troy, Utica, Pough- helping you.
keepsie and Schenectady.

—

"The Bat"

Grant Resigns

—

is

the

(United

Paterson
Louis M. Grant

Greely residents got quite a 1
Paterson, N. J.
when, on opening their doors,
has resigned as manager of the New
Montauk. Frank G. King, who has were greeted with sinister warni
been managing the Capitol, succeeds posted on sticks placed at advant
ous positions in their yards. Tha
him.
it was a thrill until they came cl
to note the reading under the "W
Pierce a* Albemarle
ing" printed on a bat outline, w
Albemarle, S. C. Ed Pierce, form- told the mnot to miss the
show
erly of the Rialto at Hill, is asso- Two thousand
stickers were pi;
ciated with E. L. Hearne in manage- between
midnight and dawn, so

—

ment

of the

—

Alameda.

stunt was maximum effective.
Perrin, Sterling, Greely, Colo.

Spjringfield House Progresses
Springfield, 111.
Work is progressing rapidly on the $2,000,000 theater
and office building being erected at

—

5th and Jefferson Sts.

Murphy to Run Third House
Wollaston, Mass. Fred Murphy
has purchased a site on Hancock St.,

—

for

houses

He

theater.

a

in

controls

two

Quincy.

New Oregon

Exhibitor at Muskogee

—

New House

Forty-five hundred photo;
like number':
Richard Dix were sent to men
women throughout the city. E
carried a description of the star
plemented by a green card wri;
terest.

Lois Wilson and a

|

for

Falls,

longhand, urging persons inter
ed in the Bureau to call a gi
'phone number for further infori
tion.
At this time a teaser canipsi
was started in the newspapers, po
ing out the advantages and disadv'
tages of matrimony.
Pat Mc(
Criterion Theater, Oklahoma City,
in

Theater

Muskogee, Okla. E. B. Shafer
the new owner of the Strand.

Turner

(Paramoimt)
Established a Matrimonial Bui
sufficiently in advance of shov
to secure a maximum of public

<

Portland,
Ore.— The Hollywood
has opened at East Broadway and
Sandy Boulevard, Rose City Mark.

New

"Let's Get Married"

is

—

—

Building One in Providence
Providence,
R.
I.
Capt.
Jacob
Conn is building a house in the 01-

—

neyville section.

Jacksonville House Re-Opens
Jacksonville
Following alterations
the
Temple has re-opened under
management of Jesse L. Clark.

—

Theater for Clyde, N.

—

Clyde, N. Y.
A Iheaici
here on Glasgow St.

is

Y

$35,000

(Universal)
Tie-up with a local newspaper
a Finger Print Contest with the id

"Does your finger print closely
scmble that of Lon Chaney?" Ch
print was featured, w
of the contest.
sp:
was provided for the marking of
thumb prints with instructions h
to make them, either by pressing

—

Sell Paterson, N. J., House
Patcrson, N. J.^oseph and William Daly have sold the Daly to
Frank A. McBride.

thumb on an ink pad or rubbing
with a soft lead pencil. This cont
was run for a full week before
Theal
opening.
Keith's
State
Dayton, O.

—

"Miss Brewster's Millions"
(Paramount)

at Augusta
— Maine
Theater

Colonial

ney has joined Tiffany and will cover
western Mas.sachusc"tts and Rhode

A

details

full

costing

$35,000.

The "million dollar" feeling of
swim was stressed in a campaign
on

ed

idea.

Plans for Boston House Ready
Boston
Preliminary
plans
are
ready for the $400,000 Kenmore to
be erected by R. A. Olinder, 80 Fed-

—

the
It

bathing

was

a

beauty

dual

c

b
cont

occasion,

opening of house and picture. A
cal drug store booked-up and suppl
Brc
F.
the bathing suits.— W.
Strand, Knoxville, Tenn.

eral St.

Varney Joins Tiffany
Providence, R. I.— ("Chick") VarIsland.

thumb

ey's

planned

House

Augusta,
Me.
Corp. is to build

Law"

"Outside the

Turner Falls

Hollywood.

Stewart at Johnstown
Johnstown, Colo. D. j. Stewart
has purchased the Gem.

Artists')

at

Mass. D. P. Shea
Roxplans a $65,000 house designed by
John H. McNaughton.

on Own
.San Francisco
Nat Holt has resigned as manager of the Granada
and has purchased a half interest in
Holt

Brief outlines of practical exp
They give all nece.
information the exhibitor neei
put them over.
They have
money for others. They will
money for you. This daily H
tion stunts.

reau is planned at the Hippodrome, which reopens Aug. 30,
with continuous vaudeville and

—

16,

Exploit- O- Grat

Information Bureau
A tourists' information bu-

Exploit-O-Grams
Los Angeles Variety in methods
of advertising and the employment of

as

Monday, August

1)

Enterprising Manager Puts OpenAir House on Paying Basis with

Aurora, Col.

Market St. House Dismantled
San Francisco The new Central
Aaron Goldbeing dismantled.

-;xi^DAILY

Wyoming Changes
Wyo.— D. & M. Circ
acquired the Gem from Thor

Shcrid;in,

Eagles Building at Attleboro

—

Attleboro,
Mass.
The
Eagles
lodge has awarded contract for the
$350,000 theater it is sponsoring.

has

Kirby who has purchased the E
Worland, from J. W. Corder,
erator of the Temple at Cody.
at

THE
August

liy,

16,

s&m

DAILY

1926
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Hollywood Happenings
Vaughn's Next

Albert's

Vaughn

preparing to
w.irk on her next feature, "SherW as Right."
(It a

D'Arcy
D'Arcy

|r

is

in "Valencia"
will not be seen in a

role in "The Mysterious Islfor he has been requisitioned

Evangelism Picture
Winifred

Dunn

story based
evangelism.

inal

There Is No
Mystery

is writing an origon the subject ol

Carew Supports Sills
Edmund Carew has an important role in Milton Sills' new picture" Men of the Dawn."
Arthur

Valencia."

Lou

Tellegen Directing
Tellegen is directing
Honor" for Fox. It

About

"His
his
Wife's
is
O'Brien
George
ginia Valli and
first directorial effort.
the leads in "A Royal Roe," being produced by Fox.
Goodrich on "Rough Riders"
John Goodrich is doing the script
Che Wind" for Lillian Gish
lian Gish is to star in "The of "The Rough Riders."
," which M.-G.-M. recently purValli-O'Brien

Team

Successful

Tyler Starts New Picture
Tyler has begun shooting on
his newest western for F. B. C,
ick Pickford Opposite Lille
Bob De:k Pickford has signed to appear "Cowpunching for Cupid."
ixit Smiling," opposite Beatrice Lacy is directing and Doris Hill has
Sam Taylor will direct for the leading feminine role.
d.

Advertising

Tom

M.
Mildred Harris Returning
Mildred Harris has abandoned her
(ard Directing "Little Journey"
bert Z. Leonard is to direct "The vaudeville tour and will return to the
Journey," instead of Hobart screen to appear opposite Rod La
;

whose next picture will be
'Grey Hat."

e)
J

,

Back on Fox Lot

K-

ed Howes is now playing the
lead in "Wings of the Storm,"
h J. G. BIystone is directing al
Virginia Brown Faire has the
r

lead.

Rocque

De Mille-Metropolitan Busy
pictures are in production,
in final stages of preparation
[five in the cutting and preview
at the De Mille and Metroan studios.
1;

'i

"The Cruise

"Oh, Promise Me."

district

^ondon has been reproduced for
'inkletoes," Colleen Moore's new

Lynn Reynolds

Viola Beginning Series
Viola Dana will start work shortly on her first of her six features for
F. B. O., "They're Of?" as soon as
she completes her role opposite Milton Sills for First National.

Lockwood's Son in Pictures
Finish First
Lockwood, Jr., has entered
The first of
ires
and has a small bit in starring Slim
inkletoes," Constance Talmadge's completed at
picture.
Dick Smith.

Limehouse Setting
Limehouse

Motion Picture
Industry

direct.

irold

section of the

of the Jas-

Ethel Shannon with Hoot
Ethel Shannon has been selected
to play the role of a San Francisco
society girl opposite Hoot Gibson in
will

jiree

in

per B."

to the

Summerville Comedy
a series of 13 comedies

Summerville has been

"U" under

direction of

Edward Marshall Joins Fox
Fox has added Edward Marshall,
former vaudeville "Chalkologist," to
its

scenario

staff.

are.

Adamson Signed by F. B. O.
Burns and Vorhaus Titling
Ewart Adamson, scenarist, who is
:ssie Burns and Bernard Vorhaus
secretary of the Screen Writers Guild,
: been assigned by B. F. Fineman
has rigned a long term contract with
io the titles on "Forever After"
F. B. O.
:h

Harmon Weight

!^aura

Brides
le

at

directed.

In MacLean Film
La Plante Title Chosen
Otis Harlan, Emily Fitzroy and
Will Be Brides" will ba Charles Gerrard are in the cast of
Universal

with

Laura La

starring.
William Seiter will
ct as soon as he finishes direction

ite

"The
:inald

Cheerful

Fraud"

starring

"Hunting Trouble," the
Douglas MacLean's latest.

On "The

title

for

Splendid Outcast"

George Archainbaud is at work at
First National on "The Splendid Out-

Denny.

Bob Custer Vacationing
cast" with Milton Sills starring. The
ob Custer is spending a week at cast includes Viola Dana, Natalie
onado before making his next Kingston, Alma Bennett, Montague
tern

for

F.

B.

O.,

"Two Gun

Director Jack Nelson is
ervising the completion of the
pt.
Ruth Todd will write the

Coy.''

:s.

Love, Arthur Edmund Care\ve. WilMong, Charles Murray,
liam
V.
Claude King, Arthur Stone and William Humphries.
It is a version of
the novel, "The Legionaire."

The Film Daily
*^A

Publication o£ Progress

i»

THE

Location Library
A.

j5B^

DAILV

14

S.

C. to Maintain

and Motion

Bureau

Pictures

(Continued from Page

Stills

Available

for Producers
Los Angeles A location
designed to meet the needs

—

—

150 Theaters in

library,

of A. S,
C. members as well as those of producers generally, is the latest unit in
tlie program of the American Society
of Cinematographcrs for the current
year, according to Daniel B. Clark,
president.
The library is being formulated
with regard to the expert and pictorial eye of the cinematographer, and is
intended as a specialized aid to those

producing organizations which already maintain their own location

Year
1)

houses in 35 cities of the state, according to Fabian. Ten of the houses
are playing combination programs
whilQ. six have a seating capacity of
2,000 or over.

world, with emphasis laid on those
in the American West, which is nearest the film capital, the base of operations of all production activities.
Arrangements are also being made
to include not only still photographa
in the library, but to list motion picBy carrying cinture film as well.
ema positive as a part of the enter-

cinematographcrs and thein
prise,
producers will be enabled to see just
how a given location will appear on
the screen before they risk company
money and time in traveling a great
distance to the spot in question.
The photographing of such locations will be done under the direction
of the American Society of Cinematographcrs, with complete data being kept as to what lenses, exposures, stock and the like were em-.
ployed in the making.
Clark and his fellow members of
the A. S. C. believe that a location
library, maintained strictly from a
will
perspective,
cinematographic
serve to reduce this phase of film production to something of an exact

All of the resources of the
American Society of Cinematographscience.

crs will be marshalled to make this
ver»ture a success.
Already included in the library, arci
representative scenes of the follow-Painted Canyon dising locations:
trict, 38 miles east of Palm Springs

Zion Canyon and Bryce Canthe state of Utah; Puget
Sound and Seattle Wash., and vicinity;
San Juan Islands; Lake
Washington; Ranier National ParkLake Chelan; Olympia peninsula
country; Poodle Dog Pass and the
Calif.;

in

Stanley stock has been on the rise
almost without interruption since the
beginning of August. Saturday, the
issue closed at 78J/2, six points higher
than Aug. 1, and 3j4 points over
Friday.

Remodeling at Haltnorth
Cleveland M. B. Horovitz, general
manager of the Washington Circuit,

—

completely remodeling the Haltnorth, installing new electric signs,
new lobby, new interior decorations,
new seats, new screen, new mechaniical equipment and
a new organ.
is

Fairbanks Offers Trophy
Douglas Fairbanks has
presented a trophy for the champion
broncho rider at the stampede which
is a feature of the Civic Centenary
this week in connection with "The
Black Pirate" at the Regent."

Ottawa

—

Two

And

FOR

We have no sympathy for thtf
Orpheum Shows Bolstered
Winnipeg The Orpheum now has low who answered, when tald bfij
assistant a new Exploit-O-Gramm
a larger show than ever before. The
program now comprises seven acts of arrived: "Is it collect?"
vaudeville, one more than previously.
a feature and short subjects.
Only
Eddie Sutherland discussing "gij!

—

one

performance

is

now

given

at

—

Two More

Newport, Pa. Carl Hecht is reopening the Newport, leased from
Miss Sarah McBride, who continues
as manager.
He recently leased her
Mifflin house, which is added to his
string embracing several towns.
Contract Let at Rockford
Rockford, 111. Contract has been
let
for the $700,000 theater to be

—

It will seat 2,500.

—

house seating 1,100, is reopening tomorrow under management of James
T. Moxley, manager of the Imperial.
Both the Imperial and Canital were
owned by the late Harry Brouse.

er treasurer of
to,

is

the

succeeding
leased

the

J.

of

the

Capitol,

Ray Tubman who has
Regent,

—

Albany, N. Y. Notices of liquidahave been filed with the Secretary of State by the Piniel Amuse.
Co. and the Flash
fee. Co., both
of Manhattan.
tion

Am

from

Ottawa,

Famous.

The same

article

tells

Cleveland House Changes Hands
Cleveland Martin Polcar has sold
the Lakeview to Findling & Ott.

—

TRAILE RS

^

oerhead m.ounted and mounted.

SFI

I

ffATC

\±{(y%'^V:^<^

—

Evansville Theater Planned

—

Washington and Kentucky Aves.

—

Hess Opens Monte Vista House
Monte Vista, Cal. Dave Hess has

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE
"WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROIvI

THE NEGATIVE

—

()l)ened the

new Granada.

Sunbeam, Clay Center, Neb. Opens
Clay Center, Neb.— The Sunbeam
has
opened under ownership of
Messrs. Beams and Swails.

Kokomo Reopening
Kokomo,
opens Sept.

Ind.
1.

— The

Victory

re-

M

alized the difficulty in filling
part. Sutherlarid caught Swain
as the barber had clipped the whk
ers. It took six weeks more to gi
a neiv crop.
In the interim, stxi

gF*m>]i!HBi»liJ!B3!mm
«<p

Evansville, Ind.
Details have been
completed for a 750-seat theater at

of

Swain's $30,000 beard. Stvain sn
six weeks developing the hirl
adornment, but quit the cast beca
the pace ivas too rapid. Chaplins
.'a

Comstock, Bethel Exhibitor
Bethel,
Mo. E. Comstock has
purchased the Bethel from Tole & La
Tier.

Ci

i

Tubman Post

— Neville, formthe Pantages, Toron-

manager

he "yessed"

three years. One of Char
peculiarities, a la Sutherland, is
he repeats an idea five or six ti
and expects the same enthusiastic,
ception each time. In the three y li
he worked with Chaplin, the ciedian praised Sutherland but tlb
times.
It's all in Collier's.
lin for

Ottawa Capital Reopening
Ottawa The Capital, a downtown

Neville Gets
Hamilton, Out.

in Collier's adiuits

^ y(o\ <V)kP Jo^gfa

—

erected here.

—

Firms Dissolve

Charter Short Subject Exchange
Dover, Del. The Rialto Short Subattendant snow-capped mountain dis-- ject Exchange of Haverford, Pa., has
trict; the Monte Crisco region; thq been incorporated here with capitalicountry about Mt. Baker, Mt. Shuk- zation of $10,000.
san and Green River Gorge; Sookc
river canyon district; forest in the
Cardington House Sold
Jordan River valley; Mr. Arrow-<
Cardington, O. Fred L. Hindman
smith; Cameron Lake and numer- l)ought the Dreamland from E. C.
ous other scenes in British Columbia Carter.

Hecht Gets

1!

Canadian Theater Changes
Important changes affecting theaters at Edmonton and CalThat's Thatt
gary, Aha, and Vancouver, have just
taken place.
Harold Bishop, manBy PHIL. M. DALV^^
ager of the Empress, Edmonton, has
been appointed manager of the CapiCrying Out Loud" has
tol, Calagry.
purchased for filming.
J .V. Winning, manS
ager of the Dominion, Vancouver, men will be right in their elei|
succeeds Bishop at the Empress, Ed- selling it.
t:
monton.

Ottawa

night, as well as the matinees.

The new undertaking, it is planned, will contain pictorial reproducthroughout the
-tions of locations

16,

s'

Ninety-five per cent of the theaters
in Newark, all those in the Oranges
are controlled by the circuit which
has houses at Bloomfield, Montclair,
Elizabeth, Passaic, Ridgewood, Pat^
erson,
Pompton, Cranford, Townsend, Hackensack and others.
Headquarters of the Stanley-Fabian Corp. will be in Newark, operating under jurisdiction of officers of
the parent company in Phialdelphia.

bureaus.

yon,

Monday, August

cLica^,lll.
fi4^ So.mliAcL Ave.

New'V&rk City

i26West46*

«5W

Sf..

TST^r

LosAn^eIe5,Od.
tt)12

So.Vcnuonc Av*.

—
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And How!

n

"Kleig Eyes"

Cure

18,

1926

Price 5 Cents

Gish Series for Paramount
It

reported

is

that
for

before

J.

.

D.

Bureau of Standards Suggests Cerium Williams sailed
London lasli
"Red" Grange flashed
Oxide Glass in Front
Wednesday he arranged for Famous
across the field and made
of Arcs
to
distribute
the three remaining
Washington A screen of glass pictures in the Dorothy Gish series
s touchdown yesterday, there
Seemingly every containing a small percentage of cer^ which British National is making.
(ere cheers.
uim oxide, placed in front of the arc The titles are "London," "Tip Toes"
|)rtion of the theater contributlights used to illuminate studios, haa and "Madame Pompadour."
Pictures that move been suggested by the Bureau of
its yells.
audience that way are all too Standards as a means of protecting
Valentino Resting Fairly Well
the eyes of actors from the effects
re.
Rudolph Valentino's condition folof exposure to the ultra violet rays.
Better get ready for "One
The .glass would absorb the rays lowing an operation for appendicitis
inute To Play." It's going to shorter than 350 millimicroms, which is fair. He is still in danger but if
a bearcat at the box-office, are absorbed by the camera lens be- the peritonitis condition remains local, he will recover.
At 11 o'colck
rst run, second run, any kind fore they reach the film.
last night, he was reported to be
of
window
glass
one-fourth
A
sheet
wrong.
possibly
go
run
can't
a
comfortably.
M.
Joseph
of an inch thick would exclude somci resting
Schenck and Norma Talmadge visits
Some Reasons Why

gHEN
,

—

I

many

'e!el)rity"

pictures

the

so-called

here's

from F. B. O. that will tell a
There is no doubt
(Iferent story.
;out the success of "One Minute To
And
.lay."
It simply cannot miss.
le

"Red" Grange

is

There

a surprise.

nothing of the camera-shy about
He never appeared on a stuo stage before, but you wouldn't
low it from that which appears on
i

Im.

His tremendous vogue
is, of course, a mat-

screen.

1e

over America

;

of history.

1-

Ill

'IS

The

receipts at foot-

went sky high when Grange
Those who
attraction.
the

tills

Iven't

seen his pigskin gymnastics
about him. Take any big
newspaper and check thq

sp3rts stars.

JThe production has genuine merit,
a darnhim, of
'urse, it hits any old heights you
Sam
ight want to place on it.
ood directed and did a thoroughly

good

of the law
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3 Deals Ratified

—
—

—

Rochester Combine

—

aters

Real Entertainment
fithout

arm

Elsie Janis, Vitaphone Star
Elsie Janis has been signed to star
Less Film Entering That Country in for Vitaphone in a presentation being Stanley Stockholders Approve Chain
Acquisitions Directorate Up to
First Half of '26 -As Against
arranged for "The Better 'Ole."
18 Members
Same Period in 1925
She will re-enact her songs, stories
Philadelphia At a special meeting
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY and imitations as given back of the
of the stockholders of the
Washington Although British im- lines during the war. The picture Co. of America, the plan for Stanley
the acports were, in the aggregate, some- is to have its premiere in October quisition of the
Mark-Strand, the FaColony.
at
the
what more extensive during the secbian and the Rowland and Clark cirond, than in the first quarter of 1926,
cuits was ratified.
The properties
Companies
Formed
Universal
Four
totaling 12,200,000 linear ft, against
are being taken over by transfer of
foreign
subsiDel.
Four
Dover,
10,000,000 ft. or 22,200,000 ft. in six
Stanley stock.
For this purpose, it
months, there was no approach to diaries of Universal Pictures Corp. became necessary to issue an addiare
They
chartered
here.
have
been
the figures for the first half of 1925,
tional block to the extent of about
when they aggregated 154,742,426 ft., located in China, Java, Egypt and 250,000 shares. Stockholders also apCapital of each is set
according to advices from the Consul Porto Rico.
proved this action. The by-laws were
at $10,000.
{Contimied on Page 4)
amended to increase the board of directors from 15 to 18 members. Moe
At the Universal office here, it
Mark, Jacob Fabian and Jaraes B.
was stated that formation of separate
Clark
are the additions.
has
foreign countries

Rochester. N. Y. Owners of 11
houses here have organized a corpo'ily
neighborhood
nount of space devoted to sports as ration to replace old
houses in the city. The corporation
department
lainst any other one
as yet unnamed, has for its first venThen endeavor to ture the construction of the $250,000
iws excepted.
'mpute the incalculable interest the New Park, replacing the house now
will
merican public has in athletics and owned by John G. Schultz. He
be manager of the new house. The-

;

(.Continued on

Exports to U. K. Drop

Ive read

'

out, police assert.
Not only will the

—

why:

Ire is

fiance of the Reade circuit, which
operates two houses there is not to
be tolerated, and the firm's attack on
the antiquated laws must be stamped

patient.

panned

haven't

However,

expected.

as

(t

instances,

Serve Notice They
Will Arrest Patrons in Move
Against Sunday Shows
A new "wrinkle" will be introduced
by Plainfield, N. J., police in their
efforts to prevent Sunday shows. De-

prosecute the theater firm or its employees for future violations, but it
is
intended to arrest every patron
who attends a Sunday performance.
This was the notice served on David
W. Rodgers, when he appeared at
ed the hospital yesterday to see the police headquarters yesterday to ans-

(.Continued on Page 2)

'In

Jersey "Blues" Fight
Plainfield Police

Grange,

it

would be

picture.

in

the

combination

companies in all
been in progress for some time and
that no new policy was being carried
out in the foregoing cases.

Saenger Holding Managers School
New Orelans Saenger Theaters
and affiliated companies is sponsoring
a theater managers' training school,
modeled after the Publix courses.
F. Barry is conducting the classinclude; John
es, which will wind up Aug. 21.

Family, Strand, Murray, Princess,
Pullman, Astor, Lincoln, Stanley,
Clinton and Lyric.

With

—

Richards in From New Orleans
E. V. Richards of the Saenger
Amusement Co., New Orleans, is at
the Astor.

New

Florida Factor

Whittaker Off to Berlin

Sameth to Make Walsh Feature
Joe Sameth will produce a feature
starring George Walsh for Excellent
Pictures,
working in New York,
Nat Ross will direct.
Production
will start within a few days.
Later
Sameth will go to the Coa^Jo
four with Pete Morrison.

make

Shubert Corp. Issues Dividend

A

r larterly dividend of $1.25 per
share ^n the common stock has been
declared by the directors of the Shubert T' eater Corp., payable Sept. 15,
holders of record Sept. 1.
to sto
IX in

—

Cleveland String

Toledo J. A. Beidler has purchasByron Morgan wrote
Hollywood— Charles Whittaker has
Tampa, Fla.— Florida, hailed as the
very human and natural story ideal theater state of the nation by left for Berlin, where he will become ed the Pastime and National from
Any- Sam Katz, head of Publix Theaters, production representative for pictures John Spurlock, giving him six theainctuafed with many laughs.
ters.
The others are the East Audiidy will get a kick out of it.
is to witness the growth of a new cir- to be made by Ufa for Paramount
lendid job.

torium Eastwood. Royal and Savoy.
Toddy.
E. Shallenberger signed Grange. Meyer M.
Lakeland Work in Progress
Mark to Open Everett House
ow that the picture is ready to gO'
His company, known as Toddy
Lakeland, Fla. Razing of buildModern,
a
The
Mass.
Everett,
prowere
a
it
they
on
be known that
Theaters, Inc., is engaged
was gram which has for its object the new house in the Moe Mark circuit, ings at Lemon St., and Florida Ave.,
It
rong to the last man.
for the new Publix
lart showmanship.
The record wil! building up of a formidable chain of will open early next month. The to make way
theater, is in progress. The proposed
North
of
subsidiary
is
a
has
company
ove it.
theaters in Florida. Toddy, who
house is to cost $1,000,000.
American Theaters.
(Continued on Page 4)

There were

many

skeptics

when

cuil,

according to plans formulated by release.

.

:

—

—

KANN

—
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Financial
The
were

especially

films,

in

the active

end of the

the

at

ofl

issues,

Warner

day.

"A" and Warner Pictures dropped
Pathe Exand 1 point respectively
change "A" slipped 154, while other stocks
had fractional losses.

harmful rays,

1)

was

it

stated

bureau, but the best results
could be achieved by the use of thq
cerium oxide glass.
It is believed by bureau scientists
that, in the adoption of the suggested
method, it probably will be necessarj'
to use the white flame or 'yellow
flame carbon electrodes in the arq
lights and to sensitize the film to the
yellow and red region of the spectrum.
the

at

Jersey "Blues" Fight
(Continued from Page

a complaint for Sunday operation of the Park and Oxford, which
he manages at Plainfield for the
circuit.

The manager

in

is

New York

conferring with officials
of the circuit on the next move in
the campaign.

New

Jersey has a state law pro-

hibiting all work except of necessity
or charity on the Sabbath. There is
some speculation as to the possibility
of prosecuting patrons unless policq
seek to charge conspiracy to defeat
the law, which carries a heavier penalty than actual violation of the statute but conviction would be almost
impossible, it is believed.

^

;

Purpose"
Lowe and his

Unilt Sails
wife, Lilyan

"Increasing

Edmund

Tashman, arrived

in

New York

terday, joining Lila Lee,

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

Bal.

&

Sales

335^
3754
75/8
73/8

.

200
300
150

33^^
37/2
75/8

Katz Vtc. 75^

Balaban

&Katz.
Eastman Kodak
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116-4 115J^ 116
119'4
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.

Famous
Fam.

Players
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Pfd

Play.

*Film

Inspect

•First

Nat'l

.

103^4

.

Fox Film "A" ... 71
Fox Theaters "A" 2254
*Intern'l

42

71

22 J4

41^

4m
23}4

i9
55

19
55

"166
1,500

97
23
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97

1,200

51 >4

51

82 }4
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im

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

..

19

56
97
26
5

.

Skouras

Bros. ...
••Stan. Co. of Am.

52
82!^

8^

Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros
Pictures
Pict.

.

"A"

26 J4
30

*

Last Prices Quoted
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Bond Market
Bid and Ask

tt
•• Philadelphia

When

29^

think of
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you are thinking of

S

New House for Palm Beach
Palm Beach, Fla. Included among

—

several buildings to be erected here
by the Cooper C. Lightbown, construction engineers, will be a |500,000
theater, sponsored by E. F. Hutton
and J. Leonard Replogle, of New

100
600

T E B B

I

N

S

1540

W.

1

for

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant S040

18,

1926

Eddie Cantor Arriving Today

A

set of solid gold golf clubs will
presented to Eddie Cantor when
lie
arrives today from the Coast.
Stars from the Long Island studio
i)e

Famous

of

will make the presentaZiegfeld girls will attend also.

tion.

HAL ROACH

^^me<fif

Pa(\

i.

large gathering
many special repre-

the

sentatives present from Toronto and
other eastern cities.
Clarence Robson, Toronto, eastern division manager, brought regrets from N., L. Nathanson, managing director of tlia
corporation, who was absent from

Toronto
first

New York. Robson was
speaker at the business sesin

sions.

Present at the convention were!
R. Muir, district manager at Vancouver; Ralph Rufifner, Capitol, Vancouver; Walter F. Davis, Metropolitan, Winnipeg; J. V. Winning. Empress, Edmonton; C. S. Ferguson,
J.

Dominian, Nanaimo,

B.

C.

;

E.

P.

Mose Jaw;

Frank
Robson, Royal, Fort William; John This
Capitol,

Fields,

Hazza, Capitol, Calgary; L. C. Straw,
Colonial, Port Arthur; James Lynch,
Capitol, Regina; J. M. Robertson
Capitol, Victoria; J. B. Reisman, Capitol,
Brandon, Man.; Pete Egan^
Capitol,
light,

is

FREE

Exchange.

Edmonton;

F. Miley, DayP. Wilson, CapF. H. Gow, Broad-J. P. Pitner, Star-

W.

ALBANY

way, Vancouver;
land,
Nelson; Harold A. Bishop,
Capitol. Calgary; and the following
guests: J. B. Barron, Palace, Calgary;
K.
M. Leach, Strand; Maynard
Joiner, Grand, Calgary; George Findlay, Empire, Edmonton; J. A. CoopMotion Picr
er, Toronto, president
ture Distributors and Exhibitors of
Canada; R. S. Bell, First National
manager, Winnipeg; J. Berman, Toronoto, general manager, United Ar-'
tists;
and V. Armand, Winnipeg,
chief

projectionist

Western Canada and

Famous
of
others.

SEPT. 7th

for

John D.Tippett, Inc.

To Hollywood on Tuesday
makes
of

Lon

a 'Comerblock' cut furnished
Pathecomedies at your

for all

Moose Jaw;

Saskatoon;

Willon Fields, character actor

Omaha Suburban Opens Sept.
Omaha — Sept. 1 is the date set

who

a specialty in impersonations
Chaney, leaves for Hollywood

Raw Stock

Tuesday.
16th and on
Corby Sts., recently erected by Nebraska Theaters Corp., which opThe finishing touch of refinement on
crates several downtown houses and
an elaborate production is the
is planning a statewide chain of comhandcolortne by
bination houses.
at

Negative and Positive
All Colors

The Perfect Handcotoring of Film
528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
New York
Mornlngside 1776

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

t

t

T t T T T t

TtTT tt»tl ..li^

mm m
-WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
MOTION PICTURE FINANCING

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur

in

and there were

York.

Harris Visiting N. Y.
Charles Harris, manager of the
Boston, Boston, is in New York
on a business trip.

Market

ifov.

The trio sails today on
Mauretania for England, where
"One Increasing Purpose" is to be
made under direction of Harry Beaumont for Fox.

opening of the Corby

700

8

2554
28J4

2',666

'/i

97
30^4
45 /a
26

..

.

200
200

71

22 J4

Project.

Loew's, Inc
*Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Warner
Warner

'266
3,700

6

Pfd.

yes-

arriv-

the

High Low Close
33-^
3754

.

who

ed Monday.

Quotations

represented

itol,

Pictures
1

managers conventions ever held in
Canada was concluded here with
Canadian managers of Famous in attendance. H. M. Thomas, Western
general manager, presided. Theaters
from Port Arthur to the Coast were

the

1)

wer

Rcade

.Wednesday, August

Famous' Mgrs. Meet
Calgary — One of the best theater

Cure

"Kleig Eyes"

.^^a WffV^^UL THE NEWS

KrHEWSPAPEB

-;&»^DAILY

for

1

Producers
Laboratories
Distributors
Consult an organization ivith
resources and resourcefulness

Co., Inc,

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4S22

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-? STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN .A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

it's

hot

Harold lloyd
.

Directed by

SAM TAYLOR

Produced by Harold Lloyd Corporation

the latest and
^atest dean up

OF THEM
€

k

Wednesday, August

DAILY ^
Exploit ' O- Grams

tHE

I

%^tSlHB

Brief outlines of practical exploiter
They give all necessary
tion stunts.
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exp'loit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

^hese great
UirecFOrf are

working for mt[

indtpenaent
mavhctj
^-*^^-;Alexanden
Arkatov
director i:f\

W^%
Terriss'

yiredoo

File

them away.

Exports to U. K. Drop
(Continued from Page

1)

the

Department

of

DOLLARS"
Albert
J.Kelly
director

(

mi days:

*-^^>'

Knoles
'director

WIVES'

m

another

record
set bi

Tdeforeiqn

imnbutm..

INTEKOCfANfllMCOW.

"Lots*

DO

"at-your-elbow" service of
half year, the total of which was near- "Nearly a Lady;" H. B. Warner in
ideas w/ien you run these pictures. ly 3,000,000 ft. less than in the first
"The Lost Paradise;" Edgar Sel"Exploit-0-Grams,"

Send in your
three months
and help the other fellows who are

wyn

of 1924.

"The Arab?"

in

decline in the first half
helping you.
of 1926 may be attributed almost entirely to over saturation of the market
"Monte Carlo"
in anticipation of the re-imposition of
(M.-G.-M.)
the duties, the effect of which has not
Copies of the producer's announceyet been eliminated, according to rement book for exhibitors for the new ports in England.
season's productions were made a part
British exports aggregated" 33,490,of an exhibition of modern advertising
The library 245 ft. during the first six months of
in the Pubhc Library.
was glad to display the copies in the 1926 of which less than 12,000,00a
exhibit.
The manager of the theater ft. were exported in the second quarconsidered that it would be an excel- ter, compared with 54,482,000 ft. in
lent forin of advertising for his house, 1925 (22,000,000 in the second quaras be figured that visitors at the li- ter), and 27,598,472 ft. in 1924 (14,brary,, seeing the artistic book with the 000,000 ft. in the second quarter).
list of forthcoming productions would There was thus a fall of 21,400,000 ft.
be anxious to see them at his theater. during the current half year contrast-r

Raw

stock comprised of 21,219,234
ft. for exports in the six months of
'"The New Klondike"
1925 or over 63 per cent of the aggre(Paramount)
gate exports, against 40,096,413 ft. or
Tied up with the real estate angle 73 per cent in 1925, and 16,552,254 ft.
in this picture with a Guessing Conor about 60 per cent two years ago,
Placed a glass container full of when
test.
10,825,900 ft. of positive filnu
pennies in the lobby and conducted were exported, rising to
14,545,347
exact
contest
the
as to
a guessing
ft. in the following year, and totaling
First and second prizes
number.
12,095,120 ft. in the current half yeSr,
were negotiable cash certificates good
As already- shown, imports in the
a
as the first payment on any lot in
current half year aggregated 22,000,
real estate development in the city.
000 linear ft. against which there were
Incidentally, the guessing cards, which
re-exports of 16,715,966 linear ft.,
were signed by patrons who entered
leaving net imports at only 5,500,000
the contest, formed a valuable maillinear ft. In 1925 re-exports amountwith
ing list for future use. The tie-up
ed to 7,656,105 linear ft, net imports
the real estate concern got a lot of
therefore reaching 147,000,000 linear
publicity.
newspaper
advertising
ft.; and in 1924 the quantity re-exClaude Lee, Arcade Theater, Fort
ported totaled 8,268,949 linear ft.
Myers, Fla.
making net imports 40,600,00 linear ft.
The heavy advance this year in re"Rolling Home"
exports was traceable to shipments of
(Universal)
raw stock which totaled 13,329,896
At the opening performance gave an ft., or 1,500,000 ft. more than were
iced tea party, also featured a parade imported; other re-exports were lowof 25 children on bicycles with signs er in quantity than in either of the
advertising "Rolling Home." Also de- corresponding half years of 1925 or
veloped several new wrinkles in the 1924.

Had newsdistribution of heralds.
boys deliver one at each home to
which they did not leave a paper. The
manager figured that the homes receiving the newspaper would see bis
ads, and that it was the others that
should have his heralds. The heralds
were inserted in the menu cards of
local restaurants and soda fountains.
As the picture hooks up with automoIjiles, had a local dealer insert them
in all his outgoing mail.
The heralds
cost nothing, as the space on the back
was sold for an "ad to cover the cost.
L. J. Crosby, Schine Theater, Little
Falls, N. Y.

"Toyland"

at

Hippodrome

New

Florida Factor

{Continued from Page

1)

*

*

The heavy

—

ricfcircd
Kclurcs

from

Commerce.

In the latter period, however, they
By RALPH WILK
were not subject to customs duty
upon entry but in the same period of
you remember when^Edith
1924, when the McKenna duties opStorey was in "The Isle of Reerated, imports aggregated 48,392,63
generation"; Thomas Meighan, in
ft., or considerably more than doublq
Here is an the footage received in the current "Kindling;" Frederick Fleck in the
"The Littlest Rebel;" Elsie Janis in
publicity

—

oFa MILLION]

1926

Little

General at London, made public by

Charles H. Sweeton, American The- ed with 1925, but an excess over two
years ago of about 6,000,000 ft.
ater, Evansville, Ind.

ROMANCE^i

A

18,

*

Gene Tunney, Jack Dempsey and Georges Carpentier
have been active in pictures,
but Billy Elmer was one of
the first fighters to enter films
qs was Tom Kennedy. Charles
Eeisner,
the
director,
also
did some professional fighting,
*

*

*

Edmund Lowe's
of
first releases was "'The Wild
Olive,"
produced by Oliver
Morosco.
he is to be
One

Now

"What

seen in

*

Although

Price Glory."
*

Marcel

made

French, he
M.-G.-M.
^

^

*

de

Sano

"Blarney"

is

for

^

Charles Rogers produced "Satan
Town," but it does not refer to Detroit.
It is a border town (Western,
not Canadian), with Harry Carey
the star.
•

*

*

*

Dan

Michaelove has added to
his varied duties by buying a half
share in the Atlanta club of tha
Southern Baseball Assoc.
Connolly Gets Medal

—

Paris The Ministry of Labor of
the
French Government yesterday
awarded the gold Medal of Honor to
Jack S. Connolly, Washington representative of the Hays association.
Connolly was given this honor by the
French Government in recognition of
his services in helping to introduce
'Les Miserables" to the United States.

De La Motte Signed by "U"
Hollywood— Universal has signed
Margurite De La Motte to take the
lead in "Held
to be directed

by the Law," which is
by Edward Laemmle,

Scott and Brooks on Tour
Harry Scott, general sales manager, and E. Oswald Brooks, serial
sales manager for Pathe, are on an

than a year, is automobile tour of Canada.
building a theater here as well as at
Tallahassee and Tarpon Springs and
is negotiating for sites in a number of
other Florida cities.
Last winter, Toddy built the Wildwood at Wildwood, which house he
sold soon after the opening. Then he
built another Wildwood theater which
he suljsequently sold.
He formerly
operated theaters on Long Island.

been

in the state

less

NEW YORK

Charnas Buys Red Seal

—

Film
Standard
Cleveland The
in
"Toyland,"
with
nursery
a
charge of a matron and nurses for the Service of Cleveland, of which Harry
checking of children, will be a fea- Charnas is president, has purchased
It will in- the entire Red Seal product for Ohio,
ture at the Hippodrome.
clude a midget city with small ani- Michigan, Kentucky, West Virginia
and Western Pennsylvania.
mals and midget population.

SEPT. $th

_i

i

Wally
Wales

WHIRLWIND WALLY WALES
OF SIX

in a

SERIES

lightning action Westerns.

That's one
more reason why we know what we're talking about
when we say that you can get twenty-four of the best
Westerns on the market from us during the new season.

PRESENTED by Lester F. Scott, Jr., the first Wally
Wales

"Twisted Triggers," is already in our
exchanges. It's a knockout action Western. But good
as it is, it is only an indication of the bigger and better
productions to come. More money, more brains, more
production value that's the keynote of future Wally
Wales' pictures. No effort will be spared by Action Pictures, Inc., to make the Wally Wales' series stand up
picture,

—

^TTilS

is announcement No. 5 regarding the Associated Exhibitors' product for 1926-27.
No. 1
anywunced Bill Cody in six Westerns; No. 2, Sandow, the dog, in
six action features; No. 3, Confessions Series of four; No. 4,
Buffalo Bill, -Jr., in six Westerns.

*

against the best in the

field.

•

WALLY WALES
on

will help

He

you build up your

extremely popular
today and his army of followers is increasing with
every release. Gash in on this growing popularity.
business

Westerns.

is

—

Book

all

six—NOW!

!

Associated Exhibitors,
Lewis

J. Selznick,

President

Inc.
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"Senor Daredevil" Rides
Lovers of Western pictures found
the

new

film
'Senor Daredevil
at the
this week depicting in a
thrill
ing fashion those slices of Nevada
mo
tion picture life which they
journey far
to see-from all points of the
boroughs

Wofid

Colony

national
Pictures

^^^i^.

S^:^0'G£/^

Manhattan Bronx and Brooklyn
rhey also saw in Senor Daredevil'
what the program called a biand
new
screen star proved to be Ken
Maynard
He has a firm jaw and he could
ride
a horse
His strong arm and histrigger
finger and his way with a
horse did the
business of this drama
It was a man's
picture- a man s and
a horses-and the lovers
of Western
of

^eaA^;

'

0cnii
ibo:^

Co^

\a^

ynara

life

v\e'

\\^e

*-"

got their money's worth in a
better
than usual Western manner
with a
train kicking upthedustagainst
'he background of gorgeous
moumains
with mounted horsemen
pursuing here
and there
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Chains
[UYING power

further and further centrald as the days speed on. The
ouping of theaters into glorid chains continues in all
r^tegic territories.

The proponents

of chain opcertain arguare well known

ation

advance

ents.

They

d need not be repeated here
cept to mention one The rection in overhead and the
:

onomies which come through
purchases.

[Ik

The Retail Store Idea
The manner

are being operated parallels the

rs

It was
ago that a California
Rent•cuit sold stock on this basis.
would drop in proportion to the

chain store markedly.

^tail

so

)t

long

.;

The
imber of theaters taken on.
ore houses annexed the lower the
Therefore, the
ntal per theater.
eater the ultimate pofits. This was
Elsewhere the
the same.
If, then, it is true that the chain
ore plan has much to do with the
jpnd in this industry, an idea of what
hranspiring in that direction should
Here are some figinteresting.
les on chain store business, as ree

agument used.

ory

is

i:

Age."
The Woolworth chain average per

•inted

from

!ore since

"Chain

Store

1916:

16

$ 94,662

,17

98,102
103,156
110,542
126,839
129,863
142,278
153.529
158,924
167,977

18
19

20
,21
]'22

23
124
125

.-

The Kresge

figures:
$168,067
183,480
213,585
242,432
271,139
280,700
307,507
351,258
351,938
348,571

16
17
18
119

20
21

22
23
24
25

Last year's figures dropped because

abnormal acquisition of new
which take several years to
un their normal stride.
The McCrory stores averaged $49,U in 1916 and gained steadily until
the
ores

1.61,711
le

t4
:r

was reached

in

1925.

Take

Kresge chain which earned $115,per store in 1916 and $276,887
store

gnificant.

in

1925.

They

tell

Valentino Improving
Steffes
Physicians at the Polyclinic HosCanadian M. P. T. O. Head Claims pital declared last night that Rudolph Distribution Started by Northwest
Exhibitor Unit Exchanges Are
Double-Featuring Ban Is CrushHis
Valentino was "doing nicely."
"Watchful Waiting"
ing Second Runs in Toronto
condition is reported to be much
Minneapolis Salesmen are out in
Toronto Second run exhibitors better than it has been any previous
the territory representing the Northare facing business annihilation as a day
result of the ban on double-featurq
However, physicians declared that west exhibitor unit, now engaged in
programs, it is charged by J. C. much depended on how he overcame distributing. There is speculation as
to developments expected with the atBrady, head of the Canadian M. P. the crisis resulting from peritonitis.
titude of distributors one of watchful
T. O.

Salesmen Out

—

—

The

figures are
their own story,

KANN

—

Under the agreement which Toronto exhibitors are forced to sign they
are forbidden to double-feature any
pictures
used in first-run houses.
This restriction, it is contended, is
preventing the second runs to compete with the larger first runs, whose

Attacking Carnivals
M.

P. T. O. A. Tells Members It Is
Duty of Every Exhibitor to

Fight "Evil"
the duty of every

theater
It is
owner to work for elimination of thg
(Continued on Page 9)
traveling carnival, the M. P. T. O.
A. declares in the current "Official
Bulletin."
"Any kind of show or performance
Confirmation of the deal for distri- which offends against public decency
probution of three British National pic- caters to questionable lines of
tures was given yesterday by Fam- cedure and inflicts injury on a community, automatically lowers the digous.
The contracts were signed by S. R. nity of public entertainment and bematter of concern to theaKent for Famous and J. D. Williams comes a (Continued
on Page 2)
British
and I. VV. Schlesinger, for
The pictures, which will
National.
M. P. Capital Earnings Up
be given world-wide distribution by
Net income of $230,767 for. the six
Famous, will star Dorothy Gish. The
"Tip months ending June 30, are reported
"London,"
are
productions
by M. P. Capital Corp. This repre(Continued on Page 9)
sents earnings of $1.17 a share on the
175,464 shares of no par common
Net income for the second quarter of
1926 was $116,667 or 59 cents a share
By Sept. 1, two new theaters will as compared with $114,100 or 59 cent?
have been added to the Loew circuit a share on 171,774 shares in ilie preof Greater New York houses. They ceding quarter.
are the Inwood, Dyckman St. and
Post Ave., and the Premiere, Sutter
M.-G.-M. Declares Dividend

3

which chain thea-

in

Price 5 Cents

1926

Competition Stifled?

growing

is

19,

More

British Films

Loew Adds Two

waiting.
The exhibitor association
distributing product of Rayart and

is

American Cinema Assoc, in Minnesota, North and South Dakota.
a

Invasion of the distribution field is
commendable
step.
"Greater

Amusements"

states

editorially,

for,

regardless of the outcome of the
move, the industry will be given an
insight into the worth of exhibitor
organization distribution.
Continuing, the publication says
"Not with the purpose of making a huge
the Northwest body entering the
is
business of distributing films but with the
aim of supplying its treasury with sufficient
funds to protect itself in its campaign for
more favorable legislation in the states it
(Continued on Page 6)
profit

St. Louis Ambassador Opens the 25th
The new Ambassador,
St. Louis

—

the big Skouras theater opens on,the
25th with "Pals First" and a local
pageant.

Kunsky Premiere on Monday
Michigan,
built
The
jointly by B. and K. and John Kunsky, opens Monday.
Detroit

—

R. Kent, Sam Katz, Eugene
S.
Zukor and possibly H. B. Frankhn

will attend the openings of both of
the
above theaters.
was
former
The
Brooklyn.
Ave.,
The board of directors of M.-G.-M.
opened Tuesday, while the Premiere has declared a quarterly dividend of
Arkansas Convention in October
will pass to the circuit Aug. 30.
1J4% on the preferred stock of the
Hot Springs, Ark. Theater ownthe
for
reserved
will
be
All seats
company, payable Sept. 15.
ers are to meet here in annual con(Continued on Page 6)
vention in October. This is the home
Universal Declares Dividend
state of Eli Whitney Collins, r.^itiona)
The regular quarterly dividend of president, and a large turnout is exFanamet Films, Inc., Chartered
been declared on Universal pected.
of $2 has
Secretary
Del. The
Dover,
Pictures preferred, payable Oct. 1 to
application
the
State has approved
stockholders of record Sept. 20.
Warrington Dead
of the Fanamet Films to incorporate
Los Angeles Charles Warrington,
The
under the laws of Delaware.
for five years head of the "still" deFirst Nafl Gets "Poor Nut"
firm is capitalized at $150,000 and
It is understood Jess Smith Prod, partment for Douglas Fairbanks and
will devote its activities to distribuhave closed with Richard A. Rowland Mary Pickford, died Monday followtion of films abroad.
whereby First National will dis- ing an appendicitis operation.
tribute "The Poor Nut," production
Fanamet is a coined word drawn on which begins in September. Both
Vogel Returns
from Famous, First National and Lloyd Hughes and Jack Mulhall have
William M. Vogel, president of the
Metro-Goldwyn Mayer. The organ- been mentioned for the title role.
Producers' International Corp., disization will be the clearing house of
tributors abroad for P. D. C, is back
pictures distributed by these firms
from a three months' trip to Europe.
Publix Pushing Ft. Worth House
in smaller European countries.
Fort Worth, Tex.— Work i^ proBirmingham Lyric Closed
gressing on the 2,500-seat house for
Birmingham The Lyric has closed
$15,000,000 Brokerage Firm Formed Publix. Harry Gould will manage.
to make way for the Ritr, proposed
Dover, Del.— A $15,000,000 corporHeidelberg
$1,000,000 house.
in
"Old
Novarro
for
here
chartered
ation has been
is
Novarro
Ramon
City
Culver
the purpose of dealing in theaters.
Hal Roach on Way East
"Old
The firm is the National Playhouses, to be starred by M.-G.-M. in is to
Angeles Hal Roach left yesLos
Robertson
John
Heidelberg.
WilmingInc., with headquarters in
terdav
for New York.
direct.

—

—

—

—

—

—

ton.
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—
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Films Cut "Legit" Business
Minneapolis Decline of the popu-

—

of "legit" shows in favor of
pictures was discussed by John Cort,
theatrical producer, on his visit to
the Twin Cities.

are

more

particular."

United Declares Dividend
Montreal E. F. Mahon, secretaryAmusement
of
United
treasurer

—

operating ten local theaters, has declared the regular quarterly dividend of two per cent on the
preferred to be paid Aug. 31. A dividend of |2 per share has also been
declared on all common stock for the
year ending Aug. 31, 1926.
Corp.,

Ltd.,

Another House for Kenosha
Kenosha, Wis.
With Saxe and

—

new

able speculation as to
ate the theater.

houses,

an-

who

will oper-

A

heavy demand for railroad issues toward
middle of the session yesterday helped
the market to recover frtrnr the effect of
early selling pressure.
Aided by aggressive
buying, prices rallied, many of them to new

Saxe Madison Plans Ready
Madison, Wis. Plans have beer
completed for the new Saxe house

—

There

here.

The film issues behaved in a less satisfactory fashion.
While sales were at a low ebb,
prices were noticeably off at the close.
For
example, Fox Film "A" lost 1 point on the
day's transactions; Universal Pictures preferred 1 yi points, and several other stocks
fractional recessions.

•Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

•Balaban & Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

.

33K

is

considerable interest

Newaygo House Reopened
Mich. The Park

—

Newaygo,
reopened,

after

.

75

73^
75

'Eastman Kodak

Famous

Players

lis

Play. Pfd.
•Film Inspect. .
•First Nat'l Pfd.

•Intern'l

100

'366

115^

6,666

119}^
6

103^
70
22 }4

.

Project.

41^

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

697^

70

4154

41J4
23/2

23>/2

19

19

56

56
97
24
4-4

27

19
56
97J4

6
Sl!4
51J4
82
81
82
Trans-Lux Screen
8
8
8
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
100
100
Univ. Pict. Pfd. .. 95'A
95K 95/2
Universal Pictures
30}4
30/j
30/2
•Warner Bros
45^4
Warner Pictures
26
25^ 26
Warner Pict. "A" 29}^ 28Ji 29
• La«t Prices Quoted

Skouras

Bros.
"Stan. Co. of Am.

.

H

500
300

2m 2m
im

23/2

97^

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common

t

Sales

114}^

*Fam.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters 'h

Glucksmann

33y2
37 Yz

3314

i',666

300
100
100
1,700

sm

.

1,200

100
100
100

being

dark

hag
three

Buys

ing conditions.
"These carnivals leave little else but evil
in their wake.
Whatever money is expended
there is taken out of the community.
The
average carnival character would not be permitted to enter or remain in the average
American city or town if he or she came in
casually.
But under the cahiouflage of being
entertainers they are permitted to mix in the
most intimate fashion with the people.
"Dr. Ganz, of the Pennsylvania State
Department of Health, has placed an official
ban on the travelling carnival, declaring the
same to be 'definite breeders of disease.'
"He urges mayors, burgesses and city and
town authorities generally to prevent these
caravans from locating in their midst.
"Theater owners must maintain the dignity,
decency and community value of the entertainment business.
The travelling carnival
definitely lowers and degrades public amusement, and this evil influence reacts on every
kind of entertainment enterprise."

a

Richmond

Hill

house

in

Libert

Ave.

West New Brighton Hou;;e

A new

theater

is

to

West New Brighton, .L.

be

I

built

;

I.

HAL fKOACH
PftESENTS

Charley Chase
//v"CRAZY LIKE

A FOX"

I

which Howard Hawks

Fox

for

W. F. Clark of Cranfield & Clark
returned yesterday from London.
Riesenfeld A. M. P. A. Guest
Riesenfeld will be guest of
honor at today's luncheon of the(
A. M. P. A.

will direct

with Virginia Valli and
William
O'Brien featured.

step

is

acquisition

of

Platteville, which he
to house a theater.

the city hall,
will

H.

MacGowan

Pictures, died Saturday,

of
it

of

The Standard

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

FOR RENT
Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

Columbia
was learn-

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

remodel

Hugo

MacGowan's Daughter Dead
Claudia MacGowan, 14, daughter

A

"Gaby" New Carr Story Title
Hollywood —-"Gaby" is the new
title selected for Harry Carr's origin-

—

Seventh Ave.

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

GUARANTEE YOUR INSURANCE
Representing, as we db, so many Theater Owners, Producers, DJstributorss
Laboratories and other allied interests our reaction to your problem is at least
comprehensive.

PHILADELPHIA

IVe wilt stake our reputation on our service.

'^UliTA

M.lBMWsmmiN €ci.i
INCORPOPATCO

(i'll/ioul

Camera exchange
Seventh Ave NYC.
I

Thn

circuit.

are under constructioi
They are the Concord, 2,200-se;
Fulton St. house; the Leader. Cone
Island, which opens Sept. 20, an

—

Securing your Insurance through sources thoroughly conversant with your problem and adequately equipped to assume it, is adding a guarantee to your Insurance.

..

Bryan

Katz

now

1,600

HOWELL
BELL - AND
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen
7."'

&

f(

tl

Wisconsin Chain Growingi
Wis. A 900-seat house This is a 'Comerblock' cut fumish(j
will be erected at Park Falls.
It will FREE for all Pathecomedies at yoi
be leased by Miner & Grouse, opera- Exchange.
Merrill,

Glucksmann, on behalf of George
his brother, Max, has purchased 12 Powell is in the cast.
features from Asscociated Exhibitors
and six from Chadwick for South
Frank Cook Starts Busnng
America.
Frank Cook, local
Milwaukee
suburban theater owner, has begun
Clark Back
His first
a campaign of acquisition.

Claude

K. Considering Sites

Rosenweig
houses

munity.
The innocent-appearing lure of
music atid a few simple amusement devices
lead many to visit the carnival grounds, only
to
be met by gambling, sharp practices,
vicious association and myriad other degrad-

&

are under consideration
three new theaters to be added to
Sites

'600

FOR_llE_NT

SEiDEU

publica-

traveling carnival has been repeatdeclared by health authorities, police

Jacob

Bond Market

<->/•

Features

18

ed yesterday.

tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market

Wilti

the

"The
edly

al,

High Low Close

Am.

especially,"

and continues:

R.

19, 1926

in

months.

Quotations

owners

ter

tion states,

forthcoming invasion of this ting theaters in Rhinelander, HawFischer stronghold by the Milwau- kins, Ladysmith, Bloomer, Rice Lake
kee firm.
and Spooner. The firm is reported
to be planning invasion of Superior^

shown

highs.

(Continued from Page 1)

"People have been educated away officials and others as a* menace to public
from the theater into the movies," morals and community welfare, and it is the
he declared. "New York is the only plain duty of theater owners to work for
obliteration of this evil.
city that can get away with shows
"In many instances these carnivals bring
such as some of the revues now run- the worst kind of gamblers, thugs and all
ning.
Even in Chicago the people around questionable characters to a com-

nouncement is made that A. G.
WolfT and Noel Rafsthal will erect a
There is consider$500,000 house.

the

Attacking Carnivals

larity

Universal building

Financial

Thursday, August

39S
80

MAIDEN LANE.

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

SEPT. 7th

AT THE
START
OF THE
NEW SEASON

AUGUST

He who hesitaus u loK. Sam; exhibiuni
arc going to get left for product. Don't
delay another minute. Face the /octi
ond make a

Metro^Qoldwyn-Mayer
all set

with

WE hasten to advise any
WEIGHING
FINAL

its

exhibitor

SEPTEMBER

tUcision.

is

greatest product!
who

is still

the facts before making

on product for 1926-27
be making a serious mistake

decision

THAT he will

IF he does not immediately

close for

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer's new
THE FIRST SIX RELEASES-GREAT

A

season pictures.

M-G-M confidently states
THAT it will release

I

ITS greatest product
IN the coming season

NORMA

|MAR£
"NOSTRUM

^SHEARER
7T>e

WANING

Walt2
Dteam

'

AND you know

WHAT that means!
IN

Bl^^t^^

Wesfe^n

BUTLER

the past two years
has set a record

M-G-M
THAT has won

WE will

your confidence.
more than keep

YOUR faith and confidence.

REMEMBER that in addition to big $2 road shows
YOU get many starring hits from today's box-office names—
MARION Davies, Lillian Gish, John Gilbert, Norma Shearer,
LON Chaney, Ramon Novarro, Mae Murray, Buster Keaton,
EXHIBITORS who have carefully analyzed the facts
HAVE lost no time in signing with

etc.
,
*

ETRO-GOLDWYN- MAYER

.1

1

ItKY always com^

has

a^ain.

hooke

lineup ftir his etiti
and

still

they

come

-

'

TONY SUDEKUM
Albany, ALA; Nashville, Shelby ville,
Springfield, Paris, Columbia, Murfreesboro, Maryville, and Lebanon,

»

inPenns

TENN.
G.

CONSTAN

&

CO.

Decatur, ILL.

WILLIAM BENTON
Glens Falls, Ballston, Mechanicsville,
Whitehall and Granville, N. Y.
j»a^

ROYAL THEATRE AMUS. CO.

*"

'

-^^.^

Sioux City, lA.

MORRIS SMITH
Sioux City, lA.

WOODWARD THEATRE
FUnt,

CO.

MICH.

SIMONS AMUSEMENT CO.
Missoula, MONT; Coeur d'Alene,
Idaho, Kellogg, IDAHO.

ARTHUR

M. FORD
Manhattan, KAN.

Coming
William Fox
presentation

with

! 1

THE BIG SURPR

UMMER

MADGE BELLAMY

B

back for more /

RFORD
khe 1926-27 piof it
titcmt of 57 theaties
and

vania.

still

they

come

- -

& ROWLEY

ROBB

Laredo, Sherman, Corpus Christi,
Palestine, San Angelo, Del Rio,
Cisco, Ennis,Robstown, Big Springs,
K.~.

.

Hillsboro,

Kingsville,

;

Bonham,

Mc Kinney, TEXAS.
FRANK AMUSEMENT CO.
Sweetwater,

Cedar Rapids, lA.

W.
Johnstown,

C.

SMALLEY

St. Johnsville,' Litchfield

Stamford, Hamilton, Worcester, Cooperstown, Fort Plain, SherWalton, Delhi,
Sidney,
burne,
Spr.,

NEW YORK.
GUS KERASOTES

:ture of the year

lELOR
An ALLAN

By

Springfield, ILL.

/ / 1

WARNER FABIAN
author of

"Flaming Youth"

DWAN

production

C. D.

BUSS

Easton,

PA.

BERRYMAN
Bardesville,

MASSEY

BROS.

OKLA.

& BROCK

Lawton,

OKLA.

THE

<&<.
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Salesmen Out

Steffes

[

(.Continued

from Page

1)

has
comprises.
With this view in mind,
chosen a most opportune time for its debut
The legislature of Minneas a distributor.
sota, North D.Tkota and South Dakota are
to convene this year and much adverse legit

affecting theater owners in these
Two of
is
exi>ected to be asked.
the most important subjects touching exhibitors in
this
territory will be up for
discussion
laws'
and
free
shows.
'blue
Therefore, it will be well and good if the
organization is supplied with an abundance
of funds to defend rights of exhibitors at
islation
states

—

this

time.

"The

opinion

project

will

find

has

been

bitter

stated
opposition

the
other

that

by

distributors, but those who have originated
the idea fail to see why it should suffer
any more than the usual competition which
they feel they are capable of meeting. They
stale that exhibitors have as much right to
enter this branch of the industry as producers and distributors have to build and
buy theaters.
Al Steffes, president of the
association, states that those whose work it
was to supply pictures branched out into the
exhibition field when they thought it desirable so why shouldn't independent theater
like manner?
will gain the attention of all
in the business and will be watched closely.
It is the first big effort exhibitors have made
to put this idea across and should it turn
out successful others can be expected to be
made in different parts of the country.

owners do

in

"The move

"Success of the enterprise is a matter of
doubt but, except for the fact that other
exchanges may extend themselves to the
utmost to fight it, everything points to a
favorable future.
Showmen are expected to

Newspaper advertising started one week in a advance with small
underlines and 6-sheets and 24-sheet9
Brief outlijies of practical exploita- were posted four days before thq
They give all necessary opening. State Theater, Oakland^
tion stunts.
information the exhibitor needs to Cal.

Exploit -0-Grams

They have made
them over.
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
put

—

tising

the

fact

the

that

entire

Ranch show would be shown

101

in the

picture,

and generally "circused" the

event.

Increased the day's gross
the average for Tuesday.
Nicholas, Strand, Fairmont.

and also they

W.

what it is worth."
Sales managers of various companies are reticent with regard to the
Steffes project,
but the exhibitor
move is certain to cause tightening
of the Hues of competition in the
MinneapoHs territory.
Peculiarities
of the territory, which is composed
chiefly
of
very small towns for
whose booking time there is a scramble among distributors, may lead to
a price cutting campaign.

Wives"

—

160% over

not be a.sked to buy a
worthless product, but one of quality. Nevertheless, let the future bring success or failure, the move is commendable if for the only
reason that for years a venture of this kind
was threatened and now we are to learn

for

L.

(First National)

St.
St.

is

Louis
Louis

Orpheum Cuts
Orpheum

—The

a large percentage of the theater's patrons are Mexicans, played
up Dolores del Rio, the star, with excellent results.
4 X 6 board was
placed in front of the theater presenting her name in large red letters calling her "Mexico's greatest star."
The national colors of Mexico, green

A

will

i'

open the latter part of August a
will have a new schedule of lo\if
prices to meet the competition
Skouras Bros.' new Ambassador a
Loew's State.
The Orpheum v,
charge 15 to 50 cents matinee and t
night

rates

will

The former

top

be

was

15 cents
$1.50.

to

1

Hot Springs Permits Sunday Sho>
Hot Springs, Ark. This city is t

—

i

—

the

York from Europe and are expect!
to sail from the, Orient for Vancouvi;
on Sept. 2.
One Canadian st(

vacancies.

Stratford, Out.— Before he left the will probably be at Toronto whe
Classic, where he had been manager Mary Pickford was born.
many years, John V. Ward was preHouse at Norfolk, Neb.
sented with a handsome silver dish
Norfolk,
Neb. Jack Koenigste
by the members of the house orchesWard is has let contract for a new hous
tra as a token of good will.
directing the Queen, Niagara Falls, Meanwhile, Nebraska Theaters, pov

New

As

Prices

\[

Ward Given Remembrance
"High Steppers"

the

only one in the state which counte
ances Sunday shows. Change of se
timent to permit them is the resi|
1,200 Operators Seek Jobs
Applications have been received by of an aggressive campaign waged
the T. O. C. C. from about 1,200 Sidney M. Nutt, New Central, who!
licensed operators who are willing to reported planning a new house.
take the places of present projectionMary and Doug to Visit Canada
ists if a walk-out should occur Sept.
Toronto Douglas Fairbanks ai
Harry Suchman declared yester1,
day. He added that this was aboi!t Mark Pickford will travel throuj:
800 more than were necessary to fill Canada after they arrive in Ne'

Minn.

just

opening with the hoi
continuous combinati

its

following
day.
"I
the largest house in t
Brownsville section of Brooklyn,

policy

(Fox)

Worked up a novel lobby display in
a ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an connection with the Frigidaire cold
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity storage plant. A Frigidaire unit, loadideas when you run these pictures. ed with food, was placed in front of
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," the theater and connected to allow
and help the other fellows who are the refrigeration process to go right
on.
Two signs appeared on the unit,
helping you.
reading:
"Wages for Wives mean
"The Big Show"
much in the way of convenience such
as Frigidaire." The Delco Light Co.,
(Associated Exhib.)
When the Miller Bros. 101 Ranch which supplied the unit, further coshow played an adjoining town, se- operated bv displaying window signs.
Charles S. Morrison, Imperial Thecured this picture which has the 101
Ranch show depicted in it. Ran it a ater, Jacksonville, Fla.
few days ahead of the show in the
neighboring
Organized
town.
a
street parade at noon for the kids to
appear in costume and make-up, and
admitted them free to the matinee.
Used heavy newspaper space adver-

{Continued from Page 1)

Premiere
adopting

Premiere

"Wages

19, 19}

Loew Adds Two

cards.

—

welcome business with the association for
by doing so they are but aiding themselves
will

Thursday, August

erful

Ont.

One Day

a

Week

—

Omaha

circuit,

combination house,
chain to be built

Policy

is

planning

one of
throughout
as

tl
tl

state.

—

Catherines, Ont. Throughout
St.
used in this sign. the summer the Grffin is open only
Bubin Gets Second Akron House
Handbills playing up the star to thq one day each week, on Saturday.
Akron, O. G. Gulia has sold tl
Manager George J. Forhan plays National, which
full were printed in quantity and dishe has managed f(
The
three
shows
during
the
one
day.
tributed throughout the city. Jack
He plai
ten years, to F. C. Bubin.
Griffin will return to full-time operaRowley, Royal, Laredo, Tex.
an extended vacation which will

and

were

red,

—

—

"Old Oaken Bucket" at Rivoli
"The Old Oaken Bucket," f^rst of
a series of ten one-reelers on "Melodies of Long Ago," produced by Max
Lasky, has been booked for the Riv-

tion in the

ii

fall.

"Mare Nostrum"

(M.-G.-M.)
In advance of the run, SO repreoli next week.
The series consists of sentative guests of an exclusive hotel
song films of favorite old time tunes. were invited to a preview showing in

Pianist,

Montreal

Heroine

— When

Bubin also

elude a trip to Italy.
the Palace, Akron.
fire

hi.

in Fire

broke out

at

the Ideal, with about 200 persons in
the theater, Mrs. Delisle, the pianist,
proved herself to be a heroine and
Theater.
To
avoid
the hotel's Little
also undoubtedly saved people from
any suspicion on the part of the
being injured when she continued to
guests that they were involved in a
play the piano.
She remained at
publicity stunt, the hotel supplied its
her post until every patron had left.
own stationery.
street stunt that
proved effective was the appearance
of a boy and girl as sailor and ship Charnas Red Seal Exchange Head
captain.
Red felt letters reading
Harry Charnas heads the Cleveland
"Mare Nostrum" were used on the Red Seal exchange, the company
"sailor's" suit, while the "captain" pointed out yesterday in correcting
carried a brief case on which the the impression that Standard Film
words were painted. America Thea- Service, which Charnas heads, had
ter, Colorado .Springs, Colo.
purchased the firm's product, which
is distributed on a franchise basis.

Comerford House

for Williamspo
Pa.
Work is
on the new Chamberlaii

—

Williamsport,
start in fall

Comerford house planned here, fo
lowing launching of construction
the new house the circuit is buildir

<

Pottsville.

at

A

—

the vivid narrative of
a life of sensation

HARRYK.THAW
'HE untampered-with, unrevised
account of the Thaw trial and
the fearful events which led up to
it. At all booksellers now. $2.

'

I

-^

DORRANCE &

CO.

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

A tie-up with the United Cigar
Stores placed three special cards in
each of the company's seven stores
The cards, which read: "For a perfect day
arettes,

now

—a

package of Marlboro cigand see 'The Midnight Sun'

playing at

the

Pearl Keating Denies
Mrs. Pearl Keating, former scenario editor for Warners, denies tha
published report that she has entered
business with Cora C. Wilkenning
Mrs. Keating is now recovering from
an attack of intestinal poisoning.

Special Inspection Ordered
Hartford,
Conn. Special inspeci
tion of the Parson's has been ordei
cd, following filing of exceptions
orders of the building inspector bi

—

t

the

theater

company.

]

Bucyrus House Reopened
Bucyrus, O.

— N.

J.

Werba

is

ing the Opera House which has
closed for a long time.
Gartner's

Cardington, O.

New

— E.

open,
bee;j

Deals

C. Carter ha
sold the Dreamland to F. Hindma
and in turn purchased the Exhibi
at Ashley from C. E. Ashbrook.

State Theater,"

Edmond Washington Fox Head
were placed in the two windows of
New Owner at Praine Depot
each store and directly over the cash
Bessie Grove
Prairie Depot, O.
Washington Herndon Edmond is
register.
A still from the picture! new manager of the Fox exchange has purchased the Luna from I
was the eye-catcher on each of the succeeding Walter J. Price.
Stover.

—

i

—

J

—the day is coming when that First
National Banner
Group Contract
will be more im-

/i

portant than the
theatre

bought

it

was

for.

national
Picturei5

/

FIRST
in stars!

FIRST
in stories!

FIRST
in Hits!

\,

%^

'

once in

a y^hile

but week by Weekevery
i^eek

FIRST JMlllONAL
delivers
%e

Biggest Hits

in the industry
That's

why 4000

of the nation's finest theatres

are all set with that sensational

STAR SPANGLED

BANNER GROUP
ii

THC
August

'sday,

19,

DAILY
l^UimmLLSL

1926

(^Continued

from Page

Incorporations

1)

intments are weaning away paige from the other houses,
illowing is the agreement theater
;rs are forced to sign:

Any

played in the following
run houses (Royal Alexandra, Massey
Princess, Hippodrome, Loews, Pantages,
(Bloor and Young) Tivoli,
It, Uptown,
not be run with any other subject exig three reels in length at the theaters
jlled by the undersigned.
It is further agreed between the parhat the standard admission prices shall
lintained whether single or double bills
lown, and no adult admission price, for
ig performances, shall be less than fifpicture

London
capital,
rectors,

— Stockland

Green Playhouse,
conduct theaters

£15,000; to

Ltd.,
Di-

G. A, Parker, C, B. Ketley, L W.
E. Collins, E. A. Radnall,
Address, 43, Cannon St
Birmingham,

Smith,

This agreement shall apply to all picplayed in Toronto at any of the above
oned theaters, on and after Aug, 2,
and this agreement to continue in
until Dec, 31, 1927, and shall be read
rt of
lafter

contracts

all

now

C.

,

—

Dover, Del.
Rialto
Short Subject Exchange, Haverford, Pa., capital $10,000; to
operate theaters and amusement parks.
dress, U. S. Corporation Co.

Ad-

made between

Any
butors

existence or
exhibitor atid

this

disputes

under

—

Augusta, Me. Star Theater, Inc., Bar
Harbor, capital $200,000
to operate theamoving pictures, garage and real estate.
;

Columbus, O,

between exhibitors and
agreement shall be

— The

Massilon Grand TheaO., capital $150,000; to

Corp., Toledo,
operate theaters.

ter

Test in Cleveland

— Penny

Dover, Del.
capital $25,000,
of Del,

Theater Co., Dover,
Address, Capital Trust Co,,

—

—

InCapital, $25,000.
Brooklyn.
corporators, H. Shepard, W. P. White, L.
Samuels. Attys., Suchman & Samuels, 1,560
terprises,

atrons Orderly in Hull Fire
Fire visited the Bayull, Mass.
during the Sunday night perlance doing considerable damWhen
to the projection booth.
)ooth burst into flames there was
ish for the exits but Manager

—

Murphy opened

emergency

and patrons hurried out withRepairs were made and

injury.

usual show was given

Broadway.

—

Sunset Prod,, with jailing of
Cohen, and recovery of three
ts in possession of Monarch TheSupply Co.
of

i.

Boston Burglars Jailed
bston Two men were arrested
ling from Loew's State after atpting to grab the cash box coning $900 in the office of Samuel
Jones, assistant manager.

—

The company

has

That!

mm By PHIL. M. DALY

,

WILLIAM GAXTON
day.
that

I

Tom
they

was talking
Meighan the other
"Tell Johnny (Johnny Hines}
said to take good care of you,"

Tommy

The next

said jokingly.

time

Gaxton was disporting a
and black eves. "Johnny cer-

met,

by Paul J. Schwert- cut lip
Joseph W. Mclnerny, Winifred tainly did," he informed Meighan,
Higan. William P. Furey and Helen regretfully remembering a fight sequence in "The Knickerbocker Kid."
Payne.

New Gotham

—

Picture

—

Corp. Co.

—

London Equator Films,
£300, to produce. Directors

Dunmow,

Address,

—

H. Hoflberg, Manhat$10,000; motion pictures and

Y.— J.

tan, capital
Incorporators,
vaudeville.

H.

H.

B.

Hoffberg,

directing as a

u Prod,

for

Gotham Prod.

Enlarge Corning, N.

—

Y.,

Housq

orning, N. Y. The Schine inters plan to enlarge the Princess next

—

Schneider,

— Kurtz

Corp.,
Antuse.
Incorporators,
Rochester, capital $30,000.
Kurtz,
Jr., J. M.
H. F. Kurtz, Sr., H. F.
Gunkler.

Y.

—

Inter-Nation Pictures
Albany, N. Y.
Incorporators, H. P. C. Keuls, N.
Corp.
Jakobs, N. Vanaken.

—

Albany, N. Y.
Brooklyn,
Corp.,
pictures.

Berger,

J.

$40,000;

capital

H.

Incorporators,
Rosenthal.

—

Albany, N.

Y.— Craig

Road Amuse.

Point,

Tex.— The

open about Sept.

1.

Glenside Changes
leveland

1

Majestic

E.

— Friedman

and

purchased the Glenside.

Kohn

—

Theater Corp., cap

Incorporators,

$20,000.

C.

— Echo

Stemkamp

Lake Cinema Club

IncorCorp., Manhattan, motion pictures.
porators, S. Depomierski, D. R. Hochreich.

N.

Y.— Piermont M.

P.

Corp.,

$50,000; motion
Incorporators, Jarry Austin, Jospictures.
eph Ornato, Abraham Kalisky.

New York

City,

capital

western

M.-G.-M's.

had plenty

St.

Harting Goes to St. Louis
Louis William A. Harting

bers,

was discharged

—

Omaha, is
Orpheum,

the new
replacing

manager

W.

New

to

—

"Flames,"
according
E.
to
V. Taylor, Smith, A. E. general mxinager.

Dogs
Inc..

has organized to operate theaters and
entertainments, with ten shares capital of no par value.
Incorporator?
are Mary E. Connor and Lillian V
Green, Boston, and Leo M. Sherry
Peabody, Mass.

Lannon, Kirk's Partner
pur-

North Star,
management.
E.
J.

assumed

and

Lannon has

J.

in the

are

the

quite

studios.

Colleen

Bernard,

Corinne

—

Honey Gets Red Oak House
Red Oak, la. F. M. Honey, Oma-

—

ha showman, has taken over man-<
agement of the Beardsley.

Minneapolis Board to Elect
Transfer of J. E.
Minneapolis
O'Toole, (P. D. C.) will necessitate

—

new

a

president of

the

a

St.

and Lloyd Hughes,

a terrier
a police dog.

We suppose there will be plenty
of kicking in view of the threatened
avalanche of football pictures, which
will follow

"Red" Grange's

hit.

"So This is Paris," boasts a press
agent, contains 22 titters, 15 chuckles,
.^0 laughs and three gales of hilarity.
The figures are certified by the Stanard Bureau of Risibilities.

toes"

and "Men

"back

to back."

Limehouse to
That

minutes.

Natio7ial's

for
of the

Dawn"

Harry Langdon is living up to the
of "The Strong Man" by working night and day on the picture.

Roxy is way upstage these days,
Benny Leonard.
beaten
having
The game, handball, at which the
veteran

showman

is

a real expert.

PITTSBURGH

—

house.

Wintroub Handling Tiffany

—

Max

operator,

is

Tiffany product on

Wintroub,

state
distributing the
a franchise basis.

are

title

Ten Center at La Crosse
La Crosse Theater?
La Crosse
Balaban & Katz, has reopened the La Crosse as a ten cent

new

"Twinkle-

the

Honeck Wins Promotion
Milwaukee S. G. Honeck, salesman, has succeeded Frank Di Lorenzo as manager of the P. D. C. branch.

right

J.

at

Film Board of Trade.

Omaha

for

Griffith

You can go from
Arabia in just a few
is, if you are at First
Bismarck Theater Closes
studio, where sets
Bismarck, N. D. Poor business

has caused closing of the Rex, operated by Bohler & Haase.

rage

Moore has

Kirk, his partner, is devoting his time
to the Grand, now being remodeled.

of

the

The

Orleans.

Boston Company
Wirth & Hamind,

chased an interest

in

the

of

house reopens Sunday.

New

track

accidently.

are burning up
getting
contracts

Salesmen
of

of

Co., ally of

Y.

Albany, N.

McCoy,

Col.
star,

realism on location
in
Wyoming,
when
the gun of
Happened to Father," in which she
was toplay a featured role, has been a member of the Indian posse he
postponed until later in the season. was heading in a hunt for train rob-

—

^Ritner Amuse. Co., PhilaDel.
capital
$50,000; motion pictures.
delphia,
Address, Capital Trust Co. of Del.

Albany,

Hands

"What Happened Father" Postponed
Holli'wood Due to a breakdown
suffered by Patsy Ruth Miller, "What

motion

Suchman,

M. McAuliffe.

Texas House Ready Sept.

completed the
Third Degree," and
way for it to go
soon at the Warner
Courtice will handle

election
Boston

Dover,

ital

iter.

J.

—

ing.

Pincus Building at Frisco
an Francisco Ralph Pincus has^
ght land at 450 Geary St. for a

E.
Berger.

Trenton, N. J. Franklin Theater Co.,
Inc., Nutley, capital $100,000. Incorporators,
Joseph G. CoUiet, Joseph A. Tonkin, Maurice
Breaky.

N.

— Bess

Omaha— P.

Essex.

capital
Chicago,
Del.
Dover,
$30,000; motion pictures. Address, Corporation Trust Co. of Delaware.

Albany, N.

"Charley's Aunt" is declared to
Degree"
Meredyth has have lost only one bet for P. D. C,
script of "The whose managers wagered with explans are under hibitors that the picture would outinto production gross any production played in the
studio.
Michael preceding 60 days. Amos Tweedon,
the megaphone. Princess, Fargo, was the lone-hat

"Third

Direct

to

Hollywood

capital,
Ltd.,
to be appointed

Filmlab,

1

Renaud HofT-

Courtice

Boston-

Simons Talking Film Corp.,
Del.
Address, U.
capital $150,000

Albany,

Dorothy Devore and
~os Angeles
[icolm McGregor have the leads
'Money to Burn," which Walter

Co.,
$100,-

—

S.

Xydias Wars on Pirating
emphis Campaign to stamp out
ting of his company's pictures
launched by Anthony J. Xydias,

Amusement

Dover, Del. Simons Talking Film Corp
New York, capital $150,000. Address, U.
S. Corp. Co.
Dover,

e

ters the sponsor.
just been formed

Capital,
Lynbrook, manage theaters.
Incorporators, M. and A. Woldowsky.
000.
Lynbrook.
Atty., C. E. Schweitzer,

New York;

/ills

—

transferred

— Waldo

Y.

N.

Albany,

Monday

it.

•

New House for South Bend
South Bend, Ind. A new theater ig
in prospect here with National Thea-

—

Albany,

.;g is

And Thafs

winner.

—

N, J. Continental Amuse. Co.,
Newark, to promote amusements.
Incorporators, Simon J. Girffinger, Margaret M.
Ryder, Estell L. Hopkins.
Trenton,

Court action to restrain
Dover, Del.
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Co.
ibutors from forcing upon exde Puerto Rico, exchanges. Capital, $10,000.
ors a clause prohibiting double- Address, U. S. Corp. Trust Co.
iring, is under consideration,
le action will serve as a test.
N. Y.
Crescent Theatrical Eneveland

iil

1)

to

just

this

to the regular arbitration clause.

i

from Page

Toes," with Will Rogers, and "Madame Pompadour," which will be a
special.
All three have Herbert Wilcox as the director.

Icy,

in

exchange.

iel

British Films

{.Continued

ter,

:ents.

;t

More

3

lompetition Stifled?
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PICTURES-NOT APPLESAUCE!
Gertrude Ederle Conquers the Channel

J.:

and

if

$

the Pictures

Are Shown

if
if
if
if

FIRST-AS USUAL
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if
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if
if
if

Get In the

Swim— The Water's Fine
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i'
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i
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INHERE

will the future screen

material come from?
The
problem is always a great one.

M.

P. T. O. A. Says Exhibitors

Copyright

Want

Amendment To Give

Public Square Deal

Theater owners are interested

in

The latest wrinkle comes from a amending the copyright law "to give
;ontemporary author of wide the American public something near^
popularity.

He

states many of
originally
made

stories,

liis

ago,

years

are

being

sought

er a square deal in the matter," the
M. P. T. O. A. says in commenting
in "Official Bulletin" on the recent

down by the Departof Justice, stating the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers is not a monopoly operating in restraint of trade.
opinion handed

ment

again.

Producers are willing to

re-

make them. Price is no object.
In some instances, he has been

W. & V. Expanding

Double Deal on Lubitsch

Justice Ruling Hit

Stories

Price 5 Cents

Ernst

Lubitsch's future
both Famous and

work

in-

M.-G.-M. Walter

Vincent Spikes Rumors of
Sale of Circuit Stock Issue
Exactly how his services will be diIs Floated
vided is a matter to be settled by
Nailing reports that combination is
Walter Wanger who is now on the
Coast conferring with Jesse L. Lasky. contemplated with any other circuit,
The director has several more pic- Wilmer & Vincent are embarking
on an expansion policy designed to
tures to make for Warners.
make the already powerful chain one
of the most important in the East.
"Rudy" on Road to Recovery
As a first step, a stock issue has
With the crisis passed early yes- been floated through Richardson,
terday, Rudolp Valentino is progress- Hill & Co., of Boston. One hundred
ing satisfactorily on the road to re- fifty thousand shares of preferred, no
volves

covery,

his

physicians

Nc

report.

"Deputy Attorney Generals like further bulletins are to be issued in
most public officials to whom contro- view of the fact that the star is reioffered twice the figure at which
versies
submitted
are
determme garded as out of danger.
he originally disposed of them. largely on the facts furnished them,"
(Continued on Page 4)
Warners Sue Milestone
Little More Digging

A

The

Hollywood— Damages

scenario

large producers
tion

departments
watch every

of

all

fluctua-

the sales of popular fiction.

in

The best

sellers

always go

—and

at

$200,000
Another "Kleig Eyes" Cure
for alleged breach of contract have
"Sinuval Glass" has been imported been filed by Warners against Lewis
The director, who had
by Fish-Schurman Corp., as a cure Milestone.
for "Kleig Eyes."
The first ship- been loaned to Harold Lloyd, walked
ment is en route to Hollywood for out without notice, it is claimed. Hia
practical tests.
change in the sen- agreement with Warners was for four
sitizing of the film is unnecessarjf years at a salary of $400 a week.
through the process, according to

Fewer stage plays are
A
The inclination tobeing bought.
ward originals is more pronounced.
We kneel in humble supplication for Frank Schurman.
fancy prices.

this.

Special Treatment

and 200,000 shares of common,
comprise the floatation. A

par,

no

par,

number
houses

—

of
are

deals

for

acquisition

of

under way, it was declared yesterday by Walter Vincent.
confirming report of the stock

In

(Continued on Page 4)

of

25 Join Eastern Penn. Unit
Twenty-five
Philadelphia

—

N. Shakeup Report Spiked
Los Angeles Ninety per cent of

F.

—

National's output will be produced
at
the
Burbank studios,
Richard A. Rowland said during his
visit to the new plant.
He denied
reports of an impending shakeup of
the production force, expressing satisfaction with the work of M. C. Levee
First

new and John McCormick.

members

have been added to thq
Eastern Pennsylvania theater unit, in
3
Paramount Places E. M. Somlyo at a special drive. Regional meetingn
filled.
Firm Plans "to Land with Both Feet''
Head of Department to Adapt
are being held throughout the terriplausible that the entire realm of
in Pittsburgh Territory Davis
Films for Foreign Tastes
Aarons,
secretary
P.
George
tory
by
has been so completely
literature
Entrenching
Viewpoints, tastes,
Hollywood
Pittsburgh Stanley is planning "to
combed that further careful search- likes and dislikes, conditions and
land with both feet" in the local theKunsky-B. & K. Let Contract
needs peculiar to the various secing will not bear rich results.
ater field.
Recently, the company
by
let
Contract
has
been
Detroit
catered
globe
are
to
be
tions of the
announced plans for a $7,000,000 the-)
Content
to by Famous through a department Kunsky-B. & K. enterprises for conater.
Now, plans are under way foij
E. M. Somlyo struction of a $350,000 theater at Bircreated.
An evidence of a remark of a pre- especially
building of two more houses which
house
The
Detroit
suburb.
minghnm,
assume
has arrived from Europe to
will intensify the highly-competitivd
vious day, that motion pictures make his post of foreign negative super- is scheduled to open around Feb. 1
situation expected.
for the contentment that makes for visor.
The two new theaters will be neighSomlyo, by virtue of knowledge o\ Bowers V'Ich F. B. O. for Five Years
production:
(Continued on Page 11)
(Continued on Page 11)
Charley Bowers has been signed
The steady barometer of national
loadings, T. O. C. C. Holds "Strike" Meeting by F. B. O. for a five-year periodForm Loumay Distributing Co.
car
freight
prosperity,
produces "mechanical" comedies,
AmeriThe
upward.
climbs steadily
Louis
L. Mayer, formerly Eastern
At a meeting of the T. O. C. C\ He
name of "Whirl- representative
can Railway Assoc, reports 31,423,664 yesterday, additional contributions tr under the brand
of Sierra Pictures, has
winds."
cars were loaded the first six months
"strike" fund brought the
formed his own distributing company.

And

yet only part of the need is
It doesn't seem possible or

Stanley

To

Build

—

—

—

—

the $250,000

against 30,279,487 in 1925
and 28,747,027 in 1924. Carriers reporting to the Bureau oif Railway Economics established a new high record for freight movements in the?
first half of the year.
of 1926 as

total so far collected up to $125,000
Harry Suchman of the T. O. C. C.
re-affirmed that the organization wa<i
determined to see the wage dispute^
with operators through to a finish.

Canada

for a brief moment. These
In
embrace the industrial lifer
Canada of distriConsolidation
in
of America, the productive power of
Independent
bution
interests
of
the nation.
It is from the great bulk
Columbia,
was comFilms,
and
Ltd.,
all
industry
of
that
the
people
Mass, not pleted yesterday by Joe Brandt and
branches of it thrives.
It Louis Rosenfeld, head of the Canaclass, supports motion pictures.
This is in line with Cofor dian firm.
should therefore mean much
everybody engaged in production, lumbia's nationalization plan which

Columbia

Ponder

loadings

—

—

distribution and exhibition
that trade is healthy and
times are right.

to

know

that

the

KANN

gives
tory

representation in every
United States
the
of

its

terri-

Reject

Wage

Increase Request

Salt Lake City— The Theater
agers' Assoc, has declined to
the stage hands' demand for a
increase.

Manmeet

wage

Loumay, with

officers at 729 7th Ave.
handle several features and
comedies and has already signed to
distribute 12 two-reel comedies .^^tarring Charles Dorety.
The first feature to be released is "Handy Andy."

He

will

At Yo

Indignation

Vitaphone Plans

—

*^

York, Pa. There is great indignaLos Angeles The Warners an- tion among "bluenoses" of this usunounce plans for two more specials. ally-peaceful city.
Just as they were
"Noah's Ark" and "Black Ivory." acclaiming their victory over
a libscale
large
on
a
Both are to be made
eral Sabbath, advocates of "Blue Sunand will have a Vitaphone accompanisetback, which
here received

—

ment.

day"

is

a

making

wonder whethcn
be an empty one.

them

In addition to the specials, the 26 their victory will
and
Winners" for 1920-1927 will
"Warner
In forcing through an ordinance
Canada.
throughout
likewise
have
a Vitaphone synchro- prohibiting Sunday theater operation.
For years, Rosenfeld has been ac(Continued on Page 2)

nization.

(Continued on Page 11)

THE
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Films Holding Own
Despite the organized propaganda
against American films in Europe,

Says U.

popuhirity is not diminishing,
Riesenfeld, yesterday told the
A. M. P. A.
Edward Montaigne, Universal scenario department head, extended greetings of the "Wampas."
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"The Millionaires" Started
Hollywood Warners has started
"The Millionaires" with George Sid-

—

Louise Fazenda, Vera Gordon,
Helene Costello and Jane Winton in

ney,

21,

the cast.

N.

recting.

1918, at the post-office at New York,
Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to

THE FILM

DAILY,

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood.
California

— Harvey

Gausman,

E.

Ambassa-

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Dre.xel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest \V. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

London, W.
Francaise,

—
Paris — La

I.,

Rue

5,

Herman Raymaker

is

di-

(Continued on Page 11)

May Make
Los Angeles

Spanish Story

— Samuel

Goldwyn

reported considering production of
Canadian independent
tive in the
Spanish story with Vilma Banky'
has
disfield, and for the last two
the leading role.
There is talk th
tributed the Columbia product. Tho the production
might be made
new consolidation, he says, greatly Mexico, but this is considered ui
strengthens the position of his com- likely.
pany. The deal has resulted in form]

ation of Columbia Pictures. Ltd., of

Canada.

$500,000 N. Y. Theater

The

Wilthan Realty Corp. wi
erect a 2,400-seat theater on 3rd Av(
Sisters with F. N.
between 71st and 72nd St. Euger
Los Angeles After a series of reDe Rosa, architect, estimates the co.
ports and denials, the Duncan Sisters
at $500,000.
National.
First
with
have signed
"Topsy and Eva" is to be the first
Seattle House
First-Run
picture, followed by "The Heavenly
Twins."
Seattle John Hamrick's Egyptia
has become a first-run.

Duncan

—

Now

Sells Interests In Three Houses
Hampton, Conn. Leonard
East

—

has sold his interests in the
Majestic here. Grange Hall, Colchester, and Greenberg's Hall, Moodus,
to Paul Blanchard of Norwalk.

—

Swain and Mathiesen Signed
Los Angeles Mack Swain and

Sibert

—

Otto Mathiesen have been signed for
John Barrymore's first United Ar-

production,
"The Vagabond
Prince."
Alan Crosland is to direct
Auction of the at the Pickford-Fairbanks studios.
tists

Won't Change Management

Sale

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

Columbia In Canada

S.

their

Friday, August 20, 1926;

Woodbridge, N.

J.

—

VVoodbridge at a Sheriff's sale will
not change management of the theMarie Prevost's Next, "Manbait"
ater now under Nathan Marcus, who
Los Angeles Marie Prevost is
recently reopened the house.
starring in "Manbait," with Donald
Crisp directing.
Douglas Fairbanks,
New Theater for California
Jr., is in the cast.
Aurora, Cal. A syndicate headed
by Mr. Hirsch and E. C. Faber will
Boston Plans Ready
erect a house just west of the Main
Boston Plans soon will be com-

—

Financial

—

The market continued

of re-

Trading was irregular,
and were in good

adjusfnrent yesterday.

but

in the throes

rails still held the lead

At the close, the leading industrials
past week were hovering about their

demand.
the

of

lowest prices for the day.

Illinois

Eastman Kodak, with a
in

a

lead

rise

of

3J4

points

tiunover of 9,100 shares, snatched
the

in

film

from

issues

Warner

the

Bros,

do so badly even then.
Warner Pictures advanced one point in moderate sized transactions, and Warner Pictures
"A" 5^ of a point in somewhat smaller sales.
Pathe Exchange "A" closed IJ/j points lower.
stocks, which did not

Coulterville,

owners

High Low Close

•Balaban
*Bal.

&

33^

.

33-^
37}4

.
.

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

33 V5
33/,

37/

U7'/.
1157^

n4"4 117/
115^ 115^
119/

.

70

70
2Wt,

A\Vt

4i

41

t Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Conrmon

54/

•iTVA.

97-4
23

26
5/2

Skouras

51

Am.

81>4

Trans-Lux Screen

8'/,

4
51

81
8

•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Picttu-es
.

'.ast

Prices

27/,
30

26
29

54/
97/
51
81
8

100
100

1,000

27
29 J^

2,300
6,200

tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market

The

Culver

City

— Pauline

Starke

Herkimer, N. Y. Herman Wineberg will succeed John Maxwell as

Cummings
Los Angeles

will

to

Do

— Irving

and

CRAZY

Cummings

New

LIKE

A FOX"

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishei
for all

Pathecomedies

at

you

Exchange.

It doesn't matter at all that the

"Meller"

slated to direct "Bertha, the
Machine Girl" for Fox.

Team

/*

is

Sewing

trade mark of Bed Seal Flotnres Is

oOTerlng up

jiart of thla

message.

Red Seal pictures have often covered

$1,250,000

er operates the 69th St.

up whole shows that Otherislae might
have gone k«rflgE_i_so jlJt^top at
a little

me.

Kline Leases Kapner House
Philadelphia— C. Folk Kline has
Harron in "Rose of Tenements"
leased the Elk, 25th and Ridge Ave.
Los Angeles— Johnny Harron is to
from L. Kapner.
appear opposite Shirley Mason in

"Rose

Buys Full

Interest

of the

Tenements," for

F B

O.

Mt. Sterling, N. Y.— Harrison B.
Scott of Lexington is now sole own- Philadelphia to Have Golf
Tourney
er of the Tabb.
Howard B. Turner
Philadelphia— "The Exhibitor" ia
is
remaining as manager.
sponsoring a golf tournament to be
held some time next month.
In Tellegen's First
Los Angeles Dolores Del Rio will
George Jessel Back
play in "My Wife's Honor," the first
George Jessel is in New York frorq
production to be directed by Lou the Coast, where he
completed "PriTellegen.
vate Izzy Murphy" for Warners.

that any Qompany oould hoaet. And

besides, 82 fast norlng exchanges ar*

all set to handle the dletrlbtttion.
It's going to be a great year, 'boysl

—

E. Millinocket House Sold
East Millinocket, Me. Dickinson
Bulmer have purchased the Mu-

—

—

New Manager

under way on Cecil B. De Mille's
"The King of Kings." Mason Ni
Litson is production manager.

PhUadelphia House
Owen Moore are co-starred in "FrisPhiladelphia— Costing $1,250,000 a
co Sal," the Edmund Goulding orig- new theater is to be built by William
inal M.-G.-M. is making.
Freihofer, who with Nixon-Nirdling-

nicipal

for Jefferson
Jefferson. O.
M. E. Ames, Pastime owner, has called for bids on a
400-seat house he is planning.

of the Liberty.

700,

Charley Chase V(

Work on "King of Kings" Starts
This is
Los Angeles — Work is just getting FREE

—

Starke-Moore

&

New House

manager

formed by
and Lyric.

Montana Theaetr
Mont. John Rugar and
Frank Knotts are building at Park
700-Seat

Butte,

Scott

Quoted

—

has been

of the Illinois

of the houses will be converted
into a business block.

t/ft^d Market

Wineberg

Coulterville

1,000

95/
30/
45/

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures
Warner Pict. "A"
•

100

19

54^4

—The

—

pleted for a new theater on Humbolt
Ave., Roxbury district. David Brand,
owner of the Waltham, at Waltham,
is sponsor.

One

23/

P.

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of

9,100
2,800

im

Pfd.

Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
•.\I.

70

Project.

Loew's, Inc
•.Metro- Gold.

100
100
100

103/

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A"

cost

Sales

6

.

•Intern'l

33/
33^
37/
73/
75

Players
•Fam. Play. Pfd.
•Film Inspect.
•First Nafl Pfd.

will

house, seating
open about Oct. 1.

Quotations
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

theater

Houses Merge
111.

Theater Corp.
the

City.

Am.
Am.
Am.

The

bridge.
$1,000,000.
St.

from

J.

Regan.

Brother Leases Theater

—

Plumcrville, Ark.
Ray Willbanks
has taken over operation of the Gem
from his brother.

Clover Managing San Jose House
San Jose, Cal. Emory V. Clover

now

—

is

managing the National.

Betty Blythe at Palace
Betty Blythe will return to pictures
after closing a vaudeville tour at
the
Palace next week.
Bids on Boise House Asked
Ida.— Bids hav€-4jeen called
for on the theater to be ^ected
at

SEATTLE

Boise,

7th

and Main..-

Lasky Buys "Sorrell and gbn"
Hollywood
Paramount has -purchased the novel, "Sorrell and Son "

—

SEPT. IZ

'

jP^BoxOfficeTdb the&oiy far 193^-7/
^^"-^

^V^K^

lbEAS.42^-S.B^"'

JvSbW
SamKat'

_

-D

KENT,

p^goetn

rnrTj'n,

famous f J-a^
485

nf* f %'
,,_

receipts on

Kent--—
..e audited
are
now xn
^'''
"VABIETY,"

--^^fj^

Lre

th^
run at
its
o^
1800-seat bouse).
Firs-t

^^^
^^

eiS-^

qp,4.55
_,
$26,954.55

34,442.30

week

34,083.90

Second

Third
Fourth

31,516.45
29,263.00

11

30,153.00

»

Fifth
Sixth
Seventh

26,900.05

11

very

«"ly

5'°'"'^'

+

'^f
ip'V

-roller.

OUTClASS THE FIEiB
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

THE

jJB^
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DAILY

But he

an especially attractive personality.
rides

AMERICAN—*

•
• has been lavishly set,
nicely cast and directed.
Although too long,
• •
it is fair entertainnrent.
But the entire
production lacks vitality.
And Richard Bar-

thelmess deserves a more exacting role.

*

*

*

MIRROR—*

* *
DAILY
is
the worst
slaughter of a novel we've viewed in many
a day, and that covers a powerful lot of

*

DAILY NEWS—*

* • Olcott's sense of
scenery, always fetching, outsteps all bounds
in this effort.
There is a wealth of gorgeous costumery and beautiful photographic
effects.
Which alone should make the movie

worthwhile.

half

EVENING JOURNAL—

*

*

*

*

GRAPHIC—*

• * •

unconvincing.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

There

is

Perhaps

•

*

TIMES — *

place.

•

* * Mr. Maynard is good-lookhe rides so well that he makes
extraordinary feats of horsemanship look
comparatively simple.
This vehicle, however, is not conspicuous for its originality.

ing

and

—

—

portraits
which
tive hero. * * *

makes

the

an

star

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

attra'C-

*

Rich-

ard Barthelmess returns to the field in which
that of ro
he scored his greatest successes
mantic drama and in "The Amateur Gentleman" * * * he is seen in one of the happiest roles that has come his way in many
»
a month. * *
POST * * * There were too many scenes,

—

—

of which seemed to ha've been made
for little more purpose than to show off the
variety of the costume wardrobe provided
In justice it must be said
for Barthelmess.
that the setting for every scene seemed authentic and was well done. • * *

many

SUN — *

*

*

Mr. Barthelmess

is

excellent

the romantic role of the country boy

who

He shows
became an amateur gentleman.
grace and poise and his personality is projected more forcibly than usual. • * •
* * The theme, with its
boy Cinderella, evidently appealed to the
movie audience, and the thin-lipped Mr.
Barthelmess, with his frequently grave face,
went about the business of becoming a gentleman in a straightforward manner. • *

TELEGRAM—*

TIMES—*

*

Although

*

picture is
has its captivatfrank and simple
this

not alive with suspense, it
ing moments, due to the
manner in which it has been produced and
Richard Barthclmess's sympathetic portrayal
* *
of Barnabas Barty.

WORLD—

*

*

"The

With

*

AMERICAN—*
From

again.
his

latest

Lubitsch has done it
to last deep chuckle,
a thing of joy. * * *
*

first titter
is

(ilni

DAILY MIRKjOR- *

*

A

*

really

delic-

ious flicker has come to us in "So This Is
Paris,"
bubbly", sparkly, exhilarating entertainment.
It is to the screen what prewar
*
Champagne is to a gala event. *
* * The picture moves
with a pace as perfectly tim'ed as a symphony orchestra's rendition of a masterpiece.

—

DAILY NEWS—*

EVENING JOURNAL—*
pictures

that

almost

attain

*

*

one of the

film

perfection.

The acting is splendid.
The situations are
adr'oit.
The humor is really humorous. And
the

direction

is

ask

no more

.*

_

by

rite

so

one

can

»

GRAPHIC—*

lightfully

Lubitsch,

*

*

*

*

ation

beverage.

*

_

«

•

That

sly

genius of the cinema, Herr Ernst Lubitsch,
has turned out the most hilarious of his
* «
comedies in "So This is Paris."

POST— *

*

*

a

ing.
It is bright
a dull minute in

TELEGRAM

picture well worth
and smart and there

it.

—

*

*

seeisn't

*

To get a French
farce on the screen and hold its elusive gayety there within the frame of its own Gallic
logic is no achievement to be sniffed
at by the Broadway sniflfers.
Mr. Lubitsch
has accomplished

that

big

Richard
Barthelmess
comes
forth in a correct costume drama of little
movement.
The piece has quietness and
dignity and a feeling for the Englishness of
this Jeffery Farnol talc of the "od's bodkins"
days.
It has also a rather weary droop.

organization

the

a

did and be entirely legal
a greater restraint of trade."

oil folks

and even

* * *

with finesse.
"So This
is
Paris," which probably runs an hour
and a half, contains an hour and a half of
entertainment. * *
TIMES—* * * It is a farcial yarn that
keeps one amused from the start, and obviously Hans Kracly, who furnishes the scenario,
deserves his share of the credit, for his delightful
humor evidently provided an inspiration for Mr. Lubitsch. * * *
* * * A movie magnificent in
detad, witty, sly, with completely devastating quips and quirks, has been cut out by
Ernst Lubitsch, who again proves with "So
This Is Paris" that he is one of the few
directors who can smartly turn a phrase
with the camera. * * *
it

WORLD —

defendants in suit for a mini$250 damages, brought bji
Berlin,
Inc.,
and Shapiro-

ers, are

mum

of

Irving
Bernstein, music publishers, alleging
infringement of copyright.

Van Nuys Lease New House
Owensmouth, Cal. The new theater being built here by L. E. Hess

—

has

M.
of

been leased to N. Scheinberg,
P. Horowitz and Louis Greenberg
the Van Nuys Theater Co.
It

National

First

Colony

AMERICAN — Silver
laughing.

eyes
the

electric

personable
devil,"

lights
cat!

little.

si.urs

man,
ride
•

black

aglitter,

Maynard galloped

of

young

who

even act a

Ken

•

•

into

Broadway.
He's a
this "Senor Darelike
Tom Mix and

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

*

Mr.

Maynard

dark and slim; a wizard horseman;
Verily, a conredy
a blithesome daredevil.
youth whose easy smile and graceful heroics
should skyrocket him to leadership among
is

tall,

will be

ready Oct.

1.

check

his

intelligence

O'Toole to Address

Officials

J. O'Toole, editor of "Official
Bulletin," M. P. T. O. A. organ, is
to be one of the speakers at the convention of Pennsylvania mayors, solicitors and councilmen, to be held at
Hazelton, Aug. 31.

Police Seek Missing Manager
Madison, Wis. Police still are
searching for Al Hicks, erstwhile

—

manager

for the Fischer circuit, whc
alleged to have absconded with
theater receipts.
is

the

door.

•

•

V.

chain will be

fe

—

drome and Orpheum, Reading;

—

Virginia Academy of Music, Ar
Colonial, Granby and Well
Norfolk; Academy of Music, Bijo
Isis, Colonial, Lyric, Odeon, Strar
and Victor, Richmond;
Georgia Bijou, Savannah.

—

—

Albany, N. Y. The secretary
State has approved the application
Wilmer & Vincent Corp. to dispo!
of 100,000 shares of no par commc
stock in the state.
i

Two
Union

Pimips Prevent Flooding
City,

N.

J.

—Two

high

c£

pacity electric pumps were called ir
to use to stem a rising flood in th
basement of the Hudson, 38th S
and New York Ave. Heretofore, on
small pump was enough to keep th
basement clear of water, due to
small spring in the cellar, but heav
rains or a recent nearby explosio
which opened new springs is causin
flooding of the theater.

Only a Publicity Stunt

—

"How

water conservation project has been

licity

filmed for national distribution.

Betrayed," a British

Hornstein in Maine

stunt for

Kitchener

Wa

film.

Mercy Extending Chain
Frederick Mercy is ex

Seattle

—

Warners' Lease Epires
panding his chain, having acquirei
Cleveland The Circle opens its
the Legion from Frank Talabere
Fall season Aug. 21 with Tantages
It will be renamed the Capitol.
vaudeville
and
first-run
pictures.
Comerford House Reopened
The house is under management of
Weismann with Sennett
Martin Printz. Last year the Circle
Scranton
Completely renovated,
David Weismani
Los Angeles
was leased and operated by Warner the American, Comerford house, has now is with Sennett's title depart
Bros.
The lease has expired, and reopened.
ment.
now the house has reverted back to
Printz and his associates.
Jan Garber for Loew Houses
Jan Garber and his band have
Petroff Returning Sept. 1
been booked for the Loew houses,
Boris Petroif is due back in New opening at Loew's
State, St Louis, in
York from Denver Sept. 1, when he September.

—

will stage
tions.

He

—

PORTLAND

various Publix presentahas recovered from an op-

eration for tonsilitis.

"The

•

HERALD-TRIBUNE— Mr. Maynard, I
must confess, seemed to me as conventional
and as forgettable as the picture.
He is
neither a particularly competent actor nor

W. &

principally in Eastern Pennsylvan:
Virginia and Georgia, the prese
field of the circuit's operations, whit
embrace the following theaters
part:
Pennsylvania Orpheum, A
toona; Colonial, Opera House ar
Orpheum, Easton; Capitol, Coloni;
Grand, Majestic, Orpheum and Vi
toria,
Harrisburg; Capitol, Hipp<

Complete Dam Film
A special dispatch to the "Ne\
Los Angeles Los Angeles Coun- York World" says the finding o
ty's
$35,000,000 flood control and Lord Kitchener's "body" was a pub

Joe Hornstein of the Howelis-Cinc
Equipment Co., leaves today for a
ten-day trip to Harrison. Me.

• •

at

by the

M.

"Blue Boy" Preview Today
Blue Boy," second of the
Western luminaries.
Romance Prod., is to have a preview
EVENING WORLD— • • * Maynard
Hornell Exhibitor Dead
seems to display a pleasing enough personafternoon
at
the
Hornell, N. Y.— Charles S. Smith, this
Wuriitzer
ality.
Not much can be said for the story.
Auditorium.
manager
of
the
Shattuck,
recently
It is a conventional Western with a stereotyped plot that requires the spectator to died at St. James' Mercy Hospital.
•

the pri

(

—

"Senor Daredevil"

when

negotiations called off

erican,

Amateur

Gentleman"

made

combination in restraint of trade cipals failed to agree on price. Su
Theater owners are not especially in- sequently, Keith-Albee was report^
terested in the phase of the situation. to have practically closed for tl
purchase of the circuit, but this de
If the Dept. of Justice did declare this
also has been called off.
concern a monopoly in restraint of
The expansion plan decided upc
trade they could reshape it like the

as frothy and as destimulating as the Parisian's favo-

HERALD-TRIBUNE

I)

"This no issue, he emphasized that no deal wi
the
doubt characterized Deputy Attor- any company, which might have f
ney General Donovan's recent state- its object the sale of the W. & V. c:
ment about the American Society oj cuit is under way or contemplated.
Some time ago, Stanley was die
Composers, Authors and Publishers
ering for the W. & V. chain, wi
in which he stated he had no informpublication.

—

Cameo

from Page

(.Continued

(Continued from Page 1)

asserts

Wilmington Exhibitors Sued
Wilmington, Del.
Nicholas A.
Jones and Jaines Arthos, Savoy own-

"So This Is Paris"
Warners

a

high romantic seriousness joined for this
once to an undercurrent of humor so frequently lacking in the Barthelmess screen

an

*

aggressively

is

is

*

Mr. Maynard is a
but as a cinema actor he
uninteresting and common-

*
*

*

rider

•

*

is

EVENING WORLD—*

in

SUN — *

good

Barthel-

too good an actor to be wasted on
This
pictures with little or no story value.
*
one lacks convincing force. *
* * It is a more
than passable picture play which will please
as g'ood as
many but falls short of being
•
should have been. *
it
* * Richard Barthelmess is
decidedly not our conception of a devil-maycare young man, who is a pugilist by vocation
and a gentleman by avocation. Dick's small
stature makes his every athletic move seem

mess

He

no extraordinary personality and

has

indifferent actor.

*

*

*

action,
thundering hoofs,
fury, breathtaking adventure, wondrous feats
of horsemanship almost too quick for the
naked eye to follow, are unfurled in a
spirited panorama. * * *
• * * brings to the screen a new
star.
Ken Maynard, whose chief claim to
fame lies in his ability to ride a horse,
along with several other rodeo riders.

POST —

National
Strand

First

•

*

Lightblood and

ning

"The Amateur Gentleman"

•

*

W. & V. Expanding

Justice Ruling Hit

•

•

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *

Newspaper Opinions

territory.

*

well.

Returns from Europe
Jack Cosman is back from a
through Europe.

Wynne-Jones
Wynne-Jones

trip

F.
Catskills
illness.

in

Catskills

of

Ufa

is

in

the

recuperating from a recent
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Reddy
Against the

opposition of the
Summer,"The Trap" held over a second
week at Kunsky's big Adams Theatre,
Detroit! "Outside the Law", breaking
stiffest

5»

ALL RECORDS FOR ALL TIME at Pantages,
Vancouver, and "The Trap" grabbed on
the spot to get more of the golden coin!
—Neck and neck "The Trap" and'^Outside the Law" race breaking records for
Stanley, Keith, Publix, Cooney, Karzas,
ready'
Butterfield, etc., etc.

Two

money

pictures

— GRAB THEM NOW!

Grab these
money makers

NOW!

Starring

Priscilla

DEAN

with TRENE RICH
supported by

is

Lon Chaney

r--,^
Directed by Tod Browning
Presented by Carl

Laemmle

Spottiswoode
Aitken, Frank
Campeau, Alan
Hale and other
box office stars
\.

vPp.,

.^Bf

^^

JJM

Directed by

Robert Thornby

divers/

^

;-l
^:.&:£.\i:i

^^b^^"'-^-"

!

B'WAY!
Mightiest

Demonstration Ever

Accorded a Star of the Screen!
Turning Times Sq. Theatre into
Shrieking Mass of Humanity!

Flaming

Ne'w^ Star

Born In A Blaze oS Glory

Iroadway Takes the Galloping Colssus to its Jaded Heart !
Celebrities
rom Every Strata of Metropolitan
ife Go Wild in Frenzy of Acclamation!

B^Mray Goes So
Vill Go The Nation!
Ls

(^^-^

FILM BOOKING OFHCES
OF AMERICA.

INC.

KINOGRAMS

Qevtvude EderJe lands in Kingsdown, England, at

9.33 P.74.,Av.^usl 6.

Trainer Burgess leads "Trud^"throuqh cheering Crowds.

IF YOU

WANT ALL THE NEWI

YOV'VE GOT TO HAVE KINOGRAM

Scores Again /
With the Only Existing
Pictures of the Landing
in England of Oertrude
EderleAfter Her Epochal
English Channel Swim.

WHEN

this

brave American

girl

stepped on

the beach at Kingsdown at 9:33 P. M. on
the night of August 6 the pitchy black darkness
disappeared under the torchlights held by Kinograms cameramen, and, as welcoming arms of
the cheering crow^ds stretched out to receive her,
their

cameras "ground" her triumphant

arrival.

But for the courage and enterprise of Kinograms
cameramen this history-making scene ^vould
have been lost forever.
greatest exclusive News Reel Picture in
screen history since Kinograms' scoop six years

The

ago of the Transatlantic

flight of the

NC-4.

The Only Complete Picture
(f (£H£LLc<itixyruxl U-LctuAjU-^

"THE SPICE OF'THE

PROGRAM"

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.

Will H. Hays, President,

Story of the Ederle Channel
Swim is in

KINOGRAMS

THE

j2^
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Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitu'
tion stunts.
They give all Jiecessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when you run these pictures.
in your
"Exploit-0-Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are

S€7id

helping you.

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

Arranged with the Pontiac Motor
Car Co. for a parade of the "Chief
of tlic Sixes" driven by men dressed
in full Indian regaUa.
Banners on
each car advertised the picture. Made
a tie-up with the library for a big
display and the distribution of 3 000
book marks. A local newspaper featured an Indian Drawing Contest

which proved a publicity builder.
Ed Renaud, Grand, Marion, O.

"La Boheme"
(M.-G.-M.)
extremely effective street stunt
was the placing of a girl dressed as
an artist in prominent location on
one of the business streets. She made
pseudo-sketches on a board which

An

labeled "La Boheme." The curious pedestrians naturally halted to
"painting."
The theaten
the
see
smocks,
usherettes
wore
artist's
white trousers, red bow ties and black
velvet
American Theater.
"tarns."
Colorado Springs, Colo.

local electric

company

for a

"Old Loves and New"
(First National)

Decorated the lobby with colorful
dressing. A splash of color and lights
attracted attention to the lobby beginning with the material under the
marquee.
This consisted of three

compo-board banners supported ati
each end by a shadow-box and the
center by two poles which were covered with compo-board in a box form
The title was painted in white with
the caps in red.
Over the box-officq
was a circle of lamps arranged in a
chasing

—

That
,

THE

—

—

—

—

—

Texas by J. J. Strickland, a Para-<
mount attorney. All exhibitors ar( threatened stampede for exits was
halted
when
Robert
Ungerfield
donating a percentage of their
re-

ceipts

to the exploitation

campaign

shouted

was
ger.

to patrons that the booth
fireproof, so there was no dan-

Damage,

$1,000.

Robesonia Reopening Labor Day
Robesonia, Pa.
Labor Day wjI!
Hess Joins Home Office Staff
mark reopening of the Pioneer by
Lou Hess, former St. Louis manEast Coast Theaters, headed by Os- ager for Universal, has been named
car Neufield and Sam Stiefel.
The special complete service contract repfirm purchased the house from W. resentative with
headquarters in the
J. Noll, and closed it for remodeling.
home office. He has been on a leave
Stiefel operates the De
Luxe ex- of absence since last Spring, during
change, Philadelphia.
which he visited relatives in Europe.

—

Billing
feature,

provoke

for

Harry

Pathe's

"Satan Town,"
a

guilty

is

feeling

Care>
going tc

in

manj

cities.

Charles Clary can

tell

you of

early days of screen history.

tht

Re-

O]
Adventures
member,
"The
Kathlyn?" That was one of the "big
pictures" in which he had a leading

role.

Billy Bevan is so used to slapstick
that he says if a thug ever held bin
up he'd probably chase the robbei
and get shot.

Newcomb's New Policy
Hamlin Joins 1st National
Modesto, Cal. Lew H. Newcomb
Los Angeles Recovering from innow is in charge of the Strand, Mo- juries sustained in an automobile misCharley Chase started his theatridesto and National.
He has instil hap near Kansas City, Fred Hamlin
illustrates
tuted a policy for simultaneous show:* has joined the First National public- cal career as a singer of
became c
ing of a picture in the two first run ity department. He formerly handled songs in Baltimore. He
unti
Roach,
director
supervising
for
houses.
publicity for the Mark Strand, New
a doctor told him to try acting ant
York.
He's been doing i
forget worry.

—

—

Film Row Picnics
Board members and
exchange employes held their annual
Seattle

Seattle

— Film

border fashion with neat
panels
alongside
in
which were picnic at Redondo Beach.
placed different catch-lines. On each
end of tlic banners proper lights sur- Kuschner Buys Indianapolis Branch
rounded the names of other members
Indianapolis Oscar Kuschner has
The shadow-box on thq purchased the State Film Service.
of the cast.
extreme ends was made into cutouts from various posters.
On top
Watertown House Dark

—

Gottlieb Gets St. Louis Post
St. Louis
Manie Gottlieb, who recently won first place in a sales contest conducted by the company, has
been promoted to management of the

—

Universal exchange.
He succeeds
L. E. ("Nicky") Goldhammer, temporary manager.

Naylor, Des Moines "U" Head
marquee inside the shell was a
Des Moines George Naylor has
Watertown, N. Y. Charles Sesoncompo-board cut-out made from the
ske has closed the Liberty for re- succeeded Manie Gottlieb as Uni24-sheet, above which was placed the
versal manager.
modeling.
title surrounded by a lamp border
The color combination was orango
Bushman's Son with M.-G.-M.
Herbert Hoke Better
and black with white lettering.
Hollywood Francis X. Bushman,
Seattle
Herbert
Hoke,
salesS.
Frank StcfTy, Coliseum, Seattle.
man, has recovered from an illness Jr., is under contract to M.-G.-M.
of 18 months and has rejoined Fam- He had an important role in "Brown
"The Road to Mandalay"
ous.
of Harvard," which won him the con-

—

—

A

Vesley

San Jose,
is

Now
Cal.

—

First National says that for con
sistent box-office scoring it is difficult to find a director more exper
Proof is found ii
than Al Santell.
the fact that all his future pictures
will be known as "Alfred A. Santel!

Productions."

SALT LAKE CITY

tract.

San Jose
Frank Vesley now
at

managing the American.

Warren Leaves A. E.
Butte J. T. Warren has resigned
as Associated Exhibitors manager.

—

ever since.

—

—

the

(M.-G.-M.)
youth dressed as a Chinaman
walked the streets carrying a large
bundle representing returned laundry
Copy on the bundle read: "For Singapore Joe on The Road to Mandalay."
Chinese characters also appeared on
Also tied up with the
the bundle.

b

And

Dramatists Must Approve Managers'
That's
Selection
Will Have Screen
to Mandalay' you can always keep
Rights Power
cool with a General Electric Fan.
By PHIL. M. DALY
See Lon Chaney in his latest triumph
William A. Brady has been proat the America."
Stills from the pic- posed by the Producing Managers'
Polyclinic Hospital is appar
The Assoc, as the arbiter of its differences
ture rounded out the display.
ently
one of the few places tha
lobby display art work featured palm with the Dramatists' Guild. He will
America ha*ve jurisdiction over screen rights. Tammany Young can't "crash." H(
trees and tropical effects.
tried it the other day in an effort tc
Theater, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Brady must be approved by the
see Rudolph Valentino.
Dramatists before the appointment
becomes effective. As yet they have
"Up in Mabel's Room"
Casting Director Ray Connell ai
not planned a meeting to act on the
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
matter.
Following a series of con- First National was looking fo'i
A week or so in advance of show- ferences several months ago the pro- youngsters with man-sized hats am
ing, displayed a silk chemise in lobby
In inspecting tht
ducers and authors decided to joint- long trousers.
without any mention of what it was
noticed three boy,
embryo
stars
he
ly name an arbiter.
Patrons surmised that
all
about.
used the same last name. Check-uj
someone had lost it and that the
revealed that they had been using
Audience Causes Most Damage
management hung it up to be identithe same hat as well.
Hackensack, N. J.
Fire hoses,
fied and claimed.
A week before thq
opening a card was hung alongside manned by spectators unfamiliar
Speaking of originality in weddings
the garment, announcing that it was with proper handling of the apparatone; When Claire Del Mar, ac
here's
us,
caused
damages
than
the
more
similar to the one worn by Marie
and Hal Mohr, cameraman
tress,
fire itself in the recent blaze at tha
Prevost in the picture, with the statewere married in Hollywood the cereOritani.
The
fire,
itself,
brought
was
ment: "If you don't believe it, you
mony took place upon a set reprecan see it next week on the screen." under control by a chemical extin- senting
St.
Stephen"s
Cathedral.
guisher,
but
firemen
bailkept
busy
C. C. Pippin, Strand, York, Pa.
ing water out of the orchestra pit, to Vienna.
prevent destruction of the organ.
"Stumping" Aids "G. M. S." in Texas
Mabel Normand had to remain ah
Dallas
"Greater Movie Season,"
night in muddy trenches, for ten
Reassurance Averts Panic
which is being put over in this state
Rahway, N. J. Fireproof equip- successive nights in making "Ont
on an extensive scale, is receiving deHour Married." Screen acting alment
of the Empire prevented a
cided impetus through "stumping" oi
panic when a film exploded.
A ways was such a cinch.

was

—

Brady As Arbiter

window

display of electric fans with a 22x28
card reading: "Even along "The Road

T. L. Talley Back
Los Angeles— T. L. and Mrs. Talley are back from a trip to Europci
The veteran showman brought back a
number of motion pictures of the
trip.
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THE
riday,

August

At York

[ndignation
(.Continued from

Page

Special Treatment
(Continued from Page

1)

luenoses" reckoned without Mayoj
ugentugler, who opposed passage of
e

j5B^

DAILY

20, 1926

measure and who now backs up

stand by refusing to sign the ornance passed over his protests\
ow, the "reformers" are theatening
take the matter to the courts, and
will take an order to force the
ayor to sign the act which he
ands, "un-American, unfair and uns

institutional."

The Seventh Day Adventists and

11

Stanley
In Western Studios

1)

the market abroad, will supervise the
cutting, titling and other work attendent upon the preparation of negatives from which prints will be mad<j
for foreign distribution.
He was a»
sociated with the administrative department of Paramount about seven
years ago. He was a technical assise
tant of Rex Ingram in production of
"The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse," and later produced a numbej
of two reel films of children's stor-

To

Build 3

(Continued from Page

1)

borhood houses, with

their joint cos*
expected to total $1,800,000.
The
more pretentious of the pair, a 2,500-»
Still on "The Red MUl"
Marion Davies is still on her latest seat house, will be in Wilkinsburg
Cosmopolitan production, "The Red while the other will be at East Liberty

which William Goodrich is di- and cost $800,000.
Meanwhile Harry Davis is engagwith Owen Moore.
Louise
Fazenda, Karl Dane, George Seig- ed in "digging in," having completed
mann and Snitz Edwards are in the plans for a 4,000 seat theater, as well
Mill,"

recting

as letting contracts for remodeling
the Grand. In addition, the firm had
the Lyric, Rltz and Davis.

cast.

ies.
Five years ago he went abroad
In "Fangs of Justice"
and has been engaged in activities
June Marlowe has been loaned to
Stanley Building at Norwood
ayor's stand against the discrimina- in Central Europe ever since, during play
opposite
Johnny Walker in
Norwood.
Pa. In association with
the
course
of
which
he
produced
"Fangs of Justice," which Samuel Bisry legislation.
Marcus Benn, the Stanley Co. will
three films in Hungary.
choff
is
producing.
Wheeler
Oakman,
Now steps are being taken to seGeorge Irving and "Silverstreak," the build a l,SOO-seat house here.
re a referendum on the subject, with
dog are in the cast.
e Hippodrome running each SunFox Chargies False Friendship
O 'Toole Being Transferred
ly, in definance of the threat of
In a suit filed in the Supreme
Tom Tyler on Another
)lue law" adherents.
Meanwhile)
Minneapolis—J. E. O'TooIe, P.D.
Court, William Fox asks Hyman
lere is much indignation.
Tom Tyler has returned from a va- C. exchange manager, is being transWinik and others, for an accounting cation and has started "Cowpunching ferred to St. Louis.
of the profits from the sale of the| for Cupid" with Doris Hill as femE. J. Lipson, formerly of Des
Finds Films Aid Building
property at 302-342 W. 45th St.. inine lead. Robert DeLacey directing. Moines, succeeds him.
L. A. La
Cleveland James A. Devine, sec- bought in 1922 from the William Wal- Also in
the cast are Frankie Darro, Plante, St. Louis manager, remains
itary of the Ohio Building Assoc, dorf Astor estate.
Mr. Fox alleges LeRoy Mason and Dicky Brandon. in the capacity of office manager.
eague. states that the motion pic-, that he took a 30 per cent interest in
L. L. Philips is new Des Moines
ire js a most valuable means of em«
the transaction for himself and John
manager.
Sullivan
to
Start
"Speed
Cop"
lasizing before the public the desire Zanft but that large profits which
Billy Sullivan will start work in
)ility of home ownership and thrift
have been made have been "concealed
"The Speed Cop" this week, with
Honeck Promoted
"We have had a number of instatices in and diverted."
says he gave
He
ir
experience where new accounts were
Duke
Worne
directing.
The
incast
Milwaukee
E. J. Honeck has been
Winik advice as to busniess and perirted,
or idle accounts were added to,
cludes Rose Blossom, Francis Ford, appointed manager of the P. D. C.
cause our clients were inspired by some- sonal matters for many years because
Aubrey, Howard Truesdell branch. He has been a member of
ing they saw in the movies," said Devine Winik was his friend, and that Winik? Jimmie
'bile
and William Hayes. A Rayart release. the local branch's sales force.
discussing "Greater Movie Season."
"insisted" that he take
30 per cent

e local labor federation, comprising
local groups are supporting th^

—

—

—

ihe movie operates for us in two ways
any of the stories show the happiness of
lung- folks who
go through hardships in
der to save and have their own honres,
id, on
the other hand, they point out the
ihappiness of those who waste their money
d have no thought of the future.

a

interest

on the Astor property,

"tell-

ing me this was his opportunity to Adapting "The Kid's Last Fight"
F. A. E. Pine is busy on the congive me some concrete evidence oj
his appreciation of my many acts oJ tinuity of "The Kids Last Fight" for
Tom Tyler of F. B. O. It is an
friendship to him."

"Thrift, like virtue, is always rewarded in
e photoplays, and thriftlessness, like wrong)ing, brings its
misery as an afterath.
The movies are great teacher? in

original

by George Worthing.

Fox Case Re-opened

Bill

any respects."

Supreme Court Justice Crain has
opened the default case of the Fox
New Theater for Hartford
Film Corp., in a suit against Louis
Hartford, Conn. Boston architects and Antonio Mandia, which was disive plans ready for the new Colonial missed last October when the plain-(
tiffs failed to appear at the time thd
be built on Farmington St.
case was called for trial, and put it
on the calendar for trial next Octo-f
Webster

—

Bill

Cody

Starts Second

Cody's second for Associated

Exhibitors, "Flashing Heels," has begun.
William J. Craft is directing
with Joan Meredith in the leading

feminine

role.

t

—

lased the White.

Newport House

—

Is

Opened

(F

Yoo DoN-f HURRX

UP AMD GET Some
Soon/ -I'M gomma
Cam on -To vou

BooKIN'J

week

for 18 weeks
The defendants contend that during
seventeen of these weeks Fox failed
to deliver films as agreed and have
made a counterclaim.
of $150.40 a

SPOKANE

Bruce Barton Here
Bruce Barton is in Hollywood to

Fox is suing for $2,707 foi(
begin the adaptation of his latest
breach of contract on the ground that
novel, "The Man Who Forgot God,"
the defendants ordered films amountfor Famous.
ing to $8,000 and defaulted in payber.

ments

Tuscaloosa, Ala. The King's Pal:e at Newport has opened.
Simon
[eyer is owner.

—

ager.

own

Springs House Bought
Webster Springs, W. Va. Bascom
[erold and O. M. White have pur-

Beck Gets Cleveland Post
Cleveland J. E. Beck is the new
P. D. C. branch manager, succeeding
George Erdman, Chester Lowe has
succeeded Beck as Cincinnati man-

Ober Completes Role
Robert Ober has just c?Ompleted a
role on Louis Gasnier's latest TifiFany
production, "Fools of Fashion."
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93%^ 'Melodrama They Said

Was TOO 'BIG Evenfor the Screen^!

Exploit-O'Grams

IN THIS ISSUE

Now an accepted exploitation
guide by exhibitors everywhere. Showmanship stunts
no speculation, but the tried

The Ne'w Season's Here
at hand and
wane. September
SUMMER on theopening
season. Do you
of the

and

tested kind

— direct

from

exhibitor to exhibitor. Invaluable for every theater owner.

is

is

with

it

Impartial Revie^vs

comes the

fall

know what

Current and future releases of
all distributors reviewed from
the theater angle.

want

to

know

if

Exhibitors

pictures will

pictures are in store for you ? Full
data on what distributors will release in September,

make money. Here's an excellent way to find out. Short

October and November will be found in

subjects covered as well.

want

to

Exhibitors will want to

file it

away

this

for reference.

issue.

p.

D. C?B|ttRINGER

DEMlLLE-METIltO/PCg/ljteAN PICTURES
CORPORATION
PRODUCERS
DTTrlrilEA^^i^^
F.C.MUNnCE.
L.^5*^^L^

Zl^
MBB^

President

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vice President and Tieas.

JOHN C.FLINN.

Vice-President and Ceneial

Man a^i-

^^ORIIOM

DISTRIBUTORS PRODUCERS INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION

nO

West 46fh. Sfieet

'^^^

""'*-**'
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,
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.
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OREGON'S PREMIER SHOWMAN PAYS
TRIBUTE TO CECIL DE MILLE'S
''THE VOLGA BOATMAN''
The premier showman in the Oregon
tribute to the

showmanship

pays
motion

territory

of the premier

picture producer of the industry.

Robert Marsden,

Amusement

Jr.,

President of the Coos

Bay

Co., operating theatres in Marshfield

and North Bertd, Oregon, has booked every big
picture produced in the past five years. He is the
outstanding showman in his territory, and his New
Egyptian Theatre at Marshfield is the finest
theatre in southwestern Oregon. Mr. Marsden's
tribute to the genius of Cecil B. DeMille and the
artistic and box-office value of "THE VOLGA

«e «
^gst pi°^
inform 3°^
.
.^^e year
of tne
far the
pleased to
BOATMAT«
^toatre.
.,^ afte^^^^t feature,
^^t^ve i«^
Shortly
vavptta^^ ^

o \

BOATMAN,"
big exhibitor

epitomizes the opinion of every

who

BOATMAN." "By

has shown

"THE VOLGA

far the best picture that ever

played our New Egyptian Theatre." That's the
"low down" on this great DeMille Super-Special.

The Song of ''THE VOLGA
BOATMAN'' is a Song of
Box-Office Triumph for the
Wise Exhibitor!

AND NOW TWO MORE BIG ONES
ON THE WAY FOR SEPT. RELEASE
HOD
lA ROCQUE
.

VOUNG
APRI

T
uith

JOSEPH SCHILDKRAUT - RESSIE LOVE

RUDOLPH SCHILDKRAUT
DONALD CRISP production

and

a
adapiid b>

JEANIE
Fiom

SufinMini

t)r

MACPHERSON
ihr roirl h,

WILLIAM SISTROM

PfoduccJ b,

and

DOUGLAS DOTY

ECERTON CASTLE

Dittcud !.> DONALD CRISP
DE MILLE PICTURES CORPORATION

FI5.0M

THE STOR,Y

BY

EDNA FERBER.

JOBYNA R.ALSTON
E.L0UI5E DREXJ-ER.
«,TH

ADAPTED OV CARAF-Tr FORT
CONTINUITV 6V MARION ORTH
SUPtsvistoerC-CARDNtR ?;iLtlVAN

°'Tv'"

WILLIAM K.HO'WARD

DEMIllt PICTURES CORPORATION

—
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Detroit Theaters

To

Exports Again Drop

Houses to be Inaugurated During June Figures Show Decided Decrease
September Circuit Still
Australia Best Market for
Many Westerns Included
Broadening
Positives
Opening of five new theaters and Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
in
Washington Exports
June
A survey conducted by THE FILM the start of a sixth, will feature the
AILY discloses a wealth of pro- next month's expansion program of were considerably lower than in the

nounced by Distributors

—

jctions of a widely scattered nature
"e scheduled for release during Sep-

November.

and

October

mber,

necessity, there will be
langes, indications are that the total
of

/hile,

jmber

will be increased rather than
creased for the first quarter of the
;w season.

A summary

of

the major

American Cinema Assoc.
rank
yan.

—

"Then Came the Women," with
Mayo. Cullen Landis and Mildred
Directed by David Hartford.
1

—

Oct. 1
"Jack of Hearts,"
andis,
Gladys Hulette and
irected by David Hartford.
15
Oct.
"Dame Chance,"
razer and Julanne Johnston,

—

with

Vera

Cullen
Lewis.

with Robert
Directed by

—

ertram Bracken.
1
"The Man in the Shadow," with
Torrence, Myrtle Stedman, Mary Mcllister
and Joseph Bennett.
Directed by
ertram Bracken.

Nov.

lavid

Artclass
"Twin Triggers," starring Buddy Roosesit.

"Easy Going," starring Buddy Roosevelt.
"Speeding

Spurs,"

starring

Buffalo

Bill,

r.

"Deuce High," starring Buflfalo Bill, Jr.
"Riding Rivals," starring Wally Wales.
"Devil Daring," starring Wally Wales.
directed by Richard Thorpe.
II

preceding

New

York, the Premier,
30, with three Baltimore
theaters and Loew's Victory, Evansville. Ind., opening during September.
A new house, the Hillside, Sutphen
Blvd. and Jamaica Ave., gets under

way

portion

the releases with dates, titles, stars,
latured players and directors, fol)ws:

Sept.

Loew's.
In East
opens Aug.

Oct.

2.

month,

according

tailed figures just made public
Dept. of Commerce.

to

de-

by the

3,009,217 feet, valued at |81,294, in
312,150 feet of negatives, valued
(.Continued on Page 2)

May;

Valentino Passes Crisis

Rudolph Valentino is practically
beyond danger, physicians at the

Paramount

Week

Sept.

5-11

Sept. 5 to 11 has been designated
It is the ninth
Polyclinic Hospital believe. With his Paramount Week.
recovery a surety, arrangements are annual observance of the event, and
being made to take him to Maine dur~ marks the company's 15th birthday
celebration.
ing his convalesence.

15

— "Flames,"

with

Virginia

—Will Shut Rather

Impossible

Than Go Non-Union
H. M. Richey, general manager
of the M. P. T. O. of Michigan,
represented Detroit theater owners at a conference yesterday

William Canovan, head of

witli

Shipments included 2,568,041 feet of
raw stock, valued at $76,049, against

the

theater

but

tional,

reached

last

employees' internaneither
could
be
night

ment

as to the
discussions.

Detroit

—There

for

a

outcome

is

stateof the

going to be a

showdown on

the question of wage
demands of theater employes. Chafing under what they term unjust demands
of
operators
and
stage

demands which they say

hands,

far
their ability to pay, theater
owners of this city will throw down
the gauntlet to employes, when present contracts expire Sept. 1.

exceed

Signs With M.-G.-M.
Culver
City
Robert Z. Leonard
Lubitsch will
Detroit theaters do not intend to
direct one picture for M.-G.-M. under has renewed his contract with M.start a labor "war."
They insist
terms of the settlement made with G.-M. Under its terms he will make
through their spokesman, H. M.
"The
following
with
four
features
Warners. He joins Famous Jan. L
Richey, that they want to maintain
Gray Hat."
union labor in their theaters, and will
Brazilian M.-G.-M. Co. Organized
do so in all cases where the scale now
New Fox House Opens Sept. 1. in force can be maintained, but, unless
-A.lbanv,
N.
Y.— Metro-GoldwynMayer do Brasil has been chartered
The Savoy, newest Brooklyn the- what they term the impossible dehere.
Organizers are named as Ar- ater of the Fox chain, opens Sept. 1. mands are withdrawn, 125 it'tal thethur W. Britton, Harry C. Hand and The house is at Bedford Ave. and aters will close Sept. 1.
Raymond Gorman. Capital is $10,000. Lincoln Place.
This is no idle threat, for at a meeting Wednesday, 92 theaters owners
agreed to close, with others now signi-

One Lubitsch

Los Angeles

for

— Ernst

M.-G.-M.

Leonard

—

fying their willingness to do so.
(Continued on Page 2)

Associated Exhibitors
Sept.

M.P.T.O. Holds Salary Increases

—

—

1

Wage Demand

Unless Labor Quits

Season

Loew Openings

All

Close Sept.

Valli,

To

(Continued on Page 3)

Hands Demand Increase

Stage

The

Protective Union,
No. 1, and the International
Managers' Asso^, are negotiating for
Stage hands
a new wage agreement.

Local

Features Reviewed
The Loves of Ricardo
George Beban
The Duchess of Buffalo
First National
Laddie
Film Booking Offices

Lady of the Harem
Paramount
The Great Deception
First National

7
7

7

8

Universal
of the

8

Claw

Gotham-State Rights

8

The Runaway Express
Universal
Into Her Kingdom
First National
The College Boob

8

9

Film Booking Offices
The Heart of a Coward

9

Rayart-State
Lost at Sea

Rights

9

Rights

9

TiffanyJState

Short Subjects

time that exhibitors took stock and discovered demand $7 a night instead of the presThe present conent §5 minimum.
Fall has in store for them.
Many of the Coast tract expires Labor Day. Both sides
Studios have been active for months preparing the first of are confident that a new agreement

about
IT'S
what the

7

Her Big Night
The Sign

Theatrical

10-11

the

new

will avert a strike.

season's releases.

They're all set. And elsewhere in this edition the list will
be found in detail from the mightiest of distributors right down
the line. It is always a difficult piece of business to select those
which look good and those which don't. It is not unusual for
the producers themselves not to know. An analysis of the line-up,
plus scattered information gathered in New York and in Hollywood, does show this that a wide variety will be available to
exhibitors, no matter what type of theater they may run.
:

A minimum

of

promised for September,
This number will probably be aug-

176 features

October and November.

is

Operators— T. O.
No word from
wage controversy

C. C. in Stalemate
either side in the
of the T. O. C. C.
and motion picture operators yesterday indicated that both organizations

were

still

deadlocked.

Now in Chain
Butte — North American The170

aters Co. has taken over the
Rialto and American, bringing
its chain up to 170.

(Continued on Page 4)
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Michigan Unit's 7th Birthday

Threaten To Close

Detroit

(Continued from Page 1)

date, only the
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There are 156 theaters

Payment of the increases would add
from $335,000 to $450,000 to the cost
of operating Detroit's houses, according to Richey, who says the increase
in the case of one theater would total
$13,000.

N.

Increases demanded by stagehands,
would raise the weekly wage $25 per
man, with the quota of operators required in some houses raised from two

Terms (Postage

to four.

;

1918, at the post-office at New York,
Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscrihers should remit with order.
$15.00.
21,

Address

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y

all

DAILY,

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adNew York.
Hollywood
dress:
Filmday,
Harvey E. Gausnran, AmbassaCalifornia

—

Sunday, August

A

defense fund of $100,000 has been
raised by theater owners with negotiations on for blanket insurance to
cover losses which may accrue during
the contemplated shutdown.

dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

—
Paris — La

— Celebrating

seventh

the

anniversay of the founding of the M.
P. T. O. of Michigan, theater owners
of this state will gather at Battle
Creek, Oct. 4-5 for their annual convention.
The affair is to be a "Jubilee of Progress," according to H.
M. Richey.

Low

Am. Seat. Vtc. ..
Am. Seat. Pfd. ..
Balaban & Katz
Hal.

&

Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

Players

ii%

33 VS

37'/2

37'/,

74'^
74J4
117'4 115-4
1157^ 115

*Fam.

Play. Pfd.
Film Inspect.
.
•First Nat'l Pfd.

5^

.

tion

.

Project.

.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
*M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathc Exch. "A"
tPararaount B'way
ttRoxy Units

ttRoxy Common
Skouras

W'arner

Warner

.

.

.

69^
22

69 J4
22

11^

11^

40.^
23/2

40.)^

54>/,

54'/,

24!^

22 >4

"A"

5 '4

54!4

50
2,200
3,600

100

200
600
200
1,500
100

Mrs.
suit

51-/2

81J4
8Ji

80

28

2W^

iW2

2')y2

Sl-^
81
8
95 -^
30/2
45^1
27
30/2
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Last Prices Quoted
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Bond Market
Bid and Ask
Market

When you

think of

INSURANCE

Paramount

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Rryant

MtfUNii
GOWNS UNIFORMS
OR
LEARN TO SAY

BROOKS
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580

PEN.

ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

National
Brother,"

BELGIUM
SEPT. 16

Louis

—

Primaries
Joe Mogler, head of the

Thornby Directing McCoy
was victorious in the
Culver City Robert Thornby has
his campaign for state been signed to make the second Tim

—

circuit,

senator.
He has the backing of exhibitors and distributors, with his election freely forecast.

Equipment Merger Closed?
Reports yesterday had it that the
merger of equipment dealers throughout the country had been brought to
a close, but no confirmation was forthcoming from either Joe Hornstein or
H. A. R. Dutton.

Max Weiss Going Abroad
Max Weiss sails Sept. 1 on

McCoy

western for M.-G.-M.

NO MORE WORRIES
There

is

no excuse

for oily, dirty or rainy flickers in

your

film.

With our machine,
to clean

Our

it

will cost

your film— it takes but

you only 5 cents per
five

reel

minutes to clean a reel.

processing prevents scratched film.

Machines for sale or rent

the

The

DWORSKY FILM RENOVATING

and PROCESSING MACHINES
For Theatres, Exchanges and Laboratories
Write for catalogue

to

cal hospital.

Co., Inc.

N, Y. C.
3040

T'S

in

Charles Smith Dead
Horncll, N. Y.— Charles S. Smith,
50, Shattuck manager, died at a lo-

N

I

Theaters.

Mogler Wins

primaries in

1,700
7,600

First

F

—

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

I

I

—

Liberty

S

you are thinking of

T E B B

later.

Marcin Originals for Famous
Los Angeles Paramount has signher story was ed Max Marcin to write originals.

and

Rerengaria for England in connection
with the sales of Artclass short subiects in the British Isles and on the
Continent.

S

—

She alleges
appropriated by Miss Hurst, published by the magazine and produced in
New Schine House Planned
films as "Mannequin."
Lockport, N. Y. With seating caFannie Hurst discounts the claim pacity of 1,200, a theater is to be
entirely.
constructed here by Schine Chain
Magazine.

St.

900

for

—

Olivia W. Seymour has filed
Fannie
against
for
$600,000

Hurst,

100

.

picture

Charged in Prize Story will be "Here You Are,
Los Angeles Charging plagiarism, with Lewis Stone.

Plagiarism

in

—

m

Mogler

4

Sl>/2

•

tt
•• Philadelphia

23^

.

Pictures
Pict.

100
100

9TA

Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures

•Warner Bros.

Sales

most

New Middle West Chain
Metzger Holding Sales Meet
South Bend, Ind. Announcing its
intention to build theaters in Middle
Pittsburgh Headed by Louis
West cities^ notably Milwaukee, Na- Metzger, a sales conference is beit
tional Theaters has been formed here, held today by LTniversal branches
Joseph W. Mclnerny, Paul J. Schwer- this division. Earl Kramer, divisic
William H. Furey, Winifred manager, returned yesterday fro
tley,
Hogan and Helen Payne, are incor- New York with Metzger, who w
porators of the firm, capitalized at go to Chicago for a similar meetii

ant he is entitled to 10 per cent of the Imperial."
Her next, as yet untitled,
net proceeds including the film rights, will be from an original by Gladys
which he says the defendant has Unger. Rowland V. Lee will direct
He says he under supervision of Erich Palmer.
a 50 per cent interest.
has received only $4,532 as his share
of the profits, said to total over
"Here You Are Brother" Next
$100,000.
Los Angeles The next Mathis-

19

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.
.

69^
22/.
ll/,
4154
23 J^

.

The

positives

appearing in "World's Market
which will be found on page 5.

to be tabled.

Balboni
Close
33'^
37'4
735^
74 }4
116
115?^
119^^
544
103"/2

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
Intern'l

5?4

705,977 feet, valued at $562,874.

—

Quotations
High

(Continued from Page 1)
at $53,446, against 347,211 feet, valut
at $67,439; and 15,713,391 feet of po;
tives, valued at $464,319, against If

—

—

^

Exports Again Drop

important market f
June was Austral
which took 2,994,030 valued at $7!
602.
Other important markets we
Sunday Agitation Dying Down
Canada,
taking 1,488,201 ft., valued
of
Introduction
Y.
Llmira,
N.
$41,547; Argentina, 1,047,618 ft., vj
vaudeville at the Kenney may foreued at $32,323; and Mexico, 895,8.
stall action on the proposed Sunday
ft.,
valued at $25,329.
show referendum. Agitation for an
thebefore
launched
amendment was
The trend of production in fo
aters adopted combination policies,
and as vaudeville acts do not play on eic/n countries is one of the interei
situatii
the Sabbath, some expect the ques- ing articles on the foreign

Seeks Cut in "Gorilla" Rights
Jack Welch has filed suit in the
Cinematographic Supreme Court against the Gorilla
London, W. I.,
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
Corp., producer of the play of that
name, for appointment of a receiver
of the assets and for an accounting
of profits on the ground that the de- $105,000.
Financial
fendant is about to dispose of the
screen rights, which he alleges are
Negri to Do "Camilla"
worth $45,000. The plaintiff asserts
Los Angeles -Pola Negri will play
To some extent, the films suflfered from
defend- "Camille." She is completing "Hotel
heavy
selling
pressure
directed
against that under a contract with the
industrial leaders.
Eastman Kodak was off
1}4 points at the close in a turnover of
Loew's, Inc., Fox Film "A"
2,200 shares.
and Famous Players had fractional losses.
Only Warner Pictures "A," among the leaders, finished with a gain.
This amounted to
of a point in transactions totaling 7,600.

192(

22,

Conway

to Direct Coast

—

Guard Film

TvOS Angeles
Jack Conway is to
direct "The Surfman," M.-G.-M. picture glorifying the coast guards.

DWORSKY FILM MACHINE CORP.
520 West 4$th

St.

Chickering 4453

g.

New York

City

THE
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indav,

New

22,
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Vidor
Frank

Releases

{Continued from Page 1)
O'Brien and Jean Hersholt.
ned by Lewis H. Moomaw.
Other releases now being scheduled.
igene

Sept.

—^"Dancing
—Kelly.
t>harn'eful

Days,"

1

ladwick and Forrest Stanley.
bert

J.

Oct.

15

Kelly.
November releases not
l)ert

with Helene
Directed by

Behavior," with Edith
Tucker.
Directed by

Harlan

and

)bcrts

Chadwick

A

1

Thompson,

Duane

Lone Wolf Returns,"
Dove.

5— "The

star-

Directed

Broadway,"

star-

False Alarm," with Ralph
Directed by Frank
Carr.

Mary

—

Connor.

20 "Sweet Rosie O'Grady" with
Mason and Cullen Landis. Directed

Sept.
lirley

— "When

Frank R. Strayer.
Oct.
eorge

5

the Wife's

— "The
Oct. 20
usch and Huntly
— "Obey
Nov.

starring

Frank R.

Directed by

Arthur.

K.

Away,"

rayer.

with

Mae

Gordon.

Law," starring Bert

the

Eugenie

with

Sex"

Truthful

5

Directed

Gilbert.

by

Raboch.

Ellbee
"Speeding Throug^h."
"Friendly Flara»
"Forest Havoc."
'(Fourth untitled).

Famous Players

—^"Aloma

South Seas," with
Aug.
ilda Gray, Warner Baxter. Percy Marmont,
Directed by Maurice Tour'lilliam Powell.
of the

— "Padlocked,"

with Lois Moran,
Beery, Alan SimpDirected by AlHelen Jerome Eddy.

Aug.

9

ouise

Dresser,

Noah

16 — "Fine

Dwan.
Aug.

.

Manners," starrmg Gloria
Directed
Eugene O'Brien.

with
Richard Rosson.

ivanson

Show Off," with Ford Sterhng,
Wilson, Louise Brooks, Gregory Kelly.
irectcd by Mai St. Clair.
Aug. 23 "Fascinating Youth," with ParaDirected by Sam Wood
ount junior stars.
"The

Dis

—
6 — "Tin

Sept.

7

—

Gods,"

starring

Thomas

eighan with Renee Adoree, Aileen Pringle,
Directed
Hale Hamilton.
'illiam Powell,
Allan Dwan.
Dorothy
starring
13
Gwyn,"
"Nell
Sept.
Directed by Herbert Wilcox.
ish.
"Variety," starring Emil Jatinings with
De Putti. Directed by E. A. Dupont.
ys.
Blanche
with
20 "Diplomacy,"
Sept.
veet, Neil Hamilton, Earle Williams, Matt
Directed by Marshall Neilan.
oore.
"You Never Know Women," with FlorVidor, Lowell Sherman, Clive Brook.
;ce
irected by William Wellman.
27— "Hold That Lion," starring
Sept.
ouglas MacLean with Walter Hiers, ConDirected
ance Howard, Cyril Chadwick.
William Beaudine.
Arlette
Holt,
"Forlorn River," with Jack
Diarchal, Ed Burns, Raymond Hatton.
eted by Herbert Waters.
"Kid Boots," starring Eddie CanOct, 4
r with Clara Bow, Larry Gray, Billie Dove,

—

—

niinati,

Edward

Martindel, Chester
Sidney Franklin.

by Frank Tuttle.
"The Campus Flirt," starring Bebe DanDiwith James Hall, Charles Paddock.
by

Oct.

11

Clarence

— Harold

Badger.

Lloyd picture.

Directed

Tod Wilde and Lloyd.

Sadie," starring DoroJack Mulhall, Charlie
Murray, Peggy Shaw, Gaston Glass. DirectSantell.
,:d by Al
19
"The Strong Man^" starring
Sept.
Harry Langdon, with Priscilla Bonner, Gertrude Astor, William V. Mong, Robert McKim. Directed by Frank Capra.
"Paradise," starring Milton Sills,
Sept. 26
Betty Bronson, Noah Beery, CharHe
witli
Murray. Directed by Irvin Willat.
"The Prince of Tempters," starOct. 3
ing Ben Lyon, with Mary Brian, Lya de
Directed by
Putti, Lois Moran, Ian Keith.
Lothar Mendes.
10
"Don Juan'te Three Nights,"
Oct.
starring Lewis Stone, with Shirley Mason,
Myrtle Stedman, Betty
McGregor,
Malcolm
Directed by John Francis Dillon.
Francisco.
"Forever After," starring Lloyd
Oct. 17
Directed by
Hughes, with Mary Astor.
Harmon Weight.
24
Doris Kenstarring
"Slismates,"
Oct.
yon, with Charlie Murray, Warner Baxter,
Mae Allison. Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
"Syncopating Sue," starring CorlOct. 31
inne Gritfith, with Tom Moore, Rockliffe
DiFellowes, Lee Moran, Joyce Compton.
rected by Richard Wallace.
14
starring
Lovers,"
"Midnight
Nov.
Anna Q. Nilsson, with Lewis Stone, John
Directed by John
troche, Chester Conklin.

—

—

—

—

—
—

Francis

— "Twinkletoes,"

starring Colleen
Nov. 31
Moore, with Kenneth Harlan, TuUy Marshall,
jladys Brockwell, Harry Meyers, Warner
Directed by Charles J. Brabin.
Oland.
Nov. 2Sth "The Unknown Cavalier," staring Ken Maynard, with Kathleen Collins,
Directed
David Torrence, T, Roy Barnes.

—

—

Albert Rogell.
Nov. 28 "Men of the Dawn," starring
.Milton Sills, with Natalie Kingston, Arthur
ICdmund Carew, William V. Mong, Viola
Directed by George
Dana, Charlie Murray.

by

Archainbaud.

Fox

—

Aug. 22 "Fig Leaves," starring George
Directed by
O'Brien and Olive Borden.

Howard Hawks,

—

Aug. 29 ^"The Family Upstairs," with
Directed
Virginia Valli and Allan Simpson.
>y J. G. Blystone.
with
starring
Tom
Mix,
Man's
Gold,"
"No
Directed by Lew Seller.
'tiva Novak.
Sept. 5
"Marriage License," with Alma
Directed by
i<ubens and Walter McGrail.

—

Frank Borzage.

PARIS

Quarterback,"

Fred Newmeyer.
Wilson.

Directed by Herbert

Brenon.

Be Surprised," with Raymond
rifhth, Dorothy Sebastian, Earle Williams.
irected by Arthur Rosson.
Oct. 25
"So's Your Old Man," starring
C. Fields with Alice Joyce, Buddy RogDirected by Gregory
William Powell.
s,
"You'd

—

'.

1

Cava.

"The Eagle

of

the

Sea,"

with

Florence

Eagle,"

—-"Womahpower,"

19

Sept.

26— "The

and Ian Keith.
zinger.

Oct.

3

—

'"3

Directed by

Lily," with Belle Bennetx
Directed by Victor Schert-

Bad Men," featuring George

O'Brien and Olive Borden.
Ford.
Oct.

featuring
Directed

featuring Kath-

Ralph Graves.
Harry Beaumont.
Perry and

Directed by John

10— "The

Midnight Kiss," with Richard Walling and Janet Gaynor.
Directed by

Cummings.
17— "The Great K.

Irving
Oct.
bery,"

starring

Tom

Directed by

&

Mix,

Lew

A. Train Robwith Dorothy

Seller.

Gotham

—

Sept. 1
"The Golden Web," with Huntly
Gordon, Lillian Rich and Jay Hunt. Directed by Walter Lang.
Sept. 15
"The Silent Power," with Ralph
Lewis and Ethel Shannon.
Directed by
Frank O'Connor.
Oct. 4
"King of the Pack," starring
Peter the Great, with
Charlotte
Stevens
and Robert Gordon.
Directed by Frank

—

— "Money

Richardson.

Nov.

15

to

Burn," with Walter

McGregor

and Dorothy Devore.
Directed
Walter Lang.
30
Nov.
"The Block Signal." with Ralph
Lewis and Jean Arthur. Directed by Frank
O'Connor.
(William Fairbanks' Series)
Sept. 1
"Mile-a-Minute Man."
Directed
by Jack Nelson.
Nov. 8 "Through Thick and Thin." Directed by Reaves Eason.
"The Winning Wallop."
Directed by
Charles Hutchinson.

—

by

—
—

Sept.

Ivor

Lee-Bradford
— "The Rat," with Mae Marsh and
1

— "Dangerous

Novello.

Sept.

15

Directed

Graham

by

Virtue,"

with Jane

—

and

Carmelita Geraghty.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
Oct. 15
"The Mountain Eagle," with Nita
Naldi.
Directed by Alfred Hitchcock.
ginia

Valli

—

M.-G.-M.
29— "Mare Nostrum,"

Aug.

Antonio

Terry,

Ingram.

Moreno.

with Alice
Directed by Rex

—

5
"The Waning Sex," starring NorShearer with Conrad Nagel, George K.
Arthur, Martha Maddox.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard,
Sept. 12— "The Waltz Dream," wifh Mady
Christians, Xenia Desni, Willy Fritsch.
Directed by Ludwig Berger.
"The Valley of Hell," starring Frances Mc
Donald.
Sept. 19
"Battling Butler," starring Buster Keaton with .Sally O'Neil, Francis McDonald.
Directed by Keaton.
Sept. 26
"Blarney," with Renee Adoree,
Ralph Graves, Paulette Duval.
Directed by
Marcel De Sano.
3
Oct.
"The Temptress," with Greta Garbo and Antonio Moreno.
Directed by Fred

Sept.

ma

—

—

—

Niblo.
()ct.

10

—"La

Boheme,"

starring

SEPT. IS

Lillian

Gish and John Gilbert.
Directed by King
Vidor.
Oct. 17
"The Gay Deceiver," with Lew
Cody, Marceline Day, Malcolm McGregor.
Directed by John M. Stahl.
24
Oct'.
"The Magiciaji," with Alice
Terry, Paul Wegener.
Directed by Rex
Ingram.
Oct. 31
"The Boy Friend," with Marceline Day, John Harron, George K. Arthur,
Gertrude Astor,
Directed by Monta Bell.
Nov. 7 "Altars of Desire," starrmg Mae
Murray with Conway Tearle, Andre Beranger,
Robert Edeson.
Directed by Christy
Cabanne.
Nov. 14 "Love's Blindness," with Pau'ine
Starke, Antonio Moreno, Douglas Gilmore.
Directed by John Dillon.
Nov. 21 "Johnny Get Your Hair Cut,"
starring Jackie Coogan.
Directed by Mil-

—

—

—

—

—

—

lard

Webb.

—

Nov. 28 "There You Are," with Conrad
Nagel, Edith Roberts, George Fawcett.
Directed

by Edward Sedgwick.

Cutts.

Novak and Julian Johnson.
Directed by
Graham Cutts.
1
Oct.
"The Pleasure Garden," with Vir-

with

— "The

Pathe

Rex
Yakima Canutt and Gladys McConnell.

Sept. 12

Devil Horse," starring

Directed by Fred Jackman.

—

"High Hand," starring Leo Ma'oney.
Oct. 17
"Alaskan Adventures," produced
by Capt. Jack Robertson.
(Continued on Page 4)

^

Dillon.

Oct. 18— "The Great Gatsby," with WarT Baxter, Neil Hamilton, William Powell,
ois

Blue

Nov. 1— "The Cabaret Kid," with George
Hackathorne.
Directed by Graham Cutts.

—

with Richard Dix,
Directed
sther Ralston, "Gunboat" Smith.

"The

CarConklin.

with

irected

eted

star-

— "Subway

Sept. 12
thy
Mackaill,

— "The

—

National

First

"The Duchess of Buffalo,"
Sept. S
ring Constance Talmadge, with Tullio

—

Is

.Sept.

ryn

Dwan.

—

I

2

Nov.

12

George O'Brien and Janet Gaynor.
by John Ford.

V'aughn.

Directed by

Directed by Harry O.

Compson.

Sept.
!wis and

'

Tyler.

"The Adorable Deceiver," starOct. 24
Directed by Del Anring Alberta Vaughn.

—

Columbia

—

'

Tom

—

Withey.

Nat Ross.

— "The

ig Betty
oyt.

'

West," starring

Mary

and

den

Lytell and Billie
Ralph Ince.
Aug. 20 "The Belle of

n,

the

Nice," starring Alberta
'.'Is That
Directed by Chet Withey.
"Breed of the Sea," starring Ralph Ince.
Directed by Ralph Ince.

Bert

'Ur.

_

drews.

Aug.

I

—

—

rected by

ytell

Rang-

—
—

of

"The Flying Horseman," starring Buck
Directed by
Jones, with Gladys McConnell.
Orville Dull.
Sept.

starring

—

—

ig

F. B. O.
— "Flashing
Fangs,"

Directed by Bob De Lacey.
Oct. 17
"Her Honor the Governor," starDirected by Chet
,ing Pauline F'rederick.

determined.

"The Bells," starring Lionel BarSept. 1
more, with Lola Todd and Eddie Phillips.
rected by Jatnes Young.
"Devil's Island," starring Pauline
I
:t.
ederick, with Marion Ni.xon and George
Directed by Frank O'Connor.
!wis.
1
"April Fool," with Alexander
Nov.
irr,

5

by

Directed by Henry McCarthy.
"Kosher Kitty Kelly, with Viola Dana
and Vera Gordon. Directed by James Home.
12
"Going the Limit," starring
Sept.
George O'Hara. Directed by Chet Withey.
"Hair-Trigger Baxter," starring
Sept. 19
Directed by Jack Nelson.
Bob Custer.
26
'"Laddie," starring John Bowers.
Sept.
Directed by J. Leo Meehan.

"Out

J.

—

Sept.

Directed

Cortez.

er

Bachman

G.

J,

Di-

Ricardo
Lloyd.

and

/fill

*

'•

%

^iffany^
'productions Inc.
pres'GRts

*THAT

MODEL
FROAfV

//

mis

THE
Sunday, August

New

Releases

(Continued from Page 3)
Oct. 24
"Attaboy," starring Monty Danks.
Directed by E. H. Griffith.
November releases not yet scheduled.

P. D. C.

6^"The

Sept.

Leatrice Joy with
Paul Sloane.

Vine," starring
Moore. Directed by

{Continued from Page

—

Directed by E.

Mason Hopper.

—

"Risky Business," starring Vera
Oct. 4.
Reynolds with Kenneth Thompson. Directed
by Alan Hale.
"Young April," with Joseph and
Oct. 11
Di
Rudolph Schildkratit and Bessie Love.
rected by Donald Crisp.
"West of Broadway," starrmg
Oct. 18
Directed
Priscilla Dean with Arnold Gray.
by Robert Thornby.
Gou
Jetta
starring
1
Wliite
Gold,"
Nov.
Directed by William K. Howard.
dal.
Xov. 8 "The Cruise of the Jasper B,"
starring Rod La Rocciue with Mildred Harris
Directed by James Home.
Nov. 15 "The Yankee Clipper," with Wil
Directed by
liam Boyd and Elinor Fair.
Rupert Julian.
Nov. 22 "For Alimony Only," starrmg
Directed b>
Leatrice Joy with Clive Brook.
William de Mille.
Nov. 29— "For Wives Only," starrmg
Marie Prevost with Victor Varconi. Direct
ed by Victor Heerman.

—

—

—

—

—

Rayart
September— "The

Wolf

with

Hunters,"

Robert McKim. Virginia Brown Faire, Md
Directed by Stuart Paton.
dred Harris.
"The Grey Devil." with Jack Perrin. Di
Cohen.
Bennett
rected by
"The Baited Trap." starring Ben Wilson.
Directed by Ben Wilson.
"The Temporary Sheriff," with Dick HatDirected by Dick Hatton.
ton.
"The Heart of a Coward," starring Billy
Directed by Duke Worne.
Sullivan.

October— "The Dixie

Flyer,"

with

Cullen

Landis and Eva Novak. Directed by Charles
Hunt.
"Speed Crazed," starring Bdly SuUvian.
Directed by Duke Worne.

Howes

"The High Flyer," starring Reed
Directed by Harry J. Brown.
Sheriff's Girl," starring

Ben Wilson.

Robert Lieber talking:

Sterling
—"Unknown
Treasures,"

with
Directed

Gladys Hulette and Robert Agnew.
by Albert Ro^ell.
"A Woman's Heart," with Enid
Sept. 10
Bennett, Edward Earle and Mabel Julienne
Difrccted by Phil Rosen.
Scott.
Devil's Dice," with Barbara BedOct. 1
Diford, Robert Ellis and Joseph Swickard.
rected by Tom Forman.
and
cast
Scandal,"
15
"Tongues of
Oct.
director not announced.

—

—
—

—"The Tiffany
Model from

Bert

Ward

15
Lytell,

Marceline
Crane, Crauford

Day,
Kent.

Paris," with
Eileen Percy,

—

—

—

—

Benedict.

Kov. 1 "Lightning." Zane Grey story,
and director to be chosen.
Nov. 15 "Redheads Preferred," cast

—

cast
a-nd

director to be chosen.

True Story
"The Truth About Women." with Alice
Lake, Edna Murphy, George Hackathorne.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
"Things Wives Tell," with Edna Murphy,
Gaston C;ias3. Directed by Hugh Dierkcr.
"Men Women Love," with Nilcs Welch,

Warner Richmond, J.
Holm<iuist,
Directed
Barney Sherry Ruth Stonehouse.
Dierker.
by Hugh
"The Virgin Wife," with Paulme Garon,
Fritizi Brunette. Niles Welch, Charles Buyer.
Directed by Elmer Clifton.
Sigrid

starri

—

Beaudine.

Willi-iSTT

19- "The Son

of the Sheik," starrii

—

niaurice.

Date Not Determined "The Winning
Worth," with Ronald Coleman a:
Vilma Banky. Directed by Henry King.
"The Circus," starring Charles Chapl
with Merna Kennedy.
Directed by Chapli

Others share his opinion.
concocted which the indus-

Horton and Laura La Plante. Directed 1
Harry Pollard.
"The Wild Horse Stampede," starrir
Jack Ho.xie.

some quarters

Sept.
turing

—

Lieber looks for a banner year.

Down

Wall

in

try hears

where much

Street,

when

the Street

is

is

ready,

about a record Fall and Winter for motion pictures.

are talking

All signs

are auspicious.

be interesting to watch what editorial reaction takes
place in London now that Famous has closed with J. D. Williams

more pictures starring Dorothy Gish. The
many British opponents of American pictures have long been
seeking a gesture- It is at hand. At the risk of becoming verbose
and tiresome, let it be pointed out again that America will
accept pictures of merit no matter where they are made. Seemto distribute three

is

it

difficult for

the foreign producing industry to under-

why

hard to fathom.
The oft-repeated claim that America moves in dark conspiracy
Why befog
to keep out foreign-made pictures is so much bunk.
the issue? The trouble abroad has been that studios have not
been able to meet the entertainment standard set by the American
stand

Exactly

this.

the doubt should exist

Sept.

5

— "PokerUniversal
Faces." starring
—

is

public.

19

am
of

—

Black Holes of Calcutta remain there are
some in Washington filled with air that has not been changed
since the Armistice, and with the piano players who stretch four
tunes love, hate, fire and cowboy over a two hour show, but
in the main the outlying Elites keep pace with their sister palaces

—

of the first run.
is

neighborhood that the true movie fan is born and
believe every one of us coddles a memory of one or

in the

bred, and I
*
in the secret places of his heart.
"We need only to look at the units of such a chain as that
conducted by Harry Crandall to see the jumps film exhibition has

two

made.

"Harry has a perfect mania for neatness and cleanliness. A
grease spot on the wall of one of his houses sends him out roaring
for slaveys, painters

and

From Me,"

It

starrir

—
—

M—

wick.
Oct.

17.

gilders.

"Hilarious and untidy youngsters of the neighborhood are
tamed, by cajolery or by force of arms. The house staff is clean,
The music is in the mood. Chain
courteous and competent.
booking facilities allow the presentation of the world's best in

— "The

Fighting
Don," wi
Directed by Irwin Wi

Richard Talmadge.
lat.

1

"Red Hot Leather," starring Jack Hoxij
Directed by Albert Rogell.
24— "The Old Soak," with Jea
Oct.
Hersholt.
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Oct. 31
"The Man From the West," wit
Art_ Accord.
Directed by Albert Rogell
Nov. 7 '"Spangles,'
with Pat O'Malle
and Marion Nixon.
Directed by
Fran

—

—

O'Connor.
Nov. 14 "The Midnight Sun," with Pj
O'Malley and Laura La Plante.
Directe
by Dimitri Buchowetzki.
"The Buckaroo Kid," starring Hoot Git

—

Directed by Lynn Reynolds.
21
"Prowlers of the Night," tea
turing Fred Humes.
Directed by Ernes

—

son.

Niov.

fortable neighborhood movie houses of today but what I
forcibly reminded of the tremendous strides this department
film exhibition has made in the last decade and a half.

"It

— "Take

"

Directed by William Seite
"The Ridin' Rascal," starring Art A
cord.
Directed by C. L. Smith.
Sept. 26
"The Te.xas Streak," starrin
Hoot Gibson. Oirected by Lynn Reynolds
Oct. 3
"The Yellow Back," wtih Fre
Humes. Directed by Del Andrews.
Oct.
"The Runaway Express," wit
K.ilph Lewis.
Directed by Edward Sed(

Hoxie.

"Fadeout," writing in diverting fashion, in the Washington
Daily News, states in part
"I never step into one of the neat, sweet-smelling and com-

—

Directed by Albert Rosell.

iedgwick.
"The Marriage Clause," with Francis }
Bnsliman and Billie Dove. Directed by Lo
Weber.

Laemmle.

The Neighborhood Theater

of the old

it:

12
"The Flaming Frontier," fe.
Hoot Gibson.
Directed by Edwaitj

Nov.

"A few

Edwaiju

Richard Denny.

It will

ingly

Barliara

Sept.

America and England

Directed by

Louis Gasnicr.
"Lost at Sea," with Huntly GorSept. 3
don, l.owell Sherman, Jane Novak, Natalie
Directed by Louis Gasnier.
Kingston.
"Fools of Fashion," with Mac
Sept. 15
Busch. Marceline Day, Theodore Von Eltz,
Hedda Hopper. Directed by James C. Mc
Kay.
"College Days," with Marceline
Oct. 1
Day, Charles Dclancy, Jimmy Harrison, Edna
Murphy. Kathleen Key. Directed by Brooks

Pirate,"

and Winter were never brighter. First
National has come through the most trying months of the year
June, July and August with flying colors, setting up Summer
attendance records that have heretofore seemed unbeatable."
'•Forecasts for the Fall

Directed by Ben Wilson.

"Roaring Bill Atwood," with Dick Hatton.
Directed by Dick Hatton.
"West of Rairbow's End," with Jack PerDirected by Bennett Cohen.
rin.

Black

Rudolph Valentino with Vilma Banky, Mo
tague Love, Agnes Ayres, Bull Montan
George Fawcett.
Directed by George Fit

Over at First National

—

Aug.

exhibitor

Sept.

Prevost with Harrison Ford.

1

The

— "The

5

Douglas Fairbanks with Billie Dove, Warn
Oland, Donald Crip. Directed by Al Park<
Sept. 12
"Sparrows," starring Mary Pic
ford with Baby Mary Louis Miller, Roy Ste
art and Gustav von Steyffertitz.
Direct
by

13-

Sept.

Sept.

There will be

has but to select.

— "The

Rod La
starring
20^"Gigolo,"
Sept.
Rocque with Jobyna Ralston. Directed by
William K. Howard.
"Almost a Lady," starring Marie
Sept. 27

"The

^Em
1)

merited before the three months' period expires.
plenty of pictures and plenty of diversification.

1926

United Artists
Aug. 29— "Sella Dallas," with Belle Be
nett,
Ronald Coleman, Lois Moran, Ali
Joyce.
Directed by Henry King.

Clinging

Tom

Speeding Venus," starring
Directed
Priscilla Dean with Robert Frazer.
by Robert Thornby.
Sept.

—Count

176

—

22,

—

28 "Hidden Loot," starring Jac
Directed by Robert North liradbury

Warner
— "Across
the

Sept. 13
Blue, Jane

Ruth.
.Sept.

Rich,

Winton.

27— "My

Conway

Bros.

Pacific" with Mont
Directed by Roy De

Official

Wife" with

Iren^

Tearle, Stuart Holmes, Gusta'

von Seyffertitz, Emil Chautard.
Directed b'
Paul L. Stein.
October 2 "Private Izzy Murphy," witi
George Jessel, Patsy Ruth Miller, Vera Gor
don, Nat Carr, William Strauss, Gustav vol
SeyfTertitz.
Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

—

November

releases not scheduled.

Big Cast in "Flesh and Devil"
Culver City John Gilbert, Lar
Hanson, Greta Garbo, William Or
lamond, George Fawcett, Eugenii
Besserer, and Barbara Kent will ap
pear in "The Undying Past," nov
in production under the title "FlesI
and the Devil." Clarence Brown if

—

directing

for

M.-G.-M.

Jagers Goes to Charlotte
City C. M. Jagers has
been transferred to the Charlotte exchange of Arthur C. Bromberg At-

—

Oklahoma

tractions.

pictures.

"The modern neighborhood house is conducted with ail the
most fastidious and finicky dropper-in could desire.
It is, now, the focal point of its vicinity, where friend meets friend
after dinner, and where the Billy Baxters and Lola Pratts of the
section gather to timorously hold hands and dream their beautiful
finesse that the

and

idiotic

Washington

the only city that can boast such a record.

KANN

at

Minn.

—

over the Opera House.

dreams."
isn't

Now

Elbow Lake
Ed Rekow,
former Withrop showman, has taken,
Rekovp

Elbow Lake,

Wilmot Theater Closed
S. D.^— The Opera House
been closed by M. Christenson,

Wilmot,
has

until the

advent of cool weather.

THE
unday, August

22,

s55^

DAILV

1926

BELGIAN

RESUME OF PRODUCTION
ACTIVITIES IN EIGHT

Foreign Markets

LEADING EUROPEAN
COUNTRIES

By

47,000 Theaters
A

—

the largest production centers in
respective countries.

showing pictures.
Of thi
umber, 20,000 are located in Europe
nd 20,000 in the United States, di-

^orld

London

No. of

"ar

East

&

and newspapers.

23

Small Countries

Paris

inland

jermany
lolland

1,800

taly
,^oland
iussia

2,500

other,

jpain

rurkey

20,000
2,075

Total

Isi

the making
pictures
for

Italy
There are not

many imporproduction companies in Italy.
However, almost all producers now
active, are either preparing to launch
programs, or have already started.
Italy intends occupying a more important place in the production field
of Europe.
The A. P. I. Italianissima Film Co.— (100% Italian Film

and Archibald Nett'lefold
head the expedition.
It is
now considered unlikely the scheme

were

was recently founded

*

(Continued on page

in Firenze.

Foreign Territory

produce classical
subjects taken from Italian history.
The first will be "Garibaldi, the
Hero of the Worlds," to be directed
by Aldo de Benedetti, and co-starring Guido Graziesi and Rina de
Liguoro.
*

—

*

Chinese Theater Firm
(Chun Hsi Yin
Kung Ssu) is the name of a

— Kino-Stage

—A

Junjab, India
refused "The Ten

in

Punjab

permit has been

In a series of 6 6vc reeJ

FERDINAND

company formed

at

Har-

It is

The company

understood

Phone Wis. 1143

*

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Foreign

Gosfotokino-Armenia
is a new organization.
Two
already been started.
Future
product is now being planned.
(Continued on page 16)

This company

atives for leading film distributors thrc ugh-

out foreign territories.

Cable address

Ufa Palast am Zoo Opens Soon
Berlin—The Ufa Palast am Zoo,

:

Phone Wisconsin
5196-5197

FOREIGN TERRITORY
6

al

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

DONALD CAMPBELL
t

—

—

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and'rerresent-

liave

two

will

CO.

Distribu'ion

Nat Nathanson,

Harbin

in

York City

Russia

during the present ing day.
London House to Cost $3,500,000
eason.
One will be known as the
Ars" (Euang-hua) and is in conLondon It is said that the cost of
picture
Calcutta The
German
truction.
The other, the "Gigant," "The Light of Asia," was heckled al" the Empire, now in course of contheater, will be located on Novoter- the opening night because there was struction in Leicester Square, will ex^
;ovaya St. in New Town.
some technical mistakes in Indian ceed $3,500,000, and will be the largest in all Europe.
life.
fannings' Last German Film Titled
Berlin
"Emil, the Sailor" is the
High Cost of Players Hurts Germany Special Theater on Express Trainr
itle of the last picture- to be made in
Vienna—The railroads will add a
Producers are complaining
Berlin
jermany by Emil Jannings before
joing to the States.
Lupu Pick is of the high salaries asked by "big special "movie" car to all express
trains operating out of Vienna.
name" actors and actresses.
he director.
srs

ADAM

H.

152 West 42nd St., New
Cable Ferdinadam, N. Y.

Commandments." largest picture house in Germany
arrangements had which has been closed for the Sumin,
Manchuria, for the purpose of
premiere and the nier, is being put in shape for openonstructing and operating theaters. been made for the
until the open- ing late this month.
placed
ban
not
was
erect
theaartnership

Now Available

Western Comedy Dramas

Himark New York

"Commandments" Banned

16)

BILL BAILEY

Moscow The 1926-27 schedules of
the five big production organizations
of Russia follow:
pictures

*

*

At the first annual meeting of the
Film Society, headed by Ivor Mon-

will

outfit

to

will materialize.

—

Co.)

and selling of British
propaganda purposes.

Marlins

tant

This

— Geoffrey

Malins has resigned from the proposed round-theworld trip which was to have started
late this year and have as its purpose

years.

Rome —

Film Renter, London

Editor,

London

47,000

New
Tokio

London Notes
Propaganda Round-the-World Tour
May Be Called Off— Film Society
Meets— Other News
By ERNEST IV. FREDMAN

pelhof.

—

Berlin The production situation
particualrly as it concerns Ufa, appears to be somewhat unsettled, af
the Tempelhof studios are deserted
Ufa merely renting out the studios tc
other producing companies, whilst
wholesale discharges have taken place
at Neubabelsberg, as well as at Tem-

32

Jnited States
Dther Countries

Artiste."
*
*

d'

Germany

1,560
2,500
156

iouth America
Switzerland

"Ame

*

350
300
650

kandinavia

let-up in

Parisian studios and
in outlying districts
Mme. Germaine Dulac, one of thg
foremost directors in France, and
one of the few women in the field, recently finished two pictures, one tiled
"La Folie des Vaillants," and the

230

Hungary

—

France
There has been no

production at
also in those

4,000
4,000
100
4,000

.

*

*

860
136

<:ngland

England

present, English proare busy preparing for the
new season. There are 14 picture?
now in work. This fact is the cause
for many boastful editorials in trade

Theaters
808
800

alkans
Belgium
zechoslovakia

— At

ducers

ided as follows:

i.ustria

CUNNINGHAM

The machine shops have
been transformed into shipping departments for films and posters.
It
seems strange to see this condition
when one remembers the
their prevail
hive of industry that both these
studios have been over the past few

resume of production activities
London, Paris, Berlin, Rome, Moscow, Oslo, Madrid and Stockholm
is presented below.
These cities are
in

ave been compiled by "Le Cinema
elge," a trade paper covering Belium, which shows that there are a
Dtal of 47,000 theaters throughout the

Lustralia

P.

PAPER
47,000

THEATERS THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

Production in Europe

igures Compiled by Belgian Trade
Paper Reveals 20,000 Houses in
Europe and 20,000 in the U. S.
Brussels Some interesting figures

Country

JAMES

TRADE

STATES THERE ARE

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

—

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

—

1540

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

- --------- ------------^

•Jl^H

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
New

729 Seventh Avenue

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

International Film Distributors

^Productions oj Merit'

/^Sv\

INTERNATIONAL FILM DISTRIBUTORS
Exclusive Foreign

and

L.

Distributors

London Address
8

New Compton

Charine Cross Road

Cable Addresses

London

St.

W.

C. 2

Corporation

Distributors

Resident Buyers for Foreign Producers
Napoleon Films, Ltd.

1

Inter-Ocean Film

of
the Finest Independent Productions

SMICOFILMS

New York
PIZORFILMS

W. KASTNER, President

24

8

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS

PRODUCTIONS

THRIL^ODRAMAS

218 West 42nd

!

13

PRTFERRED
PICTURES

Street, N. Y, C.
New York

Cable Address: "Ido6Iiii"

THE

^tl

%»

Developments
By

Present- O- Grams
Don't be a miser ivith your presentation ideas.
Pass them on to
your fellow exhibitor through the

medium

where

of Present-0-Grams,

stage stiints from all sections of the
country are gathered in terse but
comprehensive form.
When you find that one of your
presentations get over with a smash
tvrite us a description and inail it
the
Present-0-Grams Editor,
to
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

New York

City.

Novel Western Prologue Idea
Here is an excellent, novel idea for
a prologue to a Western or for a presentation for any program.
Have
several
men dressed as cowboy?
camped near a fire. H you haven'1
a suitable drop use a black curtain.
Let one of the cowpunchers suggest
some radio entertainment and as he
turns on a portable set, light a scrim

behind which

is

a broadcasting stu-

dix

—

furnish

will

talent

is

the

WEAF.

ond Hungarian Rhapsody" and
ing with "Roses of Picardy."

clos-

— Ed-7

—
—
Colony "Pastorale;"

artist.

mezzo soprano. "To
Lora Foster and John
cers;
ling,

son
revue,
"My Lady's
through the Bendix office.

and

Nordica Vocal
Trio; Bagdad Orchestra, comprising
ballet

of

six;

Moscow
who will
the Solexclusive

Raphael

Miss

Orange

Blossom;"

duet, "Auf WiedSchilling,
"Little

overture,

theater.

John

Murray

—

How BVay

Does

Air" was the title of the
presentation at the Colony the past
the credit going to Jerry De Rosa.
It
as a prologue to the feature, "Senior
the

serves

Dare-

sa'W.

suggested listening to
their portable set was
to Station
at Newark, which
was seen back of the scrim was lighted.
In the studio were; Joseph M. Barnett
(J. M. B.), director-baritone; Virginia Richards, soprano; Helen Schafmeister, pianist,
and C. Feland Gannon., announcer.
Miss
of the ciowboys

Chinese Tenor for Stanley
Jue Fong, Chinese tenor, being,
booked through Hermine Shone, will
play over the Stanley circuit.

Gene Austin Sailing Aug. 25
Gene Austin sails Aug. 28 for LonTn addition to playing restauhe will appear at the Plaza
Theater.
Austin is booked by the
don.
rants

Hart

office.

Using Film Players
&

Silton Developing Presen-

WOR

"My Hero"

Doing "Beau Geste" Prologue
Even since Hugo Riesenfeld re
turned from France last week the Cri
terion stage has been bustling witl
rehearsals of the prologue to "Beai
Geste," which he is staging.
Mor
than 25 persons, including a mal
chorus, will be used against a deser

The prologue opens Aug.

Bookings for Stanley Houses
The Stanley Circuit's program foi
the week includes the following new

attraction opened with a desert drop,
in
front of which five cowpunchers were
lolling near a campfire.
They were entertaining themselves
with hamronica, guitar
and other music.
Probably the number
which got over the best was the old standby, "Just a Song at Twilight," played on a

Richards sang

acts for picture houses
Charles R. Hagedorn will have super
vision of all presentations.
Koppii
has taken over Harold L Brown's at
tractions,
including
Bobbie Lee'
"Jim
Dandies,"
the
Yankeelant
Girls, Orange Blossom Revue an
"Hello, Hollywood."

novel
week,

The

in

—

producing

set.

devil."

One

Koppin Producing Acts
George F. Koppin is nov

Detroit

It

Colony
"On

25.

Tom

attractions:
Williams, singer
Aldine,
Wilmington;
Mallinoff
&

Gray, dancers; Aldine; Chicco, harp
Aldine; Metropolitan
Quartet
Strand, Brooklyn.
ist,

Tex Hendrix in Herman Act
Tex Hendrix and the Dixie Nightingales have been signed by Al Herfor his "Evolution of Minstrelsy," which will tour the Loew presentation circuit, opening at Loew's
State, St. Louis, Sept. 4.

man

from the "Choco-

Barnett rendered a group of
songs about "Captain Mac" and both sang
"Roses of Picardy" as a duet.
late

1926

"Semi-

Lady's iShawl," staged

Anderson;
Four
Aristocrats,
instrumental and vocal
act; overture, "Mignon."
Strand Prologue to "The Black
Pirate," overture, "II Guarany."

by

tuned

Kinsley Again "Hipp" Organist
Fred Kinsley will be the Hippodrome's organist. This will be hi?

Rebecca

soprano,

ersehn;"

some radio music and

Barrisch.

Max

Miss Turrill and Margaret Schillyric

Rivoli— "My

Shawl,"

New Acts for Burling Hull
Burling Hull has the following new
acts ready for picture house bookings:
"The Three Musket-deers"
vocal trio; Carlos Valderrama, composer and pianist, in "The Magic
Music of the Incas," with a singer

Celia Turrill,
Spring;"
the
Triesault, dan-

ramjde."

Sudworth
Frasier,
tenor;
Georges Kanony, baritone.
Zaza & Adele, dancers, have been
engaged for the John Murray Ander-

Use Radio Headliners
policy of presenting in person
radio hesdliners was continued by
secur'ng the Silver Mask Tenor and
the Davis Saxophone Octette, both
well known on the wave length of
The Silver Mask Tenor appeared on the apron of the large
stage, singing three numbers which
he has popularized while the setting
for the Davis Baking Powder musical organization
was an elaborate
ballroom, backed by a velvet cyclorama and floral decorations. Their
repertoire consisted of "Barcelona," a
solo. "Hilda" by the director, "Sec-

(Week of Aug. 22)
Colony
Roy Smeck, Vitaphone

New

22,

EDDY

B'zvay Presentations

tralto;

fourth season at this

The

W.

Michigan, Detroit.
A scene from
"Rigoletto" will be presented by Emma Noe, soprano; Inga Wank, con-

All

tertainers if possible, presenting about
three numbers. This is an opportunity for a fine radio tieup with an
agreeable station. Jerry De Rosa
Colony Theater, New York City.

ARTHUR

Sunday, August

Presentations

in

Acts to Open New Theaters
Helen Yorke and Edward Albano.
vocalists, v.ill open the new Ambassador at St. Louis Aug. 3, remaining
for three weeks.
The artists were
booked by Mrs. A. K. Bendix.
Another opening which Mrs. Ben-

you need for this is a piano Oriental musicians.
The
preferably a baby grand, a micro- Art Musical Studio players,
phone which you can probably fake appear in "Carmencita and
or borrow from some nearby station
dier," are also under the
and a few chairs. Using radio en management of Hull and
dio.

mmmatmmmmmmmmi^HKm

DAILY

Green with Fitzpatrick

Soldier,"

Herman

Green, formerly with the
Alf T. Wilton office, is now associated with Charles Fitzpatrick.

Strand
This week's edition of Joe Plunkett's frollS
at the Strand is another exhibition of versatile entertainment.
The opening is Victor
Herbert Excerpts played with fine feeling
and in Herbertian tempo.
Herbert conducted the Strand orchestra during his tour and
the boys haven't forgotten their guest con-

The overture was well received.
Frolic opens with the blacks in one.
Madeleine MacGuigan, the violinist, plays
Ivan Caryll's popular melody "The Beautiful Melody" and Pauline Miller, the soprano
sings it later.
The blacks open and the
Strand ballet is discovered behind the gauze
in front of an oval drop and do a musical
comedy dance, with Klemova and Daks doing the principal bits.
A good musical conredy team would have put the number over
with a bang but as it is, the number scores,
because of the pretty effect.
Gene Austin
at the piano follows and docs three numbers.
Allan Prior, the tenor, delivers "In a Garductor.

The

Presentations on Sundays

The

Capitol,

which opened

at

Port

Chester, N. Y., Thursday night, will
use presentations Sundays.

New Acts for Loew Circuit
New acts opening on the Loew

presentation circuit this week are Albert
De Courville's revue; State, St. Louis;
Ace Brigodes's Virginians; John
Maxwell, singer; Colonial, Reading,
Pa.

Keep Them Busy BeLenetska Back From Middle West
tween Pictures
Harry Lenetska of the William
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Well-known players will be able
Morris agency is back in New York
to find film house presentation work den of My Heart" and again proves his
after a two weeks' trip to Chicago and
arbetween pictures, according to a new tistry. His voice and delivery are a hun- the Middle West, during which he
dred per cent.
Bathing Beauties In Act
plan of Rebecca & Silton.
Sketches
The last scene, a full stage set, uses a re- visited various houses for bookings.
will
be
written
around
Louis
the
St.
Bathing beauty constars
volving platform draped in strips of tinsel.
tests are always sure-fire from the All contracts with theaters will be Crossley and Smith, two ordinary hoofers,
who don't belong in this pretty picture open
box-office viewpoint. Gene Rodemich cancellable upon one week's notice and are followed by
the Six 'Tivoli Girls,
owing
the
to
possibility
of the play- who are discovered on the platform.
filled the stage with pulchritude in
They
L.

v.-ard

Hyman,

Mark

tations to

Strand

—

^

AMALGAMATED

varied
colored
bathing suits, the ers being needed in picture work.
feature being Corrine Groves, who is Preparations are being made for the
They will feature
Louis' entrant for the Atlantic initial sketches.
St.
City contest.
Grand Central The- Alice Lake and Joseph Schildkraut.
Abe E. Feinberg is supervising the
ater.

—

do a typical Tiller routine and for the finale,
the ballet corps joins in with them.
A good entertainment, with plenty of pep

More Space for Acme
new department.
He is widely
The Acme offices arc to be enknown in the vaudeville, musical larged at 1560 Broadway.
Space on
Features High-Class Music
comedy and legitimate fields. At one the 12th floor which
has not been
Winnipeg Presentations unit com- time he was identified with the Locw used will be now occupied. There
interests.
prises 15 musiciasn, dancer and sing
is a iiossibility that additional room
cr.
An announcer is used. Act.s
Miss Rebecca has gone to the will be obtained on the 11th. The

—

run

20

minutes.

—

featured.
Walter
politan Theater.

High-class music
Davis, Metro-

F.

Coast.

Upon

make another

her return Silton will
trip

production matters.

to

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

and beauty.

changes

will

probably be effected by

Hollywood on Aug. 23 when Jules Mastbaum
turns from France.

re-

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
P'm-^

x>4

Ca

n

'

—
:
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George Beban in

The Loves

Constance Talmadge in

of Ricardo"

First National

'^eorge Beban, Producer

BEBAN PRODUCES ANOTHER

WITH HIS WELL KNOWN
CHARACTERIZATION OF
THE ITALIAN DOMINATING
THE STORY. A FAMILIAR
SORT OF THEME BUT WITH
CONSIDERABLE GOOD HUMOR AND MUCH AUDIENCE
APPEAL.

SOME SPRIGHTLY COMEDY
AND AGAIN JUST SOME
MEDIOCRE HUMOR. ATTRACTIVE PRODUCTION
AND STAR'S FINE TROUPING WILL GET THIS OVER,
NEVERTHELESS.

Star.... Has a role much to her liking although it doesn't provide entirely consistent opportunities.

Wears some gorgeous clothes.
Beban writes, directs, pro- Cast. .Tulio Carminati, another new
duces and acts his own entertainleading man, appears opposite in
ment and for a fourfold job it ia
the role of Lieut. Orloff.
Handwell done.
Gives his usual symsome and well suited.
Edward

Star. ...

pathetic portrayal.

,

'Cast. .. .Suitable types but no players are known screen players.
All

do satisfactory work.
Type of Story
Comedy-drama
George Beban at regular intervals
produces a picture and then stages
an act which he presents in conjunction with the showing of the,
picture.
His product is strictly of
box office calibre and not striking
from any artistic or story viewpoint.
"The Loves of Ricardo'
follows

similar plots in previous
offerings.
It has a quota o?

Beban

typical Latin humor, an appealing
love interest, enough of the meller
and the star himself working every
minute to keep his audience en-

thused.
Beban is not always successful in this
there are a few
though very few, slow stretches
but, on the whole, there is ample

—

new
make "The Loves of

entertainment and enough

an-/

gles

Ri-

to

cardo" suitable box
he is again the
kindly
Italian,
a
it

'

fareV^In

office

lowly

tnoftgh

fruit

peddlcn

whose love for his ward and devotion to Mussolini (his horse) are
his chief pastimes.
Steve Randall
with an eye on Ricci's bankroll
merries the girl.
Ricci,
heartbroken, buys some land in Florida,
finds that it is only visible at low
tide and is kidnapped by bootleggers.
How Ricci comes home and
is eventually reunited with the girl
he loves supplies a variety of action

and good humor, and

a

fine

the auto hurdling a clifT
carrying the villainous Steve to hi.i
death.
thrill

in

Box Office Angle
good box office

Looks

like

Played
Beban's act

bet.

s

in

it
conjunction with
should do especially good business

Exploitation
Where Beban appears in person, with the showing

you probably won't have
more than publish the fact.

to

dc

The

personal appearance of a star can
always be relied upon to draw
crowds.
You can rely upon the
comedy end of it being particularly
appealing. Beban does good work
and merits whatever boosting you
can give him.

George Beban

Direction
satisfactory

Author
Scenario

Cameramen
Lester Lang

Length

Conklin has a short comedy sequence and the picture is all his
while he's on the screen.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy; adapted
from the Hungarian play, "Sybil."
"Marian Duncan dajiced in Buffalo
without avail and she danced in
Russia without a veil." The open
ing title sounds like Ralph Spencc
but someone else has caught the
fever. The titles don't hit this pace
all the way through but most of

them

are clever.

Buffalo"

•

•

for a lavish

background and

7,500 feet

duka

comedy complications.

Si«l-

pic-

the

ture attractively with fine sets and
the costuming is elegant.
The
laughs are confined to spots rather
than evenly distributed but there
are enough amusing half way stations of comedy to keep an audience happy.
Connie's cute little
way of receiving her lover is a fine
laugh.
She hides behind a screen

puts her hand through an opening
and tickles his chin only to encounter a beard. Then she learns
it is the grand duke.
Later, when
the devilish old grand duke bouncea
Connie on his knee, there is another real laugh and sequence given
over to Chester Conklin as the inn
proprietor is a typical
Conklin
comedy gem. Connie has a difficult time of it but she finally wins
the handsome lieutenant for a husband.
Box Office Angle. .Entertaining anc'
quite certain to please; the star'?

admirers particularly.
Exploitation. .. .The star's name ia
your big bet and you can promise:
she does some more of her fine
trouping in "The Duchess of Buf
falo."
The title might be worth
boosting but it does not so readily
lend itself to tie-ups or stunts.
A
trailer of any of the comedy moments referred to above should
bring them back.
Talk about a
new leading man for the benefit
of the women patrons.

Direction

Scenario

Good Photography
About

a

ney Franklin has dressed the

in

Cameraman
Italian quarter of city

of

and duchess play important parts

.

Allen Siegler-

"The Duchess

another of those comedies wherein the romp and ceremony of European court life serve
is

good
George Beban Authors
Franz Martos
G. Marion Brown

•

Photography
Locale ..;...

Martindel, excellent as grand duke.
Rose Dione, the duchess. Chester

Locale

Length

"The Lady of the Harem"

"Laddie"

"The Duchess of Buffalo"

Paramount

F. B. 0.

HUMAN INTEREST TALE OF TROPICAL LOVE
STORY AND DELIGHTFUL
AND
LADIES.
HOME LIFE TOUCHES MAKE STYLELANGUOROUS
AND ATMOSPHERE
THIS QUITE APPEALING WILL APPEAL TO MAN\
EXCELLENT CAST WITF
WITH VIVID IMAGINATIONS.
MANY PARTICULARLY WELL COLORFUL PRODUCTION.

FINE

SUITED TYPES.

Cast.
.Gene Stratton a very natural
youngster, wholesome and entirelj'
at ease as Little Sister to Laddie
played effectively by John Bowers
Euialie Jensen, an appealing mother.
John Fox, Jr., offers some typica'
mischief that is amusing. Other;;
.

.

Theodore Von Eltz, Bess Flowers
Eugenia Gilbert, David Torrcnce.
Type of Story. .. .Drama. There if
so

much

to

that it was
Gene Strattondelightfully huslight exception,
all

Porter's novel is
man and, with
quite real.
J. Leo Meehan seem?
to have caught the idea and carefully visualized it.
His individual
scenes are expertly composed, hig
people are natural and the photog-

raphy

excellent.

is

There

is

some-

wrong with

the story development, however.
It
does not
move along smoothly, the threads
The
of the story do not dovetail.
titles
are peculiarly worded and
consequently difficult to comprehend at a glance. This could be

remedied.

The theme, except

the character of the

man who

for
dis-

owned

suddenly
his
son
and
his feelings after a stroke,
logical
and the home lift

changed
is

represented in the domain of thq
God-fearing Indiana farmer, Paul
Stanton, is picturesque in its rigidity.

The

instead of center-

story,

around Laddie, as the title
would indicate, revolves about Little Sister and it is she who brings
about complete happiness for all
ing

is a Pollywhose
of youngster
philosophy of happiness is contagious.
She dominates the entire
It is Little Sister
family group.
who first breaks through the barrier of silence assumed by the next
door neighbor who had cast off
his son, innocently accused of a
Later it happens that hi.T
theft.
son is cleared and comes to claim
the little girl's sister as his bride.
His return enrages the father but
eventually all ends happily._
Box Office Angle. .Human interest
clement very attractively offered
and likely to prove especially appeal-ng to the small town audience
Little Gene Stratton a wholesome

concerned.

anna

Little Sister

sort

.

sort of

Louise
Fazenda and
Andre de Beranger have occasional
fectioner.

clever bits of comedy dialogue
Sojin convincing as the villainous
Sultan.

recommend "Laddie" Type

and yet it is not
hoped it would be.

thing

Cast. .. .Greta Nissen attractive as
the lady of veils and glittering
draperies and William Collier, Jr.^
the handsome Persian hero.
Ernest Torrence amusing as the con-

.

youngster whose work

wil'

readily get the attention it merits
good cast all the way through
and several individually fine per-

A

formances.

of Story. .. .Romance, adapted
from James Elroy Flecker's stage
play "Hassan."
The harem with
all its mysteries, intrigues and romances serves for plenty of colorful atmosphere in "The Lady of the
Harem," a highly imaginative yarn
about a Sultan and his many wive?
and a young hero who braves the
wrath of the ruler to rescue his
sweetheart, an unwilling inmate of
the harem.
The story is one of

those exaggerated bits of fiction
wholly lacking in logic or conviction but serves for a fanciful back-

ground and gives way to artistic
settings and the well known pictorial appeal found in atmosphere
of this sort.
The harem and its
bevy of veiled beauties is another
effective distraction and there is
occasional
humorous effort that
the weak story over the
spots.
Raoul Walsh has
endowed the production with many
fine sets and there is a general air
of regal lavishness and pomp in the
harem scenes. Greta Nissen is the
languorous lady loved by William
Collier who rescues her in true

helps

rough

hero

Box

Direction

6,904 feet

Locale

Length

imprisoned

in

.

run a

trailer

.

including

some shot?

William Collier, Louisr
Fazenda,
Ernest
Torrence anr"
Greta Nissen are names that should

of

this.

bring them
Direction

in.

Raoul Walsh;

J.

.

Russia

is

Office Angle.
.Nice production
and good cast but picture, generally speaking, is not up to Paramount's standard.
Exploitation. .. .Title and names of
players will attract.
You might
talk about the harem sequences and

Leo Meehanfair.
in most angles very good but story
Author
careful development
more
needed
Max BrodyGene Stratton-Porter Scenario
Author
Porter Meehan Cameraman
Jeanette
Scenario.
Hans Kraly
Allen Siegler
Cameraman
Oliver Marsh
Photography
Splendid
Photography
Very good

Sidney Franklin;

She

style.

the Sultan's palace while the wily
Sultan bides his time waiting to
claim her as his latest bride. Hero
gains entrance to the castle and is
about to make away with his lady
when the Sultan discovers him
Everything is set for hero's death
when the threatened uprising takes
place, the castle is stormed, the
Sultan subdued and hero and his
bride find freedom.

.

.

Indiana town
6,931

feeli

Locale

Length

James Elroy Flecker
Jas. T. O'Donohoe
Victor Milncr

Very good
Persia
5,717 feet.
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Laura La Plante

"The Great Deception"

"The Sign of the Claw"
Producer:

Universal-Jewel

Lumas

GERMAN SPY SYSTEM THE
—
BASIS OF PLOT THAT IS FARCE THAT HAS SOME D'lstrihxitor: Gotham State Rights
DOG
STAR
IN
DETECTIVE
COMEDY
CORKING GOOD
STRONG IN SUSPENSE IF
ROLE.
BIT TRITE
STORY
A
BITS
AND
MOVIE
ATMOSNOT IN LOGIC. ENTERTAINBUT
THERE
IS
A
QUANTITY
PHERE
THAT
APPEALS
TO
ING FOR THOSE WHO LIKE
OF GOOD ACTION AND SUSMANY. PICTURE RUNS
TO BE MYSTIFIED.
PENSE. YOUNGSTERS WILL
SLIGHTLY LONG THOUGH
Cast.. Good cast. Ben Lyon doesn't
FOR THE AMOUNT OF LOVE IT.
appear quite the slick operator that
the role would make him but h«
does pretty well with it.
Ailcen

Pringle pretty as his sweetheart.
Basel Rathbone rightfully imposing
as the German operative.
Sam

Hardy was

several

good innings.

Lucian Prival does a typical
Stroheim
impersonation as

German

Von
the

officer.

STORY.

Cast.

.Plays the dual roles of shop
Frolics about
star.
in her own way and appears to have
a fine time doing it.

Star.

..

girl

and movie

Cast
Einar Hansen suitable as
Laura's sweetie. Others in a well
balanced cast are Zasu Pitts, Tully
Marshall, Lee Moran, Mack Swain,
John Roche. Wm. Austin, Nat
Carr, Cissy Fitzgerald.

.

.

.Peter the Great,

who

recent

an accident, gives
probably his final perform"The Sign of the Claw."

ly lost his life in

what

is

ance

in

An

intelligent animal, well trained
at doing the things he
is
expected to do.
Children certain
to
enjoy his performance,
Edward Hearn suitable as Peter's
master.
Lee Shumway head of a

and keen

gang of crooks and Joe Bennett
of Story
Mystery drama;
the brother of hero's sweetheart,
adapted from "The Yellow Dove"
Ethel Shannon.
by Geo. Gibbs.
"The Great De- Type of Story
Farce comedy.
ception" is first rate entertainment
The picture is too long for the Type of Story. .. .Crook melodrama.
Peter the Great is the real hero of
if you like to be baffled and don't
amount of story it contains. This
"The Sign of the Claw" but Hearn
object to the mystery not having
criticism seems to be applicable to
supplies the human heroics.
Peter
a logical basis.
There is plenty
almost every comedy of this type
is
Hearn's pal and is as good at
of suspense.
Howard Higgin has
that is released.
And most of the
rounding up crooks as his master.
succeeded in injecting a completetime the picture has entertaining
The picture is one of those audily tense atmosphere into the picqualities
and might, in proper
ence pullers that stirs up a degree
ture but it is one of those "much
length, prove even more enjoyable.
of enthusiasm and gets the crowd
ado about nothing things" wherein
It is a real farce that warrants
completely absorbed in the events
there is a lot of excitement but
eight reels.
"Her Big Night" has
transpiring on the screen. Youngyou can't find out what it is all
a pleasing little story, a fine cast
sters especially dote on this type of
about. There is a code translation
and has been ably directed by Mel^entertainment.
Count on them to
as the go-between and the German
ville Brown but he distributes the
root for Peter when he finally gets)
and English secret service agents
laughs over too much territory
his man in a corner.
The plot is
do their manocuvering in slick
Five, or at the most six, reels
the old crook game with the girl's
fashion with the English hero finalwould have made this a far strongbrother, a bank clerk, used as a
ly successful in making a big scoop
er comedy.
The yarn deals with
tool and implicated in a big job.
for the Allies.
The Germans get
the adventure of Frances Norcross,
The cop on the beat is the girl's
the worst of the bargain. The folks
shop girl, who is paid to pose as
sweetheart.
in the Fatherland aren't likely to
Peter, his dog, recogthe movie star. Daphne Dix, when
nizes the boy as the crook who
appreciate the humor in the scene
the latter fails to show up in time
got away from him the night bewhere Sam Hardy knocks out a
for a personal appearance. Adams.
quartette of German soldiers and
fore and the cop must do his duty.
a snooping reporter, senses a scanThe girl pleads and the boy gets
has a lot of fun doing it. Perhaps
dal in the disappearance of Daphnej
it
wasn't altogether good taste to
another chance. The crooks hound
and suspects that there has been a
label the nationalities so boldly in
him for the combination to tho
substitution. The efforts of Daphview of the subject matter at hand
safe in the bank where he works
ne's manager to prevent the report-Story: Cyril Mansfield is suspectand that night the hero policeman
er from proving his suspicions and
ed of being a traitor to England
traps the gang in the vault where
the attempt of Frances' sweetheart
Germany finds he is a traitor to
they are held paralyzed by a sucto discover what the whole thing
her
and
Cyril's
sweetheart
is
cession of electric shocks. A conis about brings on a lot of amusing
caught in the mesh of the system.
federate releases them and they
complications
that
afford
many
How they escape is worth seeing.
overpower the officer and put him
good laughs.
in the vault.
Peter comes to hi.s
Box Office Angle.
Good mystery Box Office Angle.. Will amuse them
rescue, the crooks are apprehended
good
drama and
entertainment if
sufficiently although in less reels it
and all ends happily. Some of the
your folks enjoy figuring out myswould prove a greater hit.
scenes in the charged vault are a
teries.
bit gruesome but it is a new twist
Exploitation
If Laura La Plante's
nevertheless.
name brings them to your box ofExploitation. .If you played "Thrco
Box
Office Angle.
.Good meller enfice
you
can
do
an
adequate
busiFaces Fast" and your folks liked
tertainment and you have the addness with "Her Big Night." Talk
it you might say that "The Great
ed attraction of the dog star's name
about the story as dealing with a
Deception," although not as good
good action and suspense.
shop girl W'ho looks so much like
a story, is on the same order: the
.Talk about Peter, tho
a famous movie star that she is Exploitation.
secret service svstem during the
detective,
and
run a trailer showpaid
large
a
sum
of
money
world war.
to imGood names in cast
ing him in any one of his big mopersonate her.
Stills of Laura La
to use, also.
ments in the picture.
You can
Plante in the lobby should attract
promise plenty of good action and
Direction
Howard Higginand you might mention that the
make a bid for the patronage of
good but gets his mystery a trifle
new Danish leading man, Einar
boys especially. They'll thoroughly
too involved.
Hansen, appears opposite her.
enjoy this picture and the work of
Melville Brown
Geo. Gibbs Direction
Author
Peter the Great.
supplies many good comedy touches
Direction
Reeves Eason
Scenario
Paul Bern
Author
Peggy Gaddis
good
Cameraman
Ernest Hallor Scenario
James Bell Smith
Melville Brown Author
Scenario
James Bell Smith
Photography
Good Cameraman
Arthur Todd

Type

.

.

.

.

.

Locale

Length

Locale
5,855 feet

Length

.

.

.

Cameraman
Good Photography

Germany- Photography

England

.

.

.'

New York

City

Locale

7,603

Length

1925

TJniv er sal- Jewel

KNOWN RAIL.
WAY MELLER HOKUM. OLD-

ALL THE WELL

FASHIONED BUT

5,000 feet

IF

WANT

THE^

ACTION, THRILLS
AND SUSPENSE, THIS HAS

THEM

ALL.

Cast.... Jack Daugherty, the engineer sheik, and Blanche MehafTey.
the pretty little waitress.
Tom
O'Brien and William A. Steele, a'
treacherous pair of brothers, out!
to do hero "dirt."
Harry Todd,:
the comedian.
Type of Story
Melodrama; adapts
ed from Frank Spearman's story
"The Nerve of Foley." Universal
acknowledges the aid of the Union
Pacific Railway in the making of
"The Runaway Express" but they
also had the advantage
or mayby

—

it

will

prove

having a bevy

—

a disadvantage
of
of previous similaif

"The Runaway
and this in spite of
the fact that it was adapted from
"The Nerve of Foley." That may
pictures to pattern

Express"

after,

be just a long way of saying that
the picture is, in theme, as old as
the hills.
It is out and out oldfashioned dime novel hokum and
there is no getting away from it.
At that Director Sedgwick hasn't
tried to. He was evidently quite content to leave all the well known
hokum right in its place and the
result is the old tale about rivalry
between two engineers which embraces not only the coveted position of running the
Continental
Express but winning a pretty waitress as well. Joe Foley is the hero
and Sandy McPherson, the villain.
When Joe lands the job of driving
the Limited, Sandy knocks him out
just prior to the run.
Sandy gets
the job.
Meantime Sandy's brother does a little plotting of his own.
He plans to wreck the train to rob
the gold coach.
He also doctors
the engineer's coffee, not knowing
that his brother would be the man.
Business of speeding Limited nearing washed out bridge and hero
riding swiftly to the rescue.
He
hops aboard the engine in time to
stop it at the brink of the precipice.
Further
close-ups
and
clinches.
Office Angle.
.Where they still
like a real dyed-in-the-wool meller
"The Runaway Express" will have
a chance. Where they "know their
onions" it isn't likely to prove a

Box

.

.

scoop.
Exploitation. .. .Don't
to
fool
try
them.
Better let them know just

what you have

to offer

and

trust

luck that too many of your
people haven't outgrown the oldfashioned
meller
entertainments.
trailer will give a thoroughly
complete idea of what they may
expect.
You can promise action
to

A

and

thrills

Direction

galore.

Edward Sedgwick;

satisfactory.

Author
Scenario

Ray June Cameraman
Good Photography
Any city Locale

About

22,

"The Runaway Express"

Peter the Great in

in

"Her Big Night"

Fiist National

BH

va

1»

Length

Frank Spearman
Curtis Benton
Virgil Miller

Good
West
5,865 feet

!

Gr eat Gob s

of

Joy

Here comes a new Western feature star with the
produce
brains to be original, and the talent to
something sparklingly new.

Of course "The High Hand"

You

is

fast

and

exciting.
'

expect that.

But no one could expect the new slants, the bangup quality from this new star who looks to be
hell-bent for the
:^' i¥.,i

money

class.

i

Tike

FIGHTING
WITH WALTER

Miller

Marjorie

Cay AND

Virginia Vance

T^ X-MARINE, one
Legion, good
man in the ring.
It is

announced that he

York

He

of the A. E. F., member of the American
sportsman, great fighter and the handsomest

will fight

Dempsey

for the title in

in September.

a front-page newspaper story and the publicity
ing higher and higher.
is

His name on your theatre front will bring them

Your

New

receipts will be in the heavy-weight class,

is

in, in

mount-

crowds.
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Directed hy

Story by

SPENCER BENNET

FRANK LEON SMITH

Pati^serial
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HAL ROACH

/,-«„.,

Devil
Horse
A Drama

flhe

from the History of the West
DAILY

HAL ROACH,

BY

Hex

ill

"The Devil Horse

DIRECTED AND

PRODUCED By

^^

REVIEWED

.OTHER OF HAL
IfONDERFUL

The

FREDJ/^CklMAN

Entertainme
Production
Appeal

Devil Horse
Very good
Good

value.

It

J

Any audience

.

Exploitation

.

Hal Roach made box
his "The"^i^g~of "wild"

-Vary good

,

office hj^storywlth

Horses" and repeated

the performance with^-'STack Cyclone." His
"
new horse picture. The" Devil Horse." bi ds

predecessors, for the rea-

fair to eclfpse its

picture
IHTO.

sons that it boasts^a much sTronger story
and better production than Ihe former Rex

hi-

vehicles.

"The Devil Horse" deals principally with
a horse's hatred of Indians, engendered by
the massacre of a wagon train party of
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direction, o
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appears to be a western
Btory witii a handsome horse an
the leading character, and «a auch
It quililu-s ir> every way.
T^f al U la b etter than "Slofj^ Cy-

while the dther actors of the caat
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"Into

Her Kingdom"

"Lost At Sea"

Lefty Flynn in

Billy Sullivan in

"The College Boob"

"The Heart of a Coward"

Corinne Griffith in

Fihn Booking

First National

—State Rights

Rayart

Offices

ROMANCE WITH A COWARD FINDS HIMSELF
RUSSIAN REVOLUTION AGAIN GRIDIRON
ABUNDANT FINE HUMOR
THROUGH LOVE. CONVENWITH FAIRY TALE TOUCH- AS ENJOYABLE AN ENTER- TIONAL LITTLE STORY BUT
TAINMENT AS ANYONE
ES TO RELIEVE THE TRITENICELY TOLD AND WITH
COULD ASK FOR.
NESS. NOT THE SORT OF Star. ... Better than anything he's
WELL SUSTAINED INTERMATERIAL FOR CORINNE done in a long time. As the boob EST.
who

GRIFFITH.
Goes a long way toward
brightening up a fairly dull story
but it is not at all the sort of vehicle that she requires.

Star

Einar Hanson, a newcomer,
Cast.
rather a distinctive type and gives
an interesting performance as the
Claude GillingRussian peasant.
.

.

.

good and others
Selbie,
Evelyn

water

comes

finally

into his

the football champ, Flynn

Charles

Crockett,

Max

Davidson.

own
is

as
splen-

Star.... Does very well as the cringing country lad, a coward, buti
comes into his own as the fighter
in the latter reels.

did.

.Jean Arthur, who looks a lot
Brian, sweet and pretty
as Lefty's sweetheart. Jimmy Anderson, the sheik of the affair, and
others Bob Bradbury, Cecil Ogden

Cast.

.

.

Mary

like

Cast.

Dorothv Walbert.

Type

of Story.

..

.Comedy romance.

Type

of Story.

.

.

The Rus-

Revolution serves rather inadequately as the basis of Corinne
Griffith's latest story, a none too
and one that
vehicle
suitable
would have scant possibility of satisfying at all without the appearIt
ance of the attractive Corinne.
is a familiar rehashing of the old
with no startingly new
conflict
sian

angles to refresh it. There is the
royal household sent into exile and
made to suffer after the manner in
which the peasant folk suffered at
the hands of the aristocrats. Grand
Duchess Tatiana is the only member of the royal family to escape
death, her punishment being mar^
riage to a Soviet officer who finally
a mill
flees with her to America
town in New Jersey, to be exact.
There they live under the same
roof but Tatiana refuses to accept
the love offered her by her Soviet
husband and maintains her royal
demeanor as she conducts her
Stepan, the husband
small store.
through his great love for her, returns to Russia and communicatee
with the Royalist party, informing
them of the whereabouts of the
Back to Jersey
Grand Duchess.
again with a committee but by thi?
time Tatiana has found the joy of
living in her baby boy, refuses tc
admit her true identity and is happy to welcome back her former So-

—

husband.

viet

Box

Angle

Office

fith's

following will

"Into

Corinne Grifbe on hand for

Her Kingdom."

They

aro

apt to wish that Corinne will soor
have another one like "Classified"
She needs more gooc"
for them.
The chief promises you
stories.
can make for this one are the attractive production and the star's

personal

performance.

Svend Gade
Direction
even a good director occasionally
requires a good story.
Author
Scenario

Camermaan
Photography
Locale

Length

Ruth

Comfort Mitchel'
Carey Wilson

Harold Wenstrom

Very good

wholly

prove

to

a charming
of college
fine humor anc)
that is certain

enjoyable.

Type of Story
The plot is

to

finish.

The comedy

h'

good and Garson has had the
good judgment not to carry any of
the boob stuff too far. Hero lands
fresh from the farm, on the campug
and immediately the boys proceed
to play him for the boob.
Ally is
unconscious of the riot he is causing until Angela, the belle of the
campus, explains that the boys are
Ally
making a fool of them.
strikes out right then and there and
parlor touchdowns
he
the
that
makes in giving the boys their wallops leads the football coach tc
He
sign Ally up for the team.
makes good and is heralded as the
"bull of the campus."
The news
reaches
back home and Ally's
uncle writes to say that he must
give up the game or he will cease
providing for his education. Even
Angela's pleading fails to make
Ally take his place for the big
game of the season. The climax

comes

when

at the height of the game
Tho
Ally's team is losing.
and aunt arrive and assuro

uncle
Ally they had been mistaken abou?
the

game and

and win
a

double

the

girl,

go ir
coups
the game and

insist that he
for his team.
Ally

victory:
of course.

—

Box

Office Angle. .. .Fine box office
booster.
Here's one you can put
right down on your summer calendar.
Certain to please.
Exploitation. .. .Since Lefty
Flynn
was drafted from football to films
you might make particular mention
that he is very much "at home"
as the football hero of "The College
Your local teams
Boob."

should be assembling at this time
for the fall line-up so you might be
able to secure some kind of co-opexploiting the picture.
your best to get your folks in.

eration

Do

Harry Garson

Author

Jack Hastings
Gerald C. Duffy

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

Russia-New Jersey Locale
6,447 feet Length

......

Clark

Cecil,

routine

situations

wherein a courage is born of love
and a young country lad goes oul
to conquer an army with the weP
known reward the girl providing

—

—

the climax. In spite of the familiarities "The Heart of a Coward" manages to register a good bit of entertainment of average calibre. Director Duke Worne keeps his characters well in their places and hero's
regeneration is rather believable at
that.
Of course, it is love that
brings about the awakening and
hero finds himself in time to prevent villain from cheating hero's
aged mother out of her holdings
and also making off with his sweetheart.
The picture boasts of one
short comedy sequence that is par
ticularly good.
out after villain

When
he

hero sets
hops into a

Ford but before he
can start it he is forced to remove
an accumulation of lumber and
farm implements suggestive of the
As here
Ford's long inactivity.
pursues his man the car gradually
dilapidated old

loses its parts, first a fender, then
a tire and so on until hero barely
has enough car left to continue the
chase.
Does he win out? Did p
hero ever lose? He outwits villain
saves the farm for mother, win?
the girl and is all set to fulfill his
literary ambitions because her father is a publisher.

Box Office Angle.
gram offering for

.Suitable prothe daily changa
..

theater.

Exhibitors resorting
Exploitation.
to stunt advertising could readily
use an old Ford to play up this
one, talking about how hero catches
.

his

man

ard."

.

.

a

in

broken

"The Heart

"Lizzie" in

Where

down olc'
Cow-

of a

the ultimate business

might not warrant, or require, any
extensive
trailer

exploitation

the

and catchlines should

for

Direction
very good.

girl

Dramatic romance.
composed of some

familiar

fairly

The

story is light but full of good incidents and handled with a degree of
skill that makes it interesting froni
start

the

Comstock.

Harry Garson has made
romance
little comedy
days, replete with
delightful romance

Stevens,

Edward

Richardson,

|

.Drama.

.Charlotte

..

and Edythe Yorke, hero's mother
McCarthy,
Myles
Jack
Others

Direction

usual
suffice

Duke Worne

satisfactory.

Prod.

Tiffany

HIBITORS.
Cast. .. .Capable and carefully selected as to type. Jane Novak pleasing and Huntly Gordon first rate.

Lowell

Sherman appears

of his well

one

characterizations.
Natalie Kingston, the other woman,
and little Billy Schaefer, a cute

youngster.
of Story. .. .Domestic drama;
suggested by Louis Joseph Vance's
story "Main Spring."
"Lost At
Sea" may prove a trifle misleading
in
that the average picture-goer
may anticipate a story of the sea.
There is a shipwreck but it is but

Type

a step in the development of the
story.
Norman Travers had left
his wife, Natalie, and his young
son, and gone to Europe with another woman.
He deserved to
drown but he didn't and when Natalie
had just found happiness
with a sweetheart of former days
Norman returned to spoil it all.
He is killed and Natalie's lover

(she had married him the night
before
her
husband
returned)
claims he shot Norman, thinking
to protect Natalie who he fears
had killed Norman. The deserted
"other woman" finally is proven
the guilty one and Natalie finds
happiness after all.
The story is
not particularly dramatic in spite
of Gasnier's effort to inject suspense. It is all too evident that the
deserted woman did the killing and
prolonging the denouement only
made for slowing the interest. It
is interesting from the standpoint
of the neglected wife and child and
for the majority of folks this may
prove quite a saving grace. They
will sympathize with the two and
their ultimate happiness with the
kindly sweetheart of former days
will

prove

There

is

a

much
good

to their liking.
cast as another

asset.

Box

Office Angle.

..

.Certain

amount

of effective audience appeal that
will get this over with the average

audience.
Exploitation. .. .In justice to your
patrons explain that the story deals
with the disappearance of the heroine's husband during a wreck at
sea and of the subsequent complications in the home of his wife.
Another picture that they shouldn't
see backwards if they would propUse Jane Novak's
erly enjoy it.

name, Sherman's and Gordon's.
Louis Gasnier;

Direction
fair.

Louis Joseph Vanca

Author
credited

Scenario

Scenario

Not

credited

Cameramen
Milton Moore

James Brown, Jr
Photography
Good
College town Locale
Length
5,800 feet

in

known

Not

Ernest Smith

Rights

MARTIAL DRAMA OF A FAIRLY CONVENTIONAL PATTERN BUT WITH ENOUGH
ELEMENTS OF AUDIENCE
APPEAL TO MAKE IT SATIS.
FACTORY FOR MANY EX-

Author

Cameraman

—State

Good Photography
Small western town Locale
Length
5,301 feet

Esther Shulkin

Mack

Stengler-

Good
N.

Y.— New

Rochelle

6,400 feet.
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Wide Range of Entertainment
"The Fighting Marine"

to

show what "not

to

do"

at dinner

are useful except that
Patheserial
some of them are a bit too well
The Gene Tiinney Knockout
known to warrant correction, such as
Type of production. .10 chapter serial eating peas with the knife, just why
Dempsey's
for
The contender
Jack
the ladies changed their attire during
heavywcigiit title, Gene Tunncy, is
the course of the meal may baffk
featured in all his tistic glory in a
some. At the outset they are wearand
story replete with sizzling action
ing different gowns from those they
The wear toward the end of the meal.
a teasing thread of mystery.
story is the work of Frank Leon
Small detail but obvious, nevertheless
Smith, especially written to give the
The second subject is an interesting
fighter every opportunity to show his
glimpse into New York's ghetto, the
After viewfine brand ot fistic wares.
pushcart venders who peddle everying the first three chapters, and readthing from "pins to pianos."
Very
ing the synopsis of those to follow, it
interesting scenes in this.
ofbox
looks like a "natural" at the
fice, for it will certainly get all the
N. Y."— BiU
fight fans coming, as well as the regu- "The Lady of Lyons,
Progress
No.
Grimm's
1
F. B. O.
lar serial fans who love their mystery

and the

tips

brings him to school and gets in
trouble when a dog drawn on the
blackboard comes to life and chases
poor Felix all around the classroom.
To punish her, the teacher gives

home problem

lier a
is

he

hottest

place

with

fast

Tunney

action.

sent to
cover an assignment that promises a
lawyer has advertised
big story.
for an ex-Marine who is a boxer. He
makes good beating up a gang of
roughnecks picked for the purpose,
and secures the mysterious job that
It is to guard
is filled with danger.
the heiress. Lady Chatfield, but the
hero is told nothing as to the secret
back of it all. Gene poses as Lord
Grantmore, wears a monocle, and
otherwise acts like a titled Englishman. They proceed to the mining
town of Goldbrook, where the heiress
is

A

m

to occupy a mysterious mansion on
the occupancy of which hinges a
The engineer of the
great fortune.
mines is deeply interested in thwarting the plans of Lady Chatfield, and
is

his gang of roughneck miners
makes things lively for the pugilist

with

star in a series of fights that are hair
Action plot and counterraisers.
suspense mystery. Other peoplot
ple enter the story who seem to be

——

—

in the manpossessor.
One of the
highlights is a cabin built over a river
with a teetering floor that sags down
when anyone steps on it. There are
some breathtaking scenes as various
people get trapped in this sinister
cabin. A first class chapter play with

mysteriously interested
sion

and

its

a real boxing bout for
in a later chapter.

Tunney staged

"Reelview— Red Seal
Will

Amuse

Type

of production....! reel novelty
A lesson in table manners is the
opening subject.
ladies proceed

Two

NEW ORLEANS
SEPT. 9th

Mildly Amusing

in

the

"What
world?"

Just
he will find out.
He journeys to the
it to him.
Equator and they make it so hot for
him there that he lands in he North

says

Felix
leave

Pole.
Here the Eskimos make it
itil) hotter.
He returns to Mary with
the information that they made it
hotter for him at the Pole than at
The cartoon work in
the Equator.
this is

amusing and

—

plentifully mixed
As a reporter,

to solve:

"Move Along"

original.

— Hamilton

Educational
Tj-pe of production.
.2 reel comedy
Comedy with Pathos
Margaret Morris, from Lyons, N.
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Y., is California bound where she is
This one has a distinct Chaplin fla
to take a position as school teacher.
That is the starting point of No. L vor with its combining of good pathof Bill Grinun's progress.
The first etic touches with the comedy. Lloyd
reel has no relation to the second so Hamilton is tramping around looking
He
folks are apt to imagine they are see- for work more or less seriously.
ing two distinct comedies.
In the gets on a line at an employment office
but steps aside gallantly to let a
first reel Margaret is endeavoring to
reach her boarding house but the taxi pretty girl take his place ahead of
She is hired as the last one,
driver who offers to take her there him.
He
sees sufficient reason in Margaret for leaving Lloyd out in the cold.
taking the "longest way 'round." The tramps away, haunted by the girl';,
story skips from Margaret and thu grateful smile. Back at the boarding
taxicab to a prize fight with the com- house, he is thrown out on his bed
edj' contestants staging a bout con- into the street for lack of room rent.
trary to the best rules of sportsman- A cop comes along and wakes him
ship.
One contender has all the iron up with the order to "Move On!" So
possible jammed into his glove while Lloyd kept moving from one place to
the other with his bed. A good stunt
liis opponent sports a double pair of
brass knuckles. There have been far is worked with an improvised shelter
funnier comedy fights than the one on the sidewalk under an awning.
staged by Kit Guard and William The girl comes along, cold and hunMartin. No real yells in No. 1 but gry, and Hamilton gives her shelter.
luaybe those to come will make up For eats they dine on toasted rose
It begins to snow, and as
for it.
H. C. Witwer, the author, has leaves.
some good comedy writing to his they shovel away, the snow forms
credit.
Ralph Cedar is directing the high walls, and they find themselves
in a cosy ice palace.
This sequence
series.
is
very whimsical and original.
It
ends with Lloyd being awakened
"Crazy Like a Fox"
.

.

"The Last Ha-Ha"— Aesop Fable
Pathe
Cartoon Comedy

Type of production. ...
"He who laughs last,

1

reel cartoo

didn't see th
joke in the first place." Such is th
moral of the latest Aesop Fabl(
Tom, the cat, and Milton, the mous<
cut up some more capers and farme
Al is on the job to mix in the hilar: V

it^

This

ties.

he

time

introduces

Tom

watch dog

to
and Milton an
the three join hands to make thing
hot for farmer Al.
The cat, th

mouse and
tricks,

ha-ha.

but

the

First

constructed
amusing.

dog play ther usus

farmer Al
rate

and

has the las
cartoon, cleverl;
certain to prov

"Under Desert Skies"

— Mustang

Universal

.

U

Saving the Gold Mine
2 reel Westerr

Type of production
The old prospector
.

.

living with hit
daughter rediscovers a lost gold mine
Dokes, the villain, and hs gang, determine to jump the claim.
Fred
Humes is the hero who has been
hired by the gang to keep tabs on

the prospector, or else railroad him
for a crime he did not commit.
But
Fred refuses to be bullied, and re
mains loyal to the girl and the old
prospector.
The gang leader steals
the map that identifies the claim, and
starts for the recorder's office to file
the claim.
Humes here does some
fine riding, overtakes the speeding car
and recovers the map. Then follows
the race to the recorder's office,
where Dokes is apprehended as the
real criminal wanted for the crime he
was trying to pin on the hero. Fast
action, with

"Alice

enough

thrills to satisfy.

Be Good"— Sennett

Pathe
Flapper Escapade

•

Type

of production ... .2 reel comedy
Alice Day carries the comedy, and
proves herself an attractive and versatile little actress throughout.
The
fun revolves around the efforts of
Alice and her cousin to attend a dance
with their boy friends.
After much

from his sleep on the cot in the street
by the hard hearted cop and so poor
Lloyd realizes his snow house romCharlie Chase "does his stuff" in ance with the girl was all a dream.
fine style.
The lunatic impersona- So he keeps moving along. The com- scheming, they mange to elude'
tion isn't altogether a new comedy edian does fine work in a role that Alice's father, who has forbidden them
idea but Chase works it out with is very appealing.
to leave the house.
The events that
new results and a fine bag of laughs
transpire at the dance hall furnish
Charlie doesn't want to marry tlui
most of the laughs.
It is a_ tough
Blue Bird
girl his father has picked for him so "Opery House Tonight"
place, and every time the youngsters
Universal
he arrives at her home all set to act
turn around they find themselves in
Amateur Romeo
goofy.
Her father is advised to hutrouble.
Eddie Quillan does a fine
mor him and act goofy, too. Mean- Type of production..! reel comedy line of comedy dancing. It gets over
time Charlie meets the girl and learns
Arthur Lake offers to play Romeo in in fine style, for it is out of the usual
she is the girl he fell in love with a1 a travelling show which hits the hick run.
the railroad station.
Asylum at- town. The station agent is also stagetendants called by the father mistake struck.
The two are kidded into Animated Hair Cartoons Red Seal
pa for Charlie and pa is nearly head- playing the fore and hind legs of a
Novelty Cartoon
ed for the asylum.
Charlie finally horse. There are a lot of gags worked Type of production....! reel cartoon
persuades
them that it was a on the stage, to the discomfiture of
Marcus takes new subjects for his
trick and the affair ends happily
the combination "horse" and its com- latest cartoon drawings.
Instead of
Funny as they come and sure to gel ponent parts.
Finally a bomb ex- well known theatrical folk, political
its laughs over.
plodes and breaks up the show. The celebrities, etc., he takes the comic
manager of the show beats it, leaving supplement characters of cartoonists
the stranded girls of the chorus weep- like Bud Fisher and gives you com"School Daze"— Pat Sullivan
ing on Arthur's shoulder.
But that edy drawings of Mutt and Jeff, McEducational
kind youth offers them a place on Mrnus' "Bringing Up Father" and
Felix the Explorer
Type of production..! reel animated his father's farm with the rest of the the like. Good comedy cartoon novchickens.
Carries a fair amount of elty with Marcus' usual ingenious
The little girl who owns Felix gags
that in turn bring the chuckles. drawings.

Comedy— Pathe
Funny: Many Laughs

Hal Roach

—

—

—
THE

I———II

III

mbraced
"Jewels of

sea picture.
Ufa offers a one-reel subject dealj with ocean vegetation and preiits a series of interesting close-ups.
ignified, which give detailed views
certain underwater growths unReptiles of the
miliar to the eye.
a resembling large blossoms are
agnified to show the life which
ght not otherwise be obvious. Nolle in this reel are the effective titles
lich add considerable to the value
the offering both for explantory
Suitrposes and general interest.

number with which

le

to

vary your

ogram.

Kick Coming"— Red
Good Comedy Novelty

Vnother

ype of production.

A

boy's

... 1

for

affection

ed to good advantage
e

one-reel

comedy

Seal

reel novelty
his dog is
in this lit-

A

novelty.

small

iwn dog catcher captures a stray
Dnkey and hitches him to the cart
hich he uses to gather in unlicensed
bgs of the town. The local butcher's
elivery boy is heartbroken when he
nds his pet headed for the pound.
he dog catcher reckons without the
itervention of the
le cart to pieces

donkey who kicks

when he

finds the
lan has picked up the kid's dog who
appened to be the donkey's pal.

Lmusing novelty number.

Pathe Review No. 34
Interesting Subjects
ype of production....! reel review
This number of the Pathe Review
pens with scenes showing Eric Hagchampion, doing
billiard
tilacker,

3me

of

his

trick

shots.

Amateurs

professionals should
nd this particularly interesting. This

would-be

tid

followed by a Pathecolor sequence
lowing views of Brown CoHege and
le

subject of the review conpictures of the American ex-

final

;,ins

edition led by Count De Prorok in
;arch of Africa's lost empire.

—

Venice" Aesop
Pathe
Mice and Gondolas
ype of production..! reel animated
The Canals of Venice form the
ickground for this cartoon advenHe is in love with
ire of the Mouse.
Mouse, but Salvatore, a bad
^arie
:tor. appears and kidnaps her in his
jndola.
Hero Antonio gives chase
id with the help of an octopus over)mes the villain and rescues his
dy love. Clever cartoon work, that
ill
score with the kiddies.

"Venus

in

Man"— Blue

11

Short Subjects
—

"When

East Meets West" Mustang
"Solid Gold"— Mermaid
Universal
Educational
The Magic Carpet
Fun in a Mining Camp
The Unlucky Dinner Guest
Type of production. .2 reel western Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Type of production
1 reel comedy
A gypsy queen hypnotizes Dirty- A lot of hilarious fun is centered
The fact that there are only thir- shirt Jones and Magpei Simpkins and a and around a gold mine, which has
teen women at a little dinner party, they take a ride on a magic carpet to a foreman who is a regular gorilla
as one guest fails to arrive, forces Bagdad.
Here they do some chival- in handling his men. Lige Conley as
the superstitious hostess to dig up rous work trying to rescue a fair a flivver salesman comes along and
another individual. The butler is told maiden from a harem. They become gets mixed up in the wild doings,
to bring in the first person he finds, rulers of the harem for a short space, principally for love of the superinand drags in Charles Puffy, the fat and have some gorgeous adventures. tendent's daughter. The gold is beman, who is out looking for eats. But the sultan appears, and they are ing mysteriusly stolen, and everyone
But just as Charlie starts to fill in on chased wildly all over the city. The is on the lookout for the thief, inthe rich food, the missing guest ar- settings are good, and lend fine atmos- cluding the foreman, who is the real
There is not much story to
It is very culprit.
rives and he is thrown out. This gag phere to the production.
is
repeated several times by having much out of the ordinary run of this if, being mostly a series of gags that
A
the fat man dragged in and thrown series, and will certainly entertain follow each other at a lively clip.
out again as various guests suddenly with its Oriental adventures. Finally good stunt is worked with laborers
depart and return again.
It loses its the two cowboys are awakened from who topple from a high scaffolding
novelty. Finally an unexpected guest their trance by the gypsy, to find rom different elevations as a crowbar
arrives in the person of Puffy's wife, the whole town laughing at them as falls, and crashes on them, one after
The falls are spectacular
and then the fun begins. The come- they lie on the ground struggling with another.
Good number with its and realistic also very funny. Andian works hard, and extracts his each other.
other good gag is developed with a
original slant.
quota of laughs.
big
boulder
crashing
down the
mountain that chases the comedian all
"Buster's Orphan Party"— Buster
over the landscape as if it was enBrovra Universal
Pat Sullivan Educational
dowed with human intelligence.
Orphan Party
"Felix the Cat Rings the Ringer"
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
Good^ Cartoon
Buster has a big heart, so on Or- "A Thrilling Romance" Stern Bros.
Universal
phan's Day he gathers a bunch of
Type of production
1 reel animated
Author's Troubles
them
back
to he house
kids
and
carts
Felix the Cat is hungry.
Every
.2 reel comedj'
time he starts something to get food, for a feast. Tige is there also, with Type of production.
A riot is in pro- Wanda Wiley is the struggling
a little pickaninny.
his jinx appears and he loses out
still hungry.
At last he runs into a gress when Buster appoints Tige to young authoress greeting the postcircus.
He steals a frankfurter from keep order. The clever dog is used man who fills the room with rejected
Bird

Universal

reel under-

1

New

in

"The Thirteenth

Venus"— Ufa

Undersea Study
pe of production ....

^E^

DABLY

unday, August 22, 1925

"Pack Up Your Troubles"
Co-Ko Song Car-Tune— Red Seal
Song Cartoon

.

.

—

—

—

—

.

.

a stunt whereby a hole is sawed
the table and Tige steals the
chicken.
He does some great work
formance is in
in dodging the kids till he has had
into the rmg to escape from his purfinish the chicken. The colorsuer.
The stunts they do as the time to does
a fine Charleston on the
ed bo}^
frankfurter man chases Felix all over
but the arrival of Buster's
table,
the place, and up and down the tramother into the wrecked house means
peze and flying rings is taken by the
that Buster is ready for a licking. He
audience as part of the show. The
plays safe by placing a plate in the
applause is tremendous when they
As usual, all the
seat of his pants.
both go flying out of the circus. The
principal honors go to Tige. The dog
manager hands them a contract for is a wonder.
their "act."
novel idea for a cartoon, and one of the best of the Sul- "The Merry Widower"— Hal Roach
livan series.
Pathe

owner chases him
where the big perprogress. Felix jumps

a stand, and the
into the big top

in
in

A

Diversified

Type
"Scrambled

Eggs"— Aesop Fable

Pathe
Great Cartoon

of production.

This two-reeler

is

Comedy
.

.

.2 reel

comedy

distinguished by

of Jimniie Finlayson in
some very original gags and comedy
slants, ably assisted by Ethel Clay-

the

work

Type of production....! reel cartoon 'on and Tyler Brooke. Jinimie has
Aesop Fables continue to provide neglected his wife for duck hunting,
a varied and distinctive line of comedy cartoons. Each is original and up
to the minute in laughs and clever cartooning. "Scrambled Eggs"is especially funny. In it Thomas, the cat, is in
the egg business.
The first laugh is
where Thomas is awakened by the
alarm clock.
The cat throws the
clock on the floor in disgust and the
pieces fly out.
The hands stretch
out, picks up the pieces, put them back
in the clock and the timepiece goes
Finally
right on with its work.
Thomas cycles down to the egg facThere is a
tory where he works.
time clock that keeps tabs on the
Another
schedule.
hens'
laying

so she gets chummy with the sheik
who lives next door. Jimmie comes
home to discover the shiek, and then

The neighbors come
the fun begins.
to help the row, and advise Jimmy
to leave home for good, as the sheik
So he takes their
is the better man.
advice, and goes out to drown himBut Jimself, as they also advise.
mie changes his mind and becomes a
The second reel carries the
cabby.
He drives a fortune
best comedy.
teller to visit his wife, an d takes the
novel and funny
Hindoo's place.
sequence occurs when he drives his
wife and the sheik through a graveyard and scares them almost to death

.

is

knocked down by a chauffeur.

picks her up.

It is

Then adventures
and fast. They

love at

He

first sight.

upon them thick
get mixed up with

pile

a scoundrel and an adventuress and
stolen jewels, wild chases, and hair-

make up an

exciting
transpires that
Wanda is at her typewriter, pounding
out the story you have just seen.
Wanda proves herself a versatile.

breadth escapes
story.

But

finally

it

"Marvels of Motion"— Red Seal
Varied and Interesting

Type of production....! reel novelty
The Novogra'ph slow motion process is used to demonstrate the grace
It successfully
of a rope dancer.
shows movements in each detail.

A

interesting subject in slow motion is the illustrations of the billiard
champion who performs fancy shots
which are more readily discernible in
slow motion. Interesting subject and
good variation for any program.

more

in

WASHINGTON,

A

yne of production.
.1 reel cartoon
Theaters indulging in the "join ir
e chorus" stunt will find this adntageous.
The song, "Pack Up clever bit. And the cat's method of by appearing before them when they
The comedy
Dur Troubles" is cleverly handled collecting and packing the eggs for thought he was dead.
laugh throughout has an original slant, and
fine
another
Xh.
is
the Ko-Ko and his quartette shipment
rforming comedy antics over the "Scrambled Eggs" is a mighty fino Finlayson gets the most out of every
3rds of the song.
Good number. cartoon comedy.
situation.
.

manuscripts.
In a fit of blues she
walks out of the boarding house and

SEPT. 7th

D.C.

HOLLYWOOD
APPENINGS
De

Mille to

Start

o/'FILMDOM

the second of a series of'
published in "The M. P.
with the views of
to
Warner, Director" dealing
date
those who are actively engaged in
Jacqueline Logan, Joseph and Ruproduction.
The general subject is
dolph Schildkraut, \'ictor Varconi
"Better Pictures." The following
Majol Coleman, Ernest Torrcnce and
ideas are those of Richard Wallace,
Robert Edeson.
now director for Corinne Griffith

De

Mille's

"The

King

production

biblical

of Kings."
includes
H. B.

The

cast

This

is

articles

:

"Yankee

Directing

Julian

Clipper"

Julian is directing "The
Yankee Clipper" for C. B. De Mille.
The cast consists of William Boyd,

Rupert

Elinor Fair, Junior Coghlan, Julia
Pave. Walter Long, John Miljan,
Clarence Burton, George Ovey, WilMcintosh,
Blaisdell,
Burr
liam
Payne,
Clarence
Geldert,
Louis
Sidney D'Albrook, Stanton Heck and
Zack Williams.

Strong

Harry

Support

J.

Brown

for

Howes

has selected the

following to support Reed Howes in
"The High Flyer," Ethel Shannon
Cissey Fitzgerald. Josef Swickard,
Paul Panzer and Ernest Hilliard.

Andrews Cutting "Is That Nice?"
Director Del Andrews is cutting

By

FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

Who Is Responsible ?

Monday

Aug.

23 has been definitely selected as the starting date of C. B.

ANDWEEKLY

Responsibility for better pictures is
so utterly intangible that to point the
finger to any one group or class is
Responsibility
well nigh impossible.
must be divided to a certain extent for
everybody who comes in contact with
motion pictures shoulders a part of
the responsibility.
Therefore I believe that the answer to the question
"Who is the responsible party?" is

made and always someone to meet
the demand and create the improvement.
Everj' time the film makers have
that they had practically reached
the acme they have discovered that
the picture going public becomes res^
felt

tive
under monotony and waning
box-ofifice receipts compelled the pro-

duction of better pictures.
*

O'Brien in "Flaming Forest"
O'Brien, who played the pai
of "Bull" in "The Big Parade" ha
been assigned a comedy role in "Th
Flaming Forest," a Cosmopolita
Prod, now being directed by Regir
aid Barker.
Antonio <Moreno an
Renee Adoree have leading role;
Others in the cast are Gardner Jame:
Bert Roach, Claire McDowell, Osca
Beregi, Emil Chautard, Charles Og!
and Roy Coulson.

Tom

*

*

il

"Noiseless" Stage a Boon
"We notice a 25 per cent increas

The

fan has the easiest time of_ it.
So long as pictures entertain him,
he looks at them. When they cease
to entertain him he simply forgets
about the film theater. Then the exhibitor
comes into the equation.
When attendance drops of?, he begins
to inquire as to why.
And when
"Everybody."
*
*
one customary fan and another cites
Make no mistake about it. Every definite reasons, he has something to
film produced by the leading com- impart to the distributor and the dispanies of today has points of distinct tributor's message reaches the prosuperiority over the best films of a ducer and sincere efforts result which
few years ago.
seek to overcome the indifference of
Who deserves the credit for the im- the fan and win him back with new
provement? Everybody. No single and better entertainment.
individual or group of individuals or
I know of an exhibitor who mansuccession of groups has brought ages one of the most successful picabout the result. Every picture fan, ture theaters in the country, who freevery exhibitor, producer, director, quently lounges about like a mere

in

efficiency,

through the system

fc

preventing noise on First National
new closed stages," says B. P. Fim
man, whose unit is filming "Ladie
at Play," in which Doris Kenyo

and I-loyd Hughes are featured.
"Fools of Fashion" Finished
"Fools of Fashion" a Tiffany ha
just been completed with a cast in
eluding Mae Busch, Marceline Daj

Theodore Von Eltz, Hedda Hoppei
Robert Ober, Rose Dione and Alber
Roccardi.
It was directed by Jame
C.

McKav.

Bert

Bert Lytell the Lead
Lytell has been signed

b.
cameraman, electrician and hanger-on in the lobby of his the- Columbia for the leading
role ii
prop boy has played his part in bring- ater or on the walk in front of it. He "Obey
the
Law."
Al
Rabocl
ing pictures up to their present stan- simply Isitens as the prospective ticket will direct.
J. O. Taylor is doing the
dard.
purchasers' comment before entering, camera work.
Cast includes Eugenii
Nothing is ever produced for which and he listens again when they come Gilbert, Hedda Hopper,
pared.
Wm. Welch
there is not a demand somewhere. It out of the theater, and he acts on Sarah
Padden, Larry Kent, Edn;
is a patent fact that tastes and stan- what he hears.
That is why he has Murphy and Paul Panzer.
"A Little Journey" Started
dards and ambitions are never sta- one of the most successful theaters in
Fixed conditions become the country. He is a direct contriProduction has started on "A tionary.
Heustis with Langdon
Little
Journey" under Robert Z. wearisome. Because nothing human butor to picture improvement, and
Reed Heustis has been added tc
Leonard's direction, with a cast in- is ever perfect, there is always some- everyone whose comments he heard
the staff of writers on Harry Lang
cluding
\\'illiam
Haines,
Claire one to demand that improvements be also played their part.
don Prod.
He will title the star'i
McDowell.
next picture and also assist in pre
paration of "Johnny Nerwcomer."
Kathleen Key in Western
Barthelmess Title Changed

on

George

O'Hara's recently completed feature for F. B. O., "Is That
Nice?" while the script for the star's
next picture, "Hi. Taxi" is being pre-

player,

Seaton in Curwood Picture

Kathleen Key has been signed for
"The \yhite Black Sheep" will be
Leads for "The City" Chosen
Francis McDonald's second the working title for the next Inspi"The
western
starring
vehicle.
City" will be produced by Fo:
Cliff
Smith
ration
picture
starring
Richard
leading role is portrayed by Olive
Bordon. Irving Cummings is the di- will direct and it will be called "The Barthelmess instead of "The Four under the direction of R. Willian
Players so far chosen art
Desert's Toll."
Feathers." Sidney Olcott is directing. Neill.
rector.
Janet Gaynor, Walter McGrail, Ma;
Allison and Robert Frazier.
Logue Loaned to "U"
"Understanding Heart" Cast Complete
Through arrangement with Smauel
With the addition of Carmel T. Briskin, Charles Logue has been
Myers, Richard Carle and Harvey loaned to Universal to do
the adapClark, the cast of "The Understandation and continuity of "The Claw."
Life of Los Angeles
ing Heart" is practically complete.
Jack Conway is directing.
Centers at the
Seaton. character actor, has

Scott

a role in

"The Country Beyond." The

a role in

Whew...

The

SvenionecMi

Farnham

Joseph
F. B. O. Purchase Story
F.

_,

r
r

.

.

.

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches
.

in the

O. has purchased "Jack O'

Diamonds," a magazine story by
Fred Jackson for George O'Hara.

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

B.

,

Center

of Hollywood

HOlLVWOODs^l

PlAIAtM
HoltyuooJt California

New Picture
has started "The Canyon
of Light," a story by Kenneth Perkins, to be directed by Ben Stolofif.
The feminine lead is Dorothy Dwan.
Mix

Starts

Titling

"Red Mill"

W. Farnham

siened to

"The Red

title

Ambassador's

has been as-

Marion Davies'

latest,

Mill."

Alice Calhoun with Rayart

Famous

Alice Calhoun will play leading feminine
role
in
"Tentacles
of
the
North," for Rayart.

Tom Mix

Andrews to Direct Alberta
Del Andrews has been chosen to
direct Alberta Vaughan's third feature

for

Right."

F.

B.

O.,

"Sherman Was

Landis, Hawley Team
Cullen Lantlis and Wanda Hawley
have been signed for leadine roles
in "The Smoke Eaters," by Rayart,

Cocoanut Grove
i

-«®>->
i

i

Lillian

Valentine in

Hollywood

Charge

!

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

(

j

College Night Every Friday

I

Lillian

Valentine has
been placed in charge of the casting
office at Columbia.

—
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SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

stributing Co.
The cast of the
St includes Joyce Mae, George Du
Stuart
Dunt and Eddie Scanlon.
OSS is doing the camera work on
e group which will be known as

A

Har,dy on Personal Appearance
Sam Hardy has gone to his home

New

Haven,

to

make

a series

personal appearances in connecDn with his last picture, "The Greai
eception."
He has been cast for
Slot Herbert," which First National

make

starring

SUZANNE LENGLEN'S

interested

in

the net than the

*

*

Meighan

>);

1

Screen Debut

John

Boles,

As Swanson's Lead
now playing in the

comedy, "Kitty Kisses," will
Gloria Swanson's lead in her first

lusical
e

icture for United Artists.
e his first picture effort.

It

will

Start "Not Herbert" Soon
First National expects to start on
Not Herbert" either the last week
1
this month or the first week in

ieptember.

Competent

Editing and Titling

b KATHRINE STEWART
N. Y.
'Phone Bryant 2091

Suite 705-729 7th Ave.,

L

C.

mascots

three-year

*

*

is

—

proud

of

girls

were

complete cut-

will

"The Prince
about one week
ting of

*

Benton Harbor, Mich.,

contract.

Lothar Mendes

of

Tempters"

in

"native soyis" tiarry J.
studied law at Syracuse, but deserted Blackstone in faits

Rockett and SanteU to Coast
"The Charleston Kid" will be finvor of the screen. After piloting ished early this week at First NaLew Cody very wisely, he started tional. Al Santell, and Al Rockett
producing "Westerns" and is now will then leave for the Coast via

He

in charge of the

Ken Maynard

for Charley Rogers.

Rockett will make a special

unit boat.
while

Santell

Moore

Coney Island.
They drew
Edit "Charleston Kid"
salary slips for appearing in
Hugh Bennett, who edited "Sub"The Charleston Kid."
ay Sadie" for First National, will
%
^
a similar job on "The Charleston
He leaves for the Coast with|.id."
The Marquise de la Falaise, Prina few days and will do the work cess Divani, Countess Domska and
lere.
the Countess Morner are well known
stars.
They are to be joined by
iorothy Hughes, Paramount Player Beatrice Lillie, who is also a memDorothy Hughes, New York bcau- ber of royalty, being Lady Peel.
T
contest winner, has been added
the Paramount stock company
)
May Make Five in New York
ler first work under her new conDenver Dixon is in New York with
•act is with Richard Dix in "The
a print of "Compassion" and is conQuarterback."
sidering production of five additional
v^'ctures in the East.
Stringer Adapting Meighan Yarn
He will give
Arthur Stringer has been engaged the matter of distribution his attenLand of Promise" a.i tion.
3 adapt "Tue
screen vehicle for Thomas JVfeighan
The cast of "Compassion" includes
'he film version has been tentatively Gaston Glass, Alma Bennett, Josef
amed "The Canadian."
Swickard, Lillian Langdon, Frank
Victor
O'Connor and Doris Lee.
Ufa Unit at Long Beach
Adamson directed the picture. DixThe Ufa company making "Cheer on is at the Astor.
Ip, Charlotte" left Paramount stuio for a brief period the past week
Cast For Paramount Comedy
3 make scenes at the Hotel Nassau,
The cast for "Love 'Em and Leave
.ong Beach.
'Em," which Famous will make in

To

of picture

list

for several years.

Brown.

*

"Connie" Talmadge is reported favoring the East over
Other stars sharthe West.
ing her feelings are Gloria

Swanson, Thomas
and Richard Dix.

Cosmopolitan, starting about Sept. 15,
A small 'part will be played by
Count Jean de Marguenat, protegee
of Kane, who has been signed to a

Caryl Fleming, who has been
associated with Sidney Olcott

one of

.

paid for having a good time at
ennett

Add

"net re-

will count in more ways
than one.
C. C. Pyle, former exhibitor, who will promote the Lenglen
tour of this country, will naturally be

more

will be a special, the title not yet being revealed.
It will be made at

''Lots''

RALPH WILK

sults"

Many boys and

Ben Lyon.

from

Little
B-3

Comedies.
gross.
Friedgen recently completed a feare, "Free Kisses," for Aywon.

hecker

ill

Kane to Begin Special Sept. IS
The next Robert Kane production

Two-Reel Comedies

Start

Production has started on a series
12
two-reel comedies featuring
larles Dorety, the initial picture ber '"Here Comes Charley."
J. Ray
iedgen is directing and the series
11
be released through the Lomay

;wn.

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Willie Collier is taking much interLeila Hyams' work.
He gave
her father his first stage role, and,
incidentally, did the same thing for

est in

Leila.
*

*

in

will

direct

Colleen

her next picture.

Tom Bret Titling Comedy
Tom Bret is cutting and tithng
of a series of
edies.
first

the

Wally Van com-

*

Allan Divan, Warner Oland and
Wally Van Working on Story
Milton Sills deserted professorships
Wally Van is working on the secfor the screen. Dwayi taught mu- ond story in his series for Joe Sameth.
thematics at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, while Oland
Johnson to Edit Picture
taught
languages
Columbia.
at
Julian
Johnson will edit "So's
Sills was an instructor in pyschology Your Old Man" for Famous.
at Northwestern.
Added to "Charleston Kid"
Betty Byrne, Washington society
Meighan Unit Leaving for Canada
debutante, has been added to the
The advance guard of "The Can- cast of "The Charleston Kid."
adian Unit" leaves for Canada Wed-

nesday

to
confer with
CanadianPacific officials at Montreal regarding exteriors.
The unit will include
Director William Beaudine. The departure of the main group, headed
by Thomas Meighan, will be delayed
owing to a failure to select a leading
woman. Exteriors will be shot at

:.:

DIRECTOR

Margaret Quimby In Ufa Film
Buddy Rogers Going to Coast
Margaret Quimby has been given
Buddy Rogers left New York Fria part in "Cheer Up, Charlotte," day for Hollywood where he will
which Ufa is making at Paramount. work in "Wings" for Paramount. En
route to the Coast he will stop at
"Winning Oar" Walsh's Next
Kansas City and Indianapolis.
"The Winning Oar" will be the
third of the George Walsh series to
Two Players Due From Coast
be made for Excellent Pictures.

Florence V'idor and Ricardo Cortez
are due in New York from Hollywood
Working at 44th St. Tec-Art
Warren Wadsworth is making a within a few days to play roles in
commercial picture at 44th St. Tec- "The Popular Sin," Mai St. Clair's
next directorial assignment.
Art Studio.

PHOTOGRAPHY

f:

«

QUALITY

S?EED

Calgary.

"Fatty" Laymon Back in N. Y.
Gene ("Fatty") Laymon is back
in New York from Hollywood with
prints of "Lightning Flashes," starrLong Island starting late this month, ing Lightning, and one of an animal
will
include
Lois Wilson, Louise series. About the first week in SepBrooks, Ford Sterling and Lawrence tember he starts work on the seventh
Gray.
Frank Tuttle will soon come two-reeler starring himself in a
Townsend Martin series. Sid Smith starts production
East to direct.
has returned from Hollywood and is on "The She Beast" tomorrow, workworking on the adaptation.
ing aboard a three-masted schooner.

ol

ACCURACY

=====

}>
if
:-i

if

preparation:.:
THOMAS MEIGHAN |

IN

in
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

LOOKING BACK
TWENTY YEARS
IN MOTION PICTURE
HISTORY

How

Then— and

back to some of the

Back in the hectic days of
the birth of the motion picture
theater, few men in the business
realized that they were playing
a vital part in fostering one of
the most gigantic industries the
world has ever known. What
has happened in the past twenty
years reads like a tale from the
imaginative brain of a Jules
Verne. It causes one to pausQ
reflectively and try to picture
what will happen in the twenty
years to come.
It inspires a
feeling of awe and pride in being a part of this wonderful industry.

old days, there are lots of folks
the picture business today who
never realize the progress that has
It is so much more rebeen made.
markable because twenty years ago
I recall those
this wasn't a business.
days of the first nickleodcon when
in

This pioneer
in Denver.
merely stuck a sign out:
People
"Admission Five Cents."
wanted to know what he was showing.
He told them he was showing
pictures. But they weren't interested.
it

opened

exhii)ilor

They never
moved on a

realized
screen,

that

Now

pictures

—

because they
never had seen anything like them.
For a long time lithographs were

The exhibitor
quantities.
nothing but his reel of film, ap-

unknown

had
proximately one thousand feet, conI especially remember a certain felsisting of one or two and as many
low who happened to get the same
Pathe used to reas three subjects.
pictures two or three times every
lease once a week, as well as Kalem
week and just as regularly sent his
Vitagraph, Lubin, S. & A., and the
telegram. I never answered him unAmerican Biograph.
til
one day I got peeved and wired
Supplying Film
him (collect, naturally): "Mind your
There wasn't any such thing as own
business never mind the other
Pictures
first
run or second run.
fellow."
He stopped telegraphing.
accordwere rented to the theaters
ing to age. For instance a fellow in
Mail Order Plan
Everything was done on the mail
Waterloo, la., was running a daily
change at the Columbia theater. The order business plan.
Occasionally
picture he had booked would bo some agent representing a vaudeville
shown in a Chicago theater, taken off booking concern would undertake on
the screen that night and put on tha his trip through the country to placg
When it reach- film service while he was placing his
train for Waterloo.
ed there in the wee hours of the vaudeville acts.
He would get no
morning the messenger on the train salary from the exchange but he
threw it of? and by the time the sta- would get half of the week's film
tion
was opened someone came rental as a commission. He would
around and picked it up. It was ready only get that commission after the
for the exhibitor when he came down theater had used three full weeks of
After these agents
to the express office to call for it. the film service.
No one seemed to realize that film.'? collected their commissions they
were of any importance.
would switch the business to some
Quite frequently the express mes- other film exchange and collect a
senger would fall asleep and simi^ly little more money. Some of the exforget to throw the shipment off. press agents got wise as to how
He would carry it through to tho these films were being used. They
next station and when he awoke would start a little "special" service,
would simply throw it of?. This id of their own and when the exhibitor
the simple explanation of that dark got through using the pictures the
mystery as to why exhibitors were express agent would go to the next
often left without a show.
Thero lown and collect a little money by
was no possible way to fill in with renting the picture out to the other
fellow without the knowledge of the
a substitute reel.
Telegraphs and telephones wero exchange, naturally.
very popular. They would be used
C. O. D. Shipments
under the slightest provocation at
Most shipments were made C. O
times for no good reason at all. For D. and we discovered that if some
instance the Laemmle Film Service exhibitors would contract for service
would be supplying films for a dailj*
three changes a week for $40 a
change of one reel, while the Chicagf week that meant that he would be
Film Exchange would be supplying changing
his
program
Monday,
the opposition house in the samn Wednesday and Friday.
So his firsl)
town for a daily change. There wen shipment would go out C. O. D. $40
no territorial rights.
When yor covering the entire week's film rental
bought a reel of film you just paid while the other two shipments would
seven or eight cents a foot, and both go out open. It took three, four and
exhibitors would be running the same five months to get that C. O. D.
show on the same day. They would money back from the express com
wire into the exchange: "The othci panics because the express agen*
theater is running the same picture." would collect the money and use it
to pay his bills.
After a lot of corI never answered those wires.

—

—

—

—

—

17

respondence we would finally get our
money. We woke up one day to find
that some of these theater men had
been in the habit of letting the first
shipment remain at the express office
and picked up the other two shipments that were without C. O. D.
They were, of course, working hand
in hand with the express agent.
Speaking of C. O. D. shipments
there is today in the Middle West i

who

has become immensely wealthy operating twenty
theaters or so. In 1907 or thereabouts
he was operating one little bit of a
"shooting gallery." He started with
absolutely nothing.
were making him three shipments a week, a
system universally adopted to prevent the practice of some exhibitors
refusing the first and lifting the other
two shipments. He would 'phone into Chicago each week and say he
circuit operator

We

didn't have the money to lift the C
O. D., which was about $13.25, but
that he would send the money that
night by money order. I would say:
"All right, I'll telegraph the express
agent to lift the C. O. D. and let
you have the show." He'd reply: "You
don't have to telegraph him. The express agent is standing alongside of
me and you can talk to him." This
particular man enjoys a wonderful
reputation in the community where
he is living now. He is one of those

"self-made"
rise in this

men.

His

phenomenal

business reads like

fiction.

Early Exploitation

No lithographs or posters were
available and the exhibitor would
either make or have a sign painter
make a banner which he stretched
across his theater. If the title of the
picture was not sensationl enough, he
would select one that he was sure
would draw the crowd. After posters
came into existence they were just
stock posters and they would lie in
a bunch down in the basement of
the exchange.
The exhibitor woulc'
come and pick out a poster that he
thought suited the picture. It shows
that exploitation
even in those early
days played a very important role
The instinct to advertise was much
alive with these pioneer showmen
who in their crude way, first tried
exploitation.
In 1907 when some of those 600scat houses opened throughqut the
country with a real theater front, we
all thought that the millenium had
been reached.
When the Princess
theater, Omaha, opened I took a
good look at it. On arriving in Chicago I told everybody that the most
beautiful moving picture theater
the phrase "motion picture" had not
been coined as yet had just opened
•n Omaha.
You ought to see that
Princess today.
I
came through

—

—

—

—

Omaha

a

few months ago and went

down to look
You can't see
all

time house.
the front because it is
plastered up with 24-sheets. The
at the old

22, 1926

THE INDUSTRY'S
REMARKABLE GROWTH
AND WHAT IT

Grew

Pictures

By JULIUS SIMGER

THINKING

Sunday, August

II

SIGNIFIES
eat

house

has deteriorated

itself

making money.

—but

often wor
der how our present day de luxe the
aters will appear in twenty years
comparison with the picture palace
a.
at that time.
The old time picture show wa
built from an old store with no frontlf'
a seating system of kitchen chair T
a piece of bed sheet transformed int
a screen, projectors without an uppe
or lower magazine, and a brokei)ih
down piano. This was rented for
few dollars a week and $1 paid t
the pianist to tickle the ivories. Con
trast this with the modern picturi
house and the progress is indeed re
still

is

I

lUl,

i

li

tar

)P'

—

markable.

How Producers Helped
Producers were always a step o;|iis
two ahead in making better pictures k
encouraging the exhibitor to buiujif!
better theaters, and to cat';r to ihtic
better clientele.
After the habit hac
been established to bring the masse?
into the theaters the producers madt:h
it possible for the exhibitor to read
out and get some of the folks inv
who up to that time still looked npon
the moving picture as something that
was not quite up to their standard.
I am just trying to bring home the
significance of what has happened „
in the way of progress in the past
twenty years. What will up-todatc
motion picture theaters look like in
1946, at the same ratio of progress?
|i

12

,|

tl:

The

remarkable

development of
worthy of

this wonderful business is
a story by a Jules Verne,

who was

many

always so

years ahead of his
time.
If, twenty years ago, anybody
had the nerve to foretell what was going to happen today, he would have
been a fit subject for an insane
asylum.
Just as the Laemmle Film Service
in Chicago furnished the exhibitors
with a complete show, so today. Universal is supplying exhibitors
larga
or small a service that embraces
everything from specials down to a

—

—

one

comedy.

reel

Hnat

It

embraces

"variety of subjects."
The exhibitor today builds his program with variety to please a variety
of people.
This variety is absolutely
essential for the success of any theater
large or small.
essential

—

Exhibitors
fact that

they

in

must

Programs
waking up to the
building their programs
are

contain

something

to

everybody.
Why, there are
instances where people are satisfied
to sit through an entire show just to
jjlease

wait for the ncwsrcel.
Producers are getting away from
the idea of too great a length in the
average feature.
The exhibitors are
given a chance to put vai-ii^y into
their programs, and give the public

what

it

demands because today the
shopping." They look
show that their money

public "goes
for the best

can buy with the greatest variety.

—
THE
nday, August

S?B^
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

"Anti-Crack" Lense
eat Resisting Condensers, Distributed by Fish-Schurman Corp., Close
Approach to Perfection

many months

of experimenta3n, the Fish-Scluirman Corp., of 45
York, has at last
/. 4Sth St.,

After

New

unched on the market what
be the nearest approach to

snsing

optical

that

lens

held

is

ack through variation of heat

in-

nsity.

The "unbreakable" condenser
•

lena

manufactured by the Sendlinger
ptical Glassworks of Berlin, from

—

S.O.G
hich it derives its name
Dndenser. The Berlin firm is a subdiary of the Goerz Optical Co.
imous for scientific instruments.
S.O.G. condensers are made of

ai-

glass of heat-resisting qualiand have, possibly, the lowest

ptical
es,

nown

Dur-

coefficient of expansion.

was found

that

Tg experiments,
he condenser expands only .0000040
etween 32 and 320 degrees Fahreneit.
This unsusceptibility to expan'on is the reason S.O.G. condenser?
sudden
of
the
strain
withstand
hanges of temperature of 350 deFahrenheit and often more
,rees
vhile ordinary optical glass will yield
o a change of temperature of about
20 degrees.
it

House

Fifty-Curtain Stage for Seattle

—

Seattle
What will probably be ont
of the largest stages in a picture theater for presentation purposes is to
be constructed in the Fifth Ave. theater, where arrangements have beei
made for the suspension of 50 curtains or drops, each extending from
a separate batten.

a con-will not

I

SAMUEL DATLOWE

New

Equip

—

Central Equipped by Howells-Cine
When M.-G.-M. took over the Cen
for

"The

Scarlet

Letter,"

three

Simplex machines with Hall & Con
nolly lamps were fiurnished by the
Howells-Cine Equipment Co.
Stanley Co. Altering Queen
A permit for altering the Queen at a cost of $12,000
has been issued to the Stanley Co. o'
America by the Building Department
J, A. Bader & Co. are the contractors

Wilmington, Del.

About

Add New

building
Family.
A
planned.

—

—

a

—

Tarentum, Pa. Rapid progress is
made on repairs to the Nixon.

being

Utica, N. Y.— The Corn Hill is to
be remodeled with its seating capacity increased from 800 to 1,000.

The Missouri has
St. Louis, Mo.
been completely renovated at a cosi
of $200 000.

—

Morristown, N. J. Doubling the
capacity of the Liberty is the object
of work now in progress.

—

Projection Apparatus
The Tioga has reBecause the S.O.G. is composed placed its old projection booth equipment with new types of machinery. A
pf Ignal glass, a highly ground and
'lolished optical glass, the transmis- Gardner Gold fibre screen has also
ion of light is accomplished with been installed.
he absorption of a minimum of rays
Rebuilding House Interior
nsuring a pure light on the screen.
Little Rock, Ark.— The Rialto at
The S.O.G. is made in various sizes
)oth for projection and spot light Siloam Springs, near here, is being
A balcony, ventilating sys-)urposes and high and low intensity altered.
ights.
Standard sizes come in di- tern and interior decorations are inimeters of 4;^ inches, 6 inches, 8 cluded in the plans.

Trailer Display

remodthe Palm.

Workmen now
new roof over the
new concrete floor is

Myers, Fla.

Fort
are

Jacksonville, Fla.

Publix house,

The work

tions.

—

The Temple

undergoing renova-

is

is

expected to be

finished shortly.

Washington
Oswego, N. Y.

Up
for

issued
$3,000 will be spent.

Theater

Atlanta Dr. O. E. Underwood ha?
purchased from the Southern Theaten
Equipment Co. Powers projectors
Mazda lamps, a Minusa screen and
lobby frames for his new house in
Roseboro, N. C.

tral

Brightening
— Permit

Rockford, 111.eling has
been

—

A number

The

Automatic
Movie Display
Corp. has just started signing contracts for the leasing of its Vitalux
theater service.
The Vitalux is ?
portable display cabinet with its own
miniature screen and projector.
Each print runs about four minmeasuring about 150 ft.
A
in the form of a band, five
inches wide and 18 in circumference.
utes,
print

is

Exhibitors subscribing to the servsend in their programs in advance
and Automatic Movie Display Corp.
prepares a print suitable to exploiti
it.
Through arrangements with producers the company expects to obtain "punch scenes" from various pictures, John R. Freuler said yesterday.
The commercial work is being done
at the concern's studio, 130 W. 46tl->
St., which is also its headquarters.
ice

Spend $80 GOD for Renovation
Kansas City, Mo. Six weeks of
intensive work have wrought a complete change in the Globe. The wallt,
have been repainted in cream color
with
polychrome trimmings, new

—

drapes for the stage, new carpets a
cooling plant, a woman's smoking

room and nursery room
of

im-

provements at the Chevy Chase are
Stanley-Crandall
the
planned
by
chain, which recently took over the
house.

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

—

Greeley's Colonial
Portland, Me.
has opened with a program of picThe structure has been
tures only.
entirely

Release Printing
U.

S.

New Stage
Ind.-— A new stage

Nu-Air Installations
Kansas City, Mo. Despite the ap
)roach of the close of Summer, I'"
\rctic Nu-Air systems are reporter'
o have been sold during the past fort
The followlight by J. E. Poland.
ng sales were reported:
19

Palisades

—

2 in the
Globe theater, Savannah, Mo.
New Madrid, Mo. 4th Street theMoberly
10 machines to the _U. S.
iter,
jovernment War Department theaters in this
and one each in the Eblcn, Kansas
listrict
Lyric, Lebanon, Mo. Aggie, Still!;ity City
Grand, Miami, Okla., and the
fater, Olcla.
;

heater at

;

;

Evansville,

is

at

ton and Columbia
& Son.

Bippus

Sts.,

by

J.

Ful-

is

Sayer Back From Trip
Chester Sayer, treasurer of the
Howells-Cine Equipment Co., has re
turned to his post after a two-week
vacation trip to Havana.

;

Z.

1600 Broadway

Springfield,

—Work

Springfield, 111.
vithin two weeks

Empress.

on

Alterations

nstallation

of

about

111

begir
enlarging the
will permit the
300 additional
ft. for presenwill

stage 14 x 20
ations and dressing rooms.

seats, a

To

Re-Seat Grand, Alton,

Alton,

111.

111.

—The entire main floor of

Grand is to be re-seated with
Jpera chairs. The house will be dark
'or three weeks, during which timr(
:he

he change will be made.

y

Lewis
Specify

goeir:

New Equipment

Santa Rosa, Cal.— A Wurlitzer or
gan, a new cooling system and latest

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

are
equipnient
projection
the improvements just completed at the Strand.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.

model

45

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

If

Enlarging Empress,

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

remodeling the Capitol.
Install

while you wait

Th eaters Equipped

;

Tonkawa, Okla.

louse at

— F.

3678

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE

among

;

;

Eaton Rapids, Mich.

Inc.
J.

High Class Trailers
Made

Madison, Wis. •— The Orpheum has been closed by W. Ebing
er for remodeling.
Fort

being erected at the Columbia

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.

nches and 12 inches.
Building

and Negative Developing

remodeled and modernized.

Galesburg, 111.— The Orpheum has
reopened after complete remodeling.
Ed Toerpe is manager.

are among
Cost, $80,000.

the improvements.

—

Kansas City, Mo. The Electric in Grisley, Kans., and the Royal in Scanlon. Kans.,
have both installed Motiosfraph equipment
furnished by the C. M. Stebbins Supply Co.

—

Market

EGYPT

St. Joseph, Mo.
The Yale Theater Supply
Co., has installed Simplex projectors with
incandescent lamps at the new suburban
theater being built here by Mrs. R. Moskau.

—

Nutley, N. J. A gold fibre screen, Simplex projectors and a direct current generaare among the installations at the new
Franklin,

tor

Rialto at Ridgefield Park, N. J., has
purchased a gold fibre screen frohT Joe Hornstein's

firm.

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-aND SA^E MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

SEPT. 2S

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

The

You Are in the
for Any Kind

West 32nd

St.,

Phone Penni

New York
6564

II

THE

£&<
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And

,By PHIL. M.

THERE'S

Exploit- O- Grams

That's That
no need

DALY,
for

John Boles

of "Kitty's Kisses," to cross his
fingers when Friday, the 13th, arrives.
On the last "unlucky date" Gloria
Swaiison gave him a screen test and
now he's going to be her male lead
in her first for United Artists.

Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts.
They give all necessary
iuformation the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have made
They will make
»to)iey for others.
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man. File them away. Here is an
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
ideas when you riin these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0-Granis,"

Stuart Holmes will feel out of inid help
the other fellows who are
character in "Everybody's Acting," helping
yon.
as, for once in his career, he will
not be cast as a villaiji. Maybe the
"Lovey Mary"
title has something to do 2vith that.
(M.-G.-M.)
A special showing was arranged for
The parody to "Horses, Horses, the convalescing children at a chariHorses" w-hich sounds best to ex- table home in the suburbs. The film
changcmen everywhere is titled, was accompanied by two operators,
"Contracts, Contracts, Contracts."
who explained the mechanical workings

picture

the

of

to

Foreign Markets

Monday

(Continued from Page 5)

Goskinprom-Georgia

By October
for

10

1,

This,

relea.se.

features
is a

too,

will

be ready

new company.

Stanley-Fabian interests expect to get 1S(
New Jersey theaters within a year.
Liberty and Specialty exchanges, operatisi
in the South, have merged.
Three-cornered theater scramble in Minneapo.

Goskino

olis

Nine features are ready, most

of

them

di-

emkin."
features

Eisenstein,

S,

already been completed
for
1926-27, and five m.ore are planned.
Four
short reel educationals are in production.
Last season, Meschrabpoln' made eight features and two short reel educationals.

have

Wufku
For

new

the

have a

season,

total of 22
finished, six are

this

company

will

which ten are
work and six in
the same number

features, of

now

in

preparation.
Wufku had
features on last year's schedule.

of

*

*

Raw

Pathe

for

Stocli

at

Tuesday
C.

C. Pyle
picture.

star

to

Suzanne Lenglen

om

in

Joint I!ritish committee's report held as prool
of industry's inability to manage its own
affairs, by British trade press,

Vladmir Dantchenko, famous Russian art director, signs with United Artists.
Erich von Stroheim now "making films to
order," according to interview in the "Film
Kurier," Berlin.
Art is out.
Colorado Springs houses keep open Sunday
on "contributions" basis.
Great theater activity

*

Detroit.

in

Wednesday

Norway

—

neg-otiating
Paris.

Works

Meschrabpom-Russ
Four

territory.

Eastman

who

directed "Potseason,
Goskino, last
made 34
and two educationals.

rected by

1926

22,

The Week's Headlines

Production in Europe

children.

the

Sunday, August

"Glenn Dickenson operates Jointly The children were delighted, and all
Oslo Two years ago, the Norwith Universal," states a headline. the San Francisco papers gave gen- wegian Film Committee was founded
What a name for a theater!
erous publicity to the stunt. Loew's for the purpose of sponsoring domestic
production so as to ofTset the
Warfield, San Francisco.
The electrician of a European theflood of American films.
Not much
ater has a real responsibility on his
has happened up ot now, due, to the
Midnight
"The
Sun"
shoulders, for if he ever made a mislack of funds, but an announcement
(Universal)
take :ind flooded the house suddenly,
has been made by the organization
accesspecial
newspaper
the
Used
there would be a riot, according to
appealing to exhibitors for money to
Hugo Riesenfcld, who says the houses sory the producer has prepared for aid in making home product. The
It is gotten up in tabI'.ave replaced the proverbial Lover's this picture.
City of Oslo, originally, was to filoid form with the line "Steel King
Lnnt.
nance the enterprise.
Dancing Girl"
Abducts Beautiful
*
*
*
Here's some inside dope. Over across the top of the pictures. The
Spain
in India t1^ natives buy ready-made inside pages carried out the idea in
Madrid Spanish
producers
anOn the last nounce
"fan" letters which gush adoration text and illustration.
the following pictures for
to the stars to tvhom they address page was an announcement of the 1926-27:
Through an arrangement
This is not a time-saving de- showing.
them.
" A
"Malv.Tltca,*' from Benito Perojo
vice, simply an accommodation for with the Post Enquirer the newsboys Bon Juge, Temoin Meilleur," from Raza;
the illiterate natives who have no delivering this paper distributed the "La Fille au Chat." from Calvache; "Le
Cure lu Village," Atlantida Films; "Le Ban
On dit
conception of the English language. tabloids from house to house.
de la Sierra," from Ardavin
"Les
the opening night ten of the news- Quatre Robinsons," Alvarez & Muno Seca
"La Cour des Grangers, from G. Hernandez
boys were on the downtown streets Mri
McGrath's Mother Dead
"Par un Miracle d' Amour," Luiz R
William J. McGrath, Columbia ad- crying "Extra!" People endeavoring Alonso
"Hirondelles et Mouttes," Lopez
vertising and publicity director, is at to buy the paper were agreeably sur- de Saa "Pilar Guerra," Diaz Caneja "Mai
The the- Mariee," G. Hidalgo "Ame en Derive," from
prised to receive it gratis.

—

—

;

Glass screen found to prevent "Kleig Eyes."
Department of Commerce reports reduction in
exports to United Kingdom.
Eleven Rochester exhibitors form joint corporation.
First plan $150,000 house.
Toddy Theaters, Inc., plan chain in Florida.
Stanley directors ratify three theater deals.
Plainfield,

N.

J.,

police to arrest

all

attending

Sunday shows.

Thursday
Northwest exhibitors' distribution unit

now

operating.
M, P. T. O. A. "Official Bulletin" attacks
carnivals as "evil."
Double-feature programs threaten to annihiliate Canadian second-run exhibitors according to J. C. Brady of Canadian M. P T. 0.
Famous to distribute three more British National pictures.

Friday
Wilmer & Vincent

to expand, not sell.
Stock
issue floated.
.Stanley plans three more theaters.
York, Pa., mayor refuses to sign "Blue Sun-

day"

bill.

Two Warner
E.

will

Ark" and

"Noah's

Specials,

"Black Ivory,"
companiments.

;

be given Vitaphone ac-

Paramount

]\L Sotn'lyo to adapt
to foreign tastes.

pictures

;

Saturday

;
;

Allentown, Pa., attending the funeral
of his mother.

Meredith Gets Saenger Post
Orleans G. J. Meredith, former exploitation manager for Universal in the Southwest, has been appointed
publicity
and advertising
director for Saenger Theaters.

—

New

;

;

ater gave the boys a theater party.
Candy, w'hich the theater secured free
of charge, added to the boys' pleasure.
State, Oakland, Cal.

—

de Reine," G. Munoz;
Chretiens," from Pace; "I^uis
Candelas," Arniand Guerra; "L'etddiant de
Salamanque,"
Raza;
"Le Secretaire de
L'aventuriere," Alfred Serrano, and "Brises
Asturiennes," Manuel Noriega.

Bajadoz;

"Maures

"Coeir

et

*

*

*

Distributors announce 178 releases for September, October and Novem'ber.
Detroit theaters threaten to close if labor
insists on wage increase.
Film exports in June show decrease.
Five new Loew houses to be opened next
month.

Deasy

Now

at

Elmira

Mabel's Room"
Sweden
Elmira, N. Y. Gerald Deasey is the
Stockholm The Swedish units are
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
Four pictures new manager of Kennedy's. He forMade use of a big mailing list of exceptionally busy.
merly operated the Bedford, Brooklyn,
local society people to send an invita- are either completed, or in work, as
now under lease to Loew.
Banks on Vacation
tion prepared in conventional forni, jiart of the 192o-27 schedule of the
Cleveland \V. J. Banks, secretary reading: "You are cordially invited Swedish-German
production
comNew Pittsburgh Manager
of the Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors As- to attend the opening of York's new- pany, which is producing a series in
Pittsburgh R. C. Craerin has been
soc, is on a vacation touring trip in est rendezvous, matinee and night collaboration with Ufa.
Other doCanada accompanied by his wife and club.
'Up in Mabel's Room,' 46 mestic producers will provide 12 more named manager of the Gayety.
daughter.
Fast, frivo- features.
North George Street.

"Up ^n

—

—

—

—

Monday, Aulous and frolicsome.
one thousand nine hundred
gust
Palmyra, N. Y.— La Garias Bros, and twenty-six.
Mal)e! Ainsworth,
(Continued from Page .S)
will builfl a 700-seat Strand on Main hostess.
Admission by this card
and William Sts.
The proposed only. Kindly present to attache at tague, renters were flayed for no
hou.sc is to cost 875,000.
inner door."
C. C. Pippin, Strand, showing interest in the Society's Sun
day afternoon special shows.
The
York, Pa.
Ogdensburg Opening Aug. 30
purpose of the organization is fr
Ogdiiihurg, N. Y.— Aug. 30 is the
screen worthwhile pictures once a
Confirms Dantchenko Signing
date set for reopening of the Strand,
week.
875,000

House

for

Palmyra

London Notes

,

—

now under
manager.

repair.

Robert Landry

is

Joseph M. Schenck yesterday con-

firmed

cable

reports

of

the

signing

*

With regard

*

*

much-discussed
of Vladimir Dantchenko by
subject of block and blind booking
Artists.
Fire at Old Forge
it has been pointed out that the prev
Old Forge, N. Y. Fire damaged
alcnce of block-booking in certain
New Theater at Negaunee
the Strand, operated by A. J. Sarc|uarters will be a difficult matter tn
Ncgaunee, Mich. Jafet Rylkcnen stop, etiher by legislation, or
dino.
by
is building a theater here.
agreement.
United

to the

—

—

*
Friese Now in Florida
Augustine, Fla. A. H. Friese, Smerdon Operating Glidden House
The German film, "The Road Xc
former Plymouth, Wis., exhibitor, is
Glidden, la.- W. H. Smerdon is the Health and Beauty," has been banmanaging the Orpheum.
new owner of the Casino.
ned by the censors.
St.

—

—

France Edges Us Out
Constantinople

now

— France

controls the film situ-

ation in this territory.

The

following shows a comparison, in percentages, of the
number of films shown during 1924 and 1925:
1924
Percentage

Shown

Country
America
France

Germany
Other Countries

50%
30%
10%
10%

1925
France
America

Germany

60%
30%
10%

i

Commercially since iSgs
Greater Movie Season, which celebrates
the thirtieth birthday of the motion picture,
calls

to

mind

the fact that Eastman Film

fathered the industry by making motion pictures practical.

Commercially manufactured
Eastman has always been, and
valed as the

^^film that carries

since 1895

still

unri-

is,

quality through

to the screen'\

Prints on

Eastman have the

identification
in

black-lettered

^'Eastman" and ''Kodak"

the transparent margin.

Look

for

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

it.

RICHARD

MILTON SILLS

MEN OF STEEL
WITH

HARRY

COLLEEN

MOORE

j

Doris Kcnyon

^—r

EveiythingFointsto

«^>

LIEBER
MONTH,
for die

Bluest Dollar-Harvest mffisiDry/
SOLID SEPTEMBER! SOLID OCTOBER!
Weeks— 13

Super-Hits! Stars— Stories— Productions that magnificently represent tlie genius
of this great leader! A tremendous take-off for
the most sensational Fall and Winter line-up in the
annals of the industry-

13

>

.... Read ho-w key sho^vman are
grabbing these tremendous Lieber-Month moneymakers! Book them solid for a solid success.
They^re dedicated to Robert Lie^pi^nif your Box-

Check the

list

Office!

littt noti

<>NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

>/'f\lMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XXXVII
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Figures Talk
VARIETY"

continues on its
merry way. The business
oiled up in two months is imjressive.
The weekly average
n that period is over $30,000.

That is
han any
)ected he
American

more money, perhaps,

$238,749 in 8

Wedne.sday
Thursday

ao one misunderstands.
Pictures

Total

Strogoff."

Studying Vitaphone
The

American Society of
Authors, Composers and Publishers

is

studying

copy-

the

right
law to determine the
status of the Vitaphone.
If it is determined that taxes
may be levied on music and
in Vitaphone performances two
plans of procedure are in prospect, it is stated.
One would
have Warners pay the tax as
they produce the pictures and
the other calls for the licensing
of each house which displays

them, according to an official.
The fee would be determined

$25,636.20

later.

Wednesday's gross was the highest

Universal will release at least two
French pictures here next year. They
are "Les Miserables" and "Michael

Price 5 Cents

Whyte With
e

4,945.95
4,156.95
3,713.60

Friday

Anent Foreign

1926

Weeks

"Variety" Rolling Up Big GrossLast Week, Excluding Saturday,
Totaled $25,636
Up to Saturday "Variety," now entering its ninth week at the Rialto,
had grossed $238,749.45.
Since its
opening June 27, the picture has been
running on a grind policy, which has

undoubtedly influenced the gross.
foreign producer exFigures for the past week up to
could get out of one Saturday are:
Sunday
$5,701.50
run. The figures talk
Monday
,?,409.10
Tuesday
3.709.10
the sort of langttage which

in

23,

—

Ready

for Strike

may likewise be
opens Sept. 1. Franklyn E. Backer Lines Drawn for Walkout at Washington As Both Sides Decline
representation
Germany
gets
is
sponsor of the house which ha?
New Negotiations
made
a
tie-up
with
Grant-Lee
the
There
and
M-G-M.
through Famous
be eight from Ufa on these two
companies' schedules.

England

finds

her chief represen-

at

Only One Arrest
—

nationalization

is

inter-

not so far distant,

arrested only once on a given Sunday for violation of the Sabbath,
This was the ruling of Mayor C. B,
Cooper in action brought against
Frank J. Rembusch, owner of the
city's two houses, for operating the

Months ago the observation was
made that foreign pictures are comNothing could stop them^
ing in.
They arq Crump on Sunday.
the comment then ran!
While no ruling has been made by
here.

New Links in
Stanley-Fabian
ern

New

Jersey

is

Indiana courts, the rule followed in
the state is to accept decisions of
supreme courts of other
states,

the Chain

North-

after 150

theaters.

A

(Continued on Parte 5)

year

them
New Small Town Chain
ConStanley-Mark Strand
Missoula, Mont.
W. A. Simons
necticut.
The Stanley Co. of Amer- and E. K. Taylor are building up r
factor in the back- chain of small town houses in the
ica, aggressive

is

set aside in

which

to acquire

—

enters

partners who operate th(
ground, turns its attention to Pitts- state. The
Wilma here, have closed deals for
burgh. There are three theaters an- houses in five towns of the vicinity
nounced.
They are: Plains, Thompson Falls
Gradually new links in the already Paradise, Hot Springs and Superior,
strong chain are being forged. This All of the theaters have undergone)
is
only part of what is to come. remodeling andi renovating.

Don't forget those scouts who were
recently scurrying through Virginia
and other territories.
It all means
something.

More on Theaters
And

occupy the
Keith-Albee activity.
You may not hear much of
what is transpiring, but it is plenty^
There is no grass growing under foot
while

theaters

Red Seal Subjects on B'way.
Red Seal has two short reels on
Broadway this week. A Ko-Ko subject, "By the Light of the Silvery
Moon," is at the Capitol, with "At
3:25" playing the Cameo.

stage, don't discount

—

Millions the number is quite dazzling are being invested in new theaters.

in that direction.

—

KANN

Arthur G. Whyte,

for the last five

Peerthe
booking exchange of the KeithAlbee, Proctor and Moss theaters in
Greater New York, today assumed
the duties of manager of distribution
lees
film

Booking

Office,

which

is

for P. D. C.

Whyte
present

will not replace any of the
executive oiificers.
W. J.
continues as sales manager.

Morgan
The appointment is another link in
the new association of the KeithAlbee and Orpheum circuit owners
and the De Mille organizations.

P.

dition.

D. C. in France

— Prod. Dist.

Enter Connecticut

every indication that the existing
deadlock between theater managers Stanley-Mark Strand Circuit Acquires
and operators will not be broken.
First House in Connecticut from
A strike is expected Sept. 1.
Poli
Other Deals Anticipated
Theater owners say the operators
Waterbury, Conn.
Marking its
broke off negotiations and must take first definite invasion of Connecticut,

—

the

first

step

in

resuming delibera-

tions, while the operators are just as
insistent that theater owners are responsible for the collapse of confer-

ences.

Steps have been taken to keep the
(Continued on Page 5)

—

the Stanley-Mark Strand circuit has
acquired the old Poli on East Main
St.

from

S.

The house

Z.

Poli.

an 1,800 seater, built
back in 1896 for vaudeville, but with
the advent of motion pictures was
converted into a double policy theais

(Continued on Page 2)

Break

in

Twin

Cities

Seen

—

Minneapolis An officer of the international has been called for to aid
in breaking the deadlock between theater owners and Twin City stage
hands.
Theater managers protest
proposed merging of the Minneapolis
and St. Paul unions and the wage
increase demanded by the combined
group.
Robert Scott, who has the
Metropolitan theaters in the two
cities,
heads the theater managers

and his illness has precluded him
from taking part in negotiations for
a

new

contract.

Buys "Wandering Jew"

—

European M. P. Corp
Paris
(Universal) has taken over the "The
Wandering Jew" for release in England.
It was produced by Societe
des Cineromans (Films de France)
in which M. Sapene, publisher of "Le.
"Les
Matin' 'is controlling factor.
Miserables' 'and "Michael Strogoflf"
which "U" will release in America
were also made by Films de France.

Banks Pathe Club Guest
Corp. has closed
Monty Banks was a guest at tho
an agreement with Societe Francaise
des Films-Erka to distribute its out- first social meeting of the newlyFilm-Erka is very formed Pathe Club, at which more
put in France.
than 100 Patheites were in attendance
well known here.
Paris

Valentino Has Relapse
After gaining steadily for several
days, Rudolph Valentino suffered a
relapse Saturday, and last night was
reported to be in a very critical con-

—

Paramount and the Authorities May Obtain But One
Conviction for Sunday Operation,
three more Dorothy Gish pictures
Mayor Holds in Columbus War
which British National is producing
Columbus, Ind. A person may be
Apparently then the day of

of

years general manager of the

Washington With charges of bad
faith heard from both sides, there is

Palisades.

through

tation

Office Head
Distribution
for P. D. C.

Made Manager

(Continued on Page 2)

Englewood House Opens Sept. 1
Hackensack, N. J.
The New
"The Wandering Jew"
Plaza on Van Brunt St., Englewood
placed in this market.

will

P. D. G.

Known Booking

Well

Sioux City Orpheum Started
Sioux City, la. Work has started
on the $1,700,000 house being erected

—

for the

Orpheum

circuit.

Tiffany Appoints

New Manager

M. H. Hoffman has appointed
David Sohmer manager of the Cincinnati Tiffany exchange.

F. & R. Reopens at Rochester
Rochester, Minn. Northwest TheAn
aters has reopened the Lawler.
organ has been installed.

—

One More

Picture In East

Dorothy Mackaill expects to make
one more picture in the East before
returning to Hollywood.
Silverman Bros. Buy Two More
Pittsburgh Silverman Bros, have
added the Majestic and Opera House
at Mansfield to their string.

—

British Deal
London— "The Film

On?
Renter"

re-

ports that Constance Talmadge is
considering an offer from British National Pictures to make one production in England next summer.
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Financial

(Coiitiuucd from

Low

High
•.\m.

Seat. \"tc..
Seat. Pfd.

•Am.

&

•Hal.

&

Katz

Katz Vt.

Eastman

Kodak

li?
.115^4

Famous Players
•Earn. Play. Pfd.
•Film Inspect.
.

.

.

103^
70
22

.

Project.
Loew's, Inc.
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.

•Intern'l

M.

116^
US'/,

mi.

Cap. Corp.
•tParanrount B'waj
ttRoxy Units ...

2^Vi

ttRoxv Common

5 "4

100
100
100

166

8

8

100

100

"A"

31

•

Last Prices Quoted

t

Bond Market

100
100

Midnight Show for "Midnight Sun"
There was
Fort Myers, Fla.
something new under the moon here
when the Arcade opened at one minute after midnight for a showing of
"The Midnight Sun."

30/.

31

—

manager

to retire

3,200

A. H.
Present at the lunclu'on were:
Fischer (Warners) division manager; M. J.
W'fisfeldt
(F.
B.
O.) division manager;
Theodore L. Hays, general manager, and
Danny Finkelstein, Jr., Northeast Theaters;
W.
B. Clinton, Clinton-.Meyers, Duluth
J.
A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor unit head;
A. Kaplan, Arian, Minneapolis; Ben Friedman (Friedman Film); Thomas Burke (F.
N.), G. R. Branton (Educ'l.), Lou Hummell
(A. E.), W. H. Workman (M.-G.-M.). A.
Furst (F. B. O.), L. J. Blumberg (Warners), and H. O. Martin (U. A.).
;

W. Walsh, Joseph Dolgin and Abraham Shuman as directors. The Colonial now is under construction at
Melford Starts "Going Crooked"
Hollywood George MelfoVd has
started "Going Crooked" for Fox
Bessie Love, Oscar Shaw, Gustav
Von Seyffertitz and Edwin Kennedy

—

are in the cast.

Barck

Cleveland
Cleveland Sam Barck has sold thq
Glen to Nicholas Toetz. Barck stil'
has the Ball Park.
Sells at

—

Blank's Rialto and Majestic, succeeding P. R. Touney, who has been
transferred to the Le Claire at Mo111.

Grand Rapids House Sold
Grand Rapids, Minn. A. E. An-

—

State

E

Broadmour, 34th

and Broadway.

Murphy House Ready
Mass.

—

Fred

Murphy's

theater will open Labor Day.

Erie, Pa., Theater Sold
Erie, Pa.
The Olympic has beer
sold by Mayer Slotkin to Richarc

—

McClellan.

HAL ROAChh

'Should

—

.^Husbands

Pay?
PJiMMie f^lNLAYSON
- rrtea Brooke

New Gotham Exchange

—

Gotham Pictures Exhas been opened hejre by
Sax. A. W. Carrick is the man-

Washington

AM» Vivien

Oakland

Sam
ager.

Managing Pittsburgh Supply Co.
Pittsburgh A. F. Morrone has become general manager of the Supe- This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishec
rior M. P. Supply Co., a new firm.
FREE for all Pathecomedies at youi

—

Oneida Theater Again Running

—

Oneida, 111. Milo
opened the Park.

Sterrit

has

Exchange.

re-

FOR RENT
Entire floor or part thereof 1,150
Fine
square feet in private building.
projection
room and vault space.

On Broadway

Moderate

— "The Big Parade"
Broadway — "The Lone Wolf Returns"
This Is Paris"
Cameo —
—"So
Capitol
Butler"
— "Battling
Central
"The Scarlet Letter'
Colony — "The Flaming Frontier"
Criterion

Embassy

— "Beau Geste"
— "Ben
Hur"

—

Nome"

Titles

and Negative Developing

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
S.

3678

Palisades

''Thru

^><

—
—

><»»..»M#..»i.».H

"X'arietv"

Rivoli— "The Show^OiT"
Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Amateur Gen-

—

Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Release Printing

U.

——

*

c-o

QUALITY PRINTS

—

—

Apply

[1

Loew's
New York — Today "The Waltz
Dream'
Tuesday "Mile-a-Minute Man" and "Nortli

"The Wise Guy"
Thursday "Fig Leaves"
Friilay
"The Windjammer
and
the Back Door"
Saturday "The Golden Web"
Sundav "The Cat's Pajamas"
Mark Strand— "Black Pirate"

rent.

Box K-140
1650 Broadway

A.stor

John D.Tippett Jnc.

—

tieuian"

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
Broadway — U
Cameo — Undetennincd
Capitol — Undetermined
Central — "The Scarlet Letter"
—

Raw Stock

Astor

tide ter niinetl

"The Midnight Sun"
—
"Beau (leste"
Emba--iy — "Ben Hur"
Mark Strand — "The Black Pirate"
Rialto —''\'ari(.*y"
— "Fine Manners"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn
Mark Strand — "For

Negative and Positive
All Colors

Colony

Criterion

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BUd.

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

Heaven's

S.ike"

If

Market

Famous Completes One
Famous has just completed producon "So's Your Old Man." "The
Quarterback" will be finished Aug. 31

—

Quincy,

State.

$238,749.45

Total

of

tion

Siedens Buys Out Partner
Kansas City G. Siedens has pur-

new

Aug

at the

—

—

the

Aug.

—

Wednesday

Marion Davies to Do "Tillie"
Culver City- Hobart Henley will
direct Marion Davies in 'Tillie, the

Worcester Firm

in

1

8
15 (ex.

—

Ma rket

St.

\\'cl)i)er,

Aug
Aug

Sunday Midnight Showings
Pittsburgh
Midnight showings
Sunday evenings are proving populas

Hartford Firm Formed

theater, Detroit, and
Ernest Hill, First National salesmen,
are partners in the Grand.

ganized the Picture I-'ilms Distrihutors Co., with iieadquarters at 66

E.

of
of
of
of
of
of

Hartford, Conn. Colonial Theater
Co. has been organized with Joseph

derson,

chased the interest of his partner,

of
of

$26,954.55
34,442.30
34,083.90
31,316.45
29,263.00
30,153.00
26,900.05
21) 25,636.20

1926

from the business. change

Worcester Edward W. Balleiitine Toiler"
and Frank G. Tcrvvilligcr have or-

High

Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

June 27
4
July
July 11
July 18
luly 25

23,

Pfi£Seis/TS

line,

27

run.

Burke, Minneapolis F. B. T. Head
Minneapolis Tom Burke (F. N.)
was elected president of the Film
Board by unanimous vote, succeeding J. E. O'Toole (P. D. C.) who
has been transferred to St. Louis.
O'Toole and H. J. Bayley were
honor guests at a luncheon given by
the board. Bayley resigned as Pathe

—

95/
30/
45/

.

any Wednesday during the
Weekly grosses to date are:

for

Rialto

22'/,
4

1)

It Will be taken over by the new
organization Jan. 1, 1927, after being
completely altered.
"understood that no other
It
is
houses in this section are to pass tc
the Stanley- Mark Strand interests at
this time, but there are persisten'
reports that the firm is anxious to
take over other houses.

Wegener New Fort Dodge Manager
Fort Dodge, la. L. J. Wegener
has taken over management of A. H

81

8
Uni. Art. The. Ct. 100
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.
•Warner Pictures

New

1,00
....

51/

Trans-Lux Screen

tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia

400

23/
54/
97/

*Skoiiras Bros
••Stan. Co. of Am.

Pict.

115/

....

SV4
loi-H lOiVs
70
70
22
22
ll/g
46-H 40.>^

P.

Warner

37/,
73/8
74/.
l!6f^
\\<)V2

Nafl. Pfd.
Fox Film '*A"
Fox Theaters "A"
First

Sales

iiVt.

.

•Ralaban

Close

Weeks

(Continued from Page

492 Farniington Ave.

Quotations

$238,749 in 8

1)

ter.

A

better tone existed in the market during
the
short session
Saturday.
Despite the
usual evening up operations, stocks held
their prices firmly, although transactions were
not heavy.
In the film issues, trading was light, but
prices
were maintained generally.
Many
of the stocks closed with fractional gains.

Page

Monday, August

A

Million

Feet oS

Everything
FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE Film Library
220 W 42nd St.
ROOM 303
Phone

Wisconsin

3^70

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSm.l US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

Phone Pcnni

New York

WILL ARRIVE
in

IRELAND
SEPT. ISth

($$64

i

.^^

^Tossing the hull is

^^^a great pastime
\

in Spain,

I

J)Ut4 The only things that mean

Money to you ai'e
«r(4^

Pictures /

STAa SPANGLED

Gh
FIRST

IN STARS
national
Pictures

IN

-.^ IN PERFORMANCE
that's why the boys who

STORIES

and

I

.

know values have bought ^
and bought strong

Week by wBiER^evefy
I

1

Tl
A

e-v-e-r-y o-n-e!
"The Great Deception" ^/i«S,..Bti'L%^':
from "The Yellow Dove" by Georse Gibbs; directed by
Howard Hlfiein; presented by Rob't Kane.

Milton Sills in "Paradise"

^V'SnVo'!.':

i. %.

by Cosmo Hamilton and John Russell: directed by Irvin
Willat; production management Ray Rockett.

fsnottheoncein-

C£iHiA» with Dorothy Mackaill, Jack
44C||ki«/'iv
auifwajr aauiC
Mulhall. Chanes Murray;
An Alfred Santell production: directed by Alfred Santell;
production management Ai Rockett.
t

Richard Barthelmess in <<The
Amateur Gentleman," t^s'rHitl l^cTA

production; presented by Inspiration Pictures, Inc.

the sensational stage
«K:Ag>Am/AI*
Aftf^l*" from
** »^»»'« /••^t
success, with Mary Astor
and Lloyd Hughes: directed by Harmon Weight; production management B. P. Fineman.
•""Syncopating sue":
CnrinnP
fZriffilh
lllllll directed
IIIIIC Ul
by Richard

L

n

a-vhilei's that count

but the steady flov
ofBigTi'tne

Wl

Wallace: presented by Asher, Small and Rogers.

Ken Maynard

QlKkpialc
i9|F«;;«.iai<7

in

4 Western

presented by Charles Rogers: produced
under Management Harry Brown.

«Mi«ni2ltAC"
ITll9lliaEC9
Brabin; production

^'fi Doris Kenyon and Warner
Baxter; directed by Charles
management Earl Hudson.

CnllAi»n
VUIICCII MAnrP
nVUUI C

Anna Q. Nilsson and
<<Miflni0hf
I nVPI*<S"
lTllMllls;ill, l-vvci
a ^'*'
Lewis Stone; directed by
John Francis Dillon; production management
John Mccormick.

Tif

"Twinkletoes," presented
by John McCormick.
'"*

em

that keep
ci'owding youi' box
offices i^LL the

time *

—

—

)

THE
Monday, August

23,

1926

had also known Custer.
paper featured this story.

Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitO'
tion stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to

The

Ready

news-/
special
showing for children of the poot;
farm brought more publicity, as well
as giving the kids a red letter day.

A

Precedents in Iowa
Des

float

was constructed

featuring

File them away. Here is an the artist's palette motif, with 22x28
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity photographs of John Gilbert and Lilideas when you run these pictures. lian Gish attached to the sides and
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," rear. A boy and girl representing an
and help the other fellows who are artist and his model posed during the
helping you.
float's tour of the city and suburbs.
At intervals the girl blew two small
"Bigger Than Barnum's"
pipes, similar in design to the famous
(F. B. O.)
"Pipes of Pan." The truck and other
The marquee was rigged up to re- accessories were supplied gratis, for
semble a circus front, with flags of local publicity.
America Theater
all nations strung across the top. The
Colorado Springs, Colo.

man.

big

that
significant in that

it tied up with the
Clowns
International Circus -Week.
and a resplendent ringmaster held
forth in front of the house.
In the
lobby were a line of monkey cages,
pet animals and freaks, with lemonade and hot dog stands working busiA local ice
ly to supply the patrons.

cream manufacturer was secured to
set up a booth in the lobby and distribute small ice cream cones to the
benefit of himself and the theater.
Thick bunches of advertising balloons were distributed for cost price
to the children as they came out of
the theater. Thirty-five hundred were
passed out the
balloons

first

three days.
Big
the theater.

above

floated

A

street ballyhoo v^ith a life-size elephant in jungle grass mounted on the
platform of a Ford truck in disguise
It headed
attracted much attention.
a joyous parade of clowns, ponies, all
sorts of circus animals in regalia,

through

the

shopping

district.

It

of the most complete exploitations ever used in this city
and got results. Harry Van HoveU'

was one

—

Garden. Baltimore, Md.

up

Tied

the local station
During the engagement,
two special talks regarding the pro
duction were broadcasted. Comments
and a generous ainount of news
items resulted in the newspapers.
Supplementing the ad space in the
papers, launched a lithographic campaign that circularized the entire city.
This consisted in billing twenty 24sheets, 35 six's, 75 three's, and 200
Further attention was
one-sheets.
attracted by the free use of windows
secured for displays. Fully 200 win-

WFBR.

dow

cards

prominent
timore,

were

stores.

placed

in

many

— New Theater, Bal-

Md.

it
is regarded as verj
probable that stagehands and musi

cians will declare a

(Universal)

ter

owners.

1

—

:

;

—

—

—

Tulare, Cal.
Representing an expenditure of $250,000, a theater seating 1,400 is now in course of construction.
The building will be completed shortly before the first of the
year.
Stores and offices are to be
part of the project.

the administration in trying to keep
Columbus "blue," with city authorities preparing to show that the charitable nature of the shows, was r
subterfuge in a drive against the. law

Oklahoma City— R.
Spears and

W.

F.

Wilbern,

W.

S.

—

Bayley Resigns
Minneapolis
Harry J. Bayley
Razing Lyric, Oklahoma City
Pathe branch manager, has resigned.
City The Lyric is beOklahoma
W. R. Leibmann, Des Moines, sucing razed to make room for a 12ceeds him with H. A. Kaufmann new
story office building.
Des Moines manager.

—

FOR RENT

—

Attractively arranged Office
Suite in Godfrey Bldg., 729

Seventh Ave.

duction.

Plans

New Oklahoma House

Box M-298
1650 Broadway

Pawhuska, Okla.— John Mills plans
a

new house

here.

seating

J

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

fifteen

hundred

or

more.

Would consider house not making
money which can be built up through
^

Lancaster, all
of
Duncan, will erect the Palace,
Cooley Still Free Lancing
They also plan
Los Angeles Hallam Cooley is spending S25,000.
free lancing, reports to the contrary two other theaters, one costing $15,000
notwithstanding.
Since breaking his and the other $20,000.
contract with Fox he has appeared in
two First National pictures, which
To Build at Harrisbiu-g, Texas
gave rise to reports he had been signHarrisburg, Texas— A $22,000 theed by that company.
ater will be erected here, construction starting at once.
T.

A big publicity story was
secured from a man who had interviewed Sitting Bull at the time the

Willing to lease modern moving picture theatre in or near New York

good

Three Houses for Oklahoma

Secured a good window display in
A full window
a department store.
was dressed with children's Indian
Joslyn Plans New Belding House
costumes augmented by a use of the
Frank Joslyn wil
Belding, Mich.
special llxH's, SxlO's and a selecIt wil
here.
theater
build
second
a
the
panel
frame
tion of the special
600.
seat
producer has prepared for this pro-

Government arrested him and who

strike

Newark Musicians Want Increase
Newark, N. J.— Musicians are de
mandmg wage increases averaging
$15 increase per week per man. Ne
gotiations are under way with thea

—

"The Flaming Frontier"

sympathy

—

—

with

theaters.

which have declared that one arrest
Syracuse Frowns on Raise
for violation of the Sabbath is all
Syracuse, N. Y. Theater owners
that may be made on any given are resisting efforts of
musicians tc
Sunday. Because of this, the Crumi force wage increases of $4 per player
"The Waltz Dream"
continued
operation
last
foly
Sunday,
(M.-G.-M.)
Excellent results were obtained by lowing arrests for conducting an af$750,000 House for Beaumont
close co-operation with the local Ger- ternoon performance.
Beaumont,
Tex. November wil
The show was raided in spite of ?
man societies who were naturally insee the start of construction on
terested in this Ufa made picture de- sign which announced it was being
$750,000
house
picting Continental life.
The Turn- given for charity and the men helc' Amusement Co., for the Jeffersoi
the location being oi
verein and Liedcrkranz societies gave until formal charges had been filed
Fannin
St.,
between Pearle am
Under
the
law,
work
of
necessit\or
copies of their membership lists to^the
Orleans.
The theater will use
theater manager. Fie sent out special charity is permitted on Sunday.
Meanwhile, Rembusch is continu- combination bill.
individual invitations regarding the
new German production. The societies ing his efforts of "open" Columbus
Wright House in Arkansas
worked enthusiastically to advertise on Sunday, and has appealed las'
Gurdon, Ark.— R. D. and F. E
the film. Also a tie-up was arranged week's decision in which he. with
with a Victrola dealer, who displayed Frank Horn and William Norman Wright will soon open their nev
an Orthophonic machine playing "The were convicted of desecrating the house which takes the place of th
It will cos
Blue Danube Waltz" which supplies Sabbath. The first Sunday show re- one destroved bv fire.
Follow- ?:75,000 and seat' 850.
the theme of the picture.- Albert sulted in arrest of six men.
ing their conviction, the house was
Weiss, Liberty, McKeesport, Pa.
operated the following Sunday by
New House for Dallas
Oscar Kuschner, Indianapolis ex
Dallas
Mexia Theaters, Inc., ha
South Bend to Have New Theater changeman, and Howard Cornell
South Bend, Ind. Construction on who announced they had leased tho been formed with S200,000 capita
stock.
W. E. Paschall, Louis Den
the new theater to be erected at the house.
Although declaring that they
northwest corner of Mishawaka Ave. were of Jewish faith and observer' and Joe Buebauser are the incornora
Work on a house will stai
and 30th St., will begin within a week. Saturday as their day of rest, they tors.
soon.
It will be two stories high and will
were convicted and fined, with Rem
625.
seat
Joseph Vogel, of 429 busch fined as an accessory to the
Chapin St. will manage.
violation.
Churches of the city are supporting
1,400 Seater for Tulare

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)

Page

the

confident it cat
or cause closint

Meanwhile,

Only One Arrest

—

punch was the announcement
the occasion was particularly

of

The

(^Continued frotn

\)

with

a struggle and is
force a settlement

courts have held
that the "blue" law does not
apply to Adventists, providing
that members of this faith keep
their theaters dark on Saturday
the Adventist Sabbath.
effective.

open,

an operators
now training non-union applicants.
The union is preparing foi

of successful
Sunday operation of
Iowa theaters by Seventh Day
Adventists
in
municipalities
where Sunday ordinances are

(M.-G.-M.)

A

houses
school

There have

been several instances

They have made Ed Renaud, Grand, Marion, O.
them over.
money for others. They will make
"La Boheme"
money for you. This daily list of

put

"Exploit-0-Gram.s" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

—

Moines

for Strike

(Continued from Page

f

operation.

Physical

condition

such as seats, equipment, etc.. must
be reasonably good.
Give all details
such as product
used, location, opposition,

rental

Box K-U4

and

other

essentials.

c-o Film

1650 B'way.

Daily
N. Y. C.

ARRIVES

CUBA
SEPT. 10th

THE

^^

DAILY

A

Harold Lloyd's "The Freshman."
Lefty Flynn in "The College Boob."
By LILIAN W. BRETJNAN
to say nothing of F. B. O.'s other
William H. Jansen, affiliated with scoop, Red Grange in "One Minute
led Seal Film Co. of China, has to Play." Here you have the most
)rought to this country a series of spectacular of pigskin heroes doing
nighty interesting short subjects and his stuff.
The picture should be a
It has all the
limited number of features made in great box office bet.
hina,
the features comprised of enthusiasm and the spirit of the acChinese players. There is a decided tual game and Grange does surpris
lovelty in the material he is ofTer- ingly good work in his first film venng and many of the subjects should ture.
it
appropriately on programs here.
Universal
"The
Mystery
gave
The scenics and topical numbers are Club" a showing at the Broadway
specially interesting.
In the vast theater although it is not scheduled
umber of scenics of other lands it for release until March, 1927. It is
an be recalled that those of China a thrilling mystery yarn adapted
A from Arthur Somers Roche's stories,
lave been far in the minority.
ovelty such as "The Bore," which "The Crimes of the Armchair Club,"
ansen has filmed, should bring about a wholly absorbing and baffling mys-

Review

of

Reviews

I

Intern'l

Monday, August

Congress

Meeting in Paris on Sept. 27th
Germans to Attend

—

—

Preparations for the InterParis
national Film Congress in Paris next
Its
month have been, completed.
sponsors assert a large number of
delegates, representing many foreign
countries, will attend. The delegates
will be officially received in a body on
the opening day, Sept. 27, after which
the President of the Republic will
play host. That evening, a gala theatrical performance will be given
probably at the Paris Opera House
and excursions to Versailles, Chan-

Fontainebleau and
are planned.
tilly,

St.

Germain

—

—

—

—

—

,By PHIL. M.

DALY

JpiCARDO CORTEZ

,

will

*' know all the conductors
New York and Los Angeles

soon

between
by their
first names, for traveling between the
two production centers is what he is
doing nothing else but.
Cecil B. De Mille is planning to
produce a negro picture.
Wonder

who'll get the dice concession.

should

It

be

emphatically

stated

new picture with
Francis X. Bushman and Billie Dove
is not "The Marriage Claws."
Just
that the

of the

title

correcting an
impression on
the
"Clause," which should make good
reading,
r

Corinne Griffith, through a recent
purchase, has become one of the
heaviest holders of Beverley Hills
eral estate.
The heavy, of course,

means extent
also

That
of investment.
the distinction of
"lots" about real estate of
her

gives

knowing

the section.
"Sorrell

and Son"

will

not

be

a

horse picture.
It wouldn't seem right if Edward
Conyinelly wasn't on the lot at M-GM, so the company has affixed the
name of this dean of its players to
a new long-term contract.

Torrence and Edeson Added

Los

Angeles— Two

more

have been added to the cast

actors
of Cecil

De Mille's "The King of Kings,"
They are Ernest Torrence, who will
B.

play the role

Edeson,

who

is

of Peter, and Robert
cast as Matthew.

Princeton Plans Theater
Plans have been
J.
Rock Directing Comedy Scenes
filed by Princeton University for a
Hollywood Joe Rock is directing $1,000,000 theater to be built on the
the comedy scenes in "Call of the campus.
Wilderness," the second Sandow picture in a series for Associated ExPrinceton, N.

—

The

hibitors.

cast

includes

Lewis

Beban's act, a fade-in scene on taken a similar position with the Mark Sargeant, Edna Marion, Sydney D.
sequence in the picture, it should Ritz theater which has just opened. Grev, Max Ascher and Al Smith.
rove a first rate box office novelty Tiiomas H. Clarke succeeds him at
Bill Cody Making Second
teban is again the jovial, kindly the Strand.
Los Angeles The cast for the sectalian,
a characterization that he
ond Bill Cody production for Assooes so well.
Horowitz Buys Third Theater
Exhibitors
ciated
includes
Joan
Richard Barthelmess' latest offerBringing
Meredith,
Paul
Panzer
Billy
Houston
his
chain
to
and
ig is "The Amateur Gentleman," a
Franey.
William J. Craft is directicture commendable for its fine at- three theaters. Will Horowitz has purlospbere, excellent production, and chased the Ritz, Preston between ing.
rith

—

—

ood acting but with a story of some- Main and Travis. The deal involved
Oklahoma Theater Sold
and rather slow $40,707. Horowitz has the Iris and
Okmulgee, Okla. The Orpheum
telling.
Barthelmess does his Texan here.
1 the
has been purchased by the Aetna
sual good work but he is in need
Building and Loan Assoc, for $83,Crisp Staff Intact
better vehicles.
f
Los Angeles The entire produc- 000.
With the football season approachig exhibitors will have abundant tion staff whicli has been with Donald
Terry Brothers Building
laterial to choose from if they would Crisp durmg his last few pictures will
Bros,
Okla.^ Terry
Woodward,
ike advatitage of the enthusiasm be with him at Metropolitan when he
It
orn of the game and play pictures starts work on "Man Bait" in which are constructing a theater here.
will seat 600 and be known as the
flavor.
This week Marie Prevost is starred.
gridiron
fith
Pastime.
rings along another in "The Kick
Building at Birmingham
)fiF," a George Walsh vehicle rclcasIt has all the
Birmingham, Ala. The New Pal- Griffiths to Open at Dallas Sept. 1
d by Commonwealth.
Dallas Griffith Bros, will open the
ep and spirit of the game and to run ace is being built on Avenue D beirough others available there arc tween 18th and 19th Sts.
Lyric Sept. 1.
rhat limited appeal

—

—

—

—

And Thafs That

Gala Theatrical Performance to Open

desire for further insights into tery story certain to delight the
For the business sessions, practicalhina land.
This particular offering crowd that likes to speculate. This
ly every angle of the industry will be
phenomenon company also offers a new Laura La thoroughly discussed.
Chinese
resents
a
A banquet
irhich occurs in a certain part of that Plante
picture, "Her Big Night," will close the Congress.
At first,
ountry at a definite time every wherein Laura plays the part of a
only French and English were to be
ear.
It is in the nature of a huge shop girl who impersonates a movia
the official languages used in disidal wave which suddenly appears star and rides into a lot of amusing
cussions, but, upon protest from Ufa
long the coast, rumbles in on an complications.
German
Berlin, and important
of
therwise placid water, raises the
Rin-Tin-Tin makes his latest "bow film executives, German was officially
many feet and after having wow" in "Hero of the Big Snovifs," listed, too. The Institute of Intellect2vel
pent its fury rumbles back out to (Warners).
"West of the Rainbow's ual Cooperation will take charge of
Material of this order is interea.
End," is a western from Rayart, and statistical information.
sting and there should be a market
Fox offers a crook story burlesque
The fact that America will not be
or it here.
in "Honesty
the Best Policy." Fox officially represented at the meeting
Hold overs and no openings of also has ready a fine dramatic offer- is disappointing, but, according to
jng run films concurred to make it ing in "Marriage License?", directed an editorial in "La Cinematographic
rather uneventful week on Broad- by Frank Borzage and featuring Al- Francaise," leading figures from the
The introduction, late the pre- ma Rubens.
way.
States will attend as unofficial deleious week, of Warner Bros.' "So
gates.
"his Is Paris" at the Cameo was
Danish Comedy Given Tryout
Dllowed by only two additional new
San Francisco "'Misplaced HighThe above statement is not in ac
ttractions,
"The Amateur Gentle- brows," a five reel Danish comedy
cordance with the facts as ascertain
lan" at the Strand and "The Loves featuring Ole
and Axel, wag given a ed by this publication on Saturday
f Ricardo" at the Rivoli.
tryout at the Coliseum before an
Lubitsch was the power behind the audience of 2,500 and, according to
"Two New Additions __^_
legaphone in "So This Is Paris," Walter W. Kofeldt, importer of the
Angeles
Jack Ackroyd and
Los
n amazing story of Parisian life. film, was enthusiastically received
Snitz Edwards have been added to
lere again is a contradiction of "the Einar Hanson is in the cast.
the cast of "The Cruise of the Jaslay is the thing."
The treatment's
per B" in which Rod La Rocque is
lie thing here and
Lubitsch applies
With
Metropolitan
Sidney
starring at the DeMille studio undei
is own delightful touches that make
Los Angeles Scott Sidney, who re- direction of James Home. Mildred
le picture interesting and entertaincently completed the filming of "The Harris is the leading woman.

Nervous Wreck" with Harrison Ford
At the Rivoli George Beban madc^ and Phyllis Haver, will handle the
double appearance, on the screen megaphone on "No Control" for
nd in person, with his latest film, Metropolitan.
The Loves of Ricardo." The story
an over sentimental afifair but it
Managing New Albany House
as a quantity of sure-fire audience
Albany Anthony De Wolf Veilppeal and played in conjunction lier, manager of the Mark Strand, has
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—

—
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Seeks

Valentino
industry in which youth
plays so vital a part was
:ked beyond measure yesterRudolph Valentino, one of
]

An

Order

24,

Valentino Loses Gallant Fight;

Federal Trade Commission Endeavoring to Restrain Alleged Practices of West Coast Theaters
Washington Bureau of

—

Price 5 Cents

1926

Washington Issuance of an order
against West Coast Theaters to prevent recurrence of alleged unfair trade

dominant figures, died,
world which found much to practices is asked in
rtain it in that which reach- by counsel for the
Commission.
out from the make-believe

End Came

May6,'95-Augr.23,'26

yesterday at the Polyclinic
He had been unconscious
since 6 A. M. Physicians and nurses
were with Valentino when death
came. Jospeh M. Schenck, who hadHospital.

George Ullman and Rev.
Malachy's Church
were in an adjoining room.
Perhaps three minutes later repre-

just arrived,
F.

More

through his brief and tragllness there were evidences comprising
chain.
The
the

the

Grauman-Silliman
deal, just completed by
his.
In the daily press,
Al Fair for Universal, and Jack GrauIt vogue which was Rudolph
man, Arthur J. Straus and Jack Sillisntino's was apparent. Flow- man, is the forerunner of new expanin profusion were brought to sion planned in the Badger state.
In
Tributes
Universal becomes a powerful facSpecial operators
bedside.
tor in Wisconsin, second only to the
Many important figures in producto handle the telephone calls
(Continued on Page 2)
tion and in distribution paid public
liring about his welfare. The
tribute to the memory of Rudolph
^-worshipping public even
V'alentino when the news of his unProjection
timely death spread throughout New
gested panaceas for his ailFirst National to Indicate Proper York and Hollywood.
it.
There was a universal
Speed on Reel Bands for Running
Some of the comment follows:
lifestation that he might reFilm
"Mr. Valentino was a great artist.
er.
Burbank Reel bands of every
we must look at death as a progBut
print released by the company are
ress
and not as the end." Cecil B.
Personality
projection speed

RUDOLPH VALENTINO
Pour

Aid

—

A

Gone

to indicate the proper
of the reel, under a

—

by De

plan drafted
he motion picture industry
First
National's
ne of great personalities. Its John McCormick,
West Coast manager.
ory until this day has defiRunning a picture at improper speed
ly proven that. Around those detracts from its entertainment value
standing
figures,
whether it is pointed out.
"Pictures," states McCormick, "are cut
r are to be found under the
In other
in accordance with their character.
(Continued on Page 5)
ts in the studios or behind
removed
:utive desks far
$14,508 in Two Days
a actual production, does the
Exactly $14,508.75 was added over
;ess of the industry revolve,
of
to
the
gross
the
week-end

udolph Valentino most cerwas a great personage in
ion pictures. He occupied a
le completely his own. There
He,
but one Valentino.
ly

efore,

meant much.

In his

the industry and all
connected with it have met

sing,
;e

vere loss.

KANN

THE FILM DAILY

of

ing Valentino's condition
dully: "He has passed on."

taken over
suburban houses

Plan

of St.

and another newspaper were walking
along the main floor corridor.
An
elevator stopped and Schenck stepped
out.
In answer to questions concern-

has

the

Leonard

sentatives

.

11

In Italy

o'clock

charm, have al- der, it is declared.
s intrigued the masses and
Gets 11
2 ever arrested their admiraValentino had all of these Company Completes Deal for Grauman-Silliman Houses in
gs.
His work on the screen
Milwaukee
'ht on. The imagination of
company the second
Making
the
ions throughout the world
in

May Be

Concluding one of the most colorand striking careers in screen history, Rudolph Valentino died at 12:10

;onality or

most important theater factor

Noon

ful

1

"U"

Shortly After

— Burial

Trade

Federal

In their stipulation, the respondents
of the screen was faced
substantiate charges of the Commisdifficult of compre- sion, which alleged unfair practices
1 a fact
Rudolph Valentino, harmful to other theater owners of
sion.
lover and romanticist to the section in which West Coast
it
operates, the brief contends.
ions, had played his last role.
Hearings in the case were discontinued, following an agreement to
The Appeal of Youth
handle testimony by stipulation. Facts
hysical prowess and beauty, agreed to by counsel for both sides
that something described as justify issuance of an approi)riate or-

territory, Universal
the 11 Milwaukee

Scores

—^Schenck and Ullman Nearby

a brief just filed

Id

heightened.

As Death

Unconscious

THE FILM DAILY

Mille.
(Continued on Page 4)

Labor Dep't. Intervenes
the request of the U. S. Departof Labor, acting on behalf of
the operator's union, a general meeting of the T. O. C. C. called for to-

At
ment

he

said

After
being apparently out of
danger and well on the road to recovery
on Friday the following
day brought a relapse to Valentino,
when he developed pleurisy in the left

At 3:30 o'clock
morning his mind began
and he talked aimlessly
chest.

yesterday
to
in

wander
Italian.

Several hours later followed unconsciousness and at 8 A. M. a deep
coma developed.
Realizing that the end was ap(Continued on Page 4)

Hollywood Mourns

—

Los

Angeles
Hollywood was
plunged into mourning upon receipt

news

Rudolph Valentino's
on all studios were
lowered half-mast.
Production was
suspended at United Artists and
Paramount.
of the

death.

of

Flags

F. B.

O. in Canada

—

Toronto F. B. O.'s Canadian company is now housed in its own exuntil
Thurspostponed
been
day has
changes throughout the Dominion.
day. Instead, a meeting between rep- P. C. Taylor is general
manager of
resentatives of the operators, headed the firm with headquarters
here. CanC.
C,
and
the
T.
O.
by Sam Kaplan,
adian branches and their managers
headed by either Charles L. O'Reilly
Toronto, B. D. Murphy; MonOn Satur- or Harry Suchman, will take place are,
"Variety" at the Rialto.
treal,
H. Decker, Winnipeg, T.
S.
day," the picture did $7,030.65, with this afternoon in Nathan Burkan's
Newcomen,
Vancouver, A. E. Rolston,
This
the Sunday takings $7,478.10.
office.
Calgary, Vernon Dixon.
swelled the total gross of the eight
weeks' run to $253,257.75.
May Avert Stage-Hand Strike
Parleys between Theatrical ProUnion, Local No. 1, and theGabriel L. Hess, Hays association ater owners are to continue in the
counsel, is confined to his home re- hope of coming to an amicable agreecovering from a heart attack, which ment on a new wage contract, when
on Saturday necessitated his removal the present one expires Labor Day,
according to union ofificials.
to a hospital.

Hess Recovering from Attack

tective

Roach

in

New York

Hal E. Roach arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast.
He declared his contract with Pathe expires
in September, 1927, and that there
was nothing to be said about future
affiliations until that time.
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Financial
.Mternately weak and firm until well into
afternoon session, the market yesterday
ended up with the general list of stocks in a
much stronger position than has been their
lot for the past few days.
General Motors
resumed the lead with gains of a fraction
less than nine points.
the

Warner Bros, made
rise of all

most sensational

the

Warner Pictures "A"

film issues.

was

bid up to 35 }4 at the close, a gain of
points, establishing a new high.
Warner
Pictures advanced to Z^Yi, a rise of S'A
points over the Saturday closing.
Loew's,
Inc., stock closed 1^ higher.

4^

unprecedented demand for Warner
issues is based on the assumption that the
earning power of the company will be considerably increased through the Vitaphone.

High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Scat. Vtc. ..
Scat. Pfd. ..

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

&

Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous Players

.

•Fam. Play. Pfd.
•Fitnr
•First

Inspect.

.

.

37J4

37'/^

37J^

37'/,

37 'A

37^

103^
70
22

.

•Intern'l

Project,

Loew's, Inc
•Metro. Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp
•Pathe Exch. "A"

A2'/2

Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common.

97'/,

97 '4

24

22
4

t

.Skouras Bros. .
••Stan. Co. of Am.
.

Trans-Lux Screen
•Uhiv. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures
.

Pict.

"A"

n'A
4VA

7,000

19

54}4

5'/,

53

53

86J4

84
8

8'^
.

97^

200

35 '4

Last Prices Quoted

11,253

»'A
9S'A
30'A

300

t

Bond Market

27>4

3m

30^^

34^

2,200
12,200

tt Bid and Ask
** Philadelphia Market

li

—

—

M. Stahl

is

director.

De Fegurola
Andres de

in

This

formerly of
Co., has been
.signed for a character role in Gloria
Swanson's
initial
production
for
United Artists.

Opera

France

Havre,

managing
Ave. Film
aboard the
in

his

London is
De Grasse which arrives

He

on the 26th.

will

headquarters at 729 7th Ave.

Joseph Moore Dies

in

Surf

—

manager

of the Commonwealth Film
Santa Monica, Cal. Joseph Moore,
Corp., effective Aug. 28.
He suc- brother of Tom, Matt and Owen,
ceeds to the position made vacant by died while swimming in the surf. He
the resignation of Abe Blumstein.
apparently suffered a heart attack.
Moore was the husband of Grace

Today

all

Pathecomedies

at yoi

Reubenson, Exchange.
the Seventh

I
i

Schussel Gets Blumstein Post
Seymour Schussel becomes sales

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishe
for

director of
Co., Ltd. of

New York

make

— R.

is

FREE

Reubenson En Route

Swanson Film

Fegurola,

the Metropolitan

I

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTtR KINO
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP

?

1600 Broadway

I

Tcl-Cliickerins 5550

New York
Show

City

R>H-ni

en VAN T 37-40-3744

Cunard.

Joseph I. Schnitzer, vice president
charge of distribution for F. B. O.,
arrives today from New Oreleans,
where he held a sales conference.

m

Baby Theater Planned
Chicago A children's theater is
planned at the new South Side house
i54.0 broadway
being built by Andrew Karzas. The
Seaman Gets Third House
New Paltz, N. Y.— Water Seaman, miniature house is for infants attendwho has theaters at Highland and ing shows with parents who wish to Insurance Experts to the Theatrici)
and Motion Picture Industry
Marlborough, has taken over the "park" their offsprings while viewing
the show.
Opera House.
Lloyd Hughes in '"Valencia"
Los Angeles— Lloyd Hughes has

—

been selected to play opposite Mae
Murray in "Valencia" for M.-G.-M.

WILL ARRIVE

Grainger in Boston

in

manager

R. Gainger, genfor Fox, is here.

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

Cleveland Exhibitors Meeting
Cleveland— The local exhibitor
ganization is meeting today.

I>ABOR ATORY
ART TITLES

Columbus
Spcruil Hush Ser\'ici'
-

AMALGAMATED
I

Boston—James

S.Sth St.

few years, Lyon, who »;
the famous Lyons an
has been free lancin;

He was presented
Milwaukee.
Straus is the head of Famous appears.
one of the largest bonding houses in with an engraved silver cigar lighter.
Milwaukee. Universal later will be The party sailed last night for Berlin
represented in the general office of on the "Resolute."
the S. & G. chain. No change in the
operating policies or personnel is
U. S. Wants Wartime Profits
contemplated, it is announced.
San Diego Suit for $5,437 has
been instituted by the Govermen*
M.-G.-M. Buys "Spring Fever"
for alleged evasion of excess profits
Culver City "Spring Fever," by taxes, against G. A. and K. G. Bush
Vincent Lawrence, will be filmed by The pair, it is alleged, doubled their
M.-G.-M. "The Great Galeoto," new salaries from $3,600 to $7,200 as a
starring vehicle for Ramon Novarro result of the heavy doughboy patronwith Alice Terry in the lead will be age at their Camp Kearney theater,
begun today at the M.-G.-M. John which was dismantled after the war

eral

W.

last

member of
Moran team,

a

45'/,

30J4

*

2I.S

sei

at Glendale Sanatorium. F

NewYork

S3

K 66%

.

the

is

ill

i

Schnitzer Back

23V2

.
.

Warner

41 '4

—

ously

—

100
300

SH

.

Nafl Pfd.
•Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A"

Outcome Awaited

—

Sales

73yg
74'A
116
800
116J4 116
116^ 114'^ 116
10,800
119'A

Lyons Seriously III
Los Angeles Eddie Lyons

—

gation

24, 1926

to the company's downtown house,
Awaiting the outPlainfield, N. J.
the Alhambra, operated under leasq
come of pending litigation to deter- For the last three months he L,
from the Uihlein interests, which mine the legality of "blue Sunday," been practically an invalid.
control the Garden.
The theaters the Walter Reade circuit Sunday kept
which become a part of the Universal its two theaters dark.
There was
Bachmeyer Made District Head
chain Sept. 6, are the Riviera, State,
considerable excitement anticipated
Cincinnati W. C. Bachmeyer
and Juneau, all 1,200 seat houses; as authorities waited to learn if the
been appointed Fox district manag
the New Lake, a 1,000 seat house;
law again were to be defied.
covering Cincinnati, Cleveland ai
the Downer, a 950 seat house; the
Drastic action had been planned in Detroit.
He is making his hea
Jackson, a 900 seat house; the Kos- event the houses were opened, with
quarters here and was formerly di\
ciuszko. Fern and Astor, each of 800
police prepared to arrest all patrons sion manager over the same territo,
seats; the Murray, 750 seats, and
and the mayor ready to revoke li- for M.-G.-M.
the Venetian, and new 1,600 seat
censes of the theaters.
house now under construction. OpSterlings Sold for Pennsylvania
eration of the theaters will henceSail for Germany
Henry Ginsberg has closed wit
forth be under Universal supervision.
Film,
Pittsburgh.
Ellen Richter, Dr. Willi Wolf? and Columbia
Just what relationship the present
three figures in the circuit will retain Mr. Anton Pointner were tendered a handle the Sterling product in Wei
is not made known.
Silliman started farewell luncheon yesterday at the tern Pennsylvania and in West Vi
Wolff directed ginia.
a number of years ago with one thea- Paramount studio.
ter, then rapidly expanded his hold-i the picture "Cheer Up, Charlie" in
ings.
Grauman is also interested in some scenes of which Margaret
distribution, owning an exchange in Quimby, who recently signed with

This

Quotations

On

Theaters Dark Sunday with Police
Ready for Drastic Action Liti-

houses will be an important adjunct
ToL XXXVII No. 46
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sales

New

York.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

or-

In Milwaukee for Fox
Milwaukee— Edmund C. Grainger
of the Fox sales department is
here

from

INDIA

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

about

SEPT. 22nd

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

!
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A TTENTION! PRODUCERS
In accordance with my Nationalization plans
for Distribution of

PRODUCT lOMT
I

am

in the

market for several

BIG OUTSTANDING PRODUCTIONS
lam NOT INTERESTED in ordinary or even
''better

than usual''

PROGRAM pictures

BUT—
if

YO U are in a position to make, produce
or deliver one or more

Genuine Box - Office Specials
^rith

A PROMINENT STAR or Real Big ALL STAR Cast
I

CAN GUARANTEE PROFITABLE AND SUCCESSFUL DISTRIBUTION

SAM SAX
GOTHAM PRODUCTIONS
1650

New

Broadway
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Widespread Mourning for Valentino
Death
(.Continued

A Shock
from Page

United Artists

1)

proaching Rev. Joseph M. Congedo
of the Church of the Sacred Heart of
Jesus was called to administer the
last rites of the
Catholic Church.
This was 11:15 o'clock.

M. Schenck, chairBoard of Directors
of United Artists, and Hiram
Abrams, president of United
Artists,

endocarditis

in

addition

to

his

His tempera-

tors

regarding the

monopolized the switchboard.
Alcssages and wires were uuuring in
fron: all parts of the country, even
fiom all sections of the world
.Several 'phone calls were received from
fairly

California. Among the telephonic inquiries received was one from Lon

Chaney.
Outside

the hospital perhaps 50
persons loitered as much as two policemen would permit them.
Most

When news
known

was no
undue demonstration, only personal
expressions of regret. Special newspaper editions announcing the death
were on the streets within three-quar-'
ters of an hour or less.
At noon,
whether due to a desire to check-up
newspaper and other reports or because there was more opportunity for
calling during lunch hour,

telephone

calls to the hospital increased.

Two

operators kept up an endless chant:
"Mr. Valentino died at 12:10 o'clock."

Preparations had been made to perform a blood transfusion.
Edward
Day, chief engineer at the hospital,
had provided a pint of his blood. The
transfusion was abandoned, however,

as

Valentino

was

born

Castellaneta, Italy, May 6, 1895, his
father being a captain of Italian cavalry.
He derived his education fron
Dante Alighiere College at a mili
tary college and at the Royal Acad
emy of Agriculture, where he learn

odds.

cd scientific farming.
In 1913 Valentino came to New
York and became superintendent o
His next poa Long Island estate.
sition was an apprentice landscape
gsrdener in Central Park. Valentino
began his professional career at
Maxim's as a dancer, his partners including Bonnie Glass and Joan SawLater he joined a musical comyer.
edy troupe headed for the Coast and
became stranded in San Francisco.

Valentino's

weak.
Ullman,

condition

who had been

was

too

Valentino's

manager and personal friend for
number of years, entered a stale

a
o!

near collapse after the star expired.
He was unable to leave the death
suite for some time afterward.-.
Dr.

Norman

WUl H. Hays

in

and themselves:
"We are grieved and shocked
Everyone
at the great loss.
hoped for the best especially
since the boy had waged so
brave a fight against the huge

They

star's condition.

of the crowd were men.
of Valentino' death became
to his waiting admirers there

Rudolph

"The loss is a gireat one to
us personally because he was
our friend, and surely a real
blow to the motion picture industry in which he stood so
high."

morning the telephone operawere kept busy answering calls

"I deeply regret Mr. ValenHe had a distinguished career and was prepared to do yet further work.
His death is a great loss."

His Career

of Direc-

tors,

ture is 105, his respiration steady, his
pulse is 140, but is failing rapidly."
Rev. Fr. Leonard was called and he
made an unobserved entrance into the
hospital, despite the fact that about
20 reporters and photographers were
on the watch.
All

Board

'

tino's death.

speaking for that orits

"A Loss '-Hays

bedside.

of the

ganization,

"Mr. Valentino has developed sep-

pulmonary condition.

Mourns

Joseph

man

At 11:45 A. M., Ullman issued a
teicphonic bulletin to newspapermen
which read as follows:
tic

to the last, confident of the successful
outcome of his fight for life. Four
of the nation's leading speciaHsts were
in constant attendance at the star's

service,

t

"Those

oy

did

well."

—William

who know Rudolph

of us

and watched

his amazing
to fame, are profoundly shocked
his untimely death.
The loss is a

v-'alentino
"ise

he

—

j;reat one."
Sidney R. Kent, general
manager, Famous Players.

*
"'I

*

cannot express

my

grief over the
a friend."

He was

loss of Valentino.

— Marcus

*

Loew.
*

*

*

"Besides a brilliant actor, he was

urged him to try a most lovable man and a credit to
working in pictures and he did, Em- the industry." Richard A. Rowland.
mett Flynn being his first director
^
^
^

Kerry

—

while

he

worked

as

a

$5-per-day

extra.

"The passing

of Valentino finds the

motion picture industry in
Valentino's meteoric rise actually mourning.
He was stricken at the
Harold D. Meeker was the first of
started with "The Four Horsemen of height of a remarkable and well-dethe Valentino physicians to be reachthe Apocalypse."
His work in that
ed by newspapermen.
He said that picture made an overnight sensation. served success. His death is a loss.''
Nicholas M. Schenck, executive
the star's last sane remark was made
played in several more pictures vice-president, Loew's, Inc., and M.Sunday night when he spoke of the He
for Metro, then signed with Famous. G.-M.
pleasure he expected on a trout fish*
*
*
In the title role of "The Sheik" he
ing trip he planned to make as soon
attained his greatest popularity and
"Rudolph Valentino was a great
as he was well.
success, the picture proving a pheartist.
Valentino's body was removed to
In his death the motion picnomenal moneymaker.
After makthe Campbell undertaking parlors late
ture loses a vivid personality who has
ing "Blood and Sand" Valentino exin
the afternoon.
brought romance and entertainment
Services will be
perienced difficulties with Famous,
held there within a few days, it was
into the lives of millions throughout
with a result that he breached his
thei world."
stated by James R. Quirk, publisher
Adolph Zukor, president,
restrained
contract.
The
company
of "Photoplay," speaking from the
Famous Players.
Ullman apartment at the Ambassador. him from working in pictures, so that
*
*
*
Ullman was badly in need of rest for a time it appeared that his career
"He
of
one
the
greatest
artists
was
end.
However,
comproat
an
a
owing to his attendance at Valen- was
His passing will be
effected, with the star given of the screen.
mise
was
tino's bedside for four consecutive
his release after making "Monsieur mourned throughout the world."
nights as well as the shock of his
Beaucaire." He joined United Artists Wallace Beery.
death, he said. Cables had been sent
*
*
*
and
produced "The Eagle" and "The
to Italy, he understood, urging Val"Rudolph
Valentino was a distincSon
of the Sheik," under a two picture
entino's brother to leave for New
contract, which recently was extend- tive personality that cannot be reYork immediately.
placed.
His passing leaves a big gap
ed to embrace five pictures.
Tributes to the star's tremendous
in the motion picture world."
Madge
popularity were flowers, telegrams
Bellamy.
and letters which virtually flooded the
Partially Insured by M. P. Capital
Polyclinic Hospital, where he waged
The life of Rudolph Valentino was
"The shock of Valentino's death is
his unsuccessful fight.
He was a great acinsured for a sum ranging between overwhelming.
Coming to New York a few weeks $150,000 and $200,000 by the Cinema tor, a fine person and sincere friend."
ago to attend the premiere of "The Finance Corp. of Los Angeles which
Major Edward Bowes, vice-presiSon of the Sheik," his second United is completely owned by the M. P. dent, M.-G.-M. and managing direcArtists picture, Valentino was strick- Capital Corp.
The Coast company tor, Capitol Theater.
en with appendicitis and a gastric ul- participated in the financing of several
cer. An emergency operation was nec"In the death of Rudolph ValenCollateral
of
Valentino's pictures.
essary with the rapid gaiqs indicating was supplied in the form of his inter- tino the screen has lost its most picalinost certain and speedy recovery. est in the two pictures he
made for turesciue and outstanding personality
Peritonitis developed and Valentino's Ritz and Famous and by real estate. — a charming gentleman and brilliant
condition became critical, but in view Considerable additional insurance was actor who had but scratched the surof his fine physical condition he was carried.
face of his great talent."
Herbert
expected to throw off the poisonous
Brenon.
entire

—

—

—

—

Ko-Ko, guest conductor at the
Capitol, N. Y., this week,
leads the audience for

"By the Light of the
Silvery Moon", a new
g KoKo Song Cariune
FITS

FITS

ANY THFATRE
ANY PROGRAM

—

infection.

With

Tributes Pour In

*

*

*

the peritonitis localized, re"In the passing of Valentino the
(.Continued from Page 1)
covery was predicted, but developpicture industry has lost one of its
ment of pleurisy removed the last ves"I deeply regret the passing of so true geniuses."
Ricardo Cortez.
*
*
*
tige of hope. He did not sleep for two great a star. Valentine had not reachdays before his death, although he ed the zenith of his career and his
"The loss of a true friend and a
was not in great pain.
shadows still were falling to the west- great artist leaves one with a helpRefusing to be perturbed by impend- ward. However, as life is measured less feeling of inexpressible remorse.
ing death, Valentino was conscious by accomplishments and not by length Screenland and its followers will

—

——

———

—
—
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24,

never forget him."
*

1926

— BcIie

*

Daniels.

^he

*

"We

have suffered an irreparable
loss.
We have lost a real artist and
a real man."
Reginald Denny.

Arthur Brisbane

—
*

"The

public

*

—

loved Valen-

as

'ino

held his place writhout a rival
the field. * * * His life was too
short, but it was not wasted."

"The

"The screen has lost one of its
figures.
As a showman, I
found him one of the greatest box of-

News"

Daily

states

editorially:

"A

typically

American

romance

ends with the career of Rudolph Val-

attractions because of his distinccharacterization
tive
of
the
ideal
lover."
Sid Grauman.
fice

*

''Millions, all over the world, as far
moving pictures spread, will learn

in

greatest

entino."

*

"To have known Valentino and

to

col-

with deep regret of the death of Rudolph Valentino, who had made so
important a place for himself in a
great art.
A very young man, of intense feeling and earnestness, Valen-

"The world will miss Valentino as
an actor. I miss him as a friend."
Allan Dwan.

*

his

"Ameri-

can," says today:

tino as an artist
we knew and loved
'Rudy' as a man." Richard Dix.
*
*
*

—

in
in the

umn, "Today,"

*

knew and

Press Eulogizes

which makes
Moran.

his

death so sad."

— Lois

Exploit- O' Grams
"Mare Nostrum"
(M.-G.-M.)
Distributed 2,000 folders in packages leaving a department store, this
in return for the back page privilege.
Other schemes for widespread advertising included bookmark ads at
the Public Library, whereby the film
was exploited by each book to leave
the library.
Two window displays
were secured in an art shop, where a
ship was used.
In the window of a
music store an art card was tied up
with the sheet music, "Valencia."
America Theater, Colorado Springs,
Colo.
"Stella

Dallas"

(United Artists)
Circularized a mailing list of 5,000
with a personally signed and ad-

have worked with him is to have
*
*
*
knowji a great and sincere artist. He
"Valentino's
death
means
a loss to
was a craftsman of the highest intedressed letter which read in part as
grity."
Forrest Halsey, who pre- the millions who found their dreams
follows:
pared the scenario for "Monsieur of romance embodied in one of the
"Only once a year will you receive a letmost colorful figures that the photoBeaucaire."
ter from me just like this one
that is to
play
has
*
*
*
produced." Al Rockett.
say, a letter with the blue ribbon and the
seal.
When you do receive a letter stamped
*
*
*
"To be wiped out when he had
with this seal, you may be assured that it
"He is a type that comes perhaps, represents
reached the highest point in his caa statement back of which I place
reer is the real tragedy."
Howard but once in history. "-^Ray Rockett. the entire reputation of the Rialto Theater
back of which stands my personal, unqualiHiggin.
*
*
*
fied endorsement of what,
in
my opinion,
*
*
*
'"I am more sad than I can tell
based on studying the amusem'ent tastes of
"His death marks the passing of a about 'Rudy's' death.
Colorado
Springs
theatergoers,
is
the outThe greatest
great public idol, who can never be tri])ute I can pay to Rudy is that his standing picture to be shown at the Rialto
during the year.
In other words, the entire
forgotten by the millions who ad- tremendous success and popularity confidence you have in this theater is placed
mired him."— Hope
Hampton.
never changed him." Richard Ros- at the mercy of this one letter."
'^
*
*
*
son.
The letter went on to mention
*
*
*
"The news of the death of Valen"Stella Dallas" with the manager's
tino struck me like a thunderbolt."
"Nothing has ever affected me so personal indorsement, and requesting
Jack Holt.
deeply.
'Rudy' had a tremendous the recipient to make a comment on
personality which made him loved an enclosed postal concerning the pic"Rudolph Valentino's death means, by everyone who was able to get ture after it had been seen. One side
perhaps, the greatest loss the screen within his natural reserve. He was a of the postal gave a concise summary
has ever had." Leatrice Joy.
dear friend of mine." Mai St. Clair. of the feature. The big kick in this
^
^
*
*
*
letter was a heavy gold monogramed
"The loss of my friend has shaken
"The world has lost a real gentle- seal stamped alongside the manme and I am deeply grieved."
man." Alfred Santell.
ager's signature.
The seal held a
*
*
*
Norman Kerry.
blue ribbon, and made the entire let*
*
*
"Ma)' the thoughts and prayers of ter very imposing and distinctive.
"It was a great shock.
There is a the millions who loved 'Rudy' help As a sales letter for showmen it is
gap in Hollywod that cannot be fill- him on his journey to the Unknown. a blue ribbon winner in itself. Pat
ed " Laura La Plante.
As a personal friend and admirer, Ar,e:ust, Rialto, Colorado Springs,
^i
*
*
my humble prayer follows him."
Colo.
" 'Rudy' was a true friend, a real
Gloria Swanson.
*
*
*
sportsman, an athlete and a gentle"The Still Alarm"
man, and one of the greatest indiv(Universal)
"He put a gallant fight and died,
idual figures our industry has de- as he lived, a very brave man."
The local fire department co-operatveloped."— Rod La Rocque.
Norma Talmadge.
ed in a most effective way. The de*
*
*
partment's band gave a concert in
"Our studio is shocked beyond ex"I, with the millions of other ad- front of the theater one night and
pression at the news of Valentino's mirers, am bowed with sorrow."
were afterwards the guests of the
death. When I worked with him here Florence Vidor.
management. An engine all steamed
*
*
*
every member of the staff grew to
up ready for action was in front of
respect his ideals and his untiring ef"I am deeply shocked to hear of the house during the entire run.
In
forts always to give something bet- Valentino's death. He was one of the
the lobby was a complete exhibition
ter to each picture."
William Le finest men I have met during my mo- of fire department equipment. Tom
Baron, associate producer, Paramount tion picture career. I knew Rudolph
"Donald, Florence, Pasadena, Cal.
Long Island studio.
Valentino for seven years and there
*
*
*
was absolutely no change in his char"I am deeply shocked at his death. acter when he became a public idol."
The motion picture industry has lost
Lois Wilson.
one of its most wonderful actors."
Ben Lyon.

—

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

A'

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

*

"The screen has
most
brilliant

Plan Projection Aid

*

lost

one of

figures."

—

most
Dorothy
its

Mackaill.
*

*

*

"Rudolph Valentino's death was a
great shock to me. He was a remarkable actor and the picture industry
loses one of its most colorful personalities

in

his

passing."

—Thomas

ATeighan.

(Continued from Page 1)
producers are always 'pointing' for
either drama or comedy and the tempo is in
the speed which best fits the subject.
A

WUlBeln

by
Dii-ected

J.J.

Bell

by ALBERT J.KELLY

Veaturing

this

I

Big BoX'Office Cast

HELENE CHADVVICK
Lillian Rich
Forrest Stanley

Robert

Agnew

Gloria

Gordon
Ashton

Sylvia

Thomas

Ricketts

words,

comedy full of fast action is u?nually cut to
be shown at a speed of from 90 to <S5 feet
per minute, while a slow-moving drama' is
figured at 80 to 85
Sometimes a picture is
filmed in too slow a tempo and nrust be
DifiFerent
dispeeded up in the cutting.
One wiio
rectors have difFerenet methods.
works slowly will make a picture times
around eighty, perhaps while others are all
for fast action
and produce a 90 or 95
speed picture."

BERLIN
SEPT. 17th

Prcffetered

Pictures
So/e Foreipn Distributors

;

'"To

me

it

was Valentino's youth

1

LEGEND
The female
will

to

pelican

pluck her breast
her young

feed

with her own
blood.

mtm

WILLIAM FOX

presents

"MARRIAGE LICENSE?"
A

Woman's Love

Story

with

ALMA RUBENS
WALTER PIDGEON

CHARLES LANE

Based on "The Pelican" stage play by

EMILY FITZROY
RICHARD WALLING
Tennyson Jesse and H. M. Harwood

WALTER McGRAIL

LANGHORNE BURTON
Scenario by Bradley King

F.

FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

Every once in a while a picture

"MARRIAGE LICENSE?"

is

is

called "great/*

that kind of a pic-

may

be due to the tremendous drama
or Frank Borzage's direction or the wonderful performance of Alma Rubens- --or it may be due 'to
ALL of these elements ! At any rate it*s the kind
type of theatre can pack *em in with and
ture!

It

ANY

^

.v^

The Big
William Fox
Presentation

with

Surprise Picture of the Year

UMMER Bachelors

MADGE BELLAMY

An ALLAN

! I

by Warner Fabian
author of

"Flaming Youth"

DWAN

productioa

^'*^-7
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Notables Here Today
Burkan,

Valentino

dies

and every newspaper in New
devotes pages to his de-

irk

That

se.

this

likewise so a number

is

throughout the nation
d abroad is undoubtedly a
nerally

t.

W.

Charles

Dr.

Eliot,

presi-

emeritus of Harvard and
America's foremost edutors, passes on. A comparison
space and by treatment would
nt

of

e

that

dicate

was

Eliot

D.r.

Fairbanks, Gest, Ingram,
Mastbaum, Pickford, Talmadge
Aboard Incoming Majestic
The Majestic is due in New York
this morning from Cherbourg with

a

inenity.

ot

prominent motion
The passenger

pic-

ture celebrities.
includes:

list

Nathan Burkan, general counsel for
Charlie Chaplin and a director of United Artists, who has been vacationing
abroad.
Two matters will engage
his immediate attention upon arrival.
One deals with the T. O. C. C. stand
relation to the operators' demands
and the other the attitude of the
American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers toward the
Vitaphone.
Burkan represents both
organizations.
Douglas
Fairbanks,
who with

m

(Continued on Page 2)

The Public's ReacHon
Several newspapers editorially
iiu

com-

The

this striking incident.

oil

mes declares:
"* * *

The immense

outcome

the

of

ha-ve

done

tude

in

Valentino's

shown

illness

is

in

a

moving pictures
create a new mental atti-

sign

striking

interest

of

to

what

vast multitudes

of

people."

of course, regrettable that the

It is,

Not Obligated
—

pelled

to

deliver

these

—

why

process of building
continues
steadily
and

lod-will

his

thout interruption.

The work must

maintained but others should conl)ute their

share.

Theaters Should Help
within the province of the excountry to kindle the
endly feeling of the public into a

It is

bitors of the

ore active factor.

A

is

plication

one

life is

It

method.
A closer
sound maxim that

of the

e theater is

:t

can be done.

greater exercise of courtesy at

eaters

'

It

the center of

commun-

another.

can be done.

The way

is

sub-

to the will.

KANN

Price 5 Cents

Valentino Mass Set

Withdrawals

Admission to St. Malachy's Church
by Card Body on Public View
"All Rudolph Valentino picToday and Tomorrow
tures will continue in distribuWhile preparations were being made
tion
throughout the world,"
yesterday for the funeral of Rudolph
Hiram Abrams of United ArtValentino, crowds blocked Broadway
ists said yesterday.
in the vicinity of the Campbell Funeral Parlors, where the body will be
on public view today and tomorrow,
from 9 A. M. to midnight.
Big
Monday morning at 11 o'clock, a
Nine Houses of Horwitz's Washingrequiem high mass will be solemnton Chain May Bring Loew
ized at St. Malachy's Church, known
Houses in City to 19
as the Actors' Church, at 239 W. 49th
Cleveland Loew's Ohio Theaters, St. It was the pastor of this church,
it
is
stated on good authority, has Rev. Edward F. Leonard, who was
purchased an interest in M. B. Hor- in the death chamber when Valentino
witz's Washington chain of nine thea- died. Admission will be by card only.
ters.
Seven are in Cleveland and two The church can accommodate about
in Cuyahoga Falls.
Together with 500, George Ullman said yesterday.
a new house now under construction
There is some uncertainty as to
at Detroit Ave. and W. 117th St., whether Valentino's brother
en
is
this will give Loew's Ohio firm 19
(Continued on Page 6)
theaters.
M. B. Horwitz will con-

—

Cleveland Deal

—

ters.

to be identified with the theaNo definite statement will be
(Continued on Page 6)

Claim 'World's

Finest'

More Tributes
Tributes to Rudolph Valentino's
memory continued to pour in yesterday. Most of them came from Holly\yood, where his death came as a dis-

K. Interests Say New tinct shock to most of his friends.
House Will Lead World for
Some of the comment follows:
Five Years
VILMA BANKY Playing opposite RuDetroit
Not only is the new Mich- dolph Valentino has taught me the meaning

Kunsky-B.

two releases

&

—

Labor

is

1926

under the three picture Gilbert contract sold by the company last year.
of courtesy and consideration in a fellow
This was the decision of the arbi- igan theater the "world's finest thea- actor.
tration
board in action brought ter,'' but it is likely to remain so for
*
*
*
against the distributing company by five years to come, according to the
JOHN BARRYMORE: Valentino was a
B. Clinton, Clinton-Meyers, Du- claims of its owners, the John H. most colorful personality and a fine artist.
J.
His loss, artistically, must be considered as
(Continued on Page 7)
Kunsky Enterprises and B. & K. The very
great, stricken as he was, at the height
capacseating
which
has
a
new' house,
of his career.

emendous hold the motion picture
IS on the
public had to be demonrated in this manner.
Valentino's
ness
and death, however, have
Fights
rnished this industry and its perToronto The Dominion Trades and
organnalities with the fine t example of Labor Congress, representing
ized workers of every industry and
iw strongly they a'p Mitrenched in
trade, is taking up the fight against
e minds of the pc
the amusement tax collected in Canada on theater admissions. The ConIt will be a sad
.y, indeed, when
gress will ask the Provincial Governe public's interest begins to wane,
ments for their abrogation in 1927.
'ill
H. Hays knows well enough The Dominion Congress is made up
bodies which are affiliated
w essential it is to keep the appe- of labor {Continued
on Page 2)
e
for
motion pictures whetted,
lat

No

tinue

Minneapolis Neither "The Big Parade" nor "La Boheme" is a John Gilbert production despite the fact that
he plays important roles in both pictures, and M.-G.-M. cannot be com-

25,

Tax

"Beau Geste" Opens Tonight

ity of 5,000, is the first of several

:

new

houses the associated companies will
build in Detroit.

*
entino has not died

The final decision as to whether operators and the T. O. C. C, can
come to terms without a strike will
be arrived at this afternoon, when a
meeting of committees will take
An effort will be made to
place.
terms suitable to both
negotiate
sides.

*

Rudolph Val-

he has simply changed
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 2)

Amity on Wages Sought

*

LIONEL BARRYMORE:
;

Small-Strauseberg Gets 5
Small-Strauseberg, Inc., has added five houses in Brooklyn to its
chain through
Fried
& Littman,
brokers.
They are Colonial, Broadway, seating 2,500; Normandy, Fulton St., seating 1,800; Globe, Fulton
St.,

seating 600; Halsey, seating 2.500,

and DeKalb, seating

The meeting was decided upon

2,500.

Bobby North Sails
conference attended by Harry
North of the Apollo Trading
Bobby
O'Reilly,
repCharles
and
Criterion tonight has attracted a dis- Suchman
resenting the T; O. C. C. and Sam Corp., sailed Monday night for Bertinguished gathering of guests.
lin,
London and Paris.
He has
Mary Brian, Alice Joyce and Nor- Kaplan and L. Eishhorn for the op- offices for export
in the latter two
man Trevor, featured players, will be erators. An agent of the U. S. Dept. cities.
present.
present, as will also Richard Dix, Lois of Labor was
Among
Wilson and Dianai Kane.
Whittaker Goes Abroad
Stage-Hands Reject Terms
other prominent guests for the gala
Charles
Whittaker, sailed yesterday
submitschedule
increase
A wage
opening will be:
.
Mayor Walker, Carol Dempster, Adolph ted by the International Theatrical for Berlin, where he will act as proShauer,
E.
E.
Brenon,
Herbert
Zukor,
Manager's Assoc, has been rejected duction representative of Paramount
James Quirk, Julian Johnson, Harry HershWilliam
by Local No. 1, Theatrical Protective for pictures to oe made by Ufa.
Phil Payne, S. Jay Kaufman,
field
LeBaron, D. W. Griffith, Edgar Sehvyn Ar- Union, as too low. Another meeting
Mastthur Richman, Hope Hampton, Jules
Rogers Here Today
will be held today.
baum, Frank Beuhler, Arthur Loew, Rene
Charles R. Rogers, producer of variFonck and Maxime Mongendre, French Conous series of pictures for First Nasul General.
"G. M. S." Going Over
Gratifying success in the results of tional, arrives in New York today
"Greater Movie Season" to date, is from Hollywood.
Coal Mining Regions
ac- expressed in reports from various
of
Stimulation
Va.—
Richmond,
Cruze-Griffith Combination
regions is centers where campaigns were put
tivity in the coal mining
Los Angeles James Cruzc will diEarly returns are enthusiastic
boosting theater business in South- over.
rect Griffith's next vehicle.
over results achieved.
western Virginia.
The premiere

of "B_eau Geste" at the

,

,

at

a

,

Boom

—
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1650 Broad%vay, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood.

DAILY,

California

— Harvey

Ambassa-

Gaustrtan,

E.

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

London, W.
Francaise,

—
Paris— La

I.,

Rue

5,

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

touring
Paris report

been

has

Pickford,

New $100,000 Baltimore House
Baltimore
Ritz Amusement Co.
iContinueil from Page 1)
sponsor of a house to be built
with the American Federation of La- Washington St.,
between Federal ai
bor.
The president, Tom Moore of Lanvale Sts. The house will seat b
League
the
to
Ottawa, is a delegate
tween 1,500 and 1,800 and cost $10(
of Nations conferences at Geneva.
000.
The conclusions of the Congress carin
weight
ry considerable political

Labor Fights Tax

—

Europe.
Cables from
is
very much interested in the
potentialities of the Russian market.
Ah)rris (lest, impresario who recently entered production via United
Artists.
He will make "The Darl- Canada and the

move to call for the
ticket tax is seen
nig of the Gods" as his first picture elimination of the
exhibitors.
to
aid
powerful
as
a
Vladimir
.-.Mid
is
expected to use

A

Mal roachPRESE/WTS

was made Aug. 20 at OtNcmirovitch Danchenko, co-founder
Allied Trades and Laof the Moscow Art Theater, in the tawa when the

'Should

start

,^Husbands

bor Assoc, adopted a resolution callmaking.
Rex Ingram, who completed "The ing for the removal of the amusement
Magician" for Metro-Goldwyn before tax in Canada on the ground that it
the publeaving Nice for New York. He has had become a nuisance to
spent the last two years producing lic.
The Trades Congress will receive
for the company in the south o£
the cooperation of distributors and

France.
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of
the Stanley Co. of America, who has

been augmenting his Rodin collection
of statuary for display at the Sesqui-

Exposition

Centennial

in

Philadel-

phia.

Pickford,

who

PJiMMIE FINLAYSON
- Tyler Brooke
ANo Vivien

This

Claim 'World's

Finest'

if

present plans develop.

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumisht
for all

at yoi

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

A

All Colors

.

,

Pathecomedies

An

—

.

Oaklano

Exchange.

(.Continued from Page 1)
auspicious program is being
Constance Talmadge who returns presented the opening week, which
to New York with Alister Macin- got under way Monday. "You Never
In the films, Warner Pictures "A" and tosh, her husband from a honeymoon Know Women" is the feature, with
Warner Pictures continued to dominate. spent on the Continent.
two stage presentations offered, one
While most other issues were closed with
featuring four opera stars, the other
To Build $1,000,000 Studio
losses as high as 1^ points, the first Warner
more than a score of jazz and musical
Los Angeles Ground will be bro- comedy favorites. Thousands of thestock finished with an advance oi 2% points
Kunsky
various
over its previous day's close, and the latter ken Oct. 1 for a new studio to cost ater
for
tickets
$1,000,000, sponsored by Donald Par- houses were dropped by aviators.
with a gain of 1%.
ker Prod.
Plans are in preparation,
feature of the new theater is
according to President Donald Par- what is declared to be the only fiveker.
ever
Quotations
organ
double-manual
touch
The site covers 22 acres near the made.
High Low Close Sales
Hollywood Country Club and is
Evening prices are 65 cents top with
700
Am. Scat. Vtc.
33^^
iiVi
33'A
200 bounded by Fulton Ave., Moor Park the scale at 50 cents up to 6 P. M.
Am. Seat. Pld. .. 37}4 31 Vt 37/2
•Balaban & Katz
liVi
Ave. and Ethel St.
and a morning price (up to 1 P. M.)
*Bal. & Katz \tc.
74J4
of 35 cents.
117
ii5-y« 115^i
Eastman Kodak
s66
Rosher, Murnau's Cameraman
117
ii4.y« 115
12,400
Famous Players
Fam, Play. Pfd.
120
120
120
100
Charles Rosher,
Los Angeles
Breaks Single-Day Record
•Film Inspect. ..
5?4
veteran Pickford-Fairbanks camera"Battling Butler" will be held for
•First Nafl Pfd.
1035^8
69-4
Fox Film "A"
69 54
700 man, is to be brought from Europe to a second week at the Capitol.
It
69 H
Fox Theaters "A" 22 '/A 22-4 22!^
100 film "The Song of Two Humans,"
smashed the house's record for a

ber

is

FREE

been

has

Pav?

exhibitors, a general rally of distributors and exhibitors having been called here for Sept. 2.
Ontario was the first Government
to apply the tax on amusements in
1916 when it was regarded as a war

with Douglas impost.
on her annual
European jaunt. The famous couple
may visit the Orient late in Septem-

Mary

Fairbanks

Financial

25, 192(

«

Mary
he
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1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

Blvd.

,

.

—

.
.

•

•

t

•

.

•Intern'l

Project.

Locw's, Inc
*Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathc Exch. "A"

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common
Skouras Bros. '.
"Stati. Co. of Am.

Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
"Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.

11^^

'im

41 '4

4m
23-4

2,i66

17'/.

17'4
54
97-4
23-4

17-4
54
97-4

200
300

55
97'A
25

4

5

53

.

53

53

86-4

8744

8

8

.

,

Pictures .
''A"

I'lct.

31

38^

35^

•

Last Prices Quoted

t

Bond Market

600

95'4
30/,
45/2
32 >|
7,000
37
30,200

,

34

tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market

When you

think of

INSURANCE
yo7i

S

are thinking of

T E B B

N

I

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

•

.

•

.

>

.

.

.

F.

W. Murnau

will

produce for

Fox.

Arriving

single day's receipts last Sunday.

In

"'Young April" First for "Hipp"
Publix-Keith in Atlanta Venture
"Young April" will be the picture
Atlanta Work is progressing rap- on the opening program at the Hippoidly on the Georgia, Peachtree St.,
drome Monday.
house, being erected by Publix and
the Keith-Albce interests. The house Ami>The finishing touch of refinement on
is to open around Sept. 15.
I
elaborate production is the

—

an

DENMARK

!

handcoloring by

Publix Remodeling Three
Chickasha, Tex. Publix is remodeling its three houses here.
Work
already is under way at the Rialto
and Kozy, Manager Clayton Tunstill announces.

—

The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
Telephone
528 Riverside Drive
New York
Morningside 1776

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
Mr. Producer:
If

you have the

Sept. 16th

A:^xrc/\.

S

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur

.

7,370

8

.

Warner
Warner

.

.

sm
.

100
t

which

mm

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

FILM

,£SBORAT0RiE£,
distribution contract,

supply the funds for production.

Let's talk

we can
it

over.

Co., Inc.

1

INCORPORATED

220 WEST

42^-°

*

STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

Buddy
Roosevelt

OUDDY ROOSEVELT in a SERIES OF SIX

light-

^^

ning action Westerns! That's another part of our
Hne-up of unbeatable Westerns for the coming season.
Another reason why you can depend on Associated to
deliver the finest group of action pictures obtainable in
the industry.

BUDDY

ROOSEVELT'S first picture
"THE DANGEROUS DUB,"

season,

ready in our exchanges,
announcement No. 6
rHIS
regarding the Associated
is

Exhibitors' product Jor 1926-27.

No.
six

1 announced BUI Cody in
Westerns; No. 2, Sandow,

the dog, in six action features;
Confessions Series of
3,

No.

four; No.

4,

Buffalo Bill,

Westerns; No. 5,
Wales in six Westerns.
six

Jr., in

Wally

is

a fair sample of

of the

new

which is alwhat you can

expect of future releases. Excepting that Action Pictures, Inc. and Lester F. Scott, Jr., have pledged themselves to put even more production value, more GLASS,
into succeeding pictures.
that have EVERYTHING you'll find
FOR Westerns
time matching this Buddy

a hard

From

Roosevelt series.

the script to the laboratory they're built for the
box-office built with only the idea in view of pulling
patrons to your theatre. Every one of the six is as safe
as a

first

—

mortgage bond.

Associated
Lewis

Book them

all

—NOW!

Exhibitors,

J, Selznick,

President

Inc.

The Eyes of the
World Are On
Warner Bros!
1926-27

starts

WARNER

with a bang!

BROS, and The Vitaphone

Corp. present

VITAPHONE
The entire theatre world taken by storm
A new and brighter future for motion pictures!

A WARNER

BROS,

achievement!

Presented in conjunction with

JOHN BARRYMORE
No

New

wonder

York

is

in

DON JUAN

wild!

Picture greatness unprecedented in film history!

With more coming such as
SYD CHAPLIN as "OF Bill"

in

"The

Better 'ole'\

and another great Barrymore!

The

future holds big things for you

WARNER
Right

26

now

BROS,

extended run productions.

another great achievement

WARNER WINNERS for

1926-27

Every picture ^'individually specialized"

Making them

specials in quality

and power!

No

wonder

26

WARNER WINNERS

is

the exhibitor

who books

happy!

THE COMPANY WITH THE
RECORD OF ACHIEVEMENT IS
He knows

that

WARNER
And

that

BROS.

WARNER

BROS.

Will make his theatre
bigger and greater success!

A

Success demands
that

you book

26

WARNER

My

'"""

Off-

.

,

WINNERS

NOW!
A

,,f
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^at/nee;
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Valentino.
His passing
ing of a beacon light.

Valentino Mass Set

*

from Page 1)
country,
Ullniaii
route
tliis
to
Burial plans are consai<i yesterday.
Ullnian
tinj>rcnt
upon his decision.
will make every effort to induce him
to take the body to Hollywood for
interment.
(Coiitiuiicd

More Tributes
from Page

(.Continued

from n present personality to a character in
history
for in the screen's history he will
always live as one of the greatest artists.

—

*

NOAH RKERY:
was

a

My

Rudy

sympathy.

man among men and

his loss

be

will

a great loss to our profession.

*

*

that

LON CHANEY:
has

*

«

know when

affected

Valentino

of

death of
the greatest
the history

MARION DA VIES:
niaidy

artist,

a

young man

Valentino was a
staunch friend, a fine,
and a good loyal Ameri-

ican.

*
is

The death

SAMUEL GOT.nWYN:

The 'death

of

The
a great tragedy.
loss is not only felt here in Los Angeles.
the scene of Mr. Valentino's triumphs, but
will be felt throughout the world wherever
he was known.
*

*

WAl/PER HAYS, Mark

Strand interests,
industry has
its most upstanding characters.
*
*
*

The motion

l!uffalo
lost one
:

of

DUSTER

it

Death surely chose
robbed the world of

*

*

*

TOHX

picture

KEA'llON:

mark when

shining
\alcntino.
a

KUNSKY

H.

and

GEORGE W.

TR^:NDLE.

Valentino's
Detroit:
great shock to us and all Detroit
theater patrons.
Deepest sympathy.

*

JESSE

«

LASKV.

L.

4i

His death

is

an un

*

*

for

loss.

JULES

E.

*

*

*

MASTBAUM:

of America
death of Valentino
C'o.

:

The Stanley
Deepest .sympathy.
The

stars.—

and his death
throughout the world.
*
*

Abe Lehr.

*

SCHULBERG:

NORMA SHEARER:

Rudolph Valenmore than the passing

tino's passing means
of a great artist.

*

*

MILTON

SILLS: Words
my sorrow at the

express
dolph Valentino.
*
to

*

BLANCHE SWEET:
yalentino, the
always.

and

MAYER:

«

Rudolph

Valen

*

4>

COLLEEN MOORE:
how deeply

will

loyal,

fight,

Poor boy, he
and we hoped that he

*

*

his

*

MAE MURRAY:

I

do

I

am

no

arilected

know
by the

*

*

Valentino's greatest
sincerity underlying an

was a deep
enormous strength of character.
*

*

«

MARSHALL NEILAN:
man

in

film

history

<• *

Horsemen"

Four

As one who played with

:

two

Power,' his loss to

successes,

''The

is

Conquering
a very keen one

personally.

*

*

*

THALBERG:

IRVING

G.
With the
passing of Valentino has gone a great artist and one of nature's finest noblemen.

ERIC

man

younger

-j-jjp

proved
lie

once

won

*

"No

matinee

became so

thousandth part
Herald-Tribune.

*
idol
of
swiftly

of

*
the spoken stage
famous or had the

such

an

audience."

VON STROHEIM:

I

mourn

his

passing,

not only as a true and talented
genius but as a staunch and loyal friend as
well.

"Never has the world seen such an extraordinary career, one which would be paralleled in no other age or clime."
Morning Tele-

With

of

Press

the exception of the Evcninp;

name

in

*

of

He

*

homes

is

where

from these

editorials follow:

"Rudolph

Valentino, a fine artist and a
gallant gentleman.
In losing him, the motion
picture industry lost one of its most brilpersonalities.
Those who knew him
a sincere friend." Evening Journal.
*
*
"The death bed of no monarch, no statesman, military hero has .so profoundly moved
liant
lost

—

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Probably no
was more beloved than

Chas. G. WiMoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd
Phone

St.,

P*nii*.

New York
<SM

a

writer of books could never hope to

— Times.

*

mere

enter."

*

*

"Rudolph Valentino owed

world-wide
whicl
reached its tremendous power almost at a
bound within his ailult years, few as these
were." World.

fame

to

new meditmr

a

of

his

publicity

—

3

"Chicago Tribune" Comment
Chicago "The Chicago Tribune,'
which attacked Rudolph Valentino ai
an "'efifeminate pink-powder man,'

—

^U'illions

not Valen-

the heroes that he played, and
if
none of these presented the highest sort
of man. they were all romantic answers to
some dream, cherished sheepishly or unashamed by most of us."
tino,

but

all

Parisian Papers Eulogize
.Associated Press reported:

in
It

)(

newspaper today
"Nearly
every
Paris
prints prominently despatches chronicling the
deatli of Rudolph Valentino and also obituMany of the papers
ary notices of him.
pay tribute to his work and his faculty of
iiringing
the flavor of romance into the
lives of the people."

"Son of Sheik" for Loew Houses
"The Son of the Sheik" will start

a

tour of the Loew circuit Aug. 30, with
full-week runs at Loew's State and
Metropolitan.

returns from abroad in September.

"Unquestionably the movies gave Valena breadth of audience that no one
the spoken drama can hope to have. * * *

will soon be forgot.
But its brief glamour may well be justified by the dreams of
adventure which it brought into thousands
of unroniantic lives."
Post.
*
*
*

"So

the

grief

of

his

admirers,

now

that

It's

No

statement on the Cleveland deal

was forthcoming at the Loew offices,
where it was pointed out that Loew's
Ohio Theaters is an individual company operated with headquarters at
Cleveland, practically independent of
New York organization.

the

Nationally Advertised!

Pauline Frederick
Marion Nixon and George Lewis

"DEVIL'S ISLAND"
A Drama

H

The

*

tino

j

*

*

—

graph.

J

householc

a

(Continued from Page 1)
given out at the Loew's Ohio offices
until Fred Desberg, general manager,

—

Comments

people.
millions

of

Big Cleveland Deal

"The

and

me

was an

by the liumblcst boy and girl in this land
of opportunity.
He provided joy to countless thousands by his art as an actor.
He dramatized and vitalized the old, old
story of life and love."
Graphic.

ever

*

first

It

—

ESTELLE TAYLOR:

in

people.

—

sad news.

quality

of

*

*

the

again the tradition that success can

The memory

lovable

fine,

of

iriass

amazing tribute to Rudolph Valentino and
to his art. * *
Nothing has more impressively disclosed the marvejous hold the screen
has on the popular imagination; nothing so
conclusively demonstrated the part it plays
in the lives of a'verage men and women. * * *
So much has the moving picture come to
mean in the civilization of the age." Evening World.

death of Ru-

live

*

great

are inadequate

*

titudes

said editorially:
"Valentino was to the
the

B. P.
No greater tragedy
has clouded the film colony than the passing
of Valentino.

If

Ho

to say

the

Valentino was a great
will
be greatly felt

idol,

*

ald

*

*

ALMA RUBENS:

*

*

tino's service to humanity was as great as
that of any rabbi, priest or clergyman.
g;r\e hapi)iness to thousands of suffering souls
and brought cheer to sad hearts that had
lilile else in the world.

how

HARRY REICHENBACH.

*

"Yet the immense interest shown in tht
outcome of Valentino's illness is a striking
sign of what moving pictures have done
to create a new mental attitude in vast mul

removes from the screen

*
B.

Goldwyn, Roland West, RonColman, Vilma
Banky,
Henry King, George FitzmaurFranklin,
Fred
ice,
Sidney
Niblo, Mme. Fred de Grasac,

his form.
he's re-

Chopin is scoring with heavenly bars
This coming at last to his lair midst

a splendid personality.

LOUIS

life

— Sun.

Telegram every metropolitan daily in
movie New York commented editorially on
Rudolph Valentino's death. Excerpts

LLf)VI):
Accept my heartfelt
you and the industry's great

1-1<A\K
sympathy

a greater

kind.

W. Considine, Jr.,
John
Charles Chaplin, John Barrymore, Buster Keaton, Samuel

of the pleasures

when

measure have always been admired by man-

follows

death

reparable loss to screendom.

*

of

was woven by

on, is a sorrow that pay!
power of grace, vouth am
The career of Rudolph Valen

tino illustrated the fact that the world i;
not emancipated from its allegiance to thi
gentler emotion.
The qualities the populai
motion picture actor possessed in such ful

departed co-worker would be proud."

born.

Valentino

is

*

who know

ALICE TERRY

*

*

Rudolph Valentino

for

of Valen-

a terrific loss to the screen.

*

of

myths

the

all

that

•

1926

25,

wired

reassure you of our loyalty by pledging ourselves to always cherish Rudolph Valentino's memory and to
further strive for ideals of which our

would recover.

JOHN GILBERT:
tino

shroud

a

in

thought,
Of the legions
he brought.

made a good

*

*

live

to

*

JOHN \V. CONSIDTNE, JR.: Terribly
sliocked with sudden news of Rudy's death
and sympathize with you for what you have
gone through.
:»
*
*
wonderful

them

caused

of

wish you to know how keenly
we feel the loss of our friend and
United Artists associate and to express our deepest sympathy to you
May we not at this time
personally.

he

on the fann and the maid

*

*

word

a

tlie

•

"We

the novel.

The

one

is

tragedies that have occurred in
of the motion picture industry.

*

a
Val-

as

*

THARLTE CHAPLIN:
Rudolph

me

call

from old Araby brings to hand
romance and mystery of warm desert

sand.
the maid
the hovel

He

ne'er

for

*

don't

I

so

silence

in

To

*

Valentino' death
the biggest loss the screen has ever had.
*
*
*

piece of news
entino's death.

writers

en-folk,

CT.ARENrE BROWN:
is

something the

Quickening the pulse of long deadened womInspiring
spoke.
A breath

passed
to

beauty.

United Artists in Hollywood
Joseph M. Schenck as

and

beneath

continents

The producing members

love.

Hath died

("ARLYLE IJLACKWELL: Tlcase con
vey to relatives and friends of Valentino my
deepest and heartfelt sympathy.
*

Co- Workers Grieve

*

*

the

has

tribute

Lover to millions who touched not

*

*

.\wakcning

Wrapped

*

*

all

The

1)

he

like the extingish-

is

Up froiir nowhere like a vapor he came
A sparkling young ember to burst into flame
.\nd sweep
above,

Wednesday, August

of

the

Strangest

Marriage Market in the

World

\

!

1

w^ujr

A^ednesday, August 25, 1926

And Thafs That
;

By PHIL. M.

DALY

,

PHERE

Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
They have made
put them over.
money for others. They will muke
money for you. This daily list of

was no libel intended in
yesterday's headline which stated
Melford
Starts
George
'Going "Exploit-O-Grains" is intended as
"
brooked.'
a ready reference for the busy showman. File them away. Here is an
'Nothing like it in the whole "at-your-elbow" service of publicity
vorld," was the comment of Paul ideas when you run these pictures.
osse, musical director at Gaumont Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams,"
Paris, after visiting the and help the other fellows who are
^alace,
iJastman theater at Rochester.
helping you.
I-

ANOTHER COLUMBIA HIT

BETTY COMPSON
THE Bet
IN

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)
An unusual street ballyhoo was
or the poor girl.
used to good advantage. This was in
the form of a large fig leaf costume
Mackaill
and
MnlDorothy
Jack
worn by a young lady. All during
lall have been doing "love-on-a-park
the engagement she was stationed in
>ench" bits so long that Jack is front of the lobby. The marquee of
letting afraid to go through a park
the theater and lobby were decorated
or fear habit and a policeman may with many cut-outs which were made
let the better of him.
by stripping the lithos. On the open-

"Blonde Saint" shooting start^,
What a fate
ays a publicity item.

•

Lucille Hutton, "Toy" Gallagher,
Educational comedy
\.nna
Styers,

have taken up
do you suppose?

)eauties
'fore,"

golf.

ing day special program readers were
sent to the regular mailing list, of
more than 2,000 names. New Balti-

—

What more.

"Outside the

Law"

"Big Boy," featured player in Ed(Universal)
icational's kid comedies now is a
Took advantage of a local race
Har in his,own right. The two year meet by preparing a racing throw>lder is co' fling right along.
away. It read: "Pantages Theater.
Commencing Monday, and all week
If
you want presentation ideas First Race: Steeple Chase Handicap
'Outside the Law.'
ion't go to Europe is the advice of Your best bet
Film
/ictor Wagner, orchestra director at Owners, Canadian Universal.
he Eastman, Rochester, who sought stables trainer, Carl Laemmle. JockGroom, Priscilla
ey, Lon Chaney.
if me new slants on musical co-ordinJudges, Mr. and Mrs. Vanjfiion, only to find the continent 20 Dean.
couver.
Time, Noon till midnight.
o'^ars behind times.
Daily track conditions, fast and furi{r
Cigars are quite plentiful these ous. Lay your bankroll on 'Outside
lays at the Mack Semiett studio. the Law.' You can't lose!" I.t helpRaymond McKee and Alf Goulding ed build big business. Kenneth Tallire the proud papas. Mary Ann madge, Pantages, Vancouver.
Jackson is pretty peeved about the
"Sally, Irene and Mary"
lew competition for the favor of her
(M.-G.-M.)
zo-player and director.
Ballyhoo with three girls on the
street the Friday and Saturday before
Obligated
The girls wore white
the opening.
sweaters, and carried the names Sally,
(.Continued from Page 1)
luth, who sought to restrain playing Irene and Mary on white ribbons
They attracted
of the pictures by opposition houses across their chests.

—

—

Read This and Be Convinced
THE FILM MERCURY
Los Angeles, Calif.

Not

A perambulator
lot of attention.
with 24-sheet cut-outs on both sides

Duluth.
Clinton alleged he contracted for
three Gilbert pictures, "Bardelys, the
Magnificent," "Flesh and the Devil,"
Subseand one picture unnamed.
quently, he declared, the company

a

sold "The Big Parade" and "La Boheme," which he characterized as Gi'

ered the residential district in the late
-fternoon and evening. Charles H.

in

competitive
bert
productions,
to
houses in Duluth, operated by Northwest Theaters (F. & R.).

The company contended

that the
picture on the contract
was not necessarily the third picture
in which Gilbert appeared, and that
no date c-C- delivery was specified. By
stipulation, the case was heard immediately so as not to interfere with
the showing of the pictures in Duluth
in event of a decision in favor of the
defendant.

remaining

Attend
St.

Louis

—

Sweeton, American, Evansville, Ind.

WiU

Be

In

AUSTRALIA
about

St.

—

Ambassador

Louis Opening
Skouras Bros, open the

and a three-sheet cut-out on the rear
was used on the same two days. This
traveled through the downtown district during the busy hours and cov-

Among

those
Katz, Eugene
Zukor and William Gray.
tonight.

attending will be

August 13th, 1926
a Columbia
production, starring Betty Compson, Directed by
Harry O. Hoyt, Story and Continuity by J. Grubb

"THE BELLE OF BROADWAY,"

Alexander and Jean Peary, Previewed

at

Marquis

Theatre.
Critical Viewpoint
If all motion pictures were as
well and carefully thought out and executed as this
one, there would be little about which to complainFor story value, continuity, direction and all-around
:

team work, "THE BELLE OF BROADWAY" IS
MILES AHEAD OF AT LEAST NINE-TENTHS
OF THE PROGRAM PICTURES OF PARAMOUNT, FIRST NATIONAL, UNIVERSAL
AND FOX. THIS EFFORT DESERVES A

FIRST RUN FAR

GET

MORE THAN MANY THAT

IT.

Box Office Angle
This picture will please, from
the kids in the front row to the old folks in the
rear.
If you're not booked solid, put this film on
your next open date at once.
S. K. B.
:

Sept. 23
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ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

TAemfSmilt

oyFILMDOM
VOL. XXXVII No.

Loew

Thursday, August

48

Building 19

New York
Active

Under

Construction

More

Theaters;

Up

Chain

to

26,

1926

Price 5 Cents

Film Boards of Trade Are Legal,

Department of

60 Soon

Program

Finds Arbitration System Work-

Way — Remodeling

Some Houses Considerably

Justice Asserts

Notables Return from European Jaunts

able and Fair

important group of motion picture celebrities arrived in New
York on the Majestic yesterday. They were met down the bay
FILM DAILY. The rapid interchange
by a representative of
of conversation brought to light the following:
Nathan Burkan said: "Agitation against America in foreign
countries is serious. America will have to set aside funds to make
pictures abroad and then release them here."
Douglas Fairbanks: "The finest pictures I have seen in my life
were made in Russia. They are far in advance of the rest of the

An

— Investigation

Months Ends

of 18

THE

building
are
theaters
Nineteen
and a number of existing houses are
being remodeled as part of the new
development of the Loew circuit.
Houses under construction include projects in Akron, Canton, Columbus, Dallas, Houston, Kansas
City, Pittsburgh, Richmond and San

A big theater is likewise
Antonio.
The three
under way in London.
Whitehurst houses in Baltimore are
In Greater New
being remodeled.
York and environs, construction includes theaters on Canal St., 86th
St., Brooklyn, 2nd Ave. on the East
Side,

and

Rochelle,

Fordham, Hillside, New
Yonkers and Woodside.

When

present plans are realized
there will be 60 Loew theaters in
New acquisitions,
the greater city.
the Premiere in East

New

York, will

World."
" 'The Darling of the Gods' goes into production
Morris Gest
in March.
David Belasco will lend his advice."
Rex Ingram: "I shall take a long rest before making any more
:

pictures."

Jules Mastbaum: "We (the Stanley Co.) are not interested in
want to develop our home territory."
a nation-wide chain.
Mary Pickford (through Douglas Fairbanks): "Plans for my
next picture are not completed. We don't know what we will

We

make."
Constance Talmadge:
First National.

Augments

J.

and V. Theaters With

Ten More

in Chehalis

And

"I have two more
course, I shall continue

pictures to

—that

is,

if

make
I

am

for
still

Full details will

be found on page

Washington

Threatens to Quit "U" Which Claims
Contract J. H. Von Herberg
Reported After Him
Seattle
C. A. Dupont, director of
"Love Me and the World Is Mine"
and "Variety," spent the week end in
conference with J. G. Von Herberg
cruising in Puget Sound on the latThe outter's yacht, "Sea Hawk."

—

—

THE FILM DAILY
decision

con-

of

importance

siderable

down when

the

announced
Trade were

was handed
Department of Jus-

tice

that the

of

legal.

Film Boards

With

the exception of certain practices used in
isolated territories, the system of arbitration under which these boards
function is held to be entirely within the province of the law.
As a matter of fact the text of the
decision actually embraces words of
praise for the plan when, at one moment, it states "that this plan, as
conceived and executed, provides a
fair, just and economical method of
dealing with disputes."
The probe of the Film Boards of

3.

(

Dupont Balks

—A

Trade was begun about 18 months
ago when the M. P. T. O. A. at
Milwaukee was getting under way.
A Department of Justice operative

wanted."

be opened Aug. 30, and the Hillside
The
in the Jamaica section, Sept. 2.
Inwood in the Washington Heights
(Continued on Page 9)

North American Buys

Of

Washington Bureau of

Warner Stock Leads

Continued on Page 10)

Strike

"A" Closes 15 Points HighWarner Pictures Up 10^
Vitaphone Held Responsible
At a time when even the strong in-

Pictures
er and

Looms

T. O. C. C. Offer to Operators Refused All Efforts at Mediation
Fail
Following a meeting between comhaving difficulty in mittees of the T. O. C. C. and the
dustrials
are
holding their own, Warner Pictures operators' union in Nathan Burkan's
"A" yesterday astounded the stock office yesterday, when an eflfort at
market when it closed 15 points high- negotiation was made, Samuel SuchRight be- man of the former organization aner than the previous day.
hind it on the Curb was Warner Pic- nounced that nothing had been accomlures, which finished the day's trad- plished.
(Quotations
ing 105^ points higher.
The theater owners, Suchman said,

—

—

Aberdeen, Wash.
Seattle— North American is extending its holdings in the Northwest.
An interest in five houses at Centralia
and Chehalis, Wash., and five at
Aberdeen, Wash., has been purchased.
come was that Dupont stated he
Associated with North American m
Germany within
for
leave
would
the
of
Moore,
this venture is H. T.
his fingers at his
snapping
weeks,
two
Moore Amusement Co., Tacoma, a American contract with Universal, in full in column 1, page 2.)
had declined to yield to an advance in
HerJensen-Von
the
stockholder in
would
be financially backhe
and
that
rise was accompanied wages, but oflfered to foster the union
This
skyward
his
berg corporation, who retained
(Continued on Page 2)
ed by Von Herberg, for the produc- with equally heavy buying. In War(Continued on Page 9)
tion

a

Paramount After the Cohan?
Paramount is reported negotiating
lease for the George M. Cohan for

"Sorrows of Satan."

of

pictures

in

Germany, undis- ner Pictures "A" there was

a turn-

{Continued on Page 11)

(Contifiued on Page 2)

Insurance $450,000

Signs Frances Marion

$450,000 was
Culver City Frances Marion has
Rudolph Valen- signed a long-term contract with
Of this amount, |250,000 is M.-G.-M. She recently completed
tino.
represented in policies held by Art adaptation and titling of "The Scarlet
Finance Corp., Joseph M. Schenck's Letter." Several companies were refinance company, and $125,000 by M. ported dickering for her services since
Arthur W. Steb- she severed connection with Samuel
P. Capital Corp.
bins had placed all of it.
Goldwyn. Her first work under the
Thousands of people filed past the contract will be an adaptation of
"Wind."
(Continued on Page 11)

Insurance totaling
carried on the life of

Own Road Show Dep 't
have its own
roadshow department ready in
The first three pica month.
tures will probably be "Sorrows
of Satan," "Old Ironsides" and
WUliam A. Well"Wings."
man is directing the latter on

Famous

will

Griffith offices.

aiider physician's care, while tests are
made for typhoid fever.

being

Poli Denies Sale
Woodmont, Conn.
nothing

to

—There

reports

that

is

the

Poli circuit will be sold to Famous Players, Sylvester Z. Poli

personally declares.
acterized the talk as

He

char-

"a false

alarm."

the Coast.

Albert L. Grey will be genTheodore Miteral manager.
Temchell will be associated.
porary quarters are in the

Kane Under Doctor's Care
Robert T. Kane has been placed

Rowland Back From Coast
Richard A. Rowland arrived in
New York yesterday from the Coast

Mae Busch Gets Release
Culver City— Mae Busch will

be
released from her contract with M.where, it is understood, he arranged G.-M. provided she makes three more
She inFirst National's production program pictures for the company.
tends to free lance.
at the Burbank studios.

Meanwhile, there are persistent reports that Keith-Albee

is

negotiating for the purchase of
the chain.
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Strike

Seeks Valuation

Warner Stock Leads
ALLTHE NEWS
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F. C. Bonnet Asks Court for Appraisers to Determine How Much
Consolidated Stock is Worth
Fred C. Bonnet has applied in the
Supreme Court for the appointment
of appraisers to determine the value
of his stock in the Consolidated Filin
Industries, Inc., and for an order directing the corporation to pay him
the value found by these appraisers

1)

over of 78,600 shares and in the other
issue transactions aggregated 20,000
Within the last two weeks,
shares.
tlating from the premiere of the Vitaphone, both Warner stocks have made
Since that time, Picsteady gains.
tures "A" has added 2)iy2 points and
Warner Pictures, 28§^ points.
Speculative interests are going in
iieavily for Warner stock on the as- for his stock.
sumption that the Vitaphone will add
He owns 242 shares of preferred
materially to all future income from and 2,224 shares of common in the
The opinion in the market company and alleges that a meeting
l)ictures.
appears to be that the next dividend was held on May 26 last, at which the
will be higher than ever before.
stockholders voted to amend the charter so as to eliminate the provision
for the retirement of the preferred and
27 Close in Seattle District
such
Theater closings in this the creation of a sinking fund for
Seattle
an increase over retirement. Bonnet says he attended

showed

Of
year with 27 houses dark.
five have been dismantled, with the remainder to reopen
with advent of more favorable weather.
Last year, there were but 15

the meeting

closings reported.

of 29,555

last
this

number,

and opposed

diately to prepare
Sept. 1.

itself

for

a

strike

Brenon and Watkins to Speak
Herbert Brenon, director of "Beau
Geste," and Stanley Watkins, chief
engineer of Vitaphone Corp., will
speak at today's meeting of the A.
M. P. A.

HAL Roachpresents

Should \M^
Husbands^^g

this action

PJiMMIE FlNLAYSON
- Tyler Brooke
Aita Vivien Oakland

preferred and 286,516 com-

stock voting in favor of

1)

under an agreement for the next two
years.
This offer was turned down
by the operators. Suchman declares
that the T. O. C. C. will begin imme-

because he believed it would impair
the value of his preferred stock, but
who
stockholder
he was the only
voted against the action, the owners

mon

1926

Looms

(Continued from Page

—

territory

26,
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Mountain Girl Gets Tryout
Knox Gets Antipodes Post
Helen Mundy, 17 year-old North
Knox, Sydney newspaperFrank
Carolina mountain girl, has been
man, has been appointed advertising
brought to New York by Famous
and publicity chief for United Artists
A generally weak market yesterday did not for a tryout. She was "discovered" in Australia.
prevent Warner Pictures "A" and Warner by Karl" Brown, during filming of
This

Financial

Pictures from making spectacular rises of
15 points and 10-5^ points, respectively.
(Details will be found on page 1 of this issue.)
I'niversal Pictures also was on the right
side with a gain oi i'A at the close.
Motion Picture Capital Corp. declared a
dividend of 37J/2 cents on common payable
Sept. 15 on stock of record Sept. 8, and 50
cents on the preferred payable Oct. 15 to
stockholders of record Oct. 15.
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Midnight Performance at Cameo
special midnight performance o{
"So This Is Paris" will be given Saturday at 11:30 P. M. at the Cameo.
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CAMERA EXCHANGE

7S9 Seventh Ave. h.y.c.
Bryartt 395

A

^

Rayart Sales Heads Busy
Thomas A. Curran, western district manager of Rayart, is on a trip
through the Central West and to the
Milton Simon, eastern manCoast.
ager, is making the rounds of east-

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

i)v

fire in

the booths of the Liberty.

Off for Coast Saturday

White Through With Kane
Randall White no longer is director of publicity for

7tti

i

80

Ave.. N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

ern exchanges.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard.

Vaudeville

represent.

-—i
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Will Reach

ITALY

INCORPORATED

MAIDEN LANE,

'

'l

T

hV\ H »< H ;'m i'V'h"; ^-^l^
mv

N. Y. C.

Telephone

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

Robert T. Kane.

will stake our reputation on our service.

l.'M

your

The, Standard of the Industry
723

^

CAMERAS
AKELEY
Cameramen
WUk or

at

latest

novel by Earl Derr Biggers, has been
purchased by Universal for a Jewel
production for 1927-1928.

Our ability to (a) accurately translate the hazards of your business into the language of Insurance Policies; and (b) to secure such
Policies from Insurance Companies able and willing to promptly pay
the losses they sustain; and (c) to consummate these transfactions at
the lowest possible cost to our clients, explains why we have achieved
the confidence of the large number of theatrical and motion picture

Market

Pathecomedies

Exchange.

78,600

FOa RENT

1

"U" Buys Chmese Parrot"
"The Chinese Parrot," the

Buddy Rogers of Gotham Prod.
leaves for Hollywood on Saturday.
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$500,000

Tacoma Fire Loss Replaced
Hi-Mark Has Racing Series
D. Constanti has reTacoma
Hi-Mark Prod., is distributing on placed the two projectors damaged

....

IS'A

yesterday for a fortnight's jour-

exchanges in Indianapolis,
Chicago, Minneapolis and Detroit.

A

17

Skouras

Smith on Sales Trip
Cresson E. Smith, United Artists
sales manager for the Middle West,

300

—

new

68
22 K
ll'A
23

ttRoxy Cormnon

St.

Publix House in St. Joe
Joseph, Mo. Plans are com-

plete for the
Joe Weill Shows Speed
sponsored by Publix. The house is
Speed in showing the finished print on Edmonton between 7th and 8th

6S'A
22 J4

Project.

moun-

taineers as actors.
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with

of a 600-foot special showing selection
of Miss Greater New York, Manhattan's entrant in the national beauty
contest at Atlantic City, was displayed
Universal exploitation
500 by Joe Weill,
head, when he displayed the pictures
at the Colony at 6 P. M., just six
....
event.
500 hours after photographing the
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Slants on Conditions in Europe

Advances Noted
Has Big Future, Fairbanks
Says Burkan Comes Home

—

With

Warning

ceived in amusement tax yearly and
create perhaps five prizes annually
for the most meritorious English-

Few comments on

the death

Nathan
number of

Rudolph Valentino were
made by the notables aboard
which docked
the
Majestic

interesting slants on the European
market yesterday.
When the Majestic was boarded
down the bay, there were about 50

here yesterday. The import of
the news was too severe for the
majority of the group to comprehend quickly.

a

Douglas Fairbanks
Burkan brought back

of

and
a

newspapermen and photographers

When

the big boat docked,

The

all

primed to land the notables who
were aboard the vessel. They did.
On the boat deck after the interviewing was over there were untold still
photographs and motion pictures taken of Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Constance Talmadge and her
husband. Rex Ingram, Jules Mastbaum and Morris Gest. There was
no rest for them.

Norma

ship's

paper had pub-

news

ment when the Imperial Conference
gets under way in October. He said
three methods had been advancd by
the trade.
One was a compulsory

was received from THE FILM
DAILY which immediately af-

demise sent a radio tq
Douglas Fairbanks.

ter the

that the trip

now depended upon

a

conference to be held probablv today
with Joseph M. Schenck when future productions and releases will bo

Talmadge. Joseph M. and Nicholas
M. Schenck, Hiram Abrams, Harry gone over.
Buckley, Arthur Kelly, Beulah Liv"I have several wild ideas for storingstone and Charles Moskowitz were
ies, but they are just that," he said
on hand to welcome home the group. at one
point.
"Mary has not decided
Joe Plunkett was a late arrival.
whather

Signs Russian
Fairbanks yesterday enthused to a marked degree over the,
potentialities of Russia as a producing
nation.
He said he and Mary Pick-

Douglas

of

visions

a

on the part of the British Govern-

of Valentino's \\h
ness but first word of his death

lished

Mastbaum was asked about

nation-wide group of theaters,
but he replied he was content to
made picture. Burkan told English strengthen his position in his own tereditors the tariff might be increased ritory without going outside of it.
and with the surplus thus received The increased scope of the Acme
encourage home production. Essen- Booking Office was considered by
tially, he made a summary of thq Mastbaum one of the most significant
situation abroad by declaring every of the developments arising out of
nation now wanted its place in the the theater mergers. He said Acme,
on liehalf of Stanley, can now ofier
production sun.
Burkan anticipated a definite move a full season to talent.

Shocked

Russia

next picture will be either."
Fairbanks is anxious to get to the
Coast in time for the fishing season
about to get under way off the
coast of Lower California.

quota which would have assured English production; the second was a
"kontingent" similar to Germany's,
This, too, would have brought more
English pictures to British theaters.
The third was a cultural censorship
by which the English could have
barred any picture below a certain
standard.
This last measure, he
thought, was perhaps the most drastic of all because of the generous and
sweeping power it would have vested in the commission created to pass
judgment.
He found that Italy is making rapid
progress under Mussolini.
Theater
building has taken a marked impetus^
he discovered while there.

"Potemkin" Pre-View Tuesday
preview of "The Armored Cruiser Potemkin" will be held at WurBuilding Six
litzer Hall Tuesday at 2:30 o'clock by
are building six big theaters
"We
the Films Arts Guild and the SovThree are located in
at the moment.
kino.
Admission will be confined to Philadelphia; one is in Baltimore; a
the press and a selected list of writ- fifth is in Atlantic City and the sixth

Ingram

Rest

to

Rex Ingram, another passenger on
the Majestic, is making his first visit
two years. He will remain in New
York for some time following a few

in

in New Haven.
meet Alice Terry, his

days

York.

He

After clearing
matters, he will rest.

expects to

wife,

up

in

New

business

11 in Cast Secured
While he refused to divulge any
names, Morris Gest told
FILM
DAILY yesterday that he had signed 11 members of the cast which will
appear in "The Darling of the Gods,"
his first picture for United Artists.
It is his idea to make the cast an
international one, and it was with

THE

this idea in

mind

that he selected only

A

one player from each foreign country.
Gest declared David Belasco will
collaborate on the production which
goes into work next March.
More definite plans will be discussed at a meeting today with Joseph
ers.
The latter project M. Schenck. Gest would not commit
is in Pittsburgh.
Fairbanks said.
cost over $500,000.
The others will himself in connection with the duties
Vladmimir NemiroHe was particularly emphatic in
each cost |;l, 500,000 or more," said in America of
vitch Danchenko, co-founder of the
his praise of "Potemkin," the propaJules E. Mastbaum president of the
Moscow Art Theater who holds a
Discussing the American film in- Stanley Co. of America yesterday.
ganda film dealing with the Russian
contract with United Artists.
"Russia makes dustry and its relations with foreign
Revolution of 1905.
Mastbauni's trip abroad was prin- year's
countries, Nathan Burkan said yes- cipally to add to his collection of
the best pictures I ever saw," he said
"Producers there combine the clever- terday:
He is building a
Rodin statuary.
"We have a big problem facing us museum in Philadelphia to house his
ness of the Germans with the spirit
of the Americans and it makes a abroad. The agitation against Amer- collection which is considered one of
ican pictures which is so pronounced the finest of its kind in America and,
splendid combination," he added.
Productions Inc
He secured 40
In his opinion, the Russians have in Europe does not start with gov- perhaps, the world.
^.'
Jt<r? present^)
mastered what he termed the science ernments or with people but with pieces on this trip, bringing the total
local
producers
who
out
in
their
lose
"Potemkin" illustrates
up to 245.
of motion.
He said he expected the co-ordinwhat he has in mind, Fairbanks said. race with American films and so
The director of the picture, Eisen-t move until their government takes ation of the Mark Strand, Fabian
and Rowland and Clark properties
stein, has been signed by United Ar- notice of the situation.
"The foreign market is too impor- with the parent company will be comtists to direct one picture in AmeriA release, only temporary, has tant to be neglected. America must pleted by October. There are now
ca.
been secured from the Soviet and take cognizance of conditions abroad 228 theaters in the Stanlev chain.
In my
after he makes one picture for thu and prepare to meet them.
Government, he will come to Amer- mind, the answer will come when the
Fairbanks said no plans for him industry here resolves to definitely
ica.
stimulate production in forci.gn counhad been made.
Discussing conditions within Rus- tries and when important American
companies decide to set aside a cersia, Fairbanks declared the Government, which has full control of the tain percentage of their revenue with
Not only
industry, distributes motion pictures which to produce abroad.
In
thosci
distribute
but
abroad,
produce
lorries
motor
via
to remote districts
The programs are, pictures in America.
in many cases.
"United Artists' record shows that
of course, composed of only those
one forfilms which the authorities feel the the company has distributed
eign picture to every six American
public should see.
Speaking for both Mary Pickford Others should dct in accord."
Burkan said that at a press lunchand himself, Fairbanks said that they
he suggested that,
will be in New York for three days eon in England
British produc-.
stimulate
to
in
order
Hollywood.
and will then return to
should set
In regard to their tour of the Orient, tion, the Goverment there
re£6,000,000
the
of
portion
aside
a
but
booked
been
had
he said passage
ford had been invited to visit Moscow
at the request of the Soviet to discuss
methods of resuscitating the industry
More theaters, inin that country.
creased production and improved studios all figure in the comprehensive
program planned by the Government,

Burkan Warns

\^J
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BIRTHDAY^
GROUP

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of Amarica,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

There's

more than one

reason why the finest
theatres in the land are

buying

HERE ARE

r>

49

WHAT

GOOD

REAS

PRICE GLORi;

7th

HEAVEN

ONE INCREASING PURK
3

BAD MEN

THE MUSIC MASTER
ZAT SO?
FIG LEAVES
IS

THE AUCTIONEER
THE RETURN OF PETER C
THE LILY
THE COUNTRY BEYOf
CRADLE SNATCHEI
THE MONKEY TALK
"MARRIAGE LICENSE
MOTHER MACHREE
GABY
THE FAMILY UPSTAII
THE BLUE EAGLE
BERTHA, THE SEWING MACHl
THE HOLY TERROR

ANKLES PREFERRED

WOMANPOWER
THE SECOND YEAF
WINGS OF THE STOR
UPSTREAM
THE CITY
WHISPERING WIRES
MARRIED ALIVE
HIDDEN CHARMS
THE CONGRESSIONAL Ml
GOING CROOKED
THE MIDNIGHT KIS

MY

WIFE'S HONOR
and two others

7

7

TOM MIX

PICTURE

BUCK JONES

PICTUI

!

BOOKINGS
louder than

sptak

BOASTS

I

MARK-STRAND
THEATRE COMPANY
FOX PRODUCT

has bought the

100%

for their theatres in

Worcester, Mass. — Everett, Mass.
Lynn, Mass. — Quincy, Mass.
and,

J.

still

LOURIE CIRCUIT
for their theatres in

Roxbury,

MIDWEST ENTERPRISE
for their

Orpheum and Liberty Theatres
Oklahoma City, OKLA.

SAXE AMUSEMENT

Norfolk Downs, Roslindale, and
in

come

in

Dorchester, Jamaica Plains,

3 theatres

they

MASS.

for their theatres in
Janesville, Beloit,

DENT THEATRES,
their

for

15

theatres

cities in

TEXAS

for the

Aladdin Theatre

Denver,

^f^

The Big
William Fox

5"^

Presentation

Eckel Theatre

UNITED AMUSE. CORP.
for their

7 theatres in

Montreal.

QUE.

Surprise Picture of the

iummer Bachelors

0'

with

MADGE BELLAMY

in

Syracuse, N. Y.

in

COLORADO

-^

NATE ROBBINS
for the

HUFFMAN

H. E.

Neenah,

WISC.

Nemasha,
inc.

in

CO.

An ALLAN

Year

HI

';Si:::

DWAN

production

THE

e&ai
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humor

the

It is also shol^ri'!
rather grim.
with gentle humanitarian virtues.
is

through
*

* *

TELEGRAM— *

* * Aubrey Piper, thatjf""
boastful, superlavish bluff, who was so de- t"
licious in the stage part acted on Broadway
by Louis Bartels, has lost woefully in trau<
bJ
lation to the screen. * *
* * *
comedy of character! tf
zation, done with sharpness and feeling, has jjd
been evolved brightly out of George Kelly's
"The Show-OflF" by that tall young direc-

^

',

SERVICE

M.-G.-M.
Capitol

AMERICAN—*

* * Tlie

you
as your phone

absurd

tale of a

was worth waiting for.
It is funny enough to, well, to make Buster
Keaton laugh. And yet it didn't. * * *

pug and

a pretender

DAILY MIRROR—*

—'as close to

WORLD —

"Battling Butler"

*

*

Butfew

"Battling

ntonotonous
comedy, guaranteed

depitc

ler,"

first

its

to k. o.
fine
is
the worst attack of heat or blues. * * *
pretty
You're
t * *
much of a-n icicle yourself if you don't get
at least a dozen chuckles out of that frozen
reels,

NEWS—

DAILY

*

faced Keaton chap's latest. *
*

*

In this
corner, Ladies and Gentle-mum, Buster Keaton as "Battling Butler."
In all the other corners, the audience at
howling at Buster's
the
Capitol Theater,
*

*

*

*

If It's

Advertising

the halcyon days
the adamant Busclever a slapstick
so
ter
comedy as "Battling Butler," * * * "Go
West" and "Seven Days," the non-smiling
comedian's previous films, cannot be compared with it. and, indeed, there is no reason why they should be, for "Battling Butler" is far beyond them in cleverness, wit
•
and good robust fun. *
* *
of
It is the kind
*
Not since
"The Navigator" has

of

*

*

Keaton appeared

If It's

Exploitation

If It's

Statistics

If It's

Art Work

CALL

in

TELEGRAM—*

heartily.

who

screen.

*

*

which audiences should enjoy up and
the length and breadth of this motionpicture-comedy educated land; it has a definite plot and a cast of characters that in*
terprets it smoothly. * *
TIMES * * * There are moWrents that
are merely interesting, others that are amus•
ing and nianv that are hilarious.
* * »
Buster Keaton meekly
an
"Battling
Butler,"
through
slippers
amusing film, serving accurately its purpose.

the

*

Out-of-Town
"Say

Again"

It

— Paramount

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
RECORD—* * *A fast comedy feature
*

*

*

from beginning to end.

clicks

"Senor Daredevil"— First Nat'l.
Criterion, Los Angeles

EXPRESS— *
which

*

*

worthy

*

of the
* * * to

Criterion

the

filled

opening.

crowds
see

1

*

*

*

rides

just

right

into

your hearts with a dash and daredevilishness
* * * quite new to movie heroes of the
wide open faces and spaces.

TIMES

—

* * * a hard^ridin', straightshootin',
wild-race-to-the-finish
production
with a great panorama of natural scenery
that will make you believe that the outdoor
drama is about to take a new lease on life
*
again.

—

"Silken Shackles" Warners
St. Louis, St. Louis
GLOBE-DEMOCRAT—* * * The direction is a good piece of work * * * Miss Rich
acting fiapperish in a matronly role and Gor.
don behaving woodenly in absurd situations.

PlOST-DISPATCH— *
melodramas

beaten

for

* *
* * It
picture. * *

excellent.

DAILY

MIRROR—*

*

The

*

version of George Kelly's "Show
the humor of the play. * * *

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

lacks

*

*

Sterling

gets over the role with his pantomine, and
the situations, adapted from the stage play
of the same name, are amusing.
He bluffs
his way through every emergency that arises.
*

»

•

EVENING

In
"The
Show Off," Malcolm St. Clair adventures
again into a field too little explored by movie
makers.
In a keen but gentle satire he
presents a group of charnctcr sketches from
the life in a simple and obvious story.
The
free from
* * *
CRAI'IIir— » * *

picture

is

*

spectacles

and

million-

dollar sets.

There are no novel
touches nor innovations in it. The succession
of
semi-close-ups of individual
players is
monotonous.
Seldom do more tlian two
characters appear in a scene, more often
only one. * *

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

The

result
is
rather surprisingly happy, however, for
the picture at the Rivoli this week is a
bright and generallj? diverting screen play
that should cause no discomfort to admirers
of the stage Aubrey Piper. * * *
* * *
reminds one of a James
Cruze feature. It is shot through with kind-

SUN —

ly,

satiric

humor, although

in

all

the

thrills

fire

and

one

instance

*

*

Although the opportuniof the Sheik" do not

compare with those

of the previous vehicle,
Valentino does magnificently with the material
*
hand.

RECORD-— *

inal
«

* certainly rivals the origthrilling action and
ah, we
suggest that it excels in love.

in swift

to

*

*

—

and

TIMES—*

* • I found the story rather
tediously reminiscent. • * * there was a peculiar insistence on the resurrecting of the
ronrantic situations of the original "Sheik."

"So This Is Paris"— Warners
Forum, Los Angeles

EXAMINER— *

*

the supreme director

*

has gone further into the realm
of farcial frivolity and sophisticated life than
ever before and skimmed off the froth more

(Lubitsch)

*

*

HERALD — * * *
and subtle to a high
RECORD—* * *
delightfully.

WORLD—*

has

can hardly be called a

by "Son

offered

pause

play fashion and liked it.
in
you're going to be disappointed in the movie.
However, if your first taste of this tale of a
who pretended to be very great,
little man
indeed, is had from the film- production, well,
who knows, you might enjoy it immensely.
*
They seemed to love it yesterday

JOURNAL—*

*

*

HERALD — *

movie

OflE"

you saw "The

If

*

perfect

of the Sheik"— United Artists
Million Dollar, Los Angeles

ties

*

bright and entertaining,
degree. * * *
sparkling with
frothy
humor, with every sequence highly divert*
ing,
another success to be chalked
up to Lubitsch's credit. * • *
* * * perhaps technically somewhat less perfect than the others that he
has contrived, it is a' film so light, gay and
quite incidentally piquant that it will without

TIMES —

doubt be relished.

"A

•

*

Trip to Chinatown"— Fox
Rialto,

HERALD — *

quota of laughs.

POST —

Washington

*
*

*

*

provides

a

generous

•

* * * manages to arouse a large
of laughs during the course of the
entertainment. * • *
STAR * * * very amusing and the fast
tnoving action keeps the interest excited until
the end. * * *

number

—

t

its

*

RECORD—

at

*

*

!

iW-....>««««»«»""""iiniiijm

for

on

"Son

Rivoli
AMERICAN—* * * Mai St. Clair and a
competent cast can make a trifling plot into
With a worth-while play to
a witty picture.
work on they've turned out a film quite as

EV'ENING

IlllUlf"" "---,

fare

* * The picture is not as swift
as
play and the characters are
not as well drawn the vividness and realism
is missing.
However, it is superior to the f
average film. * *

"The Show-Off"
Paramount

CIRCLE 4736
CIRCLE 4737
CIRCLE 4738
CIRCLE 4739

film

humor

the

TIMES—*

Publication of Progress^'

good

is

clean

POST—

moving

.good

Show-Off"

LMLJXI

It

wants

pure realism.

"A

a

—

We

laughed

anyone

down

WORLD —

Film Dsuly

as

silliness

—

The

*

I

bet
fun is

*

SUN —

more P

of

*

screen play is a success, a far greater suc-j^
legitimate success,
cess than the
a-verage
which as a rule is sadly disappointing when
brought to the screen.
liked it
we

POST —

«

movie
*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

a

picture than "Go West" for the
more legitimate, the laughs more frequent
and the pantomimic art of Keaton has im* *
proved.
* * * The action was a little slowin starting, but when it did it was worth
waiting for. The scenes at the training camp
and Mr. Keaton's introduction to the scientific
art of boxing were hilariously funny.
ter

*

A

Clair.

St.

than just funny situations.

*

MORMXG TELEGRAPH—*

1/ It's \niorvfvation

Malcolm

tor,

;

EVENING JOURNAL—*

sparring scenes.

A

—

August

rJirsday,

xploit'

26,

1926

O- Grams

rirf outlines of practical cxploitastunts. They give all necessary

c

19

More for Loew
(Continued from Page

section and the Bedford in Brooklyn,
formerly
Keeney's, were recently
added to the New York chain.

rination the exhibitor needs to
them over.
They have tnade
Theaters now in Loew's Greater
They will make
h'l'H for others.
''''!!
This daily list of New York chain include:
for you.
is
i liloit-0-Gram,s"
intended as
New York, 42ml St., Circle, llfitli St..
8f)th St., 7tli Avf., 83rd St., Le-xiiigton, Kio,
(idij reference for the busy showi.
File them away. Here is an liroadway, Brevoort, Alpine, Boro I'ark,
Coney Island. Astoria, Burland, Spooncr,
your-elbow" service of publicity Victory, Elsmerc, Burnside, New Kochelle,
Mt. X'crnon, Bijou, Kameo, Warwick, Free,s when you run these pictures.
man, American, Lincoln, Victoria, Greeley,
d in your "E xploit-0 -Grams," 'Orpheum,
IJelancey, Ave. B., Premier, Gates,
help the other fellows who are Willard, Boulevard, National, Hillside, Bay
Ridge, and Palace.
nng you.
I

h

litiated

for St. Louis

"La Boheme"

Rache

to

Manage

—

at

Evansville

—

Opening
Opening of the Ambas-

Louis
sador here last night is but the forerunner bin'lding plans for this city.
St.

The

added 3,000

$5,500,000 project
seats to the city's total.

William Fox's proposed theater

at
will

Grand and Washington Blvds.

be a 3.000-seater, with three more
big houses in prospect.
Contracts have been awarded for
the
two new theaters St. Louis
Amusement Co. will build as well as

pccial
of the feature, with

,By PHIL. M.

DALY,

ITNIVERSAL may

not be supcrbut did you notice how
the company leaped over the unlucky figure in running its Wisconsin chain up to 14 theaters?

^

stitious,

Inconsistency is nothing in the
screen world.
Philo McCulloch recently
breakfasted in a tuxedo,
lunched in pajamas and dined in a

for the

musical which recently obtained control, reDmpaniment on the night hefore opens the house after remodeling.
opening of the regular engage- DeWitte remains as assistant. Officers of the new company named to
it for the picture, the special show
imencing at 11:15 P. M.
The operate the company are:
Marcus Loew, president; E. A.
lager's plan is based on the knowl-

project on Union Blvd., near
Berry Ave.
Wehrenberg, who has a string of
South Side houses, will build a $500,000 theater on Grand Blvd., between
Meramec and Klock Sts. It will have

e

a seating capacity of 2,250.

nber

Meanwhile, the Shuberts are
ported dickering for a downtown

vice-president;
Leopold
that there are a considerable Schiller,
of
transients
who would Friedman, secretary; David Bernadvantage of the presentation of stein, treasurer; Jesse P. Mills and
different features on the Friday Russell G. Rache, who come to Evansville from the State, Buffalo. Nichht but who would not be in the
the following day.
Ray Tub- olas M. Schenck is prominent on the
board of directors.
Regent, Ottawa, Ont.
.1,

000

Philadelphia Golfs Sept. 22

—

"Safe Haven"
Films to Replace "Family Album"
(Mitchill-Morris Prod.)
Chicago Short reels projected on
"or this special short feature, disthe parlor wall will be the "family
luted reprints of the first copy of
album" of the future, J. C. Abel of
New York Sun which was issued Cleveland,
told the annual conven1833, containing on the front page
tion of photographers at its opening
olumn announcing sailings of the session. The photographer of the fulous old packet boats for foreign
ture will take motion pictures of his
ts.
As the film features the his- subject, he said, engaging him in conic home for old mariners at Snug
versation the while, with the client
rbor, the tie-up was very effective,
selecting the best views for enlargeeach miniature copy of the old ment into
a still portrait.
rint a leaflet was gummed, readAnother development, according to
"In 1833 These majestic sail- George Harris of Washington,
will
ships of the American Merchant be X-ray cameras capable
of "piercrine were making history on the
ing" stone vi'alls.
h seas. In 1926 Tine old sailing
Where are the
ps have vanished!

—

—

:

—

Fox Changes in Middle West
Kansas City Ira Cohen has been
Theater." Colony Theater."
named district manager for Fox with
ony, New York.
supervision over Kansas City, Omaha and Des Moines.
He has ap"The Scarlet Streak"
pointed J. Nolan local manager, suc(Universal)
ceeding M. A. Levy, who is transblank slide with a scarlet line ferred to Omaha to succeed Ben
wn across it was the opening gun Reingold, who is to take over manthe publicity campaign.
Imme- agement of the Des Moines office
:ely after it had been flashed on the which opens Sept. 1.
;en, the audience was naturally cuis as to its meaning.
It was folChicago Robbers Get $5,000
ed up with the question on another
e: "What does this mean?"
A Chicago Robbers who kidnapped
d slide answered with, "It means William Aslanis, treasurer of the
great Universal serial 'The Scar- North Center, Karzas house, took
Streak' appears here next week." him to the theater and forced him to
V. W. Fraser,
Moreton Picture ojien the safe, obtaining loot of $5,He then was bound and, gagged.
use, Moreaon, Cheshire, England. 000.

who commanded and manned
m? See 'Safe Haven' at the Colti

—

—

'

Philadelphia

— Sept.

22

is

date

the

in

Elk City Running on Sunday
Elk City, Tex. Sunday shows now

"U" Chain

There

are 234 theaters in
Universal's nation-wide chain,
just bolstered by addition of 11

Milwaukee houses of the Grauman-Silliman chain. This gives
the company an aggregate seat-

—

are being presented here without molestation.
The shows are arranged
so as not to interfere with services at
local

churches.

for the Film Golf Tournament
here.
All branches of the industry
here are cooperating to make it a
Irving D. Rossheim, treasurer of the StanCo., is chairman of the following committee
Dr. W. G. Steumpfig, Germantown
theater;
Oscar Neufeld, president of the
Film Board of Trade; P. A. Bloch, Famous
manager; Jack Greenberg, secretary of the
Film Board; Nick Power, Strand, Doylestown Joe Schaetfer, Warners; Bill Doyle,
Universal, and Paul Greenhalgh, sports editley

:

deal.

al,

—

following their successful
duction at the Broad.

intro-

mention

to

M.-G.-M. gets "Spring Fever," we
are

told.

And

at

this

time of year.

Pastime Reopening Tomorrow
Knickerbocker Enterprises reopens
its
Pastime, 1034 Second Ave., tomorrow. The house has been remodeled with a new $20,000 organ

;

or

"The

year's

more

prizes
exceeded
and
$1,000

in

than

in-

trophies from big producing
company heads. Pictures of the event
were shown at the Stanley and other
downtown theaters

New Topeka

Theater

—

Open

Topeka, Kan. Under management
George F. Clark, the new Jayhawk
on 7th St., has opened.
Jayhawk
Theater Corp., headed by E. H. Crosby, M. W. Jencks and G. L. Hooper,
sponsored the house which cost
of

$250,000.

Luxor

Pictures,

Oct.

1923,

1,

and

21, of that year.

for $15,0(/0(
for $1,500 on

The

made

Hammons

transferred
first part of
sociates are
Dolan, the

—

—

He

suc-

T. Cunningham.

Reingold to Manage

New Fox

Des Moines Under management
of Ben Reingold, the new Fox ex
slated to

J.

1)

&

V. was

to North American the
the month.
Moore's as-

S. Baker, and Ed.
owner of theaters
in Aberdeen and Hoquiam, the Grays
Harbor country.
The Olympia and Hoquiam houses,
while partly owned by Moore, are in
no way affiliated with North American.
The Centralia and Chehalis

houses,

John

latter

operated
Co.,

the

Twin

City

headed by A.

open Sept.

1.

St.

John, Frank Graham, J. W. Sparling,
and, L.
Titus,
are
the
Grand,
Liberty and Rialto, Centralia and the

Dream and

St.

Helen's, in Chehalis.

Cecil Gwin of Olympia, will
the Twin City houses.

manage

Hires Trolley System

Weinberger Washington U. A. Head
Washington
Arthur M. Weinberger is the new manager of the

is

when

Nov.

Visiting Studios
Los Angeles E. W. Hammons,
Educational president, is completing
production
conferences
here
and
leaves for New York in a few days.

—

from Page

(.Continued

majority holdings

notes were en-

dorsed by Schlager.

J.

North American Buys

Amusement

Schlager Confesses Judgment
Sig Schlager has confessed judgment in the Supreme Court in favor
of Fannie G. Seldon, on notes of the

change

installed.

Exliibitor."

Last
value
cluded

ceeds

Midnight Sunday Shows Success
midnight
Sunday
Harrisburg
shows now are presented at the Roy-

Canon Chase forgot

that the motioyi picture is responsible
for the world war, the public debt
and the religious strife in Mexico.

success.

United Artists exchange.

of 180,000, for
more than 11,000 seats were
added through the Wisconsin

capacity

Doris

be happy, for she has
played in succession a young girl in
a youthful romance, an unhappy wife
and a foreign girl Americanized on
the Iron Range.

set

L

—

If variety is the spice of life,

Kenyon should

resite.

I

ing

That's That

(',.

sists

234

And

Projects
Come Thick and
Fast on Heels of Ambassador

sweater and tennis flannels.
It
new house sponsored by Fred wasn't a case of "What's Wrong
(M.-G.-M.)
Wehrcnberg on the South Side. One
Evansville, Ind.
Russell
Rache of the St. Louis company houses will With This Picture," merely the needs
with this picture a plan
of "Ladies at Play" in which he was
midnight presentations as will succeed Walter DeWitte as man- be a $1,000,000 structure at Easton ivorking.
stunt.
The arrangement ager of the Victory, when Loew's, and Hamilton Ave., the other a $250,.

)review

More
New

1)

Seattle— The Fifth
Theater Corp., which

Avenue
will

open

magnificient new Fifth Avenue theater on Sept. 10, has
leased the entire municipal trolits

ley system for one hour on
opening night, and will transport all patrons to the down-

town

district

The

period.

gratis for that
Fifth Avenue is

North American
the
latest
house, and will be the first of
the new theater projects to be
completed

Home

is

in

Seattle.

manager.

Harold

THE
10

-^HKiDAILY

Thursday, August
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Film Board Sanctioned by Government
Plan Praised
(.Continued

from Page

hampers commerce.

1)

made an appearance among

exhibitLater, other

ors and sought data.
investigators appeared in Chicago,
Pittsburgh and in other cities.
Tlie decision, as released to the
press bv the Department, follows in
full:

"Following
complaints
received
from owners of moving picture theaters, the Department of Justice has
during the past 18 months conducted
an extensive investigation of the operations of the Film Boards of Trade,
with a view to determine whether or
not there had been a violation of the

Law.
"The Film Boards

Anti-trust

Trade are

of

organized by the industry for the purpose of enforcing awards made by

Sees Endorsement for Arbitration
in Decision of Dep't of Justice
Anson W. Burchard, chairman
tric

Co.,

party resorts

to

a

court

and a director of the American Arbitration Assoc,

clearly

local

to

Film

proliibit

Boards

members

from

of

pursuing

such objectional practices."

The

"certain practices" referred to
(leal with the cash-credit system as
exercised by several of the Film
Boards.
Failure of an exhibitor to

S~S —
Win

Reach

SWEDEN
about

in

the Department of Justice of the result of its
inquiry into the arbitration proceedings of 32 Film Boards of Trade
during the past 18 months is not only complimentary to the M. P.
Producers and Distributors of America but may be taken as an
endorsement of arbitration as a means of adjusting purely trade
disputes.
"The Department's findings are particularly gratifying to the
American Arbitration Assoc, because the arbitral procedure used
by the Film Boards is based upon sound principles, every contract
between a distributor and an exhibitor of motion pictures containing
a clause which provides that any dispute arising out of the contract shall be referred to arbitration before either party to the dispute resorts to a court of law. The investigation establishes that
substantial justice and equity are done under this system and leave
no questions as to the legality of this method of adjudication and
the fact that more than 11,000 controversies were satisfactorily
disposed of last year in the motion picture industry bears testimony
of its effectiveness."

"Announcement by

earliest

times

men engaged

in

c(

nierce have endeavored to set up
bunals composed of arbitrators
settle their disputes with speed
justice.
Arbitration was recogni
by the Roman law.
During
Middle Ages the various guilds i\\
;

the market towns maintained infori
arbitration courts where cases co.
\>c almost instantly tried by men fa
iliar with each branch of business

The laws

of most other counti
of our states have for nu
years recognized the legality and
sirability of arbitrating commerc
disputes. Arbitration has been wid

and many

used
laws

in foreign

countries because th

had "teeth."
Until quite
cently, however, our arbitration la
have been toothless.
Men co

agree to arbitrate, but when <
party
saw the arbitration go
against him, he could withdraw i
take his case to the court, feeling t;
he had nothing to lose by so dor

As a result arbitration was little
and our courts became hopelessly

ui
ci

gested.

considerable money in order to insure
service.
In
some instances, exchanges that were members of the
Film Boards actually refused to supply service. These practices were ordered out by the Department of Justice.

of

"That this plan as conceived and
executed, provdes a fair, just and economical method of dealing with disputes is evidenced by the fact that
during the past two years 10,325
awards have been made by these
Boards and of these only 37 have
re(|uircd reference to a seventh arbitrator to reach a decision.
"Certain practices w-hich had been
adopted by local Boards were objected to by the Department of Justice^
and at its instance the Film Boards
of Trade has amplified its rules and
regulations relating to arbitration srj
as

General Elec-

speaking of the Dept. of Justice's far-reaching decision affecting
Films Boards of Trade, said yesterday:

Boards of Arbitration in disputes between motion picture distributors and
exhibitors arising under contracts
for the leasing of motion picture films.
"There are 32 Film Boards of
Trade located in the principal citie.=
of the United States, and there are 32
I^oards of Arbitration. These Boards
of .Arbitration are made up of three
representatives of the distributors and abide
by an arbitration decision
three representatives of motion pic- would result in other exchanges inture theater owners, and act by reason sisting upon a cash deposit which,
of a clause in the motion picture film they maintained, was essential as a
contracts requiring that any dispute safeguard against similar moves on
under the contract shall be referred the theater owner's part. The exhibito a
Board of Arbitration before tor often found himself paying out
either
law.

of the International

Therefore, i\
not surprising to find that since

In recent years a few states,
Federal government,
passed laws which provide that
finally the

having

a

h;

oi

agreed to arbitrate neitl
can withdraw and that

party

award of the arbitrators is as enfor
able and irrevocable as the decision
a court.
Since then arbitration

1

Settling It

Out of Court

been used by increasing thousands
business men each year.
When I became associated with
motion-picture industry I discovei

that there was a tremendous amoi
of friction between the distributors
films, who correspond to the whc
(As told to Johnson Heywood and reprinted from the current issue of "System")
salers in other industries, and
No matter what business you are usually is as simple as: "Are these theater owners who are, in reali
in, every purchase or sale that you goods as weir made as the samples?". the retailers.
Much of this fricti
make may end up as an expensive "What damages did this theater own- found its way to the courts. T.
lawsuit expensive not only in law- er suffer through failure of a film to amounts involved were often ridic
yers' fees but in good-will.
lously small. Suits for breach of c(
you arrive when promised?"
sue a customer you may win your
It often takes weeks in court to tract cluttered up the courts all O'
the country.
case
but you may lose your cus- settle just

By WILL H.

HAYS

1

—

When

—

such simple questions as
those.
Rules of practice,
Business men do not ordinarily technicalities of admission of evideal with their enemies.
the dence, and also because it is neces('ottcd line is signed, buyer and seller sary to educate a conscientious and
are friendly.
Later on a misunder- reasonably intelligent jury composed
standing or disagreement may arise. of farmers, mechanics, and profesShipment may be delayed, goods are sional men in the fine points of some
not exactly up to sample, or the exceedingly intricate and technical
l)uycr may find that he has over- business before they can decide upordered and wishes to cancel a part on the facts of the case.
Were the same facts submitted to
of the order.
There is an interchange of letters, growing more acri- a group of men conversant with the
business, this laborious and highly
monious as times goes on.
tomer.

Why?

When

How

the

System Started

Perhaps because the industry m
a much larger proportion
routine transactions resulted
conflicts than is usual in the olc

young
the

and more settled branches of bu
ness,

but the nature of the dispu
the same at bottom,

was exactly

those which arise between nianuf;
turcr, wholesaler, and retailer, in a
industry.
Thousands of contra'
were entered into every year w
literally millions of contractual exe(

—

over- uncertain education would be unnec- tions every one of which was a i
essary.
They know the trade cus- tential lawsuit.
ultiAs a result ha
toms
involved
and can accurately de- feeling was prevalent
matum is delivered, "I'll have the law
between bu
termine
bow
much
if
any
damage ness men who should be on the b'
on you!"
At that moment a cushas
been sufTcred.
In a few hours of terms.
tomer, perhaps a friend, is lost; legal
expenses start; because the courts they can decide a case with full jusIn any industry there is a sm
tice to both sides that might take
arc crowded, the seller begins a two
and sometimes end, minority of men who are not abc
nr three years' wait for his money, weeks in a court
through the bewilderment of the taking advantage of the law's dels
to some part of which, at least, he
for selfish purposes.
jury, in an tuijust verdict.
Faced with
is probably entitled.
certainty of a quick decision, th(
Discovered the Need
About 75fi' of the commercial lawmen can cause no harm. But I
suits involve no questions of law, but
The delays of the courts have been licve that 90% of all disputes start
(iiily of fact.
The point to be settled a byword for years. Delayed justice honest differences of opinion. Th(

Then,

finally,

indignation

comes good judgment and the

—

t
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decision.
Results of the disputants were dissatisfied
was true in the with the award of the arbitrators and
In
aupealed their cases to court.
on-picture industry,
knew how well arbitration had 1925 only 17 cases out of 11,887 were
In every one
for business men in other later taken to court.
-ced
The New York Chamber of of these the court upheld the awards.
s.
imerce, for instance, has been arOnly 21 cases out of more than
Some 23,000 were appealed. Out of 23,000
iting disputes since 1768.
e associations had maintained ar- decisions of a lower court how many
,tion machinery for many years Jo you suppose are appealed? Conre was no reason why arl)itration sider the saving in that alone, then
Id not work for the motion-picture add to it the saving due to the fact
that arbitration costs in cents what a
bout three years ago we organ- lawsuit costs in dollars, then add the
arbitration tribunals in the prin- intangible but very real saving in the
Today we doUars-and-cen^ value of the gooddistributing centers.
Each will which arburation has preserved.
32 in the United States.
.
jnal is composed of three theater 1 am satisfied that, next to war, litigation is the largest single item of pre,ers and three distributors.
a film there is ventable waste in business.
. every contract for
ause binding each party to subPeculiarity of Films
any dispute that may arise under
If
those thousands of disputes,
the nearest tribunal.
mostly over small sums, had gone to
Found to be Practical
court, it is not unlikely that the ex•rdinarily these six men are able pense would have been greater than
gree on the verdict. Out of more the sums involved.
But in the motion-picture business,
1
23,000 cases that have been arated in the past two years there as in many others, the time saved is
e tie votes, necessitating the ap- fully as important as the money. Moitment of a seventh arbitrator, in tion pictures are perishable, in the
That shows how easy sense that a picture is more valuable
f 2>7 cases.
are to the theater owner immediately afs for six men, all of
loughly conversant with the ins ter it is released than it will be a few
outs of a business^ to decide on months later. If a theater owner constions of fact and to render just tracts for a film on a certain date
You might expect that the and if for any reason he has to wait
irds.
Iter owners would be prejudiced in for it until due process of law has
months or years,
Dr of the theater owner who was dragged through
aged in a dispute and for the dis- he may be a heavy loser.
The same need for quick justice exutor arbitrators to lean toward the
)utant who is in their branch of ists in many industries. Garments and
materials go out of style, foodstuffs
business.
spoil, prices have a way of slumping.
lut it does not work out that way
Often if there is not com- All of these things may happen while
practice.
a dispute which could be quickly sette agreement we find a couple of
upholding the tled by arbitration is hanging fire in
libitor arbitrators
The law's delays have
Partisan- the courts.
ributor and vice versa.
greater than the sum at
caused
losses
are
The arbitrators, who
i is rare.
stake to both buyers and sellers, from
without
serving
men
business
|y
are as impartial and judicial in just such causes.
have had many cases where
findings as any judge can be.
ir
J they are far better acquainted theater owners fall down on their conh the facts and conditions under- tracts to take pictures. Strickly acig the cases than any judge can be. cording to law, the contract is enlie tribunals have reported their forceable, even though to enforce it
ivities for the two full years 1924 might ruin the exhibitor and cause
1925.
The disputes disposed of ultmiate loss to the distributor who
that time have involved slightly sold him the pictures.

want a quick
proved that

this

whom

',

11

Can you imagine listening to a propofrom lym as to your future re-

sition

know

Just about
than $4,650,00.
of the disputes were settled be:en the parties themselves after the
iiplaint 'was made but before the
re
f

That
started.
arbitration
ual
iws that the disputes were not so
ious but that, knowing that a swift
.1

was coming

ich exact just

in a few days in
would be done, the

ties could get together, settle their
ubles, and continue pleasant busiwould you esti;s relations.
te the value of the good-will thus
served? It is incalculable.

How

The Figures

Tell

two years 10,disputes were arbitrated and bindawards made, by these 32 inmal courts. Probably not a third
number could have been
that
n exact figures, in

idled by the regular courts of law
And where these cases
that time.
re settled within a few days after

complaint was made,

it

would

in

ne of the cities have been necessary
wait two or three years before the
es could have been called on the
irt calendar,
n the first year of the plan, four

matter,

that

other indus- president of the Motion Picture Guild.
Two series of productions are
A maker of paper pie-plates bought scheduled for production and distribuThere will be
$37,000 worth of pulp board. It was tion by the Guild.
delivered in the proper sizes but the four starring Betty Compson, and
sheets were thicker than called for. four starring Edith Roberts.
As this material is sold by weight,
Production on the first Compson
the area of the boards delivered was feature is scheduled for Sept. 15.
It
less than expected.
The seller main- will be entitled "Human Playtained quite properly that the board things." Production on "Temptations
was of higher quality than ordered of a Salesgirl," "Love in a Cottage"
hapi)ens, too,
tries, as well.

I

in

and that the two offset each other. and "Miss Manhattan" will follow.
The buyer admitted the better qualOf the Edith Roberts series, "The
ity, but said that such high qualtiy Road to Broadway"
is already comwas not of any advantage for his pur- pleted and "The Dancing Girl" is in
pose.
What he needed was greater production. These will be followed
area instead of better quality.
by "Her Boy Friends" and "The Jazz

The case was arbitrated before
three men experienced in that branch
of the paper industry.

Girl."

Motion Picture Guild has
ed

establish-

New York

offices at 729 7th
will be centered in

Ave.

Los
While waiting for the arbitrators Production
Exclusive foreign rights to
to make the award the seller opened Angeles.
negotiations with his opponent for the first two series has been obtained
another order. They talked over the by Export and Import Film Co.
details until the door opened and the
arbitrators announced an award of
Insurance $450,000

2^%

buyer.

the

of

The

check and

price in favor of
loser passed over

the

company with

the

left

in

his

(Continued from Page

Valentino bier at the

1)

Frank Camp-

bell funeral parlors yesterday,
the
winner.
In the elevator on the way
procession lasting from 9 A. M. to
out of the building the buyer ac12 P. M. About 200 policemen were
cepted the seller's ofifer for another
required to keep the crowd under
shipment of paper plates.
control.
With the additional police
That is in every way typical of the the crowd was more orderly than
arbitration
wav
works. Business men the previous day and there were no
who have ultimate profits rather than disorders of importance.
revenge in mind would do well to
Valentino's brother sailed yesterarbitrate.
As a great Chief Justice day from France. Pola Negri yestersaid to a friend after years of ex- day left Hollywood for New York to
perience, "I advise you by all means attend the services Monday.

submit your differences to arbitraI
have always considered every
man a lunatic, or worse, who goes to
law when he can possibly avoid it."
to

tion.

We

I

Rogers Heads Guild

Eight Pictures Are Scheduled for
qiurements?
Ot,
Production on Independent
can you imagine him approaching
Market
you on any such subject? This hapLouis T. Rogers, has jjeen elected
pens every day in this business. It
for

Long Accounts Published Abroad
London British newspapers devoted much space to Valentino's

—

death, giving him far more space
than the death of President Eliot of
Harvard.
Parisian newspapers also
chronicled the Valentino death at
"factory great length.

Dupont Balks
(Continued from Page

1)

by what he terms
methods" of Hollywood.
Famum in New York
Walter Stern of Universal is quoted
Franklyn
Farnum arrived in New
Angeles
that
reporting
from
Los
as
By going into phases of the case there had been "rumors" of Dupont's York yesterday. He is reported planwhich a court would be bound to leaving the company, but that the ning a vaudeville tour. At the Elk's
throw out, the arbitrators hear evi- company held a long-term contract Club.
dence which has a very real bearing. and would hold him to it.
They may find out that the exhibitor
Police Making Film
Von Herberg, while admitting that
failed to live up to a contract because
Louis The St. Louis police
St.
in Seattle and had been
Dupont
was
he overbought either through overare producing a film to create sentiguest on his yacht, denied any and
optimism or because he succumbed to a
ment for the Police Pension Fund to
all intentions of backing him finanhigh-power salesmen who contracted
be voted on at the November elecspend
my
going
to
"I
am
cially.
with him for more pictures than he
tions.
money in America and the Northwest,
could pjjssibly show at his theater.
I made it," declares Von HerOther times it may be that he signed where
turbed

—

higher than his berg.
Besides Dupont, his business manbusiness could afford to pay for them.
In many such cases, without wait- ager, Hans Winter, and C. R. Seelye,
ing for the final arbitration, the dis- introduced as an out-of-town repreintertributors themselves call for the rec- sentative of the Von Herberg
ords of his business to verify his ests, are authority for the statement
Sometimes rentals are of the Von Herberg backing.
statements.
adjusted or plays reallocated regardUniversal refused to make any comless of the specifications of the conBoth parties usually see the ment on the above dispatch.
tract.
advisability of such measures and
agree. As a result, a business failure
Hippodrome Owners Have 3
may be prevented and good-will mainNorman R. Hill
Pa.
A court could not do such Williamsport,Forman,
tained.
Hippodrome
Milton
and
things.
for the
Suppose you were embroiled in a owners, have obtained options
Keeney.
Grand
and
the
of
purchase
suppliers.
your
of
one
with
court case
fur pictures at a price

—

S

— S-Q
in

HOLLAND
Sept. 16
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State Right Exchanges
Something Different

—Something with

Thursday, August

!

—

potential box-office

value, because it is without competition
on the independent market!

2 Female Star Series!

4 Betty Compson
PRODUCTIONS—
"'Human Play Things"
"Temptations of a Salesgirl"

"Love

in a Cottage"

"'Miss

Manhattan"

4 Edith Roberts
PRODUCTIONS—
"The Road to Broadway"
"The Dancing Girl"
"Her Boy Friends"
"The Jazz Girl"

Suite 510

New York

729

SEVENTH AVENUE

Foreign Rights controlled exclusi'vely by Export

and Import Film

Co.

,

729 Seventh Avenue, N.

Tel. Bryant 6218
Y. C.

26, l<j

3
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ShOOO

some

are

which mean something:
Over 500,000 contracts between exhibitors and distributors were entered upon last year.
In terms of money, about
$105,000,000 were involved.
Four per cent of this total was
in

Los

—

Angeles

Warner

Harry

$6,000,000 in

M.

night for an
of the North-

extended tour
west, en route to New York,
during the course of which he

In 12 States

negotiate for theaters for
Vitaphone presentations.

will

The building program

Warner Stock Soars Again
With another sensational gain of
involving less than $1,000, had 8j<^ points, Warner Pictures on the
Curb yesterday swept past Warner
to turn to a regularly constituted
Pictures

"A,"

^.•hich

no other big business in
which can point to a record
True,

arbitration

'G.M.S.' Aids Business

like this.

Theater

functions in

Nowhere, however,

fields.

impressive

number

of cases registered

example of the

of arbitration

be found.

This, in

recogni-

itself, is sufficient

But when the

Boards.

Department

of

efficacy

18

after

Justice,

months' investigation, finds the system effective and entirely within the
legality of the law, it can be under-

why

ganization

Hays

the pride of the

becomes

Considerable

in

more

money and

or-

the nation continue to report success
of the movement, with theater owners
participating
enjoying marked increases of business as a result of the
campaigns. Typical reports of campaign results to date follow:

All Cooperate at Altoona
Altoona, Pa.^All theaters of this city are
participating in
''Greater
Movie Season."
Permission was secured from the mayor to
decorate
the
street
lights
witli
banners
(Continued on Page 6)

evident.

dorsement.

Fay Completes Deal
— Edward M.
Providence, R.

In early August, "Beau Geste" was

Fay has

taken

over the Majestic,
Emery, Rialto, Capitol and Modern
in addition to the Fay, which he for-

merly
present

The

owned.
closed

the

for

Emery is
summer

at

but

Purreopen about Labor Day.
chase of the Emery chain is said to
The cominvolve about $1,000,000.
bined capacity of the five houses is
about 8,600 seats.

This com-

shown in a nearby town.
ment was then made;
story,

Fox Plans

crairaned

Detroit

with

adventure and kick.
A best
running into many editions and
thousands of copies, 'Beau Geste' has

waiting a large audience."

The auspicious night

at the Criteri-

splendid offering.

It's

3,500.

L.

*.

New

Rochelle

— Unnamed

— Unnamed

house

seating

theater

seating

3,000.

New York — Unnamed

St.,

at

E.

a

Interestingly, too,

Hugo

Reisenfeld drew much spontaneous applause.
He deserved it.
His music merited the reception

which Broadway gave him.

KANN

86th

seating 3,500.

— Unnamed theater seating 3,500.
— Keith-Albee, seating 3,000.
Ohio
Cohunbus — Palace, seating 3,500.
West Virginia
Huntington —^Unnamed house seating 3,000.

Rochester

White

&

— Fox

5,200 Seats

will

go the Kunsky-

Allied Cir-

Nation-

wide Construction
Coincident with the listing on
Stock Excnange of a §6,000.000
issue of first and general refunding
mortgage 20 yeai bonds yielding six
per cent, a statement was issued yesterday showing earnings of §853,110
the

months ended June 30 by
and subsidiaThere are 400,000 shares of no

for the six
house

Plains

New

the B. F. Keith Corp.
ries.

par stock outstanding.

The Keith-Albee

plan to

interests

expend $20,000,000 on new theaters
during the coming year, adding 20

houses planned or under con- houses to their circuits.
(Continued on Page 9)
Last year 17 houses were constructed as follows: Boston, three; Chicago,
three; and one each in Los Angeles,
in
Cincinnati,
Youngstown,
Akron,
Cleveland Chain Reported Dickering Coney Island, Far Rockaway, St.
(.Continued on Page 9)
for Ohio Amusement Co.
Holdings
of
M. B. Famous Leasing Two Houses
Cleveland Purchase
circuit,
Horvvitz's
Washington
Paramount takes over the George
which is reported to await the return M. Cohan Oct. 11 under a year's
of Fred Desberg in September, is the lease.
"Sorrows of Satan" will play
Negotiations are under way
forerunner of other moves planned there.
by Loew's Ohio Theaters, according for another Broadway house for "Old

New

Loew

Deal?

—

to

opinion

Now

here.
firm
for the

the

dickering
Co.

Ironsides."
is

declared

to

be

Ohio Amusement

Grange Signs Soon
With

Schine Reorganizes
New

Financial Structure Provides
for 20,000 Shares of Stock at
S25 a Share
Twenty-six houses are involved in
the reorganization of the Schine interests into the Schine Chain TheInc.

aters,

three companies dickering for

his services,

"Red" Grange

will

ably sign contracts within a
future pictures, C. C. Pyle,

prob-

week for
his man-

ager and business partner, said yesterHis declaration sets at rest reday.
ports that Grange intended to retire
from screen work, as reported foUow(Continued on Page 2)

Syracuse bankers inter-

ested in the movement are offering
20,000 shares of preferred stock, no
The
par value, at $25 to yield 8%.
stock is participating and convertbile.
(.Continued on Page 2)

Arrow

seller,

on strengthened this opinion.

seating

3,500.

K. interests one better in a
new house to be built here. The
Decision for
Michigan, new Kunsky-B. & K. house
has a capacity of 5,000, while Fox
Special Master Nathan A. Smyth
plans a 5,200-seat theater, covering has rendered a decision favoring the
the entire block from Columbia to receivers of Arrow Pictures Corp.,
Montcalm. The new house, which denying the claim of E. C. McCulis
to open in September, 1927, will lough and the International Resources
be part of a $7,500,000 project.
Corp who sought to obtain a part of
the proceeds collected. The petitionKane Fairly Comfortable
ers alleged that they made certain adRobert T. Kane was reported to vances to Arrow and received nega
The master conbe "fairly comfortable" yesterday at tives as security.
He is threat- tended such an arrangement was
the Harbor Hospital.
fraudulent, and so invalid.
ened with typhoid fever.
B.

mystery,

seating

I.

will

"Beau Geste" Again

e.xcellent

—

Report Big Receipts
Returns from "Greater Movie Season" campaign managers throughout

thought

in

went into the arbitration principles
under which Film Boards function.
The finest attuned minds in the legal
Now
profession
were consulted.
Washington officially adds its en-

"An

Owmers Enjoying Marked
Campaign Managers

Increases

other

such an

is

or can a finer

tion for the

Flushing,
3,000.

the

There
America

is

Michigan
house

— Unnamed

of

New York

Vitaphone school.

Certainly, an achievement.

stood

Detroit

suffered a loss

Twelve operators are attending

Proud Record

Massachusetts
Memorial,

— Keith's

Boston

of

A

Company and
cuits Busy With

Parent

KeithAlbee and affiliated organizations embraces ten states.
The parent com
pany has planned or in construction
the following:

cases, in aggregate

law for settlement. of two points as a result of heavy sellThere were over 11,000 filed be- ing. Warner Pictures closed at 52.
fore various of the 32 Film The other issue dropped to 48.
Boards of Trade.
12 at Vitaphone School
court

Bonds on Stock 'Change

last

left

dispute.

Only four

Price 5 Cents

$20,000,000 for Keith- Albee Houses;

Vitaphone Theaters

statistic,

1926

Still

Deadlocked

While large theater circuits have
settled with their operators by granting a 10 per cent increase, the T. O.
Unless
C. C. is still at deadlock.
operators make a conciliatory move
a strike impends Sept. 1.
The circuits which have granted
the increase are the Loew's, Keith's,
The operators had deProctor's.

manded

a 20 per cent raise.

"U" Theater Dividend

,

MMM

The

directors of Universal Chain
Theaters Corp. have declared the regular quarterly dividend of two per
cent on the eight per cent preferred,
payable Sept. 15, to stockholders of
record Sept. 1.

i
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Ambassa-
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The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

—
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—
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Rue

Financial
The market was

steadier yesterday, e-xcept

when an

movewithout any serious effect on

the last half hour

in

ment
the

set

in

A

prices.

money

to

rise

per

5

erratic

cent

in

call

did not unbalance the trading.

During the trading, Warner Pictures "A"
reached a new high, 54 '/i, hut shortly afterward heavy selling brought a reaction. The
result was a diminishment of 2 points below
Warner
the previous day's closing price.
Pictures, on the other hand, ended the day
with an advance of S'/i points.
Fox Film
"A" and Motion Picture Capital Corp. came
in for

point rises.

1

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

Vtc.

.

33'A

Pfd.

..

37'/2

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

•Fam.
•Film
•First

Plavers

Play. Pfd.
Inspect.
Xat'l Pfd.
.

.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intcrn'l

33 /a
37/2

Close

Sales

33/2
37/2
73'A

400

100

75

116^ n6/, 11654
113^

200

114/, 113'4
.

.

69}^
22^4

.

6,800

120
5f4

.

69^
22

Project.

....
....

103H

200
600

69/2
22
llJi

4m

Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

4iH

mi

16

54 /a

52<A

I6/2
52/2

500
300

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common

97y^
25

97«

97^

100

Skouras Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros. ..
Warner Pictures
.

.

Warner
•

Pict.

"A"

4i

S'A
57

23
4/2
57

86/2

84/2

»%
34

52^
54/.

800

23>^

8

34

44
43
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1)

the deal are located as
Buffalo,
Bath,
Auburn,
in

57

6)

ing completion of "One Minute to
Play," which F. B. O. is releasing.

P.
("Pat") Garyn has been
named assistant sales manager of National Screen Service.
He will serve
as aide to Hermai; Robbins, vice-

schedule following the
completion of the tour through Illi-Hois, includes the following dates:
.Aug. 28 Indianapolis; Aug. 31, Detroit;
Sept. 2, Cleveland; Sept. 4.
Pittsburgh; Sept. 9, Baltimore; Sept.
10,

revised

Philadelphia.

Garyn

1,

formerly was assistant to
Winfield R. Sheehan of Fox, later
becoming personal representative of
James
R.
Grainger,
and
also
divisional sales manager in charge of
11 Middle West offices for the then

Metro-Gokhvyn company.
E.

Boston

M. Loew Sailing
M. Loew, head

— E.

of the
theaters in Boston, sails from
New York, Saturday, on the Majestic
for an eight week's European trip.

Loew

Hal roachPKESE/WTS

'Should
JHusbands^

Pay?

is

fined to discussion of the number of
operators to be required in the booth,
with talk averted on proposed wage

Jan.

Meanwhile, managers are

This

1.

Loew Theater on Ludlow

A

is

FREE

a 'Comerblock' cut furnished
for all

S

play

the

'Em and

feminine

Leave

—S—

St.

Evelyn Brent Given Lead
Evelyn Brent is en route to

Sept. 11

New

lead

'Em"

in

for

Zellner Resigns
Philadelphia Market
Arthur Zellner, for three years repScenarist Coming to N. Y.
t Bond Market
resentative for Mary Pickford and
Al
Boasberg, scenarist and title
Bid
and
Atk
tt
Douglas Fairbanks in the East, has
writer for Buster Keaton, will arrive
resigned to become an executive of
in New York within a few days for
Arnaud Denies Akra Association
the Longacre Press.
a month's visit.
I.)tiii;il
that he is associated with
Akra Pictures is made by Pierre M.
Three Coast Openings
Fox Exchanges in Balkans
Arnaud, who states he resigned as
San
Fr;iniisco
The
Roosevelt,
Berlin
secretary-treasurer on Jan. 1.
Julius
Aussenberg,
Fox
Fruit vale; Senator, 40th and Telegraph Ave., Oakland, and Varsity, representative in Berliii, is going to
Not a Tiffany Release
West Berkley, are scheduled for early the Balkans to open offices there.
In connection with the review of opening.
"Ermine and Rhinestones" which apSilverman Gets 5 Serials
••

—

peared
stated

in last

the

Sunday's edition,

distributor

was

when Jans Prod, was meant.

it

was

Owen Moore Here
Owen Moore is in New York

Tiffany
a

brief visit.

—

Kansas City

for

—

Joe Silverman, head
Independent, has closed for five
Rayart serials.

of

your

PORTO RICO

three story theater is
to be erected at 31 Canal St. and at
8 to 20 Ludlow St. for the Ludlow
Operating Corp., of which Marcus
Loew is President.
The building is to cost $225,000.

to

at

WiU .Reach

two and

York
"Love

Pathecomedies

Exchange.

Paramount.

La«t Prices Quoted

busi-

He

ness.

—

Inc., has filed a default judgment in
the .Supreme Court against Roy Aitken, on a judgment obtained in Los
Angeles, on July 27th, 1925, for
$7,352.
The judgment filed here with
interest and costs, amounts to $7,957.

show

being made.
Negotiations between the unions and
theater managers have been resumed.
So far, negotiations have been conployes Sept.

increases.

Consolidated Files Judgment
The Consolidated Film Industries

manager.

general

a veteran of the

is

em-

to avert the threatened strike of

Tells of Vitaphone Origin
continuing to sign up operators and
Stanley Watkins, chief engineer for
stage hands in order to be prepared
Vitaphone, spoke upon the origin and
in event the strike materializes.
development of the synchronization
device at yesterday's A. M. P. A.
Detroit Expansion Under Way
luncheon.
Eddie Peabody, director of presenDetroit As the first step in the extations at the Metropolitan, Los An- pansion program by Kunsky-B. & K.
geles, scored heavily with various interests, following completion of the
banjo numbers.
He leaves for tht Michigan, lease has been acquired
Coast today after making phonograph on the Lincoln Square, West Fort St.,
records here.
house.
Possession will be given

Third "Don Juan" Opening
"Don Juan" and Vitaphone will
open at the Globe, Atlantic City,
Sept.
6.
This will be the third

and

president

comedies were produced under direcMay Modify Demands
tion
of
Harry Reichenbach, who
It appeared yesterday that the Thewrote the stories and accompanied
the
comedienne during her tour. atrical Protective Union, Local No.
Nella Webb, former stage star, ap- 1 and the International Theatrical
Managers Assoc, would come to an
pears in them.
agreement before the expiration of
the present contract.
It is reported
"Betty Warner" Schedule Revised
Warner Bros, portable radio broad- stagehands are contemplating modicasting station, 6XBR, is due in New fication of their demands.
York Sept. 12, according to a revised
schedule just planned by Frank A
Washington Parleys Resumed
Cassidy, who is in charge of the
Washington— A last minute effort
world tour of the "Betty Warner."

The

Nat'l Screen Service

W.

Meanwhile, Pyle is preparing for
Canajoharie, Canandaigua, Carthage,
the screen debut of Mile. Suzanne
Cobleskill, Corning. Dolgeville, East
tennis champion,
Rochester, Geneva, Glovcrsville, Her- Lenglen, woman
in a picture which
kimer, Lake Placid, Little Falls, Lock- who will be starred
will direct from an oriSam
Wood
Medina,
Massena,
Lowville,
port,
Before
Newark. Norwich, Oneonta, Oswego, ginal by Byron Morgan.
Lenglen
Penn Yan, Rochester, Salamanca. starting the picture, Mile.
The company will acquire theaters will tour the country, with a teniiis
tournament as the climax of the trip.
in
Ogdensburg and Malone.
Insurance policies totaling $300,000 have been taken out on Grange's
Returning With Shorts
life, with an addition $200,000 being
Marie Dressier returns on the S.
negotiated. The insurance was writS. France today bringing a number of
Co.,
ten
by the Behrendt-Levy
short subjects she made while on a
Coast
representative of Arthur W.
The
five months' tour of Europe.
and Stebbins.
scenics
pictures,
travelogues,

opening.

86-4
3,375
400
»'A
95'A
34
200
45/2
52
28.000
48 155,600

Garyn with

Grange Signs Soon

Schine Reorganizes

1926

Ko'Ko, guest conductor at the
Capitol, N. Y., this week,
leads the audience for
"By the Light of the
Silvery Moon", a new^
Ko-Ko Song Cariune

C

FITS
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ANY THEATRE
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More

Authors Quit England
High Royalties by American Producers Leaving England in

Good

Plight for

London
severely

Stories
British
author

—The

by Michael

flayed

is

Balcon

Gainsborough Pictures, Ltd., because of his extreme willingness in

of

selling his stories to America.
Balcon disregards the fact that this i?
natural, inasmuch as the American
producers pay prices which are morg
than four times that which English

Strikers
Washmgton

Sued

— Establishment

of an important precedent

be attempted here when

trial is

the Howard
musithree
against
theater
The suit is the outcians.
growth of the recent musician's strike, when the three
defendants walked out on the
called

in

suit

of

theater.

because the rights have gone to
for a figure out of all proportion to
selling value of the story, or, alternatively,
because the author refuses to sell,
having heard that his friend so-and-so has
just sold a novel over there for a mythical

purchase

America
the

sum.

"With regard to plays, we have long ago
become reconciled to the fact that the Britdramatists,

Amrerican

sale
sale

his

production

to
obtain
play, will al-

keenness

for

his

present to the intending New
producer of a large percentage of any

ways make

York

in

Belgium

To Messrs. Goosse
"Fighting Fate" and

a

film rights, agreeing that
shall
take place prior to

of

no

such

New York

production.
Why they should do this will
always be a mystery we fail to see by what
possible right the theater manager can be
entitled to any
share of the film rights.
However, it has become a sort of unwritten
law, and we have been forced to rule the
majority of London stage successes out of
;

our calculations.
"But almost the same situation has gradually crept into the story market, and so
this company has recently decided that the
one and only way to tackle things is to employ British authors of established reputation to write direct for the screen. * * *"

"The Fear Fighter,"
"Broadway Billy."

:

To Leon Abram
Kenneth McDonalds,
with Frank Merill.

13

:

Reed

Howes,

10

Richard Holts and

4

Worth;

Police,"
"Phantom
Universal:
Pilot,"
Myster
"The
Fighter,"
"Flame
"Trooper 77," 'Righting for Fame," and
"Scotty of the Scouts."

series for Pathe.

Reed Howes,
Kenneth McDonalds,

Co.

8

:

8
8

Burma and Ceylon
"The Flame Fighter."

India,

making

special

a

series

of four for First National.

The

first,

"McFadden's Flats" goes
duction in two weeks.

into

pro-

Bros., Inc., Wilmingfilms.

— Photo

capital,

Amusement

Co.,

Fort

$130,000.

To

Rogers Brought Prints East
Charles R. Rogers who arrived from
"How
week ton," and "Main Street the World Over."
the
in
earlier
Hollywood
Germany
brought with him prints of two feaTo Societe Cinematographique Rene Fertures, "The Unknown Cavalier," sec- naud:
"Galloping Gallaglier," "Dangerous
ond Ken Maynard feature for First Coward," "Silent Stranger," "Fighting Sap,"
Fighter," 2 Sullivans, 3 Reed Howes,
National, and' "The Border Patrol," 4"Fear
Frank Merrils, 12 Butterfly comedies, and
sixth and last of the Harry Carey $50,000 Reward."
is

Austin, Tex.

5

Billy Sullivans, 6
specials, 8 Jack Perrins, 6 Richard Holts,
4 Billy Wests, 12 Westerns, 26 Comedies,
"Flame Fighter," "Mystery Pilot," "Scotty
to Do the Charlesof the Scouts,"

Rogers

— Morris

Dover, Del.

ton; capital, $25,000; to manufacture
Address, Corp. Service Co.

Brazil

Cuba

Halcon, in "Cinema," states:
GainsborouKh "tor a long time has been

ish

by Richmount Pictures:

To Liberty Film

against the ever-increasing difficulty of
finding suitable story material for the screen,
or, having found it, negotiating its purchase
at anything like a reasonable price.
Out of
the hundreds of novels which have been
covered, only a very small percentage of
possibles has been found, and even then it
has invariably been impossble to negotiate

Incorporations

following additional deals for
foreign territories have been closed

v*rill

1926

Sales

The

producers could pay.
up

Friday, August 27,

To Universal
To Alliance Trades Agency: 30 features
to be ielected later, "Phantom Police," "Mys:

tery

Pilot,"

"Trooper

Fame," "Scotty

the

of

77,"

"Fighting

for

Scouts."

Japan

To

— Dephine

Amuse Corp.,
$10,000.
Incorporators,
Rosenblatt, Fruhling.
Atty., I. Stenhaus,

Albany,
P.

Y.

N.

Manhattan:

capital,

283 B'way.

Albany,

Newark;

Y.— Linden

N.

capital,

Chausner,

Bella

Theater,
Inc.,
$120,000.
Incorporators,
Peal Bier, Goldie Herman.

—

Albany, N. Y. New Jersey Amuse. Co.,
Newark. Incorporators, Simon J. Griffinger,
Lulu G. Milchaelis, Estelle L. Hopkins.
Atty., Joseph Steiner, 790 Broad St., Newark.

Y.— Howard

Albany, N.

Incorporators,

City.

lantic

Theater Co., At-

Abe

Taylor, Eva

Mary Moskowitz.

Herlick,

—

Maykil, Manhattan
capi.
$15,000; realty and motion pictures.
Incorporators, M. Kilroe, G. J. Dohrenwend,

Albany, N. Y.

;

tal,

Jr.

"Flame Fighter," "Phantom Police," one to be selected later, "The
Tacoma Being Remodeled
Albany, N. Y.— G. H. P. Amuse. Corp.,
Self Starter," "Racing Romance," "Shadow
historic of Chinatown,"
Tacoma
Tacoma The
"The Battler," "Law of the Manhattan; capital, $75,000; motion pictures.
landmark of 40 years ago, and when Snow Country," "3 O'Clock in the Morn- Incorporators, J. Genell, J. Horowitz, H.
Pezelner.
finest and largest house ing," "Midnight Ltd." "The Boaster," "In
built the
Search of a Hero," "Something for Nothing,"
north of San Francisco, is being com- and 2 Reed Howes.
Albany, N. Y.
Clamac Corp., Manhatpletely remodeled.
The old gallery
tan; capital, $10,000; motion pictures.
Inwill be dispensed with, a mezzanine
corporators, P. Goodirran, A. V. Rodgers,
Marcus Gets Third at Harrisburg A. M. Wattenburg.
balcony built and the seating capacity
Harrisburg, Pa. Isaac Marcus now
increased from 1,050 to 1,600. NumTrenton. N. J.
Consolidated Amuse. Co.,
erous offers to lease are said to have has three houses through purchase of
Lease of the pres- Newark amusements. Incorporators, Simon
been made, but no contracts have the new Rialto.
Griffinger,
Margaret
M. Ryder, Estelle L.
ent tenant has some time to run out, J.
been signed.
Hopkins.
on its expiration, the house will be
One Killed in Theater Explosion operated in conjunction with the new
Dover, Del.— Stanley-Fabian Corp., WilAtlas mington; capital, $10,400,000; to engage in
Mechanicsburg, Pa. One person owner's Royal and National.
pictures.
Address, Corporation Trust
was killed and two injured in an ex- Marcus is operating the theaters for motion
Co. of America.
plosion
Paramount with her father.
at
the
Universal

:

—

—

—

—

;

—

Court Asks Particulars
Supreme Court Justice Walsh has
directed the Anderson Pictures Corp., panic averted only
through coolwhich is being sued by the Societe headedness of the pianist and operaFive Points Re-Opens
Francaise Des Films Fordys for sums tor who stuck to their posts.
Cleveland John Kalafat has redue on the exhibition of the film,
opened his Five Points theater after
"Terror," to give particulars of its
a two weeks' closing during which
Mt. Carmel Work Delayed
answer alleging that it had to pay
Mt. Carmel, Pa.^ Delay in approval the house was re-decorated, re-carpet$1,000 to a lawyer to defend a suit
and $5,000 new improvements
of the plans has halted building op- ed
brought in Richmond County by one
added to his organ.
erations temporarily on
the
house
Courtney, alleging infringement, that
sponsored here by the local organizapositive prints of the film cost $11,276
tion of Sons of Veterans.
The new
Sonin Gets Branch
and that the Anderson Pictures sushouse will be located at Third and
Cincinnati
Carl Sonin has been
tained a loss of $2,000 because cenHickorv Sts.
appointed M.G.-M. exchange mansors of Ontario barred the film there.
ager.
He formerly was special repWaltham House Policy Changed
resentative in New York.
Climax Photodramas Incorporated
Waltham, Mass.— The Waldorf has
Dover, Del. The Climax Photo- reopened after extensive alterations
New Chapter Play in Work
dramas, Inc., was chartered here yes- and a change to a combination policy.
terday with capitalization of $1,000,Hollywood Spencer
Bennet
is
000.
Incorporators are Frank W.
Vanes Remodeling Detroit O. H. producing "The House Without a
Packer, Harriett Mills and Matilda
Detroit Denny Vanes, who again Key," a new Pathe serial starring
Orr Hayes.
Headcjuarters will be is in control of the Tibbets
O. H., is Allene Ray and Walter Miller.
located in New York City.
remodeling the theater.
Custer Finishes Series
Chain of Ten Plnaned
McKinzie Returning to Coast
Los Angeles Bob Custer has comJackson, Minn.
Welding of a
Capt. M. McKenzie, of Criterion pleted his 16th western for F. B. O.
chain of small town houses in South- Classics Exchange, leaves Sunday for
He starts work on a new series imern Minnesota is planned by Sandon the Coast.
meidately with Jack Nelson directing.

—

—

—

—

—

—

&

Ashley, who operate the Sandon
here and houses at Blue Earth and

Lakefield.
Xcw acquisitions will in01 ease the chain to ten.

Corbin Opposite Lyon
Virginia Lee Corbin has been selected to play opposite Ben Lvon in
"Not Herbert" for First National.

Poole Planning Fourth

Portland Film Board Frolics
Portland, Ore. The Film Board of
Trade held its annual picnic yesterday.

—

Fox to Make "Carmen"
Los Angeles Fox will produce
'Carmen" with Dolores Del Rio in the

—

title

—

Harry Poole
Ore.
To Renovate Seattle House
is planning a new theater here, the
Scatle
Renovations costing $15,fourth fif his southern Oregon chain. 000 will be made at the Circle
Falls,

vices.

Dover, Del.

—

New House
Guthrie,

known

for Guthrie, Okla.
k theater to be

Okla.

as the Pedigro

is

planned.

role.

Edwin

C. Hill,

who

is

in

Spain, has assembled costumes.

New House

for

^U.

B. Theatrical Enterprises,

Address,

Co.

—

;

2Vanderbilt Ave.

Albany, N. Y.

— Black-Eyed

Manhattan;

capital,

$60,000;

and

theaters

and

Filed

42nd

exploit

by

Joseph

Suzanne, Inc.,
produce
to

motion

Bickerton,

Jr.,

pictures.

220

W.

St.

Albany, N. Y.— Bill Cody Film Corp.,
Manhattan motion pictures. Incorporators,
M. Salit, B. Brandel, E. London.
;

Albany,

N.

Y.

Theater,
— Fifty-fourthIncorporators,
St.

Manhattan; capital $250,000.
F. and A. Gallo, W. Guttler.

s

—s—
In

RUSSIA

Greensboro

—

Greensboro, N. C. W. E. Garrett
and associates are remodeling a building at 331 S. Elm St., to house a theater.
It is expected to open Oct. 25.

Interests,

Hethcote Construction Corp.,
theaters and motion pictures
Filed by S. John Block,
$125,000.

Albany
Manhattan
5

—

capital,
$10,000.
of America.

Trust

capital,

Kane

Robert

$25,000; motion picture deAddress, U. 'S. Corp. Co.

Wilmington;
Corp.

—

Del.

capital,

—

—

Klamath

Dover,

Dover;

Sept. 24th

A

Universal

Film

de France Triumph
Presented by Carl

MICHA

Laemmle

Thrill piled

on

—

with the speed
of a whirlwind
thrill

I
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'G.M.S.' Aids Business
iConiinucd jvom Page

Atlantic City Pleased

—

New

"England Campaign Under

—

Boston .\ug.
"Greater Movie

was

l.S

Way

the starting date for

Season"

territory.

this

in

All the local first-run houses are backing
the event, with the newspaper contest atOther New England
tracting wide attention.
cities where campaigns are under way are
Fall
Hedford,
Lawrence, Haverhill. New
Worcester and Springfield, Mass.
River.
Providence, Pawtucket and Woonsocket, R.
I.; Portland, T,ewiston. Watcrville, Augusta
Rutland. Barre, Montand Bangor, Me.
("oncord, Manpelier and Burlington, Vt.
Nashau, N. H.
and
Portsniouth
chester,
;

;

;

—

Because cooperation of downtown houses
could not be secured, the citywide campaign for "Greater
Movie Season" has been called

Washington

The Stanley-Crandall

off.

Theater owners are pleased
Atlantic City
with the success of the "Greater Movie
Season" contest this year, which stood out
even hiRKer than last year, according to
F.dward J. O'Keefe. general manager of the
"Every movie fan in Atlantic
campaign.
City was interested and the judges are having
their hands full going over the thousands of
'Greater Movie Season'
entries submitted.
was a success in every way."

Campaign Off

Capital

1)

stretched across the main thoroughfare. This
was the first time such pcninssion has been
granted since the return of local war veterans.
City officials and local clubs as well
as the conservative local paper extended co
operation.

are observing their
"Greater Movie Season."

aters

the-

own

success in Louisville, says
Krehs. general manager of the
"In spite of hot and rainy
local campaign.
weather attendance at theaters participat'Greater Movie Season' increased
ing
in
considerably over last year, when the seaThere has
son was first celebrated here.
been an increase so far of from 40 to 60
per cent over August, 1924, with ten days
'Greater Movie Season' has turned
to go.
a bad month into a good one and of course

been a
Charles

the

great

W.

well

are

exhibitors

pleased."

West Coast "G. M. S."
Los Angeles— West Coast "Greater Movie
Season"

is

being observed by approximately

West Coast Theater
the
theater
of
175
A. M. Bowles, general manager of
chain.
of the campaign,
in
charge
the circuit, is
stretching from Sacramento to San Diego.

Mardi Gras "G. M. S." Feature
"Greater Movie Season"
advance campai.gn closed here last week with
a Mardi Gras and pageant in which more
than 100 floats and automohiles participated
before a curb audience of approximately 150,The parade was divided into
000 people.

Cleveland— The

two

sections.

The

first

theater floats and pretty
in

ticipated

local

of

The

sec-

floats

and

beauty contests.

ond part consisted
floats

consisted of
girls who liad parpart

individual

exchange

of

entrants

with

decorated

started downtown
Prizes for the best floats were
at 8 P. M.
presented by local merchants.

automobiles.

Texas Businees Booms

—

Nearly every theater in Texas took
Dallas
part in "Greater Movie Season" this year
and the exploitation of pictures throughout
the state has been tremendous.
"Everybody is tickled to death over the
increase in business," says W. S. Waid of
the M. P. T. O., who directed the state
"The increase came in spite of
campaign.
the fact that June was rather cool while
August was one of the hottest months this
year."
.

Michigan Campaign Auspicious

—

Detroit The theaters have rolled up another big gross for August as a result of the
"Greater Movie Season" campaign, according to H. M. Richey, general manager of
the M. P. T. lO. of Michigan, who managed
the second annual campaign.
"Wc have had hotter weather than last
"The
year, and better business," he said.
contest in the Detroit Times has created
More than 13,000 retremendous interest.
quests for hack numbers of the papers containing the contest pictures have been reI know that Michigan
ceived by the Times.
has put on the best campaign in its history
and I believe the best campaign in the
United States."

Success at Louisville

S

— "Everybody

happy over the
is
Movie Season,' " acof 'Greater
cording to C. A. McElravy, director of the
"The season is far in
IVIemphis campaign.
advance of anything ever done in past years,"
"The public responded wonderfully
he says.
and the increase in business was far beThe cooperation of
yond all expectations.
newspapers was wonderful."
tlie local

outcome

The parade

William Raynor, Reade's Hippodrome, was
The
manager of arrangements.
general
Mardi Gras is expected to be an annual event.

Louisville

Memphis Enthused

Memphis

— "Greater

Movie

Season"

—S—
in

MADRID

has

27,

1926

armory to the theater in full uniwhere a special section had

the

form,

—

been reserved for them. Kearse,
Brief outlines of practical exploita- Charleston,
W. Va.
necessary
give
all
tion stunts. They
information the exhibitor needs to
"Men of Steel"
They have made
put them over.
(First National)
money for others. They will make
money for yoii. This daily list of
Placed a man dressed as a black"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as smith with leather apron, work shirt
a ready reference for the busy show- open at the neck, sleeves rolled up,
man. File them away. Here is an right in front of the theater, ham"at-your-elbow" service of publicity mering on an anvil with an electric
ideas when you run these pictures. hammer. The sound attracted crowds
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," from far and near, and the sparks
and help the other fellows who are from the electric hammer fascinated
helping you.
those close by.
On a table nearby

"The Black Pirate"
(United Artists)
A Black Pirate Treasure Hunt was
conducted in co-operation with a
The latter kept up the
newspaper.
treasure hunt for a week in advance

was

'

1

a display of ore in its various
stages.
Fred Clary, Stillman, Cleveland.

—

Koppin Announces
Detroit

— Two

new

Two More

theaters will be

The town was pla- built, with a third nearing completion
of the opening.
for Woodward Theaters, which now
cated with posters,' and distributed
operates 23 houses in Detroit.
The
200,000 circulars. Kept! it on the front
will be at Plymouth and
new
houses
page in half page display throughout
The Uptown, Detroit,
the campaign.
The hunt was keyed Redford.
opens
this Fall, with the Olympic
with daily clews in the form of definbeing remodeled for early opening.
itions which at the end of the week
enabled contestants to spell out com- Fred Shafer has been named personal
representative of Henry S.
plete directions to the hiding place
Koppin, head of the circuit.
of a key to the treasure chest and a
prize
daily change of promotion
Ramsaye Giving M. P. Course
copy marked the newspaper campaign.
The theater backed this all
With Terry Ramsaye as lecturer,
up with unusual billboard and news- a course in motion picture making is
paper display. Capitol, Montreal.
to be offered by the
New York
School for Social Research, in a term

A

—

begins Oct. 4.
Ramsaye is
author
of
"A Million and One
Nights," a history of motion pic(M.-G.-M.)
Secured the Boy Scout Band of tures which soon is to be published.
Springfield. Mo., to aid in exploiting The course will be illustrated by hisThis band consists of toric pictures and documents as they
the picture.
110 boys.
All their expenses were may become available.
auto parade.
paid during the engagement. Prior to
Bristol Chain Head Recovering
their arrival a photograph of the
band, measuring three and one-half
Increase at Salt Lake
Bristol, Va.
C. A. Goebel is ex"We realized the import- feet high and fourteen feet long, was pected to recover from complications
Salt Lake City
ance of 'Greater Movie Season' and were placed
on an easel in the lobby. following an operation. The head of
very strong ^or it," reports Carl A. Porter When the band arrived it was met by
the circuit which operates
the city's
manager
of
the
campaign.
of the V'ictory,
A unique five houses, has been replaced in their
'Greater local scout organizations.
Lake Telegram's
''The
Salt
Movie Season' contest created great interest. photo was taken of the boys as they temporary management
Frank
by
Theaters used additional advertising space,
locomotive that Goebel.
The Para- swarmed over the
24-sheets, window tie-ups, etc.
A large remount-Empress showed a ten per cent in- brought them to town.
The ception parade and motorcycle escort
crease in business over last August.
Switch at Roanoke
Victory showed an increase of 20 per cent led them in a parade through the
over last year."
Roanoke,
Va. Pending completion
The stunt
streets to the theater.
American,
being built on the
the
of
proved a great box-ofifice stimulant.
Salem Being Remodeled
Harry Greenman, Loew's State, St. site of the old house of that name,
at a cost of $1,000,000, pictures bookThe Comique has Louis.
Salem, Mass.
ed for the American will play the
closed for reseating and redecorating.
Rialto.
The new American will seat
It
will reopen with two changes of
"The Flaming Frontier"
2,000.
program weekly as a straight picture
house.
(Universal)
The local National Guard unit was Lynchburg Renovation in Progress
Usher Becomes Baltimore Manager secured to escort the print to the theaLynchburg, Va. The Academy of
Baltimore Sam Baron, chief usher ter.
A one-pound gun, drawn by a Music, which has operated intermitstage
of
at the Rialto for the past five years, donkey, led a parade on the Saturday tently since the walkout
becomes managing director of the afternoon before the opening. In a hands last year, is being renovated.
Embassy Saturday.
bright red box, built on the limber,
Clemens Back at Gladbrook
were the cans containing the picture.
New House for Falmouth
Gladbrook, la. John Clemens, vetPainted on all four sides was the anl^'alnioutli, Mass.
Plans are being nouncement that the picture was in- eran showman, has re-entered exhibiprepared for a new theater opposite side.
A detachment of soldiers tion here with the Ruby, recently comthe Town Hall for F. W. Morris of marched with the gun while behind pleted. G. L. Dixon closed the Rialto
Cambridge.
was an auto with banners reading: when the new theater opened.
'The
"(juard of honor
conveying

Pittsburgh Business Better

—

Pittsburgli
^"Greater Movie Season" has
helped materially to increase business, acThe exploicording to the committee here.
tation campaign has included billboards, contests, cards on all street car fronts for weeks,
tie-ups with taxicah companies, radio and
merchants, special newspaper advertising and
an extremely successful beauty pageant and

which

"The Boy Friend"

.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Ray Made Salem Manager
McArdle Reopens Omaha House
Flaming Frontier' to the Kearse TheMass. James Ray is the ater." When the cavalcade reached the
Omaha George McArdle has renew manager of the Salem, Publix theater, the gun was unlimbered and opened the Lothrop, N. 24th St. theaSalem.

—

—

house.

Sept. 20

Exploit- O' Grams

August

Friday,

lobby with the film ter, after extensive remodeling.
until
the
remained
New O. H. at Readstown Open
showing.
The National Guard unit
Readstown, Wis.— Hall & Hall has|
was the guest of honor at one of the
performances.
They marched from opened the new Opera House.

placed in the
cans where it

Magee Opens at Beach Bluff
Beach BhilT, Mass. Gene Magee
has opened the Casino.

—

3irAt

national
Pictures

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS
FIFTY-TWO TIMES A YEAR

FIRST
ST\n SPANGLED

BANNE

EVERY WEEKWEEK AFTER WEEK
THE BIGGEST HIT
IN THE INDUSTRY

!^tii-^S

NAL's

CROUP
natioiial
Picturei6

——

August

"riday,

27,

1926

Houses

$20,000,000 for

And Thafs That
wm^By

PHIL. M.

FISHING

i

DALY,

(Continued from Page

Louis, Louisville,
and Paterson.

The
trip

spoiled

by en-

Lake Placid,
Y., who came with cameras to
shoot" Madge Bellamy and Matt
*-thusiastic guests at

[.

loore, with the resultant spoiling of
jveral hundred
feet,
and one of
ne heaviest thunder storms of the
ear, made Friday the 13th a very
leasant day for Allan Dwan and his

New

consolidated

for the

six

Sunday Wrangle On

1)

—

York, Atlanta

Philadelphia
The Sunday
closing
argument
continues
here, with theater owners taking an active interest in the discussions now confined to Sunday baseball. Last week, the
Philadelphia Americans obtained a temporary injunction retraining police from interfering
with their baseball game, petitioning the court for a permanent order permitting Sunday
baseball. In its answer, the city
calls Sunday baseball "a breach
of the peace," with the mayor
insisting he has the right to stop
Sunday games. In granting the
temporary order, the court ruled
games could be played if there
was no breach or other disturbance in violation of the law.

income account

months' period follows:

Gross income
$1,918,984
E.xpenses and ord. taxes
542,435
Depreciation and amortization
355,386
Balance
Other income
Interest,

Estimated

Net

$1,021,163
241,076

income

Total

Summer Bachelors" company.

etc
federal

$1,262,239
303,129
106,000

taxes

profit

$853,1 10

Consolidated balance sheet of
engagement is reF. Keith Corp., and subsidiaries as
orted, with Jack Conway, director
"Brown of Harvard," and Vir- June 30, 1926, follows:
inia Bushman, who played in the
Assets

A

"collegiate"

B.
of

'

the principals.

ictiire,

Cash

Report has

it that 60,000,000 Rusrubles were spent on advertisYou try to
|g "Siberia" in Japan.
igure out how much real money that

Marketable secnrities
Accounts receivable, etc
Land,
building,
equipment,
Investments

gets back to his
udios, he's going to be challenged,
)r the "four horsemen" are on his
•ail.
They are:
Charley Chase,
Immy Finlayson, Tyler Brooks and
liver Hardy, and jealous of Roach's
bility, have formed a polo
team.
:'s going to he tough when he learns
'.ey propose
to use his ponies for

games.

and

advances

charges

Total

$34,174529

Funded debt
income

Deferred
Reserves

'

.

.$1,027,185
28.291
625,000
10,787,500
1,077
113,589

stock (represented by
400,000 no par shares, declared at $20 per share)... 8,000,000
Capital surplus
606,925
Surplus from appraisal of properties
12,131,852
Earned surplus
853,110
Capital

There may be some "dark deals"

Total

$34,174,529

prospect at St. Louis, for the city
The Kcith-Albee influence is powarshal has ordered the removal of erful aside from the houses directlj'
street lamps on and near Film controlled by these interests owing
ow.
With tieto booking arrangements.
ups such as those with the Poli, Proc-

'i

$5,000 was
used by storms which flooded the
Strand, Great Hills, Staten Is-

estimated

at

w

nd.

Moses and Johnson, owners,

•aded

a

orked

all

crew of workmen

and Keith-Albee Southern Cirand other chains, they command
scores of theaters in New England,
Pennsylvania, Middle Atlantic states,
New York state and New Jersey,
along the South Atlantic Coast and
in the Southern states, and in Michigan, Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and
tor
cuit

Storm Damage $5,000

Damage

which

night to prevent further

Louisiana.

jimage.

—

selected to play opposite Laura
Plante in "Beware of Widows,"
Owen Davis play.

eii
I

e

K.-A. Leases Detroit House
Keith-Albee will operate
the new Highland Park, being built
by David T. Nederlander. The new
uptown house will have a seating caDetroit

—

pacity of 3,200.

I25tli

Sth Ave.,

St.,

Regent,

Moss' ("oliseum, Mo.ss'
Rochester
Keith's.
Syracuse Keith's.

lin.

Frank-

Broadway.

—

—

New Jersey
City
Keith's, State.
Newark Proctor's.

—
—
Trenton — Capitol.
Union City — Keith's State and
Ohio
Akron — Keith-Albee,
Cincinnati —
Palace.
Cleveland— 105th
Columbus —
Dayton — Keith's.
Toledo — Keith's.
Youngstown — Palace.
Jersey

Capitol.

Keitli's,

St.
^Keith's.

Pennsylvania
Philadelphia

Keitli's.

Rhode Island

Providence

Ottawa

—

Montreal

— E.

F. Albee.

Canada
Keith's.

— Imperial,

Princess.

The Orpheum

Circuit, owned outKeith interests, consists

—
—
—

In 12 States
(Continued from Page

slruction

numbering
Denver

— New

Chicago

1)

the Orpheum Circuit,
seven, are as follows:

for

— New

——

—

Colorado

Illinois

—

Majestic,
Hall,
Chicago Palace
Music
Lincoln Hippodrome, American. Englewood.

Illinois

Palace.

Riviera,

Iowa

—

Diversey.
Palace.

Rockford

Sioux City New Orpheum.
Waterloo N^a' Orpheum.
Nebraska

—

Indiana

— Grand.
Bend —

Evansville

— New lOrplicum.
Oregon
Seattle — New Orplieum.
Washington
Seattle— Orpheum, seating 3,000.
Wisconsin
Madison — New Orplieum.
Canada
Vancouver — New

South

Omaha

Palace.

Sioux

Iowa
— Orpheum.
City — Orpheum.

New

Orleans

Moines

Des

Louisiana

list

of 55

Champaign

Keith houses follows:

District of
Keith's

Columbia

St.
St.

Maine
Maryland.
Massachusetts
Keith's St. James.

bush.

Riviera,

Greenpoint,

— Moss' Tilyou.
— Proctor's.

Coney Island
Mt. Vernon

St.

— Mainstreet,
Ohio

F. AlFlat-

— PalaceCanada

Milwaukee

— Grand.
Vancouver — Orpheum.
Winnipeg — Orpheum.
Calgary

Louis,

Orpheum.

— Columbia.
— Majestic.
Oregon
Portljfnd — Heilig.
Washington
Seattle — Orpheum.
Wisconsin
Madison — Orpheum.
Orpheum.
.Springfield

Michigan

Orplieum,

— Palace Orpheum
Mi>ssouri
Louis — Orpheum,

Or-

Paul

Davenport

Keith's.

— Temple.
Grand Rapids — Keith's Empress.
New York
Brooklyn — Bushwick, Prospect, E.
bee,

Hennepin

Omaha — Orpheum.

Baltimore,

—

St.,

Nebraska

Keitli's.

Maryland

—

Minnesota
—-Seventh

Opera House.
Kansas City

Keitli's

Boston
Lowell

Palace.

— Orpheum.

Minneapolis

pheum.

—
Palace.
Indiana
Indianapolis — Keith's
Palace.
Kentucky
Louisville —
Kialto.
Washington

Portland

— Orpheum,
Michigan

Orplieiuiv.

A

California

Fresno White.
Los Angeles Orpheum, Hillstreet.
Oakland Orpheum.
Sacramento State.
San Francisco ^Orpheum, Golden Gate.
Colorado
Denver Orpheum.

Orpheum.

Detroit

Moore Opposite Laura La Plante
Universal City Tom Moore has

ferson.

right by the
of the following 41 theaters:

5,690,182
103,368
457,563

Liabilities
Notes and accounts payable.
Deposits
Deferred notes payable

New York— Hippodrome, Palace, Royal,
Fordham. Riverside, 81st St., Hamilton, Jef-

to

subsidiaries
Other assets

Deferred

When Hal Roach

$2,805,075
932,412
50,467

leaseholds, etc., less depreciation
24,135,462

lan

'actice

—

Grand

The

The

Star

Public Hears Ahoutnot merely exhibitors
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the whole country.
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in headlines.

THE industry proud
TO welcome Tim McCoy

is^^';

WESTERN

(iV^^''
ViP.

,<-<•»

WHAT

/•

epic will be ready.

an introduction

TO the American public
TIM McCoy doesn't need
I

NOTE: As

ice

go

to press the

comes that Col. Tim
idly recovering

and

McCoy

news

is

rap-

there will be

no

delay in the completion of Kis picture

"RIDER OF THE PLAINS."

WHEN

it

comes

AMERICA

is

a doubl!

to danger!

waiting for you

TIM McCoy-hero

METRO-GOLD WYN-MAYEF

—

—
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Britain Disagrees
Opinion Against Nathan
Burkan's Suggestion to Stimulate
Production By Endowment
When Nathan Burkan was in Lon071, he addressed the trade press and
dvanced the suggestion that one
lay to arouse greater interest in
iritish production is for the English
Government to set aside as an anual endowment a portion of the
16,000,000 secured yearly in the
orm of taxes. It was Burkan's idea
open the competition to the world,
leloiv will be found what several of
he British papers say about the
Editorial

\

Ian.

—

London

$20,000,000 Budget

"Bioscope" states:
"Nathan Burkan's prize competi]ion scheme, designed to aid British
;)roduccrs, contains one great weakiiess.
How could any British firm

i

(Continued on Page 2)

Congress

May

Fail

Doubtful After All Now If International Meeting Will Be
Held in Paris

—

Paris Jean Sapene, publisher of the
jowerful "Le Matin" and president

—

story
Irola

Harry
1,000,000.
\n the project.

New

Suits

is

he

held

at

all.

—

Berlin
German producers invited
the International Film Congress in
Paris may not attend.

Tuttle Aide Coming to N. Y.
Russell
Matthews, assistant to
!

requiem mass for Rudolph
Valentino will be solemnized
at St. Malachy's Church this
morning at 11 o'clock. Included in the honorary pallbearers are

prominent

some

of the

personages

in

most

Talking Film?

Understands That Brunswick-Balke Has Device Somewhat Similar to Vitaphone
It is understood in Wall St. that
Brunswick-Balke will soon announcq
a talking motion picture company
St.

similar to the Vitaphone. Associated
with this company in the project are
the General Electric, Radio Corp. of
America and the Westinghouse Elecinterests,
of the

tric

None

ment on

it

reported.

is

companies would commatter Saturday.

the

the

The United Artists offices
will be closed today from eleven
until one o'clock while the services are being held.

Planned

A

Review

of Reviews
BRENNAM

By LILIAN W.

Broadway continues with long run
and hold-overs. The past week
brought forth only two new pictures
films

Bray-Hurd

Firm to Start Action
Against Cartoon Film Makers

One

Wall

industry.

associated

weekly change theaters. "BatButler," Buster Keaton's new
picture at the Capitol, and "The
Show-OfT" $t 'Vie Rivoli.
"Re-ui
Geste" had its premiere at the Cri-

at the

All Prints

Settled

Working

tling

With an out of court settlement Heavy Call on Valentino Pictures at
made in its suit against Fables PicBoth United Artists and Famous
tures,
Bray-Hurd Process Co., is
Players
terion.
planning action against a number of
The death of Rudolph Valentino
It was the highlight of the week.
producers of animated cartoons, al- has evoked an unprecedented
demand The premiere was brilliant, and, in
leging infringement of patents.
Bray-Hurd is the owner of five
patents claimed to substantially cover
all of the processes and methods now
employed in the creation and produciContinued on Page 5)

Films des Cineromans, is quoted Independents to Meet Operators
"Courier Cinemato-graphique as
While the operators and the T.
itating that under present conditions
O. C. C. have split over wage ne[10 practical results can develop from
gotiations, a meeting of theater own'he proposed International Film Con-

ivill

A

will

n

In
slated for Paris, Sept. 27.
,/iew of the weight his influence caries, it is doubtful if the Congress

York.

hotel on- VVilshire
cost
It
will
St.

Rapf

New

studios here

cease work for two minutes today while funeral serRudolph Valentino
vices for
are being conducted in New

to Build

Los Angeles
build a 13
Blvd. and

Hotel
Louis B. Mayer

—All

will

Thirty-five directors will turn out the
pictures in which will appear 60 stars
and featured players.

)f

gress,

Los Angles

—

Mayer

Price 5 Cents

Honor Valentino

M.-G.-M. to Use 35 Directors and
60 Stars and Featured Players
in New Line-Up
San Francisco Louis B. Mayer announced at an M.-G.-M. sales convention here that the company will spend
$20,000,000 on 1926-1927 production.

1;

Several weaknesses in
ilurkan's plan to revive British producion are editorially voiced in the columns of the British trade papers:

1926

30,

of the Chamber will
take place at 11 o'c'ock this moDiing ill the Astor Hotel to discuss the
There are 184 ;;xhib:tors
situation.
of this clas.

ers not

San Francisco
union

is in

—A

Split

new

Union

musicians'

the offing here as a result

of the wage disagreement between
the present musicians' union and theater owners.
There are about 1,500 members in
the local union of which about 150
arc reported to be actually engaged in

in

Famous and United

he

appears.

Artists on Satur-

(Continued on Page 2)

Suggest Valentino Program

members

Wage Row May

which

picture deserved the applause
Herbert Brenon is responsiday stated that requests for bookThe
an excellent picture.
ings have resulted in placing every cast, including Ronald Colman, Noah
print of Valentino's pictures in cir- Beery, Neil Hamilton, Ralph Forbes.
culation.
Norman Trevor, Alice Joyce, WilPhil
Reisman, Eastern division liam Powell and Mary Brian, did
manager for Famous, stated that fine work. Beery as Sergeant Leprints long lying dormant now arc jaune
was the outstanding charpictures

for

Several theater owners have sent
suggestions to the M. P. T. O. A.
that special tribute be paid to ths
memory of Rudolph Valentino this
evening by having a short memorial
musical prograin featured at theaters

fact, tlie

got.
ble for

it

acterization.
He virtually lived iha
swaggering, blustering, cruel
part
(Continued on Page 4)

—

Weeks

Arrives on Coast

—

Los Angeles George Weeks, general sales manager of Famous, is in
town from New York. He was met
Lloyd's
C. L. Boyd of the Empress and Don- by William R. Fraser, Harold
general manager, and officials of the
elson theaters in Central City, Neb.
has taken the initiative in his terri- Laskv studio.
tory, where the idea has taken hold-.
Lumas to Widen Scope
Theater owners generally are urged
to make such suitable arrangements
Sam Sax, president of Lumas Film
along this line as their various situa- Corp., announces a departure from

Frank Tuttle, is en route to New
York from the Coast to work on
tions will permit.
the policy of distributing only the
'Love 'Em and Leave 'Em." TownIn
output of Gotham productions.
dehas
This body
send Martin, scenarist, is also headed theater work.
the near future he will' handle the
ifor
New York. Tuttle will leave manded increases in wages ranging
product of other producers for disNow, it is
ijtollowing completion of the cutting from 15 to 40 per cent.
Warners Negotiating Leases on Two tribution in order to develop the nasaid, three active musicians have apIjand editing of "Kid Boots.'
Legitimate Theaters To Have
tional scope of the Gotham exchanges.
proached the theater owners and ofFour on Broadway
would
which
another
form
fered to
4,000-Seat Chicago Theater
The Warners are negotiating leases
$1,000,000 House for "U"
negotiate a five-year contract with
Chicago The
American Amuse- theater managers.
for tvi^o Broadway legitimate houses
Orlando, Fla. Work on Univer|ment Co. will erect a $3,000,000 house
for their specials and Vitaphone pre- sal's $1.000 000 theater here gets un'to seat 4,000 at North Ave. between
Next sentations. This will give them four der way Sept 1. The house will seat
Dwan's
Master"
"Music
Mbany Ave. and Troy St. It will
houses, as they take over the Colony 2,200.
A. C. Marshall, Florida bus
Allan Dwan has practically finish- under lease late in September. It is magnate,
lot be completed till Sept. 1, 1927.
building it as his first
is
ed shooting "Summer Bachelors" ati understood the lease runs until iie.xt theatrical venture.
Within a month he will start Spring.
Fox.
Rasch at "Hipp" Again
direction of "The Music Master" and
In preparation for the Vitaphone
Clarence E. Castle Dies
Albertina Rasch will again direct afterwards will probably direct "The
(Continued on Page 5)
the Hippodrome ballet this season.
Snatchers."
Cradle
Ogdensburg, N. Y. Clarence E.

Add Vitaphone Houses
—

—

I

Peggy Joyce Returns
Peggy Hopkins Joyce has returned
from

abroad.

—

London Expects Chaplin

Kane Much

Better
Robert T. Kane was reported

much

better

Saturday afternoon.

as

a

visit

time

in

Castle,

— The trade here anticipates

man

from Charlie Chaplin someNovember.

mer

London

ness.

53,

a

well

known

theatrical

this section, died at his sumcamp here after a two years' illin
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Francaise,

5.

—
—

Rue

Sanlnier.

1)

compete against such men
as Charlie Chaplin and Rex Ingram,
who would be backed by resources
The
undreamed of in England?
scheme is spectacular but not cal-

In part,

at

21,

"Cinema"

The market was

in a rising vein
S.iturindustrials
and rails, alike, enjoying
the fruits of the advance.
The general list
of stocks, as a result, were on the right
side of the nrarkct at the close.
Pathe Exch. "A", in the film market,
made the largest gain of the day. It chalked
up an additional IJ^ points in a small turnover.
Eastma^n Kodai also added 1 point,
while both of the active Warner issues were
off more than a point each at the close.

Quotations
Low

High

•Am.

Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

37'/.

.

•Balaban & Katz
•Hal & Katz Vtc.

37'/,

.

Close
33»^
37'^
73!^

.

.

.

•First

Inspect.
NafI Pfd.
.

.

.

.

•Intern'l

Project.
Locw's. Inc.
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.

Pathe

Exch.

.

.

.

"A"

5J4

.

71
,

71'/.

1\V2.

100

23 ?i

24

500

''^^.

200

'/z

24
,

4m

.

\i%

17

54

54

54

9754
23

.

5

'Skouras Bros.
••Stan .Co. of Am.
.

im

415^
23J^
\1V^

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
25
ttRoxy Common
6
.

400
1.900

1035/^

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

100

75

Eastman Kodak
117
116}^ 117
Famous Players
114*^ n3'4 114
'Famous Play. Pfd
120
•Film

Sales

54

.

300
100

(Continued from Page 1)

being booked by theater owners de-

"British producer^ need money now.
They need finance before they can
enter the world competition suggest.'Knd, furthered by Mr. Burkan.

In such

as outlined, America would
have a ten years' start in the race;
her stars are ready-made and experienced; her deft touch to achieve effect has been developed while Brit-

scheme

producers have been idle, nonplussed by the after-effects of the
ish

—
— "So
This Is Paris"
Capitol — "Battling Butler"
—
Letter"
Central
— "The

Cameo

—

"Kiiie

for

re-

picture.

Duchess

of Buffalo"

Tuesday "The Lodge in
and "Senior Daredevil"

tlie

Wilderness"

—

"Into Her Kingdom"
Thursday-— "The Honeymoon Express"

Wednesday

—
—
—

—

— "Fine
—
'

Rivoli

Warners
Brooklyn
Sake"

Manners"
"Don Juan"

Mark

Strand

— "For

many sections of New York, exwho have deemed it gooc(j

In

hibitors

Heaven's

to make these booktelling the world about it

showmanship
ings

Friday ^"A Woman's Heart" and "Twist.
ed Triggers"
Saturday "Don Juan's Three Nights"
Sunday "Nell Gwyn"
Mark Strand "The Black Pirate"
Rialto
'Variety"

in

are

no

uncertain

Next Week

—
—
Cameo — Undetermined
—
Capitol ^"Mare Nostrum"
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"
Colony — "One Minute to Play"
Criterion — "Beau Geste"
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
Mark Strand — "The Strong Man"
— "Variety"
Rialto
— "Diplomacy"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "The Black

"The Big Parade"
Broadway '"Aloma of the South Seas"

Astor

terms through the

mediums of special marquee banners.
The usual theater mailing lists are
being worked plentitully in an efifort
to

cash

in

Valentino's

death.

Named Concert Master
Louis Joe Winters, for the
last four years with Gene Rodemich's
orchestra and for four years prior to
that with the St. Louis Symphony
orchestra and for four years prior to
that with the St. Louis Symphony orchestra, has been named concert masWinters

—

St.

Walsh Cast

ask whj'
the British Government should be
asked to set aside a part of £6,000,000 of her much-needed revenue?
America has made more money out
of the moving-picture industry than
any country in the world, and if. as
Mr. Burkan says, they need competition to stimulate their own efforts
then we suggest tli^t the annual
award, if put down by the United
States, might prove to them a very
profitable investment.
"What Mr. Burkan does demonstrate most emphalicnlly is the value
of keen individual thought; and we
repeat that from it may come the
conception of a valuable and workable
plan which will enable the
British producer to make the course
with his competitors."
are. too. entitled to

Weekly" asserts:
"Nathan Burkan's scheme

"The Eagle." which preceded "The
Son of a Sheik," the late star's last

Scarlet

Midnight Sun"
—"The
Criterion
"Beau Geste"
Embassy — "Ben Hiir"
—
Loew's New York — Today "The

war.

"We

sirous of meeting the public's insistent demand for Valentino pictures,
while United Artists reported an appreciable increase of bookings on

A,stor— "The Big Parade"
Broadway "Padlocked"

Colony

"Mr.
scheme happily
Burkan's
avoids the too controversial ground
that necessarily exists within the industry.
His world competition goes
outside the trade to some extent;
neatly avoids subsidy, but at the
same time demands Government aid
or at best Government blessing, in
part of the £6.000,000 yielded in Entertainment Tax. The idea is a virilo
one. but it does not. apparently, consider some very important aspects
of the problem.

a

rlay.

big

a

said:

more, they need equipment.

Financial

On Broadway

to

culated, I fear, to establish
British film industry."

1926

All Prints Working

Britain Disagrees
hope

30,

ter for the

Ambassador.

FOR RENT
Pirate'

Selected

Joe Sameth, supervising director of
the third of the series starring George
Walsh, has selected the following cast
"Striving for Fortune": Louis
for
Carter, Beryl Roberts. Joe Burke,

Johnson, Dexter McReynolds,
Danny Hayes, Brian Dunlevy.

Entire floor or part thereof
1.150
Fine
square feet in private building.
projection
room and vault space.

Apply

Moderate rent.
Box K-140
1650

c-o

Broadway

8

Film Daily
N. Y. C.
(

—"^
QUALITY PRINTS

Tefft

Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Hunt

B. Miller Kills Self

U.

—

Pittsburgh Hunt B. Miller died at
the Mercy Hospital from a gunshot
wound that he is said to have admitted
inflicting on himself.
tion picture promoter,

ti^e interested

in

He was

a

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades

Inc.
J.

3678

mo-

and was at one
the Schenley theater

John D.Tippett, Inc.

here.

Two Units in Texas
Hollywood Paramount will have
two units working in Texas after
Labor Day.
"The Rough Riders"
and "Wings" will be produced there.

—

storing British production by menus
86}^
Trans- Lux Screen
8 '4
8-4
200 of big prize awards from a Govern
8^
Universal Pict.
34 '4
34-4
200 mnet fund subsidized by entertainCooper Postpones Carlisle Project
34^
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
95J4
David Cooper, OrCarlisle. Pa.
ment
tax
receipts
does
not
strike
one
Warner Pictures
49
47
48^ 1,700
Warner Pict. "A" 51
49 'A 13,600 as particularly practicable.
48
If
and pheum owner, has postponed plans to
• Last Prices Quoted
what an 'if it is! the Government erect a new house. The proposed
•• Philadephia Market
1,200 seat theater
may built, after
is inclined to hand back tax money
t Bond Market
to the Trade in any form, it would Jan. 1.
tt Bid and Ask
be using the money to better advantage if it bore the capital cost of a
Alleged Swindler Jailed
fully equipped studio, which could
If You Are in the
Los Anpcles Edward J. Flynn i.= then be rented cheaply to British
Market
for Any Kind of
firms,
or—
but why be as Utopian as
at the county jail facing charges of
obtaining money under false pre- Mr. Burkan?"
tenses.
He was arrested on complaint of Mrs. Margaret L. Murphy
Goldhammer with Warners
of Venice, who says he obtained
St. Louis
-L. H. Goldhammer, who
which
he said Great Western
$4,200
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
Prod, was to use in marketing a pic resigned as manager for Universal,
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
has
taken
over
the local Warner ofture.
He was extradited from Nefice.
He
succeeds
Eddie
Alperson
vada.
Chas. G. Winoughby, Inc.
transferred to Kansas City.
Mannie
Gottlieb of Des Moines will manage
Motion Picture Department
Hess Opens Monte Vista House
the Universal branch.
Alperson suc110 West 32nd St., New York
Monte Vista, Col. Dave Hess has ceeds Joe Levy at Kansas City.
opened his new Granada.
Phone Puina. 68C4
It seats
Goldhammer is in Minneapolis at700.
tending the funeral of his mother

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

.

.

—

—

—

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BWd.

New York City

Hollywood,

». .

The

—

—

—

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Calif.

Canal Zone
WiU
Welcome

S

- S - Q^—
Sept. 10

t

^-pcc««Ns

"Straight Tip"

TO ALL EXHIBITORS

^

Steve Donoghuei
(The World's Premier Jockey)
Has the

up on

leg

six

two

reel

winners— get down heavy

—a

sure thing for the

SHO WMAN*S STAKES
This great

little

man

is

known

with him

"The Reel

THE BOARD

IS

the world over.

— and

Thrill of

home nigh 2000 winners— it's a

''HEARTS

3

"BEATING THE BOOK"
"THE RINGER"
"A DARK HORSE"
"THE GOLDEN SPURS"

AND

HORSES''

all

Two

Reels

Two

Reels

Two

Reels

Two

Reels

Two

Reels

Tw^o Reels

A blending of hoof beats —heart beats — humor — and sensation— not
An

habit

a lead pipe cinch

FOR A KING''

2

6

it's

UP! READ THE NAMES OF THE SIX WINNERS

''RIDING

5

has booted

Every Program"

1

4

He

he will win for you

but features.
star cast in each photoplay including the favorate American leading actor
fillers

CARYLE BLACKWELL
For

inside information regarding a franchise wire or write today

HI-MARK PRODUCTIONS

*" '^glVJSSi™^^

THE

A

Review

of

Reviews

{Continued jrom Page

and withal, a

Golf Before Convention

1)

Columbus, O.

first-rate

soldier.
TIio
story was made for motion pictures.
Tile predominating theme of brotlier
love was well developed.
It offers

something unusual in enteriainm:nt,
desire for one Geste to acrifice
himself so that another brother might
live.
The ordinary boy and girl
thread is very faint and entirely un-

clowns around

in the ring.
Keaton
following.
There's no doubt
about that and judging from the re
ception given his picture he certainly delivers the goods.
The audicnou
was in constant uproar over his antics.
Box office receipts went soaring
and the picture stays for another

has a

week.

"The Show-Off," adapted from

the.

successful stage play, had Ford Sterling in the title role.
Malcolm St
Clair supplied his usual clever direction and Sterling gave a delightful
characterization of the big bluff hero.
wild ride in Philadelphia traffic, in
a flivver, was the comedy highlight
Lois Wilson, charming as the wife.
Universal will soon release "The
Old Soak," another stage play adaptation.
Jean Hersholt, who has won
no little favorable comment for his
varied and interesting character portrayals, is the old soak and a delightTremendously amusing picful one.
ture and full of fine human interest
angles.
little long but with trimming it will make for a very fine entertainment.
Other pictures of the week were:
"Flames," an Associated Exhibitors'
release, with an excellent forest fire
thrill for a climax; "The Boy Friend,"
a Monta Bell comedy from M.-G.-M.,

A

A

— Preceded

by

a golf tournament, the sixth annual convention of the state exhibitor association will be held

Nov.

The tourney

9-10.

will be

held on the 8th.

this

important.
Buster Keaton does another of his
sphinx-faced acts in "Battling Butler" and manages to elicit the apparent full approval of his audiciice.
Some good comedy business vvhcru
Buster gets into righting togs and

-^i^.DAILY
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Exploit' O- Grams

included "Don Juan,"
"The Scarlet Letter," and "Beau
With these the fall season
Geste."
got under way.

—

and you people should be proud of
such a playhouse.
Yours sincerely,
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
iiiizabetn.
Edwards, Sarasota, Fla.
ideas when you run these pictures
your "Exploit-0-Gram-s,
Send
"The Waltz Dream"
and help the other fellows who are
(M.-U.-M.)
helping you.
Placed a girl on tne street attired
111
a \ lennesc costume.
She earned
"Brown of Harvard"
d small box on a ripbon over her
(M.-G.-M.)
oiiouiuer, irom whicn sue passed out
A sporting goods store furnished i small envelopes on wnich
was printed:
football which was displayed with a
'this envelope contams the meaning
show card describing the event in ot your dream," Inside was a small

man.

Fischer Portage House Started
Portage, Wis. Work has started

—

on

Fischer-Paramount theater
Meanwhile, the company's proposed Berlin project is held up by
a CO. troversy as to where the $20,000
raised by Berlin citizens is to be
spent.
Saxe is associated with Edward Starkey in operation of the
the

here.

Opera House

at Berlin.

—

cast of
in

pro-

duction for M.-G.-M., with Jack Conway directing, includes Joan Crawford,
Ralph Bushman, Rockcliffe
Fellowes,
Richard
Carle,
Harvey
Clark,
Carmel Mvers and Jerry
Miley.

File

them away.

Here

Okla. Theater
Okla.

Seminole,

— John

Mark Good and Susan
all

the

of

this

place,

Seminole

Co.

L. Good
Porterfield,

have incorporated

Amusement

capital stock of $4,000.

A

Co.

with

house

will

soon be erected.

S-S- QoS
'Will

arrive
in

Argentine
Sept. 24

is

ayi

—

m

their

Complete Cast
Hollywood The complete
"The Understanding Heart,"

window

for a

week

prior to ihc

showing. The day of the opening tht
High School Band and a hundred or
more boys led by a drum major dressed as "Brown of Harvard," paraded
over the principal streets winding up
at the Huron Hotel where a crowd

had gathered.
The football was
thrown from the roof of the hotel
and the boys who captured it won
it.
Then boys and band went to see
the show.
The boys got in for a
Morris Back Wednesday
Sam E. Morris returns Wednes- nickel and the band members got in
free.
The boy dressed as "Brown of
day from a vacation and leaves the
same night for Toronto to meet H. Harvard" acted as ballyhoo traversing principal streets and distributing
M. Warner.
Both will proceed to
heralds.— Ralph
Benedict,
Martha
Youngstown, O., where the golden
wedding anniversary of Warners' Washington, Ypsilanti, Mich.
parents

is

to be celebrated.

"Don Q, Son

Premier Gets Rayart Product
Louis Premier has acquired

—

St.

distribution

Eastern

in

Missouri

and Southern Illinois to forty-two
Rayart features. They are the Superior
Melodrams,
Bill
Sullivan,
Dick Hatton and Bob Reeves series

of Zorro"
(United Artists)
Tied up with the Sydney Evening
News, offering an award together
with a one-week prologue job for the
girl
possessing the most beautiful
long hair in Australia. All contestants were required to bring or send
photographs.
In building up interest with interesting data on bobbed
hair, the newspaper took this angle:
"Douglas Fairbanks likes long-haired women.
His wife, the dainty Mary Picklord, is

Mr
with

should

ceeding him.

take part in his picof Zorro,' and he has inbeautiful long-haired girls in the
Him,
Length of hair alone will not be the
basis of the judges' decision.
Beauty and
quaJity will both
be considered," ^Crystal
ture,

'Don Q, Son

cluded

Made Manager

Schilling
St.

Nev7

—

"Dear Friend I go to a lot
of shows and enjoy the comedy type
best.
Last week I saw "Poker Faces.'
read:

a ready reference for the busy show

—

month

1926

Brief outlines of practical exploita- Edward E. Horton
sure made a
They give all necessary hit with me. Laura itLa
tion stunts.
Plante was
information the exhibitor needs to very good, too.
If you want to enmade
have
They
put them over.
joy yourself for an hour or so be sure
money for others. They will make and see 'Poker I^aces' when
it comes
money for you. This daily list of to Sarasota. It will
surely play the
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as Edwards.
I was in that ttieater once

Changes at Seattle
and two westerns "The High Hand,"
Seattle
Paul Noble has resigned
(Pathe) and "The Flying Horseman," as manager of the Liberty.
Gus
for her beautiful golden curls.
with Buck Jones, (Fox).
Metzger has quit as general man- renowned
Fairbanks insisted tliat only women
Important long run openings of ager of the Rivoli, A. S. Weider
suc- flowing tresses

the

30,

Louis

— Edward

Schilling, since
manager of the Em-

1923 assistant
press, has succeeded
ler as manager.

Edward

L. But-

fifty

—

I'alace,

.Sydney, Australia,

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

Screened a print of a special reel
Anita Stewart Coming East
showing Miss Greater New Y'ork, loLos Angeles Anita Stewart will cal entrant in the National Beauty
leave for
New York on a two Contest at Atlantic City, six hours
weeks' business trip early in Sep- after the event was photographed.
tember.
Followed this up with a parade of 50
autos with pretty girls, which traversed the city with a motorcycle poMoss Houses Being renovated
B. S. Moss' Flatbush and Rivera in lice escort and horns tooting loudly.
Brooklyn are undergoing alterations. The cars bore banners stating Miss
Both will be ready in time for the America would appear in person Saturday evening at the theater. A speF'all season.
cial police guard was secured and
stationed all day and evening at the
Stratford O. H. to Open
theater front.
Colony, New 'York.
Stratford, Wis.
E. Johnson is preparing to reopen the Opera House.
"Poker Faces"

—

—

—

Berger's Second
Crystal

Falls,

second house

He now

is

Ready

—

Mich.
J. Berger's
nearing completion.

operates the Crystal.

card

reading:

(hat

you

"Your

should

dream means

"The VValtz
Dream.' " The name of the theater
and play date followed, and also tne
statement that the picture was troni
see

Strauss' famous operetta, and introduced the "Blue Danube VValz.
Ernest Emerling, Loew's Dayton,
Dayton, O.
"

"The WUderness Woman"
(First National)

Took advantage

of

crowds

attract-

ed to the city because of the Eagies'
National Convention, Fleet Vveek
with the battleships, and the Northwest Exposition.
Believing many
would have little time to read inside
columns of newspapers, worked Oii;
an idea to make it easy foi them.
Thus 4,000 papers carried in red iuk
across the front page the aiuiounct.ment of the showing.
Then they
were rushed to the Ship's Service Otficer aboard each battleship.
Additional copies were furnished special
trains side-tracked near the dticts.
Copies were put* in the reading and
rest-rooms ot the Eagle's Temple.
Others were taken to Exposition
Building where they were distributed

by boys calling "extra." Th-o
was but one cent a copy to the
theater.
This stunt was kept going
for five days.
Leroy V. Johnson,
free

cost

—

Liberty, Seattle.

Chase Again Mudslinging
Woonsocket, R. I. Cannon William Scheafe Chase is indulging again
in his favorite pastime, mudslinging
at motion pictures.
F'ilms, he de-

—

clares in his latest outburst at a local church, have ben the school of
crime for 60 years and are responsible for disregard for law existing to-

day.

Four New Units at Fine Arts
Los Angeles P^our additional pro-

—

ducing units have moved their headquarters to the Fine Arts studios.
'They are Preferred Pictures, Standard, Weil and Fidelity Prod.

Rreedman Resumes Work
Los Angeles

— Samuel

Freedman,

vice president of the Fine Arts studios, has returned to his desk after

an illness.
(Universal)
Used a hand-written letter written New Milwaukee Exchange Finished
on a good grade of note paper and in
Milwaukee Constructioii work has
a distinctive hand.
It made an im- been completed on the new Warner
pression in every home it reached. It exchange.

—
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New

Add Vitaphone Houses

And Thafs That
By PHIL. M.

SECRETARY

of

DALY

(Continued from Page

program, preceding "The Better 'Olc,"
which opens at the Colony the first
week in October, Warners have sign-

,

Labor Davis

is

reported to have said" that in the
cabinet, he probably would be associated with Larry Senion, as financier
of tlie comedian's pictures.
The two
are old friends.

number
comedy stars.
ed

Jolson, George
reiirath,

Broadway musical

of

a

Talent includes Al
Jessel, Reginald Wcr-

Willie and

and Elsie

Eugene Howard

Janis.

The company

is planning to lease
Boston. As soon as
introducing
plans
for

two theaters

nation-wide
actor does when kicked
Vitaphone are comiilete, attention
in the knee by a horse is stay kicked,
will be turned to Europe, with Lonsays Reed Howes, who is recoi'ering
don to mark the deliut of the device
from the effects of the gentle beast's abroad
actions.

National's studio surely is
There are 16,233 arrests to
be made there in the next two years,
but they're for film purposes only.

First
lawless.

—

Francisco Rodney Pantages
is reported negotiating for the Vitaphone for the Pantages circuit.
H.
M. W^arner. now on a tour of the
upon a Northwest and Canada negotiating

Murray stepped
newly-planted grass plot and hopped
Charlie

San

leases of theaters for presentation of

"Don Juan" and the new synchronigingerly back to a cement walk just
zation device, conferred with the gento prove he never lets grass grows
eral manager of the Pantages c'rcuit
under his feet.
while visiting this city.
Alexander Pantages, head of the
Speaking of titles, June Mathis has circuit, is engaged on an expansion
one in '"Here Y' Are, Brother."
program, which calls for buildiiuj of
a number of West Coast and Texas
A make-up studio can make a theaters. He is reported to be plana screen king out of an ordinary mor- ning an invasion of the East, with
tal in eight minutes, we are told, but an
open "battle" between the ciran audience can reverse the process cuit and the Keith-Albee interests.
in

much

less time.

Vitaphone

presentations,

it

is

Rappaport, G. Korn, L. Brudy.

G.

Alhany,

ask the exhibitor who plays

them.

4.1rd

dent

made him decide

to

candy "rope" wound around his neckWhen Turpin stopped nmning he
decided to be an actor, and not be
stuck up anymore.

Thomas Meighan, accompanied by
Gene Sarazen, is en route to Brook,
Ind., for a golf game with George

500-seat

a

theater.

Glidden House

— W.

Shen Completes Remodeling
R. Shen has
Minn.

—

Lakeville,

completed remodeling of the LakeAde. Imagine, the wise-cracks a dubville.
bed shots will get in that match.

With

these reports of strikes.
consider what are termed the unreasotrlble demands of Chinese labor
which seeks $15 Mex as a monthly
wage. That's about $8 in American
all

to
Torturing employers
make them accede to workers' demands is reported as another Chineso

money.

wrinkle.

Hallam

being
a
says
" lounge -lizard" is a man's-size job
for the 1.1 mnst be an athlete to do
all the dancing which goes with the
avocation.
He travels miles in a
single night, doing his stuff in "Ladies at Play?'

Claude Thorpe to Build
Claude
Mountain Park, Okla.

—

Thorp

plans

a

Amuse.

Newark;
and

— Linden

to Fresno for fattening
as Class
beef.

tle

A

and

sale

Co.,

Bardo

;

J.

Theater Co., Inc.,

$120,000;

capital

to

operate

thea-

estate.

real

make

500-seat

theater

R-'.n.

S-S-QWiU Reach

at

Trust Co. of America.

N.

Trenton,

Union

corporators,

Talmadge Cast Additions
Los Angeles

J.

City;

— 991
to

Broadway

operate

In-

corporators, E.

J.

—'Tri-State

Theater Corp., Wil
Address, Corp.

niington
capital $.S,000,000.
Trust Co. of America.
;

—

Stanley
Shapiro
Del.
Philadelphia,
Pa.;
capital

Dover,
Corp.,

Address,

Dover,

Corp.

Apply

rent.

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS

Theater

1400 Locust

$10,000.

Guarantee and Trust Co.

—

Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Dewey 8600

Tel.

National Playhouses. Inc.,
Del.
capital $15,000,000; to deal in

cvYoPr^Sto

TRAILERS

SEI

'-MEG

I

<;FAK

w^

"^

THE

ONLY

TRAILER SERVICE
VVITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROIvI

Sept. 10

ckicaAj, ill.
d4sSo.mlMukAvc.

Black

Large and small studios writh
every facility for motion picture production, including very
complete furniture and property departments.
Reasonable

Specialities Co., Copictures.
InShaul), H. Talmon, H, A.

Paxton.

Dover, Del.

"The

FOR RENT

— Cine
$20,000; motion

rona; capital,

in

Theater

theater.

Fred C. Wilson, Louis G. Wil-

N. Y.

Talmadge

Rider."
Irvin Willat will direct for
Universal.

Minnie Simernoff.

.\lbany,

—

Barbara Bedford.
Stuart Holmes and David Torrenrr
will
share the leading roles with

THE NBaATlVE

Central

America

undf-r
to

the Aesop's Fables.

Richard

—

Dover, Dcd. Northwestern Theater Corp..
Wilmington; capital $10,000. Address, Corp.

Cooley

There's no bull in the story that
Jack Holt intends shipping range cat-

license

Name Changed

H. Smerdon, new
owner of the Casino, has changed its
name to "The Princess."
Glidden, la.

a

$6,000.

Trenton, N.

son.

secured

which the company may continue

Incorporators, Kenes Bowling, H. K. Buttermore, D. C. Caitrpbcll.

Co..

has

tures

or-

500-Seat

on

Manhattan,

Films,

Siletti

— Bardo

Frankfort. Ky.
capital

theaters.

Oklahoma House
become an
Eufala, Okla.— L. R. Crcason, Paltaf¥y lariat
ace owner, will commence work soon

In swinging the
a burly stranger, confused by Turpin's eves, ducked the way and tho
actor.

—

St.

this

chestra director at Saxe's Wisconsin,
expected to return soon from
is
a tour of Europe.

Ben Turjiin admits to being a taffy
puller at county fairs when an acci-

Y.

N.

Incorporators. M. Siletti,
capital $100,000.
Address, F. Balletta, 25 W.
C. J. Bnrr.

Wilmington;

—

it,

Advertising,
— Moviegraplis
Incorporators,
$20,000.

Y.

capital

;

felt,

would be an important step in
Speakino of "money" directors, we "offensive."
nominate "Bob" McGowan, who has
Kopp Back Soon
directed 53 Onr Gang comedies in
Rudolph Kopp.
four years. As for the money part
Milwaukee
of

N.

Albany,

Manhattan

ters

Pantages After Device?

1)

animated cartoons and industrial or technical animated drawing'
Several actions have been brougb'
against makers of animated cartoonwhich actions now are pending. Tinmakers of Aesop's Fables have settled
the action against them, and as a re
suit of such settlement Fables Piction of

at

What an

Suits Planned

(Continued from Page

1)
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It's

another Ktiockout from Colleen —Another

of First National's triumph! First In Stars!
First in Stories!

First In

Performance!

i

—
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The Leader

Last Rites Held

Leaders of the Industry Attend Mass
led the way yesfor Valentino
Thousands Line
terday.
The Hippodrome
Broadway to See Procession
started auspiciously with its new
Admirers of Rudolph Valentino
policy o£ motion pictures and joined hands with the industry yesterlate
Billing for the pic- day to pay public tribute to the
vaudeville.
screen star. Thousands waited for
ture will run neck to neck with hours on Broadway to see the funvaudeville. That's the new or- eral procession, which bore the remains from Campbell's Funeral Chapder of things.
Throughout
country, el to St. Malachy's Church on 49th
the
St., where a requiem high mass was
there has been much interest solemnized.
-er what the "Hipp" will do.
As early as eight o'clock in the
Don't consider it too much of a morning, crowds began to assemble
few
surprise if the policy of more along Broadway, where, but a
days ago, Valentino attended the
running
Orpheum theaters, now
premiere of his last picture. By the
two shows daily, changes to the time the funeral cortege arrived at
{Continued on Page 4)
continuous
of
"Hipp"
idea
shows at fifty cents top.

piCTURES

—

Break

Providing Competition

The new Hippodrome amply demwhat

onstrates

mind.

highly

the

It's

Loew

Keith-Albee

Watching

idea.

has

the

theaters

both circuits from the sidelines
will
be an interesting procedure.
This fact also should be remembered:
Keith-Albee's alliance with P. D. C.
iand a real splurge with pictures might
of

carry

some weight with

Pantages

who

is

a chap

Two Distributors Resign
When Dissatisfied with
—Rift with

in

successful

named

talking'about invad-

in Arbitration

Minneapolis

from Board
Procedure

Steffes

— Heated

discussions
marked the arbitration board's session, with argument between W. A.
Northwest exhibitor unit
Stefies,
head, and S. A. Abel (Fox) and W.

H. Workman (M-G-M) culminating
in resignation of the two distributors
from the board.

The
counsel
delayed

ing the East.

pair
for

charged that

Steffes,

as

defendant, deliberately
the case being heard, and
(Continued on Page 3)

j

Oodles of Space
Booking Deal Denied
mountain
clippings,
Newspaper
Saengers Not Involved in Move CenAll deal
high, litter the Hays office.
tering in Dallas Fortifjnng
Season."
Movie
with
"Greater
Position There

1926

31,

Price S Cents

Midnight is Zero Hour in Wage Row
of Theater Owners and Operators
139 Detroit

Ready To Close

—The

200 in N. Y. Face Strike

following theaters have agreed to close their
doors rather than meet the demands of the operators' union
for increased wages:
Acadie,
Adams, Alhambra, Amo,
Detroit

Threat
Zero hour in the controversy between theater owners and operators

Arcade, Arcadia, Astor, Baker, Bandbox, Beechwood, Bijou, Blackstone,
Bluebird, Boulevard, Brooklyn, Buchanan, Campau, Capitol, Castle, Catherine, Chopin, Cinderella, Clay, Coliseum, Colonial, Columbia, Cosy, Cry-

in

2,

Your,

Woodward

new wage

reaching New York.
In other words, the attention of the
public has been riveted on motion
The
pictures in wholesale fasiiion.
be
cannot
accrue
benefits that thus

They

computed.

are priceless.

Werrenrath,
and
Georgie Jessel are to do their stuff
for the Vitaphone. That's big league

Al

Jolson,

talent.

Reginald

and

With

Willie

made

their

haven't
they
declaring
been approached on the project.
The Saenger interests have taken
{Continued on Page 2)

Grande,

Zella.

Detroit

Warners

Vitaphone

truly have

line-up

a

formidable one.

Another

for

Tampa— Plans

are

Detroit
Only quick action can
avert closing tomorrow of 139 theaters of this city, in protest against
what are termed impossible demands
of operators for wage increases. The
deadline is midnight and last minute
efforts are being made to head off the

being prepared
by Publix Theaters for a house to
cost

$1,000,000,

Consolidated

glimpse
to
eager
all
remarkable
the Valentino cortege.
tribute to the memory of this great
personality.
York could not
h?ve done more for an emporor or a
king.

yesterday,

A

New

KANN

announced by
Inc.
Amusements,
it

reel.

initial picture under the new
Mayer to Enlarge Studios
was "Young April" and a newsSan Francisco Enlargement of the
The picture is given first posi- Culver City studios is planned by

—

(Continued on Page 2)

M-G-M to permit carrying out of its
$20,000,000 production program. New
buildings will be erected.
Before leaving for Los Angeles
Louis B. Mayer, who announced the
plans at a sales convention, conferred
with Fire Chief Murphy concerning
"The
preparations
for
presenting
Fire Brigade" here under auspices of
the fire department.

is

which is affiliated with Publix. It
will have a seating capacity of 3,000.

Suit

Over Film

Chadwick

Pictures has filed an
injunction suit in the Supreme Court
have a large theater under construc- against Herman Glucksmann, Wiltion, and two more are projected. liam
Pizor and Morris Greenberg,
Completion of these projects will give who operate the Capitol Film Exthe concern a total capacity of 12,000 change, to restrain them from selling
or disposing of "Promised Land,"
seats.
a Raquel Meller picture.
Joplin House for Universal
Joplin. Mo.-— .-K $250,000 house is
In an affidavit. T. K. Chadwick deMary and "Doug" Leave
Marv Pickford anu Douglas Fair- clari> Ik- took an t)ption on the pic- planned for JOtli and Nfain .'^ts. for
Universal.
(Continued on Page 5)
hanks "left yesterday for Hollywood.

The

Valentino
Broadway was choked with people

Bill

policy

Tampa

Shutdown

Kcitli-Albce yesterday launched its impending
crisis, which will mark first
far-reaching experiment at the Hipgeneral closing of Detroit houses
podrome, presenting pictures and since the influenza
epidemic.
vaudeville under a new "grind" polDetroit
theater
owners,
led by H.
icy.
The big house, which now runs
continuously from noon until 11 P.M. ^L Richey, general manager of the
state exhibitor association, have reat SO cents top for week-day prices
(Continued on Page 3)
and 75 cents top Saturday and Sunday,
was filled. Matinee top is 35 cents.

The

Howard

the top-notchers previ-

ously signed, the

booking plan, which proposes to include all surburban houses in its
scope under leadership of Saengers,
has been denied emphatically with
exhibitors

The Vitaphone
Eugene

ing manipulations in circulation here.
The claim that merging of Liberty
and Specialty exchanges is part of a

scales.

1,

"Hipp" Opens

—

is

at

All Washington houses are affected
by the theatened walkout, while 200
New York theaters will adopt an
open shop basis, in event eleventh hour
efforts at settlement prove unsuccessful.
One hundred eighty-four New
York exhibitors, not affiliated with
the T. O. C. C, averted a walkout
when they granted compromise increases, lining up with the first run
houses which have already negotiated

Every mail brings in more. From big
Dallas There are several varying Keith-Albee Launches "Grind" Poltowns and from little towns the flood reports relative to theater and bookicy with Picture Topping
publicity

de-

—

—

of

comes

troversies to arbitration.

Oakman Boulevard, PalPark, Pastime, Peoples,
Plaza, Priscilla, Lancaster, Lasky, Regent, Rivola, Roosevelt, Royale, Russell,
Sheridan, State, Strand, Stratford, Theatorium, Tivoli, Tuxedo, Universal,
Vendome, Victoria, Virginia,
Warfield, Warren, Fox Washington,
Star,

over

New

Monroe, Myrtle.

Woodward No.

increases,

Washington, where theater owners
insist upon maintenance of present
wage scales, or submission of the con-

Oakland,
ace No. i.

White

wage

Detroit faces closing of the city's
theaters, unless demands of the operators are withdrawn, while walkouts are theatened in
York and

Davidson, Dawn, Del Ray, Del-The,
Doric, Dexter, East End, East
Side, Embassy, Family, Famum, Fenkell. Ferry Field, Flamingo, Fleur de
Frontenac,
Forrest,
Franklin,
Lys,
Fun, Gladwin Park, Globe, Grande,
Grand Riviera, Grand Victory, Gratiot, Greenwood, Grosse Pointe Park,
Ford Grande.
Harper,
Hippodrome,
Hancock,
Holbrook, Home, Holden, Imperial,
Iris,
Hazel Park, Jefferson, Jewell,
Knickerbocker, Kramer. LaSalle GarLa Veeda, Lincoln
LaSalle.
dens,
Square, Lincoln Park, Linwood LaSalle. Lyric, Mack, Madison, Martha
Washington, Maxine, Merrick, Michi-

Wayne, Wolverine, Woodward No.

raging

dispute
for

midnight.

Dix,

Miles,

the

mands

stal.

gan,

Houses May Close

Consolidated

interests

now

I

THE

DAILY
•a^t!k
ULTUETIME

(Continued from Page 1)

German Theaters Expect Greater Paover
tronage This Coming Season,
Erne Rapee Says
Expectations are that theater business in Germany will show a decided

(.Continued

Universal's Capitol, and may
purchase the house, but "U" is said
to be insisting on keeping the thea-

1926

31,

"Hipp" Opens

Booking Deal Denied

Sees Better Business
*LLTHE NEWS

Tuesday, August

tion

on the

bill,

from Page

1)

which indicates the

manner

in which pictures are to be
stressed by Mark A. Luescher, general director of the theater.
Capacity
crowds yesterday were in evidence,

ter for its Southwest show-window,
is
asimprovement this coming season, ac- unless better representation
Publishir
I8IIN W. AllCOATE
with a standout at all performances.
cording to Erne Rappe, who recently sured in the city.
the
Adoption of the new policy at the
situation,
the
on
Commenting
returned to New York after being diPublished daily except Saturday and holidayi
states:
house is the outgrowth of the recent
rector of presentations for Ufa's 132 "Motion Picture Journal"
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film houses for one year.
"The Majestic takes Fox films, which Keith-Albee-P. D. C. deal, with the
President and
Folks, Inc.
the time in that house. This com- "Hipp" to be the Broadway presennearly
J. W. Alicoate,
two
were
there
season
The
past
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donpany has no affiliations with any film organi- tation house for P. D. C, whose next
causes for poor business, he says.
PriceSCents

Taesdar.Aug.3U926

TdL XXXVII No. 52

fill

M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Ralph Wilk. Traveling Represen-

ald

Manager

;

matter

tative.
Entered as second-class
21, 1918, at the post-office at

May

New York,
under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
dress:
Filmday, New York.
N.

Y..

THE

— Harvey

Gausman,

Ambassa'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Washdor Hotel
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
California

E.

—
—

:

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Financial

One was

attributable

the prevaand the other

to

lence of unemployment
Howwas the anti-American spirit
ever, the employment conditions have
Counterimproved.
substantially
propaganda on the part of Ufa and
associated American companies has
resulted in the effectual reduction of
the anti-American sentiment, Rappee
declares.
Owing to the poor business there
has been but little theater construction in Germany recently, Rappee
states.
There is considerable remodelling going on, however. Airplane service is now being used for
the transporting prints, especially be-

tween Germany and France and Holland.

German producers
Trading

Wall Street proceeded irregu-

in

Prices

yesterday.

larly

fluctuated

sharply,

and the leaders of last week were overshadowed by the rise of an almost entirely
new list of onrushing issues. Rails and tobaccos reached new high levels.

Eastman Kodak stock climbed

five

points

spirited bidding, induced, no doubt, by the
report that the company was working for the
perfection of a color film, which would inin

earnings materially within the next
Philadelphia, the Stanley Co. of
America shares closed at 88^, 2 points higher than Saturday and a net 'advance of 34
points over the year's low.
crease

its

In

year.

tion

to

learn to consistently make
At
pictures, Rappee asserts.

present they

High Low Oose
•Balaban
•Bal.

&

.

.

.

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kod.ik

.

Famous Plavers

.

Fam. Play.

.

Pfd.
Film Inspect.
•First Nat'l Pfd.

.

.

.

•Intern'l Project.
I.^ew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.

Pathe Exch.

.

37J4

^^V^

37J4

900
100

73>/i

....

75
122
114

119^

.

Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures
.

"A"

55^

24 m;

71'^
24

41K

41 '4

iiH
41K

23'/,

23'/,

23/2

18

18
54

887/<

8;*

.

7H<

71 '4
24

97i<
24
6^4
56

Skouras Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.

Pict.

n%

18
54

"A"

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Conmion

Warner

33'/,

learn

which

films

48
48J4
.

• Last Prices

Quoted

•• Philadephia

Ma rket

54
97
22
544
56
86 i<
8Wi

a

to regularly produce pictures
are at least moderately good.

Fadman Returning
Miles Fadman

— Edwin

97

8.400
2,300

300
200
500
500

700
100
100
200
600
....

56
8844 10,000
400

95 '/I
3454
46 2,300
45!4
47-^ 16,500
46 J4

Releasing "Sketchografs"

The first release of a new series of
Julian Ollendorff "Sketchografs" has
been completed and is called "Beauty
and The Beach."
ed by Cranfield

be distributClarke who have

It will

&

signed for the entire series.

1,200-House for Roxbury, Mass.
Roxbury, Mass. The theater being
constructed at Humboldt Ave. and

—

Waumbeck

St.

will

seat

1,200.

;

Loew's through Puhlix. controls the film
buy for the Melba. including the M-G-M proThe Melba, when acquired by
ductions.
Fanrous, held the F.-N. franchise for Dallas.
Publix. then, it will be seen, controls Pararrrount, M-G-M and F.-N. pictures for Dallas
exhibition.
Included might be mentioned

United Artists.

"Famous controls the Old Mill, which is
operated under Saenger management, it is
understood, on a 50-50 basis.
"Universal Pictures Corp. owns the Capitol, which, under a late deal, has been placed
under Saenger management, carrying with it
the right and obligation to exhibit Universal
pictures.
It is understood that choice is allowed to place Universal pictures in other
first-run houses.
"The Saenger subsidiary company, operating in Dallas, has first choice of all other
product on the market, including P. D. C,
Warner, F. B. lO., with whom it is understood season contracts have been closed.
"Under the control by Publix of Melba
bookings, either Paramount, M-G-M or F.-N.
Publix,
pictures may go into the house.
also through its close relation with the Saenger interests, is understood to have a call
upon other services and to yield a call upon
services it has under contract.
From this
alignment it is expected on the market that
pictures of seven or eight distributors, i.e..
Paramount, F.-N.. M-G-M, Universal, Warners, P. D. C, U.A., and Liberty-Specialty,
are likely to be shown in all four Publix,
Loew, Saenger-Universal houses, as the suitability of products for certain house policies
are judged to fit."
The Saengers recently obtained a
one-half interest in Dent Theaters,
successor
Dent-Musclman
of
the
chain, and are reported seeking to buy
into the Rohb & Rowley circuit, although these negotiations are denied.

Goss in Brenon Film
Walter Goss, graduate of the Paramount School, has been cast for a
part in Herbert Brenon's next picture,

output totals 40 pictures

year's

Keith Booking Switched
Boston Booking for the Keith
houses has been transferred to New
York and includes all of the New
England houses. Harry Crull, who
had charge of Keith interests in Prov-

—

has resigned to join ButterMichigan. Charles S.
White, manager of the Boston, has
been transferred to the New York

idence,
field

circuit in

offices.

Rothacker Back
Watterson R. Rothhacker

is back
Europe. He left for
Chicago yesterday to return to New
York in ten days. He is then expected to assume his post as assis-

frorn

a trip to

tant to

Walter Wanger

at

Famous.

FOR RENT
Entire

square

part thereof
1,150
private building.
Fine
room and vault space.

floor
feet in

projection

or

Apply

Moderate rent.
Box K-140

c-o

1650 Broadway

8

Film Daily
N. Y. C.

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIB MAN-SPAN JER
1600 Broaidway

CORP

New York

Tel-Chickering 5550

City

Show Room

en VAN T 37 40 -374 A

REXJBETV^ 'S^\J>IUELS,I?SrC.

"God Gave Me Twenty Cents."
Changes

in

i54.0

Strand Staff

Zeb Epstein has become

broadway

NewYork

first assist-

ant manager of the Strand, Frank Insurance Experts to the TheatricaJ
Westfall succeeding him as second
and Motion Picture Industry

Silverberg Opens 500-Seat House
Pittsburgh Walter Silverberg has
assistant manager.
opened his SO(Vseat house at Green-

—

ville.

Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

Mona Palma, Meighan Lead
Mona Palma, a praduate of

New

York to buy film?
for distribution in Germany, Franco
and England and will make his headturning to

t

Kane Out

If

of Hospital

Robert T. Kane was discharged
from the Harbor Sanitarium yesterday.
the

chosen by

Paramount Pictures School, has been
Thomas Meighan to be his
leading lady in his next picture, "The

BUCHHEISTER

Canadian."

Motion Picture Film

A! Boasberg Here
Al Boasberg arrived yesterday from

He is to title a picture
Coast.
for F. B. O. and then return to Hollywood, leaving Saturday or Sunday.

the

is

quarters with Cranfield and Clarke.

103^

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

Sales

^^%

123
117
IH'/J 114
119'^ 119'^
5^
5?4

make two

or three exyear and numerous
pictures which are very bad, he says.
If they are to be successful they must
cellent

aboard the Tuscania which sailed for
New York on Saturday. He is re-

Quotations
Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

be in a posi-

when they
good

Paris

Am.
Am.

will

meet American competition

zation except a five-year contract with Fox.
Keith-Orpheum
It's main reliance is upon
This disposes of the only convaudeville.
smerable individual factor in Dallas. Famous
Players owns the Palace, which is the official
owns the Melba, operated on
Publix house
a 50-50 basis by Loew as Loew's Melba,
It is
using pictures and Loew's vaudeville.
understood that Famous, in its contract with

.SSth St.

-

Columbus

Special Rush Servict'

AMALGAMATED

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

ART TITLES

W.

You Are in the
for Any Kind

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

CONSULT VSaND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

LABORATORY

2I.S

Market

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

Motion Picture Department
9240
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Ptnna. 6S64

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
fc...
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Shutdown

(.Continued from

Page

The lowest hourly rate paid an operator in Detroit is $1.39 and the
highest well over $2. which theater
owners declare already approximates
"the breaking point."
Proposed advances, together with demands for
increase of personnel would raise operating costs of the city's houses over
This increase, they say
$250,000.
cannot be met and the houses will be
closed rather than attempt to operato
on an open shop basis.
There is hope that today may

Sixteen Units Are

Increases of five and ten per
cent, were provided for in a
compromise settlement made
with the operators' union yesterday by 184 theaters, not affiliated with the T. O. C. C.
A two-year contract was negotiated at the Astor, providing
for five per cent, increase in
houses of up to 600 capacity,
and ten per cent, for theaters of
from 600 to 1,000.
In theaters above 1,000, a double shift
is required under the new agree-

demands

for wage increases,
protesting their inability to raise the
"already high scale."
sisted

Fox Active

Reach Compromise

1)

and Comedies

Studio

"We

have our backs to the wall," says
"This idea of increase in wages for
crafts is something that comes every
There has not been a wage settlement

Richey.

these
year.
in the past five years that the
operators
haven't had an increase, but when they come
this year with increases that total over a
quarter of a million dollars and demand in
many cases double the number of men to do
the work, the situation is impossible.
The
maximum time an operator in Detroit works
six hours a day and the majority work
is
from' three and three-quarters to five hours.
For this they are paid from $40 to $90 a

Break

The

in Arbitration

spirited

session

resulted

WONDER

in

the Storm."
Howard Hawks
cently started work on a version of
the life of Gaby Deslys, which will be
released as "Gaby;" Lou Tellegen has
in production the first of his new
series as a director, "My Wife's Honor;" R. William Neill is making "The
City," and John Ford has Belle Bennett before his camera in the leading

that

home he

to

make him a newspaper man.

"Rubber Tires" is being made by
Alan Hale. With a title like that,
any picture ought to have a good
run.

The Binghampton, Binghampton,

Month

of

May."

claims.

—

Harry Langdon

is

bill of health in the government's investigation.

Compromise in Canada Seen
Representatives of the
Toronto
Operators are M. P. T. O. Canadian Division have
materializes.
being recruited at salaries of from $50 been conferring with officers of the
up, to take the places of union em- musicians' unTon regarding new deployees should they walk out.
mands for wage increases. ConcesMeanwhile, members of the union, sions already have been made by both
encouraged by increases granted by sides with the result that an agreetheater owners not affiliated with the ment may be ready before the presT. O. C. C, held a special meeting at ent contracts expire today.
reported prepared to keep open
houses in event the threatened

midnight to determine the course of
action to be taken with regard to the
T. O. C. C.

Gapital to Settle?

—

Leases Wisconsin Theater
Wis. Frank Cook

—

Platteville.

Milwaukee has leased the
which will be redecorated.

of

Park,

—

Managing Mohawk, N. Y., House
Washington The outlook for setMohawk, N. Y.— Herman Winetlement of the wage dispute was dark
yesterday, with a meeting of theater berg of Albany has become manager
managers called for the afternoon, of the Liberty here, succeeding John
when consideration would be given Maxwell, resigned.
offer made by the
union.
C. C. McKnight Plans Theater
Lock Haven. Pa.— C. C. McKnight
Under the plan submitted by the
union, a reduced wage school is pro- nlans a 1.500-house which will play
posed with the 40-hour week insisted a combination policy.
upon and addition of more men in
Theater for Kansas City
Managers confithe larger houses.
theater will be
Kansas City—
dent of their ability to keep theaters
open, because of the large number of erected on Prospect Ave., just south
a

at

First

what won the contest, for the rest
quit when Harry started the vocal
demonstration.

New Theater for Lowell, Mass.
Lowell, Mass. A theater is planned
on East Merrimack St. on property
owned by John A. Simpson.

—

COMING
The Season's One Reel Sensation

SCREEN TIT BITS
A Series of 12 One Reel
Originalities of Life

Produced and Directed by
William R. Wilkerson
Original Stories by Tod Waller
Continuities by Arthur Hoerle
Photography by William Bitzer
Sets by Tec Art Studios

compromise

Address:

operators'

A

non-union craftsmen they have re- of Swope Parkway.
cruited, yesterday were prepared to

The
refuse the union's demands.
current scale is $65, with $75 asked
in the original demands.

500-Seat Illinois House
Galva, 111.— A 500-seat theater

planned here.

is

SCREEN TIT BITS
344

West

champion mus-

Studios.
National
Recently he played more instruments
than any other star, and for good
measure did a little singing. That's
ician

T. O. G. G. Ready

their
strike

contemplat-

is

posting a deposit with all exchanges.
This procedure was hit in the
recent ruling of the Dep't. of Justice,
Film
although
objectionable,
The T. O. C. C. and the operators' as
rnion yesterday were standing pat on Boards of Trade and arbitration protheir positions with respect to de- cedure generally were given a clean

are

is

"Mother Machree."

for

mands for wage increase.
With recruiting of non-union operators continued, T. O. C. C. members

,

Five com- N. Y., has taken out rain insurance
edies are under way.
Thi^y are on "The Flaming Frontier." In"Napoleon, Jr.," "Golfiing Widows," stead, this theater should have taken
"Society Architect," "Light Wines out fire insurance as the picture is a
and Bearded Ladies," "The Marry red hot box office number, Universal
role of

conceded to be a victory for
theater owners in a new interpretation of the rules, in cases where exWorking on Reade Theater
hibitors fail to comply with decisions.
Kingston, N
Y. Work is proweek and in many cases operators working Before any action may be taken in gressing rapidly on the Reade Kinginterprethe
matter,
under
the
new
ten hours a day are drawing salaries from $98
ston on Crown St., for the Walter A^
to $110 per week."
tation, the distributor must present
Reade chain.
The Kunsky-Balaban & Katz in- at the next session of the board eviterests will join the closing move- dence of this failure to abide by the
ment, George W. Trendle, general ruling with the board then determinTheater for Dansville, N. Y.
manager, said, adding that his firm ing the course of procedure. HereDansville, N Y.— A. J. Tindal, forhas anticipated such a step for several tofore, distributors took the initiative merly of Rochester,
will open a theayears.
This year's demands, he de- in deciding the course of action, ter in the Odd Fellows'
Bldg.,
clares, are exorbitant and cannot be which usually consisted of demand tomorrow.
met.

DALY

Buster

Keaton can
frozen-face atticompletes the §200,000

if

of the mistake Monty
He chose acting as a
re- profession when his father wanted

of

(Continued from Page 1)
stated they were dissatisfied with
the manner in which the board was
being conducted and so tendered their
resignations.

what

,By PHIL. M.

—

ment.

a solution of the situation, but early
was farther

That's That

Hollywood Sixteen units are at
work at Fox. Victor Schertzinger is
maintain
working on "The Return of Peter
Grimm;" Albert Ray has "Whispering tude when he
Wires;" George Melford is well along Beverly Hills
with "Going Crooked;" Tom Mix, ing?
Linderi Ben Stoloff's direction, is shootJi(st think
ing on
"The Canyon of Light;"
Blystone has "On the Wings Banks made.
J. G.

find

yesterday a settlement
away than ever

And

Making Features
Hollywood

in

44th

St.,

N. Y.
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Campbell Chapel, where Valenti
receive a ticket to see the show. Also
will lie until his brother arrives fn
that the boy who built the ship model
(Continued from Page 1)
Italy aboard the Homeric tomorro
Brief outlines of practical exploita- nearest like the one on display in winwas so Present plans are for burial in Hoi
tion stunts. They give all necessary dow would receive suit of clothes free. the church, the multitude
would break wood.
information the exhibitor needs to As this is the time of the year that great it was thought it
less than 500
put them over.
They have mada school clothes are featured, this stunt the police lines. No
The Hays office closed from 10
money for others. They will make fitted in with the store's plans. The policemen were needed to keep the
money for you. This daily list of Detroit Library also distributed book crowds in check. One police official till noon yesterday during the s<
was heard to say in his long years vices for Valentino. United Artii
"Exploit-0-Gram.s" is intended as marks. Madison, Detroit.
of service he never witnessed such a also closed during
a ready reference for the busy showthe funeral, wh
Not many offices along Broadway stopp
tribute as that paid Valentino.
"The Marriage Clause"
man. File them. away. Here is an
until after the funeral returned to the work
as the procession passed.
"at-your-elbow" service of publicity
(Universal)
Campbell Chapel at the conclusion of
ideas when you run these pictures.
Put over contest with newspaper
Send in your "Exploit-0-Grams," on "What Do You Know About the mass, did the crowds disperse.
Miss Duncan's Injuries Exaggerat
At 11:15, the funeral party arrived
and help the other fellows who are Stage Lingo? Herald OfTers Awards
Los Angeles
Reports of the se
Malachy's.
The
lirst two cars
helping you.
and Tickets for Skill." This was a at St.
ousiiess ot injuries to Vivian Dunca^
staff
contained
the
of
Campbell's
two column, three line head and it
of the Duncan Sisters, who have be<
"Fine Manners"
carried a half column story.
There Chapel, who were the active pall- signed by First National, are exa:
(Paramount)
were also thirty-three words, such as bearers. In the next two were the .,'erated with Miss Duncan, who w;
Tied up with twenty drug stores on fly, drop, prompter, juvenile, etc., honorary pallbearers: Adolph Zukur, hurt in an automobile accident, e;
window displays of Tre Jur face pow- which were to be defined very brief- Marcus Loew, Joseph M. Schenck, pected to be able to start her pictui
Richard A. Rowland, Hiram Abrams,
der with suitable stills from the fea- ly. This was followed up with a half
.areer at an early date.
ture.
Upon entering the theater, column story every day for a week Douglas Fairbanks, Sidney R. Kent,
Every day Nicholas Schenck, Malcolm St. Clair,
every girl and woman was presented in advance of opening.
Alyce Mills in Hospital
with a neat package containing a the story carried a two column head. James R. Quirk, Frank Menillo and
Los Angeles Alyce Mills, Lask
sample of the powder Rivoli Thea- Two days after the contest dosed Michael Romano. Following the pall- player,
underwent an operation fc
the winners were announced with a bearers was a car containing floral
ter, New York.
internal injuries received three yeai
tributes,
and
then
the
hearse.
Pola
half column
Dan McNatt,
story.
Negri, George Ullman and Mrs. Ull- ago in an automobile accident, she ha
State, Dayton, O.
"Mare Nostrum"
She will vt
man rode in the mourners' car, after practically forgotten.
(M-G-M)
which came Jean Acker, and then sume work in about three weeks.
"A Poor Girl's Romance"
Tied up with Browning, King
Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge and
(F. B. O.)
& Co., clothiers, who put in
Constance Talmadge. About a dozen
"Volga Boatman's" Closing Set
Used a "'poor girl stunt" for the other cars completed the cortege.
a strikingly attractive window feaLos Angeles Concluding a run o
turing
lobby photographs and a presentation of this feature. The
As the casket was carried from the 17 weeks, "The Volga Boatmai
ship model with the name of the manager announced that, as this at- hearse, followed
by the funeral party, closes at the Carthay Circle Sept 12
show, "Mare Nostrum," in letters cut traction should be seen by all young the Rev. Edward F. Leonard, pastor Bardelys, the Magnificent," is t(
Heralds dis- ladies whether they had the price of of St. Malachy's,
out of the six sheet.
awaited at the be the next attraction. "Ben Hur'
tributed at the theater announced that admission or not, he had arranged to church
entrance to bestow his bless- now is in its fifth week at the Bilt
the first fifty who cut out the pieces admit free all poor girls over the age ing
and lead the remains to the foot more.
printed in the puzzle thereon and of 16 years between the hours of 11 of
the altar, while the choir sang
pasted them together to make the A.M. and 12 noon during the engage- "Miserere," by Spoth.
$350,000 House for Pontiac
The solo
H. N. Jernberg, Province,
picture of a sailing ship would each ment.
Pontiac, Mich. The Birmingharr
singers were Guido Ciccolini, of the
Winnipeg.
Chicago Opera Co.; and Dimitri is to be erected here for the Kunsky
Onofri, of the San Carlo Opera Co. Balaban & Katz interests.
It wii:
"The Wilderness Woman"
The choir sextette consisted of S. cost more than $350,000 and will
(First National)
Bagatto and Arthur Michaud, tenors; be located on Woodward Ave.
Built up an attractive lobby display. Charles Schuyler and Wendel Hart,
banner was suspended under mar- second tenors; Edward Wendelken,
No Griffith Deal
Culver City Ben Rothwell who is
quee representing sky-line of the Alas- baritone, and John Oakley, basso.
kan country. Title and lettering were Professor Joseph Davis, of St. Mal- representing E. H. Griffith, the direcafter
done in yellow, studded with white ach'ys, sat at the organ accompanied tor, states that there has been some
lamps, with the exception of the first by Mario Caiati, 'cellist, and Enzo negotiation regarding the signing of
lOlh
a contract with M-G-M- but nothing
letters of each word which were done Pascarella, voilinist.
in green.
The two end panels carOther pieces sung, besides the mass, definite has been settled.
ried the stars' names with a scenic were "'Ave Maria,"
by Gounod, sung
background. The section between the by Dimitri Onotri, at the Offertory. Competition Increased at La Crosse
two banners was made attractive by There was a violin accompaniment.
La Crosse, Wis. Competition was
use of cut-outs made from various pos- Guido Ciccilini
increased here with reopening of the
k
live Road Show
sang "Elegy" after
ters.
Bijou by A. J. Cooper, who operates
large cut-out in front of the the Post Communion, with
a 'cell oband exploitation mana>
lobby showed Aileen Pringle with her ligato.
Casino in opposition to La
Schweitzer's "Tribulations" th"
pet
bear.
The background repre- was rendered by the sextette, which Crosse Theaters, Balaban & Katz
ger with years of experisented a snow scene. Easel cards sang the entrance march, "Miserere." ally.
ence in handling specials.
and wall frames carried various copy
The mass was celebrated by Father
and catch lines with photos and cutPlan Comic Strip Series
Leonard, assisted by the Rev. Joseph
outs.
On
top
the
of
marquee stood
Futter Prod, has purchased film
No job too big. Will orCongedo, as deacon; the Rev.
a large compo-board cut-out made
rights to "Finn and Haddy," newsganize and personally manfrom the 24 sheet of Aileen delivering Donohue, chaplain of the Actor's paper comic strip by Billy De Beck.
the famous punch.
The title was Church, as sub-deacon, and the Rev. The picture will be two-reels.
age company or companies,
done in lamps. Leroy V. Johnson, Joseph McKenna and the Rev. James
O'Reilly as masters of ceremonies.
Liberty, Seattle.
The services concluded at about 12:15
proven record as a
and as the body was borne down the
gtiarantee of ability.
"Laughing Cavalier," Fourth
aisle, Chopin's

Last Rites Held

Exploit- O- Grams

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

AVAILABLE

—

A

—

SEPTEMBER

—

REAL

A

Wm

—

A

Hollywood — "The

alier"

Laughing

be the fourth
Prod, in Technicolor being
Educational.
John Roche

Apply

Box M-312
c-o

1650

THE FILM DAILY

Broadway

N. Y. C.

is

to

Cav-

Romance
made for
will

di-

rect.

He now

End

of the Trail," third in the series.

is

completing

Fenety Increases Holdings

—

"The

"Funeral March" was
played on the organ by Prof. Davis.
Ushers included: Johnny Hines and
Wallace McCutcheon, who were at
the entrance; Richard Dix, Ben Lyon,
the Marquise de la Falaise, husband
of Gloria Swanson; William Collier,
Jr., and Constance Talmadge's husband, Alistar Macintosh.
Only 500 were allowed in the
church.
In the group were stars of
both stage and screen, leaders in

Fredericton, N. B. W. W. Fenety,
of the Gaiety, N. B., has purchased three stores in front of his
theater and adjacent to the entrance these two fields, and close friends
on the main business street of the of Valentino.
city, giving him control of the block
The procession returned to the

owner

FOR RENT

Large and small studios with
facility for motion pic-

every

ture production, including very
complete furniture and property departments.
Reasonable
rent.

Apply

VITAGRAPH STUDIOS
1400 Locust

Avenue

Brooklyn, N. Y.
TeL Dewey 8600

/:
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Universal City Busy
Newspaper Opinions

Five

Features

More

in

Start

to

Production

Within

— Five

Few

Weeks
Los Angeles

"Beau Geste"
Paramount
Criterion
* * "Beau Geste"

AMERICAN—*

i ng

stir-

is

at times, with thrills like the flourish
And its opening scenes couldn't
a bugle.
Mr. Brenon took no
have been bettered.
chances of fantasy creeping -^.to his adventure film later on.
His tale, even the unimportant mystery, is clear-cut as a silhou*
ette under the Algerian sun.
of

DAILY MIRROR—*
a

he-man

picture.

primitive

isteely,

makes no attempt
to cater

*

*

"Beau Geste"

It also appeals to
ewi'otions
of
women,
to soften its grimness,

is

the
It

nor

box-office wliims.

to

DAILY NEWS—*

with "Beau
Geste" Brenon has far surpassed any preThe picture is big it is magvious effort.
nificent
it is heart rending. * »
*

*

But

—

—

EVENING JOURNAI^*

*

*

The

per-

Ronald Colman as the gal'ant
"Beau" is one of the finest pieces of actlnj;
seen on the screen, and easily Colmati's best

formance

of

performance.

*

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

* *

"Beau Geste"

Herbert Brenon, the
achievement
director, has succeeded where many have
an

is

I

"Beau Geste." as presented in a
brilliant premiere at the Criterion last evening, surely ranks well among the grea't spec
tacles which the motion picture camera alone
failed.

can bring to the multitudes.

*

*

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

*

Out

;

of

tlie

of that immensely popular novel of
French Foreign Legion. "Beau Geste,"
[Herbert Brenon has wrought a highly effective romantic screen melodrama, full of
rich visual beauty and quite brilliantly acted
It is
in every one of its important roles.
ipretty much of a triumph for all concerned

[material
ithe

jin

manufacture.

its

POST—*

;

[sure

to

*

*

*

—

Universal City is
with activity with five features in production and five more to
start within a few weeks.
William A. Seiter is making "The
Cheerful Fraud," starring Reginald
Denny. "Down the Stretch" is being directed by King Baggott with
an all-star cast.
Marguerite de la
Motte, Johnnie Walker and Ralph

humming

*

hort I^Tubject

Lewis are featured in "Held by the
Law," an Edward Laemmle production, and Lynn Reynolds is making
"The Buckaroo Kid," starring Hoot

THE FILM DAILY

Gibson.

Harry Pollard is preparing to resume production on "Uncle Tom's
Cabin "
Scott Sydney will soon
start on "The Wrong Mr. Wright,"
featuring Jean Hersholt.
"The Bargain
with

Bride"

will

WILL

soon

Edward Sloman

be started
directing Mary

REACH
IMPORTANT

Philbin.
Millard Webb will hold
the
megaphone over Laura La
Plante in "Beware of Widows." Em-

ory Johnson is collaborating with his
mother on an lintitled story.
In the
Western division, Fred
Humes is constantly working on five-

FILM

and Edmund Cobb and
Gilman are starring in twoleelers.
Vin Moore is directing Gilbert "Pee Wee" Holmes and Ben
Corbett in two-reel Western Tuttlc

PEOPLE

comedies.

EVERY
IMPORTANT

reel pictures,

Fred

"Beau Geste" is a picture
anybody who enioys melodra-

please

with a touch of mystery, lots of heroisnr. considerable >^entiment
Someand a goodly share of self-sacriace.
times, to be sure, the picture rises above this
rather obvious level because it is mtelli.gently
* »
acted and often impressively directed.
SUN * * * Mr. Brenon's direction of
ithe mass action and fort scenes was masteriful.
The men and the fort are rendered draImatic and, for once, a film really projects
"Beau Geste,"
'the white heat of the desert.
indeed, is by far, Herbert Brenon's best picture and it proves that when he has a story
jwith some power he is admirable. * * *

Suit

fiction

—

uarterly

OF

IN

*

matic adventure

^^

Over Film

^Continued from Page 1)

Societe Generale des
Blofson, former representative for Universal in Paris, was
to present his credentials and was to
deliver the negative, Chadwick main-

with the

ture

Al

Filmes.

tains.

The

CITY
IN

affidavit later states that

Chadwick decided not to exercise the
option and told Blofson so but that
TIMES — It is a film in which there is the latter asked him to hold it until
To this, Chadwick says
"Something different and one wherein Herbert August 6.
Brenon has succeeded in maintaining a re- he agreed.
He claims he was then
It is the first
markable degree of suspense.
Burkan that he
Nathan
notified
by
photodrama that gives one a true concephad to take up the option by three
ilion of life in the French Foreign Legion.
WORLD — * * * "Beau Geste" in pictures o'clock on July 30. Chadwick dea creditable production, a little awkward
clared he notified Burkan he was
In
its
architecture, occasionally brilliant in
perfortirances,
and ever so ready to do so when he discovered
individual
its
Dften supremely beautiful in photognpliic efBlofson had disposed of the producfect.
I should say it is a good picture, but I
and
Pizor
Glucksmann,
to
tion

EVERY
COUNTRY

;

IN

'

iis

most certainly should not say that
drama. * * *

it

is

great

THE

WORLD

Greenberg.

WITHIN
THE
NEXT

Long, Manager of Saxe's Wisconsin
Milwaukee James Long has been
named house manager of the Wiscon, key theater of the Saxe circuit.
He formerly was assistant manager
Df the Tower, and succeeds Roland
Watterson at the Wisconsin. Eddie
Weisfeldt is production manager at

—

he

20

house.

DAYS

Bicycler Penalized

—

linneapolis Frank Pierce, Lakota,
N. D. exhibitor, must pay Unii^ei 3a]
$100 for bicycling one of the
:oinpany's prints
for
showing a*
Warwick, under a decision handed
lown by the arbitration board.

Kolker
Culver

)een added
^aurie" for
jish.

Laurie"
—"Annie
Henry Kolker

-

in

City

to

the

cast

of

M.-G.-M. starring

Ko-Ko, guest conductor at the
Capitol, N. Y., this week,
leads the audience for
"By the Light of the

ha:s

"Annie

Silvery Moon", a new_
Ko-Ko Song Cartune
FITS
FITS

Out September 4th

ANY THEATRE
ANY PROGRAM

Lillian
^ *

w

^^^o »»^a»^^^^»iw^<»^^»^^»^»»»M^^^^^^^<

*^«

.----4

r
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FOX giants

First of the

and how it clicked
"A WOW from
Shader in

says Fred
There are scenes

in

it

and the thousands

in

open

to the public

is

ture.

.

the

.

.

as effective as the

the

mad

is

"The Covered Wagon,"

when

the government lands are

its

kmd

be a winner

and every

of the great

William A. Johnston

bit as

at the

the

in

box

"The

big as the

thrills

been shown

that has

in a pic-

fullest

sense of

office of the picture

Iron Horse."

of the screen!*^

editorially in the

MOTION PIC-

continues:

camera's sweep gives the impression of a mile-long line of closely packed wagons,

horses,

men,

women and

children

—

raring to

were employed, say the Fox

extras

go to the gold

cost

dramatic power and

says

Fifteen thousand

fields.

For the

press sheets.

number seemed underestimated. This picture
$800,000. John Ford spent a year at it. * * *

history the

have

goes on:

train in the

race across country

a super-western

TURE NEWS. He
The

wagon

bigger than anything of

picture that certainly will

"One
says

VARIETY, and

John Ford, who directed, has turned out a special

—a
—This

word

houses.

beginning to end!"

first
is

time in press sheet

confidentially said to
It

has bigness, beauty,

enthralling interest.

"Bigger than The IRON HORSE!"
John S. Spargo in EXHIBITORS HERALD, and

fur-

ther:
It

Based on Herman

"Over the Border"

safe to say that this

is

The

the most ambitious and costly

sets

entire story of the three

and her sweetheart

O'BRIEN, OLIVE BOR-

is

Western

been

that has yet

and
*
*
*
and remarkable photography.
The

are not only massive, but

the whole production abounds in beautiful

with

GEORGE

is

put on the screen.

Whitaker's novel

bad men who turned good

artistic

to the extreme,

for the protection of a lone girl

pictured with unusually fast action,

and there

is

never a dull

moment.

DEN, J.FARRELL Mac DONALD

"We

SANTSCHl, FRANK CAMPEAU, LOU
TELLEGEN, ALEC B. FRANCIS and
PRISCILLA BONNER

TOM

says

heartilly

recommend

Arthur James in

it

as a

money maker!"

MOTION PICTURES TODAY,

and

continues:

JOHN FORD

Production
If

"The

ture.*
suits

The Big
As Published

* *

It

in

MAGAZINE

MADGE BELLAMY

-»-«.

Horse" was a great
makes good on

all
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is

a tremendous pic-
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Second Order Sought

''Potetiikin"

Trade Commission Counsel Asks InC^ROM many angles, "Potemjunction Against Other West
kin" is amazing. Here you
Coast Respondents
Washington Issuance of an approind a director who takes an epiode in Russian history and priate order against additional respondents in the so-called West Coast
veaves around it, not romance,

—

Theaters case

is

asked of the Federal

mt incident. He piles one hap- Trade Commission in. a brief filed by
lening on top of the other with special attorney for the commission.
The brief is similar to that filed by
speed that in itself is breathaking. It would seem that the
Iramatic effect would suffer.
Not so at all. On the conrary, the flashing of scene upon
;cene in rapier-like flashes remits in the most unusual jumble
It almost makes
emotion.
he senses reel.

the

same attorney

The West

in

two

parts,

(Continued on Page 2)

Canada Censors Asked

Eisenstein

nian of 27 directed "Pot- Federation of University Women
Wants Federal Board Replacing
M. Eisenstein is his name,
Provincial Committees
calling,
artist by

A young
mkin."

S.

klark

well.

it

is

two complaints having been issued in
which different subsidiary respondents
were named. Charges in both cases
were similar and, in both cases, hearings were stopped on an argument
that testimony should be presented by

)f

his

few days ago.

a
Coast case

An

how

Russian knows

make mo-

to

depend
He does
ton pictures.
his
Germans,
the
Like
ipon titles.
over
all
roams
It
fixed:
:amera is not
he cruiser from which his picture deAnd lacking a permaives its name.
not

—

Whether the Dominion
Canada should have a Federal
Censor Board replacing all of the
Montreal

of

lent base, the lens has

Provincial censor boards now operating in Canada, has been discussed at
the triennial conference of the Canadian Federation of University
at the Royal Victoria College.
It
was decided that university

startling

women

caught many
and impressive moods.
has

Eisenstein

not

set out

He did not

to

compromised.
make a box-

Women

all

over Canada should agi-

(Contintied on Page 9)

1926

1,

Price 5 Cents

Day's Grace

Near Accord

in Detroit

T. O. C. C. and Union Reported on
Way to Solution of
Wage Dispute
Ironing out their differences step

—

Detroit Day's
grace
has
been granted in the controversy
between theater owmers and
operators here over the proposed wage increase.
In the
meantime, every effort is being

by

step at a last minute meeting
the
Astor Hotel, the T. O.
C. C. and the operator's union at
2:10 this morning are reported to

at

made

to effect a settlement before expiration of that time.
At 2 A. M. (New York time)
theater owners were in a confab to decide how to avert the
closing of their houses.

Offers

have reached agreement on two important points.

At that time,

Ufa Product

Wynne-Jones Leaving

production as the industry here

Such an agreement would be simiTrip to Sell 12 Features
lar in all respects to the one reached
to Independents
by tlie onerators and 184 theater
(Continued on Page 2)
Frederick Wynne-Jones leaves Sunday on a flying trip to the middle
West in the interets of Ufa product
being handled by Famous and M-G-M
;ind to sell a series of 12 features to Sponsors of Unusual Russian Film
May Engage Clarence Darrow If
independent exchanges. Josepii
K
N. Y. Censors Reject It
Fliesler, director of publicity, will ae"Potemkin," produced in Russia by
c<jmpany him.
S. M. Eisenstein under the superviAmong the pictures Wynne-Jones sion
of the Sovkino, which is the ofwill show the independents are a Lya
ficial producing agency of the Soviet,
de I'utti film, "Manon Lescatit," a
may provide a test case of the cen(.Continued on Page 4)
sorship laws in New York state.
Its sponsors in this country intend
submitting the picture to the censorship
commission some time next
Famous has taken over the Selec- week. Should the picture be rejected
cuie S. A., its distributor in Spain and
(Continued on Page 9)

Test on "Totemkin"

Buys Spanish Firm

French Duty Increases

—

ion, latent in their breasts,

natch to touch it off.
.ion begins to rage
jvercornes

:ommand
lime

on,

officers

its

of

The
when

the

the

ship.

films, which remains
at three francs per meter, 20 per cent,

needed a duty on negative
conflagra-

crew
and assumes
the

From

development

that

Beginning Jan.

1,

the

French gov-

iContinued on Page 9)

Departure Delayed

juickly.

Expectations that the body of RuYou
dolph Valentino would leave for Holyou
carries
The camera
;hinery.
lywood this afternoon in a specia'
along as the ominous tread of Cos- car were blocked by news that the
;acks bears closer and closer on the Homeric, bearing his brother and sister, would not dock until late this
leeing people.
It is understood that Alafternoon.
The Picture's Sign'ftcance
bert Guglielmi will approve of tho
see close-ups of whirling ma-

significance of "Potemkin" cen"Doug.
Eistenstein.
Fairbanks has arranged to bring him
Eisen3ver to direct one picture.
nein's grasp of direction as evidenced

The

;ers

around

Hollywood

burial plan.

Preparations now call for the departure of the body on a special car
(.Continued on

Page 4)

Warners Get McVickers

—

her featured player contract cancelled

and a new starring agreement signed.
She makes her debut as a star in
Elinor Glyn's "It."

Fineman With Schulberg

Griffith

Film First

The new Paramount roadshow

de-

be formally launched
early next month, with opening of
"sorrows of Satan" at the George M.
Cohan, which has been leased for a
long term. As noted, Albert G. Grey
former general manager of D. W.
Griffith, Inc., will be in charge of the
will

(Continued on Page 8)

—

After ten years' seperation, B. P. Fineman will again
join B. P. Schulberg as the latter's
executive assistant.
He starts Monday, following the termination of a
contract with First National calling
for

two

pictures.

Seeks Gov't Archive
Paul Smith's, N.

Y.—Will H.

Hays discussed with President

club, for a place in whose
all First National sales-

Coolidge the advisability of
providing space in Government
archives for films of historical
significance. Views of the chief
executive were not indicated.

men are to compete, has been formed
by the sales cabinet. It will be called
(he K. O. Club and will become oper-

Importance to posterity of
such films, which go back to
the time when Theodore Roose-

Honor Club Formed
An

honor

membership

Sept. 15 ative in January, 1927.
Quarterly sales competitions are to
Chicago Warners take over the
standards will help him. The blend- McVickers Sept. 15 for presentation be held by the company, beginning in
ing of the two, indeed, offers much of "Don Juan" and Vitaphone.
All salesmen start from
It iS October.
promise for a brilliant future.
one of a nation-wide chain of 50 the- stretch, with ten to be selected by the
(.Continued on Page 9)
aters the company plans by Jan. 1.
Contact with
is comprehensive.
American
and
studios
American
lere

—

Los Angeles

partment

comes

Clara Bow Now a Star
Los Angeles Clara Bow yesterday
was elevated to stardom by Lasky.

(Continued on Page 9)

ad valorem on an arbitrary value of
15 francs.

1,000 seats.

On Mid-West

Portugal, John C. Graham, general
foreign representative, yesterday caHe had
M. J. Messeri,
•ecognizes motion pictures.
Increase of the duty on posi- bled from London.
Paris
tell.
tive
film
from two to five per cent., who spent some months in the foreign
to
story
stark and bestial
I grim,
become effective. Under the new department offices in New York, has
He has succeeded in a remarkably has
valuation, the duty is one franc per been appointed general manager of
His tale dealt with meter, the rate remaining at 20 per the company, with headquarters at
effective manner.
and a long suffer- cent, ad valorenj.
Barcelona.
sailors
mal treated
the
in
revolumade
change
has
been
of
No
Additional offices are maintatined at
spark
The
ng populace.
jffice

was declared unoperators had been
made the following awards: 5 per
cent to those working in houses up
to 600 seats, and 10 per cent to projectionists in houses between 600 and
it

officially that the

velt

was

active in public hie,
stressed by Hays, who
pointed out need for safe storage with government supervis-

was
ion.

.KANN

1

THE

j^^

DAILV

"U" Buys

Near Accord
from Page 1)
are not members of tho
a few days ago.

(.Continued
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Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Financial

make

a concession in their determin-

ed stand for "all or
cies until the meeting
well into the night.
P.

nothing" poli-

had progressed

The conference was opened at 5
M. with 10 members of the operaunion

tor's

and 25 theater owners

Little
present.
up to 10 P. M.,

headway was made
when a recess was

called.

When

the committees returned at
was reached to
prune down the members of each side
to four in order to dispose of business more expeditously. The follow1 1

P. M., a decision

Eichhorn

Balaban

were irregular.

issues

film

& Katr Vtc, closed at 68^ after bemg quoted at a figure that was lightly less than the
Its net loss
lowest quoted price this year.
The Warner
points.
yesterday was 6%
Fox Theaters "A" and American
stocks,
Seating Vtc, were among those issues which
gains.
», r>
,
loss statement ot the M. l
Capital Corp. for the quarter ending June
30 will be found in detail on page 4.

made substantial
The profit and

.

-

and Joe

Bassin,

for

the

As soon

as the committees of four
rcsmned, it was unoffifificially repored th.Tt tentative agreements were
arrived at for the houses with seating capacities up to 1,000. The nexfl
question salaries for operators in
houses seating between 1,000 and
1,500
brought out as prolific an
amount of debate as the other two
combined. At 2:10 A. M., discussing
was still in progress.

—

—

Quotations
High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

.

•Balaban &
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

35^

38

34
37

a

38
73y2

73

63 /j

68%

.

Katz

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
Fam. PUy. Pfd.

.

.

Film Inspect
First

Nafl

.12m n8!4 nsA

.114
112J4 114
119
.11954 119
6/2
6J4
6}4

Pfd.

..

Fox FilriT '"A"
Fox Theaters "A"
Inc

Loew's,
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathc Exch. "A"

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
'Skouras Bros.

.

.

.

42
2i'A
I8/2
54 Ji
97'A
24
6/j

'266
1,200

4144

4m

23'/2

2iyi

18
53V>
97 >4
22
sy*

UV2
53/2

97^

100

57
87

8/2

Pfd.

95/2

.

47

H

43J4
43/2

*7H

4,100
47Ji 32,500

Quoted
Market
t Bond Market
tT Bid and Ask

When you

think of

you are thinking of

STEBBINS
Motion

PictiiTfi

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Way

Delay Washington Strike Order
Washington The operators' strikq
scheduled to begin at midnight has
been postponed for further negotiations.
A Julian Brylawski and Nathan Machat, representing the theater owners, were in New York yes-

versal also is to do a dog picture, now
being prepared by Charles Logue.

1)

stipulation,

it

claimed by the attorney, admits 1
charges, contained in the complain
which charge a conspiracy to restri
competition in California.

Diunond Opening Loew House
Cleveland

—

Loew's Metropolit
Labor Day under
management of George Dumond. T
will

open

policy has not been definitely s
but in all probability, it will be

combination program.

A PROPOSITION
Excellent

New

site

theater

picture

for a motion
in

Bloomfield,

Population 30.000.
theater
now operating
for two. Will lease site

Jersey.

One

Room

or build theater for operation
by responsible person.

Box M-318
c-o

THE FILM DAILY

1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Ingram Cited for Honor Legion
Rex Ingram received notification
yesterday that he had been awarded
the famous Legion of Honor cross
The
by the French Government.
award was made on the basis of In-

gram's achievements as a director
as well as his demonstration to the
French, through filming of "The Magician" at Nice, the practicability of
making pictures in their country.

—

Pathe Gets Alaskan Film
Pathe has acquired the rights to
"Alaskan Adventures," filmed by
Capt. Jack Robertson, explorer, and
Arthur H. Young, world's champion
bow-and-arrow shot and big game
terday in connection with the strike
archer, who for two years hunted big
Brylawski. it was intimated, went to
game with bow and arrow in Alaska,
see the Loew home office in view of
their threatened withdrawal of supSunday Shows Banned
port to the managers.
Hove, England Petition to license

ATTENTION!

The
an

!

a series of short subjects, as well as
uniLSual exploitation possibilities, desires
to
connect with 1. FINAN-

CIAL BACKING.

BLE PRODUCER.

—

2.

A REPUTA-

Communicate

at

once with

Box M-313
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily

New York

City

John D.Tippett Jnc.

—

feated in the Council by one vote.

!

Party controlling screen rights to a
book of world-wide fame, possessing
tremendous story value as material for

Raw Stock

Sunday picture shows here was deJoe Brandt Convalescing
Joe Brandt, president of Columbia,
is convalescing at his home from illness, which for a time, threatened to
develop into pneumonia.

from Page

The

Negative and Positive

touch of refinement on
production is the
handcoloring by

All Colors

finishing

elaborate

Loos and Emerson Arriving
Anita Loos and John Emerson return today on the Homeric from a

/cTrmy^The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
Telephone
528 Riverside Drive
Morningside 1776
New York

1S40 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

several months' tour of J^urope.

INSURANCE

Arthur

a railroad story by Frank Spearman;
"Class," a Blister Jones story by
John Taintnor Foot, "This

t7H

• t^st Prices
•• PhiladephJa

S7)eciali8t8 in

1,425
1,400

East are '"The Cat
and the Canary," "Alias the Deacon,"
"The Chinese Parrot," a new Earl
Derr Biggers mystery novel; "The
Stolen Lady," by William Dudly Pelfey; "Bill Smith, M.D.," an original
by Bayard Veiller, and "The Big
Doc," a Saturday Evening Post story
by Fred Hergesheimer. "Engineer,"
result of his trip

(.Continued

stipulation.

34

Universal Pictures
Pictures
Pict. ".\"

1,400

200
200
600

Screen

PIct.

400
400

7lH

87

iii'A

3,266
2,700
4,500

25
ni4.

.

Am.

••Stan. Co. of

Trans Lux

Warner
Warner

103^

Project.

•Intern'l

•Univ.

nU
7m 2i'A
25

Sales
1,800
1,900

Among

192

1,

Second Order Soughs

Chief,

Out," by Fred S. Isham, "ThoroughBeaumont. "It
breds," bv Gerald
Can Be Done," by E. V. Durling
ing committees were then named: and Robert Welsh; "Let's Go Home,"
Charles O'Reilly, Harry Suchman, J. to be an epic of army life, by Stuart
D. Kink and Harry Brandt, who rep- Lake, and "Dixie," a production dealresented the T. O. C. C, and Sam
ing with industrial and spiritual deKaplan,
Harry Sherman, Charles velopment in the New South. Uniunion.

The

Stories

Edward Montague, Scenario

Returns to Coast with Many
owners who
Vehicles Purchased
T. O. C. C,
Montague, West Coast
Edward
During the hectic meeting at the scenario chief for Universal, who has
Charles
and
,\stor, Harry Suchman
been in the East for two months
O'Reilly, who headed a committee
combing the literary field for material
from the T. O. C. C, became emfor pictures for the 1927-1928 season,
broiled in heated arguments with the
left yesterday for Universal City.
operators' heads. Neither side would
the rights acquired as a

21,

N.

Wednesday, September

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY

'WE

NEVER DISAPPOINT'

PjpyiwFiiH

TIAVE

you cash tied up in a negative?
can help you finance yourself by
have been
loaning you money on it.
rerommended by many for our fairness.
Call on us.

We

We

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

A MESSAGE FROM
"THE NERVOUS WRECK"
New
To

the Exhibitors

Whom

is

urgent and

it

is

way

impossible for

me

to wire

I

Christie

But

this is the

1926

message which

I

The mess-

of addressing you.

am starting today on a cross-country
Week (November 14th) to the public.

because

1,

Know:

I

Please pardon this impersonal

age

York, Sept.

want

you or write you

auto trip advertising

to get over to you.

SAVE PLAYING TIME this fall for "THE NERVOUS WRECK.''
the best picture which Al Christie has ever produced

It is

Get
it.

"THE NERVOUS WRECK" when

Please don't

now on

let

P. D. C.

is

—bar none!

ready to release

anything stand in the way of your getting

saving time for

it.

Figure

it.

saw the test showings on the Coast while Al Christie was cutting
it, and last night saw and heard the preview before an average movie
audience on Long Island and got its reactions to the picture. And how!
I

why "THE NERVOUS WRECK"
You will see when you play it
is Al Christie's greatest feature picture.
and get your own audience's slant. You'll see why it is more than a
comedy, why you'll have something besides the laughs of which there
1

don't

want

to

go into

details of

—

are plenty!

SAVE TIME FOR 'THE NERVOUS WRECK."
With

best regards,

Pat Dowling,
Publicity

and Sales

CHRISTIE FILM

Director,

COMPANY

THE

M.

More Houses

After

Co., for Which Loew
Is Negotiating, Seeks New

Ohio Amuse.

Houses

—

Cleveland Meyer Fine and Abe
Kramer have sold their interests in
the Ohio Amusement Co. to their
associates.
In the reorganization of
the company, the following officers

were elected: Leo Kellar, president
and treasurer; Arthur Kellar, secretary and assistant treasurer; David L.
Schumann, general manager; Sidney
Seidman, Jesse Seidman and John

The

loss statement of the

Interest on loans

Managing Nine Houses

Tampa — John

B. Carroll, general
AmuseConsolidated
ments, has been appointed supervisor
of Publix in both Tampa and St.
Petersburg. There are four Publix
theaters in St. Petersburg and with
the five houses in Tampa, Carroll
will have supervision over nine houses.
The New Tampa is expected to open
Oct. 1 and two others are planned
Theaters in the Publix
for this city.
group in St. Petersburg are the Plaza,
playing road shows and vaudeville;

manager

of

the Phiel, the Rex and the New
Florida, which will open Sept 10.

Deardorff,

Fox Exploiteer

—

Cleveland Charles C. Deardorff,
many years in charge of publicity
Mctro-Goldwyn in Northern Ohio,
is now with the Fox exchange, covering the same territory.

for
for

Fox Branch in Own Building
The Fox exchange has
moved in its own home. The new
Cleveland

—

building at Payne and East 22nd
is

all

square

on
ft.

one

floor

St.

and has 6,000

of available space.

and bank balances

—

—

Philadelphia
Funeral services have
been held for Walter U. Jacobs
former manager of the Orpheum, who
died after a prolonged illness.

Williams Now at Minneapolis
Minneapolis Clarence Williams

—

managing

the

is

Hennepin-Orpheum

succeeding Frank Phelps who has
assumed an executive position at the
Chicago headquarters of Orpheum.

Jennings in "Exit Smiling"
Culver City DeWitt Jennings has
been added to the cast of "Exit
Smiling" now being directed at M.G.-M. by Sam Taylor with Jack

—

Pickford, Beatrice

Lillie

and others.

tax

Ufa Product

Varconi
an Emil

feature,

"Dance

55,085.81

Knowledge

and Distrust
Called Reasons ior Arbitration

Trouble
Jannings special,
Minneapolis
Lack of knowledge
a
and
Hypocrite"
"Tartuffe, or the
Paul Richter feature, "Peter, the of rules of arbitration and an evident
feeling on the part of "some memPirate."
Feverj"

—

bers" that those on the board, who
stop at Chicago on
are on the opposite side of the fence
of
Labor Day for the premiere
in the business are "out to capture
Visits
"Variety" at the Roosevelt.
their scalps," is discussed editorially
will then be made to Milwaukee, Minby "Greater Amusements" as probneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas
able reasons why the arbitration
City, St. Louis, Indianapolis, Cincinboard is not functioning smoothly.
Washington.
nati,
Pittsburgh and
Sparks of dissatisfaction over operaAfter returning to New York, Sept.
tion of the board, were fanned to
will
and
Fliesler
Wynne-Jones
18,
flame at the last meeting, culminattour New England.
ing in resignations of two distributor
members. After an argument, with
Eddie Lyons Dead
W. A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor
Hollywood Eddie Lyons, veteran unit head, the pair withdrew from
screen comedian and director, died the board. Their resignations will be
here late Monday after a lingering ill- acted upon at tomorrow's meeting.
"Somewhere, some place, the maness.
He was 40 years old. Up to
his nervous breakdown three months chinery is not functioning properly
and the result is inefficiency," the
ago, he had been free-lancing.
publication states.
"Deluged with cases for arbitraBorn at Beardstown, 111., in 1886, tion, the board continues to plod
Lyons started his stage career in along at a pace which fails to indicate
Chicago, with the Marlowe stock an early clearing of the calendar."
company. His first screen connection
Although the board has adopted the
was with the old Biograph, later practice of meeting once a week, this
working for Imp and Nestor.
His has helped but little, it is stated, and
widest success was as a member of over 50 cases are awaiting trial,
the famous team of Lyons-Moran, "Greater
Amusements" points out,
Star Comedies for Universal.
After continuing:
disolution of the team, he made the
"That the board is sluggish seems
following feature comedies for Uni- to be the opinion
of some.
It met
versal:
"Everything but the Truth," Thursday and decided
but two cases,
"La, La, Lucille," "Once a Plumber," discussed two which
were subse"Fixed by George," "A Shocking quently withdrawn, postponed anNight," and "Roamin' Romeos."
other and closed the books for the
day with the resigning of two members after a heated argument had deGibson Film Title Changed
Hollywood "The Buckaroo Kid" veloped over a claim. It did all this
is
the title of Hoot Gibson's next, in one day, which means at that rate
which originally was known as "'Oh, that it will have the files clear of
Promise Me," a story by Peter B. cases in over four months. This is,
Kyne.
Lynn Reynolds is directing. if no others are presented for deciThis is the board which was
Ethel Shannon is playing the lead sion.
formed to speed up the administering
opposite.
of justice in the motion picture industry of the northwest."
Radio Big Factor
Probable lack of knowledge is an
Los Angeles Radio is to play an ideal state of mind for "lengthy and
imoortant part in the filming of idle argument," the publication
de"Wings," Paramount's story of the clares, stating much time is wasted
at
activities of the air service in the meetings finding
out rules and what
world war, which William Wellman they mean. Another practice
scored
is
to direct.
is failure of plaintiffs and defendants
to supply sufficient evidence, necessii
Hall-Daniels Combination
tating delays and rehearings.
Los
Angeles James
Hall
has
Full co-operation between distribeen selected to play opposite Bebe butors and exhibitors is advocated to
Daniels in her next "Stranded in effect the improvement the publicaParis."
tion says must be made.

He

will

first

—

—

—

of

a

American

large

film

company

represented in
Australia, states a report to the Dept.

"Something Wrong"
of

according to a survey of the

1921,

secretary

producing

$116,667.35

Lack

1)

,_;_lz^^

$134,875.57
18,208.22

income before taxes

{Continued from Page

Victor

16,000.00
12,244.72
4,941.51

—

increasing in importance with
more than |75,000,000 now invested,
as compared to |6,700,000 invested in
$189,961.38

I

Booms
THE FILM DAILY
The industry in Aus-

tralia is

$ 21,899.58

General operating expenses
Interest on debentures
Provision for losses
Amortization debt discount and expense

Making Tre-

—Attend-

Washington Bureau of

74,459.93

Deduct:

Offers

Australia
Strides

Washington.

Deduct Financial expense
Interest on borrowed money

—

Walter Jacobs Dies

$135,341.46
129,079.85
$264,421.31

Net

Industry in

ance

Income:
Commissions

1926

1,

$75,000,000 Invested

P. Capital Corp. for the quarter

mendous

The Ohio company controls the Deduct — Provision for Federal income
Dennison Square, Garden, Five
Net income for period

Carroll

M.

ending June 30 follows:

Kalafat, directors.

Points, Jewel, Savoy, U-No, Yale,
Capitol,
Knickerbocker,
Photoplay
and Lakevvood, all located in Greater
Cleveland. Schumann states that it is
the intention of the company to increase its theater holdings both by
building new theaters and buying alPlans are
ready completed houses.
alreadj' under way for the purchase of
Meanwhile, the report persists
two.
that Lowe's Ohio Theaters is dickering for purchase of the Ohio Amusement chain.

«i

Wednesday, September

Income $116,667.35

P. Capital

and

profit

-.%g^DAILY

Commerce from Trade Commis-

of

sioner Babbitt, at Sydney.
While the industry has been growing it has been responsible for the
payment of more than $15,000,000 in
wages for the past year, as compared

amount in 1921.
better idea of the progress

to half this

A

made

may

be gained by consideration of the
fact that Australia, which, in 1921,
had but 800 theaters, now serves a
population of 6,000,000 with 1,216
houses.
The attendance at the "legitimate"
theaters for 1923-24 was 10,308,361 as
against 38,433,908 tor picture houses,
during the same period; while in 192425 the respective attendances were

A

10,845,546 and 44,691,650.
further
analysis of theater attendance shows
that the picture houses in Australia
have outdrawn legitimate theaters by
the ratio of four to one.

Departure Delayed
(.Continued

from Page

1)

tomorrow, probably over the Lake
Shore Limited, which leaves at 6:30
P. M.

The Valentino

will leaves his eshis brother and sister.
According to S. George Ullman the estate comprises approximately $400,000 in tangible assets. Valentino also
owned a half-interest in "The Son of
tate

to

the Shiek" and "The Eagle." Ullman
estimates that the former picture will
bring the estate about $500,000 and
the latter film approximately $50,000

more.
Contributions
to
the
Valentino
memorial fund are pouring into the
office of James R. Quirk, editor of
"Photoplay."
It is understood that
as yet the money has not been counted.

"First

Los

Night" Cast Completed
Angeles Tiffany has com-

—

the

pleted

Night."

It

"The

cast
for
includes:

Bert

First
Lytell,

Dorothy
Devore,
Walter
Hiers,
Joan Standing, Harry Meyers, Hazel
Keener, James Mack and Nellie
Bly Baker.
"Rose of Tenements" Started
Hollywood "'Rose of the Tenements," F. B. O.'s sixth Gold Bond

—

special

on the year's program,

is

under

Shirley Mason leading
and Phil Rosen will direct.

way.

Austin
Austin
St.,

will

House

—The
be

Brown owns

Opens

Hotel.

15

Texas on Guadalupe

ready Sept.
the house.

Theater for Hotel
Angeles The
Junior Theater Circuit
ter in the basement of

Los

Sept.

role

—

IS.

Jay

Basement

West Coast
plans a theathe La Tosca

NEVER before have such sensationally spectacular

Presented by
A. Carlos

midair stunts been filmed. Never before has such
a world of drama, romance and laughs been crammed
into a picture that ENTERTAINS as it thrills. Big cast
includes Kathleen Myers, Carmelita Geraghty, Joseph
Story
J. Girard, Eddie Gribbon and Frank Tomick.
tells of air mail bandits, intrigue and love.
Man, the
daredevil stunts in this one will keep 'em gasping. It's
a knockout-and IT WILL GET THE MONEY! Grab

Directed by

Mason Noel
Written by

Frank Howard Clark

it-QUICK!!!

AL WILSON
Qjlntenca'sMostSensationalStuMRjfet'

The Flyi

NC Mail

PZSTAZOVTeO sv«««

£XHIBITORS.zW
ASSOCIATED
LEWIS SELZNICK.PAESIOENT..
J.

Los Angeles an
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SID

GRAUMAN

wires the
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BIG NE WS !

"Sensational business with hottest
weather in
years. Will play to over a million
people. Never
anything ike it
turned away over five hundred people tonight which starts
second week.
Picture will be here indefinitely
a cinch for

—

-

us.

Keep going and Warner Brothers can
write

their

own

ticket.

Regards."

SID

GRAUMAN

A Warner Bros. Proi

«^t S5^

S**^^^

=-

MARY ASTO

!

!

few ^bRK Agree/

SMASHI]\G

ALL RECORDS in New York!
New York
"DON JUAN"

All

is

mad

over

VJTAPHONE

and

— the show without an equal
— with hundreds
Every performance a
weeks ahead climbturned away — advance
records for business smashed
ing skyward —
— a WARNER BROS. Production that
sell-out

sale

all

will

write

new

screen history everywhere

«WF.
«| f MMf^^
«
l-X

A>

m#

-si

)ii
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Exploit- O- Grams
Brief outlines of practical exploitation stunts. They give all necessary
information the exhibitor needs to
put them over.
They have madu
money for others. They will make
money for you. This daily list of
"Exploit-0-Grams" is intended as
a ready reference for the busy show-

man.

File them away.

Here

is

an

"at-your-elbow" service of publicity

Boston Prices Gut
Publix and

Loew

Competition

Keener by Reduction

of

Made

Admis-

—The

makes

this

Boston Competition between Pviblix and
Loew houses is becoming
keener with those both inside and
outside the industry watching the
Until the
outcome with interest.
Metropolitan was built by Publix,
Loew's State was the largest and
most pretentious house in Boston,
while the Fenway, Publix house, cat-

on the

New

—

Secured an electrical shop, jewelry which has been merrily under vvay
radio shop, barber shop and with the Metropolitan usually getting
In the better of the argument.
restaurant for the window cards.
tiie electrical
store window a large
Now comes another move. Publix,
hand painted card was placed with the through the Fenway has reduced
"
'The Midnight Sun's' only prices with a 50 cents top week days
legend,
rival."
The jewelry store card read: and on Saturday and Sunday a 60
"See the famous Ballet of Jewels in cents top.
"The Fenway presents
'The Midnight Sun'— then come in and the first Christmas greetings of the
beautiful
display
our
let us show j'ou
season and a gift in the form af a
In the radio shop were
of jewels."
starting Saturday,
store,

and a card stating Laura La
Plante owns and recommends the
Zenith radio set. The barber shop
took advantage of Laura's boyish bob
by using a large card, decorated with
stills, which read: "Laura La Plante
sets new fashion in bobbed hairafter you see her in 'The Midnight
Sun' you will want your hair cut in

Detroit

Free

editorial

Press

comment

Michigan:

Balaban
and
Kunsky,
"Messrs.
Katz, the gentlemen who have joined
place
of
recretogether to give that
ation and enjoyment to the people of
Detroit, have produced a genuine ma.sThey have set a new stanterpiece.
Today
dard of excellence and taste.
there is nothing in this country quite
theater.
In
comMichigan
like the
pleteness,
tail,

in
in
last

in attention to artistic delavishness of ornamentation

magnitude of conception it is
word among moving picture
the
It is an institution that ought
houses.
to give healthful entertainment and
rest of mind and body daily to many
thousand.s of people; and it is an exhibition on the part of its owners, of
confidence in the present and future of
Detroit which is a high compliment
to the city.''
and

Site

Not Chosen

E. F. Albee Declares That Location
for New House Not Yet

reduction
4," reads

Found

the

Detroit

the theater.

monkeys

much humorous comment from

Griffith

Film First

(Continued from Page 1)

new department,

addition,
the
lobby
"jungle" had a cool appearance infin-

In

Iributed envelopes bearing the following inscription: "This is a life saver.
itely more effective than newspaper
It
will save you to see 'The Sea
advertising and cost much less. BusBeast' at the Crane Theater."
Each
iness in consequence was great.
envelope contained
Life Saver.
Paul Noble, Liberty, Portland, Ore.

A

(confcction).^Jack
Carthage, Mo.

(Warners)

case.

"Potemkin" deals with an incide

irit-

of the Revolution of 1905 shortly aid
ter the close of the Russo-Japane.

Many months were spent
research and investigation of offici
Government archives in order th
the preparations for production migl
be properly made before the camei
crank was turned. There is no loi
story.
The acting is nondescript bi
that is not the purpose of the stor
The idea of this impressive and,
War.

'

leii

k"

I

:

many ways, amazing

picture,

is

to

di

.<

i

m^^
[Jf

Most of the action transpires aboar
the ship, "Potemkin." There are fe
titles but the dramatic effect, rathe
than suffering thereby, is heightene(

— Several

the

"The Sea Beast"

A

their own minds there is
lingering impression that it might
Clarence Darrow, nationally knov
lawyer, may be influenced to take i
the cudgels and make an issue of tl
in

The "science of motion" whic
sites for the proannouncement. posed Keith-Albee house here, have Douglas Fairbanks waxed enthusias
To which Loew promptly replies by been offered the circuit, but none has tic over when he returned from Ft kr
promising reductions at both the been determined upon, E. F. Albee, rope last week makes itself eviden
in more than one sequence.
Ther
His announce- said during his visit
State and Orpheum.
The
to the city.
ment says in part, "As part of my company now has the Temple here, are many crudities in the productioiff
20th anniversary in the theatrical but plans another house, located on At the same time, there are man;
world, I want the people of Boston Bagley Ave., near Grand Circus Park, unusual shots.
price
Sept.

Louis— Fire of undetermined
St.
lobby into a veritable
origin did approximately $1,000 damjungle.
Small stufTed
The house is
peeped through at several spots age to the Excello.
around the cashier's box, giving rise owned by Joseph Mogler.
to

{Continued from Page 1)

— and

might has driven justice to the wal

—

patrons.

Test on "Potemkin"

pict the sufferings of the majority t
the minority in a country whei

to enjoy the biggest possible enternear the new Michigan.
tainment at the lowest possible adA res- mission prices; consequently, begin- The Keith firm recently completed
this new attractive style."
taurant carried still another card.
ning Sept. 7 a new schedule of a deal with A. T. Nederlander, under
These tie-ups were all suggested in 'Loew' admission prices goes into terms of which it will lease the new
Grand Theater, Mt. effect." It is generally believed that 3,200-seat house being built at Highthe press book
Olive, 111.
the Loew reduction will not only land Park.
During his visit, Albee praised the
meet, but possibly go under those of
"The Savage"
the Fenway. Price slashing, coming New Michigan, stating it is "the last
(First National)
at the very opening of the busy sea- word in theaters in every respect."
To give necessary "tropical atmos- son, has caused all theaters to sit up He declared he never had seen such
phere to the lobby, installed greenery, and take notice.
perfection of synchronization of lightwhich was loaned from a neighboring, music and stage artistry as John
hood florist. By artistic arrangement
Murray Anderson's initial review at
$1,000 Fire at St. Louis
of various potted plants and vines,

changed

1926
ednes

Michigan Lauded

sions

ideas when you run these pictures.
Send in your "Exploit-0 -Grams,"
and help the other fellows who are ered to high class patronage.
helping you.
With the advent of the Metropolitan commenced a battle for suprem"The Midnight Sun"
acy of publicity in the daily news(Universal)
papers between the two circuits,

stills

New

1,

Gross,

assisted

by Theo-

dore Mitchell.
As soon as possession of the Cohan
is
secured, the house will undergo
repairs to equip it for roadshow presentations.

Crane,

Governor Aids Editing
Los Angeles Henry King is cut"Stella Dallas"
ting
"The Winning of Barbara
(United Artists)
Worth," his latest production for
He has the aid
Designed a large piece of beaver Samuel Goldwyn.
hoard to represent the title page of and advice of ex-Governor Thomas
the book, "Stella Dallas."
It
was E. Campbell of Arizona, an authority
10 feet high by 8 feet wide, and was on irrigation and reclamation.

—

A lobby display was a six sheet
enclosed in a shadow box. Box was
draped in Iilack and equipped with a
scrim screen in
front.
Blue and
green lights from the house foots and
borders were used and were kept alternating by aid of a SkeDoodle plug. placed on top of the box-office. Also
The Lobby lights were turned off and cmpahsized the four stars, Ronald
Managing W. Va. Theater
the flashing lights made a beautiful Colman, Belle Bennett, Lois Moran
Mt. Hope, W. Va.— Paul Hellen
display.
On the opening day a circus and "Doug." Fairbanks, Jr.
Four
is the new manager of the Princess,
The six sheet was at- large card-board stars were cut out,
was staged.
tached to the rear of an auto and and inside of each was placed the succeeding C. E. Williams.
four boys donned slicker coats and head of one of the four stars appearsailor's storm hats, with banners on ing in the picture.
The four stars 1,500 Seat House for Buenos Aires
Buenos Aires The Grand Palais
their backs reading: "See 'The Sea were suspended on a wire across the
Beast' at the Crane Theater Today." lobby at a height of about 8 ft. The a theater seating 1,500, will open
The car was driven in the circus display of both the book and the four here soon.
parade right behind the calliope. stars was thus able to attract good
While the streets were thronged with attention from pedestrians as well
Mississippi Theater Reopens
people previous to the circus parade as those in street cars and automoGulfport, Miss. The Strand has rethe boys with sailor's regalia dis- biles. Victory, Denver.
opened after being remodelled.

—

—

—

The picture was shown yesterda;
to an invited audience of reviewers
persons prominent in motion picture

and in the various arts. The audi
torium of Wurlitzer was overflowin]
and many were compelled to stam
throughout the screening which wa
preceded by several vocal and intsru
mental numbers.
Symon Gould o ok
the Film Arts Guild was the sponso
of the showing by arrangement witl
(

Leon

Zamkovoy, of the Amtor()li
which is the official buyinji
agency of the Soviet in America
Corp.,

In the audience yesterday wertjoi
Gloria Swanson, Norma and Con
stance Talmadge, Joseph M. Schenck

Hiram Abrams, Clayton B. Sheehan
Courtland Smith, Vivian Moses am
George E. Kann.

Referendum
Elmira,

N.

to

Y.

Be Voted

— Although

it

theater owners are not par
ticularly desirous of opening this citj
on Sunday, a referendum on the ques-j
tion of "blue laws" will be held iri
stated

November. Kenney's waged a campaign against the ordinance, which
resulted in granting of a referendum,
but change of the theater's policy to
include vaudeville, is said to have

made the management indifferent oj
the election outcome.

St.

Hays, Williams' Successor
Louis Everett Hays has as

—

sumed management

of the St. Louis,

Williams
Clarence
succeeding
S.
who has 'oeen named resident-manager of the Hennepin-Orpheum, in
Minneapolis.
Battiston

Buys Another House
"Andy" Battiston who

Yukon, Pa.

—

runs the Lyric here, has just takeill
over the Grand at Irwin and will

change

its

name

to

The

Ritz.

Jl

THE
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Warner Studios Hum
Hollywood —Approach of Fall finds

Little

A.

the

from
By

**L o t s'

when Helen Mundy

of "Stark Love," insisted on takthe feline back to the Great

en

is

vt"

in

Tennessee.

old

and "'Stark

Mountains

oky

her

is

years

17

first picture.

*

*

*

Enid Markey, one of the
film stars, is appearing

first

"The Blonde Sinner."

in

*

*

*

with ac-

Manuscripts ol three specials
almost completed, and it is expected that eigut companies will be at
work in tlie next moiitli.
Charles Reisner and Darryl Francis
Zanuck have tinished the continuity
on byd Chaphn's next, "The Missing
i^iiik."
Lasting will commence this
week, "ilie ihird Degree," based
on the play by Charles Kline, will be
JJolores Costeiio's next vehicle. The
scenario is now being prepared by
bess Meredyth and orajiam Baker.
Michael Curtiz, tiuropean director,
will handle the megaphone.
"'While London Sleeps," will be
Rin-iin-Tin s next vehicle.
is
It
oased on the story by Walter Mor-

known

in Eaststudios, is back on his old job,
Grauman's
noiincing
stars
at
osco,
yptian in Hollywood.

Tack Santoro, well
i

*

*

hummmg

tivity.

"Midnight," an

lost

ink-black cat,

Warner studios

are

RALPH WILK

EW YORK

;%g^
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Attorney Heiliger of the Fox
legal force and Caines, chief
porter, almost made a clean
sweep in the Film tennis tour-

nament doubles.

who financed a picture
producer had "run out" on
3 actors, is returning to the stage,
e will be seen in "The Regular
Mow" and, by the way, this was
e nickname applied to her by the
Mollie King,

ter the

reen actors and actresses she belended.

who

also will direct.

Hancock, Mich.

Three More Planned

House?

Bringing his total of Jersey City
houses to six, with the total to be increased to nine before Jan. 1, Morris
Kutinsky has opened the Majestic.
The theater, which formerly housed
stock, was completely remodeled.
A

— Claim

that
he initiated the policy of reserving seats in a picture theater is

made by Roy Kerredge, who
that he inaugurated the
practice at the Kerredge 15
years ago, and has continued it

says

double-feature program composed of
"The Devil Horse" and "Bigger Than
Barnum's," was supplemented by
"Egged On," two reel comedy.

ever since.

In October, Kutinsky will open the
Rialto, 1,200-seat house located
on Communipaw Ave.; while the
Denial that his firm is engaged in Cameo, Ocean and Cator Aves., which
a refinancing move with two other seats 1,900, will open in November,
New York circuits, which has and the Capitol, Newark and Henderfor its object pooling of holdings for son Sts., seating 2,100, scheduled for
All in Jersey
sale to producer-distributor interests, December opening.
was made yesterday by Louis Schnei- City.
der, of the Meyer ik Schneider circuit.

new

Schneider Denies

The

circuit,

which

now

Arther Somers Roche mystery

Canada Censors Asked

League
The Hirlagraph Tennis team took determined, and Vitaphone
big jump toward the top in the
paniments for all are to be arranged,
onday night matches in the Tennis the first of the specials is "Noah's
Bockus
Malles
and
;ague, when
Ark," to be followed by "Black
ok Johnson and Parsons, (Pathe) Ivory." Both are to be made and
to camp, 6-0, 6-1, and winning from
shown with Vitaphone.
lines and Heiliger, (Fox) 6-1. 6-3.
ihnson and Parsons (Pathe) defeatWarner Amiiversary Plans
Gallup and Vas. (United Artists)
Heiliger and Caines, (Fox)
3, 6-2.
Youngstown, O. Plans are being
on from Gallup and Vas, (United made for the golden anniversary of
rtists) 6-1, 6-4.
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Warner,
irlagraph Gains in Tennis

mendation being made by Mrs.

J.

Victoria, B. C.
On the
suggestion of a Toronto delegate, a
committee was appointed to study the
situation and provide the members of
It was
the Federation with details.
intimated the proposed board would
operate under the jurisdiction of the
Canadian Department of Customs and
Excise, which also controls the importation into Canada of all books and
(parents of the Warner brothers), on periodicals, a number of which have
Youngstown was the home been banned in recent months.
Sept. 6.
The Federation's committee on eddinof the Warners for 35 years.
ner at the Ohio theater will precede ucation advocated greater use of films
a public reception.
Jack will come in the public schools of Canada. It
from Hollywood for the celebration. was the opinion of one officer that
Harry, Albert, and Sam and Sam films eventually would lessen the cost
Morris will come from New York. of education as well as prove more
The daughters, Mrs. Harry Charnas practical.

.

Young

of

—

The

standing:

Metro-Goldwyn
Hirlagraph
Pathe
Fox Films
First National
Famous Players
Warner Brothers
United Artists

W

L

13
13

2

12

5

7

8

4

9
7
11
14

3

2
3

A

1

Buys Spanish Firm

of
of

(Continued from Page 1)
alboa and Madrid and plans are beg completed for the installation of a
Selecurth exchange in Portugal.
ne, S. A., controls and operates the
oliseum, in Barcelona.

Rebuilding Postponed
Kingston, N. Y. Rebuilding of the
rpheum has been postponed until

—

;xt

Spring.

To Remodel
Highland
'uarta will

Theater
Vincent
111.

Illinois

Park,

—

remodel the Bartlett.

Cleveland,

N.

Y.

—

Milton
Mrs.

Robbins

Edward

Nutley, N. Y., Has New House
Nutley, N. Y.— The Franklin
rheduled to open Sept. 8.

is

A

place in the club will bring substantial benefits and place members in
line for promotions the company has
Salesmen who win and hold
to offer.
a K. O. button have an assured future
with the company, it is stated, will
occupy a place of honor at conventions and will have an important part
in sales conferences.
The quotas of all salesmen's precints are being thoroughly reviewed
and revised in order to give the greatest possible equity to the competition.
salesman to be eligible must have
been in the service of First National
for three months prior to the beginning of any quarter. Net billings
will be figured on a percentage basis
against revised quotas. The results
will be accumulated from week to

A

week.

At the end of each quarter the sales
will
review from various
cabinet
angles the performances of the 20
leading salesmen and out of that number will select the ten foremost for
membership. There will be a checkup on the number of play dates secured against possibilities; also on
the number of specials booked in
against
territory
salesman's
the
the completeness with
possibilities,
which

he
has covered his field,
and other points deexpenditure
serving of consideration in estimating a salesman's accomplishments.

Each

of the ten

men named

as a

Tax Repeal

French Duty Increases

—

—

—

fire.

months' competition.

—

Vienna Austrian scenic beauties weeks
House
are
advantages
commercial
The Union and

was destroyed by

(Continued from Page 1)
sales cabinet at the end of each three

K. O. will receive the same award.
the Object
Hepler of Niles, O., also will be
Toronto Outlining of ways and At the end of the first quarter, the
present.
means to bring about removal of ad- ten winners will be recognized in
mission taxes, is to be the chief busi- suitable fashion. Such as qualify for
ness of a mass meeting of Ontario the second quarter, whether it be the
Music li- quarter immediately following the first
exhibitors here tomorrow.
(Continued from Page 1)
cense fees, double-feature programs quarter or some subsequent period,
life
ernment will enforce a ban on in and censorship also will be discussed. will also receive $1,000 additional
flammable film, the decision to revive John A. Cooper is in charge of ar- insurance.
To the men who qualify a third
the old statute being made after de- rangements.
time, First National will give recognivelopment of a non-inflammable stock,
tion and still another additional $1,000
claimed to be the equal of inflammable Martin Gets United Artists' Branch
insurance.
in quality, and developed by Pathe
Minneapolis
H. O. Martin has
Consortium.
been named manager of the United
Warners Sign John T. Murray
He succeeds T.
Artists' exchange.
has
Bros.
Hollywood Warner
MacEvoy, who resigned several signed John T. Murray. It is the inModern Austria in Films
J.

Fire Destroys N. Y.

Northport,
pera House

Mrs.

Youngstown and

Honor Club Formed

virtually

controls the East Side, is not contemplating any merger or sale, Schneider
story, as yet untitled, will be the first
said, adding that "such reports are
ot the series ot comedies co-starring
being spread for the main purpose of
Murray,
l^ouise jbazenda and John T.
injuring us."
who has just been signed to a long
The M. & S. Commodore, Second
Lloyd Bacon will Ave. and Sixth St.,
term contract.
a 2,500-seat house
direct.
Monte Blues next will be just completed at a reputed cost of
'the Brute," based on the story by $2,000,000 opens Sept. 2nd and plans
VV. Douglas Newton and directed by
for further increases of the company
Herman Raymaker. Paul Stein's sec- holdings are under way.
ond directorial assignment will be
Reports contradicted by Schneider
"The Climbers," starring Irene Rich. concerned also the Sanall-Strauseberg
The cast is being selected.
and Harry Blinderman circuits.
Aside from the 20 "Warner Winners" for i9Zb-27, Warners will concentrate on specials with Vitaphone
Directorial assignaccompaniment.
(Continued from Page 1)
ments tor these have practically been
accom- tate for a Federal board, the recom-

An

*

First 'Reserve'

ago.

tention of the Warners to team up
the comedian with Louise Fazenda.

Margaret Morris With Holt
called
reeler
in
five
a
Morris
Angeles Margaret
Los
"Modern Ausria," which will be sent
opposite
lead
feminine
the
play
will
propaganda
throughout Europe as
Release is through the League of Na- Jack Holt in "The Man of the Forest" which John Waters will direct.
tions Union.
depicted

—

Improving Pittsburgh Theater
Pittsburgh The Cameo has been
closed for remodelling and repaint-

—

ing.

There's a Lot in

a Name. Fc

MACK SENNETT
A name means more in this business than
in

any other on earth.

The difference between a high and a low
week in the business of a big theatre may
amount to $25,000.
That large sum represents the difference in
drawing power between a first class boxoffice name or title and those that are poor.
One name or title will draw like an old
fashioned fire place; another means nothing. The name with a draw is worth a lot
more in rental when it will gross $25,000
more in receipts.

Among

the very biggest and best known
names in this business is that of Mack
Sennett.
Charlie Chaplin, Gloria Swanson, Mabel
Normand and a host of well known picture personalities got their start with him.
His studios have been a nursery for stars.
He made the words "bathing beauties"

household words all over the globe. People

istance

say of any girl with face and figure far
above the average that she is a "regular
Sennett girl."

For fifteen years
comedies.

his

name has meant

•

probable that the first comedy the
present generation of picture goers ever
saw was a Mack Sennett, and they Ve been
laughing at them ever since.
It is

Such a name and fame
able at the box-office.

is

absolutely coin-

That

isn't

a guess

but a certainty.

The

exhibitor

who

fails

to advertise a

Mack

Sennett is losing the profits that
come to a great box-office name. He is
neglecting the basic principle of this
business.

You can't beat the combination
name with great product!

of a great

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President

and Qeneral Manager^

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

recover

I

wfth glory/1
Someheadlinerinher
latest and greatest!
Whirlwind welcome
wherever she goes.

A RINGER

for ''Her

Sister from Paris"
and ''Her Night of

Romance".

•

A BELL-RINGER

for

your Box-Office

ess
Joseph M. Schenck
e.!p;|

;;

;
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NEW

CONSTANCE

The Duchess
of Buffalo

«-ith tie „.
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tuh i,„
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s'tuationl

with

Tullio Carminati
Screen story by
"

bssed on

HANS KRALY

Based on the Hungarian Play "Sybil", written
by Max Brody and Frani Martos

A SIDNEY FRANKLIN
Production
-"natruot.,!
J-'d

by ,h,

"'d-v

gems

/„h
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"Beau Geste"
'OEAU GESTE," now

running

The First Step?
"Hipp"

Experiment

Called Initial
Strategic
Plays

m

Move

Planned by Keith-Albee
to capacity business at the
Launching of the new policy by the
Criterion, continues to be the
Hippodrome is reported to mark the
:hief topic of controversial dis- first
step in strategic moves planned
That by Keith-Albee throughout the nation.
;ussion along the Rialto.
The new policy, it is stated, has two
t is a wonderful piece of film
objects.
First, and probably of more
To
ivorkmanship all admit.
lar-reaching

proportions,

is

its

re-

Herbert Brenon goes no small lation to possible "invasion" by KeithWill it, Albee interests of the first-run picture
of the glory.
Dart
;hrough lack of conventional boy presentation field on a wide scale, and
second, the furnishing of keener comind girl love interest, hold its
petititon to opposition circuits.
own with the other big specials?
Hertofore, the Keith-Albee interests

2,

1926

Price 5 Cents

Booking Combine On

—

Cleveland Charles L. Casanave is trying to organize local
exhibitors into a collective buying unit. His plan is receiving
favorable comment among local
exhibitors and many have expressed their willigness to suporganization.
such
an
port

This combine,

if it

materializes,

will be entirely independent of
the M.P.T.O. of Ohio and of

the Cleveland Exhibitors Assn.

Win
—

Washington

Two Year

Pact

Operators and T. O. C. C. End Wage
Controversy After Session
Lasting 15 Hours
Both operators and the T. O. C. C.
appeared gratified yesterday with the
new two-year wage agreement, which
was signed by representatives of the
organizations after a meeting which
continued from S o'clock Tuesday
evening to 8 o'clock yesterday morU'
ing.

Under the new contract, operators
receive increases in salary according
to the following scale: 5 per cent in
houses seating 600 or less; 10 per
cent in houses seating between 600
and 1,000 and 15 per cent in houses

That's the question. It should. have concerned themselves primarily
in
the straight vaudeville
field,
of between 1,000 and 1,500 seats.
In
It is a credit to its makers and with
adopting pictures only as of incidental Operators' Demands Met by Exhibi- houses seating more than 1,000, a
to the industry they represent.
tors
Loew's
Signing
Influenced
importance.
This was changed by
double shift is also agreed to.
the
Keith-Albee
affiliation
with
P.D.C., which definitely injected the
circuit into the picture situation, en(Continued on Page o)

Football Films

The open season

for touch-downs
soon be with us. Lloyd scored
"Red"
rst with "The Freshman."
Subsidiary
Grange split the uprights with "One
Minute to Play."
Richard Dix is Pacific Northwest Theaters, North
American's Subsidiary in Far
still
in training with "The QuarterWest 40 in Chain Now
back" under the able coaching of
Portland, Ore. This city is to be
Fielding Yost of Michigan. Why not the headquarters of Pacific Northwest
a world's series at the Polo Grounds Theaters, subsidiary of North American Theaters, which recently took
to see who has the best team?
Now over
the Jensen-Von Herberg circuit,
that Labor Day is upon us we'd give and now is engaged on a policy of
our straw hat to see Harold Lloyd, expansion
throughout
Pacific
the
Forty houses of the
with Dix as interference, trying to Northwest.
chain will be operated by the new
circle "Red" Grange's end.
will

Formed

—

company.
Harry Arthur,

Rothacker Returns
Watty

(Continued

raconteur and
long distance traveler extraordinary,
has just
will

returned from abroad.

shortly take up his

new

He Rockwell

duties as

Iowa Test
Exhibitor

of

new

his

connection.

In signing Rothacker, Famous, which
[believes in young blood, adds another

aggressive personality to
list

of executives.

its

formid-

Rothacker has

planning Sunday
shows to test the "blue" ordinance in
the town.
The move is described by
the theater owner as an effort to comply with popular demand.
A group of farmers at Mt. Pleasant
has begun presentation of Sunday
shows, protesting they have nothing

long been a credit to the industry in
which he has already played no un-

important part.
'

'Do ug

'

Dreams

"Doug," speaking before newspaper
;men upon his return from Europe,
makes the enlightening comment that
Russian pictures are the finest in the
jworld; that Soviet supervision

And

is

the

without cracking
the world famous Fairbanks' smile.
"Doug" has always been our foremost
athletic star.
Perhaps he is planning
to go into comedies after all.
reason.

this

ALICOATE

(Continued on Page 2)

The new wage scale affects 200
houses, whose owners are members
of the T. O. C. C, and brings to a
(^Continued on Page 2)

Four Theaters Ready
Christedge Theaters,

Inc.,

opened

the Bronxville, a 1,400 seat theater in

Bronxville

night

last

Gwyn." Tomorrow
company opens the

with

"Nell

night, the same
1,500 seat Inter-

boro, in Throgg's Neck. Next week,
the Rosedale, a 1,500 seat house at

Lawrence St. and Westchester
Ave. and the Wakefield, also a 1,500
St.

To

resent First National in the Central
European division.
First National
own Berlin office
maintains
its

which it sells product to
distributors.
Phoebus and
Ufa are handling First National's
product at present.

German

is

First National in Memphis
Memphis Douglas P. Rathbone is
manager of the new First National

—

{Contimied on Page 2)

Fabian Sailing

Racine Building Active

The new

Albert Guglielmi,
the

Homeric

last

pany the body

of

who

to Coast
arrived on

night, will accomhis brother, Ru-

dolph Valentino, to Hollywood, where

A special car
burial will take place.
bearing the funeral party will be attached to the Lake Shore Special,
leaving New York at 6:30 o'clock tonight.

which

opened yesterday.
western Tennessee, Arkansas, and northwestern
Alabama.
exchange,

To Accompany Body

office serves

—

Kantner Under Knife

—

Kantner,
Indianapolis Oscar A.
head of the Paramount exploitation
department, underwent an operation
He is expected to
here yesterday.
return to his desk in New York within a month.

Racine, Wis. Charles, Walter E.
Corp. will sail for Europe on the and Louis Buhler, Sr., are spending
Olympic Sept. 10. He will be gone $300 000 on the Capitol, which they
are building on the West Side. Unifive weeks.
Shear Managing Rialto
versal now is building a house here,
Albert
G. Shear now is the manager
in association with I. P'riedman, while
Visitors
succeeding Max Cooper,
Rialto,
of
the
reported
seeking
A. H. Blank is in town from Des Saxe Enterprises is
Thomas C.
who has resigned.
site.
a
Moines.
Browne has been promoted from chief
Harry Crandall was visiting from
He is
usher to assistant manager.
Washington yesterday.
Meyer Opens 2 for Universal succeeded by Robert V. Taylor.
Kansas City Fred S. Meyer, disChain
"Metropolis" in London
trict manager for Universal
"Tin Gods" at Rialto, Sept. 19
London Fritz Lang's new Ufa Theaters, has opened the $300,000
"Tin Gods" will go into the Rialto,
Grand,
Springfield,
and
the
Gillias
at
picture, "Metropolis." will have its
opening performance at the Marble Moberly, remodeled since acquired by Sept. 19, succeeding "Variety." The
house will continue its long-run policy.
the company recently.
Arch Pavilion in London.
Si

'

Washington Although actual signing of new wage contracts has not
yet taken place, Nathan Machat, chairman of the theater owners' strike
committee, conceded yesterday that
the demands of the operators would
be met without a struggle.
The change of attitude by the theater owners who had stood pat against
what were characterized as "outrageous" demands came about with the
discovery that the Palace and Columbia, both downtown Loew houses, had

Test Sunday through

Law"

manager for
production
la.
Famous. His long experience in filmEmpress owner,
dom should ably fit him for the responsibilities

To

— Popular Demand
for
Shows, He Says
Rockwell,
— Walter Peterson,
"Blue

—

FILM DAILY

seat theater at 234th St. and White
Berlin for First Nat'l
Plains Road. The company operates
R. E. Goldsmith, former manager the Broadway, Park Hill, Orpheum
vice-president and for United Artists in St. Louis, sails and Cameo in Yonkers.
on the Mauretania on Sept. 8 to repon Page 2)

Rothacker,

assistant

able

—

Decision
Washmgton Bureau of THE

Fabian of

the

Stanley-Fabian

—

—

THE

'3&<

DAILV

Win

Iowa Test
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operators.

Iowa has

a state law prohibiting all
workj except of necessity or charity on
the Sabbath, though adherence to it
largely is a matter of local option.

Sunday shows are making considerable

inroads

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

in

throughout the

communities

"blue"
state.

Coolidge Aproves Film Plan
Paul Smith's, N. Y.— President
Coolidge has approved the plan suggested by Will H. Hays for the preservation of tilms recording historical
events.
Hays asked that the proposed 12,000,000 archives building
20 vaults for present use
for reserve, each vault having
a capacity of 1,000,000 reels.

contain

and 30

—

Francaise,

Indiana's Largest

—

Hammond,

Ind.
Indiana's largest
theater, the State, built at a cost of
The house,
$1,800,000, has opened.

Financial
Rails continued in leadership yesterday,
while the industrials revived for a brief period
during the session, then slumped back to
their previous closings.
Generally, trading

was

irregular.

The

films,

the

at

on the whole, were on the

close

the

of

Among

day.

rise

those
point

which made advances exceeding one
were Warner Pictures, Warner Pictures "A",
Screen,
Famous Players and
Eastman Kodak.
Trans- Lux

Quotations
Seat.
Scat.

Vtc.
Pfd.

.

.

.

•Balaban & Katz
Hal. & Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

Players
*Fam. Play. Pfd.
Film Inspect.
•First Nat'l. Pfd.
.

.

Fox Film "A" ..
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intern'l

High Low Close

Sales

36
38

2,500
700

36?4
38}4

73^
68»4 6844 68 J4
120 '4 119'4 119?i
116
114
115^4
119
T^ 6H
7J4
71 'A

25

42
23-^

.

1,100

41%

41%

900

23 '4
174^

.

17«

23 J4
17J4
54
98

54>4
98

500
800

24%

,

53

97-4
23-4

56 '4

56 '4

S6'A
87

Trans-Lux Screen

9H

&V4

9%

•Univ. Pict. Pfd,
•Universal Pictures

1,700

,

.

.

48
47J4

34
48-^
3,200
49
23,500

Market

Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

ed by Claude Lambert.

operates three downtown houses
The $1,000,000 Broadway, key theacompetition with the Loew thea- ter of the Pacific Northwest Co. chain,
ters, to hold him to his agreement has opened.
with them to balk at the new wage
scale requested by the operators, and
"Meet the Boy Friend" Finished
thereby jeopardize his holdings.
"Meet the Boy Friend " first of a
In order to bring the Loew houses series of 12 Checker comedies, in
back into the fold, A. Julian Brylaw- which Charles Doherty has the lead,
ski, president of the local M. P. T. has been completed by
J. Ray FreidO., visited the Loew New York head- gen.
George Du Count and J. E.
quarters yesterday, but returned with Foole are in the cast.
Stewart B.
word that nothing could be accom- Morse was cameraman.
Loumay
plished.
Prod, is releasing the series.
The operators want an increasq
from $65 to $75, four men in the
Gottesman Remodels Two
larger booths, where there are two
The Gottesman circuit which opnow, in addition to a 40-hour week crates in Connecticut has remodeled
instead of 44 hours.
the Palace, Norwich, and the Cameo,
"We were ready to stand steady Bridgeport. The former theater reagainst the operators and had all opens tonight and the latter on Sun-r
preparations made," Machat declar- day.
ed, "until we learned of the separate

Two Year

Pact

(Continued from Page 1)

close all negotiations between operators and theater owners, the Chamber
of Commerce having been the last

ous on the Coast,
on the "Hamburg"
short business
the

trip.

leaving tonight
for Germany on a
He will return

is

middle of October.

the U. S. Dept. of Labor, who acted
as meditator all through the dispute
and is reported to have been one of
the major factors in bringing to a
head the wage negotiations.

Gorilla to Tour with Film
Frank Murphy Here
"Miss Congo," a young gorilla capFrank
N. Murphy, Warner electritured by Ben Burbridge while filming
"The Gorilla Hunt," in the Belgian cal supervisor, is in New York to
Congo, will make appearances with make improvements in lighting and
other electrical appliances in connecthe picture.
tion with Vitaphone as well as to supervise improvements to the Warner
New Sandy Lake House
portable radio station, which arrives
will

open

his

Pa.

— C.

New Penn

W. Perine
about Sept.

15.

Plan
theater

is

FOa R.ENT

New

Rejoins "M. P. Today"
Mary Jane Warren has rejoined

Texas Theater

Center,

Tex.

—A

editorial

new Today,"

planned here.

We

BELL - AMD
HOWELL
AKELEY CAMERAS
Cameramen

to

trial

the fearful events which led

At

all

up

to

booksellers now. $2.

DORRANCE &

CO.

Drexel Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

A

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

of

The Standard

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

news.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

will stake our reputation on our service.

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

CORPORATCO

(Oittiout

CAMERA EXCHANGE
M.Y.c.

the

"Motion Pictures
review and handle fan

staff

'

Bryan (3951

untampered-with, unrevised
THE
and
account of the Thaw

Sept. 13.

Our ability to (a) accurately translate the hazards of your business into the language of Insurance Policies; and (b) to secure such
Policies from Insurance Companies able and willing to promptly pay
the losses they sustain; and (c) to consummate these transactions at
the lowrest possible cost to our clients, explains why we have achieved
the confidence of the large number of theatrical and motion picture
concerns whom we now represent.

—

729 Seventh Ave.

HARRYK.THAW
it.

"Ben Hut" Season Opener

SEIDEN

the vivid narrative of
a life of sensation

settle.

Present at the meeting between
Off for Berlin
M. Witt, secretary to Erich Pom- committees of both factions waa
representative of
mer, a production manager for Fam Homer J. Brown, a

Cleveland "Ben Hur' will open the
fall season at the Ohio, on Labor Day.

WiUt or

vice-president o£

who

—

Champion

t

is

wanted."

Paris, the organization is making a
similar picture called "Paris," direct^

i

/

80

MAIDEN LANE.

N. T.

C

u

Formed

in

Fox Producing in Europe
Berlin The European Fox unit
will make a picture called "Berlin,"
with a new technical device.
In

Sandy Lake,
14,500

95'/,

Warner Pictures
50
Warner Pict. "A" 497^
* Last Prices Quoted
•• PhUadephia

100

6

7

Skouras Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.
.

300

1926

agreement made by the Loew houses.
which is owned by Andrew Karzas,
Now the whole thing is up in the air
Chicago circuit head, seats 3,500. It
and the demands of the operators will
features pictures and Pantages vaudehave to be met by the exhibitors.
ville.
The operators have gotten what they

900

71J4
25
11'^

.

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

100
1,400
5,100

103^

71H
25

Project.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

36
38

2,

(Continued from Page 1)
general manager of North American,
is
president of the subsidiary company, whose officers include a number
of prominent Northwest financiers,

As a result, Machat believes that it Frank R. Wilson
would be unfair to Harry Crandall, the new firm.

to

Am.
Am.

Subsidiary

occupy their time on Sunday nights. broken from the exhibitor ranks and
County farm bureaus are sponsoring signed a separate agreement with the

the shows.
ToL XXXVII No. 54 Thursday. S'pt.2, 1926
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Ttlepbone

John
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Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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aHERBERTBRENON
PRODUCTIOri,

"BEAU GESTE*'
with

RONALD COLMAN
By arrangement

with

Cparamounts

Samuel Goldwyn

ALICE JOYCE NEIL HAMILTON
NOAH BEERY MARY BRIAN

WM. POWELL
NORMAN TREVOR

RALPH FORBES
VICTOR McLAGLAN
From

the

Novel

by

PERCIVAL WREN

Adaptation by
& Herbert Brenon
Screen play by Paul Schofield

John Russell

I'm

>l

MID

"^ROADSHOWS,

B>

ADOLPH 7UKOP

Member

OUKIASSTHEIIEIOf
of Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will

If.

Hays, President
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ye say

Never a once-in-awhiler when
Rob't Kane bats 'em out—
every one a home run breaka-record Show. No projection

room triumphs— box-office
sensations, instead.

play pictures

You can

—but the real Big

Timers play First National's
Star Spangled Banner Group
of Box-Office hits!

f

% GreatDeception
ROBERT KANE

i

adapted fiom

/A« 'YELLOW

prcrcntj

DOVE

fc,

gcorqt

Qibbs

^m AILEEN PRINGLE-BEN
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LYON
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HOWARD HIGGIN
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And

As Necessary To
The Man Who Takes
The Motion Picture
Industry Seriously
As Opening His

Morning

compete with the picture

to

houses on the basis of picture (|uaHty,
in addition to the added security given
the circuit by its vaudeville connec-

That's That

,By PHIL. M.

lelo^

DALY,
(I'jef

EX'KRY

nation in the world wilr''
til
represented in the cast of
tions.
The new arrangement existing in Darling of the Gods," Morris "w,
New York, where the circuit has its de ]/romises. There's one picture
V'i
luxe vaudeville house, the Palace, and shouldn't be subject to anti-Amer
prefor
picture
Hippodrome
propaganda.
the
now
sentations supplemented by vaudeville,
Phil Gleichman, well known
may be expected to be emulated in
various other important cities on the iner Detroit showman, is passing
cigars on the occasion of his % ovi:
circuit.
He has just complete<
The Hippodrome now is directly riage.
arrayed against Loew's State, featur- 2,000-)nile honeymoon jaunt.
ing a combination policy, with the adHenry S. Koppin has an added
vantage on its side of first run picBoth houses are scaled to the centive to enlarge his growing
tures.
same admission, 50 cents top on week igan chain, for he's a "grandp
day nights, with the price of 75 cents now.
<

w

1.

M

teil

The "Hipp"

Saturday and Sunday.

Mail

1<|

First Step?

{Continued from Page 1)
it

2,

presents six acts of vaudeville to supits feature, while the State
has five acts and a feature, usually a
second run booking.
In a majority of cities, the picture
presentation houses, which have been
raiding vaudeville for names, have cut
wide swaths in attendance at vaudeville houses, a condition Keith-Albee
is
said to be seeking to remedy,
through the new policy.
There is also to be reckoned with,

Sylvester Z. Poli, owner of
chain of Neir England houses, HI
Mrs. Poli celebrated their 41st viW''
ding anniversary at their sum'
home at Woodmont. Guests ,inclw

of instances, the competition of such combination circuits as

Sudburv, Mass., as a background
"The Barefoot Boy."

plement

in a

number

Iter

te

many prominent

in theatrical cir

New England and New

in

Yi

a«i
the

Congratulatioyis.

Colorart
"fliv.,"

ing

isn't

afraid

and now

of

niakini

considering fi
Wayside Inn

is

Henry Ford's

niA

Pantages and Loew.

EstaljHshment
Universal has thrown traditior
of a de luxe picture house, with vaudeand de luxe the winds and engaged a 9-year- n
ville
sui)plementary,
vaudeville theater, with the picture in- child to play the role of Eva
cideiital. is the move expected in such "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
That's g
judgment, for the incongriiity o, k
"spots."
Tt will be recalled that in a number grown-up in the cast has hurt mi
productions of the fam
of cities such a plan of procedure was stage
followed in combating the inroads of classic.
the Shubert vaudeville circuit and
Jesse L. Lasky. Jr., is a hudd
Pantages, although except in few instances, this marked a straight vaude- poet, recently getting a book of poepi
ville tussle with the picture angle only published on his own initiative.
in the background.
The tremendous
<t
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Long Becomes Manager
picture presentation
St. Cloud, Minn.
Percy Long, v
this, calling for
the new arrangement which, it is be- has been assistant manager of
Sherman, has become manager of
lieved, will be made.
made by

strides

—

houses has changed

Standard Gets Chadwick Output
Cleveland Standard Film service

—

May Remove Minn. Theater
Chndwick "First
These inchidf
Fergus Fall, Minn. The Mod*
Rnrrvmore in "The Rel's." Woodmen may remodel the Lyce

distribute the
Divison" pictures.
ivill

T ioiiel

—

Pauline Frpderirk

in "Devil's Island."
the third comn'eted production
"Anril Fool."
Terr'torv served bv

building, thus eliminating the theal

aTid

StPndard compri«Ps western Pcnnsvl-

West Virtrinia, Kentucky
Ohio and Lower Michigan.

v^nia.

Omaha Firm Buvs Chadw'eks
Omaha — Tndenendent Film Co. has
acriuired
Iowa
the Nebraska and
riehts for Chadwick's "Anr-I Fool."

?nd

"Devil's

T.sland."

being distributed
tory by Fontencllc.

in

is

A PUBLICATION
OF PROGRESS

Grand, succeeding N. Le Page, w
has resigned.

Canitol
St. Paul.

lend'ng

Has New Organ
A new orean

has

at the Canitol. the city's

theater,
Theaters operates.

—

of the

Isis.

Davenport Theater to Reopen
Davenport, la. The Grand will
open about the middle of Septeml
after improvements are made.

—

Ryan Managing Two Houses
la.
James Ryan
managing the Grand and Palace.

—

Muscatine,

Minn.

been installed

"The Hells"
same terri-

the

Managing Cedar Rapids House
Cedar Rapids, la. Harry CrinkI
of Waterloo has been made manaj

which

Beloit, Wis., Theater Reopens
Beloit, Wis.
After having been

—

Northwest modelled,

Saxe's

Majestic

has

opened.

Wisconsin Theater Again Open
M>neso+a House to Onen
Wausau, Wis. The Saxe intere
Houston, Minn. The Tvric will reT
open early this month. Construction have reopened the Wausau.
Stuart has been entirely remodellc
is nearly complete.

—

—

THE
ursday, September

'Aloma

2,
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sticker on which was printed instructions to the holder to match up their

South Seas"
(Paramount)
of the

he local druggists fell in line with
-up that put the picture over to
With the therqueen's taste.
hovering around the 100
[leter
ee mark, the druggists coucocUh.
Stickers
"Gilda Gray Shake."
placed in their windows and
e
founts and the theater, in turn,
I
ed up the new drink in its ncws;r

Exploit- 0- Grams
Brief

s

The manager also
advertising.
heralds resemhling a soda
with a straw in it, distrihuted

—TivoH,

outlines

of

practical

exploitation

keys in the lobby of the theater and
receive valuable prizes.
The merchants who distributed the keys donated the prizes and also carried the
announcements in their ads on Sunday, the opening day, to "Get A Key
To Mabel's Room." Dan McNatt,
State, Dayton, O.

stunts.

necessary information the exhibitor
needs to put them over. They have made money for
others.
They tvill make money for you. This daily^
list of "Exploit.-0-Grams" is intended as a ready
File them away.
reference for the busy showman.
service
"at-your-elbow"
of publicity ideas
Here is an
Send
in your "Exploitpictures.
these
run
when you
who are helpother
fellows
help
the
and
0-Grams,"

They give

.5,000

over town.

numbers with the numbers on master

Chattanooga,

n.

all

—

"The Volga Boatman"
(Prod. Dis. Corp.)

A

sides entirely covered with signs advertising the attraction, ran on the
principal
streets.
The procession

ing you.

"The Black Pirate"
(United Artists)

campaign was
ted in advance of the showing sombrero were suspended.
Lobby
every performance, the posters and stills, generously used
at
n,
iter was plunged into total dark- completed the display.
Lyric, Minthen a neapolis.
for a minute or two
idthirsty "Yo-ho-ho" from backwell-executed

—

—

—

1

revealed a bearded
te who peered from behind the
ain and delivered a short address
Walter League, Victhe picture.
e as a spotlight

—

,

Denver.

"Siberia"

(Fox)
decorated twenty-two of
Chattanooga's ice-wagons fully one

Banners

The
prior to the presentation.
banners read: "You don't need to go
buy your ice
to Siberia to keep cool
from the Home Ice Company and see
W. S. Perutz,
Siberia' at the Rialto."
Rialto, Chattanooga, Tenn.
week

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

ersuaded the local ice company
nake up a special cake of ice from
In this was frozen a
sign
;e bunch of roses and a tin
ch carried the title of the picture
illed

water.

midnight sun background.
cake was placed on display
the Schmidt Drug Store window
so successful did it prove, both

r

—
—

a

ice

the drug store and the theater,
the ice company of its own aci made up three extra cakes so
the display might be used over
)nger period Grand, Marion, O.
:

t

—

"Stella Dallas"

(United Artists)
An economical way of .building an
auto truck ballyhoo: Instead of going to the expense of designing a
float, designed a canvas sign sufficiently long to cover the entire length
of the truck, and wide enough to
reach from ten inches above the
ground to almost the top of the
A cut-out of
canopy.
driver's
"Stella Dallas" taken from the sheet
was mounted in the middle of the
sign in such a manner that the top
of the figure was fully four feet above
Word matter on
the top of the sign.

"Padlocked"
(Paramount)
'hrough an arrangement with the
:blo Chieftain, an essay contest was
imulgated a few days in advance of the sign featured the title of the picshowing. The essay was based on ture. In view of the fact that a
question, "Should Modern Youth light Ford truck is inexpensive to rent
Padlocked?" and was limited and that a large canvas sign with a
A pair of tickets went cut-out figure set up in the middle is
150 words.

The of comparatively small expense, the
the authors of the ten best.
lager effected another tie-up with a idea would appear to be a good one
hardware store, resulting in a for exhibitors whQ want the advantage
il
alay of hundreds of Yale locks with of an automobile ballyhoo without
ds announcing the theater, picture the usual heavy expense that comes
play dates.— E. P. Briggs, Rialto, from making over the shape of a
truck.
Valley, Brisbane, Australia.
;blo, Colo.

—

"Senor Daredevil"
(First

National)
was decorated

"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"
(First National)

on
Staged a hiking contest that began
huge compo-board and ended in the day time, giving the
Maynard mounted on a theater a double opportunity to capEach cut-out was italize on publicity. The hike was
king bronco.
ked on both sides by two giant from the theater to Point Defiance
ipo-board stars, on which were in- Park and return, or 14 miles. It was
bed: A New Star. At the base well advertised in advance and broke
eight days.
;he cut-outs the tilte of the picture front page publicity for
by the
heralded
was
beginning
letters,
Its
colored
printed in large
The en- exploding of bombs, and by an escort
ble at a great distance.
commisdisplay, due to excellent illum- of honor consisting of the
and the chief
tion, attracted the attention of pas- sioner of public safety
Along the fringe of the lower of police. Twenty minutes prior to
sby.
in front
rgin of the marquee cut-outs of finish a bomb was exploded
announcing impending arite compo-board stars and the head of theater,
Ken Maynard wearing a large rival of the train. This was re"he

marquee

sides
-outs of

;e

with

Put on an unusual street ballyhoo.
street car and a trailer, with both

caused great excitement. The downtown soda fountains featured a special
drink named after the play. Keith's
peated five minutes and one minute
Mary Anderson, Memphis, Tenn.
before the arrival of the winner and
succeeded in drawing a crowd that
Griffith Bros. House Ready
blocked traffic. There were 255 enPanhandle, Tex.^ Griffith Bros.
trants, and 201 finished.
Previewed
the film some time before its showing have completed a 800-seat house,
as a Monday night "surprise."
Also which Roy Sinor is managing.
gave free matinee for j'oungsters, presenting all with ice cream bars and
Delahunty Now at Sedalia
candy. The latter tie-up was made
Sedalia Mo.
P. A. Delahunty has
with a newspaper. Douglas Kimber- replaced George Plank as manager of
ly. Colonial, Tacoma, Wash.
the Sedalia, Universal house. He was
transferred from Muscatine, la.
"Up In Mabel's Room"
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
Newcastle House Open
A week in advance of the showing,
Creer
has
Newcastle
Ind. M.
10,000 keys to Mabel's Room were opened the Starette.
distributed through local merchants.
Each key was numbered and seven
Redecorating Nears Completion
master keys were hung in the lobby of
Terre Haute, Ind. Redecorating of
the theater.
Each key carried a the Grand is nearly completed.

—

—

—

—

—

—
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Don't Miss This Opportunity—

SEE
One

or

Two

or Three of the

Series of

Twelve

SCREEN TIT BITS
Being Produced and directed by
William R. Wilk arson

From
With

by Tod Waller
Continuities by Arthur Hoerle
Original Stories

Photography by William Bitzer
In Settings

by Tec Art Studios

Address:

>

SCREEN TIT
344

West

BITS

44th St., N. Y.

: f

.

,-<

*-

•phi
WO',v.*'-

Carl

Laemmle

Presents

^MNIHG
An Edward Sedgwick

A UNIVERSAL

Masterpiece

SUPER-PRODUCTION

STAGE

SCREEN

TIMES SQ.

'

PRKC

20
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IJtXXIV
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7
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Flaming frontier
50-76).

Uhlvei^al

single
brought this one back
-^eak and played to $26,243.50, figure
most unusual

for

/
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Competition

has ever been
In every
PLAN
industry competition makes for
wider markets, for betterment Patriotic
of trade.

life

of product,

for progress.

FRISCO SETTLEM[NT

£^ INDUSTRY

motion picture industry is no exception. Competition was never
more keen, product never better,
Philadelphia
Americanization of
prospects never brighter and the immigrants will
be aided by the inindustry as a whole never more dustry through showing in steerage

—

of trans-Atlantic steamers, of patriotic

films, Carl E. Milliken,
howler who and historical
Hays association secretary, yestershouts trustification is always day told members of the Internawith us, his purpose no doubt tional Lyceum and Chatauqua Assoc.
Plans already have been perfected
sincere, his vision obscured by
for first showings on the United
affairs
of minor
importance.
States lines at an early date and adWe have powerful, big com- ditional
lines will be provided with

The

calamity

—

down

in your
Big companies
do not grow big in spite of com-

Put

at Chicago

this

little

New— Feeling

Lauded

down

of deliberation yesterday

resulted in a walkout of 3,000

musicians of the

city's

400 the-

"La Cinematographic Fran

Paris

Strike

Houses were forced

to

cut

when it became
show films writh-

prices one-third

necessary to
out music.

Refusal of the union to arbitrate

differences

under

dis-

pute led to the walkout ordered
by the Chicago Federation of
Musicians.

What They Wanted
Exhibitors Accomplished Object in
Film Board's Probe, M.P.T.O.A.

Hit

U.

—

We

ALICOATE

The

later.

strikers,

I

who walked

out last Wednesday, return to work
immediately.
Following the general walkout
here, Joseph M. Weber, president of
the musicians' international, ordered
all musicians employed in the 60 Or-

Claims
pheum theaters between Chicago and
Order by the Dept. of Justice that the West Coast to leave their posts.
demands for deposit from exhibitors Similar orders were issued by Harry
defaulting on arbitration decisions Sherman, head of the stage hands
(.Continued on Page 7)
must be discontinued by Film Boards
of Trade, is "exacxtly what complainexhibitors wanted," the M.P.T
O.A. states through its "Official Bul-

ing

letin."

"When

duced,

if

other

at

all,

On

We

—

San Francisco The strike of the
musicians, stage hands and operators
has been settled. An adjustment was
reached following an all-night conference which included a series of telephone conversations to New York.
Settlement was based on a compromise in which the exhibitors recognize the principle of the six-day week,
meet
a six-hour working day and
about half of the demands for wage
Minor issues will be taken
increases.
up

—

THE FILM DAILY

Eleventh Hour Compromise Prevents General

aters.

practices are introto effect undue recaise" states of late there is a tend- straints upon exhibitors, they will
ency in America to effect an exchange furnish the basis for other competition
but because of it.
between French and American pro- plaints," the organization promises
The publication states a
"This is a companion decision tq
ductions.
Broadway
Not
certain kind of shame and of false that promulgated a few weeks ago
to dealing to the effect that the music trust
In the /ffrentine as many as five nationalism with respect
seems
firms
foreign
the
(Continued on Page 2)
with
openly
or six full \f. igth features are shown
that one does not need
in the bettci theaters in one day. to prevail and
After such a spirit in an international busiTickets are sold in strips.
The publicaof
each complete showing of a feature ness like this industry.
ediquotes
tion
BRENNAN
LILIAN
W.
coupon
By
another
collects
the manager
All a torial regarding the possibility of foror the patron must leave.
advent of picthreatened
The long
reviewer has to do is to buy a roll eign pictures in America.
tures into the New York Hippodrome
of tickets and stay there a week to
has finally come to pass. The affiliaget a line on the entire season's
tion of Producers Dist. Corp. with
S. Attitude
product.
are told that it is the
Keith-Albee interests is responsible
Paris "La Cinematographic Franonly country in the world where the
It is to be exfor the new policy.
says:
caise"
supply of films, good, bad and inpected that the Hippodrome program
Our readers saw from one of our will, therefore, be confined to product
diflFerent, does not equal the demand.
last numbers, that the Americans will
of Producers Distributing Corp. The
not come to Paris for the Interna- initial offering was "Young April,"
That Paris Congress
must keep
tional Film Congress.
picturization of the novel of the
The First International Film Con- in mind that the last technical con- asame name, and interesting in that
will
French,
gress, sponsored by the
gress of 1925 took place without the it presents the Schildkrauts, father
be held soon in Paris. What start- official participation of the Americans.
and son. The picture, as entertained off like a cyclone has developed Officially a representatitve of Eastment, seemed hardly to warrant the
and
England
(Continued on Page 6)
into a delicate zephyr.
conspicuous place of being the first
Germany have definitely refused to
It
to play in the big show house.
ashas
This country
participate.
Florence Vidor Here
(Continued on Page 7)
sumed a hands off policy. In an inFlorence Vidor, Paramount's newdustry that has assumed the worldstar, arrived in New York yesterest
pictures.
Plan $150,000 Theater
wide importance of motion
role in her second
theory has given way to practical day to play the
Neb.—TTie World Realty
Omaha,
Sm.
Popular
The re- starring picture, "The
results born of experience.
came
Co. has purchased a tract of land at
Coast
West
the
from
her
With
sults of the Paris gathering will bo
will start construcFord Sterling, who will play a fea- Grand Island and
interesting.
theater at once.
$150,000
of
a
tion
tured role in her support.

old note book.

[NDS STRIKE

— Last minute break-

Chicago

What

has made them films as soon as practical arrangebig? Competition. Our indus- ment can be made for their exhibitry has been one of startling tion, Milliken said.
"The films will be furnished free
progress.
Decisions of monu- of charge to those lines using the
mental importance have been service and they will be specially se-r
The ever lected pictures which will give to
made over night.
changing complex of the indus- these future citizens their first leshe
in American citizenship,"
Pushing sons
try has demanded it.
"Thus before America's soil
stated.
ahead, bettering the industry is reached, her customs, her backalways. All of this spells fine, grounds, and her ideals will bq
(.Continued on Page 6)
splendid progress and behind it
competition.
all, what?
panies.

Price 5 Cents

Walk Out

and Historical
Films Aboard Liners,
Hays Plan

The

prosperous.

1926

AMERICANIZATION

rjOMPETITION
the

7,

A

Review

Reviews

Increases Granted
Wage

increases of 20 to 40 per cent.

have been granted New York stage
hands numbering 2,200, thus averting
a threatened strike.
Heads of departments in the picture, vaudeville and burlesque houses
will receive an increase of $7 per week
and 25 cents per hour additional for

overtime.

Stage Hands

Still

Out

— Bickerings

with the
Theater managers, free from difficulties with operators or musicians this year, ara
attempting to avert the threatened
walkout of stage hands. Last yean
on insistence of W. A. Steffes, hea<i
of the Northwest exhibitor associa-

Minneapolis

stage hands continue.

a two year contract was
with operators and musicians.
tion,

mado

Complications Seen
Arbitration Faces Difficulties in Wisconsin by Stand of Exhibitor

Unit

Milwaukee—There

are

difficulties

in this state for
association will refuse

ahead for arbitration
the exhibitor
arbitrate
to

cases

involving

non-

at the
the annual convention which also exacted promises from distributors to

members,

refrain

it

from

was determined
serving

W.

non-theatrical

Collins, national
president, attended the two day sessions.
E. W. N*man, Parkway, was elec(Continued on Page 7)

competition.

Eli

THE

c^H

DAILY
Stem

What They Wanted
from Page 1)
was not a trust," the association continues, "With ail due respect to thq
Department of Justice its action in
VoL XXXVII No. 57 Tuesday, Sipt. 7, 1926
this relation seems somewhat on 3
Price 5 Cents
par with a move said to have been
J OHN W. ALICOATE
P ublisher
made in one of the state courts
some time ago by the makers of a
Published daily except Saturday and holidays popular drink.
They charged themat 1650 Broadway, New York
N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film selves in a round about way with
Then
Folks, Inc.
having cocaine in the drink.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer
Maurice D. Kann, Editor
Don they presented the evidence they
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
wanted to have introduced, and of
Manager- Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May course, there was no 'coke' in thei
21,
1918, at the post-office at New York. evidence and they were given a clear
N. Y.. onder the act of March i, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside bill of legal health. The advertising
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
results were very gratifying.

::::::

months,

;

$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign.
Subscribers should remit with order

$15.00.

Address

communications

all

DAILY,

to

New

THE FILM

York. N. Y
Cable ad
dress:
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood.
California
Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie

Phone

1650 Broadway,

Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

—

—

Francaise,

—
Saulnier.

Rue

5,

"The Dept.

Film Boards

Justice,

however,

Trade have been or-,
dered to discontinue it.
That was
restraint
of
trade.
By removing
the restraint elements from the 'cor
pus delicti,' of course, it became a
legal

Financial

of

the Film Boards of Trade that
they must discard the practice which
required certain deposits on film purchases and used as a 'squeeze' move
among the exchanges. That was
practically the big complaint and the,
tells

entity,

of

as

lawyer

our

friends

would say.
"But in neither instance did the

The market having been closed Dept. of Justice give the subject that
Saturday and Mondaj', these quota- measure of scrutiny which would attions are as of Friday,

September

3.

Quotations
High Low Close

Sales

36
38

36 J^
38}4

1,200
1,000

Katz
•Bal. & Katz Vtc. ..
Eastman Kodak ..119^ 119

73^

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Balaban

Famous

...
.

.

&

.

Players

.

..115

•Fam. Play.
Film Inspect

Pfd.

•First

Pfd.

Nat'l

.

36 J4
38>i

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

.

•Intern'l Project.

.

114H

7M

IVa.

•^

103 !4
72 J4

72

24"^

70Ji
24

42}^
23 fi
18

23J4

41K

S3H

17^^
S3Ji

Bros.
**Stan. Co. of Am.

57

22
6
S7

Trams-Lux Screen
•Universal Pictures
•Univ. Pict. Pfd

10)^

Warner
Warner

49)4
SOji

*tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
24
ttRoxy Common.
7

(
-

t 24^

.

.

.

Pict
Pict.

9J^

.

"A"

47^
467^

42 14
23J4
18

53-^
98

actual

Roberts Opposite Walsh
Beryl

Roberts,

Palm Beach

700
900
'366
2,466
100

.

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Skouras

68J4
119/2
1147^
119J4

court action.
It
wag
somewhat on a par with an inquirj
without the definite assistance of the
parties involved."

tend

i',266

• Last Prices
•• Philadephia

Quoted
Market
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Aik

Girl,"

George Walsh

is

in

Graves in Mermaid Comedies
Ralph J. Graves has been engaged
play villain roles in Educational-.

to

10
7,500
95^1
....
34
48}4
1,700
49J4 28,500

"The

in

playing oppo"Striving for
Fortune." Exteriors are being taken
at Newport News, Va.
Joe Sameth,
supervising director, reports that tha
unit has been favored with clear
weather and that production is up to
schedule.
\
site

100
600
800

57
87

who was

Mermaid comedies.

AstOT— "The Big Parade"
Broadway '"Aloma of the South Seas"
Cameo "So This Is Paris"
"Mare Nostrum"
Capitol
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"

——

—

——^"One Minute to Play"
"Beau Geste"
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome — "Risky Business"
Loew's New York — Monday—-"Pals First"
Tuesday — "Racewild" and "The Unknown
Treasure"
Wednesday — "The Son of the Sheik"
Thursday — "No Man's Gold"
Colony

Criterion.

— "Jack O' Hearts" and
—
Saturday "The Gay Deceiver"
Sunday — "The Family Upstairs"

'High

Friday

Hand"

—^"The
— "Variety"
—^"Hold
That
—

Mark Strand
Rialto
Rivoli

Strong

John

in a circus picture

which

in production under the direction
Stephen Roberts.

Horner Peparing
Robert

Horner,

—

Next Week
Astor — "The Big Parade"
Broadway— Undetermined
Cameo —^Undetermined
—
Capitol
Nostrum"
— "Mare
Central
"The ScaTlet Letter"
—
Colony "One Minute
— "Beau Geste" Play"
Criterion
—
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "For Aliwi'ony Only"
Mark Strand^"Subway Sadie"
Rialto — "Variety"
— "Diplomacy"
Rivoli
Warners— "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The Strong

of

of

La Plante
P. D. C. Set in Poland
Warsaw P. D. C. is releasing in
Los Angeles Tom Moore will appear opposite Laura La Plante in Poland through Spolka Kjnemato"Beware of Widows," which Millard graficzna "Kolos."
to Direct

—

—

Webb

will direct.

BUCHHEISTER

Keith's at Lowell Reopens

—

Lowell, Mass. Keith's has reopened with split week program.
Ben
Picket continues as manager.
Poli's House Policy Changed
Worcester,
Mass.
Poli's
Plaza
changes policy from pictures and vaudeville to stock commencing Sunday.

—

Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY
ARn TITLRS

24.S

W.

- Columbus
Rush Sert'ici'

55th St.

Special

9240

tion.

Leslie

Hables Plans Theater

—

A theater is being
planned by Leslie Hables, who operates a house in King City.
Local
Hollister, Cal.

business

men

are interested.

Quincy Opening Set

—

r/HAlfROACH

9^s FOURTH

ALARM

to

Pafh6come(iy
••

®

Man"

French Studios Busy
Paris— Many French pictures are This is a 'Comerblock' cut furnished
in production.
Leonce Ferret is mak- FREE for all Pathecomedies at your
ing "The Naked Woman," from the Exchange.
play by Henry Bataille, with Nita
and Ivan Petrovitch in thq
Jacques Feyder is making
"Carmen" with Raquel Meller, to be
followed by "The Old Women from
the Hospital," with Georges Carpentier.
Abel Gance has finished "Napoleon," Gaston Revel is making
"The Poor Youth," from Octave
Feuillet's novel; Jean Choux is directing "The Dying Soil"; Henri
Diamant-Berger is filming "Rue do
la Paix," from Abel Hermant's stage
play; Luitz Morat has finished "Tha
Wandering Jew," Julien Duvivier is
working on '"The Spanish Gentleman," from Pierre Frondaie's novel)
and Jean Kemm is preparing his first
Naldi

leads;

Finish "Charleston Kid"
Production on "The Charleston
It was
Kid" has been completed.
directed by Al Santell, with Al Lena
Dorothy Mackaill,
as his assistant.
Jack Mulhall, Louis Brooks and Bus-

J.
Paramount Week Goes Big
Pawnee Bill, Jr., westerns, now is
Australia's sixth annual Paramount preparing
a ten episode serial under ter Collier, Jr., were in the cast^
Week was launched Aug. 29, accord- the working
title of "The Mansion
Hugh Bennett is now cutting and
ing to cables received by E. E. Shauer of
Mystery" which will have an all editing.
general manager of the foreign de- star cast.
This will be distributed
partment of Famous.
in the independent field.

Webb

Bros.,
recently, have
acquired a new studio at No. 6040
to 6048 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, and
soon will be ready to resume produc-

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTtR KIND

LFBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway
Tel-Chii-kering 5550

New York

City

Show RiH>m

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock

is

Serial

producer

Site

Stern

Man"

His initial ap-pearance in the two-reel fun films is
with Frank Panghorn in "The Jelly
Fish." After this he will support Al comedy starring the clown, Grock.
St.

1926

Quincy, Mass. Fred B. Murphy's
Quincy Strand opened last night.

Lion"
"Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Black Pirate"

Warners

—

7,

New

Bros. Acquire

Hollywood
The
whose studio burned

On Broadway

(.Continued
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If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Pcniu. 6864

Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Suncet

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

Blvd.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

^HBMSSJ
P

& CLARKE

CRANFIELD

INCORPORATED

i

7X9 Seventh Ave.,

i
i
I

New York

Short Subject Specialists

i

I

NOW BOOKING

i

I

12

TWO

REEL SPEED COPS

(STUNT COMEDIES)
with Milburn Morante and Eddie Featherstone

12
i

12

TWO

4
12

12
12

12

52

4
4

TWO
TWO
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE
ONE

6 Little

Dramas

composed
of Big Places

of 4

movie

Famous Paintings

with Nell Shipman

Way burn and

the Follies Girls

EXCHANGES EVERYWHERE

I

I
1

OLLENDORFF

REEL PAINTINGS REVIVALS with Mary Astor and Reginald Denny
REEL SHOT AND POWDER COMEDIES with Tommy Albert
(Kid Comedies) with Mickey Bennett
REEL BOYS ADVENTURES
Novelty Reels
REEL C and C INTERNATIONALS
Something New
REEL NOVEL FEATURETTES
including Cartoonsj
REEL FUN FROM THE PRESS
REEL HUNTING WILD ANIMALS IN AFRICA
REEL LESSONS IN REAL BALLROOM CHARLESTON
by and with Ned

1.

by JULIAN

REEL DRAMAS DELUXE

2 Herrick Productions

i

I

(Introducing Radio Stars)
a clever combination of cartoon and

12
1
I

ONE REEL ROXY RADIOS
ONE REEL SKETCHOGRAFS

PHILADELPHIA
CHICAGO

DENVER
BOSTON
NEW HAVEN
BUFFALO
ALBANY
LOS ANGELES
PITTSBURGH

1314 Vine Street

836 So. Wabash Avenue
2020 Stout Street
44 Church Street
130 Meadow Street
257 Franklin Street

NEW YORK

Avenue

CANADA
MONTREAL
ST. JOHN
TORONTO
WINNIPEG

4 Clinton Street

4506 Sunset Blvd.
1026 Forbes Street

729 Seventh

12 Mayor
27 Prince
21 Wilton
402 Film

Street

William
Sq.

Bdg.

LONDON OFFICE
44

PICCADILLY MANSION, Shaftsbury

Ave.

St.
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Hot on the Flying Heels of
Red Grange Laddie Bigger
Than Barnum^s! Her Honor
!

^
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Distributed by

GREATER

Governor!

Conies This
Rousing CUcker! Based on the
the

international stage hit!

With

box'office records strewn

from

coast to coast
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Americanization Work
Plan of Industry

A

And

That's That

{Continued from Page 1)

Publication
of Progress

brought directly to the attention
"When

the matter was presented to SecLabor, James J. Davis, the latter
was keenly interested in the proposal and in
'I
a letter to William H. Hays declared:
know of no greater service you can render
than showing the heart of America to these
retary

of

future

citizens.'"

y

FRANK KEENEY

certainly
give film salesmen the run-an
now, for the well known circuit
has bought a controlling interesjii
a race track at Jacksonville, Fla
(by
(ipt

Many

ships have had picture service for
some time as a part of the entertainment
provided for passengers but never before
have film been shown in the steerage to
that group of immigrants who are seeking in a new land new opportunities and
who are unfamiliar with the country.
For a long while pictures have been
shown at Ellis Island to the immigrants
awaiting entrance there but these could
reach only a few immigrants as the ma-

persons are admitted almost diupon reaching the country.
This announcement of "?ood-citizenship

jority
rectly

DALY

,By PHIL. M.

of

these people.

1'

7,

of

Milliken,
was one of the
service"
by
high lights of his address at the conven"Motion Pictures
tion.
His subject was
and Good Citizenship."
Three great benefits are to be derived
from pictures, Milliken declared. First, they
entertain; second, they instruct; and third
they bring the world into accord and harmony. They teach men to understand each
other, and when there is understanding men
do not hate, and when they do not hate
they do not make war.
"The quality of pictures has gone steadily
ahead," he said.
"The quickest development naturally has been in those phases
mere easily adaptable to the motion picof
ture -photography, acting, construction
settings, staging, lighting.
Almost any unprejudiced student of the drama will say
that the best acting in the theater today
is
found in motion pictures and in the last
few months have come forward so many
fine directors, skilled writers, and talented
actors, that the motion picture is producing at least once a week a story which
compares favorably with the best in art,

Alexander Pantages' reported

in

vasion of the picture field shoulc
ceive impetus by the work of his
Lloyd, who will appear in Get
O'Brien's next picture.

c:.

fct

laa
:i

:oiit

tough on Ronald Coir
It's
He's got to win Barbara Wortt
over again for Samuel Goldwyn
ordered the company back into

m
to

ilur

desert for retakes.

est2

:

THE

FILM
DAILY

—

in

drama, and

in

literature."

outlined the development of
films for classroom use.
Five subjects have
been selected for films during the experimental stages and ten cities will use them
beginning in the fall or winter.
Three religious pictures also have been produced for
use in the churches as soon as the necessary
equipment and mechanics of distribution are arranged.
Milliken

also

Sign Helen Mundy
Helen Mundy, who was discovered
by Karl Brown, who directed "Stark
Love" in the Smoky Mountains of
Tennessee, has been signed to a five
year contract by Famous.
She will
be developed into a character lead
She is 17 years old.

Sign Pauline Starke
Pauline Starke has been signed to
play the lead opposite Ben Lyon in
"Not Herbert," which will be a Ray
Rockett Production.
Lloyd Whitlock, who was in "Paradise," has arrived to play the "heavy."

Mary and "Doug" paid $2,00
for reservations at the Daniel F'
man testimonial dinner. How C(f
om
anyone get that hungry?

city

a c
itio

in

k

Eddie Cantor answers the deni
new faces on the screen. Du
filming of "Kid Boots," his face
sunburned and peeled twice, so

for

he shows two new faces in the
Five people, besides him!
claim he is the screen's greatest c
edian.
"Why should my wife
four daughters lie about it." he wi
ture.

to

tr

tn

know.

"The leading lady is Clara 1
and I picked her myself say,
no fool," Cantor said. "In two r^I kiss Clara seven times and La
and Ziikor pay me for it. Wha

—

iin;

business!"

U.

Hit

S. Attitude

(Continued from Page 1)

man Kodak wanted

to take note of
congress in or
to submit them to the United Sta

decisions

of

this

Our American

friends

must

keepjil

their not coming to
congress this year in Paris will ha

mind

that

We

the cause.
must tell them t
their attitude is in entire contradict
with their desire to extend their
fluence.
After all the decisions of

congress will
fects, too.

hit

The

America

in

tl
k;

or,

its

attitude of the Amtfc

cans will not prevent us from stu^ t
ing and solving the international pr
lems."
if

If!

Poland Comments on Attitude
La Cava to Direct Dix
Prague The "Internationale Fil
Gregory La Cava, who finished the schau" reports, that American p:
direction of "So's Your Old Man" ducers will not be represented at
last week, will direct Richard Dix in International Film Congress in Pal
"Paradise for Two," an original story
Three English exhibitors will
by Howard Emmett Rogers, of the to Paris on their own expense a
Paramount scenario stafT. The con- they will be considered as the
tinuity is being written by Becky ficial
British
delegation,
Swed'
Gardiner and Ray Harris.
Italy, several Balkan countries, Jap;
South Africa and the British, colon
'"^
Maloney Working on Next
will come to Paris.
Los Angeles Leo Maloney, Pathc
Dorothy Mackaill Busy
director, is supervising the editing
of his last outdoor feature, "The OutDorothy Mackaill, who has ji
law Express," and at the same timd finished work in "The Chariest

—

i

1

Serving

A

^

.

Great Industry

H

—

preparing his next picture "The Long
Loop."
Shooting will commenco
very shortly at Maloncy's Western
city in the San Bernando mountains.

Kid," will appear

in

"The Song
Kane pi

the Dragon," a Robert T.
duction, to be directed

Mendes

at

Cosmopolitan.

by

Lotl
It

—

THE
September

lay,

.

cMH

DAILV
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A

Review

of

Reviews

(Continued from Page
1

\

"The Bar-C Mystery"
(Pathe)
Dayton
with

Herald
:by a puzzle contest was run in
up

d

A

paper.
in the

many

was
which therq
whose spelling

large illustration

Herald
articles

in

with the letter "c".

1

The

perobjects of

discerning the most
nature was awarded first prize,
here were numerous other prizes
ontestants who ranked high in
ig the puzzle, the last 50 con
tors receiving two free tickets
to the theater for any performduring the week of the contest,
stants by the hundreds subd answers and much favorable
obtained
for
city
was
the
n of the ten episodes. The ilition for the contest was selectam the list of exploitation accesin the Pathe pressbook.
Day-

—

Theater, Dayton, O.

the slight loss in footage'
racted a vast amount of attenIt wag
and collected crowds.
in advance and during the run
M. B. Thomas
le production.
Nashville, Tenn.
tol,

occasional

European marriage of state yarn with
good humor but scant

originality.

here,

Gloria Swanson's "Fine Manners"
contains some interesting business
and is about the nearest approach
to her really big success, "Manhandled," but it is far from being another.
Gloria is lovely herself and
does fine work but it is too much tc
expect the whole responsibility for
the entertainment to rest upon a sinThis is the
gle pair of shoulders.
picture that was held up in production because of the star's illness and
then changes in directors during thcj
making also helped to compjicate
matters. Gloria fans will undoubtedly be well pleased with it, however.

The remainder

of the week's offerings were of average calibre and imcluded "Prisoners of the Storm," a
James Oliver Curwood North Woods
yarn, from Universal; "The Lodp^e
in the Wildness," a lumbef camp

criminal

of the
three bad

aid

A

work.

letter

men

for

was sent

adge Dailey in which the theafifered to engage men of crimbent who wanted to turn a new
and become honest citizens, to
>me advertising work. Called atthat in offering
ngagement the public would bo
ig men to work at gainful em-

Dn

to

inent
y in

the

fact

putting some reaj
pockets and giving

thus
their

bad men a new

in

start

Tuttle Returns

wrote the continuity. Tuttle recentfinished the direction of "Kid
ly

Eddie

Boots,"

was read in court and the
kept a watchful eye for men
were capable of filling the bill
jink
Dolle,
Strand, Louisville.
letter

]iic-

Paul Oscard's Next
Paul Oscard's next presentation for
Publix will be "Under Venetian
Skies," which will open at the Riv-

He

take a two
weeks' vacation following this proThe week of Sept. 18 tho
duction.
production will be staged by John
oli

Sept.

11.

will

Loew's

includes

and

Only one case of sabotage was alleged.
It was at the Casino, where
the film was clogged.

Washington
Washington, D. C.

Settles

—

Operators
accepted the counter-proposal
of theater owners, with the result
that for the next two years the wage
scale and working hours will be as
have

A

follows:
forty hour week in most
of the larger houses; increases in
wages as high as $10, and the employment of a fourth man in the projection booths of three of the largest

\
\

what
your

gypsy costume

o

\batrons

theaters.

Hugh Miller
Hugh Miller,

in Swanson Film
star of British and

TS

productions, has been signed
by Gloria Swanson to play a character role in her next picture to bq

A PLEASANT SURPRISE

German
made

at

are always

Cosmopolitan.
nts.

Complications Seen

^'^p;

^5^:

).G

(Continued from Page 1)
ted president of the association, suc-

ceeding Fred Seegert.
Decision to refuse to arbitrate
any case involving non-members of
the association, is causing considerable speculation here, as respects the
future of arbitration in the territory.
If the threat is carried out, distributors may bring about organization of
a special board to arbitrate cases involving theater owners who are not
affiliated with the state association.
It will be recalled that a similar
situation existed in Minneapolis when
the exhibitor association took a similar stand.
In that city, the move resulted in creation of two boards, one
to handle cases involving members
of the state association, the other
cases of unaffiliated exhibitors.
After a number of cases had been
decided, the position of the exhibitor
association was abandoned, with the

organization deciding to permit its
appointees to arbitrate cases of nonmemljers, although refusing to represent non-members at the hearings.

CV««'"io,;hinft

RU'
V"ta'

-J.,

Be

.9^,

'S^Q.nn
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"In,

•ifii,

on

'"nie

GA'ass

tARS,
'efln,
'"•us

resen

Lillian

Rich

Kobert Agne«

Gloria

tq

Gordon

Thomas B'O*'-'"^

^ia Aslilo"

New Unit Signs Betty Balfour
Stockholm Betty Balfour will play

—

m
^^t

'St^e,,
'«<•*,

o*

not only titling all
of the Christie comedies, but now is

Al Martin

Wo»*'

Vev"

dd»

Murray Anderson.

the leading female part in the new
Hemberg-Ufa picture called, "She,
the Only One."

,V.ee

Al Martin Busy

(M.-G.-M.)
in

initial

ture.

"The Waltz Dream"
girls

Cantor's

which

Pantages.

life.

;

ed

productions.

Bad Men"

secure

)itation

new

Hollywood to work on "Love 'Em
They were preand Leave .'Em.
ceded by Townsend Martin, who

(Fox)
to

several

Frank Tuttle and his assistant,
Russell Mathews, have arrived from

the

listed

forth

—

"3

Strike at 'Frisco
(Continued from Page 1)
union. This order later was extended
to include all circuits with houses

melodrama, from Tiffany; "Almost a
Lady," a Marie Prevost comedy, from
"Puppets"
P. D. C; Lewis Stone in First Na(First National)
tional's "Don Juan's Three Nights";
atured the largest advertising Enid Bennett in "A Woman's Heart,"
The released by Sterling Pictures; "Twister ever seen in this city.
er measured 45 ft. by 20 ft. and ed Triggers," a Wally Wales weststretched from the top of the ern from Associated Exhibitors.
Broadway continues to be as quiet
uee to the second story of the
er building.
It was so largo as the Potomac with only the above
it had to be stretched on a slant
two new pictures appearing the past
Notwith- week. Next week promises to bring
ad of perpendicular.
iing

Settlements Ends

1)

has a good production and a good
cast but the story is a conventional

SHOWMEN

TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLACS FOR

wrs.

is

showing of the picture. Two working on two for Jack White, J.oe
were used for this stunt. They Rock's current prpduction, and Mor;d a long box full of envelopes
ris Schlank's two comedy series.
he envelopes was printed, "This
ote

contains the meaning of
dreams."
Inside the envelope
a card reading, "Your dream
s
that you should see 'The

lope

Dream'

z

at

Properly
affixed

to

Loew's
worded

the

girls'

Daytonbanners
backs.

Emmerling, Loew's DaytonDayton, O.

St

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing

Release Printing
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
Palisades

367S

Ko-Ko, guest conductor at the
Capitol, N. Y., this week,
leads the audience for
"By the Light of the
Silvery Moon", a new
Ko-Ko Song Cartwne
FITS
FITS

ANY THEATRE
ANY PROGRAM

Preferre<

Pictures
Presented by

J.G.BACHMANN
Sole Foreign Distributors:]

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP.

—

ECHOES FROM COUtJTUESS OUMG-WAlTERS
VA>ITH A GEWUFLEXION) TO MILT G(^OSS

. .
01'
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Be
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o
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k
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Personality
ERHAPS

$10,000,000 ByDG[T

PLANNJDBY

)

w

Map

—

(Continued on Page 6)

Speaking of forward passes and
slants

:kle

ampionship
alsh in
le

entry

latest

honors

"The Kick

Ofif."

for

This

k-

com-

picking of our all-Amer-

cinema team.

— Funeral

All organizations throughout
the republic have been invited

Twenty-five cities will be embraced
m the company's nation-wide chain of

special invitations extended
to Fritz Lang, Robert Wiene,

and

Karl Grune, Lupu Pick and Rudolph Kurtz.

The "hands off" attitude of
American producers and diswith respect to the
forthcoming Paris sessions, has
not changed. Major S. L. Kertributors,

rin of the Hays office said yesterday. The industry in America, he stated, had felt the time
inopportune for the holding of«
the conference and so is declining to attend.

held here yesterday for Rudolph Valentino, from the Church of the Good

Shepherd. Interment was at Hollywood cemetery.
Active pallbearers were: Charles
Jr.,

ILOYHAIK

were

services

Chaplin, John Considine,

Parades

^8,000,000

Valentino Buried
Hollywood

25 LEADING

CITIES

Brooklyn House
Listed in Nation-Wide

Program
presentation theaters, Fox announced
yesterday. Simultaneously, the com-

pany announced completion of financmg of its proposed Brooklyn theater.
Removal of buildings on the site
starts at once.

The Brooklyn house is to be one
of the finest of the chain and will cost
more than $8,000,000, the company
states.
It will seat around 4,500.
S. W. Straus «& Co., yesterday underwrote an issue of $6,000,000, first

mortgage

fee

6^

per cent,

fifteen-

year, sinking fund gold

bonds of the
owning corporation, headed hy W'-}
liam Fox. The bonds are secured by
the land, which has a frontage of 656
feet along Flatbush Ave., Nevins and
Livingston Sts., and the 12 story
theater
store
and office building
(Continued on Page 6)

POST Chicago Wants Peace

—

Manager Withdraws
from Firm After Long

Sales

Chicago Frantic efforts were being made yesterday to bring about
settlement of the musicians' strike,
which resulted in walkout of 3,000
musicians at 400 theaters of the city.

The

strike followed last minute
breakdown of deliberations, which
proved surprising after it had been

Association

Mario

Norman Kerry, George FitzUfa maurice, Emmett Flynn, Count Gra-

fOX CHAIN TO EMBRACE

Berlin Germany's participation in the deliberations of the
international motion picture congress, which gets under way on
Sept. 27, is seen as a certainty,
following^ action of the committee in designating German the
third official language at the
sessions.

JOHN RAGLAND L[AVES

off

Geo yC

is

star in a fine picture again

icates the

in

the

Price 5 Cents

—

so essential to the make
f. B. 0.
of the picture stars of to-moras that hazy something
in
Hollywood to
lied Personality.
Young Mr. Derr
led" Grange, whose side-line
Production
pictures, but whose main ocProgram
pation is tearing off touchHollywood The year's production
iwns, has it stamped all over
schedule
at the F. B. O. studios inAt the luncheon givs jersey.
volves close to $10,000,000, it is statyesterday in his honor at the ed. Arrival of E. B. Derr, treasurer
5tor he proved a most agree- of the company, was for the purpose
of arranging the production budget.
le and likable young chap.
The 1926-1927 product at F. B. O.
Besides giving the motion
will total close to 60 productions and
cture scribes and sporting edi- it is understood
that one of the ders an opportunity to make a tails of the conference between Derr
bstantial gastronomical gain, and Edwin King, vice-president of
ereby cutting down the daily F. B. O., in charge of production, is
likely to include one or two pictures
-erhead, it was the occasion of
starring Suzanne Lenglen and also
e announcement that the next future productions in which "Red"
range picture will go into Grange will be starred.
nining at the F. B. O. st?>dium,
The budget also includes six starHollywood, about the first ^ ring pictures for Viola Dana, six for
George O'Hara and an equal number
e year.
for Alberta Vaughn.
Derr and the other officials also

Another Entrant

1926

Germany To Attend

no single attribute

is

8,

Carillo,

John C. Ragland, for several years
manager for the Harold Lloyd annouced that a settlement had been
ganization of the early starting of denigo and Tullio Carminati.
Corp., announced yesterday that he reached.
Honorary pallbearers included Ce"Canned music from stage phonobig special with the comparitively
had terminated his connections with
cil
B. De Mile, Douglas Farbanks,
(Continued on Page 6)
Only the friendthe organization.
cent Continental fuss as the r ni
(.Continued on Page 2)
feeling
(xists
cordial
most
liest
and
erne.
A sort of a German " Big
between the company and him. RagUniversal Building
krade" as it were.
With fiitteilng
Dupont Going to Paris
land emphasized.
Cleveland Dr. B. I. Brody, generggestions from France and EngHollywood E. A. Dupont has left
As head of the corporation's sales, al manager of the Universal-Brody
He is going to Ragland
circuit has entered into a ten year
id on the same topic it looks like for New York.
has made an enviable recpicture.
Release for a theater to be built at East
he Big Parade of Big Parades" is Paris to make his next
ord, and is credited with much of tbe
cently, the director announced he
Ninth St. and Walnut Ave.
The
responsibility for its growth.

Announcement comes from

the

sales

—

—

Historical Films

The move

of

Will

Hays

for

a

does not intend to fulfill his contract
with Universal, although that company declares it will hold the
German director to the agreement.

rmanent library of history maknig

ms

Washington should have the
eking and commendation of every
country,

othing should be of greater interest

Young America. One reel of Gen.
marching down Fifth Ave-

irshing,

at the head of his victorious rerning legions means more to com-

le

? generations than

volumes of cold

pe.

ALICOATE

—A

Powerful Chain

Dallas
new merger gives Home
State the( product of Progress Pictures

Expectafor sales and distribution.
tions are that the A. C. Bromberg At
tractions of Atlanta and the
State Film Co., of this city will purchase jointly in the future for 11
Southern states but each company will
remain independent of each other in

Home

its

Minneapolis

— Pooling

of

interests

by Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein
& Ruben) and Saxe Enterprises
would result in a chain of 160 houses,
negotiations now under way beif
tween the two firms are completed.

—

field.

The Northwest

in

Tax

Toronto Ontario will remove the
tax on low-priced admissions at the
next session of the legislature early
next year and is planning abolition of
amusement taxes, as soon as the condition of the province's finances will
permit.
This was the answer of the government to protests of theater owners
against the taxes, made by Premier

firm has 118 houses
Minnesota, North and South Da- Howard Ferguson and Hon.
Saxe has 42 Price, provincial secretary.
State will occupy the quarters kota and Wisconsin.
(Continued on Page 6)
theaters, all in Wisconsin.
(Continued on Page 6)

respective

Home

lease calls for a rental of $26 000 for
the first five years, and $30,000 for
the second five years.

Ontario to Repeal

Buying Combine

in

blic spirited citizen in the

Ragland declined yesterday to comment on future plans, while no successor has been named to replace him
in the Lloyd organization.

W. H.
This

A
|

THC

New

I

-.g^^DAILV
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Moe Mark Opens Two

Circuit Planned

—

Boston Two new theaters have
Fine and Kramer Form New Com- been opened by Moe Mark of the
pany to Build Up Circuit in
Stanley-Mark Strand group, within
Cleveland Territory
the week. They are the Mark-Capitol
Cleveland Meyer Fine and Abe in Everett, Mass., seating 2,300, and
ToL XXXVII No. 58 Wediesday, SipLS. 1926 Prke 5 Cints
Kramer, who last week sold out their the Quincy Strand at Quincy, Mass.,
Roy Eraser is house
interests in the Ohio Amusement Co. seating 1,600.
Publisher
lONN W. ALICOAIE
have forn:ed a partnership, Fine and manager of the Everett-Mark-Capitol,
216 Film Ex- formerly having been assistant manPublished daily except Saturday and holidayt Kramer, with offices at
change Bldg. to enter the exhibition ager at the Mark-Strand at Lynn,
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film field on a large scale.
Negotiations Mass., and Al. Newhall and Moe
Folks, Inc.
Alicoate, President and
J. W.
purchase of Silvia will have personal supervision
are
for
the
under
way
Treasurer: Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
At Quincy, Fred B.
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising several theaters which will be the nu- of the theater.
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
cleus of a circuit.
The policy will Murphy is manager, and president
tative.
Entered as secondclass matter May
the
operating
company. The
theaters. of
building
new
include
1918, at the post-office at New York.
21,
Messrs. Fine and Kramer started in Everett playhouse opened Labor Day
N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free) United States, outsidr the
in while the Quincy theater opened the
together
picture
business
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Meadeville, Pa., in 1910. Their first preceding Monday.

—

$15 00.

Foreign,
$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

all

months,

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y

DAILY,

Phone Circle 4736.4737-4738.4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
New York.
dress:
Filmday,
California
Harvey E. Gaustnan, Ambaisa

—

dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

Cleveland house was the Dennison
Square which they owned together
with D. L. Schumann
From this
theater sprang the Ohio Amusement
Company, comprising 11 houses.

—

The

proceeded with strength yesto wind up enough speed
to rouse the genera! list of shares to higher
The position of the market was due,
prices.
failed

perhaps, in part, to the raising of

money

to

per cent.

S

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat
Scat.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

High

Low

Close

Sales

36^
38^

36
38-4

36^

200
500

•

Pfd.

..

.

& Katz
Katz Vtc.

38J4
Ti'A

68^

,

Eastman Kodak
.11954 11854 11854
Famous Players .120
120
120
•Fam. Play, Pfd.
11954
.

.

Film
First

Inspect. .
Nat'l Pfd.

m

.

.

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A"
.

.

*Intern'I

73

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of Am.
.

Trans- Lux Screen
Univ. Pictures
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Warner Pictures
.

.

"A"

Pict.

700
200
3,300

7 54

24 ?i
115^

tParanT<3unt B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common

Skouras

5^2

72^

103

Project.

Loew's. Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Warner

7 '4

103W
TWi

103J4

42
23

42 54
24
18
55-4
97"^
26

K

18

18

53^^
975^
24

5354
97J4

57

6
57

87^

87

10^8
34!4

34^4

SO
51/.

49
49-4

7

4254
24

57
8754
1054
3454
95 54
49
50

10

• Last Prices Quoted
** Philadephia Market
t

tt

"Don Juan" at Atlantic City
gan plan
Atlantic City— "Don Juan" and Vitaphone opened at the Globe Monday on other

When you

700
1,400

200
200
100

attended the premiere, were a number prominent in the industry, including: (from Philadelphia) Jules
Mastbaum, Barney Hirsh, H. Hirsh,
John Bagley, William Butler, senior
and junior; Jacob Wolf, Messrs.
Bergcr, Rover, Handel, J. E. Manuel,

you are thinking of

T E B B

I

N

will

write

Specialists in Motion Picturti

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

'

Harry Hatfield Dead

'

24, suffering fro

—

to
films as well.

Grange left for Aurora, 111., yesterday afternoon to go into training
for the coming football season, following a luncheon given in his honor
at the Astor.
"Big Bill" Edwards
presided and C. C. Pyle spoke in ad-

r/HAt^ROACH

J/^ FOURTH
ALARM

OUR^'-

dition to Grange.

—

—

handcoloring by

is directing.
Work also is under way
on "The Third Degree," which Mich-

ael

Cortiz is directing and "While
Sleeps," a Rin-Tin-Tin star-

London

ring vehicle, which
is directing.

Walter Morosco

John D.Tippett, Inc.

/^tn:A.
The Perfect Handcoloring

of

Film

Raw Stock

528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
Newr York
Morningside 1776

1,640
3,300

Negative and Positive

200
1,800
18,600

All Colors

ED STAR PICTURES CORPORATION
^^

T>

announces
the opening of its offices in Paris, London, and Berlin
the transaction of foreign sales for American producers.

FADMAN

has just arrived in New York after a six months
* sellmg and business tour of Europe, devoted to establishing
offices and studying European market conditions.
He will remain
New York just two weeks before returning to London and Paris.

li/f R.

T\ URING

time he will make his headquarters at Suite 705
729 7th Avenue (Bryant 2091), where he will be interested in
hearing from producers desirous of obtaining the proper kind of
representation for their product abroad.

^

this

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

,

"Temptress" Opening Postponed
Los Angeles Opening of "Ti
Temptress" at the Million Dollar
work together as a unit been postponed until around
Sept. 1

Directors

M. Biraban
D. Frank
P.

WeiU

R.

Maeder

1540 Broadway

6040 SuDMt

Blvd.

New York

Hollywood,

Calif.

City

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

piflw FjlH
CaIORATORIeS
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42^J^ STREET

>,

Arthur

I

the

m
S

Marshall Neilan, Charles
Harold Lloyd, Harry Lati
don, Robert Vignola, Sid Grauma
M. C. Levee, John McCormick, He
ry McRae, Reginald Barker, O
William M. Selig, Charles F. Eytc
Eric von
Stroheim, Winfield
Sheehan, James R. Quirk, George
Van Cleve, Sol Wintzel and P. 1
Powers.
J
Christie,

Grange
the hospital Aug.
direct
"Red" cancer.
for

state that these offices will be under the direct personal guidance of Edwin Miles Fadman, president of the company, we believe that we are giving Red Star as capable an executive control as is available in the industry today.

INSURANCE

Cruze,

Harry Hatfield, an editor of "Tl
Morning Telegraph," died at Belj
vue Hospital. He was committed

YTTHEN we

think of

(Continued from Page 1)

Samuel Goldwyn, Jesse L. Lasl(
William S. Hart, Mack Sennett, Lot
B. Mayer, Hal E. Roach, Mam:
Reachi,
Douglas
Gerard.
Jam

Gould Named News Director
Samuel Hyman, Carmen, J. BorovLos Angeles George D. Gould,
sky and Joseph S. Hebrew, M. Flei- former trade paper editor and newsscher, H. Given and C. D. Dillon paper man, has been
appointed news
were among those from Ambler and director for West Coast productions
Si. Henry and J. Vatkin from Camfor Asssociated Exhibitors.
den, N. J.; George and Sam Dembow
Publicity of the various indepenof New York.
dent units contributing to the Associated Exhibitors program on the This
is a 'Comerblock' cut furnishe
Coast will be
centralized
under FREE for all Pathecomedies at yoi
Gould's direction.
"Missing Link" Started
Exchange.
Hollywood Production has started on "The Missing Link," starring
The finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
Sid Chaplin, which Charles Riesner

for

Bond Market
Bid »nd Aik

S

1,500
100

Valentino Buried

Production will start at the
Coast in January. Wood and Mor-

It is playing at $2.75 top evenings, and a $2 top matinee.
In addition to civic and state leaders who

rrrarket

terday, but

Byron Morgan

story.

night.

192

Grange's next picture for F. B. O.

and

—

Financial

Wood-Morgan Unit
Sam Wood will

8,

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
^

^^^^^^

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

I

FOR A BOX OffnCE UOW'WP

DOUGLAS MACLEAN
«
f^

HOLD TWffUOMf'

Directed b^

V/llll

AM BEAU DINE

*

$I6,600 first three days
at the Rivoli, Ne-w York!
[2200 seats]

Qamnmmtl^Quture&
OUTCLASS

Member

of Motion Picture Producers and

THEflEID

Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President
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DAILY

A

$10,000,000 Budget
Planned by F. B. O.

Little

from
By

RALPH WILK

Barrymores
THE
proficient with

(Continued from Page

**L o t s'
are becoming as
the pen as with

the sock and buskin. Ethel and John
have written several magazine articles,
and now Lionel steps out with an
article in the September Ladies Home

Four Western Stars

Same

Elks

in

,i|

Embrace
iCtn

25 Leading Cities

Associated Plans Innovation Casting

1)

to

1926

(Continued from Page 1)
project, which has been leased ti
the Fox Theaters Corporation for 31
years.
The grand lobby will be 55 fee

Picture

picture,

will plan for the big
The four western stars of Asssoci"Hello Bill" as well as "Tarzan ard ated Exhibitors will be started in a
the Golden Lion," and the new Wit- picture being planned.
It's title will
wer series, "The Wise Crackers," as be "The Four Horsemen of America," high and magnificently furnished tth
well as three more starring Fred which Myron Selnick will produce One of the features of the seatinjk
Thomson.
with Bill Cody, Bufifalo Bill, Jr., arrangement will be an intermediat*
Wally Wales and Buddy Roosevelt balcony of reserved loges, with a ca id
pacity of 800 persons. There will b' kit
"Trade" Reviews in "Daily Mirror" heading the cast.
director as yet has been chosen a specially designed pipe organ an*
No
box
offrom
the
films
of
Criticism
but negotiations are reported under the house will be artificially cooled ii^ew
fice angle is being offered by Doroleading director of action Summer by a refrigerating plant havthy Herzog in "The Daily Mirror." way with a
lilc

Journal.
»

*

*

Now that "Red" Grange is at the
Colony, it 7night be well to recall Heretofore, the reviews were conseveral other well known aubiuii- fined to reaction from the patrons'
thatrhed people. They include Joseph angle.
Kennedy, Mary Astor, Barney Edelhurtz, William McGrath and Sid
Silverman.
to

Ontario

V

*

*

*

Lissner, youngest assistant director, has become engaged to June Heide, an actress.
They met during the

making

"A

Kiss for Cindersoon became a kiss
Ray is with the Her-

of

and

it

for June.

Brenon

unit.

Although

Lowell Shermayi

does not want to do any
screen acting during December and January, he will be
seen in a stage play from the
pen of a director and writer,

Denison

It

Clift.

"WoTnen
Men."
*

is

*

*

titled

Among

Disputed

Repeal Tax

(Continued from Page

Ray

ella"

Four Stars Together Fox Chain

8,

1)

surprise stand followed a conference
attended by the 100 theater owners
present at a special get-together.

ing a capacity of 500 tons.

pictures.

The
ture,
of the

story is an original of epic nadealing with the development

West.

(Continued from Page

Its',

—

!al

lie

—

—

*
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graphs was employed in some thea
Id
Combine at Kankakee
ters, but many houses were force(
Kankakee, III. A deal has been to cut admissions one-third to com
Tl
completed whereby the Great States pensate patrons for the lack of music
Theaters, and the Victoria AmuseAt one of the large theaters, a fu
ment Co., take over the Majestic, Ri- fashion show was offered to phono
while man
alto and La Petite in Kankakee and graph accompaniment,
The Great agers and union officials conferred al
the Lyric at Streater.
led
States company also is building a new night in an effort to break the dead

of the provadmission taxes, may be expected "within a reasonable time,"
$750,000 theater here.
the premier stated.
The delegates held a convention
Frank Van Hoven to Star
before proceeding to wait upon the
Baltimore Production of comedies
Premier.
A resolution was adopted here is planned by Harry Van Hoven
denouncing the amusement tax as a
of the Whitehust interests, who plans
war expedient which had outlived its
to star his brother, Harry Van Hoven
purpose, reference being made to the
together with Jane and Katharine
elimination of the ticket tax. on lowLee.
priced seats in Great Britain, United
Zealand
and
Australia.
New
States.
Fire Does $10,000 Damage
Speakers who presented the plea of
Asbury, Park, N. J. Fire of undethe exhibitors included J. M. Franktermined origin caused damage of

Complete elimination

ince's

Chicago Wants Peace

J'

cec^

lock.

The

issues of the strike are at vari
ance in the conception of opposinj
Theater owners say it wa:
forces.
caused by demand that small outly
ing theaters maintain four piece or
chestras, while the union give as thi
strike cause the rejection of demand
for $4.50 weekly increase from $82.50

sm

rap:.

«8

St
Wed
i

?

Word Received from Eastman
Word has been received from thi

George Eastman expedition, engag m
engagement epidemic has lin, manager of B. F. Keith's, Ott- $10,000 to the Lyric, Walter Reade ed on a film-making expedition in thif|"
reached the Paramount, Long Island awa; Mayor Athur Bugg, Model, house. It is the second local theater African wilds. The party is schedule
studio.
Fred Scheld, of the costume Midland, and Harry Nathanson of of the chain to suffer fire loss within to reach the Belgian Congo late thi
department, and Jack Landrigan, as- Famous, Toronto.
month, from where some member
a year.
sistant cameraman, have bestowed
In announcing the decision of the
will return home.

The

fj,

the ring that binds, on fair fingers.

Goldsmith Goes Abroad for F. N,

Ontario government. Premier Ferguson declared that, in retiring from this
field of taxation, the province would

not expect that municipalities would
R. E. Goldsmith, representing First take over the tax which it was now
Eastern foregoing.
National in Central and
Further, the exhibitors
Europe, sailed last night for Berlin, would be expected to pass on the savwhere he will make his readquarters. ing to patrons, so that the dropping
Goldsmith will handle the distribution of the tax should be made a clear gain
of First National product, formerly to the people.
release through.' Phoebus and Ufa,
The Toronto convention also concontracts with both of these German
sidered the music copyright situation
firms having just expired. Goldsmith
comes from St. Louis where he was and a resolution presented by John
Arthur, director of presentations for
associated with United Artists, but
Famous Canadian Corp., Toronto,
has had ten years of distribution exthat the Canadian Government be
perience abroad.
Fire in Asbury Park House
Asbury Park, N. J. The Lyric on

—

Cookman

Ave., near Kingsley St.,
partly destroyed by fire early
yesterday.
Only a night watchman
was in the building when the blaze
started.
Its origin is unknown.

was

Kaufman Fay's "G. M."
Providence,

R.

L

— Samuel

man,

Kauf,

for several years associated with
F.dward C.
Fay, is now general
manager of Fay's enlarged Providence
interests.

Zeitz Gets

asked to amend the Canadian Copyright Act of 1921 so that any outside
organization or its Canadian representatives could not levy a royalty on
music played in Canadian theaters or
other halls, was adopted unanimously.
Col. Cooper, president of the M. P.
Distributors of Canada, declared that
the action contemplated by British
and foreign publishers in taxing music might cost the theaters of Canada
a million dollars in the next 10 years.
He announced that the Canadian Authors Assoc, had reconsidered its
stand of last year and now was solidly with the exhibitors on the royalty
question.

Buying Combine

Shooker Gets Artclass Product
Denver Shooker Film Exchangi

—

(Continued from Page 1)

of both companies on the third floor
No
of the Film Exxchange B'l'd'g.
sale of stock or product is involved
in the deal.

Dumond Opens
Cleveland

Cleveland House
Metropolitan
Sunday under the man-

— Loew's

will be given during the week with
matinees on Saturday and Sunday.

Admission prices are 30 cents for
and 10 cents for children. The

adults,

Metropolitan

has

1,400

ing.

New

Grainger at Cleveland Opening
James R. Grainger
sales manager. M. J. Schwartz of the
Cleveland, O.

home

office,

—

George A. Roberts,

sistant short subject sales

W.

as-

manager and

Bachmeyer

asisted at the formal opening of the Fox exchange here.
C.

Mexico

and

southeri

Idaho.

Loew to Build in Austin
Austin, Texas Loew will build
here, following the incorporation of
Loew's Houston Co. The incorporators are Q. C. Taylor, Hy Bird and

—

art!

:clii

It

'Z
ove

Dorothy Cumming in De Mille Filn
Hollywood Dorothy Cumming

—

i

role of the Madonna ill,
Mille's "The King of

WANTED
Live wire exploitation man
needed for real theatre seating 2000— no "hick" proposition. Town of 18,000 with
drazving population of 110,

—

seats.

"Camille" Norma's Next
New Bedford, Mass. The new Bed- Marking the last picture under her
Silton tc Coast Sunday
ford has been acc|uired by Harry contract with First National, "CamilEddie Silton of Rebecca & Silton
Zeitz, who also operate the State in le" will be Norma Talmadge's next leaves Sunday for Hollywood, where
New Bedford. Road siiows will be starring vehicle. Fred Niblo will he will supervise a series of 13 picfeatured.

has acquired distribution of Artclas
product in Colorado, Utah, Wyora

opened last
playing the
agement of George H. Dumond. The Ceci B. de
program consists of second run fea- Kings."
ture pictures and three acts of vaudeville.
Evening performances only

Eldridge Moore.

Second House

ox

000— vaudeville and

picture

policy

Talkers

—virgin

field.

on

La
Wl|
ost
inc(

and chair seat hounds please
We
don't zvaste your time.
plenty
has
who
man
zvant a
of pep and produces. Such a I'
man can write his own ticket.
State full particulars in first
letter.

—

direct.

c-o Film Daily
Box M-314
N. Y. City
B'way,
1650

tures.

Ji

—

—
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Building

ctivity at Studios Reflects

Ambitious
Production Program
at Culver City
Culver City Plans for an extenve building program, involving the

—

instruction of a new stage, to be
ided to the small city of stages now
the studio, a new laboratory buildig, remodeling and enlarging of the
Lulding housing the stafi ol writers
id other details, have been conileted at the M-G-M studios, where
uilding operations will start in a
w days.
The new building program is planid to enlarge the studio for the Fall
roduction program, which involves
number of features, a schedule of
'oductions by the newly inaugurated
estern unit, in which Colonel T. J
[cCoy is being featured and a genal increase in studio activity.
The new stage, which will raise
le number of stages at the studio
20, will measure 125 by 200 ft.,
id will be of standard equipment
ith overhead Cooper-Hewitt banks,
ectric
hoists for
properties and
;enery, and a complete sprinkler sysfor fire protection.
The laboratory building, a two story class
;

1

m

structure, will completely house the photodepartment, and will be equipped
th all latest machinery and devices for
complete chemical
e handling of rilm.
search department will be included in the
structure,
which will be capable of handg
ig almost twice the output in him.
New offices for the writing staff will be
Ided to the writers' building, which will
generally remodeled under the building
ans.
Remodeling in other departments
so is contemplated.
The new building program follows the
cent completion ot the new casting office
accounting building, and the coinpleid
>n of an elaborate hre prevention system
the studio.

aphic

A

:

Flymi Research Productive
Hollywood While Emmett Flynn.
ox director, was in Europe he seired ideas on costumes and novelty
chnique for his "House Boat on
le
Styx," which he plans soon to
"oduce.
Flynn personally owns the
fehts to the John Kendrick Bangs

—

and distributed by newsboys and disDisaster in Ireland
tributing agency in the Pittsburgh
district.
It was conceded to have; Between 50 and 65 Lose Lives in
DAILY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLABS FOR SUOWMEN
been one of the best mediums used
Theater Fire Feeling Strong
for the reason that it got the mesAgainst Owner
sage over without telling that it was
"Battling Butler"
Limerick, Ireland Between 50 and
merely an "exploitation" stunt, the 65 people is believed to be the total
(M-G-M)
paper being for only one 'consecu- of dead in a fire which destroyed the
Built a minature prize ring in the
tive'
issue.
Loew's Aldine, Pitts- theater at DrunicoUogher. The thelobby. The ring was fitted out with
burgh, Pa.
ater was housed in a reconstructed
all the usual paraphernalia, sawdust
barn, and quickly was consumed
laid on the floor, and a cutout of
when the fire occured.
Buster Keaton in boxing costume was
"Mile. Modiste"
placed in the center. A gong secretF"orty-nine bodies have been recov(First National)
ered although identification is proved near the ring was sounded every
Corinne
Grifstimulator
for
As a
so often, and it added atmosphere and
ing difficult because of the almost
drew attention at the same time. An- fith's picture, used a cut-out with easel complete incineration of the dead.
nouncement cards weie placed around back of the star, made of beaver
Patrick William Ford, owner of the
This was
the ring, with the following caption: board using a three sheet.
building, and the operator, Patrick
before
the
lobby
the
Sunday
placed
in
"Buster Keaton in 'Battling Butler',
During run, it was Downing, are being detained by poEmpire
Furious the showing.
Theater Seven
An angry crowd broke the winlice.
Laugh
Rounds". H.
Farley, placed at different points in the lobby dows in a store owned by Ford.
C.
this
decoration.
The
easel
built
for
Empire, Montgomery, Ala.

—

—

—

—

—
—

cut-out may be used again. An overhead lighted bulletin board atop the
marquee for several daj's previous to
the showing carried poster for coming attraction.
G. M. Pedley, Em-

"The Black Pirate"

(United Artists)
Originated a unique "Black Pirate"
press, Owensboro, Ky.
treasure hunt.
Instead of the customary hunt for the treasure, in
"Rolling Home"
which clues are distributed through(Universal)
out the city, located a treasure chest
Agreed to give a ticket to the
in the lobby of the theater and advertised
that
during
the
week's show to everyone buying a tire tube
showing thousands of keys would bo from a local dealer. The latter put a
distributed in Jamestown, and that large ad in the newspaper announcthe lucky key would open the lock ing a special sale of Goodrich tires
of the treasure chest.
When opened and tubes and the free ticket to the
In the upper left hand
the chest would be found to contain Peoples.
"a set of Roger Bros, table silvey corner of this space was a cut on
and many passes to the theater." But, "Rolling Home" and "Peoples TheaJack
Aug,
28th."
Starting
the announcement continued: "any ter,
key your key from your personal Wright, Peoples, Port Arthur, Tex.

—

—

—

key ring may be the lucky one that
Exploit-0-Grams are by and for
opens the lock of the treasure chest. showmen,
thumbnail sketches of
Come and find out if you are carry- tried and proved
exploitation.

The idea wag
ing the lucky key."
primarily to draw the prospective
patron to the lobby. G. B. Odium
Wintergarden, Jamestown, N. Y.

—

Help showmen who are helping you
by contributing regularly
partment.

w^ith

John Roche

and

Philippe DeLacy
InJ^atural Colors

A

gripping story of Seventeenth Century England, suggested by Sir Thomas Gainsborough's famous painting.

TiOAiAKCS

y/loDiicnojis

to this de-

Hoot Gibson Picture Finished
Production has been completed on
"The Buckaroo Kid" latest Universal
(Pathe)
starring Hoot Gibson.
It is
Jewel
efA simple, inexpensive and yet
adapted from Peter B. Kyne's story
fective stunt got the necessary publiovel.
"Oh, Promise Me," and directed by
Strips of wall paped were used
city.
Lynn Reynolds.
Ethel
Shannon.
for mailing pieces and throwaways.
Biiskin Signs Gertrude Short
Burr Mcintosh, Harry Todd, Clark
Gertrude Short has been added to On these were printed the following
Conistock, and Joseph Rickson are in
e cast of Samuel J. Briskin's Ban- lettering: Get Ready I am tearing
cast.
the
r production "Dangerous Friends," the wall paper off the wall to make
room for Charlie Chaplin in "A Dog's
hich Finis Fox is directing.
"Old Ironsides" Next
Life," and "The Green Archer"
Los Angeles James Cruze newArthur T. Perkins, Schuell, HarrisonSabato at De Mille Plant
est film "Old Ironsides" has been
Alfred
commenced ville. Mo.
Sabato
has
booked by Sid Grauman for Grauork at the De Mille Studios as techman's Egyptian to follow "Don Juan."
cal expert for Chrisander's producThis makes the second film' that
"Mare Nostrum"
)n "Fighting Love."
Cruze directed to be shown at this
(M-G-M)

"A Dog's

"JQlue

Life"

This ad available for your use
newspapers mat free.

—

•THE SPICE

in

OFTHE PROGRAM

—

Deal for Antipodes
of Inter-Ocean
reign distributors of Gotham, hag

Lacy W. Kastner,

osed a contract with Exhibitors Alnce Films covering the entire linefor the Antipodes.

Domestic Film Planned
Bucharest A domestic film proiction called "Ginere
Fara Voe"
ith G. Theodoresco and J. Vulpesco
recting, scenario by V. Jonesco, is

—

inned.

Teen

Strip Rights
Los Angeles First National has
quired rights for production of a
:ture based on the Harold Teen

F. N. Gets

mic

strip.

—

in advance there were
sheets placed all over the city
(500 of them) announcing the coming
of
new newspaper, "The
q
Guardian."
It created great comment and speculation as to what it
was or would be. The paper was got

One week

theater.

half

—

out on Saturday noon and had the

news of that day on the front and
second page which was necessary if
any retention value was to be added

With the exto the theater matter.
ception of a certain amount of 'canned' press matter which is scattered
throughout the paper and the morn-

news items which were reing's
written and boiled down to suit the
space available, all copy was origFifty thousand were printed
inal.

—

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Pbone P«nna. 6864

5x7

Autographed Photos

as

Above

IM

to

5M

$13.50 per

5M

to

lOM

11.50 per

lOM

or

More
Older

10.00 per
direct

M
M
M

from

WALCO PICTORIAL COMPANY
552 Park Ave.,

W. New

York. N.

J.

HE ASKED
HIS WIFE!
— an

you

exhihitor^s story that will interest

and your family
A prominent showman

of the Middle

'OL

West

1

SAYS:

ten

"THE greatest salesman for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
AS far as my theatres are concerned
IS

my own

THAT

AND

product

wife!"

sounds

logical.

•

showmen who have
decided on Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's Parade of Hits for the new season,
it's

doubtlessly true of the wives of hundreds of

THE women know!
ASK your wife tonight who

i™
f

f
*
flat

wants today,

are the stars the public

SHE'LL tell you it's handsome John Gilbert, beautiful Norma
THE women know Lillian Gish is money at the box-office
.

ASK your wife if anyone wears clothes like Mae
OR a greater comedienne than Marion Davies

.

Shearer

.

.

.

OK

.

Murray

is

Ramon

Novarro, Lon Chaney, Buster Keaton
IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer certainly has the stars!
yoii know that week in and week out it's the
THE wife of that showman in the Middle West
.

.

.

.

AND

CAN
SHE

.

.

women know!

the

stars that count.

truly feel that she's part of her husband's success.
li

reads everywhere about

daily achievements

.

.

M-G-M's

great road-show hits

and M-G-M's
)lf;

.

SHE wants her husband aligned with Young Blood in pictures,
THE company that because of its daring and boldness has grown
Biggest of

them

f

to be the

all.

|

DON'T

be afraid to ask your wife's opinion about pictures.
knows more than she's generally given credit for
her tonight.

SHE
ASK
SHPLL tell you

.

.

.

METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
J

^<> NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

/* FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

OL.

XXXVII
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Golden Eggs

fUR FLI[S TODAY

rHE
.eat

motion picture industry has been the means of
bringing good fortune to a
many. Not only has it

sen the

means

of bringing hap-

clean, inexpensive
to the countless peoes of the universe but to those
igaged in its many branches

iness

and

Minneapolis
to

nusement

1926

Price 5 Cents

German Combine

IN

ROW

ARBITRATION

9,

Board Meets

Act on Resignations
and Charges

—

Minneapolis Plenty of fur will fly
at today's meeting of the arbitration
Ijoard, with the future of arbitration

—

Berlin One of the most important mergers in the equip-

Europe, has been
completed through pooling of
shares of five companies, with,
Zeiss lens manufacturer, in con-

ment

amalgamated firm.
Ernemann, manufacturer of
enses, projectors and photo-

trol of the

;

—

Patrons

come

to

theaters

to

Richmond Firm Maps Extensive Proaware
gram to Add to Holdings Ex-

—

—

The sooner the
or all concerned.
riusicians realize they are but a small
art of the big show, the better it
/ill be for everybody.

Radio
industry is a pretty
big business and well able to
It has
ake care of itself after all.
picture

(Continued on Page 5)

Four More
Get Three Houses

in

Dent

for

McAllen, Texas,

—

Thus Controlling Town New
One in Vernon
Dallas The Dent interests have
acquired four more houses. At Mc-

—

WXqtx Dent has taken over the Palace.

Queen and Texas.

The com-

Dng since outgrown its swaddling pany has obtained a half-interest m
This time last year there the Queen and Texan and L. J. Mailothes.

who predicted dire results
screen because the radio had
The amusement value of
rrived.
adio cannot and should not be unIts broadening potener estimated.
/ere those
Dr the

ialities

and publicity

possibilities are

A

year's friendly conflict has
emonstrated that neither radio nor
Both
dctures will hurt each other.
Both will conlave their sphere.
inue to prosper for each, in its repective field, spells progress.
reat.

ALICOATE

who will manage the three
houses, takes a half-interest in the
Mason formerly owned the
Palace.
theaters figuring in the deal.
(^Continued on Page 4)

son,

pictures

Chicago

—

There is a strong wave
of puJjlic sentiment in favor of theater owners in the city-wide strike of

The

musicians.

fact is being demonconvincing manner by
spontaneous cheering of allusions to
the walkout made on theater screens.
And Chicago's public is demonstrat-

strated

in

ing significantly that the "picture is
the thing," for business yesterday was
reported as "surprisingly good" in
view of the strike.
The strike rounded out its third
day yesterday with theaters using
means to compensate patrons for the
lack of music.
"Canned" music supplied by ])honographs continues to be
the chief substitute, for it is very unlikely that any attempt will be made
to employ strike-breakers.
Exhibitors see almost-certain victory in the attitude demonstrated by
the public since the walkout on Monday.

{Continued on Page 2)

Rosser Expanding

see

Theater owners are
not.
ecutive of 3 Theater Firms
f this fact if the musicians are
Richmond,
E. P. Rosser,
Va.
forcbe
not
)wners cannot and will
head of the Venus Theater Co., has
d by arbitrary demands to meet
mapped out an extensive expansion
'age increases they deem unjust,
In addition
program, it is reported.
lispatches from Chicago indicate that
Venus connection, Rosser is
atrons are not in universal sympa- to his
To be forc- vice president and general manager
,iy with the musicians.
of Neighborhood Theaters, which is
d to demonstrate to the musicians
building the Capitol here, and of
capacity
pull
will
pictures
lat good
Stevenson Theaters, operator of a
thirty,
of
udiences without the aid
nine
houses throughout
of
chain
prty or fifty piece orchestras is not
Carolina.
North
thing
good
a
be
leasant but might
ictiires.

rHE

and

can,

Sentiment Finds Vent in
Cheering Allusions to

Walkout

Contessagraphic equipment
Nettel and lea, which firms
specialize in still cameras, C. P.
Goerz, manufacturer of lenses
and raw stock, are companies
concerned in the merger.

—

to get hurt.

CHICAGO STRIKE

IN

field in

has brought greater reward
lan could be had elsewhere. A
in the territory hanging in the balance.
ay roll running into millions
The tangle will be discussed at toach week is not insignificant day's meeting of the board when
n whatever angle one may resignations of two distributor memiiers will be considered, with W. A.
iew it.
Steffes,
Northwest exhibitor unit
219 July Total
Chicago musicians are just liead, ready to "go to the mat" on
Increase in Pictures Censored
Marked
charges
he
is
obstructing
justice
pasand
hazardous
ngaged in the
German and 64 Ameri143
filing
counter charges of injustice
me of chasing the fabled goose practiced
can Films in List
distributor mei "bers of
by
For
lat lays the golden egg.
the board. There is no (|uesiion of a
Two hundred nineteen
Berlin
is bitter fight on the issues involved.
it
concerned
all
of
le sake
pictures, representing a footage of
StefTes hit back at his accusers in 164,867 meters were censored during
oped they do not catch it. We
This is a marked increase
old no brief for the theater an open letter, published by "Greater July.
Amusements,"
which
is focusing at- over
when 166 pictures, with
June,
wners nor do we find fault with tention on the failure of the board to footage of 123,202 meters, were passrganized labor but, should the function properly under existing con- ed upon.
the ditions.
of
discontent
Of the total, 143 pictures, with footlirrored
In his letter, .Steffes alleged that he age of 8,327 meters, were German;
Vindy City melody-makers con(Continued on Patie 11)
64 with footage of 80,326 were Amerispread someone is
inue to
of other nations

ound

SHOWM[N

PUBLIC WITH

Orpheum Net Up
Comparative Statement for First
Months of 1925 and 1926

Policy Outlined
Kohner Explains Internationalization
Six
Policy Adopted By

Shows Increase
Net income of the Orpheum

Circuit and subsidiaries totaled $1,094,925 for the first half of 1926, equal
after preferred dividend, to $1.53 a
share on the common stock, against
$1,091,368 or $1.52 a share in the
first half of 1925.
(^Continued on Page 2)

Universal
Steps taken to internationalize Universal pictures were outlined yesterday by Paul Kohner, casting director, who arrived on the Olympic after
a trip to

Europe.

Although LTniversal has
to

make

pictures

and has

in

laid plans

foreign

just completed
Czechoslovakia, called "The

tries,

counone in

Tom-

boy," it is not by this means that
Carl Laemmle believes the most can
Loew's,
of
board
directorate
The
(.Continued on Page S)
Inc., has declared a quarterly dividend of 50 cents a share on the capital
stock of the company, payable
in
Sept. 30, to stockholders of record
Houses
Use
of
As Place of Worat the close of business Sept. 18,
ship Reflects Cordial Relations
1926.
Existing

Loew's Declares Dividend

Church

"Hipp" in Open Market
Keith-AIbee will buy in the general market for the Hippodrome as
P. D. C. has but 38 pictures on its
A Universal film
current program
"Poker Faces," will be the feature
next week.

Theaters

—

Increased use of
Washington
theaters for church purposes reflects
existence of cordial relations between
the various denominations and theater

owners.

Loew's Palace and the Metropolitan are being used by the First Congregational Church, while the church
{Continued on Page 2)

P. T. O. A. Closed Today
P. T. O A. ofifice will be
Dupont Arriving
observance of the
John W. Barry has returned from closed today in
E. A. Dupont, who is having a conNew Orleans after conducting a man- Jewish New Year's
with Universal over corntroversy
agers training school for the Saenpletion" of his contract, arrives in
Svend Gade to Free-Lance
ger houses. He is now preparing for
Los Angeles— Svend Gade is plan- New York today. On Saturday he
the next class of the Publix Mansails for Germany on a business trip.
ning to free-lance.
agers' School.

Barry Back from

New

Orleans

M.

The M.

THE

«

S^Hk

DAILV
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—

—

—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

being repaired.

Unique Injunction

The Savoy

is

used

Tipton, la.

Stephen's; for a year the Metropolitan was the place of worship
for Universalists and the Tivoli, York
and Apollo have at various times
been utihzed for Bible classes

He also is restrained
church.
from displaying glaring lights
or sig^s. which would interfere
with the church services. Judge
Moflit of Tipton issued the or-

M.. Jack L., Albert and
rived in New York yesterday,
gether with Sam E. Morris, general
manager of distribution. The quin-

arto-

der,
nial

returned from Youngstown, O.,
where the golden wedding anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Warner was celebrated Saturday night.
This celebration had been previously set for Hollywood, but was held
at Youngstown because all of the
sons could be present at that point.
tette

at

the

active and showed signs
the opening, but heavy

afternoon

and recessions

ness

many

in

caused

weak-

the

issues.

of

while the

took a back seat,
dustrial played an important role.
The film reflected the condition of the
market, but losses, where any occurred, were
Warner Pictures "A" made an imslight.
pressive gain of 3 points, closing at 53.

The

rails

in-

Low
36M 36^

High
Seat
.Seat.

Pfd.

..

*Balaban &- Katz
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

Famous

Playcr.s

.

.

Fam.

.

Plav. Pid
Film Inspect.
•First NafI Ffd.
)-"ox Film ".\"
I'ox Theaters "A"
Inter.
Project.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

38J4

97 /j
25/2
6J4
57

Skouras Bros.

.

.

.

Am

••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen
Pict.
.
•Univer. Pict. Pfd.

tJnivcr.

.

W'arner Pictures

Warner

Pict.

.

"A"

IWa,
38-4
73/4

1,200

3854

K

Paramount D'way
ttRoxy Units ..
ttRoxy Common
.

Sales

n9H

42>/«

t

Close

65
65
65
1195^ 119^4
115/2 114% 1147/8
120^ 120/8 120^
7-/4
7/4
7/4
103 J4
73
72^ 72W
24
24 >4 24!/4

Loew's. Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch "A"

im

417^

53-/8

17»i

53%
97^
6
57

9/2
34-4

51

49

53%

tt

per cent in length of the total figures

William Cohill Resigns
William Cohill, for the past

York Also Negotiating

in New
for Distri-

FOURTH

bution of Features
and 24 shorts,
all scenics and pictures of animal life,
have been brought to New York by
{Continued from Page 1)
Miss Lola Kreutzberg of Germany,
The income account compares as who is negotiating distribution deals.
Aliss Kreutzberg writes, directs, phofollows
tographs, edits and titles her pictures.
1926
1925

receipts
$8,509,579
940,389
Rents, conces., etc
Total income
9.449,968
Expenses, etc
7,539,198
Interest and discount..
239,185

Operating income
Amort, of lease
Depreciation
Federal taxes

five-reel feature

ALARM

260.11,?

1,703.216
106.317
351.031
154,000
1,091,368
257.292
492.641
341,435

252.799
545.539
296,587

166
•

•

•

17X

200

53/8
97^^

900
300

57
89
9/2

3,000

•

•

>

•

400

5,000
53 35,600

feature

is

titled

Africa.

"The Wonder-

A

number

of

played the Ufa houses

Miss

them have
Germany.

in

Kreutzberg plans to return
January to produce a fea-

to Bali in

native players. F. W.
Murnau may direct the film, she says.
having discussed the matter with him
ture,

using

all

Berlin,
She is recovering from injuries sustained when struck by an
autoinobile.
Miss Kreutzberg is at

in

—

Exchange.
Original Negatives of Everything

Motion Picture Stock Shots

in

W.
Swimmer

manager

for the Middle West; John
Buffalo; Paul Bush, Chicago; Harry Danto, Cincinnati;
G. Colby, Cleveland; Harry Frankle,
Des Moines; J. E. Rosen, Minneapolis;
E. J. Maclvor, Indianapolis; J.
W. MacFarland, Detroit; Arthur
Levy, Kansas City; W. G. Sturgess.
Omaha; Jack C. Osscrman. St. Louis;

to

Tour Theaters

Barrett,
who
Clarebelle
swam the English Channel,

Tom

is

Bryant 8181

A

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

houses or 12 performstarts her tour to-

She

ances a day.

Frank M. Di Lorenzo, Milwaukee.

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St.

being

booked by Abe Feinberg of Rebecca
& Silton for a whirlwind tour of theaters in New York, New Jersey and
Brooklyn.
Miss Barrett, who sings,
will play four

West

130

INC.

nearly

morrow.

The Standard
723

of the Industry

7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

-

Conscientiously devoted to the Insurance problems of our clients has
their Insurance doubly secure.

AMALGAMATED

Insurance Policies can be prepared to cover every contingency of your
business if those contingencies can be anticipated.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

made

—

contract.

a 'Comerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

is

FREE

WAFILMS,

EXPERIENCE
ORGANIZATION

Kent with First National
Los Angeles First National has
signed Larry Kent to a long-term

This

the Astor.

Sitterly,

KNOWLEDGE

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

J^OMEOV

land of Bali," and was made near
Java. The shorts range from 400 to
500 feet and were made in Asia and

A. E. Meeting Saturday
E. J. Smith, Associated Exhibitors
general manager, will preside at a
100
sales conference to be held Saturday
200
in Chicago.
Present will be Gustav
1,766 F. Myers, assistant general sales man400 ager;
Lew C. Thompson, district

95'A
49

50^

Preferred dividends...
ConinTon dividends
Surplus

The

990,648
9,182,669
7,219,340

1,000
1,400

>

WA

$8,192,021

1,671,585
125,487
305,173
146,000
1,094.925

is

German Woman Producer

New

Cross

foui

years casting director at the FamotJi
Long Island studio, has resigned tc
take up duties with another film coiApany. Cohill's successor has not yei
been appointed. Meanwhile the casting of minor players is in the hands
of Fred Fleck.

handling publicity for Loew's Palace
and Columbia.

Selling 24 Shorts

his
wife, made the trip east especially for
the occasion and will remain in
York only a few days.

•

• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadephia Market
t

buted 65

e(luc;i

German production contri
per cent in number and 4!

—

300

23^4

10
34-4

..

tionals.

Pyle Handling Loew Publicity
Washington Norman W. Pyle

800

41%
24

\1Vk

which

injunction

comprised 59 features and 41

on Sunday.

Jack L. Warner, acompanicd by

Net income

Quotations
Am.
Am.

an

of

represented a total of 12. with fcniag
of 1,304 meters.
Pictures cen.-^ore'

Orpheum Net Up

Financial

bullishness
oi
selling during

simultaneous with his de-

would have closed the theater

One

The market was

M. Lewis

in event he uses loud music at
the shows, which might constitute an annoyance to a nearby

Warner Brothers Back
The four Warner brothers, Harry
all

—While

{Continued from Page 1)

of the Latona, Williamsburg
will not be restrained from operating his theater on the Sabbath, he will be liable to arrest

St.

Sain,

1926

9,

219 July Total

Theaters

in

{Continued from Page 1)

by

Thursday, September

Our knowledge and experience

gives us this facility

—our

organization

enables us to efficiently execute.

FOa R.ENT

HOWELL
BELL -- AND
AKELEY CAMERAS
Caimmmen

We

will stake our reputation on our service.

M.Bki&ENSiBiM €'€!«

'

COil/t

SEiDEN

or

II]g:itifi]g!wrr

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

INOOnPORATCO

Standard Vaudeville

\^:]±iiJLLij-LLi:i-£ijJJI

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acts

loittioul

Camera exchange
729 Seventh Ave.

II

1/M

»

1

;

r;

N.Y.C.

Bryant 3951

80

MAIDEN LANE.

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

City

I

—

!

What^s All This
'Western" Hurrah!
(No. 499. Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

WHAT'S ALL THIS WILD AND WOOLLY TALK ABOUT WESTERN
feature pictures?

WHY

ALL THIS FEVERISH EXCITEMENT

producers, photographing

all

HOW COME THAT

the cowboys

who

ON THE PART OF OTHER

can ride a hoss and throw a rope?

THE VERY PRODUCERS

WHO HAVE ALWAYS

high-hatted the despised "western** and tried to get you out of the habit of booking such
low-brow stuff are now beating the advertising tom-tom and telling you about their
amazing new "stars" and "discoveries" and "finds"?

THE ANSWER

SO SIMPLE THAT IT

-THEY HAVE

ALMOST

SILLY:
IS
just discovered that Universal western feature pictures have been the backbone of
that they cannot break your
thousands of theatres for years and years and years.
habit of showing them, they have decided to make westerns of their own.
IS

Now

GREAT STUFF! THE MORE THE MERRIER — BUT LONG AFTER THEY
have given up trying to find the secret of success in making the kind of Westerns you
want, you'll still be making a darn good part of your net profit on Universal western
features!

JUST FOR EXAMPLE, TAKE

HOOT

GIBSON'S

NEWEST PICTURE "THE

Texas Streak".
IT'S

the best
IT'S

A LYNN REYNOLDS PRODUCTION AND I THINK IT'S JUST ABOUT
Hoot Gibson

picture you've ever

had

.

GOT FEATURES YOU NEVER SAW BEFORE. OF COURSE

packed with action — Hoot Gibson

at his.

hootingest— and

IT IS

one of the most original
contains art photography

it's

western stories ever written. But. in addition to all this, it
that could not be beaten if it were a million-dollar production.

IMAGINE

IT -

tumble western that

ART WORK
will

IN

A WESTERN! AND IN A ROUGH AND

yank your people

right out of their chairs with excitement

ANSWER

VERY

FIRST PUBLIC
IS UNIVERSAL'S
to all the wild and fussy claims of other producers who are about to experiment in
westerns. And every western from the Universal studios will be equally convincing!

"THE TEXAS STREAK"

LIKE -BUT
producer who has

LOOK AT ALL THE EXPERIMENTAL WESTERNS YOU
the real box office stuff, come right around to the
always— and always will show you the way to profits, not promises!

when you want

—

Thursday, September

9,

r

1926

Thi!

ion in "Risky Business."

WORLD — *

Only the Best
Newspaper Opinions

Deal with Fanamet Assures Pick of

American Pictures, Ufa President

I

unimportant movie,
due to its carbon copy script, with numerous settings of attractive design, and with,
as has been said, Zazu Pitts. * •

— Only the best of

in

Ger-

convenof

the

two companies.
If really good Amoncan pictures
are not received enthusiastically by
the German public, the reason for
this must be sought in a certain prejudice that will certainly disappear
with time and with the high quality
of the American pictures themselves.

Colony

AMERICAN—*
it

is

occasional close-ups to lend illusionis a game, a hard-fought contest, which
would stir the most wizened bookworm into
frenzied excitement. • * »

DAILY NEWS—*
which there

Dent

iContinued from Page 1)

has been manassumed
has
Palace,
the
aging
charge of the Queen which Dent has

H.

who

C. Federcr,

opened

at

Vernon

The house

seats

500.

to

Dallas— Dent Theaters has
ed control of
cal

Agency.

acquir-

the Mac-Day Thealn
C. W. A. McCormack,

W.

Day organized the
with F.
theater
firm, sold his interest to the
the
firm, which will use the agency as
nucleus of a presentation department.
The name of the company is not to
be changed, it is stated, with Mack

who

not

is

result

the

It comes as a natural
logical situations, and the

fairly

of
of

sequence
subtitles

by Neal O'Hara many times touched

off the

fuse of laughter in the audience.

Galloping

« «

debut,

I

(Red Grange)
Ghost's
should say, is a success.

«

_

EVENING JOURNAL

"Red"

* »

*

* *
Grange scores a box-office touchdown
In "One Minute to Play" the Galloping
gridiron
tackles
screen
honors
Ghost of the
and tears through the line successfully. *
EVENING WORLD—* * * "One Minute
to Play" brings Red Grange before the public as a cinema star.
The Colony audiences
are giving him an enthusiastic reception in
person and on the screen.
"One Minute to

Play"

Dent Buys Agency

plenty,

is

The comedy,

* *

forced gags.

screen

for

game,

football

polished high spot of

with
This

The

Four More

The

*

And what a game
Play."
well patched bits of newsreel here,

No

I

*

much

of course, is the
"One Minute to

one of the best of the football
stories and Grange as staT, Byron Morgan
as author and Sam Wood as director deserve
is

credit.

*

* *

GRAPHIC—*

* *
photographs
Grange
Richard Dix. He has a personality that
registers and having seen the young man
once you will not forget him.
Indeed the
football star takes to the movies like a duck

like

*

to water.

POST — *

*

Grange appears very
much at home before the camera and his
performance has a naturalness some professional film players of long standing might
*

Mr.

well envy. * * *

—

formerly Liberty manager
SUN * * * The enthusiasm of my colassuming an executive position along leagues for "Red" as an actor, I share to a
degree.
But I must leave them when it
with Louis Dent and Day.
comes to enthusiasm for the film.
Its unActs playing the circuit, it is said, doubted speed is meaningless, its college atRR.
the
over
&
mosphere
is but the manufactured enthusiasm
also will be booked
Sparks,

of

time.

sausage factory, and

a

phony and

foolish.

TELEGRAM—*
Theaters for Propaganda

Rome— The

government

Italian

uses the motion pictures for naMussolini
tional Fascist propaganda.
had the king of Italy sign a royal de-

now

theaters in Italy are
obliged to show all pictures turned out
by the Fascist institute, "Luce."
Every exhibitor is responsible for this
new regulation, and in case he refuses to show the pictures, his license
for the operation of picture theaters
cree stating

all

*

*
*

its

psychology

is

*

"One

Minute

in "One
ural, and

*

*
Mr. Grange's performance
Minute to Play" is pleasingly nat*

it is agreeable to observe that he
has not copied the conventional tactics of the
ordinary movie actor. He has an ingratiating
appearance and the idea that he is actually a
football player adds to the thrill of this grid-

iron story. • * *

"Risky Business"
Prod. Dist. Corp.

can be revoked.

Fadman Here for Product
Edwin Miles Fadman, president

of
Red Star Pictures Corp., has just
returned from a six months' selling
and business tour of Europe, during
which time he established offices for

his company in Paris, London and
Berlin, for the sale of American pro-

Hippodrome

AMERICAN—*

*
*
Business"
"Risky
turned out a mild affair indeed.
With that
name it might have been so many things.

• *

If there is any
*
found with "The Strong Man"
While
find it.
to
som'ebody else will have
watching the picture I couldn't see its faults

DAILY

•

for laughing.

And
*

that.

,

the picture will be a hit,

,

no doubt

r

of

*

*

EVENING JOURNAL— *

*

*

Langdon,

eyes, his sad shy smile
whimsically pathetic expression, has
and
As
of pantomime.
understanding
a perfect
"The Strong Man" at the Mark Strand he's
a riot. * * *
* * Put Harry
Langdon's "The Strong Man" near the head
of your list of the motion pictures that you
"just must see." It was just about a year ago
that Harold Lloyd's "The Freshman" firsi
"The
stimulated the merriment of the town.
Strong Man" seems to me the most genuinely
It is so moich better
comic offering since.

with

saucer-like

his
his

EVENING WORLD—*

Langdon's "Tramp, Tramp, Tramp'
that there is no comparison. * * *
GRAPHIC * * * If "The Strong Man"
doesn't send you into gales of laughter, we're
afraid there's something the matter with you,
than

—

•

DAILY MIRROR— *

*

*

"Risky

Busi-

is nothing to write home about.
It's a
*
celluloid negative minus. *
• * The moral

ness"

EVENING JOURNAL—*

heavy, and although everyone in the cast
means well, the picture remains negative.
is

Fadman

will

remain

produced.

be ever so disturbing
in

New York

1

•

*

like

"Risky

might

»

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

who

It

Business"

*

will

*

Those,
probably

the titles, but to this reporter they appeared as a perfect example of what subtitles
like

to
returning
then
His trip here is should not be. Zasu Pitts and Kenneth
Paris.
for the purpose of concluding negotia- Thomson gave the best performances in a
picture that may be best described as just
tions for the purchase and representa- another moving picture.
* • •
featboth
product,
tion of additional
TIMES * * • Contrasting phases of existence are depicted in an exaggerated fashures and shorts.

weeks,
two
London and

—

DALY

AMUEL GOLDWYN,

\

J

and

II

1

wife, the former Frances Howai
are celebrating arrival of a son. Co
gratulations.

jjre:

«t

They're going to

demand a

retra

tion of Gen. Sherman's famous stat Jjs
ment on ivar. Imagine playing
war film tvith Mary Astor, a i2t

)

|i'-c

Cross nurse. Lloyd Hughes is ti
lucky "warrior" in "Forever After
;ttii"

A.
cuit

M.

Fabian,

Fabian-Stern
executive, and Miss Melanie

lachek will

sail

honeymoon

Kii

ci

Pi

on the Olympic on
They were maj

trip.

Tuesday.

ried

'•

eroi
isec

Matty Christy mos

is

handing

a lOV^ pound boy,
arrived yesterday.
cigars.

It's

eai
o'>

wif"'

m

for certainly there's nothing wrong with this

It always was a serious businei
trying to get tough with any membi
*
Langdon himself shoulders
the whole responsibility in that shy, half-wit- of the family of Arnold Gray, Metri
ted fashion of his, carrying the thing through politan leading man.
Here are son
Those few scenes wherein of the oaks of the family tree:
a hilarious finish.
attention wanes represent the comedian's few
grandfather, an officer in the Prussia
»
absences from the screen. *
SUN * * * it is an excellent entertain- Guard, stood 6 feet 4 inches, mintp
ment, brimful of golden laughter, and as for his boots.
Arnold's father is 6 fet'™
Harry Langdon he is the greatest of the tall and tips the beam at more tha
figures which have arisen of late in the
200 pounds.
His brother's dime:
movies. * * *
TIMES—* * * Harry Langdon's latest sions are comparatively the same J Ha
comedy. "The Strong Man," leaps from' gag his father's, while Arnold, stands
to gag, always giving the protagonist ample feet 3 inches and
weighs about on«
opportunity to show his talent as a screen
tenth of a ton.
Mi
farceur. * * *
*
*
*
Harry Langdon, that
picture.

* *

POST—

*

*

*

H

—

—

iss

WORLD—

innocent-eyed, hoboish clown, has folhis recent and successful "Tramp.
Tramp, Tramp," with an exquisitely humorous set of episodes called "The Strong Man."
quiet,

lowed up

Large Contingent Coming East

Hollywood
pie

are

—A

going

number
East

Dempsey-Tunney
Lubitsch to Direct Menjou

—

Los Angeles With the return of
Adolphe Menjou from New York
Jesse L. Lasky yesterday announced
that the Paramount star will transfer his future

the
the

production activities to

Hollywood

film

plant.

Among

to

fight.

P'

of film pea

attend

The

thf.j

roste'

includes Tom Mix, Richard Barthc
mess, Marie Prevost, Kenneth; Harlai
William S. Hart, Winfield Sheehai
Frank Borzage, Rube Goldberg an
Al. Green.
Mr. and Mrs. Monte Blue are c
route to New York.
Beatrice Lilli
will leave in about two weeks to re
hearse in her next stage vehicle.

pictures already
at the new studio

scheduled for
him
is "The Last of
Franconi with Pathe 18 Years
Mrs. Cheney," which will be Ernst
L. E. Franconi, film editor fo|
Lubitsch's first production under his
new contract with Paramount. Ac- Pathe, has just completed his eigh
cording to the film executive, Menjou teenth year as an employee of thif'
During his long associa
will begin work upon his first ve- company.
hicle, "An Angel Passes," within the tion with the company he has serve(
next three weeks. Closely following successively as projectionist, film cut;l
this will come "With Their
Eyes ter, translator, assistant to exporlt
Open," a sophisticated comedy to be manager, salesman, studio, laboratorjl
directed by Luther Reed, who is now and exchange manager.
One of hiils
filming Paramount's special "New
York." Reed will be brought from
the East especially to direct the one

duct abroad.
WORLD— • • » If any film Menjou picture. The third picture
Fadman has capital interested in his of EVENING
the last year had less to recommend it of the group, according to Mr. Lasky,
English
company from both French,
than "Risky Business" it has slipped my
will be "The Last of Mrs. Cheney,"
and German sources, and has a board mind. * »
which will co-feature Menjou with
» • We hope for
HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
characin
international
of directorate
the sake of those who learn life's lessons Florence Vidor under the direction
ter, with M. Biraban, D. Frank, P. frorn the "movies" that no sequal to "Risky
of Lubitsch.
E. M. Fadman Business" ever will be

Weill, R. Maeder and
on the board.

That's That

be

to

fault

*

to

*

TIMES—

NEWS —

*

*

Play" is a jolly rolicking film' of college
days, bounding brightly along some already
well established lines.
Its main interest centers in the fact that it augurs most auspiciously for "Red" Grange's cinematic future.
#

S

First National
Strand

F. B. O.

many, under the guarantee between
Ufa and Fanamet, M. Jacobs, head
of Ufa, stated at the recent
tion attended by executives

"The Strong Man"

to Play"

"One Minute

the Ameri-

can product will be shown

And

,By PHIL. M.

Declares
Berlin

* *

•

An

*

*

early

consisted of visitinjj
analyze product olio'
He played a prominenlj
part in establishinent of Pathe Newsjij
and for four years was its editor.
duties

nickleodeons
competitors.

to

|t,

O'Day

in

"Rough Riders"

—

San Antonio, Tex. Allan O'Dayj
has been added to the cast of "Th<;
Rough Riders", Paramount's picturi'
Ralston to Play Lead
zation of the famous regiment tha'!;
Esther Ralston, who is appearing served under Theodore Roosevelt ii;'
Victoi
in "The Quarterback," will play the the Spanish-American war.
lead in "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," Fleming is directing with Charlei
Mack
Charles
Emmett
which will be started Sept. 13. Louise Farrell,
Brooks and Lawrence Gray have also (jeorge Bancroft and Noah Beery iiji
been assigned

roles.

featured reels.

I

I

THE

'""""•n

#^
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Policy Outlined
{Continued from Page

done

Rosser Expanding

1)

internationalizing
iversal pictures.
Neither does the
n depend upon the importation inAmcrica of strictly foreign-made
WHICH
DAILY
tures, although the company is
ng this in a big way, as indicated
''Fig Leaves"
the approaching release in Ameri(Fox)
of such super pictures as the
snch-made "Michael StrogofT" and
A tie-up with a fashion revue act
es Misera;bles."
on the bill and with a leading silk shop
The Lacmmle plan has two impor- to furnish silk to drape the livng
it aspects, Kohner points out.
One models on the stage was arranged,
the use of foreign stories, and the This shop also furnishes coats, dressler the use of foreign actors and es and hats for the models and used
actors.
The extent of which Uni- an attractive cut-out in their winis working along these
lines
rnade apparent by acquisition of
eign story or play rights acquired
Universal as "Polish Blood,"
ennese musical comedy, just pur-

•sal

"The Bargain

and the World
il

original stories

Bride,";
Is

"Love

Mine"; sev-

by Imre Fazekas,

mganan

author, and other stories
im the pens of French, German,
issian and other Central European
thors.
In directors Universal has
A. Dupont and Paul Leni.

Laemmle to Preview "Tomboy"
Prague— "The Tomboy" is being
and cut for showing to Carl
emmle before his return to AmeriIt is Universal's
late this month.
st picture produced in Czechosloited

kia.

Laemmle Undergoes Operation
Miss Rosabelle Laemmle, daughter
Carl Laemmle, is recuperating
iss

Dm an

operation for appendicitis
iderwent at Frankfort, Germany,
le was stricken as suddenly as her
^her, according to R. H. Cochrane,
riiversal vice

president.

Conrad Veidt Coming to U. S.
Conrad Veidt, one of Eupe's foremost actors, who was seen
this country in "The Cabinet of
Caligari," and "The Three WaxCherbourg for the
)rks," leaves
Berlin

—

aboard the Mauretania
Sept. 18, in order to join John
iirrymore in Hollywood for the makg of his new U. A. picture, "FranVillon," Alan Crosland directis
aited States

1

He

or.

t

a

will remain
few days.

in

New York

Pioneer Gateman Dead
(Hugh Gray, pioneer gateman
e

Famous Long
his

e

at

Island studio, died

home, 1972 Honeywell Ave.,

Bronx.

He was

>wa Unit Plans

Des Moines

63 years old.

Membership Drive

— With

Sept. 15 set as
date for the event, an intensive
embership drive is to be launched
the Iowa exhibitor unit.
e

'

best

impersonating

the

juvenile

characters in "Our Gang" comedies.
A.n additional prize for the best twins
Then there was a baby parade in the
neighborhood of the theater, following which the contestants appeared
on the stage. Motion pictures were
taken of both the parade and the winners of the contest shown at the
The
dow.
Further arrangements were theater the following week.
effected whereby the stage players prizes were awarded by a selected
agreed to go through their modeling group of judges, whose decisions were
act in the window of the store. The made in the presence of the audience.
John Eckhart, Fairmount, Phila
store located on one of the main
thoroughfares of the city created con- delphia.
siderable attention with the revue.
Special officers were forced into ser"Snowed In"
vice to prevent the mobs from crash(Pathe)
ing into the window.
The .marquee
Gave away to each child at the
of the theater was decorated with showing of 'the first episode of this
huge fig leaves of beaver board, each Patheserial, a calliope whistle and an
leaf contained a different quotation nounced a grand prize to the children.
on both sides and were hung to sway Decorated the window next to the
freely.
The advance campaign con- theater with over $75 worth of toys,
sisted of the usual newspaper ads and such as scooters, roller skates, aira liberal assortment of lithographs plane sets, tops, dolls, baseball parawhich completely covered every sec- phernalia, etc. Prizes will be given
tion of the city.— Fox Washington, out at the closing chapter to the chilDetroit.
dren writing the best solution as to
who the "man of mystery" in the
serial is.
All answers are to be in be"The Road to Manddlay"
This is the
fore the eighth chapter.
G-M-G
On Saturday night, prior to play- first serial the Bugg Theater has
date, when the returns of the State played in more than a year and a half.
political elections were being flashed —Clarence Wagner, Bugg Theater,
on a screen in a public park before Chicago.
20,000 spectators, prepared a series
of slides, each bearing the words of
"The Unknown Soldier"
a verse of the Kipling poem and a
(Prod. Dist. Corp.)
inal punch slide carrying the billing of
Gave private showing ten days bethe picture, "Lon Chaney in 'The fore arrival of picture to all city ofRoad to Mandalay' Majestic start- ficials, clergy of all denominations, all
ing with Midnite Matinee, Sunday." officers of patriotic and civic organizaThese slides were run during the tions. During the run of the picture
German.
".Screen waits" for returns, and oc- had a lobby display
of
casioned unusual comments in the French and Belgian guns, trench
large gathering of people.
One week knives, gas masks etc. In front of
in advance of the playdate all paper theater right at the curb, used 120
was posted. Three days in advance sacks of cement to build breastworks.
of the playdate the newspaper cam- and directly behind these sacks had
paign was started. Also at the same two German machine guns. All emtime the
"Lon Chaney Greatest ployees were dressd for the occasion;
Characterization Contest" was start- girls as Red Cross nurses, men as
ed in the Austin Statesman. Three privates, lieutenant and captain. With
days in advance of the playdate three the cooperation of the Veterans of
thousand special door-knob hangers Foreign Wars, a parade was arrangv,/ere distributed.
During the play- ed. Nearly 85 per cent of the memdate
a cardboard streamer bearing bership paraded from the club house
this ropy
" 'The Road to Mandalay' to the theater, led by the Scout Band,
decorated
Streets
full
regalia.
leads to the Majestic" was tacked in in
good locations along the arterial traf- with American flags for three blocks.
fic
ways of the city. An advance Entire theater building decorated with
foyer display was presented three flags and bunting. Interior of theater
days in advance. A special lobby dis- also decorated, colors of Allies used in
play was presented during the play- the decorative scheme. Patriotic exdate 'William Ervine, Majestic, Aus- ercises held bv Veterans of Foreign
Wars (Kenneth Bell Post 1053) intin, Texas.
cluded a four minute oration by one
of the national executive officers, also
"Say It Again"
flag exercises, color bearers placing
(Paramount)
while bugler
staee
standards on
it
Arranged a Baby Show, featuring

—

— —

—

'colors'.

—Tom

McDonald.

Pasadena, Cal.

Exploit-0-Grams are by and for
Olive Reopening Capital House
thiimhnail
sketches
sible thr.ough the wholehearted co- showmen,
of
Washington C. H. Olive is plan- operation, ot business men.
and
proved
exploitation.
Prizes tried
ng reopening of the Senate, 322 were awarded for the prettiest, cut- Help shoivmen who are helpinc/ yon
mnsylvania Ave., S. E. The house est, fattest, best dressed, etc., and by contributing regularly to this des been remodeled
costume prizes were given for those partmevt.
ble

—

be built here, while the Venus firm,
is stated, will
increase the scope

it

of its activities throughout this section of the state.

W. &
Norfolk

awards and

gifts

were made pos-

V. to Celebrate Jubilee

— The

first

week

in

Oc-

tober will mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of the Wilmer & Vincent
circuit, and plans are under way for
celebration of the event over the
hotjses of the chain.
Harry Bernstein,

district

manager,

is

arranging

of the observance here.

details

Two

—

Haskell House Rushed
being
Haskell,
is
Tex. Work
shed on the 750-seat theater being
ected here.
Opening is planned from various angles. Any baby under sounded
October.
Many valua- Florence,
six years was eligible.

—

1)

Following completion of the Capitol, additional suburban houses
will

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

UPS

ased;

(Continued from Page

towards

Exhibitor Suicides

Washington

—

Two

exhibitors of
alleged to have
committed suicide.
They are
H.
Clay Evans, 42, owner of a chain
this

territory

are

'

of

houses

in Lonaconing, Cumberand Frederick, Md., who shot
himself, and William E. Zeiber
58
Liberty, Bedford, Va., said to
have
drunk poison.

land

"Garden of Allah" Ingram's Next
^

Rex Ingram's next picture will be
The Garden of Allah," which will

be_ produced at the
Nice studios,
building
of
which he sponsored
Alice Terry will be starred in this
adaptation of the Robert Hichens
novel
Exteriors will be filmed in

North

Africa.

Louisville

House Reopens

Louisville— William Rendon has reopened the Hippodrome.

HamJett Returns
Abilene,

to Abilene

Tex.— J.

become manager

E. Hamlett has
of the Majestic.

Baltimore House Reopens
Baltimore— The Embassy has
opened.

re-

Norton Managing Portsmouth House
Portsmouth, \'a.— Frank Norton
formerly of this city, is managing the
Tivoli.

WANTED
Live wire exploitation man
needed for real theatre—seating 2000— no "hick proposition. Town of 18,000 with
drazving population of 110.
'

'

000— vaudeville and
policy— i>irgin

picture

Talkers
and chair seat hounds please

don 't

field.

zvaste your time.

We

want a man who has plenty
of pep and produces. Such a

man can write his own ticket.
State full particulars in first
letter.

Box M-314

c-o Film Daily
Y. City

1650 B'way. N.
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Hollywood Happenings

Humming

Also

With Many Pictures

in

Production
Culver City Following a brief lull
in
production at the Metropolitan
the DeMille Studios now are in full
swing. "The King of Kings" is well
under way, with Cecil B. DeMille per-

—

Wallace Lupino Working
Panghorn in "Exit Smiling"
Wallace Lupino, brother of Lupino
Panghorn is playing the
leading man in the stock company in Lane, Educational star, has started
'Exit Smiling," which Sam Taylor work in the first comedy in which
directing for

DeMille's staff of advisors includes:
the Rev. Dr. George Reid Andrews,

roles,

of the Film and Drama
of the Federated Churches of Christ in America, and Bruce
Barton, author of "The Man Nobody Knows." There are three assisPaul Iribc.
tant directors on the set

—

Frank Urson and W. J. Cowen. In
H. B. Warner. Joseph
and Rudolph Schildkraut. JacquelineLogan, Dorothy Cumming, Ernest
Torrence, Victor Varconi, and Robert Edeson
the cast arc

'Paul Sloane has completed shooting of "Corporal Kate," starring Vera
Reynolds, and is editing the picture
in collaboration with C. Gardner SoilThis is a story of the women's
livan.
of

Great War, and

the

in

the

M-G-M

with Beatrice his brother will appear

recting, is hard at work on "The Cruise
the Jasper B," an adaptation of the Don
Marquis story, the script being by Zelda

Mildred Harris plays

Sears and Tay Garnett.
opposite La Rocque.

Rupert Julian and "The Yankee Clipper"
company have returned from a cruise of sevWilliam
weeks on old clipper ships.
Boyd and Elinor Fair are the leads in this
prepared
for the
original by Denison Clift,
screen by Garnett Weston and Garrett Fort.
Allan Hale and Frank Condon are at work
on the treatment of "Rubber Tires," the picture which will bring the auto camps to the
eral

screen.

Leatrice

soon

starts

Joy

Widow," an adaptation

of

on
the

"Nobody's
Avery Hopmaking the

Clara Beranger is
^food farce.
adaptation and William de Mille will direct.
The cast is not yet selected.
Goiidal's

was formerly with Ufa

pictures.

Victor Var-

coni will lie the leading man in this picture.
The story is by Rosita Forbes, adapted by
Beulah Marie Dix, and the supervisor will
be Bertram Millhauser.
At the Metropolitan studios. Director
George B. Seitz is shooting final scenes of
"Pals in Paradise," Will Ritchey's screen
version of the Peter B. Kyne story of a
modern gold rush.
In the cast are John
Bowers, Marguerite de la Motte, Rudolph
Schildkraut, May Robson and Alan Brooks.
.Marie Prevost, after a few days rest upon
the completion of

Victor

"For Wives Only," which

Hcerman

directed, has started work
on "Man Bait." an original by Norman
Houston. The story was put into screen form
by Douglas Doty. Donald Crisp is directing,
and in the cast are Edmund Bums, Douglas
Jr., Eddie Gribbon, Betty Fran^
Louis Natheaux.
Priscilla Dean's next starring picture will
be "Jewels of Desire," from an original
story by Agnes Parsons.
Paul Powell will
dirrrt and Arnold Gray will be leading man.
Director Scott Sidney is preparing for his
next production. This will be "No Control,"
by Frank Condon. The featured players will
be, Harrison Ford and Phyllis Haver.

Fairbanks,

Cisco and

R.

&

R.

House Ready

—

Corpus Christi Remodeling of the
building which is to house the new
Robb & Rowley house here is virtually complete.

Fire Razes Bordeaux House
Bordeaux The Olympia M-G-M
house seating 1,600, was completely
destroyed by fire.

—

,

1926-27

and Jack Pickford in the leading season. He arrived in Hollywood resupported by William Gillespie, cently with his brother after being
Doris
Lloyd,
Dorothea Wolbert, abroad for several months. Lupino
D'Arcy Corrigan, Estelle Clark, Bert will appear in a Cameo Comedy now
in production.
Woodruf?, Lou Morrison.
Kirkland Starts New Thomson
David Kirkland has started direc
tion on Fred Thomson's next F.B.O.,
"A Regular Scout" with T. Roy
Barnes, Mary Carr, Olive Hasbrouck,
Magaret Seddon, Bob McKim, William Courtright, Harry Woods and
Buck Black in the cast.

Theater

"Uncle Tom's Cabin" Started
Harry Pollard has resumed work on
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." In the cast are
Marguerita Fischer, Charles Gilpin,
negro actor, George Seigmann, Arthur Edmund Carew. George Harris
and Lucien Littlefield.

Dallas An exhibitor who has d!
continued his theater owing to poi
business cannot be compelled to can
out a contract in another house whi<
he operates. This is the decision
the Arbitration Board in the action
which P. D. C. sought to secure $61
from the Star, Liberty, Texas, for fu
filment of contract Formerly awan
have ordered a transfer of obligatioi

ji

.

,,,>

to the second theater.
It was argued thajt the Star was a
"honest failure" and that it is coi

:p

f

trary to the interests of the who
trade for the exhibitor to be burdenc k
wih a load too great for him to can
f;
*"*'
under existing circumstances.

Upstairs

House Wins

Lynchburg, Va.
upstairs

house,

—Although

the

lest

it

is

a

Lo.

Auditorium

k

"The House Without a Key" Next safe for film showings, Roland 1 m
"The House Without a Key", a Hammer, proved to the satisfactio K
Heathco with Sebastian
mystery story of modern Hawaii, of the council, obtaining a specii
Frank Heathco has become assowritten by Earl Derr Biggers, will permit for showing of "The Big Pi k
ciated with Maurice E. Sebastian in
be the next Patheserial to be placed rade" and "Ben Hur" at the theate:
his recently organized unit for the
in production.
Allene Ray and WaltThe building never had been use
production of a series of Jack Hoxie
er Miller, will
iVr:

lii:

co-star.

Crane

in Griffith

Film

Ward Crane

has been engaged by
E. M. Asher to support Corinne Griffith in

"The Lady

in

Ermine," under

direction of James Flood. Einar Hansen and Francis X. Bushman already
are signed.

Siegmann with Philbin
George Siegmann has been cast for
an important role in "The Bargain

for picture presentation and oppos:
tion to such use developed.
mer pointed out that the house boast
more exits than several other Iocs
theaters.
The city has been extenoa
<"•
sively billed by Hammer.

Ham

Callaghan in Hospital
Andrew J. Callaghan is confined

in
~
Reiter Aiding Sidney
White Memorial Hospital following
William Reiter is assistant director an operation and will be there at least
to Scott Sidney during the making of
two more weeks.
"The Wrong Mr. Wright," which Sidney is directing for Universal with
Sellon for Griffith Film
Jean Hersholt.
Charles Sellon has been engaged by
E^ M. Asher to play an important role

new

starring picture, ''A
Fighting Love," due to go into production
shortly, will mark the American debut of
He
Swedish director, Nils Olaf C'hrisander.
Jetta

in the

Lille

supporting cast are Kenneth Thom- pictures.
Heathco will have charge
son, Julia Faye and Majel Coleman. of the business detail.
Rod La Rocque, with James Home diof

Whose House Fails Net
Not Cary Agreement to Second

Franklin

sonally directing the production.

Committee

192(1

Exhibitors

—

IS

chairman

9,

Not Bound

Mille Forces Busy

Metropolitan

side

Thursday, September

in

"The Lady

Griffith's

in

Robert Etris Heads Managers Bea
Robert Etris, AmAl!
bassador, has been elected presideriitii
of
the
Stanley-Crandall
Theatet
Ermine," Corinne
Managers Assoc.
Other
ofificerjst

newest vehicle.

McDonald on Location
Francis McDonald with his supporting cast has gone to the Big Horn
Ranch near Moapa, Nev., where production will start immediately on
"The Desert Toil," the second of his
series for

Washington

—

are: Harry E.
vice-president;

Lohmeyer, Earle, first
John B. Uppermari:

Avenue Grand, second vice-presidenlfcl
and Stephen Eilbacher, Tivoli, secre

Jtv

tary.

Service pledges are to be

draftted

ed and submitted for approval at thn
next meeting.
i

M-G-M.

Aro Opens Petersburg Theater
Furber Signs with M-G-M
Petersburg, Va. Aro Amusemen|tia\
Bride," Universal production starring
Douglas Furber has been signed on Co., of Raleigh, which operates »'!
Mary Philbin. Production will start
a long term contract by M-G-M as chain of houses throughout Virginia'
as soon as she returns from New
a member of the writing staff.
He North and South Carolina, has open
York.
already has titled John M. Stahl's ed the Century, recently acquired b;
"The Gay Deceiver," and is now at the firm. Otto Gross is manager o
Dimning Forming New Firm
work on an original.
the house.
C. S. Dunning is forming a new
publicity company.
De Sano and Doyle Back
He now is servPolice Recover Stolen Prints
ing as representative of Estelle TayMarcel de Sano, director, and RayUtica, N. Y.— Two boys, 12 an(
lor,
Pat O'Malley and Creighton mond Doyle, scenarist, returned to
14, stole films valued at $500 fron
M-G-M studios after a trip to New the
Hale.
The prints have beeiK::
Rialto.
York for research data for "Ordeal,"
The youths hicjTiii
recovered by police
which de Sano will next direct with
"Mother Machree" Cast Complete
in the theater after the last perform* d
Lon
Chaney and Greta Garbo.
To support Belle Bennett in
ance.
"Mother Machree," Fox has signed
Reed
Goes
to
Bahamas
Victor McLaglen, Philippe Delacy,
Thompson Plans Two Houses
Herbert Reed has left to join J. E.
Rodney Hildebrand, Pat Somerset,
Williamson's
troupe
Cedartown,
Ga. Two new theaters^
in
the
Bahamas,
Ted McNamara, and Eulalie Jensen.
filming the undersea sequence of "The are planned by T. F. Thompson, Pal-iaiij
Mysterious Island" for M-G-M, Ben- ace owner, A 2,000-seat house wil
Winifred Dunn at Lasky's
jamin Christiansen is directing the be erected here, to replace the Palace,
Winifred Dunn has moved into
land scenes.
and a house built at Perry.
the Lasky studio, where she is now
working on a story as yet untitled.
Lou Ahem Signed
Lardner Wins Promotion
Miss Dunn's contract is for one picLassie Lou Ahem has been signed
Lardner has beer
J.
Providence
ture.
for the role of Harry in Universal's promoted to general manager, Owen
Jewel
production,
"Uncle
Tom's Reddy to assistant manager and MatHogan to Make Dog Film
Cabin."
thew Riley to manager of the E. F
James P. Hogan has been signed
Albee theater.
by F.B.O., to direct the second of Anna May Wong Signs for Comedy
the dog pictures starring Ranger,
Anna May Wong, Chinese actress,
Reportory House Goes to Films
tentatively titled "Scourge of Fate" has been
signed to appear in a ChinBoston The Repertory has chang
and written by Ewart Adamson.
ese comedy for Pathe release.
ed its policy temporarily to pictures.

—

'

—
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—
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Incorporations

Today

—

Ibany, N.
Y.
Schine Theatrical Co.,
motion pictures. Incorporators,
Mehl, F. Hoiifman, A. Schimel. Address,
F. Hartnian, 46 Cedar St.
versville;

—

Ibany, N. Y.
Kirk Theater Corp., Mt.
Incorporators, B. Kirk, J. Kelly,
non.
)

DeVaney.
Broadway.

Address,

S.

K.

Brandon,

—

renton,
N. J. Triple Reflecting Arc
ap Co., Trenton; to manufacture.
Inorators, Charles C. Hildinger. Ma.K Pro-

Lee W. Newbury.
Asbury Park.

ski.

Attorneys, Geran

Vlatlack,

lover, Del.

gton
Iress

;

Griffith

Amusement

$200,000; motion
Corp. Trust Co. of Am.

Co., Wilpictures.

Asks Order Against War
Lewis Milestone has

lestone
^os

—

capital

Angeles

in

Arbitration Row^
(^Continued

V.

—

tor an order reBros., from intering with his efforts to obtain em-

application
lining Warner

de

was proud

from Page

1)

to be delaying arbitration,

if his action in defending theater owners against injustice might be termed
His letter reviews the case,
as such.

which culminated

in the break, involving an exhil)itor's withdrawal of application for contract.
Refusal of the
Fox manager to submit evidence of
approval within the specified time
limit preceding the cancellation, according to Steffes, precipitated declaration of Workman that a contract
existed, regardless of submission of
evidence. An argument on this stand
followed, the letter says, whereupon
both Abel and Workman resigned
from the board.
Steffes then recites alleged cases of
injustice
practiced against
theater
owners by distributor members of the
board "who come to the meeting leaving thoughts of justice behind."
He
also charges lack of knowledge of
arbitration principles and rules of
procedure, which he ascribes as reasons for delay, adding also that exhibitor members of the board at various times had threatened to resign
because of resentment, against the

He claims he was hred to
ke a pcture n 1925, and after ts
ipleton a judgment of i$200,000.
obtained by the producing coniy for alleged breach of contract,
lestone went into bankruptcy. His
i>rts to obtain work are being hined by company attorneys, he states, "domineering and abusive" tactics of
O are warning producers that Mile- distributor members.
ne is undfer contract until 1930.
"Mona Lisa" Third
Beauty Pageant at Atlantic City
Los Angeles The third Romance
yment.

1

\.tlantic

— Fay

City

—

Lanphier,

who Production

last year's title of "Miss Amer" at the beauty pageant here, and
sequently a featured role in "The
lierican Venus," led this year's consent of bcputies here for the anin

colors will be "Mona
Lisa" from the famous painting by
the same name, which was the inspiration for this two reeler, the story
was written by Arthur
of which
in

Hedda Hopper has been
Maude.
given the role of the Lady with the
Crawford
while
several producers are keenly inter- inscrutable
smile,
id in the judge's selection for the Kent and Arthur Shaw also will be
eted honor.
seen in principal characters of the
picture to be released by Educational.
1

competition.

he Gorilla" Screen Rights Bought
Dharles R.

n

DAILY

1926

Rogers announced yes-

day he had acquired screen rights
"The Gorilla," for production by
her, Sni?ll and Rogers.
Producn and distribution plans are to be
aiounced soon.

Maynard Offers
Charles

R.
a

Rogers

has

cabled

Roumania an invirodeo which Ken May-

Queen Marie
tation to

Rodeo

to Stage

of

nard will stage for the benefit of the
royal guest, during her proposed visit
to America.

Laemmle Buys Viennese Farce
Championship Match Tomorrow
was received yesterday that
Laemmle, now recuperating in
M-G-M will replay its championCrlsbad from his recent operation ship match with Hirlagraph, at 5 P.
Darkness ended the
al illness, has bought the screen M. tomorrow.
A'^ord

NEWS
TO PRINT

gathered from the four corners of the
world and presented by a trained news-

paper staff as fast as modern, progressive,
methods will permit.

TO INTELLIGENTLY

COMMENT
on the important happenings of the hour
unbiased and as we see them without

—

—

fear or favor.

TO INDEPENDENTLY

REVIEW
—

features and short subjects the opinion only of a trained reviewing staff not
infallible but modestly claiming a high
all

percentage of bull's-eye

—

hits.

Crl

rihts to

the Viennese musical farce,

"olish Blood."
It will be produced
a Universal City.

—

J.
E Rosen, former
O. manager, has taken over the
ifnagement of Associated Exhibi-

ijB.
(Is

Exchange Opening
Memphis Sept. 13 is

—

Sept.

13

the date for

formal opening of the First National
exchange. D. P. Rathbone is man-

branch.

ager.
Manheiin in Minneapolis
H. H. Manheim has
"Tin Gods" Rialto's Next
aived from New York to take up
"Tin Gods" is scheduled to follow
b duties as Fox exploiteer.
"Variety" at the Rialto, opening Sept.
vlinneapolis

I

—

George Morris

ijeorge H. Morris
a Jackson Heights.

is ill

The Film Daily
A PUBLICATION OF PROGRESS
SERVING

19.

111

at his

THAT'S

Famous.

Rosen Gets A. E. Branch
Vlinneapolis

play Tuesday, when the teams were
with one set each.
In another match, Tuesday. United
Artists took two straight sets from

tied

home

New
Brussels

Duties in Belgium

—New

levied in Belgium,

tariff duties will be
rate.
under the

new

irney Lubin Back From Europe
One meter of exposed negative is
Sarney Lubin has returned to New taxed 20 centimes, one meter of exo from Europe.
posed positive 30 centimes.

A GREAT INDUSTRY

/

[OL,

Four Smashing
Sea Pictures

k

(SI'

lati

tcr:

jitf

pac

ver

lert

A SERIES OF FOUR smashing
sea pictures, string LEFTY FLYNN, featuring MARJORIE
DAW, picturized from four of JACK LONDON'S world-famous
W/^HAT

a bet for any box-office

novels of the sea. These three

!

i[t

I0(

names alone spell mighty melodrama!
K

4

DD

to that the fact that the series

direction of Harry Revier
for Albert

I.

and supervised by David O. Selznick

Smith Productions,

office strength
announcement No. 7
-*
regarding the Associated Exhibitors' product for 1926-27. No.
announced Bill Cody in six
1
Westerns; No. 2, Sandow, the
dog, in six action features; No. 3,

'Y~HIS

and

being produced under the

is

Inc.,

—a further guarantee of box-

production value.

full

i

a

is

Confessions Series of four; No. A,
Buffalo Bill, Jr., in six Westerns; No. 5, Wally Wales in six
Westerns; No. 6, Buddy Roosevelt in six Westerns.

111

npHINK

what these sea pictures

Think of the

will

mean

to

your program

variety they'll lend with their rugged drama, f

swift action, clashing emotions, flaming passions, tender love

—

all

portrayed against the most exciting and thrilling backgrounds of
storm-swept seas and sun-kissed shores ever filmed
series IS a bet for

any

box-office.

GRAB

IT

!

Man,

this

!

Associated Exhibitors, Inc.
Lewis

J, Selznick,

President

I

—

—
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NOTUNDfRCONTRACT

CROSS

the briny deep, a
different feeling toward

America

ull, through the trade press as
pokesman, smiles a trifle more
eatifically on Uncle Sam.
Jaydee's deal with Famous is

^sponsible. Three more British
fationals reach American the-

England

Therefore,

ters.

DUPONT ASSERTS

John

exists.

re-

Columns

German

Director, on

Way

to Europe, Denies

Connection
Maintaining he

is

not under con-

tract to Universal, E A. Dupont, German director, arrived in
York

New

of editorial yesterday from the Coast.
He sails
oace are devoted to the trans- lor Europe on the Paris Saturday for
ition. The papers just received a stay of six weeks, which may be
lengthened indefinitely. He states he
verflow with comment.
)ices.

will

A Kindlier England

now

bear repetition

his

plans

from

reaches

the

Price

New British Schemes
London — "Kine Weekly" says
of the British industry.
involves a studio project
on a large scale, with several

ago, after a series of
conferences with J. G. Von Herberg,
at Seattle, it was announced that Von
Herberg, member of the firm of Jensen-Von Herberg, which sold its Pacific
Northwest circuit to North
American, intended to back Dupont

in London.
America for the production of pictures in
worthwhile motion pic- Germany. Besides Dupont his business manager, Hans Winter, and C.
ires from foreign countries; there
R. Seelye were authority for the stateagainst
imported
no trade barrier
ment.
roduct.
After the announcement. Von HerThis nation never berg, admitting the director had been
Of course.
(Continued on Page 7)
reamed of setting up obstacles to
)reign-made pictures.
It is almost
President
eyond comprehension that any of
Association
Votes
to Improve Workserious-minded individuals in
le
ing Conditions in West Coast

accept

Lasky

England

or

any

in

other

foreign

Duntry believed this to be the case.

However, despite the tardy realiition which is London's, what the

Studios

—

Los Angeles Jesse L. Lasky has
been elected president of the Asso-

One

producing companies interested,
and also a revised distribution
system. Statement is also made
that an American producer is
a plan
concerning independent British
definitely

interested

in

production which will probably
be put into effect regardless of
whether or not a "kontingent"
is imposed.

deal

tional

Much

has aroused widein
England.

comment

spread

of this editorial

which places America

more rosy
page

comment
much

in a

light is reprinted

on

6.

shed

in

the

British

rather

mind

are

pub-

Golf Innovation

full detail.

)UPONT,
seven

in

New

months

on

York

after

Coast,

the

links this:

i

That Hollywood is the finest place
the world to make motion pictures.
That the ultimate in production is
ached only vvhen time in

leasure

is

its

fullest

spent.

Dupont

is meticulously careful in
preparation of his scripts. True,
me in large gobs may be involved,
ut there is little variance from the
i/'pewritten
chart when he starts
hooting.
He maintains the results
[how the effort.

le

I

and Kellys to Line Up
Against Each Other This Year
Players Limited to 200
The Committee in charge of the
Fall Film Golf Tournament has decided upon an innovation for the latest event which takes place at the
Sound View Golf Club. Great Neck,
Long Island, on Sept. 29.
There will be two opposing forces,

Cohens

Anent Hollywood

London

— Major

H.

C. S.

KANN

October.
for the

wek

of Sept. 19.

Under

Copyright Laws to

Be Asked

—

Helena, Mont. Federal courts are
be invoked for the first time by
distributors in seeking to eliminate
"bicycling."
Although there have
been instances reported of criminal
proceedings against offenders, the
Montana Film Board of Trade has
taken the lead in calling upon the
Government for aid, seeking the protection of the copyright law.
Carl and Marius Anderson, and R.
D. McDaniels, operators of the Libto

Orpheum

erty and

at

Kalispell,

are

defendants in charges filed here by
Assistant U. S. Attorney Francis Silver, on complaint of Harry Meyer,

Thomson,

formerly managing director of F. B.
O., (American), is now interested in
financing
British
and Continental
production.
In an interview Thomson said he

Sunday Test Delayed
Philadelphia —^The Sesqui-Centen-

Exposition still is running on
Sunday, and there are no immediate
believes that films will settle in two prospects for success for the Men's
classes; those made for national dis- Methodist Committee of 100 to pretribution and others for international vent the "flouting" of the "blue" laws.
sale.
He pointed out that America's Theater owners are keenly interestbig advantage, apart from her start, ed in the outcome.
is that 75 per cent of her income is
Already, the matter has i)een taken
from her own country and therefore to court by the committee, but coun(Continued on Page 7)
for
sel
Mayor Kendrick has announced that a jury trial will be demanded, thus probably delaying the
case several months.
nial

Deal

the distribution of its product.
It is
understood that the policy may extend to countries beyond Italy. Consummation of the deal will mean the
abandonment of the Universal offices
in the countries involved.

Deal Denied

—

to Strand

play Charles ChapCircus," early in
"Sparrows" is scheduled

The Strand will
lin's
latest, "The

Offenders

Jailing

The defendants, it is alleged, rented six different films, which subsequent to playing at their houses, were
Major Thomson Interested in British sublet to exhibitors at Big Fork.
and Continental Production
Pictures alleged to have been "biCriticizes English Films
(Continued on Page 7)

Chicago Reports of an impending
deal
between Universal and the
Fischer circuit, which operates a
Every string of houses in Illinois and Wisthe Cohens and the Kellys.
Cohen and every Kelly will be dub- consin, are denied here. The reports
(Continued on Page 2)
are characterized as "propaganda."

"The Circus" Coming

SOUGHT

Financing Abroad

"U"
—

of

'BICYCLERS'

Film Board counsel.

ciation of Motion Picture Producers.
Other officers elected are: Irving
ditors of the English trade have to
Thalberg (M-G-M) first vice presily about the Williams coup is in- dent; M. C. Levee (F. N.) second
The industry here cannot vice president. Fred Beetson was re;resting.
irn deaf ears to an important field elected secretary-treasurer. Officers of
the association serve for six months.
Therefore, the pulse of
ke Britain.
Aside from the election of new
lat market, as reflected in the four officers the Association unanimously
Italian
English trade weeklies, should be voted to take immediate steps toward
negotiating
London
Universal
is
(Continued on Page 7)
irefully felt.
Elsewhere the workwith a leading Italian company for

gs

Cents

vival

The Paramount-British Na-

Some weeks

5

f[DtRAL TERMS fOR

there are two ambitious plans
under consideration for the re-

prints

ublic
ill

1926

the

other side.

England long since sought a gesire from New York.
It has now
)me to pass. What has been hamlered home on too many occasions
)

announce

10,

AI Fair, Universal Chain Theaters
is no
with

head, yesterday said that there
truth to reports of a deal
Fischer.

Federation Takes Ciiarge

—

John C. Gamble, assistant
to the president of the International
Federation of Musicians, is here in
personal charge of the situation for
the striking musicians.
Theaters yesterday continued to
Chicago

"carry on" despite the strike, and are
continuing to enjoy good business,
with indications that a compromise
settlement would be offered by the
musicians, in view of the strong public sentiment in favor of theater owners,

i

Keith's Fourth at Boston
Boston Bids are being received
for the new Keith house at Washington and Mason Sts., to cost in the
This will be
vicinity of $5,000,000.
Keith-Albee house for
the fourth

—

Boston, the others being Keith, BiNew Boston and St. James.

jou,
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Golfers, Attention!
Sign this and forward to any member of the Film Golf
Committee:
Here is my entry for the Fall Golf Tournament, to be
held on Wednesday, September 29, at the Sound View Golf

Price 5 Cents

JOHN W. AllCOATE

(^Continued
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dinner and prizes).
It will simplify matters for the handicap committee if
you will send in your last three scores.
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1)

bed properly so that when the
clans mix there can be no mis
about the identity of the scram'

Every member

parties.

of

the

ning team will receive a prize,

and the

captain

lieutenant

_

of

team

will receive a silver cup.
Tl
bids for the posts on either side a

not lacking.
This departure will in no way affe
the prizes of long standing.
Whi
one or two organizations are yet
be heard from, it is anticipated th
the usual awards in the form of cui
will be forthcoming.
The followii
have been again pledged:

Low

runner-up

net

— Pathe

,,

E:«

change.

—

Low
Low

gross Warner Bros.
gross runner up M. P. Ne\!i
Class A Arthur W. Stebbins
Class B Watterson R. Rothack
Class C Jack Cosman
Putting trophy Carl Laemmle

—

—
—
—

—

Crawford with "M. P. World"
Crawford has joined tl
"M. P. World" in an editorial capa
Merritt

ity.

In ati erratic market, Warner Bros, stocks
forged ahead again yesterday and climbed
Warner
to new high levels in both issues.
Pictures ".V" closed 7 points higher at 60.
in transactions that reached nearly 100,000
Warner Picshares, while the Curb issue
tures, ended the day with a gain of 4 points,
closing at 53.
Stanley Co. of America stock in the Philadelphia market reached a new high level
The Eastyesterday when it closed at 90J4-

No

Successor

Naming

of

Awaits

Named Houses To

J. C. Ragland's Successor
W. R. Eraser's Return

from Vacation
With William R.
Los Angeles
Fraser, general manager of the firm

—

on a vacation trip, no successor to
C. Ragland, who resigned as

John

made sales manager of the Harold Lloyd
2Yi and 4^ points.
been appointed.
This demand for Eastman is believed to be Corp., has as yet
caused by reports that the company will Fraser is expected to return within
begin marketing other products shortly, and two weeks.

man

stocks, cominon
respective advances of

and

preferred,

thereby increase earnings.

Quotations
High Low Close

Am

Seat
Am. Seat Pfd
•Balaban & Katz.
•Bal. & Katz Vtc

3674

36^

.

.
.

122^
IHVi
119

*Film Inspect.
First Nat'I Pfd...
Fox Film "A" ... 7214
Fox Theaters "A". 24'/,
.

.

•Intern'l Project...
I-oew's, Inc
42
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 23 '/2
M. P. Cap. Corp 17^
Pathe Exch. "A". 54

tParamount

B'way 97

25'^
ttRoxy Units
ttKoxy Common.. 7

Skouras Bros

119
114
119

Am

**Stan. Co.

of.

Trans-Lux

Screen

57

72

73-4
65
122>4
114
119
7-4
103}^
72

24'/8

24'/«

4154
23 '/a

42
23 J4

im

17%

17%

53)^4

54
97

97
24

•

9?4

•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
•Universal Pictiu-es

9'/,

•

•

95/2
^^V^

opening of the last company, playing
"Ben Hur," was scheduled for the
Columbia in San Francisco last Sunday but was postponed a few days

Prices

Quoted

•• Philadelphia

M arket

t

tt

—

the celebration

•

•

•

1

300
>

•

•

.

Bond Marekt
Bid and Ask

Prepare for Seattle Opening
Harold Home, in charge
Seattle
of the advance campaiRn, and Flovd
are

here preparing for the

opening late this month of the Fifth
Avenue, key theater of the Pacific
Northwest Theaters chain. The company, which is a subsidiary of North
the
opened
recently
American,

Broadway

at

Portland.

will

commemo-

T/haI^roach

:

FOURTH

J/j^£
''-^^
ALARM
^^

"OUR ^^ANQ^^

of

at

GT\

("^tULCatianai (PictuAjuJ

Jones Firm Invading Fort Worth
Fort Worth, Tex.— The Jesse H.
Jones interests of Houston are sponsoring a theater here, which is to be
included

in

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM'

a 91,000,000 project

with

—

Maxwell

which

Circuit; M. Shea; Fred Schanberger;
Shea to Build Fourth
Edwin G. Lauder, Jr.; J. J. Maloney; This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishe
has
Michael Shea
Buffalo, N. Y.
Major L. E. Thompson and Mark A. FREE for all Pathecomedies at yoi
announced plans for a new theater
Luescher.
Exchange.
will
It
St.
Main near Chippewa

.

Last

McCormick Coming East

Centennial Festival." The actual
Los Angeles -John McCormic
observance will run from Dec. 5 to general manager of West Coast prii
May.
duction for First National, will lea\J
Conferences are now being held on about Sept. IS for New York on |
business trip.
vill

J.

a combination house, the fourth
Warner Pictures
53!/,
50
53
30,500 be
Estimated
Warner Pict. "A' 60 /2 53% 60
87,600 in Shea's Buffalo chain
100 cost is $2,000,000.
East. Kodak Pfd. n6j4 116J4 116M
•

Film Cl
will film "'Down With the Armsl
"Vaudeville Centennial Festibased on Bertha von Suttner's wiP
val" Starting Dec. 5
Combination houses throughout the novel.
country will participate in a "Vaude-

—

57

WM
9>4

Company

Continent

Cleveland; Harry T. Jordan of
Philadelphia; Clarence Waller, rep500
resenting the Proctor Circuit; Walter
100
Vincent repesenting the Wilmer &
606
theater strike. Vincent Circuit; P. Alonzo, representgeneral
the
owing
to
100
100 Twelve units are with "Ben Hur" and ing the Poll circuit; Jules Delmar representing the Southern Circuit; Carl
500 eight with "The Big Parade."
900
Hoblitzclle representing the Texas
.

6

57

for Berlin

—The

in

Roadshow Units Working
McCarthy now has all his the middle western group of theaters;
roadshow units playing "Ben Hur" Harry Davis of Pittsburgh; Robert
and "The Big Parade" working. The G Larsen of Boston; John F. Royal
J.

Novel

Berlin

pheum Circuit; B. S. Moss; C. S.
Humphrey of Chicago, representing

All

7,900
2,900
100

War

C. A. Neeper is in charge of sales rate the 100th anniversary of vaudeThose attendfor the Lloyd corporation, pending ville in this country.
Marcus Heiman and
selection of a successor to J. C. Rag- ing include:
Harry Singer representing the Orland.

800

asK
.

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
Fam. Play. Pfd.

Sales

36?i

Celebrate

Combination Theaters to Participate

STOCK SHOTS
NATURE

I
g OF liVFRY ONCEIV.ABLE
I MORRIS J.
THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY
1
= 130 West 46ili Strcc-t
New Yoik Citv
(

KANDEL

=

Fourth

I'ldi.r

BrMint 4"HI-4''82

John Roche

Ilif-

—

in

Directed by

IN
Suggested by Sir

|
1
=
g

This ad available for your use
newspapers mat free.

and Philippe DeLacy
ARTHUR MAUDE

|
g

,

^

NATURAL COLORS

Thomas Gainsborough's Famous

Painting

TiOMAJMCS yJiODUCTlOXS
9

I

5I1U.IHE BIGGEST

COMEDY ON THE
SCREEN/

Directed by Sam 9ayloi'
Q*roduced by

HAROLD LLOYD

CORPORATION

i

!

OLD hOYD
HEAVEN'S SAKE
G,

paramount Release

«

w
W'

what)
PRICE
Now completed!
-World's prem'er engagementopensearly
his fall
at Car-

tway Circle
Theatre, Los
Angeles,

at

^^''•^

.

"r^

%Us

top.

the stage

pla,k,

Laurence Sta]]ings
*
and

.

Maxwell

^'^

Anderson

"-onderful cast

\headed

by

LOWE
VFPT^y^^
VICTOR McLAnr
CKT
War and Women

RAOUL WALSH

RODUCTION

HEAVENI
John Golden's
greatest stage
success from
Austin Strong's
play.

William

Fox has planned
to make this
second to none!
Experts are now
in France selecting

accessories

and costumes.
Cast to be
100% box office.
Production

now

in preparation at

Fox Hollywood
Studios under
direction of

FRANK
BORZAGE

FOX GIANT
TVUi stdf

^QX GIANT
nujsta/

THE
MUSIC
MASTER

MEN
clicked with
the trade editors

Latest

and

greatest novel

by

A.

S.

M.

HUTCHINSON
WINTER COMES
Now

being filmed in

England
ivith

LILA LEE

PRODUCTION

New York

dios by Allan

Stu-

Dwan,

---and now it's
a cleanup at the

BACHELORS. Pro-

Grab

box

office!

this

one quick!
on

Herman

Based
Whitaker's novel

who

SUMMER

duction

starts in Oc-

tober.

Millions are wait-

ing to

see

this

DAVID BELASCO
triumph!

You

can't

"Over the Border"

afford to disappoint

Cast of 25,000 with
George O'Brien
Olive Borden

them - - - or your box

Farrell MacDonald

Tom

Santschi

office!

ALLAN DWAN
PRODUCTION

Frank Campeau

Lou Tellegen

and an all- American staff

HARRY
BEAUMONT

Fox

has just completed

].

EDMUND LOWE

in preparation at the

It

author of

IF

he greatest drama
in 50 years is now
1

Alec B. Francis
Priscilla

Bonner

JOHN FORD

PRODUCTION

FOX GIANT
'nuf stUf

Mr. Beaumont, who gave
you that great box-office

SANDY, has been
England three months

cleanup,
in

perfecting

ONE INCREAS-

ING PURPOSE

FOX GIANT
'7lUf stdf

under the

author's supervision.

FOX GIANT
nujstdf

SUMMER BACHELORS
by Warner Fabian
author of FLAMING YOUTH

As published
with

MADGE BELLAMY

in McCIure's

ALLAN

Magazine

DWAN

production

THE
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English

Trade Sees Reciprocity Neat

—

London Distribution in America,
as provided for in the three-picture
British
National
Pictures-Famous
deal, is hailed throughout the British trade, as a first step in effecting
reciprocity between producers and
distributors of England and America.
Comment of the trade press on the
subject follows:
"The Bioscope"

—

in

,]]

—

British National's deal with Famous has
profound impression in the English industry.
The importance of the contract is realized fully by the
trade press.
The general sentiment expressed in a line

London

created

a

follows

"When

states

"It has always been the contention
of this journal that there was only
one way in which British films could
gain an entry not only to the American market, but to the markets of the
This is the way of 'Good
world.
British Films.'
When British producers make films which are good
that is, equal to or better than those
is
competing
countries there
of
nothing to stop them going to and

being welcomed

Britain Sees Reciprocity

any market.

It

is
therefore a pleasure to find our
repeatedly expressed opinions being
corroborated in the securing by Famous Players of the world's rights of
the three subjects being made by British National Pictures in London.
It
is
true these pictures have not yet
been seen, but the action of Famous
Players in securing them places the

producer and the producing company
the same level as competing companies and producers in the States.
The anticipated pictures are judged
by past performance, and the result
expected is classed as being dependable to the extent of warranting the
pictures being secured even without
being seen."
"The Cinema," said:
"Three British pictures have been
'blind sold' to America.
"The industry, during its brief,
hectic childhood, has provided many
surprises, and this * * * might be
reckoned as one of them. America
seems to be supplanting the East as
the land of mystery, since visitors
to the States bring us such conflicting
tales.
It was only a few months ago
that Michael Balcon returned and assured us that only a kind of moral

on

crowbar would secure American release for British pictures, and reports
have been varying ever since like a
barometer during an English summer.
"J D. Williams has now brought
back something more tangible than
reports on the general situation. He
has sold three pictures at a guaran-

British producers make films which are good
equal to or better than those of competing countries
there is nothing to stop them going to and being
w^elcomed in any market." J. Cabourn, in "The Bioscope."
"Substance has been lent to America's promises by a
very tangible deal, and it is to be hoped this may help to
stimulate the British industry to a renewed activity." Sam
Harris, in "The Cinema."
"They (the Americans) are sensible enough to see the
signs of the times and I don't believe they are deliberately
going to keep out of their market any picture which they
feel might be a money-making proposition, particularly in
view of the fact that, in taking a foreign picture, they are
creating a better feeling in that market." Ernest W.
Fredman, in "The Film Renter."
"It is striking proof that, in the main, British production is a business problem, to be solved by business means."

that

is,

—

—

—

—

— Bruce

Allan, in

"Kinematograph Weekly."

—

the United States, namely, the

Fam-

—

—

pictures must be good
if
possible, The significance of this deal, is, I
believe, not altogether appreciated by
better than America's own output.
There is, I
"Substance has been lent to Ameri- the British film trade.
ca's promises by a very tangible deal, find, a tendency to decry the extreme
and it is to be hoped this may help importance of the deal, whilst those
to stimulate the British industry to a are not wanting in this trade who
activity."

sneer on every conceivable occasion

"The Film Renter" said, in part: at the sincerity of the American comteed minimum of the negative cost,
"Just a month has elapsed since panies, even in a deal of this kind.
with a world-sharing scheme to pro- the Joint Trade
Commiltee was com- Admitted that there have been occavide the profits.
That answers the pelled to announce that it could find sions in the past when America's sinproblem: Will America take British no agreement amongst
itself,
and cerity has been doubted, and when
pictures?

consequently the dismal fact had to
skeptic will at once look for be recorded that a solution of the
'the ulterior motive.'
'A sop for pub- British film situation could not come
lic opinion' will be one of the first from within the trade itself.
suggestions, and it is therefore spe"As I have said, since the Joint
cially interesting to have obtained Committee discontinued its sittings, all
the emphatic assurance of J. C. Grah- manner of wild possibilities are being
am, managing director of Famous- discussed, many of which can be ruled
Lasky, that the deal was inspired by out absolutely, but at least one very
no such thought. One might believe significant fact has emerged, namely,
that big American producers would that one important British film profind it legitimate to purchase peace at ducing company has disposed of its
the cost of paying for a few British output to the most prominent profilms init it would be unjustifiable to ducing and distributing concern in

"The

is

manifestij

ing itself in the belief that she wilijj
not reciprocate. The American manuf":
facturer is a business man; whateve!'"
else we may say about him, there iL
no gainsaying that fact. For a lonjL
time it has been urged that he ha;L
refused to recognize conditions ob*"
taining in this country, but make n(L
mistake about it, the Americans havi|,their finger on the pulse of the trader,
in this country to an extraordinar;L
degree. They want to keep their hohiii

on

a

market which

is

tremendoushL

valuable to them; they also recogniz.ii"\
that foreign pictures are becoming
necessity in their home market. 'Va
;

and 'Nell Gwyn' have been in|
in proving that to them
therefore, they are sensible enough ti
see the signs of the times, and I don';
believe they are deliberately going ti
keep out of their market any pictun
which they feel might be a money
riety,'

strumental

making

proposition,

particularly

jj,

ii

fact that, in taking a frneign picture, they are creating a bet
ter feeling in that market.
Famou

Players' action in taking three Brit
ish pictures is an indication of tli
state of mind of the American manu
facturer.
Adolph Ziikor and his as

.

sociates are taking these pictures be
cause they believe it will consolidat.,
their position in Great Britain, and;,.
furthermore, because they" believe the;]!,,
will
do good business with them,"
That is the situation as it stands toj.,
day.
To be quite fair, America haj.;
never yet had a reciprocity scheme
properly presented to them.
It is
fact, and a very regrettable fact, tha
not a single responsible member o
this industry has ever travelled tc;America to consult the leaders of thi
motion picture industry in that conn
try, and everything in the nature o
proposals has had to be done by cor
respondetice between London reprr
sentatives and their executives, whicl
has meant that there has not beei
the free interchange of opinion ovc
the table between the real leadea
of the industry in America and Engj
land.
"I am not making any plea foi
k
America, as the American industn
can take care of itself, but it is im
possible to refrain from criticisinf
the essential weakness of the deliber
ations upon reciprocity, and even nov
I am firmly convinced that if recipro
city was taken up, as it should havi
been, from the commencement, ii
New York, a settlement could hav'
been arrived at. Famous-Lasky hav'
shown their hand; First Nationa
made an offer to a British producinj
concern which the latter, entirely b;
reason of its commitments elsewhere
was unable to accept. This Ameri
;

ous-Players-Lasky Co., thereby showing conclusively, that the problem of
reciprocity has been taken very seri"Then it would appear that the deal ously to heart in that country and a
shows that British pictures will be distinct gesture has been made by
welcomed a view in which J. D. the greatest company in the world,
Williams and H. C. S. Thomson, an- that, provided the films level up, they
other film chief concur. In two other are prepared to take them for distrithings they both agree also: that the bution in their own home market.

renewed

by a hostile feeling that

view of the

Editor's Note The tone of editorial comment within
the British trade has changed since J. D. Williams consummated his deal with Famous on behalf of British
National. Because it is realized exactly how important it
is that the relations between America and England shall
continue unruffled and, perhaps, undergo an improvement,
generous extracts from these editorials are published in
adjoining columns.

hold the view that this is the motive
in the present case after so categorical a denial from one who is 'in the
know.'

"America is, undoubtedly, consid
erably exercised over the British fib
problem, not because of any ultra
consideration for the British manuL
facturer, but because she sees a valjfni
uable market becoming jeopardizeikj

11!

si?

the British manufacturer has felt that
his product was being deliberately
kept out of the market, there is stiU
no reason why, when a deal such as
British National has just consummated with Famous Lasky, there
should be the same old sneers and
doubts
openly
There
expressed.
comes a time when nothing is gained by open mistrust, and any scheme can concern has another plan unde \
or schemes that are going to be con- way, the details of which canno
tinually viewed with pessimistic doubt yet be divulged, but which will b
nmst result in a loss of business to published in these pages very short^
the industry of this country.

Whatever

the fate of British films,

to
1j.

be profoundly hoped that the
I. will not be allowed to have
its

ilirelj'

ecious

own way, and

memoranduni

that their

accom-

will be

Not Under Contract, Federal Terms for
Dupont Asserts
'Bicyclers' Sought

U't'iitiinifd from Page 1)
(.Continued from Page 1)
inied by a nienioranduni from other
cycled"
include:
"The Ten Commanda
week-end
guest
aboard
his
yacht,
(lions of the industry setting forth
ments" (Famous), "Abraham Lineir objections to the remedy sug- denied he intended to back proposed
coln" (F. N.), "Silk Stocking Sal"
stcd, and a clear indication of the production, stating tersely that he
(F. B. O.), "The King of Wild
was
"going
to
spend
money
in
the
Zukor
'licy that should be adopted.
Horses" (Pathe) and "The Signal
IS
given a real gesture, and if the Northwest where I made it."
Tower"
(Univ.)
Universal
always
has
maintained
will,
manufacturer
is
wise,
ritish
he
Attorney Meyer is confident of con•fore agitating for quotas ascertain that it holds a contract for Dupont's
victions in this test case, which is
other American executives have services. R. H. Cochrane stated yesexpected to establish a precedent.
terday
that
he
had
not
diseen
the
in their

my

niilar

views

minds."

"Kine Weekly"

said, in part:
proof that, in

rector

since

his

arrival

and so had

striking
the no comment to make.
is
ain, British production is a business
(ihlem, to he solved by business
cans.
(Continued from Page 1)
"
'J. D.'s' contract is good business
r Paramount, as well as for 'J- D.,' American companies can afford to
cause it puts that concern, alone sell reasonably in the foreign market.
England must make pictures a trifle
nong American organization, in the
isilion of being able to say that, better than those of America in order
waiting for compulsion, it to secure a market in the United
jtliout
States, Thomson declared.
American
IS adopted the policy of reciprocity.
"What more can any American con- producers will buy pictures which are
rn do to prove that it will take any better than their own, he asserted
pointing out that they are far more
ritish films that are good enough?
"It is, above all, good 1:)usincss for interested in theaters they operate
P.-L., because it provides a con- than they are in their own films.
English producers should rememusive answer to the suggestion that
iiK'rican concerns are disposed to ber that American audiences like acilK- British production.
Zukor has tion as well as "thick slabs" of senti'nuht the as yet unmade product of ment in their pictures. Thomson advocates the building up of stars and
IV only British concern which shows
Riis of making British pictures suit- said that British talent in all fields is
not lacking.
)!('
for American exhibtion.
Thomson said that all of the eight
"But, whatever its inspiring move at the American end, the deal British pictures he purchased while
an excellent one also from the with F. B. O. flopped in America because English films have a bad repritish angle.
"It provides a cast-iron security utation with exhibitors in the United
r costs which will enable British Na- States although not with the public.
oiial to go all out to provide pictures He suggested that for home consumpi]ial)le of earning the extra money tion producers should make action piciitainable from America under the tures pointing out that such films
"It

Financing Abroad

.

ccntage clauses of the agreement. entail low production costs.
atteinpts will be made to
is( ount
the importance of the conVon Sternberg Signed?
01

"No doubt

ft is true that it is for three
iciures only; and that the sales in the
art,

—

Berlin
His enthusiasm over production in Germany during his visit
'iiited Kingdom and the British,.Em- here indicated
that Josef Von Sternirc as w^ell as in America are in the berg
hss signed a contract with a
amis of an American organization; Ger«ian producer.
iif
it,
therefore, stimulates British
rciluction without assisting indepenHorner Completes Picture
ciif
distribution either at home or
Hollywood
Robert J. Horner,
1 the Dominions.
"The best answer to these criti- producer of the Pawnee Bill, Jr., seisms is, it seems to us, that one can- ries of westerns, has completed the
ot run
without first learning to second picture, "Across the Plains,"
mlk.
The most essential thing in and will immediately start production
iritish production is to demonstrate on the third, "Chevenne Trails."

—

hat

good

films can be

made

Klamath

Falls

House Started

—

Glamath Falls, Ore. Ground has
"There are a half a dozen other 'big'
American concerns who will readily been broken for the theater to be conhere by Pelican Theater
isten to just such a proposition as structed
H. W. Poole is president of
D. has sold to Adolph. Are there Corp.
ny other British concerns capable of the firm. The house will be part of a
.

Alice Day
Los Angeles Alice- Day has been
W.
engaged by J. G. Bachmann for the
leen transferred from Indianapolis to
lead in "His New York \Vife," based
ake over the Pathe branch. The Iiv
on a story by Fanny Heaslip Lea.
I'anapolis branch temporarily is in^
>Miss Day's services were secured
;harge of R. S. Shrader, pending ap
tKrQj.igh a special arrangement be)ointment of a new m?nager.
twee-ifcfiachmann and Mack Sennett.

—

*So This Is Paris"

New

Remains

Orleans
Plucs has

at

Cameo

Is Paris" will remain for
fifth week at the Cameo, where it
I
s
being shown under auspices of

"So This

he Film Arts Guild.

Shauer (Famous) treasurer, and Ed
Finney (A.E.) secretary. The vice
presidency was the only
tested.

Bachmann Borrows

—

Nolan Heads Theater Firm
Denver Orpheum Amusement Co.,
has been formed to operate a house
H. T. Nolan, loat Sheridan, Wyo.
cal film man, heads the venture.

—

office

Lon Young was

the

conother

candidate.
On the board of directors are: Fred
Baer (Excellent), Charles Barrell
(Western Electric), A. L. Selig (Tiffany) and Julian M. Solomon.
On
the auditing committee are Henry

Bate (LTniv.), George Harvey (P. D.
(Continued from Page 1)
C), Jacques Kopstein (Rock Prod.).
the improvement of workipg condiBeatty is national counsellor
Jerom
tions
for all
classes
of labor in
to the U. S. Chamber of Commerce.
studios of Southern California.
Part Glendon
Allvine (Famous) is on the
of the reforms recommended include
advisory council, with A. M. Botsford
construction of recreational facilities,
(Publix) trustee for a three-year
increase of wages in certain departterm.
ments and the establishment and improvement of hospitals and medical
Ziehl to Build at Austin
services for all employes and their
Austin, Minn. Arthur Ziehl, Liberfamilies.
Group insurance was anty owner, whose small house is the
other item which was recommended.
Lasky voiced his approval of all only one in the city not controlled by
of the above recommendations and Northwest Theaters, is planning an
pledged his whole hearted coopera- 800-seat house, to replace the present
tion in carrying out the improvements. Liberty, which he has just closed.
"Betterment of working conditions
in studios through the establishment
of recreation centers, hospital facili"Carrie of the Chorus" opened

—

ties and group insurance policies for
employes has long been a subject of

discussion among members of the M.
P. Association," he declared.
"Part
of this plan has already been realized
in the adoption of the bonus savings
plan among employes of some stjjdios.
While hospitals, medical service and temporary recreation centers
have already been installed in many

up

at

went

theJ

Plaza Theatre, and

f^^A^^Ci^S

producing plants, it is our aim to improve upon these so that the film
studios of Hollywood
most humane business
in the

will be the
orgatiizations

world."

Warners

Keep Charlotte House
Warners will reBroadway here, playing picto

Charlotte
tain the

way. Peggy

Sbaw^V^^W'CxouVt,.

— The

tures and Keith vaudeville, C
C.
Ezell, district manager for the company, announced setting at rest that
sale or lease of the house is planned.

CHADWICK'S
Laugh Picture of the Year

"APRIL FOOL"

5300,000 project.

eizing the opportunity?"

Transferred to
New Orleans A.

ed president of the A. M. P. A. at
the election yesterday.
S.
Charles
Kinfeld F.N.) is vice president; Mel

in Brit-

in.

^lues

Lasky President

Eberhard Heads A. M. P .A.
Walter Eberhardt (F.N.) was elect-

It's

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

is a stai:

AND NOW

cm
m^m

ATLANTIC
rnrwan

i

A l^EW wonder of the world-Vitaphonel
-^^

is

dazzling!

Mr. Barrymore

is

''DonJu^

splendidy^

a

ATLANTIC CITY p|f
T7ITAPHONE enthraffed the audience which cramm

V

«r;ss/

is

every inch of space and listened spellbound. ''Don Jul^^
played superbly! Vitaphone is a remarkable triumh.
ATLAN TIC CITY EVENING UNl'

audiences
of the most
ONE
marvelled at the Vitaphone!^'
brilliant

ever assemK

Atlantic city

PReSeNTEDWARN
PRODUCERS OF 26

ti

g«?
5p-!<Wv,r:

New York

was right
junction with JOHN
is

!

VITAPHONE

BARRYMORE

the greatest, the most astounding

in the history of the

presented in conin

"DON JUAN"

show ever presented

motion picture theatre

Atlantic
City, world famous resort, echoes never-to-be-forgotton
night of the world premiere in New York.
!

JJEVER had

Atlantic! City experienced such an event! In
^^ direct competition with the hundreds of pleasures of the
'Aiort,

thousands were turned away from The Globe Theatre

nere the show opened on September 6th.

dawn

of

a new era

I

I

A distinguished

dience of city and state officials and picture-goers from all
er the world applauded it to the echo. Atlantic City had
ver witnessed such a scene of enthusiastic approval!

he

HUGE
WEEK

CRAU MAN'S
EGYPTIAN
THEATRE

of picture entertainment!
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From everyw^here

—International
— Intimate

In Scope

In Character

1926

Collins for Congress
M. P. T. O. A.

NEWS

10,

Calls

Upon

national exhibitor association president, to Congress, would be a great
benefit to the Government and to
the people, the M. P. T. O. A., feels,
and in a statement calls upon liim to
heed plans of his friends to draft

him

to

make

Hi^w

By PHIL. M.

That!
DALV^^H,

THERE

was a reunion yesterday.
Three former presidents of Associated Exhibitors met at the Astor
yesterday and chatted pleasantly for
a few minutes.
They were Oscar
Price, Arthur S. Kane and John S.

Woody.

the race.

"Congress has

And Thafs

Presi-

dent to Make Race for
Seat in House
Election of Eli Whitney Collins,

allurements and
higher precincts,"

its

leads usually to
the organization states in its "OffiBulletin.
cial
"But being pretty
nearly the whole thing in a theatrical way in a substantial state like
Arkansas is also more than worth

The gods which govern the picture industry sometimes play funny
pranks.

h

Augustus Balfour, one-time

director for the

old Luhin,

Edison

and Reliance companies and under
while and some men would balance whom Herbert Brenon worked as an
that

any day against a Congressional actor,

He

seat.

is

is now in the opposite position.
noiv wearing make up in "God

"Yet it is not the personal gain or Gave Me Twenty Cents" which Brenhonor that counts in this connection. on is making for Param.mmt.

'ifj„

jj,

President Collins
could and would render at WashingDogs, like screen children, seem to l?""
ton to the American people as the grow
Colleen Moore acquired a ""'
up.
representative of one of the greatest
St. Bernard puppy while in Switzerlines of business in the country.
It land about one year ago and now
AiA
is the keen understanding he has of
animal has turned into a 190-poiimd
its province, its mission,
its potenmonster.
tial capabilities as well as its present
power as a medium of expression
that would make him a central figIn "Twinkletoes," Colleen Moore's
ure at Washington.
latest for First National, Julanne
"A canvass of the Congressional Johnston is called Lilac and Warner So
personnel shows that something like Oland, the heavy, is billed as Rose- %
26 Senators and Members are di- leaf.
Olayid thinks that it would be
rectly connected with the newspaper more appropriate if his fillum name
business. This is one of the reasons was Poison Ivy.
why no special tax was levied on
newspapers, even while the war was
Johnny Hines is a great discoverer
on.
It was declared to be a service
of stars, according to a recent magainstitution,
capable
of
rendering
zine article
but Matt Moore "disgreater service to the Government
the discoverer."
m connecting the operations of the covered
"I met him one night," said Moore,
same with the public than could be
around together all
evolved out of money received in "and we were
evening.
Next
I took him over
day
taxes.
Hence that was accepted as
and they
the
old
Victor
Studio,
to
full and complete tribute from the
Florence
newspapers. Yet the motion picture gave him a lead opposite
old
Lawrence.
Those
were
the
good
theater screen which rendered great
It

is

the

service

11a

fall

The
FILM

—

DAILY
—has readers in every important

— has

city in

the world.

correspondents

wherever film
ity

activ-

centers

service to the Government in this
relation was taxed hundred of millions
of dollars.
"President Wilson later testified
officially to- the great value of this
screen service by forwarding to each
Iheater owner in the Nation a certificate of merit.

"But the theater was taxed because
was no one on the floor of Con-

there

gress then
to
present its utility
squarely to that body.
"Hence we look with extreme favor
on the possibility of our national president becoming the Hon. Eli Whitney
Collins at Washington.
may be
a bit selfish.
But we want to be extremely practical and our industry
needs men like Collins from every
state in Congress.
It will be a great
benefit to the Government and the
people to have them there. Then the
theater screen will receive proper official recognition and its great power as
a medium of expression will be used

We

to advance and develop constructive
Governmental programs.
"Let us hear from you, Eli, in this

relation."

like that."

AUene Ray is going in for the
San Diego to Catalina stvim. Twenty-five thousand dollars is not to be
scoffed at, apparently.

A. E. Filming London Stories
Jack London's novels have been
acquired by Albert I. Smith Prod
for the filming of a scries of four sea
stories for tiie Associated 1926-1927
program. Lefty Flynn has been signed to iilay the leading role in these
pictures which will feature Marjorie

Daw

in

the

leading

feminine

role.

Harry Revier

will direct the entire
series, which will be produced under
the personal supervision of David

O. Selznick.
y
Production plans are now in work
and filming is expected to be under
way within the next few days.

to Photograph "Sunrise"
Charles Rosher, who arrived on th
Leviathan the other day after doin

Rosher

camera work for Ufa in Germany,
Opens
left yesterday for Hollywood, wherd
Great Kills, N. Y.— The Strand, he will photograph "Sunrise" or "Thecosting $150,000, has opened, with .Song of Two Humans," which F. I
1,500 seats.
W. Murnau will direct.
Strand, Great Kills,

rjiiiiiiiiiiiiii

days when leads happened

I

I

—
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DAILY TIPS WHICH
"Aloma

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

of the South Seas"
this letetr was inserted in the news- plant to distribute attractive heralds
paper,
Strand, Birmingham, Ala.
on the picture. Ernest Morrison
(Paramount)
Howard, Atlanta, Ga.
Decorated lobby and marquee with
"Fig Leaves"
)alms, loaned by the city park deartment.
The lobby resembled a
(Fox)
"Mare Nostrum"
south Sea jungle and patrons were
Arranged a free show for the crip(M-G-M)
orced to walk through a canopy
ples and orphans in the various inFive
thousand
book marks were
\i beautiful palms.
Cut outs of Gilda stitutions
of
R'chmond, approxi- distributed in the main library and
ray placed in conspicuous places
mately 1,200 children attending the seven of its branches and art card?
Vlarquee covered with palms which
performance.
The children were
lung over front and sides. All lobby brought to the theater in private car.*; were placed on bulletin boards of all
rames and poster frames draped with by many kindly people, and hun- these public institutions. The leading book stores in the city carried
jalms. Tie-ups with local book storcdreds of them came in the specially very attractive window displays on
—window with books; song shop
constructed Fig Leaves Float.
Still
vindow with books; song shop- another effective tie-up was arranged the popular photoplay edition of
The Navy Renusic
shop with ukeleles which with the Franklin Motor Co., who "Mare Nostrum."
were called Gilda Gray Ukeleles for donated the use of one of their big cruiting Stations permitted the use
of 30 one-sheet boards which were
the occasion.
Tie-up with O'Neill trucks.
This truck was decorated in the best locations of Louisville,
Motors using a new Whippet Sedan and on it built a replica of the Gar—banners reading Gilda Gray Does den of Eden. Three beautiful girls Tieup posters contained the following
Not Shake in Her New Whippet, But wearing tiger skin costumes and car- copy: Join the Navy and See Mare
She Does At The Florence Theater, rying placards were stationed on the Nostrum. Mary Anderson, Louisville, Ky.
in "Aloma of the South Seas."
In float.
The first read: "Watch This
his car was a radio artist in South Float
and See What Eve Wore," anSea Island costume (Hawaiian out- other: "Eve Wore a Fig Leaf," and
"The Marriage Clause"
fit) singing and playing ukelele. The
the third: "Now Playing at the N?(Universal)
girl also s?ng "Aloha" at the theater,
tional Theater."
S. B. Tucker, NaTied up with a newspaper for "The
as the first reel of the picture was tional, Richmond, Va.
Marriage Clause" contest suggested
creened.
Tom McDonald, Florence,
in
"Should New
the press book.
Pasadena, Gal.
"The Greater Glory"
Clause Be Added to Present Mar(First National)
riage Agreement?" queried the San
"Battling Butler"
The title of the picture was worked Diego Tribune in a three-line two"Readers to Decide,"
out in lamps on the top of the mar- column he?d.
(M-G-M)
quee.
Below this title, in the shell came in smaller type below. The
A miniature prize ring ballyhoo was a cutout made from the 24 sheet. story went on to say that Lois
icreated
unusual
comment
when At night this display was illuminated Weber, "famous motion picture di'placed

—

—

—

—

— —

—

—

in front of the theater.

—

Rounds.

—

Seven
H.
C.

Montgomery,

Ala.

by a searchlight. The art work in rectress, asked for suggestions as to
the lobby proper was very colorful. an additional clause to be used in
The title and cast were painted in conjunction with present day marTwenty cash
black on a very pale blue background r'age agreements."
with an orange border. On each end prizes and ten passes to the theater
supporting this banner were variou.' were the rewards for the best sugA group of judges picked
cutouts made from the posters above gestions.
which placed the title in a transpar- out 20 clauses from the hundreds
ent star effect.
Other jwst panels which were sent in and these were
cprried a display of black and whiti. awarded the different prizes by pojiuphotographs neatlj^ arranged. Circles lar vote at the theater during the
Furious
Laugh of electric lights set off the stars' showing. Plaza, San Diego, Cal.
Farley,
Empire, names. Frank
Steffy,
Coliseum,

—

Seattle,

Wash.

"Mantrap"
(Paramount)
(Paramount)
Three weeks before "Fascinatii)-?
A cooperative advertising stunt
Youth" made its appearance, the capitalized on timely publicity being
Age-Herald broke with front-page enjoyed by the mammoth new plant
Sears-Roenotices about the opportunity for of Sears-Roebuck Co.
some Birmingham girls to get into buck opened in Atlanta just about
the movies by submitting their photos two weeks before "Mantrap." It was
to the Movie Contest Editor.
These welcomed into the city by all civic
notices were inserted about three organizations and business firms, as
times a week, together with an an- well as the Chamber of Commerce,
nouncement that "Fascinating Youth" because it brought to Atlanta a great
was coming to the Strand. Invita- wholesale and retail merchandise disThe citizens of
tions were issued to newspaper men tributing compan}'.
and members of the local Better Atlanta had been visiting it in enorTherefore the theFilms Committee at a preview show- mous numbers.
ing of the film.
The committee ater arranged to station two ushers,
heartily endorsed the picture in a let- in full uniform, inside the main enter to the manager.
An imprint of trance of the new Sears-Roebuck
"Fascinating Youth"

and contained a boost for the Yellow Cab Co. The phrase "Men of
Steel" was frequently used in the
story.

—

Lii^erty,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

"Monte Carlo"

(M-G-M)
Staged a flower show participated
in by ten flower clubs of Chattanooga.
Newspapers were generous
in the publicity which they gave the
flower show. As a result of this favorable iniblicity many persons called
the Rialto to receive the entrance
blanks.
Exhibits were arranged in
the lobby and ballots were given to

at

patrons attending "Monte Carlo" to
vote for the prettiest and most effecPrizes
in
various
tive
exhibit.
amounts were contributed by Chattanooga merchants. The flower clubs
of Chattanooga were so pleased with
the show that they requested the

make

a semi-annual affor
Thus
this request to be carried out.
every Fall and every Spring the
Rialto will be the exhibit place for

theater to
fair

it

and arrangements were made

Chattanooga's flower show. The institutional and good-will advertising
value of this stunt cannot be overestimated.
Rialto, Chattanooga,
Tenn.

—

"The Road

to

Mandalay"

(M-G-M)

In the

center of the ring was placed a cutout of Buster Keaton taken from a
jthree ft. high poster.
Placed buckets
[and stools in each corner, towels
hanging over the ropes and a gong
was secreted behind one of the posts.
Sawdust in ring gave a comedy atmosphere.
Announcement cards in
the ring contained the following caption:
Buster Keaton in "Battling
Butler."

11

Through

a tie-up with the Austin

Statesman prizes were awarded for
the best essays on what constituted
Lon Chaney's greatest characterization.
The essays were limited to 100
words. Three hundred signs in the
shape of an arrow were tacked on
buildings, bridges and posts throughout the city streets and country roads.

The

signs pointed in the direction
the Majestic Theater and read
"This is the road to Mandalay
Majestic Theater."
large incense
"Men of Steel"
burner was placed in a very effective
(First National)
manner in an alcove in the foyer
A tie-up with the Yellow Cab Co. of the theater, burning incense conresulted in thousands of copies of an tinually for two days previous to
attractive booklet throwaway being the opening of the picture and during
put into the hands of prospective pat- its run.
The theater was very aprons.
The throwaway, which folded propriately decorated with Japanese
over to make four pages of 4 inches lanterns hung from all light fixtures
by 5 inches, carried a cut of Milton in lobby and foyer and under marSills, the star of the picture,
cap- quee. Japanese art panels and parationed "Yellow Cab Guest."
The sols were hung in a pleasant manner
two inside pages carried a story en- about the foyer. T. W. Erwin,
t'tlcd
"Men of Steel Made Pitts- Majestic, Austin, Texas.
burgh," describing how Judge Gary
E.rploit-0-Grams are by ond for
of the U. S. Steel Corp. co-operated
with First National in making the showmen,
thumbnail sketches of
giant steel epic. Also appearing w'ith tried
exploitation.
proved
and
the
storj'
was the Liberty's an- Help show men
are helping you
who
nouncement covering the entire third
page.
The last page was devoted by contributing regularly to this deto a storv headed "Cabs of Steel'' partment,

—

.
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"SPARROWS"
"What

reached by

this

NATIONAL ADVERTISING
Book the picture and let
your box-office get the
benefit of this business
building advertising.

Mary Pickford

has never done
anything better, and that's covering a lot of
ground.
"Sparrows" is the type of production
that exhibitors w^ill long remember.
It is delightful. It is poignant. It is a potpourri
of these and many other things, all of which spell
dollars at the box-office. Mary does splendid work
and nsver has there been a more delightful and
genuinely human group of children seen than in
"Sparrows."
a picture!

—

SURE-FIRE AUDIENCE APPEAL
There

1
TH« mJVKD/t

lYtnixo

a sequence wherein the children defy
the treacherous swamps in order to escape the
farm boss. It carries a kick. Led by Mary, the
kiddies scramble one by one over a fallen tree
which forms a sort of natural bridge. The alliga-

'O"

tors

is

yawn

Had grown-ups done

below.

it,

the

audience reaction would have been certain. But
when the children do it, the wallop is magnified.
"Sparrows" is going to be talked about. This,
partially because it has something beneath the
surface.

What

exhibitors

drawing power.

want

to

know

Mary's picture has

concerns
it.

its

The

proIt's a

duction deserves the success it will get.
meritorious picture from every angle.
And all
those concerned with its making have the right
to feel that they have turned out one of the inA"" M.- ••»•" ''•";:
„,

-na ..™ i"

"

„„

,„^,,„*»h.p ««•""-',

,,,1,

,m.k.

dustry's best."

KANN

'^
"I-"" •"

— and

exhibitors who

have played *' Sparrows^*agree

with Kann,
SOON

AT

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
Each Picture Sold Individually

On

Merit

MILLION
"^

Reached hy this!

NATIONAL
ADVERTISING
LihilLI

Oct. 2nd

W^
October
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rHE

Black
Pirate
Photography

>EAKS
weeks

wyn

VO

at

advance prices at the

"Because

at the Strand.

the fact that there are future books at the Strand, 'The Black Pirate'
week
1
not remain for a

"Opened at the Victory to such business had to give midnight show first
and second night. First week

BUSINESS
OULD HAVE JUSTIFIED
.THOUGH THE

FOR AN-

all

show-

NEW LONDON,

CONN.

"Broke opening day record at the
Crown and finished week to tremendous business."

MONTREAL
"ONE

HAMILTON. ONT.
roke

of

ing third largest in history of house."

THIRD

)LDING IT OVER
THER.''— Variety.

^

DENVER

CITY

Theatre.

weeks

Technicolor

FOR ITSELF RIGHT AT THE BOX-OFFICE

NEW YORK
NE

in

house records of the Re-

week

to

tremendous business

at the Capitol."

VANCOUVER

it."

"One

SAN FRANCISCO

WO

of the Capitol's greatest weeks."

big weeks at the Imperial."

ROCHESTER,

VICTORIA,
"Phenomenal

N. Y.

minion."

business

B.

C
at

.

the

Do-

.

usiness very big at the Eastman."

ATLANTIC CITY,

N.

J.

capacity run at the Virginia
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Universal Film de France

Triumph

—Presented

by Carl Laemmle

Management

Foreign Markets

Every day brings to light new
wrinkles in the handling of

The

industry is closer today
to an internationalized screen
than it ever has been before.
Activities abroad are

watched

closely in this country.

best

way

reading

to

keep in touch

The
is

by

THE FILM DAILY

day by day.

The Theater Staff
"Know Your Own

Industry"
patron good will through
proper training and development of the theater staff. It emphasizes
the necessity for a systematic training of the personnel to properely
develop the element of service to the public so essential in the
present day theater.

<<nrHEATER SERVICE"
•*-

in

the

series tells in detail of the creation of

theaters. Exhibitors are forever devising new kinks with
which to keep the public's interest not only maintained but
heightened. "Theater Equipment and Management," a
weekly feature, reports them

for

you

fully.

-IP::^*^

p.

DC

PEMiLLE-METI]
PrXODUCERS
F.C.MUNnOE.

D

I

S

T

RINGER
AN PICTUKES

IR

President

RAYMOND PAWlEy,Vice President andTieaj
JOHN C.FUNN. Vice-Preiident and Ccneiat Manager

FORIiON OISTBJBUTORS PRODUCiRS INTIRf^ATIONM COBPORATION

110 West

New

-46+14.

Yoi-k

.

Street
N Y.
,

SUCCESSFUL SHOWMEN
SIGN FOR "SUCCESS SERIES"

The Multnomah Theatres, comprising ten

of the finest theatres in the Northwest,

closed for the entire Success Series of DE MILLE-METROPOLITAN PICTURES. Reading from left to right: H. L. Percy, Branch Manager P. D. C, Portland, Ore., Bob White,
General Manager Multnomah Theatres Corp., Portland, Ore., Arthur Hile, Manager
Egyptian Theatre, ace house of the Multnomah Theatres Corp., Portland, Ore. Successful Showmen follow the Success Sign by Booking DE MILLE-METROPOLITAN

PICTURES.

'

—
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OX NETS $1,400,743
IN

6 MONTH PERIOD

!ompany Has $12,189,892
Surplus, Statement

Shows
Giving the company a surplus of
12,189,892, Fox Film Corp. in the
rst six months of 1926 earned a net
The consolidat-ofit of $1,400,743.

balance sheet of the corporation

1

issued, disclosed assets of $25,Of this total
)5,777 as of June 26.
[,285,430 represents cash.
The corporation has a balance of
ist

)91,684 due from theater owners in
im rentals. Its earnings, from Dec.
last to June 26 of this year are
J
ivided as follows: five weeks end-

Jan. 30, $274,822; four weeks
iding Feb. 27, $249,178; four weeks
iding March 27, $285,572; five weeks
iding May 29, $289,436; four weeks
iding June 26, $187,710. During the
jriod covered by the statement, the
)mpany paid dividends of $1,000,000
two instalments of $500,000 each.

ig

12,

Price 25 Cents

1926

Nation-Wide Move Against "Bicyclers"
To Be Launched by Hays Organization
offensive
THE
Mont.,

against alleged "bicyclers," launched at Helena,
by the Film Board of Trade, which has succeeded in
obtaining Federal warrants for the arrest of three Kalisoell, Mont.,
theater owners, is to be extended to every territory in the United
States infested with the practice. This was the statement made yesterday by Gabriel L. Hess, Hays organization counsel, who says distributors are determined to end the "bicycling" practice and will
prosecute vigorously all alleged offenders.

Conservatively estimated, he said, distributors are robbed of
$1,000,000 yearly by "bicyclers," and in futtire will seek from the Government the protection against whic h Hess says is guaranteed by copyright laws.
Conviction on the charge, he says, carries a penalty of
one year's imprisonment or a fine of from $100 to $1,000 or both.
At Helena, Assistant U. S. Attorney Francis Silver filed complaint against Carl and Marius Anderson and R. D. McDaniels on
allegation of the Film Board that the trio had "bicycled" prints of
six pictures to Big Fork.

Preparing to Build
Each of the 20 pre-release houses
to be built by the company will be
called "United Artists Theater," Jos-

eph M. Schenck has announced, and
work gets under way soon in Philadelphia, New York, Boston, Detroit
and Chicago. The Philadelphia theBacked by the resources of the pa- ater is being erected in association
:nt company, Fox Theaters Corp. with the Stanley Co. of America.
The theaters in Detroit, Boston,
is its building program well under
ay. The company plans to develop Chicago and New York, Cleveland,
St. Louis, Los Angeles, San Fran(Continued on Page 3)
I

(Continued on Page 2)

CHICAGO MUSICIANS'

STRmSSEHLED
3-Year

Contract

Grants

Increase of $2.50 to
Players
Chicago The musicians' strike has
been settled. Theater orchestras are
back in their pits, while the one remaining point of difTerence is being

arbitrated by a special board.
Under the terms of the settlement,
regarded as a victory for theater owners, a three-year contract has been
signed, giving the operators a flat
raise of $2.50 weekly, and a $2 increase for one rehearsal weekly.
Demand of the union for four-piece
orchestras in smaller theaters oi the
city has been submitted to an arbitration board of five members, comDoubts of the wisdom of obtaining posed of two from each side. Dr.
out of court decisions of the kind Karl Meyer, chief of the Cook Counsecured from the Department of Jus- ty Hospital, is the fifth member and
tice,
which handed down opinion- chairman of the board.
The strike is estimated to have enstating Film Boards of Trade and the
American Society of Composers, .Au- tailed a loss to the musicians of
thors and Publishers, are not com- $200,000. Theaters, backed by public
binations in restraint of trade, is ex- sentiment, reported business surprispressed by the
P. T. O. A. in its ingly good during the four days of
current issue of "Official Bulletin.' the strike.
No attempt was made to employ
Such action, the organization slates,
(Continued on Page 3)
"simply intensifies the situation."
(Continued on Page 2)

On Dangerous Ground

M

Detroit Settlement Complete
Detroit All difficulties between opM-G-M Releases Ray
erators and theater owners have been
The Hippodrome has booked a To Reissue "Four Horsemen"
Fourteen houses, in which
Culver City^After a disagreement, settled.
imber of Fox pictures. "Three Bad
his
question
of number of operators
"The
Four
Horsemen,"
the
Charles
Ray
has
been
relieved
of
the
picture
week
play
the
:en," the first, will
which first brought fame to Rudolph contract with M-G-M.
He will be to be employed was under discussion,
Sept. 18.
Valentino, will be reissued by M-G- released Sept. 20, on completion of have settled.
"'The Fire Brigade."
M.
tanley Not to Build in N. Y.

Fox

—

Hippodrome

at

"Potemkin,"

New

build any theaters in
John McKeon said yesterday
denying that the company wiU erect
house on 5th Ave., between 106th
The property menid 107th Sts.

ng

"Potemkin" Viewed by Censors

interests are not plan-

The Stanley
to

ork,
I

3ned
ipied

in

the report

ouse leased to

ow

principally oc-

is

by the North

A

Warning

Star, a picture

Sydney

S.

Cohen and

closed.

ELSEWHERE
The Strong

Man

First National

6

Hold That Lion
Paramount

6

6

Universal

The Amateur Gentleman
First

Honesty

National

—The

6

Best Policy

Fox

7

The Whole Town's Talking
Universal
Short Subjects

7

7

who

"bicycling."
The Hays office,
eliminate needless waste on behalf of distributors, is about to
put its efficient shoulder to the wheel. That means action and
a lot of it.

Gabriel L. Hess,

The Mystery Club

M.

Eisenstein's

in this edition, there

ing to those gentlemen

Features Reviewed

appears a word of warnindulge in the practice of
which has done much to

S.

production, filmed under supervision
of the Sovkino, official producing
agency of the Soviet, was reviewed
Friday by the New York censorship
commission.
In event of its rejection, its sponsors intend to carry the
matter to the courts, in a test of the
commission's powers.

who

casts a paternal eye over the Various

and sundry Film Boards of Trade, estimates "bicycling" costs
distributors $1,000,000 a year. It is easily understood then why
the desire exists in such apparent proportions to end the practice.
Aside from the monetary consideration, this sort of tactics has
no legitimate place in a legitimate business. It is unjust, unfair
and unethical. Hess declares the oflFenders are scattered far and
wide. His statement occasions mild surprise. In this late day,
(Continued on Page 3)

Victory for Exhibitors

—

Seattle Use of motion pictures for profit in schools is unlawful in this state, says a ruling handed down by the Attorney General. The Washington exhibitors unit obtained the
ruling as part of its campaign
against school competition.
Immediately after the ruling
was secured, J. M. Hone, sec.etary of the association notified
all offending schools of the decision, asking authorities to cooperate in eliminating the competition.
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Philadelphia theater, but will have an
average capacity of 2.000.
The firm is dickering for the services of Certm French, architect, to
design the proposed houses.

West Coast Gets Three
San Francisco West Coast The-

—

aters has taken over the three Oakland theaters owned for several years
by Sam Perlin. The houses are Claremont. Strand and Crystal, the latter
two of which will be closed.

VVeek" which starts today when they

show features of this company
M-G-M has sent exhibexclusivclv.
booklets describiiig
itors
5,000,000
product for the current year for ristribution to the public.
will

Building at Aberdeen, S. D.
Aberdeen, S. D. Work on the new
theater is progressing rapidly. F. A.
Peterson is building the house for

—

Walker

the

construction of film
the Metropolitan

filed for

vaults

in

High

Low

.

Close

2,000 Seat Florida House
North Pierce, Fla.—
2,000 seat
house has been started by a compai;y

A

headed by J. J. Heim, Kansas Citv
and Fort Pierce capitalist.
It will
be ready in January.

New Theater for Cleveland
Cleveland The Play House is un^
der construction on E. 86th St. be
tween Euclid and Carnegie Aves. I1i
will be completed by April 1.

—

Sales

ieyi
38
,

,

.

$100,000

House

for

Van Dyke Resigns

Toledo— A $100,000 house is planned for West Toledo at Sylvania and
Bclmar Aves. Plans are being prepared by Albert Hahn.

.

,

n%

,

.

Ascher House in Chicago Opens
Chicago Ascher's Oakland Square
has opened. Harry Crawford is managing the house and Harry Perkinr

—

is

conducting the novelty orchestra

,

.

.

Am

New

at Fox
M. Van Dyke,

A.

c6nnected with

the

force, has resigned and
his intention of return-

York.

Empire, Fall River, Reopens
The Empire ha.-^i
Fall River, Mass.
reopened.
The policy has beer
changed from a split week to a full
week.

—

,

Bond Market
Ask

tt Bid and

—

Managing House

Chelsea Theater Reopens
Chelsea, Mass. The Broadway ha?
reopened after being closed for re->
decorating during summer.

—

Moss Sailing on Vacation
B. S. Moss, his wife and son, sailed
on the Leviathan Saturday for a vacation abroad.

Worcester,
and Marcus

Mass.

— A.

S.

Friend

Locw Companies

will

build a new theater at 261 Main St.
costing,
with
site,
approximately
$2,000,000.

Parsons Finishes House
Bert Parsons
Springfield, Minn.
lias completed a theater here.

—

Loew's Palace Enlarges Stage
Loew's Palace has
Washington

—

enlarged its stage.
Schines Add Two
Massena, N. Y. The Strand here
Kohner on Way to Coast
and the Rialto, Pine Grove, are latest
Paul Kohner, Universal casting
acquisitions of the Schine circuit,
rector, has left for the Coast.
which is affiliated with Universal.

—

—

House Redecorated
N. Y.— The Peekskill has

Peekskill

.

loi:

Another move

will be made tn enac
a Federal censorship law.
Jf cer
tain people are going to monopoliz

"If fair dealing featured all th
transactions of these two bodies, ins
favored by suggestions from the At
torney General's oflice, the menac
of
adverse legislation would fad
from the picture. The theater owne

would handle that situation becaus
of his close touch with his Congress
man and State legislators.
"But if the theater owner is to b
bullied and buffeted about by agen
cies
now badly afflicted with th
superiority complex, he may not b
quite as enthusiastic about savin;
these institutions from the chasteniu;
effect of the legislative club.
"After all, these situations hav

Universal Building
Kenosha, Wis.
Construction of

—

the

$600,000

Universal theater
will begin soon.

L.oew's Valencia Re-Eouipped
Baltimore. Md. Loew's Valencia
is being entirely refurnished by the
Howells-Cine Co. of New York.

BuHwinkle Named Manager
Albany Jack Bullwinkle has succeeded A. J. Herman as manager of
the First National exchange.

F

I

to th

Unless mutuality of an ac

'Beggars

some

of th
situation,

Horseback'

on

now

presented, the theater owner
maj' find a very comprehensive lin
A squar
of procedure necessary.
deal all around within the industr;
will solidify all elements and hold ii
check adverse influences."

Wood

en route to the

make

)lan to

Coast,

a picture.
'f

Two

Leaving "M. P. World"
William J. Reilly, editor, and Joh
A. Archer, managing editor, have re
isigned from the "M. P. World."

Oklahoma House Opens
The Ritz has

—

When you

GOWNS OR TOUNIFORMS

BR.OOKS'
BROADWAY - TEL 5580
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

PEN.

bee-

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

STEBBINSB
the past fifteen years

1437

ar

where the

and Theatrical insurance for

SAY

Ii

and Morgan Going to CoaS

Sam Wood and Byron Morgan

Specialists in Motion Picture

T'A

LEAr^N

Of

di-

at

Kenosha, Wis.,

—

I

I

•opened.

—

—

been redecorated.

—

10'

Duncan, Okla.

"Ben Hut" Toronto Opening Set
Wise Manager at Auburn
The Princess, one of
Winnipeg.
Auburn, N. Y. Edward J. Wise is
booker for S. Z. Poli enterprises, has
Toronto's two legitimate houses, is
manager
Palace,
of
the
new
Schine
been made manager of Poli's Bijou,
scheduled to re-open Sept. 13 with an
house.
succeeding J D. Powers.
extended run of "Ben Hur."

Pcckskill,

better in
institutions
deal
directly
with a
theater owners of the country, th
organization believes, stating:
"It is not always the better par
of wisdom to show your muscle t
a possible antagonist, especially whei
he happens to be as well fitted t w
influence legislative situations as ex
hibitors are.
"The next Congress will be askei
to force Sunday closing of theaters

ceptable sort supplants

—

Warren, R. I. The new Lyric has
opened with Lon Vail as manager.

Worcester House Cost §2,000,000

Vanni Now House Manager
Haven, Conn. A. J. Vanni,

New

1)

mutual way wot-.ld b
view of the fact that hot

Lynn, Mass., House Reopens
Lynn, Mass. The Comique has reopened after having been closed durin the summer.
never been presented squarely

.

t

—

Minneapolis
who has been

Vail

West Toledo

.

.

{Continued from Page
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public.
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On Dangerous Grounc

—

ing to

Am.
Am.

in

citv.

of Art have been filed with
Bureau of Buildings. The esti- Fox sales
mated cost is $10,000.
announced

the

Quotations

company

theaters

1926

W

Museum

stock market was shaky again during
Friday's session, and closed with a sharp
reaction in most of the issues which had
Call
played a part in the day's trading.
money remained at 5 per cent throughout
the day.
Warner Pictures "A" continued in the
lead of the film stocks, making an advance
of 4}4 points, and reaching a new high for
Sales amounted to 69,600
all time of 64^.
Warner Pictures on the Curb made
shares.
a gain of 1 point.

all

12,

Start Los Angeles Theater
Everything in sight in the motio
Construction has picture business and another grou
Los Angeles
started on the $1,000,000 N. W. Stow- seek to absolutely control all the mu
has declared the regular quarterly di- cll house on Hill St., between 10th sic of
the nation, it is likely tha
vidend of $2.00 per share on the com- and 11th Sts.
The theater, which Congress may have occasion to in
mon capital stock, payable Oct. 1, to will be ready in six months, is beinp tervene on behalf of the America
stockholders of record Sept. 15.
built by the Scofield Engineering & people somewhere along the line.
Construction Co.
can better work out these situationjjra
Film Vaults for Metropolitan
together.

Plans

The

Amusement

which controls

Famous Quarterly Dividend
The Board of Directors of Famous

storage

Financial

"M-G-M Week"

6,000 houses, it is
participate in "M-G-M

will

stated,

are not plan-»
houses, like the

at

THE FILM

in

Aprroxiniatcly

cities

seat

5,000

Houses

6,000

Preparing to Build

Sunday, September

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

THC
Sunday, September

12,
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Ghica^Jo Musicians'
Strike Is Settled

(.Continued

{.Continued

from Page

Fox Nets $1,400,743
In 6 Month Period

Wamini
from Page

1)

(Continued from Page

1)

1)

inclined to associate "bicycling" with the murky days of a chain which will embrace 25 prinmusicians
aon-union
in
the
cipal cities.
affected,
with
houses
radio
and the industry's beginning.
Meanwhile, work is started or
phonograph music used in a number
The participants are not entirely small town exhibitors or
The sentiment of patrons theater owners who are served by express from exchange cen- scheduled to start soon on a number
3f houses.
of proposed houses.
was demonstrated by cheering in
Brooklyn and
There is one instance, at any rate, of a large and powerful Newark sites have been announced
heaters, when allusion to the walk- ters.
circuit in a large big city. Pretty small business.
and in New York, the new Academy
jut was made on several screens.
of Music opens soon.
Work is proInternationalizing
gressing rapidly on the 3,600-seat Fox
Silvermans Form New Company
Silverman brothers
Mansfield, O.
The necessity for making American pictures with a more house which is to be part of the Na-.
lave
formed the Silverman Ohio embracing scope is becoming further realized. Internationaliza- tional Press Bldg., Washington, and
the site is being cleared for a DeTheaters Co., to operate the Majestic
md Opera House which they re- tion in production on a truly broad plane is closer at hand today troit house on Woodward Ave. San
Important producers understand that the Francisco's new theater on Market
than ever before.
William
from
;ently
purchased
St. is
proceeding rapidly.
At St.
Partella, it is said, will problem exists.
Partella.
They are, therefore, taking steps to meet it.
Louis, construction is scheduled to
nanage the house for the new ownWitness, for example, how Universal figures it out. Pro- begin this month and sites in other
:rs.
Silverman brothers own houses
duction
abroad will be entered upon. In some countries, Ameri- cities are being considered.
fi
Cleveland and Akron.
400 one

is

—

can producers have to manufacture for local consumption. They
find it easier to dispose of their Hollywood-made product with
a dash of the domestic added. Universal, to continue, will import
pictures. At the moment, France seems predominant with "Les
Miserables" and "Michael Strogoff.' In addition, the company
iroz, making his fifth local picture intends producing foreign stories and using foreign directors and
The others are the Orpheum, players. The entire plan impresses as rather all-embracing.
louse.
>Jorwood, Norval and Regent.
In Hollywood, Famous has created the post of foreign negaE. M. Somlyo will see to it that Central
tive supervisor.
Harms-Grobeck Adds Another
European ideals are not bruised by what Paramount directors
Harms-Grobeck EnterOmaha
rises,
which operate six Omaha include in their foreign negatives. It's a mighty important obGusdanovic Gets Another
Cleveland.
Paul
Gusdanovic,
ormer president of the local exlibitors'
association, has purchased
he Miles, Miles Ave from Charles

—

—

Griffith-Jolson Suit
Suit of D.

W.

Up

Griffith for

damages

of $500,000 against Al Jolson for alleged breach of contract, opens in

Federal Court Monday.
The producer alleges that in 1923, he contracted

for

a

series,

the

which was "His Darker
production
out,"
will

the

started,

complaint

deny the

first

Jolson
states.

of

With

Self."

"walked
Jolson

allegations.

"Promised Land" Order Denied
uhurban houses, have purchased the jective.
boulevard from Joseph Breedin. The
American entertainment standards do not click with the same
Supreme Court Justice Valente has
larms-Grobeck firm now is build- precision in foreign climes with which they land here.
It is denied the injunction application by
ig the Pawnee at Columbus.
impossible to believe that they should. The moral code changes Chadwick to restrain Herman Glucksman and others from exhibiting the
its aspect as boundary lines are passed by.
Raquel Meller film, "Promised Land,"
McVoy Buys Ohio House
The British Government knows this through sad experience. and has upheld the contention of
Findlay, O.
Ross McVoy, who
as the Temple, Geneva, N. Y., has Throughout certain portions of the far-flung British Empire Nathan Burkan that Chadwick was
He opened where the supremacy of the white man has been impressed en late in acting under the option for
aken over the Marvin.

—

the film.
The court also said that
picture
something divinely conceived, scenes depicting the proofs offered by the plaintiff
show road- native minds as
the Caucasian as possessor of an inferiority complex are tabooed. were not sufficiently convincing to
hows
Frederick O'Brien in his interesting book, "Atolls of the Sun," justify the injunction in advance of
trial.
Up-State Colonial Changes Hands
said he had been told the British Government would have been
Ellicottville, N. Y.—The Colonial willing to pay Jack Johnson $5,000,000 rather than have him
Carmel Myers Loses Suit
as been leased by Rhode, Rathjen
defeat Jim Jefifries. It had cost Britain that amount in colored
Supreme Court Justice Hammer,
from R. E. Heilman of
I Wallace
informant declares.
who heard the suit of Carmel Myers
It will be renamed the Play- troops, O'Brien's
)lean.
to recover $3,750 from Murray Garsouse, closing for a few weeks to

t

last

olicy.

week with

a straight

Possibly he will
during the season.

A

indergo alterations.

Redecorate

Camden, N.

J.

Camden Theater

—The

Victoria

is

be-

ig extensively redecorated, and a
The house is
irge organ installed.
losed at afternoons, the evening per-

Drmances continuing.

New

Theater for Fredericksburg
Fredericksburg, Va. B. T. Pitts

—

is

a newly formed realty
which will construct a
shortly, ground having Ijeen

resident

of

orporation
'leater

lurchased.

Hudson, N. Y., Reopens
Hudson, N. Y.—The Rialto has repened after undergoing extensive
Rialto,

nprovements.
;ats have been

A

number

of

new

Trifle More Humaness
In an unassuming manner, the Association of M. P. Producers continues its excellent work on the Coast. The vast army
of extras is now functioning under conditions which were never
Many considerations financial and otherwise which
better.
indicate that big business can have a heart when it so desires, are
now in effect through the Central Casting Bureau. It is consequently with much pleasure that recognition is given to these
There is more in the offing, however. All classes of
efforts.
The new program
labor in Coast studios are to be benefited.
includes recreation centers, group insurance, adequate hospital
facilities. "The most humane business organization in the world"
is what Jesse L. Lasky, newly-elected president, seeks to have
the producing industry called. That is a coveted title, but it is
to be hoped what Lasky wishes comes true.

—

—

Upshaw Bows Out

son on allegation he broke a contract
by which she was to come here from
Los Angeles to appear for three
weeks in "Black Tears," has dismissed the complaint on the ground
that Miss Myers broke the contract
herself.

Jones Buy Dresden House
Dresden, O. N. M. Jones has purchased the Love from L. E. llove
and has changed its name to the
Dresden.

—

North American Opens Butte House
Butte, Mont. After a period of
darkness, the American has reopened.
The house is operated by North
American Theaters, which also has

—

the Rialto here.

Mr. Upshaw has been returned to the serenity of private
installed.
His constituents have decided that this repre- Charnas and Fishman Buy Theater
life in Georgia.
Cleveland — Harry
Charnas
and
House Under Construction
sentative in Congress shall no longer stalk through the House
Montesano, Wash.
Armour & in Washington. To those, at least, who have had as their busi- Jesse Fishman of the Standard Film
Service have purchased the Priscilla,
lyceck will operate the Montesano,
off of legislation adverse to the industry, Up- Toledo, from John Kulmer.
3on to be opened in the new Odd ness the warding
shaw's name is quite familiar. For years, his attempts to foist
ellows building.
Rhodes Finishes Redecorating
a Federal censorship control on the industry came to the front
Ottawa Repairs Finished
Ada, O.— W. R. Rhodes has just
during the winter legislative session in Washington.

—

Ottawa,

la.

—The

Gayety has been

:opened after remodeling.

KANN

finished redecorating his
ter.

Odeon

thea-
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THEATER MANAGERS
TRAINING SCHOOL
DEVELOPS STUDENTS

By JACK
is

HARROW ER

Creating good will for the theater
a matter that is entirely within the

of the theater management.
equaJly effective in building
prestige and patronage for the smallest house as well as the latest million
dollar temple of the motion picture.
Good will is dependent to a large
It
degree on service to patrons.
becomes of the utmost
therefore
importance that every member of the
statf be systematically trained in all
Once
the varied elements of service.

hands
It

is

20

evidence, where
employees are business-like, kind,
generous, friendly, in a word, the
patron is made to feel that he is really a guest of the management, and
treated accordnigly.
The keynote is
always one of personal attention.
in

1

Broadway

specific

and

clearly

.

A

pictures.

They

are then given actual practice
departments of the theater.
Groups of students are assigned to
assist
in
the various departmental
in different

activities.

membership in
community chest funds,
formances, community

defined through

A questionnaire is prefor managers, Harold Franklin always problems.
aims to make the work essentially pared for each tour of inspection. The
practical. The school gives intensive students visit certain theaters with a
They begin with
training in every detail of theater definite objective.
management. Not only is the "how" the elementary phases, and proceed
explained, but the "why."
Students gradually to more advanced problems.
are trained not only in practical deAs the students progress beyond
tails, but also in the responsibility of the fundamental stages, they are ascivic duties and in the high obliga- signed to different department heads
tions to the ideals of the industry.
at the theater to assist the preparation
The theory of theater management and execution of the daily routine.
is subordinated to actual training and For example, they work with the adpractice in all those things that the vertising head in the preparation of
manager
apply.
Because newspaper copy, with the house
must
students are trained for a very definite manager in supervising the service of
work, every item of the course is so the staff, with the exploitation, manarranged that graduates will be pre- ager in planning campaigns and copared for a practical handling of operative tie-ups, and also with the
musical director in cuing and timing
everyday problems.

—

J

theaters and other styles of equipment for each type
city houses of various types to observe house.
in application the principles they are
Community Relations
studying.
They analyze and study
Building
up the community spirit
operations, and submit detailed reports of their observations.
This a vital considerations. It covers c
with
the
commun
field work is very thorough.
It deals operation
visit the

In supervising the training school with

—

1926

SERVICE TO
PATRONS THAT
BRINGS GOOD WILL
TO ANY HOUSE

Theater Service
order are always

12,

Ml

KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

service code is established, it
rigidly supervised and carefully fostered from one end of the
With such a
year to the other.
system functioning continuously, the
benefits are sure to follow. That intangible atmosphere of good will becomes a part of the theater itself.
Patrons instantly recognize and apAnd they keep coming
preciate it.
You can present the finest
back.
programs possible, but without this
element of good will service your
theater is a cold, mechanical instituActual Practice
tion lacking that friendly, considerate
The
school
sessions are held in the
atmosphere that all humanity craves
New
York
Theater
building, where
especially when on pleasure bent.
complete
equipment
for
practical
Recognizing this fundamental printraining is installed.
Supplementary
develop
continue
to
Paramount
ciple.
training is given at the Rivoli theater
its Publix Theater Managers Trainat
certain
points
throughout the
ing School. After only a year and a
course.
As
every
type
of house is
half in operation, it has achieved
located in New York, visits are made
remarkable results in building up
to various theaters to study the difgood will in every theater where the
ferent methods of operation.
influence of this carefully fostered
Students from twenty-one to thirtysystem is in evidence.
one
are admitted. They are selected
It has resulted in the building of
on the basis of proper physical,
Quality Theaters a hall mark as
educational and character requireclearly recognized by the public as
ments.
They must be of good
the lights on the marfiuee. And this
health, with a pleasing personality
pursuit of higher standards never
suitable for the type of work in view.
stops.
College graduates are preferred, or
Code of Service
high school graduates of the best
It is one thing to prepare a code type; also those who have had preIt is an entirely different vious experience in theater operation
of service.
matter to see that it is properly car- who can establish the fact that their
This means unremitting work has been above the average.
ried out.
Every theater owner would do well
and tireless effort on the part of the
management. The standard must be to study the comprehensive course of
rigorously maintained in order to as- instruction of the Training School,
sure that distinction which inevitably for it shows better than anything else
how essential a thorough grounding
follows unusual service to patrons.
The one great object to be attained in the various elements is considered
by Publix.
The course
is making patrons as comfortable as necessary
They come is divided into four groups: Classit
is humanly possible.
to the theater to relax and be enter- room instruction, occasional lectures,
work and observation, and
tained, and this is only possible where field
their comfort is made a prime con- actual practice.
In classroom instruction there have
sideration.
Publix realizes that the spirit of been built up diagrams, sketches,
evidence photographs, and articles which are
must be in
hospitality
The used in place of text books to supthroughout the theater's staf?.
the
formal
instruction.
manager is the only one who can plement
throughout his Nationally prominent authorities on
spirit
this
foster
He is the host enter- different phases of theater operation
organization.
taining his guests. Every member of visit the school and give the students
the stafT must reflect this attitude practical talks on the field they know
through personal contact with patrons. best. Students can question these
So Publix proceeds on the principle lecturers to bring out any points they
schedule
that the theater is a place where desire to cover in detail.
good cheer and good has been worked out whereby students
hospitality,
this

must be

Sunday, September

The student who shows

a

word,

theater

it

is

is

a

to.

local clut
benefit pe
politics

emphasized

really

m

civic

that

tl

institutio

Public speaking receives special a
It
is
recognized that tl
very nature of theater operation r
quries that the theater manager ta'

in

tention.

active

part in public activities,

must therefore be competent

I
to spe;

lie

in public.
By his ability to expre k
himself intelligently and forcefully
can win the support of influenti|rii

men

in the

community.

Rni

Getting down to actual service, tl
student is shown the organization
house employees
for
the dififere
types of theaters.
Other phases ai
pleasant
relations
with
patron
the policy of the modern theater co
cerning courtesy, and the definite d
ties of house manager, floor man
ger, ushers, cashier, program boy
pages and doormen. Then follow tl
methods used in training the staff

oic

as

i!r;

efficiency
through
servi
particular adaptability in any certain protote
phase of the work is given an op- meetings, efficiency contests and se
Students are assigne
portunity to specialize in it so that he vice awards.
can take up that particular work for certain periods to the larger the.
ters operated by Publix so that theff
when he graduates.
can be practically trained in houi
service.
Course of Study
The important subject of prope
During the course the history of the
tion and lighting is exhaustively co'
motion picture is studied, and the
ered, including
the
operation an
development of the motion picture
maintenance of projection machine
theater.
The latter subject is illust- optics
of projection, maintenance
rated with a complete file of pictures
screens, handling of film, color pn
and charts. The relation to each of
ducing media, safety lighting, sig
production, distribution and exhibilighting, flood lighting, and season,
iton are clearly shown.
Visits are
changes in lighting.
made to the Paramount studio where
The development of prologues an
they learn how pictures are selected,
presentations is explained.
Exper
planned and made.
Experts in the
discuss details of the planning an
Distribution Department explain the
preparation of prologues and presei
methods of distribution and show how
i

lirt

managers can
exchanges.

cooperate

and suggest novel effects.
Other subjects treated are adve
tising, publicity, good will buildinj
studied is program building, theater accountin
It covers theater insurance, and fire
and acci

with

tations,

local

An interesting subject
that of the theater site.
the factors which determine the ideal dent prevention.
theater location, how to determine the
After this intensive course of stud;
theater-going population of a com- the student is thoroughly impresse
munity, and calculating the growth with the importance and dignity
of cities with a view of selecting his work, and of its possibilities
fc
possible theater locations.
Pictures service. Always service. That is fo
and
diagrams are
shown which ever kept in the foreground of tl
illustrate in theory and practice the Publix Training School course.
It
principles which govern theater realty not possible for the average theati
operations and how the development to give its personnel the benefits
of cities affects the theater.
this comprehensive training.
But
Then follows a study of the various is possible for every theater managi
types of theaters.
It is shown how to organize his staff into an efficiei
the policy of different types of thea- unit through weekly drills and tall
ters is determined, from the first-run on this fundamental idea of good
house to the community theater. and service. It means conscientioi
Building codes in relation to theaters work but it pays big dividends in ii
receives consideration, as well as the creased patronage.
(

(

w
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Developments
By

Present- O- Grams

ARTHUR

(Week
Capitol

of Sept.

12)

— Same as previous
week.
Colony — Same as previous
week.
Rivoli — "Under
Venetian

omprehensive form.
When you find that one of your
jresentations get over with a smash
vrite us a description and mail it
the
Present-0-Grams Editor,
rHE FILM DAILY, 1650 Broadway,

Skies," staged

Emma

by Paul Oscard;

Noe, soprano; overture,
operatic gems.
Strand Mark Strand Frolic,
overture, "Oberon."

—

City.

College Nights
Cleveland One way of "bringing Fever," by James H. Rogers, or some
Fred
hem in" is a College Night, held other appropriate number.
Areekly.
Talent can be culled from Clary, Stillman.
he students. If you haven't a col"Circus Night" Scores
ege in your place tieup with your
Suffolk, Va.
ligh schools.
Local talent staged
Discovery Nights are
ilso helpful to the boxoffice.
These Circus Night which packed 'em in.
observances somewhat resemble the The program consisted of national
jld Amateur Nights and result in the dances in costumes, stunts by midgets,

—

—

—

wringing to light

of

local

talent.

Robert Pank, Loew's Park.

EDDY

W.

Colony

B'way Prpsentations

Don't be a miser with your prelentation ideas.
Pass them on to
four fellow exhibitor through the
nedium of Present-0-Grams, where
ttage stunts from all sections of the
ountry are gathered in terse but

Wew York

Presentations

in

—

trumpeters,

ponies,
cowboys,
snake charmers, the fat lady and a
real

sawdust

seated

prologues last week
to create atmosphere for '"Red" Grange's picture,
"One Minute to Play."
Jerry De
Rosa's presentation, titled "Red Grange, Col-

The Colony went

legiate

Gambol,"

in for

hit

on

all

cylinders.

The stage was backgrounded by a silver
cammas drop strung with college pennants
and fraternity ensignas.
George Hall's Arcadians, orchestra, was stationed on a platform also decorated with pennants and with
ropes of flowers.
Opening the prologue the band played
a
medley of musical comedy hits, comprising numbers from the "Vanities' 'and
the "Scandals."
The musicians were dressed collegiate, with blue, white and red jerHums
seys and red and yellow skull caps.
& Faron, dance team, also dressed in recog
nized college style, followed with a softshoe nunrber called "Collegiate."
Afterwards the orchestra rendered "College Life,"
consisting of popular college melodies.
Closing the show was a "Red" Grange
soft-shoe dance by Burns & Faron, dress
ed as football players.
One of the team,
carrying
football,
represented
Grange
a
and finally got by his opponent for an
imaginary touchdown.
At this point the
picture was flashed onto a scrim.
At the entrance of the team in football
togs one of the men introduced
"Red"
Grange, his partner, who appeared in a
pronounced red wig and with ice tongi;
and a football.
The presentation ran 15
minutes.

which extended
Strand
from the street to through the lobby.
Prologue To "Volcano"
The program contains
Hagerstown, Md. Used miniature Prizes were awarded the most pro- two
but they are worthy
real

—

trail

upon a
tleorigmal

on the stage, and one
Greek models of the openThe second number sugg'i^
the weather forecast dolls.
A boy and gfrl
colorfully garbed, stand on
a raised pTat-

of

ng

prm

li

tie

da.s

tableau.

decorated

after

the fashion of the
sing a duet
The
>r^^°l^" ='"d the fourth number pre^
^'.""P' "'"e<^'- and dancers.
(
ff^^^'^'l
inJ \'f '\^^"'':^" g^ouP with dan":
forecast

house,

tll^T
rll

Jrs
Dlaver
player.

Laroubine,

Ballalaika
T^.
The ''ff"^''''
finale .s the
group
Here again the costumes are Dresden
lovely and
•

the
^'' ^°'"^ '" "*<=''^s toward
stage while the dance ensemble performs
the foreground
The
music .s appealmg and the entire
act moves

V^'TP.!
he'°h"f
the
back
of the

m

along smoothly and consumes
not
Mteen minutes of the program. more than
Howard
Preston
bantone, renders an operatic
se
lectiou following the overture.

Conductor Transferred

Memphis— Dave

Love, who has
been orchestra conductor at the Palace for the past two years, has
as-

sumed the directorship of the Tivoli
orchestra at Chatanooga. Boris Morros, who has been attached
to vari-

ous Publix units, succeeds him.

Two More Houses Add Acts
The Amalgamated Vaudeville
Agency has added two houses to its

"repeater" or presentations list.
3;
One is the Metof a second run.
Light- fcient of the entertainers. M. Jor- The ''Cup of Coffee, a Sandwich and You'' ropolitan at Morgantown, W. Va.,
number, with the Strand male quartette and snd the other is a house at Unionng effects showed fire bursting from dan, Chadwick.
.John Quinlan and Pauline Miller, again detown, Pa.
Harry Padden is doing
:rater.
The curtain drop depicted
lighted the audience and Brahm's Valse, by
the booking.
Canadian "Key" House Opens
streams of lava flowing out of the
the ballet corps, was used again following
Toronto. Famous Players Cana- a solo number, "Dreams Melody" by John
.'olcano and down the mountainside
For the song a silhouette frame
Dollini Preparing Act
ft'hile clouds of smoke
were visible dian Corp., under the direction of N. Quinlan.
was used with the singer flooded with green
George Dollini is preparing a fiven the distance. Walter Artz, man- L. Nathanson, opened its sixth sea- light. In front, on the darkened stage, the
ager, and As^er Edelman, organist, son of "Capitol Entertainment" in ballet crouched waiting for the conclusion person act, carrying a harpist, viothe song and followed with a dance num- linist, singer and
Canada on Sept. 4, with opening of of
two dancers, for
Polonial.
ber.
A full, lighted stage with green chifthe Uptown, formerly controlled by fon drapes toward the back, supplied the set. picture houses.
George Dufranne tenor, who has
Salvatore Scale, banjoist, played two numMarcus Loew, as the home theater of
Fall Fashion Show
The backdrop was a curtain deco- just returned from a Publix
Carthage, N. Y. Co-operating wtih the chain of 100 Paramount houses in bers.
tour, is
rated with a huge replica of a banjo with
being booked by Dollini.
local merchants on annual fall fashion the Dominion.
The film attraction music notes and signs dotted
here and
jhow. Special scenery and lighting was "Mantrap". Special features were there. Toward the close of the number a
is
shown silhouetted as she dances beThis not only an arranged by Jack Arthur, director of girl
iffects to be used.
hind the drum of the curtain banjo.
excellent stunf from a box-office angle presentations for the Uptown.
"A Barnyard Fantasy" was the most I
pretentious number on the bill.
The setting
)ut it also promotes the good will of
brightly painted fence and "chicken coop"
;he
local
business men. Manager
Van & Schenck Booked
of green hedges which, in the finale, were
Dlivey, Strand.
Louis Van & Schenck will lifted and long gold fringe concealed the
St.
play a number of Publix houses, six Tiller dancing girls, one hidden in each
opening at the Ambassador here coop. Their dance was a big hit. They
"Black Pirate" Prologue
danced in absolute unison. The girls of the
A setting which represented the in- Sept. 27. William Morris is book- ensemble were cloaked in cute yellow, feathery
looking costumes with caps representing
ing
the
act.
terior of a cabin on an old pirate veschicken heads coming up over their heads
(Specialist)
;el, transparent windows behind which
like hoods.
Old man rooster, in costume,

olcano at the

left of

—

the stage.

—

—

—

Mrs. A. K.

—

BENDIX

put the brood through its steps.
green and magenta open box
Eddie AlIt
len did sonre fancy steps between the barnlamps to give the open sea and moonyard
numbers.
Good
lively
succession
of
Capitol
light effect, was used for the backwith the Tiller girls getting
The purpose of the presentation at the entertainments
the big hand.
ground to the atmospheric prologue. Capitol
atmosphere
last week was to create
A bass baritone, a male quartette tor "Mare Nostrum." Unquestionably it
succeeded
in its mission, both from artistic
Rivoli
iix dancing pirate girls and several
and audience standpoints. The number was
"Lovers in Porcelain." the latest John
others in pirate robes to create atmos- even above the Capitol's high standard,

How^ B'way Does

ivere

phere were used. The routine of the which is saying a great deal.
"The Sea" showed a scene at the botpresentation was as follows: "Sea
of the ocean, with a seaweed-covered
Fever," by the quartette; "O'er the tom
rock prominently in view.
It was set beBillowy Sea," a solo by the bass hind a scrim on which the projectionist rewaives
effect.
t)aritone; "Pirate Dance" by the danc- produced a
Six mermaids awoke and went into a dance
ing girls, and "The Sailor's Chorus descriptive
of
their
action.
An octopus
by
the
Ensemble."
Edward L. (Angelo Sorriero) made his appearance and

—

Hyman, Brooklyn, Mark Strand
"Mare Nostrum" Prologue

—

carries off one of the maidens.
From reclining positions
on the runaway which
served for a rock six water sprites awoke
and executed a fantastic revel.
The Russian dancing team of Renoff and
Renova were next introduced, the latter,

Cleveland Build a background to
resemble the sea.
Then, behind a attired in an undersea costume, entering in
When her partner appeared
scrim on which is painted a lighthouse, a toe dance.
The octopus reapstation a woman dressed as a sea they did an adagio.
peared and seized the maiden, carrying her
nymph. Have her emerge from a to the top of the rock, he pushed her off

brought to and she did a back-fall into the arms of ReAgain the octopus seized her and as
view
spot.
This business noff.
the man pursued, struck him fronr the rock
goes on while a soloist sings "Sea to his death.
large

sea

shell
through a

which

is

Picture Theatres

Productions
j

701-7th Ave.

Bry. 6462
I

Murray Anderson

presentation, is a highly
interesting
divertissement,
tableau arrangement, with the numbers opening as "still"
pictures followed by the song and dance
numbers. The act is colorful and resplendent
in attractive costumes and settings.
For the first episode a blue back drop is

used

with

white pillars

pale overhead lights

in

bold

illuminating

relief,

the

soft,

figures

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

posed in Grecian costumes.
Carlos and Valeria perform
a classic dance accompanied
by the orchestra and Edith Sinclair, harpist.

Attractions for
Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Pre-entaiion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876
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BROADWY, NEW YORK CITY

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

-------------------- --^A
I

THE

j5S^

DAILY

Harry Langdon

**The Strong

Douglas MacLean in

"The Mystery Club"

"Hold That Lion"

Universal-Jewel

in

Man"

KNOCKOUT COMEDY THAT CONSISTENTLY AMUSING BUT
NOT THE RIOTOUS COMDELIVERS LAUGH UPON
LAUGH AND MAKES A PIC- EDY THEY MAY EXPECT
TURE AUDIENCE SOUND FROM MAC LEAN. LION
HUNT SEQUENCE HAS SOME
LIKE A CROWD OF PROFESGREAT LAUGHS.
SIONAL LAUGH STARTERS.
LANDS

ITS

COMEDY.

of the really clever pantomime artists of the day. Variation adds much to the success of
Must be accumulathis playing.
ing a great following.

Star..

One

Star. .. .Spreads his smile in the usual contagious fashion and manipulates his comedy stunts in fine style.
Certain to keep them amused.

hasn't already "arrived"
certainly slides right to the
home plate in "The Strong Man."
You wouldn't have to take anyone's

Langdon

old

he

fice.

word

for

it.

The howls, and even

of

the

screams,

Strand
proof that

audience

Langdon

are sufficient
His methods
delivers the laughs.
are distinctive and he doesn't rely
solely upon gags to keep a crowd
amused. There are long stretches
where the comedian holds the
screen alone and through sheer
pantomime keeps the folks out
front in a continuous uproar. The
taxi episode, where Harry doubts
the manoeuvers of the dizzy blonde
who slipped a roll of bills into his
pocket to avoid a "dick," is a wow
and the piece showing Harry trying to carry her into her apartment
after she has fainted is two wows.
Harry's trick method of getting

burden up stairs by holding her
his lap and lifting himself from
step to step, backwards, is a scream
and when he continues on up a ladhis

on

he is still on the
the audience yelled so
loud you couldn't keep your mind
on Langdon. There is a story for
a framework but Langdon is the
whole show. He is in search of
a sweetheart he has never seen
thinking

der,

stairs,

—well,

while looking
provide all the
laughs of the story. Like Chaplin.

and

adventure

his

Mary Brown

for

Langdon employs
of mild pathos
effectively into

Box Office Angle.
scats

enough

a certain

amount

which shades

off

more laughs.
.You won't have
.

in

.

your theater to

Doug

.

.

for at least several days.

Exploitation. ... Hardly requires any
any go-getter advertising but it's

up

to

this

is

to convince them that
the laugh hit of the current

you

season.

Direction
very good

Frank Capra

.

.

Doug

lives through it and
brings in a cat alive. All the fun

alive.

comes over Doug's misinterpretation of the word "cat."
He isn't
aware that big game hunters refer
to lions as cats and thus Doug find.s
himself joining a
cat hunt and
volunteering, to the extent of a
$10,000 bet, to bring in a "cat"
alive.
This is the real laugh sequence of "Hold That Lion." The
early reels run along rather slowly.
MacLean, in evening clothes minus
the necessary pants to the outfit, is
in a predicament of avoiding guests
in a hotel when he is locked out
of his room.
This affords some
fair laughs but it isn't until the
lion hunt gets under way that the
real comedy of the picture makes
its appearance.
The picture, as a
whole, is amusing and the big
laughs of the final sequence will
certainly send them out chuckling.

Walter Hiers and MacLean make
thoroughly enjoyable team of
comedians and aside from the

a

laughs the lion hunt affords a thrill
or two which folks will like also.
There is the usual romance which
brings the story to the old clinch
fade-out.

Box

.

er

Photography
Locale

Length

S.

6.882 feet

Blache
has succeeded in making it altogether baffling and crammed with
suspense. The development is such
as to keep the audience constantly
speculating and the denouement is
not likely to be at all suspected before the actual disclosure.
In the
course of the plot's unfolding suspicion points to various of the characters but just when you think you
have figured it out your deduction
is blasted and the story proceeds to
become more mysterious. Arthur
.Somers Roche is responsible for
well constructed mystery drama
but Blache is to be congratulated
for having so skilfully transferred
it to the
screen.
It isn't a simple
matter to make situations of this
order at once baffling and logical
The plot concerns the agreement of
several rich clubmen who enter
into a wager whereby it is agreed
that they will prove crime can be
committed without detection by
each perpetrating an offense (murder excluded). Dick Bernard, one
of the group then becomes involved in a series of crimes and at the
same time in love with a girl who
appears to be a crook. The development is too complicated to give
in short synopsis but the work out
is novel and highly absorbing.
.

a trailer showing
hunt scenes.

Locale

Length

.

.

lyhoos can be arranged. Use MacLean's name prominently and use

Good Photography
Belgium-U.

that craves

Herbert

.

some

of the lion

"The Amateur Gentleman'

Wm.

Beaudine;

Jack MacKenzie
First rate

N. Y.-Africa
5,811 feet

.. .Wears his top hat and tight
breeches in the best English man
ner.
Smiles and wins his audience.
Barthelmess needs better

vehicles.

.Dorothy Dunbar an impassive blond heroine; Gardner James
her drinking young brother and

Cast.

..

Nigel
other

Barrie,

a

Sir

somebody

or

who

covets Dick's success as
a gentleman and his favor with the
girl.
A splendidly costumed cast.

Type

.Dramatic romance;
from
Jeffrey
Farnol's
In England a prize fighter's

of Story.

adapted
story.

.

.

son can never become a gentleman.
With this handicap Dick Barthel-

mess

sets out, as the hero, to conquer the conventions that limit his
social aspirations.
Clothes and fine
manners appear to make young
Barnabas Barty a gentleman but

costumes and

fine sets fail to

make

the picture entertaining. The story
lacks a consuming interest and if
there really were an absorbing situation it is more the villainy of Sir
Mortimer Carnaby than the heroics
of Barnabas Barty that compel the
attention.
There is a girl coveted
by both.
Her thankless brother
makes the going difficult for Barty
but after due persistence he wins
on all sides.
Sidney Olcott m^y
have done all he could with the
story.
His settings are effective,
his atmosphere real, but the story
lacks the power to hold.
The
party chiefly responsible for Barthelmess' failure to maintain his
usual batting average in recent offerings appears to be the person
who selects the star's vehicles.

Box

Office Angle. .. .Unless the star,
has a strong and loyal following
among your patrons it is likely that
the picture will not hold them.

Exploitation.

.

.

.There

is

a very pos-

remedy in the cutting of the
picture which is now in eight reels.
It could come dov^n to six and be
sible

You have the
a great deal better.
star's name to bring them in if
that's all 3'ou need.
The title may
be familiar, through the novel, so
you mi.ght give it ample display.
Direction

Sidney Olcott;

fair

Herbert Blache:

Direction

Arthur Somers Roche

Author
T-'dward

Helen Broderick and

Montague

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Author

rate.

Scenario
Rosalie Mulhall
Joseph Franklin Poland

DULL.
Star.

explained for you."
first

an.

Ke''.<:Iii

crowd

appetites of the
a thrill picture.

Office Angle.
.Good box office Box Office Angle.
.Bound to prove
number. It will make them laugh
enjoyable if mystery business apand where that it is sufficient to
Be
l^cals at all to your patrons.
satisfy your patrons "Hold That
sure they see this from the beginLion" will do the trick.
ning.
It will be spoiled otherwise.
Exploitation.
.Title and contests of
Exploitation. .. .You can promise a
the picture readily suggest good
genuinely thrilling and mystifying
exploitation stunts.
Tie-ups with
Play it up with catchline^i
drama.
local Lions Club might be agreesuch as: "Come on you Sherlocks
ably arranged; circulars addressed
and amateur detectives. See 'The
to the families named Lions might
Mystery Club' and defy yourseF
also prove effective and street balto solve the mystery before it is

Direction

.

for the sacria difference. This

time the actor is a screen hero and
as such he can't fail to come out

Frank Capra, Tim WhelHal Conklin, J. Frank HolliRood
day, Murray Roth
Author
Arthur D. Ripley Scenario
Scenario
Cameramen. .. .Elgin Lessley, Glenn Cameraman
Authors.

is

im,

.

.

prepares

But there

.

accommodate the crowd so you'll
have to show "The Strong Man"

.

i0

Bl'

..

.

Richard Barthelmess

1926

Prod: hispiration Picts.
CONSTRUCTED, ABDist —First National
SORBING MYSTERY DRAMA
BARTHELMESS
IS IN NEED OF
KEEP
THEM
THAT WILL
EE
BETTER
STORIES.
THE LATALL
SPECULATING
THE
WAY THROUGH. CAREFUL- EST OFFERS INTERESTING
LY DIRECTED AND WELL LOCALE, AN EXCELLENT TO
PRODUCTION AND SOME AT
ACTED.
GOOD
OLD ENGLISH ATMOSSelected with evident care as
Cast.
PHERE BUT THE STORY ISjast
Nicely chosen
to the proper types.

and capable cast including Matt
Moore, Edith Roberts, Mildred
.Walter Hiers splendid comHarris,
Charles
Warner
Lane.
edy pal for MacLean.
Together
Gland,
Henry Hebert, Charles
they make a fine comedy team.
Puffy, Alphonse Martell, Earl MetGertrude Astor fine in one
Constance Howard a pretty blonde
Cast
calfe, Natl Carr, Jed Prouty.
Priscilla Bonner pretty
heroine.
sequence.
Others Cyril Chadwick,
ArWade Boteler, George C. Pearce. Type of Story. ... Mystery drama;
as Harry's blind sweetheart.
thur Thalasso first rate as the Type of Story.
adapted
from
Arthur
Somers
Comedy-romance.
strong man and others Wm. V.
Daniel in the lion's den has nothRoche's stories "The Crimes of
Mong and Robert McKim.
ing on Douglas MacLean in "Hold
The Armchair Club." "The MysComedy. If Harry
That Lion" and like the Daniel of
tery Club" is certain to whet the
Type of Story
Cast.

12,

WELL

ParaniOKiit

First National

CERTAINLY

Sunday, September

Scenario

Cameramen

Jeffery Farnol
Lillie

Hayward

Frank Banks and

David Gobett
Jackson Rose

Photography
Very good
New York Locale
6,969 feet. Length

Good
England
7,790 feet.

rypf

—
THE
Sunday. September

-^B^

DAILV

1926

12,

rC3B

"The Whole Town's

"Honesty— The Best

c|uaint

Short Subjects

Talking"

Policy"

Universal- Jewel

Fox
FARCE OF AMUSING PROPORJURLESQUE THAT DOESN'T
TIONS WITH SOME FAMIL- "Bromo and Juliet"— Hal Roach—
REACH ANY RIOT STAGE IAR BUT RELIABLE COMPathe
EDY TRICKS FURNISHING
BUT IT FURNISHES ENOUGH
Fine Laughmaker
LAUGHS. LONG DRAWN
AMUSEMENT. TOO SHORT THE
of production. .. .2 reel comedy
OUT
CLIMAX PURSUIT Type
Charley
Chase gives one of his
TO BE THE SOLE FEATURE COULD
BE TRIMMED TO ADbest performances in this revival of
ATTRACTION.
VANTAGE.
the Shakesperian drama, and
the
Jast.

.

.

.Johnny Walker manages a
role fairly well and Pau-

comedy

line Starke's capabilities far surpass the opportunities she has here.
Dot Farley, Albert Gran, Rock-

Story.

!'ype of

.

.

Conklin

Heinie

Fellows and
complete the cast.
liflfe

.Someone conceived

the idea of dashing off a short burlesque on the idea of an author
The result
trying to sell a story.
isn't a laugh riot but it is rather

amusing burlesque and with a few
borrowed situations it manages to
The
gather in enough chuckles.
sequence in which the author relates his story,

purported to be true

done and serves to thrill
his listeners and amuse the audiThe bit where his crook
ence.
characters evade pursuers by taking refuge in a dentist's ofifice and
don the garments of the dentist
and nurse, has been used before
and the trolley car gag has been
on duty ever since Chaplin pulled
is

nicely

it.
Johnny Walker is the author
hero whose wife threatens to send
him to work unless he sells a story
He ofTers it to a publisher who will
only accept true stories so Johnny
proceeds to unravel his past, as it

were. He tells how he had been a
notorious crook and 'his wife had
been his accomplice, of how they
had robbed and plundered, how
they had been pursued, captured
of their escape and how eventually
they had been reformed and set
out together on the straight and
The story so thrills th(
narrow.
publisher that he prepares to buy the
Overcome with his success
story.
Johnny decides to sell another
story and announces that his wife
had been a far "dirtier crook" and
he will tell the story of her life.
However, the wife overhears him
and her entrance upon the scene
spoils the true story.

iox

Angle
long enough

Office

The

picture
serve as a

to
single feature unless you want to
use several short subjects with it.
isn't

.Title and some names
Ixploitation
of players in the cast can be used
You
in announcing the picture.
might interest them by saying it
deals with the efforts of an author
to sell a story and how he pretend?
that it is a true story in order to
.

.

.

j

sell

it.

j

Mrection

Chester Bennett;

fair,

Author

Not

;cenario

L. G. Rigby

Joe August

Cameraman

.ength

.

•

•

.

scores at an
the help
of a bottle of Scotch.
Charleys
sweetheart in order to raise money
for sweet charity gives the afifair, she
as Juliet and Charley being prevailed
But when
on to play the Romeo.
the performance is already to begin
and the audience waiting, Charley
and the girl's father, who is in the

amateur performance

.

and John Emerson have employed

some well known mediums

of farce

laugh concoction, an
amusing vehicle that has a good
share of laughs and a few hilariouf
moments but its ultimate success
will depend largely upon how easy
in their latest

cast,

fail

to

a nonsensical order, so perhaps the
critical crowd will not find it so
It seemed to
thoroughly funny.

amuse a vaudeville house audience
on about a 50-50 basis. The first
reels are funny and the business
between

Otis

chicken

Harlan,

chaser,
and his "stylish stout"
spouse, Trixie Friganza, is particugood.
The pursuit which
larly
winds up the fray is one of those
comedy affairs so often overdone
and in which the laughs lose out
The skeleton
through repetition.
Simmons aims to
of the plot is:
marry his daughter to the reticent!

Chester Binney, but Chester is too
shy and unworldly for Ethel, so her
dad cooks up a story about Chester
having been in love with Rita Renault,

Hollywood

movie

vamp

Simmons gives the name of Jack
Shields as an alibi for a date with
his girl friend, Sadie, and is startled
when his wife really finds a man
by that name at a local hotel and
It hapinvites him to the house.
pens that Shields is Rita Renault's
husband and when he finds her picture in the house, Chester's troubles
lively succession of
pile on.
events transpire with Shields in hot
All is finally
pursuit of Chester.
explained and peace restored in the

show

—with

up.

Charley

dis-

covers the old man all tanked up on
bootleg, with a taxi driver holding
him prisoner for the taxi bill. How
Charley rescues him is portrayed in
a
series of laughable scenes.
He
samples the hootch, and the result
is
a Romeo performance that is a

"The Whole
some folks laugh.
Town's Talking" is good comedy of scream from

first

The

audi"kidding" the part,

to last.

ence thinks he is
and he gets away with it as a great
comedian. Corliss Palmer takes the
part of the girl, and she makes a
Charley
most attractive heroine.
Chase's pantomime in this production places him in the front rank of
comedians. He exhibits a fine change
of pace, and keeps the laughs coming right through the footage.
"Jolly

John Emerson

Tars"— Hamilton

Scenario

Photography

Any

city

Locale

4,200

feet.

Length

Charles Stumar

Good

Any

city

6,662 feet

old epitaphs.

"Monkey Be Good"

— Sunkist Comedy

Bray Productions
Bathing Girl Fun

Type of production. .1 reel comedy
The adventures of Buddy while
fishing and swimming in a brook form
"Mr, X,"
the theme of this reel.
the monk, plays a prominent part,
and by his mischievous pranks causes
some laughable situations that prove
.

.

A

bevy
very discomforting to Buddy.
of very attractive girls brighten up the
picture, and makes amends for the
lack of story interest. The comedy is
negligible^but the girls frisk about in
attractive bathing suits and hold the
they arinterest throughout.
rive at the brook. Buddy is in swimming in his underwear. He is forced

When

to

conceal himself in the bushes, far

removed from his clothes. Here the
monk does some .good work by substituting some of the bathing girls*
underthings. Buddy is forced to wear
one of these garments. Then the inevitable chase occurs, as the girls endeavor to secure the stolen lingerie.
A light offering that shows ragged
direction and a lack of clear continuity.

But

— the

are

girls

there,

in

Pathe
in the U. S. Navy for the first time,
Suitable for Children
and scores with laughs and a series
of gags that are above the usual. Type of production ... 1 reel animated
Lloyd is unwittingly drafted into
The story of Benny Beetle and June
the navy for fours years, and finds Bug who are riding along in their
himself on board ship where he gets snail-driven wagon when King Cricket
•

himself

Red

Raymond Cannon

is

Educational
more ways than one.
Rip-ping Comedy
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
"A Buggy Ride"— Aesop
llloyd Hamilton portrays a "gob"

in
wrong every move he
makes.
The first gag is where he
attempts to sleep in a hammock and
comes to disaster, as well as almost
creating a riot among the other gobs
whose hammocks he disturbs in his
awkwardness. Later he steals a pie
red hot from the oven.
As an officer
approaches, he hides it in his trousA
ers.
Every time he attempts to retrieve the hot pie, an officer comes
along and he is forced to salute.
Poor Lloyd suffers agony as the hot
Simmons' household.
Box Office Angle. .Moderately amus- pie scorches him. Another highRuns a little long for light is a bit where he is marooned
ing farce.
Cutting of on a target while the big guns from
the number of laughs.
latter reels would improve it im- fhe ship start knocking it to pieces,
Lloyd is only annoyed, not realizing
mensely.
If you have played in his dumbness what is actually
Exploitation
any previous pictures in which Ed- occurring. It winds up like all Lloyd
ward Everett Horton appeared you comedies with a good trick shot.
can use his name and tell them he This time the comedian rides out of
in sifht on a torpedo that goes clean
is offering another amusing role
"The Whole Town's Talking." A through a vessel and keeps going.
It is entertainment.
trailer here again will help.
Edward Laemmle;
Direction
Churchyards of Old America
not always consistent
Issue A
Anita LoosAuthors

Good Cameraman

'hotography
.ocale

credited

as
plate in his head and suffers from
being shy of women. However, he
gets over that. Otis Harlan amusing as his romance manager and
Trixie Friganza good as Harlan's
suspicious wife. Virginia Lee Corbin, the daughter. Dolores Del Rio
a movie vamp.
Farce. Anita Loos
Type of Story.

in their chiselled

hard to believe that
people could inscribe such things publicly about the dear departed in their
families.
But there are the photographs of the tombstones to prove it.
The trouble with this reel is that
there is too much of one thing, and
some sensitive patrons may squirm
at the endless succession of graveyard
relics, even though relieved by the
It

as

Edward Everett Horton good
romantic Romeo he
the war veteran who has a silver

Cast..

and humorous

epitaphs.

Seal

Armising, But Too Long
Type of production....! reel novelty
Old American churchyards have
evidently been combed fine to secure
reproductions of tombstones that are

passes in his royal coach. The K.ing
has his coachman kidnap the heroine, and carries her off to his castle
in a tree.
Benny Beetle pursues, and
after a hard battle overcomes the villainous king.
The last scenes show
Benny Beetle and June Bug happily
united.
tle

It all

adventure

makes a delightful litBugland which will

in

please the children.

Bruce Scenic Novelties
Educational
Picturesque Views
1
Type of production
reel scenic
Falling Water Valley is shown in
,

.

.

.

Thousands of
the Yosemite Valley.
tons of water are seen rushing over
the magnificent falls.
The scenes are
like fairyland, so fantastic and beautiful are they.
This is followed with
views of a little brown bear and his
child pal in search of something to
eat.
all

"rhey uncover some honey, get
smeared up, and are forced to

Later the little bruin
take a bath.
obtains his milk bottle direct from a
goat.
Some unique and humorous
shots are secured. The reel is comsome gorgeous cloud
pleted with
The cloud
studies on a summer day.
effects and formations are beautiful
in the extreme.

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Bell

Monta
Greatest

Eastern Studios

Here from Coast

who
Show on

Bell,

direct

will

Griffith to

"The

Earth," is here
from the Coast, conferring with
Monte Katterjohn, who suggested
the story. Benjamin F. Glazer, who
will write the continuity, will arrive
from Hollywood next week.

A

from ''Lots

Little
By

'C'AMOUS

He

for Paris, where he will take exteriors
for "Wings."
In November or Dewill start

work on

fying the American
Gilda Gray.

Girl,'

"Gloristarring

McNamara to Make Change
Tom McNamara will sign a long

Blinn in Feature
Holbrook Blinn will play a promi•nent role in

"The Song

of the

Drag-

the "big parade" when Raymond Harris, adaptator, his wife and
four children visit the theater.
The
sextette attend all the leading picIt's

now making

exteriors

of the Hutchison story, with
Lowe heading the cast.

Edtnund

ry

Beaumont

is

*

12 two-reel "Checker" comedies to be
released by the Loumay Distributing
Charles Dorety will play the
Co.

lead in the series, with
gen directing.

J.

Ray

Fried-

Vernon in Cuban Picture
Vivian Vernon has returned from
Cuba, where she played in "The
Omen," directed by George Riche-

has

returned

*

John W. Boyle has the

York.
^

*

4!

tried their luck in picTheir services were
tures?
not secured "for a song."
*
*

produced

Marion,

in the
*

when

would annex

*

ture, bring

it

a popular spot. It is easy
to get fresh vegetables for.
studio sceyies.
*

Tammany

bedroom

scenarios.

*

*

Cast Additions
Young, Charles

have been added to the cast of
"Not Herbert," a Ray Rockett prostarts
tomorrow.
which
duction,
Stuart Heisler, brought from the
Coast to cut "Paradise," will remain
to do the cutting and editing on the

new

picture.

*

edit-

ing

sure-fire

K

Green

directing.

Start

Famous,
Sept. 20.

*

States.

Editing

go

will

into

Roy Hunt

J.

production,
do the

will

Following "New York"
Reed will direct Adolphe Menjou in
"With Their Eyes Open."

camerawork.

\

Webber to Handle Camera
George Webber will photograph
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," which
enters production tomorrow, with
Frank Tuttle directing.
'

Otho Lovering, of the Famous cutting and editing staff, is working on
"So's Your Old Man," which stars

W.

Goldberg to Do Titles
R. L. ("Rube") Goldberg, the car
toonist, will do the titles for "Is Zat
So," exteriors for which will be
"shot" in the East, with Alfred

"New York" Sept. 20
York," which will be Luther
credited
Reed's second directorial effort for

Suzanne Lenglen is sent through
her movie paces, following her
tennis exhibitions in the United

Lovering
Craig,

Amey Editing Film
Amey is cutting and

George

"New

The Sam Wood-Byron Morgan team will be utilized when

*

Compton and Byron Doug-

las

*

Forest Halsey is being
with
writing
fool-proof,

Robert Ames has deserted the
movies and will be seen in a new

Christine

*

the good
resourceful men

and
*

*

is

return it before
tenants realized that they had
missed ansrthing?

scenes,

*

The Biograph truck garden

*

furnito the studio for

Exteriors will be taken along th{
Mississippi river in Louisiana. Bart
ley Campbell's play deals with th<
South before the Civil War and many
scenes of historical interest will b«
produced.
Interiors will be shot at
the Paramount Long Island studio.
Five months will be spent on the
production.

Fii

will find Philadelphia a
"sleepy city" on Sept. 23. It all depends who is on the receiving end of
the knockout wallop.

Jr.,

Do you remember
old days

writing th(

Tuimey, who

East.
*

is

"Stepping Along," which stars
He has worked or
Screen stars are wondering wheth- Johnny Hines.
er it will be Jack Dempsey or Gene several Hines' features.

whose subtitles are "nifties," is working on the
book of a new musical comedy to be
George

Forrest Halsey

script.

Farrar

dis-

picture made at the
new First National studio in
California. He will also photograph the last First National picture to be produced at
the Biograph studio in New

*

Do you remember when
Mary Garden a7id Geraldine

photographing the

first

Griffith directing.
Frank Walsh will
be the assistant director, with Harrj
Fischbeck in charge of the camera^

work.

Herbert Brenon.

*

*

tinction of

Make

Lawlor Titling Comedy
Hoey Lawlor is titling "Meet the
Boy Friend,' the first of a series of

W

Island, has a new
the Paramount studio and represents a New Orleans
thoroughfare during the Mardi Gras
season.
It
is
in "God Gave Me
Twenty Cents," being directed by

tures.

on," which will be a Robert T. Kane
production, with Lothar Mendes diErnest Haller is expected
recting.
to do the camera work.

Bradley King Returns
Bradley King, who wrote the continuity of "One Increasing Purpose,"
for I'ox, is here from England. Har-

«

«

>!'

New

Role
Andre Berangcr, a former director,
has arrived from the coast to appear
in "The Popular Sin," being directed
by Malcolm St. Clair.
in

suggested the story.

latter

term contract with a producing company following the completion of his
contract with Famous. He is now at
work on "The Canadian," starring
Thomas Meighan.

Beranger

9 9

JL

—

Use Dix

Richard Dix, Carol Dempster am
George Bancroft will head the cas
of "The White Slave," which will gc
into production Nov. 15, with D.

RALPH WIUC

is
counting heavily on Broadway play.
Monta and Monte for the suc- from the Coast.
cess of "The Greatest Show on
D'Arrast to Paris
Astoria, Long
Earth." Monta means Director Bell
Harry D'Arrast sailed yesterday and Monte Monte Katterjohn. The street. It is at

cember, he

PITHY PARAGRAPH3
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

C. Fields.

Brenon to Do "Special"
Hugh Bennett, First National film
editor, who recently finished work on

Choosing Locations
Locations

are

being

selected

for

"The Music Master," which will be
the second picture to be made at the
Fox studio here, since it reopened
Allan Dwan will dithis summer.
rect,

with Joe Ruttenberg doing the

"'Subway Sadie," has been transfer- camerawork.
red

to

the

Coast.

He

leaves

next

Barnes to "Shoot"
Completing "The Quarterback"
week.
Work on "The Quarterback" will
George Barnes has arrived from
It stars
be completed next week.
photograph Gloria
Bennett to Holljrwood
John the Coast to
lavie, a Hungarian director.
Richard Dix and is being directed by
in "Eyes of Youth," which
Swanson
Herbert Brenon will do a special,
Vanderbroek did the camerawork.
Fred Newmeyer. Edward Cronjager
will be directed by Albert Parker
following "God Gave Me Twenty
is doing the camera work.
Sanger, veteran casting agent
Harry
Cents." The title is expected to be
Randolf Arrives
has joined the production staff.
announced next week.
Anders Randolf, veteran character
actor, has arrived from the Coast to
Efrus Returns from Coast
if
To Fill Post
appear in the new Gloria Swanson
Sam Efrus, who is active in the
production, which starts at the CosSeveral candidates are being conDIRECTOR ol PHOTOGRAPHY ft
independent market, has returned sidered for the post of casting dimopolitan studio nex(. week.
if
from a trip to Hollywood.
rector at Famous left vacant by the
if
V
Ro;ketl Goes to Coast
resignation of Wiliam Cohill.
The
QUALITY
for
producing
\\
is
v.ho
Ai Rockett,
Tover on Brenon Picture
appointment will be made this week. if
I'iret 7Nalicnal, hit yesterday .or tl.c
l{
Leo Tover is photographing "God
Crast, where he will be in charj°
Gave Me Twenty Cents," which is
Gloria to Start
il
will
"The Patent-Leather Kid," which
Ijcing directed by Herbert Brenon.
if
Gloria Swanson will start work
star Richard Barthelmess.
if
Ray Lissner is the assistant director this week on "Eyes of Youth," with
un'th
it
Parker
directing.
Robert
Albert
if
Adams Active
i^
^t
Coast
on
Kennedy
Schnable is production manager. The
Edgar Adams, veteran film editor,
Lem Kennedy, Eastern director, cast includes John Boles, Hugh Milnow is cutting and editing "The
in "THE
|
§
Quarterback," which stars Richard who has been producing in Florida, ler and Anders Randolf. Production
Cosmopolitan.
at
Hollywood.
in
is
Dix.

—

SPEED

ACCURACY

THOMAS MEIGHAN

CANADIAN"

..

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS
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^^
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^^
^
V
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FILM DIGEST

By

Harvey E. Qausman

Hartford Signs Two
Marguerite De La Motte Loaned
Marguerite De La Motte, who has
Rich and Russell Simpson
role in "An have been signed for important roles just completed "Pals in Paradise"
direction of "Twinkletoes," Colleen Famous for a leading
Fay Wray is in "God's Great Wilderness," David for Metropolitan, has been loaned to
Moore picture for First National, by American Tragedy."
lead.
feminine
Hartford production which Bertram Universal and will be featured in
the
for
slated
Supporting the star aro
Sept. 15.
Bracken directs and Frances Nord- "Held by the Law," with Edward
Kenneth Harlan, Gladys Brockwell.
Laenimle directing.
strom co-directs.
Gilstrom Making Comedy
Warner Oland, Tully Marshall, Jul
Avrid E. Gilstrom is directing "Ihe
anne Johnston and Lucien Littlcficld
Cast for Murnau's "Sunrise"
Rosen Completing "Rose"
On Sept. 16, Miss Moore 'eaves Knight Before Christmas," the final
Cast for "Sunrise," which F. W.
for New York, where exteriors ^vi^
episode of the "Bill Grimm's ProDirector Phil Rosen is finishing
Margaret "Rose of the Tenements" an F. B. O. Murnau will direct for Fox, are Janet
be made for her next picture, "Or- gress" series, at F. B. O.
Morris, Al Cooke and Kit Guard are Gold Bond special with Shirley Ma- Gaynor, George O'Brien and Margachids and Ermine."
ret Livingston.
featured.
son and Johnny Harron.
Preparing Milton Sills Script
Rawlinson in "Trooper 77"
Coogan Unit Back from Location
Late October will see the -start of
Yates Story for Chster
Herbert Rawlinson is being fea-.
his
brought
has
Milton Sills' next First National veReaves Eason
"The Kid's Last Fight" an original tured in "Trooper 77," which Dukq
hicle, "The Runaway Enchantress," Jackie Coogan company back to Holstory by George W. Yates, Jr., has Worne is directing.
Hazel Deane ia
based on a short story by Mary lywood after making exteriors for been purchased by F. B. O. and will
the feminine lead.
The
Heaton Vorse. Carey Wilson is do- "Johnny Get Your Hair Cut."
be used as material for a Tom Tyler
intf the scenario.
unit spent two weeks at Tanforan, western.
Lead Opposite Hank Mann
scenes.
track
shooting
race
Cal.,
Betty B. Davis will play the lead
"Four Flusher" for Denny
in a new series starring Hank Mann
"Black Rider" Unit on Location
Mel Brown will direct "The Four
Jefferson in Hawks Picture
Alvin
and
his com- to be made by Tiesler Prod.
Talmadge
Richard
Flusher," starring Reginald Denny
Thomas Jefferson plays the role
filming "The Black Rider" have J. Neitz will handle the megaphone.
pany
original
for
Carr's
Universal.
Raymond Cannon of the king in Harry
been on location at Kernville. The
wrote the story.
story whicli Fox is making under
Barbara Worth Completes Role
Bedford,
players
include
Barbara
the title of "Gaby." Howard Hawks
Barbara Worth has completed her
David Torrence, Stuart Holmes, Davis directing with George O'Brien and
role in a Universal Western directed
Story for Hoot Gibson
id Mir, Bennett Hastings, Christian
"The Red Headed Husband" will Virginia \ alii occupying the leads.
Frank and Robert Chandler. Irvin by William Wyler.
Pickford for "American Tragedy"
Jack Pickford has been signed by

Completing "Twinkletoes"
Charles Brabin expects to complete

Lillian

j
'

be Hoot Gibson's next picture for
Universal.
Lynn Reynolds will direct.

Working

"Dangerous Friends"
Gertrude Short has been added to
the cast of "Dangerous Friends,"
which Finis Fox is directing for

Ruth Hiatt Opposite Syd Chaplin
Ruth Hiatt, Mack Sennett bathing Banner.
'beauty,

been cast for the lead
Sydney Chaplin in "The

has

opposite
.Missing Link."
;

Corinne Griffith's Next
E. M. Asher has bought "Purple
and Fine Linen" for Corinne Griffith's

next.

Pierce in "Tarzan" Story
James Pierce has been assigned a
part in the next F. B. O. "Tarzan"
story known as "Tarzan and the GjI

den Lion."
dle the

J.

P McGowan

will han-

megaphone.

Davis Returning to Screen
Mildred Davis will return to *:hc
screen in "Poor Man, Rich Man,"
which J. G. Bachmann will produce.

Others
Hoyt, T.
Marjorie Gay.

|

Centers at the

i

"The

Land

of
directing for

which he is
New York. He now
in Western Canada.

is

Monty Banks.

been assistant production man-

produce a farce comedy which Albert

has

Kelley will direct.

ager.

Title

Garrett

Writer

Free-Lancing

Graham has

entered

the
after finishing
pictures.

Cleve Moore Returning
Cleve Moore, brother of Colleen,
will return to Hollywood within a

Alva
in

White,

Cliff

ert
is

Smith

directing

is

"The Des-

Toll" for M-G-M. Kathleen
playing the feminine lead.

Key

formerly

script

Josef von Sternberg, will
pictures for First National.

"The Harp

0RIGINAL9-C0NTI NUITVADAPTATION?- GA(j9.

FOX 9TUDI09 ^^t.

m m

IHE OLD VAUDEVILLE DOG
IS

RAPIDLY

EARNING HIS NEW TRICKS

in

Hock."

directing.
The cast includes
Oliver Hardy, Lillian Leighton and

is

Frank Brownlee.
Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

.

.

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
in the Center
of Hollywood

girl

Sellon in Griffith Film
Charles Sellon has joined the cast
of

Mary Maberry,

MARSHALL

Gladys Hulette in Lead
Gladys Hulette is playing opposite
Charley Chase in his latest Hal
Roach comedy which Leo McCarey

work

Sennett Signs Co-ed
has been signed by

EDWARD

Child Actor To Be Co-Featured
player,
Coughlan,
child
Junior
who has been signed on a long-term
by Cevil B. De Mille, will be cofeatured with Rudolph Schildkraut in

Bess Meredyth Doing Script
Meredyth is doing the script
Bess
Ethel Clayton in "Mother Machree"
Ethel Clayton has been cast for a for "The Vagabond Prince," which
Samuel Goldwyn will produce with
part in "Mother Machree."
Ronald Colman and Vilma Banky
playing the leads.
Script Girl As Film Actress
for

College Night Every Friday

super-

Bachmann Working on Sennett Lot Ransom Made Production Manager
Lou Ransom has been promoted to
J. G. Bachmann has taken over the
Mack Sennett studio during vaca- production manager at F. B. O., sucHe will ceeding Roger Manning. Ransom
tion of the Sennett forces.

Famous

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

will

Charles Horan
Famous at
on location is working on the scenario for the
second picture in a series for Pathe,

Doris Lloyd Gets Role
Doris Lloyd will play the wife
of George Sidney in "The Auctioneer," which will be made at New
York by Fox.

I

Richard Jones

Pratt to Direct Monty Banks
Gilbert Pratt has been signed to
direct

Ambassador's

-<-<®»-

F.

vise.

Promise,"

few weeks after a European vacation.
He will resume work in pictures.

Cocoanut Grove

Directing "Desert Toll"

Cast for Hal Roach Comedy
The cast for Hal Roach's next all-

tana.

of

directing.

the picture are star comedy will include Lillian Rich,
Roy Barnes and Edwards Davis, Leo White, Stan
Laurel, Ed Dearing and Bull Mon-

Beaudine to Return
William Beaudine is scheduled to
return to Hollywood after completion

is

in

Arthur

free-lance title field
the titles on five Fox

The Life of Los Angeles

Willat

in

university co-ed,
Mack Sennett.

"The Lady

Griffith's

new

in

Ermine," Corinne
vehicle, beFlood for First

starring

ing directed by James
National.

ThelSew

HOllVWOOD^

P1JIIA#
Hollywood, California

THE
BP"

Sunday, September

10

FOLLOWING THE ACTIVITIES

AROUND THE
WORLD

JAMES

By

Backs British National

Department

of
at

Commerce, can supply information
Several Paris papers
any time.

support this idea. Coissac says only
seven per cent of the population goes
to pictures in France.

British

protested against the establishment of the new system without suf-

"U"
Prague

—

to

finance

notice.

ficient

An American

will

Seek Open Sunday

it

stated.

Brookheim Gets Special Post
Charles Brookheim, who has been
Universal's Paris manager for the
past year, has been appointed special
representative by N. L. Manheim,
who has assigned him to sales
throughout the world.
He will assume his duties in about a week.

On

Great Britain

in

—New

London
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

—

mediately.
*

*

*

The Cardiff branch of the C. E. A.
has passed a resolution requesting all
for L niversal, sailed Saturday on the reiTters to reduce their film rentals
Leviathan on a business trip which ihifing the present depression in busicompany's

French

industry.

"The

Americans

dustry, and I rather prefer a working
deal with the French than with the

London

— The

illit

Gaumont productior

HI-MARK FILM SALES

CO.

DiMribu ion

Foreigri

Ndt Nathanson,

Pr<-s.

Exclusive rurchasing ag* nts and rerresentatives for leading film distributors thrt ughout foreign territories.

Cable address

Phone

^

isconsin
5196-5197

:

Himark New York

FOREIGN TERRITORY

Viermese Version of War
The first picture by a
Vienna

—

Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Win. Barrymore

6 Society

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

'Doncameo*
N. Y.

St.

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry
1540

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

ADAM

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
New

729 Seventh Avenue

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

^Productions oj Merit''

6

THRILLING WESTERNS
called

Buckskin Texan
Desert Scout
Frontier Love

The Texan Jack

J.

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

Seeks French Tie-up

import their pictures to our country,"
he said, "and in exchange they engage the best of our domestic artists
many scenario writers as Molnar,
Hiro and artists like Lya de Putti,
\nima Banky, Maria Corda, Petrov'tch, Varconi, Alexander Corda and
The Hungarian
Michael Courtice.
government does everything to promote the domestic moving picture in-

iir

French Picture Completed

Noel Coward's play, "Easy Virtue,"
will be filmed by C. M. Woolf and

,

with

(irinstead.

ness.

tol.

tieup

Wibledon; Imperial, Clapham June
Thatched Picture House, Noi
wish, and Cinema De Luxe, Eas

tures.

A 1,500-seat theater is planned by
a companjr headed by H. W. Wild.
Herbert Clayton will manage the
liouse.
Construction will start im-

—

a

m

—

Frank Merrill

for

consummated by the firm, rt
fleeting the brisk demand for theater
all parts of the country, are: Vai
deville
Electric,
Colchester;
Elitr
recently

Terris May Direct Four
for Sunday shows exists. At
London It is expected that Ton
present there are 600 which are permitted with reservations, to operate Terris. who is here from the Unitec
on the Sabbath.
States will direct four British pic-

—

looking

Fi

the Harris and Gillow agency.
Tl
house seats 2,000. Other transactior

demand

—

recently

is

istrt

'Mademoiselle from Armentieres,
London There is agitation for a has been completed and will be show;
to the trade Sept. 13.
opening
campaign
for
Sunday
strong
throughout Great Britain. A

—

—

—

for Theaters

Film Renter, London

Editor,

"U" Auditor Going Abroad
J. De Young, traveling auditor

will take him to all of his
foreign offices.

Demand

Bristol, Eng.
The King's Cinem
the latest theater to be sold throug

Theater Planned for

produc-

direct,

also
the trade press for

personal charge of the opening of the
Piccadilly Pictures.
Hippodrome, Shea presentation house. company just organized has started.
Fred Culley, formerly for nine years It is a war picture, with a number
the musical director of Shea's, Toron- of Austrian theatrical names in the
Betty Balfour at Budapest
to, has returned to the city after a cast.
Budapest Betty Balfour is workcouple of years with a phonograph
ing in a picture which Cavallius is direcording orchestra.
The HippoWales Outlook Blacker
••ecting.
She Svoon goes to Stockholm
drome has been redecorated, new
London F'ailure of the negotia- for other scenes.
seats have been installed and new tions with the miners further blackens
decorative furnishings have been add- tlie outlook for exhibitors in South
Prices range up to $1.
ed.
Wales. Alore than 50 theaters in this
Foreign Territory Now Available
district have closed as the strikers
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas
have reached the end of their reJoe May Busy
sources.
Starring
Berlin
Joe May is producing
Fast Action Me'odrt in«s
"Dagfin the Skiier" and has in
Lubitsch Fflm Opens in Berlin
FERDINAND H.
preparation, "Derby," "District AtBerlin
Lubitsch's "Lady Winder152 West 42nd St., New York City
torney Jordan" and "Maman Colibri."
mere's Fan" has opened at the CapiWis. 14
Cable Ferdinadam, N.Y. Ph Dn s

Paris
Eugene Haltai, president of
Hungarian playwrights, was in Paris

Brisk

tion;

in Czechoslovakia

— Czechoslovakian

The government

was attacked by
the same reason.

In addition to
tion forces are busy.
a number of domestic pictures. Universal plans to make "The Jew of
Prague" from the scenario by J. S.

J.

Shea Back in Harness
Toronto Jeremiah Shea, for 27
years the manager of Shea theaters
has completely recovered from a
serious illness, and Labor Day took

"kontinraised
It

who

Agitation

is

new

effective.

National Pictures, Ltd., through
the efforts of J. D. Williams.
This is said to mark one of the
few times in British film history
that a producer has received the
support of a banking mstitution.

—

Paris
Michael Coissac, author of
a history of cinematography, wants
to create a special department for
stat'stics from all the world, so that
this department, which is to be supervised by the French Department

—Austria's

gent" is now
a storm of protest from distributors,

Kolar.
Statistical

ler

Barclays Bank is
London
reported to have entered into an

agreement

going to great lengths to enAll
courage domestic production.
former royal castles and estates are
placed at the disposal of producers
without charge.
is

World

Vienna

—

tic

It is reported that the government
offered a subsidy of $30,000, for the
filming of the musical comedy "The
Czarless Princess." Salaries of players are regulated by government decrees, and are per day as follows:
players
supporting
Stars,
$15;
small parts, $5; extras (in full dress).
$2.25; other extras, $1.50.

CUNNINGHAM

"Kontingent" in Austria

Hungary Busy
At Great Pains to Encourage DomesProduction — Government
Properties Available
Budapest — The Hungarian Government

P.

di)

FLASHES FROM BERLIN
STOCKHOLM— COPENHAGEN
LONDON— SYDNEY— AND
OTHER CITIES

Foreign Markets

OF FILM PEOPLE

1926

12,

MOUNTAN,

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and distributors.

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

6

Series

Battle of Lone Star
Wheels of the Pioneers
Broken Trails

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,
31

Portland

London,
Cable Address:

Place,

W. I. England
RICHPICSOC,

Cable Adress:
Cable Address:

Paris

DEEJAY. London
RICHPIC, N. Y.

London Address
Napoleon Films, Lrd.
8 New Comptori SI.
Charini Crou Koad W. C.

Cable Addresses

London
2

SMICOFILMS

New York

PIZORPILMS

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

Germans."

id

—

;

THE
unday, September

-c^aiDAILV

1925

12,

Management

Theater Equipment and
SAMUEL DATLOWE

By

lemote Control Organ

Chair Comfort Important to Patronage

Improve Ventilation

Can Be Operated from
The trend in theater building has search into the best construction of a Addition of Speed Control Apparattw
And while chair from the standpoint of giving
Projection Booth to Synchrobeen toward lavishness.
Provides 300 Variations in Air
As a result, comfortnize Music With Picture
this is an admirable factor, indicat- most comfort.
Volume
New Martinsville, W. Va. The ing as it does the growth and pros- able seats can be bought at the presCompletely controlled ventilation is

nstrument

—

rst appearance of a
lolled organ has been

remotely con-

made

here a:

Lincoln, which has just installed
n Arthur Jordan-Link Rei)rodi:cuuT
vgan.
'I he
instrument requ" es no organIt contains four endless artist
t.
oils, similar to those used in a playr piano, but each of a different style
The press of a buttoja by
f music.
ither the projectionist or anyone else
n the house suits the music to the
ction on the screen instantaneously.
lie

More Equipment Placed
Sales reported by the Howells-Cine
during the past week follow:
two
laza theater, Bayonne, N. J.
o.

—

Franklyn theater,
two Simplex machines,
vfutley, N. J.
wo Peerless lamps, Hertner Translamps;

'eerless

—

iJO'.My of the u.dustry, it ha? divertsomethinsf else
xh'bitoi's !rom
ed
equally desirable comfort.
Comfort in the theater is of vital
It is a combination of
importance.
i.iany things- clear projec*-on, harrionious decorjiions, beautihii music
One
and courtesy from employes.
thing has been purposely left out of
the foregoing list so that it can be
It is the seai
stressed all the more.
During the entire rinu; a patron
spe::ds in a theater, he is using a seat,
and a large part of thi enrertainment
he wil! derive from the show will
A
r;..'|)end upon the mood he is in.
hard, r'fri'l-nacked chair can have only
one effect on him. It can make him
only annoyed. On the (;thcr hand, a
seat that fits his body and creates the
i'/ubt resistan.-e to his WMghi. will put
hi)'.;
at his ease alnios". imir.ediatelv.
Almost invariably, an executive of

—

—

Dalite gold fibre screen; CapiBrooklyn screen; Cena large seat manufacturing company
Dalite gold fibre
ral Goshen. N. Y.
declared recently, theater owners buy
creen.
seats because certain trimmings appeal to them.
The comfort of the
Stadford, Newark House, Opening
chair never seems to enter their minds,
Newark, N. J. Stern & Golding's he said. And yet not one out of fifty
Stadford, a 2,000-seater, opens here patrons could tell the theater owner
omorrow. The Howells-Cine Equip- what is the color of the velour on the
nent Co. of New York furnished the seat.
'erter,

ol

theater,

—

—

—

I

ollowing
nachines,

two

Simplex

two

equipment:

Peerless

lamps,

a

nlertner Transverter, a Brenkert spot
md a Dalite gold fibre screen.

The tremendous growth

of the the-

ater seating industry in the past
years, has caused considerable

few
re-

ent time at almost any price.
Three definite things are to be considered in determining the comfort
of seats:
1.
The "yield" of the seat and back
2.
Depth of the seat (as measured
from front to back)
3.
Pitch and curve of the back and

—
—
—

arms

Heywood- Wakefield

The

Homstein Back from Trip

will be
created by the desire for comfort will
pay for the original outlay in chairs

within

a

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

short time.

To

Heights,

PaJisades

N.

Inc.
J.

3678

Enlarge Theater

Franklin, Pa.

— Contracts

are about

to be let for remodelling of the Venango.
This will include increasing
the capacity of the house to 1,000;
new projection equipment, new seats

and other imnrovements.

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

—

Theaters Equipped

Corp. will build a theater to cost
$100,000 which will seat 600.
Albert

Coe

ment

following installations of equipreported by the Howells-

are

Cine Equipment Co.:
Park, Reading, Pa.

:

Simplex projector and

Radium gold fibre screen
Cameo. Pittsburgh: two Simplex projectors
and Peerless lamps; Concourse, Fordham
Road,
New York
two Peerless lamps
Peerless lamps and

;

Bronxville,

Bayonne. N.

N.
J.,

Y.

:

all

equipment

House for Desdemonia
Desdemonia, Tex. O. O, Zent

—

two Peerless lamps.

Specify

president.

—

Strand,

;

is

Finishing Houston House
Houston, Tex. The new Kirby is
under construction and will be ready
within the next few months.

:

Joe Hornstein of the Howells-Cine
Equipment Co. has returned from
two-week vacation in Maine.

r—

Plan House for Plainville
Plainville, Conn.
The Sequassen

The

—

To Handle Nu-Air in South
Dallas— The Dallas Theater Supply
Co. has become distributor of the
Arctic Nu-Air system for this region.

The added patronage which

"Golden

Chairs at Ray's
Snyder, Okla. Kay's theater has
nstalled about 500 new opera chairs.
Dther improvements are under way.

for

the

seat of this chair can be stuffed.
By
adding 75 cents to this total, a chair
w-'th spring seat can be obtained.
One dollar more and the back is upholstered, making- the total expenditure for an exceedingly comfortable
chair exactly $8.25, or $3 more than
for a plain wooden seat.

House Gets Organ

New

various

Heywood-Wakefield Co.,
For an additional $1.25

at the
$5,25.

—

I

—A

their

at

>«~«

—

Ark.

By means of this pulley, volume
of air is controlled, and therefore the
ventilation system can be as useful
in the winter as during the summer
heat.
The average speed of the plant

1

Award Electric Sign Contract
i'.'dtimore. Md.
Intensive work has
Schenectady, N. Y. Proctor's has
iwarded contracts for the erection of been started to alter the Pa'-kway by
Upper boxes will be refifty-foot electric sign to the Kolite Sept. 20.
Electric Sign Co., and for interior moved and replaced by ornnt.<entaI
lecoration to the house to the Carl panels, the lobby will be enlarged, a
new organ installed and new lighting
Zo.
fixtures and carpets put in.

/oice" organ, costing $15,000, has arived at the Palace and is now being
Lssembled.

has

in winter is about 75 revolutions a
warehouses minute, while in summer the volume
throughout the country and in New of air is measured only by the intenYork at S16.West 34th St., and is in sity of the heat.
The speed regulator can be operatcharge of Frank H. Bowen, head of
ed by remote control from any point
the theater department.
An all-wood seat can be purchased in the theater.

play

Altertr^ Parkway. Bal'c

Fayettesville
Fayettesville,

Co.

carried on long experiments with
these three principles in mind and has
developed a chair that fits the body
as a glove fits the hand. This and
others of the type are now on dis-

believed to have been attained by the
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., with the adoption of the Horton Variable Speed
Pulley, capable of either reducing the
speed of the fan to as low as lu revolutions a minute and increasing it to
as high as 400 revolutions in sixty
seconds.

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

N.

is

building a theater.

If

Market

West 45th
Y.

Street

Bryant 7243

You Are
for

in the

Any Kind

of

I

$50,000 Wurlitzer in Manos
Greensburg,
Pa.A Wurlitzer
riope-jones Unit Organ has been set
3p in the Manos.
It cost $50,000.

—

Elkton House Open

—

R.

R.

&

Suchman and

Moorpark House Being Built
Cal.
J.
G. Tanner

—

his associates.

—

Cedar Falls, la. The Regent has
reopened after being redecorated.

&

Colorado, Tex.
ing completion.

—The Palace

is

—
theater.

Moorpark,
building a

Theater for Chapel Hill
Chapel Hill, N
W. B. Sorrell
reported planning erection of a

C—

near-

is

Sesonske House Makes Debut
Watertown, N. Y.— Charles C. Sesonske has opened his new Liberty.

Completing Texas House

R. Theater

Whitewright, Tex.— The new T.
theater has opened.

Theater

N. Y.
A bouse
seating 2,500 will be erected by Harry

Southampton,

Iowa Theater Reopens

Elkton, Md, J. Albert Roney has
jpened his new theater. It seats 400.

New

New Suchman

is

theater.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VS-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penaa, 6SM

THE

-^5^

DAILY
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Sunday, September

I

No

paper.

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Labor Day.

of

general

prevents

difficulties

San

strike

(M-G-M)

in

Francisco.

Patriotic and historical films to be shown
to immigrants on liners, Hays office plans.
Dept. of Justice orders that demands for
deposits from exhibitors defaulting on arbitration decisions must be discontinued.
Wage increases granted New York stage

hands.

Wisconsin M. P. T. O. will not arbitrate
cases of non-members.
"La Cinematographic Francaise" sees tendency in America to exchange producwith

tions

France.

Wednesday
B. O. plans $10,000,000 for
Fox theater chain to embrace
F.

production.
25 leading

hundred

Three

window

special

cards were put out on the Saturday
before opening. Cards contained the
Boxing Tonight,
following
copy:
Buster Keatoii vs. Battling Butler,
The same coijy
Majestic Theater.
was used in the newspaper ads as
a follow-up after the Sunday openlarge sporting goods store
ing.

A

situated on the main street donated
their big window for tieup purposes.
Majestic, Louisville, Ky.

—

cities.

John C. Ragland resigns as Eastern
manager for Harold Lloyd.
being made
cago musicians' strike.

Frantic

efforts

adjust

to

sales

"The Devil Horse"
Chi-

Germany to participate in International Film
Congress.
Negotiations under way for pooling of 160
houses owned by Northwest Theaters and

Saxe Enterprises.
Rudolph Valentino buried at Hollywood.
Ontario to remove tax on low-priced

ad-

missions.

buying merger gives Home State
Dallas product of Progress Pictures.

New

at

Thursday
with

Public

Chicago

theaters

in

musicians'

strike.

(Pathe)

"Chubby,"

a

friendly

brown pony

with a face expressive of anything
but devilishness, was an attraction in
the street foyer for several days while
Chubthe picture was being shown.
by drew many juvenile patrons to the
theater by curiosity, even though he
didn't look as ferocious as the horse
in the film.
Walter Artz, Colonial,

—

Hagerstown, Md.

Universal plans to produce in foreign countries.

Washington reports increased use

of theaters
for church purposes.
Berlin censors viewed 219 pictures in July.
Net income of the Orpheum Circuit and
subsidiaries totaled $1,094,925 for the first
half of 1926.
Dent interests acquire four more houses in

Texas.
Venus Theater Co. expanding in Virginia.
Minneapolis arbitration board's future hangs
on today's meeting.
Important German equipment concerns effect merger.

Friday
Federal terms sought at

Helena, Mont., for

"bicyclers."
in testing

"blue law" application to
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition.
NationaO's
distribution
deal
British
with
Famous finds friendly echoes in English

Delay

opinion.
Trade editors there see
reciprocity nearer.
Two ambitious plans
for the revival of the British industry reported.
Major H. C. S. Thomson interested in British and Continental production.
Reports of
deal
between Universal and
Fischer Circuit denied.
Universal negotiating distribution deal with
leading Italian company.
E. A. Dupont, arriving in New York from
Coast, denies contract with Universal.
Jesse L. Lasky elected president of Assoc,
of M. P. Producers.
»
Cohens and Kellys to line up in Fall Film
Golf Tournament at Great Neck Sept. 29.
editorial

Saturday
Hays organization
against

plans
"bicyclers."

nation-wide
settled.

Fox

$1,400,743

six

net profit of
months of 1926.

front

the

of

theater

advertising

"Fig Leaves" was painted attractively, the special feature being that tiny
leaves under each letter in the title
accentuated the words and were air
together most fitting, placed as they
were.
A prominent window display
in one of the leading department store
fronts was another feature of the exploitation.
Secured a highly attractive window, and very cleverly did
not destroy the beauty of the setting
by too much postering.
Instead
merely inserted at each end of the
window inside two large and handsome scenes from the picture, with
the title and featured players, George
O'Brien and Olive Borden. Fred J.
Dolle, Alamo, Louisville, Ky.

—

"The

Plastic

Age"

in

first

Hippodrome books number of Fox pictures.
Each United Artists pre-release house to be
known as an "United Artist Theater."
M. P. T. O. A. Bulletin doubts wisdom of
Dept.

of

Justice

Secured the permission from the
Mayor and Police Dept. Roped off
front of the theater.
Adthat on the opening night
would have a free football game and
band concert in block in front of theater at 7:15 under artificial light. The
lirst one of its kind ever held in the
United States.
Secured powerful

block

in

court decisions.

—

a new exchanRe of their own in Cleveland.
site has been secured on East
21st St., just north of Payne Ave.
The firm which just completed the
new Fox exchanpe will build it.

A

ball in football

uniforms.

Had them

practice the day of the game on an
empty lot and to fake a number of
plays to make it as showy as possible.
Also bad linemen, referee, etc.
Secured the Boys Band and what a
flash they did make to play before
the game and during the game.
Advertised room for 5,000 people.
The
novelty attracted them. Jack Gross,

Brill Back from Foreign Jaunt
Akron, O. Charles Brill, owner of
the Miles Royal theater, just returned from a three months trip through
France and Italy.
Crane, Carthage, Mo.

—

a

part

in

In addition to

"Lulu

Belle,"

Broadway's

premiere gate-crashing
attraction will work under the Kleigs
m "Not Herbert."

powder in perfumed envelopes.
"Red hair!
Where do they get
Copy on each package related that that stuff?" was a prevalent if slangy
throu,£;h
the powder was distributed
statement at the "Red" Grange lunchface

the

courtesy

of

and stated where

Douglas Fairbanks- eon. But the
full size packages
partment says

F. B. O. publicity dehis hair is red (auburn

Also arranged
could be obtained.
according to a female observer) and
with a florist to provide free about
that's that.
Attached
200 small rose bouquets.
"
and
to each was a card reading
After braving lions and other irvso the Princess' choice of a husban 1
habitayit's of the wilderness Miss Lola
depended upon a rose." This rose Krentzberg, German film, producer,
stunt was used at a 10 o'clock mornfound New York her Waterloo.
ing showing for ladies on the openi.ig
Now she is recovering from a fracday. The most unique stunt was the
ture of the leg sustained when a taxi
distribution on the streets of Rio de
struck her on her initial day in
Janeiro of a form of horoscope. This
America.
was printed on cheap newsprint with
in
matter
a date in red, and word
"Girl Shy" must be attributed to
black.
Copy was: "St. Procopio
Harold Lloyd, not "Red" Grange.
Full Moon at 9 P. M. Thursday."^t his luncheon at the Astor recently
Motion Picture Day Inaagra-ation the
silversheet-gridiron-ice
wagonof the exhibitions of 'The Thief of
star said that before working in the
until
this
Bagdad,' the best picture
studio be had tasted lip-stick but had
date shown in Brazil. The whole of
never worn it.
date
on
this
will
go
Rio de Janeiro
to the Cinema Gloria to see Douglas
Walton Heads Casting Department
Fairbanks." Gloria, Rio de Janiero,
Charles Walton has been placed in
Brazil.
charge of Rebecca & Silton's casting
department.
Miss Rebecca and Ira
"The Wise Guy"
Uhr will split their time between ac(First National)
tivities in New York and California.
Arranged two excellent tie-ups with
The first was with
local merchants.
Nebraska Theaters Corp. Open One
Brothers sports
the Spalding and
'Omaha The Corby, at 16th and
A large poster, conspicuously Corby
store.
Sts., has been opened by thq
placed in the display of athletic goods,
Nebraska
Theaters Corp. The ptage
besides carrying several large producis equipped for acts.
tion stills reading as follows: "'The

—

—

—

—

Wise Guy' knows the advantages of
See 'The
Spalding Athletic Goods.
Wise Guy' at the Liberty now." The
second tie-up was with a fashionable
The special window
haberdasher.
display
showed a posterj bearing
production stills and carrying the fol"The Wise Guy
lowing
lines:
patronizes this store for distinctive
wear." Paul Noble, Liberty,
Portland, Ore.

—

it

PUBLIC SERVICE tf

Adventure speakers from
Far places, or films only.

(Preferred)

photographers lights, hooked them
up inside of theater with enough
United Artists Plan Exchange
cable to bring to end of canopy. SeQevclancl United Artists will build cured 22 young men who played foot-

getting

Biograph Studio.

playing

perTied
fume shop. In connection with the
latter, he distributed 3,000 samples of

men's

vertised

Chicago musicians' strike
earns

move

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)
Worked up an attractive lobby
decoration.
The big banner across
the

the

of Bagdad"
(United Artists)
up with a florist and a

"The Thief

"Battling Butler"

DALY

Tammany Young soon begins
doubling from the Belasco theater to

Tuesday
Chicago musicians walk out when last minAdjustment
ute deliberations break down.

1926

nd That's That!
By PHIL. M.

Monday

12,

—

Employes Lease House

at Fulton
C. Ives and
John Neihart have leased the Auditorium, Recreation Park, for pictures.
They formerly served as employes
at the house.

Fulton, N. Y.

— Homer

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16thSt. N.W. Washington. D.C

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South Wabash Ave., Chicago,

III.

—

The Maximum
Emotional Effect
The general

use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much
improvement in the art.

Used without a filter
with a

filter,

sational.

it

maximum

helps the picture

it:

''The use of 'Pan'

emotional effect on the screen."

Eastman panchromatic negative
same price

way of

the color corrections are positively sen-

As one user has put

gives the

in the

ordinary negative.

as

It

now

is

keeps

the

as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom,

is

developed

in

the same

manner

as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic

is

an extraordinary

producf.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

HY MAYER'S
"SKETCH BOOK"

A

short length novelty by the famous artist.

Laughs, travel

bits,

odd and interesting items.

Short enough for any program.

Good enough

to hold its

own on any program.

Four now announced: "The Family Album,"
((

A

it

Tripping the Rhine."

Pup's

Tale,"

"Nurnberg,

the

Toy

City,"

Pafh^picture

k
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Romance

'

IS indeed a far cry from
that penny arcade in Cincin-

f.

nati

palatial

the

theater

today.

of

J.

-'An industry successful in bridg-

ing that sort of a gap in so short
a

period

of

cannot but

years

arouse admiration.

A

somewhere

writer

states

motion pictures are now accept
ed with public schools and newspapers.

All

this

has come to

B.O.J

ENGLAND

In a cablegram received from London on Saturday, Joseph P. Kennedy
president of F. B. O. stated he had
negotiations whereby al'
F. B. O pictures will be distributee
throughout the United Kingdom by
Ideal Films, Ltd., one of the oldes'i
distributing agencies in Great Brit-,
ain, which firm is headed by Simor

concluded

sent

W. Brown

Colvin

England and two weeks

later

t(

wen;-

cables on Saturday told of
(Continued on page 2)
Joe Kennedy's deal with the RowNow F. B. O. will secure fullsons.
Differences in
K.
fledged distribution in Merrie EngThe Rowsons Exhibitor Association and Distributland through Ideal.
and their organization are held in
ors' Organization Pulling in Opmighty high esteem. So that augur?
posite Directions
well for F. B. O.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
F. B. O. has until now sold its
Editor, Film Renter, London
There was a
product sporadically.
London It is useless to conceal
A few picselling office in London.
tures were sold here, a few there. the fact that relations between the
Now, all of them will be brought tc C. E. A. and the K. R. S. are getting
English screens through Ideal's fif- more and more strained each day
and at almost every council meeting
teen offices.

U.

—

Schools

vs.

Films

decision came to
The
light in Seattle the other day.
Attorney-General ruled schools canSchoo\
not show films for profit.
competition has disturbed the Northwest.
This decision will settle thcv
Exhibitors shouk'
issue for all time.
know of what has transpired ir
Washington.
It will aid them ir

An

important

meeting

then

local

problem

if

it

should develop. Theater owners like
wise should understand that the Hays
office

is

for

them

first,

and

last

non-theatrical competition so-called rears its head againsH
the regularly-constituted operators o!'
theaters.
Performances for instruction are vastly different from performances for profit. The exhibitor
must be protected.

KANN
M-G-M Week Under Way
Los Angeles — A thousand citizen^
representing the industries in souths
ern California, employes and city of-*
ficials

participated in launching

Week on

of the C. E. A. criticism of the Renters' Society creeps into the proceed
ings.
The blind booking bill just
drafted by the Exhibitors' Associa(Continued on Page 5)

Heavily Insured
Joseph M.

Schenck increased hi.'
insurance coverage to $4,225,000
through an additional $2,000,000 writTin
ten by George W. Stebbins.
policies are divided among seven comlife

panies.

in theaters i:
increasing box
concerned, in the
opinion of Publix, as indicated by ^
decision to abandon plans for establishment of stations over its circuit
In four theaters, where the experiment was conducted, it proved
failure, and the box office receipts did
not warrant the expense of mainten7
ance of the stations, A. M. Botsford
advertising and publicity manager o\
the circuit said Saturday.
Publix has made a tie-up with the
Carrelt Broadcasting Service of Chicago, foV installation of Governmentlicensed stations at the Stratford

failure, so far
office receipts is

as

;

Kansas

each

of

whom

(^Continued oh

have

Page

policies

5)

$746,250 Estimated Earnings

The net earnings of
Fox theater and office

the $6,000.00(

would have led to establishment of
stations over the entire circuit.

Roach Won't Talk
Ptoducer Declines to Comment on
Report He Will Make Comedies
for

M-G-M

Pointing out that his contract with
Pathe does not expire for approxi
mately one year, Hal Roach on Sat
urday declined to comment on renewed reports that he has signed
contract to produce comedies for
G-M. He said he will start on a
feature for Pathe, starring Rex, th<
horse, soon after his return to the
Coast.
Several weeks ago, it was stated
that M-G-M intended to invade the
short sul)ject field, with the Roach

S.

W.

Straus

&

Co.

Fox Week

Met-

Starts

The annual Fox Week gets under
way today. The entire sales organi-

Biltmore.

ness.

zation

is

geared to annex added busi

— Fox

and Universa'

Fox is playing its product in Memorial Halls in Independence and
Atchinson. An effort is being made
to stop shows in the former placg
through an injunction action brought
by Attorney General C. B. Griffitl

who would restrain the board of
trustees of the city memorial buildfrom

ing

conducting

Allegation

there.

is

perfornmaccb

made

{Continued on Page

that the

5)

Repeat Sunday Shows
Colorado

(Continued on Page 5)

Gish in "Anna Karenina"
Hollywood "Anna Karenina," hy

—

Leo

Tolstoi, is to be used as a vehicle for Lillian Gish.
It will be

adapted by

Mme. Fred

de Grassac.

Grid Stars in "College Days"
In the Tiffany production "College

Days" by A. P. Younger are asem
bled a number of college gridiror
stars.
Richard Thorpe is directing,
the picture, a feature of which is a
game.

In

addition to tho
gridiron stars, the cast includes Marceline Day, James Harrison, Duanc
Thompson, Brooks Benedict, Kathfootball

leen Key, Edna Murphy, Robert Homans and Crauford Kent.

—Undaunted

by

fines

of

$200 and costs, which have been appealed to the district court, theater
managers here are continuing Sun-

day shows.
No admission
aters,
in any

patrons

is

charged to the the-

making contributions

amount they wish. Children
not admitted to yesterday's
shows, unless accompanied by adults.
J. W. Ady of the Theater Managers' .^ssoc, is leading the fight for
the Rialto, Burns and America.
were

A

M

building plan

ned for Flatbush Ave., Brooklyn, wil
be $746,250 per year, after deductin?
an allowance for vacancies, taxes an('
operating expenses, according to ai
estimate in a prospectus issued bv

City

are at odds in Kansas.
It is understood that the companies have been
unable to get together on prices for
pictures for the Hostettler circuit,
which Universal controls.

Poughkeepsie; Broadway, Newburgh;
Carolina, Greenville, and Rex, Spar
tansburg. These stations had a radiThese foui|
us of about 1,000 miles.
representative houses were elected
for the tests, the success of which

Only Adolph Zukor and Willian
Fox,

Friday
at a
lunchpon tenc^i^red Louis B.
Mayer by the Rotary Club at the

ro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Radio broadcasting

a

;

al

ways when

AT ODDSjN KANSAS

AID, PUBLIX EINDS

Kennedy Closes for Company Abandons Plans Price Dispute Held Reason
Former Books Halls
for Stations Over
Distribution Through
in Two Cities
Circuit
15 Exchanges

Kennedy

The

Price 5 Cents

P.

pass in less than the span ot a and Harry Rowson.
Ideal has 15 branches in England
Conjure in the mind
lifetime.
Ireland, Scotland and Wales.
what the future holds in store!
The deal is the result of long ne
gotiations.
About five weeks agi

Aggressive Mr. Kennedy

1926

DEAL WITH IDEAL SETS RADIO NO BOX OfEICE FOX AND UNIVERSAL

IT

which bowed Marcus
Loew into motion pictures to

13,

Review of Reviews
By LILIAN W.

BRENNAN

"My kingdom

for a story" might
well be the cry of producers.
Current releases, at least the majority of
them, all bear the stamp of familiarity.
Scarcity of screen material has

brought about a constant repetition
of plots until practically every picture could be amply reviewed by list(Continued on

Page

S)

No

Decision on "Potemkin"
The M. P. Commission has re-

served

decision after viewing the
picture, "Potemkin."
Announcement of !ts action will be
made early this week.
its

Russian

Ziehm

in

German Film

Berlin— Arthur Ziehm,
formerly
foreign sales manager of the old

Goldwyn Dist. Corp., has entered
production and distribution.
Three
pictures have already been completed
and another is nearly ready with
Werner Krauss, Conrad Veidt, Harry
Liedtkc and Maly Dclschaft. Ziehm
has seven exchanges in Germany.

THE

s^lS

Monday, September

DAILV
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Saulnier.

Financial

Ian Keith in Swanson Film
Ian Keith has been signed by
Gloria Swanson to appear in hei
next picture.

short

and prices

The Warner

last prices quoted.
tinned their heavy

de.ilings

stocks con

with

of
for

sales

Warner Pictures and 24,200

14,000 for

its

own

1)

F. B. O. .ha.«
selling office ii1
conducted direct

Warners "A".

Am. Seat
•Am. Seat, Pfd
'Balaban
•Bal.

&

37

37

7m
65

Katz
Katz Vtc

.A22H UWi no%

Famous Players ..114
•FaMf. Play. Pfd
Film Inspect
•First Natl. Pfd
Fox Film "A"

\\3'A

*Fox Theaters "A"

71

6?8

K

...

.

ttRoxy Common

.

.

*Univ. Pict
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Warner Pictures

tt

1,400
1,400

55;^

9

6^
103H
7154
24

IIH
41K

600
•

•

*

200

(Continued from Page

1)

$5,000,000, surpass Schenck
in amount carried, it is believed, sr
far as the industry is concerned.
United Artists Theaters Circuit ibeneficiarv under the new $2,000,000
"Schenck carries $1,000,000
policy.
with Art Cinema Corp.. the beneficiary, with the retnaining $1,225,000
naming his estate beneficiaryAmong the most heavily insured

totaling

the industrv are John
Barrvmore, $2,000,000 (of which $1,000,000, recently written by Stebbin
in favor of Art Cinema Corp.)
is

persons

in

Norma Talmadge and

Buster Keaton
$1,225,000 each; and the following
Glori;«
coverage:
with
$1,000,000
Swanson, Douglas Fairbanks, Charles
Chaplin, Constance Talmadge and

Keith Building in New York
Keith has started construction on
Proctor's 86th St. theater, at Lexington Ave. and 86th St. The houscv
which will seat 3,500 and have r
cooling
will
system,
open abou<
Jan.

23!/,

1,100
....

175^
S5J^

600

97K
28
7

56^4
9'4

5644
9V2
34J4

55J^

53

54

66.)4

61

62%

600

14,666
24.200

Quoted
Market

Bend Market
Bid and Ask

"Ben Hur" in Europe
"Ben Hur" is going

—

Two

Exchanges

for

Gotham

Gotham has opened exchanges in
Cleveland and Cincinnati. The only
territory not settled on for an exis

the

Budd Rogers

Denver
is

now

district,

deal.

personal representative of
Chaplin, sails for England
Aquitania Wednesday.

Charlio
on tho

Gest Representative Back
Oliver M. Sayler, author of literary
v^orks on the theater and representative of Morris Gest, has returned to
America.

"Wonder

titling

of

his

first

Ametrican

"The Prince of Tempters,"
and has started preparations for hi»
next feature for Robert T. Kane
picture,

Prod,

"The Song of the
Dorothy Mackaill has

WAFILMS,
W.

entitled

Dragon."
been engaged for the female

lead.

130

West

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies

at

your

Next Week

—
—
—— "Beau
Criterion
Geste"
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
—
Hippodrome ^Undetermined
Mark Strand —^"Sparrows"
Rialto — "Tin Gods"
Rivoli —^"The Campus Flirt"
Warners — "Don Juan"
—

Cameo Undetermined
Capitol— "The Waning Sex"
"The Scarlet Letter"
Central
Colony Undetermined

Brooklyn Mark

21 Years

HSMM

"Subway Sadie"

Strand

Buying Deal

— Southern

International of

Zealand and Australia has con-

tracted with a German combine for
product on a 50-50 sharing basis for
21 years, starting in

MacEvoy, Tiffany
T.

MacEvoy

J.

1928.

District

Head

has been appoint-

ed district manager for Tiffany. His
territory embraces the
Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati, Cleveland and Detroit territories.

Add
St.

"PlmJ^
John Roche

Rivoli to St. Louis Chain

Louis

— Goldman

&

Leventhal,
the Rainbow. Astor, Senate

and Philippe DeLacy

and Majestic, have added the Rivoli

down-town houses.

to their

tMitural Colors

f ---

A

motion picture as
beautiful as the master-

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Devdoping
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Heights, N. J.

Hadson

Paliaadea

3«7S

>*4

piece by Sir Thomas
Gainsborough that inspired

it.

HOMAXCS
yjlODucTions

t-»-

John D.Tippett, Inc.

DIRECTED BY ARTHUR

MAUDE

Raw Stock
This ad available for your use

— mat

All Colors

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
46th St.
Bryant 8181

'Bromo 6- Juliet*

— "The Big Parade"
Broadway — Undetermined

Negative and Positive
Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

IH

Astor

to be

Mendes Directing Kane Film
Lothar Mendes has finished cutting
and

of

j^CHARLEY

SJ -^"^
•^
CHASE

Exchange.

who own

Kelly Going Abroad
Arthur W. Kelly, vice president
and treasurer of United Artists and

"The Strong Man"

Brooklyn Mark Strand

,-

Lourdes" Planned
Paris— A film producing company
production released by of this city is
going to make a picParufamet.
The premiere is sched- ture^ called "The Wonder
of Louruled at the U. T. Nollendorfplatz. des." The
picture has been endorsed
UFA long run theater.
by the Pope and will show the life
of Berna Dette, lately sanctified.
Berlin
the
next

— "The Dixie Flyer" and "Meet
Wednesday — "Men of Steel"
Thursday — "The Lone Wolf Returns"
Friday — "The Clinging Vine" and "The
Flying Horseman"
—
Saturday "Hold That Lion"
Sunday — "So This Is Paris"
Mark Strand— "Subway Sadie"
— "Variety"
Rialto
— "Diplomacy"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don Juan"
—
Prince"

the

whern

negotiating

Pneseurs

But-

ler"

New

dividend of 50 cents per share
on the capital stock has been declared by the Board of Directors of
Loew's. Inc.. payable Oct, 3 to stockholders of record on Sept. 18.

HAL ROACH

Tuesday

London

1

change
, ,

95H
..

"A"

• Last
Prices
** Philadelphia

41VJ

.

Skouras Bros
56J^
Trans-Lux .Screen.. 9^^

t

71^

Project

Pict.

wi'A

,

119
7

Loew's, Inc
42
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
*M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"
55 J4
Paramou.nt
R'way.
t + Roxy Units
30

Warner

100

37

38^

&

Eastman Kodak

•Intern'l

Sales

—
— "The Scarlet Letter"
Colony — "One Minute
— "Beau Geste" Play"
Criterion
Hur"
Embassy — "Ben
Hippodrome — "Poker Faces"
Loew's New York — Today "Battling
to

Heavily Insured

Loew's Dividend Declared
High Low Close

Parade"
Flaming Frontier"

Central

A

Quotations

Week

This

— "The Big
—
Broadviray "The

Astor

Cameo —'".So This Is Paris"
"Mare Nostrum"
Capitol

distribution to exhibitors.

Bebe Daniels.

session failed to develop any
generally went still lower
There was much
from yesterday's close.
selling in motor shares and industrials.
The film stocks showed little variation in

The

rally,

maintained

himself.

London but never

IBRH W. UIGOATE

Francaise,

England

1926
|]J

Deal with Ideal Sets
F. B. O. in England
to

13,

1540 Broadway

6040 SwiMt

Bird.

New York City

HolSywood,

Calif.

free

in

newspapers

THE
Monday, September

13,

Stl

DAILY
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1

1

We

O'w^n

The Exclusive

World^s Rights
{Except U.

S.

and

CANADA)

to the foUoi^ing Special Features, nov^ in the
course oS production

Betty Compson

Pauline Garon

Edith Roberts

and other Stars
in

in

in

"HUMAN PLAYTHINGS"
"LOVE IN A COTTAGE"

"TEMPTATIONS OF A
SALESGIRL"
"MISS

MANHATTAN"

^^

"EAGER LIPS"
"DRIVEN FROM HOME"
"SUNSHINE OF
PARADISE ALLEY"
"BAD LITTLE GOOD GIRL"
"LIFE OF AN ACTRESS"
"MERRY WIVES OF
NEW YORK"

"THE ROAD TO

BROADWAY"
"THE DANCING GIRL"

"HER BOY FRIENDS"

"THE JAZZ GIRL"

^^

"SHAMROCK AND THE
ROSE"
"LADIES OF EASE"

Six-WHITE STAR

Series

featuring White Star

''THE

WONDER

HORSE''

in Melodramatic, Thrill Speedramas.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim^

iiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiii
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EXPORT & IMPORT FILM COMPANY,
729

II]

SEVENTH AVENUE, NEW YORK

Cable Address

:

INC.

EXIMFILM— New Yo
QPI

THE

-J^H^.DAILY

Monday, September

DAILY

UPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN
(M-G-M)

(Educational)
specially conceived shadow box
display was used in the lobby, showing the kidnapped "blue boy" in the
gypsy camp scene from the film. Six
hand-colored reproductions of Gains-

A

borough's "The Blue Boy," 22 by 28
inches in size, were used in lobh\
This display was supplemented with
colored stills and black and white
Five tie-ups were arranged
stills.
with art stores, picture dealers and
department stores to show in their
windows displays of prints of Gainsborough's masterpiece. J. E. Firnkooss. Mosque, Newark, N. J.

"Ella Cinders"

The Colleen Moore Funny Face
Contest was tied up with the Dail\
Times. The newspaper gave the con
test a two column "break" daily con
Of
current with the engagement.
fered 23 prizes. The contest createc'
considerable interest and hundred
The
of replies were received daily.
newspaper ran a cut of Miss Moor(
minus her nose, eyes and mouth
Contestants were informed that tht
object of the contest was to fill ii
the star's missing features givinf
them the funniest possible alignment

— Columbia,

Portsmouth, O.

to secure seats in the theater that seats
Some stood in line for foui?
1,500.

The occasion was

hours.

Arranged

a preview.

for the stunt with the

ToU

Those who saw the picture went out and spread the word.
The feature was booked on short
notice and the manager figured that
a capacity house would turn the
edo Blade.

trick.

—

lohn McMaiuis,
d d.
Valentine, Toledo, O.

It

Loew's

"The

Klondike"
(Paramount)

Tied up with the Good Food
Free admission was
Products Co.
given each boy and girl who presented six empty Gooch macaroni,
spaghetti or eggnoodle cartons at the

ber

of

Gooch

cartons,

a

Lila

Lee;

Eversharp pencil and an autographed
photograph of Meighan to the girl

during the entire week.

art work
wias colorful.

in

—

house canvass.
Chattanooga.

"La Boheme"

— E.

R. Rogers, Tivoli,

(P. D. C.)

Advertised to the public that a sea
son pass, good for one year, would bi
given to the best written review on
This announcement ap
the feature.
peared in the daily papers for three
days. A window display was arrang
ed with a clothing company. Also ar
ranged a book tie-up with one of the
leading department stores. Two largi
pictures, one of Gish and one of Gil

Had

marquee and theater front
decorated with enough devices to win
the World War.
In the loi)by a fully
equipped doughboy kept guard over
machine guns. German helmets and
other relics, and c.xiilained to the
crowds the points of interest about
the

the

items.

Across the

street,

sus-

tack

pended high in air, a large canvas
banner mounted on a wooden frame
and swung from pulleys attracted the

cards were made up and put all ovetown. Harry Castle, Majestic, Tulsa
Okla.

attention of traffic.
By that time the
box-office
was "known." M. H.
Kress, Riviera, Knoxville, Tenn.

i)ert

were

—

displayed.

Special

who wa>
America from Germany

pacity.

brought to
by E. Bruce Johnson, general manager of foreign distribution for First
National, to study the fine points oi
the
the

picture business, is v\'orking a>
First National office, where ht

will

remain for about

fore

rettirning to

si.x weeks
Germany.

Michalson Buys at Evansville
Wis. The Michalson
.\nuisement Co., which operates two
theaters in Madison, Wis., has acquired the Magee from George Ma-

—

Evansville,

gee.

Iji.

Canadian Columbia Firm Formed
Toronto
Columbia Pictures of
Toronto Lobby "Dressed"
Toronto, Ont. Manager J. Bern- Canada, Ltd., is the name of the new
stein of Loew's Toronto, has had the Canadian company having a Federal

—

front lobby of the house remodelled
furnished
with
advertising;
frames, permanent pictures and other
features.

and

charter

for

the

umbia releases

distribution of

CoL

Dominion. It
affiliated recently with Canadian Independent Films, Ltd.
in the

.

New

Title for Hoxie Film
Hollywood M. E. Sebastian's picture, "The Sandman," starring Jack

—

retitled

Signed for Parts in

—

Phelps House Plamied

Wis.— A community the
ater is
"The Devil business to be built by a group of
men known as the Northern
Lakes company, a local organization.
"Wings"
has
signed
Coleman House Remodeled
Phelps,

—

Co-operative

"The Unknown Soldier"

(M-G-M)

,

Milwaukee

^ X^OtoicOT^e^

TRAILERS SFIKFATC
li!ailt]JMl.id?JJi'Mj;wria

—

UfHf

>s<ori}

the

Seattle.

;

at

Horster,

window displays were shown at each
of the Gooch stores. The Gooch Co.

particularly well written and sincere
newspaper
review following the preTitle
lobby proper
and cast was painted in black on a view was used in facsimile on Tivoli
letterheads and the letters were then
pale blue Ijackground with an or
sent
out over a large mailing list.
ange border. On each end support
Five thousand napkins carrying the
ing this banner were various cut"Stella Dallas" Greater Movie Season
outs made from the posters above
which was placed the title in a trans^ announcement were placed in local
parent star effect. Other post panels hotel dining rooms and restaurants
A special herald in the shape of a
carried a display of black and white
photographs neatly arranged. Circles heart captioned "The Story of a Woman's Heart," locally named, was
of electric lights set off the stars'
Frank StefTy, Coliseum, distributed with care in a house to
names.

The

— Leo

Hollywood Famous
Richard Tucker and El Brendell for
Coleman, Tex. The Dixie is bepresenting largest number of Gooch
principal roles in "Wings," which ing remodeled and new equipment
These prizes were given
cartons.
William Wellman is making.
added.
daily, extra prizes being awarded to
the boy and girl presenting the most

The title was worked out in lamps
"Stella Dallas"
on top of marquee. The lettering waj
(United Artists)
white and the background black. BeThe campaign was launched with a
low this, in the shell was a cutout
preview
for a selected group of Chatnight
24
sheet.
At
from
the
made
A
tanoogans
a week in advance.
this display was illuminated by a
searchlight.

German Student
Milwaukee

was
stimulated by giving an autographed
baseball from Thomas Meighan to Hoxie, has been
the boy presenting the largest num- Rider."
.Additional interest

ticket office.

—

National)

ing leased the Shaw building which
will provide an increased seating ca-

—

New

ran a total of 71 inches of ads, stood
the expense of the pencils and the
grand prizes. Charles F. Shire, Rialto, Lincoln, Neb.

"The Greater Glory"
(First

were also presented.

Three thousand attempted

—

(First National)

—

—

"Mare Nostrum"

"The Blue Boy"

1926

Building) at Fort Worth
Another "All English" Progr.im
Fort Worth, Tex. A new recreaHamilton. Ont. The manaf^cnnenii
of the Pantages presented an "All tion building to cost $50,000 is being
English Bill" during the week of built to house an auditorium, theater,
.Aug. 30, following the plan put over gymnasium and all kinds of amuseby Manager N. K. Miller of the Tor- ments.
onto Pantages. The film feature for
the English Week was "The AmaGolbe to Move to New Quarters
English vaudeGentleman."
teur
Adams, Neb. The Golbe will move
ville acts and English short subject,
into new quarters October first, hav<

—

fKpM4'0-G4am6^

13,

THE

ONLY
TRAILER SERVICE
WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROM THE NEGATIVE
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THE
Monday, September

And
"A

ROMA,"
been

1926

a

like

has

Roach's
shr
the

that

to

to

During the strike Chicago audiences found that picture shows withAfter
out music weren't half bad.
hearing some m,u8ic perhaps they
have decided that sometimes "silence
is golden."

at the expiration of 15 years, the amount
intact as a permanent endowment.
The
valued at $150,000.

Milton Sills is in "Paradise," and
not only in the picture of the name.
He's going to

A

wed Doris Kenyon.

Review of Reviews
(Continued from Ptge

ness for profit.

James R. Grainger
ed

of

THE FILM DAILY

Fox inform
that he

wa-

Nothing will stop Fox pictures from being shown everywhere, he said, ancl
they will not be given away at cheap
prices. If necessary Fox will book its
product into schools and memoria'
halls and will furnish machines and
aware of the Kansas

operators,

he

situation.

declared.

At Universal it was stated that
nothing was knovi'n concerning anj'
trouble in Kansas.

Brooklyn Strand Celebrates

The Brooklyn Mark Strand
brating
week.

its

A

is

cele-

seventh anniversary thi«
souvenir booklet is being

distributed to patrons.
Featured on
the bill are "The Strong Man" anc<
the stage attraction, the Happines.-i

who rounds up

the

gang

of rustlers

preying upon the herd of the girr,=father.
Another, the hoary old tracl'
the girl donning the
nieller with
jockey's outfit and riding her father's
And another: the
horse to victory.
husband lured oflf bj' a jazz baby whr

comes

creeping

back

home

to

hi.'^

wife when he's had enough, and then
the one about the husband huntiu'i

mama who

wants

a rich

husband

her daughter so she can pay her

sucassK/

is

for

own

bills.

It is difficult to believe that such
Naturallj' this conrepetition exists.
dition is more apparent to a person
who sees about 85 per cent of
the pictures released but through observation and contact with the pic
ture public this influence is felt and
the fan, the real movie "bug," is reacting to it. It is interesting to noto
in theaters, Broadway houses includ
ed how man)' people walk out after
the first reel. This is a fair estimate
inasmuch as the test has been made
only at the first running of the day

1)

nucleus of its program of shorts. Denials were made
by the company, although Roach';'

product ss the

refusal to comment on the projiosec'
deal is taken to indicate that it ha.'^

been closed or

under way.

is

Famous, also

reported jjlanninf
short subject deIf the plan materializes
partment.
the Harold Lloyd organization, it :s
believed, would produce a number
to

of

re-establish

two

reel

is

a

comedies.

Differences in U. K.
(Continued from Page
tion,

was

immediately

1)

rejected

bv

the Renters' Society as being utterly
unsuitable and one which they could
not possibly accept and a sub-coni

mitee has been brought into being for
the purpose of drafting suggestion;which tlie Societv would ?gree to in
the C. E. A. bill.
I
am not at this moment able t''
publish the draft of the bill, but i'
can be stated that many of the
clauses would under no consideration
In fact
be accepted by the renters.
T have it on unimpeachable authorit>
that the bill shows the drafters aro
almost entirely ignorant of rentin;.
The first clause aloni
conditions.
calls for trade shows to be given ii
centres
beimportant
key
ten
fore the film is registered, and a fihv
can only be considered registered
when the negative is in the countr\The unneces.sary nature of this clans
is
at once apparent, whilst it wil'
open up endless difficulties. It would
mean that a territorial renter as th
bill
is
at present drafted will haveto give ten trade shows before Incan register the film for his own par

With the exception
Man," pictures of the

corne from the Coast to play leads,
while other principals
will
include
Lois Wilson, Lya de Putti and Ricardo Cortez.

Last Free Show
Palmyra, Neb. The last free motion picture show of the season was

—

exhibited last week and it was estimated that the ten given this summeu
cost $200.

over.

Douglas

delivered

most important

circm'ts in this

r

txcl"*'^^

conn

rate laugh provoker in "Hold try, is so convinced that legislation
That Lion," playing the Rivoli. Other unnecessarv that after reading th-i
releases included "Dancing Days," draft bill he has resigned from th-s
Preferred Pictures; "Unknown Treas- blind-bookins- committee in order t""
ures," Hollywood Pictures: "Racc^ leave himself free to oppose the C
"Forlorn, E. A. action in anv wav.
Pictures:
wild,"
Elbee
River."
Paramount; "Riskv Business.' P. D. C; "The Blue Eagle,"
Orens Des Moines Branch
a

first

i.*-'

Fox; "Jack O'Hearts," American Cinema Assoc; "Paradise," First National;

i^l«''^'

ticular territory.

of

MacLean

^ffi

i

The bill also imposes stern penal"The Strong ties, that of making a false statemcn'i
past week were involving imprisonment as well a"The Stronp a fine, whilst showine unregistered'
of a mediocre order.
"New York" Starting Today
"New York" goes into production Man" did a roaring business at the films has a ])enalt\- of £20 a (Ih\E. E. Lyons, well known mpnagin?
today, with Luther Reed directing. Strand and only the booking of an
William Powell and Mary Alden will other production prevented a hold- d'rector of Biocolour, one of th'
Boys.

aniinoio

^

the greatest
jiogram of all....

remain

property

(Continued from Page

Fox and Universal
Kansas
Odds
laws to use the hall for picture
entertainments or conducting a busi-

to

of

Roach Won't Talk

1)

The reason so many people are ing it as "formula number so and
stvinmiing the English Channel, ac- so." Before the end of the first reel
cording to Lilyan Tashman, ts that, even the casual observer will have
so far as tourists are coricerned, liv- formulated the entire procedure o'>
Scenarists, script specialing costs are so high they cnn't af- the story.
ists, writers of all classes claim that
ford to pay transportation costs.
stories containing originality are rePictures qualified as life-savers jected by producers because they lack
when 69 soldiers, attending a show, box office drawing power. Certaiiiescaped probable death and injury at 1}^ if pictures continue to present only
the Big Point Arsenal near Wash- stories that are proven box office material the progress of motion picture."
ington.
as an art is going to be snail-like.
During the past week, for exam
pie, out of ten or 12 of pictures reviewed, only "The Strong Man"
in
at
could be said to be original, sure-fire
(Continued from Page l)
entertainment.
The others included
board has no power undei' the Kan- such trite affairs as the cowboy hero
sas

is

TEARS

Boxoraa

—

lend atmosphere
Roach comedies.

ought

f IVE

Hospital

Amarillo, Tex.
Rental income from the Mission,
beginning Jan. 1, 1927, will used for construction maintenance of a hospital for the poor at Dalhart, which R.
S. Coon will endow.
The theater is under 15 year lease,
the aggregate rental amounting to $131,250. This is net
income, because lessees of the property must pay taxes,
insurance and the cost of repairs. If the theater is sold

,

Hal

to

name

Endows Texas

Farina,

of

sister

added

With

DALV

M.

-3&^

DAILY

».

That's That!

M By PHIL.
ganp.

13,

Des Moines

Omaha

"The Gav Deceiver," M-G-M. an

Preferred

Pictures

— Fontenelle

state right
office here.

firm,

Film Co.,
has opened

(

^
J

•

G

r c

I

t

nted

BAC H

Sole Furtis.i DuiMbuio.,.

ij

M AN

INTER-OCEAN FILM CORP

T^U
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V
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*Ko-Ko*ol'/r^.

Shake the Nation with
Merriment
/t'/i!

H»rty agiin
V\A

I dorit wsrvna^

com*

Jown'

Tremendous explosions of
Laughter

at N. Y.

?WK««J'(

.]

nu^ht

Disturbance spreading
to other cities.

well
die laffin'*
as

Langdon's Greatest

hahahaK

that

^^»

STRAND.

makes

fast

—

it

THE GREATEST COMEDY
OF THE YEAR!

/
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Here 's a Job

INDIA TIGHT'

broadcasting
NATIONAL
via the radio

on

is

ON

U. S.

Toronto—N.

WEAF,

managing

powerful
New York unit, will be number 6 Princes Offer
$5,000,000
one in the system. The Radio
to Fight American
Corporation of America is ac"Monopoly"
tively
sponsoring
the
plan.
Which means you can look for
An inclination to discredit the
Station

action.

Programs of a widely varied
nature will be given. A committee of twelve will have much
tp do with that.
There will be
no tie-up with motion pictures.
At least, the matter stood that
way yesterday,
Tzvo Vital Factors
It's up to somebody
motion pictures figure
on those programs.
Many millions
will be reached nightly when this
broadcasting system becomes fully
nationalized.
It
is
important that
some sort of a message is put over

story that six Indian princes have
offered $5,000,000 to fight American
films in India, was evidenced yesterday.
special cable to the "New
York Times" from London said the
plan was aimed to break down the
American monopoly of the screen in
India, quoting Dr. Niranjan Pal, author of "The Light of Asia," which
has been playing the Philharmonic
(Continued on Page 6)

A

Dispute in Britain

Here's a job!
that

see

to

on behalf of the industry.
ists

Econom-

have term.ed motion pictures and

factors in the march of
progress.
Events
have
proven that there is room for both.
However, for the good -oi the industry, it is well to remember that
radio should not be permitted to outradio

Stoll's Criticism of British

Stoll

vital

pictures.
Looks like
to Mr. Hays' many.

PublUt Experiments

The

experiments
was undertaken by Publix. In four
latest of the radio

widely

scattered

theaters,

stations

were installed. The idea, of course
was to increase patronage. It didn't

And

work.

instead of there coming into being a national circuit of
Publix
broadcasting stations,
the
original four passed into oblivion.
so,

The Eye Teaches
"The
reaches

New York
an

American," which

enormous

public

daily,

states editorially:

"The most interesting fact in connection with the opening of the school
year today is that New York, in conjunction with nine other cities, will begin
for the first time a serious attempt to
make use of the moving picture in class-

room

.instruction.

"There
tion
the

hardly a subject of instrucwith the life of man or
of nature which the movies

is

dealing

ways

cannot

illumine.

"The camera,

far better than words,
can make history impressive and geography fascinating.
"It is the ideal means of emphasizing
the physical sciences, and especially the
processes of hygiene.
"Already, in the picture theaters, it is
inculcating among millions a new taste
for

—

"Th^

in

Morning

Post," in
which he charged that the contract
(.Continued on Page 8)

"U" Asks

modern

march motion
an added duty

Na-

tional-Famous Contract
A letter from Oswald

London

and

Seeley

Action in

in

Conti-act
Suit for $100,000 damages was instituted
by
Universal
yesterday
against C. R. Seeley and Hans Winter for alleged efforts to induce E.
A. Dupont, German director, to violate his contract with the company.
The action also asks issuance of a
(Continued on Page 6)

Australian Changes

Nathanson,
of Famous
Corp., states

GROSS j15,000,000
Earnings Estimated

1926

at $1,700,000— Stock
May Earn $8.50
Los Angeles

—

Gross business of
Theaters, which embraces
165 California houses, is expected to
total in excess of $15,000,000 this

West Coast

Going Over
of
Northwest Exhibitor
Distribution Program
Assured, Steffes Declares

Success

Unit's

—

compared to

year,
year,

Earl

an article

$13,000,000

Crowe

S.

las»

estiii<ates

in

the "Times."
hi 1914
grossed $9,500,900, he

in

Minnapolis
Theater owners of the company
Minnesota, North and South Dakota says.
Net earnings of the circuit lor the
have taken kindly to distribution of
pictures by their association, accord- first six months of 1926 approximated
(Continued on Page 8)
ing to W. A. Steffes, who expresses
satisfaction over results obtained to
Despite

opposition

reported,

F.

the

&

R. Total 120

—

Minneapolis
Bringing the total
number of houses in its chain to 120,
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein &
'Blue'
Ruben) has acquired the Oxford, St.
Pennsylvania Statute Unconstitutional Paul suburban house. The purchase
(Continued on Page 6)

Law Under

Fire

and Can't Apply to New Factors,
Brief Contends

Pa.—The

"blue"

law

of this state, enacted in 1794, is unconstitutional, because it amounts to
an unreasonable exercise of power

by the

gives the firm 18 theaters in St. Paul,
12 of which are suburban houses.

Extend Control

Mark

to Build on 5th Avenue?
The "New York American" said

yesterday that Moe Mark will build
a 2,800 seat house costing $800,000
on 5th Ave., between 106th and 107th
The story said that the house
Sts.
is for the Stanley-Mark Strand Co.
and that Mark purchased the block
as a personal investment.

Up

Schine Sews

state, is lacking in definiteness
(Continued on Page 2)

Three More N. Y.

Towns Through

—

Acquisition
Six Houses

of

Through
more houses

Syracuse

the acquisition
the Schine into! ests, allied witii
Universal, have
secured control of three towns. The
new theaters are Str&nd and Rialto,
of

six

Massena; Strand and

Star,
(Continued on Page 6)

Ogden-

Reformers Start Court Fight

—

Clarinda, la.
Despite approval of
been appointed
Sunday shows in a recent referendum,
of Auseffort is being made to prevent them
Two More for Detroit
tralasia for First National, E. Bruce
through injunction proceedings. The
Johnson, foreign manager, announced
Detroit— With seating capacity of
yesterday. Other changes announced 2,000, a theater is to be erected at Armory Theater Co. is resisting efforts to continue the "Sour Sabbath"
in the Antipodes are: transfer of R. West Warren and Junction by Roth
A. Davidson to the new exchange at and Green. J. N. Hogan plans a new here.
Auckland, with Aubrey Durham suc- house on Harper Ave.
Releasing Rambova Film?
ceeding at Wellington, and appointLos Angeles United Artists will
ment of N. Mathews as Perth manRegal Releasing British Film release "What Price Beauty," starager.
ring Natacha Rambova, it is reported.
Toronto Regal Films is making
P. D. C. Moving to Broadway ready for the special release in Canfiiram Abrams, president of United
ada of the British production "Ever}
Artists, yesterday said he had heard
P. D. C. will move its offices from
Mother's Son" in October, through
of no deal involving distribution of
469 Fifth Ave to 1560 Broadway on
its six offices in Toronto, Montreal
Sept. 25.
The company will occupy Winnipeg, Calgary, Vancouver and the Rambova film by his companj'.
the entire sixth fioor.
P. D. C. and
St. John.

Cecil
assistant

Mason

has

manager

general

—

—

its

predecessor, the Hodkinson Corp.,

have occupied present quarters about
five years.

Pay Opens

First in Chain

literature."

—

Sioux Falls, S. D. As the first
This newspaper looks for the time house
in a chain throughout South
when every school will have its film Dakota
and Minnesota, A. K. Pay,
library. That day will come.
It can- head
of Pay Enterprises, has opened
not be otherwise.
the Egyptian.
The house, formerly

KANN

L.

director

Players Canadian
his company has opened a booking office in London to look
over British production with a
view to purchase for Famous'
chain of 100 theaters in Canada.

Harrisburg,

$100,000

Winter Defendants
Row Over Dupont

WEST COAST THEATERS

date.

D. Williams Takes Exception to

J.

Price 5 Cents

1926

British Films Sought

PICTURKIS SCOUTED

tap.

14,

the Colonial,

was

practically rebuilt.

To Attack "Music Tax"

Warner's Common
Warner Bros, common reached a

High

for

new high

5^

of 60J4 yesterday, gaining

points.

Giannini Returns

Chicago
tax"

is

to

—

Attack on the "music

be one of the chief feathe annual convention of

tures of
hotel men, which will ^et under way
here Sept. 27.
special committee
to confer with the American Society
of Composers, Authors and Publishers, on proposed revision of the
license fee, will be named at the ses-

A

Today

Dr. A. H. Giannini of the East
River National Bank arrives in New
Vork today on the Majestic.
sions.

THE

^^

DAILV

Tuesday, September

'Blue'

.^^m VvV^^'^t'l-TUE NEWS
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and

Sign this and forward to any member of the Committee
Here is my entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament,
to be held on Wednesday, September 29, at the Sound View
Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

PriceSCints

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
President and
Folki, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate,
DonTreasurer
Maurice D. Kann, Editor
ald M. Mersereau, Business >nd Advertising
Traveling
RepresenWilk,
Manager Ralph
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May

Sunday baseball

;

;

1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside

check herewith ($10 for players, including lunch,
dinner and prizes).
It will simplify matters for the handicap committee if
you will send in your last three scores.

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood.
Filmday, New York.
dress:

THE

—

Rue

S,

Saulnier.

trial.

would mean virtual elimination of
"blue" laws, so far as their application
to motion pictures is concerned, if the
court upholds the contention that the
law cannot apply to conditions unknown at the time of passage.
tion

Elmer Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
William A. Johnston, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.
Felix Feist, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1540 Broadway.
G. Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Arthiur W. Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.

—

Francaise,

The

Success of the baseball club's ac-

THE COMMITTEE

Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexe! 7000 and WashFredman,
Ernest W.
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie

Gausnmn,

E.

jury

My

of

— Harvey

in Philadelphia.

law recently was invoked in an effort
to prevent Sunday operation of the
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition.
Defendants in that case have demanded a

21,

California

1)

These are the highlights of reply
of the Philadelphia Athletics to proceedings instituted by Attorney Genral Woodruff to halt the playing of

at

;

from Page

ambiguous as to the meaning
the word "unlawful."
The law
is

cannot apply to factors unknown at
the time the measure was enacted.

:

Publisher

1926

Law Under Fire

(.Continued

Golfers, Attention!

«BniBBss&lB»iSaAg!K'Ai|i^>

14,

Artclass Sells Four Series
Francisco Artclass has sold

—

San

four series of two reel comedies to
Peerless Film Service. The deal embraces the Winnie Winkle, Hairbreadth Harry, Izzie and Lizzie and
Snub Pollard series for California,
Arizona, Nevada and Hawaiian Islands.

Among

the

picture

issues

Warner

Bros

again held the center of the stage yesterday
Common of this company reached a new
high of 60M. with 21,000 shares sold. War
ner Bros. Pictures "A" made a gain of ap
proximately 1 point, closing at 63 J^.
In the general market there was a shifty
inactive session, with trading mostly pro
fessional

in

character.

High Low Close
Seat
Seat

Vtc.
Pfd.

36H

.

38-^

.

367^
38 '/i

Balaban & Katz.
Bal.

&

Famous
*Fam.
*Film
•First

..

.

Players

.

Play. Pfd. .
Inspect. ...
Nat'l Pfd...

7

7
.

,

.

,

54^

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of
Screen.
95*
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
Universal Pictures. 33^
Warner Bros
60
Warner Pictures

Warner

54/2
97/2
28
6/2

.

Am

Pict.

2,700

«

.

65%

"A'

9/2

33/2
57/4
61 /4

at Lovell and Burdick Aves.
ue a link in the United Artists a picture theater at Brunswick, near
Cleveland, O.
Benj. H. Turner of
chain.
Mexico City is under arrest charged
with the crime.
$5,000,000 House at Detroit
Detroit United Artists will conCummings Arrives from Coast
struct a ;^3,ouu,uuU tneater at WoouIrving Cummings and Paul NicholPark.
vvard Ave. and Grand Circus
son arrived from the Coast yesterday.
HAL nOACH
The former will direct the exteriors
Ordinance Hits Exchanges
for "Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl"
Minneapolis. The city council is for Fox, with Madge Bellamy
and
considering an ordinance which pro- Allan Simpson as leads. Nicholson is
vides for safeguards in the handling the heavy.
and storage of film. The bill provides
IN

—

*

^.-.CHARLEY
gj -^^
CHASE

1,800

72
ll^i

200

exchanges must conform to
requirements of underwriters for safe-

166

guardmg

7

54/2

500

97^

5

56
89
1,600
9/2
9SJ4
366
33/2
95/2
bny^ 21,066
bin 50,700

—

the $350,000
Orpheum here. The firm has a 25
year lease on the proposed 2,160-seat
house, to be erected on the site of the
Rialto. Frank also operates the Plaza
here, as well as six others in Iowa.
will

that all

film

and

also for a rule torcompany to locate inside

bidding any
the loop district.
The building inspector has reported that until a short
time ago Minneapolis was one of the
lowest rate cities as far as safeguarding film was concerned.

'Bromo * Juliet*
the Stern

Film Corp., returned yesterday from
Los Angeles where he had gone to
reorganize

production

lowing the

fire

dio.

A new

facilities

fol-

This

stu-

FREE

studio

now

is

being

built.

is

a 'Comerblock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies

at

your

Exchange.

LOBBY FRAMES
or THE BF.TT£R KIND
^

LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway

New

York City

tively.

for a vacation.

»---"»»»-'

operate

Proctor House
F.

F.

Proctor's

Named

new

theater

a'

Lexington Ave. and 86th St. has beer
christened "The East Eighty-Sixtl
Street.

"

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

L.\BOR ATORY

750,000 and will seat 3,000.

George Morris Better
of George Morris.
The
at his home, is considerably imill

Pafh6
_joniec

which razed the

—

Seat Sioux City House
Sioux City— Plans have been mad'
for the new Orpheum, which will be
embraced in a building costing $1,

proved.

Beno Rubel Back
Beno Rubel, secretary of

F. N. Sales Conference Held
Secretary-Treasurer Samuel Spring
$400,000 House at E. Lansing
East Lansing, Mich. The East of First National officiated at an
Lansing State Bank will erect a $400,- executive conference of the sales
cabinet yesterday.
Attending were
000 theater.
Ned Marin, A. W. Smith, Jr., and
Ned E. Depinet, sales managers of
Seena Owen in New York
the West, East and South, respecScena Owen is in New York fron

3,000

condition

—

I

Frank Leases New House
Waterloo, la. Frank Amusement
Co., subsidiary of North American Hollywood
Theaters,

—

23^

im

Trans-Lux

.

25

400

23V4

tParamount B'way 97/2
30
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common .. TV2
.

100

103 J4

23/x
71/2

.

Intern'l Project...
Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd..
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A".

Skouras

38/2
73/4
70

Sales
100

6^

•Fox Theaters "A' 24
72
Fox Film "A"
.

36^

70
70
120>4 120-^ 120^
114/2 113/2 113^4
119

Katz Ctc.

Eastman Kodak

—

—

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Former Exhibitor Murdered
Looking for 'Frisco Site
New Butterfield House
Portland, Me. James D. Hallen,
San francibco Sid Grauman has
Kalamazoo,
Mich. Plans are being
.^een here searching for a downtown victim of a sensational murder at his
prepared for a W. S. Butterfield house
site for the $3,000,000 theater which home here, formerly was manager of

ART

2t.S

TITI.RS
W. .SSth St. - Columbus
SpvcinI Rush Stivicv

'>240

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VS-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St..

Phone Pcnna.

New York
eSM

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

'

j

—

—

A Compliment No
Gold Could Buy!
(No. 500. Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Carl Laemmle,
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation)

THE GREATEST COMPLIMENT EVER PAID TO ANY PRODUCER BY
any

critic

was summed up recently in these two

vital sentences:

"THE AVERAGE QUALITY OF THE UNIVERSAL PRODUCT LAST YEAR
was better than that of any other producer.

"UNIVERSAL, IN FACT, RELEASED LAST SEASON

NO PICTURE THAT

could be classed as poor."

HARRISON WROTE THAT!
YOU KNOW WHO HE IS AS WELL AS
P. S.

I

DO.

YOU KNOW HE WRITES

He

has no more use for producers than you have
for a dose of poison. There is nothing he enjoys more than to dip his pen in acid and
burn up any producer who tries to put something over on the exhibitor. He has been
the exhibitor's guardian angel for years and I'll say this for him: He has done as much
as any other one man in the industry to stop tricky practices!
solely in the interests of exhibitors.

HARRISON,

P. S.

THR9UGH HARRISON'S
made me

many

a Universal picture and it never
honest in everything he wrote.

SO,

I

AM DOUBLY

PLEASED

REPORTS, HAS

sore because I

PANNED

knew he was

painfully

WHEN HE MAKES SUCH A SWEEPING

statement about Universal pictures as given above.

BUT THATS NOT ALL OF

IT.

IN GIVING

of the product of all producers, this year and

"IF

A COLD-BLOODED ANALYSIS

last year,

he says something

else :

THE UNIVERSAL PRODUCT NEXT SEASON SHOULD COME UP TO

the standard they set
for worry.

last season,

neither the exhibitors nor the Universal have cause

THE FEW PICTURES THAT I HAVE SO FAR SEEN GIVE PROMISE
FOR THE REST OF THE PROGRAM —Toker Faces' reviewed in the issue of May 1?
*The Marriage Clause' and *The Whole Town's Talking' reviewed in the issue of June
26; *The Yellow Back' reviewed in the issue of July 24; *Her Big Night' reviewed July
31; *Les Miserables' reviewed Aug. 14; and *The Runaway Express' in the issue of Aug. 21."

THAT'S SOMETHING GOLD

COULD NEVER

BUY.

FROM

PRAISE

Harrison is praise indeed, for he would no more give misleading information to his
backers— the exhibitors than he would jump off the Woolworth tower in his nightie,
or out of it.

—

WHAT HE TELLS YOU OF
tell

you of the coming

limit

LAST YEAR'S UNIVERSAL PICTURES

season's Universal pictures— and

you can bank on

it

I

NOW

to the very

of your booking!

RED-HOT PROMISES ARE ONE THING- BUT THE STEADY, RELIABLE
delivery of the best average product

is

another!

KK promises are
FOX

Every

picture released this season
has met "with success at the box-oSfice!
On every FOX picture released so far
"we have exhibitors* congratulations and

thanks:—
Fig Leaves
The

Family

Upstairs
^

^Marriage
License? **

Cast q/

25.000

ivith

- OLIVE BORDEN
GEORGE OBRIEN
J.FARRELL M'^ DONALD

lOUTELLEGEN -ALEC

B.

tom santschi

FRANCIS -PRISCILIA

BONNER

JOHN FORD

anJ

frank campeau

iht

PRAIRIE BEAUTIES

ProduAion-

I'

I

more fhan kept /
cTVotO^the latest is'"

5BADMEN
a huge -winner as Teported
by exmbitors who have run it

BOOR! PROFIT!

READ!
iree

Bad Men premier opened

night to capacity audience,
•oclaimed the biggest, most asunding picture of the year.
ost critical audience of Los Anjiles, including press were very
thusiastic and marvelled at its
Positively greatest
agnitude.
lening in history of California
emiers. Three Bad Men char-

portrayed
excellently,
congratulatilliam Fox is to be
f or this most triumphant proters

iction.

Fred A. Miller
Figueroa Theatre.
Los Angles, Calif.

We were

right.

The extraordin-

ary opening accorded Three Bad
Men yesterday displayed the
confidence of the public in our
advance statements. After the
throngs saw it the consensus of
opinion was that it would require vastly more than a page of
newspaper comment to properly
describe the value of this winner.
Some of our patrons declared
that the dictionary meanings of
all the superlatives
could be
truthfully applied to your pro-

Men opened at MajesI am of opinion
tic yesterday.
that Three Bad Men is equal if
Three Bad

not greater than The Iron Horse.

Audience enthusiastic in praise
of picture. Their comments one
hundred per cent. Stood them in
line all day yesterday and all day
again today.

Newspaper

gave picture wonderful reviews.
I predict longer run and bigger
business on Three Bad Men than
we did on Iron Horse.

duction.

J. J.

Eddie Diamond
Pantages Theater
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Parker

Majestic Theater
Portland, Ore.

We told you so
FOX HAS THE PROFIT PICTURES
-

Coming !

The

yicClure^s

I

Magazine Story

SUMMER
BACHELORS
WARNER
FABIAN, Author

By

of

"FLAMINQ YOUTH"

with

MADGE BELLAMY
HALE HAMILTON

MATT MOORE
OLIVE TELL

An ALLAN

WALTER CATLETT

critics

ALLAN FORREST
CHARLES WINNINGER

DWAN PRODUCTION

^1

DAILY

5

OULV

India "Fight" on U. S.
Pictures Scouted

MEAN DOLLACS FOC SUOWMEN

TIPS WHICH

(.Contitmed from

"The Man

in the

Saddle"

(Universal)

During

the

streets of

run,

tlie

city

the

on horseback with

two banners mounted on flagstaffs
which announced the picture. Around
the horse's neck was placed a string
of jingle bells.

much

attention

The

stunt attracted

and

visualization of the

ture helped business
Rialto,

1)

by

title

its

clever

of the

pic

considerably.

ian money
cians.

and with German

Mabel's Room"
(P. D. C.)

A

J. J. Madan,
has left for

theater

home

in

New

to

India

owner

in India,

after several

months

York.

unique electrical shadow box
$100,000
was arranged in a one-sheet frame in
foyer. The drawing on the one-sheet
(Continued from Page 1)
showed a man looking through th( court order, restraining the defendkeyhole of the door.
The upper ants from further alleged efforts -to
panel was a piece of white muslin. repudiate his agreement.
On request of counsel for defendAt intervals an electric flash revealec'
a scene behind the door, which was ants, hearings on Universal's petitwo girls in scanty attire. The cap- tion for an injunction were continued
tion on the one-sheet was "Some until next Monday in Judge Ingram's
Eyeful."
The door and keyhole court.
motif also prevailed in newspaner ad
Universal, it is set forth in the
vertising.
The foreman of the com- complaint, signed Dupont to produce
posing room was prevailed upon to one picture, obtaining an option of
construct a door out of ordinary rules from one to three years on his serand the illustration
once
again vices.
Under the terms of the arshowed these morbidly curious gen- rangement, states the company, the
tlemen looking through the keyhole. director was to receive $45,000 for
C. H. Amos, Carolina, Greenville, the first year, $55,000 the second, and
N. C.
$75,000 the third. During the filming
and after completion of the picture
it
is contended, representations were
"One Minute to Play"
rnade Dupont in an eflFort to cause
(F. B. O.)
him to repudiate his agreement with
the
company.
Worked up college atmosphere
Negotiations were conducted bewith pennants strung from roof to
marquee, and large painted sign tween Seeley and "Winter and J. G.
Von Herberg of the former Jensenacross front showing Red Grange
kicking football. Also two immense Von Herberg circuit, which operated
pennants strung across Broadway, all a chain of Northwest theaters, it i?
illuminated at niglU.
Tiny footballs alleged, in an eflFort to induce thf
were dropped from an airplane, some former theater owner to finance Ducontaining orders for Grange sweat- pont productions in Germany. After
Seeley and Winter announced a deal
ers from Davcga's sport shop. Throwhad
been closed. Von Herberg repuaways in form of folder with words,
"Friday May Be Your Lucky Day" diated the reported arrangement.
The director sailed Saturday, deannounced this stunt for Friday. Also
c!aring_ he was not under contract
for theater front had 12 colored enlargements of Grange's head made to Universal.
up in 12 different poses, some of
Davis Recovers; Welcomed Back
them with football headpieces, and
George H. Davis of Banner Prod,
some with just a smiling face. These
were painted black on the reverse who had been ill for many months,
side, divided into two sets of six returned to his office yesterday.
He
each, and hung with the heads facing found almost a royal welcome when
out on both sides underneath the he arrived.
The quarters had been
marquee. On the black background redecorated
suitably.
Through a
of the reverse side, had copy let- generous portion of the day there
tered in white with one' word on was a stream of visit6rs. Davis himeach head, making the set of six read self probably never realized how
"Red Grange in One Minute To many friends he had.

"U" Asks

—

from Page 1)
distribution program

And

is

proceeding satisfactorily, and bookings received to date guarantee the
success of the project, Steffes declares.
The association undertook distribution of pictures as a means to finance

14, 19?6

That's That!

^ii^^ By PHIL. M.

DALV

news reels have been
THE
about Mrs. Corson's "history-mak

telling

swimming

ing feat"

in

Channel.

Why

some

credit

the

English

not give her

hand:

too?

"Diplomacy" sounds as much liki
a slogan of the Publix Theaters at
taches as it does the title of a pk
ture.

A. M. Roy of the Rialto claims
"Variety" is a fine picture and

by

stantiates his story

Extend Control

Madan Returns
in

association's

techni

Augusta, Ga.

"Up

Going Over
(.Continued

be established to
pictures for every
Indian film exhibited in Great Britain its operations. Product of Rayart and
or elsewhere in the British Empire. American Cinema Assoc, comprising
The report says that 300 houses will 30 features, is being distributed b)
be erected by the middle of next the organization.
Representatives of the association,
year.
What the Times cable did not whose membership embraces the
however, was the fact that three states served by this exchange
state,
"The Light of Asia" was not a Brit center, found a ready reception from
ish picture, but was made with Ital- theater owners, according to Steffes
to

of theaters
man show
six British
is

young

a

cowboy rode about

dressed as a

Page

London, for more than six
months.
Under the reported scheme a chain
Hall,

Tuesdav. September

tha

sub

telling of on

woman who

has seen it more than 1
times. "Lou" Lusty, press impressari(
(Continued from Page 1)
Grand and Plaza, Malone. of the house, cannot be accused of be
burg;
The deals give Schine an increase of ing behind this statement as Roy ca
furnish the patron's

8,350 seats.

Schine plans to build a 1,700-seat
theater at Cortland on the Claude

Hike property, North Main

name and

addresi

Tom Kennedy and Gunboat

Smiti

both prize-fighters of yesteryear, or
now under contract to Famous a
featured players. From the canva
Refuse Schine Theater Lease
Watertown, N. Y.— The Lowville of the ring to the canvas of th
town board has refused to permit the screen, so to speak.
Schine
Enterprises
to
lease
the
Clarence Robson, Eastern Divisio
Opera House. The proposed lease
would bring an. annual rental of manager of Famous Players Cam
Under the former arrange dian Corp., was presented with
$2,000.
ment, the town received $650 a year. handsome set of gold and platinui
St.

Title
P. League

cuflf links and studs on the occasic
of his birthday by the managers
the company's theaters in Wester

baseball championship and possession
of the Spalding trophy, closing the
season with a perfect record of 11
victories.
Jake Miller, Fox pitcher,
won hurling honors with eight victories and John Morrell, the home
run prize, with four circuit clouts to

Canada.
^
Not only can he do his stuff as
showman, Kenneth Fitzpatrick
Fitzpatrick & McElroy, Illinois or
Michigan circuit operators, swings
mean polo club. He's a star on ti
Chicago polo team.

Fox Wins Baseball
Fox Films won the M.

(

i

his credit.

Mack on

W.
sales

There'll be lots of

Sales Jaunt

A. V. Mack, Mid-West division
manager of Pathe, has left on a

memories

stirre

show business wh«
Harold Lloyd releases his new pi

for

people

ture

built

in

around

an

old-fashiom

tour of the branch headquarters in his medicine show.

which

territory,

embraces

Chicago, Des Moines,
neapolis,

Detroit,

Omaha, Min-

Milwaukee and Chicago.

Dick

Bathelmess'

new

pictw,

boasts a donkey, camel, two goa
and a mongrel pup. And its tit

Barker to Film Channel Race
is "The White Black Sheep."
Culver City— Reginald Barker, who
donated a trophy for the proposed
Olive Tell has gone on the gol
Catalina
channel
swimming race, wagon. It may be for years and
plans to film the race as part of a may be forever.
The reason is tl
maritime picture he will produce.
regular reason for all reforms m:

—

Lotta

Woods

Los Angeles

with

— Lotta

M-G-M

And

the husband is Char'
Winninger, the well-known comedi

riage.

Woods, for of musical comedy fame, but it's on
seven years scenario editor of thf a "screen" marriage.
Fairbanks organization,
has been
signed by M-G-M. Her first assignHarry Langdon, they say, H
ment is the titling of "The Fire Bri- taken up amateur sculpturing, but
gade."
hasn't made "a bust" yet, so far
Bandits Get $300 From Harding
pictures are concerned.
JJ
Chicago About $300 was obtained
w
by two bandits who invaded the lobby
Warners Radio Station in Parade |»
of the Harding and escaped in an auWarner Bros.' portable radio broaiJ
i

li

—

tomobile.

casting station, 6XBR, was a featii
of the mile-long parade which ushe
ed in the Radio World's Fair at Mac

Showman's Son Drowns
Detroit George Ackerman, son of son Square Garden yesterday.
Blumberg Establishes Headquarters
/»
from
Milwaukee— Mannv Blumberg who Sam Ackerman. East Side owner,
was drowned in a triple tragedy,
Forbes Signed by M-G-M
with
Davega
Tied up
Sport Shops rorently took charge of
Universal's when a small motor boat
Culver City Ralph Forbes, En
upset.
whereby gave a pass for two to every Wisconsin theater activities, has
eslish actor, now appearing in "T
purchaser of a Red Grange sweater tablished headquarters in
the offices
Loew's Dividend Sept. 30
Green Hat" at the El Capitan, Holl
or Red Grange lumber jacket. Thi; of the Silliman-Grauman
interests
Dividend of 50 cents per share on wood, has signed a long term contra
fact was carried in all their lare'
which recently completed a deal givthe capital stock, declared by Loew's, with M-G-M.
He is scheduled
Harry Gittleson, Colony, ing Universal control of their
daily ads.
11 Mil- Inc.. is pavable
Sept. 30 and not Oct. start work Oct. 1, following comp!
New York.
waukee suburban houses.
Play."

Four

strings of assorted colwere hung criss-cross
opposite corners of marquee

—

lege pennants

—

—

3,

as previously stated.

tion of his stage

engagement.

..

;day,

September

14.
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BOOK OF REFERENCE
A Thousand

Pages Of Information
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^
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West Coast Theaters
Gross $15,000,000
{Continued jrom Page

1)

$850,000, or an annual rate of $1,700,
000.
On this basis earnings avri.:able for the capital stock will bo
around $8.50 a share. Earnings arc-

figured before depreciation,
the Government has not yet
ed the company's method of
depreciation as it affects the

because
approvfiguring

income

tax.

Crowe's article is a discussion of
market activity as it relates to film

and says
Class "A" stock
stocks,

that the activity in
of Fox Film is due
in large part to the company's ownership of 40 per cent of the stock in
the West Coast circuit.
The Fox statement, issued recently, shows a net income of $1,400,743 for the corporation and its af
filiated companies, for the first si>
months of 1926.

"West Coast has about 200,000
shares outstanding, paying $1.20 anamount. Fox owns
about 80,000 shares, on which it receives
dividends of approximately
nually.

Of

this

$96,000 annually, or the equivalent to
24 cents on the number of Fox Film
Class
'A'
shares
outstanding,''
Crowe's article states. "At the rate
West Coast earnings are running,
there is the possibility of a dividend
increase on which to speculate, which,
if
it
materializes, would materially
improve the financial position of the

Fox

'A' stock.

"Aside from the possibilities of additional revenue from its West Coast
investment through the payment of
higher dividends, the Fox Film Corp.
always has the expectation of realizing on its entire investment of a

Dispute in Britain

Singles

The

Tourney Saturday

of

from Page

British

—

Famous.
Stoll

contends that this will add

not decrease, American control

three times.
Entrance fee is $3, and
the matches are to be conducted on
a drawing basis.
Failure of an entrant to be on hand within 15 minutes
of time scheduled for play will result
forfeiture of the match, with no

of
the picture market. Famous will reimburse the British company for its
expenditure on pictures, so that il
may continue to make British pic- refund. Applications will be received
tures with certain sums, revolving in up to Thursday
by Bruce Gallup of
this manner until all the other BritUnited Artists. An additional prize
ish producing companies are driven
for the winner and runner-up is to
out of business. Thus, by means of be offered.
the so-called British pictures, the
Partners Building Chain
American control will be made abMissoula, Mont. W. A. Simons
solute, he says.
and E. K. Taylor, Wilma owners,
J. D. Williams, managing director are building up
a chain of small
of British National, wrote a spirited
town theaters.
Already they have
reply to this accusation of Stoll,
houses in five towns in this vicinity
which "The Morning Post" also puband are reported dickering for more
lished.
He stated that he had only Towns
embraced by the chain are
succeeded in doing what all British
Plains, Thompson
Falls,
Paradise,
producers, including Stoll's own comHot
Springs and Superior.
A'l oi
pany, have been trying to do for
years.
He cites the fact that his the theaters have undergone remodel
to,

m

—

company saved "Nell Gwyn" from
collapse

ing.

Ch/ii*.£i/icrniU'

of the firm's refusal to comply w
the board's award of $100 damages
L. J. Lenhart, local exhibitor, for \
lation of a protection clause in a Ci
tract with the theater owner.

With

the expiration of the ti
fixed in the decision, the ai
tration board announced that it
longer would act upon cases involv
Fox, pending compliance with the
cision.
limit

The Kansas City incident is dec!
ed to be the second of its kind in
bitration history.
At Minneapc
the then Goldwyn Dist. Corp. too
similar stand on a decision, comj
ing with it at a later date.
In
interim, the company received a
ber of contract cancellations.

m

HE SPICE

OF

THF.

U

ic/iLici ^

PROCBA'-

error in believing that British
National will drive other English
companies out of business. He claims
that this company is making it possible for other good films to be made
by everybody, and that he is ready at
any time to take other good films to
is

in

This ad available for your
in newspapers
mat free.

—

13lue jBoy"
John Roche
Philippe De Lacy

-with

The Netv

and

RED SEAL

an outlet for pictures
and as a revenue producer. As fai
Product
as the Fox Film Corp. is concerned
Ready for Booking
it will benefit no matter which way
in 21 ccntrmi
the tide turns."
as

The local Fox branch, has be
"outlawed" from arbitration, becai

to

—

both

ago.

by

guaranteeing sufficient
complete the picture.
If
this picture had failed of production,
British films would have been eclipsed.
Not only did British National
save "Nell Gwyn," but Williams personally took it to America and succeeded in having it released by Paramount.
Williams further states that Stoll

money

considerable point.
If Fox is not
the ultimate buyer of majority control in West Coast Theaters,
the
probabilities are that some other motion picture group will eventually offer a price for all the stock that will
America.
be accepted.
It is understood that
His contention is that British proseveral banking groups have ap- ducers alone cannot create an induspraised the properties, although tha try. If he has been able to sell four
West Coast management has persist- pictures in the United States, a hunently denied any intention of sellings dred others may be sold.
Williams
"In the opinion of those close to concludes by saying that an industry
the theater industry, the future of of this size can only exist on a world
^yest Coast Theaters lies in the direc- outlet for its product.
tion of consolidation, rather than in
further expansion. The system now
Vera Reynolds Coming East
has about 165 theaters in this State,
Hollywood Vera Reynolds wil'
all of which are reported to show
leave for New York within a fev
steady improvement in earnings. In days.
the possession of any of the large in
dependent picture combinations, this
string would represent a valuable asset,

Fox Reinstated

annual elimination singles
tennis tournament is to be staged at
first

1)
New Manager Complies with De
National with Famous is Overlook courts, 118th St. and Amsion to Return Firm to Goo(
another evidence of the world-wide sterdam on Saturday. Practically all
Graces of Arbitration Board
control of films that is falling intc who participated in the tennis league
Kansas City When he assun
.American hands.
He claims that competition will take part. The vicunder the contract the British com- tor is to be awarded a year's posses- management of the local Fox bran
pany will make pictures to be con- sion of a cup donated by Marcus John Nolan reinstated his compa
trolled by Famous.
In other words Loew, which becomes the permanent in arbitration in this territory, throu
its
product will be bought up by possession of the player who wins it compliance with a decision agaii
the company handed down some ti:

(.Continued

Directed by Arthur maude

InJ\atural Colors

Exchanges

A

E. C. Grainger in Charge
E. C. Grainger of the
home office has assumed temporary
management of the Fox branch, as a
result of resignation of O. J. Wooden.

Milwaukee

—

Exhibitor Opposes Sunday Shows
Villisca, la.
Agitation for Sunday
shows is being opposed by Dr. F.
Childs, Cozy owner, who has issuer'
a circular asking voters to reject Sun
day shows, bitterly assailing advocates of a liberal Sabbath.

—

picture that has the appeal of novelty, of

beauty, of a sincere, gripping, dramatic story.
Inspired by the famous Gainsborough masterpiece.

The

M

Film Reporter

A

film magazine devoted
to screen and sport celebrities

13 issues a year

HQMAKCS y/lODUCTlOJiS
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No. 64

"3 Bad Men"

MANY

"3

Fox placed

Bad Men"

m

The

production.
cost sheets since the incep-

tion

of this super

veal

some fancy
.

Western
figures.

re-

The

screen reveals something decidedly worthwhile.

BOUGHTBY COMBINE
Holdings in 5 Exchange
Centers Sold for
$502,714

— Marking

A

Atlanta
successor to "The Iron
important
organizawhat
the
Horse"' was

tion

had

in

mind.

You

will ad-

mit that right at the outset here
was a mark indeed at which to

But the aim was true.
shoot.
Fox scores another. Exhibitors
get a' "natural" to bolster^- up
their box-offices.

moves

The production indicates that funds
were expended with a free hand.
Jack Ford took his troupe and there
were hundreds in the company all

—

—

$1,142,657 AVERAGE

In a two-day drive for entries to the forthcoming Fall
Film Golf Tournament, the
Committee in charge lined up
120 golfers, who will be on
hand at the Sound View Golf
Club, Great Neck, L. I., on

Of STANLEY EARNINGS
Stock Value $40,000,000 at
Present Quotations
Is Estimate

Wednesday, Sept. 29.
The Committee asks those

who have

one of the most

not sent in their ento do so immediately.

tries

Present market value of the outstanding stock of the Stanley Co. of

national
equipment houses.
in

the

consolidation of
National Theater Supply Co., which
heads the merger, has purchased
Southern Theater Equipment Co.
The Southern firm, which has offices in Atlanta, New Orleans, Dallas,
City,
and
Charlotte and Oklahoma
also owns the Simplex Theater Co.,
(Continued on Page 3)

America

More

10

Loew's

for

Ohio Firm Gets Interest in Washington Circuit Horwitz Is

—

Director

Cleveland

— Loew's

now concedes an

in

El Dorado, Ark.

ported

Arkansas

— Fourteen

Ohio has purchased an

Arkan-

sas theaters are merged in a consolidation just effected between the Malco Amusement Co., controlled by M.

was

the

Western outdoors almost beggars det

scription.

The

story

deals

At a meeting held yesterday,
Board of Directors of Famous

Cleveland Chain

Cleveland — Meyer

the

gold rush of 76-77.
been removed from their reservation.
The lands are to be thrown

payable Nov. 1, to stockholders of
record at the close of business on
open to settlers after a specified Oct. 15.
date.
Everybody is set to co. United States troops maintain the line.
Vitaphone for Chicago
A cannon shot is to be the signal. It
"Don Juan" and VitaChicago
is here that Ford has photographed a
phone will open at the McVicker's

—

scene that stirs to the marrow.
His
camera includes in panorama the
waiting line of covered wagons and
horsemen.
The lens travels over a
vast area. As far as the roaming eye
can see the restless pioneers are held

tonight. This is the third roadshowing of the picture.

Boston

is

to be the next city

where

"Don Juan" and Vitaphone will be
shown. The company is said to be

if on leash, all of them, restlessly
dickering for the Colonial.
and impatiently anxious for the word.
Then it comes. The mad rush is on.

as

New

Attitude

of the East River National Bank,
said yesterday on his return from
abroad. Backing of British National
by the conservative Barclay interests, is one of the most significant
of recent developments in the British

he declared.

remain

Real motion pictures.

department,

Concerning Credits

president and general manager of the
Griffith organization, continuing as
D. W.'s business representative.

Jack Ford was the generalissimo.
Salutes are in order.
Santschi,
Farrell Mac Donald and Frank
J.
Campeau give the picture its title.
They are splendid.
Olive Borden,
that
lovely
creature,
and George
O'Brien supply the love interest.

Tom

They do

Paramount
March

1,

will

as

Home Ready
1927

is

1

the approximate

opening date of the new Paramount
building. Leases are dated May 1.

very well. Lou Tellegen
Prices Increase in South
is the villain.
You're really glad when
Atlanta Price increases have bea bullet ends his career.
And by no come effective in three Publix houses.
means should George Schneiderman, They are: Howard, Atlanta; Palace.
the cameraman, be overlooked.
He Dallas, and Palace, Memphis. In
did an excellent job.
each, night top has been increased
from 50 to 60 cents.
it

—

KANN

a

to Make 218
German producers

total

218

of

including a theater, will be erected
Boulevard
Square
Journal
near
bridge, providing the city decides to
new road from Journal
build
a
It

is

re-

the house

Regal-P. D, C. Pact Renewed
Toronto— Phil Kaufman of Regal
Films announces that Regal will conto distribute for P. D. C. in
Canada.
tinue

Richard Talmadge Plans Studio
Los Angeles
Richard Talmadge

—

Prod, has closed
$275,000 studio.

a

deal

A

to

erect

has

site

a

been

purchased in North Hollywood, the
property embracing 63 acres on Ventura Boulevard and Pacoima Ave.

the

re-

signed as casting director at the Paramount studio, is reported joining F.
He is succeeded by Fred
B. O.
Fleck, who has been casting small
Fleck is asparts at Paramount.

by Helen Hamilton and Edgar

to

filming

fight Sept.
to "shoot"

bout.

Fox "A" Gains 614 Points
Fox Film "A" gained 614 points

in

the market yesterday, closing at 78^,
a total of 63,800 shares figuring in
the trading.
Oetails of film issue

movements

will be

found on page

Combine Progressing
Cleveland

Cohill Joining F. B. O.?
William Cohill, who recently

Scott Spargo.

for

next season.

obtained exclusive rights
Build in Jersey City
of the Dempsey-Tunney
Jersey City— A $3,000.00 building, 23. Four cameramen are

sisted

an-

features

Britton to Film Fight
Leon Britton, 729 7th Ave., has

vice-

Mar.

—

May

Grey Continues Griffith Post
It apparently covers miles of prairie.
A. L. Grey, recently made general Square to Pavonia Ave.
One strains to outdistance the other.
Wagons overturn. Horsemen are un- manager of the Paramount roadshow ported Loew is sponsoring
seated.

$725,843

Germany
nounce

Shown

English bankers are appreciating
the importance of the industry and
the soundness of motion picture investments, Dr. A. H. Giannini, head

field,

to

In the six months ended May 8.
net
profits
of
Universal Pictures
totaled $725,843, after charges and
Federal taxes, cquiv..Icut after dividends on eight per cent first preferred and seven per cent second
preferred to $2.16 a share earned on
250,000 shares of no par common
(Continued on Page 2)

Berlin

the
de-

Dakota clared the regular quarterly dividend
The Sioux have of $2 per share on the preferred,

with

"U" Earns

in

Fine and Abe
Tetom mountains in S. McCord, with the Clark-McWilThere, several months liams-McDonald Co., of El Dorado. Kramer, who recently sold out their
action A new company has been formed, interests in the Ohio Amusement Co..
the
blending
spent
were
The the Arkansas Amusement
Enter- and then announced they plan a new
handiwork.
with
nature's
circuit, have purchased the Priscilla,
Page
(Continued
on
3)
camera has caught it all. You, thereEuclid Ave., from Victor Wolcott as
fore, .see exteriors of marvelous scenthe
first of the proposed chain.
ic composition.
The beauty of the
Famous Declares Dividend

way to
Wyoming.

the

formed

Corp.,

(Continued on Page 3)

re-

(Continued on Page 3)

New

first mortgage six per cent
sinking fund gold bonds of the Stan-

Loew's

interest

firm's

0(10,000

with the

Circuit, which
several weeks ago.

and the

$40,000,000,

is

average annual earnings over a three
and one-half year period are $1,142,657, according to a prospectus issued
in
connection with offering of $4,-

Ohio Theaters ley-Rowland-Clark

affiliation

Washington

Merger

Stirring Pictures

Price S Cents

120 Entries

SOUTHERN EQUIPMENT

months have pass-

ed since

1926

15,

— Charles

L. Casa-

nave has formed Associated
Theaters of Ohio with offices
The
at 401 Film Exchange.
association is formed for collective exhibitor buying.

It

is

Casanave already
has signed up two local circuits

stated

that

as well as several independents.

2.
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The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris— La Cinematographic

DAILY,

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Foreign rights to the 88 releases
Bray Studios will produce for 192627 have been acquired by Simmonds
Pictures Corp. Bray retains distribution of its product in the United
States and Canada.
Pictures involved in the deal are:
McDougall Alley comedies; 12
Sunkist comedies; 12 Fistical Culture
comedies; 26 Bray cartoons; 13 Bray
12

magazines

and

Nature

13

specials.

Two McDougall

"U" Earns

Seelye's Stand

who

Seelye,

R.

Alley comedies, two
Fistical Culture comedies and three Beecher won from Hirlagraph in a
As
Sunkist comedies, two Bray cartoons, three-set struggle, 1-6, 6-2, 6-3.
the
wiiyier
of
the
match
decides
this
magazines
Bray
and one each of the
and Nature specials already have Grantland Rice Sportlight Txophy
postponed games will probably rebeen completed.
main unplayed.

A

Warner Bros. Pictures "A" gained
hands.
Fox Film "A'
2V% points, closing at 65^.
also figured in the heavy trading, and gained
Shares
points when it closed at 7854.
6'/i

63,S00.
entire

the

market,

general

list

ra'Uied.

High Low

Close

Sales

1,400
37>i
2,300
39
Pfd.
.. 39>4
7354
..
•Balaban & Katz.
70
•Bal. & Katz Vtc. ..
300
120'^
1205^
Kodak
Eastman
..121J4
Famous Players. .116-^^ 1 14}^ 116f^ 11,000
119
•Fam. Play. Pfd
f>-'A
•Film Inspect
100
102
102
102
First Nat'l Pfd....
63,800
7854
72/,
78!/,
"A"...
Film
Fox
6,800
Fox Theaters "A" 26J4 23 !4 26
W^A
"Intern'l Project
13.466
43
43J^ 42
Loew's, Inc
23/2
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
166
175^
Corp..
Cap.
M. P.
17J^
13.800
58
55
Pathe Exch. "A".. 58
2
B'way 98
97J4 98
t Paramount
29
27
ttRoxy Units

Vtc.

Seat
Seat

.

.

37^

37!^
38^^

.

ttRoxy Common..
Skouras Bros
Co.

••Stan.

of

Am

tVi
56

91'/^
.

954
9554
100
3354
9554
59J4 28,000
65^ 95,700

.

3354

•Warner Bros
Warner Pictures ..65
Warner Pict. "A". 69 54
• Last Prices Quoted
•* Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask
TV/i«n

56

56

Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures. 3354

•Trans-Lux

5954
63 J4

vou think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

N

S

Speciali»t8 in Motion Picturtt

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen yeare
Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

when

Berkundiger"
was issued
the Universal president arrived

here.

Singer Goes to Hot Springs
Julius Singer. Universal short subject manager, is on his way to Hot
Springs, Ark., to show "The Radio
Detective" serial before the national
convention of Boy Scouts of America
which will be held Sept. 22-29.

Patsy Ruth Miller Coming East
Hollvwood Having completed her
lead in "The Black White Sheep"
Patsy Ruth Miller leaves tomorrow
for a New York vacation of about

Brymnt 3040

Comparison
ing

May

of the six

months end-

with the same period

8,

last

Surplus

$542,299

$1,058,754

beau Friday after several weeks spent
Paris supervising the redecoration
Gaumont Palace.

in

HAL nOACH
PnessHTa

"Garden of Allah" Trio Sailing
With his wife Alice Terry, who is
the star in the picture, and Willis
Goldbeck,
ario,

Rex

Nice

to

CHARLEY

who

will write the scenIngram sails Saturday for

produce

"The

Garden

of

Allah."

N. Y.

Schaefer,
is

in

New

Chicago
York.

circuit

By ^g Pafh^comegy

operators,

This

Aquitania for his annual

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Holds Story Option
Angeles First National has
taken an option on "Behefits Forgot"
the rights to which are controlled by
First Nat'l

/

Los

Raw

of refinement

production
handcoloring by

elaborate

is

on

All Colors

the

—

Film
Telephone

The Perfect Handcoloring
528 Riverside Drive

Burns, Ber-

New York

of

Momingside 1776

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
MOTION Picture Financing
We
big

will
it

is,

welcome your orooosition no matter how
having figured

in

many

notable

deals.

The Door Is Always Open

C
Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

Stock

Negative and Positive

for distribution
an

I

inspection

of European offices.
Hunt" Ready"
Editing and titling of "The Gorilla
Fleckles Sailing
Hunt," big game hunt picture photoMaurice Fleckles of the John D.
graphed by Ben Burbridge, has been
completed by Harry Chandlec and Tippett Co., sails today on the AquiHerb Cruikshank. Negotiations now tania.
finishing touch

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

"Gorilla

The

is

FREE

Manheim on Annual Tour
two weeks. Upon her return she will
N. L. Manheim. Universal export
work in "The College Widow." her
manager, leaves tomorrow on the
initial starring vehicle for Warners.

are being completed
of the oicfajfe;

v.,.,^'Bromo «' Juliet'

Aaron Jones Here
Aaron Jones, of Jones, Linick &

—

& Co., Inc.

Broadway

one quarter's operations.

of the

Clarence Brown, Jessie
nard Voorhaus.

I

entire cost of films is
the time of release,
the charge appear in

at

making

thus

I

Quotations
Am.
Am.

the
off

bowling league, comprising teams year, is shown by the consolidated
will get statement as follows:
George Fuller, Fox district man- representing ten companies,
basketball Gross income
1.
A
way
Oct.
under
$14,733,535
$11,395,045
Pittsburgh,
the
ager, in charge of
in Net profit
725,843
1,248,754
Washington and Charlotte exchanges, league will start in November and
183,544
190,000
Januarv an indoor track meet will be Preferred dividends..
arrived in New York yesterday.

New York

Fuller in

heimer

the

for

charged

ule,

—

yesterday
issues
picture
of
Observers
focused their attention on Warner
a'gain
The common reached another
Bros stocks.
new high of 65, dropping a point to a 59 J4
A total of 28.000 shares changed
close

In

$725,843

is

Laemmle Edition of German Paper
Dowd Due Back Friday
A special
Laupheim, Germany
Thomas J. Dowd of the Capitol is
of
the
"Laupedition
Carl Laemmle
expected to arrive on the Rochani-

Financial

totaled

1926

involved in
{Continued from Page 1)
litigation with Universal over serProfit
was
$1,248,754 or $4.23 a share
vices of E. A. Dupont, stated yeson common in the same period last
terday he intends proving the direcHe claims year.
tor's services are free.
For the quarter ending May 8, net
Dupont was represented to him as
being a free agent and that "U" profit was $274,828, or 72) cents a
acted in bad faith by allowing Du- share on common after preferred
pont to remain in this country six dividends. An additional $113,200 of
months without giving him a new eight per cent preferred was retired
contract despite previous arrange- during the first six months of the
current fiscal year, reducinor amount
ments to the contrary.
outstanding to $2,768,600. The company declares the decline in the net
More Activity in Athletics
M-G-M has won the championship for the first six months is due to the
Dietz and company's enlarged production schedthe tennis league.
of
C.

held.

sold

15,

1540 Broadway

6040 SnaMt BUd.

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

^..^••ll»

H

< »

> >.^.l#.l»«

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

CJpowFIlM
.CiBORATORig,
INCORPORATED
*

II

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN. MCR.

A

—

'
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DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOUAQS FOB

buted

inexpensive card was
which helped do extra

ness.

On

d'stri-

busi-

one side was this copy:
'The Mystery Club' ClubLiberty
Theater Carl
at

house

—
—

Laenirnlc, president."
The reverse carried this message;

— Meinbersliip com
— You may join an>

"Rules and Regulations

mences Saturday, Sept. 4
Sept. 4 to Sept.
tinre in person from
10
inclusive, from 10:00 A. M. to 11 P. M.
tlie
Liberty
theater
"You must come to
box-ofifice,

or

send a

duly

of

accredited

repre

(Continued from Page

1)

take over and operate the 21 theaters
of the Rowland-Clark chain, and the
new house the firm , will Iniild .it

(Universal)

"Join

Average

(Continued from Page

"The Mystery Club"

An

Southern Equipment
Bought by Combine
Stanley Earnings

$1,142,657

i-'ittsburgh.

Stanley, which has acquired 75 per
cent of the new corporation's stock,
is underwriting the bonds and in it.-:
listings of earnings sets forth that in
1923, the firm earned $970, 8.i^; in
1924, $802,910; 1925, $1,584,271; 1926
(26 weeks), $1,122,570.
The issue, placed on the market
yesterday, has been practically sold
according to the Hayden, Stone ("n

Dallas, and the Theater Supply and
l',(iuipmcnt Co., of Atlanta, was sold
oulr.ght for $502,714. Oscar S. Oldknow is president.

Negotiations were begun in January. H. A. R, Dutton. president oi
the Exhibitors Su]iply Co. of Chica
go, engineered the deal on behalf o
H. L. Clarke, president of the Inter
national Projector Corp., owners o
the Simijlex,

Powers

i'nd

Acnn

which

will h

Chic;;go,

in

"You must

not be afraid of thrills, excitement, suspense or sensatTons.
"You must be brave you must be heroic
you must have courage.
"Present this membership card with th<
regular admission charge to the cashier a
the Liberty tlieater box-office and you vvil
be admitted to all the secrets and mvstrrie:
of 'The Mystery Club'."

—

— Liberty,

Kansas

City.

Advertising Firms Merged
Stanley Advertising Co., subsidiary
of the Stanley Co. of America, has
a^cquired controlling stock of Roycroft Pictures, manufacturers of industrial
and advertising pictures
Several other deals are reported contemplated by President Sam Rlumenihal.

"SteUa Dallas"
(United Artists)
Played up the feature on human
interest angle. Teaser ads which had
the appearance of news stories weri
published in advance on the society
pages of Greenville's newspapers.
These stories carried a halftone cut
of Belle Bennett as Stella Dallas and
the story was in an intimate form
which purported to reveal Stella Dal
An electric shadow
las' love affairs.
box cleverly arranged in a standard
one-sheet lobby frame flashed in the

Merger

in

Arkansas

(Continued from Page

prises,

I)

of
at
$500,000,
paid in.
A. Lightman, Nash-

capitalized

which $300,000

is

Officers are M.
ville, president; W. F. iMcWilliams,
El Dorado, vice president; E J. Clark
El Dorado, secretary and treasurer,

i\'

li.;s

of
$5,0()0,()00. all
stock
which is paid in, 500,.K)0 shares i.
connnon stock at $5 a share i'nd 5,.
000 shares of preferred at $50 a shar
'

have been issued, the

—

*

si:

hanging up a recHe has appeared in seven con-

*

:i<

"The Monkey Wrench," which
come to Broadway.
*

*

+

'

Vera Rosson, who was co-

further announced that the National
Tlieater Supply Co,, which

Lockwood

starred with Harold

and J. Warren Kerrigan, is
emerging from a long retirement. She will appear in "Love
'Em and Leave 'Em." She is

Equipment

other two holdings will assume immediately, plans to open
Jacksonville branch and a branch in
Memphis in the next two months
its

;

1

proving

will

He

Loew's

is

The playwriting bug has
struck the Universal office.
Phillip Dutton Hum, of the
scenario deportment, has sold
while
two plays,
stalwart
Hem ij Clay Bate of the publicity
is
co-author of
stuff,

a total of $65.

More

Dietz

is

*

which is handled tliroutili tli
Chase National Bank of New \'ov]
City, is to go on the New \'ork Curl
Market at an early date, and w'll bi
sold in blocks consisting of one shari.
of preferred and three of common for

and M. S. McCord, Camden. Ark.
and M. J. Pruniski, North LittKi
Oscar S, Oldknow becomes one ol
Rock, Ark., directors.
four vice presidents of the National
Houses merged under the deal are
Theater Supply Co., the other three
Majestic, Princess and Queen, Hopebeing:
Dutton, of Chiinterest of "Stella Dallas" for a week
H. A". R.
Princess and Strand, North Little
cago, Joe Hornstein of New York,
before the picture opening.
C H. Rock;
Plaza, Little Rock; Joy and
and Gus Dolliver of San Francisco.
Amos, Carolina, Greenville, N. C.
Palace, Smackover; Rialto. Camden'
H. L. Clarke is the president.
Rialto, Majestic. Princess. Plaza and
"The Wise Guy"
Mission, El Dorado.
(First National)
The Malco company owns the
for
10
Placed a glass-cased shadow box Grand and Jefferson, Huntsville, .\la.
(Continued from Page
in the lobby.
This was rigged up and the Hillsboro, Nashville, whiob
with some shrubbery to make it re- are not included in the deal.
the Washington chain, owned by M
semble an open space in a forest.
B. Horwitz, adding thereby eight lo
For the ground part of the box grass
cal and two houses in Charin FalK
Equipment Dealer Dies
was procured. Two limbs of a tree,
Isaac Katz, owner of the Crown to its chain of nine houses.
one a large one, the other a small
Horwitz will continue as active
M.
Supplies for the past 18 years.
P.
one, also were placed in a large box.
died yesterday at 3 A. M. at his home, d'rector and booking executive of the
Two large hoot owls were procured 594 Ocean Ave., Brooklyn. Services Washington circuit houses.
and placed in box.
For the backwill be held today at 8 P. M. at Pyle
ground, a one-sheet poster taken
Chapel, 1925 Church Ave., Brooklyn
from "The Wise Guy" was used. The
tomorrow
Burial
will
take
place
box was illuminated at night. This
display attracted crowds.
Numerous morning.
Alexander Carr
24 sheet posters were displayed, in
Duane Thompson
Film
Brent Out of Paramount
conspicuous sites. Safety zone signs
Edward Phillips
in the principal streets carried posEvelyn Brent will not work in
Baby Peggy
ters.
A trailer was used a week in "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em" for Famadvance. Dewey iMausson. Knicker- ous.
Esther Ralston and Louise
bocker, Nashville, Tenn.
Brooks have the featured roles.

—

^H

secutive pictures released by First
National. Three are Robert f. Kane
productions. Sam was a stage favorite, hut prefers films.

stock,

—

Howard

*

to p.:.
10 per cent interest and the jireferr;
Tlii
to yield 8 per cent interest.

and

"L ot

as bi,g a drawing card as some of
Silas
the M-(i-M stars he puljlicizes.
Spitzer, Howard's associate in the
early days of Goldwyn, watched him
action the other night.
11

common

name Southern Theater

e

Hy KAl-l'H WILK

tennis,

IN

ord.

C(imi)an\,

headquarters

its

^

Sam Hardy

jectors.

The new

Littl

from

pr

capital

sentative.

A

1)

the wife of
the director.

Richard
^

*

The

flashy beret,

Rosson,

*

French headgear

worn by Arthur Cozine, Fam-

bein.g

location manager, is attracting
attention.
By the way, Cozine
busy, working on three pictures.

ous

much
is

Midnight Premiere for "Tin Gods"
"Till Gods" will have a midni,ght
preni iTe at

the

Rialto Saturday.

)

Von Stroheim
Hollywood

who

has been

tion

of

week.

111,

— Erich
ill,

Not Quitting

will

von Stroheim,
resume direc-

"The Wedding March"
Reports that he had

(luit

this

the

picture are incorrect.

Raymond Keane
Mary Alden
Snitz

Edwards

Nat Carr

A WHALE OF A CAST

"APRIL FOOL"
ARTHUR

A. LEE presents

THE SHEIK OF THE SCREENIVOR NOVELLO
in **THE RAT^'
From

the

A WHALE OF A PICTURE

Broadway Play by Dave L'Estr«nge, Constance Collier and Ivor Novello

with

MAE MARSH and ISABEL JEANS
GRAHAM CUTTS

Directed by
Distributed

by

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

701 Seventh Avenue

New York
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^^Quick Turnovers
A salesman who

knew his business, repreknown commodity with

senting a well
years of advertising behind

a merchant
stock the

»

it,

called to see

who had always

refused to

line.

"So you want $4 a dozen for this article?''
said the merchant. "Nothing doing. I am
buying so and so's for $3 a dozen. I get
the same price for them Vd get for yours,
so Fm making a dollar a dozen more."
Smith over on K Street?"
asked the salesman. "Bill Smith used to
say the same thing. He too bought a
^similar article' for $3 a dozen, and sold
150 dozen a year. Three years ago he put
in our article.
Today he's selling 1,000
dozen without as much trouble as he used
to have in selling the 150 dozen. He's
making $2,000 a year on the article where
he used to make $450. Which is the best

"Know

Bill

business?"

The merchandising

principles of business

are basically the same however

may

differ in detail.

much they

Too

often the empty seats represent the
overhead of a theatre. How to fill them is
the first consideration of the successful
exhibitor.

The more

the more draw in
the pictures you show, the better they are
known and the more they are wanted,
there^s just so much the less chance for the
quality,

empty

seat.

just as

much

There are

"Quick Turnovers" mean
to a theatre as to a store.

lots of different

kinds of short

comedies. You get just what you pay for,
just as the merchant did who was buying
the article at $3 a dozen.

The exhibitor who wins

in the long

run as

man who shows
Mack Sennett comedy every show,

well as in the short,

is

the

a
whether it's a Ben Turpin or an Alice Day
or a Mack Sennett or one of The Smith
Series.

The best

is

always the best buy.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President

and Qeneral ManageVf

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.
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The Flagship
rWENTY
saw our
store

ago we
movie in a
Minneapo-

first

in

dollar

The development of an
isignificant amusement device,
the comparatively short
pan of twenty years, into the
rorld's foremost force for progess, has its compelling reflecon in this magnificent theater.
credit to its sponsors, the inustry they represent, and the
reat city of New York.
ver

L

I%e Fleet's Leader
new
Paramount Theater
The
rove

a

worthy flagship

to

Boston
England

—Theater
is

building in

New

the

al-

Adam

Chung Li, Music,
arie Antoinette. Fraternal

and
and club

oms

respectively representative of
fraternal organizations of the
untry and clubs of New York are
asculine features.
Peacock Alley
mmands attention along with the
bservation Foyer, a glass enclosed
nway ten stories above the main
e

unobstructed

and

of the entire audi-

rium.

A

magnificent ceiling towers thiren stories above the orchestra. Inigle

pillar

beauty and without
to

mar

its

a

architectural

very height adds intimacy
an auditorium of otherwise treendous proportions.
The theater itself will seat over
lue,

.

its

its

jirty-nine

hundred people.

{.Continued on

.08

.
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$1.0C

Disbursement
Negative cost
Distribution
eign)

$ .40

(American and

for-

3C
10

Cost of positives
Administration and taxes

05

Profit

IS

Page 2)

A

dia-

Industry's Standing,

Newspaper Says
Net earnings

of ten

compan-

film

during 1925, reached a combined
total of .$24,115,089, while only one
suffered a deficit for the year, due to
reorganization,
according to "The
ies

Wall Street News."
The growth of the industry, which
the publication terms a $1,500,000,000
enterprise,
has
been
phenomenal,
while
the
importance of banking
houses identified with the financing of
(Continued on Page 4)

Moe Mark

doesn't

Two More

recentAve., be-

sell his

ly-acquired block on 5th
tween 106th and 107th Sts., he will
erect an
$800,000 theater seating

Publix Adding 28
Twenty-eight theaters, with a total
capacity of 60,000, will be opened by
Publix within the next few months,
Territory
"Variety" said yesterday.
covered by the houses extends from
Rhode Island to Florida. The greater part of the theaters will be opiContinued on Page 4)

Riesenfeld in Charge

for

Loew's

New Haven — Loew's has
its New England circuit by

extended
obtaining

control of the Roger Sherman in this
city and the Garde in New London
from the Arthur Friend Co.
The
(Continued on Page 4)

D. W. Griffith Testifies
D. W. Griffith testified in his damage suit against Al Jolson yesterday
in the Federal Court.
As a director,
he said, he felt qualified to say that

Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld is in charge the black-faced comedian would not
have been a "flop" in pictures. Both
of presentation of "Sorrows of Satan,"
Griffith and Jolson will take the stand
on
M.
Cohan,
which opens the George

He

11.

iOct.

md

conduct

write the score
orchestra at the

The Cohan

premiere.
to

will

the

is

under lease

Famous.

Broadway Holdup Thwarted

today.

Theater Prejudice Overcome
Auburn, Me. The motion picture

—

has conquered prejudice against theater building here, and, as a result,
the William P. Gray circuit is planning a house.

Attempted holdup of Harry GittelColony manager, was frustrated
Grossing $20,000 to the penny for
when the driver of the cab in which
the week ending Sept. 4, "The Big
riding to the bank, drove
Stanley Stock at 92^4
Parade" reached a total gross of he was
policeman.
The two robtoward
a
Philadelphia Stanley stock estab$820,251.20 on that date, which markbers, who had jumped on the running lished a new high yesterday, reaching
ed the close of the forty-third week
of the automobile, fled.
board
92%, representing a rise of almost
of the New York run.
38 points in the last two months.
Saxe Circuit Expanding
Third Week for Grange Film
Saxe Investment
Portland, Ore.
"One Minute to Play," "Red" Co. has completed plans for an exDon't Delay
Grange picture, on Sunday begins pansion program. The firm now has
At the rate applications are
its
third
week at the Colony. five houses, and is building its sixth,
being received, the maximum of
The first week, the picture grossed an Arabian-type hou.=p in Powell Val200 players, to be permitted to
$39,428, a record for the Colony on a ley and Foster Roads.
A seventh
compete in the Fall Film Golf
film shown six times daily.
will be erected at Union Ave., and
Tournament
View
son.

auxiliary rooms, all in authenperiod decoration, include the
lizabethan, Delia Robbia, Du Bar-

iring in

and transportation)

"Big Parade" Gross $820,251

The

an

properties
film

03

Raw

representing

:

giving

20

film

Moe Mark Undecided

Unique Features

mmanding view

assembling and titling of

Banking Connections Show

$1.0C

i

,

Production

Costumes, gowns, etc
Locations (rent of grounds and

in other sections, "Back Bay"
writes in the current issue of "The
New England Exhibitor." His article is the first of a series on construction in the territory.
Sixty theaters either opened recently or are under construction or
definitely planned, he declares, which
will add a total of 75,000 seats, an in(Continued on Page 5)

ady formidable Publix fleet. From
Observation Tower on the thirty- 2,800, he told THE FILM DAILY
;cond floor to the street no detail yesterday.
He has received two ofmodern convenience or artistry fers for the property.
is been overlooked. Passing through
Should Mark decide to build the
spacious lobby one enters the Hall theater, which would be included in
Here an international the Stanley-Mark Strand circuit, it
Nations.
Collectors' pieces of probably would have a picture and
i)irit prevails.
storical interest and priceless value presentations policy similar to the
e to be found.
Stones from the Mark Strand.
reat Wall of China, from the Pyraids, from the Forum, and other hisCrozier Promoted
--^
ric edifices, are set in mosaic with
Emmet Crozier has been appointecT
bronze background lending color.
The Great Hall is truly a work of assistant to Ralph Block, production
t.
Its marble adornments repre- editor at the Paramount Long Island
mt a half million dollars. Its ceil- studio. He has been a member of the
g of mural and gold leaf, by the scenario stafi as reader for Thomas
ternationally known Smeraldi, is an Meighan.
legorical masterpiece
The Spirit of Light."

ting,

ity

If

will

10 PIOUKt EIRMS

to

Actors' salaries
$ .25
Directors, cameramen and assist10
ants
10
Scenarios and stories
19
Sets (manufactured)
Studio overhead (including cut-

keeping pace with activ-

le

lOr,

In

New

heater at the crossroads of the

spent, according
Street News."

is

$24,115,089 NET OF

"The Wall

Yesterday we saw in detail
Houses Will Add
our opinion, is the fin- 60
example of architectural
st
75,000 Seats to Total
chievement the world has ever
of 1,000,000
nown. The New Paramount
/orld.

Is Spent

Below will be found two
tables showing how the film

aqiviw booming

rhat, in

Price 5 Cents

HowZPollar

newengland;theater

years

show

1926

16,

—

—

Russell

Booked

— for
Chicago "One

St.,

while others are planned.

Four Weeks

at the

Sound

Golf Club, Great Neck, L.

I.,

has been booked for a minimum run
Daniel Frohman is to be host at
of four weeks at the Rialto, opening
a luncheon to newspapermen Sept.
Oct. 4.
22, on the Lyceum Roof, the first of

on Wednesday, Sept. 29, soon
vfill
Delay in
be reached.
sending in applications may
prevent many from entering the
tournament, as the 200 maxi-

series of 44 luncheons in connection with the Actors' Fund for a $1,Douglas Fair000,000 endowment.
banks is a member of the commit-

you have not already done so,
forward your application to the
committee today.

Minute

to

P.laiiy"

Actors'

a

Duluth First Run Reopening

—

Duluth Blackmore Bros, will reopen the Orpheum, first run house,
on Sept. 18.

tee.

Fund Luncheon

Sept. 22

mum

Vfill

not be increased.

If

THE

<^t!l

Wednesday, September

DAILY

Decision for
Sign this and forward to any member of the Committee
is my entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament, to be held on
nesday, September 29, at the Sound View Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

Here

Price

SCints

Wed-

Publisher

lOHN W. ALICOATE

1926

Shaw

An

Golfers, Attention!
TtL XXXVII No. 65 Thursday, SipL16, 1926

15,

action in the Supreme Court involving the film rights to "The Chocolate Soldier" was settled yesterday
when Justice Guy upheld the contention of George Bernard Shaw as
against the claim of Jesse A. Levinson.

Levinson claims he purchased the
world rights to "The Chocolate SolIt
dier" from the Viennese authors of
last three scores.
the musical comedy and that, since
THE COMMITTEE
it
was based on Shaw's "Arms and
Elmer Pearaon, Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 4Sth St.
the Man," asked the latter if he would
William A. Johnston, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.
make any further claims. Levinson
Felix Feist, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1540 Broadway
31, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
G. Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
declared Shaw said he wouldn't proN. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879
Arthur W. Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
vided no mention was made of "Arms
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
and the Man" and if no quotations
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
were made therefrom. The plaintiff
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
alleges that Shaw expressed himself
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
to this effect in writing but that later
Phone Circle 4736-4737-47i8-4739. Cable adhe changed his mind.
Justice Guy
Hollywood
York.
New
Filmday,
dress:
Fritz Lang to Make It for Ufa in Ger- upheld Shaw and vacated service or
(Continued from Page 1)
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
many Warners Making "Noah's
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
the ground that the action did not
mond horseshoe will give seclusion
Ernest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
Ark"
involve specific property.
For that
seats.
reserved
desire
who
those
to
Marlborough
St.,
The Film Renter, 58, Great
Fritz
Berlin
Lang, director of reason, the court held papers could
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie The theater, when completed and
"Metropolis" intends not be served on Shaw in New York
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
ready for operation early in Novem- "Siegfried" and
to make a picture on a more gigantic State.
ber, will represent an investment of
The subject
scale than these two.
over six million dollars.
will be "The Deluge."
Ralph Morrow Returns
Manument to Stability
Financial
Ralph
Morrow, P. D. C. executive
Cecil B. DeMille originally intendPages could be written upon the
who
accompanied
John Flinn as fai
abanfilming
Deluge"
but
"The
ed
completeness of its detail. When its
west as Oklahoma on the latter's trij
in favor of "The
doned
the
plan
Great activity prevailed among film issues doors are opened, it should be seen
King of Kings," when it became west, returned to New York yester
yesterday in the market, with a slight downtheater owner in the United
every
by
day.
ha*
which
common,
Warner's
ward trend.
that the Warners were filming
A liberal education in mod- known
been the star performer, dropped iVi pointf States.
Preparations
for this
Ark."
"'Noah's
A total of 20,000 sharer ern theater construction. A standing
to a 56 close.
Fox Theaters "A" monument that cannot but impress latter production are under way.
figured in the trading.
and Warners "A" remained practically un
all picture people with the stability,
changed, but both were exceedingly active
Montana State Board Elects
Trading in the former issue involved 98,400 the progress and the responsibility
Butte The Montana Film Board
shares while 73,700 of the latter sharer
of this great industry.
changed hands. Fox Film "A" dropped i\i
of Trade has elected the following
ALICOATE officers: president, W. M. Hugart,
points, closing at 76, with 98,400 shares sold
In the general market, there was a re
Pathe; vice-president, C. R. Wade,
»AL ROACH
action to the rallies of the preceding day
Pnestur*
P. D. C; general counsel, secretary
Russian Director Arrives
Harry
Meyers.
Reand
treasurer,
Vladimir Nemirovitch-Dantchenko,
Heineman
co-founder of the Moscow Art Thea- tiring officials are W. J.
Quotations
Frank
Murphy.
and
ArUnited
for
ter, who is to direct
Sales
High Low Close
He
tists, has arrived in New York.
Am. Seat. Vtc. .. 38^ 37^ 38-4 3,40r
Welch Succeeds Blumberg at Racine
6J"
3,200 was signed recently by Morris Gest.
39'/,
40
39/2
Am. Seat Pfd.
Racine, Wis. Willard Welch, for73-4
'Bromo «- Juliet*
•Balaban & Katz..
mer State-Lake, Chicago, manager,
70
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
120
Leventhal
Fourth
121
1,300
Add
Eastman Kodak
Goldman
and
'4
12m
has taken charge of the Rialto, sucPafh^comedy
114
113'/2 113J4
6,300
Famous Players
Bringing their total of ceeding Nathan Blumberg, recently
St. Louis
100
Fam. Play. Pfd.. 120^ 120^ 120%
manager
Universal
theappointed
of
67^
*Film Inspect. ...
houses to four, Charles Goldman and
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishei
102
•First NafI Pfd. ..
Jules Leventhal have taken over the aters in Wisconsin.
FREE for all Pathecomedies at you
98,400
Fox Film "A"... 79 >4 75
76
Other
Olive.
Rivoli,
at
Sixth
and
Fox Theaters "A". 27% 2'^% 26 '4 27,500
Downey, M-G-M Detroit Manager Exchange.
11'4
*Intern'l Project...
houses the partners operate are As43>^ 8,060 tor, Senate and Rainbow.
Loew's, Inc
43^ 43
Detroit
Frank Downey has suc*Metro-Gold. Pfd..
23/2
ceeded Lester Sturm as manager of
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 17'^ 17/« 17^
100
Original Negatives of Everything
the M-G-M exchange.
Pathe Exch. "A".. 58^ 5574 56 /» 7,800
A British Viewpoint
tParamount B'way 977^ 97/i 97^
S
in Motion Picture Stock Shots
27
29
ttRoxy Units
in Daylight Saving Agitation Renewed
of
scenes
Deletion
London
7-4
ttRoxy Common
6-/i
San Francisco Advocates of daywhich the figure of Christ is depicted
Skouras Bros
56
56
56
"Stan. Co. of Am
92
has been ordered by the censors in light saving are renewing efforts to
Trans-Lux Screen.
9'v«
9% 2,200 "Sparrows." An angel has taken the obtain legislation favorable to their
97/Ji
W. A. Putter, Pres.
*Univ. Pict. Pfd...
95/2
Bryant 8181
which
the
industry
opposing
130
West
46th St.
the
scenes,
cause.
The
is
in
place
of
Jesus
'Universal Pictures
33Ji
•Warner Bros. ...
95}4
campaign.
are part of a dream sequence.
Published daily except Saturday and holiday!
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
President and
Folks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate,
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M, Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
Entered as second-class matter May
tative.

My

check herewith ($10 for players, including lunch, dinner and prizes).
will simplify matters for the handicap committee if you will send in your
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Insurance Brokerage, being a service and not a commodity, can
only be equal to the knowledge, experience, and facilities of the organization rendering it.
n*

'

TT,-=-

Superior brokerage service is positively reflected in the value and
cost of "your Insurance
and since there is no charge for the service.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

—

'•

COMl^I.K''

ATJO

LABORATORY
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Con you

Attractions for

afford avy but the best?

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATCO

The Standard

^|h K'M

o( the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C

Bryant 5450-1
80

' i

MAIDEN LANE,

i
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N. Y. C.

Telephone

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
John

City

3080

I
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TELL YOUR PUBLIC THIS GREAT NEWS!
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Brilliant

And Thafs
«

By PHIL. M.

Ordered

Premiere

Thursday, September

to Arbitrate

$24,115,089

Net

16,

1926

of

f

—

That!

DALY

Vitaphone and "Don Supreme Court Instructs Exhibitor
Chicago
10 Picture Firms
to Appear Before Board
Juan" had a brilliant premiere at
(Continued from Page 1)
Supreme Court Justice Walsh has picture enterprises is described
The house
McVickcr's last night.
a
signed an order in behalf of M-G-M "highly
literally bulged wtih a "Who's Who
indicative of the esteem an
of Chicago's elite, leaders of socien-, directing Victor Sheldon of the Shel- confidence with which this industr
science, the fine arts and captains don, Hamilton, N. Y., to appear be- is regarded."
It might rightfully be fore a Board of Arbitration at Alof industry.
"Control of the industry
'

WITH
ing

exhibitor organizations tak

ficult

some cases

up distribution,

in

may

it

to

tind

be

dif-

arbitra

tors.

Glorifying the American sneeze
took place during the filming of
"Man Bait," when someone upset a
carton of prop cayenne pepper. It
sounded like target practice until a
wind machine cleared the air of the
ticklish dust.

former German
Sartov,
physics professor, is responsible for
the camera effects in "T'he Scarlet
Letter." He has been Dorothy Gish's
cameraman for several years.

Henrik

You must be a commander-in-chief
as well as a manager to have charge
Theater.
"Ed."
the
Capitol
of
Douglas has a small-sized army of
70 ushers and 10 doormen under his
jurisdiction.

termed a billion dollar audience, in I)any on Sept. 27 concerning a claim
the foreground of which was Mrs. of $507 on the purchase of films on
which only $150 was paid as part of
Edith Rockefeller McCormick.
the purchase price of "The White
Sensing a real siory, not alone beSister."
cause of the introductory showing of
of
the
because
but
Vitaphone,
eminence and reputability of the auix
28
-

Adding

Publ

the daily press was represented by every department, including
staff photographers.
It was freely predicted after ihi;

dience,

(.Con tinued

from Page

industry," the articl
"About 60,000 shareholders

$1,500,000,000
states.

1)

n

is

longer in the hands of a few indi
viduals as all the leading corpora
lions have entered into the realm <
Wall Street, giving the investing put
lie an opportunity to aid in the expat
sion and share in the profits of thi

tlif

cc'i

k:
ate

i

km

ened before the first of the year, al seven production companies listed C
though the Brooklvn hous es and the New York Stock Exchange ow tk
others of b ig capacity will not be more than 11,000,000 shares of stoc
"Over a period of years the larg<
finale that McVickers, the best known ready until ater.
K(.
Following is a list of the houses: companies have demonstrated a st;
theater of the Middle West, and tembility
of
earning
Capacity
power
superior
City
1
Theater
porarily eclipsed by the transfer of
Petersburg, Fla
2,400 many other industries.
St.
Their steadil
Paul Ash to the Orient, will return Florida
It
1,500
Miami, Fla
Floridai
increasing profits year after year hi
to its former prestige as the best New Fotoshow Miami, Fla.
1,00C
1,60C proved that even in times of gener;
Miami Beach, Fla.
Beach
paying theater in Chicago.
wt
2,400 depression, the motion picture bus
Jacksonville, Fla.
Florida
Fla.
1,20C
Cocoanut
Grove,
Grove
ness
has
been
slow
to
reflect
unfa'
2,O0C
Tampa, Fla.
Tampa
Tampa, Fla.
3,000 orable conditions and has been quic
Florida
Palm Beach, Fla. .. 1,60C to participate in returning prosperity
Two single reelers, "Don't Give Paramount
Lakeland, Fla.
..
1,800
Lakeland
There are around 20,300 pictu:
Up the Ship," and "It's the Navy Florida
Lakeland, Fla.
7sr
Atlanta, Ga.
2,400 theaters in the United States, with
Way," depicting the functions and ac- Georgia
Birmingham, Ala.
2,500 seating capacity of over 15,500,00
tivities of the Navy and the Merchant Alabama
Knoxville, Tenn.
Tennessee
2,300 having
an average weekly patronaj
Marine, are to be distributed free to Houston
Houston, Tex.
2,400
Boards
of
Film
Houston, Tex.
theaters through
1,600 of 130,000,000 persons, continues tl
Kirby
Texas
San Antonio, Tex.
2,600 article.
It lists 811 features planm
Trade, beginning Oct. 24.
n
Fort Worth, Texas
Texas
2,400 for
1926-27 season, compan
the
These pictures will be features of Stadium
Woonsocket, R. I.
1,500
Morristown, N. T.
1,500 with 696 last year, when |12S,00O,0i
the Navy's celebration of Navy Day, Jersey
ins;

llllS

aitf

til

itrii

Aiding Navy Day

ca.-t

.

After doBilly Bevan has a snap.
ing his stuff with a lion, the comedian
was called upon to get acquainted
with sharks as an undersea traffic cop.
He likes the change.

;est

Two More

Loew's

for

(Continued from Page 1)
Co., incor-

Haven-London Operating

porated by Ferdinand H. Butehorn,
Frank C. Tayter and Robert A. McLean, all of Brooklyn, and Cornelius
J. Ferris of Saten Island, will own
the theaters.

Headquarters of the new company
will be at Hartford. The concern has
a capital stock of 1,000 shares of no
par value.

The New Haven

theater, which has
been up less than one year, will be
taken over Sunday.
It seats 2,250.

lid:

The celebration
Oct. 27.
will continue after that date and the
pictures will be available for weeks
which

is

thereafter.

Pueblo, Colo.
Denver, Colo.
St. Joseph, Mo.

Colorado

Denver
Missouri
Shea's Met.

N. Y.
Bufifalo, N. Y.
Charlotte, N. C.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York, N. Y.
Buffalo.

Kensington
Carolina

Brooklyn
ParahTount

The

1,800
2,500
2,O0C
3,500
1,600
1,600
5,000
4,000

producing and distributing
companies belonging to Film Boards
of Trade, the M. P. Producers and
Keith on "Grind" in Cleveland
Distributors of America, and many
Cleveland Keith's Palace is contheater owners have pledged full cotinuing its summer policy of pictures
operation to the Navy.
Eastman Kodak has given 200.000 and continuous shows all through the
This is the first year the
ft.
of film for the pictures and the season.
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., Palace has not reverted to the two-aday straight vaudeville in the winter.
is making the prints at no cost to the
Navy.

—

v/as spent in production.
Development of the foreign field
without limitation, it is declare

pointing

out that

American

the

popularity

pictures,

the industry's revenue.
The ten companies, whose combi
ed net income totaled |24,1 15,089 ai
Famous, First National, Fox Fih
B. F. Keith, Loew's, Inc., M-G-]
Motion Picture Capital, Orphet
Circuit,

New

will

be

Regime

presentation

to

Meet

The first meeting of the new administration of the A. M. P. A. will
be held today with ten of the national
beauty contest winners from Atlantic
City among the attractions.
Honor guests and speakers will be
Lothar Mendes, Ufa director brought
to America by Robert T. Kane to
direct, and Frank Wells, son of H.
G. Wells, English novelist, who has
brought over a picture produced from
a story written by his father and who
now is engaged on a series of two
With Wells will be his direelers.

Warners

finished

Hugh

Brooke.
Entertainment has been arranged by

rector,

Glendon

Allvine,

retiring

president.

The meeting will mark the
which the new A. M. P. A.

at
officers

first

will participate in their official capaciThese new officers are Walter
ties.

will be U. S. ships in every harbor
.Special ceremonies participated in by these

ships can be linked
of the pictures.
of

with

the

mittee appointed to handle the details of the
distribution.

Colored Chain in Florida

—

Charles

Sappal, Tracy
B. H. Trumbull have
formed the S. B. T. Properties, Inc.,
which operates seven colored houses
in Florida.
The theaters are located
in the following cities: Tampa, Jacksonville,
St
Petersburg, Lakeland
Sarasota, Palmetto and Fort Meyers

Barham and

Let for Loew's Midland
City, Mo.
Contracts were
let this week for the construction of
Loew's Midland, which is to be erected at a cost of $3,800,000.
Contracts

—

25 Entries for Tournament
Twenty-five players already are

exploitation

M. H. Lewis of Famous and Jerome Beatt}
the Hays association comprise the com-

Tampa

pedition.

"Bob" Cotton

—

.^f

y,,,,

Tii(

teii'lv

A
Sr.cti

III

in

1?(

MliJl

A:

\

1

<

tered in the first annual eliminati
Cleveland— Robert Cotton, P. D. singles tournament, to be held S
C. division manager, is ill with quincy. urday on the Overlook Courts, 181
St., and Amsterdam Ave., Bruce G
P. D. C. Players Coming East
lup of United Artists announced y'
Marie Prevost. Vera Stedman and terday. Enthusiasm demonstrated
Kenneth Harlan are coming East for players assures a record turnout
k
the Dempsey-Tunney fight.
the event, which is to be made
annual affair. In addition to the Mi
Tacoma House Sought
cus Loew cup, "Exhibitors Trade I
Taconia Pacific Northwest The- view" is offering a cup. The runn All
aters is reported dickering for th^ up is to receive a tennis racqn
Taroma. The house will he remod while the two runners-up in the sei ku
eled, in event the deal is closed.
final playoff, will receive one do2
tennis balls each.
111

1

*iitti[

—

Solomon A. E. Manager at Butte
Butte, Mont ^Joe Solomon is nev

Klein Closes A. C. A. Deal
International Cinema Corp. of L(
Eberhardt, president: S. Charles Eindon has acquired distribution to i!
feld,
vice president;
Mel Shauer,
series of 12 David Hartford Pre,
treasurer, and Ed Finney, secretary.
ager.
released by American Cinema Assc.
in a deal closed by Edward L. Kle
Doing
Sam
Wood's Publicity
Washington Exhibitor Dies
Fire Destroys St. Cloud
Another deal recently closed is sf
Okanogon, Wash. C. C. Lee, ParSam Wood's publicity is now being
Washington. N. J.— The St. Cloud of the series to the Argentine-Amc
owner,
died recently.
amount
handled by Regina Crewe.
has been destroyed by fire.
can Co.

Kansas

avf

Til,

1

year with deficit of $1,337,826, due
cost of the negative is being divided
Brazil Wilds Filmed
a reorganization of the compai
the national distributing companies.
Bringing 3,000 feet of film obtain whose profits this year are expect
One exchange will be designated in each
city to handle prints assigned to that ter- ed in the wilds of Brazil, Mrs. Mar- to soar as a result of Vitaphone.
ritory.
The Navy will furnish posters free shall Field, society woman, has reCombined assets of these fin
and in the 265 cities in which it has re turned to New York. Curzon Taylor,
total $109,189,002, as against liabi
cruiting stations will place its recruiting
"shot"
the film for the Field Museum ties of $33,598,785.
forces at the disposal of exhibitors to help
in exploiting the picture.
On Navy Day of Chicago, which sponsored the exthere

\.

Pathe Exchange and Univ»

Pictures.

The Garde, seating 1,800, will come
The
under the new management Wednes- among
day.
Both
houses.

ill

itrcf

fliy

which commar
up to 90 per cent of the showing
represents from 25 to 40 per cent

sal

lec^

nianaeer of the Associated Exhihitori^
branch.
He was installed hv Abel
Davis, recently-named district man-

;;
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Arrow Receiver Judgment

Vew England Theater
Activity

Booming

(Continued from Page 1)

:rease of nearly eight per cent.

"When

taken into consideraion that the great majority of these
lew houses will be first run houses,
he enormous magnitude of the New
England construction program be;omes more apparent," he states.
New England nominally has 1,300
;heaters, according to the article, but
:ounting out the one, two and threelay a week stands, there are only
ibout 900 picture and combination
[louses in New England, with a seating capacity approximating 1,000,000
it

article

the

is

Law

Blue

Solution

equity of Arrow
receivers in
against the American Booking Corp,
for a balance due on the purchase of

Increases

—

as

his Lsn-ic here.
is

Wage

default
filed in the

Jefferson, Tex.— Solution of
the '"blue" law problem, which
is proving so vexing to Texas
theater owners, is seen in success achieved by Col. H. A.
Cole, head of the state unit, in
presenting midnight shows at

The Lyric

Big

judgment for $1,359 was
Supreme Court by Percy Boston Musicians and Operators Get
Boosts of 10 to 20 Per Cent
H. Jennings and Myron L. Lesser,
In Adjustment

A

Increases in pay have
Boston
been granted by Massachusetts theaters to musicians and projector op"The Fighting Skipper" for $2,900.
erators, according to the Allied Theaters Managers' Assoc, of MassachuBrightmoor
Koppin Opens Second at
and the unions of the two
setts
Brightmoor, Mich. The Irving is
groups.
growing
the
of
house
the newest
Musicians are granted increases
Woodward Theaters chain, headed by amounting to from ten to twenty
per
Henry S. Koppin. Clyde Wixom is cent, the new scale calling
for $72
house,
1,600-seat
manager. The new
per week for vaudeville and picture
is the firm's second here.
houses, first class, 14 performances;
$60 a week in burlesque houses
Gillstrom to Direct Features
musical shows $64 per week of eight
Los Angeles Avrid E. Gillstrom performances; feature picture and
has just finished "The Knight Before legitimate houses $94 per week of 14
Christmas," final chapter of the F. B. performances.
O. series of "Bill Grimm's Progress,"
Operators previously receiving $75
and is on a deep-sea fishing trip with are advanced to $83 per week with
GillBuck Jones and Scott Dunlap.
the chief operator receiving $125
.'itrom is expected to sign a new con- second
class houses are advanced
tract to direct features.
from $51 for six days and $12,20 for
Sundays to $62 and $13 or $75 per
Grand Island Site Bought
week; third class, which formerly reGrand Island, Neb.— After thre ceived the same rate as second class,
months of negotiations, Nebrask; are advanced to $57 and $13 or $70
for a seven day week.
Theaters Corp., which is planning
Proportionate
chain of combination houses through
increases are granted operators in
out the state, has obtained a site for exchanges.
The operators' scale is
The firm has a num- made retroactive to Sept. 1.
a house here.

—

a 300-seat house,

but on its midnight performance
took in $90, demonstrating the
sentiments of people of the
town toward the Sunday closing law.

i

I

—

declares.

"The best informed film men in Arthur S, Friend.
A house seating 1,200 built by DavNew England readily concede that
The Coid Weinstock at Hartford.
;his large addition of theaters will defi-

being built at Hartford by
nitely change film market conditions lonial also
Joseph Walsh.
in this region," the article continues.
Below is a list of theaters either reRhode Island
cently opened or planned for conStadium at Woon-

The 2,000-seat
struction and in construction. In each socket recently opened.
Public
definite
case construction plans are
Theater.
and will be carried through, the pubThe Conn under construction in the
lication states.
Olneyville section of Providence to
seat 1,800, being built by Capt. Jacob
Massachusetts

A

Boston: Keith Memorial to seat Conn.
A house for Publix seating 2,500
The Kenmore at Kenmore
[5,000;
and an Arthur Friend the(proposed)
Square, to seat 2,000; house at War
seat
3,500, both at Providence.
ater
to
ren and Waverly Sts., Roxbury, to
RudSimon
built
by
seat 1,200 being
"Nameless" House at Winnipeg
nick; a 2,000-seat house at WaumWinnipeg Henry Morton, circuit
beck St. and Humboldt Ave., being
built hy Dave Brandt; The Morton director, has been operating the forStreet, Dorchester, to be opened short
mer Rialto, at 363 Portage Ave as
ly by the Lourie interests; a house at "The Theater Without a Name," this
being used in newspaper and
Maverick Square, East Boston.
title
The Quincy Strand, Quincy, seating other advertising because of a pecuIn the i-neantime. MorRecently opened by Fred liar situation
1,500,
Murphy.
ton has invited patrons to submit
A house seating 2,000 to be built on suggested names for the house.
Morton operated the Monarch in
ancock Street, Wollaston, by Fred
Winnipeg for the past 13 years and
urphy.
The Mark Capitol in Everett. Re- when he took over the Rialto he deI

—

,

;

ber of Omaha
four first-runs.

including

theaters,

Filming at Austrian Palace
Vienna
The former Imperial
Karzas Opens Hammond Theater
castle in Vienna was recently thrown
Hammond, 111. Andrew Karzas open to a film company for the first
has opened the State, which cost time since the revolution. A German
SI, 800,000 and seats 3,500.
company is shooting a picture called
"The Smart Archduke," with Fritz

—

—

"Plumed Rider" Started
Spira impersonating the late emUniversal City Ray Taylor has peror Franz Joseph.
started production on "The Plumed
Rider" a two reel western starring Cuddy Plans Opening at Waasav
Fred Gilnian. Dixie La Mont is the
Milwaukee IVilliam Cuddy, pubfemine lead and C. A. Bachman, Nor- licity director for Saxe Amusement
bert Myles, Walter Brennan and Bob Enterprises, spent the past week in
Burns are in the cast.
Wausau, Wis., planning a celebration
cided to transfer the old name to the
ently opened.
in connection with the opening of
that
understood
was
it
as
house,
new
A house seating 1,800 being conDahnkens
Interested at Butte
the Wausau theater.
disbe
to
was
theater

on Main St., Maiden, by
jeorge Ramsdell.
Worcester: The new Poli will open
his month; The Capitol will be opend in November by Daniels and

itructed

6i

the

original

mantled. The old Monarch has been
leased again as a theater, however,
and the new proprietor has requested
that he be allowed to continue with
agreed
^odgdon; at 261 Main St., a theater the name "Monarch." Morton
"Rialto"
former
left
the
this
but
;eating 1,300 by Ignatius Hoar.
A new house at Turners Falls. without a title. Hence the nameless
*Jow in construction by D. P. Shea. house.

Maine

Jones to Manage at Madison
The recently opened Greeley's CoMadison, Wis.— Harry A. Jones,
onial in Portland, James Greeley,
formerly manager of Saxe's Merrill,
nanager. Capacity 800.
now is manager of the
A new theater at Augusta, con- Milwaukee,
Parkway, Madison, Wis., a Fischertructed by the Maine Theater Corp.
house.

Paramount

rapacity 1,200.

At East Machias.

Now

in

con-

truction to seat 800.

Ryan

—

—

—

Boise. Ida.
The Dahnkens
Lake City are interested in

Avery in Leonard Film
Angeles
Patricia Avery,
1.
who has completed a role in
"Annie Laurie," has been assigned a
part in "The Little Journey," which
Sunday Shows at Beeville
Beeville, Tex.
Impelled by strong Robert Z. Leonard is directing.
public sentiment, Rialto, operated by
Hall Bros,, is presenting Sunday
Desberg Returning
shows.
Cleveland Fred Desberg. general
manager of Loew's Ohio, who has
World Theater Reopened
been spending the summer in travel
Sioux City, la. The World has abroad,
now returning home.
is
been reopened, after having been His return is expected to bring anclosed for remodeling, it was announ- nouncement of closing of several theced by Nathan Dax, manager.
ater deals.

seat house being
opening will be around Jan.

—

at Muscatine

—

"Frisco Sal" Scripts Writers Signed
Culver City Vernon Smith and
:|,n, to seat 1,000,
The Garde at New London with a Adelaide Heilborn have been engaged
^1 opacity of 1,800; one of the Arthur by Irving Thalberg to prepare the
scenario for "Frisco Sal," which
Friend theaters.
f.|ji.
"
A 1.500-seat theater at Derby; Ar- Christy Cabanne will direct for M-GM., with Pauline Starke and Owen
— (lur S. Friend.
A 2,500 seat house at Waterbury; Moore.
at

New Hav-

ARTHUR

The

—

—

IVOR NOVELLO
in
From

tne

"THE RAT''

Broadway Play by Dave L'Estrange, Constance Collier and Ivor Novello

with

Prti

"'

A. LEE presents

Screen*s Qreatest Lover

j!|,

'

—

—

Connecticut

The Whallev Avenue,

Patricia

Los

—

Muscatine, la. James Ryan has
New Hampshire
been appointed manager of the Pal,ga A theater in Concord nearing com- ace and Grand, two houses controlled
letion to be operated by the Wm. P. by the Capitol Theater Enterprises.
frray circuit.
Capacity 1,400,
P. A. Delahunty, former manager,
At Manchester, planned, an 1,800- has left for Sedalia, Mo., to join
iPsat house for the Gray circuit.
Universal.

(

of Sail
a 1,40(
erected here. The

Distributed

by

MAE MARSH and ISABEL JEANS
Directed by GRAHAM CUTTS

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

701 Seventh Avenue

New York

I,

^STANLEY
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The following chart embraces 170 productions and 482 stunts. Publication dates range from June 7 to Sept. 15, inclusive.
The Exploit-o-grams cover a tvide variety of stunts from street ballyhoos and newspaper tie-ups to the lobby and the marquee.

In the event that exhibitors find copies of THE FILM DAILY missing, write to
1650 Broadway, N. Y., for information on stunts for a specific production.
away for future reference.
lication,

Tide
Spades
Alomaof tin- South Seas

Ace

Distributor

of

No. St

Universal

1

Paramount

....... 5

Dates

E xploit-o-Grams Editor,

H

is

Distributor

Title

.Tune 24

Tune

Paramount

5

Fox News

Fox

]

B.

F,

1

Amundsen's Polar Flight
Block, The
Baby Be Good
Bar C Mystery

'Pathc

...

Sept. 2, 10
8, 15

Gold

2

June

Go West

1

July 16

Greater

Auction

M-G-M ........

Barrier,

Education.d ...... 1
Pathe
2
M-G-M .......... Z

The

•

The

Bat,

United

Battling

Artists

7

Tune 9
Sept 5, 7
Tune 15, 20
July 22
Tune 7, 14. 16
July 1, 9, 29

Aug.

M-G-M

Butler

...

13

16

..

Behind the Front

Sept.

8,

Paramount

June

18

Beverly

M-G-M

July 14, 16,
lune 7. 24

Graustark

of

Bamum...

Bigger Than

Snow

Big
Black
Black

Cyclone

Aug.
Aug.

Exh.
...

Pathe
United Artists

Pirate

Bluebeard's

July

Assoc.

M-G-M

The

Blackbird,

Tulv

...F. B. O.

7th

3

First
'

National

2

Educ'l

1

Paramount

1

The
Born to the West
Boy Friend, The
Brown Derby, The

Universal

1

Paramount

1

Brown

M-G-M

Border

Sheriff.

Harvard

of

Byrd's Polar Flight
Calgary Stampede, The
Straight Ahead
Casey of the Coast Guard
Chip of the Flying "U"

California

Classified

Cohens and Kellys

Dance

Madness

M-G-M
First

2

National

2
P

-Pathe
Universal
Universal
Pathe
Universal
First National
Universal

2

M-G-M

of

Dancing

Paris

First

Mothers

National

Paramount

3

2

National....

Pathe

Her Honor, the Governor
Her Second Chance
High Steppers

F. B.
First National
First National

I

Voice

Town

July

June

4

Tune
Sept

July 16

June

10,

July

26

June 8

]

1

June 21

Fox

]

July 23

Juvenile

11

8

2.

P.^Tamount
National

]

July

Kiki

National

5.

La

•

The

Knockout.
21, 22,

Turf

the

of

Kin.ff

Sept.

5

June

7,

13,

July

2,

11

1
1

M-G-M

Boheme

4

27

5

Edition.

Tret's

Get

The

F.

O

B.

I

Paramount

Married

10

The

Horse,
Desert Gold

Lights of Old Broadway
Live Wire, The

Tune 8
July 15
Tune 8, 11, 13, 15,20,23,27. 28
July 9, 12. 15

Lovey Mary

Aug. 4
June 21

ifan

MG-M
First

National

M-G-M

Paramount

The

Devil's Circus.
Devil's Island
•

Cinders

Exchange

of

Exquisite

Sinner,

Wives
The

Famous Melody

Series

Cry, The
Fascinating Youth
Felix the Cat

Far

Fig

Leaves.

Manners
Flame Fighter. The
Flaming Frontier, The

Fine

".'.'.'.'.'.'.

M-G-M

M-G-M
M-G-M

2

Sept.

12

lunt

28

3

July

2
]
1
1

Aug. 30

5

Tune 22

I

.......... 2

July

21

Aug.

6

.Sept.

3,

I^ady.

The

the

Saddle

in

Marriage

Paramount

1

Universal

1

Paramount

M-G-M
The

Clause,

Universal

...
...

Men

First

2

National

1

.'iept.

Educational

2

July
Sept.

Fox

Paramount
Universal
Universal

I

IC

First

Steel

of

Flyer,

Sv

Midshipman,

National

The

F.

The

Universal

TI]e.

Mike

3,

Aug.

19,

Sept.

3,

2

Million

13

2

B.

3

Aug

27

Sept.

10

24

31
10.

8.

u

10

June 23
June

.MG-M

4

.M-G-M

IC

C

Drllar Handicap
Miracle Man, Tlie
Miss Brewster's Millions

Paramount
Paramount

1

Miss Nobody
Modiste

First
First

4

Mile.

12,
IS

25

Aug.

1,

19,

Sept.

1.

2

,

P.

D.

National
National

1
I

1

22

June 23. 28
Aug. 1, 6
June 8,9 10
,

4,

,

11, 17,21,

23

Aug. 6
June 28
July 27
Aug. 16
July 30

June 20
July

16

Aug. 6

Moana
Money

16
S

Sept.

Paramount

M-G-M
M-G-M

Talks

Monte Carlo
Mystery Club
Klondike

New

3
]
.=:

-Sent.

Paramount

July 16

.^»

15

Aug. 18
.Sent.

Non-Stop
2.

8

July 13. 15, 22
Tune 17
Julv 2. 8
-^ug. 2, 18
Sept. 10

Universal

12

Tune 24
July 13
29,

14

Aug. 31

July

Sept. 3
Sept. 9
Sept. 1(1,
Aug. 31

27.

17

3

7

1

.\uKUst

16,

5

2

July

Aug. KS
Aug. 23
Aug. 2.S

I

10,

July 29

6
Tune 14
Sept. 5
Tuiy 29

1

9,

Sept. 10

Midnight

July 8
July 9

Paramount

Aug.
Sept.
Sept.

5

Aug.
Pathe

8,

16

Sept.

Lucky

Mantrap
Mare Nostrurrr

13
July 7, 19
Aug. 9
Sept. 8

28

7,

1

Aug.

Chadwick' ;;;;;.''.'
Pathe
United Artists
Kirst National ....

Dogs Life, A
"°" OElla

]

26

13

June 9
June 17, 29
Aug. 5,
June 16
Aug. 9

1

14,22.23.24.27

Aug. 22

Midnight
Pathe

22
30

Aug. 6, 15
June 18
June 30
Aug. 20, 23

July

"ly 18

July 19
Devil

15

Sept.

Last

June 14
June 22

Aug. 13
June 20
Aug. 2.
June 16

F. B.
First National

23

10, 20, 22
Fulv 12, 13. 20
Aug. 4
Tune 17

.11

1

Aug. 27. 29
June 15
Aug. 29
June 9, 11, 13,
Aug. 5, 15, 30

J

l-"irst

18

Tune

2

Sept. 13

June 11
June 10

15,

28
27

July
July
July

Educational

Cotredies

10,

18,

24,

1

First

June 9,
Aug. 27

Aug. 19
June 16
June 29
Aug. 5
June 17,

I

Fox

13

K

.

9,

2

Iron Horse. The

3

10

1

It's the Old Army Game
Joanna
Johnstown Flood. The

7,

9,

Sept. 5
Tuly 27

(

Tune
Sept.

the

23

1

July

26

13

6

5

6

2

15,

9,

Aug. 12
June «.

1

2

M-G-M

Show You

14
July 9, 23,
-^ug. 0. 12
June 8

3

1

.MG-M

Tulv

1

1

(Jotham
Universal

Torrent

lianez

I'll

July 18, 25

Dancer

First

...

Universal
First National
First National

lune 18

12

National

Infatuation
Irene

Sei)t.

I

First

Great Deception, The
Green Archer, The

His Secretarv

23

1

1

M-G-M

20

18,

19

2
1

United Artists

The

Glory,

His Master's
His People

12

12
13

Sept.

Wife

The Blue Boy
Bobbed Hair

..2

10,

The

Rush,

filed

Da tes

No. S tunts

Flaming Waters
For Heaven's Sake

July 4

Aug.

care of this pub-

suggested that this chart he

6,

10,

11,

20,

23.

Oh What

Flight,

The

a Nurse

F.

B.

Warner

13

2

June 8

2

July 4
July 19
Sept.

3

JIS

A BOOKIMG GUIDE
to
the BIGGEST
Cpammmnt
MOMEYJiiaCERSf 19267
/"

X,

m

ALOMA OF THE SOUTH SEAS
PADLOCKED
FINE MANNERS

THE SHOW-OFF

GILDA GRAY

BOOKED

Maurice Toumeur Prod. With Percy Marmont, Warner
Wm. Powell. South Sea love drama.

in

Baxter, Julanne Johnston,

Dwan Prod, of Rex Beach Cosmopolitan Magazine
Moran, Louise Dresser, Noah Beery.
Allan

With Lois

story.

GLORIA SWANSON

Supported

in same type of picture as "Manhandled."
Directed by Richard Rosson.

by Eugene O'Brien.

Broadway stage hit

Malcolm

St. Clair

With Ford

Prod.

Sterling, Lois Wilson,

Louise Brooks, Gregory Kelly.

Sam Wood

FASCINATING YOUTH

tion

MANTRAP

novel.

TIN GODS

DATES

BOX OFFICE HIGHLIGHTS

PRODUCTION

With Junior

Prod.

By Byron Morgan.

Stars of 1926.

Exploita-

smash!

Victor Fleming Prod, of Sinclair Lewis' Collier's Weekly serial and best-selling
With Ernest Torrence, Clara Bow, Percy Marmont.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
cast.

Broadway stage

special.

success.

With Renee Adoree, Aileen
Allan

Dwan

Pringle, all-star

Prod.

DOROTHY GISH

NELL GWYN

in story of orange girl who
tional Pictures, Ltd., Prod.
Directed by Herbert

VARIETY

Ran for 11 weeks at Rialto, N. Y., to average weekly business of over
With Emil Jannings and Lya de Putti. Ufa Prod. The sensation

vamped

a King.

British

Na-

Wilcox.
$30,000.
of the

season!

DIPLOMACY

Marshall NeUan Prod, of famous play. With Blanche Sweet, Neil Hamilton, ArMarchal, Matt Moore, Gustav von Seyffertitz, Earle Williams.

ietta

FLORENCE VIDOR
American "Variety."
YOU NEVER KNOW WOMEN Clive
Brook. Directed by Wm. Wellman.
in

HOLD THAT LION

With Lowell Sherman and

DOUGLAS MacLEAN'S
dine.

Directed by
fastest, funniest comedy.
Cast includes Walter Hiers, Constance Howard.

Wm.

Edmund

FORLORN RIVER

Zane Grey Western with Jack Holt, Raymond Hatton, Arlette Marchal,
Bums. Directed by John Waters.

KID BOOTS

EDDIE CANTOR

THE CAMPUS FLIRT

BEBE DANIELS

THE QUARTERBACK

RICHARD DIX

THE GREAT GATSBY

Herbert Brenon Prod, of F. Scott Fitzgerald novel and Owen Davis play.
Warner Baxter, Lois Wilson, Neil Hamilton, Georgia Hale.

YOU'D BE SURPRISED

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

SO'S

YOUR OLD MAN

in Ziegfeld comedy
Frank Tuttle Prod.

Lawrence Gray.
Chas. Paddock.

Ralston.

in

C.

From

comedy-drama.

With James

Billie

Dove and

Hall, El Brendel,

in

THE

college football picture of the year.

With Esther

Directed by Fred Newmeyer.

in

merry mystery-comedy.

With Dorothy

With

Sebastian

Directed by Arthur Rosson.

FIELDS with Alice Joyce and Charles Rogers.
Julian Street's prize-wirming story.
(Continued on page following)

liitili

With Clara Bow,

Clarence Badger Prod.

and Earle Williams.

W.

college

hit.

Beau-

Gregory La Cava Prod.

.«*».

Cpammoiuit

A BOOKING GUIDE TO THE

.«*_*»

^^BIGGESI MONEY A(AKERS</1926'7^
(Continued)

DATES

BOX OFFICE HIGHLIGHTS

PRODUCTION

BOOKED
From

EAGLE OF THE SEA

Big Frank Lloyd sea special with Florence Vidor and Ricardo Cortez.
novel, '"Captain Sazarac" by Charles Tenney Jackson.

LADY OF THE HAREM

Jr.,

THE ACE OF CADS

Trevor.

THE CAT'S PAJAMAS

shal

WE'RE IN THE NAVY NOW

Comedy

EVERYBODY'S ACTING

Marshall Neilan Prod, of Neilan's original story. With Betty Bronson, Ford
Sterling, Louise Dresser, Lavvrence Gray, Henry Walthall, Raymond Hitchcock.

LET

Snappy MacLean comedy.

IT

Ernest Torrence, Greta Nissen,
Ravishing beauty-love special.
Louise Fazenda. .Raoul Walsh Prod.

ADOLPHE MENJOU

in

Michael Arlen story.

With

Wm.

Alice Joyce and

Collier,

Norman

Directed by Luther Reed.

Love-comedy starring Betty Bronson and Ricardo Cortez. With Arlette Marand Theodore Roberts. Story by Ernest Vajda. William Wellman Prod.

RAIN*

Wallace Beery and

Raymond Hatton

in the

cast includes Chester Conklin.

Director to be announced later.

THOMAS MEIGHAN.

From play by
Directed by William Beaudine.

THE CANADIAN

"Rain."

THE POPULAR SIN

Strange, Greta Nissen.

FLORENCE VIDOR

Comedy

York

girl

stranded

RICHARD DIX

BE YOURSELF*

RAYMOND GRIFFITH

in comedy produced by Gregory
Get Married" and "Womanhandled."

Zane Grey

special.

in great

Trfi

Cava, director of "Let's

comedy produced by James Cruze.

With Jack Holt and Margaret Morris.

Directed by John

Waters.
Starring

W.

C.

FIELDS.

ADOLPHE MENJOU

THE HEAD WAITER*

the frisky French.

Frank Tuttle Prod.

PARADISE FOR TWO

MAN OF THE FOREST
WILD MAN OF BORNEO*

among

With Lois Wilson, Louise Brooks, Lawrence Gray, Ford

hit of stage.

Sterling.

Somerset Maugham, author of

Malcolm St. Clair Prod. With Clive Brook, Phillip
Story by Monta Bell. Luxurious comedy.

as a New
Directed by Arthur Rosson.

LOVE 'EM AND LEAVE 'EM

W.

in

BEBE DANIELS

STRANDED IN PARIS

"Behind the Front" of the navy.

Edw. Sutherland Prod.

of

Cast and director to be annoimced.

starring in sophisticated love-comedy along the lines

"Grand Duchess and the Waiter."

EXTRA SPECIAL LONG RUN ATTRACTION
Second

HAROLD LLOYD

LLOYD

special.

With Jobyna Ralston.

Harold as a mountain lad 'mid a mountain of laughs.l
Ted Wilde and Lewis Milestone. Produced!

Directed by
by Harold Lloyd Corp.

I

Fill in your dates. See your salesman
Get set immediatelx for dean-ups with these

^Tentative

titles.

—

..
.

THE
Thursday, September

16,

MG-M

Loves and New
Minute to Play

lid

)ne

First National
F. B. O. ...
Universal

Law

the

»utside

No.

Distributor

Titl«

iS

Dates

tunts

1

July

1

Aug. 20

1

12

aim Beach

The

Girl,

Again

artners

hantom

Opera

the

of

The

Age,

jlastic

Palestine

to

loker Faces
loor Girl's Romance,
Love
Irimitive

The

17,

("elebrily, The
in Somewhere

Social

2

July 11, 18
July 6, 21
June 10

Soul Mates
Sporting Life

Pathe

1

F.

B.

2

June

.

Somewhere

3

2,

Ireland

of

1

^'^ug.

.

.

2

July

4

Aug.
June

12,

16,

Paramount

2

Pathe
Pathe

1

June

7

1

Sept.

5

Alarm, The

Still

July 16

1

United Artists

8

June 10
June 8, 22
Aug. 24

Universal

5

1

2

July 28

That's

Sweet

Universal

Steel

Daddies

My

Baby

Detective,

The

Universal

. .

6

.

June
Aug.

29

10,
5

Sept. 3,

anson's

First National
First National

Folly

Lady, The

eckless

1

8

The...

.

1

8

S

27, 30
11

7, 9,

Aug.

MGM
....M-G-M

5,

June 16
June 18. 25
July

sd Lily, The
oad to Mandalay,

Bagdad
Three Bad Men
Tony Runs Wild
Too Much Money
Torrent, The
Tramp, Tramp, Tramp
Thief of

6,

.

.

2

.

11,

5,

Home

Universal

6

1

3

June 22
Aug. 5, 10

United Artists.

1

Sept. 12
Sept. 7
June 7

1

1

First National.

1

M-G-M
First

2
2

National.

Soldier,

The

P.

D.

6

C.

Haven

2

United Artists.,

Sawdust

of the

illy

MGM

Mary

Irene and

lily,

,ndy

I

Again

It

.y

The

First National

2

Sept.

1,

Paramount

2

Aug.

5

Universal

2

Aug. 26

:a

Dare Devil

Warners

4

First National

2

.United Artists

beria

"The Bat"
(United Artists)

8,

A

14

which was
character
ought to be "The Bat." Tied up
the

ith several local stores in

9

ialto,

1,

Sept.

1

4

July 21
Sept. 2

in a

body

illed the

placing of art tie-up cards

their fountains.
Heralds were inrted in 2,000 Liberty Magazines
banstributed in Terre Haute.
;r was
hung across the street in
ont of the theater. This was made
tennis netting and the letters
ere cut out of the 24 sheet, which
ade an attractive sign. Pat HeavLiberty, Terra Haute, Ind.

I

A

—

•,

Cavalry," etc.
Scouts taking
part in the parade marched into thq

was shown

film

in

"Mare Nostrum"

(M-G-M)
special mechanical shadow
foyer display, illuminated, was
.\

July

1.

Aug.

2, 3. 20,
2. 14

July

2.

June

11

Sept.
7

June

5
11,

July

1.

Sept.

2
19

First National
F. B.

2

Universal
First National.

3

O

Aug.
Aug.

1

4

28,

30
22

29

14.

21,

30

21

June
Aug.
June

23, 30
7
17, 21
3
7, 11, 21

Jiuie

17

3,

21
12,

15

first "Newlyweds and Their Baby"
comedy afforded a good chance for
special exploitation, so a Laugh Week
was decreed. Special newspaper ads

stressing this fact were inserted and
throwaways calling attention to the

novel
program were
Newspaper publicity for

distributed.
the idea was

"The Midnight Sun"

"Fascinating Youth"

—

—

ceum, Winnipeg.

(Universal)

(Paramount)

was begun two
weeks in advance in which the run
Five
on Broadway was mentioned.

Published the fact that the Paramount Junior Stars were visiting

A

special

trailer

thousand heralds were next distributed by two young women in ballet
costumes on the main corner of the
town. As each herald was given out
the girls would say "The Midnight
Five leather-lunged newsboys

dis-

distributed
the
tabloid
newspaper
which Universal prepared. They let
the world know in no uncertain voice
that "The Midnight Sun" was in

"Men of Steel"
(First National)

30,

Sept.

also obtained, and considerable space
given to pictures and stories about
Snookums, the Newlywed baby. Ly-

Sun."

played two weeks in advance of
showing, and then it was moved tq
outer lobby during the engagement
The display showed the cutout of a
modern liner, operated by motor,
which gave the impression of a ship
riding the waves.
In the immediate
foreground appeared a cutout of periscope and conning tower of a submarine. A special compo board banner was placed along the top of the
marquee.— Murray, Ponca City, Okla.

3

Aug.

for the delight of the watchers.
The
novelty of the blacksmith idea appealed to the local papers and they
devoted stories and photos to it. M.
A. Maloney, State, Cleveland.

box

Put a blacksmith to work in the
lobby.
The smithy, attired in work
(Universal)
All of the troops of Boy and Girl clothes, pounded an electrically char-

"The Flaming Frontier"

17.22,30

8

3, 6
Sept. 9. 13
July 12, 16
June 18. 25

2
2

1

ged anvil which gave off huge sparks.
This attracted crowds during the enBehind
tire time he was on duty.
the smithy, on a wooden table, was
From time to
a lay-out of iron ore.
time he placed specimens of this orq
on the electric anvil and pounded it

enth

tie-up

rangement was made with seven
ug stores to make a special "Batng Butler Punch." Each store per-

16

June 25

3

First National

Wise Guy, The.

—

ree-sheet cutouts and an oil paintAlso carried boxing gloves and
g.
An
her sporting goods display.

14, 16,

July 16

Sept. 2

where the

11

July

Sept.

observance of the 50th anniversary of
the Custer Massacre.
Bijou, New
Haven, Conn.

(M-G-M)

C.

MGM

Moderns
When Love Grows Cold
What Happened to Jones
Wilderness Woman, The

to the train
which brought the film to the city
and acted as escort to the theater.
All scouts were in uniform and there
v/ere banners giving the name of the
film and a brief description of the
plot, such as "Custer Was a Scout,"

was made with two sportg goods stores for two excellent
indow displays. These consisted of

D.

Fox

Wives
Dream, The

for

Waltz

Scouts of the city were invited to a
showing Saturday morning.
Scout troops in charge of their leaders formed a parade, each troop being in command of its own officers.

theater

Havana, Cuba.
"Battling Butler"

A

Wages

Paramount
Paramount
P.

We

Aug.

June

1

3

"Custer's Last Stand is in 'The Flamawarding ing Frontier'," "See the Gallant Sev-

prizes for those who successfully
eked the villain in the picture.

.

Educational

Volga Boatman, The

3

July 6

They marched

The

Vision,

free

new idea to exploit a mystery
After the fourth reel
•eduction.
id been shown, house lights went
)_and small folders were distributed
The folders conthe audience.
ined a list of the cast, and opposite
Indi^
ch character was a circle.
dual members of the audience were
ked to put a cross in the circle op)site

1

1

Room

Vanishing American, The

3

Sept.

Beast,

P. D. C.

Mabel's

in

Variety

Fox

July

1,

Sept.

June 17
Aug. 25
June 30

Sept.

Streak

arlet

Paramount

Up

S

Aug. 17

The

vage.

Untamed Lady, The

2

Aug. 26
Sept.

June 10
Aug. 12, 17
June 10, 11,

Aug.

June 23
Sept. 8

ic

24

11.

9,

Fox
Fox
Fox

15

13,

3,

21

Sept. 2

Unknown

20

Aug. 18
2

2,

6
Sept. 5
Sept. 3

Aug.

July 16, 19, 21

Mitchill-Morris

1,

14,

First National.

Sept. 9, 10
oiling

Sept.

June
Aug.
Aug.

July 12, 20

July 30
July 9, 19, 29

Aug.

25

1

Sept 12
of

14

12,

Sept.

Universal

Sept. 7
»dio

13

9
July 22.

25

June 16
July 20

5

8,

1

17

9,
2,

Dates

Pathe

M-GM

Dallas

Stella

Strings

1

Lee-Bradford
First NationaL

3

Aug. 30
Aug. 31
June 15

1

O

.

Universal

Suit

Snowed In

25

Songs

Preferred
Universal

uppets

16.

13,

8,

Sept.
Sept.

Universal

C.

.

July

June 15

]

D.

P.

Dress

-Skinner's

3

July
ilgrimage

Silence

22
July 16. 23, 25
18,

15,

2

6

Warners

Sept. 14

June

Paramrount

Artists

No. Stunts

Distributor

Claw

the

of

..Paramount

MGM
United

aris

11

Title

Sign

11

Aug.
adlocked

^<

DAILY

1926

Clothes

lid

.

,

town.

A window

shadow box.

was secured for a
This was made from a

sheet of Laura La Plante in
costume. The figure was backup beaverbrook so that the re-

three

ballet

ed

of the sheet was opaque
a strong light was placed behind the figure.
frame 14 inches
wide surrounded the box on which
were mounted a number of the 8 x 10
Washington, Granite City, 111.
stills.

mainder

when

A

—

"The Newlyweds Quarantined"
(Universal)
Realized that the running of the

the

city for the showing of their
picture. "The News Scimitar" sponsored a contest for the selection of
Memphis boys and girls for screen
tests.
Unlimited publicity was given

this.
This theater co-operated by
running special trailers three weeks
in advance,
announcing the movie
test.
A tie-up was secured whereby
40,000 heralds carrying photos of the
eleven stars were distributed by the
bakery department of the PigglyWiggly stores. Those purchasers of
the Piggly-Wiggly bread who secured a complete set were presented
with a pass to see "Fascinating
Youth." Fifty-three stores distributed

these heralds.
sonal

The

stars

made

per-

appearances in Lowenstein's
department store two mornings to
demonstrate beauty lotions.
The
Crippled Children's Home was visited.
E. Geyer, Palace, Memphis,
Tenn.

—

Wlienitls

APPLE
TIME
^OregcDa
itwiirb

mofliT

TIME
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Geared To Go

r

ALLTME TIMIE

HEATERS

are

ofif

to

a

flying start. Reports from
over the country tell a
)lendid story.
With the new
;ason, business seemingly took
spurt.

THEATM A SUCCESS
Five-Week Experiment in
Repertory House Wins
.

Great news
A real indicaon of what 1926-1927 holds in
the enterprising show-

Supported by good prodand a vast public sold on

lan.

lotion pictures, the industry en-

new amusement

:rs

upon

ear

with prospects more than

a

icouraging.

Uptrend Everywhere
Take Broadway.
1

along the street.

Business

is

big

Box-offices con-

aue to roll up heavy grosses. And,
should be remembered, there is

—

Rochester, N. Y. Dr. Thomas E.
Finegan of Harrisburg, Pa., nationally
known educator, is here
supervising experimental tests of the
value of films in educational work,
made in public schools by the Eastman Kodak. Similar tests will be
made in nine other cities.

.

10,000 Seat

Following

!

ct

Price 5 Cents

Testing Classroom Films

BOSTON SHORT SUBJECT

all

:ore for

1926

17,

London

—

Boston Feasibility of the all-short
subject theater, from the box office
standpoint, was demonstrated here in
a five weeks' experiment conducted by
the Repertory, which is described as
"highly successful."
During the regular season, the theater houses a dramatic repertory company, boasting a following not generally regadred as picture fans.
Opening of the house for a five-week peri{Continued on Page 6)
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Company to Play
Towns Where "Break"

Traveling

House Engaged

Albert Hall, seating
been engaged for the

ANSWER

Is
Nashville

— In

Denied
a

move

to

secure

for
its
product in
Strogoff," representation
"Michael
French film which Universal is spon- towns where the company has been
unable to come to terms with theater
soring.
owners, as well as in "theaterless"
communities, M-G-M has closed confor Stanley
tracts wth F. W. Moredock, who is
a
traveling
tent
show
Six theaters have planning
Philadelphia
been added to the Stanley chain throughout Tennessee and neighborthrough absorption of the Jacob B. ing Southern states.
The tour, said to be the most
Fox chain. The Stanley company already has taken over operation of elaborate of its kind ever attempted,
(Continued on Page 2)
the houses included in the deal.
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Theaters Replace Tent

New

—

Show

Best, Tex.
York
in
Two theaters are to be
a monopoly here.
Pictures
Jthing peculiar to New York in this made by the corporation formed under
H. A. R. Dutton, head of the new- built here. Oskar Korn is plannii <
in a house, construction of which will
)ndition. An analysis of what is tak- government supervision will be given National Theater Supply Co., is
start upon completion of his new
HornNew
York,
conferring
with
Joe
g place in other cities spins the tale en a ten per cent tax reduction, pend- stein.
theater at McCamey, while Carl G.
ing enactment of the law, which will
ell enough.
Cromwell also is to build a theater
exempt the company's pictures from
for Mrs. Genie De Wolf.
The De
(Continued
on
Page
6)
N. J. Meeting at Newark
"Subway Sadie"
Wolfs have been operating a tent
will
owners
theater
New Jersey
show here, offering Paramount picDorothy Mackaill is Sadie.
She
School Developing Talent
hold their annual convention at New- tures, which has resulted in
suit
ves the part a lot of pep and many
Toronto Famous Players School ark in November, Joe Seider stated
against the distributing company.
of
Music
and
Allied
Arts
has
been
:rt
mannerisms.
Jack Mulhall is
yesterday.
opened to develop theatrical talent in
e subway guard and does very well.
Colony Opening Set
Eastern Canada. This is the second "Roxy" Engages Ballet Master
Santell directed this comedy for
"The
Better 'Ole" with Vitaphone
of such schools to be opened in the
S. L. Rothafel ("Roxy") has en- accompaniment,
opens Oct. 7 at the
irst National.
Credit is hereby ex- Dominion, the first having been esgaged Leo Staats, master of ballet of Colony. The house passes to WarnWinnipeg
tablished
at
H.
M.
by
making
nded him for
a box-office
the National Opera, Paris, as ballet
Thomas, western division manager of master of the Roxy. Staats produced er control, Oct. 3. On the Vitaphone
jmber.
program will be Al Jolson, Elsie
the corporation.
the current revues at the Casino de Janis, George Jessel, Willie and EuFile This One
Paris, the Folies Bergere, the Scala gene
Howard and Reginald WerrenEastman Out of Jungle
and
the Cigale.
rath.
Over in Brooklyn, the Mark Stran-'
George E stman, head of Eastmanis an anniversary.
Aside from a Ko'fak, has returned to Nairobi,
Files Bankruptcy Petition
larming bill, Eddie Hyman has hit British East Africa, after a hunting
Dickering for Vitaphone?
voluntary petition in bankruptcy
A
1 an idea
that exhibitors anywhere expedition in the jungle.
has been filed in the U. S. District
Lubliner & Trinz are dickering for
Court by Distinctive Pictures Corp.,
in use.
It's a good one, too.
HySigns Octavus Roy Cohen 366 Madison Ave., which places its the Vitaphone for their chain of 20
"U"
Chicago houses, "The Wall Street
an photographed the front of the
Octavus Roy Cohen has been liabilities at |394,397.17 and its assets Journal"
reports.
eater as background for his titles, signed by Universal to write a series
include
Creditors
at
$132,033.15.
prowill
be
e called the
which
stories,
Seventh
of
ten
reel "Our
Guaranty Trust Co., $293,625; Jetta
At Warners, it was stated yesterirthday in Cinema" and then flashed duced as Jewel comedies. The com- Goudal, $89,000: estate of William
pany has an option for two more Archer for royalities on "The Green day that nothing had been heard on
enes from some of the pictures his
series.
such a deal.
Goddess," $22.56.
C. W. Bunn, head of
3use has played in the seven years
the roadshow department, is due back
its existence.
The audience reIngram Plans Underworld Story today from Chicago, where with S.
Jack Schlaifer Feted
;tion was most favorable. Exchanges
Rex Ingram sails for Nice on the L. Warner he arranged presentation
western
Jack
Schlaifer,
Seattle
lould be glad to supply the neces- director for Universal,
was honor Majestic tonight. He will make "'The of "Don Juan" and Vitaphone at Mcguest at a testimonial banquet attend- Garden of Allah" which he expects Vickers.
ry material.
He has a
ed by exchangemen and exhibitors. to finish by July, 1927.
Weeks Returns
That Talking Film
Harry C. Arthur, Jr., head of Pacific story of the New York underworld in
George
Weeks, general sales manTheaters,
toastmaster.
mind
for future production.
Northwest
was
More anent Fox. A talking film is
ager of Famous, returned yesterday
Schlaifer was presented with diamond
aring the market.
There's a good studded cuff links.
from a trip to the Coast. He visited
Dorothy Gish Returning
-3.1 of enthusiasm
over it. Still exLondon- Dorothy Gish sails for a number of exchanges en route back
;rimenting, but only minor faults are
"Opportunity Nights" Started New York Sept. 25 on the Aquitania to New York.
Cleveland Martin Printz has in- after completing "Tiptoes." She will
ported in the way of its presentaNo "Potemkin" Decision
3n.
Much is expected from the pre- troduced "opportunity nights" every visit her sister, Lillian, and mother
No
decision has been reached by
night at his Circle in addition to his at Hollywood. Miss Gish will be back
ss.
regular combination
picture-vaude- in England in November to work in the New York censor board on "Potemkin," it was stated yesterday.
"Madame Pompadour."
ville policy.
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M-G-M Films in Tent
Golfers, Attention!
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'Freeze-Out'

{Continued from Page 1)
Sign this and forward to any member of the Committee
is my entry for the Fall Film Golf Tournament, to be held on
nesday, September 29, at the Sound View Golf Club, Great Neck, L. I.

Here

ToLXXl(VIINo.66

Friday.
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lOHN W. ALICOATE

— Harvey

Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashFredman,
W.
ington 9794, London Ernest
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
E.

Gausman,

—
—

Francaise,

5,

Rue

Saulnier.

Financial
issues which ha've been the
center of interest in film stocks, both sufyesterday and trading
losses
slight
fered
was lighter than during the past few days.
Common declined from 64 to 62 points and
the sales were approximately half the previous day's total, amounting to 11,000. Warner Bros. Pictures "A" slumped ZYz to 62^2.
Trading in this issue involved 38,700 shares,
as compared to 73,700 the preceding day.

Warner Bros,

general market was virtually at a
Price fluctuations were aimlessly
standstill.
up and down without developing strong head-

The

way

in either direction.

last three scores.

High Low Close

Sales

500
38
38
Vtc. .. 38}i
1,600
39
39
Seat Pfd. .. 39^
7354
•Balaban & Katz.. ..
70
*Bal. & Katz Vtc. ..
2,100
Eastman Kodak ..121
118J4 118^
Famous Players ..113J4 112./8 11354 2,500
120
200
120
Fam. Play. Pfd... 121
*Film Inspect
102
•First Nat'l Pfd.
10,200
76
77
Fox Film "A"
26
8,300
Fox Theaters "A
26K 26
•Intern'lProject
nVi
43
43
2,066
Inc
43^
Loew's,
23/2
•Metro-Gold.Pfd
17/8
*M. P. Cap. Corp
55
1,866
55
Pathe Exch. "A".. 56

Am.
Am.

Seat.

THE COMMITTEE
Pearson, Pathe Exchange, 35 W. 45th St.
William A. Johnston, M. P. News, 729 Seventh Ave.
Felix Feist, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, 1540 Broadway
G. Bruce Gallup, United Artists Corp., 729 Seventh Ave.
Arthur W. Stebbins, 1540 Broadway.
Jack Alicoate, The Film Daily, 1650 Broadway.

M-G-M is determined to obta
representation for its product in Te
nessee, and has adopted the ter
show method as a last resort, Fel
Feist, general sales manager, said ye
terday.

"The Big Gun," "U" Special
Situation in British Malaya
Harry Pollard's next special for
report of conditions
Universal will be "The Big Gun," a
in British Malaya has been received

The following

no official oppo
sition to the exhibition of American manu
There is
lactured films in British Malaya.
however, some sentiment on the part of a
"There

appears

to

be

portion of the British population concerning
the minor place held by British productions
in this territory and for the past year the
situation has been the subject of comment
It has beer
in the press of the coimtry.
lu-ged that the exhibition of British manu
The pre
factured films should be proM'oted.
dominance of foreign films showing foreign
manners and civilization in general and American customs in particular was criticized
and appeals were made to the official censor
and the Government to revise the regulatior
pertaining to the entry and exhibition of
such films, but, as yet, no legal handicar
has been placed upon the industry in any

way.
"In some instances, theaters were induced
One
to exhibit only all-British programs.
theater in
Singapore adopted this policy
but after the first few nights the attendanci
showed a marked decline. It is understood
however, that some of the theater manager.'
are adopting the policy of showing at least
one British manufactured film in the pro

ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
.

..

Skouras Bros

28^4
_,,
6J4
56

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans- Lux Screen.
9%
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures
5754
Warner Pict. "A" tSVt
* Last Prices Quoted
.

29^
91

954

.
.

.

53

6I54

9% 2,100
9554
33-4
95-^
54
11,000
62}^ 38,700

•• Philadelphia

Market
t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask
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picture,
finishing
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More

for Stanley

Bradford Writes Score
Theaters of the Fox chain now unC. Bradford has written
James
der Stanley direction are: Fox, Riverscore for "Children of Fate," I\
side; Auditorium and Birch Opera
Abramson picture.
House, Burlington; Mount Holly,
Mount Holly; Bever-lee, Beverly, and
Fox, Bordentown.
Carlisle a Warner Executive
Carlisle has been appointed
comptroller and assistant treasurer of

Samuel

Warners. He has been with the company two years as the representative

HAL ROACH
PAtsSNTS

of a financial firm.

pictures."

—

—

Hat

to be filed, according to
for Klein.

{Continued from Page 1)
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*Bromo *» Julie
'

Pafhecomet

is a 'Comerblock' cut fumisj
FREE for all Pathecomedies at y
run at the Strand Saturday,
is to play an indefinite engagement at)
Hoover Heads A. C. A. Exploitation Exchange.
the Cameo, beginning Sept. 19, unBen Hoover has been appointed
der auspices of the Film Arts (juild.
director

ed

its

Goldman, Tiffany Manager

of exploitation for American
He recently resignfrom the publicity staff of the

ed
has Philadelpha Sesqui-Centennial.

Cleveland
Mark Goldman
been appointed manager of the Tiffany exchange. His appointment follows resignation of M. H. Greenwald as district manager and A. Gerson as local exchange manager.

ARTHUR

STOCK SHOTS
MORRIS K ANDEL

desirable office, moderil
building ideal location for Ex|
hibitor.
Inquire,

—

Harmon
1560

B'way

Yaffa

New York

Citi

A. LEE presents

THE PEERLESS LOVER—

IVOR NOVELLO

Japan, leaves Tuesday for the
Orient aboard the Koreia Maru, on
hir annual three months' trip.

Lou Baum has returned from a
transcontinental trip in the interests
of sales and production of Ellbee
Pictures. The ninth of the company's
OF EVERY CONCEIVABLE NATURE
series, "Forest Havoc," has been completed and work started yesterday on
J.
Lightning
Reporter,"
with
"The
THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY
Distribution
Jack Noble directing.
130 West 46th Street
New Yoilc City
Fourth Floor
Bryant 4981-4982 g
in 86 per cent of the United States
was closed during his trip, Baum said. ll
Hijll

Very

Clara K. Young Sailing
Clara Kimball Young sails on the
Majestic tonight.

Ono on Trip to Orient
U. Ono, representative of the Nippon Katsudo Shasin Kaisha, which
operates approximately 400 theaters

,11

OFFICE TO SUBLET

Cinema Assoc.

in

Lou Baum Returns

is

Suchman, counsel

New Lubliner & Trinz House
Wests En Route East
Chicago Lubliner & Trinz have
Los Angeles Billy West and his
George West, leave this opened the Congress, seating 3,000,
brother,
week for New York where they will at Milwaukee and Rockwell Aves.
buy new story material and make
Buys "The Dybbuk" Rights
plans for Fall productions.
The screen rights to "The Dybbuk," which played on Broadway last
"Strong Man" at Cameo Sept. 19
season, are controlled by Edwin Miles
This
"The Strong Man," which complet- Fadman

—

56

56

Klein Application Denied
Application of Joseph Klein i
reinstatement as vice-president a

which he will begin af
"Uncle Tom's Cabin." treasurer of Chesterfield M. P. Cor
George Lewis will be featured. The alleging a stockholders' meeting
story is by Richard Barry, who is which he was removed from his di
working on the script with E. J. post was held illegally, was denied
the Supreme Court.
Montague and Harry Dittmar.
A second pe
navy

from Singapore:

97%

*tParamount B'way

hundred mile

Etaier

gram containing American

Quotations

several

Among pictures booked for ten
showings by Moredock are: "Ma
Nostrum," "The Merry Widow
"Brown of Harvard," "The Road
Mandalay" and "Mike."

check herewith ($10 for players, including lunch, dinner and prizes).
It will simplify matters for the handicap committee if you will send in your

My

THE

California

in

with weekly "stands" and daily pn
gram changes planned. The shov
will be offered circus-style.
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THANK YOU!
TKis goes

to

METRO-Goldwri'Mayer

6j24i

Showmen

takes this

means

OF thanking you
FOR your whole-hearted

cooperation in making
METRO-Goldwyn^Mayer Week, Sept. 12th to 18th,
greatest event of its kind ever undertaken.

THE
IT

is

an honor to report

THAT
IN
IT

6,241 exhibitors are participating

this history^making occasion.
is

estimated that during this week

MORE people are seeing Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
PICTURES

than

all

others combined.

THANK you

Every Week

Is

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Week

i

RU DOLPH
\M.ENTINO
m

BOX-OF|FICE SENSATION mr
BREAKS MORE RECORDSl'
TORONTO
Telegram:

THE^ON

"MOST PHENOMENAL BUSINESS IN HISTORY OF HOUSE NECESSITATES HOLDING
SON OF THE SHEIK FOR SECOND WEEK
STOP DESPITE HEAVY RAIN TO-NIGHT
CROWD TWO AND THREE DEEP STOOD IN
LINE FOR TWO BLOCKS AND EVEN THEN
HUNDREDS UNABLE TO GAIN ADMITTANCE EXTRA POLICE ASSISTANCE REQUIRED AT EVERY PERFORMANCE."
Tom Daley Tivoli Theatre

II

OFTHE/HEIK
A

/equci toThcyhcik'
with

PHILADELPHIA
"PALACE THEATRE, WHICH HAS NEVER
RUN A PICTURE MORE THAN TWO WEEKS
HOLDS THE SON OF THE SHEIK FOR
FOURTH WEEK."

VILMA BANK/
^
^

^
^
T
a

front the novel by

E.M.HLLL

Adapted to the /creen
by France^ Marion

WASHINGTON.

GEORGE FITZMAURICE
Production

D. C.

"THE SON OF THE SHEIK OPENED COLUMBIA THEATRE VERY BIG STOP LOBBY
JAMMED FROM THE TIME THE HOUSE
OPENED UNTIL CLOSING TIME."

>

/

Los Angeles,

New

York, San Francisco, Providence, Minneapoli

N. C, Seattle, Portland, Oreg., Columbus, O
Newark, Spokane, Atlantic City, Brooklyn, Charlotte, N. C. an
others have learned about money -making from "The Son of tb
BufFalo, Asheville,

Sheik."

JUNITED ARTISTS PICTUREI

i,

''«

Saniuel Qofdwyr?
presents

0,000

PRESS AGENTS

"This incomparable picture has 30,000
Voluntary Press Agents in Denver Today
as a result of that many having viewed it
last week.

NEVER IN THE HISTORY OF THE
VICTORY THEATRE HAVE SO MANY
MESSAGES BEEN DELIVERED TO
THE MANAGEMENT AND ATTENDANTS, DIRECTLY FROM THE PATRONS,

WITHOUT

SOLICITATION."
Denver Post

MILLIONS of VOLUN.RY PRESS AGENTS ALL OVER THE WORLD.

tella

s

Dallas" has created

one of the greatest builders of Word-Of Mouth adhas ever been produced, and that means

tising that

)

IG

BUSINESS

JUIsL

\

STELLA
DALLAS'
the famous novel by
Ofive Higgin/ Prouty
Adapled/oi- the Jcreen by

From

France/ Marion
Ror|a(d[

Colnian

Befle Ber^nett

Alice Joyce
JeoY} Herjffoft

Loij Moral]

Dougfof

Fairbar^kj*

'

THE

^^

II

DAILY

DAILY TIPS WHICH

And Thafs

MEAN OOUABS FOB SUOWMEN

m^;^ By PHIL.
"The Savage"

NOW

(First National)

InaUKiiratcd an interesting stunt

connection with newspaper ads, by
various people's names

mentioning

passes.
Ran a single line
at the hottom of the ad in the dailies
reading: "This advertisement will admit G. V W'illis and one."
In succeeding weeks continued the practice
of including this line in their ads
and found that it was quite an investment.
In other words, it made the
theater-going public particularly anfor

free

.

Average $17,000

That!

DALV

—

^^

we know why "gentlemen

prefer
in

M.

Friday, September

blondes" or perhaps bru-

Fred Datig, Hollywood castnettes.
ing director, says that of the 2,460
girls registered at his office, only 20
In other words, genliavc red hair.
tlemen have a i)retty-much limited
iielfl when it comes to auburn-headed

Los Angeles "The Volga
Boatman," which closes its 21
week run Sept. 27, at the Carthay Circle, has

hit

an average

17,

192611

Boston Short Subject
Theater
Succes!

A

(.Continued

od,

from Page

1)

was determined upon by

J.

Wesj

on Allen, one of the trustees, with r

stride of $17,000 a week gross.
At the end of the seventeenth
week, the picture's intake was
It will be followed
$225,000.

short-subject programs offered at,
50 cents charge.
Season tickets w^
sold for $5.

by "Bardelys, the Magnificent."

grams were

The "Photoplay Pops,"
refreshments

were

ladies.

Monopoly

in

Roumania

as the pr<

through serving
during
intermissioi

called,

composed

i

entirely

of

Patl

subjects.

^
The vice-presidential touch ivill be
(Continued from Page 1)
Beauties Visit A. M. P. A.
felt in the score for "Tin Gods"
In addition, all material
which has its premiere at the Rialto all taxes.
Nine beauty prize winners who ai
Saturday midnight. "Melody," com- used in production may be imported to appear in the John Murray Ande
xious to look and find out whether
posed by Charles G. Dawes, is one duty-free under the new law.
son presentaton at the Rivoli ne:
their names were in the paper and
of the nntnbers.
Production of the first will start week held the center of the stage
also increased the value of the adimmediately, the schedule calling for the A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterda;
vertisement.
This business of roving the high its completion within six months. All Glendon Allvine introduced ther
These ads arc cut out regularh'
seas as a pirate isn't what it used to castles and public buildings will be Also presented to the gathering wei
and presented to the doorman, who
be.
That's the opinion of the players placed at the dispoal of the company, Frank Wells, son of the famoi
admits them without any question
making "The Eagle of the Sea" on the whose stock must be controlled 51 British novelist; Hugh Brooke, wl
ajid the patrons feel highly pleased.
Pacific.
Their program only com- per cent by Roumanian capital. M. is directing pictures based upon son
The names, of course, are chosen at prises three items:
work, eat and Ermalieff holds the concession.
of Wells' novels, and Grace M. Fini
random from the local telephone disleep.
ley, assistant editor
of "The Fil
The
ministry
intends
take
steps
to
rectory.
Montague Salmon, Rialto,
News," Washington, D. C. Mathe
regulate
importation
of
films,
probto
Macon, Ga.
Manaycr Fred Cruise of the Rivoli ably through establishment of a "kon- and Frank King, also in the Rivi
promises some "fust entertainment" tingent."
presentation, offered soft-shoe danc«
"The Waning Sex"
next week when Charley Paddock,
;

—

(M-G-M)
Used

human

a novelty envelope,
letter size
vS^S" x 6"^"

regulaprinted
outside was

—

interpretation of chained
appears opposite Bebe

lightning,

—

Daniels in "The Campus Flirt."
one color.
On the
Eddie Gribbon is in the market for
caption which read: "What Every
Woman Craves! (Information In- a correspondence school course in
side)."
The insert slip read: "To boxing. The other day he took a
see Norma Shearer in 'The Waning sv^'ing at Doug Fairbanks, Jr., in a
Sex' at the Garden theater." Two ex- sequence in "Man Bait" but when the
cellent
window d'splays were se- fist landed it wasn't on Doug but a
cured with department stores, show- door frame.
ing stills of Norma Shearer.
Garden,
Harry Hershfield inspected the
Hihbing, Minn.
beauty prize winners and watched a
soft-shoe dance in which the prin"The Wise Guy"
cipals were chained together.
All
(First National)
this at the A. M. P. A. luncheon yes
When the Royal was destroyed by terday.
And then he intimated that
fire, made arrangement
to open at
if someone would put tip financial
the Rialto.
Placed a handpainted
backing, he wouldn't mind being
sign
over the entrance.
In
chained to any of the girls for life.
roaring red, flamelike letters on this
tion

in

—

6x8

sign appeared the

then

word

"Fire,"

and

explanatory note, reading:
"Destroyed our Royal Theater, but
not our line of good pictures. They
are being shown here.
You'll admit
we are a 'Wise Guy,' and to prove it
we have on our program here 'The
Wise Guy,' with Mary Astor, James
Kirkwood and Betty Compson." Just
the word "Fire" and the large letters
"The Wise Guy," appeared in red,
while the rest of the sign was done
in black.
Jack Rowley, Rialto, Laredo, Tex.
an

—

"Young

April"

(P. D. C.)
couple actually married in airplane 3,000 feet over public square,
tying the stunt up with the escape

groom

—

RED SEAL

dropped

Product

K^

Philippe

DeLacy

In (J^aiural Golors

for Booking
in 21 central

Exchanges

If you saw "The Vision," you know what
wonderful beauty Director Arthur Maude
can put on the screen with the Tech-

in

souvenir

nicolor process. But

—

Cornish at Sioux Falls
Sioux Falls, S. D. .Sam Cornish,
former First National salesman, hn^^
purchased the Paramount Princess
from John Sholscth.
He formerly
operated the Sun, Faribault, Minn.

wLtK

G^ii

the picture.
flowers to
crowd below. Couple made personal
appearances during run of film. Valentine, Canton, O.

Bride

ii

P John Roche and

The Netv
Ready

Had

of a bride anfl

Ruth Hiatt with Syd Chaplin
Los Angeles Ruth Hiatt has been
signed by Warner Bros, for the leading feminine role in support of Syd
Chaplin in
"The Missing Link."
Others in cast are Theodore Lorch,
Crauford
Kent and Sam Baker.
"Chuck" Reisner is directing.

No.

even more beautiful
1

The

—

Film Reporter

WMAKCS

"The Blue Boy" is
than "The Vision."

ynODUCTlOfiS

A

film magazine devoted
to screen and sport celebrities

13 issues a year

'^^^^^^^^^^^^-^v^^>^^>^^>| i( *^^v^> >' '^^ y/^/^/y/^yj'7^^7irr»

—
Capt.

Rene Fonck

Joins the staK of the

Pathe News
The OFFICIAL motion pictures of the
New York - Paris air-

plane flight, taken by
Capt. Fonck himself,
will appear only in
the Pathe News.
You expect such service from the Pathe

News
and
a

YOU GET

\
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When the bi^ boys praise
the wise boys
ttaoWC^
Directed
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listen

-and

the smartest of the lot
£rab Harry Lantfdon before the competition
savvys.
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Universal

salesman or manager
has been PERMITTED to accept
a "Collegians'* contract up till now
because

we knew that until PREVIEWS PROVED

THE GOODS no

exhibitor or salesman could realize the
extent to which Universal has gone, in money and brains
to make this the OUTSTANDING SHORT SUBJECT SURPRISE OF THE PAST TEN YEARS! If the Universal salesman hasn't got around to you yet don't take a chance
on waiting write or wire your nearest exchange TO-

—

DAY! THE STAMPEDE

HAYDEN

IS

ON!

GEORGE
LEWIS

Universal
Junicn:

Jewels

STEVENSON

Production
Authoritative

IN THIS ISSUE

information

from the East and from the
West on studio activity. The

movements

important
production
are carefully followed and reported fully in the Sunday ediof

developments

THE FILM DAILY.

tion of
Sidelights

Exploit-O-Grams

all

in

on well-known

sonalities are revealed
Little from Lot-;"

perin "A

A

RE you

cashing in on this daily exploitation service? No^^*- where in the industry can you secure faster data on what live
showmen all over Ameiica are doing to obtain ne^v box-office
records. Exploit-O-Grams have been received with open arms by
exhibitors because they have learned that they can look to this department for practical, money-making ideas every day of the year.

Present-O-Grams
A

companion department to
Exploit-O-Grams. In concise
form, Present-O-Grams tell
what presentation managers
are doing to augment their
picture programs.
Exhibitors
here have a department to
which they can turn at all times
for ideas on how to develop
"atmosphere" for their
programs.

A*

.

DC

P.

RINGER
AN PICTUaES

PEMILLE-M£T

PRODUCERS
CM UN
F.

RAYMO/<D PAWlEY,Vice
J OHN

DIS

aOE. President

C.FllNN. Vice-Pretident and ccnerat

for

m$ifmmom
110^

producers immHMioHAi
West 46 th. street

mwm

ION

Mana^s

W.

Picquet, Super Showof PInehurst, N. C. Roots

Charles

man

jRiicM

President and Tieaj
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"Blue"

ISLAND

—

Cove House First in
Circuit Other Sites
Sought

len

d

chain in Northern Jersey
Island is in prospect. Cole-

and Esterson Bros., joint
mars of the Delphine Amusement
which now operates three
irp.
tn

Bros.-

in Long Island towns, are
reived.
[n addition to a theater just secured

Glen
es

Glen Cove, L. I., the
looking for additional

St.,

are

New York

adjacent to

(.Continued on

City.

The

Page 16)

Schwartz Plans 5
more theaters planned by the
H. Schwartz chain will bring its
al in Long Island and Westchester
Five

lunty to 24.

The largest theater of the circuit,
iting 3,500, will be erected on Flatsh Ave., Brooklyn, near Lincoln
(.Continued on Page 2)

been

Local Merger Perfected

erate

under

own name

its

uidation

is

the
sensation of the stock market insofar
as film issues are concerned dropped
nine points yesterday, closing at 53^
The
as against 62^ on Thursday.
stock held steadily until noon when
the flood of new offerings sent it on
the toboggan.
Over 130,000 shares
changed hands in the active trading
which followed.

Two More

until

in

for

Loew?

Long Runs
Kansas City

at K. C.

—The

Royal has adopted a long run policy.
"The Black
Pirate" is the first under the new
plan at this

Publix house, managed
is to be

by William Jacobs. There
no change in admissions.

WITyAL

Based on Cartoon
Strip Planned as

Series

First Step
William Randolph Hearst

Universal Dividend

will be-

come associated with Hal Roach

zation, leaves Monday for the Coast,
to confer with his chief on the re(Continued on Page 16)

Wallace Beery Extends Pact
Wallace Beery signed a new conParamount yesterday.
had two years to run,
existing contract was de-

with

tract

still

it

Beery's
stroyed and a

new one

signed.

Keogh Plans East Bronx House

night.

A New Order

How-

a

Features Reviewed
Subway Sadie
First National

ir.

One Minute

g

to Play

F- B.

C. Houses
Kansas City Fred S. Meyer is
r)orted negotiating for the Isis and
hdrid suburban houses for Univer-

"U" Seeks K.

—

The

>.

deal

is

practically complete.

The Tournament
Film Golf Tournaapproaching rapidly.
is
September 29 is not so far away.
Remember the players will be

The
ment

Fall

limited to 200 since

Sound View

can accomodate no more.
Chris Deibel, the demon exYoungshibitor player from
town, O., informed the Committee yesterday that he was coming on for the tournament.
This year, the Theater Owners'

Chamber
well

of

Commerce

will be
Deibel will

represented.
the New York contingent
look to its laurels.

make

^

in

production of comedies, if a deal now
reported under consideration is closed.
Negotiations are in progress between
the producer-publisher and Roach,
calling for the financing of a comedy
unit by Hearst, as a first step.
E. B Hatrick of the Hearst organi-

Though
Directors of Universal Pictures have
declared the regular quarterly dividend of two per cent on the eight
per cent first preferred stock, payable
Oct. 1.

ROACH

^The William T. Keogh Amusement
Co. will erect a 3,000-seat house in
reported but denied that the
Westchester Square, East Bronx.
Loew circuit plans two more theaters
in Brooklyn.
One is reported for a Pathe News Gets Fonck Flight The property was acquired from the
site on Gravesend Ave. and the other
Capt. Rene Fonck, who on Sunday Westcourt Corp.
hops off on a non-stop flight to Paris,
is a house now building at Fulton St.
and Euclid Ave. near the Warwick, will make a picture record of the
Ragland Leaves
flight for Pathe News.
at present part of the chain.
John C. Ragland, former sales manager for Harold Lloyd, left for an
indefinite
stay in
Hollywood last
is

gradual
completed in about a

headquarters

HEARST PLANS TI[-UP

filed.

Break in Warner Stock
Warners "A" which has been

It

Movie
Transfer of Independent
pply Co. from 729 Seventh Ave. to
Dwells Cine Equipment Co., 1560
oadway, was begun yesterday.
)wells and Independent will be
;w York branches of the National
nation-wide
Co,
eater
Supply
lipment merger. Independent will

Law Wins Round

Despite the state's victory against the exposition, it is not expected the right obtained will be exercised. Notice of appeal has

uses

rtners

Price 25 Cents

The exposition, in the order, was directed to pay the costs of
the action, which was a test of the state "blue" law. Another test,
instituted by the Philadelphia Athletics, now is pending,. In its move
to establish Sunday baseball, which, it is expected, would be followed
by Sunday shows, the club contends the law cannot apply to baseball, as the sport was unknown at the time of the measure's passage.
If this contention is upheld, Sunday motion pictures are legal.

—

new
Long

1926

Harrisburg, Pa. Pennsylvania's Sunday closing law is valid,
according to the Dauphin County Court, which has issued a writ
of quo warranto, upholding the right of the state to prevent Sunday
operation of the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition, if admission is
charged.

CHAININPROSPECT

A.

19,

THE

Associated Press smiles more kindly on motion pictures
now. Its service to millions of readers through hundreds
of newspapers embraces whatever important developments
come to pass in this indtistry. The next few months will probably see an extension of this cooperation to include photographs.
Those familiar with the prestige of the A. P. and the widespread
circulation which it commands will at once appreciate the immeasurable good in the offering for the business.
Digging a little deeper into the reason why, one finds this

The
others, leads to the Hays organization.
change in attitude of the powers which control the A. P. destinies
did not "just happen." It is traceable to a revival of faith that
All of
this industry will proceed within its legitimate rights.
this leads up to this interesting situation.
The other day in Buffalo, Jackson E. Elliott, assistant general
manager of the Associated Press, addressed the delegates of the
Because his
International Association of Convention Bureaus.
remarks are fraught with words of serious import to all branches
of the industry, they are reprinted in full
"Until a few years ago, every unusual yarn, no matter
trail,

like

6

Forlorn

many

(.Continued on

Page

3)

River

Paramount
The Blue Eagle
Fox
The Ice Flood

g

6

Universal

7

Diplomacy
Paramount
Almost A Lady
Prod. Dist. Corp

7
7

The Gay Deceiver

M-G-M

7

The Flying Horseman
Fox
The Wolf Hunters
Universal

jQ
j

The Warning
Elbee

West

— State Signal
Rights

of the

Rayart

—

10

Rainbow's End

State

Rights

1

Dancing Dajrs
Preferred

— State

Rights

1

The Galloping Cowboy
Associated Exhibitors

1

The High Hand
Pathe

Moran

Rayart
iShort

I

of the

Mounted

— State

Subjects

Rights

1

12

..
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lOHN W. ALICOATE
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Published daily e.\cept Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway, N'ew York, N. Y., and
copyright (1^26) by VVid's Films and Film
W. Alicoate. President and
Folks, Inc.
J.
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
Mersereau. Husiness and Advertising
aid M
Manager
Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
tative.
Entered as second class matter May
at

;

1918, at the post office at New York.
N. Y.. jnder the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
21,

airplane expedition to the North
Pole, organized under French private
and governmental auspices, will start
in October for Spitzbcrgen, preparatory to a Polar dash early in the
Spring. Both auto-chenilles and airplanes will be used, all camera-equipEdwin Miles Fadman, of tl,ie
ped.
Red Star Pictures, who is handling
American and English representation
is here from Paris to induce an American film company to take part.

—

Fenway

price cut.

The new

{Continued from Page

Foreign,
$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

1)

Road, costing approximately $1,000,000.
The property was purchased
from B. E. Berry for $175,000. Other
houses are planned for Port Washington, Huntington, Corona and another for Queens.
Schwartz now has 11 theaters in
operation and four nearing completion.
Houses being finished are two in
Brooklyn at Flatbush Ave. and Kings
Highway, and at Coney Island Ave.
and Ave. U; Flushing; Freeport, Merrick Road.

prices

representing reduction of from ten to
$15 00.
25 cents, are State, matinees 30 and 40
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y cents, evenings 40 and 50 cents; OrPhone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad pheum, 25 cents until 12:30, 35 cents
Hollywood until 5:30 and 50 cents after 5:30. The
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambaisa
California
Metropolitan has made no change.
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest \V. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Rabell Handling Ticket Service
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
W. H. Rabell, former president of
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
months.

Aired

Schwartz Plans 5

An

Loew's Reduces at Boston
Boston Loew's State and Orpheum
have reduced admissions following the

Sunday, September

1926

19,

Court

in

An attachment was granted in the
Supreme Court against the property
of James T. Wetherald, in a suit oi
Ben Barber and Arthur N. Stetson
for services in protecting Wetherald'i
interest in film companies and for
breach of contract.
The plaintiffs
claim that a total of $5,500 becamf
due for services, of which only $li
was paid, and that there were di
bursements of $275. An affidavit ,
Barber said that on Aug. 1, 1925 lui i
firm was retained by the defendant tc
safeguard the interest of Wetheralt
'

in producing and distributing compan^
ies known as Sering D. Wilson 4
Friend of Industry Elected
Co.,
Wilson-Wetherald, Inc., aM
Atlanta The industry has secured
Pinellas
Films.
Barber said tfll
circles.

—

a

fine

When

friend

in

legislative

Wetherald was practically the

soli

D. Upshaw went down
owner of these companies, and had
to defeat in the recent election, Alpha
vested $350,000, but because of
Fowler, long connected with Arthur
fortunate ventures the companies wi
Lucas in distribution, was elected to
involved and the defendant was
the Georgia Legislature from Dougdanger of losing all his money,
las County.
plaintiffs then analyzed the corpora
tions and decided that prompt actio)
Mendes Honor Guest
the Independent Movie Supply Co.,
must be taken. They induced Harrj
Lothar Mendes will be guest of P. Carver to take over the manage
has taken over operation of the Tyson agencies which handle tickets for honor at the luncheon of the A. M. ment and he has been in charge o
legitimate shows out of seven New P. A., Sept 23.
them since Sept. 1, 1925. The plain
York offices. Rabell is president of
tiffs say they also caused to be trans
the operating company and John L.
Offer from Germany
ferred to W'etherald all the rights t
Sullivan is treasurer and general manLothar Mendes is reported to have "White "Mice," which cost $145, OOC
Continuing its downward movement, W.irner Pictures "A" dropped 9 points yesterday ager.
a
received an offer from monarchistic all advanced by Wetherald.
Common of the same comin the market.
luminaries in Germany to direct a picpany declined G'/z points, closing at 49. Pathe
Edna Williams Resigns
ture.
The offer has been rejected
Exchange "A" and Fox Film "A" both
Studios Security for Bonds
After nine years' association with since Mendes feels the subject is dedropped approximately 2 points.
Hollywood -Warners' two studio
In the general market, the selling move- the company she founded, Edna Wil- signed as propaganda to influence the
ment was the severest since last March. The liams resigned her post as foreign return of the Hohenzollerns
to power. are security for a $1,000,000 bond if
Rep.

W.

—

—

—

—

tendency was downward.

Her future
manager of F. B. O.
plans will be ready for announcement
shortly.

Quotations

sue floated by the company and
fered by S. W. Straus & Co.
Exchange for Fight Films
company as well as the four brothi
Leon Britton, Inc., which controls individually, unconditionally guarai
exclusive picture rights to the

Demp-

Lieber at Sales Confab
sey-Tunney fight next Thursday, has
Robert Lieber of First National at60C
Am. Seat. Vtc. .. 38'^ 38
opened an exchange at 1339 Vine St.,
300 tended a conference of the sales cabi39
Am. Seat Pfd. .. 39'/, 39
Philadelphia,
handle
Eastern
to
73^
*Balaban & Katz.
net Friday.
Others
present were
70
Pennsylvania, the only state where
*BaI, & Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak
119M U7'A 118M I.IOC Richard A. Rowland, Sampel Spring, the films can be shown. Harry Grelle
4,300 .A.. W. Smith, Jr., Ned E Depinet and
114
112-y, 113
Famous Players
of Supreme Photoplay of Pittsburgh
100
121
121
121
Fam. Play. Pfd.
Ned Marin
9
400
9
9
Film Inspect
has purchased Western Pennsylvania.
102
'First Nat'l Pfd.
The bout will be filmed by the new
Fox Film "A"
76^ 72^ lA'A 17,200
N. E. Company Buys York Site
Phelps high-speed camera which is
8.300
Fox Theaters "A' 27
25^ 26
York, Me. Purchase of a valuable electrically driven.
llj^
*Intern'l Project...
High

Low

Close
38

Sales

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

tee paj^ment

and

interest.

\
"Wolfs Clothing" Blue's Next
Monte Blue, now in New York va
cationing, will be back on the Co«
in 10 days to start work in "Wolf
Clothing," which Warners will mak
from

Arthur Somers Roche

a

story.]

—

Loew's, Inc
*Metro-GoId. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp..
Pathe Exch. "A".

.

44

42'/s

167/,

167/,
52'/,
9 7 'A

55

tParamount B'way 97^
29
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
7

H

5,o6c

53H

100
2,900

975^

13

42
23/2
16?i

31
8

.

Skouras Bros
56
56
56
88-4
**Stan. Co. of
3,if)r
Trans- Lux Screen.
9.y8
8:^
8?4
100
100
tUnited Art. Thca. 100
lOP
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
95'A
'Universal Pictures
3i'A
'Warner Bros.
95J4
46'/,
49
Warner Pictures
26,000
55'/i
Warner Pict. **A" 62^ 51-/S 53 J^ 130,700
* Last Prices Quoted
'* Philadelphia Market

land at York Beach by the New
England Amusement Co. has started

site of

reports that the company plans a pic"For
ture house there next season.
future development" is the only an-

nonccment forthcoming.

Am

.

.

.

t

tt

Strand Anniversary Booklet

Carol Dempster Leaving
Carol Dempster left Saturday for
the Coast for a visit to her parents
before starting work opposite Richard Dix in D. W. Griffith's next

"The White

suit against Tififany Productions asking $50,000 damages and seeking to
restrain the company from using the
Tiftitle, "Pleasures of the Rich."
fany officials could not be reached

for a

souvenir booklet is
to patrons of the
"Trackless Train" in Brussels
Brooklyn Mark Strand, which is holdBrussels,
Belgium— The M-G-M
ing its seventh anniversary celebra"Trackless Train", on an exploitation
In addition to the curtion this week.
tour of Europe, following a swing arent program the l)Ooklet includes the
round the States, has arrived here
Mark,
photographs of Moe
Jules
and will next move to Berlin, going
L.

taches.

last night.

Daniels Opens St. Louis House
Louis Under management of
Charles Daniels, the Southampton
has reopened.
It is to operate on a
Daniels also
double-feature basis.
has the Marshall.

Hyman, man- through
at-

all

of

Germany.

Split

—

Boston Manager Routs Thug
Boston Putting to rout an armed

Week Programs

Boston Split week programs have
been inagurated in Keith theaters in
Lowell, Mass., and Portland, Me.
First National Signs

—

Two

Los Angeles Billie Dove and Alice
White have signed long-term contracts

—

—

St.

attractive

Mastbaum, Edward

statement

Slave."

being distributed

aging director of the house, and

—

filed

ported.

.

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

An

Griswold as Roxy Manager
Charles Griswold has been engaged
for the Roxy managerial staf?, it is re-

Orient Trip Canceled

Author Suing Tiffany
Harold MacGrath, author, has

plans for a trip to the Orient.
I

F

I

T'S

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LEARN TO SAY

BROOKS
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580

When you

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Pictiir<i

and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

—

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

N. Y.

«•

PEN.

ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

Arthur
Cline

Auslet Midwest Sales Manager
bandit with his bare fists is the record
Los Angeles Eddie Cline, formerly
Kansas City Jack Auslet has been of Charles H. Wilson, manager of the with Mack Sennett, has been signed to
appointed sales manager for Midwest. Hamilton.
direct for Fox.

—

Los Angeles Mary Pickford ai
Douglas Fairbanks have abandon

with First National.

Fox Signs Eddie

San

C

:

THE
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19,
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A New Order
(Continued

Hearouse the editor's suspicion.
how
had been fooled more than once by enterprising and clever
press agents. Stories he had accepted with zest and cleverly
boxed as first page features too often were followed with moving picture advertising proving he had been hoaxed by a movie
The Associated Press was victimized, too, and every
stunt.
time this happened, it jarred our vaunted accuracy.
"Nevertheless, the Associated Press felt that it should
have news from the motion picture industry just as it has had
news concerning the legitimate stage. It was not happy that
silent drama because it had been vicit had to ignore the
timized by untrustworthy press agents. Accordingly, we conferred with Will Hays, czar of moviedom, and explained to
him that we would be eager for constructive news of photofilm enterprises if the Associated Press were not again made
the victim of press agent fabrications.
"Thereupon Hays did the best job of housecleaning we
have ever known. He pledged all of the companies with which
he is associated jiot to attempt any publicity fakes with us.
Only once since then have we had cause to complain.
furnished him the facts in this particular case and the faker's
employers kept faith with Mr. Hays, thus enabling him to
make good with us. Moving picture activities now rank high
as news."
logical,

was

f,

om Page

We

1)

daily practice of fairness

likely to

and equity, that a business

organization becomes an institution."

"To Billions Unborn"
Arthur Brisbane, each of whose sentences tell a story, talks
about George Eastman and lion hunting in his "New York American" column, "Today."
"Killing lions is useful, but Mr. Eastman has work on
hand ten millions of times more useful, namely, the development of education through moving pictures. Devoting time
and intelligence to that work, he will render service to all
living children and to billions unborn."

So muses Mr. Brisbane. And properly enough does he comment on one of the greatest potentialities of the motion picture.
The Department of Agriculture in Washington has been using
films to help farmers for twelve years.
As one of the "Know
Industry" series, this work is discussed today elsewhere in this issue. If ever the possibilities of this vast field
were disclosed, this interesting article does that very thing. Instructive and well worth a careful reading.

Your

Own

A Banker Talks

Recipe for Good Will
know how to build good will

"Europe shows a one hundred per cent advance over several
years
ago and a fifty per cent advance this year over last."
theater?
for your
Atixious to
Closein
"The
Dr. A. H. Giannini, banker and sincere friend of motion picarold B. Franklin of Publix supplies a formula
tures, is talking. Just back from his usual summer trip to Engy that contains a worthy thought or two
land and the Continent, Giannini leans noticeably toward the
"Good will in theaters is created as the result of
belief
that Europe's full developitient as a field for motion piccontinuous,
satisfactory contact with patrons
appreciably nearer. This observation is important as well
tures
is
trustworthy service. Thus, good will gained in this
.

.

.

inevitably as funds at compound interest.
It is
Progress depends upon the service rendered.
only by strict adherence to this principle and to the

way grows'as

as interesting because Giannini, surveying the situation through
a banker's eyes, sees with a vision that is always sane.

K

Exclusive Official Motion Pictures

NoMT Selling
Foreign Rights

DEMPSEY-TUNNEY
Championship Contest
TO BE HELD AT

Sesqui Centennial Stadium, Philadelphia, September 23, 1926
Produced and controlled exclusively by

LEON BRITTON
AVENUE
729

PHONE BRYANT

3160

SEVENTH

WIRE OR CALL
Philadelphia addreis, 1339 Pine St., Philadelphia, Pa.,

CABLE LEONBRIT,
Phone Locust

4712

N. Y.

AN N

\

;

THE

IV.

A

it is not possible for the motion
pi
ture to take over entirely and efficier
ly the function of the slide.
It a
pears to us that the big use of t
motion picture is to "break the icir
and create favorable sentiment forf'
particular movement.
For instam HI
we have a film on animal tuberculc
that has been used in every section
the United States to give the init
the eradication of this disease.
the eradication of this disease.
1

Vast, Potential Field

FEW

individuals within the industry will realize that the Government is actively engaged in production and distribution.
The Department of Agriculture at Washington has in circulation more than 2,000 reels which reach a yearly audience of
between 9,000,000 and 10,000,000. This article by Mr. Perkins
was originally prepared for reading before the Society of M. P.
Engineers. Its significance lies in the fact that it reveals in
interesting manner some of the enormous potentialities which
exist in the non-theatrical field.

reason for this articles is the
that the experiences of the
United States Department of Agribeh'ef

culture in the production, distribution

and exhibition of educational motion
pictures have been of such magnitude
that they offer a measuring stick by
which the future development of films
be judged.

T

'Ottc

has been almost unformly sw
cessful in "opening the door" for t d
campaign, but the promoters of t
movement are wise enough to ii„,,
low the film with several other tyf fc
of educational material.
are si ed
film

The Department has been working
with films for 14 years. It has produced more than 300 subjects, of
which 230 are now in active circula-

19, 1926'

A VAST AUDIENCE
APPROACHING 10,000,000
REACHED ANNUALLY
BY THIS MEDIUM

PERKINS

THE

may

21

Government Films

In Charge Office of Motion Pictures,
United States Department of Agriculture

of this type

Sunday, September

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

OF AGRICULTURE
AN ACTIVE AGENT
IN PRODUCTION
OF EDUCATIONALS

DEP'T.

By FRED

-«5?i^DAILY

c

s

tension work, boys' and girls' club
rural sociology, weather forecasting.

work

and penitentiaries, hotels and sumresorts, and for use by traveling
lecturers and railroad development

mer

and from its laboratories in
Covering a Wide Field
We
Washington is distributing regularly
The basis on which this work is trains.
isfied if the film performs well
more than 2,000 reels, while an ap- done goes back to the beginning of
first and prime duty, but are oft
Reaching a Huge Audience
Bm
proximately equal number of reels of the world's history. The annals of
encouraged by reports such as t! open
the same subjects are being distribut- humankind demonstrate that a strong,
Our reports show that between nine (from
a county agricultural agent
ed by State agricultural colleges and independent, resourceful and prosper- and ten million people see our films
Iowa):
tion,

lert,

ily

other institutions that have purchased
them. The Department maintains its
own production staff, and each year
adds from 25 to 30 new subjects to
its

collection of films.

A small beginning has grown to
an office and laboratory employing
20 people.
The desire of various
branches of the Department for new
films, and the possible uses for them
are great enough to provide work for
But a
a considerably larger force.
reasonable rate of growth, rather than
a quick expansion, has been the rule
in this activity.
Other policies that
have been followed are to avoid competition in any way with the commercial
producers of motion pictures,
either theatrical or educational; to
make every film have a direct relation
to the work of the Department; to give
every film a definite educational purpose; to make all films easily understandable by the layman of average
intelligence; to inject into them as
much human interest as is compatible
with their subject matter and educational purpose; and to make the films
applicable and
valuable over the
widest possible territory and to the
greatest possible number of classes
Another aim is to vary
of people.
the subjects and eventually to cover
as many as possible of the hundreds
of important lines of work in the Department.
Already a general summary of the major subjects in films
includes the following:

The actually reported
ous farming class always has been es- each year.
sential to the continued existence of number of people before whom they
a nation.
In the United States the are shown shows an encouraging and
often-heard statement, "Farming is steady growth, and another definite
the Nation's backbone," is much more indication of this increase is given
than an empty phrase.
Farming in by the number of film shipments
the United States is an eighty-billion from our laboratory, to all classes of
dollar industry, and any one of our users and for use during periods
other great industries, and in fact, ranging from a few days to six
In the fiscal year 1922, the
several of them together, bulk punily months.
beside it.
Depression in farming is number of such shipments was 2,066;
inevitably followed by depression in in 1923, it was 2,715; in 1924, it was
general business.
That is why the 3,199; and in 1925, it was 4,260. Thus,
corn crop, the wheat crop, and the in three years the number of shipcotton crop draw continuous and close ments has more than doubled. The
attention in our great financial cen- films in any one of these shipments
ters.
The importance of building a may be exhibited before ten or a
strong agriculture in
the
United hundred thousand people or even
more, before they are returned to our
States was early recognized.
field

keting,

rural

organization,

agricultural

ex

'Out of the Shadow P*
impetus to the an miry,
tuberculosis campaign, and also ci
ried it through to completion, w utrv,
the result that this county is now fi ts/rc
film,

initial

n

of the disease."

"The Firing Line"
regard the county agents
other extension and field men o

We

Department as "the men on the
and think that their co.
with the public places them in
.

line,"

oi lie

fc.

i

!lt

As

111

women's

clubs,

other

work,

community

up

who

total

attendance

of

s'lj'
\

6,

"The disadvantage from using motion
tures

m

conducting

educational

exten

work might be summarized as follows:
to date of this

h

attention

of all audiences; increases atti
ance at meetings; brings out more forcel

we

believe there is no official
Department of Agriculture acquainted with what has been done

more intelligently the points desi;
seemg is believing' and more people put

and
to

practice

things

they

can

see

and un

not thoroughly impressed with stand than those they hear about; a
anced
the efficiency of motion-picture films interestand varied program can be put oi
all
in attendance;
the agricult
in advancing the work in which the agent can carry Jn'ore specialized
worl
Department is engaged. There are the farmers and be independent of out
specialized assistance; and the cost of n
now exceedingly few important ex- taming the farm bureau, figured
on the t
tension or educational projects in the of work accomplished and people reac
Department that have not called for IS materially reduced.
"The disadvantage from using motion
the making of a motion picture for tures
arc that the county agent is forces '
use in their campaigns. It is becom- do more night work, work considerably
/
ing increasingly the rule to regard a er hours, take on the added responsibilit
pleasing more people and never disapp'
motion picture as one of the essential ing them,
take on the worry and griev
field guns in any educational camthat is bound to come from the delicate
chanism
of
motion picture machines and
paign.
do not believe, however,
that films will displace the use of Iiaratus, travel all kinds of roads in all l
of winter weather, and be
witt
other methods of disseminating infor- mg the kinds of films that contented
can be secure
mation.
think that the lantern
The county agent at Duncan, i
slides, for instance, have their own zona:
"The showing of moving
particular use, and that just as it is tures has done more to arouse inte
impossible for the slide to perform in this county than any other
the function of the motion picture, so
(.Continued on Page 15)
is

-'

Sen

1

f«Ti

We

garden clubs,

museums, theaters, fairs
expositions, conventions.
organizations, hospitals

to the results

meetings to a

^

k
3.,„

people.

of the

We

sportsmen's
associations,
churches
Boy Scout troops, business men's organizations,

ktIK

"

at 52

classes of non-theatrical film users,
the field for our films will continue
to widen.

ployed cooperatively by the State and
Federal Governments, and working in
every agricultural
county in the
Union.
There are approximately
4,700 of these agents, a large proportion of them arc now regular users of
films,
many others use film less
regularly, and all
the others are
prospective users.
Then, as other

and

,
1

best position to evaluate the edit '«*
tional tools, such as films, which
supplied to help them in their wo M
With the thought that expres;
pid
froni these men constitute val

We

tions,

in

for

We

inspection work, other public insi)tction
vices, forest fire prevention, forest insects and
pests and tree diseases, lumbering, scenic and
recreational resources of the national forest?
in the East and West, reforestation, miscel
laneous forest uses, bees and other insects
marketing of farm products, cooperative mar-

"Your

gave the

testimony on what can be done
laboratory.
Sales of prints, espeour films includes,
films, the following are appended.,
cially to State agricultural colleges,
first of all, a widespread organization
From the annual report of the co
have ty agricultural
known as the Agricultural Extension also show a steady growth.
agent of Lyon Couii
no
question
that
with
the continued Kan.:
Service, made up of county agricultural
agents,
home demonstration acquisition of projecting machines by
"This was the first farm bureau in Kai
agents, boys' and girls' club agents, agricultural extension and farming to purchase its own complete motion pici
organizations,
as well as by other outfit.
Motion pictures ha've been exhib
and subject matter specialists, em-

The

active users, we have the field organizations of various bureaus, such
as the forest rangers of the Forest
Beef cattle, dairy cattle, dairy products, Service, and the animal disease condiseases of cattle, parasites of cattle, horses,
sheep hus))andry, swine husbandry, disease* trol forces of the Bureau of Animal
give preference to
and parasites of swine, poultry production, Industry.
poultry pests, wild game and bird protection,
film requests from these
workers,
destructive rodents, cereal crop production
but we have been glad to send availcereal crop handlinf?, cereal insects and di
scases, cotton production, cotton insect con- able pictures to thou!?ands of other
trol, fruit production, fruit insects and di
applicants, including farm bureaus,
seases, truck crop production, plant diseases
home gardening, miscellaneous crops, farm granges, schools and colleges of every
engineering, types of road construction, food grade and kind, livestock organizaser

„j„g

'

|
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NEWSY NOTES FROM FILM
FOLK IN LONDON— PARIS
BERLIN— MOSCOW— TOKYO
SINGAPORE— AND OTHER

WARNERS ARRANGE FOR

BRITISH DISTRIBUTION—
GOSKINO, OF RUSSIA, TO

Foreign Markets

QUIT— NEW CHINA CHAIN
THE TRADE IN MEXICO

By JAMES

P.

CUNNINGHAM

New China Chain

OPYRIGHT PROTKTION

FOREIGN CAPITALS

News from

Goskino Quits?

Britain

—

—

Through
Distribute
to
Moscow Goskino, the largest proCharbin, China Russian and Chin- Warners
Exchanges
Other
Vitagraph
company,
duction company in Russia, operated
have
formed
a
ese financiers
Happenings in London
under direct supervision of the Govhighly capitalized, which will build

PIRACY DEATHKNEll

—

a string of first run "de luxe" theaters
of
in Manchuria and Mongolia.
these will be built in Charbin, each

By IIRNEST

FREDMAN

IV.

ernment,

"The Film Renter"
Warner Bros, have

Editor,

Two

London

—

understood to be nearing

is

The movement

liquidation.

de-

canje a-

l)0ut suddenly and started when a
announced they will distribute
S. Pictures Can Com- seating 1,000,
council reijresenting trustees of the
their product in England through the
interesting in
people
met and passed a resolution
deal
is
The
above
Privileges Under
Vitagraph exchanges. The agreement
recommending liquidation. Another
that up to a recent date, China was
becomes
effective early in October.
Berne Convention
the producing units, "'Sewsapkino,"
hostile to films and foreign capital
The first picture will undoubtedly be of
is
also involved.
However, a new
ashingfon Bureau of THE FILM DAILY was never allowed in the country for "Don
Juan", which is expected to
organization will be formed with a
Washington Motion pictures are investment in domestic enterprises. have an extended run
one of the
finitely

mand

—

at

otected in countries belonging to
International Copyright Union
d subscriljing to the Berne Conntion, despite the fact that the
lited States is not a member, proling certain formalities are corned with, in the opinion of Fritz
tertag, Drector of the Internation-

capital of 8,000,000 gold rubles.

large cinemas here.

*
*
*
Ufa Palast Opens for New Season
Volga
Boatman"
Berlin
"The
The London trade is quite upset
opened the Ufa Palast am Zoo. The over a statement made to the trade
house was closed for the summer, press by Charles Chrystall a film
during which it underwent extensive buyer from Australia, who declared
remodeling.
A new organ was in- that Germany, in an effort to wrestle
stalled during the ofif-season.
control of Australasia from England,

—

Bureau of Artistic and Intellectual
operty at Berne. His opinion viry sounds the death knell of film

y-»»»»«..»^

FOREIGN TERRITORY
6

DONALD CAMPBELL
130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

underselling British companies so
much that the former practically gives
their pictures away.
is

Russian Film to Be Shown Here?

—

Moscow -"The Sixth Continent'
has been finished by Dziga Wertoff

ating abroad.
Publication of a film in a
mtry, or its simultaneous publica
and non-Union
in
a Union
II
mtry, assures full copyright privies, regardless of the nationality of
applicant for copyright, accordto the opinion secured by the De-

Gainsborough

Pictures

star

will

Gazetta", reports that the picture will Carlyle Blackwell in "The Rolling
Flora Le Breton has been
be shown simultaneously in Moscow, Road."
signed to play the opposite lead.
Leningrad, Berlin and New York.
%

A

^

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedy Dramas

^

has been received here from
Paris The custom, in the past, has Germany stating that Dr. Becker will
tment of Commerce, through Ber been to turn books into films, but a speak at the International Film Cond A. Kosicki, Division of Com- new idea has been hit upon by Rene gress in Paris on behalf of Germany.
^:
*
*
rcial Law.
Jeanne, film editor of "Le Petit
poultry inA
five-reel
film
on
the
memWhile the United Slates is not a
who, together with
Journal",
been prepared by the
of tlie Copyright Convention of Berlin
will write a book fron' dustry has
Baroncelli,
Nov. 13, 1908, nor of the preceding
Baroncell Minister of Agriculture for propa"Nitschewo".
the
film,
ventions of I8S6 and 1896, and, therefore
ganda purposes.
;rican citizens, as such, are not entitled made "Nitschewo".

—

Frank Merrill

Starring

Word

Novel Twist

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

St.

*

*

*

Union and the Russian trade paper, "Kino

Society Stunt Dramai
Balshofer ProductionB
Starring Wm. Barrymore

Fast Action Melodrtmas

FERDINAND
152

West 42nd

H.

ADAM

New York

City
Cable Ferdinadam,N,Y. Phone, Wis. 1143
St.,

M

Sari Fcdak, the

picture films are entitled to protecunder certain conditions which may be
lied even by a citizen of a non-unionisi
ion

"This circumstance
Kosicki says.
from the fact tliat the Convention o'
:s
docs not look solely to the nationalitj
determining whether pro
in
e person
on is to he extended, but it also con
s the natToi:ality of the work, that is tin

Rome —

time ago retired from the screen,

try,"

try

in
It

which the work was first pub
may, therefore, happen that, al

gh the person clailn'ing protection undei
Copyright Convention may not be en
neither a subject
Of a resident of a unionist country, stil'
work may be protected by the fact tha'
as first published in a country of tht
to

ll

it

because

he

going to start

in a

new

picture.

kuthors within the jurisdiction of one
countries of the Union enjoy for theii
whether unpublished or published fo'
;s,
irst time in one of the countries of the

on Page

15)

Hungarian

of her

life.

—

Opens Seven Branches

—

has opened
branch ofifices in the following German cities: Berlin, Hamburg, Leipzig, Munich, Frankfurt, Breslau and
Deusseldorf.

Parufamet

New
"Pro^uclienj

ej

Inc.

York, N. Y.

Foreign

Pres.

Motion Pictures

International Film Distributors

Merit"
Tniep-Ocean

ALMA BENNETT
J. FRANK GLENDON
SWICKARD
GR\CE DALTON
Productions from Published Stories
Cable AddreMcc
Latulon
2

Exporting only the best

"^'isconsin
5196-5197

Unusual

Adamson

Cable
Cable

Phone

Himark New York

Place,

W. I. England
RICHPICSOC, Paris
Adress: DEEJAY, London
Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.

London,
Cable Address:

Distribuiion

:

France.

Portland

31

CO.

Exclusive purchasing agents and rerresentativea for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Cable address

Paris Address:
des Films Richmount,
Rue de Lancry,

Mr. Arthur Levey,

SMICOFILMS

New York

PIZORFILMS

Fm Corporation

w

"'3ASTON GLASS

London Address
Napoleon Films, Ltd.
8 New Cemptoh »u
harinr Cross Road W. C.

2

Paris,

Featuring these established Stars

The first of a series oj Six Victor

Societe

London Address:

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Nat Nathanson,

City

Pres.

tributors.

for

activities

MOUNTAN,

J.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and dis-

Dr. Merzbach Joins Svensk
Merzbach,
Stockholm Dr.
Paul
formerly with Ufa, is here to assume

''COMPASSION''
Society Melo-drama
JOSEPH

D.

—

Avenue

An

actress,

understood about to make a picture

charge of production
2,000,000 at "Jap" Theaters Monthly
Tok^-Q The theaters in Japan are Svensk Filmindustri.
attended by 2,000,000 people monthly.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING CO.,
'29 Seventh

She

has been signed by a French company.

Berlin

ot

is

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

is

is

n.

{Continued

Come-Back
Francesca Bertini, who some

Bertini to Stage a

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

*

*

:<

he benefits of the Convention, neverthe
by the terms of the Convention of 1908

L.

W. KASTNER, President

24

8

GOTHAM

FAIRBANKS

PRODUCTIONS

THRILlODRAMAS

218 West 42nd

13

Street,

Cable Address: "Ino6lm"

PREFERRED
PICTURES
IN.

Y. C.

New York

in

THE

DAILY
Jj^5^_^
"Red" Grange in

'Subway Sadie'

"One Minute

First National

Sunday, September

"Forlorn River"

"The Blue Eagle"

Paramount

Fox

to Play"

1926

19,

[<

F. B. O.
GUARANTEED
ENTERTAIN.
ONE OF THE ROUTINE WES- UNUSUAL STORY WITH PLENi
MENT. A REAL EXPRESS TO SOMEWHAT FAMILIAR
STORY
TERN FORMULAS, BUT TY OF ACTION AND WELL
MIRTH WITH MANY DE\JGHTFUL STOP-OVERS: ROEXCELLENT GOOD ACTION AND FINE SUSTAINED INTEREST.
RAISED TO
MANCE, SOME PATHOS, HULOCATIONS AID IN CON- GOOD PRODUCTION ANB
MAN INTEREST. WHOLLY BOX OFFICE HEIGHTS BY CEALING THE CONVEN- FIRST RATE CAST.
PLEASING.
CLEVER DIRECTION AND TIONAL STORY.
Cast.
.George O'Brien and Williatri
Cast. .. .Dorothy Mackaill never
ap-

peared to better advantage.
If
she doesn't garner in a flock of
new admirers with this one it isn't
hf.r fault.
She sparkles with lift
and tlie joy of living.
Some

mighty

lovely

close-ups

of

her.

Jack Alulhall shares the honors as
Herb, Dorothy's boj' friend. Peggy

Shaw

and
Dorothy.

pretty
to

Irpst

splendid conCharles Murray

a

good in a small comedy part.
Others Gaston Glass and ISerna'd
Riindall.

Type of Story. .. .Comedy romance
"Subway Sadie" is one of those
pretty wcil
coated with jam but appetizing and
certain to be relished by folks
everywhere. Mildred Cram's story
provided a good vehicle but Al
Santell's direction, plus Dorothy
Mackaill's "Sadie," really made this
the sure-fire entertainment that it
is.
It is the type of picture that
affords genuine entertainment, a
light, pleasing cocktail of fun.
It
"slice

is

a

town

of

life''

affairs,

wholesome
stufT,

story,

real

and the numerous

home
little

touches of reality hit the bull's eye
every time. There's one sequence
where Herb and Sadie become
engaged and immediately have a
scrap over the kind of furniture
they're going to have in
their
home that is a gem. The story

—

—

of the

tells

romance of

a salesgirl
friend. Herb,
Sadie is a typi-

and her boy

in Saks,

a subway guard.
York girl, bent on a trip
cal
to Paris, but forgetting her ambiition long enough to fall for Herb,

New

subway guard.
Sadie becomes
engaged to Herb but then a chance
and go to Paris
to become a buyer
a

—

— proves

too big a temptation and
Herb is injured
is off.
boat sails without Sadie and

the party

The

—

SURPRISINGLY GOOD ACTING OF FOOTBALL STAR.

Star
Right at home in role of
gridiron hero. Personality sure to
please audiences of all descriptions.

Cast....

Mary McAllister

suitable as the feminine lead.

Type

.Comedy-romance
written by Byron Morgan, who was
of

Story.

a

rough and tumble

it

—

it

will

"Subway Sadie"

business.

get

tlie

will

bear you out

promises and don't fail to
talk about Dorothy Mackaill's dePlay it up as a
lightful "S«die."
romance of a subway guard and a
in

all

A

salesgirl.

them

trailer will surely get

attends the contest to be sure that
son keeps out of it, becomes interested and sends the boy into the
battle.

With "one minute

.

.

.Alfred Santcll; excellent

Author
Scenario ....Adele
Paul Schofield.

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Mildred Cram
Comandini and

Office Angle.
.A combination
of comedy, love and football which
will appeal to any type of moviegoer.
Sure-fire.
Can't miss.

star

Edeson
Very good
New York
6,727 feet

.

.

.Plug the name of the

whose reputation

ball flash is national.
your local college or

as

a

foot-

Tie-up with
high school

Lay stress on the box office title
With thle football season under
way, you can make this a big bet.
Direction

Sam Wood;

Always keeps
thus

about bein.e
a desperado once he meets the girl
played by Arlette Marchal.
Raymond Hatton's comedy contribu
forgets

of

all

Tom

tions are the real bright spots.
Santschi, the real villain.
Others

Edmund

Burns, Christian

J.

Phillip Ford, Margaret Living-j
ston, Ralph Sipperly.
ler,

Frank

avoids

Grange

awkward

excellent.

busy

and

pauses.

Ina.
Office Angle
and incidental
quite likely to
taining.

Box

Locale

Length

7,732 feet

.'

•^^

interest angle predominate.'
throughout.
It is a story of tw(
gangs with the leaders of the op
posing bands constantly at odd:
either over their factional differ
ences or over their love for th(

.

one girl.
The efforts of kindlv
Father Joe to keep peace betweerjjjjjj
the two gangs make up the humail,
,

interest

element.

two

the

leaders,

The war bring
D'Arcy and Bij

Tim, closer together and witl
Father Joe, as chaplain, on thi
same ship, he strives to bring abo^
a real friendship between the t;^*"

li

a

trio returns to the city, herqi

shipwreck and at peace fo;
the time being.
D'Arcy's and Bif
Tim's love for Rose starts the figh
anew and Father Joe promises t(
let the two fight it out with glove
in the parish gym, the winner ti
take the girl. D'Arcy wins and af
ter helping Father Joe to rid th
district of dope smugglers, all J
peaceful once more.
John Fois
a

holds the attention all the way a^
the action is well distributed,
wreck, the grudge fight betwei^
the leaders, the corralling of th
dope smugglers and other incidaii
tal bits provide plenty of excite
ment.
Father Joe may have bee
a minister but if he was intende
as a priest, he wasn't properj
garbed and priests do not wea

cameo pinky
sigll^ in

rings.

Obvious

owne:

ronss

ler

oveij

detail.

..

followin.g

ion

bringing them in
use Zane Grey's

name with

Paramount's press sheet

title.

fers

and you niight

more elaborate

Direction.

..

.John

the
of-

su.ggestions.

Waters;

satisfac-

tory.

Zane Grey
Geo. C, Hul'

Scenario

men.

Photography
Locale

Length

.C.

Edgar Schoenbauni
Very good
\Vest
5,992 feet

coupled with

This,

war atmosphere,

way

might

lead

th
th

a tie-up with your loc;
Legion posts. Promise of a hoxin
bout will bring in the men an;
the romance will appeal to tlr
women folks.
to

Direction

Author
Scenario

.

n,

leh
pert

The
of

,

I

.Jack Holt mav have
Entertainin
among your clientele Box Office Angle
and particularly
interesting
fo
so play up his name in your an
your men patrons.
nouncements and be sure to mention the comedy business contri- Exploitation
The gang leader!
Tr;iiler
and
buted by Hatton.
end up as staunch American Leg]
%i
catchlines should prove effective in

Exploitation.

Cameraman.
Small university

Good actior
comedy business
make this enter-

story

man

.

Byron Morgan Author

Good

of gang life, wai
Sounds like a h%
order but the various elemenw
dovetail coherently and the hu-

teresting

and romance.

old mortgage-on-the-ranch scheme
or the mine or water rights plot.
"Forlorn River" picks on the old
cattle rustling idea and tells the
story of Nevada, outlaw and fugitive, but "withal a loyal friend, ?
brave and gallant gentleman." Jack
Holt fits this description admirablv
and with these qualifications he is
a suitable lover for the pretty Tn.n
Blaine, daughter of a rancher. Nevada's outlaw pal, Bill Hall, shoots
him in order to win the post of
captain of the outlaw band.
Nevada hides away in a mountain cabin
until his wound heals.
He meet.'^
Ina, a ranchman's daughter, and
falls
in love
with her.
Hall is
plundering her father's stock and
later kidnaps Ina as a means of
making her father come to terms
Nevada comes out of hiding, kills

Hall and is brought before a jury
but acquitted and free to marry

.

v:i

evidently much
The well known
comic relief again comes to the
rescue and affords first rate diversion from the trite basic plot. Westerns are all of a formula brand
They are either a girl kidnapping
plot, a game of cattle rustling, the

Scenario

Photography

of Story
.Dramatic romanceaipst
adapted from Gerald Beaumont's!
story "'The Lord's Referee."
Ger
aid Beaumont has written an in-

a

Byron Morgan

Charles Clarki

Type

familiar but
in demand order.

of

i

i

i

through six reels of fights, rescues
plots and the rest of the western
make-up supplying entertainment

Author

Cameraman
,\rthur

to play,"

"Red" runs wild through the opposite line and then kicks the goal
which wins for dear old Parmalee.

interested.

Direction.

between

and dons football togs. When his
father arrives to remind him of his
anti-football promise he fakes intoxication as an alibi to keep out
of the usual "big game."
Father

Exploitation.

after

fi^ht

the students of the two rival universities, "Red" gets off the train,
has a bad moment when he sees
the girl, Sally Rogers, kiss a man
who turns out to be her brother,
the football coach, and then learns
that he has walked into the wrong
college.
But love prevails and
Wade enrolls as a student. True
to his agreement, he refuses to join
the football squad and becomes ostracized by the students, including
his sweetheart. Finally he weakens

"must" list. You can't afford to
cheat your folks out of a real treat.
Exploitation
It doesn't make
which way you go

..

responsible for the NVally Reid automobile yarns some years ago
"Red" Wade leaves for college after sadly promising his father that
he won't play football.
En route
he accidentally kisses a co-ed and
thereby starts a love story. After

Box

difference

Com-

man who

If

.

Russell make an interesting pail
"tenderloin" buddies who are
constantly at odds. Janet Gaynor
the girl, and one reason for thepconstant scraps.
Others Robert
Edeson, as Father Joe, David But-

Cast..., Jack Holt the regulation he

Joseph Girard.
mendable performances from other
Type
of Story
W^cstern.
Parplayers, who are Charles
Ogle
amount offers another of its occaGeorge Wilson, Ben Hendricks.
sional westerns, the usual Zanr
Lee Shumway, Lincoln Steadman
Grey yarn that spills action and
Jay Hunt, Edythe Chapman, Al
thrills, plus a few laughs and rides
Cooke and Kit Guard.

then the fairy talc finish Herb is
the son of the subway president.
learning the business from the
ground up. It is impossible to do
the picture justice in a synopsis
It has to be seen.
Box Office Angle. .. .Real entertainment. Put this one down on your

much

altogether

.

s

p.

Cameraman

John Ford; goc
Gerald Beaumoi
L. G. Rig!
Geo. Schneiderm:

Photography
Locale

Length

Go(

New Yo
6,200

fe

h
(sift

THE
Sunday, September

Harlan

\.enncth

"The

19,

aiid Viola

-^Hk

DASUr

1926

Dana

Marie Prcvost

"Diplomacy"

in

Pa la mount

Ice Flood"

"The Gay Deceiver"

in

"Almost a Lady"

Mctro-Goldwyn-Mayer
GOOD ENTERTAINMENT.
ADAPTATION OF STAGE PLAY
MARSHALL NEILAN'S DIProducers Dist. Corp.
RECTION EASILY OVER- BURLESQUE ON A FAMILIAR "TOTO," MAKES FAIRLY INlOOD ACTION, EFFECTIVE
SOME IMPLAUSIBILTERESTING VEHICLE BUT
SUSPENSE AND SOME COMES
STORY MAKES FOR SOME PICTURE RUNS
ITIES OF THE PLOT. EXA
PARTICULARLY INTEREST- CELLENT PRODUCTION AND FAIRLY AMUSING BUSINESS LONG FOR THE TRIFLE
STORY
FINE ACTING.
ING CHARACTERIZATIONS
AND WITH MARIE PREVOST MATERIAL.
Splendid
assemblage
of
READILY CONCEAL. A Cast
TROUPING AT HER BEST.
Cast.... Lew Cody, in the title role,
players, especially well suited and
back in his original characterizaFAIRLY CONVENTIONAL capable. Blanche Sweet attractive Star
Plays the role of a pretty
Universal-Jewel

is

PLOT.

tars. .. .Harlan,

the fight-to-a-finish
"softy" the
is and Viola
Dana, pleasing as the daughter of
the camp boss.

hero who isn't the
himberjacks think he

ast. ...
villain

Hagney

Frank

a

first

rate

who

overestimates his popuOthers Fred Kohler, DeWitt
Jennings,
Kilty
Barlow.
James Gordon.
larity.

ype of Story
Lumber camp
melodrama. "The Ice Flood" taken
critically is a mechanical meller affair with the situations all more
or less of a familiar order and the
ending fairly obvious from thy
start.
Nevertheless
George
B.
Seitz,
whose serial connections

have made

him a first rate concocter of thrills, applied plenty of
action and suspense, kept the story
moving and thus quite capably offset the sterotypefl plot.
The climax, the breaking up of the ice
floes and the rush down the river,
is
mighty well done and it isn't
ikcly the casual observer will suspect a miniature. It is nicely hanThere is one corking good
between Harlan and Hagney
supplies one of the thrills

dled.
fight

that

The

story

is

the old yarn about the

who wants to make
good on his own, goes out into the
camp under an assumed name anf'.
owner's

son

beats all the camp bullies.
Ho
runs amuck of Pete, the chief bully
and further incurs his wrath when
he makes a hit with the superintendent's daughter, Marie.
Marie
is
for hero from the start and

when he promises to bring about;
order in the camp Marie is all for
him.
little

She

is

cripple

good amount
est element
specialist to

also interested in a
lad and there is
of the human inter;•

when hero

brings a
cure the boy.
There
is
the
usual smash-bang finish
when hero rescues Marie from the
ice floe in the river.
3x Office Angle.

.First rate action
and thrills make this suitable, especially for the neighborhood hotisc
type of patronage.
.

.

sploitation
With this the trailer
will probal)ly be the best means of
bringing them in.
Run scenes oC
the flood, the scrap and other action bits.
Use Kenneth Harlan's

name and Viola Dana's.

You

promise good action and

thrills.

irection

Mithor
'

enario

imeraman
lotograpby
>cale

:ngth

ki

can

Geo. B. Seitz; good

Johnstone McCulley

James O. Spearing

as the daughter of the Marquise de
Zares, played by Julia Swayne Gor-

don.
Arlette Marchal does some
splendid acting as the Countess
Neil Hamilton, the handZicka.
some young diplomat and Earle
Williams, well suited as the titled

Gustav von

Englishman.
titz

as

rate

first

.Seyfifer-

an agent of the

Bolshevik.

Type

of

Mystery meloMost mystery yarns have

Story

drama.

more or

less

disregard

and "Diplomacy,"

like

for

logic

the rest,

is

not over-concerned with it. Howcareful
Neilan's
Marshall
ever,

manipulation of facts and situations
overcomes, or at least
readily
neatly conceals any gross implausiThey are skilfully hidden
bilities.
in a succession of rapid incidents.
The development is so smooth and
moves at such a good pace that
you haven't time to pick flaws. The
production is costly and no little
effort has been spent in providing
The story conattractive sets.
cerns valuable papers and their
safe delivery into the proper hands.
It is a treaty which is being arranged with the Chinese and English while the Russian agent aims
to intercept

galore
there

it.

provide
is

a

Secret service
the mystery

romance

under

men
and

way

which

complicates the efforts of
the English diplomat who receives
the treaty and must deliver it to
Sir Henry Weymouth
the king.
erilrusts the paper to his younger
brother for delivery. It disappears
and young Julian Weymouth's
Her
Dora, is suspected.
bride,
friendship with a supijosed Russian
agent, Ballin, is seen as proof of
her perfidy. Julian leaves his wife
but her desire for a reconciliation
leads her to solve the mystery and
it is disclosed that Countess Zicka,
jealous of Dora because of her love
for Julian, had stolen the treaty.
It is restored and Dora and Julian
are reunited.
Should do a
Box Office Angle
Good producfirst rate business.
tion, good acting and many well
known players should prove drawing cards.
.

can promise a
.. .You
mystery melodrama and,

Exploitation.
first

rate

where they enjoy a story dealing
with secret service operations, "Diplomacy" should prove thoroughly

Many good names in
enjoyable.
the cast with Blanche Sweet, Neil
Hamilton, Arlette Marchal, Matt
von SeyfTertitz.
Earle Williams, heading it.

Moore,

Gustav

Direction. .Marshall Neilan; first rate
Victorien Sardou
Author

her

of

millionaire

otherwise

keeps

suspicious

is

boy

Wears some snappy
her

friends.

and

clothes

audience

in-

terested.
.

G

.

Imore nave comedy

Type

of

Deep."

Comedy; adapted

Story

from Frank

B.

The

in;i!,i.f;^

Adams

story, "Skin

story about the pretty

model who attracted the attention
of a rich patron and found herself
the

recipient

of

fur

coats,

pearl

necklaces and the like is a familiar
formula but in "Almost a Lady"
it
is treated in a farcical manner,
occasionally running into straight
slapstick with the tomato taking
the place of the custard pie.
Marcia Blake is the heroine of the affair and her brother. Bob, the comedian, he has a precious Ford that
suffers the usual indignities at the
hands of the gag men and the one
where Bob covers the flivver with
a patch quilt and chains it to a
telegraph pole gets over a good
laugh but the driver of the super
six whose parking space Bob occupies doesn't take kindly to the

"Michigan mouse." The sequence
wherein they burlesque one of those
parlor musicales is well done and
gets over a good laguh. There isn't
any strict stor}^ development or
carefully followed continuity.
"Almost a Lady" is built for laughs and
they come often enough to keep the
crowd chucking good naturedly.
Marcia exits from the fracas with
a millionaire husband in tow and

Henri's modiste shop
most attractive model.

is

minus

its

Box

Office Angle
Amusing. It
gets over the laughs so if you can
use a comedy number, "Almost a
Lady" will do nicely enough.

Exploitation
Star's
name and
title of her latest will bring in her
admirers.
A trailer should be a
suitable means of acquainting them
with the comedy in store.
Tell
them about the model who was too
careful to accept a box of .stockings from her employer but was
clever enough to catch a millionaire

husband.

Direction

E.

Mason Hopper;

fair.

Author
Scenario

Frank R. Adams
.\nthony Coldeway

Hal Rosson

plays with hearts but

comes back

ally

to

his

first

fin-

love.

Marceline Day, cute as his daugh-

Dorothy Phillips, pleasing.
Malcolm MacGregor, the young

ter.

suitor.

Type

Cast.
.George K. Arthur gets some
fun out of a flivver; Harrison Ford
is the rich boy friend and John Miljan, the proprietor of a mu;liste
shop. Trixie Friganza and Barney

Benjamin Glazer
Merrit Gerstad
Cameramen ....David Kesson-Don- Cameraman
Photography
Good
ald Keyes.
Good
Photography
Lumber camp
England-France Locale
Locale
5,747 feet Length
6,959 feet Length
Scenario

He

tion.

model whose brother

of Story.

..

.Romance; adapted

from the stage play, "Toto," by
Maurice Hennequin and Felix Du
Quesnel.
Cody, for repeated performances of the same trend, won
for himself the enviable position of

the
In

screen's

worst home wrecker.

"The Gay Deceiver," he

gets

back into his original characterization playing the role originated by

Leo

Ditrichstein in the stage verHere again Lew plays around
with hearts like so many toys and
takes all his admirers with a grain
of salt. Cody's nonchalant attitude
makes his playing particularly interesting. John Stahl has provided
sion.

a first rate production with attractive sets and a good cast contributing to the entertainment. The

story deals with the love afifairs of
Jean Mercier, stage idol, who is
surprised one day by the arrival
of an eighteen year old girl who
announces herself as his daughter,
the offspring of Mercier's marriage
contracted years before with the
woman he soon deserted. The
daughter becomes infatuated with
one of her father's young friends

and becomes engaged. Her mother
to take her home and the
Mercier foltwo are separated.
lows and pretends a reconciliation
with his wife in order to win her
arrives

consent to the daughter's marriage.
She learns of the ruse and orders
Mercier from her home. Meantime
his lady love has discovered that
Mercier has a grown daughter and
quits him saying he is too old for
her.
Mercier returns to his wife
and promises to be true. Her love
for him is big enough to take him
back and the daughter is happy in
her marriage with Robert.
Box Office Angle. .. .Good produc-

and cast help story that doesn't
fast. Cutting would help
speed the tempo.
Exploitation
For the benefit of
your women folks play up the story
as one of those "great lover" aftion

move very

with the hero a stage favorite
finally forsakes his many admirers to return to his wife. Use
Lew Cody's name and others:
Marceline Day, Dorothy Phillips,
fairs

who

Malcolm MacGregor.
.. .John Stahl; satisfactory
Authors. .Maurice Hennequin-Felix
Du Quesnel.
Benjamin Glazer
Scenario

Direction.
.

Cameramen

Tony Gaudio-Max

Fabian.

Good
Photography
New York Locale
5,702 feet Length

Good
England
6,624

feet

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

J!

The Gag Man
By

Luther

SAM MINTZ,
producers realize

—

story.

successful gag man must be
a thorough student of psychology of
laughter and its reaction on audiFundamentally, he must posences.
sess a practical knowledge of the art
of story telling. This knowledge will
enable him to inject legitimate laughs
that are not only in keeping with the
story, but humor that will belong and
wmH add to the construction of the
photoplay.
The gag man has been recruited
from various sources. Writers from
the literary and newspaper field authors of vaudeville sketches and musical comedies have found a new out-

The

—

let

for their

The
differs

ums

work.

construction of the photoplay

from

largely

— the

its

sister

medishort

or

novel

drama,

story.

Certain

drama

is

humor in the novel
made applicable to

or
the
treatment.

only

through

special
of this method is vitally
important to the gag writer.
With the greater percentage of our

screen

pictures made along comedy lines, testifying to the universal appeal of
laughter, the clever gag man will
prove as valuable an asset as other
permanent factors in the process of

picture-making.

Ghersted to "Shoot"
Harry Ghersted has arrived from
the Coast to do the camera work on
the first Gloria Swanson
Bernard Mo^re will be
yet untitled.

picture, as

his assistant.

New

Title

Another

Chosen

Blonde"

from

B>

''Lots''

Japanese, means life
according to one of
our friends. So Jin is also the name
of one of the screen's busiest character actors.
*

\

has '^een

*

Pierre Gendron,

*

who

left the Uni-

Oscar Eagle, who was a

\

di-

rector in the old World Film
days, is now directing Broadtvay productions.
Clyde Fillmore is being used in his latest cast.

have;

*

*

"The Life Story of Valentino" served as the subject of
a Duluth sermon.

Talking

serial

of

cently
been recuperating at
Springs, W. Va.

stars,

much

attention is being paid
to
Allene Ray's plans for
long-distance swimming on the
Allene is a real swimmer, not the beach variety.
*

*

Olga Printzlau's

*

Al Cormier,

who

play,

Briant,

vaudeville
sketch
writer, has joined the ranks of the
new members of the Famous Players' scenario staff.
Other newcomers
are Ted Shane, a Columbia University graduate, who was motion picture
critic on "The New Yorker"; P. G.
Wodehouse, the English writer, and
Max Marcin, playwright. Herman
Mankiewicz, who has been on the
Coast, has rejoined the Eastern staff.

Make Additions
Additions to the cast of "Love 'Em
and Leave 'Em" are Osgood Perkins
Vera Sisson and Elise Cavanna.
Evelyn Brent has replaced Esther
Ralston, who has been called to the

title

of the story

Coast.

ing.

It

is

is

by Howard f
The screen pla^k

Kii

being completed

by Becky

Garlii

Raymond

Harris and

Sam

S.

trade paper field a f'ew years ago, has returned from an extensive stay in Europe
Klem to Write Scenario
He has no intentions of returning to
Philip Klein, son of the late Charthe industry.
les Klein, is coming East to write
*
*
the scenario of "The Music Master.''
Dan Doherty of the Fox pubThe stage play was written by his
licity staff is buying sentimental
father.
The picture version will bei
jewelry.
He will be married
directed by Allan Dwan.
on Oct. 5 to Helene Williams of
left the'

Brooklyn.
^

*

Brenon is
Tover in charge
bert

Carmel Myers Here
Forty-seven powerful arcs, furnishCarmel Myers has arrived from ing 60,000,000 candle power, were
She is at used on the Mardi Gras scenes of
the Coast on a vacation.
"God Gave Me Twenty Cents." Herthe Ambassador.

:ork

iiidti

Fried Shooting Exteriors

^

.Abe Fried is here from the Coast
to shoot exteriors for "Bertha, th{
Sewing Machme Girl," which wil

dn-eeted by Irving Cummings
Madge Eellamy, Alan Simpson anc

be

Paul Nicholson are

in

the

cast.

Add Dorothy Hughes
Dorthy Hughes, a D. W. Griffil
discovery, who was in "The So!^
rows of Satan," has been added tt
the cast of "The Popular Sin," beinf
with Leo directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

Colt

directing,
of photography.

tiglt,

Rogers Returns

Make

least

Howard Emmett Rogers,

Cast Additions

Helen Rowland and Diana Kane
have been added to the cast of "Not
Herbert," which went into production
this week for First National, with
Howard Higgin directing. Charles
Berner is the assistant director, with
John W. Boyle in charge of the photography. Al Wetzel, Akeley cameraman, is also doing some work on

writer o Rhe
originals and continuities, has retun
ned from Calgary, Canada, where h!
worked with the Thomas Meighai
unit

^jj

on "The Canadian."

i^^^^

Marcia Harris in Cast
Marcia Harris has been added t<
the cast of "Love 'Em and Leav
'Em." Frank Tuttle is directing, witl

Mathews

the picture.

Russell

Lachman with Ingram
Harry Lachman, who has worked
on several Rex Ingram productions,

Benchley Titling Kane Film
Robert Benchlev is writing th
titles for Robert T. Kane's film en,
titled, "The Prince of Tempters."

as

assistant.

A

libel

..t.

,,jj
jn

sailed yesterday for
will be production

probably be filmed
47 Arcs

Ca

Car

:':

Wells As "Extra"
Quarterback," an original by How- here from the Coast to "shoot" atFrank Wells, son of H. G. Wells, ard Emmett Rogers and W. O. Mc- mosphere for "The City."
and Hugh Geehan. The adaptation was writnovelist,
English
the
Brooke, son of ClifTord Brooke, En- ten by Ray S. Harris. The cast inglish stage director, are gaining pic- cluded Riclfard Dix, Esther Ralston,
Mai St. Clair's Next
ture experience by doing "extra" Harry Beresford, Robert W. Craig
Mai St, Clair's next story will be
work in "God Gave Me Twenty Mona Palma, Allen Davis and Ruby an original featuring Lya de Putti.
Cents," which is being directed by Blaine.
It will be for Paramount and will

Use

111,-

an original

Emmett Rogers.

•••••> ••>*

Herbert Brenon.

\

White Sulphur

Nice, where he
manager on the
picturized for First National under
next Ingram production, "The GarFrances Agnew Titling
the title of "The Charleston Kid."
Elmer with Fox
den of Allah." John F. Seitz, who
Frances Agnew is writing titles fcj
Clarence Elmer, formerly casting has photographed all the Ingram "Summer Bachelors," which was
d|
Handling Kane Publicity
director of the Robert T. Kane Prod., "specials," will be unable to make the rected by Allan
Dwan.
Publicity for the Robert T. Kane has joined Fox as an assistant to Al- European trip and his successor will
*.•>>>>•>,>>•,•,»,.#.»>>...>,•>•«*
Prods., is now being handled by lan Dwan.
be named shortly.
j>
Harry Reichenbach, who has reopened his offices in the Strauss Bldg.
Finish "The Quarterback"
ft
Valentine in East
ft
Work has been completed on "The
Joe Valentine, Fox cameraman, is ft

chosen as the new

[oi
)?

Start September 20th
"Paradise for Two," starring Richard Dix, will go into production Sept.
20th, with Gregory La Cava directil

diner,

Merle Johnson of Pathe made Dr.
George Gerhard, who was the New Williafn Rosen baiwi step lively in
York Evening World film critic for the national veterans' tennis tourseveral months, is now devoting much nament.
"Doc" was an old doubles
time to two serial stars, Gene Tun- partner of Ralph Ince.
ney and Jack Dempsey.
*
*
*
He is on
the sports staff or the New York
Lively Regina Crewe
is
writing
Morning World and is "covering" the "pieces for the papers" for Sam
two fight camps.
Wood, her newest publicity account.
Briant Joins Writers

Jl

story, which will be)i
the Coast.
Reed, who reunderwent an operation, has

i

*

Ray

to

made on

"Window
versity of Chicago for the make-wp
box, is now represented on Broad- Panes," may reach Broadway, with
way.
His play, "Kept," is being Charles L. Wagner as the producer.
presented by Chamberlain Brown.

who was

Adolphe Menjou

RALPH WILK

in
SOandJIN,"
death,

Knowledge

"Just

Little

Reed,

Coast

to

started the direction of "New York''*j
Sept. 20, has been assigned the neJa lu

seri-

ously the" value of humor in their
productions, there lias arisen an enigmatic character in the industry the
"gag man." Recently the more dignified "comedy constructionist" monicker has been attached to this inHis duties pertain to the
dividual.
weaving of comedy into the serious
drama and creating general laughs
throughout the progression of the
picture

A

Paramount Eastern Studio

Scenario Dept.,

BECAUSE

Reed

land

at

the

Long

« DIRECTOR
:.t

§

ol

PHOTOGRAPHY

QVAUTY

SPEED

^^

ACCURACY

Is-

•ilh

studio.

^
Warner Baxter Headed for Coast
Warner Baxter is en route to the §
Coast.

—

ft

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"THE CANADIAN"

—

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS
M-G-M Buys French
M-G-M has purchased
jhts

to

"reach

"Le

novel

Jetta

screen

Notiveau Deluge,"
by Madame ^oelle

Working in A. C. A. Picture
Working in "God's Great Wilderess," fifth American Cinema Assoc,
slease, are Lillian Rich, Mary Carr,
Simpson,

Tom

Goudal's

Harvey E. Qausman

Roger Manning with Famous

Next

Edwin Carewe

Priscilla

By

FILM

Hill Writing

Roger Manning, formerly producJctta Goudal's next picture for Dc
"Fighting Love," has been tion manager at F.B.O. has signed
Mille,
adapted for the screen by Beulah a contract as a unit business manager
Marie Dix from a novel by Rosita with i'aramount, according to an anNils Olaf Chrisandery the nouncement from B. P. Schulberg.
Forbes.
director, will handle the His first work will be with "'Wings."
Swedish
new
megaphone, and 'Victor \'arconi i.s
Carewe Leases Space
the leading man.

and

Bates

WV^^
^^^^ AND WEEKLY
DIGEST

NEWSPAPER

o/'FILMDOM

Novel
the

-oger.

Russell

:Sf<>

rection"

Dean on Location

the

at

will

Robert

Hill,

Westerns

Universal director

who

just recently completed "The Return
of the Riddle Rider," is now busy
writing.
He has sold three Westerns
to William Lord Wright, supervisor
of Westerns at Universal which are
being filmed with F"red Humes as the

star.
They are "That's My Boy,"
make "Resur- "True Blue" and "Let's Go."

Tec-Art

Studios

in

Hollywood.

Ruggles Directing "The Collegians"
Wesley Ruggles has finished proWarners Sign Clark
duction on the fourth of Universal
Baggott Shooting Exteriors
Warner Bros, have signed Edward series of two reel featurettes "The
King Baggott has taken his "Down dios for location work in the Santa
Clark, playwright and scenarist, under Collegians."
Stretch" company to the new Cruz Islands.
e
John Bowers is the a new contract
to write exclusively
1,000,000 dollar race track at Aurora, leading man.
for them.
East on "Uncle Tom" Exteriors
Marion Nixon and
11., for exteriors.
Jack Lawton, location manager and
obcrt Agnew are featured in the
from
Cruise
MacLean Back
En Route to New York
Frank Messenger, assistant director
icture which is for Universal.
Douglas MacLean has returned
Patsy Ruth Miller accompanied by on Universals "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
from
a vacation cruise and will soon her parents and brother is en-route are in St. Louis and Cairo, 111., to
Carmel Myers En Route East
for Paramount
to New York.
select locations for levees and cotton
Carmel Myers is en route to New start another picture
fields.
ork after finishing work in "The
Hall Opposite Bebe Daniels
Bessie Love in De Mille Film
'nderstanding Heart," M-G-M proBessie Love has been signed for the
Adapting "The Auctioneer"
James Hall will play the lead opuction.
L. G. Rigby, Fox scenarist who
posite Bebe Daniels in "Stranded in feminine lead in "Rubber Tires" De
Paris," which Arthur Rosson will di- Mille production which Alan Hale has just finished the screen version
Sally Rand in "Man Bait"
of "The Monkey Talks," has now
Ethel Doherty and will direct.
Sally Rand has been added to the rect for Famous.
been assigned to adapt "The AuctionLouise Long are preparing the sceist of "Man Bait," the Marie PreParamount Signs Dancer
eer."
3st starring picture which Donald nario.
Jean De Navelle, Parisian dancer,
risp is producing for Metropolitan.
has been signed to a long-term conDunlap Directing Jones
Chadwick Starts One
tract
Scott
Dunlap has been signed to
by
Jesse
L.
Lasky.
The
tranSills'
Cast
'Sunshine of Paradise Alley," b\sed
Join Milton
direct Buck Jones' next. "Desert ValAdditions to the cast of "Men of ipoin the famous stage success, "IShe saction was completed by cable.
ley" adapted from the novel by Jacke Dawn," Milton Sills' starring veId Homestead," has gone into pjo
Mel Brown Gets New Story
son Gregory.
cle for First National, include Al- diiction for Chadwick.
Mel Brown will direct "The Four
a Bennett, Natalie Kingston and
Flusher," by Caesar Dunn, for Uni*'illiam "V. Mong.
SuJjp©ning..Xiofinne Griffith

dward Coxen.

Dean, Director Paul Powand the "Jewels of Desire" company have left the Metropolitan stuPriscilla

ell,

versal.

Colton Remaining with

M-G-M

John Colton, scenarist and playremain with M-G-M for
east another year, during which
be he will write two originals.
right, will

Cast for ""Valencia"
Cast for "Valencia" includes

EDWADD

Supporting Corinne Griffith in "The
Lady in Ermine," her next production
Howards to Direct Schildkraut
for First National, are Einar Hanson,
William K. Howard will direct
Francis X. Bushman, 'Ward Crane "The Country Doctor," with Rudolph
Charles Sellon, Jane Keckley and Schildkraut, for DeMille.
Bert Sprotte. James Flood is directing.

MARSHALL
0RIGlNAL9-C0NTlNUnV-

Columbia Borrows Dorothy PhilUps
Dorothy Phillips has been loaned
to Columbia by M-G-M to play the
featured role in "The Better Way."

Mae

ADAPTATION?- CiACf r.

Horner Workinj; on Third
Lloyd Hughes, Roy D'Arcy
Robert
J. Horner has started pro
ax P5arwyn, Michael "Visaroff and
ichael "Vavich.
H. Bruce Hinnber- duction on the third of the series Earl Metcalf is playing opposite her
jne will assist Director Dimitri "Cheyenne Trails" and is now on and Ijovid Felman is directing.
uchowetzki and Percy Hilburn will location at Big Bear. This is for the
Campbell Joins Bachmarm
the camera work on this M-G-M Pawnee Bill, Jr., series.
Lloyd Campbell, who has been cutcture.
ting "Our Gang" comedies for the
Completing "Mama Kiss Papa"
Warner
Bros.
are
completing past few years, has taken charge of
camera work on "Mama Kiss Papa," the cutting department of the J. G.
the cast of which includes George Eachmann organization.
Sidney, Louise Fazenda, Vera Gordon,
John Arthur in Stage Role
Natt Carr, Helene Costello, Jane
Johnny Arthur will temporarily
Winton, Arthur Lubin and William
urray,

Strauss.

Herman Raymaker

is

direct-

ing.

FOX STUDIOS ^^t
wmmmmmmmmmmmgmm
A FIVF REEL CONTINUITY
BEATS

A FOUR-A-DAY DATE

The Life of Los Angeles

leave Educational to play in the stage
production of "The Butter and Egg
Man" booked for -a-ios -Aagdes the-

i
!

Centers at the
|

Ambassador's

(

ater.

Start

"Flames

of

Paradise"

Directing Lloyd Hamilton

"Flames of Paradise," featuring
Meade, has gone into production

I'Cent

Tom

for Popular Pictures,
directing. The flayers include

Gibson
Joseph

William Goodrich (Roscoe Arbuchas finished directing Lloyd
Hamilton's latest comedy.

kle)

Tamous

Gareth Hughes, Robert"" ;;;Cast_Qf.J'_Dan&erpus,F-riends
The cast of "Dangerous Friends,"
McKim, Myles McCarthy, Sally Long
Rosemary Theby, Gordon Standing Banner Prod., includes T. Roy
Barnes, Majorie Gale, Gertrude Short
and George Magrill.
and Arthur Hoyt. The scenario and
continuity are by Charles Logue and
O'Connor Directing Gotham Film
Swickard,

Finis

PIAIA
Hollyinootl,

Califomp

Fox

is

original by

of

the

James

-<^»-

the director.

Night," Gotham
Prod., is under way with Frank
Joan Crawford in "Taxi Dancer"
Connor doing the megaphone work.
Joan Crawford has been selected
It is being made under supervision of for the
feminine lead in Harry MilRenaud Hoffman. The story is an lard's forthcoming M-G-M production

"Heroes

Cocoanut Grove

C

J.

Tynan.

"The Taxi Dancer."

!

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.
f

College Night Every Friday
I

;

1
in

t

THE

DAILY

10

Buck Jones

"The Flying Horseman"
Fox-

corking FINE WESTERN REPLETE WITH THRILLS. COMEDY AND GENUINE HUMAN
INTEREST ANGLES.
CERTAIN TO DELIGHT ANY AUDIENCE.
Star.

.

.

Wliolcsome type

.

destined

to

of hero

strengthen

larity witli the kids

his

and

popu-

when they

see

picture

who

are the most

natural group of youngsters.

They

render Jones ideal support. Gladys
McConnell, pretty but unimpor^^ant

Walter C. Percival, the
usual villain.
Others Bruce Covington, Hank Mann, Harvey Clark.

as the

girl.

Vestcr Pegg, Jos. Rickson.

Type

.. .Western; adapted
Brand's "Dark Rosaleen."
Here's a story that might
readily have resulted in an ordinary w-estern w'ith a horse race finish for its main attraction, but quite
to the contrary it furnishes a reentertainment, really delightful
plete with human interest, comedy
and fine thrills.
Director Orville
Dull makes quite a showing with

Story.

of

Max

from

what

apjiarently his first effort.
The comedy antics of the eight
boys make for some realistic business that is certain to endear the
picture to the hearts of small boys
and it vi'ill also serve to make Buck
is

Jones

more

popular

with

them.

story tells of how Buck befriends the eight kids and their

The

fatlier

who

is

being

hounded

by

manager

of the ranch upon
which he occupies a hut. Col. Savary, owner of the ranch, docs not
know that Ridley is out to get his
ranch and his daughter. June, as
well.
Bucks clears up the

Ridley,

How

and makes
happy makes for fine
tion and comedy.
difficulties

everbody
thrills,

ac-

Box

Office Angle. .. .Fine entertainment. Should certainly please and
amuse your patrons.

Exploitation. ... You can enlist your
local boy scout organization for cooperation in this one. In the picture Buck instructs the eight boys
in the rules of the scouts and buys
them uniforms. The scout code is
used at various times and you can
undoubtedly get your local boys
to help you exploit the picture
Promise Jones' admirers a genuine
treat in his latest.

Direction

shows

Orville Dull
fine

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

promise

Max Brand
Gertrude Orr
Joe August

—Ben

Ellbee Pictures

Wilson

—State

PLOT AND THRILLS. SOME
GOOD FIGHT SCENES AND
CAPABLE. ACTING PUT IT
OVER

Cast.... Alan Roscoe as a Sergeant
of the Northwest Mounted is in the
limelight, and scores with an im-

pressive

performance.
Faire

plays

a

Virginia
halfbrecd

Robert

lots of color.

McKim

the

polished villain.
Mildred
Harris as his wife is appealing. AI
Ferguson as a halfbreed puts up a
striking performance as a bad man
is

Type

of Story. .. .Melodrama of the
North
Woods.
Adapted
from
James Oliver Curwood's story
Here is a typical story of the snow-

country that

is

alive

w-ith

action

and counterplot.
In fact it
becomes almost a weakness, for it
is sometimes difficult to follow the
various windings of the story. But
the acting is of a good calibre
throughout, and it all combines
plot

to

make

a

very

colorful
story.
stories interwith lots of intrigue inthe fight for the love of

There are several love
twined,
volving
the two

women.

The main theme

with the efforts of the sergeant to save his young brother
from the wiles of the halfbreed girl.
Minetaki. To break up the affair,
he flirts with her, and falls madly
in love.
When his young brother
discovers the state of affairs, he
is heartbroken.
The halfbreed girl
is accused of a murder.
She esdeals

capes, and it becomes the sergeant's job in the line of duty to
find her and bring her back.
This
he does, at great personal risk.
It
all works up to a highly dramatic
pitch.
But everything works out
all right when the commandant informs him that the real murderer
has confessed.
So their romance
is cleared, and they face the future
happily together.
Meanwhile tho
young brother finds the wife o5
the villain whom he loved before
marriage freed of her incumbrance
by death, so everybody is joyful,
typical Curwood story, with all
the fights, suspense and romance
that the thrill lovers crave.
It
holds the interest, and will please

A

without any difficulty.
character parts lend a

mosphere

to

the

Some
lot

of

fine
at-

production.

Box

Office Angle
North Woods
tale furnishes good entertainment
with a clean, strong story.

Exploitation.

..

.Play

up

Northwest

Mounted which always has appeal
Also tie-up with Curwood's book
Feature fight between
brothers over a halfbreed girl.
Direction
Stuart Paton; fine
publication.

Author

....

Scenario

Cameraman

Locale

Good Photography
The West Locale

"West

Rights

Length

4,971 feet.

Length

End"
Rayart

.

.

—State

Rights

mc

look like Wallace Reid.
He
does resemble him slightly.
Not
over sure of himself.
Gladys Hulette has little to do as the girl
and Clarence Burton is the usual
self-satisfied villain.
Others Joseph Girard.
Lincoln .Steadman,
to

Martha Mattox,

Type

Story.

of

Wm.
..

H. Turner.

.Railroad

melo-

"The Warning Signal" ap-

drama.

parently has been fashioned for exhibitors
playing to small
non-critical audiences
and

ably

can

enough

obtained

be
to

business in

town,
prob-

warrant

reasonablj'
satisfactory

own

It

its

class.

is

a

melodramatic

concoction
rather
poorly constructed and relying on a
series of thrills, rather than a well
developed suspense, for its action.
It is a trite plot and the schooled
picture-goer will sense the ending
well in advance of the denouement.
Here again there is a hero, son of
a rich

raihvay magnate,

make good on

who would

road by
working from the ground up. He
works incognito and his success so
his father's

arouses the ire of the superintendent that when hero turns in plans
for a radio signal device the superintendent forwards it to the president under his own name.
Hero
happens to be in love with an engineer's daughter and the superintendent has been forcing his attentions
gives him a
beating for annoying the girl and
afterwards is transferred to a lonely signal post while the girl's father
The villain's trickis discharged.
ery prevents the signal working at
this point and the president's spe-

upon the

cial

girl.

Hero

through headed for a

flies

col-

Hero

gets out his radio
signal, it works and saves the exHero then discloses his
press.
identity, the rascal is caught and
dad turns over the presidency to
lision.

Office

Angle.... For the small

town theater

this

may

fill

the

bill

Al

Follows

in
the hero's welf
footsteps.
He chases and
battles until the climax calls it quits
and another western falls into line

known

Cast.. ..Little Billy Lamar, as hero'jjcast
pal, is a cute youngster who adds
a refreshing and fairly new angk
to the old western.
The kids wil
delight in seeing Billy use his sling- bra
shot.
Pauline Curley hasn't anj isl
more to do than the western herO'
ine ever does.
Tom London ii Gu'
the bad man of the outfit.
tlie

ype

Type

of Story

Western. The oh
reliable western is about the mos
persistent brand of entertainmen
on the market. And with all thi

thai;

competition it doesn't seem to dis oil
courage the ever increasing numbe ha
of releases.
There must be a rea^ Hur
son. Jack Perrin is another of thl conr
cowboy heroes "doing his stuff.'
In "West of the Rainbow's End,'
a title that sounds like the name o m

a new song ballad, he bamboozle
the villain as cowboy heroes wi ibou
do, wins the girl and calls it a da] tram
The plot is the regulation formul
without variations.
The only ex
ception, perhaps, is the introductio) oltk
of the kid, Red, who is hero's pa
and ever ready to pop the ol am
slingshot into action and help her lersi
ge
out of a tight spot.
It seems tW
old ranch had been taken over b leol
villain after he had killed hero':
father.
The son returns fro» ev(

(cro(

liired

n'liik

liten

to

lector

It

France only to find another wa
awaiting him in the person of Bran
don, the usurper.
Hero teases hi

man

into action, gives

him enoug

rope to hang himself and when h
is good and ready turns
Brando
over to the sheriff. There is a gii
on the^side line all the time read
for the clinch finish.
.

BejM

PoiC

Wla

Office Angle.
.The usual wes:
ern entertainment.
All right fc

ski

.

in

your program.
Exploitation

Exploitation.
.The title fully implies
the kind of story they mav expect
and you can tell them it deals with
the ambition of the hero, son of a
railroad president, to work his way
A train
lip on his father's road.
crash, a prize fight and several
good scraps provide the action
No well known names so you will
have to use catchlines and play up
the title.
.

Direction

Star

Fi

itar.

OS

*rtj

adequately.
.

Charles Hunt-

fair.

tion,

Fair amount
some good comedy

pleasing hero

of

ai

bits,

— the picture has
,

if

it

Uli
ij

the)

your requiremen
"West of the Rainbow's End" ca
go down on your schedule. Jac
Perrin may have a following
play up his name and display t\
regulation ad sheets and stills
your lobln-.

all

U]

suits

So';

in a;
Tifl-ll

.

Direction

Bennett Cohe:

sm'table.

Author

Victor Roussei
'(111

A. B. Barringer

Scenario

A. B. Barringer

Cameraman

Wm.

Tuer.'!

Photography

Good Photography ........ Not very good
Locale
Western town
Locale
Length

S]

T'

TINE HEROICS.

Box

his sen.

Box

s:

Tl

.

Woods

5,976 feel

of the Rainbow's

SOME GOOD COMEDY TOUCHES
STRENGTHEN TRITE
PICTURE; IT MAY STAND
THE TEST OF A NON-CRITI- WESTERN FORMULA. JACK
CAL CROWD.
PERRIN A PLEASING HERO
Cast.
Kent Meade a mildly impresWHO
HAS THE USUAL ROUsive hero who strives strenuously

James Oliver Curwood Author
Not credited Scenario
Not credited Cameraman
North

1926

19,

Jack Perrin in

HODGE PODGE MELODRAMA
Dist. — Rayart State Rights
THAT COVERS A LOT OF
NORTHWEST MOUNTED GROUND IN ITS COLLECSTORY CRAMMED WITH TION OF THRILLS. RATHER
POORLY PUT TOGETHER

with

Cast....Tlie press sheet doesn't give
their names but there are eight kids
this

Prod.

Brown

this one.

in

"The Warning Signal"

"The Wolf Hunters"

in

Sunday, September

5,207 feet.

Length

Daisy Ke

Wm.

Thorn!

Gd ^1
The W<
4,830 fe

tit.

:

THE
Sunday, September

19,

am
Leo Maloney

^5^

DAILV

1926

"Dancing Days"

in

"The High Hand"

Bill

11

Cody

Reed Howes

in

"Moran

"The Galloping Cowboy"

Preferred

in

of the Mounted"

MORAL FOR NEGLECTED
Associated Exhibitors
Rayart—State Rights
WIVES
THAT
WENDS
ITS
TYPE WESTERN WITH RATH- THE OLD "MOUNTY" YARN
iIGH AND MIGHTY HERO
MALONEY WAY THROUGH ATTRAC- ER INCOHERENT PLOT. AGAIN, BUT BUILT UP WITH
STUFF WITH
TURNING OFF A SERIES OF TIVE JAZZ BUSINESS AND BILL CODY A DASHING SORT UNUSUALLY STRONG SUSSERVES TO KEEP AN AUDIOF COWBOY PERFORMER PENSE IT TAKES ON A
STUNTS THAT MAKES THE
ENCE
INTERESTED AND WHO MAY KEEP HIS AUDI- LEASE OF LIFE NEW
AND
TWO VILLAINS LOOK LIKE
AMUSED.
SHOULD KEEP AUDIENCES
ENCES INTERESTED WHEN
AMATEURS. GOOD FAN
Cast..Helene Chadwick, quite pleasINTERESTED.
THE STORY DOES NOT.
FARE.
Pathepictures

upper hand all the
time and takes a keen delight in
prolonging the final heating that he
has in store for the pair of vilGood hero type.
lains.

tar....

Has

the

;ast....Paul Hurst fine for the type
he portrays, that of dance hall
"bouncer" and hired gunman. Murdock Mac Quarrie suitable as the
Josephine Hill
brains of the plot.
hero's insipration in going after
Others Whitehorse,
the plotters.
is

Dick La Reno,
"The
'ype of Story. .. .Western.
High Hand" is good entertainment
as westerns go and perhaps it

Gus

Saville,

boasts of a trifle stronger story
than the average. The introduction
of the smart Alec gunman and his
boasting affords an amusing twist.
Hurst does this role very well. Of
course, hero Leo Maloney has the
high hand all the way along but
his method of attack is unusual
and gives the conniving old Shaler
(crooked realtor) plenty to worry
about before he plays his last
Chris Doble is Shaler"?
trump.
hired gunman who does his bidding
while Shaler himself is the brain?,
Old man Oaks had
of the team.
been ruined by Shaler when along
came hero Leo, saw Oak's daughter and found in her an inspiration
to get the man who ruined Pop
Leo becomes the mysterious "collector" who robs Shaler and Doble
at every turn and leaves a receipt,
Leo consigned "the collector."
tinues on his rampage until the
crooks, thinking he is the notorious

gunman, Tex Lonergan,

hire

him

They play
to get the "collector."
right into hero's hand and the rest
Hero then turns over to
is easy.
Pop Oaks the amount that Shaler
had taken from him and hero satisfies himself with Pop's daughter
as a reward.
ox Office Angle.

entertainment.
thrills

..

Has

.Good western
all

the action

and gun play that they look

for.

You can talk al)0ut
hero's brand new method of making a villain pay for his misdeeds.
They'll like the variation and you
can say that Maloney is a first rate:
Notes distributed about and
hero.
signed by "the collector," might
Pathe ofarouse their curiosity.
jfers a press sheet replete with exploitation ideas.
ic{>loitation.

rection
satisfactory
;4ithor
I

enario

•

meraman

]

otography

.

.

.

Leo Maloney

•

ing as the young wife who tries out
a new method of avoiding a divorce.
Lillian Rich, the jazz bab\
wlio doesn't prove a successful
vamp. Forrest Stanley, the suscep-

husband. Others Robert Agnew, Gloria Gordon, Sylvia Ashtor
tible

and Thomas Ricketts.

Type

of Story. .. .Domestic drama
Lillian Loring Charlestons her way
into
Ralph Hedman's heart but

Alice Hedman's clever head work
sees to it that Lillian trips before
she manages to become Mrs. Hedman, the second. "Dancing Days"
contains a neat little moral for
wives whose husbands arc inclined
to stray from the home fires.
The
old Charleston does its trick and
nearly wrecks the Hedman home
but the jazz girl reckons without a
wife who knows how to hold a
husband.
Her method is simple
and based on the old slogan about
"giving a man enough rope and
he'll
hang himself."
So when
Ralph admits his love for the
dancing Lillian and asks for his
freedom, his wife allows him a
year of probation in which time he
is to continue
his affair but keep

up appearances

at

The

home.

max comes when Ralph
seriously

and

is

cli-

taken

wife

nvu'ses
his
During his
him back to health.
convalescence she invites Lillian to
live in their home and her jazzmania soon drives Ralph to distraction and he realizes that he
still
loves his wife.
The manner
ill

in which they bring about the reunion of husband and wife seems
a bit extreme but then some folks
enjoy extremes. Alice's car crashes
into Ralph's and when they regain
consciousness thej' wake up to face
each other.

Star.
of

.

.

.

appeal to the admirers
Has -a pleasing

VVill

cowboy

heroes.

personality and manages to capitalize on it all the way through.

Cast.... All suitable types, includes
Alex Hart, Edmund Cobb, Barney
Gilmore, Florence Ulrich, Richard

Cimimings, David Dunbar.
of Story
Western.

Type

as actual story material

ed "The Galloping
into

the

rut

Cowboy"

far
falls

conventional

the

of

As

concern-

is

western with all the well known
characters and situations on hand
and working out in the ultimate
fashion
of
the
hero-villain-girl
formula.
There is, however, one
angle to the affair that gives it a

shade of newness and that

is the
introduction of hero's weapon of
defense.
Instead of the old sixshooter, or the knife, hero relies
solely upon the use of his Australian stock whip and it serves to deal
out beatings to villain and other

unwelcome comers.
in

whip

and

is

long
patron of
the

regular

the

Cody

Bill

manoeuvering

adept

westerns will find something out
Bill Cody
of the ordinary in this.
heroes in fine style and his personality is another successful asset
offsetting

in

the

hackneyed

old

western plot. Bill is suspected of
being the desperado. Poncho, and
suspicion

points

he loves and

girl

by

Bill's

cousin.

him

toward

every move he inakes.
has a time of it trying

Bill

win

to

.

.

ing opportunities.

Cast

Includes J.
P.
Virginia
Warwick,

Suitable.

McGowan,

Sheldon Lewis, Bruce Gordon, BilFraney and Harry Semels.
Type of Story. .. .Drama. Director
ly

Harry

Brown

J.

an effective
pense into

has injected such

atmosphere
this

of

mounted

suspolice

story that the aged old yarn about
"get your man" really assumes
new life and renewed entertainment value. Instead of basing all
on hero's pursuit of his man more
stress is given to the mysterj' surrounding the murder of the wicked
Lamont, owner of the supply post.
The development is so well done
and the gulity one so nicely guarcL
ed that suspicion is cast upon several of the characters and with
enough apparent evidence to convict any or all.
The work-out is
interesting and logical. The method by which the police force the
guilty one to confess offers and
interesting form of third degreo
grilling.
The actual story concerns the adventures of policeman

Moran who

is

suspected of having

Lamont, father of the girl
he loves. Moran, aware of a quarrel between Lamont and an Indian
killed

trader, suspects the Indian of hav-

ing committed the murder.
Moran
out in his canoe to trail his
man and captures him. The Indian declares his innocence but admits having been in the cabin all
the time of the inurder and having
seen the man who struck Lamont.
The evidence narrows down to a
French trapper over whose head
Lamont had long held a forged
Iiaper which would have convicted
the trapper of another crime. Thus
Moran gets his man, is cleared and
wins Lamont's daughter.

Bill is due for capture.
escapes and hits the trail
of the real Poncho who turns ou'
to be none other than Bill's cousin

He

who

.I^ikable but role doesn't realprovide him with any outstand-

in

who is also lover'
Comes a crucia'

also rescues the girl

ly

also
the

moment when

Bill

Star.

ha?

set

had been kidnapped by Poncho's
gang and recovers the stolen
Box Office Angle
Entertaining.
money. This leaves Bill with noth
especially for those who enjoy the
ing to do but marry the girl.
jazz atmosphere.
Box Office Angle. .. .Ordinary westExploitation. .. .Play up the novelty
ern, but for the crowd that admires Box Office Angle
Good average*
in the method employed by the
westerns perhaps the introduction
entertainment.
Effective suspense,
wife who found a new way to
of the stock whip and Bill Cody'.^.
strong asset.
break up her husband's afTair with
performance will help it along.
explains itself
Exploitation.
.. .Title
a dancing girl.
Use catchlines in- Exploitation. .The title is borne out
so you shouldn't have to do much
.

viting local wives to see the picture and discover a brand new way
to keep their husbands in tow. Use

Helene Chadwick's name. She has
not appeared in many pictures recently so you might arouse some
interest by promising a pleasing
performance in this.
Direction

.\lbert J. Kelly:

satisfactory.

Author
Ford I. Beebc Scenario
Ford I. Beebc
Paul Gangelin.
Hal Mohr Cameraman
Good Photography

]

cale

The West Locale

1

ngth

5,679 feet.

Length

J.

Dorothy

J,

Bell

.^rzncr-

that

nipulating of the whip will furnisb
Boys w 1'
a new angle of interest.
be interested in seeing how Bil'

You might ,ge*
tricks.
by talking about it and
running a trailer showing how hr
does

them

his
in

uses it.
Direction

Wm.

Craft:

J.

satisfactory

Buffingtor

Author

.A.dele

Scenario

Adele Buffington

Lyman Broening Cameraman
Good Photography
New York Locale
5,900 feet

.

hero Bill does plenty of
fast and fancy riding and his rna-

in

Length

Not
•

credited

•

talking

mounted
will

to let them
police yarn.

it's

a

Reed Howe<»

undoubtedly please the flapper

members

of 3'our clientele so play

him up as the good looking hero.
Stills and the usual trailer will ade(|uately serve for further

announce-

ments.

Harry

Direction

good
Author
Scenario

John
.

Cameraman

Length

J.

Browrj

F. Natteford

.

Good Photography
West Locale

4,639 feet

know

Wm.

Sann
Tuer?

Good
Canada
5,309 fee»

Sunday, September

New

Reviews of Some
"The

Jelly

—

Fish" Mermaid
Pirate Fun

— Educ'l

Cathedral of

St.

"Olgar's

Interesting, as Usual
comedy Type of production
reel scenic
1
Type of production. .1 reel magazine
One of the "International Series,"
made
been
has
effort
pretentious
A
interior
The first subject deals with Subunusual depicting for the first time
in this subject to work in
St. Paul's cathed- Fkipper Fashions, showing the little

Type

2 reel

of production

.

production and entertainment vahiis
not often found in the comedy shorts.
A big proportion of the footage is
devoted to scenes on a pirate ship.
The modern story is the opener,
which tells of Clarence, a jelly fish
tj'pe of young man who is bashfu'
and timid. At the Governor's party
he tries to please the host's daughter,
but only manages to make himself

by his awkward actions
almost ruins the party, and the

ridiculous

He

Governor
daughter

in disgust declares that his
will never marry such p.

fish.

jelly

Then

Clarence's

auni

champions him, and proudly tells tht
grea'
Clarence's
assemblage that
grandfather was a bold, bad pirate
Here the story takes up the pirati
sequences, which are well handlcc'
both in scenic qualities and acting

The

exploits

duing
handed

his

are
It is

stunts.

of

pirate

the

full

an

musical comedy

of

in

crew

mutinous

clever

subsingle

comedy

extravaganza of the
variety, and the pir

ate atmosphere is realistic and en
Fred Panghorn is fea
tertaining.
tured, and does his best work in thi
The kick come
pirate sequences.

when

story
Clarence into
asserts himself

the aunt concludes her

which has changed

"For the Love of Pete"
Hot Dog Cartoon Bray Prod.
Clever Cartoon

—

of production..! reel

animated

Walter Lantz, the cartoonist of
"Dinky Doodle" fame, starts this one
of? as the first of a new series featuring a new character, "Pete, the Pup."
The artist himself appears throughout
the footage with the cartoon draw-

ings, resulting in one of the most
original combination cartoons ever
Throughout,
offered in this field.
the ideas are original, and the gags

follow each other in profusion. The
discovers his pants have been
the only pair he possesses.
stolen

artist

—

calls Pete the Pup by
Here some
for assistance.
unique stunts are worked in combina
Pete is in the
tion cartoon technique.
midst of a bath. Annoyed at being
disturbed, he squirts water through
the phone which drenches the car
Finally
toonist on the other end.
sticking
appears in person
Pete
through the transmitter, and learns
what the artist wants of him. Then
the pup starts a neighborhod search
for a pair of pants, and returns sucamusing adventures.
after
cessful
Pete is a new and welcome addition
He's good.
to the cartoon characters.

He

immediately

phone

London.
subject, showing

ral

in

portant

historical

A
all

very interesting

most

the

relics

that

imrepose

The masthis British landmark.
sive and ancient architecture is shown
Altogether a carefully prein detail.
pared subject that will prove of greai
in

interest

enough

It
many.
to
to deserve a place

is

unusual

on the aver-

age screen.

"Around the World in 10 Minutes"
Fox Variety
Travelogue

Type of production. .1 reel travelogue
The views compiled hardly circle
the globe as the title would have you
believe but the compilation of scene?
offer an effective travelogue number
that included a variety of interesting
Scenes of
views of foreign lands.

Massachusetts seaports, New York.
Porto Rico come first with the locale
shifting to foreign ports that include
Sweden, Italy, the Orient, Africa
The scenes are all very interesting
and evidently selected with a view to
contrasting the difference in geographic location, climate and method.s
of building and living.
Good filler
for any program.

;.

regular he-man. He
clears the room with a handy sword
Out of
and kidnaps the daughter.
the ordinary run of comedy two-reelers, this offering should prove attractive where they are looking for something different.

Type

views of the famous

The Sketchograf— Cranfield & Clarke
Novelty Cartoon
Tyiie of production....! reel novelty
Ollendorf, the cartoonist, has created a clever subject that treats the
cartoon in an original manner.
He
draws his figures, and they fade into
human beings and go into comedy
action.
The scene is Coney Island
It is entirely away from the animated cartoon treatment, and affords
a distinct novelty that is very entertaining.
The winners of the beauty
contest are shown, they also bcng
treated with the cartoon idea, changing into flesh and blood figures. The.
reel is worked up in the comedy vein
and with the cartoon treatment maker,
an entertaining number.
Something
different.

society girls in Paris, and how they
are introduced to fashions and all the
fine society arts, such as polite conThe next feature shows
versation.

rope-climbing

which
of

360

rises
feet

at

Chimney

up to a
Half way up a

straight

Rock,

Boatman"— Blue Bird

and lands on the hood

falls

electric

roadster.

rock inside to take a

as

Pathe Review No. 38— Pathe
Clever Pantomime
Type of production..! reel magazine
It opens with a novelty skit featuring nothing but two pairs of feet,
entitled "Her's and His'n." There is
a mixup about an appointment, sc
when he shows up late the girl gets
Finally
peeved, and leaves him flat.
they make up. and the little romance
The
ends with two happy lovers.
foot pantomime is cleverly done, and
clearly
and with
story
the
tells
There follows another inhumor.
stalment of "The Lost Empire of
Africa," showing Count de Prorok's
expedition and some of their discov-

L

Universal
Original Gags
Neely Edwards has a tough time
as a real estate agent trying to com»
pete with his rivals.
They are al'l
after one prospect, waiting in the
office.
A mad scramble follows
get there first./ The rest of the ga _
ride on the trolley from which Neely

The
height sweet young widow who

"Devil's Head" juts out.
dizzy
to watch the
It makes you
climber doing his stunts as he hangs
The Review ends with "Bein space.
yond the Purple Pool," camera fantasy of the ballet dances at the Hollywood Bowl. First the practice work
of the Belcher Ballet is shown, proving that a male dancer must be an
dance ballet
to
athlete to be able
stunt numbers well. The training of
six-year old youngsters is interesting.
Then with the assistance of the
actual ballet
the
process camera,
work is transformed into a fairy fantasy, and we see the purple pool, the
land of children's fancy. Very beautiful effects are produced.

known

1926

Short Subjects

Pathe Review No. 37
Pathe

Pauls— Cranfield &

Clarke
Unusual Scenic

19,

ride.

of

driver

Neely

is

Intel

an;

is

invites

'Ai

a'

him|
de-ll"'"

pressed as the trolley with the rivals jW
rushes by, but he secures a trolleylw"
pole and rides on it at a mile-a-min-f""
ute pace and soon distances the trol-1
ley.

This stunt is a new one, and isj
with thrills and laughs.
But''
bumps into a hay wagon, and'

filled

he

arrives after the rest of the real estate boys at the office.
As the bos?
is firing him for being late, the prrspect steps out of the mob surrounding her. It is the widow of the elec
trie roadster.
She promptly infornif
him she has decided to marry him.
and asks him if the home sh.:^ has
picked out suits him.
surprise

A

kick in this ending, and lots ol Iiilarious happenings throughout the reel
make for good entert''invncnt. Edwards is stepping right along with a

comedy

line all his

own.
:^

"Flaming Ice"

— Life Cartoon—EducT

Interesting

Cartoon

Type

of production....! reel cartoon
It tells the drama in animated cartoon of big business and simple love
Percy Cutthroat runs the Cutthroat
Lumber Mills that make a specialtyito
of delivering portable bungalows by
air mail.
Some ingenious effects are
produced in views of the factory asi
it turns out the various
parts of th* tl

llSIl;

portable

bungalows.

The

Homq

Loving Mary sends in her order for
a home, and the boss starts the ma^
The reel con- chinery working to turn out one of
eries of ancient relics.
bungalows.
It is transcludes with Pathecolor views of a ivs model
ported
by
fleet of airplanes, and
a
Hungarian
peasholiday fete among
soon Mary is housekeeping in her
ants, the color work showing pleasnew home. Her sweetie calls, and
of
costumes
native
brilliant
the
ingly
A nicely balanced of- then Percy as the villain calls to colthe women.
lect for the bungalow.
The usual
fering.
battle, and then love triumphs, ant'

Mary is happy. It offers a different
slant on the animated with its origi"The Non Stop Bride"
nal method of treatment.
Educational
Fox Imperial Comedy
Funvy Animated
Good Laughs
Tyne of production..! reel animated
"Shadowland"— Cranfield & Clarke
.2 reel comedy
Felix the Cat finds himself in the Type of production.
Canadian Views
camp of a prizefighter, who is torArthur Houseman assumes the
lazy to train.
Felix solves the prob- brunt of the comedy responsibilities Type of production....! reel scenic
An interesting number in the
lem for the pug's trainer bv getting in "The Non Stop Bride" and manSeries,"
depicting
Radio
the fighter's goat so that he chaser ages to fare very well under the bur- "Roxy
him all over the countryside. Later den.
The gags are good and the Rothafel's (Roxy's) trip through the
the pugilist captures Felix, and use. titles arc corking.
The yarn is one Canadian Rockies with his radio
The mountains, rivers and
him for a punching bag. But Felix of those comedy flights with hero stars.
gets his revenge by securing the as
trying to evade a posse pursuing h'm lakes are gorgeous, and the photogThe "shadowsistance of a mule who engages in r as a horse thief.
Gene Cameron. raphy exceptional.
battle with the pug on the other sid*^ as Houseman's buddy, is suspected land" idea is well put over with beau-,
of the tent.
The pug thinks he is of having stolen the horse. He sees tiful effects produced by the reflec-;
slugging Felix, whose shadow alone a girl in swimming, gets into her tion of clouds and mountains in the
he sees.
This is the big laugh ii- clothes for a disguise, and from then lakes. Roxy himself is shown broad-

"Felix in

Gim Gems"— Pat Sullivan-

.

the cartoon, and

winds

is

well handled.

L

up with Felix counting ter
oyer the unconscious pug as (he niulc
kicks him for the count.

.

lie is mistaken
on the fun starts.
for a girl and some conventional but

nevertheless effective comedy
rived from the masquerade.

is

de-

casting in the woods, with all his
celebrated "family" of entertainers
around him. A high grade offering
that should find a wide appeal.
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Management

Theater Equipment and
By

'Atmospheric' Theater

Planned

at

Oshkosh

Interesting Features to Be Part
2,500 Seat House Planned

Wisconsin
"Atmospheric" theaters

of

for

is

the or-

der of the day. From the time Sid
Grauman launched the innovation
with his Egyptian, Los Angeles, up
to the present, the idea has taken
hold in theater construction, as a
means to provide the elevfient op newness and distinctiveness so much to
be desired, because of the competitive theater building activity under
way throughout the nation. Following is a description of an Italian
Garden theater, of the Renaissance
period of architecture, and one of
the most advanced types of "atmospheric" houses:

Oshkosh, Wis.
Capitol,

— Modeled

Chicago,

an

after the
"Italian Gar-

CHARLES

F.

HYNES

Don't Overlook This Bet

Device Aids Editing

nPHE new season is just getting into full swing. Theaters in Kinoskop Invented in Germany Eliminates Necessity of Screening
best dress, by virtue of pre-season improvements in appearin Cutting Process
ance and equipment, are approaching the high tide of the busiBerlin
Editing of films
will
be
ness year.
aided through a device patented here
If your house has been improved and your equipment brought called Kinoskop, which eliminates the
of screening.
The machine
up to date, you should cash in on it during the new season. Your necessity
is placed between two horizontal repatrons will appreciate the improvements, but make sure that the winders, which may be regulated to
any speed. A small electric bulb
new features of your house are brought to their attention.

—

lights the film, enlarged to a point
offers a forceful sales talk in putting over
which is said to portray the action
your house. Talk about your improvements, for the inclination clearly. By the simple process of
pushing a button, the editor may reto regard them as merely incidental to the entertainment you ar

Your equipment

minimizes appreciation.. In screen and newspaper advertising, tell your patrons what you have done and are doing to increase their comfort and enhance their enjoyment.
It will pay
selling,

you

box

at the

office.

on either side, giving the effect
of a palace standing in the midst of

the garden.
theater will be constructed by
ballroom on the third floor also
Paramount Theaters cirFischer's
will be modeled after an old Italian
of
:iiit,
as the newest in its chain
The garden.
Illinois and Wisconsin houses.
louse, which will be named Fischer's
Searchlight Sets New Record
Oshkosh, will cost around $800,000.
Culver City M-G-M claims the
The exterior will be modeled in most powerful searchlight ever conRenaissance style, with an ornate fa- structed as an aid to photography.
;adc, containing stores and offices, It
is
an 800,000,000 beam candle^.ntrance to the house will be through power
which the company
unit,
60 ft. foyer, 35 ft. in width, leading claims will throw a beam at least
lirectly into the 2,500 seat audito- 100 miles.
iiun, whose entire scheme of conThe shell, which houses the 60traction and decoration will be mod- inch parabolic mirror and the lens, is
The 70 inches in diameter.. The searchled after an old Italian garden.
hision of a moonlit garden will be light operates on a 20 foot telescoptiected in the lobby with masses of ing tower.

A

—

New

—

less "Silversheet" screen.
The company, headed by H. C. Woods, has
been in operation but six months.
Claiming the machine guarantees All screens are built to specifications
flickerless projection, a Mechau pro- by
J. Otto Knobel.
jector
has been installed at the
Capitol.
Elimination of the flicker,
Your lobby is the latchkey to your
it
is
asserted, is achieved by the
theater.
Let patrons know it is alabsence of a shutter and constant ilways out, by displays which comlumination of the screen. The resultmand attention.
ant equal distribution of illumination,
it
is claimed, imparts a depth to the
projected picture never before at-

QUALITY PRINTS

tained.

Projector Record Claimed
August set a record for Simplex
sales, according to Joe Hornstein of
Howells Cine Equipment, with 53
projectors delivered and 22 on order.

Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

Heights,

Palisades

N,

Inc.
J.

3678

------ .4

i..-.^

opening into
paths, leading from

garden.
Statues atop the
all, along which a peacock will strut,
irrets of stately old palaces, behind
nd a dome-like blue sky efTect, will
White clouds
erfcct the illusion.
ill drift slowly across the moon and
:arlit sky during the performances,

The

and

shrubbery,

nilless

the
atcrs

strip

Flickerless Projection

After spending money to get patistas of trailing
Before you "squawk" on bad prints, rons into your theater, don't drive
he marble fountain in the center.
find out what your operator is doing them away by failing to show them
An old stone wall, 15 ft. in height, to safeguard films you play.
every courtesy.
ver which red roses will climb, will
ave arched gatewaj's, with paths
ading into what appears to be an

1

remove a

Screen Called Success
Louis The American Silversheet Co., reports success for its seam-

I

ark green

film,

splice.

St.

pillars

;deii"

the

lease

accompaniment

of

trickling

and the songs of birds.

stage will be a replica of an
icient Roman temple, white marble

Theater Improving Continues
Tex. —A $10,000 Wurlitzer
THROUGHOUT the nation there hasHouston,
been
the Royal.
is

a rush to

Lawrence, Kan.
at

the

New

—A

canopy

is

Lawton,
a

new

Okla.

the

the

San Antonio

Forest

Fred G. Wilson

&

R.

house,

new organ

has

pleted

Reno,

installation

Woods has
—The new
Opaliune
a

Antioch,
a

111.

— A.

Wolack has purchased

J.

installed

Broadway
New York
Phone Lackawanna 9111

Spectly

GOER

Riw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

West 45th

Street

riBi

Bartola.

Muncie,

If

Market

Ind.

— The

Strand

has

a

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VS-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Page organ.

Iowa
St.

1600

a

Sharon, Pa.^Extensive improvements have
been completed at the Columbia.

a

been

of

Jones has
Empire.

the

installed.

Okla.

—New
Sam

Galesburg, 111.— A new Bartola organ has
been installed at the Colonial.

of

Chicago— Ascher's Frolic, 947 E. 55th
has installed a $30,000 Kilger organ.
El

Liberty, located at the
a Wicks organ.

installed

at

the Pope, R
— Interiorredecorated
and

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE

installed

circuit.

—

while you wait

N. Y. Bryant 7243

is

Park

Muskogee, Okla. A new sign and
traction boards have been installed at
Broadway, R. & R. house.

McKinney, Tex.

—The

army camp, has

being built

new organ

has

—

Altus, Okla.
sign at the

—A

Palace

San^ Marcos, Tex.
F. W. ZiJtmierman ha?
a Wicks organ at his Palace.

new

operated by

— The

sign.

installed

Varsity.

Richmond Hill, N. Y.
among improvements at

Made

installed at

complete remodeling

and refurnishing of theaters in order
In a mato assure early opening.
jority of instances, the work has been
completed, with Labor Day the starting date of the new season. Following is a brief resume of work completed or under way:

organ

High Class Trailers

Strand

City,

cost

la.

—

Redecorating

at

the

$3,000.

—

com-

Kokomo, Ind. An organ, costing $18,000,
has been installed by C. M. Kimball at the

sign

Paramount.

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St., New York
Phone Pcnna. 6364

—
—

s

:
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Developments
By

Present- O- Grams

Third Unit for

Loew

EDDY

W.

Most Popular?

Loew

—

What
tures?

open at the Rivoli Sept. 25.
St. Louis— "In a Monastery Garthe
den" was an etfective incident,
Max Fisher at Montreal
number being played by eight musiMontreal Max
Fisher
and his
cians who were attired as monks.
They walked around the stage, tell- California Orchestra are appearing at

are the 10 most popular overIn an effort to answer this

THE FILM DAILY

question

is

Well as Own Houses
kpi
Dallas Dent Theaters, Inc., ha;
entered the presentation field witl

in-

—

the Capitol for an indefinite engageThe musicians offer a diversion "20 Minutes at Coral Gables"
twice daily on the stage.

It

Rivoli
Paul Oscard devised and staged the latest

—

—

Spain,"

presentation

a

full

in

stage

and introducing 27 people followed
Happiness:
came the
Afterwards
Boys, Billy Jones and Ernest Hare.
Edward L. Hyman, Brooklyn Mark

especially

is

Talk of consolidation of several
booking agencies is being heard in
Two Fischer Houses Using Acts
New York. With increased compeChicago Two Fischer houses are tition need of such a movement is said
using a "flash" act in each program. to be felt by a number of concerns.
They are the Fond du Lac at Fond
du Lac, Wis., and the Parkway at
Nichols Orchestra Leader
Madison. Len S. Brown, manager of
Louis Ralph Nichols is in
St.
attractions
the
booking
the former, is
charge
of the orchestra at the new
through the Western Vaudeville ManAmbassador, 7th and Locust Sts.
agers' Assoc.
This is a Skouras house.
Strand.

—

"Lovely Night" is sung by Na
tasia' Darro and Gaby Raisiano; "Danse D'
Amour" performed by Sauitzky and Garul
song accompaniment by Gaby Raisiana an<'
Mitchell Markoff; the -Serenade ("Mattinata")
sung by Eugene Cibelli and "A Heart Thai
Is Free" sung by Natasia Darro.
Severa
other songs and dances follow with the en
semble concluding the performance.
Ther'
are many tine voices in the company and
numbers
were
the solo
particularly well re

Opera Stars on Film House Tour
Florence Rudolph, premiere dancer
and Adele Vosari, soprano, both o
the Metropolitan Opera, are on ;i
picture house tour through the Mid
die West, being booked by Arthu
Spizzi.
Spizzi,
fice after
is

who

has returned to his of
illness of several weeks,'
rehearsing a colored Paul Asl

an

act for a Washington
to colored folk.

Presentations House
Washington Loew has added its
eighth presentation house with the

Eighth

opening

Loew

—

come

organist at the Grand Central
succeding Stuart Barrie, who has

Loew's Palace.

of

Arthur Utt At Grand Central
Louis— Arthur L. Utt has be-

St.

gone

B 'way

(Week
Capitol

—

of

Ballet,

Sept.

19)

"The

Arbor

of

featuring
Sigurd Nilssen
Flowers,''
Fireside";
baritone, singing "By

My

Caroline Andrews, coloratura soprano
O'Moore
Colin
"Shadow Song";
"Kashmiri
overture
Song,"
tenor,

"Marche

Slav."

Same as previous week.
——"American
Beauties," with
Rivoli

Colony

staged by
John Murray Anderson; dances by
Yorke,
Petroff
Helen
coloraBoris
soprano;
overture,
tura
"Capriccio
Atlantic

contestants,

City

;

Ilalien."

Strand
overture,

to the

Ambassador.

Presentations
Preparing Gypsy Presentation
Dorothy
Berke
and
Theodore
Iliescu's orchestra are in rehearsal in
a gypsy act which will be booked into picture theaters.

Irene Franklin for Loew Houses
Irene Franklin, comedienne, will
return to the Loew presentation circuit Oct. 24 at the Palace, Washington.

ceived.

"Chimes

to
of

''Sparrows,"

Normandy."

Victor Orloff Rehearsing
Victor Orloff and his orchestra are
preparing for a picture house tour.

•.m

caterini

Hartford— The Haven-London

'p

Op'

Jf™

Loew

subsidiary witi ™5
headquarters here, will play presenta sj"
tions at the Garde, New London, an<''«!
the Roger Sherman, New Haver
These acts will not be as elaborate a.t-:,
the ones sent over the Loew preseniMt
tation circuit.
Both theaters adopil''
presentation policies immediately.
|y„
crating

Co.,

Standard

Strand
continues to hold to its repu
tation for good entertainment.
Joseph Plun
kett's latest edition opens with a dance-sonj.'
number called "The Telephone Doll." Th^
base of the "doll," cretonne covered, stand?
about seven feet high.
Estelle Carey, so
prano, is the "doll."
She sings "Ting-a
Frolic

Ling."
The huge hoop skirt of the dol'
opens and Betsy Itees steps out and does
a dance number.
This is followed by ar
Italian Street Song," with Kitty McLaugh
lin and tlie Strand Male Quartette in nativi
costumes re'idering appropriate numbers.

"King of
program with

the Uke," comes nex'
on tile
several popular numbers
The usual pretentious number of the bil'
concludes the presentation and is called "Th<
Arbor of Love."
Here the set is a stair
way, center back stage, bordered on eithei
side by oval topped sectional screens, deco
cated with a silver covered vine.
For tin
finale the screen reverses in
sections, dis
closes a dancer as it revolves and the othei
side is covered with flower clusters.
At thi'
point a huge chandelier bower of flowers riser
toward the back with a greeen center form
ing beneath as it rises, to give the efiec".
of a tree.
variety of dances, "Chino s,"

-Xawahi,

VAUDEVILLE U
for

Motion Picture Preseolation

The FALLY

>\Ui\

MARKUS

•[»;

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Lackawanna 7876
1579 BROADWY, NEW YORK CITY

jj^
iHSilJl

r--»-'
•

AMALGAMATED

ii,

hi]

It"

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

I,

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

A

"Minuet,"

— Prologue

house

Acts for Connecticut Houses

—

The

It'

J,*
tnh

Itiseo

an ensemble number with

songs and dances alternating as the open:ng
selection.

Talk of Consolidations

itoi

the Brunswick phonograph.
Othe:L.;
acts are: "Pat and Chase, the Ukefri
lele Fools," "Muse & Parrino"
ant' ^
"The Humming Guitar,"

attractive.

The procedure

|,*

booking.
Among them are "Ewe»|
Hail and His Dream Girls," a musica "I";
revue.
Hail recently recorded fo'!

Musicians Featured
Publix entertainment, something more conservative and on a liigher plane than most
Opening each gala performance on
The music
of the previous divertissements.
seventh anniversary program was
More Acts for English Houses
is of a classical order and the Charleston is
an "Anniversary Fantasie" by the
Venetiar
London
Expectations are that conspicuously absent.
"Under
Mark Strand Orchestra, which gave much more attention will be paid to Skies" is the attractive title of the oflferinj
and the atmosphere of the old city is caropportunity to several members of prologues
this ried out in the setting an attractive draped
and presentations
the orchestra to display their respec- coming season than ever before.
A stage with a raised platform toward the back
This included a violin number of exhibitors are contemplat- of the stage serving as a sort ol dock to
tive talents.
wliich is tied up a gayly decorated gondola
solo by Willy Stahl, conductor, a ing a mixed program.
Toward the right hand side is a stairwa\
xylophone number and a piano caleading off stage.
Huge garlands of greens
festooned about the pillars which dccorati
The second incident was a
denza.
Spitalny Back This Month
tied
the
platform,
are
at intervals with hugi
seventh anniversary film subject with
Cleveland Philip Spitalny will re- knots of silver cloth ribbon. The perform
including
and
titles
made
especially
turn as resident musical director of ers are dressed in carnival costunre of ga\
scenes of film successes shown at the Allen late in September. David colors and materials of fine silks and velvets
Huge picture hats worn by the women an
the theater in past years. "In Sunny
Rubinoff, who led the orchestra in
this house, will tour the Loew presentation houses.

n;

H«

i

Hosmer.

B'way Does

ted

W

'Pagliacci," Leoncavello.
"Overture 1812," Tschaikowsky.
""Tannhauser," Wagner.

How

I

The Mac-Day concern was owne
by C. W. A. MacCormick and F.
Day. Mack Sparks, manager of thi
former Liberty Film Distributint
Corp. here, becomes a director under the terms of the deal, assuming
position along with Louis Dent an(
Day.
The firm's name will remaii
unchanged.
About a dozen acts are ready fo:

Liszt.

ment.

understood thaif

It is

&

—

ing their beads and singing hymns.
Missouri Theater.

Mac-Day The

Agency.

the newly-acquired firm will book act,
into the R.
R. Enterprises house
as well as the Dent theaters.

"La Boheme," Puccini.
"Marche Slav," Tschaikowsky.
"Southern Rhapsody,"

the acquisition of the
atrical

"Caprice Italien," Tschaikowsky.
Rimsky-Ko;r"Caprice Espango!^"
sakow.
Abberviated forms of Fourth and
Fifth Symphonies of Tschaikowsky.
Second and 13th "Hungarian Rhapsodies,"

Booking Fielc

in

Acquires Mac-Day Agency, Dallas— I''*'
To Book Acts Into R. R. as E,

viting orchestra leaders everywhere
to list the selection.s which, in their
opinion, find the greatest response in
Here are the numtheir audiences.
bers selected by David Mendoza. conCapitol
(New York)
ductor of the
orchestra

A

"In

Dent

Circuit

has decided to send out a
third
unit
over its presentation cirpresentations
ideas
told
for
Briefly
from all parts of the country. We cuit. Hermine Shone will stage the
invite you to send yours to: Present- production which will be known as
0-Grams Editor, The Film Daily, "The Syncopated Handicap." It will
include the California Nighthawks,
1G50 Broadway, New York City.
orchestra. Final preparations are held
Department Store Tieup
up until the return of Louis K. SidTacoma A bathing revue was stag- ney to New York.
ed in association wUh a department
store which was introducing a new
Boris Petroff Producing
bathing suit. Six girls and a youngThis
season Boris Petroff will not
A
ster were used in the attraction.
only be ballet master for Publix but
suspended
was
beauty"
large "bathing
will also have charge of a production
above the marquee of the theater.
unit, building one attraction a month.
George Greenlund, Rialto Theater.
His initial presentation is tentatively
titled "The Miracle of Love" and will
Monastery Garden"

»

1926

Presentations

in
ARTHUR

19,

jazz

finale

"Tango,"
make up

The costumes are
color.
iiient

all

Plenty of
the way.

Russian dance
number.

and

.-

this

and gay ir
and good entertain

elaborate,

snap

ISlid

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

i.

:

THE

IfTV^
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Copyright Protection
Piracy Deathknell
(Continued from page 5)
Inion, such rights, in the countries otliei
lan the country of origin of tlie work, ar
lie respective laws now accord or shall there
fter accord to natives, as well as tlie rightr
pecially accorded by the present Convention.

Each Country Regulates
"The enjoyment and

the exercise of such
to
any formalityuch enjoyment and such exercise are in
ependent of the existence of protection ii
Consecountry of origin of the work.
lie
uently, apart from the stipulations of thi
resent Convention, the extent of the protec
on, as well as the means of redress guariteed to the author to safeguard his rights
e regulated exclusively according to th
gislation of the country where the protec
an is claimed.
"Authors not within the jurisdiction of
ly one of the countries of the Union, who
ir
for the first time their works
liblish
le of these countries, enjoy in that coun
y the same rights as national authors, and
the other countries of the Union the right;
:corded by the present Convention.
'Without prejudice to the rights of tht
ithor in the original work, the reproduction
'
the cinematograph of a literary, scienic or artistic work is protected as an origi-

'

.

not

are

ights

subject

work.
"The preceding provisions apply to tht
production or production obtained by an>
her process analogous to that of the cine

il

atograph.
"It is clear that article 14 was intendet'
pressly for the protection of literary work,'

unauthorized reproduction by means
motion picture filliTs and also as a safe
against copying of legitimate films."
The Application to Films
Article 4 of the Berne convention,
vised Nov. 13, I'^OS, "certainly apies" to films, in Ostertag's opinion.
ainst

lard

onsequently,

he

states,

non-pub-

films whose authors are naiinals of one of the Union countries,
le protected by the Convention, as
;11
as all films published for the
St
time in a Union country, or

hed

;nultaneously

in

a

Union country

non-Union country.

;d a

such publication the film must be
on the market and offered to the tratlt
the regular course of business; but it if

stitute
placetl
in

in consideration of the universal meth
of offering a motion picture to tlie public
that a public exhibition of a film would bt
consiilered sufficient.
In any event, it i,«
necessary that the film be published for the
first
time in a Union country or that the
pulilicntion occur simultaneously in a Union
antl a non-Union country.

likely,

the screen considered a
"In order that a
lied, it must be on the
producer of the film must
> the motion picture trade.
As long as this condition is
III

iitinues.

I

i

tlie

I

1'

crl
1

publication,"
film

may

market
ha-ve

bt
ant'

ofTered

and will consequently only be pro
by the Convention provided its authoi

national of a Union country.
The firs'
ition
or legal registration of a filrr
to its being put on the market doer
lore not constitute a publication accordto Article 4.
As to cinematographic films which havi
n' yet been shown on the screen, these art
n subjected to any special regulations.
If
tl>are unpublished, which will generalh
b the case, they will enjoy the protection
othe Convention if the author through hi;
flonality belongs to a contracting coim
ti
if they are published,
this protection wil!
II
..'iven
them if the place of the publica
is
situated in a contracting country
I
have said above concerning tht
iltaneous publication
is
also applicable
I

colonies, possessions, certain protecorates, and
tlie mandate Palestine), Greece, Haiti. Hun-

gary, Italy, Japan, I^iberia.

Africa:."

Tennis Matches Set
Three matches at 10 A. M.

will

launch

the first annual elimination
singles
tennis
tournament at the
Overlook
Courts,
Amsterdam at
188th. There will be three additional
matches at 11:00 and four tomorrow
In case of rain, the matches will be
postponed, with new notice of date
given. Rain today will not affect tomorrow's schedule.
Following is the schedule adopted
by drawing of naines
Saturday
10 A.

M.

McAndrews

Pathe
Pathe

Level

Moran

P

F.

Englander
Toussant

.

Gallup

Metro
F.

P.

U.

A

A. M.

11

Dietz

Metro

Parsons

Patht
Pathe

Metre
Warner-

Raines
Carlin

Harvey

P. D.

C

Sunday
11 A. M.
Metre

Cohen

F.

Gelsey
12

Loew, A.

P,

M.

M

Metre
Futter Prod.

Rubenstein
Beecher
Frye
Simonson
Wilk

,

']

Not Indisputable

I'ointing

Metre
F.

P

Foy
Film Daily

may

The county agent

t

also appears,"

he says, " that to con-

Ida-

ho:
"In carrying out the Extension
Division program I have found this
one of the best methods of putting
across any piece of work that I have
ever tried."
The county agent at Ellsworth.
Wis.:
"A good many things can be
put across by a motion picture that
cannot be done otherwise."

The county agent at Grand Haven,
"Moving pictures certainly

Mich.:

pack the hall and give the extension
speaker a method of demonstrating
to a larger attendance, making it possible to reach at least 100 per cent
more people than could be reached
without the aid of pictures."
The county agent in Allen county,
Kansps:
"The agricultural agent
contemplating the purchase of a motion picture projecting machine may
expect late hours, some worry, considerable expense for upkeep, but
he can reach three time the number
of people that can be reached in any
other way."
This is not to mean that the county
agents are a solid and enthusiastic
unit in favor of the motion picture.
Many of them would not make such
statements as those quoted. For instance, from an inquiry four years
Of
ago, we received 982 replies.
these, 815 agents expressed themselves as in favor of using motion
pictures in their work; 145 were noncommittal; and 13 did not favor them
at all.
Approximately the same proportion of sentiinent was revealed in

more recent

a

inquiry.

This picture

was recently

in a community known for sever.'i'
to
be hostile to the .eradication o'
cattle ticks, and was shown uniler dire threat?
that any attempt of preliminary tick-eradica
tion work by means of motion ])ictures wou'tl
be futile.
Threats had been made to blov.
up the 'damn tick wagon.' The wagon ar

shown
years

rivetl

and the show began be

nevertheless,

fore an aiKl'encc that inclutled a crowd of
bullies and the local 'bad man.'
With tht
unweaving of the story, however, which
shewed clearly that only selfishness and prejudice oppose the useful work of tick eradication, tipposition melted. The leader, instead
of whipping Mr.
Pickering as he said ht
would do, shook hands with him before he
left.

"In other districts where opposition ha.«
been so strong as to make the efforts of tick
eradication hazardous, the power of the silent drama has made friends of former op
ponents and is preparing the way for better
livestock and more prosperous citizens."

Our

conclusion from the foregoing
the experiences of the Depp rtment of Agriculture prove that
the expense and difficulties involved
in the use of educational films are
amply counterbalanced by the effectiveness of this medium of expresis

that

sion;

and we further believe

that the
educational films in general,
while probably not so extensive as
has been forecast by some distinguished commentators, is yet largely undeveloped, and contains possibilities
of which the realization would equal
or even exceed the uses, great as they
are, of the entertainment film.
The Society of Motion Picture Engineers can aid educational films by
field for

working toward simpler, less expensive and more efficient portable projectors, and portable electric generators; by encouraging a lower price
and greater durability in the slowburning
or
non-inflammable
film
stock; and by encouraging the fire
prevention authorities to take note

more generally

of the practically neghazard involved when slowburning films are used in a portable
ligible

projector of the

Murphy

modern

type.

Finishes Editing

Dudley Murphy has just completed editing of "The Treasure," Gerpicture. He also has completed
of "The Skyscraper", an
original for P.D.C.

man

treatment

Use Portable Projectors
Yeggs Get $1,000 at Seattle
Most of the county agents using
obtained
Seattle— Yeggs
$1,000
films exhibit them by means of port- when they dynamited the safe of

able projectors, often with electric
Sava Comedy Started
starts Saturday at the Peer- current supplied by a portable genless studio on "Baby's Irish Nose," erator or a set of automobile batteries.
fourth of the Fatty Laymon com- Two branches of the Department
edies directed by Sid Smith for Sava. and several agricultural colleges, are
operating motor trucks equipped to
Brenda Green is co-featured.
carry motion pictures into isolated
regions
which never before have had
Reopens
Nixon, Pittsburgh,

—

The Nixon has rePittsburgh
opened with Harry Brown as manager.
The house has been redecorated.

ing wrote the story.

—

—

not an extraordinary one of
the operator of one of these trucks
is told in the following press story
given out by the Department:
"In the field of the celluloid drama it if

ence

not

only

the

movie

men who run risks,
operators who show

actors or the camer,-"
but at times even thr
the pictures in public

received by the United Statc^
of Agriculture from E. F. Pick
ering, agent in tick eradication, the thrills o'
mo\iedom come from many sources.
Mr
Pickerin.g is in charge of a nrotion-picturt
truck which carries the message of the bene
fits
of eradicating
cattle ticks to
regionwhere, for various reasons, the work is mis

In

a

Hamrick's Egyptian.

Exchanges have A.

understood

and

sometimes

vigorously

—

Gem, owned by W.

J.

Jinks.

op

posed.

"Mollie of Pine Grove Vat"

Fire Damages Iowa Theater
Hedrick, la. Fire damaged the

a

Steffes

Makes Changes

—

Ralph Parker has
Minneapolis
been named manager of the Colonial.
Watertown, S. D., operated by W.
A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor unit
president.
M. J. Amlie, former manager, has been transferred to S-tefifes'
Logan here.

Direct "His New York Wife"
Los Angeles Preferred has si.gned

To

'

—

Leon Abrams to direct "His NewYork Wife," with Alice Day, Ethel
Clayton, Theodore Von Eltz and Erin
La Bissoniere.

report

Department

C. A. Franchises
Thirty exchanges now are operating under the American Cinema Assoc, franchise. President A. J. Moeller stated yesterday.

30

the opportunity to become acquainted
with the "silver screen." An experi-

1

ta."

at Preston,

element.

lawless

Work

Lon Chaney's Next
Los Angeles — Tod Browning's next
for M-G-M will be "Alonzo the ArmOstertag less," starring Lon Chancy. Brown-

out that the
not be accepted as ind mutable, because interpretation of
tl
Convention rests with tribunals
o the Union country before which
tl question might be raised, Kosicki
d lares that the articles of the conV' tion and the opinion make protec'ti
for films released under the
'tsi ulated conditions
"reasonably cerfrnion

ater."

Luxemburg, Mor

otco (excepting Spanish zone),
Alonaco
Netherlands (including Dutch E.ist Indie'
Curacao and Surinam), Xew Zealand, Nor
way, Poland, Portugal (including colonies)
Spain (inclufling colonies), Sw^eden, Switzerland.
Tunis and the Union of South

:

r

(Continued jrom Page 4)

We

not adhered

must be considered as unpub

film

Gov't Active Agent
In Producing Films

thing that I have tried."
An extension specialist in the Illi"Monois College of Agricuture:
most
satisfactory
are
the
tion
pictures
"Countries which form the Copyright Union
and which are bound by the articles of tht. means of bringing educational facts
Convention of 1908, are Australia, Austria
before people in country communiTielgiutiT,
Hulgaria, Brazil, Canada, Czecho
ties that we have found so far.
Islands), France (including the French colfind this is true especially in those
onies, Algeria, antl the mandates Syria and
Lebanon, Germany, Great Britain (including towns where there is no movie the-

1

>

IS

oil

Johnson

Considering definition of the word
jblication,
he says the German
(finition as "the first multiple rese of the works to the public," is
{od, implying that publication is
cly one of the several ways of rencring the works to the public.
~
more than the production of a theater
IS the production
of a motion picture

DAILY
OA

three-reel

feature

recently

the title of
released by tht
is

department and which shows how plucky
people in one community eradicated ticks ir
spite of serious obstacles and opposition by r

Enlarge3~~Kleist House Opens
A. J. Kleist has
Pontiac, Mich.
opened the Strand. The house was
enlarged.

—

New Organ Branch Opened
New Orleans — Tlie Southern Pipe
Organ
fice

Co. has opened a division ofThe firm distributes the
organ.

here.

Wicks

Sunday, September

DAILY

16

19, 1926

Hearst Plans Tie-Up
DAILY TIPS WHICH

{Continued from Page

Monday
F. B. O. pictures to lie clistiil)utcd in United
KiiiKiiom by Ideal Films, Ltd.
Publix abandons radio broadcasting in its
theaters.
Fox and Universal at odds over prices for
Hostettler Circuit bookings.
British exhibitor and distributor organizations
pulling in opposite directions.
Hal Roach again silent on report he is to

make comedies
Colorado Springs
shows despite

for

M-G-M.
continue

theaters

Sunday

fines.

Joseph M. Schenck increases

life

insurance to

$4,255,000.

Tuesday
of a $5,000,000 plan to fight Anrerican
pictures in India discredited here.
West Coast Theaters expected to gross $15,
000,000 this year.
Ruben increase circuit to 120
Finkelstcin

Report

&

houses.
gets six more houses, gaining control in three X. Y. towns.
Northwest exhibitor distribution unit proving
successful.
Pennsylvania "blue law" called unconstitu

Schine

tional.
J.

D. Williams takes
criticisms of British

exceptions

year period average
Universal earned $725,843

$1,142,657.
half

of

this

control

of

ter

first

year.

Loew's

Ohio Theaters

gets

—

additional series.

"It Must Be Love"
(First National)

row

Combine headed by National Theater Supph
Co. buys Southern Theater Equipment Co
Annual Stanley earnings over three and one
half

AMERICANS

deal.

Wednesday

more houses through purchase of interest
in Washington Circuit in Cleveland.
Foiu-teen Arkansas theaters embraced in merger of Malco Alrrusement Co. and the
Clark-McWilliams- McDonald Co.

Thursday
Sixty houses under construction in New Eng
land will add 75,000 seats.
Net earnings of ten picture companies in
"Wall Street
$24,115,089,
totaled
1925

1)

ported plan. He had no comment to
make yesterday, nor <4*ild Roach be
Fifty per cent of the contingent of reached for a statement.
The comedy unit Hearst would fiAmericans who have served in the
French Foreign Legion were guests nance would make a series of pictures
based on one of the cartoon strips feaat the premiere.
This 50 per cent comprises three tured in the Hearst newspapers.
American Legionnaires who called in
Hearst owns rights to a number of
response to a classified newspaper ad- such strips, the value of which have
vertisement reading:
become recognized since release of
who have served
"Ella Cinders." Appreciating the coin the French Foreign Legion can
operative advertising which pictures
find adventure anew by writing
based on these strips can command
or calling Room 504, 9 East
from the newspapers, Hearst now is
41st St.
said to be reluctant to consider their
These action seekers volunteered sale.
In recent weeks, it is stated,
the information that, except during Hearst has refused offers from several
the World War, only about six Ameri- producers for screen rights to various
cans make up the United States dele- strips.
gation of soldiers in this unique group
If the negotiations are consummatCriterof adventurous fighting men.
ed it is likely that the deal will be exion, New York.
tended to include production of several

"Beau Geste"
(Paramount)

StoU's

to

National-Famous
Universal seeks $100,000 damages in
Dupont.
over E. A.

And

With Hal Roach

MEAN DOUAQS FOB SHOWMEN

Roach is under contract to Pathe,
which arrangement expires in Sep-

Small green onions were distri- tember, 1927. Several distributors are
buted with a card advertising the angling for his product, it is stated,
These were taken with M-G-M most prominently menpicture attached.
The card was a tioned as the company with which tlie
to each home.
"Howdy, Folks" greeting from Col- producer will cast his lot. There have
leen Moore, and a request not to been reports that the deal has been
miss seeing "It Must Be Love," call- closed, which Roach refused to af-

"my

greatest picture," and announcing the dates. On the reverse
side appeared the following: "After
eating this if your sweetheart will
'It Must Be Love'."
still kiss you
received more comments and talk
about this publicity stunt than about
any other stunt we have pulled, and
This
the results were wonderful.
stunt is especially appropriate for "It
Must Be Love," as a green spring
onion plays an important part in the
picture.
W. H. C)stenberg, Jr., Orpheum, Scottsbluff, Neb.

ing

it

——

We

firm or deny.

Chain
(.Continued

in Prospect
from Page

1)

By PHIL. M.

Hollywood
THE
owing to the
fistic

DALY

^^

migration

East

Dempsey-Tunney
argument includes Kenneth Har-

He is lamenting the fact that had
the bout been staged earlier, he might
have gained some pointers for the
puglistic
just
role
completed in

lan.

"Twinkletoes."

No

wotider Rin-T in-Tin feels sutimes.
It isn't every dog
that has a book dedicated to him.
Dr. Richard Goodivin, authority on
canines, has done it. Lucky dog!
peiio7- at

Warner Baxter is returning to tKe
Coast to go deer hunting. Owing to
the fact that he is married we'll tactfully explain
of deer you

that these are the kind
shoot, not the kind of
dear who shoot you, as per newspaper
tabloid revelations.

When HoUyivood
to

be si(re

to

producers want
have correct Chinese

atmosphere, they call in Leon ButHe has acted as techyiical advisor in filming various Chinese episodes in such pictures as "Broken
Blossoms" and "East is West."

jiing.

When Harry

Long Island

Jersey,

^.w

That's That!

Kelley, assistant man-

ager of the Rivoli, was asked concerning the feature at that house next
week he replied "You'd Be Surpised."
And he wasn't fooling, either. It's

Glen Cove house will seat 2,000, will the title of the Paramount feature.
News" says.
have a 34 by 100 ft. stage and a
Loew's obtaining control of houses in New
typhoon cooling system. It will be
Bronxville Theater Opens
Haven and New London.
part of a $431,000 structure which will
Publix adding 28 theaters within next few
Bronxville,
N. Y. The Bronxville
"Variety."
months, according to
also embrace eight offices and stores.
has opened with C. Perry Cole as
Arthur Weiser is drawing the plans.
Friday
The Colemans and Estersons leased manager. It seats 1,300.
Traveling tent show playing M-G-M picture?
"Mike"
Tennessee.
is answer to "freeze-out" in
the theater from the Bestmore Realty
(M-G-M)
Stanley gets six more houses through ab
Corp. thi^Dugh S. Alper and B. Thansorption of Jacob F. Fox chain.
Staged a resemblance contest for
»>
((
heuser. The International ConstrucRoumanian Government perfecting monopoly children.
Seven thousand heralds
plan.
tion Corp., 745 Seventh Ave., is in
were printed advising the children to
Boston short subject theater successful.
charge of construction.
dress as nearly as possible like the
Saturday
that
the
copy,
"Mike"
was
on
cut
of
Hearst may become associated with Ha'
Adventure speakers from
cartoon-strip and to come to the theater with their
of
production
in
Roach
Kelly Editing Picture
comedies.
pet dogs.
The one most resembling
Far places, or films only.
Hollywood
"Shameful Behavior"
New Jersey and Long Island chain in pros- "Mike" secured a prize. Cloth banpect.
is being edited and titled by Albert
"Blue" law forces win round in Harrisburg ners were printed "I am going to see Kelley, who directed the picture for
Pa., fight.
'Mike' at the Lyric," and given to each
Schwartz adding five houses to his Long child.
A parade, marshalled by the Preferred.
chain.
Westechester
Island and
('opyright protection for U. S. films abroad -mjoj SEA\ 'sjnoDS ^og jo dnoJi [kdoi
Bureau of Commercial Economics
$1,500 Fire in Nebraska House
seen as dcathkncll of piracy.
ed and marched through the business
lI0S-16thSt. N.W. Wathington.D.C
Stanton,
Neb. Damage approxidistrict.
Every participant received a
mating $1,500 was caused by fire which
ticket to the show.
C. E. Tipton,
Purchases Site for Fox?
damaged
Insurance covthe Rialto.
Hyman Lyric, Huntington, W. Va.
House's Point, N. Y.

—

—

PUBLIC SERVICE

—

—

—

—

who

Dickstein,

said he

was acting

ers the loss.

for

"Outside the

Fox, yesterday purchased three parcels of land in the 563-acre Fort Mont-

Law"

(Universal)

As practically everyone in town
gomery military reservation, for $43,000. The reservation is located on the peared to be heartily in favor of
Contingent Coming East
Angtlcs En route to New
York are Colleen Moore, John McCormick, Arthur Shadur, Universal
studio manager; Arthur Lake, Sig
Schlager, Elliott Dexter and Robert

—

Most of them will attend
Dempsey-Tunvey fight.

Vignola.
the

and every available inch of space
was being plastered with stickers reading "Vote Yes," the theater issued 500
windshield stickers with this copy on
them: "Don't be 'Outside the Law' of
public duty and fairness
Vote Yes."
The Automobile Club distributed 250
of these to their members and the rest
were given out by the theater. Hippodrome, Alton, 111.
issue

Canadian border.

Los

— Aschcr

ed the

new Colony.

Bros, have open-

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

—

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

—

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

Pennsylvania House Opens

Aschers House Makes Debut
Chicago

apthe

Tarentum, Pa.— The $100,000 Harris

on Corbet

St.

has opened.

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

W abash Ave., Chicago,

III.

\

—

The Maximum
Emotional Effect
The general

use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much
improvement in the art.

Used without a filter
with a

filter,

sational.

the color corrections are positively sen-

maximum

it:

''The use of 'Pan'

emotional effect on the screen."

Eastman panchromatic negative
same price

way of

helps the picture

it

As one user has put

gives the

in the

as ordinary negative.

It

now

is

keeps

the

as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom,

is

developed

in the

same manner

as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic

is

an extraordinary

product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

Pathe

P

I

News
serves the

whole country

as exhibitors

know.

That's one reason

why
as

it

it

iiiiii(

leads today

has led for

16 years.

'"W.;

l:

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
i^LLTHE

y/'FILMDOM
XXXVII

VOL.

No. 68

Monday, September

Gibraltar
the famous rock which
LIKE
dominates the entrance to

:

STUDIOS

By

the Mediterranean, the inlustry stands. The larger com)anies, engaged in the three ma-

ACTIVE

Production There Given
New Impetus Outlook
or divisions, have amply dempowers
)nstrated their earning
Brighter
They
)ver a period of years.
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN

—

Editor, "The Film Renter"
ave shown an aptitude for makLondon
There is considerable
superior
which
is
to
money
ng
tivity in British production at
aany industries and surpassed moment, quite a number of films
ing screened.
y few.

—

Even

in periods of depression,
industry has been slow in its

lie

eaction to generally unfavoraLikewise, has it
le conditions.
een quick to share in revived
rosperity.

"Palaver"

Prestige

and

acthe
be-

Interference

This sriKantic business can no long-

Labor troubles confronting theater
marching forward controlled by Leo Brecher, through
swaddling clothes. The days of
difference with Operators Union No
gone. There need be

be described as
its

infancy have
speculation on that score. When
;y commercial enterprise reaches the
lllion dollar
class, it has approxinted something akin to matured
(owth. And yet the end is not yet
!

1

sight.

i

However, these

facts

exist.

The

Dtion picture industry is considered
i
Wall Street as a $1,500,000,000
bsiness.
Its quick development to
t; very front rank of American ent prises must be hailed and definitecharacterized as one of the out
1;
s nding events in modern commerc

activity.

I

The public's participation in this
timendous scheme of things is a
S;endid indication of how motion
p tures and their investment possib ties appeal to the

man

in the street,

estimated by the "Wall Street
Nws" that there are about about 60,)( stockholders in the seven producis

t

units listed on the Stock Ex:lnge. They control over 11,000,000
ilres of stock.

ti

1

motion

financing

ii

m

s
'1

entire

•sl.
i(
1

excuse

for

promotion.

stock

machinery

is

moving

for-

How

can

quickly but steadily.

prevail anything but confidence
ihat the coming years will bring?

J

1

KANN

News,"

of

"Wall

THE FILM

NEW TALKING

DAILY

publishes on page 6 a
highly interesting chart which,
in a glance, gives the financial
structure of those organizations
which are listed on the New

Be Handled by Separate

York Stock Exchange. It is one
most comprehensive and

exhaustive surveys ever presented in one compilation and is
well worth filing for future reference.

Corporation
Theodore

W.

Case, president of the

Case

Research Laboratories of Auburn, N. Y., is responsible for the
statement that talking motion pictures developed in this laboratory
have been leased to the Fox-Case
Corp.,

VIOLATION OF ETHICS

EILM

Device, Almost Ready, to

of the

recently

incorporated

in

Al-

bany.

As

CODE BRINGS EINE

noted, the device requires certain

adjustments before Fox officials feel
that it has reached the perfection
(Continued on Page 7)

Minneapolis Board Hits
United Artists in
Ruling

—

All Set for Golf
Nine more days and then the
Fall
Film Golf Tournament.
How about you? Have you en-

Minneapolis Simultaneous dicker
ing with opposition houses forbidden in
tered?
the code of ethics in the uniform conArrangements for the Fall tournatract, will not be tolerated in this
territory; the arbitration board served ment at the Sound View Golf Club,
notice in fining United Artists $300 Great Neck, L. I., are practically comon complaint of W. A. Steffes, North- pleted.
(Continued on Page 2)
Prosecution to Continue
west Exhibitor Association president.
Steffes made application for "The
Colorado Springs
City officials
Son of a Sheik" at his Colonial,
will continue prosecution of local the
of
Watertown, So. D. and claimed that
ater managers in event Sundav show
By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
(Continued
on
Page
6)
are continued.
Each violation will
Several very worthy box office at
be followed by an arrest, it is promtractions made their appear; '.ce th>
ised.
past week, pictures that will undoubtedly make money even if they really
Competition Threat Removed
"Variety," first of the Ufa Pictures
do not gain any garlands of praise
Valdosta, Ga. Threatened compe- to be released in the United States by for artistic merit, great pro'luction
Famous
closed
an
unusually
success- values
tition was removed when Gortatowor the attributes that go to
sky Bros., who operate seven thea- ful run at the Rialto Saturday night. make a picture "big."
Big, in the
The picture enjoyed a run of 12 sense of the box office,
ters in south Georgia and northern
will b'^ onough
(Continued on page 2)
The
Florida, purchased the Strand.
(Continued on Page P"
circuit is building a new house here
for openiri,g in Februarv. "^^. T. Sands
Klein Returrting
L. I. House
is new manager of the Strand.
London Edward L. Klein, well
Plans for a 2,500-seat house on
known in export circles, has concludMerrick Rd., Amityville, L. I., costing
Gotham Sold 100 Per Cent
ed a number of deals for foreign disS;400.000.
have been announced by
tribution of American product and
Denver Budd Roerers has sold the Frank Gersten, formerly with
fhe
sails for New York on the Leviathan
Gotham outout to Columbia for the Shuberts.
resulted in the filing of an injunction suit in the Supreme Court
by the companies owning the Lafayette at 2227 7th Ave., the Wash(Continiied on Page 6)

—

A

Review

Reviews

"Variety" Closes

—

New

—

—

on
r
preferred list for treatment
Lonsdale to Do Origfinals
caliber of these banking houses
Frederick Lonsdale. British dramas ne finest sort of indication of the
rilidence and respect with which tist, who some months ago signed a
h; industry has come to be regard•ontract to write oricr'nals for Fanid The doors are seldom closed to ous. will confer with Ernst Lubitsch
durin? fi'fniriEf of h's plav. "The Last
H imate business transactions.
;nd yet it was not so long ago that of Mrs. Cheney." in which Adolphe
aicers looked upon motion pictures p^JiJf'" '^^s the lead
picture

Street

306,

Regarding Bankers
Denver and Salt Lake territories.
eflect how manj' conservative and This gives Gotham a one hundred per
ious
banking institutions now cent distribution in the United States.
>

permission

"Mons'

three exceptionally aml)itious efforts
are being shown to the trade next
week, whilst "London," the British
National super, is expected to be
trade shown in three weeks' time.
{Continued on Page 6)

Ban on

'

i

"Nelson,"

EOX SOON TO MARKET

Financial Data

IN BRITAIN

NOWJHOR[

Price 5 Cents

20, 1926

tomorow.

On

Coast for "Monkey Talks"

Jannings Sails Sept. 26
Emil Jannings sails for America on
arrived to enact the title role of "The the Aquitania on Sept. 26.
He will
Monkey Talks." Olive Borden has be accompanied by George Witte, secthe
leading feminine role.
Raoul retary to Eric Pommer. Shortly afHollywood

Walsh will
Fox Films.

— Jacques

Lerner

has

direct this production for ter

Preston Managing 18
Louis Preston, who recently joined
the Small-Strauseberg circuit as manEastman Sailing for U. S.
ager of the Republic, Brooklyn, has
George Eastman on Wednesdav been given jurisdiction over the Kings
sails for New York, via England, fol- County division, embracing 18 theaThere are 39 theaters in the
lowine his hunting trip in British ters.
S. & S. chain.
East Africa.

his arrival Jannings will begin
production on the first of a series for

Paramount.

German Cooperation Sought
Berlin
British

— Harry Rowson, head of the
Cinematograph Renter's So-

in
Berlin to confer with
heads of the German industry with a
view to seeking closer cooperation between England and Germany.

ciety,

is

—

^

.

THE

;7S^

DAILV

Monday, September

Studios in Britain
Now More Activel

Exports Increase
Washington Bureau of

—

pyplLMDOM

Vol.

Washington July exports showed
an increase of nearly 6,000,000 ft. and
to
$225,000 over June, according

XXXVII No. g8 »Hnday.Stpt.20,1926

Price 5 Cents

figures issued by the

Department

of

Commerce.
Total shipments during the month
26,115,214 ft., valued at $831,942,
were
holiday!
Published daily except Saturday and
Y., and as compared with 20,384,572 ft., valued
NNew^Y"!.'?,.
Broadway.
1650
at
Exports by
F«''" at
$618,993, in June.
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films "j"!
Alicoate. Pretident ^d classes included 18.043,787 ft. of posiFolk,. Inc.
J. W.
''"'''islier

JOHN W. ALICOATE

,|J.°°;
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann. Ed'<°f
Mersereau. Business arid Advertising
RepresenManager- Ralph Wilk, Traveling-atter May
ta.We.^ Entered as second-class
York,
New
at
the post-office

valued at $546,983; 731,224 ft. of
negatives, valued at $159,619, and 6,122,297 ft. of raw stock, valued at
1918, at
21.
Raw stock exports were
$109,990.
1879.
March
3,
of
act
N Y under the
States, outside three times those of June in footage,
United
free)
(Postage
Terms
$10.00 one y"r,; 6 and negatives were more than double.
of Greater New York,
Foreign,
$3.00.
months. $5.00; 3 months
Our most important markets durSubscribers should ^"^%^'^ ^l^%i
$15 00.
yi.M
THh,
to
ing
the month were Argentina for
communications
Address all
N. Y.
positive, with 1.966,314 ft. valued at
DAILY 1650 Broadway, New York,
Cable
adPhone Vircle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Hol^wood.
$60,970; the United Kingdom for
Filmday. New York.
dress:
AmbassaGausmaH,
negative with 484,102 ft., valued at
rViifnrnii
HaTvcv E
and Washand France for raw stock,
d^or"Hot'el: -Phone, Drexel 7000
$121,835,
W. Fredm.n,
ington 9794, London-Ernest
Marlborough St.. with 4,047,200 ft., valued at $46,566.
Great
58,
Renter,
Film
The
Cinematograph.e
London W. I.. Paris-La
Field's Next Selected
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
•

M

aid

tive

.

"Sweethearts

Every Port," from

in

Tom

a story by
J. Geraghty, will be
the title of W. C. Fields' third ParaProduction starts
mount picture.
early in October.
session on
Film issues experienced a quiet Bros corn,l,enarke" Saturday. Warners on the de^
been
on and "A", which have
remained practical y
cline the past few days,
a single
dropping
former
the
s rtionarv
a fraction of a
point and the latter losing
subs tanp" n
In both stocks trading was
preceding day, when
lially less than on the
ni.irket closed at noon.
l)ie
shares which
In the general market many
regained their fomrer polost ground Friday
The general tendency was upward
sitions.
.

"Magazine Girl" Gets Role
for magazine
Iris Stuart, model
covers, has a role in "Stranded
It
Paris," starring Bebe Daniels.
her first picture work.

in
is

.

Quotations
Am

Seat.
Seat.

High Low Close

Sales

37M
38/

8or
50C

Vtc

Pfd
•Balaban & Katz
*Bal. & Katz Vtc

Am.

.^8

37^

38?^

38-^

73'/4

70
,

Eastman Kodak ..119/. 119!^

Famous

Players

112^4

..114

*Fam. Play. Pfd^
•Film Inspect
•First

•

Pfd

Nat'l.

75
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A" 27

Project
42)^
Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
*M. P. Cap. Torp
Pathe Exch. "A".. 53 J^
tParamount B'way. 97^
30
t+Roxy Units

Roxy Common

..

Skouras Bros
**Stan. Co. of

26^4

26.54
11'/^

42

42^
25/

53
97/.
28

53

Warner
Warner

Pictures
Pict.

.

.

"A"

6.36r
1,700

900

97/

1

9H

8-K

56
88 }4

9%

76r

100
.

46!4

50
55

51/

95/
33/
95/
49/
53/

6,66r
14,70r

New

occupying

its

V.

Ford Sterling has left
Paramount Coast

for the

1560

B'way

New York
studios.

William Russell Arriving
William Russell and his wife, Helen
Ferguson, arrive from the Coast tothe

fight

New York

City

at

Frank Norcross Dead
Los Angeles— Funeral services were
held here for Frank Norcross, actor,

who

HAL ROACH

—
—

pagse^TS

Helene Chadwick
Wise Guys Prefer
Brunettes

—

—

it

wM

^/MMIE FINLAYSON

—

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
—
Broadway "Subway Sadie"
Cameo —"The Strong Man"
— "The Four Horsemen''
Capitol
Colony— Undetermined
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"
Criterion — "Beau Geste"
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "The Marriage Clause"
Mark Strand — "Sparrows"
Rialto— "Tin Gods"
Rivoli — "You'd Be Surprised"
Warners— "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "Three Bad

Astor

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut fumishei
for all Pathecomedies at

you

Exchange.
Men"

Golf Tourney at Cleveland
Cleveland Loew's Ohio Theaters
staged a golf tournament recently for
all employees.
Fred Clary, manager

—

r—
QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Devdoping
Release Printing

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

N.

Heights,

Palisadea

Inc.
J.

367S

ures

at

of the regulars, familiar fig-

previous

tournaments,

have

not as yet signified their intention of
playing.
It cannot be stressed too
strongly that the players will be lim-

.-r

Look

/

0^

Out

^*^

^
for

'^ Your

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS, INC.
W.
130

West

o**

LIFE

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant 8181

46th St.

died after a lingering illness.

John D.Tippett Jnc.

IVOR NOVELLO

Raw Stock

in
From

A. LEE presents

SCREENDOM'S SENSATIONAL LOVERi.*^

Yaffa

looks considerably brighter than
has done for some time past.

cerned.

the

"THE RAT"

Negative and Positive

Broadway Play by Dave L'Estrange, Constance Collier and Ivor Novello

with

—

Harmon

—

Richard Sinclair Dies
ited to 200.
The facilities of Sound
Richard C. Sinclair, former actor View are limited and the Committee,
for Famous, died at his home in therefore, has set upon this maximum
Brooklyn.
figure for the convenience of all con-

new exchange buikjing.

desirable office, modern
building ideal location for ExInquire,
hibitor.

Very

are going in on an extenscale for British pictures and
Pathe is also having a picture made
The outlook for home production
sive

ler's Wives"
Saturday— "The Show-Off"
Sunday "Marriage License"
Mark Strand "Sparrows"
Rialto
"Tin Gods"
Rivoli
"The Campus Flirt"
Warners "Don Tuan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Subway Sadie"

of the Stillman; Harland Fend of the
publicity department, and
Car-

Ford Sterling Leaves

Building
D. C.
now-

OFFICE TO SUBLET

to

Some

ARTHUR

Lake City

— "The Big Parade"
Broadway— "For Heaven's Sake"
Cameo — "The Strong Man"
Capitol— "The Waning Sex"
Play"
Colony — "One Minute
Central — "The Scarlet Letter"
—
Criterion
"Beau Geste"
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "For Alimony Only"
Loew's New York — Today — "Fine Manners"
Tuesday — "Almost A Lady" and "Thru
Thick and Thin"
Wednesday — "Forlorn River"
Thursday — "Padlocked"
Friday — "The Sea Wolf" and "Lew Ty

Gaumont

(Continued from Page 1)

Quoted
Market
t Bond Market
and
Ask
Bid
tt

P. D. C. in

(Continued from Page 1)

Week

A.stor

ter.

* Last Prices
•• Philadelphia

Salt

This

Harold MacGrath, author, has been
Tom
permanent
injunction von, artist, were the committee on
a
granted
against TifTany Prod, and a money arrangements.
judgment of $503.75 in connection
with his "Pleasures of the Rich" action. The company adjusted the matAll Set for Golf

They will attend
day.
Philadelphia Thursday.

7

56

MacGrath Action

jor

16?-^

Am.

•United Artists
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros

26r

Settle

4,50r

114
121
9
102

74^

IVi
56

Trans-Lux Screen..

119'/^

73

•Intern'l.

t+

On Broadway

THE FILM DAILY

1926

20^

Distributed

by

All Colors

MAE MARSH and ISABEL JEANS
Directed by GRAHAM CUTTS

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

701 Seventh Avenue

New York

1540 Broadway

6040 Sufuet BWd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

»««»»««

i

NOW YOU

'-m

CAN
TELL TH

M

-MILLIONS ARE ASKING
WHEN IT WILL BE SHOWN,
THIS GREATEST ATTRACTION
OF ALL TIME!

^ixc^oldwyn

T
/

A

o

^^h^

e^

o

announces the triumphant

and

sensational return of

THEATRE Managers
declare that

more

inquiries are made
concerning the showing of "The Four Horse'
men** than all other
pictures combined.

OPENING SOON AT THE CAPITOL,
and

in ever city in the country in ig26'27

(N.Y.)

,^-;v.•^'^'

^

!

!

.'

««'••-.

^5^'-

-^

'!§&?::

7

I

NIGHT
_

JL

that Chicago will never forget ! Another night of triumph that

echoes the unparalleled praise accorded the world's greatest entertain-

ment

in

New York and

Atlantic City. Playing Balaban

& Katz' big McVickers

changed for the first time to play the greatest of road
show attractions at advanced prices]

Theatre,

its

policy

Continuing to break

—

all

vance sale of any show

Warner Theatre, N. Y. The biggest adnot an empty seat to date, not an empty seat

records at the
in

town

—

in sight

Duplicating at the Globe Theatre, Atlantic City, N.

New York

J.,

the unprecedented suc-

showing The greatest event that ever
an advance sale weeks ahead
cess of

!

hit the resort

with [«^r:-;-

!

And now watch Chicago! Watch
history

is

being revolutionized

this

great

show everywhere! Motion
^

picture
.

JB

iUfi

'

Aoducers of26 WiimirWmn€fsfor'-192b ^27

"m
V.

-V:

X;
.«^-

'V

s.

^-

V'r"

-

<i^^

^"^
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'J.

^ur
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^

20, 1926

Year Earnings and Financial Position
Of Important Companies Listed on the N. Y. Stock Exchange^

Fiscal

|i

(Prepared by "Wall Street Ne^vs" and Reprinted by Permission)
1

F.V.L.
Year ended

Year ended

1925

Jan. 2, 1926

)tc. 26,

income after
charges ami taxes. $5,718,053
'18.39
Earneil per com. sh..

B. F. Keith
6 mos. ended

I'o.x I'ilm

1st Nal'l

mos. ended
Nov. 28,1925

11

June

30,

1926

I-oew's, Inc.
40 weeks to
June 10, 1926

M.

j

Orpheum

Pathe

Circuit

Year ended

Exchange
Year ended

Y'ear ended

Dec. 31, '25

Dec. 26, "25

Nov.

6,762,107
4,056,277
2,705,830
t4,253
875,926

$2,174,821
2.88
3,225,767
648,553
2,577,214
21,990,745
1,311,165

None

None

5,814,722
3,949,614
155,434

1,854,435

88,696
3,787,714

$1,431,758
7.68
6,521,693
886,874
5,634,819
772,473
898,002
1,026,615
622,880
249,416
4,011,779

1.89

1.50
2

2
8

180,358
(par $27)

24,536
(par $25)

MetroCioldwyn
Year ended

Aug.

31, '25

P. Capital

Corp.
^'ear ended
Dec. 31, '25

Universal
Pictures

Warner

Year ended
Mar. 27, 192(

7, '25

Ntft

current assets.. 29,496,581
Total current liabilitie^ 9,520,446
Net vvorkinK capital.. 19,976,135
Property, plants, etc.. 31,916,199
Cash
7,346,049
Inventories
18,214,994
Notes and accts. rec.
3,658,468
Notes and accts. pay..
1,668,721
Profit and loss surplus 15,209,316
Present an'l com. div.
10
8
Present an'l p£. div.
Present out. pf. shares
80,000
(par $100)
T(jtal

.

.

$1,951,485

$2,527,241

$853,110

27.91
12,013,427
3,372,213

5.05

2.16
3,787,953
1,027,185
2,760,768
24,135,461
2,805,074

14,411,299
1,165,227
13,246,072
7,862,263
4,267,529
8,554,278
972,899
886,141
12,404,439

8,641,214
689,715
1.087,394
5,354,348
665,422
2,264,463
4,921,692

None
277,081
1,027,185

853,110

$5,244,194
4.94
30,041,577
4,016,261
26,025,316
30,566,301
9,780,723
16,194,981
701,412
1,733,089
9,479,073

$2,007,145

$281,776

2.04
13,753,033
1,510,832
12,242,201
3,242,992

1.64

384,968
11,824,707
593,815
1,311,819
3,557,395

2

4

(Istpf.) 8
24,250
(1st. pf.

65,800
(par $100)

Present funded, debt

.

.

*574,448
(no par)

None

si

10,250,959
3,631,935
6,619,024
3,866,074
752,713
8,030,769
1,262,790
3,381,934
1,415,252

5,924,980
3,762,982
2,161,998
3,587,921

A

None

1,060,780
(no par)

400,000

100,000
(no par)
B 400,000
(no par)
$2,160,000

6U,0U0
(no par)

$10,787,500

171,774
(no par)

1[620,000

(par $5)

$15,000,000

None

549,170

(par$l)

None

$2,000,000

jiiue

•

4i<

I

til

(ipt

tiiii

k

^

27,686
(par $100)

1
m
1
A

250,000
(no par)

189,265
(no par)
B 10,000
(no par)
$979,800

i

4,675,64t
511,42)
2,667,24t
**985,743

(istpf. 8)

A

on

Bi«il

492,61Sff

(2d pf.) 210,000
(par $100)

par $100)
shs

irea

6.43

8
8,482
(par $100)

(2p£.A&B
Present out. com.

lini

**$1,337,82(:

$1,925,506

113

par $100)
14,886

1
{

Bros.

Pictures

i!
)t1

199,98e

"T

(par $10)
350,02C

(no

par)'

Itie

$4,000,00(|llSl

None

m

The 574,448 no par shares are outstanding after payment
on 275,102 shares which was the average common stock of Famous Players-Lasky Corp. outstanding during 1925.
on Aug. 10, 1926, of a 2 per cent stock dividend on the common, and offering to common shareholders in June of 191,690 shares of common stock in ratio of one additional share foi
each two already held.
tMotion Picture Capital Corp, finances various activities in the film industry but is not engaged in production of photoplays. It had no property account as of Dec. 31, 1925, tht
$4,253 representing equipment.

ai

Based

§Dividend on Warner Bros. Pictures class
HOwned 100 per cent by Loew's, Inc.

"A" common was

passed on

March

1,

1926.

.Stock

IlltSS

lir

had been on an annual basis of $1.50 a share.

••Deficit.
IIAnd S per cent stock in 1925.

iKCi

A

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady" is another
Review of Reviews
on the order of "Little Annie Roon(.Continued from Page 1)
ey," a little Irish girl reared in a Jewfor the exhibitor in most cases so
ish neighborhood, romance, comedy
here goes!
and all the rest. Nice box-office also.
There was Marshall Ncilan's "DiThen there was "Kosher Kitty Kelplomacy" whicli had the advantage ly."
The Irish and the Jews cerexcellent
splendid
cast
and
an
of a
tainly scored this week.
Here again
production beside a story that will
you have the old reliable mixture
likely prove a first rate audience picwith the resultant comedy. F. B. O.
ture. The appearance of Arlette Maris
releasing this adaptation of the
chal, a promising new comer, is an
musical comedy.
Shirley Mason is
interesting feature and Blanche Sweet
the Rosie of "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
does very well as the heroine. It is
and her sister, Viola Dana, is the Kitthe secret service yarn with intricate
ty of "Kosher Kitty Kelly."
business that furnishes fine suspense.

Another production on the same order
is
P. D. C.'s "Man O'War," with
Jetty Goudal and the good looking
William Boyd.
Nice romance and
good action. The title isn't very approi)riate and, in fact, somewhat misleading.
They are apt to expect a

horse race yarn.
Dorothy Mackaill
personal triumph in

scored, another

"Subway Sadie"

New

York, and in particular a salesgirl in a Fifth Avenue department store. The picture should

a story of

make

a

big

New

hit in
York but
in the sticks as well.

Fox contributed "Womanpower" to
the week's line up.
It is an interesting story of a coward's regeneration
Ralph Graves and Katherine
Perry a pleasing hero-heroine team.
It wasn't a bad week for exhibitors.
Any one of the above pictures will
bring in an ample return and there is
a fine selection to choose from.
Broadway, which has been without
the usual number of new weekly offerings, due to holdovers, returns to
normalcy again this week with almost every weekly change house
with

in a new picture.
They are
"The
Campus
Flirt,"
"Sparrows,"
Univcrsal's "The Ice Flood" has
"The Waning Sex," "For Alimony
all the thrills and action that the title
suggests.
Kenneth Harlan does the Only" and "Tin Gods" which follows
heroics.
"The Dixie Flyer," a Ray- "Variety" at the Rialto.
art picture, is a railroad melodrama
with the accompanying thrills. Both
Shamray Back at Fine Arts
pictures
have adecjuate box office
Los Angeles After an absence of
value.
ten years Peter L. Shamray, now

they'll

enjoy

bringing

it

—

"Frenzied

Flames," an Ellbee rea pretty "frenzied" affair but
for the folks that still like entertainment of the smash-bang order, this
will go very well.
Some of them feel
they haven't gotten their money's

president of Popular Pictures, Inc., is
returning to Fine Arts where he will
begin production of "Flames of Paradise" with a cast including Rosemary

worth unless they see a few wrecks,
a fire, and daring rescue or two
thrown in. Cullen Landis is the hero
this and in two other pictures
in
viewed this week, "The Dixie Flyer"
and "Sweet Rosie O'Grady."

recting.

lease,

is

Theby, Sally Long, Gordon Standing
and Kent Meade. Tom Gibson is di-

H.
pital

Kraft Recovering
Kraft is at the Flower Hosrecovering from an operation

S.

for appendicitis.

Violation of Ethics
Code Brings Fine
(Continued from Page 1)

Ban on

(or

Interference

(Continued from Page 1)

Amsterdam

ington,
St.,

and the

Ave., and

Olympic

at

1

Ij™^
149t|

Broadwa'

The Plaza, of whicjf*'^
he received notice of approval by the and 107th St.
home office from H. O. Martin, Brecher is manager, also was involve' f
branch manager,
Later he learned but he signed an agreement with tl'
are
that Hess & Rau, Lyric operators, union and union operators
work
there.
had the picture booked, whereupon he
Pending a hearing in the casi
was informed his application had been
Justice Valente signed a temporaij
rejected.
Investigation by the board proved injunction restraining members of tl
that the Hess & Rau application was defendant union from making speech.
accepted before rejection of Steffes' in the neighborhood of the Lafayet
application, a direct violation of the patronized largely by negroes, asset
code of ethics embodied in the uniform ing that the Lafayette is unfair Ji
has ousted unicjB^y,
contract. At the hearing Martin con- their race and
tended his company had a right to negro operators and replaced the:'
resort to the "clubbing" practice be- with "white scabs." The affidavi
cause the contract form used does by Brecher and others in his beha;
allege that the union induced tl
not embody the code of ethics.
negroes employed there to quit t
promising them jobs elsewhere ar
then by street speeches and oth
oth
intimidated
demonstrations
(Continued from Page 1)
weeks at the Times Square theater. negroes engaged to take their place
The figures up to and including Fri- It is alleged that the union tried
day night showed a total business of close up all theaters on Labor D<S
Early business on Sat- by inducing the operators to leave b i
$349, 077. 10.
urday indicated that this total was did not succeed. When Brecher can j
to be augmented by a tidy sum when back to town the next day he ma(
an agreement with the union coverii
the final recapitulation was made.

^'

i

1

"Variety" Closes

The grosses by weeks
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Weei
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week
Week

of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of
of

follow:

the

Plaza.

June 27
July
July
July
Tuly

Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Aug
Sept
Sept

$26,954.55
4
34,442.30
11
34,083.90
18
31,316.45
25
29,263.00
1..,
30,153.00
8
26,900.05
15
32,666.85
22
31,634.20
29
23,628.20
5
30,187.25
12 (except Sept 18)
17,847.35

Total

$349,077.10

Eric
screen

York

English Actor Arrives
Bransby Williams, EngH;
actor, has arrived in Ne

to

work

in pictures.

He

recen

ly returned to London after playir
in a Stoll production which requin
a location trip to the South Seas.

Amy

Editing "Stepping Along"

Amy is titling and editiii
"Stepping Along," Johnny Hines' laf
Mabel Normand's Third
Culver City Mabel Normand has est picture for First National. Ja
completed her third Roach comedy Mcfjowan, who did the title job
which will be released as "The Nickel "The Brown Derby," will give simil
George

—

(j

Hopper."

attention to this film.

i

—
THE
Jinday,

September

-c^mkDAILV
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Fox Soon
O/ULY TIPS

WHICH MEAN DOLLACS FOB

And

SHOWMEN

—

>w By PHIL. M.

"Battling Butler"

MAY

(M-G-M)
miniature prize ring in the lobThe ring was
created comment.
fied out with the usual paraphenalia,
Sivdust was laid on the floor, and a
: -out
of Buster Keaton in boxing
was placed in the center.
: tume
;ig secreted near the ring was
smded every so often, and it added
nosphere and dtew attention at the
ne time. The following cards were
peed around the ring, with the folcaption, "Buster Keaton in
,'ing
V

•)

A

.

McAVOY

fire

fighting.

DALY

^^

returned to
That is she has
has

been called back to the
additional

New

That's That!

scenes in

M-G-M

lot for

"The Fire

Bri-

gade."

ing so

many

theaters.

The

is

build-

circuit is

preparing for next season's flock of
English Channel swimmers who will
eventually appear on its stages.

1

Lloyd Hamilton has no fear of losing his job, for the comedian is inBirmingham, Ala. dependent by virtue of real estate inL Farley, Empire,
vestments. He purchased ten lots in
Laurel Canyon a few years ago, and
"The Lone Wolf Returns"
now finds them a real "nest egg."
(Columbia)
\ tie-up with Kaufman's Departttling Butler,' Empire Theater
H.
-•en Furious t^augh Rounds."

—

Market

Talking Film

{Continued from Page

1)

Midnight Premiere for "Tin Gods"
Attended by a number of executives
and stars, "Tin Gods" made its debut
Saturday at a "midnight matinee" at

understood pre- the Rialto.
sentations will be possible and are
actually planned in a few months.
The device will be used for synchronizing scores with Fox specials
If You Are in the
and for prologues to these fiilms.
Market for Any Kind of
Probably pictures like Fox Varieties

However,

point.

and novelties

Now we know why Loew

to

ment.

will

It is also

dividual

it is

—

receive this treat-

planned to make

numbers

featuring

in-

famous

artists.

Fox Corp. Not the Buyer
The report published Saturday
Fox Film Corp. had purchased

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

that
the

old Fort Blunder property at Rouse's
Point, N. Y., was erroneous.
The
association of George I. Fox with
the project, which calls for a hotel,
led to the error in the transmission.

Chas. G. WiHougl^y. Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

jnt store enabled the theater to pre-

elaborate show in splenSix pretty models dis3yed a number of fur coats, tojiher with the new fall showings
special
J dresses, hats and hose.
>ge arrangement was provided, with
iiackground especially decorated for
::
occasion.
Each of the models
versed the promenade stand, which
is constructed in the shape of a
."
The fashion show was pre?ited at eight o'clock on the nights
5

an

it

style.

:1

A

r

the showing of
Iturns." The fur
Jt

"The Lone Wolf
and fashion show

only increased business, but at the

ire
ii'ion,

as

well.

— Ollie

Brownlee, Cri-

Enid, Okla.

"Tin Gods"
(Paramount)
\ locomotive with tender attached
Driven
s used for street ballyhoo.
>und town eight hours each day
xeding picture. Carried sign bearslogan "Coming like a locomotive,
Paramount special, 'Tin Gods,'
."
John E. Mclnerney, Rialto,
:

\

—York.

w

iht
njoiih

mm Tioy

John Roche
Directed by

and Philippe

"

DeLacy

ARTHUR MAUDE

Photographed by Technicolor Process

SUGGESTED BY

SIR

The story of

THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH'S FAMOUS PAINTING
a mother's undying love

Exquisitely told in natural colors.

and

It's

reward.
another Roits

mance Production more beautiful than "The Vision,"

WMAWS

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6SC4

yJiODUCTlOlHS

is

What a
a

What a

picture!

What

Star!

Title!

Knocks 'em over wherever she plays
—doesn't only get the dough but
gets a hand—wins 'em and keeps 'em
with every foot of the most wonderful picture she's ever made! Some
gal— records fall for her— and the
bigger they are the harder they

fall!

>^-^
^
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6 Arthur Jtone
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Service

BICYCLER

WITH

$10,000,000 in theater properties involved,

Publix naturally turned
an anxious eye to Florida yesterday. Harold B. Franklin left
hurriedly to survey the situation.

IS

All of the receipts from
of the Publix theaters are to
be turned over to a relief fund.
Here, in a word, you find a
concrete example of the Publix
idea of service. The public first,
last and always.
Ready to add
to the gayety of these hectic

Board Intends to Back Up
Distributor Campaign,
Decision Shows

Educational

Supply Co.
which were

(Continued on Page 5)

Jury Handling Shorts

—

London Marking the first time the
company has undertaken distribution
times with entertainment. Willof short subjects, Jury-Metro-Golding to step into an emergency wyn, Ltd., has purchased rights to
situation with dollars so that the the Artclass product in Great Britain.
(Continued on Page 2)
storm victims might suflfer less.
A.

Golf Gups Pledged

Generous Act

no trifling gesture Publix has
made.
Operating its hundreds of
theaters after midnight means double
wages for labor. The traffic which
Publix will have to bear is difficult

The Committee in charge of the Fall
Film Golf Tournament which takes
place a week from tomorrow at the
Sound View Golf Club, Sound View,
has

purchased

be considerable.
Never fear, however, about the ultimate results.
Publix will profit by
this splendid step.
The public is
quick to appreciate.
The good-will
which will accrue to the Publix chain
will more than compensate for the

The

classes

It is

to estimate.

It will

monetary outlay.
Further.
There is a serious and

actual

worthwhile thought in the object lesson which the industry now sees
before it. Perhaps the greatest height
to which the motion picture theater
can reach is to earn for itself a place

community

Making

the theater a recognized center of civic acin

tivity

a

is

life.

real

achievement.

And

the

principal

and cups

to

prizes.

be awarded

(Continued on Page 2)

Deny

Patents Sale

The Associated Press

declares that
Dr. Lee De Forest stated that the
patent rights on phonofilms have not
been leased to the Fox-Case Corp.
Theodore W. Case, president of the

it

true, leads the indus-

is

But certainly
others should have no qualms about
in

this

effort.

filling the ranks
so righteous.

Who

is

next?

when

the cause

is

KANN

In Transit at Time

charge of the situation for his

Offer

Still

Holds

its

2,000-seat theater has

direct

a

picture

he

will

familiarize

the stricken area. With electric power out of commission, it will be several days before theaters again will be
able to operate.

New

(Continued on Page 5)

Record

Setting a record for two weeks
at the house, since its opening in
Briant Promoted
October, 1919, "Mare Nostrum" at
Roy Briant, playwright, has been popular prices at the Capitol, netted
appointed assistant to Julian Johnson, $118,249. The Capitol run followed
film and title editor at the Paramount the picture's seven months at the
Long Island studio, by William Le- Criterion at $2 top.
Briant
Baron, associate producer.
was signed to an exclusive Paramount
"Variety" Gross $353,543
contract after his first independent
titling work on "Tin Gods."
On Saturday, final day of "Variety's" run at the Rialto, the gross
was $4,465.90 making the total for the
Fox Canadian Deal
Toronto James R. Grainger, gen- last week $22,313.25. This brings the
grand total to $353,543 for the 12
eral sales manager for Fox, spent the

—

week-end here when he sold

his

com- weeks'

pany's now product to N. L. Nathanson for the entire Famous Players
chain.

run.

Kennedy

Sailing
Joseph P. Kennedy, president of F. B. O. sails for New York
on the Leviathan today.

London

Al Jolson took the stand yesterday
the $500,000 damage suit brought
by D. W. Griffith, alleging the
comedian breached his contract. l5e
denied signing a contract or that he
had "run out" on the picture and
Screen tests very
gone to Europe.
unfavorable to the actor, caused him
to abandon proposed appearance in
films, he stated.

A

hit in the

—

Calderone Building

sponsor.

—

Theaters were hard
devastating hurricane which
swept across Florida Friday, causing
an estimated 1,500 deaths and $150,000,000 property damage.
Theater
business is at a standstill throughout
Fla.

—

Jolson on Stand

Another theater is in prospect for
Glen Cove, L. I., Calderone circuit is

Of Storm
Miami,

Minneapolis Firm Rejects Proposal to
Join Hands with United Artists
Atlanta Film shipping is in a
in Building Theater
chaotic state, owing to the uncertain
Northwest Theaters
Minneapolis
(Continued on Page 4)
has rejected proposal of United Artists to become associated with the
company in erection of the proposed
Gapitol

(Continued on Page 2)

from establishing an institu- been leased by Coleman Bros., and
tion which becomes part of the daily Esterton Bros, in Glen Cove, thus
life of the nation, from the commermaking two for the town. The Calcial angle the exhibitor who is farderone theater will be a combination
sighted enough to subscribe to a house, opening in November. It will
practical policy such as this cannot seat 2,200.
go far wrong.
Dantchenko Leaves for Coast
Who Is Next ?
Vladmir Nemirovitch-Dantchenko,
Encomiums and the highest in Russian director brought to this
a country by United Artists, leaves tois
praise is
Publix's due.
It
pleasure to record by the printed day for Hollywood where he will beword a hearty endorsement of a fine come a producer-at-large for Joseph
and outstanding deed.
Before being assigned to
Schenck.
Publix,

Theaters of the Publix circuit
will feature midnight matinees
Saturday for the benefit of the
sufferers in the Florida disaster.

Case Research Laboratory, Auburn,

aside

try

Fear Expressed Over Film

company.

and Electric
brought the
charges,
admitted by
Perlman, who said he had received
Pathe,

Publix Plans Benefit

Harold B. Franklin left yesterday for Miami, to take personal

fined $246 for bicycling.

Theater

Price 5 Cents

Paralyzed by Hurricane

AT PHILADELPtllA

—

all

1926

Florida Theater Business

fINED

Philadelphia The arbitration board
This natural concern over its
here
is backing up the nation-wide
holdings, however, did not deter
campaign of distributors to put an
Publix from ordering special end to bicycling, it v\'as indicated,
midnight shows next Saturday when Harry Perlman, owner of the
for the benefit of Florida suf- West Alleghany and Lehigh, was
ferers.

21,

in

Arriving from Coast

—

Chairman Russell
but aboard
Liverpool.

sail,

of Ideal will also
the Scythia from

Michigan Meet Postponed
Detroit

— Negotiations

in the labor

dispute, settled recently, have caused
postponement of the exhibitor assocciation's seventh annual convention
at Battle Creek.
Oct. 19 and 20 are
the new dates.

John McCormick and his wife, CoJleen Moore, arrive in New York this
Sheehan Plans N. Y. Visit
Sam
morning from Hollywood.
Los
Angeles Winfield R. Sheehan
Rork left the Coast yesterday for
leaves
for New York the end of the
"The
of
the East, bringing a print
month to remain there about four
Blonde Saint."
weeks. He will then return to resume

—

Suddenly

charge of Fox production.

Rhinock Dies
American production
With the director is his
Joseph L. Rhinock, for many years
methods.
Daylight Saving Ending
assistant, Sergei Bertensson, who was connected with the Shubert organiSunday, Sept. 26, marks the end
also associated with him in the Mos- zation and a director of Loew's, Inc.,
cow Art theater, Dantchenko's con-, died yesterday from acute indigestion. of daylight saving throughout New
York, New Jersey and Connecticut.
tract is for one year.
He was 63 years old.
himself

with

—

..
.

—
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During

marked decrease

in rejections.

gain.

In the general market, all eyes were foPrices fluctuated irregucused on Florida.
larly.

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Scat Vtc.
37}^
Seat Pfd.
38^4
•Balaban & Katz..
.

.

.

37^8
38

37H

100
800

im

73'A
70

Bal. & Katz Vtc
119-4 117>4 n7>4
Eastman Kodak
Players
113
Fam. Play. Pfd...
Film Inspect
lOH
First Nat'l Pfd....
75
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A". 27-4
.

.

•Intern'l

.

Project.

.

1117^

73H

43^

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
Skouras Bros
"Stan. Co. of Am
Trans-Lux Screen.

98
30

'WA
54'/!

7 'A

.

56
,

H 26^

42?4

42W

3,100

16Vi
52
98

23/2
16V4
52
98

lOO
2,500

,

.

.

.

"A".
Quoted
Market
Bond Market
Ask
and
Bid

Warner

Pict.

46'/4

iO'A

400

9

.

,

.

.

33-4
95-4
7,000
46'A
SO'A 45,500

• Last Prices
•• Phila<lelpliia
t

tt

Oklahoma Theater Opens
Duncan, Okia.— The Ritz, 817 Main
St .,

Low
Low

—Arthur W.

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY
24.S

Tomorrow

Shlager

is

en

faasmxiTm

Helene Chadwick
Wise Guys Prefer
Brunettes

^x

v,M

,

sJIMMIE FINLAYSON

1)

Y.,

involved in the dispute, is now pendThe De Forest coming in court.
pany has asked for an injunction to
prevent the manufacture and presentation of a film which, it claims, infringes upon an invention of Dr.
De Forest. Case formerly worked

De

This

Heller in Charge of Music
Herman Heller will have charge of
synchronizing the musical setting for
"The Better 'Ole," which opens at
the Colony Oct. 7. The Four Aristo-

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for

all

Pathecomedies

at

your

Exchange.

Forest.

—
—

Golf Tourney

.Sig

York.

HAL ROACH

I
j

—

Philadelphia
Trophies valued at
more than $1,000 will be awarded in
the second annual golf tournament
to be held tomorrow at the Green
Valley club under auspices of "The
Exhibitor." The players will be divided into four groups.

New

route to

Coming East

had announced that such a
deal had been made.
An action to determine the ownership of the talking motion picture
N.

Stebbins.

—

—

Patents Sale

Musical Consultant Signed
gross runner-up M. P. News.
John Trevor Adams, head of the
Captain winning team Jack Cos- Wolfsohn Musical Bureau, is reported
man.
to have signed a contract to become
Exhibitor cup ^Jules E. Mastbaum. musical consultant and representaPutting Trophy Carl Laemmle.
tive for Vitaphone,
C. W. Bunn yesBirdieTrophy— F. B. O.
terday declined to comment on the
Winner of three tournaments
report.
Film Daily Cup.
net

Sig Shlager

Los Angeles

attempted mejn-

(Continued from Page

for

—

Tennis Title Match Tomorrow
Gelsey,
Famous,
meets
Merle Johnson, Pathe, tomorrow, in
finals of the

the
elimination

Overlook

annual singles

first

tournament

tennis
Courts,

Amsterdam

at
at

188th, for possession of "The Exhibitors Daily Review" and Marcus
Loew cups.

ARTHUR

'

I

LOBBY FRAMES
OF

{

BETTER KIND
LIB MAN-SPAN JER CORP
the:

1600 Broadway
IcI-CiiKkcni-s:

-S-.^

New YorU
>i,,.'..

Look

J
'

City

K.

|

.,.,
I

yKfsnif

have been added to the Vitaphone program planned.
crats

"Kosher Kitty Kelly" at Colony
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" will begin a
nine-day run at the Colony Saturday.

OFFICE TO RENT
Completely furnished Film Exchange
Office in
Godfrey Bldg., including
Film Room, Poster Room, and Film
Box M319, c/o Film Daily,
Vault.
1650 Broadway, New York City.

A. LEE presents

THE INCOMPARABLE SCREEN LOVER—

IVOR NOVELLO

has opened.

.\RT TITLES
VV. .S.Sth St. - Columbus
Special Rush Serviii'

Ex-

Erwin

56

95!/.
,

—

is

which
embraces the Snub Pollard, Izzy and
Lizzie, Hairbreadth Harry and Winnie Winkle series.

1

100

50^4
55'A

,

S6A
9

.

.

.

7

56

•tUnited Artists...
Univ. Pict. Pfd. ..
Universal Pictures.
•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures

n'A

28

.

9>/4

1,700

9ii
102
74'A

7,800
7,100

26

1)

each follow:
Low net runner-up Pathe
change.
Low gross Warner Bros.
in

—

121

9H

.

Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp..
Pathe Exch. "A"..

m'A

Page

^ ,

1,100

.

Famous

Deny

ill

(.Continued from

—Pending

(Continued from Page 1)
closed the deal,

Max Weiss

while.

6,660.
total

Golf Cups Pledged

Pressure on Warner Bros, issues was re
at yesterday's session of the exchange,
each dropping approximately 2 points. Common closed at 46^ while "A" ended its
manoeuverinns at SOj-2.
Tra'ding in both
stocks was lighter than the past few days.
For the first time in some days, Film Inspection became active. 1,700 shares changing
hands.
The issue made an inconsequential

forcement

The

number of eliminations
1926 was 19,742, which is smaller
than for any year since 1923, when
The highest
the total was 18,080.
number of eliminations was in 1922
when the total was 29,868.

Policy

the outcome of litigation on the legality of the measure, no attempt
will be made to enforce York's
recently-enacted Suday closing
ordinance. Mayor Ephraim S.
Hugentugler, who opposed passage of the measure, is refusing
to prosecute violations of the
law, with the Hippodrome continuing its Sunday shows unThe mayor says if
molested.
the law is declared invalid, the
city and he would be held liable for damages, in event en-

York, Pa.

Tn 1926 there were 4,449 complete
subjects "physically" examined; 17,449 reels of which 14,424 were approved, 18 rejected and 3,007 modified.
The record for the greatest number of
subjects "physically" examined in one
year is held by 1918, when the total

Financial

rumed

"Hands Off"

the fiscal
year ending June 30, 44,403 reels of
film were reviewed by the state censor commission, as compared with
38,401, for the year ending June 30,
Rev1921, the next highest vcar.
enue totaled $121,304, of 'which $725
represents fines. Disbursements were
$59,875.
Of the amount, 29,879 reels were
approved, 95 rejected in their entirety
and 15,429 ordered revised. This is

was

—

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredmsn,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

—

Philadelphia
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Jury Handling Shorts

Censored

44,403 Reels
ALLTHE NEWS
ALLTUE TIME
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"THE RAT»'

MAE MARSH

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

Broadway Play by Dave L'Estrange, Constance Collier and Ivor Novello
uiith

AMALGAMATED

and ISABEL JEANS

GRAHAM CUTTS
LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

Picture Theatres

Standar d Vaudeville

Acts

Directed by
9240

Distributed

by

701 Seventh Avenue

New York

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Managers declare

inquiries are

ing

of

that

made concerning

more

the show-

"The Four Horsemen" than

other pictures cornbined.

all

MILLIONS
ARE ASKING:
"When

will

again?

It is

picture

it

be shown

the greatest

ever made."

TELL THEM

IT'S

COMING NOW!

OPENING SOON

CAPITOL,
and

(N. Y.)

in every city in

America

in 1926-27

ETRO-GOLDWYN

—
THE

^m

I

DAILY

Board Cuts Prices

—

Ninety dollar^ a week and
an hour for overtime is the maxij^mum salary of operators under the
wage agreement completed following
a walkout of 14 theaters. The Michigan, Capitol and State are the houses

where the top salary in paid, which
represents an increase of $20 a week.
Each of the houses, employs four
5,000,
3,000.

is

The Michigan's

Capitol's, 3,500

had brought

State's,

The Adams, with a capacity ot 1,750, will
increase the pay of its operators from $67
to $85 a week, and will increase its pay
Two
for overtime from $2 to $3 an hour.
operators are employed at this theater, and
no more operators will be added. The terms
reached for the Adams also will apply to
the Madison, which has a capacity of 1,900
At the Grand Riviera four operators will
be employed at a salary of $75 a week. The
former scale was $54 a week.
It was concerning this theater that the owners and
operators could not agree at their conference last Thursday, the operators asking
that four men be employed and the owners
desiring only three.
The operators agreed to return to work,
However, pending the arrival frortr New
York of William F. Cannon, international
president of the International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employes and Moving Picture Machine Operators.
He will decide
the number of operators to be employed.
In the meaTitime the projection room crew
will consist of four men.
The number of operators at the Regent
theater will be increased from two to three,
and the salaries will be raised from $54 to
$75 a week.
No increase will be made
in the number of operators at the Miles and
Palace, which at present each employs two
salaries

the

Palace.

however,
will be raised
weekly in
the case of the Miles and from $65 to $80
at

those
from $65

theaters,
to $85

at

The Columbia and Tuxedo

increase
their salaries to $80, the present scale being
$65, but will not take on any more operators.
theater.

Only one man

The LaSalle Garden

is

will

employed

at

each

continue with
two operators, as at present, but the new
wage scale will be $80 instead of $50 weekly.

Universal's
suit
counsel,
defense
against Hans Winter and C. R.
Seelye for $100,000, damages and an
injunction to restrain alleged efforts
to induce E. A. Dupont to break his
contract with the company, was continued until next Monday. The extension was granted Avith the understanding that the temporary injunction is tp remain in force until that
date, and that the defendants must
file their answer before hearings.

lald

who

has been acting

in

Regi-

Denny and Edward H. Griffith
is
in New York from the

jictures,

Coast.

New Owner at E. St. Louis
East St. Louis J. Kremer is the
lew owner of the Bond.

—

WE THINK WE HAVE
SECURED THE LIVE
WIRE EXPLOITATION
MAN.
Our ad in this paper under
Box M-314 calling for LIVE

WIRE EXPLOITATION

MAN

brought us a number
very interesting applications.
It was a hard Job to
select what we thought would
be the best. We have made
our choice and we are going
to give the fellozv a reasonably fair opportunity to make
good. If he falls by the wayside, we will call on the next
in line and give him an opporunity, etc., until zveflnd the
We thank ah
right fellow.
those who applied for theJob,
of

Conferences

On

R. E. Christiansen, producer of
"Snub" Pollard comedies, and George

West, production

manager

for

the

West Bros, productions, are in New
York conferring with Artclass officials.
Billy West arrives tomorrow.

Mannon to Coast
Mannon of the Tec-Art

DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOOAQS FOR SUOWMCN

1)

Fear is expressed
train schedules.
over films in transit, at the time the
hurricane occurred.

"Joanna"
(First National)

Passed out 4,000 checks, payable to
the order of Anybody Anywhere, in
Twenty Publix houses, with an ap- the amount of $1,000,000 Worth of
proximate valuation of $10,000,000, Laughs, Tears and Heart-Throbs,
were jeopardized by the hurricane. and signed "Joanna." The checks also
wire to the New York office said bore the play dates and theater.
Three thousand menus of a local
that all the circuit's theaters in Miami
were damaged but the extent was not restaurant were distributed. At the
bottom of the menus was an angiven.
Publix has the following houses in nouncement of the picture, play dates,
Olympia, and theater. A teaser campaign was
the devastated area: Miami
Paramount, Hippodrome, Fotoho, Ri- used in the newspaper for six days in
Coral an efTort to sell the jazz theme of the
Flagler,
Rosetta and
alto,
Radio was also used efFort picture.
Park
Avalon;
Avon
Gables;,
Lauderdale Sunset and Queen; Lake fectively. W. S. Perutz, Rialto, Chat-

—

—

Suit

Artclass

(Continued from Page

A

will

America Chedister Here
America Chedister, formerly comedienne with the Greenwich Village
Follies,

suit

Postponed Again
On motion of Nathan Burkan, who
said he had just been retained as

"U"

men.

The

The

distributing firm
against the
exhibitor for $967 for nonfulfillment of contract. The board
ordered the rental reduced and
instructed the defendant to supply play dates.
hibitor.

capacity

and

Business in Florida

—

Arbitr a t i o n
Minneapolis
boards have the right to change
prices on contracts under controversy, the Minneapolis board
decided in altering prices of a
Warner contract with Arthur
Ziehl, an Austin, Miim., ex-

J$3

operators.
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Hurricane Paralyzes

Settlement Completed
Detroit

Tuesday, September

•^

—
— Liberty
Beach — Tettler,

—

—

Oakley; Palm tanooga, Tenn,
Stanley and Rialto;
"Our Gang"
Garden and
West Palm Beach
(Pathe)
Beaux Art; Winter Haven Grand
Through a tie-up with the Tribune
and Williamson.
a contest has been held whereby photographs of members of "Our Gang"
Advices received by E. H. Gold- were published daily and children were
stein, treasurer of Universal from Dan requested to
send in their photoMichalove, general manager of thea- graphs, from which a local "Our

Worth

—

fK

frim

—

ters in Florida, state that three of the
firm's theaters in that State were

They
by the hurricane.
were the Edwards, Sarasota; Airdome
and the Arcade, Fort Myers. Other
Universal houses were almost untouched by the big storm.
damaged

A

Gang"
amount

large
cast was chosen.
of space was given to the contest by the Tribune and hundreds of
children submitted pictures. The Tribune's articles carried the line, "There

an 'Our Gang' comedy being shown
week at the Des Moines. Go to
The Edwards was the hardest hit, see it if you want to see the children
the roof being blown from the stage in other poses."
Des Moines, Des
section and from portions of the au- Moines.
ditorium.
Also the electric sign and
the marquee were blown down. The
"Say It Again"
pipe organ also was damaged and
(Paramount)
is

this

—

much of the scenery spoiled.
The projection equipment

of

the

stu-

Michalove reports that most of the
Florence Ulric Injured
Universal houses in Florida were unLos Angeles
An injury to her able to operate Friday night, Saturright leg may prevent Florence Ulric, day and Sunday.
dancer and sister of Lenore Ulric
from continuing her motion picture
career.
She has suffered a partial
As far as could be discovered yesparalytic stroke as a result of an terday, there is only one producing
automobile accident.
unit in the hurricane area.
M-G-M
yesterday was without word from the
J. E. Williamson company, which is
Date for Dance Set
in the Bahamas photographing subThe annual entertainment and marine scenes for "The Mysterious
dance of the combined picture com- Island."
panies in New York, sponsored by
Lem F. Kennedy, who had been
the M. P. Athletic Assn., will be active in Miami, is now in Hollyheld at Mecca Temple, Nov. 27.
wood and so escaped possible injury.
Clay DaviSj who has been interested
Billie Dove Signs with First National in Florida production, is now in New
York. The whereabouts of Walter
Los Angeles
Billie Dove has
operated a producing
signed a long term contract with First Tilford, who
unit in Miami, is unknown.
National, through arrangement with
Hialeah, near Miami, was badly hit.
Charles R. Rogers.

An arrow -cut-out was

theater

—

berg. Strand,

—

—

Rosson Returns to Coast
Richard Rosson, Paramount direct-

mi

and

placed in the
lobby pointing at the cage
Airdome in Fort Myers was comThe arrow redio leaves this week for the Coast, pletely lost, the hurricane demolishing containing a parrot.
where he will take temporary charge the elevated projection booth which quested the passersby to "Ask the
Hundreds
of the Tec-Art studio in Hollywood. towered above the unrooted walls of Polly to Say It Again."
Alfred D'Agastino, who has been at the open air enclosure. The Arcade made their requests and were satisfied
the Coast plant, has returned to the in Fort Myers was flooded but the to hear Polly gruflly cackle "Say It
Again!" A local bird store furnished
New York studio.
damage from this will not run very the caged publicity "bird" without exhigh.
pense to the theater. Sidney Dannen-

Alfred

*!

There is a studio built by the Curtis
Aeroplane Co. in that town. It was
in the direct

path of the hurricane.

Birmingham, Ala.

"Son

A
ofl.

of a Sheik"
(United Artists)
midnight matinee started things
A tie-up was effected with the
,

Co., in which they placed banners on the back of all Yellow
Cabs reading, "Ride a Yellow Cab to
see Rudolph Valentino in 'The Son
of a Sheik' at the ^ eater Palace now."
Ten hand-letterea water-color signs
were put on the plate glass windows

Yellow Cab

downtown district, 5,000 special
heralds were distributed in downtown
stores and a 7S-foot duck banner was
placed on the electric light poles running down towards the theater readin the

ing,

"Valentino

—

—

in

'The

Son

of

a

Palace now." For the speSheik'
cial presentation, the orchestra was
dressed up in striped sheik costumes,
the stage was set with a special duck
awning, and the lights were in dim
blues to give a night effect, while the
orchestra
played
"The Sheik."
Queen's, Fort Worth, Tex.

has left for the West Coast, where
he will direct Adolphe Menjou in his
next Paramount starring picture, tentatively titled, "An Angel Passes." It
will be Rosson's second directorial ef-

Fred G. Sliter, former manager for
First National in Seattle, next Monday becomes manager for Fox in Mil-

fort.

waukee.

or,

Sliter Joins

Fox

M-G-M

—

Signs

Team

Los Angeles Julia Mose and Sidney Buckman, playwright team, have
been signed by M-G-M.

Ill

ill

i

THE
Tuesday, September
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Still
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d

Holds

(Continued from Pa(ic
I'liited

c&mi

>

In Western Studios

1)

presentations

liunse

here.

And Thafs That
^ By PHIL. M. DALf

WALTER

—

I

with

McGovem
[

Elmer

McGovern, who has

'

Edwards Davis,

1)

one rental charge.

Campaign of
was

bicycling

distributors against
instituted
at
Helrecently, when a Federal

Mont,
warrant was obtained by the Film
Board of Trade, charging Carl and
Marius Anderson and R. D. McDaniels,
Kalisoell exhibitors, with bicycling.
The warrant was obtained
under the copyright law, which provides a penalty of one year's imprisonment or a fine of from $100 to
ena,

$1,000 or both.

in "U" Story Department
Universal City Realignment of the
scenario staff has been completed by
Universal.
Edward J. Montagne remains as editorial chief, under whom
two new posts have been created.
Joseph Franklin Poland is associate
editor in charge of feature comedy
continuities, and Charles Logue has
the Major himself introducing the vaa similar position handling dramatic
rious members.
features.
No other changes in the

Changes

—

staff were made.
"Dick" Browyi, Camera phone, East
Liberty, Pa., has achieved his ambiWright Named Supervisor
New Series Started
tion, making a hole-in-oyie on a pubWilliam Lord Wright has been ap- lic links golf course. Just to prove
Hollywood "Not to Be Trusted"
pointed supervisor of "The Colle- that the West knows a bit about the is the first of a new series of "Helen
gians," series being made by Univer- cow-pasture pool pastime, Emmet and Warren" comedies to be started
George Walsh Company Back
Sorg, Paramount, Ogden, Utah, dup- at the Fox studios, with Kathryn
The George Walsh company has sal.
Perry and Allan Forrest. Others in
licated the feat.
returned from a location trip to NewFinishes Another
Edwards
cast are Sonny Day and Mickey Mcport News and now is working at the
Ban, Arthur Hausman, Grace GoodNeely Edwards finished his 150th
Long Island studio.
H. H. Buxbaum is wearing a real all, William E. Jamieson.
short comedy at Universal this week
these days.
The Fox branch
He has five more to make under his smile
Russian Star Coming
manager won the President's Cup in a
present contract \Aith "U."
Rowland & Clark Plan Another
Los Angeles Universal announces
recent golf tournament.
that Ivan Mosjoukine, Russian star,
New
Castle,
Pa.
Rowland &
Playing In Jean Hersholt Film
Clark, now merged with Stanley,
will arrive in Hollywood shortly and
It may start a lot of excitement if
in
"The Wrong Mr.
Playing
will soon start construction of a $200,will probably play the lead in "MosEnid "Kosher Kitty Kelly" is billed as 000 theater here to replace the Colicow," an original written by Imre Wright" are Jean Hersholt,
K.K.K.
Bennett, Dorothy Devore, Clyde Gilseum which was destroyed by fire
Fazekas.
lingwater, Mathilde Commont and
March 7.
Dolores Del Rio denies she intends
Jay Belasco. Scott Sidney is directButterfield Deal Completed
to furnish $20,000 bail for the Mexiing for Universal.
J.

edit-

the series "Radio Personalities," will direct the rest of the
pictures which are being distributed
through Artclass.

ed

j

Rich,

Lillian

Montana, Tyler Brooks, Stan
Laurel Leo White and Ed Dcaring.
Bull

to Direct

(Continued from Page

assurances from salesmen that there
would be no objection to the plaving
he ever
of the pictures in both houses, uiuler

Admitting rejection of the proposal
Lois Weber Finishing Picture
MILLER says if
by the local theater firm, which has
Lois
Weber, is putting the finishthis
territory,
chain
of
120
houses
in
was a ham actor he was "cured'
a
Joseph M. Schenck stated that the of- ing touches on her second picture early in the game, when he was lockfer still stands, in event the company for Universal "The Sensation Seek- ed in an oak chest during a studio fire
ers" in which Billie Dove and Hunt- scene.
Everyone went home, and he
reverses its attitude.
United Artists is associated with the ley Gordon are starred.
was not rescued until three o'clock in
Stanley firm in erection of a Philadelthe morning, when the night watchphia theater, which is to be the largJosephine Quirk's Assignment
man discovered him.
est house of the proposed chain.
Josephine Quirk has been selected
to write the scenarios for "The SunRather too bad they didn't get the
shine of Paradise Alley" from the Vitaphoyie opened in Chicago last
Jane Winton in Barrymore Picture
Hollywood Jane Winton, who ha.s play by Denman Thompson and "The iveek, for it might have proved an
.Shamrock and the Rose" by Owen interesting sidelight {or highlight)
just completed the feminine lead in
"Across the Pacific," Warner Bros, Davis. These pictures will be future of the Tuusicians' strike.
production, has been loaned to United releases by Chadwick Pictures Corp.
Artists for second lead in John BarChase Completes "Be Your Age"
Harry Carey has been reunited with
rymore's
next,
"The
Vagabond
Prince."
Charley Chase, Hal Roach come- Charles Dorian, with whom he workDorian
dian, has completed "Be Your Age" ed when he entered pictures.
under the direction of Leo McCarey. is assistant to Clarence Brown, who
Comedies for Loumay Films
is directing Carey in "Flesh and the
Checker Comedies, a series of two- Glad}'s Hulette plays opposite Chase. Devil."
feelers, are being distributed by LouRoach Signs Grandee
may Films, 729 7th Ave., the first subGeorgie Grandee has been cast in
Major Bowes' Capitol "Family" was
iject being "Meet the Boy Friend," rethe latest Hal Roach star comedy represented at the radio banquet, with
leased Sept. 1.
j

Bicycler Fined
at Philadelphia

three

of

Jmcs Parrot

is

directing.

—

—

—

—

Detroit Final papers in the deal
which gives Publix a 25 per cent interest in the Butterfild circuit have

can revolutionary leader arrested in
California.
She hasn't been in pictures very long either.
Horace
Wade
is writing stories for
been signed. Col. Butterfield continsince leaving
ues in control with Edward C. Beatty independent producers
Ronald Coleman must win BarM-G-M.
retained as general manager.
bara all over again, for retakes on
"The Winning of Barbara Worth"
Walthall with Jetta Goudal
New Detroit House Opens
Henry B. Walthall has been signed have been ordered.
Detroit The Dexter, Dexter Blvd.
for
a featured role in "A Fighting
lear Burlingame, ha^
pened.
Love", Jetta Goudal's next starring
Nezv
picture for De Mille. It will be directHarry Abramson Dead
ed by Olaf Chrisander, the former
Detroit Harry Abramson, former
Ufa director, recently brought here by
Product
Dlympic manager, died after an op- De Mille.
eration.
Ready for Booking

Free-Lancing

Scenarist

—

The

RED SEAL

—

Fi^t

Pictures for Stanley

Houses

—

Pittsburgh All Stanley houses in
Pennsylvania,
numbering approxinately 100, will play the Dempsey-

Punney

fight pictures.

ly

in 21 central
Hubbard and Wellman Back
Exchanges
Lucien Hubbard, Paramount feat-

and William Wellback at the Hollywood studio from San Antonio, Tex.,
where they went in search of suitable
ured producer,

man,

director, are

to be used
sequence of "Wings."

locations

Change

at Baudette

—

Baudette, Minn. Mrs. Firnicnich
taken over management of the
jrand, replacing Charles Peterson.
ow connected with a traveling thelas

ional Falls.

the

battle

Exhibitor Burned in Fire
Poplar Bluff, Mo.— F. E. Grider,
manager of the Criterion, was burned seriously when ten reels of film
caught fire. Grider was in the pro-

company.
The house is
wned by Al Peterson, who operates
le Grand and Loyalty at Interna- jection room

trical

in

to the theater

at

the time.

was placed

Damage
at $3,000.

The
Film Keporter

A

film

magazine devoted

toscreen andsport celebrities

13issuesa year

SEE THESE

FAMOUS
DANCING

FEET

1

t

»

a

%BLU£ EAGLE
Here's a Gerald

Beaumont

story of

manhood, courage,

faith and steadfastness! John Ford who directed such
box-office bonanzas as "The Iron Horse" and "3 Bad
Men," made this picture to quicken the hearts and
make your patrons talk. It*s a picture of a thousand

sensaHonsl

BOOK

IT

NOW!

UNUSUAL STORY WITH PLENTY OF ACTION AND WELL SUSTAINED INTEREST.
GOOD PRODUCTION AND FIRST RATE CAST.

—Film Daily

ill.

\

A Fightmtj DmimjifMi>entHn.Courage.lbralty.and Strcnqth

on

ihe'jiitjli

Sem

GEORGE O'BRIEN
'

JANET GAYNOR-MARGARET LIVINGSTON -WILLIAM RUSSELL
DAVID BUTLER-ROBERI EDESON - RALPH SIPPERLY
and "JERRY the Giant"
'Pt>mih{/ior)''7ht/prdsJ\fJeru'by

GERALD BEAUMONT

JOHN FORD

—

.V.y,,o,/oV

production

lI'Iuosv
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"Bardelys"

Big

HEARST SEEKING NEW

N07HER from the King
ly^ Vidor-John Gilbert comRELEASING TIE-UP?
bination.
Many months
the making show on the Coast Hears Cosmopolitan
1
creen. Many dollars were spent
Head is Dickering on
the
tale unravels, you see
ut as
Contract
ill well where they went.
Los Angeles — William Randolph
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Move On To

^

What would you have by way
ingredients?

box-office

f

known

ell

A

Clever perDirection?
Big

cast?

)rmances?

Romance? Punch? "Bar-

its?

Magnificent"

the

elys

lem

all

and does

mixes

Hearst is dickering for a new releasing connection for his Cosmopolitan
Prod., it is reported here, with several distributors
project.

approached on the

Louella O. Parsons is reported to
be Hearst's representative in the matter.
The Cosmopolitan contract with
M-G-M, it is understood, calls for de(Continued on Page

15)

very well.

it

Films on Schedule

Gilbert Splendid

Toronto

—

Declaring that the moJohn Gilbert gives something to the tion picture is the greatest medium
in the world, Raymond S. Peck, diirt.
He's the favorite of the French
rector of the Canadian government
)urt, but nothing of the fop exists
studio, states that the subject of prohim. He is Bardelys and a splen- duction will be discussed at the
d one at that.
That poise and Imperial Conference in London in
October.
ace which are the despair of the
American ideas are being so freely
omen and the envy of the men are
(.Continued on Page 14)

Roy D'Arcy

ilbert's.

inous

as

the

vil-

over a suave part

gets

foil

Gilbert

when

surprises

quence

is

inks.

By

Editor,

the punch

He

reached.

does a Fairclambering over walls

by scampering all over
square he escapes the execumers.
Then as a last dash, he
rachutes from a dizzy height and
ids on the king's carriage and thus
safety.
King Vidor has handled
e gallows sequence with humor and
parapets,

e city

Asked

btlety.

confess his sins,

to

weaves a long-winded story

Ibert

his childhood in order to stall the
ecution until the king arrives.

"Bardelys"

of playing time.

lot

group,

last year's

se
•11

worth
Because it is

a picture.

is

it

at

once.

It's

M-G-M

—

London (by cable) It is understood that an excellent chance exists for a settlement of the blind booking situation without recourse to
legislation.
There have been misunderstandings in the matter between
the Cinematograph Exhibitors' Assn.
(Continued on Page 14)

Selznick Out?
Another internal

A

are

in

Dempsey-Tunney
Tin Gods

picture,

is

natter of fact.

You

restrained, as

When Renee

)ears the interest
alive.

restrained in his

far too

feel

rant personality.

is

Adoree
quickened. She

the

force

You

Her work deserves

re-

Coast Contingent Here
number of well known Coast

sonalities

can't

special

the
fight.

East

perfor the

a

ndation.

KANN

with violating cop3rright laws, in
the first criminal proceedings
brought against alleged bicyclers, Carl and Marius Anderson and R. D, McDaniels,
Kalispell

exhibitors,

were

ar-

raigned in Federal court here
yesterday.
Prosecution on a criminal
charge is the first step in a nationwide campaign against bicycling,
sponsored by Film
Boards of Trade. The copyright law is to be invoked
against all alleged bicyclers.

NO SHOWS

IN

STORM

Distributors

Who

Operate

Theaters Fear Price
Increases
Eight producing and distributing
companies which are also heavily interested in the theater field are disturl)ed over the narrowing down of
the equipment field through the merger of 35 accessory dealers in the National Theater Supply Co.

A

number

of

meetings have been

held to discuss the effect of this amalgamation on the price of equipment.
It is understood that assurances will
be sought from H. A. Dutton, president of the merged dealers that there
will be no radical increase in prices.
If there are no pledges forthcoming,
it
is hinted these organizations will
form an accessory corporation of their

own and engage

in active competition with the National Theater Sup-

AREA FOR 2 WEEKS

—

ply Co.
In about two weeks another conference will be held. An executive of
one of the most active producing-distributing organizations in the exhibition end of the industry is understood
to be firm in his belief that rather than
face an increase in the price of equipment year after year it would be
cheaper for his company and the seven others which have been parties to
the conferences to supply their own
theaters with projection machines and
other accessories.
There have been many reports regarding the inside tory of the equip(Continue:'
i Page 4)

Miami It will be about two weeks
before any kind of shows can be given
in the area devastated by hurricane.
Extension of the area to Pensacola,
Mobile and other Alabama points,
from which official advices are lacking, led to belief that theater business
in those sections would be paralyzed.
All Florida theaters in towns south
of Palm Beach were damaged by the
i
hurricane, which ravaged the lower
Through the courtesy of ConsoHpeninsula.
Among the cities dam( Continued on page
13)
dated M. P. Industries, Inc., motion
pictures of the Fall Film Golf Tournament will be shot at Sound View
in
on Sept. 29. The pictures will be

One group

Agreement

Toronto

—

Toronto A gentlemen's agreement
has been made between the Canadian
Division of the M.P.T.O. and the
M. P. Distributors of Canada under
terms of which the members of the

exhibitor unit have guaranteed verbally not to offer pictures which are
(Continued on Page 15)

Get English Feature

(Continued on Page 12)

German "Trust" Name Chosen
Dresden-Zeiss-Ikon

Corp. is the
for the monoply of
manufacturers of photographic apparatus and raw stock.
Headquarters
are located here.

name

selected

traveled East in a special car. In that
Harry Jones in
York
Cranfield & Clarke is negotiating
party were Bill Russell, Helen FerguHarry
West
Coast
represenJones,
son, Patsy Ruth Miller, Louella O. releasing arrangements for an English
feature, the "Third Round" of "Bull tative of Cranfield & Clarke, arrived
Parsons and others.
Dog Drummond," featuring Jack in New York yesterday for a confer-

Dunas Denny

Head
arrived in New

Sales

Dunas has
become sales director for
miss Reginald Denny Prod., at the Uniof the
com- versal office. He was manager
of

Bicycling Case Up
Great Falls, Mont.— Charged

To Shoot burnament

is

ported nt Ascociated Exhibitors.
A
number of employees have been discharged. It is understood Pathe will
take over sales and that Associated
will discontinue it own selling force.
In the change, Lewis J. Selznick is
Confirmation was
said to be out.
unobtainable yesterday.

Exhibitors might

:ly.

Jst

shake-up

will re-

make note and prepare accord-

Tom Meighan

FREDMAN

Film Renter, London

Fight

New Equipment Merger

All Florida Theaters South
of Palm Beach Damaged
in Storm

Legislate

By ERNEST W.

distinction.

ith

id

May Not

Price 5 Cents

Phil

York

Buchannan, who has worked
tures in this country.

New

in

pic-

ence with home office ofiicials.
He
returns to Los Angeles in a few days.

Welcome Planned for Laemmle
Plans are under way for a royal
managers
Theater
Minneapolis
Carl Laemmle, when the
company's Minneapolis office for sev- still are conferring with stage hands welcome to
returns Oct. 8 aboard
chief
Universal
threatened
avert
a
to
effort
has
an
in
eral years, and his place there
the Berengaria.
walkout.
been taken over by Mark Ross.
to

Walkout Threatened

—

.

THE

Why Not
iLLTHE NEWS
AILTHE TIME

-;^s^DAILV
WoodhuU

a Formula?

Wednesday, September

Retiring

—

Dover, N. J. The Baker theater
been sold by R. F. ("Pete")
Stanley-Fabian
to
the
Katterjohn, editor of "Greater Para- Woodhull
mount Pictures," offi^cial publication Corp. Ray J. Deusern, formerly at
ToL XXXVII No. 70 Wedoesday. $ipL22. 1926 Price 5 Cents
of the Famous production depart- Fox's Terminal, Newark, becomes
ment, questioned 100 stars, directors, manager.
lOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
It is understood Woodhull will reactors, actresses, scenarists, cutters,
film editors and others in tire from active participation in the
cameramen,
Published daily except Saturday and holiday*
He is said to have forthe company's employ for their im- business.
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y., and

•/'filhdoh

by Wid's Films and Film
Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $S.OO; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood.
dress:
(California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel
'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter. 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
coprright
Folki,

(1926)

Inc.

W.

J.

;

—

—

Frartcaise,

Rue

5,

Warner

Bros,

in
pv-ints

Pictures
yesterday's market,

and th:? i.ittrr '.y%.
forme. V-^i
The trading in both issues was heavier than
The break m the stork
the previous day.
solely
the result
of
a.i
overextended
is
spc-ulaiive position.
In the general market, prices moved irregularly
1 be CommitleK on >ecu. iie» jf
the Curb Kxcl'ange has ruled .na't drlivencs
against trans.-ii-tions in Loews. JIS.'jCG.CCO
of 15 year debentures of 1941, wth Flock
purchase warrants, may be in the form of
either interim receipts or definite debentures
up to and including Sept. 27.
the

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat

Vtc.

..

37-^^

5:eat

Pfd.

..

38^

&

&

38

J8
73-1

Kalt ....
Katz Vtc

*Ia1aiian

/O
Kot'ak ..118
117^ IIS
112
Famous Players ..112
110f4
12:
•Fara. Play. Pfd
9
Film Inspect
9J4
8J<
102
First Nat'l Pfd
B.il

"

4.500

l.-iCO

WVi
i

42/2

43

Va
52

2iV,
16/j
52/3
97>i

..

\(,Vi

52^

97^

tParamount B'way 97J^
30
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common ..

1,466

400
400
1

28

(Continued on page 13)

.

i/ou

cation.

Fadman Buys Charleston Film
Edwin Miles Fadman, president of
Red Star Pictures, has purchased
"The Charleston

License Obtained Over Protest
Minneapolis Despite opposition of
residents, permit has been granted
William L. Lydick for a South Side

France,

theater.

in Six Lessons" for
Belgium, Switzerland, Holland, Italy, Spain and Portugal.

—

Bamstyn

Sailing

I

N

S

th« pait fifteen yeara

1140

SteUbins

&

BiTMdway
Biyaol 104*

ISN'T

WORT]

MUCH
WITHOUT
ME!

—

—

due to a misunderstanding of assessments. Northwest has 120 houses.

Sunday Shows Again

—

Up

Lincoln, Neb. For the third time
in two years, voters will pass upon

Sunday shows, at referendum
held on Nov. 2.
There is an

Lamson Here
Demmy Lamson, well know artists'
representative, is in New York from
Hollywood.

t-*-

John D.Tippett, Inc.

to be
ordi-

Schlager Arrives
Schlager
arrived in town from
Sig
nance in effect forbidding them, and
two attempts to repeal it proved un- the Coast yesterday.

t- The
Vesley at San Jose, Cal.

an

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

—

San Jose, Cal. Frank Vesley, formerly at the home office of the National Theaters Syndicate, San Francisco,

is

now managing

here.

the

American

All Colors

refinement on
production is the
handcoloring by

finishing touch of

elaborate

/SratA.
The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
Telephone
528 Riverside Drive
Momingside 1776
New York

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
TN

addition to our motion picture financing,

1540 Broadway

6040 Smuet

New York City

Hollywood,
'• "

'9

> ii>ii

»j

wish to advise that another active branch of our
business

is

devoted to real estate.

We make

[JPIOWFIIH

loans

INCORPORATED

220WEST42^-°STREEi

NEW YORK

Co., Inc.

N. T.

• "•

Blvd.)
Calif.

we

on mortgages and on rental assignments.

W.

LIFE

Northwest Theaters Regain Standing
London J. C. Barnstyn, sails Sept.
Minneapolis
Northwest Theaters 22 on the Paris for New York.
(Finkelstein & Ruben) has resumed
its
position as a member in good
New Texas House
standing of the Northwest exhibitor
Harrisburg, Tex.— A new $22,000
unit.
The firm had been in arrears theater is planned here.

SpeoialiatB in Motion Picturti

and Theatrical iTuurance for

Arthar

YOUR

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

you or« thinking of

T E B B

y/IMMIE FINLAYSON

Eli Whitney Collins.
Woodhull has been active in M. P. T. O. A.
affairs for years and was a former

think of

INSURANCE
S

y,(/j

A. to

of the house.

.

Whtn

Wise Guys Prefe
Brunettes

—

Bros.
•Stan. Co. of Am..

.

Helene Chadwic

successful.

7

56
8654
300
9
Screen..
Trans-Lux
100
Univ. Pict. Pfd... 93J4 93^5 93f5
200
32
Universal Pictures.
- 32J4 32
100
500
100
100
United Artists
95/2
•Warner Bros
43?^ 19,000
46
40^4
Warner Pictures
Warner Pict. "A" 51^ 45J4 49>^ 95.500
• Last Prices Quoted
It' Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market

*Skouras

in

Edition," which appeared yesterday.

11..S06

2'i'i

•Intem'l Project

Loews, Inc.
*Metro-Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp...
Pathe Exch. "A"..

appear

paesefjT

inter-

-66

75

2p

5C0
sno

800

EaMiiian

Fox Film "A"... o'4
Fox Theaters "A". 2b ^j

esting,

which are highly

—

common and

dropped again

results,

HAt nOACH

V.>••>••

Saulnier.

Financial
both

The

has

warded his resignation as a director
and member of the finance and adthe "Added Value visory committees of the M. P. T. O.

pressions.

Frankford

at

—

Frankford, Pa. William Freihof
has opened the Frankford.

Here for Exteriors
national president.
Colleen Moore and her husband,
Silvermans Add Another
John McCormick headed a First National company which arrived from
Akron, O. Silverman Bros., operatthe Coast yesterday to make exteriors ing a chain under the name of Ohio
for "Orchids and Ermine" which Al Theaters Co., have taken over the
Santell will direct. In the party were Strand, first-run under the manageBen Silvey, assistant director Mervyn ment of James Dunlevy for more than This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnisJ
Le Roy, comedy constructor, Charles ten years. Other houses operated by FREE for all Pathecomedies at y(
Van Enger, cameraman and a techni- the Silvermans are Alhambra, Canton; Exchange.
cal crew.
Opera House and Majestic, Mansfield;
Windameer, Cleveland, and >*..>..*>.*.•,,,>>•>...>.
"The Rat" Causes Policy Change
several in Pittsburgh.
Cleveland "The Rat" is being held
over a second week at Loew's Cameo,
Thomson Due Today
the first picture of the season to outFred Thomson arrives in New York
"A" live the regular weekly change policy this morning for the fight and a va-

—
:

an effort to secure the idea
what makes good pictures, Monte

In

of

New House

22, 192

C

Suite 1207-8

'Phone Watkins 4522

PHONE-CHICKERINC 293
ALLAN

A.

LOWNES. CEN. MCR.

THOMAS
MEIGHAN
And now

crashes

through with his greatest in

years:«TIN

GODS!'*

Succeeding 'Variety^ [$331,218
in 11 weeks] at the Rialto, N*

¥

No

Other company could

up with the
dazzling pace being set by
PARAMOUNPS FALL PRODUCT
possibly keep

*ALLAN

DWAN production with RENEE ADOREE,

AILEEN PRINGLE,

William Powell, Hale Hamilton

From play by William Anthony McGuire
and Howard Emmett Rogers .y^ Screen

^

Adaptation by Paul Dickey
play by James Shelley Hamilton

THE

j?e^

DAILV

Big

Move on to Fight

Equipment Merger
(.Continued

from Page

1)

intimated that National Theater Supment merger. It lias been persistently
ply Co. not only has moral support
but the financial endorsement as well
of the International Projector Corp.
which controls the Simplex and Pow-

Looks

for Increase

Minneapolis

—

"Greater

Amuse-

ments" takes exception to an
the

says

edi"Official Bulletin" of
P. T. O. A., wherein a writer
is his belief this amalgama-

in

torial

M.
it

the

(referring to National Theater
Supply Co.) should be productive of
lower prices for accessories due to
ers projectors.
It is likewise report- the unification of purchase and dised that International islnterested and tribution.
perhaps in control of the Motiograph
The editorial said:
projector, manufactured by the Entertion

"Now, we

are trying to ferret out
It
took many weeks before the just how he attained this deduction
Only last and why we apparently are so dumb
merger was completed.
week came word from Chicago that that we cannot arrive at the same
Does he mean that the
the final details had been ironed out. conclusion.
The company's official statement list- lower prices will prevail for a time
H. A. R. while a price war is being waged to
ed the following officers:
Button, president; C. D. Struble, sec- destroy independents or does he mean
retary; H. Stanley McLeod, treasurer; that low values will continue even
G. A. Lincoln, vice-president; George after such a battle is fought and posDeKruif, vice-president; L. G. Dolli- sibly all mentionable competition has
ver, vice-president; Oscar Oldknow, been driven from the field? From all
vice-president; Joe Hornstein, vice- appearances he indicates the latter.
president; and W. E. Green, vice- No doubt this writer has given the
subject deep study and now is telling
president.
The dealers taken over by National exhibtiors that this combine of equii
are as follows:
ment dealers is a good thing for
prise Optical Co. of Chicago.

Southern Theater Equipment, Char them.
lotte; Theater Equipment Supply, At
"The merger is a fact so we hope
lanta; Simplex Theater Supply, Dal- this prophecy is a true one.
But caCapital Alerchandise, Chicago; you imagine this new combine havinp
las;
Exhibitors
Chicago,
four the field virutally to itself and then
Supply,
stores; Exhibitors Supply, Cleveland;

the president of the M. P. T. O. A.
attacks this identical principle in the
Music Society, but the writer of this
article finds it fits in another industry.
wonder, would he also advocate the combining of all motion
picture producers and distributors on
the same basis?
It seems to us that
this far-seeing writer is either kidding
us or fooling himself."

We

you equipment

We

We

10,000
S.

Texas Situation
Dallas

— Commenting

on the situathe South, "Motion Picture
Journal" states editorially, in part:
"In the equipment field we find just
a contrary course of events, except
in one specialized branch of it. That
part of the equipment field commonly ascribed to the division headed by
projectors is in line with the general
movement towards centralization in
the theater and exchange fields. Daltion

in

has two such equipment houses,
Oklahoma City three. A short while
ago four such houses were in Dallas.
One suspended, one was absorbed by
the Southern Theater Equipment Co.
and one reduced its lines.

las

"It

1926

22,

Accounts

R. Kent, in Interview, Says 70*
of Paramount's Business Comes

From Towns Over
Famous now

is

15,000

serving 10,000 a

counts, Sidney R. Kent states in a
interview printed by the "New Yoi
Times."
He said that 70 per cei
of the company's income is derive

from towns with populations

of 15, 0(

or over. Thirty per cent of its bus
ness comes from 8,800 communitie
which represents profit and more, 1
said.
"On a big production the ave
profit is nowhere near 30 pi
cent," he told the interviewer.
Paramount translates its pictu)
titles into 30 different languages, Ke(
said.
Famous now has 46 domesti

age

offices, including Canadian branch?
and 78 foreign offices. A total of 6(
men are engaged in marketing its pi

tures.

In speaking of the big money-maj
ers Kent said: " 'The Covered Wa|
on' has the edge on 'The Ten Cob

'The Covered Wago
was a bigger financial success
America but 'The Ten Commam

mandments.'

i

ments' did better business
Pictures of

territories.

the

in

the

foreij

type

"i

cards for all such 'The
Covered Wagon,' like 'Tl
houses now operating both in Dallas
Birth of a Nation,' kept going for
and in_ Oklahoma City to be abnumber of years. 'The Birth of
sorbed in one national company now
Nation' is by no means dead yet."
forming to dominate the national
is

in

cutting of? available profits to offer market in this trade.
for a lesser amount
"In other respects, however, the
can't.
are able equipment field is
of money?
widening.
Time
to understand that they might do thi' was when Whittle
had a practical
for a time, or until they have elim- monopoly of the
theater musical ininated formidable competition, but strument
trade.
FTve
recognized
after that what? Then they will have dealers now compete
for this trade.
a clear field, will be able to set prices The field is covered
by two factory
at will and isn't it likely that it will
representatives, and an
occasiona'l
mean a boost in costs for equipment? special effort is made by others.
Our past experiences with combines
"The cooling and ventilating field
in other branches of business leads
formerly was almost a monopoly for
stores; Southern Theater Equipment, straight
to this inference.
Perhaps,
New Orleans; Southern Theater you have noticed how much the cost the Typhoon. This trade has shifted
Equipment, Dallas; Southern Theater of steel did not drop after one group in two directions, cheaper and more
efficient instruments for the smaller
Equipment, Oklahoma City; Theater had gained control of the output.
houses, and more elaborate systems,
Equipment & Supply, San Francisco;
"Would this writer or some one done on fundamental
Western Theater Supply, San Franengineering
cisco; B. F. Shearer, Inc., Seattle, two in the merger inform us that the principles, for the better class of
present
abnormal
prices
of
motion
stores: Theater Supply, Seattle; Serhouses.
In this field competition is
vice Film & Supply, Portland, Ore.; picture machines and parts has been keen.
Western Theater Supply, Omaha, two caused by competition in that field?
"Control of production and exhistores; Denver Theater Supply, Den- Perhaps because there were only bition, with
working arrangements
three
kinds
of
machines
on
the
marver; Salt Lake Theater Supply, Salt
between
powerful
factors in these two
ket,
two
of
the
companies
making
Lake City; Utah Theater Supply, Salt
divisions, are bringing about a rapid
Lake City; Pacific Amusement Sup them were forced to combine so that centralization, if not
complete monply, Los Angeles; California M. P. exhibitors might buy at more reason- opoly,
both of production and exhiEquipment, Los Angeles; Amusement able prices. Tliis was an arnalgama- bition:
Supply Co., Detroit; Theater Equip tion almost the same as the present
"The control of projector manufacment, Detroit; Theater Supply, Cleve- one and, in fact, is the very foundature through ownership of working
land, two stores; Dwyer Bros. & Co., tion of the recently completed merger
Cincinnati;
Hollis - Smith - Morton but did it result in lowering prices? arrangement is the key to a national
Pittsburgh, two stores; Becker Thea- No, although the value of material chain of supply houses.
"It is understood that a plan is
ter Supply, Buffalo; N. C. Haefele & used in making machines and parts
Co., Baltimore; Washington Theater declined, quotations for the finished forming for the pooling in some form
product bounded upward in skyrocket of the principal electric sign
Supply, Washington.
manuIn outlining his policy, Dutton then fashion. If this combine, even on a facturers which will centralize and
lesser
scale, resulted as it did, deliver stabilize that trade in a like
declared:
way.
"In forming the National Theater us from the present one.
"Seating, organs, scenery, etc., will
"Now that the present merger is remain in an open competitive marSupply Co. we are simply following
thought to have absorbed the com- ket, due to the almost
the nation-wide trend toward cconn
insurmountable
my. A consolidation such as ours is pany making the third type of ma- obstacles to working in unison."
especially eqm'pped to do a greater chine, or to have obtained control of
volume of business with a consequent it, it is more than ever unnatural
lower overhead. It makes it possible that we should wait with jubilant Fifth Ave. Playhouse to Show Films
to operate on a lower profit per unit, glee the drop in cost of projectors.
Michael Mindlin has taken over
but with a higher profit per year.
"Tru.sts are built on the idea of management
of the Fifth Ave. Play"Theater owners want to buy the unification of purchase and selling
house, 66 Fifth Ave., and will reopen
better equii)ment and supplies on a and our government has found it
It early in October, as a picture
thebasis of real value without having to right and wise to forbid the existence
ater, presenting American and Eupay the penalty of un-economic prac- of such.
On another page of the ropean offerings. The house seats
tices."
same issue of the "Official Bulletin," around 300.

Exhibitors Supply, Denver; Amusement Supply, Chicago; Philadelphia;
Theater
Equipment,
Philadelphia
Howell's Cine, New York; Independent Movie Supply, New York;
United Theater Equipment, Boston;
Exhibitors Supply, Boston; Eastern
Theater Equipment, Boston; Exhibitors Supply, Indianapolis; Yale Theater Supply, Kansas City; Southern
Theater Equipment, Atlanta, seven
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Another for Milwaukee
Milwaukee While plans for lo(
theaters are held up by the zonii

—

ordinance limiting the height of buil
ings, activities in suburbs are conti;
uing.
The latest is a $350,000 hou
on Forest Home Ave., between 17
and 18th Aves. It will be an "a

mospheric" theater of the Italis
garden type, similar to Fischer's Osl
There will be one and po
kosh.
sibly two new loop houses if effor
to revise the zoning ordinance at
successful.

Sturm Joins Fox
Detroit Lester Sturm, for f(
years M-G-M manager here, has r
signed to join Fox in a similar capa
He succeeds William J. Clai
ity.
who will be assigned elsewhere oi
of the home office.

—

Exhibitors'
Daily Reminder

Talk
the

to your ushers on
value of courtesy.

First

On Broadway

SHIPPED TO THE ENTIRE

COUNTR Y THE SAME DA Y

FONCK
Trans-Atlantic Flight

AIRPLANE CRASH

i

IN THE

hM News

I

h

——

The MIAMI -FLOIl
THE CROWNING ACHIl
AN AMAZING SI

SHIPPED TO
YESTERf

PAT HE
With the shipment

And
The
tion,

an

to all first runs yesterday

the actual delivery to nearby theaters
Staff of the

Pathe

News

again exhibit a devo-

efficiency truly marvelous,

of feat after feat that

|

and cap the climax

have amazed press and

public,

and

astonished exhibitors.

Hear
eraman.

made

it

the story of
It is

Ralph Earle, Pathe News cam-

well that your public should

possible for

them

to see so

know how he

soon the disaster that

has shaken the country.

That's efficiency; organization; scores of person;

and how

to

do

it;

that's

heroism.

Andi|-

DA HURRICANE
/lENT—THE CLIMAX OF

OF TRIUMPHS!

L FIRST RUNS
lY

in

the

NEWS
Earle was a true Pathe News man, for he was on the
Severely injured,
spot in Miami when it happened.
bleeding, he stayed on the job, getting his pictures right
in the thick of the hurricane.

He managed

to get to

Jacksonville where the Pathe News had an airplane
awaiting him. At Atlanta, so weak was he from his
wounds, he had to be carried from one plane to another.

At Charlotte he caught a train for Washington. For the
third time he was met by a Pathe News airplane, in
Tuesday noon.
was simple. The incomparable Pathe News

which he flew
After that

it

to Jersey City, arriving

organization, waiting, ready for hours, got the prints out
in record time, to the whole country.

-cing

's

together like clockwork; knowing

why

there

is

only one Pathe

what

News

to

do

—

—

When Four of a Kind Equals^
were playing poker, and held four of
a kind, with a big pot at stake
If you

And after being

called they told

you that
in that game four of a kind was no better
than a single pair
You'd want to know

just

what kind

of a

darn fool game that was, wouldn't you?

The producer of the best two reel comedies
is sitting in just that sort of a game today.
Because the comedies are best they cost
more. You can't make a silk purse out of
a sow's ear. There's more than thirty cents'
worth of gold in a gold dollar.

YetMany

exhibitors

who

wouldn't dream of

getting a knockout box-office feature for
the price of a program feature

Refuse to pay a nickel more for the very
best two reel comedies than they do for the
worst.

Apparently a two reel comedy is damned
because it's in two reels rather than six.

?aiY
The first class producer of short comedies
is

wondering just what sort of a darnfool

game this is.

A lot of men in this world know what jusbut when it comes to applying
they're glad to let George do it.
tice

is,

it

as plain as a pikestaff that it's good
business sense to be willing to pay for a picIt's

ture on
length.

entertainment value, not on its
Any other course is apt to strangle
the goose that's laying the golden eggs.
its

You need all the golden eggs you can get.
The

Mack

Sennett
two reel comedies, the Ben Turpins, Alice
Days, Mack Sennetts and The Smith
Series is getting them.
exhibitor playing the

The public knows the difference between
four of a kind and a single pair.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President

and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

.

.

A

THE

DAILY

^1

10
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Suit Dismissed

SixlMonths* Statement, Fox\Film Corp.

Suit of Pacific Southwest Trust &
The attached balance sheet and surplus account covers Fox Film
Corp. and subsidiary companies for the period from Dec. 26, 1925 to Savings Bank of Los Angeles, as a
creditor of the defunct Selnick Dist.
It includes the following subsidiaries:
June 26, 1926.
Fox Film Corp., Wni. Fox Vaudeville Co., Fox Philadelphia Huilding, Inc., Fox Corp. against Mark Hyman, Walter
Film Realty Co.. Fox Film, Ltd., Canada, Broadway Building Corp., Fox M. P. Display Co., Jerome Green, Ralph B. Ittelson,
Fox Film Corp., Texas, Fox Chicago Realty Corp., Fox Film de Mexico, S. A., Fox Film de William C.
J. Doolittle and other ofla Argentina (from Dec. 26, 1925, to May 29, 1926) Fox Film do Brazil, S. A., Fox
Film Societe Anonvme, Fox Film Aktiebolaget, Sweden, Fox Film Co., Ltd., England, ficers of the company, for an accountFox Film Corp., (a/Sia) Ltd.,Australia (from Dec. 26, 192.S, to May 29, 1926), Fox ing, has been dismissed by Supreme
Film de Cuba, S. A., Cuba, Fox Film Corp., (S.A.L) Italy, Hispano Fox Film, S.A.E., Neth- Court Justice Valente.
The plaintif?
erlands Fox Films Corp., Deutsch Vereins Fox A. G., Fox Film Corp., G.m.b.H., Vienna,
Fox Film Corp.. G.m.b.H., Czechoslovakia, Fox Film A. G., Hungary, Fox Corp. for the alleged that the defendants in violaBaltic States, Fox Far East Corp., Japan, Los Angeles Studios (Production Dept.), Fox tion of their duty had mingled trust
Film Corp., Poland, and Fox Film Corp., Egypt (from Dec. 26, 192'5, to May 29, 1926).
funds belonging to the plaintiff with
The Statement follows:
other monies of the defendant corporation, and had used such monies
Assets
$1,285,430.26 for the general purpose of the corCash
Marketable securities
Mortgages owned
Accounts receivable
Film customers

—

23,000.00
87,619.50

cost

at
less

reserve

$591,684.41
161,497.79

Miscellaneous

753,182.20
Inventories
Released negatives and positives residual
Ilnreleased negatives and positives
Work in process
Advertising matter
Scenarios unproduced
Investment in stage production

—

$4,696,092.18
2,817,363.16
1,080,940.64
217,940.30
1,191,102.01
145,956.04

value

•

companies
Total current and working assets

Investment

in other

Cash in hand of trustees for retirement of bonds and payment of interest..
10,291,927.49
Land, buildings, machinery, equipment furniture and fixtures..
Less depreciation
1,893,755.81

10,149,394.33
4,022.460.00
$16,321,086.29
18,000.00

Cash

investments
surrender value of

life

$32,211.40
106,618.14

insurance policies.

138,829.54
37,551.79
592,137.76

Charges against foreign branches, not reported by them.
Deferred charges

$25,505,777.06

current

Total

$891,532.86
113,131.26
500,000.00

Co. maturing
issued

other companies.
liquidating)

in

7%

serial gold bonds of Broadway Building
serially to Feb. 1, 1936, authorized and

1,800,000.00
90,000.00

$1,710,000.00
2,070,000.00

Other mortgages
Reserve for Federal income tax

521,702.34
114,854.38

liabilities

$5,715,885.00

,

Capital stock
Consisting of 400.000 shares of Class A no par value (900,000 .shares
authorized) and 100,000 shares of Class B no par value stock (authorized
and issued)

^"P'us

-

By

"Lots*

RALPH WILK

will be youth against age and ex
perience when Merle Johnson, 52
years young, meets Erwin Gelsey
the film tennis finals today.

IT

ii

"The Big Parade" is Gene
Tunney's favorite picture.
A
big parade of screen notables
will pour into Philadelphia to-

morrow

for the
fracas.

ney

Hf

Dempsey-Tuni
I

Jf

-if

The word, "accessories," is almoB
an obsession with Dave Bader a
Universal. Toother day, he saw tm
word in a newspaper and immediate,
thought of exploitation.
Closer
reading revealed that the word wd
in a very dignified B. Altman Com
ly

pany

ad.

This should be welcome news t<
of F. B. C, not because itj
deals with dabs (pardon the pun) bit

Hy Daab

is good stuf? for "Red" Grange an«
Out in Virginia, Minn.,
his picture.

bank
Goes

is

offering a

"Then

painting,

Grange," to the high schoo
player with the best average in h^
studies.

I

Walla Walla House Name Changed
Walla Walla, Wash.—The Capito
the new name of the Legion, pur
chased recently by Fred Mercy.

scenery installed.

7,600.000.00
12,189,892.06

$U,983,467.83

—Al

W.

Gillis

East Hampton Theater Opens
East Hampton, N. Y.— The Ed
wards, seating 1,000, has opened. Leroy Edwards and his son, Leonard

managing

are

Lewis

Open

the

Sam

house.

Duffy Building in Maine
Old Orchard Beach, Me.—John W.
DufTy is building a house here at the:
rear of the Forest Pier.
It will seatj

'^

1,000.

Comique Opens at "Lynn
Comique has reopen-j,

hall is

—

for

a

$150,000

$48,386.65
26,269.10

ii

Managing New London
heater
New Haven
George E. Eshenfelder, formerly at the Roger Sher-i
man here, is now managing the.

theater

tf

Garde

at

New

London.

Tom

California

—

House

—

Paragould, Ark. John A. Collins
has purchased the interest of his part-'
ner, Thomas H. Lloyd, in the Capitol;
and Majestic.

—

Tacoma House's

—

1,194,318.92

»j2 189 892.06

I

Seats

littnii

j

here.

Hall Buys Missouri House
Moberly, Mo.
Tom Hall, who
owns the Columbia, has purchased
the Cozy, which he will remodel.
Increase

1,000,000.00

k

Buys Out Partner

Lewis Plans Florida House
Green Cove Springs, Fla.

—

building including a theater

A!

is

plan-

H. Lewis,
owns the Lewis-American.

who

ned

by

Frederick

Dominion Has

92,171.09
27,492.08

New-!|

1,250.

Berkeley, Cal.
Clarence Laws
formerly manager of the California
Watsonville, is now in charge of the

$13,384,210.98

Al

manager.

—

House for Fremont
Fremont, Wash. Plans have beer
$150,000

114,854.38

for

—

ed with a split-week policy.

Liberty, Fort Scott, Kan.

Laws Managing

$1,515,597.53

—

Sts.

Lynn, Mass.

Liberty.

seat

Britain Theater

Britain, Conn.
George Rat
ner has leased to Equity Theaters, for
21 years, the house now being coa
structed at Broad and Washington

B.

musical director.

is

New

New

Grand Rapids

Collins

1,400,743.15

purchase of stock interest in
other companies
Expense of bond redemption Fox Film Realty Co.
Expense writing off residual value of commission for sale of Fox Film realty tmnds
Adjustment of foreien surplus accounts for 1925
Dividend paid April 15.
1926
$500,000.00
Dividend payable July 15,
1926
500,000.00

—

Leases
Gillis at

California

Provision for Federal income tax

June 26, 1926

from

Enlarge Strand, Albany, Stage
Albany The stage of the Marl
Strand has been enlarged and new

prepared

Dec. 26. 1925
Profit for the period from Dec. 26, 1925, to June 26, 1926.
Profit 5 weeks ending J.an. 30. 1926
$274,822.15
Profit 4 weeks ending Feb. 27. 1926
249.177.96
„
,
Profit 4 weeks ending March 27. 1926
228,869.36
Profit 4 weeks ending April 24, 1926
285,572.29
Profit S weeks ending May 29. 1926...
289,436.00
Profit 4 weeks ending June 26, 1926.
187,719.77
at

at

the

—

$25,505,777.06

Surplus

of

Fort Scott, Kan. Perry H. Rhine
and H. L. Stout have opened the

Consolidated Surplus Account

Deduct:

officers

has been transferred to management
of the Powers.
He formerly was at
the Gladmer, Lansing.
Both houses
are part of the Butterfield chain.

$450,000.00
90,000.00
$360,000.00

Expense

the

that

Grand Rapids, Mich.

First mortgage leasehold 6'/.% serial gold bonds of Fox
Philadelphia Building, Inc., guaranteed by Fox Film
Corp., maturing serially June 1, 1926 to June 1, 1945..
Less retired and cancelled.

Surplus, as

knew

plaintiff

defendant were vvithdrawing for general expenses as high as 50 per cent of the money
taken in and made no complaint.
For that
reason he held that there is nothing to sustain the plaintiff's claim to an accounting,
and for that reason dismisses the complaint.
He also dismissed the counterclaim of Ittelson, hut penrrits him to sue on it in a sepa-

$1,804,664.12
999,010.00
205,654.16

liabilities

Less retired and cancelled

Total

being released by the defendant.
In dismissing the complaint Justice Valente said that the plaintiff had consented to
the act of the defendants in mingling all
the funds received from the various films,
and in fact had accepted $25,000 out of the
fund appropriated by the Selznick company
for advertising for
the plaintiff's counsel
fees and expenses.
The court also said that

is

.'J00,000.00

Funded debt
First mortgage

of Justice Valente said that
the time the Selznick firm went into
at
bankruptcy in 1924, the Los Angeles institution held as
collateral for loans and
rights to three unreleased pictures "Modern
Matrimony,"
"Rupert of Hentzaii" and
"Comirron Law," and also had a right to
share in the proceeds of six other pictures

Little

rate action at law.

Liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
Sundry trade creditors and accrued expense
Reserve for Federal income tax, 1925..
Dividend payable July 15th, 1926
Notes payable
Purchase money obligations for investment
Advance payment for film service (self

A

poration.
The opinion

the

8,398,171.68

Sundry

22, 192i

New

H

;

Policy

Montreal- The Dominion has adop-

Tacoma, Wash. H. A. Rhodes is
rebuilding the historic Tacoma, increasing its capacity from 1,050 to

ted a combinci ion policy for the Fall

1,600.

w eekly.

I)

changing three
film
season with
times weekly and the vaudeville twice
j

iL

—

— —

As

Usual'

International Delivers!
Within a few hours of the happenings

International
showed,

at the leading

News
Broadway

complete story, in
thrilling motion pictures, of the
New York- to-Paris plane disaster,
in which Captain Fonck's Sikortheaters, the

skey plane crashed to a tragic end.
Prints

were shipped

to

every

part of the country, as part of
Issue No. 77, and provided, as
usual,

At No Extra Cost To Exhibitors!
international

ALWAYS Delivers

get International
Jee Universal

Universal

ALWAYS

i

Delivers!

THE

i^tl

DAILY
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m
Hunter Wins at Toronto
Toronto Jack Hunter, Famous,
won the Annual Fall Film Golf Tournament here. The prize was a silver

—

Eddie

by

donated

humidor,

cigar

Cantor.
FolluwiriK

are

affair, as
Canadian district

of

higlilights

reported by

W.

manager

First

the

A. Bach,
National:
Eddie Cantor wired his regrets, stating a
dentist had him stNinied in New York.
for

The prize for the low gross was won by
Dick Sturtridge of Sutton, Ont, the award
being a very handsome flask, wliich as you
know can be used in Canada.
The low gross on the fourteenth hole was
by some mistake won by your humble servant, and
hole was
Sutton.

gross

low

the

on the

eighteenth

won by Mr. Tremayne,

also

of

We

had a number of comedy prizes, the
one being for the man who cursed the
most on the course, which was won by Ronald McClelland of the Capitol, Toronto.
first

the second hole was
a very dinky coin purse, won by Mr. Water-

The high gross on
Famous.

street of

To Shoot Tournament
(Continued from Page

shown

filmed
Consolidated
Spring tournament and thereby added
an enjoyable chapter to a long day
of pleasure.

Only a few days remain before the
There are many
entries are closed.
who have not yet sent in their blanks.
Some speed had better be exercised.
The entries lo date follow:
Aaron, Eddie, M-G-M.
Aitken, Roy E., Birth of Nation Co.
Alexander, L. W., Universal.
AUcoate, jack. Film Daily.
Anderson, R. V., International Newsreel

Baum, Lou, Elbee Pictures
Beach, F. A., United Artists
Beatty, Jerome, M. P. P. D. A.

Beecroft, Fred, M. P. News
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors Herald
Bernstein, Harry, Red Seal

Berry, George,
Bilson, George.

The

consolation

prize

of

a

of

bottle

Scotch whiskey, which turned out to be cold
won by Mr. Meyers of Warner
tea, was
Bros.

The

dressed

best

golfer won a trick
choice for this award

and the unanimous
Mr. Benson of Famous-Lasky.

tie,

was

Dentlebeck
of Famous Players Canadian Corp. was the
lost balls, Charlie

winner.
of Famous Players Cawho seemed to have a great

Harry Sedgewick
nadian

Corp.,

deal of difficulty with his drives all day,
presented with a miniature gold driver
practice purposes.

was

Other

prize

in a

of the Al-

95 for the 18

winners

scores are:
Mike McDougall, (Allen

and

stage hand)

115;

ager)

Carvon, (Artist)

149.

Maurice Spitalny, Stillman orchestra director, walked off with the highest score of the day, 183, and as a re-

ward

for his exercise, he was given a
to rest in and recover his arm

bed
movement.

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

APPARATUS

CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
St.,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 61*4

Witt, Benjamin P.
Dickerson, J. S., M. P. News
Diebel, C. W., Federal Holding Co.
Ebenstein, Arthur, Herbert Ebenstein Co.
Ebenstein, Herbert R.
Eggleston, Harry
Einfield, Charles, First National
Eschmann, E. A.
Fair, A. E., Universal
Feist, Felix,
FUesler, Joe. Ufa Films

M-G-M

W.

Frerdman, H.
Freidman, Joe, "U" Exchange
Gallagher, Ray, M. P. News
Gallup, Bruce G., United Artists
Garyn, Pat, National Screen Servcie

Leo, American Seating Co.
Bros.
Greenebaum, Gerald, Loew's, Inc.
Gulick, Paul, Universal

Gassney,
Gerety,

Tom, Warner

Halperin, Edward
Halperin, Victor
Hammons. Earl W., Educational
Hodes, Hal, Short JTilms Syndicate
Hornstein, Joe, Howells Cine Equipment Co.

Johnston, Ray, Rayart
Johnson. Millard, Australasian Films
Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News
Johnson. W. R., Rayart
Kann. Maurice D., Film Daily
Keegan, Jack R., Exhibitors Herald
Kelly, Wm. D.
Kennedy. J. P., F. B. O.
Keyser, Gerald, First National
Kohn, Ralph, Famous

Leishman, E. D., Universal
Linet,

Neufeld, Oscar,

De Luxe Film

Hank. Red Seal

Leeper. Dwight, Rayart
Lesser, Irving M.
Loew, Arthur, M-G-M

Loew, David, M-G-M
Lynch, O. J., Morgan Lithograph Co.

—

Elmer, Pathe Exchange
Eugene, Loew's, Inc.
David, Loew's, Inc.
Pinkerton, C. S., United Artists
Frank,
Prod. Dist. Corp.
Pope,
Poucher, R. I., Consolidated Film
Pearson,
Picker,
Picker,

Industrie.'

W. E., Pathe Exchange
Lou, Variety
Robbins, W. A., Australasian Films
Raives, Harold, New 14th St. Theater
Ritchey, J. V., Ritchey Lithograph Co.
Ritchey, J. V., Jr., Ritchey Lithograph Co.
Rogers, Leonard, Carleton Theater
Rubin, Robert, (iarleton Theater
Rubenstein, Samuel, Lloyds' Film Storage
Ryan, J. O., Wurlitzer Organ Co.
Saunders, E. M., M-G-M
Saunders, Francis A., M. P. World
Sawtelle, A. J., Pathe Exchange
Sawyer, Arthur, Roxy Theaters Corp.
Sax, Sam, Gotham Prod.
Sawyer, Chester E., Howells Cine Equip.
Schattenfels, Clarence, M. P. World
F.

Co

Wagner, Walter
Waite, Stanley B., Pathe Exchange
Walsh, Eugene, Universal

Warshauer, David
Webster, Fred, Red Seal
Weil, Richard, Rayart
Wilk, Ralph, Film Daily
Wilson, George C, Baltimore
Wilkerson. Billy, Tec-Art Studios
Wilson. Fred, Reeland Reviews
Wo;fsolm, I. V.
Wynne Jones, Fred, Ufa Films

Young, Lon, Gotham Prod.

Rexburg, Idaho

— Paul

Houses

De Mour-

the Rialto and the
Mission at Blackfoot, has taken over
The houses
the Rex and Elk here.
dant,

owner

'Mare

Ship
the

Nostrum,'
the

of

hit

"

which

ittio:

w.

This bo

pageant.

was mounted on

tktit

a truck,

and
r

suited in a lot of added publicity.
the very middle of Milwaukee som
thing went wrong with the true
and for 45 minutes the people surge
]

Sam, Universal
Shaw, Tom, First National
Simmons, Mike, Exhibitors' Trade Review
Singerman, Sidney, Universal
Smith, Jr., A. W., First National
Spargo, John S., Exhibitors' Herald
Stebbins, Arthur W.
Stuart, Max, Barnes Printing Co.

Two

Wtl

ute they stepped out of the theate
book displays were secur<
with oil paintings placed in the wi
dows of three leading departme
stores.
Stills also were placed in ]t\
elry store windows.
The bigge
stunt of the campaign was the bo
used as a ballyhoo.
There was
water pageant during the showii
of the picture, the boat, "The Go<

lucky breakdown of the vehicle

B. O.

Gets

Olgl

Three

later

Sedran,

De Mourdant

La

nest

"Mare Nostrum"
(M-G)
A lobby display, window tie-u
and ballyhoo were used. The featu
of the lobby display was a shadoi
box that hit patrons' eyes, the mi

M

I.,

I

lai(,

G-M
Orr, Wm.,
O'Reilly, Charles, T. O. C. C.

Schnitzer, Joseph

u
le

Co.

B.

of

MOTION PICTURE

West 32nd

M-G-M

Hughes, Frank, J. P. Mullcr Agency
Humm, John, Pathe

If

110

Co.

"Black Cyclone"
(Pathe)
A hook-up was made with a ridi)
academy. A parade of riders head
by the mayor, plus a number of sp
cial
stunts,
aided
business.
Su

Omaha.

O.

De

Frank,

Jr.

Tierney, Howard S.
Trowrbridge, Carroll, Christie Filwr Co.

their

117; George Langan,
(Allen manager) 119; Fred Clary, (Stillman
manager) 120; Angelo Vitale, (Park orchestra leader) 122; Harland Fend, (Pub126; George Dumond, (Metropolitan
licity)
manager) 126; M. A. Malaney, (Publicity
manager) 147; Tom Carroll, (State man-

Tom

B.

Fabritis, Walter, Barnes Printing
Dietz, Howard,
Depinet, Ned, First National

won first honors and a
spoon in the golf tournament
of the Loew's Ohio Theaters organiturned

Crawford, Merritt, M. P. World
Cron, James, Exhibitors Daily Review
Crosbie, F. W., First National
Cunningham. James, Film Daily
Curtis, Edward P., Eastman Kodak Co.

De

silver

He

Cosman, Jack, 1542 Broadway

Daab. Hy, F

len orchestra,

zation.
holes.

M-G-M

for

Powell, Tournament Victor

Cleveland— Ray Powell

Pathe Exchange
Times Bldg.
Carlton,
Chatkin, David J., Publix
Clark, W. B., Cranfield & Clarke
Cohen, Ned, Guest of Arthur Ebenstein
Cohen, Paul H., M-G-M
Collier, Wm., Jr., Hotel Gladstone
J.,

Mitchell,

Mersereau, Don, Film Daily
Metzger, Lou, IJniversal
Milligan, Jim, Morning Telegraph
Miles, Jos. R., Lloyds Film Storage Corp.
Mitchell, Fred, Loew's, Inc.
Mountan, David J., Ricllmx)unt Pictures
Mueller, George, Guest of Arthur Ebenstein

Raynor,

Pat,
Carle,

P.

May.

Ridell,

Co.

Blumenthal, Lou, 1650 Broadway
Booth, F. E., Westinghouse Electric Co.
Brady, Richard. Eastman Kodak
Brandon, Stewart K., 1540 Broadway
Brandt, Harry. Carleton Theater
Brandt, William, Carleton Theater
Brooks, Oswald, Patlie
Brotherhood, Wm., Cranfield & Clarke
Bruckmann, George, Perrin-Bruckmann Co.
Byrnes, George, Timely Films, Inc.

Conners,

Willard, Universal
Marcus, Lee, F. B. O.
Marin, Ned First National
M-.>sce, William

Oscar, 142 West 44th St.
Randall, A. W., Exhibitors' Herald

Bloom, Dewey D.

Campbell,

A very handsome decoy duck was presented to the man who was in the water
the most, and in this case Mr. Tom Brady,
representative for P. D. C. in Canada, was
an easy winner.
For the most

George

MacGregor, Robert, American Seating Co.
McConnell, Fred, Exhibitors Daily Review

Price,

M-G-M

First National
A., Eastman Kodak

22, 1926

McKay,
the
the

after

dinner.

Blair,

the eighteenth hole was
a can of particularly fragrant tobacco of
great age, won by Mr. Haag. also of Famous.

The high gross on

1)

same evening

the

[

Wednesday, September

of

"The Good Ship 'Mare No

about
trum,'

"

floating, becalmed, on
Merrill,
of Milwaukee.

—

streets

tl

M;

waukce.

"The Son

A

of a Sheik"
(United Artists)
miniature projector and

.fc

scre«

were placed in the window of a loc
bank, where they could be viewed I
passers-by. Interesting excerpts fro
The cil
the picture were shown.
was extensively papered, enablir.
the picture to break the house recoi
by over $2,000 on a three-day run.Tivoli,

isi

Chattanooga.

"Sweet Daddies"
(First National)

A shadow-box illuminated fro:
within made an interesting novelt
In the box was the figure of a batl
ing beauty standing iji a barrel,
circular-shaped plate glass peepho

5[

!lk

Ik

%

large letters. Tl
city was plastered with posters.
Knickerbocker, Nashville, Tenn.

carried the

were formerly operated by Mrs. M.
C. Madison.

title in

!g|i

"Upper Cuts"
(Educational)

Deering Leases Theater

—

Winnipeg Walter Deering, pioneer showman, has leased the Mon-

Took advantage

of the national ii
terest in prize-fighting aroused by tl
Dempsey-TunncA^ match, and playf
up this short subject over the featur

lifi

on Portage Ave. This house, —John Royal, Keith's Palace, Clev
which has been in operation for more land.
than 15 years, was given a thorough
New House for Plainville, Conn.
avcrhauling and new equipment and
furnishings installed.
A theater buil
Plainville, Conn.

arch,

—

ing costing $100,000 will be erected
the old Enimeline Lewis place by tiUil
Sequassan Corp. George Zunner »
<

Roycroft Bldg. Again Sold
Seattle--The Roycroft theater and
building has been sold for the
Helena
second time in six months.
Duval has disposed of the property to
Joe
E. M. Harrington for $55,000.
Bradt will continue to operate the
Roycroft.

.;torc

Hartford

is

the architect.

Completing Mineola, N.
Mineola,

N.

Y.

—

Y.,

Hous

Construction

rapidly progressing on the new Min
ola which will be finished about mi

October.

THE

Shows
Area

^o

in

Storm

for 2

Weeks

(Continued from Page
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Why Not
In

13

a Formula?

(Continued from Page 2)
a foreword, appears the followiiiR:

"Genius is something that cannot
clearly
explained
and never
addition to those above named be
And talent can seldom he
Coral Gables, Miami Shores, taught.
e:
Hialeah, Hollywood, reduced to schedule. These sublime
River,
ittle
jrt Lauderdale, Dania, Davie, Pom- qualities of self expression are either
no, Progresso, Floranada, Deerfield, the result of your inheritance or of
oniestead, Moorehaven, Ojus, Hal- subconsciously acquired facility.
"But trained mediocrity can and
idale, Croissant Park, Clewiston and
Jackson and Selma, does accomplish better results when
orida City.
reinforced by more and particular
a., were among towns in the path
the storm, as reported early today, knowledge, and even genius and tal:hough accounts of the new devasta- ent are stimulated to a more perfect
expression through the free intern were meager.
The modern construction of Flori- change of ideas and the thoughts
theaters built since the boom pe- which develop and accrue out of hond, prevented more serious damages est discussion.
"These are Paramount's reasons
these houses.
Harold B. Franklin is on the ground for asking the men and women of
Publix and has organized con- its producing organization: "What
:
uction gangs to begin the work of Makes Good Pictures?"
"And so, on this and other pages
:aring away debris and repairing
of this magazine we pool for the good
uses damaged by the storm.
The company's theaters at Lake of all the resultant information with
orth, the Oakley and Liberty, are the belief that a majority of these
erating as are the Kettler, Stanley statement prove that "The How" of
good picture making no longer bord Rialto at West Palm Beach.
A.t Tampa, all of the firm's houses ders on the marvelous, the mysterive been converted into relief sta- ous and the unknown.
"Fifteen years of motion picture
ns for the distribution of food and
ler aid, as well as providing shelter production experience have convinced
These houses are Paramount that "The What" of good
the homeless.
ctory, Franklin, Grand, Seminole pictures can never be reduced to a
formula, but we have also learned
d Rialto.
instructions have been sent to At- that in every really good picture there
Publix exists an unconscious ensemble of
lita exchanges and to the
|-me office to suspend shipment of those entertainment and showmanship qualities which are best underhis and acts in the stricken zone.
stood and expressed by the various
personalities who contribute to its
Benefit Success Seen
and that when any one in[iearty response for the midnight making
dividual
thoroughly understands all
the
planned
Saturday
in
150
tinees
these essential qualities, the picture
a rs of the Publix circuit is indicated
reports from managers received at is not only extraordinarily good, but
is a forceful expression of that man
t: home office.
In Atlanta, the symphony orches- or woman's exceptional talents and
t
is donating its services, while at genius.
"And the statements which follow
be
admission
will
iston,
$2.50
were gathered with the sincere decirged.
sire to show every man any woman
in Paramount's producing organizaFilm Board to Help
tion how to realize the most from
jabriel L. Hess, counsel of the
his or her unique ability."
i.ys organization has wired the At1)

•ed, in

•

The Sunday Edition
of ''The Film Daily''

is

one oS the most constructive forces of this

industry— it regularly
presents an authoritative digest of current

picture events and
trends— boiled doivn
for quick reading.

—

I

i

Film Board of Trade, instructthat body to make a survey of the
S lation in the storm area, and to
ruder every possible aid to alleviate

MONTE KATTERJOHN

I

Eastern Studio

Famous Players-Lasky

l;ta

ii

s fering.

Lloyd Film in 40 Houses
Cleveland "For Heaven's Sake" is
playing 40 local houses simultaneousThis was the first rely this week.

—

lease

Awaiting

^.tlanta

wo

— Anna

Word
Aiken

of

Lloyd picture

the

to

the

numerical zone theaters.
Patterson,

Mavis Takes Over Theater

"The Weekly Film Reawaiting word from four

publishes

—

Egerton, O. C. A. Mavis has
nmbers of her family in the stricken taken over the management of the
a a, who have not been heard from Theatorium, formerly managed by

vw,"

s ce

is

the hurricane.

Meyer Bros. Mavis owns
The theater has been
some time.
ing.

Williamson Safe
^

GM

G. Williamson, Mis supervising the

wire from

J.

director,

who

ulerwater sequences of "The Mysti'ous Island" in the Bahamas, np ts that the studio and laboratory
tire were practically unharmed by
hurricane.

t)

^oux City Houses Undcunaged
ioux City Theaters escaped dam-

—

$10,000,000 flood which
Si;pt through the Floyd Valley. The
h ses are on higher ground.
Disn tion of the transportation service
a:
impassable roads, however, have
a cted attendance.
a.

in

the

the buildclosed for

Purchase Oregon Theater

—

Guy Matthews of the
Granada and H. C. Phillips, former
manager of the Gay, have purchased
the Empress here.
Dallas, Ore.

Cal.

—The

three

gestion,
'
[

the

local

houses, the Strand, Modesto and National, are being managed by Lew H.

Newcomb.
Ben Abrahams in West
Ben Abrahams of the Hi-Mark
sales force is on a Western trip.

was posted on

the bulletin board at

Famous Players-Lasky

Island.

Newcomb Managing Three
Modesto,

This notice, without out solicitation or sug-

studio on

Long

m

—
THE

S^<

Wednesday, September

DAILY
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ager,
& F.

Films on Schedule
(Continued from Page

1)

throughout
circulated
the
world
through the predominance of American films that the future of the industry is under serious consideration

many countries, Peck declared.
Revenue obtained by the Canadian
Government through rental of its
own films has made the Ottawa
in

studio

he

self-sustaining,

practically

added.

Some time ago Peck made

the

suggestion that American producers

make

a

definite

number

of pictures

Canada, where the scenery is almost as varied as in the United
in

States, in order to qualify them
distribution throughout the British
Empire and in foreign countries as
features that had been made on BritWhile he did not make any
ish soil.
direct reference to this idea, it is believed that Peck still harbors this
suggestion in his mind and it may be

for

having been secured from

W.

A

-

A new

.

building

is

being taken

in

first

ofT

St.

Warner

release

.\ theater is being taken for the midStarr and Schlcsingdle of October.
er are in Berlin for a brief visit where

Legislate

(Continued from Parje 1)

and the Kinematog^raph Renters' Society, but both organizations meet tomorrow.

London (Special Correspondence)
The C. E. A. is considering the draft
the abolition of blind-booking.
The bill has been very drastically altered since it was first drafted and
many contentious clauses have been
swept away. It no longer requires the
negative to be in the country and
one trade show only is necessary for
a territorial renter to register instead
of having to give ten trade shows as)
was formerly the case.
bill for

Many

Tommy Dowd,

assistant to

Edward

Bowes

at the Capitol, is back
six weeks' trip to Paris where

from

reported to be doing big business, returning via Paris where they are opening
The names of the
their own offices.
complete personnel of the new organization in London will be announced soon.
is

—

kett (United Artists).

Carkey Wins Promotion
Ogdensburg, N. Y. Lawrence
Carkey, former manager of the coi
pany's Lockport house, now is d

—

manager of Schine theaters. ]
has jurisdiction over 12 houses, t
trict

Liscombe Plans Retirement
Toronto W. J. Liscombe, proprietor of the Greenwood, 1275 Gerrard
St. E., has announced his retirement
from the business after many years.
The theater, which is a neighborhood

—

two at Malone, one
two at Massena, two

local theaters,

Lake

Placid,

Lowville and three at Carthage.

Navy

Two

abolition of the

single
and the

Pictures Cut
reelers

boosting

t

ucv;

merchant marine ha
navy
been concentrated into one pictt
1,050

ft.

in length.

The

picture

w

be distributed gratis to exhibitors, 1
ginning Oct. 24 through Film B.oai
of Trade.

ski

house, has been placed on the market.

itj!if

Compromise Sought
Special Censors for Educationals

—

Paris A commission of 17, including many prominent educators, has

—

Minneapolis Distributors have
cured postponement of action on t
zoning law for film exchanges, per

Itw

fii?

been appointed to censor all educa- ing drafting of a compromise pi
films shown in France.
It is posal.
hoped that by pre-viewing these subjects, a lot of objectionable films will
Building at Montauk, N. Y.
be eliminated.
Montauk, N. Y. Construction
started on Montauk's first theai
Cobb Back in New York
At least that is the
their businesses.
which will be owned by the Pears'*
F. Heath Cobb, formerly in trade Construction Co.
view that many exhibitors hold today.
It will seat S|
paper work, has returned to New Robert Tappan of Forest Hills is t
York from Hollywood.
Mexican Import Figures
architect.
tional

—

1:

air

rzi

P-^

—

Mexico City During the first six
Farrar Gets Test Studio
months of 1926, films valued at $284.Amsterdam House Changes Hand
Vincent J. Farrar, formerly with
968 were brought into Mexico, as
Amsterdam, O.— B. B. Naufel h
compared to $222,582 worth during D. W. Griffith, has taken over the taken over the Star, from Mrs. Le:f
However, motion picture test studio of Edgar Waggoner.
the same period in 1925.
due to the religious war, which Scott Spargo, who is now associated
brought about a boycott of theaters with the Paramount casting office.
Joins Associated Publicity Staff
iH
the figures for the last six months of
Christine Hamilton, formerly of
Norman
Trevor
in
Show
this year will show a radical deP. Today," has joined the Associat"
crease.
At present, receipts have
Norman Trevor, who has been Exhibitors' publicity staff.
fallen off 60% since the boycott.
working with Famous, has joined the
cast of "The Captive," Broadway production.
Carpentier in New French Picture
5

]

—Upon

completion

of "Carproduce a
Nat Levine on Way to Coast
story by Tristan Bernard, in which
Nat Levine has left for Hollywood
Carpentier, the French heavyweight to produce a wild horse serial for the
6ghter, will play the lead.
independent market.

Paris

men", Jacques Feyder

will

other alterations have been
made, and after considerable arguLannan, Kirk's Partner
ment it was accepted by the General
Sharon, Pa., House Renamed
Omaha P. J. Lannan has become
Council with the proviso that two
associated with J. E. Kirk in ownerSharon, Pa. The Nuluna is the
weeks be given the Kinematograph
ship of the North Star, suburban new name of the Luna, which has
Renters' Society for them to prohouse.
been rebuilt.
pound a new bill upon which both
sides can reach agreement.
If in
that space of time the K. R. S. do not
make any suggestions that both side?
A. LEE presents
can agree upon the C. E. A. bill is

—

—

ARTHUR

islation.
*

/

"pronounced_\

From

the

|p=

(jee-80-lo;

A Professional
Dancing Man

See

'-'i

Rod

in

In this thrillinj

Broadway Play by Dave L'Estrange, Constance Collier and Ivor Novello

with

Distributed

by

MAE MARSH and ISABEL JEANS
Directed by GRAHAM CUTTS

La RocQUi

Never-to-

be

forgotten,

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION

701 Seventh Avenue

|i;

Parisian

IVOR NOVELLO

"THE RAT"

'j-™,

'(MM:

THE SUPREME LOVER

to be sent to Sir Philip Cunliffc Lister with a plea for its immediate leg-

Herman Starr and Gus Schlcsinger
are busy perfecting their plans for
the new Warner combi'nation in England.
It is now definitely stated
that they will handle their own product in future under the Vitagraph
releasing organization and additional
personnel is being added to the organization.
Mrs. Leila Stewart has
just been signed on a publicity man-

Morgan Heads Dallas Board
Dallas
Oscar Morgan (Pathe) 12'*'
the new president of the Film Boal
of Trade. Other new directors elec
ed are: F. A. Tomes (Educationalfiw

a

he supervised the redecoration of the Gaumont Palace in the Montmartre. The
theater is a M-G-M first-run in Paris.
In ten nights, the stage was raised
four feet, the orchestra augmented by
ten men and the entire house repainted in cream and gold. The first*
*
*
picture under the new policy was
The General Purposes Committeo "The Midshipman." Dowd declared
of the C. E. A. met the other day to all previous records were broken for
discuss the 1927 campaign for thf the opening night.

"Lady Windermere's Fan"

—

May Not

DAY

m

Oxford St., and the nings will leave Germany on the
He will
which will come "Deutschland" on Oct. 8.
for a premiere run in the West End arrive in New York about October 18. Jack Adams (Home State), P.
of London is expected to be either
Johnston (Fox), Harry T. Peebl
Gaumont Palace Redecorated
"Don Juan" or "The Better 'Ole."
(Liberty-Specialty), and Joe E. Lu

Newman

Entertainment Tax
and it was agreed after some argument that they should cooperate with
the Abolition League and more endiscussed at the Imperial Conference. deavor should be put into the worVi
over the ensuing six months to get
Much criticism on
the tax removed.
that had been
initiative
lack
of
the
Government to Act
shown over the past twelve months
London Legislation which has for was forthcoming at the meeting, and
object the rehabilitation of the it is to be hoped that much more inits
British film industry will be one of tensive work will be given to the
the chief subjects under discussion at next campaign.
Notice
Imperial Conference.
the
Incidentally, it seems a little illogihas been served on the industry, that cal that the C. E. A. should be pressregardless of what trade arrange- ing on the one hand for the abolition
ments are made, in an effort to solve of tax restrictions and on the other
the problem, the government intends hand almost imploring the Governto enact legislation regulating film ment to come in and help them run
importations.

THE

Jannings' Sailing Delayed
cable despatch informs
that Emil JanFILM

private

22, 19J|

characterizatio

^*

New York

\[

i«
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Lgreement in Toronto
(Continued from Page

ted as specials on double

1)

bills.

As-

rance was given by J. C. Brady,
arry Alexander, Roy O'Connor, S.
;ster and other Toronto officers of

M.P.T.O.

No

contract

was

signed,

T.O.

dis-

of the M.
This affects

the matter.

in

the

word

ibutor staking the

hibitors belonging to the Canadian
P.T.O. only, it is stated, and the
striction against double-feature proams will not be included in rental
.reements to be signed by exhibitwho are members of the associa)n.

(Continued from Page 1)

Fight Dropped

— Campaign

to
secure
the anti-djouble-feature
luse in contracts of Famous, M-M and First National, has been
opped by the local exhibitor unit,
ereafter, members are to deal invidually with the problem, which
s been the subject of considerable

Cleveland

moval

itation

of

Verdict $2,627

15

Hearst Seeking New
Releasing Tieup?

Attendance Record

?
Detroit The new Michigan
claims a world's record for one
day attendance on "The Loves

Jury Shaves Damages in Case Brought
by Griffith Against Al
Jolson
Damages of $^,627 were awarded in
U. S. District Court D. W. Griffith,
in suit against Al Jolson for alleged
breach of contract. Griffith had asked $571,645. Motion to set aside the
hearing was denied by the court. No
decision has been made on proposed

—

(Continued from Page 1)
livery of four more pictures, two of
which are to be Marion Davies pro-

of Ricardo," when 28,446 persons paid admission. The Uptown formerly claimed the record with a mark of 26,402 in

ductions.

between
Cosmopolitan
always have been "most
pleasant," Nicholas M. Schenck said
yesterday when asked to comment on
appeal of the jury verdict.
the Los Angeles report.
No change
Suits Gets New Post
Griffith alleged he employed Jolson
in relations between the two comon a verbal contract to star in a picCleveland Robert Suits, manager panies is anticipated, and there is no
ture, and that the comedian "walked at the Allen, has been appointed genreason to believe any is contemplated,
out" on the alleged agreement after eral manager of one of the Loew he declared.
viewing screen tests. Lloyd Hamilton presentation houses at New London.
Schenck leaves for Hollywood Frithen was substituted and the picture Conn.
day to spend a month at the M-G-M
completed and released as "His Darkstudio.
er Self."
"Down the Stretch" Finished
Universal City King Baggot has
Clover Managing National
Shows Again at Albert City
completed "Down the Stretch," a
San Jose, Cal. Emory V. Clover
Albert City, la. The Empress has Universal production with Marion is now managing the National, forbeen reopened. It was dark a month Nixon and Robert Agnew.
merly the Liberty.
Relations

and

one day.

M-G-M

—

—

—

—

here.

Refusal of the three companies to
11
two feature length pictures for
aying on the same bill was favored
the first-runs, although subselent-run houses opposed the move,
evailing upon the organization to
unch an attack against the clause.

Reading House Mcinager
Reading, Pa. Frank S. Mickley
s resigned as manager of the Rato manage his own musical com-

Juits as

—

il

"tab" company.

iy

Rytkonen Opening House Soon
Negaunee, Mich. Jafet Rytkonen
rushing work on the Vista, pre-

—

nng

for

an early opening.

Bird Island House Sold
Bird Island, Minn.— W. D. Putni of Fargo, N. D., has purchased
e Crystal from M. J. Huss.

New Manager
Bayard, Neb.

— A.

at Bayard
E. Post has asof the Rialto.

med management
Amusement
ottsbluff, owns the

,ilwest

New
Pilger,

&

Realty

Co.,

house.

Theater at Pilger
Neb. M. Gragson has op-

—

new theater, the name of
Mich now is being determined upon.
fed

a

9^e IBlue Hoy
nAjHh

John Roche
Directed by

Lytton O. H. Firm Formed
Lytton,
1

I

t

la.

—Incorporation

;

state.

ew Equipment at Iron Mountain
iron Mountain, Mich.
New equipI'Ht has been purchased for the

—

by Theophile Vanderbargh.
eodore Sophie manages the house.

DeLacy

ARTHUR MAUDE

Photographed by Technicolor Process

papers

ve been granted
Lytton Opera
juse Co., which is reported planig a string of houses throughoul

and Philippe

SUGGESTED BY

SIR

THOMAS GAINSBOROUGH'S FAMOUS PAINTING

The story of a mother's undying love and
Exquisitely told in natural colors.

It's

its

reward.

another Ro-

mance Production more beautiful than "The Vision."

;ilto

Bertolero Lead House Manager
Lead, S. D.
Leo Bertolero has
tn named manager of the Ford.

710MA]\[C6

—

New Owner

at

Bear Creek

—

Bear Creek, Mont.
Marcell Cenis
taken over management of the
5

PPy Houn
Film Fire

at

—

This ad available for your
use in newspapers mat free.

—

Minneapolis

;i/[inneapolis
Fire
1: )th
of the Rialto.

damaged

the
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Small Towns

rHE

been

described as
of the nation.

Open
Is
Those

jiterview
said his company
was serving 10,000 accounts, and
that 70 per cent of the firm's

income was derived from towns
or

15,000

Field for Equipment,

—

Contention 100
Independents

with the situation
in the equipment field yesterday were
not seriously impressed with the furore said to have been caused in the
ranks of producers-distributors owning theaters by the merger of 35
dealers in the National Theater Supply Co.

He (Kent)

population of

over.

"Hence," observed Mr. Kent,
"30 per cent of our business is
derived from 8,800 communities,
which represents the profit and

familiar

One

more. On a big production, the
average profit is nowhere near
30 per cent."

In short then, profits accrue
•cm the flood of small rentals
ie fifty dollar bookinp-s, the
A^enty-fives and the tens.
Decidedly interesting is the inforation on how the big Paramount
I'ganization figures its earnings. It
not unreasonable to conjecture that
::her important distributors who, like
amous, are entrenched with firstms throughout the nation, also draw
eir profits from the little exhibitor.
ent's statement brings to the fore
le fact that something further than
ye desire to secure widespread reprellntation influences the big com.nies to drive and drive hard for
I

individual advanced the opinion that he failed to see wherein
there was any cause to worry over
increased prices.
Eight producerdistributors have been meeting for
two weeks to discuss the equipment
merger. They are reported to be determined to secure a pledge from the
merged units that accessory prices
will not

be incrpa<;ed. Otherwise they
{Continued on Page 7)

New M-G-M

"On
ofit

G-M starring players for next season.
When Louis B. Mayer addressed
New York exhibitors here some
weeks
these

ago he mentioned some of
names, but the list was not
{Continued on Page 2)

town bookings.

a big production the average
nowhere near 30 per cent."

is

(There you

,

Stars

Renee Adoree, Eleanor Boardman,
Lew Cody, Joan Crawford, Greta
Garbo, William Haines and Sally
O'Neil appear on the horizon as M-

I

^

find

much by way

of

iplanation as to why producer-disibutors are so much interested in
ihibition. Strategic, first-runs in key
';ies
provide the reason but only
rtially.
The full truth is that in
'lerating theaters the rewards are
greater keeping with the effort.
')o much worry goes into produclin.
Too rnuch speculation and
imetimes
apprehension over the
blic's reaction exists in the making
f
expensive pictures.
line of
ilder resistance is found in theater
nstruction and management.

—

i

—

—

"Blue"

Law
—

Test

Springfield, Mo.
W. W. Smith,
manager of the Grand, and five pat-

rons were arrested when Smith opened the theater for a performance to
test Springfield's Sunday closing orSmith in advertisements
dinances.

announced that he would open on
Sunday, and the officers were on
hand when the house threw open i^
doors.
As soon as a few patrons
had paid the admission price and eniContinued on Page 7)

I

A

Clever Bebe
Attractive

Miss Daniels scores

in
at

he Campus Flirt."
Rarely, if
i, has
she had a better picture. It's
:; of those college yarns which usu^v

means

lots of fun.
This
it
in
good-sized

has
rned good

;.t

Y
.W;

entertainment

Case Before U.

Court

S.

The

it would seem, exists
n the film industry.
Of much interest is what Sidiey R. Kent states in a "Times"

nail

Bicyclers Fined in First

fAllSTO IMPRESS

the

)arallel,

with a

Price 5 Cents

little

this

)ackbone

TALK AGAINST MERGER

communities of
country often have

1926

23,

is

one

gobs.
the

all

James Hall, recruited from
^rsical comedy, makes his bow. He
^'een.? well and looks quite prcmis-

KANN

The

Golf Captanis Elected
Fall Film Golf Tournament

20 Houses the Goal
Twenty Vitaphone theaters in operation by Jan. 1, is the goal set by
Warner Bros. Seven houses of the
proposed string already have been
eased, with negotiations on for a number of others.
To date, Vitaphone theaters in the
Warner chain, include the Warners
lid Colony, New York; Globe, Atlantic City; McVickers and Woods, Chicago; Colonial, Boston, and Capitol,
Only the Warners, McSt. Louis.
Vickers and Globe are in actual oper(Continued on Page 7)

Falls,

Actions
Mont.

—A

complete

victory for distributors in their move
to invoke the copyright laws
to secure criminal prosecution of film bicyclers was scored here when three
Kallispel exhibitors pleaded guilty to

charges brought in Federal Court by
the Montana Film Board of Trade,
and were fined $100 each, the mini-

mum

under the law.

The

Reviving reports that Mack Sennett
has completed or is about to complete

ants rented six different films,

Orpheum

at Kallispel.

The defendit

was

testified, for showing at their houses,
contract calling for release of his
and then sublet he pictures to exproduct through Famous, the proiiibitors at Big l-ork.
ducer arrived in New York from the
Pictures bicycled to Big Fork inCoast yesterday in company with
Jesse L. Lasky. Both will attend the cluded "The Ten Commandments,"

a

Dempsey-Tunney bout tonight.
Under the reported arrangement,
Sennett, on expiration of his contract
(Continued on Page 6)

(Continued on Page 6)

22 Houses in Combine

Charged

Cleveland— Charles L. Casanave reports that he has signed up 22 thepiracy. Big aters
as members of his Associated
Feature Rights Corp., has attached a Theaters
of Ohio, organized for colprint of "Love on the Rio Grande," at lective
buying. Among those signed
the Opera House, Stanford, served, it are
J. J. Harwood, president of the
is claimed, by the Excelsior Film SerCleveland Exhibitor Assn., Paul Gusvice of Cincinnati.
Big Feature, it danovic, who
has a chain of five;
is stated, will prosecute this alleged
(Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

Pirating

Louisville — Alleging

Four More Coast Arrivals
Pommer Coming to New York
Stedman,
Vera
Marie
Prevost,
Eric Pommer is due in New York
Adolphe Menjou. and Kenneth Har- from the Coast early in October
for
lan arrived in New York yesterday horne office
conferences and to meet
for the fight tonight.
Emil Jannings, who arrives from Germany

in

October.

Plan 36 Features
Entertainment

Pictures Corp. inincreasing its capital stock to
'*2 500,000
and entering the feature
field with 36 pictures for next season.
Cooperative distribution with state
rip-ht exchanges will be the release
*^pnds

originally dubbed Arthur W.,
captain of the Kellvs. The first bet
in.
At the eighteenth hole, the
is
captain of the losing team will remove his socks and present them to
the winning opponent.

the screen rights to

Joe Homstein Better

New
Great

Deal Report Revived

method.

Joe Homstein returned to his office yesterday following an attack of
pneumonia.

Got Off Easy
Hess Says Preparing

three convicted are Carl and
Marius Anderson and R. D. McDaniels,
who operate the Liberty and

approaches. Yesterday, Moe Isidore
Pearson, sometimes known as Elmer
Pearson, was elected captain of the
Cohens and Patrick Michael Stebbins.

Exhibitors

Championship Match Today
The championship of the M. P.
Tennis League will be decided this
afternoon by a match between Merle
Johnson and Erwin Gelsey. It will
be played at 5 o'clock at Overlook
Court, 188th St. and Amsterdam Ave.

Seek "Broadway" Screen Rights
Several companies are dickerine for

it

is

"Broadwav." new
is one of them,

Famous

=!taee plav.

reported.

IrvinsT Cumminefs 111
Irving Cummines, who is directine
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine^ Girl."

New York

and

is

ill.

Several

in

have been
son,

who

members

sick,

has

for exteriors, is
of the cast also

including Paul Nicholrecovered.

now

Ready for Bout
An unusually large number
of picture notables will attend
the Dempsey-Tunney fight at
Philadelphia tonight. First National and Paramount luminaries will travel in special cars
to the event. The HoUsrwood
contingent

is

heavy.

..

THE

!
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New M-G-M

Pirating Charged

22 Houses in

Stars

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

all-embracing

23, 192<

Gombin

(Continued from Page 1)

now

Scoyille Essick and Reifl, with scve:
and Victor Wolcott with two. Casi
the coniplainant alleges, served anTwelve specials are promised for nave states that the organization wi
YoL XXXVII No. 71 Thursday, Sipt. 23, 1926 PriceSCents
other of its picture, "Border Justice" 1926-1927. They include "Mare Nos- go into collective equpiment buyin
"The Mysterious Island," as well as collective picture buyin;
to the Stanford.
trum,"
lOHN W. AllCOATE
Publisher
"The Fire Brigade," "Tell It to the and will also establish an exploitatic
Marines," "Old Heidelberg," "The department.
Publix Houses Hard Hit
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Scarlet Letter" and "Annie Laurie."
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Sunset,
and
Miami
The Queen
House in Receivers' Hands
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Coral
Lauderdale, and the
Folks, Inc.
President and Fort
J. W. Alieoate,
Mount Airy, N. C. The Nation
12 Hour Schedule on Fight Films
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann. Editor; Don- Gables, Coral Gables. Publix houses,
has gone into receivership.
ald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
severe damage in the hurthe

encroachment of its territorial rights quite so
on the picture. The Excelsior firm, stands.

as

it

::::::

—

—

Manager;

Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen

May

matter

tative.
Entered as second-class
21,
1918, at the post-office at

New York,
under the act of March 3, 1879Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10-00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15-00.
FILM
Address all communications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood.
Filmday, New York.
dress:
N.

Y..

THE

—

Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, VV. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

—
—

Financial
For the

first

time

about one week, War-

in

preferred gained, in
Each rose approx'ni:itely
yesterday's market.
four points although the volume of sales
Fox
was smaller than the preceding day.
Film "A" continued active but unchanged
position.

The

market

general

staTidstill,

was

virtually

a

at

out this
15

is

through-

lines of business
repair
section.

and other

A

working under direction

crew of
of Har-

old B. Franklin, R. E. Hall of Hall
& Co., engineers; Harry Ruben, Publix,
and M. J. Mullin, respectively
projection and maintenance department heads, are aiding the work.

Benefit at "Hipp"
Broadway stars will stage a midnight performance Saturday at the
Hippodrome for relief of Florida
hurricane victims. E. F. Albee is in
The Mayor's Committee is
charge.
Stage
to handle the sale of boxes.
stars also will appear on the Rivoli
benefit

program.

Mastbaum Donates

$5,000

of the Stanley Co.
of America, has donated $5,000 to the
Florida relief fund.

Jules

Mastbaum,

Dempsey-Tunney

fight

Wilkes-

to

High Low Close
Vtc.
37^ 36'/J
Pfd.
38
37^^
Katz.
&
•Balaban
*Bal. & Katz Vtc.
118
lis
Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
114V^ 112
,
•Fam. Play. Pfd...
9
Film Inspect
•First Nat'l Pfd...
78
75
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A". 2754 2654
Seat
Seat

.

.

.

.
.

m
.

.

.

Project...

43
Loew's, Inc
'Metro-Gold. Pfd...
M. P. Cap. Corp 16!^
53 '4
Pathe Exch. "A"
.

3,600

37}4
73 '^
70
118
11354

500

Skouras Bros
•*Stan. Co. of

.

.

42 '4

42H

IS'/s

2354
1654
5354

53

97H
ibyi

29

8!/2

8
55

55

Am

•tUnited Artists
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
•Universal Picture:
.

8^
.

8,800

»H

,

32

.

48^

46
50-54

17,066
5254 59,500

and Ask
B Dnd Market

tt Bid
t

The

Crouchers Building Up-State
Newark, N. Y. Construction has
started on a theater for George W.
and William Croucher. The Crouch-

in.

Wise Guys Prefei
Brunettes

cities have
booked the pictures, which will be
made by Leon Britton, who holds
world rights. He has opened an of-

Ih

yJIMMIE FINLAVSON

at Philadelphia to distribute in
Pennsylvania.
fice

Fox Buys "Secret Studio"
Fox has purchased "The Secret
It
by Hazel Livingston.
running serially in about 200 newspapers which use the Hearst syndicate service. This is the fourth story
controlled by Hearst which Fox has
purchased this year, the others being "Sandy," "The Country Beyond"
and "Summer Bachelors." James R.
Grainger closed the deals with E. B.

Studio,"

is

_^-

Hatrick.

—

Back

Sine

at

"Joe" Simmons Sailing
Joseph Simmons of Simmons Pictures Corp., exporting firm, sails Friday for Europe.

New Exchange
Oklahoma

for all Pathecomedies at yoi

Exchange.

WAFILMS,

INC.

W.

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant
130 West 46th St.

818:1

Louisville

— George

Kentucky and Indiana.

scenes, classified as "inhuman,"
were ordered cut. "The Station Master," another Russian picture, was

'Cornerblock* cut furnishi

is a

1

Sine has been
appointed manager of the Strand. Ho
formerly had charge of the Kentucky,
as well as other Switow houses in

five

This

FREE

negro patrons.

tain a balcony for

Louisville

*Pafh6come(i

Original Negatives of Everythiiuj|
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

, ,

9554

.

Lothar Mendes, German director,
Lowell Sherman and George Dembow, business manager for Robert
Kane Prod., will be honor guests,
presented by Al Feinman.

pntsmuTt

Helene Chadwid

Twenty-five Pennsylvania

Ashdown Contract Let
Ashdown, Ark. Sam Dudney has
are regarded as having done most awarded the contract for his new
for the industry is expected at today's house to H. M. Westbrook.
The
luncheon at the A. M.P. A.
house will be one story and will con-

Deleting "PotenJdn" Scenes
State Censorship Board again
viewed "Potemkin" yesterday, to de400 termine if the eHmination of certain
200 scenes had been followed. Not satisfied, the film was returned for furIt will be screened
ther deletions.
today and, in all probablity, a liAbout
without delay.
1,200 cense issued

100
9354

.

•Warner Bros.
so'4
Warner Pictures
Warner Pict. "A". S4J4
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
.

55

88

m

Trans-Lux Screen..

200

121
400
9
102
75 '/a 32.666
265^ 10,000
1,600
ii'A

•tParamount B'way

ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common

Sales

36H

.

HAL nOACH

Barre, where prints will be made, with
the finished pictures scheduled to return to Philadelphia for showing
12 hours after the event.
within

Naming Women "Immortals"
Naming of the 12 women who

Quotations

*Intern'l

which has paralyzed theater

with unimportant price fluctuations.
1

Am.
Am.

ricane,

common and

ner Bros,

in

Airplanes will transport films of

suffered

City

Building

— Nov.

I

is

the

YOUR

LIFE

ISN'T

WORT!

MUCH
WITHOUT A
ME

[

scheduled date for completion of the
approved.
new building being erected at Grand
It will house the
Ave., and Lee St.
Liberty-Specialty and Educational exCarmel Myers Here
Carmel Myers is in New York for changes, Anderson Theater Supply
Co., and Griffith Amusement Co.
a two weeks' visit.

—

ers recently sold the Crescent here to

the Schine interests.

NO WORRY COMPLEX

AMALGAMATED

Mental angubh must come with exposure to financial hazard.
For the premium, your Insurance Policies should accomplish a complete transfer to the Insurance Companies, of both the financial hazard
and the mental anguish.
In this respect, our clients do not have the v?orry complex because
they

know we know our

business.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

;

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATCO

The Standard

! k-l-H

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

80

MAIDEN LANE,

»

1

:

ri

^/l

N. Y. C.

M

:<

H

:

<

.

I

M^

:

4-,-^|

Telephone

John

3080

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Cityl
\

\

1

/

/
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WINS
DECISION OVER

DEMPSEY-TUNNEY!
IT

is

estimated that 130,000 persons

WILL witness
THAT'S

the Fight of the Century tonight.

nothing!

MORE than 20 million persons every week in the year
SEE Metro'Goldwyn-Mayer's great attractions.
DON'T envy the world's big showmen.
BE one.
IT'S easy with

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYERl

Have you hooked

THE FOUR
HORSEMEN
from MetrO'Qoldwyn?

J

A

Wewsreel With

lie

PICTURE/
or THlBmHrnGOf

UBU

CApmm

fon'CkJ^

PlANt BEFORE NEW

Y0imT0PAR1/>UCHI

FIRST HURRICANE PHOTOS!

ATROO/tVElTFIllD

^tttt
-•liUSMtlsJsra:-"-

CAPITOL

•vimt.'isf-

itSLVL
wednespat. jeptembeb

a;.

n2i-2» faoej

'HLiafc/ittf

"igjugiiart

Air Courier Brings
Vivid Tale of Terror

I-:

and

First Pictures

Bringing to Jlew York the first pictures and the first eyewitness story of yie Miami hurricane, Philip London, Miami
business man, arrived yesterday by airplane, still shaken and
unnerved, with a gripping tale of the storm's terror.
His remarkable pictures were for International Jfewsreel
Corporation, which spirited him and his films tq

New York by

train and airplane through the thick of the devastations.

Both
which London "shot" his pictures and his rapid
i|psassii^^r|^ 2{ew-?flr]E~4o aRri«e with the iirst pictures and
itor^ of the holocaust are big news stories in themselves. tV"
BraVing the hurricane's fury with Roy Pack, Miami camera^
man, London went out in the height of the cyclone and shot
film after film. -All day be and his cameraman worked, and
the night of the storm they were still "shooting" with fla^hj
lights, lighting up the pitch darkness.
the

I

manner

in

—

—

Pictures

Not Applesauce

Sleepless, hungry, worn to the last ounce of strength, Lon»
don and Pack ploughed through debris and water last Sunday
morning to reach Miami Beach. Then they forged on to Fout
Louderdale, Dania and Hollywood, wrecked by the storm, shooting scene upon scene.

Plane Rushed South
International Newsreel Corporation got in touch with them
through the one telegraph line open. Thep sped to West Palm
Beach b automobile, and London caught the rioon train for
New York. International Newsreel started the fastest airplane
obtainable from Washington, D. C, with J. C. Brown, manager
of

its

Washington bureau.

1NTERNATI0N

Box

ine
of

77

L

Office Value!

INTERNATIONAL

contained the thrilling,

torial stories

of the

HURRICANE DISASTER
hthe

OF FONCK'S PLANE!
k prints were shipped to

all

country by airplane and

»

FOUR HOURS AFTER
EDY HAPPENED! Flore scenes

—the

first

pictures

the danger zone by air-

I

ted

to all points

on TUES-

HREE HOURS AFTER
)WAY HOUSES SAME
IMPOSSIBLE TO BEAT!
re outstanding

example of

INTERNATIONAL
i.

gives

ud

at

EVERY WEEK in
no extra cost to

leased thru

:«VERSAL

NEWSREEL

THE

irsd

i^E^

DAILY

DAILY TIPS WHICH

And Thafs That

{Continued from Page 1)

"Black Cyclone"
(Pathe)
A balky donkey was used as a ballyhoo, bearing the sign, "This is the
'pest'
in
'Black Cyclone.'"— D. C.

Abraham

Lincoln,"

"The

8 J PHIL. M. DAL?

ii

King

of
Sal,"

courtesy card. The display also included 11 by 14 and 8
by 19 stills, as well as window cards

on the picture.
port).

— Tom

(Supplementary

re-

McDonald, Florence,

F.

Pasadena, Cal.

"Bigger Than Barnum's"
(F. B. O.)

Dressed in clown outfits and led
by six ponies and a brass band, 125
kids paraded.
A hot dog and lemonade stand in the lobby paid the
cost of the parade.
Hamilton, Lan-

—

caster, Pa.

"The Brown Derby"
(First National)

Had

sign artist rig up a large cloth

banner upon which

the bicYf ling

"The
were

evil.

Great Falls case
due probably to the fact

fines in the

light,

that this was the first case instituted
to establish the fact that bicycling is
a criminal offense under the copyright law.
I am confident that the
conviction will have a most salutary
effect upon exhibitors engaged in the
practice, and will do much to elimin-

•d

JANE

Johnny Hines, Charlie Hines, C.
C. Burr and Guy Morgan are "Stepping Along" to Philadelphia today
In imto attend the fistic dispute.
parting this information to us. Herb

Crooker naturally said "Stepping
Along," as that's the title of Johnny's
next release which he is publicizing.

Movie Stardust apparently gets

ate the evil."

This does not mean, however, that
be any lessening of the
campaign against bicycling, for the
maximum _ penalty, which is from
$100 to $i;000 fine or one year's imprisonment, or both, will be sought in
future cases. Bicycling, he estimates,
is
costing distributors $1,000,000 a
there

will

year.

was painted

a
Under the plan of action to be
The derby pursued in future cases, criminal
brown colored charges will be preferred, before dis-

in-

eyes of nobility as well as
commoners. A son of the ex-Kaiser,
in suing his wife for divorce, claim,s
that her continual efforts to become
an actress have humiliated him.

was

done

in
paint carrying a gloss, the gloss shining in the sunlight and made the sign
all the more attractive to the public
eye.
To attract attention it was

hung right above the box office. The
lobby, too, was decorated with various size posters on the picture. At
the front and main entrance, just opposite the box office, was a large
size panel frame bearing a collection
of small size photographs. The middle portion displayed a one-sheet
poster.
On the outer edge of the
sidewalk was a two-sided one-sheet
frame, each side being taken up by
a one-sheet poster on the picture.
G. P. Banaza, Fifth Ave., Nash-

—

tributors seek redress in civil action
before Joint Arbitration Boards.

and Terra Films in Deal
London Stoll Prod., London, has
Stoll

—

(Fox)
Patrons were presented with keys,
which were taken to merchants advertised on the attached tag.
The
key opening the lock in the store
entitled the holder to a prize.
James
Brennan, Capitol, Trenton, N. J.

—

one exhibitor believes,

that distributors can't
bicycling, but they can
he had.

Tom Meighan and his company
making "The Canadian," near Calgary, raised $3,000 for several orphanages with a benefit show.

(M-G-M)
Arranged a party for the orphans,
giving a morning matinee which 850
kiddies attended.
Through a tie-up,
the trolley company transported the
children to and from the theater.
Candy and balloons were given the
children as they entered the theater.
The showing got a great amount of
publicity in the newspapers.
A. D.

—

Toups, Loew's State,

New

Orleans.

party.

ise

Lasky,

main

in

is

it

intends toi
several monthi

stated,

New York

Gardiner
Gardiner, Me.— The Coliseum has
reopened with daily change of program.

"It Must Be Love," Colleen Moore
vehicle, has some "strong" scenes.

For

illustration,

onion-peeling
tion,

—

is

in

one

sequence

featured in the ac-

which becomes atmospheric as

-

-

I

Fight for Gallipoli".

Wayburn

Charleston Reels Sol

The Ned Wayburn Charleston

product.

York

communications held

Box K143, c/o Film
City.

i

have been sold by Cranfield & CI
to the Butchers Film Service, ]
for Great Britain.
Collodi

assumed

New

Wapello Manage

—James Collodi
management of the K
la.

recently acquired by Amuse-U-1
ater Co., as the fourth house ii:
string which embraces Musca

Columbus Junctin and Liberty

Made East Liberty Man K
Im
Pittsburgh Thomas A. GilbertE

—

of Rowlan ^
Liberty.
sup

succeeds John Donovan, who
forced by illness to abandon the

til

at

I

tion.

Billings

House Policy
Mont.

—

Changei||

Fregger &

ji,
'•

first

,^,j|..

Can you

dance the
latest

steps?
SEE the

Opportunity!

you are a capable, hustling exchange man, familiar
with Washington D. C. territory, a real opportunity is open
for you to handle a well known, established feature

dress

Itf

well as physical.

Exchange Manager

All

m

Keefe is the new name of a theft
Harry Reichenbach yesterday was
firm here as a result of withdrjli
advised by telegram that his Palm
of Rolla Duncan. The new part
Beach dwelling was unscathed during

—

at

'

United Films, Australia, Busj
Sydney United Films, local
ducing company, is filming

Billings,

He is
cameras he manufactures.
hunting
returning
an
African
from
Salem House Reopened
trip with a small ship-load of troSalem, Mass. Comique, extensive- phies, including
a lion.
ly remodeled and redecorated, has reopened as a picture house.

I

lere

make him stop
named manager
make him wish been
Clark's Regent, East

If

"Lovey Mary"

I!'

it,

Who

Reopening

"Eve's Leaves"

declared forming.
Sennett yesterday stated there UK
no foundation to the reports, poin
out that his contract with Pathe m
has approximately one year to
He intends to remain in New "V
for about ten days, after whichjffc!
may visit Europe. Lonnie Dor
Sennett director, was a member of m
is

closed a deal with Terra Films, of
Berlin, whereby the former will disare changing the Lyric to a
the storm.
tribute Terra's "The Man
Sells
Himself", in England, and Terra will
Apparently George Eastman knows
handle the Stoll film, "The Last Witness", thoroughout Central Europe. how to shoot a rifle as well as the

ville.

i

to release his proijiatii
through Famous as the nucleus
short subject department the comf
is

Gilbert
It is true, as

reproduction of a derby.
itself

with Pathe,

Wapello,

the

to

(pre

(Continued from Page 1)

WINTON, former FoUies
Wild Horses," "Silk Stocking
Harry
and "The Signal Tower."
exponent of pulchritude, is happy
Meyer, Film Board counsel, pre- because she has been allowed to resented the evidence to Assistant U. form, temporarilly, at least. For the
first time in her screen career she
S. Attorney Francis Silver, who filed
Shiralla, Virginian, Charleston, W. the complaint.
plays a "good woman," in doing the
Va.
feminine lead in "Across the Pacific."
Prison Sentences
Just to celebra_te, she's buying a snap"The Blind Goddess"
py car.
To Be Sought
(Paramount)
Montana's convicted bicyclers "got
Got a dictagraph from the Burns off easy" in drawing the minimum
Morgan Davis, hard-riding cowdetective agency and rigged it up in fines provided under the copyright boy in Leo Maloney's new picture,
the window of a local jewelry and law, Gabriel L. Hess, counsel of the was driven into picture work by adoptical store.
Signs were placed on Hays organization said yesterday, in versity.
He lost several hundred
various parts of the instrument call- announcing that distributors, spurred thousand dollars on his Texas ranch
ing attention to the important part by the G^eat Falls conviction, would during hard times, 'tis said.
the dictaphone played in the pic- redouble their efforts to stamp out
ture, also a

23, IS

Deal Report Reviv

Bicyclers Fined on
First U. S. Charge

MEAN DOILACS FOC SUOWMCN

Thursday, September

greate

(Jance^^

m

Pari

i

lontii

confidential.

Ad-

1650 Broadway,

New

strictly

Daily,

«liilv„

fwaii

—
THE
September

irsday,

cBtl

DAILY

23, 1926

145,000,000 Invested
Seattle Playhouse Swells Total
epresented in City's Theaters
5,000 Persons Employed
r

attle

— Opening

the

of

new

$1,-

DOO Fifth Avenue, key theater of
Pacific Coast Theaters circuit
ght, will bring the total amount

loney invested

in picture theater

ects in the city to

This

approximately

the estimate of
ry C. Arthur, Jr., head of the
lit, which is a subsidiary of North
;rican Theaters.
here are about 5,000 persons reguemployed in the city's theaters,
weekly payroll aggregates
se
Film Row employs an addi)00.
al
1,000 persons, whose salaries
oximate $30,000 a week,
he Fifth Avenue is a Chinese-type
seating 2,400. with 400 loge
se^
"Young April" is the feature.
:)00,000.

is

'

(Continued from Page 1)
will enter the field on their own.
It was pointed out that there arc
fully 100 equipment dealers in the

It appears that the Germans have
developed three projectors which are
about to be introduced into this market in competition with domestic
product.
Bearing this in mind, one
veteran declared American dealers
would not and could not increase
prices as a matter of good business.

hibitors.

Through

a

company such

as this, theater owners' needs can be

Law

met quickly and

Test

(Continued from Page 1)

the police made the arrests,
day night a large sign on the
t of the theater infornied patrons
the First
"The Polijce
nd."
d,

Won

"

<

(Continued from Page 1)

with "Don Juan" being shown.
Louis lease is effective Oct. 1,
while the Colony opens Oct. 7. The
Boston opening is set for Oct. 24.
The date for taking over the Woods
has not been determined.
Under the plan for various open-

Exhibitors^

Jition

The

St.

Daily Reminder

Check tie-ups with
merchants on win-

Costello.

tion in fact.

—

"Blue"

I

20 Houses the Goal

United States who are not part of
the amalgamation. All of them handle
standard equipment which is
available to any buy.er at the market ings, the company will rotate between
price.
For this reason, it was fur- John Barrymore's "Don Juan," Syd
"The Better 'Ole" and
ther declared, all attempts to link Chaplin's
National Theater Supply with a "Manon Lescaut," the latter of which
monopoly or a trust have no founda- stars. John Barrymore with Dolores

One spokesman said.:
"The equipment merger was founBellingham Contracts Let
illingham, Wash.- Contracts have ed on economic reasons. Aside from
let for the $300,000 theater spon- the step as a matter of good busid by Pacific Northwest Theaters, ness for the dealers, there must be
lidiary of North American Thea- considered the service angle for ex-

Meanwhile,

Motley H.

Flint

Joe Toplitsky are preparing to

let

and

$7,000,000 Gross of

Combine Units Last Year
Gross annual business of the 35
accessory dealers which have formed
the National Theater Supply Co.
totals $7,000,000, according to a pros-

pectus published yesterday, simultaneously with the placing of $1,500,First 000 of five year
Weisner,
ilwaukee Ed
6j4 per cent sinking
ional salesman out of the Mil- fund gold notes on the market. Heavy
kee branch, is at Watertown, buying of the offering was reported
supervising changes being ef- when the market closed.

—

dow

con-

displays.

tracts for the 3,200-seat Warner theater at Hollywood Blvd., and Wilcox,

Hollywood.
includes an

The development, which

building, covers a
200 by 250 ft. It is scheduled to
be completed in nine months.
office

site

Buckley Opens New Topic
Minn. D. W. Buckley,
manager, opened the New Topic theater, Fairfax, Minn.
He is managing
the house for the Fairfax Realty Co.,

—

Fairfax,

a

company composed

of local busi-

ness men.

efficiently."

Weisner Oversees Changes

Valentino "Double"

"The

Coming

New York Times"

in a spedispatch from Vienna says that Sari
Fedak, Hungarian actress, will bring

i'l

Wayland House Changes Hands
to America, Tibor von Mindszenty,
Wayland, Mo.
Chris Haldeman whom she considers a double for the

—

has taken over the Globe.

Hortez Has
St.

Louis

ing the
Heights.

Louis House
Hortez is operat-

Rudolph Valentino.

St.

— Cris

Lang

late

Famijy,

at

Italian

Dagmar Godowsky Sails
Dagmar Godowsky sailed yesterday
for

Europe on the Berengaria.

,

;d at the Classic,

which he owns.

The

—

Exchange Building
Educational and Fox

'Finishing

enver

—The

being erected^

building

ciange

tadway and Curtis
jing

St.

is

at

rapidly

completion.

Have Yuba City House
uba City, Cal.— Mr. and Mrs. F.
Smith, formerly exhibitors at
ysville, will soon open a 500 seal

Imiths
.

!

3;e here.

$1,000 notes are registerable as
principal only.
Interest is payable March 1 and Sept. 1, without
deduction for Federal income tax up
The detachable stock
to 2 per cent.
option warrants entitle the holder to
purchase from the company four
shares of common for each $100 principal amount of notes, at $1 per share
until March 1, 1929, and thereafter at
$15 per share until Sept. 1, 1931.
Price, $99^ and accrued interest, to
yield about 6.75 per cent.
to

Galva to Have Theater
Galva, Wis. Plans are announced
Work
for a new theater this week.
on the house is to begin immediately

—

Enos with Golden State
and
Enos is now this
Cal.-— Joe

aging a local
te Theaters.
i

house

which carry detachable

option

The

iakland,

for

notes,

warrants, are in denominations of $1,000, $500 and $100.
stock

Rex, at Virginia, Opens
The Rex, Northirginia, Minn.
it
Theaters house at Virginia*
n.. has been reopened after being
ced during the summer months.

1

Talk Against Merger
Fails to Impress

Golden

it

is

II

expected to be completed

Fall.

Theater in Fort Worth Building
Fort Worth, Tex. A theater is in-

—

Fox Exploiteer
cluded in plans for a $70,000 recreaiston
The Fox exchange has tion building at Rio Grande and Gald Thomas Ramsdell, exploiteer, veston Aves., being sponsored by the
Ramsdell,

—

s

_

staff.

city.

Farrar Managing Studio
Grand, Seattle, Opens
Vincent Farrar is managing the
The Grand has opened at
ah 85th St., with H. E. Cawthon Edgar Scott Spargo test studio, and
has not taken over the ownership, as
lanager.
attle

—

previously reported.

Orpheum Reopens
The Orpheum, which

Montreal
ontreal
I

I

—

had various policies in past years,
re-opened for the presentation of

uires

and vaudeville.

Capitol West Racine House Named
Racine, Wis. The Capitol is the
name selected for the $30,000 house
being erected in West Racine.

—
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MLNATHANSON
who has bouf(ht

r

the fast^sellin^

FOX PRODUCT

ll;tl

for his
we

ENTIRE CANiU)IAN CIRCUIT
aJS©-x.

iiti

MARKS BROS.
of Chicago have contracted to play
FOX in their magnificent

i

Eti

•m

I

GRANADAtBroadway-Strand,
Orpheus and Embassy Theatres

it

iE

iiii

»

ttl

i'

Note: The Granada, Chicadds

newest

finest theatre, will open with the
William Fox presentation'THE LILY"
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Steel

rH

SCHULBERG SIGNS fOR

E Florida

hurricane

one

taught

It

least.

lesson

sound

that

is

instruction of picture theaters
ays in the final reckoning. Re-

from

Drts

the

stricken

where

that

rove

area

the

damage

'as slightest.

Thoroughness

Lasky Exercises Option
Extending Contract
to 1931

structural

was employed,

eel

MORE YEARS

fIVE

at

theater

in

Jesse L. Lasky just in from Hollystated yesterday that B. P.
Schulberg will be in complete charge

Paramount producing

activities

on the Coast for at least five years.
Lasky wired Scjiulberg yesterday
is the only procedure to fol- his definite assignment to the post for
that period.
Schulberg joined ParaFlorida proved it.
)w.
mount in November as an associate

Economically,

uilding counts.

The Macri Case
There was a sordid murder trial
New Haven. Olympia Macri,
eed by jury, now plans to enter
pictures.

otion

A

company

low

new order holds sway

that a

i;the film industry.

on notoriety

Ised

are
It

out.
is

for

Hson that Miss Macri's star as a
pducer will never ascend.
"The Lily"
drama, nicely handled
b Victor Schertzinger and the cast.
lUe Bennett, as the older sister, is
Cirming and most effective. All oi
principals— John St. Polis, Richt':
i\ Tucker, Ian Keith, Reata Hoyt—

An

a-

h,

No

Price Change

Authoritative

No changes

from the merger

Report

prices will result
of equipment con-

cerns into the National Theater Supply Co., a person intimately familiar
with the plans of the new combine

A
That

will

Laugh Riot

Langd^n man

is

irresistible.

t!m, "Saturday Afternoon," is
Langdon is
It's a riot.
Rialto.
t
a eal comic, if ever there was one.
;

KANN

Fanamet Establishes Branches

— Fanamet,

the Paramount,
First National combination,
opened branches in Berlin, Vi-

Berlin

M-G-M,
has
enna,

Prague, Riga, Zagreb, Reval,
Kovno, Budapest, Athens, Warsaw,
Sofia, Bucharest and Constantinople.

M-G-M

After Belgian Houses

Paris—-During the next month, M-

G-M

Anent Earnings
analysis

of

leroi.

Carlos to Coast

How

this

publica-

don views the position of Wam;r Bros, and other companies
jvill
be printed in subsequent
ssues of

BOOKING

IN

SIGHT

THE FILM DAILY.

Sarasota House Hardest
Hit With Damages
By

of $40,000
DAN MICHALOVE

Southern District Manager
Universal Chain Theaters

Atlanta

—

Theaters at Fort LauderHollywood, Miami and suburbs,
Moorehaven, Fort Meyers, Sarasota,
Arcadia and Hialeah sustained greatest damage from the hurricane.
It is
reported that Moorehaven, Hollywood and Fort Lauderdale are completely destroyed. There were no casdale,

among theater people.
The Edwards, Sarasota, a Universal
house, sustained about $40,000 damualties

which is covered by insurance.
other houses carried hurricane insurance.
All Universal theaters now are operating except the Edwards, Sarastoa.
(Continued on Page 4)
age,

No

Committee to Formulate
Code of Ethics Is

Named
By ERNEST W.
Editor,

FREDMAN

"The Film Renter," London

—

London An agreement is in sight
on the question of blind booking. The

Reports Exaggerated
HAROLD

By

Vice-President,

B.

FRANKLIN

Publix Theaters

Miami— So far as theaters are conKinematograph Ren- cerned, the situation
in the storm
ters' Society was made public yesarea is not one-half as severe as
terday. It provides that all films are originally
reported.
Fortunately, no
to be registered after December, 1927.
draft bill of the

penalties not yet agreed upon
are to be meted out to those who
fail to live up to regulations.
A committee of twelve to represent
the K. R. S. and a committee of like
number to represent the Cinematograph Exhibitor's Society have been
{Continued on Page 2)

Perhaps never before in the industry was a more representative group
of motion picture celebrities gathered
in one place than at the DempseyTunney fight in Philadelphia last

leaves

for

Hollywood

Practically no work was done
in New York studios yesterday. The
executive offices were stripped of perThe Hollywood eroup vvas
sonnel.
impressive in number and in prestige
at the stadium where Gene Tunney
fought his way to the heavyweight

Saturday to bring back to New York
the print of the first Richard Talchampionship.
madge production for Universal.

Fam-

ous Players and Loew's, Inc.,
as reprinted from "Wall Street
News" appears on pages 8 and
today.

AGREEMENT ON BLIND

will take over four big houses
Belgium, one in Brussels, one at
Liege, one at Gand and one at Char- night.

in

Abe Carlos

Ithe financial condition of

ability of delay in rebuilding.

Luminaries See Tunney Win

leaving Mack Sennett, he
nde several short subjects which
One of
a yet to reach the market.

authoritative

Reports from Mobile say the
theater there of which
Marguerite Luckel is manager
had the roof blown off by the
storm. Restoration has already
begun but the date of reopening
is not settled owing to the prob-

Heavy

I fore

An

next week.

1" ELORIDA HOUSES

,

{Continued on Page 2)

effective

"The Lily"
very pleasing.
especially with the women.

13

in

BUSINESS AS USUAL AT

—

Equipment Dealers' Merger Will
Not Boost Charges, Says

They
that

(STAFF CORRESPONDENT)
Atlanta All theaters in Pensacola will be out of commission
several days until damage done
by the hurricane is repaired.
Every effort is being made to
restore normal operation early

(^Continued on Page 2)

Motion pictures

belong.

longer

;

producer. At that time he signed a
five year contract which bore a clause
permitting the company to terminate
it prior to Dec. 31 of the present year.

is

rmed and announcement made.
The Macri girl perhaps doesn't

Pensacola Crippled

Bijou

wood

of all

Price 5 Cents

Ed Wynn,

on Screen?

is expected, will be
of "Louis,
picturization
in
starred
the
Samuel J. Briskin, producer of Banner Prod., released through Sterling the 14thj^' to be made by Famous.
He took screen tests at the ParaPictures, is in New York.
mount studio several months ago.

Sunday Show Permit Granted

—

it

Triangle Films Incorporate
Dover The Triangle Film Corp.

—

(.Continued on

Page 4)

Associated Discussed Today
It is

understood

an.

important meet-

ing will be held today concerning the
future operations of Associated Exhibitors. The company's outstanding
indebtedness is not heavy. This fact
being in its favor, it is hoped by interested parties to arrange for the
organization to carry on.

Opening German Branches
Berlin

— Kodak

branches

is

opening

retail

Germany, following the
agreement between Eastman Kodak
and Goerz Optical Co.
in

Golf Approaches
Have you

sent in your entry
Film Golf Tournament? Wednesday, September
29 is the date.
The Cohens
and the Kdlys will be the opfor the Fall

Wynn
Briskin Here

one in the Publix organization has
been hurt. The Olympia here and

Watertown, Mass.
Permit
has
been given the Coolidge to hold Sun- has been formed here listing capital
day concerts.
stock of $7,000,000.

posing teams. Captains Pearson and Stebbins are busy preparing ammunition for their
teams. There are many innovations whcih will delight and
amuse.
Notify the Committee now
that you will be there.

..

THE

j5^^

DAILY
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Agreement on
More
Booking
Years With Famous

Schulberg 5

(Continued from Page 1)
appointed to formulate a code of
ethics.
The scheme, it will be noted,
opposes the idea of Government legislation to meet the situation.
From

(Continued from Page 1)

realignment of propersonnel he was made sole
associate producer in control on the
Coast. As a result of his administration, Lasky's message rescinded the the trend of events,
In
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Hollywood.

clause establishing
agreement for its full term.

cancellation

the

the

that

scheme

it

is

has

believed here
an excellent

chance of adoption.
The purpose behind the plan is to
reduce the time element in blind
Set
booking so that English screens will
1926-1927 Product to Be Handled be able to absorb English producThrough State Right
As matters now stand, exhibition.

Bray All

Distributors
Bray product for the 1926-27 season has been sold 100 per "cent
throughout the nation, J. R. Bray,
announced yesterday. There are 88
short subject releases on the schedule.
Twenty-eight state right distributors are handling the Bray output
which includes: the McDougall Alley
comedies, a series of kid komedies;
the Sunkist comedies, featuring "Mr.
X" the monkey, and the Fistical Culture comedies.
There are also 26

booked many
months ahead of American pictures
and have little or no time available
generally

tors

for

home

No

Blind
in Sight

are

production.

Johnson Leads in Tennis
With two sets to his credit, which

Price Change

(Continued from Page

told

THE FILM DAILY

"The

dealers

prices,"
trolled

he

1)

yesterd^

do not control
"Prices

said.

are

i

CQ

by the manufacturers
there are ISO of them. The firm
function as a service company."

Asked concerning reports

that

a:

vs

t

big

circuits
are
"beating dow
prices, the individual said that as 1
as he knows, dealers are not coi
plaining of such a situation. It ia

business practice to secure the lo;
he pointed out.

est possible prices,

Brokers handling the $1,500,0
sinking fund gold note issue yt
terday afternoon reported that it hi
been completely taken up.

H. A. R. Dutton, president of
returns Saturday frc
and
he won yesterday
1
2,
Merle Johnson will resume play with Chicago.
Erwin Gelsey at 5 o'clock at the
Notlek Courts, Riverside at 119th
Final "Potemkin" Viewing Todaj
St., in the singles tournament for the
Another viewing of "Potemkin" 1
Marcus Loew and "Exhibitors Daily
Bray Cartoons; 13 Nature Specials,
Review" trophies. Winner of three the censorship commission was poj
and 13 Bray Magazines.
out of five sets will be awarded the poned from yesterday to this afte
Financial
Rain yesterday pre- noon. This probably will be the fin
championship.
Castle Films Formed
inspection of the picture.
vented finish of the match.
E. W. Castle, formerly with GauFilm issues experienced a comparatively
and recently connected with
quiet day yesterday on the market, trading mont,
Barrist Operated On
»Al ROACH
in the stocks
which have been unusually a Chicaj^p industrial film firm, has
Philadelphia David Barrist, editor
active recently substantially falling oflf. War- formed
Castle Films, to distribute and publisher of "The Exhibitor" is
ners corrmion and preferred both remained
almost stationary.
The former closed at three series of short subjects he will in the Howard Hospital where he unproduce. They are: 26 "Short Shots," derwent an operation for appendicitis.
4854 and the latter at S3'A.
Wise Guys Prefei
Movements in the general market con- 26 Castle Novelties, 13 Music ProHe was reported yesterday as doing
tinued irregular, with stocks see-sawing apBrunettes
logue Legions.
Several have been quite well.
parently under professional influence.
completed. The company will maintain its own exchange in the New
Warner Suit Claims Fraud
York territory.
Los Angeles Charging he sold to

— Harvey

Gausman,

Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
California

E.

—
—

6

—

6

—

ti

new combine,

—

—

Quotations

Am.
Am.

Scat
Seat

Vtc.
Pfd.

&

.

.

.

.

3bU

36V»

36^

1,000

38>^

iTA

38'/«

800

Katz
Katz Vtc.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

H

H

,

97^

•tParamount B'way

Roxy Units
ttRoxy Common.,

t+

29
854
52

31
9 -A

Skouras Bros

52
**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans Lux Screen. 8%
*Univ. Pict. Pfd...
"Universal Pictures
"Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures
49»4
.

.

m

.

4m
S2

.

Warner

Pict.

"A" 53%

,

.

8%

100

93 -/j
32
95J4
4854

7,500
53</4 26,500

Trod,

New Providence House Opens
Providence The new Lyric has
opened with a capacity of 700.

—

Detroit House Under Hammer
Detroit The Acadamie was sold
to the Federal Bond & Mortgage Co.
after that company had foreclosed a

—

The house brought

New House

for Elko, Nevada
Elko, Nevada— J. J. Hunter is reported planning a new theater here.

intend

will

Poor

Please be advised that

"MONEY

Nut,"

An

we have completed and ready

ISN'T

for release:

EVERYTHING"

adaptation of the story

"POOR GIRLS"

Ralph Ince, Dorothy Revier, Armand Kaliz,
Hazel Howell and Eugenie Strong

|
g

THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY

|
1
g
B

46th Street

Exchange.

OFFICE TO SUBLET
Very

desirable office, modern!
building ideal location for Ex-|
hibitor.
Inquire,

—

Harmon

;

featuring

STOCK SHOTS
MORRIS J. K ANDEL
West

a 'Cornerblock' cut furniab
for all Pathecomedies at yo

;

;

TO THE TRADE

starting

OF EVERY CONCEIVABLE NATURE

130

is

FREE

1650

B'way

Yaffa

New York

City
;

New York

LIFE

1

handle publicity.

Fourth Floor

This
First National Manager on Tour
Al Barlow, First National advertising accessories manager, will leave
today on a three weeks' tour of Southern and Western exchanges in the
interests of accessories sales promotion.
His first stop will be Washington.
Other cities will include
Charlotte, N. C. Atlanta, Ga.; Louisville, Ky.
Indianapolis, Ind. Detroit,
Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

/,

which
work
National will release about
First
Nov. 1. Paul Schofield is doing the
The Bert Adler office
continuity.

on "The

$20,-

ages of $33,834 against Jesse A. Levinson.
The company, it is claimed,
spent time and money preparing to
produce the picture, only to learn Levinson had no right or title to the
story.

,

Starts "Poor Nut" Nov.
.Smith

—

sold his Cozy at Shawnee to Griffith
Bros., is erecting a 500-seat house,
bringing competition to the town.

904.

M

Jess

Competition for Seminole
Jake Jones, wl.n

Seminole, Okla.

mortgage.
52
89

100
"tUiiitcd Artists
* Last Prices Quoted tt Bid and Ask
•• Philadelphia Market
Bond
arkct
t
.

company screen rights to "The
Waltz Dream" which he did not own,
Warner Bros., have filed suit for damthe

73 '4
70
Bal. &
117
300
..118
117
Eastman Kodak
lis
11,000
Famous Players
USVz 113
120
120
100
Fam. Play. Pfd... 120
9
•Filrn Inspect.
102
"First Naf'I Pfd...
9,100
77
75
75 Vk
Fox Film "A"
26:^
700
26 >4
Fox Theaters "A". 27
ll'/«
•Intern'd Project..
43
2,300
Loew's, Inc
43W 42
23
•Mctl-o-Gold. Pfd..
300
16'/,
Mi P. Cap. Corp.. 16!/j 16^^
53
200
53
Pathe Exch. "A" . 53

•Balaban

HeleneChadwid

p. y
Bry.int 4981 "-"2

^^"'2/

^y

Harry Hoyt

Directed by

Supervised by

RALPH INCE

Harry Cohn

LIBERTY
and the

PURSUIT
of

ALL RIGHTS RESERVED!
Columbia Pictures Corporation
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IHiBlcJioiSE ATnitBoi^OinieE/
WIRE TO

R.

KENT:

"Congratulations on new Douglas
MacLean picture 'Hold That Lion.'
Played last week at Metropolitan,
Los Angeles, to best business in
last ten weeks."
Frank Netvman

Did $28,500
N. Y.
at RivoU,
(2200

S.

seats)

,"^''°"'dma!cea
'^"^''ns success
in
"
'"7 »« of
house

..One

'\

best

the

of

givers

comedies evet
to screen."

Tribun

Herald
__N. Y.

ff

"A scream!

'Uproarious

Suitable for
all

classes

comedy.

of

MacLean's
top-no

houses."

c

t

h

achieve-Harrison's
Reports

ment."
^%

—Los Angeles

V
..^t is

„

worth

the

Examiner

goit^S

RivoU

^^^'^N.Y. Morn.

to

Jas

'^^n f^

i^oier.

^ev.er
>)

-Os

World

es
''^y^,
^u>s
.Afe^'j

HOLD THAT UON !
wiuiAMltEAubiNE dffommouiUS'iduit
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

THE

-pif^.DAILY
Business as Usual at
"U" Florida Houses
{.Continued from Page 1)

The

Capitol, Miami,
day, the only house

opened yesterin

Miami suburbs which is
The others will not reopen

Miami

or
operating.
for several

days.

21 Cities Hit
By

home

received
office.

at

the

company's

The Airdome

is

—

Damto be badly damaged.
age to the Capitol, Plant City; Palace, Bradentown, Orpheum, Riaito,
Brachem and Phillips, Orlando; and
seems

and Opera House, Arcadia, is
These theaters expect
slight.
open tomorrow.

Star

very
to

tion.

un-

able to obtain equipment, as its enprojecting apparatus was detire
Damage
stroyed by the hurricane.
in Sarasota to the Sarasota and Edwards, is too great to permit opening
The Edwards may not
this week.
open for four week as its pipe organ

Operation
versal's

will

be resumed at Uni-

New Edwards

at

Sarasota,

whose roof was torn off, and the
Omar and Arcade, Fort Myers, soon
will

be in operation.

Practically all towns south of Delray are included in the devastated
area.

Reports from Pensacola and

Mobile, both of which were in the
path of the storm, are not yet
available, although indications
are
that the damage was not so severe
at those points.

At Montgomery, the Plaza, a Class
Publix house, was destroyed by
fire
when high winds fanned the
flames.
Restoration work is to be

C

Reports Exaggerated
(Continued from Page 1)

No

started immediately.

other the-

which houses it, were ater damage is reported from Montpractically unharmed, proving con- gomery, where only the edge of the
clusively that good, sound construc- hurricane touched. At a special meettion proves the most economical and ing, the Atlanta Film Board of Trade
the

building

took

safest.

The

Fairfax will be ready to open

The Fotoshow,
new house now building, is not damaged at all. The Coral Gables, Coral
within a few days.

Gables, will be reopened within seven
days and the Miami Beach house
At Little River, the theten days.
ater lost part of its roof which will
be replaced within the next few

m

steps to aid theaters in the
stricken area.
The city has guaranteed $50,000 to the Red Cross fund,
which may reach $100,000 here.
All Publix Class
houses in this
territory will give benefit performances to aid the sufferers. Most per-

A

formances will be given at midnight,
Friday or Saturday, or on Sunday
afternoon.

The Pa.ramount and Hippodrome here also require new roofs.
A show could be run tonight if
the electric company could supply
weeks.

George Allison, president of the Atlanta Film Board of Trade, informed
"ilm Board headquarters in New York
This probably will be
the power.
yesterday that a special meeting had
forthcoming in a few days.
been called at which exchange manMiami will come out of this storm agers in that city voted their comIt
before.
than
greater and stronger
plete cooperation for exhibitors in the
here are
is amazing how all interests
Florida storm area.
Allison said in
and
greater
a
for
pulling together
his wire it will be some time before
a!
In the future,
bigger Miami.
the situation straightens out.
buildings will be constructed as sohd
no
so
Olympia,
and strong as the
Goldryer Adds Another
storm need be feared at any time.
Charles Goldryer has added anMiami has no report from Fort
Lauderdale, but the impression is that other theater to his chain through a
severe, as 21 year lease on the 1,800-seat stathe situation there is more
and dium-type house imder construction
that is a mushroom-growth town
flimsy. Pub- at
rather
are
Ford and Webster Ave., the
buildings
its
the situ- Bronx.
Seldman Construction Co.
lix has a crew investigating
ation there.

The Queen and
derdale,

building the $500,000 structure,
financed through Eugene Elmore.

Miserabies" in two separate instalments of nine or ten reels
each to be booked for showing
in successive weeks.
At the
Regent, Portsmouth, England,
the

company

says, the picture
played to 18,000 admsisions the
first week and 19,000 the sec-

Sunset, Fort Lauit

reported yesterday.

Jersey Theater Opens
-The Franklin
N.

was

Bern Busy on Originals
Hollywood After having finished

—

an original story for Norma Talon madge, Paul Bern has been engaged
Nutley,
J.
by to write another story for Corinne
Franklin Ave. has been opened
Griffith.
Broskie.
Morris

Over Little Theater
Motion Pictures
In Hollywood

Preside

Movement

for

'

Hollywood
elected

—

Milton

president

of

has beeij

Sills

the

newly

or*

ganized Hollyjvood Film Guild.
This makes a full quota of officers for the Little Theater movement

The vice-presidents iO(
dude Carey Wilson, scenarist an<j
production manager for "Men of thi
Dawn," Sills' recently completed pi

of the films.

ture

ond.

Heads Guild

Sills

To

Encouraged by the success
of the innovation in England,
UniverscJ will release "Les

for

National and B.
Madeline Brandeis
ecretary; M. S. Palmer, of the Holl;
First

Schulberg.

More
More

Artistry

Needed

pictures are needed,

artistic

Lothar Mendes, who is directing for
Robert T. Kane, told the A. M. P. A.
at its luncheon yesterday.
He ex-

wood

First National Bank is trea]
surer, and chairman of committe
are: Harold Bucquet, Henry Her;

brun and James F.

J. Archibald.
presided at the first showing
of a Guild subject, "The Jack Knife
pressed the opinion that audiences are Man," presented at the Hollywood
becoming educated to better films. Chamber of Commerce auditorium
yesterday.
It is by the mixture of the accepted
The purpose of the Guild is tOl
standards of entertainment with those
of a higher plane that production bring to those who will appreciate
them, examples of screen entertain-]
can be bettered, Mendes believes.
A resolution was received from ment that may not be generally pre^
Walter K. Hill urging newspaper to sented and also to foster and enrefuse to print advertisements con- courage new ideas in production.
taining statements which abuse press
i
agents, citing the instance of an ad
published hi a New Yord daily a few
days ago.
Philadelphia The Fall tournament
Announcement was made of the held at the Green Valley Club under
appointment of the following com- the auspices of "The Exhibitor" was
mittees for 1926-27:
a success.
Over 100 attended the
Advisory Glendon Allvine, A. M. dinner while about 40 played during
Botsford, Howard Dietz, John C. the day.
It is this event which the
Flinn, Paul Gulick, Arthur James, P. exchange managers and many exhibiA. Parsons, Victor Shapiro, C. L. tors in Eastern Pennsylvania attend
Yearsley, Lon Young.
regularly.
Membership Paul Gulick, ChairThe trophies and prize winners foI-|
man; C. L. Yearsley, Julian Solomon, low:
Finances President, treasurer, secJules E. Mastbaum Trophy for the!
retary and Charles Barrell, A. L. low net ^Jack Greenberg, secretary ofj
Selig.
the Film Board of Trade, with a
Publicity W. E. Mulligan, Chair- score of 69.
man; James Zabin.
Len Berman Permanent Trophy for
'1
rustees Victor Shapiro, 1926-27: low gross Snellenberg, representaPaul Gulick, 1926-28; A. M. Bots- tive of the Stanley Co. of America in
ford, l<,)26-29.
Atlantic City, with a score of 89.
Entertainment Bert Adicr, Hariv
Al Boyd Trophy for low net runCohen, H. W. Fisher, Russell Hol- ner-up W. B. Milner, Eastern repman, Hal Howe, Torn Wiley, board resentative of the Kimball Organ Co.,
of directors, advisory council.
with a score of 70.
Auditing H. C. Bate, Chairman;
W. E. Smith Trophy for low gross
Jacques Kopstein, George Harvey.
runner-up George Gravenstein, Car-|j
Chairman; man Theater, with a score of 95.
Art Vincent Trotta,
P. Gourlay, Karoly Grosz, Hal
Adolph Zukor Trophy Milton Ro-j'
J
Phyfe!
gasner, exhibitor of Vineland, N. J.,il
A. M. P. A. Quarterly Morton with a score of 76.
Blunienstock, editor.
Sablotsky and McGuirk Silver flask)
Counsellor Chairman of Commerce
William Doyle of Universal with a
Jerome Beatty.
score of 75.

Sills

Tourney

A

Success

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

jj

—

—

|

—

—

Donlin to Captain Film Team
Los Angeles Mike Donlin, former
captain of the New York Giants, has
signed a contract with M-G-M to
coach and manage the film ball team
in the production of "Slide, Kelly,
Slide" which Edward Sedgwick will
direct with William Haines in the title

—

Wilmer and Vincent Trophy

—

Ear!;'

Forte, of the Stanley Co. with a score
of 75.

1;

—

Richard A. Rowland Trophy Joen
Schaffer of the Germantown theater)
with a score of 79.
George Dillon Prize H. C. Hodgens, local theater architect with aj,
score of 83.

—

Frank Buhler Trophy

role.

of Masterpiece

is

were badly damaged,

New

Innovation

"Weekly Film Review," Atlanta
Atlanta Theaters in 21 Florida
cities were put out of commission by
the West Indian hurricane which
swept Florida. Included in the list
are houses in Miami, Coral Gables,
Dania, La Belle, Boynton, Salerno,
Okeechobee, Little River, Hialeah,
Allapatah, Ojus, Lemon City, Moorehaven, Fort Myers, Sarasota, Venice
and Fort Lauderdale.

Business is going on as usual, the
houses now open grossing the same
receipts as they did prior to the storm
Film shipments are being made
promptly by various companies and
The Publix house, the Olympia, at
very few missouts are occuring. It is Miami was undamaged, although it
not believed the storm will effect is standing in tvyo feet of water. UniA big versal's Capitol, at Miami, also was
business in Florida towns.
Winter is looked for.
badly damaged.
The tower of the
Dream, nearing completion at Cora!
Universal's Arcade theater, Fort Gables, was destroyed.
Meyers, was pumped out and dried
Even where theaters were not deyesterday and will open today if the stroyed or badly damaged, the lack
electric power is turned on, says a of electric current precluded operareport

"Les Miserabies"

ANNA AIKEN PATTERSON

Publisher,

Friday, September 24, 1926

'

— Sam

j

Lefkoji

Film Attractions

with]

Anderson in "Valencia" Cast
a score of 75.
Los Angeles Robert Anderson has
Elmer Pearson Trophy Dwight C.
been added to the cast of Mae Mur- Leeper of Rayart, New York, with a!'

—

M-G-M

ray's
Diniitri

production "Valencia." score of
is directing.
Irving

Buchowetzki

House

at

Ann Arbor Planned

—

75.

j

I

I

—

Rossheim Trophy George^
district manager of Prod. Dist;

Dillon,
Corp., with a score of 98.

Arbor, Mich. Angelo Poulos
De Luxe Film Trophy
Humphries with a score of
sponsoring a |7S,000 theater.

Ann
is

—

—W.

G.

103.

All

BALTIMORE, BOSTON, CHICAGO,
LOS ANGELES, MILWAUKEE, NEW YORK,
SAN FRANCISCO, SEATTLE, WASHINGTON,
DETROIT and other cities,
IN

STARTING THIS WEEK

EVERYBODY'S READING

* FLAMINO rcSREST
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Dave Cdrrigan Shot;
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IN THIS SECTION

w^mSws

He Opens His Eyes to
See a Woman's Face

Editorial Telephone,

Beekmaa gOOO

MOSDAT, SEPTEMBEK

,

—

NewB Travel Ad».
Auction Ativertuiementa.
ClasaUied Adiertiaing.

Sfiip

13,

Business Telephone, Cplumbas 7000.

1826

THE ACTION THUS FAR:

n

•Yoa can '3o~atiyihlng with the
mind " waa hJn code. "It la better
baa a good gua."

David Carrigan, gttgeont of the Northwest Mounted Kolice,
is lerit out to bring back, dead or alive. Black Roger Audemard,
wanted for murder
tor years thought to be dead.
Canigan.
huddled behind a rockS^inds himaelf being shot at by an invisible enemy.
He ha« small hope of getting out olive.

—

I

NOW^ READ ON.

OW

RUNNING AS A DAILY SERIAL
Baltimore American
Boston Advertiser

'New. Yor\ American
San Francisco Examiner

&

Chicago Herald
Examiner
Los Angeles Examiner

Seattle Post'Intelligencer

Milwaukee

Detroit Times

Sentinel

and

IN

Washington Herald

in others soon

WAY FOR
^clrc^okfcvi/n'\^sc/cfs
PAVING THE

M-G-M'S SERIALIZED HITS
ALTARS OF DESIRE
Running. in American Weekly.

Ten

million

national circulation^

THE TAXI DANCER
Serialized
papers.

from Coast

to

Coast in Hearst

TheCALLAHANS
andtheMURPHYS
Cosmopolitan Magazine

Serial.

BLARNEY
Saturday Evening Post Serial.

TILLIE

THE TOILER

Based on Syndicated Comic

The

Strip.

understanding HEART

With Antonio Moreno, Renee Adoree. By James
Oliver Curwood.

Cosmopolitan Serial soon in Hearst Nation'
wide dailies.

A COSMOPOLITAN PRODUCTION in

THE RED MILL
To be Serialized

in Hearst Papers.

CAPTAIN salvation
Serialized in Hearst

Reginald Barker, director.

-G-M'S

papeK.

AND OTHERS TO BE ANNOUNCED

J

PARADE OF HITS

I

pictures for
I

Your

hox-ofjice
is

yelling for thes

Here are seven current FC
pictures that spell success for

showman
the

WILLIAM FOX

first

that plays 'em!

of the

ai

Al

FOX GIANTS

presents

MARRIAGE
LICENSE ?
c//

'Woman's

Ijgvc

Story

-'^ALMA RUBENS
WALTER PIDGEON — WALTER M'GRAIL - RICHARD WALLING
Now

EMILY FITZROY - CHARLES LANE

Playing

Hesid cn'^Jhc Pelican' Daqc pitr

i>r

Sitnattn b,

— LANGHORNE BURTON

Tennyson Jasc
BRADLEY KING
F.

FRANK BOKZAGE

am tlMVanvood.

Prod uction

WILLIAM FOX
presents

Cff^^

BLUE EAGlf
f f^shnngDrnmaorM^eniwi Commje lernllr ami Sirenfiih

on ihc'JIU,h Scus

GEORGE O'BRIEN

JANET GAyNOR-MARGAHETUVlNGSTON
-WILLIAM RUSSFri

DAVID. BUTLER- ROBERT EDESON PALViTsiPPEI^Y
and JERRY ihc Giant"

JOHN FORD
Now

Playing

Production

i

1926-27 are establishing
records everywhere
By

WILLIAM fO^

this

aware of the

hre^smts

fact that in the

line-up for 1926-27

,^P0^^

hits— and by real
hits

that register

your ledger

side of

FOX
secret o

Rcvealmg the

time you must be well

r-t

DDFRLV"

.ft

pictures

you

hits

FOX

get real

we mean

on the

right

!

are consistently

the best product on the market!

production

FOX

WILLIAM
Now

(presents

i

Playing

Out October

i,^*X'

%

3
Shou/d a

dascdon

woman

firswenr the one lofc of her life ?
ndapud and prcscnltd bfdaUdSclasco

ihc Siage Success

Scenario by EVE

UNSELL

fmni ihcDrnmn biPicmyolfe and Cnslonlcmux

IAN KEITH -REATAHOYT
RICHARD TUCKER- JOHN ST POLIS -JAMES MARCUS

BELLE BEN NETT-

X

i.

"^odu&mi

VICTOR SCHEKRINGEIV\/ViUS^KiK presents
,'^^.»

z^ox
^4(1
Vased
^cd on

JOHN GOLDEN S

PIGS

stage hn
^/'^""Cy^onison n,idpnl/e,sonJtiV„il
lOill

bung home

"In

ALflUDA "^""^
I

10th

ihc bacon

|MN£T GAyNOR-RICHARD WALUNG-AKmUR
'

Out Oct,

HOUSMAN-GUDVS

WCDmOL

-IRVING CUMMINGS
Production

WILLIAM FOX

presents

3MEN

[BAD

JOHN FORD

"^^"^^

p;:}::x;rr^

Now

Playing

/'

iii^)lB.i

y

'

THE

Uptrend

J
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^

Earnings for This Yea

in

ucs, arising through independent
praisals, of $7,438,174.
The corpo
tion recently has caused careful
praisal to be made of its proper!

)

The Source of Information

NO MISGIVINGS HELD

SERIES
A some

of articles dealing with financial cross-sections of
of the important companies in the industry is being pubToday
lished by "Wall Street News."
reprints generous excerpts from Articles 2 and 3, which deal with
Famous Players and Loew's, Inc. There have been some deletions,
but these have dealt with facts regarding these companies which are
well-known to the trade, such as the stars employed by each.

OV[R TH[ fUTURE
"Wall St. News" Making
Survey of All Companies Listed on Stock

which indicate values substantially

THE FILM DAILY

excess of the cost of such propert
now shown on the books. The I
in the value of its real estate i
leaseholds centrally located in N
York City and other large cities r
resents an important and grow
equity for the company's securit

This publication presents the information without color or comment. The statements on these pages are those of the "Wall Street

News."

Sound Financial Position

Exchange
In 1925, the
stock was increased simidealt with the industry at larly 50 per cent, when shareholders
large appeared, in part, in THE were offered the privilege of subin the same ratio at $90 a
FILM DAILY for Sept. 16. Fa scribing
share.
in

article

first

series

this

mous and Loew's comprise the sec
ond and third and Warner Bros, the
fourth.

The

latter article will ap-

pear shortly.

Famous Players Lasky Corp. may
be

termed the United

States

Steel

Corp. of the motion picture industry.
A pioneer in the field of producing,
distributing-

and exhibition

company has played

the

of

a

role in the great industry with
it

is

Like

associated.

picture business

itself.

the

films.

leading

which
motion

Famous Play-

been passing through a
period of development, evolution and
growth, until now it represents a
rounded organization with its chief
capital outlays behind it, its earnings
stable and growing, and its financial
ers

has

Balaban

a price of $107.49.

at

The
which

&

Katz

common

These two financing projects serve
demonstrate that company has
reached a highly desirable position
of being able to take care of its
growth through sale of common
to

stock.

The

large surplus which has been
of earnings during the
last ten years of company's existence,
and the expectation that the present
high rate of earnings will be continued prompted the directors of
Famous Players to adopt a more
liberal dividend policy on the common stock this June. At that time
the annual rate was increased from
$8 to $10 a share, the additional $2
to be payable in cash or stock at the
option of the directors each year. The
dividend this year was payable 2 per
cent in stock on Aug. 10, last.
built

up out

Part of the funds provided through
the issuance of new common in June
were used to acquire two-thirds of
the outstanding common stock of
Balaban & Katz at a price of $80 a
share; $40 thereof is to be payable
in cash on Oct. 15, 1926, and the balance in three equal instalments with
7 per cent on deferred payments
payable semi-annually.
Balaban &
Katz Corp. have an outstanding
capitalizatK.n of 204,206 shares (par
$25) common stock and 28,513 shares
of preferred (par $100). * * *

Earnings of company for the two
and one-half years ended Jan. 2, 1926,

amounted

to
$12.71 a share

The

extent

Lasky Corp.'s
not

generally

$3,357,385,

equal

to

on the common.
of Famous Playersreal estate holding is
realized.
Its lands,

buildings^ leases and equipment after
depreciation, are valued at $31,916,199
in its balance sheet as of Dec. 26,
1925, after giving efifect in land val-

condition healthy.

The earnings record of Famous
Players Lasky Corp., especially during the last six years, has been one
of marked stability, even in those
years when conditions generally were
far from stable.
Profits in the sixyear period totaled $101.20 a share
on the common, or an annual average
of $16.87 a share.
In no year of the
six has the company earned
less
than $14.70 a share.

Famous' Balance Sheets Compared
A

Yr. ended

p
1 rop

1
.
,
plant,
etc
less deprec
nvests. sub. affil. cos
,

Dec. 26,
1^25
*$31,916,200
3,952.691
2,071,491
1,054,533
7,493,215
7,346,050

Defd. charges
Heposits to secure contracts
<;oo(I

will

During the

in 1926 First
six

Half

months ended June

30, last, earnings of

Famous Players

exceeded those of the corresponding
period of 1925 by a substantial margin.
It is expected the net income
after charges, depreciation and taxes
for the current year to end around
Dec. 26, next, may approximate in
the neighborhood of $7,000,000, which
will mark the highest returns of any
year in the history of the corporation.
This will compare with $5,718,053, the previous peak earnings,
in the vear ended Dec. 26, 1925, and
$5,421,214 during 1924.

Common

stock of the company was
increased by 191,960 shares through
an ofTer which Famous Players made
to its common stockholders in June
of this year, when they were given
the right to subscribe on or before
July 23, 1926, to new stock in the
ratio of one share for each two held

T'
to

i''r
A,v,s.

••(,

sub.

'*'-'^24

COS.

567,457
889,666
2.102,722
18,214,994
277,068
29,496,581
9,520446
19,976,135

Advs, to outside producers
(.en.

accts, rec

'"^7'f'f sees
Marketable
o a cur. assets
cur, liabs.
1 otal
Nc work, capital
1

payable

Hills

Yr. ended
Dec. 27,
1924
$13,679,650
3.268,042
1,558,238
642,344
8,645,789
2,700,830
56,570
160,476
767.086
1.275,908
15,978,015
285,447
21,224,332
5,491,654
15,732,678

Accts. payable
I'ur. money notes
Serial pay. on inv. due after
^"""P"?
-^
. Af
f

$7

438*774^'"'"'''

'^

Yr. ended
Dec. 29,
1923
$12,820,324
4.655,390
1,167,963
631,253
8,181,625
3,260,602
101,144
146,340
574,985
838,015
15,383,482
182,331
20,486,899
7,401,086
13,085.813
3,385,000

Yr. ended

Dec. 30,
1922
$10,34'; 128
9 922 276

773,014
337 O'O
7,482 455
2,310,021
62,318
1,759.910
605 254
726 565
13,211.50,8

196,950
18,872,526
8.237,069
10,635 457
2,957,419
1,182 768

1,668,721
1,532,363
917,954
1,471,516
1 yr.
...
8,856,925
906.288
63b,'651
46V928
15,209,317
12,350,077
9.480.113
9350in
increase
in
land
'"
values, arising through independent appraisals.

In the appended table
ciation
shares,

is shown the net income after charges,
depreand taxes, and the amount earned on the common and preferred
together with common outstanding capitalization at the end of

each year since 1918:
V,.

tZ

,„A.A

7^

foo^
oi^
\ll\
1923

X,
^Netmc.
.

$5,718,053
5,421,214
4,240,669
4.105,872
4.683,971
5,321.240
3,109,226

Earned per share
Pfd.

Com.

Com

•

I)cc.

II'
29,

^-^0.1922

shares

outstanding
370.114

$71.48
«$18.39
65.32
20.08
49.14
14 96
45.77
ufo
50.53
18.95
n
oc
o?n
Dec.
25,
1920
55.14
2137
IJec.
27. 1919
31.09
T.5.24
Based on 275,102 shares which was the average outstandir.g during the year
07'

)

The balance sheet of Famous PI
ers-Lasky Corp. reflects a sound
ancial position as of Dec. 31, l?l
A comparison of the financial str '
ture of company at the end of
s^
past four years follows:
The increase of over $4,600,00
the cash account as of Dec. 26, If
over the previous year, was brou
about through the new capital rai
during 1925.
prominent change
liabilities in the 1925 balance si
was in serial payments on inv

A

ments due

after

one year.

That

i;

stood at $8,856,925, on Dec. 26, 1
as against $906,288 in 1924. The la
is due to the theater acqc
tions by Famous Players during
year, particularly the Olympia ch
consisting of 37 theaters in >i
England and a 16-story building]
Boston,
which
were
purchaj
through serial payments, to be m
over a period of ten years.

increase

Foreign Business Expands

The

foreign business of compi

been doubled in the last
years. This field is practically ur
veloped. Company has its own
has

i

The balance sheet of Famous Players-Lasky Corp. reflects asound financial position as of Dec. 31, 1925.
comparison of the financial structure of company at the end of the past four years follows:

n?,^"

Higher

19;

235,931

235

9U

S-'
229 203
229 203

129203
1925

ing

and

distributing branches I
practically every large city on ev

continent and has agencies in ev
civilized country in the world. T
year it opened its new Plaza thei!
in London, and there are at pres
additional theaters under construe'
in London, Paris and Brussels.
There are about 400 motion pic'
theaters operated by the Publix 1
aters Corp. * * *

Inventories of $18,214,994 as
tained in the balance sheet of Fl
ous Players-Lasky Corp. as of H
1925, are composed largely
26,
A
negative and positive filmj.
a picture is finished, it is carried
the books at actual production ci
including
adequate allowance
The entire cost of £
overhead.
picture is written off by the enc
the second year from its release ''
in the United States, and the filr
carried thereafter at a value of $1
though it has a residual value coi^
tuting a permanent asset. *
(|

';

'

Since the preferred and coi
shares of company vvere listed oi

New York Exchange

in 1919,

i

paid out more than $17,400,000 in
dividends on these issues. The
ferred has paid $2 a share quarlj
since the stock was issued in I
while the common had paid
share quarterly since May of
(.Continued

on Page

13)

HERALDING THE MOST SIGNIFICANT
DEVELOPMENT IN THE HISTORY
OF MOTION PICTURES ^
association of
Albee, the originator of
THE
modern vaudeville and the builder of "perfect
E. F.

theatres"; Cecil B. DeMille, the master-craftsman of

motion pictures and star-maker of a brilliant galaxy
of box-office favorites; and such outstanding showmen as Marcus Heiman, Al Christie, P. F. Proctor,
B. S. Moss, John J. Murdock, Sylvester Z. Poli,
Wilmer &. Vincent, Harry Davis, M. Shea, Fred
Schamberger, C. Hoblitzel and other associates writes

K

an epochal page in motion picture history.

To this super-showmanship alliance Keith -AlbeeOrpheum brings a chain of perfectly equipped theatres

that reaches

Hudson Bay

from Maine to Oregon, from

the Mexican border.
Producers
Distributing Corporation contributes a box-office
product rich in production, star and entertainment
values, and of proved box-office value.
to

The New York Hippodrome, internationally famous
as the greatest show house on the American contiis the metropolitan headquarters for the exploitation of DeMille-Metropolitan feature films in

nent,

conjunction with a program of super-vaudeville.

i

—

Every Broadway every Main Street throughout the
country will be illuminated by DeMille-Metropolitan productions through the medium of the outstanding first run picture-palaces of the country.

—

&:•."
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f
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%e 'Worldsgreatest show hoiu?i

HIPPODROME
NEW YORK

L

i

GREAT KEITHALBEE-ORPHEUM
THEATRES LIGHTING
UPTHE MAIN STREETS

OF AMERICA WITH

DEMILLE-METROPO
LITAN PICTURES
7,

-^'^..,,^

^S^--"
AA(fl.t;HlNGTON

pORTY YEARS o
of entertainment for the public! Allied with the greatest creative
showmanship ability in the history
of motion picture production and
-'^^up

distribution.

That

is

the significant keynote of

this gigantic affiliation

whereby De-

Mille-Metropolitan Pictures bc'

come the backbone of motion
picture entertainment for the great
Keith 'Albee^Q|pi^um Circuits of

theatres^^^^^
It ni^msthe welding of

"big time*'

showmanship with "big-time"
tures

— an

pic-

unprecedented combi-

nation that represents a guarantee
to the exhibitor and to his public
of the ultimate in entertainment.
It is an assurance tothe exhibitor
that the national prominence given

4

ese pictviTes by these great circuits
ill be reflected in increased receipts
at the box-office of every theatre

that plays them.
<'-'^

^^
ivx.

RELEASED BY

PRDDUCEKS DISTKIBUTINC COKPOKATION
f.

C.

MUNROE.

Pr.iid.ni

RAYMONl- PAWLIY.

Vi«.P..i.d.nl ahd Ttoiutti

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation

Member

JOHN

C.

FLINN. Vic.Ptnldtni ind

130 West 46th Street

of Motion Picture Producets and Distributors of America, Inc.

Ctntr.l

New

Mjmjtr

York, N. Y.

Will H. HaYS, President

riday,

September

24,

z-^E^
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National Authority Sees Increase
{Continued from Page 8)
the annual rate having been
icreased to $10 a share in June last.
ear,

outstanding capitalization
>i
Famous Players is composed of
74,448 shares of no par common
took and 80,000 shares of preferred
tock (par value $100).
The conilanv has no funded debt.
Present

Loew's, Inc.
In the fiscal year ended Aug. 31,
ast, Loew's, Inc., enjoyed the best
rear of operation in its history, with

and net income exceeding any
ormer term by a substantial marWhile the figures for this period
jin.
jross

not available, it is expected the
eport, when published, will show
let profits in excess of $6.50 a share
Dn the outstanding capitalization.
ire

subsidiary, the Metro Pictures
Corp., it paid for them largely by
creation of $5,000,000 7 per cent
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures preferred
stock.
It is understood that 50 per
cent of the Capitol Theater earnings
in New York City, which the company acquired with the Goldwyn concern, is equal to the 7 per cent preferred dividends, and the Capitol was
only one of the strong earning situations Goldwyn owned.

gross income of Loew's, Inc.,
and of all subsidiary and affiliated
companies totaled more than $56,OOPjOOO in the year ending August
31,

and

1925,

excess of this

ended Aug.

will

it

amount

be largely in
for the year

31, last.

,

Effect of Expansion

expansion through
which Loew's, Inc. has been passing
during the last five years, has been
to create a complete producing, diseffect of the

and exhibiting organization,
emphasizing medium priced rather
than the more expensive and elaborate productions.
In the last year,
however, company has released some
tributing

of the latter type of pictures,

were produced by

which

controlled subsidiary, the Metro-Goldwyn Pictures
Corp.
its

The purchase by Loew's,
Goldwyn Pictures Corp.

the

Up

to $7,000,000?
Famous Players earnings for
1927 may total $7,000,000 which
would mean a new high record
for this companx, according to
"Wall Street News."
Since preferred and common
stock was listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, the company has paid out $17,400,000
in cash dividends, the publication states.

in

For the fiscal year ending
Aug. 31, 1925, Loew's. Inc., and

Goldwyn-Mayer films in Germany;
$3,000,000 to increase working capital
through liquidation of outstanding
bank loans; the balance for investment in new theater enterprises and

grossed $56,000,Street News" an-

all subsidiaries

"WaH

000.
ticipates

this

year's total will

be higher.

for other corporate purposes.

The

1926-1927 fiscal year will
record an even greater volume
of business and increased earnings, principally because of $2
pictures, the paper predicts.

company contributed about 50
cent

to

Loew's,

The debentures

M-G-M

per

total net earnings of
Inc., in the past fiscal year.

the

During the nine months ended May
1926, Metro-Goldwyn had a gross
income of $15,862,271, and net in-

8,

come

after charges, but before taxes,
of $2,938,122, equal to $15.95 a share
on the preferred stock.
The balance sheet of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., as of Aug. 31,
1925, the latest available, shows company to be in a strong financial position.
On that date it had total current assets of $13,753,033, against
which there were current liabilities of
only $1,510,832, leaving a net working
capital of $12,242,201.

At one time seven Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer pictures played simultaneously
on Broadway at $2 top, a record
achievement for one company. *
*

*

Gross and Net Earnings, Loew's,

*

*

*

period.
40 wks. to

June
income
Net inc. aft chgs.
Farned oer share

&

tax ....

current assets
current ^UabL

...

Tota
Net working capUal

bE

etc
La-nd,
'Invest, in cost, (not

owned)
rash
Notes &accts'Vec'

.

...

..'.

Tnventnrie,

NTesTaccts.p.

&

L.

-pay! •::::::..:.

surplus

Yr. end.

Yr. end.

Aug.

Aug.

31,

31,

1924
42,937,269
2,949 052

4.91

4.41

30,041,577
4 016,261
26 025 316
30,566,301

15,977,164

2.76
13,057,117
5,188,036
7,869.081
18,841,967

S.244.193

100%
.

Yr. end.

Aug.

192S
56,294,746
4,708,631

1926
$44,102,926

Gross

ToS

10,

11,065,331
9 780 723

2701412
16,194 981
i;733;o88
9,479,073

4495,249
11,481,915
25,846,041

„„,,„.,
9,854,215
1,547,585
1,075,797
11,864,862
3,318,520
6,376,050

e ^n^ oci
5,606,853
2,139.896

907,808
6,548,209
4.040,172
3,788,978

One

of the Largest Factors

The company

is one of the largest
factors in each of the three divisions
of the motion picture industry, namely, production, distribution and exhibition of films.
It is the outgrowth
of the amusement enterprises which
had been owned and successfully operated by Marcus Loew and associates since 1905.
The present holding company, with Mr. Loew at the
head, formed in 1919, has shown substantial net profits in each year since
organization.
The theater business of Loew's,
Inc., comprises 127 theaters, with a
total seating capacity of approximately 250,000.
Of such theaters, 16 are
under construction at present; 12 are
not owned by Loew's, but the book-

conducted by Marcus Loew
is
Booking Agency (100 per cent of
whose stock is owned by Loew's,
Inc.) on a commission basis. * * *

31,

1923
19,634,350
2,415 489
2.28
7,456,831
1,719,390
5,737,481
16,580,185
t!a oca
808,362
495,395
2,342,670
-7

3, 374,894

1,152,395
2,961.486

,

ing

Has Vaudeville Booking Agency

i

A vaudeville booking agency has
been operated for years in conjunction and cooperation with the Loew's
theaters. This branch of the business
has been uniformly profitable and has
rounded out the position of Loew's,
Inc., in the amusement field.
In order to meet the present almost undemand

tertainments,

profits

and sinking fund

corporation recently formed to which all the common stock of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures, formerly held by Loew's, Inc.,
has been transferred, and by MetroGoldwyn Pictures Corp., subject to
rights of preferred stock of the latter
corporation, to the end that at least
the equity represented by the common stock of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., or the proceeds thereof,
shall continue to be directly or indirectly
behind
the
debentures.
Loew's, Inc., reserves the right to
distribute the shares of M-G-M Co.
to shareholders of Loew's, Inc.

limited

Inc.

per share and financial
position of the company is shown in the following table for the 40 weeks
to June 10, 1926, and the three full years ended Aug. 31, previous to that

Gross and net earnings, together with

are guaranteed as

to principal, interest
by
Co., a

Inventories $11,824,707
Inventories of Metro-Goldwyn Pictures were carried in the balance
sheet of Aug. 31, 1925, at $11,824,707:
The company's policy as regards depreciation is to write off at a rate
thereafter until Dec. 31, 1923, when which absorbs over 87 per cent of
50 cents quarterly was again distri- the cost of a picture in one year from
buted and this rate has been main- the date of its general release and the
balance in the succeeding 28 weeks.
tained quarterly since.
In April of this year, Loew's, Inc.,
Producing Unit Large
undertook new financing through the
The corporation's producing unit, issuance of $15,000,000 15-year 6 per
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures Corp., the cent sinking fund debentures, due
entire common stock of which is April 1, 1941, carrying stock warrants
owned by Loew's, enjoys a leading expiring April 1, 1931. These debenposition among the world's motion tures comprise the company's only
picture producing companies and dis- funded debt. Proceeds of the sale of
tributes its pictures under the trade them have been used as follows:
name of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer. It $2,000,000 to take over the secured
loan to Universum-Film Aktiengeis estimated that the Metro-Goldwyn

Inc., of
in 1924

has proven a fortunate and profitable
one. When Loew's acquired the Goldwyn properties and merged it with

Gross 56 Million

The

Directors of Loew's, Inc., met for
dividend action on Sept. 7, last, and
declared the regular quarterly distriThere is every indication that the bution of 50 cents a share. There
orporation's fiscal year which began had been some reports prior to that
time that because of the increased
Sept. 1, last, will record an even
larger dividend would be
[reater volume of business and in- earnings a
It is bejreased earnings. The company will voted at that gathering.
circles that at the next
lieved
in
some
''receive larger returns from the big
few
dividend meeting a
ifeatures which it has so successfully regular
presented during the past season, months hence an extra dividend of
some of which are still being shown some kind may be voted. Interests
who make a study of Loew's suggest
at the $2 top prices and the others
full returns for
are being sent out for general dis- that by that date the
the past fiscal year will be known
tribution at popular prices.
Larger operations than in any pre- and an idea of the current year's
vious full year were experienced by operations will enable the directors
the
corporation during the 40 weeks to to decide to better advantage
dividend
to
be
extra
of
the
amount
period
net inJun^ 10, 1926. In that
come after charges and taxes amoun- paid. For the present, it is believed
maintain the
ted to $5,244,193, equal to $4.91 a the policy will be to
rate with
annual
share
present
a
$2
share on the 1,060,780 no par outstanding shares, compared with $4,- extra payments whenever earnings
An initial dividend of 50
708,631 or $4.41 a share, in the full warranty
which
year ended Aug. 31, 1925, and $2,- cents was paid Feb. 2, 1920,
quarterly to and includ949,052, or $2.76 a share, in the pre- rate was paid
None were paid
ing May 1, 1921.
ceding year.

The

of Germany (Ufa), made
consideration of a contract for the
distribution and exhibition of Mctro-

sellschaft

its

a

diversified

quently

in

for popular-priced en-

company presents
program of films, frethe

^
'

l{

combination with vaude-

a low admission charge.
Loew's, Inc. has an outstanding
capitalization of 1,060,780 no par capiThe
It has no preferred.
tal stock.
stock of the company was listed on
the New York Stock Exchange in
Metro-Goldwyn Pictures hn1920.
outstanding 620,000 common (par $5)
shares owned entirelv bv Loew's,
Inc., and 180,358 (par $27) 7 per cent
cumulative preferred stock. The latter has paid dividends at the rate of
$1.89 per annum since September,
1924, when it was listed on the New
ville, at

York Stock Exchange.
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Production Activity Revea Is Peakil
Los Angeles

—Involving

probably reach its high mark.
Productions planned by the various covipanies disclose a definite and
unmistakable preference for pictures
of the action and light comedy drama
Producers are continuing to
type.
favor plots based around events or
outstanding personages of American
history, and the year will witness a
number of dramas modeled after this
pattern.
A resume of the production activities of the major companies follows:

Universal City Forces

Continue at High Speed
In spite of the fact that more than
half of the Jewell pictures for 19261927

have

been completed,

produc-

at Universal City is still at the
peak for the year. Sixteen of the 28
Jewels are finished. At the present
time there are in production at Unitior.

versal City six, the greatest
in

number

production at one time on the Uni-

versal City

lot.

are Hoot Gibson in "The Silent Rider/' adapted from Katherine
Newlin Burt's story, "The Red Head-

They

Husband"; "The Wrong Mr.
ed
Wright," by George Broadhurst with
Jean Hersholt, Enid Bennett and
Dorothy Devore; Mary Philbin in
"The Bargain Bride" with George
Seigmann; "The Sensation Seekers"
by Ernest Pascal with Billie Dove,
Raymond Bloomer and Huntley Gordon; "Held by the Law" by Bayard
\eiller with Johnny Walker and Marguerite de la Motte; "Down the
Stretch" by Gerald Beaumont with

"Andy Gump"

featuring Thunder,
directed by J. G. Blystone, with Virginia Brown Faire and Reed Howes

month

as

Edwards

is

yet.

Universal's serial program for the
year has been entirely completed with
the exception of the cutting of "Whispering Smith Rides" and "The Return of the Riddle Rider." Shooting
on these two serials is finished.
Production on the Stern Comedy
Company lot started up this week

Price Glory."
lead in "The

Monkey

George
Crooked"
Bessie Love and Oscar Shaw

"On

leads.

the

in the
of tlie Storm,"
the dog, is being

Wings

human leads.
Howard Hawks

is

directing

Vir-

Paint," is Tim McCoy's initial west
ern vehicle directed by W. S. Va
Dyke.
The others are: "The TaxF
Dancer" and "Slide, Kelly, Slide,"
featuring William Haines.
Harrj
Millarde is directing the former and
Edward Sedgwick will direct the latter.
The fourth is "A Little Journey,"
directed by Robert Z. Leonard, William Haines and Claire Windsor have

i

principal roles.

Marion Davies, who recently com"Gaby."
Gjsorge O'pleted "The Red Mill," is about to
Brien has the male lead.
"The City" is being directed by R. start another Cosmopolitan produced
William Neill, with a cast which in- by Hobart Henley, "Tillie, The
cludes May Allison, Walter McGrail, Toiler," an original by Agnes ChrisRobert Frazier, George Irving, Lil- tine Johnston based on the comic
lian
Elliot,
Richard Walling and strip. The two Thalberg productions
in preparation for early shooting are:
Nancy
Nash.
making
working,
with two companies
F. W. Murnau is directing "Sun- Lon Chaney's "Ordeal," with Marcel
"The Newlyweds and Their Baby"
De Sanno directing, and "The Day of
rise."
with Snookums, and the "Let George
Souls" to star John Gilbert under di'
Edmund
Lowe
and
Lila
Lee
are
in
Do It" comedies. Other units will be England making
rection of Tod Browning.
sequences
for
"One
added in all probability next week
Preparations
when more stage space is available for Increasing Purpose," under direction for^ "Frisco Sal,"are almost complete
an original featurini
Harr}of
Beaumont.
Within
the
next
their use.
The new studio is being
eeks they are expected to re- Pauline Starke with Christy Cabanr
rushed to completion as fast as pos- f( w
directing, and "The Grey Hat," aa
turn to Hollywood.
sible under the exigencies of producoriginal comedy to be directed by Bob''
Tom
Mix
is working on his fourth
ing pictures at the same time.
1926-27 release,
"The Canyon of Leonard with a cast including Lew
Light,"with Dorothy Dwan opposite. Cody, Carmel Myers and Joan CrawHis completed films are "No Man's ford. The former is to be produced
Fox Production Nears
Gold," "The Great K. & A. Train by Hunt Stromberg and the latter
The Half-Way Mark
Robbery," and "The Arizona Wild- by Harry Rapf.
Several others have been completed.
cat."
With both Eastern and Coast
Buck Jones has started "Desert These include "Tell It To The Mastudios going full blast, the Fox pro- Valley," his third production for this rines," starring Lon Chaney.
The
duction schedule is approaching the season.
Temptress," directed by Niblo, "The
half-way mark.
Fourteen features,
Fire
Brigade," "Upstage," Norma
including Tom Mix and Buck Jones
Shearer's latest, and "Tin Hats," Ed
M-G-M
Rapidly
Nearing
vehicles, have been completed and as
Sedgwick's comedy of post-war Germany more are in various stages of Crest of Its Activity
many.
ginia

Valli

in

\'.

production.

Here on the West Coast, 11 companies are occupying every inch of
studio space, while in the East, Allan
Dvvan is applying the finishing touch
to

"Summer Bachelors" and

pr^;-

paring to start "The Music Master."
Making exterior shots in the East
month
The three to be started this
Irving Cummings.
His assignis
are Laura La Plante in "Beware of
ment is "Bertha, the Sewing Machine
SeiA.
William
which
Widows," for

Marion Nixon and Bobby Agnew.

in
Madge
and "The Love
soon as Miss La be starred.
Cummings will be joined in a few
Plante is finished with the former.
The final Jewel for the year, to go days by Alfred E. Green, who will
George Sidinto production, will be "Too Many start "The Auctioneer."
Women," which is being held up un- ney will play the title role.
til Norman Kerry comes back on the
In work here are "Seventh Heav"Going
Universal lot again.
Machree."
"Mother
en,"
In addition, Harry A. Pollard is Crooked," "On the Wings of the
just starting what is perhaps the big- Storm," "Gaby," "The City," "The
"Cangst production effort that Universal Monkey Talks,"
"Sunrise,"
ever undertook in "Uncle Tom's Cab- yon of Light" and "Desert Valley."
in"; Reginald Denny is in the midst Preparations for interiors for "One
of "The^ Cheerful Fraud" by K. R. G. Increasing
"The AucPurpose,"
Browne under the direction of Wil- tioneer" and "Bertha, the Sewing
liam A. Seiter; and Richard Tal- Machine Girl," also are engaging the
madge has very nearly completed the attention of the studio.
shooting of his first feature for UniJohn Ford is directing "Mother
versal, entitled "The Fighting Don," Machree," with Belle Bennett in the
made from "The Black Rider" by lead, and cast which includes Neil
Max Brand under direction of Irvin Hamilton, Ethel Clayton, Victor Mc-

ter is now casting;
Thrill," to follow as

Olive Borden has the
Talks."
Melford
has
"Going
nearing completion, with

series. Neely
producing one reel Bluebird Comedies, but Charles PufTy has
completed his quota of Bluebirds for
the year and now is waiting for the
new series of stories which is being
written for him by Octavus Roy
Cohen.
They will be in two reels
and will not go into production for a

the larg- with the

est amount of money ever invested
in -production, the year's schedule is
well under way, and in October will

Girl,"

which

Bellamy

is

to

Willat.
Laglen, Ted McNamara and Rodney
In addition to these features Univer- Hildebrand.
production
sal is in the midst of the
Frank Borzage has been assigned
"Collegian" series
of the two-reel
Heaven." At present he is
"Seventh
and
Laemmle,
Jr.,
written by Carl
Edmund hunting a cast.
George Lewis.
starring
"The Monkey Talks" is at present
Cobb, Fred Gilnian, Ben Corbett and
Pee Wee Holmes are making two receiving 50 per cent of Raoul
reel westerns, and Joe Murphy, Fay Walsh's time, the rest being spent
Tincher and Jackie Morgan are busy with cutters and titlers of "What

The crest of production is rapidly
being reached for the coming season
at the

M-G-M

where practically
star and player is

studio

every

director,
either at work or preparing to start

work

proceeding on "The Mysnow being produced
by Hunt Stromberg.
The story
founded on Jules Verne's fantastic
tale is being filmed entirely in Technicolor under direction of Benjamin
Christianson.
Conrad Nagel, Sally
O'Neil and Lionel Barrymore are featerious

in

Island,"

tured players.
"Annie Laurie," being produced by
Irving Thalberg with Lillian Gish in
the starring role, and Norman Kerry
appearing opposite her, is in work.

Another Cosmopolitan Prod, is
"The Flaming Forest," produced by
Hunt Stromberg with direction by
Reginald Barker. This story features
Antonio Moreno and Renee Adoree.
One of the films in production under
Irving Thalberg is Mae Murray's vehicle, "Valencia," an original by the director, Dimitri Buchowetzki, and Alice
D. G. Miller.

Another of Thalberg's production is
the adaptation of "The Great Galeoto."
It is being directed by John
M. Stahl.

United Artists Ahead
Of Release Schedule
With the return of Mary

Pick*
ford and Douglas Fairbanks, and be-

ginning of work on John Barrymore's
picture for the company, all the
contributing
members of United
Artists are engaged on the Fall program.
Ten of the sixteen releases
scheduled already are finished or in
production.
Miss Pickford is preparing for her
next picture. It was announced that
she was considering stories, among
them "Cash," and a New England
story.
R has not yet been decided
whic_h story she will do.
Gloria Swanson has begun to work
in New York on her first.
Albert
Parker, who did "The Black Pirate"
for Fairbanks, is directing.
Charlie Chaplin is working on his
latest comedy, "The Circus."
Merna
Kennedy is leading lady. It is understood that Chaplin already has shot
400,000 ft. of film.
Fairbanks now is preparing plans
for his next aicture.
Barrymore is occupied in "shooting" Francois Villon."
He is working at the Pickford-Fairbanks studio,
with Alan Crosland directing him,
and with Marceline Day as leading
leady.
Conrad Veidt, German actor,
first

Harry Rapf is producing "Exit
Smiling," an original by Marc Connelly, directed by Sam Taylor as his
initial M-G-M efifort.
Beatric Lillie. whp arrives in America today to take
and Jack Pickford have the leading the role of King Louis XI. Barryroles.
more will make one more United
Bernard Hyman, assistant to Thal- Artists picture this year.
berg, now has four productions under
Buster Keaton is in Oregon, finsupervision,
one of which, "War
(Continued on Page 18)
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(Continued from Page 14)

ishing

"The General."

Buster

recting.
He also will
picture this year.

is

di-

make one more

Henry King is finishing desert
work on "The Winning of Barbara
Worth," in which Ronald Colnian
and Vilnia Banky are co-featured.
Morris Gest is to.make "The Darling of the Gods," as the first of six
spectacles. Gest expects to announce
soon names of actors and actresses
of many lands who would play in the
picture.

Edwin

Carewe

work

starting

is

on Leo Tolstoi's "Resurrection." Inspiration Pictures and Edwin Carewe
Last week
are producing the film.
Carewe and Count Tolstoi, son of
the novelist, finished the adaptation.
Now Finish Fox is doing the scenario.

Vladimar Dantchenko of the Mos-

cow Art Theater,

is

conferring with

Gest and Joseph M.

Schenck

tive to his first production.
Roland West is to make

Years

Dana

Before

"Two

from the

Mast,"

the

rela-

sea classic.

Paramount Now in Midst
Of Heavy Program
Things are humming at the Parastudio. Eleven productions are
now getting under way or having the
Sevfinishing touches put on them.

mount

eral are being

made

as road-shows.
"The
finishing
Sea," starring Ricardo

Lloyd

Frank

is

Eagle of the
Cortez and Florence Vidor. It is in
the cutting room.
Two companies are encamped near
San Antonio, Tex. One, "The Rough
Riders," the story of Theodore Roosevelt's rise, has a large cast headed by
Noah Beery, George Bancroft, Tom
Kennedy, Charles Emmett Mack,
Frank Hopper, Charles Farrell and

Mary Astor. Nearby is the location
scene for "Wings," Paramount's road
show of aviation's part in the war.
It too, has a large cast, including
Charles Rogers. Clara Bow and DonWilliam A. Wellnian is
ald Keith.
directing "Wings," while Victor Flem
ing is in charge of the "Rough Riders"
group.
Marshall Ncilan is finishing "EveryIt is a
body's Acting," his second.
story of the theater, starring Betty
Bronson.

Work
In

well under

is

The Navy Now,"

navy

with

life

Wallace

Raymond Hatton
is

Berry

teamed.

and

Edward

"Behind
director
directing this.

Sutherland,

Front"

way on "We're
a comedy of
the

Douglas MacLean is preparing to
shoot on his next comedy, "Let It
Rain." Bebe Daniels and the "Stranded

in

started work a
under direction of Clarence

Paris"

week ago

company

Badger.

Harold Lloyd hasn't much more to
do on his next Paramount comedy,
which as yet hasn't been titled.
"Man of the Forest," a Zane Grey
western with Jack Holt is in producP'rich Von
tion under John Waters.
Stroheim has resumed work or. "The
Wedding March," which has a large
cast headed by Von Stroheim himself.
Others are George Fawcett, Fay
Wray, Zasu Pitts, Miss Dupont,
Maude George. George Nichols,
Highie Mack, Mathew Betz, Cesare
Gravina and Dale Fuller.

1926(11

The road show attractions com- which includes: Sidney Franklinp
Pola Negri's "Hotel Imperial" is
Mauritz Stiller pleted are "Don Juan," "The Better Evelyn Selbie, Janies Gordon, Valea vest
nearing completion.
tina Zimina, Lolita Lee and Kail;
'Ole." and a third Barrymore picis directing under supervision of Eric
Pasha.
Lescaut."
"Manon
from
Pommer. James Hall plays opposite. ture adapted
Fred Thomson has just completed
"The Missing Link," starring Syd
"A Regular Scout," which deals witlj
is also to be a road show
Chaplin,
P. D. C. Units Busy
All of tlje road shows the Boy Scout movement. Olive Has!
attraction.
I

II

On New

Season's Output

are

to

have

Vitaphone accompani-

brouk and. Silver King are chief

3S

it|

support of the star.
Production forces of the De Mille nT^'it.
Viola Dana is at work on the firsl
It is au'te probable that the next
m.
and Metropolitan studios are busy
into pro- of her six starring pictures for whidl
go
to
attraction
road
show
producing for P. D. C. release.
Thi;'J
Ivory," she has signed with F. B. O.
Cecil B. De Mille is working on duction will be either "Black
is
called "Bred In Old Kentucl^'l
or
drama,
historical
American
an
"The King of Kings," which has in
and is a comedy-drama of the racell
its
cast H. B. Warner, Jacqueline "Noah's Ark."
track.
Eddie Dillon is directingil
Logan, Rudolph and Joseph SchildGeorgie O'Hara is at work on his nevL*
kraut, Ernest Torrence and Victor
October the Peak
full length feature "Hi, Taxi!" unde""'
Varconi.
direction of Del Andrews.
The sec
National
First
For
The Rupert Julian company has reond feature for Ranger, dog star, i^*""
turned after a six weeks' cruise, filmOctober sees First National's pro- under way with James Hogan ii "JS"
ing scenes of "The .Yankee Clipper," duction at a new high peak with six charge.
Tom Tyler, with Bob Delacj
in which William Boyd and Elinor
pictures in preparation, four ready at the megaphone, is making his new< itd
Fair are featured.
for shooting and four more com- est Western, "The Kid's Last Fight,'
Rod La Rocque and his company pleted. This covers units on both with little Frankie Darro as his chiCi ^f
making "The Cruise of the Jasper the East and West Coasts.
support. Alberta Vaughan has just finB." are now filming scenes at CataThe six productions under way ished her full length feature, "Sher'
lina.
Nils Olaf Chrisander, formerly are: "Orchids and Ermine," starring man Was Right."
with Ufa, is about to start "Fighting Colleen Moore; "The Lady in ErIn addition to features, the last o
Love," Jetta Goudal's second feature. mine,"
Griffith; the "Bill Grimm's Progress" comelji
Corinne
starring
Victor Varconi and Henry B. Wal- "The White Black Sheep," starring dies has just been shot, with Al
Cookj||Bil
thall head the cast.
Richard Barthelmess; "Long Pants," and Kit Guard, Margaret Morrisi
Director Paul Sloane is cutting starring Harry Lanedon; "Not Her- Jack Luden and Grant Withers.
"Corporal Kate," new Vera Reynolds bert." under production management
feature, and Clara Beranger is com- of Ray Rockett and featuring Ben
Activities Booming
Jj
pleting adaptation of "Nobody's Wid- Lyon, and "The Blonde Saint," with
f
ow," in which Leatrice Joy will star Sven Gade directing for Sam Rork. At Columbia Studios
under direction of William De Mille. and Doris Kenyon and Lewis Stone
Activities at the Columbia studi
At the Metropolitan studio, Marie in the leading roles.
are booming and three more produc
Prevost is making "Man Bait," which
The four productions just com- tions are ready and in different stage! L
Donald Crisp is directing, with Ken- pleted are "Syncopating Sue," star- of cutting and editing, and one mori f
neth Thomson, Douglas Fairbanks, ring
i
"Stepping in course of production.
Griffith;
Corinne
"When the Wife's Away" a farce'
Jr., Betty Francisco in the cast.
"The
Hines;
starring
Johnny
Along,"
The caves of the Santa Cruz Is- Flame of the Border," starring Ker comedy by Douglas Bronston
land furnish the background for much Maynard, and "Just Another Blonde," being cut, and will be ready for pre
of the action of "Jewels of Desire," featuring Dorothy Mackaill and Jack viewing this week.
Frank R. Straye
Priscilla Dean's current picture. Paul Mulhall.
directed the production with a cas
Powell is directing, with John BowOf the four on which shooting has headed by George K. Arthur and in
ers, Walter Long. Luke Cosgrave,
just started or will start in the next eluding Dorothy Revier, Ned Spark;
Ernie Adams and Raymond Wells in few days, the most important is the Harry Depp, Lincoln Plumer, Bobbi
the cast.
new Robert Kane special. As yet Dunn, Ina Rorke and Tom Rickettj
F. McGrew Willis has completed no title has been set, but Dorothy
"Obey the Law" starring Bert Ly
adaptation of "No Control," the next Mackaill will have the leading femin- tell is in the last stages of cutting
Metropolitan picture. Harrison Ford, ine role and Lothar Mendes will This is an Al Raboch directed pro
duction including in its cast Eugenia
Phylllis Haver head the cast of this direct.
picture, which Scott Sidney will diThe three remaining are a Johnny Gilbert, Larry Kent, Edna Murphy
rect.
Hines comedy not yet definitely Hedda Hopper, Sarah Padden anc
William Welsh. This production
titled; June Mathis' production, "Here
Y'Are Brother," which Balboni vvill based on a sketch by Marcin.
Warners to Have 50%
"Money Isn't Everything" a societ;
direct; and McFadden's Flats," with
Of Program Ready Jan. 1
Charlie Murray and Chester Conklin drama directed by Ralph Ince is fin
Richard ished and in the cutting room. Ralpl
At the Warner studio, production plaving important parts.
is clicking on schedule.
Four of the Wallace will direct "McFadden's Ince also plays one of the leading
new season's "Warner Winners" are Flats." The cast of "Here Y'Are roles with Dorothy Revier, Eugem
completed and three road show at- Brother" includes Lewis S^one, Billie Strong, Hazel Howell and Armanc
Three more are in work Dove and Lloyd Hughes. The ma- Kaliz in support.
tractions.
"The Truthful Sex" featuring Ma
and half of the program will be com- joritv of the pictures will be released
Busch
and Huntley Gordon is alsc
by
1.
year.
pleted
Jan.
before the end of the
being edited. Richard Thomas direct
The pictures completed are "Across
ed this production which is a high
the Pacific." with Monte Blue and
powered drama.
Jane Winton; "My Ofificial Wife," Intensive Drive
"Paying the Price" with Helen'
with Irene Rich and Conway Tearle; Launched by F. B. O.
Chadwick
heading the cast, is now
with
George
Murphy,"
"Private Izzy
F. B. O. has launched an intensive production.
Jessell and Patsy Ruth Miller; "Mathe leadership
ma Kiss Papa," with George Sidney production drive under
vice-president m
King,
Edwin
of
and Louise Fazenda.
AH Rayart Units
In work are "The Third Degree," charge of production.
Active on Pictures
melodrama
a
"Breed of the Sea,"
with Dolores Costello, Louise Dresof
The Rayart units are busy. Duki
is in the final stage
deep,
the
of
Fellowcs, "The
ser and Rocklif?e
will be ready Worne is about to start productioi
Missing Link." starring Syd Chap- cutting and titling and
Ralph Ince not only direct- on "Trooper 77," a serial which wil
shortlv.
lin, and Rin-Tin-Tin in "WJiile LonThe star Herbert Rawlinson. Reed Howe;:
plays a dual role.
but
this
ed
don Sleeps."
include Dorothy Dun- is at work on "The Dixie Handicap.'!
plavers
other
Clothing,"
"Wolf's
Preparing is
Margaret Livingston, Billy Sullivan is making "Spee(|
with Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth bar, new "find,"
Harmon.
Craze" and will probably next d(|
Miss Miller will do "Col- Shannon Day and Pat
Miller.
from "The Gallant Fool."
Tenements,"
the
of
"Rose
Ade's
lege Widows," from George
Herd," by John Mc)Jack Perrin has finished "A Ridin
"The College Widow," while the "The Stumbling
the di- Gent."
Trem Carr Prod, has comi
is well advanced under
roso
T.
for
John
starring vehicle
first
Rosen, Shirley Mason pleted "Tentacles of the North," will
Murray and Louise Fazenda will be rection of Phil
(.Continued on Page 19)
land Johhny Harron head the cast
an Arthur Somers Roche story.
icek

i
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24,
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(Continued from Page 18)
lice

tive
r.

Calhoun, while Ben Wilson is
starring himsel.f and Neva Ger"Broncho Land," with Dick

another. He plans to start
,iother in the Hatton series very
;on as well as a new picture starriiij
atton

is

mself.

anner Ready to

Three More

tart

half its year's program com
Banner Prod., which distri
Ites through Sterling is preparing to
nrt work on its next three pictures.
ocluction awaits return of Samuel J.
iskin from New York.
"Dangerous Friends," cast of which
i:ludes T. Roy Barnes, Arthur Hoyt,
.arjorie Gay, Burr Mcintosh and
hthilde Brundage, recently was com-

With

jited.

J

Two

Pittsburgh Deals
local houses have
changed hands within the past few
DAILY UPS VWICH MEAN OOUABS FOC SHOWMEN
days.
The Colonial at Turtle Creek
By PHIL. M. DALY
has been sold by "Bill" Littlestone to
I. Golden, who formerly operated the
"The Auction Block"
McKEAN, F. B. O. manager
Rivoli,
Morris
East
Pittsburgh.
(M-G-M)
at .St. Louis, is wearing a sphinxTauber
has sold his Oakland to
Louise Glaum, who was making a
Frank Donnelly, who plans to reno- like expression these days. He just
personal appearance at the theater,
returned from Egypt and talks pryavate and improve the house.
was induced to go on a shopping tour,
midded box office receipts when menwith the stores tying-up her appear
tioning the Grange picture.
L. A. House Switches Policy
ance and the showing in their adverPittsburgh

Lowe

(mceled Debt," by Allie

"Thumbs

id

Down,"

by

reel of film showing
visiting the stores was
shown at the theater. She also assisted in picking the winners of a
beauty contest which was used to exploit the picture.
Screen tests were
taken of a number of girls, the winner of these tests was awarded a trip
to Hollywood
Paul Blaufox, Louis

Miss Glaum

Miles,

"Men

A
"Sunshine

model

of a steel mill

was

plant-

space. It was a working model even
to the tiny workmen who attend their
tasks.
Complete in every respect it

Paradise Alley," based on Denun Thompson's play for Chadwick covered every operation in a modern
L E. Chadwick is here to steel mill. As an attraction it was
!ctures.
Josephine Quirk is adap- 100 per cent. It was built by one
jpervise.
•ig "Shamrock and the Rose" foi
Henry Steller.
Park,
Youngs-

I

—

!ture

production.

Peter the Great and
'loney to Burn." CuUen Landis is
Marion Nixon in
with
iitured
feroes of the Night" which has just
'ick"

with

len started under direction of

Frank

Renaud HpfTman is su"The Final Extra," a
jirvising.
iwspaper story, is the next to go in
(Connor.

'.iffany at

Work
Film

ia Special

Tiffany has in work at present "Jossyn's Wife" with Pauline Frederick.
F:hard

Thorpe

is

directing, the cast

Holmes Herbert, Josephine
and Freeman Wood. The picis an additional one and was not

iirtidmg

HI
:ie

"The

3ginally on the schedule of 20 planxl by the company at the beginning
)the season.

li

—The

Hillstreet,

Or-

house, has begun presentation

of first run P. D. C. pictures.

Still

Mabel Normand's next comedy
"The Nickel Hopper." That can't
a story of long jumps.

Capacity for Panhandle Reopening
Panhandle, Tex. Against a carni-

—

Mahne, manager

Carl

New House

Alarm"

III.

for Chillicothe

— Elmer

Harris Gets Permsylvania House
Donora, Pa. After being improved, the Grand, which has been taken
over by the Harris interests of Pitts-

BLOCK
SIGNAL

burgh, has reopened.

Wonderful lobby display of fire
fighting apparatus.
Photo in Universal Weekly shows battalion chief
reading the 'still alarm' as it comes
from

the

Dummy

ticker.

firemen

sliding down rope, old and new apparatus.
Old fire engine steamed
up in front of theater during the
entire
run.
Banners telling the
story of the attraction.
cut outs
of 24-sheets, showing the three horse
engines in action.
Smokestack arranged to give red and black flashes
indicating smoke and fire, all worked
with flasher and colored tissue paper.
One of the best ballyhOos ever seen
California.
Drew the attention
in
of every person passing our way
and we got our share of the passers(Supplementary report).
by.

—Tom

F.
Cal.

McDonald,

Florence,

Ne^

RED SEAL

Wife" at the Sennett studio.
^ce Day, Theodore Von Eltz and
Eiel Clayton are featured under diThis is num•lition of Albert Kelly.

Product

"His

itrk

in

five

5

J.

I

G.

Sw York
5

Preferred's

Bachmann

schedule

Pasadena,

Hager Improving the Rex
Idaho Falls, Utah Al Hager
improving the Rex.

—

is

Loew Seeking Providence Site
Providence Loew is dickering for
a site in the Pine St. section, downtown.

—

Raising Steel at Jacksonville

—

Jacksonville Steel is being raised
on the Florida being built by Publix
at a reported cost of $1,100,000.

He was

a

New

—

I)

v

Railroad Sensation

Ready for Booking21 central

But she

in

Exchanges

.ittleton

House Opens Nov. 18

.ittleton,

N.

way on

H.— Work

the J. B.

open about Nov.

is

well un-

Fames, which
1.

zvith

RALPH LEWIS

loved
him

of
for

Theater for Fulton, N. Y.
N. Y. Dan E. Wadsworth
pns a theater here, plans having
n drawn by Clare Wadsworth

1

BUILT FOR THE BOXOFFICE

y-

'"ulton,

GOTHAM

Another

leave
in a few days for a short
will

Hamrick's

THE SUCCESS
UNLIMITED

Strum and
George Graham are erecting a theater building on North Second St.
It
will open about Dec. 1.
Chillicothe,

The Neiv

Sennet Lot
making
is

^referred

of

Egyptian, Seattle, was the chief vicval and tent show for opposition, the
Rex, recently redecorated, reopened tim when yeggs blew the safe obtaining |1,000.
Two of his suits were
to capacity.
ruined in efforts to muffle the blast,
and they were not covered by insurThomas Carroll Returns
ance, while the theater's money_was.
Carroll,
Cleveland,
O. Thomas
manager of Loew's State, has returned from a two months trip abroad.

deferred Producing
Ci

is

be

(Universal)

Two

VJtk.

Los Angeles

pheum

—

town, O.

iQtham Starts Work on
leroes of the Night"
Two prints of Gotham Prod, were
sipped East this week: "King of the

That's That

—

of Steel"

(First National)

ed on an automobile chassis. It was
big enough to take up the entire

(hadwick Supervising
iwn Productions
will direct

—

Dallas.

Gladys

hnson.

James Young

A

tisements.

id are:
It

And

»
TOM

The trio of new pictures plan"Wanted a Coward," from Melha,
story by Vincent Starrett; "The

];ted.

— Two

No. 2

Keeping
'Em Guessing
Six fast

moving

reels

of
unquestionable
entertainment, expossome of the simpler

ing
parlor magic tricks.

Distributed by

L U

M A

S

FILM CORP.
1650

B'way,

New York

Foreign Rights

Inter-Ocean Film Corp.

I

.

imf^^"^

lead
kthese

"A Picture that will delight tlie
majority of straplianfiers, and
that is covering a pretty larfie
territory. It is what the boys
call

excellent box-office."
•^ntoi'mng Telegraph

"NissNackaill is a most charming figure in this Picture and
most convincing in her portrayal of the vivacious Sadie."
^Daily News

new maker of Hood little
movies has popped up in
Alfred Santell, who did Blue'A

beard's Eighth Wife' and has
now evolved out of 'Subway
Sadie' a consistently decent
affair ... In the subway
seauences particularly the

neatness of Mr. SantelTs
work comes shining throuith
. • . Dorothy Nackaill does

"An amusing photoplavr in
which there are a number of
•
cleverly directed scenes .
Nifiht be likened to an O.

Henry story

.

.

.

Dorothy

Nackaill is vivacious and
charming.
^ vr—A/, v. Times

exceedingly well."
"If

anyone ever doubted that
is a good director^

Al Santell

Dorothy Nackaiirs work as
Sadie Hermann is her best
screen performance since 'The

Who

advise the doubter to visit
the Nark Strand .... he has
concocted a light but charming comedy." _yy, y^ American
I

Nan
Came Back' • . .
Scores a personal triumph • .
Director Santell has injectedi
interestinil camera novelties
to aid his story."

—Daily IWrrot

MAi(E EYlIOr HOUR AI^USH

OURA
'A-lirAt

i^

national Picture

-*<ai«^.
yii^-
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a
be with you October 9
in my Bi^^est and Best
I'll

Reginald Denny
October 9th is Denny Day—
marking the National Release
of the Screen's "Regular
Fellow" in his first big
Universal Super Comedy
from the Broadway comedy
hit by Will B. Johnstone and
Will R. Anderson.

—

With

a cast including Blanche Mehaffey, Ben
Hendricks, Jr., Lee Moran, Oscar Beregi, Tom
O'Brien and others equally strong at the box

office.

A UNIVERSAL SUPER COMEDY

lakeitbimilfe
A WILLIAM SEITER PRODUCTION
Box-OSfice Boosts
One exhibitor writes that by
FILM DAILY reviews he determines how much sales effort to
put behind his pictures. That's
only one angle. Reviews serve
to keep the showman abreast
of the times. It's one way he
can find out what's on the way.
Therefore, criticism must be
honest and independent. And
here is where reviews in THE

FILM DAILY

hit the

mark.

IN THIS ISSUE
What Makes

Pictures?

answer must interest everybody, no matter in what branch
THE
of the industry he maybe. Oneofthemostprominentofproducing
organizations sought confidential information from stars, directors,
scenarists, film editors, cutters, players. Opinions vary, but they
are all interesting. Many are published in this issue.

Short Subjects
your theater giving them their
Don't forget the
about variety being the spice of the show. It
still holds good.
It isn't posIs

just deserts?
old, old story

sible to mention the type of
short subject that distributors
haven't on their program. You
wouldn't think of a show withreel, would you?
Other short subjects can be
used in like manner.

out a news

.

P.

D. C -BlMrRINCER!
AN PiCTUaES

DEMILLE-MET

PIXODUCERS
F.C.MUNnCE.

DIST

President

RAYMOND PAWIE Y, Vice President and Tieas
JOHN C.FlINN,Vic€-rre$identand General Mana^r

C O R

P

O

R

A T

I

ON

FOREICK DISTRIBUTORS PRODUCERS INTERNATIONAL, CORPORATIO)
West 46th. Street

no

New York

L.

,

N

.

Y.

Landers, Big

Showman, Uses
the Big Pen De-

Ciri

signed for Big

Showmen

to Sign

for the Big DEILLE IVIETRO-

IL'JI

II

POLITAN PRO-

GRAM.

To

on the
dotted line for DeMille-Metropolitan pictures, Les Weir, the P. D. C.
aid the exhibitor to sign

manager in Los Angeles, had
this giant pen built. The weapon is
eight feet long, two feet in diameter,
weighs more than fifteen pounds,
and holds six gallons of ink. From
district

L. LANDERS, LES
WEIR, district manager; and SAM
left to right:

WHITEHEAD,

city salesman.
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[«TED ARTISTS SEEKS

Glavering Appointed

TWIN

Top General Scale Over

5

Schenck States

Circuit,

in Interview
b;

house and a St. Paul site
being sought, Joseph M. Schenck
anounced on his visit to the Twin
according to "The Pioneer
Ciies,
less," which publishes an interview
v;h the chairman of the United ArNo details
tts board of directors.
•sentation

;:

{Continued on Page 2)

Kid Boots" at Rialto Oct. 9
'Kid Boots," starring Eddie Canf, will succeed "Tin Gods" at the

New Chain Forming
—A

Three More

for Pacific Chain
group of business
Kansas City
Pacific Coast Theaters, sub men has organized a theater comSeattle
sidiary of North American Theaters, pany, which will acquire a circuit of
has obtained a half interest in the sub- houses in Kansas and Missouri. Sam
urban houses operated by John Ham- Carver has resigned as manager of
rick, it is reported.
The three houses Universal's Liberty to take active
are the Uptown, Egyptian and Mont- charge.
lake, the last of which is under conUnder preliminary plans formulatstruction.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse ed, four houses will be built in Kantheaters, Portland, Tacoma and Se(Continued on Page 4)
attle, are not affected by the deal, it

—

is

9,

ainidnight premiere.

ajand.

Terriss with Pathe (U. K.)

^ondon—Tom

reported to
b engaged by Pathe to make four picfes, the first to be the old Lyceum
rilodrama, "One of the Best," and
Jymour Hicks has promised to colhorate with Terriss on the producThe deal has not yet been contn.
snmated but it is expected to go
I ough.
Terriss

is

Moskine when he comes to America
after finishing his part in "Casanova."

who has been working in
France, plays in "Michael Strogoff,"
which Universal is distributing.
Moskine,

Colvin

arrives this morning
the Columbus.

Film Board Ready to Use
Weapon Provided by
U. S. Courts

—

Albany Decision of the U. S. court
that bicycling is a criminal act, under
the copyright law, is going to affect
this territory, where the practice is
flourishing.
Check-up of shipments, outgoing
and return, to eliminate alleged delays
in transit, which usually are the subterfuges of the bicycler are being
(.Continued on Page 2)

No

Associated Developments

Expected developments

in the Associated Exhibitors situation failed to
Addition of the new theater under materialize yesterday. As soon as autheir
statement, a
construction on Morris Ave., and ditors prepare
It is
16Sth St., the Bronx, will bring to 25 further meeting will be called.
total of houses in the ConsoHdated understood the company has $1,500,Amusement Enterprises chain. The 000 in business on its books.
house is to seat 2,200 and will open
Pettijohn Back from Europe
around Jan. 1. The deal was consummated through Berk & Moross.
Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays organization arrived Friday on the Mau-

Marks Building Fourth
Chicago

— Fourth

in

the

chain, the Araby will be built on the
West Side. It will cost $125,000.
The company now has the Embassy,

from Europe on Granada and Paradise.
under construction.

The

He had

retania.

Marks England nearly

last

is

been

in

France and

a month.

P. D. C. in New Quarters
D. C. is moving its offices to
1560 Broadway.
The company will
occupy the entire fifth floor.
P.

Rogers Buys "Soul Kiss"
Dr.

"Irish Destiny" Here
I. J. Eppel is at the Astor from

Ireland with a print of "Irish
which he produced in its ent;ty in Ireland using local talent,
le picture is at present being edited
f

Brown Back

Colvin W. Brown, vice-president in
charge of distribution for F. B. O.,

Iiblin,
I

LAUNCHED AT ALBANY

25 in Consolidated Chain

stated.

opening its run with Russian Actor Changes Name
Cantor will apIvan Mosjoukine, Russian actor rejir four performances a day on the cently signed a five-year contract by
sge in a presentation which includes Carl Laemmle, will be known as Ivan
Oct.

lalto

MOVE

ANII-6ICYCLING

London

(Continued on Page 4)

Strand, Minneapolis,
been chosen as a United Artists

Schwartz Expanding

Bringing to 12 the total of houses
London Arthur Clavering has been in the A. H. Schwartz chain, the
appointed
managing
of Mayfair, Avenue U and Coney Isdirector
Warner Bros., new British organiza- land, Brooklyn, opens Oct. 11, while
tion, and Mrs. Leila Stewart, well- eight more houses are planned or
known publicity manager, has been under construction. These include a
appointed to handle press matter. A house at Kings Highway and Flatnew building has been secured in the bush, Ave., Brooklyn; and theaters at
heart of Film Row and plans are be- Flushing and Freeport.
ing made to start the offices someEditor, Film Renter,

Paul—The

it.

Price 25 Cents

1926

FREDMAN

By ERNEST W.

—

CITIES DEAl

26,

Film

stiny"

the

Charles R. Rogers has purchased
"The Soul Kiss," a musical comedy
by Harry B. Smith. He has made no
Production
plans for distribution.
will be centered on the Coast someRogers may
time during the Fall.

Styles

NE of

Features Reviewed
Sparrows
United

6

Artists

The Campus Flirt
Paramount
The Waning Sex

6

M-G-M

6

Kosher Kitty Kelly
F.

6

B.

Womanpower
Fox
The Lodge

10
in the

Wilderness
10

Tiffany

A Woman's

Heart
Sterling— S. R
Twisted Triggers
Associated Exhibitors
Treasures

Unknown

Sterling

—

S.

R

10

10
11

Racewild

Elbee— S.

R

Risky Business
Prod. Dist. Corp
Sweet Rosie O' Grady

Columbia
Short Subjects

Hollywood on Monday.

return to

American market.

11
11
11
13

the merriest chases led by all producers is that which
deals with the tastes of the public. It is far from a simple
task to gauge what the man in the street wants in his
screen fare. Then, too, in a country as cosmopolitan as these
vast United States, there are many elements which go up to make
that intangible something by which producers shape their programs from year to year. Not that certain basic ingredients are
lacking. The desire to laugh e.xsits in all of us. Producers know
that the love element must be present. Happy endings unfortunately, but true
send them out satisfied.
Those factors who control the destinies of production are
always alive to the quick changes in the public temperament.
Melodramas are coming back into vogue. Outdoor themes of
all descriptions are becoming increasingly popular.
In this category, sea pictures are highly important. The Great War, already
the basis or the background of many current pictures, will conThis intinue to supply material for much future production.
In
Big
Parade."
fluence is, of course, directly traceable to "The

—

—

(.Continued on

Page 14)

To Date

Golfers

The committee

in

the Fail Film Golf

name entries for
The limit is
Somebody had better

checked
golf

charge of

Tournament

off 177

yesterday.

200.

hurry.

Rules of play will be

found on page

16.

Through the courtesy of Joe
Hornstein of the National Theater Supply Co. a projector,
screen and operator will be
furnished to show motion pictures of the tournament which
Consolidated

Film

Inc., will shoot.

Industries,

—

.

fj^^

DAILY

United Artists Seeks
Twin Cities Deal
(.Continued
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5,

Rue

Cinematographie

Saulnier.

Warner

common and

Bros,

in

preferred

re-

the market Friday and

upward movement, each gaining
The former closed at 58 and
Both issues were very
latter at 63.
Pathe Exchange "A" rose 2J4 points
active.
began

an

points.

9ii
the

A. M.

hour

in

Launched
at

2

New York

in

Ala.

is

of bicyclers in

will

— Prohibition

of

and

become governor

in

January, is a Montgomery man and
always has been identified with those

"The Treasure" Showing Set
"The Treasure," German film directed by George Wilhelm Pabst, and
featuring Werner Kraus, is to be
shown Thursday at the Cameo by the
Film Arts Guild. "The Legend of the
Willow Plate," Chinese short subject,
be on the program.

who have been opposed

to a liberal

Sabbath.

Advocates of Sunday closing will
begin their fight as soon as the legislature convenes.
Their bill will propose the closing of all amusements
which have been permitted to remain
open by the city commission. It will
have the effect of taking control of

Sunday amusements from the law
creating the city commission and reGenerally, in the market, prices advanced
Conrad Veidt, German character ac- turning it to the general state law,
on the basis of moderate trading.
tor, leaves for Hollywood Saturday to which prohibits motion pictures Sunplay with John Barrymore in his cur- day baseball and other amusements.
rent United Artists production, "FranGovernor Graves will have an imcois Villon."
He is to impersonate portant influence in the fight, and the
Quotations
Louis
After playing this role, question of senatorial courtesy will
100 Veidt, who arrived on the Mauretania enter into it.
36-5^
Am. Seat Vtc.
36H 36%
Senator Treasley will
300 Friday, will return to Germany to
Am. Seat Pfd. .. 385^ 38J4 38!4
represent
Montgomery
county in the
Katz..
..
73^
&
Balaban
work in his own productions. His senate. He is opposed to the meas70
Bal. & Katz Vtc
picture
was "A Student of ure. He has led each fight against
100 last
Eastman Kodak ..117J4 117?4 117Ji
22,500 Prague."
IIS-^ 117
Famous Players ..117
the bill since he has been a membei
120
*Fam. Play. Pfd
9
of the senate.
*Film Inspect
102
•First Nafl Pfd..
It is understood every member of
Universal Discards Title
5,400
75% 76
Fox Film "A" .. 77
Fox Theaters "A" 2654 26% 26.>^ 4,100
Universal has discarded the title, the Montgomery house will oppose
•Intern'l Project.
the Sunday closing bill.
Only twc
15,866 "Kiss and Make Up," for the forthto

a

Veidt Going to Coast

55J4 close.

XL

.

ttRoxy Common..
Skuoras Bros

44%

42Ji

23%

23-%
116J4
54
S5J4
97 J4
97y2
28

95^
52

100
5,266
3

52
89

52

**Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen.

sH

.

32
9sy2
22,500
58
49
94,500
53
S'^H
tt Bid and Ask

Pictures

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures.. 58
Warner Pict. "A". 63
• Last Prices Quoted
•* Philadelphia Market
.

Bond

t

M arket

Tom Reed
Tom Reed,

you are thinking

T E B B

West Coast

1

1540

Stebbins

&

Broadway

forces, arrives
Monday after ac-

LIFE

LIBERTY
and the

PURSUIT
of

Griffith

by

a

Story

—

Los Angeles Julien Josephson and
companying the Carl Laemmle party Alice Neal Pollock are adapting Rayon the Leviathan

mond

Griffith's

net production, ten-

"The Waiter from the
Ritz" which James Cruze will direct.

Hines at Pittsburgh Theater
Johnny Hines this week will make
personal appearances at the
Pittsburgh.
He is visiting
relatives at Butler, Pa.

Colleen

several

of

Grand.

N S

Co., Inc.

C

Moore

at

Rivoli

First National's "It Must Be Love"
starring Colleen Moore, opens at the
Rivoli Oct. 2.

WILL BUY

I

r

I

T'a

ALL KINDS CELLULOID SCRAP
Send samples of each grade,
full

N. Y.

Adapting

publicity

it

tatively titled

Speoialiats in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

W,

•>••»

cities in

Returning Monday
head of the Universal

think of

INSURANCE

Arthur

Shea Adds Another
Hornell, N. Y.— M. A. Shea has
added the Shattuck to his growing
chain of combination houses.

pictures and other amusements.
are Atontgomery and Mobile.

years ago and they defeated
large majority.

through Europe.

When you

S

Vera Gordon, who plays in "Kosher
Kitty Kelly," which opens at the Colony Saturday, will be present at the
premiere.
k

Alabama now permit Sunday
They
The
the Century Play Co.
William A.
Seiter will direct the picture which question of Sunday amusements, long
will go into production following "Be- has been agitated in^irmingham but
it was submitted to the voters a few
ware of Widows."

coming Laura La Plante picture as a
play by the same title is owned by

800

9

100
93!^

"tUnited Artists
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
.

Vera Gordon Attending Premiere

im

.

.

Great Falls, Mont. In prosecutinj
three exhibitors $100 each for bicycling, in the first criminal proceedings
brought against offenders, U. S. At
torney Rankin, made it clear that the
law forbids the practice.
"The copyriglit law must be enforced the same as other laws, and bicycl
ing of films be made a thing of the
past," he declared.

.

44^
Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 23%
•M. P. Cap. Corp.. ..
Pathe Exch. "A".. 56
tParamount B'way 97J4
30
ttRoxy Units

•Universal

Montana.

—

Sought

in the Alabama legislature for many
years.
However, it is taken seriously by the opposition this time because
of the organization plan that has been
perfected and the fact that Bibb

who

details.

Quote

lowest

stating'

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LCARN TO lAY

pound

prices.

CHARMETTE

Bryant 3040

47

W.

42nd

St.

CO.
New York City

*»

BROOKS

1437

BROADWAY

Albany

made, and the Film Board of Trade
determined to use the new weapon
placed in its hands by the convictior

other amusements on Sunday will be proposed
by a bill which will be introduced
during the regular session of the legislature
in
January.
This is the
quadrennial fight that has been made
baseball

Move

Law Must Be Enforced,
Prosecuor Declares

Law

Montgomery,
shows,

at

26, 1926

(Continued from Page 1)

Summer.

"Blue"

Joseph M. Schenck yesterday had
no comment to make on the Minne- Graves,

will

Sunday

ends

New

and

Theaters.
In Minneapolis, Schenck is quotet
as saying that the theater firm had re
jected his proposal to participate, on a
partnership basis, in the building of

lower.

saving

Jersey.
The states
are among the few left which
have retained the unpopular
S3^sem of advancing clocks one

were disclosed as to what arrangement would be made with Northwest

Although the offer was
a theater.
rejected, according to Schenck, he
stated, that it still would hold good,
in event the firm reversed its position
The aim of United Artists, according I0 the interview, is to obtain theaters of from 1,500 to 2,000 capacity.
In most cities, it was stated, the top
would be fl, although where local
conditions warrant, the charge will be

Anti-Bicycling

Reminder

Dlaylight

1)

apolis report.

Financial

versed their action

from Page

A

Sunday, September

«-

TEL 5580 PEN.

ALSO 23,000 COSfUMES TO

RENT—

t*

IN

PARIS

THEY
CALL
HIM A

J

Announcing
That

I

have purchased the World's

Motion Picture Rights

to

one

of

the Greatest Stage Successes in Years

"THE SOUL KISS"
by

Harry B. Smith

In which

THE

I

Shall Present

NEW GREAT LOVER

OF THE SCREEN

Supported by a Superb Cast

Including

SEVEN BEAUTIFUL LEADING LADIES
The entire production

to be presented

lavish scale utilizing the

modern cinematic

on

a

most

utmost resources of

art.

CHARLES

R.

ROGERS

f-^^

DAILY

Sunday, September

J
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Film Styles
(Continued from Page

Exhibitors^
Daily Reminder

1)

one of the most active studios in Hollywood, less attention will
be paid this Fall to drawing room and sex situations in favor of
outdoor subjects. There is not and cannot be a constant condition.
The public is too fickle. Next year the story will be different.

Mr. Schenck Observes
An enterprising reporter on the "St. Paul Pioneer Press"
credits the following observations to Joe Schenck:
"No one can tell who the next great 'sheik' of the movies
The public will have to
will be now that Valentino is dead.
choose him.
"American motion picture producers are very anxious to
see British films marketed in America as a business matter to
keep the friendship of the British niarket.
"A 'big picture' means a vital story produced with care and
imagination not necessarily the spending of millions of dollars

numbers

special

and tic'Up s for
Columbus Day,
October 12

—

Sunday, Sept.

and employment of 10,000 supers.
"Motion pictures mean romance, hope, greater beauty and
ideals that are just a little above the drab level of mediocrity.
"Producers who make the highbrow pictures and try to uplift their audiences at one jump do no good but simply disappoint and break faith with their public."

26, 1926

Maintaining "Face"

Glavering Appointed
(Continued from Page 1)

where about the middle

of October.

When Clavering was in New York
some weeks ago it was understood he
was negotiating with Warners for
English representation.

New Chain Forming
(Continued from Page 1)
Citj', one of which will be a downtown house, the other three in subur-

sas

ban

districts.

tions are: 33rd

The neighborhood locaand Main Sts., 51st and

Main, and 54th and Troost.

Additional developments in "Foreign Markets" are reported on page
12.

Legion Post Reopens Theater
Underwood, Minn.
The George
Bergem Post No. 489 of the American Legion, has reopened.
It has
been closed during the last few
months.

—

Managing

Butterfield Theater

— Al

Lansing, Mich.

was manager

now

the

of

W.

Gillis,

who

Gladmer here,
the Powers at

The internationalization process through which motion pictures are passing will provide producers with many new and perplexing problems.
The vexatious question of entertainment
standards is one. As an instance, the serious "New York Times"
states in a minor editorial:
"Again from a returned traveler comes the charge that
American films are injuring the prestige of the white man in
Asia.
There is, unfortunately, a good deal to be said in supThe further removed from the principal lines of
port of it.
communication, the poorer is the class of film exhibited and,
incidentally, the greater

the curiosity of the natives to see
what the white m_an is like in his own home. Too many of the
pictures sent to the uttermost parts of the earth have shown the
white man at his worst stories of crime and passion which,
even though provided with the standard 'moral' ending in which
right triumphs, give but a sordid picture of Western life.
"To understand the influence of such pictures it must be
realized that they show, for the most part, a complete lack of
This, in the eyes of most Orientals, is a grave defect.
dignity.
To them that ill-defined thing called "face" means ten times
more than to us.
"One of the essentials of 'face' is dignity and a good appearance. Many white men in the East have understood this
and have modeled their conduct accordingly. Others have not,
however, and have 'lost face' in consequence. What most of
them forget and what the shippers of American films to these
lands forget is that all white men are judged by each white
man. In other words, misconduct, violation of standards or
exhibitions of indignity reflect not on the individuals alone, but
on the entire community."
is

—

—
—

25 Per Cent Foreign

in

charge of

Grand Rapids,

—

separate

new

talking film tlirough

corporation.

Minneapolis

board fines United Artists for
violation of code of ethics.
New impetus given production in England.
Leo
Brecher
gets
temorpary
injunction
against operators' union in connection wifti
labor

trouble.

"Variety" closes at Rialto
run.
Grosses $353,543.

12

after

wedn''

Tuesday
Hurricane paralyzes Florida theater
Publix plans benefit performances

busintss.

for mf'

ferers.

Northwest Theaters, Minneapolis, reject proposition to build house with United Artists.
Philadelphia arbitration board fines bicycner.
Jury-Metro-Goldwyn, Ltd. marketing shorts
in England for first time.
Deal with Weiss
Bros.
Dr. Lee De Forest denies to Associated
Press sale of phonofilm to Fox-Case Corp.
"Mare Nostrum" establishes new record for
Capitol, grossing $118,249 in two weeks.

Wednesday

f

Eight producing and distributing companits
reported planning entrance into equipment
field providing higher prices result from

merger involving 35 accessories dealers.
Hurricane area in Florida will be without
shows about two week,=.
Canadian exhibitors agree not to use specials
on double bills.
Lewis J. Selznick reported out of Associated
Exhibitors with Pathe to take over sales.
Settlement of blind booking situation in Eng'
land may avert legislation.
Imperial Conference in London to consider
subject of English production.
Hearst reported dickering for new releasing
outlet

Cosmopolitan.

for

Thursday
Montana
U.

S.

bicyclers

fined in

first

case

before

Court.

Twenty-two

houses

Cleveland

in

booking

combine.
Vitaphone to have 20 theaters by Jan. 1.
Report that Mack Sennett is to release
tlirough famous is revived when he accompanies Jesse L. Lasky to New York.
Alleging piracy, Big Features Rights Corp.
attaches print at Stanford, Ky.
Persons familiar with equipment situation not
worried by merger.
Springfield,

law

Mo. exhibitor arrested

in

"blue"

test.

New M-G-M

stars

on next season's

horizon.

Friday
B,

Schulberg signs to take complete
P.
charge of production for five years more.

Authoritative report says equipment merger
will not boost prices.
English exhibitors expected to agree on blind
booking with aid of code of ethics.
Theater situation in the Florida hurricane
area not as bad as reported, Harold B,
Franklin wires.
Universal theaters oper-

Some

Butterfield house.

a

to ni.irket

ating.

statistically-minded individual on the M-G-M lot
delved into the international situation recently and figured out
that twenty-five per cent of the acting and directorial talent on
Bascom Herold Buys House
Webster Springs, W. Va. The that lot was foreign born. Here they are Ramon Novarro, RegiWhite, owned by O. M. White of nald Barker, Dimitri Buchowetzki, Benjamin Christianson, MarBuckhannon, has been sold to Bas- cel De Sano, Rex Ingram, John S. Robertson, Victor Seastroin,
com Herold of this city.
Viachetelav Tourjansky, Norma Shearer, Renee Adoree, George
K. Arthur, Estelle Clark, Karl Dane, Greta Garbo, Lars Hanson,
Chamberlin Buys Two Houses
Crockett, Cal.
A. C. Chamberlin, Cecil Holland, Nathalie Kovanko, Beatrice Lillie and Barbara
old-time exhibitor, has purchased the Kent.
Lorin and Valona.
What the percentage of foreign talent is in all other studios
has never been coinpiled. However, there is nothing peculiar to
Guthrie Building Theater
M-G-M in this situation. If Hollywood were combed and a comGrove City, Pa. A 1,000-seat house
plete compilation made, the foreign-born talent now engaged in
is being built on Broad St., by John
American
production would indeed present a formidable front.
Guthrie, Majestic manager.
This nation, as the leader in making motion pictures, will take
$99,000 Boston Firm Formed
any steps to maintain that supremacy. It is entirely natural that
Boston Warren theater has incorin doing this, artists from other countries have to be annexed.
Incorporators
porated for $99,000.
are Jacob Yonkers, Simon Rudnick Films reach beyond the border lines of any one nation, it must
and Julia Hoerrner.
be remembered.
is

Monday
Fox soon

:

—

—

—

KANN

Saturday
Film boards ready to fight bicycling

in U.

courts.
United Artists seek theaters in Minneapolis
and St. Paul.
Theater circuit to have
$1 top.
New Brooklyn house brings A. A. Schwartz
circuit to total of 12.
Kansas City business men plan theater cirS.

cuit.

Arthur Clavering appointed managing
tor of Warner
ganization.

Brothers'

new

direc

British

or

McCormick Buys Theater
Canon City, Col.— B. P. McCor
mick, owner of the Opera House, has
bought out his opposition, the Sarah,
from J. J. Sarah.
The latter may
open another theater here.
Seitz to Direct

Hollywood

Kyne

Story

B.

Seitz

— George

will

the Conqueror" a nevf
Peter B. Kyne story to be filmed

direct

"Jim

1)5

Metropolitan.

A

300 Foot

Special

Of The

Tunney-Dempsey Fight
11

was shipped Friday morning,

Sept.

24th

in

the

athe Newsi
SHOWS
ALL THE LAW ALLOWS
THIS SPECIAL

—
THE
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Mary Pickford

Bebe Daniels

in

"Sparrows"

Sunday, September

Norma Shearer

in

in

"The Waning Sex"

Paramount

Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr

manner.

tolerant

velous sympathy
her little brood.

Creates a marfor

herself

and

HIGH LIGHTS.

Star.

..

.Willingly suffers the indigni-

ties of slap stick for

comedy's sake.

Cast.
.A flock of the most interestBut she landed the laughs and the
ing youngsters who troupe along
audience thoroughly enjoyed her.
with Mary in a very natural fashion.
The curly blond baby, a won- Cast.... El Brendel, great as the
Swedish handy man. James Hall a
der.
Spec O'Donnell, splendid as
good looking leading man. Someone
the unruly son of the villainous
must have told Gilbert Boland he
Grimes, played in characteristic
.

.

wolf

manner by Gustav von

like

Others not important.

Seyffertitz.

Type

Drama. Mary Pick-

of Story
ford's legion

of admirers will unswamp the theaters play-

doubtedly

ing "Sparrows".
Her name alone
will be enough to bring them in.
And they are more than likely to
go out more in love with Mary than
ever. The role of the proxy mother
gives her every opportunity in the
world to win the sympathy of her
audience and her never failing ability to register
successful pathos
again stamps her the artist that she
is.
She never loses your attention
start to finish.
And this in
of the fact that she plays
against a background of filth, a
swamp land locale where treacherous bogs and gaping alligators
threaten the lives of Mary and her
group of kids at every turn. Th<e
theme is essentially one of misery
but Mary spreads sufficient sunshine to ofTset the gruesomeness.

from
spite

She mothers the kids placed under
her care by the kidnapped fiend,
Grimes,

who

his

uses his victims to
old farm and throws

into the

bog when

work
them

his discovery
kidnapping of

is

threatened.
The
a
curly blond baby who is Mary's particular charge sends the authorities

on Grimes trail. Meantime Mary and
her brood make a spectacular escape
through the marshes. Grimes loses
his own life in a bog while searching for her and eventually Mary and
her kids are given a home by the
father of the curly haired baby.

Box

COMEDY ROMANCE THAT HAS PLENTY

IRISH-JEWISH

OF LAUGHS IN ITS SIX
REELS OF SLAP-STICK. HUMAN INTEREST ANGLE MISSING IN THIS ONE.

.

little

on

1926

F. B. O.

MARY A LOVABLE MOTHER.
FINE WHOLESOME ENTERHER PERFORMANCE CER- FINE ENTERTAINMENT BEST TAINMENT WITH DELIGHTTAIN TO THRILL HER AUDI- PICTURE BEBE DANIELS
FUL, SUBTLE HUMOR THAT
ENCES.
STORY RATHER HAS MADE IN A LONG TIME.
EVERYONE WILL ENJOY.
SORDID AFFAIR BUT EXCEL- STORY AMUSING BUT CLARACTING AND DIRECTION
LENTLY HANDLED.
ABOVE THE AVERAGE.
ENCE BADGER'S DIRECTION Star
Star.
.Mary mothers a flock of dirty
Norma Shearer lovely, as
AND BEBE DANIELS THE usual. Has
urchins in the most lovable,
a whimsy sense of fun
.

26,

"Kosher Kitty Kelly"

"The Campus Flirt"

United Artists

'

Office

Angle

Another Mary

resembled John Gilbert. He even
wears his hair like Gilbert and
dresses

after

the

Gilbert

style.

Charles Paddock, the runner, has a
bit.
Others not important.

Type

story. .. .Comedy.
of
Bebe
doesn't get away from the slap stick
kind of comedy but no one would
complain about that after having
seen "The Campus Flirt."
For
sheer entertainment, the sort that
spells success fet the box office of
the majority of exhibitors, Bebe's
latest can't be beaten.
It is sure-

fire comedy hokum and Clarence
Badger's direction has insured a fast
moving story well stocked with
laughs. It isn't the usual thing for
an audience to applaud for particular

comedy

point tmless it happens to
be Chaplin, Lloyd, or some equally famed comedian.
But they did
applaud some of the gags in Bebe's
picture and applauded heartily at
the conclusion.
If this reaction
can be taken as criterion there is
little doubt as to the entertainment
afforded.
Bebe is a high brow
whose father decides that an American college is the best place to have
some of her snobbish ideas extracted.
Bebe "high hats" the crowd
and gets the usual "razzing" until
she wins the relay race for her
team thus finishing up the heroine
of the day.
"The Campus Flirt"
isn't the kind of a story you can
give in synopsis.
It's all in the
pictures.
The Rube GoldbergRalph Spence titles are corking.

Box

Office Angle
laughs.
They're

—

Fine bundle of
going to enjoy
and how.

.Viola Dana, a very vivacious
Cast.
Kitty
Kelly while Aggie Herring is
that radiates throughout her perthe tempestuous Mrs. Kelly.
Carformance.
roll Nye greatly overacts as the,
Cast.
.Conrad Nagle also thoroughtough young Barney Kelly.
I^
ly fine as the sweetheart who beisn't the gangster type at all.
Tom
lieves "woman's place is in the
Forman, pleasing as Kitty's policehome." Mary McAllister, cute but
man sweetheart. Nat Carr and
not dangerous, as the "other woVera Gordon take good care of the
man." George K. Arthur, first rate
Jewish angle of it. Others Kathas Norma's effeminate secretary.
leen Myers, Stanley Taylor.
Type of Story. ... Comedy romance.
.Previous Irish- JewRobert Leonard has again proven Type of Story.
ish comedy romances, such as "The
'that sometimes a good picture can
.

.

.

.

.

be made without a particularly fine
story.
He didn't have a great deal
to work with in "The Waning Sex"
but through a careful application
of good "horse sense," the injection
of many fine subtle touches and
the knack of having his players
perform in a wholly natural mannex, he has succeeded in making
one of the truly delightful comedies of the season. He has transformed a light weight story into a
really absorbing theme and the
work of Norma Shearer and Conrad Nagel round it out to complete
satisfaction.
The story tells of the
romance of Nina Duane and Phil
Barry, each in love with the other
but devoted to their respective careers.
Nina and Phil are competitors in the practice of law. Phil believes Nina should give up her profession when they are married and
to settle the matter Nina agrees to
meet Phil in three contests of various kinds, the winner of two out of
The
three, ^to have the final say.
first is a swimming race and Phil
wins.
The second is a case in

which Norrna defends a man charged with larceny and Phil is the op-

Norma wins. The
comes when Norma and

posing attorney.
final

test

Phil both plan to run for district
attorney. Norma finally withdraws
from the race to be plain Mrs.
Phil
minus a profession.
Box Office Angle. .Really wholesome
and thoroughly enjoyable. Should
be among your selections for early

—

Cohens and Kellys" contained a
dominating human interest element
underneath the comedy surface.
This is lacking in "Kosher Kitty
Kelly" and while it doesn't prevent
the picture from getting over its
laughs, the omission does take away

much

of the sincerity of the racial
question involved and fails to ere-' ki
ate a sympathy for the characters,
Nevertheless, for the average audi-l]
ence "Kosher Kitty Kelly" will be
enough of a laugh riot to send them
out entirely pleased.
The Kellys
and the Feinbaums live in the same
Kitty Kelly is engaged!
tenement.
to officer Pat Sullivan while Rosie

St,

ii'itii

lllieii

Feinbaum is
Rosen whose

to

marry young

Drj;

father runs the delica-l
tessen.
Kitty's brother is one ofj
a gang that robs the elder Rosens
and officer Sullivan finds it his dutyu
Kitty breaks the ento arrest him.
gagement and to spite Pat starts;

j'j'j

riages of their children outside

Meantime

faith.

their^,;.

Pat becomes
nominated for

a

an;
and is
office.
He withdraws in favor of anu
opponent who, in turn, releasesij
During,
Kitty's brother from jail.
a fire in the tenement ?at rescueSj
|,*
Kitty and they make up.

politician

I

Box

Angle .... Good box officfj
Where you know they like

Office

bet.

tcjl

—

Winifred Dunn
Scenario
Gardner Sullivan
Cameraman .... Chas. Rosher, Hal Cameraman
Mohr and Karl Struss
Photography
Photography
Excellent
Locale

Length

The same Scenario

C.

Swamp

land

7,763 feet

Locale

Length

H. Kinley Martin

Very good
...

Cal.

Photography

University Locale
6,702

feet

Frederic and

Fanny Author
Scenario

Hatlon

Cameraman

Length

progr

riltS

tttdi

j'

—

Author

[j

going around with Dr. Rosen. Ti
even the score Pat goes with Rosiei
Feinbaum. This starts the war andi
the laughs come through the ef-j
forts of Mrs. Kelly and Mrs. Fein-aj'j^j
baum to break up the dreaded ma-3|yj

—

Scenario

Ni

.

Pickford triumph. They'll love her
laugh and where don't they? yoi(,
showings.
Bebe's latest
the little mother of this most
Exploitation. .Exhibitors catering to
can't go wrong on "Kosher Kittyii
unusual group of youngsters. Cer- Exploitation
Plenty of fun in store
Kelly."
the so-called "high brow" clientele
for them. It's up to you to convince
tain to appeal.
the folks that as a rule do not Exploitation .... You might arouse 2tj
them that they'll have a fine time
Exploitation
Star's name will prob
particularly relish the slap stick
let of curiosity by playing on the}
watching Bebe overcome the herabh' be all you'll need for ankind of comedy will find "The
three K's in the title, suggesting th<i
itage of her "blue blood" and benouncements. Play up the title cV
Waning Sex" just to their liking.
presence
of the klan in town ancl
come a full fledged college girl.
her latest and run a trailer showThe other audiences are sure-fire.
finally springing the surprise thai!
College
atmosphere
readily suggests
ing Mary nursing her little family
Norma Shearer is lovely and bound
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" has arrived t(|
decorations, tie-ups and any number
of unkempt boys and girls.
Make
to more than please her audiences.
dispel all intolerance with six reelii
of attractive go-getter ideas.
certain to talk about the kids that
of laughs. A trailer showing any o|
Robert Z. Leonard;
Direction
Mary has with her in "Sparrows." Direction
Clarence Badger;
the laugh scenes will give them ai
excellent
They'll adore that blond baby.
mighty effective.
good idea of what to expect.
Frederick and Fanny
Authors
Direction
William Beaudine Authors
Direction
James Home
Louise Long and Lloyd Authors ...... Frederic and Fanny
excellent.
good
Corrigan
Hatton
as

Ijii

Ben Reynolds
Very good

Any

city

6,025 feet

Cameraman

Leon De

Cost

Gerald Duff
Allen Siegle

Photography

Goo
Yor

Locale

New

Length

6,103 fee

llie(

«trf,

fef(

Pitir,

\

Bofn

M
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Developments
By

Second

"Hungarian

Rhapsody,"

cally

Overture,"

Tschaikowsky.
"Marche Slav," Tschaikowsky.
"Capriccio Italien," Tschaikowsky.
"Herbert's

Favorites,"

:hree." He appeared in a large frame,
;enter-stage, and backed against a silAs the solo finished the picver drop.
ture faded in on a scrim.
Mosque.

"Roumanian

Herbert.

Rhapsodies,"

Listing 15

Enesco.

entertainers
rollicking
staged
a
operatic burlesque of "Moonlight and

The entire act, which was
Roses."
cordially received, was done with a
flippant
hand. Grand Central, St.

—

Louis.

Show

Fall Fashion

—

models.— Am-

the using of attractive
bassador, St. Louis.

—

trio,

and

play "The Song of the Volga
Boatman." As the early scenes of the
picture were being screened the organ stopped and the audience watching the boatmen trudge along the
riverbank towing the barge, heard
their song chanted.
Fifty members
of a local choral society did the
singing backstage.
George Hoffman,
Palace, Lakeland, Fla.

cellist, to

—

Choose Favorite Selections

As

a result of a ballot carried in
the theater bulletin, a presentation
programmed as "The Public's Favorite Selections" was created and well
received.
The five selections receiving the greatest number of votes

with

"Sweetest

The number opened
Story

sung by a soprano,
the Civil

War

in

period,

Ever Told,"
costume of

in

front of a

Southern mansion painted on a scrim,
with eight members of the ballet costumed as boys and girls. At the close

dimmed

front and
came up behind the scrim disclosing
a contralto as an old colored
sitting beside a cradle in front of a
log cabin. She sang "Mighty Lak' a
Rose."
Other selections requested
were, "Waters of the Minnetonka,"
played by the orchestra, "Roses of
Picardy," a dance by the ballet, and
"The Barcarolle" from the "Tales of
Hoffman" closed this popularity number.
Edward L. Hyman, Brooklyn

the lights

off

in

mammy

—

Mark

Strand.

for

Season

Acme

16

Closing the presentation v^as
done.
"By My Fireside," effectively sung by Nilssen, who was made up as an old gentleman.
As he sang (his enunciation is gratifying)
the girls grouped in attentive poses.
Another incident on the program presented Caroline Andrews, coloratura soprano,
who rendered the "Shadow Song" from
"Dinorah."
Dressed as a peasant girl she
worked in front of a woodtaiil sci.

Another much-appreciated number offered
O'Moore, American lyric tenor, who
sang the "Kashmiri" song from "American
The scene was a tropical
Love Lyrics."
one, with a girl, presumably his sweetheart,
Colin

and thence over

Rivoli
The name of John Murray Anderson has
become synonomous with colorful, artistic
At the Rivoli the past week he
revues.
"American
reputation
with
his
sustained

New

the. circuit.

Presentations are now being booked
the Metropolitan, Washington;
and the Fabian, Paterson, N. J. Bebeginning about Nov. 1, theStrand, Albciny, will be included in the list.
A
house now under construction in Baltimore and another one being erected
in Pittsburgh will be ready for bookings May 1.

More Chicago Acts
Tendency Towards

Increased

Pre-

sentations Attributed to Balaban
& Katz Start

—

Chicago
The new season has
brought a pronounced trend towards
presentations.
This tendency is attributed

to

the

elaborate attractions

introduced by Balaban & Katz.
Ascher Bros, are using five acts of
regular
vaudeville
to
suppleinent
Lubliner &
their picture programs.
Trinz are boosting "name" acts and
the Marks Bros., Cooney Bros, and
the Schoenstadts are all using vaudeMany of the
ville headline turns.
smaller independent houses are playing presentations week-ends and some
throughout the week.

Gus Edwards Preparing
Gus Edwards this week will

start

Atlantic
City
the
introducing
Beauties,"
beauty prize winners and also incorporating
several regular entertainers used to give the
attraction an added professional
Opening the presentation was a drop depicting bath houses, with the Atlantic^ City
Hubert Hendrie, baritone,
ijoardwaik above.
dressed in white flannels and blue coat, sang
"Goddess of the Ocean," introducing the
eight beauties who appeared in bathing cosThe stage darkened and the cur
tumes.
tain raising revealed the girls in bathing.
The effect was produced by throwing surf
scenes upon two screens, one in front of
the girls and one suspended behind them.
Then a spot was trained on Miss New York,
who appeared on an elevated pedestal.
.'\
splendid exhibition of dancing was given
by King and King, the team being chained
Hendrie and Dortogether in one number.
othy Biese, soprano,, sang "Because I Love
toe number was effectively exeYou."
cuted by Beatrice Belreva in ballet costume.
Another incident on the program presented the beauties in more gorgeous costunues,
with Hendrie singing the introductory song.
Closing the act was a beautiful set pjaced
A silver bubble ef
against a black drop.
feet, with a girl in the center, was created.
In a silver half-shell knelt the toe dancer
and on the other side glass fountains were
The scene was striking.
in evidence.
Charles
Boris Petroff staged the dances.
Le Maire never fails to costume a Publix
production with an artistic touch.
flavor.

A

Commanders Get London Booking
London Albert A. Kaufman, di-

—

rector of the Plaza, has signed Irving Aaronson's Commanders, to appear in his Mangan presentations.
The band has been well received in
Paris.

Due

to

the

length of "Sparrows" the us-

Strand Frolic has been temporarily replaced by Joseph Plunkett's prologue to the

ual

Ziegfeld's Roof,
beginning Oct. 2.

for

the

—

Organist

setting represents "the garret
Mollie, played by Mary Pickpicture, and her brood of young
In a darkened stage the triangular

"On

the Air"

—

Jacksonville, Fla.
Bob Mitchell,
now organist at the Arcade, is building a
patronage for that house
through weekly radio broadcasting.
Each Monday night he "goes on the
air" for an hour.
Charles Possa, formerly organist at the Arcade, now
is occupying a similar position at the
Rialto, Miami.

New House

—

Adopts Act

The new Schoenstadt

Bros.' Atlantic, 26th St. and Crawford Ave., is using presentations of
an elaborate nature.

Forming Presentation Circuit
Pittsburgh
Steve Forrest is organizing a presentation circuit.
His
acts include musical revues.
Nearly
a dozen theaters have been lined up.

—

Producing Attractions
William Seabury, dancer, has gone
into the presentation production field

Presentation

—

Winnipeg

Men

Norman

Return
Code

and

Kirby, associated with presentations at the Capitol, have returned after a visit to United .States
cities to study theater methods.
Charles

Collins Conducting at Regent

—

Lloyd Collins, formerly
conductor of the Hippodrome orchestra, has been appointed orchestra director at the Regent.
Toronto

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Picture Presentation
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BROADWY, NEW YORK CITY

Mama

of
ford in the

orphans.

The
shaped room stands out in bold relief.
slanting roof, the dimly lighted little room,
the crude furnishings with hay littered about
place,
picture.

the

are

typical

of

the

scene

the

in

Evelyn Price, soprano, dressed in the manMollie, sings the theme song
ner of
of the picture, "Sparrows," by Jacques GrunAs she sings she sways the improberg.
vised cradle as Mary does in the picture.
The scene fades out as the opening title of

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Mama

picture fades
seven minutes.
the

in.

The prologue

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

takes

Standard Vaudeville

Frances White on Loew
Frances White, comedienne of the
musical comedy stage, will tour the
Strand, Loew houses, opening at Loew's

Acts

Circuit

Myers Book Act for Strand
Walter and Henry Myers have
booked Claudius & Scarlet, formerly
of

—

The

picture.

home

staged by Jerry De Rosa, with Paul
Specht's band, with the Diplomats
and the Georgians associated.
Rivoli
"Miracle of Love," staged
by Boris Petroff; Kharum, Persian
pianist; overture, "Lehar Melodies."
Strand Same as previous week.

Chicago

appearing as a vision.

Strand

"Ritz
launching
for
preparations
Carlton Nights" on a picture house
tour.
The attraction, which has been
playing at the Ritz Carlton, Atlantic
City, all summer, is being offered
Publix.

B'way Presentations
(Week of Sept. 26)
Capitol — Musical presentation preceding "The Four Horsemen."
Colony — Autumnal Fashion Show,

Chester

will be booking at least 15
weeks for Stanley houses before the
close of the new season.
Attractions
will open at the Strand,
York,
then moved to the Brooklyn Strand,

"Volga Boatman" Atmosphere
Lakeland, Fla. Engaged a
comprising a harpist, violinist

were chosen.

Weeks

into

St. Louis
Taking advantage of the
autumnal season a "furs and fashion
show" was staged through a tieup
!with a local store.
Male interest in
the production was increased through

The

ability.

tively

Presentations During Current

his

with

Hale Girls did a "Galop" from the "Jolly
Robbers" overture; the number was effec-

More Stanley Houses Lined Up

—

lighted.

personality

—

Burlesqued Armorous Act
Louis Gene Rodemich and

It

Triesault and si.x of the Capitol ballet
opened with a' minuet from the opera "ManAfterwards Miss Coles executed Drion."
go's ''Valse Bluette," on toes, combining

"Orpheus," Offenbach.
''WilUam Tell Overture," Rossim'.
"Carnival Overture," Dvorak.

the

Ma-

B'way Does

Major Edward Bowes' "The Arbor of
Flowers" was a pretty piece of presentation
work enhanced by Joyce Coles, English dancer, and Sigurd Nilssen, basso caiitante; John
Triesault, the Capitol ballet and the Chester
As indicated' by the title the
Hale girls.
set
shows a flower-entwined arbor, artisti-

Liszt.

"1812

—

St.

EDDY
Capitol

Carl Edouarde, musical director of
the Strand (New York), finds the following overtures the 10 most popular
with audiences:
''Les.s Preludes," Liszt.

"Blue Boy" Prologue
Newark Creating atmosphere for
The Blue Boy," a juvenile violinist,
to represent the lad in
portrait, played "Mother

W.

Popular Overtures

1

Briefly told ideas for presentations
''ram all parts of the country.
We
nvite you to send yours to: PresentJ-Grams Editor, The Film Daily,
1050 Broadway, New York City.

Iressed

ARTHUR

How

Present- O- Grams

amous

Presentations

in

Palace, Washington,

Oct.

3.

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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HAPPENINGS
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New Sterling Prod. Started
Barker Rounds Out Cast
With a cast including Raymond
The cast has been completed for
Reginald McKee, Edna Murphy, Ned Sparks,
"The Flaming Forest."
Barker is directing. Antonio Moreno Frank .Mexander and Hilliard Karr,
and Rence Adoree arc featured and
others are Gardner JameSj Oscar
Beregi, Bert Roach, Tom O'Brien,
Claire McDowell, Charles S. Ogle,
Emile Chautard, William Austin,
Clarence Geldert, Frank Leigh, Roy
D'A.rcy and Mary Jane Irving.

Universal has three former directors now appearing before
the camera, Edgar Kennedy and
Jay Belasco are appearing in

for Sterling.

support

Frank O'Connor

Night."

W. Murnau

has started work on
George O'Brien, Janet
"Sunrise."
Gaybor and Margaret Livingston are

Georgia Hale in Western

the principals.

will play a lead in
of the Forest," with Jack
John Waters will direct the

"The Man
Walter
George

which

is

Woods

Summerville,

in

who

Wally Wales Film Ready
Production is finished on "Ace of
Action," second of a series of six
with Wally Wales, which Lester F.
Scott, Jr., is producing for AssociWilliam Bertram
ated Exhibitors.

has directed

being starred in a series of

is

comedies under
Dick Smith.

direction

of

directed.

Saylor As Mr. Newlywed
Sid Saylor will play Mr. Newly-

Miu-nau Making Exteriors

Georgia Hale
Holt.

Hersholt

ing.

F.

picture,

Jean

tured.

Arthur Lake and Charles Puffy,

direct-

is

of

"The Wrong Mr. Wright" directed by Scott Sidney. George

Landis in New Gotham Prod.
Cullen Landis will be co-featured
with Marion Nixon who was loaned
to Gotham by special arrangement
with Universal, in "Heroes of the

Negri Finishes "Hotel Imperial"
Camera work is complete on "Hotel
Imperial," starring Pola Negri. Many
camera innovations are promised.
The picture is the first to be supervised in America by Erich Pommer.

Preparing for "Casey"
Back from a vacation, Hector Turnmaking preparations for
bull
is
"Casey at the Bat." Wallace Beery
and Raymond Hatton will be fea-

3 Directors Act

"Oh, What a Night!" is in actual production under supervision of Joe
Rock.
Lloyd Ingraham will direct

Harvey E. Qausman

Add to "Machree" Cast"
Ethel Clayton and Neil Hamilton

being adapted by
and scenarized by

C. Hull.

been added to the cast of
"Mother Machree," John Ford's ver-

Daniels Unit at Sea

sion of the old song, now in production at Fox.
Belle Bennett has the

wed

title

role.

Barker to

Rex

Make "Wag Lady"

Beach's

story,

"The

Chadwack Supervising Production
I. E. Chadwick is selecting the cast

Cooke, Bachmann's Aide
Joe Cooke is now managing production for Preferred.
Cooke came
from Columbia to Preferred as an
assistant production chief.
He now
succeeds Harry Kerr.

Wag

will adapt.

of "Sunshine of Paradise Alley." J[osephinc Quirk is at work on the script
of "Shamrock and the Rose."

"The Newlyweds and

series.

Fox Scenarizing "Resurrection"
Finis Fox has been engaged to do

M-G-M

will be screened by
as "The Girl from the Outside," acReginald
cording to Harry Rapf.
Harvey Gates
Barker will direct.

Lady,"

six of

Their Baby" comedies.
Newlywed
was played by Jed Dooley in the
first seven but his vaudeville engagements keep him from finishing the

have

Bebe Daniels and a company of
82 have left from Los Angeles to film
opening scenes for "Stranded in
The company,
Paris," on shipboard.
headed by director Arthur Rosson,
includes James Hall and Iris Stuart.

in

Josef

First of

1.

New

Series

trip abroad.
Just before he
he completed "The Gull" with
Edna Purviance for Charles Chaplin.
Several weeks ago it was stated the
director had been signed by a Gerleft,

man producing

cis are featured.

of

It is

the West End theater, London,
negotiations are successful.

Ray Griffith in "The Waiter"
"The Waiter at the Ritz" based on
W. Somerset Maugham's stage play,

Graham Titling Film
Graham has been

Garrett

Cruze

J.

signed
Briskin to write the cap-

tions for "Dangerous Friends"
cently filmed at Fine Arts.

Corby to Direct Gumps
Francis Corby has been signed

Raymond

GrifWork is scheduled to
fith's next.
Julien Josephson is enstart Oct. 1.
James
gaged on the adaytajtion.

be

direct the

will direct.

Gump

MARSHALL
ORIGIN AL9-C0N'nNUITY-

ADAPTATION?- GAer.

FOX STUDI09 ^^t

re-

Howes
for

WBBSEXEZ=Z

IS

NOW

MOVIELAND'S "FILM0L06IST"

Harry

pictures, is selecting
his next picture "The

Harry

Way"

"

The Life of Los Angeles
j

to

to

Crist Directing

Crist is directing
for Chesterfield.

"^J!!-

t-

Centers at the

the cast of "Heroes of the Night"
Grace Carlyle has a featured role in
which Frank O'Connor is directing
J. G. Bachmann's Preferred producThe for Gotham Prod.
tion,
"Shameful Behavior?."
cast includes Edith Roberts, Harland
Tucker,
Van Pelts Starting Third
Richard Tucker, Martha
Mattox, Louise Carver and Hayes
Van Pelt Prod, will start the third
Robertson.
Albert Kelley directed. of the series for Associated with "Sandow," the dog. Francis Ford will diBrowm Selecting Cast
rect.
II. J. Brown, producer and director

Kentucky Handicap."

VAUDEVILLE'S "CHALKOLOBIST"

Anibe«sador's

series.

O'Flynn in Cast
Paddy O'Flynn has been added

Featiured in "Shameful Behavior?"

of Reed
the cast

if

being directed

by Samuel

will

It

EDWADD

Georgia Hale Opposite Holt
Georgia Hale has been selected for

Harry Revier under supervision
David O. Selznick.

"Jack Straw,"

the

time dramatic rights to a film
production have been sought. Hector
Abbas, British producer, is dickering
with Isadore Bernstein for "His People."
The play will be presented at
first

Work is at end on the first of AsMarian Nixon Loaned
sociated's series of Confession Picthe feminine lead in "The Man of the
Universal has loaned Marion Nixon tures, "Confessions of a Bride," in
Forest" starring Jack Holt, John
to Fox for the feminine lead in "The which Mildred Harris, Victor VarWaters
will direct this production.
Alec
B.
FranDavid
Butler
and
conij
Auctioneer."
by

firm.

Dramatic Rights Sought
Marking what is said to be

the scenario on "Resurrection" on
which Edwin Carewe and Count Llya
Tolstoy have been hard at work.
Tom Miranda has been assigned titling and editing.

Completed

Sternberg Back
Sternberg has returned

from a

DeSano Remains with M-G-M
Marcel DeSano has been placed
Buys Two Western Stories
under a new M-G-M contract. DeLester
F. Scott, Jr., producer of
New
Film
in
Paramount Juniors
Sano, who has just completed "BlarWesterns for Associated Exhibitors,
Lon
scheduled
to
direct
ney,"
is
now
assemble
planning
to
is
Paramount
has purchased rights to two magazine
the 16 graduates of its school in Hol- Chancy in "The Ordeal."
stories by Walter J. Coburn.
lywood to make another film about
Jan.

Von
Von

"A Dog's

famous
Cocoanut Grove
"tm*^
Special Nights Tuee. and Sat.

College Night Every Friday

1

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

"Sonya"

New

Eastern Studios
Sedgwick Coming East

Title

I'-dward Sedgwick, M-G-M director,
iiS'uiith," now in production at the will take exteriors
the
Yankee
at
iimpoh'tan
studio
Gloria Stadium, during the World Series, for
with
mxin as star. Earle Brown pre- "^lide, Kelly, Slide," an original story,
li-d tlie story.
which he wrote.
William Haines,
who will play the leading role, will
also come East.
"New York" Starts Monday

Sdiiya"

is

the

new

title

for

"Eyes

,

V'lirk

starts

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

tomorrow on "New

What Makes

Pictures?

One hundred members

of the
department, East and West, were asked for their ideas on what constitutes the formula for good
pictures. Some of the replies are
embodied in the latest article
in the "Know Your Own Industry" series which appears on

Paramount

production

Meighan Returns
k." which will be Luther Reed's
Thomas Meighan has returned from
tpnd directorial etl'ort. The cast inLois Wilson, Ricardo Cortez Calgary, Canada,
;l'les
where exteriors
page 14.
were taken for "The Canadian," beLya De Putti.
ing directed by William Beaudine.
George Webster is the assistant direcBoland with Green
tor, while Alvin Wyckoff is handling
ick Boland, who has been Alfred
Woolstenhulme Here
the camera.
years
(jreen's assistant for several
Charles
Woolstenhulme is here
First National and Famous, will
from
the Coast to act as assistant to
lb assist him when he starts work
MUtern With Gloria
)i"The Auctioneer."
Irving Cummings, who is directing
John Miltern, who was in "Fine
Manners," has been added to the cast "Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl,"
Randall in Musical Comedy
of "Sonyia," starring Gloria Swanson. for Fox.
ernard Randall, character man,
has been on the screen for several
V
is, is impersonating Florenz Ziegm "Honeymoon Lane," the new
\

Le Roy "Gagging"
Mervyn Le Roy, comedy constructor for Colleen Moore unit, has arrivfrom Hollywood, to work on
"Orchids and Ermine," which will be
directed by Alfred Santell.
ed

Corso Preparing Sets
Corso, art director, has started
building sets for "The Music Master,"
which will be directed by Allan Duaii

Sam

at the

Fox

studio.

ii!

ii

>

-ical

A

comedy.

Little

Prize for Title

By

from "Lots"
RALPH WILK

Rockett is offering a prize to
EDERLE made heads ed to win over the highly-touted
Fst National studio employes who
she paid tribute to an- youngster.
swim
when
iuiiit the best title for "Not Her*
other star by attending "One Minute
in
Honow
production,
with
)'t,"
T'other star,
to Play" at the Colony.
Now that Harry Langdon
i\d Higgin directing.
of course, is Grange of the auburnhas established himself, why
thatch. By the way, what is Grange's
not
consider
more
screen
Benchley TTitling "Prince"
first name? Let's page, Hy Daah.
comedian possibilities?
The
*
Benchley is titling "The
*
J-obert
writer hastens to recommend
Pnce of Tempters," the Robert T.
Bobby Clark and Harry K.
No2v that Famous is to
Kne special, which was directed l)y
Morton.
The latter is in
the
Bat,"
make "Casey at
Lthar Mendes.
"Countess
Maritza."
Both
why not recruit Fred NevClark and Morton got their
meyer, the ti'usty old southspurs in burlesque.
Silvey With Santell
paw; Ford Sterling, E. Mason
*
*
*
direcan Silvey, veteran assistant
Hopper and Mike Donlin, ivho
lOrmerly with Sam Rork Prod.,
The
lure
the
studio is
of
played professional hall.
are from the Coast to act as aspoiverful. A former executive
*
*
*
5:|ant to Alfred A. Santell, who will
is now acting as an electrician,
Wedding bells will soon ring
[j^'ct Colleen Moore in "Orchids and
rather than leave the indusMilton Sills and Doris
for
Ehiines."
try.
Kenyon.
Miss Kenyon has

GERTRUDE

;a\'

t-

:|;

Bagley With Swanson Unit
Edward Olden Bagley, for several
years with Famous, has been appointed "still" man with the Gloria Swanson unit, now working at the Cosmopolitan studio.

Added to Cast
Gareth Hughes and Sammy Cohen
have been added to the cast of "The
Auctioneer," to be directed by Alfred
E. Green.
George Sidney will play
the title role, with Doris Lloyd as
Mrs. Levi, his wife.

Attend Dempsey-Tunney Fight
Ray Rockett, Ben Lyon and Sam
Hardy were among those from the
First National studio, who attended
the Dempsey-Tunney fight at Philadelphia.

Special to Fight

The Paramount Long

^1:

Dempsey-Tunney

many love sonnets,
written
while Sills taught psychology
at

Northwestern.
t.

*

*

*

*

fight.

Original Story for Brenon
Herbert Brenon, following the completion^ of

-

Feinman With Reichenbach
y Feinman, publicity and exploitatii
man, is assisting Harry Richen-

Island studio

was well represented in a special car
to
Philadelphia Thursday for the

"God Gave Men Twenty

Cents," will make plans for "Love's
Greatest Mistakes," an original story.

*

Dorsa in from Coast
Lena Dorsa, who has acted as
is Howard Higgin's
order to Ben "comedy
constructor"
on
several
Lyon iji "Not Herbert."
In one Malcolm St. Clair pictures,
is here

"Stand by with the perspiration"

scene, beads of perspiration, burst out
from the Coast with Mack Sennett.
years ago, Edward Justus on Lyon's forehead.
inounts.
Mayer wrote publicity for Goldwyn.
^
^
Noiv, M-G-M press agents are writSebastian with M-G-M
All orders for good music can now
regarding
Mayer's
publicity
ing
Sam Hardy Signed
Dorothy
Sebastian, who appeared
be
filled
the
Cosmopolitan
studio.
at
picturizvini Hardy, who is in "Not Her- original story, which ivill be
There, John Boles, who studied voice in Robert T. Kane productions, is now
broke
Edward
City.
in
Culver
ed
I," has been
signed to appear in
in Europe, and Andres de Segurola of in Culver City, Calif., having signed
rchids and Ermine," starring Col- the limelight with "The Firebrand."
the Metropolitan
Opera Company, a contract with M-G-M.
*
*
*
1(11
Moore. The Moore unit is now
are appearing in Gloria Swanson's
l^ing exteriors on Fifth Avenue, the
"Jarnegan," Jim Tully's hook
new picture.
Est Side and other sections of the
on Hollywood, is attracting at*
*
*
c \
Hardy will return to the Coast
tention in the industry.
w h the unit.
The battles of this week and
*
*
I
the century were the Johnson|
DIRECTOR o/ PHOTOGRAPHY fj
'il
Al Garvey, a familiar figure at the
Gelsey tennis match and the
*»
it
Katharine Frey Here
Paramount studio, will play with the
Dempsey-Tunney bout.
$
»
Catherine Frey, formerly in "Sun- Brooklyn eleven of the "Red" Grange
J.:
*
*
*
QUALITY
§
n " who is now appearing in Warner league.
He is a Notre Dame "grad"
V
i.i
"The original matchmaker" is in
IS., production on
the Coast, is in and several of his old teammates will
1:
ii
hw York.
wear the latest in Brooklyn gridiron town. He ivon the title from Estelle
Taylor, ivhen he introduced Jack
W
toggery.
3.h in

handling studio and individual

A

feiv

s[:

I

'

••>#>#>>•
Alvin WyckofF

H--

SPEED

1

Shooting Exteriors
I. J. Berquist, now photographing
"Ine Increasing Purpose" in Eng
I'd, for Fox, has also toured Ireland
f
exteriors for "Mother Machree,"
t4be directed by John Ford.

ACCURACY

*

*

*

Friends of Alexander Sfrouse, film
lawyer, are still complimenting him
for pulling a surprise victory over a
boys' camp tennis champion. Strouse
has not played for years, but manag-

Dempsey to her. The "matchmaker,"
Mervyn Le Roy, Colleen Moore's
"comedy constructor," saw "The Ten

Ii
•V

with
Cotmnandments"
together
Dempsey. Dempsey then asked for
an introd^iction to Miss Taylor and

if

Mervyn

did the rest.

i.i

in
'ith

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"THE CANADIAN"

Ii

tHE

j?e^

DAILV

10

"Womanpower"

"The Lodge

REGENERATION

26, 192

"A Woman's Heart"

Wally Wales in

sterling Pictures
State Rights

"Twisted Triggers"

Wilderness"

Fox

MAN'S

in the

Sunday, September

Tljfany Prod.

Associated Exhibitors

THROUGH THE DEVOTION LUMBER CAMP MELODRAMA ETERNAL TRIANGLE PAT- WESTERN WITH GOOD
SWII
OF A GOOD WOMAN THE
KEYNOTE OF THE STORY, A OF THE ROUTINE ORDER. TERNED ALONG CONVEN- AND ACTION PLUS LI
PLEASING ROMANCE, SUSPENSE AND ACTION TIONAL LINES BUT NICELY ABLE HERO. PLOT WIN]
SLIGHTLY OUT OF THE OR- MAKE IT AMPLY ENTER- ACTED
AND REACHING THROUGH FAMILIAR PAT]
DINARY IN TREATMENT.
TAINING FOR THE DAILY
FAIR DRAMATIC PROPORBUT HAS OCCASIONAL VA
Cast. ... Ralph Graves, the hero who
TIONS
IN ITS CLIMAX.
CHANGE
THEATER.
lATIONS.
forgets all about Broadway when
Anita Stewart, a pleasing Cast.... Enid Bennett pleasing but
he meets the sweet country girl, Cast
rather handicapped by inadequate
heroine and Edmund i^urns, the
Katheryn Perry, Margaret Livingrole.
Gayne Whitman the loyal
go-getter hero.
Nice looking but
ston, the dancer, for love of her
husband, for a change, and Edward
tries too hard to show his fine
Others
hero became a coward.
Earlc, the luckless "other man."
teeth.
Others Larry Steers, the
arc Ralph Sipperly, William WallMabel Julienne Scott the vamp of
villain,
Duane Thompson, James
ing, David Butler, Lou Tellegen,
the party.
Farley, Victor Potel and Edward
Louise Boyd, cute as
Anders Randolf.
Enid Bennett's young sister.
Lyons.
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance;
adapted from Harold MacGrath's Type of Story. .. .Melodrama. Here Tjrpe of Story. .. .Domestic drama.
Red Book magazine story, "You
Miss Bennett, after a long absence,
you have one of the tried and true
The weaker
Can't Always Tell."
returns to the screen in a vehicle
hcro-villain-girl
formulas with a
sex proves quite the contrary in
hardly worthy of her but, at that,
lumber camp for a background.
"Womanpower," a story of a man's
she does considerable to make a
The development is familiar and
regeneration brought about through
conventional story attractive. The
the ending the usual thing.
"The
the influence of a sweet country
story is one of those unhappy marLodge in the Wilderness" is rather
girl.
Hero had suffered the dissilluriage afifairs in which the wife distrite fare but otherwise little fault
sions of Broadway when a dancer
can be found with the production.
covers immediately after the honthrew him over for another. Young
There is a first rate cast, fair dieymoon that she still loves her old
Johhny Bromley couldn't even derection, a good production and if
sweetheart.
Unknowingly
Eve
fend himself against the blows of
there happens to be anyone who is
had made the best choice because
his rival and when the story apnot acquainted with the plot it will
the old sweetheart was "true" to
peared in the papers his father disprove quite interesting. The mysseveral women.
Eve's young sisowned him.
Johnny decided to
tery surrounding the murder victer Patsy conceived a means of
overcome his cowardice and in
tim, the imprisonment of hero and
trapping Ralph and exposing him
preparation joined the colony at
his final vindication make for first
to her sister in order to prevent
Killian's prize fighter training camp.
rate suspense.
a divorce and in so doing Patsy
Killian's daughter was the real inThe story tells of a lumber camp
came near involving herself, as well
spiration for Johnny's regeneration
manager's efforts to win the ownas Eve and her husband in Ralph's
but the thought of his past preer's daughter against the opposition
murder. One of Ralph's jilted lady
vented him from telling her of his
of hero, his rival.
Hero is held
friends commits suicide and at the
love.
In order to convince himself
for the murder of one of the men
same time clears up the mystery
that he has actually overcome his
in camp and sent to prison.
Some
of Ralph's death.
Eve learns her
infatuation for the dancer Johnny
time later the manager secures evilesson and finds she really loves
goes back to the city, sees her and
dence which proves a local half-wit
her husband.
Story is smoothly
not only satisfies himself that he
as the guilty one but rather than
told and there are enough love
no longer wants her but knocks his
clear his rival he promises to disscenes in the course of the telling
old rival for the count, as well.
close the evidence only on condito make it appealing to women.
Johnny hastens back to the camp,
tion that the girl will marry him
Phil Rosson hasn't made a very
proposes to Jenny, and finds his
first.
Hero breaks jail when he
concentrated effort to make the acfather there waiting to congratulearns of villain's scheme and artions of his heroine plausible. There
The regeneration idea is
late him.
rives in time to prevent the maris so little excuse for her infatuvery nicely worked out and Harry
riage. At this time the half-wit
ation for the rounder, Ralph Dean.
Beaumont's careful handling of the
has discovered that villain is about
It would seem that there might
good
story at all times makes it
to expose him so he shoots the
have been a better reason for her
There is a fair
entertainment.
man leaving hero and the girl free
willingness to give up a perfectly
amount of comedy and one or two
to wed.
"The story moves along
good husband for a stereotyped
good fights to attract the men folks.
smoothly and there are occasional
sort of roue who fed each new lady
The idea of her entering a traingood bits of action with the speclove with the old "you are the
and
ing camp is a rather new angle
tacular jail break probably the best.
only woman in my life." The titles
suggests the clean living which
could be better.
Box Office Angle. .. .Ample
.

the real man.
Office Angle. .. .Pleasing enter-

for

daily

change

house.

rale

.

drawing power.

It

will

work

regarding the old
about which is the
"weaker sex." Training camp atmosphere might be worked out in
tie-ups with local camps and organizations such as the Boy Scouts.
well with

titles

controversy

No
in

particularly well known names
the cast but several worthy per-

formances.
Direction
satisfactory.

Author
Scenario

Stewart to use and perhaps they
are acquainted with the good looking Edmund Burns. The usual lobby display of stills and ad sheets
will take care of further advertising.

R.

J.

Bergquist

City

—training

Cameraman

Good Photography
camp Locale

6,240 feet.

Henry McCarthy;

fair.

Author
Harold MacGrath
Scenario
Bradley King

Photography
Locale

picture if you run a trailer showing the trick by which hero breaks
jail.
You have the name of Anita

Direction

Harry Beaumont;

Cameraman

Length

Cast

Length

pleasing.

tl

hero, battling to right all wren
on the other. It is a lively ga
and hero has plenty to do. T

time there is a villain who ho
grudge against the girl's fatl.

a

He had originally framed a robbi
on him and the innocent victim
time for it.
Upon his release
lain
continued his trickery
reckoned without hero Wally vs
-

1

had, meantime, fallen in love w ,.„
the innocent man's daughter. \ b[
lain carried his scheme a little fH
ther when he killed off the n
and placed the blame on her.
father.
At this point hero is ai«
by a new friendship with a
tk
formerly a member of villa!
lie

liiii',

lolK

band.

Through him hero

fin?

I

a

hero and although

and follows

it all the way throu
story moves along and ha;,
well sustained interest plus a pre
fair suspense.
The usual romai
twist is included for the benefit
the flapper brigade.

The

Office Angle
Good live w
tern
with
enough
entertain,

angles to keep them interested. U"

Exploitation
For the theater us**"
an occasional western, "Twis
Triggers" will fill the bill nic tai
and you have a good look
young cowboy hero to entice
flapper crowd.
Wales will k*"*

Woman's

is

'

i

them interested and the story
amply
entertaining.
The t
doesn't tell them anything so
might resort to catchlines if ]
need to give them an idea of w
it
is
all about.
However, foi
western, a trailer is your best
i

1

Ruth D'Agostino

good
Author

Cameraman
Photography

Good
Lumber camp Locale

Length

'

Not
Not

credited

Sceiiario

credited

Any

Richard Tho

Tommie G
Betty Burbrij

Cameraman

Good

Ray

Photography
Locale

city

5,800 feet

m

Box

Direction

Scenario

•

upon

to do any sptacular stunts he sets a lively p

Phil Rosson; fair

Gittens

fill

>

likable
isn't called

is

Direction

Wyndham

lit!

gets the guilty one and everyth mi
is set for the clinch finish. "Twis
pl(n
Triggers" has a basic theme t
is familiar but the development
a bit different and the situatir
have some variation which is s
ing something for a western. W;

man. Use Enid Bennett's name in
Catchlines
your announcements.
and a trailer will serve to further
advise them of the story.

Author

it

illi!

the story the
picture tells so you might play up
the idea in catchlines that indicate
the trouble ensuing when a bride
discovers she still loves the other

Parker

5,119 feet

"A

Ipt

of Story
Western. "Twis m
Triggers" contains the regulat
plotting and scheming with vill
and his band on the one hand s

."A Woman's Heart"

it

Gilbert

Jack McKenzie

..

should be
Change of Heart,"

or,

Arthur

*'

Type

.

Exploitation.

Jean

m
fa.;

tram.

Office Angle. .Women will like
it but the men folks may not find
a great deal to interest them.

Box

—

Richmond, a mild enough vills
Others J. P. Lockney, William BS

the

Thoroughly

enjoyable for an audience not fatainment.
Fight angles and rommiliar with the plot.
ance m.ake it amply appealing to
both men and women.
Exploitation. .Perhaps you will find
Exploitation.
.Title should have first
it
easy to entice them in for the
.

own

his
father from jail and
ries the girl
all in true hero
ion.

.

makes

Box

Star
All that the hero should
Beats the villain at his game, sa\

1

Length

'

]

G
The V
4.470

THE

t

unday, September

26,

'Unknown Treasures"

—State

^^

DAILY

1926

IfaUH

^trrlhig Pictures

n

;

:

Vera Reynolds

"Racewild"

Rie/hts

11

in

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"

"Risky Business"

h'llbee Picfi(res-State Rii/hts

Columhid Picture
STORY WITH A STEREOTYPED RACE TRACK
Prod.: DcMille Pirt/(res Corp.
HUMAN
INTEREST STORY
4AN-KILLING GORILLA YARN WITH THE USUAL DEDist.: Producers Dist. Corp.
WITH
THE JEWISH-IRISH
BURNISHING SOME HAIRVELOPMENTS. SERVES AC- HACKNEYED YARN THAT
RAISING THRILLS. FAIRLY
COMEDY
ELEMENT PRETION, SUSPENSE AND SOME
JRUESOME, BUT OCCASIONMAKES FEEBLE ATTEMPT DOMINANT. FIRST RATE
THRILLS THAT WILL KEEP
AL COMEDY RELIEVES
THEM INTERESTED IF THEY AT ENTERTAINMENT. AN AUDIENCE PICTURE.
TENSE ATMOSPHERE.
AREN'T ACQUAINTED WITH
OCCASIONAL LAUGH AND Cast. .Shirley Mason
St.... Robert Agiicw, suitable as
thoroughly
THE
PLOT.
SOME
FLINGS AT HIGH LIFE l)kasing as Rosie,
he heir to a haunted house and
a waif reared by
Cast. .. .Eileen Percy, the Southern
MAY APPEAL TO A FEW.
jiadys Hulettc, pleasing- as the
lass who fools a villain at his ganu
the kindly Jewish pawnbroker, play-

\(^STERY

..

who

p'rl

maintains her faith

Von

in

him.

one of the
:haracters of mystery and others
ohn Miljan, Jed Prouty, Bertram
justave

Scyffertitz

^larbaugh.
pe of Story.
idapted from

..

.Mystery

drama;

and wins the big race for her dad.
John Miljan, the schemer who tries
to
prevent
Eileen's
horse from

Rex Lease,

winning.
hero.
onel.

the

jockey

David Torrence the old Col-

Mary Spain Vigus'
"The House Behind the Type of Story
itory
Racetrack melodrama. "Racewild" is another with
3edge." "Unknown Treasures" is
)ne of those

mystery yarns where-

n the man-kiUing gorilla preys upthe intruders of a deserted
)n
lOUse and the series of murders reThe story is
nain a mystery.
ather crudely constructed but for
he audience that enjoys a hairaising mystery "Unknown Treassupplies a quantity of fine

ures''

hilly

Archie

thrills.

Mayo

has

the well known tricks of
uspense and the spook element
predominates in a series of trap
hidden
passages,
secret
doors,
:hambers and the like. The uncanny presence of the killer adds to
the gruesomeness and there are
one or two shots, showing the victims, which are a bit unpleasant.
The comedy interludes of Jed Prouty
'who, as the negro valet of hero

used

all

Robert Agnew,

instilled with all
superstitions of his race, offset

tlic

some
|)licre

is

heavy mystery atmosand appeared to gather in

of the

The busishare of laughs.
haunted
occurring in the
hotise where hero goes to search
for bonds left by his uncle ofTers
1
combination of mystery and comedy that will keep the average audience entertained and if they like
a

full

luss

hair-raising order.
The
of this, too.

of the
there is plenty
identity of the
Ithe reason for
thrills

man-sized ape and
his presence in the
finds full explana-

haunted house
Naturally
tion in the denouement.
hero survives the ordeal of his
search through the haunted house
and lives to enjoy his wealth and

marry the

Office Angle. .. .Will appeal to
the
crowd that likes mystery
Better
suited to adult
jdramas.

A

children.
[Kploitation

trifle

too gruesome

for

.Arrange to post your
(showing schedule in order that
they can see this from the start.
It is the type of picture that cannot be properly enjoyed by seeing
it
backwards so you might warn

them

A

.

.

.

to see it
will

trailer

—

which Racewild

being shipped
to the track contains the suspense
clement with all the customary obstacles piling on to prevent the
horse from arriving in time.
Naturally hero and the girl get Racewild to the track in time and when
villain's own men put the jockey
"to sleep" the girl rides the horse
to victory, thereby fooling villain
and saving the day for her father.
It happened to be dad's first winner in the Derby.
Daughter wins
a husband
the jockey
to bind the

from the beginning.
suffice

to

give

an

—

—

Office Angle.
.Hackneyed, but
otherwise
supplies
action
and
.

.

Exploitation

Tf

you know your

folks ol)ject to repetition in stories,
that is picture after picture contaim'ng the same sort of plot, you
can't
satisfy
them with "Racewild."
It is one of the most familiar plots of all.
You can judge
best what your decision should bo

uthor
;enario

jmeramen
Lewis Jackson.
lotography
Dcale

mgth

Mary

'Spain

5,600 feet

;,

Crane

suitable

the

as

millionairt

Others Louis Natheaux.
Zasu Pitts, George Irving, Louise
Cabo.
Type of Story. .. .Romance; adapted
from
Charles
Brackett's
storv
"Risky
"Pearls
Before
Cecily."
Business" is poor business as far
suitor.

screen entertainment is concerned.
The story is the picture's
chief
weakness, but Alan Hale
as

might

have gotten a little more
it
than he has.
It hasn't
smoothly developed and so

out of

been

effort

little

is

made

gain

to

sym-

pathy for any of the characters
concerned that even the near tragic
climax, wherein the young doctor
lierforms an operation to save a
lad's

life,

loses its point.

brings

It

about the reunion of the girl who
thought she wanted jazz and her
country lover, but that was to be
expected.
The theme aims at a
moral in contrasting the lives of
the rich and the poor and a set

sobby titles tells you that the
"good things of life come high"
and to prove it they show you the
sister of the doctor, poor in the
world's goods, but rich in her two
children.
But all this skims the
surface and never strikes any genuof

ine note of reality.
It doesn't convince.
There is a woman who
wants her daughter to marry a rich
no-account so she will have someone to pay her bills. The daughter
has a chance to see both sides of
life, the rich and the poor, and finallv elects to be a country doctor's
wife.

ing

picture.

and the cast

Not

satisfy-

a

Production

good

is

could be
desired, but the story will not hold
them.
is

all

that

Exploitation. .. .Title is sufficiently
alluring to catch the attention of a
few.
For them the jazz party se-

ises,
so if you cater to regular
business, you had better use your
best judgment.

It

is

fast

Oscar Apfel

Scenario

Cameraman
Locale

Length

Not
Not
Not

Direction

Alan Hale; poor

Author

Charles Brackett

credited
credited

credited

Scenario

Cameraman

Good Photograph y

New York-Kentucky
5,200 feet

by E. Alyn
Landis is the rich
love with Rosie
William Conklin,
and Otto Lederer.
ed

Type

of

story.

..

Warren.
Cullcn
chap who falls in
and others are
Lester Bernard

.Comedy romance;

suggested
by
Maude Nugent's
popular old song.
"Sweet Rosie
O'Grady" is made up of a very reliable old recipe.
Take an Irish
waif, a kindly Jewish pawnbroker,
a rich youth and mix well with
romance, pathos and human interest
and you have a guaranteed audience
picture.
Columbia's picture has all
these and Frank Strayer, director,
has employed all the well known
tricks of hokum in the telling and
the blending of humor, shaded off
with a touch of pathos, makes for
some very dependable audience a])peal.
This human interest angle
supplies a certain strength to the
story and makes it more convincing.
It is the tale of a little Irish girl
brought up in the home of a kindly
Brady, the policeman who
Jew.
brought her to T^Incle Ben when she
was a baby, has become wealthy in
the passing years and wants to take
Rosie into his house but Uncle Ben
loves the girl and wants to keep

She meets young MacQuade

her.

who

invites

Fifth

Avenue home but Rosie thinks

he

is

the

her to a party at his

His

chauffeur.

guests

make fun

of her clothes and when
Rosie finds out who her sweetheart really is she goes home, heart-

broken.
Uncle Ben feels that he
has not been able to give Rosie the
luxuries she should have and releases her to Brady. Rosie becomes
a real lady and finally AlacQnade
finds her and they elope in spite of
Brady's efforts to prevent it.

Box

Angle. .. .Good box ofpicture.
The romance and
comedv will please them particularOffice

fice

ly-

Office Angle....

holds the interest but you're miles
ahead of the story all the way.
No big names to boost it.

Good Photography
Small town

as

quences may be enough to satisfy
You cannot safely make any prom-

this.

Vigus Author

Charles Logue
Harry Davis-

utterly

moving and

on

fair.

fair.

Ethel Clayton fails almost
the mother seeking to
marry off her daughter to a rich
bounder.
Kenneth Thomson
good looking country doctor and
Vcra's
real
sweetheart.
Ward

Cast

Box

thrills.

of the mystery and thrills.
Avoid disclosing the ending.
Direction
Archie Mayo
irection

idea

is

bargain.

Box

girl.

3x

'trade.

the old familiar racetrack formula.
It follows the beaten path without
a detour and winds up with the
.grand old climax where the gal
pulls a last minute change of costume, dons the jockey's clothes and
rides her dad's horse to victorj'.
There hasn't been any effort to
conceal the plot's antiquity so it
will have to depend solely upon thii
possibility of reaching a crowd thai
hasn't seen the same tiling done so
many times before if there is such
an audience. There is plenty of action, suspense and some pretty fair
thrills but you know just what to
expect all the way along the line.
The trickery of the villain, whose
object is to prevent Racewild from
reaching the track in time for the
Kentucky
Derby,
supplies
the
thrills of the piece while the efforts of hero and the girl to resist his plotting offers the usual
heroics.
The sequence where villain's
men uncouple the car in

Star. ... Handicapped by a role that
offers her very little.
Pleasing and
able to score if given half a chance

Locale

Length

Beulah Marie Dix

James Diamond

Exploitation.

.. .Title of the old song
attractive name for the
picture and the musical accompaniment will naturally have this as the
theme.
trailer showing the lovers

makes an

A

eloping with Uncle Ben following
in
Brady's machine and urging
Rosie to "step on the gez" will give
them a laugh and bring them back
for the picture.
Use Shirley Mason's name.

Direction
good.

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

Frank

B.

Not

Good
New York Locale
6,594 feet Length

credited

Harry O. Hoyt
J.

Photography

.^^

Strayer;

O.

Taylor

Good
New York

.

About

6,000 feet

-
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TAXATION ON EUROPEAN
THEATERS RANGES FROM 5
TO 100 PER CENT— SWEDEN
MAKING A BID FOR PLACE
IN PRODUCTION SUN

-;%i^DAILY

Sunday, September

By

JAMES

P.

FOREIGN CAPITALS

CUNNINGHAM

Sweden Makes Bid

—

Paris Governmental taxes on motion picture theaters throughout Europe show a wide variance. The range is as low as five
per cent and as great as 100 per cent, as in the case of Poland.
The following chart conveys a graphic idea of the situation
facing theater owners in various European lands:

Participation

Stockhohii

— Iscpa

Prod.
IS the name of a new company formed here willi tlic express ijurpose oi

making

Wciisj^erofif

pictures tor the interiiatioiiai

market.

Country

Perccntagee

Oskar Hemherji; and Dr. Paul
Merzbach will be in charge of pro-

Austria

The first picture called
"Cursed Money" is ready; the title

Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia

10-40
9-16
10-25
20-50
25
28-30
11-18
10-15
30
7-30
10-25

Belgium

duction.

of the second film

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

European Tax Range— From 10 to 100 Per Cent

Unit Hopes to Reach International Market with German

Danzig

scheduled to b»
"The Strong Man."
The Russian
paniter, W'assily Masjutin will be art
tlirectpr, and the following artists are
under contract Lil Dagover, Karin
Swanstroem, Anna Lisa Ryding,
Ivan Hedciuist, Uno Hcnning, Nilas
Ahren, Lucie Hoeflich, Jacob Tiedke.
W'alter Janssen, Hermann Picha and
is

Denmark
England
Esthonia
Finland
France

Germany

40
20

Greece
Holland

Country

—

FERDINAND

Germany May Not Attend

—There

appears to be

Berlin
indecision

much

the
International
over
Film Congress at Paris. Latest in-

dication

is

Germany
Berger

Work

Ludwig Berger, direc"The Waltz Dream," is direct-

Ijcrlin

tor of

— Dr.

at

not attend.

will

He
ing "Vasantasena" for Phoebus.
returns to America in the near future.

12

Norway
Portugal
Poland

Roumania (domestic
(foreign

films)

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Foreign

Cable address

26

Sweden

Himark

6

to

French production.
at the Rialto theater

sisting

New
'

Protiucdens

»f

of

I

series of

Catholics

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry
1540

HENARIAS

Cable

prob-

R. Arias, Pres.

BROAD'A'AY.

8

New Compton

New York

City, N, Y.

Avenue

Paris Address

London Address
Mr.Arthur Levey,

:

Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry
Paris, France.

Societe

des

31

Portland Place,

London W.

I.,

England

Cable Address: DEEJAY,
RICHPICSOC. PARIS
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.
Exporting only the Best in I\iotion Pictures

Cable Address:

CREAM OF ALL "SHORTS"

CO., Inc.

BRAY PRODUCTIONS

York, N. Y.

Merit"

SEASON

12— Sunkist

1926-27

36—2 REEL COMEDIES
12— Fistical Culture 12— McDougall
52—1

13

REEL SUBJECTS

Novelty Screen Magazines
26

Productions from Published Stories

— Bray

13

Cartoons

— Nature

Charlnr Crosf Road

W.

C. 2

SMICOFILMS

<

Alley

Specials

,

Sole Foreign Distributor

'""^^tt

New York

Landen

St.

LONDON

*ft^OM

Cable Adiire«Kec

l.td.

2697'

Inc.

London Address
Napoleon Films,

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

tributors.

ALMA BENNETT
FRANK GLENDON
GR\CE DALTON
Adamson

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

MOUNTAN,

.1.

l^ictor

r—

RiCHMOUNT Pictures

Unusual Society Melo-drama

Six

i

President
D. J.
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

Featuring these established Stars

GASTON GLASS
JOSEPH SWICKARD

Roman

'Doncameo*
N. Y.

St.

ably, be allotted to each episode.

''COMPASSION''
An

DONALD CAMPBELL

a big audience con-

at this theater, five -weeks will

Castleton Knight, general manager
of the Capitol, informs me that he
has just completed a film version of
P;i'-linianinoff's Prelude, adapted Iron'
the world famous piece of music.

729 Seventh Avenue
'

chiefly

Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

and Church of England dignitaries.
It has opened for a West End run

vear.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING

5196-5197

FOREIGN TERRITORY^

"Madam

scheduled

this

see

It

—

The first of a

is

was screened
on Thursday to

to

Phone ^'isconsir

:

New York

10-15
10-15

Switzerland

ling

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and rerresentatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

32
10-20

Russia
Spain

CO.

Distribu'ion

Nat Nathanson,

16

films)

Pompadour" which

Goerz Increasing Capital
*
*
*
Berlin
The Goerz financial strucbeen
Consideralile headway has
ture will be reorganized and when it
made with "Tiptoes," Herbert Wilis completed the comi)any will have
Re- cox having almost finished this pica capital of 12.600.(H)n marks.
ports still link the name of Gocrz ture which features Will Rogers,
with Kastman Kodak and a big raw Dorothy Gish and Nelson Keys. Sets
have been erected at Elstrec, the new
stock and lens merger.

Cltj

Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone, Wis. IHi'

10-30
30-28
10-25
1 0-25
5-10
100

Italy

Jugoslavia
Lithuania

723 Seventh

—

New York

Range By

Hungary

Chaplin Film Rejected

"A Woman of i'aris" has
Berlin
been rejected by the censors in
Baden. This marks the only one in
all Continental Europe..

ADAM

H.

St..

Percentages

British Na^tional Studios, for

able masterpiece of direction, lavish
settings, clever photography and extremely fine acting and was given a
magnificent reception by a packed
house at the London Hii>podrome.
Ivor Novello and Isabel Jeans are
starred and do great work. The picture is quite up to the Uest American
standard and is likely to be a big
It is
attraction here next March.
booked to open the new Biocolour
house in the West End which is expected to be ready at the end of this

West 42nd

152

—

cent of the total.

Merrill

Fast Action Melodrama*

S. Leads in Sweden
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN
begin next month.
Editor, "The Film Renter"
Stockholm
In 1925, ninety i)er
*
*
*
London One of the best British
cent of all pictures shown were Amer"Les Miserablcs" did record busiican and thre eper cent German. An pictures so far shown is "The Triestimate made in Berlin places Ger- umph of the Rat" which Graham ness at Portsmouth the last two
many's share this year at ten per Cutts directed. The film is a verit- weeks, tremendous crowds assemb-

U.

Frank

Starring

oiiiers.

London

26, 19;

NEWSY NOTES FROM FILM
FOLK IN LONDON— PARIS
BERLIN— MOSCOW— TOKYO
ROME— AND OTHER

Foreign Markets

New

:

PIZORPILMS

SIMMONDS PICTURfS CORP.

Cables:

SIMFILMCO
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i
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notes that a messenger loses.
is in a cafe, where thq
youngsters do battle with the grownup yeggs, and succeed in coming out
victorious.
A very artificial and unconvincing offering for adult consumption. If it is booked as a juvenile attraction, it will no doubt bring
a lot of yells and cheers from thii
kids, for it has a lot of the good
old
Nick Carter elements freely

13

I)ank

The wind-up

Short Subjects
"Never Again"

Gump Comedy— Universal
Andy

in Society
2 reel comedy
Andy Gump delves into the myseries of a society function where a
)Oxing bout is being staged for the
Andy and
benefit of a milk fund.
ilin arrive in due time with the kid,
:;hester, very much in the foreground,
some of the preliminary comedy
he Gumps at home before they leave
or the party contains some good
aughs but the best is where Andy
s called upon to referee the bout in
he absence of the real referee. There

Type of production

—

mixed

in.

"King Bozo"

and

Fox

New

Adventures

Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The title doesn't tell you anything,
but "King Bozo" is a pretty good
two reel comedy with the undaunted
Van Bibber entering into new and
.

.

complicated adventures as part of his

some corking fine comedy in this European trip. This time he has a
md Joe Murphy, as Andy Gump, is young army of acrobats on his hands,

Jack Dempsey
The Dethroned King

funny as ever.

'Felix

the

Van acting as guardian for the troupe.
The boys are regular cut-ups and as
Cat in Two Lip Time" usual Van has more than he can do
to handle the affair.
The boys carry
Educational

their acrobatic stunts with them on
Felix in Dutch
all occasions and instead of acting
1 reel cartoon
Type of production
Felix, the cat of comedy fame, trips like human beings when they're not
he light fantastic in Holland in his in the circus ring, they form a reguFelix lar chronic cyclone.
The very best
adventure.
cartoon
atest
for laugh in the picture occurs in the
bound
boat
aboard
a
rat
a
:hases
Holland and before he knows it he lunch room scene where the circus
Felix hops freaks are partaking of their varis in the land of Tulips.
jverboard when he sees a pretty ous "diets" with the "glass eater"
Dutch girl. A jealous native boy at- enjoying a plate of chopped glass, the
tacks the cat hero but the dauntless pin swajlower devouring a plate of
and so
Felix finds a novel way of disposing mixed pins— plain and safety
A the rival. First rate comedy and on. This is a corking fine gag and
cartooning keep the latest it is bound to get a load of laughs.
i;lever
"King Bozo" is lots better than some
JFelix picture well up to the standard.
previous Van Bibber comedies.
'Smith's Landlord"— Mack Sennett
"Jane's Troubles"
Pathe
Stern Bros. Universal
Kidding the Landlord
Amusing Courtship Tangle
2 reel comedy
Type of production
.2 reel comedy
This latest of the "Jimmy Smith" Type of production.
Jane's troubles are of a matrimonial
series gives Raymond McKee lots

—

—
.

.

opportunities for real comedy, and
makes the most of them. The
landlord objects to the young Smith
:ouple turning his beautiful house
It is really not
(into a menagerie.

nature.
Her father selects Percy as
a husband and her mother picks Al-

promising infant
from a neighbor-

picked candidates but without avail.
Finally she sends George in to ask
her mother's permission to marry her
and the round of excitement starts
all over again.
It is a rough and
tumble slap-stick with plenty of

jf

le

!their fault,

ilures

for their

the animals in
So the
farm.

landlord evicts
them, but they find another beautiful
ing

apartment after a long search. The
jig laugh comes when the husband

gernon

while

Jane

has

marry George. Jane
of schemes to rid

decided

tries all

herself

to

manner
of

the

new landlady

turns

—
.

ONE FULL REEL
Both Gladiators Training for
the Battle of the

Century

Tunney

in Aeroplane
Flight to Philadelphia

Thousands Crashing
the Sesqui-Centennial
Stadium Gates

Shaking Hands Before
the Contest

the

out to knock-abouts and hilarious business.
McKee has a Jane eventually elopes with George
l)e their old landlord.
:omedy style all his own, which he and settles the question decisively.
uses very effectively in scoring the
For the second time the
chuckles.
"Pink Elephants" Educational
landlord starts to evict them, but the
Good Circus Comedy
hero saves the day by leading the Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
landlord into a closet for some mys
Complete circus atmosphere with
terious refreshment. When they come plenty of good laughs in the comedy
out, he and the landlord are the bes' of Al St. John, are to be found in
A pleasing fun-maker well "Pink Elephants," a first rate comof pals.
of

Gene Tunitey

—Van Bibber Comedy-

s

IS

The Ne'w^ Champion

Full title description of the fight

round by round
The most

thrilling and interesting

ever pictured

.

edy number certain to afford good
amusement. Al St. John, as the ticket
seller in a big circus, is a scream
"Mickey Bennet"— Cranfield &
and the gags, even though not all
Clarke
brand new, keep the comedy running
Juvenile Entertainment
Type of production..! reel adventure on high. The usual business with
Here is a variation of the "Our the animals at large furnishes occaGang" theme, with two boys playing sional thrills and serves as a basis
heroes in a story built along melc of the double crossing of villain, the
ringmaster, who does his best to kill
lines.
It is one of the "Boys Adven-

Distributed by

gagged up.

The

because he is in
love with the pretty bareback rider.
little society girl's dog, and the two
The bag A colored fellow, "Moonlight," is a
urchins start in pursuit.
i:ontaining the pet canine is trans- comedy aide and gets over many of
posed accidentally for a bag full of the laughs with St. Jolin.
ture"

series.

villain

steals

a

off the ticket seller,

Hi-Mark Productions
ZZO West 42nd Street

New York

City

Phone: Wisconsin S196-7

—

—

—

—

f-^^
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

GENERALLY AGREED
STORIES ARE PRIME ESSENTIAL. BUT THERE'S A

LOT IN THE TREATMENT

What Makes

——

man

does the

in

117HAT makes

William Beaudine

good

material

is

large, aren't g:ood pictures!
as with other accomplishments, th<
result of down-right hard work."
George Fawcett "The ideal con'
dition iji the production of a motiorji
picture is that the director shall alsci
be the author of the story."
I

story.

* * *

—"The

—

good pictures?

This query was submitted to directors, scenario writers, ac-

Raymond Hatton

eswhich means a
The second refirst

"A

corkiniii

good

the workers of the Hollywood and Astoria studios.

thousand things;
must be reckoned with in the producing of good pictures story, adap-

conception and designing
of settings, and the mechanical details necessary to every film produc-

pointed out that the treatment of a theme

is

idea

iU

company— that's

the best setuf 'L
,"
for a successful picture."

tire

'

Jack

'"'

Holt— "A

—

it was conceded by the majority that a sound, believable
was the primary essential of a noteworthy film, yet it was.

story

,.

and a lot of hard consci-i
entious work on the part of the en-:

While

quisite is preparation.
This means
explicit care in working out the scenario, in the

—

cameramen and other connected with the Paramount production department and the accompany symposium is the result.
The
statements appear in "Greater Paramoimt Pictures," published by

tors,

—

entertainment."

-

•

The Formula for Good Pictures

the street consider
talk of direction,
of acting, of story value, of the thousand and one things which go to
make a picture but after all it may
be summed up in one word entertainment.
Don't ask me to define

sential

——

'

by and

You may

good?

'

—

Clarence

STUDIO SURVEY REVEALS
MANY INTERESTING
IDEAS ON THE FORMULA
FOR GOOD PRODUCTIONS

Pictures?

>(

Directors, Producing Heads
Badger "In the last
analysis, the public is the judge of
pictures.
Therefore, what pictures

22

tation, scenario, sets, direction,
ing, cutting, and titling.
To

of vital importance.

which

paramount

ranks

act-

saj

would

bt

much like
'Who won

starting the discussion oi:
the war?'
To my mind
are responsible."

'

tion.

ing.

"The

By

third ingredient

this I

mean

castgetting the right

all

is

actors for the parts * * * The fourth
and most important is cooperation."

—

Herbert Brenon "A good motion
picture should contain heart interest,
its t_heme should be novel and should
'sweep' forward toward a great cli* A touch of whimsy is,
max. *
my opinion, always effective
in
suggesfanciful scenes of childhood
tive elements that stir imagination
and retrospection. * * * Lastly the

—

players cast in a picture should ex-

By this I mean
actly fit their roles.
that their ofif-screen personalities of
the characters they are to portray."

—

Gain, general manager Paramount's Eastern studio "When a
person comes away from a motion
picture theater, and forgets what the
picture was all about, it may have
been a good picture. He may have
been entertained and may feel satisfied that he has gotten his money's
worth.
J.

—

J.

"But when he comes away from a
picture and is unable to think of
anything else for the next few
hours,

it

is

—

—

is

where the director

figures.

With

these factors favorable, a picture
certain to be good."

is

Eric von Stroheim — "A good motion picture story must appeal alike
to men, women, children — to the
bril-

a better picture."

—

Rowland

production that enters into its
treatment plays a large part in the
picture's success or failure.
Time is
also of great importance."
Edward Sutherland "Good cast,
good story and good luck the last
film

Pola
a picture is to be,
considered good, it must make thcj
audience live the roles they see por-|
trayed on the screen.
In other
wprds, it must offer drama such as
every human being might experience,
so realistically played that those who!,
passing
themselves
feel
view it

V. Lee "There is, of
course, no formula for the production

are unsuitable because they reach

a

—

—

—

—

holds heartaches

—

—

profit."

part of everyone concerned with a
production can not be overestimated."
Maurice Stiller— "It takes more
than a good story to make a good
picture, more than good direction,
acting,

work or sets.
The story, of

good

lights,

of us, and

camera

AH

these are needed.
course, is the first im-

portant factor, but every element of

thaji

mula

one[sj'

—

derstand and enjoy it and when it
has sufficient depth to please mature
it

for

?J

interested in the film if he can place'*"
himself in the part of the hero or
heroine.
The psychology must be lit
perfect."
Harry Carr "The merit of the picture depends upon the intensity and
picturesque interest of the struggle;
and the glowing desirability of the
This reward should be the
reward.
Love is the stuff,
heart of a girl.
picture successes are made of."

—

—"Summing

love

No

Scenarists and Authors
Lajos Biro "The spectator will be

Eddie Cantor "A picture is successful only when its story is clearly
enough told so that a child can un-

Cortez

sincere

* *

interested."

is a sure-fire forfor a successful picture."

Ricardo

—a

person can give hisi
best to a thing in which he is not

work. *

ordinary ability

taste."

—

pictures

—

good

for all

it is not being true to life."
Florence Vidor "Love makes good

that

—

this end it has met with the
approval of the greast number of exhibitors through its power to attract
and please the largest crowds.
"The matter of money is heard at
every point along the line of a picture s progress, from estimate to budpercentage,
cost,
to
salaries,
gets,
rentals and admissions to gross. But
most important of all is the net

•k

through the action."
Zasu Pitts "A little sadness, a few
tears
what motion picture can leave
them out and be a success? Life

—

—

plishes

^(|,

minded and the weak-minded. if the picture does not give us some
There are many good stories which shadows with the sunshine, we feelj]

—

—

--(

liant

James Cruze "Loyalty! That one of good pictures. If there were, it limited class. The story rnust strike
word means more than any director's would be a simple matter to follow the taste of the millions."
genius, any star's ability or any mas- it and no poor films^ would ever be
Baron Gustav Von Kocszian, forAnd made. But, a picture, to merit the mer director and producer
terpiece story in the world.
with Ufa
by loyaTty, I do not mean temporary label of 'good,' must have a theme "What constitutes a good picture is
It must
faith from a few, I mean firm, de- whose appeal is universal.
determined largely by the existing
termined fidelity from every mem- be treated' simply, so that it will be standard of the moment."
ber employed not only the stars and clearly grasped by everyone who sees
John Waters "Obviating the obdirectors, but from the janitors, the it."
vious story, direction and acting
propthe
electricians,
carpenters, the
Frank Lloyd "Perserverance, loy- the true success of a motion picture
erty boj's everyone!"
These are the depends largely upon one thing.
alty and cooperation.
Harry D. Arrast "Almost count- mental qualities. Good sets, direc- And that is how much one has sacless elements enter into the making tion, acting and story.
They are the rificed to obtain it."
of a picture, one is just as important material qualities. Without even one
as the other and a weak link any- of the above, no picture can be a
Stars and Players
where will result in a po_pr film.'
complete success."
Mary
Astor "The cast and the
strong
a
"Given
Fleming
Victor
story's the characters assigned to them are what
"The
Neilan
Marshall
with
story, human in its appeal, and
More than anything else I help make good pictures, in my
thing!
a popular and capable cast, a director
belieye a good story that is right opinion."
for
a
ingredients
has the necessary
in tempo and pictorial value makes
Noah Beery "No one thing is regood picture."
Everything pales in sponsible for the success of a motion
a good picture.
comparison with the importance of picture. A pictjire is the most deliit."
cate mechanism conceivable in the
Net Profits
—
field of entertainment and its parts
answer
to
"The
Pommer
Erich
pictures
"Good
Monte Katterjohn
are necessarily that kind which not
the question as to what makes good must be perfect."
only create exceptional prestige for
Wallace Beery "A good story in
pictures can be given in two words
their producer, but also return to him
cooperation and brains. The supreme the hands of a competent director
the greatest possible profit.
"It follows that if a picture accomvalue of coordinated effort on the and portrayed by a cast of better

—

Negri — "If

—

Emmet
of

—"Before

produc

a

ber at all times what this theme is!
When this!
and concentrate on it.
is thoroughly in mind, it is then time:
to ornament the ori gin al idea with an
elaborate structure."
Jules Furthman "A good picture,
needs two things, and an idea is bothi
By that I do not mean just!
of them.
a vagrant thought with nebulous pos-i
sibilities, but a definite, concrete idea,
one that has a good beginning, a

—

up

!L-_;

Crozier

picture starts, the storyj
should be so simplified and clarified!
that its basic theme can be expressed!
Everyone concern-j,
in one sentence.
ed with this picture should remern-J
tion

(.Continued on Page 16)
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Theater Equipment and Management
CHARLES

By

mm

Keep Abreast

CONSTRUCTION

T^HINGS move

DEFEATS HURRICANE

quickly in the equipment

by-gone days in theabusiness, were severely damaged,
ivile the houses of modern construc.h escaped practically unscathed.
iliami is taking a lesson from this
jj.mple and its force will be felt in
construction.
"iiLire
il'oughout the state, as well as in all
sithern states, henceforth will be
>;lt -with the hurricane eventuality in
;(;

Theaters

Theaters'

Hjid

Bigger and better theaters continues
current is the main thing to be the slogan in every section of
BTrying theater owners now, in their the nation.
Following are theaters,
Open- which have been improved:
t)rts to reopen their houses.
of a number of Universal theaters
Tacoma. Wa^sh. $100,000 is to be spent
h; had a beneficial efifect upon moin remodeling the Tacoma.
r;?
throughout the stricken zone.
!""-!ectric

—

ii

Galesburg,

claimed as
accord organ sale has been consnmated with the Stanley Comply by W. B. Milner, Easter sales
is

riresentative of the Kimball Organ
C. calling for installation of unit

iitruments

in

the

following

thea-

part

are

tures

— Spot
of the new

lights

III.

Colonial,

Germantown; Orpheum,
Desmond,
the
and
the new Stanley thea-

t(3

outside

The company

out the light and shade
control

— C.

installation of

installed

New

uniforms

has

Olive

new equipment

Lake City

Salt

been

H.

— New

new booth

completed

at the Senate.

Peerless

at the Paramount
for the ushers also

arcs

have

Empress
have been

Okla.— The former Empire i?
remodeled into a $30,000 house with
It opens Oct. 1.
1,000 seating capacity.
Tonkawa,

being

the

at

installed

fi',8.

equipment has been

Community.

—

Lawton, Okla. An Opalume sign has been
Harry Williams' Palace.

installed at

Troy, N. Y.
Proctor's

Kokomo,
opened as

and
— Refurnished
reopened.

New

redecorated

has

—

Ind.
The old Victory has rethe Indiana' after complete over-

hauling.

—A

Fulton,
pleted

has installed

an

at

N.

at

new

front and balcony
the Cozy.

Gardner,
policy, the

—

Mass. Continuing its roadshow
Gardner has reopened. The house

was remodeled.

—

Elgin, III.
Lester Norris has reopened the
Arcadia, which underwent repairs.

—

Del.
New equipment was inand remodeling completed while the
was closed.

New
new
tlie

Rock, Ark.

have

been

lighting
Palace.

effects

Auburn, N.

improvenrents and
have been installed at

—

Under the name of the
Grand has been reopened.
redecorated.

Y.

Capitol, the Burtis

The house was

Hanford, Cal.— Remodeling of the T.
Goldsten State house is under way.

Lake

City,

All equipment has
Battle Creek, Mich.
been replaced at the Majestic operated by

Begett

^

&

Bowne.

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
S.

Palisades

3678

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York

1600 Broadway

Phone Lackawanna 9111

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

C.

— Frank

installing
is
also operates

Olympic.

lOkla.— The Rialto
Robert-Morgati organ.

has

If

Market

Maley has re
Strand, which was redecorated
N.

—

Clinton,

GOER

Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:
West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

among improvements.

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

installed

The few passes you are obliged

—

and Negative Developing

D.

M. Flain is remodelnew marquee and stage

A

Wewoka, Okla. ^Joe Pool
new seats at the Wewoka. He

a

ing.

adver-

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

— E.

Fla.-

the Grand.
equipment are
ing

Salisbury,
opened the

&

com-

—

list

tising.

Specify

—^Stage

Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc.

N. J. The Royal, formerly the
Bijou, has reopened after complete remodelOrange,

newspaper and mailing

stalled

the

—

Y. Repairs
the Quirk.

regarded as a poor show

Release Printing

and remodeled.

Portales, N. M.
have been installed

is

—

Little

— New

Monday

night, because people stay at home.
That's the time to reach them with

McKinney, Tex. ^Interior of the Pope has
been repaired and redecorated.

Seaford,

—

Butte, Mont.
Joe Warne has reopened the
Harrison, which has installed new equipment
organ.
including an

Mass.

Jazz

reaches that point.

it

Don't trust the distribution of
handbills to haphazard 7nethods. The
appeal of heralds is sufficient to
ivarrant your personal attention.

Reno, Cal.— Golden State Theater & RealCorp. has reopened the Wigwam after

received.

Lowell,

when

remodeling.

—

Washington

lighting

— The

shutter

so regulated that previous

is

ed portion of film before the projection lens, it can be set to change the
length of exposure of that portion

—

Colo.

The

to the arrival of an improperly expos-

Monessen, Pa. A new ventilating system
among improvements at the Star.

Denver,
organ.

under and

in

overexposed negatives.

—

is

plans to use the de-

vice in the printing of films to bring

Seattle
The Portala, West Side house,
has reopened after extensive remodeling.

fea

dphia.

Arrange for an equipment expert
Uinspect your booth at regular inThat will guard against
ttf)als.
ndilating prints and prevent film

ray.
Frank G. Garbutt and
Ralph G. Fear are the inventors.

light

Improved

ty

Monett, Mo. Installation of a
has been completed at the Rialto.

under construction in Baltimore,

F|tsburgh, Norwood, Frederick, Md.,
al the Winfield section of Phila-

and other

New Orpheum.

system at the

t(5.

liladelphia,
Filadelphia;

control of the intermittent passage of

Consult your equipment dealer. He will outline the
advantages to be realized from the improvements being
made and show you why it is most economical to take
advantage of them.

iises, relics of

— What

m-

are enjoying.

Flimsy

Record Organ Sale

I

matter what the size of your town, you cannot
afford to stand still. You've got to realize and anticipate
the new order of things and keep pace with progress.,
Any other course will alienate the patronage you now

significant and outstandthe hurricane disaster,
in
,^icil devastated a large area of Floris the manner in which theaters
(,
flhstood the storm's fury.
.'here is an air of permanency to theirs built since "boom" days, when
lustry realized, that Florida offers
j; of the most lucrative fields of the

""hiladelphia-

field.

Patents have ben secured by Famous on a new shutter device for the

No

—A

lion for theater operation.

New Shutter Control

Times

of the

provements are constantly being made, increasing efficiency, bettering the standards of projection and adding
to the the comfort and enjoyment of theater patrons.

Construction Sound
life
Investment, Storm
Shows
tliami
r fact

HYNBS

F.

to

distribute to get favorable locations
for your wiyidow cards are a sound
investment.

Motion Picture Department
110 West 32nd St., New York
Phone Pcnna. 6SC4

—

—
I
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What Makes

Pictures?

(Continued jrom Page 14)
DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAM OOUABS FOB SHOWMEN

—

"Battling Butler"

(M-G-M)
The ballyhoo used

—

and aggressive

consisted of a

miniature prize rinp, in which was
placed three splendid cut-outs, taken

—

from the six and three-sheet posters.
A boxing dummy, which went
through the mechanical motions of
a human being, was secured from a
sporting goods company. Two prize
cups won by two of our boxing
champions were placed on plush ped-

—

good middle, and the possibility o'
a good ending."
Becky Gardiner "To be fearless

—

estals in the center of the roped-off
large banner across the
elevation.
lower section of tlie ring contained
George
picture.
billing
the
of

A

—
,

Schenck, Loew's Metropolitan,
York.

New

"Puppets"
(First National)

Plastered all districts with novelty
door hangers. These were 2"xl" and
They
shaped like baggage tickets.
carried the billing. About 1,000 were
In addition 2,000 throwdistributed.
aways were used as also 2,000 postcards to ^ selected mailing list. Advertisements in the local newspapers
totaled a one column, a two column
and two three columns. Kentucky,
Lexington, Ky.

—

in our ideas
to keep
every new movement
without becoming merely iminative
To have writers with background and
a deep knowledge of many things, all
of which can be applied to a richer,
fuller technique of the screen."
Tom J. Geraghty "Since motion

with

abreast

—

have

become

international
in their scope, and public taste has
improved, I would say that anticipation of a, universal entertainment
is the paramount thought for better
and bigger pictures of higher quality

pictures

*

interest. * *
novelty, detail of

and

Good

direction,
costume, sets and
locations, are all important factors
in the ensemble of a great picture.
Then there must be, above all, truth.
Truth is story telling and characterization."

—

Halsey "Better pictures
will result from good work, good
taste and good luck."
Townsend Martin "If there can
be a common denominator for sucForrest

—

cessful inotion pictures, it is the qualGood players must
ity of humanity.
have that human quality which makes
the actors on the screen the prototypes of what the members of the

ing a combination of the gypsy outdoor scene with the gypsy characters
about the camp-fire, the "blue boy"
standing in the left foreground as

A false
audience are, or might be.
reaction, used for plot purposes, is
instinctively resented by the audience.
The characters must react the way
real human beings would in similar
or identical circumstances."
E. Lloyd Sheldon, editor-in-chief,
"Good
Paramount's Coast studio

In contrast to
the nrincipal figure.
the other costumes, the "blue boy"
garbed in the stately, colorful
is
clothes he wears on being found and
In addireclaimed by his parents.
tion, a 40 by 60 inch mat, containing
individual art work of scenes from
the picture, was used in the lobby.

pictures are largely the result of good
judgment. Judgment of the story department in slelecting the vehicle,
judgment of the scenario writer in
preparing it, judgment of the director
in selecting his cast and in directing
his scenes, judgment in assembling
the film in fact, the entire film in-

"The Blue Boy"
(Educational)

A

shadow box was

Mosque, Newark, N.
"Perils of the

used, display-

J.

—

—

based upon judgment."
Woods "It takes courage
That, comto make good pictures.
bined with an unlimited quantity of
stamina and enthusiasm in one's condustry

Wild"

—

is

Walter

FILM

GOLF

Sound View

—

Sunday, September

TOURNAMENT
Sept.

29th,

And

1926

Rules for Golf
Each foursome
ball, match play.
Nassau

be best
Scoring on

will

basis.

Two

Kellys play their best
ball against best ball of Cohen's
on each hole.
Three points are scored for
each match; first nine holes, one
point; second nine holes, one
point; 18 holes, one point. Team
scoring most points wins match.
Score card of any player

marked with
incompleted hole.
All cards are to be given
immediately to Bruce Gallup.
picking up must be

X

26, 1926

at

That's That!

_^w By

S

DALY

PHIL. M.

Lewis Stone and his manager,
Fralick, have purchased a

Fred-

die

block

of property in Hollywood for $1,767,000.
Yes, acting has its remuneg^
tions.

I
Mack won

Col. R. J.

real thanh
his Novelty, remodel
ed Topeka, Kan., house, presenting
a gavel to the mayor, which wat
made from the rail of- the box the
mayor formerly occupied in the oU
theater.

when he opened

Only players on winning
teams, regardless of individual
forsomes results, wrill receive
Cohen and Kelly Tournament
prizes.

Players picking up ball on any
hole will be automatically disqualified for the low net and
low gross cups.

*
Hollywood stands

—Cutters
"Although the general

public little guesses it, the cutter is
the rnan who almost has the power
of lif_e and death over a picture. Good
cutting can improve a good picture
and bad cutting can ruin any picture.
This is one of the less known departments of picture making, but it is
one of the most important.
Erich
von Stroheim has compared the cutter's work with that of the director
of a symphony orchestra and it is
an apt description of the cutter's responsibility
and power."
Otto Lovering
"Simplicity of
plot and truthfulness in character
portrayal are, in my estimation, the
first requisites of all successful pic-

—

tures."

Helen Worne

—

— "Titles

occupy the
foremost place in picture making. I
have seen so many poor pictures
saved by titles and equally as many
good pictures ruined by them."

chance

past

week two

aries,

Clara

silversheet

illumin-

Bow

and Alberta Vaughn,
their
engagements and

announced
Mabel Normand accepted a

nuptial

studio variety.

The M-G-M studios consume 50,000,000 kilowatt hours a year, enough
to light 250 ordinary dwellings, or
two 500 room hotels. The amount
would burn an ordinary house lightt
114 years and 57 days, says Lm
Kolb, chief engineer.

The reported heavy run on the arnica and liniment market is not due
to any catastrophe as first believed,
but to a gesture towards preparedness
in connection with the coming Golf

Tournament.

Among

the heavy buy-

has been Joe Fleischer of Ufa,
who, while practicing at Minneapolis
the other day, went around in 365
ers

mosquito

bites.

^TUBLIC SERVICE'^

As Viewed from

the Booth
Adventure speakers from
Koubekj
chief
operator,
Gave 70 merchants 15 tickets each,
projection rooms. Paramount Eastern
material
in
ofiset
much
will
and
victions
episodes
five
good
for
being
one
Far places, or films only.
studio "Direction and camera work
advertised as five weeks of entertain- deficiencies."
seem
the
to
show
greatest
strides
ment. The remainder of the tickets
forward in the last year or so. * * *
were all good for the first chapter.
The
average story, with a few differCinematographers
The merchants were supplied with
eces in photography and treatment,
were
tickets
the
and
cards
window
Charles Boyle "Three things com- seems to be born of the same parents
Bureau of Commercial Economics
placed in attractively printed envel- bine chiefly in determining the suclI08-16thSt. N.W. Waihington. D.C
every
other
story.
When
I have
as
The day before the opening cess of a picture direction, ability
opes.
seen the first plot complication I can
the first 15 customers coming into of the players, and photography."
generally tell just what's going to
the store at noon were given an enAlfred Gilks— "After all is said happen in the rest of the picture."
The
ticket.
a
containing
velope
and done, sincere cooperation on the
prize, of course, was the five weeks'
part of every man employed by a
Since stores close half day
ticket.
motion picture unit helps as much as
is
forenoon
the
and
on Wednesday
anything else in the production of
always busy they were very glad to good films.'
participate in this stunt which meant
Should Subscribe for
using Motion Pictures
"Clever stories,
Bert Glennon
much of the Wednesday buying
realize
that
this
I
would be done on Tuesday. More cleverly told.
than half of the merchants took space covers a lot of ground but in the last
and keep up-to-date with the
two cooperative pages, one of analysis, the story's the thing. All
in
which was run a week before the the rest is merely the application of
new films and new equipment
were distributed and the the proper mechanics.'
tickets
Most of the
James Howe "Tbe same is true of
other the day before.
People who know their
merchants said something about the pictures.
booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films
"Swiss Family Robinson," on which business, who know the difference
given free with each subscription
Six between gold and dross, who have
"Perils of the Wild" is based.
"Shade"
workmanlike methods, they make
hundred tickets came in.
$1.50 per year - 5 South Wahash Ave., Chicago, III.
Jones, Twin City Theater Co., Urich- good pictures. The other kind make
poor ones."
ville, O.
(Universal)

Rudolph

—

—

—

Schools, Churches

'

—

and

—

Clubs

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

'

—

"1001

of

obtaining a reputation for scintillating matrimonial productions.
The

lead not of the

Frank Hull

a fair

FILMS"

—

The Maximum
Emotional Effect
The general

use of Panchromatic Negative in

motion picture production means much
improvement in the art.

Used without a filter
with a

filter,

sational.

the color corrections are positively sen-

maximum

it:

''The use of 'Pan'

emotional effect on the screen."

Eastman panchromatic negative
same price

way of

helps the picture

it

As one user has put

gives the

in the

as ordinary negative.

It

now

is

keeps

the

as well as

ordinary negative and, except for the lighting in the

darkroom,

is

developed

in the

same manner

as ordi-

nary negative.

Yet Eastman Panchromatic

is

an extraordinary

product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

Leo

TC

you knew what we know about
J-J this picture you'd put on extra
help, take the lid off the old advertis-

ing appropriation and yell from the

house-tops that here's one that's a
bell-ringer that fairly shakes the
steeple.

A story packed

with new slants,
suspense that will keep them drawing deep breaths, action and excitement and laughs that will rock the
rafters.

Keep your eye on this boy
Maloney. He knows the good old

SA^P

audience stuff the

knows

way Tiffany

a watch.
Story written by

Ford Beebe

Pafhepicture

//I
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Clean Up
|!

of

r!

burdens

excessive

in

insurance

This, too,

:e'5f

those things which "just

By

fened."
theaters

I

not another

pointing

are

solidly

lodern

protective

The Government

devices,

collects

taxes on

admissions above

hundred and five orgarepresenting most of the
countries in the world, will be in
attendance at the International M. P.
Congress, which gets under way today for a six day session, its sponsors promise.
President Doumergue of France

fifty

cents.

p at

n

le conservation work of the
V office cannot be too strongedorsed. It has been responfor the creation of much
owill on the part of fire un-

)1

This has been

rriters.

ed

re-

this

t<er

is

Week

3.

which

o;h

It

is

the

the instrument
public is asked

aiuaint itself with fire preventa:fso that the $570,000,000 which
rents losses by conflagration

fi

year can be reduced. The inis cooperating.
It should,
o-cellulose film

is

a dangerous

That this is realdemonstrated amply by the

d:t to handle.
i,s
li

um

theatei;^,,

1

Exhibit-

Congested alleys are

A. G. A. Product

Sells

London

'later
.liist

Should Assist

owners can help if they
so iqng as the excellent

One

of the interesting

today stands, there need
apprehension over drastic
-s
in the insurance situation.
veil to bear in mind, however,
rotective associations are forthe alert to seize upon a
it
situation.
It is exactly be-

>n

so highly inflammable
eye is perpetually
ined on this industry.
It is
all branches of the busines to
that the goodwill thus far esed will in the future be justi-

Ten Per Cent of Exhibitors
Engaged in Practice
Board States

—

Philadelphia It is estimated that
about ten per cent of exhibitors serv-

The

local

Film

Board

of
Trade did not concern itself with the
situation to any particular degree
until two months ago.

Wilderness," "Rose of the Bowery,"
of Hearts," "A Flash in
Night," "Kidnapped in New
the

"The Jack

Benefit

With

(Continued on Page 2)

cating

1924.

The congress was sponsored by
League

lo

discuss

fluence

of

pictures,

the

cultural

the
in-

with

but

the
American industry not officially represented, it is regarded as certain
that the cultural angle will be sidetracked for the economic angle, and
organization of an offensive campaign
(Continued on Page 2)

$7,000,000 Stanley Buy
A $7,000,000 bond issue will soon
be floated by the Stanley-Crandall
Co. to finance the purchase of three

Stern Brothers Returning

Shows Given

the

public's

high

grosses

response
in

indi-

practically

section,
midnight
matinees
were held Saturday at theaters of the

every

Greene Joins Schine

—

Fred V. Greene,
Gloversville, N. Y
former sales manager for Red Seal,
is

iTOW

for

managing

Publix circuit, for the benefit
Florida's hurricane victims.

of

Volunteer Broadway stars presenta benefit midnight matinee at
the Hippodrome Saturday.
ed

Bridge Links Offices

A bridge is being built between
1560 and 1562 Broadway, linking the
The company has
P. D. C. offices.
moved to the seventh floor of 1560,
occupying part of the fourth floor
in the other building.

is

Gish-Wilcox
London

— Dorothy

Sail

Gish and Her-

star and director respectively, for British National Pictures, sailed Saturday on the Aqui-

bert

tania.

Wilcox,

Julius and Abe Stern, president
and vice-president of Stern Film Corp.
will sail for America next week on
the Berengaria with Carl Laemmle.
They are bringing new ideas for
comedy production and an assortment of costumes and props.

director of theaters

Schine Enterprises, Inc.

watchful

KANN

mDELPtllA

IN

England this year was
theaters and sites for two more
At that time, a special investigator houses.
consummated by Edward L. Klein,
He looked into the
of the Edward L. Klein Corp., for was employed.
The properties being acquired are
the American Cinema Assoc, distrib- matter with some thoroughness and the Jioulevard,
Baltimore;
Chevy
utors of the David M. Hartford Prod. it was in this manner that the violat- Chase, Chevy Chase, Md., and the
The deal includes: "Then Came the ors were discovered. The Film Board Apollo, Martinsburg, W. Va. Sites
Woman," "Dame Chance," "The of Trade now is cooperating active- are to be secured in Baltimore and
(Continued on Page 2)
Man in the Shadow," "God's Great
Frederick, Md.
deals closed in

of

5

film

—

out.

he
me.

Ixhibitors

>'

secondly.

first

BICYCLING nOURISHES

cling.

should be inspected in order
fire hazard can be cut to

>'s

.

exchanges

)

organized

ed out of Philadelphia practice bicy-

bejng urged to ooen up their

ie

t*;es.

t

of fires, in

of Pathe comprise the commitplanning the observance.
They
send out circulars urging exhibi
(Continued on Page 2

by way of prelude to
Week which begins
This observance is an

event.

111

it

code of "housekeeping" rules
exchanges will be adopted by com

panics affiliated with the Hays organization
when Fire Prevention
Week is observed beginning Oct. 3.
They will govern the maintenance of
film vaults and projection booths.

tee
will

ePrevention

r

A
for

mond

Fire Prevention
^

"Housekeeping Code"

what these groups
Edwin H. Collins, of Fox; C. P.
done, rather than what Ryan of Warner Bros, and L. S. Dia-

rhave done.

open the sessions, which were
by the French National
Committee of Intellectual Co-operation,
on recommendations of the
League of Nations, dated July 22,
will

in

vinot

— One

nizations,

New

and

existing levels but, in
instances, reduced,

Paris

752.76; Pennsylvania, $1,821,589.97; Massachusetts, $1,330,935.86;
Ohio, $1,109,132.79; Michigan, $1,023,051.85;
Jersey, $683,518.40, and Missouri, $674,689.21.

iums have not only been

e

Paris Meeting Starts Today
With Offensive in
Offing

Approximately 75 per cent of admission taxes is collected in
it is shown by the report. New York leading with
$7,782,036.80, followed by Illinois, $2,575,197.97; California, $1,892,-

out

fllMS

S.

AT CONGRESS SEEN

nine states,

maximum

udly built with a

ATTACK ON U.

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Taxes collected on admission to places of
amusement during the fiscal year ended June 30, totaled $23,980,676.66, as compared with $30,907,809.09 in 1925, a decrease of
$6,927,132.43, it is shown by a preliminary report made public by
Commissioner of Internal Revenue David H. Blair. No date is
compiled to show admissions to theaters separately.

the

|j..

is

Price 5 Cents

—

industry at large has

I been singularly free of ob-

noxious

1926

1925-1926 Admission Taxes $23,980,676
IVashinglon Bureau of

wHE

27,

"Fox Week" Gross $600,000
Week"

established a new
weekly gross business for Fox, ac-;
cording to "The Wall St. Journal,"
which says that the company's gross
approximated $600,000. This represents business throughout the United
States, Canada and 29 foreign countries.
A detailed account of the company's and Warner Bros.' financial
condition appears on page 4.

"Fox

Last Call for Golf
Tomorrow ^d then the big
event.
set for

Everything
the

is

at

FUm

Fall

last

Golf

Tournament. The place: Sound

View Golf Club, Great Neck,
The time: Wednesday,
L. I.
September

29.

A

thousand

laughs and the biggest event in
good fellowship of the fall season.
One hundred and eighty
Limitations,
players now in.
Take the hint.
200.

.

THE

^^^

DAILY

Monday, September

27,

t
Active at Hartford
Hartford, Conn. X^enty the;
in Hartford and adjoining terri
will be taken over by the A. M.

—

isTHE
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p/'FILMDOM
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;

Price 5 Cents
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tatlve.
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;
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California
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"Road

"The Big Parade"
Broadway "Subway Sadie"
Cameo "The Strong Man"
Capitol ^"The Four Horsemen"

Astor
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man and Joseph Walsh

"Kosher
Central—-"The Scarlet
—

Kitty Kelly"
Letter"

Colony

Criterion "Beau Geste"
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome "The Marriage Clause"
Loew's New York Today "La Boheme"
Tuesday "The Speeding Venus" and "The

—

—

Romance

—

—

—

a Million Dollars"
"Aloma
the South
——"Lost
Sea"
of

Wednesday

of

Friday — "Woman

Thursday

Seas"

at

I'ower" and "The Block

—
Paint"
— "WarBlue
Eagle"
Sunday "The
Mark Strand — "Sparrows"
Signal"
Saturday

—
Gods"
— "Tin
"You'd Be Surprised"
—
Warnens "Don Juan''

— "Three

Bad Men"

day

Common

dropped ly^ points,

54%, and preferred

slipping

1

to

62 close.

a

In
to

the

Colony

est exhibitors in this connection.

"The

Scarlet
Closed until Oct. 7 vvlien ''The Bet-

—'Ole" opens
— "Beau Geste"
Criterion
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "Gigolo"
Mark Strand — "Paradise"
— "Tin Gods"
Rialto
Rivoli — "It Must Be Love"
Warners — "Don Juan"
—
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Sparrows"

*Am. Seat. Vtc...
38%
Am. Seat. Pfd

&

Katz.

36./«

38 '4

.

3854
73 J4
70

Bal. & Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak.
11744 116% 117M
,

.

.

,

.

Players.
Play. Pfd...
Inspect
.

*Film
Fox Film "A".
Fox Theaters "A'

.

117% 116M
75'/.

76

26%

26%

Loew's, Inc
45/2
*Metro-Gold. Pfd.
Corp.
•M. P. Cap.
Pathe Exch. "A".. S6'/«

44 J4

45%
23%

Project..

.

55^

Warner
Warner

Pict.

8/2
50

50

Pictures..

"A"

• Last Prices
•• Philadelphia

2,300

H

28

Am.

Trans- Lux Screen
'United Artists
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros

52/
97

30
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common.. 9'/.
of

17,800

116/2

tParamount B'way

•Stan. Co.

3,700
1,500

ii;^

.

Skouras Bros

700

9

76^

.

300

13.300

117
120

265^

.

*Intern'l

9/4

9'/.

50
89

9/

200

100
93J4
32

58^^
65/2

Quoted
Market

S3

95/
54%

62
62
tt Bid and
t

100
48,500

Ask
B ond Market

(Continued from Paije 1)
tors to give special attention to cleaning up their houses. Members of the
local fire departments will address exdrills

In

others.
At present,
Rivoli, Lyric and Rialto.

Alice D. G. Miller Sails
Alice D. G. Miller sailed Satu
for a visit of three months in
rope.
She adapted "Valencia,"
original story which she wroti
collaboration with Dimitri Bud
ctzki.
She has completed her
tract with

M-G-M.

I
Connelly Fox Casting DirectCt
Mike Connelly, former casting
rector for Cosmopolitan Prod, at
Yorkj is now occupying a similai
pacity at the Fox Eastern studic
'.

I''hal

roach

prestnte

Chtuiet

Recently, Harry Perlman, owner of
West Allegheny and Lehigh, was
filled $246 by the arbitration board
bicycling.
is to be no criminal action
against the exhibitor, it is stated, but
Federal warrants for future violators
are to be sought.
for

There

employees

will

1)C

and

special

the

York,"

American world "mon-

opoly" may be expected.
European nations lean
Several
toward the adoption of a "kontinThis subject practically is
gent."
certain to come up before the congress, with the interchange of ideas
resulting, expected to lead to adoption of a standard plan to cover the
situation.

European producers long have decried their inability to compete efpictures,
with American
fectively
and in their efforts to relieve their
position, they have to a certain degree the backing of statesrnen, who
realize the tremendous economic inThat "trade
fluence pictures exert.
follows the film" is pretty generally
recognized and this is one of the big
moti_vating causes for the agitation.
"Unofficial"

"Housekeeping Code"

change

the Colo
dickering
they have

the

(Continued from Page 1)

against

Quotations

*FanT.

and

1)

market prices continued
There was a heavy short cover-

climb.

Famous

building

house

Attack on U. S. Films
Sells A. G. A. Product
(Continued from Page
at Congress Seen

general

ing in the final hour.

•Balaban

Bicycling Flourishes
in Philadelphia
(Continued from Page 1)

the

again declined.
closing at

A

phonograph
lutions were received.
dealer tie-up his window display of
"The Road to Mandalay" music to
Julius Edelstein,
stills of the picture.
Victory, Hibbing, Minn.

with the Hays organization and is
determined to end the practice. The
board does not anticipate any great
difficulty in securing the aid of hon-

making a small gain the
Warner Brothers' stocks

After

market.
previous

Jumping beans in envelopes printed
with an announcement of the feature
were the herald novelties distributed.
A special one-sheet also was designed
and posted all over the town. The
cross Vvord puzzle from the press book
was used. More than 150 correct so-

are

ly

ter

Film issues, principally Warner Brothers
and Loew's, continued active in Saturday's

partners
$175,000

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
Broadway — Undetermined
Cameo —^"The Strong Man"
Capitol — Undetermined
—
Letter"

Astor

Central

Financial

Mandalay"

—

Rialto
Rivoli

Brooklyn Mark (Strand

to

(M-G-M)

interests,

Commissioner

Representing U. S.
Paris Edward L. Bernays

—

"The

Than
It

Brother and Mine,"
Beloved Fraud," "Stronger

"Your

was

here

Cinematograph Corp.
ternational
Other deals include sale of a series
"Big Boy" Williams features,
of
"Primitive Love," "Santa Claus," a
series of 12 two-reel dramas produced
by Joe Rock and released by Chesterfield, and several individual features, as well as short subjects.

New York today

Klein arrives in
on the Leviathan but plans to return
to Europe about the middle of December.
Ceilings in
Pierre Collings,

the

Technilogical

fornia,

is

a

member

Institute of Caliof the committee.

He

Famous

is

scenario

Give "Potemkin" License
"Potemkin" has finally been licensed by the censorship commission.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furniij

for all Pathecomedies at

Exchange.

r

Can you
wait 4

more days ?

a

member

the

of

stai?.

QUALITY PRINTS
Tides and N^ative Developing
Release Printing
U. S. Film LaboratoricE, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
Palisades

John D.Tippett, Inc

Raw Stock

3678
i->4

Negative and Positive

held.

of exhijjitors and exchaiigemen it is
pointed out that fires caused $570,000,000 damage in this country last year.

is

FREE

from Eurooe

fire

appealing fur the co-operation

This

who adapted "The
Grand Duchess and the Waiter" and
other Malcolm St. Clair productions,
has returned from Germany, where
he spent several weeks studymg pro-

as the "unofficial" commissioner from
the United States to the International
M. P. Congress. He was appointed

by the French National Committee
Proon IntellectuaJ Co-operation.
fessor Robert Andrews Millaken, of

consummated

Klein and E. L. Alexander, Graham
Hewett and Frank Green, of the In-

duction.
is

and "Drivin' Mad."
between

Steel,"

Original Negatives of Everything
in

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
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130

West

OFFICE TO SUBLET
desirable office, modern
building ideal location for Exhibitor.
Inquire,

Very

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
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Warner Bros, and Fox Analyze
Warner Operating Results Compared

VITAPHONE EXPKTED

A

comparison

of

structure during the
is

company's operating results together with

first

given below:

,

TO BOOST EARNINGS
1926-1927 Profits $5,000,000
Financial Publication
Forecasts
Articles 4 ayid 5 of the series now
being published by "Wall Street
News" are reprinted almost in their
FILM DAILY toentirety by
day.
The series will cover the financial
organizations
those
positions
of
which are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange. The opinions expressed he7-eivith are not to be construed in any way as being those of

Mar.

$8,657,82'S
*1, 325, 676

Cress iiic
Net inc after chgs

5,924,981
3,762,982
2,161,999

Total cur. assets
Total cur. liabs

Net work, capital
Cash
Notes & accts. rec

492,619
511,421
4,675,647
2,667,309
737,160

Inventories

Notes & accts. pay
Purch. money obligs
•Deficit

America, enabled the
company to acquire one for less than
it would have established a new distributing system for themselves. * * *
Co.

of

Holdings

in

Vitaphone

The Warner company owns 70%

of

stock of the Vitaphone
The succesful introduction in early Corp. and holds an option upon an adAugust by Warner Bros. Pictures Co., ditional 20% thereof. The Vitaphone
Inc. of the Vitaphone, a device which Corp. was formed in April of this
synchronizes sound and vision, and year and it has entered into an excluthe probable effect it would have on sive franchise agreement with the
earnings of the company, has been Western Electric Co. for a long term
It has also secured from
the incentive for the recent sensa- of years.
tional movements in the shares of the the Metropolitan Opera Co. an excorporation on the Stock Exchange clusive license for a term of years, to
capital

Metropolitan Opera House
The Warner company has changed artists in synchronized motion picA similar exclusive agreement
its fiscal year to end Aug. 31 instead tures.
Operations in the first has been made with the Victor Talkof March 31.
five months since the close of its last ing Machine Co.
In its present stage the Vitaphone
fiscal year on March 31 have been at
about the same pace as during the occupies the same position that the raclosing months of that period. While dio and the telephone did before they
some officials of the company admit had generally met with popular favor,
With
that it is rather early to prognosticate and had become widely used.
the future earnings to be derived from its initial presentation at the Warner
the Vitaphone and other sources, they theater in New York city in conjuncestimate that net profits for the year tion with a feature photoplay of John
from Sept. 1, 1926 to Sept. 1, 1927, Barrymore in "Don Juan" accomplishmay exceed $5,000,000. This would ed, there remains the exploitation of
contrast with a deficit of $1,337,826 the Vitaphone in theaters and other
suffered during the year ended March places of amusement throughout the
world. The company will be able to
31, 1926.
install instruments by the first of the
Reason for Loss
vcar at a very rapid rate. The cost
The loss resulting from the last fis- of the device when production attains
cal year's operations represents the a more staple basis, it is understood,
price which company was forced to will not be more than that of a high
pay for its reorganization and for class grand piano. Net profits from
changing its method of doing busi- the Warner theater are averaging beIn years previous Warner tween $15,000 and $20,000 a week and
ness.
Bros, pictures were released in the the corporation is shortly to present
United States under contracts with a the Vitaphone in connection with angroup of franchise holders maintain- other large production, "The Better
ing exchanges which served the en- 'Ole" at the Colony theater, on Broadtire

territory.

employ

These contracts were way.

made each year with individual franchise holders, covering productions for
Early in 1925 the corporathe year.
tion discussed with franchise holders
terms for the contracts for the 1925-26
pictures with a view to obtaining for
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., a larger
share of the earnings from the photoThe negotiations ended unplays.
successfully
franchise
as
holders
would not agree to company's terms.
In order to compete on equal terms

PREDICTION EOR

192i

,

Year ended
Mar. 31,

Mar.

fOX'S BIGGEST

31,

1924
$3,308,034
124,056
2,595,598

1925
$4,549,713
1,284,520
3,045,294
1,150,353
1,894,941
830,577
785,901
1,326,441
411,020
246,000

1,332,826
1,262,772
79,718
1,573,584

741,296
1,311,583

YE)

Gross Placed at $25,000,(
in "Wall St. News"

Survey
the option of the board of direct

upon not less than 30 days previ
notice by mail to holders of rec
of the class "A" stock to be redeen,
given in such manner as may be
tion, it is claimed.
No orchestra is scribed by resolution of the boarc
required when the Vitaphone is used directors by paying $17 in cash
to accompany a moving picture and each share of class "A" stock to
the smallest theater in the most re- redeemed, together with the amc
mote hamlet may give the exact per of all unpaid accumulated or acct
formance that is now being presented dividends thereon to the date set
at the company's theater in New York such
redemption; always provi
city.
however, (1) that no shares of c
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., was "A" stock shall be redeemed n
i

graph

the

and Curb Market.

31,

1926

THE

THE FILM DAILY.

financial

three fiscal years of operation since incorporrition

It

pany

is

the present plan of the

to exhibit the

Vitaphone

comin

as-

with each of these three
productions, precisely as in
New
York, in every big city in the cotmtry.
Theaters for the purpose have already
been contracted for in many places
including Chicago and Boston.
The Vitaphone is the result of long
exi)oriment on the part of the Western Electric Co., the American Telephone & Telegraph Co. and the Bell
with other producers, it was necessary Telephone Laboratories, Inc.
Not
for Warner Bros, to have their own onlv instrumental music, but the hudistriiuiting organization and the pur- man voice is reproduced perfectly and
chase on April 18, 1925 of the Vita- without trace of mechanical intervensociation

incorporated April 4, 1923, acquiring
the motion picture business theretofore operated as a partnership since
1915 by the four Warner brothers.
Starting with a small theater in Newcastle, Pa., the Warner boys entered
the production field with a program
of six pictures which grew to 40 in
the 1925-1926 season. * * *

Advance in Stock
The present outstanding capitalization of Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc.,
consists of $1,999,800 (par $10) class
"A" common cumulative shares, ($1.50

annual dividends) and 350,020 shares
of no par stock.
Company has a
funded debt of $4,000,00 three-year
6K>% notes, due Oct. 15, 1928. The
class "A" is convertible at any time

common

into

stock of company.

It

March 1, 1927, unless at b
two-thirds of the largest amount
class "A" stock ever issued shall h
been previously converted into ci
mon stock and (2) that no shares
class "A" stock shall be so redeei

after

when

the capital and surplus of
corporation, calculated in then
be thereby reduced below the amc
of $20 for each share
of class
stock outstanding after such reder

m

tion.

Fox Film

Corp.

Fox Film Corp. ranks as one of
foremost producers and distribui
of motion pictures.
Since incorpt
tion 11 years ago, the company
produced about 962 photoplays
966 one-reel films, for which ren
and sales returned a gross reve

was listed on the New York Stock in excess of $130,000,000, with net
Exchange on Aug. 12, 1925.
The come of over $14,500,000.
price range during this year so far
The year 1926 should prove the
was from a low of 12 to a high of gest one in the history of the corpc
67^. Class "A" common is callable tion. It is expected net income a
under certain conditions after March charges and taxes will be equal
I

1,

1927, at $17 a share.

about $8 a share on the

On

common

the class

"A"

stock an initial
dividend of 37^ cents was paid Jan. 2,
1025, 25 cents a share for months of
January and Eebruary, 1925, and three
quarterly disbursements of 37^ cents
a share were made since.
The divi-

dend was passed on March
year, because of the loss

1,

of this

shown from

outstand

shares, or twice the am
dividend requirements of $4 a sh
In the first six months of current y
to June 26, last, net earnings w^
equivalent to approximately $3j
share, after the company had char
off about three times that amount!
depreciation of negatives and positi"
Estimates are that the gross tt
over of company for current year'
aggregate $25,000,000. About 40?!
this amount will be contributed by
foreign organization.
Fox has
branch offices in 30 foreign count

companv's operations in the period
ended March 31, 1926, and the accumtilated unpaid dividends on the class
"A" stock on Sept. 1 amounted to
$1.12^ a share. No dividends have
1)cen paid on the no par common
shares, which are traded in on the and has representation in practic'
every civilized country in the wo
New York Curb Market.
The provisions governing the con- except Russia.
version of the stock have been watchForeign Business Built Up
ed keenly in regard to the advance of
The foreign organization has
the shares to new high levels.
The built up over a period of ten yt
application in connection with listing bv the expenditure of between $5,0
of the shares on the Stock Exchange 000 and $6,000,000, all from earnii
in regard to conversion of the stock,
an amount equivalent to from $!(
says: "The corporation may redeem $12 a share on the present outstand|
the whole or any part of the class capitalization.
This investment
"A" stock, on any dividend date, at
(.Continued on Page 6)
b|

WARNING
\I/ARNER BROS,

produced and own

^^"DON JUAN^

John

starring

Barrymore.

IVJO other Producer, Distributor or
I

Exhibitor has authority to use this
title

for

any other motion

A CURRENT

release

picture.

being so ad-

is

vertised as to tend to
public into

believing

that

mislead
it

is

^^

the

DON
i

JUAN ".
Take

notice that

we

will

hold any Pro-

j

ducer, Distributor or Exhibitor responsible for the
title,

and

unauthorized use of this

will

take appropriate action
!

against them.
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BROS. PICTURES,
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I

common (both no par), the class "I
Position at
carried on the corporation's books at
stock having been issued share fd
51, although it not only produces apThe strong financial position of company can be seen from ihe follow- share for no par common and th
revenproximately 40% of the total
ing table, covering the last few years,:
class "A" having been issued in pai^
Dec. 27,
Nov. 28,
Mar. 27,
ues, but lends Rreatcr stability to the
as a stock dividend and in part fc
1924
1925
1926
company's business because of the
$7,838,256 cash.
Voting power is confined en
$14,411,299
$12,678,787
*
assets
Total
cur.
*
*
wide distribution it affords.
1,235,318 tircly to holders of class "B" stocj
1,165,227
Total cur. liabs
'•''Hl''?^^'
6,602,938
13,246.072
Bookings of pictures by Fox Film Net work, cap
10,977,791
equally as ll
750,534 and both classes share
4,290,529
1,971,987
'
for the current season which started lash & Mlrt. sees.
515.780 dividends.
972,899
720,414
Accts,
rcc
Sept. 1, last, are the larRCst they have
6,571,942
8,554,278
9.385,409
Inventories
ever been in the history of the com- Invests, in other cos
3,236,312
3,566,367
l,62'4,40n
on
1,024.010
Pur. money oblig
pany. Fox will spend $10,000,000

a Glance

Fox Film

1926-27 production program, which
will include 60 features, 52 comedies,
26 scenic and educational films and
104 news reels.
The company charges off as depreciation 100% of the cost of each feature and educational film within 40
weeks of its release date. The usual
policy in the motion picture industry
is to write off a picture at the end of
104 weeks.
As a result, Fox Film
Corp. has written off in their entirety,
photoplays which cost more than $40,000,000 to produce, and many of which
are still returning revenue.
Has Own Studios
In 1915, when the company was created, it produced its motion pictures
Since that time it
in leased studios.
has acquired its own studios, in which
It has
all production work is done.
a studio in New York city which occupies the entire block front on lenth
avenue extending between 55th and
56th Sts. This building is four storIts

ies

high and

many
owns

nex, a
on the

and houses
company. Fox
on the Fox An-

fire-proof,

offices of the
a 21-j'ear lease

fire-proof
southeast corner of

five-story

P.

&

&

accts.

pay

Profits

10,766,905
1,020,447

12,404,439
939,920

12,029,240
985,627

L. surplus

Notes

and Surplus Fox Films

In the appended compilation
beginning with 1919:

is

given the profits and surplus by years,

taxes, int.
dep. & divs.

Profit.

Year.
1924
1923
1922
1921
1920
1919

..

*

1925

is

for

11

$1,637,534
1,509,004
1,308,165
2,160,158
1,665,782
1,413,542
1,257,188

$2,752,548
2,224,161
2,005,849
3,005,028
2,005,968
2,029,686
2,027,823

months ended

Nov.

28,

1925.

you want

to

be a great

dancer

Surp. after

1925

If

Prev.

Total
surplus
$12,404,438
10,766,904
9,257,860
7,949,695
5,789,537
4,123,755
2,710,213

surplus.

$10,766,904
9,257,860
7,949,695
5,789,537
4,123,755
2,710,213
1,453,025
12

Other years for

See

-

ROD

LA Rocr

months ended

Dec. 31.

Comparisons of Fox Revenue
The steady

increase in gross revenue, both domestic and foreign, by
years, from 1917 to 1924 is shown in the following table:
Dec.
1924
1923
1922
1921
1920
1919
1918
1917

31

Domestic.
$12,708,521
11,973,201
13,220,502
12,941,218
12,731,849
9,368,071
6,889,776
5,650,200

Foreign
$5,089,047
5,045,422
5,319,607
4,449,576
2.817,277
2,020,217
1.126,169
1,114,068
26, 1926,

Total.

$17,797,568
17,018,624
18,538,110
17,390,795
15,549,127
11,388,288
8,015,946
6,764,269

Gross earnings in the six months ended June
d erived from
building the United States and Canada, amounted to $7,212,262 an increase of
54th St. $1,465,494, or 23.7% over the corresponding period a year ago.

and Tenth Ave., where more than
$200,000 has been spent for improveIts western studios are emments.
braced in a 100-acre studio tract at

that time aggregated about $6,600,000
which has since been put to work and
will probably be reflected in the current half year's operations of com-

Fox Hills, Calif., and a 13-acre tract
on Sunset Boulevard at the intersec- pany.
In
tion of Northwestern avenue.
Has New Invention
Oakland, Calif., it has a three-story
Reports have been current recently
office and store building, together with
that Fox Film Corp. is working on
a theater with a seating capacity of an
instrument which will synchroCompany has a 16-story thea- nize sound and vision. It is under2,500.
ter and office building at the southstood that the company has a device
west corner of 16th and Market Sts. of this kind under
development but
in Philadelphia.
the nature of its functioning and opThe corporation's property account eration is

being kept a secret.
account of the excellent financial position of the company, it is not
unlikely that an extra dividend may
be declared in the last quarter of
their present value is authorit.utively
1926. if the earnings justify.
Fox
stated to be between §5,000,000 and
Film Corp. has been liberal in its divi$6,000,000 more than the amount on

carried in its latest available balance
sheet of March 27, 1926, ah $8,207,766.
Its fixed assets have not been revalued since organization in 1915, and
is

March

Four pieces of Los
Angeles and Hollywood real estate
which corporation purchased for 525,000, and which now stand on the
books at that figure, have been appraised by real estate authorities at
27,

last.

dend payments to stock holders. On
the old common shares $5 a share was
paid in 1922, 1923 and 1924. and 5:2,50
in 1925.
A stock dividend of 235%
was paid in June, 1925. Initial dividends of $1 a share were made on the

new

insurance of approximately $5,A life insurance of the same
000,000.

fire

amount

is

carried by the

company on

York State on Feb. 1, 1915. with
authorized capitalization of $1,500,000 consisting of 5,000 shares of pre-

,in

ferred rSlOOpar) and 100,000 common
Cpar $10.)
The capital stock was
decreased to $1,000,000 on June 12,
1919, by an amendment to the charter,
whereby the entire issue of $500,000
preferred was retired.
On May 28,
The $4,290,529 cash shown in the 1925, the capitalization
increased
was
balance sheet of Nov. 28, 1925, repand the shares reclassified.
resents some of the money derived
Outstanding Capitalization Simple
through financing which company did
The present outstanding capitalizaat the time of its reorganization in
tion is simple. There are 100,000 class
June of 1925. The amount obtained "B" common
and 400.000 class "A"
through the sale of common stock at
(Continued in Column 4)
of its president, William Fox.
This is said to be the largest personal
insurance carried on the life of any
individual, with a single exception.
* * *

the

SFI

"BIEEE
"s<p

On

class "A" and class "B" common
shares in October, 1925. and this rate
Large Insurance Carried
has been maintained since.
To cover the buildings and their quarterly
The comnanv was incorporated in
contents. Fox Film Corp. carries a
New

$2,800,000.
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THE

ONLY
TBAILER SERVICE
WITH

ACTUAL
SCENES
FROM THE NEGATIVE

life
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A4^So.mlMi^Avc.

Mew'V&iJcCity
ilbMfest 46l» Str..
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Exclusive Motion Picture Rights
OF THE

Tunney-Dempsey Fight
o^vned and controlled by

LEON

D.

BRITTON

for the entire ^world

Anybody showing

or renting any scene taken inside the Sesqui-Genteenial
Stadium on the day of the fight will be prosecuted to the full extent of the
law, as they are infringing on the contract held by the producers.

Distributed by

LEON

D. BRITTON
1339 VINE STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA.
General Manager

CHARLES

N.

Phone Locust 4712

JAWITZ

LEON

D.

BRITTON

presents

The Dempsey-Tunney
IN

TWO

Special

REELS

SHOWING:

Training of both men for the great battle
Building of the fight arena

Massive crowd
Both men entering ring
Gloseups of each fighter
Instructed by the referee

Newspaper men
Condition of each man after rounds
Gloseup of Dempsey accepting defeat
Referee announcing winner
Distributed throughout the United States by

Cosmo Film Corporation
7Z9
Room 711

SEVENTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

CITY
Phone Bryant 9444-3160
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Schools
XHIBITORS

THEATERS

i

read
with interest what the ad-

"

joining

-

IN

At Odds in

SCHOOLS

will

column contains.

liditoy,

ARE

BAIED

IN N. D.

problem of theater versus
competition is rather School Competition in State
in certain sections of
felt
udy
Hit by Ruling with
1

ri,)l

ountry.
Appeal Planned
for that very reason that
Devil's Lake, N. D.
Use of school
jcourt decision or sweeping
buildings for picture shows for which
if rights is important. North
admission is charged is illegal, acI ta, by legal pronouncement,
cording to an opinion handed down
:es that schools cannot func- by Judge C. W. Butts, in action
as commercial competitors brought by citizens of Muxbass, to
s

is

I

Britain

By ERNEST W. FRED MAN

—

II

prevent presentation of "commercialtheaters.
Exhibitors are ized"
shows at the local school.
\;cd to acquaint themselves
The decision, which strikes a blow
the Dakota case for pos- at non-theatrical competition in the
t
use in checking or relieving state, will be contested, it is indicated,
with sponsors of the shows ready to
own situations.
t

"The Film Renter," London

Publix

Turned the Trick

ttered cities

5

have yet to report,

estimates $100,000 will be
over to Florida relief by vir)f
Saturday's "midnight mate" Aside from the public-spirited
'iiblix

t

1

1

carry the fight to the Supreme Court.
There are many schools throughout
the state actively engaged in the picture business, which will be affected

C. E. A. has
rejected the K. R. S. voluntary
scheme for the abolition of
blind booking on the grounds
that the plan g^ves insufficient
safeguards and imposes too
heavy penalties on their members. The exhibitor association
now hopes to bring about a
voluntary abolition of its own

The problem
at the next
A. council.

will be discusser!
meeting of the C. E.

The block booking situation
again assumes a serious aspect.

ommendable attitude shown by
)rganization, the deed carries a
theater
)iht for serious-minded
rs.
The theater does not exist
I
s

Theater owners of Washington recently were successful in obtaining a
ruling which prohibits presentation of
pictures in schools, providing an admission fee

is

charged.

cannot foster a greater goodor itself.

II

The midnight show

an be used as often as desired
(p)mote civic enterprise.
la

Kennedy Back
Joseph P. Kennedy,
F. B. O., arrived back

president
iii

of

New York

yesterday on the Leviathan. He said
the mosi. important piece of business
guise. He transacted in Europe was the arRl
rj capabilities as a dramatic actor rangement with Ideal for distribution
for some reason or other you in England.
S. Rowson, of Ideal, is
It due here in a few days to confer
nl never dream he possessed.
;

"Gigolo"
La Rocque in a new

li

best piece of work that
Deque has ever done. His splenerformance, abetted by an ab-

b far the

MINNEAPOLIS

IN

(

Nothing Downtown Since
1921 But Territory
Is Active

—

practically
While
Minneapolis
every major city of the nation has
witnessed tremendous activity in theater building, Minneapolis has been

Continued on Page 10)

singularly

from any large proconstruction activities

free

jects, its theater

being confined to a few suburban
houses.
In the last five years, there have
been no new developments in the first
( Continued on Page 10)

Ready

for

Tournament

Grange Gross

Eleventh Semi-Annual Affair Takes
$84,736
theme which is handled with
Place Tomorrow at Sound View
"One Minute to Play," Red
e:e and appreciation
by director
Jazz Band to Entertain
im K. Howard, results in an ex- Grange's initial picture, grossed $84,Tomorrow, at the Sound View Golf
Ut picture.
La Rocque's transi- 735.75 at the Colony on its 20-day Club, Great Neck, L. L, about 200
nrom the carefree boy to an em- run at the 1,800 seat theater. The members of the industry will meet
tied man, scarred by war and first week the picture got $39,428.75,
at the Eleventh Semi-Annual Film
T ing, is exceedingly well depict- grossing $26,542.50 the second week
Golf Tournament. Since these tournaThe last ments were first started,, back in 1920,
Gigolo" is far above the average. and $18,764.50 the third.
was a six day week.
Mussolini
they have gained in popularity among
At tomorrow's
golfers in the East.
[t y's Premier in his campaign for
(Continued on Page
8)
3ij
hundred per cent nation turns
Bicycling
r'ltion pictures.
Not enough ItalOnly one case of
Charlotte, N. C.
iid too much American on his
Bigger
bicycling has been discovered in this
h land's screens.
And so, he de- territory in recent months. Howfirst nine months of the year,
In
the
rnes this unbearable
situation
ever, the Film Board of Trade is
foreign department,
However, the Premier keeping a close check on the situa- First National's
1^ end.
under E. Bruce Johnson, reports an
I

"lig

the Lead with
$7,900 for Florida
Sufferers

—

know

Rar^

or forgets that
tion, ready to deal drastically with
Iwesterday, as history goes, two
any offenders brought to light. Crimlii distributors developed the same
inal action will be resorted to in every
trnt
with
symptoms,
different
case discovered.
h eupon, First National, M-G-M
dh'amous merely held up releases
"4 Horsemen" Breaks Record
tathe public clamor reached sizable
Police reserves were called out Sunoirtions. From then on, there was
pre trouble.
day night to handle the crowds at the
Ajd, as history persistently insists Capitol, which is showing the reissued
peating itself, watch what hap- "The Four Horsemen." The picture
hung up a new record for Sunday
nlnow in tnat country.
business.
doesn't

'

i

KANN

in

Benefit matinees presented by Pubtheaters will add $100,000 to the
Florida relief fund, Harold B. Franklin estimated yesterday on his return
from the storm area.
Returns are not yet complete from
the various houses of the circuit. The
Rivoli grossed $2,950 on the special
matinee, according to Franklin.
Boston's new Metropolitan led the
publix procession raising $7,900. The
new Alichigan grossed $7,500 while
thousands were turned away despite
a heavy downpour of rain.
lix

$50,000 Is

Damage

Total,

Harold B. Franklin Says
Report.s of damage to theaters in
the storm zone have i)een "grossly exaggerated," Harold B. Franklin said
yesterday on his return from Florida.
( Continued on Page 10)

Fails to Impress
Press dispatches from Italy indicating that Premier Mussolini was
about to introduce a campaign to
limit the extensive distribution of
/vmerican fihns were not taken seriously in New York yesterday.
'Continued on Page 11)

To Play "Nervous Wreck"
"The Nervous Wreck," Al
feature comedy, opens Oct.

Foreign Trade

increase of 25 per cent over the same
The total increase
period last year.
amounts to |701,S33. Last year's figures were $2,905,037. This year they
With the season
rose to $3,606,570.
just beginning, Johnson predicts a
substantial increase before the end of

Christie's
10 at the

Strand.

—

il

h

Boston

•

yaerica, or in the world, in fact,
lii

LOOP flElD DORMANT'!

by the decision.

:

PUBLin MATINEES

London— The

)i

e

$100,000 RAISED BY

Rork Here with Print
Sam Rork arrived in New York
yesterday from the Coast with a print
of

"The Blonde

Saint," starring

and Doris Kenyon.
daughter, Ann, came East for
is

Stone

LewHis

mp.E shopping.

Pantages Starts Soon at

—

Fresno Construction on
Pantages theater and office

'''

t.

ino

new

b,- ^Jing
to be erected here at a cost of $750,-

000,
last

will start Nov.
October obtained

15.

a 99

Pantages
year lease

with purchase options on a site 22Sx
150 ft. at Fulton and Tuolumne Sts.

Acquires 3 Kenosha Houses
Kenosha, Wis.

— United

Theaters

has taken over the Vogue, Butterfly
and Lincoln. The firm has a chain

Wisconsin and Upper Michigan
Its
entry presages keen
competition here, where the Fischer
and Universal circuits are building
Hal Roach on Coast
Los Angeles Hal Roach returns houses in competition to Saxe Amusement Enterprises.
today from New York.
the year.

of

houses.

—

..
.
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Francaise,

Rue

5,

Warner

Bros, have issued a warning, calling attention to the fact that
the compaiiy is the sole owner and
producer of "Don Juan," starring
John Barrymore. No other producer,
distributor or exhibitor, the announcement reads, has authority to use this
title for any other picture.

The advertisement was made necessary, Warners state, by the fact that
"Don Juan's Three Nights," a First
being advertised
by certain exhibitors so as to tend
to mislead the public into believing
that jt is "Don Juan."
Warners say this occurred last
week when a Long Island exhibitor
plastered the front of his house where
"Don Juan's Thr^e Nights" was
booked,, with part of the title, "Don
Juan," played up in big lettering, and
"Three Njghts" so small that the
patrons were given the impression
National product,

that

is

"Don Juan" was

the attraction.

Saulnier.

New

Art Guild Program
Film
Arts Guild will ofTer a
The
new program at the Cameo Thursday night. It will be composed of

Financial

Tuesday, September

Conservation Task
Washington

— Hickman

Price,

supervisor of the conservation work of
the Hays organization, is expected
today to attend the conference of the
National Fire Waste Council, which

meets today and tomorrow.
From Wc^shington, Price will go to
Memphis to attend the three day
meeting of the State Fire Marshals'
Association of North America. The
third convention, which will deal with
various phases of fire prevention, will
be that of the International Association of Fire Chiefs, scheduled for
New Orleans, on Oct. 19-22. From
that city, Price will journey to DeNational Safety
vvhere
the
troit,
Council will meet Oct. 25-29.

Howard

28,

:

Dietz Leaving
Dietz
sails

Sa
aboard the Paris for a six wee
to England and the Continent.

Klein Returns

Edward L. Klein, well kno
New York and London exp
on the Leviatha
terday from England. He inter
turning to the other side in D
circles, arrived

ber.

HAL ROACH
preeente

Fox Force Arriving

To

film exteriors for "The AucBelasco-David
tioneer," the David
Warfield play, Al Green, Fox direcYork tomorrow.
tor, arrives in

New

George Schneiderman, cameraman,
and L. G. Rigby, scenarist, are acAlso arriving is
companying him.
Philip Klein, son of the late Charles
Klein, author of "The Music Master,"
who ig to scenarize the story. Allan

This is a 'Comerblock' cut furnid
a German picture Dwan will direct.
FREE for all Pathecomedies at ji
Werner Krauss; "The Legend
Exchange.
allPlate,"
an
Pattern
Leads
Willow
Farrell
ot the
Get
Gasmor and
Chinese film made in Shanghai; "The
Farrell
Gaynor
Charles
and
Janet
Avenging Conscience," made years have been assigned the leads in "The

"The Treasure,"

A

(

"sale-nrarket"

lively

marked the general

chararcter of the day's film issues, with a
slight tendency for fractional point declines.
These were, however, not notable.
Warner

Pictures "A" and Warner Pictures continue
on a brisk selling trend, the former dropping
2 points on a close of 60, the latter also
declining to the effect of 2}4 points, and
finishing

at

Theaters

"A"

tum

Fox
momen-

and

Inc.,

also felt the continued

snappy

of

Loew's,

52.

with

I

ago by W. D. Griffith and "Ballet
Mechanique," directed by Dudley
Murphy.

New

selling.

First

Quotations
*Am. Seat Vtc.

.

Am.

.

Seat

*Balabau
•Hal.

&

Pfd.

i6H

.

3854

& Katz..
Katz Vtc.

38

Nat'l

70

.

600

.

10,000

9

Pfd...

Fox Film "A" .. 76
Fox Theaters "A". 27 '4
*Intern'l

Project...

Loew's, Inc
467/g
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 23i/j
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
55
.

.

tParamount B'way 97H
34
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common
nyi
Skouras Bros .... 50
"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen.
9/2
.

.

100
9
102
75 ^R
4,900
74>4
26 '/j 27
12,500
115^
45-4
467^ 21,066
400
231/2
23/2
9

U6/2

54%

S4«4
97;^

97/j

.

.

300
8

31

10/2
50

56
89
9/2

9H

, ,

600

93^

•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Bros.

Warner
Warner

32

95H

.

Pictures.
54
" .\"
63
• Last Prices Quoted
•• PhUadelphia Market
.

I'ict.

50^

52
16,000
60
59,500
58^4
ft Bid and Ask
t

Bond Market

Fox Wins Another Title
Fax Films won the industrial league
baseball championship in a game played Saturday. The team captured first
honors in the M. P. League, with 11
consecutive victories.

BUCHHEISTER
.Motion Picture

I"

i I

213

W.

Columbus
Rush Sori'icc

.S.Sth .St.

Spcciiil

-

several weeks in London, Paris and
Berlin.
He disposed of his entire
line-up of product while away, he declared yesterday. Some of these pictures were already in his foreign offices while prints of others were taken

with him when he
weeks ago.

sailed about

S240

five

Includseries of Preferred Pictures.
ed are "The Plastic Age," "Lawful
Cheaters," "Parisian Love" and "Free
to Love," "The Girl Who Wouldn't

Work," "With This Ring" and "The
Other Woman's

Territory
Story."
includes France, Belgium,
Switzerland, Holland, Spain, Portugal, Italy, and Czecho Slovakia.

covered

LOBBY FRAME
OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway
Tel-Chickering

"iS50

New York
Sliow

f

R<

Can you
wait 4

more days ?

WILL BUY

Charges False Arrest
Los Angeles Charging false arrest,
F".
E. Miller, former official of the
Relimeo Film Syndicate, filed suit
Files Suit;

—

against Frederick G. Collett, Orlando Edgar Miller and Lillian Granville White for $101,000 damages.

ALL KINDS CELLULOID SCRAP
Send samples
full

details.

of

each grade, stating
pound
lowest

Quote

prices.

CHARMETTE
47

W.

42nd

St.

CO.

New York

City

I—

FLORIDA DISASTER
scenes of the
Miami Hurricane taken at the
time by cameramen on the spot.
of
feet
Several
hundred
Miami before the storm.
8x10 still pictures for lobby

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

2200 feet of

office

TITLES

Fadman Buys 7 Preferreds
Edwin Miles Fadman, of Red Star,
of a
Levia- has made an outright purchase

Another passenger on the
than yesterday was Bobby North of
the Apollo Trading Corp., who spent

display and exploitation.
Will cut to a two reel

m

LABORATORY
.\R T

Bobby North Back

73^

, ,

Film Inspect
•First

300

3854

WTiA 1175^ 117/2
Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
m'A 116!^ 117
•Fam. Play. Pfd...
120
.

Nafl Story

— First

National has
purchased screen rights to another
Gerald Beaumont story entitled "Said
With Soap."

Los Angeles

Seventh Heaven," which Frank BorThe diis directing for Fox.
rector arrives tomorrow en route to
France, where he will spend six
weeks in research work on conditions
existing in Paris at the outbreak of
Ernest Palmer, his camerathe war.
man, already is in France.
zage,

%

KNIFFEN

H-E-R-LABORATORIES
130 West 46th Street

New York City

CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY)
Attractions for

pS|

Picture Theatres

box

winner.

Call W. G.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

AMALGAMATED

'Phone Bry. 7273

Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St..

New York

Phone P«nn*. SSM

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Perm. 3580

Acts

Cit;

CAPITOL

THEAT

«J

NEW YORK

WATCH

the fire^works

AT the world's
LARGEST theatre this week
PLAYING the triumphant
RETURN engagement
OF the picture masterpiece
DESTINED to be at the top
OF all money-makers this year!

AND IN EVERY CITY
IN AMERICA IN 1926-27

y

,N

THE

ii

U'

Up

Gross

$1.01AStlAREIN'21

.\'ov.

7,

Nov.
Nov.
Nov.
Nov.

10,
11,
12,

8,

mated

Net income

$24,823,526
22,779,924
20,735,519
17,735,519
16,099,206

Position,

$1,925,506
1,785,011
1,266,763
924,859
634,334

Earn, per
com. sh.
$6.18
5.62
3.54
2.18
1.01

1924-1926

position of Universal Pictures as of May 8, 1926, the
date of the latest available balance sheet, was strong.
Net working capital
totaled $7,416,931, wtih the ratio of current assets to current liabilities
being about 4j^ to 1.
comparison of company's financial structure during the past few years follows:
May 9, '25.
Nov. 7, '25.
Nov. 8, '24.
May 8. '26.

The

financial

A

Total
Total

current assets
current liabilities

Net working capital
Cash
Marketable securities
Notes receivable
Accounts receivable
Notes payable
Accounts payable and tax reserve..
Inventories

$10,250,959
3,631,935
6,619,024
752,713
204,687
149,755
1,113,035

$9,161,374
2,775,296
6,386,078
1,257,051
304,687
43,562
738,694
873,665
1,568,785
6,817,380

$9,615,204
2,198,273
7,416,931
977,412
1,750

44,040
1,181,236
733,139
1,465,134
7,410,766

1,799,541
1,832,293
8,030,769

$8,210,599
2,811,681
5,398,918
1,066,540
154,475
47,002
773,902
871,187
1,447,530
6,057,921

at $30,000,000.

months ended Nov.

1925,

7,

represented the highegt
the history of Universal.

which

returns

in

Sharp Production Gain
While the SO pei cent increase in
production program which Universal
Pictures is putting into effect during
the current year resulted in a decrease in net income during the six

months ended May 8, 1926, as compared with the similar period a year
ago, this should be reflected in much
larger earnings for the last half of
fiscal

year.

Net

profits

after

charges and Federal taxes

in the first
to $725,843, equal after
preferred dividends to $2.16 a share
on the common, compared with $1,248,754 or $4.23 a share in the same
time a year ago.
The policy of the company is to
charge ofT the entire cost of new pictures at the time of release for exhibition.
Thus the total cost is
charged against one quarter's operations, whereas income from the picture will continue to come in for a
period of a year or more. When an

half

Gross Business

"U" Financial

Earnings have shown a steady increase each year in the past and indications are that the current year's
operations will establish a new high
record.
It is estimated that the net
income for the fiscal period to end
around the first week in November,
next, will exceed the $6.18 a share
earned on the comrnon in the 12

the

—

1925
1924
1923
1922
1921

Increase
This is the sixth in a series of articles surveying the financial status
of a number of important producing
and distributing companies. Others
are promised for publication shortly
by "Wall Street News." The views
herein contained in no way reflect
the opinion of THE FILM DAILY.
From a company formed in 1909
with an initial investment of only
$25,000, Universal Pictures Co., Inc.,
has under the original management,
grown into a corporation with a gross
turnover for the current year esti-

Has Expanded

Universal

Universal's gross business, net income after charges and taxes, and
the amount earned per share on the common, during the past five years,
are shown in the appended table:
Fiscal year end.

1926 Turnover Placed at
$30,000,000—Profits

Tuesday, September

amounted

increased
production
schedule
is
placed in effect, such as was done in
the first six months of the current
fiscal year, it may adversely affect
net earnings temporarily, because of
heavy costs charged off, resulting
income from which will not be received until a later date.

The result is the storing up of a
large reserve of earning power which
will be realized in succeeding months.
Releases of pictures charged off during the first half of 1926 were more
than $1,000,000 in excess of the same
period of 1925, earnings from which
will not be fully realized until the
last half of the year. *

The company produces and

dis-

tributes motion pictures in this country and foreign lands.
Its foreign
bjisiness is one of the largest of any
of the motion picture concerns. This
field has shown a considerable increase, especially during the
past
two year^, and as it is in its initial
stages of development, it offers excellent expansion possibilities in future.
The corporation entered into

an agreement with Ufa, the leading
German film producing company,
whereby Universal will have the
privilege of releasing ten pictures
each year, of vyhich at least two will
be of the super variety, in Ufa's
chain of theaters for a period of five
years, with option of renewal for an
additional five years.
In addition
Universal films will be marketed as
formerly in all German distributing
centres.
Universal Pictures distributes its
own pictures and the news reels produced by the International News
Reel Corp. throughout the United
States and Canada by means of its
own organization consisting of 38
wholly owned and two partly owned

exchanges and one independent distributing company. An arrangement,
which promises to be a profitable one,
has been made by Universal with
Famous Players-Lasky Corp. and

Metro-Goldwyn
Pictures
Corp.,
whereby nine of Universal's photol)lays will be given first run showings in Broadway theaters operated
by these two concerns.

Outstanding capitalization of company consists of $2,768,600 (par value
$100) 8 per cent first preferred; $2,000,000 7 per cent second preferred
(par $100) and 250,000 no par value
common shares. The first preferred
has been listed on the New York
Stock Exchange since Oct. 28, 1925,
while the common stock is traded in
on the N. Y. Curb Market. Except

mortgage of less than $100,000,
company has no funded debt.

for a

History of Enterprise
Universal Pictures Co., Inc., was
incorporated Jan. 15, 1925, to acquire the entire outstanding capital
stock of Universal Pictures Corp.
The original business was established in 1909 as the Imp Films Co. and
1912 the assets of this company
and of certain others were combined
in Universal Film Manufacturing Co.
which later became the Universal
Pictures Corp.
The company owns
a studio consisting of 230 acres of
land and 266 permanent buildings at
Universal City, Calif., and has about
four acres of land in Fort Lee, N. J.,
upon which are a laboratory, studio^
in

film vaults, etc.

* * *

on the first preferred
stock at the annual rate of 8 per cent
have been paid quarterly since April
1,
1925, but no distributions have
been made on the second preferred
Dividends

or

common

shares.

Universal Chain Theaters Corp.
In December, 1925, Universal Pictures, separated its theater interests
from its producing and distributing
unit by the formation of Universal
Chain Theaters Corp.
This com-

28,
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4 Year

$8, 724,320 in

How
STOCK EARNING $6.18;

-;xi^DAILY

Good Theater Income
Earnings of Universal Chain

i

weeks

of operation to
made an excellent sho'
3,
They amounted to $246,945, b
Federal taxes, but after charges,
to more than 2.1 times the div
requirements on the preferred,'
after preferred and second pref
dividends were at the rate of |
'
a share on the common stock
standing.
Earnings for the p|
were from apjj^roximately 95 thr
as the additional theaters have
acquired since April 3, and i
16
1926,

first

quently do not show up in ean
statement.
Universal Chain Tbeaters
has an outstanding capitalization
sisting of $4,000,000 8 per cei
ferred stock (par $100); $2,01"
.rl
per cent convertible second prS
(par $100); 190,000 shares of ni
common and 1,000 shares of
ment no par value stock. The
mon and management stock ha
sarne rights, share for share,
that the latter stock has exi
rights.
Regular qui
voting
dividends of 2 per cent are
paid on the 8 per cent pn
shares.

The balance
Chain Theaters

sheet of Unii
Corp. and su!

aries as of April 3, 1926, showedl
current assets of $4,295,961, afP

which there were current

liabilit;

only $440,525, leaving a net wo
Since the
capital of $3,855,436.
of this report part of the wo
capital has been employed in th
quisition

of

additional

theaters,

was recently stated that the
poration had more than $3,000,0
it

its

treasury available for acquis

additional motion picture c
and individual theaters or intt
of

therein.

Brown Hurt

in

—

Accident

il

Melville
City
Universal
Brown, Universal director, is reC'
ing slowly following a serious
mobile accident in which he su
internal injuries and two broken
It is likely he will have to poSi
"The FourfltiJ
production
of
which he is slated to direct
Reginald Denny.

Two More for "U"

—

Kansas City Giving the co
pany virtual control of the Si

A Notable Contract
Another development of note was
the signing by Universal in June of
this year, of a contract by which pany was established to acquire, own
Balaban & Katz secure the entire and operate motion picture theaters
Universal output of films for their in the United States, Canada and

urban situation. Universal 1
acquired the Madrid and L
taking over the new acqu
The Madrid 1
tions Oct. 3.
a capacity of 1,400 and the 1

abroad. The number of theaters operated by Universal Chain Theaters has
increased from 91, in December, to
214, with a total seating capacity of
more than 160,000 seats. It has under construction at present 21 theaters, which on completion, will add
35,000 seats.

has the Apoj
Linwood and Gladstone in
city's suburban field. The coi
pany's chain in this territory
eludes 25 houses of the forn
Capitol Theater Enterprises i
15 of the Sears circuit.

chain of 73 theaters, located in

Illi-

Michigan and Wisconsin, at an
rental
cost of between
$1,000,000 and $1,.500,000 which is
Ijclieved to have been one of the
nois,

aggregate

largest film rental contracts ever conin the motion picture in* *
dustry.

summated

I

seats 1,468.
,

Universal

:

—
}<OW PLAYING AT THE

RIALTO. N.

Y.

AND LOOKS GOOD FOR AT LEAST A

3

WEEK

J

RUN

he

ACK

ENNETT
PRODUCTION

HARRY

LANGDON
IN HIS FUNNIEST

SATURDAY
\FTERNOON

n
THEY ADVERTISED IT—TOO/

"Should

mop

up."

"Highly amusing."

"Merry fun."

—N.

Variety

—N.

Y. Telegraph

Y. Mirror

"Highly amusing."—N. Y. Times
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OF AMERICA,
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Record Smasher from the House oS Hits
Goals Bway in Gala World Premiere! J Packing

l.nother

Colony Theatre to Absolute Capacity
ances Saturday and Sunday!

I

all

Perform-

Storming the Big Town with Bombs of Laughter!
And Proving Again that Greater F* B. O. Delivers
The Dead'Sure Money-Getters!

Iana
BRDON
iRR
<

Stage

SDe

by

COSTA

>i!cted

13

play

by

HORNE

iep ^^ith

and
You Go With a Winner!

Greater

F. B. O.

il

THE
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Ready

for
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Tournament
from Page

1)

will be many who have not
And
a single tournament.
some of these travel from far distant points.
This Fall the Cohens and the Kellys will combat for honors.
The climax of the day, of course, is the din-

game,
missed

Don^t Miss It
To-Morro^ir
Cohens vs. Kellys
Film Golf

Tournament

ner in the evening, and the funfest
tomorrow night promises to surpass
all others.
Through the courtesy of
Irving Lesser, Sid Hall and His Entertainers, eleven in all, will strum
delightful jazzy tunes while all make
merry. Felix Feist promised yesterday to act as toastmaster.
The prizes are beautiful. They

were donated by Pathe Exchange, for
the low net runner-up; Warner Bros,
for the low gross; Arthur Stebbins,
low net; "Motion Picture News," low
gross runner-up; Jack Cosman, to the
captain of the winning team; Jules
Mastbaum, to the exhibitor with the
best score; Carle Laemmle, for putting contest winner; F. B. O., a birdie
trophy, and "The Film Daily" cup,
which must be won three times tc
be permanently retained.
Out-of-towners at the tournamen
will include George Blair, Eastman
Kodak Co., Rochester; Chris Diebel,
theater owner of Youngstown, O.;

Oscar Neufeld, De Luxe Film Exchange,
Philadelphia;
William C.
Nolan, of the Krazy Kat Studio,
Long Branch, N. J., and George C.
Wilson, of the Wilson Theater, Ty-

AT

rone, Pa.

SOUND VIEW
GOLF CLUB

Dublin, Ireland, and Sydney, Australia, will both be represented at
the tournament. The former, by Dr.
I. J. Eppel, a guest of Nathan Hirsh,
who is in town, and the latter by
Harold Bowden and Frank Tate,
Australian representatives of Australasian Films, who are in New York
on a combined business and pleasure
trip.

Yesterday, the Committee was kept
busy receiving new entries. Here's
how "Bill" Nolan sent his in:

TWO HUNDRED
A Day

28, 1926

entry, you have a last chance today,
The cornplete list of golfers follows:
Aaron, Eddie, M-G-M.
Aitken, Roy E., Birth of Nation Co.
Alexander, L. W., Universal.
Alicoate, jack. Film Daily.
Anderson, R. V., International Newsreel

Baum, Lou, Elbee Pictures
Beach, F. A., United Artists
Beatty, Jerome, M. P. P. D. A.
Beecroft, Fred, M. P. News
Beecroft, James, Exhibitors Herald
Bernstein, Harry, Red Seal
Berry, George,
Bilson, George, First National

M-GM

George A., Eastman Kodak Co.
Bloom, Dewey D.
Blumenthal, Lou, 1650 Broadway
Booth, F. E., Westinghouse Electric Co.
Bowden, Harold, Australasian Films
Blair,

lit!

Igii

Brady, Richard, Eastman Kodak
Brandon, Stewart K., 1540 Broadway
Brandt, Harry, Carleton Theater
Brandt, William, Carleton Theater
Briggs, O. H., Du Pont Pathe Film Mfg. Co'
Briskin, Samuel J., Banner Prod.
Brooks, Oswald, Pathe
Brotherhood, Wm., Cranfield & Clarke

Brown, Geo., M-G-M
Bruckmann, George, Perrin-Bruckmann

Co,

Burger, Paul, Loew's, Inc.
Byrnes, George, Timely Films, Inc.
Pat, Pathe Exchange
Carlton, Carle, Times Bldg.
Chatkin, David J., Publix
Churchill, Edward, Great Neck, L.
Clark, W. B., Cranfield & Clarke

Campbell,

P.

J.,

titifi

M-G-M

Cosman, Jack, 1542 Broadway
Crawford, Merritt, M. P. World
Cron, James, Exhibitors Daily Review
Crosbie, F. W., First National
Cunningham, James, Film Daily
Curtis, Edward P., Eastman Kodak Co.

m

Daab, Hy, F B. O,
Dana, Ted, Hotel Emerson
Day, Harvey, Kinograms
De Fabritis, Walter, Barnes Printing Co.
Dietz,

Howard,

mil
Ebenstein, Arthur, Herbert Ebenstein Co,
Ebenstein, Herbert R.
Hi
Edelhertz, Bernard, American Hebrew
njt
Eggleston, Harry
to
Einfield, Charles, First National
to
Eppel, Dr. I. J., Dublin, Ireland
Eschmann, E. A.
_,,
Evarts, Wm., Consolidated Film IndustriMB*
Eysmann, Mr., Cellofilm Co.

BJll

Leopold,

Loew's,

Inc.

Gallagher, Ray, M. P. News
Gallup, Bruce G., United Artists
Garyn, Pat, National Screen Servcie
Gassney, Leo, American Seating Co.
Gerety, Tom, Warner Bros.
Ginsberg, Henry, Sterling Pictures

Goetz, He!U"y, Consolidated Film Industrie!
Goetz, Jack, Consolidated Film Industries
Gratz, A. C, M. P. Today
Greenebaum, Gerald, Loew's, Inc.
Gulick, Paul, Universal

Courtesy of

IRVING LESSER

Phone Your Entry Immediately
and Come Early

The Sound View Golf Club can be
reached by motor over the following
route: 59th Street Bridge, then turn
left, through Corona, Flushing, Bayside, Douglaston, turn left at sign
marked: "Great Neck-Sound View
Trains leave over the
Golf Club.
Long Island Division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, at 7:11, 7:43, 8:05,
Taxi from
8:39, 9:11 and 9:41 A. M.
station to Club. Only heavy rain will
cause postponement of the tournaLight rain, or a drizzle will
ment.
In case of rain,
not be considered.
call the oftice of "The Film Daily,"
Circle 4736. 4737, 4738, 4739.
If you have not as yet sent in your

iit

M-G-M

Glucksmann, Jacobo

Sid Hall and His Entertainers

Ilk:

Depinet, Ned, First National
De Witt, Benjamin P.
Dickerson, J. S., M. P. News
Diebel, C. W., Federal Holding Co.

Friedman,

AT NIGHT

Ud

'in.

Brandt
Wm.
Frerdman, H.
Freidman, Joe, ''U" Exchange

Good Fello^vship and a
Hundred Laughs

'0

I.

M-G-M

oS

i(i

ill'

Cohen, Ned, Guest of Arthur Ebenstein
Cohen, Paul H., M-G-M
Collier, Wm., Jr., Hotel Gladstone
Conners,

iw

jil.

Fair, A. E., Universal
FeUt, Felix,
Fliesler, Joe, Ufa Films
Frank, \V. B.
Frankel,
V., c-o Harry

ENTRIES

^

Halperin, Edward
Halperin, Victor
Ham, W. Wallace, Mark Strand Theater
Hammons, Earl W., Educational

Hedwig,

Wm.

K.,

Hedwig Laboratory

Hirsh, Melvin, Aywon
Hirsh, Nathan, Aywon
Hodes, Hal, Short Films Syndicate
Hornstein, Joe, Howells Cine Equipment

Hughes, Frank, J. P. Muller Agency
Humm, John, Pathe
Johnston, Ray, Rayart
Johnson, Millard, Australasian Films
Johnston, Wm. A., M. P. News
Johnson, W. R., Rayart

Kane, Arthur S.
Kann, Maurice D., Film Daily
Katz,

Max

I,

Keegan, Jack

Acme
R,,

Theater
Exhibitors Herald

C

—
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Wm.

elly,

The

D.

enncdy, J. P., F. B. O.
eyser, Gerald, First National
ohn, Ralph, Famous

—

DAILY TIPS WNICH

Marmie

reus,

heralds were distributed to more
Sunday Show Fight Bitter
than three thousand employes of that
Lincoln, Neb.
Bitterness
company.
The bill posting was ing the campaign to repeal is markthe Sunput up on playdate, on which day the day closing
ordinance.

MEAN DOUACS FOC SUOWMEN

A

Hank, Red Seal

inet.

Dwight,

eeper,

Rayart

Irving M.

esser,

evy, Jules, First National
oew, Arthur, M-G-M
oew, David, M-G-M
ynch, O. J., Morgati Lithograph Co.

acGregor, Robert, American Seating Co.
cConnell, Fred, Exhibitors Daily Review
cKay, Willard, Universal
arcus, Lee, F. B. O.
arin, Ned First National

William

--see,

Lou, Universal
illigan, Jim, Morning Telegraph
iles, Jos. R., Lloyds Film Storage Corp.
itrhell, Fred, Loew's, Inc.
ountan, David J., Richnrount Pictures
ueller, George, Guest of Arthur Ebensteir
etzger,

Wm.

rr,

Wm.,

De Luxe Film

Co.

Krazy Kat Studio

MG-M

Charles, T. O. C. C.

'Reilly,

Elmer, Pathe Exchange
Eugene, Loew's, Inc.
licker, David, Loew's, Inc.
linkerton, C. S., United Artists
i»pe, Frank, Prod. Dist. Corp.
oucher, R. I., Consolidated Film Industrie?
tarson,
icker,

Oscar,

rice,

andall,

142

West 44th

St.

A. W., Exhibitors' Herald

W. E., Pathe Exchange
Lou, Variety
obbins, W. A., Australasian Films
aives, Harold, New 14th St. Theater
itchey, J. V., Ritchey Lithograph Co.
itchey, J. V., Jr., Ritchey Lithograph Co.
obbins, Herman, National Screen Service
ogers, Leonard, Carleton Theater
ubin, Robert, Carleton Theater
ubenstein, Samuel, Lloyds' Film Storage
yan, J. O., Wurlitzer Organ Co.
aynor,
idell,

lunders, E. M., M-G-M
lunders, Francis A., M. P.

—

—

ay, Mitchell, Jr.
ersereau, Don, Film Daily

eufeld, Oscar,
olan,
C,
orth, Bobby

—

—

"A

—

"The Flaming Frontier"

World

A. J., Pathe Exchange
iwyer, Arthur, Roxy Theaters Corp.
>x, S«un, Gotham Prod,
iwyer, Chester E., Howells Cine Equip. Co.
Clarence,

:hattenfels,

M.

P. World
B. O.

lallenberger, W. E.
law, Tom, First National

ngerman, Sidney, Universal
nith, Jr., A. W., First National
,?arg«, John S., Exhibitors' Herald
l:ebbins,

Arthur

W.

Universal
uart. Max, Barnes Printing Co.
Irvih,

l:olzer,

ate,

Frank, Australasian Films

ierney,

Howard

S.

rowbridge, Carroll, Christie Film Co.
ragner, Walter

Stanley B., Pathe Exchange
Eugene. Universal
'amer, Abe, Warner Bros.
/^arner, Jack, Warner Bros.
/aite,
'alsh,

'arshauer,

David

Fred, Red Seal
Richard, Rayart
Ralph, Film Daily

'ebster,
'eil,

'ilk,

'ilson,

George C, Baltimore
Billy, Tec -Art Studios
Fred, Reeland Reviews

'ilkerson,
'ilson,

Bob, Prod. Dist. Corp.
V.
'y.me Jones, Fred, Ufa Films

'oif,

'o:f5ohn, I.

oung, Lon,
esel,

Frank,

Gotham Prod.
Mark Strand Theater

(Universal)

Twelve hundred children in the uniform of the Boy and Girl Scouts
marched through the streets. They
marched to the music of two fife and
drum corps and were preceded by two

A ROMANCE OF TH£ ROARING RMIS

policemen on motorcycles. All scouts,
wearing their uniforms, were invited
to a preview of the Universal special.
They met on the Green at 9 o'clock
and as they marched with military precision to the theater they met an enthusiastic reception from the crowds
which watched them go by.
They

THE

SIGNU

created talk; they, themselves, talked
tiiore after they had seen the picture
for it made a great hit with them;
and the newspapers played up their

parade with stories and photographs.
Another stunt which got a long story
with a two column head was an interview with a local veteran who had

AmASUPtRBChST

was

OB

saiUKfA'JomTZS.

visited the Custer Battlefield the day
after the slaughter.
This old fellow

also introduced from the stage on

Army

and Navy Veterans Night.
Robert Woods, Bijou, New Haven,
Conn.
Released through

Gotham Exchanges Everywhere by

"Mare Nostrum"

(M-G-M)
News
News reel

Real Box-Office Smash!"

back, Grand, Terre Haute, Ind.

iwtelle,

irhnitzer, Joseph L, F.
i;dran, Sam, Universal

referen-

was also started in the theater. dum, the third in three
years, is to
Designed two window displays se- I)e held. Four thousand
"Fig Leaves"
voters pecured from the Pickens Dept. Store titioned for
(Fox)
the referendum.
Splendid co-operation was secured on ship models and the novel on
from local merchants and the city's which the screen play is based. A
fairest daughters in putting over a special mechanical shadow box was
F. & R. Opening at Minot
huge fashion revue upon the stage. placed in the foyer.
This display,
Minot, N. D.
The new State,
Arrangements were secured with the showing a ship riding the waves, was sponsored by Northwest Theaters,
most exclusive shops in the city, illuminated at night. A periscope in opens in October. The house will
whereby each shop loaned its latest the foreground tied-up to the story of bring competition to the city, long
creations.
A complete set of furni- the film. A concealed swivel, machine controlled by the Arcade Amusement
ture was secured for stage settings. operated, rocked the ship back and Co.
M. Pickerel, Murray, Ponca
Society debutantes were enlisted to act forth.
as models for the revue. This stroke City, Okla.
Blank to Get House
conveyed to the public the fact that
Boston Exchanges Moving
"Fig Leaves" is really a stupendous
Waterloo, la.— A. H. Blank EnterBoston
production and well worth the powThe early part of the prises will operate the Orpheum beerful presentation offered.
An ani- month will see several exchanges in ing built here by Badger Building
mated window display was used. new locations.
Famous vacates 8 Service. Previously, it was reported
This tie-up was effected with a local Shawmut St. for its new building in that the Frank Amusement Co., subrestaurant. It consisted in having an Arlington Square; M. P. Corp. va- sidiary of North American Theaters,
easel upon which was placed a beaver- cates 28 Piedmont St. for larger quar- would lease the proposed theater.
board three by four feet and set in ters at 7 Isabella St.; United Artists The Blank and Frank firms are arthe window of the store.
A young moves to 13 Stanhope St. and pres- rayed against each other here.
lady took cutout letters 12 inches high ent rooms will become part of the
made of green cardboard and pinned salesrooms of the new equipment
Exhibitor Seeks Office
each letter upon the board until the combine.
P. D. C. is said to be
title "Fig Leaves" was spelled out. considering the former Paramount exMinneapolis Fred Lang, manager
Below this was tacked a card men- change for its use although its pres- of the Cozy, North Side house, is a
tioning the cast and the theater. Af- ent lease does not expire for several candidate for county commissioner.
ter completing this, the board was re- months.
He is a former legislator.
placed by another board containing
billing of the huge fashion revue.
While the crowds read the revue copy
the young lady picked each letter
one at a time from the title. This display was many times repeated during
the rush hours and attracted a good
deal of attention.
Shannon Katzentrailer

eishman, E. D., Universal

Teaser and dramatic copy ads were
Reels at Inquest
versions of the disaster used to start off the newspaper camlill
be used at the inquest into the paign on this feature. A story on the
onck plane crash in which two per- relation that Blasco Ibanez and Director Rex Ingram had to Valentino's
ms were killed.
success was placed in the news columns.
Five thousand heralds were
Ernest Giillen Signs
distributed from house to house and
Burbank, Cal.— First National has in office buildings. The best break on
gned Ernest Gillen on a five-year the heralds was obtained in the home
)ntract.
offices of the Marlin Oil Company.

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
SAM SAX.

1650

President

New York

Broadway

I

Foreign Distributors

— Inter-Ocean

Film Corp,

1
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Northwest Theaters Circuit,
been inactive locally, the company has been engaged on an expanin
sion program throughout Minnesota,
(Continued from I'agc 1)
North and South iTakota and Wisrun situation, despite the many threats consin, which has given it one of
of competition which have been made. the most powerful circuits.
This
Seven suburban theaters have been campaign has resulted in the building
completed the last few years while not of new theaters at Eau Claire, Wis.,
one new downtown house has been Sioux Falls, S. D., Fargo and Minot,
Houses proposed at AberMoreover several parties at N. D.
erected.
present are trying to obtain sites for deen and Huron have been abanIn addition, the
theaters in four other suburban dis- doned temporarily.
tricts in South Minneapolis. Theaters firm has been active in acquiring theare sought at 37th St. and 23d Ave., aters, until in only one major city of
44th and Nicollet, Richfield, a village the territory, Duluth, is there firstadjoining the city on Lyndale Ave., run competition, this being furnished
by Clinton-Myers, associated with
and at 38th street and Nicollet.
Publix in operation of the Lyceum
developThe trend in the suburban
ment began with the erection of the and the Orpheum, operated by BlackBroadway on the North Side and was more Bros.
Competition at St. Paul was elimfollowed by the Rosebud, built on the
several^ months ago throug'
site of the old Rex, 15th Ave. and inated
of the holding of Joseph
purchase
RobbinsLake.
The new theater at
dale, the Homewood, and the Logan, Friedman.
gave North Minneapolis two more
houses and the two latest houses were
completed in the last two weeks are:
(Continued from Page 1)
the Rex at 345 13th Ave. N. E., and
the Capitol at Columbia Heights, a with the F. B. O. foreign departmen'
village adjoining East Minneapolis.
regarding methods of handling British
The Rex, which is reported to have distribution.
been erected at a cost of $70,000,
opened last week under the manage- "Bigger than Barnum's"
ment of Frank Smoleski and the |45,- First F. B. O. Through Ideal
000 Capitol will be opened by Arthur
The first F. B. O. picture to be
Gluek in about two weeks.
handled
by Ideal Films, Ltd., in the
Protests of residents have in several
United Kingdom will be "Bigger
suburban
other cases killed proposed
Than Barnum's," which will be trade
houses and at the present time
shown in October, Colvin W. Brown,
the Minneapolis city council is disvice-president in charge of distribucussing the advisability of granting lition, said yesterday, following his recenses for two theaters over protests
turn from Europe. The English comof residents of the districts in which
has 15 exchanges through which
pany
they are to be built. Last week the
Previto sell the 1926-27 product.
council granted a license to W. L.
ously
F. B. O. sold films individually
Lydick for a theater at 3715 23d Ave.
throughout the isles.
S. but the mayor used his veto to stop
Brown found exhibition business
it when a body of citizens entered a
good
in England and conditions unprotest.
Nov/ the business men of
Germany, which he
certain in Paris.
that district have declared themselves
also visited, appears to be improving.
for the proposed house and it is exHe had noticed that approximately
pected that the license will be granted
one-half the home product has a pain a short time.
are
The Hennepin-Orpheum combina- triotic flavor and that there films
meeting with great popularity. Brown
tion house, is the only new theater
says that the average German film is
built since 1921.
That year marked
the average American picoutdrawing
the close of activity in the first run

Loop Field Dormant

ate

as

Another for Loew

has

Minneapolis

Kennedy Back

picture theater

& Ruben
ater of

field,

when

opened the

tlicir

Finkelstein

State,

During the last
few years, the only competition to
F. & R., excepting the combination
Orpheum and Pantages houses, has
been furnished by the Lyceum, located at Nicollet and Eleventh. This
theater, opened bv> J. B. Clinton.

was consummated.

Enterprises, Duluth,
one season.
It is
several blocks from the
city's theater activities, a handicap
which proved too great to overcome.
While F. & R., which now oper-

Clinfon-Mj.ers

after

Jack Dillon becomes managing

di-

Loew's

$100,000 Raised by
Publix Matinei h
{Continued from Page 1)
that theater damage tota
|;250,000 is ridiculous, he declared.
Damage to Publix houses, includ
potential revenue lost by dark hou!
will not exceed $50,000, according

Claim

Review of Reviews

Miami Beach.

the country for some time, finally
three
lighted at the Strand and is due for a
houses
second week's showing. Mary is the

W. H. Weisanger,

has purchased

she always is and her perform
ance,
the
little
as
drudge who
artist

mothers

a

brood of

fallen "sparrows,"
is the sunshine in

splendid.
Mary
the story. It is a somewhat harrowing theme about a villainous old rascal who kidnaps little children and
tortures them when they disobey
him. The direction, acting and production are excellent but the atmosphere is essentially sordid and unhappy.
It doesn't
seem quite the
sort of thing that Mary should do
since she is such an idol with the
is

youngsters.

The acting honors of the week have
almost without exception been scooped by female stars. Bebe Daniels, in
"The Campus Flirt," was simply
great.

Bebe doesn't make

If

sweep with

this

one

it

isn't

a clean

her fault.

The

picture is replete with laughs of
a high order.
Bebe has a fine looking leading man in James Hall.
He

can

act,

too.

brightest

Renee
light,

Adoree

Thomas

also.

Banks

scored about the
for the male contingent in
Pathe feature, "Atta Boy."

often that a slap stick comsix reels holds up under the
strain
of
such extensive footage.
"Atta Boy" is one that does. Looks
like Monty will be running for a
It

isn't

edy

in

Bronx five blocks at Westchester and Whitlock Ave. for immedevelopment for a 2,500-seat thegroup of stores, swimming pools

ater,

ky,

Miami.
itest

Connecticut Theaters Ready
Florida Victims

To Aid

!yl

—

Hartford Connecticut theater \
hold special benefit matinees Sunc
for the relief of Florida sufTereliii^
Distributing companies will furni imIi
pictures without charge and the th'
ters
free.

and

all

The

employee' services will
benefits are being he

under the auspices of the M. P. T.
and the Film Board of Trade.

:

Arrives from Miami

km
feK

Ml

With Hurricane Film
W. G. Knififin of Coutant-Knifl
Films, accessory dealers in Miami, illlf

B

New York with 2,200 feet of
shot on the Sunday, Monday, Tu€; i
day and part of the Wednesday fc k
lowing the Florida hurricane.
Ifb
declared the Olympia, Miami w
somewhat injured and that the bai
wall of the Rosita at Little Riv

in

in

place on the Lloyd-Chaplin-Langdon
team before long if he can keep this

"G

aged, Kniffin declared, but the Par
a stock theater was completely d
molished.
At Hialeah, a Miami suburb, tlf,.
n.
Hialeah studio was completely ru ne
but the laboratory where his fir
does a good deal of its work was on'r !»

r

.,

partially
hit

Uicr

was blown down. The Capitol, a
was the
Meighan other Miami theater, was not dar

was somewhat disappointing. It is
good melodrama but conventional although they brave a tragic ending
which is speculative as far as audiWilliam
ence appeal is concerned.
Powell's performance was interesting

new

be from two

itrl

In "Tin Gods," hardly a worthy
successor to "Variety," as a Rialto
attraction,

It will

before the follow:'
will
reopen:
Sunset
Queen, Fort Lauderdale; Rosita, Lit
River; Paramount and Hippodroi,

demolished.

The

Tilfoi

plant on South Miami Ave. was d
stroyed, according to Knififin.
ll

Sterling Sold in Holland
George E. Kann, vice president

Sterling Pictures, has just signed
contract with the N. V. Univers

jit

lift

itii

Film Co., of Amsterdam, to hand ,
the Sterling output throughout H( ™
and

111

ill
Jack Cohn Returning
Norma Shearer was delightful as
Hollywood
Jack Cohn of Colut
the lady attorney in "The Waning
bia has left for New York and e:
Sex" which evidently gave complete
pects to arrive in time for the ope
satisfaction to the Capitol audiences
ing of the Fall Film Golf Tourn
judging from their continuous laughs.
ment.
Reviewers, generally, didn't agree
fine
enterthat the picture was such
Fischer Abandons Berlin Project
crowd showed
tainment
but the
Failure of residents
Berlin, Wis.
every indication of enjoying it.
back the project financially has led
Universal's regular weekly trade abandonment of plans for a theat
showing consisted of a western, one here by Fischer's Paramount The
of the Blue Streak variety, with a ters chain.
Fred
comparatively
new comer,
Price Back in Harness
Humes, performing the usual cowHannibal, Mo. John Price, veten
boy heroics.
Lumas distributed a
William Fairbanks action picture, exhibitor, has resumed manageme:
of his theaters here.
"Thru Thick and Thin."

—

by

the East
diate

m

weeks

up.

New Bronx Theater Co.
A new theater syndicate, headed

terai
jots

the theaters presented new
as well as the Coral Gables
productions.
Mary Pickford's "Spar terday
Coral Gables and the Communitylkrif
rows," which has been flying about

his

rector of the Colony when the Warners take over the house Oct. 7, when
"The Better 'Ole" has its world premiere.
Harry Gittleson, who has
been in charge of the theater, joins
F. B. O. to do special exhibition.

—

28. 192

Franklin, who was impressed with
"comeback" Miami is staging.
Within 60 days, he said, all traces
By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
the storm's fury will be removed i
Broadway returned to its old
everything rebuilt. The Olympia i
schedule of new pictures and with few
Fairfax, Miami, were reopened y
exceptions

A

Monty

Manage Colony

I.

radio stars in attendance.

only
Dillon to

planned.
These include a Universal
house, one sponsored by North American Theaters, P. D. C. ally, and
one proposed by Balaban & Katz.
All of the ventures emerged from
the preliminary stage, but none ever

Woodside, L.

Woodside formally opened yesterday, with Marcus Loew and
a party of screen, stagie and

Germany.

key the-

&

was closed
removed by

ture in

circuit.

The house, started by Ascher Bros,
of Chicago, threatened to bring competition to the city, which was removed by purchase of the uncompleted house by F.
R.
During the last four years, there
have been several new first runs

Tuesday, September

and tennis courts.

I!

01

—

ii((

Luescher

New

Quarters
Mark A. Luescher's promotion and
publicity department of the Keith organization is now occupying new
fiuarters on the 11th floor of 1560
Broadway, having moved from next
door.

in

—

THE
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"Hipp

celebrating his third
anniversary as an independent prois

'
'

11

Exhibitors^

Twelve thousand dollars was
realized from the special mid-

Daily Reminder

night matinee Saturday at the

Hippodrome.

Broadway

stars

donated their services for the
Florida storm victims.

cer and distributor. Real congratuions are in order for tl^e manner
which he has built up L'unias and

D/

Adds $12,000

SHOmORM

C/Fne

tham.

Theater business

Fails to Impress

File Film Daily
Exploit 'O'Qrams.
Fine for exploita'

not worryimj
w Fischer, owner of a chain emicing Ticonderoga, Fort Edward
d Hoosick Falls, for he expects to
lerit a fortune of $100,000.
is

(Continued from Page 1)
Mussolini's plan, as reported from
Rome, provides for the greater exhibition of Italian product. Since few
domestic pictures exist iii Italy, it
follows that the Premier has in mind
the fostering of production under official or semi-official patronage.
Especially desirable will be films dealing
with ancient Rome.
It was pointed out here yesterday
ti;at about a year ago, two Italian
distribution organizations of importance attempted to foist a sort of
internal "kontingent" upon First Na-

tion tips.
B. Murphy was tendered a
reception at his Quincy-Strand
lincy, Mass., by the Chamber of
mmerce and Kiwanis Club, for his

red

jlic

erest in civic affairs.
appreciation for you.

iy the way,

There's pub-

how's your standing

Tuesday, September

your town?

28, 1926

tional,

to prove that he has the
kings of a film stunt 7nan a 22-

lust

ir-old

New York

youth

Big Campaign Ready

demon-

AI-G-M and Famous, by

STUDIES
IN

J

i

7/6^ WORST

WOMAN
[exclusive

indis-

WOMEN

—

sive

campaigns

LEW
TYLER'S/

Parker to Tour Warner Exchanges
Soon after the opening of "The
Better 'Ole and the Vitaphone at the
Colony on Oct. 7, Watt L. Parker,
director, of advertising and publicity
for Warner Bros., will leave on a trip
to cover exchanges, with his ulti-

in picture history.

WIVES

A fire chief car is to carry the prepessimist who believes that
tures are losing their popularity view print to New Orleans to the anzild read this one.
Over in Bur- nual convention of the Association of
Its departure from Los
II
the natives are pawning their Fire Chiefs.
thes and even mosquito netting in Angeles will be a civic affair, and
practically the entire fire department, mate destination the Coast. The trip
'er to buy theater tickets, accordcity officials, studio executives and is to see that the field men are informto the "New York Times."
players will participate in the cere- ed of the advertising and publicity
monies.
campaigns planned for the 26 "WarnEn route, the car will be met on the er Winners," road show attractions
"Gigolo's"
outskirts of each city by fire appara- and Vitaphone. Parker will also take
Gigolo," a De Mille Prod, directus which will speed behind the car a few weeks' rest on the Coast and
by William K. Howard for Prod.
to the city hall, where ceremonies will return to his desk around the first of
t.
Corp. release, will have a preFire and police depart- the year.
be staged.
''fce

7/?e

tomorrow

night.

Being a drama

he night club parasite, the "dancman," it will be presented by
Jtole Friedland at his Club Anafor critjcs and in conjunction
h Anatole's dress rehearsal, the

opening
officially
Thursday
A "Gigolo Dance" will be
formed for the first time while a
iplete entejtainment engineered by
?edland and P. D. C. will accomKy the showing. George Harvey,
? nk Pope and Joe Sullivan of the
3

ht.

MILLION
DOLLAR

DANCING
DAYS

«ne office are active in preparing
I; sendoff.
In the Howard produciu are Rod La Rocque wjlh Louise
Dosser,
Jobyna Ralston, George
^holls and Eddie Borden.
vbout forty-five guests are exxted with possibly a few visiting
ts from the Coast also present,

BEHAVIOR 7

Boy

Scouts, and other organizations.
The arrival in New Orleans of the
M-G-M car carrying the print will be
one of the high-lights of the fire
convention.
Shop whistles,
chiefs'

J HIS

and
'

the

ments of the

city.

participate

will

in

Among those who
the New Orleans

convention ceremonies will be Secretary Hoover, Louis B. Mayer, mayors

and fire chiefs of this district. Hunt
Stromberg, May McAvoy, governors
Bert Woodruff
states,
plays the part of the old chief
in
"The Fire Brigade," California
State Fire Marshal Jay Stevens and
of

different

who

''"

»4nday
? )lix,

for the Milljpn Dollar in
Ljeles.
I St,

Los

[arvey has secured Carl Ed, the
tlrold Teen creator, and other noted
icioonists, to show their brain chilli a
doing the "Gigolo Dance" as
i basis of a special trade adver-

iig campaign and newspaper
Jl

tie-

WIFE ^

fire
car.
The
of
the
arrival
chiefs will turn out in parade to welcome the car as will various depart-

opens at the Hippodrome
and has been booked by others.
according to advices from the

'(golo"

WAMBFUL

ments, federal, state and civic leaders
will participate, as will Rotary Clubs,

engine sirens and bells
fire
herald
will
church
chimes

ROMANCE

ofa

Preview

ff

i|

HORSES
AND

ated by leapiyig from house-top
house-top.
The studio job was Elaborate Plans for "The Fire Brigade" Under Way National
forthcoming but a suspended
Exploitation the Aim
'.tence was.
take long before advances were made
Los Angeles M-G-M is preparing by the Italian releasing companies for
Fire
campaign
on
"The
to
launch
its
rhe Russian picture "Potemkin"
a resumption of the normal schedule.
Brigade," promising that the picture
Is quite cut up over
its reception
will ht given one of the most intenAmerica.

—

RIGHTS

1,

that these organizations
Italian pictures within that
country's confines on the basis of one
for one.
The three organizations
jointly decided to withhold product
from Italian distribution. It did not
sisting
tribute

WIVES

In

Iji:
.jm

From Hollywood

Accompanied by her mother and
her affianced, Milton Sills, Doris Kenyon has arrived in New York.

Brook with Pola Negri
Los Angeles Clive Brook is

—

pear opposite Pola Negri
Wire."

in

^

Preferred^k

Picfures

^
jfi

PRESENTED 6(/ J.G BACHMANNJS)

i
to ap-

"Barbed
INTER-OCEAN

RVM CORP,;

—

ULTHE NEWS
ALL THE T1K.E
rOL.

i
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Fellowship
at the Sound View
rODAY
Golf Club, at Great Neck,
Long

CUBAN GOV'T DECREES

New

AWAITED AT PARIS

THE

I

A

cares tossed to the four
winds.
day when deals and
propositions give way to good
fellowship, when play dates take
('second place to pars and birdies.
Today's event will take on a novelty aspect in that sides will be chosen
"and the Cohens will play the Kellys.
jness

A

Now

that the big Philadelphia squabble is out of the way, it promises to
May the
be the fight of the year.
best side win.

came as a surprise to New York export circles in view of the fact that
it was only last week that the President of the island republic indicated
he was opposed to Federal interference in inotion pictures. The opin(Continued on Page 11)

PLAN CONSOLIDATION

OE EQUIPMENT STORES

Smouldering Resentment to National Supply to Reduce
Chain of Branches
Flame at Sessions of

No

—

Price 5 Cents

TIRADE AGAINST U.S.

EEDERALCENSORSHIP

Island, weather pernitting, over two hundred repesentative members of the mo- Act Comes as Surprise to
ion picture industry will comYork Exporters
)ete in friendly rivalry at the
Details
^ilm Golf Tournament.
This happy event, bringing to- Washington Bureau, of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Film censorship has
jijether for a day in the open, a
been
established in Cuba by a Govvonderful bunch of good sportsernment decree, according to a cablenen, is the eleventh semi-annual gram received yesterday
at the Delournament sponsored by
partment of Commerce from ComiFILM DAILY. From a modest mercial Attache Todd at Havana.
start it has grown to an event
Full details of the extent of the
looked forward to by golfing Cuban censorship will not be known
representatives
from every until mail arrives from Havana tobranch of the industry.
splen- morrow or Friday.
The bulletin flashe.d from Havana
did day of recreation with busi-

29, 1926

to 32

Congress

—

Consolidation of its
50
supply
houses into 32 stores is being effected
International Film Congress which by the National Theater Supply Co.,
entered upon its second day yester- President H. A. R. Button said yesterday.
An attack against American day following his return from Boston.
pictures and the position they hold in In cities where there are more than
world's markets is anticipated mo- one concern the companies will be
mentarily.
While Col. Edward G. merged. Within 30 days the organiLowry, representative of the Hays zation will have 125 salesmen in the

Paris The American Einbassy is
maintaining careful scrutiny over the

organization in Europe is in Paris,
he is watching the deliberations from
the sidelines.

France and Germany
Dominating Paris Congress
Formation of a central organization
and distributors which
will be affiliated with the League
of producers

(Continued on Page 11)

New

New $5,000,000 Loan

Keith Deal

Button stated.
Policies of the new company including,- the scale of prices will be determined at a meeting to be held at
Chicago, Oct. 1 to 5, inclusive, at its
quarters, 624 South Michigan Ave.
Officers and district managers will attend.
Within two months stores will be
opened at Albany, Memphis and in
Florida,
probably at Jacksonville.
The salesmen will be in the field inside of a month, Button stated.
The
(Continued on Page 2)
field,

The Keith-Albee circuit has acEndorsed by the Stanley Co. of
Richard Rowland Sailing
America a $5,000,000 first mortgage quired an interest in the Butterfield
Richard
A. Rowland, First Nationthree-cornered.
six per cent sinking fund gold bond chain, making the deal
al general manager, accompanied by
issue has been floated by the Stanley- with Publix and Butterfield included.
Mrs. Rowland, sails on the Columbus
Negative Costs
Crandall Co., of Washington to fi- About 50 houses are included in the
tonight on an annual visit to Europe.
Michigan
circuit.
exsatisfy
projects,
theater
nance
new
again
rising
costs
With negative
Under the deal, W. S. Butterfield
Jto
enormous proportions, after a isting liens and for corporate purVidor to Make Canal Picture
will have complete charge of the the'short period of retrenchment, it is poses. This winds up the new fin^.ncBeatty
as general
with
E.
G.
Los Angeles King Vidor is to diaters,
company
parent
program
of
the
ing
high time to heed the stop, look and
booked rect "The Glory Biggers," an adaptaWith production for and its subsidiaries for, it is stated, manager. Vaudeville will be
listen signal.
(Continued on Page 11)
tion of Irvin Cobb's original, based
(Continued on Page 11)
the big companies averaging between
on the building of the Panama Canal.
two hundred and fifty and three hun-

—

dred thousand dollars a crack, it's
about time to check up things some-

Somebody

—

Denver This territory's wide exMr. Ex- panse, and consequent long "jumps"
have to carry the burden.
hibitor has been prosperous but he between towns is a fertile field for
cannot go on paying more and more bicycling activities. In past years, the
Business practice grew to alarming proportions,
product.
indefinitely
for
generally all over the but a continuous campaign against it
conditions
country are more than satisfactory, by the Film Board of Trade, has put
but that long-looked for economic the situation "well in hand."
New cases are brought to the atreaction will come as surely as the
morning tide, and then look out or tention of the board usually concern
new theater owners, unaware of the
somebody will get hurt.
drastic penalties meted out to biJohn Mc Cormick
where along the

line.

will

That happy Celtic personality,
John McCormick, in private life the
husband of Colleen Mqpre, is in town.
Between signing checks for Colleen's
new fall wardrobe and attending the
different sporting events he is conferring with Richard Rowland over
the new elaborate production program of First National. McCormick
has charge of First National activity
on the Coast and if the rumblings
that reach us are a sign of what's
coming, it's our tip to watch First
Big
National for the coming year.

things are

on the way.

ALICOATE

Price Fixing

Denver Under Control

cyclers.

—

Out

Fight Films Sold

Minneapolis Price regulation is
Twenty prints for six exchanges is
not within the power of arbitration the method of handling of the Bempboards, the Minneapolis board ruled sey-Tunney fight films in Canada, the
in striking out its decision in case rights of which Educational has puragainst Arthur Ziehl, Austin, Minn., chased from Leon D. Britton. N. L.
exhibitor, which action was brought Nathanson of Famous (Canadian),
has booked the films for the circuit.
by Warner Bros.
In its finding, the board had held Prints already have been shipped
that Ziehl had been oversold and had from Philadelphia to Ontario by airordered reduced rentals included in plane. Universal has bought the forThe case involved eign rights, carrying with it the privithe contract.
This decision exceeded the lege of booking the films for the rest
$967.50.
of the world.
board's powers.

Moore-McCormick

Fore!
rain prevents, 200 fiim folk will gather today at
the Sound View Golf Club in Great Neck, to compete in
Eleventh Semi-Annual Film Golf Tournament—the
the
"Cohens and Kellys Tournament"—which will be followed in

UNLESS

the evening

The

feast of food

and

fim.

entries, at a late hour last night, were still pouring in.
usual number of late comers will undoubtedly swell the
to the largest since the first tournament in 1921.

The
total

by a

at

A.M.P.A.

Moore, who is in New
York, and John McCormick, will be
guests of honor and principal speakers
at tomorrow's luncheon of the A, M.
Colleen

P. A.

Vitaphone Signs
It was reported last night that a
contract had been negotiated with the
Victor Company which gives Warners exclusive rights to all recording
artists for the Vitaphone.

.
.
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New Bronx Project
Universal TheaEdward Pctigor, attorney, has pi
ters Corp., it was declared that the chased the entire block bounded
Forest and
Westches*
purchase of the Rialto and Virginian Jackson,
{Continued from Page 1)
Charleston, W. Va., which had been Aves., for Forest Ave. Theater a
district managers are: Eastern, Joe reported as consummated, was still in Apartments, Inc.
Hornstein, New York; Southern, Os- abeyance, pending working out of a
car Oldknow, Atlanta; Western, L. G. satisfactory deal.
Fadman Buys 23
Dolliver, San Francisco; Northern,
E.
M.
Fadman, president of
H. A. R. Button, Chicago.
Beaumont Arrives and Leaves
Star, has purchased European righ
If there is any change in prices it
Harry Beaumont, who two days to 14 Franklj-n Farnum, eight B
will be downward, Dutton said, and
arrived from England where he Cody and one Raymond Griffith pi|
ago
declared he had not heard anything
directing scenes for Fox's "One ture from Henry Arias of Classpla
was
tangible concerning the equipment
Increasing Purpose" left yesterday
report,
according
to
which,
company,
for Hollywood, with his wife, his asis contemplated by the producing and
n4AL ROACH
sistant, James Dunne, and a cameradistributing companies in event of a
preecirte
will resume production on
He
man.
rice increase.
th~e Coast when Edmund Lowe and
Lila Lee, featured players, who are
Michalove Closing Contracts
two
Dan Michalove, assistant sales man- still in England, return in about
weeks.
ager and director of theaters for
Universal
n the Southeast, is in
Rembusch Loses Out
New York, closing for decorations

Plan Consolidation
of Equipment Stores
fil XXnil No. 76 Wednesdiy. S(pL29. 1928 Price 5 Cents
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"U" Theater Deal Pending

At the

office of the

R

ChaA£^

i

—

Columbus, Ind. The intention of
exhibitors to defy the "blue" Sunday
law here is expected to die following
conviction and fine which Frank
Thompson Off Commission
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Rembusch, president of the M.P.T.O.
Washington Huston Thompson, of Indiana drew for operating on Sunchief instigator and storm center of day.
Sunday found most doors in
Paramount investigation, has Columbus sealed tight, though this
the
completed his term as a member of is where the fight was to be fought
the Federal Trade Commission with- to a finish.
Rembusch and others
out reappointment.
had stated that they would continue
to operate Sundays even though arWerner to Confer with Writer
rested.
David C. Werner of the Universal
home office, left yesterday for BirWobber Active for Famous
and
ler.

fittings for the $1,000,000

Atlanta,

now under

Cand-

construction.

—

Financial

J
A generally moderate turnover throughout
the stock and bond market found film issues more or less of a piece with the trend.
Whatever activity there was confined itself
chiefly to Fox Theaters "A," with slight
fractional declines, and Warner Brothers Pic-

went below SO on a sharp turnover.
Loew's, Inc., closed almost a full point
ahead of the figure of the preceding day on
a continued activity of sales.
tures

mingham,

High Low

Am. Seat
Am. Seat

.

Pfd.

.

36Ji
38>i
62 J4

& Katz
Katr Vtc

Balaban
•Bal.

V'tc.

&

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players
•Fam. Play.
Film
First

36J4
37*4
62 !4

117J4 117
116}^

36M
62 'A
73J4
117

my^

120
9
102
75
74J4
27 '4
27

Pfd.

Inspect
Nafl Pfd....

76
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A". 27H
•Intem'l Project.
Loew's, Inc
48)4
.

Close

.

UVi

.

•Metro Gold. Pfd...
M. P. Cap, Corp. 15«
Pathe Exch. "A"..
tParamount H'way 97K
34
rtRoxy Units
11
ttRoxy (Jommon
50
Skouras Bros
"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
Universal Pictures. 3i/j

•Warner Bros.
six
Warner Pictures.
•Warner Pict. "A"
* Last Prices Quoted
.

.

.

.

.

•• Philadelphia

.

Market

When you

1.366
24,200

Rialto at Havana.

147/^

54^

15^
54^

1,766
2,100

97 yi

97'A

3

The

building, which embraces a hotel
and' offices, cost $12,000,000.

I

N
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Specialista in Motion Picture

1540

&

Broadway
Brjrant

We
Each

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.
S040

WILL BUY
ALL KINDS CELLULOID SCRAP

Herman Wobber now

Send samples

of general manager of
distribution for Famous in Europe
with headquarters here.
He has
supervision over sales policies in
Britain,
Belgium,
Great
France,

details.

full

Suite 1207-8

of

each

Quote

grade,

stating

lowest

pound

prices.

CHARMETTE
47

W.

42nd

St.

CO.

New York

City

Spain,
Switzerland,
Egypt,
Italy,
Portugal, Holland, Sweden, Norway,

Denmark,

Germany,

and

Finland

Baltic Provinces.

A company

which

in

Burma

producing

is

It

in

the Burma
jungle has already made eight pictures, according to a special dispatch
Natives own the
to "The Times."
organization and act in its produc-

an ufi-to-date studio

One

tions.

try Boy,"

is

of

its

\von't

in

films,

expected to

be long

NOW!

"The Counhave a Lon-

don showing soon.
The
an

finishing touch of refinement

production
handcoloring by

elaborate

is

on

the

/SrmA.
The Perfect Handcoloring
528 Riverside Drive

New York

of Film
Telephone
Morningside 1776

Motion Picture Financing

the past fifteen years

Stebbins

a 'Comerblock' cut fiuTiishe
for all Pathecomedies at you

Exchange.

title

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY

and Theatrical insurance for

W.

—

is

FREE

'WE

think of

T E B B

The

London
bears the

Make Eight Films

Stars to Attend Chicago Opening
266
Film and stage stars will go to
3,466 Chicago for the opening of the Pal6,800 ace, Orpheum house, Monday night.

4754 15,300
23"^

you are thinking of

Arthur

in

Tiffany Set in Cuba
E. Carrera is to manage the Cuba
Sales exchange to be established at Hav100 ana by Tiffany Prod. He is the man1,100 aging
director of Casa Carrera y
100 Medina, and recenlty took over the

46K

INSURANCE
S

a series of stories
Charles PufTy is to star.

Scenic Artists Frolic Saturday
Parisian "revel" and midnight
31
10
frolic of the United Scenic Artists
50
50
take place Saturday night at the
87/2
9 'A
2,200 Commodore with screen stars present.
'9H
93yi
A feature will be a reproduction of
166
3i/2
3154
a street in Montmartre designed by
95 /a
Entertainment and
50!^ 15.066 various artists.
49>4
60
dancing will be in order and supper
tt Bid and Ask
will be served at midnight.
Charles
t Bond M arket
Lissering has charge.

.

.

confer with Octavus
has signed a con-

tract to write

which

Quotations

to

Roy Cohen, who
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NatTs '25 Income $24J18,23£

1st

TOTAL fOR 1920-26

REACHES $106,067,970
Net Income for Dividend
Payments Reached
$5,600,000
the seventh in a series of
articles surveying the financial status
of a number of important producing
The
and distributing companies.
views herein contained are those of
"Wall Street News" and in no way
FILM
reflect the opinion of

This

is

THE

DAILY.
First National Pictures, Inc., is essentially an organization of exhibit-

The common stock is owned by
a group of theater operating companies which, collectively, constitute the

ors.

largest and most import^t group
of motion picture theaters in the
United States.
These companies,

have agreements, or "franchises" with
First National which carry the right
and obligation to exhibit its pictures
for a definite term.
The double affiliation has proved highly successful
in actual practice, so that First National has all the benefits of a widespread distribution system without
the large capital investment which
this would represent.

the consolidation of producers
and distributors that has been taking place in recent years the usual
course has been for the producers
to lease or buy up chains of theaters
in order to create automatically an

In

While

outlet for their pictures.

this

procedure has been highly successthe reverse method of consolidation as employed by First National
Pictures, in which the company is
an outstanding example, has also been
effective.
ful,

1925 a Record Year

During

tiie

months ended Jan.

12

last,
company enjoyed its best
In that period
year of operation.
gross operating income amounted to
$24,718,2J5, while net income after
charges, depreciation and taxes aggregated $1,'>51,48S. The gross turnover this year is expected to be as
2,

large

as

that

of

during the current year,
the
less

While

1925.

net

have been satisfactory so

profits

final

showing

it

will

than the 1925 figures.

The company's growth

iS

be
»

far

believed
slightly
*

in the

pro-

been very rapid.
National purchased
pictures from independent proits
ducers. In that year the corporation
started producing films on a small
Its success
scale in a rented studjo..
in the production end of the motion
picture business has been so production

Up

field

—

cludes the production of 39 pictures,
most of which will be made at the
new plant at an estimated saving
over the old method of more than
$100,000.
First National Pictures is set up at
present with a capitalization of $2,425,000 cumulative 8% participating
first preferred stock (par $100), $1,488,673 7% "A" and "B" second preferred (par $100), and 60,000 (no par
Public
value shares) of common.
participation in First National Pictures is confined to the first preferred
stock which has been lisjed on the
New York Stock Exchange since
Alay of 1925. The first preferred was
reduced to $2,425,000 from $2,500,000
by retirement on July 1, 1926 of 750
share_s.

There

a participating feature to
the first preferred stock under the
provisions of which holderj are entitled to receive each y^ar in addition
to the regular $8 annual dividend a

Calif., just

outside of Los Anhas recently con-

geles, which it
structed.
subsidiary, known as First

Na-

is

participation amounting to 12.8% of
the amount by which net earnings
are in excess of $1,500,000 and not
in excess of $2,500,000 in any year,
proportionate to the total of such

advance.

in

** *

Distributinif Organization
First National Pictures, Inc., was
incorporated in November, 1919, under the laws of Delaware, as Associated First National Pictures, Inc.,
and the name was changed to the
Company is
present title in 1924.
the successor to First National Exhibitors Circuit, Inc., organized in
1917 by 26 owners or operators of
motion picture theaters located in

the

current

iJW?r

Jan.

2,

'26

689,715
1,213,778
729,214
12,013,427
3,372,213
8,641,214
1,087,394
602,236
5,354,348
1,750,000
514,463

Jan. 2, '26
$24,718,235
1,951,485

Dec. 27, "24
$22,497,731
1,867,287

Earned per share
$9.44
7.00
27.74

"A"

Comnron

The gross revenue

of the

Dec. 27, '24
$

737,191
469,129
221,354
9,964,740
3,846,763
6,117,977
876,537
573,605
4,231,777
2,446,275
861,372

company

in

beginning of 1926 aggregated $106,067,970
dividends was in excess of $5,600,000.

$7.00
29.68

in

anc

Yorl

"

it.

—

includes Kathleen Collins,
Santschi, Dot Farley, Florence

cast

Formerly an exploitation man.

Two First Nationals
Two First National

on Broadway

features go on
Broadway next week. They are "Itf
Must Be Love" at the Rivoli and f
"Paradise" starring Milton Sills at the
Strand.
\

Boston Musician Dead
Boston Edwin G. Bates of Shubert orchestra and in charge of employment of musicians for all Shu-

—

bert theaters in Boston, died Saturday.

Kitchener Film Bought for Canada
Toronto "The Hampshire Tragthe past three edy," a British production depicting
the loss of Lord Kitchener during the
Dec. 31, '23 war, released by Embassy Film Co.,
$19,377,426 Ltd., London, has been secured for
1,132,325 Canada
by Canadian Educational.
The statement is made that the Imperial Government has approved "The

and net incomes, together with
capitalization in

is

tional's scenario department as a literary and dramatic scout under the
supervision of Mrs. Florence Strauss.

1925 Gross, $24,718,235

table gives the operating

sponsoring

Tom

1924-1925

amount earned per share on the outstanding

preferred
Second preferred

New

Scenario Scout for First National
Robert Kyle has joined First Na-

Inventories

First

of Colleen,

Egerton Castle.
The locale is the'
Florida, keys and aboard a hi-jacker

Notes payable
Accounts payable and accrued

Operating income
Net income

West Coast productions

Turner, Sheldon Lewis, Jay Hunt,
Paul Hurst, William Malan, Fred
Burns and Tarzan, the wonder horse.

liabilities

years:
Year ending

of

husband

New Story Purchased
Contracts have been closed by First
National for screen rights to "The
Light of Scarthy," by Agnes and

Net working capital
Cash
Accounts receivable

The following

is

The

$

First National's

"Orchids and Ermine," which sh(
making at First National's Nev
York studios under direction of Alfretf
A. Santell.
John McCormick, man
cle,

producer on an agreed basis.

Land, buildings, etc
Invest, other companies
Invest, for companies
Total current assets
Total

Cast
has been added to thi
cast of Colleen Moore's current vehi
in Colleen's

Masmard Finishes Another
Los Angeles Ken Maynard hai
completed "The Flame of the Border'
which is now in the cutting room,

end of the past two years:
lii.il

Hardy

Sam Hardy

subsidiary. First National Production Corp., and also makes advances
to independent producers of pictures,
retainin_or 4U gfoss receipts from distribution until advances are liquidated.
The receipts thereafter are
shared by the corporation with the

On Jan. 2, 1926, the balance sheet of First National Pictures showed
cash of $1,087,394 and a net working capital of $8,641,214. Total current
assets amounted to $12,013,427, with current liabilities of $3,372,213.
In
the subjoined compilation is given the financial structure of the company
at

Hines in "Mortimer's Millions"
"Mortimer's Millions" is the tenta
tive title for Johnny Hines' next com
edy following the completion o
"Stepping Along."

more than 26 key cities.
The corporation distributes the
pictures made for it by its producing ager

First National in

has

nounced that the company is now occupying a $2,000,000 studio at Bur-

A

"Not Herbert" Half Through
total
tional Properties, Inc., was formed stock outstanding and to the
"Not Herbert," which a Ray Rod
by company in February .of this year, authorized amount.
ett unit is making for First Nation,
for the purpose of building this new
Dividend Payment
under
direction of Howard Higgi;
plant on a 62-acre tract acquired for
As the earnings in 1925 amounted has reached the half-way mark. Tl
it.
The new subsidiary was financed
to $1,951,485, a participating dividend cast
includes
Ben Lyon, Paulir
by an issue of $1,000,000 of first mortof $1.44 was paid on April 1, last. Starke, Vriginia Lee Corbin, Lloy
gage 6H% serial gold bonds.
Dividends of 2% quarterly on the first Whitlock, Diana Kane, Byron Dou{
New Plant Under Long Lease
preferred have been paid regularly las, Christine Compton, Charles Craij
An initial distribution of Sam Hardy, Tammany Young an
since 1925.
First
by
leased
The plant has been
National Pictures, Inc., for ten years l^% was made on the second pre- Helen Rowland.
at an annual rental of $200,000 and ferred class "A" on April 1, 1924, and
"McFadden's Flats" Started
also the corporate and general ex- regular quarterly payments on the
Los Angeles "McFadden's Flats,
penses of the subsidiary, thereby ef- same amount have been paid ever
fecting considerable economies in the since. No second preferred class "B" which Asher, Small & Rogers will n
production of pictures by company or common dividends can be paid lease through First National, Ha
which heretofore has had to pay in until a total of 7,900 shares of class been put into production with Rich
ard Wallace directing. Charlie Mui
rental of other production plants an "A" stock has been retired.
The budget for corporation's pro- ray and Chester Conklin have impbi
average of $10,000 per picture. Its
program for the 1926-27 season in- duction is made up more than a year tant roles.

to 1923 First

bank,

29, 192'

—

.'

.'

.

$18.87

the years from 1920 to
and net income available

the
for

Hampsire Tragedy" and that this
feature has no connection with the
alleged hoax regarding the discovery
of Kitchener's coffin.

!l

Don't

you

let

any smoke screen blind

to the fact that

PATHE NEWS
with

its

ACTUAL SCENES

taken while

it

happened, of the

MIAMI-FLORIDA HURRICANE
scored the greatest triumph in news reel history.
Read the proof, on this and the two succeeding pages.
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DAILY TIPS WHICH

"Hold That Lion"
Paramount
Rivoli
{Week ending Sept.

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

Engaged

There 's Money

launch to patrol the
river during the annual swimming
race which attracts great crowds.
Across the top of the craft, from

bow

a

to stern,

was stretched

in

Lean

a great

—

land.

"I have secured 1,000 ears of
corn, unhusked, and have ten

(Pathe)
Staged a babj' show. The contest
was open to any baby and child under
Business men tied up and offersix
ed many prizes, for the prettiest,

farm
machinery dealer has donated a
sheepskin coat to go to the
farmer who husks 100 ears of
com in the shortest time. This
contest is to be held on Oct. 29
as part of a Harvest Festival

A

farmers lined up.

"Our Gang"

A

»

*

*

ace

is

—

ence, Pasadena, Cal.

SEE THESE

FAMOUS
DANCING

1

EVENING WORLD— •

• •

another of
these six or seven reel feature comedies that
would have been far better in four or five

POST—*
material

* * indicates a

the

in

"Hold That

dearth of comedy

Lion"

—

—

*

temporary recruiting

a

installing

in the
lobby of the house.
petty officer
and a "gob" were on duty in the lobby
at all hours of the day and proved a
office

A

good deal

of

an attraction.

Flags,
and handbills advertised
'Shore Leave" as a navy picture. The
recruiting office judged the picture a
boost for the navy and figured to win
some enlistments on the strength of
posters, ads

tie-up.— DeRue De-Gribble, Bel
moot, Nashville, Tenn.
the

"Up

in

Mabel's

(P. D.

Picture

pheum.

Room"

C.)

reopened remodeled OrStaged a genuine wedding

on the stage of the theater, two Duluth
residents
being
the
couple.
Many gifts were presented to the
bride and groom by the merchants,
and motion pictures were taken during the day of the bride visiting the
various points of interest in Duluth
to be shown at the Orphcum together with a "movie" of the wed-

ding.

Addresses were made by the

Mayor and other

officials, but the
event of the evening was an address on "The Sanctity of the Home"
by Rev. William J. Barr. pastor of
the Central Ave. Methodist Church.
This event is worthy of more than
passing notice.
Prosper F. Schwic,
Orpheum, Duluth, Minn.
l)ig

—

Go

weai
SIS.

*

so

It,
!'.

also the author of

itpoJ
"

"A Woman

Disputed Among Men," whichliiiite'l
had its premiere on Broadway
last night.
*

iriran

*

*

George De Richelaviex, who is
authority on military and tropi
life, has returned from Cuba, wh
he directed "The Jungle Drum."
has been associated with Marsh
Neilan, Edward H. Griffith and T
Terriss.
Little

ortlai

Bant

of!

Shf
ling

*

*

I

fcani

iL

Beth Brown, who tosses

novels and tUles with eq
facility, has signed with a feati
clever

producing

company.

She

resigned as editor of

Red

recent

Seal

was
tact
said,

si:
Ik

jects.

is

trying

* *

The

genial

CI

Douglas

his sunny
an utterly inuninspired piece of

the

spell
in

"Pan" Primed

of

•

smile on big game
credible and
equally
•
foolery. *
* * • This is ai clever comedy
with bright subtitles and novel situations.
It is the best production in which Mr. MacLean has appeared for some time. * * •
• *

TIMES—

"Poker Faces"

Minneapolis

— E.

for Offensive
C. Bostick, gene

manager

of the circuit, supervised
opening of the Pantages which w
completely remodeled at a cost
The local "Pan" is the k
$50,000.
theater of the circuit, and a showma
ship "war" is expected here as a
suit of the ofTensive launched in see
ing picture and vaudeville "names."
i

Universal

Hippodrome

Itvel;

loit

level;

ager

Df

i

rfa

(IVeek ending Sept. 18)

AMERICAN—*

(First National)

is

* •

TELEGRAM—*

The Navy cooperated by

;i;

Denison Clift, writer and director, whose
"The Yankee
Clipper" will be a special, isi

Douglas Macsomething called

which succeeds in being funny only now and then, and that in
an obvious, not too original, manner. • • *
SUN * * * The lion hunting sequences
which should have been the funniest are so
easily anticipated and so obviously faked that
one loses interest sometimes before the end.

MacLean

"Shore Leave"

RALPH WILK

T

of

vicinity

who has produced

Lean,

is

*

*

*

reels.

* * By far the best picture shown by the Hippodrome during its
three weeks as a movie house. * * *Uproarious bedroom farce.
* * Grew better and
ended with its good qualities in the ascend* Charming bit of light diversion.
ancy. *
* * *
Action never lagging for a moment.

DAILY NEWS—*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

An amusing comedy

»

hoiise.

A

Elliot Sells

Vandergrift,

Pa.

Houses

— Bringing

level

of houses in its chain to nirleJ
Indiana Theater Corp., has taken ov leE
the Casino, Moon and Star from Wfl
total

tar

M.

Elliot.
Ca

full

with the

Frank Marshall Promoted
Chicago Frank H. Marshall hi
and well placed and is one of the best of
been appointed sales manager f(
Its kind. * * * Rollicking entertainment.
GRAPHIC—* * * One of the best com- Wurlitzer Organ Co., with headqua
entire cast

raising the ante of

EVENING WORLD— •

laughs.

tions.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—
*

Before

its

it

TIMES— *

diversion.

*

*

Chicago.

He managed

itial

io(

tctiv

tl

Calgary

^i

* * Feature starts with a smile
crashes into an unblushing farce.
* High-spirited humor.
* * Directed by Harry Polwith mtelligence, freedom, charity and,

Riggs Managing "U" Houses
Kearney, Neb.—J. C. Riggs ha
been named manager of Universal
Empress and Crescent.

Sc

:on

lie

J

lisitii

soon

WORLD—*
l.-xrd

in

leve

with the

fourth reel is
becomes a bit tiresome and ob• For neighborhood houses, howvious. •
ever, "Poker Faces" may serve as a mild
but

ters

branch for Famous befoi
Tremendous joining the organ firm.

• • •
success. * »
Hippodrome shook
shouts of merriment.

reached,

—

Well played

edies it has been our pleasure to see in a
long time. * »
Some of the funniest situa-

SUN—*

\.

• * •

*

a lion, not a tiger.

lirisa'

the smile that won't come
scenario writer wagered on
ney and has the laugh on her Fam_
associates who favored Dempsev "''

•

young hero himself acts blandly perplexed.
It's amusing in spots, even though the Men-

"Red Dice"

and

from marquee to lobby
cards.
It
gave the theater an
appearance of carnival life and drew
large crowds and much favorable
comment. Tom McDonald,
Flor-

•

Walter
(MacLean) and

Doug

accompanies

Hiers

—

quee

*

the

«

MIDNIGHT"—

—

EVENING JOURNAL

l\t

**Lots*

The

He has a
most engaging smile and is almost convincing in the type of roles he usually plays.

—

—

a lion hunt

halls of his hotel minus his trousers.
I like Mr. MacLean, however.

newspaper space.

"Paris at Midnight"
Two red dice made out of compo
(F. B. O.)
board, red background white spots,
Special cut-out from 24-sheet was
placed on marquee, with seven showplaced on marquee.
Cut out letters ing in
the
front;
100 watt clear
"PARIS AT
strung
globes placed in each one of the dice,
in front.
Two flood lights (1000 attached to flasher. They could be
watt)
attached
flasher,
to
threw seen for
several blocks and attracted
light on letters. Under marquee about
quite a little attention and helped
two dozen Japanese lanterns, with 75 business
considerably.
Tom Mcwatt colored globes. Serpentine paDonald, Florence, Pasadena, Cal.
per was thrown from roof to mar-

in

NEWS—*

local

(P. D. C.)

When Douglas Mac-

*

mixed up

iiiei

BECKY GARDINER

11)

After so many reels of
fun begins.
The
mediocrity it was a relief to laugh.
cat hunt, which he trustfully expected to be
a search for house pets, becomes a hilari* •
ous adventure with jungle lions.
• * Much of the comDAILY
edy preceding the lion hunt is brought about
by the simple and time-honored device ul
causing MacLean to cavort about the upper

Night.
I am offering a prize
for the farmer who will bring
the largest pumpkin to the theaI will give the pumpkins to
ter.
the
County poor farm for
pies this Winter. That will get

best dressed, etc., for
impersonations of the "Our Gang"
kids and additional prizes for twins.
parade of over 100 babies in all
kinds of floats, costumes and decorated carriages, wound up at the theater,
where the judging was done on the
stage. The stunt pulled a $300 matinee on a hot afternoon. Fairmount,
Philadelphia.
fattest,

*

finally gets all

Loiii

iW

By

the

Here's a stunt which will create interest and build goodwill
for your theater. A. W. Olivey,
Strand, Carthage, N. Y., is the
originator, but let him tell it in
his own words:

white banner, which read: "Corinth"
ian, Sept. 5, 'The Flaming Frontier.'
M. Nolan, Corinthian, Dublin, Ire-

cutest,

AMERICAN—*

This

1«

Little

from

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

29,

above

all

things, buoyancy.

Beetson Lauds Casting Bureau
Central Casting Bureau
functioning smoothly and proving

The

Censors Slash "Variety"
Pittsburgh
Censorship descende
with a heavy hand on "Variety," no)
playing here.
Cutting of the pictui

—

seriously

mars the

8oii(

story.
P

is

its

Copeland New Des Moines Manage
Des Moines Ray Copeland, mem
ber of the company's 100 per cen
club, has succeeded Frank Crawfor

—

establishment a constructive step,
Fred W. Beetson, of the M. P. Producers Assoc, declares.
He is in
New York on a semi-annual visit to as manager of the Paramount brand
confer with Will H. Hays.
Agitation of extras against empjoyment of
Ray Free Lancing
troops in films was hit by Beetson
Los Angeles Charles Ray ma;
who .said that producers are determin- play the lead opposite Leatrice
Jo;
ed to secure realism in pictures, and in
"Nobody's Widow" a P. D. C. pro
would not sacrifice it to meet the duction which William
de Mille is ti
dema_nds of a small group of extras. direct.

—

*i
'

f

N

Bms
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Nervous Bandits Foiled
Louis Nervous bandits were

—

Estelle Taylor in

"New York"

Taylor has been engaged
t.
id in efforts to rob the Webster, to play in "New York," to be diA woman residing rected by Luther Reed for Para12th St.
) N.
tairs saw two men break glass in mount.
indow at the rear of the house,
Prices Cut at Cleveland
the men fled when she called to
Cleveland Max Marcus, ownerGoing down to investigate,
:ailii.
was confronted by one of the manager of the U. S. Theater, a 1,500Two pedestrians were or- seat neighborhood house, has reduced
dits.
£d to the stairway, but in the his scale of prices to five and ten
Catering to the
laboring
cess, one yegg discharged his re- cents.
irer,
so the pair made a getaway classes which have been materially
affected by unemployment due to
jre pojice arrived.
strikes, Marcus cut his prices from
10 and 15 cents to meet exigencies.
New Manager at Akron
Estelle

—

—

Milton Korach has been
tkron
ointed manager of the Strand,
t-run house recently purchased by
rerman Brothers.

Schumann-Heinck Wins

Suit

— Mme.

Ernestine
lUmann-Heinck was awarded judgnt of $10,000 against J. J. FlemShe entered a contract with
ming for the featuring of her son,
Ore.

'ortlandj

"Potemkin" Score Arrives

The

original score of "Potemkin,"
as played in Berlin, and written by
Prof. Edmund Meisel, has reached
the offices of the Film Arts Guild
and will be played by a special orchestra when this film is presented to
the public.

Baker Property Unhurt
Cleveland The studio property of
Jacob Baker of the Baker M. P. Co.,
of Cleveland, located at Winterhaven,
was not affected by the recent Flor-

—

ida,

disaster.

Baker

spates that build-

ing operations on the property will
be started this Fall.

Homer Closes More Territory
Cooper to Open Schwartz House
Max Cooper, former manager of
Los Angeles Robert J. Horner,
the Rialto, on Oct. 10 opens the new who is producing the Pawnee Bill, Jr.,
Mayfair, Brooklyn, for the A. H. western series, has closed with FedSchwartz interests. Later he will re- eral Film Service, to handle his west-

—

ceive
it

is

a more important assignment,
understood.

series in Maryland,
Columbia and Virginia.

ern

District

of

COLUMBIA PICTURES
BRING BIG PROFITS!

•dinand, in a series of eight picShe adthe diva testified.
es,
iced $10,000 for publicity purposes
1 was to be reimbursed when the
itract
said,

Fleming,
completed.
never carried out his part

was

the contract.

lONE WOLF GIVES MET

Greenberger Returns

—

Zleveland Leo Greenberger, manr of the Strand, has returned from
hree months' trip to Europe.

FIGUEROA

Fred Desberg Back
Jleveland Fred Desberg, general
nager of Loew's Ohio theaters, and
Desberg landed in New York
•s.

$32,

$1» FOX'S 'BAD MEN'

—

iterday after a

Summer

Parker Leaves Pathe
Cleveland— C. H. Parker has
ined

manager

assistant

as

of

—Grange

$19,500 in 9
Days Holiday Aftermath and 2 Big Tent Shows
Hurt— 'Boatman' $12,500 in 18th Week

abroad.

State Toboggans to $21,500

—

re-

the

the Exchange.

Casanave in New Quarters
Cleveland— Charles L. Casanave,
neral manager of Associated Theaof Ohio, recently organized

i-s

Local picture houses felt the usual
aftermath of a couple of holidays.

io<-

Trade

buying,

Im Exchange Bldg.

Boston

mager
irry

—

of

Payne

P. D. C.

the
is

P.

D.

C.

branch.

Now

Dunsmuir, Cal.— C. Allen Tomkins

new manager

of the California

?f

Breaker^-

SWEET ROSIE O'GRADY
Featuring

Somerville House Sold
Mass. Kenneth ForWinter Hill from
Y has bought the
lilip Markel.

—

A

MASON
Directed by FRANK

SHIRLEY

D. house.

5omerville,

Another
Box- Office
Record

at Louisville

New Dunsmuir Manager

&

to

booker.

Louisville— Earl Hall Payne is the
w First National exploiteer.

the

down

bit less, but this
to the fact that

•

Manager
the new
is
Frank Wolf

Smith

settled

grounds.
The Metropolitan seemed to be
the leader of the group. The first
independent picture booked in the,
house during its entire existence,
"Th e Lone Wolf Re turn s/l played
herft guid gave tHe' pT cTure a g reat
Break and it w as "just" a ''naturalT"
for it, to hit considerab l y oyer 130.
000, rnore than healthy T)usmess~To

Schlesinger Here for Visit
Leon Schlesinger of the Pacific
tie
and Art Studio, Hollywood,
visiting at the Warner Home office.

Wolf Boston

week

was possibly dug
the Sells Floto Cireus and 101 Ranch
w«r<i holding forth at the local circus

into larger offices at 203

moved

last

nonnal, proba.bly a

and exploitation,

buying

jipment
s

picture

exhibitor

tlective

Los Angelest Sept. 21.
(Drawing Population, 1,300,000)

R.

STRAYER

Romance of the Sidewalks
New York With ThriUs and Frills*

Fascinating

of

99
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Covering the Entire Industry Throughout The World
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GIVE FILM DAILY READERS A NEWS
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE
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MAURICE KANIN

JACK ALICOATE
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Harvey

E.

Gausman

Ernest W. Fredman

Georges Clarriere

-*- -•-

-

-*-

(LONDON)

(LOS ANGELES)

Charles F. HyDes

James

P.

Cunningham

("Paris;

Jaek Harrower
Lilian

Arthur W. Eddy

W. Brennan

Mike Simmons

Ralph Wilk
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SERVICE DEPARTMENT
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FILM DAILY FEATURES
EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS — REVIEWS - FOREIGN FLASHES — NEWS
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firade Against U. S.
Awaited at Paris
from Page

(Coiitimicd

Cuban Gov't Decrees

Daily Reminder

Inspection of
eqprojection
uipment today.

abury is also present.
Nations represented are PZngland,
Jelgium, France, Spain, Italy, AusHungary, Holland,
ia, Switzerland.
4|

Frenchman

was

named

either

lairman or reporter of each commison and a Frenchman was chosen
preside at the plenary sessions,
laring the honor with A. Burstcin,
I

German. On sevimportant commissions wi ere a
and

inorican,

a

renchnian is not a chairuian a Gerhas been appointed with a
rench reporter.
The work is divided into groups.
he first deals with production and
istribution, including study of the
leans for improving production from
lan

intellectual
iew and from
le

and

artistic

moral

the

point of
point of

themes,
national
respecting
Ims from history and literature, and
leans for insuring the preservation
id distribution of the best films in
iew,

districts.

iral

A

New

will take up cduof films, comprising

by means

international exchange of educaonal films duty free; a third the
!gal problems and trade problems,
icluding authors' rights, conditions
schools, unions, federations
f work,
nd the film press; a fourth the rethe motion picture
ition between
n

nd other arts.

Dorothy Gish Here Friday
Dorothy Gish, who has just finhed "Tip-Toes" m London, for rease by Paramount, will arrive on
Aquitania Friday for a flying visit
her mother and sister in California,
efore starting on "Madame Pompa-

Keith Deal

(Continued from Page

New $5,000,000 Loan
(.Continued

from Page

1)

no additional guarantees of

now

securities

is now in charge.
decorated the house.

Gotliam Exchange

are contemplated.

M.

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

— New State (not yet erec— Capitol; Pontiac
Oakland; Port Huron — Des-

properties recently acquired or
from "substantial expenditures made
by the parent company and its subsi-

mond, Familyj Majestic; Saginaw

diaries."

Franklin, Regent, Strand, Wolverine,

Provision has been made for a sinking fund, beginning in 1"J29, sufficient
to retire $150,000 par value of these
bonds each year, and by maturity operation of the sinking fund should retire more than 50 per cent of the issue.

Masonic, Mecca.

jor

it

of

The new bond issue lias been .=oJd,
was stated yesterday at the oflice
Hayden, Stone

&

Co.,

ted)

j

State,

at Cleveland

management of
Howard, Gotham has opened

C.

an exchange here.
Bandit Suspect Caught
Louis Elmer Hencke, alleged
to have confessed to being one of the
six bandits who robbed the Liberty
Music Hall of $5,000, last December,
has been returned to face larceny

—

St.

Tom Charack at Dallas
—Tom Charack has

Owosso

Dalas

and Omaha.

Werner and Desberger Partners

—

Louis Charles Werner, former
m.anager of the M-G-M exchange, and
Joseph Desberger have taken over
St.

the Washington, Belleville, 111., and
the Kirkwood, Kirkwood, Mo. Desberger will manage the hqiise, while
Harry Wagner continues as Kirk-

wood manager.
Collier Back at
FortagevillCj Mo.

Portageville
A. Collier
operation of the local

—W.

has resumed
theater.

Fire Destroy? Overland Theater

—

Overland, Mo. Fire destroyed the
The
Overland, valued at $20,000.
blaze spread r,apidly because there
was no water supply available.

Weil in Progress Quarters

—

Louis Jack Weil, Gotham Picexchange, has taken quarters
with Progress at 3320 Lindell Blvd.
St.

tures

one of the

underwriters.

Tom

Reed Back

Tom

Reed, publicity chief at Universal City, returned to America yesterday after having been publicity representative with Carl Laemmle in EuReed hurried back due to the
rope.
launching of increased production.
He reports Laemmle has completely
recuperated from his attack of appen-

UNIVERSAL

announces:*

dicitis.

//

)

New Albany Exchange
management of
Albany Under
im Burns, a TifTany exchange has

—

;en established here.

Depew

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

Stage Play
Joe Depew, boy player, is playing a
Joe
in

irt

Mias

^erba in
other,

in

the legitimate production,
Deacon," playing the
the

Brooklyn

Ann

Fay,

is

this

week.

His

also in the cast.

been

transferred to this territory from St.
Louis to handle exploitation for Universal.
St. Louis is included in the
district covered by R. C. Gary, who
also has Kansas City, Des Moines

le

sur."

has re-

charges.

through Famous.
Houses comprising the circuit are:
Ann Arbor Arcade, Majestic, Orpheum, Wuerth; Battle Creek Bijou,
Regent,
Gardner;
Bay City Orpheum, Regent, State, Columbus,
Washington, Wenonah; Flint Garden,
Palace,
Regent, New State;
Hillsdale
Dawn; Ionia Family, Regent; Ypsilanti
Wuerth, Martha
Washington.
Jackson
Regent; Kalamazoo
Capitol,
Regent, State; Lansing
Capitol, Colonial, Gladmer, Strand;

Current annual earnings of the
Stanley-Crandall Co., are in excess
of one and one-half times the interest
charges on these bonds, priced at 100,
it
is pointed out in the prospectus.
As noted in previous bond issues,
certified earnings of the Stanley firm,
over a period of three and one-half
years, averaged $1,142,656.87, not includnig revenue from interest in ma- Muskegon

—Under

Cleveland

He

I)

uct,

—

44th St.

who

through the Keith-Albee office ar
the pictures, including P. D. C. prod-

second group

ition

Distributors paid no attention to the
A boycott then developed,
but when the distributors remained
obdurate in their attitude, the boycott
was revoked with certain concessions
by each faction.
This took place
about two months ago.

demands.

office.

—

tempted to restrict distributors from
supplying any non-member theater
within a certain range with films.

Norway and Rou-

countries which
delegations are
ranee and Germany, between tluni
introlling 104 of the 175 delegates.
At the opening meeting President
oumergue of the French Republic
esided and the Congress divided itcommissions
If into eight principal
study every phase of the industry.

al

Theater Changes Hands
Stanwood, Wash. Mr. and Mrs.
O. Ruth, owners of the local theater,
have sold the house to B. N. Barnett,

largest

tlie

West

niovc will be discovered to have had
its beginnings in political manipula-

The two

ive

charge of the Film Players'

in

Club

Distributors have had considerable
Cuba of late. The exhibitors association in Havana at-

League are there.
iris directors of Famous and United
;|*[rtists are on the scene.
Harold L.
^nith, American vice-consul, is sitig as observer for the American
overnment, while William Marston

ania.

now

I)

difficulty in

Civic;

veden, Bulgaria,

^Continued from Page

Mclntyre Running Club Office
Mclntyre of the old vaudeville team of Mclntyre & Carroll, is

Tom

was advanced in well-infornud
circles that upon investigation the
ioii

tion.

ated M. P. Council of America, the
ternational Reform Federation and

New York

Federal Censorship

Exhibitors^

1)

Nations, is planned at tlie Iiinationa! Film Picture Congress beii? held in Paris, says a "New York
Hmes" special dispatch.
Although the Hays office is not
.H
Scially represented several unoffiil observers are present.
The Fcd-

e

11

1540 Broadway

6040 Swuet BWd.

New York City

Holhrweod, Calif.

and

you'll say

"Thanks

to

UNIVERSAL

for the box-office laugh riot

!"

!
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MILTON
SILLS

H/;
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XX
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^

tLE'

^igug
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BETTY

BRONSON'

vshi<

b^

V

X

lifhat

STARS there are in ^

.^-^-

u^/^
X
v/r\

PARADISE
Bronson Beery Murray
iril be Baritain Day at your

Sills

Box-Office when you

^em 4

itive

Stars for the price of

one!
Loads of the kind of South
Sea stuff they come miles to
see.... And a no-foolin^
flight between Sills and Peery
that

NOAH
BEERY

:?u
>M

will

make Dempsey-

Tunney look

like

a semi-

final.
Based on COSMO HAMILTON'S bes»-sellin« novel....
It'll b« a BEST-SILLER in vivn theatre in the land I

:-:-^

N

^

'

H

FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES.

Inc.

PRESENTS

.

MILTON SILLS
PARADISE
BY

CO&MO HAMILTON and JOHN RUSSELL
WITH
3irAt

BETTY BRONSON
by IRVIN

I

notional
Picturei»

CHARUE
MURRAY

Directed
WILLAT
Production Management—RAY ROCRETT
TUlM ky VaANCEa AONIW IM» MOBTON BARNARD

vi
'/'^

A Uttt notional Picture

Big Time Opening, N. Y. Strand This Sunda;

—

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME
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Protection

BICYCLING

LLEGITIMATE

competition, taking on new forms,
continues to disturb the rec-

,-,

ST.

RAMPANT

The Tournament

IN

LOUISTERRITORY

From

yr.

nt

'

small communities,
have come to light in reweeks, examples which

/eve that the business of run/ ng a theater is not entirely an
'

leventful affair.

Take Orange County,
a,
where itinerant

Califor-

shows
'aded the county statute by exbiting in a framed arena. Exbitors found the legal malinery lacking in power to give
Right there the

•Qtection.

in-

dent closed.

The Answer
Perhaps the solution can be found
Minnesota. Free shows there were
ir
long an irritant.
They still are
a degree.
However, after much
fort and some travail, a law was
I

issed which, when enforced, effecvely clips the wings of free show
perators.
Exhibitors should know
lore about its scope.
$5 license
:e for each performance is compul3ry in any but a licensed theater

A

marshal checks fire hazard
y demanding an indemnity bond for
ny damage which might result. For
ijury or death, the sum ranges from
7,500 upwards. The free show spon'he

fire

ors can't stand the gaflf.

F. B. O.

Mr. Kennedy's organization eased
i"ito
the headlines again yesterday.
..ondon cables told of the arrangenent whereby F. B. O. will release
in
pictures
English-made
imerica. A step toward internation-

deal's

1

_

amity.

Campaign on

BRITISjHILMS HERE

ly blasts that struck players at

the Fall Film Golf Tournament
at Great Neck yesterday failed
to dim the ardor of the day.

C;nized motion picture exhibif^ere

f.B.O. WILL RELEASE

The elements weren't so kind
yesterday, but some of the chil-

to Eliminate

Collusion of Salesmen

and Exhibitors

The

details

page

9.

will

Arrangement
Reciprocal

be found on

Produce

—

By ERNEST W.

St. Louis
Bicycling is rampant in
this territory.
Keen competition is

aiding the practice to flourish, for it
has resulted in collusion between unscrupulous salesmen and exhibitors,
with bicycling "arranged for" in the
side agreements.
Fully 50 per cent
of the bicycling prevalent is traceable to this collusion.
There is no secret about the practice, but it is going to be stamped
out, beginning with a weeding out
process of undesirables in salesmen's
ranks.
The salesmen were advised
of the fact in no uncertain terms at
a get-together sponsored by the Film

Board

of Trade. The managers talk{Continued on Page 4)

Itinerant

Shows Hit

—

Santa Ana, Cal.
Although tent
shows are under regulation, a new
development in unfair competition
has arisen in Orange County, througli
invasion of this section by itinerant
shows, presenting performances in
framed arenas.
Theater owners, seeking enactment
of a measure to protect them against
this new form of competition met a
rebuff when the county supervisors
informed them that the ordinance

COMBINE AGAINST U.S.
PARIS CONGRESS AIM

—

'

.

Camouflage Stripped from
Purpose with Attack
in Earnest
Camouflaging its motives with
altruistic program for the uplift
of motion
pictures,
the
first
International
M. P. Congress is
seeking to perfect a combination
against the American film "monopan

oly," according to a
dispatch to "The

This

latter organization will shortenter production.
The move has
been anticipated for some time but is
now close to c
jmmation. Simon
Rowson, joint managing director of
Ideal and chairm
of the Kinemato(CoHtinui
on Page 2)
ly

:•>

I

copyright cable

11 in Local

New York

Times."
Wholesale attack on American producers featured meetings of the eight
congressional committees into which
the conference has divided

Everyone seems

itself.

convinced
that U. S. producers are all wrong,
according to the dispatch; but beto

be

yond the general idea of a rival combination, there was a lack of any
(Continued on Page 4)

Exclusive

use

of

the

services

Leader

theater,

Chain

Katz open the
on Coney Island

Brooklyn, Friday night. The
house seats 1,700 and is not only the
largest in that chain of Brooklyn
and Queens theaters, but is held by
the circuit to be its ace.
Ave.,

Two

others are building. One will
the old Concourse, Fulton
and Hale Sts. It will be known as
replace

New

Concourse

and

will

seat

while a roof garden will accomodate 1,000. The other, at 135th
St. and Liberty Ave., Richmond Hill,
2,000,

of

under control of the
Victor Talking Machine Co has been
granted to the Vitaphone Corp. This
means, it is pointed out, that the
Vitaphone is the only synchronization
device which will have a call on
the

Rosenzweig ar

the

Contract Exclusive
all

Rothacker on Job

FREDMAN

"The Film Renter," London
London F. B. O.'s contract with
Ideal for English
t-Ibution covers
a period of year
velops.
It is
interesting especia
>
the British
trade to note, tha'
<eph P. Kennedy's arrangen-if^n)
'h the Rowsons, carries a p.^age tnat F. B. O.
will handle in America any British
pictures made by Ideal.
Editor,

(.Continued on Page 2)

Watterson R. Rothacker, for years
head of the Rothacker Laboratories,
yesterday assumed his duties as assistant general manager of the Para-

—

with Ideal
Latter to

artists

,

seat 1,000.
Operating now are
the following: Culver, Beverly, Lefferts,
Kinema, City Line, Ozone
Park, Norwood, Sheridan, Our Civic
and Adelphia. All of them change
pictures four times weekly.
will

Turning to a domestic problem
nd a more humane one Kennedy mount production
their services, although, of course,
department.
Do what
rdered aid for Florida.
contracts must be executed with the
ou can, he told his men. F. B. O.
Russell Arrives
artists individually.
Le
Baron
Contract
Extended
ustomers or not, it makes no diflferAnnouncement was made following
E. R. Russell, c'^.iirman of Edunce.
Business stands by while sufWilliam L. Le Baron, in charge signing of Mme. Schumann-Heinck cational Film Co.,
and of Ideal
real of
There's
ering
relieved.
is
production at the
Paramount and Mary Lewis of the Metropolitan Films, Ltd., of London, and a direcpirit.
Long Island studios, has had his Opera Cp. and De Wolf Hopper. tor in the international banking firm
contract extended, making him an The latter will give his recitation, ot Lazard, Frerers and Co., arrived in
Tribute
associate producer for the next five "Casey at the Bat," for Vitaphone.
New York on the Scythia yesterday.
Paris
in
The gentlemen conferring
years.
$25,000 to Red Cross
Russell is prominent in the English
re much wrought over America's

—

omination

in

world's markets.

Any

man

can understand that,
'ommercial envy on the part of Euope is natural.
The millions in
rancs which those countries pay in
usiness

tribute" to distributors here

is

suffi-

ient explanation.
It was not always clear why the
idustry here refused to participate
1

the

deliberations.

hould no longer

exist.

The

doubt
France and

lermany control 104 of the 17S dele:ates and consequently the Congress.

KANN

Gaumonts Here
Leon Gaumont,

Sr.,

and Leon Gau-

mont, Jr., arrived yesterday on the
Paris.
They will confer here with
Marcus Loew, following which they
expect to go to the Coast.

Publix yesterday sent a check for
$25,000 to the Red Cross for Florida
The total
relief as a first instalment.
accruing from Saturday night's special shows will run between $75,000
and $100,000. The Olympia, Miami,
reopened Monday with a benefit
show. Harry Leach turned over the
receipts, $2,223 to the relief fund.

"Gigolo" Given Preview
were presAbout
ent at a midnight preview of "Gigolo," P. D. C. production, at the Club
Anatole last night.
forty-five guests

Barnstyn Back

industry.

Democrats Oppose Censor

—

The Democratic
meeting in state convention, has
gone on record as opposing all forms
Syracuse. N. Y.

part}',

of censorship.

Here on Distribution
Lawrence A. Hughes, producer

of a

Barnstyn, exporter, returned series of six novelty travelogues, has
yesterday aboard the Paris. He re- arrived from the Coast to arrange
distribution.
ported his trip as very successful.
J.

C.

. ..

;

.

tHC
im

-^^
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lOHN W. ALICOATE

when he

learned the full extent
of the devastation wrought by
the Florida hurricane was to direct that unlimited credit be extended to all exhibitors who suf-
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dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
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London, VV. I.. Paris La Cinematographic

Phone

1650 Broadway,

British Films

—

—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Theater interests of the county, according to

(Continued from Page

Here
1)

graph Renters' Society, is aboard the
Carinthia which left England on the

One

of the reasons for his
give the F. B. O. production
department pointers on what is agreeable and what is not on British
screens.
25th.

J
Whatever activity asserted itself in film
issues, was confined chiefly to turn-over on
Warner Pictures "A," which lost 1 'A points
over the figure of the preceding day, Warner Pictures, which dropped a full point, and
Famous Players, which added a half point in
Business for
was comparatively quiet.

$60,000 Fire on

Los Angeles

Chaplin Set

—Damage estimated

in

excess of $60,000 destroyed four sets
and electrical equipment at the Chaplin studio.
defective Klieg is the
declared cause.

field

Ordinance Would Aid Theaters
Richmond, Va.
Additional theaters are in prospect for Richmond if

—

Am.
Am.

Seat.

Vtc.

Seat

Pfd.

&

Balaban

High Low Close

Sales

500
100
50

. .
.

Katz.

.

.

36?^

36'/,

36 ?i

37H

37*4

37^

61

61

61

Bal. & Katz Vtc.
7i'A
Eastman Kodak
800
117f4 117
117JS
Famous Players
118
23,000
117^
118J^
•Fam. Play. Pfd...
120
.

.

.

Film Inspect
•First

Nat'l

9

8'/^

•Intern'l

.

74!/2

26-^

Project...

Inc
477^
•Metro-Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 16
Pathe Exch. "A" 53^

46^

tParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common

97 '4
30

I..oew's,

9TA
33
iO'A
so

.

Skouras Bros.
••Stan. Co. of

Tra-ns-Lux

Univ.

Am

9 'A

Screen

14'/,

53

.

Pictures.

Wan. If

Plot.

• La?t Prices
•• Philadelphia

300

74H
26^
ii'A
47-4
23/,
15*4
53
97-4

600
1,800
,

.

7,500
1,000

300
3

9

SO
85-^
9'A

.

sm

"A" 59Ji
Quoted
Market
'

iiyi

"Take

3,200

Bond Market

Gov. Smith to View "Rosie O'Grad
Matty Radin, general sales nw
ager of Commonwealth, has arrang
with George P. Graves, secretary.
Gov. Smith, for a showing of "SwJ
Rosie O'Grady," for the gover^

and friends

at

the

Grant

St.

Bi

Clubhouse.
P. D. C. Set in Salt

\

Lake

City

Salt Lake City— P. D. C. has j
cured first-run representation h«
through signing of a contract w
W. E. Shipley of the Gem.

I^HAL

ROACH

preetirte

Cha/iiui

Oiasi

restrictions

five

This

is

FREE

a 'Comerblock' cut fumishe
for all Pathecomedies at you

Exchange.

from Me,"

It

tures for this year.
theaters will begin
picture Oct. 9, the
Denny pictures are

first

of six pic-

Five

hundred

showing

of

company

states.

the

marketed sepa-

rately.

Minnesota is believed to be the
only stLte in the Union with a law
The
fully covering itinerant shows.
law provides a license fee of $5 for
any show presented in any but a licensed theater, and the execution of
an indemnity bond for possible damage to patrons, in such amount as the
fire

may

marshal

To Attend

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
Bryant 8181

46th St.

prescribe.

Baltimore Openings

Marcus Loew and

E. A. Schiller will
take a party of film and stage stars
to Baltimore for the opening of two
houses Monday night. They are the
Century, seating 3,200, and the Park-

way, with

l,5ilP

seats.

Grant Managing Fanamet Office
George R. Grant, v;ith First National for nine years, and recently in
its

foreign

manager

won't
be long
It

NOW!

department, has become

of the

New York

office of

Fanamet.
Salesmen's Function Nov. 27
Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., a
social organization, embracing ex-

New

in the Greater
York
territory, will hold its annual ball
at the Cominodore on Nov. 27.

changes

8

Chicago L. A. Ullrich heads the
committee which is completing preparation for the Fall Midwest Film
Golf Tournament, Oct. 8.

\

be

paid by Universal, which has set
aside Oct. 9 as National Denny Day,
simultaneously with release of the
star's first 1926-27 picture, "Take It

95^

Midwest Tourney Oct.

—

Tribute to

Denny Day Oct. 9
Reginald Denny will

ed sales manager of the Denny productions, Universal's sales force is
conducting a drive for bookings on

47
49!^ 18,000
5854 40,100
56J4
tt Bid and Ask
t

National

from Me,"
Led by Phil Dunas, newly-appoint-

931/2

•Universal Pictures
•\\ jrncr Bros.
\\ :ir:itr

,

9'/,

SO

Pfd..

Pict.

m

,

is

102

Pfd...

Fox Film "A"
75^
Fox Theaters "A". 27J4
.

now before the council
enacted.
The ordinance amends
the present law, yvhich prevents a
theater within ISO ft. of a church,
to permit a house "within a reasonable distance" from the church structure, provided church ofificials are
favorable to the plan.
an ordinance

Quotations

asked are limitation to
days the stay of any itinerant
show in the county with a minimum
Another
license fee of $10 a day.
drait asks a Hcense fee of $25 a day
for the first ten days and $25 a day
thereafter, with no limit to the stay.
Los Angeles county has a stringent
ordinance which practically prohibits
tent shows.

30, 19

A

turn-over of 23,000 shares.

the rest of the

H. Lollier of Los An-

W.

represent an investment of
$750,000 in buildings, $250,000 in land
and $400,000 in equipment and pay
annually $8,500 in licenses to city,
C. E. Walker,
county and state.
manager of the West Coast Walker,
and E. D. Yost, of the Yost theaters
here, v/ere on the committee which
conferred with the county officials.
Tent shows must pay a tax of ten
cents per admission in the county
New
under the existing ordinance.
geles,

trip is to

Financial

its

Grove.

F. B. q. Will Release

Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.

—

which would apply, they were told
that such a law would include theaters in unincorporated towns such ap
Laguna Beach, .Placentia and Garden

fered from the storm, whether
they were using F. B. O. product or not. Wires were sent to
Branch Managers C. L. Peavey
at Atlanta and C. B. Ellis at
Jacksonville.

;

1)

was inoperative against
effect
shows of the nature of the one housed
In rein a framed arena at Orana.
ply to requests for a new ordinance
in

Kennedy, president of F. B. O.,
upon his return from Europe
VoLXXXVIINo.77 ThDr$day.Sept30,1926 PriceSCints

Shows Hit

Itinerant

F. B. O. Aids Sufferers
The first order of Joseph P.

NEWS

ALLTHE TIME

Thursday, September

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TIILE SERVICE

APPLIED INTELLIGENCE
But many of our
clienLs have only recently learned how to apply this knowledge to.
prevent the stoppage of their financial program by the Last Event.
We have a highly developed Life Insurance service worthy of any
Everybody knows something about Life Insurance.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

m?n's consideration.

Attractions for

CONSULT

Picture Theatres

lIiSRiiEinr M.E]i]gENSiis&i]!f
tNCORPORATCO
The Standard

€'€!«

of the Industry

723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C

Bryant 5450-1
80

MAIDEN LANK.

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

t^iA'v"

THE MONEY
IS

WAITING TO COME
No

IN!

other attraction in

the world

commands such

ready

profits as

soon from

METRO-GOLDWYN

'

THE

c^m

DAILY

Rampant

Bicycling
St.

Today

Louis Territory

(Continued from Page

ed

in

1)

to their representatives,
or at least that porUon of them who

al

are conniving with exhibitors in the

Film Congress which

meet-

is

ing at the Palais Royal, 2 Rue
de Montpensier:
10 A. M.
International institute of intellectual cooperation.

bicyclinp; traffic.

—

Prompt and

drastic action against
offenders is to he taken before the
arbitration board, and the exchanges
are ready to criminally prosecute
bicyclers they apprehend.
The campaign is getting results.
Already exhibitors are beginning to
realize that 'side agreements" do not
holdj and that bicycling subjects them
to fine and imprisonment in the FedSince the meeting there
eral Courts.
have been voluntary confessions by
exhibitors, eager to forestall threatThese violators
ened prosecutions.
are signing contracts for contraband
towns, and the changed sentiment
indicates success for the concerted
movement against the bicycling evil.

Paris

—

Different works of the sub-commissions.

—

International insti3 P. M.
tute of intellectual cooperation.

Gobel in room. Full meeting.
Examination of the work of the
subcommissions.
6 P. M.— Showings

Combine Against U.
(Continued from Page

definite

1

return for American ones

shown over

Should America refuse such an ofthe Europeans who support this
idea say it would then be time to

fer,

GovBut they do not believe
the Americans would refuse if they
were invited to a friendly conferenlist the aid of their respective

ernments.

became known here today," says "The
Times" cable. "Will Hays' organization and other leaders, after con-

)

proposals for circumventing

sidering the plans for the present
congress, decided that its chief purpose appeared to be to determine
just how much the American film
industry should give up to Europe.

the "movie kings of New York and
"It was concluded, therefore, that
Luncheon for Thomson
Hollywood."
there was nothing to gain and everyFred Thomson, who has just comAttending European delegates, es- thing to lose by coming and so the
pleted "A Regular Scout," for F. B.
pecially those from
England and Americans stayed away."
luncheon
O. will be guest Friday at a

France, are racking their brains to
see if they can discover a workable
scheme which will bring the Euro-

at the Astor.

Benefit

Shows

for Hospital

pean market back into the hands of

—

Peekskill, N. Y.
Proceeds of the
Peckskill, Oct. 18 and 19, will be
donated to the local hospital.

European

the

film

2,740,000,000

industry.

U. S. Independents in Same
Predicament, Seabury Says
Paris

Francs Tribute

And Thafs That
]Bj PHIL. M.

T^HE

DALY^^^

American and European

c

H

here.

"The reason why America, who
produces 90 per cent of the world's
films, is absent from the congress

Aim

Paris Congress

companies and European concerns,
in which the Americans will agree to
exploit certain European pictures in

ence.

S.

30, 192(
«'.

try can hope for, in the opinion of
experts, is a series of working agreements between the American film

Paris The following schedule has been drawn up for today's session at the Internation-

plainly

illicit

in

Thursday, September

— Interests

of

American inde-

pendent

producers, which he described as those who do not own
chains of theaters, are practically

*- ceptions of Dr. Jekyl and Mr.
are due to meet. Conrad Veidt, v
played the featured role in the G
man version, is en route to Hoi
wood where he will play with Jc

who

Barrymore,

did

the

Americ

interpretation.

Two and two
cept where there

make four
a kontingent.

still

is

Let

Lew Cody
dent

has been named pre
Los Angeles footh
There should be no kicks

of

the

club.
that choice.

Bobby North did his bit for Fll
da.
He sang his well-known "p»
oner's song" at the Leviathan ci,
cert while on the high seas.
George

P.
Skouras of Skoui
Bros., St. Louis, is the latest sho
man to join the ranks of benedict

^

ijj

jis

fc

uliei

Six nations are represented
"Fighting Love." France has Jev
Goudal; Sweden, Olaf Chrisander,
rector; Hungary, Victor Varcc
Germany, Henry Cronjaeger, a
America, Henry B. Walthall.

IWIli

(Jti

1(1)1

"Europe and the rest of the World
No one has as yet made announ:
pay the stupendous tribute of
Photographers to Meet at L. A.
2,740,000,000 francs to the motion pic- identical with European producers ment of obtaining rights to film r
Los Angeles The 1927 convention ture kings of America this year," who now are unable to obtain show- International M. P. Congress m
of the Pacific International Photo- "The Times" quotes one delegate as ings of their films, because, it is in session at Paris.
will

—

graphers
E.

Assoc,

will

McCullagh

J.

be

held

of Berkeley

here.

president.

"Why, gentlemen,

at

Okla.

Comanche

— G.

W.

Spears

Exhibitor
Art Lewis
has purchased the Deal from Frank
Okla.

—

Deal.

Steiner-Blinderman Opening

The

Apollo, 126 Clinton St., latest
addition to the Steiner-Blinderman

opens tomorrow.

McElhinney

enough

ence.

"We

New

must put an end

We

New Wynnewood

Wynnewood,

circuit,

is

pay for all the white bread eaten
by Europeans each year," he continued to a most sympathetic audi-

has purchased the Quanna.

Lewis

that

to

New Owner
Comanche,

declaring.

new

is

in

Butte, Mont.— D. T. McElhinney
has replaced C. R. Wade as manager
of the P. D. C. exchange.

—

Hollywood."

An English delegate, who had
listened patiently to these attacks on
American films, rose and told the
delegates
that
unfortunately their
cries of alarm came ioo late, so far
as trying to efTect a strong European

Butte Manager

to this trib-

ute to America.
know we can
make just as good pictures yes, and
even better ones than they turn out

combination

was concerned.
The American

against

America

film companies,

he

explained, have forestalled this move
by tying up the Ufa, the German
film trust, in an ironbound working
agreement which prevents nearly all

of the important German production
"Ashes of Glory" Completed
companies from combining against
Los Angeles "Ashes of Glory," American pictures abroad.
written and directed by John P. McIt is known that the French film
Carthy in eight reels, has been com- leaders have
been working hard to
pleted.
This is a war story pro- try to organize
a Franco-German
duced independently by W. W. Cook, film trust
along the same lines as
under editorial supervision of J. Ells- other trade
agreements recently made
worth Kelly. The cast includes Wal- between the
two countries.
The
lace MacDonald, Edna Murphy, Lee
Freiich say that German

—

Shumway, Marguerite Fielding, Carol
Hye, Greta Von Ruc^ Gordon Standing,

Charles

Clary,,

Alice Hollister,
rick

Kemp and

Helen

Dunbar,

Tommy Wood,
Captain

Pat-

Von Hart-

men.

Wishek Houses Reopen
Wishck, N. D.
The Lyric and
Pleasant Hour have rcopeii?d.

—

technique,

adn^ittedly as good as that of America, plus French art, climate, scenery

and background,

would be an un-

beatable

partnership.
The French,
however, are finding it almost impossible to progress in this direction
because of the American anticipation
of such a

move.
Working Agreements the Hope
The best the European film indus-

claimed, "nearly 95 per cent of the
world's film playing time is occupied_ by the offerings of American

movie trusts," William Seabury told
one of the committees of the Interntional M. P. Confexence, according
to an A. P. dispatch.
Censorship
matter which

purely national
cannot be controlled
by any international body, a special
committee will report to the congress.
Another report approves dissemination of educational films, pointing out that extended use of films
of surgical operations might be expected to eliminate the necessity for
is

a

With U.

S.

Courts brought

in

play exhibitors who continue to pra
tice bicycling stand a chance of t
ing a long "ride."

Ten

A

Millions for Six

FUms

statement reported to have

tti

be(

made by Jesse Lasky avers thi
Paramount has $10,000,000 tied up

OS

,

productions.
These are "O
Ironsides," "Beau Geste," "Wing;
"Rough Riders," "Sorrows of Satai
six

and "Ace of Aces."

vivisection.

A

proposal that all historic events
remain the property of the nation to
which they belong, so far as motion
picture production is concerned, w,"
rejected by the congress.
Resolutions were adopted urging producers
to avoid stories with villains represented as of foreign nationality.

Canon Chase Seeking
Censorship at Source
"The

Brooklyn

Eagle"

Exhibitors^
Daily Reminder

tele

!',H

Itt
li

a

(I;

Arrange mid'
night matinee

y.i
II

tlos,

for charity*
reports

from Paris that Canon Chase has
drawn up resolutions proposing government supervision of production at

li!l(

sidt

iliii

the source, in order to "prevent moral
abuses and the misrepresentation of
one nation's life to others."

isin

Canon Chase

states that he will
the establishment of
government subsidies for producing
educational films and the foundation
of an international industry.

also

propose

Thursday, Sept.

30, 1926

«

jito
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remendous Activity

MASSACHUSETTS

GEORGIA
;E

New

—

fOR NEW SEATS

ON INAU SECTIONS

Theater Field

in

Albany, Ga. Work is rapidly progressing on the $250,000 theater planned at Jackson St. by Gortatowsky
Bros. The house, which will adopt a
combination policy, will seat 1,700.

Cleveland Circuit

Abe

Atlanta— The Tenth St., located at
Peachtree and Tenth, has opened.

call

office
floor.

FolThomasville, Ga.— A house is to
a resume of new and pro- be constructed by the owners of the
houses, supplementing pre- Strand, Manager Williams states. C.
reported projects.
K. Howell of Atlanta has prepared the

id
.sly

ital

ILLINOIS

—

Chicago Ground has already been
broken at Genesee and Clayton Sts.

ist-Westlake house has opened.
H. L.
'
theater cost $750,000.
mbiner has finished plans to erect

which
leater to cost $500,000, and
house 900. It will tower 150 ft.
ive the ground.
I

which

The

will
Isis

be available later.
Theater Building Corp.

has been formed to erect a motion

Details
picture theater on 89th St.
have not yet been formulated.
National Theaters Corp. is plan1,200 seat house at 91st
a

ning

The
$200,000 theater, St. and Cottage Grove Ave
will
plan$450,000,
about
is
cost
building
to
structure,
re and apartment
apartfourteen
the
and
by
St,
stores
house four
at 110 South Sichel
Co.
ments. E. P. Rupert is architect.
ited Income Properties
EnterS J. Gregory Theatrical
prepared
plans
having
is
Inc.,
and prises,
^asadena—J. H. Woodworth
house, which will seat
contract for a six-story
the
awarded
been
1 have
undisclosed site on b.
an
on
000
4
house for
erect a magnificent
Halstead and 63rd St. The project
It will seat 1,800,
olph Ramish.
about $3,500,000.
It is v.iU cost
$250,000.
1 will cost about
by
business
jected to be ready for
have
Crystal Lake-This city is to
ly, 1927.
two-story theater costing $250,000.
Angeles— A

is

a

West Coast Theaters

and

It

being

is

designed

by

D.

Fred

Shelby
the

30 days on a

-

Charles Brabant vicethe Community Players

theater for which
planning a
next year.
begin
nstruction will

new

— E.

T.

are

project

not

yet

Boatman."

It seats 500.

St

Charles— The new Arcada open-

public reception,
ed to an auspicious
Morris, propriLester
Mr. and Mrs.
hosts.
as
acting
etors,

Hartford, Conn.-The East
proposes to
lartford Realty Corp.
building at
office
theater and

East

MARYLAND

ect a
and Bissell bts
e corner of Main
It will .seat
$150,000.
a cost of
a
Construction will start in

Elm Creek— A new

Cedar Rapids

-

Phillip Leibsohn,

make room

—

a

ballroom.

A

BOX OFFICE CLEAN UP
IVAN ABRAMSON'S

"CHILDREN OF FATE^'
A dramatic masterpiece full of pathos and laughter

BROKE ALL RECORDS

S.
paid admission in one day at the M. &
Commodore Theatre, 2nd Avenue and 6th Street, Sunpeople were not
day, September 26th, 1926, and 10,000
seating capacity
admitted due to lack of room in a 3500
entire week.
house, where the feature is shown the
has
of Fate
In a zone of 10 square blocks "Children
follows:
as
for week engagements only,

20 000

been booked

M.

&

October 6th-12th

S.

New

M.

&

S.

M. &

October 6th-12th

M.
October 14th-20th

^t.
.
Theatre

Florence Theatre

„

„
Palace
,

S.

r^u

^
Theatre

^
^,
Orpheum Theatre
,

M. &

S.

„
Moms
•

S.

M. &

Mt.
S.

a>u
^
Theatre

^.
^
_,.
Clinton Theatre

October 6th-12th

Released by

into

INC.
ABGOL FILM PRODUCTIONS,New
York City

»
Seventh Avenue
,

cap-

&

Delancey Theatre

New Law

S.

October 28th-Nov. 3rd

7 29

eastern

Commodore Theatre

S.

&

October 6th-12th

for a theater.

Dubuque— Local and

theater with a

of 300 is planned.
rSaltimore The Ambassador, to be seating capacity
being prepared by
are
now
plans
The
erected at Fulton and Pennsylvania
Bldg., KearMasonic
Helleberg,
The build- J P
avenues, will seat 2,500.
Local interests are behind
ing, construction on which starts at ney, Neb.
once, will include bowling alleys and the project.
(Continued on Page 8)

October 16th-24th

Hotel,
who purchased the Grandstructure
the
down
tear
tends to

being

NEBRASKA

M. &

IOWA

is

Kroin has opened

October 6th -12th

CONNECTICUT

days.

the

Louis—The Garden

Pearl.

irlos.

w

Details of
available.

St.

under

EOO.

—

Tupelo Moore & Gregory are promoting a 1,000-seat theater, to be
erected on the site of the Read Hotel.

in buildinf.

M.

La Grange—The Illinois,
of Herman Hulqmst^
management
withJRedwood City—Work starts
debut with "The \olga
its
new house at ban made

lesident of

MISSISSIPPI

$150,-

erected at Darstdale.

Jacobs.

St.

IVallego

is

reported interested

1

:th

second

on

a theater here.

for construction of a 2,000 seat theater
for the Great Lakes Theaters, Inc.,
ancaster—The new Carter is rap- a Balaban and Katz subsidiary. It
nearing the brick-laying stages, will cost $1,000,000.
ch means that completion is virRaymond Grattan, heading a synbefore the first of
ily promised
dicate controlling 31 corners in this
uary.
city is considering the development
of the site at 100th St. and Van Vlissingen Road for the erection of a
West
Alvarado,
,os Angeles— The
huge theater, further particulars of

:iedlands
State
ns a $100,000 house at

It

MISSOURI

—

The Fairyland, under
naheim
ownership of W. W. Whitson,
led to a packed house, over 2,000
pie being turned away.

-

Circuit.

plans.

CALIFORNIA

.OS

will

of their newly formed circu-t.
Ohio Amusement Co. recently
sold to Loew's Ohio Theaters.

is

costinR

is

of the Butterfield
seat 2,200.

iary

000.

towns
ng in the building boom.

ng

State,

Fine and Kramer recently
purchased the Princess, Euclid
Ave. on the Square, as the first

Cities
all sections show.
of all sizes are partici-

from

to build

$300,000 house, the
being constructed by the
Bijou Theatrical Enterprises, subsid-

It

containing in addition to the
theater, nine store rooms and
the
suites
Estimated cost

is

St.,

Kalamazoo— A

at

be a 1,500 seat house. Plans
for a two-story structure

will

.Arthur

Rudnick

on Warren

MICHIGAN

two

weeks on a new theater
Union and East 114th St.

Lucas, head of Educational
Pictures in the South, R. B. Wilby,
circuit owner, and William K. Jenheater building activity is on the kins, active in all branches of the inease throughout the nation, re- dustry in this territory, operate it.
s

— Simon

a new theater
$150,000.

Ohio Amusement Co., and
now heading their own circuit,
will start operations within

Let-Up in Building of
New Houses, Survey
Demonstrates

Boston

—Meyer

Fine and
Kramer, formerly of the

Cleveland

I

The Greatest Array of Box Officl

One Banner

!

Just Another Reason

^W:^^""^h

wm

fames Ever Assembled Under
xhibitors are

Buyu^jind Clcaninj

Walter Catlett

Tom
falter Pidgeon
harles Winninger

McNamara
Dorothy Dwan

George Sidney
William Russell
Neil Hamilton

Ralph Sipperly
Lionel Belmore

Ted

Ben Bard

Reata Hoyt

Robert Frazier
Frank Beal
Harvey Clark

Alec Francis

William V.

John

Mong

St. Polls

Gustav von Seyffertitz

Emily Fitzroy

Hank Mann
Frank Campeau

Any

Edmund Burns
Richard Tucker
Hale Hamilton

John Roche

Mack

Svk^ain

Jacques Lerner
Georgie Harris

Ward Crane

Santschi

David Butler
Heinie Conklin

Andre de Beranger
Anders Randolf
Arthur Housman

THE
Thursday, September

Race

for

On

New

hoiiso will

Seats
in All Sections

equipped for

1)0

will

It

(.Continued from Page 5)

seat

Jamaica

—

— The

Hastings
opened.

— The

Norfolk

ha<

Bellaire, operated by
as the Mollis,

— Construction

has started

stein, 1204 Norfolk Ave.
The W. J.
Asoonmacher Construction Co., Lin-

coln, Neb., has been awarded the
general contract for this house, which
will cost $175,000.

NEW JERSEY
Bergcnfield — Work has started

on

make room

for a new building, to
house theater of 1,200 and five stores.
Ruckle Bros, will operate.

erect a theater at

— L.

Frank will
Third St. and BelleJ.

vue Ave.

Morristown

completion, to open early

two weeks,
and has

—

It

will seat 800.

nearing
October.

is

in

cost

of

33 in Blank Chain

building will

the

Moline,

—

Seattle
Bids for construction of
the new Paramount, which will be
under lease to Publix, have been asked by L. N. Rosenbaum.

Approximately $100,000 will be
spent by E. G. Peters to convert a
two-story garage, 1421 8th Ave., into
It is expected to
a modern theater.
be completed after the first.

III.

— Bringing

the total of

chain to 33, A.
Blank Enterprises has purchased
Lecrire, 1,700-seat house.
It is
third local house operated by
circuit.
The house is closed for
modeling.
in

the

—

—

—

—

—

When
RAILROAD

Rome The Star will be razed to
make way for a new theater to accommodate 1,500. Plans provide for
two

stores.

Southampton

— William

—

When you want a safe and sure BOX
OFFICE hit-play a RAILROAD PICTURE! Protect
your Box-office with the GREAT GOTHAM RAILROAD
the

1,525.

—

!

SENSATION.

Suchman,

representing a large theatrical syndicate of New York, has bought propkins and Collect Co.
erty on a site for a modern theater
to cost in the neighborhood of $500,000.
Plans are being prepared by
Alburquerque,
N.
Mex. M.
I
Lamb and Son. Applications for
Sparks, Dallas exhibitor, will put up store rentals are being received by
a 1100,000 theater on West Central Wollenberg, Hall and Keller.
St., between 5th and 6th Sts.
He has
also purchased the Ideal from J. A.

—

Williamson. The new house will seat
1,000 and will have a combination policy.

Henry

Grossman

opened the

Hudson
agement

New

OKLAHOMA

—

Cleveland A.
his new house.

Duncan

NEW YORK

—The

associates

seats 1,800.

—

Albany The Eagle, to be operated
by George Roberts, will open in a
few days.
Only the installation of
completed,

—

E. M. Statler is erecting
$1,000,000 house which will be
ready next Spring. The Dwight P.
Robinson Co., New York, is the con-

—

tractor.

A

community

early

College Point
the S.

&

S.

November.

It

Tonkawa

Circuit,

opened here

of

last

week.

—

is

The Schine Theatrical
Cortland
Corp. plan addition to their string of
some sixty odd houses. The new

is

H

—The

rapidly

Rialto, seating 900,

nearing

will ofTer a
stage policy.

completion.

It

combination picture and

Wewoka — The New Key

theater,

seating 800, opened last week.

OREGON

will

—The College, one

ready

—
—

project

has the building of a theater in progress, which is expected to be completed in
seat 800.

is

Henryetta
Charles Vlaiiie has
opened his big new theater here.
Stillwater
The new Aggie opened with a dedicatory program by the
mayor, with Manager Claud Leachman acting as master of ceremonies.

Buflfalo

—

Ritz

Chandler The
and S theater
has opened under the ownership ot
Hoover Stettmund.

a

Chatham

new

for opening.
drinking fountain
to be included in the equipment.

United, Myrtle and

Aves., Brooklyn, under manof Eddie Canter. The house

the
scats,
now being
awaits the opening.

Bender opened

R.

A

and

re-

Milaca House Changes Hands
Milaca, Minn.
C. J. Servatius
the new owner of the Casino.

—

Nutley The New Nutley, seating 1,400, opened with gala exercises,
under the management of the Ton-

NEW MEXICO

H.
the
the
the

is

$1,500 Fire at Creston
The New Fifth Avenue theater,
Creston, Neb. Fire did $1,500 damN. Y. Con- owned by the Pacific Northwest TheC. J. Kremer opstruction is nearly complete on the aters, Inc., opened to a gala per- age at the Rialto.
house being erected on Webster St. formance of presentations and other erates the house.
by Henry S. Henschel.
dedicatory innovations, with regular
Waubay House Changes Hands
prices prevailing for the premiere.
Waubay, S. D. David Helmer has
Oneida Mr. and Mrs. William
The Orpheum Circuit will invest
Ratnour are erecting a 1,000 seat more than $2,000,000 in a new thea- purchased the Lyric from F. G.
Perry.
house on the site of the old American ter property to be erected here.
It
Hotel, occupying a full block.
Four will be six stories high and contain
Remodeling Permit Held Up
shops will comprise the rest of the offices and stores.
Ironwood, Mich. Permit for restructure.
The theater has been
The new Embassy has opened at modeling the Rialto is being held up
leased by M. J. Kallet.
Third aned Union Sts. The house, pending decision as to whether the
A. L. Picker
Rochester
Joseph Joroslow has which seats 1,000, is using both pic- house is a fire trap.
operates the theater.
opened the new Riviera with William tures and presentations.
VVittneben as manager.
A threemanual Marr and Colton organ has
been installed, and Simplex projecyou want to get anywhere quickly and safely- take
tion machines.
Seating capacity is

Tonawanda,

—

—The Jersey

total

—

the demolition of the old Palace, to

Hammonton, N.

in

Newark A new house now being
erected and expected to be finished
by Jan. 1 will be managed by W. G.
North

on the theater being erected at Fifth
and Norfolk Ave. bv Jack Koenig-

The

exceed $300,000.

houses

to open here.
It seats 1,500
a .)() piece orchestra.

Crpucher.

new Armory

combi-

1,700.

Grand Island Workmen now are the same ownership
busily encaged on the second storv of was the third theater

the $200,000 Capitol on 2nd St., beinR
erected by Universal. Tiie house was
designed by John Ebcrson, 212 East
Superior 'St., Chicago,
while the
Goehring-Sotlinian Co. is the general
contractors.

a

nation vaudeville and picture policy.

30, 1926

Salem

—The

State and
Bligh.

at

Bligh has been opened
Sts. by Frank D.

High

—

Bellingham
The new Mount
Baker is under way here and is ex-

March

LUMAS FILM CORPORATION
SAM SAX,
President

WASHINGTON
pected to be finished
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Huge

Film Golf Tournament

He won the praise of the entire gathering by furnishing an orchestra for
the event, with Sid Hall and his entertainers doing their stuff in great

BESTEVW'VERDICTAS

COHENS^WN

Winners of the Tournament
KEILYS

PRIZE
at

Joodfellowship Keynote of

Eleventh Semi-Annual

Tourney
For there's nothing too good for the
Irish.— Old Folk Song.

—

Great Neck Past tense was inerted in the above quotation when
he Cohens, led by the redoubtable
ilmer (Moe Igadore) Pearson, took
he Kellys into camp yesterday at the
"all Film Golf Tournament, to the

iccompaniment of

jigs

and clay

pipes.

Even threatening weather, which
levered over the rain-soaked course,
ould not dampen the spirit nor dim
he shooting eyes of the Cohens, who
ook the measure of the Kellys, over
:he Sound View Golf course, while
:he gallery gufifawed at the antics of
he rival teams.
was the eleventh semi-annual

It

tournament and proved to be
the most successful in film history.
Players and their rooters alike voted
themit a great day, and announced
film

selves

ment

boosters for the next tournato be held in the Sprmg.

Entrants were divided evenly into
opposing teams, one led by Pearson,
the other by A. W. (Patrick Michael)
Stebbins. Each member of the winning team was presented with a handsome silver ash tray, suitably inscribed, as a momento of the auspicious occasion, which yesterday replaced the usual cares of the leaders
of the industry.
Although loser of the match, Stebbins had the pleasure of presenting
the Jack Cosman cup to his successful rival, which, in some respects,

Regrets
following wire was received yesterday from J. Boyce
Smith, Jr., general manager of
Inspiration Pictures, Inc.,
"I find that the chief disadvantage of producing on the
Coast is that I am unable to
participate in those delightful
Film Golf Tournaments I used
So sorry I
to enjoy so much.
must miss this one. Heartily
wish everyone the usual good
time amid the orgy of prizes."
From E. Oswald Brooks,
of Pathe, came this, all the way
from Dallas:
"Inasmuch as there seems
to be no possibility of my bein^ able to get back to New
York in time, please accept this
regretful notice of my inability
Hope you all have
to attend.
a very merry and wonderful

The

time."

Everybody

did!

winners of the Fall Film Golf Tournament held yesterday

Sound View, L.

I.,

Success

stvle.

are:

Low net (Arthur W. Stebbins Cup) by Fred Curtis (Eastman
Kodak), with a score of 71.
Low net runner-up (Pathe Exchange Cup) J. V. Ritchey, Jr.
(Ritchey Litho.), with a score of 73.
Low gross (Warner Bros. Cup) by Chris Diebel (Youngstown,

Speaking of treats, there were the
pictures of the match. To see Moe
Pearson and Pat Stebbins battling
on the green, is a real entertainment.
Rabbit punches were barred, as was

O.), with a score of 77.

biting in the clinches.

Low

gross runner-up (M. P. News Cup) by Eddie Arnold
(M-G-M), with a score of 81.
Winner of leg on
FILM DAILY trophy, Fred Curtis.
Best exhibitor score (Jules E. Mastbaum Cup) by Chris Diebel.
Birdie trophy (F. B. O. Cup), Eddie Aarons (M-G-M).
Putting trophy (Carl Lamemle Cup), Eugene Picker (Loew's).
Winner of Jack Cosman Cup to captain of winning team, Elmer
Pearson.

Oscar Neufeld, of De Luxe Film,

THE

Winner

of

booby

prize,

captain of

losing

team,

Arthur

Philadelphia,

W.

Winners of silver ash trays (members of winning team) Walter
Mike Glynn, Millard Johnson, Dr. W. E. Shallenberger, Jas.
A. Cron, W. F. Clarke, Samuel Briskin, Geo. Berry, F. W. Crosbie,
Fred Mitchell, I. V. Wolfsohn, W. A. Robbins, Harry Suchman,
Herman Robbins^ Richard Brady, Willard McKay, Eugene Walsh,
F. A. Beach, E. S. Gaylor, Frank Tait, E. A. Eschmann, Elmer
Pearson, Frank Saunders, Arthur S. Kane, Geo. Blair, W. E. Raynor, A. J. Sawtelle, Harold Bowden, M. Scott, J. V. Ritchey, Oscar
Neufeld, Max I. Katz, Joe Miles, Leopold Friecinan, Harold Raives,
Jesse Courlay, Nathan Hirsch, A. C. Gratz, Pat Campbell, J. V.
Ritchey, Jr., Wm. Nolan, Wm. Massce, Eugene Picker^ Walteri
Wagner, Paul Gulick,' Fred Curtis, Stanley Waite, Frank Popcy
Dave Chatkin, Albert Grey, Wm. K. Hedwig, M. Goldberg, Geo.
Mueller, Tom O'Connor, Pat Garyn, Geo. Byrnes, John Humm.
:

Futter,

THE

George Blair made the

Eastman

plant

trip

Daily Review";

from

J. S.

Dickenson, Wil-

liam A. Johnson and Fred Beecroft,
of the "Motion Picture News"; Jim
Alulligan, of "The Morning Telegraph"; Merritt Crawford and Francis A. Saunders, of the "M. P. World,"
and A. C. Gratz.

in

DAILY

The Committee had a hard time
restraining

arrival.

All of the trade papers were well
represented. John S. Spargo, and A.
W. Randall, of "The Exhibitors Herald" was there; Fred McConnell and
James Cron, of "The Exhibitors

Rochester.
George had not missed a single tournament since the first in 1921. Incidentally, he stayed up all night to be
the first to receive an entry tag.
the

early

A beauty contest was staged for
the golf reel in the morning. The
cream of the industry entered. Arthur S. Kane had the contest cinched
until a colored chauffeur of ojie of
the players got a look at the entries.
Apparently, he thought there was
some chance for him, because he entered.
And won the contest. Jack
Alicoate was the judge.
He was
saved from, a lynching by onlookers.

Stebbins.

more than compensated for loss of
the match.
Fred Curtis of Eastman Kodak
won individual honors, with a low
gross of 71, carrying with them the
Stebbins cup and possession of
trophy.
FILM
Motion pictures of the event were
screened after the banquet in the
Felix Feist presided as
evening.
toastmaster.

was an

Members of the Cohen teams danced the muzzle-tock (you spell it) to
the tune of "The Wearing of the
Green," and efforts to muzzle them
proved

futile.

about a dozen players

from mobbing Felix Feist when

the

seems that Feist
heard he was going to play on the
latter arrived.

It

"Kelly" side, and especially for the
occassion wore green golf hose, a
The weather man was beaten again, green shirt, tie of the same color,
for the eleventh tournament has been and a bright "Erin go Brach" handheld successfully without postpone- kerchief.
ment, even though rain has threatened
to halt several of the semi-annual
Artie Stebbins, who went up to the
competitions.
Club with the Committee on Tuesday
night to arrange details for the tournEach player wore a cap at the ament,
did not awaken until after 11
a
denoting
blue
tournament, the
When
yesterday morning.
o'clock
Cohen, the green a Kelly. Guests at
asked for a reason for his tardiness,
the club wanted to know what lodge
"Business is so rushing
he replied:
was holding matches, but ensuing re- that I am compelled to be at the ofmarks were deleted.
fice at 10:30 every single morning.
I though I would take advantage
So
Silent tribute to Joseph (Danny)
of
some sleep while I had the
Dannenberg, late editor of
chance." Artie has a tough life.
the
of
originator
FILM DAILY and
Artie has a tough life.
film golf tournaments, was paid at
outlined
Kohn
Ralph
banquet.
the
Felix Feist, genial toastmaster,
plans for the memorial and stressed
never in better shape, and he
the service "Danny" had rendered the was
punctuated
the evening with some
industry.

Putts

THE

prize witticisms.

Chris Diebel, Youngstown, 0., exIrving Lesser was there looking
hibitor, came East for the tourruxHe's an exhibitor now you
ment, and was not sorry either as he '/^PPyknow, so why shouldn't he be happy?
walked off with two cups.

'(Mdd
/

^prortounced_\

(jee-go-loj

A Professional
Parisian

Dancing Man.
See
Rod La RocQue
In this

thrilling

Never-to- be
forgotten,
characterization

(

The Best

is

the Cheapest
M

you are a golfer the last thing you would
do would be to pick up a lot of junk clubs
at a dollar a throw.
If

You know

would be a reasonable certainty that those clubs would cost you a
dozen strokes to a round. You play golf
for pleasure. It wouldn't be good sense to
spoil

it

your pleasure for the sake of saving

a ten dollar

bill.

Your real fisherman doesn^t go to a department store and buy a "nice fly rod for
$4.89." He knows mighty well that
there's no such thing and he doesn't propose to go a couple of hundred miles up
country and have his fishing spoiled by a
rod with no life, no backbone and no casting power.
In every kind of merchandise

you get

what you pay for. There is no cutting corners. You cannot get the best for

just

the price of the worst.

j

•"V

e

End
You know

that applies to everything you
buy, whether for sport or business.

Why expect pictures to be an exception ?
They aren't.

Mack

Sennett puts into his Ben Turpin,
Alice Day, Mack Sennett and The Smith
Series comedies the experience of fifteen
years, the best direction that money will
buy, the best stories, the best title writers,
the best casts he can get.

Quality costs more but

it

speaks for

itself.

There

is

more than a

little

difference.

Your audiences realize it. Why not give
them the best, and by paying a little more
get a lot more?
I

Elmer Pearson
Vice'President

and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

^UGH DAY
CHUCKLE DJU
GIGGLE DAY
t

SMILE

^0AR Mr

A

VtriLLIikKC
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f^FILMDOM
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No.

Friday, October

1

Move

1 Real

—

'

ROCK PARIS ACCORD

As Europe emerged Congress Getting Nowhere
I't.
Ay from the chaos of the
Row Over Amendment
the commercial potentialShows
plus the moulding influence
Paris — Possibility of the Internamotion pictures began to
tional M. P. Congress, "getting any:e an impress on the Con,

;

ntal

mind.

/orld powers like England,
ace and Germany learned the
:ssity of having their prodrepresented on screens ev-

This fact, coupled
and others' difficul-

A^here.
1

their

in

breaking into the biggest

ket of all, is responsible for
sustained agitation which
iy exists against the Ameriindustry in many countries
oad.

Strategy
aced by a situation which will no
jer bear denials, the leaders here
have a deeper Rrasp on the prob-

Norway

Competition in

NATIONAL ANIMOSITIES

is quite generally conceded
now that the international
Not that the
era is here.
It
quickly.
ization came

Price 5 Cents

1926

1,

where" in its reported plan to perfect a combination of European producers to combat the American "monopoly," seems remote in view of the
animosity between the nations, born
of the war, which has asserted itself.

Efforts to interpret a resolution
inviting producers of all nations to
suppress films "susceptible of engendering hatred between nations,"
so as not to prohibit pictures illustratinj; heroism of soldiers and citi(Continued on Page 4)

Oslo Municipal operation of
Norway's theaters is meeting
with opposition, for competition
has sprung up, with the success
these privately-owned theaters
have attained spurring new
competitive efforts.
All theaters of Norway were
taken over by municipalities on
Jan. 1, but the monopoly soon
faced competition. For example, what is regarded as the
best picture theater in this vicinity is located just outside the
of simi-

on page

it

is

4.

Bicycling

DEAL ON YITAPHONE

Curbed

MAKESRUMORS

Here is
internationalization.
No producer has
lething done.
r^ent a star of the box-office protions of Colleen Moore to Europe
make four pictures. It is handing
:ompliment to the producing intries jn the four nations selected,
means Colleen in an English, a
inch, a German and an Italian piciflt

Estimate,
h picture will
e.

if

you

like,

what

gross in the land
Figure for yourself the

origin.
idwill this will create.

There you

ke the big thing.

:HE

FILM DAILY

sent the
lery word over the cables yester'.
London, Paris, Berlin and

me
nto.

o'"^ht

to

know about

it

KANN

alization

of

expected to prove
in the internation-

pictures,

four

Colleen

A. luncheon.

ELY

Program Prepared

Last Year

Three Days' Jubilee to Mark Opening of New Paramount Theater
Next Month

—
Warner Sale to Famous
Oklahoma City — Bicycling has been
One of Wrong Guesses
practically stamped out
in

this terri-

Four More

declared during a visit
to Minneapolis.
Some of the larger cities are enjoying exceptional business, he said.
association,

not only talking

is

Miss Moore's present contract has
approximately one year to run, after
which the foreign productions will
be undertaken.
First National will
sponsor the pictures, under the terms

"U"

.

is

Marking what

an important step

Oklahoma City Territory Practically
Free of Evil Only Few Cases

—

National

Outlined

(Continued on Page 4)

i

Irst

of First National

tion head and husband of the star,
announced yesterday at the A. M. P.

number

ventures are planned,

Iowa

A Fortunate Stroke

Plan

Internationalization

Additional developments in
the foreign field will be found

lar

,

domestic

ABROAD

PICTjJRES

stated.

A

city limits.

of "Insiders"
During the last two years the
Steps have been taken to meet practice has been curbed. Last year,
Just because Warners stock yesBut it was yesterday that one there were only three or four instances
terday jumped several points at the
he most strategic of them all was of bicycling brought to the attention start of trading,
there were any numThat shrewd execu- of the Film Board of Trade, which ber of reports set in motion. One
public.
le
satisfactorily
has had no difficulty in
of the news tickers went so far as
Dick Rowland, is responsible.
adjusting them.
to declare that a deal was on for
next
abroad
will
go
olleen Moore
the purchase of Warners by Famous,
remain there for a twelver and
"at a price acceptable" to the WarBusiness Off
ner interests.
ith.
She will make four pictures.
PresidentT.
What the price might be, or even
Declares
M.
P.
O.
So
one;
of
scene
the
will
be
jland
(Continued on Page 9)
Sunday Shows Most Vital QuesItaly.
and
Germany
France,
a,
tion Facing Exhibitors
talent, the labor and the materials
Des Moines Business throughout
for
spring from thj country wherein Iowa has been below that of last
strengthen its
soon
will
Universal
camera grinds. Good old Ameri- year, with the small towns hardest
cha'in through the addition of four
Van
Benjamin
slump,
dollars will go to give employ- hit by the
which beDyke, president of the state exhibitor new houses in Nebraska
producing forces.
to

4

Moore productions will be made in as
many different European countries,
starting next year, John McCormick,
First National's West Coast produc-

tory.

iit

COLLLEN MOORE TO MAKE

(Continued on Page 9)

come units in the Hostettler Circuit.
The Bonham, seating 1,000 and located

at

week.
seat

will open next
Rivoli, 1,000start business the

Suzanne
star

who

is

Lenglen,

now

in

in

French

New York

tennis

under

theater,

will

open, replacing the theater deThis
stroyed by fire last Spring.

will

Sam Wood

is

Laemmle

Sailing

the

Will H. Hays

committee

same

is

in charge.

chairman

of

title.

Lehr

New York

in

Abe Lehr, production manager

Sam Goidwyn,

is

in

New York

confer with United Artists

He

for
to

officials.

remain about ten days before returning to Hollywood.
will

"U" Opens

—

A

commission
sh'j) on that island.
Each
of five will handle the detail.
member will serve without pay. The
secretary of the government will

make

the appointments.

Berlin

House

Berlin "Michael
was
Strogoff"
the initial offering at the Mercedes
Palas, 2,500 seat house opened here
by Universal. All seats are on the

Five Cuban Censors
Havana newspapers received in
main
the United New York yesterday contained disBerengaria, cussion of the new Federal censor-

Tomorrow

Carl Laemmle sails for
States tomorrow on the
arriving in New York, Oct. 7 or 8.
A reception is to be tendered the returning Universal president on his
arrival.

—

Berlin "Valencia" is being produced for the fifth time. Germany and
France are producing two each and
the United States one picture of the

house will have a combination policy.

management of C. C. Pyle, will start The Capitol at Grand Island, seating
work "in a picture the middle of Jan- 1,400, will open late in December or
Byron Morgan
uary on the Coast.
early in January.
will write the story and
expected to direct.

Five Versions of "Valencia"

Fairbury,

Late in October the
Rivoli, 1,200-seat house at Hastings,

January

(Continued on Page 2)

At Beatrice the

following week.

Lenglen to Start

An elaborate celebration, backed
by many business organizations on
Broadway, will signalize the opening
the of new Paramount sometime in
November. A three-day jubilee, starting the day prior to the opening, is
now being planned by the Broadway
Association. Gov. Smith is honorary
chairman of the celebration com-

floor.

Arthur

Loew

Arthur Loew, head

Sailing

of the
foreign department, sails for
tomorrow on the Paris.

M-G-M
Europe

....

,

THE
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DAILY

11 Films in 4

'**'"

ilLTHE HEWS
AIL THE TIME

That's Unique Record of Grauman's

—

—

;

Suhscriberi should remit with order
FILM
commrtiications to
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood.
New York.
Filmday,
dress:

Juan."

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
Ernest W. Fredman.
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematograpbie
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.

appointed managing director of the
new Fifth Ave., key theater of the
Northwest Pacific Theaters chain.

$15.00.

Address

THE

all

—

—
—

Home
Seattle

W. &
Norfolk,

Wilmer

&

Home

V. House Opening

—

Va. The new Granby,
Vincent house, opens Oct.

Fire Destroys Ohio Theater
Green, Ohio Fire destroyed the Delmar, causing loss of

—

Bowling

Perhaps it was the silly report which
appeared on the ticker to the effect that
Famous had made an overture to take over
Warner Bros. at any rate, a sharp turnover of the stock of both of these companies showed active tra'ding throughout
the day, resulting in each case in strong

—

closes.

Famous soared to 120 and turned over
39,900 shares in the brisk exchange.
Warner
Pictures ''A" made a recovery of 2!^ points
to the tune of sales anrounting to 92,200
shares.
Warner Pictures also caught the
rising tide, turning over 34,000 shares on
a climb of a full point.
Film issues in
general, when they did move, cleared at
slightly higher quotations.

Quotations
High Low Close

•Am
Am.

Seat. Vtc. ..
Seat. Pfd. ... 38

Balaban
•Bal.

&

&

Katz.

64'/,

Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

.

Famous

.

64!/,

100

.

.

,

.

tParamount B'way 9714
32
ttRoxy Units
ttRoxy Common .. 9«

30

Skouras Bros. .... 50

50

Am

••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
Universal Pictures.
•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures..
.

,

23^
15H

.

54
97

800

54
97
.

2

,

9

,

50

86^
9»<
,

.

.

54'/«

Pict. "A". 62 '4
Last Prices Que>t«4
•* Philadelphia Maj-ket

Warner
•

8?<
.

,

.

.

9!^
9354
31/,
95/,

1,800
,

,

47«

50^ 34,000
57
601i 92,200
tl Bid and Ask
Bond Market

—

STOCK SHOTS
MORRIS J. K ANDEL
THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY
46th Street

decorated,

souvenirs

given

electrical displays; secaerial circus over Times

away, special

ond day:

:5quare vyill drop roses on Paramount
Bldg., with Miss Broadway doing the
honors; formal dedication of the theater by the Broadway Association;
third day: parade depicting the "SpirProgess"; carnivals at night in
it of

Reed Returning to Coast

Tom
head

Reed,

Universal

the Coast, leaves
versal City tomorrow.
at

pub
for

^AL

ROACH

Ihis

a Cornerblock' cut turnii
for all Pathecomedies at

Chatin

Times Square and Columbus Circle.
Committee headquarters have been
opened

at the Astor.

,•

to Coast

British National
Herbert
director, Frank J. Farrell and Cecil
Harrison, members of the board ot
directors, and Dorothy Gish, arrive
on the Aquitania today from England.
Wilcox will leave immediately for the
Coast to confer with Frances Marion
on the script of "Madame Pompadour," his next picture. C. L. Yearsley of the New York office of the

Wilcox,

company

will

go with him.

is

FREE

Exchange.

i

Religious Films Completed

—

of Jesus

Theater Protests Levy
Whitehall, N. Y.— Virtual doubling
of the assessment of the Capitol, from
$1,800 to $3,600, has led to institution of action to compel assessors to
show cause why the valuation should
not be reduced.

forgiving the

treets, the story of the

2,000 Seater at

Ground

Brooklyn

woman of the
woman anoint-

ing His feet, and that of the unforgivThe fourth is based on
ing debtor.
the story of the rich young man who
aspired to perfection.

Added
Hollywood
been
"Stranded
has

Got

in

TODAY!

to Daniels

Cast
Julienne Scott
of
cast
to
the

— Mabel

added

Paris," which Arthur
and office Rosson is directing. Others in the
building on Ave. L, between E. 93rd cast are: James Hall, Ford Sterling
and E. 94th Sts., Canarsie, Brooklyn. and Iris Stuart. Bebe Daniels is starwill

be broken Oct.

Isaac Miller

for

1

is

the builder.

The

deal

was consu.mmated through Berk

in

red.

&

Moross.

for New Film
Corbin, who was
Lee
Blumenstock to Coast
Morton Blumens_tock will shortly brought East by First National for a
go to the First National studio on the picture, may remain in New York for
Coast to join the title department. another film by another producer.
The A. M. P. A. will give him a fareFraser Coming East
well party just prior to his departure.
Los Angeles William Fraser, gen"Temptress" at Capitol Oct. 10
eral manager of Harold Lloyd pro"The Temptress" will open at the ductions, will depart for New York
Capitol Oct. 10.
within next few days.

May Remain

Virginia

—

Now

New Yoik

City

Brvant 4981-2

In Production

ROSES OF PICARDY
SAILORS DON'T CARE

THE GLAD EYE
By A.

OP EVERY CONCEIVABLE NATURE

We»t

Following is the program: First
Open house on Broadway with

day:

Three religious films, based on
Biblical stories have been completed

iiimiiiiiiiii':;;

130

comrnittee.

have been added to the Fabian
cut.
The Lyric, Hackensack,
taken over yesterday. At Dov
noted, the Baker has been acq
Each house seats 1,400 and wi
combination policies.

H

t

Pueblo House Opens Soon
Pueblo Publix will soon open the
Colorado around Nov. 1. The house,
which seats 1,600, will be under management of C. T. Perrin.

Fourth Floor

...

a 2,000 seat theater, store

73K
117^ 1I7M

•Metro-Gold. Pfd..
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A".. 54!^

1)

Crane in "The Auctioneer"
Los Angeles Ward Crane has been and a fourth is in preparation by the
cast as the heavy in "The Auction- Religious M.P. Foundation. The completed pictures are based on the story
eer."

New
400

38
64!^

118
400
120
117^ 120
39,900
Fam. Play. Pfd.. 120
120
120
200
•Film Inspect.
8^
•First Nafl Pfd...
102
Fox Film "A" ... 74 Mi 73
1,600
73J4
Fox Theaters "A". 27H 26'/, 27
2,500
•Intern'l Project...
llMi
Loew's, Inc
9,300
47H 46-4 47

Players

$100,000.

Sales

36^
38

from Page

Wilcox Going
been

has

4th.

Financial

(^Continued

and Mayor Walker occupies
a similar position on the dedication

Gets Seattle Post

— Harold

II

niittee

stores

!,•

Two More for Fabian
Two more New Jersey th(

Program Prepared

Years

Egyptian at Hollywood Two
On Double Feature Bill
Hollywood Eleven pictures have
PrictSCeats
FrMar. 0cL1,l926
TiLXXXVIIINil
been played at Grauman's Egyptian,
since the opening of the theater four
Publishtr
IIIN «. ALICOITE
years ago. The long run presentation house will observe its fourth
and
holidays
Pablishcd daily except Saturday
a 1650 Itroadway. New York. N. Y., and birthday beginning Oct. 19. "Robin
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film Hood" opened the theater.
Other
Alicoate. President and
Folks, Inc.
J. W.
Don pictures which followed are: "The
Maurice D. Kann, Editor
Treasurer
Covered Wagon," "The Ten Comaid M. Mcrsereau, Business and Advertising
Manager ^.Kalph Wilk. Traveling Represen mandments," "The Thief of Bagdad,"
tative.
Entered a* second-class matter May
"Romola," "The Iron Horse," "The
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York
Gold Rush," "The Big Parade," "The
N. Y.. under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside Black Pirate" and "Sparrows" in a
jf Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign. double presentation, and now "Don
months, f4(S. 00; 3 months, $3.00.
;

Friday, October

C. and R. C.

Bromhead

LIFE
Albert G. Ruben

INCORPORATED
(Formerly of Minneapolis)

Released by

LEE-BRADFORD CORPORATION
701 Seventh Ave.

and here for

New York

383 Madison Ave., N. Y.
(II h Floor)

VANDERBILT 6600

C

;
ift*-

Tie Neii;

".t.t.^.M-

'

'W.HA'tV.

York American Says

'TIN GODS"
is

THOMAS

MEIGHAN'S
best picture, topping even

^^The
The

Miracle Man*^^

Box-Office Roars:

Nothing

else

in the field

approaches the records set by
PARAMOUNPS FALL PRODUCT
Adolph Zukor and Jesse L. Lasky present THOMAS MEIGHAN in "Tin
Gods," with Renee Adoree and Aileen Pringle ^ An ALLAN
Production From the play by William Anthony McGuire ^ Adaptation by Paul
Dickey and Howard Emmett Rogers ^ Screen play by James Shelley Hamilton

DWAN

)

fs^E^

DAILY

All The

PRODUaiON

ITALIAN

Intimate
touch
with
the
world's film markets is reflected
in the amount of foreign news
published by
DAILY. A regular feature of

AT VERY LOW EBB
150

Pictures

Filed

THE FILM

Since

the

an

issue is

"In Foreign

R.eading

excellent

means

it

to

offers

keep

posted on developments in foreign fields.

Steady

—

Decline of production in
Rome
Italy is indicated by figures just isFrom 1920 to 1925, about 150
sued.
pictures were produced, but each year
since 1920 has shown a marked deFrom 1921 and 1922, only
crease.
fifty pictures were made, with the
number dropping to 15 in 1924 and
This year, there
1925.
to ten
have been but four pictures proDuring this time, about 400
duced.
foreign pictures, representing about
$1,000,00 yearly, were imported.

m

Mussolini recently announced a
campaign to limit extensive distribution of American films in Italy presumably through sponsoring produc-

under

Sunday

Markets."

1920 with Decrease

tion

News

official or semi-official pa-

tronage.

About a year ago, efforts were
made by two Italiaji distributors to
force a sort of international "kontinFirst National, M-G-M
and Famous, but reversed the stand
and sought resumption of service,
when the three firms withheld product from Italian distribution.

Britain Agitating
Moves

on for Reciprocity from

Still

America, States Edward L,
Klein
The desire on the part of England to .secure a greater representain American theaters has not
abated and methods of bringing about
this situation are still being sought,
according to Edward L. Klein, exporter, who arrived from London and
the Continent the other day, following a long stay on the other side.
tion

"Important figures

the English
trade are hopeful that a better understanding with America will develop," he said.
"British pictures in
our theaters would help not only with
tiie trade, but with the public-spirited
theater goers in Great Britain.

gent" upon

in

"Production

in England is improvGainsborough and Gaumont are

ing.

niaking pure British pictures.
BritNational is considered an English-American producer while Ideal,
which is about to resume production,
is tied in with F. B. O.
'Mademoiselle from Armentierres,' produced by
GaumOiit, was accorded a fine recepRevival of "Four Horsemen" Arouses
t'on.
'London Love,' directed by
Storm of Protest in
Manning Haynes, was also well reBerlin
ceived. Haynes is preparing to superRevival in New York of "The Four vise a feature for Pathe
which will
Horsemen" in America has aroused uncloul;teaiy enter production in
an
protest in Berlin which "threatens to active ..rty.
German
producers'
strengthen the
"Some independent units are makcampaign against American screen
productions," according to "The New ing short subjects. Walter Ford has
ish

Germans "Riled"

York Times."
"Even so democratic an organ

as
the
German Government to make representations to Washington against the
portrayed of the worst of all antiGerman propaganda films in which

'The

Vossiche

Zeitung'

urges

just completed a series of two reelers for Wardour.
Argosy and In-

ternational are making strides foras the distributors of independent product.
Hermann Starr, Gus
Schlesinger and Morris Levinson are
representing Warners, and are makinir considerable progress in the
development of the English exchange
organization.

ward

every German character is a mixture
of cruelty, treachery and villainy,"
says the dispatch.
"Germany is making a splendid
In the days when it was the fashion to depict Mexicans and Japan- come-back to normalcv.
Theaters
ese as villains in the American pic- are going up in Berlin. Tbe poverty
tures, Mexico and Japan successfully which is so evident in other European
protested against the practice, asserts
the editorial, adding:

countries

ment
seems

is

absent.

The unemploy-

on its face at least,
unimportant problem!
Production is speeding. One day at
Goldwyn's bad taste in releasing anti German
war pictures. The only explanation of the the Ufa plant alone, two companies
revival of 'The Four Horsemen" is the mak- were at work while a third was mak''Once before, in the case of 'Mare Nostrum,' we were obliged to complain of Metro-

ing of money at the cost of friendly relations between
two peoples and historical
veracity.
And this at a time when American
sailors as guests of our cities see for themselves that we have forgotten the war bitterness and desire to resume the relations
interrupted by lying war propaganda."

German

critics

of

American war

films wholly overlook the fact of the
flood of militaristic pictures released
by German producers in the past year,

mg

situation,
to be an

exteriors.

"The

franc in both France and in
is low.
The effect on general business conditions, therefore,
becomes apparent at once. In Bel-^
giuin, where King Albert's powers
are now tantamount to dictator, much
of the former freedom of the
popu-

Belgium

lace has been curtailed."
observes "The Times" correspondent,
Klein's Paris office will be funcpointing out that these films glorify tionmg
in November.
He already
Prussian imperialism.
operates in London and Berlin.
_

Friday, October

National Animosities
Rock Paris Accord

—

Paris The following scht
dule has been drawn up for t<
day's session at the Internatior

zens in defense of their native country, provoked a near riot, and demonstrated how far the European nations are apart in efforts to work on

al

M.—

reared their head
delegate asked to
supplement and interpret the committee report, only to be told by a
Dutch delegate that such interpretation was contrary to the commit-

des commissions. Report of th
sub-commissions.

Belgian

a

recommendation.
a noisy demonstration by
French and Belgian members the
proposal was voted down and the
resolution passedL Another provision
of the recommendation asks
producers to refrain from portraying

M.—

3 P.
Meeting of the In
ternational Instiutute of Intel
lectual Cooperation at the Salli
des Gobelins.
Full sessior
Examination of the work of th

tee's

After

foreign nationalities in unpleasant or
ridiculous situations.
This is taken
as an indirect protest against Mexican
"bandit" films and war pictures.
Employment of children under 15
was protested, but, it was pointed
out, the United States and Russia,
non-members of the labor bureau,
do not agree, other nations should
not be bound, because of the factor
of competition.
News reels should be placed in the
same categories as newspapers and
not subjected to censorship,
nor
should exclusive rights to filming of
a news event be granted, the committee believes, also recommending a

copy of each news film should be
filed with the League of Nations, the
whole to form a film library.

Film Congress:

10 A.
Meeting of the Ir
ternational Institute of Intel
lectual Cooperation at the Sail

common basis.
War animosities

when

192

The Congress Today

{Continued from Page 1)

a

1,

sub-commissions.

M.

6 P.

—Screenings.

Colleen Moore to Ma
4 Pictures Abro
(.Continued from

of a

new

Page

1)

contract.

Pictures will be

made

Englj

in

Germany, France and Italy. Rich
A. Rowland, now is en route to

1

rope,

to

arrange

European players

for
wil

studio

sp;

comprise
Technicians
workmen native to the country
production will be employed.
supporting

casts.

;

"Three Requisites for

Good Director"
Owing

— McCormick

to a slight

illness,

Colk

Moore could

not attend yesterda
meeting of the A. M. P. A. Jc
McCormick, her husband, was pr

however. He said good directi
had _three requisjties, a sense of
mor, a sense of dramatic values a
ent,

Mexican Resentment Claim
Seen as "Smoke Screen"

1

a

sense of spacing.

By

"spacin
Inference that bad feeling is enMcCormick referred to the timing
gendered by portrayal in American
the action and lip movements to
films of Mexicans in an unfavorable
spot where titles are to be insert
light, as contained in the above disQueried oil the value of fan mail,
patch, is without foundation, for the
declared its importance to the s
situation was entirely remedied sevwas vastly over-rated and added tl
eral years ago.
American producers type of
expensive correspondence w
have avoided studiously situations
more of a nuisance than anythi
which would tend to cause resentment by any foreign nation. Parti- else.
cularly,
cordiality
exists
between
Mexico and the United States in this
relation, due to the industry's cooperaJ. C. Barnstyn Declares Govemme
1

Expects "Kontingent

tion.

Ednella Corp.

Formed

Intervention in England Is
Certain
"It is impossible to avoid a 'konti
gent' in

England," said

J.

C.

Bar

Edna Williams, founder of original styn, well-known New York export
company out of which the existing yesterday. "Despite all talk in Lo
F. B. O. organization has grown and don, the general situation has not ii
for years

head of its foreign departformed the Ednella Export Corp., which will engage in foreign
distribution
throughout
the
World.
Miss Williams sails on the Bercngaria on Oct. 13 to open offices in
London, Paris and Berlin.
Headquarters will be located in New York.
Miss Williams' experience in export
ment,

has

covers a period of IS years.

Czechs Pass "Potemkin"
Prague
After some difficulty,
"Potemkin" was finally passed. It
opens in October.

—

New Owner

at

—

Brewster

Brewster, Minn. Adolph
has purchased the Brewster.

Abram

proved to that point where the quo
system of showing British pictur
has been dropped."
Barnstyn said the day of the ind
pendent picture of mediocre value hi
passed insofar as England, at leai
was concerned. In discussing produ
tion he said there was considerable a
tivity under way in England.
Whi
he was in London, Gaumont gave
trade showing of "Madamoiselle fro:
Armentirres". It is a story somewhi
similar in theme to "The Big Paradt
but, of course, dealing with the w<
from the British angle. Barnstyn sa
the press notices were unusual an
the reception accorded the picture
hearty one. He said there were man
prominent renters who were usin
German and French pictures as t\
bulwark of their programs.

t

— — ——
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— —

—

—

————

—

——
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Hurricane of PRAISE!
on the

Unbeatable Service
of

INTERNATIONAL
NEWSREEL
On

the

Florida Hurricane
and

Fonck Disaster
Here are a few Typical Commendations
from an army of delighted exhibitors:

"CONGRATULATIONS

AGAIN!

WE
of

first in St. Louis with pictures
Florida hurricane and Fonck plane disaster.
It seems regular habit for International to
More power to
scoop on all big events.
you!" Harry Greenman, Managing Director, Loew's State Theatre, St. Louis.

were

"CONGRATULATIONS FOR GIVING US
first

pictures of the Florida tornado and

disaster. This is wonderful
Eddie Ruben, Minneapolis, Minn.
"INTERNATIONAL'S FLORIDA Pictures first on screen in Atlanta." Howard

Fonck airplane
service."

Theatre, Atlanta, Georgia.

"INTERNATIONAL

NEWSREEL'S

Florida disaster pictures shown on our
screen on Tuesday, September 21st." B. S.
Moss' Colony Theatre, New York City, N. Y.

"INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL NO.
with

first

Miami and Fonck airplane

77

pic-

Such initures, greatest ever presented.
tiative and enterprise most praiseworthy."
S. J. Negory, Parthenon Theatre, Chicago.

"INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL FIRST
with Fonck disaster and Florida
tornado. You are to be congratulated."
Uly Hill, Managing Director, Strand Theatre, Albany, N. Y.
in

field

"CONGRATULATIONS ON INTERNA-

"SPEEDY SERVICE RENDERED ON

"CONGRATULATIONS

Fonck's disastrous flight and Florida tornado scenes deserve sincere congratulations.
Missouri Theatre with International NewsCurrent issue
reel beat all other theatres.
is without doubt finest from every angle
ever released by any company." Skouras
Bros., Missouri Theatre, St. Louis, Mo.

and Fonck airplane crash showing
today hours ahead of nearest competitor."

"THANKS TO

INTERNATIONAL

Newsreel's excellent service, West Coast
Theatres were able to show ahead of all
competitors Florida hurricane, Fonck airplane disaster and Dempsey-Tunney meeting.
This service was the greatest I have
ever known. Congratulations and thanks."
A. M. Bowles, General Manager, West
Coast Theatres, Los Angeles, California.

—

"INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL TO BE
congratulated for such remarkable service
as given us on Miami storm and Sikorsky
plane disaster. Florida tornado scenes received much favorale comment from our patrons, both on the early showing and the
selection of the shots."
The Arsenal Theatre, St.

Louis, Mo.

"CONGRATULATIONS

FOR HAVING

pictures showing in Oklahoma City on
Fonck plane disaster and Florida tornado.
I incorporated these news scoops in special
newspaper ads, and they brought many additional patrons."
Liberty Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.

first

"INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

WAY

ON

FLORIDA

disaster

P. R. Tourney, Plaza Theatre, Sioux City,

Iowa.

"INTERNATIONAL NEWSRELL NO.

77,

with Florida pictures, finest proof most remarkable service. Its value of contents is
of such high rating that for first time in
history Wisconsin Theatre is featuring International Newsreel in same class as full
length feature attraction.
Congratulations!" E. J. Weisfeldt, Production Manager, Saxe's Wisconsin Theatre, Milwaukee,
Wis.

"THANKS FOR GREAT SERVICE ON
both Miami storm and Fonck plane disaster. Such enterprise is appreciated greatly."
Ed Trim, Chateau Theatre, Chicago

"CONGRATULATIONS

ON

BOTH

storm and Fonck plane disasters. Another
striking example of International Newsreel
enterprise and service." Dave Rice, Jackson Park Theatre, Chicago.

"ANOTHER SCOOP CREDITED TO

IN-

ternational enterprise. Great work. Many
thanks." Lester Retchin, Howard Theatre,
Chicago.

"AUDIENCE ACCLAIMED INTERNAFonck plane and Florida
storm great example of International Newsreel enterprise. Many thanks."
Bob Grub-

tional's pictures of

De Luxe Theatre, Chicago.
"AS USUAL FIRST WITH THE LAT-

iner,

est."

Lou Winkleman, Haymarket Theatre,

tional's scoops on Florida hurricane, New
York-Paris plane crash and Dempsey-Tunney ring scenes. Was able to show these
ahead of all competitors. Many thanks."
E. V. Tracy, Laughland Theatre, Long
Beach, California.

ahead of any other newspaper with pictures
of Florida tornado and Fonck airplane dis-

Chicago.

Please accept sincere thanks."
D. M. Bain, Victoria Theatre, Wilmington,
North Carolina.

storm picture worthy of great praise. Your
Fonck plane picture remarkable. Congratulations." .7. J. Cooney, Pres., Cooney

"CONGRATULATIONS ON WONDER-

ous pictures Miami tornado and New YorkParis airplane disaster. We were first with
these pictures. The service is unbeatable."
Howard Price Kingsmore, Vendome Theatre, Nashville, Tenn.

Fonck plane
accident and Dempsey-Tunney scenes."
Dwight Hall, Superba Theater, San Diego,

ful service on Florida disaster,

California.

aster.

"CONGRATULATIONS ON

—

MARVEL-

"ENTERPRISE DISPLAYED IN MIAMI

—

Bros. Theatres.

"CONGRATULATIONS ON INTERNAtional Newsreel No. 77 which is a knock-out
and one of the most timely ever released."

John D. Howard, Capitol Theatre, Davenport, Iowa.

M,^*tKaB»

!

^OTECT YOUR
INVESTMENT
thousands of exhibitors have
taken out hox-office insurance with

REMEMBER 1924-1925

WHAT good

HE WHO GETS SLAPPED
THE NAVIGATOR * HIS

your
THEATRE investment
IF you have to worry
is

WEEK after week
ABOUT product to
WHEN you sign for

HOUR • EXCUSE ME
THE RED

MARRIAGE * THE SILENT
ACCUSER • THE SNOB
WINE OF YOUTH and others

a contract

just as

good

as a

BOX-office Insurance Policy.

i

THOUSANDS of exhibitors

NOW know the security

.(^

.

.

i

REMEMBER 1925-1926
THE UNHOLY THREE *
ir THE MERRY WIDOW
NEVER THE TWAIN •THE

OF good product
REGULARLY every week

FROM M-G-M

SINNERS

* CHEAPER TO
MARRY • LADY OF THE
NIGHT • THE GREAT
DIVIDE
* SO THIS IS

YOU eliminate worry!
PROTECT your property
THAT'S

*

IN SILK
fill it!

METRO-Goidwyn-Mayer

WITH

LILY

.

WITH

MIDSHIPMAN * BROWN
OF HARVARD * IBANEZ

SHOWMEN

LADIES

Today's Stars!
IVI-<G-M has the names, and
directors with
to the-minute ideas

UP
PRODUCERS who know that
YOUNG Blood wins!
.

IN

AS

.

.

the greatest Studio of all

dependable

as a

ROCK of Gibraltar
M-G-M

protects you!

.

.

..

TORRENT • PRETTY
* A SLAVE OF
FASHION * MIKE * THE
BARRIER * THE BLACK-

BIRD • OLD CLOTHES
BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK
SALLY, IRENE AND MARY

SECRETARY * THE
ROAD TO MANDALAY *

HIS

and you'll remember '26- '2 7
.

HE TOP OF THE INDUSTRY

J

—

THE

1001
Exploitation
Ideas

"Sweet Daddies"
(First National)
(Paramount)
A plain but effective lobby displa;
Three thousand subpoenas were
Each read: "You are was arranged. Probably the most at
distributed.
hereby summoned to be present as a tractive part was the title which ap
witness to the trial of Dillon vs. peared on top of the marquee, done
Clayton at the Tivoli, June 7, 8 and white lettering with a black back
9, in Paramount's gripping romance, ground and circles with a border o
Below this banner was
'The Blind Goddess.' "— E. R. Rogers, lamps.
background of dark blue with the cas
Tivoli, Chattanooga.

"The Blind Goddess"

ii

i

leri

"The DevU Horse"
(Pathe

leri

A

mother popularity contest was
staged in cooperation with the Denver
Post and two Shetland ponies were

THE FINISHED PRODUCT

awarded
mothers

to

the

two most popular
The ponies were

in that city.

used for ballyhoo purposes previous
Victory, Denver.
to the award.

—

"His Secretary"

OF

Exploit- O -Grams

IN

THE

(M-G-M)

YEAR BOOK
[

Out

in

January ]

itt(

The "His Secretary" Club came inwhen representative sec-

to existence
retaries of
have their

Raton gave consent
names mentioned in

to
all

club newspaper publicity. The "His
Secretary" Popularity contest was
next in order following a tie-up with
the newspaper which gave the contest front-page space for one week.
Only members of the club were eligible.
The last night of the picture's
showing the winners were announced
from the stage. Club members were
the guests of the management and
attended in a body. The newspaper
gave a window for a pencil-guessing
contest which also netted a front-

Free tickets were ofTer-

page story.

1927 FILM

painted thereon.
In the center wen
cut-outs made from various postenljj
and illuminated at night by a search
light.
The lower part of the lobb]
consisted of two banners, the back
ground which was light green, let
tering black.
On the end of each ii
small panels, various stars' namei
were placed. Supporting these two
banners in the center were two post!,
covered with various copy.
On th«
extreme ends two large shadow-boxes
with cut-outs were made from the various posters.

Display space to the extent of 18c
inches was used in the campaign
Of this, 63 inches was used in ad-

vance.
The newspapers co-operated Ki
to the extent of furnishing pictures ^
and stories. Frank Stefly, Coliseumi

—

iai

Seattle.

ir;

)n

"The Unknown

Soldier"

(P. D. C.)

A

an

with a dis
atmosphere, marked

fine patriotic fervor,

tinct

military

campaign, the feature of which
a tie-up with the American
Legion, whose officers were invited

the

was

to a preview, resulting in the loan
of every war relic available for dis-

Four

ed for the best estimates as to the

play

number of pencils in
The across-word puzzle
sheet was the basis for a

German machine guns were on view

Cooperating
given

five

the display.
of the press
single truck.

merchants

were

each

passes to present to their

customers submititng the corsolution.
All
advertisements
rect
contained keys to the puzzle which
proved popular.
A front-page box
first

referring to the single truck appeared in the paper.
A girl seated before a typewriter was used in a window and offered to type any letter
dictated to her between the hours
of three and four P. M. An art card
tying up with this stunt was also on
display in the window. T. F. MurShuler's
Auditorium, Raton,
phy,
N. M.

—

in

well

as

the
as

bayonets

Imperial
helmets,
other

and

lobby.

sword
relics

blades,

with

a

because of the fact that
they had been captured by doughboys of Charlotte. Flags of the Allied nations were hune all over the
lobby and marquee. To inject a little
humor, tied an alley dog that slightly
resembled a German police dog, to
a machine gun, with a sign reading
"Run-Tin-Can, famous Kitchen Police
War Dog. He followed 'The
Unknown Soldier' through the war.
local interest

The

fronts of street cars leading to

every division of Charlotte were hung
with banners reading "See 'The Unknown Soldier' at the Imperial now
A series of advance teaser ads, play-

drama of "The Unknown
Soldier," was used in advance of the
picture's opening.
C. Warren Irvin,
Charlotte, N. Carolina.
ing up the

A

Qreat Book
Covering

A

Qreat Industry

"The

Still

Alarm"

(Universal)

—

Tied up with the convention of the
"Wet Paint"
Dominion Fire Chiefs Assoc, secur(Paramount)
ing a hook and ladder company
A
bench
painted light green was
which paraded the streets with signs
placed in the foyer. At one end the
reading: "Dominion Fire Chiefs Con- paint
had been rubbed off creating
vention.
Showing at Capitol, 'The the impression that two people had
Still Alarm.' "
Delegates to the meet- been sitting on it very close together.
ings attended the showing in a body. A sign ind'cated the picture would
run three days. Three paint deal— Ed. Gilmore, Capitol. Windsor, be
ers hooked up
Ont.

F. J. Miller,

with the campaign.
Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

u

—

THE
October

riday,

1,

1926

-.ggg^
DAILV

W.G.T.U. Attacks
Los Angeles

— Production

—

Minneapolis
Minnesota's law regulating itinerant
shows has been used so successfully to curb free picture
shows that next summer will find the territory practically free of the shows which have wreaked havoc with
theater business during the last few years.

foundations of civilization," was
larged at the convention of the Nairy

The power

W.C.T.U.

jnal

of the

reen for disseminating information
been misused greatly through
IS
oduction of poor pictures, it was

Although the International M. P.
winds up its sessions at

Dngress,

Saturday, the convention auorized sending groups to the confess,
pledged in the interests of
irohibition, peace and purity to scire higher standards of motion picre production in order to preserve
merican ideals at home and to guarproper interpretation of
itee
a
aris

life

abroad."

Iowa Business Off
(.Continued from

'

Page

1)

shows in Iowa have been curband the Sunday show issue is
most important one facing ex-

ree
I,

e

—

jeration of the

Loux by

E. L. Loux.

rank Bros, brought the action, alging they held a lease on the theaLoux, however, testified the
r.
ranks had failed to pay rent, had
oved into Community hall, and

Dw are building a new theater.

PoweU

in

"Gaby"

—William

CONNIE TALMADGE
the

directing.
irginia Valli

News Reel Disbands Deal
Ottawa

—Associated

Screen

p-o

;<;

Associated was organized in 1921.
B. E. Norrish, former director of the
Canadian Government studio at Ottawa, becoming its managing director.
The company employed eight cameramen during the Summer in various
parts of Canada to shoot topical, educational, industrial

and scenic views.

George O'Brien and sett, J. B. Scott, E. W. Blackman,
have the featured roles. Roy Tash, Frank O'Byrne and Harry

1^^l•t^rr

r''"'"Ved

Exhibitors'
Daily Remimkr

that.

Anna Q. Nilsson is back from her
vacation in Sweden, without acquiring a new accent.
The W. C. T. U.'s attack on films is
about as consistent as its decision to
send delegates to the Paris M. P. Congress.
The congress ends Saturday.

M. J. Williamson, for many years
manager of the National, Winnipeg,
is promoting an oil well near Calgary.

Dewey Bloom

rises to inquire why
film makers don't follow
the lead of the producers of "Variety" and have a song of their own.
Their song?
Ufa 'got to remember," replied that genial publicist.

"Why

on Vitaphone
(.Continued

from Page

the approxirnate amount
Warners would dispose of

1)

for which
their hold

just at a time when the company, after costly reorganization, was
beginning to realize on the tremenous possibilities of the Vitaphone,
was not stated, although the report
Possibiltiy
later was contradicted.
of a sale of Warners to Famous or
any other company is so remote, that
it is surprising the report would even
cause a ripple on the market.
ings,

There

a

is

deal

on between the

to discuss the

proposed

deal.

"The Noose," written by H. H.
Van Loan, scenarist, in collaboration
"Quicksands" to be Reissued
Buf"Quicksands," Howard Hawks pro- with Willard Mack, opens at
its
prior
night,
to
Monday
falo
former
the
duction, first released by
is
American Releasing Corp., later as- New York premiere. The story
This
is his first play.
Loan.
by
Van
reissued.
be
to
is
Selznick,
signed to
Releasing arrangements are being ne-

Richmonnd
Richmond, Va.— Charles A. Som$250,000

gotiated.

ma

Thirty-seven theaters are operating
in Omaiia, Neb., and four in Council

Bluffs, la.,

and service of Pathe

is

Pathe's
represented in all of them.
two-reel comedies are playing in every theater showing motion pictures
in

Omaha,

ones*

the

company

A

Correction

states.

Francis A. Saunders of the "M. P.
World," low net runner-up, winning
the Pathe Exchange Cup at the Fall

Film Golf Tournament, instead of
V. Richey,

Jr.,

as

J.

stated yesterday.

will

House

erect

a.

West Hampton
onial Ave. and
End section.

for

$250,000 house on
Ave., between Col-

Sheppard

St., in

West

Clayton Sheehan Marries
Buffalo— Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manager for Fox, and Mildred
Doyle were married yesterday at St.
Mark's Church.
Offices Moving
Moss offices will move
Broadway in about six weeks.

Moss
The

B. S.

to 1560
They will
front.

occupy the

eighth

floor

Bradley Joins "M. P. Today"
George E. Bradley, former film
"The Morning Telegraph,"
signed by Hal Roach for the leading editor of
placed in charge of the
been
Roach
has
Star
All
role in one of the
West Coast office of "M. P. Today."

Roach Signs Matt Moore
Culver City— Matt Moore has been

comedies.

—

Virginia Valli is at Del Monte,
Northern California playground.
She is working on "Gaby" with Howard Hawks. No, it isn't "gabby."
the

Henry B. Walthall, a popular idol
more than 15 years, has divulged
what the "B" stands for. It is Brazeale, his French ancestral name
for

and has no relation to the

nut.

Mack Swain was asked by Joe
Plunkett to make a personal appearance with "The Nervous Wreck" at
the Strand. "Can't be done," wired
Mack, "first because there's no Pullman berth that can accommodate
my girth and second because I'm
working night and day and I'm a
nervous wreck myself."

Van Loan's Play Opens Monday

Record Showing for Pathe

Chedi 24 sheet
stands.Getnew

for

Makes Rumors Fly

News

of Canada, Ltd., with headquarters in
Montreal, has served notice it will
apply for leave to surrender its charter and for an order directing its cancellation and fixing a date for dissolution.

Pollard at Calgary.

.

reported
battle

eflforts to

Powell has

Fire Damage Repaired
Hedrick, la.— The Gem, damaged

Dempsey-Tunney

United Press, drawing a by-line in
about 800 papers.
Some publicity,

The personnel of Associated in- company and Esmous, involving the
editor, while Viatphone, but it is in no sense a
:en cast as the heavy in "Gaby" cludes Terry Ramsaye as
John Alex- sale or a merger of interests. Offiincluded
origicameramen
an
the
from
making
hich Fox is
Howard Hawks ander, James Campbell, H. P. Bas- cials of both companies are reticent
il by Harry Carr.
Los Angeles

EDDY

ART.

American

Iowa
bitors of the state, he said.
IS a state law prohibiting Sunday
lows, enforcement of which is a
atter of local option.
Maple Shade Injunction Denied
Atlantic City There will be com;tition
at Maple Shade, for Vice
hancellor Ingersoll has denied apication for an injunction against

By

secure enactment of the law,
W. A. Steffes, Northwest exhibitor unit head, this summer has had a fight on his hands to assure enforcement.
Two instances of action are cited. One was at Claremont, where the operator of a free show was arrested
by V. R. Morse, local exhibitor, who also is town marThe other is at Vernon Center, where businessshal.
men were forced to put up an indemnity bond. Under
the law, a bond must be executed covering possible damage resulting from each showing. Businessmen sponsoring the shows have announced they will not be continued next year, and other towns of the state are discarding their plans, convinced, at last, that the law is to
be enforced.

Successful in

leged.

Werican

And Thafs That

Minnesota Checks Free Shows

films

of

and

disregard

disrespect
r authority, "which strikes at the
ipicting

Can you
dance the
latest^

steps?
SEE the
the
greatest

dancer
in

Pan's

What Netu York
Critics said
Underhill

Y.

N.

in

;

TRIBUNE:

"Judging by the applause and laughter and words of praise the consensus

was

'Sparrows'

that

was the

DAILY

in

"Our Mary again

A

strings.

body

will

Creelman
latest and

picture

want
in

NEWS:
the

nearly

heart-

every-

performance

is

Zimmerman

in

Trade Journals said
of the industry's best.

Spells dollars at

the box-office."

ductions of

all

:

"It ranks with the great pro-

time."

MOVING PICTURE WORLD
eral public

AMERICAN:

finest

FILM DAILY: "One

acting, pathos,

to see."

"Has strong drama, excellent
comedy, heart-interest constitutes what the gen:

—

wants as entertainment."

"Her

EXHIBITOR'S DAILY REVIEW: "A

pictiTe."

TIMES:

Hall in

stirs

the

MOTION PICTURES TODAY

greatest picture of the season."

McGowan

What

"Miss Pickford's

as flawless as ever."

TELEGRAM:

"The

box-office records

and stand 'em up

feature that will break

sufficiently so as to

draw out

the police reserves."

NOW

BOOKINQ

best characterization she has given
to the screen."

Cohen

in

SUN:

'It

is

worth

see-

ing."

Waldorf
mended."

Rawson
"One of

in

POST:

TIMES

"Is

recom-

MID-WEEK:

the most effective pictures
which even Mary Pickford has
been seen."

^MRROWS

in

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
— On

Each Picture Sold Individually

Merit

Uougias rairoa

The Box Office Showed
Big Money
A

few of the theatres
that smashed records with
this great picture

MARK-STRAND, New

York

VICTORY, Denver, Colo.
CROWN, New London, Conn.

The Trade

Press Predicted

VARIETY: "This picture should get
FILM DAILY: "The picture is going
money.

It

deserves

Its

Success

a lot of dough."
to

make

lots

and

lots of

it."

MOTION PICTURE NEWS

"Will pack 'em

:

in

anywhere,—

big houses or small."

MOVING PICTURE WORLD

:

"This should go over big with

any type of audience."

EASTMAN,

Rochester, N. Y.

VIRGINIA,

Atlantic City

IMPERIAL, San Francisco
CAPITOL, Montreal
ROYAL, Kansas City, Mo.
CAPITOL, Vancouver, B. C.

DOMINION, Victoria, B.
REGENT, Hamilton, Ont.
PANTAGES, Fort Worth

OLD MILL,
MERRILL,

C.

Dallas, Tex.

Milwaukee

and others

EXHIBITOR'S DAILY REVIEW: "A

mighty contribution

to motion picture art."

NOW BOOKINQ

\

^"^

Black Pirate
UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
Each Picture Sold

— On

Individually

Merit

f/

^|£

WILL

AWe "^V^D &S^?fO^Tp
COLLEEN

MOORE
IT

LOVE
MUSTJOHNBEMcCORMICK

Presented by

with JEAN HERSHOLT

MALCOLM McbRECOR and ARTHUR STONE

Adapted by JULIAN JOSEPHSON from the
Saturday Evening Post Story "Delicatessen"
by

An ALFRED
OPENING

BROOKE HANLON
E.

GREEN

N. Y. RIVOLI,

Production

SATURDAY, OCT. 2nd

—

?%#

^yplLMDOl
VOL. XXXVIII

No. 2

Sunday, October

3,

1926

Price 25 Cents

picture
thrilling

career i

w

l^ichard

i*a,

TALMADCS
UNIVERSAL DOES IT! The
star whom exhibitors made in
the

first

of a series of greater

RICHARD TALMADGE
PRODUCTIONS —presented

U*,^

byCarlLaemmIe in association
with A. Carlos, directed

by

Irvin Willat.

The
Myc''
/'

Present-O-Grams
"Atmosphere"

mighty important factor.
There are some pictures which
ter

is

a

do not easily lend themselves
to prologues. This doesn't
mean that the problem is as
sounds. "PresentO-Grams" were designed to aid
theater owners build up their
presentation numbers by telling in brief form what other
exhibitors have done.

knotty as

it

The Heart of Things

in your thea-

THE

FILM DAILY goes
as an arrow to its mark
in providing its readers with the news of the industry. No
wading through a maze of publicity to get at the heart of things, for
FILM DAILY gives you all the news while it is neu»s — with
Concisely, though comprehensively
bunk entirely eliminated.
written, it's news presented without fear or favor— that is what has

STRAIGHT

THE

made

THE FILM DAILY

The Newspaper

of

Filmdom

House Management
Having trouble with the proequipment? Do your

jection

ushers fail to function properly?
Is th<>— a lack of coordination
in the operation of your various
theater departments? "Theater
=?

Equipment and Management,"
appearing as a Sunday feature in
THE FILM daily; concerns
itself with these and
other
things.
No theory, but practical

data.

ThOUSANDS

k

of exhibitors will cash in
on this New, Bm Sensation

Be the first inyour town
to CLEAN-UP
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FR,OM THE 5TOFLY

BY

EDNA FERBER
BY N A n ALSTON
e.L0UI5E DR.EJXER.
WITH

J

ADAPTED BY GARRETT FORT
CONTINUITY BY MARION QRTM
SUPERVISED BY
OiR£CTE.O

BY

C.

GARDNER 5ULL1VAN

WILLIAM K.HOWARD
PRODUCED BY

OEMILLE PICTURES CORPORATION

P^ELEASED BY

PRDDUCEKS DISTKIBUTING COKPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE.

Proidcni

RAYMOND PAWLEY, Vicc-Ptesideni and Trtuurci

JOHN

C.

FLINN,

Vice-President and

Ceneml Mantget

ice

a
111

1111
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Sunday, October

ALESMEN AID KANSAS

idividual Contracts

As Remedy

Sue All
Non-Licensed Users
of Music

This
Pernicious Practice
for

—

Kansas City Bicycling has been
:amped out in this territory, fairly
'ell.
0"ly a few cases of bicycling
ave been brought to light recently,
nd exhibitors guilty of the practice
ave paid for illicit showings.
What bicycling has existed is due
over-eagerness of film salesmen
Id
closing contracts with exhibitors.
Side agreements" cause the exhibor to bicycle films to a neighboring
Dwn, for two day bookings are
greed to in contracts, which permit
xhibitors to take advantage of disributors when operating two theasrs in close proximity.
There is no check to be had on
uch transactions and collusions of
he sort are forestalling attempts to
liminate bicycling in the territory.
upon individual conInsistence
ract for each theater would do much
eliminate bicvcling, it is believed.
1

ii

Thomson,

taurants.

Backed by the ruling of the Dept.
of Justice, which, in an opinion stated
the society is not operating in restraint of trade, suits will be launched
against

edy and other F. B. O.

officials.

Ad-

all

theaters which use music
paying the
without

VITAPHON[ SOUGHT fOR

—

PUBLIXTHEATfR CHAIN
Deal Won't Affect Status
of Either Firm, Kent,

Emphasizes

Limiting Appeal of
Pictures Proposed

—

Toronto Limiting appeal of certain pictures, confining consumption
to adultSj will be required of 400 theaters of this province, it was indicated by speech of Premier G. Howard Ferguson of Ontario at the convention of the Ontario Special Service Council.

Ferguson suggested that exhibitors
Ontario could use the lobby signs
"Adults Only" or "Family Pictures"

in

"music tax."
(Continued on Page 2)

Pathe Dividend Declared
Pathe Exchange has declared the
regularlv quarterly dividend of 75
cents on Class A stock, payable Nov.
1, to stockholders of record Oct. 11.

as required to designate the type of
picture that was being shown and
to assist parents in selecting the theater which their children might propThis was following the
erly attend.
method vvhich was adopted in En(Continued on Page 3)

E. F. Albee has gone to Columbus,
O., to personally supervise completion of the new Keith-Albee Palace
which will open Nov. 1. The house
On
will have a combination policy.
Monday, Albee goes to Chicago to
attend the opening of the Palace,

Fredman Coming to U. S.
London — Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The Film Renter," sails Oct.
13 on the Olympic to survey the industry in America for his annual international edition, usually published
in

Loew's State

is the most valuable
theater showing motion
pictures, and is secoiid to the Metropolitan
in
value, assessments
announced by the Board of Taxes and

New York

Assessments show,
The State is
valued at $4,675,000, while the Metropolitan has an evaluation of $5,200 i

^

M-G-M

Paramount

6

Gigolo
Prod. Dist. Corp

6

Atta Boy
Pathe

6

Don

Juan's Three Nights
First National

6

Tin Gods

Paramount

whose well-wishers
FRED THOMSON,
came East from Hollywood a
legion,

to fight

in exhibitor

ranks are

It

7
7

a

record

is

in

New York

He

visited 31
utilizing

back

trip.

the rec-

Discuss International Amity
International amity was discussed
at a Ritz luncheon given by M-G-M

was held yesterday.

There were laudatory expres- yesterday in honor of Leon Gaumont, Sr.
Those present included
sions and somewhat grandiloquent shows of praise heaped upon Will H. Hays, Major Edward Bowes.
Thomson's head. Aside from that, however, there entered into Dr. A. H. Giannini and Arthur Loew.
discussion some matters which the trade should not only know
Nillson in "Easy Pickings"
about,. but might well ponder over, to boot.

And

right interesting, too.

The new guiding

Short Subjects

after

C. Flinn

F. B. O., with its prize stellar at-

7

Prisoner of the Storm
Universal

John

few days ago. Gene exchanges in as many days,
rail, motor and air travel on
Jack Dempsey and Thomson ord trip.

traction on hand, determined to grace his visit with a luncheon.

You'd Be Surprised

Officials Sail

Flinn Back

Timney, his friend, was
wanted to see the squabble.

Features Reviewed

.

Sailing on the Paris today are Arthur Loew, head of the foreign department of M-G-M, David Loew and
Howard Dietz, advertising and publicity manager.
Morton Spring of the
foreign department is another passenger.

liere of "Michael StrogofT" will take
ilace at the convention of the Indi-

na State Federation of Clubs and
'hotoplay Endorsers this week. Wil
iam Esch, Universal manager here,
vill stage the presentation.

,

the most valuable New
York theaters showing films, and the
estimate placed on their property
worth are: Capitol, $3,000,000; Rialto
$2,620,000; Astor. $L615,000; Rivoli'
$1,600,000; Strand, $3,450,000

January.

Confidence

—

Loew's State Leads

Among

he guest of honor.

"Michael Strogoff" Premiere
Indianapolis The American pre-

AVarner Bros, and Publix are negotiating for a co-operative arrangement whereby the Vitaphone will be
used m a number of Publix theaters
throughout the country.
These deliberations constitute the
foundation of the many reports in
circulation that Famous was either
to
buy out Warner Bros, or take over
the management of the Vitaphone.
S. R. Kent of Famous Players
is
authority for the statement that
(Continued on Page 2)

000.

Albee on Mid-West Trip

were made by Martin J. QuigHays, Bernard Edelhertz, and
Gene Tunney, friend of new Orpheum house.
Kennedy.
'homson, was accorded a splendid reHe was called upon by Areption.
hur James, toastmaster, to introduce
resses

;y.

Active in Europe

ber of houses throughout Europe. In America, Universal is
steadily building up its chain.
To date, the company has
around 200 houses.

members

of

F. B. O.'s Guest

F. B. O. tendered a luncheon at the
^stor yesterday to Fred Thomson,
editors and publishers of the trade
iress occupied the dais with Thomon. Will H. Hays, Joseph P. Ken-

to

Exhibitors generally are recognizing the fact that they must pay a license fee for music used in their
houses or stand suit, Nathan Burkan,
general counsel of the American Society of Authors,
Composers and
Publishers, stated yesterday following
filing. of actions against 15 additional
New York theaters, cabarets and res-

Price 25 Cents

Berlin Opening of the Mercedes Palast has led to speculation as to Universal's theater
plans in Europe. The company,
it is stated, will operate a num-

NATHANjURKAN SAYS

Urged Society Ready

1926

"U"

'MUSIC TAX' BEING PAID,

CITY IN BICYCLING EVIL

3,

factor of F. B. O., Joseph P.

well steeped in the fundamentals of banking.
(.Continued oh

Page

3)

He

Kennedy,

is

openly de-

\N'hen John McCormick returns to
the Coast in about 10 days, he will
sunervise "Easy Pickings," First National
picture,
featuring Anna Q.
Nillson.

—
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two weeks.

mum,

a

minimum

and court

1)

counsel fee of $10i

costs.

Theaters named

in

new complaint

Crystal and Manhattan, Brookl
Strand, Port Chester; Franklin
Queens; Best, Poughkeepsie; Rialtd
and Patchogue, Patchogue, N. Y.
Arverne, Arverne; Garden, South!
are:
lyn;

tive,

of

ampton; Babylon, Babylon; and R£
alto,

Poughkeepsie.

propaganda should be dropped.
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Specialists in Motinji Picture

and Theatrical insurance for

thousand shares of $7
Fifteen
dividend preferred stock of National
Theater Supply Co. are to be offered
by bankers who have purchased the
Each share will carry a bonus
issue.
of two shares of common stock.

He was

a

$1,000,000 House for Brooklyn
Silv_erman & Mendelson Building Corn, plans a 2,500 seat house
costing $1,000,000 for Kings Highway
and E. 18th St., Brooklyn.

The

Jacob Wilk in New York
Jacob Wilk, author's representative,
returned vesterday on the Aquitania.

Fadman

But she

loved
him

Sails

Edwin Miles Fadman, president of
Red Star Pictures, sails Saturday on
the Olympic, taking with him many
pictures for distribution in Europe.

no basis

for the regort that we are negotiating
to sell Warner Brothers, Inc."

367/i
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from Page

will be
be no interchange
or transfer of any stock from one
organization to the other.
Harry M. Warner is quoted in the
"Times," as follows:
"Of course, we could not undertake to place the Vitaphone apparatus in all the theaters, but we are
prepared to begin with those houses

neither

in the large cities.

Quotations
Seat.

1926

Vitaphone Sought for
Publix Theater Chain
(.Continued

F.imous Players attracted a good deal of
attention on the street yesterday, from those
turnover of
interested in film issues.
1,000 shares of the preferred stock booirred
the figures up to 122!4, a sheer gain oi 2%
points over the nrark of the previous day.
In the bond market, Paramount Broadway
gained a fraction on a close of 97 54..
Consistent selling on the Warner issues
found both with prices off a few points
Warner Pictures relinquished 3}i points, and
Film
Warner Pictures "A," 3% points.
stocks otherwise had a pacific trend.

'Am.
•Am.

3,

Saulnier.

Wehrle Heads Pittsburgh Board
Pittsburgh— Russell Wehrle (F.N.)
is

the

new

president of the Pittsburgh

Film Board of Trade, succeeding B.

"Don Juan" Opens at St. Louis
M. Moran (Pathe).
Other officers
— "Don Juan" and Vita- are:
St. Louis
Robert Mochrie, vice president;

phone opened

last

night at the Capi-

and James H. Alexander (Columbia)

tol.

Brookheim Goes

to

Cuba

Brookheim, former Universal
manager in France and later special
Carl
representative
of
European
Laemmle, has been named manager
of the company's Cuban exchange, reC.

placing

Nat Liebeskind.

IN

THE PACIFIC— NORTHWEST

Fox Solid in East
Fox product has been sold

100 per
cent "to every exhibitor of prominence east of the Mississippi," according to a statement issued by the
company, which also stated that
James R. Grainger is leaving for the
West Coast.

Hadley Preparing Score
Henry Hadley is preparing

the
score for the next Vitaphone production, "Manon Lescaut." The music will
be recorded in about one

week.
I

r

I

T'»

The Anniversary and M.

P. T. O.

Convention number of

MOTION PICTURE RECORD,

Seattle,
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Burkan's new actions followed fil
ing of 22 complaints against theaters
cabarets and hotels, all of which ar
being prosecuted or have been settle(
Penalty is $250 maxi
out of court.

cation from the German representastating there was objection in
Hays agreed
Berlin to the revival.
Heuser that war-time
Dr.
with

21,
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Music Tax Being Paid
Nathan Burkan Sayj

"Stella Dallas" Returning
the picture's 29th week on
"Stella Dallas" is to play
a week's run at Loew's State, startThe picture played the
ing Oct. 4.
Apollo at $2 top and then the Capitol

Marking
Broadway,

Anti-German Scenes Cut
Scenes depicting Germans as cruel
and barbarous in "The Four Horsemen" will be deleted, Will H. Hays
states in a letter to Dr. Gustav Heuser, acting Germany consul general.
His letter Was in reply to a communi-
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close Oct. 23.
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junday, October
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The Week's Headlines

DAILY TIPS WHICH

(Continued from tage I)

knows financing far better than he does motion pictures.
so.
At any rate, he has just returned from a trip to
Jiurope. Speaking at the luncheon, he said that American film accivity abroad would never have reached first base il it hadn t been
tor Will H. Hays.
"Ihey wonder over there why America
makes such headway," he added.

clarcs he

Monday
iiternational
Congress
I',
S. pictures.

expected

attack

to

iKvcling flourishing

in Philadelphia; 10 per
tent of exhibitors engaged in practice.

M.mley

$7,000,000 bond
of five houses.

floating

addition

finance

issue

to

Housekeeping code" to be adopted by ex
changes as Fire Prevention Week measure
Edward L. Klein sells A. C. A. product in

Naturally

England.
taxes

:\(hnission

totalled

$23,980,676

in

$100,000

for

1925-26.

Tuesday
matinees

special

Pul'lix

Florida

raise

suflferers.

Report that Mussolini plans campaign against
American pictures in Italy not regarded
seriously.

Jlinneapolis loop district
'heater building.

exempt from heavy

Preparations complete for Film Golf Tour
nament.
First National's foreign trade increases 25
per cent over previous year.
Theaters in schools banned in North Dakota
liy court ruling.
Joseph P. Kennedy returns from European
trip.

"One Minute

Play" grossed $84,735,75
during three weeks' run at Colony.
Bicycling rare at Charlotte, N. C.
to

Wednesday
Co. to consolidate
branches.
Tirade against American pictures expected at
Paris Congress.
Keith Albee interests associated with Publix

Supply

National Theater
stores

fifty

in

into

32

Butterfield circuit transaction.

not within power of arbitraMinneapolis board decides,
boards,
reversing action.
Film censorship established in Cuba by
government decree, coming as a surprise.
Stan'ey pans $5,000,000 loan to finance new

Price

fi.xing

tion

Tracing the reason to its source, Kennedy discovered European bankers refuse to finance production while, in America,
through the confidence in the industry instilled by Hays, banks
iiutnber producing units among their most desirable clients. Thus
leintorced, the industry has been enabled to do those things in
production which make American pictures so popular in loreign
countries.

Hays Praises Kennedy
The old cry of man-power was struck at another point when
Hays spoke oi Kennedy. "Your entrance into this business means
more to the industry than it means to you," remarked Hays as
lie turned to Kennedy.
A distinct asset, was another description.
VVhen Hays said it was a source of personal pleasure and otticiai
satislaction that Kennedy had become part of the business, he
not only turned a neat phrase, but a mighty interesting one.

oecause Kennedy
the

artists.

Thursday
B. O. to
America.

& Katz
New York

Rosenzweig
in their

Ideal

productions

open

eleventh

release

in

house

chain.

International Congress obviously aimed at
Am'erican film monopoly.
Bicycling rampant in St. Louis territory.
Tent shows causing trouble in Orange County,

National animosities preventing International

Congress from ''getting anywhere."
Colleen

Moore

make

to

four pictures abroad

National.

First

mark opening of
to
days' jubilee
Paramount theater.
Discredited rumor has Warners selling ou!
Famous.
to
Universal gets four more houses in Neb-

Three

raska.

Business

Iowa

in

Sunday show question

ofT;

up.

Bicycling curbed

in Oklahoma City
Satvirday

Vitaphone sought

for

territory.

Publix theater chain,

of Warners or
Famous.
says.
Burkan
"Music tax being paid,"
Salesmen in Kansas City accused of aiding

without

in

1

affecting

status

bicycling.

Limiting appeal of certain pictures proposed
in Ontario by Premier Ferguson.
Loew's State leads in assessment value,
according to Tax Board.

Limiting Appeal of
Pictures Sought
^Continued from Page

giand,

being

1)

was pointed out^ pictures
divided into "A" and "U"
it

former being for adult
consumption and the latter for genIt was suggested
eral attendance.
classes,

the

young and ambitious.

He

This

has worked from

yet.

he America of

Tomorrow

There was a lesson for Hollywood in what Hays, Quigiey
and Edelhertz said. Make pictures lor young America to see
today that the America of tomorrow might be safe. Thomson,
they pointed out, is an important exponent of that type of production. It is a responsibility that will bear no shirking.

Patriotism Won't Help

Cal.

Friday

for

is

bottom up and hasn't stopped

theaters.

Bic> cling under control in Denver territory.
Vitaphone reported to have signed for Victor

F.

The Evening

Post,

taking cognizance once

situation in Europe, declares

again

of

the

little

with the country.

This characteristic, together with

their technical excellence, which is exceeded only by some of
the German pictures, gives them a powerful hold on their

thousands of moviegoers in Europe
will not shift their loyalty for any patriotic reasons; only when
European producers match American films in interest for the
masses can they expect to become dangerously competitive."
followers.

The hundreds

of

"The hundreds of thousands of moviegoers in Europe will
in newspaper and other advertising
theaters.
by Ontario
not shift their loyalty for any patriotic reasons" a phrase worth
The Premier d!d not make any
Does Europe realize it?
reference to censorship in Ontario thinking over twice.

—

its

possible adaptation to the

film classification idea.

ii

build'ngs^ being seen for ten
blocks away. The marquee was decorated with large cut-out letters readiiTg "3 Bad Alcn," which was connected on the flasher and went on
and off at intervals. The entrance^
were covered to represent the rear
end of the covered wagon, and many
other smaller stunts were used on
est

— Raymond

Willis, Lyric,

Birmingham, Ala.

"One of Europe's gravest problems, if it is possible to
judge from the amount of conversation and the number of articles on the subject, is the complete domiiiance of the American
movies throughout the world. The First International Motion
Picture Congress, just now in session in Paris and called ostensibly to uplitt the new art, is devoting most of its time to discussing ways and means of keeping at home some of the 2,740,000,000 francs that flow annually into the pockets of American
producers from the world outside of the United States. The
first move in the direction of improving the movies, the European motion picture men seem to think, is to substitute a few
home-made films for the imported product. But they have a
large fight on their hands, for American-made films, with all
their faults, appeal to the elemental human emotions, which vary
very

MEAN DOOACS FOQ SllOWM£N

"Three Bad Men"
(Fox)
Special teaser ads announcing tha'
3 Bad men would be in town wer
used one week before the opcnin;
and several pages of free public ty
the way of readers and cuts wer
given by the newspapers.
Shado-.
boxes and banners were used in th'
lobl)y prior to opening and a wagoi;
drawn by mules to represent an o'd
prairie schooner was used on streets
three days before and during the
opening.
It was also used in thi
Labor Day parade along with the
Stampede Show which played the
Birmingham.
Five thousand auto
summons cards were placed upoii
steering wheels.
One hundred otie
sheets reading: "Lock Your Doors
Bad Men Are Coming," were
3
sniped.
Three special window displays were arranged for and ten
hands pointing to the Lyric layint'
stress on the production were placed
under the Schulte cigar store signs.
The night before opening 4,000 door
hangers were put on doors tell ng
Arthat 3 Bad Men had arrived.
rangements were made with the Birmingham News which crossed lined
the afternoon edition in red announcing 3 Bad Men had arrived were sold
on the streets by regular newsboys.
Friday before the opening day, the
fire department was secured to help
hang a 75-foot banner reading "3
Bad Men, Lyric" on one of the tall-

the" outside.
:

that the categories could be indicated

nor of

.

KANN

"The Wise Guy"
(First National)

old Barnum stunt of having
a juggler travel about the principa
streets with four bricks, on the bottom of which are printed the name
of the house and the title of the attraction, is still a successful crowdgetter and we advocate it for exhibitors provided the proper authorities
tender their permission. During the
run we tried the stunt with succc--^
that we were forced to desist be
cause of the crwods that collected
wherever the man with bricks a;
The stunt-man carried n
peared.
His only stock ii
sign whatever.
He had
trade wash the four bricks.
a comedy make-up and gave the impression of being deaf and dutn'
adding to the comedy of the situ tion.
Leroy V. Johnston, Libert\

The

,

—

Seattle.

Films Draw in Mid- West
Louis A survey by the Globe
Democrat, shows that a number equal.'
to the entire population of St. Louiattend picture theaters every four days.
In other words one out of every foui
goes to a theater every day.

How

St.

—

THE

c^H
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With

modern trend

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

motion
picture presentation, the compilation of a music library is not
an expense. It is an investment
lasting and constructive.
the

Sunday, October

in

23

The music

in

should
the

1926

have

works

of

the masters, old and new. Their
works are predicated on basic

The Music Library

—

library

foundation

its

3,

emotions appealing to every

class.
ftllix

OlyJ

By MICHAEL

L.

SIMMOSS

A

THE

relation of music to the motion picture has its essential importance ill the object to improve the
This
presentation of the picture.
generalization, of course, covers a
wide ramification of details. As, for

example, lending pace and rhythm to
Enhancing
the unfolding of a story.
emotional effects.
Creating a mood
in the mind of the spectator kindred
with that of the plot of the photo-

and so on.
With the development

Model Indexing Chart

J,

No.

Tempo

Moods

Composer

Title

mo-

tion picture theater as it operates
today, particularly in the large modern houses, where new paths have

Pg

Agitato No.

1

Rapee-Axt

1

Pg

2

Western Allegro

Pg

3

Misterioso

Pg

4

I'li

5

No.

1

to

Dramatic Andante No.

Ampassionata No.

in

such as musical prologues, singiii>,
and dancing divertissements, orchestral symphonies, the music department has assumed a position of importance above that of any other department in the theater, except the
film itself.
It is common knowledge that many
theaters have established individuality
themselves almost exclusively
for
on the method and character of presenting musical programs; that, as
a matter of fact, some of these theaters, though having at all times enjoyed profitable patronage, had not
begun to attract the greater part of
their public until the establishment
of excellent musical presentation had

far and wide by word of mouth,
to lure the more critical and retiring
patron within their doors.

gone

Music the Charmer

Though instances of this kind can
be multiplied, it might be of graphic
interest to describe the incident of
a nationally famous architect who
could be found at intervals of every
few evenings sitting in the lounge of
the Plaza theater on Lexington Ave.,

New York, reading a book. The
manager had noticed him time and
this retreat, and hardly, if
ever, sitting out front.
Nevertheless, this peculiar patron

again

in

—

was taking in the show the only
part of the show that attracted him
to that theater, the orchestral accompaniment.
He frankly declared
that he considered the lounge an
enticing ret/eat after the day's business cares, and the soft, soothing
strains of the orchestra floating ni
on a rhythm of repose and tranquility, a felicity not to be achieved
ev(en

at

his

expensively

appointed

club.

This incident
t^-'-h

is

important, not so

the fact that
it must
be representative of a great
portion of the public who, perhaps,
are not content to get their money s
worth in lounges, but rather in sitting out front, deliberately speculating on the amount of return on their
ticket purchase achieved in the prospect of listening to entertaining muin

itself,

as

for

,

Pur.suit

and Tempest

practical library has its groundworl ftntd
wt
in the masters. The masters of old
a
well as the new.
Ikl
Regardless of pros and cons o: tesenti
the lack of appeal of so-called "high
brow" music from the masters, it ilil P
a fact long manifest by experienc lesent

Allegro

11,

programs supplemental
the showing of the picture itself,

been paved

will

.

..

.,

Wild dance

Allegro

.,

..

Fright and fear

Andante

with such audiences that the classic??tol)i
are not necessarily considered "highi ny.
broyv" by them. Invariably, the com
positions which have come dowi
i^JTa
through time, nobly withstanding th
wil
tarnish of the years _are those whicl
Hunt
have maintained public fancy by be
ing predicated on the basic emotions

play,

of the

these iiiay be procured economicalH
It is generally regarded as a trii
ism, from which a wide departur
can rarely be made, that the rock
bed foundation of a workable anr"'''

1

I

„

.<

„

..

Argument, quarrel

Sostenuto

Internal conflict

Allegro

te

agitato

sic.
This is equally true of those who
are attentive to the strains of "longhaired Bach" as well as those who
pulsate to the tunes of Irving Berlin.

But

merely a preamble
to a treatment of the subject which
the conditions, above described, have
created.
And that is, the importance
of creating and maintaining a music
library for the carrying on of the
all

this

is

new

scores his picture, as befits the presentation in a Ingh-class institution of
this kind, and thus the other houses,
which perhaps could not afford the
services of the highest grade compilers and scorers, nevertheless benefit by receiving the works of these experts all ready for presentation.
On big pictures, particularly of road
show caliber, as "Beau Geste," "The

policies
in
theater programs Merry Widow," "The Covered Wagwhich the public has been gradually on," "The Phantom of the Opera,"
educated to enjoy and to expect.
and so on, a scorer, usually of the
The trend of the development of school of Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld, Carl
the music library can be noted in Edouarde or Dr. William Axt, comthe methods used by large circuits, poses a score of specially written
muand those even of distributors, whose sic, often woven in with movements
supplying of musical cue sheets with and passages of the deathless compoa print is a service on par with thai sitions of the masters.
of furnishing regular accessories, such
In scores of this kind, as many
as posters, ad mats, stills, etc.
copies are made as there are prints
Picture the character of the li- of the film, and each score
travels
brary maintained by a theater holding with the print as part
of its accesunit such as the Loew's, Inc., which sory equipment, in
the manner of a
work from one central station, where road show.
the scores are created for the various
Eastman's Method
pictures playing their houses, and
One of the greatest libraries in the
then shipped to the different parts of country is that of
the Eastman thethe country according to the book- ater, Rochester,
which, coincidentally,
ings of the films.
In this central has built an enviable reputation for
nnisical depot, it requires no very the quality of its
presentations. It is
vivid imagination to visualize a mam- pertinent to note
that when one says
moth organization ,enibracing every "presentations" in connection
with a
fine vein and artery of composition
motion picture theater, one is not
dating from the earliest masters of exclusively referring
to a stage prerenown to those of the present day.
sentation.
Ally music which accomSpecialists,
steeped
by training, panies part or the whole of the picnatural calling and love for one par- ture, as for that
matter, the showing
ticular department of the art of com- of the picture itself—
is a presentation.
pilation and bibliography, ply their
The general method of indexing a
specialties under a simplified system, theatrical music library
is by mood.
making it possible to assemble a To this the Eastman adds
to its
given score with the utmost econ- chances of putting
its finger on its
omy of time aiul expense. Far from potential needs by also indexing
geomaking the ultimate result show the graphically. Thus, if a
picture has
effects of work done through me- its scene
laid in Bulgaria, the or-

chanical routine, the finished score
represents the finest results in expert

chestra

selection, with a high grade conductor editing the completed opus.

to fit the picture with a proper geographical background of music.
The man who compiles the library is generally expected to have
a wide knowledge, not only of the
qualitative elements of the vast field

Firms

[ike

Balaban and Katz oper-

ate by supplying a territory from a
large central theater.
For example,
the Chicago theater is the base of
supply for the Chicago theaters. In
the Chicago, the musical director

leader

missing he will

knows
in

that

all

else

any case be able

andi

executed by men who knev
nature as well as the musi.

human

iftcial

Kit

on

business.

A Misnomer
I
Those who have in their care th'
compiling and maintaining of music lil "*
braries

for

motion

picture

generally agree that the

word

theaterlWed
"motioiifci

picture music"

is a misnomer.
It il"fl(li
particularly, in its apl
plication to the building of a li
brary. The fact of the matter is tha
while music is needed for the showfii
II
ing of pictures, it nevertheless re
lewai
mains an accessory to the fact.
KS,C
It
is
only after certain compo
sitions have been compiled, scoreo
A
and
woven together to accom
pany a certain picture that the Pres
music remains as it was before .ebil
an individual entity in itself, witi'
W,
no more or less relation to a filn: Jeeks.
than it has to a scene in real life.
Blalk
As said before the most practica
plan for indexing a music library
is
to classify principally by mood
Tone and duration are also import- illt
ant.
The author's name gives ar tkn
immediate idea of the general style
liiiler
And, as in the case of the Eastman

most abused,

!C,

cross indexing by national geography!
will often be a great help in locating
a piece suited to the general background of the story.
A timely discussion, especially in
the smaller theaters, revolves around
the question as to who should buy
the music, the theater owner or the
orchestra leader. As it stands now,
in 90 per cent of the cases, the orchestra leader buys the music. This
is considered a fallacious practice by
the publishers.
They feel that a
salaried

man

more

likely

tol

"skimp" on material, with which
theater would be better ofif.

the

is

is also offered that since a mulibrary is generally conceded to
be a good investrnent in an almost permanent propertv, it is to the owner's
advantage to pay for the music. This
is a question, which for the time be-

It

Kii

viiesii

years

liader.

sic

St

ble;

ing,

iiJIo

vidual

tilo

must be decided in each indicase by the owner himself,
of American and European music
according to his boundaries and necomposition, but the markets where cessities.

II

:
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Developments

ARTHUR

By

Vew Haven Opening?
May Start Presentations at
Oljonpia, New Haven, Making
Rivoli Second

'ublix

plans contemplated by Publix
re adopted, the Olympia, New Hav:n,
will become the first link in its
)resentation chain, supplanting the
livoli, which will be given a subse|uent date.
The Metropolitan, Boson, will follow the Rivoli.
If

The New Haven house

started

its

iresentation policy the past week, but
s not included in the Publix list as
ret.
Providing the plan is adopted,
jresentations will have an opportun-

break

ty to

in before

reaching Broad-

way.

Harold B. Franklin

Whiteman

hat Paul

not

will

:ra

mount

open

of Publix states
and his orches-

new Para-

the

November,

in

as

originally

Instead an elaborate attraction will be staged.
It will contain
special features which will not be
sent out over the circuit with the act.
ilanned.

Margie Coate for Detroit
Detroit Margie Coate has been
booked through the Alf T. Wilton

—

New

York, for the Capitol the
week beginning Oct. 10.
oflice,

Parsons at Olsmipic,
New Britain, Conn.

New

Britain

— Roy

new

Parsons
the Olympic.

organist at
formerly organist at the Princess, Corning, N. Y.
is

the

He was

— Closed

B'way Does

Presentations will be included in
the bills of Fox's Academy of Mu-

which

A

will

open

in

about

six

60 piece orchestra will be

installed.

San Antonio House 14th
14th week in the Publix circuit
will be provided by San Antonio
when the Texas opens this coming

L

It

The Colony is providing a melange of
fashions and jazz in the high-calibre presentation produced by Jerry De Rosa.
The at
traction, which is virtually in two parts, has
a wide appeal, the smart apparel gaining
the close attention of the feminine patrons
and the models pleasing both sexes.
Paul

section of the show displays the
models in what is billed as a $150,000 Parrisian Fashion exhibition.
They stroll along
the runway with smart dresses, costumes,
ca,pes,
coats and millinery.
There are 12
The stage is set with a go!d d-ane
models.
curtain,
with a silver mettaline backing
On either side are Grecian columns and
garlands of flowers.

The orchestra works
drop,

spots.

Its

front of a silver
colored
"Just
with vocal solo by
and cornet specialty,
in

on which is played
program is as follows

Around the Corner,"
Johnny Morris banjo
;

:

Louis Calabrese
"Red, Red Robin," Dip'o
mats;
Southern medley; "Good Night";
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart," and "Sweet
;

Moon."

The

winter.

Moross Conducting at Memphis
Memphis Boris Moross has been
engaged as orchestra director at the

—

Palace for three months.

—

Petroflf is
of Love,"

St.

—

from a box when the orchestra wa.s
having its rest. Shannon Katzenback. Grand, Terre Haute.

—

"Cupid's HoUday"
Ned Wayburn produced "Cupid's
Holiday." Used several dancers, including slow-motion "maniac." Feature was a skit showing a jazz courtAmship, from marriage to divorce.
bassador, St. Louis.

the

—

song

and

is to become head
departpresentations
Publix
Jewels form the next temptahimself, fail.
New
in
The ment with headquarters
Finally love breaks the spell.
tion.
prince and the sleeping beauty sing "Love's York, beginning late in October. He
Awakening."
The finale is "Invitation to
occasionally produce a unit.
the Dance," with the ensemble participating. will

beauty.
Devil's

the

"The

Dance,

even

vice,

Love Song," sung by Mephisto

Frank Cambria

of the prince and his retinue.
lighting is very effective and the Rivoli

those

orchestra

provides

splendid

accompaniment,

as usual.

Channel Swimmer Booked

Two More Adopt Presentations
Two Jackson Height houses are

Ambassador, is go- adopting presenation policies. The
ing to New York to open three musi- Boulevard started the past week and
for Vincent You- the Sunnyside, new theater, is also
cal productions
going in for attractions.
mann.

Bizet
Friml, Lehar and Gershwin melodies
Intro: .first, third and fourth move-

ments of ''Fourth Symphony,"
Tschaikowsky
"Southern Rhapsody,*' Hosmer
Underworld,"
"Orpheus
in
the
Offenbach

Use Plunkett Acts
Under a plan just effected Joe
Plunkett of the Strand is producing
the de luxe presentations for four
Stanley houses, starting from his own
More houses will play the
theater.
attractions later.

After playing the Plunkett house
the presentations niove to the Mark
Strand, Brooklyn; Mosque, Newark,
In
and the Stanley, Philadelphia.
each place the attraction adopts the
house name, such as the Mark Strand
Frolic.

.

Opening on Loew Circuit

New acts routed through the Loew
presentation theaters will open as follows: Trixie Friganza, comedienne,
Loew's State. St. Louis, Nov. 13;
Martinez & Randall, Loew's State,
St Louis, Nov. 6; Tivoli Girls, AlBrooke
Oct.
31;
Cleveland,
len,
Johns, Loew's State, St. Louis, Oct.
23.

ARTHUR

More Bookings

for

Ewen

Hail

SPIZZI

AGENCY

INC.
The Better Picture
Theatres

the

of

The costumes are gorgeous, particularly that
worn by the dancer in the "Jewels" number,
and

Wagner
"Carmen Overture,"

"Son of the Sheik" Prologue
"Desert Dreams" was title of pro-

logue to "The Son of the Sheik," the
scene creating desert atmosphere. Soand baritone furnished the
ing and vocal numbers were only average. prano
The scene is the hall of the sleeping beauty principal music. Loew's State, St.
wherein two philosophers decide to perform Louis.
certain tests to see what will arouse the
The first test is music. A
sleeping girl.
violin solo fails to disturb the slumber of
Cambria to Head Publix Acts

—

tra leader at the

house pianist, nlay classical numbers

—

Gertrude Ederle, first woman to
swim the English Channel, is booked
Forbstein at Dallas
for the Mark Strand, Brooklyn, the
Forbstein, for 10 week of Oct. 10. If the act goes over
Dallas Louis
years director of the Newman or- well^ it will be routed through the
chestra, at Kansas Citv, has assumed .Stanley-Fabian houseSj it is understood.
leadership of the Palace musicians.

Previn Leaving St. Louis
Louis Charles Previn, orches-

Why

The entertainment was conspicuous mostly
for the splendor of the costumes.
The danc-

The

King's Revues for Pan House
Seattle Will King will play his revues into the Pantages which has just
opened.

Violinist During Revue
Featured the song, "That's
I Love You," during fashion revue.
Had leading local violinist, with the

Used

originator of "The
an extravagant, highly
colorful spectacle that offers a more or less
classical line of song and dance.

Boris
Miracle

Rhapsody,"

ley

record work.
first

"Hungarian

Liszt

"William Tell Overture,'' Rossini
"Irish Rhapsody," Herbert
"Fortune Teller Selection," Herbert
"Anvil Chorus" from 'II Trovatore,"

Picture Prologue

—

The

Second

Set represented interior of French
wine room, the orchestra working behind scrim gave audience effect of
looking intp the room through a winMen dressed as doughboys,
dow.
wearing tin hats and army uniforms,
played "Light Cavalry," "You're in
the Army Now," "Hinky, Dinky Par-

Voo" and "Over There." Then
followed battle effects, with flashes
of big guns and an airplane illuAfterwards, with stage dark,
sion.
Specht and his orchestra of 17, with the trombone player began "My Buddy,"
Diplomats and the Georgians, need no in- with very soft orclie^tra accompanitroduction to patrons who follow the en- ment.
As he concluded the picture
tertainment field.
They score r-gularly each
Greenlund,
G.
C.
scre_ened.
performance, proving of special interest to was
the patrons who have heard their radio or Rialto, Tacoma.

Rivoli

,

sic,

War

Colony

Acts for Academy of Music

weeks.

:

—

How

Irvin
Talbot,
conductor of the
Rivoli (New York) orchestra, finds
that the following are the 10 moBt
popular overtures

Briefly told ideas for presentations
We
all parts of the country.
invite you to send yours to Present0-Grams Editor, The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway, New York City.

Finston; Ritz Quartet.
Strand Mark Strand Frolic, with
Claudius & Scarlet; Fay Adler and
Ted Bradford, dancers, and Edward
Albano,
baritone;
overture,
'"Tanhausser."
thaniel

10 Popular Overtures

from

by John Murray Anderson and Na-

llamas
;

of Oct. 3)
as previous

—
week.
pending opening of
"The Better 'Ole."
— "The Giant Piano," staged
Rivoli
Colony

EDDY

fV.

Present- O- Grams

B'wav Presentations
(Week
Capitol
Same

Presentations

in

Box

Office

Attractions

1560

Names

and Presentations
N. Y.

BROADWAY,
Bryant 0967-8

Dallas— Ewen Hail and His Dream
Girls, now touring the Dent and R.
& R. circuits and playing independent

reported

as well, are
for bigger time.

houses

booked

Pagan Band in Second Week
New London — Ray Fagan and his
band are being held
week at the Garde.

for

a

Attractions for

VAUDEVILLE
Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579 BROADWY,

NEW YORK

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

second

Standard

for

AMALGAMATED

CITY

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

n
Sunday, October

Raymond

Rod La Rocque

Griffith in

Monty Banks

in

"Gigolo"

Paramount

Prod. Dist. Corp.

.

.

And

Griffith

Cast....

is

Many

people included in the
Sebastian,
Dorothy
but

tangle

Earle Williams and Edward Martindcl are the only ones to get their

names on

the program.

Tjrpe of Story. .. .Burlesque comedy.
Jules Furthman is a decidedly resourceful person when it comes to
finding a new basis for a comedy.
Taking a coroner for his hero was
indeed a brave step but it works
out hilariously so there's no harm
"You'd Be Surprised' has
done.
distinctive
highly
another
still
angle and that is the fact that
practically the entire action occurs
on the one set, the players are not
their costumes
;in(l Raymond Griffith doesn't even
Which is to
^p(»'l one high hat.
say that "You'd Be Surprised" is
a truly economical offering as far
reriiiired

to

change

as production expense was concerned. They have not stinted on
There is a
the laughs, however.

murder and
Griffith,

the

a lost necklace with
coroner, called in to

His method of
provide a verdict.
tackling the mystery surrounding
the death of the owner of the missing necklace starts the laugh ball
rolling and unlike the stone that
gathers no moss, Griffith's gathers
more laughs as it rolls until finally
the mystery has reached such a
State of cornplication that it is necessary to start unravelling the
Griffith is the whole show
plot.
but he has several able aides, especially his deaf and dumb assistant.
The story is the type that cannot
be related in a few linos, but exhibitors can rest assured that it is

amusing business.
First rate comBox Office Angle
edy with new gags and many fine
genuinely

I

laughs.

Exoloitation

Above

don't

all,

people see this one
backwards and ask them not to
divulge the ending to those who
haven't seen the picture. The title
should work m
first rate and
is
splendidly with calchlines and stunt
Paramount's press sheet ofideas.
that
fers sucijestions in full dcta
advantage
take
readily
might
you
Play up Griffith's name and
oi.
promise them they'll enjoy his

have

Will surprise his following.

Star

great, as usual.

vour

1

An

entirely

tion

and beyond

another
Others, Jobyna Ralston,
fine part.
Cyril Chadwick, George Nicholls
and Ed Borden.

Author

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

of

Length

5.994 feet

men

the dancing

of

Paris

poststory

was

sufficient justification for
La Rocque really
a good picture.
offers two distinct pieces of work.
The story opens in a small Wisin

itself

consin town when Rod as Gideon
Gory returns with his mother and
his new step-father from Paris. The
continent ha? not changed him. He
Returning
is his same boyish self.
to PariSj the Gorys are caught in
the tentacles of the Great War.
Gideon joins the flying corps and
"iThe
is shot down by German fire.
gun that wrecked the plane nigh
well wrecked Gideon's physical apUndergoing a plastic
pearance.
surgery operation, he emerges from
the conflict almost a new person.
The family fortune gone. Gideon
remains in Paris and by a peculiar
twist of circumstances, becomes a
gigolo or a dancing man who frequents fashionable Parisian cafes
and ekes his livelihood by dancing
The
with the fore'gn habitues.
visit of his small town sweetheart
to Paris and their meeting result
in the assertion of Gory's inherent
manhood. He returns to America
with his boyhood sweetheart.

Box Office Angle

Intelligently
handled. "Different" type of story
plus La Rocque in a new type of
role results in a splendid picture.
Deserves a lot of success.

meaning

of the

Direction
praiseworthy.

Author
Scenario
Continuity

Locale

Length

title.

.

.

.

Wm.

Some

K. Howard;
bits very fine.

Edna Ferber
Garret Fort

Marion Orth
Lucien Andriot

the

is

tors.

It

hilarious
tired of

sure

is

all

perfect clown.

ners

—

Monty

a

is

star

reporter or at least thinks he is
until he learns that the office gang
had played a joke on him by telling him he had been promoted.

Before Monty finds this out, howhe goes out on a big story

ever,

and tries to solve the mystery of a
Some of the biglocal kidnapping.
gest laughs come from the sequence
in the hotel lobby where Monty
tries to evade a couple of "dicks"
in order to interview the father of
A bottle of
the kidnapped child.
slipped
into
Monty's
whiskey,
pocket by a drunk who thinks he
is a revenue man, leads the way to
more hilarious business and the bit
where Monty and the "dick" both
think
they have dropped their
package

of

"wet

goods,"

is

a

scream.
How Monty disguises
himself as a waiter by using the
tail of his shirt for an apron, thereby getting into the aiiartment of
the kidnapper, introduces another
Monty is the
rioj laugh sequence.

means

Box

of clearing up the
really lands the job.

mystery

start to finish.

on ".'Vtta Boy," if you are in the
market for comedies. Get this one.
Exploitation. .. .They know Monty
Banks from two reel comedies. He
has also made a previous feature
but he really steps out as a fullfledged feature comedian in "Attr
Boy."
Promise a great lot of
laughs and do whatever pulling
necessary to get them in.
YouT
have a lot of satisfied "customers.''
Directiqij.,.

.

.Edward H.

Griffith; fine

piece of work.

Author

Charles Horan and Alf

Goulding.
Scenario

Locale

Length

Same
Blake Wacrncr
Occasionally light-

Any

and

T

j

jjti^h;

liiacte

Jed

linat

Type

of Story .... Romance.
Lewisi
Stone plays the role of a modern

Don

city
5.775 feet

As

Juan.

great

the

i

Itrpott

pianist

Johann Aradi he has love

affairs

galore.
This romantic trend will
thrill the female contingent. They'll
enjoy each amorous adventure of

the
is

life

ails to

gay Johann. The production
attractive and the splendor of
along the Riviera

The

liiins-

alluringly

is

Dr.M
lie

story isn't
weighty and the unfoldment brings
about few developments except to
present one after the other the
loves of Aradi.
Lewis Stone is
hardly the great lover that the role
purports him to be but he makes
the most of it and, with the exception of perpetually brushing off
his mustache, there is improvement
Shirley Mason is the
in his work.
one love that awakens in Aradi
something of the better man and
he finally sacrifices his fame in an
effort to break his own spell over
the girl that she may be happy
This isn't
with a younger man.
The sacparticularly convincing.
rifice doesn't carry any degree of
sympathy or feeling for Aradi alpictured.

though

actual

of

Man

really should since it
brings out the only spark of decency in his dealings with the woduel
men of his acquaintance.
is staged for a climax and it is here
that Aradi plays his trump card by
allowing his young rival to wound
him.
In this way Aradi loses the
power in his hand and with his
fame threatened he vows to avoid
all women but for a final fade-out
Aradi exits with a new conquest

mil

it

ion,

tiieic

like
iliise

iml

taces

inha

iitor

ia

ikot
lie

(res

it

A

'Vfl

t

le

To

ik

ion
oi

m

list

tot

kti

ill

in the offing.
ti

Box

Office

woman's

Laughs from
You can't go wrong

Angle

Office

'^

Prouty.

forge

is

"jzL

are

affairs

MacGregor

Malcolm

comedy and
make the most
It

his

in

'|'.!1,

Myrtlti
Steadman. Shirley Mason, Gertrude!
Astor.
Others are Mario Carillo,

fire

to

business men
market.

about the stock
guaranteed fun.

Very good Photography
ing isn't good.
America and Paris
feet

who plays around with a bevy of
women and finally gives up the one
he really loves. The various part-i

laughs

enough

Lewis Stone the great lovet

Cast

strides.

Cameraman

7,295

51VES

Virginia Bradford pretty.
Cast
Fred Kelsey, fine as the detective.
Earl Metcalf, the gentleman kidnapper and Virginia Pearson, his
accomplice. Others first rate.
Comedy. "Atta
Type of Story
Boy" spills one long sucession of
hilarious gags, most of them brand
new, that make for one of the
laugh makers of the season. Monty
Banks' latests will surely garner its
share of B. O. receipts for exhibi-

and

Talk about the unExploitation
usual work which La Rocque does.
Interest can easily be aroused by
the title. The majority of the pubwill not know what a gigolo
lic
Right there you have an opporis.
tunity to arouse interest in the

Jules Furthman
Cameraman
Jules Furthman
Photography
Good
Interior of a houseboat

in

Pre-war and
Type of Story
war drama. Edna Ferber's

JEIGH

mostly from
his acrobatic stunts. He does some
great tumbling and the trick dance
with a tray of dishes that is mighty
funny. With a better flare for pantomime. Banks could really make

new

Louise Dresser

latest.

Arthur Rosson; some
Direction
juggling.
comedy
expert

different characterizaa doubt, the finest

he has ever done.

Cast

til

GREAT.

.

and then guess how thev get laughs
out of such an idea. But they do.

NOT VERY MUCH TO THE
STORY ASIDE FROM THE
LOVE AFFAIRS OF THE GAL
LANT AND MODERN DONffflEM
JUAN. PICTURE WILL AP. mU
PEAL STRONGLY TO
WOMEN.

SPONTANEOUS COMEDY BUSINESS THAT BOASTS OF FAR
MORE ORIGINAL GAGS THAN
THE USUAL PICTURE. THE
LAUGHS COME FAST AND
MONTY BANKS
FURIOUS.
Star. ... Banks
He gets his

n

First National

Pathe

CERTAINLY AN UNTHOUGHT
OF SOURCE OF COMEDY IN ROD LA ROCQUE. UNDER
FINE DIRECTION, GIVES
THIS LATEST RAYMOND
GRIFFITH LAUGH MAKER.
A STERLING PERFORMANCE.
ROAD BURLESQUE ON MUR- INTERESTING STORY WELL
DER MYSTERY SUPPLIES
TOLD AND HANDLED WITH
MANY NEW GAGS.
DEFT TOUCHES.
Imagine GritTith as a coroner
Star.

1926

"Don Juan's Three Nights'

in

"Atta Boy"

"You'd Be Surprised"

3,

Angle

Essentially a

They

picture.

will

like

the story and the various adventures of the gay Lothario.

Exploitation.

..

Lewis Stone's

.Since

appearance in "The Dangerous
Age" he has accumulated somewhat
of a reputation as a great lover so
you might recall that he plays a
similar role in "Don Juan's Three

The

Nights."

title

may

arouse

some

curiosity although it isn't
Other good
especially pertinent.
names in the cast to use and the
usual trailer should attract trade.

Direction ....

John Francis Dillon;

satisfactory

Ludwig Biro

Author

Clara Beranger

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

....

James

C.

Van Trees

Very Good
Italy

6,374 feet

'

;
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3,

House Peters

in

in

"Tin Gods"

"Prisoner of the Storm"

Paramount

Univ er sal-Jewel

ADOREE DECIDEDLY JAMES OLIVER CURWOOD
THE MOST PROMINENT AND CONCOCTION WITH TYPICAL PLOT AND ATMOSINTERESTING OF THE CAST.
PHERE. FINE PRODUCTION
MEIGHAN'S ROLE HARDLY
AND SOME GOOD ACTION
GIVES HIM STELLAR OPAND SUSPENSE.
PORTUNITIES. FINE PRO-

Short Subjects

ar.... There

much

is

restraint

in

Mcighan's work in "Tin Gods."
Perhaps the fact that Miss Adoree's
characterization
is
permitted to
dominate causes his performance
to appear overshadowed.
ist....Renee Adoree appealing and
her portrayal absorbing at all times.
\\'iiliam Powell does splendidly in
the role of Tony, Renee's self-appointed

sweetheart.

Aileen

Prin-

wholly

unsympathetic role
fails to make her work very interesting.
Hale Hamilton good as
Dr. McCoy, Meighan's friend.
lype of Story.
.Dramatic romance.
lAllan Dwan's production is excel'lent
and the cast is unusually
strong and capable. The same canlilc's

i

.

not be

said

.

the

for

story.

It

is

with but one exception,
obvious that this distinction, which has to do with the
tragic ending, has been provided to
make it different. Whether or not
this ending will prove satisfactory is
a matter of some conjecture. Audiences, in general, do not favor the
familiar

and

it

is

And

unhaopy ending.
ticular

Dwan

instance,

had

it

been

in this parillogical.

is

building

up

a

strong sympathy for the little Carita
whose devotion has brought
about hero's regeneration and on
the other hand, the wife has been
presented in such an entirely unfavorable light that the spectator,
in this case, hopefully anticipates
the marr'age of hero and Carita.
To send the girl to her death brings
about an abrupt, unsatisfactory
conclusion. One tragedy, the death
of hero's little son., seemed about

enough misery

for

one story. The

use of a studio set for the bridge
construction site seemed hardly in
keeping with the rest of the production.
ox Office Angle. .. ."Tin Gods" is
not the best p'cture Meighan has
made. It will likely please his admirers, but they are not apt to
favor the ending.
xploitation.
.Of course, the prestige of the star's name will be a
factor in attracting your patrons.
In addition, you have the name of
Renee Adoree, renoyvned for her
performance in "The Big Parade."
The question raised in the story regarding the controversy of marriage versus a career for women
might furnish suitable material for
.

local

.

newspaper

articles.

irection
Allan Dwan; conventional story material a handicap.

uthors ....Wm. Anthony McGuire.
Paul Dickie and Howard Emmett
Rogers.
cenario
James Sheeley

Hamilton.

ameraman

Alvin

hotography
ocale

ength

N. Y.

Wyckoflf

Very good
Amer.

— So.

8,568 feet

Star. ... Peters

again the

out-

virile

"Honest Injun"— Tuxedo
Educational

Learning the Cowboy Trade

Type of production
2 reel comedy
As a rich young man with a valet,
Johnny Arthur decides to become a
.

.

door hero whose strength and cowboy. He takes a correspondence
bravery win for him the love of course, and practices around the
the
pigtailed
Northwoods lass. house, using the valet for a bucking
Good acting but Peters deserves a bronco. Finally they arrive at a
western ranch, where the pretty girl
role with a wider scope
more
in charge makes a big impression on
originality.
Johnny. They go through some gags
Cast. .. .Peggy Montgomery, forlorn
on the ranch in their efforts to beand unattractive in a pigtailed wig. come expert cowboys, and these gags;
Walter McGrail, the trusted old are well worked up, unusual, and
mounty, and Fred de Silver, the full of comedy slants. The climax
villain.
Others Harry Todd, Clark comes when Johnny overhears the
Comstock.
foreman telling his men ihat they
T3T>e of Story. .. .Northwoods melo- will pretend to kidnap the girl in ordrama; adapted from Curwood's, der to test the tenderfoot's nerve.
"The Quest of Joan." The Cur- An outlaw appears and does the kid
wood stories have little variation napping first, and Johnny thinks it
as a rule and here again you have is the foreman's little joke.
The
the well known mounted police- comedian does some fine work all
man (although he isn't the hero the way through, and gets over his
this time),
the gold miner, his comedy with very little slapstick.
daughter, his partner and the villain in the form of the trading post
"When Bonita Rides"— Mustangdoctor.
These make up the charUniversal
acters in the plot which pursues
Hard Riding Western

—

a familiar course but includes some
interesting high lights such as a
terrific storm and a thrilling aval-

anche.
ed fine

Lynn Reynolds

has provid-

backgrounds for the

action and the triteness of the plot
is at times rather successfully lost
in the snowdrifts.
little better

A

suspense might have been obtained
by not making the actual murderer
obvious from the start.
so

When

finally disclosed that the
the guilty one there is no
semblance of a surprise in the de-

doctor

it

is

is

nouement.
planted on
Nevertheless,
clear the
reinstates

Suspicion

had

been

him

the

start.

it

from

suffices to entirely

dead man's partner and

him in the favor of his
daughter.
It also gains for hero
the admiration of the mounted policeman who had arrested hero for
the crime although there was pracevidence against him.
tically no

The avalanche

in the climax makes
for a good thrill. It has been quite
cleverly engineered.

Box

Office

Angle.

..

.Good

offering

and with House Peters' name to
use it might draw very satisfactory
business.

Exploitation.

..

Type
The

of production. .2 reel

Western

action centers round a water
hole on the outskirts of the Triple
X Ranch. Benton, the ranch owner,
has his men drive off Curley Witze
and his pal who have squatted near
it.
Curley strikes up a friendship
with Alma Rayford who takes the
The
role of the rancher's daughter.
foreman starts to double cross the
rancher by planning to file a claim
Then
for the valuable water hole.
the thrills come with some fast and
fancy riding as the girl and Curley
try to outride the foreman and his
henchmen to the land recorder's office.
The girl finally wins, and files
There
the claim in Curley's name.
is a lot of plot and counterplot interspersed, and the action keeps zipping
lively Western with
all the time.
plenty of fights and horsemanship to

A

please.

"A Minute

to

Go"— Cranfield &

Clarke

Type

Speeding Motor Cops
comedy-

of production. .2 reel

drama.

One of the "Speed Cop Series,"
which illustrates the workings of thr
A reporter
.Using James Oliver motorcycle policemen.

Curwood's name as author should is sent to cover a social affair given
by the newly rich D'Shea family of
be sufficient to let them know jtist
The comedy is of
Irish extraction.
about what kind of a story they
may expect. A trailer will confirm the slapstick order, and the d'rection
But when the mo
is rather ragged.
their expectations and you can best
torcycle cops get in action the real
talk about the fine locations, good
The D'Shea jewel?
interest begins.
action and the avalanche_ climax,
are
stolen
by
a
slick gang, and the
running scenes of the big snow
daughter of the house kidnapped
slide which makes the principals
Then
the motorcycle chase begins
"Prisoners of the Storm."
and the proceedings grow quite lurid
Reynolds
Lynn
Direction
and meller. Here is a case where the
satisfactory.
director tried to crowd too many
Author .... James Oliver Curwood mixed elements into a short footage
Scenario
Chas. A. Logue and the result is at times confusing
It will please patGilbert Warrenton to the observer.
Cameraman
rons who like their entertainment
Good filled with melodramatic touches, bu*
Photography
North Woods does not come up to the quality short
Locale
6,102 feet standard.
Length

Bride"

— Universal

Familiar But Funny

Type

'15NEE

DUCTION BUT STORY QUITE
CONVENTIONAL.

A

"Wanted,
Blue Bird

of production

Arthur Lake
have the leads

in

reel

1

and

comedy

Mildred

this

June

comedy

that

gets over a fine quantity of laughs in
Us one reel.
The idea isn't brand
new but it serves very well and director Summerville has handled it
nicely.

It

tells

about the plight of

and Arthur, two lads expelled

fiddle

from school because

of their capers.

Eddie's father tells him he must find
a wife within two weeks or be disinherited.
Eddie persuades Arthur to
masquerade as a girl and pose as his
wife.
The ruse works fine until Eddie's sister and a girl friend arrive
to visit them.
Their scheme is eventually uncovered but all ends well
with Arthur and Eddie both scheduled
for the altar, Arthur to marry Eddie's
sister and Eddie to marry the girl
friend.

Film Reporter— Red Seal
Things New in the News

Type

of production

1

reel

maga-

zine.

Red

Seal's

monthly

issue

of

the

Film Reporter offers a resume of the
current events and includes a variety
of interesting features, including intimate glimpses of sport and film
celehritics.
Edmund Lowe and his
wife, Lilyan Tashman, are seen preparatory to their honeymoon trip to
Europe. With them is Lila Lee. The
annual swimming race of the Atlantic
City life-guards is another item and

Tilden,

Bill

tennis chamof the lime light.

ertswhile

pion, has a share

Johnny Hines and Mary Brian show
some new Charleston steps and
Madge Bellamy selects some new
gowns.

"A Jungle Round-Up"— Ufa
Neiv Jungle Faces

Type

of production....! reel jungle

picture.

Ufa offers an interesting trip into
the jungle and the "round-up" includes some of the less familiar inhabitants such as the sloth, a lazy
i)ear-like animal w'th a head like that
of a huge turtle. Shots of a boa constrictor and scenes showing how the
trappers grab the giant snake as it
is about to strike are very interesting.
The title indicates the chance involved
in that one rnisstep endangers the
trapper's life.
The picture offers
many interesting jungle scenes and
will fit your program nicely if you
can use something on this order.

"The Berth Mark"— "Carrie

of

the

Chorus"

Red

Seal

Many Good Laughs
Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

an amusing and tricky
title that will promise fun in advance.
The laughs come from the predica-

Here

is

ment

of Carrie and her troupe stranded in a small town with nothing left
of their wardrobe but scanty dancing
costumes. How Carrie and the girls
put it over on a reform committee of

old ladies by stealing their clothes
and leaving them the dancing outfits
Peggy
gets over some fine comedy.
Shaw, Flora Finch and Joe Burke

contribute to the fun.

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

Mendes Ready for Second
Lothar Mendes starts production of
his second picture for Robert T. Kane
Prod, in a few days. So far the cast
"The Song of the Dragon" includes Dorothy Mackaill, Hoibrook
Blinn. Lowell Sherman and Vincent
Serrano.

Willis Goldbeck wrote the

H

H

PARTICULARLY

Add Iris Gray
Gray has been added to t
cast of "The Popular Sin." She is
graduate of the Paramount Pictu
School.
Other Paramount juni
Iris

A

for

script.

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION

from "Lots"

Little

stars appearing in the picture a
Jeanne Morgan, Thelma Todd, Ir
THOMSON, who traveled ton." He is a chip off the old block, ing Hartley, Thelda Kenvin, Gr
all the way from the Coast to his dad having written "In Old KenBlackton, Dorothy Nourse and Ro
see his "buddie," Gene Tunney, win tucky" and other successes.
ert Andrews.
Hci
*
*
*
J5
from Jack Dempsey, has returned to
Incidentally, "In Old Kentucky"
Hollywood.
Estelle Taylor in "New York"
«
*
*
several years ago opened the old
Estelle Taylor has joined the ca
"Met" in Minneapolis.
of "New York," being assigned tl
By the way, Thomson's wife,
HuUyv
role originally planned for Lya
Frances Marion, is a very popBill Howard, who made "Gigolo," Putti.
Miss De Putti will work in s
ular figure in the Coast colony,
defines a genius thusly: "If he makes original, to be directed by
Malcol;
probably having aided more
one success he's a good director, if St. Clair.
a Fore
young writers than any other
he produces two in a row he's a masikar
person in the scenario field.
ter but if he can survive three failMadeus With Parker
*
«
«
ures then he's a genius 1"
Paul Madeus, for several yea
tossit
comes
to
And when
secretary to the late Lord Northclifl
A survey of Eastern femining bouquets, let's not forget
is assistant to Albert Parker, who
saariz
ine
stars,
scenario writers
John S. Robertson, now with
directing Gloria Swanson.
Madei
and others of the fair sex, reM-G-M, who while with Vitahas also been with the Douglas Fai H.
veals the fact that they all
graph and Famous was known
banks' unit.
H.E
wagered on Gene Tunney to
as "Uncle John."
"take" Jack Dempsey.
They
*
*
Brook to Coast
ir
allowed their hearts to rule
Clive Brook, who is appearing i yA
Tom Reed turned out some mighty
their heads and thus they won
"The Popular Sin," being directe
fine two-handed publicity for Carl
over the expert dope.
by Malcolm St. Clair, is to go t aes
Laemmle in Laubheim., Germany,
*
*
*
the
Coast to appear opposite Pol (Jeii
Laemmle's birthplace.
WAMPAS,
We suggest that Suzanne Lenglen Negri in "Barbed Wire."
«
please copy.
engage Will Rogers as her court
*
*
*
Cen
jester.
We are also wondering
Joins Reed Unit
[ens
Jack Landrigan stepped from be- whether "Red" Grange, who is
Joseph Pasternak, Director Rich
hind the camera, long enough to financially interested in the Lenglen
ard Rosson's assistant, has been add
marry Mae Sheridan of Brooklyn. tour, can forward pass her at the ed to the production unit, which
p,
He is one of Alvin Wyckofl's assist- net.
working on "New York," being di
ants at Famous.
*
*
*
rected by Luther Reed.
*
*
Commodore J. Stuart Blackton, who does not confine his
Demmy Lamson, who has
Hackett Resumes Screen Work
Bud
sports to water and offers
stepped a long way since he
Raymond Hackett, who acted witl Los
trophies to the tennis stars of
was with Johnny Hines' "Torthe Lubin forces as a child, has beeili M
the Coast colony, is in New
chy" unit several years ago,
added to the cast of "Sunya," starrinjlij, jo
York
is still in town.
He is a great
Gloria Swanson.
afttre!
*
*
*
booster for Hollywood.
Wednesdaq, Bruce Gallup was as
*
*
Brenon Finishes Picture
busy as the proverbial
with the
Herbert Brenon has finished thif
Jim Tully and Frank T. Dazey, golf tournament and on bee
Thursday he direction of "God Gave Me Twenty
the
scenarist,
are holding their gave much time to
the Galsey-John- Cents." His next story will be "Sor
breath prior to the opening of their son match,
which wound up the ten- rel and Son."
"Black Boy" on Broadway next nis tourney.
Bruce is one real boostweek. Dazey also wrote "Peter Wes- er of clean
sports, say we.
Smith Writing Serial
Frank Leon Smith is here fronAjrjj
B>

RALPH W/LJC

FRED

ii

iiig

Taking Exteriors

(ie,

Edward

Segdwick, the director,
and William Haines are here from
the Coast to take exteriors at the
World Series at the Yankee stadium
for "Slide, Kelly, Slide," an M-G-M

sig

i] i

picture.

Collier in Cast
"Buster" Collier has been added to

the cast of "The Song of the Dragon," which goes into production tomorrow at the Cosmopolitan studio.

Nelly Savage in New Show
Nelly Savage, who has just finished
work in "Sorrows of Satan," is rehearsing in a stage production, "The
Jeweled Tree," which opens in New

—

,'iters

loca

[lods

jvaliei

Hi

o

i

York Wednesday

night.

Cronjager to Handle Camera
will photograph
"Paradise for Two," which will go
into production Oct. 9, with Richard
Dix as the star and Gregory La Cava

Edward Cronjager

directing.

i<

lie

•

ist

if

ivisit

it

se

Jritiili

Titling "Quarterback"
Jack McGovvan and Robert BenchQuarterback,"
ley are titling "The
was
It
which stars Richard Dix.
directed by Fred Newmeyer.

Rejmolds Shooting
Reynolds is here from the
Coast, photographing exteriors at
the Yankee Stadium for "Slide, Kelly,

Ben

Slide,"

an

M-G-M

production, being

directed by Edward Sedgwick, who
also wrote the story. Director Sedgwick, William Haines, Mike Donlin
and Reynolds will also stop at St.
Louis, en route to Hollywood, to
take scenes of the St. Louis-New

York World
St. Clair

Malcom

games.

Series'

completing the
direction of "The Popular Sin." Lee
Garmes, his cameraman, is expected
St. Clair is

to leave next month for Nice, France,
to join Rex Injjram, who will direct
"The Garden of Allah."
to

Coast

Colleen Moore, Jack Mulhall, Director Al Santell, Ben Silvey, his
assistant,

Mervyn Lc Roy, comedy

constructor, who have been shooting
exteriors for "Ermine and Orchids,"
will leave Wednesday for Hollywood.
Charles Van Enger is in charge of
the photography.
Francis Perret is
the publicity man with the unit.

McQuire with Mendes
Charles McQuire will act as

i-,,;,,,

Wynn Signs With Famous
Wynn has signed a contract

lui

with

Finishing Picture

Moore Unit

ijilii

Famous and

assist-

make

his first

"Fas-

Youth" and "So's Your Old
Man," has been added to the cast
of "Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," as

cinating

has

Ed Garvey, who appeared

in

"The Quarterback."

Menasco to Leave Field
Milton Menasco, for several years
Fields Gets Story
W. C. Fields will be starred in "A art director with First National, is
Sweetheart in Every Port," an origi- to enter commercial art work in the
nal
now being written by Frank East. ';Not Herbert," a Ray Rockett
Condon, who has arrived from the production, will represent his last picCoast.
new director will be assign- tur_e with First National.
ed to handle the picture.

A

Remains for One Feature
Powell in from Coast
Joseph Boyle, who is to go to GerWilliam Powell has arrived from many for Ufa, will remain here for
the Coast to play an important role the production of "The Song of the
in "New York," which will be direct- Dragon," a Robert T. Kane special,
ed by Luther Reed.
to be directed by Lothar Mendes.
to the

Coast

Coast, writing a new serial foi
Pathe. He is a veteran serial writei
and has been with Pathe for 10 years.
the

December.

Newmeyer

ant to Lothar Mendes, who will direct "The Song of the Dragon."

will

picture at the Long Island studio. He
has as yet not been assigned a story
and "Louie, the Fourteenth," is in the
material being considered. Work on
the first picture will not start until

Add William Blake
Wilham Blake, who was in

Completes Feminine Lead
Fred
Newmeyer, who directed
Beryl Roberts has completed the
"The Quarterback," will leave next feminine lead in "Striving For
week for the Coast.
Fortune," George Walsh picture.

Keller Returns
Walter Keller, who is doing the
art work on "The Canadian," has
returned from Calgary where exteriors were taken.

:.:

:.:

DIRECTOR

ol

PHOTOGRAPHY

if

ii

QUALITY

SPEED

li

ACCURACY

l\
ft
if

I
a

with

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"THE CANADIAN"

at pi

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

o/'fllMDOM

Shumate Signed by Fox
S'huma.te, Hollywood scen-

io

cle.

—

has
signed by B. P. Schulberg to
ay a featured role in "The Man of
Jack Holt and Georgia
le Forest."
John
[ale are the featured leads.
v^aters will direct.

The company

is

Walter
location at Mammoth.
Voods adapted the story which was
cenarized by George Hull.
n

H. E. Edington Decorated
H. E. Edington has been made a
.'avaliere of the Crown of Italy, by
Mussolini, for the manner
b which he handled business afifairs
if
the "Ben Hur" company, while
icenes for the picture were being
nade in Italy.
rder of

Censor Aide Hits Censorship
Censorship would be a thing of the
ast if the censors were compelled
o visit Hollywood, Miss Annie Dagsecretary to the chief censor of
Columbia, stated while visitng the Universal studios.
:er,

?rjtish

Mohjavie Desert to shoot openng scenes of "Desert Valley." From
here they will go to Roosevelt, Ariz.
or

Grotty

Dunlap

is

directing this

Fox

36 Sets for "Wedding March"
Thirty-six separate and distinct sets

have been

Wedding March."

insistently for the last
office success.

—rather the scrambl —

two

trend

e

the final results were tabulated.

—

are profiting

"The Day of Souls," to be
made by M-G-M in the near future
by Tod Browning. The story was
novel,

"Lady
With

in

vvill

support Corinne Grifin her current First National
fifth
starring vehicle, now in production at
the Metropolitan studios under the
direction of James Flood.
is

to

Garmes Gets Assignment
Garmes, w^ho photographed
'The Grand Duchess and the Waiter,"
nd who is doing the camerawork on
'The Popular Sin," will shoot "The
Jarden of Allah," according to presnt plans.

is

di-

is

in

—

Elinor Glyn's
Clarence Badger
Production is slated to

the feminine lead
ftory, "It" which
will direct.
start Oct. 1.
is assistant to

Chosen

in

Vernon Keays

will act

Badger.

EDWARD
MARSHALL

"Long Pants," by Arthur Ripley, but
much progress is being made in the
filming of this comedy feature. Frank

ORIGIN AL9-C0NT1NUITY-

directing.

AI>APTAT10NS'- GACf 9.
Seeling on Location
Los Angeles Charles Seeling is on
location in Bishop, Calif., for scenes
for the dog picture featuring "BraveLeo Kelley, Walter Shumheart."
way, lone Reed, Frank Phoebus, William Harvey and Marjorie Warficld
George Sargent is
are in the cast.
production manager.

—

Mix Finishes Another
'The Canyon of Light," a Tom Mix
by Ben

has
In the cast beside
been completed.
Tom Mix are Dorothy Dwan, Carmencita Gerahty, Ralph Sipperly and
William Walling.

offering, directed

'Svenionecm

Pommer

Gustav von Seyffertitz

Badger to Direct "It"
Hollywood Clara Bow will have

roduction.

Lee

uni-

relief of a

Pola Negri's next star-

Wire," which Erich
recting.
the cast.

of the star, are the only members ol
the cast thus far chosen to suppor
Harry Langdon in his newest film.

is

comedy
in

ring vehicle for Paramount, "Barbed

Gladys Brockwell and Al Roscoe,
apncaring as the mother and father

Capra

provide

que variety

by the experi-

Two

Only

Ermine" Cast Complete

title

Clyde Cook in "Barbed Wire"
Clyde Cook, acrobatic comedian,

year.

the engaging of Jane Keckley
and Bert Sprotte for character parts
Ermine," E. M.
in "The Lady in
Asher has now completed the cast

under the working
"Cock O' the Walk."

scenarized
of

ence thus gained, and shaping their production policies accordingly.
The effect is bound to be felt at the box offices of the nation during

new

exteriors

Young Completes Adaptation
Culver City Waldemar Young has
completed the adaptation to the
screen of Charles Tenny Jackson's

is

They

These

years, as essen-

unmistakably toward outdoor
pictures, with action and comedy their highlights.
There will be a
generous supply of sea pictures on the market, and the western,
persecuted member of the "bread and butter" pictures family, is
coming into its own with a vengeance this year. Companies which
heretofore have held aloof, so far as western pictures are concerned,
have changed their front, and are setting out to meet the definite,
and even increasing demand for pictures of this type.
There, of course, will be a number of costly pictures, but money
Now, all factors of the situation
is going to be spent judiciously.
are being taken into consideration for it has been learned that a
cross-section of popular taste can be and has been obtained, and
that the likes of fans are pretty much the same the country over.
This is directly traceable to the experience obtained by producerSeveral have learned
distributors in the field of theater operation.
that highly-touted high-priced "specials" have a limited appeal in
"the sticks" so-called, and that offerings they were wont to look
upon as "just pictures" heretofore, out-grossed the specials when

the

Erich von Stro-

for

andjnteriors are exclusively Viennese
and Tyrolean. Richard Day, art director, together with von Stroheim,
having spent several months in research connected with them.

—

box

built

heim's latest Paramount picture, "The

have been demanding

Buck Jones Leaves on Location
Los Angeles Buck Jones has left which

—

Harvey E. Qausman

a lot of satisfaction for exhibitors in contemplating the
productions under way or planned for the 1926-27 season, for
that magic word, "action," which they so long have been stressing
is the keynote of the year's pictures.
Action is to be provided in generous gobs, flavored with a
generous sprinkling of comedy two ingredients which exhibitors

The

jen

FILM DIGEST

THERE'S

tials of

Oland Signed
Oland
Hollywood Warner

By

A New Production Era

Harold

writer, has been signed to a term
ntract by the William Fox studios,
write originals, adaptations and
ntinuities.
Shumate has just cometed the script of "The Wrong Mr.
right," which Scott Sidney is dieting for Universal, and which is
:an Hersholt's second starring ve-

ANDWEEKLY

Stolofif,

Roach Comedy Has Star Cast
Guiol, Hal Roach director,

FOX STUDIOS ^^o^'

"Going Crooked" Completed
Fox announces completion of "Going Crooked," the mystery comedy
drama of which William Collier is

mmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
HAS GONE

FILMOCR ATIC

Bessie Love,
authors.
Oscar Shaw and Leslie Fenton are
prominent in the cast, the direction
being by George Melford.

one

of

the

Al Rockett in Hollywood
He
Al Rockett is in Hollywood.
plans to transfer producing activities
to the new First National studio at
Burbank and his next will be the
forthcoming Richard Barthelmess p'cture, "The Patent Leather Kid."

The Life of Los Angeles

|

Centers at the

I

Ambassador's

!

Fred

production on all star comedy with Stan Laurel, Madeline Hurlock, Oliver BJardy, William Austin,
William Coartwright, Laura La Vernie and Bobbie Dunn in cast.

will start

Jean Hersholt's Next

Ted Sloman has been

selected to
next, "Alias

direct lean Hersholt's
the Deacon," written by John D.
"The
This will follow
Hymer.

Wrong

Mr. Wright."

Big Welcome for Russian
Vladimar Dantchenko received a
rousing reception on his arrival here.

Sam
Sam

Jaffee Departs

Jaf?ee,

assistant

to

B.

famous

P.

Schulberg. departed today for Hollywood in Texas, in other words, San
Antonio, to look after business affairs
of "Wings," and "The Roughriders,"
both Paramount productions.

Jason Robards Lead
Warner Bros, assigned Jason Robards as the masculine lead in "The
Third Degree," which Michael CurDolores Costello will
tis vvill direct.
star.

Cocoanut Grove
«m>

—

i

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.
I

I

College Night Every Friday

(

Sunday, October

iih^
3,

19;

inkru

Foreign Markets
By JAMES

Many New

America Leads

Aihens

in

has

P.

Fascisti in

film year in Greece
started, with the older

officially

augmented

announcing

companies

Nearest Competitor
schedules, and many new distributors
Berlin— Despite the fact that Ger- announcing their entrance into the
man production is in a better posi- field. The new companies have caustion now than it has been, and re- ed much annoyance to the trade here.
gardless of the attitude some of the Their managers are mostly foreigners
German trade papers hold agamst who know nothing about the language,
America, there were 286 American the people, or the product. Ufa Films
pictures shown during the year start- are represented in Athens by Ekkta
ing Sept. 1, 1925, and ending Aug. 31, Films; Phoebus, by Iris Films; the
1926, as compared with 204 German Fanamet branch office is in charge of
A M. Bonnaire, who cannot speak
films .shown in the same period.
comparison, month by month, fol- Greek, while M. Daston represents
lowsj
Fox.
Germany
Sept.

1925

Oct

Nov
Dec
1926

Jan.

30
21

27
24
16

21

April

May

17

reported

is

where they

will insp_ect Culver City,
France late in October.

returning to

23

^
10

204

286

August

the

for

No

theater construction is planned at present to increase their circuit, which comprises 11 houses, the

The Public "Mentality"

American Gaumonts

said.

Berlin— Recently, two
building is the
pictures were presented in Berhn.
The Gaumonts
best
One of them is probably the

The
States this year.
other has proven exceptionally successful at the box-office and is likewise considered "up front" in the
1926 list. However, both were hissed
when shown here. The press gave
little encouragement, and was supported by "The Film Kurier," a daily
trade raper, which stated that both
films, though of the best of the American market, would be short-lived in
the

in

in

by

Coast,

7

made

exhibition

in

morrow

July

One handicap

to
high costs entailed.
have no plans for

German

Rood result
films

—

puhlic should be considered if a
to be obtained with American

is

CLASSPLAY PICTUUS CORP.

Germany."

in

Productions in Italy

Films

Rome — Altliough

—

i

Two

Henry

Gladys linger Leaves
Gladys B. L'nger has returned to
the Coast to resume scenario writing.

R. Arias, Pras.

BROAD'WAY, N. Y. C.
HENARIAS Phone Bryant

1540

Cable

2697

itniatof

—A
A

s

Immobiliare Cinematogral

Societa

Premiere Mussolini. Major Mac
Neile wrote the scenario.
It is planned to use 1,000 "black shirts" and
of

D(

Italiana has increased its capital fn
10,000,000 lire to 12,000,000.

130 ft

Mussolini.

New

First

—A

Run

for Berlin

run

seating

2,5
United Films, Ltd., has commenced
called the Primus Palast H
and
production on a story of Gallipoli.
here short
A. C. Tinsdale is in charge of produc- mannplatz will be erected
Plans have been completed.
tion, while the scenario was written

G. B. Savi. Scenes will be fiimed
actual locations of the Gallipoli

campaign.
*

*

*

Flora Le Breton has joined Piccadilly Pctures.
She will co-star with
Carlyle Blackwell in "The Rolling
Road," the Boyd Cable sea story.
Work has already commenced, Graham Cutts directing.
*

German Exhibitors Fight Tax

Ir"'

the
product: New
of Englishmen Go to Mussolini
branch of the Ital.an industry is sla
in Italy to Receive His Permisconditions in the distribution and
sion The British Trade
hibition fields are reported as "flO' *""J5!
FREDMAN
By BRNEST W.
new houses will be bi
shing."
Editoy, "The Film Renter," London
larg, arev
group of Englishmen in Genoa, while the U. C. I.,
London
chain in the country, is busy buyi;|=^
plan to make a film 'glorifying the
theaters
including and building many
delegation,
Fascisti.
houses will be bi FORI
Messrs. Rinnam, Doxatt-Pratt and Rome, three new
Wrench have left for Rome to receive for U. C. I., and a small chain 1 f
1
been taken over at Bologna.
the permission and support, morally,

production.

Theater owners are wagBerlin
ing a campaign to assure favorable
interpretation of the municipal tax
regulations which are to go into efThe various municifect by Oct. 1.
authorized by the central
lialities,
government to impose an entertainment tax, are seeking to make the
percentage as high as possible, beFilm
"The
Continuing,
Germany.
cause of financial shortage due to
Kurier" states:
doles paid to unemployed. Taxes in
••Germany is ready to work with America;
Germany average from ten to 25
the leading channels of the film industry
show this at every opportunity. We know per cent.
that we can learn as much from America as
And just for
America can learn from us.
this reason they Uhe Americans) should he
fully aware of the fact that the mentality of
FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
the

CONTINENTAL SECTORS

Group

Leon GauSr. and Leon Gaumont, Jr.,
who are in New York conferring by
with Marcus Loew. They leave to- on
France
mont,

17

June

Totals

An improvement

19

29
30
22

10
18
9
10
9

Feb
March

ROME AND OTHER

Berlin

Business Better in France

BOMBAY, MOSCOW,

OSLO.

United States
26
28

{'jDlOI

CUNNINGHAM

Distributors

—The

i

fit

DISTANT POINTS AS ATHENS,

300

U. S. Has 82 More Films Shown
Germany in a Year Over Its

FROM SUCH

NEW;S FLASHES

FOR INDIA
TRADE BRIEFS DIRECT FROM
ENGLAND— AMERICA LEADS
GERMANY— SWEDISH EXHIBITORS TO PRODUCE

NEW CHAIN OF

*

Foreign Territory Now AvailabU
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas
Starring

Frank

Fast Acti> D

West 42nd

Merrill

Meodrtnwt

FERDINAND
152

layart

H.

St.,

ADAM

New York

CJtj

Cable Ferdinadam,N.Y. Phone. Wis.

Uf

*

Production is about half through on
"The Flag Lieutenant," being made
by Maurice Elvey for Astra National
Prod.

first

The company

is

working

at

Andover, and has received cooperation of the Admiralty, which supplied
battleships, destroyers and seaplanes.

HI-MARK FILM SALES

Cabit

CO.

Cibli

DiMrii^u ion
Foreign
Nit Natl anson, Pr'S.

Ciil

Exclusive purchasing ag<-nts and rerresent
atives for leading film distributors thrcughi
out foreign territories.
C

able address

Phone

'W isconsir
5196-5197

:

Himark New York

Mc

"A LINE FROM KLEIN"
another seven months in
England and Continental turope

After

BACK

NEW YORK AGAIN

IN

own offices established in
LONDON, PAKIS and BERLIN and
with our
personal

WE CAN
IN

contact with

SELL

all

buyers

YOUR PICTURES

THE FOREIGN MARKETS
II

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh Avenue

" Pro^iictiortj

New
»f

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

I'

''COMPASSION''
An

EDWARD L KLEIN CORPORATION

Unusual Society Melo-drama
Featuring these established Stars

GA'^TON GLASS
JOSEPH SWICKARD
The first of a
London

series oj

J.

Adamson

Productions from Published Stories

New Compton

Cbarioz Crott Kead

EFFICIENT FOREIGN DISTRIBUTION
ZS West 43rd St., New York
Cable Address
Kleinway, New York
:

Telephones: Vanderbilt ?522

Addmi

Napoleon Filmi,
I

ALMA BENNETT
FRANK GLENDON
GRVCE DALTON

Six Vtaor

Just

Merit"

Cable Addrrwei

Ltd.

London

St.

W.

C. 2

S.V1ICUFILMS

New York
PlZORFlLkdS

-

2523

GET IN LINE WITH KLEIN
I

:

THE
Iday, October

3,

S^^

DAILY

1926

mkruptcies in Hungary

—Thirteen

producing units
le gone into bankruptcy because of
^* of money to carry on production.
dapest

New

Eight

OF THE OWNERSHIP
UKQUIRKO HY THE ACT OF ETC
GRESS OK AUGUST 24, 1912 CONOf "l HE FILM DAILY," published daily

.ST.\TE.ME.\T

.MA.\AOE.\IENT, CI RCUI.ATION,

—

And

That's That

Hauptmann
Four theaters in Stockholm arc IJOUSTON, Texas, has contributed
[lerlin
Hans Kyser, who wrote showing "The Last Days of Pompeii,"
'•^ its share to the picture industry.
scenario for "Faust," objects to the Italian picture,
simultaneously.
This city donated King Vidor, Ralph
ling Gerhart Hauptmann write the
*
*
*
Spence and
|:s.
The Swedish censors, during the 12 ihey went toEdward Sedgwick. When
Hollywood some years
months from July, 1925, to July, 1926, ago each
named the end of the busiNew French Trade Papers
passed films totalling 4,002,499 meters
ness he desired to enter and each has
'aris
Two new trade publications in length. For the same
period a year succeeded.
e appeared. They are "La Critique ago the figures
were 3,615,048 meters.

—

—

ematographique" and "L'evohition
ematographique
et
Theatrale."

h are weeklies.

6 Society Stunt Dramas
Balshofer Productions
Starring Wm. Barrymore

J

*'•

of

)

New

York, N. Y., for October 1, 1926.
Defore me, a notary public, in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appcareil John W. Alicoate, who, having been
duly sworn accordinf? to law, deposes and

at

says that he

is

UAILY," and

"THE FILM

the Publisher of
that the following

is, to the
best of his know'edge and belief, a true stateof the ownership, management (and if a
daily paper,
the circulation), etc., of the
aforesaid publication for tlie date shown in
the above caption required by the Act of
August 24th, 1912, embodied in Section 443,
Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the
reverse of this form, to wit

inriit

—

;

DONALD CAMPBELL
St,

County

'

Harry Reichenbach, press agent
extraordinary, broke into print yesterday and how! This time he was
1.
That the names and addresses of the
revealed as a "sponsor" of- a com- publisher, editor, managing editor, and busimittee to welcome Queen Marie of ness managers are:
18th.
He will make one picture in the Roumania and "a gracious prince
Publisher, John W. Alicoate, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y. Editor, Maurice D.
States for Famous, staying six months {incog)" to the United States.
In- Kann, 1650 Broadway.
New York, N. Y.
and then return to Ufa in Berlin.
cidentally, it is a matter of record Managing Editor, Maurice D. Kann, 1650
that "The Prince of Tempters" is Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Business
Manager, Donald M. Mersereau, 1650 Broadsoon coming to the Strand.
Danish Censors Ban "Potemldn"
way, New York, N. Y.
Copenhagen The Board of Cen2.
That the owners are "Wid's Films &
Pittsburgh is going in for brown Film Folk," Inc., 1650 Broadway, New
sors, after many delays, has finally
N. Y.; John \V. Alicoate, 1650 Broadderbies, in a certain sense.
refused a permit to "Potemkin"
Two York,
way, New York, N. Y.
Estate of Joseph
houses
played
the
last-released Dannenberg, 1650 Broadway, New York,
Johnny
Hines
N.
Y.
picture
there
the past
Building 2,000 Seater in Cologne
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgaCologne Emelka-Munich is erect- week and the star made a personal gees and 'other security holders owning or
appearance
at
one
of
them.
ing a first run here which will seat
holding 1 per cent or more of total amount
Jannngs Arrives on the 18th
Berlin
Emil Jannings sails for
America on Oct. 8, arriving in New
York aboard the Albert Ballin on the

—

FOREIGN TERRITORY

New York,
New York,

State of

By PHIL. M. DALY,

Stockholm.

in

11

Houses

Stockholm Eight new theaters will
shortly open in Sweden.
Three are
in small towns and five, all first runs,

Objects to

130 W. 46th
N. Y. C.

;

'

;

'Doncameo'
N. Y.

—

;

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

MOUNTAN,

City

—

Exclusive foreign representatives {or
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and distributors.

Ufa Set

in Scandinavia

Oslo

Films,

—Ufa

of

has
Fotor-

Berlin,

new agreements with

ama, of Copenhagen, and with Kommunernes Filmcentral, of Oslo, whereby its product will continue to be

London Address:

handled

Mr. Arthur Levey,
Portland

"Jumping

signed

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

31

of bonds, mortgages, or other securities are

2,500.
Pres.

these

Place,

W. I. England
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris
Cable Adress: DEEJAY. London

throughout

Scandinavia by

two companies.

London,

RICH PIC.

Cable Address:

N. Y.

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

Goldstein Going to Havana
Louis Goldstein, M-G-M manager

THE FIRST BRAY
McDougall Alley Comedy

at

Guatemala

for the past

New York

two

years,
to take

Saturday
company's ofifice at
Havana, where he will have the territory comprising Cuba, Porto Rico,
Santo Domingo and Venezuela.
left

charge

of

the

Exhibitors to Produce
Stockholm

—

Swedish

exhibitors

Grainger

is

leaving for the Coast again. It's his
third transcontinental jump since
the Fox convention in April.

Burger on Midwest Trip
Paul

Burger,

assistant

Feist, general sales

M,

manager

to
of

Felix

M-G-

Saturday for

Chicago, Des
Moines, Kansas City, St. Louis and
other Midwest branches.
He will
spend some time with the special
training crew for salesmen now opleft

Rural Life of Norway in Films
Oslo A series of five subjects on
rural life of this country will be pro- erating
duced and shown by the Government. Vogal,

—

Jimmy"

the Middle West. Eugene
si)ecial representative, will accompany him as far as Des Moines.
in

Scenic Artists Give Ball
Annual ball of United Scenic Artists will be held tonight at the Commodore.
Carl Lessing is chairman
of the arrangements committee.
A
number of stars have reserved boxes.

Signs Plymouth, Vt., Band
The William Morris office has
s'gned
the
Plymouth, Vt., Barn
Dance Band to play picture and

have pooled finances and launched a
production unit. The first picture is
already completed and stars Jenny vaudeville houses, opening at Loew's
State, Boston, Nov. 1.
Harry LcnetHasselquist. Work will immediately
ska of the Alorris organization signed
commence on the second.
the musicians, all of whom are relaof President Coolidge.

tives

Movie Talks Over Russian Radio

Moscow — A

series of discussions on

the industry is being held over radio
station "Radio-Peredatscha."

'GETTING HITCHED"
Just

one wonderful 2-reel comedy.

1926-1927

—
—

RELEASES

36

2-reel

52

1-reel subjects

comedies

Sole Foreign Distributor

IMMONDS PICTURES CORP.
220

West 42nd

St.,

New York

Cable: Simfilmco

To Direct for Fox in Germany
Fox Europe Film Prod, has
Berlin
placed Dr. Arthur Robison under con-

—

tract to direct
starts shortly.

the novel
taken.

one picture. Production
Clement Vautel wrote

from which the story

is

New Bray

Publicity Director

New La

Plante Story Bought
"Kiss and Alake Up," original by
Julien Josephson, has been purchased
a starring vehicle
Plante.

as

for

Laura La

Betty Bronson for New Neilan Film
Marshall Neilan is to make a second production starring Betty Bronson.
His most recent picture, "Everybody's Acting," now is being cut

Pfitzner.

and

—The

That the two paragraphs next above,

giving the names of the owners, stockholders,
security holders, if any, contain not only the
list
of stockholders and security holders as
they appear upon the books of the company,
but also in cases where the stockholder or
security holder appears upon the books of tlie
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the name of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting, is given
also that the said two paragraplis conta n
;

statements embracing

and

full

know

edije

to the circumstances and conwhich stockholders and security
not appear upon the Ijooks
as trustees, hold stock and

belief as
ditions under

holders
of the

atiftant's

who do
company

capacity other than that of a
and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association, or corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds or other
securities than as so stated by him.
securities in a

bona

owner

fide

;

the average number of copies
issue of this publication sold or distriliuted, through the mails or otherw se, to
paid subscribers during the si.K months preceding the date, shown above is 5.253.

That

5.

of each

JOHN W. ALICOATE,
Sworn
1st

day

of

Publisher.

and subscribed before

to

October,

(My commission
Colleen

me

this

1926.

(Seal)
Florence C. Lyons.
expires March 30, 192S.)

Moore Entertains

hostess. Colleen Moore
entertained the press. First National
stars and executives at the Ambassalor yesterday.
Norma and Constance Talmadge, Florence Strauss,
.^ctinsr

as

Robert T. Kane.

Sam

Spring, \\ SanDepinet, Andrew Smith, Jr., Gabriel Hess, J.
Homer Platten, Charles Einfeld, Jack

Ned Marin, Ned

Mulhall

among

and

Lynde

Denig

were

those present.

Prod.

E. F. A. Expanding
E. F. A. has raised its
capital from 400,000 marks to 500,000
marks. The new studio of the company is one of the rnost modern in
Germany and is under directon of M.
Berlin

4.

tell,

Christine Hamilton, recently with
the Associated Exhibitors, has become director of publicity for Bray

:

None.

edited.

Henius Going to Hollywood
Wolff M. Henius, formerly New

York correspondent

of

the

German

"Lichtbildbuehne," has
severed his connections with this
He is mana.ging Conrad
paper.
\'eidt, who has joined John BarrymQr£ in "Francois Villon." Henius
leaves for the Coast tomorrow.
trade

paper,

"U" Salesman Dies
Dana L. Brooks.
Pa.

Dormont,

—

Universal salesman, died after a few
days' illness. He was 34 years old.

J

THE

^^

DAILY

12

Sunday, October

CHARLES

How Guilty Is

A

prohU-iu that often confronts the
projectionist is that of locating a
grounded coil. It is a knotty job
and should not be undertaken by one
not familiar with electrical mechanics.

The proper method

of

approach is
it from
trestle. Pass

it

generator is overloaded,
the temperature of the armature wiT
rise, and heavy sparking of the brushwill result.
If the machine is ope:erated without this overload being
a

of

insulation

the

its

ar-

a short cirbe effected by disf;onne;.ting the short circuited coil
from lhcj:ommutator arms, thus eliminating the defective piece.
coil

Skimping on paper

can

is

necessary

is

to

remove

the

invitirig

of

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades

is

sheriff

Inc.
J.

3678

•--- --.-.. ..4

High Class Trailers

usefulness.

Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

specify
Specify

GOEk
Raw Stock for QUALITY
Sole Distributors:

another way
Don't overlook a bet on windoiv
to padlock displays, for they sell seats.

FISH-SCHURMAN CORP.
45

your theater.
Building

Should the short circuiting of the
coils be due to copper dust, oil, etc.,
between the commutator arms, all
that

and Negative Developing

be destroyed.

Temporary' repair on

cuiicJ

Kadane

Gem.

Release Printing

U.

Every theater is entitled to a good print on every picture played, but in assuring this happy state of affairs, theater owners have a big responsibility.
Your machines
should be inspected regularly by an equipment specialist
and your booth in charge of a competent operator. In
consideration of these factors of the print situation, how
guilty is your theater?

mutator arms.

the

has outlived

— Edward

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

of the trouble is due to carelessness in the theater.
Projectors in poor repair, inexperienced operators
and indifferent handling of prints are contributing causes.
There is guilt on the other side, too, because of improper
inspection and efforts to keep a print in circulation after

generally identified by heavy sparkA smell of burning may be
traced to copper dust or oil on bits
of solder lodged between the com-

may

Frederick House Sold
Frederick, Okla.
has purchased the

Much

ing.

r.i-ilure

who

In the larger cities, the problem has ceased to be a
serious one, but the rank and file of theater owners still
are forced to submit, on occasion, to the just complaints of
aggravated patrons, because of poor prints.

is

removed,

Your Theater?

prints are the bane of the picture business, for,
regardless of the merit of any offering, a poor print will
Forcing patrons to submit
ruin its entertainment value.
to the discomfiture of a poor print, is a sure method of
driving away patronage.

armature, remove

—

N D. L. G. Darling.
operates a string of North Da^
kota houses, has purchased the Stan^
ley at Stanley in association with E.
J. Mcllraith.
Kenmare,

pOOR

the field and set it on a
a current from one of the commutaHold a
tor segments to the shaft.
compass near the conductors, and the
needle will be deflected in a certain
direction due to the flow of current.
the armature is slowly turned
If
around till such time as the compass
needle reverses, the proximity of the
grounded coil is indicated.
The short circuiting of the coils

When

HYNES
Darling Buys Another

Projection Kinks

to take the

F.

1926

Management

Theater Equipment and
By

3,

West 45th

Street

N. Y. Bryant 7243

up good

will

your

in

com7niinity means building
ture box office receipts.

You're

pictures.

selling

Don't

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

up fu- make a failure of the job by trying
to "hand" patrons a bad print.

the

foreign substance.

Hubbard House Running
la.
M. Boehke has

Hubbard,
opened the

—

re-

Electric.

VTET

earnings of the 50 stores which have been acquired by the NaTheater Supply Co., totaled $844,482 or a net per store of $16,890,
it is stated
in a prospectus issued in connection with the floating by the
company of a $1,500,000 sinking fund gold note issue.
i-^

Mace

Falls
R. Mace,
former Wadena exhibitor, has purchased the Lyric from A. J. Hand.
The Lyric is competitor to the LowNorthwest Theaters house.
ell,
Little

Falls,

Little

at

Minn.— J.

Exhibitor Running for Governor
J. K. Hippie, Bijou
Pierre, S. D.
owner, is a candidate for governor
on an independent ticket.

—

tional

The company, which H.

A.

R.

Button heads, plans

to

merge the 50

stores into 22 agencies.

Following

is

the capitalization of the

company:

Authorized
Five-Year 6y2% Sinkincr Fund Gold Notes (this issue).. $1,500 000
Dividend Preferred Stock (no p.ir value)
40.000 Shs.
Common Stock (no par value)
600,000 Shs.
$7 00

Outstanding
$1,500,000
20,000 Shs.
500,000 Shs.

A Statement of earnings of the combined companies for the year ending June 30, 1926, follows:
Sal"
$7,781,500.90
Cost of Goods Sold, Administration and Selling Expenses
6,963,244.70
SdlinR Profits
Other Income

$

Xct Profits hefore Other Deductions
Other Deductions

$

949.694.21
105,21 1.73

Net Income before Federal Taxes
Maximum Annual Interest Charges

$
$

844.482.48
97,50o!oO

The

following

on

these

Notes

indicates

the

increased

earnings

of

the

concerns:
Months End'd
December 31, 1923
December 31, 1924
December 31, 1925
June 30th, 1926 (as shown
12

Net Earning^

above)

The new concern owns

$161,990.85
303.906 92
633,125.80
844,482.48

Number

Net per

of Stores
39
43

Store
$4,152
7.066
13,465
16,890

47
50

NOVELTY TOYS,

value,

with a Sc to
assorted in a box for only
$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1000 and One kinds
of novelties and celebration goods in general
is

retail

FREE.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us
duce ourselves to your entire liking.

a chain store system of 50 stores situated in
the leading cities of 24 states.
It distributes more than 300 principal accessories.

intro-

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
37 Ella

818.256 20
131,438.01

tabulation

100-GIFT

15c

Cincinnati, Ohio

St.

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT VSAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby. Inc
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St..

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

I

Apparent on the screen
The Improvement in the rendering of color
values in black and white tones,
ture

is

when

the pic-

printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive,

is

readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons
that's

what

will

really

notice the difference

counts

at the

box

— and

office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
now the same price as ordinary negative.
keeps

as well as ordinary negative and,

for the lighting in the darkroom,
in the
it's

same manner

as

is

is

It

except

developed

ordinary negative.

Yet

an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

NEW YORK

£

Grantland
RlcdS
The Whole World Is Sport-Mad
Turn This Fact To Your Advantage
Gertrude Ederle swims the Channel, breaks into the headlines
of the world's press,

and

ever gave anybody.
is

a

first

page

Suzanne Lenglen turns professional and

The Dempsey-Tunney

story.

miles of publicity.

gets the biggest w^elcome New^ York,

The newspapers

find sports

fight

is

getting

one of the big-

gest circulation builders.

The

interest

is

Capitalize on

there.

edited by the country

s

it

with the Sportlights,

biggest sports authority.

ber great.

Produced by John

L.

Hawkinson

Pafhepict ure

Every num-

TAemfSPkm

ULTHE NEWS

lo/'FlLMDOM

ALL THE TIME

VOL. XXXVIII

No.

Monday, October

3

Pathe-P. D. C.

AS

moves

the industry

tions

well into

fits

One

it-

This

self attracted to another.
is

RALPH WILK

By

organization will find

either so because the one fac-

ABROAD

REEL SALES

PATHE-P. D.C. POOL

Apparatus on Exhibit London Hears Educ'l and Merger Conferences On—
But Final Decision Is In
Pathe Are Considering
—Will H. Hays to Talk
No Way Set
Tonight
Joint Action
The

grooves.

its

BANKERS CONFER ON

New

industry

entire

Price 5 Cents

MAY COMBINE SHORT

AT BRIARCLIEE TODAY

field

until the

1926

on,

narrows.
The
natural process of economic adjustment will bring
about mergers and consolidathe

ENGINEERS MEET

P.

.

4,

Lodge, N.

Briarcliff

Y.— The

fea-

ture of the twenty-second convention
of the Society of M. P. Engineers, or-

ganized in Washington in 1915, which
opened here today wjll be a dinner
to be tendered Will H. Hays to-

London

reported from
Educational is giving
It

is

that

serious consideration to the opening of its own

exchanges

throughout

Europe

only for the distribution of
product but of other short

its

not

own

financial groups which control
Pathe and Prod. Dist. Corp. have
under advisement a pooling of interests and the formation of a common companv to serve both corpor-

ate

interests.

The deliberations are well under
enabled to provide what
subject
way. The ramifications involved in
releases as well.
the other does not possess or night.
The British advices further de- a deal of this importance have been
because the combination of the
Wednesday night, the convention clare there has been discussed a mu- ihe cause of a number of conferIt is understood that while
two can better face the existing banquet will be held at the Briarcliff tuality of distributing interests with ences.
Manor. Various new apparatus will Pathe so that both organizations will Merrill, Lynch and Co. for Pathe
condition in the business.
also be demonstrated on that evening. sell jointly on the Continent.
It is and the Milbank interests for P. D.
C. lean favorably toward the conThe annual election will be held to{Continued on Page 4)
solidation idea final disposition either
morrow or the day after, with the
Some Factors
for or against is far from determined.
delegates balloting by mail.
Broadcasts Fire Prevention Talk
It now seems that bankers who
{Continued on Page 2)
{Continued on, Page 2)
have a way of knowing how these
Hartford— None of the 15,000 pertor

is

apply

things

generally

business

to

are seriously talking about merging
Pathe and P. D. C. The former company must have felt thepinch of the

theater situation.

inconceivable

It is

any national distributor not

that

in-

Debut

"Glory"?

w^ith

Fox Talking Film May Be
duced with

War
in

Special

Intro-

Sometime

January

The talking film controlled by
Fox organization may make its

the
de-

connection with the premiere
Price Glory?" around the
the other hand, you will find P. D. first
of the year.
No decision has
C. operating its own
distribution been reached, but the plan is being
when Pathe has a system that given serious consideration.
Exhibitors in the Greater New
blankets the country in thorough
fashion

.

On

has not.

terested in exhibition

but
of

in

"What

{.Continued on

Keith-AIbee, half-owner of

Pathe
D. C, use many shorts.
needs the theater outlet.
It is not difficult to devise reasons
as to the why and wherefore of the
P.

Page 2)

Lothar Mendjs'

first

indication

American picwhat might

of

era

a fine appreciation of

angles

cam-

and how they can enAlways re-

hance dramatic values.

strained in his treatment, yet withal
sure of his strokes, Mendes handles
his production elements with

Superlatives
amiss for the cast. Ben
a surprise, especially in
technique.

the

first

He

does very commendable
trouping.
Lois Moran is altogether
charming and effective.
Lya de
Putti again shows her ability, in a
Ian
sympathetic role this time.
Keith is thorougtily splendid as is
reels.

Sam Hardy
TJje sLory

to films, he said.

Enlarging "U" Plant
Additional new ofiices

Hollywood

—

and dressing rooms are being added
Universal studio.

to the

as the
is

in

comedy
itself

relief.

logical

and

Basically then, it was
Add to this defj treatment
sound.
and capable players and result shows.
interesting.

KANN

Detroit Fertile Field

in

Keith-Albee Plans New Houses in
City and Suburbs in Expansion

Program

Detroit

— Keith-Albce

is
planning
an expansion program here, figuring
on new houses in suburban districts.
Recent visit of E. F. Albee to the
city has convinced the circuit that
Detroit and vicinity is a fertile field
for theater expansion and new houses

are in the offing, following closing
of a deal which gives the company
the theater under construction at

Highland Park.
is

among

Definite steps towards the formation of an international film organization have been taken by the Paris
Conj;ress, says a "Herald-Tribune"
A commission is to be
dispatch.
named to develop a Societe Univer-

du Cinema.
Favorable action has also been
taken on the proposal to form an

selle

{Continued on Page 5)

Whittaker

in Berlin

—

Berlin Charles Whittaker has arrived to supervise Ufa production for

Famous.

Producing in Hungary

—

JTiffanv

Prod,

engaged Robert Frazer
Gasnier

Louis

Mason

is

will direct.
to co-star.

Sheehan

in

having

for the lead.

Shirley

New York

in

New York

His stay here
weeks.

will

from

Hollywood.

be limited to four

Control European

Works

Hamilton Thompson, who recently
took over Service for Authors, Inc.,
plans to bring the material of important writers of Europe to American producers. J. C. de Tabibe, associated with Thompson, sailed on
the DeGrasse Saturday to handle the
European end.
His headquarters
will be in Paris.

End house

East

Would

Close Houses

—

Pittsburgh Alove of the city to enforce the 1923 code of fire regulations
would mean closing of about 75 theaters here, it is contended in protest
made against the proposed enforce-

ment.

Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox,
is

An

several planned.

—

not

Lyon was

fires

WTIC

—

skilled

are

by

Frazer in Tiffany Lead
Hollywood The fourth option on
Hollywood
Production on "Sin Fire Code
the contract of Betty Bronson has
Cargo" will commence at Fine Arts
been taken up by Famous.

Form World Union

be expected from him.
Lubitsch
touches is what this German uses.

He shows

lost their lives

imriTediately.

"The Prince of Tempters"

An

who

1925 were employed in producing or
distributing pictures, R. G. Sidley
of First National said in broadcasting a Fire Prevention Week talk
from Station
Saturday night.
Out of a $550,000,000 fire loss in 1924
in America, none of it is attributed

Renews Bronson Contract

deliberations.

ture.

sons

Loew

Set in Syracuse
N.

—

Y.
ork will be
speeded on the nev
w theater
at South Salina, We^i Jefferson and
South Clinton Sts. A settlement has
been effected disposing of two store
leases in the Griffin Building, one of
Syracuse,

'

'

A

theater
the group in the block.
office building will be erected
there at a cost of $2,000,000.

and

for Hollywood
George E. Kann of Sterling Pictures on Saturday left for a month's
stay in Hollywood.

Kann Leaves

Budapest "Ustak" is a new Hungarian producing company, founded
by the Berlin-Staaken Film Co. and
"Beloved Rogue," New Title
"Devil's Island" for Oct. 15
the Hungarian branch of Fox. Four
Hollywood— "The Beloved Rogue"
productions are planned, two of which
of
the
"Devil's Island," second
will be strictly Hungarian and the Chadwick "First Division Pictures," is the title chosen for John Barrymore's Francois Villon film.
other two with an international cast. will be released on Oct. 15.

.

.

THE
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?
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(<'filmdom ^^FM^'^^^allthe time

trip,

Detroit— Cases
Monday. Oct. 4, 1926

PriceSCents

in

The Film

Trade has made it a pracconstantly check up situations
where bicycling is suspected. Heavy
Board

Publisher

of

damages have been
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
President and
J. W. Alicoate,
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau. Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21,

N.

19f8, at the post-office at New
Y.. under the act of March 3,

Terms (Postage

York
1879

United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign.
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
all
communications
THE
FILM
Address
to
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
Filmday, New York.
dress:
free)

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

W.

London,

Francaise.

—
Paris — La

I.,

Rue

5,

Cinematographie

Saulnier.

instances

collected

when

have been uncovered and

now, with criminal prosecution possible, the board intends to use this
severer method of stamping out any
semblance of the practice.
Most of the trouble has been with
exhibitors

who

(Continued from Page

of bicycling are in-

this territory.

tice to

lOHN W. AllGOATE

are

some

distance

frofn Detroit and who take advantage
of the fact that ordinarily salesmen
come into this city for the week-end.
Several of these cases have been
aught when salesmen remained in the
section owing to the press of summer
sales campaigns.

Bankers Confer on
PatheP.D.G. Pool
from Page

of the entertainment features
will be a visit to the United States
military academy at West Point. The
One huntrip will be made by bus.
dred and fifty delegates are expected
to attend the convention, ^yhich will
be in session until Thursday night.
The program for today is as fol-

lows

1)

will

be annexed.

address, W. B.
Inc.
Cook,
Kodascope Libraries,
New business, renorts. "Progress of
Industry," Carl E. Egeler, National
Laboratory Works, Cleveland.

High Low Close

&

-

'Bal.

i

Eastman

Famous
.

1

&

Film

Inspect

.X

1

.

Nafl
Film

385^
63

63 '4

38H

120

USV4 120

organization, half

121K

12154 \2\Va,

7254

2,900

26'A

26J4

26'A

300

2,400

97^

5

30

Roxy Common .... lO'A
50

'Warner Bros
Warner Pictures
Warn'-r Pict.

.

.

"A"

• La-^t Prices
•• Philadelphia

9 'A

9H

50

50
88
9 -A

9

5,000

93'A
i

31'/,

.

47)<
^f>y*

Quotad
Market

4VA
S2A

95
47

12,000
55*^ 53,700

and Ask
B ond Market

London, Ky.

London, Ky.— Mrs. Tony Zoellers
has sold the Laurel to M. Crowell
of Stanford.

Universal and Warner

theaters, goes to Phillip N. Landa
of Tulsa, Okla.
Twenty-five prizes
of Eastman Cine- Kodaks were also

1926,"

in

E.

T.

Hays

Theater
Rochester; "The

School o.f Music,
Theater Movement in the Cinema," Symon Gould. Film Arts Guild;
"Preservation of Historical Films,"

Pace & Bouma Add Another
Lake City, la.
Pace & Bouma,

—

Little

W.

office.

Eastman

director

Perkins,

director

M.

of

P.

who

operate houses at West Union,
Pocahontas and Traer, have pur-

chased the Star.

Corinne Griffith Plans Trip

7:00— Dinner.

Los Angeles

Sidelights

He

meeting of the
The board includes President Cook,
Vice-President M. W. Palmer, Fa-

Titles

mous

U.

control

of

Welcome Flinn Back
A welcome home meeting was

ten-

dered John C. Flinn Saturday at the
Astor by home office executives and
the personnel of P. D. C. exchanges

arrived

morning for the
Board of Governors.

Players: Secretary

A.

J.

com-

"Purple

Fine Linen," Corinne Griffith
plans a vacation trip to Europe.

approximates $20,000,000.
Effective Saturday, Pathe again as

yesterday

the

and

vanguard of delegates.
early

—-Following

pletion of her next picture,

in theater construction.
Its estimate for new houses this vear

QUALITY PRINTS
and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Sum-

mers, Edison Lamn Works; Treasurer W. C. Hubbard, Cooper-Hewitt,
Plainfield N. J.; L. C. Porter, J. R.
Theiss, Du Pont Company, Parlin.
N. J.; J. C. Kroesen.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
S.

Palisades

3678

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

Big Oakland Theater
and New Jersey. Flinn,
Oakland. Cal. A theater costing
with Haydn Duke, returned the pre- nearly
$2,000,000 and extending from
vious dav from a 10,000 mile tour of 18th to
19th Sts. on the west side of
in

New York

—

exchanges.
Flinn will be in Chicago today to attend the opening of
the Palace, Orpheum house, tonight.

Debut with "Glory"?
(CotitiMued

from Page

1)

York territory have been told by
members of the Fox sales force that
talking film can be placed in
the average theater at an average
price of $500 and that the process has
been_ so perfected that the actual
physical installation is merely a matter of hours.

Tcleeraph Ave.

by

the

soon to be erected

is

West Coast Theaters.

Inc.,

according to well

authenticated
ports in Oakland yesterday.

re-

Cosman Feeling Better
Jack Cosman. wlio was hit bv

a
taxi while crossing the street Friday,
is reported doing nicely.
is convalescing at his home.

100-GIFT

NOVELTY TOYS,

15c

value,

retail

He

is

Lenning

—

at

Reading

ing Loew's Colonial.

offering 1000 and One kinds
and celebration goods in general

Our Catalog
of novelties

Reading. Pa. Livingston Lenning
former St. Louis showman, is manag-

with a 5c to
assorted in a box for only
$3.00

FREE.

Send for BOTH at once, and let us introduce ourselves to your entire liking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
37 Ella

Cincinnati,

St.

ai

Fox in Munich
Munich —The Fox unit producing
in Germany will work in thi.s city
part of the time.
A new studio will

be finished shortly.
Sutherland in East Soon
Eddie Sutherland, who has ju.st
completed "We're in the Navy Now,"
co-starripp WaJJace Beery and RayOrigrinal Negatives of Everything
mond Hatton, is expected to start for
New York in a few days.
in Motion Picture Stock Shots
Sells Laurel,

Second prize is awarded to Mrs. E.
L. Saunders, Little Rock, Ark., who,
receives a trip for two to the SesquiCentennial Exposition, Philadelphia.
Third award, annual passes for two

Ohio

A

tt Bid
t

Problems

Clarke,

their

Am

Trans-Lux Screen

..

5m

32

erary.

1,500

15J4
52

Rjoxy

Units

47

23'A

97'A

year to Mrs. Pearl Hin-;
Windfall, Ind.
She sails.!
from New York Dect. 14 on the
Belgenland to follow a 132 days' itin-

—

of the Cin-

n%

46'4

9TA

•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Picture

100
100

7m

tParamount B'way

Skouras Bros

2,000

73

• Intern
'1
Project.
Loew's, Inc
47
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A".. 53

''Stan. Co. of

300
100
350

102

"A"

owner

been active

Sales

8,500

m m m

"A"..

•

•

385^

Pfd..

.

,

37

73 54

Pfd..

X Theaters

;

37

Kodak.. 118^^ 118^ 118^

Play.

''

37

63^g

Players..

Fam.
'First

1

Pfd
Katz.
Katz Vtc.

Seat.

of

awarded.
More than 700,000 entered the contest, the subject of which was "Why
Luncheon.
1 :00
The com.Ad- I Like Motion Pictures."
"Technical
2:00— Papers..
vance." Martin J. Quigley, publisher petition was conducted through 57
cooperating
with
the
of "Exhibitors' Herald"; "An Exhib- newspapers

The Keith-Albee

phvsical distribu
tion for Associated Exhibitors, Inc

Quotations

Balaban

this

shaw

to all Publix,

— Presidential

ema Corp. of America which is the
J. C. Kroescn of the Edison Lamp
holding company for P. D. C, has Works, Harrison, N. J., was in the

sumed

.

goes

Should the amalgamation develop, Division, Department of Agriculture.

Activity in film curb issues worked ^ 2'A
point drop on a Balaban & Katz turn-over
of 350 shares,
whereas in the same exchange Warner Pictures took a half-point
rise on a sale of 12.000 shares.
The only
other sharp change experienced during an
otherwise placid morning was the loss of
IJ^ points on Warner Pictures "A" which
had brisk calls on a lively fluctuating change.

Vtc.

— Registration.

11:15^

there is reason to credit the reports
that theaters on a wholesale scale

Seat.

:

9 :30

F.

Financial

1)

One

itor's

(.Continued

Am.
Am.

1926

Rare
M. P. Engineers Meet Wins G. M. S. Contest
A round-the-world
National
At Briarcliff Today Greater
Around Michigan
Movie Season contest prize,

frequent
XXXVIII No. 3

4,

Bicycling

(rHtWSPAPiB

Vol.

Monday, October

WAFILMS,
W.

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

m .BiiBi »i »

>^

John D.Tippett, Inc.

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Raw Stock

CONSULT VS-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Negative and Positive
All Colors

Chas, G. WiHoughby, Inc.

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
130 West 46th St.
Bryant 8181

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St..

New York

Phone P«ma. 6S64
Ktfi

1540 Broadway

6040 Swuet BWd.

New York City

Calif.
Hollywood,
od, Calif,

1

I.

t
I

"The crush was

POLICE RESERVES

so

great at the Capitol

Theatre that

it

was

necessary to call out
police reserves to keep
the crowd in order."

CALLED OUT
TO HANDLE
FOUR HORSEMEN
CROWDS AT

-FRONT PAGE
NEWS STORY IN
N. Y.

TELEGRAPH

CAPITOL,

ff

N, Y.

All records going!
NEVER such a hit
THE triumphant return
OF "The Four Horsemen"
STARTS on its historic way
ACROSS the world.

SHOWMEN

everywhere

ARE watching
NEWSPAPERS TELL ABOUT
THE TERRIFIC CROWDS!
women and children flocked
into the theatre. Hundreds were packed in the
lobby waiting to get in after many standees had
been seated. The box-office lines stretched blocks
to right and left of the theatre entrance. All
roads seemed to lead to the Capitol.

Thouspjnds of men,

— Dorothy

Herzog, Daily Mirror

POLICE

the Capitol, N. Y.

called out

...

.

RECORDS broken ....
NEVER such a sensation.
ITS success will be repeated
IN every city in America.

GET your

share!

Rudolph Valentino's adoring public flocked to
the Capitol yesterday. They crowded the sidewalks in lines of twos and threes to gaze upon
Valentino as Julio, the picturesque character that
first brought him fame.
Louella O. Parsons, N. Y. American

—

Before the doors of the Capitol were opened,
there were scores waiting to get in. At 4 the
lobbies were jammed, while a line from both sides
of the box-office stretched around the block.
— H. D. S., Morning Telegraph

Better than

have missed

it
it

was six years ago. We wouldn't
even if we had to stand.
—Harriet

Vrxderhill,

Herald-Tribune

REX INGRAM'S
fn-ociwction

Those who haven't seen it should. Those who
have, will want to see it again. "The Four Horsemen," a magnificent production.
•

— Rose Pelsuick,

0/ Ihanez novel

with.

VALENTINO-Alice Terry

/

Eve. Journal

METRO-GOLDWYN

—

THE

s2^

DAILY

Daylight Saving Effect Slight
Montreal Cool spells and uncertain weather conditiojis conil)ined to
make daylight saving in Canadian
citieSj which ended a few days ago,
less effective than last year, so far as

A Review of Reviews

—

y

theater business

is

concerned.

Ottawa and Hull are
Canadian cities which have returned
treal,

;
I

'

Monamong

I
-

to standard time.

1

s
'

c
i

1

Anderson on Trip

By i.n.iAx

;r.

Exhibitors^

Raymond

Griffith in "You'd
to astonish his
audience with a new line of comedy
l)ased on a more or less spooky idea,
but offering a good lot of laughs.
Ray is a coroner called in to decide
the
guilty
one in a mysterious
murder case. Sounds like a difficult

Daily Reminikr

Be Surprised' aims

The

ment.

which
picture

will be

for

George B.

Seitz's next

Metropolitan.

Another German Aspirant
Greta Rue, German actress, has
been signed for the M-G-M stock

company.

Laymon Finishes Comedy
Fatty Laymon has finished work
Irish
Nose," two-reel
"Abie's
comedy, directed by Sid Smith for
Sava.

in

Films for Dry Cause Sought
Los Angeles Use of pictures as a
medium for combating "wet propaganda" is to be considered by the
National W. C. T. U.

the action

that practically

fact

occurs

in

one scene

Have heating

—

—

Tom

Mi-x's latest gallop, ran past

all

stop signals and went smashing along
into all kinds of action and thrills.
Real live action picture with Tom
leading a band of mail robbers a merchase.
variety of rescues,
ry
stunts, escapes and the like make for
five reels of great excitement.

A

May Combine

katt

Oado tily, Fla.— J.
a^,
become manager

Reel Sales Abroad
(Cottliniiccl

believed

that

fiom Page

an

existing

1)

in

in

Great

to

the

Britain has given birth
idea that the policy might
lie
extended to other countries as
well.
It is more or less generally
known that the Hudson Bay Co.,
which is financially interested in
both Ideal in London and Educational in America influenced the common
deal in England.
E. R. Russell, chairman of Educational (English) as well as chairman of Ideal, is now in New York.
While admitting that Educational has
for some time considered the plan
calling for it§ own European exchanges, he said there had been
nothing of a definite nature decided

upon.

House
McCarthy

tk

B.
of Universal's

tliei

sliii

111

)iitedi

Banks at Roach Studio
The Monty Banks unit will produce

ot

lor

Iks

he remainder of its series for Pathe
the Hal Roach studios.

it

ijram

Eismi

"Don Juan" Breaks Records
Sid (jrauman reports that "Don

scenarize

will

Elinor

Glyn's

Clarence Badger
with Clara Bow as star.

which

"Diplomacy"
Paramount
Rivoli
(Week Ending Sept 17)
DAII.y NEWS—* * * Very good
*

*

Entire cast

*

*

picture.

Must have

_

*

*

Mystery

which audience knows all about the
mystery. * * * Likely to prove a good bo.xothce draw.
GRAPHIC—*
Imposing array of
names. * » * Just another movie not up to
the high standard Mickey Neilan once set
himself.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
ventional

melodrama.

Iierfectly

played

POST —

*

* Pretty con
each part is so

.Still

you

that

believe

them

in

all.

*

*

Russian intrigue has been
*
the original plot, already complicated enougli, and the result is fairly amus-

added to

.SUN —

ftta

"It,"
direct

*

* *

It

bo.K-otHce.

TELEGRAM—*

through
cision

the

actors

*

*

there

biit

•

with

plot

puppets.

of

however, be very suc*
* Rehash of a

will,

dearth

a

is

Characters strut
the tame indeGathering of able

all

*

*

of

tkeC

il2f

tk'

w

studios.

)l

'.VRC

Lasky Signs Imboden Parrish
Imboden Parrish, extra player in
'We're in the Navy Now," has been
added to the Paramuont stock company for a long term.

littess

[and,

Brown to Direct "Fourflusher"
Reginald Denny's
Lhiiversal City
next for Universal will be the "Fourflusher," and will be directed by Mel-

—

ville

ably

'

*

scon
pol

It a I

Brown.

the

Talbot Added to Writing Staff
Culver City Hayden Talbot has
been added to the writing staff of
M-G-M and is with George Hill,
director, on his next production.

latht

—

las

Iters

>'•

lil:

is
rtlla,

a

dei>rec
class

the

Fair-to-middling

cxliibit.

First National

life-

*

*

« *

*

you probably

good

cast,

If
will

skillful

enjoy the

direction

and

DAILY NE\V.S— *

*

»

A

New

the
titles, a
excellent

*

*

*

of several features better
Story, too, is improbable.

GRAPHIC —

a director
flair
for comedy
thicken.
cast,

who
and

is

omitted.

Uoasts an imposting
reputed to have a
a

plot

Only

ero,

WHY?

acted
as a

leiae

linkii

ctwe

ALBERT

G.

iroiij

RUBEN

'oltit,

Incorporated

iiirse,

itiira'

Entertaining

spite
*

ays,

isky

good program

EVENING JOURNAL—*

EVENING WORLD—*

that

tills

ilnor'

atura

Neat comedy of
you can forgive

picture and one does not lose interest in fob
lowing the fortunes of Sadie and Herb
• Slight but
amusing. « «
Xhe director introduces
clever local touches.

*

Dte\i

18)

photoglaphy.

in

my

Life Insurance

Strand
(Week Ending Sept.
ork

Devoting

Entire Efforts to

"Subway Sadie"

\

liarlol

melodrama.

story,

Wl

.

I

AMERICAN—*

a

ella c

ivwa

there

\'ery well acted, conventional, reason-

coherent

in

10

liistrionic

Intrigue

suspense this pliotoplay possesses
of entertainment wftich puts it in
of mildly interesting movies
*

ca

itor

—

*

m

lis

and plenty of it. * « » Story takes speed
and actions and holds the interest unlagging.
TIMES * * * Through a modicimi of

WORLD—*

i

"f

op])ortunilies.

*

k

II

ing.

cessful at the
famous phay.

wei

»e w

satire.

story in

for

'Otk
ps

scenario writers and title writers are
now actively engaged at the Para-

mount Coast

ml

I

—

been directed by Marsliall Neilan as a
* *
*
Impressive cast.

EVENING WORLD

will

j;

jj^

Forty-four on Editorial Staff
Hollywood
Forty-four authors,

competent

is

EVENING JOURNAL—*

Hers.

Juan" has broken all attendance records at the Egyptian.
It is in its
sixth week.
"It" Scenarists Signed
Hope Loring and Louis Lighton

Newspaper Opinions

arrange-

London

whereby Ideal
handles both Educational and Pathe
ment

—

Crescent.

TELEGRAPH—*

Short

i

ills,

VicCarthy Managing Florida

a

ews are named as heirs. Some interImprovements Planned
esting complications.
Priscilla Dean
Los Angeles Improvements cost- in "The Speeding Venus" drove a
'ing $50,000 are planned at Tec-Art gearless car across the continent and
-•studios for Inspiration.
thereby helped another young man
on the road tQ^ fortune. Good comWillimantic House Sold
edy and some clever action in this
Willimantic, Conn. Alfred Oden picture, with Priscilla working hard
.and Herbert A Gillette have purchas- as ever to keep her crowd with her.
,ed the Strand.
"The Great K & A Train Robbery,"

iepart'

itfd

rating the Solon and Frazer.

system inspected

the reissue was worth while.
The
picture, in spite of the successes that
have followed it in the years since its
release,
still
remains one of the
best and readily confirms the fact
that it was his work in this that sent
Valentino soaring to the heights
which he later attained.
Two satisfactory offerings appeared

$50,000

iireN

nian, who operates the Isis at -Web
ter City.
H. N. Davies has been in
ontrol of the city for some time, op

"

double program bill at Loew's
on Tuesday. "Romance
of a Million Dollars" told the story
of an inheritance wherein two neph-

mad

—

a

New York

jipartt

jow

all

is

I ship

Competition for Spencer
Spencer, la. Competition will be
brought to this city by A. C. Shune-

novel angle of the production.
"Kosher Kitty Kelly," previously
commented upon, drew at the Colony
theater and "The Marriage Clause,
also reviewed before its theater presentation, plajed at the Hippodrome.
"Sparrow^s" cjjntinued at the Strand.
Rudolph Valentino in "The Four
Horsemen" was revived at the Capitol and judging from the throngs trying to gain admittance to the theater,

on

1926

—

Hold overs and reissues occupy
most of the screens of Broadway
houses.

4,

Montana Theater Moves
Troy, Mont. The Princess is now
moved to the auditorium formerly occupied by the Lincoln, W. F. Kien
itz, owner of the former house, having taken a long-term lease on the
property. Mrs. Bert Kinkaid is managing the theater.

bkenxan

problem for a comedy, but the idea
R.
V.
Anderson,
International is cleverly handled, and although
News sales manager, is on a trip tc "You'd Be Surprised" isn't as great
the Buffalo, Toronto and Montreal a laugh maker as some of the star's
exchanges.
previous releases, it is good entertainRitchey Supervising
Will Ritchey will supervise the production of "Jim the Conqueror."

Monday, October

doesn't

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.

long
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MEAN DOUAOS FOB SHOWMEN

"Mare Nostrum"

Astor— "The Big Parade"

—

(M-G-M)
ship building contest tie-up with
[epartment store, novelty caps and
\.

idow

displays.

An arrangement

neat tie-up on a
ship contest with
This store is
department store.
ated just one block from Five
ints, most popular corner in AtThe store gave a dandy winita.
w display with a model of ship,
that the kids got the idea of just
w the ship would look after they
Five thouthe pieces together.
t
id ship contest heralds were disbuted to schools. A girl dressed in
lor outfit passed out the heralds
Some were
the school children.
distributed in the theater by the
jgram girl, and some were given
Eisman's store to pass out to cusners. Girl ushers wore white cloth
lor caps imprinted on the front

made for a
[are Nostrum"
s

Nostrum" and on
These
ps were worn one week in advance,
lerc were some pretty babies wearwith "Mare

le

;

other side "At Loew's."

them, whicji also attracted attenA sign, similar to the one used
n.
the Criterion, over three feet wide
d 12 feet long, in a neat frame was
ng directly over the box-office,
lis w_as used one week in advance
Newsboys wore
the showing.
lor caps, as described above. When
1

were distributed the kids all
rambled for them, which was a
These caps were
ry good flash.
;o distributed to soda clerks and
Tom Jones, Loew's
litresses.
ese

—

-and,

——
—
—
——

Broadway "Across the Pacific"
Cameo "The StronR Man"
"The Four Horsemen"
Caoitol
Colony "The Better '(Ole," opens Tluirsday
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"
"Beau Geste"
Criterion
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome "Gigolo"
Loew's New York— Today "Mare Nostrum
Tuesday— "The Midnight Kiss" and "The

The Name, Address and
Seating Capacity of

—

— "Broken Hearts of Holly
Thursdav — "The Aro-iteur Gentleman
Wednesday
wood"

Every Theatre in the

Friday— "The High Flyer" and "The Dev-

—

United States

il's Dice"
Saturday "The Conquering Power
Sunday— "Fools of Fashion"
"Paradise"
Marlt Strand

—

Rialto
Rivoli

—^"Tin Gods"
—
"It Must Be

Love"
Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Sparrows

—

—

Next Week

— "The Big Parade"
Broadway— Undetermined
Cameo —
—Undetermined
"The Temptress"
Capitol
—
Colony "The Better 'Ole"
"The Scarlet Letter"
Central——
"Beau Geste"
Criterion
—
Embassy "Ben Hur"

Astor

IN

Hippodrome— "Her Wild Night
Mark Strand— "The Nervous Wreck

— "Kid
Rialto
— "The
—
Rivoli

THE

_

Boots"
Quarterback"

Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "It Must Be Love

Kerasotas Plan Third
111.— Gus and Louis
Springfield,
Kerasotas have started construction
on a LOOO seat theater at Sixth and
Washington Aves. Workmen now

are clearing the site for the new
house, to be opened about Feb. 1.
Kerasotas now operate the

1927 Film
Year Book

The

{OUT IN JANUARY)

Strand and Savoy here.

Atlanta.

"The Rainmaker"
(Paramount)
from a plumbthe
g concern and connected it to
Rented

a large spray

way
p of the marquee, in such a
fall
at a large spray of water would
Underthe street at the curb.
;ath the falling was a boy, dress-

I

as a jockey and holding an umlarge
ella on which was printed in
The stunt
tters "The Rainmaker."
worked three days during the
R-.
At other periods, the
u,h hours.
streets with the umthe
)y walked
Imperial,
Irvin,
•ella. —I Warren
;

harlotte, S. C.

"Senor Daredevil"
(First National)
Drew the attention of the public
own
this attraction by sending our
Benor" into the highways and by-

"Senor" was a young Sanisky sheik who wore a gaudy som-ero, and other togs accordingly,
aturally wherever he went he atacted attention. That the "Senor
by
as a real "daredevil" is proved
bar
a
before
posed
he
that
le fact
ays.

^

The
rinking a mug of near beer.
cture was prominently displayed

Sandusky and Cedar
iroughout
Of
oint, shore sum.mering place.
and

attracted attention
it
Durse,
rode
aturally, as the Sandusky Sheik
'ong on his saddled and stirruped

on^ bearing "Senor Daredevil" adertising, he was promptly identied.— George J. Schade, Schade, Sanusky, O.

Gates Wins Promotion
Sidney Gates, former assistant manager of Loew's State, has gone to
Norfolk. Va., to take over manage-

ment

of

Loew's

State.

New House

for Bastrop

J. Goodwin
Bastrop.
new
has started construction on his
The
Square.
House
Court
in
theater

La.— Charles

new house

will

seat

1,000

and

will

cost $100,000.

Havana
Louis Goldstein. M-G-M manager
two years,
at Guatemala for the past
New York Saturday to take
left
Goldstein Going to

at
charge of the company's offices
terthe
have
will
he
Havana, where
Porto Rico,
ritory comprising Cuba,
Venezuela.
and
Domingo
Santo

A

Qreat Book

Cruikshank Editing Walsh Film
Herb Cruikshank is editing and
"A Man of Quality," second

titling

series starof the Excellent Pictures

Covering

ring George Walsh.

Union
Form WorldPage
(^Continued

from

1)

union of film artists
progress of the art.
the
to
dedicated
for an
Plans have also beeji made
to
international photographic bureau
Naof
League
the
with
be associated
international
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All

educational

pictures
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Qreat Industry
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available for
be catalogued and made
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Spirit
yOTHING

LABOR rEDERATION TO

mm

goes

quite so
far in establishing the
good will, the stability
the fairness of a big coration in its dealing with the
lie as its attitude toward its
employees. The big busi1
that is fair with its ems
y^ees is fair with the public
into direct contact
t comes
Hon1 its representatives.
oaks do not grow from dislest acorns.
'hat motion pictures are big
iness is now beyond success-

SEEK

With No
In

—

esprit de corps mo"ifestans of the past few years,
is is a splendid gesture.
t thing for the big companies,
big help to employee enthusin and not insignificant from
standpoint of the successful
)gress of a great industry.
e

A

;

The K. O. Club
latest

tion

of

auxiliary

finer

for

spirit,

pro-

the

better

busi-

and more friendly relations toed
mark yesterday. It is the K. O.
sDonsored by First National,
lb,
s

n Springf,

Ned Marin, Ned Depi-

and A. W. Smith,
quartet

ssive

the

Jr.,

First

of

ag-

National

executives are behind the idea,

!s

takes in the entire sales force of

National and has for its prify object the recognition of those
ismen whose ability and permance are of outstanding charSt

Sacrifice

Wages

splendid thing for a salesto know that in promoting the
a

:rests

of his

company, he

is

ad-

own welfare in a definite
To have a full appreciation of

cing his
r.

fact
ly

that higher

are

posts

up

of

in

his

com-

responsibility

one who proves through
lest endeavor his capabilities.
By
:ing reward where it is due, the
O. Club will take its place alongliting the

;

The
44 hour week

industries.

printing trades have the
{.ContiiiHcd on Page

Fails to
Minneapolis

—

the

many human

making

sidelights that

this truly a big industry.

7)

Comply
United Artists has

forfeited its rights to arbitration in
this territory through failure of its
local blanch to comply with a decision of the arbitration board instructing the branch to pay $300
damages to W. A. Stefifes, Northwest
exhibitor unit president.
The complaijit alleged uniethical
tactics on the part of the branch,
(Continued on Page 7)

Detroit Expansion

—

On

Kunsky-Balaban Katz
have their expansion campaign in
earnest.
With the new Michigan
now launched on what promises to
Detroit

be a successful career the firm is
turning attention to the suburban
field.

A

house

is

under construction

at

(Continued on Page 2)

to Coast

Simon Rowson, joint managing
rector of Ideal and chairman of

di-

the

He arK. R. S.., is at the Astor.
rived from London on Sunday and
leaves for the F. B. O. studio in a
few days.
40 Houses Playing Grange Film

—

Cleveland More than 40 Cleveland houses will play "One Minute
to Play' simultaneously the week of

Nov.

14.

Internationalization

Fact,

M. P. Engineers Society
Is

Told

By RALPH WILK
Briarcliff Lodge, N. Y.
American
films may predominate throughout
the world, but every country is contributing to them, Will H. Hays last

—

night told

M.

members

of the Society of
at its three days con-

Engineers

P.

fOR THIRD QUARTER
Sharp Increase in Profits
Presages New Record
for Year
Showing a sharp increase in profits,
net earnings of Universal for the
third quarter ending Aug. 7, after
provision for Federal taxes, was $848,356, equivalent after preferred dividend requirements, to $3.11 per share
on the 250,000 shares of common
stock outstanding.
This compares
with $1,549,199, or $5.28 per share
of common for the first nine months
of the vear.
Gross income for the
quarter totaled $6,115,404, while the
nine months' gross is placed at $20,848,939.
(Continued on Page 6)

U.

S.

Congress

m

Problem

Salt Lake's

Exchanges Find Checking of Bicycling Hampered by Size of
Territory

—

The bicycling evil,
protected by the size of the territory
served by this exchange center with
Lake City

Salt

this

M.

over and recorded as
"a failure," its sponsors realize that
nothing of international proportions
can be achieved without America participating, according to a Paris dispatch to "The New York Times."
Producers in various countries are
expected to concentrate their ctTorts
towards making releasing agreements
with American companies which involve an exchange of pictures for reP.

The motion picture challenges the
best in science and art, in literature
and business,
religion and the humanities. Hays declared in stating
tha,.t in a few years Hollywood may
well be the art center of the world.
"Great numbers of those in the key
creative positions are direct from su(Continucd on Page 7)

checking of showings difficult, always
has been more or less prevalent in

Aid Needed

that the first International

The banquet to Hays was the highlight of the first day's session marked
by a discussion of internationalism in
tilms.

is

It

territory.
is

a problem

for

exch

...ges

to

reach the outlying pohits and apprehend offender^, but distributors see
in the conviction of three Montana
e.xhibitois a deterrent to future bicycling in all territories. Any instances
of bicycling uncovered will result in
criminal orosecution of oflfenders, it
is promised.

May Produce

in

Canada

—

Montreal Production in Canada
(Continued on Page 7)
and establishment of an exchange at
Vancouver are among topics to be
Says Red Seal's Solvent
discussed at a Toronto meeting callFollowing the passing oi the Out- ed by W. F. Clarke of Cranfield &
of-the-Inkwell Films Inc., into the Clarke.
hands of receivers, Harry Bernstein,

Red

Seal, said yesterday that this
aftect the solof which
Fleischer, president of the Inkwell is
shall go right on
also head.
with all of our pre-arranged plans for
the Red Seal production and distribution," said Bernstein.
of

development does not
vency of the Red Seal

Max

"We

"Potemkin" Negotiations

On

Arrangements are being completed
lor a Bioadway presentation of "Potemkin." "The Station Master," another Russian film, will be on the
same program.

William Walsh Dies

Hannibal,

ALICOATE lowed

AVERS

vention here.

Exhibitor Seeks Office

Audience Makes Orderly Exit
made by

f ILMSJAYS

1" EARNS $848,356

Now

:

is

II

some

Rowson Here Going

;r.
t

in

—

WEEK

Detroit Demand for a five-day
vvee.k. with no sacrifice in wages, will
feature the forty-sixth annual convention of the American Federation of
Labor, which gets under way here
today.
President William Green will
voice the keynote.
In discussing the
shorter week. President Green said:
'The pronouncement of our aims
in Atlantic City last year was along

work week

ALL NATIONS MAKING

The Hague Color is lent to
the report that Educational and
Pathe may distribute jointly
throughout Europe by the deal
closed in Holland with Loet C.
Barnstyn who will handle 150
two reelers of both organizations through a new company,
the Loet C. Barnstyn Short
Reel Syndicate.

Demanded

Shorter Hours

Price 5 Cents

Dual Dutch Deal

That prac- our traditional line of policy. The
contradiction.
dly all of the big producing policy of Henry Ford of establishing
distributing organizations (he five-day week is the direct conseI
re realized the soundness of quence of the foresight shown by
labor.
manent employee cooperation American
"Perhaps unnoticed by the public,
directy mirrored in the defi- this policy has established the shorter

?he

1926

5,

Mo.

— Orderly

the audience

when

exit
fire

was
fol-

a film explosion at the Star.

— Louis

C. Hehl, local exhibitor, is a candidate for the State
Legislature.
St.

Louis

Baltimore
years
erson,
year.

—William

manager
N.

J.,

Walsh, for 16
of the Majestic, Pat-

died here in
survives.

A widow

his

50th

—
THE
ii

eSt!k
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Germans Honor Jannings

—

Vol XXXVIII No.4

Tuesday, OcLS. 1926

PriciSCents

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Berlin Theaters here and other
large German centers are setting
Week" to
aside "Emil Jannings'
honor the star nrior to his departure
tor the United States Oct. 8.

Pommer

Publisher

to

Meet Star

Erich rommcr will come East to
meet
Jannings when the star arrives
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 Broadsvay, New York, N. Y., and
Oct. 16 aboard the Albert Ballin.
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film Pommer is to produce Jannings' inFolks, Inc.
J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager- Ralph Wilk, Traveling Represen
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21, 1918, at the post office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Address

THE FILM

communications to

all

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone (jircle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
New York.
dress:
Filmday,
Hollywood,

DAILY,

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

London, \V.
Francaise,

I.,

—
Paris — La

Rue

5,

Cinematographie

Saulnier.

itial

vehicle.

"Barbara Worth" Premiere Oct. 14
Delegates to the
Los Angeles

—

"Winning

West" conference

the

ot

which ouens Oct. 14

will attend the

world's oremiere of "The Winning of
Barbara, Worth" at the Forum. Governors of ten western states are be;
ing invited.
Special "Barbara

A

Worth" Edition
"The

special photoplay edition of
Winning of Barbara Worth"
been issued.

has

Lila Lee Returning
Lila Lee returns today on the
jestic.

Financial
Famous and Warner
only

stock

issues were again the

experienced

that

any

turn-over

moment.
A general fractional decline
marked the film trade market of the day,
though to no appreciable extent in any
particular case.
For the most part, the market as a whole was quiet and unruffled, and
of

issues

tilra

evidenced

by

pacific
influence,
market reports.

as

this

felt

the

Quotations
High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat Vtc.
Seat Pfd. ...
.

•Ualahan

&

.

Katz.

ibVi
38J^

36J4
38

36J4
38

Pfd

Nat'l

Fox Film "A" ... 7254
Fox Theaters "A". 26^
•Intern'l

12154
102
7054
70Ji
26/2
26/2

Loew's, Jnc
47
•Metro-Gold. Pfd...
•.M. P. Cap. Corp..
•Pathe Exch. "A" SI
'tParanrount B'way
ttRoxy Units
33

4554

ttRoxy Common

954
5354

"Stan. Co.

of

..

800
23,100

2,700

900

Cantor to Appear v?ith "Kid Boots"
Eddie Cantor will appear on the
st2.ge in a special presentation during the "Kid Boots" indefinite run
at the Rialto, which opens midnight
Saturday.

10J4
53/2

•Warner Bros
Warner I'ictures.. 48
Warner Pict. •'A". 58^

6,000

4954

49/2
975i

2,800

31

5354
88

9^

2,000

9354

33H

Loevy Convalescent
Marcus Loe^v is recovering from

im

F. B. O. Signs Ralph Ince
F. B. O. has signed
Ralph Ince, director, to a long term
contract, his first assignment under
hs new contract will be "Hello Bill."

—

On

Detroit Expansion
(.Continued

300

from Page

1)

Birmincham, sites obtained at Royal
Oak and Redford. The firm reW.-irncr Pict. "A"
cently acquired the Lincoln Square
52/
,.
56f<
'
La.Ht Prices Quoted
tt Bid and Ask
on Fort St., and purchased half in•• Philadelphia Market
t Bond Market
terest
m both the Kramer, 5743
Michigan Ave., and Martha Wash"Birth" Launches Griffith Repertoire ington, 10341 Joseph Campeau Ave.
45/

10,000
5654 42,200
55J4 53,700

"Tlic Birtli
of
Nation" will
a
launch four weeks of GrifTith repertoire at the Cameo, sponsored by
Films Arts Guild.
Pictures to follow are. "Broken Blossoms," "Orphans of the Storm," "Isn't Life
VVonderful?" and "Intolerance."

In addition to these activities, six
neighborhood houses are planned, according to George W. Trendle, general

manager

portant by the Canadian Government
is indicated by announcement that a
series of questions is to be asked at
the conference, particularly in view
of a cable from London that the British Government favors a compulsory
quota plan for the whole British Em-

York

Points which are to be brought up
for tjie consideration of the Empire's
premiers are:
1.
An official defintion as to what
constitutes a British film.
2.
What is the most practical
method for the distribution and presentation of Britisli or Empire-produced pictures on a commercial
basis?
3.
Is
the Imperial Government
and the trade of Great Britain concerned in the productions of films in
the British Empire outside of the
British Isles?
4.
Would a picture produced joint-

with

E.!

Fraser Arriving

William

R. Fraser, general
ager of the Harold Lloyd Corp

New York

rives in

pire.

Bachmarm

in

today.

I

New York

G. Bachmann is in New Y5c
from the Coast. He will return
J.

Saturday.

M-G-M

Ball Oct. 30

The annual M-G-M

ball will be

hi

on Oct. 30 at the Astor.

MiUion Feet
Everything

L

o!

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE
220

ly by Canadian and American interests insofar as capital, cast and technical labor, be classed as a British or

W.

FILM Library

ROOM

42nd St.
Phone Wisconsin 3770

30

Empire-produced picture?
5.
Would a picture produced
wholly in Canada as to capital, labor
and cast, be eligible under the classi-

LOBBY FRAMES
OF THE BETTER KIND

fication of a British film?
Would it
be better to call it a British Empire
film or by some other designation?

LIBMAN-.SPAN.JER
1600 Broadwuy

CORP

-fitv/

York

Cily

is

New Hollywood

—The

Devoting

my

Entire Efforts to

Run

First

Life Insurance Onlj

West

Uptown,

Coast house at Western and Tenth,
has adopted a
first
run policy.
"Across the Pacific" is the initial offering under the new policy.

WHY?

Leo Dwryer in Charge
Cleveland Amalgamation of The-

—

ALBERT

ater Supoly and Exhibitors' Supply
into National Supply Co. is being
effected.
The company will occupy
the space now occupied by the Exhibitors Supply in the Film Exchange

Bldg.

Leo Dwyer

will

I
G.

RUBE^

Incorjporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C
(llth floor)

be manager

and Frank Masek, of Exhibitors,
be in charge of city sales.

will

f

Vanderbilt 6600

r—

For Rent
AVAILABLE
located

of the circuit.

conferences

for

Shauer.

at

NOW

134th

Avenue,
New
equipped with

Pathe

Street and
City.

York
lights,

flats

AMALGAMATED
Studio

VAUDEVILLE AGENCl

Park
Fully

and car-

shop.
AU requirements for
picture production.
Reasonable rent by month or lease.
Extra-

motion

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

— diaries

Chrystall of the
Southern International Co., New Zealand and Australian distributors, is
here on a buying trip.
He states
German pictures are received with
favor in the Antipodes.

at the Imperial

penter

Australian Buyer Touring Europe
Berlin

of
this

Hollywood

an attack of bronchitis.

9554

45/2
54J4

ference

general manager

for Paramount t^
ConDominion Premiers in and Bruno Cheli of Sao Paulo,
month is considered im- zil, district manager, are in

motion pictures

London

i
5,

South American Executives He
Benito del Villar of Santiago,

intimated the Canadian GovFox Buys "The Mud Turtle"
Fox has purchased screen rights to ernment is looking upon the situation from a different angle from other
"The Mud Turtle" by Eliott Lester.
Dominions because of the United
States.
Ottawa considers that rul"Beau Geste" Toronto Opening
Toronto— "Beau Geste" will open ings by the conference on all of the
at the Regent Oct. 25, with two above points are important, especially
shows daily, at $2.20 top. Coincident providing that Great Britain passes
with the opening the house will adopt legislation to regulate importation into the Unted Kingdom through a
a reserve seat Dolicy.
quota system or otherwise.

Los Angeles

15H

Am.

Trans- Lux Screen. 9/.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
Universal
Pictures 34^4

45?^
2354

Canada Questionnaire
Ottawa — That the discussion of

It

UVt

Project...

Skouras Bros

200
500

73-4

WlVz 117/2
Famous Players ..120}^ WlVi 118
•First

Sales

..

& Katz Vtc. ..
Eastman Kodak ..118
•Bal.

•Fam. Play. Pfd

Ma-
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ART TITLES

24.S

W.

- Columbus
Rush StrviLi'

S.Sth St.

Special

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

ordinary inducements.

INQUIRE

M.

S.

EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO

Standard Vaudeville

Act

127th Street and Second Ave.
9240

New York

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

Telephone Harlem 9700
*<

—

Cit;

It

as a

.

started

whisper

^BA!\DELYS

then the whisper
grew in volume

word spread
louder and louder
the

soon on every
film

the

row they

name

said

that will

make

1926-1927 memorable

directed

Watch

sI7/ie

by King Vidor

starring

John

Gilbert.

for the big sensation of this year or

yHaqnl^cent
yiUxi\

—

By

any

year.

sabatini

ELEANOR BOARDMAN, Roy D'Arcy,

Karl Dane, George K. Arthur, Arthur Lubin.
Scenario by Dorothy Farnwrn
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"Strogoff"

N[W

rHIS

Jules Verne story is
one of the most Americanized of imported picIt
ires to reach these shores.
its the accepted standards of
roduction and entertaininent in

LIGHTING SYSTEM

to Players

By RALPH IVILK
1 films made
BriarclifT Lodge, N. Y.
After a
The present tendency in thorough survey of conditions in Holomestic production gravitates lywood studios. Dr. Lee K. Frankel,
expert of the Metropolitan Life Inharply toward outdoor and acsurance Co., has but one suggestion
The public ap- to make and that deals with lighting.
ion pictures.
And It is his opinion that a new system
arently has so decreed.
iroducing brains, always wise might be devised so that the effect
of the rays on actors and actresses
n heeding this command, are
might be less injurious and he so exusy shaping their plans ac- pressed it at the meeting of the Soordingly. "Strogoff" is of the ciety of M. P. Engineers here.
It is not unlikely that producers
ype that theater goers now
will seek the cooperation of the SoTherefore, it will make
vant.
ciety's members in an endeavor to
noney.
see if this condtion can be bettered.

Films

sponsored by
the powerful

France,

de

publisher

Japene,

of

"Le Matin," made the

;*aris

picture,

fhere were no strings on the pocket)ook. Tourjansky, the director, could

have been

lot

never

ivould

Strogoff,

for

restricted,

he

if

of his striking sequences

some

lad,

have

seen

courier,

Czar's

daylight.
is

ordered

break through Tartar country
jrder

to

•ebellion.

in

warn the Grand Duke of
The story tells how he

;ucceeded.

moves

It
ire

rapidly.

The

ingredients

ive

and colorful spectacle, effecbattle scenes^ and a corking good
with the

ight

villain.

Several

epi-

sodes are in color, not glaring effects,

shades that strike
gorgeous and vet not gaudy tone.

3ut soft, pleasing

A Gesture from
There

been
France was about
has

France?

some
to

talk

that

step out as

a

producer; that a bid for a place in
the

international

made.
this

Delay

in

carry on organization work.

"PROPAGANDA"M.P.T.O.

COMMENTON^BICYCLING

market

"Strogoff" was
determination took
If

would be

made
hold,

since
the

become more than
promise
has
merely that. The picture clearly indicates that the producing elements
held to be necessary for success in
the vast American market can be understood

most

adequately

by

the

French industry.

KANN

CO-STARS

IN

PICTURE?

Pair Would Re-enact Bout
in Film Suggested to
Fighters
An

important producing organizavery much interested in and
endeavoring to arrange for the joint
appearance of Gene Tunney and Jack
tion

is

Dempsey
of

in

a feature, the highlight

which would be the repetition

of
the recent fistic encounter in Philadelphia.
Both fighters are understood to
have been approached. Both of them
are reported to have bent willing
ears to the offer which would gurantee each $10,000 a week for four
weeks and a share in the profits over
a certain figure.
(Continued on Page 2)

Get-Together on Subject Poster Exchanges Hit
Minneapolis — Contending that the
and Other Practices

Gub^

uniform

contract forbids exhibitors
sell or give away advertisWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
ing they have leased from a distributbicycling
Talk
of
widespread
Washington Some time is expecttor, and orovides that the exhibitor
ed to elapse before the new Cuban throughout the nation is propaganda,
must lease all such advertising from
the
censorship is put into effect, it is seen the M. P. T. O. A. intimates in
the distributor 'from which a picture
Bulletin,"
current
issue
"Official
of
its
from reports received by Clarence J.
Minneapolis exchanges
secured,
is
suggesting
this
talk
is "designed to
North, chief of the picture section,
launching
are
a campaign to stamp
give added importance to a few inDept. of Commerce.
especially out patronizing of poster exchanges.
stitutions
and
personages
The decree provides that regulaThe move follows action by Milthose in subordinate places."
tions for the administration of the
while Omaha
distributors
waukee
The comment was provoked by
censorship are to be drafted for pre(Continued on Page IS)
of
charge
conviction
Federal
on
a
sentation to President Machado for
exhibitors for
approval by Oct. 10, but it is stated three Kalispel, Mont.,
bicyling
with
fines of $100 each, the
3,000 Seat House for Stamford
in the report from Commercial Atminimum under the copyright law,
Stamtord A building costing $1,tache Todd, at Havana, that some
The prosecu- 200,000 and including a combination
levied against them.
(Continued on Page 6)
( Continued on Page 10)
house is planned for Atlantic and

Sought

to

lease,

—

Bell

box-ofhce: love interest, heroics,

avish

1

asserted.
The association is distributing
30 features and 12 short subjects in Minnesota, North and
South Dakota, in a move to
provide adequate finances to

—

(Continued on Page 14)

Made

Continued sucMinneapolis
cess of exhibitor distribution, introduced in this territory by the
M. T. O. of the Northwest, is
reported by W. A. Steffes.
At present, but one salesman
is out, but business being secured will warrant increase of
the sales staff to three, Steffes

M. P. Engineers Asked to
Aid in Minimizing Danger

is

Expensively

TUNNEY AND DEMPSEY

—

sadly lacking
on the Continent.

too often

rhich.

Price 5 Cents

Steffes Reports Success

rOR STjJDIOS URGED

country with an accuracy

lis

1926

6,

Another Bull's-eye
Takes

Vitaphone

St.

Louis

By

Srorm with Press and Public
Uniting in Praise
Louis— Vitaphone has taken
St.
St. Louis by storm and the city is
payi.ig tribute to the invention being
proclaimed here as "the wonder of
the age."
Since the

presentation of Vitaat the Capitol, the dual attraction has been the
subject of conversation, all of it
throughout this "hardlaudatory,
boiled" show town, chief city of the
first

phone and "Don Juan"

(

Milwaukee Untroubled
Milwaukee — Insistence upon individual contracts has practically eliminated bicycling in this territory.
There are few violators left in the
state.

dividual

contract
(

was

instituted,

Sidney

S.

Borzage Sailing
Frank

Borzage

sails

aboard

the

Aquitania today for Paris to make exHe is acteriors for "7th Heaven."
companied by his brother, Lew Bor-

Bow and James

Cruze.

Continued on Page 10)

Hollywood
is

de-

En

— Richard

en route to

New

Tippett Arrives
John D. Tippett of the company
Route
bearing his name, arrived in New
Barthelmess York from London yesterday, on the

York.

Majestic.

Universal's injunction case against

Oct. 21 in the Supreme Court. Similar treatment was accorded the case
of Hans Winter, against whom an mjunction is also sought.

by

will seat 3,000.

Nearly two years ago, bicycling was zage, his assistant.
This was
in the territory.
due to the number of circuits operatGeraghty Going to Coast
ing, particularly in the small towns.
Geraghiy leaves SunThomas
J.
41
A checkup showed there were
for Hollywood to work on adapday
circuits using films in approximately
tation for Raymond Griffith, Clara
This ascertained, the in100 towns.

Barthelmess

E. A. Dupont, German director, has
been again postponed, this time until

sponsored

The house

rampant

Continued on Page 10)

Postpone Dupont Case

Sts.,

Cohen.

Gruen Back Friday
Toby Gruen

of
Service returns to

Rotterdam

National

New York

Friday,

through Europe.

from

Screen

on the
a

trip

Marion Davies Arrives
Marion Davies has arrived in New
York from Hollywood to purchase a
new wardrobe for her next picture,
"Tillie, the Toiler."

i

.
.

THE

<^E^

DAILV

Tunney and Dempsey
Co-Stars in Picture?
t^Continned from

Price 5 Cents
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S,

Rue

Saulnier.

Financial
Whatever changes there were

in film isof yesterday's market, were of slight
fractional nature on a rising trend.
Famous
was a slight exception to this generalization, dropping 2yi points on a sale of 21.700
shares of common.
Universal Pictures preferred benefited to the tune of an extra
2'/]
points.
Warner Pictures also went
along on the rising market, regaining I'/i
points on a turn-over of 5,100 shares.

1)

and

present

the

past

heavyweight

champions

uf the world in one picture
certanily otters a new angle in boxofViee material.

Vandergrift Houses Change Hands
\ andergrift, Pa.
Indiana Theater
Corp., of Indiana and Blairsville, has
purchased the Casino, Moon and Star
nere from Wister M. Elliott.

—

Lorain
Lorain, O.

Showman

— (jeorge

Dies

Zigiob, 32

own-

er of the Dreamland, Cozy and Palace, is dead after an illness of a year.

He

is

survived by his

widow and

chil-

dren.

—

Francaiee,

Fa(/e

The unfoldnient of the story would
reveal Tunney as the hero and Dempsey as the villain. The appearance of

Jolson Case Today

The

case of Anthony Paul Kelly,
playwright, against Al Jolson, for alleged breach of contract and damages to the extent of $250,000, comes
before the Supreme Court today.
Kelly claims he secured Johnson's
contract with Griffith, for breach of
which a Federal court allowed the
latter $2,627,

last

month.

sues

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Seat Vtc.
Seat Pfd.
•Balaban & Rati..
.

.

.

.

.

.

& Katz Vtc.

•Bal.

36^
38^

Close

36-4

38

Eastman Kodak ..117^ U7
Famous Players ..l\&% 115"^
Fam. Play. Pfd ..121
121
•Film
First

Inspect.
Nat'l Pfd.

!!i6i

Fox Film "A"
71K
Fox Theaters "A".
'.
17K
.

.

'Intern'l

loi

.

i7H

.

ttRoxy Common

.

.

45<A

600
600

73'A
117
800
115?^ 21,700
121
100
»77A
101
166
71% 7.000
600
17J4

44/2

44Vi
1454
49

i2

30

11

10

U'A
49^

Skouras Bros
Si'A
"Stan. Co. of Am.
•Trans-Lux Screen

535^

53^^
87

Univ. Pict. Pfd.. .. 96
•Universal Pictures

96

96

•Warner Bros.
Warner Pictures.. 47K
Warner Pict. "A" 5RW
• Last Price* Quoted
** Philadelphia Market
.

.

4,266

23'/2

1454
50

166
2,700

100

33K
55/.

S(>'A

5,100
19,500

and Ask
Bond Market

tt Hid

To Announce Women

t

"immortals"

plished

most

"Kid Boots" Opens Saturday
Eddie Cantor in "Kid Boots" opens
at the Rialto with a midnight preview Saturday. Lou Lusty explains
the

occasion

in

the

following

tele-

gram:
"It a iloK bites a n)aii, that ain't news,
if a man bites a dog, that's news.
Eddie
Cantor did just that a few weeks ago even
though it was a hot dog. He had to have
all
his teeth removed, .so we think that's
news and almost as important news is the
fact that
Eddie is opening at the Rialto
fora long run beginning Saturday midnight
in 'Kid Hoots,' and also in person and with
George (Jlsen and his Hotel Pennsylvania
music.
And despite the fact that Eddie
lost his teeth he .still has keen eyes and
says we are keeping his 'Kid Boots' opening
a secret
that he hasn't seen anything in
the paper about it, so we want to show him

but

is tomorrow when we present
clipping fomr to him.
He has just
new teeth and is ready to sing
better
than ever at the Rialto beginnins
Saturday and we thank' you for running tlii-.
Item and letting Eddie know his coming
show is not going to be a secret."

in

got

his

who have accom-

for the industry.

—

\
\
*

—

—

For Rent

dule will be launched.
Nine organizations will be represented, with a possible tenth to enter
The following conat an early date.
cerns will fight it out for numerous
trophies:
First National, Universal, Famous,
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Pathe, Fox,
Warner Bros, and Hirlagraph.
P. Mullen, First National,
chairman, has arranged the schedule,
one of the most complete of any
among industrial bowling leagues.
Last year First National won the
John Flinn trophy, with Ed Kreamer
of Pathe taking the individual championship.
The following games are scheduled

and

Avenue.
New
equipped with

Mitchill Meeting Queen's Party
Leonard Mitchill of Mitchill-Morris. Prod, is en route to Europe to
meet Queen Marie of Roumania and

her party. He is to act as press representative of the U. S. Lines.

INQUIRE

for

Los Angeles

and

car-

M.

EPSTIN

S.

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
127th Street and Second Ave,

New York

City

Telephone Harlem 9700

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Bird.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

ii^«

Gag Man

Fully

City.
flats

shop.
All requirements for
motion picture production.
Reasonable rent by month or lease.
Extraordinary inducements.

for Wednesday evening:
First National vs Universal.
Pathe vs Prod. Dist. Corp.

Fox vs Warner Bros.
Famous vs Metro-Goldwj'n-Mayer.

York
lights,

\

Park

penter

Wm.

«

« « " »"

•

I

•"»^i^«i

>

"The Missing Link"

— Walter

C. Percival,
author-actor, is "gagging" for Syd
Chaplin's new production, "The Missing Link" which Chuck Reisner is
directing.

Devoting

Kaufman Managing Cameo

—

Pittsburgh
Albert P. Kaufman,
formerly with D. W. Griffith and
M-G-M, has become manager of the

new Cameo

in the

downtown

Gamrill, Detroit Exploiteer

—

Detroit George W. Gambrill
new exploiteer hepe.

The

finishing touch of refinement

an

production
handcoloring by

elaborate

is

my

1

RYi

Entire Efforts to
Life Insurance

Only

section.

is

the

on

the

/^Ui^.
The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
528 Riverside Drive
Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

Hillsboro Completing Palace
Hillsboro, Tex.
The I'alaee, costing 520,000, is nearly completed. It is
owned by the Robb & Ro\YJcy Theater Corp.

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
/^NCE

you have done business with us, you can
appreciate the economy and convenience in
financing through us.
The motion picture field is
the scene of

some

of our activities.

Have You An

WHY?
ALBERT

G.

RUBEN

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(llth floor)
Vanderbilt 6600

Suite 1207-8

WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

cpomn
^SBORATORies
INCORPORATED
220 WEST 42^-° STREET

Interesting Proposition

—

I

,0(

House Opens

San i""rancisco The Roosevelt
Bowling League Starts with Nine Or- been opened at 24th and York
ganizations Represented Initial
It
seats 1,500.
Games Tonight
Tonight another branch of sport
under the auspices of the M. P. Athunder way at
Assoc,
gets
letic
Dwyer's Alleys, 53rd St. and BroadAVAILABLE NOW Pathe Studio
way, when an elaborate bowling schelocated at
134th Street

;

this

'Frisco

192i|

OW

Freihofcr Opens Roosevelt
Frankford, Pa. William Freihofer,
owner of the new Roosevelt, opened
his house to a crowded premiere performance.
1

act.

On

6,

"Immortals"

With all votes received, the .\. M.
P. A., at its luncheon tomorrow, will
announce its selection of the 12 women

Dollini Rehearsing Musical Act
(icorge Dollini is rehearsing "Mile.
Ancia," a five-person, singing and

Bowling Season

how wrong he

955/2

.

has opened.

dancing

Project..

Loew's. Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A".
tParanrount B'way
ttRoxy Units ....

hood theater on West Military Ave.,

Sales

..
..

Omaha Theater Opens
Omaha — The Benson, neighbor-

Wednesday, October

'Phone Watkins 4522

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

RY

i

LOCAL BOOKING

STATE RIGHTS

Now

Booking the Only

Official Pictures

DEMPSEY-TUNNEY
An
Showing

Excellent Two-Reeler

and After the Battle
SCENES IN THE MAMMOTH

All Their Activities Before

— See

the

Men Between Each Round

STADIUM

and

Authorized by

Produced by

LEON BRITTON

TEX RICKARD

COSMOS FILM SERVICE

RYANT

729

9444

SEVENTH AVENUE

BRYANT

3160

(FREE SCREENING FOR THE ASKING)

WARNING
DON'T MISLEAD YOUR PATRONS

DEMPSEY-TUNNEY
ONE-REELER
ow Being

Distributed by Another Exchange

a Gross Misrepresentation
Taken Years Ago)
Fights
Is

— Showing

—

Dempsey Training — (for His Old

STILL PICTURES are photographed as movies
BIG

PERCENTAGE OF THE REEL

IS

DUPED

ALMOST HALF OF THE REEL

IS

TITLES

Very Long Shot of the Ring was Taken by a Cameraman Hidden in the Crowd and the Same Shot Repeated Before Each Round

SEE THIS

DUPE

—

YOU WILL THEN BOOK

OURS

COSMOS FILM SERVICE
RYANT

9444

729

SEVENTH AVENUE

BRYANT

3160
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Delay

in

Duty Increase Doubted

Cuba

from I'age 1)
anticipated, owing to tlic
L"ul)an Film Board of Trade having
made representations to the tiovcrument with regard to certain points
in the proposed regulations, on which
(Coiiliiiucd

delay

it

Exhibitors^

is

will

probably be heard before

Daily Reminder

it

is

stated,

it

See

if

paper

posted properly

The establishment

industry stijl is being urged, it
is declared in the report, and it has
been sn.ggested iii Parliament that a
royal commission be appointed to
inquire into the picture industry in
.Australia and report on the best
means of establishing and conducting the industry.
It is estimated that there are 600
Commonpicture theaters in the
wealtl'. and 450 places where films are
show.i once or more a week.
film

is

believed that the board will show a
liberal disposition and that censorship will be exercised with as little
pressure and expense on the picture
There is no
business as possible.
question but that the Film Board of
Trade and the Theater Owners'
Assoc, will have a libera! part in
writing the regulations. It is provided that films are not only to be censored from a moral point of view but
also with consideration to the feelings of friendly countries which might
be injured by some direct or indirect reflection appearing against them.

Wednesday, Oct.
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A

Poland Guts Tax
Under

the revised tax law foreign
films in general imported into Poland must pay a tax of 75 per cent
of their profits, says a "New York
Times" dispatch from Warsaw. Artistic pictures imported will pay less
than thnt amount and Polish pictures

of Official
Arrives in

Decree

New York

The Cuban Government's decree
by which censorship became a law in
the island republic, is he7-ewith published t?i full:
The chairman will be the Secretary
of the Government and the committee will be made up of five members.
The President of the Republic at
the proposal of the secretary of the
government, has signed the following
decree:
1. The motion picture revisory commission is created which will have
charge of the reviewing and examination of the films imported or made
in this country for the purpose of
mercantile traffic, for sale, renting or
exhibition in national territory and of
authorizing or of forbidding their
showing in accordance with the regulation laid down for that purpose.
2.
The motion picture revisory
commission will be made up of five
members appointed by the Secretary
of the

Government.

On

formation of the commission within five days immediately
following the publication of this de3.

the

The

revision was brought about
through a strike of the theaters which
closed last summer as a protest
against the 100 per cent tax levy.
Under the new law pictures considered sensational are assessed 100

per cent.
No r.ent'on

and
tion

it

is

.vi'.l

is made of censorship
understood that the ques-

b*^

left

to the police.

Deny Queen Accepted Offer
H'ashiiuiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Loew Has "Big Parade"

"The Big Parade" for
showing in principal European cities
were taken to Europe by Arthur
Loew, who is en route to Paris and
Prints

The

4.

United States, has been
issued by he Roumanian Legation,
following reports that an ofifer of
$25,000 had been made and accepted.
According to the story, the money
was to go to the Queen's Charity
Fund.
"This legation has no knowledge
whatsoever of Her Majesty's alleged
desire to swell her charities' fund or
of the unofficial assurance that the
Queen will accept such an ofTer," it
was stated. "If anybody gave such
assurance, it was done without the
consent of Her Majesty, the Queen,
to

the

revisory commission will be honorary
and gratuitous, and those who imdertake them will receive no salary per

diem.

The motion

picture and revisory
commission will be under the department of statistics and general subjects
5.

and

will

meet

in its offices.

The Secretary

of

the

Government

charged with the execution of the
provisions of this decree.
is

—

^m

si
"^

of

"^'

Baj

likes to reminisce abotii

good old Alcazar stock company
in San Francisco.
There he
Edmund Lowe and David Butler

(

out

{

jjici

I

^ an

plol;

at

]

Bill

Desmond.
In Hollywood^
George O'Brien his first sdjii

'EN1N(

.gave

limiti'

work.

Inot

*

*

Ed Garvey

l«)Ct 1

puts on makeup,

iiiiposi

gloves and gridiroi
togs tvith equal facility. Sap
urdays and Sundays find hin p'
in a Hartford "Blue" footbal
suit, spilling aspiring, perspii^
OBLDing pigskin players, while at
Monday, he faces the camert
i

.

*'i'|j'

(Iston
i»l

ill

in

"Love 'Em and Leave
*

*

into

a

'Em,.

8.

*

while

developei
rabid football followej
photographing
"Th(

Quarterback" and

recently purchased the Dempseyfight films for the 'Far East.

Move

Appointment of a receiver for Out
of the Inkwell Films, Inc., will assure
continuance of the corporation, with
Max Fleischer, president, in charge,
the latter stated yesterday. The com-

problems," Fleischer

"The one

*

named
The

firm

are

$109,737;

Mackaill Opposite Barthelmess
•After completing her role in "The
Song of the Dragon," Robert T.
Kane production for First National
to start,

Dorothy Mackaill

will

Richard Barthelmess in "The Patent Leather Kid," which Al Santell

Nortluniibcrland, Pa,
E. C. Ward,
air mail pilot, wnth 750 pounds of
the world series baseball films, crashed into a tree when attempting to
land here. The airplane was wrecked,
but the pilot escaped with a slight
cut.
The plane turned over twice and
rolled into the Susquehanna River,
but all but a few reels were salvaged,
to continue the westward journey by

will direct.

train.

write the titles for

*

my

"What

dialect

asked,

innocen

father gave me,

the reply.

Bill Saulter and his assoc
ates at Famous were as busi^
*™
as the proverbial beavers t^
viaking the 'Scenic Artsts' bai

a success.
*

*

Edward

*

Sutherland,

Howe

Hawks, Alan Hale and James Ho^
were the directors who took di
tions from Jack Conway, when
made "Quicksands," starring M

m^y
n
:lei

1

i

pitta
itsting

*

*

*

"The Thundering Herd" does
to a subway crowd, as

refer

f'

eTi|E|I,\5

exhibitor knows.

complaint was brought by Spiro Film
Corp., a creditor with claim of $4,800,

soon

lifHl

York.

work

said.

E. Bright Wilson has been
receiver under $15,000 bond.

Liabilities of the
assets «;310,613,

piece.

ins.

"to seek the pro- ard Dix.

tection of the courts in order to
its

;

ElECl

—

Inkwell Receiver Protection

out

in

van
Nem

Ktbii

Sails for Orient

company

1

Bobby North is yiow a busy, 6
ness man, but in "the good,
days" he was a comedian in P'

Tunney

forced the

now an

is

terested spectator at the
ous gridiron games in

San Francisco U. Ono, of the
Nippon Katsudo, Shasin Kaisha, Jap- Ziegfeld Follies.
anese firm, has sailed for the Orient. you use?", we

He

1

itlLD

boxing

*

One

I

opportunity on the stage anj J
also passed out weekly salary z\& aw
to Bert Lytell, Reginald Denny, ilLVK
rest Stanley, Richard
Bennett
first

Berlin.

leave for the Coast to play opposite

Plane Carrying Series Films Falls
duties of the motion picture

of

—

cree in the Official Gazette, it will,
within a period of not longer than
fifteen days, formulate regulations in
or the legation,"
this connection to be submitted to the
for
his apPresident of the Republic
proval.

Prints

bill in equity to the
Washington Denial that an Am- pany submitted a
Court, stating the firm was
Federal
erican film company had been grantsolvent, and asking appointment of a
ed nerniission to make pictures of
Action of a laboratory
receiver.
the Queen of Roumania during her

visit

•:ORGE H. DAVIS

G'iProd.,

t

Edward Cronjager

10 per cent.

Text

of an Australian

*'L

RALPH WILK

By

increase in the
films in Australia

antic'uatcd for some time to come,
stated by Ass't. Trade Comit
is
Melmissioner Julian B. Foster,
bourne, in a report received today
The
the Dept. of Commerce.
;it
question q' increasing the duty is
Parliament,
Australian
before
the
but it is not believed that any action vviil b', taken.

is

from

— No

is

regulations arc finally presented.
The censorship board is to have a
membership of five, the Secretary of
the Interior being chairman and the
other members being the chiefs of the
Bureau of Public Order, the Bureau
of Statistics and General Affairs the
Inspector of Normal Schools and the
Asst. Secretary of the Interior, and
will be charged with the work of
censoring all local or imported films
to be exhibited in Cuban territory.
While the regulations under which
the board will operate have not been

determined upon,

Washington

Little

THE FILM DAILY

IfasliinyloH Bureau of

import duties on

tin-

A

Australian Trade Commissioner Reports Raise of Import Levy
Unlikely

(

Improving

Illinois

Theater

lis-'

Danville, 111.— The Home Thai
Co. plans to spend about $100,000
larging and equipping the Terra
The capacity will be increased i\
1,500 to 2,500 and new ventilating
cooling systems will be installed.

Anna Patterson Coming to N
Anna Aiken Patterson, publis
and editor of the "Weekly Film

atti

Jjffj

Ugh

iliElt
ltd

view," Atlanta, arrives in New X
Friday^and will stop at the A'stg

ii

Piri;

i,k

WI.'

ficlu

/Goodrich to Write for Paramoui
Cedar Rapids
Los Angeles John F. Good'
Cedar Rapids, la.— J. C, WodctsW; las been signed to a long term
Wodetsky

at

—

i

forme,rly with the Butterfield cir9'Uit
in Michigan, is the new manager^ of
the Majestic.

Hughes to Title "Old Ironsides
Los Angeles— Rupert Hughes w ill
"Old Ironsides."

write for ParamounJ;^,
cording to B. P. SchulbeF^'"
tract

to

(iclur

»e.

m
«.

g

'

ii,„^

piti

Kadane Buys Opposition imp
Fredeuck, Okla. Edward G
danCj Gem owner, has purchased p,
Critcno'i, which he will remodel n.

—

iiit
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i
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TIMES — *
*

" * An obvious heart-tuggcr.
Dallies with the thrills of old-fashioned

*

'

* *

melodramas.

Newspaper Opinions

Reflects Coal

*

WORLD—*

»

*

—

photograped,

Beautifully

*

*

*

"For Alimony Only"
D. C.

P.

ERICAN—
an

s

*

Sept.

Paramount

Lighter scenes

*

*

25)

hour-olf-souffle.

Amusing

»

h plot to dance through.

ENING JOURNAL—*

*

»

Situations

eavy and unimaginative.
* *
ILY
Pretty good pic-

NEWS—*

*

*

Very light film
go and see
for

Fair enough
Children

•

it.

RALD-TRIBUNE— *

*

Ambling, unimportant little
is sound enough.
* * * Except for a lew conven(William De Millc) has put forth
*

*

* * *

Tale

MES —
slips

*

Waste-basket

*

*

elaborately contrived.

he

»

degeneration

fatty

DAILY NEWS—*

* * An excellent picture *. * * Meighan gives a fine characterization in a
role
worthy of his abilities.
*

*

stuff has
Just more

cheap

the

of

»

EVENING JOURNAL—'
tional in treatment.

*

*

»

*

*

Interesting.

es.

*

*

excellent.
the e.xtreme

GRAPHIC — *

amusing
picture,
rected.

*

Many

*

*

Bright

*
*

*

*

*

»

pattern.
building.

•

*

*

*
*

*

*

ELEGRAM— *
*

ilty.

«

I-

ELEGRAPH- *

*

*

Inexcusably
Devoid of even the

banal. * *
glinnnerings

LMES — *

Has

*

poor
faint-

periods of boisterto steer clear of
hing that might be constructed as witty.
v)RLO * * * Continuity as broken as
English of its sub-tiths. * * * Nonsense
ies occasionally.

but

fun

—

2)
picture, ably

ted.

acted and photographed.
finish.

;ENING JOURNAL—*

<APHIC— *

*

Cast

*

»

One

* *

month.

the

of

*

»

A

*

of the

Story

is

the best thing
^re lavish

is

Jie production. * » » Sets
the pliotogrdphy excellent.

t

fPALD-TKIBUNE— *,

Wo

* *
do not
the requirements of the box
are but suspect that "The Marriage
se" has them all.
JN * * * Not fashioned well enough

what

*

Sept.

*

even remotely worth while.
bit of money.
* * The agony

a
MES —

*

amusing
fully
ilirected. * •

*

fair.

*

abounding

*

*

(Two Weeks

WERICAN— *

* 'it

*

*

NEWS—*

picture but
icture that

has

*

*

nearly

more

3n.

which

in
* •

tears. *
will want

Gruesome and
its

will
*

and

sort,

well

*

Poignantly
yet at times
*

Good

acted.

*

prove popular.
* Audiance viewed
altgoether

en*

*

a,

*

New

York.

Delightacted and

—

well

fiufify

B.

&

R.

Add Another

—

A grocery and
barber shop will be demolished to give
Waxahachie, Tex.

way

It will
to a theater seating 700.
cost in the neighborhood of $35,000.
The B & R Theater Co. is the owner.

*

his

initial

five-year

Pawtucket Gets House
Pawtucket, R. I.— Costing $100,000,
con- a new theater is to be built on Main
St. by William J. Dunn of Fall River.

story,

and clever

situations
*

of

tract.

*

Less story
the screen.

*

*

*

*

WORLD —

*

*

of

BIOGRAPH STUDIO
807 EAST 175th STREET,

*

N. Y. C.

"You'd Be Surprised"
Paramount
Rivoli
(Week ending Oct. 1)
AMERICAN—* * * Has .it's goods
but

it

To

the

IS

*

respectful

all

at-

First National Productions,
points
*

not worthy of (Ray^ Griffith. * *
average audience tliere is little ap-

is

something

less

* *

Unless "You'd Be

intended to be a satire,
than nothing.
*

*

EVENING WORLD— *

*

Gorgeous
en-

* Frenzied
m'erriment over a pair of murderers.
* * * This particular type of
story lightly is, to put it mildly, in bad

—

*

edy. * *
laughs.

inducement to responsible party.
Fully equipped in every department.

* Result leaves somethmg to
Entertaining program fare.

* * Melodramatic com
Rahter pointless. * » * Sporadic

* * If

you

like pictures

out of the ordinary run, you are going to
get a deuce of a kick out of "You'd Be
Surprised."
TIMES * * * Has few solemn moments.
* * * The director displays unusual skill
in handling this subject.
.• . ^

—

.

WORLD^^*

lesque.

exceptional

*

—*
TELEGRAM
*
desired.

make

*

GRAPHIC—
l>OST

California, will

.

•*

*

Very often

hilarious.

acted,

directed

constructed,

to

is

Remarkably

*

from acting, paitomime. *

it

Good

burlesque on mystery plays. * *
tertainment.

Cleverly

moving production

* *

Surprised"

be

Account

bur-

com-

comedy.

*

TELEGRAPH—*

it

* * Lurid, elemental little melowith a few touches of Ufa morbidity.
* Excellent acting. * * *
ILEGRAPH- * * * Filled with suspense,
ti,
thrills and enough comedy to break
enseness of the dramatic situations.

IN

*

Breezy piece

»
ence.
tained
piece alive.

* *

*

•

—

laughter

everybody

WORLD—*

of

solemn

for

"The She

funny

taste.

*
* *

JAPHIC — *
;:le

*

Pleasant entertainment.
work. • * •
•* * * Capably enteratined audi*
Certain gayety, certain susinterest,
almost baffling, kept the

*

free

Some

*

there are

*

*

/ENING
inment

pletion
*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

2)

Mary Pickford

*

/ENING JOURNAL—*
:iful.

picture

to
also starring in the

is

Culver

we have seen on

DAILY NEWS—*

Oct.

endiiui

*

done. • *

beautifully

*
*

Smith

fourth

Inc., will be
be made in

su-

»

•

delightful.

is

TIMES — *

*

peal.

to childhood dreams for her latest
perhaps finest picture. * * * Gruesome

*

Smith's

Sava Films,

Smart comedy. * * * Exmonrents and a general atmosphere of airy bandinage. * * *
TELEGRAPH—* * * Sprightly and as
svelte a photoplay as has come along in
Royal good entertainmany a week. * *
ment. * * *

love lingers

of

td

»

her

*

Light,

humorous

in
*

*

quirks. *

*

"Sparrows"
United Artists
Strand

*

"She Beast," Smith's Next
Sid

pic-

little

proving

production,

GRAPHIC—*

igh several chapters.

\ILY

Ames'

bst, failed to receive

'

make

,

25)

EVENING JOURNAL—*

—

it

the

which includes the Lisbon,
Bethlehem,
Colebrook and other
White Mountain theaters.

Riley Managing Bay Shore
Riverhcad, N. Y.— Joseph B. Riley
former district manager
for
the
Stanley Co., has become manager ot
the Bay Shore.

Amusing

*

Miss Shearer
an actress. *

more than

thing

:

'ake

has

Little-

JG,

Youngster Re-signed by Roach
City Jackie
Condon, of
DAILY NEWS— * * * Froth of comedy "Our Gang" comedies has been re» * Pictorially
is spread
over everything.
signed by Hal Roach after the comas entertainment somethe film is excellent
ture,
with
periority as

POST—*

Good

* *

ton

new

circuit,

Beast,"

* *

Generally conventional
Handsome job of picture-

(Week endiny

tremely

)iiig

1

in

Thoroughly conscientious

AMERICAN — *

'

P. D. C.

Hippodrome
Week enduHj Oct.

pictures

made

has

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

NEWS—*

Circuit Gets Littleton

N. H.— The
been added to

War

meiidat.on from their audiences, it
is declared in a report issued by the
War L^pt.
With 94 theaters in the United
.States ;.nci
11 in the Canal Zone,
the army nrovides
shows to about
65jOOO perrons.
The theaters have
a total seating capacity of 40,000,
and it is 'estimated that the attendance during the year was 4,500,000.
Practically all of the work about
the theaters from managing to ushering is done by enlisted men working
in their fiee tirne, for which they
receive an average of $1 a performance. The expenditures for this service last year totaled $100,000.

*

than any picture

"The Marriage Clause"

\ILY

tine

Capitol

its

manages

it

Ames

;

comedy.

of

*

and
program
and well di-

interesting

A

M-G-M

much

better, not

numerous predecessors.
*
Without a shred of
* Moves briskly and breezily

its

*

acted

*

*

Not much

*

Oscar

Springfiekl.

of

Littleton,

Thomas Meighan

that

People
about
us
hed heartily at time-worn situations, obs sub-titles and over-acting.
than

conventional in
is
even more

"The Waning Sex"

RAPHIC— *

Bros,

Photography

Presents a few amusing

*

—

TELEGRAPH—*

WORLD — *

Colony

;e

*

is

*

and capable acting.

/ENING JOURNAL—

*

*

Story

well

June
Marcell to Manage
Chicopee, Mass. The Playhouse
will be taken over Friday by Goldstein

^

Year Failed

618 co.:iplc'te programs of features,
comed'-s. novelties and news reels
provided by the Army M. P. Service during the fiscal year ended

Marcell wiJI manage.

» *
Lacks soul,
sincerity, humor. * • * Ponderous and dull.
* * * Old-fashioned. * * *
* *
By far the best

F. B. O.

pST —

story.

*

touches.
well cast,

TIMES —

"Kosher Kitty Kelly"

*

Conven-

and the direction
conventional and uninspired.

many months.

*

*

*

Well-known

*

EVENING WORLD—*
is

picture

piece.

*

*

in

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Only 162 of the 17,-

Thomas Meigh"The Miracle

Easily

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

duction of considerable merit.

ORLU— *

* *

17,618

P

Washington Bureau of

Man."

Would have

*

twice as amusing if it hadn't been filmed
* Good
impossible incidents. *
din and fine acting.

N—*

AMERICAN—*

of

Please Personnel,
Dept. Says

to

an's best picture, topping even

*

*

*

adults.

not understand

if

it.

EMNG WORLD—*

ainnient

•

'

»

fare.

ai:gh easily

Rialto

fall

Only 102

ater building, erected at a cost
of $20,000, was sold for $3,500
at a sheriff's sale.

"Tin Gods"

Hippodrome
(Week ending

Slump

Maynard, O. Effect of the
coal mining slump on business
throughout this region was
demonstrated when a new the-

sensibly put together melodrama. * • • (;iil
fashioned,
sweet,
Pollyannish,
reminiscent,

hokumish.

Films Please; Army

for particulars call

—

MR. BERRY
Tremont 5100

|

I

1

I

i
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BOOKING LIKE WILDFIRE
America's Biggest Theatres
Qrah it Quick for Quick Profits
ROOSEVELT

STANTON

Chicago,

riuUidcll'hia, Pa.

111.

CAPITOL

REGENT

Nt'.f Yor;<,

Harriibiirg, Pa.

ENTIRE
SAENGER CIRCUIT

COLONIAL

STATE
"Newark, N.

111.

PARAMOUNT EMPRESS
Lake

Salt

Utah

City,

LINCOLN
Lincoln, Neb.

J.

LELAND

VICTORY

Albany, N. Y.

Denver, Col.

Reading, Pa.

CENTURY

N. y.

VIRGINIA
Champaign,

STATE

GRAND

Boston, Mass.

Atlanta, Qa.

Baltimore, .Md.

ORPHEUM

TEMPLE

STATE

Boston, Mass.

Birmingham, Ala.

Nor/o/k, Va.

NEW BEDFORD

VENDOME

hiew Bedford, Mass.

Nashville, Tenn.

ALHAMBRA
Mi/u'uukt'c,

Vi'li.

ROGER SHERMAN

MELBA

hlew Haven, Com\.

Dallas, Tex.

STATE
St

Louis,

BARD

Mo.

New

PUBLIX

London, Conn.

WALNUT

Sail Francisco, Cal.

Cincinnati,

COLUMBIA

Ohio

IMPERIAL

Oregon

Poriland,

Charlotte, N. C.

COLUMBIA
Scattli',

Dayton, Ohio

CLEMMER

VICTORY
Evansville,

PUBLIX
loxca

Incl.

ROYAL
Kansas

ALLEN

Wasii.

Des MofiK's,

CAPITOL
Houston, Tex.

DAYTON

Wash.

Sl>i>kane,

EMPIRE
San Antonio, Tex.

City,

Mo

STATE

Cleveland, Ohio

Memphis, Tenn.

VALENTINE

MAJESTIC

Toledo,

Ohio

Tulsa, Okla.

RIALTO

ALDINE

Pueblo, Col.

PALACE

Pittsburgh, Pa.

Washington, D. C.

STERLING

CAMERAPHONE

(jici-lv,

Col.

East Liberty, Pa.

LOEWS

RIALTO
Colorado

STATE
New

Ulyrings, Col.

N. Y. CIRCUIT
New York, N. Y.

STRAND

LIBERTY

Madison. Wis.

McKeesport, Pa.

Orleans, La.

GRAND
Columbus, Ohio

CAPITOL
Waterhury, Conn.

AND MANY MORE AS WE GO TO PRESS

BREAKING ALL
RECORDS AT

CAPITOL
(NEW YORK)

WEEK

oldwuns
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QUICK action
YOU'D better hurry.
NEVER such a stampede
OF bookings.

NO

wonder

IT'S the chance
OF your lifetime.

THE country's
BIGGEST showmen

ARE grabbing

it

.

IT will play in every

IN

city

America this year
tremendous receipts.

all

TO
GET

your share.

AVOID

regrets.

ACT now

REX INGRAM'S
production of Jbanez novel

VALENTINO
Alice Terry

;

»(*«
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fiom Facie

Fight Sunday
Rockwell

lion of the exhibitors

is the first step
a nationwide campaign to eliminate
bicyhng, wliich Gabriel L. Hess, Hays
organization counsel, says is costing
distributors $1,000,000 annually. The
organization, however, hastens to condemn the practice.

states

"The

Using

a

fdm outside

contracturai relations is wrong and
siiould not be indulged in by any ex-

—

amendment which would

Bulletin."

of the limits of

la.

in-

crease the penalty for violation
of the law.
Under the present
measure, the $5 fine makes it
possible for theaters to operate,
but the $100 maximum sought,
would make the law effective.
Walter Peterson is presenting
Sunday shows regularly at the
Empress, enjoying good busi-

"If every person connected with the
motion picture business was entirely
on the level what a wonderful indusBut Caesar's wife
try we would have.
seems to have too few business prototypes in this game. Hence when a

few otTend let those who have some
from
stains on themselves refrain
throwing any stones. Hut we excuse
no shortcomings.
"Real honesty is the best policy in
this as in other lines of endeavor.

City,

sented in defiance of the ordinance,
and are seeking an

"To some of these somewhat selfsufficient folks the exhibitor is always
liable to do something out of line w-ith
real honesty, and the frailiiies of the
lew are set up as the besetting sins
many,"

Shows

Local
pastors are determined to end
Sunday shows, now being pre-

1)

in

of the

Aid

Milwaukee Untroubled

Propaj>anda M.P.T.O.
Comment on Bicyclinj>

ness.

Pictures are attacked bitterly
a statement of the pastors,
which was presented to the

in

6,

1926

Education

to

}

Motion Pictures a Definite Influen

(Continued from Pane 1)
protests of some exhibitors who
insisted the "fixed minimum" would
result in increased rentals under the
new system. With individual contracts regulating showings at each
theater, exhibitors engaged in illicit
circuiting of films soon were exposed.
The number of bicyclers has been reduced to two or three, and penalties
have been meted out against them,
so that no recurrence of the evil is
expected.

Carl E. Milliken Tells Special
Libraries Assoc.
Atlantic City
\'alue of motion pi

.-pite

—

tures in the promulgation of educ,
tion was stressed by Carl E. Millike
of the Hays organization in addres
ing the Special Libraries Assoc, at i

annual convention yesterday.
In part he said:

•

"The moving

picture of today, b

bringing good literature to the attet
tion of countless persons who nev(
before had contact with it and by ii
own instructional contents is servin
to make ignorance not only uncon
iiion but impossible.
One State L
brary Assoc, last year reported an ir

The arbitration board here deals
with bicyclers with a heavy hand and

the Film Board of Trade is active in
maintaining the present status of the
territory so far as the trafSc is concerned, and now has the penal as crease in
calls for books of 34,000 ove
well as civil laws for protection.
the preceding year, the cause bein

lasses,

lithe

lorlioo

attributed to the influence of movin
pictures and the radio," Milliken sai( lecw:
"And the commissioij reported tha the
the demand especially from rural dis' k
tricts was chiefly for the old standari itiver

council.

tin(

)

Aarons Denies Philadelphia
Is
right, then let other

Flagrant Offender

I

ol

George P. Aarons, secretary and

competent minds

counsel of the M. P. T. O. of the works,
many of which have been pic ilepl
Eastern Pennsylvania denies that bi- turized," he
added.
a
cycling flourishes in Philadelphia as
Milliken expressed the belief tha; bls!
reported in a recent edition of
FILM DAILY. He said there has indusi^es will use films more an( Hiiv:
more in teaching employes efficiency
"Let the exhibitor have some of the been but one case which has come methods of operation, safety practices the
before the Board of Arbitration of
advantage.
which he is secretary, in the past five ;ind ijroader understanding of theii
"They talk about courts within the months, and that his records show work. Already many large industriei gtion
industry and reach outside occasion- that there
was but one other com- have their films, he said_, and instruction through the eye is becoming oi
ally to get elements of approval from
I'lained of during that same period.
inore and more practical benefit tc
high sources.
are told exhibitors He declares
Jack Greenberg, secindustry.
are satisfied. No, they are simply paThese films, however, he pis
retary of the Film Board, denies
tient under wrong. They chafe under
warned, must not be confused witB
the practice exists in that exchange
the restraint, but finding protest seemnor used in competition with the en- Dev(
center.
ingly futile at times for the sake of
tertainment picture which is shown in
making the best business deal out of
the theater.
Off for "U" City
an oppressive situation appear to acDistinction Between Films
Richard Barry, author of "The
quiesce."
"There
is a definite distinction be^ Ob
Big Gun," which Universal is productween the industrial film and the ening as a naval story of the war, left
tertainment,
or
amusement
film, Mi
for California yesterday by motor.
The story will be serialized in many which is shown in the theater," Milli
ken declared
{Continued from Page 1)
"The rights of the
newspapers throughout the country,
"show me" state. A heavy advance previous to the release of the picture. theater manager, who is engaged in ista
an essential business, that of enter KS
sale testifies to the impression made.
It w.ll also be
published in book
laining the public and providing recPress and public are uniting to ac- form.
reation,
must be protected. There is
claim the invention as the epoch of a
a place for both classes of pictures tas
new era in entertainment.
Ignore School Department Ban
;ind both will develop cooperatively, las
Talking pictures arc nothing new
Bernie, Mo.
Defying the edict ol and not in competition."
for St. Louis.
Back in the early days the superintendent and the school
"In the late months," he said, "so
at the Bijou Dream, Frank Talbot board, pupils attended the local themanj' fine directors, skilled writers,
made the first efTort to have films ater in a body^ The regulation inand talented actors have come fortalk.
But they didn't satisfy Mis- structs them not to attend shows on
ward that the moving picture is prosourians.
I'riday, Saturday or Sunday nights.
flucing at least once a week a story
Excerpts of newspaper comment
that compares favorably with the best wn
follow:
in the spoken drama or in literature. bn
Levy Joins United Artists
GLOBE DEMOCRAT— It is amazing,
The only reason now that 600 mouncanny. • • * Actually Vitaphone is a comIndianaiiolis
Joseph Levy has
tion pictures produced within a year
bination of old and new ideas, an applica- been appointed manager of the United
tion of the principles of the telephone, phonoare not of the quality of the 200 out.\rtists exchange here.
• The result is not only
graph and radio. »
standing ones is the same as that
a realistic illusion of the presence of the
which explains why we do not have
performer, but a high percentage of fidelity
Linet Rack with "Review"
()00 great novels and
to the actual sound of the music performed,
600 hundred
or the speeches pronounced.
Hank Linet has resigned from Red great plays in a 12-month. The necPOST DI.SPATCH— There was a marvel .Seal to resume his position with "Ex- essary man-power does not exist."
at the Capitol last night
sound and motion,
voice and action, perfectly synchronized by hibitors Daily Review."
it.
Do not be afraid of
outsiders.
You will find honest
peo[)le there and producers and distrilnitors are already using that plan
for their own benefit.

determine

IIS

THE

II

I

hibitor.

Ijv.

"Hut, if instead of courting publicby an Muliscreet shouting, those involved would bring the facts into a
conference with our national organization orticials and calmly discuss the
same, ways and means could readily
be devised to correct any imi)roper
situation.
Let two nationally recognized business or judicial leaders outside the industry participate and then
open tiie discussion on all (juestionable practices within the industry.
ity

"Theater owners will always be
greatly advantaged by absolutely honest and fair dealing in this business.
Let us get together on the ethics of
the situation.
Have a complete understanding on the honesty of all
Ijusiness practices.

Where we

fail

to
of

agree, use the American method
calling in fair-minded outsiders.
can and should have a general cleaning up of the premises, a clearing out
of all unfair and questionable prac-

We

tices.

will reP. T. O.
sought the square deal at Cleveland, renewed with some real success
the same effort at Minneapolis, were
promised definite reforms at Washing, heard it again in Chicago, once

main the policy

We

of the

A

M.

m

Boston, then at Milwaukee
and from certain elements this year
in Los Angeles.
Hut we always stood
for it.
The other fellow need only
come half way any time to make this
industry as ethically right as any
other in the world. Everyone in this
industr\ knows the elements to blame
for unfair business practices.
"Why rush into court to chastise
a few offenders along lines where easy
corrections can be made out of court?
Why not make the whole thing fair,
if

you

We

lliovi

Another Bullseye

—

ijuee

—

tiige

—

iiiue,

tenti

le

"This has always been and

more

(

please,

by

letting

the

same

courts or e(|ually prominent personages of other courts pass upon and
determine the ethics of the business?
"Ivxhibitors will accept honest arrangements any time. If those in the
other division of the industry do not
<|uitc agree with them on what is

'rin

lani[

sell

—

ititli

»hii

a

tarn

—

the

ment

Vitaphone.

is a
wonderful achieveand ingenuity.
Louisans who last night filled

It

Guild to Welcome Jannings
The Film Arts Guild is planning

of invention

STAR;— St.

the Capitol carried with them to the show
qucBtions:
First, is the Vitaphone a
success in synchronizing sound and motion
and second, if a success, what probably will
be its effect on the amusement industry?
They came away agreeing definitely that
the Vitaphone is a success, and that it is
destined to greatly alter, if not
revolutionize, the programs of m'ovie houses.
T1MK.S * * * Should change the present
routine of film productions. * * * It went
over big.
The skeptics after the first showing were less .skeptical, the uninterested became interested and those enthusiastic from
the first became more enthusiastic.

two

—

Fox

L. A.

Branch Moving

—

Los Angeles The Fox exchange an Emil Jannings Reception Repermoves Oct. 11 to its new quarters, toire Week, Oct. 18, to welcome the
2019 S. Vermont Ave.
J. J. SulliGerman star. The program will invan is manager.
clude "The Last Laugh," "All for
a

Sullivan to

— Edward

Manage

J. Sullivan, formof the Orpheuiri, will
have charge of the Capitol, when the
Warners open the house Oct. 1 as a
Vitaphone presentation theater.

St.

Louis

er

manager

Woman,"

"Deception," "Passion,"

and "Loves of Pharaoh."

The Guild
foji its

is making perparations
seventh subscription perform-

which will include "Street of
Sorrows" and "The Late Matthew

ance,

Pascal.".

—

.

.
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Miles

^^(pM^-O-GaaitM.

The

Mean Nothing

Kane

to

Francisco
miles away

fact that .San

pro.xinialcly

New York

v3,000

no obstacle

is

is

ap-

from

the life
threatens

in

of Robert T. Kane when it
to interfere with one of his pictures.

He
"Bigger Than Barnum's"
(F. B. O.)

Had

a circus display in the loljby
attracted all passcrsby.
Also
avc away souvenirs to children atndine; the Saturday matinee.
MilDn Korack, Strand, Akron, O.
liich

"The Campus
lad

a

Flirt"

(Paramount)
pretty girl, masked,

ride

round University Circle in a sport
oadster at the hours when most colnot attending
;kc students were
lasses.
S!ie worked up the curiosity
f

the people in the university i>eigh-

orhood who made

it

their business

out what it was all about.
Because the theater is located right
n the heart of the university section,
he olay was made directly to the
miversity students.
To follow out
he plan, everv night at the theater
o

find

a different fraternity night. The
rats staged some novelty each night
ind vied with each other for honors,
of their friends were interested
n their ac'^s as well as in the photoay.
Also advertised that an inviation had been sent to Bebe Daniels
nd Charles Paddock to be married
A'as

the Park theater during the engagement of "The Campus Flirt."
This stunt got a lot of free newspaper notices.
M. A. Malaney,

^t

—

Cleveland.

"The Great Deception"
(Firs.t National)
top of the marquee, shining out
ibove everything else, was a cut)ut maae from the 24-sheet with the
below worked out in lamps.
:itle
Phis could be seen for a considerable
listance owing to the fact that it
vas setting on the part of the marluee that protruded out over the
The bazaar
dge ot the curbing.
It
vas hung under the marquee.
t-as made with a background of pale
lue, the title being painted on the
enter sicciion and the ends carrying
he names of the two stars "Ailccn
'ringle' and "Ben L^-on" in electric
imps. The cut-out in the lobby as
/ell as the wall frames and easels
/ere decorated with cut-outs made
rom tne various posters, together
small groups of photographs
/ith

On

descriptive essav on the flood.
The
theater gave prizes for reviews of the
picture— W. F. Brock. Strand, Knox-

Ttnn.

ville,

Plastic

Age"

(Preferred)
Oprtued campaign by sending a
fellov/ out with a stencil
reading
"The Plastic Age," and a bucket of
whiting and he stenciled every va-

town.

put them on 50 newsboys' bags, reading " 'T ne Plastic Age' at the Lake
Sunday."
Followed this up with a
teaser
herald
"Advanced College
inside

"The Prince

Tempters."

of

that unreceived a print it could not
play the picture for three weeks. The
print was dully dispatched.
Then
Kane called the Imperial manager
and recited the theme of the picture.
less

it

Next the 'phone was turned over to
Lothar Mcndes, who talked with the

window in this part of Imperial Musical leader, to suggest
Next made some signs and the musical score. Then C. F. Chand-

store

Course

the Imperial
the Coast city in order to insure
the playing of his last production,
in

The Imperial had wired

"The

cant

proved the statement yesterday

when he long-distanced

:a the Art of Making Love"
was material about the show-

ing.
Saturday night, covered all the
stores witii door-knobbers, also used
the same circle the next morning and
had the newspaper carrier boys put
them around their Sunday morning
papers.
Lined up a very successful
tie-up with "The Radio Girl" perfume put a sticker on the bottle
reading "Clara Bow in 'The Plastic
Age' li as sweet as Radio Girl Perfume." The manufacturers of "Radio Girl' arc so sold on the stunt
that they are going to use this idea
all
over the United States.
The

ler

of

house

First National spoke to the
publicity director concerning

the advertising and exploitation campaign.
The conversation occupied
more than an hour. No mention is
made as to who will pay the toll.

Antonio Moreno in "It"
Los Angeles Antonio Moreno will
play the male lead opposite Clara
Bow in "It," Elinor Glyn's first under

—

her

new Paramount

Fox Signs Harry Sweet

coof-

red 200 prizes for the best 200-word

—

soc.

is

which
months.

operating
has been

the

dark

local
for

theatc
several
i

$25,000 for Jacksonville Remodeling
Jacksonville
Remodeling of the

—

Palace is under way at a cost of $25.000.
Jesse Clark manages this combination house.

Philadchjhia

— An

—

—

—

—

'

—

chock-full of of other novelty squibs
Ten thousand
from the pressbook.
folders were distributed among patrons a full week before the showing.
k. Costa, Crescent, New York.

—

Gutstadt Building at Wolcott, N. Y
\\'olcott, N. Y.
Thanksgiving Da\
will mark the opening of a 400 scat
house by W. W. Gutstadt & Son of
Geneva. Construction on the house

—

—

Departing for New York
Los Angeles Al Greene, director,
and L. G. Rigby, scenarist for Fox
productions, will leave Saturday for
New York and while there will film
the opening scenes for "The Auction-

—

(Fox)

Launcned an essay contest in
oeration with newspaper which

Clearbrook House Again Running
Clearbrook, Minn. The Hall A-

—

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

"The Johnstown Flood"

be removed.

in

Film Fire

audience of 1,000
Los Angeles Harry Sweet has calmly watched firemen extinguish
been signed by Fox to direct the a blaz> m the booth of the Grand,
"Helen and Warren" series under di Seventh St. and Snyder Ave.
rection of George Marshall.
Theater Bandit Confesses
manufacturer is Belco Chemical Co.,
Esther Ralston's First
Deticit Kenneth Alexander is in
St. Paul, Minn.
After this campaign
Hollywood "Fashion for Women"
here for alleged robbery of Vinwe broke all house records. It was an original story by Harry Carr and jail
cent PoLter. Miles manager, of $9,000.
a lot ot work but got results.— W. Gladys Un,ger, has been chosen as the
Police say he has confessed.
H. Bciguiann, Lake, Omaha.
first starring vehicle for Esther Ralston. Production will begin Oct. 1.
"Son of a Sheik"
Bandits Get $1,000 at Sharon
(United Artists)
Shaion. .Pa. Two armed robber^
"""~--.».l»Iew Memphis House
Got up a four-fold herald containMeiTTphis-^^tTe— Lamar Amusement cscaped with $1,000 after holding up
ing foui scenes of Ahined, portrayCo. plans a bouse at 1716 Lamar Ave. Harry Strange, ticket-taker in the
ed by Valentino, kissing Yasmin,
The New Dixie Amusement Co. is lobby of ti:e Columbia, while he was
played bv Vilma Banky. The folder
lakiiig receipts to the manager's ofalso planning a theater.
was called ".The Kiss Technique,"
fice.
and in cleverly displayed type asked
Marlowe Adds Another
"Do you know
such qi;estions as:
Hurst. 111. -John Marlowe has addhow to kiss? Do you enjoy a good
kiss?" tncn he Vvcnt on to "To kiss ed the Hurst to his Southern Illinois
The house seats 1,000. Mar'"Tis bliss to kiss," "Let us string.
is bliss.
lowe has theaters at Herrin, Murphys
let /\hmed
kiss ana miss ixo bliss
The folder was also boro and Centerville.
show you."

—

—

will

contract.

which will 1)6 named the Palace,
Featuring Wrestling Bouts
The Hampton is now starts Oct. 1.
were mounted and arranged
St. Louis
For the complete featuring wrestling bouts in addition
1
a nett design.
ampaign 211^ inches were used, to double-feature programs.
tbout 60 inches of this total was
If You Are in the
The campaign Another House for Rodgers Chain
sed for advance.
Market for Any Kind of
Mrs. I. W. Rodger, head
onsisted of mats and catch-lines
Cairo, 111.
Aileen of the Rodgers circuit, has purchased
iken from the press book.
'ringie and Ben Lyon were featured, another theater, the Grand, BlytheThe
'he Secre' Service angle was hain- viUe, Ark., from James Boyd.
icred strong to ofifset any idea of chain embraces the Grand, Home and
Gem, Cairo; Carbondale, 111.; Poplar
:e reader's mind that it might be
CONSULT VSaND SAVE MONEY
war picture for patrons do not as Bluf? and Caruthersville, Mo.
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Leroy
rule enjoy the war angle.
Johnston. Liberty, Seattle.

Louis— After a series of delaycontracts have been awarded for tli'
vyreckmii of the existing building aiw'
the clearmg of the site of the $5,00ii
000 Fox theater, hotel and offic
buildnig project to be erected ai
(/rand and Washington Blvd.
The new theater designed by C.
Howard Crane of Detroit will seat
.S.OOO on the main floor and balcony.
All of the buildings on Grand, between the Beers Hotel and the Humboldt Bldg., including the old Mid
Way thpiiier and also on the Washington frontage west of the Humboldt Bldg. for a distance of 160 ft.,
St.

Audience Calm

—

,'hicli

'.

Louis Contract Let

St.

eer."

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Pcnna. 6564

I

Your House

is

Known

by

t}

a story of the man who was probably the most famous financier New York
has ever had.

They

tell

\

A young man came to him for help in getting a proper start in business in

New York.

He carried personal letters from a number
of the financier's most important business
associates, men so high that their requests
carried weight.

The financier put on his hat and asked the
They
young man to accompany him.
walked up and down Wall and Broad
Streets, the financier chatting with

companion

his

the most friendly way.
Returning to his office he grasped the hand
of the younger man and wished him luck.
in

—

"But Mr. ," stammered the young man,
"Aren't you going to help me?"
have already done so," said the financier. "The fact that I have singled you out
as my companion on the street has already
been reported in a dozen big offices. You
can now get what you want in Wall
"I

Street."

|

\mpany

l(

It

was

It

Keeps

so.

The public sizes up your theatre from the
company it keeps, in other words the pictures that

it

plays.

you show the best your theatre
high, and you get the patronage.
If

is

rated

not enough to run the best features.
The best in short subjects, the best in short
comedies, are just as important to your
prestige and success as the features.
It is

Do you shop for

features

and

the rest
you, in your
let

program slide ? Have
own interests, had your local Pathe Exchange screen for you those splendid

of your

Mack

Sennett series of comedies,

— the

Ben Turpins, Mack Sennetts, The Smith
Series and the Alice Days?
Your house is known by the company it
keeps. You can get no better prestige than
by showing the Mack Sennett product,
and advertising it.

Elmer Pearson
Vice-President

and Qeneral Manager,

PATHE EXCHANGE,

INC.

'

THE
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I
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M. P. jE. Discusses Interesting Subject

5.
New

Lighting System
for Studios Urged
(Continued from Page 1)

Kk'ctioii of officers
der of business with

Kodascope

was made an orW. B. Cook of

Lalioratorics

re-elected

I). Gage, Corning Glass
(Corning. N. Y,), is new vice
president succeeding M. W. Palmer
of ]*"amous.
W. C. Hubljard, Cooper

president. H.

Works

Hewitt Co., is treasurer and L. C.
Porter, General Electric Co. (Harrison, N. ].). treasurer. The latter succeeds I. C. Summers, Edison Lamp

Works. (Harrison, N. J.). Board of
governors arc in addition to officers;
J. C. Kroescn, Edison Lamp Works;
F. H. Richardson, "M. P. World."

newspaper, the physical aspect
"getting the story back to beadqi

Traces Motion Pictures to 56 B. C.

ters"

—

Lodge, N. Y. Addressing the Society of M.
P. Engineers yesterday, Elias Dunn, inventor, who is better
known as "Farmer" Dunn, declared he has concrete evidence which proves that the first reference to motion pictures is traceable as far back as 56 B. C. Dunn gives Lacretius as his authority and the work, "De Reium Matura,"
from which the inventor quotes the following:
'This perception of movement is to be explained in the
following way: That when the first image passes off and
the second is afterwards produced in another position, the
former then seems to have changed its gesture."
Briarcliff

—

nuiltiplies

"the

problem

of

newsfilm.
Citing

ments
that

m

it

some outstanding

achie

of the newsfilm, Cohen sta^
will prove a powerful medi

promoting and maintaining int,
national amity and goodwill.
1
newsfilm also will play an import;
role in history, its faithful picturi
tion of events presenting an unpre
diced record of events as they tra
pired.

Jack A. Darrock of the Pathe

Ne

read the Cohen paper, followi
which he presented a three reel fi
rlealing entirely with news and ne
eels.
A. G. Glattli, Paris cameram;
accompanied him.
mi
stafif,

2:00- Papers: "Stereoscopic Motion
Norling, New York; L. C. Porter,
In the morning the Committee on General Electric Co., Harrison, N. J.; Pictures," by E. J. Wall.
"
Films Don't Injure Eyes
Standards urged the adoption for six J. C. Kroescn, J. A. Summers, Edi"The Tclcphoto Lens in Wild
One
of the mteresting papers rci toi
months of tiie standard intermittent son Lamp Works. Harrison, N. J.; Bird and Animal Photography," by yesterday
was that of Guy Henry,
No action was taken I)ut W. C. Hubbard, Cooper-Hewitt; H. Norman McClintock, Photo-Natural- the Eyesight
sprocket.
Conservation Council Sf
with B. Gage, Corning Glass Works, Corn- ist, University of Pittsburgh.
it was determined to cooperate
America.
He declared motion pi [I
foreign engineers during that jioriod. iug, N. Y.; Earle Dennison, M. W.
"The Properties and Applications tures do not cause eye trouble, bi i"*'
Arrivals yesterday included S. R. Palmer, Famous Players, Astoria, L.
of
Panchromatic
Motion Picture on the contrary, fretjuently serve
Burns, vice president, Intern'l Pro- I.; T; Clarke.
Eastman Theater, Film," by L. A.
and J. I. Crab- bring out defects.
Jones
He named fo
H.
M.
Rochester; Fred W. Perkins, Dejector Corp; H. J. Yates and
factors in discussing projection at
tree, Research Laboratory, Eastman
Goetz of Consolidated Film Indus- partment of Agriculture, Washingeyesight. They are, the screen itse iki
Kodak Company.
tries, Inc.; Harry Rubin, chief pro- ton.
actual process of projection, the fil Oiw
"Photomicrography
with
Motion
a
Art
Publix
Theaters;
jectionist,
There ,nre 204 nicnil)crs in the society.
and
conditions in the auditoriut
Smith, projectionist, Capitol theater, 111 of wliom arc acting,
Fourteen new Picture Camera," by G. E. Stone.
Most auditoriums are too dark du
members
liavc
been
.idrled.
and
there
projectionist
liave
Grey,
York:
C.
A.
New
7:30
Banquet.
iiig showings, Henry stated.
no resignations since the Wasliington
He ah
Lancaster theater, Boston; Edward been
"Recent
in
meeting.
Develoitments
the held cameramen responsible for ce
Horn, Tremont Film Laboratories,
Phonofilm," with demonstration by tain ill-advised practices in creatin W
report on progress
the motion
^ Tlie
New York and A. Gordon, Akron Or- IMCture
industry was made by Carl K. Eg- Lee De Forest.
effects on the screen.
The projectic lin
phcum theater, Akron, O.
eler,
National Lamp Works of Cleveland.
machine should not undergo vibrj
Dancing afterward.
He reported tliat for historical use, motion
In the afternoon there was a golf liictures will be of much greater value tlian
tion, the paper read, and the mechai|atH
tournament. Those who did not play still jihotograplis. He also referred to the
ism should be firmly mounted on
widespread use of 16 M. M. film, which
visited West Point and Sing Sing.
base.
fc,n,
is
being uscil by amateurs and profesk
.'\mong the delegates are: A. C. sionals. He referred to the establishment of Emanuel Cohen Pictures Showing of
Blending of Effort Needed
a IfoIIywood in England at Horehanr's Wood,
m
Electric
Co.,
Dick, Wcstiiighouse
News Events on Screen as
where Rritisli National produces.
He also
In vastly greater degree than an|o.j
Bloomfield, N. J.; H. Griffin, P. J. spoke of television, German progress in
They Transpire
other art, the motion picture is de
International
Projector photography and the first cinematographic exMcGuire.
position in lierlin last year.
Briarclifif Lodge, N. Y.
A picture lendent for its existence and advance k
There is less
Corp., New York; Carl E. Egcler. eye straining
in
viewing of color picture«
National Lamp W'orks, Cleveland; J. than in viewing of black and whites, he of audiences of the future seated in nient lujon science and inventior
Quigley, publisher and edi m
Weekly attendance in picture the- the theater viewing newsfilms, trans- Afartin
Manheimer, E. J. Electric Co., New said.
aters last year was 00,000,000.
mitted
ethereal
of events tor of "Exhibitor's Herald," stated il
by
waves,
The
treasHickman,
RichKenneth
E.
E.
York;
m
urer reported a balance of $,^,402.59, the throughout the world even as the^' calling
up technicians of the industr;
ardson, J. I. Crabtree, L. A. Jones, t)est linancial condition in which tlie soare
transpiring
Emanwas
drawn
by
to insist upon "thoughtful considera
ciety has ever been.
C.
Erancis Jenkins,
J. G. CapstafT, C. F. Tuttlc, M. W,
founder of the society, was elected honorary uel Cohen, Pathe News editor, for tion of their activities by the wholi
Seymour, Eastman Kodak Co.; Roch- member.
delegates to the fourth annual con- industry." The obligation of the inf""
ester, N. Y.
J. H. Kurlandcr, Brenvention of the Society of M. P. Engi- dustry to its technicians is not prop
Detroit;
Projection
Co.,
Light
kert
neers, now in session here.
erly or nroportionately recognized, h(
P. R. Bassctt, Sperry Gvroscopc Co.,
When and if this is accomplished, said, ])ointing out that the motion pic- K
Brooklyn; W. v d. Kelley, Kelley Many Interesting Papers
Cohen stated in a paper read to the turc w;:s born into the world as ar
Color Films. Inc.. Los Angeles; Ros- At Today's
S. M. P. E. Session gathering, the whole world will be nvcntion and not as an art.
I'^ilm
Consolidated
in
Hubbard,
coe
"Only through the blending of the miagi
9:,?0
Papers: "Coloring Motion linked together in instantaneous imLaboratories, N. Y.; Otto Nelson,
native worker and technician has the mo
National Cash Register Co., Dayton, Picture Films by Imbibition," bv W. derstanding.
lion
picture become an art and greate;
Tracing the newsfilm from its beO.; O. A. Ross, consulting engineer. V. D. Kelley. Kelley Color Films,
New York; Carl II. Gregory, New Inc., Los Angeles.
ginning, in sporadic fashion, more
York Institute of Photography, New
"Making Duplicate Negatives," by than a decade ago, Cohen detailed its
in Chorus
York; E. J. Wall, Walleston, Mass.; J. G. CapstafF and M. W. Seymotn-, development from 1910 to the present,
Briarcliff Lodge, N. Y.— The
T. H. Richardson, M. P. World; Research
Laboratory,
E a s t m a n stating that it was in that year that
Lancaster theater, Boston, uses
Raymond S. Peck, director Canadian Kodak.
a regular and systematic medium of
a children's chorus of 300 voices
Government Motion Picture Bureau,
"The Printing of Motion Picture news dissemination bv films was inevery Saturday and has sucOttawa, Canada; Roger M. Hill, Film," by Roscoe Hubbard, Manager stituted by Charles Pathe.
ceeded in developing interest in
theater c(|uii)ment engineer, U. S. Consolidated Fim Laboratories, New
Ninety per cent of the 18,000 theathe concerts until people from
Armv Motion Pictinc Service, Wash- York, N. Y.
ters of the United States are reached
all over the state visit the theingt(in; J. II. McNabb. Bell & HowDiscussion: "The Future Policy of by the newsfdms which arc viewed by
ater. C. A. Grey, projectionist
Chicago; C. L. Chanicr, Pathe; the
ell,
deweekly,
Cohen
40,000,000
i)crsons
Society."
Opening remarks bv
Pa.;
Allentown,
Samuels,
of theater told of this interestIrving
mediinn
pointing
out
that
the
K. C. D. Hickman, Research Labora- clared,
ing experiment yesterday at
John H. Powrie, Robert Conklin. tory, Eastman
"playing
become
recognized
as
has
Kodak.
the S. M. P. E. meeting. The
H. M. Racss, Warner Research Labimportant role in news communian
"A Daylight Optical Printer," bv
chorus is handled with much
oratories, N'ew York; H. N. Dc Witt,
cation and in the life of the nation."
O.
B. Denue, Chicago.
KenDr.
Toronto;
care and every possible step is
William Redpath,
trained
Maintenance of a staff of
"A Daylight Optical Reduction
taken to maintain a high standneth Mees, Eastman Kodak Co.;
news-gatherers in every quarter of
ard of performance.
William C. Kunzman, Cleveland; J. Printer," by O. B. Depue, Chicago.
the globe is essential to the success
A. Norling, A. B, Loucks, Loucks1 :00
Luncheon.
of the news-film, although unlike the
:
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can he reacheil tliroiigli a liappy
tliis union," he declartil.
Torts of engineers of tlie industry have
constructive
and so generally sueso
has grown
ul, he said, that the public
stomed to a rapid rate of progress in all
Its

or.iy

inuancc

of

ers atlecting the technical aspect of nioliowever,
that
pictures,
adding,
an)'
in progress would be innnediately de
quickly
retlected.
and a reaction
•d
nation of a central bureau of information
guidance to the industry at large uii
tinmeal matters, was suggested b>

epertory Houses Called Benefit
Establishment of rLpertor>- picture
iters throutjhoiit the nation will
ve of benefit to the entire iiidusS>'nion Gould, director of the
n Arts Guild told the gathering,
being planned
said,
is
he
s,
ough formation of an auxiliary to

proposed union of Little Theater
UPS into one coinmunal unit, with
financial and dramatic needs to
administered through a clearing
The Guild, he said, has provse.
the practicability of such theaters,
ough the Cameo, New York.
overproduction,
which he said
standards, tiould suggested a
tilni'

coring

ers
deliberate and intelligent tihu projre
tion relieved by regular revivals and resuggests
les
of old tilm'S of merit.
sidy of a periodical to aid in the work
establishement of a school of "screenghts," to direct for the screen.
Kenneth Mees of Eastman Kodak.
)r.
authoriy on negatives and their chemical
iposition, told how the carelessness of a.
iributor made worthless for reissue, be
of scratching, a $500,000 tilm made
ise

He

Dr. Kees said formation
a bureau, as proposed by Quigley, would
functions
of the engineers'
exceeding the
with Quigley replying the bureau
iety,
luld be for information purposes, not to
ivide a formula for pictures.
Rowland cited
\ paper by Richard A.
St National's intention to indicate speed

ew years ago.

projection

on the company's

prints.

'Limited Appeal" Houses Asked
Exhibitors should organize special

jection throw
scopic effect.

comes through
*

Karl

>i<

Glynn

11.

Company

*

many

of the visitors. For three year.s,
he was associted with the Hotel Algonquin, New York.
*

*

+

C. Dick of the Westinghouse
Electric Co. is taking much pride in
the convention,
having urged the
selection of
Hriarcliff
Lodge two
years a^o.

A.

"I

feel

half-naked

without my
Richard-

cane," said peppery F. H.
son, of he M. P. World.
*

*

*

L. A. Jones and L. C. Porter are
among the former presidents in at-

tendance.
*

*

*

A. C. Dick was a busy boy on the
golf links, but had trouble in locating
partners.
*

The Eastman

*

Rochester,

plays to 2,000,000 people a year. Its
patrons
comprise
one-eighth
the

population of Rochester.

These

in-

teresting facts were cited by E. T.
Clarke, who is in charge of the tiieater.
"Very few box office-designed
pictures succeed at our theater,
he
"

said.

"Fan

and

letters

'nut'

mail

are valueless.
Our stage manager
claims that pictures are made or
broken over the wash-line on Monday.
"News-reel cameramen grind too
fast and this affects projection.
I
find local film news very helpful as
Straight scenics
a iiusiiiess getter.
should not run over 400 feet, unless
provided with good continuity and

waters for pictures of limited appeal,
the opinion of E. T. Clark of the

sub-titles."

Pictures like
Rochester.
Last Laugh" and "Alaska Adshould be played under a
nture'
o-a-dav policy, he said, adding he
:ends to test this theory at a 500at theater in Rochester.
The Eastman, he said, had been
reed to eliminate two reel comedies
use the time for special acts, addg that vaudeville acts should be
ayed but once nightly.

New Rhode to Cost $600,000.
Kenosha Rapp and Rapp are designing the New Rhode theater, to

tstman.
'he

Headline acts, which rival the feature atiction are unwise, in his belief, and he gives
)re prominence in advertising to his orchesHeadline acts are played in Summer
I.
No piclen his orchestra is on vacation.
should run longer than 80 minutes.
re
-ce comedies are not well suited to large
eaters, there is a great need for one reel
medies, pictures with greater alacrity and
color pictures lose inbtletly are needed
;

after the first lOU feet, and short reels
acceptable when used with appropriate
usic, were other opinions he expressed.
F. VV. Perkins, head of the Dept. of Agrihim bureau, said that the Signal
ilture
He asked a
jrps has 1,SOO,000 ft. of film.
sthod of permanent preservation of film,
linting out that some of the negatives in
ivernment possession already are decoin
:est

e

ised.

Sidelights
Roger M.

Hill,

theater equipment

igineer of the Government army
.mp, performed a difficult feat when
arranged the projection in the ballom of the Hotel Mayflower, WashHis projection throw had to
gton.
under chandeliers and by the use
two reflecting mirrors he overcame
The projection madifficulty.
,e
lines are on a balcony and the pro;

:

—

approximate a cost of $600,000.

as Financial

and

Tower

of Strength

stands as the greatest eorits kind in the United
States, if not in the world.
Few enterprises have been inore liberal in
their treatment of shareholders and
it

poration

in sftjte of its handin that respect, stands as

Eastman,

yet

some record
tower

a

of

corporate

financial

strength.

Since 1921 it has operated as a
holding organization and has not
transacted any other business. In ad-

American properties, the
controls through ownership
of their entire capital stocks by its
principal subsidiaries, companies operating in France, England, Canada
ana Germany, and sales agencies in
a far-flung chain of cities throughout
world.
I He
dition to

its

company

recently.

a

failed,

the

last

company

the

decree

in

was

Several appeals
being withdrawn by
1920, following which
entered ordering the

field.

to dispose of that portion of
business in question.

company
its

Kirkland
Early this year, plans were anis
Paiily
Wash. N.
Kirkland,
nounced for the formation of a new
erecting the Gateway which will seat
company to take over' the properties
250.
comprising the F"olmer-Century diviat

—

sion of the

Eastman Kodak

business,

re-

and only recently the financing of the
new organization was completed. Under the terms of an extended agreement, the new concern would have

ported planning similar campaigns.
In addition to training guns on ex-

available the sales organization of the
iornier concern.

Poster Exchanges Hit
(Continued from Paye

1)

and Dcs Moines distributors are

hibitors for volations of contracts,
distributors will invoke the copyright
law to orevent issuance of "contraband" paper for, they point out, all
pictorial picture advertising is copy-

righted and so cannot be copied
without penalty.
Trick advertising by a local exhibitor is the immediate cause for
launching of the campaign, which
This
long has been contemplated.
exhibitor obtained some paper on
"The Son of the Sheik" and used it
to exploit "The Sheik" with the competing house playing the latter picture protesting.

wonder than the present
stock is selling currently on a basis
equivalent to almost $1200 a share for
the old par value price of $690 a share
reached by that issue in 1921, just
previous to the adjustment of capital
structure.
The present no par value
stock has been on a regular $5 annual
basis since issuance, but liberal extras have been paid each year, and
indications are that the shareholder
will receive a total of $8 a share in
extras this year-j similar to the disIt is little

bursement made

in

1925.

Employees, too, have been well rewarded for their labors, through the
payment of periodical bonuses. The
latest and largest of these distribuTrust Law Suit Started
tions, amounting to $2,786,165, was
In 1913, when the Government cam- made on July 1. last, to 13,628 empaign against monopolies operating in ployees. The disbursement was equirestraint of trade was at its height, vadent to 3}/; per cent of total wages
this company was cited under the paid during the last period of conSherman Anti-Trust Law, and action tinuous employment within the last
was instituted demanding dissolution five calendar years. It brought the
of its alleged monopoly in the photo- total disbursed under the plan since
graphic supply

New House

Stock on $1200-a-Share Basis

of

Bassett Operating Caddo House
Caddo, Okla. H. F. Bassett is operating the Royal which he purchasee

—

Field

in

unusually high, af.;gregatc
for the twenty-three and
one-half years to Dec. .31, 1925, standnet profits

ing at $284,683,399. Of that amount
$8,654,829 was paid out in preferred
The Evening Post publishes the dividends and $186,591,843 in comAfter setting up
following analysis of Eastman Kodak mon dividends.
which supplies millions of feet of raw total reserve funds of more than $21,stock annually to producers.
The 000,000 and writing off the value of
article
was written by Robert good will and patents, profit and loss,
surplus at the end of 1925 amounted
Denver
Known the world over, the East- to $68,274,845.
man Kodak Co. of New Jersey is
In every year since 1905 when the
premier in its field of endeavor in this first extra of 2 per cent was paid, the
country.
Its rejation to the photo- company lias disbursed liberal extra
graphic business is much the same payments ranging all the way from the
as that of the United States Steel aforementioned figure to 50 per cent
Corp. to the steel industry.
and in 1922, when recaptialization
Incorporated in the fall of 1901 un- was accomplished through an exder the laws of New Jersey with a change pi ten new shares of no par
perpetual charter to manufacture and value stock for each old share of $100
sell
cameras and photographic ma- par value stockholders received for
terials aiid accessories, the company full
including
regular
and
year
has since grown at an astounding extra payments a to_tal of %li a sliare
pace.
in dividends.

Lines

Today

*

theater,

Premier

is

Up

been

has

Eastman Analysis

peri-

of the stafT of the
is
well known to

Lodgej

Hriarcliff

a

15

The company does

not

make known

the amount of its gross business anthe
but net income and
nually,
amount carried to surplus each year
will suffice to gauge the extent of its
These figures, it must be
activities.
considered, are after providing liberally for reserves and appropriations to
eliminate the entire book value of
good will and patents.
To Surplus
Net Income
'

1921

1922
1923
1924
1925

$14,105,861
17,952,555
18,877,230
17,201,815
18,467,114

$5,782,704
5,007,650
2.828,949
564,473
1,751,732

Earning capacity of the company

inauguration in 1912, to $17,716,-

its

274.

Cash and Liquid Assets High
.\i

the end of

1925,

the

company

supplied with cash and
liijuid assets, total cufrent assets aggregating $78,551,026, contrasted with
current liabilities of $15,823,686, indicating a net working capital position of $62,727,320.
Of total current assets, $11,533,538 represented
cash, $24,459,992 United States Gov-

was well

ernment

securities

mojicy out on

call.

and $2,500,000
Net tangible as-

sets applicable to the
the
end of the
at

$94,177,306 and
$46.02 a share.

were

common

stock

totaled
equivalent to
year,

There is no funded or floating indebtedness, capitalization being comprised of an authorized issue of $10,000,000 6 oer cent cumulative preferred, of 'which $6,165,700 is outstanding, followed by an authorized
amount of 2,500,000 shares of no par
value common, of which 2,046,190
The latter
shares are outstanding.
includes 28,450 shares claijjied by the
Alien Property Custodian, the issuance of which at the end of the year

was

in litigation.

—

Wnvn mse brown eyes
do their shJf —no box-^
oJEHce could ever be blue
:t iJ

Miss Moore attacks her role in a clever fashion, using her big,
brown eyes to advantage and making the most of some stretches
of comedy by her knowledge of pantomimics. Jean Hersholt,
an emphatically accomplished actor who will be remembered

"Greed" and "Stella Dallas,"
is impressive as the German father i^ this current film. Malcolm McGregor is sympathetic as Jack Dugan.
from

his excellent portrayals in

This production is a sort of transcript of life that comes closer
to giving Miss Moore an opportunity to display her talent as an
actress than any screen effort in which she has appeared since
her performance in "So Big." N. Y. Times,

Miss Moore is delightful. There is a humorous twinkle to
her expressive eyes that seems to say, "I am really enjoying myself and I hope you are." As the little delicatessen
clerk she has brought one of her most pleasing characterizations to the screen.— A^. Y. Telegraph.

^'

Most audiences will find "It Must Be Love" to be a delightful bit of entertainment, and the admirers of Miss
Moore will not be disappointed in her latest screen
appearance. She does her stuff in the usual Mooreish manner, and this is highly satisfactory to those
who "just love to see that girl in pictures."

i^Pfy'

N. Y. Daily News.

lohnMcCormicK
J

presents

y^

» *

\\

idUui

Alfred Green directed "It Must Be Love" and
it is excellent entertainment.— ./V. Y. Tribune.

i

IT MUST BE LOVE
iv.th

JEAN HERSHOLT

Malcolm McGregor
Aiiopltd

Post

hi/

siorij

Julian

and Arthur Stone
Josephson from The Saturday Evening

Delicatessen

;ii^
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Engineers
DAINTAINING

a worldwide scrutiny of technical progress as it relates
otion pictures must be an
ossing task. Turning these
lopments to practical uswithin the industry is to
ervice of the emphatic na-

which Mr. Hays talks about
a capital S.
le

Society of Motion Picture

with a decade of ac-

ineers,

WIDENING OF SJ. P. E.

its

S.

ie

M

Opposition to

Blow

as

P. E.

is

like a

labora-

ganization should increase its scope
to include in its membership actors,
directors, cameramen and projectionists, was a chief topic of discussion
at yesterday's session of the Society

Philadelphia— Will H. Hays and
business" have wrought stabilization to the industry and with stabilization has come an increase in
value of the exhibitor's theater,
observes "The Exhibitor" in com-

the

The engineers are trying to
>ver better ways of doing things,

(.Continued on

l.

rovements for exhibitors, imements for producers
both

—

come within

:

:fore,

their scientific and,

impersonal, scope.
of

may

be.
The leading
represented by the
group, should not delay in ofsuch support.
It is part of

case

le

)anies,
i

j

as

industry's
tilize

that

Row

a

new
The

film board in America is
Checking the bicycling pracis
on with much gusto.
The
to distributors through this
ter method have been heavy,
eason is because there has been
luch of a tendency to wink at
:.

:

practice.

day

is

gone.

A

Federal court

Montana helped
;w order. The broom
on

its

in

sweep.

one.

The

Honest

institute
is

begin-

job will be a
exhibitors,

in

cases, have notified film boards
ir

sla'e.

icerted

c.

move

came

all officers

Only Tv/o Cases Believed Existing

distributor-theater

in-

as a

Program Outlined
National

Theater

Managers Told

were

at

of

Chicago

Supply

Branch

Company Plans
Meeting

Chicago— Plans for the operation
of the new company's 32
branches

board was functioning smoothly.
(Continued on Page 14)

Texas Gets Results

large

on Pagt IS)

reelected recently, indicating that the

throughout the nation were outlined

Laemmle Welcome

with Rigid Prosecution of Of-

to

Set

managers

braced

meeting

of the SO stores

now em-

in the chain at yesterday's
of the National Theater Sup-

When Carl Laemmle lands early ply Co. While
the schedules were
fenders Promised
tori.,orr,^, he will be met by a reexpected to terminate yesterday,
inDallas Bicycling is under control ception committee representing the dications
were that the meeting might
in Texas.
Rigid surveillance h- the industry to felicifete him on his re- be held
over to today.
Film Board of Trade has resulted in covery from illness abroad.
Trend of discussion at the meeting
practical elimination of the practice,
Included on this committee, of indicated
that there might be price rewhich
which formerly attained dangerous
Will H. Hays is chairman, are
(Continued on Pagt 15)
proportions.
The board's campaign Earl W. Hammons, of Educational,
during the last few years has either Elmer Pearson of Pathe, William
(Continued on Page 14)

desire to help.

KANN

(Continued on Page 2)

Skirboll Succeeds Bandy
Joseph Skirboll, who has been
Western district manager for First
National, sails on the
Berengaria

U

^ct.
to become European director
general for the company.
He succeeds H. A. Bandy, now assistant
to
t. Bruce Johnson in the
foreign department.

may come

try

it

senting

Rocks Board

complete surprise, for

Bicycling

;vil

be attempted by the newly
lormed National Theater Supply
Co
will be sought by a
committee repre-

These companies feel that a safeguard IS needed against what they
consider partial elimination of
competition at least in the equipment
field
dissension through
merging of 50 supply houses
the
Film
(Continued

—

advancement
mechanisms as

this

may

Philadelphia
Internal
rocked the structure of
Board of Trade, when local representatives of national companies ousted all incumbent officers and elected

Research should be

so

Increases
Definite statement from manufacturers of equipment and
accessories
as to the attitude they will
assume
toward any increase of prices which

terests.

general

perfected

develop.

shed

Page 2)

Firms Seek Attitude on
Any Equipment Price

—

endeavor is worthy
icouragement. moral or financial,
sort

lis

tinue under jurisdiction of Dr.
Lee De Forest, its inventor,
who would have the added facDities of the Fox company.
Experiments in the development
of the device would be carried
on at both the De Forest studio on East 48th St., New
York, and at the Fox Eastern
studios.

the or-

Age

8

Under the plan, the development of Phonofilm would con-

to Society's

Lodge— Whether

ASKED TOTAKE STAND

run.

Perspective
Briarcliff

MANUEACrURERSWIlLBE

?

— Fox

Lodge

holds
an option on the Phonofilms,
it was reported yesterday.
"The
option has but a few days to

Move Voiced

''big

wherein are conducted painsig experiments for the common

Price 5 Cents

Fox Phonofilm Deal

SCOPEISADVOCATED

Stabilization

Benefits for All

1926

Briarcliff

record, might well of M. P. Engineers here. There was
back the years and with a sharp division of opinion on the
enable satisfaction reflect subject.
Dr. Kenneth Hickman of Eastman
t its members, individually
Kodak was an advocate of a broader
collectively, have done for scope of membership,
stating that
ion pictures.
It is the in(.Continued on Page 15)
ry's clearing house of scienresearch.

y to

7,

"Better 'Ole" Opens Tonight
Second of the Vitaphone attracday, in the not too distant future, the motion picture
tions to reach Broadway,
"The Betindustry will boast of a club and clubhouse in New York, ter
;Ole," starring Syd
completely its oVv^. It is needed. Picture progress has been tonight at the Colony. Chaplin, opens"
"Don Juan
dramatically fast. In its headlong dash toward prosperity, some initial Vitaphone attraction, is playing the Warner, where
of the finer sidelights of its career have been overlooked.
it
opened
Aug. 6.
where
its
executives
could
well-appointed clubhouse
gather
around the luncheon table, a preview theater where professional
Academy Opening Monday
openings could be held, a ballroom where the industry's social
Opening of Fox's Academy of MusSurely an industry of this size and ic has been postponed until Monday
affairs would take place.
night.
"The Family Upstairs" will
importance could handsomely support such a project.

SOME
A

be the feature.

our guess that the daily number of out-of-town picture
people in New York runs into a tidy number. A buyer from Lon- May Roadshow
"Fire Brigade"
don, a distributor from the Argentine, an exhibitor from South
It is understood that M-G-M
is
Bend. All a part of a happy international family. For these, considering roadshowing "The Fire
It is

(Continued on Pagt 6)

Brigade," directed by Will Nigh.
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Francaise,

S,

Rue

interests; Jack
leld; J. T.

Daily Reminder

of the K.-A.

Wood

"Screenland";

of

Upshaw Still
Atlanta— Although

Send Exploit'

O'Grams

With
Sunday

at the

A generally quiet market in film issues
featured the trading of the day, with only
changes, equally divided
fractional
slight
Fox Film "A"
between declines and rises.
showed a tendency for a little brisker trading
than usual, turning over 11,500 shares on
Fox Theaters
a final drop of fi of a point.
"A" climbed a half -point on a sale of 6,100

Thursday,

Though by no m«ans ignored, Warner is
sues weren't marked by the brisk trading
that has prevailed in its issues for the past
few days.
Of some moment was the gain
of a half-point during the day's turn-over
of Warner Pictures "A" on 25,200 shares.

Quotations
High Low Close
36'4

35^

37«

37'A

Sales

35«

500
1,100
37/,
63'A
73-4
•Bal. & Katz Vtc.
117'4 117
400
Eastman Kodak
117
14,200
Famous Players
116W 114^ 116
Fam. Play. Pfd.. 122
200
119J4 119J4
8'/,
200
Film Inspect
8-i
•First Nat'l Pfd...
101
71 '4 11.500
Fox Film "A" .. 74
70
Fox Theaters "A". 27
6,100
25?4 264^
Seat Vtc.

Seat.

•Balaban

Pfd.

&

...
...

Katz.
.

.

Project...
Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.

11%

•Intern"!

M.

Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"..
P.

45

2m
15

50>/,

Paramount B'way 97 Vi
ttKoxy Units ... 32

t

ttRoxy Common..

10/,

53-4
Skouras Bros
••Stan. Co. of Am
Trans- Lux Screen
8?<
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Pictures
•Warner Brothers
,

•

Last

Pictures.
Pict.

.

"A"

Prices

•• Phila.lelphia

44

43.

23 7^

im

A9'A
97 '4
30
9/,
S3J4

.

49 '4
97 J4

1

.

53^
86

, ,

8^

SH

49'/,

46»i

58

55

57

.

Quoted
Market

.

6,000
100
1,400
1,300

2m
15

96
33?4
95^5
48 J*

.

Warner
Warner

,

7,

,

1,600
,

,

In

of

Charlotte Exchange Building

—A

Stabilization
(.Continued

Age

from Page

Charlotte
new exchange hx.
ing on Poplar St., is to be erected
Ross Realty Co.

I

1)

menting on present conditions

in the

industry.
"The past five years will probably
go down in history as the dark age
The almost continuof the movies.

Original Negatives of Everythi;
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
Bryant

46th St.

81i

"U" Gets Negro Stories
the blush of shame to respectable
a new contract with Octavus second-story men," states the publi-

Roy Cohen,

"The pretense of propriety
Universal has obtained cation.
screen rights to his negro stories. observed by the producers did not
The pictures are to be made with all- succeed in concealing their hostile
negro casts, on stipulation of the attitude towards the theatermen or
author. The company recently signed the policy of many sales departments
a contract with Cohen for a series for to exact ruinous rentals when and
Charles Puffy.
where the opportunity offered.
"The exhibitors, disorganized and
"Bardelys" at Capitol Soon
confronted by the rising power of
"Bard,elys the Magnificent," M-G- their business enemies, rushed into

M

picture with John Gilbert, will
play the Capitol in the near future.
Owing to the fact that it is on last
year's schedule it will not be released as a special.

Kraft Out of Hospital
H. S. Kraft, who recently underwent an operation for appendicitis,
has been discharged from the hospital.

Curtis Leases Goshen House
Fred Curtis has leased the Goshen,
Goshen, N. Y., which will be ready
in January.

8,300
25,200

print

and

to their

conventions with

loud lamentations against the perfidy
the producers, but subsequently
found a more eflective weapon in the
the
enabling
'controlled situation'
several exhibitors in a zone to dictate prices to the manufacturer.
"Arrogance and bitterness rode the
And then came Wall Street
wind.
and Will Hays. Wall Street, taking
the industry under its paternalistic
wing, called for stabilization and the
elimination of those ruinous practices
that were proven so costly to all concerned. Will Hays, called in primarily to stem the rising tide of censorof

Our

ability to (a) accurately translate the hazards of your busiinto the language of Insurance Policies; and (b) to secure sued
Policies Irora Insurance Companies able and willing to promptly pay
the losses they sustain; and (c) to consummate these transactions at
the lowest possible cost to our clients, explains why we have achieved
the confidence of the large number of theatrical and raioti i.i picture
concirns whom we now represent.

and Ask
H ond M arket

tt Bid
t

^

the

confidence

1926

on ous warfare between producer and
exhibitor brought into play business
practices that would have brought

hearings

the matter.

shares.

Am.
Am.

Oct

exit

its

of

activities

hibitor in producer and vica vers
being gradually restored. The dej
system has been abolished and
exhibitor today is looked upon
substantial business man engage

in Fight

In view of the recent operators'
trouble indications are that the fight
will be a bitter one. The anti-Sunday
opening forces have the backing of
the child welfare organizations. The
fireworks will start when tjie judiciary

the

dignified profession.
"And today when the producer J
fishing for the exhibitor's theater
with golden bait and not a spi
club."

who will work with him
coming Congress.

committee resumes

to

of

office is that

n

of Georgia,

Financial

Hays

i

from the
scene the
closing proponents
will have a leader in Rep. Lankford
his

ship which threatened to engulf
industry, found himself saddled
the onerous task of harmonizing
many differences between exhi!
and producer, and in the face ol
greatest obstacles he succeedet
creating machinery for the ad.
ment of these inevitable diflere
which machinery on the whol

result

Tihn Daily,

Rep. Upshaw
has been defeated for re-election to
Congress, he will be a member of the
next session, until his term expires
4.

1

functioning very effectively.
1
now and then a sore spot breaks
but it is just a surface indication
quickly disappears.
The impor

Cosman, Hugo Riesen-

David Strauss of "The Morning Telegraph"; Epes W. Sargent of "The
M. P. World"; Martin 'Quigley of
•Exhibitors" Herald"; Fred J. McConnell of "The Daily Review"; William
A. Johnston of "The M. P. News";
Dean Mathey of Dillion Reed and
Co.; I. N. Landauer; Maurice Kann
of THE FILM DAILY and others.

March

Saulnier.

Murdock

Exhibitors'

7,

nes.s

tovu'LETE LABORATORY
AND TITLK SERVICE

IVe

stake

ivill

Devoting

my
i

Entire Efforts to

Life Insurance Onl^

WHY?
ALBERT

a RUBEN

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y.

C.

(llth floor)

Vanderbilt 6600

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

our reputation on our service.

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATeO

The Standard

^

of the Industry

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1
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^iT

II
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1600 Broadway, New York
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Holding Prints Costly
Philadelphia Board Assesses Park
$1,020 for Keeping Print
27 Days
Philadelphia Holding prints overtime, one of the chief causes of miss-

—

outs,

to

is

pastime

be made

an

in this territroy

by action

unpopular

it is

of the arbitration

I

^^

J^gg^

board

as well as the vast number of New York picture people, who
gather now in a dozen different places would such a common
meeting place prove a blessing.

A Suggested Plan

in

Under a contract for 15 pictures,
the exhibitor had played 13, and asked
permission to return C. O. D. $50
the last print shipped as reimbursement on a deposit made with the company two years ago. Although permission was granted, the print was
not returned and at the expiration of
27 days, complaint was filed.

Talk of a motion picture club has been rife for years. Spasmodic attempts to launch it have fallen by the wayside through

A

Now. It is to those big
club is needed.
lack of interest.
of the industry, whose accomplishments have already been
u ritten never to be erased, that the following suggestion is given

minds

Picture houses as well as the legitimate have long given
worthy causes. What could be more worthy to our
own industry than a clubhouse from which all would benefit?
With a clear appreciation of the thought that charity should beThe board granted the claim, with gin at home we have long thought that a big production, conan additional proviso that following tributed by the best in genius in every branch of the greatest inrendering of the verdict the exhibitor dustry on earth would be a tremendous artistic as well as finanwas to pay $200 a day to the exchange
cial success.
until the print was returned.

Liberty Offers Gratis Service to T
aters Presenting Shows for
Florida Relief
Atlanta Free film service for
theaters of Georgia which pres
benefit performances for Florida h
ricane sufferers is being offered
Lil)erty Film Dist. Corp.
The only stipulation, according

—

Manager Hank Hearn is the env
receipts must be turned over intact
the Red Cross.
Employes of the theaters, it is
sumed, will donate their services
the benefit, so that, no expense «
be charged against the benefit.
jjis

benefits for

Imagine

a super special

sponsored by Will Hays and the

7, 19i|

Films for Benefits

Attd E ThoUght

(Continued from Page 1}

indicated

assessing the Rolling Green Park,
$1,020 for holding a print 27 days
overtime.

, „

Thursday, October

in-

Managers' School Resumes Nov. 15
The third class of the Publix Theater Managers' School will start about
Nov. 15.

Hawn

««

Directing Publicity

—

John W. Considi
president of Feature Prod., 1
signed Gavin Campbell Hawn, for

Los Angeles

Jr.,

Itii

erly West Coast manager of "M
To-day," as director of publicity.
IDIIlit

Heights Square Reopened
Mrs. Frances Czajko
ski,
who formerly ran the Hap
Hour, has taken over the Heigh
Square, Harvard Ave. and East 42i
St.
The house has been closed |
Cleveland-

—

Jitin

iiisfi

dustry's leaders; written by a Laurence Stallings, a Rex Beach
ks,
or a Fannie Hurst in connection with other great writers. Continuity by a Frances Marion, a June Mathis, a Forrest Halsey or
ilS;
t)ther splendid constructionists. Settings and effects by an Urban. two years.
\
Sujjervised by a Griffith, and actually directed by two or more
Seadler in Charge
any
one
our
Edited
by
of
master
craftsdirectors.
of
our
great
During the absence in Europe of
"Love O'Women" First
Howard Dietz, director of advertising men. Publicized by the A. M. P. A. and the Wampas and adLos Angeles "Love O' Women
and publicity for M-G-M, Silas F. vertised by our splendid list of trade papers.
an original by Adela Rogers "^
Seadler, advertising manager, is in
Johns, will be Blanche Sweet's initifw*',
charge.
starring vehicle under her new co:
Economically Sound
tract with Fox.
John Griffith Wjj
Naming Feminine Immortals
.^It is our thought, from those we have spoken to, that all will direct.
Results of a ballot to name the 12 v.'ould be more than glad to do their share from the first bit of
j
women who have done the most for negative to the last bit of accounting. From an economic standBlystone Signs New Contract
the film industry will be announced
Los Angeles
G.
BlystonCJo,
point, it would give the industry a finely appointed clubhouse,
J.
at today's luncheon of the A. M. P. A.
A year ago the A. M. P. A. voted on tree of bonds or funded debt, and without putting too great a whose current picture, "On the Winj m
of the Storm" is his 39th for Fox, hi
the 12 men who have done the most burden on any single set of individuals.
signed a five-year contract with tl
The luncheon
for the cinema world.
This is but our suggestion.
have no desire to sponsor compan3^
is to be given as a tribute to Glendon Allvine in appreciation of his ad- nor promote it. That should be left to far more capable hands
ministration as president.
Detroit Managers Switched
than ours. It is not unlikely that there are more efficient or
nil
Detroit
Silas Carpenter is manaj
better ways of doing it. The thought we wish to convey is that
J,"
Extinguishes Fire with Hand
ing the Madison. He succeeds Rus ijn
from
our
serious observation, a clubhouse for the motion picture
ell Chapman, transferred to the Cai
Harrisburg, Pa. Lawrence Katz,
operator, received severe burns about industry in New York is needed, and we stand ready and willing itol. Rex Minkley is at the State, i!
McGinnis at the Adams and Georg '•
the face and hands, when with bare to do our share toward making it a reality.
Mil
hands he extinguished an ignited film
Immerman at the new Michigan
ALICOATE
Katz called another opat the State.
icar

fers

—

Slit

ictii

111

—

I*.';
i

an

utio

We

itii

;to»

Jell

—

—

St;

erator to continue the

show, before

being taken to a hospital.
Kelly Testifies

Jolson Suit

Will Seat 92,500

— Five

theaters," according to Joseph Laronge, of the Real Estate Board, who
has been active in financing the city's
theaters.

Church Running Pictures
Alton, 111.
Capacity attendance i
reported at shows presented at th

—

'"

theaters
under
Congressional Church, in connectioi ^
Anthony Paul Kelly, scenarist, construction will give the city an adwith Sunday evening services. Films
Downtown Cleveland is not ready carrying a lesson, which is made th'
yesterday in his $250,000 ditional seating capacity of 7,500, or
testified
At present for another large theater, in Laronge's subject for
breach of contract suit against Al Jol- a total of 92,500 seats.
the ensuing sermon, a^
son in the Supreme Court. He said there are about 125 houses here, 26 opinion. He is interested in the Ohio, selected.
stock house, and is considering financthat he had arranged for D. W. of which seat 500 or less.
Griffith to direct the comedian, who,
to
The Loew program calls for the ing a year-around stock theater in the
Gusdanovic Operating Four Now
he asserted, changed his mind when erection of at least five outlying city. "It should be emphasized that,
"everything was all set." Jolson was houses within two years. Each will as in the case of many other busiCleveland Paul Gusdanovic is rC;
afraid of the possibilities of "doing seat upward of 2,000.
Construction nesses, that a decentralization of the opening the Regent, Buckeye Rd,
a Fred Stone a flop ," Kelly testi- soon will start on Loew's Highland, theatrical districts has taken place," and E. 117th St., which he rebuilt al
"In the large suburban and a cost of $75,000. The house seat!
fied.
Detroit, and W. 117th Sts., which will lie said.
scat 2,500.
This will be a combina- outlying centers as well as in the 1,800. It is the fourth in his Cleve^i
cross-town sections a demand for land chain, the others being the Or
tion house.
New S50,000 Atlanta House
first-class houses has sprung up, and pheiim, Miles and Norwell.
T,
There
are
five
"non-movie"
houses
Atlanta
Fast Point has a new
has been, and is being met, especially
house, the Fairfax, which cost about in Cleveland, three of which are "leg- in
the case of the Loew interests,
It is operated I)y the Fair- it" houses, one of which is dark, while
850,000.
Building Seattle's Largest
which
this office represents.
Our
^,
the
other
two are devoted to burfax Theater Corp.. headed by Jol/n
present program of expansion inSeattle—
$1,500,000 theater anc i
lesque.
Vickers. It scats 500.
cludes the erection of at least five office building is planned at Fiftl *
Although Cleveland long has been new outlying houses, each of which Ave., Stewart St. and Westlake Ave. "
"Prince of Tempters" for Strand
regarded as overscated, steady growth will scat upwards of 2,000. It is con- by the Orpheum circuit. The house
i,
"The Prince of Tempters" is book- of the city has eliminated this condi- templated that these theaters will be which will seat 3,000, will be the lari^ji
ed for the Strand Oct. 17.
tion, and now is "amply provided with built within a period of two years." est in this city.
in
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Zontimied Prosperity For U. S, Seen
why we should not have a long period
prosperity.
Much of our prosperity I
think is due to the reduction in taxes, but
these are still much too high."
reason

ONOMIC STRUCTURE

SOUND,|ANKERS SAY

of

Francis H. Sisson, president trust
company division, vice president

Guaranty Trust

Banks
Voice Optimism Over
of

fivoys

22,000

Future
'rosperity throughout the United
tes is of a substantial character
will he continued, delegates to
fifty-second annual convention
the American Bankers Assoc, in
Angeles assert. The consensus
opinion among the 8,000 bankers
iress confidence in the nation's

nomAc structure whose soundness
irantees continuance of present
ditions.
There are 22,000 bankinstitutions represented at the
sions. A summary of opinions of
ding bank officers in various sects follows, as reported by the
'all Street Journal":
)scar Wells, president American
nkers Assoc, president First Nalal Bank of Birmingham, Ala:
Some surprise is perhaps felt that busiStates is conin the United
so prospersous a level for so long
opinion
of the early
General
business
me.
of the year expected contraction of a
or less serious sort before the end of
•e
6 and even the most optimistic did not
ect this year to surpass 1925 in the voland vigor of its business activity. To
however, the consensus seems to be that
iness will continue at a satisfactory rate
mghout the rest of 1926 and that when
i

activity

:ing

at

,

records for the twelvemonth are corned it will outrank even the record year
5
and stand as the most prosperous in
nation's history.
these expectations are fulfilled it will
ititute a striking verification of the belief
conditions have developed that tend to
!ve the United States of the violent conts in the busines cycle that seemed forly to doom it to alternate periods of prosty and depression.
doubtless now pura more equable course because of better
lomic management in many respects."
If

i.

We

A. Traylor,

lerican
5t

vice president,
Assoc, president

first

Bankers

National Bank,

Chicago:

far as our information goes, busiin the Chicago territory is continuing
Forward
run in satisfactory volume.
rs
are not large but current demands
sufficient to keep equipment and labor
There is some complaint of
employed.
keenness of competition with its resultant
Customer borrowing
owing of profits.
1
Chicago banks is substantially larger
Inquiry inat this
time last year.
tes that this is reflected more in accounts
ivable than in accumulated inventory.
The
ement of freight in the district has been
e
and well handled.
This factor has
Dubtedly contributed greatly to the sused
so-called
hand-to-mouth purchase of
chandise.
Reports from
the
principal
cultural states are on the whole encourThe percentage of farmers in actual
g.
(\s

months of the year becomes more definite.
Although
indications
of
increasing
trade
volumes are less pronounced in some directions than a year ago, this is only natural
in view of
the exceptionally mild reaction
during the Summer.
"Despite the fact that high activity and

general

prosperity have been uninterrupted
two years, present conditions are remarkably free from the elements which ordinarily precede a major decline in business.
The favorable features clearly predominate
and, while potentialities of danger still exfor

'.

it,

R.

is

unquestionably

growing

less."

Preston, second vice presi-

American
Bankers
Assoc,
Hamilton National Bank,

is

it

Grant McPherrin, president. State
division,
American Bankers
Assoc, president Central State Bank,
Dcs Moines:

Bank

Not Uniform"

"Prosperity

"In my opinion, it has been years since
we have entered the Fall season under such
encouraging circumstances as exist today,
particularly
Iowa.
in
Agriculture,
which
been

has

down

grade for the past
two years,
evidence of improvement.
Prices on
farm products are very s,itisfactory and despite the disparagement advocated by selfish-minded politicians, farmers
.IS
rule are encouraged.
a
The lianking
'ituation over the state is fully 50 per cent
more favorable than a year ago. The monev
situation is about ideal all over this nation."

on

a
gives

C

W.

Wilkinson,

tional

Bank

chants

&

president.

division, nresident

Farmers

National

NaMer-

Bank.

C:

N.

Charlotte.
"In my

judg'iwsnt,
the
country as a
has never been at any time in the
oast as prosperous as it is today.
Of course,
this prosperity is not imiform. as some nf
our industries are laccrine behind, notably

whole

farmins

"The
now for

and

textile

textile

Industry

several years.
idle for some time

been

industries.

has

been

lagi?ine
mills have
very few of

Many

and
have earned an adequate return on
their investments during that time, but iust
at present there seems to be a better feeling
amonf those eneaeed in this work and they
hnvf hopes of better prices, showing a larger
profit in the near future.
"I see no sicnis to indicate that business

them

this

Fall

not

will

ind

in

tial

incre.ise."

ps

be

most Industries

I

rrrio(\
as last year
look for a substan-

C

A. Hinsch. nresident. Fifty-third
Bsnk of Cincinnati, former
president, .American Bankers .^ssoc:
"The outlook Is certainly most encouraging.

National

VearU-

every

moving

^p

e^-ery

In

"The
'onked

ittanooga:

ness.
nil

Is

l-if^e

but substantial profits are benig realized
line

where manaeement

is

effic'ent-

industry has for years been
bnronieter of <too<I busi
'throur^hoiit
the
country
pvfelte^f
rondltlnns
with
com-

steel

pnon as a
Companies

reP'^^t

Parative'v little stocks of tnatuifactured
uct on hand."

William

prod-

F Knox president. BowNew York, former

erv Saving"! Bank.
president,

American Bankers

.'Xssoc:

all

born under when

we were

set down in this
not,
it
only takes a
the peoples of other nations and
a comparison of the standard of living of
the masses of our people with what we find
elsewhere to wake us up to our good luck

comitry.
glance at

do

Americans.

being

in

we

If

"Compare our workmen, millions of whom
own their own homes and automobiles, enemployment

steady

ioy

in
an
political

live

wages

good

at

atmosphere

and
Mexico,

and

of

personal liberty
with
conditions
in

secuiity,

with its political and religious oppression and economic hardship, or with Italy
with rising prosperity but a dictatorship, or
Russia with its terrorism and chaos, or
France with its financial nightmare or even
England with its torn industrial condition.
"Americans are happy because they believe in their political system even if they
do
criticize
it,
because
they
have vast
natural resources, because tliey have developed a
great
economic organization that
uses these resources for the good of all
and because as a nation we work efficiently,
live comfortably, consume less than we produce and save a substantial surplus against
the future.
That is why we have $60,000,000,000 in insurance policies, an army of
investors and no less than 44,000.000 savings
depositors
with
some
$24,000,000,000
in
savings."

the laborers themselves.

Highest Level
"The

of our prosperity is the hiehthat
the world has ever seen.
The
ureat secret of prosperity here today is that
there is plenty for everyone who works and
the people trenerally have the common sense
to save.
This will keep us prosperous for
level

est

some time

come and

I therefore am conlook forward to active business this Fall and holiday season with a good
start into next year."
to

we can

fident

F. O. Watts,
tional Bank in
_

president. First NaSt. Louis, former

president, American Bankers Assoc:
"The general business and financial situation

in

country

this

healthy

condition

whether

at

and

a

in

is
it

is

queflonaMe

time of the year a more
wholesome condition has prevailed for many
years.
As contrasted with some former per
iods of p-reat industrial activity, there is a
nicer
adjustment between the' supply and
Tud the demand for products, expressing
Itself in
reasonable Inventories on the part
of manufacturers,
wholesalers and distributors

"There Is an abundance of commercial
bank credit In the country and it has on
whole been wisely dispensed bv bankers
and used carefully by the business community.
The outlook for the remainder of
the

the

year

is

quite

satisfactory."

B.

McAdams,

Thomas

executive

manager. State-Planters
Bank &
Tnist Co.. Richmond. Va.. former
president, .\merican Bankers Assoc:
"There

F.

J.

.Sartori,

&

Trust

shnrtaee of .about
XO noo.nno pomuis in the bright tobacco crop
which has been reflected bv an advance of
•nproxlmatelv 100 per cent In prices over
last
yenr of the grades selling \nider .^0
fents.
The business of the tobacco maini''s
fartitrcrs
growing in Imth volume and

The

profits.

cotton

mill

situation

seems

somewh-'t more stable than for several months
past.
T.anre shipments of coal for exnort
;ire
h-ivln"'^^ a_ material
effect
on conditions
In West Virginia and unon the
earnings of
the
coal
carriers.
Money is expected to
cr.„tmi.e in ste.-idv demand, with --mple supplv for our lecitimate trade uses."

R

S.

Hawes, vice president

Nat'^^nal
nresident,
"If

Bpnk

in

St.

.AmericTn

doubtf'il

First

Louis, former

Bankers

.\soc..

there has ever been a
a nation has been sn
••Ide'v d'"st'-Ibuted .->nd when the standard of
llvln" of the people at large was s" h'ph

time

Is

wh»n wealth

if

in

that "bich now preval's in f'le United
Tbei-p has been e-oin? on during the
States.
"ast several decades t democr->tIzation nf industr^ as represented bv the increns'ng ownership of the securities of corporations- by
the pennle at large as well as a larcrer reoresentatlnn In the direction of industry bv
IS

president,

Bank,

Savings

Security

Los An-

geles:
"There
is
little
doubt that business
throughout the country is very satisfactory
and will continue at a high level during
the balance of this year.
In fact, a sufficient volume has already been recorded to
justify the almost certain estimate that the
total for 1926 will exceed that of the record
year 1925.

Bright Crop Future
"The

prosperity which
the country as a

prevalent throughis
strongly
reflected
in
California.
General business
throughout this year has been at a high
level
crops have matured early and, in most
cases, the yield will be large; industry is
making steady progress."
out

is

whole

;

Haynes

McFadden,

secretary

Georgia Bankers Assoc:
"Great strides are being made industrially
Georgia, particularly in textile and hydroelectrical development, no unemployment exists and the people are happy and satisfied.
The effects of the recent bank failures have
been fully discounted. Except for the banks
carried down by the failure of the Bankers
Trust Co., Georgia's institutions, both state
and national, are as strong and as clean
as any equal number of banks that can
be found anywhere in the country. Without
minimizing the hardships that necessarily
followed in the wake of banks closing in
a number of communities, the state's liquid
in

condition has anrazed conservative observers
who expected the loss of public confidence
Many of the closed banks have
to spread.
been divorced from their former fiscal agent
and have reopened under auspicious administration, and others are now in process
The net results, it apof rehabilitation.
pears, will ultimately be (or the good and
welfare of the state by giving it fewer

and better banks."
vice chairman of
Oexter Horton Nationa.

James D. Hoge,
tne

uoard,

Bank, Seattle:
"The whole Pacific Northwest has shared
very generously in the remarkable prosperity
which the people of the United States have
Two under-lying factors
enjoyed in 1926.
are responsible for this nation-wide prosperity.
These are the unparalleled efficiency
of the railroads of the country and the very
satisfactory
throughout the Central States
serve Bank .System."

R. C. Stephenson, president, St
Joseph Loan & Trust Co., South
Bend, Ind.
been
quite
have
conditions
throughout the Central States
been
unusual
acthere
has
and
during 1926
tivity among the manufacturers who have
found a ready sale for output."

"Business

satisfactory

«

apparent

an

is

policy of high

with high efficiency of labor, with the result
that there is a very great purchasing power
in our country."

remarkably

this

The

wages has come to be generally accepted in
this country
and hand in hand has gone

—

endeavor

seems to
satisfactory manner.
and tlie '^'-ir-'Ins ^-erv

line
of
alnn*' ni a

The ^-olume
•"lose,

sident

1926 will likely
for
General business
Railroads
ed in volume the year 1925.
t
never more prosperous than they are
and never rendered better service to
public, and if the government will only
them alone and keep hands off them as
as off other legitimate business, I see no

highly

improbable that they will
develop into active checks to business activity in the near future.
"We have reached the point when sustained rather than increasing prosperity seems
to l)e the promise of the
future.
It
can
hardly be expected that the ratio of increase
whereby 1925 surpassed 1924 and 1926 exceeded 1925, can be maintained in 1927, and
yet. iudged by nearly every important standard the country as a whole promises to close
the current year in a very prosperous condition and seems likely to continue so in
1927."
ist,

1

:ulties

York:

"With the opening of the autumn season
the appearance of the usual signs of
business revival, the outlook for a continuance of high activity during the remaining

the

"Labor Well Employed"

New

and

;

;

Co.,

has become such a commonappreciate what lucky stars we were
place in the United States that I wonder if

"Prosperity

we

Prospects

Lucius Teter,
Trust Co.:

Favorable
president,

Chicago

"My

feeling is that the business outlook
favorable, always bearing in mind
that in a country so large as ours some
businesses are apt to be having a hard time
and some sections of the country are apt to
If the
have unfavorable crop conditions.
elections prove a continuation of a conservative government in the United St.ates, and I
believe they will, the prospects for continued
is

very

good business are favorable."

Henry
First

M.

National

Robinson, president
Bank, Los Angeles:

"The volume of business in the Pacific
southwest territory has been at high levels
the past three-quarters of 1926. Money is
Deeasy for sound comnrercial purposes.
posits are at high levels, the decline in
demand deposits during recent months having been more than offset by the increase
The demand for loans
in savings deposits.
Borrowiiig from the Federal Reis
good.
The market for
negligible.
Bank
are
serve
mortgages is highly competitive, with an
abundance of funds seeking this channel of
investment."

i

<

^

FRANK

BOR-ZAGE

The

i1

best directors in the industry

have been assembled

to

produce Fox

Pictures.

You
at the

to be

exhibitors only need to look
faces on this page

HAR,R.v

names and

convinced of that.

BEAUMONT

You know

what these men have produced.

You have made money on

—

VICTOPl'

their

pictures in the past and you know
what to expect when they are given
the plays and stories on the Fox
schedule and a brilliant array oi
actors from which to select their
casts.

,

SCHEKTZINGERJ

u3Sn^"

The first of this season's product
has proved the box-office quality oi
Fox Pictures. As the season advances, each new production will
prove that this box-oflfice quality is
absolutely dependable.
Fox has

the stories and plays!

Fox has

the stars and players!

/

J

G.

BLY5TONE

FOX HAS THE
DIRECTORS!

GEOR.GE H

MELFOR-D

FOX HAS THE
PICTURES!
^'RVING
CUMMiNr.'^l

fj^iCS

H.
%*.

-7S-CFC.ED

E.GR-EEN

JOHN

FOR,D

What

The Music Master
7th Heaven
One Increasing Purpose

Price Glory
3 Bad Men

Zat So?
Fig Leaves
The Auctioneer
The Return of Peter Grimm

The Lily
The Country Beyond

Upstream
The City
Whispering Wires

Mother Machree

Is

Gaby
The Family Upstairs
The Blue Eagle
The Holy Terror
Ankles Preferred

Married Alive
Hidden Charms
The Congressional Medal
Going Crooked
The Midnight Kiss

Cradle Snatchers
Womanpower
The Monkey Talks
The Second Year
"Marriage License?"
Wings of the Storm
Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl

7

TOM MIX

All Western Productions

Now

better than ever before!

My Wife's Honor

THE

-.gBg^
DAILY

10

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Exploit-

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

O-Grams
"Fighting for Buffalo Bill"
On the sidewalk in front of the theater placed a piece of congolcum IS
(Universal)
Borrowed some Indian eciuipment in. x 9 in. with copy on same stating
This
from a local store bows and arrows, that Valentino was playing.
advertising
of
our
was
good
as
one
shields, tomahawks, cowboy clothes,
etc.
and took four boys to a vacant competitors who is only three doors
lot and posed them in typical Indian away was playing Valentino in "The
and Buffalo shots. The newspaper Conquering Power" and their patrons
used the pictures in strip form and as well as ours had to walk over the
Monday and Tuesday
then tied up with the New Mission congoleum.
and New Fillmore on a free show for during the rush hours had a man and
children the day the serial started. a little boy both in sheik costumes
The paper gave feature space to the walking the streets with a sign on
stunt for an entire week and helped their backs advertising the picture.—
to get this serial off to a flying start. Milton H. Kress, Strand, Memphis.
M. S. Vidaver, New Mission and
"The Strong Man"
New Fillmore, San Francisco.
(First National)
Had a special title made up after
"Flaming Frontier"
style used by International News(Universal)
The annual city field day under the reel, and inserted a shot of Harry
auspices of the Park Dept., came at Langdon landing in New York, taken
The title
the time when picture was playing. from "The Strong Man."
Arrangements were made to print the read something as follows:

*

—

Foreign

—

*

Theatres
*

Thursday, October

T

H
£

News

Eastern
Studios
*

Reviews

—

program throwaway

official

affair.

One

for

the

quarter of this program

was devoted

to the

announcement

engagement.
picture's
the
Syracuse, N. Y.

of

— Eckel,

—Mauretaniathewere
notables

New York Among

on

the

SS.

arriving

Paul

Bergot

"The Strong Man" from Belgium who
be seen at the Circle the week of

This,

proved

used in
effective^

the

"The Midnight Kiss"
(Fox)
Tied up with a Candy company
which has many branches throughout
the South and is well known for its
Arrangements were
candy kisses.
made whereby SO pounds of free kisses were secured for distribution at the
Girls were stationed in the
theater.
lobby one week in advance of the
Each patron received a
opening.
candy kiss containing a neat tag upon which was printed: "Two DelightTastes, Nunnally's Kisses and
ful
'The Midnight Kiss' the William Fox
Production, Ritz Theater."

*

Hollywood

A

Little

will

*

news weekly,

apparatus, we broadcast the laughter
from the house into the street, in
front of the theater, using a special
loud speaker.
picked up the
laughter by means of a regular radio

Directors*

Annual

We

Under marquee we had
"Laugh-O-Meter," on which
were
written
"Laughs,
Guffaws,
Screams, Howls, etc.," taking the
place of the hours. A hand revolved
continually.
This was made by
means of a small electric motor which

*

microphone.

a small

electrician placed in the "clock." Special gears were necessary to reduce
the speed of the motor so that the

Financial
*

Presentations

hand of the clock would not revolve
"The Son of the Sheik"
too fast.
Using radio apparatus in
(United Artists)
still another way, we broadcast the
Advertised this in advance as "Our announcements made by our anSurprise

Program"

telling the public

watch for announcement of title
Saturday night had boys
Sunday.
working all night distril)uting 15,000
heralds. At an airplane field Sunday
had a large banner advertising this
week's attraction and stating that a
free ticket to the Strand would be given to the first 25 taking a ride. At
this field they were having an air
circus which had a crowd of 5,000
to

Some

nouncer, directly into the auditorium
of the theater, on Monday night when
we broadcast our program over

WFBM,

the local radio station. This
is also carried out on
A. Berry, Circle, Indianapo-

announcement
the

air.

—

Fine Pointers

money-making suggestions

for

the Pathe All Comedy Circus.
In true circus style the campaign outlines the box office
possibilities of the all-comedy
programs, and the exploitation
suggested is adaptable to use

by any size
up this aid
all-comedy

theater. Don't pass
in exploiting
bills.

your

Review of
Reviews
*

Paint"

Know Your

(Paramount)
Put over a tie-up with a local paint
comi)any (without cost) and secured

enough paint

Pathe has issued an attracand practical campaign
tive
book, which offers some real

*

lis.

"Wet

to doll

up lobby.

Own

Industry

"Wet

Paint" cards furnished by the paint
carried a little courtesy acknowledgment, and of course there
were plenty of cards from the exchange which also read "Wet Paint."
Usherettes were dressed
in
white

company

*

Comment

A

overalls and caps.
few step ladders and cans of paint were placed in
conspicuous places in the lobby. The
paint company placed large ads in the

papers advising all to see "Wet
Paint" at the Florence.
The painting of the lobby, box office inside and
local

out,

and balcony effects (Italian debrought forth much favorable
Tom MacDonald, Pasadena.

signs)
talk.

—

F

*

Service

Short Subjects

Year Book

From Lots

Sept. 25.

and was a bit different.
During the showing by
means of our own radio amplifying

7, 19

I

L

M
D

A

*

And

That's

That

Accessories

Weekly Film
Digest
*

Present- 0-

Grams
*

I

L

Y

Exchanges
*

States Rights
*

Equipment

*-

^rsday, October

7,

^V^

1926

M.

I

P.

CAPITAL EARNINGS

\RE $40,000

MONTHLY

The following

P. Capital Corp.

at $8,991,645
This

is

11

Earnings

shows the earnings and financial position of M. P.
the end of the 1924 and 1925 years and the six months
table

income after depreciation
'Earned per common share
Total
Total

ta.xes,

6 mos. end
Jun< 30, '26
$230,768

etc

1.18

current assets
current liabilities

6,762,107
4,056,277
2,705,830
875,926
5,814,722
3,947,614
155,434

$66,363
.39

1,830,120
1,098,714
731,406
488,367
1,333,950
947,631
58,343

reached a total of $4,701,346. greater diversification of its loans.
The company does not produce or In view of the large expansion prostribute motion pictures, but acts in grams being carried on by theater op.operation with the industry, making erating companies, it is interesting to
ans to producers and others on col- note that M. P. Capital Corp. has
been offered a large amount of busiteral and exercising close supervifor
Dn over the expenditure of funds ness in the shape of assistance
theater
construction
financing
new
at
loan
the
rehypothecates
aned. It
as
bank, reassigning the collateral and and installation of equipment, such
the
aintaining against it an appropriate refrigerating apparatus, etc., in
it

balance.
different

luch

While

its

branches

activities
of the in-

they are chifly concerned with
otion picture production.

jstry,

Since organization the earnings of
corporation have increased connuously, and in the year ended Dec.
1925, net income amounted to
1,
le

?81,776, after interest, taxes, etc. The
jrrent year's operations will be sub:antially in excess of this amount,
$230,768 was earned in the six
5

lonths ended June 30, last.

n

That

old ones. * * *

The nature of the company's business does not require it to carry any
inventories.
It takes out life insurance policies on many of the important persons with whom it transacts
business.
Just recently it received a
check for $125,000 which represented
the policy carried by it on the life of
with
Valentino,
the late Rudolph
whom it had negotiated a mortgage
of $160,000 on the Hollywood real estate holdings of the star. This mortgage will be paid to the company
from time to time as the estate of
Valentino is settled.

taining the cash balance appropriate
in

each case.

if.

DALT

rpHROUGH Lou Lusty of the RiA alto, Eddie Cantor, who will register in "Kid Boots" on the screen
as well as on the stage, defines a motion picture
producer as a person
"who stands for what the public will

for."

fall

another in a series of arti-

8 by "Wall Street News" survey*Based on 175,464 common shares outstanding June, 1926, and 141,534
the financial status of a number shares outstanding in December, 1925 and 1924.
important producing and distribOthers are proming cotnpanies.
The outlet obtained through the B. F. the producer, a bill of sale of the negpublication shortly.
Ji for
Keith circuit, which has purchased a atives, insurance policies on the lives
',ws in no way reflect the opinion
50% interest in the Cinema Co. of of the director and any essential memTHE FILM DAILY.
America, the De Mille producing or- bers of the cast, and it receives, also,
The M. P. Capital Corp. in Sep- ganization. This circuit began the a written acknowledgment from the
pictures
around distributor of the assignment and his
nber, 1923, entered upon the busi- showing of these
agreement to remit receipts direct to
ss of financing various activities in Sept. 1 last
company until the loan is paid.
Starting
e motion picture industry.
When the DeMille contract busi- the
company rehypothecates its
th an initial cash capital of tlOO,- ness reaches its peak (when repay- The
banks, endorsing notes of
0, the company has grown rapidly,
ments equal the outgo on the pro- loans with
being increased gram) the M. P. Capital Corp. will the producer, reassigning the collatt working capital
3m time to time, so that on June 30, again be in a position to go into eral given to secure them and main-

ish

,Bj PHIL.

Year end.
Dec. 31, '24

1.62

8,991,645
4,290,299
4,701,346
803,514
7,843,016
4,166,554
189,385

Net working capital
Cash
Notes and accounts received
Notes and amounts payable
Profit and loss surplus

Yr. end.
Dec. 31, '25
$281,776

f

26,

And Thafs

Capital Corp. at
30, 1926:

ended June
i\et

nit Financing De Mille
Now Lists Its Assets

DAILY

D. W. Griffith's "Birth of a Nation" should be something of a child
after more than a dozen years of existence. Anyway, it's going to be reborn again at the Cameo during
Griffith repertoire week.

Ever know that once upon a time
King Vidor, Edward Sedgewick and
Ralph

Spence

formed

a

producing

company at Houston, Texas They
made two pictures and they still have
them, Sedgewick

testifies

mournfully.

What with Vitaphone and
world

series, life in St.

Louis

is

the
hec-

indeed.

tic,

Dividend Schedule

During 1925 M. P. Capital Corp.
acquired the entire preferred and common stocks of Cinema Finance Corp.
of Los Angeles, issuing in exchange
its comriion stock.
For the purpose
of increasing its business, by securing additional working capital, and for
the payment of a portion of the bank
loans current at the time, the corpoartion in May of this year undertook
financing in the form of an issue of
$2,000,000 five-year 6% sinking fund
debentures, which represents the only
funded indebtedness of the company.
The present outstanding capitalization consists of 175,464 no par value
common shares and $613,400 8% cumulative preferred stock
value
(par
The preferred is convertible
$25).
at any time into common, share for
share, and is redeemable at $28 a
Dividends on the preferred
share.
stock have been paid at the annual

Richard Barthelmess was given an
engraved silver tray on completion of
"The White Black Sheep," his last
picture for Inspiration, rounding out
years of association with the company. Sidney Olcott received a silver
loving cup for his drection of the last
three Barthelmess pictures.

five

"Chile
headline.

Film

Man

Here," states a
in this hot weather.

And

They've traced the pedigree of
"Thunder," dog star, back 1200 years.
If he could talk, he probably would
be so stuck up he wouldn't speak to
anybody.

"The I's have it," is not a term
that originated in the picture business.

Earning $40,000 a Mionth
Stanley Signs Operator Pact
Over a period of the last twelve
On the
rate of 8% since issuance.
Method of Loan Arrangement
onths, earnings of the company have
Philadelphia Wage
increases
of
of
common an initial distribution
/eraged around |40,000 monthly,
In arranging a production loan the SJyic a share was paid on June 15, from 15 to 20 per cent are granted local operators in a two year contract
he returns for July and August usual method of operation is as fol1925, and quarterly disbursements on
signed by the Stanley Co. and the
ive been slightly under this amount, lows:
A motion picture producer that
basis have been made since.

—

the net results for the third quarare expected to amply cover divi:nd requirements for the period,
.It

r

lese

experienced in
two months were due to con-

act

commitments on program

he

lower

earnings

of

particularly on the Cecil
De Mille program, where the yolme of loans has been acceleratmg
uring the summer months.
ictures,
.

for the year's program
photoplays, the corpoto
forced
ition was temporarily
ithdraw funds for scattered indewhich it makes
jndent loans on
E

To provide
De Mille

The
irger profits.
irns from the financing of this conact are based on a percentage of the
ross, which is usually smaller in the
company's

re-

with a record of successful performance on previous productions ordinarily procures from an established distributing company a contract authorizing him to make a certain production

which

is

built

around

a cast

and

A

story approved by the distributor.
cost budget is approved in advance
and the contract of distribution usually guarantees the producer that his
share of the receipts will equal the
cost of production within nine months
or a year from the date of release.
Armed with this contract and guarantee, the producer may turn to this
company for financing. If the M. P.
Capital Corp. approves the budget,
studio contracts and other elements of
cost, a loan is arranged and advances
are made to meet the production costs
weekly as production progresses.
The company exercises a control
over costs which it would be difficult
or impossible for a bank to exercise.
Before any advances are made, the
company customarily takes an assign-

to the decreased
ttendance at motion picture theaters
It is expected gross
that season.
pictures
Mille
De
iceipts of the
hich have already been released, and
inlose about to be released, will
ease considerably in the near futo
exhibiting ment of the distributor's guarantee
:re, because of the larger

jmmer months, due
I

This makes the maximum
wage $57.50 and the minimum $48.

union.

Finish Fight Planned
Springfield, Mo.— The fight
against the local ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows will be
Glared he is "out to smash it,"

W. W.

Smith, Grand owner,
announced following his conviction on a charge of violating the law. Smith was fined
$100 and costs for Sunday operation of the Grand. The jury
a few minutes.
Declaring the ordinance unconstitutional. Smith has declared he is 'out to smash it,'
and will carry the fight to the
says.
Court,
he
Supreme
Charges against Smith's operator and ticket taker were dismissed upon agreement between defense and the city attorney.

was out but

A

standard price of $2 an hour for
overtime was agreed upon.

Popolow Gets Theater

—

Philadelphia Harry Popolow has
taken over the Elrae, Frankford Ave.,

and Orthodox

St.

Clayton House Changes Hands

—

Clayton, N. J.
Charles Krouse has
purchased the Strand from H. Goldfarb.

New Owmers

at

—

Frankford

R. D. Jones and
^ Frankford, Del.
C. D. Eschauer are the new owners
of the

Opera House.

McFadden and Walsh Partners
Kulpmount, Pa. Donald J. McFadden, Lyric, and Peter Walsh of the
Grand, Centralia, have joined hands

—

in

operation of the Centralia.

§
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Ohe bid ftunner of comedy fives
another
broadside at box-office reSrds

—

^

I

Wjrld Premiere

Mark

Harrison" FORD
PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN,
MACK SWAIN AND

Strand^N.Y

beginning Suii*0ct40

BOSWORTH
McCREW y^lUIS

HOBAR.T

Adapted by

F
From the dramatization
OWEN DAVIS

by

Based upon the story The WRECK

by E. J. RATH
Produced on ttye stage by
LEWIS and CORDON
•

o/rec^.d6y

SCOTT SIDNEY

CHltlSTIlS

RELEASED BY

PKODUCEKS DISTKIBUTINC COKPOKATION
F.CMUNROE.PtcMdoo

RaVMONO PAWLEY. VJee-ftesuJem *nd Tttaswo

JOHN C. fUNN. Vta-Pteudew *nd Cenewl Manago

f

'

Thursday, October

14

Row

Rocks Board

(Continued from Fayc

New
(First

as the

officers

upheaval

William

are:

1)

the

of

result

Heeiian
A.
P.
president;

National),

J.

Bloch (Famous), vice-president; Roh-

Lynch (M-G-M), treasurer.
The election followed a bitter meeting held recently, when Jack Hennessey (United Artists) made a mo-

ert

Double Your Dough nvith
This Knockout Shoiv!

be declared vaThe
election held.
motion proved a veritable bombshell.
for there had been no advance indication that such a move was contemOscar Neufeld
President
plated.
called for a raised ballot, but secret
Fourteen of the
voting was asked.
board's 17 members were present and
the motion tarried by a vote of eiRht
to six.
Nomination of a new slate follow(d with Heenan proposed for president.
Jay Emanuel and Mike (jibbons (Pathe) were nominated as vicepresident and treasurer respectively,
tion

that

all

offices

new

cant and a

they

'although
names.

7,

withdrew

later

Shirley

Mason

Read ^Em
and Reap

their

Officers ousted are Oscar Neufeld.
president, Percy Bloch, vice-president,
and Ben Amsterdam, treasurer.
Representatives of the national companies, who are behind the proposed
change, declare that there is no personal feeling responsible for the acExhibitor," but
"Tjie
states
tion,
that "they feel the interests of the
iDoard dictate that the offices pass for
a time from the control of exchangemen who also have big interests in
the exhibiting field, to unallied ex-

"HARD-BOILED"
PETE HARRISON
Says It's Good for
a Week's Run—
"It should be

suitable for

week-run

houses, for all
short-run ones, for vaudeville theaters and in small
towns for any day in the
week, particularly for Sunday."

changemen."

They have also pointed out that
while Neufeld's administration of the
office has been beyond reproach, and
his personal integrity unquestioned,
that a change in the personnel of the
board would react to the best interests of the local industry, the publication declares.

Cruikshank Completes Titles
Herb Cruikshank has completed
titles on "A Man of Quality," second of the Excellent Pictures series,
starring George Walsh.

/«^

FILM DAILY

Says

It's

a

Good

C. 5.

World" Finds It Pleasing Romance-

Box-Offioe Picture—
"A good

box-office picture.

please

them

A

"

—

warm human interest, good characterizaamusing comedy relief and Shirley Mason's
performance makes it a pretty and pleasing

guaranteed audi-

The romance and comedy

ence picture.

SEWELL In "Moving Picture

its

tion,

will

particularly."

'

offering.'

Texas Gets Results
(Continued from Page

1)

offenders or eliminated
them from the business.
With the exception of two cases
now being investigated, there is virJust
tually no subrenting in Texas.
as soon as the evidence is complete,
the board will prosecute these alleged
offenders to the full extent of the
law, it is promised.

converted

For Rent
AVAILABLE NOW
located

Avenue,
equipped

at

Pathe

Studio

Street and
York City.

Park

134th

New
with

lights,

flats

Fully

and

MOTION PICTURES TODAY

VARIETY

Calls It a Picture Above
the Average—
"A Cinderella story. .effective comedy. .these
.

two elements

lift

Claims All Audiences Will Like It—
"A smooth

.

the picture above the average."

You 're Lookin
And Don 't Want
//

find favor

'

entertaining

Surely

film,

with any audience.'

it

will

'

for Easy Pickin
*
to Take a Lickin

BOOK THE 24 COLUMBIAS

car-

All requirements for
shop.
Reasonmotion picture production.
Extraable rent by month or lease.
ordinary inducements.

penter

INQUIRE

M.

S.

EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
127th Street and

New York

Second Ave.
City

Telephone Harlem 9700

Columbia
A

National

Pictures
Institution

192
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Videning of S.M.P.E.

Scope

Is

1)

To

y.

obtain their viewpoints

ani'

what

ex

nii,t!;ht

l)e

iety

must

centralize

its

efforts

Western town

1

lirable.

O. A. Ross, New York, consulting
inclusion
advocated
of
sngineer,
:ameramen and projectionists in the
nembership.
Use of any but ordinary makeip and lighting of sets in manner
)ther than in ordinary life has been
nade unnnecessary by development
bf a panchromatic film sensitive to
ill colors in the visible spectrum, L.
\ Jones, chief physicist of Eastman
Kodak, and J. I. Crabtree, photographic chemical department head, informed the society in a paper read

ing admissions from

organization
is
completed.
Charles Moskowitz of Loew's is understood to be slated for membership
on the committee, with the third
member to be a representative of
until

This committee was authorized at
recent meeting of representatives
Last night 2,000 feet of motion
of eight producing and distributing
pictures of the coronation of the Mafirms which are heavily interested in
harajah of Kashmir were shown by
the theater field. This was a second
H. G. Cowling of Suffolk, Va., who meeting of the group
to consider the
photographed the ceremony, of which situation presented
by the new equiphe has 20,000 all told.
Dr. Lee De ment combine.
Forest put on a Phonofilm called "A
At the meeting, it was stated that
Night a_t Club Alabam'."
a conference with manufacturers was
The sessions yesterday terminated preferable to a discussion with jobwith a banquet. Today the delegates bers. This decision is
understood to

Famous Players studio
Island City and the laboratories of the Consolidated Film In-

will visit the
in

Long

New

dustries, Inc., in
One of the busiest

the new film aids actors to
portray their roles naturally, unliampered by glaring lights or heavy
makeup, the paper stated.
Present orthochromatic film is sensitive only in the violets, blues and
greens, the paper pointed out, and
substitution of the panchromatic film
will enable technicians, directors and
ictors to see the distribution of tone
lvalues in a set, just as they will be
reproduced on the screen. Tones of
tiair, lips and fiesh will appear naturin the visual tone scale, while
al
skin imperfections and blemishes can
be rendered practically invisible, the
paper explained.
Late arrivals include L. E. Davidson, Spencer Lens Co., Buffalo, N.
Y.; Michael Briefer, Atlantic GelaF. Lit-

Walter Quinlan, Fox; S. G. Rose,
Animatograph Co., Davenport, la.;
Otto W. Cook, Eastman Kodak; Joseph Cohen, Woburn, Mass.; Lyle
Goldman, New York; H. I. Day.
Kirby, Inc.; Adolph Senner, of HerYork;
Dert and Huesgen, Inc., New
tle,

Max Handschlegl, Los Angeles; P.
M Abbott of M. P. News, and Char-

York.

individuals at
the meetings has been P. A. McGuire
of the International Projector Corp
He is a member of the advertising
and publicity committees of the S.
M. P. E.
Yesterday developed that records
show that in 1898 an inventor had
the continuuous projector idea of
which much is heard today, but was
unable to perfect his device. One of
the delegates declared that this interesting bit of information again
amply proved that there was nothing
new u!uler the sun.

Final day's program of the S.
P. E. follows:
in

Motion

have been prompted by persistent rehowever, that

ports, never admitted,

International Projector Corp., which
controls Power's and Simplex projectors, was the guiding influence of the
equipment combine. International, is
said to have closed a deal with Enterprise Optical, which brings the Motiograph projector under its wing.
The original meeting considered
the
possible
developments which
might result from the merger and is
said to have favored sponsoring of a
supply company controlled by the
distributing companies mentioned.

Trenton
J.,
ler,

M.

Picture

Photography," by Carl L. Gregory,
Dean, New York Institute of Photography.
"Film in Good Condition for All
Theaters," by Trevor Faulkner, Famous Players Lasky Corp.
"Why Slide Film," by Rowland
Rogers, Picture Service Corp.
'A Portable Time Lapse Apparatus," by E. S. Rinaldy.

Samuel

Program Outlined
(Continued jrom Page 1)

of effort.
An intensified sales drive will be
launched by the organization on return of managers to their respective
territories.
As was pointed out recently, the 50 houses now controlled
by the corporation will be merged into 32 branches, eliminating duplication of effort.

Supply Co. Issue of
15,000 Shares on Market

—

Night of Love."

certificates.

Eastman Party Passes Suez
George Eastman and party, returning from a big game hunt in Africa,
passed through the Suez Canal yesHe is expected to proceed to
terday.
America by way of Genoa and Mar-

it

Mary Brian Loaned to F.
— Mary Brian

B. O.
has been
loaned to F. B. O. to take the feminine lead in "Her Father Said No,"

from an H.

C.

Witwer

story.

Pashman and

Clifton,

N

Btniimin Ant
WiUi jn Sho*bs

Passaic.

'

—

Hartford
Capitol Theater Corp., from
$220,000 to $330,000; incorporators, Charles
A. Fates, Valentine L. Murphy, P. H. Grih
lion, P. J. Towmey, G. A. Bartlett,
F
J.
Keon and A. J. Martineau.

—

Albany Charles P. Davis
M. M. Kreis, attorney.

Prod., $30,000;

—

Albany ^^Super Photoplays, Rochester, to
manufacture and deal in films, slides and
apparatus, $25,000; Milton Noyes, Rochester.

—

Albany Triangle Liquidation Corp., New
York, motion pictures, 100 shares of stock
no par value; Walton, Bannister, Hubbard
& Stitt, New York, attorneys.

—

Boston Regional Chain Theaters of New
England, $100,000; incorporators, Benjamin

M.

Cambridge; Marion E. Steeves,
and Kathryn A. MacDonald.

Siegel,

Somerville,

Franiingham.

Albany

— Lackawannai

i

Dautch, Buffalo.

I

—

Yorke Amusement Co., New I
theatrical enterprises, 100 shares ofl
no par value, P. A. Zizelman, New

.Albany

stock

&

Aaron

;

York,

Theater (Operating
100 shares of stock no par;

Buffalo;

Corp.,
value

York.

—

Boston Lincoln Theaters Co., theatrical
business, $10,000; incorporators, William J.
Bigley, Somerville; Patrick A. McDonnell
and Michael J. O'Shea, both of Boston.

Albany

'Nil

— Forest

New York;

Ave. Theater and Apart$10,000; Samuel Newmaii,

—

Albany- Houdini Attractions, New York;
magical entertainment, pictures and other
amoisement features; $10,000; Ernst, Fox &
Cane, New York, attorneys.
Harrisburg,

Pa.

— Palace

Tarentum; $70,000; Louis

Theater
Stein,

Corp-,

New

Kin-

sington, attorney.

—

.Albany
Markemp Corp., Brooklyn; production, distribution and exploitation of pictures; $10,000; Jacob Marx. Brooklyn, attorney.

Albany

— Kings

New York;

County
Theater
Corp..
Rosen & Rosen, at-

$200,000;

torneys.

-Albany

— McGuire- Baer,A.New Berman,
York,

theatri-

cal enterprises;

$5,000;

L.

New

York, attorney.

—

Albany Plastograph
Film
Labs.,
York, $150,000; Fliashnick & Sustick,
York, attorneys.
Trenton,

N.

stadt; $200,000;
torneys.

J.

New
New

Theaters,
— Bergen
& Ely, Rutherford,

Ely

Carlat-

Colleen Moore Leaving
concern's charter provides that
Colleen Moore, who has been in
on or before March 1
filming
of each year, beginning with 1928, a New York for two weeks
scenes
her
vehicle,
"Orchids
for
next
for
the
purchase
resinking fund
and
tirement of preferred equivalent to 10 and Ermine," is leaving today for
per cent, of the net earnings of the California to complete the picture.
preceding calendar year available for
Chandlee Lectures at Columbia
dividends on the common.
Harry Chandlee, scenario editor,
addressed an audience at Columbia
Geyer to Handle Publicity
Ernest E. Geyer is to University on "The Analy,sis of HuAtlanta
take over direction of publicity at man Interest." He drew on his own
house experiences in creating and maintainPublix-Keith
George,
the
ing interest in films.
which opens soon.

The

Los Angeles

incorporators,

attorney.

Substantial sales are reported of
the 15,000 shares of |75 dividend preferred stock of the National Theater
Supply Co., offered in the market yesNext
Goldwyn's
"Night of Love,"
Los Angeles Samuel Goldwyn an- terday by West and Co., W. S. Hamnounced yesterday that his newest mons and Co., and A. B. Leach Co.,
production co-featuring Ronald Col- Inc. Each share carries as a bonus
man and Vilma Banky will be a two shares of common, deliverable as
"The provided in preferred stock allotment
Prod.,
Fitzmaurice
George

seilles.

— State Amusement Co.,

$100,000;

ments,

ductions made as a result of savings
to be effected through centralization

Today Concludes Sessions
Of S. M. P. E. at Briarcliff
9-30.— Papci-:

H. Travis.

collecthis father

a

"Instruction

screen,

1)

Publix.

In addition to making possible the
rendering of tone values on the

les

on

and mother. He has instructed
his ticket booth to collect from
his parents whenever they seek
to enter any of his houses.

jfesterday.

W

insists

Incorporations

National chain.

George Spidell of Famous is to be
chairman of the committee which will
confer with equipment manufacturers,
it
The committee is
is understood.
in process of formation and its proposed program cannot be made public

if

lent of the motion picture and inlusion of other phases of activity
ito its structure, would cause the
ociety to lose its original form.
During the nineteenth century, he
eclared, 20 engineers organized a
ociety to aid scientific development,
meetings to exlold'ng monthly
hange views. Because of its comact membership, this society was
ble to accomplish its aim, becomng recognized as the technical brains
Dr. Mees took members
f the era.
task and said that papers read
the session demonstrated a lack
t
foresight and preparation.
He
)f
dso advocated a new name, saying
shorter and "handier" one was de-

Woburn, Mass.;

into the

exhibitor who operates
three or four theaters in a Mid-

so-

xpected improvements are to be relized.
The engineers, he said, are
ssponsible for the technical develop-

tine Co.,

(Continued from Page

created

An

Hollywood.
Dr. Kenneth Mees, also of Eastlan Kodak, took the negative side o
declaring that the

—

M. P. E. meeting yesterday when one delegate passed on this choice tidbit:

igs in

question,

Y.

at the S.

ected by the proposed step, he sus
ested the holding of several meet

le

N.

Some amusement was

actors

n appreciation of

Lodge,

Briarcliff

had nnuh in
imrnon with engineers ?nd that thei'
iclusion in the society wou'd aid
chnical development of the indus

and

irectors

Manufacturers Will Be
Asked to State Stand

Big Hearted

Advocated

(Continued frovi Page
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shall set aside

—

|

\

;

JJ^

he Gene Tunney and
ack DentPsey encouner rates amateurish
ompared to the

When we sai

attle- royal offered in

it

kn

WE KNEW

A^.

V.

N(

would mak
DemPsey
Tunney loo

'Paradise/^

—

^

Dally Mirror

thf

box

iitors

like a semii
Should be said that ^^Paradise^''
provides one of the best fitf hts that
has been seen In a lontf f lon£ time.

liist

leloE

It

final-

tlie

ited

looked as if Sills and
Beery meant every blow that they
-^* v. Telegraph
exchanged!
It

certainly

the finest screen fiitht we ever
saWf and we cannot understand now
how it was that some one did not
tet killed. Those who paid $500 for
seats to ^^the fiilht^'' might have felt
that they got their monev^s worth if
It is

Tunney and Dempsev had behaved

/v.

like that.

—

A^.

v.

Herald-Trlbune

Why travel to Philad^

Phia to see Tunney vm
the championship fropl
Dempsey when there i
fifiht at the Nark Strai
on Broadway with e^:
;y

M^
FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES,

^

Inc>:^

PRESENTS

more

MILTON SILLS
PARADISE
\

I

adii!

my knowlediie of pris
fitfhtinU

me

COSMO HAMILTON and JOHN HUSSELL

allthe earmarks

WITH

national

reality.

er;

techniove

limited^ but this looks
like a fi^ht which h

BY

BETTY BRONSON
IRVIN WILLAT

thrills?

—

/v«

v«

i

Americ

Pictures

Directed by
oductlon Management—RAY ROCKETT
TltlM kr rKANCM AONBW and MO.TON BARNARD

i

1
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hmfspmu
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^ew Standards
NGLES

I

V

entirely

new

in

last

Possibilities
This was amply demonstrated
by Al Jolson and
St night

By the cleverof their performance and
appeal of their personalities,

eorge Jessel.
ss

ley

Price 5 Cents

1926

EARNINGS f OR YEAR

"BETTER

HIT; BRITISH

mE" SCORES

made an instantaneous im-

Company Expected

New

to Set

Record in Final
Quarter

Earnings of approximately $8 a
share on the 250,000 shares of Universal Pictures common stock outstanding are anticipated by "The
Wall Street News," in view of the
gratifying showing made by the company in the third quarter ended Aug.
7.
The fiscal year ends Nov. 6.
This, according to the publication,
will establish a new high record for
earnings, and is comparable, with
$6.18 a common share reported for
the year ended Nov. 7, 1925, which
heretofore has represented peak re-

It was a real show that the Warners presented last night when Vitaphone and "The Better 'Ole" opened
at the Colony. An aiylience of notables from Will H. Hays right down
the line witnessed a performance
which for novelty and entertainment
has seldom, if ever, been equalled in
the annals of the industry.

There was little over an hour of
Vitaphone entertainment. At 10:30
the Chaplin picture went on, terminating the entire program at 11:45.
It was a memorable evening from

"The

Famous Report Soon
Six months' statement of Famous,
scheduled to be issued in about three
weeks, is being awaited with interest.
This year, as in other years, Para-

mount

officials

feel

that

the

third
show a
first
six

and

fourth quarters will
marked increase over the

net earnings totaled $5,th^ figures this year are
{Continued on Page 5)

Spirit of '98," played

Vitaphone Symphony Orchestra, under direction of
the

first

Herman

number.

Heller,

Page 2)

Arbitration Blocked
Detroit

—Arbitration

is

will not render

tione

pagination.

arbitration.

potentialities of the Vita-

might well stagger the
Objects of Pride
The Warners have Says American Public Looks to New
their hands an instrument
Picture Theaters As It Does
mean
Upon Banking Institutions
hich can be ma^'-"
Motion picture theaters fit into
uch for this int
Not

syn- America's scheme of things as something more than merely places of
ironizing sound and motion
amusement, John C. Flinn had forci)en new avenues for the pre- bly impressed upon his mind in a 10,intation of motion pictures in 000 mile trip which he concluded a
He visited 31 exfew days ago.
le vast majority of theaters in
changes m as many days.
merica.
Vitaphone can be
Everywhere he found palatial theairned to the uplift of the inily

does this pre

istry because

it

f

embraces

(Contiiiued on Page 2)

in its

veeping range the betterment
music standards in all but the
?ry limited de luxe house.

"The Better 'Ole"
The

Vitaphone demonstra3n would have been enough to
ake the night important. Howler,
"The Better 'Ole" was

Griffith

D.

W.

Called to Stand

Griffith

yesterday

testified

Supreme Court that no written
contract was made between Anthony
in

Paul Kelly and Al Jolson,
$250,000
son.

damage

suit

{Continued on Page 5)

Honor
A.

12

New

mg

the

year

under

such a
an influential organization of manufacturfirst

The Federation

is

interests.

now

Studios

available for produc-

tion of British-made films have a capacity of 115 films yearly, whereas
{Continued on Page 5)

deadlocked

in this territory, through resignation
of the exhibitor members of the Arbitration Board. The exhibitors withdrew protesting that justice could
not be obtained, because exchange

managers "cannot or

ation of British Industries declares in
a long report sent to the President of
the Board of Trade for submission to
the Imperial Economic Conferences,
scheduled for this month, according to
a copyright dispatch to "The
V^ork Times."
This quota, it is
stated, must be 12]^ per cent of the
total number of films exhibited dur-

was ing

Reinald Werren-

(.Continued on

Establishment by legislation of a
compulsory quota system is the only
basis on which the British industry
can be rehabilitated to compete effectively against America, the Feder-

by the regime.

decisions as their consciences guide
them." The state exhibitor association is behind its arbitrators in their
stand and is remaining aloof from

can conjecture.

The

URGED T0fl6HTU.S.

Dual Program at Colony Industries Federation Asks
12«/2 Per Cent Basis
Proves Outstanding in
First Year
Entertainment Value

every angle.

{Continued on Page 2)

on the audeince. To
hat extent their vogue might months.
Last year,
ctend if seen and heard regu718,053, but
rly over the Vitaphone, no
•ession

le

QUOTA SYSTEM

The second

night.

but of this device at the Coly theater embodied elements
box-office appeal that ex)itors cannot disregard.
Just as motion pictures have
veloped personalities peculiar
the art, just as the radio has
ated its stellar attractions, so
It is not
II
the Vitaphone.
etching the imagination to
edict that when Vitaphone
aches a maximum and regudistribution, the public will
ze upon favorite performers
d, by popular demand, build
em just as the drawing cards
pictures have been developed.

le

8,

$8 SHARE SEEN AS "U" VITAPHONE AGAIN A

entertainment were demonstrated by the Vita-

one

October

T\m

Women

M. P. A. Names Those Who Have
Accomplished Most for Industry

—

Mary Pickford Heads List
Members of the A. M. P. A. have
decided that the 12 women who have
accomplished the most for the

Urges Schools
By RALPH WILK
Lodge That the indusshould endow schools of motion

Bjiiarclifl

try

—

picture technology at colleges in New
York and Los Angeles was the suggestion made by Carl L. Gregory,
Dean of the New York Institute of
Photography, at the closing session
of the convention of the Society of
M. P. Engineers.

"Every other industry demands
and receives an unending supply of
trained
men from the technical
schools and colleges of our country,
while the motion picture industry
must train their own in the hap{Continued on Page 2)

in-

dustry are:
Mary Pickford, Norma Talraadge,
June Mathis, Gloria Swanson, Anita
Colleen
Marion,
Frances
Loos,

Warner Returning

to

Coast

Warner, production chief
for Warners, returns Saturday to
"Noah's Ark," which
Moore, Constance Talmadge, Beulah the Coast.
MacPherson, Michael Curtiz, European director,
Jeannie
Livingstone,
will produce, will be started on WarLillian Gish and Corinne Griffith.
The names are listed according to ner's arrival in Hollywood.
Jack L.

{Continued on Page 4)

Kelly's
against Jolin

Re-Sell Arrow Pictures
T. Rogers has signed a contract

Laemmle Home

To
L.

Carl

Laemmle

arrives

from abroad

with the receivers of Arrow to take this morning on the Berengaria after
over the product of that defunct com- several months' absence. He is being
pany. He leaves on a sales trip soon met by a welcoming committee from

Fraser in N. Y. Conferences
a
William R. Fraser, general manI's funniest picture.
It is
He
the picture state right. M. L.. his office and the trade press.
)medy of the war and one of ager of the Harold Lloyd Corp., is in to sell formerly
with Universal in Eu- has completely recovered from his
York
to confer with Famous of- Fink,
New
e funniest ever made. Of that,
He contradicts reports of rope, is associated with Rogers. An operation and his return to the
ficials.
iwever, more later.
changes contemplated in sales and office at 220 W. 42 St. has been open- United States is marked by good
lere, too.

It is

Sydney Chap-

KANN

production

activities.

ed.

health.
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Vitaphone Again a Hit,

$8 Share Seen as 'U*

"Better 'Ole" Scores

Earnings for Year
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Friday,

turns, and with $5.62 a share in the
12 months ended Nov. 8. 1924.

whose appearance was

rath, baritone,

excess of profits for the first six
when only $2.16 a share
was earned," the publication continues.
"Per share earnings on the
common for the nine months to Aug.

amounted

to $5.28.

in the

Heart

excitement there was to trading in
film issues centered chiefly on the turn-over
of both Warner Pictures and Warner Pic-

iod, resulting

income from which

not
be received
quarters.

until

will

succeeding

Both made substantial gains,
tures "A."
the former leaping 4^ points on a sale of
27.500 shares, and the latter a A'A point rise
on a grand total of 87,500 shares.

,

h

Objects of Pride
{Continued from Page 1)

reverberated

being built. Likewise everywhe
he found the general public talkin
about these houses with civic prid
He found that theaters were mentioi
ed in the same breath and looke
upon with the same stability as bank
The general manager of P. D. (
said yesterday that the presentatio
vogue had definitely seized the pul

ters

Next came "The Four Aristocrats,"
combination of string instruments
and vocal selections. Striking a keynote of jazz, all numbers of this group
were splendidly received. However,
a

"Operations so far during the cur- it vyas the unusual reproduction of
rent final quarter are understood to the sweet quality of the Hawaiian
have continued at the same favorable guitar which caused a definite burst
rate as in the previous three months. of applause.
FILM
THE
to
Address all communications
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y The substantial increase in net durGeorge Jessel, appearing in a huPhone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad- ing the third quarter reflects the morous sketch, divided the honors
Hollywood.
Filmday. New York.
dress:
benefits
unusually of the Vitaphone numbers with Al
derived
from
California— Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash- heavy film releases made by Univer- Jolson, who followed later.
Jessel
ington 9794, London— Ernest W. Fredman, sal in the first half of its current
was so natural and his performance
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Company's policy is to charge so pleasing that at its conclusion it
London, W. I., Paris— La Cinematographic year.
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.
oflF the entire cost of pictures at the
was greeted with spontaneous retime they are released for the ex- sponse.
hibitor.
Consequently, when a large
Elsie Janis was the fourth perproduction schedule is placed in ef- former.
Her skit, "Behind the
fect, as had been the case in the
Financial
Lines," dealt with memories of the
first six months, this condition temwar. She sang four numbers, reminporarily affects earnings in that perThe
What

Arthur Levy, J. H. Hofjberg, Sam D(
bow, Jr.. Earl G. Gulick, E. H. Goldstc
Harry M. Goetz, Bernhard Benson, 1
Blumenthal, Charles W. Barrel!, J. Glue
man, Millard Johnson, J. L. Kilpatrick,
Kunzler,
Lamas Trotti, Walter Wang
John W. Alicoate, Donald M. Merser(
and Maurice Kann.

tonal quality

throughout the theater.

months,

7

192|

8,

greeted with scattered applause, next
sang "There's a Long, Long Trail"

"Net earings for the third quarter
amounted to $868,356, equal after pre- and "When You Look
The full
ferred dividends to $,3.11 a share on of a Rose."
the common, and were substantially of his splendid voice
in

October

of those hectic days.
107th New York Infantry supplied
a colorful and effective background
and acted as a chorus in several numbers.
Decidedly entertaining and
very well received.
iscent

"Universal Pictures' foreign business is one of the largest of any of
the corporations engaged in the inThe fifth number was Willie and
Fox issues drew attention, the film stock dustry.
This branch contributes
Eugene
Howard, recruited for the
gaining 1^ points on itinerant trading covabout 35 per cent of the total gross
ering 6,500 shares.
Vitaphone from musical comedy.
and has shown considerable expansketch, called "Between the
A substantial Their
sion in recent years.
Acts at the Opera," went over nicely.
gain in volume has been exnerienced
Quotations
It was Al Jolson, concluding the
High Low Close Sales in this field this year over 1925.
first half of the performance,
who
"On May 8, 1926, the date of the
35J4
•Am. Seat Vtc
500 latest available balance sheet. Uni- received a reception which rivaled
37>|
Am Seat. Pfd. ... 37^ 37
that of Jessel. The nationally known
'Balaban & Katz
63'/S
versal Pictures was in strong finan73Vi
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
black-face comedian sang "Red. Red
It had total current
117
1,100 cial position
Eastman Kodak ..1175^ 117
10,000 assets of $9,615,204, with total cur- Robin." "April Showers' 'and "RockFamous Players ..U7'A UA^i 116
119^
*Fam. Play. Pfd
abye Baby with a Dixie Melody."
7 'A
300 rent liabilities $2,198,273, leaving net
Film Inspect
7Ji
7J^
Cash His renditions were remarkable for
100
100
100 working capital of $7,416,931.
First Nafl Pfd... 100
their clarity and appeal.
The perFox Film "A" ... 73^ 71
72H 6,500 amounted to $977,412.
Project
•Intern'l
1\'A
sonality which brought Jolson fame
"Outstanding
capitalization
consists
44^ 43^ 43!^ 6,400
Loew's. Inc.
on the stage evidenced itself from
200 of $2,768,600 (par value $100) 8 per
Metro-Gold. Pfd.. 23H 23!^ 23 5^
the screen in no uncertain manner.
14% 15
800
M. P. Cap. Corp. 15
cent preferred: $2,000,000 7 per cent
2,500
SOJi
Pathe Exch. "A". 50« 49^
Following an intermission, "Tlie
second preferred (par $100), and 250,1
tParamount B'way 97^ 97J4 97}4
Better 'Ole" was presented. For this
29
31
ttRoxy Units
000 no par value common shares.
9
ttRoxy Common.. 10
writing, it is suflFicient to state that
Skouras Bros
53^ S3J4 S3J^
the picture will be talked about as
85
••Stan. Co. of Am
Governor Attends Testimonial
one of the funniest comedies in years.
96
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
32
300
32
Universal Pictures. 33
Essex, N. J. Gov. Moore and a A detailed discussion will appear in
95%
•Warner Bros
53^27,000 number of the state and city officials tomorrow's edition.
Warner Pictures.. 54X 49
Sl'A 87,500 attended a testimonial dinner for D.
Warner Pict. "A" 62
S7'A
Among those present were the fol• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
T.
Shepard, manager of the New lowing:
•• PhiLidclphia Market tt Bid and Ask
Jersey chain of Stanley-Fabian theAdolph Zukor. Hiram Abranis. Dr. William'
Axt. Dr. A. Giannini, Major E. J. Bowes.
aters.
.

lie.

In various large

cities,

there

at

examples of how individual personali
ties in this showmanship end of thi
business had firmly established them
selves with the theater-going public

he found.

In Chicago, Flinn assertet

there were about five presentatioi
itatioi
managers whose popularity wass coii

sidered a factor in the success of thi
theaters for which they devel
slopei
their ideas.
Flinn will

||

remain in New York foj
about ten days and then depart frt
the Coast to observe progress madi
by Cecil B. De Mille on "The King]
of Kings."
>^

Urges Schools
{Continued from Page 1)

hazard school of exoerience or file!
their employees from other companies
by paying higher salaries," he de-

"The appalling amount

clared.

_

Nathan

pictures in Greater

New

York.

Form Supply Company
Amusement Supply,

Beetson.

Supply Co. in Memphis
Memphis
The National Theater
Saipply Co. is opening a branch to

—

serve

Arkansas,

Tennessee, Louisiand Kentucky. HerHunt, former booker for

ana, Mississippi

man H.

has been Associated Exhibitors, has become
incorporated at Albany with $20,000 assistant
manager and salesman.
capital, offices having been opened The office is temporarily at 226 Union
Harry Pear Ave.
at 729 Seventh Ave.
Joseph Pear, secis president and
retary and treasurer. Thcv formerly
"Wine, Women and Song" Film
conducted the Avon. 16th St. and
The
Brooklyn.
theaters,
Garfield
Los Angeles "Wine, Women and
vice-president is Irving Moskowitz, Song" is to be produced by Ashei
who has been with Sam Kaplan and and Small. Richard Wallace probIndependent Supply Co.
ably will direct.
Inc.,

—

Burkan, Jules E. Brulatour,
Dolores Cassinelli. Waddill

rhinps. Jack

Better training of the employed personnel would reduce tremendously
the exorbitant waste that today seems
unavoidable in the studios."
Dean Gregory averred that the
schools he suggests, would provide
for research work, for which the individual studios have neither the inclination nor the facilities; that they
also centralize and co-ordinate'
of producing films for instructional purposes in schools and
colleges.

would
the

work

H.

Hays.

Ruth

Kent,

Sidney

Miller,

Ruth

Joseph Plunkett,
.Schenck. Felix
Estelle Taylor,

S.

E.

Moe

Bobby

Dwver.
L.

Levy,

Cat-

J.

J.

North,

M.
Murdock.

Vera Gordon, Sam Katz.
Robert Kane, Jesse Lasky, Walter Hays,
Ralph Kohn, Sam Sax, Leopold Friedman.
Harold B. Franklin. Eugene Zukor, George
Weeks, Louis Swarts, Arthur W. Stebbins. J.
C. Rosenthal. C. J. McCarthy, E. Mattson,
k''miiiiiiiiiinw™'«iiii'niiiiiiii'™i'iiiiip™mifiTO

Entire Efforts to
Life Insurance

ALBERT

STOCK SHOTS
MORRIS J. K ANDEL

G.

RUBEN

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(llth floor)

THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY
no West 4^th Street
New Yo.k Citv _
Brvnnt 4Q8I-2

Only

WHY?

OF EVFRY CONCEIVABLE NATURE

Fourth Floor

my

Pa^tsy

Rothafel. Joseph

Feist.

Devotrng

Fred

Dempscy, Lee De Forest, Will

of

waste that occurs in the production
of pictures is due largely to incompetence on the part of employees.

—

Rodner to Handle Don9ghue
Nat Natlianson of Hi-Mark Prod,
has arranged for Harold Rodner to
distribute the Steve Donoghue racing

/

g

Vanderbllt 6600

iiumniiiiiiiiiiiis

lfi^s^

i

/
/

AOAIH
UniversaVs
Qreater Movie
List Hits the

BIQ ONE/
pop out of the box POKER
FACES, Harry Pollard's roaring farce,
with Laura La Plante and Edward
Everett Horton put the big smile of happiness on the face of New York
to quote

FIRST

—

Harriette Underbill of the N. Y. Herald

Tribune, "The Hippodrome shook with
shouts of merriment."

Then

Lois Weber's

MARRIAGE

CLAUSE,
starring

that sensational dramatic
BillieXDove and * Franci*

Bushman earned ^volumes
*

gem
X.

of praise

"Crackerjack [entertainment"

—

said

Dorothy Herzog of the N. Y. Mirror.

And now comes

Laura La Plante in

—

MEL BROWN'S

//

LAURA LA PLANTE

MASTERPIECE
OF COMEDY:

HHl BIG NIGHT

//

fs^E^E

DAILY

Honor

12

1)
DAILY

the largest lunnber of votes, a total
Each
of 58 replies being received.
woman will be invited to becoine
Rucst of honor at a meeting during
the year.
Announcement of the selections

TITLES
A

8,

1926

UPS

WHO

MEAN DOUACS FOB SUOWMCN

w-rite

titles

gave a farewell

Edward

First

for

National,

talk.

who

recently returned from Europe, announced the
arrival of Ernest W. Fredman of
••The
Film Renter" and "M. P.
Newis," London, on the Olympic Oct.
19, characterizing him as "the greatest friend of the American industry
L. Klein,

Utacti
In

jioii

"The Bar C Mystery"

Pilsce,

(Pathe)
Tied up with confectionery nej
door to the theater to put out an ic
was made at yesterday's luncheon. cream soda for four cents and offere
Acting for the association, President a free ice cream soda to every chil
Walter Eberhardt presented retiring attending opening chapter. Also use
president Glendon Allvine with a the Bar C Mystery picture puzzh
wrist
watch.
Mort Blumenstock, motive of same was to find the mos
who leaves Tuesday for the Coast objects beginning with the letter "C
to

IV

Women

(Continued from Page

10,000

October

Friday,

Used

this

to get the childrex
can crack a big popular
Have the contest all se

s.erial

started so I
ity contest.

and shall announce it soon.
Bergman, Lake, Omaha.

—W.

lonltJ

itia

nbrs,
ja

.'?

Ji
tt

lani
|i'

in?"

P

Itl

lacco

"Battling Butler"

(M-G-M)

Tieup was effected with the Posta
%k
in Europe."
It was voted to tender Telegraph Co. to display a one-shee
Ho
him a function, the nature of which mat in all offices, displaying a tele
gram
of
congratulation
to
the
theatei
will be determined by a committee
/
Klein,
comprising:
chairman;
Al signed by Joseph M. Schenck.
window was secured in sport shop
Feinman.
Sejig and A'
Alsc
Charles
Einfeld,
S.
retiring
as with the training camp stills.
with '"*
treasurer, submitted his annual re- a window in a Ford agency
stills
of
the
overturned
Ford.
Af",
port.
Bernard Raiidall, now playing
in
"Honeymoon Lane," musical camping equipment windovv also was
comedy, was introduced. During the secured with Spire & Co. A window
past year the organization has enter- in a music house featured a recently

Complete List of

All Productions for

iliner

oktai

the Past Five Years
— One of the Many

jlor

tots,

—

^'

Interesting

jciati

^'

Features

tained 574 guests,

was

it

invented trailer
San Francisco.

stated.

—Warfield,

display.

lei'
Stan

ittlii

Gets $42,500 Judgment

Leander de Cordova,
action against the
Ltd.,

IN

THE

and

A

plaintiff in

to

Reciprocity

an

X Products,
Films, Ltd.,

has been awarded a judgment for
$42,500 in the Supreme Court.
He
alleged in his action that the defendants had agreed to engage him
through Lisle Lucoque, an agent, as
a producer and director for 78 weeks
at $500 a week.
This, he said, was
on Dec. 19, 1924
After working
from Dec. 30, of that year until April
11, 1925, the plaintiff declared he was
discharged.
He claims $4,500 is due
him in back salary and $30,500 for
the unexpired portion of the contract.
He also claims that in May, 1925, he
arranged to secure a buyer for "She"
for $75,000 for which he alleges he
was to get the usual ten per cent
commission.
He claims he did arrange a deal and thus seeks $7,500 on
.
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that score.

[

Out

in

January ]

"The Dixie Flyer"
(Rayart)
Secured, through courtesy of the
Central of Georgia Railroad, the model of one of their engines used some
years ago in the Southern Exhibition
held at Macon, Ga. They brought the

model to Atlanta, and

it

Covering

—

"Miss Nobody"

—

—

Maynard
A'ife

"Volcano"
(Paramount)

Maynard and

are en route to Indiana.

Painted volcano, made out of heavy
compo-board, with smoke effect at
"London" at Rivoli, Oct. 23
top, was placed on marquee and it
"London," Dorothy Gish starring created no end of discussion as to how
vehicle for British National Pictures, the effect was worked. Tom Mcopens at the Rivoli, Oct. 23.
Donald, Florence, Pasadena, Cal.

—

/rrLT.i

to

Fof
at

m

pel]

ser

ffir

«i;

u

»[(

lin

Visiting Indiana

— Ken

ptcti

the interest of the scores of people
stopped to gaze at the engine,!
kept it steadily ringing. It was plac- j'Jf
arded with signs "The Dixie Flyer," "
while the Tudor handed out blotters
bearing advertisement pertaining to "j^
the train schedule of the Central
of Georgia road
Thomas G. Cole- Bor
man, Tudor, Atlanta.

MiUer-Blue in "Wolf's Clothing"
mum
Los Angeles
Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller are to appear in "Miss Nobody Address Side-Door
"Wolf's Clothing," which Roy Del Pullman," were distributed in the
Ruth is to direct for Warners. Dar- neighljorhood. Finally 3,000 folders
were passed out over a wide territory.
ryl Zanuck wrote the scenario.
The folders were drawn up in the
form
of a police information sheet and
Gibson Title Changed
Universal City
Hoot Gibson's read: "Information wanted regardLast seen dressed as a
next picture is to be titled "The Si- ing heiress.
lent
Rider" instead of •'The Red boy riding in a freight car with a band
Headed Husband. Title of "Beware of hoboes." A thumbnail half-tone
of
oi Widows," Laura La Plante's next and a box containing a description
for Universal, has been changed to Anna Q. Nilsson appeared on the
folders.
Earl Hall Payne, Kentucky,
"The Love Thrill."
Lexington, Ky.

Los Angeles

Fai

who

—

A Qreat Book
A Qreat Industry

tiatio

was placed

during the engagement. The engine model is approximately 30 ft. long and eight ft.
in height
A bell was attached and
in front of the theater

(First National)
Gave this big advance play of miniof 2,000 throwaways.
In addition
1,000
visiting cards
reading:

—

kratii

I&VI1I

A

itk

I,'

111!
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compulsory quota rather than against

rbitration Blocked

it.

(Continued from Page 1)

On

came on

the heels of a
ision in favor of M-G-M in a case
ught by Charles Q. Cadisle, MecPalace, who alleged he purchased
(le Big Parade" on a blanket rencontract and subsequently was
He
sed a delivery of the print.
informed, he stated, the picture
Id not be available until after
roadshow presentation.
Vfter the decision, the exhibitor
bers, comprising Edgar E. KirJames C. Ritter, Harlan T.
Jier,
Mland, John E. NeJbes, resigned,
a'ging exchange members had adnted privately their inability to
V e according to their conception of
'he action

Exhibitors'
Daily Heminder

Try to secure
more outdoor
stands for
paper*

list

what action

will

be taken by

However, it is considered unany attempt will be made
obtain non-members of the ex-

Friday, Oct.

8,

1926

ly that

association to act as arbitors, as has been done in other
tances, for it is doubtful if any
:h arbitrators could be obtained
view of the strength of the state
Ironing out of the diffiociation.
expected although, it js
is
Ity
ited, the association will_ maintain
stand until given positive assurce that equity is to be the only conleration in arbtiration deliberations.

Gabriel L. Hess of the

Hays

as-

had no comment to make
sterday on the Michigan situation.
ciation,

Famous Report Soon
(Continued from Page 1)

pected to total around $6,500,000.
present, the company has 575,070
ares of common outstanding, as
;ainst 370,114 outstanding at the
t

d of last year. Most of the
additional
for the
iceived

money
stock,

hich was sold for cash, has been
vested in theater properties and so
had no opportunity as yet to
'is

imonstrate earning power.

hree Paramount Specials
lated for

Broadway

Following "Sorrows of Satan," the
;xt Paramount special to open on
roadway will be "Old Ironsides,"

\

ALLIVINE

found that dethe work involved, being
president of the A. M. P. A. had its
recompenses. At the luncheon yesterday he said that the office enabled him
to entertain
many of his friends
through inviting them to become
guests of the association.
spite

finance assured, the producing companies must be in a position to maintain a regular output.'
Walter Eberhardt collected a f-ew
"The report also declares that the laughs at the luncheon when he presuggested protection of the British faced his introduction of Glen Allfilm industry will greatly decrease vine_ by a story which began: "Out in
unemployment in the British Isles. It an insane asylum in Minnesota ."
concludes:
" 'It is unthinkable that with the
Little Billy Butts

is "killing two
commercial
advantages birds with one stone." He is playing
innow possessed by the American
with Thomas Meighan in "The Cadustry any really satisfactory develop- nadian" and in the evenings is makment in our own production can be ing personal appearances in connecsecured without some artificial sys- tion with "Sparrows."
tem of assistance for at least a few

The "longest" contract ever signed by F. B. O. with a picture player
has just gone into effect. It is with
the Solution
Liu-Yu-Chang, a Chinese who is to
Legislation as a means to rehabili- have part in "Tarzan and the Gold(Continued from Page 1)
tate the British industry to enable it en Lion."
Liu is 8 feet 6 inches
only 90 are needed to supply the to compete with America never can tall.
suggested 12J/2 per cent, according to produce the desired result, E. R.
Russell, Chairman of Ideal Films,
the report.
That famous school of comedy, the
"The Federation maintains that if Ltd., and Educational Films, Ltd., Mack Sennett Academy, has a numthe British Government made this who is in New York on a visit, stated ber of "graduates" in "The Nervous
quota compulsory the production of yesterday in commenting on the Lon- Wreck." They are Chester Conklin,
Mack Swain, Phyllis Haver and Vera
British films would jump from IS a don dispatch.
"It is the same thing all over Steadman.
year at present to more than enough
again," was his observation.
to supply the British picture houses
British pictures must stand on their
Marie Prevost's dogs won a bunch
vith the required quota," "The Times"
merits in competing with American of prizes in Philadelphia. No refercorrespondent states.
films, Russell declared, pointing out ence to dancing, they are canine blue
"The completeness of American that the high quality of a number of ribbon winners.
control of the foreign film market is recent
pictures,
particularly
those
shown by the impressive figures quot- which have obtained American disTheaters Drafted to House Poor
ed in today's report of the Federa- tribution, demonstrate that quality
Hungary Theaters
Balatonfured,
tion,"
continues
dispatch.
the
product can be made in England.
have been comandeered by munici"Against Great Britain's yearly outIn the interests of the common pal authorities to solve temporarily
put of fifteen films the United States
good, and not through any threat of a the housing problem. Scores of famproduces between 600 and 800. It is
quota system, American distributors ilies are being sheltered.
estimated that Americans supply 90
should be quick to accept for release
per cent of the pictures shown in
in this country the British pictures
Great Britain and the overseas Britwhich merit such recognition, he deish Dominions.

Quota System
Urged to Fight U. S.

British

Not

—

"The report declares that not only
are the British studios capable of supplying all the money needed to meet
the suggested British Empire quota,
but that there is enough available
personnel in the British studios if the
Government takes the action requested.

"There are about 25 British directcome into the Rivoli early
December. By that time the new ors here now and it is asserted that
aramount will be taking the Riv- some of them are equal to the best
Several other British dihouse. anywhere.
i's place as a weekly change
rectors have migrated to America reDid Ironsides" will be shown on a
two-a-day policy. cently, owing to the lack of opportuseats,
served
nitv at home, and have been successAgings" will probably be the next
ful
lecial to reach Broadway and then
"There also are plenty of British
von
Erich
March,"
rhe Wedding
cameramen and dark-room hands, it
roheim production.
is added, and that when it comes to
Dr. Hueo Riesenfeld will leave
the dramatic and literary field, Brithursday for the Coast where he will
ish literature and drama can provide
Wedding
"The
ore "Wings" and
inexhaustable treasures.

fact, the success of Hollywood
A number of other road shows are has"Inbeen,
to a large extent, founded
the formative process, among them
British stories and players," says
on
White
"The
next,
W. Griffith's
the report.
ave": the P. T. Barnum film which
"The fact that there have been few
onta Bell will direct; "The War of
recent British films is also urged as
e Worlds"; "An American Tragedy"
an argument in favor of inducing
id "Metropolis."
.

DALY

years'."

hich will

arch."

exists British production will of necessity be confined to the making
from time to time of a few good
isolated pictures.
If a real industry
is
to be built up, and the requisite

,By PHIL. M.

GLEN

%

That's Thai

enormous

provide arbitration
to
nchinery. as obligated to do under
un'form contract, is problematit;
'Itributors

ijtor

have been made and sold does not
prove that the requisite capital will
l)e
forthcoming to build up the industry. .So long as American control

And

—

tice.

i

this point the report observes:
fact that few good pictures

"The

clared.

There are so many

different angles
to be considered in the situation, that
legislation as a remedy is unsound,
he continued, pointing out that the
various branches of the British trade
had been unable to agree among

Such

themselves.

must

agreement

come about and the British industry
work out its own salvation, rather
than

see

recourse in

legislation,

said.

For Rent
AVAILABLE
located

at

NOW

Pathe

Studio

Street and
York City.

134th

Avenue,
New
equipped with

lights,

flats

Park
Fully

and

car-

penter

shop.
All requirements for
motion picture production.
Reasonable rent by month or lease.
Extraordinary inducements.

INQUIRE

M.

S.

EPSTIN

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO
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from start to finish'
Fred J. McConnell in

'Spells hox'office

Exhibitors Daily Review

An Emory

Johnson

Production
Story by

Emilie Johnson

Progress

((

With

the wor'd as its field, a
serious-tninded group of scientists who
collaborate as the
Society of Motion Picture

Engineers keeps check on technical progress in motion pictures. Their research centers
the attention of the industry

on the advances and inventions

made

in this field.

for the fall of

and

is

1

The

926 is

report
no w ready

published, in part, in

this issue.

Prologues

Square Shooting »»

Inaugurating

PRESTIGE

of any publication is not a matter of accident. It
must be earned, for prestige depends solely upon reader confidence. That is the secret of THE FILM DAILV leadership.
Subscribers read and believe it, because for eight years now this
publication has been keeping faith, giving all the news of the
industry while it is news, fearlessly presented and with bunk
entirely eliminated. Just a few of the reasons why

THE FILM DAILY LEADS

today,
DAILY will
service

still

another

THE FILM

offer suggestions for prologues or presentations.
The basic idea will be
economy in staging without
sacrifice
of effectiveness cr

atmospheric appeal.

Each

suggestion will revolve around
a specific feature. Included in

the

"Developments

Presentation" department.
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Roach

JEW [NGIAND HOUSES

iOUGHIBYUNlVERSAl
Gained Through
Lowell and Somerville
Purchases

'othold

Los Angeles

to Build

— Hal

Roach announ-

ced

yesterday that he will build a
first run theater, to be devoted exclusively to short subjects, in the

downtown

district.

"Tin Gods,"

tory.

half) $13,000.

Mass.

lerville,

enthusiasm with which Carl
mmle was greeted yesterday uphe

return

his

New York

to

overwhelmed him.

1

well
Practically

entire
Universal
organization
icipated in the event which was
oliday at the company's offices,
ly notables in the industry were
iCnt

at

the

prepared
his

at

f

for

reception
which
the
Universal

company's

offices,

he Riverside, a municipal boat.
;cked with banners nosed its
down the harbor at 7:30 in the
ning and circled three times
ind the Berengaria. Executives

departments and

many

of the
employed by "U" were at the
ard pier.
There was a rush as
mmle stepped off the boat. R.
md P. D. Cochrane, Paul Gulick
Weil and others seized him
en he passed through the custhe remainder of the
lines,
There
ip circled around him.
handshakes, kisses from the
e
inine contingent and general exDownment all over the pier.
(Continued on Page 2)
.11

Massock A. P. Contact Man
Massock has been appointed

R. G.

to handle picture news
.Stratton, head of the
ture department of the

Laemmle

Vibutes to

Powerful Banking Group Gets
Control of Pathe Exchange
Move Held

S.

under L. C.
motion picA.

P.

Abel Resigns from Fox
E. Abel has resigned from Fox

Merger Talk

Extensive Program

Planned

between that company and P.
D. C. It is not at all unlikely
that a consolidafon involving
Pathe and a hitherto unmentioned company may be effected.
The position of the Keith-Albee interests is especially interesting since it not only owns 50
per cent of P. D. C. but holds

block of
Pathe.

3

Class

A

stock in

severing a ten years' association with
that company.
He is to announce
his future plans in a few days. Abel
for seven years was in charge of

the

organization's

depart-

foreign

Pathe's Position
Pathe's

ment.

net

income

for

the

vear

26, 1925. was $1,431 757,
after interest, depreciation and taxes.
After deducting preferred dividend.<;.

ended Dec.

M.

P.

—

Day Nov.

15

Pittsburgh Nov. 15 has been desDav. by the M. P.
ignated M. P.
T. O. of Western Pennsylvania and
West Virginia. On that date members of the association will donate
25 per cent of receipts to further
exhibitor organization work.

was enuivalent to $7.67
per share on the 177,561 shares combined Class A and Class B common
outstanding Dec. 26, 1925.
In 1924, net earnings were reported as $1,312,609 and a balance
the balance

(Continued on Page 2)
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Jowson Leaves for Coast
mon Rowson, joint managing diIdeal Films, Ltd., and
of the Kinematograph RenSociety, London, is en route to

or

of

rman

IvwGod.

First Step in

Transfer of control of Pathe
from Merrill, Lynch and Co. to
B'.air and Co. does not necessarily presage a step in merger

ture

to,

t

open about Nov. IS. An
imed house seating 1,000 and due
pen Jan. 1, has been acquired at

Price 25 Cents

for "Tin Gods"
Thomas Meighan pic-

addition to two theaters just aced in New England, Universal
egotiating for six more in that

:h will

1925

Over $71,500

which closes tonight at the Rialhad grossed approximately $71,500 up to Friday.
A record of its
takings follows: first week, $31,350;
second week, $27,159; third week
(without figures for last day and one-

Lowell, Mass., the company
secured the Capitol, seating 2,000,

10.

Marking the first step in what is described as a well-defined plan for entrance into the motion picture field on
a broad scale by a group of powerful
banking interests, Blair & Co., has
purchased a controlling interest in
Pathe Exchange from Merrill, Lynch

&

Co.
All Class

B stock of the Pathe comemiiraced in the transaction.
The Class B stock elects six of the
nine directors of the company. Notice has been served by the banking
firm on home office employes and exSiange managers that there are to be
no changes in the Pathe personnel.
Blair & Co. is said to be a unit in an
important group of financiers, not
heretofore active in the picture industry, which plans a number of impor•^ant moves.
Their interests, it is understood, are closely allied with the
nany

is

Morgan

interests,

Weiss Closes 4 Deals
Four deals

for distribution in

Eu-

rope of the comnany's product have
been closed by Max Weiss, president
A
of Artclass, who is now abroad.
lontract was closed with Jury-Metro-

Holdwyn,

Centralization

and have practically

uilimited resources.

Ltd.,

of

London, marking

time the English firm has
handled short subjects of any nature
and calling for distribution throughthe

first

out the United
nie

Kingdom

of the

Win-

Winkle. Hairbreadth Harry, Izzie
(.Continued on Page 2)

age of mergers may shortly see another. Wall Street
will engineer it. The bankers down on the Street, realizing
something of the possibilities of concentrated efforts through
the operations of big organizations, are once again getting busy.
However, in this instance, a new group enters the delibera
Backed by a record of imposing deals in other lines of
tions.

THIS

business, this coterie of financiers, so the story goes, feels that
what it has done elsewhere can apply to the motion picture in-

Brandts Opening

Two

Nov. 1 is the scheduled date for
he opening of the Biltmore. New
Lots Ave.. Brooklvn. eighth theater
'1
the chain of William and Harry
Brandt.
The Stratford, in the East

\ew

York

"ipens

about two weeks

'louses

seat

section

of

Brooklvn.
later.

Both

2.000.

dustry.

Features Reviewed
Sroken Hearts of Hollywood
t

Warner Bros
Mist Be Love

6

First

6

irake

Nat'l

It

From Me
6

Universal

ilamey

M-G-M
The

Great K.

6

&

Robbery

A.

Fox

7

rhe Block Signal

Gotham Prod.
ihort

—

S.

SubiectS—M -..,..

R.
.

....•.•.•••••.•

7
•.•

-7

Blair and Co., well-known downtown and, again the story
goes, close to the house of Morgan, holds the leadership. It Ava*;
this organization which was responsible for swinging a deal which
made history in the outdoor advertising field and which led to
the fprmation of the Outdoor Advertisine Agency of America,
Not only were leaders like Thomas Cusack and O. J. Glide
Inc.
Co. included. Many others, who as lone operators swayed mild
influence in the outdoor advertising field, but who presented a
formidable front when consolidated, were embraced. Every p'ant
and every unit from New York west to Denver became part of

the merger.

^ ,
.
IContiHUtd o» Pag* 3)

Barthelmess Arrives
Barthe'mess arrived in
from Hollywood Friday
nfter comnleting "The Black White
"been." This is his last picture for
Richard

Mew York

inspiration.
In the future he will apin First National's own produc-

pear

tions.

Russe'l Resif^ns
John Dav Russell, who has been
do'ng special work as a member of
the Paramount scenario department
in the East, has resigned.

«

THE

Stl
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lORN W. ItllCOATE

Weiss Closes 4 Deals

Pathe's Position

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

and Lizzie and Snub Pollard come- of $7 a share computed on the same
dies.
Close to $100,000 is involved, amount of common. Gross business
it is stated.
done in 1925 was $18,151,827 against
Following this sale he disposed of $16,459,385 the previous year.
26 single reclers known as Popular
In his report to stockholders last

Prlci25Cints

Sonday. Oct. 10. 1976

fgLXXXVIIINo. 8

Song Parodies

Pubfislier

to F.

B. O., Ltd., of

London,

for the United Kingdom, and
Screen Star Sports of 12 single
reels to Gaumont, Ltd., for the United Kingdom and the entire continental territory.
Pathe Freres Cinema,
L'd.. has purchased for the United

Puhlithi-H riailv rxcert Patiirrt.iv and ?ioIidav»
Ift'in
Urnartivay. Krw York. N. Y.. anrt
rnnvricl't (192fi^ hy WM's Film» anrt Film
W. Allmafe. Pr^^vlptit nnH
Fnlks. Tnc.
T
Treaonrrr
^fanrice V\ Kann. F'lifor; Don
^Ter«prrntr nn*»Inr9s a"rt A'!vfrt'*inp
atrl

the

at

:

M

ATanauer:

Willc.

R.tIpIi

Rpprp«cn

Travpline

Kingdom, a

as «pcotiH rla«s natter >Tav
1"51S.
at tlif post oflicp at New Ynrk
21,
v., iintlpr tl'f act nf Atarrh 3, fTO
Tprm« fPo'staee (rer> UnJtPil Sfatps. otitsiHof Oreater NVw York. $10 nn nne ve.ir: fi

Western features starring Leo Maloney

Fntfrrrt

f.Tflvf.

K

mnnths.

iSnn;

Sl.^nn.
AH'!re««

Sn'»srri^frs

tnrinlh*.

.1

nhmiM

and the
Buffalo

Forrien

flfl

J.^

his

remit "-'th ord-^r

—

W

—
—

.

latest

series of five starring

Weiss is continuing
abroad to Paris, Berlin and

Bill, Jr.,

trip

Additional developments in the foreign field will be found on page 10.

TaMe art
riione TirrV 47.16-47 17 47 1"! 4739.
Ho'h-worKl
FiltTi/lav.
New York.
dress:
ATn'nsca
TInrvey K
f;niierTr>n.
ralifT-nia
Thnne. Drerel 7100 and Wnsh
dor Hotel
Frnesf
Fredman
T.nndnn
infto" 0704
The Filtn Renter. S"*. Treat Afnrlhnronch St
Paris
London, \V. T
T.a Cinematographic
Francaise, 5. Rue Saulnier.
:

series of five reel

other points.

all rnmmtiniratIon« to TTTF, ^TT.'^t
Y
IfiSn nroa.l.vav, New Yo-V. N

HATT.V

Goulding Original, Murray's Next
Los Angeles Edmund Gou'ding is

—

.

Mae Murrav

to direct

"Diamond

in

Handcuffs, " an original of which he
is

tradine with laree turn overs invar'a*^'y n^a'ked hv measnrah'e declines f^at"red the fi'm issue rmrket ycsterf^av. T^ie
Warner sto-ks had their usi'^I sharp de
mand. 6S.700 shares of the Pictifes "A"
series
chancrincr hands,
w'th a 3Vj P"int
drop over vesterdav's ouotation.
Warner
Picfi-res declined AYi points on a turn-over
Ifi

ono

sh-ires.

Motion Picture Car-ital Pnrp. was the
center of some persistent buvinjj and trained
a f'dl point in an e-rc^anpe of 1 li'^0 shares.

"A"

Frchance

P?the

losine 4fi
14,800 shares.

was
on

points

stork,

to

Make Two

a"Other busv
turn-over of

•no1ah,n
•nal.

fi

Vtc.

...
...

Pfd.

37-4

6m

Kntz..
Knt7 Vtc.
ft

Kastman Kodak

.

.

Fanrous Plave's

•Fam.

T.ow Close
36
36
37'^
37J<

Hi<?h
36

Plav.

7 3 '4

1I7'4 116'4 n7'4
Wb-iA 114H 116

Inspect
•First Nat'I Pfd...
.

I.oew*s
Tnc
Afetro Gold.
P.
Can.
M.

.

Pfd..

71 m;

100
72 '4
25

^

60n

43'/i;

43'/S

2.400

ini

23^

237^

6"0

16

t+Roxy Tommon..

Am

10
53 V5

••Stan. Co. of
Screen.
•Univ.
Pfd
Pict.

T'a"s.Lux

16

46

97 Mi
29
9

97'/,

53'/5

5 3 '4

Picture!
Pros.
.
Pictures.

•Warner
Warner
•^^Va
Wraner Pict. "A". 61

R^

• fast Prices Oiinied
•• Pliil.-.de1phia Market

, ,

4914 16.000
58
65.700
t Por d Mar ket
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S

SperinlistK in Motion Picture
and Thenfrirnl ivKurnnc.e for
the pant fifteen years

Stebbins

1,266
, ,

49
57-4

T E B B

&

Broadway
Rrva"t

.

5 '4

ynu are fhivking of

1540

,

,
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ArtW W.

,

96
9

.

.

S

3

85V5
84<

•XTniversal

When you

1.500
14,800

15
44t/,

8V5

Co.. Inc.

N. Y. C.
in<n

$6,300 000 as aR.Tinst
The comnany has enless than $1,000 000.
ough cash on hand to pay all the current
'iabilitics and does not owe any money to
banks.
"Gross business has grown steadily from
$4 200,000 in 1916 to over $18,000,000 in

York.

DAILY

the state

"Tin Gods"
(Paramount)
Five thousand small envelopes cc
taining smali pieces of tin were d
tributed well in advance of the sho
ing by special messengers.
The
velopes read "Let this remind you
see Thomas Meighan in 'Tin Godi
etc,, with the cast, theater and pi;
dates.
Ernest
Morrison,
Howa.
<

Laemmle

there were two busses.
One
them housed a band. Private care
ivhisked thp Laemm'e gronn wh-Vh

<;tairs,

ni

his

There
"•as

the
wpitinc.

r'ancrhter.

Rosnhelle

wclcomin'r
Tt

inrludf^d

Hnvs, William Fox, Farle

mons,
•^nrk.

Hticro

Piesenfeld.

commi'ttpp
Will

H

W. H^mT.

Flmer Peprsnn and

T,

Mur-

Jules

E.

Bnilatonr.

Hav<; hushed the a's's^rnblarre and fh^n delivered ? snlendidlv

A

comparison of the gross for the
past three years follows:
1923
1924
1925

:

.

$14,851,372.62
16.459,385.63
18,151,827.12

comparison of net earnings, afinterest, depreciation and taxes,
$1,161,888.65
1,312,609.54
1,431,757.93

1923
1924
1925

(P. D. C.)
Robert Cotton. P. D. C. distr
manager, was billed as the "bagga
check" man, and on his arrival in t
city began promiscuous distributi
of
baggage checks, which stat|itti
"Take me to the Schade theater a
So
let me .go 'Up in Mabel's Room,' St
day. Monday, Tuesday."
t\
The tickets were numbered and

iieci

,

side the recipients wtfupf

the reverse

informed that the check was
changeable for a pair of tickets if t
number of the check corresponded

numbers posted

— Schade,

ter.

in

front of the th<

Sandusky.

O

Tl

—

—

new

For Rent

Education Week Endorsed
To promote the cause of education
and aid efforts of the National Education Assoc, and the Americanism
Coommission of the American Legion
along that line, the M. P. T. O. A.

make American

AVAILABLE NOW
located

at

134th

Avenue.
New
equipped with

Pathe

iSula:

Studio

Stfeet and
City.

York
lights,

flats

Park

and

car-

shop.
All requirements for
Reasonmotion picture production.
Extraab'e rent by month or lease.
ordinary inducements.

penter

INQUIRE

M.

S.

France.
A deal is on for "Casanova." likewise a French picture,
ct-rrinrr Tvan
M^Kiont-ine. ct^r \ry
_

">T;chael StroeofT." whif-h "U" will
release as its big production this

lecial

Fully

acai

the

Kit

EPSTIN

Ai

COSMOPOLITAN STUDIO

cess.

Sunday Shows Under Fire
Rahway, N. J. Sundays shows here

—

127th Street and Second Ave,
New York City

Telephone Harlem 9700

under fire, with the Federation
of churhces preparing to launch an
active campaign against Sundav operare

city's theaters.

When

it

K\\

bsai

K,

vent

in-

stances of alleged violation of the
"blue" laws were presented to the
Grand Jury, that body recommended
that the state laws he modified to
meet modern conditions.
Officials
are declared to be averse to enforcing the laws.

Tl

Jerar

T>evo^n%

my

fittri

buld

Entire Efforts to
issle

Life Insurance

Only

idtii

WHY?

trihiitc.

WhI'o abroad. Lacmmte nnrchnspd
"The Wandcri'ne Jew" for this coun'rv.
The picture was m?d» in

year.

Room'

in Mabel's

Boston Exchanges Move
Ministers are atMaryville, Mo.
Boston Famous and M. P. Cor
tacking Sunday shows instituted here have moved to new quarters.
Tpiie
recently, since the new Missouri was new Famous building is on Berkli
The shows were accepted St. The office of the M. P. firm at imni
opened.
calmly by citizens, and although they Isabella St.
were matinees and so did not interfere

—

Fno

sitioi

Fight Brews at Maryville

rpnderod enlorrv of Laemmle.
Fox Grange Film Premiere at 4 Houses
f-^Uowed and fold of the romnnn^onBoston Boston's premiere of "One
chip which Laemm'e provided him
in
Minute to Play" with Red Grange as
t'le enrlv davs of the indnstrv
when star will take place Saturday, playthe fmht aeainst the natents comr^^nv ing
simultaneously at the Washing"•as Innnched.
Hammon<; and Mur- ton Street and Scollay Square Olymdnrk lit-ewise spoke briefly. It was pia, Fenway
and Capitol.
n

liCo

jstl:

paid the regu'ar quarter'y
two per cent dividend, upon its preferred
stock, and your board of directors at their
last meeting declared a quarterly cash dividend on the present Class 'A' and 'B' common stock of 75 cents a share; a'so a stock
dividend of five per cent in Class 'A' stock,
both payable May 1, 1926, to holders of
record April 20.'

and "Manny" Goldstein up- ation of the

tovn.

iicti

fell

"Up

"Company has

urges cooperation to

{Continued from Page I)

'nclndpd

%

resi

—

Atlanta.

1925.

Education Week, Nov. 7 to 13 a suc-

Carl. Jr.

M

with church services, a fight against

fair.

Tributes to

19:

10,

UPS WHICH MEAN DOUABS FOQ SUOWMEN

them has been begun.

3,':00

2SS

Pathe Fxch. "A". 51V5
1Pnr,nmo"nt B'way 97'/,
t+Roxy Units
31

.

2,100

44 Ml

Torn

S^oD'as Rros

s

,

Fox Fi'm "A"
72 V5
Fox Theaters "A" 26

New

166

8

8

in

Kites Used for Filming
Brockton. Mass —What are claimSal" ed to be the first pictures to be taken
IPO with the
a'd of kites were filmed
400
here by AI Moffat, cameraman who
on "man-ltftine" kites, "^hot" the
900 Towd from
a height of 150 feet, at

119^

Pfd...

F'lm

C. Burr, within a few days
will leave for the Copst. to arrange
for his next Jnhnnv Hines nirture for
First National. The star and his director. Charles Hines, start for HolIvwood Oct. 21.
No stud"o, technical or camera staff will be taken.
Production will be at First Nationpi's Bnrbank studio.
After makin"
two pictures on the Coast, Burr will

resume

are shown at over
current liabilities of

assets

follow:

Coast

at

a'

Quotations
Am. Peat
Am. Seat

"The current

ter

Burr
C.

of

April, Paul Fuller, Jr., president, said
in part:

A

the author.

Financial
PrisV

Sunday, October

illia:

lieir(

I

r

I

T*«

ALBERT
CCWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LtARN TO SAV

BROOKS'
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580
ALSO
25.000 COSnjMES TO RENT

PEN.

G. RUBENfrle

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C,
(llth floor)
jj

Vanderbilt 6600

THE
unday, October
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1925

10.

Centralkation
(.Continued
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the type of enterprise in which Blair and Co.
itself.
.terests
Yesterday saw the consummation of a contract
hich took control of Pathe from the hands of Merrill, Lynch
is

Co. and placed

it in those of Blair and Co.
Insofar as Pathe's
within the industry is concerned, there comes no change,
auses still exist why a merger, an amalgamation or a working
rangement with another unit which possesses those trade assets
hich Pathe has not, might be sound business. Blair and Co.
lUst be aware of these facts.

id

Dsition

It

is,

therefore, axiomatic that the

The

irther plans in store.

C. will follow.

.

ction,

although

Something

ow

m

It
it

control in Pathe has

much

talked" of affiliation with P.

cannot be construed as a step in that

di-

in the offing.

The

ether they present an impressive factor
leir

Notwithstanding the fact

might easily be such a move.

centralization process which
grips the industry will continue until it ends where nobody
predict.
Blair and Co. and its banking associates and tois

ANNOUNCEMENT

Blair domination of Pathe does not

necessity indicate that the

E

new

—are

—

destined to play

that

this

company

made a number

has

of notable

part in this development.

The Talk

of the

improvements

Town

The new Vitaphone show, together with these rumblings of
lergers, was the talk of the town yesterday.
All through the
ade the entertainment qualities of the Colony performance were
ommented upon. Now that the Warners are getting their
ride,

is

it

lentary

anticipated Vitaphone accompaniments and supple-

numbers not

directly related to the

accompanying

in its

prod-

ucts during the past

years,

prices

have

two
re-

fea-

market. This will come about not only with
sgularity, but with frequency.
The original intention of three
pecials on Broadway will bear fruit in the near future.. "Manon
escaut," augmented by a Vitaphone program and musical score,
the next picture. "Don Juan" and "The Better 'Ole" will, of
are will reach the

mained unchanged.
Constant improvement of

s

ourse, continue.

Anent the
3r it

latter production.

has resulted

The comedy business devised
The comedies are all too

our products based upon

in a riot of laughs.

where so many clever situations obtain. Again recording a
leasant observation Syd Chaplin has played his best performInce.
With or without Vitaphone, "The Better 'Ole" is in. It's
;

IMPORTANT

are

the

requirements

user

is

of

the

:

veritable bearcat.

!

The esteem

in

Carl Laemmle
which many important personages

hold Carl

.aemmle, the affable president of Universal, was most apparent
That his own executive force and his employees
hould stage an almost riotous home-coming after his successful
But witness
assle with the grim reaper was to be expected.
'^hat happened.
The Universal offices also held the presidents
nd high officials of Fox, Educational, Pathe and Keith-Albee.
Villiam Fox, Earle W. Hammons, Elmer Pearson and J. J. Murock, who wanted to express their admiration for the man, left
leir desks to join the throng of well-wishers.
Will Hays, in
is characteristic manner, covered the ground well.
In a business
'here, unfortunately, sharp competition oftimes causes personiesterday.

lities

to cross paths,

'hich

moved one group

id

it

was refreshing

to discover the sincerity

to give voice to those things

our policy, but

which

it

express on behalf of another.

KANN

No Increase in Price
is

Even Contemplated
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HAPPENINGS

o/'FILMDOM

FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

Sterns Resume Production
Camera work started in the new
Hollywood studio of the Stern Flim
Corp. this week, when production
was resumed on "The Newlyweds
and Their Baby" series, one of the
five ser.es of two reel comedies the
Stern Brothers are making for Universal release. The other four series,
will go into production within a week
Or so. These include the new Buster

Brown

Comedies,

the

"Let

George Do It" series, the "What Happened to Jane" series, and "The Excuse Maker" series.

Edward Laemmle Goes East
Eddie Laemmle has just completed
production on "Held by the Law,"

Bayard Veiller story, in which
Marguerite de la
Motte Johnny
Walker and Ralph Lewis appaer, and
is hurrying East
to meet his wife
and baby daughter who have been
spending the bummer abroad.
the

Mel Brown Recovering
Melville W. Brown, while on vacation recently after finishing work

on "Taxil Taxil
injuries

'

sustained

is

in

recovering from
an automobile

Production on "The Four
Reginald Denny production which he is scheduled to direct, will not, however, be held up
lon^ according to his physicians.

accident.
Plusher,"

the

Hartford Film Finished
"God's Great Wilderness" has been
completed by David Hartford, with
Myrtle Stedman, Gertrude Astor, Lillian Rich, Marv McAllister, Gladys
Hulette. Mary Carr, Robert Eraser,
David Torrence, Joseph Bennett, Cullen Landis and Frank Mayo.

Theater Set Built
Because actual figures proved that
the construction of a oermanent theater set would speedily pay for itself through
saving in production
costs, a mammoth set of this sort,
replete in all details, has been erected
at First National's studios.

wm^.

m

Alice Calhoun Completes Role

New

Faces

THERE

are many new faces at the various studios. It doesn't
take a detective to ascertain that a new order of things has
been introduced at the various planes. At M-G-M, Lasky s, Fox,
I<irst National, De Mille and others, a number of newcomers may
be noted, for producers seem determined to give the puolic that
element of newness tor which a consistent clamor has been heard.
visit around the studios convinces the observer that the old
policy "type" pictures has been discarded and in its stead has been
introduced a system which makes novelty and ability tirst requisites
of picture success.
There is to be no card-index system employed this year in the
production of vehicles for various players, "whose public wants
them in just that kind of a picture." Abihty and versatility are to
receive their recognition.
It's a natural evolution which cannot be retarded, for the public
wants new faces and- judging by the new players being signed by
the studios, the demand will be filled this year in generous measure.

A

Alice Calhoun completed her ro
in "Tentacles of the North," a Jami
Oliver Curwood story, produced I

an independent company and

by Louis Chaudet.

direct*

i

Lloyd Ingram's Next
Lloyd Ingraham will direct "Olfan
What a Night!" under the supervf*)"'
sion of Joe Rock with Jackie Comb;

Raymond McKee, Edna Murphj|/«
Ned Sparks, Frank Alexander aiifMf'
Milliard Karr.

i

Hersholt on Location
Jean Hersholt and Enid Benn*
are
filmin
in
Carmel-by-the-Sea,
the final sequence of love-making fc
'The Wrong Mr. Wright," in whic
Hersholt is starring for Universa
Scott Sidney is directing.

fju

Lloyd to Make "Children of Divorce"
Frank Lloyd will make "Children
Boyd in "Jim, the Conqueror"
of Divorce" as his second production
William Bovd has been selected b
lor
Paramount, which is adapted
Magazine," has been purchased by irom Owen Johnson's novel.
Pro- Director George B. Seitz to play th
fox.
Miss Ryerson is at present duction is scheduled to start Nov. 8. male lead in "Jim, the Conqueror,
by Peter B. Kyne.
with M-G-M, where she is collaborating with F. Hugh Herbert on
Furthman to Scenarize "Casey"
The Grey Hat," a Lew Cody picVidor in "Skln-Deep"
Furthman will write the
Jules
ture, which will be directed by Robscenario for "Casey at the Bat,"
Florence Vidor's next starring ve
ert Z. Leonard.
Hector
Turnbull's
in hide will be "Skin-Deep," based o;
production
which Wallace Beery and Raymond "Face to Face," a play by Vincenrj
"Stranded
Paris"
in
Signed for
Hatton will be featured.
Lawrence. Townsend Martin is writl pj
Heien Dunbar and Ida Darling
Frank TuttleLij
ing the adaptation.
have been signed for the mother roles
"Love
'Em anilCii,;
finishing
is
who
Doane
and
Walker
Renew
of Bebe Daniel's present production,
ijj[.
Warren Doane, general manager Leave 'Em," will direct.
'Stranded in Paris."
of the Hal Roach studios and H. M.
Walker, production manager, have
De Mille Signs Litson
To Take Coast Vacation
|,{((
Mason N. Litson has been selected been re-signed by Roach on five year
Malcolm
St. Clair, who is editinfjbisl
contracts
to
continue
in
their
reby Cecil B. De Mille as production
"The Popular Sin," which he recentljWtJi
manager for "The King of Kings." spective capacities.
completed, will spend a vacation ojt
two weeks on the Coast. He has aijiji
Rock Making Kid Comedies
"Millionaires" Is New Title
yet not been assigned a new vehiclei;)!jyi
Warner Bros, have decided to
Joe Rock is producing a series of
kid comedy pictures for Bray, Inc. change the tiltle of the E. Phillips
He is now filming "McDougal Alley Oppenheim story just completed unNissen to Hollywood
Kids at the Beach."
Joe Basil is der the name of "Mama Kiss Papa"
Greta Nissen, who has been workdirecting under the supervision of to "Millionaires."
This production ing in "The Popular Sin," is to ^i\
has George Sydney, Vera Gordon to the Coast, where she will appear io '"
Joe Rock.
Elinor Gljm as Screen Player
and Jane Winton in the leading roles. the next Adolphe Menjou starriinf[
Elinor Glyn is to make her first The first Arthur Somers Roche story picture, as yet untitled.
appearance before the camera when produced by Warner Bros, will be
production starts on "It," her initial "Fingerprints."
No cast or director
Paramount feature.
has been selected.

Fox Buys Ryerson Story

"Willie, the Worm," a humorous
story by Florence Ryerson, which
appeared recently in "The American

sf

.

jiisi

imii

"Telling Whoppers," New Our Gang
"Telling Whoppers" is the title
of the latest "Our Gang" Hal Roach

comedy

just

McGowan.

by Robert
has been started

completed

Work

Columbia Selecting Cast
Mildred Harris, Dorothy Revier
and Armand Kaliz have already been
selected for the cast of "Wandering
Girls" for Columbia.
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MANY NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TECHNICAL
PHASE OF THE
INDUSTRY
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IMPROVEMENTS IN
MECHANICS COVER
WIDESPREAD RANGE
OF INTERESTING AND
IMPORTANT SUBJECTS

Motion Picture Progress
TEXT OF REPORT

WICE yearly the Progress Committee of the Society of M. P.
Cameras
lineers which concluded its Fall
A
new
doubkspeed mechanism
ion at Briarcliff Lodge on Thursreports developments of irnpor- has been announced (5) for the
With the en- Eyemo camera which permits the
ce in the industry.
world to draw upon for data, I. iking of pictures at the rate of 32
report is always fraught with exposures per second in addition to
the standard speed of 16 per second
rest,
and which may be embodied in c<»ni
'.
E. Egeler, chairman and J. I. era?
now in use. The increesed speed
.btree, W. V. D. Kelly, Rowland
is
accomplished instantaneously by
lers and Kenneth Hickman commanipulat'ng a speed adjusting lever
ic the coTnmittee.
Their account located
on the face of the camci-a.
prefaced by the following introSeveral improvements (6) have been
tion
made upon the Cine Kodak and

Color photography requires the
Thornton
Three-Color
photography (12), which is the making of use of light ot proper composition
a three-color motion picture film by or quality in the taking of the picthe use of an apparatus with a single tures and filters are generally neceslens and beam solitting device and a sary.
Investigation has been made

fi.m of double w'dtli, is described in
an abstract of British Patent 238688.
One part of the film is prepared with
a two-color screen mosaic of green
and violet which reproduces in the
negative the magenta red and the
yellow portions of the subject. The
second portion of the film receives
the light through an orange-red filter
incorporated in the surface of the
film, thus producing a full tone negaKodascope for amateur use, includ- tive image of the blue-green portion
!)0 often historical references are mg
the use of a lens of greater sp'.ed
very incomplete due to a lack <tiid the addition of a sight finder. A of the subject. In making the film
the coior layers are coated first, then
appreciation, at the time events new
hand-cranked motion picture a thin sub-stratum, and
on this the
ur, of their future value or signi- camera
(7) for amateur or profciExposure is
nce. Motion pictures in the future bioiiai use employing 35 mm. film and panchromatic emulsion.
be of even greater value than equipped with an f/5 lens, focusing made through the support and color
screen layers.
The positive film is
e still photographs in the past and mount, external film retorts, footag:
lequest recently made to Presi- meter and direct vision finder, by' s'milarly prepared, although red, bluj
and yellow may be used instead of
t Coolidge, that twenty vaults of
l/ctn designed to sell at a moderule
the colors employed in the negative
proposed two million dollar Ar- irice.
film.
Ves Building be set aside for the
British innovation (8) is one in
A
•age of films of value to posterAnother method of color photowhich difterently placed synchronis
worthv of especial stten- ously driven cameras can be used to graphy (13) has been proposed in
1
The President expressed enable a continuous record from a which the color is produced after de(1).
iself as being favorably impressed
velopment by the oxidation of leucoplurality of view points to be made
h the idea.
without interrupting the action in the dye bases with which the silver halOne or ide grains have been respectively
'rejection with the 16-mm. film scene being photographed.
treated.
Each third of a silver broreceived widespread publicity dur- more of the cam.eras may be provided
mide emulsion would be separately
recent months and the use of this vith means for photographically resensitized to one part of the speccordmg sounds.
is becom'ng more and more exMany improvements have been trum, with a subsequent attachment
ded for both professional and amamade in camera accessories, among to each of the leuco-bases of a dye
:

of the theory of light absorption (16)
for liquid and dry film filters, including the mathematics dealing with
the selection of proper color filters.
new formula (17) which has been
devised for making a daylight filter

A

expressed

in

grams oer square meter

of film surface

is

thionine blue 0.175

grams; orange II, 0.14 grams;
trazine, 0.03 grams.
Films and Emulsions

The

tar-

inspection of film during de-

velopment is very often necessary
and the use of desensitizers is one
method which can be employed with
panchromatic film for which only a
very low intensity from the so-called

I

service.
Many salesmen are
it to be a very useful aid in
playing
and
their
advertising

T

while in the home, the tak'ng
projection of motion pictures is
:oming a fad in some circles.
res,
1

British producer is building a
city (2) modelled after the
:an film center, iHoUywood; it will
loc?ted on a 40 acre estate at
V.

1

Am-

is a range finder (9) based on
coincidence principle.

which
the

They can

serial and
oxidation fog, and their effect in development has been discussed (18) in

a comprehensive paper presented before th's Society.
In France, the observations of
Dundon and Crabtree (19) on the
effect
of desensitizers, particularly
pinakryptol green, in preventing serial

oxidation

fog,

have

been

con-

firmed, and in Germany, a vi-riter (20)
discusses their act on for development
in bright light.
The action of nine
desensitizing dyes on ordinary orthochromatic and panchromatic plates
of the complimentary color.
Com- was examined (21) and it was found
been that in all cases the greatest desenplete
success
has
not
yet
sitizing action occurs in the ultraachieved.
violet and blue and that for each
British patent (14) has been kind of plate tetrametchylsafranine
granted dealing with a method of and nile blue 2B are the two most
producing color motion picture film, effective desensitizers. The panchrothe coior of which is produced by a mat'c plates require the use of apscreen mosaic. Fine pollen or spores preciably more concentrated solutions
dyed in the proper mixture are used of the desensitizing dyes.
The polyto produce the mosaic.
The effect of washing on desensicolored powder is mixed with gela- tized plates (22) v\-as determined by
tin and coated on film by passing a desensitizing
strips
cinematoof
panchromatic negative film through graphic film and washing these strips
a heated bath of the color mixture. in the dark for periods of one min.Subsequently, the film is passed over ute to two hours, and, after drying,
an absorbent roller which cleans off the sensitiveness was determined by
the color emulsion from the unsen- means of the Eder-Hecht sensitositized side.
metric screen.
new sensitizer for the photoexperiments
have been
Several
made at the Lick Observatory with graphy of infra-red (23) is called
plates especially sensitized to the neocyanine and has a broad sens'tizextreme red region of the spec- ing band extending from 700 mm. to

|i

iing

safe-lights may be used.
also be used to prevent

Color Photography
is
research
photography
leaving the old stereotyped lines and
is branching out into more fudamental fields, however, as yet with only

A

Color

partial success.

A practical disadvantage hitherto
has been the necessity for employing
a projector lens of the same focal
m the nucleus of the plant.
length as that used in the camera.
nterest
continues in television, By a recent improvement (10) the
glish radio fans have had the chance lenticular elements are arranged so
"hear a man's face" (3). Experi- thit the pupil of emergence is at innt'ng in this new field, a British linity or at a great distance in front
;ineer has been broadcasting his of the sensitive surface of the photoe
on a 200 meter wave length graphic film oV plate. By this conich registers in ordinary receiving struction the images of the color seonly as a continuous hum but lecting filters used in the objectives
3
apparatus is are independent of the focal lengths
en
the
television
)ked in, his face is thrown on a of the objectives used in taking or trum (15).
Exposures were made
een so that his listening audience projecting.
of the planet Mars, with light of
v also see him. The British govAnother British patent (11) covers three different colors, violet, yellow
ment has just issued the first two a process in which multi-color nega- and the extreme infra-red. The picjvision licenses on record.
retive or positive images of separately tures made with infra-red light
the
rhe most recent contribution to tinted color record negative images vealed much clearer details of
could be detected
art of talking motion pictures has are produced on a film having one planet surface than
n the activity of a prominent pro- surface covered with minute lent'cu- with ordinary plates or seen with a
Motion picture film has
conjunction with leading lar elements in apparatus employing telescope.
:er
in
;phone engineers on the appara^^us an annular diaphragm having an been especially sensitized with krvpA new sensitizing dye.
)wn as the "Vitaphone" (4). The opaque central portion which covers tocyanine.
neocyanine,
is mentioned, which exa
and
surface,
lenticular
useful
this
dethe
ematographic feasibility of
photographic spectrum
the
transparent annular port'on which tends
? was perfected in a comoarativelv
covers the inoperative neighboring much further into the infra-red than
irt period of time and applied to
kryptocyanine.
production. "Don Juan."
area.
Two

rehamwood, iHertfordshire.
dios 300 by 200 ft. and 40 ft. high

'

A

900 mm. with a maximum at about
830 mm.
Further investgiation has been
made toward the discovery of suitable methods of desilverization of fixFor large scale s Iver reing baths.
covery (24) from fixing baths the
hydrosulfite method is considered impracticable because of the necessity
modification
of heating the bath.
of Steigmann's method (25) of silver

A

recovery has been developed.
The action of photographic fix'ng
baths and their components on vari{ConlitiHed on Page 12)

THE

jg^

DAILV

ai

VERY LIKELY BOX OFFICE
BET. IT WILL REACH THE
MASSES AND GIVE THEM
THE HOLLYWOOD INSIGHT
THAT IS EVER A PERTINENT CURIOSITY WITH PICTURE FANS.
ing as the little New England girl,
beauty contest winner, who wcndb
bcr way to Hollywood and fame.
Doug. as Fairbanks, Jr., docs very
well though he hardly seems a
Louise
suitable lead for Patsy.
Dresser docs the real acting of the

.Malcolm McGregor the good
looking clerk and Colleen's beau.
Arthur Stone a bo'ogna salesman
and not so successful in his love af-

Cast.

—

Again proves herself one
picture.
of the best character players on
the screen.
Type of Story. .. .Drama. Warner

may have had

a

little

Colleen.
Jean Hersholt
just the right type for the delicatessen papa.

Type

propa-

young men and women who yc2rly
Hollywood in the
to
Regardiiope of fame and riches.
journey

whatever effect the picture
may have in that direction there
is hardly a doubt but that it will
attract the fan trade throughout
the country. They are always susceptible to inside information on
Hollywood and picture making and
"Broken Hearts of Hollywood,"
less of

promisini^ title, will fulof their curious wonderIt includes an insight into
ings.
the workings of the studio and the
manner in which players rise to
The story is a made to order
fame.
affair that blasts some of the popular conceptions of how stars are
made. For instance, when Patsy approaches the great screen lover and
offers to spcrifice "anytliing" in
order to secure money to help her
sick sweetheart, you find that the
idol is a very respectable married
man with a wife and daughter.
The story works through to a
in
situation
splendid
dramatic
its

many

way

tect the

name

of

is

From Me"
concoction

.-"lul

I'd

Phoicgraphy
Loca'e

Length

will

Wi

j

ivti

one of the promising new directoi
has handled the material deftly ai
With just
in good judgment.
little more dramatic strength in t!

,ij'

^^^^

De Sano could,
doubt, have made a very comp<
The atmo
ling entertainment.
situations,

i

^jj,,

\^^^
'jijj

j.j

||jj'

j|j,j,

interesting and the devt ^^
opment holds the attention nicel u^j
adventures
discloses
the
It
.|;
James Carabine, Irish heavyweigi '^^^

phere

is

who

champion,
quests in

seeks new co»,
York. He is lov6

New

^^^

by Peggy Nolan who makes tl
trip on the same ship as Jarne
He is blind to Peggy's devotio
and after winning the big fight ma:
SI
the vamp, M^rcolina.
ries
basks in the light of her husband
fame and popularity until he lost
the championship and then sh
transfers her affections to the nc
champ. Meanwhile Peggy has r<

Tom Eggett falls
department store but he
must show a profit at the end of
heir to a

three months or forfeit the business to the manager.
Naturally
the manager is going to do hs
best to see that Tom shows a loss.
Tom realizes this and decides that
he will make a good job of it and
sets out to bankrupt the business
so the old fellow will have nothing
left
any\yay.
Tom and his two
pals have a wild tjme of it running
the store and their stunts offer the
laughs of the picture.
Of course,
hero eventuajly inherits the business in spite of all obstacles and
wins the hand of the pretty stenog-

of the Coney Island freak house
variety, when she voiced the opinion that he was a freak.
The romance winds its way to the clinch

iilUil

"Blarney," a story of a nineteen jjj
century champion from the "at"
sod" who came to New York
lonj
win new laurels. Marcel De Sat

undoubtedly

Hero

collect.

jalrt

|jj

.u

^^f^.

^^

,^,

^^^^
'

j^

lire

jj

Slj
love for James.
^
his old trainer in Irelaii
k
to come to America and togethc
they get James in shape for a re
turn bout in which he whips hi

tained
writes

her

lift

Marcolin
to a finish.
attempts a reconciliation but Jame
realizes now that it is Peggy h

opponent

loves.

Fight angle wii
Box Office Angle
the young heroine,
this especially attractive t
make
rajiher for good measure.
finish.
a murder charge.
your men patrons. Romance ani
Box Office Angle. .Entertain'ng and Box Office Angle.. Good fun. Where
lost mother of the
old fashioned atmosphere will ap
they
like Denny and
quite certain to thoroughly please
enjoy his
in killing the man
peal to women.
brand of comedy stunts you should
your audience, particularly if

Raymond

Camerrman

a
that

is

"Take It
satisfying comedy

story is amusing and
its complications occasionally reach
hilarious
heights.
The laughs
might come closer together and
this could still be managed through
a little judicious cutting.
The picture runs close to seven reels which
is too much for any comedy though
producers can't be convinced of
the fact. The plot is one of those
legacy ideas where the old uncle's
will contains certain strings that
have to be cut before hero can

his reflection in a distorted mirror,

L.

Schrock

satisfactory.

Author

Clarke

Scenario

.

The

made.

them

C.

Graham

B- ker
Virgil Miller

Scenario
I

Cameraman

Good Photography
Ho'ivwnod
1

7,770 feet

Locale

Length

Brooke Hanlon
Julian Joscnhson

H. Koenekamp

Very

g'-od

New York
6,848 feet

sequence and run a

in.

Exploitation

Tell

them

show window sequence where
Denny and his pals are caught
napping when the shades ^re

they are forced to
assume the noses of dummies to
avoid detection.
There 's a fashion show in the picture which suggests the usual tie-up with local
fashion shoos.
Universal's press
sheet is replete with further ideas
Direction
William A. Seiter:
knows comedy but uses loo much

.^dorcc's

Scenario

Cameraman
Phonography
'f

o~^'p

Length

^..

name

Ralph
champion.
like

Direction
good.

footage.
B.

Johnstone

--"'v

6,649 feet

sei

!

You have
to

Graves

wfll

Renji

use and they^I
as

Marcel

the

Irisl

De Sano

Author

Donn

Scenario

Albert Lewii

Harv-v Thew Cameraman
Arthur Todd
Good Photography

Metropo='-"

j,

re

ta.k about the girl whost
love revived the courage of a fight

cam? back and

Locale

Length

Ben

,

thi

women,

cr and how he
for her sake_.

j|

figh

show'nj

how champions used to fight. Thii
will get the men in and for th<

and

Authors
Will
and W. R. Anderson

trailer

some of the batte scenes when
champ and ex-chamo stage a
Itivite them in to
turn bout.

about

the

raised

Talk about the

Exploitation

have no trouble whatever bringing

.

Authors

.

i

Apropos of t
current fight season and in li
with championship contests coni

entertain most any type of audience, with the possible exception
of the sophisticated crowd that
probably wouldn't get a real kick
out of the greatest comedy ever

to

held in
She is the long
girl and her act
they
who attacked her daughter is jusenjoy Colleen Moore.
tified, she is freed and resumes her
Exploitation
old place.
You might work a
very effective exploitation stunt by
Box Office Angle. .. .Good audience
liol.ywoorl and anything
iiiaLcrial.
securing the cooperation of a loca'
pertaining to pictures in the makdelicatessen shop and having a girl,
ing can be relied upon to interest
wth a Colleen Moore straight bob.
natrons.
preparing cheese sandwiches in the
Exploitation. .. .The story isn't the
window. Crgckers could be used
that
the
affair
artificial
gusliv,
and a cheese concern might be glad
rather lurid title might suggest
of the opportunity to advertise its
Get in back of it and assure your
product by supplying the cheese
['romise unusual dramatic
for the sample sandwiches.
people,
Of
development and score the excelcourse Colleen's name is your pivlent unrk of Louise Dresser.
otal point in advertising the picLloyd Bacon;
Direction
ture.
Direction
some very effective bits
Alfred E. Green;

she

.

gs.

James Carabine."

necessary heroine.
Type of Story.
Comedy.

when she
convince hero Malcolm
McGregor that she had merely seen

a

sciies

as the

out of a tight corner

tr'es

his

Ap-

Ben Hendricks, Jr., and Lee
Others not important.
Moran first rate as Denny's right
Type
of Story. .. .Romance; adapt
hand men in the comedy business.
from Donn Byrne's "In Praise
Blanche Mehaffey pleasing

where she works, and edging her

down-and-out star is reclaimed and in her effort to pro-

which

.Comedy; adapted

in

the situations.

leen as she plays a return engagement in the delicatessen shop, the
store owned bv her father and vacated by Colleen in favor of a perfume counter in a local department
store.
But love overcomes the essence of limburger and when Colleen finds her intended husband
has purchased her father's business
she seems resigned to the future of
doling out the cheese.
"It Must
Be Love" savors of a little too
much delicatessen and not quite
enough action but there is Colleen,
trouping in her own inimitable
style, and a set of bolstering subtitles that help along the Isughs
when the story runs a little slow.
There isn't verv much of a plot so
it
remained for Alfred Green to
.icout around for comedy incidents
to fill up the loose joints.
He has
succeeded rather well at that. Colleen is at her best selling cheese to
a customer, mimicking the head
floorwalker in the department store

should ?id in dislywood."
It
couraging the countless number of

fill

..

.. .Ralph Graves a robust, r
licking Irish fighter who can tE
h
a beating as well as give one. Dc '^"
nice work in this.
Renee Adoi
pleasing but she hasn't many (
portunities to shine.
Paulette Eltaii
val a nineteenth century van ti\i

Cast.

Cast

from Brooke Hanlon's Saturday
Evening Post story, "Delicatessen."
Indeed it must be love, sighs Col-

ganda idea up their sleeve when
they made "Broken Hearts of Hol-

with

Story.

of

iDSl

pears to get a lot of fun out of

with

fair

stunts

customary rollicking fashion.

.

.

SOMETHING OUT OF THE C
DINARY IN ATMOSPHEI
INTERESTING STORY WE
ACTED.
PRIZE FIGF
ANGLE SHOULD MAKE
VERY POPULAR WITH ME|II0!

HIS BEST.

Star.... Gets over his

isl

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Universal- Jewel

Colleen gets a lot of fun out of the
role of delicatessen girl. Her gang
will like it.

10,

"Blarney"

from Me"

It

COLLEEN AND HER BAG OF STORY IS ONE OF THOSE
TRICKS AMUSING AS EVER
TRICK INHERITANCE
ALTHOUGH THE STORY YARNS WHERE HERO MUST
HASN'T THE SNAP AND THE
FULFILL A SERIES OF OBLIACTION THAT HER PICGATIONS BEFORE HE COLTURES USUALLY CONTAIN.
LECTS, MANY GOOD
LAUGHS AND DENNY AT
Star.... More of her clever trouping.

.Appealing and always pleas-

Bros,

"Take

First National

Warner Bros.

..

Must Be Love"

"It

"Broken Hearts of
Hollywood"

Star.

Reginald Denny in

Colleen Moore in

Patsy Ruth Miller in

Sunday, October

Byrnt

Rcyno'd.'

Cooc
Ireland-New Yorl
6,169 fee

»

THE
Bday, October.

Tom Mix

Ralph Lewis in

in

K&A

Great

'he

-S&K

DAILY

1^25

10,

Robbery"

Gotham
Lumas Films

Prod.
—State
Rights
MELODRAMA

Prod.:
Dist.:

Fox

QUOTA OF THRILLS RAILROAD
RALPH LEWIS IN ONE
ND SURE FIRE TOM MIX WITH
OF
HIS
WELL KNOWN
CTION. SMASH BANG WESCHARACTERIZATIONS. FAMlERN THAT WILL TICKLE
ILIAR BUT EFFECTIVE HOTAR'S ADMIRERS AND THE
KUM THAT WILL SUIT
ASH BOX. TOO.
MOST AUDIENCES FIRST
LL

....Offers five reels of stunts,
:scues and captures that make
a very busy hero.
Mix has
2id of Tony in many of his
le
unts.

m

Dwan

Dorothy

t

fulfills

the

requirements of the heroine,

iual

the villain and others
Will Walling, Harry Gripp,
e
dward Piel, Curtis McHenry.
Miller

arl

Tom

of Story
Western.
with the assistance of the loyTony, makes things hum for five
els.
The plot is the conventional
rder of western with hero battling
train load of band.ts and gradully overcoming the variety of ob;acles that the desperadoes put in
path.
Tony is ever on hand
is
hen
gets into a tight corner,
om is a railway detective working
icognito and suspected of being
ne of the bandits who are hold ng
trains. The president of
&
p
le road has a lovely daughter and
nee
sees her no trick is tocf
ifficult for him to pull.
He starts
ght off by rescuing her from the
and putting her safely
andits
board her father's car. Later
arns that the president's secretary
the brains of the gang and has
ipped off his comrades that there
5
a shipment of gold scheduled to
e placed aboard a certain train,
plans to foil the gang.
lero
This is the big thrill of the picture
jid
has a busy time of it.
there is plenty of risky business
vith hero hopping on and off trains
[ix,

Tom

K

A

Tom

Tom

Tom

Tom

motion,

n

ivading the

nerry chase
)ursuit.

dodging tunnels and
band who lead him a
the

in

Hero

course of the

finally tracks

them

nto their hidden cave and in his
inal bold stroke retrieves the treasire box and corrals the bandit gang
There is the usvith its leader.
lal s de issues of comedy and roTiance that help to round out the
tory and provide the necessary
/arietv of apneal.

X Office Angle .... Good box

Where

ibet.

s

lis

Tom Mix

the

office
spirit

strong you can bet they'll cheer
latest.

A

:ploitation
trailer showing
isome of Tom's daring feats aboard
':he moving train will surely bring
Tell
jihem back for the p'cture.
Ithem he fools a desperate band of
iirain

thieves and rounds

jSing'.e-handed in

his

them up

latest picture

Let them know Tony has an important part also.
rection

Lew

Seller;

satisfactory.
'ithor

enario

imeraman
lotography
;ca'e
,;ngth

RATE.
Star.

..

.Lewis

is

becoming a veteran

hero of the railswhat with his varied
experience in melodramas of this
kind.
Well suited and handles the
role of "Jovial" Joe Ryan very capably.

Paul Leicester Ford
John Stone
Dan Clark

Good
Th° West
4,800 feet

Cast
Jean Arthur, cute as his
daughter and Hugh Allen, her very
fine looking sweetheart.
George
Chesebro, the disappointed suitor,
and villain. Sidney Franklin, likeable as Ryan's old Jewish pinochle
partner.

Type

"Oh, Monkey Be Good"— Sunkist
Comedy Bray Studios

—

trolley

Amusing
Type of production. ... 1 reel comedy
Buddy Messenger, graduated from
ranks of the

the
iles,

ful

knee-pants juven-

gets in his fine flair for youthcomic CKpers, with the collabora-

of Mr. X, his chimpanzee pal,
invariably throws sand in the
machinery of Buddy's conquests with
members of the fair sex. For extion

is

)e

Short Subjects

"The Block Signal"

Train

of Story.

..

.Melodrama.

"The

familiar brand
of hokum, but it is the sure-fire type
of entertainment for a big majority of audiences.
It has the usual
quota of thrills, action, romance
and the rest of the well known
Director Frank O'Conrequisites.
nor supnlies plenty of fine realistic
atmosphere and Ralph Lewis as the
veteran engineer is right at home
He encounters a
at the throttle.
stumbling block in the person of a
young fireman who gets even with
the old engineer's daughter for
turning him down, by causing a
wreck when her father is driving
Old Ryan is dea crack train.
moted and sent to a signal station
where he works on a brake inBrennan, an engineer
vention.
suspects that
friend of Ryan's,
Steele, the fireman, had been the
real cause of the wreck, and chokes
fight octhe truth out of him.
curs and the train which Brennan
is hauling passes a signal and heads
Ryan learns of the
for a collision.

Block Signal"

is

a

A

get iibout George and the comedy
turns to a couple of trolley passengers, one with a monkey and another with a pet parrot. "They get a
few laughs out of the monkey piaying hide and seek in an old man's
long beard. They end up with a wild

who

ride

wherein George proves

the hero because he is the only one
that can shut off the juice.
Not
enough concertrated comedy in this
to keep the laughs coming steadily.

"Hold Still"— Christie
Educational

Still About It
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
whispering
Anne Cornwall disports about as

Nothing

.

while Buddy is
the old, old story to his sweetheart,
Mr. X deftly places the nozzle of a
hose in his pocket. When the eruption which this causes calms down,

ample,

.

a lady reported in search of a job.
In order to land one she has promised the city editor that will secure a
much desired photograph of Senator
a fisii finds its way into Buddy's
Hangnail. Meantime the Senator has
trousers through the michievous manbeen warned that there is a girl on
ouevering of the monkey's fingers.
When Anne
his trail with a bomb.
Life becomes one long series of unappears there is a mad chase in which
suspected practical jokes with Buddy
the Senator becomes a real dodger
on the receiving end, with a hectic
and Anne a persistent reporter. She
climax finding Buddy racing around
finally gets a picture but when the
in a lady friend's negligee, trying tc
film is developed everything but the
evade the prying eyes of a bevy of
Senator's face is in the picture. Anne
beautiful
show girls in a nearby makes another attempt and the hilarswimming pool. Of course, it's all the ity continues- only more so.
Al
monkey's doing monkev business
Christie offers a lively two reel enso to speak and only the pleading
It runs along
tertainment in this.
and explanation of his sweethear
at break-neck speed and the laughs
save our hero. from a thrashing at the
Anne Cornwall is
are always there.
hands of the outraged girls.
a cute comedienne while Jack Duffy,
as the Senator, contributes many of
"Shore Enough" Winkler Animated the laughs.

—

—

—

—

Krazy Kat
Clever Laugh-Getter

"The Pinnacle R'der"
Mustang Western Universal
mated.
Good Comedy Western
In a highly diverting way, "Shore
Type of production. .2. reel comedy
Enough" shows the adventures of
western.
Krazy Kat at a seaside resort. The
Jack Mower is the cowboy hero
animator has corralled a gag that
who would rather be dead than marwas once actually a practice in Coney ry the girl his aunt picked out for
Island that of stickinor one's thumb
him. For that reason Jack h d away
in a roll and palming it off as a hot
in the West and when his aunt ardog, the difference being that Krazy
rived with a prospective fiancee Jack

Type

of

production....!

reel

—

ani-

.

.

—

works the stunt with his tail, with- had his little pal tell the sad, sad
drawing it and leaving the roll dogstory of how villain Sprague had
less.
iHis plan comes to grief, howkilled him.
The aunt and the girl
predicament and rushes his patent ever, when a huge monk detects the
stay on to the ranch and fina ly Jack
brake to a certain point on the ruse and forces Krazy to take his
makes his appearance but his westIt works and prevents a place as the target in a "hit-theroad.
ern outfit and beard d sguise him.
crash. Ryan's invention is heralded coon" game.
The victim receives a Meantime Jack discovers that the
cleared
is
name
his
woeful battering, but finally escapes
as a success,
girl isn't a bad sort and when she
and he is reinstated.
by jumping out of his sk'n and saland the aunt fall into the hands of
comical
advenforth
to
other
lying
atFirst rate
Box Office Angle
Sprague, hero is first on hand to resThis can be recommend d
tures.
If
traction for many exhibitors.
cue them and disclose his identity.
you are looking for a good meller as a peppery bit of spice for the Two reels well stocked with action
thriller, "The Block Signal" will program.
and intermittent comedy.
amply take care of your needs.
"The Dizzy Dancers"
Title and substance
Exploitation
"Songs of France"
Imperial Comedy Fox
here readily suggest some attracFitzpatrick Red Seal
James
Placard
Fair Laughs
tive exnloitation stunts.
Apache Love
shane
the
in
posters
production.
.2
reel
comedy
with
of
Type
the town
The laughs aren't concentrated in Type of production...! reel romance
of railroad signals and run the line
"Songs of France" tells a tale of
You're with'n 'The Block any one direction in "The Dizzy
"Stop!
Detour to the Blank the- Dmcers" but there are a few rather Apache love wherein a pretty Apache
Signal.'
ater and see the latest railway effective gags that will no doubt girl, a dancer in a Montmartre dive,
You can use Ralph Lew- bring the laughs. Running out of is loved by a poor violinist. He gets
thriller."
name and, of course, the old gags they get down to the old fa- the worst of the bargain in a brawl
is'
miliar sla_pstick tricks with equally with the girl's husband, her dancing
trailer will do the trick, also.
cellar room.
Direcfon._. .Frank O'Connor, satis- fair success. The comedv opens u"> partner, and d es in a
The
Wisher,
dude
motcrgirl at his side.
the
hero
George
with
oniy
with
factory.
man, acquiring the new dance craze, music upstairs continues, unnrndful
F. Oakley Crawford
Author
Even the of the sorrow beneath. The melodies
the Charley horse trot.
Edward J. Meaghcv traffic cop on duty at the corner of the land are incorporated through
Scenario
Ray June starts dancing and the chief happens various incidents in the story, and,
Cameraman
Good along and gets in step. George drfTs of course, the musical accomnan mcnt.
Photography
town his (iude clothes and gets into liis enhances the value of the idea. PegWestern
Locale
Here they for- gy Shaw is the pretty Apache girl.
5,900 feet motorman's uniform.
Length

—

.

.

.

—

:
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Developments
(Week

be

will

the

Oscard's Next for Publix
Paul Oscard's next production for
Publix will be a "Barnyard Frolic,"
whicli will open at the Rivoli Oct.
23.
Tne week following the attraction will be a "Persian Garden,"
staged by John Murray Anderson,
and the week of Nov. 7 the presentation will be the work of Oscard.

East Side House Adds Acts
The Commodore is the second
East Side house to install presentations.
The theater, which seats
4.000, is at 2nd Ave., near Sth St.
The Apollo on Clinton St. opened
its presentation policy with a
prologue to "Aloma of the South Seas."

Made Roxy Conductor

Previn

S. L. Rothafel has engaged
les Previn as conductor of the
crcliestra.
was recently

He

ciated with the new
St. Louis.
Previn is

Char-

Roxy
asso-

Ambassador,

now

in

New

York rehe?rsing two musical comedies foi

Charles Dillingham.

Curtis Rehearsing Revue
Fred C Curtis is rehearsing a revue titled "Just a Little Bit," which
carries 16 people.
It opens Oct. 23
in

&

Legend

from

the

cf

Strand

"

— Mark

"First

ture,

overture,

;

"One Minute
Use drop or

Strand

Frolic,

Hungarian

a New York theater, with Ferrie
Collettc featured.

Chicago "Discovery Nights"
Chicago
Fourteen
Lubliner &
Trinz houses are conducting "Discovery Nights" through which new
theatrical talent has been revealed.

—

to Play" Prologue

over-

Rhapsody."

—

Brooklyn Mark Strand
Mark
Strand Revue; Gertrude Ed-rle. first
woman to swim the English Channel;
overture, selections frcm "Faust."

number

lar

set

of the university nearest

your theater). The singing becomes
louder and four boys, dressed in
football togs, enter.
They go into

a practice drill, executing several
plays, keeping time with the orchesIt
tra.
Have the center pass a footRivoli
The newest of the Publix presentations ball to the quarterback as part of
is
a John Murray Anderson entertainment.
the business.
Then they resume a
"The Giant Piano," a decidedly novel atquartet formation, sing a last stanza
traction and one that makes a bid for highbrow trade. The various numbers compiis- of the song, and exit.
ing the presentation are of a classical order
Directly afterwards a girl enters
and include operatic selections in the maand seats herself on a bench, waitjority of cases.
The setting is uiique and
She sings
worthy of the applause that it seemed to ing for her sweetheart.
merit from the Rivoli audience.
The cur "Deep in
Heart" from "The Stutain rises upon a "giant piano," a grand
dent Prince." As she goes into the
piano, which stretches practically the ful
width of the stage.
At the keyboard end chorus her lover, also dressed colthere are concealed two grand p anos, ar- legiate,
enters, joining the chorus.
ranged abreast, and forming the gr.at key
As
the
number
approaches its close
board of the "giant" setting.
The piano is
train a moonlight spot on the coubuilt out to reach across the stage and the
top, when raised, discloses the membe s of
ple.
Suggested
by
the orchestra and as tlie huge top is lifted
DAILY.

How

B'way Does

My

—

strains

THE FILM

"O

Paradise" are caught up.
The Chantal Sisters occupy the twin
pianos and their's is the opening number.
"Tarantelle Celebre," followed by "The Last
Rose of Summer," soprano solo, by Dorothy Neville.
A classic dance and a tenor
solo are also a part of the entcitainment.
Following the operatic number by the orchestra the huge top of the "giant" piano
is
lowered, the curtain to the back, and
above the piano, is parted and disc oses a
of

Seattle

—

House Using Revues
Fanclion & Marco revues

Seattle
are being olpyed by the Fifth Avenue, which has just opened.

Dance Team
RenofT

booked
Oct. 30.

&

for

for Rivoli

Renova, dance team, are
the

Rivoli

the

week

of

The

10 most popular over-iuie"'
accord ng to the observations of Maximilian Pilzer,
conductor at the Rialto, are as

Clean,

follows

[liepr

Slav,"

Tschaikowsky

"Les Prelude," Liszt
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody,"'
Liszt

scree
tioiig

ai

ire

ilobe

"1812 Overture." Tschaikovtrsky

iirect

Wagner
Gounod

"Tannhauser,"

lealh

"Faust,"
"Caprice Italien," Tschaikowsky
"Spanish Espagnole," Rimsky-

Korsakoff
"Orpheus," Offenbach
"William Tell Overture," Ros-

lariti

lima

'

fee
ttbe

npii

sini
[he

=[

guitars.
Hula dancer used. Prodi;
tion
staged in
silhouette.
G,
Greenlund, Rialto, Tacoma.

—

V

till

I

an a

portii

01 b

?na

Webster Joins Eastman

—

Rochester Ben Webster of Nek on
York has become director of preset Kb,
tations for the Eastman.

JCtlO'

Sta^

dord

-™^"'

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Picture Pre'-enlmion

Flat

iited

leri

The FALLY M^IRKUSf,

:ens

"Mismates" Prologue

A

"Charleston Wedding" was produced as a prologue to First National's "Mismates."
A mock ceremony was performed with lines from
popular songs.
The entire group,
from the contracting couple to the
"
huge replica of the painting, "The Angelas
flower girl, kept time with various
This fades to an identical scene with DoroA choru.=
thy Neville and George Du Franne repre- steps from the Charleston.
senting the field workers of the panting. of six bridesmaids, smartly costumed
They sing Gounod's "Ave Maria" as a clos- in white with
a touch of black- feamg number. Conservative, high class entured more Charleston steps. Don
tertainment.
The Publix presentations may not please Felice, Palace, San Antonio.

aia

VAUOEVILLF AGENCY
I

mths

ackafvanna 7876

1579 IIKOaDWV,

NtW YORK

[able
[at

CITY

Meta

Mr. Exhibitor, 7 ake Notice

mi
ip

—

the people all the time but they should
please some of the people some of the time.
They are striving to reach the preference
of various types of clientele.
all

Strand
Plunkett

Joe
nail

on

the

heal

cvtrentcrtaining

The

initial

again
tli.e

hit

the

Mark Strand

number

presentation
with his

week

past

showed

Fro'.ic.

the

exterior

"Black Pirate" Atmosphere
Secured male singers from local
musical organizations for use in
prologue to United Artists' "The
Black Pirate." They sang numbers
from Gilbert and Sullivan's "Pinafore."
Capitol, Calgary, Canada.

—

an old Colon al dwelling, with Dane
Claudius and Lillian Scarlet, banjo'sts. offered.
As they played the stage back of
the scrim was lighted to reveal a ballroom.
The Mark Sirand ballet effectively executed
of

South Sea Atmosphere
Created
South Sea atmosphere
with appropriate exterior set and
who string trio including ukeleles and

waltz, costumed in last-century style.
Next came Gladys Wheaton, soprano,
sung "My Lady of the Slipper." standing

a

front

of

which

was making its first appearance
after working on the Coast,

Closmg

Ci.A,3J

VAUUKVILL

clever and
the frolic

receivel

was

a

a

big

Vaudeville
1576 B'way

1

AC. hZZ8.9

Write,

Phone

pro

Agency
or

New York

be
Cll

Call

He;

ittei

curt

AMALGAMATED

ARTHUR

in
i;

hand.

AGENCY

Mohammedan

temple number, with dancing girls in action.
Back center stage was a high and narrow
window, with a red-lighted background, the
resulting effect being very striking.
This
runibor presents G'enn Ellvn, who recently
graced the prologue to "Variety" at the
Kialto
She provides an exceptioia ly splendid "Danse Orientale."
Miss Ellyn is un(|Ucstionably the finest dancer o( her tvpe
who has appeared in Broadway presenta
tion'<
in
many months.
Introducing the
incident Edward Albano. baritone, dressed
as a sheik, sang "Yasmin." by Gunberg,
working in front of the house drop.

raW;

Jack Linder

tlie

New York
unnsu.iMy

HluH

liuOi^t.\G

AND MOTION PICTURE PRESENTil
TIONS DE LUXE

%

regular house drop, wh ch.
when opened, revealed a mammoth s Ivcr
slipper.
Ted Bradford, adagio dancer, pul
cd one half of the slipper to one side and
exposed his partner, Fay Adier,
The team,
in

-

Frances White at Brooklyn Strand
I-"rances
White, comedienne, is
booked
for
Brooklyn Mark
the
Strand this week.

'0

tures,

"Marche

resembling college campus, the time being sunset.
From distance is heard rollicking
college song (use the most popu-

selections

\

10 Popular Overturn

Briefly told ideas for presentation
We
all parts of the country.
invite you to send yours to: Fresent0-Grams Editor, The Film Daily,
1650 Broadway, New York City.

10)

Anatole

ballet;

Bourman's
Classical
Ballet
with
Mile. Kicmova; Emil Borco. formerly of "Chauvre Souris" ?nd Borah
Minevitch and his 25 Harmonica
Kings.
The overture
"1812 March."

"The

violinist

from "Sari

titled 'The
Moscow," Allan K. Fos-

Girls,

Oct.

—

nette,

an orchestral presentation

Academy

of

Amethyst,'
with
Colin
O' Moore,
tenor; Joyce Coles, English dancer:
Capitol Eal et, Chester Hale girls and
Cclia Turrill, mezzo soprana, overture, "Pomp and Circumstance."
Rivoli
Royal Welsh Choir; Irma-

has been in charge of presentations
in various Fox theaters, is managing
director and also stages the shows.
He has been production manager at
Fox's Philadelphia.
The opening program will present

ter's

—

Capitol

Academy of music whicli
opens Monday night with a presentations policy.
S. J. StebbinS' who
tor at Fox's

Burr.ing of

Present' O- Grams

B'zvay Presentations

Erno R?ppce, recently with Ufa
in GerniPiiy, becomes Ruest conduc-

15

EDDY

W.

Rappee at Fox Opening

10.

Presentations

in

ARTHUR

By

Sunday, October

I
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|
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Standard Vaudeville
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and Presentations
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

MICHAEL

Economy

False

on How to
Clean, Liven and Extend the
Life of the Screen
Self-Helps

nent

An

Enterprising

analogy on
rau,LLtess equipment

the value or
seen n the op.n.on ot

the

he practical method of moutuinf,
screen is to stretch it tightly on
trong wooden frame, which wiii
ire against cracking or peeling
to bending. If the screen is ppint-

on a

weather

wall,

may produce

surface

two B-M-T
headline

the

flat

metallic

pery

wall,

is

wide

Crash

'L'

rails

Slip-

money

makes

The

—

perhaps

for

!

your opposition.

wake

Three Viewpoints
Circuit

Manager

Interprets

of

Jolson

Pitfalls

for

Houses

New

Young House Managers

life

when

the picture is
own. This is particularly good as
protection against dirt and dust
lere the screen is tilted, for in the
ter case the collection of foreign

d withdrawn

itter

more

is

likely.

impractical to use such
curtain, another excellent device is
point an electric fan in the di;tion of the screen, especially dur?' that 'period when the audience
;s out, which is a time when dusi

Where

;s

it

is

most rampant.

The
ley

life

last

of

a

screen

from one

to

is

flexible,

five

tation follows:

"When

of the screen may be mearably extended by a curtain device,
ng directly in front of the screen,

The

years,

Fall Business
A. M. Schwartz has equipped the

recently opened Mayfair in Coney
Island Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y., through
National Theater Supply Co. with
three
Simplex machines, Hertner
transverter, and all the other miscellaneous equipment that that go
to make a modern house.

Dan

Michaelove,

"U"

I

public

may

like,

the

manager

keeps thinking how his stunt or policy may appeal to the boss.
"Then, there is the chap who may
be a good copywriter, who spends
too much time in the office exercising
this talent, while
other important
Equally open to critiduties suffer.
cism is the manager afraid to spend

money on things that may not directly bring in dollars, but which in
the end give the house appeal, such
as flowers in summer, new lighting
devices, little carpets in the lounge
rooms, and so on.

"My

not

one

nearby.

theater,

$75,000

piano, finished entirely
in leaf gold is a feature of Skouras
Bros.' new Ambassador^ St. Louis.

Active Building in Texas
Frank Whitney, Ritx own-

Albany
er, will

—

build a

new

theater.

—

sales

and

theater manager in the Southwest,
closed a deal for 1,400 seats with the
American Seating Co., for the $1,000,000 house being erected in Atlanta.
Complete aisle and foyer and
other floor coverings will be supplied by the Hartford Saxony Carpet

Amarillo Two new theaters, each
o cost $350,000, have been announced.
One is to be built by James P. Kerr,
with seating capacity of 2,000.
A
group of business men from Florida,
have purchased a site for the second
is

&

Dent

theater.

Mussellman

circuit

completing their fourth house at

Amarillo.

Co.
Chilicothe

The

Mankato, Minn., show- Palace.
ing a mixed policy of vaudeville and
pictures, will have its future proHillsboro
grams augmented by a new $25,000
State,

—M. Jeter has opened the

—

The Palace is being
oonstructed at cost of about $20,000
oy the R. & R. Theaters Corp., to be

of the American
at Ada, Okla., has closed a deal with
the Opalume Sign Co. for the erection of a huge electric display sign
of unique design.

Manager Roberts,

finished

by Nov.

West

I.

Virginia

—

Adds Two

Huntington
Smith Amusement
Co., which has houses at Alliance and
Warren, O., will build a $400,000 theaWhen the "Roxy" opens, it will ter here. It will seat 1,500. Lemotte
l-.ave
four Simplex projectors and Smith is president.
four High-Tensity Hall and Connolly lamps in the booth, all furnished
Spencer Hamond H. Robey has
by the National Theater Supply Co.
opened the Robey.
The Embassy, Seattle, Wash.,
states that new effects which add
much to the beauty and attractiveQUALITY PRINTS
ness of the house have been achieved
Titles and Negative Developing
bv the install£(.tion of chandeliers, the
Release Printing
light rays of which filter through
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
The Bayley, Wyatt and
amber.

—

Lynde Co.

Hudson Heights, N.

did the installation.

The Orpheum, Germantown,

J.

3678

Pa.,

has reopened after remodeling at an

expense of $40,00.

High Class Trailers

of the Wewoka
and Olympic, Wewoka, Okla., did
not interrupt the operation of his
shows while installing 350 seats at

Joe

the

P'ool,

manager

Wewoka.

during

the

The work was done
night and after show

Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York

1600 Broadway

Phona Lackawanna 9111

hours.

The

installation of a

Robert-Mor-

orchestral pipe organ at
Rialto, Cilnton, Okla., puts that
house in a class with the best of the
st£te, so far as equipment is concerned.
ton
the

$8,500

idea of the ideal manager is
of
sr''<^>ai Kilgen organ, capable
who is necessarily an exeffects
ploitation sharp, or a crackerjack hundreds of different tonal
maker of heralds, or a putterer of and costing $25,000. will be a feature
ally of an inferior quality.
screws, bolts and nuts around the of Hooper and Jenck's new Jayhawk
The chap who theater, n^cently opened.
projection booth.
Play ball with your merchant combines a little of all those, and
Edward Spiegel has just installed
Every window you get works along lines prompted by his
.ighbors.
Artcic Nu-Air ventilating system
an
conviction
is
the
potentially
T display is like an additional lob- honest
St John ft
in his Utica theater at 1410
successful man.
theat0r.
I for your

depending, of course, on local conA screen
:ions and maintenance.
lich will last only one year is gen-

A

Palisades

say some managers are
prone to plan along lines of what
the boss rnay think, I mean that instead of planning according to what
the

Place. Brooklyn.
He is also having
the same system installed in his new

Over Rugby

Wurlitzer organ.

Based on a long experience in
able to oil paint.
managing theaters and grooming
Metallic screens can generally be young men under his wing in house
Dry castile management, Louis Gans, general
ianed without injury.
lap
rubbed over the surface and manager of the Jolson Circuit in the
aned with a soft linen cloth will Bronx, N. Y., gives it as his opinion
Most that the most common faults of the
oduce satisfactory results.
screens house manager are
metallic
of
inufacturers
(1) Planning in
ve a modest priced service for re- terms of what the boss may think;
rfacing screens.
(2) Emphasizing personal hobbies;
Always start at the bottom and
(3) Shyness in inve_sting in acces)rk from side to side, when wettint;
sories.
rubbing and rinsing to effect the
In Gans' own words, his interpreDper results, which means without
iving ungainly streaks in the
cleaning.

All

and poor safety de-

moral.
He
injury to his patronage by inspecting his equipment regularly and making sure everything
is "ship-shape" and in proper
working order. A dollar saved
on faulty illumination may mean
five dollars lost to d.sgruntled
patrons. Th s sort of economy

in

be resurfaced than washed. These
•eens should have one or two coat:
a flat white from every two to_,six
jnths, water color paint being pre-

read:

exexcellent
can guard against

portion to its length. The metalor begded screen is desirable for
g narrow houses. Ail types of
een should be brushed carefully at
A soft counter
St once a month.
jsh, with the stroking done in one
ection only- will be found effecFlat white screens which have a
inted surface can more satisfactor-

"

vices were charged.
h bitor has here an

screen is desirable
or beaded screen

an auditorium which

result-

Blamed on Equipment."

ir-

many cases a blue tint added
the otherwise white surface will
e the picture an appearance even
re purely white.
he white

which

The New ^ork World's

jured.

n

r

tra.ns

ed in forty persons being in-

can be over-

by waterproofing the

Iransit Commission
L," tra.n colhsion of

on ihe

where changes

ularities, the difficulty
le

New York

Exhibitors

Country Grooming Houses for

interesting

IS

directly

SIMMONS

Improving the Theater

creen Maintenance
t

L.

A

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USaND SAyE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willouchby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.

New York

Pbona Paona. SSM

I

:
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A

HAPPENINGS

10.

\i
By JAMES

U. K. Booking Plan

Chain

P.

CUNNINGHAM

Renters'
Society
Bombay— It is stated that a chain
Draft Scheme for Abolition of
of oUU theaters will be built throughDr.
Blind Booking
out India in the near future.
London The Kinematograph Ren- Niranyan Pal, Mho is the author of
ters' Society scheme for the aboli- "The Eight of Asia," produced in
tion of blind boking is herewith pre- India, is said to be the prime factor.
Pal and his associates believe that
sented in full.
This is the plan
which fuiled to find favor in the the advances of the American film in
eyes of the members of the Cinema- India can be met with a string of
theaters operated and controlled entographer Exhibitors Assoc.

—

The

by home

interests.

A

capital

abolition of blind booking
is proposed to be effected by agreement amongst renters tiiemselves and
with the K. R. S. that they will not
blind book and by exhibitors booking
only with renters agreeing as afore-

claimed to have already been subscribed and Pal aiv
nounces that several Indian maharajahs have placed unlimited capital
Product of India and
at his disposal.
other British possessions wou.d be

said.

shown.

1.

The scheme

2.

apply to

will

(a) Topicals.
(b) Fi.nis not exceeding 1,000
in length.

A

3.

Committee will be set up
what time the scheme

into effect after a substanmajority of renters have agreed
thereto and the C. E. A. has agreed
to cooperate.
tial

The

C. E. A. will be asked to
cooperate with a view to the efficient
working of the scheme and to this
end the C. E. A. will be asked to
m?ke such rules and regulations as
4.

will effectively compel its members
to conform to the sclieme and enable
it to take disciplinary action against
any offend ng exhibitor either by wav
of infliction of fines or suspension of
membership of the C. E. A. or of

the benefits of the
scheme and the C. E. A. will further
set up such machinery as wUl enable it to deal with any exhibitor who
will not concur in the cancellation of
a coiitract which shall come within
the terms of 5 (d) of this scheme.
participation

The

5.

proposed

Four More Weeks for "Siegfried"
Copenhagen "Siegfried," the Ufa
film, has been held for four more
weeks at the Kinopalae.

to
is

in

Gabriel de Gravone in Egypt
Cairo Gabriel de Gravone is here
from Paris to shoot a comedy for
Marcus Prod. In the cast are Jeannctte Zeider, M. Gildes and Max
AUin.

—

11)

buehne." The purpose of this
avoid duplication.

is

to

Copenhagen

in

—

Denmark
A new distributi

been launched here to hf
die the product of Universal, Unii
Artists and First National throug
out Denmark.
Sophus Madsen

During August 42 films were passby the Board of Censors, of the organizer.
which 23 were domestic features, 10
Madsen has been manager of t
were American and nine were from Dansky-S'vensk Film Co., of
Cope
other countries.
hagen, since 1914, and only resig
ed

«

Emelka

is

*

from

"Valencia,"

«

when plans
company were nearing

cd recently,

work on two

at

pictures:
song of the

the

the

United

Mercedes-Palast,

Oskar Einstein Co., Ltd.

*

*

new

Films

will

schedule.

have

14

features

Starring

FEKDIiNAND
152

West 42nd

ADAM

H.

St..

New York

Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone. Wis. 114)

on
I

AvailabFe
Jr.

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
W.
Now

46th St.,
York C'ty

*DoncatPCf>'

New

Avenue

Y- rk

CO., Inc.
N. Y

New York
'

^

Prniiuci ieni of

Merit"

''COMPASSION''
Unusual
An

.Society Alelo-draraa

Featuring these established Stars

GA^iTON GLASS
JOSEPH SWICKARD
The first of a

series of

Six

ALMA BENNETT
J. FRANK GLENDON
GR\CE DALTON
f^tctor

Adamson

Productions from Published Stories

A LINE-UP OF KNOCivoUTSI
Season 1426-1927

BRAY PRODUCTIONS
36—2 REEL COMEDIES
52—1 REEL

SUBJECTS

London Addrnf

Mpo.eon

Filrnt.

ltd.

t New lomptcHi 5l
Chirinf CroM i(aa4 kV. C. 2

Cable

london

IMICOHLMJ

AddrcKi
Ne« York

PlZORKiLMS

Sole Foreign Distributor
220W.42DdSl.
N. Y. C.

rf

\

(J)

Citr

In a serifs of S five reel

130

iui

Me odn mas

schools.

Thrill

I

nt

Fratik Mcrrilll

Feat Actic n

The maeducational institutions.
chines were ordered following the
discovery of the value of films to

Western

rf

jttee

It

—

BILL,

P"

till

Deal

in

Leningrad The optical trust of
Leningrad has placed an order for
2,000 projection machines for use in
colleges and universities and other

Now

sclt

i

completic

Films for Russian Colleges

Foreign Territory

(of

ft

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

The
exhibitors'
producing
syndicate
Deutsches LichtspieJ Syndikat, will re ease
five productions during the corrring season.
Two of them. "An der Schcnen R auen
Donau" and "Der Veilchenfresser" are already completed.
*
*
*
Phoebus

for his

T

icta'

Buenos Aires United Artis
has closed a deal with Max Gluclfesd
man chain in Argentine.
==
|irre(

Bera project of the
It contains 3,300
in

seats.

*

i»'

iscou

—

*

Another new cinema has opened
'in,

iiotes

k

til

same name, and the "Kabaret Baron"
("The Baron of the Music Halls").
*

'„

outfit has

—

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Scveoth

to Distribute Pn
uct of F.rst Nat'l, Un ted and'

"U"

21

If

Sophus Madsen

all

Errant" for bociete du Film
d'Art, Rene Hervil joined Societe des
Cineromans.

PAWNEE

Page

of

hereafter be kept by the
paper,
"Lichtbildtrade

Bouif

(a)

on

complete record

Distributor

Rene Hervil Quits Du Film d'Art
Upon completion of "Le
Paris

lows:

{Continued

German

the

principal provisions of the
agreement will be as fol-

Renters shall agree with the
K. R. S. and with each other that
no film subject to the agreement
shall be booked until such time
as it has been registered for which

—A

will

*

—

ft.

come

to

is

Berlin
titles

all

cinematograph films except:

decide at

of $5,000,000

New

Germany

for India

Kinematograph

tirely

(Cm

jpose

SIMMONDS PltTURES CORP.

Cablet:

SIMFILMCO

jmln
«to

THE
October

lay,

^tl

DAILY

K25

10.

Foreign Markets
K. Booking Plan

|J.

(Continued from Page 10)

a sub-committee will be
up and which will register any
m belong'ng to a renter agreeing
aforesaid which is actually avail^le
for viewing by exhibitors in
is country and grant certificates
;t

registration.

beyond such

mentioned

last

riod.

cost of administration of
is to be provided out
a fund made up of 1 shilling
er reel for registration fee paid by
le renter, any deficiency to be
lade good by the two societies in
le proportion of one-third by the
I.
R. S. and two-thirds by the C.

scheme

A.
(d) Renters will agree that any
ontracts made before the com'ng
nto force of the scheme for the
ixhibition of a film after the 31st
)f December. 1927, shall not be en-

orceable against an exhibitor uness the film in question shall have
)ecn registererl on or before the
lOth of June, 1927.
(c) Renters will agree not to re-

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURFS CORP.
Henrv
1540

Cable

from participat'on in the scheme
and/or refusal of the committee to

R. *rias, Pres.

BROAD'A/aY,

HENARlAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Br> ant

HI-MARK FILM SALES

2697

CO.

foreign
ri-'ril"u ii n
Ni t Nst' anson, Pr s.
Exc'u'ive rur. hasine ng- nts nn^' rfrre'entatives for leadinc filnr^ distiibutors throughout foreipn territorii-s.
Pabl»* ar^dress

Phone

^^'isronsin
5196-5197

:

Himark New York

otherwise as the

sub-committee hereinafter mentioned shall order. As regards breaches
bv exhibitors, the K. R. S. and the
renters will undertake upon recommendation of the sub-committee to
bar any offending exhibitor or ont
who shall book with a renter who
has not agreed to the scheme.
6.
An endeavor will be made to
obtain the accession to the agreement
of all renters in the country whether
members of the K. R. S. or not. The
K. R.

The

(c)

le

(f) The agreement will provide
for the infliction of fines or other
disabilities upon renters and such
disabilities may include prohibition

register fiims or

(b) The scheme shall remain in
rce and the agreement be efTecre for two years from the date of
e scheme coming into operation
id, provided the same shall have
en resolved upon by the comittee four months before the exration of the said two years, it
vy be renewed for a further perd ot one year and similarly for a
11
further period of one year but
3t

Eastern Studios

serve dates to or pencil in dates
with exhibitors in respect of unregistered films.

lirpose

reserves power to refuse access to the agreement of any renter
whose inclusion might be considered
inimical to the eflfective workii)g of
the scheme.
This is directed also
S.

to anv new company which is formed
for the purpose of taking over the
business of a renter which has be-

come

disentitled
the scheme.
7.

to

participation

The Committee shall
(a) Nine members of

in

Byer

This committee and a chairman to
be appointed shall formulate a code
of rules for working the scheme and
make the decision contemplated by
Clause 3 and shall appoint a subcommittee of renters for its administrat on and for the hearing of complaints by or against renters and exhibitors for not conforming with the
scheme. Any renter or exhibitor aggrieved by the decisign of the subcommittee shall have a right of appeal to the committee.
When any matter concerning a
renter of exhib'tor is under consideration by either the committee or
the sub-committee such renter or exhibitor shall not serve on the committee or sub-committee as the case

mav

be.

Studio to Become Theater
Tec-Art's Jackson Ave. studio is to
be converted into a theater, seating

RiCHMOUNT Pictures

Inc.

New York

City, N. Y.

723 Seventh

Avenue
D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

President

Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

A

from

Richmount,
2 Rue d» Lancry,
Paris.

Cable Address:

31

RICHPICSOC. PARIS
Cable Address:

Portland Place.

London W.

France.

CnMe
RICHPIC,

Address:
N. Y.

I..

England

DEEJAY,

Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

LONDON

Army" unit as
He will work

of the
director.

assist-

under

Archie Heath, the director.

"Lots*

RALPH WILK

By

RICHARD

("Skeets") Gallagher,
stage star, who is making his
screen debut in "New York," took
no chances of oversleeping on the
day of his debut, so he stayed up all

Green on Exteriors
Alfred E. Green has started work
on exteriors for "The Auctioneer."
Scenes are being taken in the Bronx,
Wall Street and the East Side.
George

Sidney

and

are in the cast, having
Coast.
Ward Crane,

Marion Nixon
come from the
Doris

Lloyd,

Sammy Cohen

and Gareth Hughes,
usual "night" found him before the who are in the cast, remained in Hollywood, where the interiors will be
Kliegs at the Paramount studio.
made. George Schneiderman is doTwenty years ago Edward Sedg- ing the camera work here. Jack Bowick did the catching for the Uni- land is assisting Green.
versity of Texas.
The New York
Cummings to Coast
Giants, with Mike Donlin as the star
Irving Cummings is completing explayer, ivandered into Texas and
Today, terior work on "Bertha, the Sewing
played Sedgwick's team.
Donlin is taking directions from Machine Girl," and plans to return
to the Coast today.
He will be acSedgwick in "Slide, Kelly, Slide."
compan'ed by Madge Bellamy, Paul
*
*
*
Nicholson and Allan Simpson. Abe
Peppery Daniel Marcellus
Fried is his cameraman.
Doherty of the Fox publicity
department has been far from
Johnson Doing Titles
the busy hum of the rn'meoJulian Johnson is writing the titles
graph.
He has been honeyfor "The Popular Sin," which has
mooning in New England with
been completed by Malcolm St. Clair.
Helene
his bride, who was
«, '...•.•.•.•,•.•..•,.,•#.%,.,•....••..•>
Williams of Brooklyn.
of

Monday

The middle

night.

4>

>l<

of his

:»

'

*

*

Leon Schlesinger, who is in
charge of a title and art studio in Hollywood, after four
absence from New
years'
York, is visiting here. He
has become a real Hollywood
booster.
*

*

the Coast
that Carvl Fleming, long assistant to
Sidney Olcott, may direct for F. B.
Caryl ranks with the first ten
O.
humorists of the industry, who include Will RoQ-ers, Harrv Reichenbach, Felix Feist, A. M. Botsford
and Glen Allvine.

Reports

Mr. A'thur Levey,

Societe des Fi'ms

ant

Little

tributors.

London Address:

working

is

"Adams

*

Paris Address:

Lila Lee to Coast
Lila Lee, who has been in England,

in "One Earnest Purpose,"
en route to Hollywood, where inThe last picture made in the teriors will be taken. Edmund Lowe,
2,000.
studio is "Stepping Along," starring who is in the cast, will arrive next
Johnny Hines. Several Cosmopoli- week. Harry Beaumont, the directan Productions were made at the tor, and R. J. Berquist. his cameraplant, with "Enemies of Women," man, are already in Hollywood.
starring Lionel Barrymore, one of the
most elaborate.
Shyer Acting as Assistant
Melville
Shyer has joined the

*
i

Start Serial

directed by Lothar Mendes.

dio.

Three members of the K. R.

representing provincial renters,
by the K. R. S.
(c) Twelve members to be appointed by the C. E. A.

Grey to

'

the K. R.
representing national renters to
be appointed by the K. R, S.
S.

"New York"

!

consist of:

to be appointed

in

Schuyler
Grey,
Charles Byer, who was in "So's
who produced
Your's Old Man," is appearing in "Casey of the Coast Guard," is to
'New York," being directed by Luther make "Adams of the Army," a serial
for Pathe.
Reed.
Cullen Landis, who will
play the featured role, has arrived
from the Coast and will leave today
Mendes Starts Monday
with the Grey unit for Fort Hoyle,
Lothar Mendes will start work on
Md., where five or six weeks will be
"The Song of the Dragon" Oct. 11.
spent on exteriors.
Archie Heath,
The cast will include Dorothy Mack- who
has co-directed serials with Spenaill, Holbrook Blinn, Lowell Sherman
cer Bennett, is to direct.
Ernest Haller
and Buster Collier.
will do the camerawork, with WilHollander in Cast
liam Schurr as his assistant. Joseph
Eddie
Hollander
is to play a minor
Boyle and Charles McGuire will be
part in "The Song of the Dragon,"
members of the production staff. the
Robert T. Kane special, to be
Production at the Cosmopolitan stu-

S.

(b)

11

drift

in

from

I
if

Alvin WyckofF I
DIRECTOR

ol

PHOTOGRAPHY
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(Continued from Page 5)

ous

metals

(26), lead, copper, tin.
iron, pluminum, zinc, brass and nickel

plated brass was determined by immersing these in the form of rectangular strips for about forty days
in each of four different solutions.

Further

fixing bath investigatioi'
shows (27) that the rate of fixing
of Agfa cine positive film varies in
different baths.

Crystalline sodium bisulfite (28)

much used
and

i?

for acidifyiner fixing baths

rapidly challenging the popularity of mcta bisulfite or acetic acid
for th s purpose.

retarding effect in develo:ier<at low temperatures (29) is given by
Hubo's table showing the time of appearance of the image ?t normal temperature as well as the retardation

degree C. change in tema
perature for a number of developers
Production of flexibilitv and the
lessening of st?tic in motion picture
film has received much attention (30)
10

for

made by

applvine: to it an electrolytic solution dis
'solved in cellulose ester solvent and
A film with hie*dr\"'ne the film.
flexibility maintenance (31) is made
by a comoosition including cellulose
acetate ?nd tributyrin.
of
Investigations
of
the
effect
scratches and cuts uoon the strength
of motion picture film have be^n extended to nrocess film in differen*
conditions (32). Scratches were mad?
on the film bv drawinc it at a constant rate under v point bearing a
given load, and the effect of the
scratch was determined both by measurement of the elastic curve and by
folding tests.
The investigation on
the whole confirms orevious conclus'ons as to the effect of scratches
unon bare film support not coated
with emulsion.
Further research has been carried
on in the field of photographic chemicals.
A patent has been granted (33)
non-static film

on

is

cellulose nitrate comnositior
substantiallv free from camphor including cellulose nitrate monochlornapthalene. and a monohydroxy alipathic alcohol containing from three
to six carbon atoms such as butyl alcohol. An important method of manufarturing sodium thiosulfate (34) including treat'ng sodium carbonate
a

with sulphur dioxide and gaseous
phur has been developed.
British

method
use

research
(35)

has

bv which

sul-

developed
inert

?

gelatin

photographic emulsions
is prepared by freeing wholly or partly ordinarv gelat'n from sensitizing
compounds normally contained therein by treatment with an oxidizing
for

in

Time. Sept. 13, 1926, p. 17.
(1)
(2) Kinematograph Weekly, 107, Jan. 7,
1926. p. 101.
York Sun, Sept. 13, 1926, p
(3)
23.
(A) Amer.
Cinematograper, Aug., Sept.,
1926 po. 26. 10.
(5) Amer. Cinematographer. Sept., 1926,

New

p.

12.

Amer.

(6)
p.

May,

Cinematographer,

10.

^fondiale du Film

en

Couleurs,

Ke'ler-Dor-

ian.

(11) British Patent 245118— To the Soc.
Mordiale du Film en Couleurs.
B.

(12)
p.

Color Sup.. 20, Feb.

J.

S,

1926,

8.

(13) Phot. Ind., 23. Dec. 7. 1925, p. 1330.
(14) B. J. Color Sup., 20, Jan. I, 1926,
p.

4.

(15) Amer. Phot.. 19. Dec, 1925, p. 678
(16) Sci. Ind. Phot., 6M, Jan., Feb., 1926
pp. 4, 5.
1925, p.
(17) Phot. Journal. 65, July,
348.

(30) U. S. Patent 1570062.
(31) U. S. Patent 1572232.
(32) Trans.
S.
M. P. E.. 24, p. 122
(Communication No. 251 Eastman Laboratories).

ak Comnany).

Chemical

1570253

(Grasselli

Company).

(35) Rritish Patent 245456.
(36) Cinematograpie Fraticaise,
27, 1926, p. 12.

"U's"
Prague

—First.
"The

8,

March

"The Tomboy"
Cowboy," made by

Universal as its initial Czechoslovakian production, has been completed.

Simpson Returning to Coast
Having finished Eastern work in
"Bertha, the Sewing Machine Girl,"
Allan

Simp.son

Friday for the
Coast where the interiors are to be
made at the Fox studio. His brother,
Reginald Simpson, will soon leave for

Hollywood
in

Much

New

after

left

working

in

pictures

York.

theater

Detroit

in

has been defiin this country,

nitelv standardized
a l7'/i-mm. width motion picture film
has been designed in France (36) for
a nrojccte'l picture of 7 to 8 feet in
width.
The film is first cut to
35-mm. width and perforating, printing and ijrocess'iig are accomplished
before the film is slit into two slits
of
17^-mm width.
The picture
frame is one-half the height of 35mm. standard and the image space is
sixty per cent greater in area than
that of 16-mm. film.
150-meter

A

Schlager En Route to Coast
Sig Schlager is en route to Hollywood.
He plans to return to New

York

soon.

SELF-EFFACEMENT
note of "The Say a

Club"

the

kej!

Hollywood, headed by
and the club has a

in

ginia

is

Good Worj
Viij

Valli,

bi

ter-

ta'kincr picture to be used with
Price Glory."
Intern.-it onal
M. P. Congress takes steps
toward organization of world union.
first

"What

Eddie Cantor claims the lonffet
golf drive on record. The ball land
ed on a passenger train and for al
he knows still is traveling.

'

Tuesday
Labor Federation to seek five day week, with
no reduction in wages.
United Art sts forfeits rights to arbitration
in
Minneapolis territory by failure to
comply with board's decision.
KunsVy-Ba'aban &: Katz expansion program
under way at Detroit.
Universal earns $843,356 for third quarter.
showing sharp increase in profits.
nations contributing to American films.
Will H. Hays tells M. P. Engineers.
Size of Salt Lake City territory hampers
exchanges in fight against bicyc'ing.

All

No"

-art.cinat'on of U. S. responsiijle
of Paris Congress.

for

failure

Wednesday
insurance expert, speaking to M. P.
Engineers, urges new lighting system for

Life

operation of new
law.
V.taphone scores bull's-eye
opening.
in

Cuban censor-

ship

at

Louis

St.

The other day
made an exit which

John D. Rockefeller,

re-

Jr.,

is

"reg-

This information is vouch-\
safed by a New York reporter who
"covered the convention of the St'

M. P. Engineers at Briarcliff Manor.
The reporter met John
D., Jr., at a funeral at White Plaini
and the latter drove the writer to
the very door of his paper. The reporter's only regret was that hit
ciety of

fellow reporters

did not view

the

ride.

The

T. O. A. Bulletin labels bicycling
talk as "propaganda."
lUcycling prartically stamped out in M!l

sistants having provided much
work for them the last few

territory.

Minneapodis exchanges launch campaign

"extras" are happy these
Freddy Fleck and his as-

days,

P.

waukee

Chaplii

never be

ular."

Dempsey.

M.

Charlie
will

corded on the screen.
It occurred
when he entered his dressing tent and
found it on fire.

Important producing company interested in
making film with Gene Tunney and Jack

weeks.

to

elim.nate poster exchanges.

Thursday
M.

Engineers

P.

Paramount
broadening

considering

scope of organization.

"The Exhibitor," Philadelphia, dec'ares Wi'l
H. Hays and "big business" have stabilized

film

Welcome to Carl Laemmle planned tomorrow upon his arriva' from abroad.
Internal dissension rocks Philadedphia Board
Trade.

Equipment

manufacturers to be asked attitude towards price increases.
'Operation pans told National Theater Supply Co. managers at Chicago conference.

Friday

Schools

ries,

stalled in the plant.

system urged to

motion

Irving Cummings, althou.gh a native of
York, has developed into a California booster.
Inc'dental-

New

let it be remembered that he discovered Janet G?ynor, who was
given an actin^ plum in "Sunrise"
ly,

fight

earn

Herbert Brenon will assist
his assistant on Oct. 16.
The
assistant, Ray Lissner, will be

'Oe"

United

"married to June Heide and
the director will act as "best

technology at
colleees in New York and Los Angeles
urged at M. P. Engineers' meeting.
A. m. P. A. names 12 women who have
achieved the most for the industry.
Arbitration blocked at Detroit through resigof

picture

ration of the exhibitor members of the
board.
Six months' statement of Famous out in
about three weeks.
John C. F inn says American public re
gards theaters as it does banking institutions.

Saturday
Powerful
J'athe
step in

Six

banking group gets control o'
Exchange.
Move is held as first
planning

New England

of

extensive

houses

sought

campai-'n.

by

Europe.
position

man."
Rogers

When
Guild.

shows steady growth.

Sava in "She Beast"
Mayfair Opening Monday
Smith is to direct "The She
The Mpyfair, Avenue U and Coney
Beast" for Sava Films. It will be the Island Ave., Brooklyn^ newest house
fourth of a series of 12 two-reel come- in the A. H. Schwartz chain, opens
d-es, in which he is being starred by Monday.
Max A. Cooper, until reSava.
"Baby's Irish Nose," starring cently manpger of the Rialto, is
Fatty Laymon, will be ready for pre- manager of the house erected at a
view soon.
cost of $500,000.

to

Start

Series

T. Rof^ers of M. P.
Inc., arrives at the Coast in
L.

nbout two weeks he will start production on the third of a series of
four starring Edith Roberts.
Its
title

is

"The Dancing

other two completed are
to

Uni-

with foothold gained through Lowell
and Somerville purchases.
Tributes to Carl Laemmle on his arrival
from Europe show warm sentiment for
re,-overcd "U" head.
Weiss closes four deals for distribution in
Pathe's

W. Murnau.

by F.

Universal common stock expected to
$8 per share this year.
Vitaphone a^a'i snores hit at "Better
opening at Colony.
British quota
States.

studio employees kept

touch with the World Sea scoreboard having been in-

in close

industry.

versal,

film

DALY

roster.
construction

ritory.

Fo.x's

of

(33) U. S. Patent 1580189 (Eastman Kod-

Patent

Lodge;

solidation.

Delay

Feb..
1925. p. 28.
(20) Phot. Rund.. 62, Dec. 1925. p. 461.
(21) V. Wiss. Phot.. 23. Oct., 1925, p.
363.
(22) Chim. et Ind.. 15, Jan., 1926. p. 95
(23) Journal Opt. Soc. Amer., 12, Apri',
1926. p. 397.
(24) Filmtechnik, 1, Dec. 5. 1925. p. 336.
(25) Filmtechnik, 1, Nov. 25, 1925. p. 316.
(26) Phot. Ind., 23, Nov. 16, 23, 1925, pp.
1244, 1273.
(27) Phot. Ind., 23, Nov. 30, 1925, p
1319.
(28) J. .Soc. Chem. Ind., 44, March 20,
1925, p. 127T.
(29) Phot.
Rund., 62, Nov., 1925. p.
428.

S.

Briarcliff

strdins.

(18) Trans, S. M. P. E., No. 25.
(19) Bull. Soc. Franc. Phot., 12,

(34) U.

Engineers meet at

P.

Will H. Mays speaks at dinner.
Educational reported to be cons dering opening of its exclanges abroad.
Bankers conferring on Pathe-P. D. C. con-

1926.

(7) Photo-Era. 56. May. 1926. p. 286.
Patent 243690— To the De
S.
(8) U.
Fo-est Phonofilnrs, Ltd.
9) Kinotechnik. 7, Dec. 1925. p. 630.
(10) British Patent 247168— To the Soc.

That's That

,By PHIL. M.
M.

The Sources

?gent.

While 16-mm.

And

The Week's Headlines
Monday

is

The

A

length of the film weighs 500 grams
without a reel.
The concluding portion of the revort will appear mi the issue of October 17.

ly

10,

The
"The Road

Girl."

Broadway" and "The Jazz
will commence

Rogers also

Girl."
? se-

ries of four featuring Betty Compson.
Three titles are "Joan of Manhattan," "Temptations of a
Sales
Girl," and
"Love in a Cottage."
Rogers left Friday night on a sales
trip which will precede his activities

at

the Coast.

Sid

Ballantyne at Kansas City
R. S. Ballantyne, disin charge of the
is
Fathe branch, following resignation
of F. W. Gebhardt, because of ill

—

Kansas City
trict manager,

health.

Apparent on the screen
The Improvement in the rendering of color
values in black and white tones,
ture

is

printed from

when

the pic-

Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive,

is

readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons
that's

what

will

really

notice the difference

counts

at the

box

— and

office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
now the same price as ordinary negative.
keeps

as well as ordinary negative and,

for the lighting in the darkroom,
in the
it's

same manner

as

is

except

ordinary negative.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
NEW YORK

It

developed

an extraordinary product.

ROCHESTER,

is

Yet

MONTY BANKS

i

m

"Atta Boy"
Directed hy

Edward H.

n

Produced hy

Monty Banks

Griffith

Enterprises

Atta Boyy Monty!I
Keep up your gait in this
one and you'll have 'em staging rough and tumbles to get
your pictures.
They'll

laugh

until

they

get limp; they'll thrill until
they're as

weak

as Prohibi-

tion; they'll take to

you

like

a baby to milk.

This one is in* It's a riotous
router of gloom.

And

Banks' record shows
that he makes money for
every exhibitor who plays
him.

Pafhepicture
TRADE

w

MARK.

;

I

pNEWSPAPEK

AUTHE NEWS

"FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME
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Monday, October

CLOSE DEAL EOR

Productions
Film Corp. has purchased a
antial interest" in the De ForIm Corp. in a deal concluded
;n William Fox and Dr. Lee

who invented and develPhonofilm synchronization
according to a statement isby the Phonofilm company.
Fox firm, as noted, held an
for purchase of a block of
in the Phonofilm corporation,
ogtion has been exercised,
rrangement does not give Fox
)1
of Phonofilms but assures
occlusive use of the Phonofilm
)rest,

the

Swinging Pathe-P.D.C. Deal;
Buy Up Theaters by Wholesale

Blair Co.

To

tlONOEILM INTEREST
pany Gets Exclusive
he of Device for Film

Millions

ROACH BEHIND SHORT

New

Fox

pictures,

urther development and per(Continued on Page 5)

till

SUBJEaS THEATER
Producer to Build House
on Coast for Variety

new capital will be made
available for expansion in
production and in theater
acquisitions.

Programs

—

Los Angeles
The short subject
theater is to be given a thorough
test here.
Hal Roach will sponsor
the house, a site for which now is
being sought.
Seventh and Broadway or the immediate vicinity is expected to be
the location of the proposed "variety"
theater.
Under the plan, the house
will be devoted exclusively to short
subjects, Roach's comedies provid-

Out at Omaha

iContinued on Page 2)

—

laha
Although A. H. Blank
prises
has made a separate
tnent with the musicians' union,

Theaters Corp. has
unable to effect a settlement
musicians in the Sun, World,
Muse and Empress still out

Sfebraska

,

rike.

assistant vice president of the
nal Federation of Musicians is
trying to iron out the diiificulwhich resulted in walkout of
lusicians from the Blank and
>erg houses.
;

Goldberg executives are con-

;

ig conferences with the nationiContinued on Page 2)

France Protests
king to stop the showing of
Big Parade" and "Beau Geste,"
rench Foreign Office has cabled
"rench Consul General at New
to protest to authorities, says
CritieraJd-Tribune" dispatch.
is also made of the advertising
eau Geste" through men dressthe uniform of the Foreign Leind wearing unauthorized decos
:

c

and orders.
Consul General

is instructed
the city to suppress this pubstunt and to carefully examCContinued on Page 2)

What

Critics

Say

of opinion of New
on the merits
of Vitaphone as exhibited at the Colony follow:
AMERICAN— The magic of the Vitaphone.
The uncanny experience of seeing
Al Jolson in his blacjc face stand before you
and roll out notes of "Mammy" in a shadow

The consensus

York newspaper

figure

critics

as real as his physical self.
sensation of hearing the dulcet

that

is

The weird

Werrenrath's baritone
of
Reginald
notes
voice sound forth in a synchronization that
never misses the fraction of an inch.

Miss Janis and the others received
applause.
Jessel especially was
"interrupted" by the great laughter and

Jolson,
sitorms

EVENING JOURNAL—*

— the

•

•

Vitaphone
and sight

synchronization of sound
other words, movies that talk as well as
move still remains the cinematic wonder
of the decade.
No more will after-dinner speakers daTe
suggest that the movies are still in
to
their infancy, after what Vitaphone has done.
*
*
Unlike the
DAILY
in

—

MIRROR—*

apparatus

Vitaphone
that

of

the

Colony

at
last

Warners theater,
was quite

evening

Al Jolscratchy and incoherent at times.
son scored the biggest hit of the V-artists
act.
blackface
3-song
in a
The Vitaphone ran for little over an
hour, which was much too long.
{Continued on Page 7)

Seal in Bankruptcy Court
bitors Honor Warner Bros.
E. Bright Wilson, receiver for Outnamed rerty-three leading exhibitors of of-the-Inkwell Films, was
his
nore have presented Warner ceiver for Red Seal Pictures on
with a testimonial
their consistently

in

apprecia-

Few

Gases Reported

complaint for $68,616 for money ad-

good prod- vanced

Red

Seal.

Liabilities

placed at $99,325; assets $354,048.

are

Capital

The purchase of the control in
Pathe by Blair and Co. is expected
to be followed very shortly by a deal
which will affiliate that organization
with P. D. C. This has not as yet
been closed, and the terms have not
been finally determined, but unless an
entirely unforeseen development occurs,
the
combination
will
go
It is understood Blair and Co. has
purchased for a cash consideration

much

of the 50 per cent interest in
D.
until now held by Jeremiah
C,
Washington Territory Investigating
Milbank.
The latter will continue
Alleged Bicycling in Mountain
to be interested in milder fashion in
Districts
the future of P. D. C.
Washington There is some bicyWhile eventually a new stock ofcling being practiced in the moun- fering
will be placed with the pubtain districts, but this territory is no lic,
this may not take place for some
worse than any other, in the opin- time.
An interesting angle on the
ion of the Film Board of Trade. In- contemplated
pooling of interests
vestigation of alleged cases now is concerns the theater situation.
While
under way and report will be made
{Continued on Page 5)
to Film Boards of Trade, when complete evidence is secured.
of Reviews
Bicycling, the board says, usually
By LILIAN IV. BRENNAN
P.

—

A Review

done by habitual offenders, in this
Colleen Moore does her stuff in a
at least, _and the weeding delicatessen in her latest picture,
"It
out process planned is expected to Must Be Love." The story isn't as
put an end to the practice.
good as some Colleen has had but
is

territory,

she troups along in her

"Kid Boots" Gala Opening
Eddie

the screen in

took

place

Sunday afternoon.

of

handclapping. * * •

New

—

through.

Canto^ in person and on
"Kid Boots" made his
DAILY NEWS—* * » The Vitaphone film debut at the Rialto Saturday
progralm carries more popular appeal than night.
There were two performThe ances,
the original one at the Warner. • *
one
at 9:30 and the other at
high light was Mr. Werrenrath's singing
The regular j^l'l'lic showing
But Jessel, 11:30.
"The Long, Long Trail."
of

Red

)f

Millions

the anticipated merger
between Pathe and P. D.
C. goes through, it is expected that $10,000,000 in

in

Provided Jeremiah
Milbank Less Active

If

,

,

Price 5 Cents

1926

11,

New

Zealand in Fight on U. S.
London New Zealand is lining up

—

for the offensive against the American film "monopoly," being pre-

pared throughout the United Kingdom, according to "The Daily Mail,"
which states a $150,000 company has
been formed to distribute British pictures in that country. The company
calling for a
will seek legislation
quota of one British film for every

way and manages

own inimitable

make you enjoy it with her. She always gives the
impression that she is having a
thoroughly good time putting her
comedy over, which may be one reason she does it so successfully.
Warner Brothers' second Vitaphone presentation drew a brilliant
array of stars and screen personalities to the Colony theater on Thursto

(Continued on Page 5)

Kontingent Proposed
Moscow

—

The
Kino-Photo
has
passed a resolution recommending a
kontingent system
for
Russia, restricting the importation of foreign
films

to

shown
gested

30%

of the total pictures
the country.
This is sugas a means of encouraging
in

domestic production, which at present
is becoming an
important factor in
the Russian industry.
The Kino-Photo is not an official
Fox Buys Costumes in Spain government department
and, thereMadrid The Madrid representative fore, its resolution urging a kontinof Fox has arranged for the purchase gent is only a suggestion.
of 750 Spanish costumes to be used
in "Carmen." which Fox will soon
Authors and scenario writers of
Luis Russia recently met to discuss the
place in work in Hollywood.
llsabal, a Spanish artist, designed copyright question.
The conference
He will act as art di- resulted in the granting of copyright
the costumes.
three

American shown.

—

rector.

protection.
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Rue

suburban houses and now is engaged in building a chain throughout

eral

the state, signed a contract agreeing
the wage scale, but demanded a
two weeks' closing option clause.
This resulted in termination of negotiations, followed by the walkout.
to

The usually quiet Saturday morning market saw little changes in film issues, and
only a nrodest turn-over.
What changes
there were confined themselves quite consistently
declines,
with the
to fractional
exception of Pathe Exchange "A", which
dropped 2^ points.

400
....

300

1,400
116 ^^ 114}^ 114J4
12254
Film Inspect
100
7'/,
714
7}^
•First
Nat'l.
102
Pfd
Fox Film "A"... 72H 71 !4 7154 2.000
Fox Theaters "A" 2554 25!^ 255^
300
•Intern'l
Project
....
1154
Loew's, Inc
44
43^ 43f4 1,600
Metro-Gold. Pfd... Zi^A
100
23 ?i
23
M. P. Cap. Corp... 1554 15J4 liH
100
Pathe Exch. "A".. 465^ 42
5,700
4354
tParamount B'way 9754 97'/i 97^A
2
ttRoxy Units
30
27
..
ttRoxy Common.. 9'A
Sii
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5354
5354
5354
••Stan. Co. of Am
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Trans-Lux Screen. 8H
200
S'A
854
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
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..••
935?
•Universal Pictures ..
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31 54
....
•Warner Bros
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9554
Warner Pictures.. 51
4854
3.666
4854
Warner Pict. "A". 5954 56'/i 56M 13,700
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
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tt Bid and Ask

Players.

..

*Fam. Play. Pfd

—-"Sorrows

— "The
— "Beau

Central
Criterion

aiil

New York

to

Ballin,

having sailed
Thev arc due Oct. 18.
the same ship is Mrs. Paul

On
Lcni,

who
the

and one educational, supplemented, it is promised, by a highclass orchestra, the entire program
running 90 minutes. Admission price

news

reel

Seas"

Geste"

Loew's New York— Today— "Stella Dallas"
Tuesday "For Heaven's Sake"

—
Wednesday — "The Last Frontier"
Thursday — "The Lily"
Friday — "Dame Chance" and "Speeding
Thru"
Saturday — "War
Sunday — "Subway Sadie"
Mark Strand — "The Nervous Wreck"
Rialto — "Kid Boots"
Rivoli— "The Quarterback"
Warners i"Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "It Must Be Love"

—

Next Week
— "The Big
Parade"
Broadway — Undetermined
Cameo —^"Broken Blossoms"
— "The Temptress''
Capitol
Cohan — "Sorrows of Satan"
Colony— "The Better 'Ole"
Central — "The Scarlet Letter"
— "Beau Geste"
Criterion
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— Undetermined
Mark Strand — "The Prince of Tempters"
Rialto — "Kid Boots"
Rivoli — Undetermined
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "Paradise"
Astor

—Joseph
president,

Boston

twelfth

left

Coast

after

P.

on the Albert
from Germany

Kennedy,

ed

three

One

contracts.

German director.
now making "The Cat .jnd

Canary"

for Universal.

Going to Europe wants to
form contact with concerns for
Atmospheric,

Library,
Stock
and Scenic Subjects

Box K-144
1650 Broadway

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

Jh

HAL ROACH
breeents

Harrii

Shaw Hits American Films
Hopeless exaggeration is the trou-

He

says:
the American producers haven't yet realized
ihe enormous difference between acting on the. film and acting on the
stage the technique is completely

—

as long as

"Get 'em Young'
This

costs

it

money

it

Yamins

Sells

—

a

in

Motion Picture Stock Sh

WAFILMS,
W.

ING.

A. Futter, Pres,
Bryant

West

46th St.

House

building in which the theater is located.
The new owner has appointed I. N. Hindle as manager.

Schenck Heads Committee
Los Angeles The industry is well
represented on the State Central Republican
Committee.
M.
Joseph
Schenck is chairman, while Louis R.
Lourie of San Francisco is treasurer.

—

R. A. McNeill, Louis R. Greenfield
William Citron of San Francisco are members at large.

and

f—
'

JohnD.Tippettyln

Raw Stock
Negative and

Positiv

All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Simset

U

New York City

HollTwood,

Cii

QUALITY PRINTS
and Ne8:ative Developing
Release Printing

F.

fur

Pathecomedies

Original Negatives of Every

must be

Mass. Nathan Yamins has disposed of one of his houses
in this city, the Plaza, which he has
sold to Dr. O'Connor, owner of the
River,

for all

Exchange.

130
Fall

a 'Cornerblock' cut

is

FREE

good."

U.

S.

Film Laboratories,

Hudson

celebrating

his
here.

Heights,

Palisades

N.

Inc.

Becausi

J.

3678

I

By

ALL MY

giving
to Life

TIME

TIFFANY PRODUCTIONS,
BROADWAY,

Inc.

N. Y. C,

Insur-

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing
and arranging programs
to the clients* utter sat-

Announces

has in the course of production the
Tiffany Big Specials entitled

that

''THE
PRODUCTION CAMERAMAN

\

provides

Agnes Ayres and Mae Busch.

wife of the
is

b^

for Alf Goulding to collaborate oh
stories, especially those for Mabel
Normand. The others call for thle
appearance in Roach comedies of

Saturday for the

1540

bassy at Washington with
bringing it before the State

Pathgcomed

Coast

wedding anniversary

;

Roach Signs Three Contracts
Culver Citv-^Hal Roach has sign-

Titles
to

"undesirables."
Pr
declines to
Consul General is instructed
the matter up with the Frenj

different.
The chief complaint I
have to make against the American
film is that the producers think that

Better 'Ole"
Scarlet Letter"

Kennedy Goes

not

Mayor Walker

will be 25 cents.

"It's quite certain that

of Satan," beginning Tues-

—

will consist of two comtwo reel variety, one

his wife are en

route

Friday.

—

to

the

of

York American."

^"Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "Her Wild Night"

Embassy

West
Emil Jannings

Programs
edies,

are

backbone of the service

day,

day.

Colony— "The

B. O.

Jar.nings Sails

be

the
used.

ine both_pictures to ascertain

ble

Paint''

Seat.
Seat.

ing

ProtesI

(Continued from Page 1)

with the American pictures toaccording to George Bernard
Shaw in an interview in "The New

On Broadway

Cohan

Sales

(Continued from Page 1)

$75 a week salary.
Nebraska Theaters, which has sev-

Week
— "The BigThis
Parade"
—
Broadway "The Strong Man"
Cameo — "Aloma of the South
— "The Temptress'
Capitol

Quotations

and

France

.

Subjects Theater

heads,

the musicians followof conferences on demand of theater owners for a two
weeks' closing option clause.
The
musicians demand a 52-week agreement, and salary guarantee of $60,
or an open contract providing for

Financial

Famous

union

1

m

Roach Behind Short

Walkout of
ed breakdown

Cinematographie

Vtc
36?^
Pfd
37H 37^^ 37»4
•Balaban & Kat
64J4
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
7i'A
Ehstman Kodak. .117?^ 1\7'A 1^7%

Omaha

meanwhile the chain's houses are
without music except for piano music
being employed at the World and
Empress.

Astor

Am.
Am.

and

official

Saulnier.

High Low Close

at

(Continued from Page 1)
al
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MAN WHO
By

Victor

LAUGHS'*

Hugo

''THE MYSTERIES OF PARIS*'
By Eugene Sue

isfaction.

ALBERT

I
G.

RUBE

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. YJ
(llth floor)

ALL RIGHTS PROTECTED

Vanderbilt 6600

V*When

A

Feller

Needs

YOU—can

A

Friend'*

help!

\

A POPULAR

motion picture publicity and advertising man
^ ^ is gradually fighting his way back to health after a prolonged illness. Immediate funds are urgently needed to insure his complete recovery.

Thru

-^

Mr. Adolph Zukor who has donated
the Criterion Theatre, the Associated Motion Picture
Advertisers announce
the graciousness of

A Special DeLuxe Performance
of that Truly

Great Picture

BEAU GESTE
At the Criterion Theatre
Broadway at 44th Street,

New

York City

Saturday, October 16th, 1926, at 11:30 P.

'

M.

''

Hugo

Reisenfeld will personally conduct
the orchestra at this special performance.

Dr.

i

In addition there will be added features of great interest
at this

performance only.

Prices for this performance are

Orchestra $5. and $3. Entire Balcony %2.

Second Balcony

%\.
\

Here is an opportunity to enjoy yourself and aid a worthy cause. The
will more than
personal appearances of famous stars
added features
compensate you for the cost. Buy tickets for this special performance and
urge your friends to do so.

—

—

,

Surely this great industry will not
and needy.

Address

all

fail

to aid

one of

their

own who

is

worthy
\
i

'

•

requests for tickets with check to

^'
|

JACQUES KOPFSTEIN
Chairman, A.M. P. A. Special Committee
723 Seventh Avenue, New York City

P. S, JVe have purposely omitted mention of the invalid'' s

name

|

"

—JXI^

Monday, October
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THEATER BUILDING AT

Los Angeles F. L. Brown and E.
M. Masterson have completed their
new $75,000 theater at 82nd St., and

Vermont Ave.

11,

cday,

\l^
Massachusetts
City Point Theater,
Boston
Gainesville—The Highlands Realty headed by Louis Phillips, wi
Co., is planning to sponsor a 1,000- erate the 1,600 seat house to be
seat theater, to be financed by poputed in South Boston on Bros
lar subscription.
between K and L Sts.

Florida

—

Bielii.,

oi

ieff

HEIGHT, SURVEY

SHOWS

Activity to Continue with
Ambitious Programs in
Unabated

activity in theater building is reflected in reports from all
The record
sections of the nation.
building program, which has stamped 1926 as the year of greatest ac-

reaching its peak, but all
indicatiojis are that it will be continued throughout the Fall and WinThe following list supter months.
plements new theater projects previously reported:
tivity, is

Arkansas

— Sam

is

build-

— Permit has been issued

Fresno

for

theater at Fulton
It will cost $750,-

Construction starts about Nov.

000.

—

—

jn

is

—

lippine

—

—

—

—

in

itiive

—

—

—

t

iner

<

a

It,"

—

—

i

plat

iled

—

California

new Pantages
and Tuolumne Sts.

iciiire

1

Dudney

ing a theater.

the

1

Coast Theaters is
reported planning a $1,000,000 house
Miami Beach Opening of the BisBoston Contract has been a and
at 19th St. and Telegraph Ave.
cayne Plaza, has been delayed by the ed by Louis Segal for about $:
hurricane.
for superstructure of theater a
Oxnard— To date $6,700 of the $10,Humboldt avenue.
W000 needed has been subscribed for
Tampa James Wiest is managing
the theater J. Roy Williams is to the new Tampa for Consolidated.
Uxbridge Demara Amusemet Iti
build.
has bought St. Mary's church'
toil
Madison The Royal has been op- will remodel for a theater.
El Cajon Andrew Mollin has purand
It seats 400.
ened.
chased a site for a 500-seat theater.
Michigan
irke
Grand Rapids Work starts ittd
Safety Harbor— W. J. Dresser has
San Francisco Consolidated Theaon the 1,800 seat house planned
here.
theater
ters is preparing to open its new opened a new
by the Butterfield circuit. It
$500,000 Alhambra at Polk St., near
cost $500,000.
Georgia
Green. It seats 2,000.
Ironwood Seaman Building
Valdosta Mrs. O. B. Foster has
Redlands Twenty thousand dollars opened the Palace.
is sponsoring a $100,000 theater, v
indt
is the estimated cost of a house to
will bring competition to this cit; betra
be built here by West Coast TheIllinois
i
aters.
Pontiac Construction of a $
«1
Four
new theaters are in
Chicago
started.
000 theater has been
her
San Francisco— Fox's $2,000,000 the- prospect. Lubliner & Trinz plan a
It is to 3,800-seat house at 47th St., and Michater will be started soon.
Negaunee Jafet Rytkonen, Lit G
seat 5,000 and be situated at Hayes, igan Ave., designed for negro patron- owner, has opened the new Vista.
jlopm
age. It will cost $3,000,000 A realty
Market and, Larkin Sts.
syndicate is sponsoring a $750,000
\^'\
Minnesota
structure on the South Side at West
Colorado
Appleton R. G. is planning a \
Denver Two new downtown the- 69th and Ada Sts. It is to seat 1,800 house to replace his Scenic.
aters will add to the city's growing and when completed probably will be
They are the Denver, being leased to one of the city's big cirlist.
Mississippi
f
erected for Mountain States, Publix cuits. A third house will be erected
Ellisville— The American Lej r\
subsidiary, and the Jones, sponsored in Cicero by National Theaters Corp. has opened a theater.
by T. S. Jones. The Denver, lo- Highland Park also is to have a new
cated at 16th and Glendarm Sts., is theater on Sheridan Rd. between WilGreenwood The Queen is bilf'"-''
to seat 2,500 and cost $600,000; while mette and Kenilworth.
prepared for occupancy.
the Jones, Second Avj. and Broadway, will seat 2,000 and cost $2,500.
Iowa
Tupelo Moore & Gregory
Dubuque
Either Universal or sponsoring a 1,000-seat theater.
Publix is believed to be sponsor of
the theater being planned here.
Missouri
Moberly Universal has compU
Iowa City The Englert, built on the New Grand, which seats 1,500.
the site of the former Englert which
Razing of buildings
St. Louis
was destroyed by fire, opens in November.
A. H. Blank Enterprises, started on Grand and Washing
Publix ally, will operate this 1,300- Blvds. to make way for the $3,500,

Oakland

—

All Sections

Ashdown

—West

pillii's

15.

Ireni

,

—

—

,

''

Lancaster

— Bricklayers

pleting the walls of the

are

new

comtheater

on Antelope Ave.

—

Francisco
Ackerman and
Harris have opened the new Roosevelt
at 24th and York Sts.

San

—

—

—

—

—

—

BIOGRAPH STUDIO
807 EAST 175th STREET, N. Y.

Fox

seat theater.
I

Knoxville
opened.

—The

New- Grand

has

C.

theater.

Springfield—The Gillioz, St. Lo
nearing completion n

St. house, is
idly.

Kansas

account moving produc-

West

make exceptional

in-

ducement to responsible
party.
Fully equipped
in every department.

—
MR. BERRY

9th street for the

new

theater

Tackett will erect on West
Eighth St., Kas. The new building
will cost about $50,000.
J.

tion to California, will

— Final

plans have been
prepared by C. A. Henderson, 118^
CofFeyville

B.

Exhibitors'
Daily Remin(kr

—

T. J. Booth is buildBooth. The Dickinson
interests, allied with Universal, also

Independence

ing the

New

are building.

Thanksgiving

Louisiana
New Orleans A new theater is
being built over the Famous at a
cost of $80,000.
The frame work
of the new house will be completed
before t he Famous is forced to

—

day party

for

poor.

close.

for particulars call

Maryland

Baltimore

—

1.800 capacity,
It is

located

Tremont 5100

The
opens

oft

selected for the

house.

with

month.

the Century roof.

—The

Frederick

Valencia,
late this

Monday, October
Tivoli

new

is

the

name

Stanley-Crandall

11,

1926

—

THE
nday, October

11,
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A Review of Reviews

PHIL

(Continued from Page 1)

which also marked the
"The Better "Ole," Syd
latest and
best comedy,

night,
niere of
plin's

DALY
SEZ/

Across the Pacific," another Warproduct, was shown at the BroadIt is a melodrama with the
insurrection
furnishing
lippine
e of the action and General Fun-

and Aguinaldo introduced

oric effect.

It is

obvious,

Before answering the
next invitation to serve
on the reception committee of a royal visitor

for

ured meller but will do its share
Monte Blue is the hard
king hero and Myrna Loy is an
Still another
active native girl.
Official
rner offering is "My
e," a drama with a Russian lo-

>usiness.

story of a wo1 betrayed, and of her long de;d plan for vengeance which is
;ted when she finally falls in love
Conway Tearle
h her betrayer.
Irene Rich have the principal
Good production but story
;s.
elopment is too anti-climactic.
s seems to have been a Warner

and

Dd"
ry

is,

of

Hearts

Fox Closes Deal

for
Phonofilm Interest

fection
device

of

the synchronization
the Phonofilm com-

by
pany and Fox.

of

Distribution of the Fox-Phonofilm pictiires to the nation's theaters in much the same manner
in which Fox pictures are now

men and

men seeking fame and fortune in
tures.
It contains some propaida in the way of discouraging

_

force will sell that company's output.

Rene
Rene

tment store and tries to run it at nary projection machine, through
But he fails. The situations what is described as a single attachamusing and Denny does his best ment. The film is about the same
make the dry goods business in- width as standard film now in use.
Another feature of films made unesting.
Mary Astor has seldom appeared der the process, it is stated, is that
better advantage than she does their exhibition will not be marred
"Forever After," First National's by any breaks of the film which may
Practically the same condi?sentation of the play in which occur.
Lloyd Hugh- tions as exist under showing of presice Brady appeared.
as the hero, also gives a highly ent films obtain in the case of Phono-

Gerstad Resigns
Merritt Gerstad,
tographing Gloria
ya," has resigned.

who

has been pho-

Swanson

"Suncamera
work on "Th Road to Mandalay" and
came from the Coast to work on the

He

Milonavoff,

FOR SALE

BELL & HOWELL

Hall-Davis, Jean
Gerald and Charles

Lillian

James

automatic ma-

chine. Model D, Standard film perforator of Chicago, U. S. A.
Absolutely new from works with all accessories, available in Paris.
Price and
conditions from
Ingenieur, 29 rue des Montiboeufs, PARIS.

TRUCK OT

^>^:^^cS^fkefa

TRAI LERS

SEI

I

ff

AK

'

He is
performa,nce.
The
clean cut hero type.
»ry is one of blighted romance,
ding its happy reunion in a French
mmendable
;

ide_al,

where hero is brought,
)unded, and the girl is a nurse.
Fox showed "The Country BeOliver Curwood
nd," a James
>ry, that presents the. mounted poernan m a brand new characterispital

tion.

J.

Farrell

iging mounty,

MacDonald

who

loathes

is

the

to

do

duty when it means bringing in a
Some gorunj5 girl's sweetheart.
ous locations in this picture. Olive

films.

Fox is to begin immediately to advertise and exploit the Fox Phonofilm pictures, which soon will be
made available to theaters of the
Production of the first picnation.
ture utilizing the process is expected
to begin at an early date.
Saul Rogers of Fox on Saturday
deal with Phonofilm had
not been consummated.

stated the

>

Studio Endangered by Flames
old shack in the yards of the
An
"view."
jrden is another lovely
"The High Flyer," Rayart picture Cosmopolitan Studio at 127th St.
th Reed Howes, gets its name from and 3rd Ave. took fire and for a time
Two
e airplane climax where Reed re- endangered the studio proper.
eves the important papers by stag- alarms were sent in to prevent spread
Good of the flames.
j a hold up in mid air.
Dice," a
"Devil's
rills
galore.
French Musical Comedy in Films
erling production, is a revenge
eme where, once again, love overParis The current musical sucmes hatred and instead of killing cess, "Phi-Phi," by Christine, has
M.
e judge who sentenced him to jail, been bought
by Natan Prod.
ro saves his life and his business, Beau will direct. Mile. Rita, Georges
jve for the judgg's daughter did Gauther and Irene Wells are cast
e trick.
so far.

—

in

did the

—

is

OSS.

Brooklyn House
Ginsberg and Kramer Bros,
head a syndicate which has purchased
the block bounded by Reid Ave.,
Chauncey and Marion Sts., Brooklyn,
as a site for a combination theater
which is to seat 2,000.

Swanson production.

Clair Active

Low

East.
cost of installation
a feature of the Phonofilm, which
can be projected through an ordi-

the

New

Max

Clair is at work on
Paris
"La Proie du Vent" for Albatros
The scenario is .iaken from
Prod.
the novel, "L'Ayeriture Amoureuse
de Pierre Vignal," by Armand MerThe cast consists of Sandra
cier.

released.
Murat,
by pointing out the obstacles to
The Phonofilm synchronizes sound Vanel.
encountered.
Louise Dresser, as
iown and out star, does the real and action, through a process which
ing of the picture.
Patsy Ruth photographs the sound and action
Her is the pretty young girl who simultaneously. The device has been
tried out in a number of theaters in
s to Hollywood.

m

Reginald Denny makes his latest
for laughs in Universal's "Take
from Me." Denny inherits a de-

valuable theater properties.

Pathe, according to reoort, will
enter production in no tincertain
manner extending its activities not
only to embrace short subjects but
stars and featured players as well.
One exchange system will be scrapped, undoubtedly that of P. D. C.
but two sales organizations will be
maintained.
One will handle the Pathe shorts
while the existing P. D. C. sales

(Continued from Page 1)

Hollysuggests, a

as the title
the invasion of

many

—

telling the

"Broken

;k.

we

going to make sure
Harry Reichenbach is not
in town.

are

manu-

—

Pathe-P. D. G. Deal

JW.

picture is stocked with sure fire
hs and Chaplin is at his best.
ks like Warners have another
office bet in their line up.

i

Sabotage Hinted in Fire
Fairmount, W. Va. Investigation
is under way to determine whether
sabotage is the cause of a fire at the
(Continued from Page 1)
Nelson.
The blaze occurred after
North American Theaters, Inc., will a walkout of operators at the Nelnot be embraced in the pool, suffic- son and Dixie.
Th walkout folient funds will be advanced to this lowed a series of negotiations on deorganization to develop its theater mands of the operators, which were
holdings. It is understood houses on refused at the two houses, although
a wholesale scale will be annexed. the Fairmount and Virginia have setWhat the future holds if plans carry tled with the union. Non-union opout may be well imagined when it erators at both the Nelson and Dixie
complained of the condition of the
is realized that the Keith-Albee interest in P. D. C. already embraces machines after the walkout.

Blair Co. Swinging
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THE
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"The Brown Derby"

ening,

(First National)

—Tom

small

throwaways

throughout

the

city

is

ll

ctjvEMl

wefcite

undl**,

yet con-

Garden,

llltnloi

reward ads.

The only

was on

tising

direct advei

IW''^

screen.
For tl
lobby consisted of

the

J*

opening, our
!,{«
huge black mask strung across
Each eye was covered with red ti ^X^
sue paper, back of these were Ugh ^
which flashed on and off. Earl Ha n^t
Payne, Kentucky, Lexington, Ky. ^^\

«»"'''•

:

Used a 'rib-tickler" which is nothing more jhan a flat piece of soft
wood about three quarters of an inch

in the

wide and a foot long, painted a bright
yellow.
On one side is pasted a
bright green piece of paper on which
is printed: "This is a Rib-Tickler"
but you won't need it if you see 'The
Cohens and the Kellys' The screamingest, funny comedy made in years
Best Theater Mon., Tues. and

—

—

—

1927 FILM

K

Wed." One of these "rib-ticklers"
was pTaced in each auto parked in
the down-town district two days before the showing. That aroused curiosity and impressed the name of the
picture on the public mind, which
was evident from the results at the
box office. P. Davis, Best, Parsons,

—

And Every Page
Of Compelling Interest To
Everyone In The
Motion Picture
Industry

Hi i«

(Universal)

lelW

Had

a girl arrested six differer
times, obtaining a patrol from th
police department and hired a man t
driye it.
At prearranged places, th
"copper" would arrest the girl an^
phone for "the wagon." When the gii
was esconced in a reserved seat.a droj
roll fell announcing she was "Out
side the Law," and that a picture o
the same title could be seen at the
Rialto.—W. S. Perutz, Rialto, Chat
tanooga.
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it
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1

Jtiect
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>1
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fOS
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01

"La Boheme"
Letters were written in pencil or
in ink on various kinds of note paper.
These letters were cryptic messages with a decided underworld air.
They were sent in bundles to M-G-M
exchanges in other states and remailed back to Omaha. The letters were
addressed to
various
individuals.
These letters were all signed Mimi,
the character portrayed by Lillian
Gish.
series of teaser ads, in the
Omaha dailies tied up these letters
to the showing of "La Boheme."
It
created a lot of comment.
Ralph

A

^m.

(First National)
dy
To
Sent out a real "Subway Sadie.' nt
"Sadie" vvas a young man dressed »!»
as a girl and he was "discovered' Am

by the

police

Goldberg, Sun, Omaha.

"The Lone Wolf Returns"

ington.
They carried the word
"lone" in their heads.
grabbed
the page ad, framed an ad and offered a bona-fide reward of $25 for
his arrest and conviction.
The papers carried the reward offer as a

Two thousand black masks
were distributed with a tag attached
with teaser copy upon it. warning
the populace to beware of the "Lone
Wolf."
Three thousand hand bills
with reprints of our reward ad and
the burglar story were distributed.
A

big stunt was the securing of 100
of cheap jewelry rings and
brooches.
These were placed in a
box and a calling card of the "Lone
Wolf" enclosed.
Across this card
was written "I am returning your
property, from now on I am going

—

pieces

—

and newspapermen wan-

dering about a section of railroad
tunneling known in the city as the
"subway." Three news stories appeared in the daily papers referring to the plant as "Subway Sadie."

This was
the

of

in advance of the
picture.
George

—

showing
Schade,

Schade, Sandusky, O.

"Three Bad Men"
(Fox)

—

story.

A Great Industry

Law"

detti

We

covering

iprovtr

"Outside the

"Subway Sadie"

(Columbia)
Eleven days before the opening, a
news story broke in a daily that a
lone burglar was operating in Lex-

Great Book

will

—

Kans.

(M-G-M)

A

_

midnight before

—

(Universal)

YEAR B

500

placed

"The Cohens and Kellys"

%I%

On

straight."

\\{»

Gave away 3,000 paper cut-outs doors, thumb-tacked on
trees aiff„'tt(
of brown derby and had every youngand in other places.
TlKvw
Used yards,
ster who could, wear one.
throwaway read -"Watch out, t*"'""
the Johnny Hines' "driverless car,"
'Lone Wolf has returned."
M
which, by the way, is the greatest
newspaper ads were used except til
advertising

piece of outdoor
McNamara,
ceived.
Pasadena, Cal.

Pages

*

MEAN DOLLAQS FOR SUOWMCN

One week in advance, launched a
This started with
teaser campaign.
spreading the newspaper with teaser
ads

reading:

"WARNING—Watch

Men— Call

out for the 3 Bad
Superior 2280."
Please be on the lookout for

—

WAY —

THIS

"HEADED

—

the arrival in this city of 3 Bad Men
Call
You are
Superior 2280"— also
to be on the lookout for 3 Bad

"POLICE—

warned

Men— Notify Superior 2280."
The theater was called

so

often

was little doubt about everybody not knowing where "3 Bad
Men" were headed. Three days bethat there

fore

the

opening,

display

ads

an-

nounced the opening. The same day
curiosity was relieved and attention
attracted by a ballyhoo consisting
of three men on horseback, dressed
in duplicate costume of three bad
men in the picture, who rode through

downtown

streets.

A

display

case

showing the evolution of firearms,
obtained by a tie-up with the Colt
Arms. Mfg. Co., was mounted upon
an easel and placed in the lobby.
John Royal, B. F. Keith'^ Palace,
Cleveland.

lilt
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*n

Vitaplione

*

•

lOUgh
•^it by

few

a

still

seemed

it

as
that

were lisping, but
movie circles, will all work
want to say that Vitaphone

in

I

itself.

What
wonderful.
is
wonderful.
It

.

are

times

amazing

actors

the

we say

I

There

At

defeclfs.

remarkable,

is

excellence.

i's

inor

1)

more,

is

I

say

will

EVENING WORLD—* •
Vitaphone
J -ovides
first half of the entertainment.
It
°

in the nature of all headline vaudeville.
j|.he lessons of the first progranr were heeded.

ind

no too-close close-ups. * » *
'he Vitaphone scoring of the picture was
tiTective and there were no mechanical shortfjamings in the entertainment.
The Colony
are

here

Til

j.rogram

of

GRAPHIC—*

vei

*

eflfects

the perfect

syn-

hronization of sound and sight. * *
One
ling we did observe and that is that some
ersonalities and talents register much more
on the instrument than do others.
(ijividly
x,i\ Jolson, the Aristocrats Quartette, Eugene
nd Willie Howard and Elsie Janis went
la ver
big.
* * There are
.

1

J

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

new Vitaphone numbers, too, and
who know tell us that they are an

hose

mprovement over the

originals at the Warpossible. * * *
Che score which accompanies the film is
xcellent.
It is the work of Herman Hel.ier,
aided and abetted by the Vitaphone.

J

*

*

ier.

*

hardly

It

seerrps

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Vitaphone

is

marvel of the age.
Those who had
((never
heard it before sat amazed at its
ll»he

jLerfect
in

:ion

synchronization,

spoken

rhythm

lines

its

and

its

clearness of dicperfect hamrony

music.
Even more clearly
f;han at its first introduction were its possibilities demonstrated.
This time Vitaphone
jffers the frolicsome side of its possibilities.

"ind

in

,

;

»

# *

POST — The new

i

one

lar
"

than

*

a

more popu-

across the street
the various perendured the ordeal of being
with more than a little for-

formers have
photographed
titude.

is

that given
theater and

Warners

at

•

•

Of all the backdrops, the devastated
'France one used by Miss Jaiiis was most
effective, though none may be termed exactly

realistic.

To

the

however,

ear,

the

entire

program

seemed a great improvement over the first
venture.
Most of the varied sounds of
the evening were pleasant and tuneful, and
aside frolm a tendency to make Mr. Jessel
and Miss Janis lisp a little, the instrument
deserves a gold medal for the performance.

SUN — *

*

We

*

don't really receive such
the rest.
reof them
(pictures

stars as Al Jolson and
ceive mediocre pictures

which there

We

motion), accompanied by a perfectly synchronized mechanical reproduction of their voices.
Reginald Werrenrath was more or less bad.
His voice was too loud in spots (credit
the Vitaphone with this), and furthermore
it sounded
flat here and there. * * *
The best, and one knew he would be, of
the Vitaphone performers, was Al Jolson.
in

«

«

is

very

little

*

The invention remains,

naturally, as clever
as usual and, as a result, the performers
were projected as well if niot a bit better
than the somewhat more elevated group that
were offered with "Don Juan."
"The Better
ler's

'Ole" is accotopanied by Herman Helorchestra on the Vitaphone.
It
is

a moderately well arranged score. * * *

TELEGRAM—*

* * The Vitaphone feawhich comprised the first half of the
bill
were received with perhaps even more
enthusiasm than that which greeted this
extraordinary synchronization of picture and
sound on its initial presentation some months
ago at Warners theater. The nuirrbers which
were offered last night are in harmony with

tures

comedy

quality of "The Better 'Ole"
and fairly radiate what is commonly known
as "popular appeal." * * * Each registered
with as true and unerring a hit as they
can point to in years of accumulated clippings of high spots in their careers on the

the

legitimate.

TIMES —The

jects are, in
lighter vein,

series of "living sound" subthis present instance, in a far
but none the less remarkable,

even though there was occasionally the suggestion of a lisp and a noticeable scratching
3ound in one or two of the numbers. * * *
In soSne of the singing numbers, there
v.as not a sign of a flaw and the performers
were not only able to gain the full attention of the audience but, during the exhibition of most of these numbers, despite the
lack of coPor, one was impressed by the
personality

of

the singers, especially in the

y

on "The

Better

'Ole"

follow:
AMERICAN— I saw enough of "The Better 'Ole' 'to marvel at the courage of Syd
Chaplin in donning a make-up so manifestly
unbecoming. 1 feel it is a welcome change
from the long session of female

that
advised him to
attire

he chose to wear.
Whoever
give Bruce Bairnsfather's war hero a chance
did not only Mr. Chaplin but the Warner
organization a favor.

DAILY MIRROR—*

* * Is merry fun,
chiefly because Syd Chaplin indulges in a
droll monologue ably supported. • * * The
subtitles are splendid and the action, though
slow in starting, climaxes with a bang.
There is little or no love interest in the

and

missed.
Many excruciating, hilarious gags
this l.urksq>'e war scream. * • *
film,

*

*

*

and a

isn't

it

Don't miss

half

it

if

hilarious

ot

DAILY NEWS—*

*

you want an hour

fun.
*

grace

That's

all.

Gave the audience

more stomach-aching laughs than those present have had in many moons of motion
*

pictures.

program

lent clown. * *
hilarious bit of

*

must report,

I

Sennett

is

that

it

TELEGRAM—*

* *

His Old

*

make-up and characterization.

in

mas-

Bill is

•

•

joyous chronicle in celluloid of the
* • Syd Chaplin will
lighter side of war. *
exalt the sternest cynic from gloom to glory
with his latest film. And if you know of "A
Better 'Ole" than the Colony, go there.
It

a

is

We

don't.

TIMES-— *

* * An uproariously funny but
•
Mr.
thoroughly farcical conception
Chaplin is partial to the farmyard in this
production, which has many side-splitting
incidents.
He does a great deal with an
egg, after having milked a cow, and then
discovers that the egg has hatched in his

is scarcely
conceivable that
Bairnsfather's creation could
have indulged, or have had opportunity to
indulge, in all the glorious slapstick that
Chaplin puts him through.
But what of
it ?
The film is funny, uproariously, almost

hysterically

WORLD—

most uproarious stuff which has
brought out of the trenches and the
villages of France to be reproduced on
Slapstick for the most
the silver screen.
part, and employing in its maze of episodes
practically every ham riddle and burlesque
stunt which has seen service on the stage
and curtain over all these last ten years, it
fairly bubbles over with blunt, blowsy, unfunniest,

been

ashamed hokumery.

•

*

*

Much of the credit for the huirror of the
piece goes directly toi the plumber, older
brother of Charlie Chaplin, who is Syd.
So
altogether surprising a make-up has not been
seen wandering this way in months, and
practically each move of the comedian is
timed with a precision and a rhythm suggestive mightily of the art which is his
brother's.
Curtis to Play

Own

his

• * *

so.

JOURNAL— Syd

—

parts of the horse.
The picture, although
Chaplin, who has
too long, is entertaining.
a sure understanding of pantomime, makes
Bill a lovable character, and the entire film
carries out the dpirit of Captain Bairns* *
father's war caricatures.

downtown.

WORLD—*

comedy

classic.

It

has laughs galore,

touches of pathos to emphasize the laughter,
ends in more than passable drama.
it
*

«

«

No

would

to do justice.
riotously funny, with
Bn'uch of the fun new and suitable to the
The supporting cast
character of Old Bill.
was good, but Bill and Alf were the show.
Syd is an excellent pantomimist and his portrayal of "Old Bill" must
If you have
be seen to be appreciated.

outline

"The Better 'Ole"

begin

is

GRAPHIC—
at

Chaplin's previous comic
at
shriek
you'll
simply

Mr.

characterizations,
* *
some of the antics.
Indeed we don't hesitate to recommend
"The Better 'Ole." It's a globmchaser that
sent the audience into gales of laughter, and
Mr. Chaplin's performance is priceless.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* *

we had an

idea that brother Charles had cornered every
thing that was new or old in slapstick and
that there was nothing under the sun left
But Old Bill
for
any one to think of.
had a lot of things up his sleeve and he
took them out one by one, to the delight of
* * * Don't fail to see "The
the spectators.
Better 'Ole."

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *

Better

'Ole"

is

one of the most

•

•—"The
delightful

comedy offerings we have seen in many
months and the entire Warner stafi is to be
congratulated.

— Mr.

* * *

Chaplin, on his part, offered
entertainment in his own
* is quite consistently funny
way
m'uch funnier than any of the Syd Chap* * Even in its
lin comedies of the past.
unabridged form, however, the comedy is
amazingly hilarious most of the time, and
Mr. Chaplin has fixed himself a well-nigh

POST-

quite as
slapstick

happy

* *

—

makeup.

SUN — *

perfect

*

* *

* * This brother of Charlie's
been a comedian in his own right for
many years. He is to this date an excel-

has

of

man,

Cincinnati;

the

exhibitor

state

associa-

here Nov. 9 and 10. The following exhibitors constitute a committee at large on arrangements:
J. J. Harwood, Cleveland; J. A. Acker-

W.

C.

John

L.

Miller, Youngstown
P.
Zehnder,
J.

J

Damm, Akron;

;

A.

F.

Kelly,

Massillon;

Dayton; John
Schwalm, Hamilton; Gus Sun. Spring
field; Martin G. Smith, Toledo; Fred Tynes,
Portsmouth
L. F. Eick, Martins Ferry
A. Tallirran, East Livert)qol
Arthur
J.
Himmelein, Sandusky, and Robert Harmon,
Columbus.

A.

;

Southbridge House Sold
Southbridge, Mass
The Phielps
has been sold by C. Jackson to
Morris Pozner.

—

n

I

SNAP OF THE SHOW
^nt/ tue don't me&n

Short
snots
WORLD'S WONDER REEL

BRAND NEyN^

in-

RELEASED SEMI-MONTHLY

theater
building

the.
is

Castle

Fox Leading Bowling League
Results of the

bowling

first

tournament

the M. P.
in the lead
ner Bros,
ous, First

games

in

the

conducted

by

Not^eltics]

Athletic Ass'n, places Fox
with three wins over WarFamin as many games.
National and P. D. C. are

second place, each having
won two and lost one. With a total
of 214, J. Spree of M-G-M is heading
the list of those who bowled 200 pins
for

tied

laughed

tion
tion

DIFFERENT and FAST

Miles Theater
Presentations will be

Acts for

Chaplin's

* * Without a
EVENING
accompaniment,
"The
Better
Vitaphone
It
'Ole" would be good for a long run.

^

been appointed members of a committee to arrange details in connection with the sixth annual conven-

Acts

Curtis^ who has leased the
at Goshen, N. Y., will play
presentations into the house.

Fred
Goshen

Detroit
cluded in the policy of
which Charles Miles

and

Sarrj

war

make-up as Old Bill is splendid. *
There are several gorgeous bits, one being
an amateur theatrical show given by the
soldiers in which Bill and Alf are the two

a

and

i

;

longest period of hefty comedy is
* * •
delivered through a dummy horse.
There are monrents when this comedy drags,
but this (ailing will undoubtedly be remedied, for it merely means the curtailing of
some of the scenes. * * *
* * * no doubt, constitutes the

The

it

EVENING

P. J.
Wood, manager,
E. Lind, treasurer; have

president;

*

Of course,
the Old ^ill

is

—

is

mor.

terly

Ohio Convention Nov. 9
Columbus,
O. W.
M.
James,

quite a

slapstick.

millions of light miles
I
removed from Bairnsfather's play, but even
unloosening
so
the film possesses several
laughters through rowdy, low, physical hu-

hear

pocket.

Consensus of newspaper opinions

won

[

fiany

Willie

"The Better 'Ole"

an

as

Elsie Janis,

and Eugene Howard and George Jessel.
WORLD—* * * Seemed again last night
to recreate the sensation which followed their
first showing across the street at the WarIt did
ner theater some two months ago.
seem that a certain cavernous quality crept
in at times upon the vocalizing of at least
two of the stars, and it did seem strangely
as if the voice of Mr. Reinald Werrenrath
issued straight out of that worthy gentleman's hip pocket, but in he main it was
splendid.
Of the list of entertainers, I
thought Al Jolson was by far the best
with "April Showers" and a mammy lullaby,
but close upon hihi came George Jessel, that
expert in pathos, and Willie and Eugene
Howard in "Between the Acts at the Opera."

livers.

Vitaphone, that

*

instrument that

tjer

recommended

cordially
sluggish

is

"fccelerator

Al Jolson,

of

ren<litions

Say

Critics

llUu.Ai^ivVw V-

^26

Another for Luxton
Toronto Robert Luxton is building a new 4S0-seat theater on Mount

^MADEMTTO

All different

EDUCATEMT TO PROVIDE
REAL ENTERTAINMENT
a

or over.

SHORTS'-

t

_

-

:

but ^ REAL

-

1

SHORTS

—

Pleasant Rd., to be known as the
Luxton. Luxton is also interested in
another theater which is being built
at

Danforth Ave. and Luttrell

CASTLE FILMS

St.

<<»<M

NEW YORK EXCHANGE
729
Tel.

ARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZI
INC.

Booking

The Better Picture
Tlieatres
Attractions

and Presentations

1560 Broaaw>r
Bryant 0967-8

New York

7th

Ave

Bryant 3862-3863

Chicago
Security Pictures Co.

Pittaburgh
Detroit
Castle Films
CineiBBati
CloTelaBd
Lande Film Exchange
PhiUdalphia
Liberty Film Corp.
New Haren
Boatoa
Golden Distributing Co.
Las Ancelaa
San FraBcUco
Cooperative Film Exchange
Saattia Portland Bulla
Greater

Features,

Inc.

Minneapolia
Screen Classics Corp.

1

!

W5>?

>
^

certainly a

|uan'»

V«8^, 0>-

It

will

nejjr*orto

Wff^

tl«W'

*'"

be triple-action business

with '*Doi\ Juan'sThree Nights."

Three times the appeal
Three times the

t***

»•

^^S^^

'^C"'*^

thrills!

Three times as many patrons!
Three times the

And now

profits!

the critics are using

three times the superlatives to
describe

HENRY

M.

it!

HOBART

Presents

DON JUAN*S
THREE NIGHTS
Adapted from the original novel by La)ot Biro
with

LEWIS STONE

MASO

and SHIRLEY

Screen Play by Clara Berangcr

Another one of the bigf hits
A John Franda

Dillon

Production

nationol

FIRST NATIONAL
•

'

«

Picturei6

»

1

1

"V2^
ALL THE NEWS

NEWSPAPER

Tmt

ALL THE
Tuesday, October

^ezv Fare
WILL HAYS NEUTRAL
RETA GARBO, Swedish
importation and now distinct asset in the ranks
nerican artists, tempers
ork with intelligent reHer excellent performn the title role of "The

:.

tress" shows that.
Hers
sort of effort which proves
icety that the flood gates

nan emotions do not have
thrown wide open in order

SUNDAYSHOW

IN

TIGHTS

Reformer Cites Promise to

Remain Aloof

in All

Controversies
Assurance that Will H. Hays

will

Sunday shows was given
by Rev. Harry L. Bowlby, general
not support

secretary of the Lord's Day Alliance,
in addressing the Madison Ave. Presbyterian
churchmen's organization
and members of the Spencer Memo-

1926

12,

Price 5 Cents

Dickering for Artists
Negotiations are under way
with a number of artists for appearances in connection with
Phonofilm, synchronization device invented by Dr. Lee De
Forest, which is to be used in
connection with Fox pictures.
As noted. Fox has purchased
a "substantial interest" in the
Phonofilm Corp., which contract gives the company exclusive use of the device.

N.

"antor reputation to conjure
n a comedy that is mostly slap-

Where

the

comedian hasn't

he has been heard of.
vi'ill be a natural curiosity to
hat he has done on the screen,
ne of the sequences are very
notably where Cantor successseen,

,

creates

the

illusion

of

enter-

g a lady at tea through the
manipulation of one arm
led by an open door.

Regarding England
erious thought pertinent to EngAmerica's method of distrin there.
E. R. Russell, prompersonality in the British trade,
Why, he asks, does the init.
y release its complete schedule?
from the natural limitations
;
market, the weak sisters which
of necessity creep into any prohurt.
Wouldn't it be a wiser
ice
to give England what its

md

;

absorb

can

lection

and determine

what the pictures are

to

—

Tax

than 60 exhibitors have enrolled. Efforts are being directed by Charles
W. Picquet, president, and N. L.
Royster, secretary-treasurer.
Under the plan adopted a_t the midsummer meeting, the state has been
divided into nine zones with a manager and his assistant responsible for
Managers are held reeach one.
sponsible for the collection of dues
(Continued on Page 3)

Fox Opens Academy
Fox's Academy of Music had an
auspicious opening last night, with
a number
sonalities

Upstairs"

of well-known film per"The Family
present.
Erno
was the feature.

Rappe was guest conductor.

Sup-

(Continued on Page 2)

:

:rs

1"

Of

,

"Sorrows of Satan" Opening
Finishing

are being put
for the opening toSorrows of Satan."

touches

upon the Cohan
night of "The

yesterday was hard at work
rounding out the final detail with
Griffith

fOR PATHE^D.C. DEAL
Pearson to Head Combined
Companies, Report
Declares
Rumblings that the merger between Pathe and P. D. C. has been
consummated are without foundation,
for
to

dramatic emphasis,
d Niblo's direction regisPLANS INVASION
rial Presbyterian Church, Brooklyn.
The picture is full of box- He quoted Hays as
saying "our poThe ending while un- sition is neutral." At the Hays ofhce
yPPER^MICHIGAN
is logical. It would seem yesterday, the statement was interpreted
meaning
that
the
as
head
of
n this day, audiences apthe industry believes the Sunday
ite that story cannot be
show question is a matter of local, Marquette and Escanaba to
ced for the humdrum, rather than national, option.
Get First Houses Under
(.Continued on Page 2)
y conclusion.
Program
Mr, Cantor's Debut
Fight
to
G.
Milwaukee Universal is preparing
e Cantor of musical comedy
Winston-Salem, N. C. Preparing to invade the Upper Peninsula of
n spent three months in Hold.
The result is "Kid Boots." to fight the proposed 10 per cent Michigan, long considered a fertile
emblance to the stage play is tax law, the M. P. T. O. of North field for theater expansion. The comngly slight.
That, however, Carolina is increasing its membership pany, whose expansion has made it
t
important.
Here you have roster. Within the last 90 days more second largest operator of theaters in
[•ister

45 TO 90 DAYS NEEDED

—

will

it

take from 45 to 90 days
a combination of this

complete

scope.

reported that the combined
will reorganize their financial structures and function under
It

is

companies

a

new

unit capitalized at $100,000,000.

Elmer R. Pearson, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe, is
reported being slated for the presidency of the combined companies, in
event the merger is completed, with
J.

J.

Murdock

of

Keith-Albee,

as

chairman of the board of directors.
Pearson declined to comment on
this

report yesterdav, but took ex(Continued on Page 2)

Gases Thrown Out
Complaints Arising During "Outlawry" from Arbitration Never

Wisconsin, is considering building of
houses at Escanaba and Marquette,
WUl Be Heard
principal peninsular cities.
Minneapolis What is expected to
Consummation will place Universal establish a precedent for arbitration
in direct opposition to Delft Theaters, boards of the nation in case of dea leading factor in the Upper Pen- fault by distributors in failing to live
insula.
The Delft firm controls Es- up to decisions, is the action of the
canaba and Marquette and also has a Minneapolis arbitration board against
number of other houses in the copper United Artists.
district.
Refusal
to
pay $300 damages,
According to reports of Universal's awarded by the board, to W. A.
program, a 2,000-seat house will be
(Continued on Page 2)
built at Marquette, while the proposed

—

.

Escanaba

theater

will

seat

1,800.

(Continued on Page 2)

Renew With

Daniels

Bebe Daniels will be Paramount's
star
comedienne for another five
Pittsburgh years. This was assured yesterday
when her existing contract which still
Pittsburgh There are a few cases
had two years to run, was torn up
of bicycling suspected in this terriand she affixed her signature to a new
tory. The Film Board of Trade now
agreement which allies her with Famii conducting an investigation to as-

Probe At

—

certain the extent of the practice,
with drastic action against offenders
contemplated.

Deny Red

ous until 1931.

Arctic Nu-Air Holds Meeting
Des Moines Sixty representatives
of Arctic Nu-Air Cooling System at-

—

Seal Bankruptcy
This is
tended a sales convention here to
Na- Hugo Reisenfeld, who is directing
lamet
Kohlman and Austrian, attorneys study improvements in the cooling
M-G-M alliance for distribu- the orchestra.
for E. Bright Wilson, receiver for device and to study sales plans for
in Southeastern Europe
is folOut-of-the-Inkwell Films, Inc., yes- the coming year.
George Feinberg,
The three
g that procedure.
terday denied that Red Seal was in president; Al Feinberg, treasurer, and
Celebration Films
Show
To
anies have almost two hundred
bankruptcy. The action against the A. S. Feinberg, general manager,
Pictures of the Greater Broadway
Only slightly more than
ies.
company is in the equity court, it was were company officials who addressed
will be featured by
which
Celebration,
hundred, however, are being
Paramount will stated, and is entirely friendly. The the meetings.
Experience the dedication of the
d in the market.
company's position is completely solin Publix houses throughroven two things insofar as that be shown
vent,, the attorneys added.
Universal Buys Two More
country.
the
cut
One, that the
et is concerned.
Charleston, W. Va. Universal has
prodory cannot consume the
En Route to Coast
completed negotiations for the pur"Ben Hur" Opens in Berlin
toto; secondly, many pictures
Norma and Constance Talmadge chase of the Virginian and Rialto
Berlin Six cabinet ministers were
lien to Continental temperament
Both houses
included in the list of celebrities who and Joseph Schenck are en route to from D. C. Schiarella.
re, therefore, unsuited.
seat around 1.000.
KAiiH intended the opening ql "Ben Hur." Hollywood
1,

ti

—

his reasoning,
the Famous, First

—

—

—

.

.
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President and
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Address

can't tip

now. but a

bird

tells

other

us

our mitt
little

blue

there's

an-

coming
that's a whopper. Looks
like a year of bigger and
big

(.Continued from Page 1)
ception to reports the merger would
result in scrapping or disbanding of
personnel of either organization.
John C. Flinn, at present devoting
most of his time at P. D. C. to distribution, will turn his attention to
production under the proposed amal-

—

Gases Thrown Out
{Continued from Page 1)
Steffes,

rXg^

HAL ROACH
bresents

peculiar feature is that those film issues
which had the largest turn-over were invariably the ones that were marked by declining quotations.
In most cases, these declines were of fractional character.
Famous
Players rose a full point and a quarter on
the slight turn-over of 100 shares, while the
common stock declined a point on a day's
Universal gained a
trading of 9,900 shares.
full point.

Quotations
High Low Close
Aid-

Am.

Seat Vtc.
Seat Pfd.

&

•Balaban
»Bal.

&

36
37

..

37

64 Ji

Katz Vtc.

73)4

Players

117^

117>j
..114>4 \\2Vi

..

Play. Pfd... 121
Inspect
First Nafl Pfd... 29
Fox Film "A" ... 72
Fara.

121

•Film

Fox Theaters "A". 25 J4
•Intern'l

Project..

100
600

36

Katz.

Eastman Kodak

Famous

36

.

Sales

iim
113K
121
^y^

2')V2

29)/,

70J4
25

25

72

100
9,900
100

500

for

alleged violation of the
in renting a picture to gamation, it is said.
Steffes'
opposition
at
Watertown,
prior to rejection of the latter's application for contract is the case.
The
(Continued from Page 1)
company maintains that no code of plementing the picture
was an elabethics clause is embodied in its conorate program.
tract, and that the board is exceeding
The attendance included John C.
its
rights in making the damage
Eisele, Joseph Plunkett, A. C. Blumaward.
Thomas W. Lamb, Jules E.
No United Artists cases will be enthal,
Mastbaum, John McKeon, Joseph
heard pending compliance with the
Pincus, E. H. Goldstein, Allan Dwan
decision, nor will the board consider
any cases growing out of violatioa« and Harry Sofferman.
The house, located directly across
of contract between Sept. 27 and the
from the old Academy of Music, is
date on which the company complies,
ot the French Renaissance type of
if at all.
Cases before the board have
architecture and cost approximately
been returned with the statement that
United Artists has no standing in ar- $1,200,000. It has a seating capacity
cl 3,873 of which 1,704 are orchestra
bitration, and that these cases never
seats and 450 are in the smoking
can be brought before the board.
mezzanine. The house has a 350-ton
refrigerating plant.
The entrance
Howells Back in U, S.
lobby is in marble and decorated

6,100
1.700

42J4

42)i
2iVi

41

43)4

27

Skouras Bros

53"^

S3}4

8,400

97H

.

Keith Building in Boston
Boston Incidental to the centennial year of vaudeville E. F. Albee
is erecting the B. F. Keith Memorial
on the site of the old Boston, Washington St. The house will seat 3,500
and will be ready by Thanksgiving.

—

Thomas W. Lamb

is

architect.

BUCHHEISTER
.Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY
ART

21.S

VV.

.SSth St.

Special
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-

in

MYERS
w
"Get fern Young'
This

three

sections

Paris,"

40-feet

in

seating 1,850,

ous last night.
ture

Free Shows Continue
Doniphan, Neb. Free shows are

'IT'^lf^l^^W

Pla

LOBBY FRAMI

oil

OF THE BEtTtR KIND
LIB MAN-SPAN JER CORP
New York

?

1600 Broadw.y

I

Tcl-Chickering 5550

(Cml

kithi

p

(j

Show RJ

N.

J.

ia

ilsiib

Because

UK

iial

By

giving

TIME

ALL MY

Life

to

hnii

I'pf

Insur-

:oitt

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing
and arranging programs

lini

to the clients' utter satis

isfaction.

possible,

Ml
line

ALBERT

J.

RUBE]

383 Madison Ave., N. Y.

House

—The

G.

JO

Incorporated
(

(llth floor)

Jersey,

was opened by FamIt

tl

mtb

U

Thomas W.
The

depth.

Vanderbilt 6600

has a straight pic-

policy.

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!

being continued at the Jewell, owned
by Jack Davis. Thirty business men
are bearing the expense.

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USaND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chat. Q. Willoughby. Inc.

TIONS DE LUXE

Jack Linder

West 32nd

St,

Pbon* Pcana.

New York

Vaudeville

fSM

1B76 B'wkjr
I

Writ*.

PboM

is

or

N«w York
C«U

FREE.

Send for BOTH
duce ourselves.

Agency

LAC. 6338.S

NOVELTY

TOYS, with a S«
15c retail value, assorted in a box for <
$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1000 and One kl
of novelties and celebration goods in gem
100-GIFT

IIOUKING HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
AND MOTION PICTURE PRESENTA-

Motion Picture Department
110

I

ilii

it

!

sot

—

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

0!ttit

Pathecomedies a

and the orchestra

Famous Opens N.
Morristown,

by Eugene Sue.

for all

Exchange.

designed the house.
contractor is the Wilfred Co.

—

a 'Cornerblock' cut fur

is

FREE

jiurof

pit and conductor's stand may also
be raised and lowered.
The stage
is

Tiffany Starts Two
Los Angeles Tif?any has in production "The Man Who Laughs," by
Victor Hugo and "The Mysteries of

Coluinbtis 9240

Rush Serricf

with tapestries.
Elevation of the stage

Lamb

2,800

53)4
83)4
8V5
1,200
%%
8)4
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
93)4
Universal Pictures. 33
33
33
100
Warner Pictures.. 49!4 45^^ 47)4 9,900
Warner Pict. "A". 57 ji S3J4 56
42,500
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bon d Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask
•'Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen.

P. D. C.J has returned to
York
after a six months' trip through the

Orient.

ISK

•fParamount B'way ..
ttRoxy Units
30
ttRoxy Common.. 9)4

Howells, Far Eastern

representative of Producers International Corp., foreign distributors for

New

WVt

..

Lcew's, Inc
43J4
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.. ..
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A". 43K

Edmund H.

jdrfiS.

Juiarru

Fox Opens Academy

A

;

1\RN'

code of ethics

Financial

r

Famous.

1)

45 to 90 Days Needed
for Pathe-P.D.G. Deal

better amalgamations.

(Jircle

—
—

sL
stcliij}

cials."

deal

communications to THE FILM
1650 broadway, New York, N. Y

4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood,
Filmday, New York.
dress:
Harvey E. Gausnran, AmbassaCalifornia
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Urexel 7000 and WashErnest VV. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Uenter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, VV. 1., Paris La Cinematograpbie
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

D

yesterday

contract to write original

The speaker then called upon his
hearers to aid in preventing "further
successful onslaughts on the Sunday
laws" by exhibitors and "to demand
quick and effective penalties where
they insistently and persistently override the Sunday laws and mock offi-

all

DAILY,
Pbone

We
just

Davis

day shows.

SEZ/

PubJishir

Page

Famous Signs Owen

Owen

Rev. Bowlby quoted Hays as saying that no aid will be given directly
Or indirectly to efforts to secure Sun-

DALY

PrieiSCaaU

Octob

Will Hays Neutral in
Sunday Show Fights

PHIL
riLXXXVIIINo. 10 Tuesday, Oct 12,1926

Tuesday, October

Citr

at

once, and let us

in|

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
37 Ella St

Cincinnati, Ol

—

,

THE

-stu

3ker

^,

October

12,

DAILV

1926

N. G.
nd Thafs That

Slfl

in
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By PHIL. M.

to Fight

Tax

(Continued from Page 1)

DALY ;—^|

WARNER'S

on

seating capacity.

"It

cup of happiAt the last meeting of the managers and officers of the association,
is is filled to overflowing. His
ng joy is a 7^ pound baby preparations were made for the anina Basquette Warner, which nual meeting scheduled for Dec. 13,
oilowed in the wake of the at Charlotte. More than 100 exhibitors have pledged themselves to atous hit of Vitaphone.
tend.
A constitution and set of byformula for becoming an emo- laws will be adopted.
actress, says Alice Day, is
Chaplin Not to Retire
job in Sennett comedies."
I
Hollywood Charles Chaplin states
aiyity little graduate of the
he is not going to retire, as printed
li lot has a featured role in
Wew York Wife," Preferred in a London paper. Following completion of "The Circus," he plans to
]'•
spend a six-months' vacation in Europe. Upon his return, he may make
_^ onor of his father, Cecil B. De
a picture based upon the life of
r^has presented a complete proNapoleon.
"

—

'

^

outfit to St. Peter's Episcopal
in his home town at Wash-

_, N. C.

Exchanges Tie

for

Honors

The Paramount exchange at Oklahoma City and the Fox exchange,

Plans Invasion

Upper Michigan

(Continued from Page 1)

program contemplates
ion to Southern Michigan is
matical. In that field, the most
factors are Kunsky-Balafu!
Katz, operators of Detroit first
suburban houses, which comDn is planning an active camid

of

the
is

Must Be Love"

(First National)

Through

National's

First

tie-up

with the Kellogg Co. window displays were obtained in 100 groceries
with liberal showings of half sheets
distributed gratis.
This sheet carries
likeness
a large
of
Colleen
Moore, together with the title. Date
strips are used at the bottom.
Displays were all secured and set in by
Kellogg representatives. Added value was given by distribution through
groceries of one complimentary matinee ticket to a given number of first
purchasers of a Kellogg product. As
a result, a circularization of every
household in the city was made with
the regular weekly bulletins of these
grocers announcing that free tickets
would be given away for Colleen
Moore's latest picture, "It Must Be
Love." Needless to add, these single

complimentaries brought along one
and two paid admissions.
Cost to

by the Havs organization.

Uptown, Toronto.

Each

will

theater $3.50 for printing of tickets.

receive a loving cup.

the

er

le

MEAN DOUACS FOC SUOWHEN

Chicago, are tied for first place in
nation-wide honor roll contest
for fire prevention work sponsored

the

|of

DAILY TIPS WMICH

their territory.
Dues are figured
the basis of oopulation rather than

acquisition throughout the
Butterfield circuit, which

Kunsky-Balaban
allied

&

Katz

in-

with Publix, and Fitz-

Club to Boost Family Pictxires
Washington The General Federation of Women's Clubs plans to give
more attention than ever before to
motion pictures, Mrs. Mary S. Tyler, chairman of the film committee,
states.
It will compile information
concerning the relative value of current films and will also conduct
shows on Fridav nights and Saturday afternoons, devised especially for

"Mare Nostrum"

—

k and McElroy.
Upper Peninsula long has been family trade.
of the Minneapolis territory, alh in recent years, many distribuKeeney to Reopen Grand
ave transferred Northern MichWilliamsport,
Pa.
Frank A.
o the jurisdicton of Milwaukee. Keeney of New York plans to reopen the Grand soon. He will continue to operat" the Keeney as Max
Strike
Lindheimer and Milton Forman have
an effort to compel Leo Brecher failed to take up their option on the
nionize the orchestras in two house.
the American Federation of
!S,
|r
has withdrawn the musicians
Theater Owner Hurt
Turtle Creek, Pa. L Golden, Co'e of his theaters and is picketExpectations are lonial owner, is confined to his home
the houses.
Brecher will seek an injunction with injuries sustained in an autoevent the picketing, as he did mobile accident.
itly
when operators on strike
National Supply in Memphis
the Lafavette picked the house,
Memphis National Theatre Supeaters affected are the Plaza,
son Ave. and 59th St.; the La- ply has opened a branch oflice here.
te. 132nd St. and 7th Ave., HarPauline Starke's Next
Verona, 2nd Ave. and 108th
When Pauline Starke finishes her
Olvmnia, 107th St. and BroadWashington, Amsterdam Ave. role in "Not Herbert," for First NaThe union's action is tional, she will return to the Coast
[49th St.
at the Olymoia and the Wash- to play the name part in " 'Frisco
n as the other three theaters Sal," M-G-M production.
The Lafayunion orchestras.
Hardy Going to Coast
plays both pictures and revues
Sam Hardy is a member of the
the other theaters have straight
Al Santell party returning to Hollypolicies.
;cher said Saturday that in oull- wood today after making exteriors
Hardy
he musicians out of the Plaza for "Orchids and Ermine."
ederation violated his contract, has been working in the East for
as a one-year contract with the more than a year.
:ians.
Brecher also holds a twoE. M. Loew Returns
contract with the operators,
Boston E. M. Loew has returned
application for a temnorary inon against the musicians and on the Berengaria from a six weeks'
tors was sought yesterdav by European trip during which he vis59th St. Madison Ave. Coro.. ited the British Isles and the ConThe case will tinent, combining business with
rs of the Plaza.

—

Musicians

—

—

(M-G-M)

A

mechanical shadow box
was placed in the foyer. This display, showing a ship riding the waves,
was displayed illuminated at night and
presented a fine appearance. A periscope in the foreground tied-up the
story of the film. A concealed swivel,
machine operated, rocked the ship
back and forth. A compo banner was
placed along the top of the marquee.
M. Pickerel, Murray, Ponca City,
Okla.
special

—

"Pigs"

(Fox)
Highlights of campaign was the
ballyhoo sent about the streets and

commanded many
owned by

mobile,

laughs.
An autothe management,

in which
six
robust, stronglunged, squealing pigs. This car also
contained flaring posters.
laughable incident occurred when one of

was

were

fitted

up with cages

installed

A

the pigs climbed out of its cage and
In
dashed down the main street.
less than no time Mr. Pig was closely
chased by 90% of Taunton's school
boys and when finally caught, each
and every kid was alloted an equal
share and honor in the capturing of
the mud burrower.
Jos McKenna,

—

Star,

Taunton, Mass.

I

gued tomorrow.

—

pleasure.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard VaudevilXt

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

crelsa
little su

m

lofnbmw
^«iiat it makes/
1^^

Winder Fictu

VTJie

The

Mo^ Novel,

Beautim

Pidlure ofthe Great Out

been another li\e

its

Thk

\

WiOi
SEE
i

The Breaking

Up of the

spectacJe, with

Yukon River; a
floes ramming each

Ice in the

huge

ice

majestfc
other in

inconceivable fashion.

The

Birth of Icebergs; ranks with the finest photography of
the screen. The grandeur of this sequence cannot be
expressed in words, says the M. P. World.

j^rt

Young Bringing Down America
Wild Animals with

the

Most Dangerous
Bow and Arrow; the Kodiak
s

grizzly bear and the mighty moose, to say nothing of
caribou, big horn sheep, mountain goats, etc.

A
^^

Fox

Terrier Capturing Big Salmon; the
them in their native element.

fV r on g start," the

Dog Comedian;

dog goes

the funniest

little

after

mutt

ever screened.

The Midnight Sun; wonderful
greatest phenomena.

The Valley

shots of one of Nature's

the weirdest, most
awe-inspiring manifestation of Nature on the North
American continent.

of

"Once

Ten Thousand Smokes;

it

starts

it's

a clean-up.**

-—Arthur James

in

Motion Pictures Today

can be made of vital importance to the
Exhibitor." Epes Sargent in the M. P. World

"It

—

»f

Sport

^pccitingand Red-Blooded ^erFilmed ! There has never

mn never he another —

UNG
How To

To Your

Sell It
{Epes Sargent

in

M.

**You have three big angles in the
schools, the newspapers

and the

You have additional aids in the
windows, The Better Films Committee,
you have one, and the various clubs.
Don't seJl the schools on the educational value alone. Sell rather that you

I

visualize Alaska.

Work

through the school boards and
the principals.
See that each teacher
receives a free ticket. Offer small prizes
for the best essays or compositions on

before you show the
Don't offer prizes on the best

Alaska, but do
picture.

it

essays on the picture. That will come
too late. Work this stunt a week or ten

days in advance, starting the offer two
or three weeks ahead. You might hook
the newspapers to the composition,
through letting the paper ostensibly

.

.

.

him

rather than the photoplay editor.
The libraries will welcome you.
If
you can help move the novels of Alaskan life, the travel and educational volumes, the library will be glad to use book
markers, still displays and posters.
Make plentiful displays in the store
windows.
Try and obtain from the
game warden the names and addresses
of those who have taken out hunting and
fishing licenses. Every one of these is
better than just a prospect.
Sell the Boy Scouts. They are interested in the outdoors.
If possible get
a preview for educators and others who
sell

.

.

.

may be

A

w

MARIC

.

.

.

interested.

Real

Novelty,

Pafhepicture
TRADE

will be of real

The campaign book has them.
See the managing editor and try and

Effort."

offer the prizes.

Young

interest.

ries.

if

P. IVorld)
Stories of Art

libra-

Patrons

worth

the

Sales

!

KINOGRAMS
WIN THE W(
America's Greatest Sport

Is Faseball

I

For Nine Days

The Whole Country Seethed

With The Most

Thrilling

Of

All

The

World's Series

{

The

Millions

Who

Could Not Attend The

Games Had To Depend
Fastest

News

Reel Service

KINOGRAMS
And

Served

On The

The

Proved
Public

To Be
As

It

Fastest

Of

All

Had Never

Been Served Before

%JTH BROKE SEVEN RECORDS

^ABE

KINOgRAMS BROKE ALL RECORDS

BOOK KINOGRAMS
TUfi fc>iCE

or

I

HE ;^cx;ram

FOR SERVICE!

CARDINALS
LD'S SERIES
Undisputedly First

New

York^

And

In

Undisputedly First
St.

On The
St.

Screen

Louis With

On The

Service

So

Two

Screen

Louis Theatres With Every

Fast

The Kinograms'

On

Broadway^

Final Games

Of The

Game Played There

That The Millions
Specials

Who

Could Hardly

Believe Their Eyes

Full Air Mail

To

And

Leading

Special Messenger

Every Principal Point

BOOK KINOGRAMS

FOR SERVICE!

Saw

:

m

:

%
m

cm

"^--*

M£N
Here's a hot wire from

HARRY

M.

CRANDALL

Vice President, Stanley-Crandall Company
Washington, D. G.

A. Ritzier of the SIGMA THEATRE, Lima, Ohio, wires:
1i!(

Three Bad

Men

opened to unusual business at our
Metropolitan Theatre. Appealed universally and
is one of the greatest western epics ever filmed.
Cast is perfect. Direction is such as to take rank
with the best ever achieved and the photography
registers perfectly. It is a masterpiece and cannot
miss.
J. J.

Patrons
Many thanks
well satisfied.
Best
dealings.
square
for
theatre.

of

wishes for Fox success.

I.

Libson of the

THEATRE,

CAPITOL

Cincinnati, Ohio,

wires

Parker of the

THEATRE,

to one

of the biggest day's receipts in

history

Three Bad

Men opened

MAJESTIC

Portland,

Ore.,

Fred A. Miller, Pres. of

WEST THEATRES,

FAR
INC.,

wires:

wires

am of opinion that Three
Bad Men is equal if not greater

Proclaimed the biggest most
astounding picture of the year.

I

than the Iron Horse.
Stood
them in line all day yesterday
and all day again today. Predict longer run and bigger
business on Three Bad Men
than we did on Iron Horse.

Three

Men went

over

Newspaper
Our clientele

liked

Bad

very well.
splendid.

reports

the picture very much.

Positively greatest opening in
history of California premieres.

You

are to be congratulated for

this
tion.

most triumphant produc-

% RETURNo/
PETER GRIMM

^

€>NEWSPAPEK

ULTHE NEWS

^'FILMDOM

ALLTHE

XXXVIII

:..

No.

Wednesday, October

11

Griffith
a serious and most mertorious
production which

ENGLAND DISTURBfDBY

13,

T\m

1926

Price 5 Cents

Makers Merge

Electric Sign

is

D.

W.

Satan."
will

:s

Thoughtful audiview it with sympa-

appreciation. It is to this
of theatergoers that the
3
lire will carry its widest apic

"Take or Leave It" Method
Held Keeping Films
Off Market

Hampton

Bv r.RMRST W. FREDMAN
"The Film Renter," London

London— There

growing

Corp.

agiover the prices ofis

a

that Griffith is still sure tation in London
touch. Especially is this fered by the South African Film
n the first half of the long Trust. The caliber of these offers,
in the opinion of many, should be
uction where the direction brought to the attention of Sir
rought into bold relief by a Philio Cunliffe-Lister at the earliest
moment so that South Africa's repiber of distinguished bits.
resentative at the forthcoming ImCast Outstanding
perial Conference might be informed
the opening reels, the love how difficult it is to get pictures into
that
market and how inequitable
s between Ricardo Cortez and
prices offered are.
)1 Dempster strike a chord which
ily

ity

The
nigh perfection itself.
of them will be caught at

by audiences.

It

is

fitting

to

Cortez never before
any role as he does
Miss
hat of Geoffrey Tempest.
ipster is splendid throughout and
vera! junctures touches dramatic
rd, too. that
performed in

hts.

dolphe Menjou as Satan, in keepwith his usual excellent work,
much to the whole,
:ributes
conception of Satan, as
fith's
ed by Menjou, will probably cre-

Me-

a diversification in opinion.

ton,

is

;

I

moods have been caught by
camera. The composition of in-

ly

iual scenes
ligh praise.

is

worthy

likewise

Senator Heads Fight

who

has

not

appeared

the British

Empire Film and

largely with the deliberations
interested
banking
the
of

sign

groups.

will

W.

brilliant opening ushered D.
Griffith's latest production, "Sorrows
of Satan," to Broadway last night.
The jam in front of the Cohan theater was typical of the crowds that

gather in New York whenever important pictures have their premieres.
The Paramount studio was well
represented from William Le Baron,
associate protlucer in charge of units
there right down the line.
In the audience were the executives of many other organizations
The performaside from Famous.

Riesenfeld at Rivoli?
ne of the interesting commentIt was reported last night at the
relationon the premiere is the
"Sorrows of Satan" premiere that
of proper music to the film. This
manThe Hugo Riesenfeld may become
demonstrated last night.
director of the Rivoli when
aging
picture
i

_

the

gained
it opens under its long run policy in
undoubtedly enhanced by the
November with "Old Ironsides."
Riesenscore written by Hugo
Rivoli staff, it is understood, will
The
and rendered by a _capable orbe transferred to the new Paramount.
For the larger houses it
tra.
of course, be possible to play it
Knappen Heads Castle Sales
plays at the Cohan. However,
H. L. Knappen, former Pathe New
the smaller theater should make
point to insist upon the original Orleans manager, has been named
It will orove a valuable ad- distribution manager of Castle Films.
ic.
Louis Deutsch and David Werth are
;

complcL

n amalgamation which
operative by Nov. 1. The

personnt

KANN

his assistants.

group,

when

business.
An issue of stock,
totaling $5,000,000 or slightly less,

be floated.

component parts are now
scattered throughout the nation. One
of the purposes of the move is to
(Continued on Page 6)

UNITED ARTISTS GETS
SITE IN

MILWAUKEE

Pirated Print Seized

—

Baxter Springs, Kan. The EconService has put a stop to
the pirating of "Battling Danger,"
rights to which it owns in the Kansas and Western Missouri territory.
Reports reached the company from

omy Film

House at Sixth
and Grand Fox Also
To Build

4,000-Seat

—

exhibitors

—

who

declared that opposi-

(Continued on Page 2)

Milwaukee
United Artists will
build a 4,000-seat theater at Sixth and
Grand, as a link in its proposed chain
in
of presentation houses, it is reported.
This marks entrance of the fourth Practice Believed Stopped by Action
Taken by Los Angeles Film
factor in the city's first run field, the
Board
other three being Saxe Enterprises,
which has the Wisconsin, Strand,
Los Angeles Bicycling for several
Merrill, Alhambra and Rialto down- months has been the subject of investown; Universal, operating the Alham- tigation by the Film Board of Trade.
bra and the Uihlein interests operat- Arizona has been checked carefully,
(Continued on Page 2)
and two alleged cases of bicycling exposed.

Arizona

Bicycling

—

Roach Notes Offered
—An offering of

Los Angeles

|400,-

7 per cent secured serial gold
notes, due 1928
1931 inclusive, is being made to provide Hal Roach Studios, Inc., with additional working

000

—

One of these, it is claimed, disclosed
bicycling on a large scale by William
(Contitiued on Page 6)
Jannings Reception Planned
A Jannings reception week

capital.

is

planned by Film Arts Guild at the
Warner Permit Issued
Cameo, starting Oct. 16. "The Last
Los Angeles
Permit has been Laugh," "All for a Woman," "Dethe
theater ception," "Passion," and "The Loves
issued
for
3,000-seat

—

Warner

Bros., will build here.

The

house, to be located at Hollywood
Blvd. and Wilcox Ave., will cost an
estimated $2,000,000.

of

Pharaoh" are scheduled.

Cubberley Recovering

t

I

new

this

it

The

{Continued on Page 6)

A

-.enting the cream of the
prises in that field, have

become, lublic, will be recognized
as the mos. important in the electric

Distri-

"Sorrows" Premiere

turers -p'
varroj^

Hampton's connection with
the contemplated merger deals

American

buting Co., whose formation as a
firm
he recently
an£5.000,000
nounced.
His connection with the company
IS
traced through a circular letter,

merger to be effected
while not concerned with production,
distribution or exhibition, concerns a
kindred business which has grown to
considerable nroportions.
Twenty tv electric sign manufaclatest

vnll bee;

—

films, who persistently has
attacked American pictures in the
Senate, is the declared promoter of

22 Units
The

W. Hodkinson
the W.
Corp., out of which the present
P. D. C. grew.

Sydney, Australia Senator Guthrie,
sponsor of the 2^ per cent tariff on

ance terminated at 10:50.

for

Benjamin B. Hamp-

by

(Continued on Page 6)

Musio Score Splendid

ressions

is

be recalled, is the former producer of many Zane Grey
stories which were distributed

made

to appear a pretty
Rather than
i sort of a fellow.
or distrust him, you like him.
ya de Putti has comparatively
to do, but even in a limited charrization, does interesting work,
is apparent that money was exied with a free hand. Many sets
The palavish in the extreme.
rout, staged as one of Satan's
y lures with which to further ene Cortez, is elaborately done.
the more lavish portions of the
luction the lightings are superb,
to

Deal

actively in motion pictures for
several years. Hampton, it will

lis

^ell

in

Lower Prices for Exhibitor
Seen in Combine of

One of the inside figures interested in swinging the merger of Pathe and Prod. Dist.

Editor,

any sequences demonstrate

$5,000,000 Firm

in National

SOUTH AfRICAN TRUST

has made in "Sorrows

Minneapolis

—

J.

F.

Cubberley,

Novarro Back After Illness
manager of theaters exclusive of the
Hollywood — Ramon Novarro has Twin Cities for Northwest Thea-

returned to work on the M-G-M lot ters Circuit, is recovering from an
after an attack of ptomaine poisoning. attack of pneumonia.

I

I

,

..

1
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United Artists Gets
Site in Milwaukee

WW^^'^LLTME NEWS

\m

Pl4l""^^ALLTHt TIME

/

(Continued from Page 1)
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luix the Ciarden.
versal also are

urban field.
There is

Both Saxc and Unipowers in the sub-

considerable

speculation

as to the building plans for the new
Published daily except Saturday and holidays house, because of the zoning law,
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
which limits the height of buildings
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
in the city.
This law, which has been
President
and
Alicoate.
Folks, Inc.
W.
J.
Treasurer
Maurice D. Kann, Editor Don
unsuccessfully attacked on several ocaid M. Mersereau. Business and Advertising
abandonment
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Kepresen casions, has resulted in
tative.
Entered as second-class matter May of several theater projects proposed in
1918, at the post-office at New York. the loop district.
21,
^».
Y., under the act of Mairch 3, 1879.
Fox, it is reported, also is planning
Terms (Postage iree) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one yearj 6 to build a Milwaukee first run house.
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
:

;

$15.00.

Subscribers should remit with order

Address

all

communications

to

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone (Tircle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood.
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E. Gausnran, Amhaisa
California
dor Hotel: "Phone. Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Greart Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I., Paris La Cinematographie

DAILVv

—

—
—

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Wednesday. October
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were playing

tion

houses

Mix

production.

this

Art

Investigation dislosed that "Riding Rob" Roberts, who
has a part in the pictures, was booking it in the territory, making personal appearances with the showings,
although it is alleged his rights are
confined to California and Arizona.
An attorney was assigned to the case
and he confiscated the print at the
Ritz.

Films Aid Peace, Col. Joy States
Wider exchange
Billings, Mont.
of motion pictures among the nations
of the world will do more to bring
about international peace than any

—

—

distributors may demand from
exhibitors who have defaulted in decisions of the arbitration board. The
one exception is the Eau Claire Theater Co., now out of business through
sale of its houses to Northwest Theaters, with the guarantee set at $400.

This

of distance, Col. Jason S.
Joy, director of the Department of
Public Relations of the Hays association, told Rotary Club members
I'.ere

yesterday.

Spencer Regains Health
N. B. F. G. Spencer,
owner of a chain in the three MariFilm Board to Support Bill
Kansas City The Film Board of time Provinces of Canada, has reTrade has voted to co-operate with gained his health after a long period
Yesterday being a legal holiday, the Assoc. Industries in supporting of illness and is once more active in
The the Workman's Compensation Law the direction of his houses. He is
the stock market was closed.
quotations below are the last prices bill which will have a referendum at building a new theater at Grafton and
George Sts., Charlottetown,
as of Monday, Oct. 11.
the November elections. Kansas City Great
Spencer has
theaters will be furnished trailers and Prince Edward Island.
about 20 theaters in Nova Scotia,
slides.
Quotations
New Brunswick and Prince Edward
Sales
High Low Close
Island.
100
36
36
36
Am. Seat Vtc.
Foreign Branches in Competition
•Balaban

&

•Bal.

.

Katz..
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

Famous

117^ I17H
112-^ 113^

WW*

.

F?m.

Play. Pfd.. 121
•Film Inspect. ..
Pfd..
29
First Nat'l

121

«

Fox Film "A"
72
Fox Theaters "A". 25VS
.

•Intcrn'l

Lcew's,

.

Pathe

29'^
i^y*
25

IV,
29 J^
72
25

42 ^^

42 !4

11
43'/,

Pfd.

,

Cap. Corp
Exch. "A"

P.

43

'4

4i

27

Skouras Bros.

.

.

Am

• Last Prices
•• Philadelphia

100
9,900
100

500
6,100
1.700

8,400
,

^

2.800

53^
8>/,

.

1,200

93^4
166
47-^
9,900
56
42,500

33

33

45/2
53J4

S7-/8

t Bor d Mar ket
tt Bid and Ask

Quoted
Market

Eason Completes Coogan Film
Los AiiKclus R. Reaves liason has
completed direction of "Johnny Get
Your Hair Cut" for Jackie Coogan

—

Prod.

When you

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking of

S

T E B B

I

N

S

Specialists in Motion Picturv
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur W. Stebbins
1540 Brop^dway

&

Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.

Representatives of First National's
foreign exchanges, including France,

at

—

yc

Because
By

giving

TIME

to

ALL MY

Life

Insur-

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing

(

and arranging programs
to the clients' utter satisfaction.

I

ALBERT

G.

RUBEN

Incorporated

Four Firms on Toronto Exchange

England, Ireland, Belgium and AusToronto The securities of Loew's
tralia, will be given opportunity to be London Theater, Ltd., are now on .the
present at the Spring sales conven- trading list of the stock exchange,
tion in Burbank.
Competitive sales this being the fourth Canadian comcontests have been launched. Branch pany to have its shares placed on the

383 Madison Ave., N. Y.

C,

(llth floor)

Vanderbilt 6600

i

managers showing the best returns board. The others are Famous Playwill be financed.
The contest closes ers Canadian Corp., Eastern TheaDec. 31, 1926.
ters, Ltd., and Marcus Loew's Toronto Theaters, Ltd.
Philadelphia Board Lauds Neufeld
Philadelphia
Sincere thanks for
Northwest Tearing Down Another
his "constant diligence and untiring
Eau Claire, Wis. Northwest Theenergy" in behalf of the board were
extended
Oscar Neufeld, retiring aters, which several months ago sepresident, by the Film Board of Trade cured control of this city through
in a resolution passed at its last meet- purchase of the houses of Eau Claire
Theaters Co., is dismantling the
ing.
Unique.
It is the second house to
be torn down within a few months.
"Metropolis" Ready in Month
"Metropolis," Ufa production, is
now being edited and will be ready
Ruby LaFayette Injured
for release in this country in about a
Hollywood Ruby LaFayette, 82,
month.
It
will be roadshowcd by character woman, is
at the HollyFamous following a run on Broad- wood Hospital seriously injured after
way.
being struck by a motorcycle.

—

83 '4

8'^

.

"A".

, .

97}i

Trans-Lux

Pict.

,

'/r

43 '4

8-4
l^V^

53/,
••Stan. Co. of
Screen.
8'/,
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures 33
W.irner Pictures.
49J4
.

,

23^
15«

,

•tParamount B'waj
t+Roxy Units ... 30
9'/,
ttRoxy Common.

Warner

121

Project..

Inc

•.Metro-Gold.

•M.

64^
73K

, .

\\1Va,

.

Players

600

37

37

37J4

.

&

furnil

Pathecomedies

i

—

John,

.

Pfd.

for all

Exchange.

—

Seat

a 'Cornerblock' cut

is

FREE

bounds

St.

Am.

19;

Pirated Print Seized

$200 Set as Maximum
screen
for
the
other instrument,
Minneapolis- Except in one inspeaks all languages and knows no
stance, $200 is the maximum guarantee

13,

John D.Tippett, Inc.

—

—

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY
1123 BROADWAY
rPHIS FINANCING ORGANIZATION WILL

- LEND

ITS SERVICES TO ANY SOUND
PROPOSITION. OUR RESOURCES PERMIT US TO ENTERTAIN PROJECTS OF
MAGNITUDE.
WE WOULD LIKE TO
FIGURE WITH YOU.

Have You An

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

Interesting Proposition

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Suniet

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

Sw

»

'WE

««»

1

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

ripowFiiH

Mm

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937

'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

7

CONTRACTS ON

'1

r

I5

your contract

in this pile yet?

QUICK ACTION -QUICK PROHTS

ETRO-GOLDWYN

1^'

PRESENTING
on the

TO THRIK
PERSONALIZING IN VOICE.
MUSIC AND ACTION

AL JOLSON
ELSIE J ANIS

CONJUNCT
WITH THE WOl
IN

PREMIERE

GEORGE JESSEL
WILLIE

HOWARD EUGENE
HEINALD

WERRENRATH
^Presented
I

^.

^BTTER'

hit
I

I

WARNER

I

I

BY ARRANGEMENT WITH VITAPHONE CORP
ORATION, WESTERN ELECTRIC CO., AND
6ELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES

BROS. PRODl
DIRECTED BY

CHAS.F.REISNI

N

VITAPHONE

ui

THRILLS

THE WORLD!
Cheer Second
Great Vitaphone Show
^-Opened Colony Theatre,
N* Y., October 7th/

I

Critics

J

,

|ig™>s^'g^«^

"TORNADO OF ENTERTAINMENT!"
"A tornado of such excellent and sustained entertainment.
The Vitaphone received with even more enthusiasm!"
Katherine Zimmerman Telegram.

—
"CINEMATIC WONDER OF DECADE!"
Vitaphone several months ago
"The raves that
night.
Vitaphone —the cinematic
were duplicated
wonder of the decade."
Rose Pelwick—Journal.
follovired

last

'RIOTOUSLY FUNNY!'
"A comedy

Laughs

classic.

'The Better *01e'

is

galore, touches of pathos.
riotously funny."

Palmer Smith

—Evening

"MARVEL OF THE AGE !"

HE WORLD

"Vitaphone the marvel of the age. 'The Better
is one of the most delightful comedy offerings
we have seen."
H. David Strauss Telegraph.

'Ole'

—

"YOU MUST GO!"

—

I shall

—

"WONDERFUL!"

1

—

"Many an
initial

outburst of hilarity Not since the
offering of the wonderful Vitaphone
/v..

has such spontaneous applause been heard

cinema theatre."

in a

Mordaunt Hall

—Times.

M

"SENSATION"
"Vitaphone recreated the sensation which
followed the first showing. The funniest
most uproarious stuff brought out of the
Quinn Martin World.
trenches."

—

B.
THE
second

Moss Colony Theatre is the
Broadway theatre to play
Vitaphone.
John Barrymore in "Don
Juan" with the first Vitaphone show Is now
in its nth week of record breaking business
N. Y.
at the Warner Theatre. Broadway,
records are being established in AtWatch
Louis,
St.
Chicago,

Similar
'

lantic

i

S.

great

City,

Vitaphone with John Barrynwre in "Don
Juan" and with Syd Chaplin in "The Better
'Ole".

I

ANOTHER GREAT

I

VITAPHONE
SHOW

i"^

E

SYD cHAPLi
'^ BETTER 'OLE'
ij-'i

',

- i

i

-

¥

,><jpsr4U

-^;,j

V-14

n

mA'i

/

/;^
i^,-;'

I
II

of the Vitaphone
You must go!
have to see 'The Better 'Ole' again."
Louella Parsons American.

"The magic

\

World

,

THE

^T^J^

DAILY
OA
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Sign Makers Merge
In $5,000,000 Firm
(.Continued

from Page

1)

quantities by the hundreds of
thousands of feet.
Orders from exhibitors will be
If, for
routed all over the country.
ing?

example, one manufacturer in Chicago secures a job to build a sign
for a theater in New Orleans, the
order will be transferred to the Southern plant. Profits will be pro-rated
according to the stock held by each
of the 22 units.

The new company
floors of
ing.

the

on

one

will make its
of the upper

new Paramount

Build-

Another Fight on License
assault
Another
against prejudice of South Side resiMinneapolis

—

who oppose

theaters in the 12th
Ward has been launched. Following
success of William Porter, who was
granted a license over the mayor's
veto. O. A. Lee has applied for a
Following rer)ermit for a house.
jection by the license committee, announcement was made the fight would
be carried to the council floor.

dents

(Continued from Page

1)

who

Menhennett,
six

reduce operating expense, and, it is
stated by an important figure in the
merger, to thereby reduce prices to
theater owners.
For example, purchases of some of the integral parts
ol the elaborate signs now in use by
iniptjftant houses, aniount to $2,500,000 a year.
Rather than buy electric wirings in lots of 50,000 ft., the
combination will save money by buy-

headquarters

Bicycling in Arizona
operates a string of
This exhibitor was

theaters.

brought before the arbitration board
and fined $1,500, for alleged illicit
showing, with the matter now considered a closed incident.
second investigation concerned
Eleven picthe Louie Long circuit.
tures were alleged to have been bicycled over the circuit, and action
taken, it is declared, will prevent recurrence.
At present, the board is investigating the situation in California and is
prepared to take drastic action against
any offenders.

A

Pittsburgh to Be Blue

—

Pittsburgh
This city will turn
back 132 years to rigidly enforce
"blue" laws of 1794, if plans of James
M. Clark, Director of Public Safety,
are sanctioned by the city legal department. Director Clark announced
his program following a conference
with Mayor Charles H. Kline, and
said that as soon as a ruling is secured on the city's power to enforce

England Disturbed by
South African Trust
(Continued from Page 1)

South African
to the
Michael Balcon of Gains-

Referring?
situation,

borough Picturgs, states

"The

British

in part:

producer has

often

been compelled to refuse to sell his
goods at the junk, price offered by
the one and only film purchasing and
distributing concern in the territory.
"Maybe there has been some radical reason for this in the past, maybe
the general standard of British pictures has not been up to the standard
of entertainment demaaided by the
picture public in South Africa. Whatever the facts may have been in the
certain that now that the
tmie has come when British producpast,

it

is

A

Little
from "Loti
By RALPH WILK ^^
of the directors and
MANY
who
lost heavily

Tunney scramble

'"'
I;

on the Demj

tried

to

leu'"'
iolll

t

reel

by wagering onij
world series.
Most of them W' ,\
handsomely on the first gameff
they figured the Yankees would K".

ate their losses

.

,:

^

Hi

Will

^

Hazel Forbes

stumbling *
over silver loving cups. Sh\ '"'
annexed another at the Scent "

''\

is

*

*

,

*'

Artists' ball, when the judge
passed on the beauty contest
ants.

''"

_.

emerging triumphant from its
Charles Byer does not 6eh'evi ''''™'
leanest years, is offering throughout night life.
He is enacting the
the world, pictures comparable in en- of
"Wharton" in "New Yo
tertainment value with the product Wharton loses his sweetheart t
of any other country. South Africa night club musician.
Charlie, lilts
will want these pictures, and those keep in character, is remaining ai
v/ho are charged with the all-import- from cabarets during the mafcini
ant mission of looking after Britain's "New York."
IE*
interest on the screen of that great
*
country, will have to see to it that
Alan Crosland, Robert G. Vigr,
the law, police will be instructed to they
get them
provided they can be and E. Mason Hopper are am,ong
carry it out to the letter.
acquired on such terms as will allow directors who will be interested ISts
This means stopping of all activity a fair margin of profit."
know that the Jackson studio is
not necessary to life on the Sabbath.
be co7iverted into a theater. It % ijhl
Balcon
states
the
company
offered
Private clubs, where golf or tennis is
£150 for a picture, "The at the Jackson plant that Croslc
played on Sunday, also will come un- him
tion,

flew's

oviden

iimieri

signe

It

it.

Kill

—

...

ileigl

HeretoforCj
der the ban.
have ignored the antiquated laws.

officials

Midwest Gets Kansas City House
Kansas City The Rockhill Theater

Lodger," although he doesn't name
it.
This, he declares, is less than
the rental for one week at a good
class English theater.

—

South African Films, Ltd., is in
Building Co. will erect a 1,600-seat
Releasing Corp. Creditors Meeting
control
of
that
territory.
Some
St. and Troost Ave.
A meeting of creditors of the de- house at 46th
months ago, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
opthe
Rockhill,
will
be
The
house,
funct American Releasing Corp., is
failed to reach an accord with the
erated by Midwest Theaters which
to be held Oct. 18 in the offices of
organization and determined to inIS-year
lease.
has
secured
a
Henry K. Davis, referee in bankvade that market. Two representaruptcy, at 140 Nassau St., to consider
tives were sent to Cape Town, but
Carlton Name of Winning House
)>etition of attorney for the trustee,
no further developments came to
Julius O. Foote, for $1,000 intermiWinnipeg After operating the re- light since that time.
diary allowance for attorney fees.
modelled I^ialto, Portage Ave., for
I. W. Schlesinger, mnaging direc"The Theater tor of the South African organization,
several
weeks,
as
Mario Carillo in Cast
Without a Name," Henry Morton,
Mario Carillo has owner, decided upon "Carlton" as the recently purchased a substantial inHolywood
terest in British National Pictures,
been added to the cast of John Bar- choice of the titles submitted.
Ltd.
rymore's "The Vagabond Lover."

—

—

made "Enemies
was his first big

of Women," wh
bid for fame.

lev"
ling

*

An

important government
who attended a recent a

ployee,
vention,

td

i

showed his versatility at Iw
Yankee Stadium,. He could not 6
a seat for the World Series, so
carried a news cameraman's trip, h
into the ball park and enjoyed t
diamond festivities.
i

oi

*

*

4<

Why

not give George Herman Ruth, a little better
known as "Babe," a chance to
knock a few home-runs on the
screen? It is true his first picture was not so successful, but
the public seems to have be-

come

kindlier

to

d
Jtn.

athletic

heroes.

Calgary House Reopens
*
Calgary
The Grand re-opened for
Dorothy
Burgess
took no
i
Fall
on
the
and Winter season
Sun(Continued from Page 1)
chances in a screen test this
(\;>y under management of Maynard.S.
week. She played a scene from
The Grand was formerly signed by him to public men in each
Joiner.
"The
Adorable Liar," in which
inviting
in formstate,
them
assist
to
operated by the late Sid James
she played on Broadway. DorLougheed. It is now under the lease ing a provisional directorate.
othy is versatile, to say the
The purposes of the company, acto Famous.
least,
beiyig
able to draw,
cording to the letter, are to combat
dance and act. She also pickAmerican film supremacy, portray the
Revere Starts H. V. Picture
ed a well-known aunt Fay
traditions of the British, create a
Ilollciwood
Harry
Revere
has
Bainter.
great industry within the Empire,
started direction on "Black Swan" for
notably in Australia, show the adH. V. I'rod. with Ruth Clifford,
vantages of the Dominions and amuse
New Owner at South Orange
Jimmy h'ulton, (icrtrude Astor, Rob- the
masses.
Governent aid will be
Orange, N. J. Jacob Unger has
ert McKim and Lee Moran in the
sought directly and indirectly, it is purchased the Cameo, South Orange,
cast.
It is being made at Fine Arts.
stated.
The letter asks the utmost from Louis Rosenthal. Jack Baysecrecy be maintained to assure the lis, erstwhile manager, is at the

—

(5

Exhibitors^
Daily Reminder

Senator Heads Fight

I:

—

—

Preparations
for

—

Fall jest-

ival.

Fred Boll Buys at Bayport
Stillwater, Minn.- -Fred Boll, owner of Stillwater's two theaters, has
taken over the Bayport at Bayport,
Stillwater suburb.

13,

1926

at

roiifidtntial

circular.

Film interests

Palace.

McKane

Organizes Hartford Firm

—

Amusement &
Hartford, Conn.
Realty Co. is a new corporation with
$100,000 capital organized by T. C.
McKane and others, all of Hartford.

here know little of the major.
It is
pointed out that he recently asked a
H()llyv\CK)(l
Constance Howard has director for letters of introduction to
been assigned the ingenue role in people at Hollywood, which, as one
New Minneapolis Fox Manager
"Mother Machree" for Fox.
Belle newspaper points, out, is "rather a
Minneapolis— William Clark is the
Bennett plays the title role and Jack bad start with folks whom you pro- new manager of the Minneapolis Fox
Ford is directing.
pose to knock out of business."
exchange.

Howard

Wednesday, October

success of the ijroject, warning against
granting interviews to the press.
Major A. Rassam is identified with
the venture, and also has sent out a

in

—

"Mother Machree"

THE
seday, October 13, 1926
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Broker Fee Hit
~~

—The

New York State
the price at which
•s may sell theater tickets is unLouis
e in the Supreme Court.
lall. counsel for Tyson & Bro.,
sliington

Factory
DAILY TIPS WMICH

egulating

Theater Ticket Offices, Inc.,
ded that the validity of price
was mvolved in the case under

I

751

rg
0,
„

D(
j

leration.

he court sustains decision of the
Court upholding the state
irohibiting brokers from charglore than 50 cents for their serhe argued, it would establish a
dent under which all states could
ict

selling pictures.
J bert P. Beyer, deputy attorney
York, asserted that
al of
(ate has a right to determine lifees and declared that prior to
ssage of the law, brokers obtainle best seats and held them for
rbitant prices.
tail

id

New

iij

NEAN DOUARS TOR SUOWMEN

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)
Arrangements were made on a treaure hunt for tie-up with merchants
and the "Bulletin," which is circulated
throughout the city to stores, houses
and offices. Each copy of the newspaper contained a number on the
front page.
Every merchant co-operating had displayed somewhere in

window

a

—

Denied

Y.— The Chamber

Chamber

sell

Acery.

"We

Hostettler Active on

—

Coast

Los Angeles John E. Hostettler,
former head of the Hostettler circuit
in Iowa, Nebraska and Missouri, has
purchased the Victory at San Diego
and is dickering for other theaters in
taining the number tied up received
this
vicinity.
The former Middle
a gift from that merchant.
This conWest exhibitor plans to build up a
test created a furore especially with
West Coast chain.
women.
Many gifts consisted

—

—

—

DALY

$50,000 worth of stock,
preferred, at 7 per cent.
Officers
are: president, James D. Wood; vicepresident, William Becker; secretary,
Joseph Engel; treasurer. Leal R.

card

of
frocks, hosiery, hats, sweaters, foodstufts, theater tickets, dress patterns,
Gillette Safety Razors and blankets.
In every one of the stores, the win-

PUIL

Commerce

has rejected application
Movette, Inc., amateur camera
manufacturers, to establish a factory
here.
The concern, whose officers
are in Rochester, demanded that the
of
cf

containing five
Fig Leaves. In the center was printed another number corresponding to
one on the newspaper. Every person
having a copy of the "Bulletin" conhis

Gets Providence Site
Loew's, Inc., plans to
d its circuit to Providence and dows were decorated with window
understood that a long lease has cards, banners and eight by ten stills.
Liberty, Oklahoma City, Okla.
signed by the Edwin A. Smith
Estate Co. for the proposed
It will be on Weybosset St.
"Fine Manners"
e.
•^ill occupy the block bounded
(Paramount)
s^eybosset, Paige, Pine and RichTie-up with the local Blue Ribbon
d Sts. and will cost $1,000,000.
Mayonnaise Co. was effected. This
cooperation of nearly 300 grocery
igh House Adopts Picture Policy stores (who handled the Mayonnaise
The State, former Co. product) in Dallas had a winleigh, N. C.
eville and "legit" house, now is dow display of mayonnaise
and winPiedmont Thea- dow cards announcing the picture,
/ing pictures.
operates the theater, formerly theater and play dates. The grocery
d jointly by Famous and Ar- stores further cooperated by distriLucas. The house, which seats bution of 15,000 heralds. The heralds
was redecorated at a reported were usually enclosed in bags or packof $25,000.
ages and many were handed to passersby. This distribution included all
Free Pictures to Continue
parts of the city, even downtown.
elden, Neb.
Free shows are to Heavy out-door billing, photos in
:ontinued throughout the winter frames in windows of women's readywith a probability that two to-wear garment stores and news2ad of one show weekly will be paper advertising also helped.
Barry
n.
Local merchants sponsor the Burke, Palace, Dallas.
vmgs.
roew's

ovidence

Application

Pcnn Yan, N.

Fleming Directing
Hollywood
Caryl

—

had gVjlf,
and bowltournaments in the
have

baseball, tennis

ing

why not
tournament?
Just now there seems to
M.

a

P.

biz,

bicycling

be plenty of competition."

for F. B. O.

Fleming has
been signed by F. B. O. and will diTampa Managers Switched
rect "The Wisecrackers" a series of
Tampa With the acquisition of
short sulijects from H. C. Witwer
the new Tampa by Consolidated,
stories.
Fleming was associated with
changes
have been effected in the
Sidney Olcott for some time.
roster of managers. James M. West,
Third Ruth Mix Started
new manager of the Victory, will

—

—

Hollywood The third feature of take
charge of the Tampa. George
Ruth Mix series entitled "The
B.
Peck
will leave the Strand to beLittle Boss" has been started.
Miss
Mix is supported by George McGrill, come manager of the Vict^y and O.
Bill Franey, Tom London and Bob G. Finley will be transferred from
Burns. Tom Gibson is directing.
the Grand to the Strand.
the

—

—

"The Road

to

S.«H

Mandalay"

Night of Love" Goldwryn Next
(M-G-M)
Hollywood "The Night of Love"
Cuts of Lon Chaney were published
o be the next Samuel Goldwyn and the contestants required to color
luction, cofeaturing Ronald Col- them. Neatness and originality countand Vilma Banky, directed by ed toward the winning of the prizes
rge Fitzmaurice. This is an ori- and some highly creditable work was
adaptation by Lenore Coffee.
turned into the contest editor. The
stunt made very good advertising for
Hill to Direct Gibson
the picture. Loew's State, St. Louis.
niversal City
Robert Hill has
1
assigned direction of "Nine
Conn Building at Providence
Its of the Law," with Hoot GibProvidence, R. I. Jacob Conn will
for Universal.
erect a new theater on Broad St.
In

—

H.«V.

i

il

—

—

—

Mayfair, Brooklyn, Opens
he Mayfair, costing $500,000, opat Aye.
I
and Coney Island
Brooklyn, Monday, with "BatThe hpuse has a com? Butler."

U

.,

tion policy.

It

Open Kansas
ansas

City

— L.

seats 2,000.

City Theater

addition, the block will contain 16
stores and a garage on the street
floor and a hotel and offices in the
upper stories. The proposed structure will occupy an entire block

bounded by .Broad, Chestnut, Pine
a.nd Claverick

Yost

Sts.

New Manager

at

Redlands

Denehie and

Redlands, Cal.— H. L. Yost is the
man Silverman are managing the new manager of the Liberty and Ma/ Gillis, Fifth St., and Grand Ave.,
jestic, West Coast Junior Theaters
:h has just opened.
It seats 300 houses.
He replaces A. E. Delmore,
uses a combination policy.
transferred to Ontario.
C.

mingham Colored House Open
Wilbanks, Charlotte Manager
irmingham, Ala. P. A. Engler
Charlotte^R. B. Wilbanks has sucopened his new house for colored ceeded Ben Stiles as manager of the

—

onage.

It

seats 1,200.

Paramount exchange.

II

O

^
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How
W

k
hen you check up on the bit
w,
you find the ba£
of
catch
will

]^\

full

rabbits or will

you be up in front

with the boys

who haye landed

par

:tioii

Hers,

lott
Bore,

deer?

liiitaii

idtu

When

your competitor passes
on the way to the bank merrily
PERFECf DAY' -will
whistling
you sit back and wonder why

iiizat

iders

D(

B

i

SI

ikiitio

iint

you Played in the cabbalie patch
when you mijiht haye made a
killing in Yhe First National

lice

tiaii

the

lesi)

ilyf

Field?

ld<

,

(lor

lia

Every "week
in the

game

is

the biggest "week

i(

^with

t(

First National's
sure-€ire w^eek after iveek hits

It

is

1!

First in Stars
First in Stories
First in Performance

NOTHING can

stOB»

FIRST

NATIONAL — because
nothing can top the

BANNER GROUP.

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

NEWSPAPER

"FILMDOM
XXXVIII

No. 12

Thursday, October

)rganization
T INFIELD
'

parently the worries of

I

on

lightly

rest

iction

that he hasn't
Iders.
hands.
It's that
his
on
)
nore.
lintaining a release sched.nd tussling with the myriof details that enter into
making of pictures mean
with a vengeance. It is
I
equently an essential to
nization that hits on all

—

Fox

the

for

He

organization

took

actively

the reins and began in earnest.

been that

result has

ifore

Fox

every

year,

delivered
to

this

amusehas

release

exchanges and,
on time,
exhibitors,

are not

many

of

i

seen

Unproducers' existence.
oftejj^wreak
circumstances
a

DC

It

is

1

has done to lift production stanIs is evidenced as each new Fox
ase appears.

can be understood then

:

Add

)ptimigtic.

to

this

why
the

he
ex-

that all 1926-1927 rekases
be completed by March 15 and

:ation

ecomes

easier to

comprehend.

Nozv and Later
heehan speaks with a quiet assurplans.
t about present and future
mentions only casually that Fox
21 directors under contract; that
high-priced director is in Paris
shoot scenes for "Seventh Heavanother went to Ireland for
jther Machree," a third spent
le

tirne in

England shooting scenes

"One Increasing Purpose."
observation anent subjects of
Fox Varieties type is keen. Sheefeels the call for this kind of
ure will reach an increasing vogue

[is

months

roll

by.

the news reels,
The educational or semi-educa-

lects

intelligently treated,
some day come into its own.
agree in
h is his opinion.

lal

subject,

iciple.
^

We

Hasten the day.

KANN

Demand by

Distributors Seeking
While

is

it

realm of possibility that the
project will change hands. This may
take place before the opening which
side the

$104,0O0JOR MUSIC

"encroachments" of American companies in acquiring theaters in England, states a copyright dispatch to

not true that a deal
involving the ownership of the Roxy
theater has been closed, it is not out-

VITAPHONE WILL PAY

is

Separate Royalty Leviec
For Reproduction on
Device
The Vitaphone Corp.

now

scheduled for February.

William E. Atkinson of Roxy TheaCorp. said:
know nothing whatsoever about

ter

"I
it."

"Roxy" declared:
"1

have nothing to say."
Herbert Lubin made this statement:
(Continued on Page i)
"Nothing definite has been closed
in
any direction.
Four separate
of its members.
The deal, which is groups have approached us to buy
S.
virtually closed, provides for the pay- control of the Roxy. Something may
High Commissioner of New Zealand ment of the amount at the rate of or may not come of it. We may have
$2,000 per week, retroactive to Sept.
(Continued on Page 2)
Protests "Monopoly" of "Trashy"

U.

pay $104,-

000 a year to the Music Publishers'
Protective Assoc, for the right to mechanically reproduce the compositions

Films Hit

Pictures

The money

15.

will be paid to the

(Contitiued on

per cent of the films
in New Zealand's 350 picture

Ninety-five

shown

will

Page 2)

3

theaters are American
are "cheap, trashy and harmful," Sir
James Parr, High Commissioner for
New Zealand, declared at a luncheon
at the Royal Colonial Institute, London, according to a copyright cable
(Continued on Page 3)

$1,500,000 for

Comedies

Stern Bros., will spend $1,500,000
on production of comedies for Uni-

More

for

Milwaukee

Impetus

pictures which

Montana Determined
Film

Board to Fight Bicycling
Finish, Asking Jail Terms
for Offenders

to

—

Butte Spurred by its success in
obtaining conviction of bicyclers in
the first criminal action ever brought
against offenders, the Montana Film
Board of Trade has declared a finish

to theater building in Milwill be given by Universal

waukee
which plans three new neighborhood
theaters in the Wisconsin metropolis.
These three will supplement the company's chain which embraces one
downtown house, the Alhambra, and
ten suburban theaters.
The new
(Continued on Page 2)

Roach Signs Players

on the evil in this territory.
Los Angeles Hal Roach continMontana,
which took the lead in ues to sign important
versal release next year, Julius Stern,
featured playprotecback from Europe, stated yesterday. launching the move to invoke
ers for two-reel comedies.
In the
(Continued
on
Page
3)
The amount is approximately double
past few days he has placed under
contract Priscilla Dean, Matt Moore,
that spent on this year's program, he
Mae Busch and Agnes Ayres.
says.
fight

—

Cantor

in

Films Only

Cantor, now appearing on
the Rialto stage in connection with
Los Angeles "The Winning of "Kid Boots," says he is through with
Barbara Worth" will have its world musical comedy and will devote his
premiere at the Forum tonight at $5 efforts to films. His second producMany of the celebrities of the tion for Famous will start at the
top.
The pic- Coast in December. Cantor is now
Coast colony will attend.
ture has been edited down to 8,000 drafting a story.
Henry King directed with Vilfeet.

Eddie

Coast Premiere

—

ma Banky and Ronald Colman

fea-

tured.

the Times— for the first
time or certainly one of the first few
times it has so done gave the pic-

On Sunday

—

ture editorial comment which, in part,
(Continued on Page 2)

Clayton Sheehan Goes Abroad
Clayton Sheehan, manager of the
foreign department, sailed yes-

Fox

terday for Europe on a combined
business and honeymoon trip.

No

theater
he points

in

Outlet

Producer-distributor operation of
theaters, long a subject of controversy in the United States, is occupying the attention of British exhibitors who are preparing to resist

com-

with
but grievous condition, peculiar
he entire industry. What Sheedeliveries.

New House

will attend.

Scored as Unfair
Competition

to

big organizations
;h can boast of a similar record,
uncertainties that enter into
operations are largely the
«io
re

EOURmS DICKER

be held at French Lick
beginning
Tuesday.
Springs
Home office executives as well
as original franchise holders
will

Producer-Owned Theaters

"The New York Times."
Cinematograph Exhibitors Assoc,
Deliveries on Time
representing two-thirds of England's
ice Sheehan forsook the cares of
exhibitors proposed to point out to
bution and exhibition for Holly- American producers and distributors
and production, much of im- that the jiractice of acquiring or
transpired.

ROXY NOT SOLD THOUGH
of

First National franchise holders

flGHT'ENCROACHMENTS"

iders.

ince

Price 5 Cents

The semi-annual meeting

his

Not

1926

1st Nai'l Meeting

BRITISH EXHIBITORS TO
is

from California. Ap-

in

.

R. Sheehan

14,

Spence Signs
Culver

City

Ralph Spence
His
contract.

New

— M-G-M
to

a

Contract
has

signed

"Tempters" at Strand
"The Prince

of Tempters," which
just completed for

—

sold
the Skouras circuit.

Edna Williams Sails
Edna Williams, well-known

in

the

export trade, sailed yesterday on the
Berengaria for the Continent where
she will open her own offices.
Her
new company is called Ednella
Films.

Has Raquel Meller Film
Herman Gluckman, of Capital Film
Exchange has

for

release

"For His

People," starring Raquel Meller.

new long-term Robert Kane has

assignment will First National, will have its world's
be the titling of Mae Murray's "Al- premier at the Strand on Sunday.
Lothar Mendes directed.
ways a Desire."
first

St.

Closes with Skouras
Louis James R. Grainger has
the 1926-1927 Fox product to

30 Ufa Shorts for Capitol
Capitol will use 30 Ufa shorts

The
this

current year.

—

H

.

THE

s^E^

DAILY

jULTHE NEWS
'allthetime

o/'FILMDOM'

Thursday,

Roxy Not Sold Though Vitaphone Will Pay
Four Firms Dicker
$104,000 for Music
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

1)

D'Arcy

Roy D'Arcy

October

14,

1

New York
New

in

has come to

to be with his wife, who is ill
shock following the sudden deat
her father, J. L. Reinock, officii
Loew's, Inc., and of the Shuberl
:

society which will distribute it to its
MXXXVIIINo.12 Thursday, Oct. 14,1926 PriceSCents
That is far as Lubin would go ex- members.
ganization.
"The Better 'Ole" music is the first
cept to pass on this story:
lOHN W. ALICOATE
Publisher
"A farmer in New England once to come under the agreement. Payhad a wonderful dog. It came from ment for permission to reproduce the
Published dally except Saturday and holidays good stock and was really a beautiful music used in "Don Juan" program
and
at 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.,
animal.
Several dog fanciers heard was made individually to the comcopyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
President and about the dog and approached the posers.
J. W. Alicoate,
Treasurer: Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don- farmer regarding a purchase.
The right to perform this copyright
ald M. Mertereau, Business and Advertising
"The
farmer
said his price was music is costing the Vitaphone Corp.
Traveling
Represen
Manager- Ralph Willc,
Whereupon one dog fan- 10 cents a seat per annum, in actative.
Entered as second-class matter May §139.75.
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York, cier replied he was at a loss to under- cordance with its agreement with the
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
farmer's attitude. The anx- Society of Composers, Authors and
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside stand the
Publishers. This organization handles
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 ious buyer reasoned something like

information in a few days."

Foreign,
$5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order

months,
$15.00.

this:

can understand why you might
Address all communications to THE FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y ask $;125, or §135 or $150 for your
Phone (:ircle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad large and beautiful dog, but I can't
Filmday, New York.
Hollywood. quite
dress:
figure out why you set upon the
Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
California
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drcxel 7000 and Wash- figure you mention.'
ington 9794, London Ernest W. Fredman,
"The farmer in rebuttal said in efThe Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., fect that it was his dog and that the
London, \V. I., Paris La Cinematographie
figure was exactly $139.75, no more
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

T

"

—

—
—

This

Coast Premiere

More

for

Milwaukee

(Continued from Page

1)

nearing compleMost active among the film i.ssues in yes- tion and will be opened at an early
terday's market was Fox Film "A", 11,300
Plans for the three suburban
shares of which changed liaiuls.
Warner date.
Bros, issues practically remained at a stand- houses were completed by Al E. Fair
still, but trading in these stocks slumped.
woo returned yesterday from Chicago.

Venetian rapidly

In

the

market, the tendency

general

was

upward.

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat Pfd.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

&

...
.

.

.

Katz..

Katz Vtc.

High Low Close

Sales

35J4

100

35

37

37

iT'/s
..
..

64"^
73!4

Eastnran

Kodak ..117J^

117-^^

117.^8

Famous

Players.

U3'A

114
121

"Fam.

Play.

.

Pfd..

•Film

Infpect....
•First Nat'l Pfd...

115}4
..

.

29}^

•Intern'l

.

Project..

73H

72
24^5

24}i

11,300
2,500

42%

43/8

1,800

.

Loew's, Inc
43J4
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
*M. P. Cap. Corp'.
Pathc Exch. "A".. 45
.

23-'4

.

43^i
97

tParamount B'way 97
ttRoxy Units
29
Common.. 9 'A
t + Roxy
Skouras Bros

15)4
45
97

»'A
Si'A

53J4

5

.

Loew's Boston Dividend
Boston
Regular quarterly
vend of 15 cents, payable Nov.

—

Si'A
84'A
S'A
93/,
345^
48 ^^

•'Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans Lux Screen. 8^
700
S'A
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
'Universal Pictures 345i
400
SA'A
Warner Pictures
2,000
49 }4
4S'A
Warner Pict. "A". 57 J4 5SH 56^ 7,200
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bon d Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask
.

plan for repeal of state censorship will be outlined to members of
the A. M. P. A. at the weekly luncheon today, by Abraham Greenberg,
candidate for the state senate. Robert Vignola, director, also is to addcess the meeting.

2,300

26

Item

said:

"Those who would know the glamor, the triumphs and the tragedies
of the twentieth century romance of
the Southwest will find it in Samuel
Goldwyn's new film, 'The Winning
of Barbara Worth' which will have

divi1

to

stockholders of record Oct. 23, has
been declared by Loew's Boston
Theaters Co.

company meeting there
had no other significance than that

of a get-together for a discussion of
policies which may ultimately bring

prices down.
He stated that some
of the large circuits were already
feeling the benefits of prices under
the new regime.
Hornstein also took occasion to
spike the report that he was no
longer with the company, by pointing out that he was vice-president
and a member of the board.

VERSATILE, WELL-EDUCATED,

EXTENSIVELY-TRAVELED,

Monty

Brice to Direct
Hollywood Monty Brice has been
made a director and his first assignFree Film for Exhibitors
ment for Famous is to be "Casey at
The Hays office is co-operating with the Bat," co-featuring Wallace Beery
the Navy in its distriijution of a one- and Raymond Hatton.
Brice and
reel film entitled, "Don't Give Up the Reginald
Morris wrote the story.
It will be released Oct. 24,
Ship."
about 200 prints being sent to important exchange centers for free dis-

—

telligent

Caulfield Production

Los Angeles

—-Harry

P.

Head

'Tis

Caulfield

a

paradox

—with

realization of a client's

has been appointed studio manager

which

for Columbia.

We

Service

languages, capable of giving authentic
data on countries, natives, customs, dress, etc., would prove able
assistant

to

film

Box M-321
1650 Broadway

director.
Address
c-o Film Daily

New York

Organizations

—that

frequently with the

unbounded confidence, there comes a relaxation

Motion

W.
130

West

City

The Standard

of

ihe Industry
Bryant 5450

723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C.

Side
itev

1

1,2.1

Because
By

giving

TIME

f^

ALL MY

DJl)

icii'

to

Life

Insur-

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing
and arranging programs

lav

to the clients' utter satisfaction.
-

ALBERT

ii

a RUBEN

1

ill

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(llth floor)

Vanderbilt 6600

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATCO

INC.

A. Futter, Prcs.
Bryant 8181

46th St.

llO""

Picture Theatres

Everything
Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

KETCVICF

.I'Ttl.K

results in a lessening of the intensity of the service.

Original Negatives of
in

AND

AMALGAMATED

are organized so that our clients of longest standing receive the
same brisk service as those new accounts we are continually wooing.

Pictiu-e

in-

young woman, speaking four

NO CLIENTS TO EXCHANGE

tribution.

rOMPl.ETE ].AB0RAT01?^

Its

states that a

Plan for Censor Repeal

A

Btivel

Exchange.

premiere shortly at the Forum
Rare are the occasions when the prodUnited Artists and Fox are report- uct of the screen has risen so high."
ed planning downtown theaters in
Milwaukee, while entrance of Loew
May Cut Prices
into the field is forecast, either as an
Hornstein,
Eastern district
Joe
individual factor or as an ally of
manager of the National Theater
United Artists.
Supply Co., just back from Chicago,

200

...

Fox Film "A"
73J4
Fox Theaters "A". 25!4

is

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnis
for all Pathecomedies at y

is

FREE

(Continued from Page 1)

3

{ixn

matters dealing with the performance,
rather than the mechanical reproducVitaphone
tion, of copyright music.
is required to pay two fees, one for
the recording of the music in permanent form and a second for the playing of these compositions in theaters.

or no less."

Financial

is

HI
80

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y. C.

Telephone

John

3080

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
»—

4

THE
October

sday,

14,

S^^

DAILV

1926

ntana Determined

U.

PHIL

{Continued from Page 1)

the

Federal

Court

against
ig, is scrutinizing carefully the
es of a number of exhibitors,
ill be prosecuted if the evidence
warrants. Jail sentences will
ed and are expected to be obin all future cases, it is stated,
passing sentence upon the three
ell exhibitors who were
fined
ach Judge Pray declared:
s is the first case of its kind;
none has ever been filed in
it
urt before, and this should be
ing to others that the matter is
ation of the law.
I feel, theref

minimum

lat a

and that
nay take

fine will

S.

Films Hit

(Continued from Page

dispatch to

"The

From New Zealand and

tells

us there's another sizzler

on the fire. De Mille has
made some pips but don't
be surprised

if

his

Kings' tops 'em

'King of
all.

An

after the warning the
a different view in fu-

make

big pictures but

Australia,

mNPosn
on
the

I

i'oacf

A.

posumus.

budget of $1,100,000 has been revLsed upward. Big money doesn't
initial

be suf-

Times."

$112,500 went weekly for the rental of
films last year to America which "has
a strangle hold of the industry owing
to the block booking system," he said.
"Among all the big topics for the
forthcoming
Imperial
Conference,
there is hardly one of such importance as that of the film industry," he
continued. "The Government is keenly alive to the position, but the reply
of the film industry here is a non

SEZ/
"The West Wind

1)

New York

"The

films are a great educational

and it is not good to see these
rubbishy American pictures, which do
factor

De

not increase British prestige.
New
Zealanders would gladly see British
cling was a frequent occurpictures but they cannot get them.
in the territory, prior to the ac"For many years I was Minister of
Film Board of Trade in
f the
Education in New Zealand. Much of
ig the Kalispell exhibitors to British
the good work done in the schools of
to
Close proximity of Montana
that country is often prejudiced if
heretofore has made bicycling
not nullified by the pernicious efratively easy in the state.
fects of poor films which can have
(Continued from Page 1)
building key city houses is unfair nothing but the worst possible effect
competition.
Ignoring of the asso- upon the imagination of young people.
teiner
ciation's representations will result There should be a ruthless campaign
ngly entrenched on the East in a boycott against the films of against the pernicious and un-British
nd in Harlem, Charles Steiner offending companies, it
propaganda which exists."
is expected.
nning construction of a numAt present, less than ten theaters
West Side theaters. Negotia- are owned or controlled by American
no^v are in progress for sites.
producing or distributing companies,
dition to his 14 Harlem the- but British
By Arranqcment 7vith
exhibitors are alarmed
Steiner now has the following over reports of
a scheme to purchase "LA CINEMATOGRAPHIE FRANC AISE"
Side houses, operated by the more.
Paris
Betty Balfour is to appear
cev and Clinton Realty Corp.:
with Jaque Catelain in "L'Ex-Voto,"
2,050 seats, 14th St. and Ave.
a story of maritime life, which MarHayes Here from Coast
jou, 1,000 seats, 12th St. and
cel I'Herbier, of the Societe CinePlatinum
Pictures
of
John
Hayes
J.
B;"Ruby. 1,000 seats, Rivinggraphie, will write from the novel by
and
the
Hollywood
Producers
Fiseats, ClinMille does."

ises."

Exhibitors

Fight 'Encroachments'

Expanding

DANCING
DAYS

France

II

—

t.

Palestine,

:

and
D,

Houston

2,200 seats,

1,600

and the nance Assoc, is in New York from Madame
I'Herbier
Clinton and De- the Coast. He brought with him the
Sts.,

first

Sts.

'/

three of a series of eight pictures

which Hi-Mark Prod,

[njunctions Against Unions
icials of the operators and mus unions must show cause on
lay why they should not be reed from striking or interfering
the business of the Plaza, operby the 59th St. -Madison Ave.

will distribute.

Ufa-Svenska
"'

company

that union leaders on Sept. 1
renew contracts with the

!

;d to

which contends it always has
a ujiion shop and adjusted the
ences with labor which have

er,

Sam

Kaplan, operator head,
George Schroeder, treasurer of
nusicians, are defendants in the
1.

He

died

Funeral

Tuesday

of heart disease.

Coast for Stories
John C. Brownell, scenario editor
of F. B. O., left yesterday for an extended stay at the Coast studios.
With Joseph P. Kennedy and Edwin
C. King, Brownell will select material
for next season's schedule.

Buys Milne Story
comedy-drama has been bought

F. B. O.

Viola

B. O. from Peter Milne for
It is tentatively
Dana's use.

called

"Home

by

F.

Struck."

;

er

over the Unique.
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Phocea Films will make "Genets
Espagne," starring Simone Ma-

''»

reuil.

Elaborate

*
*
improvements are

made

being

the Gaumont Palace cinema, operated by the Societe Gaumont-Loew-Metro,
which now controls all the Gaumont halls

made
in

at

France.

*

*

*

Routier-Fabre is making a film called "La
which is starred Maurice de
Petite,'
'in
Fabre
Feraudy, of the Com'edleFrancaise.
was one of the first French film men to
work in American studios. In the cast are
Lise
Harriet Fowler, the American player
Leonce Cargue, Joe Hamman
Bonehamp
;

;

and Mme.

Beaume.
*

s*-''-.f

Cavaleanti, designer of settings,
an original novelty film, titled
Nina Chouvalova,
"Rien que des Heures."
Blanche Bcrnis and the
Phillippe Heriat.
MacLaglen,
are in
riifford
Britisli player,
The film will be first shown at
the cast.
the reopening of the cinema Studio des
Ursulines, where original films are tried out.
*
*
*
is

making

The Services de Location Reunis, which
was the joint distributing unit of the Cinematographes Phocea and of the Grandeshas
been
Productions-Cinematographique,
taken over by the Compagnie Internationale
Distribution de Films, known as "InterPhocea and G.-P.-C. will continue
films."
produce films and distribute them in
to
undertake
will
"Interfilms"
France,
but
The directors of "Interworld distribution.

de

films" are
elet.

MM.

AND

k'*

*

Alberto

"Uncle Tom's Cabin"
Universal City John Roche has
been signed by Universal for the role
of St. Clare in "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
in

Lion Attacks Roberts
Angeles Stephen Roberts, dibitten and clawed by a
r, was
lound lion cub at the Selig Zoo,
inspecting a set for Al St.
Riesenfeld Maps Busy Season
Bravery and
next comedy.
's
Reisenfcld will direct at least
Hugo
nee of mind of Douglas Mcpictures on Broadway
on, who grappled with the lion five long run
he has scored
Already
season.
this
Robits trainer arrived, saved
the presentation of "Beau Geste" and
from probable fatal injury.
"The Sorrows of Satan." He leaves
today for Hollywood to view rushes
nith Returns to South Dakota
and
D.— Stanley Smith, of "Old Ironsides," "Wings"
seton,
S.
will
he
which
Riders,"
Rough
has
"The
owner,
Sioux Falls theater
I

Sister

Today

To

Roche

—

in the

"A

Mine. Bruno Ruby has completed
Funeral services will be held today "A la Bonne Hotesse," and immedifor Charles Phillips, 51, former mem- atelv started work on "La Caravane
ber of the Fox publicity department Hantee."
assigned to the New York exchange.
*
*
*

A

s

work

production,
*

Phillips

1.

Barthelmess Going Abroad
;hard Barthelmess sails Saturor a vacation in Europe.

Mardrus.
M.
Miss Bal-

of Six."

d'

tnplaint of the theater

Delaure

will also direct.
four has yet to finish her

Tardieu. Prevot and Cbuch-

^f

MORE

Preferred

|
Piclures
|^
Presented by
J.G.

BACHMANN

Sole Foreign Distributors

INTER-OCEAN

FILM CORP.

WJ
V

.|

HAROLD

GILD

LLOYD

CRAY
A/0itf9 onhe

inFot Heoveni

South Seas

Sake"
Directed by

I

MAURICE
TOURN£Ur|
PRODUCTION WITH

SAM TAYLO R^

PRODUCED BY
HAROLD LLOYD CORPORATION

PERCY MARMONT, WARNER
JULAHNE JOHNSTON, WILLIAM

BAXTER
POWELL

[

/

(2

ens

(paramount Release

(2

»

*

Scieen pUy by James A Cteelmaii,

Qaramount Qicture

_u ^

RIALTO

to

$.R.O:

All Regular Releases I

I,

'

/

THOMAS
^ARI ET Y
M EICHAN

EMILJANNINCS
LYA OE PUTTI,
WRITTEN AND DIRECTED
BY E.A. DUPONT
AN

11%

wiih

UFA PRODUCTION

a Qaramount Qicture

Tin Cods

//

RENEEADOREE, AILEEN PRINCU
AN

DWAN
ALLAN
PRODUCTION
F»otn the play

ky William Anthony

McGuiie*^ Adaptation by Paul DicKcy
and Howatcl Emmett Ro^eirs " - * Screeji
*
l>iay by James Shelley Hamilton •

(X

paramount

Cpicture
jlji

19

EDDIE CANTOR

faranuumts

Qixuifi

i

ADRAN^
To Life

H

I

tl

I

GAYNOR,
not only fulfills the brilliant promise of
her several recent photoplay roles but proves herself to

i

in this picture

O^E OF THE TRULY QREAT DRAMATIC
ARTISTS OF THE SCREEN. A new bet for the box^
be

office—

WATCH

HER!

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER

Fox Film Corporatioiv

I

!

ff IC

ANSWER^

trteatest

Question/

\

'1
Here's a picture that was aimed at the
Box-office

it

will

shoot straight to

the heart of the world

No

greater

on the

drama has been presented

screen than this

—

WILLIAM FOX
MOTION PICTURE VERSION OF

)AVID BELASCO'S
STAGE

TRIUMPH

WITH'v.

FRANCIS
CHARD WALLING

FLORENCE GILBERT
LIONEL BELMORE

lOHN St.POLIS

JOHN ROCHE

LLEC

B.

I

Pox film Corporatioiv

A

z^^sHk

DAILY

19260RPHEyMPR0nTS
MAY TOP

'25 TOTAL

Last Year Total $2,174,820

Making

Orpheum

ended
June 30

And

192Jt

That's That

By PHIL. U. DAtr

^

TIMES

110
-60

bankers are interested in theater

$1-52

$1,094,925
1,091,368
870,882
603,446

1924

share
Divs.

after Pfd.

dep. taxes, etc.

1926

14,

have changed in the pi'
business as witness registratjc
delegates to the bankers' convei
at Sid Grauman's Egyptian,

Common

after interest.

—

Thursday, October

Earnings

Circuit

the six months ended June 30, last, Orpheum Circuit earned
$1,094,925, equivalent after preferred dividends to $1.52 a share on the
outstanding common stock. These were the largest returns for any similar
[.criod in recent years, as will be seen from the following comparative:
Earned per
"
Six months
Net income

In

1<'25

$10,700,000

I.

1-51

.,,

Since 1920
another in the "Wall Street
News" series dealing with important Year
This

organizations in this industry. The
forecast contained herein in no way
reflects the opinion of THE FILM

DAILY.
Operations

Orpheum

Qrcuit,
Inc., so far in 1926 liave been running slightly in excess of the corresponding period a year ago and it
is expected this favorable condition
will prevail during the remainder of
Net earnings will accordthe year.
ingly be higher than those reported
for the 12 months ended Dec. 31,
1925, when thev amounted to $2,of

174,820.

1926 year will mark one of
the most successful periods in the
In 1925,
history of the company.
the gross turnover reached record
proportions and net profits were the
third largest reported in its history,
having been surpassed onlv in 1924

The

and

1920.

A

noteworthy achievement of Or-

pheum

Income, Gross and Net, 1920-1925

is

Circuit this year

Dec

Financial Status,
June
Total current assets
Total current liabilities

employes.
Patrons appreciate it.
all

Xct

working

'.

capital

Casli

Market securities
Accounts and notes receivable
Notes payable

14,

1925

NU
.24

414

1924-1925
$3,829,355
872,986
2,956,369
1,715,403
308,777
1,543.363

50,028
4,007,087

88,695
3,787,713

81,620
3,105,185

the 1921 and 1922 years were
caused by the slump suffered by
some branches of the theatrical busiin

ness as a result of the industrial depression throughout the country in
those periods.

Financial Position Strong
Circuit,

Inc.,

is

in

a

strong financial position. Its balance
sheet as of June 30, 1926, exhibited
the best financial condition in the
company's history. Ratio of current
liabilities to current assets was about
10 to Ij with net working capital
amounting to $3,705,355.
On June
30, cash was carried at $1,634,006 and
there were marketable securities ag-

paid regularly since organization. At
present, the common is on a $2 annual basis, with payments of 16 2/3
cents a share being made monthly.
The devidend record on the common
is as follows:
An initial distribution
of 50 cents was paid on April 1, 1920,
and distributions in that year totaled
$1.50 a share.
In 1921 payments of

$2 a share were made.
None were
distributed in the year 1922 and 1923
because of decreased earnings of company in those periods.
Dividends
were resumed at the rate of 12j4
cents a share monthly on Feb. 1,
1924.
This basis was increased to
15 cents monthly on Feb. 1, 1925

on Jan. 9, 1926, directors inCurrent liabilcreased the payment to 16 2/3 cents,
ities
amounted to only $405,562.
There are no bank loans outstanding or the $2 present annual rate.
gregating $l,103j813.

against

the

company,

a

situation

which has obtained since 1922.
The corporation and its subsidiaries
opcra.te through ownership, lease and
under contract a chain of vaudeville

West

and

Expanding

cities

Incorporated in 1919
luorporatcd on Dec. 22, 1919, under the laws of Delaware. Orpheum
Circuit, Inc., has an authorized capi-

Orpheum

constantly adding to
its circuit of theaters and recently it
opened its latest addition, the Palace
theater in Chicago. The theater seats
2,500 persons and represent, together
with an office building and hotel in
the structure, an investment of $12,is

vaudeville theaters in the East, consummated a deal with the Producers'
Distributing Corp. whereby they became the exhibitors of pictures produced by the Cecil B. De Mille and

consisting of $10,000,000 Metropolitan st_udios and comedies
cumulative convertible pre- made by the Christie Bros. This will
ferred stock (par $100) and $1,000,000 assure both cricuits of theaters of a
eoniiiion (par $1).
Its present out- definite picture program.
standing capitalization consists of
preferred
Reddy at Providence
$6,580,000
and $549,170
Providence, R. I. Owen M. Redcommon.
Th,e preferred stock is
convertible into common stock at dy has been appointed manager of
3ny time on the basis of two shares the Albce by Fred Lardncr, generof common stock for one of prefer- al manager of the Keith-Albee intertalization

8 per cent

—

An amount

equal to 5 per cent
of its net rarnings for the preceding
year after deduction of preferred dividends and taxes for that year, is set
pside by company for a sinking fund
for the security and retirement of its
I)referred

The

ai

(lOUS

«

*'

itares

Pauline Starke was wearing a bj
age on her nose the other daj
Biograph Studio and it wasn't
cause she had run into an open d
She has been masquerading in a
quence of "Not Herbert" and
Benda mask proved a source of fa

per

li
'^'*

'""

stock.

8 per cent dividend has been

ests

in

Rhode

Island.

Mathew

J.

Reilley succeeds Reddy as relief manager for K-A theaters in the state.

Lowe and Wife Return
Edmund Lowe and his wife, Lilyan
Tashman,
Europe.

arrived

tin)

Rochester's record of one out
five people to see "The Son of
Sheik" was topped by Altoona,
where 19,907, out of a populatior m
59,712, better than one out of th
viewed the picture at the State.

iisi]

.

Milton

Sills

and Doris Kenyon

now on matrimonial

location in

Adirondacks, having particpated
real

ceremony

after

numerous

i
i

ones.

yesterday

from

f>l

leml

ttv

WANTED

9S

ink,

Theatre Executives

Ittr

iisei

and Managers

tiiti

Hi

Circuit

embraced within
the territory extending from Chicago
000,000.
to the Pacific Coast and from New
In May of this year, Orpheum, toOrleans to Winnipeg.
Its business
gether vvith the Keith-Albee Circuit,
is a cash one and does not necessiwhich operates a large chain of
tate the carrying of inventories.
in

Figuring the date on which a
duction will start is nearly as it
of a gamble as figuring New If'"
(not Hollywood) weather.
Al IllWf
which is the introduction to a a'
tvhich Sam Hardy tells about a
pany which secured a litter of tlbi
tens for a picture but when it fin
started they were too old to use

irritation,

payable
Profit and loss surplus

Orpheum

Dec. 31, '24

Dec. 31, '2S

30, '26

Orpheum

$3,611,599
648,553
2,963,046
1,311.165
246,991
1,854,435

.Accounts

red.

Thursday, Oct.

1.76

$4,110,917
405,562
3,705,355
1,643,006
1,103,813
943,197

I

Drill value of
courtesy into

share
$2.88
4,09

In the following compilation is given the financial status of
Circuit at the end of the past two and one-half years:

theaters, located chiefly in the

Daily Remimkr

Common

$2,174,820
2,897,313
1,568,694
554,436
785,143
2,814,065

$18,140,838
18,103,785
16,759,001
14,405,058
14,089,629
15,563,815

and South

Exhibitors^

Net income

Gross income

31

1925
1924
1023
1924
1921
1920

was

the redemption through treasury funds of
convertible 7^ per cent notes
its
which matured on Sept. 1 last. This
left the corporation free of funded
for
$150,000
except
indebtedness,
real estate mortgage and bonds of its
subsidies.
Gross earnings of company in the
last six years totaled in excess of
$97,000,000, with net profits more
In the appended
than $10,700,000.
compilation is shown gross net income after interestj depreciation,
taxes, etc., together with earnings
per share on the outstanding common stock, after deduction of prepreferred
stock
dividends,
ferred
sinking fund. The smaller earnings

Earned per

ended

One of the leading thea*
has several
openings for high-grade
tre circuits

theatre executives

and

managers. Only those
with successful records
will be considered, preferably those who have

operated
houses!.
give

several
Letters must

complete history

of experience and past
connections.

Box M^320
% Film DaUy
1650J Broadway

New

York City

—

;;;
;

THE
[lursday,

October

14,

1926

Ohio Golf Tourney Tomorrow
W. N. Skirboll and
Cleveland
Gradwcll L. Sears have set the ball
rolling for a Northern Ohio Golf

"Pep Club" Celebrates

—

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Tournament to take place tomorrow
Ridgcwood Country Club. The

MEAN DOLtABS FOR SHOWMEN

"Bigger Than Barnum's"

at the

tournament is to be semi-annual.
Following the first tournament, a
business meeting will be held for

in bright orange bathing suits
on the front of which "The Midnight election of officers, whose job it will
Obtained a number of youngsters Sun" lettering appeared, were sent I)e to arrange for it each Spring and
stage a circus parade calling at- to the beaches during the contest. Fall.
Everyone connected with the business is
ntion to a special matinee, offering Twenty thousand copies of the tabloid
Invitations have been sent
to enter.
•izes for the best floats.
The chil- "Midnight Sun" newspaper were eligible
Accepto film
folks all over the state.
en were in costume, some leading given out by newsboys.
Keith's tances are comring in with each mail.
A
being
charged
those
entrance
fee
is
to
$10
A^ild animals" while others had "fePalace, Cleveland.
who play; a $5 fee for non-players. The
)cious beasts" in cages.
Clowns,
program includes an 18-hoIe game in the
ick bicycle riders and other circus
"Scarlet Streak"
morning, luncheon, another 18 holes in the
afternoon, and dinner at Broadview.
Enatures were a part of the pageant.
(Universal)
trants
Wm. James, James, Columbus;
Burns, Isis, Crete, Neb.
Advertised for 100 boys with scoot- Grad are:
Siers,
First
National
Ward Scott,
ers, fairy cycles and
bicycles
and Fox Norman Morey, Warner Bros. Chas.
"Brown Derby"
double the number responded. Each Casanave, Associated Theaters; Moe HoroGen.
Mgr.,
Washington
Circuit
(First National)
was given a pennant, which was at- witz,
Harris Wolfberg, M-G-M
Dave Schumann,
Hanging below the marquee a title tached to a child in such manner Ohio Amusement Co. Fred Desberg, Loew's
anner was used with a background that it stood out at right angles. A Ohio Theaters; F. A. Kelley, Lincoln, Maf dark cream with lettering done in
parade was staged and the odd pro- sillon, O.; W. N. Skirboll; H. R. Skirboll.
Educational; E. R. Skirboll, Educaeach
lack.
On
end of this banner cession got plenty of comment. All tional; R. F. Skirboll, Rex, Ashland, O.
le star's name was surrounded with children taking part were admitted to
Tom Colby, Associated Exhibitors; E. H.
Mgr., Famous; J. S. Jossey. Mgr.,
circle border of lamps.
Out under the first episode of the serial. K. N. Brauer,
Progress
Mark Goldman, Mgr., Tiffany
le marquee proper hung a transpar- Dunn, Paragon Picture House, GlasLouis Geiger, Mgr., F. B. O., J. E. Beck,
nt sign which was illuminated at gow, Scotland.
Mgr., P. D. C. Jack Harwood. Lexington
Percy Essick and J. Scovill, Scovill, Essick
ight from the inside. The easel and
& Rief Circuit.
"3 Bad Men"
ide-wall frames were made from vaous posters with black and white
(Fox)
"Let It Rain" Next MacLean's
tills trimmed and mounted.
Leroy
Sent a letter to the criminal court
Los Angeles Douglas MacLean's
Johnson, Liberty, Seattle.
asking for three bad men who were to
next picture will be called "Let It
be used for advertising purposes.
Rain."
No director or cast have
"Forlorn River"
At the close of court, word was dis- been selected as yet.
(Paramount)
patched stating that another day's
Painted banner was used above the harvest of derelicts would have to be
Shore Managing at Lynn
obby reading "Forlorn River and reviewed to find three bad men. Next
Lynn, Mass. Harold Shore has
ilembers of the Cast." The banner day this story broke, the local newsbeen appointed
manager of the
vas surrounded with pine sprigs and papers stating that there were no bad
Strand.
obby was decorated with pine trees. men in all Louisville. After this, a
The six-sheet cut-out of Holt riding novel "ad" was placed in the classilown an embankment on horseback fied section of the newspaper.
Imvas used on one side of the river mediate results were obtained. Three
)ank, and the house artist painted the men were made up and dressed as the
Each
fther side representing rocks with the three bad men in the picture.
aised three-sheet cut-out of Marchal had a banner on his back on which
ind Hatton on horses as though in a was one word of the title; the theater
vaiting position for Holt to ride over. and date.
Twenty thousand doorK flowing river was painted on the knob hangers and 1,000 teaser tack
ile
floor from the box office.
Al- cards were printed. The hangers con;hough it was soon worn off by pa- tained a three and a half inch number
;rons, it served the purpose while it "3" and the balance of, copy in smallasted.
Lights in front were changed er type.
The tack cards were the
:o green and a spotlight with green
regular window card size and contain175th
jelatine was thrown on lobby.
Al- ed the following copy; "Look Out 3
lambra, Charlotte, N. C.
Bad Men Are Coming," also "Warn-

girls

(F. B. O.)

;

The Paramount-Pcp Club had

its

Joseph P. McLoughlin, president; Jo.ieph
A. Walsh, vice-president; Axel R. Swenson,
treasurer

;

Helen Strauss, secretary

;

Eugene

Zukor,

I'alm-er Hall Stilson, Edward A
(ioldstcin, Sadie Spitzer, each
a governor for 2 years; Joseph R. Wood,
governor for 1 year ; Mrs. Chalmes Shumate
J.

Hrown, Belle

Traw, governor

for

1

.

;

;

;

;

i

f'

year.

*i

'

—

|
"

annual dinner and dance at the Astor
last night, with the installation of the
following officers:

Talmadge to Make "Swanne River"
Los Angeles The famous Swanee

—

River song will be filmed by Richard

Talmadge.

It

is

to

made

be

in

South.

Competition Ends at Laurens
Laurens, S. C. Young and Shealy,
owners,
have
purchased
Capitol

—

equipment of the Princess.
The
house probably will rernain dark.

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

Bothner Joins Schine
Herkimer, N. Y.— Al V. Bothner
has taken over direction of advertising and publicity for the Schine
cuit.

The

firm,

which

is

allied

Universal, has 64 houses.

Menschel Sells N. Y. Theater
Benjamin Menschel has sold to
Murray Hill Photoplay Corp. his
theater at 160 E. 34th

St.,

near 3rd

Ave.

Lewis Buys Oklahoma Theater
Lewis,
Okla. Arthur
Norman,
former owner of the University, has

—

purchased the Rex at Wynnewood.

BIOGRAPH STUDIO
807 EAST

—

—3

ing

"Lady

Harem"

Town."

Bad

Men Are Coming

We

STREET,

N. Y. C.

to

In order to properly circu(Paramount)
late these accessories, another novel
Used an airplane to drop 10,000 "ad" was placed in newspapers callleralds over the fair grounds and city. ing for 200 boys to earn free tickets
Fhe lower wing was painted, adver- distributing these attention arresters.
;ising the picture.
also dropped —Fred Polle, Strand, Louisville.
iome passes and
newspapers
the
jave us some publicity on this. This
"You'd Be Surprised"
)lane did stunts over top of theater
(Paramount)
Monday which attracted a crowd.
Had a truck on the streets two
Fhis advertising did not mean an hours each day with banners on it ad>utlay of cash as I ran a trailer ad- vertising this picture.
In this truck
.'ertising the flying field along with was a caliaphone which was played
:he
trailers advertising our attrac- constantly to get attention.
Built a
ions.
At the flying field Sunday had special display for the front of the
hree large banners hanging over the theater which attracted considerable
•oad advertising our attractions and attention.
Three large silk hats 4
stating that the first 25 to take a ride ft. x 3 ft. with one word of title on
vould receive a pass to the Strand.
each hat were hung under marquee.
Vlilton H. Kress, Strand, Memphis. Had a novel one sheet in front with
title spelled out with small colored
"Midnight Sun"
Christmas tree lamps.
At the fair
(Universal)
grounds on Friday, which was chilTied to a "Sonia" serialization be- dren's day, had a man dressed as
ng run by local newspaper, playing Raymond Griffith with a sign adverip the Russian angle.
The paper tising picture and theater.^Milton
staged a "Sonia" contest, so four H. Kress, Strand, Memphis.
of the

cir-

with

account moving production to California, ivill

make exceptional

in-

ducement to responsible
party.
Fully equipped
in every department.

for particulars call

—

MR. BERRY
Tremont 5100

,

Monev^

r^

i

sutxv
attvatVtxS
t\\e
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From

eel,

Sept.

1^%

the stage play by

Leon DeCosta
Directed by

James

BO*^

Home

(^eatd 0(M ikHidf /

add them aUidgettkir

they make
1/

9he

PRINCE of
\

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

f^NEWSPAPER

^FILMDOM
XXXVIII

:..

No. 13

Friday, October

Italy
^HE

Mussolini dream of
presumably
empire
an
moved a step forward yes-

"INVASION" MAY SPEED
f.

& R^SAXE

15,

1926

Reject

Price 5 Cents

fAMOUS

"The Phantom"

By ERNEST W. FRED MAN
"The Film Renter," London
The general council of the Cinematograph Renters' Society yesterday unanimously refused Carl Laemmle's
recjuest to lift the ban against
"The Phantom of the Opera."
Editor,

DEALI

London

Pittaluga, power in
terday.
formed a
exhibition,
ian

Threat of New Factors in
Twenty-two hundred
ibine.
Milwaukee Expected to
ses are reported involved,
Bring Merger
y Italian-made pictures will

—

made known,

e

there

is little

Buys Controlling

Stock Purchase
Formal transfer of majority owand control of Balaban &
Katz and subsidiaries will be com-

nership

BIG ITALIAN

interest here.
Crystallizing events,
indicate that Saxe li,nterprises, dominating factor in the first run field,
and until advent of Universal, practically in control of the city, will seek
to
entrench its position, possibly
through a deal with Xslorthwest Theaters (.Finkelstein
Ruben), Minneapolis.

MERGER

TO

—

•uldn't

be interesting to learn

it

the Italian exhibitor feels about

(>)

2,000
ii^

Upheld

Daylight"
Wasn't it in England
Washington Federal courts have
referendum was taken not
long ago?
The question dealt no jurisdiction over daylight saving
laws enacted by various states, the
British ex- Supreme
h the quota system.
Court has ruled, in dismisitors voted thumbs down on any sing a case brought by the Massachuisure that might interrupt the setts State Grange, the Brotherhood
Pure of Locomotive lingineers and others.
V
of American pictures.
Claim was made that the law was
imercialism
Perhaps unconstitutional,
at
that.
because it had delian patriotism is stronger than preciated farm values, caused changmatter?

—

a

;re

tish patriotism.

We

feel like the

tieman from Missouri about

that.

The Roach Experiment
millenium

'he

is

At

at hand.

last,

lort reel factor has taken the step.

Roach

1

build and operate a

will

run for shorts in Los Angeles,
zzahs for Roach!
Anybody who
the courage of his convictions to

motivates Roach

extent that

Certainly

tied to cheers.

raging thaj
tant

city

essity,

"a

is

will

fair trial

it

in

is

is
i-

an im-

given to what, of
prove an interesting

ture.

That Merger
bankers who are interested

in

solidating Pathe
•e
le

Its

capital

has

been

Williams Returning to Coast
Frank Williams, inventor of the
Williams process of photography, will
return to the Coast tonight.
Plans
for a New York office have not been
actec' upon as yet, he states.
Willian
offer

it
,

for

is

stated,

purchase

has
of

had several
his

process

from producing companies, but
tends to continue free-lance work.

in-

Color Film Firm Organized
Joseph Shaw is president of United

pleted today.
Final details of the
$14,000,000 deal are completed.
Under terms of the arrangement,
which embraces around 65 theaters.
Famous secures a two-thirds interest
in
B. & K. and allied companies.
These include: Midwest Theaters,
Great States Theater Corp., and the
B. & K. holdings in the Lynch and

In the interim,
whispers, plans
extensive production are movalong.
Maybe L. J. Selznick
to the public.

;he proverbial bird

fit

nicely into the picture.

Maybe.

KANN

son. The company is to deal in pictures in color. Frank Nemec, theater
owner, who said several months ago

&

Lubliner

and

in

the

Trinz

Kunsky

circuits,

Chicago;

Enterprises, De-

troit.

Famous has called in two-thirds of
the common stock of the B.
K.
Corp., which it is purchasinji at $80
a share. The issue was selling on the
market yesterday at 64J4. Payment
to stockholders who deposited their
(Continued on Page 6)

&

lire.

Britain Claims Credit
Idea of
Motion Pictures, Musetun Direc-

Thomas Rudge Conceived
tor Says

Thomas Rudge, an Englishman,

Clean

'Frisco State

(Continued on Page 2)

is

the

—

San Francisco Bicycling has been
stamped out in this ter-

practically

Occasional cases brought to
the attention of the Film Board of
Trade are acted upon quickly, serving notice on offenders that bicycling
is
not to be tolerated in this territory.
During the last year, only one
or two instances of bicycling have
been reported.
ritory.

Fox Signs Berger
Fox has signed a contract with Ludwig Berger, former Ufa director. He
is now in Germany making a picture
for Phoebus.

-

—

Free Music with "Machree"
Fox
will release "Mother Machree"
King
Gavazzi
Gift for
next month.
An arrangement has
London—The C. E. A. has present- been
made with M. Whitmark and
years
many
for
King,
ed W. Gavazzi
in the conduct of the organization, a check for $1,400. King
has retired from the association.

prominent

Sons, publishers of the song so that
exhibitors can use the music without

tax.

Wood, Morgan with M-G-M

Closes for Compson Films
Culver City Sam Wood has been
Sam Sax of Gotham has made a signed by M-G-M to direct "Red,
two
handle
to
Guild
P.
M.
deal whh
White and Blue," working title of a
Betty Compson pictures which the

—

One will go out story
latter will produce.
which
this year,
schedule
and P. D. C. are Color Pictures,
Gotham
a Delaware firm in- on the
gan.
twenmeeting.
Reports persist that corporated
the total for 1926-1927
at $1,500,000, which has making
will be an unusually large stock
headquarters at Irvington-on-theHud- ty-one.

he
,

others.

doubled to 100,000,000

originator of motion pictures,
Will Day, collector for the cinematographic exhibit at South Kensinging of railroad schedules with result- ton Museum, declared at a special
ant annoyance and confusion and im- showing of "the olcLest films in the
posed other new burdens on the world" at the Royal Photographic
people.
Society, according to a copyright disBecause no penalties are carried by patch to "The New York Times."
the law, the court held it could not
England was first, France second
see where any hardships were im- and the United States third in the
(.Continued on Page 2)
(Continued on Page 2)

t

Interest

for $14,000,000 in

bt he would be found beEIGHTU. S. EILMS
d the move. His sentiments
itive to motion pictures were
Company Controlling 2,200
de known a few days ago.
much America and not
Houses To Show Only
&
)Ugh Italy in his country, he
Italian Films
phasized. The dream of imIn this connection, it is expected
Only Italian-made pictures
Rome
ial power won't allow such a that the series of conferences started
will be shown by a new film combine
several weeks ago will be continued
lation.
formed to fight American competition
at French Lick Springs Tuesday,
Sponsored by the Italian
in Italy.
when
the
heads
of both circuits wili
Practicability Counts
Bank, the Stefano PittaCommercial
be brought together.
luga Co. has absorbed several smaller
foreign
off
leeping
America
Meanwhile, the Saxe firm is concompanies, taking over the ownership
;ens might work out in theory, tinuing to increase its strength in the
200 theaters and the control of
of
(.Continued on Page

'/

& K.^RP. TODAY

B.

—

Milwaqkee Proposed entrance of
shown.
United Artists and Fox into the local
taly's premier has not been theater field, with a possibility that
nly mentioned. If the inside Loew's may follow suit, is arousing

TO TAKE OVER

In

New York

Betty Bronson, Erich Pommer,
he was engaged in building a circuit Mauritz Stiller and Edward Sutherfrom the
of houses, is vice president.
Joseph land arrived in New York
M. Chiecsa is secretary-treasurer.
Coast

of

is

citizens'

military

training

being written by Byron Mor-

Wallace Signs

Los Angeles

—

Asher,

Small

&

Rogers have signed Richard WalHe
lace on a long-term contract.
is directing "McFadden's Flats" and
will film

"The

Gorilla" in January.

I

H

.

Friday, October

NEWS
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Big Italian Merger
To Fight U. S. Films
(Continued from Page

\)
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posed.

Exhibitors'
Daily Reminder

Production in Italy has been practically at a standstill, largely because
of the influx of foreign pictures. Another reason has been the difficulty

on time.

It

interest yesterday
by Phonofilm Corp., controlling the
De Forest Phonofilm, which will contest this alleged unauthorized use of
the word "Phonofilm." The word, it
was stated, is copyrighted and represents the method of presentation
of pictures under the De Forest

man.

Friday,

Oct.

15,

Managing Charleston Houses

—

Charleston, W. Va.
Lea Ri
mond of Atlanta has been nat
manager of the Virginian and Ria
acquired by Universal in a deal clo
by Willard C. Patterson. Kana\
Valley Corp., Universal subsidi;
is operating the houses.
Don Sh
ella, for several years part owner
manager, has retired, while his
sistant, R. E. England, will contii
under the new ownership.

1926

i

process.

new company were
Phonofilm Corp.

will

produce talking

Britain Claims Credit
{Continued from Page 1)

pictures.

development of
Modest trading, but with more than the
usual number of full point changes, marked
the exchange of film issues yesterday. Fam-

Arbitration Order Asked
has applied to the Supreme
ous gained a point on both stocks as did Court for an order directing that
also Loew's, Inc.
Universal on the turn- Lewis H. Mc AUister, consent to the
over of but 1,000 shares made a magnificent
climb of 2}i points.
For the most part, arbitration of a dispute that has arisen
the changes in prices favored the issues. over the rental of several films.
It
is alleged that in October, 1924, McAllister
contracted for the films,
Quotations
which he later refused to accept, exHigh Low Close Sales hibit or
pay for.
Am. Seat Vtc. .. 36>^ 35-4 36H 1,000

Am.

Seat Pfd.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

.

.

37Ji

.

& Katz..
Katz Vtc.
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37
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nsfi
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Fox Film "A"
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•Intern'l
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Project..
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Skouras Bros

53K

Am

•'Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen.
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Universal Pictures!
Warner Pictures..

Warner
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122
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29}4
73J^
25

2,100
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4i'A
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2iH
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"The River" Rork's Next
"The River" will be

Los Anf<clcs

Sam

—

Rork's next production. Doris
already have

Kenyon and Lewis Stone
been

cast.

Sunday Show
Huntington, N.

Sunday
town into
of

are

Tilt

—The

Y.
shows has

rival

circulating
their views.

camps.
petitions

question
divided this

Both

M-G-M

sides

supporting

acted

as
as

made

films,

historian
far

back

Day claims. He
when pictures,
as

of projection

and clearness

—

!

ael

Curtiz

is

directing.

of vision,

they challenged comparison with the
modern product, "The Times" correspond nt reports. Queen Victoria's
jubilee procession was the longest

shown.
memorial to

3 Added to "Third Degree" Caw
Hollywood David Torrence, M.
ael Varitch and Mary Louise Mi

were have been added to cast of "Third
gree" for Warner Bros., which Mi

1896,

screened on the actual projector
For steadiness
used 30 years ago.

^fli^comei

picture

A

claimed to be the

Thomas Rudge,
first

to

conceive

Pathe Club at Entertainment
the idea of motion pictures, was
The Pathe Club held its regular opened yesterday. Rudge described
meeting last night at the Roosevelt.
his idea to Friese-Greene, who develEntertainment
was provided by oped it, but made less money from
Uncle Robert and his Station
millions,
it than his successors have

WHN

artists.

the dispatch states.

Premiere at Washington
"Michael StrogofiE" will have its
Mrs. N. H. Sangster to Coast
premiere Nov. 13 at the Rialto, WashMrs. N. H. Sangster, whose speington.
Notables of the diplomatic cialty is the handling of real estate
corps and the various consulates will for property-holder members of the
be guests. A delegation of home of- industry, leaves Monday on a trip This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish
FREE for all Pathecomedies at yo
fice officials left yesterday to work on
which will ultimately bring her to
arrangements, including: Robert E. the Coast. She will visit all the im- Exchange.
Welch, James A. Carrier, Sydney portant cities along the line in the inSingerman, Paul Gulick and Joe Weil. terests of her clients. At present she
is handling properties of Pola Negri,
Stiller to Direct Jannings?
Buster Keaton and the Valentino esLos Angeles Mauritz Stiller has tate.
signed a long-term contract with
Lasky.
He may direct Emil JanSchoenleben Castle Representative
ning's initial Paramount picture.
By giving ALL
Chicago John C. Schoenleben has
TIME
to Life Insurbeen appointed western representa"U" Getting Set at Southbridge
ance and its affiliations,
tive for Castle Films with headquarSouthbridge, Mass. Universal has
at the office of Security Pictures.
I succeed in servicing
taken over the Phelps', title to which ters
recently passed to Morris Pouzner.
and arranging programs
Coincident with this transfer, comes
Eason to Direct Gibson
to the clients' utter satword that Pouzner has acquired the
Universal City Reaves Eason is
isfaction.
Blanchard, Lyric and
Strand in to direct H^ot Gibson in "Nine
Southbridge.
It is understood that
Points of the Law" for Universal.
these are also to go to Universal.
This will give Universal control.
^•HiiiiiiiiiiPiiiimiiiiiimHiiimiiniiiiiin^^
"Strogoff"

Because

—

MY

—

—

—

Winifred

Dunn

Joins F.

N.

Green on Way to Coast
Burbank Winifred Dunn has joinAlfred E. Green is en route to ed the First National writing staff.
Hollywood, after filming exteriors
in New York for "The Auctioneer."
Tivoli, Kansas City, Opens
George Sidney and Marian Nixon are
Kansas City The Tivoli, 24th and

—

—

scheduled to return this week.

issuing a challenge to other c
Mrs. Anna Carroll is ch

is

ent management.

was viewed with

cording to

N

A

reflects effici-

Commercial
to
State
retary
of
Phonofilm Corp., a Delaware corporation with capital of $1,000,000,

communicate with the
Acunavailing.
Commercial
its charter,

is

trolling in all interstate matters,
he Federal Government has no pc
to go beyond that in fixing timi
was ruled.

cerns.

To Protect Phonofilm Name
Granting of a charter by the Sec-

to

Federal standard time

Ladies Bowling Team Formec
ladies bowling team has b
organized by the Pathe Club, wl

Start shows

in financing production.

EflForts

1'

"Daylight" Uphelc

;

1918, at the post-office
Y., under the act of

Address

ian players.

15,

Indiana

Sts.,

has opened.

STOCK SHOTS
MORRIS J. K ANDEL
OF EVERY CONCEIVABLE NATURE

THE GENERAL FILM LIBRARY
130

West 4(^h

Fourth Floor

Street

New Yo-k

City

Br\ant 4981-2

ALBERT

a RUBEN

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(llth floor)

Vanderbilt

6600

j-ff n'X-Ci^rii^
History

was made

in

two

'i/.
'

magnificent weeks at the

jv-jni^iewj**'''

Capitol, N. Y., where
poUce reserves were called
to handle the crowds.

"THE FOUR HORSEMEN"

ON ITS WAY
TO MAKE 1926-27 HISTORY
IS

Qet your share! Avoid regrets! Act now!

WHEN

the final box-office score of

76-77

IS chalked up
YOU can be darned sure that 'The Four Horsemen''
WILL be right on top of all the money-makers!
THE marvelous Capitol, N. Y., two-week run

INDICATES how

i^!

the public behaves

WHEN

you announce this gold-mine at your house.
POLICE reserves were great ushers in New York!
SOMEBODY^S going to grab it in your town quick.
DON'T be a philanthropist to your opposition,

SIGN

today.

QUICK ACTION! ASK METRO-GOLDWYN!

I)

'*'-*'-"'«^.€^^

Join tlie Army
/
/ of enthusiastic e;Khibitoi-s of

HAL ROACH
COMEDIES

It

to Independence

under Hal Roach's
Star Spangled Banner' to the tune of

^i^

"Old Bq;c

Office.,

Here

m Come!"

\cftfft

A9/cLeji.

—
THE
6

Friday, October IS,

^Invasion'
DULY

TIPS

F.

WMCM MIAN DOUADS FOC SUOWMCN

&

May Speed

Famous

PUIL

R.-Saxe Deal

(Continued from Page 1)

Milwaukee

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)
Attention was secured by a large
truck sent about the busy sections
laden down with old apple trees. A
banner was spread about the truck
lettered: "These are not Fig Leaves
but "Fig Leaves" is playing at th"
Strand Theater." At certain streets
the truck would stop to enable the

Tied up

driver to distribute heralds.

with Western Union and during the
showing a messenger was stationed
in the lobby giving each patron a
blank telegram form.
At each per-

suburban

field,

& K.

B.

Take Ove

Corp. Tod!

(Continued from Page 1)

M.

through

stock with a designated depositar
made today.
Under the arrangement, stokholc
-'eceiye full payment in cash today
$40 in cash and the balance in th
equal yearly instalments bearing
per cent interest; or $40 in cash
the balance in stockholders' option
ten days' notice bearing 6 per
c
interest or the full amount in in<
est-bearing certificates.
Famous, it has been reported,
tends to make an oflfer for the rema
ing one-third of the stock on the ba
of the equivalent of $80 a share in

DALY

erection of three new houses.
Two
of these, the Uptown, Lisbon and
North Aves., and a house at North
and Farwell Aves., are under construct'on, while the third will be
erected on Third St.. between Locust
and Chambers Sts. It will be a 3,000
seat theater.
Universal also is active in the city,
planning three new suburban theaters to supplement its 11 now owned, one of which is under construction, and its Alhambra theater in the

to

Ift

to be

SEZ./

;

"After all, when a fella
needs a friend, is about
the best time we know to
help
him.
The 'Beau
Geste'
benefit
Saturday
night at
the
Criterion
gives every one a chance
to help.
A splendid picture for a .splendid cause.
Tickets from Kopfstein.

loop.

change for Famous stock.
723 7th Ave."
of the three new
The B. & K. holdings represent
Saxe will have concluded
sets of about |17,000, 600 based on
that if patrons enjoyed "Fig Leaves," its building program, giving the com246,206 shares of outstanding stc
and wanted friends to see it, to fill pany five downtown houses and five
$25 par. The $80 a share evaluati
out tlie supplied form and the mes- in the outskirt districts.
These are
increases the total to in excess
sage would be sent.
iNIany tele- Wisconsin, Strand,
Rialto,
Merrill
$21,000,000.
Krams were turned in. An "Olive and Alhambra in the loop, and the
Borden Bob" was the means of cre- Modjeska, Tower and the three
Decker on Coast Trip
ating a furore at the Marie Beauty houses being built in the suburban
Phelps Decker, eastern scenai
Shop. This shoji advertised that ev- districts.
The company also has Northwest Exhibitors Called on to
chief for Universal, left yesterday f
every woman getting this latest hair about 32 others throughout the state.
Entrench Selves Against Influx
Los Angeles to confer with Edd
bob would receive a free ticket for
New building projects planned in
Of Competitors
Montagne, "U" West-Coast scenaj
any matinee during the run.-— Har- the loop, will change the first run
Minneapolis
Sounding a warn- head, on the unset portion of Unive
old
Cunningham, Strand, Lowell, situation considerably. The business
mg against threatened competition, sal's 1926-1927 line-up.
^rass.
is moving up Grand
St., and erec'Greater
Amusements" editorially
tion of theaters above the Wiscon\
calls upon exhibitors of the North- Beaulah Livingstone
Goes to Coai
sin,
most
pretentious
house
of
the
city,
"Ella Cinders"
west to be prepared against invaBeaulah Livingstone, head of tl
is expected to seriously affect busi(First National)
sions of their localities.
editorial
department
of
Schem
ness at the other houses down the
Induced "The Times" to name a street.
"The next few years will find com- Prod., left yesterday for Hollywo^
committee to select three of the funThere is one other factor in the petition thrust at you to a greater where she will remain for sevei^
niest faces in Seattle, the winners to
downtown district, the Uihlein inter- extent than ever before and you months.
receive tirizes.
Ticket prizes were ests, which operate the Garden, and should be prepared to meet it," warns
given to the next 12. Four two col- which have
leased the Alhambra to the publication, stating that indicaumn stories were given the contest. Universal.
tions point to a "great influx of
Contestants were photographed free
That's
Because of the situation and ex- new exhibitors within a short time."
of charge by a local photographer. pected future
"The quality of your theaters is one
developments, there is
formance

a

slide

was flashed

stating

With completion

projects,

,

Warning Sounded

—

:

And

The judges

selected 15 of the funpictures at the end of the run
and these were incorporated in a speniest

strong belief that the proposed deal
with Northwest will be consummated.
This would make the combined circuit one of the most powerful in the
nation, for Northwest has approximately 120 houses, virtually controlling Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.

with explanatory titles. This
was shown patrons who were asked
lo register their choice of three winners by ballot.
.'\n usherette checked the ballots at each performance.
The contest proved popular. In all
less thai) $50 was spent by the theaCloses Five Deals
.ter on this contest which left so favFive deals for distribution of the
orable an impression that it may be series
of four Edith Roberts picrevved whenever the opportunity tures have been
closed by Louis T.
again presents itself. Leroy V. John- Rogers,
president of M. P. Guild.
son. I,il)crty, Seattle.
They are world's rights, exclusive of
the United States and Canada, to Ex"Marriage Clause"
port and Import Film Co.; New
York and Northern New Jersey to
(Universal)
"Marriage is an institution in Merit Film Co.; Kansas and Missouri
cial film

—

which there
provement."

is

plenty of

At

room

for im-

impression gathered from the suggestions which poured in as a result of
the
Marriage (ilause contest conducted
by the Wisconsin
News
and .Mhambra. This contest, for additional clauses in marriage contracts,
suggested by the press book was
go )d for several columns of space
prior to the showing.
Prizes were
oflftrcd ff)r married men and married women, and the chance given to
everyone to voire his own particular
ideas of the
popular institution.
least that is the

to
Independent Film Co.;
Michigan rights to W. D. Ward
Prod., and Ohio and Kentucky to
Progress Pictures.

rights

of
to

most important weapons you have
ward off competition," the publication con-

the

tmues.

allowed to get out of
condition, it invites another house in the
town but. on the other hand, if it is kept
apace with the times, it is a formidable barrier to anyone with intentions of
building
another.
For years pictures have been rising
to a higher plane and no one can deny
that
productions of today are much superior to
those of years past.
"Theaters must improve, with ' pictures.
You are asking your patrons to look at
much better pictures and must ask them to
come to the same kind of a theater.
"Throughout the country men are taking
advantage of the laxity of some exhibitors
They lay back securely in the firm belief that
they are safe but soon competition in the
form of a better theater arrives and they

go

-If

it

is

to the wall.

"Do

not

wait

for

competition

to

arrive

you fortify, but take the necessary
steps now.
Preen up your theater and make
y"r, .*°"'" appear unpromising for another
exhibitor.
It will secure your position as
to competition and also will make for greater
profits in your present business.
Always be
prepared for the arrival of a competitor and
the chances are that you never will meet
before

fBj PHIL. U.

njiv

ANTI-FAT clauses in contract
*^ are common, but Mack Swainj
agreement for "The Nervous Wrec
called for a minimum weight of
3.
pounds. He made the grade, weigi
ing 320 during the filming

'

Robert Donahue, Pathe News can
eraman, has been made a life fellot
member of the Aerial League o
America for his camera exploits i
connection

tvith

the

Byrd

pola

flight.

Paul Gulick, genial director
publicity for Universal, has taken ol
a new dignity.
They're calling hin
Uncle Paul, now, for Karl Gulick
brother of the publicity chief. becam<
the proud father of an eight-poun^
girl the other night.

him.

Attack Censorship
Censorship was attacked at the
Adams Signed by Lasky
weekly luncheon of the A. M. P. A.
Los Angeles
Samuel Hopkins
yesterday. The speakers were Phelps
Adams, magazine writer, has been
Phelps, candidate for re-election to
signed to write originals for Lasky.
the Assembly from the 10th district,
His first will be a newspaper story
and Abraham Greenberg, candidate for Bebe
Daniels.
for the Senate from the 17th district.
The New York censorship board
was described as "obnoxious" and New Orleans First in F. N. Drive
"absolutely
superfluous "
.Mhambra. Milwaukee.
New Orleans, managed by Lucas
Robert Vignola, who returns to Conner,
was first in the gross billHollywood Monday to resume his ings drive in
First National's sumMayer New Title Editor
directorial work, spoke briefly.
Billy mer contest.
Montreal, managed by
Los Angeles Fdwin Justin Mayer Day, tenor who entertains at
the A. L. Gorman, and Atlanta, managed
is Haramount's new West Coast title
Club Avalon and over the radio, by
C. R. Beacham, were second and
editor.
sang several numbers.
third.

—

That

—

The other day Allan Dwan am
Matt Moore were "do you remember
ing" at

made

Fox

-the

studio

when

mistake

of
in

"The Dark Star"

the formei
mentioning

which they
After the directorial megaphone had been hurled aA
the speaker he reminisced:
"Tht
scenario writer had had a nightmare
and put it all down on paper."
were associated.

"Beau Geste" Benefit Performance

Tomorrow

night at 11:30 a benefit
will take place at the
Criterion when a special performance
of "Beau Geste" will be held.
The

performance

proceeds will go to an unnamed

ad-

vertising man.

1:

k
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and
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Financial

Money-Making Ideas

The stocks of eighteen corporations engaged in production,
distribution and exhibition are
dealt in daily on the stock exchange in New York and other
They very nearly repcities.
resent the complete financial
structure of the industry.

XJ AVE you taken note of the manner in which showmen through-

Authoritative comment on
their movements appears day

In This Issue

by day in

THE FILM DAILY.

out the country are forwarding their stage stunts for Present-

O-Grams. These and comprehensive reviews of what theaters on
Broadway, the Big Street are doing are reported every week in
"Developments in Presentations." All money-making ideas.

Box-office appraisals have a
and iavaluable mission.

definite

Showmen want

They want concise, though comprehensive,
office

Kane— "Prince

analyses

values.

DAILY
Robert T.

the unvar-

nished truth about new pictures.
of box-

THE FILM

reviews, a regular
Sunday issue, are

feature of the

recognized as a guide to picture

of

Tempters" Section

values.

—

STANDING i» LINE
at the world's greatest show-
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Price 25 Cents

Consolidated Files Judgment
Judgment for $9,235 has been filed
in the
Supreme Court against the
Garsson Enterprises and Murray W.
Garsson. The plaintiff in the suit
which resulted in this judgment was

BOOKING FIRM PROPOSED ITALIAN BAN

[REN6HD

17,

SIBRANCHESOPERATING
EQUIPMENT COMBINE

IN

Industries,
Consolidated Film
sued on a note for $12,330
given by the defendants on June 15,
1925, but on which payments had been
made until the balance was |9,043,
the additional $192 in the judgment
being for costs.

the

Karzas and Mark Trade Not in Any Position
Circuits Cast Lots
To Supply Theaters
with Combine
A. W. Kelly Says

)oney,

—

Chicago James B. Coston booking
Little apprehension concerning the
:es is increasing its activities.
In report from Rome of the banning of
ition to the suburban houses being American pictres by a new circuit
ked, three of the city's leading cir- comprising 2,000 Italian theaters, is
ts,
have joined the company, expressed by Arthur W. Kelly, viceese are National Theaters (Cooney president, treasurer and head of Unitthe Karzas and Mark Bros, ed Artists foreign department, who
)s.)
cuits.
eturned from Europe yesterday. Not
The Coston offices have no affilia- only is Premier Mussolini friendly to
(Continued on Page 2)
s with distributors, booking pices on the open market.
In the

Coston

deal,

will

L. A.

handle book-

the North Center, Karzas
jse, and the Woodlawn, now nearcompletion; the Granada, Emsy and Strand, operated by Marks
OS., and the Capitol, Jeffrey, Chatn, Cosmo and Stratford operated
for

is

Cooney Bros.

Pantages in East

—

\tlanta
Marking an important
p in proposed invasion of the East
the circuit, Pantages has placed its
jdeville in the Candler, now under
istruction for Universal. At presMemphis marks the eastern most
7 of the Pantages circuit.
J'antages for some time has been
nning to invade the East on an exsive scale, and is declared planning
build a number of combination
jses.
The circuit now is confined
the Middle West and West Coast,
ixander Pantages is authority for
(.Continued on Page 2)

House First
— Lou Anger to

Los Angeles

is
be
charge of construction of all United
Artists theaters here which is to be
the first in the company's chain of 20

in

presentation houses.
The Detroit house is to be second
in the chain, with arrangements al-

ready completed for houses at New
York, Pittsburg, Baltimore, Chicago,
Boston and Milwaukee.
Sid Grauman,

who

is

the presenta-

tion director of the circuit, is building the Chinese at Hollywood, which
he will operate in conjunction with
his Egyptian, as separate ventures.

after

eight hours of

was reported by the jury
which heard Anthony Paul Kelly's

deliberation,

The Better 'Ole
Warners

Page
g

Bardelys the Magnificent

M-G-M

8

The Quzirterback
8

Bad Men
Fox
The Temptress

8

3

Tiffany
Official

17

Wife

Warner Bros.
Forever After
First National
Across the Pacific
Warner Bros

The Lily
Fox
Young April
P. D. C
Jack O' Hearts

American Cinema Assoc
Short Subjects

now

mates he would have received if the
"The National Theater Supply Co.
comedian had not broken a contract which is now functioning throughout
to appear in a Kelly story for D. W. the country is the result of a longGriffith.

Godal on Way to U. S,
Edward Godal of Godal InternaFilms, Ltd., of London, is en
route to complete negotiations for
stories the company is scheduled to
produce.
tional

at^-^arent necessity to establish in the
equipment field an ojganization of
sufficient strength and scope so as to

needed economies
improve service to the theater

be able to effect
ai)d

(Continued on Page 2)

Supply Dealers

Warners Seek

New

Building

Warner Bros, are negotiating for a
building on W. 48th St., to be used
as an annex to the Manhattan Opera
House, which

is

used as a Vitaphone

studio.

Pictures

to

Meet

Interest in the annual convention
of the Assoc, of M. P. Equipment
dealers of America, scheduled for the
Congress Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 18-19,
is stimulated by the fact that many
of the members are affiliated with the
new National Theater Supply Co.
Joe Hornstein, vie-president of the
new company, yesterday, said that he
did not expect that the formation of
his organization would result in the
dissolution of the dealers' association.

—

Cleveland There is to be a camare stirring up foreign governments paign instituted against bicycling in
against American pictures ought to be told a few facts. this territory. During the last year,
few are supplied by the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, which only three cases have been brought to
the attention of the Film Board of
asks "Who calls them 'Yankee' pictures?" and then goes on:
Trade, which immediately took steps
American movies are becoming Europeanized. Never were to put an end to the practice.
so many current and planned productions shifted from native soil
A thorough investigation of the
territory would disclose several inas now. Consider these
of bicycling, it is believed, and
Two productions of "Carmen," "The Great Galeoto" and stances
such a probe is to be undertaken by
"Gaby" have their locale in Spain.
the board.
No tolerance is to be

HE

agitators

who

A

Germany

17

That Model from Paris

My

offices

are serving the trade in the various
key centers.

:

Paramiount

M-G-M

Thirty-one branch

try.

for $250,000 against Al Jolson,
for alleged breach of contract.
Kelly
is suing to recover royalties he esti-

suit

Cleveland Plans Probe

T

Features Reviewed

—

Chicago Final details of the consolidation of a group of leading supply
houses into the National Theater Supply Co. have been effected and the
new, national organization is now in
actual operation throughout the coun-

Disagree in Jolson Suit
Disagreement

:,

Yankee

Improved Service Available
to Exhibitors, H. A. R.
Button Says

which

17
17

18

18
18

20

represented by "Old Heidelberg," Portugal by shown

"Gaby."

bicyclers, with criminal prose-

cution expected.

Austria looms large with "The Song of Two Humans,"
"Hotel Imperial." "The Wedding March" and "Love Me and the
Two Firms Seek Prices
World Is Mine."
companies are seeking the
Two
"Tickle Toes," "One Increasing Purpose" and "Annie
Williams process of photography with
Laurie" are British locale.
indications that a deal will be closed
France is a favorite with "What Price Glory," "Wings," probably by the end of the month.
"Seventh Heaven," "Francois Villon," "The Monkey Talks," Frank Williams, inventor of the process, left last night for Hollywood to
"Bardelys the Magnificent."
resume activity. One of the deals,
Italy

18

is

is

represented bv "Cellini,"

"Don

Juan," "The

Lady

Ermine," Russia by "The 'Flesh and the Devil" and "Siberia."
This partial list includes the foremost directors and stars
(Continued on Page 3)

in

is stated, involves taking over of
the process for a three year period,
while the other is an exclusive production contract.
it

^

.

THE
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Proposed Italian Ba
Seen as "Just Tall

31 Branches Operating

PUIL

Equipment Combine

in

(Continued from Page

M.

1)

owner," said H. A. R. Dutton, presiroLXXXYIIINo.14 Sunda;, Oct 17,1926
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"The new company and its plan of
organization are distinctly in line with
Althe trend of modern business.
though the individual supply companies have in the past rendered a valuable service to the field and have
been a factor in the industry's development, the time has come when only
a nationally-operating organization,
well-financed and thoroughly equipped, can meet the exactions of the
field in an economic and service way.

"The advantages given

to us in this
nation-wide organization permit us to
eflPect a large number of major economies in the operation of our supply
houses and in the purchase of products.
The exhibitor, in his dealings
with this organization, naturally will
find the benefits of these economies
reflected in his transactions with us.

"Under our

existing plan and scope
organization we are enabled to
render the type and kind of service
that the theater field requires.
"Exhibitors will find this company
and its various branch houses keenly
Yesterday's generally downward grade maralive to their requirements and thorket had the effect of taking film stocks
along with it. with the result that with one oughly prepared to meet them in the
of

every film
issue
that
changed
hands felt the depression in price.
The
ccception was Univer-iars curb stock which
had a slight turn-over of 300 shares and
gained H of a point.
The big drops were
Warner Pictures "A", 4 points, Pathe Exexception

most economic and satisfactory way
possible."

from Page

(.Continued

American

DALY

dent.

17, IS I

films,

fhel

1)

he said, but the

«

eluding of pictures made in foreij i*'-'?
lands is practically impossible owL
to the fact that Italian houses are
sflolo,
ing double-feature policies and thi
country is not producing sufficient p;
tures to fill their programs.
Ki"
believes that it is unreasonable 1__

8EZ./

li

ii

Russ

ititi

"We

remember

can

when some

of the gentry
sporting
looked very well
in becoming grey fedoras.
Winter brings snow and
snow brings snowballfi
and snowballs sometimes

HIGH

now

HATS

knock

off

2,200

many

a

tween

tests.'

are

embraced

in

a

country.
In England Kelly heard the opi>
ion expressed that Parliament at t
next session is sure to act to protei

HIGH HATS.

Ai Hatnlet

theaters

^'q,

Stefano Pittaluga Co. as there 1
only about 2,500 houses in the entil

said 'There's
actor be"

good

domestic pictures.

Expectations

"
iis

gout

J cbsf

at|J5aj|

that a measure will be passed requii
ing American distributors to handl

S!S
iji

til

Ci

saiibei

one English production in Americ
for every six exhibited in Englam jopei
Business is slightly depressed in thi
in
country, he said, owing to unemploj
{Continued from Page 1)
ment.
fana
Kelly visited England, France, Gei
the statement that a chain of Pantages houses is planned in the East many and Italy, confering with offi Jtto
In making the announcement in an cials of his company. In Germany h
interview at Minneapolis, he stated found business improving, with house ^|
that theater operation was compara- approximating two matinees a wee!
owing to the fact that everybody if^
tively easy in the East.
ims.
Meanwhile, Pantages is engaged in working. Business is very good il
France
and
Italy
is
prosperous.
solidifying its position in the West,
Kelly says that while in Londoi atnc
through the building of houses on the
Pacific Coast.
Several houses also he was misquoted by a newspaper t<
the effect that Charles Chaplin is tt
are designed for Texas.
J"J
retire.
This he denies.
i

bIi'

Pantages

East

CI bit

neisal

tl

b

iirb

^,','J

1 Km.
Ho£fberg Buys Far East Rights
Fox Leads in Bowling Tourney
Additional developments in "For wi"
change "A". 3%
Famous Players. 2%. The
The
H.
HofTberg
With
Co.
six
J.
has
victories
purits
to
credit, the
rest were more or less fractional.
chased from the Apollo Trading Corp. Fox bowling team is in the lead in the eign Markets" will be found on vagei S
22 and 23.
| T\
the Far East rights of its entire prod- Film League Tournament, Hirlagraph
Quotations
uct.
The countries covered are India, is second with three victories. Games
Grubel Bros. Open House
tti
High Low Close Sales Burma. Ceylon, Japan, China, Philip- scheduled for Oct. 20 are:
Mo. Grubel Bros.' NeV fe
Joplin,
Islands,
Am. Sea tVtc. ... 36
Dutch East Indies,
36
36
100 pine
First
National
vs.
Hirlagraph,
'"
Am. Seat Pfd. ... 37Ji 36^ 36^
600 Straits Settlements and Siam.
Pathe vs. Warners, Fox vs. Consoli- Electric has opened after being re*
Halaban & Katz.
•

;

—

.

•Hal.

&

Kodak

Famous Players
Fain.

63

63
73!4
117
116J4
112H 112J4

•Filmb

..117>A
.

A14H

119^

Pfd. ..119'^

Play.

Inspect

•First

99-^
70}^
2i'A

Project
Locw's, Inc
•Metro Gold. Pfd
•M. P. Cap. Corp

70}4
2454

llntern'l

Pathe

11

44^

"A". ATA
U'way 96J4

p:xch.

Skouras Hros

Co

••Stan.

of

Am

53!^

*

"A"

Pict.

15)4
AA'A
96ii

Dempsey Presents

8J4

S'A

94)4
38

Market

4SH
51^

51^

you arc thivking of
I

N

Second

prize,

a

tennis

racket,

was

tendered to Irwin Gelsey and third
prize, a sweater, was awarded
to

Bruce Gallup.

S

M-G-M

Scott Darling on Vacation
Universal City Having completed
the scheduled program of comedies
for this year, Scott Darling, Universal's supervising director of comedies,
is on his first vacation in some time.

—

Standard Cast Set

—

Hollywood Lois Boyd, "Fatty"
Alexander, "Kewpie" Ross and "Fat"
Karr, will have the leads in "Heaviation," latest Standard comedy.
Sterling in "Casey at the Bat"

Hollywood— Ford Sterling and Zasu Pitts have been cast in "Casey at
the Bat," production featuring Wal-

Films Changing Standards
Trenton
Motion pictures are lace Beery and Raymond Hatton.
chnneinp living conditions in Europe
and constitute a silent agency for
Walsh to Start "Monkey Talks"
good understanding between America
Hollywood Raoul Walsh is preand other nations. Dr. Herbert
Ad- paring to start direction on "The
-ims Gibbons of Princeton
declared Monkey Talks" with Olive Borden
^t the state convention
of Kiwanis and Jacques Lerner in the leading
Clubs held here.
roles for Fox.

—

INSURANCE
T E B B

Presentation
of
the
Exhibitors'
Daily Review tennis championship
3
loving sup was made by Jack Dempsey to Merle Johnson of Pathe yesterday noon on the roof of the build900 ing in which the
publication is located.

100
300
4.600
31.200

Bond Market
ft Bid and Ask
t

Prizes

Famous,

2,600

.

When, you think of

S

4,900

S3'A

94)4
37'A
45!^

55

Last Prices Quoted

•• Philadelphia

700

84^

Trans-Lux Screen. R'A
Univ. Pict. Pfd... 94)4
Universal Pictures. 38'A
Warner Pictures.. 47^4

Warner

4.200

1926-27 program of Bray Productions,
being
handled
by 28 exchanges
throughout the country.

23^

^*'A
96)4
29
S'A
Si'A

t Paramount
ttRoxy Units
30
ttRoxy Common.. 9'A

Bray Has 28 Shorts
Twenty-eight shorts comprise the

H

42)4

42J4

dated, Universal vs.
vs. P. D. C.

200

T/j

..

Fox Film "A" ... 73
Fox Theaters "A". 24}^

1.000
8.600

119"/J

Pfd

Nat'l

50

63

Katz Vtc

Sastman

—

modelled.

,

Franke Joins Universal
\k\
Milwaukee Emil Franke has beettr
named manager of the Fern, Univer-j'"

—

sal

house.
Priscilla

Dean

in

Comedies

— Priscilla

Dean who^
has been signed for Hal Roach comedies,
completed her contract withf»<|
Metropolitan several weeks ago.
Los Angeles

Because
By

giving

TIME

to

ALL MY

Life

Insur-

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing
and arranging programs
to the clients' utter satisfaction.

Specialists in Motion Ficturu

and Theatrical inxurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur
1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.
3040

1,800

A

Seat Canarsie

House Planned

now OQfrating houses in
Mrooklvn and Long Island will op-

erate the 1,800 seat theater to
be buiH
Ave. L and E. 9.3rd .St.. Canar-

;it

sie.

ALBERT

circuit

The house

'^^''^

^^'*^

'l
through
Berk

&

opened Mar.

will be
^^'^^

consummated

Moross.

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LEARN TO SAV

BROOKS'
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580 PEN
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES
TO RENT

L.

a RUBEN

Incorporated

383 Madison Ave., N. Y. C.
(llth floor)

Vanderbilt 6600

—
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Yankee Pictures

The Week's Headlines

(Continued from Page

Monday
Pathe control by Blair & Co.,
tpected to be followed by affiyliation of
athe with P. D. C.
KoPhoto, Moscow, proposes "kontingent"

y chase

of

I
OUIY

UK WIKM

MIAN D0UAB5 FOB SUOWM£N

1)

Negri, Barrymore, Strohcim, Talmadge, Gilbert, Murnau, Novarro, Lowe, Griffith, Gish, Moore and Kerry.
The companies are all in the craze Paramount, Fox, M-G-M,
United Artists, First National, Universal, Inspiration.
And so, why the foreign hostility to "Yankee" pictures?
Couple this with what Will H. Hays told the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers a few days ago.
"A recent survey of important actors, directors and camera-

"Flaming Frontier"

—

(Universal)

Drums were

beaten by Indians
and beads. When the
)r
Russia,
restricting
importations
to
crovvd was sufficiently large and it
O'/o of pictures shown in country.
was time for the show they would
fv cases of bicycling reported in WashingDn territory.
go into a war dance lighted by red
ii Roach to sponsor short subject theater
fire torches.
Along the walls of the
Los Angeles.
lobby in lithograph frames were disi nch Government protests against "The
men
in
Hollywood
showed
that
Englishmen,
26
60
were
were
tig Parade" and "Beau Geste."
played various relics of Indian wars
Isicians in A. H. Blank houses in Omaha Canadians, 16 were Russians, 12 were French, 10 were Austrians,
with descriptive cards. These relics
till
out on strike.
11 were Swedes, 7 were Italians, 6 were Hungarians, 4 were came from a local museum for this
i< closes deal for "substantial interest"
n De Forest Phonofilm Corp.
Japanese, 3 were Mexicans, 3 were Danes and others came from cooperation meant new interest in
India, Argentine, China, Roumania, Brazil, Poland, Czecho-Slo- the museum. Entrance to the foyer
Tuesday
was through a huge tepee on which
Hayes neutral in Sundady shows fight, vakia, Serbia, Ireland, Switzerland and Turkey."
were painted Indian signs. A warays clergymau.
What have the disgruntled spokesmen in Europe to say of rior in full regalia acted as ticket
rth Carolina
M. P. T. O. increasing
t

gay

in feathers

II

tiembershrp to fight proposed 10 per cent.
ax law.
X opens Acadenry of Music, New York,
tsburgh Film Board of Trade investigatng bicycling.
iversal plans invasion of upper Michigan
with houses scheduled for Marquette aoid

Lscanaba.

—

the
P. D. C. not closed
from 45 to
JO days required to complete foundation,
ses thrown out by Minneapolis arbitraion board.
ckering for artists for De Forest Phono;

Sim.
ibe

Daniels renews with

Famous

for

five

years.

Wednesday
ectric sign makers in $5,000,000 merger
of national scope.
ilwaukee to get 4,000 seat house of United
Artists; Fox also to build,
print
rated
seized
at
Baxter Springs,

Kan., by Economy Film Service,
cycling practically stopped in Arizona

ter-

ritory.

snjamin B. Hampton figuring in Pathe
P. D. C. deal.
Sorrows of Satan" has premiere at Cohan,
pponent of American films sponsor of
British Empire Film and Dis. Co.
rices offered by South African Film Trust
disturb

London

distributors.

Thursday
oxy not sold although four companies are
dickering for theater.
itaphone will pay $104,000 for right to
mechanically reproduce music,
hree more houses planned for Milwaukee,
ddie Cantor to forsake stage for films.
[ontana Film Board of Trade asking jail
terms for bicyclers.
Winning of Barbara Worth" has West
Coast premiere in Los Angeles,
tern Bros, to spend $1,500,000 on comedies
for Universal,
merican pictures shown in New Zealand
called "trashy" by High Commissioner,
riti^h exhibitors prepare to fight producerdistributor operations in their field.

Friday
takes over Balaban & Katz today,
licyding practically stamped out in San

amous

Francisco territory,
otal of 2,200 houses in big
to fight American pictures,

Italian

merger

[useum director claims Thomas Rudge, an
Englishman, invented motion pictures,
axe will entrench its position in Milwaukee
with Fox and United Artists planning
theaters for
possibility,

city.

Saxe-F.

&

R.

deal

a

ederal courts have no jurisdiction over state
daylight saving laws. Supreme Court rules,
inematograph Renters' Society refuses to lift
ban on "The Phantami of the Opera."

1

Saturday
branches operating in equipment combine.
available, H. R. Dutton

Improved service
says.
looney,

Karzas and Mark circuits of Chicago cast lots with Coston booking ofSces.
'roposed Italian ban seen as "just talk"
by A. W. Kelly of United Artists, just
returned from Europe.
'antages chain is planned in the East.
,os Angeles to have first of new United
Artists chain.
'leveland plans bicycling probe.

this?

The Editorial Writer Takes Note

A

When

an important and influential newspaper devotes its
leading editorial and a half column of space to a motion picture';
it is an occasion upon which to pause and take note.
This is
exactly what the Los Angeles Times did on October 10.
The
picture was "The Winning of Barbara Worth." Said the Times
in

—

rado Springs, Colo.

part:

"Romance and chivalry have played their
Winning of Barbara Worth.' Conquests of hate

part in the
are never as

symbolized than in Harold Bell Wright's epic romance. 'The
Winning Of Barbara Worth.' Conquests of hate, are never as
Medieval romance was colorful,
enduring as those of love.
Perusing its pages is like wading through
but cruel, brutal.
Physical prowess is ennobled, but
red rivulets and pools.
prowess in which the sword or lance of the victors is sullied
by crimson stains. The most valorous was he who had slain
the

taker.
In fact, the entire personnel
of the theater wore Indian costumes.
window display depicted Custer's
last fight.
The background was cut
from the 24-sheet and the foreground
was filled with tiny figures cut from
the paper, and mounted on cardboard.
Cacti, sagebrush and sand
gave life to the scene. Burns, Colo-

most

of his kind.

The weak

perished to glorify the strong;

and every broken lance symbolized a broken heart.
"But the romance of the winning of the West is the epic
of the triumph of mind over matter, the conquest by strong
sinews and intrepid spirits of the dragons of the flood and
These are the conquests by which civilization is
the desert.
enriched and life upon the planet raised to a higher standard.
Who has reclaimed a valley from the desert is a greater hero
than he who conquers with fire and sword a neighboring
province. *

*

"Great is the film, 'The Winning of Barabara Worth,'
because it is a true portrayal of the winning of the West. What
was done in the Imperial Valley visualizes what is being done
elsewhere, and, more important still, what can be done. The
chivalry of the twentieth century is as intrepid, as valorous as
that of the Middle Ages; and it is a chivalry that does not feed

on human blood."

More

Centralization

that are noised about are not always national
Dallas has been through the throes of one in the state
in scope.
The Motion Picture Journal editorially
right exchange field.

The mergers

"Mare Nostrum"

(M-G-M)
Arrangement was made

for a tie-

up on a shipbuilding contest with a
department store. The store gave a
dandy window display with a model
of ship, so that the kids got the idea
or just how the ship would look.
Five thousand ship contest heralds
were distributed to schools.
girl

A

dressed

passed out
the ship contest heralds to the school
in

sailor

outfit

children.
Some were also distributed
in tjie theater by the program girl,
and some were given to the store to
pas_s out to the customers.
In the

window

there appeared 22
neat gold-bronze
frames, also cut-out letters from the
three-sheet and an 11 by 14 pattern of ship with large card explaining nature of the contset.
Girl
ushers wore white cloth sailor caps
imprinted on the front side with
"Mare Nostrum" and on the other
side "At Loew's."
These caps were

by 28

display

photos

in

worn one week

in advance and atno little attention from patrons.
Caps were also distributed to
newsboys.
Tom Jones, Loev/'s
Grand, Atlanta.

tracted

—

remarks
"Eighteen months ago there were operating on the Dallas
"Son of the Sheik"
market the following state right exchanges: Specialty Liberty,
(United Artists)
Southwestern, Enterprise, Progress, Home State, Midwest, InUsed auto-throwaway based on
dependent, and two special pictures. Besides the regular Southwestern exchange a separate department was carried under the "Complete Instructions for Back
Seat Drivers," which was in the
heading of All Star Attractions.
"Indicating to what great degree consolidations are taking
Libertypl.Tce in the field these exchanges are reduced to four
judgwith
the
Midwest
and
Home
State,
Enterprise,
Specialty,
room
ultimately
be
will
there
that
market
the
growing
in
ment
only
two.
for
"This lessening of exchange units, while not so rapid as
the ^consolidation of exhibit units, is running parallel to it. In
the economic scheme which is now working it is probable that
national distributors will become less along with the growth of
the chain theaters and the reduction of the state right exchanges."

—

—

KANN

form

The

of a

two by three inch

complete

folder.

instructions
which
were discovered when the folder was
opened comprised the words "Shut
Up," and copy on the backpage was:
" 'Back Seat Advice' seldom is accepted. The driver usually possesses
the better judgment, wider experience and knows where he is going.
But he will be glad to take your advance, any day next week, when you
tell him to drive to the Gaiety to see
Rudolph Valentino in 'The Son of
Gaiety, Winnipeg.
the Sheik'."

—

J

—

.
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HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

o/'FILMDOM

ANDWEEKLY

By

FILM DIG EST

Harvey E. Qausman

Fox Spending
The

§750,000
and reconstruction

building

program

at
in

Lull in Production

Fox Films West Coast
Hollywood and at Fox

Studios
Hills has been expanded to a total
of more than §750,000, according to
Ben Jackson, manager of the studios.
The $550,000 program which was
originally laid down, is nearing completion.
Two new stages, each 300
by 150 feet, and a new wardrobe and
costume building. 200 by 70 feet, are
receiving
fmishing
touches.
The
stages cost $50,000 each and the wardrobe $45,000.
There are yet to be constructed a
wall along the Serrano St. frontage

npHERE

is very little production activity at present,
with most concerns perfecting plans for the new

year output.

At First National, the only unit shooting is. Harry
Langdon's company. Two companies are working at
M-G-M, and three at Universal. What companies are
active for Lasky are on location. The Sennett studios
are closed, while there is little activity at the independent studios. Four pictures are in work at Warners, and the Fox plant is busy, as are the De Mille
and the Metropolitan units.
The lull being experienced is but a temporary one,
for within 30 days production is expected to be resumed at full blast, continuing the record activity
which has made the year an outstanding one.

of the Hollywood studio, a garage in
W'hich 30 trucks can be repaired at
one time, new buildings for the plastering, carpentering, tinsmithing and
blacksmithing departments, additional
dressing rooms for actors, and an armory on the east lot. On the west
lot, a $50,000 structure to house four

new

Preparing Fox Comedy
Dorothy Sebastian Cast
Fox's next Van Bibber comedy feaDorothy Sebastian has been cast in
"The Day of Souls," John Gilbert's turing Earle Foxe is being prepared
new vehicle new in production under by O. O. Dull.
Tod Browning, with Renee Adoree in
"Third Degree" Started
the leading feminine role.
"The Third Degree," with Dolores
Costello, has gone into production
Stone Adapting Grey Story
John Stone is now adapting "The on the Warner lot. Michael Curtiz
Last Rail," a novel by Zane Grey, is directing.
which will be the next vehicle for
Added to "Missing Link"
Tom Mix.
Added to the cast of "The Missing Link," Warner Brothers' producJack Warner Back
Jack L. Warner, director general tion, are: Crawford Kent, Sam Baker
of production for Warner Bros., is and Acka.

Production Staff Ready
Richard Wallace, who will direct
"McFadden's Flats," for Asher and
Small and Rogers has his production
staff chosen as follows: Val Paul,
production mauager; Arthur Edeson,
cinematographer; Jack Okey, technical director; D. Ross Lederman,
assistant director; Dick Block, property master; Tom Valdes, chief electrician; Paul Westherwax, film editor.
Charlie Murray and Chester
Conklin have been signed for principal male roles.
back

Her
picture since
the arrangment ended is a Peter B.
Kyne storv. "O Promise Me," which
she has just finished at Universal.
lance.

"Camille" Sets
W. C. Menzies. art director, will
design the sets which will be used in
filming a modern version of "Camstarring Norma Talmadge, for

ille,"

Joseph M. Schenck.

Cecil

of

li.

Mille Half Finshed
De Milic is in the midst

"The Temple
which

quence

largest sets

Jehovah,"
includes one of

built

of

for

se-

the

"The King

Kings."

EDWARD

MARrHALL
FOR FOX

ICRIVENING

ATTENTION HENRY FORD:
will
the
Sheehan
get
Price Glory" boys out of
trenches by Christmas

Winfield

"What
the

Now
the

if

the
Jones.

supervision

the

Street

trenches out

of

Dep't

will

Hollywood.

gel

of

of

F.

?

uill

Richai

To

ig

"The First Night" Ready
"The First Night," a Tiffany

pr« ,w

has been completed and
soon to be released. In the cast ai
Bert Lytell, Dorothy Devore, Han
Myers, Frederick KoVert,
Walte
Hiers, Lila Leslie, James Mack, Hazi
Keener, Joan Standing and Nellie Bl
Baker. Richard Thorpe directed

m

will

be

"Children

of

1

sept

Coast

Cit

an

ii

Frank Lloyd's Next
Frank Lloyd's second picture

1'

\sr

duction,

fo

Di

vorcCj" adapted from Owen John|f(
son's unpublished novel.
Productiol
starts Nov. 8.

Edwa

The Life of Los Angeles

itli

(ov

Centers at the

I,"

KSh

Ambassador's
I

iod
Dve

Famous

in

New

an absence
York, and is com-

olhi

Cocoanut Grove

ork

;leti(

and.

first

Designs

De

der

jjiickett

at the studios after

month

Cast for "Barbed Wire"
Completes Gotham Contract
pleting preparations for the filming
Claude Gillingwater will play Pola
Ethel Shannon has completed her of "Noah's Ark," which Michael Cur- Negri's father in "Barbed Wire" for
contract with Gotham and is now a tiz will direct.
Famous. Rowland V. Lee will direct.
of a

free

Mabel Normand Starts Another
Mabel Normand has started wo
on another Hal Roach comedy, su
ported by Theodore von Elitz, Jam
Finlayson, Gustav von
Seyfifertil
Leo White, Max Davidson and No:
Hayden. Yal Yeates is directing ui

Famous

projecting rooms,

cutting
24
rooms and 16 rooms for story readers is being completed.

'

-««^>-

Roy Del Ruth

Special Nights Tues. and Sat.

See

College Night Every Friday

loae

•G-

Director

leii

„— ,M-4

Darryl Francis Zanuck

fwhew

Author

"Across the Pacific"
"Foot Loose Widows"
^'Hogan's Alley"
"Eve's Lover"

"The Little
"The Man

Irish Girl"

El

oil

Twenty>fivc
minute* to

Bnwdway

. .

G

Id

Twent^five

mlaumtothe
ocscbet ...

Upstairs"
"Wolf's Clothing'^

WARNER BROTHERS,

(il

thcCmter
tftkifywood
In

3il

:ee

Tl
ID

Ll(

inc.

TherJew
rocDi

PIAIA

te
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SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

Leaves in November

"^iockett

Ready

Rockett, who is supervising
Herbert," which will be the last
National picture to be made
^m will go to California next

"Striving

A

h.

Bj

MERVYN

To Do Warner Story
itsy Ruth Miller, who has
ing
J.<s,

been

New York

for several
Monday for Hollyshe will appear in a

production.

rner

Finishes Exteriors

who came from

3seph Valentine,

RALPH WILK

LE ROY, comedy

coned so much attention that he
was brought East to appear in
rainy
desperate
for
"New York."
scenes which he was to shoot here for
"Orchids and Ermine," to be directed by Alfred Santell, thought of
Many interesting stories are being
sending a cameraman to the Centold abo7it good old Charlie Phillips,
tury theater, where Jeanne Eagles is
veteran newspapermayi, who was at
putting "Finis" on "Rain."
one time with the Fox publicity staff.
*
*
*
He observed all the ethics traditional
Gus Edwards, who discovered Ed- with reporters. He was an intimate
die Cantor years ago and placed him friend of Eugene Walters, the play-

Coast to photograph exteriors for
e City," which is being directed
ivright.
R. William Neill, has completed in a "School Boy" act, and W. C.
*
*
Fields,
who shared make-up with
k and has returned to HollyEddie in the Ziegfeld "Follies," were
id.
"Sunny Jim" Lederer, playamong the first to congratulate the
broker, busy, selling the works
comedian at the premiere of "Kid
Terriss in Paris
of many writers, paused long
Boots." By the way, the gang of
enough to dash off an original
"om Terriss, who has been in Eu- East Side boys sent to a camp every
story of his own.
He also
e for several weeks, is now in
summer by Eddie, should be turned
managed to sell it in jig time.
•is, working on a production deal.
loose in the Rialto
to
test
the

the Coast.

Nov.

He

work

will start

on "Love's Greatest Mis;e," the Frederic Arnold Kummcr
ze story which appeared in Liberty.
3

Complete

Two

f'roduction has been completed on
iove 'Em and Leave 'Em" and

Popular Sin"

[he

at

Famous.

Lowe to Hollywood
Edmund Lowe left Thursday

During a recent
rain, he dodged into the subway at that busy corner and
walked under Times Square

News

to

—

Shipbuilding and Dry
Dock Co. Beryl walked across
the yard of the company while
making "Striving for Fortune" and thousands of shipbuilders made a $640 pause

Take Fire Scenes
Scenes for "The Fire Brigade," an
-G-M picture, were taken on
oadway Monday. Several camerawere used under the direction
T. Wilson, who came from

Mike Connelly is a booster
Tenth Ave. It was on that
thoroughfare that he was born
and now he is employed there,
doing the casting for Fox. Mike
is a living example of the fact
that some casting directors can
be more popular than umpires
and this honor also falls to
for

Freddie Fleck.

R.
ill

City,

direct the exteriors.
the production
Coast studio.
to

Nigh directed

West

the

Gillan

in

Kane

Special

Ernest Gillan, who has signed a
ig-term contract ^yith First Na•nal, is to play one of the leading
)bert

by
Lite

"Womanhood," the new
T. Kane special, being direct-

in

les

Lothar Mendes.
from the Coast.

He

is

George Sidney feels like Rogers
Hornsby. He has been pushed and
jostled by crowds here while taking
scenes for "The Auctioneer."
He
title

Eajtj shooting exteriors for
'he Auctioneer," are now en route
Ward Crane, Doris
the Coast.
o\'' and Sammy Cohen are fhc

en

the cast.

W.

Boyle,

who

"Not Herbert"

nal
last.

studio,

is

is

photograph-

at the First
to return to

the

Nathe

his
series

ivith

Ken Maynard

much mourning

photographers taking stills of
Bob Kane, Lothar Mendes and

Dorothy Mackaill. The photographs will be syndicated, due
of

Harry

Reichenbach, Boswell

to pro-

to

the

ducers,

enterprise

and

Al

Feinman,

Reichenbach' s Boswell.
*

at

Abe

All roads will lead to the
Hotel Astor on Oct. 30. H's
the date of the annual Loew-

He was accompanied by

Freid,

his

cameraman,

Paul

Makes Film Debut
Jack Egan, a recruit from vaudeville, is appearing in "Love 'Em and
Leave 'Em," which will feature EvLawrence Gray and
Brent,
elyn
Louise Brooks.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer party.
"L.M.G." means "laus tnir
*

*
1>
9

Gail Kane may return to the
screen.
She was a star with
the World Film and has always
been an important stage figure.
*

*

»VV#V#V#*> V#v#V#VWVV#V#V#V#v#V#V»*>*

% Alvin
h DIRECTOR
8

*

Bob Meusel, of the Yankees, likes
to work before the Kliegs, and may

Jl
\l

*

Wyckoff |
o/

PHOTOGRAPHY

8

SPEED
ACCURACY
with

two

to Izzard.

A

|j
if

*

comedian, knows Hollywood from

•>*.

QUALITY

be seen in "Slide, Kelly, Slide." His
team,mate, Aaron Ward, also hopes
to work in the M-G-M picture.
*

attract-

to Coast

Nicholson and Madge Bellamy.

Jack Santoro, a peppery Coast boy,
is being often mistaken for Raymond
Griffith.
Santoro, who is an active

His work

Go

Will

Stuart Heisler, editor of Ray Rockett productions, and Ben Berk, location manager for First National,
will leave next month for the Coast,
where they will remain.
Heisler
edited "Paradise" and will also cut
and edit "Not Herbert."

lywood.

Lester Scharff found that the
shortest route to Eastern studio work was to go to the
Coast.
There, he appeared in
pictures.

will

Complete Exteriors
Irving Cummings. who secured exteriors here for "Bertha, the Sewing
Machine Girl," has returned to Hol-

missed.

*

Clair pictures.
Fred
direct
the Fields'

St.

and

the First National and Cosmopolitan studios.
Sam Hardy,
stage and screen wit, is going
to California, and his ready humor and practical jokes will be

*

The Cosmopolitan studio
vms overrun Monday with
Underwood and Underwood

in

picture.

Newmeyer
own story.

Harbor, Mich.
is

Moore

Selecting Material
material is now being selected for the next W. C. Fields' and

other production matters, Harry
{"Joe")
Brown helped with the
schedule of the National Professional Football League. He is an
ardent gridiron enthusiast and did
much cheering at Syracuse, his alma
mater. Joe's old home is in Benton

There

Coast

Story

gayen," but not in French.

*

Boyle to California
r

role.

Not busy enough
unit,

Hollywood

to

Coast to play an important role

Malcolm

*

California.

Pauline Starke, Virginia Lee Corbin and Lloyd Whitlock, who are
completing their work in "Not HerHerbert," are to return to Calfornia.

the

busy headquarters in
the Hotel Hermitage.
*

To Return

visit in

Mervyn Le Roy, comedy
Van Enger, cameraman, and Ben Silvey, assistant director, remained to secure some rain
scenes.
Sam Hardy will go to the

St.

*

following a short

Ermine."

his

en

Sidney to Coast
George Sidney, Marion Nixon, Di:tor Alfred E. Green and Cameram George Schneiderman, who have

[ohu

By

the
way,
George is a brother of Louis Sidney,
one of the stars in the administrative
end of the Loew theaters.

plays the

and 42nd

To Do "Face to Face"
"Face to Face" will be Florence
Vidor's vehicle. She will start work

constructor; Charles

Broadway

Beryl Roberts' clever press
agentess, claims that Beryl
caused a loss of $30,784
count 'em to the Newport

to look at her.

md.

liver

starring Walsh.

Santell to

Kelcey Allen has mastered
the art of crossing

for

Dllywood, where he will complete
)rk in "One Increasing Purpose,"
teriors for which were taken in En-

m

at Newport News, Va., and is the
third of the Excellent Pictures series

Director Alfred Santell, Jack Mulhall and Colleen Moore have arrived
in Hollywood from New York, where
they took exteriors for "Orchids and

strength of the theater.

Sutherland to Direct
Edward Sutherland has arrived

m

for

structor,

in
will leave

where

d,

from "Lots"

Little

for

Release
Fortune," starring
George Walsh, has been edited and
titled.
It was directed by Nat Ross.
It was filmed in shipbuilding
yards

ky

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

"THE CANADIAN"

fi

g

I
|
i
ft

etcDnmt:%:3»inn»»t»s»»»K-:»«:«:i
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Management

Theater Equipment and
By

MICHAEL

SIMMONS

L.

Imposing Theater

—

New

Orleans One of the nation's
lavish "atmospheric" theaters is
being constructed here for the Saenger interests.
It
is
the Saenger,
which will be opened early next year.
Its cost is $2,000,000.

What Makes

most

The

OINCE

The
done

Good Seat?

theater rises to a height of 75 ft.,
in polychrome terra cotta and

brick, set off by ornamental
iron, and with a base of
marble. The buff of the terra cotta,
the dark green of the marble base,
the brownish-blue of the tapestrycolor face brick, will blend into a variegated picture that will rival the
great palazzos of Florence and of

face

wrought

—

Venice.

The Saenger is not modelled after
any particular one of Florence's palaces, but after the general plan and

it is

The Saenger

will

have

two en-

i

strations were made by Harry Le
of the AI Tucker orchestra, wh(

former days, was mechanical su,
visor of the New York Fire Dep
ment.

—

South

broad application the problem of theater illumination belongs
to the service extended by an ilthe Saenger's motto: "A Monument luminating engineer, combined with
Thus, the propto the Best in Music, Photoplays and that of an architect.
the Theatrical Arts." On either side
of this description is a terra cotta
statue, and immediately under it, just
above tht arch is a seven-foot statue.

in

Testifying

Illumination Hints
In

its

er selection of lamps, color of walls,

equipment would be properly made.

The

consideration of wall surfaces
is
an important point in the plans
From the
These three statues merit a descrip- of proper illumination.
The central fig- architectural viewpoint, glossy surtion in themselves.
ure, over the entrance arch, repre- faces will seldom be found desirable,
sents Theatricl Art.
On its head it and from the engineering viewpoint,
wears the mask, the ancient Greek emphatically so for it would be difsymbol of the theater. On its breast, ficult to so arrange the lights so that
they would not glare.
Diffusing or
it wears a shield to protect the theater from unjust critism.
In its right mat surfaces would have to be used.
A considerable source of annoying
hand is the winged ball, that denotes
progress. In its left hand is the mir- glare, from the point of view of the
ror, that stands for the representa- audience, is the exposure of brightly
tion of life, and around the mirror is lighted sheets of music used by the
Unless these can be arcoiled a serpent, the age-old symbol musicians.
The figure to the right ranged so that they won't be seen
for wisdom.
of the Saenger's motto is Music, with by the audience, they should be ila lyre in its right hand, and in its luminated by deep blue or other very
subdued lights.
left the olive branch of peace, to represent the soothing contentment that
Colors are of considerable importcomes with hearing music played. To ance in the reflection values which
the left of the motto stands Drama, are dependent upon them.
For exthe great founding-stone of theatrical ample, low reflection values
may be
art, holding the torch of inspiration obtained by the use
of deep colors
in its right hand and a comic mask or by the addition
of various quanin the left.
tities of gray to the original shade.
In most cases, the reflection factor
must be low, near a luminaire to
avoid a bright surface.
Except in
such locations, a brighter color for
walls and ceilings is preferable, due
to the cheerful appearance and also
to the more efficient illumination produced.

—

Theatre Improves
The

Star, of Monessen, Pa., has
installed a new and larger ventilation system, which will have a capacity of 1,800 cubic feet of air a minute.
Instead of drawing fresh air
from the street level, this system

draws clean fresh air
ter that is many feet
of the building and

through a filabove the roof
distributes

it

throughout the theater.

The Rialto of Manchester, Conn.,
has done such a good job in renovation that the most expert eye could
hardly tell the remodeling from a
perfectly

new

theater.

The

Buying Mood
business

that
far

in

Southwest is
from rock-botti
comes the report from the Phil I
Pierce Co., operating in and aroiq
Texas, tjhat ten theaters have becoi
owners of instruments. They are
C. W. Matson, Dixie theater, Rocki
Tex.,
Reproduco Organ; W. W. SI
Goose Creek Amusement Co., Goose Cn
Tex., Reproduco Organ; Power & Ch
berlain,
Victory, Henderson, Tex., Rq
duco Organ
R. A. Greenwade, Roches
Tex., style "I" Wurlitzer Organ; J.
;

King, Rex theater, Weinert, Tex., style "
Wurlitzer Organ; J. C. Stevens, Str
theater, Rogers, Tex., Reproduco Organj
Heinsohn, New theater, Yorktown, Tex.,

W. J. Wooten, New
Canyon City, Tex., Reproduco Or„
and H. G. McNeese, Palace theater, Keni
Tex., Reproduco lOrgan.
produco Organ

;

ater.

finishing

touch in complete entertainment facilities will be topped ofT by the installation of a large Wurlitzer pipe
organ.
Donovan and Prespare, owners of
the Palace at Tupper Lake, N. Y.,
have added to their equipment two
new Prefe_x low intensity arc lamps.
The Auburn Theater Supply Co. furnished the lamps, which operate on
110 or 220 voltap'e line with ease.

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negrative Developing

•

The National
Co. closed
with
Publix's Jersey Theater, Morristown.
N. J., for complete booth equipment.
The house seats 2,000.
Joe Hornstein
Theater Supplv

of

Extensive
lobby
changes which give

and

Release Printing

U,

Film Laboratories, Inc. J
Hudson Heights, N. J.
i
S.

Palisades

3678

»i>.>^

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

seating

the
greater

Bell
of
Springfield, Ore.,
capacity,
have practically been completed, according to Manager Jack Larsen.

Joe Hornstein reports that 52 DaGold Fibre Screens have been
installed
in
the
Eastern territory
since Aug. 1.
lite

Offers New Portable
National Theater Supplv Co. will
soon offer for general distribution
a new portable projector.
The invention is the work of Mike Berkowitz, chief mechanic, who was
responsible for a machine used during the
war, and which photographed, developed and printed the negative
without its removal from the camera.

\

|

spirit.

trances, on Canal and on North Rampart Sts.
The Rampart frontage is
205 ft., and its entrance is a thing of
Above the entrance arch is
beauty.

department

fire

t

pertinent
to ask "What sort of seat must I have in order to sell
my patron and keep him sold?" It is important to
know whether a seat should be so high from the
ground, with only so much pitch, and precisely fitted
to the incline of the floor.
Who will know about these important facts?
Why, the expert from the seat manufacturer, of
course.
Call him in.
It will be worth while.
For
only when an audience is surrounded with a complete
sense of comfort no matter how good the show and
its attendant features
only then is that audience
sold and likely to remain sold.

is

Louis— The

St.

Educatici

erected in the Lobby of the St. Lo|
theater a fire alarm box for
i
purpose of educating the public
the proper method of turning in
alarm. This demonstration was
of the exercises in fire preven'
launched by the department,
based on the statistical report
90 per cent of the public is igno.
of the proper means to turn in
alarm.
At the theater, the derni

motion picture theater operators are actu-

ally in the business of selling seats,

an architectural
masterpiece designed by Emile Weil.
exterior

all

A

i

Alarm

Fire

Stanley Fabian's
house in Newark, N.

new Hollywood

J., was prepared
grand opening during the past
week with a Simplex Projector,
Peerless Lamp, Hertner Transverter
and Dalite Gold Fibre Screen. National Theater Supply furnished the

for its

supplies.

If

Market

You Are in the
for Any iCind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SBND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. WiUoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Pbone Pcnna. 6S84

THE
U[iay,

October

17,

^^"^^^^ PAILV
i^tH^.

1926

A DEFINITE
STATEMENT

OF POLICY

As our buying power
operations decrease we
economies

We

to

increases and our cost of
will give the benefits of these

our customers.

will extend

our business to include everything
for a theatre but the bare building.

Our

service will be broadened to the point

where

the Exhibitor can rely wholly on us alone for
continuous, economical operation of his entire
theatre without worry or grief.

No

matter where the order is taken or where it is
to be delivered we can deliver— Service
and install the merchandise through our 31 offices covering the entire United States.

—

We

are a Sales Organization only and will not
engage in the Manufacturing Business.

National Theatre Supply

Company

OFFICES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

THE

^5^

DAILY

John Gilbert

"The Better 'Ole"
Warner

A CORKING FINE COMEDY
FOR ANY AND ALL THEA-

TERS. ENOUGH REALLY
FUNNY GAGS FOR TWO FEATURES LET ALONE ONE.
SYDNEY CHAPLIN IN HIS

FINEST ROLE.

A

Star

notable performance as
Bill.
A definite characterization deftly handled.
Players. .Jack Ackroyd as Alf somewhat disappointing. Others, none
of whom arc nnportant, include
Charles Gerrard, Harold Goodwin,
Doris Hill, Theodore Lorch, Ed

famous Old

Kennedy, Ben McGuire.

Type

Story
Comedy of the
Great War, based on Capt. Bruce
Baijnsfather's
play.
Chaplin is
unusually good as Old Bill, the
Britisher who has served Queen
of

and King-

for thirty years.
Basicright, but physically wrong.
Old Bill is forever getting in bad
with his corporal. Little Alf is his
constant companion in adventure.
The story in brief: Old Bill and
Alf, the front and rear respectively
ally

of a stage horse in an army play,
are left behind when the Germans,
in a sudden attack, take over their
French town.
They manage to
park themselves with the
live

horses near a well. Aided by
darkness and a couple of inebriated
Germans, they reach a barn.
Eventually, they ove;-power the
soldiers,

German

don

uniforms

and are instrumental in learning
plan to undermine the town
and blow up the returning Britishers.
Old Bill prevents the plan,
of a

not believed, then is sentenced
to be shot but is eventually saved
by an English secret service man.
The story is interesting, but the
gags, plus Chaplin's work, make for
a comedy gem such as reaches the
theaters of America too rarely.
The horse sequence is a riot and
is

is

sure-fire

anywhere.

Space pre-

vents narrating in detail what the
others are.
Exhibitors might well
take this reviewer's word that the
picture is there from any and all
angles.
It's
and, above

human,
all,

it

pathetic

it's

is

genuinely

funny.

Box

Office Angle.... Be sure to get
this.
The film doesn't need Vitaphone or any thing else. It stands
firmly and solidly on its own feet.
That go^s for any type of house.

Exploitation..
War pictures are
very nnich in vogue at present.
Stress the fact that here is a picture which deals with the humorous side of the conflict. Tell them

anything you like about Chaplin
and the merits of the production.
You won't be exaggerating one
whit.

Direction

immense
Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

Charles Reisner;

CHILD FIND EQUALLY ENTERTAINING. A REAL
SHOW,
Star.... A rascal and a rogue, but
how

Gilbert does
done, indeed.

Cast.

..

.Eleanor

it!

Very well

Boardman,

Roy D'Arcy moves

a

little

lovely.

closer

fame again.

Others, Karl Dafte,
Lionel Belmore, George K. Arthur,
Emily Fitzroy.
to

Type of Story. .Romance of France
when a sword and a swagger al-

Bad Men"

"The Quarterback"

STORY,

DIRECTION,

PRO-

DUCTION—ALL EXCELLENT.

Fox

ENT.

distant Roxalanne, de Lavedan. He
agrees to forfeit his estate if he loses.
By his act he falls into the disfavor
of the King and, while Bardelys sets
out to win the lady fair, the King's
soldiers are hot on his trail. Once
Bardelys sets eyes on the fair Roxalanne there remains little doubt
that he will win her or die atrying.
From the time then that the
first meeting takes place until the
end the romance cojitinues. Bardelys' real person is unknown to
Roxalanne.
Posing as the leader
of the disgruntled faction, he is
captured by the King's soldiers.
Roy D'Arcy, holder of the wager, is
the judge at the assizes.
Through
jealousy, he fails to acknowledge
who Bardelys really is and so orders The Magnificent to death.
How Bardelys forestalls the tying
of the noose by confessing his final
sins

is

as clever a bit of satire as

has been seen in
the

many moons. At
moment when the King

last

approaches,
Bardelys
makes a
Fairbanksian escape, climbs turrets, swings on ropes and ascends
to the King's carriage by parachute and thus to safety.
It is a
bully finish for a bully Eicture.

Box

Angle
Don Juan

Office

Dix has certainly
.. .Richard
eventually gets his.
adapted the "bigger and better" Type of Story
A Western wj
idea for his own personal slogan.
approximates an epic sweep,
Bigger and better entertainments
with the opening of the Inl
should be sending this star's drawlands of the Dakotas to the
w!

ing power soaring.

in

charming.
Ralston
Esther
She is more than just the heroine.
David Butler good as Dix's chief
source of encouragement when he
Others not imtries for the team.

Cast

rip-roaring
story, a
tale with a Fairbanks' finish plus John Gilbert and
King Vidor's direction pray, what
else would you have in one film?

—

Exploitation.... By all means cash
in on the Sabatini book and
arrange displays with local book
stores.
Also stress the fact that
the author •^as likewise responible for "The Sea Beast."

Direction

King Vidor;

replete with distinctive touches.
most creditable piece of work.

Scenario

Photography

War-time France Locale
9,481 feet Length

mos4 enjoyable pictures of current
"The Quarterback" just

release.

vibrates with all that spells audience appeal. It has a delightful romance, generous comedy that is
original and spontaneous, thrills and
suspense that will set them all
Fred
atingle
with enthusiasm.

Newmeyer, who made "The Fresh-

man"

a graduate football direc"Hurry Up" Yost,
It
supervised the football game.
tor

is

by now.

will thrill any anemic being with
even just a drop of sporting blood.
Edward Cronjager's camera work

merits a

word

of praise also.

New-

general handling of the
story, cast and, in fact every detail,
is splendid.
The theme, granting
that it is the obvious college romance, holds the interest all the
wa}^ It takes a girl to inspire the
hero.
He didn't want her to know
that he worked on a milk route while
going to college but she found his
badge, wore it and kept the secret.
Hero's team was losing the big
game and he couldn't get going because he thought his girl didn't love
him any more. But she does and
when hero discovers it he forgets
to be unconscious, comes to, and

meyer's

—

A

A

wins the game and the girl.
Office Angle. .. .Fine entertainment. Will please any type of au-

Box

dience,

young

Exploitation
readily lends

Dorothy Farnum

Mediaeval France
8,536 feet

College

atmosphere

itself

Local teams and school cooperation
should be easily accessible.
Direction

Fred Newmeyer;

splendid.

Wm.

Slavens
Scenario

William Daniels Cameraman
Splendid

folks in particular.

to effective exploitation.
Make use of the current football season to boost the
picture by posting notices about the
showing wherever they will catch
the eyes of football enthusiasts.

Authors
Rafael Sabatini

as the three bad men.
Borden has the "it" you hear al
George O'Brien, a he-man
and Lou Tellegen, the villain
fine

Star.

most constituted the law. Rafael
portant.
Sabatini whose colorful historical
Type
of Story. .. .Comedy-romance.
romarices usually make good mo"The Quarterback" is a rare treat.
tion pictures is the outhor of "BarExhibitors
who are fortunate
delys" and a right good story it is,
enough to secure a booking will be
too.
Bardelys, in a wager, deaffording their patrons one of the
clares he will win the haughty and

Edward Dupar Cameraman
Fine

17,

WESTERN SPECTACLE. A
Paramount
Me tro-Goldwyn-Mayer
OFFICE NATURAL. IT'S
FORWARD PASS STRAIGHT EVERYTHING
FANS W
WATCH THE MONEY FILL FOR THE BOX OFFICE. A LOVE INTEREST,
HARD
THE COFFERS WITH THIS. REAL
ENTERTAINMENT ING AND PLENTY OF f
ONE OF THOSE PICTURES "WOW". DIX A HERO IN TION.
THAT MAN, WOMAN AND MORE WAYS THAN ONE. Cast.... Tom Santschi, J. Fi
MacDonald and Frank Cam

Bruce Bairnsfather Author
Charles F. Reisner

"3

Richard Dix in

in

*Bardelys, the Magnificent'

Bi-os.

Sunday, October

i

Photography
Locale

Length

the

gold.
Fox designed
as a successor to
Iron Horse." That certainly
a large order but John Ford,
made the former, did not fai,
the endeavor.
The yarn a|
touches that portion of Amer
history when the Great West
in its swaddling clothes.
In hi
the story tells of the discovery
gold in the Indian lands and
decision of the Federal Gov4
ment to open this territory to

reported

Bad Men"

settlers.
Appealing O!
Borden and George O'Brien h
die the love theme very nie
Santschi, MacDonald and Camp

white

are delightful as the three bani
who reform so that they can cal
out to the letter the faith repo!
in them by Olive.
The exteric
shot in the recesses of the
ing mountains, are beyond descij
tion.
To describe them as n;e:
gorgeous is to make the descj
tion only half satisfactory.
T
gen, the villain, is, of course, ai
the girl. They always are. Thj

Wyo

what makes them villains and thi
what the public pays the nic
and dimes to see, provided
hero

conquers

the

end.

of the picture is the r
across the line when the sold]
bugler signifies the rush is C
The sequence is handled in a W
As far as |
outstanding way.

eye can reach, the wagons
horses and the settlers' stand. 1
a rare person indeed who will ij
get a thrill from that particu[
highlight.
The unfoldment of
story calls for the sacrifice of
three bad men so that the t:
lovers mi.ght escape to a happini
that awaits them.
Box Office Angle
Every an^
means money. It's made in a la
ish

manner and

is

box-ofiices swell.

Exploitation.

..

designed to mal
It

will.

.Tie-up with

'

scho<)

on the historical angle. The pi
ture is founded on a true incidei
The three bad men combinatiC
gives you a keynote for advert^
It's out of the ordinary ai
should be taken advantage of.
Direction
John Forj
fine; mass scenes splendidly doll

ing.

:

O. McGeehan and Author
McNutt
Whittaker's
der"
Ray Harris
Scenario
Edward Cronjager
Very good Cameraman
.

7,114 feet.

in

punch

W.

College town

and the rush for

70's

Photography
Locale

Length

Based on Herm^
novel,

"Over

the Bo!
I

John
George Schneidermi
Sto:

.

Supej

Wi
Vi
8,000 f
J

—

"The Prince

SECTION

I

OF Tempters'
I

«>

ANDWEEKLY

NEWSPAPER

FILM DIGEST

past activities of Robert Kane
to reading yesterday's newshas been his every effort.
known
paper, so well
Robert Kane has been actively associated
with the productional side of motion pictures
since 1913, and with the exception of his services in
France with the American Overseas Forces, from which
he emerged with governmental recognition for valor,
there has been no cessation of his activities.

iflSCUSSING the
is

ROBERT

T.

KANE

Previous

tantamount

to,

and since leaving Famous Players-Lasky,

with which organization he occupied the position of
General Production Manager, Mr. Kane has been independent in thought and deed. Since his affiliation with
First National he has demonstrated the infallibility of his
belief by turning out for that organization seven productions, all of which stand high among the Box Office
successes of that concern,— high in the artistic sense and
rated exceptionally high in the universal appeal they
have made.
His most recent gesture "The Prince of Tempters"
shows the touch of productional genius. The heads of the
Associated First National make no effort to conceal their
pride in having as a production emissary Robert Kane.

A CAST OF DISTINCTIONI

Screen Alchemist

who

converts the cold lead

of rhetoric into golden
pictorial

drama

Olive Tell

Sam Hardy

IN

A DISTINGUISHED PICTURE

MENDEL,....
-OTHAR MENDES,

^

guished

distin-

Ufa director,

brought to this country by
Kane, has, with the

lobert T.
liming of

one production, enred that small and select circle
if directors
whos superiority is
nquestioned and whose efforts
re a continuous source of high
alibre entertainment.
he production in question is
The Prince of Tempters", an
daptation of E. Phillips Oppeneim's novel "The Ex-Duke." In
Mendes achieves the genuine
leights of art.
There is color,
,

lepth, fine shadings,

suggestion,
•readth and understanding in
Mendes' direction of this lat-

Kane

production. Like an
with a canvas, Mendes
)aints bold strokes, but instead
)f a paint brush, he employs the
amera an instrument by the
st

rtist

—

/ay,

which he knows and uses

[isfew professional cameramen do.

on the "intimate sets" that
Mendes reveals the pecuiar qualities which are destined
to
make him an outstanding
figure in American motion pict is

othar

From

his position in back
of the camera, he supplies the
eeling which he knows the actor
or actress before the camera
ought to use in interpreting his
tures.

or her work.
lie

attempt to

In no sense does

make automatons

surely and
decisively he seems able to give
them the broader conception of
the story they are telling before
the camera without resorting

of his players, but

conventional methods;
only possible of a director
can visualize dramatic values

to

the

this

is

who

and true heart appeal.

Mendes comes from the same
school of directors that sent this
country Ernest Lubitsch and
Murnau and made the art of closeup photography bring out living
cameos of intimate drama instead of animated portraiture of
il'iHIIHiU'llilllllHlllllllllilllll

familiar situations.

I

—

"New Commandment''
"Bluebeard's Seven Wives"
"Dancer of Paris"
"Reckless Lady"

"Wilderness Woman"
"The Great Deception"

and now

The Climax

to

a series of dramatic documents,

which have

established records for consistency in respect to Production

Casting

—Direction and general satisfaction

after the

at the

box

office

and

Performance.

Robert T» Kane
offers

The

first

Mendes-made

picture

"The

PRINCE
From The Novel "TKe Ex'Duh
by E. Phillips Oppenheim
i

WITH A CAST OF STELLAR
PLAYERS
Produced under

directorial

auspices of

LOTHAR
MENDES

including

Lois

Moran

Ben Lyon
Lya de

Putti

Ian Keith
Scenario by

Paiil

Bern

Mary Brian
Sam Lardy
t"

Titles by

Robert BencMey

^

Olive Tell

Henry Vibart

rEMPTERS
FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURE
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"That Model From Paris"

"The Temptress"
Prod.

Cosmopolitan Prod.

:

M-G-M

Dist.:

STORY, NICELY
[LL ATTRACT AND IMPRESS PLEASING
GREAT MANY PEOPLE. TOLD. LIGHT TALE THAT
V
3RETA GARBO GIVES A SU- HAS PLENTY OF ATTRACPERB PERFORMANCE AND
RED NIBLO OFFERS AN AR- TIVE ANGLES TO ENTERTAIN GENERAL RUN OF AUTISTIC ACHIEVEMENT IN
DIENCES.
THE PRODUCTION AND DIRECTION.
Miss Garbo gave but the
what she could do in
The Torrent." Here she comes
talent
rare
of
forth an actress
whose portrayal of an unsympaSt

commands

the attention

from beginning to end. Antonio
Moreno, the true romantic type,
gives a very convincing performance, .A long list of capable players carefully selected as to type.
They include Roy D'Arcy, Marc
MacDermott, Lionel Barrymore,
Brown Faire, Armand
Virginia

Cast

Marceline

work

Kaliz.

sive.

of its

"The

Drama.

ype of Story

essentially impresIn its theme, the portrayal
characters, the direction, prois

—

duction in all these it commands
the spectator's undivided attention.
It is highly artistic and for the
crowd that is ever complaining
about the lack of artistry, the absence of realism "The Temptress"
It
supplies all these demands.
even braves a tragic ending, but the
picture has been made so that this

—

could

be

conveniently

left

off

H

The tragic climax is in
desired.
the form of an epilogue, really, and
although wholly logical it may not
be desirable for the box office. Fred
Niblo tells the story of Elena, "The
Temptress," in an absorbing manner with the interest ever increasing and the suspense building to-

Type

of Story

Sort of a Cinderstory wherein plain Jane Mil-

ella

(Marceline Day) by a trick of
circumstances is compelled to pose
as a model from Paris in a fashionable shop. Here she meets Bert Lyler

tell

who

although

so,

cumbs

to

persists

A

suicide, another murcreatures.
dered for love of her, a duel fought
because of her these are a few of
her conquests. And yet Elena cannot ensnare the one man she truly

—

loves.

When

finally she

breaks his

Elena finds her love too great
to drag him down, so she passes
Years later they
out of his life.
meet in Paris but Elena, true to her
spirit

sacrifice,

old

love

to recognize her
—refuses
many
so
"she knows

men."
Will be best received by intelligent audiences. The
story, acting and production will
give them something to think about,
Fred Niblo's name
Sxploitation
Jox Office Angle

(the fact that he

made "Ben Hur"

alone should warrant liberal use of
it) should be exploited thoroughly

falls for

her charms.

gradually

saying

suc-

attentions,

she

no

his

to

all

This situation results
suddenly developing a

questions.
in

she

Lytell's

in

Lytell

desire for linguistic knowledge.

with

verse
is

He

French so that he can con-

studies

Tane.

responsible

for

spots in the picture.

This

business

comedy

the

Ward

Crane,
as the heavy, about this time feels
he should reap his rewards of his
patience and efforts. He had been
responsible for Jane securing her

overhears

wake many ruined

once

at

However, Jane's position depends
upon her denial of all English and

affairs of Elena, a ravishing beauty,
who casts her spell over every man

her

the hero.

Others include Eileen Percy, Ward
Crane,
Mils Dupont,
Crauford
Kent, Otto Lederer and Arthur
Hoyt.

position

in

does good
Bert Lytell,

model.

as the

ward a fine climax. As it unfolds
you are acquainted with the various
and leaves

Day

as usual, satisfactory as

.

Temptress"

and

is

unbeknown

to

paying her salary,
the

girl.

Lytell

Jane speaking in English to Crane over the telephone.
He then learns of the arrangement
whereby Jane secured her job. He
is disillusioned.
Crane recuses to
explain in order to clear Jane. Lytell and she tlien part.
Bert, his
conscience pricking him, returns to
Jane's apartmejit. Then comes the
understanding and the final clinch.
Box Office Angles. .. .Popular boxoffice ingredients pleasantly mixed
by Bert Lytell and Marceline Day.

picture are very
)irection

Author
Icenario

Cameraman
>hotography
,ocale

:ength..

"f orever After"
First

National
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION PLEASING ROMANCE
AND SPLENDID CAST IN DIDLY ACTED AND SPLENDRAMA OF RUSSIA BEFORE CERTAIN TO APPEALQUITE
TO A
AND DURING THE WAR. MAJORITY. DEVELOPMENT
NOT ESPECIALLY CONVINC- IS RATHER SLOW BUT
CUTING AND ANTI-CLIMACTIQ
COULD EASILY REMDEVELOPMENT PREVENTS TING
A WELL SUSTAINED INTER- EDY THIS.

much

in order.

Fred Niblo

Obvious exploitation
around the fashion show.
Plain Jane before and after her

Exploitation.

.

.

.

centers

transformation

into

gorgeous

Author

....

Suggested by Governeur

Morris' story, "The Right to live"
,,

Blasco Ibanez

Cameramari
Dorothy Farnum
Tony Gaudio Photography
Excellent

Paris-Argentme
8.221 feet

Cast. .. .Irene Rich a very capable
actress but somehow she seems to
miss out in this one. Very charming
and wears some gorgeous
clothes.
Conway Tearle rather insincere in his portrayal, but perhaps the sophisticated nobleman
that he plays requires that air of
nonchalance.
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance.
.

A woman

.

wronged and vengeance

sought is the keynote of "My Official Wife," a story with its locale
in Russia, later shifting to Austria,
and back again to Russia,
whercj after much plot and counterplot and considerable in the way
of anti-climatic development, there
is the fully expected clinch ending.
Paul Stein followed a none too
carefully prepared continuity much
too religiously in his production but
apparently gave much of his attention to settings, correct atmosphere
and nroduction details in general.
The big situation is the meeting of
the wronged heroine, and her subsequent falling in love with the man
who wronged her and who was the
cause of her banishment from
Russia.
They missed a chance to
provide a real surprise denouement
when they let the audience in on
the

identity

the

of

When

guilty man.
Alexis, whose
of the grand

Sonia meets
high place as son
duke had conveniently excused him

from punishment

for his act, neither

recognized the other.
hardly probable and
doubly
audience as

knows

This seems
the
implausible

strikes

who

the guilty
man is. Sonia and Alexis, posing now as merely.
Sacha, a
Russian, enter into an ardent love
affair but Sonia's desire to avenge
the wrong and kill the man, presince

it

her from marrying Sacha.
considerable bickering, he
finally exposes his true identity.
Sonia fails to carry out her threat
After the war
to kill, but leaves.
they are reunited.
Box Office Angle. .. .Good producvents
After

tion

Locale

Length

Not

Good
._,j

^

credited

Big

city

6,118 feet

Mary Astor
and Lloyd Hughes

Cast

and many

fine

names

in

cast

but picture needs trimming.
Fashion show certain to appeal to Exploitation. .. .Russia, Vienna, the
war, romance; there are elements
women.
in appeal that should reach out to

and promise a remarkably fine piece
clothes offers another suggestion.
You
of acting by Greta Garbo.
known
Direction
Louis J. Gasnier;
well
a
of
name
have the
Promises for a fine
author also.
satisfactory.

skillful.

Wife"

Official

EST.

rarest hint of

thetic role

"My

Warner Bros.

Tiffany Prod.

the audience. The names of Irene
Rich. Conway Tearle and a fine
supporting cast are further inducements that may be used in bring-

Ushers in Russian
ing folks in.
costume and perhaps a Russian ballet
in
your presentation should
prove effective aids.
Direction
Paul Stein; good on
production; fair on story development.
A. C. Gunter
Author
Graham Baker
Scenario
David Abel
Cameraman

convincing hero. Eulalie Jensen a
domineering mother.
Type of Story
Romance; adapted from Owen Davis' play.
The
flapper and jazz ajje is given a
complete go-by in Owen Davis'
romance that dates back to 1916
before flappers and "cake eaters"
vvere ever heard of.
And the variation is welcome.
You have the
real old fashioned love affair of a

young

girl

whose mother refused

to allow her

daughter to associate
with the son of a poor man. She
had a wealthy young man in mind.
This much of the story isn't new
but it has been handled in a slightly different manner, culminating in
a final happy reunion of hero and
heroine in a hospital at the front.
F. Harmon Weight has told the
story smoothly and convincingly
but the development is rather slow.
He wastes considerable footage on
the opening sequence and the introduction of battle scenes seems
superfluous.
Cutting would improve the tempo not a little. The
•

story
Jennie

tells

of

Russia- Austria

Length

7,846

feet

the

Clayton

love

for

of

Ted

pretty

Wayne

The girl's mother tries to break
off the match because Ted is poor.
his father dies Ted is forced

When

leave college and support his
mother. Realizing that the future
is
not bright he decides to tell
Jennie that he must give her up.
To make the break secure her
mother advises him to say that he
no longer loves her. Then comes
to

Ted

the w_ar.

is

seriously injured

and carried to an outpost

hospital.

In his delirium he calls for Jennie, wholly unconscious of the fact
that she is a nurse in the hut.
Stunned, she hears his voice. He
recovers and is decorated for bravery, is reunited with Jennie and
all ends happily.
Box Office Angle.
Real unadulterWill thoroughly
ated romance.
please the women and young girls
They're bound
of your audience.
.

to

like

Mary Astor and Lloyd

Hughes.
.. .Talk about the fine
performances of Miss Astor and
Hughes and say they make a deYou might
lightful pair of lovers.
the
about
the
angle
mention
mother who wanted her daughter
to marry a rich man rather than
This marriage
the one she loved.
for money or love controversy
most always attracts women. Use

Exploitation.

plenty of
Direction

stills.

F.

Harmon Weight;

very good with the exception of
use of too

much

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

Good Locale

Photography
Locale

a lovely heroine
a handsome and

French front
Length

footage.

Owen Davis
Paul Gangelin
Karl Struss
Very Good

New

England6,330 feet

/

—
;

.
»
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"Across the Pacific"

17, 1926
iday.

"The Lily"

"Young April"

"Jack O' Hearts"

Fox

Producers Dist. Corp.

America7i Cinema Assoc.
State Rights

Warner Bros.

MELODRAMA

kr

WITH SOME
GOOD PRODUCTION AND THE
FINE ACTING AND FIRST SPLENDID PRODUCTION FOR PRESENCE OF THE SCHILD- DRAMA THAT IS WELL Dl
RATE SUSPENSE. LAST APPRECIATIVE AUDIENCES. KRAUTS, FATHER AND SON, VELOPED AND HOLDS TH
REELS ANTI-CLIMACTIC IIMTKLLIUKNT TKEATMEJNIi MAY MAKE THIS ATTRACAND DRAG THE STORY TO OF INTERESTING DRAMA TIVE BUT HACKNEYED INTEREST NICELY. NOT
A CLOSE. A HANDICAP BEYARN BIG STORY BUT IT COI
RESULTS IN WORTHWHILE MARRIAGE OF STATE
CAUSE THE REST OF THE
IS ESSENTIALLY DULL,
TAINS OCCASIONAL NE^
PICTURE. BELLE BENNETT Cast
PICTURE IS VERY GOOD.
Bessie Love, the bright spot
ANGLES.
Pleasing and winof the picture.
Cast.
Moiite Blue a hard worked _yERY GOOD.
.

.

.

hero who sacrifices love for duty
but wins the inevitable reward.
Myrna Loy an attractive native seducer who practises her wiles on
Monte while he secures valuable
information about the enemy. Jane
VVinton,
white
Monte's
pretty
sweetheart.
Walter McGrail the
villainous captain who betrays his
own company. Tom Wilson does
a very good bit as Monte's buddy.
Type of Story. .. .Melodrama. The
lure of the tropics, a native girl
ensnaring a Yankee soldier, an

Army

captain a traitor to his uni-

form, a white girl in love with a hero
who must pretend he is a victim
of the native girl's wiles for duty's
native
insurrection all
sake,
a
these things and a lot more combine to make up the rather complicated affair that is "Across the
Pacific." It is unadulterated meller

—

hokum

very

but

valuable

hokum

for the exhibitor.
People like this
sort of fare, at least a good many
people do, and Roy Del Ruth's

production

He

sense.

adequate

is

every

in

has injected some fine

Duchess who mas- Cast.
.Cullen Landis well suited^
girl and
the hero and Gladys Hulette fulf
Joseph
ing the meager requirements of
Schildkraut, good as the prince and
heroine's role.
Others Bert Cu^
Rudolph Schildkraut, first rate as
mings, Antrim Short, John
Bryant Washthe jolly old king.
Dwyer, John Prince, Vester Pegj
burn funny as the mustache-twirl- Type of Story
Drama; adapte
member.
ing villain, reminiscent of the old
from the' play, "Jack in the PulpitJ
Type of Story. .. .Drama of French
10-20-30's.
by Gordon Morris. The drama ifj
Romance. If a
society.
Belle Bennett
"The Type of Story
is
Hearts" is based on
"Jack
good looking production that boasts
Lily,"
foredoomed by a selfish
much discussed situation that j »tk
of attractive court life atmosphere
vital and quite a part of life.
r*'^°
father to remain single so that his
is sufficient to hold them, perhaps
might have served for a very pow "5,
physical wants may be cared for
"Young April" will go over. It has
erful dramatic theme.
The authq ms:
.Every one fine. Ian Keith
John St. Polis, Richard Tucker,
Reata Hoyt, James Marcus, Lydic
Yeamans Titus and Barry Norton
included.
Gertrude Short weakest

Players.

.

although her spiritual

—

as the native girl.
Some comedy
occasioned by the antics of hero's
pal serve nicely for the well known
humorous relief. Better if shorter.

Box

Office Angle.

offers

first

.

.

class

Melodrama

that
entertainment of
.

Good production

and

good acting the o_utstanding

fea-

its

kind.

tures.

Exploitation

comedy,
popular

enough

— the

Romance,

action,

includes all the
ingredients so you have
talking points to reach

every taste

in

plot

your

clientele.

affairs of the native girl

who

The
lures

St.

his

reared in a strict school,

there-

is

compelled to remain unmarried.
The younger daughter becomes involved in an affair with
fore

Arnaud (Ian Keith).

The

hypocrite that he

shocked be-

discretion

skirmishes these could be shortened to very good advantage.
Monte Blue gives a corking fine
performance; so does Myrna Loy,

gradually

complacent
life despite the hardships his arbitrary attitude imposes en his children.
Odette
(Belle
Bennett),
continues

Polis)

hero secures the valuable information concerning the enemy's location has been especially well handled.
It is a fitting climax but
the story rambles on into a battle
containing much good action to be
sure but it drags., the plot to a
tedious conclusion.
The long sequence devoted to the battle in the
marshes, the scenes showing the
crawling
the
soldiers
through

swamps, the attacks and

self

Comte de Maigny (John

dies.

yond measure.

tropical

as

the

.

.

querades as an American
wins the heart of a prince.

C

suspense and the sequence wherein

—

some

is

is,

The

causes

father

daughter's

in-

son of the
family to lose the wealthy sausage
manufacturer's daughter. The unreasonable attitude of the old count
gradually causes Odette's latent rethe

bellion to rise to the surface.

She

unmercifully scores her father and
then leaves his house.
The sister

and the
a

way

wife

artist lover find there is yet

out

since

advises

Assured

divorce.

become

will not

Odette

the

latter's

she will give
a

that
lily

the

first

him

a

sister

like herself,

is then the
family counsellor, played by Richard Tucker, tells her of his love of

satisfied.

is

It

rnany years' standing.

She accepts

him.

Box

Office

Angle

tive,

distinguished

and

discriminating

commendable
Exploitation

A

logical narra-

by

its

careful

treatment.

A

picture.

You

can't

ballyhoo

because it is not that type of
production.
Mailing lists with the
properly handled advance matter
suggest one way by which to inform
your patrons of what is in store
this

somewhat

of a novelty in the appearance of father and son playing
in the one picture but outside of
this, "Young April" isn't likely to
cause any sensation. The story is
so familiar as to be almost without interest and only for occasiona
comedy business and the presence
of the sprightly Bessie

Love would

be exceedingly dull. Bryant Washburn's portrayal of the villainous
Prince Michael, scheming for the
place of heir apparent to the throne
is such as to cause considerable unintentional

merriment.

A

mustache doesn't make a

The

story

tells

of

the

a "chip of the old block."

,.

has not reached the heights th4 »«'
he might have attained with sud
a situation.
It is that of a younj
man forced into a religious callinj iiw
An aunt hounds her nephew int|*'{'
studying for the ministry and vowijjjiii
to disinherit him if he disobeys he^miat
*'*'

fcir

He elects to lead his own life an >"
goes to the city where misfortun l«\
befalls him and he is sent to prisoi
for a theft he did not commit Uft]
Upon his release he is houndei ""
by the police and prevented fron ^,^
earning a living.
Despondent hi iy\'
picks up with prison acquaintance^
and is about to become a crool)
',

tions

r

trick
villain

love

crown prince who appears

of a
to be

He

falls

love with a pretty girl named
Vic and believes her to be an
American. Caryl decides to marry
Vic and gives up his right to the
throne in order to do so.
Prince
Michael, his crafty uncle, thereupon
plans to marry the Duchess himself and Caryl is shocked to learn
that Vic is really the Duchess. Just
before the ceremony he kidnaps her
and together they sail away leaving
the scheming Michael to enjoy the
throne.
Caryl's father, the deposed
in

king, also takes himself off to find
Lucille, his Parisian sweetheart, of
years gone by.
Box Office Angle
Not very strong
entertainment but there is a possibility that the occasional comedy,
plus appearance
of
the
Schildkrauts and Bessie Love, will get
it over.
Exploitation
You could take advantage of the fact that both Rudolph Schildkraut and his son, appear in "Young April." Your patrons
might be interested in seeing them
work together. Bessie Love's name

the flapper

Army men

will

I

ilir

Optt!
lys

when notified of
Urged by his pals
his

education

his aunt's death.
to go back, finish

and

preach

long"

amoi
rs

ag

Jj'l

enough

to inherit her fortune, hero
returns.
crafty uncle, meantime,
plots to secure the fortune whic'
will revert to him providing hen
fails to fulfill the obligations con
tained in the will. Just when her^
has established himself as a rector,
the hounding detective appears an
proposes to expose his prison rec-if<.
Hero decides to tell his con
ord.
gregation of his past and publicly, Eoi
confess.
At this point one of hisi
pals proves hero's innocence by asserting
that
he
had originally!
framed the theft which sent himl
With the past all clear
to jail.
and the future rosy, hero's troubles
are over.

A

Box

Office Angle. .. .Fair program
offering.
If you have an audience
at all sympathetic, the plight of the
}*
hero will win them.
'Ai

iil(

Exploitation. .You might talk about
the angle of the story which deals
with the imprisonment of an innocent man and about how easy it
innocent victim to pay
is for an
the penalty of another's crime. Landis' name might be used in your
announcements. No really big box
office names so stick to catchlines

can be used prominently and rethrill
garding the story you can say that
crowd while the battle
it is the story of a prince who gave
for them.
sequence and the comedy business
up his right to the throne to marry
of the war buddies will interest the Direction.... Victor
L. Schertzinger;
the girl he loved.
men.
and perhaps a trailer for announcepraiseworthy effort; nicely treated.
Direction
Donald Crisp; poor
ments.
Ruth
Author....
Roy Del
Direction
Based on David Belasco
story
but it might have been
play by Pierre Wolf and
good production; seemed to have
Direction. .. .David Hartford; ample
Gaston
handled to better advantage.
Leroux.
difficulty finding a conclusion.
Author
Egerton Castle Author
Gordon Harris
Charles E. Blaney Scenario
Author
E^g Unsel. Scenario. .. .Jeanie Macpherson and Scenario
Nordstrom
Frances
Scenario .... Darryl Francis Zanuck Cameraman
Douglas Doty.
Glen McWilliams
Cameraman
Walter Griffin
Byron Haskins Photography
Cameraman
Peverell Marley
Lovely Cameraman
Good
Photography
Good
Photography
Very good Photography
Lo<=3le
Philippines
Franct Locale
Locale
Locale
City-small town
European
principality
6,954 feet Le"8^h
Length
6 268 feet Length
6,858 feet Length
5,881 feet

handsome

diiri

jt
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Publix

Data to

Presentations

in

ARTHUR

Popular Overtures

Briefly told ideas for presentation
from all parts of the country. We

Willy Stahl, conductor the Brooklyn Mark Strand orchestra, lists the
following ae the 10 most popular

and taken on a tinge of

)n the other hand, overtures which

still

and are

not so far
)ved in their form of composition from
nzi' and 'Tannhauser' are 'William Tell,'
Peasant,'
'Cappriccio
Italie%'
t
and
2' and Liszt's 'Second Hungarian Rhap'."
Overtutes with finer textures comtions which are more dependent on the
of the solo musician, are gaining more
ir with each succeeding presentation, and
more delicate orchestrations such as the
'The
tures
from
'La
Gazza Ladra.'
popularity

their

in

represent

delicatessen products, although this idea jnay strike as
being vaudeville rather than presentation.

Bring on a soprano costumed like
Colleen Moore and have her sing a
popular or standard number based on
the "if dreams would only come true"
idea.
This selection should be plaintive in atmosphere.
Then introduce
your tenor, who sings "A Cup of
iry
Wives of Windsor,' 'Mignon' and
Coffee, a Sandwich and You," the
lar writings are coming, to the fore.
operatic selection by the orchestra are soprano joining in the chorus.
Suglys welcomed.
'Faust' selections are to- gested by THE FILM DAILY.

—

among

"WUliam Tell" Rossini
"March Slav," Tschaikovreky

John Murray Anderson and Boris
Petroff are rehearsing a special presentation to be used at the Metropolitan, Boston, the week of Oct. 23 in
connection with its first anniversary.
Petroff
will
stage
"Garden of
Dreams" for the Rivoli next week.
This will be sent over the Publix
circuit as it will act as a "filler-in"
for the week after Paul Whiteman
and his band play the Metropolitan
at Boston.
The musicians are to
"jump" New York as they start out

"Poet and Peasant" Suppe

on their tour, going from Boston

overtures
Selections

"Second Hungarian Rhapsody," Liszt
from "Faust," Gounod
"Mignon," Thomas
"Dance of the Hours" from "Gio-

Selections

conda," Ponchielli
"Light Cavalry," Suppe

"Orpheus

in

Underworld,''

Of-

more than
they failed to
rs ago
response.
'La Boheme,' 'Madame
ling
terfly,' 'La Tosca' and 'Aida' have been

How

B'way Does

It

of

many

delightful

Dallas" Atmosphere

C

by

approached
either side.
strip drops.

two

The

of

pair
set

stairs,

fringed

is

one on
by silver

Joyce Coles executes a pitzi carto and the
Chester Hale girls present a ballet number,
Afterwards Celia Turall
being effective.
from a position on the platform, sings
rill,
"Song of the Soul," the dance interpretation
being provided by the Capitol Ballet Corps,
the Chester Hale Girls and Miss Coles, who
appears in a polka.

both to the audience and

—

what musicians call the finer composiBut they have their regret, too.
; of them
is the fact that the Peer Gynt
te,
which was exceptionally popular a

"La Boheme" Prologue

is.

years ago, now receives hardly a ripple
applause.
They have been forced to
le
to the conclusion
after years of exience
that
suites
popular for
are not
reason that they are in a form which
lands interruptions.
The fact that they
not continuous, that there is a definite
ak in the flow of music, militates against
ir success
with our audiences.
And, on the other hand, the audiences do
like marches for overtures for the opite
reason the form is too set and too
ular in
rhythm.
The famous marches
m 'Tannhauser' and 'Le Prophet' will not

—

ight.

today is for overtures
{Continued on Page 24)

taste

which

Mrs. A. K.

BENDIX
(Specialist)

Picture Theatres

Productions
701 -7th Ave.

Bry. 6462

Eddie

—

McCormick

ford G.

at the Tivoli are
featured over the radio
through Station CFCA.
Mr. McCromick specializes in popular numbers, a recent program including "Valencia," "At Peace with the World,"

now being

Bye Blackbird" and "Where
Did You Get Those Eyes."
"B)'e,

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for Motion Pictare Pre«eotalion

MARKUS

musical

Cantor,

Broadcast Organ Recitals
Toronto Organ recitals by Clif-

celebrity,

and

Pennsylvania
his Hotel
presentation
the
providing
are
Orchestra
which precedes Cantor's initial screen eifort,
Testimony to the popularity
"Kid Boots."
of the offering is found in the fact that performance after performance the house is

Tiie FALLY
VAUDEVILLE AGEWCY
Lackawanna 7876

George Olsen and

entertain-

Scene showing porch of vine-covered cottage can be used for propallet music, too, offers unusual oppor- logue to "Stella Dallas."
Boy and
(ties to the ambitious conductor, and 'The
girl swinging in a hammock.
Man
ice of the Hours' from 'La Gioconda' and
et
music from Goldmark's 'Queen of sings "I'll See You in My Dreams,"
ba' have been two highly successful of- which later becomes part of the score
Jigs.
used in picture in similar scene Sugrrhere has been a great change in public
musicianly growth in appreciation gested by United Artists.
e,
a

— gratifying
conductor.

Lts

itinerary.

Capitol
Capitol staged a beautiful and effective presentation "The Legend of the Ameextravagant
in
indulging
without
thyst,"
Standing before a plain drop, on which
sets.
Colin
the projectionists play cloud effects,
Dreams "
O'Moore, lyric tenor, sings "Ship
The curtain rises and reveals a set done in
amethyst, with a platform center back stage

The

Rialto
"Stella

A

studio, as used in the first act
in the opera, was the background for
a prologue to "La Boheme."
The
most popular arias of the opera were
sung by a duo. Fred Clary, Stillman theater, Cleveland.

—

College "Frats" Stage Acts

As

presentations in connection with

"The Campus

Flirt,"

The
clad,

Son of the Sheik." A girl, dressed
to represetit Yasmin in the picture,
reclined on velvet cushions. Outside
the tent stood a singer in sheik cos-

Moonlight effect in lighting.
Man sang "Just a Little Love a Little Kiss."
Alexander Jutkowitz, Columbia, Far Rockaway, N. Y.

drop.

On

the

opening

night

ARTHSW

they

Rice.

Boll

Cantor, neatly dressed, puts in his appearit nearly half-way
through.
From the first he wins his audience's attention, entertaining them with a
variety of original stories, Cantorisms as they
Hollywood tales are featured
are labeled.
and his delivery and personality combine to
Vocally, Cantor contribmake them score.
utes
including
"Red, Red
two numbers,
Robin."
He will also change his program
from time to time.

male

Royal
chorus,

Ash

Mountain
takes

the

BOOKING HIGH CLAbS VAUDEVILLE
AND MOTION PICTURE PRESENTATIONS DE LUXE

Jack Linder
Vaudeville

Rivoli
The

place

Welsh
of

Choir,
the usual

(Continued on Page 24)

1576 B'way

Agency

LAC. 6338-9

Naw York

City

Write, Phone or Call

AMALGAMATED

ARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZI

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

INC.

1

Booking

Attractions for

The Better Picture

Picture Theatres

\

I
I
I
i

Attractions

j
I

Standard Vaudeville

Tlieatres

tume.

—

Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!

ance when the presentation

of Sheik" Prologue

Staged a scene entitled "The Tent
the Sheik" as prologue to "The

BROADWY, NEW YORK CITY

played "Who" From "Sunny," "The Birth
Their proof the Blues" and "Me, Too."
gram will be changed every few days during
This week Olsen will act a vocal
the run.
trio comprising Fran Frey, Bob Borger and

Theater, Cleveland.

of

act opens with the musicians, tuxedoin action, working in front of a black

velvet

—

"Son

1579

packed.

had a different

college fraternity stage an act each
night.
Being in the heart of the university district this stunt pulled big.
Angelo Vitale, musical director, costum.ed his orchestra
in
collegiate
clothes,
including
wide-bottomed
trousers and highly-colored
cricket
sweaters.
George
Gilliam,
Park

to

A

Buffalo.
New York date will be
filled after they complete the regular

receive

'The

the

fenbach

most successful, while a few

the

source

Leonca-

"PagUacci,"

for

vallo

L

novelty

^

Special Act for Metropolitan

Present' O- Grams

Guide Theaters
importance of a musical di- invite you to send. yours to: Present
The Film Daily
)r gauging the taste of his audi- 0-Grams Editor,
1650 Broadway, New York City.
is stressed in an article publishy "The Close-Up," Publix house
"It Must Be Love" Prologue
discussing
"sure-fire"
In
m.
In prologuing this First National
•tures the article says:
has been observed that the taste of the picture, rig up a scene representing a
far
can
be
judged
from
New
as
c, as
delicatessen
store,
with
bologna,
audiences, has undergone considerable
Three sausages, cheese and such foodstuffs
ge during the past few years.
ago overtures with the most dynamics, displayed.
Open with an eccentric
much display of brass and kettle-drums dancer in comical attire, dressed to
Compositions like
the most successful.
from 'Rienzi,' 'Tannhauser' resemble Arthur Stone, the bologna
overtures
Guarany' were always 'sure-fire* a salesman and ill-starred lover in the
'II
years ago, but today they do not receive picture.
If your patrons like jugIt may be
same enthusiastic reception.
gling bring in a man who can perthey have been heard too often in the
.dway motion picture theaters and have form this line, using objects made to
their

RDDY

W.

be

rtony.

19

Acts

and Presentations

1560 Broadway
Bryant 0067-8

N*w York

\

'

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
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"Should Husbands Marry"— Mack
Sennett— Pathe

Short Subjects

—Animal Comedy

Fox
Few Laughs
Type

of production.

.

.

comedy

going to
knock anyone in the audience off the
seat with laughter.
This two reeler
is below par on laughs, chiefly due
to the fact that it hasn't a brand new
isn't

so familiar that it would be a difficult job
to try and squeeze any more laughs
out of it.
The old gag wherein an
in

it.

Its basic idea

is

animal impersonator meets a real lion
in the course of his adventures and
is
constantly meeting up with animal in his efforts to get away, fails

draw a giggle. There is a lot of
the usual belter skelter business with
a chase in which Egbert, the guide,
fails to dodge the pursuing lion and
finally decides to faint as the only
tc

Not any recommended
way out.
comedy in "The Lyin' Tamer."

Me"— Stem

"Please Excuse

of production

Day

Alice

in

comedy

merely appearing

in

picture, gives it most of its virtue; which is to say that her good
In
looks is a joy, to the beholder.
this case, Alice is a waitress in a restaurant owned by the husband of a
woman who strangles lions barehanded.
the promise of prornoting Alice to a big job in his little
this

.2 reel

Tamer"

".The Lyin'

2 reel

Bros.

Jiniversal

On

lunch room, the proprietor gets her
to make an imprudent date with him
While he is pressat Lonesome Inn.
ing his tender expressio'- of regard,
in steps friend wife, and then the
race for life follows. While the story
is smoothly worked out, it lacks the
salt of sufficient gags or humorous
situations to take it out of the com-

Eddie Quina comedy.
support of Miss Day, gets
little or nothing to do to justify his
Its recharacter as a comedian.

monnlace as

lan,

in

is its, staging, showing the effective craftsmanship of the
Sennett shop and as stated already,
and none the less emphatically the
charm and good looks of the featured
player, Alice Day.

deeming feature

—

of production

1

reel

novelty

the sort of thing which
purports, as one of the titles says,
to take you on a journey through the

This

is

tourist channels of Europe, doing it
in twelve minutes instead of as many

weeks,

2— Castle

from an

college and
give him a raz;

Eastern

home town boys

DEVE
lliDUS

many

in the
offices in the

like that kind but
the boys so<
found out that Reggie was there wi j^S
Thus, one is a punch.
Mary, the belle of (
capital cities abroad.
treated very divertingly to the high- town, is in love with Reggie
lights of the scenery and social pleas- becomes jealous when she finds
ures of the most interesting parts of a stranger in town seems to ktiA
Rome, Venice, Paris, the Alps, Berlin Reggie very well. Then comes so§
and so on. Nor is the ocean trip and mysterious business with the stran;
combining forces with some of Ri
its kindred enjoyments left out. The
whole has been done with a shrewd gie's local enemies to blackmail hei
eye for entertainment effects and ef- Mary takes up the defensive and
fective handling of the elements which pares to put up the money requ;
give the person in the audience a rather than have hero become a t

experiences

one

that

American Express Co.

thrill.

gests
sic

The international flavor sugexcellent possibilities for mu-

accompaniment, and a^

told, this

be readily recommended as a
splendid contribution to short subject
production.

can

since she thinks he has stolen

a

"On

the

Farm"— McDougall

Alley

Comedy— Bray

mo

mother.
It all works
nicely with hero explaining that
strange girl was merely tryingi
get hush money because she k:
hero has knocked out her sweeti

from

his

college

scrap.

Meantime

learned that his chum had not be|rj[(,
Clinch for Mary a ij,
seriously hurt.
Reggie. Story moves along at go
pace and the action bits are nici Bess
Suitable
variation
distributed,
;s.

Films

.

will

i

Type of production. .2 reel comedy this.
Fine
Novelty
"Please
Excuse
and
again in
Me"
Farmer Brown and his wife receive
proves Henry Ford one of the best Type of production....! reel novelty word that lona Fortune is bringing
gag men in the business even though
This type of novelty bears some her Sunday school class of city "The Yellow Pirate"— Life Cartoo
he rnay not know it. The old Ford
youngsters to spend a day in the
Short Shots No.

Ot

College Hero Makes Good
Type of production
2 reel wes'
Hero Reggie Kellog arrives hofjilWl'

welcome, calling him "muvver's bi
Reggie loo!
and vvithout the congestion and "sweet lamb."

Kid Entertainm,ent

Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
The old tin lizzie does her stuff

192k

—

—

More Flivver Jokes

17,

"So This Is Europe"— Castle Films "Pioneer Blood" Mustang WestOi
Universal
Novel and Interesting

Type

Commonplace
Type

"The Lyin* Tamer"

gag

Si<

Sunday, October
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.

Telf

erlin

I

seems

to hold

an inexhaustible sup-

of laughs.
Charles King gets
some more laughs out of the Lizzie
when he tries to get to work on time

ply

and then invents a wild tale to give
the boss as an excuse for being late.
Charlie tells a hectic tale about an
encounter with Indians who are kidnapping a girl, of how Charles rescues the girl and it turns out to be
the boss' daughter.
At this point,
the daughter walks in and denies
Charlies's story.
The real adventures of Charlie on his way to work
were a lot funnier than the tale he
concocted.

Some

first

rate laughs.

Felix the Cat in "Scrambled

Yeggs"

Educational
Mighty Clever Animation
Type of production
1 reel cartoon

comedy,
This

-'

Felix release is one of
the most novel that has ever been
done and the animation is particularly
clever.
The comedy idea is splendid
latest

relationship to a newsreel and magaOne is not left long in
zine combined, yet is decidedly dif- country.
ferent from either in that its shots doubt as to what will happen, for the
need never depend on the element action starts the moment the kids are
of timeliness.
By adept titling and packed off into the automobile. In
clever camera composition, the sub- conventional "kid comedy" style, the
punctuated with pranks
jects are given an effect which tends journey is
of comic capers. Once
to entertain the mind as well as the and all sorts
As for example, when one is upon the farm, the plot begins to take
eye.
shown a vast flock of sheep winding on a real hectic temoo. with the cows,
their way down a mountain side, one pigs and other denizens of the rural
sees not onlv pretty scenery and an roost acting as accessories to the
animal spectacle, but the title brings crimes the kids frame up. It is easy
home that here are a million new to understand that at last the frantic
suits and 40,000,000 lamb chops
the hoof.
Next, one finds the
genesis of the "Black Bottom," first
cousin to the Charleston, starting
with a cow and being more appealingly portrayed to the world via the
calves of some high-stepping chorines.
In this way, these short shots
work their wav swiftiv and entertainingly into the spectator's, mind.
An
excellent novelty.
fall

on

kill'

II

Comedy

Educational

Fair Cartoon

to

ition

i

)ratq

;nat

Type of production....! reel carti
The cartoon end of "The Yell

Pirate" is quite satisfactory but tl
subject matter no longer contai^-'
any novelty.
The old melodrai
burlesque idea has been serving
steadily for this kind of offeri^
that it is about played out. This o;
deals with bootleggers and reveni
men. Mike is a Federal agent a:
Miss
Fortune
Mrs. Brown has to beg
pronto.
This High Hat Harold is the rum runn
to remove the brood
The best laughs are in the bit wheii
is done, and the Browns prepare to
settle down to peace on what is left Mike's cutter crashes into High Hat*''
a
of the farm. Children will undoubted- rum boat and upsets all the bottl^^
subsequently
the
fish
and
all
star
ly find this lots of fun.
cutting up capers from the effect}
of the liquor.
The sequence wheft
they use an elephant, tied by the tat)
"Mount Sinai" "Pilgrimage to Pal- for a derrick, is another good toucl
but, on the whole, there isn't anv te;
estine"— Pathe
thing very new in the comedy.
Pictorially Beautiful

—

ic

eitl

—

Type of production....! reel historiI
cal magazine.
Yeggs" "A Typical Tropical Sky" and "Sons
strikes a new high mark for comedy
With'an eye to capturing the mys- "The Humdinger"— Tuxedo Comedifl
of the Surf"
Felix beholds a most darcartoons.
tic beauties of the scenes where much
Educational
Educational
ing midnight robbery wherein two
of the Bible episodes are laid, the
Two
Interesting
Features
thugs ply their trade in a highly
cameraman has effectively placed his
Small Town Slicker Com,edian
profitable and unusual manner. They Type of production....! reel Bruce shots so that che film combines the
Type of producti.on. .2 reel come
and

all

told

"Scrambled

hitch their airplane to the moon and
for plunder.
start "fishing"
They
lower a hook on a rope and snatch

from
trains and even
man's stick and
magnet to
a
valuables

With

unsuspecting pedescatch up the policegun. Later they use

much

better

effect.

it they secure the key and open
the door of a bank and after making
a fine haul, decide on a getaway.
Felix, a witness to the robbery, calls
a
cop and eventually Felix merits
the high praise of the force for his
Fine comedy and
clever detecting.
excellent cartoon.

.

Scenic Novelty.

This reel is divided into two parts,
the first devoted to some lovely views
of a tropical sunset with the camera
focused upon the sun as it fades from
sight and continuing with the view
after sundown.
Photography is excellent and views very beautiful. The
second half is comprised of scenes
taken at Waikiki on the Island of
Cahu. Riding the surf, as the natives

do

it,

beach

some

offjE/s

presents

some

vie\i[5

for variation.

fine

thrills

beautiful

water

as well.

.

beauty of the surroundings with the

and
and

Good number

implications of biblical interest.

The

episode vividly brought to mind is
that of the dejiverance of the commandments to Moses, and in turn the
presentation of these by the prophet
In the surrounding
to his people.
country the camera traces the positions of the Israelites in the various stages of their march out of the
All told, this
land of persecution.
reel encompasses much of pictorial
lure and is an entertaining optical
lesson in a subject that has pretty
much of universal appeal.

Johnny Arthur plays the smi
town boob, who serves as an id(
subject upon which a visiting ci'
slicker plays his jokes.
Johnny fal|
for all the smart alec's tricks an(
loses his girl as a result of his in
ability to compete with the city cha

But Johnny eventually has his il
He turns sheik and meets
vamp who is spellbound by his chapM?
and Johnny gets more thrills than 1
anticipated.
Some good laughs al
ning.

|ir

Johnny Arthur, as the country
makes good in the role.

ch?

n

In;

ky,

October

17,

fj?B^
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

PROGRESS RECORDED

25

CONSERVATIVE ANALYSIS
OF NEW INVENTIONS
SHOW IMPROVEMENTS
OVER THE OLD

ITEADILY IN MECHANICAL

DEVELOPMENT OF THE
NDUSTRY,

S.M.P.E.

Technical Advances

FINDS

U
concluding

portion

the ing the special distribution of sensireport of the Committee on tivity of photQgraphic materials has
lsh of the Society of M. P. been brought out,
(8) the unique feag'ccrs which m.aintains careful ture of which is a sector wheel in
u ny
on all scientific develop- which the apertures are spaced spirn: concerned with the improve- ally
about the center of rotation.
n vf technical standards in this
While this sector wheel rotates at a
L iiidred industries.
Carl E. Ege- uniform angular velocity, it is moved
f the National Lamp Works, longitudinally so that the spirally arxlund, O., is chairman of the ranged apertures travel in tjie proper
ifittee.
The addenda at the close rel^ion to the photographic material.
ft; report gives the sources from
A cam plate attached to the shaft
the information is drawn:
carrying the sector disc actuates an
:JSIDERABLE progress was electro-magnetic device which moves
the photographic plate forward one
ade in Germany and abroad in
step after exposure through the suc;1<1 of photographic and cinemacessive apertures. In this way twelve
ipliic
technique
(1)
in
1925.
from Germany indicates the exposures increasing by consecutive
powers of two are obtained.
lercial practicability of a flexIn a paper read at the Washington
lass. (2)
rod of Yz inch in
meeting of the Society, an efficient
less has been bent in a half
film cleaning machine is described
without the aid of heat and it
(9) which very satisfactorily cleans
gs back to its original shape on

of

,;

.

A

The Kipho Exposi- and
1925 (3) was the first

released.
rlin

in

kind to be held there.

In ad-

to trade exhibits, the historical
tion of photography and cine-

i

Igraphy

was

illustrated.

Many

revitalizes dirty film.

Lenses

A new

heat resisting condenser has

been produced (10) which

is

imper-

vious to changes of 350 degrees and

between the operated when taking the picture. As
it does not seem possible at present
photography to automatically synchronize prohas apparently not received much jector and camera speeds, this can
further impetus in this country.
An only be done by observing the proarticle has been ^written giving a de- jector speed which gives the best rescription (16) of the methods of sults for each scene, or by following
making animated cine titles for stop- a cue sheet furnished bv the promotion picture photoeraphy in adver- ducer which gives the correct speed
a horizontal slit placed
patient and the film.
Stop-motion picture

for each scene.
In either case this
can only be accomplished by using
an accurate speed indicator.
In a

tising film.

Physiology
There has been an interesting use talk delivered bejore the Society on
of colored motion pictures, and at April 22, (21) a speed indicator was
least two of the first-quality films re- described consisting primarily of a
cently released are in color. The ex- magneto of light and compact content of eye strain in the viewing of struction, driven by the projector and
motion picture photography in adver- generating a voltage directly proporsubject of contention.

ogy

Department

made

versity has

of

The Psychol-

Harvard

Uni-

a study of colored

and ordinary motion pictures, (17)
the result of which has shown that
eye strain

is

much

less for the aver-

age sensitive observer after seeing a
colored picture.
Vision experts of
both America and England hold (18)
that motion pictures do not injure the
eyes wheji viewed under the proper

and

printers
]n at the exhibit.

(4)

rnore,

it

is

said.

were made from an

This

optical

product

is

No

actual new developments in the
field of projectors have appeared in
months. Technicians
the last few
have been satisfied with directing their
efforts along the lines of minor improvements upon existing equipments.
Patent surveys indicate constant work
upon continuous projectors, especially in foreign countries.
However, no

heat resisting

outstandingly new ijiventions have
been achieved.
Foreign patents indicate extensive

i

activity in the use of air blast cooling of film in projectors (23) and still
further development in the control of
the electrical circuit by air blast.

.

m

Screens

Some

additional data
have been
published on the light reflection characteristics of screens. (24) If a surface of magnesium carbonate prepared in the laboratory is taken as
100 per cent white, then the reflecting
power of plaster, cloth and beaded
surfaces are about 80, 60 and 78 per
cent, respectively.
The specially prepared specular screens which concentrate the reflected light along the axis
may show a value of perhaps four
hundred per cent when viewed normally.

A

new developing

unit has been
which eliminates breaks
European continuous developing
ine.
The cemented splice is
:ed by a metal staple, and a
il
splicing machine trims the
ends and holds the staple in
sd

(7)

magnetically while the cover

is

more

or

Projectors

projected condition^.
Eye strain is
usually traceable to prolonged conglass knovvn as Ignal glass having a centration of the eye, defective eyelow coefiicient of expansion, 0.000004 sight, position of the observer, faulty
Illuminants
between 32 and 320 degrees F., general illumination, poor films, bad
marked innovations have oc- (about
ten times that of quartz).
projection, or faultv operation.
All
d in the field of illuminants
By
replacing silicon with germanium of these conditions, it is declared, are
r for the taking or projecting of
oxide an excellent glass known as avoidable.
5n pictures. Constant minor imGermanium glass is said to have been
An interesting article has been
>ments ae being made upon inobtained (11) which has a higher re- written (19) on the subject of "Light
escent and arc lamps.
fractive index for the sodium lines Sense."
The statement is made that
extensive treatment has been
and which is much more homogene- wjien the eye becomes adapted to
to the geometrical optical probou,s than sodium glass.
darkness, the form sense and color
n the design of the reflector arc
An
investigation has. been made of sense become inactive, and the order
(5) Curves showing the magthe annealing and re-annealig of glass of disappearance is red, green, yellow
e of aberration in spherical, par(12) including the various types of and blue.
Two measurements for
elliptical reflectors when
: and
strain.
Several tables were formu- light sense are described.
.either singly or
various com- lated
showing the amount of temions with condensing lenses have
Physics
porary strain remaining as permanent
determined along with the adthat bakelite 0.5
It
has
been
found
strain in slabs of different kinds and
:ges and disadvantages of these
mm. thick transmits 30 per cent of
different thicknesses.
The
temperams.
ture of annealing, and the conditions wave length 313.3 mm. but is opaque
e American value of 700 candles
for the total time of annealing and below 275 mm., after a long exposure
square millimeter of brightness
cooling to be a minimum, are con- to daylight or exposure to a quartz
gh intensity of arcs is thought sidered,
2 mm. sample dyed
and the results applied to a lamp. (20)
foreign writer to be greatly exwith safranine showed characteristics
particular case.
ated. (6) The brightness of the
The U. S. Bureau of Standards has similar to the Wratten red beta filter,
r
of a German carbon at 200
produced a new optical glass of sur- but more of the extreme red is transres is given as 837 candles per
prising clearness (13) free from the mitted.
e millimeter, with an average
defects usujally encountered.
This
Projection Room Equipment
8 candles per square millimeter
discovery will probably be of great
More uniform quality of projection
be entire surface of the carbon.
value to manufacturers of lenses both
being attained by constant imis
ratory Equipment and Apparatus for photographic and projection purprovement and innovations in the
jirators

connected to one
voltmeter indicators calibrated in feet per minute and minutes
per thousand feet of film speed.
A new film footage or running
gauge has been developed (22) consisthi^ of the take-up spool graduated in circles so that the footage
coming through can be seen at a
glance through the bars.
tional to its speed,

poses.

United

States
patents
indicate
some activity (14) in the field of
wide aperture (F/1.7-1.5) lenses for

16-mm. film.
Motion Picture Application
A rather unique and new application of motion pictures is found in

projection

room and.projecting equip-

Standardization

New

inventions and developments are contributing to the goal
of safe and uniform high quality
projection and are making the value
of a projected picture less dependent
upon the skill of the individual oper-

ment.

An

International Congress was held
at Paris (25) in July, 1925, on the
standardization of motion picture machinery. The cooperation of our society has been invited, and undoubtedly relations of benefit to all concerned will be established.

ator.

brought into position.
From the investigation of the movement
In order to get most satisfactory
on of break to completion of of the heart by the use of a slit dia- results and naturalness of action uponly 15 seconds is required,
phragm and moving film, (15) and on the screen, the projector should
new type of automatic mono- is effected by radiographing the heart be run at exactly the same speed
latic sensitometer for measur- on a film moving vertically, through as that at which the camera was

Statistics

A

September
|

survey on the basis of

recent
1

(26) indicates that there

(Continued on Page 24)
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NEWS BRIEFS FROM BOMBAY
COPENHAGEN— LONDONPARIS— BERLIN— BUENOS
AIRES— CAIRO— VIENNAMADRID — PRAGUE

A SUMMARY OF TRADE

ENGLAND,
GERMANY AND FRANCE AND
FLASHES FROM OTHER
LANDS

HAPPENINGS

IN

Foreign Markets
By

England
ERNEST

By

P.

FKEDMAN

Moscow

—The

week has been an
unusual one in the London trade.
It
witnessed the showing of five
"supers" made by English producers.
Four of them deal with the war, in
one form or another, including "Mademoiselle from Armentieres," made
by M^mice Elvey, for Gaumont;
"Nelson," made by New Era Films,

—

the interests of the industry in tL
countries which took part. This t^'
mission and the countries they
m
conference with foreign department represent, follow:
officials.
The houses approximate 600
ki
Belgium H. Folleboucko.

a foreign production.

seats in size.

It

is

"The Bay

of

Films in Soviet Russia
Seventy new Russian films have
already
been
finished
this
year,
The fifth release is "The and about as rnany more are in course
story.
Lodger," made by Alfred Hitchock of completion, according to Trade
and said to be an exceptional pro- Comniissioner G. R. Canty in a reduction.
port to the Commerce Department.
Seldom have I witnessed such While the Russians are holding fast
theaters

being

that

as

done

now.

I

in Peru and
standstill, del Villar

Theater construction

naval story qf the life of the fasea hero; "Palaver," a drama
produced in Nigeria, also made by
New Era, and "Mons," a typical war

West End

managing director for Famous in
Chile, Peru and Bolivia, who sails
tor Santiago de Chile today, after a
lar,

Bolivia

a

at

The Paris Gongrc
—

Four theaters are under construcParis
Before the Internatii
tion in Chile near Santiago and Val- Film Congress closed, the delei
paraiso, according to Benito del Vil- appointed a commission to
repn

said the sucof Death,"
made by the Goskino, was so
great that 104 prints were made
for Russia alone.
This number has never been equalled
before, either by a domestic or

cess

mous

phenomenal business

CUNNINGHAM

Building in Chile

A Real Market

"The Film Renter," London

Editor,

London

»'.

JAMES

to the historical pictures, possibly for
domestic
appeal
and
edification,
nevertheless
many of their films are

is

at

a

said.
Velennzuela, the principal exhibitor in Chile, plans to increase his

now comprises
Famous has 86 per

which

circuit,

houses.

five

cent

distribution in his territory, del Villar says.

Lee Ochs Returning Home
Paris Lee Ochs, New York thea-

—

ter

aboard the Paris, due
York on the 20th.

owner,

New

is

in

les,

!

—
England—
H. Dovoner.
France — MM. Aubert, Brezi
and Rivpire.
Germany— MM. Bausback, Roa
Grune and Malamerson
Holland— M. Hamberger.
Hungary— M. Kovash.
Italy — M. Dofeo.
Sweden — M. Magnussen.
Switzerland — M. Imhof.

it

the

rat

J.

\

thai,

When

C,

Intel

liitog

in

an

lalists

the

the Congress terminated,'

roll

delegates were much enthused.
was declared that, although it cof.We
not be said the meeting was 100
anii,

;

The Plaza packed them in with Harcent successful, its efforts in the nf
old Lloyd's new picture, while the planned for the world markets.
future would be far-reaching;
Paul Flon Starts Another
Examples of their historical themes
exact same condition prevailed at
detailed account of the Congress
Paris
Paul Flon has finished "Une be _ found below, together with
the New Gallery, where Valentino show one Russian film including the
The Marble Arch is story of a rising peasantry and its Geuese," for Films Triomphes, and principal measures which were vo|
holds sway.
,

—

breaking

records

its

with

the

En-

So great
glish production, "Mons."
has been the public's demand to see
this picture that it is being shown
The smaller West
five times a day.

leader, Rasin, a popular
of the 17th Century,

Russian hero
and aJvpther

immediately started on "Miche."

dealing with Ivan the Terrible and
America the Example
liis regime.
"The Year, 1905" is obParis
P. A. Harle publishes an
viously a Soviet propaganda film
editorial
in
"La Cinematographic
whjle
the "The Ninth of January"
End houses, too, are experiencing exFrancaise," in which he tell the
"The Big is a story of the people's demonstra- French people
ceptionally fine business.
to follow the American
Parade" is a success at the Tivoli. tion outside the Winter Palace and example by turning
out national prorunning indefinitely, and is the Cossack attack' that led to the
is
It
ductions, and especially educationals.
In addition there
holding up the openings of "La Bo- 1905 revolution.
heme," "Ben Hur," and "Mare Nos- are "Pushkin and Nickolai the First"
Receipts of Paris Long Rims
trum," which are scheduled to make and "Rasputin's Plat.'
Paris
The Parisian long run thePhe
present
reported
Tivoli.
their British debuts at the
physical conaters shows a gain of nearly 3,000,The success of "The Big Parade" dition of the Soviet peasantry is un- 000 francs
for 1925 over 1924.
The
questionably the reason why so much
is a biting commentary upon the inreceipts of the six long runs for last
effectiveness of all the lay press criti- care and money necessarily is being
year follow:
cism. which did not include a single devoted by the Soviet authorities to
enlightening
the
populace
Theater
Francs
on quesfavorable line when the picture was
tions of health and hygiene.
Marivaux
Part of
6,033,154.50
first shown.
this campaign, and a very important
Aubert Palace
3,113,227.00
part, too, is the production under
Madeleine
2,783,909.00
Billy Merson will produce twelve short
customary Government supervision
Cameo
3,397,184.00
reel song films (or Phonofilms, Ltd.
1*
of pictures dealm^ with scarlet fever,
*
*
Max Linder
3,097,902.50
Corso
950,128.00
Gaumont is celebrating its 28th anni tuberculosis and skin diseases in its
versary.
The schedule for 1926-27, althouRh various fonns.
These pictures are
Total
19,375,505.00
not yet completed will be augmented. Fol
being shown wherever it is possible
lowing ".Mademoiselle from Arnrentieres,"
for a picture to be projected.
just released, Gaumont will produce "Roses
Ducal Films Quits

—

—

Picardy."

of

*

*

"The Flag Lieutenant,"
dea;ling

with

lelease

of

Edwards

is

«
a

new

film,

^nd

naval activities, is a current
Astra
National
Prod.
Henry
starred and Maurice Elvey di-

r<tted.

Aubert Schedule Set
Paris Aubert Films announces the
following films for 1926-27:

—

London

— Ducal

gone into

".Simone," by Uricux, directed by Donaand featuring Lucienne Legrand; Des
jardins, Claude France, Jean Dchelly, Ma
dame Kcrwig and Jean Korette "Faust,"
tien,

ers

ijjie

Films,

(

a(

upon and passed:
Commission Heads Appointed
Director of

the International «
Intellectual Cooperation

stitute

of

Julien

Luchaire.
of the International F(

1

Chairman
eration

Worker

Intellectual

of

Louis Gallic.
Articles with Relation to Pres3|
News Items and Report
(1)

That the press

in

all

countries
oi

recommended not to insert, with
regard, news concerning the cine

SCENE FROM

"Monkeys Prefer Blonde^
A BRAY

1926-1927 SUNKIST COMEDY'

have

Ltd.,

liquidation.

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

;

directed by

French Producers Expanding
Paris A contract between Aubcrt,
of Paris, and W. & F. Film Service,
London, for a production to be commenced in London with Carlyle
Blackwell ,the American, and Lili
Damita, the Hungarian star, in the
leading roles, and one between "Les
Grandes Productions Cineinatographiques," Paris, and Phoebus Films A.

—

G.,

Berlin,

for

the

production

of

Mere's "Temptation." under the direction of Francis Bertoni, were recently signed.

W. Murnau; "Manon,"

F.

rmg Lya de

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.

star-

Putti; "A Waltz Dream," diDr. Bergcr for Ufa of Germany;
"Lc Bouif Errant," 'by Fourchadiere, and
directed by Rene Rervil.
In the cast are

Henry

rected by

Tramcl, I'rejcan, Kunc and Jim Gerald;
"The Last Days of Pompeii," made in Italy
by Garmine Gallone
"a British picture.
"Little Darling," a comedy starring Betty
Balfour; "Le Dindon," by Feydeau
"Le
Prince Zilah," by Jules Claretie, directed by
Gaston Bondes and starring France Dhelia
"I. 'Homme a I'Hispano," by Pierre Fran'daie, and directed by Rene Hcrvil
"Les
Voleura de Gloire." directed by Pierre Maradon,
and co-starring Henri Baudin and
Suzy Pierson
"Les Disuz Ont Soif," a
story of the French Revolution, by Ana-tolc
France; and "Lc Danseur de Madame," by
Armont and Gerbidon.

Cable

R. Arias, Pres.

BROADWAY,

1540

HENARIAS

N. Y. C.

Phone Bryant

2697

•—4

;

Foreig-n Territory

;

PAWNEE

Now

Available

BILL,

Jr.

;

;

Thrill

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
W.
130

46th

New York

St.,

City

will prefer

36-BRAY 2 REELERS
52.BRAY 1 REELERS
Recommended by

SIMMONDS PICTURES CORP.

In a series of 8 five reel

Western

The Wise Buyer

DoQcanneo*

New York

Cable:

220 West 42nd
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17,

China

a pretext, each time a
of saying that the

journal in which the
orifinally appeared.

Film
cers,

article

Articles—That
distributors and exhibiCritics'

should

not,

es,

make

hed

in

their publicity
use of film criticisms
in

newspapers and journals,

ut the permission of the author;
hould not quote extracts which
change the sense of such criti-

C.

P.

I.

(The Confedera-

C.

de

Internationale

la

—

Presse

latographique)
Under this
an international society of film
alists
has been virtually crethe representatives of which
pro tem) France, Louis Croze;
nd,
Georges Clarriere; GerWerner Sinn; Sweden, Grillot
vry; Austria, Jacques Henri de
:

The

permanent

headers of the C. I. P. C. will be
e address of the Societe des
|ns and of the Comite National
ais
de Cooperation IntellecPalais-Royal, Paris.
The inland.

and constitutional assembly

Confederation International de
esse Cinematographique will be
in Brussels, in three months'

>

—

—

Choice of Scenarios
That care
should be taken in the choice of
scenarios which might breed hatred
between peoples or perpetuate the
idea of war.
To place in evidence,
with permanent care and courtesy,
the beauties and qualities of foreign
people, so as to arouse sentiments
of interest and sympathy in their
errors.

—

Historical Accuracy To respect,
with the maximum conscientiousness,
historicaL facts, and, above all, to
avoid giving a tendacious allure to
historical subjects, from the representation of which the peoples dealt
with might suffer. And to this end,
to assure for historical subjects, the
competent collaboration of people of
the countries interested, whose advice could prevent the committing of

Cataloguing Instructional Films
International film bureau
should be created with urgence, in
touch with the League of Nations,
for the establishment of an analytical

That an

instructional and educational films, actually in circulation,
and that this catalogue should be kept
up to date.

catalogue

ducers of films, in all countries,
should come to agreement as rapidly
as possible, concerning the unification of film dimensions.
Decorative Arts That big producing companies, all the world over,
should enter into closer relationship
with art schools, and that they should
oflfer delegates for the teaching of
cinematographic arts, ejtc. That governments should be encouraged to

—

Qsuntries represented
In the following compilation will
be found the names of countries represented at the Congress, together
with the number of delegates, both

and

offiicial

unofficial,

ts

to

r arts,

help,

—Tliat

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comcdv Dramas
Starring

Fraiik MerHll

Fast Action MalodranHta

FERDINAND
152

Weot 42nd

H.

City

Cable Fcrdinadam.N.Y. Phone, Wis. 1143

Indiai

Nat Nathanson,

Iceland

1

Japan

12

Luxembourg

1

Mexico
Peru
Poland

1
1

9
4

Russia

Roumania

4

Serbia

4

.

H

Czechoslovakia

Sweden

7
8

Norway
Guatemala
United States

1

10

Switzerland

7

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,
D.

J.

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

MOUNTAN,

City

Pre».

Excluiive foreign representative* {or
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and distributors.

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

London Address:
Mr. Arthur L«vey,
31

Portland

Place,

London, W. I. England
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. ParU
Cable Adress: DEEJAY, London
Cable Address: RICHPIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best
Motion Pictures

To Foreign Buyers Who Want Pictures That Pay

LET US SHOW YOU

la David M. Hartford Productions
Quality Features

Interna-

AMERICAN CINEMA ASSOCIATION'S
MASTER PRODUCTIONS

CO.

SERIES OF

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading 61m distributors throughout foreign territoriesPhone Wisconsin
Cable address
:

Himark New York

5196-5197

artistic

12
12

Two
Two

13 All-Star 2 Reel Comedies
Reel Detective Dramas Starring Fearless, The Wonder Dog
Big Series with Big Stars
Reel Fast Moving Comedies
6 Two Reel Juvenile Comedies

A

6 Eileen Sedgwick Features

:AP1TAL production exporting CO.,
29 Seventh

New

Avenue
'

^

Prod uctions

of

Inc.

York, N. Y.

Merit"

''COMPASSION''
An

5ASTON GLASS
OSEPH SWICKARD
series oj

ALMA BENNETT
J. FRANK GLENDON
GR\CE DALTON

Six Victor

Adamson

Productions from Published Stories

London Address
Csble Addrewes

Njipolron Films, Ltd.
8 New Complon St.

harine Cross Road

W.

London
C. 2

—

"Enemies of Youth" — A powerful Society Drama with
Mahlon Hamilton, Gladys Leslie, J. Barney Sherry and Burr Mcintosh

Unusual Society Melo-drama
Featuring these established Stars

The first of a

6 Bill Patten Western Features
High Class Fast Moving Big Casts

—

SMICOFILMS

New York

PIZORFILMS

EDWARD

L.

KLEIN CORPORATION

2S West 43rd

St.,

2
6

2

"A LINE FROM KLEIN"

Distribution

Foreign

to

the creation of

;

created, centralrepertories, and

HI-MARK FILM SALES

Governrecognize, as they do in
and eventually give finan-

to

ADAM

New York

St.,

14
17
7

Italy

17
17

22
43

_'

^HCTUEIB^

the League

recommends

Centrale

.

\\

—

("Cinematheque

Films

each
No. of

of

tionale") should be
izing national film

.

Greece

Delegates

Country
Belgium

—

Jations

from

country.

1

—

.

'.'...

create cinema art centers, etc.

Bulgaria

errors.

—

).

'.

'.

I

.'.'.211

!'.'.!!!

Germany

cinematograph productions, and their organizing exchanges between counwhich tries.
Film Dimensions That the procom-

Chief Decisions
Limit That the
Speed
Ejecton
of projection of films should
niformally regulated so that the

;specting Creation That the idea
rie
author and the work of the
ucer, and, in a general manner,
work of all others concerned in
production of a film, should be
pulously respected,

'.'.'.

Austria
Spain

National Film Records That, in
each country should be created a
National Public Film Record Office
("Cinematique Nationale Publique"),
that a law would oblige producers
to deposTl an index card completely
of film (artistically and com- recording every film producer, etc.
ially) should be respected.
That, in each country, films should
Ithorship and Ownership That be classed fn categories, and that the
he screens and in the programs form of indexing and classification
id appear the name of the au- should be established after an idenof the scenario^ the director of tical mod^T. That, under the auspices
uction, the production company of the League of Nations,, an Interthe country of origin (nation- national Central Film Record Office

The

itional

France
Holland

exhibition, in the case of works
are not recognized to be of
mercial value.

9

'.

Great Britain

—

Quotations That arappearing in the cinema press
from question of copyright
jhould never be reproduced by
journals without mention of
me of the author and the name

.••...'.....'.......,
.!!!.!!!!!'.!

Finland

Foreign Markets

have acted "as on the
or that they have been ined by the cinema.
1,"

News

^

Denmark

lals

•al

23

known,

is

ivs

;

New York

Cable Address: "Kleinway,

New York"

Telephones: Vanderbilt 2522-252:3

GET IN LINE WITH KLEIN

in

'}

THE

scope objective instead of by the

Technical Advances
(Continued from

I'aijc

were exported from

this

country

in

1925.
Tlie

photoof
value of imports
graphic materials into Great Britain
and Ireland during 1925 is as follows:
(27) cameras (without lenses), $891,491.12; senshive paper, $622,052.90;
plates and films, $3,662,870.22; motion picture film, raw stock, $1,732,764.96; motion picture positives, |1,137.011.58; motion picture negatives,
$3,350,256.32.

progress has been realized

A

in the

in living solidity

window.

Studio Effects and Practice
Current literature reviews many

methods of

trick photography claimed to be new, most of which are quite
old and long tried.
A method for the production of
motion pictures in silhouette with the
elimination of elaborate settings and
scenery is exhibited (30) at a new
theater in Breslau, Germany. A mask
is held in front of the camera lens to
produce the scenery and the pictures

perform

in

American

Phot. Ind. 23, Oct.
1089,
1925, pp.
1196.

(3)

tures rcfjuires (?,Z) a studio for the
of combined sound and
picture film records having its walls,
ceiling and floor covered with felt or

other somul deadening material. The
combined cinematograi)hic camera
and photographic sound recorder are
located within a sound proof cabinet
the rnnm.

Talking Motion Pictures
Talkinf motion picture films are
now being produced in London under the DeForest patents. (34) Great
improvement in sotmd rendering has
been sernred with the use of an image
of the light slit focused by a micro-

Oct. 17)
as previous week.

of

—

30.

p.

(New

York),
26,

19,

12,

1120,

1145,

Rivoli— "Parisian Garden,
John Murray Anderson:

staged

Dec. 25, 1925,

Hungarian Rhapsody."

Strand— Mark Strand Frolic, with
Edward Albano, baritone; Mile. Xle-

mova and

618.

Kinotechnick,

Translation, Society
Aug." 23, 1925, p. 94.

(6)

Comp. Rend. 181, Dec. 28, 1925, p. 1133.
Kinematograph Weekly Supplement (Lon-

(7)

don),

109,

Journal

(8)

April,
256.
July,
eles),

1925

18,

(New

(Trans. S.M.P.E. No. 25).
Cinematographer (Los Ang1926, p. 20.

Sept.,

47,

July,

1,

1924-

1945.

p.

(12) Trans. Optic.
1925, p. 14.

American

Society.

p.

No.

26,

(New

Projectionist

1926,

April,

York),

York),

3.

U. S. Patent, 1580751.

(14)

Roentgen
(15) Journal,
1925, p. 142.
(16)

American Phot.

(17)
(18)

American

Society,

1926.

5,

Cinematographer
1926, p.

Sept.,

Oct.,

20, Feb., 1926, p. 66.

Cleveland Times, Sept.
eles),

21,

Ang-

(Los

6.

(19) S.M.P.E. Bulletin, Aug.,
(20) Comp. Rend. 181, Nov. 23,

192'5, p.

American

Projectionist
1926, p. 4 (Trans.

12,

(New

1926, p.

1926,

p.

May

80,

8,

145.

Kinematograph

(25)

Weekly

(London),

108,

Feb. 11, 1926, p. 78.
(26) Cleveland News, Sept. 16, 1926.
(27) The World Almanac, 1926, p. 30.
(27) B.J.. 73, March 5, 1926, p. 137.
(28) Kinematograph
Weekly
Supplement
(London), April 8, 1926, p. 57.
(29) Kinematograph Weekly (London), 110
April 22, 1926, p. 79.
(30) Kinotech. Rund, 62. Nov., 1925, p. 83.
(31) American Cinematographer
(Los Angeles), August, 1926, p. 23.
(32) Kinotechik. 7, Dec. 25, 1925, p 628
(33) British Patent 245321.
(34) Bioscope
(London),
Supplement,
66,
Jan. 28, 1926, p. IV.

with his "Ritz Carlton Nights," opening at Loew's State, St. Louis, Nov.
13, and then playing the Loew pre-

By PHIL. M.

pRANK LEON

DALY

y

WILSON,

writer
Patheserials, is
answering to the nickname of "The
Nick Carter of the Film Industry."

more than 20

There are two artists in Gloria
Swanson's "Sunya" company. They

are

Hugo

dolp.

Ballin and Anders Ran-

Famous got
cane

observes

been

considering removing the
sign m spite of large
expense, when
the nirricane obligingly
did the job,
so that the insurance
company
now
«
iwill

replace

cast of 18 is
the

it.

j

Mad drums

of motors— wild
bursts of shell~a woman's
scream
bold figure leaping to her
sidered bu7-sts of flame— and the—
Com:

two numbers.

The

—a

edy— News— Fa hies.

11

Plunkett's specialties,
a drop with four "Yft
the open doorway. He
of the* male quartette are poked thru
holes in the drop.
They sing two nuiiit)i
Next on the program is "Some Pumpki
with a setting of a huge pumpkin placed
the center of the stage with a fence tow
the back entwined with autumn leaves.
novelty of this act is the presence of Hot
Stickney, the dancer on stilts, who standi
mobile thruout the entire number.
This
eludes a dance by the Mark-Strand bi
is

'

corps.
hats.

Group in trick overalls and
Dave White does an eccentric

sti

dii

and Betty Hale offers a rube dance specia:
ing in high kicks.
Stickney dances on Hi

Adopt Paul Ash Policy
Washington
Exhibitorial

atte:

tion will be focused on the Lined
the first house in this territory
adopt a Paul Ash policy.
W.
Handy, called "the father of
blues," opens Sunday, having bef

secured
office,

through the Arthur Spiz
York. The Lincoln is

New

colored house.

Prologues for Chadwick Films
Linder Putting Out Bands
is having prologues preJack Linder is offering seven
pared for its "First Division" pic- bands for presentation purposes, tt
Raphael Odierno has been en- organizations including Ivan Banko
tures.
gaged to devise such presentations, and his band and Sid Hall and hi
with musical settings.
band. Lou Sterling's revue plays th

Chadwick

How

Strand, Rockville Center, L.

B'way Does

(Continued

From Page

is

first

*TUBLIC SERVICE^'
Adventure speakers from
Far places, or films

only.

I

"Aberystwth",
Welsh Hymn
"Macushla",
"Old Black Joe", "March of the Men of
Harlech" and concludes with the Gypsy Laughing Song.
There is a motion picture prologue which recalls a mine disaster in Wales
in
which the entombed men were rescued
alive after ten days anS ordered to appear
before the Queen in order that she might
commend them for their fortitude and courage
during their tragic hours in the tomb. Hence

Schools

Bureau of Commercial Economics
I108-I6thSt. N.W. Wasbington. D.C

using

Churches

y

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

th

presented

in which the setting
The memrepresents the interior of a mine.
miners'
in
bers of the choir are attired
clothes and wear miners' hats with small light.
The stage is very dimly lighted with the
small cap lights standing out effectively in
the dim gray hue that represents the mine.
The sgcond setting represents a hall in
the palace with the choir in British regimental costumes.
The ensemble and solo
numbers include "Down in the Coal Mines",

two scenes; the

I.,

week.

It

19)

The number

The Kansas City Star" offers
this
as a choice hit of advertising
by a
Kavsas exhibitor for "The Sporting
Lover

head

a break on the hurri"The Wall Street

Journal, when tlie storm blew down
a Miami theater sign. The
companv

nad

The

Edwards will play
in rehearsal.
act in vaudeville theaters later.

in

And Thafs That

renders
another of
box car painted on
Willies" seated in

act

—

sentation houses.

;

The second number is the first presentai
America of the Violinophone.
Made

MacGygan

19)

Edwards Opening in St. Louis
Gus Edwarrds will make a tour

Puljlix presentation.

of

From Page

in

have a solo of some instrument, and adding the organ as one of the instruments of
the orchestra, as well as a solo instrument
during an orchestral selection, has proven
an important factor musically.
"A factor of great importance is for the
conductor to try to gauge the audience he
will have during the week he plans to play
He must picture the
a certain composition.
class of audience he will attract with his
feature film, for it is a well established
each type of photoplay has its
fact that
An audience which revels
own following.
in a melodramatic film would not be keen
for a Beethoven composition, and an audience which seeks subtlety in its pictorial
themes and the most delicate atmosphere
settings and photography would be
in
its
the first to welcome that which others had

York),

75.

German Patent 452308.
M.P. World (New York),

(23)
(24)

"Carnival."'

Music Tastes

784,

S.M.P.E. 25).
(22) Kinematograph Weekly (London), April
April,

pro.ogue
Tempters," over-

and Miss Carey, soprano, bobs her
and sings "A Woman's Smile."

783.

(21)

Mark-Strand Frolic opens

of Joe Plunkett's revolving iiov
numbers called "A Good Cigar is a Sno
Sitting at a lavishly decorated table is
Mark Strand quartette. The center of
table is decorated with a huge vase piled
Suddenly the base revo
with flowers.

spurned."

192'6.

latest

another

dancers;

of

iContinued
1926,

Strand
The

64.

p.

Journal Amer. Chem. Society,

(13)

Daks,

"The Prince

ture,

Projectionist

American

(10)

to

Optic. Society of America, 12',
1926, p. 401 communication No.

American

(9)

March

p.

Engineers,

P.

Wain"Second

Nov.

(5)

M.

overture,

Sisters;

1170,

(4)

7.

by

wrright

5,

2,

silhouette.

production

1926,

11,

Presentations

(Week
Same
Capitol

'

A new

photographic process has
been introduced (31) in which two
negatives are filmed at once but which
are combined into a single negative
by means of which it is claimed studio shots may be incorporated with
any backgrnund. English producers
have recently found that compensation for the change in exposure due to
varying the cranking speeds during
the taking of trick scenes (32) is easilv accomplished
by changing the
shutter sector while cranking. A fadeout attachment is also used.
The taking of talking motion pic-

Jan.

24,

Projectionist
1926, p. 3.

April,

1925,

in

the field of plastic projection. Apparent relief has been obtained by projecting two colored images on a grid
screen, (28) the bars t)eing of one
color ami the background of another.
The eye sees one picture when focused on the near
bars with another
dimly suggested in the distance.
Stereoscopic effects with multiple
screens have been obtained (29) by
means of the usual screen having a
large central area cut away and replaced by green gauze. At the back
of this, but some feet away, is placed
a red curtain.
still picture is focused on the primarj' screen margin,
and then motion pictures are projected on the gauze. The subject matter

appears to stand out

Ind.

(2)

(11)

Stereoscopic Pictures

Some

B 'way
The Sources

Phot.

•

Many

itsejf.

(1)

17, 192

settings of the mine and the pi
fine voices in the choir.
Irmanette, a pretty dancing violink,
fered an innovation when she played thSv
and performed a difficult dance at the i
Murtagh, at the organ, offered [
time.
dies on old songs.

the
slit

21)

are 20,233 picture theaters in the country receiving approximately $1,000,000,000 yearly in admission fees. The
average weekly attendance in 1925
was 90,000,000 persons. Two hundred thirty-five million feet of film

in

Sunday, October

DAILY

24

5 South

Wabash

Ave,, Chicago,

III.

Apparent on the screen
The Improvement in the rendering of color
values in black and white tones,
ture

is

printed from

when

the pic-

Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive,

is

readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons
that's

what

will

really

notice the difference

counts

at the

box

— and

office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
now the same price as ordinary negative.
keeps

as well as ordinary negative and,

for the lighting in the darkroom,
in the
it's

same manner

is

developed

an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
NEW YORK

It

except

as ordinary negative.

ROCHESTER,

is

Yet

Hal Roach

presents

Mabel Normand
Raggedy

m

Drawing power
How many stars

one and only Mabel?
a long time, and the public is

pull like the

—

Her first picture in
hungry to see her.

Quality

The

best feature pro-

duction.

Laughs mixed

with pathos.

Sure-fire

entertainment.

How

to get the

money
know you're going to
Normand in a long time

Let your public

show

the first

and the

rest is easy.

A wise exhibiter will

give this picture at least equal billing
with his feature. Better still, with any
but a big proven business-getting feature, give the

break.
F.

It's

Normand

worth

the advertising

it.

RICHARD JONES,

Supervising Director

Pafh^comecb^
TRADE

ki-»-

w"^AKK

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
/LLLTHE

l/FILMDOM
DL.

XXXVIII

STATES MEETING

I

Monday, October

No. 15

PRIORITY TANGLE IN

West Arbiters WiU Five

Go
Before Patent Commis-

Attend Battle Creek
Creek,

Battle

Mich.

— Arbitration

chief topic of discussion
il be the
the seventh annual convention of
exhibitor association,
e Michigan
nich gets under vi^ay here tomorw. The Michigan situation, which
id its climax receiitly with "walkof exhibitor board members is
be gone into thoroughly, with the
ite body determined to "find out
there is any equity possible under

'';t"

Five and possibly six photographic
processes are to be involved in hearings before the Commissioner of
Patents in Washington in order to
ascertain which inventor has priority over the others.
The processes embraced are those
developed by Frank Williams, who
created special photographic efifects

"The Big Parade"; Roy Pomeroy who was responsible for the

for

Members

Red Sea effect in
"The Ten Commandments"; a third

senting

devised by

parting

present system."

e

of arbitration boards repand
North
Minnesota,
Duth Dakota, Ohio, Kansas, Mismri, Nebraska, Illinois, Wisconsin,
twG^ and Indiana will be present to
their exjjeriences in arbitraDfi and to map a plan of action for
Recent decisions
oser cooperation.
mded down in the states representitline

be reviewed.
Charles C. Pettijohn, head of Film
cards of Trade and leading figure
establishing arbitration in the inustry, will address the convention,
hich is to deliberate two days.
1

or Six Processes to

sioner for Settlement

Sessions

will

of

Price 5 Cents

1926

Wage

Studio

ON^BITRATION PHOTOGRAPHY PATENTS
[iddle

18,

Dispute

Involving 620 men and afall Eastern studios, a
wage dispute has arisen
through demand of studio mechanics for a $2 a day increase.
Through the M. P. Studio Mechanics Local No. 52, negotiafecting

tions

for

new

contracts

have

been started.
In the event of a deadlock,
Eastern production would
be halted, because the specialized nature of the mechanics'
work would make replacement
all

difficult.

M.P.T.O.A. TAKES

UP

the

Max

Handschlegl which

said to superimpose dramatic action against backgrounds of any nature; a fourth credited to William
Crispinel, a cameraman; the while
the fifth is that of George Mitchell
(Continued on Page 7)

THEATER^MBINATION

is

Eastman Secures

New

Patents

—

EIRST NATIONAL HEADS

Steps Taken to Meet Them,

Committee States, But
Won't Tell What
Theater

ON WAY TO CONCLAVE
Big Developments Looked
for at Semi-Annual
Meeting
First

National

franchise

holders,

and sales executives are en
route to French Lick Springs, Ind.,
officials

to attend the

convention of franchise
holders there beginning tomorrow.
This is a semi-annual meeting at
which reports from the production

and distribution departments will be
presented.
President Robert Lieber,
who will head the Eastern delegation, will act as chairman during the
sessions at French Lick.
Big developments are anticipated.
Samuel Spring, secretary-treasurer, and sales managers A. W. Smith,
Jr., Ned Marin and Ned Depinet, representing the East, West and South
respectively, will attend the sessions.
Following the termination of the
(Continued on Page 2)

combinations, trustificaprocesses generally within the
industry and other elements leading
to business uncertainties was how an
M. P. T. O. A. statement on Saturday described business transacted at
tion

Rochester, N. Y. Seven chemical
Leave for French Lick Meeting
processes relating to photography,
C. C. Burr and Guy Morgan left
patented by Samuel E. Sheppard,
yesterday for French Lick to attend
with Raymond H. Lambert as copathe First National ineeting.
Aftertentee on two of them, have been
the fall meeting of the Adminis(Continued on Page 2)
wards Burr will join Johnny Hines
Eastassigned to Eastman Kodak.
trative Committee.
Those present in Chicago en route to the Coast,
man also acquired rights to a mo- were: Joseph
Seider, chairman;
M.
where his next production will be
tion picture film, patented by Henry
Harry Davis of Pittsburgh, Nathan made. Morgan goes to Detroit to
E. VanDerhoef, loop-extending deYamins of Fall River, and M. J. O'an
advertising
campaign.
Chicago This territory has its vice for developing machine, patent- Toole, editor of the Official Bulletin. stage
Charles Hines will drive to Hollylare of bicycling, but in the last ed by William R. Webb, and folding
Reports were received from Presi- wood.
camera, patented by Robert Kroedel.
;ar a decided improvement in the
dent Eli Whitney Collins and from
This has
tuation has been noted.
leaders dealing with general condiEastman in Cuba
:en brought about by diligent and
Baggott to Direct "The Claw"
tions. In several instances the statelorough work on the part of the
Rochester, N. Y. Kodak Cubana, ment said these reports went into deLos Angeles King Baggott will
ilm Board of Trade.
Ltd., has been granted a charter to tails in showing the adverse effect direct
"The
Cynthia
Stockley's
with
Exhibitors still "getting by"
operate in Cuba. It is capitalized at theater combinations and other situ- Claw" as his next production for
cycling are under scrutiny and will
Incorporators and directors, ations had on the independent exhib$10,000.
prosecuted by the board if evi- all of Rochester, are: Charles F. itor. As the varied situations with- Universal.
nce warrants.
Ames, Arthur H. Paul, Domingo E.
(Continued on Page 2)

Chicago Watchful

—

—

—

:

More

Offices for

—W.

Truog

Delgado, Frank M. Crouch, Rudolph

Regains Standing

Truog, UniTsal division manager, has had his
Kansas City

E.

increased to include ofMinneapolis, Omaha, Sioux

ipervision
:es
alls

at

and Oklahoma

City.

The Commercial Angle
London

—The

Kill Australian Bill

Sydney

— The

Victorian

United Artists Complies with DisParliaputed "Ethics" Decision of

Springfield

Springfield,
ing $300,000,

Mo.

House Opens

—The

has

been

Gillioz, cost-

opened by

Universal.
A. H. Rachman is resident manager, coming from Chicago
where he managed the Randolph.

which provided that 1,000
Arbitration Board
with McVicft. of film in every program shall be
United Artists has Harry Wren, formerly
Minneapolis
British, has been nullified, as it apker's, Chicago and recently with the
been reinstated in arbitration in this
pears merely to be used for the topiNewman, Kansas City, is assistant.
territory, through compliance with a
Ausworst
or
the
of
the
day
cal news
rendecision against the company
ment's

Bill,

—

tralian films procurable.

Daily Express

understands that the manufac-

"U"

Speth.

Sir

Rob't Donald on Films

dered by the arbitration board, which
directed payment of $300 to W. A.

Northwest exhibitor unit
Stef?es,
Robert Donald will head, for alleged violation of the
speak on "Films and the Empire" at code of ethics.
The decision previously had been
a meeting to be held under the aus-

— Sir

turers and industrialists who
are supporting the quota suggestion are perturbed over the
fact that American films are an
indirect advertisement for
American goods, such as motor-cars, furniture and cloth-

pices of the British Women's PatriLeague at the Hyde Park Hotel
on Oct. 25. It is expected that one
of the Dominion representatives to the

ing.

Imperial

London

(Continued on Page 7)

otic

preside.

Economic Conference wiH

Henry King Arriving
arrives in New York

Henry King

from the Coast.

Emil Jannings Arrives
Emil Jannings arrived from Ger-

many today on the
The week of Oct. 23

Albert Ballin.
he will rnake

appearance at the Rivoli
special reel is to be shown
of the high lights of the pictures in
which he has starred. He will later
journey on to Hollywood to begin
work on his first American-made picpersonal

where a

ture.

I

THE
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a^m

First National

Way

on

12 States Meeting

Heads
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Conclave
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declined

35^.

Quotations
High Low Close
*.\m.

Am.

Seat. Vtc
Seat.
Pfd....

36^

36^

•Halaban & Katz
& Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak... 117

•Bal.

Famous

Players.

..

•Fam. Play. Pfd
•Film
•First

117
112Ji 112

Inspect
Nat'l Pfd

..

Fox Film "A".. 70^
Fox Theaters "A" 24}^
•Intern'l

,157

23J4

Project

Loew's, Inc
43
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 23?i
*M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathc Exch. "A".. 44^
tParamount B'way 97!^
ttRoxy Units
30

42J^

23^
43^
96Ji
29

ttRoxy Common... 10
Skouras

Bros

Am

Sales

36

9
53!^

53j4

••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen.
8J4
Univ. Pict. Pfd.... 96J4
Universal Pictures. 37Ji
Warner Pictures... 45^
Warner Pict. "A" 5254
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

36^
63
73}4
117
112
119i^
7J4
99 "/J
68
24
11"^
42-H
23?^
1SJ4
44
')(>y^

100

100
5,700
....

5,100
2,000
1,200

100
1,600
45
....

53^
83

8

96J4
37J4
40"4
'^Wi
t

ft

700
100
100

8

96}4

ny^
42

48^

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

—

of

Norman Taurog.

Swanke Jackson House Manager
Jackson, Miss. A. Swanke is new

—

manager

the Century,
ton-Sacnger house.
of

generally.
The effect these
moves have on the business, with respect to present and potential prices
and conditions of delivery and use
was also considered and in due time
it is
promised definite lines of procedure for independent theater owners will be suggested in this relation.
National Director R. F. Woodhull,
who sold his interests recently, tendered his resignation. It was accepted and arrangements made to fill the
ditions

members,

— "The Big Parade"
Broadway —^"One Minute to Play"
Cohan — "The Sorrows of Satan"
Cameo —^Repertoire Week
— "The Temptress"
Capitol
Colony— "The Better 'Ole"
—
Central "The Scarlet Letter"
— "Beau Geste"
Criterion
Embassy— "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— "The Ice Flood"
Loew's New York — Today — "You'd

Kenning-

—

Robbery"
"That Model from
"The Midnight Message"

Friday

—"Love's

Saturday-

Rialto
Rivoli

— "Kid
— "The

Sur-

and

Paris"

Chas. G. WUloughby, Inc.

no West

32nd St.

Pbona Pcaoa.

Baker Gets Opposition House!
Winchester, Va. Marshall Bakfi
who operates the Empire, has talg,),;
over the Colonial.

Graham Directing Adams jl
Hollywood— "Shell Shocked" w*«
be Jimmie Adams' next Christie coijJ
edy and will be directed by Wallfj

Graham.

Goldwyn's Representativl
M. Sarazen of United ArtisL,
has been appointed Samuel GolBlj
wyn's New York press represenfllj'
Sarazen,
P.

Boots"
of

—
— —
Capitol —^"The
Colony— "The
—
Central "The

Next Week

"The Big Parade"
Broadway Undetermined
Cohan "The Sorrows of Satan"

Astor

Original Negatives of Everythin||
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

Magician"
Better

'Die"

WAFILMS,

Scarlet Letter"
Criterion —'"Beau Geste"
—
Embassy -"Ben Hur"

W.

H ippodrome— Undetermined

Undetermined
— "Kid —Boots"
Rialto
—
Rivoli
^"London"

Mark Strand

Warners

—'"IJon

Juan"

Brooklyn Mark
Play"

Strand

130

— "One

Minute

West

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant 8181

46th St.

to

Solomon with Fox
Gus Solomon, formerly with Red

Because

been appointed special rep-

work out
York exchange for Fox.

of the

New

By

giving

TIME

to

ALL MY

Life

Insur-

ance and its affiliations,
I succeed in servicing
and arranging programs

John D.Tippett, Inc.

to the clients' utter satisfaction.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

ALBERT

All Colors
Motion Picture Department

Bl?

tive.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Release Printing
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Haiffbta, N. J.

j|

Blindness"

—"DonAceJuan"Cads"
Mark Strand — "Paradise"

QUALITY PRINTS

SC7S

Be

"
f » • > • » »!»

Tides and Ne«rative Developing

House Changes Hand

—

—

resentative to

of

w^i

'

N. Y.— I. Kellogg
Joseph Stearn have purchased
Avon from Alphonse Cyr.

"The Belle of Broadway"
Mark Strand "The Prince of Tempters"
Sunday

from

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

they

Boonville,

to Broadway" and
"Winning the Futurity"
Wednesday
"Three Bad Men"
Thursday— "The Great K. & A. Train

Seal, has

CONSULT USAND SAVE UONBY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

Pallaulca

Boonville

Tuesday— "The Road

Eastman Sails for New York
London George Eastman sailed
for New York yesterday returning
trip.

announced

prised"

Reports on organization activities
a special nature were received
from Iowa, Utah and several Southern and Southwestern states.
Chairman M. J. O'Toole, of the
National Service Committee, reported that the committee was cooperating with the National Education Assoc, and the Americanization Committee of the American Legion in
arousing general interest in American Education Week, to be observed
Nov. 7 to 13.

big-game hunting

cjei

at Buffalo Lai 1^-;
Buffalo Lake, Minn.— R. L. Kuka"!:
has succeeded C. J. Hurtig as nialj;;^
ager of the Auditorium.

Astor

Brooklyn

his

on

Kushe Managing

Warners

—

lyt

dictatesof

"through with arbitration.'

vacancy.

7,200
23,500

Lupine Lane Starts Third
Hollywood Lupino Lane, Educational comedian, is at work on his
third comedy for 1926-27 under direction

see."

of

..
..

1)

change with rapidity,
moves were made to meet these conthe business

the

rs

to

arbitrator
breaking
the
deadlB
when finding for the distributor, imediately
after,
exhibitor
bed

On Broadway

(Continued from Page
in

WTiat constituted a fairly lively market for
a Saturday morning brought changes mainly
of a fractional character to film issues.
The
exceptions were Universal Preferred, which
rose 2 points, and Warner Pictures, which

the tribes of
First National, headed by
Chief Lieber, gather at
French Lick. 'Some say
it's to smoke the pipe of
Others whisper
peace.
of an uprising with war
Anyway
handy.
paint
we'll see what we will

Fred Levy.

Col.

accordance with

r
i.

their consciences.
The alleged clarations were made during an xhibitor action to force M-G-Mtc
deliver "The Big Parade" under w
exhibitor's contract.
The case \isuited in a tie vote with a sev«l|

"Again

Sablosky. John McGuirk, W. P.
Dewees, Earl Hammons, Abe Blank,
R. Perkins, Mrs. Florence Strauss,
F. E. Cahill, E. V. Richards, George
Dembow, C. C. Burr, Guy Morgan,

M.P.T.O.A. Takes Up
Theater Combinations

Financial

in

A.

and

I

mem

their time, after distributor
of the board are alleged
stated they could not vote

SEZ/

important

who

1)

Michigan exhibitors repudiated
bitration, stating they were was

DALY

convention the sales managers will

embark on extensive tours

on Arbitrate
(Continued from Page

AV.

(Continued from Page 1)
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SNAPSHOTS MADE DURING VISIT TO SANTA CLAUS" HOME IN FROZEN
SANTA CLAUS' HOME IN FAR FROZE>
NORTH FOUND BY DARING EXPLOR^)l
I

A Picture
Did you ever

in

NOl

^xtra!

Santa Glaus' Home Disi

that has no competiHon and that EVERY EXHIBITOR
FOR CHRISTMAS.
your experience in the motion picture business hear of a picture being given front page publicity in the
leading
Newspapers of the country?

WANTS

EXTRA. EXTRA. THE

BOOKING NO W!

HOME OF SANTA CLAUS DISCOVERED AND FILMED NEAR THE NORTH POLE!!!

Did you evw hear of a two racier gatting S800.00 for a single booking?
Did you ever hear of a two reel picture playing four consecutive weeks in one house?

F. E.

KLEINSCHMIDT, 220 W. 42nd

FIRST R UN
St., N. Y. C.

HO USES ONL Y

j

WRITE AN AD!

!

FRAME A LOBBY CARD!
HANG OUT A BANNER!
TELL THE PUBLK

picks
royal

entertainmenl'
HER HIGHNESS
QUEEN MARIE OF ROUMANIA

M::''M
i

BROOKLYN DAILY EAGLE

THE

(By the Associated Press.)
Steamship Leviathan, Oct

LEVIATHAN
SCENE. OF QUEEN'S CHOICE^

ptAboatxJ

*
w

*

l-.ast.
night the
Queen, Pilf^ess Ileana, Prince Nlch

pisfs
'ft

*nil"other

members

S. S.

'^

of the roya)

•ntpuraKe saw a moving picture
show In ihc general irawing room of

made Its way
somewhat rough seas.
saw "The Waning Seic,",the

Shfi
C5t0.v

of which

is

Norma

Shearer,

t if

an(l..h.cr_^,^lldren are

S.

S.

/

WORLD
LEVIATHAN.

ATHAN.' Oct
\t The Queen's

\1

Oct. 13 (A.
I*}The Roumanian Sovereign
finished
an active day by attending a
moving
picture show to-night given
for the^
pa-ssengerb In the general

THB

to

i>

^I
__

STEAMSHIP
ABOARD THE

,

the liner as the vessel

t^pQugh

Rv Wireless

TiMBS

l-_

.^uei^ded a

s!

tonigW.

V'>'[}y

ing .' ^„„+,ires was a P'
„
sex.
waning
?L^^.t/v'''The
the P^a-y

drawing^

roomAttheQueen's request'The
Ing Sex,;;' In which
featured was show

isiorr

Wan^

.Shearer]
-"
•Mia

^•Y

MORMitsjG

TELEGRAPH

ABOARD THE LEVIATHAN,

THE FRONT PAGE STORY
FLASHED THROUGHOUT THE WORLD

^"^^" «"^
nthi'r

"tL
I

xv"-^''^^''

Nearer

-her

^^^

f'Jn^

showing

""'"^^^"''^ featuring
i:i>:^goI^

(

"children"""

n5

Via others not

HERE'S

the opportunity

THAT every exhibitor
WITH true showman blood
IN

J

his veins

DREAMS

about...
of Queen Marie

THE visit
TO America
HAS grasped the attention
OF the nation
HER viewing of Norma Shearer in
"THE Waning Sex" front page
NEWS!
NEVER such publicity...
NEVER such an opportunity!
is

Itl

t^VaN'^se^
Norma

Shearer with Corirad Nagel.

Z. Leonard Production.
uity by F.

Frederic

Farnham.

Hugh

Herbert.

Robert

From

the play by

Titles

by Joe

Metro -Qoldivyn -Mayer

Picture.

and Fanny

A

A

Adaptation and contin-

Hatton.

Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.

A \^cttq^o/dwt/n-^^CY
PICTURE

m
r
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Mr.

was

Satan"
Players

of

Famous

Cohan
a
us
but in
The diminishing body
of Adolphe Menjou as he finally disappears
through his own enlarged figure is a startjing
*
and striking feat of the camera.
Ricardo Cortez is superb as young Tempest.
• Carol Dempster has probably the most
•
•
Here is a girl
difficult role of her career.
who has had to work like a Trojan to get the

given

has

only

story

in

She tears at the
meagerest words of praise.
heart strings as Mavis. • • • Adolphe Menjou is his usual suave self.

DAILY MIRROR—*

Adolphe Menjou

*

*

Satan.
cast
as this type of
Carol Dempster scintillates in several dramatic scenes as the suffering heroine. Ricardo
Cortez. however, rises to histrionic heights
that award him a salvo of applause from
•
•
Lya de Putti, a trifle
this scribe.
plump like a bungalow, startles as the vamp.
•
*
Little aca distinct disappointment.
tion motivates the picture, which runs for
Menjou is not linked close
several hours.
He merely drifts. Too
enough to the story.
is

excellently

much

Demp-

has been placed on Miss

stress

Mr. Cortez, being the storm censter's role.
characterization.
realistic
a
achieves
tre,

None

the other players, excepting
are given an opportunity.

Miss de

Adolphe

Menjou

of

Putti,

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

just a trifle bored with acting like
Griffith gave us a good
the devil. • •
He did not give us the
motion picture.
Corelli novel in fact, but he did give it to
us in spirit. • • • Carol Dempster's acting
is one
perfectly good reason for seeing the
She did not fail in any scene, and
picture.

seemed

Ricardo Cortez comes through
she has many.
*
nobly under the Griffith direction. * *
Beautiful scenes showing beautiful girls, are
plentiful.
There are bare flashes (no pun in
tended) showing the ladies of the ensemble
almost daringly undraped. * • • Miss de
Putti deserves praise for her portrayal of
complete abandonment in her big scene with
and just a litMenjou.
It was magnificent
• • • See the picture, by all
tle bit pitiful
means. No other like it has been made.

—

EVENING JOURNAL— It

is

an

inter-

and expressive picture, Containing
beautiful photographic shots, and well
developed by a strong cast. • • • Menjou
*
gives a superb performance in the role. * *
Cortez
does
some excellent work under
and the convincing sinGriffith's direction,
cerity he puts into his part makes this his
Carol is lovely and
best portrayal so far.
makes her characterization apfracile. and
pealingly delicate.
And Lya succeeds in
unsympathetic as her role
in
being as
tended her to be.
The settings are magesting

some

nificent.

Four inspired perthe source of the inspirafor "The Sorrows of Satan."
*
*
* The inspiration came from D.
W.
Griffith.
"Old Master" and master too of
much that is new.
In alphabetical order
and with no attempt to rate comparative
excellence
come
performances
the
by
plus

account

Ricardo

Carol

Cortez.

Dempster,
Harry
Meniou.
Fishbeck

Fishlieck
and Adolphe
the cameraman of "The .Sorrows."
Perhaps a fifth credit should go to Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld for his superior thematic scor•
•
•
ing.
Whether or not you care for
the Griffith philosophy and the Griffith sermonizing there is no denying his skill in
cinema drama .ind his darine as an innovator.
"The .Sorrows of .Satan" is an
achievement
in
cinrtnatics
and in enter
is

tainmrnt.

GRAPHIC—*

•

*

Miss

Dempster

gives

nainstaking and
her
usual
excellent
performance.
Ricardo Cortez well, words fail
tis!
Cortez's
portrayal
is
flawless.
He
rises to the superb heights that
a character running the eamut of human emotions
•
•
•
rails
for.
Adolphe Menjou enacts
•he title role with a restraint and subtlety
put
this
that
characterization
among h
The nirture Masts «nme lavish sets,
best.
b'ltiiifiil liehting and excellent photography.

—

The

mtisjral

rangement
fectly
itnrv.

into

sflttinr^

by

Dr.

the

Hugo
mood

and the photography was
there is any one who

out

is

of

thought

•

•

triumphant.

«

•

photographically

cinematic

Menjou

Adolphe

is

gives a clean-cut characterizacharacter is not the diabolical
He is
Satan that we are accustomed to.
suave and insinuating, cold and unimpassioned. • • • Ricardo Cortez shows a dramatic ability under the Griffith direction fbat
for
waiting
dormant
laid
evidently
has
Carol Dempster is
such an opportunity.
*
•
•
again
Putti
Lya de
perfect as Mavis.
proves herself a consummate artist, as .she
The scene in which she
did in "Variety."
Prince without avail is done
tempts the
Those who like
with an amazing abandon.
a different picture are going to like "The
out of the orIt
is
Sorrows of Satan."
dinary and is admirably aided by Hugo
score.
perfect
orchestral
Reisenfeld's
POST * • • is a masterpiece of its
kind. • • • Seizing this aged formula by
the throat, Mr. Griffith has subjected it to
a rejuvenating process involving complicated
and often highly impressive camera effects.
These amazing doings are something new
for Mr. Griffith, and it is surprising to see
what a difference a few camera angles make.
"The Sorrows of Satan" can hardly fail to reap a flattering harvest.
For nearly a year D. W. Griffith,
its
director, has been working on it, and
melting lucid photography, its marits soft,
velous technical
virtues
bear more than
eloquent witness to that fact.
It is hoped,
but it is not believed, that its myriad excellence will be appreciated by the hundreds
of thousands who must see it in order to
make it what is called a tremendous finan-

Satan.

ilc

The

tion.

—

...

SUN-

*

success. * *
picture almost./

cial

—

more
more

strength

It

Miss

is

Ricardo

in

his

face

Dempster's
Cortez,
with
and yet with

humanity, is splendid as the hero.
The Satan of Mr. Menjou is suave
and intriguing. • • • Lya de Putti. * * *
overdresses a bit, and her make-up is bad
here and there. * ** but, in spite of all.
*

*

*

she

is

*

superb.

*

"Is

too long.

*

*

•

Un

major operation (cutting) is done,
however,
Mr. Griffith's brilliant direction
will go for naught, for "Sorrows of Satan"
will fail at the Cohan.
Of course, cuts or
this

less

no cuts,

why

but

on

it

be popular at popular prices,
give the benefit of a long run

will

not

and

nrrhr-^tral

Riesenfeld

and

tempo

HERAT. n.TRTm'NF-—n. W.

fit

ar-

per-

of

the

Grifl^th

may

look on "The Sorrows of Satan" as a personal triumph.
Though whv he ever ron•^nted to nut Marie Corelli's silly story on
the screen is something we never will be able

human

believable
of
far the best

impression

existence.

most knowing
performances are those by Ricardo Cortez and
The truth of the matter is
Mr. Menjou.
that these two young men are just about per•

*

*

By

fection.

*

*

and

•

NEWS—

* * * Entertaining from
DAILY
* * Excellent performances.
EVENING JOURNAL—* * * Bright little comedy with Bebe looking very cute.
EVENING WORLD—* * * Between the

start to finish. •

sub-titular wise-cracks are

feminized

a

of

which

in

has

she

appeanj

Granada, San Francisco

BULLETIN—* *
movnig story. *
CHRONICLE—*

*

Humorous

• •
* *

fast

action

So good

it

aj[

,1

is

to tell about it. * * * Brimmiil
over with fun, authentic college atmosphtf
and a satisfying romance. • * •
* • Congenial entertairj

most hard

ping. • • •

Rivoli
Endinq Sept. 24)
AMERICAN—' • • Bebe Daniels • • •
has struck a medium between slapstick and
characterization. • • * Good comedy, Bebe's

pictures

films

ment. • * * Evoked huzzas, frantic handclal

(.IVeek

best.

obvious

EXAMINER—*

"The Campus Flirt"
Paramount

you

MORNING TELEGRAPH—iDirectorially

and

found and arresting effect, but it does not
seem to me that the work of Miss Dempster
and Miss De Putti has been sufficiently
carved and pointed and restrained to make an

probably will come
theatre without even a harsh
the
for the author.
that

sandwiched rnotion
Dick Merrill at

NEWS—*

• •

edy. * • *
roars. • * •

Thoroughly

come

Lanighs

delightful cal

in

chuckles

ii|

"Bardelys the Magjnificent"— M-G4|
Carthay Circle, Los Angeles

EXPRESS—*

* ' Sweep of the prodvl
tion,
its
sparkling gaiety and superb ||
vivification of ancient France. • • *
*
• Suspense and thriU|
• * * The drama is sound stuff, even thoii|l

HERALD—*

the

are

situations

occasionally

exaggeratal

college.

GRAPHIC— *

*

Never has she (Bebe

•

had a better opportunity to cavort
through seven reels of film fun.
POST * * * Steady flow of weak-kneed
Daniels)

—

Few

scenes
TELEGRAM —

puns.

*

•

*

• *

•

• •
stial story.
a trifle fretful.

are funny.
Silly

and unsubstan-

Leaves the audience

TELEGRAPH—*

*

Spizzi Opening, New Unit
Artur Spizzi will open a new un

Oct. 25 in a
carries

TIMES—

•

*

Hilarious affair.
Clarence Badger has handled it with
direction.
thusiasm and

•

•

en-

Out-of-Town

WORLD—*
monkeyshines.

*
*

*
•

striving, senseless
Pretty thin soup.

Dull,
*

"The Campus Flirt"— Paramount
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

EXAMINER—*

plotting

enough

*

*

Melodrama,

*

with

Done

*

with sparkling
ebullience and a deft discrimination between
farce and burlesque.

TIMES — *

sibilities

*

*

*

\\

Theatre Wanted
Desire to secure lease on a
theatre 500 to 1,000 seats in live
town in New York, northern
New Jersey or Cormecticut.
Write, giving full details as to
theatre location, terms of lease,
seating capacity, present earnings, number of other theatres
in the town, etc., to

students, is dragged in needlessly
to befuddle the spectator. • • •

RECORD—*

house.

jtiit

*

Broadest kind of
* • Manages to be amusing

slapstick farce. •
at times.
* *

New York

six people.

W.
Room

J.

403

McARDLE
512 Fifth Ave.
City

New York

• •

Offers entertainment pos-

that have been lacking in the

more

FOR RENT

Broadway?

TELEGRAM — The

sorrows of this specprincipally an uneasy condisappoin,tment.
For
the
"mills involved in the latest Paramount output grin3 slow enough but not exceedingly
• •
*
Praise be!
fine.
liave Adolphe
Menjou.
Time has not dimmed nor Griffith
staled
silken
smoothness of this
the
actor's
art.
His interpretation of
skilful
last
evening
was
Satan
a thing of joy, dramatically speaking.
tator surround
'sciousness
of

We

WORLD—

EVENING

formances
tion

if

Cortez

compensations

AMERICAN— Griffith

new technique, not
actual visualization.

*

at

not a splendid actor let
him go to the Cohan Theatre and look over
"The Sorrows of Satan." \Vc felt that we
could resist the Devil, but we couldn't resist Miss Dempster. * * * Do not miss "The
There are so many
Sorrows of Satan."

thinks Mr.

"Sorrows

fine

*

*

intimated
times was superb.

As we have

direction

Griflith's

I'he acting
l.eautiful.

Newspaper Opinions

*

*

•

understand.

to

TIMES—*

* * and in this present offering he (Griffith) has made a photodrama that
excels anything he has done in recent years.
* It is a marvelously beautiful film,
* *
in
which Mr. Griffith has obtained some gorgeous lighting effects. • * • The first half
of this production is far more absorbing than
It
is
the latter chapters.
possibly not all
due to Mr. Griffith's work, but largely to the
melodramatic flavor and the drop in the

story.
•

• •
• •

•

Adolphe Menjou

He

is

remarkably

is distinctive, almost gentle in
forth his temptations.
Carol Dempster's acting is something exceptional.
She
imbues the part with pathos nnd eagerness.
*
* Lya de Putti depicts the siren with
*
a sinuous ease. * • • She is not pretty, but
she is striking and somewhat exotic.
Another remarkable characterization is that of
Ricardo Cortez in the role of Tempest.
• * the genius of Griffith clearly has been directed toward the visual, the
mechanically technical, aspect of the story.
"The Sorrows of Satan" is a compositional
and pictorial triumph.
To me it is, for the
most part, a dramatic bore. • • • "Those
views of
fantasy at the outset, glorious
moving curtains in a semi-screened effect presenting a conception of Lucifer being cast
out of heaven, constitute some of the most
amazini? laboratorial and camera treatments
which T have ever seen.
The arrival of the
devil * • • is beautifully, impressively done.
*
*
* Each and every one of these transitional camera shots is managed with a pro-

fine.

setting

BIOGRAPH STUDIO
807 EAST 175th STREET,

i

N. Y. C.

account moving production to California, ivill

make exceptional

in-

ducement to responsible
party.
Fully equipped
in every department.

WORLD—*

for particulars call

—

MR. BERRY
Tremont 5100

J

—

THE
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18,

Make

3 for Rayart
Billy Sullivan will
three pictures for Duke Worne
to be released through Ray-

ullivan to

oUywood
e
1.

-^U^

DAILY

1926

—

Regains Standing
(Continued from Page

1)

repudiated by United Artists, which

(May

mwiKH MIAN

As a rethe newsboys.
ward a cup, called Buster Keaton's
Cup, was offered to the winner. This
prize was donated by one of the leading jewelers, who benefited from the
pul)licity and also from a fine window display, scene stills from the
picture and a miniature boxing arena.
Boxing contests were held in 30 dis-

embodied

in

With

130.000.000.

,

"DOING" EUROPE/

i

^•fkirons

jpend IZ minutes
seeing how they

doUf
And what opportunities
!^*v.

^

was made by unanimous

Hays' Opinion Led to
Compliance with Decision
The United Artists' case

lixsRivoliv^ir;^/v^

XO^o\\\hXVBosiow
eacfing theaters from

Coast to Coast
deprive your Patrons of

'•eatest single,

f '-

reel of

the season

\ jfSET YOUR

^DATES NOW/

J

PROGRESS

PICTURES
ORPORATION
LINDELL BLVD.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

tricts.
The winners in each district
competed in the finals which were
held on Monday, the second day of
the
run.
After the winner was
chosen the boys marched to the the-

ater

way

see

to

they

the picture.
On their
carried banners reading,

was

the

opinion that the code of ethics had
been violated. There will be no recurrence, it is stated.

—

In

all

there

IS

ington.

"Blue Eagle"
(Fox)
Block tickets were sent to all
American Legion members for a special performance. Arrangements were

made whereby more than 300
members formed themselves in par-

—

channel.

To Work on

Coast

Greta Nissen, who will appear in
"Blondes or Brunettes," to be made
on the Coast, will return East, fol-

Makes Screen Treatment
Elizabeth Meehan is making the
screen treatment of "Sorrel and Son,"
Warwick Deeping's book dealing
It
with self-sacrificing fatherhood.
will be a special and will be directed

by Herbert Brenon.

Bemer

to California

Berner, assistant director
on "Not Herbert," which is being
directed by Howard Higgin, will go
to the Coast this month.

Charles

Hazel Forbes in Contest
Hazel Forbes, beauty contest winner, under contract to Famous, will
appear in an International Beauty
pageant here during the winter, contending for honors with the most
beautiful

girl

in

Paris.

all

Washington^

has

It

been policy

for years in the Patent Office not
to discuss any controversy involving
The Commispriorities in patents.

with whom the dispute over
establishment of rights in various
photographic processes was taken
up, would not even admit that he

knew

of the case.

also

principal streets. Another tie-up was
More Bookings for Ederle
arranged with a lunch room, which
Owing to the pulling power of her put
out a special sea food dish and
act at the Brooklyn Mark Strand
had placards in their windows readthe past week, Gertrude Ederle, first
The Navy Blue and Friends of
woman to swim the English Chan- ing:
Navy
Deserve Newest Nourishment
nel^ has been booked for other picTry Our Special Sea Food Dinner
ture theaters in the East. This week

along with Helen Wainwright, who
failed in her attempt to negotiate the

profits.

probability, the priority settlement will take several years to

In

sioner

ade fashion and marched through the

she plays Loew's State, Boston, following with a week at Fay's Providence.
She is appearing in a tank act

counting of

"Washington Welcomes Buster Kea- determine.
"Times-Herald News Carriers
Going to Loew's Palace to see BusPatent Office's Policy
ter Keaton in 'Battling Butler' "—
"Hurrah for Buster Keaton", and Prevents Discussing Situation
ton,"

banners in the parade.
L. Beauttus, Loew's Palace, Wash-

lowing the completion of the picture.

ASUE FILMS

among

were

brought to attention of Will H.
Hays, when the company refused to
abide by the decision.
Joseph M.
Schenck ordered compliance with the

when Hays expressed

test

others of like character.

for your Orchestra !

I

t

to SteffeSj,
vote.

decision

vn:Wi[^Fmk

(M-G-M)

expiration of the time limit
for compliance with the decision, the
arbitration
board announced that
United Artists no longer had any
standing in
arbitration
and that
cases arising between the expiration
and the date of compliance, were
outlawed and never would be heard
by the board.
In its defense. United Artists alleged that it had taken Stefifes' application for contract on "The Son of
the Sheik" for the Colonial, Watertown. His opposition, Hess & Rau,
it
was stated, opened negotiations
with the salesmen, buying "The
Eagle" and "The Son of the Sheik."
Decision in the case awarding $300

not

United Artists' contract.

Spend

"Battling Butler"

Arranged with Washington Times
to conduct an amateur boxing con-

is

1)

Mitchell Camera Co. of Los
Angeles.
In matters of this nature, it is
customary for affidavits to be filed
and then hearings and arguments to
be heard hinging around the last patThe process of
ent to be granted.
elimination is then carried down the
line until a decision is approached.
Lawyers for each contestant are
to attend such hearings.
privileged
It is understood that the business
activity of those involved cannot suffer interference while the hearings
However, the process which
are on.
finally gets the decision will probably be enabled to file suits against
all of the others and ask for an ac-

of the

the

company,

erJcans

suowmen

(Continued from Page

contended the board had no jurisdiction, because the code of etliics,
alleged to have been violated by the

OF THE YEA

ooaftas roc

Priority Tangle in
Photography Patents

—And Then

See "The Blue Eagle"
Tom GafTney,

at the Star Theater.
Star, Taunton, Mass.

—

And Thafs That
By PHIL. M.

ENDURANCE

is

DALY

i

obviously one of

Bob Vignola's long suits. He has
attended a Broadway legitimate show
every day for the past 18 days and
expects to bring a mental trunkful of
ideas back to Hollywood.

There will be no more "free gin"
as far as John Raymond Freidgen is
This is because the diconcerned.
rector in question has decided to
drop his last name and become simply John Raymond.

Get Married"
(Paramount)
Get out dodger "Award gold to any
couple married on the stage," etc.; I
didn't expect to get anyone when I
made the announcement and I didn't,
In the future Georges Du Count
but I had everybody talking about will fight his battles for screen enter"Let's Get Married" and that was all tainment and not for monarchy. Once
that was necessary.
Did a dandy he was a general in the Czar's army;
business.
W. H. Bergmann, Lake, now he's general manager of the
Omaha.
Volga Photoplay Corp.
"Let's

—

"Men

of Steel"

(First National)

Ironworkers employed at the Roxy
extended greetings to "Roxy"
Rothapfel, on a steel girder used on
the new theater, proving that there is

theater,

The library was sold on the book
mark idea and utilized 10,000, insert- sentiment

ing them in outgoing books. And the
Army cooperated by lending ten of
their "A" boards, exhorting the populace to see "Men of Steel," and im-

incidentally,
that
soldiers,
too, were men of steel, due to army
ballyhoo was obtained in
training.
and form of a working miniature steel
plant, complete to the tiny workers.
This was six feet long and three feet
Stationed in front of the thewide.
ater, it attracted such throngs that
the police were compelled to disperse
them from time to time to keep trafJ. H. Shafic moving in the street.
grin. Park, Youngstown, O.

plying,

A

—

in the theater business.

Segal Recuperating

Harry Segal of Boston
ating from an operation
dicitis

at

Mt.

Sinai

is

recuper-

for

appen-

Hospital,

New

York.
PRODUCTION CAMERAMAN
Going to Europe wants to
form contact with concerns for

Atmospheric,

Library,

Stock

and Scenic Subjects
Box K-144
c-o Film Daily
1650

Broadway

N. Y. C.

>J

.
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Rational
Picture^ft

do i^hd Hiing in
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Jn original shru bif Adelaide
Heilbron
.ConHnuitubu
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downing Street
k

TO.

10 is a grey, somber
building.
It is there, in
London,
that
the premiers
I
If the British Dominions meet
B)day. The first Imperial Conrence since the war has many
roblems of state to discuss.
In the agenda, motion pictures
ill
play a part.
Commercial
iterests have vied with one anther to offset the flow of trade
hich has turned to America
irough the film. As a last re)rt, the emissaries of the Brit-

^

h Empire will be appealed

to.

fREDMAN WILL DISCUSS

1926

19,

Price 5 Cents

Hint by Kennedy of F. B. O.-

RECIPROmiTHU.S.

"U" Merger Prompts Denial

British Editor Expects to

Kennedy "Must Have Been

See Hays and Other
Leaders Here

Kennedy Denies
Denial that he had stated a
of F- B. O. and Uni-

Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
Film Renter and M. P. News," arrives today from London on the
Olympic.

London
that

—"The

Ernest

America

W.

merger

was

in prospect, was
night by Joseph P.
Kennedy, F. B. O. president,
in a telegram to
FILM

versal

made

last

THE

DAILY.

Film Renter" states
Fredman's visit to

"I told the interviewers that

to discuss the British film
situation with Will H. Hays and the
leaders of the American industry.
is

Hitting at America
American pictures are undoubtedly The announcement continues:
"It has been our contention for a
for scathing denunciation and bit(Continued on Page 2)
r attack.
Many arguments will be
ndied back and forth.
Few, if
Vj will
be complimentary to the
12
dustry here.
There may or may
t be a restrictive quota in England.
John McCormick Says First National
there is, exhibitors here will be
Plans Dozen Pictures in Europe
fected, since such action might easColleen Moore To Retire
result in increased domestic renLos Angeles Twelve pictures are
Is through a curtailment of profits
to be made abroad by First National,
om the British market. It seems according to John McCormick, genat in the majority of these alleged eral
manager of Coast activities,
medies, the most vital factor of all "The Los Angeles Times" states. In

I

had never discussed the mer-

ger or consolidation with Carl
Laemmle or any other official,"
Kennedy wired from Los Angeles.

f\

studiously neglected. The British
should be consulted.
He
ould decide quickly and America
ould come out on top.

|chibitor

J'tnnings

The great German
ew York yesterday.

reached
His ambasidors in the form of a long and
Dnorable list of worthwhile proictions have done their work well,
.nnings conies to America under
ose
happy circumstances which
lould surround all artists of his
actor

GOV'TPARIEYINKINDON

TOCONHRONflLMS

—

dation was pending, in an interview
granted to "The Times" and "The
Examiner," these Los Angeles newspapers unite in declaring.
Universal is not considering a merger with any organization, njB is the
company for sale, R. H. ^chrane
stated yesterday, commenting on the
in declaring that Universal is not interested
in a consolidation with any company
and declared Kennedy must have

been misunderstood by Los Angeles

newspapermen.
"I do not believe

addition to the four Colleen
pictures recently announced, he says
the company plans to send Doris
Kenyon, Milton Sills and others, possibly including Harry Langdon, to

Europe.
On completion of
tures. Colleen Moore

McCormick

the

four

will retire,

pic-

Mr.

said.

Equipment Confab

On

Conference
London

—

Determination
Government's policy

of the Brit-

in dealing
with the film industry's plight will
undoubtedly be made at the Imperial
Conference which opens here tomorrow. It is likely that the conference
will recommend a compulsory quota
system to be adopted by the House
of Commons.
Just how drastic the

ish

"Lab" Deal On?
Another laboratory merger

is

re-

ported under way. The film district
was rife yesterday with rumblings of
the deal.
Interested parties entered
their denials specifically and generally.

The

plant which is
13,000,000 feet of
(Continued on Page 2)

Hirlagraph

turning out about

No

(Continued on Page 7)

—

Kennedy

Mr.

(Continued on Page 2)

Revival of British Industry
on Program of Imperial
Moore

Chicago With speculation as to
ink.
What the future holds for the future of the organization the
cannot, of course, be told. Six subject of discussion, the M. P. Theonths of every year are to be spent ater Equipment Dealers of America
;re as long as his Paramount conopened its annual convention yesteract exists.
The financial restraint day. The convention twice had been
aced upon him and others by the postponed, because of the then pendraightened German industry will, ing merger of equipment dealers in
iturally, be removed.
National Theater Supply Co.
If care in the
oduction and a free spirit, unham- There arc reports of a move expectindependent of the
;red bv detail, mean better work, ed by dealers
innings' career in America will be combine. Talk of proposed new comthe utmost importance.
Under bines and a new projector to be
rcumstances not always the happi- placed on the market also is curt, he has
scaled the heights. What rent.

m

While lie declined to comment directly on reports of a proposed merger of his company and Universal,
Joseph P. Kennedy, F. B. O. president, intimated that such a consoli-

Los Angeles interview.
Cochrane was emphatic

Abroad

—

Misunderstood" Says
R. H. Cochrane

Bicycling

—

Los Angeles Constant vigilance
on the part of the Film Board of
Greeted by Paramount officials Trade has failed to disclose prevalence
Emil Jannings arrived on the Albert of any bicycling in this territory.

Greet Jannings

Ballin yesterday noon, preliminary to
going to Hollywood to star in one
picture.

Films Gross $771,629

Mauritz Stiller, who recently comFour Paramount pictures grossed
pleted "Hotel Imperial" with Pola $771,629 in twenty-six weeks at the
(Continued on Page 7)
Rialto, according to figures supplied

by Publix.

Buy Baltimore House
Los Angeles — United Artists has

The

pictures

and

their

grosses are: "For Heaven's
Sake (six weeks), S176,879; "Aloma
of the South Seas (six weeks), $166,432; "Variety" (12 weeks), $352,823;
"Tin Gods" (three weeks), $75,495.
total

purchased a theater in Baltimore as
one of its 20 presentation houses,
First National Meeting Today Joseph M. Schenck announced here.
11?
French Lick Springs, Ind.— First The company has obtained a site for
Synchronization Device
"College Days"
National officials and franchise hol- its proposed New York theater, and
Robert Machat of this
Washington
semi-annual
the
for
here
ders
are
PhiladelBoston,
also has sites at
Tiffany's best this year and fine
a
itertainment.
The story is more convention of the organization which phia, Chicago and Milwaukee, ac- city has invented the Rempaphone,
synchronization device.
It is being
today.
way
under
gets
The
proposed
Schenck.
cording
to
amatic than many of the football
2,000-seat houses to be built here, as given a tryout at the Wardman Park.
cries already on the market, al(Continued on Page 2)
ough never does it suffer from lack Famous Manager Meet Oct. 25
Trowbridge Goes to Cleveland
Paramount district and branch
humor. "College Days," riding on
Roach Leases House
Carroll S. Trowbridge, general repe crest of the demand for football manager and home office executives
reportfor Al and Charles ChrisRoach
is
resentative
Oct.
Angeles
Hal
Springs
Lick
Los
French
at
meet
trns, will make money for those will
ho made it and those who show it. 25, 26, 27 and 28 in semi-annual con- ed to have leased the Orpheum for tie, has left for Qeveland to attend a
P. D. C. district sales meeting.
his short subjects theater venture.
vention.
can he do when unlimited reurces are placed at his beck and

en,

New

—

KANN

—

.

.
.

THE

sgg^

DAILY

Hint

(Continued from Page

PUIL

March

1879.
Terms (Postage tree) United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
j-w-r:fhs.
Foreign.
$5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15 00.
ntider

Y.,

the

act

of

3,

Asked by "The Times" representawhether his company and Universal will join forces, Kennedy is
Address all communications to THE FILM quoted as replyif">-: "I won't answer
DAILY. 1650 Ilroadway, New York, N. Y that question, but I don't mean that
Phone ('ircle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad I don't want to answer it."
New York.
Hollywood,
Filmday,
dress:
Instead, Kennedy discussed merCalifornia — Harvey E. Gausnran. Ambassa
(tor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washgers in the abstract, endorsing them
klgton 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman, as sound
from an economical standirtie Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
(.ondon.

^-ancaise,

—

Paris
La Cinematographie
Rue Saulnier.

\V.

I..

S.

tive

Within eight months, all the
big companies will merge into two

point.

or three units, he predicted, adding:
"Mergers of companies putting out

Financial
A

rallying market followed the
depression of the previous two days,
which favored almost every single film issue listed on both exchanges.
Turnover,
however, was comparatively slight, with the
exception of Warner Pictures "A," which felt
a trading impetus to the extent of 31,200
shares.
The notable gains were Famous
Players, 2 points; Loew's, Inc., 1^, and
both Warner stocks, which climbed a point
plus a fraction.
gerifrally
eriffa

price

Quotations
High Low Close

*Am.

.Seat

Vtc.

.

Am.

.

.

Scat Pfd.
•lialaban & Katz.
*Bal. & Katz Vtc.
.

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players

Fam.
•Film
•First

.
.

37

•Intern'l

.

.

2m

Paramount B'way. 96H
ttRoxy Units
31
ttRoxy Common.. 9 'A
53-4
Skouras Bros

Am

300
5,100

7 'A

.

67^
23-4

Project...

Loew's, Inc
Ai'A
Metro-Gold. Pfd..
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A". 45
t

200

119^^

Fox Film "A"
69/,
Fox Theaters "A". 2344
.

36 J J

Sales

36
37
63

73^
neiA 116^ 116^
114
112% 114

Play. Pfd...
Inspect.
Nat'l Pfd..

43-4

2iH
44 ff,

96H

,

99 'A
esVi
23 >4
ii'4
44/2
23^4
15J4
45
96ii

5i%

,

3,600

300
6,500
100

800
5

29
S'A

class of product is inevitable.
In a few months, I expect to
see the period of consolidation start.
This will be the greatest forward
step ever made in the history of the

,

.

industry."

Foreign Expert Secured to
Eliminate "Foolish Editing"
O. has taken steps to "do
away with foolish editing," through
securing a student of international
problems, and racial customs and
peculiarities who will view all releases scheduled for foreign showing
and eliminate such parts as would
be distasteful to foreign audiences,
J. P. Kennedy told "The Examiner."
Foolish editing and national pride,
according to the F. B. O. president,
has made Europeans generally hostile
toward American pictures, he
F.

B.

Expenses of production in New
are mounting steadily, the light
bad, climate worse and the natural

York

resources

he added, predicting
the center of production.
few,

Los Angeles would remain

,

Listed

profits of ? 1,649,689.69 for the
three months ending March 27, 1926
for Famous and its suhsidiaries, arc
announced. This coiupared with $1,355,808 for the first three months of
This year's earnings for
last year.
the first quarter amount to $4.02 per

Net

share on the stock outstanding.

BUCHHEISTER

$1,000,000

House

for Worcester

—

Worcester, Mass. Acting for Worcester Mutual Realty Co., Samuel
Waxier has bought several parcels
of land on Pleasant St. and Parish

24.S

Better
"The
D. W.. Eddie Canand
Geste'
'Beau
Barrymore all starring on
Broadway at one and the
same time, it's beginning
to look as if we will soon
be able to get along without wimrain in pictures."

—

(Continued from Page 1)

past

that the entrj' of
British films into the American market, so vitally necessary for the resuscitation of the British film industry, can only be possible if there is
reciprocity from America. It will be
reinembered that this journal was
the very first to advance the idea
of reciprocity which, if it had been
followed up with the executive heads
of the motion picture industry on the
other side, would probably now be a
fait

accompli.

It

is

a

District

Paramount theaters

(Continued from Page 1)

prints per

month and

Combined

the

operated by Tom
Evans and Mark Dintenfass, are to
be taken over by Consolidated Film
Industreis,
Inc.,
according to the
itory.
Dintenfass declared there was
absolutely no foundation in fact for
the report although admitting that his
organization was arrangng for new
financing. This, he added, in no way
involved Consolidated. Charles Hirlaman, of Hirlagraph, said the report
was silly and was not to be credited
in any form whatosever.
Inc.,

—

—

A

—

1

London, a^

in

rived yesterday o-' the Leviathan fo|
«
a several months' visit.

LOBBY FRAMES
or THE BETTER KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway
Tcl-Chickering 5550

New York

City

Show Rcmni

-

»««»«i i

UNTIL
the New Paramount
Building is ready for

"Lab" Deal On?

—

Ritz, Flint.

Al Kaufman Arrives
Al Kaufman, general manager

recognized

British films require wider
markets if they are to become a successful profit-making proposition, and
the most essential market of all is
America with its 16,000 screens.

Manager

A. B. C. Gets Another
A. B. C. has acquired its
second theater.
It is the Superba,
(;rand Rapids. The firm, which operates an exchange here, also has the

tations.

fact that

"King of Kings" Slated
Los
Angeles Grauman will open
Minneapolis Ben Blotcky has succeeded A. W. Nicolls as district man- his new Chinese late in the Winter
ager for Famous. He has supervision with "The King of Kings," Cecil B.
over Minneapolis, Des Moines and De Mille special, it is reported.
Omaha. A. H. Cole succeeds him as

A

thai

holdings in

Plan Another Negro Theater
Chicago In addition to the Lubliner & Trinz house exclusively foi
negroes, a second theater of this class
is
planned for the South Side bj
Each theatei
negroes themselves.
will seat about 3,000 and use preseo;

Reciprocity With U. S.
time

th(

Loew

city.

Fredman Will Discuss
long

theater in view of the extent of

Stanley and

Relief Fund.

Detroit

<>240

"With

'Ole.'
tor,

stated.

Motion Picture Film
.\RT TITLES
W. 55th St. - Columbus
Special Rush Sbvvicc

SEZ/

De Mille Heads Charity Fund
Los Angeles Cecil B. De Mille has
been appointed chairman of the M. P.

Blotcky,

1

At United Artists no statemen'
was obtainable on the site of tl^
New York theater or the Baltimori
house which Schenck said has beet
purchased.
There was speculatioj
concerning the name of the lattei

Place, and will build a $1,000,000
theater on the property. Negotiations
are under way to lease it to one of
the circuits in New York, Waxier

acting branch manager.

LABORATORY

DALY

Laboratory,

said.

53%

••Stan. Co. of
82/2
Trans-Lux Screen. 8-4
8
600
7V*
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
96H
200
Universal Pictures. 37>^
37/2
37'A
4,000
Warner Pictures... 43/2 40
43J^
31,200
Warner Pict. "A". 51!4 47>4 50
* Last Prices Ouc ted
t Bor d Market
•• Philadelphia Ma rket
ft Bid and Ask

Famous Earnings

same

the

192(

(Continued from Page 1)
noted, will be the first houses in thi
proposed chain of 20 which, Schencl
states, will involve $20,000,000.

1)

would give or seek

to give any one
loL XXXVIII No. 16 Tuesday, Oct 19. 1926 PriceSCBnts the impression that a deal for merger of his company and Universal
Publisher was
contemplated, as ascribed to
lOHN N. ALICOATE
him," Cochrane delcared,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
Kennedy, "The Exaininer" stated,
at 1650 Ilroadway, New York, N. Y., and
"intimated
that the two companies
Film
copyrJKlit (1926) by Wid's Films and
Folks, Inc.
W. Alicoate. President and ultimately will consolidate because of
.1.
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don- the similar type of picture produced,"
ald M. Mersereau. Business aiid Advertising
ilanager: Ualph Wilk, Traveling Represen- stating the two firms still are septative.
Entered as second class matter May arate units "and may be for some
1918, at the post-office at New York, time."
21,

19,

Buy Baltimore Housi

of F. B. 0.-"U';

Merger Brings Denial

N.

Tuesday, October

MiUion Feet of
Everything

occupancy— I will be
more than happy to

meet

my many

friends at

9 EAST 40 ST.
ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

9 F. 40th

St.

N. Y.

C

Life Insurance Only

If

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

I

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE
220

W.

FILM Library

ROOM

42nJ St.
Phone Wiiconsin 3770

30?

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

^

Tl!
"^

HERE THEY AR

WINNERS
WARNER
26
General Release

^^^K,

^dr

I

Beginning'

OCTOBER
'^.
S
"-^^^^^

,,«—

^V
\

w^^

V
X

-v

jf*

\

i*

^.

>
\
*^^fTM

i

«

!

urn

''ty-mi

OSS
Pacific

h

MONTI BLUE
With

Myma Loy, Jane Winton, Tom Wilson, Walter McQrail,

Ed Kennedy, Sojin, Charles Stevens, Theo. Lorch and others.
From the great melodrama by Charles E. Blaney.
Direaed by

ROY DEL RUTH.

NOW WE —KNOW-its

the biggest kind of

triumph of box-office power!
Across the Pacific with the U. S. Marines, a
slashing, vivid, tumultuous story of the SpanishAmerican war. Blazing with action, aflame with
South Sea Island love. Wait until you see Monte
Blue tear through this one. Wait until you see
it tear through your old box office records
a clean-up

a

^WAIRMEIR BIR

:v

UZfiW
TOtsylUith Milter
Vera Goftfon m4^
Natcaxr

;^_

i
|4

PICTURES AT LAST— the

#

one and onl^

INGeorge Jessel, comedy stage star supreme
biggest laugh hit you've ever seen

\

!

— thf

In the
story of

a Jewish recruit with the fighting Irish 69th Regi-

ment over

seas.

Only Warner

Bros, could

make

a

hit like this!
Story by

f^aymoud L. Shrock
and &lward Clark

"^"sm^F"-^

\

JtMm,

r/

IRENE RICH

CONWAY TEARLE
With John Miljan, Qustav von

Seyfertitz,

^w.

Emil Chautard,

Sidney Bracey, ]ane Wivton, N. Vavitch, Milla Davenport.
From the colorful play by A. C. Qunrtr.
Directed bji
L. STEIN.

PAUL

RUSSIA, where womanhood was the
plaything of man, and might
^ right!

Beautiful Irene Rich

made

is

the

Conway
Tearle, adventurous noble, brings many a
prize for

which men

struggle.

thrill to feminine hearts.

Swift action,

impassioned love. Sweet

profits,

what a year for exhibitors—
26 Warner Winners!

\

I

IT'S

y

Louise
Faze N DA

AN EXHIBITOR YEAR

WARNER WINNERS

26

t

"Individual Specialization"
31akes Them greater!
Monte
THE BRUTE
MY OFFICIAL WIFE
Conway
THE COLLEGE WIDOW

DON'T TELL THE WIFE

Blue.

starring

starring Irene Rich,

Directed by Paul L. Stein.

Tearle.

Conway
Tearle

WHILE LONDON SLEEPS

KENTUCKY

starring

MATINEE LADIES

starring Rin

with George Sidney,

Louise Fazenda, Vera Gordon, Nat Carr, Helene
Costello and Waller Merrill. Directed by Herman

Raymaker.

WHAT HAPPENED TO
Ruth
FATHER
IRISH HEARTS
THE CLIMBERS
WOLF'S CLOTHING
with Patsy

THE GAY OLD BIRD

Miller.

starring Dolores Costello.

WHITE FLANNELS
EXPRESS

Beaudine.

Monte

Blue.
s.iii

un,.tied.

by Arthur Somers Roche.

THE THIRD DEGREE

Monte Blue

starring Dolores

Costello with Louise Dresser and Rockliffe Fellowes.
Directed by Michael Curtiz.
starring

Monte

PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY

Blue.

with Louise Fazenda and John T. Murray.

KNO Vv
ACROSS THE PACIFIC

starring

George Jessel with Patsy Ruth Miller, Vera Gordon,
Nat Carr. Directed by Lloyd Bacon.

WHAT EVERY GIRL SHOULD

TRACKED BY THE POLICE
A MILLION BID
starring Rin-Tin-TJn.

withabigcast. DirectedbyLloydBacon.

with

starring

A MYSTERY DRAMA

starring

starring Dolores Costello.

starring

Myrna Loy, Jane Winton.

Roy Del Ruth.

Wm.

THE BLACK DIAMOND

with Patsy Ruth Miller.

BITTER APPLES

from .he imriguing

Directed by

Sat. Eve. Post story.

starring Irene Rich

iilue,

Louise

with

THE HEART OF MARYLAND

starring Dolores Costello.

LJtSAlvlb

Roy Del

Fazenda and John T. Murray.

MILLIONAIRES

GOSTELLO

directed by

Ruth.

Tin-Tin.

Helene

starring

Rin-Tin-Tin, Helene Costello and Walter Merrill.

Dolores Costello.

HILLS OF

..arring

Irene Rich.

Monte

ollVlHLti

Directed by

^

SIS

with Louise Fazenda and John T.

Murray.

J^w you can play them for the greatest
profit yeaf in the history of pictures
^.-

yy ujfynwBjgo wsw W"
i

.'

-

—
THE
Tuesday, October

"Bob"

Wood

iHBivVashiiigton

been

F|>

— R.

19,

at
C.

1926

Washington

appointed

Gov't Parley in London

Wood

("Bob")

Universal

exDAILY TIPS WUICU

iteer.

to

MEAN DOUABS FOB SUOWMEN

And

Confer on Films

That's That

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Dancer

eG/XATBJT

'SO

[HIS IS

(First National)

Used a motif in checks for lobby.
The material used was beaver-board
water color being used to secure the
checkered effect. The board extended around the lobby like a proscenium arch, with the title in big caps
over the top.
On either side were

OF THE YEA

cut-outs from the 24-sheets.
the
layout.
Don Nichols, Paris, Durham, N. C.
life-size

^

Frames and posters completed

—

"Outside the

UMPE..

head,

merJeans Spend
^130.000.000.
'

_

,

"DOING" EUROPEI

''mrons
spend tZ minutes
se e ing how they
doiif

_

-

OhBoy/tsFastI
And what oppo/'tunlties

'ublixsRivoli>^»^;^/v^

"The

lotte.

leading theaters From

Coast to Coast
on't

deprive your Patrons o/

of
the season

e greatest single reel

f

''

^SETYOUR
DATES NOW;

"The Son

of a Sheik"
(United Artists)
Held a treasure hunt and gave out
clues through the medium of a full
page cooperative ad placed in the
The clue words
Calgary Albertan.

were the superfluous words in the
various ads, and which had no bearCapitol,
ing on the text of the ad.

—

7th

Ave

Chi'-a 'o

Security Pictures Co.
Detroit
PiMsburgh
Castle Films

Cleveland
Cinctnn »»i
Lande Film Exchange
Philadelphia
Liberty Film Corp.

Boston
New Haven
Golden Distributing Co.
San Francisco
Los Anseles
Cooperative Film Exchange
Senttia Portland Butie
Greater Features, Inc.

MinneaDoliB
Screen Classics Corp.
St Loui>, Mo.
Progress Pictures Corp.
3320 Lindell Blvd.

Kaufman.

Oddly enough Queen Marie of
Roumania, on her first trip across
the Atlantic, saw "Across the Pacific,"

Warner

a

picture.

When North American opened a
Coast house recently, the company
chartered the street car service to
bring patrons to the theater without
charge. Will Star key added a new
wrinkle for the opening of- his new
Hippodrome at Spokane, by hiring a
fleet of taxicabs for the purpose.
Niles Welch, who has figured in
numerous screen marriages, has gone
and done the real thing.
He has
started

over

the

matrimonial highGholson,

way with Elaine Baker
known to playgoers.

In Europe, the only roles Hugh
Miller was awarded were as heavy,
but America is making a holy man
of him. He played the holy man in
the stage production of "The Dybbuk" and now is appearing as the
Yogi in "Sunya."
Sees Films As Good Influence
Motion pictures are seen by Cardinal Dubois of Paris as a world religious influence, says a

claring

He

outside

that

is

of

"New York
quoted as destrictly

re-

THE

CLUB

Lasky,

included:

Buys 3 Texas Houses
Houston Purchase of three theaters at Bryan from Billy Fairman
was announced by the Schulman in-

—

The theaters involved
Queen and Palace.

are

planned by Fred
The strucAntonio.
San
of
Frost
W.
Cyrus W.
ture is to cost $1,250,000.
Frost of Eastland and San Antonio
and Dallas capitalists are interested.

The

theater

Sts.

is

is

to seat 2,000.

Batavia, N. Y.— N. D. Dipson, John
R. Osburne, officers of the Genesee
Theatrical Enterprises, ownmg six
theaters, have been granted a charter
build and manage theaters, and
One hundeal in motion pictures.
to

may

Germany

to

months Jannings hopes
based on the

life

in

to

do

six
a film

the

The new

firm will be

- ~ the New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

of Falstaff.

the

Petition Against
Plainfield,

N.

J.

cNcrw Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

Sunday Shows

— Petitions

for

and

Eleanora's American Debut

against Sunday shows were presented to the Borough Council at its
arrest
of
meeting, following the

after

be

a series of sensational successes
on the European Riyiera

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

George Hosford, exhibitor, of Dunnrunning a
for
suburb,
a
The protest
performance Sunday.
Hoscame from local clergymen.
ford's case will come up Thursday night. Following his arrest, Hosford kept his theater open for afternoon and evening performances. He
was apprehended by order of Mayor
W. N. Apgar.

"Direct

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

is-

Gilda Gray to Continue
Gilda Gray will make at least one
Rotonde Amusement Corp.,
plans for
and it is understood, will take over more picture for Famous,
which have not been determined.
closed Dellinger.
sued.
as the

MIRADOR

about

ellen,

Form New Firm

dred shares no-par stock

returns

passengers was Mrs.
Paul Leni, who is en route to Hollywood to join her husband.

Big House for Amarillo

and Taylor

Pommer,

Stiller,

Walter Wanger, Charles McCarthy,
When he
Frederick Wynne-Jones.

Among

Amarillo, Tex.— A 14 story bank,
theater and office building at Nmth

Bryant 3862-3863

arrived on the
Leviathan yesterday. They are
Queen Marie, Emil Jannings and AI

Times" dispatch.

Greet Jannings

i

BIG THREE"

—

CASTLE FIIMS
729

for

THE

DALY

Charleston Exchange
ligious films there are many "sane
(Continued from Page \)
Pittsburgh J. H. Daly, formerly
Erich and moral" pictures which promote
Negri, will direct Jannings.
Universal manager at Charleston, W. Pommer will supervise. Four stories wholesome thoughts.
Va., has resigned and organized the
are under consideration and a selecCharleston Film and Supply Co. and tion will be made this week, Jesse L.
(T'V^^^^ (TVS^^^ (T'^V^^^^ (T^
will open an exchange in a few days.
DAILY.
FILM
Lasky told
Charles Schwerin, local distribu- Jannings will leave for Hollywood in
tor for Columbia, sold Daly Columabout two weeks.
bia's 24 productions.
Those who welcomed the Ufa star

terests.

Tel.

demand

trying to rid ourselves, that this
the quota comes."

New

Dixie,

NEW YORK EXCHANGE

statement that we have 12 good
25 experienced producers," said
Fredman, "is the wildest flight in optimism
I
have ever known.
We have not more
than four studios that could be called good
and not more than six producers who could
be called capable.
"We have neither the players nor the
technicians to produce 90 films.
"The men who turn out the big and successful British films do not ask for 'quotas'
or Government aid of any kind.
"It is from the small and unsuccessful
men, the people of whom we are earnestly
studios and

Calgary.
»</

a group of manufacturers and industrialists to compel the Government to legislate for a compulsory
quota of British films in all theaters

of Lon Chaney's
with extended staring eyes films a year.
To meet this demand says the
which gazed into the eyes of each
passerby, was used by C. Irvin to memorandum, there are 12 existing
put over this encore engagement. studios, apart from new ones now
\''ery
large cut-out letters reading being constructed at Elstree, and
"Lon Chaney in 'Outside the Law' " it is estimated that England has 25
were suspended across the front. experienced producers.
The Daily Express submitted
These letters were fastened on to a
tennis net, which, we believe, is a these statements to Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The Film Renter,"
new wrinkle in lobby-display work.
C. Warren Irvin, Alhambra, Char- who is now on his way to America:

huge cut-out

By PHIL. M.

is

throughout the Empire. This is the
F. B. I. group which says the proposed quota should begin at IZYz
per cent, equivalent to about 90

Law"

(Universal)

A

not as yet known.
In preparation for the conference
the Government sent to all Dominion
Governments data concerning
the home industry and those in other
European countries. It is expected
that premiers from over-sea dominions will have suggestions to make
regarding a solution of the problem.
Strong efforts are being made by
step will be

of Paris"

ii

E.

known

n>

Ray Goetz, Managing

200W.

51st

^Director

St„N.Y.— Circle 5106

s^

IL.X!

i

Iiaas

ineu

fjiiiia

J DramaticAnswer Wife's Greatest Question
WILLIAM FOX presents

DAVID BELASCO'S
Stage triumph

JANET GAYNOR
ALEC B.FRANCIS - FLORENCE GILBERT
RICHARD WALLING-LIONEL BELMORE

JOHN

St.POLIS -

JOHN ROCHE

Scenario by Bradley King

VlCIORSCHfRIZlNGER
PRODU CTION

/>-^'^v__.

i

HcmfSPkm
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Overseas
GAIN

,

f^

foreign

the

MICHIGAN

SPOTLIGHT

IN

England that the
tntion of the industry must Arbitration Changes to

Be

An

empire
Sought with Fireworks
ta, which means not only
Expected
land, where in itself such
Battle Creek, Mich— With 12 states
islation would affect Ameri- represented, the Michigan meetings,
films, but Canada and Aus- under way here, are assuming the aspects of a national convention.
ia as well, is impending.
Arbitration is the chief topic under

W.

rnest

nds high

Fredman,

who

in the respect of the

through his
role as trade paper editor
confidant, brought this word
terday to New York.
The Quota
industry

itish
1

Id

his judgment and always
in his attitude, Fredman, aa many
)w, has been a faithful champion

iane

in

American motion pictures

What

d.

jation

he

tells

in

Eng-

of the present

London can be looked

in

as authoritative.
He asserts
t if a quota bill were introduced,
would be certain of enactment,
thing, he reports, can stop it. He
tes this regretfully, because he
!S not believe a quota will solve

n

problems.

itain's

owever,
tit

there

this industry

are other things
can do to make its

femost foreign customer feel more
lidly.
America takes out of Eng-

many

millions yearly.
It is
siind business to keep that customer
the proper frame of mind.
lid

i

Fredman advances several
They are worthwhile and
While money and time are

A.iid so.

las.
sund.

sent in securing authentic detail in
oduction, English sensibilities are

ing forever ruffled by the Amerin interpretation of how the Briton
es.

Many

of the

with

Dumping
Again.

dumps
ngland.

Every American
his

complete

distribu-

output

in

Some

of the pictures are
Just
for that market.

suitable
the Fanamet combination holds its
•ogram to about 105 when perhaps
'5
could as easily be released in
outheastern Europe, so should a
:tle more judgment be exercised in
E. R.
•lecting films for England.
ussell of Ideal voiced the same
It is enlought a few days ago.
tled to serious consideration.
5t

discussion and before the close of
the convention late today, a definite
plan of action for proposed changes
in the arbitration system is forecast.
A new president is to be elected today.
Charles C. Pettijohn, head of Film
Boards of Trade, is here to discuss the
si'^'ect with members of arbitration
(.Continued on Page 6)

Sales of International Projector
Corp. in the first eight months of
1926 are reported to be 25 per cent
greater than those of its constituent
companies for the corresponding period of 1925 and net income before
ta.xes but after charges for the period was 57 per cent larger than in the
eight months ended Aug. 31, 1925.
International Projector is the lead(Continued on Page 6)

Film Exports Drop
Washington Bureau of

—

K AN N

THE FILM DAILY

Washington Exports of films
August showed a decided drop from

in

.he totals of the preceding month,
aggregating only 22,176,905 ft., valued at $663,302, as compared with
26,115,214 ft. valued at $831,942, according to a report issued by the
Dept. of Commerce.
Included in the month's shipments

were
valued

16,446,576 ft. of positive
at $465,456; 3,370,279
(Continued on Page 6)

Few Gases
New

Orleans

film,

of

ft.

Reported

—There

is

very

little

bicycling prevalent in this territory,
the Film Board of Trade reports.
(Continued on Page 6)

Buying Combines Growing

—

Cleveland Charles L. Casanave,
general manager of Associated Theaters, buying combine, is extending
activities

outside

of

this

city.

The

Palace and Lyceum, Canton, are the
first out-of-town houses to join the
The Palace is a 2,300-seat
circuit.
house under construction and will

open Nov.
Sol

11

nave
ated.

under management of

Bernstein.
house.

1,200-seat

now

is

EMPIRE QUOTA SYSTEM

Heart beats which could be
heard by
members present
were reproduced before the

Too Late for Reciprocity
Offer Now, Fredman

Academy
means

of Sciences, Paris, by
of a talking film, dem-

onstrated by Louis Lumiere,
the French regard as the
inventor of motion pictures, according to a copyright dispatch

whom
to

SIX

"The

New York

Declares
Declaring that the British trade
will no longer be satisfied with a
reciprocal arrangement with America,
but will argue before the Imperial
Conference in London on behalf of
an empire quota, Ernest W. Fredman, prominent in the English indus-

Times."

MONTHS BUILDING

try as editor of

arrived in

TOTALSJ48,689,000
Fewer Projects Cost More
in 1926, 78 Cities

Report

Projector Sales Gain

American dramas

the tight little island
e travesties, despite that they are
eant to be serious enough in purFredman urges a correction
ise.
Certainly it can
this situation.
id should be done.
aling

BRITISH TRADE TO SEEK

Talking Picture in

France

AS 12 STATES PARLEY

tion creeps into headlines.

directed again.

Price 5 Cents

1926

20,

situa-

It is to

X

imt

The Lyceum is a
Edward P. Casa-

connected with Associ-

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington
total of 325 amusement buildings, with a cost in excess of $48,689,000, were put under
construction during
the
first
six
months of 1926 in the 78 largest cities
of the United States, according to a
survey just m£de by the Dept. of
Labor. While the Department makes
no distinction in types of buildings,
(Continued on Page 6)

"The Film Renter,"

New York

Fredman stated
here was lacking
allowed
through

an

yesterday.
that the industry

in

diplomacy and

opportunity

slip
to
fingers when it failed to
make a friendly gesture to the trade
in London several months ago, thereby permitting the insistence for a
He doubts
quota system to grow.
(Continued on Page 2)
its

—A

New

Goast Service

Col. Jason S. Joy will be in charge
of a joint Dept. of Public Relations
and Industrial Relations in the California branch of the Hays organization, which is to be formed Nov. 1.
It will work in cooperation with the

department,

headed by Joy

Hays association.
The purpose of

the

in

—

French Lick Springs, Ind. Optimreports that American "movies"
are becoming more popular abroad
and that rising cost of motion picture production is being overcome by
istic

increased efficiency in the industry
featured the opening session of First
National Pictures, Inc. franchise holders and officials meeting here yesterday.

President Robert Lieber, in mak(Continued on Page 2)

France Booming
theaters doing more business
ever before and construction
in
booming, the industry in Frar
Vl
healthy condition, according
a
Christie, who has returned i
ihat
three-and-a-half weeks' visit t
country.
"I never saw lines standing in front

With

than

the

new

depart-

(Continued on Page 6)

Offers

Lauds Foreign Market

Red Seal Aid

At a hearing in Federal Court yesterday, Alfred Weiss of the American
Multi-Color Corp., offered to advance
$50,000 to Out-of-the-Inkwell Films
and Red Seal, and announced he had
arranged with Consolidated Film Industries to release prints declared necessary to carry on the corporation's

(Continued on Page 6)

Laemmle Adds Denial

—

Carl Laemmle added
emphatic denial to reports of a
proposed merger of Universal and
F. B. O., in a telegram to "The Los
(Continued on Page 6)
Angeles Times" commenting on the
newspaper's assertion that Joseph P.
Expect Wage Adjustment
Kennedy, F. B. O. head, had intiNegotiations now in progress be- mated a forthcoming merger.
tween Eastern studio officials and
"Universal is not for sale at any
props, grips and electricians affiliated price," Laemmle informed the newswith the Studio Mechanics, Local 52, paper.
are expected to terminate soon in

Los Angeles

his

_

a compromise adjustment. The studio workers, who now are receiving
$8 per day, are asking for $10. Although agreements with the various
studios have expired, the old wage is

being continued
of the matter.

pending settlement

Laemmle Going

to Coast

Carl Laemmle is scheduled to leave
next week for the Coast, arriving at
TJniversal City around the 28th. No
definite date for his departure has

been

set.

.

I

THE
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Trade to Seek
Empire Quota System

British

{Continued from Page
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La Cinematographie
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I.,

5,

Yesterday's trend

showed that those film
which underwent most lively trading
those whose prices tended toward a

issues

were

drop.
In this wise. Famous Players declined
2% points on a sale of 4,000; Loew's, Inc.
dropped >i of a point on a turn-over of 5,000,
and Warner Pictures "A" fell off 6 points on
an exchange of 41,200.

Quotations
High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

...
...

& Katz.
Katz Vtc.

36
37

36
37

36
37
63
73!4

..
..

Eastman Kodak ..\\63i
116H
Famous Players ..114Ji niK iim
Fam. Play. Pfd...ll9J4 119/a 119/.
•Film Inspect
•First

7

Pfd

Nat'l

Fox Film "A" ... 70
Fox Theaters "A". 24 J<

•Intem'l
Project.. ..
Loew's, Inc
4S4<
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.. ..
M. P. Cap. Corp. IS
Pathe Exch. "A". 46J^
tParamount B'way 96}^
ttRoxy Units
31^

ttRoxy

Common..

Sales

100
100

30
4,000
100

'A

68^

99 Y,
69

3,800

23 Ji

23K

600

IIH

rate, the feeling now prevails in trade circles that the English

"At any

producing industry can be built up
to mean something in a real way. It
is
for this very reason, that reciprocity no longer appeals.
Where
a ratio of one British picture shown
in
America for every twenty-five
American films brought over to London was at one time an equitable

think of

T E B B

I

a plan

would mean

at least 75

S

and Theatrical insurance for
the pant fifteen years
Co.. Inc.
N. Y. C.

a

{Continued from Page 1)

t'redman, who is here to discuss
the British-American situation with
Will H. Hays and other leaders in
the American industry, pointed out

how

the idea of

tion

has

pictures a year,

on

important

W. and

handled

British

which forabout 40 American

is

now

F.,

cutting

necessary, although it has
been discussed. Sir Philip CunlifTeLister, of the British Board of Trade,
has promised legislation if the trade
can reach an agreement.
But the
trade can do no such thing.
It is
not at all unlikely that an agreement
will be ultimateTy entered upon by
the Kinematograph Renters' Society
and the Cinematograph Exhibitors'
Ass'n.
The distributors, I believe,
are ready to discontinue the practice.

not

see how English studios would
turn out pictures merely to meet the
quota, knowing that no matter what
the
quality was,
they would, of
necessity, get bookings.
"There is little doubt that if a
to

quota measure were introduced before Parliament at its next session,
it would pass quickly.
The Federation of British Industries is behind
the

agitation.

That

agitation
will reach the inner councils of the
this

be

two ways;

industry in
in

this

first,

by

plays which
the Atlantic

on

failed

into

this

successes

side
abroa!

Ohio M.P.T.O.

to Discuss Arbitratk

—Arbitration

and Sun4<
closing will be the leading topics
discussion at the Ohio exhibitor coi
vention to be held at Columbus No
Cleveland

Eli Whitney Collins, n;
9 and 10.
tional exhibitor pres'dent; C. C. Pe
Mjohn, head of Film Boards of Trad
and Martin Quigley, editor of "E:
h'bitors Herald" will be speaker

UNTIL
the New Paramount
Building is ready for

occupancy — I will be
more than happy to

he has bought.
"Business in

friends at

England

has

been

splendid.
The coal strike acted ai
a detriment, but despite this, exhibitors have been doing very well indeed.
I attribute this to good pictures more than to economic conditions."

Missouri

i

circulation of films popul
nation; second, by turnii

"Block booking will probably continue.
In this procedure, the exhibitor sees the picture at trade shows
and, therefore, at least knows what

meet my

—

many

rTho

•

9 EAST 40

linsbc

ST.

ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

Women

Beaudine with M-G-M
William Beaudine will in the future

make

films

exclusively

for

M-G-M,

which company has taken over
contract with Warners. Beaudine

9 F. 40th

St.

N. Y. C.

Life Insurance Only

John D.Tippett, Inc.

his
will

direct a number of special producas soon as he comtions for
pletes "The Canadian" for Famous.

Raw Stock

M-G-M

Negative and Positive
All Colors

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

The

/SxnA.
The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
.Telephone
528 Riverside Drive
Momingside 1776
New York

CHROMOS TRADING COMPANY

1540 Broadway

6040 SuDSit BUd.

New York City

Hollywood,

'WE

Calif.

NEVtR DISAPPOINT"

BROADWAY

FINANCING SERVICE FOR
FILM PROPOSITIONS
/^UR ability to act quickly and
^^ our moderate charges are important factors for consideration.
Suite 1207-8

the inaugural address declap
that the foreign market is proving
boon to the American motion pictu

down

of imported film and
is turning its attention seriously
to
production. This is similarly true of
Gaumont, Astra National and others.
"Blind booking," said the English
editor, "will eventually be eliminated
by natural evolution. Legislation will

number

its

ing

home-made produc- creasing

gripped

organizations.

merly

Lauds Foreign Marki

Brit-

good for any industry.
It
result in the production of a
grade of pictures.
It is easy

1123

SpecialiKta in Motion Picture

&

not

would

of

N

its

Hit Censorship
Columbus, Mo. Censorship of pictures is un-American, the Missouri
proposition, it is now felt that a Federation of Women's Clubs dequota calling for 12^ per cent Brit- clared in passing a resolution against
ish is desired.
In other words, such state regulation of films.

cheap

IS.

Bryant 3040

you,

is

1

8^

Broadway

Mind

i66

you are thinking

1540

reciprocate.

600

9%

Stebbins

all

measure.
that they ask.

15

INSURANCE

W.

is

distributors
fair

45

Regular quarterly dividend of $1
on Fox Films common, declared Sept.

ArtfcoT

that

in

96^

.

5,000

Fox Dividend Paid

S

Only,

15

43Ji
23Ji

Am

When you

American

45
96J4
30

43Ji

SO
50
50
••Stan. Co. of
81
Trans-Lux Screen
8
8
8
1,200
Univ. Pict. Pfd
95
95
95
100
Universal Pictures. 37^
37
37
1,100
Warner Pictures ..45
39
6,000
40J^
Warner Pict. "A". Siyi 43^ 44
41,200
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask

was paid Oct.

land and America would help.
"The reason for this state of affairs is this: In recent weeks, five
British pictures which have been
trade shown, have created tremendous interest in London.
They are
'Mons,' which is the EngHsh 'Big
Parade'; 'The Lodger,' 'The Triumph
of the Rat,' 'Nelson' and 'Palaver.'
'Mons' is now playing at the Marble
Arch and is doing a big business. The
others, not yet released, have been
very heavily booked," said Fredman.
"The impression created by this
group of English-made pictures is
definite.
The trade feels that it is
within Britain's power to make pictures which are suitable for worldwide distribution. All of these fine
films cost considerable money to produce.
The producers cannot make
the margin of profit from their own
market, to which they are entitled.
Naturally, they turn to other fields
and, again quite naturally, look to
America. They feel to a man that
if America reaps such a harvest from
English exhibitors, it is only fair that

ish-made pictures on English screens.
"To my mind, this is the wrong
procedure, because a quota system

Skouras Bros

30.

1)

very seriously if at this stage an interchange of product between Eng-

Imperial Conference which began
London yesterday, is

session in
certainty."

20, 192(|

'Phone Watkins 4522

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-^ STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MCR.

'irec

''I

only hope the future holds a few

more

*'

like

it.

Eugene H. Roth Presents

BLUE
'The
JOHN ROCHE

BOT'

and PHILIPPE

With

\

DELACY

lliotnanct^

Photographed
by

Technicolor
Process

£

ggested by

w Thomas
ftinsborough's
frnous painting

{

l!

Produced by
OMANCE Productions,
Inc.

irected

by Arthur

Maude

For foreiRn rights address
^^"^ ^'''" Cornoration,
ftn cr
/zy
Seventh Avenue, New York, N. Y.
.
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Picketing in St. Louis
Louis

a salary of $75 per
week whether there is sufficient work
for such employee, the members of
Local Union No. 1 of the International Brotherhood of Electric Workers at a meeting voted to adopt a
policy of "knocking off" one by one,
electrician

Your Advertisement
IN THE

176

— In

an effort to force all
theaters to retain a full time house
St.

at

in

^

20, 19J

Chain

—

Bringing to
Los Angeles
176, the total number of houses
in the West Coast Theaters
chain, the Ritz at Wilshire

La
The

and

Brea, has been opened.
house, which seats 2,000,

cost about $1,000,000.

houses which refuse to submit to the
demand.
The first theater to be
selected for this concerted offensive
"Beau Geste" Opens at 'Frisco
v/as the Shubert-Rialto on Grand
San Francisco "Beau Geste" ha
Blvd., near Olive St., a "legit" house. opened
at the St. Francis, with th;
by
picketed
being
is
The theater
house changing to a two-a-day policy
members of the union, who have There is a heavy advance sale.
handed out handbills printed in blood
red ink charging that the theater is
Monty Banks' Next

—

unfair to the union.

that no nonJ. L. Karty, manager, states
union workers are employed, but that the
union is attempting to force him to ernploy
one of its members as a resident electrician,
although all of the electrical work in the
theater is now done by members of the
On extra work, union
stage hands' union.

Year Book

electricians are hired.
First run picture theaters of St. Louis have
sufficient electrical work to keep a resident
However, the dramatic and
electrician busy.

burlesque and vaudeville houses and the neighborhood motion picture houses with stages
heretofore have not retained full time elecUnion stage hands have the right
tricians.
as
to do the incidental electrical work such

A. MacArthur, associate produce
of the Monty Banks Prod., annoum
ces that his next will be "Wait 'I
Production wil
See," for Pathe.
start shortly at the Roach studios.

McDonald Gets Role
Chadwick has signed Kenneth Mc
Donald for the role opposite Shirle)
Mason in "Sunshine of Paradise Al
ley."

Hale Making "Rubber Tires"
Alan Hale is filming "Rubbei
Tires," and is on location at Santa
Bessie Love, Harrison Ford,
Cruz.
of the members of the union.
Robson,
May
Junior Coghlan, John
force
to
"Our members voted on Oct. 8
Patrick. Clarence Burton and Erwin
adherence to our contract in all theaters and
the Shubert was the first to be selected for Connelly are in the cast.
screwing in bulbs, etc.
Arthur R. Schading, business manager ot
the union, explained the picketing of the
Shubert-Rialto by saying that Karty had
refused to sign an agreement employing one

-Will

Reach Every Important

picketing,"

Executive in Filmdom.
Will

-

Have a

vertising

Years AdValue at a One
Full

\

said.

Bud Rogers Back
Operator Escapes Injury
St. Louis— Charles Johnson, operator at the Olympic, operated by John
Karzin at 1420 Market St., escaped

injury when a film caught fire. The
booth, equipment and film were damaged, $300, by the flames. The audi-

ence

Time Rate.

he

made

its

exit quickly

and

quietly.

Vignola Returning to Coast
Robert Vignola, director, is en route
to the Coast following a vacation in
New York.

Bud Rogers, vice president of Ltt
mas, has returned to New York after
q seven weeks' trip to exchanges and
the West Coast studios.
Lopez for Film House Tour
Vincent Lopez will take his or
chcstii over a picture house ttyr,
cpei ing in about throe weeks en
Firfiadway.

"Syncopating Sue" at Strand
follow
"Syncopating Sue" will

"The Prince of Tempters"
Strand.
The latter picture
Talk on Film Future
pected to play two weeks.
"The Three-Fold Value of the MovGriffith to

ing Picture in the Future— Theatrical. Industrial. Educational," will be
discussed by D. W. Griffith Friday
before the Advertising Club.

at
is

the
ex-

i

Spiegels Get New Brookljm House
The Spiegel interests, which own
the Utica Ave. theater, will operate
the $4001000 house to be erected at

Albany

and

Ave.

Empire

Blvd.,

Virginia Lee Corbin HI
i
Brooklyn.
Virginia Lee Corbin. who has just
completed her role in "Not Herbert,"
Projectors Inspection Sought _
First National picture, is ill.
Minneapolis Employment of inspectors to regularly examine projec-

—

A

Great Book
COVEIUN6

A

Mrs. Lyons in New York
tors of this territory's theaters, is beMrs. Eddie Lyons is in New York ing considered by the Film Board of
print
in connection with the settlement of Trade, in a move to eliminate
the affairs of

Foster with Castle

Criterion

Ray

ber of

He

in

of

Hollywood

—Jame Quirk, publisher
"Photoplay," has returned from

Chicago, where he recently
went an operation.

is

Castle Films.

Broadway houses.

Quirk Back

who

directed "Screen
"Short
directing
Castle "Novelties" for

Foster,

Thomas Melody, formerly manager Snapshots,"
of the Cohan, is now in charge of the
Shots" and
has managed a num-

Hollywood

EM

mutilation.

Pictures.

Melody Managing

Criterion.

Great Industry

Arrow

Ben Lyon to Tour Houses
Ben Lyon will make personal

ap-

pearances in houses in and near New
York before starting work on his
under- next picture, beginning his tour late
this week.
<

D.

has followed "Beau Geste"
into the Broadway long-run hit class.
Now playing to S.R.O. every performance at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre,
New York, at $2 top.

^

"*"

'^
^^

Storjr

f

Sorrows

RIDEI^

'"'SATAN

by

VICTOR FLEMING

'''>^

RICARDO CORTEZ

MARYiSSTGR. CHARLES EARRELL

"Old

Cruze's epic of our navy,
will

open on Broadway

November

at $2 top.

questionably
historical

the

in

Un-

greatest

Roosevelt's

dore

romance-spec-

cavalry.

tacle ever filmed.

William Powell, Norman Trevon
Ralph Forbes a^ Victor Mlaglan

From the novel by
Percival C.

Wren

HERMAN HAGEDORN

Another big dramatic spectacle of the same road
show calibre as "Beau
Geste" and "Sorrows of
Based on TheoSatan."

James

Ironsides,"

Geste

Ronald Colman

CAROL DEMP5TEI\anH tVAde PUTTI

GEORGE BANCROFT AND
ALL STAR CAST
\btf

witK

Alice Joyce. Neil Heuniltoa

ADOIPHEMENJOU

with

Story

5eau
Noah Beery. Maiy Briaa

ESfflER RALSTON.

MREIl

Production

Sy arrangement with Samuel Qoldwyn

MARIE COI\EUI

PRODUCTION

GEORGE BANCROFT^CHARIJES

//

BY

•with

MMIACE BEERY,

D.W.Criffith's

ROUGH

laurence Stallin^s

Herbert Brenon
//

THE

PRODUCnON

11

^^•W

SATAN"

foint

JAMES CRUZE

W. GRIFFITH'S "SORROWS OF

fighting

T

Filmed on a vast

scale.

"In 'Sorrows of Satan,' D.
W. Griffith has made a

"Beau Geste"

photodrama

Broadway

that

excels

is

gest $2 screen

anything he has done in
says the N. Y.
The N. Y. EveTimes.
ning World calls it "an
achievement in cinematics

I

years,"

and in entertainment."

Cpa/nmomt
_vr

If

it's

a

Paramount Picture

it's

the best show

in

town/"

i

*a.^

Produced by

FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY'cORP., Adolph

Member

Zukor, Pres..Ne\v York

of Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., Will H. Hays, President

a^itiiiiiiii

the big-

smash on

City

hj

.

;
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New York City Leads Theater Building
Washington Bureau
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — Some of the outstanding figures
construction of amusemcnt buildings — and, therefore, principally picture theaters— as compiled

Projector Sales Gain

of

Totals $48,689,000
(Continued from Page 1)
picture theaters constitute the bulk
of construction.
Comparative figures of building activity for the first six months of 1925

in

by the Dept. of Labor

Number

New York

more
on

32
23

C'lieens

19

th'

per

D.-iHas

7

Detroit

9
6

137,'70O

Lo5 Angeles

42

Haven

1

5,447,684
600;000
236,550
388,200
1,688,000
400,000
100,000
2,750,550
252,000

increase of
the nation
at $15,752

activity in
important cities will be found

this

16

F'-ooklyn

Richmond

7

Buffalo

6
15
2

Chicago

Fort

1

Worth

N-: V

Omaha

4

Philadelphia

11
5

I'ittsburgh

Ore

Portland,

10

Providence
St. Louis

page.

1

43
8

Sc-altle

President on Phonofilm
Through

the

medium

of the

San

Phono-

President Coolidge will take an
active part in the Massachusetts state
campaign, the De Forest Phonofilm
The
Corp. announced yesterday.
chief executive is to make a four
minute address to the Phonofilm,
with the picture released throughout
the state by the Republican Committee.

Reported

(Continued from Page

1)

None

Diego

(Continued from Page 1)

box

offices until this trip," Christie
declared prior to his return to the

of

The Gaumont Palace, which
Coast.
seats 7,000 is playing to capacity pracThis condition is
tically all the time.
true of almost every other picture
theater in the center of Paris."
Building of theaters has taken on a
sudden spurt which

is

"a remarkably

good sign

for the future of the busisaid Christie who cited the

ness,"

Very few cases are on record, and Famous house under construction
the evil is practically unknown.
which is to cost 40,000,000 francs.
The French people like American
Prosecution Under Consideration
pictures best, he continued, stating
Whether Federal crimi- that most of the theaters are showing
St. Louis
nal charges will be brought against American films.
the two Southern Illinois exhibitors
recently found guilty of bicycling, is
Buchowetzki Signs Contract
being determined by the Film Board
Los Angeles Dimitri Buchoewtzki
of Trade.
The exhibitors were fined has signed a long-term contract with

—

—

$250 each and directed to pay to exchanges double the rental price of all

24
20
18
15
12
6

16
2
6
3

8
1

25
5
5

6
3

6

4

34
5

10

.

France Booming

film,

Few Gases

1926

Cincinnati
Cleveland

compared

cent in number but an
4.8 per cent in cost.
New York City leads
with 97 buildings valued
267.
A chart covering

Bron:
.Manhattan

M-G-M.

Cost
$2,949,250
3,651,000
5,240,000
2,101,750
202,000
693,000
10,370,000
1,575,000
590,000
120,000
818,600
1,350,000
2,494,950
1,374,000
696,000
746,000
16S,400
652,000
2,276,600
275 350
1,680,000
511,950

Exhibitor Freed on "Blue" Charge
Greensburg, Ind. For the second
time in several months, Walter Easley has been found not guilty of
violating the "blue" law, in connection with operation of his theater on
Sunday.
The jury deliberated but
five minutes.
James Baikey, competitive house owner, is to be tried
later on a similar charge.

PHIL

—

DALY
SEZ./

has under consideration two stories
for his next picture for Samuel Goldwyn. One is "King Harlequin," by
Rudolf Lothar. Regardless of what
story is decided upon, Ronald Colman and Vilma Rankv will play the
King will return to the Coast
leads.
in about three weeks.

Fredman

London, editor of 'The
Film Renter and M. P.

of

News

Henry King Selecting Story
Henry King, now in New York,

W.

"Ernest

'

visit.

to

our

is

here for a short

We

welcome you

shores,

Freddie,

and congratulate you on
your broad-minded and
fearless editorial policy on
questions of international
significance."

t

30, sales

jonitior

before taxes in the period was $31
135. a gain of 60 per cent over
$197,039 in the first six months

loloc
[ling

a

a

id

1925.

gi

ir,"

The balance

sheet as of June
1926, displayed a strong financial

Net working

sition.

capital

an

Iter

amou;

ed $1,355,853, with the ratio of c
rent liabilities to current assets
than seven to one. Cash aggregati
$350,869, with notes and accounts
ceivable in excess of $525,000, agai
which there were notes and accou
payable of about $107,000

am

lel

m

New

k(

Iter

SUCI

rung

i

lion ar

•sheet!

ieiices

Coast

legul

Guver,

Wang

liion SI

a

lit

liasliii

ir

IS

'ative

inent will be to transmit still moi
ft. with a value of $55,094,
open
regaining by a slight margin the posi- forcibly
to
the
industry,
publi
tion lost last month to Argentina, thought and suggestions and at thi
whose August imports totaled 1,600,- same time to devote attention to ac Itieio
takep
000 ft. valued at $54,405. The United tivities which will give studio em'
Kingdom as usual led in imports of ployees such as carpenters, elec4' )wing.
ater
inexposed and negative film, bv value, tricians, mechanical forces advan'
oorate
although France took 1,770,000 ft. of tages enjoyed in few, if any, othe:
spr
industries,
the
announcement.
the former, to the United Kingdom's
says
\M car
These workers, it is estimated, com^
760,500 ft., the value of the French
imports, however, being only 50 per prise 60 to 75 per cent of the toti^
studio personnel.
cent of that to the United Kingdom.
2.675,000

louiice

—

—

irei

\

Offers

in Spotlight

As

matic scenes from his pictures.

months

six

reached a total of $1,
052,218, comparable with $856,895 re
ported by constituent corporations fojrtt
the same period of last year, an in
crease of 22 per cent.
Net incom

;

Michigan

assistant treasurer.

the

out

projecl

Outstanding capitalisation consi
of 25,000 shares of no par $7 di
(Continued from Page 1)
dend preferred stock and 200,01
raw stock, valued at $84,877; 469,384 shares of no par common. The comft. of negatives, valued at $96,855, and
">any has no funded debt and it»
1,890,666 ft. valued at $16,1 14. ship- common stock is listed on the N. Y,
ped to non-contiguous territories. All Curb Market.
of these figures were below the corresponding July totals.
Service
The best market for positives was
(Continued from Page 1)
Australia, which
took more than

Banking Executive Joins Swanson
Thomas Allen Moore, officer of the
12 States Parley
Guaranty Trust Co., has resigned that
(Continued from Page 1)
Cancel Jannings Appearance
office to become vice president, treasboards in 12 Middle West states.
Cancellation of the personal ap- urer and financial executive of the
Yesterday was devoted to routine
pearance of Emil Jannings planned Swanson Producing Corp., Gloria
work
with a banquet held in the
for the Rivoli the week beginning Swanson announced yesterday. Pierre
evening.
W. S. Butterfield, Detroit,
Saturday, has been caused owing to Bedard, formerly in charge of the
toastmaster.
was
a revision of the German star's plans. new foreign business department of
At today's meetings, the arbitrators
He will leave for Hollywood the the Banker's Trust Co., has been

named

During

tors.

June

Acme

Film Exports Drop

films involved.

early part of the week.
The Rivoli
will incorporate in its program a special Jannings film, composed of dra-

(Continued from Page 1)

ing manufacturer and distributor c
projector machines and controls th

Powers, Simplex and
Number

Cost
$2,213,500
5,333,000
5,575,000
2,530,117
100,650
1,890,000
4,120,000
45,000
75,000
1,236,200
2,290 000

1926 period totaled

307, to cost $47,439,000, as
with 367, to cost $45,260,000 in
1925 period, a decrease of 16.3

Washington, follow:
1925

and 1926 were secured from 68 cities,
in which the number of amusement
buildings for which permits were issued during the

in

20, 1926

attending will outline their experiences with arbitration and fireworks
are expected when the Michigan organization outlines its position which
culminated in refusal to continue to
arbitrate under the present system.

Red

s

am

lit

reais

Seal Aid

gaiisp

(Continued from Page 1)

business, as well as to continue to "Fi{
print films of negatives "necessary
He asked credi- Iwol
to fulfill contracts."
tors to grant an extension of one sks«
vear, with obligation to be paid in lies
monthly instalments over that period. tlhes
The court instructed him to put the md
plan into more defin-'te form and ordered another hearing for Oct. 26.
[tised

ic

Meanwhile,
'irawn
25.

its

has

Consolidated

with

Oct

notice of sale, set for

Weiss has indemnified the

reiver until the date of the

new

Ilia

mers
like

re

band

hear

4"F

ing.

i's

Elmira "Blues" Campaigning
Suchmann Denies Theater Deal
The Committee of
Harry Suchmann yesterday denied
100, opposed to Sunday shows, is
that he had sold his circuit of Bronx wo
waging an active campaign to swing
#t,
theaters to Haring & Blumenthal
Elmira, N. Y.

—

sentiment to its side for the referendum to be held on the question

I

icial

•"'
Ufa Director on World Trip
Mauer,
Ufa
director,
isj
F.
^^'
now in New York shooting exteriors ihl
Harrison Leaves Hollywood
Hollywood Declaring he is con- for a picture which will he make on

Nov.

2.

Otto

SSIOI

—

that neither the English or
American public cares where pictures
arc made so long as they are good entertainment, Cecil A. Harr'son, director of British National Pictures,
left yesterday for New York, after
a two weeks' visit here.
He is tak'ng back to England Frances Marion's
screen story for Dorothy Gish's next
picture, "Madam Pompadour."

vinced

,

Prior to
a round-the-world trip.
sailing on the yacht Vaterland, with
Count Felix von Luckner in charge
of the expedition, Mauer will go to

Chicago, Yellowstone National Park
and other places to make scenes.
Luckner is expected to arrive in

New York
will

again

months.

Friday.
set out

The
in

expedition

about

two

as

I

«d\

inw

Win
»

ir
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Canon Chase Ranting Abroad
Striving

to
into i)ictures.

don and

DAILY TIPS WHICH

inject

A

higher morality

Canon Chase

is in

Lon-

Little
from "Lots

now

attacking American
films in particular, according to the
"New York Times." He agrees with

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

is

"Battling Butler"

(M-G-M)
he front page of a local newser carried red stickers with the
onition, "Buster Keaton wants
to look inside on Page Three."
ning to page tiiree, tne reader
id a conspicuous ad on "Battang
ler," giving the name xif the star,
Tlie lobby
iter and play dates.
fully utilized.
A miniature prize
equipped with a bucket, sponge,
el
and a one-sheet cut-out of
iter Keaton in a boxing pose.
A
g, SUCH as used in the prize ring,

i

stunt created a lot of attention and
was pulled every dav during the run
of the picture.
A phonograph concealed in the lobby played a special
record of a lion roaring and a man
shouting "Hold That Lion."— C. T.
Perrin, Rialto, Pueblo, Colo.
of the Sheik"
(United Artists)

Started
the

of

VARIOUS

work one week in advance
showing.
Opening an-

will

hold

press agents to send them the biographies of screen stars.
*

in the

—L.

ion snop, teaturing women's wear
a men's furmsning store, for a
fashion revue, bhared with both
getting out special coin
res
Five days prior to
rative "aas."
opening three and four column

ouncjment advertisements broke
Tne revue was
Efie local papers.
;ake piace in

Both

Copy on

the card merely
of the feature, terming it "Valentino's latest
anjd greatest."
In addition, distributed 5,000 heralds. On the Saturday
prior to the opening on Monday ran
a full page merchants' cooperative
ad in the form of a "Valentino Contest" which called for the patching
together of a complete sentence that
was broken up in the various merchants' ads that filled the page.
It
was necessary for the theater to take
only two columns by four inches
heralding the opening at "Gadsen's
first midnight matinee," the performance to start at 12:01 A. M. Monday." Belle, Gadsen, Ala.
used.

announced the showing

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)
.rrangements were made with a

wing.

was

conjunction with the
stores loaned the

ater part of their windows for
)orate displays which were libersprinkled with window cards,
cards and attractive stills. Both
res secured several professional
bpecial stage settings were
dels,

—

and hangings valued

e aiso secured.

— Murl

at $5,U0vj

HornDeck,

ansport, ind.

"Fighting with Buffalo Bill"
(Universal)
wo thousand of tne Buffalo Bill
_iks were given out to the children
As they immediately
I'the school.
)
these false faces on and paraded
I und
the streets in them, they adtised the picture far and wide,
le mask, an accessory prepared by
. iversal, has the moustache, goatee,
il the long hair of Buffalo Bill and
uand across the forehead lettered
,

Ah "Fighting with Buffalo
<ith's

105th

St.,

Bill."

Cleveland.

"Hold That Lion"
(Paramount)
Ifwo men were used for a
nt,
icial

one

street

lion's

being dressed in a
costume and the other

dressed in clothes that were
y badly torn, giving one the im:ssion that he had been in a fight
Not only were his
the lion.
|:h
thes badly tattered, but the red
ke-up on his face and arms lookas if he had been scratched and
od was flowing. As the men pa,n

led

up and down the

n was

streets,

holdin"' the lion's tail

one
and

The
)uting, "Hold That Lion."
n in the tattered clothes carried
(jign on his back advertising the
The
iture, theater, and play dates.

*

—

*

was general manager

—

erty value,

now

solicit theater build-

*

Tragedy." Famous is to picturize the Dreiser novel and it
wouldn't be surprising, if Pat
was called in to work on the
scenario.

at

Universal City.

Financing Easier, Grauman States
Los Angeles Financing of picturi.
theaters now is an easy matter as
compared wth a few years ago, deProperty ownclares Sid Grauman.
ers, realizing theaters enhance prop-

*

Pat Kearney, at one-time an
ad-writer for Famous, did an
excellent
bit
work in
of
dramatizing "An American

—

several years,

*

Bill Cook,

Bernheim, Columbia Executive
Los Angeles Julius Bernheim has
been appo.nted business manager ot
the Columbia studios. Bernnemi, for

with bankers ready to loan
on such projects.

"Variety"

*

*

*

Abe Schneider of Columbia is receiving congratulations on his marriage to Ida Briskin, sister of Samuel
Briskin, Banner production
J.

money manager.

(Paramount)

A

contest to see how many English words could be made out of
the letters in "Variety" using each
was the
letter only once in a word
The response
basis of campaign.
was indicative of great interest in
the idea, which brought 578 replies.
In addition to the contest outlined
above, seven local merchants were
tied up in a full-page co-operative
newspaper ad on "Variety," each
merchant using one letter of the
word variety to start his copy. An
effective lobby display was worked
up by the use of lettering Cut-out
of three-sheets on the picture, these
being rilaced on beaverboard. Three

—

—

were made up, one for the
and one for each side of the
marquee. Tom Holliday, Imperial,
Columbia, S. C.
sets

front

man

hospital.

is

former Fox and Metro
publicity man, is now writing stories of the prize ring
and selling
'em. Bill knows the cauliflower art
from A to Izzard, having managed
some aspiring fighters. He also likes
He was 60 to dabble with the brush and has
painted portraits of Jack Dempsey
and other pugilists.

ing,

w

It

Jrlomeopathic
years ot age.

He

*

Dead

nouncements took the form of small
ads in newspapers, and a banner, 20
William D. Bradstreet,
Boston
by 5 ft. was stretched across the pioneer theater owner who at one
rung at intervals, attracting at- marquee.
The next step was a time owned houses in Boston, Sy;ion and patronage. One hundred
stunt of auto-tagging all vehicles in racuse, Rochester, Providence and
-sheets were placed all over town the vicinity.
A four by five inch Pawtucket and in several suburban
fences, vacant buildings and on card, to which string was
attached, Boston
communities, died at the
regular billboard locations.
juyer, ^ueen, Austin, Tex.

is up to
collaboratold collaborator,
Mayo, on a new play.

Margaret

—

*

"good, old days,"

his old tricks.
ing with his

first

Bradstreet

*

Aubrey M. Kennedy, who
was in charge of Universal City

annual convention Nov.l6.

its

high school dramatic so-

cieties are studying the lives of
stage stars.
It might be wise for

Texas Exhibitors to Meet
Dallas— The M. P. T. O. of Texas

"Son

:

f

British criticisms of American
product. He said:
"There is no possible doubt that the child's
mind is being exploited and corrupted by a
low type of film which is being sent out
all
Even
over the world from America.
an adult mind becomes affected after seeing
a nuniuer of these immoral films in the
exciting atmosphere of the cinema with its
jazz music and appealing setting."

RALPH WILK

By

many

—

Marin Going to Coast
French Lick Springs, Ind.

— Or

completion of the First National convention, Ned Marin, western sales director, in company with Emil Jensen,
Joseph AL Schenck representative,
will

visit

exchanges.

PRODUCTION CAMERAMAN
Going to Europe wants to
form contact with concerns for

Stock
Library.
and Scenic Subjects
c-o Film Daily
Box K-144
N. Y. C.
1650 Broadway

Says Bureau Won't Hurt U. S.
reflections against American
producers will come trom the cinema
bureau, planned by the League oi
Nations as a result of the recent International Film Congress, according

If

No

the
of
director
Luchaire,
J.
League's International Institute for
In a "New
Intellectual Cooperation.

CONSULT USAND SAVE MO.\'EY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

York Times" dispatch from Paris Lucha.re expresses belief that American

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department

producers will participate.

110

Trilby Clark Added
Trilby Clark has been added to the
cast of "The Cruise of the Jasper
B," Rod La Rocque's starring feature

De

Mille,

which James W.

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

to

for

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phono Penna. 6564

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

Home

directing with Mildred Harris,
Snitz Edwards and Jack Ackroyd.

is

Theatre Wanted
Desire to secure lease on a
theatre 500 to 1,000 seats in live
town in New York, northern
New Jersey or Connecticut.
Write, giving full details as to
theatre location, terms of lease,
seating capacity, present earnings, number of other theatres
in the town, etc., to

W.

Atmospheric,

Room

J.

403

New

McARDLE
512 Fifth Ave.
York City

100-GIFT

NOVELTY TOYS,

15c

value,

with a 5c to
assorted in a box for only
$3.00
Our Catalog offering 1000 and One kinds
of novelties and celebration goods in general
is

retail

FREE.

Send for BOTH
duce ourselves.

at once,

and

let

us intro-

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
Cincinnati, Oh io
St.

7 Ella

.

WHILE THE
INDU/TRY4

MARYE LI/
First

National does it
Delivers a

a^in 2 —

Hir
HOLP-OVER
y
Strand :
Colossal openintil ovation
at N.

.

demands

national
Pictures

PRAJ/E-FULL REYIEW/I-PIUNKETT
Prince of fempters' will
Really well worth seeing. ^'
^^

''The

make money
-/v. v.

. .

American

Nendesr Robert Kane's t\U from
the UFA ranksr offers exoMisite Photography and
'''Director Lothar

It is

and

effective handling of the camera
-/v. v. oaiiy niei^s
''motion
Picture'.'^
Jiood

^'Excellent

...

RENEW/!

''In direction, -camera techniCKue, and dramatic
editing this film is a distinguished offering.''

—Evening World

photographic effects' excellent characterixations'
lovely sets' a deft knack of irony, and a beautiful

"If Lothar Hendes' first American production is a
forerunner of what can be done by the foreii!n

symphony of harmonious movement.^'-'v.ir./HiVror

director. First National exhibitors have some
thin^ to anticipate.^'
—Morning Telegraph

'"Mr.

Nendes possesses a marked

ing a film story."

faculty for tell-'«• y-

Times

{

\

Lyon does about the best work we evert
saw him do on the screen.''
-Heraid Tribune

'''Ben

\

j

^<*NEWSPAPER

ULTHE NEWS

/'FILMDOM

ALL THE

XXXVIII

)L.

No. 18

Thursday, October

The Challenge
^^

^

I

HE

I

made
'^e

SCnWAlBE'S RETURN TO

American industry
was on trial. Germany
the

fIRST NATIONAL SEEN

challenge.

have accepted it. We have
a lot from Germany.

arned

Increased

Influence

—

We

al."

Jesse L. Lasky talking at the
innings' luncheon yesterday,
/hat Lasky said is important
;cause it indicates how producg factors here may be expected

meet new elements in picare-making no matter where
)

ley spring from.

Blending
a sane procedure, this blendIt
g together of what foreign proucers have to offer with the best
the American manufacturing forlula.
The difficulty of many foreign
Especially
ictures is well known.
German product can it be said
f the
hand of morbidness and
lat the
agedy presses too heavily. An adlixture with those ingredients which
imerican directors can handle so
is

Price 5 Cents

1926

General Strike Looms Unless
Studios Adopt Closed Shop

of

country's highly artisStanley Co. Marks
pictures didn't always hit
Return
i e bull's eye with the public.
Lick
French
Springs It is underin America are going a step
stood that the stage is being set for
' irther.
intend combining the return of Harry O. Schwalbe into
artistic with the commer- First National ranks.
le
It has been
at that

me

21,

several years now since a reorganization of the company's affairs resulted
in his retirement as secretary-treasurer.
If
the
present
plan
goes

through, Schwalbe will be an important figure in the operation of the organization.
His return to the company fold has a further significance.
It is believed that the influence of
Jules E. Mastbaum of the Stanley Co.
in First National will become more
marked in the near future.
The Stanley Co. has entrenched itself in a definite fashion in the past
(Continued on Page 2)

Producers Get Ultimatum
from Unions; Dec. 1
Deadline

Storm News Awaited
Publix and Universal officials
were awaiting definite
word as to the extent of damage done by a hurricane reported sweeping on Florida, after
causing great devastation at Havana and along the Cuban coast.
Harold B. Franklin of Publix
was hopeful that newspaper accounts of the storm were exaglast night

Unless producers agree to complete
unionization of their studios, and
adopt a closed shop policy, Los Angeles will he faced with a general strike
Dec. 1., whose scope may be increased
to include all crafts employed in theaters throughout the nation.
This is the text of an ultimatum de-

gerated, and that theaters in the
affected area would suffer no
great damage.

JANNINGS TO STAY

IN

U.S.EORJHREE YEARS
German Star Welcomed

COAST BOOKING

ROW

to

America By Industry's
Leaders

—

Francisco An internal fight
Emil Jannings' original arrangeloroughy is what Lasky has in involving bookings over the West ment with Famous to spend six
lind.
It is a sound theory.
Coast circuit has terminated in a vic- months of every year in Germany
Such a plan would further the tory for Fox. James R. Grainger's has undergone a change. Jesse L.
ause of the international picture trip from New York concerned the Lasky announced yesterday that the
irhich was discussed from different question of playing time for his comfamous German character actor has
This, pany's product.
ngles by various speakers.
signed a contract which calls for his
ecause once foreign producers have
Despit the fact that Fox owned 40 stay in America for the next three
own
their
earned how to temper
per cent of the stock in this impor- years.
node of expression with a judicious tant circuit, there went with that stock
The occasion was a lunch at the
prinkling of the American touch, ownership no stipulations on book- Ritz in honor of Jannings' arrival in
of
here will result the production
ings. And so, Grainger came West to America.
It was in many ways a
such as American see what he could do. He has now notable function.
)ictures abroad
Not only were
xhibitors will be moved to exhibit. closed a deal which gives Fox 100 Paramount officials, directors
and
The Jannings Plan
per cent representation over the West producing heads present.
Will H.
( Continued on Page 10)
Famous has such a procedure in Coast chain. This includes not only
His stories will the smaller theaters, but the strategic
nind for Jannings.
Los
it
more closely into the American houses in San Francisco and
on
Page
2)
(Continued
Germany.
in
made
nold than those

San

Eyes on America

That's
here.

the

American influence

—

right

Pomartisans
ner and Stiller will handle the first
That's the Old World in)icture.
The picture will tell the
uence.
Continental

—

tory.

KANN

Almost every star and director in
Germany, not to mention the lesser
Thomas players and technicians, are imbued
that
are
Expectations
Allen Moore, who has become vice- with the idea of coming to America,
president, treasurer and financial e.x- reports Mrs. Paul Leni, wife of the
making
ecutive of the Swanson Producing former Ufa director, now

Moore

Los Angeles—"What

Price

Corp., will also be made a vice-presiMaurice
of United Artists.
Cleary, whom he succeeded in the
Swanson organization, is now a vicepresident of United.

Glory?" highlight of the Fox
for

have

world's

the
ater.

been

its

will
premiere at
Circle The-

1926-1927,

schedule

new Carthay
The opening

definitely set for

date

Nov.

has
10.

Los Angeles— Eddie Cline

35 in

New Paramount Group

Thirty-five pictures will compri.se
"^up which will
the next Paramount
to di- be discussed at the convention of sales

is

managers and home ofMix's next Fox picture. It and district
fice executives to be held at French
Rogers
Adela
by
original
an
from
is
Lick Springs, Oct. 25-28.
Stone.
St. Johns, adapted by John

Tom

successful,

mixed up

Canavan

said,

"we

will be forced to get

in a lot of trouble,"

he de-

clared.
(Continued on Page 2)

System Advocated
P. T. O. A. Wants Arbitration
Court Shaped by "Disinterested
Judicial Agencies"
Declaring that the arbitration system has been demonstrated as unsatisfactory, the M. P. T. O. A. in

M.

its "Official Buladvocates establishment of an
arbitration court "created by mutual
consent and shaped by disinterested
judicial agencies in whose integrity
producer, distributor and e.xhibitor
have confidence."
Such a court, the organization de-

the current issue of
letin,"

(Continv.ed

on Page

11)

Jannings at A. M. P. A.
Emil Jannings will be honor guest
at A. M. P. A. luncheon today.

Mrs.
pictures at Universal City.
Leni, who just arrived from Europe,
( Continued on Page 10)

Eddie Cline to Direct Mix
rect

organizations,

have been trying successfully to obtain a discussion of the matter with
producers, and will continue to do so
until Dec. 1.
If these efforts are un-

a U. A. Official?

dent

"Glory" Opens Nov. 10

livered to producers by William Canwan, president of the International
Alliance of Theatrical Stage Employes and M. P. Machine Operators,
who also presented a demand for
unionization signed by his organization and allied crafts.
Similar notice is to be served on
Universal, M-G-M, First National and
Fox, Canavan said yesterday.
The
firms have not been notified directly
of the action, he declared.

The

fOXViaORINWEST

T\m

New Public

Utility

Homer

Flatten, treasurer
of the Hays organization, has
written an article on the inJ.

dustry from the banking angle
for "The Bankers Magazine."
Reprinted, in part, on pages
8,

9

and

10.
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issue as

(Continued from Page

land,

I'ox sporadically last year, already 22
pictures have been purchased on the
new schedules for various Pantages
houses.

and no doubt will, feel inordinately proud of it. The satisfaction that comes to a publisher when he knows he has done
a job in thorough fashion will be Sime Silverman's.

THE FILM

KANN

WANTED
Young

—

—

London,

Francaise,

—

Paris
La Cinematographic
Rue Saulnier.

\V.

I.,

5,

Unions

General
Strike or Closed Shop
for

(Continued from Page 1)

"The Dec.

Financial

1

deadline will stand,"

he said.

Approximately
The genera! tendency of film issues yesterday were of a declining character, but in

way

was practically negligible.
The exceptions were Warner Pictures,
which dropped 3^8 points on a turn-over of
5,600, Warner Pictures "A," which rose J^
point on a brisk trade of 44,200, and Famous
Players, which gained I'A points on an exchange of 6,200 shares.
a

fractional

that

Quotations
High Low Close
•Am.

Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat Pfd.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

36
37
63
7354
116!^

..
.

37 '4

.

&

37

Katz.
Katz Vtc.

Eastman Kodak

U6H

116
Famous Players
113-4 11154 112'/i
Fam. Play. Pfd... 119
119
119
Film Inspect
7
7
7
•First Nat'l Pfd...
99/2
Fox Film "A"
69
68
66'A
?ox Theaters "A". 23^4 2iy$ 23^
.

.

.

•Intern'l

.

.

.

Paramount B'waj
ttRoxy Units ...
ttRoxy Common..
Skouras

Bros.
••Stan. Co. of

.

.

Am

Trans- Lux Screen
Univ. Pict. Pfd..
Universal Pictures

•• Philadelphia

2,000
6,200
100

200
4,400

300

14

14

1,800

96'A

4

31

43J4
96/2
29

44^

9bH
9V,
50

50

2iH

4,200
100

300

8/2

7%

7H

95
37
AO'4

94V4
36

Market

43

50
77J4

7%

94 y^

100
400
500

36Ji
36/,
5,600
42K 44J4 44,200
t Bor d Mai ket
35>/,
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Bid and Ask

"Temptress" Breaks 2 Records
Two records have been broken by
"The Temptress" in its run at the

electrical workers employed in
will be ordered out Dec.

Los Angeles

1, if the unions' demands are not complied with.
This strike, also would
embrace a nation-wide sympathetic
walkout of studio and stage employes,
operators, carpenters and electrical
workers employed in the studios and
theaters.
Musicians, also, are expected to join a sympathy strike move-

ment.

Sunday work.
The ultimatum issued to producers

extra pay for

was signed by Canavan, Robert Muir,
International Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America; Adolph
Lessing, president of the Scenic Artists Assoc, which is a branch of the
Brotherhood of Painters and Decorators, and George Broach of the International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers.

The Hays
to

office

comment on

ed bv the unions.

regarded by

is

the unions as an effort to offset unionization of studio and theatrical, workers.

York

A

1650

New

Broadway,

City.

COMPLE7E LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

Tiie Standard of the Industry
Bryant 5450-1

First jNational Seen

Fabians

New

in

company

in

and Clark

in

dall in

Jersey, the parent
Philadelphia; Rowland
Pittsburgh; Harry Cran-

Washington and Fred Levy

in

Louisville.

UNTIL
the New Paramount
Building is ready for

occupancy— I will be
more than happy to

meet

my

many

friends at

9 EAST 40

ST.

—

at the union
conditions.

and grant other

scale

Demands contained

the ultimatum served by the unions include:
recognition of the union, closed shop,
?ight hour day. readjustment of wage
scales,

pay

in

for six legal holidays

A
The
Not

cost

of

and

Lesson on

wants, according to reports from the
First National field force presented at
yesterday's meeting of the organization.
Two big hits of last year, "Behind the Front" and "The Cohens and
Kellvs" illustrate the public's desire
for light comedies, Robert Lieber said.

"SERVICE"

"service" usually increases with

the degree of its quality.
Insurance Brokerage
Here^ a highly developed, expensively maintained, complete insurance
service costs less than the commonplace kind.

5,300.

so with

Can you

afford

We

ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

9 E. 40th

St.

N. Y. C.

Life Insurance Only

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

not to adopt it?

will stake our reputation on

Attractions for

our sennce.

Picture Theatres

Original Negatives of Everything

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

Daily,

Schwalbe's Return to

The unions contend a verbal promFirst National Finds Field
ise was ma/le last April by producers
through Will H. Hays and Fred Beet- Force Favors Comedies
son, secretary of the M. P. Producers,
French Lick Springs Pictures that
.^ssoc, to employ only union labor provoke laughter are what the public

day" record with a volume of business of SI.3, 530. 75.
The house seats

in

as bookkeeper in film exchange. Write
stating experience and salary
expected. Box K-145, c/o Film

723 7th Ave., N.Y.C.

—

relations on the Coast, under direction of Col. Jason S. Joy.

lady wanted

yesterday declined

the ultimatum deliver-

(Continued from Page 1)
Ultimatum of the unions, which
Its theater holdings
few months.
have a combined membership apand
all of them embrace First Naproximating 800,000, was delivered
now cover a substantional factors
following announcement of the estabtial portion of the Atlantic seaboard
lishment by the Hays organization of
with Mark Strand in Upper New
a department of public relations and
York State and New York City; the
industrial

Capitol. The picture grossed $74,342,
the first week setting a new gross
record, and broke the "second Sun-

around

artists,

The new department

2m

42^
23K

Warner Pictures
Warner Pict. "A" 46
• Last Prices Quoted
.

600

IIH

Project...

I^ew's, Inc
43^
Metro-Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp 14'/,
Pathe Exch. "A". 4A'A
t

Sales

and

stagehands,
operators

3,500

scenic

carpenters,

1)

and "3 Bad Men" for Seattle, PortTacoma, Spokane and 'Frisco.
Pantages is devoting more attention
to pictures. Where Pantages booked

All this

Schenck should,

DAILY,

in

Angeles. It means that Fox will get
representation in this section such as
it
has never had before.
Further north, a deal has been made
with the Pantages circuit which involves "Seventh Heaven," "The Music Master," "One Increasing Purpose"

The business readily recognizes in Schenck those attributes which go to make up bigness. It is, therefore, a worthy
and fitting tribute that "Variety" has set aside its current

21,

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable adHollywood
dT..-ss:
Filmday, New York.
California
Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

A

1926

21,

West
Coast Booking Row

phatically to the forefront of this industry's leaders.
in the short span of a few years.

;

;

Fox Victor

an industry which moves quickly, ten years are like an
INeternity
of time. The natural evolution toward bigger and
better things makes its demands in foresight and ability.
Maintaining an ever-increasing success over the period
of a decade is indeed a record that one might well be proud
of.
That Joseph M. Schenck has accomplished this will not
be disputed. Beginning in a modest way, he has done those
things, in a business way, which have brought him most em-

1926 Price 5 Gents

21,

Thursday, October

West

i^SMUPilMCK

A. Putter, Pres.
46th

St.

Bryant 8181

Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATCO

INC.
80

MAIDEN LANE.

N.

Y.

C.

BHaKERS
Telephone John

3080

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

Gee YouVe
Lucky
,

Mr.

M'G'M Exhibitor!

r

A Cosmo[)olitan Production with
QRETA QARBO, ANTON/O
MORENO,

Lionel

Barrymore,

Roy D'Arcy, Marc MacDermott.
Scenario by Dorothy Farnum

—

IT takes some

picture

^^

'

TO

$74,342.00

AND

business setting glorious

.

new

.

5,400 seats!

record!

wait
IT drew $13,530.75 to start the second week with
SETTING brand new second Sunday mark!
theatre playing 'The Temptress"!
IT'S great to have a contract for
IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer's Parade of Hits!
.

,

the story by Blasco IbanezDirected by Fred NiWo.

^

^

break the record of the Capitol, (N.Y.).
IN one week 'The Temptress" did

From

.

.

.

.

LUCKY

Ill

N'T

ENVY M-G-M SHOWMEN
BE ONE!

SA^ASHING THROUGH TO

RICHARD DIX
,ih

ESTHER RALSTON ---

Directed by

FRED NEWMEYER,

Story by W.O. M«;Geehan and Williain Slavens M«fNult -•- Adaptation by Ray Hanis
?y!!t-,i«-,;:?&Sj^Kasr

*

i

fCORD BOK OfncC SCORE /

riis

Quarterback'

\r(uwnount Qictures

\

Bediiinin

^ t^

Produced and Released
FIG LEAVES

WOMANPOWER

THE FAMILY

THE COUNTRY
BEYOND

UPSTAIRS

THE LILY
THE BLUE EAGLE

3

"MARRIAGE LICENSE?"
THE MIDNIGHT KISS

BAD MEN

Completed and Awaiting Release
GOING CROOKED
WHISPERING WIRES
MOTHER MACHREE
WINGS OF THE STORM
and

William Fox Motion
Picture Version of

--^

^

-r-^-^^

the

-^-—.^

^ ^^ ^^ ^

DAVID BELASCO'S
.

.

STAGE

TRIUMPH

THE RETURN OF

PETER GRIMM
also

WARNER

FABLAN'S

SUMMER BACHELORS

ith

th(

irst release for

iven you pict
ox-office

no see x
DW

in Production

THE CITY

Clyde Fitch, America's leading playwright, wrote the story and FOX had your boxoffice in mind when he bought it!
A ticket-selling cast including: Robert Frazier,
May AUison, Walter McGrail, Nancy Nash and Richard WaUing. R. WILLIAM

NEILL PRODUCTION.

THE AUCTIONEER
The David Belasco stage success will soon appear on the screen with George Sidney,
Marion Nixon, Gareth Hughes, Ward Crane and an excellent supporting cast. Make
your bid

NOW

for box-office success!

ALFRED

E.

GREEN PRODUCTION.

THE MONKEY TALK
—

thrill
the successful dramatic novelty that scored in New York, London and
Paris, will be presented on the screen by William Fox. Jacques Lerner, the world's
foremost animal impersonator and Olive Borden wiU play the leads with Raymond
PRODUCTION.
Hitchcock and others in the cast.

A new

RAOUL WALSH

ERTHA The Sewing Machine Girl
of "Sandy" and "Summer Bachelors" fame, plays the title role in the
FOX modernized version of the outstanding stage hit by Theodor Kremer. Allan
Simpson, Sally Phipps, J. Farrell MacDonald and Arthur Housman are in the cast.
Scenario by Gertrude Orr. IRVING CUMMINGS PRODUCTION.

Madge Bellamy,

NCREASING
PURPO

M. Hutchinson's latest and greatest novel since "If Winter
Harry Beaumont, who directed "Sandy," took an American
headed by Edmund Lowe and Lila Lee to England to film the ex-

S.

les."
its;

the author co-operated. Supporting cast includes: Jane Novak,
May Allison, Lawford Davidson and Emily Fitzroy.
a
gfiant that you can enter on the profit side of your

mes Herbert,
e's

er!

FOX

Scenario by Bradley King.

HARRY BEAUMONT PRODUCTION

7tli

HEAVEN
Based on Austin Strong's mighty drama with which John
Golden swept the nation. A FOX giant that will shatter
box-office records everywhere.
Janet Ga3mor and Charles
Farrell head the cast, which includes J. Farrell MacDonald,
Ted McNamara, Ben Bard and others. Exterior scenes now
being filmed in France.

FRANK BORZAGE PRODUCTION

THE

'e^H
—
Pictures New
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Public Utility
gaiiuw

HOW

INDUSfRYREACn[D

BIG BUSINESS REALM
Its

Procedure Orderly and

Activties Co-ordinated,

Article States
J.

Homer

Flatten, treasurer of the

Hays organization has written a long
and interesting article entitled "Motion Pictures— A Public Utility?" for
the current issiie of "The Bankers

Magazine."

It is

herewith reprinted,

in part:

The bankers

of

America are the

That these basic
motion picture are

qualities

of

responsible for
the stability of the industry may be
quickly grasped when reflection will
show that in times of general business depression the box-office of the
picture theater is the last business
barometer to show the unfavorable
economic condition, while it is the
first enterprise to participate in the
returns
attendant upon
ircreased
normal or especially properous times.
The consumption of bread, sugar and
salt

is

no

more

impregnable

to

than the steady flow of
dimes and quarters through the wicfluctuation

ket of the motion picture box-office.

How the

Industry

Has

Won Its

Place

For a comparatively young industry, the motion picture business has
clearly demonstrated its ability to
co-ordinate its activities and conduct
Its
its business along orderly lines.
has
been
position
outstanding
achieved through no wizardry, but

natural custodians of the financial
integrity of the nation and it is therefore entirely logical that they are
new taking a keen interest in the
present day developments within an
the
industry which is this year celebrat- by
adaptation
of
intj;lligent
In 1896, same commercial and financial poliing its 30th anniversary.
America gave birth to a new enter- cies which have characterized other
prise, which was founded upon the leading American industries.
In esjoint genius of Thomas A. Edison sence, the business has consistently
and George Eastman^ inventors, re- and successfully offered a product
motion picture to consumers that has been of a
of
the
spectively,
camera and the flexible celluloid rib- quality which has uniformly met,
bon we know as motion picture film. and frequently been somewhat ahead
Today, the industry, which is both of, the current artistic tastes of the
ati art and a business, is rated by
public.
The history of the silver
Government authorities as the fourth screen is constantly recording adlargest in the United States. In 1910, vances in entertainment and esthetic
there were about 9.000 motion o'c- values.
Again, this product has
ture theaters in this country while been merchandized through intentoday the total is approximately 20,- sive advertising of a kind which is
Aside from this increase of conceded to be an enterprising and
000.
more than 100 per cent in numbers, productive contribution to present
everyone has, of course, observed df.y American advertising.
The exthe radical changes which have taken ploitation of
motion pictures has
place with respect to the improve- likewise been backed up by efficient
ment in construction, s'ze and equip- sales organizations which compare
ment of the motion picture the:>ter. favorably with those of other analo*
The modern photoplay house is a gous industries.
miracle of convenience, luxury and
It is almost needless to reflect that
comfort, the lareer ones r^nn:incf in this experience of the motion picture
capacity from 2,000 to 5,000 seats. business parallels in many ways that
In the United States alone, the total of the oil. automotive, railroad and
seating canacilv today is approxi- packing industries.
And yet, it was

mately

not until 1922, some 24 years from
its beginnings, that the leading moattendance at motion picture theaters tion picture producers and distributof over 100,000,000 men, women and ors themselves appreciated the vast
children, it will appear that this new importance, economically and socialthine, the motion picture, plays a ly, of this great new public enterFast
large part in the dailv life and habits prise that was their heritage.
of a nation whose latest roll-call mus- following upon this realization came

With the atten- the inevitable and typically American
mind and remember- determination to seek ways and
ing that the steady growth of the means to leave nothing undone which
motion picture industry during the might in any way hasten the orderly
stabilization of the enterprise and likelast thirtv years has been due to its
110.000,000.

dance figure

in

inherent aualit'es of, first, satisfying
the universal demand for entertainment at a price within the reach of
all; second, manufacturing a product
which is retailed on a cash basis;
and third, possess'ng a market for
its product which is the nearest approach to maximum steadiness that
the history of commerci,Tl enterprise
has known to date, it will he conceded
by the most conservatively-minded

banker that here, in fact, is an industry of vast importance and significance iti our economic fabric.

wise a decision also to lay plans for
further development and expansion of its influence and sphere of action.
The motion picture's birthright was essentially that of entertrining the leisure hours of the peollie

but it became apparent that, in
addition to this asset, the motion
picture was proving to be a great
teacher and a molder of taste and
opinion and. lastly, a force for goodv.'iil development
among the peoples
of the earth through its universal
language of pictures, portraying to

ple

for accurate information in finan(
certain phases of the industry's

I

fOodi

oducets

and a place where they colkeiii '""
matteti
their views along constt
tive lines.
It meant, in effect, t with
Representative Group Organized
the loose ends were to be gathq
The early months of 1922 saw the up and the haphazard methods iisdosw
incorporation of the M. P. Producers pioneer days discarded, that impro nee i^^
and Distributors of America, which m.ents would be made in the ex^swe"
was composed of representative tive, manufacturing and merchani
who ing policies of these large corp
distributors
and
producers
do tions which were expending
to
themselves
grouped
thus
together those things in which they sums each year in placing their p:
were mutually but non-competitively ucts on the screens of the mo'
In seeking one who picture theaters of the world,
interested.
The success of the industry, ling an
might counsel them and direct their
efforts along these lines, this group knew, depended upon its ability| pring
obtained the services of Will H. please the public and thus win
Pul
Havs, then Postmaster General of support at the box-office.
* *
whick
good will meant everything to
the' United States.
The association was in fact, to effort and the industry delibera'
function as a clearing house on pol- set about the task of creating a si
icy matters relating to the industry ply of pictures that would in evi
we
anu its spokesman. Will H. Hays, v;ay satisfy. To accomplish this,
sounded the keynote in the words, producers had to do two thing
"Confidence and Cooperation." With first, establish more direct contaiiraed n
its board of directors consisting of with the public and second, improi
the executive heads of the various their methods of production, distipitaily
member-companies, policies could be bution and exhibition. With the a
initiated and put into effect simul- sistance of the press and the ni
taneously with no loss of time or tionally organized groups represen
motion.
The significance of this ing American opinion, the first wj
n;ovement will be clear to the bank- well on the wav when the seco^ iktio
pioblem of internal adjustment bjierem
ing iiuerests of the country.
With this association in being, the gan to yield to intelligent treatmeii
Bettering Studio Activities
bankers had at once a responsible
The bulk of the production beii
headouarters to whom they might go
eratioiis

register

\

tl

ivities.

icver, tl

1

into

efl

ijattei

imp'

,

lies

Efficient

(Vices

ii

proi

well

PARIS
has

its

Artist Revels

NEW ORLEANS
has

its

Mardi Qras

HOLLYWOOD
has

its

Wampas

Frolic

—but

18,000,000.

With an estimated average weekly

tered

nation the lives and habits
of all others and showing to them
the oneness of human nature wherever hearts beat.

the each

OH

BOY! SHINE UP

YOUR DANCING

SHOES!

BROADWAY
has

its

LOEW-METRO-GOLDWYN

MOVIE
BALL
Saturday Evening

"

October 30th

TMP GAYF.ST PARTY
ON THE MOVIE CALENDAR

WATCH!

ini

I'li

BS

ihii

loi

THE
October

rlay,
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'
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California,

in

there,

too,

«)cated

the production probthe industry and so there
i
ganized a sister-association in
ood, the Association of M.
Dducers of California, with
ent aims and purposes in all
matters but specifically conwith the betterment of stuvities.
survey of the situisclosed that charges of ex-

naj.

J'i;

A

nce and waste in production
s

were in some measure wellthough exaggerated, by reafaulty application of comstandards germane only

to

industrial enterprises, which
tion picture is not, being both
less and an art and therefore
ig an elastic and ever-changasuring rule as to its expendi-

were certain broad
which could with advantage
into effect, and this was done,
matter of general studio ef^ improvements in working
instituted with the
les were
ever, there

that

the

ned

more

personnel
steadily

not
but

fficiently and, of course,

only
also

more

Excessively competidding between producers for
vices of stars under contract
producers was given attcnt
lically.

well as a careful dovetailing
duction schedules to the ^iid
lere might be a more consistnand for the services of both
and "extra" talent. The prerregular change from months
duction activities to months
nparative idlesness has been
I

ded by a year-round production
m which is subject to budgetntrol.
Welfare conditions in
udios have lately been recog-

by

competent

ual

of

authorities as
existing in any
The studios
older industries.
ves, both plants and equiprepresent an enormous investand embody the most up-toatures of well-managed manung units, in which America exAs to the pictures themselves,
re being made from the best
Die
material,
classical
and
n, from the best that the arts
rature and drama have to offer
ipplemented by the original creof the screen's own contribuhe scenario. These works are
picturized by directors who
ilv have a keen appreciation of
ercial values but also are alive
influence of the screen on the
ers and customs of their times.
the awakened sense of pride in
Idustry that is in large measure
;isible for the high average of

those

commercially and
have Ij'een proin the last four years or more.
production moving smooth;h
isful pictures,

cally,

was

i

S^^
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which

natural that attention
be directed to fiscal and mer-

and pays

in full when the picture is
played.
However, the motion picture business is subject to a general
seasonal fluctuation from the standpoint of receipts and expenditures,
although this fluctuation is becoming
less marked each year.
The summer
months are at once the time of a
slackening in the flow of receipts
and a speeding up of production expense and, therefore, it is sometimes
necessary for the producer to seek
accommodation
at
the
Ipnks.
Through the medium of spreading
production activity over a longer period of months and through the intensive publicity campaign instituted
by the central organization of the
industry in cooperation with the exhibitors, attendance during the sum-

mers months is simultaneously being
materially improved and thus the valley in the graph of the industry's
revenue is becoming shallower. This
increased attendance in the "dull"
season would not be possible were
not the production schedule so plan-

ned as to release good pictures in
summer and if theaters were not
being made more attractive and comfortable by the installation of artificial cooling systems and other such
the

items.

Devising "Best Practice" Sheet
In view of the necessity for banking accommodations, the industry as
represented by the central organization
foundj upon analysis, that
growth had been so rapid that little
tmie had been devoted to the devel-

opment

;

ability

to see to it that the investor
received adequate returns for his capital advances.
Shortly it came about
that the large underwriting houses
vv-ere offering motion picture securities to their clients.
No longer is
the control of the industry lodged
in the hands of a few individuals, for
the investing public has declared itself "in" on the profits which are

realized when efficient management
directs the destinies of a motion picture company which has a steady
output and an outlet for its products.

This

Theater Control
phase of the

latter

motion

picture industry, the outlet for the
finshed product, has been a problem
the solution of which has brought
about the most important change in
the industry's operations in the last
four or five years.
While it has
constituted a radical change from
previous methods, it again parallels
the experience of other large industries.
It is obvious to bankers, whose

business
familiar
that the

automatically makes them
with marketing problems,
shortest

line

and consumer

between

fac-

the most desirable.
In the picture industry, the
usual procedure was for the producer
to sell his picture to the distributor,
who would, in turn, rent the picture to the exhibitor. It will be seen
that the exhibitor, therefore, was in
the "key" position as to price for
the product. It was natural and logical for the producer to seek contact
with and direct channels to the ultimate consumer, the motion picture
patron.
Just as oil producers buy up refineries and gas stations, as manufacturtory

is

of a rational system of accounting. Many of the large companies were developing excellent systems, being helped in the solution of
their accounting problems by representative public accountants. Banking
institutions found it somewhat difficult, sometimes impossible, to accurately evaluate the general balance
sheet of a motion picture company
when it was submitted to them. And er? of electrical equipment have
so. a "best practice" balance sheet
bought into public utilities and other
was devised by the financial officers users of their product, so it was inof the larger motion picture compa- evitable that the producing and disnies in cooperation with the Federal tributing campa.nies in the motion
Reserve Bank of New York, the New picture business should see the wisYork Clearing House, public ac- dom of linking up theater operation
countants and the banks that were with production and
distribution.
currently engaged in motion picture This has resulted in the purchase and
financing.
This balance sheet has control of theaters on a large scale
been of great value not only to the by producing-ditsributing units, thus
industry but also to the banks gen- assuring for their product primary
erally as it supplies the means for presentations in theaters under their
I effecting
the true condition of the own control.
These "key" theaters
applicant for credit. Whereas in for- may be said to be the show-cases of
mer years, one could count on the the distributors and afTord the indefingers of two hands the banks who pendent theater owners an opporwere financing motion picture en- tunity to gauge the reaction of the
terprises, today we find representa- public
pictures
presented.
to
the
tive banking institutions throughout Perhaps 5,000 of the total 20,000 mothe country actively participating in tion picture houses in this country
the fortunes of this new public util- are now owned or operated by the
ity.
All
large producers and distributors.
Steps were taken bv the industry the economies and advantages acalso to see to it that the public was cruing to the widely known success
generally informed as to the invest- attending "chain' 'operations are enment standing of the motion picture joyed by theater circuits. This is,
In cooperation vvith the
business.
American Bankers Association, the
National Association of Credit Men.

problems.
It
has been
rnany bankers that they are
OSS to understand why a busiwhich is apparently on a cash
should ever be in need of short- and the Associated Advertising Clubs
loans.
It is self-evident that of the World, the industry entered
ublic pays cash for admission upon a consistent program having
theater and it is equally true for its purpose the placing of the
:he theater owner pays a cash public in a position to discriminate
it
at the time he executes a between the soundly financed, welllet
to play a certain picture managed motion picture companies
ising

)y

and
those
concerns which were 'indeed, a strong link in the chain of
from time to time promoted by indi- stabilization which is being forged
viduals who were not actuated by and which is likewise bringing about
honest purposes and who sought to iriiproved standards of theater operaobtain the support of the investing tion with consequent increased revpublic with no real intention nor enue.

FOR RENT

2

window

Avenue.

office in

Arbitration of

Conunercial Disputes
of litigation is one

The matter

which compels the unwilling but intensive consideration of a banker
who is financing an industry, and
i,o he may well know what has been
accomplished by the organized motion picture business in dealing with
this problem.
it
is
realized
that the average motion picture theater annually rents from distributors

When

approximately 175 feature pictures
piid about 350 shorts subjects (newsreels, comedies and novelties), it will
be seen that the 20,000 theaters enter
into contracts with distributors calling for the exhibition of 10,500,000
separate pictures every year.
This
enormous number of transactions is
under written contract and the opportunties for disputes arising therefrom can be readily visualized. The
industry, however, cannot tolerate
lengthy litigation affecting the pictures themselves, as their value is

dependinc upon

their immediate release to the public upon production.
Therefore, the Industry has become,
ill
the words of American Arbitration Associatioiij "pre-eminently the
outstanding example of the successful use of arbitration as a means of
disputes."
In
settling commercial

with

connection

disputes
arising
exhibition contracts in
1925, the 34 motion picture boards
of arbitration composed of distributors and exhibitors gave only 5,450
awards, all other contracts having
been completed without arbitration

through

and

The

film

litigation.
expensive
without
record holds significance for

the banker. * *
The picture which has been paint-

WANTED
ORIGINAL NEGATIVE OR
MASTER PRINT
BUILDING OF THE PANAMA CANAL, 1908 TO 1913.
Send

description

date,

M.

price

wanted

to

Film

Daily,

1650

New York

S.,

and
c/o

Broadway,

City.

CAMERAMEN
Li«t

your name

in

new

leaflet of

reputable cameramen and industrial film maker* to whom
prospects may be referred. No
cost of any kind, simply send in

the data.

729 Seventh

Exchange

facilities.

Box K-146, c/o Film Daily,
1650 B'way, New York City.

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16thSt.N.W. WashiDctoD. D.C

«
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cd of this industry which is an art
makes comprehensible the eagerness
with which the pubhc has taken advantage of the opportunities to participate in the rewards of this new
public utility, which it is hoped the
reading of the article will show moA recent surtion pictures to be.
vey showed that the number of
shares in the hands of the public and
the number of shareholders of mowhich are
securities
picture
tion
listed on the stock exchanges were,
more than 11,000,000
respectively,
and 60,000. In 1925, transactions in
these securities recorded on the stock
tickers totaled 5,005,400 shares, or a
daily average of 13,712 shares. This
public ownership of s.tock of motion
picture enterprises is a development
which banks and trust coinpanies
are carefully watching, for the balance sheets of estates and trusts now
have listed among the assets, stocks
and bonds of motion picture corporations.
to

,*LS

future,

the

we must con-

sider the past, but it is typical of the
of things within the motion picture industry that the central

new order

organization has renewed its contract with its president. Will Hays,
for a period of ten years, or until

and

1936,

members have

its

at

the

time bound themselves to a
perpetuation of the organization for
a similar period of years by pledging
the finances necessary to its support.
The industry means to "carry on"
and with the cooperation of the public
and the financial genius of the
country, its possibilities are without

same

horizon.
As
enterprise, it

and

a

a distinctive American
both a public servant

is

commercial

giant.

Catholics Hit Censors

—

Education of public
Cleveland
opinion rather than censorship by
Federal or State government will
bring about improvement of the moral
tone of ))ictures, speakers told the
National Council of Public Men here
Carl E. Milliken, of the Hays office,
defined the attitude of Catholics toward films, stating pictures always

have aided religion.

Grombacher Gets Another
Spokane, Wash. Ray Grombacher

—

has ac(|uired the American, Spokane,
and will operate it as a road show
house. The American has had a long
series of ups and downs, but Grombacher expects to make a success of
it.
He operates the Liberty, Casino
and Egyptian, all motion picture
houses, under the name of Spokane
Theaters, Inc.

Hi-Mark
Hi-Mark

to

Handle 8 Platinums

will distribute eight features produced by Platinum Pictures
Titles of the first
of Holywood.
three, already completed, are: "Faith-

Wives," "The Love Wager" and
'False Morals." Fourteen Smart I'"un
Medal comedies featuring George
Bunnv, also are to be distributed by
Hi-Mark.
ful

Goldstecn Duties Increased
Goldstecn,
Albert
Cleveland
Cleveland branch supervisor, has been

—

made manager
the

company.

of the

home

office of

Jannings to Stay

U.

(.Continued from

Hays was at
Marcus Loew

Gene Cohen.

in

Sam Dembow, Lya de

Three Years

S. for

Page

1)

speaker's table.
represented M-G-M
and John C. Flinn, Prod, Dist. Corp.
From outside the industry were a
number of well-known figures in the
publishing world.
Jesse L. Lasky was toastmaster.
On behalf of the Lambs Club,
Meighan welcomed Jannings, tendering him the privileges of the club
and ended his short speech in this
graceful fashion.
the

Tom

"I hope your association with Mr.
Zukor and Mr. Lasky is as pleasant
as

my own

ten years."

He
next speaker.
described Jannings' entrance into the
production field here as important for
this reason:
"Hollywood is now an internationHays was

the

We

are sometimes
enterprise.
accused of taking unfair advantage.
It
is
true that American pictures
occupy 90 per cent of the screens of
the world.
It is also true that the
motion picture challenges the best in
arts, in sciences, in business, in humanity and in religion. It is therefore necessary to draw to Hollywood
from all over the world those who
are in this service on behalf of the
al

beck,

Putti,

A. O. Dillen-

Richard

Dix.
Joe Fliesler, A. W. Fletcher, John C.
Flinn, H. B. Franklin. G. B. J. Frawley,
VV. R. Frazer, Ernest W. Fredman.
John J. Gain, O. R. Goyer Symon Gould.
Will H. Hays, Maurice Henle, Theodore
Hoffman, Russell Hoffman.
Mr. and Mrs. Emil Jannings, J. M. Jerauld,
William Johnston, F. Wynn Jones,
John D. Clark, Louis Swarts, Secretary of
Labor Davis.
Felix Kahn, Oscar Kantner, Monte Katterjohn,
Sam Katz, Albert A. Kaufman,
-S.
R. Kent, Karl Kitchen, Maurice Kann.
Jesse L. Lasky, Wm. Le Baron, M. L.
Lewis, Horace Liveright, Marcus Loew, Elek
J. Ludvigh.
Louis Marcus, Thomas Meighan, Lothar
Mendes, Frank Meyer, Charles McCarthy,
Fred McConnell, Blake McVeigh.
Erich Pommer, Otto Pommer, George P.
Putnam.
Phil Reisman, W. R. Rothacker.
H. L. Salisbury, Fred Schader, R. W.
Saunders, Joseph Seidelman, E. E. Shauer,
Mel .Shauer, Jay Shreck.
John Spargo, Georga M. Spidell, Mai St.
Clair, Mauritz Stiller L. C. Stratton, David

nations.

Wilhelm Von Bechtolstein.
Walter Wanger, George W. Weeks, Lois
Wilson.

Kathryn Zimmerman,
gene Zukor.

Adolph

Zukor,

Eu-

Eyes on America

in

miration of the public.
Mrs.
Emil Jannings was then
called ui)on.
She expressed briefly
her thanks for her husband's reception.
Jannings himself spoke in
German and ended by declaring in
I'.nglish
that he was very happy.
Secretary of Labor Davis was a
guest.
He has just returned from
Hollywood, where he made a survey
of production. The report is not yet
ready.
He intimated, however, that
it might be very soon.
Among those present were:
Kclccy
coatc.
Lc-on

Allen,

Glendon Allvine,

DambcrKer,

Barton. Ralph
bert Brenon.

Jack

AH-

Albert Banzbaf, Rruce
Block, A. M. Botsford, Her-

RRV

"Black Pirate"
(United Artists)
A morning matinee at which
local newsboys were guests.
ing in cooperation with the n
paper offered prize to the finde
the key to the treasure chest lo<
in the lobby.
Clues were givei

and

t*

illor,

thf

for

W

'

i"

dip

jllii

*\

\

life

means of an 18 word sentence is
three words at a time in various

°

^',

ii

Photographs of the n
boys attending the morning perfi
ance, and of the treasure hunters
winners were published.— Lafay

of the paper.

N'"'

Tin

tli

Buffalo, N. Y.

Interior

tot

"Blarney"

amons.

(M-G-M)
Invited

several

celebrities of
art of self defense to make pers

appearances.
This is to
people who patronize the

»'

fer

show

Zelt;

t

/»

ill}

Flor

the difference between the men
fought in the prize ring in the

i to

o/ lie

1)

.^nt«

I)

—

Roumania Aroused
Washington —
reported in Rou-

mania that the Government has de-

apar

(P. D. C.)
Built a novel electrical display
front to attract attention to get a
from the use of our regular one-s
frame. Built an arch 4 ft. by 5^4.*,. m
with eight stills on it, a cut-out in If ""
KI'OSS
center of the arch and ten blue Ian!
on the inside of the arch with
flame tinted lamps around the oi
side of arch. Also had a special oifS All
frame in front advertisi
sheet
showing of first views of final ga!)Qi|4
Milton H. Kre*^
of World Series.

iiisinesi

''

—

cided to grant a monopoly for the
production of films in the country to S'trand, Memphis, Tenn.
was
a Russian citizen, according to a reon
Boonville Votes on Sunday Shov
port from Vice Consul George C.
With sentim<j
Boonville, N. Y.
Arnold, Jr., Bucharest, made public by
the Dept. of Commerce. Although it on the question divided, voters w<i
is provided that 51
per cent of the to the polls yesterday to ballot

US
it

tin

—

'The Last Laugh' and in
'Variety,' he was a German.
Objectively, he is important because he
capital of the proposed company shall
can further the international idea in be Roumanian, it is
understood that the
motion picture production."
initial capital is to be subscribed by a
Then came Erich Pommer, who naturalized American citizen who has
will supervise the Jannings pictures.
oeconie interested in the project.
He expressed belief in the value of
Local representatives of foreign
interchanging artists since it pro- manufacturers see in this monopoly a
moted better understanding between menace to their business and have
America and foreign nations. Adolph formed a society for the protection of
Zukor was next.
He summed up' their own interests. This society has
the purpose of all responsible pro- appointed a committee to investigate
ducers in a sentence: the desire to the matter thoroughly and has engagmake pictures which, by their very ed the services of two well-known
nature, will continue to hold the ad- Roumanian lawyers to protect their
later,

SUOWMQ^^

MEAN OOLLABS FOQ

knuckle days and those of toi
Those who appeared were guest
myself and the management of
left New York for Los Angeles yeslocal armory at the weekly bo3||e
terday, to be present when Leni
show. Tom
McDonald, Flon
starts
camerawork next week on Pasadena, Cal.
"The Cat and the Canary," his first
American picture.
"Gigolo"
(Continued from Page

It is

internationally important subjectively because of what
he has done.
As Henry in 'Deception,' he was English; as Danton in
'All for a Woman,' and as Louis in
'Passion,' he was a Frenchman, and
is

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Strauss.

Mrs. Leni states that during her
"In Hollywood, we recently made stay in Berlin this Summer, she was
the
a survey of the international situa- beseiged by acquaintances in
tion.
In
key creative positions, German picture world, seeking advice
there were discovered 60 English- as to Hollywood and the possibilities
men, 26 Canadians, 16 Russians, 12 of making American connections.
Frenchmen, 10 Austrians, 11 Swedes,
seven Italians, six Hungarians, four
Japanese,
three
Mexicans,
three
Danes and others came from various IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
world.

"Jannings

21,

T
the Sunday shows question.
council recently passed an ordinar

Mder

permitting Sunday shows, which
tion aroused a storm of protest frc|=
i

ministers.

Going Ahead
Milwaukee N.

—

Universal
build

states

in
JT.

Michigan
Blumberg,

hjs

two new houses

Peninsula of Michigan.
Escanaba, and one

in

company
in

the

One
in

v

Upl
will

Marquet

D

New

Tiffany Exchanges
Two new managers of Tiffany
interests.
changes have been appointed by
They are Charles
H. Hoffman.
Marseilles House Opens
Luntz,
Los Angeles, and Lo]
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
The co:
Reichert, San Francisco.
Washington The Capitol, consid- pany now is represented in practica
ered one of the most luxurious, and all principal cities. Arrangements
extensively planned picture houses in being made for exchanges embraci
France, has been erected in Marseilles South and Southwestern territori
2

<

—

i

after eight months of construction,
states Trade Coinmissioner George
Canty, of the Dept. of Commerce, in
a recent report from Paris.

This theater will seat 3,000. The
Capitol is on the site of the old Grand
Casino, and will be operated under
direction of Messrs. Henri Rachet and

Roger Richebe.

"14

bi

itlith
iratlie

u
'

...

^^^^
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Way

50 Writers on Famous Staff
Los Angeles Increasing its Coi
writing staff to SO, Famous has sign
Doris Anderson, Jessie Burns a
Bernard Vorhaus. Miss Anderso;
first under her long-term contract
write originals will be "A Kiss in
Taxi."

—
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System Advocated

Ind That's That
By PHIL. M.

DALY

(Continued from

,

and A. H. Schwartz,

rer,

or, refuse to believe

for they
dip in the

still

circuit

summer

is

are taking their

Rockaway

I'aije

1)

:.:

"will make for equality, justice and security."
Present processes lack the elements
of mutuality and cooperation and

clares,

IRY BUXBAUM, Fox man-

surf.

hinder business interests within the
stated by the article
which contends that theater owners
are not satisfied with the present
industry,

it

is

certain

ong the "revelations" of Holly- parties would have the situation apM life being concocted by Eddie pear, it seems that it lacks mutuality,
r at the Rialto is one to the ef- causes unnecessary friction and prehat Lon Chaney has been irru- vents cooperation in business deals
nating Rin-Tin-Tin for some between producer, distributor and
exhibitor, which Is of the highest im\i

portance

Thomas Melody managing

h

riterion,

to

"Beau Geste"

make sweet

certainly
financial music

mous.
boosting Famous pictures
Zeltner, exploiteer, is now
ing for nfiatrimony. He is ento marry Bessie Cohen, secrelo/ the N. V. A., late in Novem\er

Antonio

e

y

is

taking an intimate

A few
war-making.
cinema followers of
Roosevelt are charging up San
in film
apart,

Hill

for

:.:

It
J>
in

:.:
J.t
:.:

y

«
:.:

if

One Thousand

J.t

a

sequence

in

"The

h Riders" and khaki-clad chaps
unning in St. Mihiel as part of
usiness in the

World War

story,

gs.

if

our industry

is

to

make

in
J.:

^
i.i

Ki
:.:

if

for

the

settling

of

business

Of Information

:.t

:.:

y All Want Something."
ouglas Fairbanks Got Hot and
from St. Louis state,
an electric sign of combiit was
•n tin and paper at the AmbasaThe audience was unaware of
)laze, which caused $500 damage.
ed," advices

0£ Compelling Interest
I
I
if
V
>

To Everyone In The
Motion Picture Industry

:.t

i.t

IN

be forthcomiyig if

Lon Chaney

PUIL

THE

if

i.x
i.t

19«7 Film
Year Book

J.:

Ich bedauere ausserordass ich
Ihre
nicht
sprechen
Sie

koennen

Auditorium, Oct.

—

rache

doch

at the

And that's what that
gular guy Jannings said
sterday at his welcomeAmerica

control.

e

luncheon

at

i.i

Ritz.

Dewey Bloom with Fox
Hartford, Conn. — Dewey D. Bloom
here exploiting "3 Bad Men" for

Fox.

if
if
if

if

«'>

if
if
if

if
if

if

A

Qreat Book
Covering

field for

is

if

[Out In January]

if

is

municipal honagain in the
ors at the Dec. 6 election. If he does
not run for mayor, he will seek election as a member of the board of

glauben,
dass
ich
sehr glueklich bin."

if
if
«>

if
if

31.

Nolan Seeks Municipal Office
Ottawa P. J. Nolan, Rex owner,

ntlich

nn,

its

week run at the Ohio, on Oct.
30, when it will have played to an esThe Ohio
timated 160,000 people.
has 1,400 seats. The pictures opens
Toledo

if

if

eight

in

if
if
if

$

reluctance and reservations.
"The 'machinery' is faulty. More control
is
on one side than should be the case.
One side pays much of the cost and naturally exercises a measure of control over those
thus remunerated.

"Ben Hur"
—
Cleveland "Ben Hur" closes

SEZ/

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if

it
It

160,000 See

DALY

if
if
if
if

if

square and just.
But it is human
nature to give yourself the best of the deal
when the framing of an entire situation involving your business, is placed in your
hands.
"Time has demonstrated that this arbitraCertaiti areas
tion system is unsatisfactory.
now discountenance it and more use it with

Signs Richmond to Direct
Al Joy has signed Joseph A. Richmond, director, under a long term
Richmond has just finished
contract.
'Nothing To Live For," featuring
Joy, for Ricardo Films.

:.:

$

onder what extremes of make-up

Jacques Lerner become rivals.

if
if
if
if

if
if
if
if
if

i.i

"It may be admitted, to avoid needless
controversy,
those who
shaped and
that
modelled present arbitration systems within
our industry actually believe the same are

and so had no comment to make.

if
if

*;*

of the other courts.

Gabriel L. Hess of the Hays' organization stated yesterday he had
not read the M. P. T. O. A. article

.

if

J?
if

entirely

ig Bill" Tilden is now driving
icross the footlights instead of
He is ap^leigs or the net.
ng in the stage production,

j.t

if
if
if

:.:

disputes

shaped and formed after other courts and to
avoid the suspicion of interest by the judges

•

:.:

i.t

"If the present arbitration system is to be
made mutual in character it should be shaped
and developed by outside interests in part
at least.
Human nature is the same the
world over.
It is not conceivable that an
intensely interested party like the producers
and distributors could produce arbitration
machinery which would not give them the
better of the deal.
It is a principle in court
that no interested party can participate as
judge or juror on matters in which they are
interested.
Producer and distributor-made
arbitration systems will give results more
agreeable always to that side than to the

court

if
if

>

i.t

:.:

"Let the assumption prevail that all either
side to any present or possible controversy
wants is a square deal.
Then there can be
no reasonable objection to having the initial

Pages

:.:

the strides forward it should make,"
declares the article, continuing;

exhibitor.

:.:

}.:

:.t

system.

"No matter how amicable

li

11

A

Qreat Industry

if
if
if
if

if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
if
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Ken Naynard'^s Pictures are half
£ood as 'Senor DaredeviK we can
use rhem all and you won't have to
''If all

as

ask us for play dates. Just try to release them fast enough for
-A. r. Sanu, Jr., Ceneral Manager
Piedmont Amuiement Co.,

usV

Winston-Salem, N. C.

''Ny intentions were not to take any
vacation this vear^ but I am sure of
one if you can ^ive me an early Playing date on Navnard's secondr 'The

Unknown Cavalier'. '^
-D.

S.

Waldcn, Manager

Palace f heatrc, Beckley,

I could £et a few more Westerns
Ken Navnard's 'Senor Daredevil'
I could use one of them every two
weeks at least : "
-chanei w. Picauet,

"If

Charles R. Rogers

like

Presents

Ken Maynard

Pinehurtt, N. C.

"I had people stoP at the box-office
and say — 'Very good — you must get

In

The Unknown Cavalier

more

With

Kathleen ColUns
Screen adaptation by Marion Jackson
From

the Story "Ride Him,

Cowboy"

Directed by Albert Rogell

Produced under Management
Harry J. Broivn
First National Picture

^^

with him'."
-C. V. Kelly, Badger Theatre
needsbure, Wlic.

GOOD AS
Senor Daredevir

rJ

by Kenneth Perkini

A

W. Va.

AS

Qfierei no hi^r
prais&

ihanth
3irAt

nationa
Picture^t
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Worth "

Barbara

^FTER

ALLTHE TIKIE

a stirring career of

NATIONALPR[S[NTATION

Pooling of 2 1 6 Coast Theaters

CIRCUITIS PLANNED

Seen as Circuit Heads Meet

and downs, "Barbara
is soon to reach

tips

Worth"

cherished

It

goal

of

re-

all

Price 5 Cents

wned

fiction
characters,
a Schenck, Grauman, Morris
ce on Broadway. Her story
Sponsors with U. A.
Harold Bell
well known.
ight has already taken care
Chain Nucleus
that with the distribution
Plans for a national presentation
t short of three million copies booking circuit are being developed
her intimate life. Her screen by Joseph M. Schenck and Sid Grauman, in association with William
hts cost Samuel Goldwyn a Morris. Schenck and Grauman now
)1
hundred and twenty-five are on the Coast, as is William
•usand. Her silver-sheet des- Morris, Jr., son of the Morris book-

admirably handled by the
)able Henry King, has re-

iContinued

y,

ted in a splendid picture,
he story, while not a strikone, is forcefully and agTo its advanssively told.
wanders occasionally
e,
it
m the written page. The
The
rit of the book is there.
untains, the desert, the hardps make one feel a part of
The night flood scenes
ere the raging waters of the
orado roar through the val-

sweeping

12

on Page 8)

For Presentations

Seeks Imperial Policy

—

London An Empire policy
policy regarding motion pictures was asked at the Imperial
Conference

yesterday

by

Sir
presi-

Phillip Cunliffe Lister,
of the Board of Trade.
The question of motion pictures
is one of the most important

dent

before the conference. It is expected action will be taken to
assure establishment of a quota
system.

Columbus, Syracuse and two

in

New

N.

Per Gent Saving

giving the

company

a net

profit of $675,667 for the six months
substantial
ended on that date.
improvement in net earnings for the

Buffalo, N.

Honors Go

to

King

Henry King must go

o

big scenes

is

the lion's

His handling of

of the glory.

e

masterful.

It's

a

jump from a "Twenty Three
Half

a
11a

Hours'

Dallas."

It's

Barbara Worth."

Leave" to a
a broader leap
This

last

work

nps King as one of the greatest

most

versatile

directors

of

all

Banky as Barbara is splenHer opportunities as picturized

ilma

limited.

way.

•y

;

She lives the part in
Ronald Coleman as Wil-

Holmes is his own sensitive
Some day in the proper vehe will come into his own. He

really fine actor as yet without
proper opportunity. Clyde Cook,
king his slapstick as he entered,

great work in a none too fat
;edy role.
It is his first advenoutside of two reelers and should
to better things for him as a
There is anacter comedian.
His
r splendid find in the cast.
5

Gary Cooper. He had never
appeared before the camera,
aken all in all, "The Winning of
e is

re

Worth" is the type of picthat should ring the bell at the

bara

office.

ALICOATE

of

West

for the parleys.

The merger would result in one
of the largest theater chains of the
nation, for at present West Coast
has 176 houses in its California chain,

Coast

and

State,

which

American

North

company

of Golden
would give the comcontrol of the Pacific

Theaters, parent

bined circuit
seaboard.
North American controls
Far West Theaters, Pacific Northwest Theaters, as well as the Frank
(Continued on Page 8)

A

before its
Arbitration Saves That Amount of second half of the year is predicted,
hty force, are masterpieces
because the expenditure necessary for
Total Business Involved in Inconstruction of the company's BurIm craftsmanship. The titles
dustry, Milliken Says
bank studio is subtracted from earnId be improved.
Y. Arbitration in the
all

— Merging

Coast Theaters and Golden State
Theaters is the declared purpose of a
conference held here yesterday. Officials of both concerns were on hand

Profits $675,667 West

Last Six Months of Year Expected
To Show Substantial Increase
In Earnings
Net profit of First National for the
second quarter ended July totals
$313,663,

York.

4^4

F.

Wilson Denies
San Francisco

while Golden State has around 40
houses.
Such a merger, it is believed, might
be followed by an alliance between

Twelve

of the 20 houses planned
or imder construction for Loew will
become de luxe presentation theaters,
bringing the total of the circuit to
18.
The chain will attain this size
by the Winter of 1927-28. Houses
to be added are at Kansas City, Pittsburgh, Canton, O.; New Haven,
Springfield, Worcester, Providence,

West Coast-Golden State
Merger Reported On;

—

Suggest Benefit

Fund

Establishment of a permanent fund

members of the inrecommended by Merritt
Crawford of the "M. P. World," was
proposed at the A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterday. The matter, brought
up by Bert Adler, was referred to
to aid distressed

dustry, as

(Continued on Page 8)
industry saves exhibitors and producers 4^ per cent of the total business involved, not to mention the
(Continued on Page 2)
saving in time and good will, Carl E.
Serving of an ultimatum on the
Milliken, secretary of the Hays asso- remainder of companies with studios
ciation, told members of the National at Los Angeles by four unions deDinner to Fredman
Grain Dealers Assoc, here.
manding adoption of a closed shop
A dinner to Ernest ^ ' Fredman
Billions of dollars would be saved and departure of Fred Beetson, sec- will be given Tuesday
^^ at the
(Continued on Page 2)
retary of the M. P. Producers Assoc, Biltmore at 7:30 o'clot
with acfor the Coast were only developments commodations limited to 150. Dr. A.
»
(Continued on Page 2)
H. Giannini will be toastmaster and
the
speakers will include Robert
For what is declared to be the
Lieber and Nathan Burkan. Edward
highest price paid by the company
L. Klein is handling reservations.
has
Pathe has taken over distribution
Universal
rights,
screen
for
purchased "Show Boat," Edna Fer- of the Associated Exhibitors product,
F. Get Naval Film
The price is de- Lewis J. Selznick announced yesterber's newest novel.
sales
force
of
Associated
London
day.
The
W. & F. will release
clared to be in excess of $100,000.
is
to be retained intact by Pathe. "The Battle of Falkland Island," one
(Continued on Page 2)
The "open door" policy for indepen- of the two official naval films to be
Warner and Morris to Chicago dent producers will be maintained, it perpetuated by the Government. Production plans are ambitious.
The
Harrv M. Warner and Sam Mor- is stated.
battle scenes with the German squadChicago.
yesterday
for
left
ris
Thev are expected back early next Vitaphone Coast Debut Oct. 27 rons will probably be made off the
Los Angeles Vitaphone will make coast of Africa.
It is tmderstood their trip is
week.
relative to a theater for "The Better its Coast debut Oct. 27 at Grauman's
Fox House for "Glory"
Egyptian.
It will replace the pro'Ole."
logue now being used with "Don
Fox will lease a Broadway house
Tuan."
in which to play "What Price Glory"
Plan Whiteman Feature
starting in December.
Hollywood William Morris, Jr., is
F. B. O. Gets "Gorilla Hunt"
making preparations for a feature
Sutherland Returns
It was definitely announced by F.
starring Paul Whiteman, orchestra
Edward Sutherland has arrived in
Whiteman. who now is play- B. O. yesterday that it would disleader.
nig the Publix circuit, will cut his tribute the "Ben Burbridge's Gorilla New York to direct "Love's Great"^
Hunt.^
est Mistake."
tour short.
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,

"U" Gets "Show Boat

Pathe Handles Product

W. &

—

—

—
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Francaise,

Rue

5,

$1,500,000

Jacques Kopfstein announced that
Tampa— With opening of the New
the benefit performance of "Beau Tampa,
Consolidated Amusements.
(^este" at the Criterion took in $2,- Paramount subsidiary, has announced
200 which will be given to a public- plans for two more houses, which will
He bring to eight the total of Tampa
ity man ill in the Adirondacks.
also announced the offer of Herbert houses in the company's chain.
Brenbn to allow the man to use a
The New Tampa, built at a cost of
dwelling he owns in that region.
$750,000. has a seating capacity of
Emil Jannings, the guest of honor, 1,600. The seventh planned will cost
was introduced by Walter Eber- $1,500,000.
The eighth will be a
hardt. the star replying in German. smaller house located in one of the
Mauritz Stiller, who will direct Jan- residential sections.
nings, also spoke. Jannings will leave
Saturday for French Lick Springs to

Famous

attend the
stated Charles McCarthy, afterwards
going to Hollywood. Vivian Moses
conveyed to Jannings the welcome
of F. W. Murnau, who directed him
in "Tlie Last Laugh" and who is at
present working on the Fox lot in

Hollywood.

4'/4

Per Gent Saving
(Continued from Page

1)

was

issues

film

all

made

fractional

a

fairly

brisk

of

film

Practically

salutary nature.

of a

stocks

was

ing

among

trend

invariable

Trad-

gains.

most

the

nature,

notable rise being made by Warner Pictures
"A," which climbed 3 points.

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

.

..

•Balaban & Katz.
Hal. & Katz Vtc.

357/i
3 7 -4

35«
37!/,

Close

Sales

35?4
37J4

400
200

63
73/4

,

Eastman Kodak
116H lie^ 116.^i
112'^ 114
114
Famous Players
'Fam. Play. Pfd..

500
4,700

.

nm

.

•Film
•First

Ihspect. ..
Nat'l Pfd..

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

Inc
•.Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

Loew's,

70H
44'/2

69/,
23 Mi
43

IS

is

Common.

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am
Trans-Lux Screen
Univ. Pict. Pfd..
Universal Pictures

Warner
Warner

Pictures
Pict.

.

"A"

45

96%

70K

2,100
1,400
6,800

24
44/,

2m
15

100

46
97

1,600
3

30

<i'A

8M

SO/i

sWz

7Vk
96/,

m

1,700

37

45/,

47«

4,000
33.000

96/,
36/,

39Ji
48-/,

Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
•

J.

Madan

Madan, managing

200
800

Bor d Mar ket
tt Bid and Ask
t

is in forc|
will face
studio and stagl

general strike of
employes, operators, carpenters ani
workers, which will hi
electrical
Rea(l
made nationwide in scope.
justment of wages and working houji
also are demanded by the unions ref|
representing the crafts.

"U" Gets "Show
(Continued from Page

Mary

Theaters,

with

headquarters

Calcutta. India, returned yesterday from the Coast, where he spent
several
weeks studying American

at

"Four Horsemen" Deleted
Chicago On advice from the State
Dept.. Balaban & Katz. deleted 40
feet of "The Four Horseman of the
Apocalypse."
The German government had protested against the

—

mle

the New Paramount
Building is ready for

occupancy - 1 will be
more than happy to

is

The Flim Board

of

convention.
"Casey at the
Rat" will be started on his return.

Griffith may
his next picture.

Ra> inond
to

make

East for Picture

come

l-last

does,
he will appear in an original by Alfred .Savoir and will be directed by
Frank Tuttlc.
If lie

Capitol to Observe Birthday

The

Capitol will observe its seventh anniversary next week with a
special program.
"The Magician,"
will be the feature.

Kingston Voting on Sunday Shows
Kingston, N. Y.— A referendum on
Suiiday shows is to he held Nov. 2.

FOR SALE
Plot 80 X 100
Desirable location for film exchange in the Forties west of

Ninth Avenue.
Box
c/o Film Daily, 1650

New York

City.

my many

meet

friends at

9 EAST 40 ST.
ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

9 E. 40th

N. Y. C.

St.

Life Insurance Only

Trade

maintaining vigilance and speedily

will act

on any case brought to

light.

Pantages Acts
Milwaukee The

—

in

"U" House

Alhambra,

^^ G"^v^^«^ (P^>^^(rs (T^v^^^^ (T^i

Uni-

versal house, has introduced a new
policy with five acts of Pantages vaudeville in connection with the regular picture program.
In the past the
Alhambra has been a picture house
exclusively, but in future the vaudeville will become a permanent feature.

CLUB
MIRADOR
~~the

M-322

—

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

B'wayi

Sleanora's American Debut
after

^Direct

New

Jersey or Connecticut.
Write, giving full details as to
theatre location, terms of lease,
seating capacity, present earnings, number of other theatres
in the town, etc., to
J.

New

series

of sensational successes

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

to secure lease on a
theatre 500 to 1,000 seats in live
town in New York, northern

403

a

on the European Riviera

Theatre Wanted

W.

rendezvous

cNoii) Presenting

Desire

Room

New York

of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

—

Famous

May Come

states.

UNTIL

third offense.
Some distributors, it is stated, feeling that deletions ordered would impair the value of various pictures,
have served films to exhibitors unchanged, preferring to pay the fine

Adams Joins Paramount
Hollywood Samuel Hopkins Adams has arrived. He is under conThomas Mott Osborne Dead
tract with Paramount to write origBeery
Going
to
Convention
Auburn, N. Y. Thoiua.s Mott OsLos Angeles Wallace Beery has inal stories. His first will be a comborne, leader of the prison refomr
edy drama for Bebe Daniels.
movement, who in 1917 sponsored gone to New Mexico for a short vacation.
From
there he will proceed
production of "The Honor System,"
to French Lick, Ind., to attend the
a picture expounding his theories, is
dead.

Norman Kerry am

Jean Hersholt are being considerC'
as stars to head the cast. Harry Po
lard probably will direct. All the n
sources of Universal City will be cor
centrated on the picture, Carl Laerr

Under the present statute, $25 is
the penalty for failure to make deletions ordered by the censor board,
with a fine of $50 for second and

scenes.

—

Philbin,

Boat]
1)

director of

ihVj

96/,
36/,
39><

7^

37!/2

Madan Back from Coast
J.

production methods.

78%

demands.
Unless the closed shop
by Dec. 1. Los Angeles

butors.

ported.

7'/,

24

—

Philadelphia The Legislature will
be asked to put more teeth in the
state censorship law at its forthcoming sessions. TVie action is based on
alleged violation of the law by distri-

1)

the unions'

Practice Eliminated

99 1^^

46'^
t Paramount
B'way 97
ttRoxy Units ... l\V2

ttRoxy

.

Law

in

(Continued from Page

yesterday in the situation caused

industry each year if all indussettled their trade disputes by
arbitration he declared.
The film industry, he said, comapproximately 500,000 conpletes
tracts each year in the nation's 20,233 rather than cut out scenes objected
theaters, he said, involving 10,500,000 to by the censors.
There have been numerous conplay dates.
In the last two years,
23,000 disputes have arisen, with 13,- victions for failure to make deletions,
000 settled by consent before reach- with a careful inspection now being
ing
arbitration
and 10.325 acted made of pictures shown.
upon.
Only 21 appeals were made
and in only 2)7 cases was a seventh
arbitrator needed.
Buffalo, N. Y.— Bicycling, formerMilliken also addressed the Chamly
a source of worry to distributors
ber of Commerce and stated that
the motion picture is Amerca's most of this territory, has been eliminated,
judging by the scarcity of cases redistinctive product.
the

tries

Yesterday's

Teeth Sought

sales conference,

Saulnier.

Financial

Active
Will Cost About

Amusements

There— One

tion.
VoLXXXVIIINo.19
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More for Tampa

Consolidated

the board of directors for considera-
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from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

McARDLE
512 Fifth Ave.
York City

Ray Goetz, Managing

E.

n

200W.

^^

51st

T)irector

St„N.Y.— Circle 5106
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REG DENNY FILM
IS PLENTY FUNNY
*'^r*b?'-^.TS^«
B.,r„'L..,^U'*^-°»

vey Thew.
UnlTCTBal.

"

r^-" Me,"

'*-

Belter,

direct

stSrSi

iToduceU and reJea»ed by

show, and ihousands
of depart
store bargain hunters,
dashingly
muced into a deUghtfuJ

mem

farcical situation entirely

•irp.KE

I( From Me"-lfs
palatable
Just one
grand and glortous fancy-free
Wilham A. Seltlr. la
and funny farce!
^po-nslble
for the exceUent
Hergle Denny la Juat one of
direction and It Is)
those' most befitting
that be and Reggie I

»

['

^'tiuf°'*'i

LAUGHJTOM
.JREGINALD

By Leonard Boyd
^(f-pAKE

FROM

IT

MK,"

-

cyclone
of
with
Jaiig&s,.
Reginald Denny as the chief
langn instiga tor, ushera In the secI

PlilbfeTPTne Upto'^n Theater
u^der the new first-run regime. In

cSnd

many

respects pie first showing of

Universal* farce .resembled ti
gala premiere. Tiie house was
this

packed and lines outside;
evening gowns aitti Shiny,
w«re In. evidence.;
;

The

film

is hfee^ -nfiany

many
.li^pels

liT .OBiyiy^a

A WtttiAM A Seiter
A

Universal Special

d

o

»

«»»

"»--» *•»--

•

v«».'

f
I

«

o

\
\

«

»

and West - both hold over ! - Even BErORE RELEASE the Nation's first-line Showmen sensed the
tremendous Box-Office »ull of this emotion-sweei»intf
Special ! They knew that only EXTENDED RUNS could
East

hold the crowds that

will sur^e to see this

screen master Piece.— Here
roll

Is

has been crying for

block-lon£ run

stupendous

the Picture your Bank•

• • .

Book

it

for a

on your Box-Office S % % %
*>'^*'

3irAt

nationol
Pictures
^////////////////

Spyros Skouras,
Master Showman of the Middle West,
Turns Neatest Scoop of Year with Greater
F. B. O's

Comedy Sweep!

Grosses $34,000 Single Smashing Week,
Missouri Theatre,

St.

Louis!

Mopping Everywhere

the Tune of
Booming Laughter

Distributed by

GREATER

to

and Tingling Thrills!
A^^'.^'^'t.'^^^o"
Greater F. B. O s
Deck of Greater
Box-Office Attractions!

Are you
FILM

BOOKING OFFICES
OF AMERICA. INC

Member

of Motion Picture Producer!
nd Dlitributon of America, Inc.
Will H. Hayi. PreiidenI

them

set to
all?

play

From the stage play
by Leon DeCosta
Directed by James

Home

Presented by

Joseph P. Kennedy

Viola Dana, Vera Gordon, Nat Carr

\
THE

<2E^
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Pooling of Coast
Theaters Seen
(Continued from Page

1)

Ainuscnieiit Co. chain in Iowa.
John Dillon of the Haydcn Stono
H. Gore, president, and
Co.,
A.
Archie M. Bowles, Reneral manatrei
of West Coast Theaters, arc here for
the conference with Eugene Emmick
and Robert McNeil of Golden State
James R. Grainger, general salc.n'anager for Fox. which has a 40
per cent interest in West Coast, also
is here, lending strength to reports
that a merger of interests is planned.
West Coast is controlled by First
National, which has a majority interest in the circuit. North American
is regarded as an ally of P. D. C. by
virtue of the fact that Frank R. Wilson, head of the circuit, also heads
M. P. Capital Corp.. financing corporation affiliated with the distributing firm.

National Presentation

o
Exhibitors^

Circuit Is Planned
(Continued from Page

Daily Remimkr

Check up on fire

and

exit signs,

fire

department

violations, etc.

Friday, October 22, 1926

Wilson Scouts Report
Of Merger on Coast
Frank R. Wil.son, head of North
American Theaters, which controls
Golden State Theaters, yesterday
scouted reports of the impending
merger. The conference, he said, was
called to iron out difficulties between
the two circuits.
These difhculties. he said, were occasioned by charges of unfair competition made by West Coast, which
firm alleged Golden State, through its
affiliation with North American, was
unfairly using its buying power in
competing with West Coast. Oakland and Pasadena were cities under
controversy.

By mutual consent, he said, John
Dillon of the Hayden, Stone Co., was
selected as a disinterested party to
arbitrate the matter.
Merger of the two circuits has not
been undertaken, nor has there been
any move made to bring such consolidation about. Wilson declared.

59 in Fabian Chain

—

Giving the firm
Lee. N. J.
control of the situation here, the Lyric has been purchased by the StanThe acquisition
ley-Fabian circuit.
brings the total of houses in the Fabian chain to 59. The Stanley company, with which Fabian is allied, has
215 houses in its circuit.
Fort

N.

F.

Profits $675,667

(Continued from Page

ings of the

first

six

months

—

Murray. William Demarest, Franklyn
Pangborn, Ilelenc Costello, Myrna
Loy. George Nichols, Martha Maddox
and Ed Kennedy.

"The large capacity of the studio,"
says a statement issued by Hayden,
Stone & Co., "will enable the company to affect substantial savings.
Net profits for the first six months
were equal to $27.86 per share on the
8 per cent cumulative participating
first preferred stock of the company.
Comparative earnings for the second quarter ended July 3, and for the
six months' period which terminated
on that date are shown in the following statement:
Quarter Ended
July 3,
1926

topic of discussion.

Tooker

Sailing

Joseph H. Tooker. President of
the J. H. Tooker Printing Co., sails
for London Saturday on the Leviathan.

June

27,

1925

from operations. $ 6,349,131 $ 5.759,450
Royalty, film exhaustion, gen. exp.,
etc
6,109.622
5,298,150

Inc.

Less

:

Other income
Deduct:
chgs

Fed.

Est.

Xet
.N'et

&

Int.

taxes

profit dom. cos..
profit for. subsids.

Total

net

239.509
60,597

461,300
56,338

300,106

517,638

38,057
49,000

8 915
63,000

213,049
100,614

445,723

313,663

445,723

misc.

profit

Months Ended

July 3,
1926

June

27,

1925

from operations. $12,513,1 15 $12,323,285
Less: Royalty, film exhaustion & gen. exp. 12,041.031
11,012,773
Inc.

Other

income

Deduct

:

Int.

&

472,084
119,078

1,310.512
129,432

591,162

1.439,944

71,253

18,069
178,000

misc.

chgs
Fed. taxes
'

William De Mille on Program
William <le Millc is to speak at a
dinner to be given Oct. 28 at the Astor by the Society of Arts and Sciences. "The Influence of Motion Pictures on American Life" will be chief

of the

year.

6

Bacon Directing "Fingerprints"
Hollywood Lloyd Bacon is directIn
ing "Fingerprints" for Warners.
the cast are Louise Fazenda, John T.

1)

Est.

99,000

Net profit dom. cos..
Net profit for. subsids.

420,909
254,758

1,243,875

Total net profit

675,667

1,243.875

ing office head, who is reported conferring with the heads of the proposed United Artists theater chain.
The project, now in the early formulative stages, will bring into the
presentation field a coast-to-coast circuit.
It will mark an important milestone in the development of this practcally new phase of the exhibition
business, the growth of which is progressing by leaps and bounds.
The nucleus of the proposed circuit, it is understood, will be the 20
houses to comprise the United Artists
Bookings
chain, now being formed.
will be furnished by the William
Morris office whch has a nation-wide
business and is handling some of the
biggest artists of the vaudeville and
presentation stages.
At present Publix leads in the presentation field with 13 weeks, soon
This chain,
to be increased to 16.
reaching as far West as the Mississippi Valley, will eventually be extended
to the Coast.
"Developments in Presentation,"
a regular Sunday feature of
FILM DAILY records in full what
is transpiring in this increasingly
important phase of the industry.

THE

Oil Film Scheduled
"The World's Struggle

DAILY

UPS WHICH MEAN OOLLABS FOB SUOWMEN

1)

for

"Duchess

of Buffalo"
(First National)

over

the

name and

title

Directly

Kenyon

"The River"
Hollywood Doris Kenyon will return from her honeymoon by Nov. 1
to start work in "The River," based
Doris

on

—

in

ii

carried various catch-lines of the pic
ture.
On top of the marquee, 1
cated in the shell was a reproducj
tion of Constance Talmadge seate
on a throne.
spotlight played o

A

this

image

ing

about

various colors, chan
every 15 seconds.
Tb
in

name was carried in lamps
a circular fashion and attached
the
shell.
M. Raleigh, Coliseu
star's

—

i)

t(

Seattle.

"The Midnight Sun"

\

(Universal)

Two
away

dressed as Russians^gav

girls

bag samples attachei
a tag stating that th«
with the compliments oj
Laura LaPlante, star of the picturd
The reverse side of the tag carriel
the tea company advertising.
Loew';
Buffalo, N. Y.
little

to which
tea was

tea

I

was

I

—

Age"

"Plastic

a

the investigation, in a move to "take
the curse" off the oil scandal, in
which the company reputedly was involved.
It was made by an official
of the company with the assistance
of the Bureau of Mines, with the Bureau's seal appearing on a title. Secretary of the Interior Work later
stated the Bureau had no interest in
the picture.
The National Democratic Committee attacked the picture
as propaganda for the oil firm, which
led to an attack on the Government's
motion picture activities.

thi

were painted
white on a very dark backgroun
above which was the. cut-out design
of a buffalo head.
Surrounding th«
entire panel was a row of lamps
Pastel paintings were used in thr
easel and wall frames which alsi
star's

Oil,"

storm center of discussion in the
Congressional investigation of the
Teapot Dome oil scandal, is to be
released Oct. 31 by Pathe.
The picture was sponsored by the
Sinclair Oil Co., it was charged in

box-office

VO

(Preferred)

by

Placed a piece of congoleum 8 f
10 ft. on sidewalk in front of the

advertising picture.
(We ai
not permitted to paint sidewalks

ater

this city and this is the one way
getting around the law.) Had a fool

fl

with copy on same 9 ft. by 7 f
hanging in center of marquee. Ha
15 pennants hanging around marquee
each with some advertising copy oi
it.
Also distributed 10,000 heraldj
in colleges and high schools thereb
ball

getting distribution among those t
believe this picture has
I
Milton H. Kresi
special
appeal.
Strand, Memphis, Tenn.

whom

—

And
B\-

LEST

\

\

That's That
PJIlL

M

I)

ILY

our mail be deluged with

let

by Patrick Hastings.
ters from exhibitors who hav
Ann Rork and Lewis Stone are also
cashed in on the name, we hasten t
cast for the picture which Sam Rork
correct a linotype slip which made
will make for First National.
"Wilson" the "Nick Carter of th
Films," which sobriquet is the ex
Buys Artclass Series
elusive designation of Frank Leo
Washington Exhibitors Film Ex- Smith.
change, a Harry Crandall enterprise,
the

play

—

has

purchased rights to the nine
and double reelers distributed

single

by Artclass for District of Columbia, Maryland and Virginia.

Paris sport scribes, basing thei
conclusions on the fight films, dt
dare that Jack Dempsey should han
been awarded a draw in the Tunne
American scribes, ftl
encounter.
cause of the Federal laws, are
nied any such post mortems.

Wentworth in Brokerage Field
H. H. Wentworth, formerly castGerman Films in Educational Series ing director for the Talmadges,
has
Arrangements have been made by returned to the theatrical
field.
Walter Futter with the Lothar Stark Manuscripts, actors, and scenarios,
With his customary energy, Josep
Films of Berlin, whereby the pick of are his chief wares in this venture. M. Schenck, vice chairman of th
their films will be included in the Robert Barton Little is
ha
committee,
Mr. Went- Republican
state
Curiosities series which is released worth's associate, and he will super- plunged
into the California electia
by Educational.
vise the play brokerage end.
campaign.

r

€*NEWSPA

^FILMDC

with George Lewis, Hay den
Stevenson and Dorothy Gulliver
_
- 2 reels each
lOof them sparkling with the spirit of youth

UNIVERSAL JUNIOR JEWELS
Management Hints

Daily Reminders
Get the habit!

Watch

the

Daily Reminder.
Memos on pertinent problems
There
affecting your house.
the
which
are many matters
to
attend
must
live exhibitor
hand.
at
is
winter
now that the

Exhibitors'

Success in any business
sured by the effort.

is

The Problems of 1926

mea-

AN

Don't overlook "Theater

the exhibitor in
intelligent discussion of the kinks that face

general manager of
the conduct of his theater. Eric T. Clarke,
Rochester, draws upon a wealth of experience and

the Eastman,

observation to illustrate his points.

He makes many. Looking

at

various angles, what Clarke
this business of pleasing the pubUc from
feature of this issue.
narrates makes mighty interesting reading. One

Equipment and Management."

One week

it

contains a discus-

sion on seats; later perhaps
heating; then again, maybe it's
projection. Always pointers
on getting better results wiih a
minimum of cost. Practical
aids in house management for
theaters large and small.

\

<*Rod La Rocque gives the performance

JiODl/lJiPCQUE
delivers

one of the

American

"Rod La Rocque is nothing less than magnificent
as

Gideon Gory."
Arthur James— Motion Pictures Today

"Rod La Rocque's performance

amazing."

is

Motion Pictures Today

formatices of the year
Jf.y.

his

fine work as 'Gigolo'."
«B
^R.
Chicago Evening

"Rod LjiiJHljue
^^^^BF

notable screen per\\

^

life."

off

Variety

"Rod

performance."

gives a fine

n. y. American

"Rod La Rocque gives an excellent performance."

evening World

auM^in

Evening Graphic

"Rod La Rocque

delivers one of
screen performances of the year."

the notable
Evening World

"Rod La Rocque steps out with a very fine sample
of character

work."

"The acting

of

Morning World

Rod La Rocque

is

praiseworthy."
The Times

-^^naxW^r-

"Rod La Rocque

skilful

and convincing."
Daily

News

"Rod La Rocque is fine in the title role. He is an
ardent and a whole-souled actor and in this
instance we marvelled at his fervor."
Herald-Tribune

"Rod La Rocque is foremost among our sterling
He gives a splendid performance

screen actors.

photoplay."

in his current

"Rod La Rocque
acterization of

The Mirror

gives exceptionally fine charrole."
Moving Picture World

an interesting

"Never has Mr. La Rocque done better work on
the screen."
Harrison's Reports

"When the honors are duly apportioned for acting performances on the screen durrng the
present season, no small share will without
doubt go to Rod La Rocque."
Los Angeles Tifties
"La Rocque has done no
picture."

finer acting than in this
Los Angeles Herald

"This production bids fair to send La Rocque's
stock soaring higher in public estimation, for he
runs the gamut of emotions with skill."
Los Angeles Express

"Rod La Rocque gives one of the most striking
performances of the year!"
Los Angeles Record
"His work

will strike

heart of every

an appreciative note

in the

man and woman."
Los Angeles Examiner

"A

fascinating

Rocque."

^Ia ROCQUE
FR.OM THE 5TOR.Y

BY

EDNA FERBER.
wthJOBYNA RALSTON
£.L0UI5E DREXXER.

ADAPT&D BY CARRtTT FORT
CONTINUITY BY MARION ORTM

JUPERVlStD BY C GARDNER 5ULLIVAN

WILLIAM K.HOWARD

OEMILIE PICTURES CORPORATION

RELEASED BY
I

PRDDUCEKS DISTKIBUTIN(?COKPORATION
r.c.MUN«ot.r.«u.,

Raymond PAwiET.v.,.r,»d„,^T

„

»»« c a«N. Vi«.r«a.„, .^ <wu m„™„

characterization

by

Rod La

Cleveland Plain Dealer

WU
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We

JOHN W.

Famous
Cocoanut
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ALICOATE,

Publisher

just

SIR!
can't help

becoming enihusias'

because we
know what's com'

INDEX

tic

ing in the

ARBITRATION,

an Editorial, hy Maurice D. Kann

3

KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY

5

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,

6

by Harvey Gausman

EASTERN STUDIO NEWS, by Ralph Wilk
7
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
8
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE PRESENTATION FIELD, by Arthur W. Eddy. 9
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AND THAT'S THAT, Phil M. Daly's observations
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FILM

YEAR BOOK
You'll

16

so

say

when you

see

copy because

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

a

it's

REVIEWS

Special Nights

Tuesday

too

PAGE

THE ACE OF CADS
COLLEGE DAYS
THE COUNTRY BEYOND
DAME CHANCE
THE DIXIE FLYER
THE FOURTH COMMAND-

MENT

10

10
11

13
13
11

A

PACE

FRENZIED FLAMES

13

HER MAN O' WAR
MICHAEL STROGOFF
THE NERVOUS WRECK

Great Book
Covering

11

A

10
11

Great Industry

THE PRINCE OF TEMPTERS...
ROMANCE OF MILLION
DOLLARS
13

SHORT SUBJECTS

12
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De Vry

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

CLUB

Movie Camera

Photo
Engraving

MIRADOR
— the

Holds 100 Feet

rendezvous

and Screen

Standard Theatre Size Film

Now

Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

and Costs

Specialists

New York

of celebrities of the Stage

to the
Eleanora's American Debut

Motion Picture

after

camera for amateurs, that has
sprung into immediate p >pular ty with news
weekly camera men and theatre mamgers.

CANAROS ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUf^ MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

A

professional

Get the whole town coming by putting

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

250
I

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus

L

4 14 1-2-3

series of sensational successes

on ike European Riviera

Industry

DAY AND NIGHT

a

on yourscieen!

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation - Dept. 3—1111 Center St. Chicago
,

Direct from

Chib

Florida, Paris

Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Maruiging

200

Director

W.5 1st St. N.Y.— Circle 51C6

V

LaPaloma
CDUNTRY CLUB
_^

cit.

<5Ha,JUANA

HOT SPRINGS

Culture Plus
Personal Liberty
For a limited time Regular
$150 Charter Membership

LA PALOMA COUNTRY CLUB,
National

Pacific

Los Angeles,

Bank

Building,

California.

GENTLEMEN:

eai

Enclosed please find check for $50
bership in

ance

I

La Paloma Country Club,

full

payment

or $20 partial

of Charter

Mem-

payment and

bal-

agree to pay $S per month.

offered at

ail

rei

$50.

Name

00

»

IC

i;

sic

$20.00 with application
Balance $5.00 per month

Address
(Applicant

Must Be Acceptable

to

Membership Committee)
!»

LaPaloma Country Club
oAt...

TIA JUANA

HOT

SPRINGS

EXECXmVE

OFFICES
PACIFIC NATIONAL

BANK BUILDING
.£os^ngclcs

ito:

idii

inc
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leci
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Theaters Not Damaged

—Theaters

San

TO ALL UNDER POLICY UNSHAKENJEAL SHOWS
Exclusivei Rights Will

Marion Davies Signs Long

Term Contract to Make
M-G-M Series

Be Considered, Firm
Emphasizes
now

taphone

available to all
ucers and exhibitors under plans
ected by the corporation.
This
es the device immediately availfor synchronization of prologues
orchestra music and for instaln in theaters.

he

the

is

company

says, is
available to "producers of standoffer,

in this or any other country and
exhibitors of standing, whether
own one or 100 theaters."
o exclusive contracts for the de(.Continued on Page 15)

Gets "Napoleon"
step toward the establishment
greater Franco-American amity
taken in Paris by Arthur Loew,
n plans were discussed for ree by M-G-M of film, "Napoleon."
picture now is being produced
(Continued on Page 16)

Marion Davies yesterday signed

— Producer-owned

will

Fear of a serious
quake caused a near panic but

Nine States Petition for
Equity Guarantee in

region.

—

EAMOUS EXECUTIVES OEE

Two single reel pictures, "Don't
Up the Navy" and "It's the

Give

Navy Way," produced by

in the new group of 35
will be outlined to branch

Product

officials at

the

convention to be
held at French Lick Springs, Ind.,

Theaters

the U. S.
Navy, will be distributed free to theaters through the Film Boards of
Trade, beginning Oct. 24. There are
released in connection with the celebration of Navy Day, Oct. 27, the
birthday
of
Theodore Roosevelt.
(Continued on Page 16)

Oct.

who

sales

25-27.
left

Home

office

Sunday night

officials,

for the three

day sessions include:
Aloph Zukor,
Weeks, John D.

S.

R.

Clark,

Kent,
Phil

George W.
Reisman, Eu-

(Continued on Page 16)

A

Dorothy Gish Returns
Gish is in New York
West Coast and will return
England next week. Her starring
)orothy

n

the

icle,

"London,"

ntor

Ends Stage Appearances

is

at

the

Rivoli.

rances

id

Boots."

Re3molds to Direct Four
Lynn Reynolds, who has been directing Hoot Gibson, has signed a

Arbitration

AN IMPASSE

has again been reached on arbitration. An
important and influential block of states is disttirbed over
Exhibithe manner in which this system is functioning.
tor organizations have long been guilty of working at odds with
one another. When a group of states like Ohio, Minnesota, the
Dakotas, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Texas and Michigan agree
that some fault exists, it is time to take proper heed.
That the Hays organization will endeavor to straighten out
the tangle is, of course, certain. The difficulty as advanced by
these exhibitor organizations is that distributor members on
arbitration boards make decisions as they are instructed and not
as their judgment guides them. If this charge is correct, it must
be rectified.
"It seems to us," the Midwestern group writes to Hays, "and
we feel sure that you will agree, that such methods nullify the
spirit of arbitration and such action is equivalent to some higher

r contract.

issue which now presents
for settlement, the broad application of the principle of
It cannot be
arbitration must be accorded proper cognizance.
courts
arbitration
denied that the Film Boards of Trade and the

However, aside from the particular

Signs Sidney Franklin
Joseph M. Schenck
-OS Angeles
signed Sidney Franklin to a two

—

(Continued on Page 16)

Los Angeles
B. P. Schulberg,
Lammle Leaving for Coast
Coast production chief, is en route
to French Lick Springs for the conCarl Laemmle leaves for Universal
vention of Famous branch managers. City Sunday, this being his first trip
Accompanying him are William since last Spring. With him will be
Fraser, Arch Reeve, Milton Hoffman, Rosabelle Laemmle, Carl Laemmle,
Carroll Peacock and Bogart Rogers. Jr. and Julius Stern.

Cantor ends his stage apSaturday night at the
Ito where has been working in
nection with his first picture, authority instructing a court of last resort."

'.ddie

questions marked the sessions
with the various boards present trading instances of alleged injustices.
Exhibitor organizations of the nine
states are determined to bring about
a change in the method of handling
arbitration disputes and have called
upon Will H. Hays for a definite
the

—

?ed Cross Film Completed

cyclone that devasCross.
s a town provides the basis of
story, which is built around cases
the records of the Red Cross,
purpose is to stimulate member-

it.

This was the consensus of opinion
of arbitration boards of nine states
which met here at the fifth annual
convention of the Michigan exhibitor
association.
Heated discussions on

Coast Chiefs Leave for Meeting

theaters

xpected to be the dominant issue
he Washington exhibitor associaconvention to be held here Nov.
nd 10.

arlyle Ellis has just finished a
-reel narrative film entitled "The
ister," for the National American

Battle Creek, Mich.
Equity should
be the prime and dominant factor in
arbitration and no other considerations or stipulations should be per-

mitted to outweigh

EORERENCH LICK MEET
semi-annual

Distributors Cooperate in Supplying Two One-Reelers Free

To

damage was done.

make managers by Famous

Navy Films Ready

ducer-Theaters Convention Topic
eattle

UN6IASEDDECISI0NS

Arbitration

(.Continued on Page 16)

All

city and district escaped
in the series of earthquakes which visited the Bay

damage

pictures

M-G-M

HAYS ASKED TO ASSURE

of

a

vehicles.

the terms,

Francisco

this

little

long-term
contract
with
M-G-M.
The arrangement, it is believed, will
mark an end to reports that William Randolph Hearst was considering a change in distribution. Five
other Cosmopolitan Prod, are planned
this year in addition to the Davies

Under

Price 25 Cents

itself

(Continued on Page 4)

contract to direct four Western features with this star.
He will also
write the stories, which are for Universal-Jewel.

Return from Convention
National

franchise holders
attending the semiannual convention at French Lick
Springs have returned to New York.
First

who have been

New

D. Williams in
Yotk
D. Williams of British National
Pictures is in New York from London.
J.

J.

Bischoff

Here

Sam

Bischoff, production supervisor of the Tim McCoy westerns for
M-G-M, is in New York from the
Coast.

Eastman Arrives
George Eastman returned to
York on the Aquitania Friday

New

after
a hunting trip to British East Africa.

Smith,

New

New

Tiffany Manager

—

William G.
Smith has succeeded Jerry Lewis as

Haven, Conn.

manager

of the Tiffany exchange.

.
..
.

THE

i
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Sunday, October

Hatrick and Hubbell Here
Edgar B. Hatrick, vice-presit
and general manager of Internat
al Newsreel and Cosmopolitan Pi

Arbitration
(Continued from Page 3)

them have done splendid work returned to New York yester
Los Angeles. He was ace
since their inception several years ago.
The communication from
panied East by C. J. Hubbell, Pa
which has been forwarded to Hays seems to carry between its Coast manager of Interjiatii
lines an understanding of this.
This is splendid. It means that Newsreel.
a round table conference will be sufficient to meet the situation.
Get Rights to "Motherhood"
It would be an unfortunate day indeed for both buyer and seller
Klein
and
Joseph
Charles
of motion pictures were the vitals of the arbitration plan to
Goetz of 729 7th Ave. have acqu
become infected with dissatisfaction and malcontent.
world rights to "Alotherhood," wl
That the wheels controlling the machinery in the barter of will be roadshowed. The ArgentJ,
lilms would slip from their grooves if the innumerable disputes American Film Co. has purch;
which arise had to be determined in a regularly constituted court rights for Argentine. The pic
which furm an integral part

Sunday. OcL 24. 1926
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of

a fact. Moreover, it is generally recognized throughout
the industry.
Thousands of cases and millions of dollars have
been involved in litigation yearly. Even an average imagination
can picture what might ensue if the litigants had no recourse but
the legalized statute book.

ot

law

—
—

is

Near

Nationalization

A

will

soon have

premiere

its

in

1

Jersey.
Separate performances
be held for men and women.

cb

['

Oregon Exhibitors Meet
Portland, Ore.
Exhibitors of
state
held
a
meeting Thurs
Harry Arthur, head of Pacific No
west Theaters, North American

—

chain of Columbia exchanges from coast to coast will sidiary, was honor guest.
Francaise. 5, Rue Saulnier.
become a fact later in the year. Gradually, this is being done.
Fire Chiefs See "Fire Brigade
Other moves are on. It is not improbable that Columbia will
New Orleans
Briga
figure in a merger of independents.
Far from illogical is such a M-G-M picture, "The Fire
was previewed
Financial
step.
It is becoming increasingly difficult to play a lone hand in Loew's State in connection with
this business.
To return to Columbia. Fourteen of this year's annual convention of the Inte
More are planned for next season. tional Assoc, of Fire Chiefs.
Few turn-overs took place in yesterday's twenty-four are completed.
film issues, but those that
changed hands To
secure
this
output,
it
may
be that outside producers will be
were of fairly substantial quantities.
Fox
Midget Signed by Columbia
Film "A" came into the latter group with recruited.
On
the Coast, three supervisors are busy. All along
Midget Gistav, one of the tii
an exchange of 7,200 shares and a rise in
price of 1^ points.
midgets in existence, has been
Famous dropped a point the line, there is an air of bustle.
on a sale of 3,200 and Loew's. Inc., with
tained by Columbia for a role
the same turn-over, declined a half-point.
Dickens Vogue
farce which Frank R. Strayer
Scenario departments will be interested in this, as repeated by direct.
Quotations
the Literary Digest:
High

—

l«r

I,

Iff

ill

fe

A

Low

Close

•Am. Seat Pfd

Am.

.

37

37

..

Eastman Kodak ..116^ 116^ 116%
Famous Players ..n3?i 111^ 113
Fam. Play. Pfd... 70
70
70
'Film Inspect
•First Nat'l Pfd
Fox Film "A" ... 73
Fox Theaters "A". 25
'Intern'l

Project..

7/.
99/2
72

70

..

Loew's,

Inc
4454
•M. P. Cap. Corp. ..
Pathe Exch. "A". 47
.

Skouras Bros

28J4
8'A
50

50

••Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen. 8
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures... 40
*

36
44Ji

"A". 48^
Prices Quoted

Last
Philadelphia Market

Gray Quits

11^1
44

3,200
1,806

1,100

96;^
36}^
37
2, son
4754 30,700

.

••

24!/,

8

Pict.

100

50
79

.

Warner

200
3 200

7,200
1,000

23J4
46
97

46

"tParamount Bway
tlRoxy Unts
30
ttRoxy Common.. 9'/i

200

37
63
73'A

.

Bond Market
Ask

t

tt Bid and

First

London— Berte Gray

Nat'l

has resigned
as sales manpRer of First National
to join Warner Bros.

When you

think of

INSURANCE
are thinking of

yo)i

S

T

E

B

B

I

N S

SpecinlHts in Motion Picture
and Theatrical innurance for
the past fifteen years

W

Arthur
Stehbin!i& Co.. Inc.
1540 Broadway
N. Y. C.
Bryant 3040

WANTED

Sale

35V4

Pfd
•Balaban & Katz.
*Bal. & Katz Vtc.
Seat.

In order to find out whether Dickens still holds his preeminence in the hearts of the American reading public, Clarence
E. Cason and Miss Nuneviller, one of his students in a Western
university, undertook an investigation, the results of which are
set forth in the September Interational Book Review. They sent
a questionnaire to more than 200 representative booksellers, publishers, librarians and college professors, and the facts and opinions thus obtained may fairly be summarized in the words of one
arge New York distributor: "We can definitely say that we sell
more sets of Dickens thaivof any other author."
Boston dealer
answers to the same efifect, adding that the demand for Dickens
has been larger in the last two or three years than it was ten or
twelve years ago. "We probably sell six volumes of Dickens to
jne volume of Scott," says this Boston firm. "The ratio would
be about ten to one on Thackeray." And all over the country the
verdict is much the same.

A

The gist of Mr. Cason's article is that Dickens alone of the
Victorians is still read as much as he was in his own day, and
hat all his contemporaries, including Thackeray and George
Eliot, are steadily losing in popularity.

Rob Portland Manager
J^ortland, Ore.
Two bandits who

—

up Manager T. W. Teufel and
he cashier of the Blue Mouse, chained loot of $800.

leld

Chaplin Fire Film at Strand
The Mark Strand this week is
showing a 200 foot version of the
fire at the Charlie
Chaplin studios
The film was "shot" by the cameraman working on "The Circus," who
continued to "grind" while the fire
was in progress.
The Strand is
sclicdiilcd to play the forthcoming
Chaplin vehicle.

$1,000,000

Orpheum

Davenport,

la.

New York

3,000

ler

Cit^'

FOR SALE

ni

aiii

Plot 80 X 100
Desirable location for film es
change in the Forties west c

Ninth Avenue.
c/o Film Daily,

New York

Box
1650

M-32;
B'waj

City.

sh

so

n

iti

me

MyThankj
to all you fine peoplefriends of mine- for

Davenport

— Seating

ler

c/o Film Dail

way

the wonderful
for

leu

eth

lOS

KANN

Bandits

to

Series of one reel subjecl
by established state rights ej
change for New York an
Northern New Jersey territor

Box K-147
1650 B'way

tl

«1

«

youreceivedme here
and made me feet at

a

$1,000,000 Orpheum house will be
erected here.
The Columbia is the
circuit's present house.

home that's better
than bu sines s—
:

honestly.
I

r

I

T*»
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DAILY

OBSERVATIONS OF
PORTANT THEATER

THE TREND

IN

By ERIC

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

IM-

T.

Problems of 1926

CLARKE

ahead of the public

Manager, Eastman Theater, Rochester
have become convinced that it
langerous to be self reliant in
personal
pictures.
cling
and dislikes, however I may try
nk them, are bound to influence

My

judgment.
we have

With

COLOR IN FILMS— DETERMINING BOX-OFFICE
VALUES — WHAT PLACE
HAS SHORT SUBJECTS?

MODERN

al

this

thought

operation a
ch all members of the
E
who are present at the
of a feature are obliged
d

26

ON

OPERATION

EXHIBITION

S?S^

in

in

Read Before S.M.P.E.
Mr. Clarke's paper was read
before the fall meeting of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers at its recent meeting at
Briarcliff

plan by
theater
screenlength.
to sub-

The

Lodge.

past year has seen some
in economy of footage,
but the relative position of the three

com'ng

taste.

This

pic-

height of the
season, held the low record for the
ture,

year.

I

at

the

have changed

my

mind.

I

know now that I was wrong in letting the Eastman take sides with Art
business to show a picture which the
public did not care to see.
Every theater has its regular patrons.
It is the job of every theater
to make those patrons want to come

every week and to satisfy them once
they are in. A theater like the EastScreening
major companies remains unchang- man has an additional job. It should
n rules are that those present ed. The past year has also seen a try to lead its aud ences to the apprelaugh and cry as much as they
Now this
reduction in the amount of enforced ciation of better things.
but that no discussion of the
is a matter to be done with the greatcutting. "The Volga Boatman" comure will be permitted until all
Not one of us likes to be
ing to us 10,600 ft. long had of neces- est care.
The opinions are sity to be shortened unless we were preached at, and our resentment can
sl'ps are in.
r tabulated on the screening return to indignation if we think we
to sacrifice our overture and weekly
The final decision must nec- film news. This I am unwilling to are being preached at when we have
To date do for any picture. Meantime an- paid our good money to be enterrily rest in my hands.
plan has worked very well.
tained.
In the theater business it is
other problem
in
this regard has
ed certain pictures which I per- forced itself on us. Several pictures hard to dist'nguish indignation from
ally would have turned down.
produced in road-show length of two- lack of interest. The trouble is that
/e have had much argument as
and-one-half-hour performance have indignation and lack of interest take
where to begin in screening pic- been released for regular motion pic- the same form people stay away.
I
mentioned last year that ture presentations. As the two-hour
s.
We, like every other large theater,
were screening pictures begin- show is standard with most picture are organized to please the big puby with the fourth reel, but, findlic.
Compare, if you like, the busihouses, the distributors have issued
that my associates did not agree
ness
today with current literature.
These come to us
shorter versions.
ecided to insist on it only in the
It is clear that we are in a class with
already cut, and we get blamed by
of features exceeding eight reels
Saturday Evening Post and not with
;
those of our patrons who have seen
ength.
publications appealing to limited cirWe are still arguing or
heard of sequences exhibited in a
culation. The Eastman plays to over
ther we should screen pictures
It
road-show and later eliminated.
er the best possible conditions or
2,000,000 people a year, and our probis a serious question to which, howlem is the same as with the Post
er the worst possible conditions,
ever, I can see no answer at the preswhich sells over 2,000,000 copies a
belief is that we should try to
time.
week. If the showing of an artistic
w the worst. Circumstances in entEver
since "The Ten Commandscreening room rob us of the
ments" the use of colored sequences picture means loss of business, its
osphere in the show.
have has been the plaything of directors. showing at our house cannot be jusmusic; no audience reaction is I am not going to get into hot water tified. To cater to the tastes of the
few while the many stay away is
ainable.
Consequently, I believe
by talking on color technique. For
fundamentally
wrong.
owe
should screen a picture with the my present purpose,
of
lack
the
weekly entertainment to our steady
s of the audience that arrives late,
knowledge is an advantage, for I can
ng this for the same reason that more easily become the average movie going public, and the essential quality of audience appeal must
in the worst part of our house
it
member of the audience. The num- be
the foundation of any show we
judging a show.
If it gets over
color
as
ber of them interested in
me there, I know it will satisfy such is too small to be considered. may arrange. To this extent Box
ers.
To the exhibitor color at present is Office is King.*
*
*
*
*
*
It does not "get
no talking point.
Estimating Values
Educating the Public
them in." To me an ideal use of
lore recently for our mutual benWhere, then, and how, is our pubcolor is to be found in "It Must Be
I have been arranging a guessLove" where for a brief moment (not lic to be led to appreciate the better
game with the picture buyer, over ten feet) Colleen Moore sees her things in films?
Only by greater
•h of us makes an estimate at the
through subtlety and artistry in the pictures
father's delicatessen store
e the picture is booked.
It is a
the rose tinted glasses of her lover which our public will anyhow want
id
thing
pin
to
down one's who is buying the place.
to see.
Nobody wnll deny that this
ughts, and we have already found
is taking place: that pictures are im*
*
*
le valuable results.
For example,
proving in their
and art
cualitv
Regarding "Unusual" Pictures
en considering prospective busiManv pictures with artistic appeal
? on the latest Keaton picture we
In the discussion following my pa- will today succeed where a few yp^rs
de an analysis of business done at per last year, I was asked why cer- ago they would have failed.
The
Eastman on feature comedies, tain pictures of outstanding import- progress is sure but slow. You canting aside the Harold Lloyd, who ance were not shown at the East- not suddenly get people to apnrelearly an exception, we find that man.
Two pictures were under ciate better art. It has taken four
:e comedies as a whole have not question
"The Last Laugh" and years for our theater to estabb'sh anv
n successful.
I
This is true pre- "The Street of Forgotten Men."
liking for the quiet dignified show
nably for the same reason that explained that we had not shown which most other houses would class
'ducers of farce comedies on the either as we thought that only lim- as lackinir in punch and box office
appreciate nnnenl.
itimate stage prefer small houses. ited
would
audiences
But it is no less true that
is hard to play farce successfully
I
added that we had shown it is bv the verv pictures of limited
them.
ihere are many empty seats.
"Beggar on Horseback" because we appeal that the box offii~'» successes
am still convinced that most fea- felt we owed it to the industry to become more artistic. The picture
sponsor such an unusual picture made in disregard of the box office
i2 pictures running over 80 minutes
ts its chances of success by their which, as I said,
was five years may fail, but if it has artistic merit
their
immediately
ions concerning it.

individual

improvement

We

—

We

We

—

it

will leave its

mark on

the

box

of-

product of the future.
It need
not necessarily be a box office failure to be influential.
For example, let us take the two
pictures we discussed last year, or
take "Moana" or "Grass" or "Alaskan Adventures." What about them?
Are they not to have a showing?
The answer is, "Yes," but it should
not be in houses like the Eastman.
"Nanook of the North" comes near
to holding the Eastman low record,
yet it was a fine picture which gave
very great pleasure to those who
cared to see it.
Still I should be
wrong to set in another picture of
fice

The fact is that a picture
"The Last Laugh" or "Moana"

the kind.
like

has proved a real problem to us all
along. Certainly there is great credit
due to the producers who have made
them and the distributors who have
put them out, and it is our duty to
get an adequate showing for them,
even though they are obviously not

"Saturday Evening Post" pictures.
My point is that it is up to us exhibitors to organize special houses

showing these pictures of limited
appeal.
Let us divorce our big appeal business from our limited appeal
business.
Publishing houses
have done this and so must we.
for

*

*

*

Famous Special Theaters
The distributors look to us as
steady customers

"Moanas"

and

absorb

to

"Grasses."

their

these

Most

exhibitors, to tell the truth, take them
with a wry face because they must,
if they want the rest of the product.
If they cannot afford to shelve them,

they will throw them in during some
off week where they figure the loss
will be least, consoling themselves
with the thought that they are keeping up the tone of their house. How
much better it would be to have a
special place for showing such pictures to the select audiences. Profits
would then be possible where now
there are losses.

A

d'flferent

public

would be developed without disturbance to the great public. At present
there is not a sufficient number of
pictures of this kind to supply a theater al! the time in a city the size of
Rochester, but it is possible to make
a beginning.
Once this outlet for
pictures of high qual'ty is established suitable product
will
soon be
forthcoming in sufficient quantity.

Fired with enthusiasm for what
has been done
Gould
by Symon
through his Film Arts Guild at the
Cameo in New York, I intend to

make some experiments

this coming
and am beginn ng in our 500
house,
Kilbourn Hall, with
"Alaskan Adventures." All I know
at this moment is that the showings
should be two a day, not continuous,

year,
seat

I

so

that

pictures

like

"The

(Continued on Page 15)
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HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

FILM

oyFILMDOM

"U" Coming

P. D. G. Activities

to

Widow,"

"Nobody's

with

Ray playing

Universal is reported planning to
send a company to Japan to make
a picture using only Japanese playThe idea is to strengthen UniCharles ers.
versal productions in Japan, it is de-

olds

opposite.
Vera Reynenjoying her first vacation in

is

two years

in

Europe.

returned

Goudal

clared.

Marie Prevost

from the East.
Jetta
"Fighting
starring
in
Love," WMth Victor Varconi as leading man.
William Boyd and Elinor
Fair have finished their roles in "The
Yankee Clipper," and now are being
featured by Metropolitan in "Jim the
Conqueror," a Peter B. Kyne story.
Alan Hale is filming "Rubber Tires,"
an epic of the auto camps, on location at Santa Cruz.
Bessie Love,

has

is

Harrison Ford, May Robson, Junior
Coghlan,
John Patrick,
Clarence
Burton and Erwin Connelly are "tin
can tourists" for the occasion. Phyllis
Haver is preparing for her role in
"No Control," which Metropolitan

Ince Continues for Columbia
Signing by Ralph Ince of a contract with F. B. O. will not interfere
with his work for Columbia Pictures,
The diaccording to Jack Cohn.
rector has just completed "The Better Way," and now is at work on

"Wandering

Girls."

produce.

Schenck Signs Willy Fritsch
Willy Fritsch, German actor who
appeared in "The Waltz Dream,"
M.
signed by Joseph
has been
Schenck to appear in United Artists
productions.

He

expected to ar-

is

Edmund

Islands.

Billy

West Returns

West, supervising director -of
Brothers' Happiness Comedies,
has returned to the Coast from New
Billy

West

York.

Julia Swayne Gordon in "It"
Julia Swayne Gordon has been cast
for the role of Mrs. Van Norman
"It,"

in

Elinor

Glyn's

mount production.

Para-

initial

Priscilla

Bonner

and Jacqueline Gadston also are
the cast.

In Roach Comedy
Madeline Hurlock is to appear in a
Hal Roach comedy supported by
Stan Laurel and Oliver Hardy. Fred
Guiol

is

director.

Chadwick Signs Gates
Chadwick has engaged Harvey
Gates to adapt "The Life of An Actress," from the play by Langdon
McCormick. James Young will direct.

in

\

Warner Cast Changes
A number of additions and chani
are busy at the
Ewart Adamson, have been made in casts of Wart

Scenario writers
B. O. studios.
who wrote the first two dog stories
F.

Bros, productions during the p
week. The Dolores Costello cast f
"Ranger," is at work on
"The Third Degree," under the
"Thunder Mountain," the third for
rection of Michael Curtiz has b(
doing
Lloyd Ingraham is
F. B. O.
augmented by the addition of Mi
Fred
next
the
for
the continuity
Louise Miller, two and one-t
called
Thomson film, tentatively
years old, who appears in the p
"Don Mike." This will be a story of logue; Michael
Vavitch and Daj
the early days in California. Dorothy
Torrence.
Yost is working on the script of
original
Martha Mattox, Franklin Pailes
an
"Uneasy Payments,"
by Walter A. Sinclair, which will be born, William Demarest and RCn
vehicle. ert Perry have been added to the cfii
next
Vaughn's
Alberta
Doris Anderson is hurrying the con- of "Fingerprints," the Arthur Somi'
tinuity of "Salvation Jane," an orig- Roche story in which Louise I
inal by Jean Dupont and Elizabeth zenda and John T. Murray have
roles.
Holmes Herb<
Pierce, for Viola Dana's second star- leading
ring feature. Gerald Duffy is polish- originally announced, will not be
ing up the script on George O'Hara's eluded.
"Jack O'Diamonds,"
next feature,
Three additions have been maL
from an original story by Fred Jack- to the cast supporting Syd Chapl
son.
in the road show attraction, "T
working on Missing Link," being directed
J. Grubb Alexander is
the final draft of "Hello Bill," a spe- "Chuck" Reisner. They are Craufi
cial feature dedicated to the B. P.
Kent, Sam Baker and Acka.
O. E., which Ralph Ince will direct,
Paii!
from Harry Hoyt's original.
Gangelin is busy with the contiTalmadges Preparing
nuity for the next two-reel series,
Norma Talmadg'e will soon sti
"The Wisecrackers," from the stoWilliam E. work on "Camille" under the din
ries by H. C. Witwer.
Wing is preparing a coming Fred tion of Fred Niblo and Constance'
Thomson production, "Silver Comes preparing to start on a new come
Through," in which "Silver King" drama, "Collette," an original stc
will be co-starred.
F. A. E. Pine is by Hans Kraly.
finishing the continuity of "Lightstory
by
ning Lariats," from
a
Edna Marion Signed
George W. Yates, Jr., for Tom TyDoris Anderler's next Western.
Edna Marion has been selected
son has finished the script on "Her the feminine lead in "McFaddal
which Mary Flats" which Richard Wallace is
Father Said No," in
Brian will play the leading role. The recting for Asher, Small and Rog^e'
screen play is from H. C. Witwer's as a First National production.
story, "Charlotte's Ruse."
The original, "Home Struck," has
been purchased from Peter Milne,
Aileen Manning in "Uncle Tom'
and will be used as a forthcoming
Aiieen Manning has been cast
Viola Dana vehicle.
the role of Miss Ophelia in Univj^
sal's super-production "Uncle Tot"
Erie Kenton to Direct "Gumps"
Cabin," according to an announ
Erie Kenton, has signed a con- ment today by Director Harry P
trncl to direct the next series of lard.
"Andy Gump" comedies, according

id

li

«1

Louis J. Gasnier. In the cast
Robert Frazer, Shirley Mason,
Earl Metcalf, Gertrude Astor, William D. Willing, Lawford Davidson,
Pat Harmon, James ^Mack and Billy
Cinders.
^r:~

tion of

are

is an original by F. Ilugh Herpreparations for the Fox version of
and Florence Ryerson.
"Love O' Women," adapted from an
original by Adela Rogers St. Johns.
Blanche Sweet is to play the featured
role.
Wray is making tests for other

hAPOLD

SMUMATEl
WRIXING

members

of the cast.

HOLL.VW00D

'

Malcolm Boylan Active
Malcolm Stuart Bovlan, who wrote
the
is

foi

titles

for

"What

now engaged

in

Price

Glory,"

completing

titles

"Gaby" and "Mother Machree.''

The former

FOX STUDIO?

--

is a Howard Hawks production; the latter is directed by John
Ford.
Boylan also has titled "The
Blue Eagle," "The Family Upstairs,"
"The Midnight Kiss," "Fig Leaves"
and other feature releases.

3,

1

to

announcement from Samuel von

Honkel, who produces the comedies
for Universal release.
Ernest Pagano and Clarence Marks, scenarists
and gag men also have been signed
to collaborate on the pictures.
Joe
Murphy, Fay Tincher and Jackie
Morgan will continue to portray the

Norma Shearer's Next Set
"After AH" is the title of Norma Wray Preparing "Love of Women" Gump
Shearer's next M-G-M production.
John Griffith Wray is making final
This

,,

starring

!

"Sin Cargo" Nears Completion
Work is nearly completed on the
Tiffany production "Sin Cargo" by
Leete Renick Brown under direc-

Tellegen Editing "Wife's Honor"
Joan Alden Renews
Lou Tellegen has just completed
Universal has renewed its contract
with Joan Aldcn, who won a beauty camera work on "My Wife's Honor,"
contest and a trip to Universal City featuring Dolores Del Rio for Fox
and is engaged in assembling the film
some months ago.
in the cutting room.

bert

Qausman

I

Burns
has rive in Hollywood in December.
completed his role in "Whispering
Wires" for Fox and is now back at
Darling Scenarizing "It Can Be Done"
the De Mille studio. Rod La Rocque
Scott Darling has been assigned the
is at Catalina Island filming scenes
Be
scenarizing "It Can
of
for "The Cruise of the Jasper B." task
DenReginald
forthcoming
Done,"
a
Priscilla Dean and her company are
making "Jewels of Desire" in and ny vehicle. The story is an original
around the caves of the Santa Cruz by three writers.

will

Warve'j E.

F. B. O. Writers Busy

Japan

B. DeMille is in the midst
Kings."
of filming "The King of
Leatrice Joy is preparing to star in
Cecil

By

'Where..,.

.

'Svenione^m

family.

EDWAPD

ifti

Twenty-five
minutes to

MARSHALL
ORIGIN AL9-C0NTI NUITV-

AI>APTA'nON?- GACxr.
FOX STUDI09 C5^^

^)HOW

BUSiNEbb

HAS GONE

FILMOCRATIC

Broadway

i

.

.

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
fct the Center
<4 Hollywood

3fiS

l£R

HOILVWOC oWr

PIAIAP
Hollyifood, Califorru/i

—

1

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

PITHY PARAGRAPHl
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Eastern Studios

^^Spearing with Johnson

mes O. Spearing, formerly with
New York Times and later with
'ersal, has been named assistant
ulian Johnson in the editing and
ig of pictures at the Paramount
The appointg Island studio.

was made by Associate ProWilliam Le Baron.

t

r

Davis Writing Original
^en Davis' first original for Parant, under his new contract, will

The

Silver Shield," dealing with
difficulties.
It
will
star
Meighan and will go into

estic

mas

Meighan is now
"The Canadian," an adap-

uction Nov. 29.
pleting

n by

t

Clarkson Miller.

^

A

Little

from

Conn&tt Resigns

Connell, casting director for
National, since its establishof Eastern production, has re-

"L

editor, veteran members of the
for the broken win- Johnny Hines unit, are motoring to
dow. It came from the "grateful" California, where the next Hines'
production will be made.
owner.

The next morning he

received a

Beranger in Cast
chard Dix's support in his next
ire, "Paradise for Two," will ine
Betty Bronson, who has ar1 from the Coast, and Andre Berr, who has finished work in "The
Ular Sin."
"Paradise for Two"
n original by Howard Emmet

*

*

*

ous film concerns,

magazine

articles
*

*

"You ought
movies,"

to

a

said

balloons and "a

Sidney, of course,
Auctioneer."

in

Astoria.

Joy in New Two-Reeler
Joy is being starred in "Nothing
,ive For," the fourth of a series
vo-reel comedies being produced

oseph A. Richmond.
e

il

Pyramid

Production

studio.

*

*

*

*

—

I

*

Return of Peter Grimm," that
was chosen for his new role.

originally planned
who was unable to come East. Vincent Serrano has also been added to
the cast.

Moran Engaged
Lois Moran will play an importLois

ant role in "The Music Master," to
be directed by Allan Dwan. She recently finished work in "God Gave
Me Twenty Cents."

j:
it

Alvin WyckofF I
director

photography

©/

star, is versatile, to

contract
Queen Marie's
the

An
from

}.{

H QUALITY
«
S?EED

if
if
if

•#
ACCURACY
==

if

if
tX

I
I
>

••*-

THOMAS MEIGHAN

|j

in

"THE CANADIAN" %
>

..•. >>>>>>,>>>>. .......•.^

>«'•

• " • i»

Manager

"Rainbow Riley"

"The Early Bird"
"The Crackerjack"
"The Speed Spook"

(First National Prods.)

(State Rights)

Johnny Hines

*

Ben Berk,

say

decorate
suite at the
to

*

interesting story has floated in
It is to the effect
the West.

that a pioneer director, now in want,
received a telephone call from a feminine star, whom he directed in the
She desired to aid him
earlier days.
by having him direct her next picture, but because she failed to send

Siarrin£

Johnny Hines

''The Live- Wire," also

known

as

''The Early Bird'' and ''The Crackerjack," will be

"Tbe Speed Spook" in Hollywood. He does
NOT wear "The Brown Derby." (All productions starring Johnny Hines).
called

To

Address

Producers:

Am locating

Hollywood
On or About November 10
in

if
2**

BEN BERK
"The Brown Derby"
"The Live-Wire"

I

with

I

Production

i.t
!•:
J.t

Eleanor Woodruff, old Vita-

Hotel Ambassador.

Dwan

will play the role
for Neil Hamilton,

Starring

*

*

decorating and was awarded

being

"Womanhood." He

I

"

a comedy role in
the Robert T. Kane
directed by Lothar

play

To Play Title Role
ec Francis has been engaged to
the title role of "The Music
;er," which will be made in the
directing. It
with Allan
on the strength of his work in
cis

*

parked my httle car in
your space this morning, but I really
I saw one
didn't mean any harm.
of your pictures last night at a downtown theater and I thought you
wouldn't be with the company any
fully sorry

*

;

"The

the least. In addition to her
stage work, she does interior

des.

,

*

in

Gribbon Here
Gribbon is here from the

manhood,"
al,

the

Additions to Cast
Larry Gray has been loaned by Famous to Robert T. Kane for a role in

Hamlin finishes the story thusly:
"The 'steno' left this note:
" 'Dear Mr. Whoosiz
am awI

graph
to

selling

thought the "pedbe a good type.
is

chief cameraman of the Allan Dwan
Shoot Exteriors
of the Lothar Mendes' unit, which will make "The Music
unit are in Washington, shooting ex- Master."
teriors for "Womanhood."
Joseph
Boyle was in the vanguard, securing

Members

Genial Fred E. Hamlin, formerly
with the Strand and now in Hollywood, tells of a Hollywood stenographer who had the "nerve" to park her
flivver in a space reserved for a diThe director
rector's Rolls-Royce.
"registered" hate and had the flivver moved. In the New York World,

irst National studio publicity in
East, has resigned.

t

in the
pedestrian,

Hector Fuller, who has exploited pictures, had the honor of
reading the city's Scroll of
Honor to Queen Marie at her
welcome in New York.

Hal Hall Resigns
Hall, former Boston newspaper
for several months in charge more.'

Idie

be

monkey on

Additions to Cast
Louise Du Pre,
Tom Blake and
Forde have been added to the
of "On Guard," a serial SchuyGrey is producing for Pathe.
Fairfax Fuller wrote the scebased on a story by Major
3,
srt Glassburn of the U. S. Army,
ter Strange and Frank Perugini
ioing the camera work. Exteriors
Deing taken at West Point, Fort
jle,
Md., and the Aberdeen artiltesting grounds, also in MaryInteriors will be photographed

Webber with Fox
George Webber, for several years
with Famous, has been engaged as

locations.

who saw George Sidney

He

Pyramid studio

is

*

stick."
ler" would

le

—andwriting
hav-

ing 'em published.

ers.

Uriel Kingston,
ter P. Lewis,

film

bill

Lin Bonner, who used to
pound out publicity for vari-

d.

Joseph

PHOTOGRAPHING

the flames.

~~
ly

J.

Nadel to California
H.
Nadel,
for
several
still jobless.
months assistant studio manager for
*
*
*
First National, plans to go to Calio t s'
Si Seadler is developing into a fornia next month.
He was with
Depew
Distinctive and Famous before joinyouthful
Chauncey
as
an
afBy RALPH WILK
ter-dinner speaker.
He presented ing First National.
New York- the Marcus Loew cup to Merle Johners is like shooting wild animals son at a Pathe club party. Johnson
Murphy with Swanson Unit
in Africa," says George Schneider- ivon the film tennis tournament.
Dudley Murphy has joined the
*
*
*
man, Coast cameraman. "You have
Gloria Swanson unit making "SunPathe has some real home talent.
tQ stalk them and shoot them from
ya" at Cosmopolitan to handle the
Members
of
the
Pathe
club
have
ambush."
George "shot" exteriors
photographic detail in connection
formed an orchestra and it is furnishfor "The Auctioneer."
with the transition episodes of the
*
ing music at the monthly dances of
*
picture.
Later he will go to the
Out in Hollywood, a pedestrian the organization.
Coast to confer with Cecil B. De
saw a fire in a cottage. To enter
Mille regarding his
story,
"SkyMotoring to Coast
the place, he was forced to break a
scrapers," which Murphy expects to
Aaron Levine and George iVmy, make in New York.
window before he could extinguish
her car for the director, he refused
to accept the directorship, and is

%
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HAPPENINGS

ENGLAND,

IN

Foreign Markets

RUSSIA AND FRANCE AND

FLASHES FROM OTHER
LANDS

By

Russia
Soviet

Nationalized

—Large

JAMES

P.

Deny Indian Scheme

May Be

Theaters

Bombay — Denials

Further

— The

restriction of rights
of importing foreign tihiis, limits product for Russian theaters, which really have not many pictures to show.
But there is talk in Russia about the
whole nationaHzation of kinemas;
wiiich, it would appear, will soon be
h'ovkino is occupied now
realized.
with re-uniting together all the difsuch
as
kino-estabhshments
fert

them with

spection of the management of the
State producing concerns was made,
with the result tiiat a lot of "leaks"
were discovered in administrative
and technical departments. Negative*

financially

backing

an Indian production company
headed by Dr. Pal, author of

"The Light of Asia." Dr. Pal
claimed the Princes and Aga

Khan would contribute §5,000,000 to his organization, which
would produce for British possessions only.

—

Goskino, Sewzapkino, etc., which will
appear as different sections of the
bovkino. There has been a slash of
a great part of the employees of
th.ese establishments, more than 100
in Sovkino, and 70 in Goskino, havThis is not
ing been discharged.
very encouraging for the workers
in Russia, because having been refused by the one single establishment they have no hope of getting
employment elsewhere.
In the production field, many difThe sumficulties have cropped up.
mer season is always the most active
one for production, but this year not
much could be done, and this for the
reason that in April and May an in-

London

now

— Dr.

Pal,

who

is

connection with the
showing of his "Light of Asia"
at Philharmonic Hall, refused
here

CUNNINGHAM

in

when

to make any comment
told of the denials.

London

By ERNEST W. FREDMAN,

London— M. A. Wetherall, of "Livingstone" fame, has left London for
West

the

Island, in

Indies,

on a film version of the life
Wetherall has
of Robinson Crusoe.
to start

disposed

already

the

of

European

distribution rights.
*

*

+

Sir

ton,

Cunlifife-Lister

Philip

»'e(

ciers.

New

Birth Control, Theme of
Arthur Ziehm
Berlin

—

a

new

Ipr

has

"Wom

release,

said
it,

one reason he was desirous of
getting British production established was that he wanted to see every
of propaganda utilized to further British trade throughout the
Sir Philip also appealed to
world.
British manufacturers to assist in the
financial backing of good producers

Foreign Territory Now AvailabI
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

means

*

the

Starring

Fast Aclii n

Me

FERDINAND
152

West 42nd

odr>

Free ing.

State authorities have enforced rigid
restrictions affecting the operation
of

cinemas.

To

Produce Queen Marie's Story
George Dewhurst, it if

London

*

ADAM

H.

New York

St.,

mil

Citl'"
1

H

*

*

IMMEDIAT

—

—

PAWNEE

—

DONALD CAMPBELL

false

rendered

accounts being

with

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

Foreign

Henry

R.

Arias,

New

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

of Merit'''

OiltnbutL-d

CO.

^^c,?^

DiMtibu'ion

Nat Nathanson,

CORPORATION

Seriei of Eiphl Virile

Ouldoom

Cable

acidress

Phone

'VXisconsin
5196-5197

:

RiCHMOUNT Pictures
723 Seventh

New York

Avenue

morgan"

"nhell hocked SAMM\"
"l,ONE \\ A(.ON"
"LAS WHI E MAN"
I

I

"NORTH OF ALASKA"CIRCUS H RE
"R VGGEO ROBIN"

N. Y.

tributors.

"SLOW DYNAMITE"
Cable

Laadon

SMICOPILMS

Ktirtmm
New York

PIZORPILMS

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,

Paris Address:

•

Society des Films
2

Richraount,

Rue de Lancry,
Paris.

Cable Address:
2

City,

MOUNTAN,

[xindon ArfdrrM

Mapolcon Filnu. Ltd.
S New C'ompton St.
CkarliK Crow <o*i W. C.

Inc.

D. J.
President
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

Piclurcn

MATTY MATTISON
"mile a min'u'k

^^„v,

Pres.

Present

A

bit

SIMMONDS PICTURES

Exclusive purchasing agrnts and representatives for leading film distributors tliroughout loreign territories.

Himark New York

729 Seventh Avenue

Producliens

Pres.

BROADWAY,

1540
N. Y. C.
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
'

HI-MARK FILM SALES

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.

ors appeared upon pay accounts who,
during the whole year, never actualdirectors engaged
ly worked, and
their friends and relatives to participate in productions and draw salaries.

m

lera

Competition in Projection Field
Germany has three new
Berlin
projectors which will be introduced
RuMountain," by Queen Marie of
mania.
The report states exteriors to the market in competition with
which is very expensive in Russia." \yvill be shot in Rumania and the cast/ U. S. machines.
and has to be imported, was wasted:
Hall-Davis/
\\<\}] be headed by Lillian
in one instarfce 20,000 metres being
Foreign Territory Now Available
Distribtion has not been arranged,/
exposed for a drama of 1,500 metres
BILL, Jr.
length: this was severely condemned
Indian Cinema Arts to Produce
In a scries of 8 five reel
as a crime against economy, which is
Calcutta The Indian Cinema Arts
In
a necessity of State finance.
Western Thrill Dramas
of Calcutta will produce a feature usother cases, scenes in films where ing
both European and Indian playcrowds were scheduled as being of, ers.
130 W. 46th St.,
*Doncame^>*
say, 300 actors, were discovered to
New York City
New York
liave only two hundred employed,

Arreceipts for the higiier number.
tists were engaged at huge salaries
and were not employed in films: act-

"

Ufa production,

"Mademoiselle from Armentieres,"
and "The Lodger" have been sold to
Lee-Bradford, New York, for the
American market.

understood, is about to commence
the:
production of "The Voice
of

ostoi

'epai

m«»

—

the

Kiiir

Frank Merril

Cable Ferdinadam, N.Y. Phone. Wis.

medium.
*

"Vaudeville,"
Tightening Strings on Irish Cinemas
starring Emil Jannings and Lya de
recent
the
Dublin As a result of
i-utti, appeared in 40 theaters in LonDrunicollogher disaster, in which 50
don last week. Wardour is distributtheir lives when fire razed
building,

iekl

Crusade," directed by Martin Ber Latf
It deals with birth control.
a

that

as an advertising

people lost
an old theater

h

British

in

nounced

Speaking at the opening of the
British goods exhibition at Warring-

—

exhibition, Mont
Pyke, is about to enter product
Pyke states he will turn out 20
It is said he has^d
tures a year.
London firjfcoi
backing of several

ures

Editor, "The Film Renter"

Tobago

Exhibitor Turns Produt
One of the foremost

British

The London Trade

have been

issued at Simla on behalf of the
Maharajahs of Patiala, Jaipur,
Kashmir and Bikanir and the
Aga Khan, of reports crediting

Financial

"Leaks" Found

Moscow

NEWS BRIEFS FROM BOMBAY
COPENHAGEN— LONDONPARIS— BERLIN— BUENOS
AIRES— CAIRO—VIENNA—
MADRID— PRAGUE

SUMMARY OF TRADE

31 Portland Place,

London W.

France.

RICHPICSOC, PARIS
Cable Address:

Cable

RICHPIC.

"Exporting only the Best in

Address:
N. Y.

I.,

England

DEEJAY,

Motion Pictures

LONDON

'ogn

;

THE
m
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Developments
By

Weeks

*16

for Publix

New Haven

(Week
—
Capitol
"The

to Increase Total

by January
By early January Publix will have
weeks on its presentation circuit,
le
r

completion about
Jiristmas.
At Houston the Metro' litan, a
house with a similar seatl capacity, will be ready about one
™;ek later.
Late in November the Olympic at

w
^it,

il

its

Haven, unit of the Gray cirbecome the second week

will

the chain, following the New York
breaking the jump to

ening and
)ston.

John Murray Anderson

is

making

eparations for the initial presentam for the Paramount scheduled to
en Nov. 19. This will be an elabocut
te production which will be
wn before going out on the road.
St what its nature will be has not
en definitely determined but conieration is being given to a plan
lling for production reviewing the
ogress of the industry.

Organize Ohio Booking Offices
Cleveland
Thomas Carroll and
|fcb Pank have presented about 450
t'scovery Night acts in the State,
jjjfk, Liberty and Doan during the
They have organ1st six months.
jJed
the Ohio Booking Offices to
^mdle the business, which started on
Carroll is house
e State's stage.
nager at the State and Pank is a
l!

—

aduate of the Loew exploitation dertment. Each of the Loew houses
med observes Discovery Night
ce a week.

Cambria Assumes New Duties
Frank Cambria has assumed his
ties as director of art and stage
oduction for Publix, being located
the home office in New York. He
inquishes a similar post held with
alaban & Katz since 1920.

Mrs. A. K.
j

BENDIXi
presents

\

THE OLOWAN
MALE QUARTETTE

|
[

ARTHUR

I

managers

know

\\

ho know

I

singers.

701.7th Ave.

i

New York

to

send yours

to:

Present

The Film Daily
1650 Broadway, New York City.
Editor,

"Campus

Flirt"

Prologue

To

—

—

Riesenfeld Believes that the
following 10 overtures prove the most
popular with audiences

"Tannhauser," Wagner
"William Tell," Rossini
"1812 Overture" Tschaikowsky
"Second Hungarian Rhapsody," Liszt
"Light Cavalry," Von Suppe
"Marche Slav," Tschaikowsky
"Merry Wives of Windsor," Nicolai
"Orpheus in the Underworld," Offenbach
"Pique Dame," Von Suppe
"Irish Rhapsody," Herbert

How B'way Does

—

announced as a musical visualization of Li<:a
Lehman's cycle of songs set to words selected trom the tamous poem, "The Kubaiyat of

—

THE

DAILY.

Altons Staging Skouras Acts
Valentino Film Atmosphere
Skouras Bros, have enSt. Louis
The initial set depicted a scene from a
Just prior to the screening of "The gaged Robert and Marjorie Alton to
With the play- Son of the Sheik" created sympathetic stage
Persian rooltop at morning.
presentations.
Their initial
ers in appropriate costume a quaitet sang
"Wake! ior the Sun Wno Scatter'd into atmosphere for Rudolph Valentino production was "Melody in Marble"
f'ligut."
Its members are: sop.ano, Vio.a by having vocalist stationed in the
and the past week they staged
.iherer; cont.alto, inaude ii-Uiott tenor, Tai.da wings sing "There's a New Star in
Black
featuring
the
"Southland,"
MacKenz.e bass, Amund Sjovik. Ti.e ba.
Tonight." The curtain was Bottom. The couple, who were fortone loliowed with a solo, and a slave dance Heaven
was executed by an adagio team con:>iaiing then drawn against the stage while merly with John Murray Anderson
ot Loia i3uadurskayh and W. Kuderoif.
the organ softly played "Nearer My and various Broadway musical shows,
Noon was the time of the second incident,
At the conclusion of are now preparing a special revue
to Thee."
staged in a tantaatic set somewhat resemb- God
More vocjI the number the curtain opened and for the Missouri's sixth anniversary
ling the interior of a temple.
The last set showed a a special picture composed of close- ce'ebration.
solos were provided.
garden, witii a fountain, composed of string
An ups of the star was shown, following
bdCivgruund.
center
pearls,
in
the
of
oriental number was danced by Asa Kass, which the feature was projected.—
Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!
Closing the Henry
Theater,
and there was more singing.
Circle
Hower,

—

Omar Khayyam."

;

i-

;

act

Josephine

KarroU,

wearing an expensive

star-covered veil, climbed onto the fountain.
Also on the stage program weie the Wainwright Sisters, who sang and piayed ukeieles
They worked in front of a
entertainingly.
green drop, with a beautiful screen, flanked
uy urns, as the principal prop.

Strand

A

little

more commonplace than usual was

Mark Strand

past week.
was the titie of the opening
"Punchinello
incident, with Edward Albano, baritone, singHe was dressed
ing the song by that name.
as Pierro and was seating on a half-moon, in
When he dreams
tront of a black back drop.
about his dead sweetheart, as per the song,
she, impersonated by Mile. Klemova, premier
ballerina, appears and with M. Uaks, dressed
in masque ball costume, dances "Schon Kosthe

I'rolic

the

'

awakens from his
dreaming she disappears and he again sings
Before

marin."

Albano

the last verse of his song.
In the second incident the set depicts the
exterior of a Spanish ball, showing tall winThis presents a
dows, backgrounded in red.
male ensemble of 20 voices, the men being
They sing "El Relidressed as toreadors.
cario."
The Mark Strand ballet corps, costumed as senoritas, do "Jota," clacking castenettes, and Katherine Crandall follows with
Closing the number the
a Spanish dance.

chorus sings "Barcelona."
As a prologue to "The Prince of Tempters,

^ '

a set showing a monastery cloister was used.
The male chorus sang "In a Monastery Gar-

Omaha.
"Anniversary Banquet"
An "Anniversary Banquet" was
staged under the direction of Frank
Cambria in connection with the anniversary celebration.

The

artists

sat

around a banquet table and the toastmaster called on each one to do his
stufT,

thus offering their program

a novel
ater,

manner.

— Metropolitan

Standard

V AUDE VI LLE
The FALLY MARKUS
for Motion Picture Presentation

Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

in

The-

Boston.

UuUKliNo HIGH CLAsa VAUUEVILLE

AND MOTION PICTURE PRESENTATIONS DE LUXE

Offers Negro Quartet
With an atmospheric stage setting
a negro quartet was effectively put
The set included a back drop
over.
on which was painted a cotton scene

Jack Linder
Vaudeville
1576 B'wajr

Agency

LAC. 5338-9

Write.

Phone or

New York

City

Call

AMALGAMATED

ARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZI

The Better Picture
Theatres
Attractions

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

INC.

Booking

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

j

you

0-Grams

Hugo

prologue this picture dress your
stage to resemble a college dormitory
displayed.
room,
with
pennants
Open with a phonograph or radio
furnishing dance music before the
curtain rises to reveal several couand a small stream. A set tree was
ples all dressed in collegiate fashion,
"The Prince of Tempters"; Monday,
Lya de Putti; Tuesday, Ben Lyon;
dancing.
As selection ends all seat placed center, with a cabin on the
left.
The quartet was seated on a
Wednesday, Lois Moran; Thursday,
themselves except one girl who goes
several other members ot cast.
huge pile of loose cotton in the shadinto a Charleston or Black Bottom,
ow of the tree, a blue spot overhead
the orchestra furnishing the music.
casting shadows typical of night. A
Before the dancer completes her
moon was used on the back drop,
chap
who
has
number
bring
on
a
It
rising during the singing and fading
been appearing shy and reticent, to
into the clouds at the conclusion of
Rivoii
eccentric number. Then close
Another extravagant, artistic production do an
the act.
Water ripple and cloud efgirl
singing
"Alwith
boy
and
a
patrons
Muroffered
Kivod
by
was
to
John
fects were also used.
F. J. Miller,
ray Anderson, aided by Boris PetroH.
Ihis ways."
Suggested by
FILM Imperial Theater, Augusta.
was labeled "In a Persian (jarden" and was

|
1

[

invite

"
overture, "Tannhauscr
"Barnyard Frolic," staged
Rivoli
by Paul Oscard; Themy Georgi, tenor; overture, medley of Johann Strauss
compositions.
Strand
Same as previous week
with the following personal appearances in connection with the feature,
retti;

have never handled
|

from

Forest,"

den."

a finer organizition and
recommend this to those

Popular Overtures

Briefly told ideas for -presentation
We
all parts of the country.

24)

Enchanted

EDDY

W.

Present' O- Grams

Nordholm, soprano;
Clarabel
with
Joyce Coles and John Triesault, danctrumpet
solo,
ers;
"Intiammatus,"
from "Stabat Mater," Pietro Capodiferro;
baritone solo, "Vision Fugitive," from "Herodiade " Carlo Fer-

Texas, 2,500-seat house now unconstruction at San Antonio, will

added upon

Oct.

of

Presentations

in

B'way Presentations

San Antonio, Houston and

''"puses at

^

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard Vaudeville

Acts

and Presentations

1560 BroadwBF
Bryant 0967-8

New York

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

f-^E^
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10

run Moskin

I

Adolphe Menjou in

"College Days"

"The Ace of Cads"

Tiffany Prod.

"The Prince of Tempters"

i)L

Kane

"Michael Strogoff"

Prod.: Robert T.
Dist.: First National

Ihii^'ersal

Paramount

DISTINGUISHED BY THE EX- RATHER SLOW MOVING FOR
FAST MOVING AND EXCITING
CELLENT WORK OF ITS THE AVERAGE AUDIENCE.
ADVENTURE STORY SUR- CAST AND BY THE INTELLI- STORY
IS FAMILIAR BUT

ROUNDED WITH SPECTACULAR ATMOSPHERE. HAN-

DLED IN A BIG WAY. FOREIGN-MADE BUT DECIDEDLY SUITABLE FOR AMERICAN AUDIENCES.

GENCE DISPLAYElt IN
TECHNICAL DETAIL. DISCRIMINATING AUDIENCES
WILL APPRECIATE IT.

Cast. .Splendid.

Ben Lyon does best
Lois Moran,
career.

24, 192f

SMOOTHLY

TOLD AND
VERY WELL ACTED BY A
CAPABLE CAST.
Star.... His usual suave demeanor
fits the character splendidly here.
The type of role that won him his
popularity.

VERY ENTERTAINING.
FOOTBALL YARN WITH
CLEVERLY HANDLED GAM
AND A DRAMATIC STORlJoi!

ft

JRL

iCl

WELL TOLD. CERTAIN T
REGISTER.

so:

Cast
Pleasing, every membe
Marceline Day appealing and pre
ty;
Charles Delaney most sati

ilAl

1,.

oli!

lardl;

factory as hero; James Harriso:
work of his
good as his side-kick. Others iii'a
Ian
charming and competent.
Star.
Docs pleasing work.
elude Duane Thompson who do<
Keith fine.
Lya de Putti very
ttesl
Cast .... Unknown in America. None
a good bit, Kathleen Key and EtJ
good.
Sam Hardy immense in Cast. .. .Alice Joyce splendid, giving
*
performance.
restrained
carefully
a
na
Murphy.
comedy role.
especially important since action
Philip Strange very good as the
revolves entirely around Strogoff's Type of Story. .. .Based on "The
Norman Trevor well Type of Story.... The title explain >
real "cad."
the theme.
"College Days" is aipt'
iix-Dukc" by E. Phillips Oppenadventures.
suited as the father and Suzanne
original
by
A.
P. Younger who ha rm
heim. Distinction is the keynote of
daughter.
Fleming fair as the
Type of Story. .. .Adventure yarn.
developed
an
interesting
"The Prince of Tempters." From
stor 'Tk
Drama. All the
Based on Jules Verne's novel. In
which Tiffany has handled in firsljs
a production point of view, it is Type of Story
.

.

.

narrative

the

brief,

of

tells

the

hardships encountered bj' Michael
Strogofif, Czar's messenger, in his
efforts to reach Irkutsk in Siberia

where the Grand Duke
of a rebellion which
Strogoff,

the enemy's lines but

inferno

able

threatens.

through

gets

course,

of

unaware

is

a verit-

is

it

through which he
is accomplished.

passes before this

This French picture is successful in
hitting American standards more
closely than any foreign picture
which has come over in some time.
It is apparent that much money
was spent in building the story up
The
into the realms of spectacles.
scenes

battle

The

handled.

well

are

sequence where Stropresumably blinded
There is no
very well done.
color

goff's eyes are
is

but

eyestrain,

a

pleasing,

softly

modulated and discriminating use
In this respect,

of color.

it

differs

considerably from the broad application

of

which

color

American

producers use. The exteriors are
interesting because they are foreign.
However, it is too bad
that the ending is not more co-

Whether

herent.

is

it

manner

the

which Universal has re-edited
makes little difference.
The interesting and imin

the picture or not,

portant

point

Strogoff," as

form,

is

it

is

"Michael

that

stands in

its

release

a highly acceptable

pic-

an

achievement.
Lightings, photography, composition, camera angles all play their part in contributing to what is really an impressive picture.
It is to be regretted
that the story was not stronger.
Its
beginnings
interesting
are
enough, but toward the middle and
the end it weakens.
The first
portion deals with the conflict between the urge for earthly pleasures and the peace of a monastic
life.
Lyon, reared by the church,
into

falls

as a

Ian

his

inheritance

rightful

member of English nobility.
Keith, who is in reality the

prince of tempters takes Lyon in
hand and educates him in the mode
of living of a fast London set.
It is here Lyon meets Lya de Putti who, while she originally sets out
to ensnare him for his money,
later learns to love him.
However,

a

romance develops between Lyon
Lois Moran.
Through ma-

and

chinations
of
Keith,
they
are
forced apart. Efforts are made by
Miss de Putti to regain Lyon's
good graces.
She fails and decides to take poison, but first explains to both lovers the circumstances which keep them apart.
They are, of course, reunited in
the end.

Box

Office Angle. .Important names
must not be discounted.
Splendid atmosphere, love interest,
dignified handling of players and
theme will tell the story at the
box-office.
in the cast

the

title.

be

used

Your

Arouse interest

in

is the kind that can
build up conjecture.
big talking point is the cast.

It

to

Get behind

by

it

all

Direction

you need have no quahns about
the grown-ups liking it as well.
Direction

V. Tourjansky;

mo.st ccinipetent.

Author

Jules Verne

Scenario

Not
Not

Cameraman

Photography
for most part very good.
Locale

Length

credited
credited

Varies;

Russia-Siberia
9,315 feet

typical

of

character

the

trayal,

that

of

grossly

the

mis-

judged English officer whose honor
sends him on a long and lonely
road but ends eventually with the
expected, and wholly logical reThis is Luther Reed's inunion.
itial directorial effort and, on the
whole is a successful debut. His
story development is smooth, conPerhaps
sistent and interesting.
he has concentrated most of his
The
attention on these elements.
settings are uninteresting and usually

rather ordinary.

The

early

need speeding but some judicious cutting could readily get
the story under way a bit more
swiftly.
It is the story of an Enreels

glish girl loved by two officers.
Basil de Gramercy, jealous of his
Capel Maturin, who has
friend
won Eleanour's hand, frames Basil
into a disgraceful
loses Eleanour as a
teen years pass and
who had suffered in

and he
Ninede Gramercy,
silence, meets

scene

result.

Eleanour's daughter, falls in love
with her but once again is the
honorable gentleman and withdraws his suit after at last exposing the perfidy of her father.
Eleanour's
mother decides she
wants her old lover for herself.

le

rate style.
Younger's yarn varied
from the other football picture SW
now in distribution in that he ha
tempered it with more of the dra lime!
is

Therefore, "College Days

matic.

ons

emerges not entirely as a comedj seem
but a comedy-drama. The kick
i; ture

the picture

is,

of course, the footbtf

ball game in which Jim Gordorff
played in pleasing fashion by Char
les Delaney, triumphs for his col
lege.
Gordon first appears as kept
scapegoat who wins Mary Ward' getk
(Marceline Day's) love and wh(
eventually
is
dismissed
frod The
school, following a tussle with oniHea
of the professors who resents thtimaf
c

tnerf

sevei

ler

manner
Mary.
to

in
which Gordon treat
The beating administerei

him brings out

He

his better quail

take:

re-admitted t( bed
college but finds Mary has changed few
She becomes involved in doubtfuftell
company.
Gordon takes her
force from a roadhouse.
The ma
chine in which they travel back tc own
Mary goes tc but
college is wrecked.
the hospital. Gordon is barred ou' mar:
of the big game because he broke an
ties.

later

is

At the

training.

last

moment,

ht

the

ordered into the fracas by th« way
His playing re npi
coach and wins.
is

Removec rest
suits in a broken leg.
to the hospital, he meets Mary^ then
There ard wife
They are reunited.
many nice touches. Shots of a real serv

football game with huge mobs in som
Office Angle
Will appeal
the bowl are cleverly interspersed ini
more directly to an elite clientele.
throughout the staged game.
Good cast and an appealing romance to interest them.
Box Office Angle. .. .Nice box-office.
Exploitation. .Where Adolphe MenFootball pictures are in demand|)j(
jou's name has come to mean a
"College Days" has pop' edv
this fall.
line at your box office you need
This^
ular box-office ingredients.
only to exploit the title of his latplus nice work in the handling,
est and promise them a splendid
makes its appeal to exhibitors ai

Box

lorg

^jj.

Exploitation

means.

ture for this market.

Commercially
Box Office Ang:le
Interesting story, well told.
there.
Great stuff for children, although

suavity

which Menjou has popularized, is
brought into play in his latest por-

Bent:

first

Lothar Mendes;

American

Many

touches
such as Lubitsch uses.
Outstanding in his use of the camera.

Most

creditable

Author

story,

Scenario
full

distinctive

Photography
Locale

Length

told.

"The Ex-Duke"

rapi

portrayal in another of his well
known characterizations.
He is
the gentleman first, last and always.
Tie ups with card shops
and novelty stunts by way of using large replicas of playing cards
for your announcements will readily

interest

them.

xplc

definite one.

idea

atmosphere.
Take advantage of the obvious tieups.
They should be plenty to:
arouse interest.

Exploitation.

.

.

.

College

Direction
good.

Richard Thorpe;'

Italy-England
7,780 feet

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

tion

casf

Cameraman
J. Roy Hunt
and Mack
Usually Good
London-Paris Photography
7,786 feet Length

he
in

Luther Reed;
Bern Direction
good story development.
Author
Ernest Haller; Author
Michael Arlen Scenario
measure of credit for
Scenario
Forrest Halsey
effort.
Superb

lai

ily

tol

Paul

Cameraman
deserves

all

Based on E. Phillips

Oppenheim

a

effort.

the

A. P. Younger

a

Nei

irec'

A.

P.

Younger

Milton Moore

fair

iith(

:ena

Stengler

iffif

College town
7,300

feet

and

hotc
Deal

THE

T

"The Fourth Commandment"

Wreck"

Prod.: Al Christie
Prod. Dist. Corp.

IION

PICTURE

OF GAGS NECESSARY

ROUND OUT A STORY
lOT SUFFICIENTLY SUB:0

iTANTIAL FOR A FEATURE.
...

ardly fulfills the slapstick requirePhyllis Haver equally unlents.
ble to cope with the situation,

ood laughs. Others Mack Swain,
iobart Bosworth, Charles Gerard,

Cast. .. .Belle Bennett adds another
to her list of recent successful performances. She gives a varied and
sincere performance that cannot fail
to win the admiration of her audi-

Clarence Burton.
pe of Story. .. .Comedy; adapted
rom Owen Davis' stage play.

ence.
Henry Victor, an English
actor, quite handsome and talented.
Mary Carr in another of her lov-

hester Conklin contributes

"Her Man O'War"

Fox

Producers Dist. Corp.

PRODUCTION

.

Harrison Ford nicely suited
o light comedy business but he
it.

"The Country Beyond"
FINE

Universal

,ACKS A SNAPPY SUCCES:

11

AND WAR STORY AFFORDS THORACTING. JAMES OLIVGOOD
GOOD ENTERTAINMANY FINE QUALITIES TO ER CURWOOD STORY WITH OUGHLY
MENT. ROMANCE, DRAMA
PLEASE THEM IF THEY DO A RATHER NEW SLANT ON
HUMOR— ALL COMBINE TO
NOT TIRE WITH A STORY THE OLD MOUNTY YARN. MAKE THIS INTERESTING.
THAT IS REPETITIOUS IN Cast. ... Olive Borden a very sexy ESPECIALLY WELL ACTED.
woodland nymph who captures the
SPITE OF SOME SPLENDID
Cast.
Jetta Goudal very pleasing as
hearts of three of the five men in
Mariette, the peasant girl, and WilDRAMATIC MOMENTS. AN the
cast.
Ralph Graves succumbs
liam Boyd wholly likable as the
EXCELLENT PRODUCTION.
completely. J. Farrell MacDonald,
Yankee soldier who falls in love

Dist.:

IRLY AMUSING.

-^5^

DAILY

nday, October 24, 1926

'The Nervous

1

many

as the mounty, has
her," and Lawford

"always loved
Davidson, the
show producer, sees a brand new
star on Broadway when he discovers Olive.
Fred Kohler and
Evelyn Selbie first rate in character

roles.

.

.

with her. Boyd a mighty clean cut,
good looking hero. Should be increasing his popularity. Grace Darmond splendid as the tricky secret
service agent. Jimmie
as Boyd's war buddy.

Frank

Deslys,

Adams good
Others Kav

Reicher,

Junior
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance.
Coghlan, Robert Edeson.
Curwood hasn't gotten entirely
The Nervous Wreck" served for
able, sympathetic mother roles.
A away
.Dramatic romance
from the man hunt, but he Type of Story.
mildly amusing stage play and
long list of capable players in the
adapted from Fred Jackson's story,
does supply many new slants to
he film presentation seems to have
cast.
"Black Marriage." Frank Urson's
the old mounted police yarn that
truck about the same average. It
good
direction readily overcomes
Type
of
Story.
..
.Drama.
provide effective variation and make
Emory
entertainment, funny at
fair
s
.

.

.

.

,

imes, but never reaching a hilariThe material hardly
)us stage.
eemed to warrant a picture of feaure length unless it might have
leen dressed up with a succession
The gags aren't
clever gags.
)f
Ihere and the footage runs into
leven reels where five might have
cept the laughs much closer together and made for a much bet-;
comedy interest.:
sustained
er
The yarn deals with the familiar'
dea about the chronic ailer who;
magines he has every disease oni
he calendar. It offers Henry Wiliams as a specific example and

akes j'ou West with Henry where
le decides that since he has but a
'ew months to live he might as
veil prepare to die there. Sally Morgan, ranchman's daughter, humors
aenry but has a sly notion of her
)wn that Henry is not only healthy
handsome and rather than
)Ut
narry the local sheriff Sally stages

Johnson has a hankering for epic
themes.
His latest carries a very
powerful moral pertaining to everyday life and teaches a lesson that
might well reach into the homes of
many, carrying with it its effective

The

story does not
preach.
It narrates and in its development are to be found several
worthy dramatic climaxes, put over
with a punch. It is, however, this
anti-climactic
development
that
makes the development somewhat
wearying as tlie situation repeats
itself.
It has to do with the idea
influence.

caused when one home
houses two families. To be precise, it is the mother-in-law tragedy
wherein a devoted son sees his
kindly old mother ordered from his
of friction

home by

his wife,

made

jealous be-

cause of the mother's love for her
son and his boy. The situation re-

m

elopement in which Henry is
On the
unsuspecting victim.
way Henry is mistaken for a hold-'
]p man and in order to avoid ar:he

est the two are forced to conceal
themselves by posing as man and
wife at a nearby ranch, Henry
There follows;
serving as a cook.
3ome fairly amusing complications;
n which Henry eventually "finds:
liimself," in love with Sally and'
corgets all about being a nervous
wreck.
IX Office Angle.. Not strong comedy entertainment but will please

peats itself in the life of the young
wife herself when her second, and
very wealthy, husband loses his
fortune and she goes to live with
her son. She ends her days drearMuch
ily pounding an old organ.
could be done to speed the tempo
in the long sequence showing the
manner in which the woman suffers
It is commendable
for the past.
that Johnson has not tacked on the
That is
old sugar-coated reunion.
as

it

every

should be.

It

is

logical

in

detail.

Office Angle. .. .Human interest
theme, with the mother love appeal quite dominant, will make this
a real home picture but it must
be shortened.

Box

good entertainment.
Borden is a big asset, in
addition, and Irving Cummings has
for

pretty

Olive

given the story an excellent production.
There is a quantity of
beautiful locations against which
the action takes place.
concerns the plight of

The

story

the

little

Northwoods girl who falls in love
with a young trapper wanted by
the police for robbery.
Cass'dy,
a happy-go-lucky mounty, loathes
the job of bringing McKay in because he knows he isn't a bad sort.
Harland, a theatrical producer,
stopping at a Summer hotel on the
lake, sees Valencia and offers her
To further
a place in his show.
his scheme he forces Cassidy on

McKay's

Meanwhile, Valencia, who lives with Ljz and her
good-for-nothing man, Hawkins, is
attacked by Hawkins when she
trail.

Hawkins
to leave the house.
has sold her to a bully and is about
to deliver her to her new master.
Liz kills Hawkins and Valencia
escapes. McKay discovers the murder and assumes the guilt, thinking
MacKay is senValencia did it.
tenced and, unaware of his plight,
Valencia accepts Harland's offer.
Cassidy locates her, now a famous
star, and tells her about MacKay
and that now he is free. Valencia
hastens to him and there is a reunion.
Well balanced
Box Office Angle
tries

action.
romance
and
comedV,
Should do satisfactory business.
Exploitation. .. .The average theaterthe crowd that doesn't require a
goer will find just the elements of
rapid succession of gags.
appeal that he enjoys, all very comand
the
title
The
jicploitation
coherently joined topact and
You have a very
Exploitation
iidea concerning the chronic comThe
gether in Curwood's story.
theme
to talk about and
powerful
Iplainer will lend themselves readromance is pleasing, J. Farrell Macsituation that has wrecked the
a
that will get atten|ily to notices
Donald's cQmedy interpolations are
Talk
happiness of many homes.
Say: "Are you a walking pill
;tion.
enjoyable and there is enough draabout it and get your local newsmonths
few
but
a
case? Have you
matic action to make the bill of
papers
to give it space. There are
Henry Williams thought
to live?
They'll like Olive
fare complete.
excellent names to use, parmany
he had but he went West. Come
Borden real well. Use plenty of
Bennett, the reticularly Belle
'The
n and see what happened to
stills of her.
nowned mother of "Stella Dallas."
"
Nervous Wreck.'
Direction.
.Irving Cummings; good
Emory
Johnson;
Direction
Scott Sidney;
irection
:

.

many

fair.

Owen

Davis
E. J. Rath
lenario
Alexander Phillips
uneramen
and Alfred Jacquemin.
Good
lotography
athor

ocale

ength

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

West Locale
6,730 feet

really inspired touches.

Length

.

Author

Emilie Johnson Scenario

James Oliver Curwood
Cummings and Ernest

Maas.
Emory Johnson
Arthur Todd Cameraman
Excellent

Photography

California

Locale

7,560 feet

Length

any prejudice that might be held

ward "Her Man O'War"
reminder of the great
is

Excellent

—New York
5,363

feet

conflict.

It

highly entertaining and there

just

enough

of

is

war atmosphere

to
locale.

keep the story in its proper
plot is absorbing and the combined elements of romance, drama,
humor and pathos make for a thoroughly compelling tale.
It holds
the interest from beginning to end.
The production is excellent and the

The

fine.
The development is
smooth and increases in suspense

acting

it goes.
The climax wherein the
Yankee hero is trapped within the
German lines contains some real
punch. The story tells of the bravery of two buddies who wander into

as

the German territory, pretending to
be deserters, in order to locate a
secret passage to the castle where

the German leaders are encamped.
They are farmed out to work in

the fields and hero Jim Sanderson
with Mariette, a peasant

falls in love

Later Jim is caught sending
message to his pals on the
French side and sentenced to die.

girl.

the

Mariette, through love for Jim, gets
the message through to the Americans and they arrive through the
secret tunnel in time to save Jim.
Mariette's bravery is rewarded by
Jim's love.

Box

Office
Angle.
Entertaining.
Should be thoroughly enjoyed by
most any audience.
Mixture of
comedy and romance, plus fine suspense, will keep them interested all
the way.
Exploitation. .. .You can promise a
.

.

.

delightful romance of a peasant girl
and an American soldier and talk
about the risk incurred by the

Yankee buddies who entered

German

the

lines to secure information

their side.
Promise fine performances from WMlliam Boyd and

for

Jetta Goudal, plus the amusing business of Jimmie Adams.

Direction
very good.

Author
Adaptation
Scenario

Abe Fried Cameraman
Northwoods

to-

as another

Photography
Locale

Length

Frank Urson;
Fred Jackson
C. Garret Fort

Chas. Logue
Peverell Marley
First rate

German-French

territory

6,106 feet.

Sunday, October
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Short Subjects

—

"Lots of Grief" Gump Series
Universal
Comedy Bus Ride

Type

of production.

Andy
ventures

.

out

comedy

.2 reel

.

his

of

latest

the kitchen and

in

laugh

initial

the

starts

gets his

tying a

of

ad-

cofTec

pot to his back as he put on one of

Every

aprons.

Min's

And^

time

of shredded wheat. Two sailors rolling a two-ton barrel around the world
are shown drawing the contrivance,
which also serves as their living
quarters.
Microscopic views of a
bit of grease as it hardens, present
myriads of crystals. Evaporation of
alcohol under the microscopic lense
continued the experimental angle of
the reel. Pictures of the sun's eclipse,
the introduction of a baby zebra, a
glimpse of a mother hippo and an
offspring, and scenes from a German
town where the old, odd-looking
headgears are worn, concluded the

kid,

looks

i;itclien

on

and

in

for a

glee.

of

hops on to the top of the bus. Some
more comedy with Andy trying to
"Lots of Grief"
grab oflf a seat.
serves a full quota of laughs and
the Gump crowd will likely enjoy
every

bit of

Animated Hair Cartoons, No.

Red
Type

of production.
toon.

—

"haymaker."

and

wins the admiration
of Betty's father, and his permission
In addition.

Lew

to take the

hand

of Betty.

280

Pathe

Type

Interesting
of production

reel ani-

1

mated cartoon.

.450 foot car-

..

history.

Al and his cat go hunting again.
This time thev run up against a
Al lets go with both barcondor.
but the condor doesn't blink
rels,

Marcus draws some more of his
animated hair cartoons and dares you
Bang!
Bang!
breadth.
to guess who his subject is before a
hair's
This time the transpo- Bang! right up against Mr. Condor
he finishes.
sitions disclose Lloyd George, dis- goes the gun but with no ill effects.
guised as the British lion; William It is only when the condor, with
Fsrnum, first shown as a Lenin; then gaping boredom, flaps his wings, that

Snub

Pollard, presented

first

as a Chi-

nese girl. There is another of Constance Talmadge, and one of the
Prince of Wales.

Universal
Comedy Pursuit

Haunted House"

"Pete's

Seal

"For Cryin' Out Loud"— Blue Bird

it.

gets

"Bad News" becomes ancient

17

More "Transformations"

bus ride with Min

and Chester is
The bus gets of? with Andy not
aboard and they run in a succession
of fairly good gags with Andy trying
to get on to the bus. Finally he runs
ahead, climbs a telegraph pole and

a

Lew

Finally,

opponent.
well-timed

burlv
in

a

of

"Gun Shy"— Fable No.

the

Andy's next venture.

battle follows, with Lew
showing his unbeatable gameness as
time and time again he rises after
being hurled to the canvas by his

ger

reel.

stoops over he gets a dose of hot
Chester, the
cofTee over his back.

Out

and decides that he will make "Bad
News" sound like a sweet brief, and
arranges to become Kelly's opponent
by kidnapping Richards. The time
A humdinfor the fight is at hand.

Walter Lantz Bray
Kidding the Pup
.1 reel cartoon
Diverting Animated.

Type of production.
The moral of this

head for an idea, an angle on
which to base the present cartoon.
Peering in through the tiny toy window. Lantz decides to capitalize the
sensations that must be flickering
through Pete's mind, and for the
next few minutes the house runs
rampant with stealthy sliding skeletons, ghosts doing Charlestons and
what not. doors sliding open and shut
regular haunted house fashion,
in
until the poor pup is ready to pass
Finally, having
out of the picture.
escaped from the house, Pete discovers Walter as the author of the
deviltry, and takes it out on him with

game.

Al notices that not a charmed life,
but a bullet-proof vest is responsible
Later
for his immunity to bullets.
adventures with rabbits and bears
give rise to the familiar comics and
gags which generally mark the Fable
cartoons, those in this case being no
less amusing than those which have

gone before.

It

when Al

is

"Which

Is

24, l9'Ja0

Which"— Excuse Maker
Universal

Comedy Mixup
Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

come
[PE

opens with a good gag when
Charley King is forced to raise
overdue instalment on his flivver
It

So he pla
a hurry, or lose the car.
saxaphone, and the neighb(
his
fill
his room with odds and en
of clothing and furniture that th
throw through the window.
Chi
ley hocks the collection
and sail

—

TEE

lit..

Later he gets in a mix
with a supposed bank burglar, w
turns out to be the innocent fath
of h's sweetie.
Charley pulls a bon
by turning the old man over to t
police.
So when the hero calls lat
his flivver.

m
is

in

plea!

Ftei
lirst

meet

his girl's dad, there is a l pool
reception waiting for him. Then t Wei
real burglar, who is a double for t
girl's father enters the house to stefP'
the money from the safe.
hila

to

A

ous mixup ensues as Charley tr;
to capture the robber, for he inva:
ably beats up innocent dad by mi
startlingly new in \.\
mixed identity idea, but the way
s put over gets a lot of spontaneo
chuckles.
King has a natural w,
about him that enhances his comec
sense, and he scores in this oi
nicely.

Nothing

take.

—

Sesqui-Centennial Cranfield
Clarke
Exihibition Scenes

finally

posi

oil
the
iioii

sior

&

comedy apprehends a cat who has been ter- Type of production....! reel sceii
pro- rorizing him in a bear's skin that the
is "don't
"The Philadelphia Sesqui-Centenni
cure the marriage license until the modern Aesop drives home with this is portrayed, with views of the vai
Neely Edwards punch: "It Doesn't Always Take a ous buildings and the grounds, t
girl
says *yes'."
It is Pete, the whimsical doggy's
learns the value of this after a lively Manicurist to Trim a Bozo."
gether with the exhibition activitie
hobby for reading ghost stories that bit of business in which his anticiThe views are seen through the eyi
gives the artist, who is scratching pation led him away ahead of the "The Show Cow Puncher"Mustang of
a comedy married couple, consis
.

.

.

.1 reel

.

his

Neely arrives

home

all

hides

it

at

the

girl's

arrned with a license and
under the bed clothes in

one of the rooms. It happens that
the room is occupied by his sweetie's
girl friend and Neelv's various attempts to retrieve the valuable paper
lead the sweetheart to suspect him
of being too friendly with her chum.
Eventually the girl's folks discover
the license and congratulations are
order until the girl herself
of it. Tben the party is all off.
she decides to marrv Neely
than let the license go to
in

Good comedy

that offers

hears
Later
rather
waste.

many

first

rate laughs.

Having watched
Walter soar straight to the moon.

a giant fire-cracker.

Pete shrugs his shoulders, with as
much to say "And that's that" and
calls

it

a day.

venile

The

kiddies will find
divert the ju-

amuse and
mind here.

plenty to

"Whatnots"
Educational

Side-Show Curiosities

Type

of production
1 reel
Oddities in the world's news are
ofTercd in an interesting compilation of pictures that include a varied
group of curiosities such as the Venus
plant, a fly eating shrub whose honeyed leaves attract insects and then
close up. choking the intruder. Pictures of a huge clock^ entirely mnd'
of straw, is another clever curiosity
and Fducational's title writer aptly
suggests that the watch maker may
attempt to make wrist watches out

"Punches and Perfumes"
Bray
Fair Slap-Stick Stuff

Fistical Culture Series

Type

—

of production.
.2 reel comedy
In these days of heightened interest in prize fights and fighters, this
burlesque story dealing with incidents
of the "squared circle" should find
the rcadv attention of audiences.
It
isn't altogether burlesque, for there
is the slight thread of love interest,
with the business of flying fists being
aimed to win a girl as well as pugilistic
glory.
It concerns the aspira.

between "Bad News" Kelly and "Dynamite" Richards. Kelly meets Betty
and insults her. Lew learns of this

ing

.

.

—

mula the hero-villain-girl triangleform the basic plot of "Tbe Show
Cow Puncher," but vvith only two
reels to consume the yarn, can put
over a better array of action and
thrills than will be found when the
same story is stretched to feature
length.
Hero
job of saving
the girl, too,

an

of

mama."

Type of production. .2 reel western
The old regulation western for-

henpeck and a

"fi

sneaks away frohis spouse, and plays high jinks wi
a group of bathing beauties.
TI

comedy is
not seem to

rather
fit

in

forced,

and

do<

very well with

tl

scenic background of the exhibitio:

The

latter is presented interesting!;
will please those who lack tl
opportunity to personally visit tl

and

celebration.

Edmund Cobb
the girl's

has the
ranch, and

"A Man's

from the trickery of

holds the well known
he outwits him supplies good action with Cobb offering
plenty of fine stunts.
He wins the

How

morti?age.

old

Hubby

Size Pet"

Universal

who

villain

Chase Comedy

Type

of production.

.

.

.2 reel

corned

Magpie and Dirtyshirt are the l
lustrious heroes of "A Man's Si^ox
girl, of course.
Pet," a two reel comedy featurin
'Too Much Sleep"— Bluebird Comedy Ben Corbett and Pee Wee Holmes
directed by Vin Moore.
It is on
Universal

Comedy Romance

.

tions of Lew Wagner, who combines
the work of an express delivery route
with the side issue of boxincr, to the
hand of Betty Arnold, daughter of a
banker. Tbat night there is to be a
society boxing program for ch?ritv,

—

Universal
Conventional Plot
Picture

Type

of production.

.

.

Arthur Lake continues
mance with difficulties in

comedy.

This time the

comedy

his
rohis latest

girl's

father

his chief adversary.
Arthur and
Betty try to fool Pa by pretending
they are amusing themselves playing the piano when they are really
making love. Every time the piano
is

the father yells.
The kid
brother plays a trick on Arthur by
putting the family silverware in his
stops,

pocket and when, finally Arthur
rushed from the house he drops

is

amusement.

are dolling up to call on two gii
friends when Magpie starts pullin,
off some tricks on Dirtyshirt, final!

going off on his pal's horse and call
ing on the girls alone. Dirtyshirt ai
rives later and there is a fight.
Th
judge feeds snuff to a pet bear an
the animal starts chasing the tw
boys and the judge.
Later Susi
party,
the
judge comeiut
gives
a
dressed as a bear and Pee Wee as
monkey.
Dirtyshirt arrives with
gun and comes near shooting th
iudge, mistaking him for the rea

ft,

ice:

all

the silver and is arrested as a th"ef.
kid confesses and eventually Arthur is released and Betty's folks
consent to the match.
Good clean

The

the comedy pursuits with a pe^
Dip
bear the cause of all the fun an
sc
excitement.
Magpie and Dirtyshii
of

.1 reel

laj

jjj^

bear.

Some

fairly

good laughs

ar

derived from the substitution corned
idea

and

it

moves along

speedily.

/OC
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"Dame Chance"

"Frenzied Flames"
Ellbee

s5B^

DAILY

1926

24,

Pictures —State

American Cinema Assn.

Rights

13

"The Dixie Flyer"

—State

Rayart—State

Rights

"Romance

of a Million

Dollars"

Rights

Preferred
OF PICTURE MANUFAC- SELF-SACRIFICE THEME IN ALL THE OLD RELIABLE HOKUM
IN
USED
THIS
STORY
FORVERY
TURED FOR SMALL TOWN
WHICH A GIRL TRIES TO MULA RAILROAD MELLER. ISFACTORY OBVIOUS. SATPRODUCTION
SAVE HER MOTHER'S LIFE BUILT
TRADE, THE THEATER CAFOR
NEIGHBOR- AND GOOD CAST HELP
WITH HER SACRIFICE IN HOOD TRADE
TERING TO THE FOLKS
AND LIKELY SOMEWHAT TO MAKE IT INGOOD PRODUCTION
THAT STILL ENJOY THE VAIN.
SATISFY THAT CLASS OF
TERESTING.
AND FAIR CAST BUT STORY TO
PATRONAGE.
OLD FASHIONED HOKUM.
Cast. .. .Glenn Hunter, the hero beIS SOMEWHAT SLOW MOV-

IfPE

'J

St.

.

.

Landis,

.Cullen

fireman

the

hero, who overcomes cowardice in
the grand climax rescue when his
sweetheart, Virginia Brown Faire,
Mary Carr
is in danger of death.
pleasing as his mother. Charles K.
French, the father, killed off in the
first

Others

reel.

Barry

selection

Blake,

William

heavy,
Welsh, Jackie HufT.

poor

as

.Melodrama. Hokum
found in the familiar
old fire-thrill meller plot that composes "Frenzied Flames," another

rpe of Story.
galore is to be
.

of those affairs catering directly to
the tastes of the neighborhood
house audience. It offers a succession of thrills with a series of fires
the outstanding means of exciteIment. Director Stuart Paton, as is
usually the method in this type of
picture, has made no effort to make
the story plausible and accuracy in
The
detail is gravely neglected.
frequent insertion of library stock
shots causes many of the flaws such
as a long shot showing a view of
New York's east side, with a bridge
in the foreground, while the rest
of the street scenes are obviously
Los Angeles, noted by street signs
and the use of Los Angeles fire apparatus.
The titles are undecided
whether Mary Carr, as hero's mother, speaks with a brogue or not.

Unimportant matters probably, but
just an indication of the haphazard
construction accorded this class of

Perhaps the crowd that
enjoys them, however, will never
know the d fference.
But you
have to have the right crowd. The
story is the old yarn about a fireman's son who tries to follow in his
father's heroic footsteps, finds himself a coward in a crisis and then
ofTering.

overcome
ing gr?nd heights
when he makes a

works

his fear, reach-

to

saving the girl
burning building

climax

the

in

thrill'ng rescue,
he loves from a

Office Angle.... All right for
But make cercertain exhibitors.
tain you play to the type of patronage that the picture is made for.

ox

Any

Ixploitation
scenes, or

those

of

g'nes dashing through
suffice

as

a

the

fire

showing the entraffic,

will

bring them
can promise plenty of
to

trailer

back.

You

thrills

and action and you might

even persuade local

fire

stations to

cooperate.
(irection. .. .Stuart

Paton;

in

accord

with the caliber of the offering.
.uthor

A. B. Barringer

cenario

A. B. Barringer

iameraman

Wm.

Tuers
Fair

•hotography
.ocale

l,ength

Large

city

5,585 feet

ING.
Cast.

Cast

.Julianne Johnston is miscast
in a role that requires considerable
emotional work.
She doesn't fill
this type of characterization convincingly.
David Hartford as the
elderly admirer seems more paternal than romantic.
Robert Frazer,
the disappointed lover, suitable and
others Lincoln Stedman, Mary Carr,
Gertrude Astor.
.

Type

.

Story. .. .Drama.
"Dame
Chance" implies that the sequence
of

of one's life is based on chance and
throughout the incidents in the life
of the heroine, Gail Vernon, chance
is given as the connecting link between one episode and the next. A
faro wheel spinning in semi-darkness with an imp setting the wheel
in motion is shown intermittently
to
impress
the
importance
of
"chance" in the girl's life.
The
idea is a good one but it is not a

satisfactory means of holding
story together.
The continuity

a
is

not smooth and in consequence the
story does not unfold evenly or
with proper conviction.
It is a
fairly
familiar path that "Dame
Chance" travels. The heroine is a
struggling stock actress who has
elected tlie straight and narrow
road to success.
The offer of a
rich patron to finance her rise to
fame fails to tempt Gail. The su-

preme test.comes when her mother
an

expensive operation
save her life.
Gail accepts the offer of Craig Stafford,
her elderly admirer, but the sacri-

requires

which

may

The mother dies.
vain.
Gail prepares to go through with
her part of the "bargain" only to
find that Stafford was really testing
her to see how far a woman could
fice

so

is

in

without

"breaking."

An

un-

Cullen Landis the convenhero who takes on all
comers, wins the girl's admiration
and that of her father who happens
to be his boss.
Eva Novak has a
hectic time of it as the girl, climbing on and off locomotives.
Pat
tional

Harmon

is

the tricky villain. Others

not important.

Type

of Story.
Melodrama. "The
Dixie Flyer" is obviously built for
small town trade, the neighborhood
theater catering to the crowd that
wants action and thrills and doesn't
care a hoot about originality, art
or anything else.
For that, "The
Dixie Flyer" supplies the exhibitor's need.
It teems with thrills,
suspense, fights, rescues and all the
other ready made excitement angles.
It has the usual romance and
speeds through to the customary,
and very much in demand, clinch
finish.
The director has concerned
himself only with supplying thrills.
Such things as detail, logic and
other fine points are unimportant
in this type of entertainment. The
plot is the old double crossing stunt
where a contractor is working to
finish a railroad job on time while his
enemy schemes to prevent the consummation of the job on schedule
But he reckons without the boss
.

.

daughter and the crafty young sec-

One obstacle
tion superintendent.
after the other presents itself and
finally young Rose Rapley, the owner's daughter, masquerades as s
telegraph operator in order to find

out what is causing the delay. With
hero's help they finally uncover the
plot carried on by the enemy's
agent and after the due quota of
fights, threatened wrecks and the
customary railroad meller thrills,
hero is the victor.

him skeptical.
He lavishes everything upon Gail Box

faithful wife

had

left

but asks nothing in return. Eventually Gail marries Cra'g passing by
a younger man who loves her.

Box

Office Angle.
rather
ment.

A

but

somehow

it

.Fair entertaininteresting story

..

fails to

arouse any

Perhaps cutting
unusual interest.
would speed it up.
Exploitation. .. .Perhaps the title will
prove attractive. It suggests a story
of life and its chances so you might
associate the title with catchlines
relative to the g rl of the stage who
tried to climb to success through
her own efforts and o^ her supreme
sacrifice for the sake of her mother.
Names not especially well known
=xcept Mary Carr and she hasn't a

prominent
Direction

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Length

.Suitable fare for
Office Angle.
Supthe right kind of clientele.
plies action and thrills if that is
.

enough

.

to satisfy.

Exploitation.

..

.You know your peo-

and what it takes to entertain
them. Judge for yourself on this
ple

one.

Trailer

of

the

threatened

head-on collision may bring them
You can use the names of
in.
Cullen Landis an<l Eva Novak in
The title might be
your billing.
amplified with catchlines te.ling
about the crack flyer that went
driving madly toward the open
drawbridge.
Direction

Author

Charles

J.

Hunt;

fair

H. H. Van Loan

with hard luck for most of the
reels, but he comes into his

own

at the finish.
Gaston Glass,
the crafty cousin, with an eye on
the million dollar inheritance. Alyce
Mills, the girl who loves Glenn
and foils the cousin's plot. Jane
Jennings, pleasing as the aunt.
Bobby Watson, an unessential
comedy detective.

Type of Story
mance of a

Romance.

"Ro-

Million Dollars" is a
sort of obstacle race in which the
hero is forced to overcome a series
of misfortunes before he can claim
the inheritance left him by an uncle.
The legacy of a million was
to be divided between two nephews,
the one to forfeit his share to the
other, should either disgrace him-

Breck Dunbarton once had
pinned on him and the
shame wasn't easy to live down.
self.

a

theft

It also served as a ready means for
a second conniving nephew to plant
various deeds upon hero, thereby
blocking his chance to inherit his
share of the million. The development is necessarily obvious since
there is no effort made to conceal

the

that the villainy is the
the jealous nephew and
lacking
hero is
certainly

fact
of

work

poor
something when he

fails to

suspect

takes

the girl in
love with hero to do the detective
work and it is she who finally exposes the gu.lty one, clearing hero's
name and at the same time proving
her love for him. Torn Terriss has
done practically all that he could
It
with the material in hand.
didn't offer any great possibilities
but he does tell the story smoothly
and makes for as well sustained inThe
terest as could be obtained.
cast is good and the romantic element wjll appeal to the younger
cousin.

his

It

folks.

Angle. .. .Fair program
and Glenn Hunter's
name can be used to bring them

Box

Office

Title

offering.
in.

Substance of the
might be used in catchlines

Exploitation
title

that could serve as bait for patrons.
Talk about the condition upon
which hero would inherit a million.
You might use the phrase

"Rather death than dishonor," and
invite them in to see how hero
managed, with many handicaps,
to live down the fact that he had
Use
once served a jail sentence.
Glenn Hunter's name in your announcements.
Direction

....Tom

Terriss, satisfac-

tory.

role.

Bertram Bracken;

Scenario

CameTamen

fair.

Author

.

set
five

Frances Nordstrom
Walker.
Frances Nordstrom Locale

Walter

H. H. Van Loan

Wm. Tuers— J.

J.

6,769 feet.

Photography

Length

Scenario

Cameramen
Railroad center

Griffin

Good

Author

Fair
5,608 feet

Elizabeth Dejean

Arthur Hoerl
Stuart Kelson-Ar-

thur B. Miller.

Photography
Locale

Length

Fair

Any
5,300

city
feet

THE
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Theater Equipment and
By

Accessory Tips

MICHAEL

Bids on Kansas House
Independence, Kan. Bids are being taken for the remodeling of the
theater owned by Thomas Booth ol
the Booth Hotel and operated by
Glenn W. Dickinson as the Bower-

to $100,000.

ornate requirements.

the experiences of others
iug comparisons with your

the

Through

*

A

*

*

baby spotlight suitable

for short

range spot lighting or flood illumination, which gives a mild ray of light
with a strong bright center, fading
out at the edges, is that offered to
the trade by the Universal Electrical
Stage Lighting Co. The light, complete with dimmer, weighs 30 pounds,
and is equipped with a 5-inch lense,
slide holders for color frames and
Edison base receptacle for 250 or 400
watt nitrogen lamp, G 30 bulb, with
concentrated filament.

prac-

its

*

sh

ve:

tilating principle to the extent of co
trojling the speed to fit all seasc.

with the

maximum

of

economy

lies'

misl
«'!'

c

operating.
It is claimed that it
now possible to make 300 chang.;
of speed; that as much as 50 pi mes
cent reduction can be made; th
less
is

than one horsepower of curreif'

consumed when running

75 reV'

'

note

minute (winter spee(|)k)kt
sis(
horsepower motor.
The Horton pulley comes as
standard equipment with the ne 1st
systems, and the pulleys on machin*
lutions

per

with a

five

:ntal

Supply Firm Formed

New Omaha

Omaha — C.

E. Jones has opened a

The Theater Equipment and supply house here. He formerly was
Management page gives a close-up connected with Western Theater
Supply Co.
of what other managers are doing
tices.

Thus, neiv develthe country over.
opments that have worked out well
for the next fellow are already established facts by which to be guided
when they appear here.

Icon

the Horti
Pulley, the Arcl
of

Rosenfeld Buys Supply House
Pittsburgh David Rosenfeld is the
new owner of Indpendent Display
Co., purchased from T. P. Miller.

—

ige

previously sold can be replaced w'.l
this improvement.
The pulley is sai mo
to save time, power, expense of n
pair, and is claimed to be more sati:
factory in every way than the variii ace
ble speed motor.
In principle, the Horton pulley (n
a self-released tension clutch, gOT
ernor-controlled, and designed to a.
tain a desired speed under a substaE
The speed of the mi
tial even load.
chine may be heightened at any nuir th
ber of revolutions within the belte
[kth

evi

ve.

»

;

i

Improving the Theater

[till

limit.

*

*

1^

and muk-

use

Nu-Air Corp. has improved

Co. has received another carload of Reproduco organs, making the third this season. It is
a bright commentary on the
way Southwestern exhibitors
are augmenting the entertainment qualities of their houses,
and undoubtedly a straw in the
wind of the kind of theater
business expected in that territory.

own

the

Speed

Variable

sary

The secret of effective theater
mariagement is the art of observing

ining

Improve "Nu-Air"

Dallas—The Phil H. Pierce

V

selection of the devices necesfor utility as well as beauty.
The range covers the needs of houses
of the modest type all the way to

19;

Management

Carload of Organs

cerned with decorative theater lighting, a portfolio issued by the Voigt
Co., of Philadelphia, should prove of
constructive value and interest. The sock.
The owner plans the combrochure is engraved with a wealth plete remodeling of the three story
of matter showing virtually every building which is of brick, a retype of lighting fixture for theater inforced concrete and terra cotta conuse.
A wide range of illuminations struction and will add an additional
on chandeliers, floor lamps, torches, one story and balcony and part basepedestals, exit lights, and so forth, ment. Seating capacity will be 1,000.
onstitutes a graphic guide for a va- Improvements will cost from $75,000
ried

24,

SIMMONS

L.

—

For those theater managers con-

Sunday, October

itlVl

The Rawson and Evans

Co., of
Chicago, have a very neat specialty
These
in their signs made of glass.
are generally so improvised so as to
be electrically illuminated, thus making it particularly appropriate for
type suitaisle or foyer lighting.
able for most houses is illuminated

A

The Strand of Sedalia, Mo., is going through processes of re-decoration, with a scheme in view which
will make it one of the best looking
theaters in the city.
Ivory white for
the exterior, and dark oak for the
wood trim, with better illumination
on the inside, are a few of the features that will mark the theater's

two 25-watt standard showcase
lamps, and comes equipped with cord
and socket. It makes an attractive new
and useful accessory for directing
A
patrons to the aisle to which they
by

full quota of Preddy lamps is
part of the scheme for the rejuvenation of the entire accessory plan for
the Wigwam of Reno.

should go.
Legislation for Display

Columbus,

O.

—

Legislation
to
amend the city ordinance regulating
electric signs so that Keith theater
interests would be permitted to erect
a sign weighing about 5,000 lbs. on
their

new house

in

West Broad

St.,

scheduled to be considered by the
The present limit is 1,000
Council.
Local architects arc against the
lbs.

is

amendment, declaring

it

would pro-

duce unsightliness.

Novel Orchestra Pit

—

Antonio, Tex. The Empire
here has had an orchestra pit constructed upon an electrically operated
elevator, pcrmittmg the musicians to
enter the pit unseen, and then be eleThe
vated to the desired height.
conductor's stand and the organ console will each be on separate elevators,
the three elevators operating independently of each other.

San

lobby an an entrance,
not an exit. It should be dressed like
something
a .good .advertisement
that first attracts the attention,
holds it, and then sells the spectator.

Make your

—

dress.

Gatesville, Texas's first attempt to
inaugurate a gay white way has begun with a magnificent electric display sign the Regal has installed.
The sign is seven feet high and ten

The

the word
Regal are 14 inches high and are surrounded by a border of approximately
140 lights operated in a continuous
feet wide.

motion

letters

in

effect.

The Capitol of Passaic, N. J., one
of the Stanley-Fabian houses, has installed two Peerless lamps, a Hertner
transverter and a Dalite Gold Fibre
screen, supplied by the National Theater Supply Co.
Rialto

in

its

new

fall

re-

which consists of a
newly panelled ceiling, remodeled
balcony dnd general decorations.

A

Celesta de luxe organ,

made by

Seeburg Co., for the DalSec theater of Dallas, has arrived and
is
now being installed. The organ
is noted for its construction, volume
and tonal expression.
the

J.

P.

Robb and

newest

Rowley's

and

most expensive theater, the Palace,
at Corpus Christi, will have all the
stage equipment, hangings, draperies
etc., furnished by the
King Scenic
Studios of Dallas. When completed
the aggregate cost of the house will
be more than $300,000.
The stage
equipment includes a handsome vel-

our
sel

curtain, trimmed in silver tinfringe and silver gimp, supplied

by a King automatic curtain control

of

Sulphur

Springs,

Manager Thomas H. Burke

yea

the fag end of its preparations
opening, and expects to be open
business in a short time.

chased

fcnhi

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

Manager Shea
Ghee, Ark.,

of

the

of

expansion,
Palace,

having the rear of

Mc-

his
theater torn out to allow for a thirty
is

foot extension of seating space.

M

Release Printing
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.
Palisades

ilv

3678
I

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
New York

1600 Broadway

Phone Lackawanna 9111

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

need

le

ho

and Negative Developing

territory.

the

iel,

In

new

Feeling

[

fo

of the

pipe organ, costing
more than $15,000, and also to install 700 ne wseats in the orchestra
floor of the house.
The seats will
cost about $5,000.
The console will
be equipped with cables to raise it
in case of flood or high water, as has
not infrequently been the case in this
a

s

ipo

Cumberland, Md., has pur-

Liberty,

iilioi

terns in their new 2,500 seat Dyke
The house is
theater, Brooklyn.

machine.

In an effort to improve the music
standards of his house, E. E. Gailey
of the Crystal, Wayne, Neb., has
installed a new Reproduco organ,
which can be played by hand or mechanism.
In either case, so effective are the tones, the listener can
hardly distinguish which way the instrument is being played.

The

Ark., steps out
galia this week,

Nu-Air Ventilation
Pulch and Huebener are installin,lime
Arctic Cooling and Ventilating sys
Install

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

THE
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Problems

deluxe houses already cut to 900 ft.,
but unfortunately the type of comedy which lends itself to such drastic
cutting is not often suitable for our

of 1926

(Continued from Page 5)

Ugh" and "Beggar on Horseback"
not be hampered by the trouble
1
ich people had who came in durthe run and stayed for the be-

Exhibitors'

needs.

Daily Remimkr

Having few if any
draw upon, our need is

ning.
t
t

e

to the other

problem

films.

Among

found scenics
them with a
paniment, so
something to

have been harping on for the
year that is, building the show.
show that we will build around
I

comedies to
for short nov-

these we have
acceptable if we present
special musical accomthat the audience has
hear as well as to look
at.
Without such aid a scenic will
not get over.
have found the
series of Fox Varieties very good.
They are convincingly proving that
intelligent
cutting
and continuity
work will bring success in a line
which many others have tried and
failed.
find our audiences get
tired quickly of an-" one brand of
cartoons, so we have to space them
several weeks apart.
Conditions like
these leave us continually in need of
one-reel and half-reel subjects.
elty

come now

—

feature is the chief thing that disjuishes us from the house that
The presenslides
rely grinds out film.
ion is the only way we have of irnto advertise
iving on the bare product as it
shows
seeing
Anyone
us.
nes to
ing attractions.
straight film houses will recoge the welcome relief of a few
lUtes in which to sit back and not
k before going on. This is the
is of the deluxe house in its dental form.
spoke last year about the wide
ge of audience taste in that onehth cross section of the populan of Rochester that must come to
every week if we are to keep
The best appeal to this auire.
nce is through variety in program too true that the tired business man
I
find this audience ap- watching a ballet will say to himlibers.
iciative of good contrast and va- self, when he sees the apparently
ty but not desirous of the inde- aimless prancings, "I
don't
know
I'dence and incongruity character- what it is all about, but I suppose
c of the separate numbers in a it must be good, because her name

Use more

com-

From

We

We

The weekly film news is in importance second only to the feature
the Eastman we have found it
best to make it the first film shown
on the bill. During the past year we

At

have developed

our

news

in

every

way

possible.
Besides
taking
all
four services we have added local
news to our weekly. This is a particularly useful addition and can be
recommended
to
other
strongly
cities.
By tying up with the local
daily papers we are able to secure
the selection of several subjects at
the bare cost of the film and the

experience is Pavlowa."
:h as that of the last Valentino
At the present time, no act of ours
ture around which we built an is permitted to run longer than ten
lian bill, I find the public appre- minutes;
we find it entirely too easy
titling.
tive of occasional bills having a for our
cast to outstay its welcome.
should
ional character, but these
I must close my paper as I did last
Economy of time consequently bene not more than five or six times comes an all important factor. And year with the depressing fact that
In general the past season to me it is interesting to see how speeds in weekly film news are as
year.

show.

ideville

proved the advantages of a bill slow by comparison
I wish it were possible
vaudeville bad as ever.
a
itaining around seven iterns where show now seems.
for the Society of M. P. Engineers to
This
feature length will permit.
conduct an inquiry among cameraI am further convinced in my obifirms the opinion of S. L. Rothmen as to their manner of cranking.
I am almost
jections to prologues.
father of deluxe presentations.
Recently D. W. Griffith told me that
1,
sure that a contrasting number is in
[n making up the bill, the most
his men were photographing with the
as an atmoits way as
effective
portant thing is to arrange suitidea that the pictures would be exipheric prologue.
In arranging the
At present the manager
le acts.
hibited at 90 ft. per minute. Among
presentation of "Variety," we built
his productions
JO wants acts and has no facilities
and heavy ourselves we believe
contrast to the sordid
go
himself
can
nearer 100 ft. a
getting them up
run
best
when
go
feature by presenting a ten minute
ly to vaudeville or to the concert
minute; but, if only the news reel
excerpt from "The Pink Lady."
ige.
I have tried all kinds of talcameramen had in mind an ultimate
Need for One Reel Comedies
from these two sources. Neither
projection speed of 90 ft. per minute
Around the acts, of course, it is we should see a vast improvement
suitable to a high class deluxe bill.
ludevillians have their own partic- necessary to have film; the deluxe
tir flavor, and at the Eastman we show is not a vaudeville show, and
Available
fd that they do not make good in- the acts should be spaced apart. In
!

•

t

Vitaphone

The concert
the bill.
will yield good talent for
nvie acts if suitably presented in a
As the Eastman
t;atrical setting.
also used for concerts, we have
a:led reason for distinguishing beteen the two types of entertainiledient
j'ltform

in

i:

r-nt.

do not believe in big headline
which rival the feature in their
est.
I do believe in big orchestra
[

:ts

jd only when that orchestra is away
c
vacation will I set in big acts.
'icn I reverse the policy of the
During the regular season
liise.
I
aim is to build everything up to^ rds
the feature not to overshad.'

—

('

it.

impossible at this time to de;-il)e the character of the acts which
In
deluxe presentation needs.
It

t

=

that we are arranging we
to get further experience in this
ection.
The acts which wewant

(

:h

t

'

i

is

show

without
explain
themselves
It is only
ed for program notes.

(ist

the

job

looking for this film,
to
has necessarily been to drop comedies.
I am sorry for this, but it is
(Continued from Page 3)
If after setting in the
unavoidable.
vice are to be made, it is stated, with
overture, weekly film news and com- ah theater owners to be given opedy, I have twenty minutes, I would portunity to take advantage of it.
rather not give it all to one comedy,
The Vitaphone Corp. has leased
but, say, to an act of five minutes, quarters at 57th St. and Broadway,
to a scenic, cartoon or novelty of where executive ofinces are being
eight minutes and to another act of equipped.
A tract of land adjacent
Hence we are faced to New York is being sought to
seven minutes.
with the need for one-reel comedies. erect studios for producing Vitaphone
distinct
a
is
Unfortunately there
prologues and for the synchronizashortage of them, presumably on ac- tion of pictures.
count of the extra price which the
Centralized distribution will be dedistributor usually gets for a twoveloped for distributors, out of three
reel subject.
points: New York, to take care of
Roughly we can divide comedies
the East: Chicago, to take care of
and
comedies
story
into two groups
Middle West, and Los Angeles,
last the
noted
I
nonsense comedies.
for the Far West.
year a healthy tendency toward story
Warner Bros., owners of a maUnfortunately such comcomedies.
edies made in two reels cannot read- jority of the stock in the Vitaphone
Universal Pictures have Corp., already has entered into a conily be cut.
its
a plan this season for selling two- tract for the synchronization of
reel comedies and delivering them to outstanding productions.

—

first

The Week's Headlines

All

Under Policy

Monday
Arbitration to be discussed at Michigan exhibitor convention, Battle Creek, opening

tomorrow.
Chicago has

share of bicycling.
being straightened out
in
connection with photographic processes.
Theater combinations talten up at fall meeting of M. P. T. O. A. Administrative
Priority

its

tangle

Committee.
United Artists

regains standing with Minneapolis
arbitration
board through compliance with decision.
First National officials start for French Lick
Springs convention.
Wage dispute in progress between Eastern
studios and mechanics.

Tuesday
Kennedy denies

P.

J.

stories

of

merger

be-

tween

F.
B.
O. and Universal.
Coast
papers say he intimated it was under way.
Merger deal reported with Hirlagrapfa and
Combined Laboratories being taken over
by Consolidated.
Denial made.
Ernest W. Fredman to discuss reciprocity
with Hays, arriving today from London.
First National to make 12 pictures abroad.
M. P. Theater Equipment Dealers open Chicago convention.
No bicycling reported from Los Angeles.
Four Paramount films grossed $771,629 at
Rialto in 25 weeks, Publi.x states.
United Artists buys house in Baltimore for
its

J. M.
officials

circuit,

Paramount

Imperial

British

Schenck states.
greet Emil Jannings.
Conference
to
determine

Government's policy

in

film

situation.

Wednesday
National

First

franchise

holders

told

that

American pictures are becoming more popular abroad.
Christie, back from France, reports theater business booming there.
Alfred Weiss of American Multi-Color Corp.
offers $50,000 aid to Red Seal which is
in financial difficulties.
Col. Jason S. Joy to take charge of joint
department of public relations and industrial relations in the California branch of

Al

Hays

organization.

325 amusement buildings erected at
cost of $48,689,000 during first six months
of 1926, Labor Dep't. reports.
Little bicycling reported in New Orleans ter-

Total of

ritory.

International
Projector
Corp.
sales
show
big increase in first eight months of year.
Fireworks expected at 12 states' meeting o£
exhibitors at Battle Creek.

Thursday
looms unless studios adopt
closed shop by Dec. 1.
Emil Jannings' contract with Eamous extended to cover three years, Lasky announces
at luncheon in star's honor.
M. P. T. O. A. wants arbitration court
shaped by disinterested judicial agencies.
Fox wins West Coast Circuit booking row.
Gets substantial representation in circuit's

General

strike

houses.

Return of Harry O. Schwalbe to First Naexpected at French Lick Springs
tional
session.

Friday
Coast theaters may be effected by West Coast and Golden West at
San Francisco meeting.
A. M. P. A. directors to consider permanent
Pooling

216

of

fund for distressed members of

benefit

in-

dustry.
profits of First National for second quarter total $675,667.
West Coast unions serve closed shop notices
on studios.
Pathe takes over distribution of Associated

Net

Exhibitors product.

pays $100,000 for "Show Boat,"
by Edna Ferber.
National Grain Dealers Assoc, told arbitration saves industry 4^ per cent of the
total business involved.
Twelve of 20 houses planned by Loew to
use de luxe presentations.
by
circuit
planned
National
presentation
Schenck, Grauman and Morris with United
Artists theaters as nucleus.
Univer'sal

_

Saturday
Hays
in

asked

to

arbitration

assure

unbiased

decisions

cases.

Marion Davies renewal shows Hearst-M-G-M
pact unshaken.
V'itaphnne available to all producers and txbibltors under perfected policy plan.
Famotis Players executives off for French
Lick meet.
All distributors cooperate in supplying two
one-reel

navy

films to theaters.

;

THE
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Sunday, October

Hearst-M-G-M Pact

Hays Asked to Assure

And
^' r hat's That

I

Hv run.

M n

Unbiased Decisions

DAU.Y TIPS WHICH

(Continued from Page 3)

Statement which "will assure exhibitors of justice."
least one man has walked a mile
The arbitration system is a boon
for a cigarette, according to the
to the industry, even though not peradvertisements, hut imagine going 200 fect, and the organizations want it
miles for a drink of water. That is retained with distributor members
what Henry King had to do in film- free to vote "according to the dicing "The Winning of Barbara Worth" tates of their consciences."
And
in Black Rock Desert, Nevada.
W. A. Steffes, president of the
the location city required 30,000 gal- Northwest exhibitor unit, who headlons a dav.
ed the former Allied States Association, was named chairman of a spePat O'Malley always smokes a cial committee formed to improve the
pipe when driving his wife's big arbitration system.
In its letter to Hays, the convenlimousine.
"Someone jnistook me
'or a chauffeur once," he says in ex- tion alleged that distributor arbitrators practically were being instructed
planation.
how to vote, and asked that the
Hays' office advise Film Boards of
Bill Nolan, who makes "Krazy Kat
Trade thaf equity, and no other
Kartoons" for Charlie Mintz's "Win- consideration, should govern all cases
kler Pictures," has purchased 200
submitted to arbitration.
acres adjacent to Harry Payne WhitFarm," at Linney's "Brookdale
Charles C. Pettijohn of the Hays'
croft, N. J., and is developing the
ofifice,
who has returned from the
golf
acreage into an eighteen hole
that
convention,
said
yesterday
course.
The "Krazy Kat" studios "everything was progressing smoothwill be located there.
ly," so far as arbitration is concerned.

—

(Continued from Page 3)
grenc J. Zukor, Mel Sliauer, G. M. Spidell,
G. B. J. Frawley. Oiarles E. McCarthy,
M. H. Lewis, Russell Holman, Oscar Kantner, Leon Bamberger, Dr. Emanuel Stern,
A. O. Dillenbeck, Paul Allison, Eddie Corcoran, B. Campe. Jack Roper, G. K. Haddow, E. J. Dennison, J. A. Clark, W. W.

Lou Edelman, Frank

Blakely, Jerry

Ralph Kohn, Sam
B. Franklin, H. Goldberg, all of
the
distribution
and general department
Jesse L. Lasky, Walter Wanger, Watterson
R. Rothacker, Monta Bell, Monte Katterjohn, Henry Salsbury, William Le Baron
Erwin Gelsey, Ralph Bloch, E. Wynne, of
the production department
B. P. Schulberg,
Lloyd Sheldon, Wallace Beery, and Arch
Reeve, of the West Coast staff; Al Dcane,
E. E. Shauer, Joseph Seidelman, Dick Blumcnthal,
A.
Fcrraro, O.
R.
Geyer, Don
V'elde and George Waltner. of the foreign
department.

Sussman,
Katz. H.

A.

H.

Cole,

;

Eastern district and branch
agers attending include:

man-

Navy Films Ready
(Continued from Page 3)

Eastman gave 200,000
the

ft.

Film

"Brown of
(M-G-M)
Arrangements were made with

William

J.

Clark.

Western

division exchange executives who will attend, include:
H. A. Ross, Otto Bolle, N. F. Agnew,
G. A. Smith, M. M. Hirbch, R. C. I,i Beau.
Blotcky,
H.
Krause,
I.
Louis
Marcus,
L J. McGinley, H. W. Braly, Herman
Wobber, Tom liadey, C. N. Peacock, George
Endert, Neal East, A. B. Leak. R. D.
Crawford, C. F. Ro<ie, A. Mendelh-'l
H
G. Rosebaum J. B. Dugger, R. E. Hcflfner,
H. F. Wilkes, H. E. Pickett, and the following Canadian officials: A. C. Benson
Ed English. P. I. Hogan. W'll'n'n Han='-<T
A. E. Ritchie, William Kelly, W. R. MarP.

shall.

Attending the convention also

will

W.

general manager of the
Harold Lloyd Corp.
Bogart Ro?er« of the
MacLean Corp. C. L. Yearsley. liritioh National
Pictures.
Ltd.
Frederick
Wynne
Jones. Uf.-i:
Herbert Wilcox.
Br't^sh
National Pictures; C. Neeper, h. Whclan, Sam
Rachman and Al Kaufman, both of whom
are here from Europe.
R.

Fraser,

lahoma

New

York, P. D. C;
City, F. B. O.; Omaha,

uniform, paraded with the

It

was announced

in

news-

advertisements that 20 footballs would be thrown from the roof
the

of

These

theater.

footballs,

Ok-

known

19

small ones, and one regulation pig-

and

it

is

i

Davit'

planned

versal; Peoria,

M-G-M;

Seattle, P. D. C; Washington,
B. O.; Wilkes-Barre, Famous.

boys

Gets "Napoleon"

Money they made this way
vard."
went into the school athletic fund.
One of the football players in the
parade bore a sign on his back, reading

"Red Grange

is

Good, but 'Brown

—

Harvard' is Better."
Garden, Hibbing, Minn.

of

J.

Edelstein,

including 50

creditors,

Generale de
guest of honor.

Societe

Loew was

Filmi

"Napoleon" which was started

F.

ii

wage

Hollywood Wants "Legit" Prestigei
Hollywood A bid for prestige a
the home of "first night" legit attrac
tions is to be made by the film capital
Edwin Carewe, screen producer, ha
purchased all rights to "The Heavei
Trappers," which he will sponsor a

—

a

legitimate attraction wiith
Bessie Barriscale,

Farnum,

Howard

Hickman,
Padden and William Burress

Kolker,

Dustii

HeSrj
Saral

in

produce in America for
expected to start work in
Hollywood next March.
is

Connie Wilson Arriving
Mrs. G. C. Lewis, known on the
screen as Connie Wilson, arrives in

New York Sunday
her sisters,

Saxe Plans Another
Milwaukee Saxe Amusement En
terprises, which control more than

—

4'

theaters

in

Wisconsin, will erect

The claims aggregate approximate-

^TUBLIC SERVICE^^
Adventure speakers from
Far places, or films

only.

who

Fox and Hirlagraph Lead
Fox and Hirlagraph, with a
fect record of
first

place

in

perwins, are tied for
the M. P. Athletic

six

Assoc, bowling tournament at
end of the third week of play.

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-l6thSt. N. W. Waahington. D.C

the

Schools, Churches
using Motion Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-tO'date with the
new films and new equipment

from Hollywood
Lois Wilson and

'*1001

FILMS*'

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

;

Cla're Windsor Loaned
Los Angeles M-G-M has loaned
Claire Windsor to Universal for "The

Claw."

given free with each subscription

SI. 50 per year

-

;

house in Milwaukee at a cost estimat
ed at $1,000,000.

ly $2,000. Gaston Glass,
appears
in the picture, is chief claimant.

Diana Kane.

—

the

cast.

in March
Ludwig Berger, who has been

signed^ to

Fox,

lai

year under direction of Abel Ganc
is declared to be one of the most am
undertaken
films
ever
bitious
France. Albert Dieudonne heads th
the cast.

"Men of Steel"
(First National)
Plans for a treasure hunt, as outlined in the newspaper, called for a
general meeting in the public square,
thence to the various points hinted
at in the code printed in the newspaper, which gave the stunt two column leads on page one for five days.

satisfy

(Continued from Page 3)

Berger Starts
Dr.

1

three a year. The first will I
"Tillie, the Toiler," which will §
into production within two weeks.
The contract, which calls for
guaranteed salary and a percentag
of the receipts, was signed by Mis
Davies, E. B. Hatrick, representin
International Film Service and Nid
olas M. Schenck, representing M-C
M. Her last picture under the ol
contract is "The Red Mill" whic:
will shortly be released.

make

were thrown into a crowd of
who had assembled for the
The ensuing scramble was
event.
something for the town to talk about.
The school also had students out by the
selling tickets for "Brown of Harskin,

"Marion

as

Uni- claims.

:

;

football

entire

day.

team,
band.
paper

—

tn_ visit

be:

The

opening

—

Famous; Philadelphia,
Portland,
Me.,
Famous;
Portland,
Ore.,
Universal;
Pittsburgh, First National; San FranE. Hilgers, R. B. Willbanks, S. Chestnutt, cisco, First National; Salt Lake City,
H. W. Dodge, Carl Weeks, E. H. Brauer, Pathe; St. Louis, Fox; Sioux Falls,
J. E. Fontaine, Charles Reagan, C. E. PepF.
B. O.; San Antonio, Famous;
piatt
F. E. Wagoner and
;

the

high school to have the school band
on the streets two days before the
opening of the picture and on the
in

series

Productions"

making
Government.
The following exchanges may be A good time was had by all those
applied to for prints: Albany, Fox; present.
Posters were stuck on the
Atlanta,
Famous; Boston, United pay envelopes of over 3,000 employees
Artists; Buffalo, Fox; Butte, Pathe; of the locomotive works and steel
Charlotte, Pathe; Chicago, M-G-M; company, which whetted their apCincinnati, Warners; Cleveland, M- petites to see "Men of Steel," too.
G-M; Columbus, Famous; Dallas, Every bottle of milk had a hanger
Educational; Des Moines, Universal; on it.
The newspaper used 16,000
Denver, Fox; Detroit, Warners; In- rotogravures as a Sunday suppledianapolis,
Warners; Jacksonville, ment. Sigma, Lima, O.
Famous; Kansas City, Universal;
Los Angeles. First National; LouisOrdered to Pay Wages
ville, First National; Memphis, F. B.
Los Angeles Sale of "Fallen MorO.; Milwaukee, Educational; Minne- als," produced by Jean Francis De
apolis, First National; New Haven, Williard Prod., has been ordered by
ITnited Artists; New Orleans, Edu- the state bureau of labor statistics to
Inc., is

to the

cational;

Hammell, New York; J. Unger, New
York; E. Sweigert, New York; T. Murray, Brooklyn, and M, Kusell
New Jersey,
exchange managers
George Schaefer, William
Erb, John
D. Powers, AI Bevan,
W. E. Smith, P. A. Bloch, Harry Hunter,
Fred Myers, H. G. Ballance, D. Prince, C.
J.

of film and
Industries,
the prints at no cost

Consolidated

a

Harvard"

AT

Caldwell,

Unshaken, Deal Show*

MEAN POUABS fOC SHOWMEN

(.Continued from Page 3)

ii.y

Famous Executives Off
for French Lick Meet

^t, i.2

5 South. Wahas\\ Ave., Chicago,

III.

•

THE NEWS

Apparent on the screen
The Improvement in the rendering of color
values in black and white tones,
ture

is

when

the pic-

printed from Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive,

is

readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons
that's

what

will

really

notice the difference

counts

at the

box

— and

office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
now the same price as ordinary negative.
keeps

as well as ordinary negative and,

for the lighting in the darkroom,
in the
it's

same manner

is

developed

an extraordinary product.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
NEW YORK

It

except

as ordinary negative.

ROCHESTER,

is

Yet

MONTY
211

Attawsr.

P

res

lid,
ire

'IL

DIRECTED BY

EDWARD H.GRIFFITH

tpt

inir

PRODUCED BY

MONTY BANKS
ENTERPRISES

An Uproar of
Laughs/
A Feast of
Thrills/
Laughs are the biggest thing you
can

sell.

Thrills are the next biggest.

Here you have both

comedy

funniest

of

in the fastest,

many moons.

No

one can see it without roaring.
Banks has always made money for
you.
Here is positively his very
very best.

"A corking good comedy.
lags.

.

.

lighted.

.

.

Never

Especially well staged, well
.

.

Had everybody going

at

the preview in the Melrose Theatre,

Hollywood, where the writer saw it.
Has a large and well known cast
of players, and titles were fresh and
.

.

well written."

Exhibitor's Herald

Pafhepicture

:llip

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

.^<»MEWSPAPER

i^/'FILMDOM
OL. XXXVIII

No. 21

Monday, October

Good Indians
r

T TITH

the

first

motion

PANTAGES AaiVE

IN

pic-

ture came the first motion picture press agent.
ame more pictures and more
ress agents. Some good, some
ad, some indifferent, both picires and press agents.
has long had a
?putation of keeping its colmns free of publicity hokum.
The road of the good press
gent is not always a happy one,
is responsibilities exacting, his
uties to both publication and

\\/

THE

ILM DAILY

1926

25,

Extra Loezv Dividend
It

SOUTH ANDSOUTHWKT
Circuit Entrenching Prior
to Starting Invasion
of East

Price 5 Cents

is

definitely

that the long-anticipated extra
dividend action on the part of

Loew's, Inc., will be taken at
a director's meeting tomorrow
at which time an additional
dividend of $1 a share on the
common will be voted.

—

Memphis
Charles Hodkins, in
charge of Pantages Circuit in Chicago, with supervision over theaters
in
the South and Southwest, has
been visiting Memphis on his way
to Texas to complete plans for the
further extension of the circuit in
_

that section.

Pantages

expansion

STRIKE AT STUDIOS NOT

understood

EEARED BYPRODUCERS
Equitable Relations Would
Preclude Walkout
They Feel

—

PROPOSED TARIfF CUTS

WOULD INCLUDE EILMS

Los Angeles Tie-up of studios,
threatened by labor unions unless the
closed shop is adopted, is held improbable by virtue of the fact that
proc'iiction managexs long ago established
equitable
relations
with

workmen.

their

Craftsmen, themselves, are opposed to unionization of the studios,
according to officials who point out
that past attempts to force the closed
shop met with little success.
iliere will be no strike of serious
consequences in studios, the officials
believe, for any strike ordered by the
unions would result in only a slight

Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
yet sometimes new theaters for the circuit
in AtWashington Removal of all interonflicting.
have found lanta, Birmingham.
An arrange- national barriers that restrict trade,
lost of them splendid, upstand- ment has been made with the Capi- as proposed by a group of interna(Contimted on Page 7)
ig boys, alive to their opportional bankers and business men, who
assert that the restrictions which
inities and awaiting the inevithave been imposed since the war are
J.
ble call to bigger jobs.
M. P. T. O. Convention May Seek acting as an insurmountable handi(Continued on Page 7)
cap to the economic recovery of EuInvestigation of Stanley-Fabian
Definition
probably
cover
films
rope,
would
as
Operations
(Continued on Page 7)
Obligated
An efTort to have the Federal GovThe following comment is interernment
investigate
the
operations
of
sting.
Regarding the press agent,
Exhibitors Not Required to Play
the Stanley-Fabian circuit may deThe Editor and Publisher" says:
Notables to Attend
Substituted Pictures, New Haven
velop at the seventh annual convenBoard Holds
"By all means, let criticism be
The A. M. P. A. committee handtion of the New Jersey M. P. T. O.
New Haven, Conn. Unless an exarrangements
for
the
tribute
constructive! Here, in our opinling
scheduled for the Ambassador, Athibitor is supplied with the picture
ion, is what constitutes a good
dinner to Ernest W. Fredman, editor
(Continued on Page 2)
for which he has contracted, he is
press agent:
Through experiof "The Film Renter," at the Biltrelieved of obligation, the arbitraence as a newspaper publisher or
more tomorrow night reports that a tion
board has decided in reversing
to
number of well-known figures in the
employe he understands newsIt is understood Earl J. Hudson, industry have signified their inten- its decision in the case of M-G-M
paper methods and has liberal
versus M. Tomasino, New Haven
for several years an important figure tion
Acceptances
be present.
appreciation of newspaper ethics.
to
{Continued on Page 2)
National
production
will
in
First
have been received from R. H. CochHe believes that a journalist who
supervise a series of pictures for rane, Arthur W. Kelly, Carl E. Miluses his power for selfish or unSeattle
United Artists release. The produc- liken, F. L. Herron, Colvin W.
worthy purposes betrays his
tions are to be made on the Coast
(Continued on Page 2)
Promotion of any pritrust.
Seattle
Universal - Multnomah

mployer

clear,

will

include

—

We

May Ask

N.

Probe

A

Not

—

Hudson

Produce

Deal

vate interest contrary to general welfare is dishonest journalism.

press agent will make
all the information they may seek, both
He
favorable and unfavorable.
will hand out 'news' which is
authorized by his employer, subject to publication within 'quotes'
and wii'a credit '.o a named official.
Never will he stand as a

"A good

available to reporters

shield

between

his

employer and

When
the inquiring reporter.
the good press agent's employer
instructs him to induce a newspaper to publish an item which
he, as a newspaper man, could
not conscientiously hand to his
city editor, or to get a news fact
suppressed, he will point out that
such an act would be subversive
impartial
and independent
of
news practice, and resign from
the job if the employer insists."

—And

an important executive
nee told us that the press agent

and
to

—

Paris After several months of negotiations the merger between Kodak and the Pathe parent concern
It is reported
has been called off.
that Kodak could not agree to the
A friendlv relaPathe conditions.
tionship still exists between the companies and it is expected that another effort to get together will be

made

the

hine.

ALICOATE

later.

Seeking Sudents for School

—

Barry, director
Atlanta John F.
the Publix Tlieaters School of
Managers is here to interview students for the third school. The class
will embrace 30 of which 12 will
come from Georgia, Alabama, and
Tennessee.
of

Chaney

in

"Mr.^Wu"

of

— Lon

organzations in Washington for the
purpose of consolidating resources so
as to push the enactment of "blue
laws" or other reform legislation is
under consideration, and such an
amalgamation would be impossible

among

larger societies,
(Continued on Page 6)

the

officials

Lumas Program Half Complete
Fifty per cent of the Lumas releases for this year, consisting of 12
Gothams and eight William Fairbanks, have been completed and the
balance wii
be finished by
Year's.

New

M-G-M

will be

is
reported dickering for
the Paf-ific Theaters chain. There are
ten he
in the group sought includ-

ing

invented a device to be used with an
His invention
automatic camera.

W

Garden, downtown house;
Cheerio, Arabian, Ridgodland. Gray Goose, Maden and the Granada and

Queen

e,

mont,
drona

(Continued on Page 2)

House

/another

—

for

Shea

Buffalo It is understood
Mike
Shea has purchased a plot on Main
Street between the Fox house and
the

Shea theater,
build a 4,000 seat

another

Buffalo,

on which he

will

house.

May Merge

Foreign Concerns
liance

—

reported that an albetween Phoebus here and

Berlin

It

is

Phocea, Paris,
Schiller,

Foster Invents Device
Ray Foster, of Castle Films, has

Chaney's next makes it possible to photograph spec"Mr. Wu", from tacular aerial scenes without the usHe
the novel by Louise Jordan Milne. ual risk of life and property.
Will Nigh will direct from a script photographed manv difficult scenes
of the U. S. dirigible Los Angeles.
by Lorna Moon.

Los Angeles

for

On?

Theaters

No Reform Merger
THE FILM DAILV
Bureau
Washington — No merger of reform

U-n'l'ii,nfon

Kodak-Pathe Deal Off

still

most important, yet poorest
aid cog in the motion picture mairas

will star a player who is said
be at present under contract to
another organization.

—

Mr.

is in

prospect.

Loew

Edward

A.

Vice-Pres.

Schiller, general
Loew's, Inc.. has

representative of
been elected vice-president of the
corporation to succeed the late Joseph L. Rhinock. With the addition
of Schiller, vice-presidents of Loew's,
Inc., are Nicholas M. Schenck, David

and Arthur Loew.

—
THE

a^m

Monday, October
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Ulltme time
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N.

bulletin

of the organization says concerning
the matter:
"The findings of our
investigation into the unfair methods
of our large circuit competitors will
be discussed.
The extent of their
program of encroachment will be
placed before you, all with the hope
of bringing about a plan of procedure that will permit us to remain in

KING

Subscribers should remit with order
all

communications to

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-47.18-4739. Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood
California
Harvey E. Gausrrran, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexcl 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,

—

London, W.
Francaise,

I.,

5,

—
Paris — La

Rue

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

business."

Astor— "The Big Parade"

—
—
Cameo — Emil
—
Capitol

Jannings

—
—
—

—

—

—

—

High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Vtc... 35J4

Pfd... 37
Katz
Katz Vtc

&

Am

Finding that the White Way theater he purchased had booked more
Waning
pictures than it could use, Tomasino
Garden"
and sought advice from the M. P. T. O.

Bells"

tures in question.

—

Paul Leni will direct for Universal.

MABEL

NORMAND
»,

Deal

On?

(Continued from Page

Astor— "The Big Parade"
Broadway Undetermined
Cohan "The Sorrows of Satan"

— —
Capitol — Undetermined
Colony— "The Better 'Ole"
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"
Criterion — "Beau Geste"
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome — Undetermined
Mark Strand —

Portola,

West

Seattle.

wards heads the

ROSE

Seattle

is

FREE

Exchange.

Frank Ed-

circuit.

Original Negatives of Everything

Tempters"

Feldstein,

home

office

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

reports of a deal for the

of
Mannie
notify the

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your.

1)

purchase of the Pacific Theaters chain
are new, to him, Al Fair, head of the
Universal chain, said yesterday. The
district, he said, is under jurisdiction
of

W.
West

130

if

two-

"FATTY"
ALEXANDER, "KEWPIE"
ROSS and "FAT" KARR,
starring

supported

by

a

John D.Tippett, Inc.

crack

com-

edy cast of box
rites,

including

office

favo-

BOYD
HENRY in

LOIS

GALE
STANDARD COMEDIES.

and

Film Laboratories, Inc,
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

"The Vulgar Yachtsmen"
in the series of 12

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Click Again!

how "The Heavy Parade" clicked at
theatres ever3^where last year? "Well, here's another laugh-laden burlesque of a big box office feature
that's way ahead of The Parade

Third

Bryant 8181

St.

QUALITY PRINTS

JJEMEMBER

reelers

46th

any deal
Titles

FAT MEN

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.

who would

were pending.

The

1

t/zmmie FinJayson

Pafh^comedy

in

"Syncopating Sue"
Rialto — "Kid Boots"
Rivoli — Undetermined
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn
Mark Strand — "The Prince

RAGGEDY

'ti/iti

This

to

Next Week

.8

Carew in Lead
Hollywood Arthur Kdimuid Carew has been assiRned the lead in
"The Cat and the Canary" which

industry

Ham

dered against the exhibitor instructing him to play or pay for the pic-

Seattle

35J^
37

producing

British

will be represented by J. D. Williams, Herbert Wilcox, Cecil Harrison, Harry
and C. L. Yearsley,

A. which advised him the contracts
must be fulfilled. The organization
"A Man also pointed out that he was not obligated to play pictures which were
substitutions.
A decision was ren-

—
You Are"
—
.Sunday "Whispering Wires"
Mark Strand — "The Prince of Tempters"
Rialto — "Kid Boots"
— "London"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "lOne Minute
of Quality"
Saturday "There

Sales

100
35J4
37
200
63
•Bal. &
...'.
7J54
Eastman Kodak. .. 116J4 116^^ 116j5
100
Famous Players. .. 113^ 113
113^
800
•Fam. Play. Pfd
70
'Film Inspect
..
....
7J4
•First Nat'l Pfd
..
9914
....
Fox Film "A"
^^^^
74"^
73
7,400
Fox Theaters "A" 25 J4 24^ 25^4 2,300
•Intern'l Project
..
llj^
....
Loew's, Inc
44^ 44
44
2,000
.M. P. Cap. Corp.. 14
14
14
100
Pathe Exch. "A".. 48^4 47
47^2
1,400
t'Paramount B'way ..
..
97
....
ttRoxy Units
29
..
30^4
ttRoxy Common.. 9J4
..
....
8J4
Skouras Bros
50
50
50
••Stan. Co. of
80
Trans-Lux Screen
8
8
100
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
96!^
Universal Pictures. 36J^
36^ 3654
500
Warner Pictures... 39J4 38
800
38Ji
Warner Pict. "A" 48>4 45?i 47}^ 6,700
* Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask

•Balaban

—

him.

Play"

Quotations

New

(Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor, declaring that $75 previously collected should be returned to

Week

"The Magician"
Colony—"The Better 'Ole"
Central "The Scarlet Letter"
Criterion
"Beau Geste"
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome "Midnight Lovers"
Loew's New York Today "The

Wednesday— "The

2%

The

arrived in

Not Obligated

Broadway "My Official Wife"
Cohan "The Sorrows of Satan"

Thursday "April Fool"
Friday "Dangerous Virtue" and

sort of quiet lassitude marked the conduct of Saturday's market.
Fox Films "A"
distinguished itself by rising
points on a
turn-over of 7,400 shares.
This was the biggest trade of the day.

1)

and Harry

Sid
Another effective tie-up.
Davidson of Universal is receiving
congratulations on his marriage to
Helen Mann.

On Broadwaj

—

A

Seider,

_

Sex"
Tuesday "The
Pleasure
"Dangerous Friends"

Financial

and Queen

iLY

While Queen
together.
Marie of Roumania was being welcomed, Henry King, who recently completed "The Winning of Barbara Worth," was checking in at the
Ambassador.

—

1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,

DAILY,

M n

York

21,

Address

Brown, Joseph M.
L. Reichenbach.

B\ PHIL

;

$1S 00.

(Continued from Page

And Thafs That

1)

A

lantic

1926

Notables to Attend

Probe

J.

(Continued from Page
City, Nov. 18-19.

25,

S.

Palisades

MyThanks
to all you fine people
friends of mine— for

way

the wonderful

youreceivedme here
and made

Produced by Joe Rock

3678

me

feel at

home that's better
than bu sines s—
:

A two-reel comedy buy that gives you a
crack title production values that will match

Raw Stock

—

Negative and Positive

—

the best effects of the finest featuie gags
that shoot straight to the funny bone of every
spectator.

All Colors

ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

1540 Broadwar

6040 Suniet

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

honestly.

Blvd.

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
At

all

F. B.

O.

Branches

9 E. 40th

St.

N. Y. C.

Life Insurance Only

I

TAKE
CARE
OF
HIM
MRS. BUCHOWETZKI
— Metro -QoWivyn- Mayer now
has this genius of directors under
long term contract!

II

II

THIS

is

our lucky day

YOURSy
BV8

.

.

.

Mr. Showman!

too,

ETRO-Goldwy n-Mayer

IS pleased

to

announce

THAT
DIMITRI

Buchowetzki has been secured

TO

M-G'M

direct

productions on long term contract

WE saw his ''Valencia" starring Mae Murray
IT'S coming soon

in the Parade of Hits

from

.

.

.

Grand!

.

M-G'M

WE remembered his production of "Graustark"
HE'S

.

.

.

.

Santa Glaus to your box-office

WHAT

a director, gents!

WE'VE

got him!

STICK TO METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

AND BE HAPPY!

ROnUNG

LE APERS

w'^^e

- LEA

ar

L

WHILE

others
**;l»r

I

SHOW

H

til

TEARS fHAFS
SUCCESSES

Of

*'*'*'
crow<

FIRSm

III

icli

First

National's

SCEHE -

"Week- After-Week"
SYMCOPMIMC

f^'.!!

the

BO

$Ui

wllh

steady

»"••'••"•*••"*
anna O.mi»»on

IIOVtMBIR1«

KEN HATHWD
CAVA""
THE UMKMOWII

MOVtHHB

CONSECliri

FLOW

Of

WEEK^i

tl

TWINKUTOKS

national
THE BtOMDE
wlih

SMUT

PicturGA

SENSAflONAL

money
^ISin

we
are

— HflimB^vs^^
LEADERS

we
stay

f*f-

HIP

first

NaVio*Aal

"fiK^?;*

PRAC-

theatres;

I

OHAL
t
T^«

VICE

I

Picture*

than any
ot^hi;

SHOWNEN "» S

thaTa're

-

ONCE

'a"

BRINGING

STORTS # # #

I

kiS

Monday, October

6

25,

1

m

A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN

Roach

BRENNAN

IV.

Exhibitors are due for some very
make their
to
children
healthy
box offices comfoftable for the cold
Winter days to come. The past two
a quite at-

weeks have brought forth

—

the kind
tractive array of pictures
that call for dusting off the old S.
R. O. sign and hold over announcements. There is a varied and interesting group to chose from with the
line up offering exhibitors material
suitable to their indvidual demands.
"Kid Boots," the Ziegfeld stage winner,

brought

Rialto in his
the camera.

It

like

who

crammed with

There have been many conon the proflicting reports
ducers' plans, and several denials

was

that he

G-M, but

and

Pa,

is

a

"Sorrows

of

—

for "Flash of the Forest," a "Braveheart' 'dog picture at Mammouth,
Cal.
The unit ran into a snowstorm
while there.

clean,

Ma

and

Capitol.

Mendes'

first

"The Prince

American
of

splendid cast with a not too
strong story the only drawback.
"The Nervous Wreck," adapted
from the stage play, is another example of the feature comedy lacking

and

sufficient

story

for

feature

has

Emory Johnson
line of epic

continues

in

howe

ilicie!

From Broadway
To The East SiJ
From The Atlantic
To The PacifJ

aldni

essit

spot

(alo

The Best Theatres
Everywher

New Year

sto

I'tiert

rred

and

"Castle NovELTiEJ

of

1

'

PROVING that the proj
duction of REAL SINGM
REEL NOVELTIES IS A
SPECIALIST'S J O B ^
AND WE KNOW OUH

are

the

stril

ing

lie
i

of the

^^
its

n

"SNAP OF YOUR SHOW H
Get "on the band-wagon T
build your show to pie)

:r

Hi

DAY—
ALL YOUR PATRON k
Set Your Dates Nownk
And You'll Be Happ

tsi

la

IMPORTANT

4

HOLIDAYS
Are Nearly Here

He

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

NEW YORK EXCHANGE

National Screen Service,

Inc.

Tel.

729 7th Ave.
Bryant 3862-3863

Chicago

Trailers Build Business

Security Pictures Co.
Pittsburgh
Detroit
Castle Fihns
Cincinnati
Cleveland

Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving. Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
10

designed

or

Comedy

too

For

or
this

News

Reel.

complete

Service

$40.00

yearly.

the

based on
the situation dealing with the danger
incurred when more than one family
occupy the same home. Story splendidly treated but nuirh too long.
a

-

The Smart Showman Knows These

themes with "The Fourth

Commandment,"

Day -Thanksgiving

Christmas

length.

is

ation:

Gets Marshall Neilan Title Je
Dixie Willson will title Mar,
Neilan's "Everybody's Acting.'

"Short Shots h

Armistice

its

gles with a comedy role that
much for him.

original compositions. The boai met
directors, consisting of 15 lea out
has elected the following officerf latioi
W. Small, president; Angelo V. judo
vice-president; Michael Vitake,
retary-treasurer.

STUFF!!

amusing moments but they
are scattered over seven reels and
consequently many of them are lost
Harrison Ford .strugin the shuffle.
It

plan,

tcific

— are you depriving your patq

Temp-

ters," is going into its second week
Excellent direction
at the Strand.

song writers for the publication,
motion and exploitation of their

ed as the "Will Hays" of the suggested organization, declared that
they knew nothing of the project
and that Pickett had not been ap-

the kids

all

Co-operative h loul
Publishers, Inc., of Cleveland (Co
been incorporated for $10,000
group of local orchestra leaders inW

In

—

—

—The

it

of

Officials

Joseph I. Schnitzer of F. B. O. is
back from a three weeks' vacation at
French Lick Springs.

p

Music Publishers Organize
Cleveland

down.
the M. E. Board of
Temperance and Control, whose leader, Deets Pickett, has been mentionate to break

Schnitzer Returns

"Cohens and Kellys" Sequel Planned
E. M. Asher and Edward Small are
proached on the subject.
preparing a sequel to their "The
Cohens and the Kellys." It is to be
an original and will be titled "The
Hope Hampton in Musical Show
Cohens and the Kellys in Paris."
Hope Hampton is to be starred in
and
Sidney
George
Charles Murray
are expected to play the leads, with "The Proud Princess," Shubert muproduction to start after the first of sical production which will open in
wholesome the year.
November.

enjoy it.
A dramatic offering of note was
"The Temptress," a Fred Niblo production and another to Niblo's credit.
And
handled drama.
Effectively
She promised fine
Greta Garbo.
things in "The Torrent" but she
comes into her own in "The TempGives a stunning performtress."
ance. The tragic ending, though logical, may not make it satisfactory box
office material but there is a legitimate ending that might be used by
finishing with the reunion of the lovers and omitting the epilogue which
sends Greta to the gutter. The picture just finished its second week at

production,

M-

Making New Braveheart Story
Los
Angeles
Charles Seeling's
new
company has been shooting e-xteriors

will

Lothar

join

to

now may

be stated
that he will produce under the
M-G-M banner after next September.
it

atmosphere, delightcourse Dix,
of
Really ideal famever.

fun, fine college

the

various agencies here declare in
discussing a story appearing in a
New York paper to the effect that
"one big union" with a "Will Hays"
at the head was in the making.
Officials of most of the organizations approached expressed considerable amusement over the possibiliThey were frank
ties of merger.
to point out that most of the associations have one pet project and not
only were not interested in the pet
projects of the other organizations
but often were antagonistic.
Another factor operating against
a merger, it was pointed out, was the
reluctance which would be felt by
an organization to accept as the head
of the combine an official from some
other organization. Mutual jealousy,
it was declared, would not only preclude a merger but, if by a miracle,
one were evolved, would soon oper-

of

will join
expiration of his contract with
Pathe, will make from 40 to 50
two-reel subjects, it is reported.

hot

W.
D.
Satan," long in production, reached
the Broadway premiere stage and, as
usual, brought forth the round of
praise that is ever accorded a Griffith
The production has all the
picture.
well known and popular audience
pullers although the story runs a
Plenty of the customary
trifle slow.
Adolphe
skillful Griffith treatment.
Menjou scores as Satan. Menjou, incidentally^ is doing a double header
appearing at the Rivoli in "The Ace
of Cads," Luther Reed's first picture.
Quite well done with the lovely Alice
Joyce stealing some of the honor
from Menjou. The story lags.
The comedy high light was decidedly Richard Dix's latest, "The Quarterback," another football yarn but

ily picture.

Hal Roach,
M-G-M on the

comedy hokum

is

Griffith's

romance
handsome as

^Continued from Page 1)

—

Eddie Cantor to the
appearance before

screen personality.

ful

Make 50

to

Los Angeles

first

entertainment but that sells
cakes most anj'where. Eddie

it's

No Reform Merger

.1

story

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

cull

NEW YORK
126-130

'mil

service

West 46th

St.

bring

yon

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Ave.

Lande Film Exchange
Philadelphia
Liberty Film Corp.

New Haven
Boston
Golden Distributing Co.
Los Angeles
Francisco
San
Cooperative Film Exchange
Portland Butte
Seattle
Greater Pictures, Inc.
Minneapolis
Screen Classics Corp.
St. Louis, Mo.
Progress Pictures Corp.
3.?20 Lindell Plvd.
Washington, D. C.
J.

916

G

H. Marks
Street,

N.

W.

THE
October

Say,

25,

posed Tariff Cuts
ould Include Films
(Continued from Page

is

it

made

mentions
cific commodities, and is conmerely a "feeler," designed to
out the sentiment of the Adtariff
ration on two subjects
n downward and debt cancelplan, as

public,

i

—

linistration officials see in the
itional bankers' statement an
upon Republican tariff policies
thinly veiled move for debt
lation, and have expressed their
The
lified opposition to both.

however,
licies

king

of

with the declarDemocrats, who

fits in

the
a major issue of the

tariff

ssional campaigns.
pointed out here plans for the
of restrictions on films will
likely to receive favorable conion among the European counwhich are devoting their best
to the development of methereby American pictures may

lal

red and the domestic industry
ped.

ke at Studios Not
eared by Producers
{Continued from Page

who

craftsmen

f

^

Roach studios danger
was scouted with Roach

all

j-M had no statement

to

stu-

and

situation caused by the ultiof four unions stating the
ind possibly the nation would
general strike of studio and
i
r
employes unless the closed

n

was adopted.

"The Waning Sex"

(M-G-M)

Two

nights preceding the showing of the picture a girl typist dressed in mannish attire sornewhat similar
to the character that Norma

•bed

Universal Studio Club, which
center of employes' activities,
es that no trouble is expected
company workers.

—

Sex' at the

whole idea cost the theater $4 and
stimulated receipts worth many times

amount

that

— Charles

slough, Broadwav,

itages Active in

PUIL

outh and Southwest
house

the
house, has been taken
and will be renamed the Panafter nearly $200,000 has been
on remodeling. Pantages will
a $1,000,000 house in New Grand Hodkins plans to close
in
1

and

Dallas,

San

Antonio.

for the circuit
j?e this week.
i:

opens

Fort

A new
in

Mil-

tages is planning to invade the
5 with
a number of combination
1:3.
The circuit this year is givlore attention to pictures than
with the Fox product
I before,
V K
as the nucleus of its film
'.

:tions.

MOVIE
BALL
SATURDAY EVENING

OCTOBER 30th

DALY
SEZ/
Saturday

on

Famous moving
begins

today

it

as

Tom

if

Indiana

ground
where
all."

and

right in
to look

McTaggart's

political
battle
will
someget
pictures after
in

I!

Vincent Lopez and Orchestra

HOTSY

totsy...

f

IT'S a party

EVERYBODY'S
THIS

going...

the affair
furnishes the industry
a whole Winter's gossip

is

THAT
WITH

AND

how!

THE

lid is off

next Sat. Eve.
Choruses! Beauties!

a

few numbers:

Earl Carroll's "Vanities'

"Castles in the Air"

Harry Lauder
J. Harold Murray

(Courtesy J. W. Elliott)
Bernard Granville
Vivienne Siegal
50 Stage & Screen Stars

Jack Dempsey

"With First National
moving out of French
Lick

Hammer-

HOTEL ASTOR

STARS!
HERE'S

1)

in Atlanta,
vaudeville.
In
Jefferson, an old

R.

Newburgh, N. Y.

3^

Houston,

Annual

Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

—

Shearer portrayed in the film was
in the lobby with a typewriter
desk.
The typist was supplied with
1,000 heralds, the backs of which
were blank. In this space the girl
typed "Marriage or Business which
career should a woman follow? See
what Norma Shearer did in 'The

I

ngham
show

bigger than ever this year

4^^

—

p

^
ii

—

Broadway Theastates that all employes of the
ter next Monday, Tuesday and Wedand
happy"
"exceedingly
are
nesday." As the tvpist finished typthere is no agitation for the
ing the heralds, the ushers distribshop. Famous officials are not
uted them among the patrons. The
over the unions' stand.

niversal's new
Pantages
lay

And

column by eight inch display

four

ad quoting Dr. Frank Crane's tribute
to the picture, and prominently mentioning the name of the feature. Five
columns by sixteen inches were used
the day before the feature opened,
and during the first two days of the
showing, he decreased his newspaper
space to three columns by seven
inches.
On the third day of the
showing, used a five column by 16
inch
display,
quoting
prominent
local people who had seen the picture and again referred to the praise
given the feature by nationally prominent people.
Charles S. Duryea,
Park, Newburg, N. Y.

Waning

{Continued from Page

THE BIGGEST
EVENT OF
THE YEAR!

make placed

e

l

news-

I

This ad was followed by a

stars.

be
non-union

the people at the
e "like one big family"
Jr will walk out."
|ing

in

papers, the characters in the picture,
using approximately 100 words of
copy describing the heart problem
of each character.
Following this,
used two columns by 12 inches to
quote the high praises given "Stella
Dallas" given by Charlie Chaplin,
John Barrymore, Douglas Fairbanks,
Ethel Barrymore and two other big

1)

the Hal
trike

"Stella Dallas"
(United Artists)
For four days introduced

"could

from

replaced

1

UPS WHICH MEAN D0LUU2S FOR SHOWMEN

be-

Washington,

in

I

DAILY

1)

Other commodities,

S

i^^

DAILY

1926

AND

PLUS

THE

few!
Breakfast Show
kind

that's just the first
N. T. G.'s famous

only thing of

its

!

IN America!
Tickets for Sale at All Agencies
Ten Dollars Each

If

^^

192,7

A Mine- Of^ \NfeALTH I^OEb fcHIBITORS
TeATUI^I NT GTHE FOLLOWING

WALLACE MacDONALD
w>»

DORIS .A

MAY

ALEC. B.FRANCIS

WELCH

NILES

->»

PHILLIPE

de

LACY

<>«

GASTON GLASS
SHELDON LEWIS
->»

MARY CARR
AND
OTHER WELL KNOWN

ARTISTS

HI-MARK NATHANS
PRODUCTIONS
\<^/^

220 WEST 42 ND STREET

Olsr

—-/^eS".

NEW YORK

U.S.A.

i

I

l€*NEWSPAPEK

ULTHE NEWS

FFILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XXXVIII

L.

No. 22

Tuesday, October

TTING ARBITRATION,

PATtlE-P.D.C.

MERG[R

26,

1926

D. W.

-

Price

Famous, Part?

Although his contract

CONVENTION TOPIC

10

NEARING^OMPIETION

for production of another

Famous,

ture for

stood D.
I

Ready

sociation
|)ver

to Kick

Traces, Statement
Indicates

Combined Firm to Operate
Under Pathe Name,
Report Says

—

blumbus, O. Arbitration is to be
keynote of the annual convention

Proposed merger of Pathe and P.
D. C. is assuming definite shape, and
the state exhibitor association, details remain only to be smoothed
Iph is to be held here Nov. 9 and out before amalgamation of the two
and Ohio, like other Middle West concerns becomes a fact.
es which attended the Michigan
Daily conferences are being held
ptest"
meeting,
is
considering and indications are that it will be
I

of arbitration.
he association, in a statement,
the possibility of future disputes
ig thrown back into the civil
rts of Ohio.
|.
J. Wood, business manager of
Ohio organization, has returned
(Continued on Page 3)
lition

I

I

pomplaint

—Tbe

Amended

Ohio Amusement
has withdrawn its charges of
spiracy and fraud against the
Iveland exchange of United Artists
vleveland

has substituted the grievance of
gular procedure in
its
appeal
inst an unfavorable verdict hand-

down by an

arbitrator

who was

ed in following failure of the
rd of arbitration to reach a con-

The

firm and
Artists differed as to the
liability dates of certain pictures
( Continued on Page 10)
sion.
ited

exhibiting

consummated

speedily.

Parties to the
conferences being held are Neil Mc(Continued on Page 11)

Grauman Now Set
Internal difficulties relative to the
position of Sid Grauman in the affairs of the United Artists Theater
Circuit are understood to have been
ironed out. It is said that there was
discussion over the extent of Grauman's participation in the circuit since
he had not figured in the actual financing necessary to build or acquire
(Continued on Page 2)

Tax Relief Promised
Ottawa — Abolition of the admission tax on tickets of 25 cents or less

io Court Sustains Ruling

Down

after the Ontario elections,
providing that the Ferguson Govern(Coniinued on Page 11)

Handed

by Arbitration Board
Zleveland
In a test case in comn pleas court, Judge Ruhl upheld

—

uling of the board of arbitration,
d to be the first case in which an
ard of the board has been sustainby an Ohio court. The case was
(

Continued on Page 10)

69 Per Gent Passed
lebec

Censor Board Busy Wielding

Shears—"Nell

Gwyn" Ban

Caps Climax

—

Montreal Only 69 per cent of the
ns submitted were accepted by the
lebec censor board last year, which
idemned 204 out of a total of 2,224
d reconstructed 492, capping the
max by banning "Nell Gwyn."
This action, based on nudity, has
(Continued

on

Page 11)

French Studios Busy

—

Paris Studios in and about Paris
busy.
No less than 58 producms have been finished, or are near
new season,
mpletion,
for
the
lere are 30 units now at work.

it

is

36 PICTURES LISTED

calls
pic-

PARAMOUNT GROUP

IN

undernot

will

Griffith

make any more

pictures for
the company.
Since rejoining the company
on a three-picture contract Griffith has made "That Royle Girl"
and "The Sorrows of Satan."
Strained relations are declared
to have existed since production of "The Sorrows of Satan,"
due, it is said, to the time and
money spent in making the picture.
Griffith may go to the
Coast.

and Casts of Films

Titles

to

Be Outlined

to

Sales Force

—

French Lick Springs, Ind.

The

semi-annual
-started

Paramount convention
yesterday.
The production

departments. East and West, are represented fully.
Two carloads of
executives in the Eastern studio were
part

of

the

New York
arrived

special

train

.Saturday

which

left

afternoon and

Sunday.

The company

rOX NEGOTIATING EOR

will release 36 pictures the last half of the year. Some
of these are already finished.
The
production schedule to be announced
(Continued on Page 11)

NEW TALKING PICTURE

Profit Increases
Montreal

Invention, Based on Disc,

28,

— For the year ended Aug.

1926, operating profit of

Famous

Players Canadian Corp., was $800,Perfected by Three
502 before depreciation and interest
charges, compared with $750,607 the
previous year.
Profit and loss surplus reached a
Fox is understood to be negotiating
a deal involving a new talking motion total of $281,005 as compared with
pciture perfected by the Brunswick- $243,325 last year.
Balke-Collender Co., General Electric
Co. and the Radio Corp. of America

Companies

Income

$102,318
was promised by Premier Howard What is interpreted as a reaction
Net income of $102,318 for the
Ferguson in his opening speech of from the transaction occurred in the
market yesterday when Fox Film "A" quarter ended Sept. 30 is reported by
the Ontario campaign.
The reduction will go into effect jumped 2y% points to 76j4. It is un- M. P. Capital Corp. This is equishortly

Decision Upheld

W.

Centi

5

"Popular Sin" Selected

derstood that the deal

will

provide

(Continued on Page 2)

Favors Gensors

"The Popular Sin," Florence Vidor
Niagara Falls, N. Y.— Proposed
starring vehicle directed by Mai St. abolition of censorship will be opClair, is understood to have been se- posed by the 50,000 members of New
lected as the initial attraction at the York's W. C. T. U., it was demonThe
Paramount, which opens Nov. 18.
strated at the meeting here.
organization unanimously voted to
Lesser's House Nearly Ready protest to the governor against proIrving M. Lesser will open the posed elimination of the commission.
Capitol, Bayside, L. I., on Nov. 15.
The opening bill will include a Ned
Gapitol
Wayburn revue, a kid band of 18
house
The
band.
jazz
total
of $126,547.25, "The
and
a
pieces
With a
H. S. Kraft Temptress," broke the Capitol's recwill seat about 1,900.
The film
will arrange presentation bookings.
ord for two week runs.
brought in $52,304.80 its concluding
Banquet for Fredman Tonight week and $74,342.45 the first week.

Breaks

Tribute to his standing as Britain's
foremost film journalist will be paid
Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The
Film Renter," London, tonight at a
banquet in his honor at the Biltmore.
The A. M. P. A. is host at the banFirst National will have a
quet.
group of 12. Marcus Loew will head
the M-G-M contingent. Reservations
which ran be made through E. L.
Klein, 25 W. 43rd St., close at noon.

Record

valent after 8 per cent preferred dividend requirements, to 51 cents a
share on 175,464 shares of no par
common. This compares with $116,(Continued on Page 11)

Premiers' Opinions
London

— Recognizing

the need of
exhibition of British films, premiers attending the Im-

insuring greater

perial Conference gave their opinions
of means to remedy the situation.
Sir Philip CunlifTe-Lister said that

some measure
to

aid

of security is needed
efficiency in production and

needed at once.
Malkenzie King,
(Continued

Stars to Attend
Screen and stage
the

Canadian

prem-

on Page 11)

M-G-M

Ball

stars will attend

Loew-Metro-Goldwyn-Maycr

Saturday night

ball

at the Astor.

Celebrities to attend include Alice Joyce,
Nicholas M. Schenck and J. Rob- Mary
Alden, Pauline Garon. Lowell
ert Rubin, of M-G-M returned yesSherman, William Powell, Nazimova,
terday from the Coast.
Richard Dix, Lois Moran, George

Schenck and Rubin Back

Walsh,

Dolores

Casinelli,

Sigrid

Montford Steele Returns Today Holmquist, Hope Hampton, Lucy

sales Fox,
foreign
Steele,
Wyndham Standing,
Montford
manager for United Artists, returns Keefe, Jack Dempsey and
today from Japan and the Far East. Lauder.

Zeena
Harry

.
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Europe Needs Houses

for

New Talking Picture
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Tuesday, October

American theater

circuits are over-

looking a lucrative field in Europe,
{.Continitei from Page 1)
according to Lee A. Ochs, who has
for the election of a Radio Corp. di- just returned to New York after a
rector to the Fox directorate.
Ef- three months' trip. He estimates
forts to secure verification from Fox that there is room for about 1,000
failed.
houses ranging from 1,500 to 4,000
Fox recently obtained a substantial seats. Furthermore, he asserts, it is
interest in the De Forest Phonofilm not difficult to secure capital for such
Corp., which, at present, is the only projects.
competitor of the Vitaphone Corp.
European theater business is develUnder the De Forest device sound oped to a degree comparative to the
photographed on the film.
The condition of our own 12 years ago,
is
newr process, however, involves the Ochs says. In Italy in particular, he
use of discs.
It utilizes the photo found conditions especially favorable,
electric cell which permits the vibrat- with the Mussolini government in a
ing of a beam of light in the genera- congenial mood.
This
tion of its electrical energy.
Theater construction in Europe is
»<
same principle is capable of produc- handicapped by slow workmanship,
a
ing music on films.
Contrary to
Ochs pointed out.
Ml
general impression, the Continent is
un;
t/immie
Firilayson
with
to
according
not poverty-stricken,
ei
Construction is
observations.
his
Path^comedy
touring
'sr-^—
(.Continued from Page 1)
In
standstill.
a
virtually at
the 20 presentation theaters planned. Italy, Switzerland, Germany, HolEngland and France, Ochs This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnii iSt
It is from the Shubert end of the land,
for all Pathecomedies at f
enterprise that the objection is re- noticed but one theater being built,
this being the Rialto, seating 3,000, Exchange.
ported to have been raised.
However, all differences have been in Berlin. He did not observe any
adjusted with Grauman to pool his anti-American spirit, although conE^ptian and Chinese theaters in the tinually in contact with film people.

MABEL

MORMAND

RAGGEDY
ROSE

Grauman Now Set

hie

FREE

ars

Financial

chain.

Reisenfeld Returning
Hugo Reisenfeld has

A

generally rising market featured the activities of film
issues in yesterday's stock
markets.
Trading was brisk, the high point
of interest being directed toward Eastman
Kodak, which soared to a price 4}| points
over that of the previous closing figure. Fox
Film "A" had an exceptionally active day,
turning over 16,800 shares to a full point
rise.

Quotat ions
High Low Close

Am.
Am.

Seat Vtc.
Seat Pfd.

..

.

..

.

•Balaban & Katz.
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

36
37

36

Sales

100
100

36
37
63
73>4
1207^

37

Eastman Kodak
.1207^ 116"^
Famous Players
n4>« 112'^ 114%
Fam. Play. Pfd... 119Ji 118J4
.

4,000
1,300

.

*Film

200

"7^^

Inspect.
Nat'l Pfd..
.

•First

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
.

,

76<4

74'/,

26%

24%

Loew's, Inc.
45 J4
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
Corp.
M. P. Cap.
IS
Pathe Exch. "A". 48^
tParamount B'wa> 97
ttRoxy Units
31
.

ttRoxy

.

.

Common..

Skouras Bros

9!/i

99^
75^
26%

K

45
23/,

is

IS

46
96J4

46^
96%

44

,

16,800
2,800
4,300

—

Contract

Los Angeles

— David

turn of George
African hunting

Eastman from

Extended
Selman,

four

more

pictures for

Fischer Plans Another

LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway
Tcl-ClTK-kenns =v

New York

—

MyThanksj

sales conference at Chicago.

to all you fine people—|r
frieads of mine— for

way

the wonderful

Marion Davies on Way West
Marion Davies is en route to Hollywood to begin work on "Tillie, the
Hobart Henley
Toiler," for M-G-M.
Conrad Nagel will apwill direct.

youreceivedme here
and made me feel at

pear opposite.

hon estly.

home that's better
than business—
:

Bud Barsky

feature productions for Excellent Pictures with all star casts.

Fischer's Paratheaters will build a theater
here, aided by local capital. The firm
has five Wisconsin houses, three at

W.

C.

for Famous.
will direct.

meyer

Fred

INCORPORATED

9 E. 40th

St.

lal

N. Y.

BUCHHEISTER
ART

TITI.FS
W. SSth St. - Columbus
Special Hush Scri'icc

9240

William Vogel Sails
William M. Vogel of Producers
International, foreign distributor of
P. D. C product, has sailed for Europe. J J. Rein, secretary of the firm,

accompanied him.

C

Itt

Life Insurance Only

Field in "Potters"
Fields is to star in

Potters"

ALBERT G. RUBEN

"The

New-

t

trip to this country,

LABORATORY

C.i

president of Tiffany, is en route to
New York. He intends to hold a

—

Madison and one each at Fond du
was the effect of Eastman Kodak Lac and Appleton. Houses are unIn yesterday's der construction at Oshkosh and
stock on the market.
trading, 4,000 shares changed hands, Portage.
with a closing price of 120^, or 4^
Kraft on Own
points above the previous closing.
H. S. Kraft has severed his connections with the Alf T. Wilton
agency and has opened an office at
115 West 45th St., for the booking
of presentations.
.VI o lion
Picture Film

2I.S

OF THE BETTER KIND

Hoffman on Way to New York
Los Angeles M. H. Hoffman, vice

Barsky Leaving for Coast
leaves for Hollywood
series of six
the company. Thursday to produce a

mount

rehis

LOBBY FRAMES

who

has completed, "Remember," for Columbia, has been signed to direct

Monroe, Wis.

Eiastman Up AY^ Points
Almost simultaneous with the

York. Accompanying
left for
him was Josiah Zuro, who has just
completed a guest conductorship at
Grauman's Egyptian.

Kansas-Missouri exhibitor asso-

the

Selman's

H

New

—

29

sm

—

"Doc" Cook Resigns Post
E. V. Richards, Jr., of the SaenKansas City C. E. ("Doc") Cook, ger circuit. New Orleans, is in New
for five years business manager of York.

5

8'/,

Los Angeles

Richards Here

ciation, has resigned. R. R. Biechele,
president, has assumed the duties of
100 business manager pending a meeting
2,600 of the board of directors.

50
SO
50
••Stan. Co. of
Univ. Pict. Pfd...
96J4
Universal Pictures. 36 /i
36'4
300
36/,
Warner Pictures.. 37!/, 36^4 37/,
700
Warner Pict. "A". 47Ji 45% 46
16,700
* Last Prices Quoted
t Bon d Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask

Am

Midnight Shows Popular
Kansas City Midnight shows are
popular here. There are three theaters featuring them, the Newman and
Liberty, downtown and the Isis, suburban house. The Newman makes
the 11:30 Saturday night show a
weekly feature, while the Liberty
presents a midnight performance only
on special pictures. The Isis cuts
its picture program on the midnight
shows, presenting only vaudeville.

If

You Axe in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCl
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Act

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3S80

Cit
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Kann Again Heads

Charlotte Board
Charlotte William Kann (F. B.
O.) was re-elected president of the

—

Hale to Head Own Company
^reighton Hale may head his own
iduction company.
An independproducer

to

light
different

two

1

volunteered

has

comedies a year
arrangements for
have been proposed,

four

ance

release
ithin the next month or so it is
jected that definite plans for proction and release will have been
ir

Camera work
some time shortly

probably

de.

will

ft

after the first

the year.

unaway Enchantress"

Sills'

Next

dine (Univ.) treasurer.

Edward Dillon Editing Film
Edward Dillon has completed camera work and is now busy editing his
racing picture, "They're Off,"
ing Viola Dana, at F. B. O.

star-

Jacqueline Gadsden Gets Contract
Jacqueline Gadsden, who has a
prominent role in "The Mysterious
Island," has been given a long-term
contract by M-G-M.

Sills'

irs.

Nelson With Chadwick
Jack Nelson has been added to the

adwick

directorial

staff.

He

will

assigned to a unit shortly, probdirect either the Denman
ompson play, "Sunshine of Parawill

ly

Alley," or Owen Davis' "Shamand the Rose," both of which
be started within two weeks.

>e

:k
11

Aileen Pringle Resumes
Aileen Pringle resumes work for

M-G-M

in "California,"

vehicle,

from the story by Peter

Clifford, Jimmy Fulton, Geride Astor, Robert
and Lee
oran, H. V. Prod., the newest tent at the Fine Arts studios, has bein
actual production
of
"Black

van."
Harry Revere is directing
^ the new unit, while Ad Linkof is
ting production manager.

Clarke and Potel With Denny
Kerry Clarke and Vic Potel have
ien appointed gag men with the

B.

O'Malley Opposite Mae Murray
Pat O'Malley has been signed to
play

the

for

leading role
in

"Diamond

1)

the

to Letter
Exhibitors Awaited
No statement was obtainable yesterday at the Hays office on the Columbus dispatch. Charles C. Pettiis
absent from the city and
Gabriel L. Hess had no comment to
make. Answer of Hays to the letter sent him following the Michigan
meeting is expected within a few
days. In the letter, the organizations
represented asked that he instruct

john

distributor arbitration board members
that equity and justice are to be the
chief considerations in deciding any
case under dispute.

Probe Money Asked

—

Lake City Tlie Film Board
Trade is active in trying to un-

Salt
of

Stallion."

Gillen Joining Kane
Ernest Gillen is en route to New
York to join the cast of Robert
Kane's next First National produc-

bicycling by a Utah exhibitor. This
suspect is declared to be a chronic
offender and if the appropriation is
granted, the board will make a thorough investigation which is expected

tion.

to result in the exhibitor's arrest.

make

a

new

serial

to

be

to

relaesed

through Pathe, entitled "The Golden

A. Seiter unit now filming
Cheerful Fraud," with RegiDenny for Universal.

^>

Hays Answers

cover instances of bicycling in this
At its last meeting, the
territory.
board requested an appropriation
from Film Boards of Trade in order
to carry out investigation of alleged

Lefty

vort

From

opposite Mae
Handcuffs,"

Flynn Signs for Serial
Flynn has just signed

from Payc

(.Continued

Battle Creek convention
where, he says, the nine states represented "discussed the possibility of
kicking over the traces and abolishing boards of arbitration."
Tlic convention is to be preceded
by an exhibitor golf tournament. On
Nov. 9, at the Neil House, there will
be a dinner and an extensive entertainment, which is now being arranged by a committee. The thousand theaters in the state will be represented by 600 motion picture men
here during the convention. Wood
estimates.

M-G-M.

ith

McKim

Tim McCoy

Kyne.

Murray
H. V. Starts "Black Swan"
With a role of players including

Ohio Convention Topic

Film Hoard of Trade by unanimous
vote.
Others are: M. W. Davis
(Warners) vice president; E. F. Dar- from

next vehicle is "The
Beatrice Lillie Going East
naway Enchantress," adapted from
Beatrice
Lillie, having completed
in
story by Mary Heaton Vorse,
her role in "Exit Smiling," in which
lich Mary Astor will appear oppoThis is a Carey Wilson she made her film debut under Sam
e the star.
Taylor's direction for M-G-M, is ex)duction as was "The Silent Lover,"
pected to leave shortly for New
in which Sills also
t completed,
York.
ilton

Quitting Arbitration

"illiam

fhe
lild

The

FAT MEN

"DEMEMBER

Steni to Direct "Matinee Ladies"
Paul L. Steni, European director
Riied by the Warners, will next
ake "Matinee Ladies," an original
y Albert S. Rowson and Sidney R.

Click Again!

how "The Heavy Parade"

clicked at

theatres everywhere last year?
Well, here's another laugh-laden burlesqtte of a big- box office feature

I

that's

way ahead

of

The Parade

uchman.

"The Vulgar Yachtsmen

Famous Borrows Bonner
Priscilla

Bonner has been loaned

^ Harry Langdon
ne picture.

\

to

Famous

Third

for

crack

including

office

favo-

BOYD
HENRY in

LOIS

GALE
STANDARD COMEDIES.
and

—

—

the best effects of the finest feature gags
that shoot straight to the funny bone of every
spectator.

Presented by

hand man

Expert steno-

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION

APPLY BOX M316
THE FILM DAILY, 1650 B'way,

com-

rites,

A two-reel comedy buy that gives you a
crack title production values that will match

FILM-CUTTING—
FILM-EDITINGFILM- TITLING—
to director.
grapher.

by a

edy cast of box

Produced by Joe Rock

FILM -PUBLICITY—

as right

two-

starring

supported

Man Wants Job

Capable

in the series of 12

"FATTY"
ALEXANDER, "KEWPIE"
ROSS and "FAT" KARR,
reelers

>>

At
N.Y.C.

/*'

all

F. B. O.

Branches

Preferred

Pictures
Presented
J}y

J.G.BACHMANN
SoLi lorUsn Outnbutors
INTEPv-OCEAN FILM CONR

I

Never Again
The Fear of
Empty Seats!
— thousands
now enjoy

M-Q-M

V
1

A

of exhibitors
X

the security that

product brings

^^l-rAVEyou

^^

banished

this fear

from

home? This shadow of
empty seats is a very real menace.
Thousands of showmen have banished
it

-jOur

from

their lives by carrying

M-Q-M

hox-ofjice instirance.

X

i

Coming!

r

TIN HATS
Edward Sedgwick's

Production with Conrad Nagel,
Claire Wittdsor, Tonx O'Brien, Bert Roach, Qeorge
Cooper. Adapted by Lew Lipton and Donald Lee.
From the story by Edward Sedgwick. Continuity
by Albert Lewin. Directed by Edward Sedgwick.
The funniest comedy of War Days ever filmed!

Coming!
JOHN GILBERT m
FLESH and the. DEVIL
A Clarence Brown Production. With Qreta Qarbo
and Lars Hansoix. Screen play by Benjamin F.
Cjlazer. Fiom the novel "The Undying Past," by
Hermann Sudermann.

Two

Directed by Clarence Brown.
news headlines today

stars that are in the

appear together

in

a flaming romance.

IT'S great to be free

OF business worries ....
TRUE success means the
FINANCIAL

BANISH

ability to forget

cares

shadow of empty seats
FROM your home and social life
DO
let this menace
PURSUE you wherever you go ...
the

NT

ASK

who

the exhibitor

.

carries

M-G-M box-office insurance ....
HE knows that week after week
HE can depend on the smart producers

OF
TO

(I'

the Parade of Hits
deliver the sure-fire entertainments

BOX-office security .... you need
YOU get it with

it

.

.

...

.

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES
Coming!
NORMA SHEARER in
UPSTAGE
Scenario by Lorna
From the story by Walter De Leon. Titles
riTji/iam.
Diiected by Monta Bell.
The
c adx'cntures of a yonng giil stage-stiiick.
ta Bell Prodtiction.

Comingl
MAE MURRAY in
VALENCIA
^oyd Hughes. Story by Dimitri Buchouetzki
A:e D. Q. Mi7/er. Adnt)ted for the screen by
Dimitri Buchowetzki
Mi7/er.
?i). Q.
li un. Directed by Dimitii Biichuuelzki. Tlic
f Toiiiuiifc of a gay S[>anish dancer.

A

Coming!

Coming!

f

MARION DA VIES
THE RED MILL

r

in

With Owen Moore, Louise Fazenda, Qeorge SiegAdaptation and Scenario by
From the musical comedy J^y
Frances Marion.

man, Karl Dane.

Victor Herbert and Henry Blossom. Directed by
Cosmol>olitan Production.
William Qoodrich.
Miss Daxies in her comtdy
Thrills'. Laughs!
tiiumph!

A

John Qilbert

King Vidor Production. By
With Eleanor Boardman, Roy

a

D'Arcy, Karl Dane, Qeorge K. Arthur, Arthur
Luhin Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Directed by
King Vidor. A Big Picture for Big Runs.

Coming!

THE FLAMING FOREST

THE TAXI DANCER

A Reginald

Barker Production. Screen play by Waldemar
Young. Directed by Reginald Barker. From James

A

Oliver Cnruvod's nationally serialized sioiy
A thullmg drama oi
(Cosmopolitan Production.
CuiuiJu.
the' caily days oj Nurthuesl Mounted

m

in

Rafel Sabatini.

Coming!
With Antonio Moreno, Renee Adoree.

l!

JOHN GILBERT m
BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT

With Joan Crawford, Ouen Moore, William
Orlamond and Marc McDermott. From Robert
/'errv Shcnition's iuitio)iiW/>scri<i/i?cJsfor3'.

by Harry Mitlanlc.

drama

in years.

Directed
screen

The moit unusual

!

THEY'RE
wire again

Warner Winners now

OFF!

— from the biggest theatre

circuit

a handful that this picture brought the

MURPHY"
Conway

starring

George

Jessel

and

deliver bigger profits for 1926-27!

first

"MY

on the West Coast
week of its release!

OFFICIAL WIFE"

— and

"PRIVATE IZZY

starring Irene Rich

Tearle, the next two, are right in line with the bigger profits that

WARNER WINNERS

!

it's
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and

you get only with
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You Ain't Seen
Nothing Yet

Oct.

9)

and

it

amuses.

entertainment

if

you care for cinema

sparkles,

—

*

»

*

EVENING WORLD— »

a

*
graphic and a compelling melodrama • "»
That the director, Roy del Ruth, has done
full justice to this exciting episode in American history is no small achievement, and yet
*
* * has succeeded in moulding a picture
that is dramatically sound and genuinely con-

It

EVENING JOURNAL — Monte

emotes through numerous dragging

of

interested

in

AMERICAN—*

picture

If

and

story

Those

better keep an eye on Roy
he can take an old-fashioned

making

Del Ruth.

so

offer

much

that

interesting,

is

what couldn't he do with an up-to-date story?
* * * wlil do right by Warners in the way
of

returns.
It has everything the
motion picture patron likes, and a

financial

average

The 1926 and previous
Year Books ivere BIG
in every ivay—

more

little

for

good measure.

National
Strand

First

(Week ending Oct. 8)
That it is about as funny
a lame woman on a crutch is due to no h
of effort but merely to an overdose of Polly,

AMERICAN—

ana

combined with an incongruous set ol
* * a talented comedienne is beinj
titles *
given a vehicle that in no way amplifies hei
ability.

AMERICAN—Although
*

*

Virginia

Must Be Love"

is

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

*

an amus-

The
ing and human comedy
good entertainment.
* will serve
"The Family Upstairs" «
well enough under the circumstances.
*

*

audiences will

fine

be a delightful bil
of entertainment, and the admirers of Miss
Moore will not be disappointed in her latest
screen appearance.
JOURNAI^-Colleen looks
acts cute and gets over some good bits,
there are a series of allegedly humorous s(
to

EVENING

Valli

upon she cannot greatly aid
moves as slowly and stiffly

pleasant to look
a picture which

NEWS— Most

DAILY

Fox
Academy of Music

c
sou:
*

Must Be Love"

"It

"It

"The Family Upstairs"

first

is

ing.

conventional situations.
*

*

to

acted

(Blue)
reels

*

a credit to Melville W. Brown
the competent cast of farceurs n
it
to jigtime.
It is consistently am

is

and

vincing.

•

^

AMERICAN—*

Warners
Broadway
(Week Ending

n

m
WORLD — A

"Across the Pacific"

MORNING TELEGRAPH

1926

26,

gerations one is struck by the unusually si^
cessful portrayal * * * of thinking action
the part of the players. * * * Miss La Plani
work
this photoplay is better than that
any of her other ssj-een efforts.
comedy, pleasant but u:
portant, has been evolved without much
parent effort for Laura La Plante. *
* * has all the gayety
a naughty farce and all the complications
an intricate French drama.
It
bubbles

Newspaper Opinions

*

y

^<

picture

is

•

titles

*

GRAPHIC—*

*
* the best comedy
vivacious Colleen has yet released to her
following. * » * Colleen Moore's charact
zation of the determined Fernie leaves lil
to be desired.
Her comedy is excellent * *
is
among the best program pictures of

year.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

* * depends
and director for sustenam
There are long stretches where the star,
Colleen Moore, holds up the story and keeps
the film from sagging or perhaps snapping,

"Gigolo"
Prod. Dist. Corp.

Hippodrome

But wait till
you see the

(Week ending

AMERICAN*

*

Oct.

9)

that has come from the DeMille studios in
a long time.
What it misses in logic it
makes up in the quality of its entertainment.
* * * Rod gives a fine performance.
It does not deserve the
slow pacing it is given during at least the
first half of its unreeling.
However, it picks up to a reasonably smooth
finish, and much of
it
is
well done.
Rod

NEWS—

LaRocque

1927 Film
Year

B

%l%

>K

the

in

*

*

seems

contradictory

skillful

and convincing

characterization his

role

demands.

EVENING JOURNAL— Rod

performance
ture

LaRocque's

puts thg rest of the picWhich is just as
the picture is in

insignificance.
well, because the rest of
significant.
into

HERALD-TRIBUNE- It

justification

is

for a good picture but, much to our distress,
the good picture was not forthcoming. * * *
Rod LaRocque is fine in the title role. He
is an ardent and a whole-souled actor and in
this instance we marvelled at his fervor. * » *
William Howard, the director, offered bits of
direction,
here
and
there which
almost
made us forget our indignation.
While
the
construction of the story for the films seemed
sadly inadequate "Gigolo" is a personal triumph for Rod LaRocque, the star, and for
William K. Howard, whosie direction, is

—

faithful.

A
A

Great Book
Covering
Great Industry

*

•

WORLD —After

reels of movie trash.
Rod LaRocque
* * * steps put in "Gigolo" with a very fine
sample of character work, and transforms
what otherwise is a miserably weak and silly
story into something (once he gets going) at
least worth sitting through.

"Her Big Night"
Universal

Hippodrome
(Week ending

Oct.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— for
has
than

made

many

18)

Laura

LaPlante

pictures which are better
the one at the Hippodrome.
So skillful is the direction • * *
with all its levity and incidental exag

TIMES—

that

POST — Miss

SUN —

dull,

new

Moore's

and

trite

*

turS

witless.
*

*

*

production

it

*

I

well enough at tlu
Rivoli as a fertile field for the sprouting U
Colleen Moore's sprig of tricks.
It is nol
so amusing as her previous photoplay, "Ella
*
Cijiders." •
*

*

serves

TELEGRAM — It

tertainment
fectively
it
closeups.
bright and

provides fairly good

cut
es<

for tired business folk, but
suffers
from an overdose
»
Colleen Moore is pert an^
breezy after her usual histriona

i

.

TIMES — *

line.

.

]

to giving Mia
display her talent
as an actress than any screen effort in whidl
she has appeared since her performance in
"So Big."
*

*

comes closer

Moore an opportunity

WORLD— For

most

to

purposes

*

*

*

the

comedy

starring that large-eyed romper, Miss Colleen Moore, will be satisfactory.
To the exacting it will give considerawt
pain.
Miss Moore is as vivacious as ever,
latest

"Kid Boots"
Paramount
Rialto

AMERICAN— Charlie
*

*

*

Now

Chaplin has a

comes Eddie Cantor with
*

*

He

has succeeded.

ri'

so:

"

Boots" is as funny as a Chaplin com
and as full of thrills as anything Han
Lloyd has ever achieved..

MIRROR—

Though the story apt
DAILY
pears jerky * * * it is hilarious fun, especialte
opportunity to eg
permitted
the
star
is
when
tertain.
1
Indeed, Eddie Cantor is an agreeable sun
prise.

muddling through three or

four

*

out to be a delicious and frothy little condiment, that brings a relishing tang to the most
satiated appetite of the so-called moving pic<
ture connossieur.

thing new.

*

should have been a great pic
ture.
The materials, however, have been al
most indifferently handled, and, as a result
the photoplay only holds the interest inter
*
mittently.
The major points of "Gigolo" are Mr. LaRocque's rather mature and
• and the clever and
sympathetic acting •
effective acting of the splendid Louise Dresser.

cast

TELEGRAPH—

MORNING

SUN — *

its

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

*

missed a great chance.
Few actors have ever dared to risk any
imperfections of body or face in any screen
drama. * *
"Gigolo" is the best picture

DAILY

on

tirely

He

photographs excellently.

—

DAILY' NEWS The
bad.
The sequence on

picture is not SO
the cliffside, culrai'

nating in the parachute drop, is quite a cine•
It seems only fair
matic achievement,
to recommend that the folks go to see youi
picture.
They will get plenty of laughs, and
that's the main point.

EVENING JOURNAL —

Several

good

There are only a
gags are developed, * •
few scenes on the golf links, and the usual
last-minute chase on a mountain is reminisBui
cent of Harold Lloyd's "Safety Last."
with Cantor as the Star, this picture will,
as we say in refined cinema circles, pack 'ere
in at the box office.
Mr. Lasky consid
EVENING
ers Eddie Cantor a find, a "screen natural,
and "Kid Boots," his first picture now show-

WORLD—

—

.

THE
?;sday,

October

<&^

DAILV

1926

26,

ing at

Rialto lends supports to this opin-

tlie
• *

"Kid Boots" includes more "funny
business" than sustained comedy. • » • 'ihc
ion.

THE BIGGEST
EVENT OF
THE YEAR!
And

bigger than ever this year

4tii

Annual

LoeW'Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

•

plot is rather too thin (or connected action
or characterization.
r.KAPHIC— Frank Tuttle directed the picture and produced one of the finest slapstick comedies we've seen in a long time.
*

*

He

Eddie Cantor

*

make

should

is

pictures

born pantomimist.

a

— many

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

of 'em.

*

Mr. Cantor

screens beautifully.
His large eyes and wistful smile are an asset » » * everyone must
see "Kid Boots."
Cantor has a
pleasing screen personality.
His large eyes
and peculiarly expressive features lend themselves wonderfully to the screen.
For his
first
attempt at the silent drama Cantor
should feel justly proud.
POST * * * yet several scenes in the
Cantor comedy provoke laughter loud and
long. * * * Mr. Cantor screens well and
seems very much at home before the camera.
His comic pantomime, while not particularly distinguished, is easy and often very
funny indeed.
"Kid Boots" is sure to pack
the Rialto. * * *
•
There are several loud laughs
It
is,
frankly,
a quantity entertainment.
First "Kid Boots," the picture, gives you
one gag after another, until you go gaga.
*
*
thin in plot and

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

—

SUN —

TELEGRAM—

something
screens

MOVIE
BALL
SATURDAY EVENING

Vincent Lopez and Orchestra
HOTSYtotsy...

EVERYBODY'S

going.

the slough
once or twice.

of

Wreck"

lift

despond more than

*
EVENING JOURNAL—*
affair. * » •
EVENING WORLD— Most

*

a monoton-

ous slap-stick

of

the

plot

If ten
development was subtitular
minutes of subtitles were eliminated "The
Nervous Wreck" might do nicely as half of a
double bill program.
GRAPHIC The picture proves to be
Its so-called funny
neither comedy nor relief.
situations are strained beyond the point o(
*

*

*

*

screen version

we

never have

maximum

a few numbers:

*

seen

of effort

PLUS

its

But

it

joined

seems to us that
together such a

and minimum of

results.

* * is

pure

familiar

to be sure, seems
and there is nothing

this,

indeed,

Show

IN America!
Tickets for Sale at All Agencies

*
•

*

boasting an impressive
*Thc best thing aUut
a riproaring, bloodcurdling
fight. * *
The picture abounds in atrocious
subtitles and long gaps in the action. * * •
enjoyed immensely the first part of the picture. * • • It
•
is the finest screen fight we ever saw
*
* * obviously a film designed with at least one eye on
the box office, and it would not take a prophet to fortell that as such it will meet with
unqualified success. • *
POST * * * gives that he-man Milton
Sills a chance to fight a big fight with villain
No.ih Beery.
Aside from the fistic opportunity there
could hardly have been much reason for
making a movie of Cosmo Hamilton's novel

supportmg

cast.

the picture

is

*

*

*

*

HERALD TRIBUNE—We

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

—

•

»

tt

TELEGRAM— Mr.

Sills conducts himself
this melodrama in his usual herwith Betty Bronson, girlishly gay,
as the chorus girl wife.
"Paradise" is just
another of those things.
TIMES There are some ancient conceptions of humor in this production. • •
Evidently the director, Irving Willat. never heard of crescendo, camera angles,
lighting, visual dynamics, etc., or even a good
story.
As a result, "Paradise" is simply ap-

through

all

oic fashion,

—

SUN —

pallingly

WORLD — *

ineffective.
* *

ambles its way into being
most unfortunate of objects, an average

that

movie.

"The Quarterback"
Paramount
Rivoli

(Week Ending

AMERICAN — Football

Ml
Oct.

15)

pictures are usual-

So is Richard Dix. "The Quara combination of both, is sure-

amusing.

ly

is

stuff.

a bang.
The football game, as it is presented from
several clever camera angles, is something
to write home about.
football
The
scenes are unusually good. * * *the game is

very
very

nor very funny about "The Nervous
Wreck," no matter how hard you hunt.
SUN The affair is developed as slapstick,
and most of the original farce has been
What does matter,
thrown away.
though, is that the substituted slapstick is not
half as funny.
It is a moderately diverting affair, pointed with standard gags and
directed with a cheerful absence of subtlety
novel

—

JOURNAL —

EVENING

Dick does some great work, and
camera shots are excellent.
you have liked
any other college sport pictures I imagine
you will enioy "The Quarterback." I did.
GRAPHIC It's another football story and
thrilling.

some

of the

EVENING WORLD— If

—

perhaps the best of 'em all. * • • the best
film Richard Dix has made in many a movie

moon.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

*

•

picture.

best

MORNING TELEGRAPH—
pictures

best of the football
along. * * *

Rich-

not

But then
pictures do not charm us anyway.
Dix's

ard

college

* • •

that

the

has come

Richard
Dix makes a robust and an
appealing hero, although he looks a little
mature to play a freshman.

POST — *

*

*

directed by

Fred Newmeyer

Mr. Dix is at
with considerable dash.
with Esther Ralston, blonde and
* and there's no
engaging, as the co-ed *
"The
doubt about it being a rousing game.
Quarterback" can hardly help being popular.
*
*
highly
*
Its main assets are a
humorous and sympathetic performances by
*

*

his

*

best

SUN —

Richard

* *

TELEGRAM —

kind

Ten Dollars Each

*

POST—All

"Castles in the Air"

that's just the first few! !
N. T. G.'s famous Breakfast

only thing of

Conklin.

(Courtesy J. W. Elliott)
Bernard Granville
Vivienne Siegal
50 Stage & Screen Stars

Jack Dempsey

those

slapstick for the most part, with a very slender plot somehow manages to hold the spectator's interest for seven reels, mostly due to
the admirable performance of Mr. Ford and
the delightfully comic presence of Chestei

next Sat. Eve.
Choruses! Beauties!

Harry Lauder
J. Harold Murray

were

tured

Dix

football

*

*

*

and an excellently

pic-

game.

TELEGRAM—*

*

*

good, clean fun disseminated by the nice and wholesome looking Richard Dix. * * * In one way or another you will find plenty to make you laugh
in "The Quarterback."

TIMES

*

*

*

is

a

wholesome comedy,

*
that carried a strong appeal * *
In this cheerful piece of work, there is a
good assortment of fun and romance.
By far the best of the picture
lies in the perfectly great football sequences.

WORLD —

TIMES— *

and distinction.
* * a series of more or less
are scattered through the pic» * The best that can be said
turization
of this strained comedy is that occasionally
the audience tittered, chuckled and laughed.
lively

events

I

*

•

GRAPHIC — *

* * have put "The
Quarterback" over with something resembling

picture failed to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Earl Carroll's "Vanities"

THE

NEWS—The

DAILY

I

DAILY NEWS—*

who thought "The Nervous Wreck" an amusing play, and they may find humor in the

lid is off

•

man.

fire

probably will go big in the majority of theaters.
It is the uproarious type that gets
laughs and, after » *

me from

from dozens of other moviei
are numer-

it

EVENING JOURNAI^There

nus fights, mcluding one between Sills and
Beery,
and much indiscriminate
villainy.
Milton is consistently the Nature's noble-

terback."

"The Nervous Wreck"

HERALD-TRIBUNE—There

the affair
furnishes the industry
a whole Winter's gossip

distinxuish

WORLD —

belief

AND how!

AND

—

.

is

STARS!
HERE'S

is

wide-eyed wonder.
*
best in broad comedy
"Kid Boots"
is interesting only as the first screen appearance, so far as we have seen of Cantor.
TIMES This brisk piece of buffoonery
achieved its purpose by keeping an au
dience
merry.
Mr. Cantor screens
well, and he appears to be just as much at
home before the camera as he is on the stage.
The photographer and the director * * * have done well by Mr. Cantor.
And he, in turn, appears altogether comfortable before the camera.
He performs well
enough to make "Kid Boots" a generally
laughable although a strictly conventional
comedy movie.

—

IT'S a party

THE

and

well

Cantor's face
most expressive in its
He will perhaps qualify

—

HOTEL ASTOR
THAT
WITH

than satisfying.

less

Prod. Dist. Corp.
Strand
(Week Ending Oct. 15)
AMERICAN "The Nervous

OCTOBER 30th

THIS

^1

Aafa Co. Expanding

—

Berlin
The Aafa Company has received permission to increase its cap"Paradise"
ital
from 420,000 marks to 600.000
First National
marks. Aafa recently sold one of its
Strand
new pictures to English interests, for
(Week ending Oct. 9)
Andistribution in Great Britain.
AMERICAN "Paradise," save for the other will soon have its premiere in
fight
and Milton Sills' improved performance, contains no mark of discrimination to Brussels.

—

A

D

THE

m^

Tuesday, October

DAILY

10

mill in miniature

ace
DULY

TIPS

with a

an electric

WMCU MUN OOUAOS FOC SUOWHCN

and showed

—

"Ella Cinders"

Pa.

(First National)

The lobby showed

a wide cut-out
containing three figures. The center
figure was that of Miss Moore and
the two other figures were that of a
cameraman at a projection and a director with a megaphone.
These
cut-outs were adapted from the 24sheet.
Tlie effect was lighted by
means of a spotlight across the street
from the theater.
For decorative
purposes wallpaper instead of paint
was used, heightening the artistic value of the place
Don Nichols, Paris,
Durham, N. C.

—

"Nell

(Continued from Page

for

Exhibitors'

runs,

1)

following

t!

run. The Ohio company claii
ed certain dates, which they cla;
were availability dates, were h<
open.
United Artists claimed oth
dates as the availability dates a
claimed damages because the Oljet
firm failed to play the pictures
When the board of ;
these dates.
bitration failed to come to an agr«
ment, a seventh arbitrator, attorn
Leo Ulmer, was invited to hear t
case. He rendered a decision in fav
of United
Artists awarding the
Ohio Amuseme
$1,100 damages.
Co. took the case to court claimr
conspiracy, fraud and irregular pi

Gwyn"

Keep lobby snappy and attractive.
your shozv
It's
window, don't

alds gave a brief history of bath tubs,
when used, where, how, etc. An imprint on the back cover gave the
name of the plumbing concern, title
of picture, theater, and play dates.
trailer and lobby display were used
three
weeks in advance. Rialto,

subsequent

first

Daily HemiiKkr

(Paramount)
Tied up with a plumbing concern
which mailed 2,000 specially printed
heralds to their clients and prospects
by first-class mail. The special her-

A

1921

Complaint Amended*^

a furn-

"man of steel" wielding
hammer, which gave ofi

sparks, creating a very spectacular
effect and the float caused a lot of
Palace, Tarentum,
local comment.

26,

forget that.

The

cedure.

—

first

two charges

i

now withdrawn.

Chattanooga, Tenn.

11

"La Boheme"

(M-G-M)

"Sc's

Wired

Lillian Gish, asking her to
donate a floor lamp from a local
furniture store to aid in the exploitation.
she purchased the
lamp at the store by wire, begun
campaign. The local dealer christened the lamp the "Lillian Gish La
Boheme" floor lamp and placed it in
his
display window with the announcement that it would be given
away free to some woman who at
tended the picture at the Garden.
Each woman who attended the show
was given a number and, after a

When

Decision Upheld

Your Old Man"
(Paramount)

Advertised rewards for jokes on
"So's Your Old Man."
All those
jokes used in teaser ads were paid
for.
Others were placed on display
in the theater lobby.
Thomas Carroll, State, Cleveland.

—

"Take

It

From Me"

(Universal)

{Continued from Page

Tuesday, October

To Memphis

26,

1926

for Exteriors

—

Los Angeles Universal's "Uncle
Tom's Cabin" company is en route
to Memphis to secure exteriors. Virginia Grey has been cast for Little

Used 300 imitation bricks, made of Eva.
hard wood, with the wording " 'Take
It From Me' Reginald Denny is at
Active Preparations Under Way
the Uptown Theater, Now" on both
drawing, the one who held the lucky
sides.
These
were given to news- In Memphis for River Scenes
number was given the lamp. J.
Memphis a new role will be playboys in the downtown district as
Edelstein, Garden, Hebbing, Minn.
weights for their papers.
Everyone ed by the steamer "Kate Adams"
When it pulls away
buying a paper read the Uptown's ad. next week.
"Men of Steel"
One hundred special tie-up cards from its Delta Line wharf tomorrow
(First National)
prepared by Universal were used by it will carry a Universal company up
Used a large automobile float, the Owl Drug Stores. These cards the river to make sequences for
which covered the principal streets read: " 'Take It From Me' says Regi- "Uncle Tom's Cabin." Sam B. Jacof the town and all the outlying dis- nald Denny, Here's a real special" obson is in Memphis finishing detail
tricts.
The float was generously and below a reproduction of a black- for the filming, which will probably
draped with bunting.
The rear of board is space for the merchant to be made between Cairo and Natchez.
Pollard
arrived
yesterday
the float carried a facsimile of a steel write his own announcement. At the Harry
bottom of the card is space for the morning. He will be followed by the
theater's imprint.
Outlying stores cast, headed by Margarita Fisher.
used
window streamers reading: Slave sequences already have been
" 'Take It From Me' Reginald Denny made at Universal City and the ice
does his shopping Uptown."
Five scenes were taken last winter at
hundred
telephone
hangers
were Plattsburg, N. Y.

CLUB

placed

MIRADOR
--.~.the

New York

Two

'Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
from Club

ORCHESTRA

200W.

51st

^Managing

"Director

St„N.Y.— Circle

5106

theater seating 1,800. at the corner of
22nd and Forest Home Ave., about
four blocks from a similar project announced a few weeks ago, are now

made
house

known.

The

proposed

following billing name
included 53 24-sheets, 1,000 plans being prepared by Architect E.
full sheets, 1000 3-sheets, tack cards A. Meyer.
It is to be a three story
and streamers and 10,000 heralds dis- structure, and in addition to the theatributed at a big football game did ter will contain seven stores, offices
its
share toward establishing the and recreation parlors.
"Take It From Me" record at the
Uptown.— Ralph Allan, Uptown, Los
Sparks Back for Opening
Angeles.
Jacksonville, Fla.
E. J. Sparks returned from Europe in time to atHuepenbecker in Charge
tend opening of his Empress, East
Cleveland
George Hcupenbecker Forsythe St. house which adjoins
has been made general manager of the Imperial.
The house, which is
theaters for Standard Film Service a link in the Publix
chain, seats 600.
Co., which now owns ten in Ohio. William
A. Krause, Jr., is manager.
They are the Southern and Hippodrome, Bucyrus; Majestic, Sidney;
Small Town Florida Circuit
Rivoli, Defiance; Ruble, Logan; RivJacksonville, Fla.
H. L. Grant
oli,
Zanesville;
Webber,
Dover; now is operating a small town cirWindsor, Canton; Strand and Prin- cuit. He has houses at Waldo, Keycess, Toledo.
stone Heights and Hawthorne.

—

s^

L^ 5 (L<i^4^^^ (L,i^4^^^ <L<^4^^>^ e^

new

to be put up by a client whose
was not disclosed, according to

is

—

Third Successiye Season

Ray GoETZ,

S300,000 House for Milwaukee
Milwaukee— Plans for a $300,000

—

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR

E.

telephones.

which

a series of sensational successes
on the European Riviera

l^irect

hundred

bad made.
This campaign

Sleanora's American Debut
after

public

8 x 10 stills in neat,
lettered
frames
were
placed in good window locations.
Window display tie-ups were put
through with trunk stores, hat stores
and music stores with the special
Denny tie-up stills which Universal

of celebricies of the Stage and Screen

cTVW;

in

especially

rendezvous

of

i

—

—

1)

the Standard Film Servi
Co. against A. V. Abel of the Straj
New Philadelphia. An award wfe
made by the board of arbitration a
sustained by the court granting
the Standard company the payme
of $340 for failure to play pictures
which dates had been given, and i
refusal to accept shows booked asi
The award further involv
dated.
the completion of the contract in
cordance with the play dates giij
by the exhibitor.
that

30

Houses Change Hands
During the past

Omaha

—

ti

weeks there have been 30 changes
ownership in theaters, "The Mo'
Age" reports. Following is a list
the changes:
John Keller has sold the Metropolitan
Tripp, S. D., to Frank Simek.
opening a new house at Ti
new one at Underwood
S. E. Rodman has opened a new house
Willow Lake, Neb.
Jack Field

nor,

la.

;

StI

is

also a

lo]

Gej. M.mneis has sold the Opera Ho
Milo, la. to H. E. Jacobs.
Mr. Shipley has purcljased the Aloraa
New London, la., from Fleenor & Son.
C. C. Becker has purchased the Strand

at

Pomeroy,
N. L.

Lamb

Radcliffe,

la.,

la.

has sold the Opera House
O. S. Iverson.
The lOpera House at Alvord, la., has b
purchased by M. Rippley from Fred Wen
T
Jack Field has opened another new ho
at Avoca, la.
new theaters at Bentley,
McClelland, la., and Oakland, la., are
being opened by Jack Field.
Mrs. T. G. Salloway has sold the WI*.
at Brunswick, Neb., to Mrs. White.
Jack Nielsen has opened the new Colun "i
at Gushing, Neb.
W. M. Miller has purchased the Op a
House at Elgin, la. from C. O. Christ.
S. E. Rodman has opened new house* ^
Elsemore, Neb., and Purdun, Neb., and
purchased from R. E. Brown his house
Halsey, Neb.
E. L. Davies is the new owner of
to

;

"i

1

Community at Ewing, Neb.
C. Q. Weston has sold the Starcher
Fairfax, S. D.. to E. M. Starcher.

F. J. Roach has purchased the Paramot
Star at Harvard, Neb., from Somner
Stone.
The LeClaire at LeClaire, la., has He"
A. Hogge as its new owner, purchased fl hG. T. McKee.
Id
Lawrence Brookhart has sold the Fat
at Leets, la., to Mrs. Mae Gipple.
Mr. Hurdenburg has sold the Lewis
Lewis, la., to J. W. Zike.
Harry Melcher has purchased the Frs
lin at Omaha, Neb.
from H. H. Cone.
J. A. Klink has sold the Opera Housf

Primghar, la., to Byers & Ollinger.
A. J. Meyers has opened the New Ol
s
House at Rockville, Neb.
The Idle Hour at Seneca, Neb., has l|tC
purchased by M. P. McElroy from J,

Inman.

I

I

—
THE
October

lesday,

Premiers' Opinions

Pictures Listed

}

in

Paramount Group

the sales representatives here conFor
ns many interesting titles.
iniple, Gilda Gray will make at
one more picture, "Cabaret."
ist
Idie Cantor's second will be "Love
tiers," based on his own story,
nst Lubitsch's first for Famous
"The Last of Mrs. Cheney,"
II be

irring Adolphe Menjou.
Paramount has two pictures, de-

ibed as "box-office novelties." They
"Stark Love," directed by Karl
;
of the Jungle,"

otographed by Merian Cooper and
nest Schoedsack, who were partiSevy responsible for "Grass."
il titles will mark the new product

Paramount

"The

as

ch

Road

ows," "The Big Rialto 7," "The
eater Ten," "The Extraordinary
tractions" and

"Paramount's Star

The next group

will be

drawn from
in

Stories

that follow.
eparation include:
'It," starring Clara Bow.
titles

Clarence Bad-

to direct.

The

starring

Shield,"

Silver

Tom

eighan.

Casey
ery.

starring
Bat,"
the
at
Directed by Monty Brice.

Brice's

Wallace
will

It

picture.

first

Back to Nature," starring Richard Dix.
'Cabaret," starring Gilda Gray.
'Glorifying the American Girl," with an
Harry D'Arrast, formerly with
•star cast.

G-M, will direct.
Love Letters," starring Eddie Cantor.
The Perfect Fool," starring Ed Wynn.

'Roughhouse Rosie," starring Clara Bow.
rected by Victor Fleming.
"The Man Who Forgot God," starrmg
Directed by Mauritz Stiller.
with Lya de Putti and
Directed
by Malcolm St. Clair.
•star cast.
'Afraid of Love," starring Florence Vidor.

nil

{Continued from Page 1)

Jannings.

'New Morals,"

Be Your Age,"
Ten

Modern

starring

Raymond

Commandments,"

Grif-

starring

expressed

Pathe-P.D.C. Merger
Wearing Completion

the

'God
.rbert

Gave

Me

Brenon.

20

Cents,"

directed

by

—

Korach

at

—

Partella until recentlv.

All-star cast.

The following

are

scheduled

for

mediate production:

Jane Novak Signed
Jane Novak has been

Driverless Car

Ends Trip

Los Angeles

After a two year tour throughout
the principal cities of the United
'Love's Greatest Mistake," directed by Ed- States as well as the smaller towns
rd Sutherland with all-star cast.
of importance, the Johnny Hines
"A Kiss in the Taxi," starring Bebe Driverless Car, driven by Murray
iniels.
Looie the 14th," Ziegfeld show, with all- Lafayette, came to rest in Los Anr cast.
geles, having finished its service of
"Badlands," a Zane Grey story.
exploitation for exhibitors and the
'The World at Her Feet," starring FlorHines product for First National.
;e Vidor.
The Mask and the Face," starring Adihe Menjou.
'Arizona Bound," Western story with allSunday Show Election Sought
r cast.

—A referendum

Lake Norden, S. D.
on the Sunday show

issue is being
sought, although the council several
months ago repealed the ordinance
prohibiting Sunday shows.

Roadshowing "Capital Punishment"
Kansas City A. W. Strugis and

—

lumenstein with Hollywood Firm
Newt Shephard, who formerly opeA.be Blumenstein, former general rated the Rialto, Monett, Mo., have
manager for Commonwealth, formed a company to roadshow "Caples
Hollywood Pictures as ital Punishment." The picture is beB joined
scial representative.
ing played on percentage.

—

added to the cast of "One Increasing Purpose," which Harry Beau-

mont

is

directing for Fox.

Tax

Relief Promised

{Continued from Page 1)

ment is sustained. This is the direct
answer to the request which was laid

before the Ontario Premier on Sept.
Lois Moran in "Music Master"
2 by 100 exhibitors of the Province
Allan Dwan has selected Lois Mothat relief from the tax be granted.
ran for the feminine lead in "The
The taxes that will be abolished
Alec B.
Music Master," for Fox.
will include the one cent tax on tickFrancis has the title role.

up to 15 cents and the two cent
levy on tickets of 15 to 25 cents inclusive.
The tax scale that remains
will be: two cents on tickets from
25 to 45 cents; three cents on tickets
from 45 to 49 cents; five cents, from
49 to 95 cents; 10 cents tax on 95
cents to $1.45, etc.
ets

'The Last of Mrs. Cheyney," directed by
nst Lubitsch and starring Adolphe Men-

There will be three outside producns on the schedule. Dorothy Gish
irs in all of them, which are Engi-made, "London," "Twinkletoes"
Only
d "Madame Pompadour."
; latter remains to be made.

That's That

!i

—

Mansfield
Mansfield, O.
Milton Korach has
been made general manager of the
Majestic and Opera House.
The
ited by Malcolm St. Clair.
Sorrell and Son," directed by Herbert house belong to Silverman Bros, who
enon.
operate a chain of houses in Ohio
The following are completed:
and Pennsylvania. The Majestic and
"Hotel Imperial," starring Pola Negri,
Opera House belonged to William
rected by Mauritz Stiller.
i

And

69 Per Gent Passed

ther Ralston.

The Last Law," a Western special.
Children of Divorce," directed by Frank
3yd
'Advice to Lovers," starring Bebe Daniels.
Di"Champagne," with Lya de Putti.

11

opinion that the
{Continued from Page 1)
situation now confronting the indusiflv Pill I. M
1) \LV
try will not be permanent.
America Carthy, Cecil B. De Mille's attorney;
Keith
office,
the
of
Murdock
has the initial advantage, he said, but J. J.
IT'S Lieut. Colonel Dan Michalove
this will lessen and the present pro- which owns an interest in both comnow.
The veteran Universal
portion will be altered. S. M. Bruce, panies. Jeremiah Milbank, represent- chain theater head
in the South was
Pearson,
R.
ing
Elmer
P.
D.
and
C.
Australian premier, asserted that no
commissioned to act as aide de camp
helpful conclusion can be reached un- Pathe.
to Governor Walker of Georgia.
Under the plan, Pearson is schetil the fullest information concerning
combined
of
the
duled
to
president
be
the predicament is furnished the conChristmas will mark the wedding
company, which undoubtedly will opference.
Gardner James, Inspiration star,
of
valThe
name.
erate
under
the
Pathe
While finding little fault with forand
Constance Blackton, daughter
estabtrademark,
eign pictures, J. G. Coate.s, New Zea- ue of the Pathe
J. Stewart Blackton. She adaptland premier, felt that they implant lished in the company's long connec- of
ed "Hell Bent for Heaven" in which
non-British aspirations in the sub- tion with the industry, plus the fact
James has the leading role.
jects who view them.
His dominion, that its Pathe stock is listed on the
he said, would encourage British pro- Stock Exchange, will cause retenFred Cubberlcy, veteran executive
ducers and might encourage capital tion of the name, it is believed.
of Northwest Theaters circuit, Minfor producing films with British atneapolis, has just recovered from an
mosphere.
W. S. Monroe, Newattack of pneumonia.
foundland premier, believed that no
{Continued from Page 1)
quota arrangement will alleviate the
Lya de Putti is experiencing consituation until British films are as occasioned considerable criticism begood and made as cheaply as foreign cause of announcement by Govern- siderable unhappiness along the Riment officials of a policy of prefer- alto this week. In "Sorrows of Saproduct.
ence for British and French film tan" she ends it all via the suicide
subjects.
This is the third British route and in "The Prince of TempGolf Committee Named
feature to meet an untimely fate at ters" flickers out her life in the last
Cleveland
Gradwell Sears, Wil- the hands of the Quebec censors, the reel through a similar process.
liam N. Skirboll, Percy Essick and others being "Reveille" and
'Chu
Charles L. Casanave have been ap- Chin Chow." Another European feaWalter Eberhardt testifies that
pointed a committee to arrange for ture that was condemned and later Emil Jannings is a wise man.
To
future Ohio state golf tournaments. passed after many alterations was prove the statement he told the A.
The suggestron of William James, "Romola."
M. P. A. that the German star left
president of the M.P.T.O. of Ohio, to
When the boycott threat was made Brooklyn at an early age.
hold three tournaments a year was some months ago, Premier Toscherau
accepted. There will be one in Cleve- of Quebec announced that the time
$86,896 Eastern Theaters Income
land, another in Cincinnati and finals had come to get some good British
Toronto A net income of $86,896
in Columbus.
Douglas Pratt, Pathe films for the Province.
He said:
the year ended Aug. 27 last, is
salesman, won the low net drive,
"We will certainly be pleased to get for
a silver loving cup at the Cleveland our films from the British firms and, reported by Eastern Theaters, Ltd.,
event a few days ago.
Gradwell in addition, I think that the French the total being reached after depreciaThe preSears won low gross and long dis- producers will also be interested in tion and Federal taxes.
income was $55,737.
tance driving.
Christy Deibel of supplying us with good artistically- vious year,
Profit and loss surplus totaled $170,Youngstown was another prize win- prepared films."
627, comparing with $153,521 at the
ner.
end of the previous year.
icr,

{Continued from Page 1)

own and "Hazards

S^^

DAILV

1926

26,

.N

Income $102,318
{Continued from Page 1)

59 cents a share on common, in the preceding quarter.
For the first nine months of the
current year, net income totals $333,085 after above charges, equal to
$1.68 a share on common.
Consolidated income account for
Quarter ended Sept. 30, 1926, follows:
607,

or

total income
Expenses, interest, etc
Federal tax provision

$267,903
149,617
1

Net income

5,968

$102,318

WANTED
Series of one reel subjects
by established state rights exchange for Nev/ York and

Northern

New

Box K-147
1650 B'way

Jersey territory.
c/o FUm Daily
New York City

BRAVEHEART
The

New Wonder Dog

He's a

WOW.

He's a Sensation

completed the First
of the Feature Length Series

Just

"flASn or THE
CHAS. R.
861 Seward

fOMST"

SEELING PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif
St.

I

I

the llvest ghost

He*s

you ev*

er saivand hoiv lovable

{Not

a morbid scene Inj^lt-lt's a

py picture

for a

lively

Waud'

you see
Janet Gaynor, Alec Francis^ and
McBan-theyUl ^steal
Mickey
your
hearts aivay!
until

fence! Just ^wait

FOX

WILLIAM

presents

THE RETURN OF

PETER GiONII
^

Dramatic Answer

Sascd on

DAVID

fo/ifes Drearest Question

MIASCOS

Stage

qnumph

t

with

JANH GAYNOR-ALEC

B.

FRANCIS -FLORENCE GILBERT-RICHARD WALLING

LIONEL BELMORE
Sccnanob, Bradley King

-JOHN

St.POLIS -

JOHN ROCHE

-VICTOR SCmKniUGlK Traduction

?'po^^

4emfSPkPlk
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Tricks
camera and the man
behind it have attracted

27,

RKIPROCITY GESTURE

rHE

attention in recent months. It
All Nations' Films Welcome
11 be rather generally agreed
influence
the
German
at it w^as
Leaders Say at Tribute
camera work that served to
Banquet
Hollywood out of a comAmerica welcomes British pictures
icent rut.
or pictures of any other nation, proHaving once been stirred, vided they measure up to entertainere began to reach the market ment standards demanded by the pubSome lic in this country.
sorts of trick shots.
This was the message of American
them belong; most of them distributors
to Ernest W. Fredman,
It is not difficult to un- editor of "The Film Renter," Lonn't.
rstand how it is possible to don, at a dinner in his honor last
incidents night at the Biltmore. Nearly 200
dramatic
gment
rough the use of the camera. leaders of the industry were on hand

TEXAS

Loew Dividend
A 50 cent quarterly dividend
with $1 extra payable on Dec.
31, 1926, to stockholders of record, Dec. 13, 1926, was declared
yesterday by the Loew board

ASKEDBY EREDMAN

to themselves a plentitude

Price

1926

allowing the lens to roam

d by forgetting that the cama is attached to a fixed base,

any startling and proper
ts can be secured.

ef-

Court Awards Verdict in Action
Against Exhibitor Who Refused
to Arbitrate

A

ARBITRATION

s

Is

Awaited

—

MARKET IN EAR EAST
PROMISES BUT LIHIE
Montf ord Steele, Just Back,
Sees Slow Development
.

on Page 8)

MG-M Wins Case

IN

Convention Takes National
Aspect as New Move

of directors.

.

f

SPOTLIGHT

ROW OYER

2;-

(Continued

IN

Cents

5

In Territory
to

China and Japan promise but little
American distributors and exhibi-

tors,

in

the

opinion

of

Montford

United Artists foreign sales
manager, who returned yesterday after an eight-months' trip to the Far

Dallas Arbitration may prove a
highlight of the Texas exhibitor convention to be held here Nov. 16-17.
Texas, formerly affiliated with a majority of the states represented at the
Michigan "protest meeting," will cast
its lot with the former Allied bloc,
in event of an open break in arbitration, it is believed.
With the Ohio conclave to be devoted almost entirely to the question
of arbitration, and declared to favor
a "kicking over of the traces" leading
to abolishment of the system, the
Texas meeting also is assuming na(Continued on Page 8)

Steele,

Red

judgment for $1,152 has been
Seal Gontinues
Whatever taste for American Formalities Only Remain to Lifting
Keeping Within Bounds
filed in the Supreme Court against East.
of Amsterdam, N. pictures may be developed will come
of Receivership Actions Against
However, the appeal that goes William J. Wood
Y., in a suit brought by M-G-M, as a process of evolution and that
Fleischer Firms
th innovations has taken hold too which sued Wood for the rental of is in the distant future, he believes.
remain to ending
Only
formalities
This has resulted in the certain films. Wood, it being alleged,
•ongly.
(Continued on Page
6)

ertion

of

where having refused

camera pranks

In this connechearken to what Quinn Martin

ey don't belong.
in,

he

made ihe pathetic error of appropriating.
Thus with no sense of the fitness of
no real understanding of
which they have adopted,
they have thrown the script out the
window and concentrated doggedly upon
making bigger and better freaks shoot
tlie

with

method

out of their projection machines. Closeups of ears, eyes and noses dissolving
meaningless inpools of human bodies
all these
serts of flying points of lights
undoubtedly worth consideration if you
have a situation which lends itself to
them, but none of them effective, much
less understandable, when pitched indiscriminately into the action of a play
which has no spot for them."
;

—

;

The
"What

Price Glory," the

lens at the

his

Carthay

It will

Ics.

is

)oked

what
the

Circle,

Fox

ace

Los An-

Fred

picture

Miller,

says.

who

Theater

vners everywhere will be interested.

terest

and we believe

of
it

tremendous
will be one

the industry's greatest pictures."

KANN

Unchanged

There has been no new development in the situation caused by serv-

is

to continue uninterrupted, as a reof the backing of Alfred Weiss

sult

History Film Vogue

—

tmder way here.

Enthusiasm for the new group
marked the sessions, a highlight of
which was the address of Walter

A.

S.

6)

G. Office in East

Formation and establishment of an
active division of the American Society of Cinematographers jn the
East is sought by the organization,
which is endeavoring to correct the

U.

S. Supplies 1,555

Washington Bureau of

—The

THE FILM DAILY

United States
furnished 1,555 of the 1,763 pictures
imported into Australia in 1925 wilh
feature or dramatic films totaling 721,
of which 674 were supplied by tlie
United States, says a report issued
by the Dept. of Commerce.
More than half the features import-

Washington

(Coutinued on Page 8)

(Continued on Page 6)

and the entire Carthay Circle
unanimous that
are
staff
eater

is

against

Greater
Sincere Quality" Lasky
States

"I

Vhat Price Glory' is tne best picEvery foot
re we have ever seen.

action

Films and Red
Max
Seal
Pictures,
headed
by
Fleischer.
The company's business

ing of an ultimatum by four unions of the American Multi-Color Corp.,
(Continued on Page 6)
demanding adoption of the closed
shop policy in the studios, William
French Lick Springs—"Production Canavan, head of the International
merit is in the driver's seat of the Alliance of Theatrical Stage Emmotion picture vehicle and we know ployes and M. P. Machine Operators, Day of Historical Film Just Dawning, Carl E. Milliken Declares
where we are headed toward greater said yesterday.
Elmira, N. Y. Calling the picture
Dec. 1 is the deadline for complisincere quality."
This was the message of Jesse L. ance with the unions' demands, with "the true mirror of history" in which
the past is reflected in living terms,
(Continued on Page 6)
Lasky to the organization's sales
Carl E. Milliken, secretary of the
convention
semi-annual
force at the

Company "Headed Toward

(Continued on Page

be a world premiere.

the eleven reels

Situation

Word

First

receivership

Out-of-the-Inkwell

arbitra-

Merit Holding Reins

"* * * A great many of them (here
dubs producers 'local boys') have

things,

to

tion.

the

of

submit the con-

troversy over the claim

World, puts so aptly:

the

to

Eucharistic Film Premiere
Motion pictures of the Eucharistic
Congress, held at Chicago, will have
premiere at the Jolson, November
8th, under supervision of His EminCardinal Mundelein,
ence, George
Fox Film
Archbishop of Chicago.
cooperated with Cardinal Mundelein
its

in

filming the spectacle.

Dividend on Skouras

B

Hays' association, told members of
the Children of the American Revofilm
is
lution
that the historical
awakening new consciousness of his(Continued on Page 8)

New

Pathe Feature Department

A new

feature sales department has
been created by Pathe, with E. A.
Eschmann as head. Pathe has taken
over physical handling and distribution of 21 Associated Exhibitors fea-

ture productions, which the new department will handle in addition to
Stock the Pathe features.

—

A dividend will be paid
St. Louis
before the end of 1926 on St. Louis
Amusement B stock which is closely
The
held by the Skouras interests.
A stock has paid $4.50 per year and
The
has priority over B stock.
stock is not on the public market.

B

Warners
Los Angeles

to Build Studio

—Warners

will

build

a $250,000 building on the Vitagraph
lot for the production of Vitaphone
new stage, 100 by 200,
prologues.

A

is

planned on the Sunset lot

g

.

I

THE
Wednesday, October

<St!k

DAILY

Tribute to

Laemmle

Universal
Exchanges
Conducting
Surprise Celebration as "Welcome Home" to Chief
Pittsburgh This city is headquarters for a Laemmle Surprise Celebration, being conducted by Universal exchanges as a "welcome home"
to Carl Laemmle.
The drive, vi^hich
was started Oct. 17, ends Oct. 31.
H. M. Herbel, local Universal manager, sponsored the sales celebration,
which was launched without the
knowledge of the home office, with all
branches of the nations backing up
the drive.
Charles Lowenberg is
special exploiteer putting over the

—
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Second Chicago Vitaphone Show Set
Harry M. Warner, president and
Sam E. Morris, general manager of
Warners, have returned from Chicago, where they completed arrangements for the showing of Vitaphone
and "The Better 'Ole" at the Woods.
The opening date has not been determined upon. Vitaphone and "Don
Juan" now are playing the McVickers.

B. S.

M-G-M-

to

FUm

territory

the

stock in the company.
steadiness was the outstanding
characteristic in yesterday's film issues.
To
this prevailing trend, Eastman Kodak was
an exception to a silght extent, declining Xy^
points on a turn-over of 1,700 shares. Trading was quiet, but those that were made were
of a fairly substantial nature.

Am.

Vtc

Seat

Pfd.

...

Famous

Players

..114J4

•Fam.

Play.

*Film

Inspect
Nat'l Pfd..

•First

37^

119^
113^

63
73J4
11954
114
118J4
7/a

..

&

Katz Vtc. ..
Eastman Kodak ..120
•Bal.

37H

37j4

Balaban & Katz.

Pfd

..

first

assign-

ment under his new M-G-M contract
wU be "Anna Karenina," from Tol-

—

1,700
1,100

74
25!4

•Intem'l Project
Loew's, Inc. ..
Metro-Gold. Pfd...
M. P. Cap. Corp..
Pathe Exch. "A".

44^4
23J4

455^
23}^
15

46^4
B'way 97

tParamount
ttRoxy Unit
33
ttRoxy ("ommon.. 9 /a

12,100
2,800

74^4
265^

15

2m
15

46^4
97

46'A
97

Pathe, it is claimed, is
of contract.
indebted to the plaintiff for two of
six pictures featuring Harry Carey,
produced at a cost not to exceed $65,-

000 each.

Lewis Innerarity,
could not be
Pathe,
100
100 statement yesterday.

secretary

of

reached for a

100
2

Hal Roach Hurt
Culver City Hal Roach

—

suffered
8K
Skouras Bros
SO
50
50
the rupture of a blood vessel on the
"Stan. Co. of Am.
83^
While
left knee while playing polo.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
96}4
Universal Pictures. 36}« 36^ 36ii
200 the injury is very painful and will
Warner Pictures
38
4,700 probably
38J4
36'A
incapacitate the producer
Warner Pict. "A". 47^8 4554
-,.
46H 10,600 for several days no serious results
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market
are anticipated.
tt Bid and Ask
.

,

distributes

1

of

N

S

Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for

Arthur
1540

W.

fifteen

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

years
Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

ROSE
t/zmmie Firilayson

itath

Pafh^comedy

state right specials.

This
publicity

Gulick, director of
Universal, will leave New

Paul
for

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishe
for all

Pathecomedies

at yoi

Exchange.

York

Saturday for Universal City, on his
in 13 years to the Coast.
be away from New York
more than a month. The trip vvill
be a combined vacation and an inpublicity
the
studio
spection
of
forces, which are under his superfirst

He

visit

will

MyThanks
to all you fine peoplefrieods of mine— for

you receivedme here
and made me feel at

schools, a "New York Times" dispatch reports. The Education Commitee of the London County Council
has settled the matter by refusing to
equip schools with screens.

The

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

The Perject Handcoloring of Film

way

the wonderful

Films Not for London Schools
Motion pictures will not be used
for instruction purposes in London

home that's better
than business—
:

hon estly.

ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

9

E.

40th

St.

N. Y. C.

Life Insurance Only

.'Telephone
528 Riverside Drive
Morningside 1776
Nevy York

Make a Memo of the Name for
Motion Picture Financing

Chromos Trading Company
1123 BROADWAY
Suite 1207-8

RAGGEDY

C, Pathe, Associated Exhibitors and

Specialists in
the past

i»

'WE

INSURANCE
T E B B

NORMAND

product

think of

you are thinking

MABEL

the

—

When yon

S

in

,

Vitaphone in Boston
Gilbert Roland Wins Role
Boston
Vitaphone and "Don
Los Angeles Gilbert Roland will
Juan" will be given their New En- play opposite Norma Talmadge in
gland premiere tonight at the Co- "Camille." He has signed a five year
lonial.
contract with Joseph M. Scheck.

—

participate

fireienCt

vision.

10,l66

31

will

Gulick Going to Coast

Great Western Sues Pathe
Los Angeles
Suit for $128,568
against Pathe has been instituted by
200
Great Western Prod., alleging breach

99^

..

Fox Film "A" ... 76^
Fox Theaters "A". 26 J4

p_lannjli|
is reported
Universal
houses here and at Escanaba in co^
petition with Delft.

of the
following companies: M-G-M, P. D.

Regal

Tolstoy Novel

Dimitri Buchowetzki's

Sale

36

aii

observance.

stoy's novel.

Seat.

;

—

distinct

*Am.

of

theater

Majestic after a six weeks' vacatrip abroad.

'.he

tion

—

High Low Close

—

and the building of'i
fully equipped stage at the Delft,
two projects announced by Delft Tito
aters, through general manager H
S. ("Doc") Gallup, which operates!
string of Copper County houses.

new

conversation at a

all

Quotations

Firm Entrenching
Mich Erection

Delft

Marquette,

Moss Returns
Moss returned yesterday on

the chief topic of
Kilgen Stock Offered
of film salesmen of the
get-together
George Kilgen & Sons,
St. Louis
n.MLY,
by the Film
sponsored
territory,
4737-4738-4739.
Cable
adI'hone Circle 4736
Inc., manufacturers of pipe organs,
Hollywood:
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Board of Trade.
banking
will
shortly
sell
through
the
Gausrrran, AmbassaCalifornia — Harvey E.
&
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash- house of Lewis W. Thompson
"Davis Week" Set Oct. 31
ington 9794, London Ernest VV. Fredman, Company, Inc., $200,000 of 8 per cent
Marlborough
St.,
Renter,
Great
58,
The Film
"Davis Week," so desigMontreal—
London, W. I., Paris — La Cinematographie preferred and 2,000 shares of no par nated as a tribute to Maurice M.
value common stock. It will be sold
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
Davis, Regal branch manager, vvho is
in units of one share of preferred
of association
and one share of common for $101. rounding out five years
the company, is to be observed
A balance of $300,000 preferred stock with
province beginning
and 20,500 shares of common will throughout the
Financial
every theater in
Practically
31.
Oct.
be given present stockholders for their

A

1926

Business Code Discussed
Kansas City— Ethical dealing was

drive.

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

27,

'Phone Watkins 4522

NEVER DISAPPOINT"

[MMlOWFjlH
INCORPORATED

>

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES.CEN.MCR

i

!

Hexes another Ace from,
''THE ACE OF CADS''
did SSTiOOO at the

METROPOLITAN,
Los

Angeles— the

2nd highest

business in history of

the theatre

And at the RIVOLI,
Ne^r York, it stood
'em up to the tune
of $30,000 on the
'week!

A BOX-OFFICE ACE
FOR ANY THEATRE!
^lAie

*

mjk%

Cpammomt

k
it

I

\

\^_,.^j*«iafe^.i.

Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors

of

,

^

'^

America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

l>

4

OmXhA^^OES MOINES
SAN FR.ANCISCO

<=fe

^ '^ ^^^ ^.-,

^-,-^^^jg'? c^

,^^^;,^^^-^SIOUX

CITY

>

i

NEWTON

^/^/o/Jo

INC,

!

ROBERT KANE
PRESENTS

THE

PRINCE
OF
TEMPTERS
with

NORAN

LOIS

BEH LYON
LTA DE PUiri
and
MARy BRIAN. IAN KEITH.
SAM NARDT. OLIVE TELL

'^•*;v^^«i

Adapted from THE EX-DUKE

f^-^VTo^

•-*-/.-•

A

ra.^

A Novel by Ea Phillips Oppenheim
Lothar Nendes Production

State after state— Town after

town — How the Bookings
flood in for

of
ail Robert Kane specials!
Held over at N. T. Strand —
this Greatest

Indefinite run at Frisco^s

^^
AVJt)iSlt:

Im-

perial— Bi^-time houses from
coast to coast are set for turnaway business with this dazzlini^brilliant 7-star

triumph!

Don^t wait another day to put
TOUR Box-Office on the

Honey Nap! Soon

the

last

inch of territory will be covered with a ''''Prince of

Tempters^' booking. Then
you^ll

be sorry

. . .

You may

be ¥Xnt of the Street today
—But if the opposition Plays
^''Prince of Tempters^'' first
the band will Play ''Cod save

the

Kintf'
It^sa

SPECIAL

THE

^tl

•*<

Wednesday, October
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Market

Merit Holding Reins
(,Coni\nv.ei

Wanger on
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looking ahead

PHIL

1)

in

the pro-

Promises But Little

field.

succeed,
to
declaring,
organization's production drive
develop trained picture minds.

the

preference for their own films, this
being partly attributable to the fact
that they do not understand foreign

SEZ/

must

Rough Riders" and "The
Wedding March" will be only two of
the outstanding pictures of the new

pictures.

"The

Either one
year, otTicials promised.
of the pictures will follow "The Sorrows of Satan" at the Cohan in
York, it was stated.
Lillian Gish and Virginia Lee Corbin are being considered for the leadPrefer
"Gentlemen
in
role
ing
Blondes," which Monta Bell will

New

Japan leads
having

"Proving again that the
pen is mightier than the
sword
t'other
day a
sword used by Napoleon
went over the counter in

stars

present

here

—

dealer's

a

for

houses.

$12.50,

whereas the fountain pen
with which Nathan Burkan signed Charlie Chap-

was

contract
$35."

lin's

for

sold

are

Los who

a general strike to be ordered
Angeles on that date unless the closIn event of a
ed shop is adopted.
walkout on the Coast, the strike
in

would assume national proportions,
it

is

expected.

Producers are reported from the
Coast as having no fear of a walkout, declaring that the amicable relations existing
of any strike.

preclude

possibility

Dolores Del Rio in "Resurrection"
Dolores Del Rio has been signed
to play the feminine lead in "Resurrection," an adaptation of Tolstoy's
novel, which will be made by Inspiration and Edwin Carewe.
Neilan to Direct "Connie" Talmadge
Los Angeles Joseph M. Schenck
has signed Marshall Neilan to direct
Constance Talmadge in "CoUette,"
her next First National picture.
It
is an original by Hans Kraly and will
be filmed at the Neilan studio.

—

P. D. C. Club Electing
election
officers of the Jazzbo Club, the

The annual meeting and
of

Red

Seal Continues

{Continued from PagI
1)

organization of P. D. C, will
be held tomorrow evening.
social

Mildred Harris Gets Lead
Mildred Harris will play the lead
in "The Show Girl," which Trem
Carr will make for Rayart at Hollywood from an original by H. H. Van
Loan, author of "The Noose," now
Charles Hunt will
on Broadway.
probably direct with Mary Carr, Gaston Glass, Robert McKim, Eddie
Borden, Sam Sidman and William

of thea-

Inside each envelope
fig

leaf.

The back

was
of

th

P

envelope contained the usual billing
Another means of informing patron
was by telephone. Had the operato
telephone 1,500 people.
says.
The day before the opening a ban
In China the total of houses is not ner, 80 ft. wide, reading: "Ritzmore than 60, with about 30 devoted Now 'Fig Leaves,' and 5 Keith'
exclusively to foreign films.
Acts," was placed across the fron
Theater construction .in both coun- of the Florence Hotel.
Arrange
tries is negligent.
As far as Steele ments were completed to have th
knows but one theater is being plan- Mayor of Birmingham greet the ar
ned, this one being a semi-modern rival of the print for its premieri
The dor- opening in the South. This stun
house at Osaka, Japan.
mancy of the situation in China is due received considerable free space
The mayor attende(
to unsettled conditions caused by mil- the newspaper.
itary operations.
Japan is producing a special box party the opening night
about 250 pictures this year, most of To be sure that the crowds wouh
which are the product of four com- not mistake the can of film for somejn'
panies, and China is turning out ap- thing else, the agent had the cai
painted blue with fig leaves and thi L
proximately 50.
title.
Later this can was used in tin
lobby, but instead of containing thi
Battle film it was filled with natural fi) C

I(

Unchanged
from Page

number

—

Jannings.

{Cotitinued

in the

(di

For a week preceding the openini
5,000 teaser envelopes were distribut
ed to patrons leaving the theater. O:
the front of each envelope was print
ed: "What Modern Eve Used t

clusively play foreign pictures, the
bulk of which are American productions.
Perhaps 100 more are available for American product, Steele

Richard Dix, Eddie Cantor, and Emil

Situation

MEAN DOLLABS FOC SUOWMEN

"Fig Leaves"
(Fox)

approximately
1,000
Wear."
Of the total about 25 ex- natural

ters,

direct.

Among

DAILY TIPS Vn(ICH

Unlike practically every European
country the Far East lands have a

DALY

of meeting an emergency," he

stated,

Far East

(Continued from Page 1)

"Paramount must avoid the necessity

in

27, 1926

has

advanced

1)

|50,000

to

the

firms.

Yesterday's session of the creditors in Federal court was concerned
chiefly with dispute over the fee of
receiver's
counsel.
receiver
and
Weiss offered to advance the |50,000,
provided creditors agreed on an extension, permitting the firm to pay
off its obligations in

monthly

instal-

ments over the period of a year. A
compromise suggestion by the court,
in the demand and offer with respect
to the extent of the fee, resulted in
settlement
Creditors,
for
$6,000.
whose claims are under $100, are to
be paid in cash, it is stated.

)li

Oppose Filming

Opposition has arisen to the filming of the World War naval battle of
Coronel, states a copyright dispatch

"The New York Times."
Montagu Cradock, brother of

to

British

Col.
the

Admiral Cradock, who was

defeated in the battle and lost his
life, has protested to Admiralty officials, asserting that such a picture
would cause pain to relatives of the
Franklin Returning Tomorrow
Harold B. Franklin of Publix re- British who perished there and that
turns tomorrow morning from Chi- a record of such a defeat would do
He also pointed out that
cago, where he went following the no good.
the Admiralty can censor the picture
French Lick Springs convention.
and has the full right to cut out any
objectionable part. Defenders of the
Doris Kenyon 111
projected film call attention to the
Doris Kenyon is ill with influenza
fact that the picture of the retreat
at the Le Roy Sanitarium.
from Mons proved a big success with
the British public, despite protests
Security Buys Two
against its making.
Cleveland Security has purchased

—

re-issue of "When Bear Cat
Went Dry" from Rayart for Ohio.

the

The company
Rayart

the

also

serial

purchased from
"Scotty of the

A.

S.

leaves.

An elaborate style revue, was e£
fected with one of the leading wo
men's apparej shops in the city
Seven beautiful girls including "Mis
Birmingham," recent Atlantic Cit;
beauty, acted as models during thi
revue.
The theater looked its part for thL
impressive campaign, lobby and mar
quee being decorated and strunj
with natural fig leaves. A ten foo
special oil painting occupied a prom
inent corner of the lobby, and along
side of this was the film can fille(
with more fig leaves. The stage wai
expensively draped. A special whiti
oilcloth drop, with a ground cloth t(
match, upon which vari-colored light
were thrown, reflected as a mirroj
the beautiful

gowns and

ers.

S.

—Walter

mingham,

G. Office in East

Crosbie,

their wear
Ritz, Bit

Ala.

"Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

(Continued from Page 1)

independent market, has returned to

Got in touch with the entertaiq
ment committee of the convention o
zation.
"Easy Pickings" Next
The association, which has a num- Spanish War Veterans and arrange!
Los Angeles Anna Q. Nilsson's ber of New York cameramen in its for a special showing, getting a bd
next for First National will be "Easy membership, favors a strong New lyhoo in their parade in returns
Pickings."
George
Archainbaud York division to work in cooperation This was the only advertising in tfl
Huge letters spellinj
procession.
will direct.
Production starts on the with President Dan Clark.
"The Flaming Frontier" wer cut oul
28th.
Permanent headquarters are to be backed with cardboard and tacke
established in New York, and a memEight Boy Scout
on long rails.
Windsor House Changes Hands
bership drive conducted in Eastern
carried the words in the parade. A
Windsor, Vt. Louis Bianclii has
bought the Strand from E. S. Calvi studios.
the letters reached almost from cur'
Harry Fischbeck is doing the preand will operate.
to curb, they were very conspicuous
liminary work of organizing the A. S.
Jess Day, Strand, Des Moines.
C. division in New York.
Pizor on Way to Coast
William M. Pizor, president of
En Route to N. Y.
"Volga Boatman" Continues
Capital Production Exporting Co., is
Having completed her role oppc
en route to Hollywood.
Los Angeles After a record run site Ramon Novarro in a M-G-M pic
at the Carthay Circle, "The Volga ture, Alice Terry arrives in New Yor
Sh
Martin Titling "Newlyweds"
Boatman" is continung to hang up tomorrow from Hollywood.
Los Angeles— Al Martin has been new marks at the Broadway-Palace. sails for France in about one wee
signed by Stern Brothers to title At the Carthay Circle, the picture to join her husband. Rex Ingranjj
"The Newlyweds and Their Baby" played 19 weeks to more than $200,- who will direct her in "The Garde

the Coast.

comedies.

impression

it is

a

West Coast

organi-

—

—

Strauss.

Daley Buys Sierra Product
Charleston, W. Va.— J. H. Daley
has closed for the Sierra product in
He also is handling
this territory.
the Columbia output.

Tansey Returns

to

Los Angeles

Robert (Bob) Tansey, former Century comedy
directing his

,^

Scouts."

director, who now is
own comedies for the

—

—

000 gross.

of Allah."

z<?5^
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lameramen Included
Become
Employes

)up to
ter

Own
ffiliation

Affiliated with

International

Charter

is

the

of

Theas

Refused
M. P. Photo-

phcrs Asssoc, with the American
eration of Labor, must be as a
nch of the International Alliance
Theatrical Stage Employes and
P. Machine Operators, it was
hasized by the parent body when
ication for a charter was denied.
he alliance, it is stated, objected
ranting of a charter to the photoold
phers, contending that the
ted Society of Cinematographers

granted
so

E.

charter by the allinew organization of
should be subject to

its

any

Morris Pouzzner Active
Boston
Morris Pouzzner has
taken over the Orpheum, Stoughton
and the Orpheum, Canton, Mass.
These are in addition to the theaters
in Southbridge,
Mass., and Olneyville,
R. I., recently purchased by
him.
Three corporations have been

—

organized to operate, each with capital of $100,000 and with these incorporators:

a

meeting

last night, the

jhers voted to
n the Alliance.

accept

a

photocharter

Hoffberg

distribution
lion," wild

will

"The

of

horse

handle

be leading

to

is

role

to
in

Matawan Sunday Shows Dropped

—

of a short

Dean
Priscilla Dean has
OS Angeles
signed by Columbia to make a
[Columbia Signs Pricilla

—

I

Matawan, N. J.
Intervention of
councilmen caused abandonment of
plans to present Soinday shows at the
Rivoli.
conference on the subject
caused the show to be called off.

A

JUST PART OF THE BIG

at Boonville
Boonville, N. Y.
Sunday shows
were victorious by 50 votes in a referendum on the issue, which culminated a spirited campaign. The ballot,
one of the largest ever cast here,

—

Moran & Mack, Smith &

802.

F&f

Independent Clean Up

Wyndham

Standing, Lucy Fox, SigHolmquist, Marguerite Clas^on,
George Walsh, Miriam Battista, Wil-

liam Powell, and other stars and attractions

I

Dine and Dance with the Stars
*

The Married Virgin

Entire

!

!

!

*

Silver Slipper

Entire Cotton Club Show
Club Anatole and Entire Co.

production that

Vincent Lopez and His Band
Al Jockers Orchestra from
Anatole
Eddie Edwards Southerners

Club

from

Silver Slipper

Exchangemen — Wire Immediately

TICKETS AT
ALL AGENCIES

Texas Guinan Strollers from Texas
Guinan Club
Fletcher Henderson Orchestra from
Roseland
Joe Venutti from the Tommy Guinan
Playground
Joe Candulo from The Everglades

TEN DOLLARS

The Diplomats from

World's Rights Controlled by

Formal

Kerman Films, Inc.
New York

Show

*

Texas Guinan and Her Entire Co.

can be classed with Valentino's
best work on the screen.

729 7th Ave.

Don-

rid

in

6 reel

Dale,

Voorhees and Vanities Orchestra,
Entire "Doll's Number" from "Castles
in the Air" (courtesy James W. Elliott), Sir Harry Lauder and Entire
Company,
Dorothy
McNulty of
"Great Temptations," Louis Moran,
Alice Joyce, Pauline Starke, Eleanor
Boardman, Alice Terry, Hope Hampton, Pauline Garon, Richard Dix, Lya
De Putti, Lois Wilson, Lowell
Sherman, Alia Nazimova, Dolores
Casinelli, William Hodge, Joe Laurie,
Edna Hibbard, Zeena Keefe,
Jr.,
ald

Rudolph Valentino
A

SHOW

Earl Carroll Vanities, Julius
Tannen, Yvette Rugel, Harry Delf,
Entire

Sunday Shows Win

was

four pictures.

An

have the
"Purple
James Flood is
was adapted by Paul

character
Fine Linen."
It

to
Griffith

market "The Lily

a picturization
y by the queen.
Life,"

s of

Corinne

Golden

the visit of Queen Marie of
lania to the United States is a

scheme

treasurer,

Bern.

serial.

to Sell Film?
—Here
aris
"The Paris Soir" contends

licity

— to

man

and Hobart Bosworth

directing.

for-

.

Bowers As Griffith Film Lead
Los Angeles John Bowers is

and
H.

-^

Southbridge Theater Operating Co.,
Olneyville Theater Operating Co.

principal

offberg Handling Foreign Sales

w

y
Fourth ANNUAL-. \<s/\[//////y^^
y*
x
/////.//
^
-^
ioewMctToGoldioun-Mzijcr'

Ben M. Siegel, Cambridge, Mass.;
Kathryn A. McDonald, Framingham,
and Marion E. Steeves, Somerville.
The corporations are: StoughtonCanton
Theater
Operating
Co.,

tographers
lar arrangement.
t

and

president

Saturday night/

the Club Mimic
Harry Reser & His Cliquot Club
Eskimos from the Knickerbocker
Grill

Jimmy Carr and His Orchestra
Mira Nirska from Club Deauville
R. H. Burnside

City

Cotton Club Orchestra

Stage Manager
Entertainment

of

AND OTHER ATTRACTIONS

DAILY
Reciprocity Gesture

Asked by Fredman
(Continued from Pagi

to

pay tribute

to

Texas

(Continued from Page

1)

Fredman, who was

hailed as tlie outstanding film journalist of England, and a "true friend
of American pictures in Great Brit-

1)

tional importance, because of the effect any action taken in Texas will
have on the remainder of the South.

Meanwhile, Texas, like the eight
Middle West states represented at
In addressing the gathering, Fred- the Michigan meeting, is awaiting reman asked that some gesture be ply to the letter addressed to Will
made to English distributors by Am- H. Hays, requesting that he instruct
erica, which, he said, "even at this distributor arbitrations to be guided
late date will counteract much of the only by justice in the setthng of disdangerous agitation against American putes.
films now existing in England."
Michigan's exhibitor association,
Dr. A. H. Giannini, head of the which renounced arbitration by disBank, was solving its board, took the lead in
East River National
toastmaster at the dinner given by calling the meeting at Battle Creek,
Edward L. Klein where W. A. Steffes, head of the
the A. M. P. A.
was in charge of the arrangements former Allied States Association, was
for the affair, pronounced one of named chairman of a special
comthe most successful of its kind ever mittee on arbitration.
ain."

held.

Declaring that the British Empire
represents the most important market of American producers, Fredman
stressed the desire of British distri-

butors to secure a reciprocal arrangement which would make it possible
continue production,
to
for them
pointing out that the British market
was not of sufficient proportions to
assure the success of domestic pictures.

With exhibitor participation in arbitration in Michigan depending upon
the action taken by Hays, the other
states are primed for a show-down,
and are expected to withdraw from
arbitration
if
"satisfactory
assurances" are not forthcoming.
Golf Tournament Feature

—A

golf tournament will be
a feature of the forthcoming Texas

Dallas

History Film Vogue

in Spotlight in

Row Over Arbitration

(

(Continued from Page

tory and

is

state library association last
increase of 34,000

"and the motion picture and the radio were declared to be responsible.

The
cal

greatest demand was for historinovels and especially was the

demand

noticeable in the rural

"Although a great many historical
pictures already have been made, the
day of the historical film is just realdawning.
More and more will
history's pages yield for the picture
producer the story he is seeking to
ly

money

paid for
returned.

them

in

Johnston.

Maurice
Kelly,

Kann,

Edward

L.

—

Klein,

Famous Signs Betty Jewel
Hollywood
Famous has signed

—

Betty Jewel to a five-year contract.

Jacques Kopfstein.

John D.Tippett, Inc.

A. J. Moellcr, Vivian Moses, Charles
Moskowitz, F. C. Munroe.

Raw Stock

George O'Neil.
David
Picker, Joseph Plunkett, Joseph Pollak. Frank
Pearson,

Pope.

Negative and Positive

Harry Reichenbach, Arthur Rousseau.
Nicholas M.
Sax,
Fred
.Sam
Schenck, E. A. Schiller, Joseph Schnitzer,
Joseph ^L Scider, Al Selig, Victor M. Shapiro. John Spargo, .S.-imuel Spring.
Herman Robbins, J. Robert Rubin.
A. W. Smith, Jr., Ralph Stitt.
John Weber, Joseph Weil. Richard Weil.
Robert Welsh, Arthur Whyte, Herbert D.
Wilcox James D. Williams, Pete Woodhull.
C. L. Yearsley.

ous growth which he is hopefu
praying for before the picture star
*

*

*

Ben Lyon
movement of

threatens to lead
stars to keep their p
photographs out of Cana

sonal
unless the Government quits i
practice of levying a duty agaii
such pictures, even though they
given away at the expense of
<

i

portray on the screen."
star.
*
*
*
One of the greatest things the men
Six gags a day is the prescript:!
and women of this country who are
interested in the preservation of his- outlined by "Chuck" Reisner for S|i
tory can do for posterity is to save Chaplin's "The Missing Link."
*
*
*
historical
films
and newsreels of
The
gods
who
rule
film, destin
great events, Milliken declared.
He
then outlined the plan of the indus- have at least permitted William, B(
try to save all such films by storing to wear modern clothes, this in "J
In "The Vol
them in the new Archives Building the Conqueror."
which is to be erected in Washing- Boatman," he wore rags; in "1
ton, D. C, if Congress appropriates Last Frontier," buckskins, and sat
clothes in "The Yankee Clipper."
the necessary space.
St. Clair's Next
Malcolm St. Clair's next picti
will be a drama with a backgrou

of English and Russian life duri
the early days of the Revolution.

Dixie Willson's
Captain."

is

"The Cross-Ej

:k

Exodus Worries Germany
Berlin

—

lose their

Fear that pictures \
drawing power, because

the exodus of outstanding players s
directors to Hollywood is expresi:
here.
"If the pace keeps up," one cr
declared, "the German film mdus
will be crippled."

The FAT MEN Click Again!
R EMEMBER how "The Heavy Parade" clicked

at

theatres everywhere last year?
Well, here's another laugh-laden burlesque of a big box office feature
that's

way ahead

of

The Parade

"The Vulgar Yachtsmen"
Third

in the series of 12

two-

"FATTY"
ALEXANDER, "KEWPIE"
ROSS and "FAT" KARR,
reelers

starring

supported

^Jintz,

Raymond Pawley, Elmer

Long is in the marl
for a crop of hair.
In his 1;
"heavy" role he had to become hi
but his latest part calls for a luxu

tion.

Henry King. Arthur W.

Dwight C. Lceper, Barron Lewis, Robert
Lieber, Marcus Loew, Ferdinand Luporini.
Hugh McColUim, Fred J. McConnclI,
Maurice McKenzie, Edward McNamee.
Donald M. Mersereau, Charles Mintz, Nat

RALPH WILK

advance was

Olive Borden 111
San Francisco Olive Borden is in
Cruikshank, S. A. D'Alberich, Lynde Denig, a serious condition at a local hospital.
Ned Depinet, E. B. Derr, H. O. Duke.
She had come here to make personal
Walter F. Eberhardt, S. Charles Einfeld.
appearances and was rushed to a
Al Feinman, Felix Feist, John C. Flinn
Ernest W. Fredman, Isidore Frey, Leopold local hospital to undergo an opera-

Friedman, Walter Futter.
Dr. A. H. Giannini, Edward Godal, Harry
D. Goldberg, Al Greenland, Toby Gruen,
Paul Gultck.
Harry Ham, Pete Harrison, George Harvey, Fred L. Herron, Charles F. Hynes.
I^ou Jacobson, E. Bruce Johnson, W. A.

*»

WALTER

com-

munities.

U.

H. A. Bandy, J. C. Barnstyn, Gus Barth,
David Bernstein, Mr. Bertrand, W. C. Boothby. Major E. W. Bowes, Joseph Brandt, E.
Oswald Brooks, Colvin Brown, Nathan Burkan. Mr. Burwanger.
Milton Cohen, Jack Cohn, Oscar Cooper,
Roy Crandall, Merritt Crawford, Herbert

By

year reported an

in the circulation of books over that
of the year before," said Milliken,

27, 192

Little
from "Lots

past.

Entertainment was stressed as the convention, with an unique entrance
prime requisite of pictures by Marcus requirement.
All candidates in the
S. Supplies 1,555
Loew, M-G-M president, and Robert tourney must grow moustaches, un(Continued from Page 1)
Lieber, head of First National, who der the rules adopted.
united in declaring that this country
ed were cut by the censors, or 331
wants pictures, regardess of origin,
to be exact, while 68 were rejected
$3,311 Judgment Filed
which will "bring people into the theand 322 passed unconditionally.
The Ideal Moving Picture Co. has
aters and please them."
Press books are causing the most
Nathan Burkan and Dr. Giannini filed judgment in the Supreme Court difficulty from an objectionable standpleaded for an understanding of the for $3,311 against the Topical Film point, the censor reports, praising
problem, asking that Fredman be sup- Company, Film Library, Inc., and the betterment of films.
ported in championing fairness, as Herbert Miles. The suit was based
against the uneconomical and nation- on a contract under which the deFields for Rivoli Stage
al issue which has caused resentment
fendants agreed to deliver to the
W.
C. Fields will make personal
against American films in the British Ideal company 15 episodes of a 30appearances
daily at the Rivoli next
Empire.
reel film of "Captain Kidd."
It is
week in connection with "So's Your
Present at the dinner were:
alleged that the films were not deOld Man," in which he appears.
Bert Adler, John W. Alicoate, Louis Auer- livered and that only part of the
bach.

A

1)

spurring the world on to

knowledge of the

"One
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crack

a

com-

edy cast of box
rites,

including

office

favo-

LOIS BOYD

II

GALE HENRY in
STANDARD COMEDIES.

and

Produced by Joe Rock
A two-reel comedy buy that gives you a
crack title production values that will match
the best effects of the finest feature gags
that shoot straight to the funny bone of every

—

—

res

Ji-

spectator.
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arbitration

at

in

this

Another .Talking Film

—

of

the Hays organization is
authority for this state-

JERStYCONVENTION

Methods Alleged Employed
4%
by Stanley-Fabian

Under Fire

)arties.

A showdown

on alleged unfair
Northern New Jersey

in mind that over
competition in
separate contracts for will be demanded at the seventh anservice are signed yearly, nual convention of New Jersey theamport of these statistics ter owners, to be held Nov. 18 and
?sses.
It is, moreover, a 19 at the Ambassador, Atlantic City.

iring

X)

The Stanley-Fabian

interests will be

insight into the efficthe chief object of discussion.
f the arbitration machinery.
Chief among alleged practices to
which exhibitors object is the holdCardinal Thought
ing up of pictures, thus forcing comorts from the field show that
did

A

(Continued on Page 3)

ny states exhibitors are dissatis-

-

ExperiWaterbury, Conn.
ments on a new talking film
are understood to be under
way at the Bristol Machine

Works

here.

certain phases of the sys-

For this argument, it does not
what the objections are any

matters what the nait
the Hays' rejoinder will be.
ardinal thought must be this:
here should be nothing permitenter the situation which will
to disrupt the structure which
en so well built. The reasons
Touching upon
are obvious.
Dne, imagine what would take
exhibitors were compelled
if
n away from the business of
g their theaters filled in order to
it innumerable actions in a civil
Likewise, reflect for a moment
gure the lost motion in sales efNhh which distributors would
Any neutral agency
:o contend.
has for its purpose the fosof smoother business proceed-

than

Fight Film in Tent
Border Towns of Pennsylvania to Permit Residents of
Other States to See Film

Shows

f

in

—

Pittsburgh Residents living close
to the Pennsylvania border will be
given opportunity to see the Dempsey-Tunney fight pictures, if they
will cross the state line to do so for
Harry F. Greele, Supreme Photo
(Continued on Page 3)

5

Cents

PnONOEIlM TO COMBAT

NEW TALKING

PICTURE

Device Infringement of De
Forest Patents, Firm

in-

y means a saving of
;nt yearly to both contrac-

'ith

Price

28, 1926

15 LONG RUNS SEEN IN

NEW EAMOUS GROUP
Lasky Lists 39 Pictures;
"Sorrows" Not to Be
Roadshowed
French Lick Springs, Ind.

—

-Thirtypictures, 15 or more of which
will be of long-run caliber, in addition to the company's seven roadshows, will comprise the Paramount
output for the second-half of the
1926-27 season, according to a revised list outlined at the sales convention here.
The statement discloses

nine

Alleges
Efforts to manufacture and market
talking pictures, through registering
of sound on film, will be resisted by
the De Forest Phonofilm Co.
This was the statement made by
the corporation following announcement that The Radio Corp. of America, the General Electric Co. and
Fox are developing a talking film,
which utilizes the principle of the De

Forest
Hict

in

Vitaphone.
Officials

—

Detroit The Uptown, twenty-ninth
theater in the Henry S. Koppin circuit, has opened on the East Side.
The house seating 2,000 has a combiKoppin has four thenation policy.
aters under construction, two in De-

concerned

reported

with

(Continued on Page 3)

New British Unit
Washington

29 in Koppin Chain

statement

that there is no conpatents of Phonofilm and

(Washington Bureau of

{Continued on Page 2)

The

Phonofilm.

also indicates

THE FILM DAILY)

—The new British com-

known as the British General
Film Enterprises, Ltd., is about to
start
on its first picture entitled,
"Creeping Tide", according to Trade
Jommissioner George R. Canty, Paris,
pany,

in a

report to the Dept. of

Commerce.

This is a story of the Devon coast,
British National Group Sails
in which John Stuart, who appears
Dorothy Gish, star, Herbert Wil(Continued on Page 3)
cox, director, Cecil A. H. Harrison troit, one in Dearborn and one in
and Frank W. Farrell, members of Wayne, Mich.
Raives Heads Committee
the board of directors of British National Pictures, sailed yesterday on
Rockett Leaving for Coast
G. Sol Raives, Vice-President of
the Aquitania for England.
Ray Rockett leaves for the Coast the T. O. C. C. has been designated
hrough mutual cooperation has
today to produce his next picture for by Charles L. O'Reilly as chairman
nite niche in any industry.
He has decided to oX the Exhibitors Committee of the
First National.
Hungarian Firm on Coast
"The Head of
abandon
temporarily
Talking Films
Los Angeles Premier Film Co., a the House of Coomb" and make an- M. P. Committee of the American
Fox Hungarian
Arbitration Assoc.
have Vitaphone.
rners
producing
is
concern,
other story instead.
General
le so-called zeophone.
"The Hungarian Rhapsody" at Fine
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Arts,
ric,
as its initial American producPhotographs at 100 Miles
nd Radio Corp. of America talk tion. Paul Fejos is director.
Goosman Back from Germany
Rochester,
PallophotoN. Y. Ascending three
the
about
edly
Max Goosman, who has been dismiles above Rochester, Lieut. George
De Forest is, of course, now
trict manager for United Artists in
Poor Crops Fail to Hurt
In Waterbury,
with Fox.
in
northern Germany, has returned from W. Goddard and Dr. S. M. Burka, of
synchronithe Army Air Corps., photographed
for
device
another
Minot, N. D. DcSpite the worst that co"jntry.
Dunkirk on Lake Erie, 100 miles
Robert Machat crop conditions locali,v since 1910,
is under way.
away, by means of the new long disashington dubs his the Rempa- theaters are enjoying a fair Fall busiCampaign
Start
Ministers
tance aerial film developed recently
A new Northwest Theaters Chicago
ness.
Are there any others?
Protestant ministers here in Eastman Kodak laboratories.
here.
completion
nearing
is
house
On Overseas Trade
have called upon members of the Jew-

—

—

—

.,
I.

—

>,

international manifesto for free

which

unofficial

Washington

es may include motion pictures
i to be largely a beautiful dream

ew York.

However, what the

editorially
idea is interesting:
le fact is that when

3

states

about

the

Los Angeles
direct

are uttering a truth for which
have the best protectionist and

KAN N

Griffith

—Arthur

Raymond

Film

Rosson

Griffith's

next

"The Waiter from the
instead of James Cruze who is
ture,

to

bankers ashat if we do not permit imports,
annot expect to have exports,

ican authority."

Rosson to Make

do another production.

will
pic-

Ritz,"
slated

ish faith to help prevent production
of pictures "which mock Protestant
religions, clergymen and ministers."

To Curb Hallowe'en Pranks
Chicago

— One

hundred

thousand

for 96 neighborhood houses
city will be exchanged for
pledges of good behavior from school
tickets
of the

Mannheim Back
N, L. Mannheim, export manager
for Universal, is back in New York
after a two months' tour of Universal exchanges in France, Germany
and Belgium.

to Free Lance
"Dr. Calgari" Revival
School
Percy Marniont's children on Halloowe'en.
"The
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari," will
in
officials are cooperating
contract with Paramount has not and city
be the opening attraction at the Sth
Hal"prankless
for
a
move
the
to
planning
been renewed, and he is
Ave. Playhouse tomorrow night.
lowe'en."

Marmont

Los Angeles

free lance.

—

.

.
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"If

these

gumentative

constant aroBseivations

international politeness we
may be forced to show
our own
films
in
the
twenty thousand picture
theaters of America."

Also

Conservatism

and steadiness

trading,

in

in
price featured the tempo of film issues in
yesterday's stock markets.
Not a single film
slock changed its figure more than a fraction either
way.
Turn-overs for Loew's,
Inc. of 7,500 shares; Famous Players, 1,900;
Fox Film "A," 3,900, and Warner Pict.
"A," 13,600, were the only trades of any
note.

High Low
Seat

Vtc.

Seat.

Pfd.

&

•Balaban

...
...

36

Katz.

..

37^

35J4
3754
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100
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Fox Theaters "A". 25J4
•Intern'l

Loew's, Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd...
P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A" 46}4
tParamount B'way 97}^
ttRoxy Units
32

2m

M.

ttRoxy

9954

73A

73

2S'A

25J/2

Project...

Common..

Skouras Bros
50
**Stan Co. of Am.

45
23J4

Screen.
Pfd...
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures
38J4

Warner

Pict.

.

"A".

•

Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

Film

Stock

—

46}4
97

50

500

96'A
36

H

36'A
44Va
t

37

500

46

13,600

Bond Market
Ask

tt Bid and

interests.

another

St.

Lya

de

starring

Gilda

Gray;

"The PeYfect Fool," with Ed
an3~"Tli¥ Sorrows of Satan."

Wynn

with

rection."

FREE

for all

Pathecomedies

at

Exchange.

in

Motion Picture Stock Sho

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

i

INC.

A. Fatter, Pres.
46th St.

Bryant

i

A. M. P. A. Meets Today
Henry King will be a guest at toMem- iULUXUJ
day's A. M. P. A. luncheon.
bers of the cast of "The Honeymoon

Walter Hays

make

Morals,"

can be obtained he will appear opposite Dolores Del Rio in "Resur-

12th floor at 1560 ^roadway,
York, the same floor occupied

by the Stanley

"New

—

to the

New

Gish;

Clair production
Putti; "Cabaret"

Rod La Rocque Sought
Los Angeles If Rod La Rocque

been administered the affairs of the
Moe Mark theaters, have been moved

his head-

Phonofilm in

Lane" are

The

Among

supply entertainment.
to be on hand are
Eddie Dowling, Kate Smith, Johnny
Marvin and Jimmy Hanley.
to

those

MyThanki
to all you fine peopled)
friends of mine— for

Technicolor Exhibition Tomorrow
Technicolor and Educational, under auspices of the Visual Instruction
Assoc, of America, New York chapter,

youreceivedme here
and made me feel at

will

Blue

Night Club Stars at Ball
Night club stars galore will
tribute to the entertainment at the
annual
Loew-M-G-M ball
fourth
Saturday night at the Astor. R. M.
Burnside, producer of the stage of-

way

the wonderful

show "Mona Lisa," "The
Boy" and "Speak! Speak!",
short subjects made in color and
based on the famous paintings at the
American Museum of Natural Hiscon- tory tomorrow night at 8:15. Robert

home that's better
than business—
:

honestly.

Sherwood, critic of "Life," will
talk
on "Your Responsibility for
Good Pictures," while Dr. Herbert T.
Kalmus, president of Technicolor,
will talk on "How Color Pictures
Are Made."
E.

"Criss Cross," will stage the
entertainment.
fering,

ALBERT G.RUBE1
INCORPORATED

9 E. 40th

St.

N. Y.

(

Life Insurance Onl

Fraud Charged

Philadelphia A. L. Gilbert is in
jail iield oil $800 bail on a charge of
selling stock without a license in his
Hollywood l-"ilin Prod. Co. He was
arrested on complaint of film aspirants who declared they had advanced
hini money for a course on the promise they would be placed in pictures.
Ciilljcrt

RAGGEDY

Original Negatives of Everytl

Mark-Strand Offices in N. Y.
The Mitchell H. Mark Realty Co.
offices at Buffalo, from which has

9

8

Pict.

.

2iH

84

Trans-Lux

Univ.

ll'A
45
15

46
97
30
S'A
50

—

N. Y. Campaign
Phonofilm, which has been
introduced in the Massachusetts cam100 paign, is being employed in the New
1,900
100 York election drive by Albert Ottinger, candidate for re-election as attorney general. Two trucks are be3,900
300 ing employed, on one of which a
screen is mounted while the other
7,566 carries the projection apparatus. Sev100
en trucks are "covering" Massachu366 setts with the Coolidge Phonofilm.

37!4
63

*Bal. & Katz Vtc. ..
73^
Eastman Kodak ..nryi n7'A \17y2
Famous Players
.114H lUYi 114
Fam. Play. Pfd ..118J4 nsYi myi

*Film Inspect.
First Nat'l Pfd...
Fox Film "A"
745^

Franklin Signs New Contract
Sidney Franklin, for
five years a Joseph M. Schenck director, has signed a new contract to
direct pictures for United Artists.

Hollywood

Sales

36

long run class will be

rge

ROSE

arrived yesterday to
quarters here.

Quotations
Am.
Am.

NORMAND

Gave Me 20 Cents," which
»<
me
Brenon just completed;
Herbert
"New York," which Luther Reed is
"Rough House Rosie,"
directing;
>fiaA t/immie Finlayson
starring Clara Bow; "Champagne,"
Path6comedy
starring Lya de Putti', "directed by
Mai St Clair; "Tip Toes," British
National picture starring Dorothy This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furn

—

Financial

in the

MABEL

"God

Y

—
—

will

tion.

Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
California
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest VV. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Uenter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. L, Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

1)

Satan"

can Girl," Florenz Ziegfield production; "Special Delivery," with Eddie
Cantor; and "Love's Greatest Mistake," an Edward Sutherland produc-

regarding American films
abroad continue to ruffle

THE FILM
York, N.

of

not be roadshowed.
Pictures promised as long run specials for the new season are: "It,"
Clarence Badger production starring
Clara Bow; "Casey at the Bat," starring Wallace Beery and Raymond
Halton; "Hotel Imperial," starring
Pola Negri; "Glorifying the Ameri-
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Fur to Fly at New
[IPS

WHICH MEAN

"Cat's Pajamas"

pctitors

into

(Paramount)

product,

in

party for any
irl who would bring her pet
to the theater dressed in paThe papers gave the stunt
lage space.
All roads leading
county fair were given heavy
getting increased business,
ge Sharpe, Liberty, Fresno.
theater

a

,

"Sparrows"
(United Artists)
nen of Montreal were

chal-

estimate Mary Pickford's
ements her neck, waist and
zes; her height and weight,
e size of her gloves and shoes,
tol, Montreal.
to

—

"Stella Dallas"
(United Artists)
red an excellent endorsement
the Better Films Committee
rious women's clubs. The lets used to advantage in special
advertising.
N. B. Hustler,

—

Sacramento, Cal.

1,

"Tillie" Cast

Angeles
the

which

cast

Davies

Completed

— M-G-M

has comsupport

to

is

the Toiler,"
contract.

in "Tillie,

cture under her

new

George K. Arthur, GerShort, Ralph Forbes and Es-

vToore,

Edward

lark are in the cast.

we, Jr. and Agnes Christine
)n adapted the story.

Inofilm to

Combat

pw Talking
ew

talking

the

Picture

from Page

(^Continued

device,

1)

which

is

Pallophotophone, refused

:uss the matter.

open

the

market

Under the usual
results.
this will result in the fil-

overbuying

unfair competition, is the waiving in
certain zones of protection on pictures booked second run by competitors in order to obtain a playdate
ahead of the opposition theater. This,
it is alleged, results in pictures being
shown in a second run Stanley-Fabian house, prior to the protection
limit binding the regular second-run.
While Seider, personally, is known
to agree with the sentiment of Middle West exhibitors as respects arbitration, by virtue of his surveys as
business manager of the national organization, no action is expected to
be taken at the convention.
Arbitration is not an issue, because half
the state is governed by the Philadelphia board, while the other half is
under jurisdiction of New York. Efforts to bring the entire state under
Philadelphia's wing, will be opposed.

Through Joseph

Stern, the

circuit

yesterday issued a general denial of
the charges, declaring that its procedure at present is the same as in
past years. He characterized the exhibitors' statement as "foolish" and
said that the circuit

had always

striv-

Greta Nissen on Coast
Hollywood Greta Nissen has ar'O distinct parts, one recording
und and the other reproducing rived to play in Adolphe Menjou's
new picture, "Blonde or Brunette,"
for
Paramount.
method, the De Forest firm aliinfringes on prior rights cover-

—

e

while using a vimirror and mechanical methods of
\ng the light instead of the more
land inertialess methods of De Forest
nevertheless utiHzes a fine slit or
limiting the area of exposure
on the film. This slit arrangebroadly covered by patent No. 1 issued to Reis and owned by the
rest
Phonofilm Corp. and is further
by patent application which will be
n the form of a broad patent within
:t
three weeks.
These patents were
for in 1913 and are basic in the talktion picture art where sound is rephotographically on the film."
Im,

for
light
•

i

;ntly

De

Forest

obtained

Forest Phonofilm and dismis-

the suit.

to use

n ILV

Tom

Manager

Daly's

car for an errand, Lionel Harper,
assistant manger of the Tivoli, Toronto, hopped into a car of similar make,
instead of the manager's. The owner
of the car used, reported it stolen,
and it took some explanations to
straighten out the matter.

thousand and

odd men who work

there, eiger for feminine relief, lose
that much money for the firm, when
they allow their eyes to digress from
their work and loiter on the fair
vision.

True or otherwise, the above is a
good story credited to Excellent's
press agent who gets his authenticity from the fact that the company's
latest picture, "Striving for Fortune," has its settings laid in that
very shipyard.

1)

Play Co., plans to show the picture
in tents along the borders.
The tent shows will be circused
along the New York, West Virginia

and Ohion borders.

ment
tent

IBooth and equip-

will be carried in a truck.
The
will accommodate 750 people.

Under the Federal law, prize fight
pictures cannot be transported from
the state in which the bout appeared to any other state.
Liebeskind Opening First in Cuba

—

Havana Nov. 1 is the tentative
opening date for the first house of the
Havana Theater Co., chain, sponsored by Nat Liebeskind, former Universal manager in Cuba.
It will be
known as the Cine Esmeralda.
Kirkland, Albetra Vaughn's Director
Hollywood David Kirkland, director of Fred Thomson westerns, is to
make Alberta Vaughn's next feature

—

comedv, "Uneasv Payments.

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

New British Unit
(Continued from Page 1)

"Mademoiselle from Armentieres",
and Marie Odette will be featured
The picture will be directed by Har- 100-GIFT NOVELTY TOYS, with a Sc to
caurt Templeman, previously employ- 15c retail value, assortfd in a box for only
$3.00
ed by Stoll.
Our Catalog offering 1000 and One kinds
It is understood that this company of novelties and celebration gx>ods in general
has taken over the Torquay studios is FREE.
and Watcombe Hall, and that the pic- Send for BOTH at once, and let us introtures of this Compani' will be mark- duce ourselves.
eted as Pall Mall Prod., the company
BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
in question having its own distributCincinnati, Ohio
37 Ella St.
in

Today
Pettijohn of the Hays

The FAT MEN Click Again!
OEMEMBER how "The Heavy Parade" clicked

Well, here's antheatres everywhere last year?
other laug-h-laden burlesque of a big box office feature
that's

of

Sorrow"

Cameo

at

"Streets of Sorrow," with Greta
Garbo, Werner Kraus. Asta Nielson
and Einar Hanson in the cast, will be
part of a new Film Arts Guild pro-

gram

at the

ber.

An

Cameo, early

old

time

in

picture

Novemshow is

planned.

WANTED
Series of one reel subjects
by established state rights exchange for New York and

Northern

New

Box K-147
1650

B'way

way ahead

of

The Parade

"The Vulgar Yachtsmen yy
Third

Jersey territory.
c/o Film Daily
New York City

in the series of 12

two-

"FATTY"
ALEXANDER, "KEWPIE"
ROSS and "FAT" KARR,

reelers

"Streets

at

Returning

Charles C.
offce returns today from the Paramount sales convention at French
Lick Springs.

an

associate, C. W. Case, which
nounced a similar device. This
is said to have stopped further
on the part of Fox, which
•ought a substantial interest in
;

Pettijohn

Fox Film Corp.

;

TOLD

PHIL M

Tent

en to co-operate with them in making ing organization.
product available.

Electric Co., is credited
Invention of the device, which

n, declared:
device of Hoxie,

That's That

procedure,
ing of complaints against exhibitors,
whose contracts specify they must be
completed within a given period.
New Jersey theater owners will
seek the cause, Joseph M. Seider, organization president said yesterday.
Folks who think the movies come
The seriousness of the situation is behigh should ponder over the problem
ing stressed by him in a letter callof a shipbuilding company that loses
ing upon members to attend the ses$120 every time a girl passes the
sions.
Another alleged practice, termed as yard. Which is to say that the ten

'eneral

method of projecting talking
:s, owned by the company. An
of the company, explaining its

Z?v

for

order to obtain substitutes for product under contract but
not available.
The result is that

in

(.Continued from Page

1)

Hes A. Hoxie, an engineer of

tion against the

And

Jersey Convention

DOUACS FOB SUOWMEN

{Continued from Page

"ed

_Fight Film

starring

supported

by a

crack

com-

edy cast of box
rites,

including

office

favo-

BOYD
HENRY in

LOIS

GALE
STANDARD COMEDIES.

and

Produced by Joe Rock
A two-reel comedy buy that gives you a
crack title production values that will match
the best effects of the finest feature gags
that shoot straight to the funny bone of every

—

—

spectator.

Presented by

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
At

all

F. B.

O.

Branches

f^1^

-'^l

^^^

if^'

FIG LEAVES
The FAMILY UPSTAIRS
"MARRIAGE LICENSE?"
The BLUE EAGLE

WOMANPOWER
3

BAD MEN

^ *tr5
:^

The LILY
The MIDNIGHT KISS
The COUNTRY BEYOND

WHISPERING WIRES

Qi[V

S^

the greatest money
picture of the year

SUMMER.

BACHELORS
t,WARNER FABIAN
'

fiAMiNGYoira

with

MADGE
BELLAMY
ALLAN FORREST MATT MOORE
~

HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES WINNINGER

WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL
Scenario by

JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN

Twduao,,

1

f#

P

J

*^^*

%^^>m

f,*i«w MIC^^

ss»

I
4\E^J"m,«j

THE RETURN

OF

PETER GRIMM
A

dramatic answer to Life's greatest question. Based on
David Belasco's stage triumph with: JANET GAYNOR,
Alec B. Francis, Richard Walling, Florence Gilbert, John
Roche, Lionel Belmore, and John St. Polls. Scenario by
Bradley King.

VICTOR SCHERTZINGER PRODUCTION

THE CITY

A sensational drama of frenzied love and politics. Based on
the play by CLYDE FITCH. With: May Allison, Walter

McGrail, Richard Walling, Nancy Nash and Robert Frazer.
Scenario by Gertrude Orr.
R. WILLIAM NEILL PRODUCTION

GOING CROOKED

straight steer to good entertainment. Based on John
Golden's comedy hit, by Winchell Smith, William Collier and

A

With: BESSIE LOVE, Leslie Fenton,
Oscar Shaw, Lydia Knott and Gustave Von Seyffertitz. Scenario by Keene Thompson.

Aaron Hoffman.

GEORGE MELFORD PRODUCTION

WINGS ofthe STORM
touching, human story of a girl, a man and a dog. With:
Thunder the Dog sensation of the screen, and William RusLawrence
sell, Virginia Brown Faire, Reed Howes. Story by
Rigby.
W. Pedrose. Scenario by Dorothy Yost and L. G.
J. G. BLYSTONE PRODUCTION

A

Hal Roach

presents

Roach made a
signed Mabel

ten-strike

Normand

when he
for short

comedies.

Her
been

record, as a feature star, has
great.

She pulls

money

tihe

crowds.

for exhibitors.

D-O-U-G-H!

She makes
She

spells

'

A Short

iere

is

her

first

Feature

picture in a long time.

rhe public

is

A^hen you

show "Raggedy Rose"

ust plain

Comedy

wildly eager to see her.
it's

good sense and good business

o play her name clear across the boards.
rhe crowds will do the

rest.

Pafh^comedy

^""""~"

THADK

C^)

^'^**

lU

THE STAR Oi STELLA E)ALLAS
IN GREATEST OF MOTHER STORIES

f-j

tr

.

1./

ib^.

rt.

\

TO PORTRAY THE TITLE ROLE IN

KATHLEEN NORRIS'
WORLD-READ STORY OF MOTHER LOVE

.4

STAR

STVPENDOUS COMBINATION OF
.

.

.

AUTHOR

.

.

.

TITLE VALUES

OF corns/:, its from

greater fbo

GREATER

:
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CIRCUIT

COMPANIES SILENT ON

Price 5 Cents

D. W. Joins "U"?
D. W. Griffith were

If

IS

ACTIVE ON COAST

move should
not occasion any considerable
surprise.
A number of conferences have been held at the
Universal offices in this conjoin Universal the

TALKINGJILM THREAT

&

'anchon
Marco Planning Pallophotophone Sponsors
National Chain, Book
Make No Statement
on Patents
300 Houses
No
statement
was forthcoming
Los Angeles — Extending the scope
their operations, which, it is statd, eventually will be conducted on
national scale, Fanchon and Marco
f

ave signed an agreement with PaTheaters,
under
ific
Northwest
erms of which theaters of that chain
re to be included in the presentation
ircuit of the partners.

The move

regarded as the fore-

is

The plan involves production
Edna Ferber story,
the
"Show Boat" by Griffith. The
of

stories with a Southern
is, of course, extensive.

of America, GenElectric Co., and Fox, are declared interested in the device, which

(.Continued

Speculator's

on Page 8)

Tendency
An improvement

to Build
in

business

in

Brooklyn

houses planned
'Rosenzweig & Katz, Brooklyn cirhave a total of 17.
cuit, will soon

Each theater will seat between 3,000
and 3,500 and will cost $1,000,000.
The company will open two more

They are the New
houses shortly.
Concord, Fulton St., seating 2,000,
seating
2,000,
Liberty Ave.,
and

Censor Move Halted
N. D.—Agitation for cenby local club women was
forestalled by R. V. Baasen, of the
Arcade Theater Co., which operates
the Arcade and Strand here. Baasen,
Minot,

sorship

who

president of the Lion's Club,
to the women what the
Northwest exhibitors unit is doing to
(Continued on Page 2)

(Continued

Dutton, president of the
National Theater Supply Co., and
Joe Hornstein, Eastern District general manager, leave today for a visit
and Washington
Philadelphia
to
where they will make a survey of lo-

Houses Open Monday

Columbus, opens that day
ence, R.

mibile

story

Denny

in

written

which he

by

Reginald

at

I.

Johnson

in

—

Philadelphia

be

to

Thomas

injecting

tion angles in the picture.

exploita-

Broadway
erected on
M. Jones, president of

Denver Bank.

This

is

by
the

will

be

large theater for Denver.
The steel structure is being erected
on the new Publix house at 16th and
third

although

with general
action

was

iContinued on Page 8)

Germans Fight Tax
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — The German trade

(Washington Bureau, of

is

the throes of waging war against
the imposition of taxes, states Trade
Commissioner G. R. Canty ,in a report to the Dept. of Commerce. The
Central Government has issued regulations by which municipalities col(Continued on Page 2)
in

Vitaphone in Boston Tonight
Vitaphone
"Don
Boston
and

—

opening here tonight, at
the Colonial, instead of Thursday as
previously anr 'nnced.
Evening top
is $1.50, with n,,.
lee top fl.

Juan"

is

"One Minute

to

San Francisco Imported Pictures
Corp. have been formed with headquarters here.
The company is the

outcome

of the activities

of

Walter

W.

arrived

here to discuss plans for production
Australia on a large scale, he
He intends to enlist the aid
states.
of the Government and public and
will confer with the High Commissioner on the project.

Morris
Herman and
Arnold have purchased the
Glenside from Messrs. Friedman and
Cohen.

Envoy

London — A.
in

in

London

Rassam has

Tablet Marks First Studio

—A

Continent

Kofeldt and Ernst Gluckauf since
their return from Europe with contracts for a number of the Continental productions. Kofeldt is president of
the new $100,000 corporation with
Gluckauf as vice-president and Arthur S. Matthews secretary-treasurer.

Australian

sist

from

Denver Busy with Theaters
Denver— A $250,000.00 theater

To Import from

Play" broke records at the Karlton,
Stanley house, here, when in three
days it grossed $4,259.

Johnson for "U" Special

—

tomorrow

Provid-

will star.

Los Angeles Universal has signed Emory Johnson to direct "Help
Help! Police!", a special. It will be
Nat Rothstein will asfor 1927-28.

returns

French Lick Springs.

—

Story

director, and Ray Cannon, scenarist, are
preparing the continuity for an auto-

13, is in line

taken a few weeks earlier than an-

The new Keith-Albee, Columbus, Glenarm with completion expected
will be dedicated Monday.
A in February. The new Alladin will
second new Keith-Albee theater, the open its doors Nov. 1.

Grange Film Breaks Record
Brown,

record Dec.
e.xpectations,

C,

cal conditions.

— Mel

Declaring of an extra dividend of
$1 a share, in addition to the usual
quarterly dividend of 50 cents a share,
both payable Dec. 30 to holders of

D. Williams, head of British Na-

officials,

is

2 K. A.

after
$5,244,193,
equal to $4.91 a

is

share, the publication states.

8)

New

the

Equipment Heads on Visit

Page

tional Pictures, is to sail Wednesday
for England. He is remaining in
York for a conference with Sidney
R. Kent of Famous, who, with other

South

Harry

on

Williams Sailing Wednesday

outlined

Hill.

of

mysterious about it, he declares, for
following the natural order of prog-

J.

With two more

income

net

charges and taxes,

Film Stocks Have Usurped Place
Held by Oil Stocks, Coast
Writer Saxs
Los Angeles Film Stocks practically have usurped the position formerly held by oil stocks from the
point of view of the speculator. Earl
E. Crowe declared in "The Los AnThere is nothing
geles
Times."

{Continued on Page 2)

Universal City

Choice

—

—

Own

780 capital stock outstanding, according to "The Wall St. News."
This
contrasts with $4.41 a share in the
1925 fiscal year and $2.76 a share in
the preceding year. In the 40 weeks
ended June 10, 1926, Loew's reported

theme

is

Pittsburgh Amendment of the lo- France, Germany and Belgium is real fire ordinance is recommended by ported by N. L. Mannheim, Univer;he council, following a hearing at
sal export manager, who has returnprotested ed to New York after visiting these
owners
theater
(vhich
igainst proposal of Director of Public countries.
There is a tendency to
Safety, James M. Clark, to refuse li- eiect larger houses in Europe, he
censes to houses not complying with
(Continued on Page 7)

Denny Writes

the year

The Radio Corp.

Council Heeds Plea of
Exhibitors Against Effort to Make
Fire Ordinance Retroactive

Richmond

Net earnings of Loew's, Inc., for
ended Aug. 31, are expected
to equal $6.25 a share on the 1,060,-

story deals with life aboard a
D.
River boat.
Mississippi
W.'s experience in handling

eral

Pittsburgh

for

Most Successful Year Ends
Aug. 31, Showing Big
Net Increase

of the device.

Amendment Favored

Two More

ON LOEW;S THIS YEAR

nection.

yesterday from the three companies
reported developing the Pallophotophone on threat of De Forest Phonofilm Corp. to institute legal action
to prevent production and marketing

reported being perfected by Charles A. Hoxie, General Electric en-

(Continued on Page 4)

$6.25 SHARE EXPECTED
to

Los Angeles
tablet has been installed at the Christie studios to mark
the spot where 15 years ago the first

Aaron

stood.

M-G-M

Players Go to Coast
Roy D'Arcy, who was called to
New York two weeks ago by illness
of

today

wife,

leaves

Coast.

Two

other

Carmel

Myers and Pauline

his

M-G-M

for the
players,

Starke,

are en route.

Herman and Arnold Buy
Cleveland

Hollywood

studio in

—

Francis Here
Alec B. Francis has arrived

York
Music

to play

in

the title role in
Master" for Fox.

New
"The

—
THE

\
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Cen sor Move Halted

Germans Fight Tax
entertainment tax, these regulations to be put in force in all places
Therefore it
at the latest by Oct. L
IS the business of the theater owners
lect

Ptice5Cents
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in various towns and cities to see that
as far as possible a favorable interpretation and application of these

In towns
arrived at.
is a considerable lack of
money on account of the increasing
dole paid to the unemployed, they are
endeavoring to extract as much revenue as possible by means of these
regulations
where there

is

better

producers were giving every possible
co-operation.
There has been an 85
per cent improvement in the last few
years he stated. He solicited suggestions for the betterment of the screen
or operation of theaters and said that,
accepted suggestions would not go
unrewarded. The women were well
pleased and pledged co-operation.

Amendment Favored
(Continued from Page

taxes.

film issues were of a generally
trend.
Practically all Stock Exchange issues declined, whereas curb stocks,
in a few cases like American Seating and
Universal Pictures showed some resistance
to this downward prevalence, and made fractional rises.
Trading was fairly brisk. Famous Players topping the more comparatively
slow moving issues by a turn-over of 6,200.
Fox Film "A" turned over 6,000 shares at a
drop of
points.

Prices

in

downward

2H

High

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•Italaban
•Hal. &

36^

Pfd

38

38

..

..

&

Kalz
Katz Vt

Eastman Kodak.
Famous Players.
•Fam. Play. Pfd
Film Inspect
•First

Fox
Fox

..

..

119^4 119
115

lUH

7

Project
Inc

Loew's.
45Ji
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp... 14H
Pathe txch. "A".. 47

t'Paramount B'way ..
ttRoxy Units
i\V,
ttKoxy Common.. 9^
Skourai Bros

50
••Stan. Co. of
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures
36)4
Warner Pictures... IbVt
Warner Pict. "A" 46^4
* Last Prices (Juoted

Am

•• Phdadclphia

Close

200
200

38
63
73 J4
119

113H

Market

7

100

7

71 "4

6,000

25
11!^

....

44^4

44^

3,000

14^

23}^
14>i

24^

41

43H
97

30/j
8)4
SO

36^
34

43H
t

500

100
2,300
..

.

..

50
85
96^5
36>4
35

100
4,500
25,000
43fi

Bond Market
Ask

tt Bid and

<

Lee

C.

Morse, Hamburg. This film is in line
with the policy of the Hamburg]
American Line to release films of an
I

character

depicting

the

and customs in distant countries
to and from which their ships carry
Germans and German goods.
life

Policy Changes

—

Made

Walsh

in 3

George Walsh

i

to star in the first|
series of six Excellent''

three of the
pictures to be

who

Barsky Films
is

made by Bud

yesterday

Barsky,!

the

Coast.!
are "The Winning Oar," "The|
Rise to Fame," and "The Broadwayj'
Arthur Hoerl is writin^^^'l
Drifter."
Barsky willli
the script for the first.
later make 18 features for the stateji
right market.
left

for

They

Boston Changes of policy have
resumed at the city's theaters. The been made effective in two theaters.
musicians settled
their
difficulties The Lancaster will run one change
with Nebraska Theaters, which oper- Saturday to Monday, revue day Tuesates the World, Moon, Muse and Em- day and second section Wednesday
press. Other houses had settled with to Friday.
The Dorchester Strand
the union two days after the strike doubles its vaudeville, running four

was

days, Wednesday to
stead of two days.

called.

Stoll

Sells

Saturday,

in-

Huron House

Thompson Goes to Coast
Cleveland Lou Thompson, Assohenceforth devote his entire time to ciated Exhibitor division manager in
the central states, has been notified
these two houses, having sold the

—

Bcllevue, O. John Stoll, who operates the Rialto and Lion here will

at

Huron

to

Robert Knapp.

Baker Buys at Akron
Akron, O. Harry Williams
sold the Rex to John Baker.

—

to

report

in

Los Angeles as West

MABEL

Coast manager.

Heel

—

has

200
6,200

99^i
71 J4

1)

Strict enordinance of 1923.
The regulations allow for a reductheater
tion in the tax for the showing of forcement of the ordinance,
owners pointed out, would result in
educational and instructional films.
of 70 per cent of the city's
A popular-priced house, the "Mer- closing
houses.
The amendment, recomcedes-Palast", has opened in Berlin,
mended by the council will permit
under the direction of Oscar Einstein.
operation of houses where there is
It seats 2,500, employs an orchestra
no acute fire hazard. Future theaof 30 pieces, loudspeakers and an orters must comply with the ordinance.
gan.
Licenses expire Nov. 1.

—

Commissioner

Trade

ant

Sales

36H

llSJ/i

Nat'l Pfd
Film "A"... 73K
Theaters "A" 25

•Intern'l

Low
36^

Vtc

Washington

the

Huron,

Quotations

Filmed

THE FILM DAILY
The Hamburg Amer-

ican Line has had prepared for publicity purposes, a film entitled "America, The Land of Unlimited Opportunities," according to a report to
the Dep't of Commerce from Assist-

educational

Omaha Music Row Settled
Omaha— "Music as usual" has been

Financial

standards, and said that

film

S.

Washington Bureau of

(Continued from Page 1)

(Continued from Page 1)

U.

Life in

Strayer

Directing

Los Angeles

—

Columbia's

Next

Frank R. Strayer is
Columbia's next picture in
which Harry Myers and Helene
Chadwick have the leads.
to

direct

Gerbracht Plans

Ames,

—Ames

New House

Now

—

at Pittsburgh

Syracuse
A. Kenneth Hoel has
resigned from B. F. Keith's to enter
the rnanagerial office of the State,
Pittsburgh.
Clifford Lewis recently
left the Strand to join Publix.

Van De Mark

—

at

»<

ROSE
ioith t/innnie

Corning

De
new manager

of the State and Princess, Schine chain theaters here, suc-

Theater

This

is

FREE

"*••

vt)

'"•••

a 'Cornerbiock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies

at your

Exchange.

MyThanks

—

of mezzanine loges
Litson Production Head
Masun Litson has been appointed to conform to the first floor prices,
Elkin Managing Indiana Firm
by Cecil Dc Mille as production man- 35 cents for afternoons, Monday to
Indiana, Pa.
Stanley Elkin has
Friday
inclusive,
instead
of
50
cents;
ager for "The King of Kings," now
taken over management of the Incents
50
instead
of 75 cents on Satbeing filmed at tlie Dc Millc studio.
urday afternoons, and 65 cents in- diana Theater Corp., headed by Mrs.
A. P. Elkin.
The firm has two
stead of 75 cents on Sundays
and at houses, the Indiana and
MacCormack Sponsoring Act
Ritz here,
all night performances.
Dallas C. W. A. MacCormack,
as well as several others in the state.
former exhibitor, is sponsoring "FranBoston House Leased
cis I-'crguson's Golden Gate Revue,"
Beauties Appear on Stage
The act,
with five girl musicians.
Boston
Harry Schwartz, w>.o
Ottawa
Two Canadian beauties
which is playing independent houses, bought the former Crawford and wlio made personal
appearance at the
IS
rebuilding a hotel and adding
is booked up to Dec. 6.
a Russell for three days.
One was
theater at the rear, has leased
the Jean Ford Tolmie of Toronto and
house to Louis Boas and L.
Acts for Annapolis Houses
B the other was Patricia O'Shea of
Annapolis Local houses arc go- Schwartz, who will operate with pic-^ Winnipeg who
won the title of "Miss
Roth
the
presentations.
turcs
and vaudeville.
ing in for
The theater Winnipeg" in the contest which was
Circle Playhouse and the Republic will seat about 1.800 and will open in staged by
H. M. Thomas at the Capsix weeks.
are booking acts.
itol, Winnipeg.

Finlayson

Path^comedy
^*
'

—

to all you fine people
friends of mine- for

—

way

the wonderful

youreceivedme here
and made me feel at

home that's better
than business:

—

—

RAGGEDY

N. Y. George H. Van
Mark, formerly of Elmira, is the

Corning,

Co., ceeding Edward J. Livingston, who
plans to erect a new theater at 2i7 has returned to the home office in
Main St. It will be one-story and Gloversville.
cost upwards of |50,000.
Joe Gerbracht heads the company which has
Gordon in Charge at Elmira
two houses here.
Elmira, N. Y. Frank Gordon, assistant general manager of the Frank
A. Keeney circuit, has taken temSt. Louis Cuts Prices
St. Louis
The St. Louis, has re- porary charge of the Keeney, succeeding Gerald Deasey.
duced the price
la.

MORMAND

hone St ly.

—

ALBERT G. RUBEN
INCORPORATED

9 E. 40th

—

St.

N. Y. C.

Life Insurance Only
n%

I

f

What other
company
could

leased

^roke

^^^oPoln:S[t " ''
^ngeies

possiUy
xelease^

leased

RECORD

KiDiooTS
opening week
$33,500 record
York'.
at the RIALTO,

SMASHERS

New

Re-^

like these

leased

wlfhinQ

}

Successive

we^S /

Smashed every
record

._I^CB, Da,V

Texas-

Released

AndCbey're

)

typical of

in ^'8*°''^
J u-ohest bus.

METROPOUW^^

'"/S"/

Member

of Motion Picture Producers

at

and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President
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,
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,
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1)

runner of an expansion proRrain by
the presentation circuit, which now
claims to be the most extensive producer of picture presentations and
proloRues in the world.
Following
the
new agreement,

Fanchon and Marco announced
first

of several

the

new moves, which,

it

will involve an outlav of close
to $1,000,000.
The Rosa Rehn Costume Co., in which the i)artners long
have been interested, has been purchased and two whole floors and reis said,

hearsal rooms in the Knickerbocker
Building, leai^d for production.
Locw's State here will be the key
house of the circuit which is declared
to embrace close to 300 theaters.

Fanchon
abandoned

and

Marco

long ago
the atmospheric prologue
and devoted activities to elaborate
presentations not in any way suggesting the picture, with which the
presentation is offered.

Joe Brandt of Columbia sails tonight for England on an eight weeks'
trip.
He will also visit the Continent
ascertain what eflfect establishment of the "kontingent" system in
other countries besides Germany,
will have on the future of Columbia
pictures in Europe.
to

Taylor Leaving for Hollywood
Matt Taylor, who wrote "Stepping
Xlong" for Johnny Hines, leaves this
week for Hollywood, to do free lance
scenario writing.

New Comedy

—

with Madeline Hurlock, Stan Laurel,
Oliver Hary which Fred Guiol directed.

Robbers Get $1,000
Robbers obtained $1,000
Racine

—

Saxe's

Bijou.

Fire at Allen

Suburban Houses Favored

—

Titled

Los Angeles "Duck Soup" is the
title
of Hal Roach's star comedy

at

House

—

Minneapolis Marking the second
time within a month the council has
overriden its license committee to

Allen, Neb.
Fire damaged the theater here.
Repairs are being made.

grant a picture theater license to
O. A. Lee for a house at 4944 34th
A\t., S., has announced itself in favor
o( the application.
A niass-meoting

Kane OfBce Moves to Studio
Robert Kane Prod, has moved ex-

oi citizens

was

held,

which was

fea-

ecutive

offices

to

the

Poli's Switch Managers
!i
Worcester, Mass.
Opening
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY Poli's
new Palace about Dec. 1 hj
Washington The recent Govern- resulted in several changes in mai
ment decree providing that 20 film.<^ agers.
Thomas Meehan of Poli
iTiay be imported into Australia for
Elm Street is, it is understood, slate)
each approved film produced locally to manage the new house.
He
acts as a virtual subsidy for the do- succeeded by Linwood Curtis,
foi
mestic producers according to a re- merly manager of the Plaza.
Curt;
port to the Dep't of Commerce from is succeeded at the Plaza
by Josep
Commercial Attache H. Lawrence Cohn, formerly manager of th
Groves, Vienna.
Grand, which is now being remode
In the first nine months of this ed and renovated.
year Austrian producers have turned
out nine .films, justifying import perHobbs Managing at Boston
mits therefore for 180 foreign films.
Boston Keith-Albee has appoini
As the import permits are issued to ed Harvey M. Hobbs manager of it
domestic producers, the latter dispose uptown theater, the St. James. Hobb
of them to importers at varying prices formerly was with Keith in Philadel
in accordance with demand.
A cur- phia.

Australian Subsidy

Brandt on European Survey

Presentation Circuit

Cosmopolitan

studio.

—

:

—

rent report indicates that the price of
one permit ranges from $150 to $200.
At the former price the domestic producer will therefore receive $3,000
for the 20 import permits obtained
on the basis of the one film produced.
In spite of this subsidy doubts are
already expressed over the ability of
the local producers to finance and
turn out sufficient films to supply the
market. The Government regulation
provides a way out of this emergency
by stating that the import permits
shall be granted on the basis of at
least 20 to 1 up to Sept. 1, 1927.
An
increase
in
the
"kontingent" can
therefore be readily effected if necessary.

Exhibitors Please
Second

Fred

who have booked
that the

title

circuit.

Wesp Now

—

five

general

theaters

of

manajcer
the

(Josco

of

the

cir''i>it.

at Pontiac

Pontiac, Mich. F. E. Wesp, form
er manager of the Plaza, Sioux Citj
has taken over management of th'
Rialto and Eagle, operated by Kleis
Enterprises.

Shamray

in

New York

picture
title

method of

this feature,

of

the

Mary Vargo Arrives from Coast
Mary Vargo, who has been work
ing in pictures at Hollywood, has ar
rived in New York.

1926-27 season

of "THE DESERT LEGION."
it

has been considered

notifying

all

exhibitors

or contemplate booking

'

Peter L. Shamray, president anc
general manager of Popular Pictures
has arrived from Hollywood to sel
his product.

—

appointed

Prior to going into production
advisable to change this title.

are taking this

—

Greening Made Cosco "G. M."
Gus Greeninj, has been

Detroit

the

We

Circuit Seeks Gilman House
Gilman, Vt. It is reported that th
Gilman is being negotiated for by

Take Notice

Thomson
THE
was announced under

(

—

tured by heated argument.

Hand on Exchange Tour
Burton King Returns to N. Y.
Stanley Hand, home ofifice repreBuriun King is l)ack in New York sentative, is on a tour of Warner exfrom Hollywood.
changes.

192i

it,

has been changed from "THE DESERT LEUION"

to "DON: MIKE",

GREATER

F.B.O.

BROADWAY
NEW YORK CITY
1560

.

Ill

NT BE A

II

PICCOLO PLAYER
^/O

/

BE A WHOLE BRASS BAND
atijoi

SOFT music, hell!
STEP on professor
it

THERE'S

.

.

mhke

.

billions in ballyhoo

THE successful

promoter in any
the world

TELLS

sorrie r}6ise

.

THE successful

line

.

showman

gets attention that gets gelt

MAKE a noise
WRITE

HANG

an ad
out a banner

SHOW'em

the

way

to the box-office!

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer

Pictures are

I

100 per cent exploitable
THAT'S their charm
.

NAMES

.

.

that look great in electrics

THEY draw like butterflies to a flame
MARION Davies in "The Red Mill"
JOHN Gilbert in "Bardelys''; Norma Shearer

in"Upstage"

SWEET and pretty up there on the marquee
MAE Murray in "Altars of Desire," Buster Keaton
.

BOY,

.

in "Battling Butler"

they stop the passing dollar

AND lure

it

LILLIAN

Gish,

to your till

Ramon

Novarro, Lon Chaney

M-G-M sure-fire has the names
THEY make Mn Edison's bulbs 1qo|:

THE

.

producers of

M'G'M

li)ce

diamonds

in the sky

attractions

MAKE marvelous entertainments as you well know, but more than

BY putting exploitation pep into the attraction
angles, ideas
THEY make your promotion of those entertainments a delight
WE'VE got a sensational Forestry tie-up set
.

.

.

THAT'S

going to make"The Flaming Forest," Cosmopolitan's
production
of the widest'promoted pictures ever released

ONE

.

'JBARDELYS''

AND

it's

.

is

hits

couldn't

buy the space that M^G^-M is getting
Dancer" "Altars of Desire" "The Flaming Forest"
u^'^^'''

KR"others running daily in coast^to-coast
RMU
papers
AND remember that"Tillie the Toiler" starring
Marion Davies
IS based on one of the most widely
syndicated of

WE'RE talking it up
D AiALf!l5' ^"^^rica in countless ways
^HnwSi^et^^^"^ P"'^ ''^^' '^ your door
^^^^^^ ^^d afterwards
l2?^i?T*"T
THAT S what makesV^'
The Parade of Hits
.

HIT!

.

all

comic

.

mammoth

being serialized to millions of readers
just one of M^G-M^s

SERIALIZED

YOU

.

that

strips

—
THE
pky, October

Lgainst

29,

Release Date

Unknown

'le

Soldier,"

P.

take the form of a proPrime Minister and the
/ernment, according to a "New
^k Times" dispatch from London.
position to the release date of the

UPS WHICH MEAtI DOUABS FCC SUOWMEN

"Blue

will

,"ek,

the

to

(

DAILY

D. C.
England during Armistice

in

(jure,

Tendency
Unique Angle

against the showing of

ibjection

^Hk

DAILY

1926

Eagle"

Navy
their

recruiting
office to the

moved

officers

lobby.

A

table

decorated with flags and Navy literature was placed in a prominent corwas expressed by Lady Cowan, ner of the lobby. The regular Navy
;.irman of the British Women's bulletin boards, five in all, were stariotic League, at a meeting of the
tioned around the theater, each disIn criticizing the pic- playing a one-sheet of the picture
anization.
said it was a maudlin love and
e she
the
regular recruiting sheet.
ry and was most unsuited to be Cards reading: "Follow the Arrow
ived up with such an occasion as to the Navy Recruiting Station at
inistice Week.
the Nixon Theater" were sniped in
the
neighborhood. John Newman,
A^illiam M. Vogel, president of Nixon, New Castle, Pa.
laducers' International Corp., and
route
J. Rein, its secretary, now en
"Flaming Frontier"
England on the Leviathan, will
(Universal)
iestigate the situation.
1

Build

to

(.Continued from Page

Here's a new one, offered by
Nick Turner, California, Stockton, Cal. It's a tie-up with the
paper for the best "Historical

1)

many of the new ones seating
2.500.
German pictures are becoming better, Mannheim states.
Fur-

says,

improvement of conditions in
Belgium is expected through the sta-

ther

Quilt," made by a local
boy or girl. All the quilts will
be on exhibition at the theater.

Bed

bilization

the

of

nation's

currency.

This country has 700 theaters.

1

Weir Returns

\

,

•

—

I

Old

Two

Assignments Announced
Hollywood Two directorial asfnments are announced by F. B. O.
Goulding will direct "Jack O'
f
amonds," starring George O'Hara,
lile Ralph Ince will make "Salvam Jane," starring Viola Dana.
i

—

Managing Butte House

Scates

Butte, Mont.
anaging the

— C.

P. Scates
American for

now

is

North

settlers

Farnum

ustin

—

Edwin Carewe

stage pro-

Rehearsals are being connued with Louis Bennison in the
ading role.
iction.

Jury Trial in Sunday Show Case
Irvington, N. J. A jury is to pass
1
the case of Louis Golding and

—

lexander J. Sabo, arrested here for
unday operation of their theaters.
he shows were stopped by the poce.

The

case

is

Played host to every couple cele-

is

im from the cast of "The Heaven
appers,"

"Marriage License"
(Fox)

from Play

Retires

— Illness

given as the
ason for retirement of Dustin Far-

Los Angeles

set for trial

Nov.

8.

Ingram, Dallas Enterprise Head
Dallas R. J. Ingram, formerly of
'regress, which was merged with
lome State, has succeeded Jack Unerwood as manager of the Enter-

brating their fiftieth (golden) anniversary this year. The announcement was played up in the advance
advertisements and followed by several special feature stories appearing

Lecture on Converter Slated
G. A. Mowbray, chief engineer,
Stamford,
Corp.,
Electric
liberty
Zonn., gave an illustrated 'lecture
midnight yesterday on a multiple
.t
onverter for reflector arc lamps.
The Liberty Synchroverter, a Revoutionary Improvement,"
ect.

The

lecture

is

was

his sub-

sponsored

by

he American Projection Society, and
ivas offered at its headquarters, 158
lA^est 4Sth St.

Exhibitors

succeeding

Harry

3rown.

Gorman Expanding Chain
Deering,

Me.

Palace,

— Lee

Gorman, who

operates a circuit in Maine,
;rate a theater here.

is

to op-

they were orderly.
that people on screen
were actually there the same as on
a field.
I
doubt if any director of
spite

of

all

that,

New

J.

Morgan

York.

More

Offices

Morrow

for

Dallas— Ralph A. Morrow

of the
P. D. C. sales force is back in Dallas
after doing special work in New
York. In addition to the local office
he takes charge of the branches at
Orleans and Oklahoma City.

New

Frank Stuart, who has been district
manager at Dallas, has been transferred to Indianapolis.

Laymon Returns from South
("Fatty") Laymon has

Gene

turned from a sales
About Nov.
South.

1,

re-

through the

trip

he will start

"Fists and Flowers," his
next two-reel comedy for Sava. Sid
Smith, also producing for Sava, has
gone to the Coast to make the re-

work on

mainder of

his

program.

One imagined

Sunday Shows

at

York

—

—

The

Cleveland.

"One Minute

to Play"

(F. B. O.)
Series of teaser cartoons drawn by
Gary, Universal exploiteer,
C.
were used by the newspaper in a
tie-up, as well as for the selection
most popular high
of
the
city's
school players, who received the Red
Grange trophy. Six thousand megaphones were distributed at the footThe Indian college football games.
ball team was guest of the management, parading to the theater with
Letters were sent to
band.
its
alumni of the Kansas and Missouri
newspapers, and to athletic club
members. A. S. Rittenberg, Liberty,

—

—

ited

then: "Hold That Line!" "Hold That
Line," etc.
In all my theatrical experience I never saw such a demonstration inside of an auditorium.
In

—

Keith's

Kansas
Rodgers Made A. E. Manager
Ben Rodgers has been
Boston
)romoted from salesman to manager
the Boston exchange of Associ)f

all

Manager W.

Sales

eral
at

—

R.

branch.

Gave

girls.

the girls paper hats and the boys
noise makers. They rooted and carried on the same as if they were at
the game.
I let them make all the
noise they wanted.
It
was their
night and other patrons caught the
spirit of things and joined in. There
were ten girls in a group, cheer
leaders of the school and as the titles
came on the screen they would yell

to Coast

— Les

Weir, Pacific
Coast manager for P. D. C, has returned after a conference with Gen-

Angeles

York, Pa. While court action is
presentations
or
prologues
could pending to determine the validity of
have given the picture a more natural the Sunday closing ordinance passed
in local newspapers.
Another means setting. Milton W. Korach, Majes- by the city council after a prolonged
session, Sundays shows are being
of circularizing prospective patrons tic, Mansfield, O.
at the Hip.
continued
was through the mails. Ten thouThe ordinance was passed over
sand of the regular "Marriage LiNew Secretary at K. C.
protest of the mayor, who refused to
distributed
cense"
heralds
were
After its enactKansas
City
Miss
A. L. Menagh sign the measure.
through mails and at theater. Lists
until
were secured of all recently wedded now is secretary of the Film Board ment, he refused to enforce it,
determined.
was
legality
of
Trade.
its
couples and each was sent a herald
containing "the ten commandments
John F. Royal, B. F.
of marriage."

—

rise

were invited to a spe- made up entirely of

matinee. As many had not been
in a theater for years, the stunt got
publicity.
All persons over 60 years
were eligible and 600 attended. An
Indian blanket, borrowed for the
run, was hung in the lobby, and
photos sewed to the blanket, were
lighted by a spot.
All red lights
were used inside and outside the
house. John W. Creamer, Burford,
Arkansas City, Ark.
cial

merican Theaters.

high school night, giving passes to
the coach and team. Advertised this
strong in newspapers, also in high
school
papers carried advertising,
featuring Yost and all-star team. You
will find the latter carries a great
deal of weight for high school students are just as familiar with the
great football players as the ordinary baseball fan is with ball players.
Had 40 piece school band on stage

Los

City.

"Quarterback"
(Paramount)

FAT MEN

"DEMEMBER

how "The Heavy Parade" clicked at
Well, here's antheatres everywhere last year?
other laugh-laden burlesque of a big box office feature
that's

way ahead

of

The Parade

"The Vulgar Yachtsmen"
Third

in the series of 12

two-

"FATTY"
ALEXANDER, "KEWPIE"
ROSS and "FAT" KARR,

reelers

starring

supported

by a

crack

com-

edy cast of box
rites,

including

office

favo-

BOYD
HENRY in

LOIS

GALE
STANDARD COMEDIES.

and

Produced by Joe Rock
A two-reel comedy buy that gives you a
crack title production values that will match

—

the best effects of the finest feature gags
that shoot straight to the funny bone of every
spectator.

Gave away

3,000 score card heralds
high school football game the Saturday before opening of picture.
Imprinted names of both teams.
Had cut-out pf Dix from 24-sheet
mounted up at field within 20 feet of
goal post, visible to the entire grandTliird night of picture, had
stand.

Click Again!

Presented by

at

STANDARD CINEMA CORPORATION
At

all

F. B.

O.

Branches

1

_^

Friday, October 29,

Companies Silent on
Talking Film Threat
(Continued from Page

$6.25 a

Exhibitors^

1)

Fox has an interest in Phonowhich Rives the firm exclusive

gineer.
film

use of the

De

no

conflict

{Continued from Page 1)
ticipated.
The publication

Daily Reminder

Forest device.

Phonofilm has made

Share Expected
on Loew's This Year

"From

whose
the

name

Keep abreast

Greek words

Read

of

$9,780,723.

Daily every day.

"Loew's,

successes

'Presenting

Debut

after

a

series

of sensational

from Club Florida, Paris

CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

Ray Goetz, Managing

51st Street,

to

Choice

(Continued from Page 1)

New York

.

T)irector

Phone

Circle

5106

population of Universal
|j

of the zoo.

-L

i

// the A. M. P. A. goes in for\l
selection of a poet laureate of

about

industry, Martha Wilchinski mi
win the election.
In addition
breaking into the papers in he)
of the Capitol, Martha is conti
ally breaking into the "New Y
World" and other publications *

Inc.,

speculator's

n iLv i;

is

members

a

verse.

Paul Gulick found himself in
midst of a shower the other d
But it was a leather shower projt
ed by his associates at Universal v
were wishing him a pleasant trip"
Universal City.

petroleum companies, for the
George B. Seitz has receivedi
purpose of stabilization, reached out
from the original activity of produc- "ten-gallon" hat from citizens
Flagstaff, Ariz., where he made
ing crude
oil
to
incorporate
all
phases of the business, and now are teriors for "Jim the ConqueroX
largely manufacturing and market- But what good is a "ten-gallon" }\
ing companies.
Motion picture com- during Prohibition?
panies, as a group, still are in the priSome women will go a long w
mary zone of the cycle.
to marry a man.
This is what 01
While the picture industry is Kuntze, German opera
singer, di
.strongly leading toward participa- going from
Berlin to Hollywood
tion in all lines relating to produc- wed Paul
A. Stein, German direct(
ress,

.,

tion,

ure

it

of

is

still

the

dis-

fixed

He comments:

assets.

"The comparative freedom

of

the

from investments in fixed assets i":
illustrated by the balance sheets of the Standard Oil Company of California and FamousPlayers-Lasky Corp., both leaders in their
respective industries.
Of the $567,072,114 in
total assets reported by
the Standard Oil
ompany on Tan. 1, 75 per cent were in
the form of fixed assets.
Famous Plavers
showed total assets of $75,984,711, of which
only 42 per cent were fixed assets.
"The difference between these two percentages indicates the degree of speculative
that

divides the two industries
that one is sound and the
""*•
"
',"
significance is that the
stockholder
the picture industry has greiter possibilities to participate
in profits than
the oil stockholder.

does not

Artclass Pictures is publishing
house organ called "Artclass Week
News." News of the company's a

forms the

tivties

mean

"^''^

m

"The

trend in the motion picture business,
nevertheless, is in the direction of diversifi
ration of activities.
Greater stabilization has
been achieved by .some of the larger companies through entrance into the exhibition
end of the business.
Strings of theaters have
been .-icf|uired by lease or purchase, requiring the diversion of large sums
from operations into fixed investments.
While the
result
is
greater assurance of satisfactory
(-.Ynings the conversion of circulating capital
into fixed assets naturally
squeezes out some
"I the speculation.

text.

Rosenfeld Here for Conference
Louis Rosenfeld, manager of C<
'umbia Pictures of Canada, Ltd.,
Toronto and Montreal, is in Ne'
York conferring with President Jc
Brandt and Treasurer Jack Cohn <
(

Columbia
picture

industry

w

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S

200West

assets

amounted

year.

Tt

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA

E.

of $26,025,316
to current
Cash on that date

M

on the increase.
Charles)
Murphy, superintendent, annou
the arrival of a nine-pound daug[
and also the birth of two lion C),
Mary and Anne, whose parents i
-*

Inc., as of
It
had net
with the ratio

paid an initial dividend of
share on Feb. 2, 1920, which rate
continued quarterly to and including
May 1, 1921. None were paid thereafter
until Dec. 31, 1923, when 50c. quarterly was
agam distributed and dividends on that basis
have been paid regularly since.
With the
declaration of the usual quarterly dividend of
50c. on Tuesday, the stock continues on the
regular annual $2 basis, with $1 extra this
50c.

possibilities

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S
'Direct

strong.

I

ELEANORA AMBROSE

and

Sleanora's American

fiscal

the success or failpicture which governs
profits, he says.
When a picture
trict manager for Fox with jurisdicscores a big success, the market can
tion over the Los Angeles, San Francount on a substantial proportion of
cisco, Seattle, Portland and Salt Lake
the money going into profits availCity branches.
Fred W. Voigt now
able for dividends, he points out.
IS in charge of the local
branch.
Unlike the oil industry, he states,
there is no urgent demand to divert
profits
from operations into new
plant construction, the purchase of
sites for service stations or other

exchange has been named

local

rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Screen

MAURICE

past

was

Club Mirador
'^w

was

liabilities

to one.

Film

the

when sound waves vibrate
the diaphragm, the reflecting beam
of light moving with it.
This ray
plays upon a film which passes in
continuous motion in front of the
ray, and a camera synchronized with
Friday, October 29, 1925
the sound recorder, makes a picture
of the speaker or scene.
Then the
film is wound on a reel and passed
ill front of a sensitive apparatus consisting of vacuum tubes.
Moving of Stevenson, Columbia Publicity
Head
the film in front of the reproducer
George U. Stevenson has been
creates an electrical current, corresponding to a sound wave. The cur- named director of publicity for CoAssociated with Universal
rent then is amplified and passed lumbia.
several years ago, Stevenson, since
through a loud speaker.
the war, has been identified with educational and industrial films with the
Present Gift to Earl Allvine
Atlas Film Co., Chicago, and in genA gift, a bottle for charging water, eral advertising and publicity
work.
was tendered to Earl Allvine by the
A. M. P. A. at its luncheon yesterday in appreciation of his services as
Howard Sheehan, Fox District Head
doorman the past year. Henry King
San Francisco— Howard J. Sheewas unable to attend.
han, for several years manager of the

New York

current

7 'A

oscillates

the

the

"Financial position of Loew's,

June 10, 1926,
working capital

ivith the times.

"Pallo" and "photo," meaning shaking light.
The first of the two
is a minute mirror which reflects a
beam of light. The mirror is attached
to a delicate vibrating diaphragm and

G-M.

npHE
standpoint

ing record earnings the corporation has continued to carry on extensive expansion projects which should reflect in higher future
returns.

is

Hirlagraph Leads Bowling Tourney
Hirlagraph is in first place in the
M. P. Bowling League tournament
by virtue of two victories over M-

every

That's That

Bv PHIL

I

was the most successful ever experienced by Loew's Inc.
In addition to enjoy-

anticipated with Vitaphone, pointing out that each process
utilizes a different method of synchronizing pictures and sound.
There are two distinct parts to the

Pallophotophone,

states

period

is

compounded from

And

continuing:

clear that

it

ij

Pictures

n

Corporation,

garding policies affected by the ne
consolidation of interests.

Allvine at Boston Opening
Allvine will return t
New York Tuesday after the open
ing of "Beau Geste" at the Tremonl
Bq_ston, the previous evening.

Glendon

Theater "Bombers" Get Jail Termi
Minneapolis— Sentences of 90 day.
each were imposed on two met
charged with throwing stench bomb
in

a local theater.
j

Brooklyn Theater Opening
The Biltmore, New Lots Ave. a1
\yyona, in the East New York section

Brooklyn,

of

tonight
Corp.

by

the

will

be

opened
Theater
operated by

Wyona

The company

is

William and Harry Brandt who own
among others, the Cumberland, Bunpy, Carlton, Duffield and National
how- in downtown
Brooklyn.
free

"liranching into the theater business,
still
leaves the picture industry
"^<^«'sity of building costly plants
1„T Kbuying
ancl
expensive enuipment to manuever,

•

"^"^

P™^!'<='-

With

margin in
he r'ffavor the picture
then
stocks probably will
continue to attract the
speculators with a
flair for rapid action."
this

Rittenberg

Managing K. C. House
Kansas City— Arnold S. Rittenberg
has leplaced Sam Carver as munager
of the Liberty.

SATURDAY NIG
ANNUAL
j[o^ e w -Me trc^o Idcuyn - Maye r
FOUUT-H

f

\

'

I

I

-rormoLL
R.W.BURNSIDE.^^aye
Manager of S/tferiainment

Just Part o£ the Big

Sho'vir

Entire Earl Carroll's Vanities, Julius Tannen, Yvette Rugel, Harry Delf,
Dale, Donald Voorhees and Vanities Orchestra,
Entire "Doll's Number from "Castles in the Air" (courtesy James W. Elliott),
Sir Harry Lauder and Entire Company, Dorothy McNulty of "Great Temptations," Mitzi, Lois Moran, Alice Joyce, Eleanor Boardman, Alice Terry,
Hope Hampton, Pauline Garon, Richard Dix, Lya de Putti, Lois Wilson,
Lowell Sherman, Alia Nazimova, Dolores Casinelli, William Hodge, Joe
Laurie, Jr., Edna Hibbard, Zeena Keefe, Wynham Standing, Lucy Fox, Sigrid Holmquist, Marguerite Clayton, George Walsh, Miriam Battista, William
Powell.

Moran & Mack, Smith &

Entire

Show

Silver

Slipper

Texas Guinan and Her Entire Company
Madeline Killeen, Sabin and Lyon of
Club Richman
Muriel De Forest & Her Parody Club
Girls

Entire Cotton Club

Show

Club Anatole and Entire Co.
Vincent Lopez and His Band
AI Jockers' Orchestra from Club Anatole
Eddie Edwards' Southerners from Silver
Slipper

Mira Nirska from Club Deauville

I

I

TICKETS -AT
ALL AGENCIES
TEN DOLLARS

'//llin\\

I

Texas Guinan Strollers from Texas
Guinan Club
Fletcher Henderson Orchestra from Roseland
Joe Venutti

from the Tommy Guinan
Playground
Joe Candulo from the Everglades
Cotton Club Orchestra
The Diplomats from the Club Mimic
Harry Reser and His Cliquot Club Eskimos from the Knickerbocker Grill
Jimmy Carr and His Orchestra

And

scores of other stars and attractions

Dine and Dance ^rith the Stars

!

!

!

At the kick-off of the fireatesK
inhhtSty Hirst
-.—Wei's the foot.
.
.
ball classic of^p the ages
I

A^

Oownthe

MairA(lDr&

.H'

scL
r# !?

Owen

Adaptedfiom
^avis* stage success

DIRECTED

BY

F.HARMON WEIGHT
PRODUCTION

B. P-

MANAGEMENT

FINE

national

A lirAt

PicturCift

national

Picture

MAN

VOL. XXXVIII

Sunday, October

No. 26

A

Production
other

In production as in all
phases of the industry, THE
FILM DAILY keeps readers
fully posted.

All studios are

covered thoroughly. Keeping
your fin.;er on the pulse of this
''
plified through
activity h
auction news in
perusal
this and every other edition of
'

this publication.

NINE

31,

Price 25 Cents

1926

3.6 Per Cent Territory

population of
hundred arid seventy-four theaters serve a
square miles.
scattered over an area of 2,276,634

9.364,200
This is'canada.
in Ontario

and

is centered
Sixty per cent of the total population
concernQuebec. These and other interesting facts

ing the industry in the

Dominion form

ing article published in this issue as

Industry"

series.

the basis of a most interest-

one of the

"Know Your Own

Construction
The theater field is undergoing an evolution with bigger
and better theaters the order of
the day. On every side are
evidences of this increased activity.

DAILY

Reading THE FILM
is an excellent method

of keeping advised of progress
in the theater construction

development.

I

Gigolo" Registers 27 Hiti
in 27 Big City Premiere
i
^syis^y

A

Perfect

The

Box

staged include:
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New

Theaters Involving 3,183 Houses in 66 Cities
Form Basis of "News"
$6,295,000 Continue
Building Boom
Survey

Milwaukee

—

Forty thousand and

be added to the city's
by theaters announced or un-

ty seats will
tal

All projects are
construction.
ighborhood houses.
Supplementing the nine theaters
eviously announced, three new theThey
lers are scheduled to be built.
volve an estimated cost of $6,925,r

10.

New

theaters are: a $750,000 house

by National Layton Im*ovement Assoc, to be built on Najfonal Ave., between 21st and 22nd
Its.;
a $350,000 theater on Forest
mome Ave., between 17th and 18th
S)onsored

By

J.

S.

DICKERSON

(Copyright, 1926, by

Reprinted

by

M.

P. News. Inc.)

Permission

All cities of 100,000 and over in
the United States supply 21,766,366
patrons each week to motion picture
theaters. The total number of houses
in these 66 cities is 3,183.
These are
the outstanding facts in a comprehensive, first-hand survey of actual
attendance figures compiled by Motion Picture News after inquiry and
research extending over a period of
several months.
Compilation of picture theater pa(Continued on Page IS)

H. M. Herbel, for the past year
manager for Universal in Pittsburgh,
has been appointed Western sales director.

He

succeeds L.

Enterprises, filling the post occupied by A. E. Fair.

AT TEXASCONVENTICN
12 States to Decide Future

Policy After Quitting
Arbitrating

To Star Dorothy Gish
Hollywood It is reported that
Dallas
Interest is keen in the
Edwin Carewe will produce a series forthcoming convention of the Texas
co-starring Dorothy Gish and Gard- exhibitor unit,
Nov. 16, for informaner James for Inspiration as soon as tion indicates that
the meeting will

—

Miss Gish completes her contract
with British National in London.

Nothing has been heard of such
an arrangement at the Inspiration office,

it

was

stated yesterday.

—

in formulation of a definite
policy by the 12 states represented
at the Michigan convention, with the
future of arbitration in these states
hanging in the balance.

result

The Michigan convention demonstrated

Kent Back
R.
Kent returned yesterday
S.
from the Famous sales convention at
French Lick Springs.

Publix

1,300 in Australia

Attack Mayor

Schlaifer

cal

{Continued on Page 15)

'tf

J.

who, it is understood, has become
head of the Universal Chain Theatri-

ARBITRATION TANGLE UP

Ad Campaign

that

exhibitors

of

the

Mid-

(Continued on Page IS)

Aiding Campaign

—

Seattle The industry here is
ing a militant campaign to
Scott A. Bullitt to the Senate.

wagelect

Sen.

Publix theaters
Theaters There Are Worth £20,000,Wesley Jones, incumbent, is his opfBlues"
will shortly inaugurate a national adponent and the campaign is being
000 and Employ 25,000 to
vertising campaign.
This has been waged
Removal of the
Paulding, O.
around the senator's activity
Operate Them
talked about for some time, but actayor is sought in the latest develin introducing Sunday closing legisSydney—
As
against
20,000
theaters
ual execution of the idea is said to
pment of the Sunday closing fight.
lation.
in the United States and about 3,500
be near at hand.
'he
action follows refusal of the
Four bills were introduced by the
in
England,
Australia
has
1,300.
and jury to indict the Delta prosenator
and his candidacy is menLocal
production,
therefore,
has a
ietor on charge of violation of the
aced seriously by the issue, which
Hague
at Sales Conference
limited market, especially since it has
signatures
are
38
There
jlue" law.
is
being contested throughout the
been the experience of producers
Clair Hague, Canadian sales direcD the petition asking removal of the
state.
The senator was regarded as
here
that
no
cooperation
can be ex- tor for Universal, is in New York
layor for alleged aid to the theater
a certain victor until injection of the
pected
from
the
British
exhibitor.
conferring
with
E.
Kramer,
EastW.
closing.
1 its move against Sunday
It is estimated that there is £20,- ern sales director, and Lou B. Metz- issue.
(Continued on Page 16)
ger, general sales manager.
La Rocque in "Resurrection"
Films to Aid Physicians
Los Angeles Rod La Rocque has
Montreal
Appointment of a speeen signed by Inspiration for a role
cial committee to develop use of moEdwin
Ca1
"Resurrection" which
tion pictures in medicine and surgery
Dolores Del Rio
|ewe will direct.
was made by the American Col'ege
ppears opposite.
of Surgeons in Montreal yesterday.
It

is

understood

—

—

—

Advertisim

Chicago Site Purchased

Make

—

Chicago Fitzpatrick-McElroy ciruit, which operates a chain in Illilois and Michigan, has purchased a
ite for a theater at 119th Place and
klichigan Ave.

Seeks

New

New

Britain Site

—

Arthur S.
Britain, Conn.
?riend, Loew associate, is dickering
.or a site for a new theater.

THE

President describes advertising as the most potent influence in changing habits and modes of life of the American people, "affecting what we eat, what we wear, and the

work and play

of the

whole nation."

A

significant phrase there

the play of the whole nation.

Addressing the American Association of Advertising Agencies
'Barbara Worth" for Archives in Washington, the President discussed at length the particular and
Samuel Goldwyn will tender to the peculiar duty which advertising in general fulfills in the American
jovernment a print of "The Winning
scheme of life. Especially to this industry does much of the
jf Barbara Worth" as the first proposed for the historical film archives
n Washington.

text of that address hold a real significance.

Editorial Representative

Charles Donald Fox has become
Eastern editorial representative for
Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks.

Beery-Hatton Film for Rialto
"We're In the Navy Now", featuring Wallace Beery and Raymond
Hatton, will succeed "Kid Boots" at
Nov. 7 for an indefinite

the Rialto
run.

Jersey City House Opened

New

Jersey Theatrical Enterprises

opened the new Rialto, West Side
and Communipaw Aves., Jersey City,

who fails to keep his story last night.
he must always maintain a sales barW. Palm Beach Site Sought
Culver City Jackie Coogan, whose rage might well pause and contemplate if his business acumen
West Palm Beach, Fla. A large
pictures heretofore have been made
California concern is declared to be
Independently, has signed a starring is as sharp as he is wont to think.
seeking a site for a theater here.
(.Continued on Pagt 4)
:ontract with M-G-M.
Jackie Signs

—

M-G-M

Pact

That

factor in motion pictures

before those with

whom

—
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Guthrie Heads Oregon Exhibitor
Portland, Ore. George A. Gut

—

Advertisini

exhibitor,
was elect
president of the M. P. League
Oregon by unanimous vote at a sp
session.
cial
Other officials a;

(Continued from Page 3)
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fundamental applies to exhibitors as well as to those
engaged in the other branches of the industry. Advertising is Robert White, Universal-Multnoma
He first vice president; Lesser Cohe
insolubly linked with the conduct of the picture business.
Portland Amusement Co., secoi
who would deny it is not being honest with himself.
vice president; George Hunt, Me
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Financial

place were of a

more or

definite are the President's ideas that

made

he

salutary effect.

less

Both Warner stocks enjoyed rises, the curb
stock to the extent of two points, and American Seating continued strong on an upward
trend.
The price of Fox Film "A" was stationary, with a turnover of 4,400 shares.
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•Universal Pictures
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industry broadly does this

S

37

ii'A
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"Advertising creates and changes this foundation of all
It is
popular action, public sentiment, or public opinion.
the most potent influence in adopting and changing the habits
and modes of life, afifecting what we eat, what we wear, and

work and play of the whole nation. Formerly it was an
axiom that competition was the life of trade. Under the
methods of the present day it would seem to be more appropriate to say that advertising

The

3,000
32,600

fallacy

which exists

1540

W. SteHbins
Broadway

&

Bryant 3040

is

the

life

of trade."

minds of some engaged in this
a waste is basically wrong.

Co.. Inc.

secretary; H.
Phillips, The Dalles, treasurer.
Tl
association
approved selection
Floyd Maxwell, director of pub!
relations for Pacific-Northwest Thi
aters, as a meniber of the city censi
board.
A business agent is to t
i

employed.

Withers Joins Tiffany
Pittsburgh Jack Withers has bee
appointed to succeed C. A. Lynch
manager of the Tiffany exchang
He has resigned after being in charg
of the Associated Exhibitors offic
here.
Saul Frank, who has left tl
Associated staff, becomes his assisi

—

ant.

p;:

;

Building in Washington
Lou Berman and Harry Weine:

g;

||
5if

ii
L'

who

handle the Columbia product
Philadelphia, while in New Yoii b
yesterday announced plans for a nei
i

IS'

theater

in

Washington.

Bids Brandt Speedy Voyage
Joseph McConville of Boston, frar

undoubtedly the explanation. chise-holder for Columbia in Nei
development of trade, the England, is in New York. He visii
ed the dock to bid bon voyage t
President holds. And how true that is. Mr. Coolidge observes
Joe Brandt, who sailed on the Ms
"It is no doubt possible to waste money through wrong
jestic last night.
methods of advertising as it can be wasted through wrong
Dynamiting Probe On
methods in any department of industry.
But, rightfully
Mt. Clemens, Mich. Officials ar
applied, it is the method of which the desire is created for
investigating bombing of the Va;
Dyke, which caused damage o
better things.
When that once exists, new ambition is de$1,000.
veloped for the creation and use of wealth."

tising are

difficult

to

observe
to

the

is

true

—

Advertising Essentials

Notables at

To

exhibitors who face dire results indeed if they fail to
keep faith with the public they serve, to advertising writers who
violate the precepts of their profession if they wink but slyly
at the cold and often hard facts of truth, the following thoughtful
comment from the President's address is fraught with import:
"A great power has been placed in the hands of those who
direct the advertising policies of our country, and power is

always coupled with responsibilities.
No occupation is
charged with greater obligations than that which partakes
of the nature of education. Those engaged in that effort are
changing the trend of human thought. They are molding
the human mind. Those who write upon that tablet write
for all eternity.
There can be no permanent basis for advertising except a representation of the exact truth. Whenever deception, falsehood and fraud creep in they undermine

They damage

De

Mille

Hits

Censorship

at

a dinner

and

of the Society
Sciences at the Astor.

of

stars

will

attend.

]

MyThanks
to

all

you

fine people

friends of mine- for

way

the wonderful

youreceivedme here

me feel at
home that's better
than bu sines s—
and made
:

I

Arts

Ball

getting set yester
day for the fourth annual Loew-M
G-M ball at the Astor. A galaxy o

KANN
Motion pictures are beiiiR held in
hondaRc by a censor.sliip which is endeavoring to make them safe for
mediocrity, said VVilham De Mille
in speaking on "The Influence of the
Motion Picture on American Life"

M-G-M

Filmdom was

the whole art."

S

N. Y. C.

Pea

Portland,

Potter,

is

Tliat this opinion prevails because the tangible results of adver-

the whole structure.

SpcrinliHts in Motion Picture
inid Theatricnl inniiranrc for
the past fifteen years

Arthur

in the

industry of ours that advertising

are thivkivg of

N

ford, third vice president: Mrs.

;

decisions possible or impossible to be executed.'

Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

1

worth presenting here. To the
the passage which follows apply

;

t

T E B B

remarks

have seen ascribed to Abraham Lincoln
the statement that 'In this and like communities public
sentiment is everything. With public sentiment nothing can
without it nothing can succeed consequently he who
fail
molds public sentiment goes deeper than he who enacts
He makes statutes and
statutes or pronounces decisions.

"Somewhere

INSURANCE
j/oit

of the

the other day are well

Advertising ministers

Am.
Am.

some

the

Trading, for the most part, in film issues
was quiet, but those turn-overs that did take

Salem

rie,

'I'hi.s
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KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

POTENTIALITIES AND
PRESENT STATUS UNDERGO THE KEEN EYE OF INVESTIGATION
ITS

By

CHARLES

27

THE THEATER SITUATION
SURVEYED IN DETAIL
SHOWS HOW ONE CIR-

Canada

CUIT DOMINATES

HYNES

F.

Quebec

pHE

3.6 Per Cent Territory
FILM DAILY today presents what is perhaps

-

THE
most

St.

'*

\'ictoria

In addition to these 15 towns there
are 24 other towns of smaller size,
making a total in all of 39 points,
from which careful analysis shows
that approximately 30 per cent of the
total distribution revenue possible in

Canada is produced. In other words,
70 per cent of the distribution revenue available in Canada must be
taken from the small towns of an
average population of

"j

figure
00,000 of

at

Over

9,364,200.

3,-

the urban population is
and
Quebec,
entered in Ontario
iixty per cent of the total population
centered in Ontario and Quebec.
ilthough the urban percentage of
ne total population is steadily inreasing there is still approximately
per cent of the total in rural disi

ricts.

The number

of cities with a popover 500,000 is two.
The
umber with a population between
00.000 and 500 000 is five. Between
lation

0,000
ities;

and
100,000
there are five
between 25,000 and 50,000,
Thirty-nine

wo.

lassification

cities

fall

into the

which ranges between

0.000 and 25,000, while of the 5,0000.000 class there are 48 all told,
ilontreal leads the Dominion with
{population of 1,003.499, while Toonto falls into second place with a
lopulation of 709,099.
The bulk of
he nation's total in the 44 largest
ities is of British and French origin,
.^he

preponderence

is

British, except

the Province of Quebec, where the
'rench are in the majority.
n

The National Wealth
Canada's estimated wealth is $22,'95,302,443, thus making an average

j

i)er

capita

ncluding
nents,

of S;2,525.
Farm
lands,
buildings,

machinery

and

live

values,

implestock,

30 per cent of the above
ablation.
Agricultural products in
he possession of farmers and tradrs constitute 6 per cent.
In other
vords, 36 per cent of the national
;omprise

vealth

of

Canada

lies

in

and

is

be-

ause of agriculture.
The next largest item of national
vealth is urban properties, or values
n buildings, equipment and real esate, valuations in
urban
centers
imounting to 26 per cent.
Steam
aihvays come next with 9.73 per

B

Windsor
Winnipeg

*'*

ne

N.

John,

Toronto
Vancouver

the

exhaustive survey of the Canadian field ever pubThe subject is approached from
lished within this industry.
two directions. One deals with Canada and her economic
position which must of necessity have a bearing on any one
industry.
The second phase concerns itself directly with
motion pictures and their present stage of development. For
the statistics dealing v*rith Canadian population and general
industry credit is given to Heaton's Handbook of Statistics.
For the data relative to motion pictures the enterprise of this
publication must claim credit.

''

147,713
38,883
58,521
709,099
175 000
61,727
85,000
245,444

Regma

A

discussion on Canada which
follows is divided into two disThe first deals with
nct sections.
le general economic condition of the
>ominion with facts and figures of
Iterest pertaining to population and
The second portion takes
dustry.
p in detail the motion picture sitation with particular attention being
evoted to the theater situation and
le powerful hold exercised in that
fraction by the
Famous Players
!anadian Corp.
The Dominion of Canada has an
An
? rea of 2,276,634 square miles.
stimate of population for 1926 places

per cent of the wealth of one-quarter of the world's output of
Canada is concentrated in Ontario aluminum in rough form.
and Quebec.
974 Theaters in Toto
In connection with general indusWith the foregoing facts and figtry,
the following facts are perti- ures in mind one can come to a more
nent:
intelligent analysis of the
Motion
Number of plants
picture field in Canada. At the pres22 642
Capital invested
$3 380,322,950 ent
time, including theaters which
Cost of materials
1,470,140,139
close for various periods during the
Value of products
2,781,165,514
year, there is a total of 974 theaters
It will be seen that the value of
in Canada, divided among the provthe manufactured products is very
inces as follows:
ty-eight

close to the capital invested.
Canada's trade balance is equally
as interesting.
Here are a few statistics:

Alberta

110

British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick

125

Nova

48

35

less

than 2,000

people.

How Famous
The

Dominates

Famous

Players
Canadian
Corp., of which N. L. Nathanson is
managing director, with 90 odd theaters in Canada, is in practical con-

key city and larger town
situation, and analysis of the situation in the 15 key cities clearly illustrates this.
In Calgary the Capitol, Palace and
trol of the

Strand are all controlled by Famous
and are the only available first runs.
In Edmonton the Capitol and Empress are controlled by Famous, leav-

only the Rialto, a' second-rate
run possibility.
2
Britain
Halifax controls three independQuebec
122
Exports to United States
Casino,
Saskatchewan
123 ently owned first-runs, the
Imports from Great Britain ..
Majestic and Orpheum.
all
theaCalgary
exchanges
handle
Imports from United States ..
In Hamilton, Famous controls the
ters in Alberta, seven in British CoNatural Resources
Capitol and Pantages, leaving the Tiin
lumbia
mentioned
and
adabove,
Considering that the country sufvoli,
independently owned, as the
fered most severely during the war dition 30 in Saskatchewan.
only other possible run.
SasThe
in
number
theaters
of
and expended tremendous sums of
In London the circuit controls the
nloney during the four years' dura- katchewan handled out of the CalCapitol, leaving Loew's Theater, option of the conflict, the national debt gary office varies according to each
erated by the New York company,
The debt is company's policy, but as the distance and the Patricia, a second-rate first
is not out of reason.
Winnipeg
and
$2,509,609,000, and the net funded is very great between
run.
debt is $2,470,533, or $281 per capita. Calgary, most of the theaters on the
In Montreal the Palace, Capitol,
western
are
side
of
Saskatchewan
Annual revenue for the year ending
Loew's and Strand are all operated
March, 1925, was $346,834,000, with handled from the Calgary office.
Montreal handles all theaters in by the circuit, leaving only the Imexpenditures for the same period of
Quebec,
while St. John office handles perial and the Orpheum as further
indicates
a
which
$318,891,000,
possibilities.
all of the theaters in New Brunswick,
healthy condition.
In Ottawa the circuit controls the
and
P.
E.
Nova
Scotia
I.
St.
John
Canada's grain exports approxiRegent,
leaving the Centre, independalso
handles Newfoundland while
Total Imports
Total Exports
Exports to Great

$

796,933,000
1,069,067,000
395,850,982
417,457 171
151,100,207
510,003,256

Scotia

Ontario
Prince Edward Island

51

ing

360

first

The namate $375,768,842 yearly.
the Vancouver office supplies the Yution's great wealth and possibilities
of revenue lie principally in agri- kon Territory, where only a couple
culture, and yet there is a steady of theaters are located.
Toronto handles the balance of
flow of population from the rural disWith an the theaters in Ontario. Vancouver
tricts to the urban centers.
area as great, or greater than United handles all of the theaters in British
with the exception of
States and a population only slightly Columbia,
seven,
which
are on the Eastern
in excess of 9,000,000, and that population steadily crowding into the side of the Rockies and are handled
Calgary.
Winnipeg handles
great from
cities and towns,
Canada's
the balance of the theaters in Sasproblem is apparent.
It
interesting
to
note that katchewan, all in Manitoba and 10
is

ently owned and the Keith, one of
the Keith-Albee circuit. The Imperial and Capital play first-run pictures,
but their prices are low.
In Quebec there are three independently owned first run houses,
the Victoria, Empire and Auditorium.

In Regina the Capitol is controlled
by Famous, with the only other possibility the Metropolitan, independently owned.
In St. John, N. B., the Imperial
is the best house, operated by KeithAlbee Circuit, with the Queen's
Square next in ord°- and Unique,
one of the Spencer Circuit, a second-

being made situated in the far western sections
is
with power develop- of Ontario north of Lake Superior.
Strictly speaking, there are 15 key
)roducts represent the next largest ment at Niagara Falls the Aluminum
centers
in the Dominion as follows:
tem in the national wealth, amount- Co. of America Plant at Arvida,
Population
ng to 8 89 per cent. Forests come which has cost $12,000,000 to date, Town
Calgary
63,305 rate house.
The
practically
completed.
lext with 5.40 per cent.
Mines next and is
Edmonton
66.660
In Toronto, the circuit controls the
67.222
n order with 2.52 per cent, while present plant constitutes only one Halifax
Hamilton
124,947 L^ptown, the Tivoli and the Pantacres
;ontrary to general belief, fisheries unit, of which eight similar units London
62,295
leaving Loew's controlled by the New
;onstitute one of the lowest items, will be ultimately constructed, which Montreal
1,003,499
{Continued on Page 16)
158,156
imounting to only 1.2 per cent. Fif- means that Canada will then produce Ottawa
ent.

Manufacturers

power

and

manufactured

in

development

connection
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SUMMARY OF TRADE

A

HAPPENINGS

ENGLAND,
AUSTRALIA. FRANCE AND
FLASHES FROM OTHER
LANDS

Betty

Balfour

Banquet

French

in

Honor

in

— Other

joukine
Bv

•—i^——^—^—
By JAMES P. CUNNINGHAM
_^^,,^_^^_^_
Press Books Bother Australian Censor

News

Paris

refer1925 report of the Australian censor contains an important
The
ence to press books which American producers will find of interest.
report states that one of the censor's chief difficulties has been in dealmg
with imported "press books" containing a synopsis of the story. The censors endeavored to mark all passages to which exception was legitunately
taken, and importers had given an assurance that they would do their utmost to prevent the marked passages from appearing in local advertiseSometimes, however, the report states, "press books" find their
ments.
way to exhibitors through channels other than the customs department.
Thus, in spite of the censors' efforts, paragraphs and headlines and sketches
which censors had excised and importers had withheld from circulation
occasionally appear in Australian advertisements.
During 1925 there were imported into Australia 1,763 films of all
Following is a table showing the number of films imported from
classes.
the principal countries together with the number of reels and feet:

of Ivan MosTrade Briefs

Arratifjetncnt

^citli

Paris
star,

is

—

Betty Balfour. English
here to appear in Mme. Dc-

larue-Mardrusm's "L'Ex-Voto," being produced by Marcel L'Herber at
he Gaumont studios. Patlic-Consorwill handle the film in France
and it is understood. British Gaumont, in England, and Ufa, in Germany.
tiuni

*

A

«

«

farewell banquet

ed Ivan Mosjoukine.

is

Country of Origin
United States
United Kingdom
Others

to be tender-

who soon

leaves
States, to work for

France for the
Universal.
His last French film,
"The Adventures of Cassanova," is a
current release on the Pathe Consortium schedule. It was made by Alexandre \^olkoff for Cine- Alliance-Film.

Feet (1 copy)
5.115,133
257,786

Reels
5,650

No. Films
1,555

299

146
62
1,763

193

200,0'13

6,142

5,572,932

Rome — Many

London

—

Brignone to Go to Paris
Rome- Guido Brignone, financed
by a French bank, has made an
agreement with the actress Dolly
Grey to produce films in Paris in
Abel Gance's studio.

X. Bryson. of ICuropean M. P. Corp., has been decorated
by the French Government for his
services to production in that coun-

—

J.

connection with "Les Miserables" and "Michael StrogofT" which
Universal will release in America.
try

in

Du Pont

— E.

To Film Pittigrilli Story
Rome — Pittigrilli, the novelist,

Replies

Dupont, who has
returned from America and is alleged
to have broken his contract with
Universal, is in Vienna, where he Picture Filmed
Berlin

has

sold to the Pittaluga Co. the scenario
for a film, "The Carnival of Venice,"
which is to star Alaria Jacobini.

A.

in So.

don,

Turin, Italy

Foreign Territory

Now Available

on the Corso
opens shortly.

6 Super Stunt C'onietlv ^ra^^a^

Starring

—The

Frank Merrill

j

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

—

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
" Proi/ucti^rtJ
Now

SIX

New

York, N. Y.

4

^

'

Cable address

the

First

"flASH Of THE fOR[ST"
R.

861 Seward

CO.

D.

SEELING PRODUCTIONS
Hollywood, Calif.
St.

J.

Inc.

New York

MOUNTAN.

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and dis-

Pres.

tributors.

^K'isconsin
5196-5197

Paris Address
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

Available

Mr. Arthur Levey,

Phone

Himark New York

London Address:
Foreign Territory

PAWNEE

Now
BILL,

31

Thrill

W. 46th St.,
New York City

130

Place,

W. I. England
RICHPICSOC,

Cable Adress:
Cable Address:

Dramas

Paris

DEEJAY, London
RICH PIC, N. Y.

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

'Doncameo
New York

The Cream

Portland

London,
Cable Address:

Jr.

DONALD CAMPBELL

o/ Independent Product

PAULINE [FREDERICK

GEORGE WALSH

in

in

THE NEST"

"THE KICK-OFF"

(First of series of six productions)

'It

JACK PERRIN-"THE COWBOY KING"
E FANGS"
"CANYON RUSTLERS"

"DEStRT MADNESS"

completed

for

Dist^i^u'ion

:

YAKIMA CANUTT

"COYOI

"KIDI.V V\EvSr"

He's a Sensation

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

CO., Inc.

Rrlraiinr

1

WOW.

of the Feature Length Series

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Western
S.

DASHING DARING HARD RIDING WESTERNS
'

He's a

Cin-

Merit"

of

New Wonder Dog

Just

Kingdom.

I

729 Screnth Avenue

distribution

The

CHAS.

Foreign

the Cine-Stampa,
Vittorio Emmanuele
It has a capacity of

Berlin
Angelo Ferrari, Italian actor will leave Europe at the end of
lie \car fur California.

152 West 42nd St.. New York City
CihleFerdinad.m.N.Y. Phone. Wi«. 114?

foreign

Nat Nathanson,

to

Player Coming to U.

Pres.

BRAVEHEART

24,021,708

In a scries of 8 five reel

Italian

Arias,

BROADWAY,

Feet (all copies)
22,841,912
664,004
515,792

HI-MARK FILM SALES

3,500.

ADAM

II.

R.

SIX ACTION

•'BORDKR VENC;EANCE"
"CACTUS TRAILS"

in

NOVELTY WESTERNS

Sole Foreign Distributor
Ktpolaon Fllimf. Ltd.
S H«ir Cofnpfon St.
Ckimr CroM Koid w. C

Cable AddtrMci
l.oiiHoa
2

SMICOFII.MS

New

220 W. 42nd ST.
Vorlc

PIZORFILMS

N. Y.

C.

mi

N. Y. C.
1540
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

723 7th Avenue

Fast Actirn Melndrj<m«ift

FEKDI.N.\M)

the

m

1.

—

Amer. Finished
of the World"

new Palace

W.

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

Jugoslavia Bars "The Merry Widow"
Belgrade The Government has issued an edict forbidding "The Merry
Widow" being shown in any house
in

Ml
ft!/

I

ner product.

fered by the treatment he received, made by the Almirante
Company
and the obstacles put in his way so during a voyage to South America,
hampered his artistic freedom that is finished.
he could no longer work for the
company.
3,500 Seater for Turin

ema belonging

tryiij

—

Warners, and together the pair toured England and the Continent relative to the handling of the new War-

Rome — "The Beauty

told interviewers that his health suf-

of

are

distributors of Warner pictures, ha^
moved to 13-14, Newman St., Lo|

—

manager

Bryson Decorated by French Govt.

Raise Price)

cinemas

Vitagraph in London Moves
London The Vitagraph Co., Lt<|

Starr and Schlesinger Sail
Postpone Action on Censorship
London Herman Starr and Gus
Glasgow The Glasgow Education
The cast is international.
The
Schwab financial interests are ex- Authority has decided to take no fui'- Schlesinger sailed for New York on
ther action with its scheme for Gov- Saturday.
Starr went to London to
(Continued on Page 16)
ernment censorship of films.
meet Schlesinger, who is general

—

May

Italian Theaters

to raise the price of seats.

The

Picture

CIXHMATOCRAPllin FRANC AISE"

'•LA

PARIS— BERLIN— BUENOS_
NEWS BRIEFS FROM BOMB'aY
AIRES— CAIRO— VIENNA—
MADRID— PRAGUE

Foreign Markets

IN

SIMMONDS

CABLES

PIC11IR[S CORP.

SIMFILMCO

lith

itic

lei

K!

:

THC

•^m
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Developments
By

^ Present- O- Grams
Briefly told ideas for presentation
all parts of the country.
We

rom

you

ivitc

to

send yours

Present
Film Daily
to:

Editor, The
650 Broadway, New York City.

)-Gravis

Dress stage as a garden
fallen

leaves

in

Autumn

ARTHUR

to

She approachand shrugging her

-Jemble Greta Garbo.

es him

wistfully,

houlders as if accepting the fate
I'hich separates them, goes into an
xotic dance. This hnished she again
azes lovingly at the man and slowly
eaves the stage.
Leaves continue to fall. The tenor
vakens to find that he has been
With feeling he sings
Ireaming.
As
Sweetheart," from "Maytime."
le concludes he buries his face in his
lands.

Suggested by

THE FILM

DAILY.

"Altars of Desire" Prologue
Tie up with the fact that in "Altars
of Desire" Mae Murray wears many
of the latest fashions, cooperating
with a local women's apparel store.
Stress the "desire" angle by having
a number of girls represent some
feminine desire, such as clothes,
wealth, pleasure, and conquest.
Include in the prologue a poor Cinderella, a girl who contributes a dance
number and symbolizes typical feminine desires.

— Suggested

by M-G-M.

Novelty Orchestra Act
darkened stage, a drop representing a motor bus lighted, the
wheels apparently revolving rapidly,

A

"Midnight Sun" Prologue
Russian atmosphere was concocted
n a prologue to "The Midnight
A Russian ballet dancer insun."
erpreted the dance from the picture,
n a similar costume, against a gorgejusly iridescent background prepared
it small expense from a bolt or two
If black outing flannel upon which
lad been sewed considerable tinsel
Christmas tree icicle variety.
)f the
[t had then been sprayed with Christ-

When a lighting effect
:ree snow!
)f rainbow hued sun set was played
created a highly pleasing
The curtain was salvaged
:ffect.
ind can be used for other prologues
Dver this,

it

to introduce the return of
Philip Spitalny and his orchestra.
The act was put on with a snappy

served

black and white background and
closed with a sensational drop which,
when lights were played upon it,
looked like roaring flames. This was
the grand finale to the orchestra num-

"The

ber,

Fire."

— George

Langan,

Allen Theater, Cleveland.

a

"Fur

Follies," displaying latest fash-

This made an effective tie-up

with "The Duchess of Buffalo," in
which expensive wearing apparel is
Merchants cooperated
in evidence.
with newspaper advertising and winFrank Whitbeck,
dow displays.
Warfield Theater, San Francisco.

Mrs. A. K.

—

BENDIX

Prologue to "Aloma"
In prologuing "Aloma of the South
Seas," curtain rose on dark stage,
with soft singing off stage which be-

presents

comes louder

as singer appears.

chestra.

managers

know

How

for

New

B'way Does

Lackawanna 7876

|

1579

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

days this week
Jackson Heights.

at

the

Glantz Enters Booking Field
Pittsburgh Moe Glantz, formerly
associated with Lewis J. Selznick and
D. W. Griffith, has entered the pre-

—

It

set depicted an eerie forest viiih a cave as
On the back drop was painted
a feature.
the castle shown in the picture.
bacchanale opened the incident, with
gnomes and the magician participating, the
He presented
latter emerging from the cave.
appearance,
horrible,
almost
grotesque,
a
Following
with face resembling a skeleton.
soprano,
Clarabel
Nordholm,
tlie
dance
dressed as Alice Terry, came on to sing

A

field.

Acts for "U" Florida Houses

—

Three big time acts
are being played by Universal's Florida houses. They are Ruth Glanville,
saxophonist; Harry Barris, pianist;
and Gilbert & Wimp, singers.
Jacksonville

Criticizes Film House Orchestras
Toujours L'amour", by Frirnl.
by singing the magician again
Criticism of the playing
St. Louis
from his cave and with Rita
appeared
for orchestras
The of selections intended
Glynde, executed a pantomimic dance.
of from 70 to 90 men, by film house
finale was another bacchanale, with the magician,
who was John Triesault, and the orchestras of 30 or thereabouts, is
ballet taking part.
made by Rudolph Ganz, conductor of
Ferretti
Carlo
prologue
Preceding
the
the St. Louis Symphony Orchestra,
from
"Herodiade,"
Fugitive"
"Vision
sang
He
He worked on a set depict- just returned from Europe.
by Massenet.
ing a castle interior and was dressed as the compared such a rendition to a photoking.
In another number Pietro Capodigraphic copy of a great painting.
ferro, first trumpeter of the Capitol Orchestra,
"Inflammatus"
from "Stabat Mater,"
played
by Rossini.

"L'amour

—

Enchanted

Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!

Rivoli
Paul Oscard originated the latest of the
Publix entertainments, called "Barnyard Folkeeplies."
The setting and costumes are
atmosphere of the
the general
ing with
barnyard and environs. The members of the

m

company

include a whistler, six dancers, solo-

—

banjo players, a harmonica duo in all
about fourteen performers who provide a
diversified array of entertaining numbers. The
setting has a backdrop and curtains representative of barnyard paraphernalia with a
large "hay stack" in the center of the stage
from which the dancing "chickens" emerge
The "chickens" are
to strut their stuff.
appropriately garbed in cute yellow outfits
with caps fashioned to represent the chicken's
The various song and dance numbers
head.
follow with the finale bringing the opening
of the "hay stack" which discloses the barnyard orchestra, the men wearing rabbit suits.
There is good snap to the offering with the
dancing of three girls and three men the outEarlier on the program
standing diversion.
Themy Georgi, tenor, renders two numbers
Aria from "Martha," and "I Passed By Your

BUUKlNe; HIGH CLASS VAUDEVILLE
AND MOTION PICTURE PRESENTATIONS DE LUXE

Jack Linder
Vaudeville
1576 B'way

Agency

LAC. 5338-9

Write.

Window."

Phone or

New York

City

Call

,*

AMALGAMATED

ARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZi

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

INC.
Attractions for

The Better Picture
Theatres

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

three

star,

a presentation act the

Capitol
"The Enchanted Forest" furnished atmosfor "The Magician," and carried out sentation booking
the fihn's weirdness in effective fashion. The

Motion Picture Presentation

The FALLY
York

first

in

phere

VAUDEVILLE

I

booked

Boulevard,

Standard

singers.

701 -7th Ave.

is

Booking

this to those

who know

Eva Tanguay in Act
Eva Tanguay, musical comedy

Strand Frolic, with
Mile. Klemova, M. Daks, Rita Owin,
dancers, and Kitty McLaughlin, soprano, overture, "William Tell."

I

recommend

—

Rivoli
"Garden of Dreams," staged
by Boris Petroff; Harold Yates and
Cooper Yawley; orchestral prelude to

(Continued on Page 15)

have never handled
a finer organization and

Petroff to Do "Four Seasons"
Boris Petroff will produce "The
I' our
Seasons," which will open a
Publix tour at the Rivoli Nov. 15.

with Joyce Coles and Roland Guerard,
Capitol Ballet and Chester
dancers,
Hale Girls; "Polonaise," Capitol Or-

Girl

dancer and a couple of girls dressed
used for atmosphere.
natives
as
Green and blue spot produced weird

THE OLOWAN
MALE QUARTETTE

31)

"Pierrot-Pierrotte,"

ists,

Stages "Fur Follies"
Associated with the San Francisco
Retail Fur Merchants' Assoc, staged
ions.

»I4»"«^»«

Oct.

of

Ballet,

—

"Black Pirate" Prologue
Arrange to have local glee club
singers sing selections from "H. M.
S.
Pinafore" to create atmosphere
for "The Black Pirate."
Dress them
Dream," in pirate costume. Use sea or black
number, drop.— Suggested by United Artists.

pot on him.
He sings "A
opular John McCormick
nd then resumes dreaming.
Then appears a girl, attired to re-

—

"Ihe Vision."
Mark
Strand

strike a note
f melancholy.
Have tenor, smartly
ressed as Antonio Moreno in the
ist reel of the picture, sitting on a
ench, dreaming. Train a moonlight
ith

(Week

Capitol

Columbia,

Bender,

Eighth Unit For Spizzi
Arthur Spizzi's eighth unit will be
ready for the road by Nov. 16.

B'way Presentations

'

ed.
Manager
Seattle.

EDDY

W.

and settings, by decorating it for the
occasion. Innnediately following the
dance the spot was switched to the
side balcony where a tenor in Russian uniform sang selections from
the "Student Prince.'
The theme of
his solos was effectively used in the
nmsical score as the picture unfold-

—

"Temptress" Prologue

Presentations

in

Picture Theatres
|

Acts

Standard Vaudeville

Attractions and Presentations
1560 Broadway
Bryant 0967-8
e>H<

Ne^v York

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

-—4

THE
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Eddie Cantor

"The Magician"

"A Man of

"Kid Boots"

.U( tro-doUlivi/it

LIMITED APPEAL IN STORY

"Spangles"

Quality"

Excellent Picture— State Rights

Paramount

19;|

Pat O'Malley and Marion Nixon

George Walsh in

in

31,

Universal- Jewel

THAT WILL UNDOUBTEDLY HOKUM COMEDY THAT WILL EXCELLENT BOX OFFICE MA- GREAT ARRAY OF EXCE
LENT CIRCUS ATMOSPHEl
INTRIGUE, ROTERIAL.
REGISTER AT BOX OFFICE.
FASCINATE A FEW BUT
COMMAKES THIS PARTICULA
ALL
ACTION—
FIRST
MANCE,
EDDIE CANTOR'S
WILL PROVE MORBID AND
THORLY
THIS
ATTRACTIVE FOR JU
MAKE
LOOKS
BINE
TO
SCREEN
EFFORT
SOMEWHAT BAFFLING FOR
ENILE
AUDIENCES. STOI
ENTERTAINGOOD
OUGHLY
MIGHTY
GOOD,
THE AVERAGE PICTURE
FAIRLY
CONVENTION^
MENT.
GOER,
Star. ... Recruited from musical comTerry graceful and
Continues to show her

Cast

Alice

lovely.

preference

for

long

flowing

cos-

and high collars. Ivan Petmuch handsomer than his
name. Paul Wegener, remembered
as the bulgy eyed mystery man of
"The Golem," quite as mystifying
tunics
rovich

character of the magician.

in the

Type

Drama.

of Story

If

Ingram's name had not been preidentified with "The Magician," the spectator might readily
be led to believe that the picture

was another product

of the Gerstudios.
It is not the sort of
picture that Ingram might be expected to offer.
Its story is a
bizarre, rather dreary tale of hypnotism and fanaticism which hinges upon the mystifying character of the uncanny Oliver Haddo,
a very dominating if not convincing, man of magic who has set
his heart upon realizing a formula for the creation of human
life.
He interrupts the romance
of the lovely Margaret Dauncy.
who is to marry Arthur Burden,
the American surgeon who saved
her life, that he may use her as
the subject of his big experiment.
Her heart blood, plus certain ingredients,
is
to
do the trick.

man

Haddo's scheme progresses through
succession of mystery scenes
wherein he enacts his hypnotic
powers prior to performing his experiment.
His plan reaches a

a

climax as he is about to
tap the heart blood of the fair victim.
Her lover appears and in a
furious
tussle,
bests the
gaunt
Haddo, who then dies at the hands
of his own deadly chemicals.
The
atmosphere is heavy, the going
slow, but there will be those who
thrilling

fascinating.
For the
general run of picture audiences,
however, the theme holds limited
appeal.
The picture has pictorial
interest in that it has been photographed on actual locations.
find

it

Box

.Suitable for cerOffice Angle.
tain ty|je of patronage, a thinking
crowd who enjoy a deep story. The
action lovers will find it a bit
.

wearying.
Exp!oitation

in

a

new

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

Length

of

acting

screen

effectively

easily.

Clara Bow very good in
coquettish part which she handles
Lawrence Gray pleasing.
so well.
Billie Dove does little but her appeal to the eye is very definite.

Cast

of Story. .. .Comedy based on
Uie Ziegield play of the same name.
"Kid Boots" approaches the slapstick.
Chief interest in this production centers around the initial
appearance in pictures of Eddie
Cantor. He might well have been
a veteran.
None of the self consciousness which often marks a
debut in motion pictures is evident.
The story is slight and resembles
the stage play only meagerly. The
action is interspersed with a number of clever gags, some ot them
not especially new.
The best bit
of business takes place when Can-

attempts to convince Clara Bow
he is entertaining a lady at
tea.
Using a half closed door as a
screen, through exceedingly diverting manipulation of one bare arm,
he creates the impression that the
tor

that

companion

at his side.' The
at the brink of
the precipice and over its side carries
suspense and a number of
fair

is

comedy business

laughs.
It has
been done before,
howejjer. It is not always the newness of things that counts.
Here
a concluding sequence

which has
before ittempted.
Despite this fact, it is funny. There
was no doubt about that from the
reaction of the Rialto audience. It
is

in

little

it

not

amused very
all,

definitely
audiences must find

ment

in

comedies,

and

after

this

ele-

slapstick

and

otherwise.

Box

Office Angle
Cantor's name
should draw. Those spots in which
he has never been seen have at
k'ast heard of him.
His presence
plus the comedy values make for
a

sure-fire

attraction.

.

Hypnotism and

its

close relations of magic, sleight of
hand work and the like might be
used to entice folks. The services
of a magician would easily serve
Those
as an excellent ballyhoo.
who follow the Ingram productions will want to see his latest.

Direction. ...

and

grasp the princi-

to

Rex Type

viously

will

Seems

edy.
ples

Rex Ingram;

steps out

direction.

Somerset

Maugham

Rex Ingram

Exploitation.

.. .Cantor is your
Talk about his success in
sical comedy.
Get over the
to your audiences that the
known Cantor mannerisms are

bet.

best

mufact

well
suc-

cessfully portrayed in the picture.
The fact that new personality will
herewith make his bid for popular
approval should make interesting
newspaper reading.

Direction
gdod.

Frank Tuttle;

Authors
William Anthony
Otto Harbech
Scenario

Cameraman

John F. Scitz
Photography
Very good
European cities Locale
7,206 feet Length

From

play by

McGuire

Tom

and

Gibson

Victor Milner

.Likable and does his heroics
Walsh has plenty
in grand style.
of opportunities to display his fistic
prowess in his various encounters
with the smuggler band.

Star.

..

Ruth Dwyer a pretty and
Cast
sparkling heroine, a banker's daughter who falls in love with a motorQuite a pleasing percycle cop.
Brian Dunlevy the head
sonality.
Lucian
Suitable type.
smuggler.
Prival and Laura Di Cardi good in

8,565 feet

Pat

O'Malley

again

1

genial, smiling hero who hurdi
the usual obstacles that beset
hero.
Marion Nixon thorougl
pleasing as the pretty equestrienn
Cast.
.Hobart Bosworth suitable
the circus owner and ring mast
.

.

.»

Emm

Gladys Brockwell and Jay
supply the jealousy motive. Jan:
Conly good in an impersonati
of

the

late

circus

freak.

Zip.

Cl(!

Type of Story. .. .Circus melodran
The kids will love "Spangle
Type of Story. .Melodrama. H. H.
Frank O'Connor has provided
V an
Loan packed this one with
minor

roles.

plenty of reliable box office angles
and the result is a good action
picture that can be depended upon
to thoroughly thrill and satisfy the
It has
general run of audiences.
all
the popular ingredients and
Wesley Ruggles puts them over in
fine style.
The romance of the
rich girl and the motorcycle cop,
the manoeuvers of the silk smugglers and the trick detective work
all combine
to hold the interest
splendidly.
Hero Walsh plays the
part of Jack Banning, ambitious
rooky who aspires to a detective's
badge and is given the chance to
vk'in a promotion if he can round
up the band of silk smugglers.
Jack gains the confidence of the
leader of the ring to the extent of
becoming a member of the gang.
While patroling the road used by
the band to transport their con-

traband Jack meets Marian Macy.
Later he discovers that Courtenay,
the

ringleader,

is

trying

to

win

Marian.
Jack thereupon has the
double duty of bringing in the band
and protecting Marian.
Courtenay finally suspects Jack and he is
bound and gagged while Courtenay
makes his latest haul. Jack escapes

and after a series of exciting incidents, including the kidnapping of

wealth of great circus atmosphe
that will thrill every youngster th
sees the picture.
It offers a re
circus with a huge main tent a.

well known attractioi
a bevy of clowns, air a
ists,
animals and a chariot ra
that gets over a fine thrill. Th
there is the pretty little bareba
rider, the heroine of the story. T
plot that unfolds against all tl
fine background is a fairly co
ventional form of melodrama wl
jealousy the motive for all the mi
fortunes that befall the hero at
heroine.
Bowman, the owner
the circus, is engaged to Spangk
the pretty little rider, but Spangl
loves Dick Hale, a young fugiti h
whom she has shielded from the p
lice, believing him innocent of tl
murder of which he is accused. Bo'vi
man finally gives Dick a chani
in the chariot race but rivalrythis time a jealous racer
anta;
onizes Dick and spoils the rac
all

the

There

is

—

Dick is fired and when threatem
by Bowman with exposure,
gives himself up at the neare
police station, only to learn thi
the real murderer has confesse
Dick returns to the circus lot an
s greeted with a threatened lynct
ing by the mob who think he kille

Bowman, mysteriously murdere
during the night. It is later di
covered that Sultan, a huge el(
phant, killed Bowman.
Spangle
and Dick are free to wed.
ular elements of appeal that can be Box Office Angle .... Great entertair,
nicnt for youngsters and it wi
exploited to advantage.
Will send
prove first rate fare for the famil
them out satisfied.

Marian and rescue by Jack, the
smugglers are turned in ai headquarters.
Jack wins a promotion
and Marian's hand.
Box Office Angle
Good bet. Pop-

Exploitation
staging a

trade theater.
George
Walsh
is
Exploitation
Circus atmospher
real
comeback.
You
immediately suggests all the es
working to convince

might start
them that he

is

offering

some

first

rate action pictures, with "A Man
of Quality," his latest.
Talk about
the action and the clever work of
the rooky cop who rounds up a
band of silk smugglers and wins a

promotion.
Direction
good.

Author
Scenario

Good Cameraman

Big city-country club

MELODRAMA

Stars

Photography

Locale

Length

ploitation ideas available in connec
tion with a picture of this typ
Street parades and ballyhoo stunt
galore can be used to get attentio
focused on your showing of "Span
gles."
Appeal particularly to par
ents to bring the children

Wesley Ruggles; Direction

Frank O'Connor

satisfactory.

H. H. Van Loan Author
H. H. Van Loan Scenario
Frank Zucker Cameraman
Good Photography
Waterfront town Locale
5,640 feet Length

Reve
Leah Bair
Andre Barlatie
Very goo
Nellie

Circu
5,633 fee

»i

;

tm

DAILY
Dorothy Gish in

Tom

"For Alimony Only"

"Love's Blindness"
Me tro-Goldwyn-Mayer

"London"

9

Tyler in

"Red Hot Hoofs"

Producers Dist. Corp.

F. B. O.
DECIDED APPEAL FOR WOM- STORY RATHER TRITE BUT
Dist.: Paramoimt
LAVISH PRODUCTION AND FIGHT FANS WILL FIND
EN. STRONG LOVE INTERA GOOD CAST MAKE UP FOR
EST AND SEX ANGLE WILL
SAK STORY AND HARDLY
THE SHORTCOMINGS FAIR- MUCH TO INTEREST THEM
ATTRACT, BUT PICTURE IS
PRODUCTION.
VERAGE
IN THIS.
CONVENTIONAL
LY
WELL.
FAMILY
FOR
UNSUITED
DISAPPOINTING
iilaCTURE
YARN BUT IT SUPPLIES THE
TRADE.
iToiiND CERTAIN TO SUFFER
Cast.
.Leatrice Joy, very pleasing
WITH Cast
COMPARISON
ACTION SO MUCH IN DEIN
Antonio Moreno the titled
and enthused with the business of
UVEN THE ORDINARY RUN
English hero and handsome as
helping her husband, Clive Brook,
MAND.
AMERICAN PRODUC- ever. Pauline Starke the lovely pay alimony to his first wife, Lili)F
British Nat.

;

Pictures,

Ltd.

i

.

qnoN.

a

young

Tashman

Lilyan

heroine.

a

.Dorothy had better come
languishing lady in love with Mor!t,iome and play in her own back
eno.
Others Sam De Grasse,
Looks very much older than
gtiard.
Douglas Gilmore, Earl Metcalfe.
does a poor imitation
'ciiiihe
is and
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance.
:(ij(r.

..

.

ic^if

one of Lillian's sorrowful porShould stick to her spark-

itf(rayals.

comedy

ai^ing
lamjist.

..

characterization,
English players
are not given on the

.Unfamiliar

names

jtijivhose

Perhaps

or program.

'screen

it

is

ust as well.
.Dramatic romance:
pe of Story.
!(tie of Thomas Burke's Limehouse
.

You might

tories.

'So

This

ai

ri

"li

Ml
Ti

tl

:o

»i

ji

u

is

well

London".

name appears

^^ilcox's
airector of
ioi

.

exclaim
Herbert

as the

di-

the picture but it seems
almost incredible that he could
have handled anything so inane as

tawdry romance of this Limekid who meets a kind of
fairy godmother and does the rags
the

house

The acting, includto riches act.
ing the work of Dorothy Gish, is
unimpressive. The settings are unattractive and the folks of Mayfair
should be indignant over the reptresentation they get in the costuming of the society folks supposed to
represent that elite set. Such faults
as these seem wholly inexcusable.
The story, which in reality seems
more like a Cook's tour of London, switches back and forth from
Limehouse to Mayfair and endeavors to show the plight of the blond
heroine who escapes from a Chinaman, is taken in by a society matron, jilted by a gentleman, and
seeks to forget by wending her way
back to the dirty Limehouse district.
A profusion of smoke and

t

i

[

"Love's Blindness" is another of
those Elinor Glyn love complex
affairs that appeal directly to women.
It hardly seems palatable fare
for a masculine audience.
The
women will thrill at the grave anxiety of the young wife as she anThey'll
ticipates her bridegroom.
get a real kick out of the boudoir
scenes. It is the kind of thing that
Mrs. So-and-S'o will tell her next

door neighbor about, a bit under
her breath, and the word will be
passed on down the street with the
result that there will be a goodly
delegation of housewives at the
matinee. It is that sort of picture.
But the strong sex angle will prove
a handicap for the exhibitor who
must consider a conservative family trade.
Elinor Glyn's hero is the
handsome Earl of St. Austel, Hubert Culverdale, whose financial difficulties force him to arrange a

marriage

with

money

a

lender's

daughter. It happens that Vanessa
had seen Hubert at the theater and
fallen in love with him and he with
her.
He is shocked to think that
such an innocent looking girl could
be a party to such a marriage arrangement as her father offers.

Vanessa,

however,

knew nothing

of the pact.
She marries Hubert
believing his proposal came in the
natural v/ay.
Vanessa craves Hubert's love but he remains indifferent until jealousy causes him to
Alice,
former
realize
his
love.
sweetheart of Hubert, endeavors to

the presence of cheap Charlestoners indicate the pastime of the poor
while less smoke but the same
Charleston portray the pleasures of
the rich.
poor comparison but
the audience must be acquainted
with Cinderella's past and future

separate them, but fails. After mild
enough, and not over interesting
complications, there is a reunion.
The picture is benefited to some
extent by an excellent set of sub-

environment.

titles.

A

f

.

Needless
say
to
gentleman, in love
with the girl, who takes her from
the "pub" for good. The developthere

ment

is

a

fine

Office Angle. .. .Splendid matinee picture. The women will love

.Dorothy Gish's name
might bring them in. Where you
have steady patrons to contend
with you may find it difficult to

Sxploitation

explain

.

.

.

An

occasional
laugh
some in the audience but the picture's entertainment value, on the whole, is low.
Direction
Herbert Wilcox
missed this one almost completely.
this one.
will reach

\uthor
Scenario

folks

propriately to any unusual exploitation ideas, so make extensive use
of your lobby for tlie display of
stills and ad sheets.
Direction
John Francis Dillon;
supplied attractive production.
Elinor Glyn
Author

Scenario

Locale

feet

some

name

name due prominence
You have
in your announcements.
the name of Antonio Moreno, also.
The theme does not lend itself ap-

London Locale
5,584

Glyn's

so give her

Photography
Length

.Elinor

will be sufficient lure for

credited
credited
Fair

Cameraman

..

Thomas Burke Cameramen
Not
Not

Elinor Glyn

John Arnold and

Length

band pay alimony to his ex-wife.
That is the strange situation that
Lenore Coffee introduces into her
otherwise familiar yarn about marriage and divorce.
It is a mildly
interesting tangle and even thougl
it doesn't strike out on any
brand
new roads, William De Mille has
it that the passing scenery
sufficiently attractive to keep
traveler's
attention
arrested
the
most of the way along. There is
the usual array of lavish sets and

seen to
is

with Leatrice Joy an added decoration,

"For Alimony Only" furnishes

moderately satisfying piece of entertainment.
Lilyan Tashman is
the gold digger who marries Clive
Brook so that she can divorce him
and live comfortably on the alimony. It happens that Clive takes
on a second wife in the person of
Leatrice, and then discovers that it
is an expensive matter to keep ?
past and present wife.
But Leatrice is such an understanding creature, and so in love with Clive, that
she does interior decorating to help
a

While decoratinti
Wife No. I's home she finds her
husband visiting the ex-wife. Leat-

the cause along.
in

immediately

rice

the

Wife No.

quadrangle

affair

reaches a climax

the four people involved are
caught in a raid on a roadhouse.
To save the situation, Leatrice advises the police that Wife No. 1
and the boy friend were about to
To
stage a wedding ceremony.

avoid arrest, they go through with

Thus

it.

Clive

is

ther alimony and

relieved of furLeatrice puts it
1.

Box Office Angle. .. .Average entertainment. Not suited for extended
a special attraction,

bur for the regular daily showing
hould amuse.
it
.The idea of a wife
Exj-Ioitation.
goiiig to work to help her husband
pay alimony to his first wife might
.=

.

.

furnish a good idea for catchlines
Leatrice Joy is
to bring them in.

her name, together
with an array of stills in the lobby,
can be used to interest your patRecall previous pictures in
rons.
which she has appeared.
Direction
Wm. De Mille; good
Lenore J. Coffee
Author
pleasing

and

Scenario

Photography
England Locale
6,023 feet Length
Excellent

steps out with
friend and the

boy

I's

when

Cameraman

Oliver Marsh.

Photography

cornered affair.
of Story
Domestic comedy
drama.
It isn't every wife who
would go to work to help her hus-

Type

showing or as

it.

is

Exhibitors will hardly find this
suitable entertainment for American audiences.

yan Tashman while she, in turn,
lavishes it on her pet boy friend,
Casson Ferguson. Interesting four-

over on Wife No.

Box

choppy and the titles poor.
Exploitation.
{ox Office Angle. .. .Very doubtful.

.

Lenore J. Coffee
Arthur Miller
Very good

Any
6,070

Good

looking, pleasing, acthe other requisites
of the true hero.
Tyler wholly
likable and natural.

Star....

and has

tive

Cast.
kid

.

.

all

.Young Frankie Darro

who

gets

prominence

Kaufman
the

a

in

a cute

goodly share of
the picture.
Al

good type as
Dorothy Dunbar the

particularly

battler.

necessary heroine.

Type

.Western. There is
of Story.
galore
in
"Red Hot
slugging
Hoofs". It is the story of a cowboy turned fighter to save the
brother of the girl he loves. The
brother has helped himself to bank
funds to the tune of eight hundred.
When hero discovers that the lad
is about to commit r -other robbery
to replace the bank funds he offers
to fight the terror. Battling Jack
Riley, taking up an offer of a three
round bout for which he will receive a thousand dollars provided
he lasts the three rounds. Tyler
.

.

—

and Al Kaufman stage a realistic
scrap that will hand the men folks
Of course
a corking good thrill.
hero gets the thousand but the
tricky champ doesn't aim to lose a
cool thousand so easily, to a cow-

He kidnaps the girl's brother
has the money in his possession, threatens to expose him to the
bank officials unless he sends for
his sister, it being the champ's
idea to run off with the sister. Hero
happens in on the plot in the nick
o' time and gives the champ his
second and final beating, rescues
the girl and her brother and calls

boy.

who

The story moves from
a day.
They
the first to the last shot.
can't complain of a slow minute.
The kid stuff of Frankie Darro is
another enjoyable angle of the
it

story.

Box

Angle....

Office

they want "Red

If

it's

action

Hot Hoofs" has

it.

Exploitation.
.Get your local sporting clubs or boxing associations to
post announcements of your showing of "Red Hot Hoofs" telling
about the incidents in the making
of a champion. You can talk about
Tom Tyler's good work. Appeal
particularly to the men and boys
is
in your neighborhood.
It
a
.

.

man's picture.
Direction.

..

.Robert

De Lacy; good

Author .Geo. Washington Yates,
Scenario

Cameraman

P.

A.

E.

Pine

John Leezer

Good

Photography
Locale

Jr.

W^estern town

city
feet

Length

4,681

feet
ii:

I'

Sunday, October Sl^fc"

"Masked
bridegroom goes from one fit to "By the Light of the Silvery Moon"
another in an effort to dodge the
Ko-Ko Song Cartune
the

Short Subjects

who

aunts

insist

that he isn't well.

Red Seal
Amusing

A

"Don't

Up

Give

the

Ship"—U.

S.

Navy
{Free

to all exhibitors.
See
of Oct. 24 for exchanges

distribution

THE FILM DAILY
handling this film.)

Well-Knit Industrial

its

own merchant ma-

flashes a message in pictures
to vivify the romantic as
wi-11 as the strong industrial position
ships make for the country.
Thus,

which tend

woven together

in

coherent sequences

are scenes in which battleships on
the one hand and regular passenger
transports on the other, manoeuver
and conquer the mighty ocean.
"Like treasure galleons of old" as
the title has it, one sees the products
of America carried to far-off countries of the world.
In turn, one sees
the gallant men-o"-war giving succor and asylum to victims of earthquakes, pestilence and other calamitous circumstances. The film makes
a pleasing bit of entertainment, and
is
available free to all exhibitors
through the cooperation of the local
Film Board of Trade with the
United States Navy.

"Get 'Em

Young"— Hal Roach
Pathe

Amusing

Laurel

amount

of

that

drollery

which on some notable occasions, endeared him to the hearts of a wide
public.
Laurel is a good foil with
the kind of comedy that is sheer
clowning, and Davidson has but to
flourish his expressive hands, followed by an ajipropriatc title, to gain his
usual quota of chuckles.
The scene
of Laurel impersonating the bride,
so that the hero can make good in
earning the inheritance, is full of familiar wrestling with feminine attire, in
this case further complicated by a
"bride" who says "No" each time
the preacher repeats the well-worn
question, but which proves none the

amusing

for its resurrection. All
the picture shouM have no
trouble finding an appreciative audiless

told,

ence and keeping

in

it

"The Honeymoon

good humor.

Hospital"— Fox

Some

(iond Ij/Diyhn
production.
.2 reel comedy
"The Honeymoon Hospital" is all
about what happens when the nephew
of two maiden larlies decides to marFor a wedding gift, the aunts
ry.
give Frnie a fine chest containing
every conceivable kind r)f a pill. At
'ryi)e

(if

.

.

Flirting Follies
of production.
.2 reel comedy
Here is a situation comedy that
keeps the interest alive, and is sufficient in gags to shape up as more

Type

.

average

an

than

Bobby Vernon
sirous

of

.

innocent flirtation he met his wife.
He tells Bobby to go out into the
city and do likewise.
Bobby docs
with disastrous results. He is unfortunate enough to pick on Bill's wife
for his experiment.
She has him
arrested for flirting. Bobby is forced
his

friend

Then

to bail
series of

Bill

follows

a

situations in which Bobby is always accidentally thrown into the
society of Bill's wife, who has him

arrested several times, till it gets to
be a habit.
funny situation occurs where Bobby finally arrests
himself to save the tired cop the
trouble. The finish is fast and funny,

a succession

of

situations

where

a

hunting

his

in

house for

a

the
en-

innocent friend Bobby.
The
usual explanations and satisfactory
ending, with Bobby introduced to the
wife's pretty sister.
From force of
habit Bobby walks behind her on
the street and insists on flirting with
her.
The two-reeler has a good slant
with quite an unusual angle that
lends itself naturally to laughable
gags
and comedy situations, of
which Vernon makes the utmost.
tirely

"The Whirlwind

Driver"
Universal

— Mustang

Fast Western

Type

the

.

.

of the old colonel who owns a
stage line.
Wilcox, who owns a
competitive stage line, figures to
frame a race and win the Colonel's
ranch and also the hand of his daughter

He

arranges to have one of his
gang waylay the hero and his team
and spoil his chances of winning the
race.
This gives opportunity for an
exciting fight
coach as the

endeavors

to

on

top

of

henchman

the stage
of Wilcox

overpower

Curley.

There are plenty of thrills here,
while the two men are fighting

fans.

crowd

for

the

acrobatic stunts

into singing.

"Searchlight"— Red Seal
Interesting and Instructive
of production....! reel science
magazine.
Chemistry students will find this

Type

The mixing
especially interesting.
of certain acids is subject to magnified vision and offered to show
the interesting reactions occurring
through chemical reactions. The reel
also includes some interesting scenes
of Guatemala, the land of bananas.
The orchards, picking, shipping and
packing of the fruit offers interesting
details.

"A Dippy Tar"

A

— Educational

Goofy Gob

Type

of production.
.2 reel comedy
In this one Billy Dooley continues
.

.

_

of production. .. .2 reel coi
Billy Bevan in the role of a be
doctor should be enough to stii
imagination, to say nothing of
risibilities, of those who appre
this funny fellow's art, but t
where the chief criticism lies
is allowed to dwell all too briefl
this role.
Instead, we find him r
ing a date with his pal's wife,
since the pal is in a susceptible
he is asked to join the party, 1
being entirely unaware of the dor
relationship between the
tic
Friend wife goes heavily veiled
thus leads her spouse into mal
boastful statements of his indis

t^''

—

m

They're

and

all

the
friend wife

finally

itf!

iliic

at

showdown

m

management,

which has offeree
prize for the best Apache daJ
thinks the tussle between Billy
his male partner a staged perfoi
ance.
riotous climax is achie

is

A

with crescendo effect when Billy
flung through a bass drum, and
Muiqueness of their efforts win th
the silver cup.
The film is good
a few laughs, and is never low
interest by virtue of its excell
staging, feminine appeal, and, at r
ments, actual suspense.

"Napoleon, Jr."

the work of the comedian in this new
series promises to establish him firmly as the possessor of a technique as
original in its way as that of Flarold

Type

—Animal

lint

ri'

m,
die

i

iii

Bfli

Comed; H

Fox
Some Cute Kid Comedy
of production

!i

2

These pictures are termed "anin
comedies," but
makes himself

little

Jerry

Madd

quite as importa
and quite more lovable than the a
mals, with the exception of Pal, t
most intelligent of dogs.
Pal a
Jerry are a great team and a tn

Lloyd or Harry Langdon. His sailmake-up alone is good for a hearty
laugh even before he starts his antics.
The producers have given him
some fine sets and surroundings and in themselves. In "Napoleon, Jr
director William Watson knows how Jerry, flirts with a young miss who
or

to handle his star
his potentialities.

funny in itself.
by Jack Duffy,

who

to

bring out

all

is

an amateur hypthe

gob

to
practice

his
his
his

house so that he can
hypnotic powers on him before
guests.
Billy as soon as he arrives
makes friends with the host's daughter.
To please her, he allows the
old man to practice his hypnotic
tricks.
From there on is one succession of laughs.
For the purposes
of demonstration he becomes an alley cat.
His pantomime as he fights
with a real cat is as funny as any
comedy bit on the current screen.
Later he becomes a fireman, and
starts

real
fun.

that results in a
riot of
Finally the hypnotist
converts him into Napoleon, but a
pack of dogs chases him through the
streets.

a

fire

t

o

his speed bus with
is all six of the cyli
ders.
The kids later wind up aboa
a boat bound for Europe, shippi
aboard in a case containing a litt
of young leopards.
There is co
siderable belter skelter business wh<

for a ride

dog power.

in

Pal

the animals break loose but your
Jerry saves the day by coaxing the
all
back to their cages.
Jerry
also the means of bringing about
reunion of his little girl friend's pa
ents.
Good amusement, wholesorr

and clean.
"Maryland,

My

Maryland"

—Fox

Variety

The Old South
Type of production....! reel sceni
The Fox cameraman wended h
The hypnotist becomes scared way down South for scenes of his

of the consequences, really believing
that he has hypnotized the gob. The
police reserves are called out to scour
the town for the stray sailor, and it
results in a series of highly humorous
situations.
Dooley's work throughout is of a high order, as he pretends
to

eil

parents are fighting for her custoi

The situation is in a divorce court. Jerry settles
Von Herring, played argument by inviting the lady

invites

S

,ii

a night
cor
when
removes her
Billy finds his neck in the ha
Here, a re
of irate husband.
mirthful gag gets across, when
tions.

over his highly original brand
of comedy as the goofy gob.
This
production rates high in the field, and
to put

notist,

of production.
.2 reel western
This offering gets away from the
usual run of short westerns with a
well directed race between two stage
coaches. Curley Witzel is starred, and
he manages to keep the tension at a
good pitch by his reckless driving.
The hero is in love with the daugh-

ter.

moon performing

over the words as they run along.
Amusing and no doubt will enthuse

A

Bill

song

theater that wants an illussong number with a novelty
angle will find these Song Cartunes
thoroughly annropriate and amusing

entertainment.

just how to go about it. His
friend Bill explains how through an

to

reel

The

a bashful youth desecuring a wife, but not

knowing

to phone
him out.

1

trated

is

horses are tearing along the road at
breakneck speed. Of course, the hero
overcomes his attacker, and barely
the wedding, one of the guests, a manages to nose out the other team
a<Mict, brings out his snufT and win the race. The tension is well
siutff
and the bridegroom gets a whiff of l)uilt as the reel unwinds, and will
it.
From this point on, the comedy I)rove satisfactory to the western
is

of production
cartoon.

This' time the chorus conas well.
tains some more amusing antics with

"Wife Shy"— Educational

chap who has insulted his wife,
comedy same being no other than his

.

and Max Davidson to draw on for
a brand of comic capers peculiar to
these three, the director had little
tiouble fitting laughs to the production.
Myers, as a potential millionaire dependent on a legacy which
stipulates that he marry by midnight
of a certain day manages to inject a
suflicient

laughs and

with

.2 reel
Tyi)e of production.
\yith Harry Myers, Stan
.

that results in some
a final reunion of the

comedy chase
couple.

nation of maintaining the largest pos-

navy and

troubles trying to get in touch
with her husband. There is the usual

Sei]

Pathe
Fair Fun

Type

Type

own
fair

Type of production..! reel magazine
The U. S. Navy, with intent to
show the serious importance to the
sible
rine,

crew of doctors and chiropractors
are ordered in to examine hero.
Meantime, the bride is having her

Mammas"— Mack

be hypnotized and goes through

variety of tomfoolery that is bound
to get the laughs from the hardest
boiled
audience anywhere. Highly

a

recommended.

toric Maryland and the result is
wholly interesting reel composed of
quantity of lovely views of pictur
esque Southern landscapes and pre
scnting many notable spots such a

the naval training station at An
napolis with the old fort that in
spired the writing of the "Star Span
glcd Banner."
The industry of th
section, long stretches of fertile farn
lands suggestive of the Southerner'
love for good food, is aptly indicated

i
T3I,

October

iday,

31,

DAILY

1926

Sterling

Fox

CREATE ANY EXCITEAT THE BOX OFFICE.
/^NLY MILDLY ENTERTAINLACK
;4 IG, CHIEFLY DUE TO
to^N'T

^'?ENT

F

ii
I

MEAT

THE STORY.

IN

)-.

iig,

Includes Richard
Janet Gaynor, George IrHousman, Doris
Arthur

loyd,

Gladys McConnell.

Pleasing.

,rijj

ailing,
,,,i

I

;;(

,],

(

'le of Story. .. .Rural romance of
xidedly light flavor. The picture
short, only a fraction over five
els, but this is too much footage
r the story material at hand. Cerinly the sketchy and inconsequenyarn could be handled in far
il
'w ss time than the completed pic(Im

f

fJi

'UJI

'lis

1

1

ire

1'

Walling as
loves to tinker

Richard

takes.

homas H. Atkins

hi

His mother harbor1 an idea that he might be a vetfeJ'inary surgeon when he grows up.
iJa'inet
Gaynor, portraying Mildred
sweetheart
girl
y'[astings, is the
ith

ff

animals.

's

ioi

lie

llj

d

course, believes in her man
Tom's father is findthe end.
There is a note
ig the going hard.
-ho, of
)

meet and no money with which
meet it. Tom perfects a cureHe buys
ID for every sort of beast.
whole barn full of pigs, treats
lem, cures them and makes enough
loney to pay ofT the note. Then
e and Mildred steal away to be
"I

!l

The comedy

suplied by Arthur Housman as the
izy uncle who is finally forced to
o to work by the young hero. It
larried.

li)

relief is

sort of Horatio Alger yarn
nd as such might find its appea'
a niany theaters. One point which
3

a

an

be stressed

veil to

do

— and

it

might be

this is to advertise

"The

vlidnight Kiss" as a story without
villain.
There is no triangle.
There is no sex angle that might
)ossibly cause differences of opinon among various types of auliences.
It is a human yarn. The
)ne regret is that the story was
intirely too slight for the foot?
ievoted to it.
The atmosphere is
Director Cummings
/ery good.
las succeeded in injecting into his

—

production the

homey and

"eeling of the small

intimate

country town.

Office Angle. .. .There is not a
in this that isn't sweet and
Handle it from that angle
clean.
ind soft pedal the story because it
;s nothing to get excited over.
»x

.lote

— "The

Midnight Kiss"
based on "Pigs." That suggests
at once an exploitation angle. Any
number of ideas might be developed
with this central, pivotal point from
which to work.

'cploitation

Pictures

—State

Rights

Artlee Pictures
Prod.
"The Bells"
REVENGE THEME WHERE
Dist.: Aywon— State Rights
Chadwick Pictures — State Rights
THE VICTIM'S ELABORATE
SCHEME FOR VENGEANCE SEX PICTURE WHOLLY UN- WILL INTEREST BARRYIS
OVERCOME BY LOVE. SUITABLE FOR THE EXHIBSOME GOOD ACTION AND ITOR WHO AIMS TO SHOW MORE'S FOLLOWING. STORY
SUSPENSE BUT STORY IS
GOOD CLEAN ENTERTAIN- CONTAINS SOME EFFECUNCONVINCING.
MENT. ABSOLUTELY TABOO
TIVE
DRAMATIC SITUACast. .. .Robert Ellie does some fine
FOR CHILDREN.
TIONS BUT IT IS SLOW

work

improbabilities
Barbara
characterization.
Bedford the girl who causes hero
Others Joto chaiijje his tactics.
of

sef

in spite of the

his

Swickard, Tom Forman, James
Jack Richardson.

Gordon,

Type

of

Story.

..

.Drama.

"Devil's

Dice" contains another of the plots
that has fallen into the decided rut
of
through
frequent
familiarity
the theme dealing
long planned but

repetition.
Is is
with a revenge

abandoned when the wrong man
in
love with his victim's
daughter. If there was some means
of making the story less obvious,
a way of keeping the fact that hero
will
eventually detour from his
original plan from being so plain,
there would be a far better sustained interest.
Once hero meets
the girl and learns she is the
daughter of his intended victim,
you know he will never go through
with his scheme. In this case, the
man had sent hero to prison for a
murder which was justified but
hero could not convince the jury
nor the judge that he had shot in
He vowed to "get"
self defense.
falls

the judge

upon

release.

his

Dur-

ing his years in prison, hero stored

up a hoard of bitterness and upon
his release, set out to accomplish
His plan took him
his vengeance.
to the West where the judge was
trying to reclaim his health, and
his fortune, operating an old mine.
Hero became an engineer at the
mine and discovered that the
workmen were being bribed by another of the judge's enemies to
wreck the mine. Hero bides his time
waiting for an opportunity to kill his
man. Time passes and he fails to
take advantage of his chances and
eventually he realizes that vengeance
not for him to take. Love for the
judge's daughter has brought about
his regeneration to such an extent
that hero saves the mine from the
other plotters, rescues the girl
from a flood and is happy.
Box Office Angle. .. .Fair entertainis

ment.

and

a

pense

Robert

Ellis'

good work

degree of action and

may make

Exploitation.

..

.No

it

sus-

satisfying.

particular

high

lights that you can exploit. Talk
about the reclaiming of a man who
had gone sour on the world because of an unjust imprisonment
and of his plan to wreak vengeance
upon the judge who sentenced him.
irection.
.Irving Cummings; hamIt is the type of picture they should
Post your
pered by story.
not see backwards.
Use
times accurately.
showing
ithor. .. .Based on play "Pigs," by
Robert Ellis' and Barbara BedAnne Morrison and Patterson Mcford's names.
Nutt.
Direction
Tom Forman; fair
:enario
Frank R. Adams
Alfred A. Cohn Author
Chas. Logue
Scenario
imeraman
Abe Fried
Harry Davis
Cameraman
lotography
Pleasing Photography
Fair
city
Western
Eastern
Locale
ocale
An American farm
mine.
ength
5,025 feet Length
5,377 feet
lis

.

Lionel Barrymore in

"Pleasure Garden"

"Devil's Dice"

'The Midnight Kiss"

S,

11

.

—

:

Cast.

..

.Virginia

lends

Valli

her

charming self to a most unworthy
role and Carmelita Geraghty shares
a rather denlorable characterization.
Miles Mander a vigorous
lover and an unappealing type.
Other players unknown.
Type of Story. .Dramatic romance.
"Pleasure Garden" is essentially a
sex exhibit. It has no place on the
screens of exhibitors catering to a
public.
discriminating
American
Certainly it cannot be offered for
in

.

.

family consumption and should be
positively barred from juvenile audiences.
There are many highly
objectionable scenes that add only
to the digust of the general theme.
It follows a man's passion starting
with the introduction of a marriage in which he begs the woman
to "have pity on him". The honey-

moon sequence

is done with every
touch of suggestiveness and intimacy. The basket of fruit placed
in the honeymoon chamber is a
smart simile that works out with
a shot of an apple, half eaten, indicating the
following morning.
This is an example of the rare skill

of a director gone far wrong in
the art of suggestion.
The man
deserts his wife and continues his
wild indulgence in a tropical clime
with a native woman.
More sex
business of an equally unwholesome nature. The wife follows, is
acquainted with the situation, es-

capes from her fever crazed husband who then drowns his native
mistress.
He dies and the wife
seems destined to marry a white
man whom she nurses through a
sieee of fever.
As a prologue to
this very distasteful affair you are
presented with the affairs of a
chorus girl, friend of the young
heroine, who aspires to theatrical
success by patronizing a manager
but she warns him "you must not
talk like that until I am in my own
apartment" which is the manager's cue to "come across." The
titles are ludicrous.
Box Office Angle. .. .Might furnish
a great lot of hilarity at a stag
party or smoker. Not a picture to
entertain American audiences.

—

Deserves none

Exploitation
"Pleasure Garden"
sation puller which
er than help the

shows
Valli

it.

The

strictly a senwill harm rath-

is

exhibitor who
names of Virginia

and Carmelita Geraghty,

as-

sociated with a production of this
sort, will not help either of these

capable performers.
Direction

Alfred

totally lacking in

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

J.

Hitchcock;

MOVING.
Star.

.

.

.

Barrymore

Cast.

.

.

ward

Stannard
Byron Ventimiglio
Fair

Locale

Tropics

Length

6,458 feet

a

diffi-

.Gustav von Seyffertitz, EdPhillips, Otto Lederer and

others suitable in support.

Type

of Story. .. .Drama.
Admirers
of Lionel Barrymore will undoubtedly enjoy "The Bells".
He is
really the sustaining feature of the
production. The story, laid in an

Alsatian village, with its quaint
foreign atmosphere and rather slow
development, may not prove sufficiently interesting to hold the average audience unless they can be
held by the performance of the
star.
The early reels lack incident
but toward the close the situations
become more tense and with Barrymore's forceful portrayal of the
conscience
stricken
murderer it
becomes more impressive.
It is
not a particularly pleasant theme

and

a trifle

morbid

Director James

for

some

tastes.

Young

included too
much unimportant detail thus sacrificing a better sustained interest.
His double flashback, used to show
the mental torture of the guilty
man, is apt to confuse. The story
treats of hypnotism and shows how
a murderer, who has successfully
hidden his guilt, is tortured by fear
of exposure through the medium
of hypnotism.
He had murdered
a traveler for his gold and lived in
luxury on his plunder until the victim's brother arrived in the villasre
with a hypnotist who claimed to be
able to solve the mystery by his
magic powers. The guilty man is
tortured by fear and following a
vision, in which he sees himself

exposed, he dies, leaving the murder unsolved.

Box

Angle. .. .Will be enby those who like Barrym'ore's acting.
Story fairly heavy
and perhaps a bit too morbid for
general consumption.
Office

joyed

Exploitation .... Play up the name of
the star and talk about his splendid dramatic
tingle of the

performance.

The

sleigh bells, which
remind the guilty man

constantly
of his crime,

and which suggest

of the picture, might be
used for a good exploitation stunt.

the

title

James Young;

Direction

interesting production but a better
story
development would have
been in order.

good judgment.
Authors
Oliver Sandys Scenario
Eliot

handles

role splendidly, making the
most of the many tense dramatic
moments which it affords.
cult

Cameraman

Erckmann-Chatrian

James Young
L.

Wm.

O'Connell

Photography
Locale

Length

Good
Alsatian village
6,300

feet

HOLLYWOOD

:^c> NEWSPAPER

HAPPENINGS

o/'FILHDOM

chief
the

Demand

Vitaphonc,
following its opening at Sid Graunian's Egyptian, where "Don Juan"
has been playing for several weeks.
It is not exaggeration to say that
\'itaphone has amazed the Coast,
for the reception which greeted the
premiere of the device, is being reechoed in the conversations around

There is a marked trend toward original stories in producWhile producers recogtion.
nize the box office values of
popular novels and plays, they
showing preference for
are
stories written direct for the

the studios.

stage vehicles,
purchased for large sums, have
some cases demonstrated
in
except for outstanding
that
properties the original is much

around

Directors and players are wondering just what the advent of Vitaphone will mean to the production
bianch of the industry, which crowded the theater at the $5.50 show to
Perhaps
see the new development.
no one was so thrilled by the performance as John Barrymore, star
of "Don Juan," which picture was
chosen to mark the advent of Vitaphone, and wOio heard and saw Vitaphone for the first time at the Egyptian.

New

Patheserial Started

Prod., producer of
Coast Guard," ha.s
started production of "On Guard," a
serial based on army life for Pathe
Cullen Landis plays the lead
release.
supported by Muriel Kingston, Louise
Du Pre, Walter P. Lewis, Tom
Arch
r.'.ake
and Edward Burns.
Heath is in charge of production.

Schuyler Gray

"Casey

of

Dorothy Rcvicr
be directed by Ralph

posite

in

a

picture

to

Ince.

Others

the supporting cast include Mildred Harris, Armand Kaliz, Eugenie

in

Bcsscrcr and William Welch.

more

necessary

some
more

declared

are

Antonio

during

the

months have returned

to

two
Los Anlast

geles.

Bcaudine Directing "Hold Still"
Harold Bcaudine is directing "Hold
Christie comedy with Anne
Cornwall, Jack DufFv, Jimniv Harrison. Bill Blaisdell and_Jiil4^^ £ngle.
William Watson-^ritrtirect her htj^t.
Stfll,"

Brown Wants Washington Biography
Clarence Brown is dickering for
screen rights to Rupert Hughes' biog-

raphy of George Wnshinglon, which
has aroused considerable discussion
ince

its

publication.

Kennedy Signs
Belle

Heinutt

Belle Bennett

h;is

dent,

been signed by
O. presi
"Mother,"

P. Kennedy, F. B.
for the title role in

Joseph

by Kathcrine Norris.

ration of stories.

vision of

in

by

cast,

to be less expensive and
effective, for they help

Edward

LaPIante,

Curtis

Many Women,"

Way Mark

•,

12 Companies at Fine Arts
Twelve companies are working on
the Fine Arts lot.
Four are shoot-

and eight preparing

"Light of Scarthcy"
Director and cast are being chosen
for "The Light of Scarthcy" by Edgcrton Castle, which First National
will produce.

Benton;
feature

cast,

"Too
An-

stores.

"3

Men

in

Sveruone^

Boat"

Universal has purchased Jerome
K. Jerome's novel "Three Men in a
Boat."

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

Decker Has 112 Originals

Tfierfew

Menjou Cast Additions
Andre Lanoy and Henry Sedley

HOllrVWOC

Donald Crisp Re-elected
are in the cast of "Blondes and
Donald Crisp has been elected pres- Brunettes" Adolph Menjou's next
ident of the Writer's Club for a sec- production for Paramount.
ond term.

Mix

Zane Grey Film
Tom Mix has started work on "Thf
Last Trail" by Zane Grey.
Carmelita Geraghty plays in support.
Starts

Stein's
Stein is

Next

. .

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
fat the Center
o/ Hollywood

Phelps Decker, who is conferring
with Edward Montagne of Universal's scenario department, brought 112
original novels to the Coast.

D

^=5?r

PIAIA
HollyTvood, CaUfoTTua

Roy Del Ruth
Director

Darryl Francis Zanuck
Author

Paul L.
completing preliminary work on "Don't Tell the
Wife." Irene Rich and Lilyan Tashman have been signed.

The Foremost Motion

Picture Critics

have pronounced the Direction, Treatment,

ik

EDWAPD
MARSHALL

Story and Characterization of

^^Across the Pacific^*
100% as a

OQIG] N AL9- CONTl NUITY-

ADAPTATIONS'- GAffP.
FOX 9TUDI09 C$^r

Edwin

Ralph Sippcrly says
play the Sewing Machine in
"Bertha the Sewing Machine Girl"
le

successful production:
Tamar Lane
Jimmie Starr

Schallert

Harrison's Reports
T. O. Service

M.

To Make

and Al
Laura

for

All of these stories are scheduled
for immedidate production and in
most cases directors as well as ptay-^
ers have been assigned.

Cecil B. De Mille is half way,
through actual filming on "The King
Kings," the Biblical spectacle
of
which he is directing personally.

ing

George Marshall, conj

in

thony Coldeway.

"U" Buys
Mille at Half

Montagne

Cohn; "XJie__Stolen Lady,"

cut down production costs and
eliminate criticism which may
be directed against changes of
story and title made necessary
by screen demands. The coming year will see the original
screen writer more and more
coming into his own.

De

scenario editor,

production or just finished]
announces the assignment of stories "Big Business," a Van Bibber
to writers, as follows:
duction starring Earle Fox andl
"The Love Thrill" for Reginald rected by Jess Robbins; "Big II
Denny, Raymond Cannon; "Alias
ness" with Heinie Conklin, Ha|
the Deacon" for Jean Hersholt, CharAustin and Sally Phipps, which f
for
Furious"
les Kenyon; "Fast and
Bat]
Taylor; Goulding is directing; "The
Rex
Reginald
Denny,
which Zion Myers and
"Cheating Cheaters," all star cast, Suitor,"
gene Forde are directing with Gecl
Charles Logue; "The Big Gun," Edfeatil
ward Montagne and Frank Berres- Harris and Barbara Luddy
feature
Canary,"
and
ford; "The Cat

to be desired.

Originals

There are no dull moments ill
Fox comedy department, whiJ
humming with activity. Under sbi

Edward Montagne,

screen.

The changes
many novel and

Bus>L

will be no lull in production
Universal City. The scenario staff
has been so busy that outside writers
have been called in to assist in prepa-

There

Blue Starts "Wolf's Clothing"
"Rough Riders" Company Back
Monte
Blue has started work in
One hundred and fifty players and
"Wolf's Clothing," an Arthur Somtechnical men who have been making
crs Roche stor" for Warners.
scenes for "The Rough Riders" in

San

Fox Studio

at

the

Agnew Signed by Columbia
Robert Agnew has been signed by
Harry Cohn, general manager of
production for Columbia, to play op-

Harvey E. Qausman

^K^||g|S@^^i^^^

Originals In

discussion

of
topic
studios is

By

"U" Writers Busy

Vita phone Impressive
TIic

WEEKLY
'JV^^ AND
FILM DIGEST

P.

Exhibitors Herald
Nat. Board of Review

World
M.

P. Bulletin

will

for

Fox

Warner Brothers

Pictures, Inc.

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

Hammeras

Return to Studio
Dix, William Le Baron,
Block and Herbert Brenon relii|)h
ed Thursday from French Lick
ngs, Ind., where they attended

"Isiijichard

lous' semi-annual sales meeting,
colm St. Clair, Monte Katterjohn,
Jannings, Eddie Cantor, MaurStiller and Erich Pommer con-

foil

1

ijer

ed to the Coast.

A

RALPH WILK

B>

GARMES
LEE
night

is burning the midporing over a French
He is to go to France

oil,

dictionary.

December

in

"The

photograph

to

having worn a Three-Eye
league uniform when Fred Newmcyer's salaried southpaw wing was
standing batters on their ears.
player,

led
11

to the Cosmopolitan studio
Washington, where they shot

Ernest Haller

riors.

is

in

^

Dwan
Dwan

an

Starts Nov.
will

start

1

work Nov.

"The Music Master," wliich will
a Fox special.
Sam Corso is deling the sets, while George Webthe
photography.
period of the picture will be 1900.

Le

Blanche

Claire

Signed

*

is

now under

*

Former Pipe
Pumpers Club. He

mk

g-term contract by Paramount,
e played a bit in "Love 'Em and
ave 'Em."

did

brass

Ind.

Grand

the way,

SwanMarcamerawork on

o be taken at Croton, Gloria
I's
country estate.
Robert

doing

is

the

unya."
Griffith

*

By

and

Pearson,
Glen Allvine
("Pinky") Wingard.
*

Sessue

*

ill

produce

ing

to

it

Hayakawa

is

it

the

will

Win-

r.

ton,

firk.

'

James Meighan
James Meighan

to
of

route to California.
le trip via the South.
1

We

from picture people.

Le

Brulatour,

who

writes originals and scenarios, is to be married, tvhile
the engagement of A. Pam

has also been announced.
%

^

=^

Out

in Virginia, Minn., the
Garrick gave a special showing
of the "Red" Grange picture,

"One Minute

A

to Play."

bar

Complete

Picture
Cornelius Keefe, Violet Mersereau

yesterday for
of three weeks in Berhis return, he will start

work on "Sorrel and Son"

New

Material

New

material is being considered
for Richard Dix.
He starts work
soon on "Paradise for Two," to be
directed by Gregory La Cava.

Preparing for "Perfect Fool"

Ed Wynn and Tom
leave
will

J.

Crizer will

soon for Florida, where they
do preliminary work on "The

Perfect Fool", Wynn's initial starring picture.
No director has been
selected.

Tom

manager,
is

in

Persons,
is

in

considering

Hollywood
veteran

production

Hollywood, where he
otifers.

He was

with

the Biograph studio for several years.

Wilson Motors West
Al Wilson, who has been second
cameraman on several Johnny Hines
pictures, is en route to California by
motor.
He will continue with the
Hines'

unit.

"Red" Grange candy also
went to the first 500 children
entering the theater.
*

*

Many Paramount

*

studio employes

Titling

Comedy

Joseph A. Richmond, who directed Al Joy in "Nothing to Live For"
is

now

titling the picture.

can be found at Comjnercial field,
Brooklyn, Sundays.
Ed Garvey is •.•....•...............-•.-..
the magnet, being a member of the

•••>••*••#•*.

:{:

Ford Sterling

ivas a logical choice
for a role in "Casey at the Bat."
Ford is an old professional ball-

Brooklyyi "Horsemen."
in gridiron togs, Garvey
at the studio.

When
is

not
an actor
it

California

Paramount is
He is making

Bermuda
left

of

Hope Hamp-

lian's antics.

^

On

muda.

Blumenthal and Emily Josias

saw

Richard Dix and William
Baron laughing at Shee5}:

would be a good spot
William Randolph Hearst

Dan Cupid is again on the
job.
Howard Emynet Rogers,

He
"Katja," a musical piece.
has a great sense of comedy
values.
Incidentally, "Katja"
seems to be drawing attendance
Jules

Burns Returns to Coast
Edward Burns, who is under conact to P. D. C, has returned to
ollywood from a short stay in New

vacation

a

Persons

*

Producers looking for new
might do well to take a
peek at Jack Sheehan, now in

on the Coast and

^

story.
"Is there any money in the
'movies',"
he was asked.
"Yes,
there's lots of mine," he replied.

suffer-

ing from writer's cramps. He
is busy, finishing his first novel,
"The Bandit Prince."
*

a

for

faces

Broadway during

^

to

Considering

cidentally, this

*

,

Play

Brenon

Herbert Brenon

*

Lyon

mount plant on Long Island. Aiyiong
these are Will Le Baron, Luther
Earl Reed, Edgar Adams and others. In-

Eddie Cantor, Johnny Hines and
Lebedeff has been loaned by Eleanor Boardman are among the
^ W. Griffith to Gloria Swanson for
screen performers who were memrole ill "Sunya," the new version
"School
bers of Gus
Edwards'
"Eyes of Youth." It is the same Day" acts.
le in which Rudolph Valentino first
*
*
*

Sells

Clair has arrived in
a vacation, but will
return East to direct "The CrossEyed Captain," a Russian storj^ with
Greta Nissen in the cast.

Cosmopolitan
studio
graduates
can hold daily re-iinions at the Para-

i^Ivan

Beahan

*

Ben

hired a
band to furnish music at the
Central while Sam entrained.
^

lays claim to

screen executives and workers

*

Charles Beahan of P. D. C. has sold
>rchid Annie," a play, to A. G.
'ilkes and Laura D. Wilck.
They

way,

Gets Story

St. Clair

Malcolm St.
Hollywood on

distinction meant.)
Some of
these are Arthur S. Kane, Elmer

Loans Lebedeff

.ined attention.

the

*

Kansas

the direction of "The
Canadian,"
starring Thomas Meighan. He is to
go to the Coast, where he will direct
for M-G-M.

draped in mourn-

—

his

out in Lawrence,
Will Hays is also a
member of the organization,
having pumped in Sullivan,

By
many

*

Beaudine Finishes Picture
William Beaudine has completed

ing.
There are two reasons
for this. The reasons are

Kan.

*

is

J. Geraghty and Sam T. Hardy.
Both are wits and practical
jokers and now they have
gone to Hollywood.

Organ

the

*

*

*

of the

at the
First National studio since its opening, has gone to
Burbank, Calif.,
where he will work at the West
Coast plant.

Tom

(no

Shooting Exteriors
oria Swanson's unit is shooting
eriors at Great Neck.
Scenes will

is

The East

*

Jerome Beatty has joined
pu7nping

Le

Claire, whose father
Le Claire, was a leadnig man
a French motion picture unit pro.ing in America, has been given a

Jlanche

*

+

Florenz Zicgf eld's guiding wing. She
formerly did "bits" in pictures, but
Flo saw her in the "Garrick Gaities" and lost no time in 'putting an
Interesting contract under her eyes.

handle

will

;

*

*

James Madi-

Coast.

Kelly's annual contribution to

Bobby Perkins

old friend,

writing "gags" on the
He is well known as
the author of Madison's Budget of jokes and is versatile,
to say the least. He can write
burlesque
shows with one
hand, luhile penning material
for stage and vaudeville stars,
with the other.

son

Broadway.

charge

camera work.

he

*

*

Our

California

in

Ralph Hammeras, in charge
trick photography department

from "Lots"

Little

Garden of Allah."
Mendes Unit Returns
*
*
*
irector Lothar Mendes and his
Madge Evans, who was a
now producing "Womanhood,"
child star, is now on the stage.
;.obert T. Kane special, have reShe is "Daisy Mayme," George

Hai

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

Pasternak with Sutherland
Van Buren to Hollywood
Ned Van Buren, veteran cameraJoe Pasternak, formerly assistant
to Richard Rosson, has been named man, vv'ho has been doing special panassistant to Edward Sutherland, who chromatic work for Eastman Kodak
will direct "Love's Greatest Mistake." company in the East, will leave for
Hollywood next month.

K
K

DIRECTOR

0/

PHOTOGRAPHY «

QUALITY

i.t

SPEED
ACCURACY

i.i

M

nd Bradley Barker have completed
'ork in "Hope," which was directed
y Captain Leslie T. Peacocke for
iriginal Motion Pictures Co.
Ex;riors

were taken
Conn.

iritain,

in

and around

New

Smith to Coast
James Smith, for several years

Finishes Cutting

::

Edgar Adams has finished cutting i}
editor of D. W. Griffith productions, and
editing "The
Great Gatsby,"
has gone to Hollywood, where he which was directed by Herbert Bren- i
f
plans to remain.

film

on.

THOMAS MEIGHAN
in

«

"THE CANADIAN" |
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Theater Equipment and
By

Management Problem
approach

often looked upon with some trepidation by
those who have to depend on the
surety of getting coal, for there lingers too acutely the memory of coal
I'hc

oi

Fall

there

looms up also the occasional

shortages of coal due to contributing
reasons in other economic fields, railroad troubles, storms, and the like.
Thus, it is only natural, that the
minds of business men have often
turned to the possibility of a substiIn this case, the pinch hitter
tute.
which has met with approval in many
cases is the oil burner, as a source of
heating.

There are many motion picture theaters that already use legitimate oilheating systems, and their experience
with this type of apparatus has generally borne out the conclusion that
from the standpoint of cleanliness,
uniformity of heat, and ease of operation, the %vell designed oil-burning
steam boiler is very desirable.
There are other desirable points
about an oil-burning system, not the
least of which are, freedom from the
problem of ash disposal, elimination
of smoke, dust and obnoxious gases.
Nor is the cost for adapting an existing plant into an oil system excessive, but what must be noted is that
the fuel cost of maintenance will in
most cases run higher than coal. Fre-

quently, users of the oil system, state
that the difference in fuel cost is almost offset by the reduction in labor
costs and convenience.

Brenkert's

The

Super-Spot

Lamp

L.

31,

Management

SIMMONS

The Theater Improv

The Theater Owner Has His Rights

is

strikes, with its attendant ills for all
concerned. Then, aside from strikes,

MICHAEL

Sunday, October

The Reproduco organ installed
Royal of Tarpon Springs, I
has evoked considerable comment
the

T ITIGATIONS have

often resulted in cases where

Chicago

—The

automatic
flying
stage idea, demonstrated for the first
time East of the Rockies in the new
B. & K. Oriental is proving a complete success, according to Louis McDermott, Production Manager for
Paul Ash's jazz-shows at the Orien-

below.

They can

lift

nine

Workmen
ing,

same ownership,

Angeles.

McDermott and Jack Par-

tington, then of the Granada, helped
invent the apparatus that works the
stage, cooperating with B. C. VanEmon, the inventor and manufac-

Gadsden, Ala., is proud of the n
which has re-opened af
having been completely remode
and renovated.

The Academy

of Meadville,
patrons that it means
leave no stone unturned, so far
giving them the last word in ent
tainment, by installing a Robert Mi
gan organ, which costs $25,000.

shows

or

\-M

Joseph P. Cox, supervisor of t
Cape May, N. J., Palace, has p
some ambitious plans into effe
Alterations are being made which c
for a smoking room, built into
corner, and separated from the auJ
torium by plate glass; a modern

\

burner for the heating system; ve
tilators, double doors and kindred il
provements.

The former Empire

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

ws
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se
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in

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

S.

Palisades

3678

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
Now York

1600 Broadway

Phone Lackawanna 9111

If

potency, by virtue of the erection of

a lighting system which makes it
possible to be seen at night.
The
system of lighting is known as the
Of course, the word "flying" is figususpended reflector process, consistrative, not literal.
The main idea of ing of a network of lights, running
the automatic stage is the hydraulic
parallel with the building wall, but
lift.
Instead of the plungers workw|ith a gulf of several feet between.
ing in water, as they do in the orThe lamps are "cupped" with reflecdinary
commercial elevator, they tors,
which throw the rays of light
work in oil thus becoming noiseless
back upon the wall with increased
and smoother in action.
intensity, producing a very arresting
The automatic portion consists of efifect.
tribute to the efficacy of
platforms which can be raised and this system is the nightly attention
lowered by the hydraulic plungers. the sign elicts from the passersby
They go above the stage level not who parade the Great White Way.

J:"^

r

—

etc.
all withaudience and instantly

hk
^P

Tonkaw

at

Okla., is being remodeled into $3(
000 theater building, to seat 1,000.

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

VanEmon

—

'.

its

ten

Lighting Enhances Sign
Tlie massive building wall sign on
the Loew's State Building, which has
spread its message for M-G-M attractions for years, but heretofore
discernable only by day, has now
practically
doubled its advertising

A

made re
new seats.

being

Princess,

accomplished.

turer.
is one of the original elevator builders in the U. S.

is

for the installation of

sible

in sight of the

have been busy, repa
repapering and generally refu

ishing the interior of the Cozy
Holis, Okla.
The Folly, under

tons, thus taking care of all the pos-

ments of the platforms,

itcl'

fcio

entertainment programs.

requirements as to weight. The
platforms also move forward and
backward on tiny tracks and to right
and left, on and of? stage. Thus, the
orchestra may be revealed in midstage.
As the music starts and Ash
directs, the entire band can move
tal.
slowly forward almost to the footGiven the romantic name of "magic lights. Or the orchestra can rise with
flying stage" the automatic stage has
not only been of publicity value to the platform and from beneath it can
come out another platform upon
the theater, but it has made possible
a variety of stage productions other- which dancers or soloists do their
Innumerable combinations are
wise beyond the reach of a produc- acts.
ing organization that must put on possible. Then again, the entire outweekly changes of shows to surround fit can become stationery as with an
ordinary stage.
The control of the
a band on the stage.
automatic features is all in one or
The Oriental has been open for two levers, operated by one man.
I'carly six months and the "flying
Through the automatic stage, as
stage" continues to reveal new posmany as five or six scenic changes
sibilities.
McDermott is confronted can be devised, combining the raiswith the handicap of being compelled
ing and lowering of drops, move-

Breiikert Co., manufacturers
of projectors and lighting devices,
have a comprehensive and simple
eight page booklet available for the
description of the popular "C 14"
super spot and flood lamp.
There
are illustrations that show in detail
how effective lighting of any intensity is easily accomplished and de- to fit his
scenic settings and stage
sired on the device in question.
routine to the constant presence of
It shows how the projected light
the orchestra on the stage.
Without
is framed to exactly flood the entire
the flying stage, he could not keep
stage or orchestra pit.
Dimensions his shows looking new and original.
for installations, and weights, are also
The automatic stage was first used
specified, thus simplifying the probat the Granada, San Francisco and
lem of the exhibitor who is on the
then by the new Metropolitan, Los
lookout for crinipment of this kind.

j

praise from regular patrons, who
that the instrument has enhanced

theater managers have been compelled to eject
offending patrons from their theaters. A review of
most of such cases in various parts of the country
shows that the manager may eject a disorderly patron
with absolute impunity so far as incurring liability is
concerned.
The courts as a rule caution the owner against
using force, urging that it is right to first make a
polite request, leaving physical force as a last recourse.
If, after all reasonable opportunity has been given
the offender to leave in perfect peace, and he still,
resists, or creates a disturbance, the proprietor has a
perfect right to use every known means to forcibly
eject him, and is not responsible for damages, should
physical injury to the offender result.

"The Flying Stage"

^ all

;

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564
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Attendance 21,766,366
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do not fear strike threatened
unions on coast.
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"We

don't like to get
enthusiastic but we
can't help efferves-

too

includes films.

just

W. Fredman

din-

merger of reform organizations planned
Washington.
ages expanding in South and Southwest
vasion of East to follow.
Jersey M. P. T. O. may ask Govern-

.pj

:r

removing

favor

operations of

Hudson may produce

Stanley-

United

for

enthusiasm
watch these
birds around here working on the 1927 FILM
cing

with

when

we

YEAR BOOK.

book

is

A

year

just a year book,

but boy, this
bundle of 'em.

one

is

City, la.

Tuesday
y pictures in new Paramount group,
jrt of Famous
Players Canadian Corp.

ows increase in profits,
income of M. P. Capital Corp.

for quar-

[r ending Sept. 30 is $102,318.
linion
premiers
recommend plans for
ijustment of British film predicament.
reported to be negotiating for "Pallolotophone" for new talking picture deloped by Radio Corp. and General Elecic Co.

York W.

'

e
in

T.

U.

to

oppose censor-

Temptress" breaks Capitol's two-week
record

le-P.
etion.

with $126,547.
D. C. merger reported nearing com-

Grauman

adjusts difficulties with United

Theater Circuit.
of the admission tax on tickets of
or less promised by Canadian

rtists
lition
)

C.

abolition.

.ip

cents

emier.
exhibitor convention to consider quitng arbitration.

y 69 per cent of pictures
uebec censors were passed

submitted
last

to

year.

Wednesday
litration

row

developing

for

Texas

con-

ention program.
eivership to be lifted

from Red Seal.
just dawning, Carl E.

'of

historical film
lilliken says.
aeramen to open offices
S. C. auspices,

in

East

under

headed toward greater prosperity,
L. Lasky tells French Lick Springs
onvention.
iprocity gesture asked by Ernest W. Fredlan at trade dinner.
nous
esse

rket

in

Far

East

promises

but

little,

lontford Steele reports,
erican producers furnished 1,555 of the
,763 pictures shown in Australia in 1926.

Cities

Weekly

(Continued from Page 3)
tronage in cities of 100,000 and over
is
the first step in arriving at the
total attendance per week at all theaters of all classes and descriptions

throughout the country. Completion
of the attendance survey is now being made by "The News," and it will
reveal the total extent of picture patronage at the box-office for the
whole country.
In the 100,000-city survey are included all the big theaters, and the
smaller ones, in the chief centres of
The weekly attendance
population.
total for this group, therefore, is an
important indication of what the total
for the whole country will be.

4,050

New Seats to Be

Added in Milwaukee
(Continued from Page 3)

given

to

women

with

The advertisement
Univer- management would

Aves., which is to be leased to
sal; and a $310,000 house on Teutonia Ave. and 20th St.. which will
be erected by Badger Construction
Service.

The National Ave. house

The survey was made, as stated,
(Fox)
All guesses, and preconfirst-hand.
Shoe store and florist ran a dif- ceived ideas, were ignored, the sole
ferent contest which stirred up in- purpose being to arrive at the facts
terest.
The shoe store broke news as a service which the industry needof the contest with an "ad", saying ed.
that 30 free tickets to the Majestic
Summarized, the cities of 100,000
to
see "Womanpower", would be and over are as follows:

will seat
Ave. the-

2,500; while the Teutonia
ater will seat 1,400.
The

Forest
Home Ave. house will have a capacity of 1,800 and will bring the total
of Milwaukee Universal houses to 13.
Saxe
Enterprises
recently
announced plans for a $1,000,000 theater, seating 3,000 on Third St., be-

tween Locust and Chambers
and have under construction

Sts.,

their

new uptown

house, another $1,000,000 project seating 2,500 at 47th St.

small

also

make,

the

without

charge, one pair of shoes to fit the
woman having the smallest foot in
Houston. This started a near riot.
The florist displayed a huge bed of
roses.
A placard said free tickets
would be given to the first 15 persons guessing nearest the correct
number of roses in the window. The
florist increased his space with newspapers calling attention to the conW. F. Bremer, Majestic, Houstest.

—

ton.

Arbitration Tangle
at

Up

Texas Convention
{Continued from Page

1)

and Lisbon Ave. Another $1,000,000 die West and Texas are dissatisfied
house now under construction is a with arbitration as it now is func2,750 seat house being put up by the tioning and are determined to force
Annenberg interests on Farwell Ave. a showdown.
south of North.
National Theaters,

Inc.,

will oper-

ate a new 1,800 seat $700,000 theater
Kinnickinnic Ave. and Homer,
at

Bay View, and
15th

and

Vliet,

new Colonial at
now being erected

the

Arbitration is at a standstill in the
states concerned, for the reason that
following the lead of
exhibitors,
Michigan, which dissolved its arbitration board, will not serve as arbitrators

received

until

definite

assurance

from Will H.

Present-O-Grams

tian are in the cast.

erett,

Wash.

No.
Average Weekly
Attendance Theaters

feet.

stated

is

Hays, that
Thursday
a 1,600 seat house, will cost about
arbitration boards will be governed
Forest Phonofilm Co. to fight all talking $500,000.
ictures made through the registration of
by equity, regardless of any other
Two new houses are planned for considerations.
ound on film.
teen of new Famous group promised to Forest Home Ave.
Each will seat
At the Michigan meeting, a letter
le
worthy of long runs.
"Sorrows of about 1,800 and will cost about $300Satan" not to be roadshowed.
was sent to Hays requesting that he
One is proposed by an unnamed outline the policy of distributor board
nley-Fabian interests to be target for 000.
Jew Jersey M. P. T. O. convention.
company for 22nd and Forest Home members, ordering all distributor armpsey-Tunney fight films to be shown in Aves.,
and the other is to be put up bitration board members to be govent convenient to Pennsylvania border.
by the Forest Investment Co. on For- erned by equity in passing uoon
Friday
est Home Ave., between 17th and
As yet, the comcases submitted.
pw's. Inc., expects to earn $6.25 a share
18th Aves.
unanswerremained
has
inunication
his year.
A $250,000 theater, seating 1,200 ed, and indications are that the Texas
:man trade fighting municipal tax levies.
m stocks popular with speculators, "Los is under way at 1535 Oakland Ave., meeting will attract the various state
Angeles Times" says.
A new house, to be leaders who were present at the
mpanies tied-up with talking pictures silent Shorewood.
known as the Venetian, will be op- Michigan convention.
in tangle over patents.
nsorship movement halted at Minot, N. D. erated as one of the Universal chain
nchon & Marco plan to book 300 houses
here when completed at 37th and
vith presentations.
It will cost $225,000
tsburgh City Council will not change fire Center Sts.
(Continued from Page 7)
)rdinance.
Alterations would have meant and will seat 1,600.
night effect on set and a ripple efiardshi]>s to exhibitors there.
fect thrown on the back drop gave
Saturday
the appearance of moonlight falling
050 seats to be added in Milwaukee.
Polly Moran in "Day of Souls"
on water. As the dance concluded, a
tendance of 21,766 366 in 66 key cities,
'News" survey shows.
Polly Moran has been added to the beautiful scenic shot from the picture
bitration tangle up at Texas convention.
cast of Tod Browning's "The Day was screened on the rippling water,
moval of mayor sought in Sunday closing
of Souls" for M-G-M. Renee Adoree, the film afterwards blending in.
ight.
00 theaters in Australia worth £20,000,000. Stuart Holmes and Dorothy Sebas- R. E. Charles, Everett Theater, Eviustry aids in election campaign.

Key

"Womanpower"

Ar-

France.

in

"Our Gang" com-

—

a

,ts.

ak-Pathe deal dropped

local cast of

edians was chosen through a tieup
with the newspaper, the children being selected who most resembled the
little comedians of the Pathe-Roach
comedies.
After
the
kids
were
chosen through photographs submitted, they enacted a comedy which
was screened during the week. The
youngsters during the contest made
a close study of the "Our Gang"
comedies screened. Princess, Sioux

reported dicker-

I

in

MEAN OOUABS FOQ SUOWMEN

(Palhe)

A

SEZ/

substituted
holds.

TIPS WHICH

"Our Gang"

DALY

by

play

to

DULY

132,370
831,870
p... 200,300
507,700
251,000
144,120
Bridgeport, Conn
107.480
Hartford, Conn
124,160
New Haven
122.049
Wilmington, Del
128,160
Jacksonville
166.808
Atlanta
1.742.259
Chicago
316,600
Indianapolis
147,000
Des Moines
212,100
Louisville
987,170
Boston
90.190
Fall River, Mass
83,310
Lowell, Mass.
102,120
New Bedford, Mass
119,600
Springfield, Mass
108,912
Worcester, Mass
761,585
Detroit
118,910
Grand Rapids
271,810
Minneapolis
166.275
St. Paul
Kansas City, Mo. and Kas. 305,800
772,850
St. Louis
206,500
Omaha
105,100
Camden. N.;T
180,600
Jersey City, N. J
385.960
Newark, N. J
132,230
Paterson, N. J
135,560
Trenton, N. J
106,000
Albany
417.500
Buffalo
250.450
Rochester, N. Y
171,300
Syracuse, N. Y
63,900
Yonkers, N. Y
4,346.480
New York Cityl
184,900
Akron,
304.200
Cincinnati
722,200
Cleveland
213.200
Columbus
Dayton,
134.050
200.000
Toledo
Voungstown.
117.250
246,000
Portland, Ore
1.021,396
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
507,776
109.900
Reading, Pa
Scranton, Pa
131,340
Providence
190,500
Memphis
139.340
Nashville
111,800
Dallas
156,900
Fort Worth
88,600
Houston
132.780
San Antonio
141,700
.Salt Lake City
109.900
Norfolk. Va
109,000
Richmond, Va
115.700
Washington
282,900
Seattle
254.600
Spokane
84.800
Tacoma
91.900
Milwaukee
396,506

Birmingham, Ala
Los Angeles, Cal
Oakland, Cal
San Francisco, Cal
Denver

Grand Total

21,766,366

21

102
33
49
42
17
11

16
13
12
15

331
60
21

33
110
10
10
12
13
11

151
19

48
29
60
111

34
13

20
34
11

19
14
61

26
26
8

551
32

46
118
39
19
31

16
39
163

88
15

22
15
18

14

26
12

22
17
12
13
18
54
54
14
20
69
3,183

"Exit Smiling" Opening Nov. 6
"Exit Smiling." AI-G-M picture in

which Beatrice
appearance,

Nov.

6.

Lillie

plaj's

makes her

Loew's

first

New York

i
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other available

Vancouver
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first

the

as

only

Exhibitors^

run.

— Famous

operates

the

in

In

National for election as memthe K. O. Club, formed to
honor the company's star salesmen.
Canada has seven of ten leading
contenders for the honor, with 11

Change

bers

outside

lighting, using
new color scheme.

Innovations
always

The

The circuit does not
further East than Montreal.

The Famous Players
theaters

in

circuit

also

following

the

—

British Columbia
Nelson and
nainio.
And in conjunction with

NaDe-

in
these
Manitoba towns:
Revestole,
Brandon, Moose
Jaw, Saskatoon.
The College and
Starland in Winnipeg are included.

weese,

Trail,

Ontario

Renfrew and Smith's Falls.
In the city of Toronto, there have
been of late quite a number of
changes leaning toward a consolidation of a large number of the smaller
houses into the hands of one or two
cott,

—

Brantford,

Brockville,

Chatham,

Cobourg, Fort William,
Gait, Guelph, Kingston, Kitchener,
Oshawa,
Owen Sound, Niagara
Port Arthur, Paris, Peterboro,
Port Hope, St. Catherines, Welland
Falls,

Woodstock.
In Toronto proper, the circuit operates the Alhambra. Beach, Beaver,
aiid

In

Manitoba there are a number

of circuits operating in various small
towns, the more important of these

operates
in Amherst, N. S.; Campbelltown, N.
B.; Charlottetown. P.K.I.; Dalhousie.
N. B.; Frederickton, N.
B.;
Kentvillc, N. S. Truro, N. S. Woodstock, N. B. and Yarmouth, N. S.
This company exercises complete
control in all of these towns, with
the exception of
Fredericton and
;

;

Yarmouth.

The Nicholas circuit oi)erating in
conjunction with Famous Players
Canadian operates these theaters in
Montreal: .Amherst, Belmont, Corona, Midway, Papineau, Plaza, Regent, Rialto and Westmount.
This
chain is in complete control of the
second and third runs and all of the
important suburban sections of the
city.

In Ontario, the Allen circuit operates in Almonte, Arnprior, Carleton
Place, Kcmptville, Pembroke, Prcs-

R.

Generally speaking, Canada is figured at about 3.6 of the American

and the division

centage
ies is

among

the
as follows:

of

this pervarious territor-

London

of

is

distl

We

uting "Blinkeyes," the latest
Pearson Prod., and is negotiai
with a large French distributor
handle the film in France.

—

the film censor, whose
into the critic's line of
fire
pretty constantly during the past year
or two in Singapore.
But with the Censor
our sympathy ends the Appeal Board, which
consists of ten supposedly well-ordered mem.

greater
(hities

than

extent

have

led

(Continued from Page

3)

indust
in
the
invested
About 25,000 employees are on
payrolls of the 1,300 theaters wh
make up the country's business. I
many other large territori
like
there is no American capital inve
ed in the domestic trade.

000,000

CAMERAMEN

him

;

bers, official and
pity nor pence."

deserves

unofficial,

neitlier

List

your name

reputable
trial

—

the Confederation Internationale
de la Presse Cinematographique will
be held in Brussels early in January.
A banquet presided over by a Minister will be
arranged for foreign

in

new

leaflet of

cameramen and

indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

film

prospects

Belgium Press Conference
The opening assembly

Brussels

1,300 in Australia

cost of

any kind, simply send

of

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16thSt N.

W.

Washington, D.C

12

Montreal

8

John
Vancouver

36

Calgary

3

Winnipeg

44

St.

5

This will give a concrete idea of
the various Canadian exchanges
compare in revenue possibilities with
Anierican territorial divisions.
It

how

will also be seen that practically 50
per cent of the total Canadian revenue is located in Ontario with Quebec a close second.

Canada, with
the exception of P.E.I., has a censor
board ,and the fees, which range

in

the data.

journalists.

Toronto

Every province

and Raymond Catelain.

Week

National

—

gross,

.

Wainwrights

W.

being Cameron Bros., operating in
European countries are feeling the
seven small towns with headquarters
pinch of the strike in one way or anat Regina, Thornsteinson operating
other.
English shipments to France
in seven towns, and Besler operating
have stopped, while a large quantity
in four towns. However, these towns
of coal mined in France is going to
are so very small that they have no
English ships.
great bearing on the situation in
general.
There are no circuits of
Malaya Paper Flays Censorship
particular importance in Alberta, exSingapore "The Malaya Tribune,"
cept possibly the
combination of
printed in English, in a recent editorthree or four very small points, the
only one of particular note being the ial, took a strong rap at film censorship in the Malayas. In part, it said:
Fernie Circuit, with headquarters in
"IS'obody commands our sympathy to a

Bloor,
Capitol,
College,
Parkdale, Fernie.
Palace. Oakwood, St. Clair, Teck
In
British
Columbia there has
and York with three additional theaters now building.
These houses, grown up quite recently in Vancouarc, of course, in addition to the first ver the Langer Circuit, composed of
the
Alma, Grandview, Kerrisdale,
run houses indicated previously.
Regent and Victoria, and the Berry
The Few Remaining Circuits
Circuit, operating the Kitsilano in
The following are the more impor- Vancouver and theaters in Vernon,
tant circuits in addition to the Fa- Kamloops, Chilliwack, Kelowna and
UMius Players chain:
Pinticton.

The Spencer chain which

Centrale Cinematographique will
In the cast are Jean Angi,

tribute.

to Canada's production of books and manusi
during which by cinematography and the pri
Canadian exchanges rolled up a 203 of these in the same or different
per cent total of net billings against mensions by direct photography
quota.
The ten members who will upon copper blocks, which are af
be elected will receive as one of many wards engraved in the usual w
honors a trip to Burbank, Cal., for Specimens of the "Cinetype" w
the spring sales convention.
shown to the Cinema Congress, h
here recently. It is declared the p
cess can work a 300-page volume
Theaters Hurt by Coal Strike
London
Although part of the but 20 feet of film, weighing apprc
miners have returned to the coal pits, mately 60 grammes, and costing o
Efforts are being made
the strike is causing much trouble at 20 francs.
theater bo.x-offices in and near min- put the process on a commercial
ing towns.
France, Belgium, Ger- sis and exploit it first in France.
many, Austria, and other Central

First

exhibitors.

towns;

is

Canadian contingent due

31, 1926

extend

In \\'innipep Famous controls the
Capitol,
Metropolitan and has a
working agreement with the Lyceum,
leaving only the Garrick, independently owned and an excellent firstrun house, and the Orpheum.

operates

Sunday, October

in the drive.
ten contenders are

first

I

the star in "The End
Monte Carlo," which Marius N;
and Henry Etievant are making
the novel by Paul Poulgy.
E
riors are being shot at Monte C:
rest,

Mitchell, Toronto; H. Paynter, Toronto; H. L. Cass, Kansas City; J. H.
Briggs, Montreal; T. H. Davey, Cal*
*
*
gary; A. A. Bruce, Seattle; G. M.
A good deal of interest has b
Hoyt, St. John; E. H. Teel, Toronto;
M. L. Pincus, Buffalo; and R. El- caused in Paris by a new prot
-Of
liott, Toronto.
Predominance of the called "Cinetype", which is the

help.

Windsor

the circuit is in contheaters, including: Capitol
and Palace in Windsor and the Walkerville in Walkcrville.
The Imperial
is
one of the Keith-Albee Cir-

in

weeks remaining

trol of all

cuit.

Canadian salesmen are in the lead
the sales drive being conducted by

I'irst

In \'ictoria the Dominion is operated by Faiuous and the Capitol by
Dewees. The Royal, Victoria, a legitimate bouse is also under the control
of Deweese.
This leaves a
couple of smaller houses, such as the
Playhouse, only available for first
runs at a low price.

*

Francesca Bartini, following a

Canada Salesmen Lead

available practically only the Colonial and
PantaRes, independently operated for first runs.

*

*

venture.

Daily RemiiKfer

Capitol and Dominion.
W. P. Dcweese operates the .Strand and Rex
in conjunction with Nathanson. These
arc the four main houses and leaves

1

News

Paris

coiiiiiany,

31,

from $1 to $3 a reel, added to the
duty and sales tax on all prints coming
(Continued from Page 6)
into Canada, provide one reason why
distribution in the Dominion is, gen- pected to distribute the picture
erally speaking, not a very profitable Germany, Italy and Central Eur

Canada
York Locw

Sunday, October

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

''1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

in

$1.50 per year

-

5 South. Wahash. Ave., Chicago,

III.

Apparent on the screen
The Improvement in the rendering of color
values in black and white tones,
ture

is

printed from

when

the pic-

Eastman Panchromatic

Negative on Eastman Positive,

is

readily appar-

ent on the screen.

Patrons
that's

what

will

really

notice the difference

counts

at the

box

— and

office.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
now the same price as ordinary negative.
keeps

as well as ordinary negative and,

for the lighting in the darkroom,
in the
it's

same manner

as

is

except

ordinary negative.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
NEW YORK

It

developed

an extraordinary product.

ROCHESTER,

is

Yet

Moloney plugs
for another

the line

touchdown /

LEO MALONEY
"^Outlaw Express
Maloney showed

A

Western Feature

in

"The High Hand,"

his first

Western

he was going to be one of the high scorers

feature, that

of the season.

Now

he puts the

Think
get

it

ball across the line for

you want to
"The Outlaw Express."

of everything
in

WHAT THEY

another score.

see in a Western.

You

SAID OF

'THE HIGH HAND"
"Better than average grade.

Smooth plot plus abundant
melodramatio action scaled against a capital undercurrent
of genuine Western humor."
Variety.
"Exceptionally

snappy.

moving and exciting."— M.
"I

like

this.

any kind of

Interest

at

high

pitch.

Should be an excellent draw
M. P. News.

a house."

Fast

P. World.

—

in

almost

If
I

ft

fr

B

ri

Pafhepicture

—

TAem¥SPkm

ALL THE NEW2
ALL THE TINIIE

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XXXVIII

No. 27

Monday, November

"Hands Off"
HAYS

MR.

INTEREST IN ELECTION

has decided

that

a

The bill of rights demanded by the 12 states who

Concerns Trade

Where

tration.

convention
forthcoming.

decisions as "their

consciences and good judgment

may

In other words,

dictate."

Hays

will see to

it

Except for a few instances where

where

Arbitrators will in the future
their

Co. for a 25-year lease of a
theater to be built by the Standard Oil Co. at Main and
The
State Sts., to seat 3500.
rental is $100,000 per year.
There are four owners of the
two of
involved,
property

Michigan's Sunday closing
gress,
has
been ington, notably in

recent

make

ments

Issue Directly

that the in-

fluence radiating from the Ne\f

fights are in prothe state of Washthe campaign for the

senatorship is based on the Sunday
closing issue, election d"" tomorrow
is not of unusual interest to the industry, from a strictly trade angle.
At Seattle, the Washington exhibitor association voted its full strength
for donation of screens to aid A.
Scott Bullitt defeat Sen. Wesley L.
(.Continued on Page 3)

whom

have signed agreements

for sale of the land

to Stan-

Oil.
It is understood the
theater will cost $1,000,000.

dard

1288 COMPANIES

SHOW

$33,050J29 INCOME

York headquarters of the thirtyKeith- Albee Active
two Film Boards of Trade will Expansion Program Launched This Based on Tax Returns
Month With Three Openings
be minimized.
the Government
Opening of three new Keith-Albee
for 1924
theaters this month launches the
Interchanging Decisions

This is exactly what the disturbed
exhibitor groups have asked.
They
have contended and with a measure
of truth
that various Film Boards
have rendered decisions which have
been subtly prompted by what New

—

—

York determined,
some

flagrant.
In
decisions- of
broadcast to

one

if

nothing

more

instances, at least,

board

have

been

the remaining thirtyone. That the opinions thus disseminated through national headquarters
carried weight in the field and, in addition,

might

easily

have been

inter-

preted as a reflection of what the general counsel for Film Boards himself
believed is not hard to imagine.
However, the ills appear on a fair
way to cure. Hays agrees that distributor

members

of

arbitration

boards should be free from all criticism.
Not content with this declaration of principle, he carries it further.
The boards will receive a letter embracing the points argued by
the
complaining exhibitors.
And
from now on, the home office of Film
Boards will merely urge that the
rules of arbitration be followed and
that equity

and

justice prevail.

The

issue
has thus
squarely.
The current

been

met

differences

should be shortly wiped off the slate.
Hays took no half-way measure. It
is
apparent that he recognized the
justice of the argument and took
measures to meet the situation in an
honest manner.
The first reaction
came from Indiana. In that state,
arbitration will be resumed.
The
M. P. T. O. is now satisfied.

KANN

01

To

HAYS IN^BITRATIOI\
Distributor Board Members Told to Base Decision on Justice
.

A

"hands off" policy with respect
to arbitration is pursued by the producer-distributor association. Will H.
Hays declares in his letter to W. A.
Steffes, chairman of the special arbitration committee appointed by 12

Mid Western states and Texas, at
the "protest" meeting, held recently
at Battle Creek, Mich.
No one should suggest to a member of an arbitration board whether
he be an exhibitor or distributor member, how any case should be decided
or what the arbitration board shall
do in any case. Hays says, subscrib{Continued on Page 3)

Much N. Y.

Bicycling

THE FILM DAILY) Film

nationwide building and expansion
program planned by the company and

{Washington Bureau of

circuits
to
celebrate the
centennial anniversary of vaudeville.
Tonight, the Columbud. Providence
opens, while the Keith-Albee at Columbus, O., opens Sunday and the
Atlanta, Atlanta, built in association
with Famous, opens Nov. 15.
Two weeks ago the Orpheum cir{Contijijied on Page 2)

33 Since March
by 1,656 corporations operating picture theaters and 295 proAs part of its campaign to exterducing corporations last year, cover- minate bicycling, of which there is
ing operations of 1924, it is shown by much in the New York terriloiy. \\v
a report made public Saturday by the Fiim Board of Trade is actmg aKuir.st
Bureau of Internal Revenue.
Stymour and Philip BernsiLUi. ownOf this total, 481 theater corpora- era of the Playhouse, Mt. Kisco, and
tions and 182 producing corporations
{Continued on Page 2)

affiliated

N.

J.

Asked

Washington
were

of the state from Joseph M.
Seider, president of the association,
calling upon them to attend the state
convention at Atlantic City Nov. 18
and 19.
The convention, Seider
(Contituied on Pane 2)
itors

— Expenses

tax

returns

filed

{Continued on Page 4)

Country Store

— Country

Merger
of the exhibitor

convention to be held here Nov. 9-10
will be paid from the proceeds of a
midnight matinee at the new Fifth
Ave.
Proposed formation of an all-

Lewis, Warner Adv.

Illegal

nights,
which have proved business builders
for theater owners of the state, arc
illegal, the Supreme Court has ruled,
by a five to four vote, in upholding
the District Court's conviction of

Seattle

store

S.

—

Soon

charge of the company's newspaper
serialization, succeeds Parker as diof advertising and publicity.
Lewis came to Warners when the

rector

{Co^tinued on Page 2)

Pace Continues
the winter season
finds theater building in full swing
The winter
throughout the nation.
months, it is predicted will witness
continued extensive activity. Following are projects just completed, under construction or planned.
{Continued on Page 5)

New

Starts 10 Films
Los Angeles Upon his
from French Lick Si^rings,
Schulberg declared Famous

four years with Warners
Parker
L.
has
resigned.
Barran Lewis, who has been in

After

Watt

D. Maine, conductor of the coun-

of

(Continued on Page 4)

Famous

Head

Simon Danz, Hollywood owner, and company took over Vitagraph.

Approach

Tri-State

— Income

Board Prosecuting Against
Seymour and Philip Bernstein

to Rally

City Meet "Last Stand of
Independent Exhibitors",
Seider Says
New Jersey Theater owners are
called upon to "fight fire with fire" as
"the one way to combat the competition of a large competitor," in a letter addressed to independent exhibAtlantic

Seattle

Meeting the Issue

"HANDS DEE" POLICY

—

Agreehave been signed by
Famous and the Standard Oil
Springfield, Mass.

Washington Only State

at

Mixing with Films

Oil

MILDJN^ INDUSTRY

"hands off" policy will be followed in connection with arbi-

were represented

Price 5 Cent!

a

committment.

definite

He

made

has

1926

1,

British

London

Company Formed

— Empire

Turkey Seeks Monopoly
Constantinople news dispatches report that the Grand Assembly will
be asked to pass a bill investing a

complete film monopoly in Turkey
the hands of the government.

in

Pathe Declares $2 Dividend

A regular $2 quarterly dividend,
payable Dec. 1 to stockholders of
record Nov. 10, has been declared by
the board of directors.

Epic Productions

has been formed with Alexander MacStories of the
donald as sponsor.
would Jack London type will be used. The
place ten pictures in work within 30 first will be adapted from a book by
days. Seven are now under way. He Macdonald.
Other pictures dealing
describes it as Paramount's greatest with Australian exploration and the
Coast production schedule.
South Seas will follow.
return
B. P.

A.
Los

C. Plans Research
Angeles— Daniel B. Clark,

S.

of the American Society
Cinematographers says the or-

president
of

ganization will
laboratory.

establish

a research
i

Monday, November

N.
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(Continued from Page

communications to THE FILM
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.ilifornia— Harvey

E.
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1

rancaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

certain that quality product shall always be available to you. Do not
run away from but fight these busi-

ness bullies."
New Jersey theater owners, according to Seider, are determined to
force a showdown on alleged unfair
competition of the Stanley-Fabian
chain.

fractional

Slight

The high
turnover was achieved by Fox Film

of
.irk of

shares to a drop of l^i
stocks were unusually active
American Seating attracta Saturday.
a good deal of attention.

Curb

.ints.
r

stocks.

film

7000

with

.\",

!

changes, about equally
and declines marked the

Saturday's

•end

;

rises

in

ili>itril)Utcd

Quotations
Low
37^

High

Close

3m

1200
1900

•Inlern'l Project..
I.oew's,
Inc

....

Seat.

Vtc

\m. Seat.

1

1

n%

..

44^

44}4

•Metro-Gold. Pfd.. ..
!.
P. Cap. Corp.
I.lbe Exch. "A^'.. 43 !4
.

•Paramount B'way ..
tR„xy Units ... 32
"

Common.

V

1

Irans
•Univ.

Warper
Warner
•

Am.

Co. of

Lux

ftUniv.

9^

3i
9

SO

50

Pict.

Much N. Y.
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.

8^

.

36'A

35'/,

44Ji

Prices

Quoted
Market

t

tt

.

500

Paula Gould Returns
Paula Gould, of the home

96/,
36)4
35/,
45'4

Bros., re-

Napoleon's

life

in

this

coun-

land

in these

new

de-

2,000-Seat

Qhicago

—A

House For Chicago

$750^000

theater project costing

is

HAL

'V-z^
€> ,^

be H. C. Wells' novel
"Marriage" which will be titled "Wed-

Fox

presents

CHARLEY

2700

366
3600

Bond Market

,iicve;.«c.

in Paris

sales

oflicc

tit(

(OB

m

i\

YOUR AGE

V

<XOith-

)e(

lb

GLADYS. HULETTB

It-

—

—

Tl

PI

CHASE

Begun on "Magic Garden"

First announcements of players for
the F. B. O. Stratton-Porter picture,
"The Magic Garden" include Phillipe

de Lacey, Raymond Keane and WilOthers will be anliam V. Mong.
nounced soop, J. Leo Mcehan will

k

tl!

will

lock."

Casting

ROACH

This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
FREE for all Pathecomedies at your
Blanz Enters Booking Field
Ltd.,
Pittsburgh Moe Glantz, formerly Exchange.
of three lakhs of rupees.
The pro- associated with Lewis J. Selznick and
moters propose to produce Oriental D. W. Griffith, has entered the prefilms.
sentation booking field.
Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots
Genina Making New Film
Kentucky Film Rin-Tin-Tin's Next
Rome Arturo Genina is working
Rin-Tin-Tin's
next
picture
for
on "Good-Bye, Youth," taken from
Warners is to be "Hills of Kentucky,"
W. A. Futter, Pres.
the comedy of Oxilia and Camasio,
who were both killed in the war. This directed by Herman Raymaker, who
Bryant 8181
130 West 46th St.
directed the dog star in "While Lonstory has already been filmed.
The don Sleeps."

WAFILMS,

INC.

players are Carmen Boni,
Luda Sangro, Augusto Bandini, and

tin

is

4

ilo

!oi

Sm

k

jtsi

Ml

Jilr

principal

Walter Slezak.

4

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
If

Moeller in Detroit
Moeller of the American Cinema Assoc, left Friday night on a
business trip to Detroit, returning
Tuesday.
J.

QUALITY PRINTS

in

Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

production.

The sum involved

velopments is over $20,000,000 and,
with the 17 new theaters added last
season, over 40 theaters will have
been added within two seasons.

Next "Wedlock"

Neill's

Producing Unit in Orient
Orient Film Co.,
has been formed with a capital

Schenck Buys "Purple Mask"
Joseph M. Schenck has bouRht
"The Purple Mask" for a special Ro-

West

houses.

-«%

Bombay — The

Dansk ImIiti Industri,
popularly known as "Palladium" has
removed its entire organization. Several new films will be taken in the
Southern parts of Europe. The cornpany will maintain a
CopenhaKcn.

engaged on an expansion program
which will add 20 new combination

ritory.

direct.

A.

— The

Warner

—

try.

of

Danish Company

of

G. M. C. May Get Napoleon Film
Brussels It is understood the G.
M. C. Co. will show the Abel Gance

1266

Bid and Ask

represents a 60 per cent

Paris

staff

office

Id

planned at 6725 Northsal. Pathe, Educational, Waincr Bros. west Highway,
Edison Park, by a
Renown and Merit. AmoiK other syndicate. The house seating 2,000
charges they allege that the defend- is
Egyptian in architecture and
ants booked picture for one day and planned by Fred Jacobs.
sometimes played them two or more.
Whether a criminal action will be
Gertrude Astor in "U" Special
started has not been determined by
Gertrude Astor has been signed for
the Film Board.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin," Universal speThirty-three cases of bicycling have cial. John Roche has also been addcome to the attention of the board ed to the cast.
Investigations are
since last March.
now checking up throughout the ter-

for

turned yesterday to New York after
a month's vacation in Hollywood.

film of

Profits Increase
Daylislit
Trans-Liix
Pirttirc Screen Corp. for four months
ended Sept. 30, 1926, total $48,.314 after diaries. l)iif before Federal la.xes.
comparini.; with $.30,686 in the preProfit of $-48.
CCoinR four months.
31-1

cago, and before the holidays the new
F. F. Proctor theater at 86th Street
and Lexington Ave., Manhattan, will
be opened and dedicated.
Work has started on the Keith Memorial, Boston.
During centennial
year, in co-operation with Keith-Albee the Orpheum circuit, F. F. Proctor, B. S. Moss', S. Z. Poli, Karl
Hoblitzelle, Harry Davis, the Stanley
Co., and other affiliated circuits, are

R, William Neill's next production

....

Trans-Lux

Profits

to the public Saturday. Stanley Sumner of the Newton Community theater is managing director.

the Community, Bedford Hiils. Th':
case will be continued today at an
aibitration board hearing at the offi-e of the T. O. C. C.
Complaints are F. B. O., Univer-

launched the new Palace, Chi-

cuit,

New

"A" 45^

Pliil.idrlphia

43 }i
97

..

.

.

7666
5000

50
84
8/,

.

H'/i

Pict.
Pfd.
Pictures
Pictures

Last

••

.

Bros

s

.

14H
42-4

—

publicity
200
1300

44/,
97

.

Boston Suburban Opening
Cambridge, Mass. The University
theater, Harvard Sq., one of the largest houses in Suburban Boston, was
opened for preview Friday night and

Sales

3SJi
Pfd.... 39'/,
38!^
39>/a
• lialaban
63
& Kats
•Hal. & Katz Vt. ..
73^i
l.astman Kodak.... 118^ 117J4 117^4
.imous Players. ... 113 J4 112/2 113/,
118/,
•Kam. Play. Pfd.. ..
99/,
•Film Inspect
72
Fux Film "A"... 75
73'A
24>^
ox Theaters "A" 25
24K

Am.

(Continued from Page 1)

try store, were guilty of operating a
Each was fined $125.
lottery.
The majority of the court held
that selling theater tickets offering
added attraction of a country store,

Xddres'i all

Keith-Albee Active

1)

dependent exhibitors of New Jersey.
Theater owners who want to sell
their theaters should do so no\v, because through the work of their orThe
ganization they can at present com- constituted chance and lottery.
attracadded
the
that
minority
held
mand a fair price in cash.
price of
Exhibitors who want to remain tion was free, and that the
include
not
did
ticket
admission
the
must
rethemselves,
business
for
in
proof
as
using
store,"
"country
the
verse their former procedure by subwhich
stituting aggressiveness for an efTort for their argument a placard
not buyto gain immunity by currying the offered tickets free to those
ing theater tickets, enabling them to
favor of the large circuit.
"There is only one way to combat take part in the "country store" even
the competition of a large competi- though they did not attend the show.
tor" the letter states. "Fight fire with
Organize yourselves into a
fire.
Bicycling

business unit large enough to equalize the advantage now enjoyed by
HAILY
Cable ad- such
circuit.
Build
competitive
I'hone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739.
Hollywood. Building
Filmday, New York.
css:
against Building.
Make
00.

Illegal

(Continued from Page

1)

be the "last stand" of in-

states, will

Country Store

1926

1,

U.

S.

Film Laboratories, Inc.

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades

3678

«6:

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

J.

Phone Penna. 6564

1540 Broadway

6040 Suniet

New York City

Hollywood, Calif.

BI'd.

Ifll
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Interest in Election

Mild

Industry

in

(.Continued from

Page

1)

Jones, incumbent, in his

campaign for
reelection.
The senator is in disfavor for his activity in introducing
Sunday closing bills in the senate,
and his reputed connection with the
Lord's

Day

Alliance.

There are many referendums being
conducted tomorrow on Sunday closing, with local option the issue.

"Hands Off" Policy of
Hays in Arbitration
(Continued from Page 1)
ing to the "hands off" demand of the
states which were represented at the

Michigan meeting.
In his letter, Hays asks the committee to submit to him for action
any communications sent out by Film
Boards of Trade which might be construed as efforts to wrongly influence arbitration procedure, but says
that
tions

even though such communica-

may

not be easily accessible,
he has instructed Charles C. Pettijohn, general counsel of Film Boards
of Trade, to advise the various Film
lioards
that
arbitration
decisions
should be based entirely on equity
and justice with board members to
vote as "their consciences and good

judgment may

dictate."

Review of Reviews

By LILIAN

IV.

BRBNNAN

"One Cent Sales"

The "bigger and better" movement was shoved well into oblivion
the
of

past

week.

"One Cent

Sales" are being
used with great success at the
Gem, 'Waterville, Minn. L. G.
Ballard has found that the bargain sales stimulate midweek
business.
He has put a new
wrinkle into the sale idea by
offering the one cent admission
with each regular-priced ticket
purchased,
provided
patrons
make their own change. This
adds a humorous aspect which

There were plenty

new pictures making their bows
along Broadway and nearby vicinities but, on the whole, the batting
average was discouragingly low. Included in this mediocre array were
three pictures, products of the En-

The most disappointwas Dorothy Gish's
The story, to begin with,

glish studios.
of these

mg

"London."
was a weakling but a whole lot better direction might be expected of
Herbert Wilcox and certainly a more
natural performance should be forthcoming from Dorothy Gish. In some
scenes it was almost impossible to
believe that the humorous Dorothy
had cast her lot in such willy nilly
business such as the sequence where,
in a gaudy blonde wig and an atrocious evening gown, she acted the
part of a shy Cinderella.
Dorothy
looks ages older than she

Rex Ingram's

latest,

is.

"The Magi-

cian," came to the Capitol.
The picture has some very worthy features,
not the least of which is an excellent
production that includes vivid and

atmosphere, fine locations and
generally fine pictorial appeal.
The
story and its treatment, however,
have limited audience appeal and
realistic

would suggest that perhaps Ingram,
like many of his brother directors on
this side of the ocean, has been study-

This action, it is expected, will lead ing some of the German methods.
to resumption of arbitration in the Alice Terry, again Ingram's heroine,
states concerned, where boards have manages to survive the horrors of
ceased to function, pending assurance a death prepared for her by a fanatic.
from Hays that the "hands off" pol- Ivan Petrovitch is a good looking
icy would be adhered to.
hero.
"There is nothing more important
Laughs were scarce, also. Chadfor the future progress of all branch- wick's "April Fool" was the nearest
es of the industry than that the in- approach to good entertainment.
It
tegrity of the arbitration boards and it another of the old reliable tales
tiie
effectiveness of our arbitration about a Jewish merchant, the conbe preserved and the principle devel- ventional
Ghetto yarn but nicely
oped to its complete maximum use- treated and dependable entertainment
fulness," Hays wrote, agreeing with for
a good majority.
Alexander
the exhibitors' declaration that "the Carr is the kindly Jew.
principle of arbitration is too big and
Lewis Stone is back at his old
has accomplished too much for this tricks in "The Midnight Lovers."
industry to permit anything to de- He marries Anna Q. Nilsson and the
velop which hampers the good work." rest of the picture deals with the
"The only suggestion which Film troubles of a wife whose husband is
Boards or arbitration boards should airplane crazy. Anna cures him and
jhave from the home office of Film the audience is apt to enjoy her
IBoards of Trade, is that they follow method although the ending of the
the rules of arbitration, that they picture drags a bit.
base their decisions on equity and
"Spangles," Universal's picturizajustice, that they arbitrate, of course, tion of Nellie Revelle's story, is reonly those questions which are ar- plete with fine circus atmosphere.
bitrable and they keep strictly and It is a delightful show for the youngalways within the law," Hays wrote. sters and an all around good family
'I know it is the purpose of the home
entertainment.
office of Film Boards of Trade to
Some healthy good humor is to
suggest this and no further than this, be found in Sterling's "Dangerous
ind I know that the friends of arbi- Friends," a story about two married
tration all over the country
exhib- couples whose troubles blend to the
itors, producers and distributors, are point of threatened disaster.
T. Roy
ill interested in the same direction."
Barnes, who hasn't been seen for a
long time, is the chief comedian.

Hays Reply

Indiana
ij

is

"The
work

in a role that affords

ever,

is

Barrymore does fine
him many
good opportunities. The story, howBells."

be the least successful of the famous

Tempters"

not compelling.

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
—
Cohan "Sorrows of Satan"
Capitol —'Bardelys, the Magnificent"
Colony — "The Better 'Ole"
—
Central "The Scarlet Letter"

Two

unwholesome films of English import shared places on double
feature programs at a Broadway
daily change theater. One, "Pleasure
Garden," was a flagrant sex drama
that showed little intelligence in its
direction and was badly acted.
It
has no place on the American screen.
"Dangerous Virtue," another picture

Astor

—
—

"Beau Geste"
Embassy "Ben Hur"
"We're in the Navy Now"
Rialto
Criterion

Rivoli

—
— "Everybody's

Warners

—^"Don

a suggestive theme, while not
nearly as objectionable, is far from
good entertainment.
The direction
is poor and the actors go through a

Acting"

Juan"

Mark Strand

Brooklyn

—"Syncopating

Sue"

\ith

Gets Wm. Fairbanks Series
Independent Films, Ltd., of Canada, has signed for a series of eight

Both
of meaningless gestures.
pictures
contained leading players
It has
familiar to audiences here.
not been a particularly happy week.

Productions
Fairbanks
William
through the entire dominion, in a
deal closed by L. Rosenfield and Sam

lot

N.S.S.\

Saxe.

Armistice

Day -Thanksgiving

Christmas

New Year

-

The Smart Showman Knows These

IMPORTANT

4
He

HOLIDAYS
Are Nearly Here

Greets His Patrons Properly

By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business
Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
10 Timely
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, ArmisDay, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
tice
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
or

Comedy
For

—

agreeable to the body.

It

Barrymore trio, is appearing in another rather mediocre picture called

Leo Maloney serves up a good
smash bang western in "The Outlaw

to Steffes
Express," a story old in atmosphere
Indianapolis Speaking for the In- but a plot that is new even today.
aiana M. P. T. O., Frank J. Rem- It deals with mail robbers. A Pathe
jusch said on Saturday that he felt release.
F. B. O. is on the list for
Will H. Hays had clarified the ar- action pictures, offering Lew Tyler
bitration squabble by his "hands off" in "Red Hot Hoofs."
The prizeetter to Al. Steffes.
Therefore, im- fight angle will bring in the men.
nediate resumption of arbitration in
Lionel Barrymore, who seems to

Griffith

helps business.

—

Indiana Satisfied by

Week
— "The BigThis
Parade"
Broadway — "It Must Be Love"
Cohan — "Sorrows of .Satan"
Cameo —
W.
repertoire
—D."Bardelys,
Capitol
the
Magnificent"
—
Colony "The Better "Ole"
—
Central
"The Scarlet Letter"
Criterion —^"Beau Geste"
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome — "Take
from Me"
Loew's New York — Today — "Variety"
—
Tuesday "Dancing Days"
Wednesday — "Diplomacy"
Thursday — "Across the Pacific"
Friday — "Then Came the Woman" and
"The Unknown Cavalier"
Saturday — "The Strong Man"
Mark —Strand — "Syncopating Sue"
Rialto
"Kid Boots"
— "So's
Rivoli
Your Old Man"
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn
Mark Strand — "The Prince of

Astor

A

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

or
this

Wabash Ave.

News

u'ire

contract

Reel.

complete

or

and

Service

$40.00 yearly.

telephone call will
the service

NEW YORK
126-130

West 46th

bring you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES

start

St.

1922 So. Vermont Ave.

,
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1,288 Companies Show
$33,050,729 Income
(Continued from Page

THE

DAILY TIPS WHICH

from which they

of $16,051,798,

"Flaming Frontier"

to deduct $1,192,565
as loss in prior years, the income and
profits taxes collected from the remaining balance totaling $1,616,529.

were permitted

(Universal)
Fifty feet above gaping crowds a

was hung. The board
was 35 ft. long by 10 ft. high. In
front was a hanging stage on which
a sign writer stood. There he chalk-

!(ve(

ed up bulletins

irtd

113 profitable producing corporations had a total net income of $16,998,931, from which only $180,144
was deducted as prior year loss, the
total tax collected being $2,086,834.

The

1927 Film
Year Book
WILL BE

481 theater corporations paying no tax had an excess of $2,187,502
in deductible allowances over gross
income, while the 182 producers had
an excess of $4,525,459.
Total taxes paid by corporations
In
in the industry were $3,703,363.
addition, returns were filed by 482
other theater corporations and by 3,252 corporations in the amusement
field whose main business was not
precisely defined.
Total income and
profits taxes paid by the incorporated amusement industries totaled

The

blackboard

feet high.
persuaded to use a
length of his window

[1000 PAGES]

associations,

1)

probably will

states are to attend.
Robert W. Bender of the Columbia, is
general chairman of the convention committee and is assisted by Carl Reiter, Orpheum
Frank Edwards, Winter Garden
Joe Muller, Palace Hip
John Hamrick, Blue Mouse
Le Roy Johnson, Floyd Maxwell, Pacific
Northwest Theaters
John Danz, Capitol
H. W. Bruen, PaJ. A. Bradt, Roycroft
cific Theaters; Lloyd Dearth, Pantages; W.
;

;

;

McCurdy, President.

Atlanta Film Board Elects
Atlanta Ben Y. Cammack (Universal) is new president of the Film
Board. John Ezell (Warners) vicepresident
and James H. Butner,
treasurer.
In addition, to the officers T. A. Little (P.D.C.) and C. L.
Peavey (F.B.O.) are directors of the
board.

—

A

—

—

"Men

of Commerce has
discussed the British production probloni, and as a means to increase their
exhibition throughout the Empire M.
Hayward, head of a large theater

chain in

COVERING

A Great Industry

New

Zealand, has suggested

that for five years a portion of the duties levied in Great Britain on foreign

Irving Rose at Ambassador
St. Louis
Irving Rose is the new
orchestra conductor at the Ambas-

—

sador.

Jot

p.
Kli

of Steel"

An abundance of lights in the lobby characterized the house display.
Under the marquee the banner ran the
entire width of the lobby studded
with 850 watt lamps. The color effect was yellow, orange and red, letters dark red and lined in black. The
idea was the arranging of an electric
flasher to get the effect of tongues
of flame leaping over the star's name
and title. About 75 per cent of the
lamps were used in the flame idea
and as they whipped on in a regular
flame fashion the lobby was a mass
of light.
After a few seconds the
star's

name and

title

flashed

on

Htl

in

red lamps and remained burning
long enough to fead and this same
action was repeated continuously. On
each end of the banner, cut-outs
made from the various posters were
mounted. Setting in the lobby was
a cut-out made from a three sheet
with Sills carrying Doris Kenyon.
A steam tap was connected to add

c

pti

rai

It

ent sign of "Milton Sills." Surrounding the star's name ran a chasing
On top of
border of yellow lamps.
the marquee was a reading board
10x12, the star's name and title done

white lamps with a dark background. Hanging from the. building
was a lamp with a basket affair suspended underneath. These were special lamps of the 1,000 watt variety
and the basket affair was used to
hold the red gelatine. Eight of these
1,000 watt units decorated the front
Leroy V. Johnson,
of the Liberty.
in

The Jack

Mills, Inc., publishers of

Rosie O'Grady,"
have joined Columbia, producers of
the film version, in an exploitation
the

song

campaign

t,

—

Seattle.

Tie-Up on "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"

grant.

lits

(First National)

films, supplemented by contributions
from the Dominions, might be used
on their behalf.
He also suggested
that Empire filins should be free of
duty anywhere within the Empire,
and that a board should be appointed
by the British Government to confer Liberty,
certificates upon the maker of meritorious films to ensure them a financial

lini

jMS'

this
shadow-box.
atmosphere
in
Three circuits of colored lamps were
used and connected on a flasher
which changed them in even rotation.
The steam gushing up and
this light gave it a very mysterious
appearance. Hanging out under the
The shell of the marquee was a transpar-

Auckland Chamber

Great Book

board the full
on which "The

which News is now transmitted by
radio.
Madison, Detroit.

;

Suggests Plan
Auckland,
New Zealand

let-

Clei

was

lettered with
flowers.
Streets
cars
and
motor buses carried one-sheets, and
a radio shop installed "The Flaming
Frontier" flasher with cards calling
attention to the time it took for the
world to learn of the battle of the
Little Big Horn and the speed with

be discussed at the meeting, and a
number of exhibitors from these

B.

in

florist

straw

organization,
Northwest
exhibitor
joining the Washington, Oregon and

Montana

A

Flaming Frontier" was

Tri State Merger

Larger Than Ever

day long

all

two

ters

$8,038,076.

(Continued from Page
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failed to show a profit, it is indicated.
The 1,175 theater corporations which
paid tax, liad an aggregate net in-

come

1926

1,

"Sweet

to aid exhibitors.

t(

,
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000 theater at Market
ond.

Pace Continues

St.,

near Sec-

And

{Continued from Page 1)

New York

Rhode Island
Woonsocket The Stadium, Main

Exhibitors^

Bellaire—With seating capacity of
M.
1,500, the Bellaire has opened.
Baker of the Hollis sponsored the

—

Daily Reminder

St.,

and Monument Square, has open-

ed.

new house.

Publix

operating the 1,500-seat

is

—

South Carolina
Kings Mountain J. E.
opened the Imperial.

—

Talk courtesy

—

are
Businessmen
Lindenhurst
sponsoring a 1,200-seat theater. Popular subscriptions are being asked.

to

—

Harriman

—

building
theater.

at a cost of $40,-

—

A. Castlebury is rea church structure for a
Dent Theaters is also

Gustad

—

Crystal City Gus A. Graebner will
erect a new theater.

will

—

&

Sons,
theaters in

B.

owner

of a chain of
Geneva, N. Y., and vicinity, are building the new Palace here, to open
Thanksgiving. Morris Gustad will be
manager.

Pennsylvania

—

Easton The Lions, East Wash.
Washington, is nearing com-

Crystal City Plans are under way
for a theater built by Gus A. Grabner
and E. A. Baetz.

Ave.,

pletion.

—

Scranton The Comerford Circuit
will open its West Side, Oct. 15. The
North Carolina
house seats 1,500.
Arthur Luce is
Oxford Claude Edgerton will op- manager.
crate the new house under construction here.
He has tHe People's at
Philadelphia
Robinson-Beresin
Roanoke Rapids.
Corp., is sponsoring the University,
42nd and Walnut Sts. It will seat
1,800 and cost around $550,000.
AnOhio
Cleveland Paul Gusdanovie has other project planned is sponsored by

—

Fort Worth, Tex.- Contract has
been awarded to George Hewitt for
the $2,000,000 theater and hotel building.
Publix will operate the 2,500seat house.

—

—

—

opened the Regent, Buckeye Rd., and A. S. Nelson and Isaac Avert, who
will rebuild a church building at 10th
East 116th St. It seats 1,800.

and Ritner

Chandler

—

Oklahoma
Hoover &

have opened the H.

&

S.,

Sts., for a theater.

—

Allentown Lew Pizer will opStettmund
which seats erate the Allen, erected by W. fl.
Richards.

600.

—

Bryn

Middleburg

—

Watonga

— Charles

theater.

It

Guyman — A new

$75,000 theater

a

new

Miami
the

— Griffith

Bros, have opened

Glory-B.

—

Ryan G. L. Thorpe has opened
new theater.

lis

—

The Cozy,

Griffith

Bros, house, has opened.

^tround
ecently.

—T_he

his

—

new Manhattan.

Barton was opened

Hughes

will'

Real courtesy was extended by
municipal authorities of Tarnwhen they delayed opening of

the
pa,
the

new

would

city auditorium, so there
be no conflict with the Tampa

opening.
Both houses had been
scheduled to open on the same date.

,

I

.

Seville

new

&

Son

—

Sandpoint F. C. Weskil will
plete his 600 seat theater here in
ruary,

comFeb-

Madison

— Saxe

Enterprises' $1,600,-

000 theater, the firm's first in this
Fischer stronghold, is under construction.

theater.

—

in erecting a the-

ater.

New
ing the

Castle

—Workmen

for the
theater.

site

Wyoming

Omaha —-Work

It

starts

Country Club Plaza, 52d
are

clear-

calfe

replaces

the

Ave.,

soon on the
St. and Met-

being built by a syndi-

men. The Uptown,
Benson and Lake, suburban houses,
opened recently, while work is pro-

Stanley-Rowalnd cate

of business

gressing on the Riviera, new BlankPhiladelphia Two new houses con- Publix downtown house, as well as
tinue the city's activity. The William on the new Orpheum.
Frieholfer interests will build a 2,500Deny German Censorship
seat theater on Lehigh near GermanIn
FILM DAILY for Sept.
will cost $750,000.
It
town Ave.
Work has started on construction of 26, a dispatch from Berlin declared
a 2,000-seat house at 31st and Dia- that "A Woman of Paris" had been
banned in Baden. The Berlin office
mond Sts.
of United Artists states this is not
Chamberlain & Comer- so and that the picture is being
Pottsville
shown throughout Germany without
ford will build a theater.

—

—

Roxborough

—Two

difficulty.
However, it is true
that the government of Baden lodged
an objection with the board of censorship in Berlin.
The picture was
re-examined, but the Berlin authorities refused to make any deletions.

any

hundred

thou-

is the estimated cost of
a theater to be built at Ridge Ave.,

sand dollars

and Leverington St. Sunbury-Community Theater Co., will erect a $100,-

of the fight films in a tent

planned in Pennsylvania. The patrons probably will be "in tent" on

Flobelle Fairbanks, niece of Doug,
starts out with the customary Fairbanks energy in her first important
role, supporting Gloria Swanson in
"Sunya." She plays three characterizations.

Luis

Luis Usabel Here
Usabel,
Spanish

portrait
portraits of
several Fox stars on the Coast, is
now at the Fox studio here. He will
continue to make portraits of stars
and featured players.
painter,

who drew

the

Legion Thanks Famous and "U"
Hollywood, Fla.
Universal and
Famous have been supplying films
free to the American Legion Post,
while storm damage, estimated at
$10,000,

—

Seattle
Construction is proceeding rapidly on the Olympicum being
built at 15th Ave. and Pine St., for
Huston Investment Co. It will cost
$150,000.

—The

proximately $500,000

Showing
is

—

THE

—

Paul's Valley L. E. Brewere will
erect a new theater.
He will not reaew his lease on the Hamly.

Shawness

Beardsley

Clark
former Liberty.
is

opened

Washington
E. H. Hasbrook has

Sons of VetCheyenne Nov. 1 is the opening
erans of the G. A. R. will spend ap- date set for the Warren.

&

be built here.

to

Mount Carmel

Rock has ob-

on E. Main St., for
will seat around 1,000.

tained a site

— C.

are contractors for a

Lake City

Wisconsin

Mawr —The

Cleveland A. R. Bender, who opPhillip Harrison.
Olympic, has opened a new has been opened by

erates the
house.

Paul's Valley Bringing the company's local string to three, a theater
is planned by Brewer Amusement Co.
The firm now operates the Hamly
and Victory.

Oct. 21, Lloyd

ILV

seeing the film version of the bout.

1926

1,

seat 1,400.

Wolcott— B.

I)

probably have a double birthday
observance. His wife, known on the
screen as Gloria Hope, presented him
with a son the last time that date
appeared on the calendar.

S.

building here.

Monday, November

starts
It

M

Texas

Vernon

—

Southampton Construction
soon on a $500,000 theater.

— Built

Princess has opened. Crescent Amusement Co., Nashville is
owner of the 700-seat house.

Albans Charles Esterson has
opened the Albans, Central and Farmers Aves.
St.

has

000, the

Courtesy to public begins there.

Rochester The Riviera has opened under management of William
Wittneben. The house seats 1,525.

Webb

Tennessee

ticket-seller.

"^EXT

PIIIL

-1-^

theater.

Glen Cove Plans have been approved for a 2,000-seat theater, sponsored by the Bestmor Co.

B\-

That's That

was being repaired at the
The shows were held

Hollywood.
in

the

Central Park.

A

letter

thanking

two companies has been received

by the mayor.

,
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A

FAMOUS SHORT SUBJ[CT REMAPtlONE USES DISC

many

years

heard

that

motion picWill Hays, solemnly aclittle

of

cept the challenge of an apprehensive, conservative element of
our population and pledge himself to the highest moral standards of screen entertainment.
That pledge has been honestly
fulfilled. The screen of America
To the world at large
is clean.
this is

filmdom's "Exhibit A."

We
ual

have recently made a cassurvey of that crop of so

Weeks

successes
legitimate
announcement
bright
whose
lights play no unimportant part
in the illumination of the Rialto.

Some

are
splendid entertainment,
born of sincere endeavor. Others, to
their discredit, base their appeal on

unadulterated smut.

The Progress

of

Years

small wonder then that the
annual cry of the legitimate producer
that his road show audiences have
wandered to other fields grows louder and louder with each new season.
The reason is not hard to find. The
backbone of this great country, the
is

rank and file of American manhood
and womanhood want clean amusement.
The great and lasting stage
successes

of

this
tradiction.

the

past fifty years
successful conthe stage failed to

beyond

prove

When

public what they wanted
they looked elsewhere. Silently and
compellingly came the motion pic-

give

the

With each new year its moral
standards a little higher. With each
new season its universal success a
ture.

greater, until now it stands as
the greatest force for human progress and happiness the world has

—

Charge Sales Regular Phonograph Discs
Division Realignment
Used by Device, Says
Inventor
Completed
in

Confirming
intends

reports that
to operate a short

(.Continued on

subjects

Page 6)

Fostering the Child
The duty of the American pro-

He has
a definite one.
the palm of his hand
that all the money in the world could
The great heads of this
not buy.
great industry are now the foster
parents of the greatest kid that ever
lived.
The great American public.
Theirs is a duty that cannot be denied and that is to make that kid think
Unright, talk right and act right.
der the able leadership of that little
general, Will Hays, this duty has,
sincere
and will be carried on.
ducer

is

now

something

in

A

pledge has been honestly fulfilled. A
fine duty, honestly met, should be
the ablest retort to that small band
of uninformed skeptics who

mur

censorship.

still

mur-

ALICOATE

—The

Remaphone,

in-

troduced here at the Wardman Park,
under auspices of the M. P. Guild,
is
soon to be installed at another
Washington theater, according to
Robert E. Machat, inventor of the
device, whose name is coined from
the inventor's initial, plus the phrase
"aphone."
The Remaphone, consists of a Vic(Continued on Page 7)

June Mathis Resigns

—

Los Angeles June Mathis has resigned from First National to devote
her time to free lancing. This does
not affect Balboni's connection with
the company, it is understood.
The contract was terminated by
mutual consent, and First National
immediately engaged Miss Mathis to
write a continuity for a special to be
this winter.

Vitaphone Acclaimed
The premieres of the Vitaphone at
the Egyptian, Los Angeles, and at
the Colonial, Boston, within the last

Vigilance

Other States Expected
Follow Minneapolis
Board Lead

t(

—

Minneapolis Assurance of Wil
H. Hays that his organization intends to maintain a "hands of!" policy with respect to arbitration entirely clarifies the situation, and arbitration will be carried on as usual
in the states which were represented
at the Michigan "protest" meeting.
This was illustrated when the Minneapolis arbitration board resumed
its activities
its exhibitor members,
apparently satisfied that future decisions would be governed only by
(Continued on Page 6)

"Music Tax"
Columbus, O.

—With

Is Issue
the

question

week were met with acclaim by news- of arbitration settled by assurances
While from Will H. Hays, that a "hands
papers in those two cities.
several critics ventured the opinion
that the device had not yet reached
(Continued on Page 6)

produced

Cost $15,000?

Needed

off" policy is to be pursued in reference to deliberations and decisions
of the nation's arbitration boards,

the "music tax" has been given place
as the outstanding issue to come before the Ohio exhibitor meeting to
be held here Nov. 9-10.
Unified action by several interests
(Continued on Page 8)

Vitaphone Installation Approximates
That, Coast Writer Says— Fee
Minneapolis Vigilance of the Film
Not Set, Bunn Declares
Board and the Northwest exhibitor
Los Angeles Cost of installation
association, have made serious inroads
in the bicycling practice, until a few of Vitaphone at present is said to
Constitution
years ago, a highly profitable pastime. approximate $15,000. Monroe Lathrop
Washington Filming of the Conis
which
declares in "The Los Angeles ExBicycling in the territory,
stiution, for presentation in schools
adjacent to and in some cases over- press," in commenting on the Vitaand churches is advocated by RepreOmaha
(Continued
on
Moines
and
Page
the
Des
7)
laps with
sentative Sol Bloom of New York in
territories has been reduced matea letter to President Coolidge.
The
rially, but it still is flourishing in some
congressman

—

—

Film

—

And Still Another

sections.

has

Minnesota

been

practically

(Continued on Page 7)

little

ever known.

Washington

Famous

department, George Weeks has been
appointed to head the new department, with the resultant shift in the
company's executive staff, to result
in increased activity in distribution
of S. R. Kent, general manager.
In addition to his post as general

ARBITRATION RESUMED

EOR SCORING EILMS AETER HAYSSTATEMEN,

DEPARTMENT VERIFIED

called

It

Price 5 Cent

1926

2,

says he will offer a bill
asking
Congressional
appropriation of
London The trade expects an important announcement regarding a funds for the purpose.
"There is plenty of dramatic manew talking film shortly. The latest

—

owned by the British Acoustic
Films, Ltd., in which A. C. and R. C.
exSeymour and Philip Bernstein,
Bromhead and the Gaumont Co.,
hibitors at Mt. Kisco and Bedford Ltd., are interested.
Production has
pay
to
ordered
Hills, N. Y., were
been going on at the Gaumont studio
$2,300 damages to seven distributing
(Continued on Page 2)
companies at a bicycling case hearing yesterday afternoon before the
Sisters
(Continued on Page 2)

$2,300 Bicycling Fine

is

Duncan
—Joseph
signed the Duncan

Signs

Los Angeles

Loew Leaving
Marcus Loew

for Coast
leaves for the Coast

tomorrow.

Howard

Signs

—

New

Contract

Culver City William K. Howard
has signed a new contract with Cecil
B. De Mille. His first picture is "His
Dog," to star Rod La Rocque.

has

terial in the

Constitution for the most

(Continued on Page 2)

Wood

F. B. O. Executive
Sam Wood has been
appointed
associate
producer
for
F. B. O., according to report.
Officials here, however, will not confirm
saying the contract is not yet signed.

Los Angeles

—

M. Schenck
Sisters for a

series to be made under supervision
of John W. Considine, Jr., for United
Artists release. "Topsy and Eva" is
to be the first.

King En Route

to Coast
yesterday for
the Coast.
His next picture has
not yet been determined, although it
vvill be a Samuel Goldwyn production, probably made in Mexico.

Henry

King

left

Rowson, Kann Eastbound

—

Public Tired of Prologues?
Los Angeles Simon Rowson, joint
managing director of Ideal Films,
Spokane
Presentation of proLtd., London and George E. Kann of logues at the Clemmer, Universal

—

$4,000,000 Waukegan Studio?
Sterling Pictures Corp. left yester- house, may be abandoned, according
Costing in excess of day for New York.
Chicago
to William Freiday, new manager,
Abe Carlos, producer of the Rich- who feels that the public desires a
$4,000,000 a siudio is to be erected
at Waukegan, according to report. ard Talmadge Prod., leaves tomorrow. return to straight picture policy.

—

THE

«^^

(Continued from Page 1)
enthralling picture of the screen,"' he
said, pointing out that a^ a motion
f >cture it would be readily understood

iLXXXTinNi2S

Tiisdai. Nov.

2,

PriciSCents

1926

and enjoyed by
"You

Pdklisher

ORN «. ALICOITE

hear the

are comparatively very
the Constitution is all
about, what it means and what part it played in the life of the nation.
If the teaching of the Constitution by means of a motion pictures is adopted, I am certain that
a new means will be gained for promoting
true citizenship and a higher sense of pub-

ery

side,

few who
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$2,300 Bicycling Fine

1879.
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York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign.
months, $3.00.

free)

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

(Continued from Page

1)

Board.
The defendants
have seven days in which to make
the adjustment.
The decision was reached after deliberations consumuig one hour and
a half. The plaintiffs had sought $100
on each of the 46 counts but the
board ordered payment of half the
sum.
•Arbitration

I

1926

2,

And Still Another

Constitution Film

N.

Tuesday, November
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Shepherd's Bush for some time.
The sound-recording devices, it is
said, not only give greater scope in
pictorial production, but also in the
photographing of tonal vibrations,
thus securing greater volume for individual sounds simultaneously re-

at

corded.
certain tonal vibrations which have
offered difficulties in other soundrecording processes has, it is said,
been successfully reproduced in British Acoustic Films.
It is further claimed the system is
the only one which is, even at its
present stage, immediately applicable
to ordinary film production, and that
it can be used for exterior and interior
scenes with equal ease.
The apparatus required in the projection-box is, it IS said, simple and
economic.
In fact, the handling of
the films is described as being so easy
that any operator should be able to
When actually runproject them.
ning they require no more attention
All the inthan an ordinary film.
structions necessary to give the operator can be printed on a visiting

That's That

Bv PHIL

M

O ILY

t'UNTRADICTION

is made of the
report that Hollywood, after reading "Jarnegan," is considering tendering its author, Jim TuUy, a welcome home reception.
'

a real job of directing trying
kids fight gently, Robert

It's

make

to

McGowan

will testify, for the Our
kids are having more battles
than a Russian loyal guard, in a

Gang

new comedy he

is

Hope Hampton

making.
has been engaged

by William A. Brady

for the lead in

"The Proud Princess."

operetta,

his

Director Donald Crisp has a

new

home

financing.
He took
an option on a piece of property discovered on location and will rent it
idea

of

to other companies as a location,
prior to building a home on the site.

Arthur Loew Returning
Columbia Opens Two Branches
Arthur Loew, head of the M-G-M
Columbia has established new exFinancial
foreign department, sails from Europe
changes at Omaha and Des Moines.
tomorrow, after a tour of the Conti- card.
For the present, offices at 1511 Chinent, during which he secured distriHardly anything of moment in change of
cago
St., Omaha, and 1005 High St.,
Liii'on
rights
to "Napoleon,* French
Bros.
prices or in size of turn-over took place among
Des
Moines
are to be retained, but
film issues on yesterday's market.
Whatever film.
Cleveland
Abe and Julius additional space is being contracted
changes there were, were of a slight fracSchwartz, formerly interested 'in the for.
)nal nature.
The biggest trade of the day
Cameo to Show Widescope Film
A as in Warner Pictures "A" stock, turning
Broadway Circuit Co., have incorporever 5,100 shares to % point drop.
The
"Natural Vision" pictures, made by ated the Intercity Amusement Co., at
rest of the market was commensuratcly quiet.
the Widescope process, will be pre- Columbus. Intercity, as the name imsented Nov. 7 at the Cameo by Rob- plies, will eventually own and conQuotations
ert
Greathouse, under auspices of trol a chain of towns outside of
High Low Close
This will be first Cleveland. The first has been acquired.
Sales Film Arts Guild.
Am. Seat. Vtc
39
39/2
600 presentation of the pictures, which It was the Utopia, Painesville, pur39/,
Am. Seat. Pfd
39 H
39-4
39^ 1,800 are said to eliminate distortion.
'
chased from Jacob Stein. The Utopia
•lialaban & Katz..
63
"Bal. & Katz Vtc...
....
73J4
is a 1000-seat first run house, will be
Eastman Kodak
118^ 1181^ "8H
300
entirely renovated and redecorated
Dwan Starts "Music Master"
Famous Players... 113H 112V4 113^ 2,400
•ham. Play. Pfd...
118/,
"The Music Master" went into pro- and will be under management of
•Film Inspect
7
duction yesterday, at the Fox studio Jack Shulman, secretary-treasurer of
•First Nat'l Pfd...
99!^
in
the company.
ox Film "A"...
73-4
73
IIVa,
1,200 under direction ot Allan Dwan with

Schwartz
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—

:

%
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,

CHARIEY
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.

CHASE
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'fox Theaters "A'
•Intern'l

Proect.
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Inc
Metro Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp.

45
2374

44/,

H

23
HJ/j
43

15

Pathe Exch. "A". 43
tParamount B'way 96J^
ttRoxy Units.
32
ttRoxy Common
9!4

96/,
30/,

Skouras Bros.

50

.

.

50

Am

••Stan. Co. of
Tram-Lux Screen

,

•

'*

Pictures.
Pict.

8*1;

1,200
5

400

8/,

36M
35

Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia Market

'4

44/,
t

tt

35!4
45

500
5,100

Bond Mar ket
Bid and Ask

J.

—

in

England?

— Frederick

Lonsdale

McConaughy Returns
quoted in London newspapers as
J. W. McConaughy, who assisted
ing that he was in hopes his
D. Williams in organizing the pro- original for Famous would be

duction work of British National
Prod, in London, has resigned and
has returned to New York.

Signs Russian Actress
London Richard A. Rowland is
understood to have signed an important Russian actress on behalf of

—

First National.

Grombacher Denies Sale
Seattle
Kay Gronibaclier, presiSpokane Theaters, Inc.,
dent
of

To Produce
London

100
400

96/,
.

36 /j
45^4

"A"

147^
43
96/,

title role.

1,400

50
83

,

8^

•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Pictures

447/4
237/8

8/,

.

Warner
Warner

Alec B. Francis in the

24>i

.

Loew's,

duced
"3

first

pro-

England.

in

Bad Men"

at 24

Men" simultaneously

week.

this

will

prevail

at

the

new Paramount scheduled to open
Nov. 19. The shows will be continu-

N. Sales Executives Back
A. W. Smith, Jr., and Ned De- ous including four de luxe performdenied he had sold his interests in
ances on weekdays and five on Satpinet.
First National
Eastern and
Spokane houses, during his Southern
the
sales managers, have re- urdays, Sundays and holidays.
visit to this city.
turned to New York after tours of
Houdini Services Being Arranged
their territories.
Critics A. M. P. A. Guests
Funeral services are being arrangMotion picture critics of New York
ed for Harry Houdini, film player
Detroit Building Near Completion
daily newspapers will be Rucsfs at
and internationally known magician,
Detroit— Built at an estimated cost who died at Detroit following an opthe A. M. P. A. luncheon Thursday.
of $1,500,000, Detroit's film
exchange eration for appendicitis.
building IS ncaring completion
and
will be ready for occupancy
Dec. 1.
•Among the concerns which are to
of
occupy space are Pathe, P D C
Motion Picture Film
F.
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1 — RESOUNDING SUCCESS !-John S. Qoh^n,

TREAT !~RosePelswick, N.

3-~WE RECOMMEND

u'irK

— PAUL WEGENER

ALICE TERRY

By Somenei

2— CINEMATIC

^

REX INGRAM'S
Mau^am

N. Y. ^un

Y. Journal

IT!-KatharmeZimmermann, N.Y. Telegram

WorW
NY.
4— TOP GRADE ENTERTAINMENTS-Palmer
5— AMAZING AND BEAUTIFUL!-Regma Cannon, N. graphic
Eve.

Smith,

Y.

6-INGRAM AGAIN SHOWS

GENIUSS-MordauntHaH,

N. Y. Times

Daily Mirror
7— DIFFERENTI-Dorothy
Telegraph
N.
8— ADMIRABLY DONES-H. David
9— CORKING MELODRAMA !-Roscoe McQou^en, NY. Daily Neivs
liQxzog,

Strauss,

10-UNMISTAKABLE

GENIUSI-LoweHa

Y.

Parsons, N.

Y.American
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Vitaphone Acclaimed

Arbitration Resumed
After Hays Statement

PUIL

I-^xhibitors feel that a victory has
been secured through clear-cut out-

association's policy by
Hays, and feel that arbitration in future will run a smoother course.
.Accordingly, resumption of arbitration here is interpreted as exhibitor satisfaction over the Hays stand
and other boards in the states concerned, are expected to resume arbitration work immediatelv.
line

of

his

Beidler and Smith

Toledo

—

J.

A.

W.

and

first
great pictures were prohave been few events of such
Provast importance to the film world.
ducers of the silent drama, and all their conferes, whether of the histrionic, the creative
or the technical departments are today discussing but one subject and that is Vita-

the

—

EXPRESS — The

—

edies; 12

McDougall

Alley's; 12 physical
culture pictures;
12
Sunken
comedies; 13 nature specials and 13

novelty screen magazine reels.

Herbert,

"Waning Sex"

Scenarist
Herbert, and not Fredand Fanny Hatton, as previously reported, scenarized "The Waning Sex" for M-G-M.
F.
erick

Hugh

Vitaphone

Famous Short

Subject
Department Verified
(.Continued

from Page

1)

manager, Kent will resume active direction of the department of distribution.
Weeks will have supervision
of short product as well as the Harold Lloyd pictures and will serve as
contact executive with outside pro-

George
ferred

Schaefer has been trans-

J.

as

district

Boston territory

ment

to

manager of the
assume manage-

of the Atlantic Seaboard divi-

succeeding Phil Reisman, who
IS
transferred to the Middle West
division.
John D. Clark will continue in charge of the Far West.
No successor to Schaefer has been
sion,

appointed, and in all likelihood, none
will be appointed, the division manager supervising sales in the Boston
district.

Ray Opposite Marie Prevost
Hollywood— Charles Ray has been
cast for the lead opposite Marie Prevost in "Getting Gertie's Garter" for

Metropolitan.

Mason Hopper

is

di-

Muck

Akron House
John Muck, owner and

Sells

—

the Royal.

Toledo House Reopened
Toledo George V. Zellers opened
the Elk here Saturday.
It has been

—

closed for the past year.

Beal-Fox Contract Cancelled
Los Angeles By mutual consent,
contract of Frank Beal and Fox has

—

He

intends to free

lance.

Rock Program Keynote
Los Angeles- Satire will dominate
the 1927 program of seven comedies
Satire

Named "The Los Angeles"
Los Angeles — Work starts in

Jan-

by Joe Rock, for rolense by uary on the Los Angeles, Broadway
Standard through F. B. O. L.i's between 9th and 10th Sts., which is
Boyd and Rock's trio of rotund to be the first house in the United

li.aiined

coHK'lians,

Alexander, Kewpie
Ros.s and Fat Karr, will be featured.
F'atty

Artists chain.

Burger Heads P. D. C. Club
K. Burger has been reelected
Currier Signed
president of the Jazzbo Club, P. D. C.
Nf-fi-M has signed Frank Currier
social organization.
George W. Hara long term contract.
J.

to

Sturgeon at New Cumberland
New Cumberland. W. Va.— S. G.
Sturgeon has assumed management
of the Manas.

*

written.

vey succeeds H O. Duke as vicepresident, while A. A. Schubart is
new
treasurer.
Mrs.
Josephine
French
was
reelected
secretary.
Maude Sankey is corresponding secretary.

amazing

even when
to be a vast imp,
previous experiments of JlH^
"
(the audience) were not di

ment over

._

all

sort, they
stirred. * *

•
'

(during the showing of
the most part suavely
resonantly projected
there are no avvk
breaks, no snatching for cues no arbr
alterations in tempo as a conductor trie
catch up with, or slow down for, a ch
in celluloid tempo never quite gauged ir

Juan")

for

is

*

Here the Vitaphone

vance.
its

most

is

and here

likely function,

at
it

wor
impr

one as avid with new potentialities in
development of what was only yesterda;
obscure toy called the bioscope.
Within its own range it suggests imm
possibilities.
In time and not so Ion
time, either
it may
come to supplant h
orchestras in virtually every cinema in

—

—

world.

TRAVELER— This

tion

marvelous new in
an absolutely accurate combinatio
with sound.
Although it is ad

is

action
tedly not yet as perfect as it will be.
]
entirely satisfactory as accompaniment f<
picture ,and extremely interesting as a
logue.

A'

Jessel Film

—

Opens

in L. A.

M

Los Angeles "Private Izzy
phy," George Jessel starring vehii
is
playing its premiere at the I
town.

At present the performance of the Vitaphone is not perfect.
Illusion is not complete.
But only improvements remain to be

Law

"Blue"

Reaction in Iowa

—

I

made to achieve boundless possibilities in the
Rockwell City, la. Efforts to ma
amusement realm.
this city "blue" are having their
HERALD One projection is a photograph action. Oil station proprietors w
of sound and the other projection is a photograph of action and both are brought to so signed the petition for a "Sour S;
perfect an atone-ment, and concur so exact- bath" circulated by ministers, filec
ly,
as to make one feel that the invisible
counter petition when learning
world had

tg-

—

suddenly lifted its curtains and
heralded eternity, for this is what it means
*
to personality and attainment. *
As a musician I have never before surrendered to a mechanical musical device, but
I readily capitulate to the indescribable possibilfties of this
marvel which extends the
imagination along bewildering vistas.
The Vitaphone took the places

RECORD—

of an army of entertainment-makers behind
the footlights and in the orchestra pit. * * *
The Vitaphone experts have certainly
achieved for the first time exact synchronization of sound and film, a feat which alone
guarantees the success of the Vitaphone as
*
a scientific novelty. *
It looks * * * as if the Vitaphone had
to

stay.

this

respect,

its

first

demon-

1

proposed ordinance also would clc
their establishments on Sunday,
addition to padlocking the theate

Ferguson Back From New Orlea
William Ferguson of M-G-M i
returned from New Orleans after e
ploiting "The Fire Brigade."

M-G-M

Title

Changed

Culver City— Title of "After Al
has been changed to "His Last /
fair".
Robert Z. Leonard is to (ffl"

M-G-M

rect this

promises to be a tremendous attracis that as soon as
one has heard the first program there is a desire to hear a second. * * * The orchestral

production.

stration

tion,

and the peculiar part

CT^^^^if'T) (r'V5^<rS (T^^^^^ (T^

accompaniment to the feature was a revelation also of what can be done with the Vitaphone in perfectly matching the performance
of a large body of musicians with the scenes
of

been cancelled.

recting.

is

TIMES — In

Akron,

here, is recovering
Paul hospital from an attack
of appendicitis.
The attack prevented him from attending the sales convention at French Lick ST)rings.

prac-

its

not merely a mechanical novelty
nor is it a simple adjunct of the feature picture.
It is manifestly to be the handmaiden of the movie in a development far exceeding the marvels of its growth already

come

O.
Ben Blotcky Convalescing
manager of the Victor, for the past
Minneapolis— Ben Blotcky, newly14 years, last week sold the house
appointed Famous district manager
to John Hagan.
Muck has retained
with headquarters
in a St.

is

millions invested in picture-making studios and
in theaters, the significance of the Vitaphone
*
is
beyond exaggeration.

ducers.

98 Shorts for Ohio
Cleveland Fischer Film Exc'""~o
has purchased 98 short subjects.
These include 36 Bray two-reel com-

synchronization

To Los Angeles, with

tically perfect.

Buy Seventh

Smith, who own a circuit,
chased the Hart, from Adam Hart.
makiuR the seventh in their chain.
The others are the Eastwood, East
Auditorium, Savoy, Royal, National
and Pastime.

Warner

phone.

Beidler and

Martin
have pur-

Angeles

Since the
duced, there

comedy constructors canat

Los

The distance to which this new medium
for entertainment will travel is boundless, its
possibility of achievement as broad as the
entire horizon of art. * * *

again
that
unless
you
have a story, a million
gags and a bucketful of
ring the bell
good old B.O."

of

the foresighted film proBros., keen enough and quick
enough to grasp at the possibility of this
invention, the film world must bow in hom» • *
age.

hit one right on the nose
in 'So's Your Old Man.'
It's
a pip and proves

not

consensus

EXAMINER— To

ducers,

have

Fields

C.

this
*

:

Paramount

like

of
*

*

The music

newspaper opinion follows:

SEZ/
"Looks

of

potentialities.

The

possibilities

IRANSCRIPT—

19:1

Vitaphone turned out

1)

mechanical perfection,
expressed no doubt about its

stage

they

DALY

The Minneapolis board was looked

Rathcrinp.

the

M.

(Continued from Page 1)
equity and justice, in accordance
with the Hays dictum.

to for the first step in resumption of
activity, or a complete withdrawal
from arbitration, in accordance with
the effect of the Hays letter, because
of the fact that W. A. StefTes, northwest exhibitor unit, president, is
chairman of the special committee on
arbitration named at the Battle Creek

(Continued from Page

the futi:re
strument.

2,

a

CLUB

* * *

In this respect of perfect synchronization
that is timing of sound
and movement the Vitaphone may truly be
described as a miracle, and a remarkable
achievement for Warner Brothers and the
others who have sponsored its presentation to
the public.
Its future is tremendous.
picture.

—

MIRADOR

—

~ - the New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

The consensus of Boston Newspaper opinion follows:
GLOBE— It would be too much to claim

ZKcrw

that the Vitaphone recording is always ai)solutely perfect musically.
There are still
occasional defects of tone quality and of
clarity in the reproduction, as is the case
with all mechanical devices.
But the great
and hitherto baffling problem of making
screen and phonograph function together harmoniously has seemingly been solved, thus
opening up a whole realm of possibilities.
As Will Hays said in his opening speech
laght night, "The Vitaphone marks the beginning of a new era."
And, despite the fact that it
is stdl somewhat muddy and diffuse at times,

'Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE
Eleanora's American Debut
after

a

series

of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

HERALD—

T)irect

more accurate and effective in its recording
of soloists than of orchestra or choruses, this
Vitaphone is a real development.
• *
* * * here is a marvelous inven.
tion which synchronizes perfectly motion pictures and
»
reproduced sound. *
Xhe
Vitaphone has infinite possibilities.

ill

111

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR

POST —

ORCHESTRA
1(1

TELEGRAPH— The

demonstration of the
* « opened up an amazing field
Vitaphone,
of surmise and speculation.
In addition to eliciting the most enthusiastic comments from musicians and critics,
who are astounded at the perfect synchronization of music and motion picture, there is
heard on all sides many opinions regarding

Kb

Third Successiye Season
pic

E.

Ray GoeTZ,

^Managing THrector
P

Q,

200

W.

51st St„

N.

Y.— Circle 5106

lii

itlii

—
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'
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WLY TIPS WHICH MEAN DOLLABS FOR

SHOWMEN

"Men of Steel"
(First National)

wl

'•l

November

miniature mine
heater week before
e shaft was exact
ing shaft house,
iad

Daily Reminder

shaft in front

showing. This
to last

detail,

smoke

stack,

ips which were supposed to come
from underground and dump iron
into iron ore car on small tracks
on sidewalk. Plenty of iron ore
be had for the asking around
and we took full advantage.
;
lOugh mine shaft was a miniature
/as eight feet high and six feet
Ore car to match
)ss the bottom.
18 inches long and six inches
1.
,

Exploit-O-Gram

A

good

tip is

worth dollars

(First National)
s

got a big rise out of the crowds.
The
"kids" were enthusiastic.
ong-man" worked his stunts on
sidewalks in front of the Schade
as a result not only the picture
the playing attraction benefited,
balls-and-bar piece was conspicsly placed in show windows, and,
One was given
course, helped.
e in a jewelry store in which the
es hung up in a county spelling
ch that had been widely adver;

and consequently claimed genwere on display.
rge J. Schade, Schade, Sandusky,

i

attention,

"So This Is Paris"
(Warners)

consni and in Iowa and Nebraska.
The arbitration board here has been
active in helping stamp out the practice, but it was not until exchanges insisted upon the individual contract for
all theaters that a detimte check was
realized.

when

bicycling

fruit.

cycling.

city exhibitor
fined for bi-

Other theater owners, who

had openly boasted

One exhibitor, formerly maintained
with the crime controversy in Bufcircuit, his clients almost
falo. Sent a letter to the Chief of Po- a booking
supplied with bicycled
lice praising his department and sup- exclusively
porting his declaration that Buffalo films. This exhibitor at one time realized as high as $500 a week from
is freer of crime now than in former
the
small towns on his circuit. A few
years.
Incidentally the letter asked
who
for the loan of three bad men for instances are cited of salesmen,
ballyhooing the picture. The chief an- m attempting to "open" a town where
swered, citing the reason for not product had been shut out, according
loaning three bad men, also quoted to office records, were told by the
figures to prove that crime is not local exhibitor that he already had
pictures
rampant in Buffalo.
This
corre- contracted for the 30 odd
spondence was turned over to the the salesmen was attemptnig to sell.
newspaper. Al
Beckerich,
Loew's This exhibitor has discontinued bicycling, and is "treading the straight
State, Buffalo, N. Y.
and narrow," so far as film switching
concerned, and has dissolved thfe
is

—

Remaphone Uses Disc
for Scoring Films

booking circuit.
Another exhibitor for years has operated a circuit, the extent of his in-

1

by securing the Warfield lobby
the large linen banners used on
marquee taking them to Berketo stage our own "Banner Week"
with banners and flags and pen-

—

loudspeakers for amplification being film pursued between the time it lefi
backstage.
Through these the exchange, until its return.
means, according to Machat, perfect
Iowa has reported repeated insjaichronization of picture and music stances of opposition playing the
is obtained. The ordinary stock recsame picture day and date, but ofords, manufactured by the various fenders were summarily dealt with,
symphony orchestras are used. In and such open and defiant (actics
order to get a certain piece of music abandoned.
from a record, a mat, devised by
Newspaper advertisements are careMachat, is used covering the unnec- fully checked by salesmen over their
essary parts of the record.
respective territories, and the inad-

Admission at the Wardman Park vertent advertising of bicycled film,
borrowed from city hall, a 24is
75 cents, with the Remaphone has led to apprehension of bicycles.
;t cut-out made by the house staff,
a very good campaign. Also tied proving satisfactory in providing mu- In addition, return shipments must
Vith the "Traffic Safety Commis- sic, according to Machat, who says he carefully checked by exchanges to
W. that the device is not claimed as a ascertain if film received has been
with their parade. H.
i"
"talking picture," nor for presenta- played in a town for which no rental
!rburne, U. C, Berkeley, Cal.
tions.
has been secured, by a bicycler care"It merely furnishes incidental mu- less of covering up clues in returning
"3 Bad Men"
sic for the picture," he declares addthe film.
(Fox)
ing that the device soon is to be
Another method of curbing bicycan a special Saturday morning made available to other exhibitors.
ling has been damage actions for film
newsboys,
iew attended by 3,000
Film not returned on
holdovers.
cial arrow cards were placed on
time, immediately subjects the ofServices in Loew House
Church
to
neighborhood
the
posts in
damages to the exchange,
Services were conducted Sunday fender to
The News played up
le the kids.
board is quick to
arbitration
the
and
picture with feature stories every in Loew's Woodside, by a church loact on such cases.
atincreasing
whose
opposite,
openthe
cated
preceding

—

week

Photographs were taken of the
and used in the Sunday edition,
ither stunt, which received free
was arranged in connection
:e,

Vitaphone installations to date have
been made only in connection with

company's roadshow presentaC. W. Bunn, general manager

the

tions,

of Vitaphone, stated yesterday.
An
installation fee, he said, is to be
charged for theaters where the device
is installed permanently, but this fee

has

not

been

determined

upon,

he

said.

SHORT
SUBJECTS
^ the dob ofSpecialists^
with Myears experience/

Short Shots"
Castle Novelties"

100% SOLD
BEST SCREENS
">iMERICA/

i

located

ts

for a

1)

Grauman's Egyp-

tactics is not unusual.

appearmg at local civic
(.Continued from Page 1)
terest in the various houses never
conjunction
s, signed them up in
He is reliaving been ascertained.
tor
"Cadenza"
Electrola,
which
works
the showing of "So This Is
on
five tubes, with two turning tables ported to have paid several fines for
is."— F. J. Miller, Imperial, Auconnected by a shaft to the two pro- bicycling with exchanges repeatedly
Ga.
la,
jection machines in the booth, the trying to ascertain just what route a

(M-G-M)

at

of bicycling, have
of their

rtette

rofited by the "Banner Week"
ntly held at the Warfield, San
ncisco, during the run of this pic-

(Continued from Page

phone opening

•

become wary, but exposal

npressed with singing of a negro

"The Temptress"

Cost $15,000?

was

the checking process difficult;
the determined campaign has

Only recently, a key
was apprehended and
1926

Fly-by-night
exhibitors,
operate in the smaller towns,
are the offenders, as well as newcomers who are not acquainted with
the serious aspects of the practice and
exhibitors who desire to "get even"
when they feel they have been oversold on various pictures.

uan.

was

Plenty
winked at in the territory.
of side agreements existed, but most
of the offending salesmen have been
weeded out. The preponderance ot
the territorv has
inland towns

made

"strong-man" tugging at the
and bar in advance of the show-

.

free of bicycling, but the illicit
iralficking is declared flourishing in
many parts of North and South Dakota, hi western ai.d Northern Wis-

borne

2,

1)

made

but

Tuesday, November

territory.

who

m

at box-office.

Chisholm, Minn.

Man"

{Continued from Page

Time

every day.

—

"Strong

,

Read

was obtained free of
from a mining company. Henry
All this

nosky, Philo,

It

o
Exhibitors^

Needed

Vigilance

The majority of exhibitors of the
taxed its capacity to
Use of the theater was territory frown upon bicycling, and
to
donated by Marcus Loew when the doubtlessly will take exception
has
overflowing.

tendance

pastor appealed for additional space.

statements that

it

is

prevalent in the

CASTLE FILMS
729 SEVENTH AVE..NEW YORK
Distributors Everywhere
NEW YORK EXCHANGE
729
Tel.

7th Ave.

Bryant 3862-3863
Chicago

Security Pictures Co.
Detroit
Pittsburgh
Castle Films
Cleveland
Cincinnati

Lande Film Exchange
Philadelphia
Liberty Film Corp.

Boston
New Haven
Golden Distributing Co.
San Francisco
Los Angeles
Cooperative Film Exchange
Portland
Seattle
Butte
Greater Pictures, Inc.
Minneapolis
Screen Classics Corp.
St. Louis, Mo.
Progress Pictures Corp.
3320 Lindell Blvd.
Washington, D. C.
J,

916

G

H. Marks
Street, N. W.

'

THE
Tuesday, November

"Music Tax"
(.Continued

from Page

Wood

says,

they are being unjustly dealt
with under the present law.
Theater
owners, he says, will lead the way
feel that

year, for release late in the si
as one of Hoot's seven Jewell
1926-1927.

Marc MacDermott with M-G-M
has signed Marc MacDer-

Beaumont Making Interiors
Harry Beaumont, director of "One

M-G-M

mott on a long-term contract.

Increasing Purpose," Fox Films' version of Hutchinson's novel, has ar-

a

be

fight

carried

on

Kirkland to Direct Thomsc
Kirkland will direct

David

Thomson

in "Silver

Comes Thro

1.5

rived in Hollywood to film interiors
the western star's next produ
Lewis in Second Gotham Film
with Edmund Lowe, Lila Lee and
for F. B. O., in which Silver
Ralph Lewis will be starred in a others.
famous equinine actor, will be cc
second Gotham production, "The Siltured.
William E. Wing is wi
ent Power."
Shannon Day Back
]

"U" Builds Recreation Center
Universal City
Universal has
erected a ballroom and theater for
recreation at Universal City.

—

Shannon Day has returned to pictures attcr an absence ot more than
a year, for a role in "Fighting Love,"
the Jttta Goudal feature now being
directed by Nils Olaf Chrisander for
Cecil B. DeMille.

from Ohio which
in Washington.
Through legislation the combined interests will try to have the law
Lenore Coffee Adapting "Silks"
Sunkist Title Chosen
amended.
Lenore J. Coffee has been assign"Don't Kidd Me Monkey" is the
William M. James, president of the ed the adaptation and continuity on
title of the fifth of a series of comeJames Amusement Enterprises, and "Silks" for Cecil B. DeMille.
dies under trade name of Sunkist
head of the state unit, has added the
Comedies produced by Al Nathan for
William James cup to the four which
are to be given winners in the golf Nelson Directing Chadwick Pictures Bray release. There will be 12 in all
Jack Nelson will direct "The Sun- and the next one will be "Arms and
tournament which precedes the convention on Nov. 8. Other cups will shine of Paradise Alley" for Chad- the Monk."
be given by "The Columbus Dis- wick. It is from the Denman Thomppatch," "The Ohio State Journal" and son play.
Ford Directing "Wolves of Air"
"The Columbus Citizen." Columbus
Francis Ford will direct "Wolves
exhibitors will add other prizes.
Wiliam Qrlamond in "Taxi Dancer" of the Air" for Sterling. Production
Speakers at the convention will be
William Orlamond has been add- will be begun under supervision of
ed to the cast ot "The Taxi Dancer," George E. Kann, vice president of the
J. J. Thomas, Mayor of Columbus,
James Maddox, president of the Co- M-G-M production which Harry Mil- company, who is here on a visit.
lumbus Chamber of Commerce, and larde is directing.
to a
will

script

It

production

Business Manager P. J. Wood and
Robert O'Brien, of the Ohio Hotel
Assoc, will arrange a conference
here which will follow the convention, and which will include theater
owners, broadcasters, hotel managers
and directors of dance halls.
All these organizations.

department
probably will gcij
around the first of

adaptation.

1)

against the music license fee levied
by the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers, is planned by the state association, according to a bulletin issued yesterday.

combined

hands of the

Is Issue

2,

former exhibitor; C. C. Pettijohn,

the

ft

adaptation.

Roach Titles Three
Hal Roach lists the titles of
new comedies, two of Our
Comedies recently completed "B
ing Home the Bacon" and "T<i
Whoppers" directed by Rober!
(

McGowan.
Marjorie
has been

The

Daw
titled

star

and

"Why

ye

comedy

Creighton
Girls

fo

Say

"
Clyde Cook in "Barbed Wire'
Clyde Cook will play in "Ba
Wire," Pola Negri's newest staJf'*'
medium for Paramount. Claude
lingwater and Elinar Hanson,
young Swedish actor, also have

Eiiil

cast in this adaptation of Hall
"The
of Knockaloe."

KIC

Ca

Woman

Kleig Eyes Held Eliminatec
Ben Jackson, studio manager

lit

Edna Murphy in "Show Girl"
Fox, claims to have eliminated i
Edna Murphy has been signed by eyes at the studio. Oculists, he
Caulfield to Make Columbia Film
Trade; Eli Whitney Collins, presiTrem
Carr
Prod,
for the lead in "The
Harry Caulheld will supervise prohave determined the malady is
dent of M. P. T. O. A. and Martin
Show Girl," an original by H. H. to carbon dust. A
system of c
Quigley, editor of "Exhibitors' duction of "Too Many Keys" for CoJ.
lumbia, from the story by Garret Van Loan, which will be released head lighting and ventilation, per
Herald."
general counsel of

Film Boards of

!

Convention headquarters will be at
the Neil House and the highlight will
be a banquet and entertainment on
the evening of Nov. 9.

by Rayart.

Elsden Fort.

Jocelyn Lee Loaned to "U"
jocelyn Lee has been loaned to
Universal by Famous to play a second lead to Laura La Plante in "The

Rosenthal Acting Cleveland Manager
Love Thrill."
Cleveland Morris Safier, division
manager for United Artists has apRawlinson in Dean Comedy
pointed William Rosenthal acting
Hal
Roach signed Herbert Rawnianager of the local exchange durlinson to play opposite Priscilla Dean
ing the indefinite leave of absence
granted William Shallitt who is in in a star comedy.
poor health.
Menjou Cast Additions

—

Mary

Henry

Menjou

Jackman Completes Comedy
Fred Jackman has completed production of a Roach comedy in which
Matt Moore, Martha Sleeper, Anny
May Wong, Sojin, Oliver Hardy,
Laura LaVerne and others appeared.
It

"Oh What

titled

is

McKee

in

a Night."

—

Carr,

featured player in the latest Frank Mattison production, "King of the Herd" just
completed under direction of Mattison. The cast includes Nola Luxford,
Billy Franey, Evelyn Francisco, Laur
is

—

Zelnick.

rel in

:lar

It

Levine Serial Started
Shooting has begun on Nat

the cast.

(Lefty) Flynn, Molly
Joe Bonomo, Joseph Swic!

and Burr Mcintosh.
Harry
is
directing from a story by
Krusada and William Lester

Holmes Herbert, Josephine
Armand Kaliz and Freeman

Hill,

Wood.

Kyn€

Hoot Gibson,

it

"The Tiny Toreador"

bijt

story for

entitled
a newUitle
st^ry Vill
it

now

being sought. Tfie
immediately go intoy4he

is

1

iso

111

is

;ar

—

shareholders will elect a
will

n

commi

govern policies of the

ganization.

Paul's intentioi
operate on a co-operative basis
first films to be made will be a se
of eight two-reel detective and n
tery stories, in which Paul will
the lead and direct.
Following
series of shorts,
the
organiza
plans features, the first of which
be "The World's Desire."

id

It is

tro;

]

—

included

W

Fred Paul to Produce
Paul English Prod
been formed with headquarters a
Ozenden St. Fred Paul, British
tor and director, is president. A s
issue is now being floated and

London

|aii

!fil

handling publicity
the serial, which is scheduled for
independent market.
liam Slater

which

Gobbart to Make Cloninger Film
"Sunshine" Work Progresses
Going In for Exploitation
David W. Gobbart has been given
Under direction of Jack Nelson,
Reports received by the U. S. Dept. charge of the camera work on a picproduction is proceeding on "The
of (,'ommercc from various of its staff ture that will be siaited
this week
Sunshine of Paradise Alley" for Chadindicate that modern ballyhoo ex- by Ralph Cloninger
Prod, at the Tec
wick.
Barbara Bedford heads the
ploitation methods have taken hold Art Studios.
cast which includes Lucille Lee' Stein many parts of England.
wart, Nigel Barrie, Max Davidson,
Thorpe Completes "Joselyn's Wife"
Kenneth McDonald and Tui Lorraine.
Richard Thorpe has just completed
Andrea Lafayette in France
Paris Andrea Lafayette is now at a Tiffany production with Pauline
"U" Buys
work on a series of features in which Frederick in the leading role, "JosUnivergal-^purchased a new reter
she is being starred. She appeared in elyn's Wife".
The supporting cast B.
several pictures while in the States,
the last of which was"Trilby," for
First National.

icli

vine's ten episode serial "The Go
Stallion," featuring a wild horse,
including
the
following
play
lone,

t

ictl

Maurice

Mattison Feature

Raymond McKee

and
Emile Chautard have been added to
the cast of "Blondes or Brunettes," Miskin and Bud
Osborne.
Paramount, starring Adolphe Menjou.
Ruggles Preparing Script
sence.
Wesley
Ruggles
prepared
the
Sid Taylor in 2 Series
Sid Taylor is playing Mr. Newly- script of the seventh picture of UniFrench Player in German Film
wed in "The Newlyweds and Their versal's Collegian series.
George
Vvctte Guilbert, French Baby" for Stern Bros., and is also Lewis is starred, with Eddie Phillips,
Berlin
actress, has signed to appear in a playing George in the "Let George Dorothy Gulliver, Hayden Stevenson,
series to be made here by Friedrich Do It" series.
Churchill Ross and Broderick O'FarDetroit Manager 111
Detroit
Herbert Traver, manager
of the United Artist exchange is ill.
Morris Safier, district manager, has
been filling his place during his ab-

ed by Calvin Hofifner, chief ele
eliminates the cause, accor
to Jackson.

cian,

War

of '64 in Films

— Continent

Film is at w
on "Die Waffen Nieder" (Lay D(
Your Arms), adapted from a si
by Bertha Von Suttner, and dea
Berlin

with the war of 1864.

:e(l

lilfi
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In the South

wr

REMBUSCHASKSSTEfffS

~^VVO theater groups, each
ah-eady a dominant fac*

large territory
now becomes a field -for
."'(' ich
nt operations, became fast alThere is a great
Te s yesterday.
iierpl
of significance in the pertor

iictory

TO CONTINUE ALLIED

a

in

word which came from

:blix.

Formation of Publix-

enger

Theaters

Ind.
in

Southern Operating Company
Formed by Publix-Saenger

Head Says Victory
Arbitration Makes
Move "Duty"

Theater Activities of

Back

—

&

Embracing

as it does the tier tion.
Southern States and New
The Allied States Association was
exico, these two powerful or- an insurgent group which broke away
nizations may be expected to from the M. P. T. O. A. at the Chicago convention four years ago, only
ove rapidly and with preci{Continued on Page 12)
Control of that substantejbn.

ters,

4f

And

the Future?

— Resumption

tration in this territory,

of

which

hich

fails

to

believe

the

that

two

ganizations operating under their
dividual corporate names or untheir new name will not work
gether in a broad, general manCertainly this deduction does
;r.
embrace any profundity in its
3t
:r

:asoning.

The

extent

which both

to

Pub-

and Saenger function as individual
itities might well be gleaned from

le

following figures taken in a cur-

examination from

EAR BOOK

for

THE FILM

1926:

Publix operates approximately eight

Alabama,

leaters
forty-four
in

six

in

Arkan-

Florida, fourteen
in
Georgia, seven in North Carolina,
in Oklahoma, twelve in South
'^n

Washington

Censor

THE FILM DAILY

— Greater

The

regulations

(Continued on Page 9)

is,

II

have

will

IN

CANADIAN

First Step

Theaters will be purchased or constructed

in
the
following
states
Carolina,
South
Carolina,
Georgia, Florida, Alabama, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Tennessee,

Oklahoma and New MexThe Saenger interests now own

theaters

in

Louisiana,

Mississippi,
states

(Continued on Page 12)

— Famous

has en-

tered British Columbia to establish
studio for the purpose of filming
Canadian features which would qualify as British Empire-made pictures,
for presentation in Dominions where
a quota law may become effective or
elsewhere.

Coincident
the

with

6 Films

Coming

Lee-Bradford to Distribute Three
from Gaumont and Three from
Gainsborough Pictures
-Six

a

foreign

Gaumont and

features,

three

ough Pictures,

three from
from Gainsbor-

Ltd., will be distributcountry by the Lee-BradCorp., it was stated yesterday
by Arthur Lee, just returned from

m

ed
ford

this

iiurope. They will be released at
the
rate of one a month, beginning

Sep-

(Continued on Page 12)

incorporation

Famous Players Canadian
(Continued on Page

of
Corp.,

2)

Deal for Selwyn Off
Negotiations by Warners Bros, for
the Selwyn, as third Broadway Vitaphone house, have fallen through, it
understood.
"Manon Lescaut,"
with Vitaphone accompaniment, was
to have been presented there.

Rowland Back Nov. 9
Bringing with him Alexander Korda, Austrian director, and a Russian
actress he has placed under contract, Richard A. Rowland is
scheduled to return Nov. 9 or 10 aboard
the Olympic.

is

Kennedy Returning

ti

—

KANN

cuits.

ico.

Joseph P. Kennedy, president of
twenty-one in Tennessee
F. B. O., is expected tomorrow from
nd twenty-three in Texas.
Exclusive Foreign Programs
Saenger Amusement Co. finds its the Coast.
tronghold in Louisiana where 58
Foreign pictures will be exhibited
ir
more houses are under control, Fredman Going to Hollywood exclusively at a 300-seat Times
n Mississippi, there are twenty-six
Square house soon to adopt a picErnest W. Fredman, editor of
the roster, while Alabama is credture policy.
London,
leaves
Renter,"
'The
Film
ted with about seven and Texas,
He will retoday for Hollywood.
ifteen.
Parliament to Act
turn Nov. 17 and sails for England
The Texas Situation
Nov. 20 aboard the Majestic.
London Establishment of a quota
system and elimination of blind
In the Lone Star State, where exbooking by action of Parliament, are
mildly disturbed we
are
libitors
Seastrom Due Tomorrow
predicted by W. R. F"uller, general
over the Saenger
hall call it that
Victor
Seastrom arrives tomorrow secretary of the Cinematograph Exictivities, it will be most interesting
Legislation expecto learn what the reaction will be from Sweden aboard the Gripsholm. hibitors' Assoc.
o the formation of Publix-Saenger He will remain in New York for an ed will prohibit sale of films to exindefinite period before going to the hibitors, prior to their availability
rheaters.
for trade showing.
Coast.

—

liouses ni 12 Southern states.
The
deal will not afifect the
management
of either the PubHx or Saenger
cir-

North

Branch to Make Features
in British Columbia As

i'arolina,

—

Publix-Saenger Theaters, Inc., has
been formed to acquire and operate
directly or through its subsidiaries,

PRODUCING COMPANY

control over

films and advertising has been given
to the Australian film censor's office by new regulations, according to
Trade Commissioner E. G. Babbitt,
Sydney, ia a report to the Dept. of

Commerce.

The new house

Vancouver, B. C.

Australian Board Given Supervision
Over Exports and Additional
Power Over Advertising
Washington Bureau of

ic

jry

for

the

Northwest

12

States

Alabama and other Southern

iContinued on Page 12)

Power

operating

Embrace

to

New

Arkansas,

arbiis re-

Publix-Saenger Theaters are to garded as the forerunner of resumpve nothing to do with the present tion throughout the states represented at the Battle Creek parley, was
It
is
Idings of either circuit.
th the future that the new unit marked by one of the most bitter
Granting controversies in the history of the
Clares itself concerned.
local board.
at this policy will be adhered to
The results were reversal of forrictly, it is a guileless soul indeed

is

Pacific

seat 1,200.

FAMOUS

Arbitration Tilt
Minneapolis

which

chain
as
Theaters.

11

block is certain.
this no doubt can exist.

Firm

—

Indianapolis
Hailing as a great
victory for exhibitors, the stand out-

territorial

told

Seattle
Completion of a theater at Ballard, a suburb, will
mark return of Jensen
Von
Herberg to the theater business.
The partners, formerly
the dominant figure in this territory, recently sold their circuit to North American Thea-

to develop
lined by Will H. Hays in arbitration,
z\v exhibition interests in the
Frank J. Rembusch, head of the
uth is a step of prime im- state unit, calls upon W. A. Stefles,
head of the former Allied States Asrtance.
sociation, to continue the organiza-

il

to the

"Sunya," Roxy Opener?
"Sunya,"

Gloria Swanson's next
picture for United Artists, will be
the opening attraction at the Roxy,
according to report.

Midnight Benefit Friday
in the Navy Now" will

"We're

have its premiere at the Rialto Friday midnight.
The entire proceeds
are to be turned over to "The New
York American" Christmas and relief
fund.

Russell

Returning

E.

R. Russell, cliairman of
Films, Ltd., and Educational
Co.,

Ltd.,

England.

London,

sails

Ideal

today

Film
for

THE

wmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Famous

Active in South Afri

Canadian
Producing Company
in

from

(Conltiiiu'd

I'ai/e

c
Exhibitors'

1)

Toronto and Vancouver, as
organization entitled to undertake production, statement was made
Ltd., of

fiLnninilt.2S Wiiieslar.

Nov. 3.1926 PriciSCents

Publisher

IIIN W. UICOATE

THE FILM D,
African Thea
Washington
Ltd., have embarked on a buil*
program which will give all the
Washington Bureau of

—

Daily Reminder

an

portant cities in South Africa

Publiihed daily except Saturday and holidays
lo50 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1926) by Wid's Filmi and Film
President and
Folks. Inc.
J. VV. Alicoate.
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
AdyertisinK
and
aid M. Mersereau, Ilusiness
Manager; Ralph Wilk. Traveling Kepresen
Entered at second-class matter May
tative.

the company proposes to beinternational in scope. Besides
producing in Canada, the company
that

1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. v., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terras (Postage free) United States, outsidi
21,

of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign.
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15 00.

Address

communications to

all

THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
New York.
Filmday,
dress:

DAILY,

California

— Harvey

Ambassa

Gausman,

E.

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
Ernest \V. Fredman.
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Grea't Marlborough St.,

London, W.
Francaise,

—
Paris — La

I.,

Rue

5,

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

—
Financial

will extend production activities
l:.ngland.
The authorized capital

to
of

Famous Players company, which
was granted a charter at the Parliament Buildings in Victoria, is $15,there

was

Yesterday being a holiday, the market was
Prices below are as of Monday,

Nov.

1.

Quotati ons
Low

High

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Vtc

39 Vi
39 Ji

Pfd....

•Balaban & Katz.. ..
& Kati Vtc
Eastman Kodak. .. llSf^

•Bal.

Famous

Players.

•Fam.

Play.

•Film

Inspect
Nat'l Pfd

•First

..

113H

39

39-4

wm
my.

Pfd

Close
39/,

Sales

39^

1,800

63
73!4

•

.

.

•

•

•

i^m

300

ui'A

2,400

,

7

,

99'A
73

7244

Kimberley are also included

make

plan, while a

in Ottawa or Vancouver to
made-in-Canada pictures for
distribution throughout the British
i:,mpire and in foreign countries be-

cause of quota developments.
The
question then arose: "What is a British picture?"
This question is now
on tlie agenda of the Imperial Conference
in
London, having been
placed in a list of interrogations by
the Canadian Dept. of Trade and

•

44/,
237^
14/,
43

.

<

1,200

latest

v.

Wednesday, Nov.

Eberly Transferred to

—

Sapulpa, Okla.

in

Color.

1,400
100

2m

400

14J^
43
96/,

30/,
8/,
50

9J/2

1,200
5

.
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Coast

Estelle Taylor is en route to the
after completing a role in

"New

I

last

Iris.

Sold

—

Eufala, Okla.
George
has purchased the Palace.

Kilgour

Stebbins

&

Bryant 3040

This

IS

FREE

GLADYS. HULETTB

a 'CornerbiocK' cut furmshi
for all

Pathecomedies

at yoi

been named special representafor the Western division, from
Denver west. Matt Aparton of the
Salt Lake office, has replaced Reilly

from

J.

W.

Cotter.

John D.Tippett, Inc.

tive

here.

Olmstead
Ed. Olmstead,

at

Kiowa House Dark

Rialto

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

who

is handling exPublix houses in
New York, is now making his headquarters at the Rialto pending comI)letion of offices in the new Para-

for

—

Kiowa, Okla. The C. of C. has
closed, and is not expected to reopen this season.

the

All Colors

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

The

/<7mc/\.

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset BWd.

New York City

Hollywood,

528 Riverside Drive

New York

.Telephone
Morningside 1776

Chromos Trading Company
1123

Calif.

The Perfect Handcoloring of Film

BROADWAY

NFVER ni5APPG'NT"

[IPOWFIIM

S

SpecialistB in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540 Broadway

YOUR AGE

V (With

—

—

of

N

m

'WE

INSURANCE
T E B B

CHASI

Sapulpa
M. H. Wood has

think of

you are thinking

CHARLE

at

House

Eufala

opens.

tract.

W.

—

HAL

fe

Orleans

been appointed manager of the

York," to resume production mount building.
Russell Moon will
for John W. Considine, Jr., of United be in permanent charge of publicity
Artists, to whom she is under con- for the Paramount when the theater

Arthur

New

Made

Seattle

ploitation

Coast

S

lions sterling."

1926

Special Representative
Tulsa House Has New Owner
James B. Reilly, for the
Charles Deal is new
Tulsa, Okla.
year local manager for Universal, owner of the Dreamland, purchased

Reilly

has
50
83
8/,
96/,

••Stan. Co. of Am. ..
Trans- Lux Screen.
8^ 8iH
400
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
•Universal Pictures
36^
Warner Pictures.. 36J^ 35-4 35J4
500
Warner Pict. "A". 45j4 44/, 45
5,100
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask

When you

3,

N. B. Eberly,
Oklahoma City
Educational manager, has been transA banquet
ferred to New Orleans.
In his honor was given prior to his
W. J.
departure for the new post.
Cammer succeeds him.

New Manager

Romances

;

houses are to be remode
and renovated along modern lir
The scheme will run into several

film.

Color Series Obtained
Cranfield & Clarke has acquired
from Craig Hutchinson Prod., a series of 12 Technicolor subjects called

in

of theaters

Exchange.

^'iJi

96^

50

En Route

Coogan and Spence Here
Jack Coogan, St., and Ralph
Spence arrive in New York today
bringing a print of "Johnny Get
Your Hair Cut," Jackie Coogan's

number

picture

11^

Proect
Loew's,
Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 21%
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 15
Pathe Exch. "A'\
43
B'way 96}^
t Paramount
ttKoxy Units
i2
..

>

Prepare

studio

24J4

•Intern']

Skouras Bros

*

1

special numbers

(Jttawa that an important American producing organization was preparing to establish a

•

118/,

Fox Film "A".... 73"4
•Fox Theaters "A" ..

ttRoxy Common

600

approach-

ing.

a defi-

nite report in

Commerce.
closed.

Day

UUO.UOO.

Some weeks ago

Dietermaritsburg of equal size is
second important development, w
two new theaters are planned
Johannesburg. In Cape Town a
ater is contemplated, as is also a ct
bined vaudeville and picture ho
and a second picture house as v,
Blowafontain, Port Elizabeth,

Thanksgiving

ilic

til

and cinemas of the latest j
according to Trade Comij
sioner Perry J. Stevenson, Johanii
burg.
South
Africa.
The fl
Prince's, in Durban, was openecl
A theaterj
July and seats 1,750.
ters
sign,

come
al

3, IS

Motion Picture Financing
for

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

PRODUCERS
LABORATORIES
THEATRES

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

INCORPORATED

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
'Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MCR.

I

^i ff
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Ready tot itniiiecUate Ixxftiii^s /
"LONDON"

the second picture from the star-director-producer
combination that made the successful "Nell Gwyn."
fast-moving
strictly modern love melodrama.
With Paul Whiteman and his
bandy and the famous Kit Kat girls. The N, Y. Times calls it
"emphatically interesting with its startling contrasts drawn from the
life in a roaring metropolis.
is

A

BRITISH

NATIONAL PICTURES,

LTD., pREseNTTHem 'OVERSEAS

SPECIAL"

STARRING

"Directed Ay Herbert WilcoX
An otiginal story for the Screen by TboinasBui-Ke,

dffaramountS^idure
Member

of Motion Picture Producers and

Distributors of America, Inc., Will

H. Hays, President

¥
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7^HE choii
all parti
Swept into

on a p
form of big
office

profits for
hibitors.

R

why leading
hibitors vote

Warner

W

E EIEIII8 26

B-2]!

FOn
«

"PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY
best box office production we have had in
broke all records with this
three years.
picture! Second week opened to bigger business than first week/'

entire audience.
as this one!"

Keep them coming

is

We

ORPHEUM THEATRE,
Chicago,

111.

"MY OFFICIAL WIFE
Big results when shown over our

circuit!**

WEST COAST THEATRE,
Los Angeles,

Calif.

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC
went over to excellent business. Everyone
immensely pleased. Good comments from

t^s

OLYMPIA THEATRE,
Worcester, Mass.

"MY OFFICIAL WIFE
great picture, doing tremendous business.
Congratula*
Patrons* comments excellent.
tions!

Make some more

like this one!"

STATE THEATRE,
New Bedford. Mass.

one of finest productions released in months.
Irene Rich surpasses everything she has ever
done. Going over exceptionally well at box
office.

as good

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC
opened new Capitol Theatre

last night.

This

marvelous picture, real box office bet.
Audience simply wild over picture. Glad we
have Warner Winners under contract.
is

Thanks

to

Warner

Bros."

CAPITOL THEATRE,
Lincoln, Neb.
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"Beverly of Graustark"

the

picture

and revue were

(M-G-M)

uted about the
Two pieces of compo-board were toona, Pa.
obtained.
One was painted to read:

;

COLLEEN MOORE'S

I

!

I

Latest Delicatessen

Romance,

"IT MUST BE LOVE."
obtained in a promTwo thousand were distributed.
and these two signs
placed in window. A girl with mask The cost of this stunt was very
on, sat at the table center. As pass- small, the candy costing only $3.20.
ers-by stopped, she pointed out what Charles R. Hammerslough, Broadwas to be done, and when the col- way, Newburgh, N. Y.
umns were designated on the figures, she picked up numbers from
"The Knockout"
table disclosing age. She did not
(First National)
turn to look at figures on board,
Constructed a small-sized model ot
which added to the mystery.
By a boxing ring in front of the house,
placing on a table small card carry- at the sidewalk line. Attached to the
ing these figures she was able to add ropes of the "ring" were posters adthe figures of each column without vertising the picture.
Princess, Alturning
1—2 4 8— 16— 32.
Nate bertville, Ala.
Rosenthal, Majestic, Dubuque, la.
"Lights of Old Broadway"
"Blue Eagle"
(M-G-M)
(Fox)
Through a great deal of effort and

A

!

Al-

"It Must Be Love"
(First National)
In addition to several important
angles of exploitation, "It Must Be

on paper and mail it to the Beverly of Graustark Contest Manager, Majestic, by 9 P. M."

j

distrib-

— Capitol,

—

others were keeping a cage
scriptive of workers and the work, fashion
and introduced by several titles of silence. Each figure was numbered
institutional nature. The film opened order that they might be identifie
with a shot of our exterior, and the more easily. The Gazette then prim r
i

—"How

often has this
this
we
occurred to you?" After
showed shots of a man's legs walking
up to our three-sheet frames out
Love," by a clever novelty envelope. front. The legs then approached the
panel for details."
A candy company manufactured a box office where we showed the cashThe other panel read: "The Magic special candy pickle. These were in- iers and then a view of the money
Table of Graustark."
Then came serted in an envelope with the fol- changing hands. Throughout this sethe six columns of figures and the lowing reading:
quence, which also included a trip
statement:
Did you ever hear of a Love Pickle?
through the lobby, past the doorman,
"A free ticket to see this great picture will
HERE'S ONE.
foyer, and the seating of the patron
be given to the first 20 persons who can tell
There's a Love Pickle and a Lot of
by ushers, we did not show more than
how Beverly tells your age; write the solution
Boloney in
"Let Beverly of Graustark guess your age.
On the other panel are six columns of figures.
Designate to her on your fingers the columns
in which your age appears. She will tell you
your age. Win a free ticket to 'Beverly of
Graustark," Majestic, one big week. See other

I

city.

inent

window was
drug

store,

——

Made

Navy

re-

at

a

considerable

expenditure

the

title

read

the legs of the patron, the
ing that the patron might
one, whereas, if we used
etc., it would not carry out

idea be-

be

any-

the

face,

our idea.

traction,

"Men

of Steel."

This idea

—Ace,

Berry, Circle,

Indianapolis.

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

Arranged

to have a special bargain
matinee for women and landed six
publicity stories.
The B. McManus
store devoted a window to dresses in
the new shade and mentioned it in
their ads. The Vindicator used it as
a basis for a style story. In the window was a large cut-out of Laura
La Plante and several portraits as
well.
hand-painted card tied up

—

—

Thrilling naval picture

streets

in

the

iei

"You've often heard that to be a judge
is to know half the game.
Here
where you practice your understanding ey
....A hand has just been dealt.
Mr. Vi

lb!

poker faces

troux has cartooned in these "poker faces' son
of the characteristic poker expressions he hi W!
noted on the faces of five of Charleston's m0|
celebrated poker players.
The object is fi
you to select from about this board the 'pok^
face' which you believe has glimpsed the wi
ning hand." T. L. Kearse, Kearse. Charle iF
ton. \V. Va.

—

^

"Quarter Back"
(Paramount)
In the ads for one week precedin

of the v:
rious football teams of local school
and colleges were invited to see th
show to learn some new trick, a

name

captain

fu
tear

the
headed the ad. The message follow
ed. The nature of the personal af
peal made the ad stand out.
Georg
A. Langan, Allen, Cleveland.
of

the

The

of

—

M'
(B

iti
!la:i

iKti

m
;cr.

S«l)

fs

"The Savage"
(First National)

Painted

a sign depicting the in
side of a cage with the pictures, cu

from accessories paper and mounte
on compo board of Ben Lyon am

May McAvoy. As Ben, who takes th
part of a "savage" in this comedy, i
really behind bars during a few reels
the sign was most appropriate.
I
was black on white and flashy, a tfk
tracting the attention of lookers-in.—

lail

Jack Rowley, Rialto, Laredo, Tex.

busi-

ness district were torn up, due to the
"The Palm Beach Girl"
installation of a sewerage system, ofIt worked out very well.
Monroe, fered
(Paramoimt)
an
opportunity
to
advertise
Chicago.
"Mantrap" when it played at the
A revival of interest in water sports
Slernng. One hundred 12x15 placards, in Knoxville was manifest when
"Fig Leaves"
worded "Danger— Mantrap," mount- theater sponsored a motorboat race
(Fox)
ed on pointed
laths,
were stuck along the Tennessee River. The races
Tied up with ladies' shop for a around the diggings and even in the were held on a Saturday afternoon
style revue. The shop also agreed to street
intersections
where electric preceding the showing of "The Palm
furnish models as well as all gar- traffic markers were being
installed. Beach Girl." Motorboats of eighty
ments to be u,sed in conjunction with Many workmen thought these signs horsepower or over were
eligible to
the revue. One week in advance of were official and took care in
making compete for the major prizes. As a
the opening, the merchant loaned a sure that they were kept
upright in preliminary to the main event, smallsection of his window which was dec- all
dangerous places. George R. er craft of eight to fifteen horseorated with window cards, special ti- Stewart, Sterling, Greeley,
power raced for a silver loving cup.
Col.
tled placards and stills. In every outW. F. Brock, Strand, Knoxville,
going package the store placed a fig
"Men of Steel"
Tenn.
leaf with tag announcing the picture
(First National)
and revue. Window tie-ups were also
During anniversary week, we show"Poker Faces"
secured in 20 other stores. Each dis- ed a one reel subject we made our(Universal)
played placards, 8x10 stills, and had .sclves, called "Meet the Circle FamPersuaded the newspaper cartoonfig leaves painted on their windows.
ily."
This included action by all ist to
draw a cartoon of a typical
Three thousand special fig leaves, members of the staff and attaches. It
poker game.
Some of the players
each tagged to a red card announcing was held together by subtitles dewere wise-cracking in typical poker

Now

iljei

plained:

was carried out in showing the art
studio where artists were working on
posters and ads for "Men of Steel." exhibited by Richard Dix.

One week in ad- power company bought the first genvance of opening, arrangements were erator that was ever used for genaffected
whereby every recruitng eral lighting purposes in ChattaA
board contained a special one sheet nooga and placed it on display in the
lobby of the theater. W. S. Perutz, the window with the Park engagewith the following copy:
ment by stating that "Midnight Sun"
Rialto, Chattanooga, Tenn.
'•'THE BLUE EAGLEwas "the new color introduced in the
Encounters Travel
Romance and Adventure
play by the same name at the Park,
"Mantrap"
Join the Navy
beginning Sunday." Park, Youngs.See
(Paramount)
town, O.
"The Blue Eai^le'
Because the
cruiting stations.

ed this cartoon with the informatic
that here was a chance to win ticl
The paper ej
ets to the Kearse.

Throughout the film, wherever possible, we showed views of our lobby
frames with display copy on our at- the opening, the captains

—

—

a direct tie-up with

first

Playing

"The Sheik"

—

Went
"This

lire

lines

a revival of the first grea
to bring fame to Rudolph Val

is

drama

\

—

entino does America want to agaitl(|,
pay homage to the player who
gone?" Evidently the scheme work
ii

ed, for the business

was excellent.—

M. B. Hustler, Capitol, Sacramento
Cal.

—

—

(United Artists)
after this along these

Its,

"You Never Know Women"
(Paramount)

Ve

A

concave mirror in the lobbj
stopped passersby when they caughi
a glimpse of their grotesque reflec
tion.

was
the

tj;

"You Never Know Women'
attraction and it was alscPel

the

message on the mirror.

women and

Men

children stood in fronl^
of the reflector.
Strand, Birming ise
ham, Ala.

—

THE
November

/(Inesday,

SBianDAILV

1926

3,

^ower for Censor
(Continued from Page

"The

drawn up by the Customs Dept.

e

addition

Miificant

to

the

)re

power

drastic

is

also given

censor in dealing with advermatter.
The new order dij
that one specimen of each piece
e

•dvertising matter intended for
n the Commonwealth shall, be-

importion, be deposited with
censor.
Advertising matter is
ned to include posters, photohs,
sketches, programs,
slides
other matter. The importer has
ive security that the matter will
ised only as passed for imporn by the censor.

nong important

films

"The Ace of Cads"
Paramount

rather well.

Very

slight

in

very

As

little

dull

a

round, as we have seen in some
» Tried in vain to pick out one

picture, all
• »
time.

redeeming feature.

POST—*

Flat, uninspired tid-bit. * * •
episode in "The Ace of Cads" rings

Not one

SUN — *

* *

true.

One

*

*

of the dullest photoplays
record. • • • Badly acted, directed picture.

on

shown

in

—

been unobserved.

draw

ably

—

final

a

HERALD-TRIBUNE * * * A good picA triumph of direction over story.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * Pure-

ly melodrama with several
* * * Audience seemed to

SU.\

—

*

*

No

*

thrilling situations
like

it.

with such a stupid,

film

old-fashioned "predictable" story as is possessed by "The Ice Flood," however, could
hope to win a prize for real cinematic merit
* * * Pssably done.

TIMES— *

*

TIMES —
*
* A
surface

*

subject

diverting
lacking

WORLD —

•

endiny

(IVeek

AMERICAN—*

*

mation and depth.

*

* * Unexciting English ropresented with smart and thoughtful
construction, with directorial good taste and

have an unusual charm.

resourcefulness.

"Blarney"— M-G-M
pense with character studies.

EXPRESS—*
Lacking

*

A

*

in

•

"knockout."

•

•

polish in the picturization that is
elemental in the written version * * •
* * Splendidly depicted on
* * • Three super-thrilling fistic
the screen.
a'

RECORD—*

battles. *

Has more than ordinary

•

to its backgrounds. * * * Clever
of the three principal char-

due

i"terest

*

acters.

*

*

Boston
by a cast

of celebrities that make each role a gem of acting,
opportunity
to make
Mr. Barrymore had the
the
tlie best
film of his career. • * »

When

"Don Juan"

taken apart there are
many things which deserve commendation,
but as a whole it is not the best effort ever
screened by Barryinore.
Mr. Crosland has directed the
piece in the style of the romantic films of
three years ago, when such a thing as camera subtlety or subtlety of any sort was
luite foreign to the cinema.
The story is replete with
adventure and thrill follows thrill throughThe production is a big one
out the action.
Upicting old Spain and Rome during the
is

HERALD —

egime of the Borgia, built on an elaborate
scale showing authentic scenes with all the
magnificence of the period.
Mr. Barrymore was never seen to betadvantage

•

*

*

TRANSCRIPT—*

*

more an opportunity

to

gives

Mr.

engage

in

Barryan un-

quantity of amorous mummery.
about the screen (one had al-

conscionable

He

strides
most said

*

glowering and mugging
Tnd making passionate advances to every
l^oman damsel within reach.
stage),

—

"Don Juan"

is

a

innumerable
through
and burning kisses, promovie
in ciuite orthodox

profile

classic

clinches

llirt.-itions,

is

*

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

*

•

for

and

stale

*

*

lethargic
*

*

to

tlie

nth

*

*

social exnot conspicuous for the

WORLD —

Hippodrome

seemed

is

in

a

mad

From

*

class

with

*

*

melodrama

corking
*

*

*

a

good
mad,

EVENING JOURNAL—*

treat

•

*

«

splendid

cast,

marvelous and the story

is

EVENING WORLD—*

* * cinematic
the settings are
absorbing.
* * top g:i-ade en-

*

melodramatic thriller full
of action and atmosphere.
GRAPHIC—* * * will be much discussed
tertainment

jibe with
Spaniard.

the

CU£ER;

*

Poor Mr.
that

i

the

S.

D.

Onida

—

to

Al Schriever has
J.

"Gigolo"— P. D. C.
Los Angeles

A. Reinschniidt.

Showman Dead
— Amos Tweedon

Million Dollar.

EXAMINER — *
best

La

* * Undoubtedly one of
Rocque's recent vehicles.

Veteran Fargo

the

"argo, N. D.
eran owner of the Princess, died
his home from a heart attack.

stock soaring higher in public estimation
for he runs the gamut of emotions with

»

»

«

KXPRES.'? —

RECORD — *

dinary.

ised the Majestic.

moments.

—

*

*

*

Sends

skill.

Buys Plymouth House
-*lymouth. Wis.
Eugene Pellitier,
mer Milwaukee exhibitor, has pur*elHtier

of

*

*

Howard has another
to

TIMES — "
his

•

•

of

W'lliam K
genuine merit

•

•

Something out

Wanting

• • •

in

reality

of the orin certain

so

is

even

isn't

HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * * never have
seen John Dillon do anything so good.
MORNING TELEGRAPH—* * * one of

the most delightful domestic comedies that
has come along in a blue moon * *
great

TIMES — *

fun.

stirred to
this comic

* *

Breezy comedy frequently
laughter by incidents in

hearty
film.
•

WiQRLD —

»

*

movie farce

little

energetically,
naughty
film has been titled

*

*

*

death.

to

"My

Wife"

Official

Warner Brothers
Broadway
(Week

Official

Wife"

Oct.

lindiiuj
* * *

AMERICAN—
is

30)
idea of "My
players are

Whole
•

repulsive

badly miscast.

DAILY NEWS—*

see
ly

* *
worth going to
well acted, well directed and nicedressed up bit of screen hokum.
*

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

*

*

matinee

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

rate
for

*

entertainmetit

moment

one

*

»

*

*

*

our interest

pic-

*

ture for unhurried chocolate munchers
too long and too slow moving.

*

*

first

never

lagged.

of Tempters"
First National

"The Prince

Strand
*

*

picture. * * * Vou
of entertainment.

*

may

and

*

A

written

large cast, a
love interest.
*

lack
is

of

*

plot

*

Its

and

*
its

*

it

*
*

the best

Has box-

points overshadow its
direction and acting
see.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
*

really

Will score at the box-

fine

worth going miles to

picture.

is

Boasts a
all
over it. * *
melodramatic theme and heavy

GRAPHIC—*
office.

it

good motion

also find

EVENING JOURNAL—*

ofifice

make money,

Will
title,

Story,

* *

Not

continuity

were bad.

Ml* CXUI6IT0e.
you'll soori

UP

IaONEv

Rocque's

*

credit.
•

Director
film

La

Stone

it

Onida House Changes Hands
)nida,

audiStone's)

we

"Variety."

NEWS—*

of celluloid
thing.

*

the picture
funny to contemplate.
in

DAILY NEW.S— *

the standpoint

The

antics.

GRAPHIC—*

?>(\)

and production "The Magician"

DAILY
piece

Oct.

*

*

(Lewis

his

even without this movie
well worth seeing.

Capitol
*

*

enjoy

to

AMERICAN—*

(M-G-M)

direction

*

comedy.

miscast

"The Magician"

AMERICAN—*

Capitol

movie enter-

the

National

First

chilling direction.

{Week ending

resounding

"Midnight Lovers"

de-

two

of

tale

another

indubitably

WORLD —

the

tremes of London is
novelty of its adventure.
*
*
moderately interesting
*
work and fair entertainment.* * * Herbert
Wilcox showed some exceedingly fine and

of

»

rather
the fantastic narrative • • •
sequences so diverting that they make a short
story in themselves.
* a drama of no regrets
* *
* * * a very creditable picture.

drab

gree.

TIMES—*

•

—

terrible

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

creaky,

*

*

*

»

entertain-

very young minds
waste of time and money.

ment

*

richly

taged and extravagantly cast movie version
of the career of tlie famous lover.
In it John Barrymore displays his fa-

mous,

originality
conspicuously lack-

might almost be called
a stoi-y without a plot. • » * Never have
we seen such untalented players assembled
in one picture.

TELEGRAPH —

'er

*

POST—* * * stupid tale of a Lily of
Limehouse mire.
SUN — * * * viewed with indifference *

Colonial

picture

direction

*

and conventional* * * characters are stereotyped,
the photography and lighting poor
and the direction stilted and uninspired.

"Don Juan"

GLOBE — Surrounded

reel at

the most interesting feature of

GRAPHIC—*

interpretations
*

news

ing.

* *

TIMES—*

little

bill.

story and

•

overshadows

reeling

EVENING WORLD—*

sus-

•

good, old, hair-on-end melofascinating and authentic back-

tainment par excellence of the week.
TIMES * * * Expert direction

29)

weak

Little
enthusiasm can
by Dorothy Gish's latest London
*
A stubborn conscience forbids
recommendation of "London."
is

success

ence

stirred
effort.* *

Rivoli

Direc•

fault.
* * *

EVENING JOURNAL—*

be

the
the

*

SUN —

*

grounds.

pie

EVENING JOURNAL— The

LoeVs State, Los Angeles
EXAMINER—* * * Deftly mixes

drama

*

Oct. 30)
has the daring of a
French farce and the nonsense of a custard-

NEWS—

DAILY

at

is

(Week Ending

Oct.

*

to miss

It

admirably done

is

AMERICAN—*

story
sets, because of their authenticity,

The

at

is

Direction by

"London"

*

POST —

story

unashamed,

Primitive,

(Paramount)

*

the picture

»

heavy-handed melodrama. * •
Mr. Seitz is fairly effective.

picture.
in ani-

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

torially

Melodrama weighted down

*

with gaudy subtitles.

Rivoli

full house.
*
*
Fairly
*

ceeding to reform
tvie,
even though it doesn't
tales we hear of the gallant

editing.

is

ture * * *

a

TRAVELER

Hill Editing Marine Film
ulver City George Hill who re'tly directed "Tell It to the Mas" for M-G-M is busy supervis-

It

* * *
Unable to
from the old reliable

deviation

TELEGRAM—* * * Menjou, we trow,
forget to remember "The Ace of Cads."
TELEGRAPH—* * * Should unquestion-

made by

ProtosanofT, titled
e Process of Three Millions."
'^hile
the much-talked of film,
e Cruiser Potemkin," has been
subject of much comment and
cism in other countries, it is rekable that within Soviet Russia
f its success has been but feeble,
the spectacle has been presented
;ral times, in particular the critics
Germany discussing the clever5 of
Eisenstein's work, the quality
he film as entertainment and so
while in Russia itself it was lookipon by most spectators as a quite
;nary revolutionary film possesslittle outstanding beyond other
s of the same nature.
/hen its success was realized
Dad, the picture was once again
on Russian screens and Russian
pie, influenced by foreign cornits, have filled the theaters, and
lired what had for months be:her,

discover any
formula.

will

sia

wi

seemed

entertaining.

Sleep producer.

mance,

during the first six months of
year, the following are notable:
la Tsa Tsou," the German film,
e Empire of Adat," made by Gosthis has been very well reid
I in the savage parts of Caus, and perhaps the most striking
e Bear's Wedding," of "Russ,"
/hich the leading part is played
Malinowskaya. It is taken from
3ve\ of Lithuanian history
but
questionable if it will ever be
ened abroad.
"Russ" also had

program

film very
picture.

23)

Audience

*

*

*

various moments a great picture, but for
some reason so much of it was unconvincine

EVENING WORLD—

Rivoli
AMERICAN—" • • Somewhat long drawn
out but in this maze of movies it stands out

EVENING JOURNAL—* * *
plot.
GRAPHIC—* " » Promises
plot.
HERALD-TRIBUNE—* * *

the

find

fair

WORLD—*

Russia

R

to

*

want

not

will

it.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

(.H'cck ending Oct.

DAILY NEWS—*

is

1

seeing

Hippodrome

exist-

one prohibiting export
fihn the exhibition of which is
liable in the pubHc interest, or
is hkely to prove detrimental
ic
Commonwealth.
Export of
the Term of His Natural Life,"
IC
making, may be affected.
iiles

I

Newspaper Opinions

1)

and consequently you

Ice Flood"

Universal

QURN

a great

and

titles

Not Just Here and Theil
THEATRES

PUfiLIX

The

lis^of

circui^ shbwing

Educational
Pictures
is

f

rtually a

diiectory of

tht circuits of
le

country,

>m the great
^iblix

group

toLthe stnaller,*

loclSphains.

Balaban

86

•
Chicago
aChicago

JCatz-Publix

& Katz Midwest-Publix
*
Lynch-B. & K. -Midwest
Lubliner & Trinz-B. & K.-Midwest
Balaba^,

.

.

W.

.

.

.

P. Gray-Publix
Gordon's Olympia-Publix
Kunsky-B. & K.-Publix
Southern Enterprises-Publix
Southern Enterprises-Publix
Southern Enterprises-Publix
Southern Enterprises-Publix
Southern Enterprises-Publix
Skouras Brothers -Publix
Publix

.

....
.

Chicago
Chicago
Boston
Boston
Detroit
Atlanta

Charlotte

Memphis
Dallas

.*

Oklahoma City
.

t,

.St. Louis

®'

•

•

Buffalo

Publix

Des Moines
Denver
San Francisco

Publix

Los Angeles

A. H. Blank-Publix
Publix

Philadelphia

ME. Comerford

Milwaukee
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Graphic Circuit

Stanley Theatres

Saxe

West Coast
West Coast
Northwest
Finkelstein and Ruben
Loew's Greater New York
Pacific

.

Seattle

New York

E.

Newark
New York
New York
New York

KinceyJ'heatres

.

.......
t^meW-Stamsberg

New York

H. Sch^SM;^
'

.

.

Brooklyn
Brooklyn
Chicago
Chicago

^ — "— -Olickgo

Chic^£o.

.

National The^res

Minneapolis

•Consolidated

j:iroy

Greenfield

.

....
and Blinderman ....

"

fie

.

J.

Robb
L.

t,.

Scranton
Boston
Fall River
San Francisco
San Francisco
San Francisco
Atlanta

....
....

Golden State Theatres

.

Mayer and Schneider

'

Kahn

.

AUwon Amusement Corporation

*

Nathan Yamins

.

Stanley-Fabian-Stern

Y^.

Big Circuit

Canada

Paramount-Nathanson

Steiner

Booked To

Kansas City

Shea's-Publix

.

.

Sparks-Universal

Char^tte

&

Dallas

Rowley
Dent

Griffith Brothers

Dallas
.

.^

.

.

.

Oklahoma City

Multnomah Theatre Corporation
Hoffman Brothers
St. Louis Amusement Co.

...

Capitol Enterprises-Universal

Dickinson-Universal

Seattle

.

.

....

Whitehurst Theatres
Loew's

New Haven
Loi;^
Kansas City
Kansas City
Baltimore
St.

Washington

&

Pittsburgh

Bijou (Butt

Detroit

Buffalo
LoeV's
Mark Strand Theatres Buffalo and Upstate N.Y.
Rochester
RegorsomCorporation
Cleveland
Brody-SchWrtz
y^*"^"'*'^
Indianapolis
Olsen Theattes

GeorgJF
Wdl^vard T

Detroit

F.

Detroit

M.

'mcentl

....

Philadelphia

Philadelphia
Cincinnati

Rowllbd

Host^tler-Uni

Totaling 13

Des Moines

uses

....

.

J.

J.

RembusCTP'V''^.

•

.

Switow

Saenger Amusement Co.

— part

N

Indianapolis

!\
.

.

of

Indianapolis

\ New

1

Orleans

t«but

Everywhere

FRACncALliY
IN THE UNiiisii States
T7 6UCATIONAL PICTURES set another record With the
i^

19264927 season

tically

just getting well*jLinde|Jlvay, prac*

every big circuit in the Lliited State^nd Canada

playingt)r has contracted to play Educanonal Pictures.
No other Short Subjects have everapprpached the circuit
is

•

showing made by Educational^ w^ith^^s leader group of
ShoiCt Features.

Educational Pictures^ are shovmng, not just here and
there
but everywhere.

—

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES.

^UJ^^Uiu^

Inc.

Member
Motion Picture Producers 85 Distributors
Of America, Inc.
Will H. Hays, President

eatres playing Educational Pictures

THE

Rembusch Asks

To

j55^

Arbitration Tilt

Steffes

Continue Allied

(Continued from Page

1)

return to the fold in 1925, when
the organization
it functioned within
Steffes headed
as the Alhed bloc.
the association during its existence,
and maintained the reins of the Allied bloc which he announced at the
Los Angeles convention this year
was disbanded. Since its dissolution
and up to the time he called upon
to

(Continued from Page

1)

mer action taken by the board, in
establishing what was regarded as a
precedent for the nation;
protest against the decision

filing

of a

'Wednesday, November

hereafter, arbitration shall be practiced without any interference from
anjone, especially producers and distributors and all decisions made are
to be based on equity and justice
rather than the strict letter of the
uniform contract.
"Since the outcome of this meeting has resulted so advantageously
to the theater owner, I think you
ought to be congratulated on making the call. May I observe that the

Allied States organization was responsible for the modification of the
uniform contract at the New York
meeting last February, by taking the
Therefore,
initiative at that time.
since any constructive benefits seem
to emanate entirely from the Allied
group, I cannot see but what it is
your duty to continue the organization and let the good work go on."

standing before

board,
granted.
the

application was
W. A. Steffes sponsor of the Battle
Creek Arbitration parley immediately filed exception to the action,
which he is expected to appeal. He
pointed out that the decision would
tend to "take the teeth" out of arbitration so far as forcing distributors
to
fulfill
decisions are concerned,
also that the personnel of the board
which reversed the action was different from that which rescinded it.
Distributor members on the previous
board were the same, while only two
of the exhibitors present served on
the board which outlawed the cases.
These two declined to vote on the
issue and the third, who was not a
member of the original board, voted
to rescind the previous action.

Chase Continuing Attack
Morals of American pictures must
Washington The public health ad- be reformed or they face exclusion
ministration of the Egyptian Minis- from most
of the rest of the counFilms to Aid Sanitation
THE FILM DAILY)

—

Interior

the

is

at

present

(Continued from Page

A

Little

from

1)

have charge of the operation of the new company's houses.
One house to be acquired by the
company is the New Saenger, which
will be opened at New Orleans in
January. This theater will play Pub-

and they

**L o

t

il

will

tries

of

world.

the

Canon

—

Saenger interests are extremely active in acquiring theaters in Texas.

Willia-

Coming

6 Films

(Continued from Page 1)

and the

(fVaihiniiton Bureau of

of

Publix-Saenger in
South'n Operating Go.

3, 11

By RALPH WILK ^
by the
Northwest exhibitor association, and
GRIBBON, the come
resignation of an exhibitor member
is getting
the thrill of his
from the board.
This is his first visit to New
The dispute centered around the ix presentations.
in
11
years and he is having
case of United Artists, which obtainE. V. Richards and Julian Saen- more fun than the "old lady
ed reinstatement in arbitration by
He has found tim
ger left New York last night for New Dubuque."
fulfilling a disputed decision of the
Orleans after consummating the deal see the sights and also do good
board. Previously the board, in barin "The Song of the Dragon."
with Sam Katz.
ring the company from arbitration
pending fulfillment of the decision
Dallas Reports indicate that the

states and Texas to
meeting on arbitration, Steffes has remained out of the limelight.
"Happily, it seems to us that liad ruled that all cases submitted
Havs had agreed to all the requests in the interim were to be permamade by theater owners at the recent nently barred.
Creek meeting," Rembusch
Battle
United Artists, however, appl.'ed
wired Steffes. "We understand that for restoration of these cases to good

West

Middle

join in a

try

m

DAILY

12

Lee says that so far
exchanges have been lined up to

tember, 1927.
15

handle the product.
Lee has brought

back with him
from Armentieres"
"Mademoiselle
and "The Lodger." He also has a
dealing with the airplane
feature
flight of Sir Allan Cobban from England to Australia. Cobhan will arNew York in about two
rive in
weeks to make a personal appearance
tour along with the picture.

EDDIE

XXl

(BE

Nat Pendleton, who wrest

led with production problem

for several months,

has

iistg

re\

I'ut

turned to the mat. The actor
wrestler is one of the bes
and has been tossing some o
the corn-fed grapplers.
*

*

4>

Lothar Mendes secures

relie
ticklinj BO

from tense scenes by

the keys of a small piano
the Cosmopolitan studio.
*

*

a.

*

Bernard Moore, well knoivn
Eastern studios, has been pronv m
to second cameraman under Roi ipi
Martin on "Sunya," starring Gl in
Indications are that American pro- Swanson.
ducers are going to lose their foreign
market, according to Lee,

who

an-

The

Howard Em^

report that

European product
better
through new alliances between vari-

met

ous companies abroad. Germany will
produce about 210 features this year,
he estimates, and France approxiBritish
production is
mately 60.
largely contingent upon the outcome
of the quota proposition, he says.

married was premature.

ticipates

Rogers, writer of

and

nals

report

scenarios

was

started

is

origi-

hi

to

The

by a practl

cal joker.
*

*

Ray Foster was

familiar fig|
party.
He
ball for the
a

Loew-M-G-M

at the

"Don Quixote" Filmed in Denmark photographed
four years.
(Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — The Danish company
"Jimmy" is
"Palladiem", which has headquar-

the

which involves Scheafe Chase,
attracting much
"reformer," stated
the showing of sanitation propaganda Sunday
Paramount stud
at Christ Episcopal Church.
tention
at
the
ters in Paris as well as Copenhagen
fdms throughout the various prov- Brooklyn, in a sermon,
"The Inter- has just finished filming "Don Quix- He is a little animal, made of s|
inces and villages in a way which national
Film Situation."
His trip ote" commenced in Spain last Feb- "Jimmy" looks like a rhinoceri
could be understood by the illiterate abroad, he said,
convinces him that ruary, according to Trade Commis- with a cat's tail.
"I like his set
fellah or peasant, according to As"the protest of the nations against
eyes," says Josephine Duf
ful
sioner
George
Canty,
in
report
R.
a
Commissioner
in
Mann
sistant Trade
American films lies deeper than mere
who uses Jimmy as a good ii|
to the Dept. of Commerce.
a report to the Dept. of Commerce. commercial
jealousy."
charm.
These films will be taken from place
studying

scheme

a

to place in

motor cars

inhabitants

of

the

to

smallest

show

Technicolor in Talmadge Film
Universal City Technicolor is being used by Richard Talmadge in
Universal picture, "The
his
first
Fighting Man." The final sequence,
about 1.000 ft. in length is being
done with this process.

—

New Oswego

the

villages.

Policy Adopted
Strand has
adopted a policy of four changes a
weapweek.

Oswego, N. Y.

Pictures to Enlighten Italians

Rome — Use
ons of civil
|)ropaganda

of

pictures

education and
is

— The

as
national

made compulsory by

Fascist Government.
Each program must contain .it least one reel
of educational or propagjuulisi film.

the

Another for Elizabethport
Sabato Signed for "Bertha"
Elizabethport, N. J. Work is to
Los Angeles -Alfredo Sabato has be started next week on a $400,000
work
upon theater by the Wolcott Holding Co.,
technical
completed
"Fighting Love" a Nils Chrisander for Sam Sobelson, Fred Unger and
production for DeMille and has sign- former
Assemblyman
Thompson.
ed to do an interpretation in "Bertha, The partners now own a house here
the Sewing Machine Girl," which as well as theaters at Newark and
Irving Cummings is directing for Bayonne.
Arrangements were comFox.
pleted by Sofferman Bros., brokers.

—

Frenora House Changes Hands

—

Frenora, N. D. Martin Knutson
has purchased the Orpheum from
Johnson & Marshall.

follow.

also

A

real

Box M-323
1650 Broadway

assistant
c-o

—

plus.

Film Daily

New York

erny has been appointed theater
spector

ment

of

for

the

New

Provincial

in-

Govern-

Brunswick.

Wyler Directing Oilman
Universal City Willy Wyler is directing Freddie Gilnian in a new Uni-

—

versal Western entitled
or Bust."

"Hollywood

—

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
If

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

CONSULT USAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.
Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

:

H
I

Citj

Brunswick Inspector Named
Chatham, N. B.— Fred J. Mcln-

—

W

WANTED

lady as assistant to executive,
progressive energetic and experienced,
Can lead and
with a proven record.

New

Davies Film Started
Cohen Opens Office
Marion Davies is
Los Angeles
Eighth "Collegians" Subject Started
Julius
Cohen,
critic
back in 1 oily wood and work has
of
"The
Universal City Wesley Ruggles is
and
started on "Tillic the Toiler" which Staats-Zeitung"
"The
New now directing the eighth two-reeler
Matt Yorker Herold," and of the dramatic in Universal's "Collegian's" series,
Hobart Henley will direct.
Moore in the male lead with George department of "The Brooklyn Eagle," "The Cinder Path" with George
K. Arthur, Gertrude Short, Bert has opened an office at 229
Lewis, Eddie Phillips, Hayden Ste4Sth St.
Roach cast in important roles.
venson and Dorothy Gulliver.
1

POSITION
Young

|

—
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am

iilijy

History
^HE

germ

of

a

'U

idea
seems to have been glossed over by the industry,
energetic congressman from
York City, Sol Bloom, is
voring
to
interest
the
sident in the filming of the

SEEKING 8 HOUSES

Through British Eyes

OE R0B6INS CIRCUIT

Reaction of a British trade
paper editor to the American

real

Schine Ally

A

believes.
stimulus to
erican patriotism, he avers,
the means of promoting a
r
American
citizenship.

lii

his return

Through Schine Theatrical Entercompany subsidiary. Universal

and churches,

ine for schools

Chain Theaters

understood to be
of the Robbins
circuit in upper New York.
There are eight houses in the Robbins chain including four houses at
Utica, three at Watertown and one
at Syracuse.
Negotiations are dedickering

the

for

St.

Louis— The Mikado,

ton Ave., is
the St. Louis

5,955 Easthe latest to come into

Amusement

Co. circuit

neighborhood houses. The Mikado seats approximately 1600.
The St. Louis Co., is controlled by
of

(.Continued on

Tareyton

to

Make

Page

13

3)

Comedies

Bloom

be

made

like a

news

reel,

seemingly

suggests.
In
historical event, there is the root
what, in proper hands, can be
de to blossom forth as a real

i;

I

lerican epic.
Producers know how
treat this sort of theme.
Give it
'oy and girl romance, give it com'

you like, give it all
those things which go to make
what is termed entertainment,
relief.

If

Prize Stafif Selected
Ushers and attendants at the new
Paramount will be selected from
theaters

men

all

being

the staf?.
The Paramount will have three projection rooms, each seating 100. Amplifiers will provide music from the
for

auditorium 12 stories below.

th a full appreciation of the enor-

us possibilities, nothing should be
e to overshadow the main theme.

The Romance of Industry
ndustry

history offers a ferproducer.
There is
:ma in the building of the first
amboat. There is a spleirdid story
the invention of the electric teleph; the dawn of the modern warp as presaged by the Monitor;
laying of the first transatlantic
>le;
the perfection of the telefield

)ne.

like

to the

KANN

Stanley Gets Salem House
Salem, N. J.— A ten years lease,
with option of purchase at any time
has been secured on the Broad, by
the Stanley Co.
Richard Schweiger
of Broad St. Amusement
mains in charge.

Loew

Co.

re-

Building in Richmond

—

Richmond, Va. Loew will erect
house,
a
2,500-seat
construction
starting early in January.
The project will cost $250,000.
As yet the
policy has not been determined.

FitzPatrick

On

While reports persist that proposed
deal between Famous and Mack Sen-

15.

nett has fallen through, the company
is
going ahead with acquisition of
product for its new short subjects de-

SAYS REMBUSCIl MOVE

partment.

A PUBLICITY BID

Two deals were under discussion
yesterday, one of which was closed.
This is with M. J. Winkler Prod.,
which firm will supply two series of
short subjects for release beginning

Seider Calls Allied Resurrection Unnecessary Pre-

September, 1927.
Five subjects will constitute each
series
under
the
arrangement.

IS

;

dicts Steffes Refusal
"Just a new bid for publicity."
That v/as the comment made yesterday by Joseph M. Seider, business manager of the M. P. T. O. A.,

on

action

of

Frank

Rembusch,

J.

Indiana unit president, in requesting

W. A

Steffes,
head,
to

Northwest

association
"continue"
Allied
States organization.
The Allied association, Seider said,
(Continued on Page 3)

Within the next few months there
be a series of Publix openings.

Georgia

will

15 with vaudeville

open on Nov.

and

pictures.

Herbel Arrives for
M.

Herbel,

director

New

newly

Post

appointed

Universal, arrived
yesterday to assume
his new position.
He has jurisdiction over all Western exchanges, including Chicago and other Middle
sales

in

for

New York

West

territories.

Warner Film

fear

Lieber Goes to
Robert

that

the

Indianapolis

Lieber,

president of First
National, has left for Indianapolis but
is expected to return to New York
to head the welcoming party to greet
Richard A. Rowland upon his arrival
here on the Olympic Nov. 9.

Seven

in L.

I.

—

"Hipp"

Chain

Amityville, N. Y. Whitestone M.
P. Corp. has leased the Star, bringing the total to seven Long Island
houses.
Whitestone has two at College Point, two at Winfield, one at
at

Northport.

Lehr Going Abroad
Abraham

Lehr, Samuel Goldwyn's
general manager, sails Saturday for
Europe to direct the London, Paris
and Berlin premieres of "The Winning of Barbara Worth."

Theater Building

A

for

The first Warner picture to play
Hippodrome will be "Private Izzy Murphy," opening Monday.
the

expresses

The King's Park and one

Texas, San Antonio, will open about
Dec. 15, and the Metropolitan, Houston, about Jan. 1.

H.

—

(Continued on Page 3)

Three Publix Openings Soon
Keith's

Decision Scored
Rescinding of Decision in Minneapolis Row Called Mistake by
"Greater Amusements"
Minneapolis Branding as a mistake action of the arbitration board
in
reinstating
cases
brought by
United Artists, which were "outlawed" when the company failed to
abide by a previous decision of the
board, "Greater Amusements," edi-

in Offing

Reiterating
hiS
declaration
that
large mergers of producers and distributors may be expected in the near
future, Joseph P. Kennedy, F. B. O.
president, returned yesterday from the
He failed, however to specify
Coast.
any particular grouping of companies.
Mergers, Kennedy declared, are
economically necessary for the carry(Continued on Page 2)

will

(Continued on Page 2)

torially

Mergers

over the country, "prize"
recruited

for 2 Series-Deal with

to the

visit

is

;

;

from a

Firm Closes with Winkler

on

lease

Tareyton Prod, has been organized
to produce a series of 13 two-reel
strictly historical significance of mystery
comedies.
Headquarters
r subjects as cojnpletely as they have
been established at Tec-Art
ht.
Fiction has been permitted Studio, 44th St., with Laurence Tarmore cases than one to dominate eyton, vice-president, in charge. Asthoroughly.
sociated is Andor Novak, art direc'here is a powerful story thread tor.
Production will start in a few
:he circumstances surrounding the
days.
Tareyton will direct. Arthur
nulation of the Constitution.
Hoerl is preparing stories.
It
luld not

write

will

Coast about Nov.

,

reconstruction period
:h followed the Civil War, it has
e its permanent mark in the boxannals of the industry.
;e
The
tanding examples of epic theme
atter day production include "The
ered Wagon" and "The Iron
se."
Others are on the way.
b get back to the Bloom idea,
this be said.
While moving tales
e been
screened, it does seem
producers have not recognized

of

prises,

Epics of the Past
'istorical backgrounds have proId
producers with some of the clared to be in
the final stage.
St pictures made,
not only from
Some time ago, the Mark Strand
commercial point of view but
(Continued on Page 3)
1
the dramatic as well.
Withlaunching upon a detailed auitication of this statement, rum36,500 Seats
the memory and recall the Total of St. Louis
;e
Amusement Chain
"The Birth of a Nation." A
Swelled by Mikado Purchase
ing story, dealing with a SouthSkouras Houses Separate
epic,

editor

"The Film Renter," and London correspondent of THE

FILM DAILY

EOR SHORTJPARTMENT

which Ern-

a series of articles
est
W. Fredman,

Firm Dickering for UpState Houses Through

stitution.

am

industry will form the basis of

EAMOUS GETS PRODUCT

resume of theater construction and developments in the
exhibition field will be found on
page 9 of this issue.

THE

<l^'

Thursday, November

16

4,

,R'

Famous Gets Product

kTHE*

iUTHE NEWS
ALLTHETIME

b/FILMDOM

PUIL

And

Department

for Shorts

(Continued from Page 1)
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Several of these already have been
completed. The deal will not interfere with existing scries such as Alice
Comedies and Krazy Kat cartoons.
A second deal is on with James A.

ous Melody

show you

a

Mergers

Saulnier.

Others attending the

in Ofiing

from Page 1)
'ng on of the business in the soundest
and most profitable manner.
He confirmed report of the signing of .Sam Wood as associate producer to co-operate with Edwin C.
King.
He did not divulge the company's program for next season, but
said F. B. O. will have "bigger pictures than ever before."
(.Continued

The market was comparatively

quiet,

so

were effected, what changes

far as film issues

were, being of fractional nature, with
two exceptions. These were American Seating (common) which turned over 1,000 shares
to a full point rise
and Warner Pictures
"A", of which 12,500 shares changed hands
resulting in a decline of 2 points.
For the
most part, film stocks were steady.
there

;

Am.
Am.

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd.

•Ualaban
•Bal.

&

.

40 /j
40J4

.

.

&

Kodak

.

Close

3954

AOVt

WYi

Famous

Players

.

73'A
.118
.11354

Play. Pfd.
Film Inspect.
First Nat'l Pfd.
.

lU'A 117%
112% 113
7

.

7

7i'A

72

73

24%

24%

44^
24

44J4
24

24%
11%
44%

15

14

15

43

43

43
96J4

Project.

Locw's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

.

Paramount B'way 96H
ttKoxy Units
3V/,
ttKoxy Common..

96M

Skouras Uros

SO

t

50

"Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures
*

*•

Pict.

S'A

8%
3754
33J4
41J4

300

"Louie."

'266

Suspends Temporarily
"The Close-up," Publix house or-

"Close-up"

"A"

Last Prices Quoted
Phdadelphia Market

t

Itrei

"nobody

«'
IS,

Friday evening.

The

loves

a

fat

r
S
jjtct

iimt

il«i

Arthur Stone has shaved off
beard he was required to wea
conference were his last two pictures and now is

Charles Steele, supervisor of exNed
changes, and Stanley Hatch.
Marin is on the Coast at present and
is
not expected before the end of

November.

24

gan, has suspended publication pending removal of the company to its
1,466 new
quarters
in , the
Paramount
100
Building.
200
400
1

Indianapolis House Reopens
Indianapolis
Completely remodeled, the Strand, Oriental and Washington Sts., has reopened.
600

—

50
83/,

8%
37%
35
43

'266
1,800
12,500

Uond Market
Ask

tt Uid and

Sells

Two

Toronto

New House

and Seeks

— With

sale
St. E., to J.

Melba
Starkman and
of

on Queen
H. Sugerman, and the
Rottenberg, J. T. Isbell

his

Rex to H.
now is seek-

1st

ting acquainted with the family

Natalie Kingston rides a h
"Jupiter," so labeled, ace
ing to Natalie, "because he know
about reins."

named

fid

c"

"Strogoff" Releases Feb. 8
Universal will release "Michael
Strogoff" on Feb. 8, the birthday of
Jules Verne, author of the story.

paid
tlie
rcRular quarterly
dividend of 75 cents a share on Nov.
1
to holders of A stock as of Oct.
Financial gossip has it that
28.
a dividend will be paid soon on St.
Louis Amusement stock of which
Skouras Bros, hold 51 per cent.

Sunday Fight

—

at

Austin

Austin, Tex.
Closing of the Crescent and arrest of J. J. and Mrs.
Hegman and four employees for
Sunday operation is the latest move
in Sunday closing here.
They were
released on bonds of $200 each.
First Roxy Film Not Chosen
E. Atkinson of the Roxy Theater Corp. stated yesterday the opening attraction for the Roxy has not
yet been selected in commenting on
a report that "Sunya" would be the

W.

initial

—

in

YOUR AGE'
V
This

GLADYS. HULBTTB

is

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnis.d

FREE

for all Pathecomedies at yir

Exchange.
Original Negatives of Everythir
in

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

oflEering.

'TOith

West

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St.

Bryant

%\\

prises

Insurance Brokerage, being a service and not a commodity, can
only be equal to the knowledge, experience, and
facilities of the organi.
zation rendering it.
Superior brokerage service
cost

TTTIE SBIVICE

\

NTw Tone
III

of

is

positively

your Insurance— and since there

Can you

A COMFLSTE LABORATOKV

AND

I

it"

100

nig a theater.
Skouras Pays Dividend
Louis Skouras Bros. Enter-

St.

ilion-

I'.SOO

96/,
3S'A

is

((Bt

-%

1,900

30 /j

37%

Fred

—

99'A

.

endorsed

picture "A Re)
a former Scout

Chain Up to 14
An apple a day may keep the ilIf
Stamadis Bros., operators of the
Apollo, Parkway, Mapleton, Classic tor away, but four green ones ir
and Empire in Brooklyn have pur- hour for Junior Couglan, halted
chased Harold Eldredge's interest in duction a day on "Rubber Tires
which
Inc.,
Theaters,
Christedge
owns five houses in Yonkers and four
"Louie the 14th" Cruze's Next
Pa(h^come<iy
Los Angeles James Cruze's next in the various sections of the Bronx,
HALki
directorial assignment is to be "Louie, thus bringing the circuit total to 14
^V-.z'ROACll
Theodore Guttman, of
the Fourteenth," with Wallace Beery theaters.
as star. Beery began work yesterday Levy, Guttman and Goldberg was
on "Casey at the Bat" with Raymond the attorney. A. SoflEerman acted as
Hatton as his team mate. As soon broker.
as this is completed he will start

1185^

..

Fox Film "A"'
Fox Theaters "A"

Warner

Sales
1,000
1,800

63

•Fam.

'Intern'l

Low
39H

Katz
Katz Vtc.

Eastman

(titr

the

^

Quotations
High

of

into session yesterday, the first since
the return of Ned E. Depinet and
A. W. Smith, Jr., from sales tours.

—

Rue

officials

(Cm

theory should be exploded Tha
giving Day when "Fatty" Alexai
"Kewpie" Ross and "Fat" Karr
tund comedians, are hosts at a si
tuos dinner for "knights of the
F. N. Sales Cabinet Meets
First National's sales cabinet went road" in and around Los Angele

—

5,

enter-

ing short subject distribution very
heavily during the first year of opThe number of releases
erations.
planned will be quite moderate.

ripe

free)

Francaise,

ILY

have

Scouts

Thomson's new
Scout."

1)

demonstrc
is
her versatility by radio talks

released

series,

Paramount does not intend

blue nose."
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New York.
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dress:
California— Harvey E. Gausman, Anibassa
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Ernest VV. Fredman.
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his

for
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always associate kind with
Show me an adkind.
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I'll
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Famous Music ten
The proposed arMasters series.
rangement in no way affects the FamRegina Crewe
through
Fitz Patrick

"Fimny how you can

and
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afford
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no charge

for
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Rembusch Move
Is

"U" Seeking 8 Houses

a Publicity Bid

(Continued from Page

Exhibitors'

1)

buried at the Los Anconvention when members of

officially

brmer group

a desire for bardecided to work for accomjliment through one unified or-

'

tilt

\

in

Daily Reminder

need for resurrection
beHeve that a majorthe members of the former as-

)f

ij

realize

dead-wood
from mailing
list

iifjjj

3fj

'

states

st

and Texas

to

remove

.While, he said, some good will
ne of the Battle Creek meeting,

expressed
disappointment
reply of Will H. Hays to the

ider

J

:r
J

He

tes represented.
characterized
as "a lesson in English," with arration in much the same position

;

before the meeting.

Competition at El Reno Ended
Reno, Okla. Competition has
1
n eliminated here through conlidation of the town's three houses.

—

Thursday, Nov.

4,

1926

Atlanta Arbitrators

Named
(F. B. O.)
arbitration

Decision Scored
{Continued from Page 1)
board's action sets a "dangerous precedent."

at

ment

of decisions against distributthe publication believes.

ors,

"With arbitration seemingly on the
road to smooth sailing in the territory, the action has 'reopened old

wounds and
or members

and

distributare again at loggerheads'," declares the publication.

The

e-xhibitor

arbitration

board,

previously

compliance were "outlawed forever,"
but reversed the action and reinstated the cases, over the Stefifes pro-

on which John W. Mang- tect.
"There is no doubt but that the
'im, Jr., (Bromberg) and T. W. Dil(United Artists) will serve. majority of the board felt that it was
'rd,
'imes W. Hanlon, (M-G-M) and C. right in taking this course and perBeacham, (F. N.) are alternates. haps the decision was equitable and
Exhibitor members of the board just," states "Greater Amusements,"
'e
W. L. Brandenburg, Franklin, but it appears that those who voted
ort Valley; E. L. Griffith. Strand, it have set a dangerous precedent,
arrolton, and T. F. Thompson, Pal- and also have succeeded in drilling
:e, Cedartown.
O. C. Lam, Rome a hole in the good ship arbitration
which it will take a long time to
nterprises, Rome, is alternate.
.

plug.

Managers Switched

—

—

Dallas A. Haydn Mason has succeeded Barry Burke as manager of
the Palace, Publix house.
Burke
now is city manager of the Palace
and Hippodrome, Fort Worth, and
Maurice Stahl and R. Lawill have supervision over the new ton Aves.
venthal continue to hold stock in the
house under construction.
Mikado and Stahl remains as man-

Whittaker Heads Greenwood House ager.
Greenwood, S C. E. B. Whittaker
Eucharistic Film at Jolson
has been appointed city manager of
With Paul Mooney as general
Publix theaters here.
manager, the official picture of the

Named

Asheville Manager
Publix has apC.
S.
R. Earl manager of the"

pointed T.
Strand.

—

Busch in Home Office
Rodney Bush, who was until recently manager of the Galax, Birmingham, is now in the publicity and

ager of the

Galax.

Lazarus Transferred to 'Frisco
San Francisco— Jeff Lazarus, publicity

director

Boston,

of

Metropolitan,

the

been transferred here
B. Baron.
He was suc-

has

under E.
ceeded by Vernon Gray,

who

until

recently was advertising manager of
the Florida, St. Petersburg.

House

— Vandals

planted a bomb
the Mack, Nine Mile and Van
yke Road, which caused damage of
Detroit

Balsdon Conferring
George Balsdon of Cranfield and
Clarke,

Montreal,

Ltd.,

York conferring with

is

Col.

New
W. F.

in

,000

to

the

front.

Stroud Managing Three
Paul Joseph T. Stroud

—

Suspends Picture
Mass. Lowell O. H. has
opened a season of stock which is
planned to continue until spring, when
pictures will be resumfd.

—

Naples Theater
has
St.
:en named manager of the Park,
Naples, N. Y.— John C. Bolles has
ixford
and St. Clair, suburban sold the Pictureland to Stanton
Duses, for Northwest Theaters.
Sweet, of Fillmore.

BoUes

Sells

Price Returns
attending four conventions
where fire prevention work was discussed, Hickman Price, supervisor
of the
conservation work of the
Hays association, has returned to
New York. Conventions attended

were at Washington, Memphis,
Orleans and Detroit.

New

New

St. Louis Exchange Formed
Louis Premier Pictures Corp.
has been issued an incorporation cerNat E. Steinberg is operattificate.
ing the exchange at 3314 Lindell

—

Blvd.

Clarke.

New Haven Delivery Film Formed
New Haven, Conn.— Rosen Film

Barnett Buys at Davenport
Davenport, la.— E. Lee Barnett
has purchased the Star.

Delivery System has been organized
with $in,00"0 capital.
Abraham Rosen of New London is in charge.
Police

Film Sought for Germany

The

—

Louis Permission has been
requested by the German consul. Dr.
George Ahrens, of Chief of Police
Gerk to send the film, "An Every Day
Hero" which was used to win votes
for a police pension fund at the MisSt.

Policy

Lowell,

Hickman

St.

organization.

Detroit

International Eucharistic Congress,
held last summer at Chicago, will
have its premiere Nov. 8 at the Jolson.
It will be presented by George
Cardinal Mundelein. S. L. ("Roxy")
Rothafel will arrange the prologue
and supervise
scoring.
Cardinal
Mundelein plans to roadshow the
picture, after which it will be reFox filmed it.
leased to exhibitors.

After

—

IS

Bomb Wrecks

understood that as a result

the

comes

Adding to Minnesota Circuit
Irving Doller
N. Y.
souri elections to the Berlin police
succeeded Walter Jacobs as
Ruthton, Minn. O. M. Larson of force to be used for demonstration
anager of the Central. The latter Lyndh, who operates several houses
there.
The film was produced by
is been transferred to
the Savoy in this vicinity, has taken over the
M-G-M
and was shown at hundreds
the Stanley-Fabian circuit.
/
local house.
of houses in Missouri served by that
Roseville,

Lyric.
is

deal whereby the Mikado
into the St. Louis circuit that
organization has abandoned for the
time being at least, plans for a $1,000,000 theater-store and apartment
building to be erected on the Mikado
Airdome site at Hamilton and Eas-

Publix

The "dangerous" motion serves to
undermine the system of arbitration advertising department of Publix.
by removing a weapon of enforce- Willis Grist succeeded Bush as man-

limmittee,

Roseville

Changes

Earl

Loomis and Orville Enloe, had served notice that cases brought
iterion and Empress owners, have by United Artists during the time
l.rchased the Woods.
which elapsed between its failure to
abide by a decision and the date of

Atlanta— C. L. Peavey
:ads the new distributor

It

of

Asheville,

E.

f

Mark End

—

from

arbitration proceedings,
declared.
der
Several
of
the
:es represented queried the M. P.
O. A. on the advisability of atJ
ding the Michigan meeting, and
;nded,
only upon assurance of
:sident
Eli
Collins to "by all
ans" participate in the movement.

prior to affiliation of the

Weed out

it,"

1)

Skouras Bros, and Harry Koplar and
now has a circuit of 29 houses with
circuit negotiated for the Robbins
approximately 36,500 scats, by far
holdings. At that time, the deal was the
largest in this territory.
This
practically
closed,
with announce- does not include
the Skouras Bros.
ment of consummation made, when houses such as
the
Ambassador,
a last-minute hitch developed.
This Missouri, Grand Central and
West
Strand firm with the Stanley Co.

Seider declared.
;es, who formed and headed Alduring its existence and led it
into the fold of the national orjjlzation will agree with this conion, Seider predicted, adding that
;xpected the Northwest exhibitor
ident
to
turn
thumbs down
iSI
the Rembusch suggestion.
he arbitration meeting at Battle
ek was not an Allied affair, but
led action on the part of Middle
ition

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

was

zation.
'here is no
Hied, and I

'tool

36,500 Seats

Robbins Circuit

of

MOTION PICTURE
LABORATORY TECHNICIAN
Thoroughly

experienced

mm. and

16

mm.

ganizing

and

sizes,

in
both 35
capable of or-

supervising, desires to
Willing to
make new connections.
travel if necessary, references furnished, salary of secondary importance, as
I
am primarily interested in making
the right connections.
Apply

Box M-324
1650 Broadway

c-o

Film Daily
N, Y. C.

largest,

most

comfortable and con-

venient projection
rooms in New York

Have your
in the

pictures screened
best-equipped projec-

tion rooms. No overtime
charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your

films called for

and

returned without charge.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street,

N. Y. C,

^yAc
From

the "Saturda

'

EARL DERR

Allenel

Ray
sAnd a

A

BIG FEA'
IN A TRUIl
Pathe

Is

proud of

tl:|pi

serial.

Not only
mystery
a

is it

a

grejift

story, but

production

sparkles with

iis

thii
brilll

ancy.

ITS

THE

BIQ

Directed by

SPENCER,

SENNET

Screen Adaptation hz/

»

PRANK LEON SMITH
}

THOUT A
ing Post" Story hy
BIGGERS

Walter
Miller
STORY
JATURE SERIAL!
a,

suspense, action, mys-

ng plot

—

it

bites in

it

equals

from

e-start.
1

ja

picture

lithe

)

99%

features current.

OF

SERIALS.'

of

J

THE
Thursday, November
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^^(pM^-0'G^MM^
"Beau Geste"
(Paramount)

offered the winners from the stage in
the afternoon since contest was limitGiveaway
ed to children under 12.
card was printed in blue ink on
white carboard. Strand, Altoona, Pa.

Made an

interestinp: tie-up with the
Air Service for "Beau Geste
Airplane Flights." On two days, the
first seven persons to arrive at the
"Brown of Harvard"
Lcaside Airdrome after 1:30 P. M.
(M-G-M)
were given a free flight with Pilot
Efforts were concentrated on two
Jack V. Elliot and the next 11 were
offered a $10 flight for $5 along with distinct Ukelcle contests. Contest No.
one matinee admission ticket for 1 was known as "Boy's Night" when
"Beau Geste."
The airplane stunt the male element exhii)ited its ukeContest No. 2 was
created much talk and passed ofif ological skill.
without mishap. W. T. McKnight, called "Girl's Night." For three days
prior to the opening, announced conRegent, Toronto.
tests from the stage at every porform"The Black Pirate"
ance, at the same time stressing the
feature.
(United Artists)
Coach Spencer and his
Two huge ships painted in vivid Trinidad High School football squad
colors on beaver board lined the of 40 were invited guests for the
walls of the outer lobby. Some half opening.
Called attention to their
dozen life-sized paintings of pirates presence, extending wishes for the
stood around so that passersby could team's success on behalf of the theasee.
Beside a life sized painting on ter. The squad reciprocated by givbeaver board of Douglas Fairbanks ing the school cheer and song, after
was a treasure chest. On the chest which the curtain rose on a scene
a man, dressed in pirate costume, decorated with banners and pennants
chest and arms stained red brown, representative of a fraternity house
gave exhibitions of strength.
The room. Then followed the contest.
inner lobby also was decorated with Four ukeleles were secured from the
hand paintings depicting excerpts Baldwin Piano Rooms and Flynn's
from the picture.
The usherettes Music Store. Max Kohn, West,
wore red bandanas on their heads Trinidad, Colo.

Elliot

—

—

The boys gave their services
without any cost to the theater, and

songs.

in return the theater had members
of both football teams as guests at
the Saturday performance.
During
screening, the boys gave their school
yells, which gave the house a truly
college atmosphere.
F. J, Miller, Im-

—

perial,

Augusta, Ga.

— Fred

Clary,

Stillman,

Cleveland.

"The Campus

Flirt"

"STELLA—DALLAS,"

"Is

say,

I

certaii

immense

This

marvelous drama

—
—

:

:

Resurrected an old lion's costume
be used in a street ballyhoo.
A
man dressed in a lion's costume and
another dressed in a costume befitting
a lion-tamer paraded.
As the lion
would apparently get quite a distance ahead the lion-tamer would yell

"Hold That Lion." The liontamer also carried a sign on his back
reading "Please Hold That Lion
out,

A

see picture at the Rialto."
tie-up
with the Lion's Club resulted in a
large delegation being present at one
performance— E. P. Briggs, Rialto,
Colorado Springs, Colo.

qu

"Tell me where have y
say to me
seen it?"
"Why the Stanton
I
say to you
screen it."
You say to me "At the Laurel and when
"November Nine and Tel
T
say to you
You say to me
"Tell me more of I

You

to

you

keep

will

tense.

"Hold That Lion"
(Paramount)

i

—

:

:

:

story."

"Now

—

b'gorry

But I
Ronald

would be unfair
!

will

you

tell

Colman

ever
Belle Bennett
role.

I

you
Soull"
tell

It

— the

is

picture

^the

went

over.

and

picture

is

it

goes

right

—Jack

It

wo

clever.
th

to

yo

O'Rourk

Laurel, Laurel Springs, N.

"Take

I

—and better
"Stella" — a remarka)

in

plays

—

—

J.

From Me"

(Universal)

"One Minute To Play"

—

pirate-wise.

"Stella Dallas"
(United Artists)
Regular display ads and billpos
ing were not enough.
Augment
his campaign with specially print
handbills carrying a rhymed a
nouncement. It read in part:

(F. B.

O.)

Could you spend a million dollai
days and not give or thro
it
away? That queston was put
the public and for the best answ(
Anothc
in 100 words gave a prize.
award of a three-months' pass and te
in thirty

Specially printed megaphones from
the exchange, imprinted with publicity copy for the theater, made a

1

when given out at school footgames Saturday before the film pairs of tickets to the theater wei
(Educational)
gusta Military School to use a stunt opened. Ten thousand were gobbled ofifered.
In this picture Reginal
Used an outline drawing contest as during a regularly scheduled football up like hot cakes and the word
of Denny is confronted with the prol;
per press book. Used one side of an game.
A female impersonator ap- mouth advertising was worth the lem of getting rid of $1,000,000
11 by 4J/2 inch cardboard give-away peared on the field during
the game cost.
Football doorknob
Arranged for a "mone
hangers 30 days.
"The Blue Boy"

(Paramount)
Obtained permission from the Au-

hit

ball

i

for

reproduction

drawing and
printed a
of

of

much

large

outline
reverse side
smaller reproduction

details.

On

smiling and flirting with players and
cadets.

parasol

"The Blue Boy" with suggested could read

color diagram chart.
Also called attention to copy of original on display
in lobby.
On reverse side we advertised the coming feature, as well as
"The Blue Boy." Five prizes were

ment:

were also

tied

on handles of autos truck" to parade the

streets.

Borrow

The impersonator carried a and on doors, while special throw- ed a big White truck on which w
and, when opened, persons aways were placed on the counters loaded bags marked with dollar sign

"

the

'The

perial today."
of interest.

A

following announce-

Campus Flirt' at ImThe stunt created a lot

quartette from the military academy appeared at the Saturday performance singing many school

In thousands of
theatres in the
U.S. Week o£ Nov. 28

of shops, in business sections. Sport
editors were induced to write specials concerning
his activities on

"Red" Grange and
field
and screen.

Exploitation was carried right onto
the stage in the form of a prologue,
which had a college band, 12 girls in
co-ed dress and an eccentric male
dancer in football togs. Edward L.
Hyman, Mark Strand, Brooklyn.

—

.

A

pretty costumed girl sat with th
driver to occasionally toss out per
nies.
The stunt was also advertise
through paper napkins distributed i
America, Denver.
restaurants.

—

"Variety"

(Paramount)
Tied up with leading departmer
The store was having a sali
Coaxed store officials to run boxe
in all ads announcing "Variety" an
store.

"Subway Sadie"
(First National)
Efifected

a

tie-up

with

dates.

the

Chat-

cards

In addition to this, 30 displa
put in various depart
during sale. Two cooperativ

were

tanooga Trolley Co.
The company ments
publishes a little pamphlet called pages with local merchants using
"Tepco Topics," giving local news and letter from the word "variety" ap
information about the system, etc. peared.
Prizes were offered to se
Secured the back cover for an ad. how many English words could b
The ad ran something like this: "If made from the letters in "variety,
Subway Sadie lived in Chattanooga using each letter once in each won
she would surely ride our new street All newspaper ads played up th
railway coaches for rapid, safe, com- angle.
"Variety will neither interes
fortable transportation," followed by nor entertain children"
"Neither wi
the name of theater, title of picture it offend the finest taste"
"Showin
and date. Five thousand were distri- the orignal version as shown in Nei
buted over a wide range of territory. York." Marsline K. Moore, Palac(
W. S. Perutz, Rialto, Chattanooga. Fort Worth, Tex.

—

—

—

—

i

T II BAD 2 PEOPLE
CANT OCCUPY 1 SEAT
AT THE SAME TIME
•

—something should he done about
IN

front of the Capitol Theatre,

A pretty girl looked
WAITING to

it!

NT.

at the long line

Norma Shearer's
"The Waning Sex/'

get in to see

NEWEST hit,
SAID

she:

"TOO

bad 2 people

can't occupy

1

seat

the same time/'
9

«

*

*

*

*

CROWDS always storm theatres playing M-G-M attractions.
THEY

draw!

DON'T be

satisfied

with a modest business

WHEN you can taste the sweet profits of
PACKED houses
CUSTOMERS waiting on line
.

.

.

!

THE big, popular M-G-M stars who appear in
THE gay, up-tO'the-minute hits produced by the live showmen of M-G-M
THE widely heralded Road-Show Successes
FRESH from legitimate theatre engagements
.

YOUR

II'

to see

.

5,0

.

.

.

public reads about the great things

M-G-M is doing
THEY want to see

.

.

.

the talked-about entertainments.

METRO -Goldwyn-Mayer naturally enjoys a wonderful reputation.

TWO

years of brilliant successes have built

CASH

in

M-G-M
LET

on

it

.

.

up some

rep!

.

has walked away with the cheers, the praises, the hurrahs.

that noise

work

for you.

M-G-M today is doing the exciting, new things
THAT papers write about and folks talk about.

SHOWMANSHIP

brings

THAT'S M^G^M

over!

all

em

in production

in.

THE FOUR HORSEMEN
BARDELYS THE MAGNIFICENT

MARE NOSTRUM
THE WANING SEX
THE TEMPTRESS
TIN HATS

LA BOHEME
BATTLING BUTLER
and many

others

OH BOY!

ji

THE
November

'lursday,

4,

Theater Building
cdinuing building

new

ir'

Enter-

activities.

fields of activity in

some

in-

Massachusetts
Construction Co.,
Pawtucket is building a theater

Attleboro

owners the nation over are

'heater

-^IK

DAILY

1926

v)f

Oklahoma

— Lull

Two for Lawrence

Lawrence,
Theater & Realty Co., plan a
1,400-seat house at Ninth and
Massachusetts Ave. The company is associated with Loew's

here.

—
—

11

m

I

Arkansas
Brundidge

—
aiouse on
lope

P.

^

—Two

Pittsfield
houses are planned
here.
One on State St., is sponsored
by Mohawk Theater Co., while the
other will be built on Main St., by

Daniel

I

operation

houses

operating

mont

—The Watertown Com-

A

Sts.

local

lodge

Oregon

Salem— The

is

—

50,000.

Community,
Bellevue
Community
the and the Dedham Community.

—

Los Angeles January will see
of construction on a $500,000

Worcester

irt

use

8th and

at

Broadway by H.

Plans for the theater,
seat 900, have been exe-

IGumbiner.
lich

will

by S. Charles Lee.
The Mission Playhouse Corp. has

to

is

— Seating

be erected on

con-

Wil-

Main and Cen-

—

Michigan

—

Arnold With injunction restraining operation of the house set aside,
the Isis has opened.
Grand Island Nebraska Theaters
has obtained a site for its combination
house.

Detroit Kimmel Bros, have opened the West End at 6864 West Warren Ave.

—

plans a theater building at Fayette
St. and Ninth Ave., having acquired
the

property from
Frederick Horn.

—

—

Jersey
The Palace

Providence

—

I

—

—

.edwood City.
the house under construction at WarSan
Francisco
The Alhambra, ren and Junction Aves. It has 1,500
'oik and Green Sts., built by Conand will be run under a combination
olidated Theaters, has opened. Henpolicy. This is the sixth house in the
y W. Nasser is manager.
Cosco chain.
San Francisco The Orpheum inD. Baehr and associates, who reerests plan to put up a new Orcently
opened tl.e New Senate, 2,000'heum at Eddy St. and Anna Lane,
5eat Michigan Ave., house, their seche structure to cost

—

—

$2,000,000,

The War Memorial Opera House ond
be started Nov.

vill

in Detroit, will build

ter in

11.

a

new

thea-

Spring.

—The new Fordson, which
has opened.
Menominee — R. C. Wheeler has
opened
new Lloyd's.
Muskegon — The Butterfield
build a theater here.
Negaunee — M. Rytkonen has openFordson

Pueblo

Colorado
The Colorado

—

seats, 500,
is

under

:onstruction.

jf a

new block

be
Hight.
will

Palmyra

house here.

opened.

—

own

down-

Empress, will soon
Progress is also being

theater, the

complete.
nade on the Riverside, 1,200-seat
louse in Riverside, and on the $1,00,000 Florida at Forsyth and New>e

lan

Sts.

—

ed the \

ista.

—

started for the 2,000 seat theater being built here.

ite

Iowa
Morness has secured

a

for a theater.

—

—

the

Louisiana

Baton

Rouge

— Columbia

Theaters
as a site for a house on Dufrocq and
Iain Sts., costing around $60,000.

management of A. J.
A new house

Kingston

—

construction on

$1,000,000 House

Vancouver

pheum

The Princess, which
cost $50,000, has been opened by the
Crescent Amusement Co.
It seats
800.

Memphis

—

The Or-

circuit has let plans
for a $1,000,000 house to be
built on Granville and Seymour Sts.

Palmyra—The

Tindal.
is

under

Broadway.
$95,000 Strand, built

by LaGarias Bros, of Rochester, is
expected to open during the holidays.

It

will

—

seat

1,000.

to operate the

Montisano

—

The

Montisana

is

nearly

completed.
It seats 600.
Seattle— A $1,500,000 theater and
office building is planned at Fifth
Ave. and Stewart St. by the Orpheum interests. Rounds-Clist Co.
IS the contractor and B. Marcus Priteca & Frederick J. Peters are architects.

—

Spokane Judge George Turner has
opened the Hippodrome.
Vancouver
John P. Kiggins
plans a 1,500-seat house which will
occupy the site of the present Liberty.
A. E. Doyle is the architect.
Wisconsin

—

Alosenee, Wis. John Keefe is operating the Palace, purchased from
W. J. Gillman. Keefe is building a

new house

here.

CAMERAMEN
List

your name

in

new

leaflet of

reputable cameramen and industrial film makers to whom
prospects may be referred. No
cost of

any kind, simply send

in

the data.

Ohio

Cleveland
Work on Rockefeller
Park's open air theater will be started next Spring, the project to cost
$100,000.

— Ballas

Amusement Co.
Poplar, to be built
on Poplar Ave., between N. Belvedere Blvd. and N. Evergreen St.
is

—

New York

Albany The Eagle, Hudson Ave.
and Eagle St., has been opened with
The
George Roberts as manager.

—

A
— M.

1,200 seat

—

—

Tennessee

—

Lebanon

—

Rochelle
The Majestic, seating
00, is planned here.

Burt

site for a

company

house seats 1,000.
Amityville A $500,000 theater is
Missouri
Completely rebuilt at a cost to be constructed on the Mary P.
Joplin
of §200,000, the Electric has been Myton property by Frank Gerston
and Fred C. Curtis.
opened. It seats 1,500.
Buffalo Basil Bros, plan a neighKansas City A 1,600-seat house is
being built for Midwest on Troost borhood house at Genesee and NeAve., near Robert Gillham Road. vada Sts. The theater, to cost $300,William Spann
000, will seat 2,200.
The Reyburn Co. is the builder.
Kansas City Midwest Theaters is is the architect.
Dansville^T'he Grand has opened
sponsoring a $300,000 house at 46th
the Odd Fellows' Bldg., under
Troost Ave.
St., and
It will seat in
1,600.

Illinois

Stanley

Park Westfield Ave. is
have a 2,000-seat house to cost
about $300,000.
It will be erected
by the Sivad Realty Co.
Woodbridge- Excavation has been
Roselle

Emery, who

C.

Mary

to

—

Florida
Jacksonville The Sparks'

It

— Alton

Washington

—The

has purchased a

inter-

—

John and

his

ests will

Connecticut
Manchester
The Rialto, Man;hester's
third
theater,
has been

costing $120,000.
the

called

and

recently sold his theater holdings to
the Fay interests, is seeking a site
for a new house.

—

)

Florence

Rhode Island

New

being
Bergenfield
is
Simpson Construction Co.
The Hollywood is planned for torn down to make way for a new
Oakland
West Coast Theaters
IS
announced plans for a large Fort and Ferdinand Sts., by Ben and liouse built by Ruckie Bros., opera)use to be erected at 19th St. and Lou Cohen, operators of the Colon- tors of the Dumont.
East Rutherford A new theater
elegraph Ave.
It will
It will be included ial and four other houses.
being erected on Park Ave. will be
seat 4,000 and cost $1,500,000.
a business block.
Palo Alto— Palo Alto Theater Co..
Jules Pinckett, who recently sold ready by early Spring.
Hillsdale
Elmer F. Howell will
building a new house on University the Gratiot, 100-seat house at Gratiot
erect a theater and store building on
ve., between Waverly and Comper and the Seven Mile Road, has acts., to replace the Varsity, which is
quired a site and will build a house Park Ave., the party having been
be dismantled. The firm also has on his return from Europe in Spring. part of the Calvin Gardenier estate.
Hightstown A 1,000-seat theater
Duses at San Mateo, Burlingame, and
Detroit Joseph Cosco will operate is
being erected on Main St. as part
lUi

Pennsylvania
Allentown
Wilmer & Vincent
have opened the State on the site
of the old Orpheum, North Sixth
St.
Conshohocken
Nicholas Talone

—

Nebraska

—

tral Sts.

tited

..arded the contract for the
ruction of the Mission to the

3,500, a theater

Capitol, seating 1,500

has been opened bv Frank Bligh
Salem— Bligh's New Capitol has
opened.
Frank Bligh is owner.

sponsor.

California
munity has opened with a 1,200 seatLankershim West Coast Theater ing capacity.
It
is
sponsored by
men who are officers of the Newton
s opened the El Portal which cost

Ponca City

of

—

Wichita.

at

Houston

he house will seat 800.
Safety Harbor
The

Alden has
been opened by L. A. Morgan.
Tonkawa— The Tonkawa has been
opened with Tom Blair as manager.

of

Another house, costing $125,000,
is planned at Ninth and Ver-

Casey.

J.

Watertown

and John

the Midland
circuit, and with that concern
is buildng a theater in Kansas
It also is interested with
City.
Consolidated Amusement Co.,

sponsor.
will

erect
the site of the old Alice,
L.troyed by fire several years ago.
[will cost $175,000 and will be leasby the Saenger interests.
J.

City
Construction ha3
been started on a theater
building
costing $25,000 leased by
MyJ. T
att to R. B. Montgomery
of Perry

Kan. — Midland

A new thoater has
entrenching their positions in Cambridge
ers, they are continuing the build- opened in Harvard Square.
I'llchburg
Charles P. and Arnold
boom in all sections. Following
summary of new houses opened, C. Dickinson have plans for a |1,000,It
uler construction or just announced: 000 house at Main and Putnam Sts.
inyder Syndicate of New York is
gl.ices,

—

Ponca

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16thSt N.

W.

Wftshington.

D.C
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FIRST NATIONAL

iS

FIRST

With riie Gi*eate$t Box-Office Star in Picture^/
Once more First National leads. '^Exhibitor's Heralcfs'^'' nation-wide
exhibitor poII shows COLLEEN NOORE is greatest of all Box-Office draws!
Top of the list. No doubt about it now. This First National Star puIIs
more profits than any other. Into more theatres. Time after time.
And that's not all. Amon^ $0 Best B. O. Names exhibitors £tiye First
National most votes: Leads all others. Proving First National First in Stars I
Money talks. TouWe ^ot to listen. Never forget what it has said about
Colleen Noore—and First National!

,

<j

and Sor every dollar she^s bringing you
with **It Must Be Love^^ she^U bring you
two with **TwiNRLETOES^*-coming soon!

Exhibitors will check the list of best box off ice names
adiainsi their contracted Prodluctr shift piay-dlatesr and^
make future bookings^accordintfly.^''-ExiiiMtor!:sJ!ei^

3irAt

national
PictureA

:

NIWS
ALL THE TIME
/ILL THE

HEWSPAPER

FILMDOM
XXXVIII

,
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Friday,

ace Records
HTED

States Steel's third
quarter shows a net profit
which sets a record for
times.
This industrial
noth, stolid as it is, for
has been the barometer
jvhich
business generally
inventory.

PR[PAR[DN[SS CALL

SOUNDED BY

November

IW.P.T.O.A.

r,"

/les

in

hone

^

tie of
the most amazing possibilities
.be Vitaphone is one I have never

—

mentioned politics.
-me of the problems of a political cam'
Q is how to spread a candidate over
most territory.
Especially where to
him during the closing hours of the
ppaign.
So the folks can meet him.
'Ty the use of the
Vitaphone it will
possible for a candidate to make a
!ch in every voting precinct in the
I

^

ted

the last hour of the
"paign with a figure of himself deing the speech
a figure eight times
real

States

—

at

—

size.

every sense the Vitaphone is an
niment of intimacy.
And intimacy
)otli
powerful and dangerous overIming and cruel.
will be far better for the entire
try if the Vitaphone were kept
1

—

within its own sphere: that
ntertaining the great mass of
re-going public throughout the
ly

1

By Way of Explanation
mbling at large, Mark Luescher
e Keith organization talks about
at Vaudeville Did for
Motion
ares."
In endeavoring to disit
the impression which is corthat vaudeville is turning to mopictures,
he states vaudeville
nally dropped pictures because
le early days production had not
jessed sufficiently to be regardis
first-rate material for advancvaudeville.
That may be true,
certainly there can be no dispute
which form of entertainment
ds at the top of the heap today.

Under

Way

iblix-Saenger are moving along/
ady four towns in Florida are
:r the dual wing:
Ocala, GainesPalatka and Sanford. No time
This goes for the present and
future as well.
,

KANN

IS

SEEP!

DECISION

Believes

in Peril

Distributors in New York have received the welcome word from Sydney that the Province of New South
Wales in Australia has postponed for
three months all action on the so-

Action of the Minneapolis arbitration board in reinstating cases "outlawed" because of failure or refusal
of a distributor to comply with a de-

It is
called shilling and pound tax.
held to be the opinion of the trade
here the postponement, now only temporary it is true, may be made permanent.
Effective this week that Australian
(.Continued on Page 11)

which, if upheld, virtually
"knocks the props" from under the
system, Joseph M. Seider, business
manager of the M.P .T .O. A., declared in commenting on the decision.
Cases brought up during the time

Legislation

before that body. Present indications

his

WALES TAX IMPOSITION

Vigilance Held Needed to 3 Months' Suspension May Seider Says Minneapolis
Head Off Impending
Action Puts System
Be Permanent, Industry

column "The are that
which appears in the Los evitable
Times talking about the
Carr,

Price 5 Cents

1926

STAYGRANTEDON SOUTH DANGER TO ARBITRATION

IS

Sounding a call to theater owners
s consequently encouragto be on their guard against adverse
d propitious as well that legislation at the forthcoming sesaccepted
agent
through sions of Congress and state legisla1 prosperity
and sad times tures, the M. P. T. O. A. through
qually measured reports a its "Official Bulletin," predicts that
a number of measures affecting the
The old ax- industry will
f condition.
be proposed.
that the amusement busiConstant vigilance is necessary to
s prosper in exact ratio as head off impending legislation, the
;try generally will always organization declares, continuing:
"In about four weeks Congress will
true.
reassemble and many matters of vital
concern to theater owners may come
Dangerous Intimacy

ry

5,

because
political

(Continued

seemingly
changes some
of

on Page

Exhibitors
Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

in-

bit-

Win
James,

Shawnee at Plymouth and other theaters of the vicinity, has been elected
lieutenant governor of the state. He
resigns the position of district attorney for Luzerne County, to take
the second highest office of the state.
(.Continued on Page 11)

Underwater Camera
Bureau of

Washington

—

THE FILM DAILY

Developed by Dr.
Paul Bartsch, a camera equipped to
be set up on the floor of the ocean
for underwater scenes, has been sent
by the Smithsonian Institution to
the Carnegie Institution's biological
station at the Torgugas.
The camera was constructed under direction
of Dr. Bartsch by Andrew Kramer,
(Continued on Page 2)

said.

An effort to secure a comment on
the story at First National failed. All
executives had left for the day.

No Overtures
Although no statement has been
forthcoming from producers, the International Alliance of Stage Employes and M. P. Operators is "standing pat" on its demand that the closed shop policy must be adopted at
(Continued on Page 2)

"U" Signs Conrad Veidt

—

Los

Angeles Conrad Veidt has
been signed by Universal. The first
picture under the contract is "The
Man Who Laughs," an adaptation of
the Victor

Webb

was

scheduled to be filed yesterday by the
Ince Corp. against First
National, charging that sum is due
for 30 pictures delivered under a series of contracts made with Ince between Aug. 1921, and the time of his
death in November, 1924, "The Ex-

who is associated with Comerford
Amusement Co., in ownership of the aminer"

ll'ashington

suit

Thomas H.

11)

— Arthur

$1,700,000 Ince Suit
Los Angeles— A $1,700,000

Hugo

cision, strikes a severe

blow

to arbi-

tration

^

when

the distributor had no rights
in arbitration through failure to comply with a decision of the board

should have no standing

in arbitradespite the fact that the distributor has been reinstated through
(Continued an Page 4)

tion,

New Vitaphone Deal
License to enter into exclusive
contracts with artists controlled by
the Brunswick, Balke, Collender Co.,
has been secured /by the Vitaphone
Corp.

Among Brunswick

artists

already

registered
under the arrangement
are the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, Al Jolson and the Vincent

Lopez Orchestra.

Negotiations

for

(Continued on Page 4)

Stagehands Get $7 Increase
Sixty-five Brooklyn vaudeville theaters have granted increase of $7 a
week to stagehands, the Intf^rnational Alliance of Stage Employes an-

nounces.

This

concludes

negotiaa temporary increase was agreed upon as part
of the move to avert a nation-wide
tions

begun

Sept.

1,

when

walkout.

novel.

to Direct

Hill Signs Contract
for Famous
Culver
City
George W. Hill, who
Hollywood Gary Cooper has been
been signed by First National.
He
elevated to stardom by Famous and directed "Tell It to the Marines," has
is to direct "Here Y'Are, Brother,"
been placed under a long-term conwith Lewis Stone, Lloyd Hughes and will be featured in a series of Westtract by M-G-M. He is now working
erns.
Billie Dove- in the cast.
^
Two stories have already been se- on an original sea story.
lected for him.
His first picture will
Fitzmaurice's First
be "The Lost Outlaw" and the secNew York Leads
"Body and Soul" will be George ond "Arizona Bound."
Fitzmaurice's first for First National
With the wind-up of First Nationan
It
is
under his new contract.
al's successful Lieber Drive in sight,
original by Carey Wilson, who is also "What Price Glory" at Harris the following exchanges now stand at
Billie Dove
writing the continuity.
"What Price Glory" will have its the head of their respective territorial
v;ill have a leading role production,
New York premiere at the Harris. divisions: New York (East), Toronwhich will be made under manage- The date has not yet been determ- to (Canada), Louisville (South), and
ment of Ray Rockett.
ined.
Seattle (West).

Los Angeles

— Millarde

Webb

has

Western Star

—

—

Friday,

DAILY
Invents "Natural Vision" Pictures
"Natural Vision" pictures invented
(Continued from Page 1)
ALLTME NEWS
Billy Bitzer, former D. \y. Grifby
ALLTUE TIME instrument maker of the Smithsonfith cameraman, will have their world
ian Institution.
premiere at the Cameo Sunday. Made
This new submarine camera is said by the Widescope process these films
the problem of focusing and
Prici 5 CidU to solve
are said to eliminate all distortion
remaining
water
while
cranking
patron's position in

No

Undewater Camera

f iL

xnvill Ni. 31

FrUay, Nov. 5. 1926

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Pitliskir
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1650 Itroadway, New York, N. Y., and
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so that anyone accustomed tp
ordinary photography can operate it
beneath the waves. It is set up on
a tripod, can be tilted, used for a
panoramic view, can be turned slow
or fast, and can be focused as readIn addition it carries
ily as on hand.
a load of 400 ft. of film.
tight

Beginning in 1922, Dr. Bartsch
used a small camera which he held
in his hand and which could not be
focused, nor have its speed regulated
and which carried only 16 ft. of film.
When these negatives were thrown on
the screen they induced sea sickness-

regardless of a
With these pictures it
the theater.
show at close range
is possible to
any large body of moving objects
without reducing size or diminishing
details, the inventor claims.

"Strogoff"

London

Has

British Premiere

— What

Universal

says

is

most elaborate presentation ever
given a motion picture was the prethe

November

Overtures

(Continued from Page 1)

the studios by Dec.

or a

1,

would be called.
The strike would involve

strike

al

technicians

at the studios a
Angeles theaters, with musicia;
expected to join in a sympathy
nation-wide strike in houses

A

ted by
follow,

producers
is

it

ij

cl

concerned v

predicted in labor

William Canavan, head

ci!

of thr

or organization, stated yesterdai
the situation remains the san
when the ultimatum was issuet
that the unions had not backed
on their stand.

miere here of "Michael Strogoff" at
Six thousand persons
Albert Hall.

Keeney Not
Elmira,

N.
has

Y.

"^

^

to Sell

— Frank

Gc
manager,
announced thai
Phone Circle -1736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Frank A. Keeney circuit will nc
This resulted
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood, in
spectators.
dress:
the
its
lease on the Keeney.
K
E. Gausman, Ambassa
California — Harvey
from the swaying of Dr. Bartsch's
now is building a house at Bing
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drcxel 7000 and WashBirmingham;
Briggate
End,
West
while
the
water
currents
body
by
ington 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman,
ton, which is to open in Marcl
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., holding the camera.
The use of a Picture House, Leeds; Queen's Hall,
London, W. I., Paris — La Cinematograpbie tripod ended this difficulty, and the Newcastle;
Liverpool;
Trocadero,
Al
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
Sunday Shows at Andovei
other drawbacks are said to have Picture House, Glasgow, and Royal,
Andover, N. Y. Sunday
been overcome in the present im- Manchester.
have been instituted here, folk
proved instrument.
circulation
of
a
petition
Hitherto all submarine photograFinancial
Seastrom Leaving Monday
Address

communications to 'i"HE FILM
1650 Uroadway, New York, N. Y

all

DAILY,

attended, including ambassadors from
15 nations.
A trade show tour immediately followed, presentations being given at the Capitol, Cardiff;

—

phy, the inventor says, has required
a cumbersome mechanical outfit so
Film issues felt a more salutary impulse expensive as to make it almost proin trading action than has been the case the hibitive.
Dr. Bartsch requires nothpast few days, one of the high notes of yes- ing
but a launch and a man to pump
terday's activities being a turn-over of 9,300
He wears a diver's helshares of Famous Players (common) at a air to him.
2 point decline.
Eastman Kodak rose 2^ met, but otherwise is clothed as on
points on an exchange of 1100 shares, and land.
Last year he oiled his body
Warner Pictures rose Z'/i points during a
with olive oil and found that he could
trade of 5,500 shares.
spend SYz hours under water without
discomfort. By not using a complete

Quotations
Low

High

Am.
Am.

Vtc

Seat.
Seat.

•balaban

&

•Ual.

Close
40'A
40'A
40-4
40'4
63
73!4

40K

Pfd
40^
& Katz. ..
Katz Vtc ..
Kodak.. 120>4
.

Eastman
in^^ 120^
Famous Players. ..USH 11314 115
•Fam. Play. Pfd
..
n8}4
'Film

Inspect
Nat'l Pfd...

•First

Fox
Fox

•Intern'l

4V/2
24
41

tIParamount B'way
ttRoxy Units
32
ttKoxy Common..

1,100
9,300

1,666

44/2
24

96J4

Skouras

liros
50
50
50
Co. of Am.
85
Trans-Lux Screen. S'A
400
8H
•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
96/j
Universal Pictures. 37
'166
37
37
Warner Pictures.. 37J/j 37/2 37 /j 5,500
Warner Pict. "A" *6'A 40'A 45^4 32.500
• Last I'rices
Uuoied
t llond Market
•• i'hdadelphia
Market tt Hid and Ask

••Stan.

reopen

showed

sentiment

Marget Expands Chain

—

Illinois
111.

o

Exhibitor

Quittinj

Logan, has retired from

the

r

— Logan Wood, owr
e:

tion.

Hammond

to Build
City, Pa.

Union
on the

New Hd

— Work

starts

(

Hammonc

Ed.

theater

erect here.

Northwest Houses Change Hands
Tacoma, Wash. W. L. Steele has

HA!
%
^V^IROA '?

—

purchased

favor

fC

Joppa,
Somerville, Mass.
P. M. Marget,
owner of the Strand, Chelsea and
Bellevue, Central Falls, R. I., has
bought the Hoffman Circuit in this
city,
which includes the Regent,
Broadway and Somerville.

in

move.

Proctor St.
Blue
Mouse from Mrs. Grace Sanstrom.
Steele formerly owned the Queen
Anne, Seattle.
T. E. Nelson has sold the Family,
Seattle, to O. W.
Hartman.
the

'

CHARI
CHAl,

Buys House Under Construction
Dover, N. J.
John T. Howell,

—

proprietor of the New Playhouse,
Houdini Memorial Service Sunday
A memorial service for Harry Hou- has ventured a new step in purchasdini will be held by the Jewish The- ing the Washington, N. J. theater
Lyons of Morrisatrical Guild Sunday at the Bijou from James J.
with Eddie Cantor and Harry Lauder town, which is now under construc.
(WithAj?lADys'.HUL£TTe
as speakers.
Funeral services were tion.
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut fur:
held yesterday morning at the Elks
FREE for all Pathecomedies
Club house.
Managing Two Okmulgee Houses Exchange.
Okmulgee, Okla. C. O. Fulgam
Seeling on Way East
KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTlM
has been appointed manager of the
Los Angeles Charles Seeling is en Orpheijm and Hippodrome, succeed-

Remodeling Seattle Family House
Seattle— The Winter Garden is route
undergoing redccoration and having
its entire front remodeled to give a
larger lobby.
It will
a 25 cent policy with

ft.

43

ii'A

l^ew's, Inc
44H
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 24
•M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A". 43

or 12

IS

7254
24 "^

Project..

diver's costume he has much greater
freedom of movement. He has photographed at a depth of 35 ft., but
he ordinarily works in a depth of 10

No new principles of camera construction
are
involved
in
Dr.
Bartsch's device.
It is a Universal
camera enclosed in a water-tight
2,500
200 metal case with a glass window in
front of the camera lens, an aper2,666 ture for
adjusting the focus and an500
other for cranking.

7
991/2

Film "A"... 73
Theaters "A" 24J4

Sales
1,300
1,400

Victor Seastrom, who arrived yesterday from Sweden, leaves Monday for the Coast.

YOUR AGE

*,

—

to

New

—

York.

ing A.

C.

Staloup,

resigned.

under

augmented

or-

chestra and presentations.
It
has
been operating under a IS cent policy, being Seattle's first attempt at
a high class family house at low
admission price, and successful from
the
cule.

start

in

the

face

The house was

of much ridibuilt by Jim

Clcmmcr.

NOVELTY TOYS,

with a

ISc retail value, assorted in a box
$3.00

Leases Up-State Theater
Seneca l-alls, N. Y. Marry S. Jenner, lessee and owner of the Fisher
has leased the Seneca and is operating that theater in connection with

—

the Fisher.

100-GIFT

fo:

offering 1000 and One
and celebration goods in g

Our Catalog
of novelties
is

FREE.

Send for BOTH
duce ourselves.

at

once,

and

let

us

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. O (
37 Ella St.

Cincinnati,

!

!

jVhy

is

PARAMOUNT so far

mead of the field this Fall ?
Wi

•I

:ONSISTENTLY FINE PROD
JCT is the answer:
^iaAOC fc****j MARK

XOMA," "PADLOCKED," "FINE MANNERS," "SHOW-OFF,"
ANTRAP," "TIN GODS," "VARIETY," "YOU NEVER KNOW
OMEN," "HOLD THAT LION," "FORLORN RIVER," "YOU'D
IE

SURPRISED"

CAMPUS

TllAIIC,«J*g^M««

FLIRT/^

"KID BOOTS," "ACE

DF CADS," "QUARTERBACK"
tV»

a FIELDS

m"SO^S

^IT $47,000 at
TON, last week

the

YOUR OLD MAN"

METROPOLITAN, BOSTHAIIC.tJ^'j.MOW

AND THE BEST OF PARA15th BIRTHDAY
STILL TO COME

MOUNT'S

GROUP

fj^^

DAILY

Seen

in

(.Continued from

Decision

(Continued from Page

services

ExhibiJtQrs'
Daily Reminder

1)

of

other

Page

artists

under

way.

The

new

The Minneapolis board in resuming arbitration, after the Hays "hands
off" statement, reversed a former action and reinstated cases brought by

Brunswick Once Reported

er's

in Seid-

opinion.

United Artists which previously had
been declared "outlawed forever,"
through failure of the company to
comply with a decision of the board.
This action, according to Seider reall penalty in arbitration, so
as distributors is concerned, for
the decision is upheld, distributors

far

the winter

"take their own time" in complying with decisions of the board.
There is an exacting and severe
penalty prescribed for exhibitors who
do not comply with arbitration de-

may

cisions,

and

is

it

immediately imposed.

Seider declares, pointing out that the
boards should have some enforceat their command to
force distributors to fulfill mandates
of the board.
If the decision is upheld, distributors
may refuse to comply with decisions
until such time as they see fit and
incur no penalty for such action,
which will result in congesting al-

ment weapon

ready

over-crowded dockets,

Seider

stated.

the

company owes

several

but in division of the money among
stockholders, a false report was made,

Kierns alleges.

Outdoor Theater for Films
Los Angeles Motion pictures and

—

"legit" will be offered at the El Pation, outdoor theater to be erected
in Beverly Canyon, north of Beverly Hills.
The architecture will be
of Mexican-Spanish style.

this special.

Released Nov. 28

all

ture,

naming

profits

New Richmond House Ready

Richmond, Va.

J

H. VAN LOAN, whose
iA. play is the attraction a
iudson, overheard the followin
logue while standing in the lobl
other night:
"Have you seen 'The Noose'
"No, I read 'The Graphic'."

Fashions in pets will be le
the Waldorf Astoria N(
when a "Famous Pets of Fc
People" contest will be held. It
at

derstood

that

only

elephantt

barred.

"Warner Film For

FILM DAILY

head

'Hipp'

"

Ac

line.

—

disturbance all for the sake o
"dear public's" entertainment
Dove is happily married and
three years. Just to prove it sh
her husband, Irvin Willat, gave
ner and a theater party.

—

Nov. 8 has been
opening date of the Capitol,
Broad St., house erected by
named in the action.
Efforts to reach E. H. Goldstein Neighborhood Theaters.
R. P. RosBilly Bitzer has come back,
at Universal for a statement were un- ser, Raleigh, N. C, showman, will
man
who focused the camera on
have
charge
of
the new house as
availing.
Birth of a Nation," "Intolera
well as the Venus in South Richthe Storm" and
mond, which the company operates. "Orphans of
D.
i¥. Griffith masterpieces, he
Mintz to Coast
The Capitol seats 800.
vented a "natural vision" pi
Nat Mintz, vice-president of Winkler Pictures, is en route to Hollywhich will have its world pre
Explosion Causes Atlanta Fire
wood to aid George Winkler in supat the Cameo.
Atlanta Fire, caused by an exervising production of product for
ploding oil stove, caused $10,000
1927-28.
Evidently Colleen Moore has
The activities of the Winkler or- damage at the Strand, negro house, the report that "gentlemen i
at 51 Decatur St.
M. Roberts owns
ganization include the production of
blondes."
In
next
her
pic
Ed. Wright, operator,
"Krazy Kat" cartoon comedies, and the house.
"Twinkletoes," she sports a w
who
was
lighting
the stove, suffered
the regular line "Alice Comedies,"
that color for the first time in 3
slight burns.
released through F. B. O.
"Tlie
<

set as the

—

.

Hunt Expands Activities
Unadilla, N. Y.— W. Hunt, who
has been showing pictures here, has
added Bainbridge and Afton to

Nazimova on Vaudeville Tour
Alia Nazimova is on a vaudeville
tour and
in

is

Greater

at present playing

New

houses

York.

his

Illinois

ter."

He

has arrived from the Coast
after playing the male lead in "Mother Machree," Fox production.

Theaters Change Names
Louis The following changes
theater names have been reported:

—

feeling. He blames it on "Ba
the Magnificent," which is kci

him burning

Theater Closes

New

—

Berlin, 111.
The Home, owned by T. D. Keifer, has closed pending the completion of his new house.

Hamilton for "Music Master"

Famous has loaned Neil Hamilton
to Fox to play in "The Music Mas-

Ed. Douglas, who house mat
the Capitol, reports having a

the midnight oil bei
of lengthy box-office statement

circuit.

New Manager at Sumner
Wash.—J. W. Spear

new manager

of the Liberty.

Yankee

Clipper"

is

quires

—

Sumner,

"The

barber picture.

Charles Requa's picture jol
a steady hand.
He i
expert rifleman, and his job
shoot bullets in the hero' hat
shoot cigarettes from between

Grand, Odin, 111., Closes
Odin, 111. The Grand has closed.

the

^

4Ly

engineer.

E. First St.
Charles Anagnos will
earned by the picoperate the house.
Universal and Carl
defendants.
She claims

cover

ture."

signed up for

M n

—

Gorilla Hunt" a special feature released through the F. B. O. organization is also "A Winkler Pic-

Thousands of
Exhibitors have

PHIL

Thm

Writer Sues Universal

—

hundred dollars and has only $141
to pay its bills.
The Gem recently
was sold to Barney Dubinskey, Miller and Jefferson owner, for $10,000,

^^^ Sv

That's

Following publication ing to Will Murphy, this is som«
of this announcement, the Phonofilm with a real kick which every e:
Corp. announced it would resist any tor can carry and not violate th(
efforts
manufacture or market hibition law.
to
this device, claiming it an infringement of patent rights. No statement
According to John Philip
has been forthcoming from any of First National player who s
the three companies concerned.
six feet seven inches, he might
become a lot bigger if he h
Charging that "Merry-Go-Round"
Negro Theater for Charleston
started smoking when a boy.
was pirated from a novel she privateCharlotte,
N.
Contract has
C.
ly published and distributed, Georges
Lewys yesterday started suit to re- been let for a theater for negroes on
Despite a variety of matrin
tric

Theater Bankruptcy Motion Filed
Laemmle
Jefferson City, Mo. Thomas H. that since its release in April, 1923,
Kierns has filed a petition in bank- the film has earned upward of $3,000,ruptcy against the Gem Theater Co., 000.
Erich von Stroheim is also
alleging

report-

ed that the Brunswick, Balke, Collander Co., in association with the
General Electric Co., and the Radio
Corp. of America, was working on a
new talking picture device.
Since
that time, however, it has been reported that the two associate firms
were working with Fox on the Pallophotophone, talking picture, developed by Charles Hoxie, General Elec-

problem
set for

moves
if

Dickering with Fox
Several months ago, it was

Get fuel

And

1)

are

supplements
contract
those previously made with the Victor Talking Machine Co., and the
Metropolitan Opera Co.

compliance with the decision,

S,

New Vitaphone Deal

Danger to Arbitration
Is

November

Friday,

is

of screen
tures.

cowboys in De MiLle

New First Run for Florida City
For practically the first time
Hollywood, Fla. Five businessmen screen career Philo McCullou£
Halls,
Tenn.,
Amusu to Palace; have formed a syndicate to build a hearing applause rather than h
Memphis, Sommerdale to Highland, first-run theater at East Blvd. and when he does his stuff in "Ladi
St.

m

—

i

19th Ave.
It
will be named the Play."
Hithertofore he has pi
Strand and seat 1,500. Backers are: heavies.
L. W. McCormick, president; L. V.
Alto Pass, 111., House Closed
Goodbread, vice president and manVictor Varconia has just comp
Alto Pass. 111.— The Star has clos- ager;
C. S. Jerome, treasurer, and T. a role in "Fighting Love."
V
ed until next Spring.
David Ellis, Jr., legal advisor.
other kind is there?

Shamrock

to

Reno.
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MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

I

"Lady

"The Bat"
(United Artists)
Used Rrecn globes

in all

give

winged

long

black

Doorman wore

effect.

cape

and

was masked.

"Miss Seattle" had just been chosen
through a program at the theater,
and was being featured in personal
appearances. Two weeks heavy busipublicity obtained
by having a mock trial of The Bat.
staged by the "Order of the Bats"
radio broadcasting organization
a
which has the air here one night a

Additional

ness.

week.

— Robert W.

A

foyer and

side auditorium lamps to add to air
Suspended huge bat
of mystery.
f ight
Had
by fourteen, in foyer.
preen globes for eyes, that flashed
off and on.
Ushers were dressed in
short pants suits of white, with black
shoulder capes caught at wrists, to

Bender, Columbia,

PXHIBITOR

endorsement of Exploit-0-Grams is
Favorable comment
indisputable and clear-cut.
from exhibitors scattered throughout the country is
indeed formidable. Here are what a few have to say:
W. S. Caldwell, manager of Loew's Aldine, Pitts-

burgh
"I wish to state that I think this department is truly
a marvelous idea and a wonderful help to every
brother exhibitor throughout the country as well as
to the box-offices of those wide-awake showmen who
take advantage of the many fine suggestions given.
Keep up the good work, for I know I am voicing the
:

opinion of thousands of other exhibitors in their hearty

recommendation
D.

Seattle.

Seventy-five

—

Jacksonville, Fla.

"Devil's Island"

A

traffic

layout duplicating the police nowas distributed to 50,000 moThree prisoners with ball
torists.

ical

TriedandProvedStunts
and

proved

exploitation stunts are listed for theater owners in special folders
prepared by Universal, based
on exhibitor stunts employed in
putting over its pictures.
The folder supplements the

press book on each production
and illustrates the various camTheir main
paigns outlined.
value is that they were "surefire"

THE

DAILY'S

Exploit-O-Grams and have used them.
Without these tips, an exhibitor would get stale very
quickly."

for others.

—

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

Two

crazy-looking Russian pic
tures were placed on either side of
the lobby. All the lights were taken
out and replaced with red, green, pur
pie and yellow. A special frame was
used on the stage before each show
and then moved to the lobby.
In
back of a three-sheet cutout, placed
a semicircle, from which bright colors emerged.
In the space between
the cutout and the backing, colored
lamps were placed on a flasher which
Twenty-five
moved continuously.
Russian singers were used on the
stage, the presentation lighted first
in green and then fading into red.
James H. McKoy, Rex, Spartans
burg, S. C.

"The Speeding Venus"
(P. D. C.)

and chains were used as ballyhoo.
Fox's Ridgewood, Brooklyn.

"The Fighting Marine"

"It Must Be Love"
(First National)

(Pathe)

Had

Going

after this serial strong. Had
a display on marquee, tied up the
"Independent" for the strip furnish-

sort of
fornia,

thing.

— Dan

Richmond,

Reardon,

—

and play dates. Rodney Bush,
Galax, Birmingham, Ala.

ater,

usherettes in

new

military
regalia.
The chic suits were of dark
blue, skirts in kilt style and bright
red coats buttoned up to the neck
with a double row of brass buttons.
W. J. Sullivan, Rialto, Butte, Mont.

(Chad wick)
ed by Pathe that shows Tunney's
summons, in typograph- life; window displays and all that

tice,

Tried

THE

I

Harem"

the feature. With the cooperation oi
one of the leading women's stores
presented a Fall fashion review last
ng about forty minutes.
Intermin'
gled with the fashion display, a male
trio sang several selections, and a
lady vocalist rendered several numbers.
G. R. Stewart, Sterling, Gree
ley, Colo.

kids

responded, with the result that 600
kids attended the two matinees, as
well as several adults wlio were induced to attend by the hustling
As we all know, the
youngsters.
average juvenile is a walking 24-sheet
as is proved by the figures quoted
Charles S. Morrison, Imperabove.
ial,

am

greatly in favor of Eploit-O-Grams. Believe
FILM DAILY and read each one
look
for
me
through, then file them. Keep up the good work and
keep my name on your subscription lists. It's a great
little paper."
Shade Jones, until recently with the Town City
Theater Co., Uhrichsville, Ohio:
"I have been a constant reader of
FILM
"I

Pulled a matinee business up to
evening proportions by announcing to
over 1.000 kids at one of the special
matinees on the Saturday before the
opening that I would give a gratis
admission to every kid that would
personally conduct ten or more kids
to the matinees on the following
Thursday and Friday when "The Cat's
Pajamas" would be shown. Ten heralds were given to each kid who applied for entry in this "personal sostunt."

of your Exploit-O-Gram department,"
Kimberly, manager of the Colonial, Tacoma,

S.

Wash.

"The Cat's Pajamas"
(Paramount)

licitation

A

Few More Endorsements

of the

(Paramount)
fashion show shared honors with

Cali-

all

Cal.

"Kid Boots"
"The Flaming Frontier"
(Paramount)
(Universal)
All members of "The Hole-in-One"
The box office was made to repre- Club were invited to be guests of
sent an Indian tepee, and a large Eddie Cantor.
This got stories on
painting of Custer's last stand was the sporting page.
Cantor's wiseframed and placed on an easel in the crack, was used on a special advance
lobby.
American flags were placed trailer stating: "The leading lady in
around the entire marquee. F. J. Mil- 'Kid Boots' is Clara Bow. I picked
ler, Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.
her myself say, I'm no fool.
In
two of the reels I kiss Clara seven
"Forlorn River"
times.
Yet Paramount pays me for
(Paramount)
it.
What a business." Two special
A six-foot hollow book with a man boards with stills were used in bilinside kept the book moving around liard
parlors,
with copy reading:
the principal streets during the show- "See Eddie Cantor
shoot a hole-ining.
The book contained the name one with a billiard cue at the Howof the author, title of the picture, the- ard."— Howard,
Atlanta.

—

—

I

Effected a two-way tie-up on thel
occasion of the State Fair, attracting
thousands bent on pleasure. Lost noi
time in turning opposition into po
tential business by using an aero-|
plane to drop 5,000 heralds and in addition had a banner reading "The
Speeding
Venus Rialto
Today"!
placed on one of the cars entered in]
the auto race on the final day of the
fair, and, incidentally, the last showing of the picture.
Valuable wordof-mouth advertising was effected
through the medium of this double

—

tie-up without cost to the theater.
C. T. Perrin, Rialto, Pueblo, Col.

"Unbobbed" Contest
St.

Catharines, Ont.

Forhan, manager
J.
fin's, secured unusual

— George
of Grifattention

and much patronage by conducting an "Unbobbed Hair
Contest" for the women and
girls of the Niagara' District of

Forhan relates that
Ontario.
the long-hair competition proved to be more of a novelty
than if the judging had been
for bobbed heads.

'^

DERRY"
of

SUMMER

BACHELORS
is a

companion

figure to'PAT of

FLAMING YOUTH
but more

REBELLIOUS!

MAGAZINE STORY
NEWSPAPER SERIAL

NOVEL
STAR -'DIRECTOR
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IKE STERLING on

I^SILVER

MAH
ALE

Allan

HAMILTON

- OLIVE

'

CHARLES WINNINGEP

WALTER CATLETT

is

name

the

Dwan on a

of

production

an assurance of 100

CENT VALUE!
ior instance

PER

—

Douglas Fairbanks

in

"ROBIN HOOD"—Gloria

Swanson

in

"MAN-

HANDLED"

and

"ZAZA"— Thomas

Meig-

han

in

"BIG

"TIN GODS"—

BROTHER"—

"PADLOCKED"

and

others.
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*reparedness Gall Is

Films Great Force

Sounded by M.P.T.O.
i^CoiUiiiued from Page 1)
rness will characterize the proceedgs.
Different elements will demand
gislation and as those in ^ position
give it, in some instances at least,
e getting out of public life, the
eight of responsibility will not seem
heavy and they may go along.
"In the shuffle theater owners will
iiffer unless we are up and doing.
or a brief period at least we seem

have allowed our very important
IJIVashington situations to be cared
Dr, in the past, by others whose projssions of mutuality may, with some
ason, be questioned.
"Theater owners must care directly
-^t>

own

interests at Washingis true of the differnt states where most of the Legisitive bodies will assemble in Janury next.
It is absolutely essential
hat all legislation be watched.
In
ne of the principal states an innocent
ppearing amendment to the State
"actory Laws was proposed and on
he assurance of certain people that
t
did not directly affect theaters it
vas allowed to pass.
their

3r

n.

The same

Effort Should be Made to Eliminate
Causes of False Impressions,
India Officials Say

Washington

upwards of $250,000.
"In Washington we have the music
ax danger. While we were not lookng they fastened this amendment to
;he copyright law which costs theiter
owners now over .$500,000 a
f'ear.
If we are not careful moves
will be made in the coming session
f
Congress which will fasten that
tax on us so tightly that it will cost

ereign
his

LIS

$1,000,000 a year.

There

is danger of an admission
tax in some states and on account
of the intimate association of national
and state politics a considerable
amount of state activity can be influenced from Washington.
"Theater owners must be repre-

sented in Washington through their
national organization.
cannot afford to lean longer on the slender

We

stem of professed fraternity.
"Parapharasing Roosevelt: Co-operate where you can.
But tread
softly, watch yourself theater owners and always carry out your own

light.

Because

American

Boston

— George

of the predominance of
films greater effort should

be made by this country, however,
he states, to prevent foreigners from
gaining the
impression
that
the
United States is "a land of bandits,
bootleggers and social high flyers."

J.

Schaefer,

New

manager for Paramount, who has been promoted to
Eastern division manager with headquarters in New York, was tendered
district

a testimonial dinner by nearly 200
exhibitors and representatives from

New England exchanges. Gov.
Alvan T. Fuller, Mayor Malcolm D.
Nicholls and other notables were
among the guests. Schaefer has been
in charge of the New England territory for five years and his new work
includes New England.

all

Pictures for New Bedford House
New Bedford, Mass. The New
Bedford has ceased stock and inaugurated a program of pictures with
occasional vaudeville.

(.Continued

from Page

Exhibitors

Win

one
ing
out
ure
of

from Page

(.Continued

in the picture busithere to the coffers of home of-

The
distributors in New York.
amount in dollars would have reached a considerable sum.
The association of distributors
which operates through all of Australia is held to be largely responsible
lor the present action.
fice

"Foreign Markets," an authoritaand comprehensive survey of the
industry abroad appear regularly in
tive

the

Sunday

took an

active

part

in

the

discus-

sions.

Another theater owner successful
the
Pennsylvania elections is
Frank Harris, of Pittsburgh, who was
elected to the Senate to succeed his
brother, the late Senator John P.
Harris.
Senator-elect Harris is associated with the Harris Amusement

in

Co. and Harry Davis Enterprises in
Western Pennsylvania.
In New Jersey Walter H. Olden,
a theater owner of Princeton, was
elected Assemblyman from Mercer

County.
Capitol Enlarges Usher Staff
Capitol has found it necessary
to reorganize its staff of uniformed
attendants.
The staff of ushers has
been increased from 72 to 100. The
number at various important stations
throughout the house has been increased, thereby expediting the movement of the crowds during and be-

THE FILM

edition of

Shearer Picture Started
City "His Last Affair,"

—

Norma

Shearer's new starring vehicle, has been started at the M-G-M

Robert

studio.

Leonard

Z.

Plans "International

Week"

Manager Anthony A. Costa

The observance

being boosted by

is

special exploitation.

Paramount
Philadelphia
will

in

New

— The

Building

Paramount ex-

occupy a new building

now being

finished at 12th and Vine
.Sts. as headquarters for its local exchange.
P. D. C. may take over
Paramount's old quarters.

This department affords
the industry an excellent means of
keeping in touch with happenings in
this most important phase of America'it

And— thousands

picture activities.

of Exhibitors
have paid in
advance for
this special

to Coast

Wing,

Karl
assistant
to
"Stark
directed
the
Love," for Paramount is en route to
the Coast.

who

New Philadelphia House
Philadelphia A theater to cost
about $500,000 will be built at 42nd

—

and

Walnut

and

Robinson

Sts.

^

Beresin Corp. with offices in the
Franklin Trust Bldg. are the owners.

Medical Films Awaited

—

of
Rochester,
Y. Teaching
N.
medicine and surgery with the aid
of pictures will begin at the University of Rochester medical school as

soon as films are available, announces
Dr. George H. Whipple, dean.

Club Mirador
the

New York

rendezvous of
"Tv^TV

Norfolk Managers Dropped
Norfolk, Va. John L. Elberg of
the Colonial; George T. Purdie of
the Granby and W. M. Adams of the
Strand and Victor will be dropped by
Wilmer and Vfncent in a few days.

—

John J. Madden, now manager of
the Wells will manage the Strand,
and
Granby.
Harry D.
Victor
Stearn will take charge of the Norva.
The Wells theater is to be renovated
at a cost of $250,000.

—

New Wilkes-Barre Theater
Wilkes-Barre, Pa. The Comerford

—

Amusement
at

Co. will build a theater

Northampton and Livingston

Sts.

of the

Crescent, Bronx, will observe "International Week" beginning Nov. 8.

DAILY.

tween performances.

an exchange building of its own here,
adjoining present quarters.
Four
vaults will be part of the equipment.

direct-

Myers,

Dorothy Sebastian, Lionel Bclraore
and Tenen Holtz in the cast.

The

"U" Exchange in Washington
Washington Universal is building

is

Lew Cody, Carmel

ing with

change

Paul

1)

Norma
Culver

money earned

Brown,

James was a delegate to the Chicago
convention of the M. P. T. O. A. and

1)

government was to collect
shilling tax for every pound sterlof motion picture revenue taken
of New South Wales. The measwas designed to check the flow

provincial

Wing Goes

—

Schaefer Feted on Promotion

Stay Granted on South
Wales Tax Imposition

ness

officials.

Sensationalism and commercialism
in pictures are proving a hindrance
to amicable relations, because foreign audiences gain false and unfavorable
impression of the United
States, he says.
America is not the only country
guilty of this mistake, he declared,
pointing out that other nations should
seek to depict national life in a true

big stick."

England

India state, declared during
here to consult with Gov-

visit

ernment

hat state along

'

—The

motion picture
is the greatest force for good or evil
in the world today. Sir Albion Banerji, prime minister of Mysore, sav-

"Two

years elapsed before those
nterested moved against the theater
)wners.
Then they did move and
he entirely unnecessary changes in
heaters this amended code forced
ipon theater owners has cost them in

I

11

MAURICE

and

Sleanora's American

celebrities

of Stage and Screen

Presenting

ELEANORA AMBROSE
Debut

after

a

series

of sensational

successes on the European Riviera

CANARO'S

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA
'direct

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 West 51st Street,

New York

«

'Director

Phone

Circle

5106
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First National Pictures,

Itic^

Presents

Forever After
with

Alti^i
;./£
•jV^

MARY ASTOR
and LLOYD

HUGHES

Adapted from Owen Davis* Stage Success
Directed by F.

Harmon Weight

Production Management
B. P. Fineman
3irAt

notionol
PictureA

A World
The world is

Industry

the field of motion

pictures. Activities of all nations affect every showman and

That is why THE
FILM DAILY maintains a
producer.

foreign staff familiar with all
phasesof activity abroad. Keep
abreast of this situation through
"Foreign Markets," a regular

Sunday

feature.

Box'Of£ice Pointers

Bicycling
TTXRASTIC

major weapons

city" are the

stamping out bicycling.
far from a

cycling

is

In this

issue,

is

dead

at the industry's

command

Despite the strong campaign waged,
issue

and

still

in
bi-

merits attention and action.

published a resume of the situation as one of the

"Know Your Own

Industry"

series.

is
impossible in
assaying pictures, but a careful
analysis based on careful study

Infallibility

action against offenders, coupled with "pitiless publi-

has enabled THE FILM DAILY
to maintain a high average in
reviewing. Published every
Sunday, reviews offer a guide
to box-office values. Use them
to keefi posted on the money-

makers.

A constellation
of noted players

coming to KeithAlbee-Orpheum
and other big
run theatres

first

WITH

MARGUERITE DE LA MOTTE

JOHN BOWERS, RUDOLPH
SCHILDKRAUT (;MAY ROBSON
AOAPTtO BY ALBERT KENVON

GEORGE B.SEITZ

oiRECTto BY
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF WILL M. RITCMEY
PRODUCED BY

METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORPORATION
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f.

C.
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Forn.Hn D.^fnbulorz

Member
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Producers Internaf.orud Corporation TVew York.
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INDEX
WRONG METHODS,
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an editorial, by Maurice D.
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TAf Best Investment
You Ever Made
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Hynes

Its Present Status, by Charles F.

DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS,

5

by Arthur

W. Eddy

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
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De Vry
Movie Camera

Photo
Engraving

CLUB

MIRADOR
— the

holds 100 feet

New York

rendezvous

of celebrities of the Stage

and Screen

Standard Theatre Size Film
'Now Vresenting

and costs

MAURICE &.
ELEANORA AMBROSE

Specialists

$150

to the

Motion Picture
Industry

Eleanora's American Debut

A

professional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

managers.

after

a

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANAROSARGENTINE

TANGO ORCHESTRA
Direct from Club Florida, Paris

DAY AND NIGHT

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 414i-2'3

on your

screen

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLEl
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation— Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200

Director

W. 5 1st St. N. Y.— Circle 5 106
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Mack

AT riLMBOARD RULE

Arbitration

Outlawed

in

Anywhere

to Lose Rights

—

If the Film Board of
iiiladelphia
'le carries out its ruling that an
bitor operating in two shipping
s is liable in both on decisions
lered against him in this territory,
M. P. T. O. of Pennsylvania,
insist upon a reciprocal arrangewhich will outlaw in arbitrat
the Philadelphia branch of any
iibutor who fails to comply with
(.Continued on Page 16)
;

Films

in Steerage

Sennett yesterday refused to

confirm or deny a report to the effect
that he is to become supervisor of
short subject production for Pathe,
under the reorganization program
now under way. He characterized the
report as very premature."
Under the reported arrangement,
Pathe, or the proposed combination
of Path and P. D. C, is to acquire an
interest in the Sennett organization.

Profit $967,096
Net profit of $967,096 is reported
by American Seating Corp. and subsidiaries for the nine months ended
Sept. 30, after interest and Federal
taxes.
This is equivalent, after
dividend requirements on $3 preferred stock to $6.56 a share earned
on the 120,000 shares of no par common outstanding. This compared
(Continued on Page 15)

Secretary of Labor James J.
Will H. Hays, Governor Al
British to
th, and other notables looking on,
Floating of a large Empire projres will be shown to immigrants
ducing company, designed to defeat
,rd
the steamship Leviathan as
the American monopoly, is under conship sails up New York harbor
ith

Act

,

which the

Lines now, and other lines
ently, are inaugurating for the
ving of educational and patriotic
3 to foreign-born who are coming
S.

(Continued on Page 15)

•anklin
hiladelphia

Denials on All Sides
When executives of the five
companies mentioned as negotiating with Warners for 10
per cent interest in Vitaphone
were asked for statements, this
is what they replied:
Sidney R. Kent, speaking for
Famous: "There is absolutely
nothing to it so far as we are
concerned."

"Sam

is;

iday morning.
his begins a service

Price 25 Cents

1926

Sennett in Charge?

NN. UNIT HITS BACK

ijtributors

7,

sideration by the economic commitof the Imperial Conference, according to a copyright dispatch to
"The Herald Tribune." It is proposed to organize the company in
Australia, with a promise of British
support and the co-operation of all
the dominions.
(Continued on Page 16)

Spring, for First National: "I have heard nothing
at all about it and cannot believe there is anything to the
report."
Nicholas M. Schenck, for

M-G-M: "No foundation whatsoever in fact."
Arthur

W.

Kelly,

United

"No word has reached
office. Certainly we should

Artists:
this

have learned something if there
were any truth in the report."
John C. Flinn, Prod. Dist.
Corp.: "It is news to me, such
a transaction would of necessity be handled through the
Keith-Albee offices where our
theater affiliations are to be
found.
I have never heard it
discussed."

tee

an Amsterdam & Korson Enterhas acquired the Criterion, Mac and Bijou, Bridgeton, N. J.,
The deal is said
1 Louis Lincker.
involve approximately $400,000,
brings the Franklin holdings to

Taylor to Direct Pickford

— Sam

[Hollywood

ed to direct

Taylor has been

Mary

Pickford's next

comedy.
Taylor, former
old Lloyd director, has just comed "Exit Smiling," starring Jack
ure,

a

A

cford.
field
t

story conference

is

Monday, with production

to
to

soon.

Glory" Premiere Nov. 22
ov. 22 has been set as the date
the premiere of "What Price
ry" at the Harris.

The Dow, Jones news

ticker

which

supplies the financial district with
spot news yesterday flashed a report that five important organizations, to wit: Famous, First National,
M-G-M, United Artists and P. D.
C. were about to close for a 50 per
cent interest in Vitaphone, the stock
to be divided in five equal shares.

While Sam E. Morris, general
manager for Warners who control,
was willing to concede that "there
(Continued on Page 16)

Operating in England
Gus Schlesinger, foreign sales
manager for Warners and Hermann
Starr, home office executives returned from the Continent yesterday on
Warners are now
[he Mauretania.
operating under the name of Warner
Bros. Pictures, Ltd., in Great Brit(Continued on Page 15)

Hal Hodes has disposed of
terest in

II

his in-

Short Films Syndicate and

has resigned from the organization.

Wrong Methods

Veidt Contract for 3 Years

—

Universal City Contract between
Conrad Veidt and Universal is for a
three year period, the company an-

If

Absorbs Electric Exchange
Philadelphia
Corp.,

of

—

Educational Pictures
Eastern Pennsylvania has

succeeded Electric Supply Co., as distributors for Educational in this territory.
Electric held the Educational
franchise for a number ofyears.

louses.

Brenon's production, has
1
chosen to be the first picture
ivn in the new Paramount Nov.

Morris Intimates Report
Has Truth But 5 Firms
Deny Dickering

nounced yesterday.

e,

bert

BOOSTS WARN[R STOCK

Hodes Resigns

Firm Buys 3
— Franklin Theater

enon Film for "Paramount"
God Gave Me Twenty Cents,"

VITAPHONE DfALWPORT

THE

good ship arbitration continues to be sorely buffeted
about. The storm area shifts now from the Middle West
"Vanity Fair" for Negri
to Philadelphia. There a peculiar ruling of the Film Board
"Vanity Fair" will be Pola Negri's
has aroused exhibitors. Theater owners should be because the next vehicle for Paramount when the
star completes a vacation after "Barbfacts at hand show that they are in the right.
ed Wire." Erich Pommer will superHere is the history of the latest incident. The board rules vise. The story has been made twice
that an exhibitor operating two theaters in two distinct ship- before, once by Goldwyn and once
by Edison-Kleine.
ping zones against whom a decision has been rendered in one
of these zones is also liable in the second zone. What one violation on the part of an exhibitor has to do with his conduct of
Canada
series
elsewhere
A
of articles dealing
is difficult to imagine.
a second house
The ruling
with the economic and motion
carries the earmarks of exactly what Will H. Hays determined
picture structure of the Domina few days ago to be the wrong method of procedure.
ion of Canada by provinces.
The first which will discuss
It has now come to pass that the M. P. T. O. of Eastern
'

Ontario appears

Pennsylvania has adopted a resolution making this sort of action
binding upon the distributor as well as the exhibitor. The asso(Coniinued on Page 4)

edition.

The

in

Monday's

others will follow

at short intervals.
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Francaise,

5,

Rue

Saulnier.

Action was the keynote among film issues
yesterday the fluctuations for the most part
The notable center of
favoring the stocks.
Pictures "A", which
interest was Warner
had a turn-over of 60,600 shares to a rise
Famous Players (common)
of 2'/4 points.
showed the salutary impetus, with a trade of
Curb
12,500 shares to a gain of }i points.
stocks showed plenty of action.

•Balaban
•Bal.

Vtc...

Seat.
Seat.

&

Eastman

Pfd....

&

Katz..
Katz Vtc

40-H

41 Ji
41

..

63

73'4

Kodak. ..120H 119^ 119J4

600

114J4

\\S^

12,5nO

121

121
7

Famous

Players. .. 1 16
Earn. Play. Pfd... 121
Inspect
•Film
•First Nat'l Pld
Fox Film "A"... Ji'A

99!^

71^

70 J4
24J4

Theaters "A" 24J4
•Intem'l Project
45
Ix>ew's.
Inc
•.Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp... 14^
Pathe Exch. "A".. 42

Fox

IIH

tParmount B'way.
ttRoxy Units
32^
ttRoxy Common.. 9Vi
Bros
ySO
Skouras

14

44Ji
24
14J<

1,700

39!^

40K

4,800

..

96}^

50

50

SSH

Pace & Bauma
Lake City, la.

now

8

7f4

96'A
37

37^
46H

at

—

38^
48

1,200
....
....
8,200

60,600

Bond Market

t

Bid and Ask

tt

Lake

City, la.

Pace

& Bauma

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking

S
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Situation

A

In Minneapolis, another peculiar situation prevails.

had

tain distributor

of

N S

SpecinliKta in Motion Picture
and Theatrical innurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

JT!(

fallen out of grace

it

is

several measures

feared,

ail

cer- at the industry, will be proposed

with the board because

Rosson to Direct Griffith
Los Angeles Arthur Rosson
replaced James Cruze as director
are the offenders a penalty, definite and severe, is imposed. This
"The Waiter From the Ritz," P:
should be done since if the principle of arbitration is not to be mount production starring Raym'

of failure

When

abide by arbitration decisions.

to

—

exhibitors

observed and respected, the instrument loses its force. However, Griffith, with Alice Day, Arlette W
chal, George Fawcett, Charles
it seems that when a distributor offends, he escapes scot free.
Mailes and Fred Malatesta.
Cr
will make a special instead.
pronouncement,
the
Hays
following
board,
The Minneapolis
reversed a former action and reinstated several cases which had
Sterns Buy Cartoon Strip
Stern Film Corp. has purcha
been declared out of the running forever more. The situation
1

The exhibitor pays for flaunting his face at
arbitration authority. The distributor steps out of line and gets
away with it. This issue is raised by Joseph M. Seider, business
manager for the M. P. T. O. A.
If

:

the fundamentals of the arbitration

system are to be

screen rights to "Keeping Up w
the
Joneses," cartoon strip. I
Stern, stated on the eve of
departure for Hollywood.

id.

Discuss Mediator Plans
Dramatists and theatrical man
ers met at the Astor Friday aft

preserved the penalties must be meted out in just fashion. Pre- noon to discuss plans for the
pointment of a mediator who
ferred treatment should not be accorded the exhibitor anymore adjust

^™

\ nv

the sale of screen rights.

than

iit''(

should the distributor.

it

ilir.;

It's in

There was some

the blood.

Philadelphia Scream Club Form
Philadelphia
The Scream CI
has been formed by managers a
assistants here.
Its first dinner a
dance will be given Nov. 15
J

—

talk that Jensen

and

Von

Ill

(k
l((i

Herberg would retire after selling their Northw^est properties
Emanuel (M-G-M) is grand jes
to North American Theaters.
No much chance. Already they of the organization.
Other officf
are getting their fingers into Seattle's theater pie. A modest be- are, Sam Stiefel (De Luxe), pc
one average-sized theater in the subthe medium through which they will make their debut.

ginning, to be sure.

urbs

is

However, does

it

Jttst

take

Ml'

m

jester;
Ben Amsterdam (Mast
piece), kid shackles; Harry E. We:
er (Columbia), pen pusher.

a

mi
111

much

conjecture to figure out the future?

John Colton Here

A modest John Colton, who recently finishfn
is Sol Lesser.
an original for M-G-M,
odd years. Now in Paris absorb- "Heat,"
in New York.
He will return to t
ing Continental atmosphere.
It won't be very long before he Coast as soon as his story go
arrives back in the States.
Even from gay Paree, however, he into production.
By way

of a second example, there

iti

He

has bestirred himself about the future.
duction.

It

may

be that.

It

may

is

be theaters.

thinking of prothing is sure:

One

Robbery

Is

Philadelphia

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

Weekly Event

— Robbing

of

the

I

Luxe-East Coast Theaters Co., is b
He will be back in the fold before many months have past. The coming a weekly occurrence. The
call of this industry is pretty much in the blood of everyone en- have been five robberies in as mai

gaged

weeks.

in

it.

KANN

The

ceipts of
crackers.

latest

the

—

di-

house

ian

at

I

r

I

M-G-M

Signs Bradley King
Culver City Bradley Kino' has
been sicnod by M-G-M, bringing to

for

five

the

number

of

women

scenarists

Cowan.

Childre

PENCIL SETS*
De Luxe

Set:

Finest
genuine shei
leather case with coin i

T'»

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LEARN TO

richly embossed. Any
en^raTed in \8 kt. gold.
ains pencils and penholdei
Sorted colors, point protector,
Absolutely supre
_ sharpener.
its class.

SAY

BROOKS'
1437

r

safi

Individual NameM

East Orange.

—

nn its writing staff.
Others are
Frances Marion, Agnes Christine
Tohnston, Dorothy Farnum and Sada

theft of the

TheWrifeC

Tover with Sutherland
Meyer Succeeds Reed
Leo Tover, who recently completed
Westwood E. Alan Meyer of Rowork on "God Gave Me Twenty senthal & Mever, has taken over
Tents," v^'ill do the camera work on management of the Westwood, suc'Love's Greatest Mistake," which en- ceeding Ralph D. Reed, who reters production the latter part of the signed to manage new Stanley-Fabmonth, with Edward Sutherland

is

Roxborough, by

recting.

Arthur W. Stebbins

Ell!

is to be held simultaneoi
with the Legislature's session, wl

are operating the Star.

When you

m

"<"

.

Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia Market

regional

millionaire despite his thirty

SH

Am

•

200

31^

••Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen. SH
Univ.
Picl.
Pfd
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures... 40'/j
Warner Pict. "A" 49
••

100

24fi

44/j

..

.

100
....
7,900

— Four

tings are to be held by the M. P. T
of Eastern Pennsylvania.
Locat
chosen, in the order in which
meetings are to be held are Pc

meeting

The Minneapolis

2,000
1.400
....
....

..

handed down a decision by an

The Young Pioneers

40^

41 '4
41 ^i

is

a taste

Quotations
Am.
Am.

there

;e

Philadelphia against a distributor villa, Harrisburg, Williamsport
operating an exchange in Philadelphia the failure of the latter Wilkes-Barre.
Eighty-five per cent of the the
to comply with the ruling will result in no consideration being
owners of the territory are memi
given whatever claims he may bring before the Philadelphia of the association, according
George P. Aarons. The Harrist
board. In other words,
of the distributor's own medicine.

then becomes this

Financial

if

arbitration board outside of

:

21,

Philadelphia

(.Continued from Page 3)

ciation has voted that

Sr

1!

4 Pennsylvania Meetings Statt

Wrong Methods
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

HAS
BICYCLING
BEEN
ELIMINATED? A FRANK
ANALYSIS OF THE SITUATION BASED ON SURVEY

By

CHARLES

F.

j5S^

DAILV

'(

COSTS

Bicycling

HYNES

the hapless exhibitor

the inception of motion pictures, the industry has been conited with the evil of bicycHnp^,

was exposed

as

an offender.

In the early days of the industry's
development, bicycling was a comThe lack
film switching-, with honest exhib- paratively easy practice.
of any efficient check up system at
paying the freight.
the exchange, and the number of
Fntil but recently, there has been
days
between playdates coupled with
endency to wink at the practice,
ch was one of the chief causes the indifferent and tolerant attitude
existence and continuance. of the exchange manager, who in
its
many cases "was getting his," comly a few years ago, bicycling was
most alarming problem before bined to reduce bicycling to a simindustry,
from an economic ple and highly profitable undertaking.
idpoint, the money lost through
At that time, exhibitors were notillicit traffic often reaching alarming with growing resentment the
proportions.
Bicycling cheated
tremendous profits being made by
ributors, and in turn producers,
distributors, some of them through
of revenue to which they were

il

k

itled,

and which they needed

to

production costs.
It
ered and maintained, in many inices,
unfair
competition which
est exhibitors who paid for their
rentals could not meet, and in
ition placed the burden of prong revenue upon those exhibitors
3 were "shooting square."
Jicycling is but a polite term for
iling, although its recognition as
h is a comparative new developnt in the industry.
It is an evil
ich should not and cannot be tolled in the industry, because its
lousness works hardship on all
rising

t

ors.

lecognizing

this, distributors reinstituted
a
national
cama;n against bicycling, which, GabL. Hess, counsel of the Havs
anization, savs is depriving dislutors of $1,000,000 annually in
enue.
The extent to which it
nages the nation's honest theater

tly

ners cannot be estimated,

statement has been and will
attacked as propaganda by those
hing to shield offenders.
It is
erted that the campaign begun is
insult to exhibitors generally, but
larations of publicity seekers as
11
as mediums which see in misded defense tactics an aid to inlased exhibitor patronage can not
ie
the fact that bicycling is far
m an obsolete issue in the indus^he

vlinimizing the extent of the pracis an insult to every honest exitor of the nation for the honest
libitor knows that bicycling can
stamped out only by prosecution
publicity.
He is very eager that
elimination process shall be as

il

:edy as

it

is

effective.

Not One-Sided
t

Affair

cannot be said that bicycling

is

•ne-sided affair, for exhibitors prac-

ng it have found staunch allies in
honest exchange managers and
esmen.
Some of the latter have
n the influence which have pertded

exhibitors

to

become

bicy-

agreements and
)mises of protection which they
re quick to disclaim as soon as
rs.

through

side

DEVELOPMENT OF ILLIPRACTICE WHICH

CIT

NCE

J

28

for the routing of films, over the circuit served.

The exchange was

either too carecurb bicycling, worked in collusion with the bicycler, or the exless to

change manager was afraid action
might lead to retaliation in the form
of the exposal of some illicit deal of
which he was guilty. To "get some-

DISTRIBUTORS

$1,000,000

YEARLY

In spite of this precaution, bicycbecause of refusal or failure of
distributors to institute punitive acling,

continued after

tion,

its

first

loss of

ground caused by the individual contract.

Exhibitors

Demand Reform

Exhibitors, generallv were clamoring for elimination of bicycling, because the practice was causing increased rentals. The individual con-

thing on" the exchange manager was
win inmiunity from investigation.
Another factor which contributed to tract, aimed at bicycling, caused a
the growth of the illicit practice was hardship to operators of two and
the fact that the exchange manager, possibly three small theaters, for the
knowing that to incur the bicycling- reason that the blanket contract had
exhibitor's disfavor through protest enabled them to "get bv" with the
against his operations was to result less profitable houses of their modest
in even greater loss of revenue, and chains,
by distributing the rental
practices which exhibitors consid- he valued the bicycler too highly as load, but the individual system
subered very shady.
An exhibitor in- a customer to alienate the legitimate jected these theaters to a minimum
clined to dishonesty, who was vic- trade the bicycler gave him.
Ac- price which in many instances they
timized by an unscrupulous man- cordingly, he shut his eyes to the could not pav.
Honest exhibitors
ager or salesmen, felt that bicycling practice, because the insistent de- were shouldering the load because of
was, not only a means of vengeance, mands of the home office on quota bicycling and were eager to join
but a convenient way of keeping ac- requirements would not permit him, hands with distributors in
stamping
counts squared.
Accordingly, if ap- except at expense of his position, to out the practice.
proached by a neighboring showman, lose any customers.
Arbitration boards of the nation
with the suggestion that their comAttitude Aids Offenders
took a firm stand with respect to
bined film rentals could be reduced
Quick profits were to be made in bic^rcling, but their work was hampby one-half, through the simple ex- bicycling and full advantage was ered because offenders in most cases
pedient of making the two accounts taken of the situation. The state of were fly-by-night operators, who rea joint one he readily assented. This mind of the industry
at the time made fused to heed summons of the arbiagreed upon, the services of a boy an exhibitor feel he was passing up tration boards.
If a decision were
could be obtained for a small sum, somethmg if he did not engage in rendered against a bicycler, he efto "run" the film between the two bicycling.
In the parlance of the fected a "dummy" sale of his theater
theaters on the day and date show- trade, he was "a sap" not to get his or theaters, and continued operations
ing agreed upon. As the youth usu- share of the easy profits, or saving, but on a more cautious scale.
ally employed a bicycle in the pro- to be made by bicycling films.
This year, an effective campaign
cess, bicycling soon became a genHowever, the general and steady has been waged against bicycling and
eral term for bootleggers of film betterment of the character of men it has produced results.
A stirvev
showings.
coming into the rapidly-growing of the nation indicates that while the
Growth of Evil Rapid
business, bicycling gradually waned. practice has not been stamped out,
Except in the comparatively larger Its practice on an extensive scale by it has been greatly curbed, with its
cities,
where the two exliibitors' individual operators diminished, so elimination in the not distant future
houses were in close proximity, or that, for the most part, only the predicted.
where a budding chain owner ran "petty larceny" offenders remained,
Two months ago, the first criminal
the film between houses he oper- with occasional sparks of talent re- prosecution for bicvcling was instiated, the day and date arrangement vealed with "new wrinkles" in the tuted.
Three Montana exhibitors,
soon proved an irksome one.
Carl and Marius Anderson and R.
The methods employed.
inconvenience to the bicycler was
Recent j'ears have witnessed the D. McDaniels, who operate the Libsolved by the carelessness of ex- decline of bicycling, but it was not erty and Orpheum theaters at Kalischanges, which did not take the until organization of Film Boards pell, were indicted on a Federal
trouble, except in rare instances, to throughout the country, that a real charge under the copyright laws.
carefully
check return shipments. check on the evil was effected. Na- Their conviction was speedily obAnd so was born the companion evil tionalization of these boards into tained and a precedent set which
and accessory to bicycling, the film Film Boards of Trade enabled co-op- sounds the deathknell of bicycling
eration between territories, to the throughout the United States.
holdover.
By the simple process of "forget- consternation of the bicycler. Film
Under the Federal statute, bicyting" to express a return shipment. boards could compare notes on the cling is punishable by fine of from
the bicycler found the film available methods of curbing the illicit prac- $100 to $1,000, imprisonment of one
The Alontana exhibto him for an extra day, and if he tice each profiting by the experience vear, or both.
itors were fined $100 each by Judge
were willing to take the small chance of all the others.
The individual contract, so called, Pray in Federal Court at Great
it entailed,
he could risk a three or
four day holdover without any ser- was one of the chief inethods em- Falls, Mont. The court said, in senployed against bicycling.
Where tencing them:
ious consequences.
"This is the first case of its
The compartive simplicity of the heretofore the exhibitor was permitprocess irked the bicycler who usual- ted to sign a blanket contract for pickind, at least none has ever been
He con- tures for the houses he controlled or
ly took pride in his skill.
filed in this court before, and this
sidered that his style was being was booking, under the new regime
should be a warning to others
cramped, so to speak, and cast about he was required to sign a separate
that the matter is in violation of
for new fields to conquer, establish- contract for each theater. This was a
the law.
I feel, therefore, that
ing a circuit of houses over which body blow to the bicycler, for the sysa minimum fine will be sufficient
This tem enabled the distributor to keep a
the bicycled film was routed.
and that after the warning the
situation reached such a stage of de- complete check on prints, so that
court may take a different view
velopment that bicyclers in a few- any cases of holdovers were "spotted"
in future cases."
instances, established booking offices immediately and quick action taken.
(.Continued on Page 16)
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The Film Daily
1G50 Broadway, Neiv York City.
Editor,

Home" Prologue
Open "Rollinp: Home" prolopue
"Rolling

with darkened stage.
of automobile engine

Produce sound
which is draw-

ing nearer and nearer with an occasional shriek of a klaxon or horn.

Then have back-stage cheering
welcome home Reginald Denny,

to

the

prodigal son of picture.
Raise the curtain to reveal living
room, v^'ith people entering escorting
a dancer representing Denny and a
comedy character representing the
chap who plays the chauffeur in the
story.
Your ballet can form the
nucleus of the townspeople and have
the girls dressed like inhabitants of
a small town.

Your chauflFeur can go into an eccentric dance. Afterwards have Denny and a girl impersonating his
sweetheart

"Because

sing

You."— Suggested by

I

Love

THE FILM

D.MLY.
"Road

to

Mandalay" Prologue

LTsed
atmospheric stage setting
with plaster pagodas at either side,
and two bronzed Buddhas before
which burned incense pots.
TTie

organ

opened

the

number.

At

W.

its

conclusion
Chinese
sunset
gongs
were sounded.
Light immediately
flooded the interior of the incense
burners.
A Chinese mandarin step-

ped forth and sang "On the Road to
^fandalay" under a green spotlight,
which Enhanced the Oriental atmosphere.
Chinese lanterns containing
colored electric lights were strung
across the front of the building, and
there were Chinese pagodas placed

Have you

ever tried audience singing in your theater? A popular, surefire number on the Rivoli (New York)
program each week is Henry Murtagh's organ.screen novelty in which
popular and original songs are projected and the audience asked to sing
the chorus.
Tremendous applause indicates that the patrons like this.
Get hold of some popular song
slides and experiment.
The plan also
affords an excellent exploitation and
business-building tie-up.
Invite your
patrons to participate in contests in

which prizes (passes, if you wish)
are awarded for the best parodies on
popular selections.
This will furnish
you with a supply of screen material
with a strong local-interest angle.

You." Special color lighting effects
on draperies backing up musicians.
Southland melodies served as
the
score for the Swanee River film, the
theme, "Old Black Joe," being the
introduction for the
Dixie Jubilee
Singers and Dancers.
The latter
were shown grouped on the levee, a
back drop done in black and white,
with magnolia trees right and left.
Songs by the octette and a pickaninny dance by six girls were the
high lights.
The Davis Saxophone
Octette, known to radio fans, made
a reappearance in a
setting which
had a silver tree outlined against a
black cyclorama center stage, with
silver cloth drapes at either side of
the eye— Edward L. Hyman, Brooklyn Mark Strand.

EDDY

How

Try Audience Singing

Briefly told ideas /or presentation
from all parts of the country. We

Presentations

in
ARTHUR

B'way Does

pany

with Roland Guerard, impersonating
Harlequin.
Her mother, appearing from the
house breaks up the flirtation.
Then appear the Pierrots, who draw a
domino curtain across the stage, hiding the
set from audience view.
With Miss Coles
they dance to "Pierrot's Serenade" and later
"Galop."
Finally,
hearing alluring noises
back of the drop, they pull it aside.
This
action reveals a fantastic black and silver
set, with a silver leaf tree in an urn
center
stage, and
black and silver stairways on
either side.
The Capitol ballet corps and
the Chester Hale Girls are attired in silver
bodices, white taretons, black opera hose and
wear black silk gloves.
This is the finale
incident of the production, with the usual
whirlwind dance finish.

"Black Pirate" Prologue
scene with water in motion and lights playing upon it was
the setting of a "Black Pirate" prologue.
A mixed duet opened the

A

ship

scene.
pirate

Six girls

in

musical comedy

—

Diversity ruled
included a soprano in two selections
Dixie Jubilee singers and dancers in

and Davis Saxophone Octette.
Soprano worked on apron of orchestra stage, singing aria from "Ernani"
and encored with "Cherie, I Love
full,

Standard
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1579

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

(Week

of

Nov. 7)

Same as previous week.
——"Moonlight,"
staged

Capitol
Rivoli

b

Oscard; Hans Hanke, pianisi
"Sakuntala."
Strand Mark Strand Frolic, wit
Happiness Boys, Naila Ballet by An.
tole Bourman, with
Mile. Klemovi
augmented ballet and male ensembU
overture, "Merry Wives of Windsor,
Paul

overture,

—

Add Olympia Nov.

Boris

Petroflf

used an

artistic

band

in

de-

represented by men and women
dark blue drop provided a sky
background, in front of which was a hedge
with an arched gateway in the center and
two tall, slender trees nearby.
Center back
stage was a fountain.
While the orchestra played "I Know a
Lovely Garden," an art student
(Mollie
Dodd) danced into the stage. While sketching she fell asleep and dreamed that the
statues,
white.

A

came to life. The first one to show
animation was a violinist (Toscha Samarov)
who rendered "Caprice Vennoise," by Kreisstatues

Afterwards six of the figures executed
a torch dance and then the adagio team of
Renoflf and Renova, familiar to Rivoli audiences, did their number, winning much commendation.
A storm developed, driving the
statues back to their pedestals and awakening the art student, who again danced to
the tune of "I Know a Lovely Garden."
In another stage incident Harold Yates
and Cooper Lawley provided several duets.
Their voices blended with fine harmony but
their program included such much-used numbers as "Red, Red Robin."

Haven,

place in the Publix presei »
tion circuit Nov. 27, constituting
second link in the chain and prec
ing the Metropolitan at Boston. 1
will be the 14th house.
Within a
months Publix will have a total
27, new additions planned being
Texas at San Antonio, Metropolii
Houston, and the Saenger, New
leans.
Probably a 3,000-seat hoi
the Florida, under construction
Jacksonville and scheduled to o]
next Spring, will also be added

take

vising "Garden of Dreams," the Publix presentation at the Rivoli.
PetrofT has produced
numerous attractive, audience-tuned pieces
but this one is especially splendid. And compared with the average production offered at
this house it is inexpensive.
The set depicted a garden with a number

k»

Denny and his Club Frivolity orche'
Metal cloth drapes and a galaxy of bril
lights abound in the decorative scheme
this number.
Denny's orchestra specia
in soft croony tunes and appeared to sec'
decided hit with the Strand audience.

The Olympia, New
Rivoli

—

Program
in a show which

B'way Presentations

Capitol

ler.

costumes climbed over the ship
railing, bound the lovers to the mast
and did a pirate dance. They were
joined by two
male pirates with
in the fover.
R. E. Charles, Everett, torches.
An ensemble dance of the
Everett, Wash.
chorus was followed by the burning
of the ship.
The prologue closed in
"Bardelys" Prologue
a climax and immediately the picture
The farewell scene in the dungeon, followed, leaving no time to elapse
before Rardelys is led to the guil- between the stage and the screen prelotine, affords a prologue idea. Con- sentation.
Fred
Clary,
Stillman,
struct gray time-worn stone effect Cleveland.
out of conipo and prison bars from
laths stained black.
"One Minute to Play" Prologue
Mask in top
and sides of stone arch which is
To create a college atmosphere for
placed about the middle of the stape. "One Minute to Play" a
painted
Keep background fairly dark, with back-drop was used representing a
davlight cfTect streaming in through field howl with the goal posts
promsingle
window.
Have Roxalanne mently in the center. The incident
enter the chamber, the guard or was billed "Campus Frolics"
and inguards remaining outside but visible troduced an orchestra attired in
conthrough the bars. She sings "Good- vention college style, an eccentric
bye Forever," with the tenor joining male dancer, dressed as a football
in the chorus.— Suggested bv M-G-M.
(Continued on Page 16)
Diversified

It

"Pierrot-Pierrette" is the title under which
the presentation at the Capitol is appealing
Opening
to the artistic tastes of audiences.
the production is a set with a modern decorative house, fantastically designed, this being an exterior.
Joyce Coles does a "waltz
tlirtation," representing Columbine, in com-

of
in

19J

7,

its

S!!

dl

Opens Pittsburgh

Spizzi

Office
opened a p

Arthur Spizzi has
booking office
Forbes St., Pittsburgh.

sentation

at

Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!

Strand
The

of the
Mark Strand
opens with Kitty McLaughlin singing "Only
a Rose."
The setting is a curtain drop representing a huge bowl of flowers and for
the second number, a ballet,
"Pompadour
Valse," the bowl part of the curtain proves
to be a scrim which serves for the fade in
of the dance number.
The members of the
ballet are gowned in colonial costumes.
Rita
Owin is next on the program in several of
her comedy dance and song numbers.' Jack
North, banjoist, plays several popular ballads while the stage is made ready for Jack
latest

edition
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Vaudeville Agency
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RETRENCHMENT CONONE BIG STUDIO
BEING CONVERTED TO OTHER
USES— NEWS OF THE TRADE
IN LONDON

UFA

ATTITUDE OF AUSTRALIA TOWARDS THE MOTHER COUNTRY WITH REGARDS TO DEVELOPING PRODUCTION IN
THE UNITED KINGDOM

TINUES,

Foreign Markets

—
and Films

Australia

Ufa Retrenching
Berlin— Ufa is reported as having

Theater Orgy

On

of Domestic Situations As adopted a strong retrenchment pol- Suburbs of Big Cities in Australia
Scenes of Almost Frenzied Conicy. The studio in Berlin will be conRelates to British and Homeverted into a large restaurant in the
struction
Made Productions
Albert Deane, manager of adver'he attitude of Australia with re- liope of making it more remunerative.
al to the development of m.otioyi At present, the building is used mere- tising and publicity
for
Famousiires in the British Empire is ly as headquarters for Ufa and in- Lasky Film Service, Ltd., of Auslaiyied in a report made by the volves a heavy expenditure for up- tralia, is in New York. He said yes^Hralian Association, at Sydney, keep. The plans, it is said, call for a terday that theater building in the
the
Australian Premier, M. collaboration in rebuilding the site suburban districts of all large cities
Uce, for use by the latter when and installing a restaurant, with Ufa in Australia is under way on a large
subject of American films comes moving to one of the less preten- scale. Everywhere one goes there is
,at the Imperial Conference. The tious properties in Berlin. The enor- a new theater going up, he declared.
mous sum expended on "MetropoSome of these are replacing barns
Vcment follows:
lis" is said to be the cause of re- and tin sheds in which pictures were
DISCUSSING the Empire film trenchment. Production has also been formerly
shown.
Others are augUlevelopment at the Imperial Con- curtailed, but only until "Metropolis"
menting the present number in opnee, it must be viewed in the
is released.
eration. There are about 1,100 theait
of its eiTect upon various naters in Australia proper and 350 in
lal,
commercial and economic
New Zealand, which is 1,400 miles off
Here
With
Intern'l Stories
uions.
These sections of interest
Edward Godal, of Godal Interna- the coast of the island continent.
tional Films, Ltd., London, is in New There are more pictures than cur(1) From the viewpoint of
York in connection with the produc- rent theaters can absorb, commented
British
iilysis
t

;

tain the rights of the Phonofilms invention and it is said that the British
company has refused an offer from
Fox of £5 for each £1 share.
*
*
*

The London City Council may
tighten up the application of regulations regarding the admittance of children to theaters.
ifi

;

I

I

dfi

df.

The Grand Kinema, on Edgeware
seater, has opened.
*
*

Road, a 2,500
*

British

Films,

Instructional

Ltd.,

produce a film of the Coronel
and Falkland Island naval battles.
The British Admiralty and the F. B.
is

to

I.

will cooperate.

'

Empire and Dominions,

The

arrived at

effect any decisions
will have upon the

Australian

Commonwealth.

(2)

sections of the industry deto see the
British producing industry
ife.
The position is today that, through
rican assistance in the manner of direcstars and distribution, there will be in
Britain this year, a slight increase
It
jroduction.
Australia during the current year, ap1
:imately 12 pictures have been produced
released.
These are: "Jewelled Nights,"
e by Louise Lovely Prod., Ltd. ; "The
ee Log," Phil Walsh; "The Mystery of
;som Cab," Arthur Shirley
"The Mysof Sealed Room," Arthur Shirley
"The
h of Moonbi," by Chaubel, of Queenss to

(1),

all

,

;

;

;

"The Bushwackers," Longford

ible
isian

number

tion of a

and

;

"The

Twins"; "Painted Daughters," Aus-

Films, Ltd.
"Tall Timbers," Aus"Hills of Fate," Australasian, and
e Pioneers," Australasian,
here is no difficulty in the distribution
ood standard British or Australian made
Unfortunately, many of the earlier
i.
productions were so inferior that both
exhibitor and public turned against them.
Boree Log" was purely a religious
e
laganda film.
"Jewelled Nights," accordto a statement made at the annual meetof
company shareholders of Louise
ely Prod., cost
£8.000 to make.
It is
Jtful if the company will make any more
;

sian;

1

ires.

Theaters in the Antipodes

,300

America

has

20,000

Kingdom,

ited

theaters,

4,000,

the

and Austra-

From

these figures, it will
seen that Australian production
a very limited market.
Austra(Continued on Page 15)
1,300.

of stories of inter-

national flavor written by well-known
English authors. Three have been
prepared for filming: "Peace of the
World," by H. G. Wells; "Bonds of

portions of the pictures to be made
in England and on the Continent.

the road,

Deane

W.

Australian

Propaganda Film

New York

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

R.

Arias,

declared.

C. E. A. to Take Under
the Desirability of a

9,000 ft. film depicting the history of Australia is being prepared
by the Markets and Migration Dept.
at Sydney, for propaganda in foreign
countries, according to a report to
the U. S. Dept. of Commerce, from
Trade Commissioner E. G. Babbitt.
The picture will be ready in a year.

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Nat Nathanson,

Phone

Cable address
Himark New York

Cine-

desirability of a

Exhibitors' Assoc.
*

PAWNEE

Now
BILL,

In a series of 8

Western

Thrill

five

to ob-

723 Seventh
i

Jr.

reel

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
W. 46th St.,
New York City

'Doncameo'
New York

RiCHMOUNT Pictures

York, N. Y.

Productions of Merit"

Available

130

Fox has been endeavoring

CO., Inc.

"^X'isconsin

5196-5197

Foreign Territory

new

Cinematograph Act is being considered by a specially appointed Council Committee of the Cinematograph
*

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents ancJ rerrescntattves for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

matograph Act

—The

CO.

Distribution

Foreign

Advisement

New

London

Pres.

BROADWAY,

N. Y. C.
1540
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

News From London

A

New York

Avenue

Inc.
City,

N. Y.

MOUNTAN,

D. J.
President
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and distributors.
Paris Address:

London Address:

Society des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,

Mr. Arthur Levey,

Paris.

Cable Addresses

London
C. 2

ADAM

H.

St.,

:

don and foreign rights are controlled
by Wainwright, Ltd., London.

SMICOFILMS

New York

PIZORFILM

France.

31 Portland Place,

London W.

I.,

England

RICHPICSOC, PARIS
Cable Address: DEEJAY,
Cable Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.
Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

Cable Address:
St.

West 42nd

City
Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone, Wis. 1143

field

—

New

Napoleon Films. Ltd.

their

in

English Picture in the Midwest
The
Fischer Film Exchange, of
Charles
Chaplin"
"The Life Story of
Frederick
White an- Cleveland, has acquired distribution
London
in Ohio to "The Rat," produced in
nounces "The Life Story of Charles
England. The film was booked for a
Chaplin," United Kingdom rights to
five weeks' run at the Waldorf, Akwhich have been secured by the Fredron, Ohio.
Manchester.
erick White
Co.,
of
Pioneer is handling the film in Lon-

London Address

CharinE Cross Road

operating

FERDINAND
152

Godal declares others are in prepara- time Paramount exploiteer in Omaincluding tales by Anthony ha, but who was sent to Australia
Hope, Maxwell Pemberton and Rob- about two and a half years ago to
It is his idea to ar- launch road shows. For "The Ten
ert Hichens.
range for their production here with Commandments," 14 units were on

6 with JACK PERRIN
3 with BILL PATTON
2 with ART ACORD
New Compton

ganizations

Frank Merrill

Fast Action Melodramtts

tion,

THE GREATEST LINE-UP OF WESTERNS IN THE MARKET
Plenty of Action— Good Stories and What Stars

8

are playing havoc with
legitimate attractions there, he said.
Practically all of the larger film or-

Baroness Orczy, and are sending them on tour. Deane said
Empire,"
Lady the idea was first introduced in Ausby
and Mrs. Hayden-Guest. tralia by John Kennebeck, at one

Avenue
'*

Starring

Road shows

of

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh

Deane.

by

Nations,"

"Outposts

Vaughn

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

LONDON

Sunday, November

DAILY
W.

"The Return of Peter

"So's

Grimm"

Your Old Man"

*

191

"April Fool"

Corinne Griffith in

C. Fields in

7,

"Syncopating Sue"

Chadwick Pictures

—State

It

Rii

GOOD AUDIENCE PICTl
TYPICAL JEWISH HUI
COMEDY.
LIGHT
WITH ALEXANDER C.
LAUGHS
ENJOYABLE
OF
SHARE
FINE
DECIDEDLY IMPRESSIVE AND MAKE "SO'S YOUR OLD A TRIFLE STRENUOUS IN
CERTAIN
TO AMUSE TI
SOMEIHING AWAY FROM MAN" SURE FIRE ENTER- ITS PLOT BUT A SERVICE- IN ONE OF HIS W
THE BEATEN PATH. BELAS- TAINMENT FOR ANY AUDI- ABLE VEHICLE FOR CO- KNOWN CHARACTER
CO STAGE PLAY SKILFUL- ENCE. FIELDS GETS HIS
RINNE GRIFFITH. GRAND
TIONS.
LY ADAPTED AND INTENSEARRAY OF SMART SUB-TI- Cast
Alexander Carr the
HIS
USIN
OVER
COMEDY
LY INTERESTING.
First National

Paramount

Fox

iis

i:

UAL STYLE.

grant "pants presser" who rr
a fortune peddling umbrellas
long list of well s^uited and
ble players including Mary A
Baby Peggy, little Pat

TLES.

fiEc:

Alec B. Francis a delightful
Cast
Hasn't the opportunities to
crowd with him from Star
Peter Grimm. Janet Gaynor a love- Star.. Has the
her usual gorgeous clothes.
wear
the
Gets
first to the last shot.
the
emotional
ly heroine. Handles her
Adheres strictly to the role of Sue,
best out of the chances that come
bits with excellent restraint. Richthe popular song demonstrator.
way.
his
and
natural
ard Walling wholly
Leon Holmes, Nat Carr, Snitz:
Cast....
Tom Moore likable as the
to
subordinate
quite
All
sweetheart. Cast
as
Janet's
pleasing
wards,
Raymond Keane, E
and
drummer sweetie of Corinne
Fields but lend suitable support.
Phillips, Duane Thompson.
John Roche a trifle too sophistiRockliffe Fellowes first rate as the Type of Story
Alice Joyce pleasing as the Princated. Mickey McBan commands
Comedy d
play producer. Joyce Compton a
cess. Charles Rogers and Kittens
almost constant attention by his
adapted from Edgar Allen Wi
fetching baby blond. Lee Moran
Reichert an attractive pair of roclever performance. Elizabeth Pat"April Showers." An old but
gets over some good laughs and
mancers and Marcia Harris excelterson easily steals every scene in
tirely reliable source suppliesi
one
Marjorie Rambeau appears in
lent as Fields' nagging wife.
which she appears. Her small town
laughs in "April Fool." It is
scene.
type is true to life. Unusually cap- Type of Story. .. .Comedy. It had to
well known Jewish tale wh toy
able and well balanced cast.
come a picture bearing the latest Type of Story. .. .Comedy. "Syncothe struggles of an immigrant
Drama, adapted
pating Sue" skips along in a light
Type of Story
slang slogan and it happens that
the accompanying laughs and
from David Belasco's stage play.
comedy vein and brings enough
provide a succession of intere
"So's Your Old Man" makes a
In 1920 the Goldwyn company relaughs in its telling to amuse and
thoroughly appropriate name for
situations. Nat Ross has inje
Basil
picturization
of
leased
entertain most any type of audia
originally
story,
Street's
Julian
plenty of fine atmosphere and
ence. Corinne Griffith gets an even
King's novel. "Harthbound," which
called "Mr. Bisbee's Princess." The
died an especially well suited
interesting
considerable
caused
break in the comedy, but she is
story itself is no exceptionally unto the utmost advantage. Th^
speculation at the time. Its theme
given some thoroughly competent
usual tale but it is replete with a
troductory sequence gets the
was unusual and yet concerned a
assistance by Lee Moran and Tom
succession of live comedy gags
off to a splendid start by pre; fc
constantly
discussed the
topic
Moore. The title writer scores
that keep it amusing and entertaining the characters and carei p
idea of the dead returning to life.
heavily with a bombardment
of
ing. With Fields the principal laugh
identifying their respective
"The Return of Peter Grimm,"
wise cracks calculated to fit the
perpetrator its entertamment value
tions in the story. Jacob Good
while ditiering totally in its actual
atmosphere of Broadway. The theis assured.
He plays the part of
loses his job as a pants pre
plot, employs the same idea most
ater orchestra plays an important
Sam Bisbee, a glazer who manuand wanders out into the rain
effectively. Bradley King's adaptapart in getting the best effect out
factures an unbreakable glass for
an eye to business Jacob buy
tion has been most carefully preof some of the scenes. The sewindshields. Perhaps the biggest
a lot of used umbrellas for a c
pared and Victor Schertzinger has
quence where Tom Moore vents his
laugh of the picture is Sam's atter apiece and sells them to f
given it a very skillful treatment.
wrath on a trap drum gives the
tempt to sell his invention by demcaught out in the shower, f(
The double exposure throughout
drummer a chance to provide realonstrating the quality of the glass
dollar. Business grows
and
is well executed. The angle of the
ism and the piano player can score
by throwing a brick at the glass
years later Jacob is a prospe
story which concerns the dead reby imitating the bang bang demin his flivver. It happens that Sam
merchant. He is still at odds
turning to commune with the livonstrations of Sue as she gives the
picks the wrong Ford and after
his old friend, Applebaum, an
ing is most convincingly presented
customers an idea of the tune in
trying the brick on still another
complicate
matters
Applebai
and the climax contains some mighthe latest song hit. She plugs an old
Ford, Sam leaves town without
adopted son plans to marry Jac
ty effective drama and a degree oi
learning that his clients found his
piano in a Broadway music shop,
daughter. Applebaum forbids
pathos. The kindly Peter had exbut she hopes to become an actress.
own car and accepted his glass as
marriage and when he misses
acted a promise of his ward, Katie,
a success. Sam gets back to his
Bennett, a producer, gives Sue a
uable bonds he suspects the
that
his
she
marry
Frederik,
home town, Waukeagus, after
chance but when she refuses to go
took them in order to marry,
nephew. It is not until after his
meeting a Princess on the train.
to his apartment decides that she
tries to have him arrested but
death that Peter learns that FredSeen by gossiping home towners
hasn't any talent. Meantime Sue
cob, to preserve
his
daugh
erik is unworthy. Meantime things
falls in love with Eddie Murphy,
Sam arrives to the tune of a great
happiness, gives Applebaum ev
in
Peter's household
are
going
scandal and hasn't sobered up from
a drummer. Sue's kid sister goes to
thing he owns to cover the
badly with Frederik asserting his
the effects ot a too serious effort to
Bennett's apartment and Sue rushes
The old man is broken but e
rights as sole heir and holding Kadrown his troubles, by the time the
to the rescue. She pulls a fast one
tually it is disclosed that Ap
tie
to her promise although she
Princess arrives to visit him. There
on Bennett and he discovers that
baum's own son, Joe, took
loves
another.
William,
lad
a
is some great hilarity in the comshe can act. At the same time Edbonds to pay his gambling d(
grown up in Peter's home, finally
plications that follow. Sam ends
die sails for Europe with a jazz
There is a general reunion.
is
persuaded by the voice of his
up a millionaire with the whole
band and Sue reaches the dock in Box Office Angle. .. .Always a r
beloved Peter to make the starttown bowing at his feet.
time to see the boat pull out. Edble type of entertainment. Pic
ling disclosure that Frederik is his
die jumps overboard and Sue dives
Box Office Angle. .. .Recommended
runs a little too long at pres
father. This frees Katie and later
from the dock, so the finish is "all
as good light comedy entertainEnding should be shortened.
Peter calls William to join him in
wet."
ment. They'll enjoy Fields and the
Exploitation
The title and
the other life.
laughs that he offers.
Box Office Angle. .. .Good light enumbrella business of Jacob Gc
Box Office Angle
Food for the
tertainment. Can be thoroughly w^ell
man readily suggests some ap
Exploitation
The unbreakable
tiiiiikcrs and a picture of highly
recommended
priate stunts. Have a man g(
for the audience that
glass
idea
immediately
suggests
entertaining proportions.
enjoys light comedy and for Coabout in a trick outfit, a ye
tie-ups with glazers and auto manExploitation
The theory of a life
rinne Griffith's admirers.
slicker well labeled with the
ufacturers. Title has had enough rebeyond and the accepted belief of
Exploitation. .. .A corking fine tieof the picture and the date
cent
popularity
to
make
it
thoroughmany that the dead return in spirit
up is available by arranging to
show it, and carrying an umbi
ly attractive and with Fields' name
to the scenes of their former achave your local music shops offer
equally well decorated with
in back of it there shouldn't be any
tivities offers much
that can be
special demonstrations of the latest
nouncements of "April Fool."
difficulty bringing them in.
Use
used to get
people
interested.
songs. A pretty girl dressed in the
sic shops displaying "It Aint Go
Alice Joyce's name in your anAppeal to the people who can be
latest fashion, playing the piano in
Rain No More" and "April Sh
nouncements,
also.
attracted by something new and
the window of a prominently loers" might tie up with the pict
Direction. .. .Gregory La Cava; good
unusual.
cated shop should get plenty of atalso.
Direction
Victor Schertzinger; Author
Julian Street
tention.
Direction
Nat Ross; good
highly commendable.
Scenario
Clarkson Miller Direction
J.
might
Richard
have
speeded
up the end
Wallace;
good
Author
David Belasco Cameraman
Author
Author
Edgar
Allen
Reginald
George
Goode
Webber
Length
6,961 feet
Zion M(
Adelaide Heilbron Scenario
Scenario
Good Scenario
Bradley King Photography
Cameraman
Cameraman
L. Wm. O'Con
Harold
Wenstrom
Locale
Cameraman
Glen McWilliams
Atlantic City, WashingPhotography
G
Good Photography
ton, D. C.
Photography
Excellent
Locale
New
Y
Locale
New
York
Locale
Small N. Y. town L«ngth
6,347 feet
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Length

6,770 feet

Length

7,300

November

i'nday,

Priscilla
Pi
•^l

7,

DAILY

1926

Dean

in

Producers Distributing Corp.

CTURE ACTUALLY LIVES
TO ITS TITLE. PRISCIL.A IS THE SPEEDING VENUS
WHO PUTS PLENTY OF PEP
rjJAND THRILLS INTO THE
UP

'

A
w

PIECE.
ar.... Makes

very most of a
role that provides her with plenty
of thoroughly suitable opportuniCertain to please with her
ties.

work

in

the

this.

ist....Dale

Robert

Fuller,

rate

first

as

Others
comedy aide.
Frazer, Ray Ripley and

Charles Sellon.
of Story. ... Comedy-romance;
adapted from Welford Beaton's
vh|story, "Behind the Wheel." P. D.
irpe

C. offers a
litltertainment

real

live

piece

of

en-

Dean's
The picture speeds along on
latest.
all cylinders and the auto race climax contains a corking novelty
Priscilla

in

is destined to make the
picture particularly enjoyable. The
cross country race itself isn't a new
idea, but the fact that the driver is
a girl offers an original slant and
Priscilla
plit
gets over splendidly.
ii injects
a lot of pep into her performance and the comedy that is
interspersed with the action makes
for a fine entertainment. The story
deals with the contest wherein an

angle that

i

1]

automobile m_anufacturer promises
make one of his nephews a half
owner in his business if he can in)ei)vent a gearless car. Steele, one of the
nephews perfects a plan and it is
stolen by the lazy nephew, Higgins,
f(

to

of the efiforts of the old
secretary, Emily Dale, to
Higgin's
prevent
the
robbery.
the
wreck of
trickery
causes
Steele's car and injury to Steele
when he is about to start for CaliHiggins
fornia for the auto show.
gets away with her entry, a dupliSteele is laid
cate of Steele's car.
up but Emilv decides to drive his
car to the Coast. Then comes the
wild excitement and the mad dash
with Emily finally victorious in
beating Higgins to the show. Her
interest in Steele was excuse enough for Emily to want him to
win.
in

spite

man's

vj

ei

(1

c|

Leo Maloney in

First National

sterling Pictures

"The Outlaw Express"

lex Office Angle.

.

.

.Good

lively en-

Should thrill and
tertainment.
please most any type of audience.
Priscilla Dean great in this.
Sxploitation.
.Make every efTort to
secure a trailer showing shots of
Priscilla in her cross country race.
This is bound to whet their appetites for more of the picture.
Local auto dealers might agree to
a tie-up benefiting their own sales
.

.

and helping you to boost business
for the showing of the picture.
iirection.

..

.Robert Thornby;

Author
Icenario

'ameraman

ength

good

Welford Beaton
Finis

y. iXilsson, on a flyuig trip for a

— Cal.

5,560 feet

Roy Barnes an enjoyable

bluff who puts it over on everyone
but his father-in-law, played in typically good style by Burr Mcin-

im gets over ail the laughs that his
one scene will permit.
Type of Story. .Comedy of married
lile adapted from J. E. Harold Terry's story, "Collusion." John Fran-

Mathilde Brundage is the
mother-in-law and Marjorie Gay
is the very lenient wife of the blufl.
Arthur Hoyt and Gertrude Short
an amusing and very much mismated couple who live across the

.

Dillon set loo fast a pace for
himself in the opening reels ot
"The
Midnight
Lovers."
The
laughs come steadily and with considerable originality for the first
chree or four reels, but with the
separation of the husband and wife
and the introduction of the interior
decorator as the "other man" the
humor begins to lag and doesn't
revive sufticiently to bring the story to the interesting conclusion.
Cutting might do a lot here to
speed the tempo. The idea of the
ace who marries a girl and takes
her for an airplane honeymoon ofcis

some mighty good comedy in
early stages. The husband even

tosh.

hall.

Type

of

gerous

husband who

Bill

announces

to his

com-

Box

Office Angle.
a trifle

wears

Picture
laughs

..

.Will

toward

should be

cut.

amuse but
close

the

The

fine

in the early reels warrant
an improvement in the latter.
Exploitation. .. .Talk about the air-

plane honeymoon. Any local flyers, ambitious to make a few dollars, might advertise this one nicely

for

plane

you by

flying
decorated after

around
the

in

a

fashion

honeymoon plane in "The
Midnight Lovers." The names of

of

the

the principal players can be used to
attract them. Both do good work.

John Francis Dillon;

Direction

some
too

rate

first

much

high

Locale

Length

He

flyer.

likes to

dance and

him

his wife won't go with
trips off with Mrs. Belts,

the
neighbor across the hall. Mr. Bells
looks on and is helpless to prevent
the party.
When the two fail to
return Mr. Belts and Mrs. Gale go
on a searching expedition, have an
accident in their car and return to
the apartment to be met by the accusations of their better halves who
have returned in the meantime.

Gale goes home to mother.
point her father discovers
that Gus has the deed to a certain
swamp land necessary to a deal
Gus
his company is to put through.
Mrs.

At

this

makes

old

the

man come

to the tune of thirty

across

thousand for

Gales are
Finis Fox
has injected plenty of pep into the
telling and the titles are bright and
the

properly and the
on easy street.

finally

amusing.
The yarn isn't strictly
original but it has been very nicely
handled and lands its laughs often enough to keep an audience interested all the way through.
Box Office Angle. .. .Amusing and
should satisfy most any type of audience.
.T. Roy Barnes hasn't
Exploitation.
been seen in pictures lately so you
might have to do some talking to
gel them interested in his name.
Tell thet^ about his amusing performance as the husband who bluffs
everyone but his father-in-law and
how he finally puts it over on the
old man. No particularly pertinent
ideas that lend suggestions for
stunt exploitation.
Use the lobby
for stills and ad sheets in profusion.
.

Direction

good
Author
J. E. Harold Terry
Carey "Wilson Scenario
.James C. Van Trees Cameraman
Good Photography
England Locale
6,100 feet Length

.

Finis Fox;

footage.

Scenario

Cameraman

comedy but used

everybody, even

Gus has a new job every day in
the week but his bank balance fails
Besides Gus is a
to show a profit.
he

rades that he is to be a father and
CO celebrate the ofticers of his regiment play a joke on him. Thej
have a girl pretend to claim him as
her husband. Diana's aunt, a camp
worker, witnesses the trick and
wires Diana about her faithless
husband. Diana immediately plans
to divorce Bill and marry Owne,
the decorator. Bill returns home
and when he learns about the divorce, starts to drown his sorrows.
How he manages to arrange a reunion with Diana
along
brings
some amusing situations, but they
are too long drawn out.

blufifs

The only one who does
his wife.
realize just what a false alarm Augustus Gale is is his father-in-law.

Its

month.

will en-

tertain the tired business man and
T. Roy Barnes
his family as well.
makes a particularly enjoyable

when

furnishes their apartment with trophies of his victories in the war.
When he returns to the front Diana decides to have the place done
over and wires Bill to send her a
thousand pounds because there is
a "little bill" due the first of the

"DanStory. .. .Comedy.
Friends" is a wholesome

and amusing ofTering that

fers

Good Photography

Mich.

T.

Cast

honeymoon. John Roche the handsome "other man." Dale Fuller
good in mmor bit. Chester Conk-

Fox Author

George Benoit

'hotography
vocale

Pathe
SOME CLEVER AND ORIGINAL SPRIGHTLY COMEDY THAT
COMEDY BUSINESS THAT WILL APPEAL GENERALLY. FAIR PROGRAM WESTERN.
SOME HIGHLY AMUSING
WlJLL THOROUGHLY AMUSE.
PlCiURE DRAGS IN LAT- SITUATIONS WITH THE OLD ACTION SLOW IN GETTING
MARITAL TANGLE PROVID- STARTED BUT THE WIND
TER REELS.
ING THE USUAL SHARE OF
UP BRINGS ON THE USUAL
Cast
Lewis Stone good as the
LAUGHS.
liusband who takes his wife, Anna
ARMY OF GUN PLAY.

.

JiPrisciUa's

(

"Dangerous Friends"

"The Speeding Venus"

;

m

"
"The Midnight Lovers

.

.

.

This
Star.... The ever alert hero.
time Maloney is an express operative working for Wells Fargo on a
series of mail coach robberies. Supplies the usual brand of heroics.

Cast.

..

Harry Davis

Good

Any

city

5,200 feet.

the

Albert Hart the
true villain.
Joan Renee an overOthers not imacting heroine.
portant.

with the robbers.

"The
Type of Story. .. .Western.
Outlaw Express" makes some delaying stop overs in the inital stages
of its journey of six reels. The introduction of characters and situations consume just a trifle more
footage than they should to get the
Once
story off to a good start.
the plot gets a headway, however,
with the unit speeds along and
folding of the story comes the usual array of action. Hero Leo Maloney has the very difficult task of

running down the sheriff, suspected of being in league with the mail
robbers. Liking the sheriff's daughter makes the job still harder but
Leo carries on. The express agent

Cougar Pass is also under suspicion and it is up to Leo to get
Larson, the agent,
the right man.
and the real brains of the robberies, seeks to throw suspicion on the
sheriff
and plans an elaborate
scheme to force hero on his trail
and avert him from his own. Hero
plays the two against each other.
at

The agent succeeds

in

reorganizing

the Vigilantes and convincing them
of the sheriff's guilt.
Meantime
hero gets further evidence against
the agent and sets out to overtake
the stage. In his absence the Vigilantes arrange to hang the sheriff.
Hero returns with the evidence
which convicts the agent and is just
in time to save the sheriff.
There
is some good action and fast ridin these latter reels but the photography in the night scenes is poor.

Box

Office

Angle.

...

program

Fair

Maloney a
who works diligently
western.

likable hero
to keep his

audience interested.
Exploitation.

.Use

..

catchlines

such

as: "Another mail robbery perpertrated.
'The Outlaw Express' held

up and robbed at Cougar Pass. It's
Leo Maloney's latest picture and
shows how mail bandits were dealt
with in the days of the early West.
See

it

at the

blank theater."

Leo Maloney;

Direction
fair

Author

Ford

I.

Ford

Scenario
Charles Logue
Charles Logue

MacDowell

.Melbourne

sheriff suspected of being in league

Cameramen

I.

Beebe
Beebe

Harry Cooper and

Orrin Jackson

Photography

.

.

Night scenes not good

Locale

The West

Length

5,479 feet.

THE
Sunday, November

7,

10

situations revolves around
Gotrox, a rich customer, who
comes to the establishment to be
made beautiful. She is escorted there
by her brother, a giant detective, who
promises all kinds of tortures for
Jimmie if he falls down on the job.
The fun develops fast when the real

comedy
Mrs.

Short Subjects

—

Shorts No. 3 Castle Films
Divvrtimj
of production..! reel magazine
novelty.
Most of the shots in this one are
of the conventionally diverting newsreel type of entertainment, the subjects being picked with no particular
However,
emphasis on timeliness.
the film has a good "ace in the hole"
i.i
the last episode, which shows a

Type

foreign specialist arrives, and

Jimmie

succeeds in making everybody believe
It has all
that he is an impostor.
the elements that make for a fast
moving comedy, well gagged, and
with suitable direction.

Will while the bandits go in search
of the loot hidden in the ranch house.
The ranger persuades Will for the
sake of his sister to throw in his lot

with him, and help capture the gang.
It winds up in the usual fight against
heavy odds with the hero triumphant.
Nothing new in story or treatment,
but it is chock full of fast riding, hard
fighting

and gun

and Gilman

play,

shapes up as a likely western hero

who knows how

to ride

and

fight.

realms

generally

associated

19

'I?

w

week-end trips, a bag of bait a
tl
tackle under one arm, and a map
the various playgrounds of the fin
tribe under the other.
Various noc
and crannies of nature's retreats
shown, with woodland settings a Clio
sylvan backgrounds that would j
by as sheer pictorials, so beauti
and tranquil are they.
Fly-castii
trawling and angling are shown, w: 'ERTi
both fish and fisherman putting IjRTI
i

IISITI

heroic battles for supremacy. This, iiir£
particularly the case with the gia
tarpon, the bull of the sea, and migh I'
interesting closeups are shown of t I*'
excitement, nerve and dexterity e is"

"A Harem Knight"

—

Sennett— Pathe
"The Great Lakes" Fox Variety
Than Funny
Interesting
More
Interesting and Instructive
ca.iieraman flirting with tiie prover- Type of production....! reel scenic Type of production
2 reel comedy gendered in capturing this belligt
He has strapped his cambial death.
the story, ent denizen of the southern watei
hard,
works
Turpin
Ben
Lakes
A trip through the Great
an airplaine in order
to provide spectators with a "superThe thrill is unquestionably
tiiril!.'"
there, with the camera so directed
that it appears, in case the operator

era to the

tail of

via the

camera

offers a highly divert-

ing bit of entertainment, an offering
with both scenic and educational
The beauties of the five lakes
value.
are pictured in a variety of lovely
The whole views and the commercial aspect is
falls, he'll hit the sky.
has the effect of an upside down pic- very intelligently and instructively
ture, and the "piece de resistance" is presented through the introduction of
a dare-devil doing a variety of trap- tiie several large cities located on the
eze performances high up with the banks of the various lakes.
Chicago
sky for a carpet. This last shot takes with its coal and grain industries is
the film out of the commonplace.
exploited in a very interesting series
of pictures showing the transportation and manufacture of its earthly
"Be Your Age"
product.
On out through the lakes
Roach— Pathe
to Duluth with a stop-over at MacSprightly
Type of production. .2 reel comedy kinac Island, back through the lakes
The inimitable Charlie Chase gets with a stop at Buffalo and a look at
an opportunity here to get of a new Niagara this is the route so attracExcellent material
brand of drollery with good effect, tively pictured.
subject
end of the profor
your
short
man,
forced
by
young
as a bashful
circumstance to pay court to a widow gram.
aspiring to the gaiety of lost youth.
"The Housing Problem"— Bray
Matters reach a head at the widow's
Uniqu*
ornate home, where a party is in
reel novelty
production....!
Type
of
desperCharlie,
in
a
and
progress,
magazine.
ate attempt to elude her, masquerThis novelty deals with a problem
ades as one of the performers in a
that
affects the whole human race
hired
dancers
by
troupe of Si)anish
question of shelter.
But by no
the hostess to entertain the guests. the
The incident is full of the sort of ac- means does it confine itself to the
conventional custom of looking for
tion that nourishes the appetite of the
'The editor has collecshort subjects fan, and Charlie does apartments.
interesting
series of scenes
ted
a
most
dexterity
much
gusto,
this bit with
In the end, a showing how Mother Nature provides
and comic gestures.
The
shelter for the animal world.
sort of poetic justice prompts the
cross-section
of
close-up
of
the
a
widow to defer her engagement with
Charlie for a more graceful mating prairie dog town is one scene; a
with his elderly boss, and Charlie in spider's lair is another; and, as an
turn is favored with the affections of analogy of the early work of man
in providing a roof oyer his head, one
the wiclow's comely niece, a sweet
is treated to a scene of the ancient
ingrayoung thing, one of the most
She is cliff dwellings of the Hopi Indians.
tiating parts of the picture.
Gladys Hulette. The settings, stag- This is shown to have a striking ar.

.

—

and production incidentals are
of the highest class and help materially to augment the interest of the
ing

all

proceedings.

"BMuty A La Mud"
Educational
Discjnisc

Type

of production.

"The Law

Dodges
.

.

.2 reel

chitectural resemblance to the buildings on lower Broadway.
All told,
this issue is interestingly arranged,
touched off wilh deft strokes of liuman interest, and containing insights
to strange habits of another w^orld.
of the

North"— Mustang

Universal

comedy

This is the first of the new Jimmic Adams comedies. The fun centers in a beauty parlor run by the
girl's father who opposes Jimmie's
attentions
to
his
daughter.
The
story depends entirely on the gags
to get the laughs. The favored suitor for the daughter is Brilliantine, a
famous foreign beauty specialist, who
is
soon to arrive to work for the
father.
So Jimmic disguises himself
as the other suitor, and starts to
work in the beauty parlor where he
can have opoprtunity to make love
The highlight of the
to his sweetie.

Ranger
Type

in Action

of production.

Fred Gilman

.

.

.2 reel

western

starred as the ranger trying to land the gang that has
robbed the stage. They surprise and
overpower him. leaving him for dead.
The daughter of a rancher discovers
and rescues him. Later Gilman finds
a clue which proves the girl's brother Will is a member of the bandit
gang.
He arrests him, and the girl
pleads for his life. Will manages to
escape to the hiding place of the
gang, where the ranger trails him.
Fighting against heavy odds, he is
overcome, and left to be guarded by
is

mystic background of the
Far East, is of a diverting character,
the staging is splendid (it would do
credit to a feature), and the lovely
presence of Madeline Hurlock is
enough to keep the sensibilities on
edge every time she appears, but the
most important thing of all laughs
occur with an almost disappointing
laid in the

—

—

All in

P'f

i«0

Sportlight, as gene
ally is the case with the whole
this series, should prove edifying
the sportsman and interesting to t!
general spectator.
all,

this

|„,,'

[Olllf

llt'll

oi

"The King

of the

Kitchen"—Fox

Lige Conley Amuses

m

infrequency. Now and then, a situa- Type of production.
.2 reel comec.
tion does take place with its proper
Trying to grab off a piece of p
quota of chuckles, but there are leads hero Lige Conley into a su^
rather long lapses between incidents cession of hilarious and amusing con
Still, the story manages
of this kind.
plications tliat keep the laughs con
to maintain an entertaining flavor ing.
Lige decides to apply for ;*
throughout, because of the gorgeous job as longshoreman but discovei nv
settings and the variety of characteri- that he doesn't quite measure up 1
k\
zation.
Turpin masquerading as a the requirements.
He decides
favorite of the harem
makes for broaden out his shoulders by placin
some moments of hilarity, and a a plank under his coat and increase ik
dream in which a lady of distorted his height by walking on a couple c lit
features
and ungodly avoirdupois small tin cans. The plan works we
woos him with muscular playfulness until the cans poke through a coupl Iv
elicits some hectic action.
The pic- of knot holes in the dock. Lige lose
ture will entertain, despite its scan- out on the job.
His next adventur
tiness of real funny gags, because of is as a waiter in a dock lunch roon
a certain grotesqueness of plot and He is shanghaied aboard a freighte
acting which makes it colorful all and the best of the laughs occur
the way through.
this sequence.
The discovery of
stowaway, a girl disguised as a bojl^
leads to considerable merriment.
"Don't Kid Me, Monk"
sailors mistake the ladj'-like ways o
Sunkist Comedy Bray
the "boy" and all hands start acting
Moderately Amusing
like sissies.
Lige later rescues the
Type of production. .2 reel comedy girl from the crew and there is thi
Buddy Messenger's troubles contin- clinch close-up.
ue through the incorrigible joking
.

.

„.(

titrj

sill

ilii:

tiltf

i;

TW

{'

—

.

.

instinct of his monkey pal.
This
time, Mr. X, as the monk is known,

"Nobody Loves Me"

Buddy napping and has an
open mouse trap already for Buddy's

catches

toe as the latter steps out of the bed.
Of course there is a great ado, with
no particularly entertaining results,
until the offending trap makes its
exit.
Alatters come to a more divert-

ing head when Buddy goes seeking
treasure at a pirate island.
The pirate band, consisting with the exception of the leader, of a crew of
comely girls, makes Buddy a prisoner.
After a series ofwild adventures
aboard ship Buddy is finally made to
walk the plank. He is prodded along
at the point of the skipper's sabre,
and just as he steps off, he wakes
up!
It was all a dream, and since
it
is we have just enough elements
in this picture to qualify it as a fairly entertaining comedy.

Bluebird

Chasing

kii

— Universal

A Husband

Charles Puffy appears in the light
of a hero when he rescues the gir'
from an upturned boat in a park lakelffl

Of

is love at first sight,
to the girl's aunt to
Auntie
secure consent to marriage.
is chiefly notable fur her homeliness
She has a great yearning to get married, and thinks that her niece has at
last
captured a victim for her in
Charlie.
She refuses to give her
consent to their marriage until they
Then the real
land a beau for her.
fun begins as Charlie and the girl
scour the city in a desperate effort
But
to land a husband for auntie.
one flash at the aunt's homely face
and the intended victims flee. Fin-

course,

it

and they go

Sportlight-

Pathe
Exciting

Type

of production....! reel novelty
this
episode
of
Grantland
Rice's analytical resume of sporting
activities, the spectator is taken to

In

1

Auntie uses strong
arm methods, invades a matrimonial
bureau, and clubs a poor young manl
till
he is so dazed that he goes
through the ceremony without a murmur. It does not give the comedian
any particular opportunity to score

ally in desperation

"Hooks and Holidays"

k

the laughs, for the theme is too thin
and the gags rather forced.

THE
November

day,

Si

7,

Fred Humes

^t^

DAILY

1926

Reed Howes in

in

"The Yellow Back"
Universal

Goodwill

Rights

— which means
romance, and

AIRPLANE THRILL CLIMAX
SUPPLIES FINE SUSPENSE
lCtion,
AND
WILL READILY INTER'hrills. the usual reqEST THE CROWD THAT
riSITES THAT SPELL ENWANTS PLENTY OF EXTERTAINMENT OF THIS CITEMENT FOR THE PRICE
ARTICULAR TYPE. FINE OF ADMISSION.
JACE AT THE FINISH.
Cast.... Reed Howes, the daredevil
sstern

r. ..

.Horse-shy hero

p a

ridin'

streak.

who
Fred

hero

Humes

trieve

the necesary requirements of a cowboy heo very capably.
ides well

St....

and

fulfills all

Lotus Thompson the pretty

whose

eroine

pa.

Buck Conners,

omes dangerously near losing his
anch. Claude Payton not very acive as the villain.
pe of Story. .. .Western. The title
loesn't refer to United States curency.
It is just another way of
aying that hero Andy Hubbard
vas afraid of horses, although he

lung around ranches. Once again
ove is the means of erasing hero's
:owardice and he comes out the
vinner in the big race. The story
s the conventional type of west;rn with the romance rounding out
he plot to the clinch finish. There
s the expected deviltry of villain
ind a more or less obviousness that

average director of westerns
nakes no attempt to conceal. This
:ime hero meets up with the girl
of the pond
out
ay pulling her
He
where her horse threw her.
jets a job on her father's ranch and
;he

manages

to
horses until

steer

Anne

clear of
enters her fathfairlj'

best runner, Lady, in the big
race as a last hope of securing the
hioney to pay off the old mortgage.
er's

The ranch goes

to villain

if

Lady

had already been
turned down on the well known
proposal of marriage to Anne as a
Villain

loses.

Anne
of saving the ranch.
picks hero to ride Lady. Andy and
the Chinese cook, also horse shy,
hide Lady but at the last minute
hero, with a bravery born of love,
dons the colors and rides Lady to
Fine shots
a spectacular victory.
in the cross country race and some
igood thrills.
means

ox Office Angle.

a

..

.Something

just

not so routine in the cross
this.
finishes
countrv race that
They'll like it.
trifle

xploitation

WW

You have

another

cowboy

star to introduce, altliough Fred Humes is not new to
pictures.
They'll like his work in
this and a trailer of the race might
easily get them sufficiently enthused
to want to see the rest of the picture.

Talk

about

the

irection
factory.

uthor
;enario

ameraman
hotography
focale

ength

who

hero

\\ns horse shy but finally
Iiig race.

who

finishes

won

the

stops at nothing to revaluable papers. Ethel
Shannon the usual heroine who
has little to do.
Cissy Fitzgerald
is
responsible for some of the
laughs and Roy Haller shares the

Paul Panzer and
Earl Metcalfe have the villainy up
their sleeves and Ernest Hilliard is
an innocent victim of their tricks.
Type of Story. .Crook story, adapted from T. Frank Clark's "The
Bird Man."
Harry J. Brown has
saved the wallop for the climax
and the rest of the crook business,
captures,
escapes,
masquerades,
double crossing and all the rest,
is put in the shade by the thrills
of the airplane hold-up which serves
as a thoroughly thrilling conclusion for an otherwise rather disjointed tale. Just when hero Reed
Howes has staged a daring rescue
and saved his friend, Brecy, from
responsibility.

the

clutches of the villain and

a great display of implausibility,
but the fan crowd won't care a
hoot about that. It supplies thrills

and

what some

that's

Box

them

are

Office Angle. .Action and thrills
if you know that is what
your folks require.

aplenty

—

Reed Howes, the
handsome collar model, is something more than just handsome

Exploitation

these days. He's performing daredevil stunts in his Rayart pictures
that should be gaining him a folTell them about the airlowine.
plane hold up in "The High Flyer."
Perhaps some local stunt flyer
might help vou to advertise the pic-

bv

over your city,
throwaways announcing

flving

Del Andrews

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

Good
Photography
The West Locale
Length

Pictures —State

Harry

J.

Brown;

Frank Clark
Not credited
Not credited
Fair

Pictures

—State

Rights

.

many

so

pictures

must

certainly

keep the wolf from her door, in
reality.
Johnny Fox, Jr., a smart
kid who plays a typical wisecrack-

messenger boy.

Others, not
important in the story, are Stuart
Holmes, Creighton Hale, Wanda
Hawley, Mathilde Brundage and
Otis Harlan who gets over an oc-

ing

casional laugh.

Type

of Story.
.Crook story. "The
Midnight Message" is a rather care.

.

put together picture that
bears evidence of having been done
hastily and without much overhead.
Paul Hurst is capable of better direction than he shows here.
The
story
development has flagrant
loopholes and it is choppy. To start
with you have young hero interrupting a burglary.
He frees the
girl who has been bound and gagged and then enters the room where
lessly

They

the thieves are at work.

get

Johnny but no attempt is made to
explain what happened to the girl
and why she didn't give the alarm.
This

is

just

one of the

slips that oc-

The adventures of the young
Western Union hero may suffice to
interest some audiences but they'll
cur.

have to be very

enjoy

liberal to

it.

The Western Union

gets an elegant
break what with the constant use
of the messenger boy hero, the appearance of a telegraph shop and
numerous close ups of telegrams.
Of course, young Johnny is the
means of eventually apprehending
the robbers and after he proves
that they planted the stolen goods
on him to shift suspicion from
themselves hero is all set for the
reward offered by the owner of the
jewels.
Johnny pockets the thousand and sets out to buy his ma a

new sewing machine.
Box Office Angle. .Mediocre
.

.

enter-

Best suited for double
feature bill or for use in conjunction with strong supporting short
subject program.
Exploitation .... An
assured
thing
that local Western Union shops
tainment.

lend their cooperation.
Any
number of stunts can be worked
with messenger boys.
With such

will

a

ready and effective

tie

up avail-

able it is unfortunate that the picture isn't a stronger entertainment

Paul Hurst;

careless.

Scenario

Cameraman

city

Locale

5,610

feet

Length

unattractive

whose

Not

sacrifice

awkward

his

in

women. Most

an
girl

misconstrued by

manner

play-

of

of

the players give

performances with considerable meaningless gesturing.
Type of Story. .. .Drama. "Dangerous Virtue" is one of those borderline themes that risk just a certain
amount of shady situations and
then wind up with a thoroughly
virtuous finish. It is not good entertainment any way you take it.
The story has been put together in
a haphazard fashion with the various
sequences happening along in a
disjointed manner that fails to keep
the interest centered in any one
stilted

character or situation. It is utterly
lacking in conviction and the elabunpleasant
revenge
orate
and
scheme of the man who believes a
woman tricked him is not the sort
of thing that most people will relish. There are two women who admit a "past" and another who is
ready to give herself to the man
she loves when he suggests an arrangement omitting the marriage
ceremony. The whole affair hinges
on this idea and it is worked out in
a variety of patterns for the spectators' pleasure, if pleasure it is
supposed to afford. Beatrice breaks
her engagement to Capt. Le Briquet and he marries Sonia. Fearing
to spoil their happiness Beatrice
withholds Sonia's confession of her
past from the Captain. When he
learns of this he believes Beatrice
did it to wreck his life. Sonia commits suicide and the Captain goes
about a plan of making Beatrice
love him, to the point where she
will give herself to him without
marriage. He then expects to cast
her off. But he discovers in due
course that Beatrice had acted in a
spirit of sacrifice and there is the
marriage to provide a proper ending.

Box

Office

Angle .... Poor entertain-

ment. Theme and mediocre
duction preclude this doing a

prosatis-

factory business.
Exploitation
Little that the picture offers in the way of exploitation possibilities. The story is such
that you cannot talk about it and
where you cater to family trade
j-ou

cannot possibly use

it.

The

title

will bring in certain crowds, those
who prefer a touch of sensation in
their film fare.

Fair

Cameraman

feet.

in

a

of

Julanne Johnston and Grace
Jennings a pair of misguided young

Scenario
Edginton.

5,000

is

that

ing.

credited

Los Angeles

role,

her lover, played with little force
by Warwick Ward. Miles Mander

H. H. Van Loan Direction
H. H. Van Loan Author

Photography

Large

Jane Novak appears

Cast

Mary Carr

has a short inning as
the little old mother plugging away
Mary is ever
at a sewing machine.
in poverty but her appearance in

Cast.

Author
J.

Ay won

Rights

SUITABLE FOR A NON-CRITI- SMALL APPEAL IN STORY
THAT IS NOT ESPECIALLY
CAL AUDIENCE ONLY. POORWHOLESOME AND QUITE
LY CONSTRUCTED STORY
POORLY PUT TOGETHER.
BUT JOHNNY FOX, JR., AND
FAIR PRODUCTION AND NO
CONVINCING PERFORMFAIR COMEDY WILL AMUSE
ANCES.
SOME FOLKS.

Direction

the picture.

Del Andrews

4,766 feet

of

willing to pay for.

Direction
average.

Al C. Jones

is

is

dropping
satis-

.

about to deliver the valuable plans
the
proper authority, along
to
comes villain again, snatches the
papers and makes his geldway in
an auto, connects with an airplane
all ready for the hop-off and speeds
away into the sky. But hero Reed
Howes, the undaunted, hops into a
second car and, in due course, into
a second airolane and the fight is
on.
The following scenes are reshowing hero
thrills
plete with
changing airplanes in mid-air, taking the coveted papers away from
villain, changins: back to his own
plane again and finally landing all
safe and sound with the papers
It
once more in his possession.

ture

Del Andrews;

the

.

"Dangerous Virtue"

"The Midnight Message"

"The High Flyer"
Ray art— State

11

Photography
Locale

Length

Graham

poor
Maurier
Vesier May
Cutts;

Sir Gerald

Rudolph

Du

Not

—

credited
Fair

England
5,032 feet
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HAPPENINGS
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FILM DIGEST

Victor Schertzinger, who\ recently
W'itli six pictures already in pro- finished on "The Return of
Peter
duction at M-G-M studios, half a Grimm," has just started "Stage
dozen more are scheduled to get un- Madness" for Fox. The leading playder way in tiie near future. Several ers are Virginia Valli, Lou Tellegen,
of these will be specials, it is stated. Richard Walling and Tullio Carme-

One
will

under way

of the first to get

Marion

he

"Tillie,

the

Davies'

Toiler,"

nati.

production,

an original by

Levine Serial Nears Completion
"The Golden Stallion," ten episode
the comic strip of the same name.
Levine is grooming for
serial Nat
Hobart Henley will direct.
the state right market, is in the last
Kdmund Goulding has written anof
production.
Maurice
stages
other
starring
vehicle,
'"Diamond
("Lefty") Flynn, Joe Bonomo, Molly
Handcuffs," for Mae Murray, which
Malone, Joseph Swickard and Burr
he also

Agnes Christine Johnston, based on

will

direct.

Mcintosh play leading

Brown, who

Clarence

has

roles.

just
Gil-

completed the direction of John
hcYt and Greta Garbo in "Flesh and

Carew Original for Milton Sills
John McCormick, general manager
the Devil," is preparing to direct Lillian Gish's
next production, "The of West Coast production for First
Wind." a screen adaptation by Fran- National, has purchased "The Prince
ces

Marion

of

Dorothy

Scarbor-

ough's story.

of

Clowns," an original by

Edmund Carew,

Arthur

as a starring vehicle

for Milton Sills.
"Slide.
Kelly,
Slide,"
with
William
Haines featured, goes info production next
week with Edward Sedgwick as director.
Daniels Film Finished
Robert Z. Leonard is preparing to get
underway on "After All." an original French
Daniels
completed
Bebe
has
farce by
F.
Hugh Herbert and Florence "Stranded in Paris." James Hall, Ford
Ryerson.
Sterling, Iris Stuart and Mabel Ju\V. S. Van Dyke, who directed the first
lienne Scott are in the cast. Louise
Tim McCoy picture, "War

New

Paint,"

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

is

also to

New

Schertzinger Starts "Stage Madness"

Busy

for
direct Mcthis produc-

In
V"y'*, ?«<=°"d. "California".
Pringle will appear opposite McCoy.

tion Aileen

Long and Ethel Dougherty

are

au-

Device

A

new camera device for obtaining intimate photographic "shots" is
ijcing used for the first time in Colleen Moore's new picture, "Orchids
and

Ermine."

It is an electricallyminiature truck,
large
just
enough to hold camera, cameraman
and the chaufifeur, who stands at the
hack, like a fireman on one of the
old fashioned engine wagons.
The

driven

camera

itself,

also electrically driven,

can be raised to a height of eight feet
or lowered to within a few inches of
the floor while it is running, and
while the truck is moving. There are

Harvey E. Qausman

Leatrice Joy Cast Set
Addition of Dot Farley and Da
Butler completes the cast of "1
body's Widow," which Donald Ci
will direct with Leatrice Joy start
Others are Charles Ray, Phy
Haver, Fritzi Ridgeway and Chai
West.

To Make Film Abroad?
Pola Negri, it is reported, is pining a trip abroad, and may mak
picture in Europe.

Clark Tilting Denny Film
Kerry Clark is titling "The Che
no jerks either in starting or stop- ful Fraud" Universal production st
ping the truck and it obeys the slight- ring Reginald Denny and directed
est impulse of its driver. The device William A. Seiter.
is used principally for making scenes
of persons walking, sitting down, runCast for "Cheerful Fraud
ning or climbing or descending stairs
Barbara Worth, Claude Gillir
or other inclines.
water and Armand Kalz have be
added to the cast of "The Cheer
Laura La Plante in "Cat and Canary" Fraud," Lhiiversal picture
starri
Laura La Plante will head the cast Reginald Denny.
of "The Cat and the Canary."
In
addition to Miss La Plante, the players include Arthur Edmund Carew,
Creighton
Hale,
Gertrude
Astor,
Tully Marshall, Forrest Stanley, Martha Mattox, Nora Cecil and Dick
Sutherland. Paul Leni will direct.

thors.

McCoy's Next Selected

Col. Tim McCoy's next production
Planning Agnes Ayres Comedy
the
for Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer will be a
production of "The Taxi Dancer," by A
Hal Roach now is selecting a cast story of
P. Younger founded on the Robert T. ShanColonial days.
The story
non story.
Joan Crawford. Owen Moore and director for the comedy in which has
not as yet been titled.
Marc MacDermott. Rockcliflfe Fellowes, Ger- Agnes Ayres will make her debut
trude Astor, Douglas Gilmore, Claire MscDowell and William Orlamond are in the under his auspices.
Oliver in Holt Film Cast
cast.
Guy Oliver has been assigned a
John M. Stahl is directing Ramon Navarro Edna Hibbard Adapts "Polish
Blood" role in "The Man of the Forest" by
in "The Great Galeoto," the cast of
which
mcludes Kdward Martindel and others.
Edna Hibbard will adapt "Polish Zane Grey. Jack Holt has the title
John S. Robertson is completing "Anni- Blood." Vienna operetta,
for
Uni- role and Georgia Hale the feminine

Harry

Millarde

I.aurie,"

starring

Huchowetski

Mae Murray's

is

is

getting

Lillian Gish,
finishing
the

well

into

Dimitri
direction
of
au.l

starring producti'Mi "Valencia."
well into the production
starring John Gilbert,
with Rence Adoree and Dorothy Sebastian
iti
the cast, and J. E. Williamson who is
directing
the
underwater scenes of "The
Mysterious Island." has rebuilt the location
camp in the Dahanias, which was blown
away in the recent hurricane, and is again
of

Tod Browning is
"Day of Souls"

producing.

which

cast of "Jim, the Conqueror,"
George Seitz will direct for

Metropolitan, has been completed by
addition of Walter Long and

the

•Nfarcelle

lead.

John Waters

is

MARSHALL
0RJGINAL9-C0NTlNUnV-

Corday.

William Boyd and

Elinor Fair are featured.

iHOW HASBUSINESS
GONE

-ILMOCRATIC

director.

Thew

Preparing "Fast and Furious"
will prepare the continuity for "Fast aiijd Furious," an
original by Peter Milne, which is to
be Reginald Denny's next vehicle.

Harvey Thew

Roy Del Ruth
Author

NOW PRODUCING
"Wolf's Clothing''

SMUMATEl
WRITING

Recent Releases

HOLI-VWOOD

un

Darryl Francis Zanuck

MAPOLD
STUDI09

l.\

HOLtVt
FOX STUDI09 WOOD,
mmmmmmmmmmmmmm

with Monte Blue, Patsy Ruth Miller

F(»(

m

ADftPTATlONC- GAffr.

Director

"Jim" Cast Complete

The

versal.

EDWARD

i.»i

^^Across the Pacific''
^^Footloose Widows''
'^Hogan's Alley"

Warner Brothers

Pictures, Inc.

I
iti(

i

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS FROM
STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

Dunn Engaged

Beaudine to Coast
Vidor in New Vehicle
William Beaudine and his assistFrank Tuttle is to start work this
ant, George Webster, who worked on
month on "Afraid to Love," starring
"The Canadian," starring Thomas Florence Vidor. The supporting cast
cast for an important role in Meighan, left today for California,
Warner Baxter and
will
include
\c's Greatest Mistake," to be di- where
Beaudine will join M-G-M.
Philip Strange.
ed by Edward Sutherland. Other
hipal parts will be played by WilLeave for California
i'owell, who is completing work
Newmeyer Starts Nov. 16
n"New York"; James Hall, who
Joseph H. Nadel, formerly assistarrived from the Coast; and ant studio manager at First NationFred Newmeyer plans to start the
nk Morgan, who is in the stage al, and Ben Berk, former location direction of "The Potters" Nov. 16.
t-ion
of
"Gentlemen
Prefer manager, left Friday for Hollywood. It will star W. C Fields.
Josephine

Dunn, who was in the
J mount school and who also had
art in "Sorrows of Satan," has
i^cphine

It

1

1,

i:

lules."

Alice Joyce Leaves Famous
Joyce has completed her conr;t with
Famous and is now coniring several important offers.

A

ilice

from "Lots"

Little

By RALPH WILK
Byer Finishes Work
Screen work continues to
NATICA NAST and Karola Kip,
'liarles Byer has finished his work
hold an appeal for stage arsociety girls, joined the ranks of
rNew York," which is being di- the employed Wednesday. They were
tists.
Dorothy Appleby, the
ted by Luther Reed.
diminutive comedienne, is doengaged by Freddy Fleck, casting

lay Lissner, assistant to Herbert
>non on several productions, will
assistant director on "The Pot," which will be directed by Fred

wmeyer.

"Jeil

Hamilton in Cast
Hamilton is here from

Cali-

play an important role in
he Music Master." Marcia Harris
Armand Cortez have also been
1
led to the cast.
nia to

Holton Assisting Connelly
foseph Holton, formerly with Cospolitan Prod., has been named aslant to Mike Connelly, who is at
head of the Fox casting departnt in the East.
'

Garmes

to Coast

who

^ee Garmes,

go to France
do the camera work

.December, to

will

"The Garden

of Allah," to be di:ted by Rex Ingram, has gone to
lifornia on a vacation.

as

Miss Nast

designing the sets
'The Music Master," which is
pected to be the most expensive
jduction made at the Fox studio.

Dwan

is

is

Heisler to
Stuart Heisler,

veteran

film

ed-

who worked on

several First
pictures in the East, has
ne to the Coast, where he will finr,

itional

ii

work on "Not Herbert."

Collings in California
Pierre
Collings, scenario writer,
lo wrote the scenarios for several
alcolm St. Clair productions, is in
Dllywood for a short stay, but is
pected back in New York the latpart of this month.

WANTED
—

Give complete outline of

experience, what equipment
any, and salary expected.

Box M-3?5
1650 Broadway

<7r

may

*

^i

owned

if

Film Daily

New York

He

*

—

said "Skeet's" driver. "Don't
ivorry, it's only your fender,"
said the comedian, from the
back seat. "I know all the
sounds." And "Skeets" was

City

Emma Hill, who cut and edited
"Beau Geste," has completed the cutproduction manager of the ting and editing of "God Gave Me

Many

*

*

stars and directors, who
were "extras" under Wm. N.
Selig, like to drop in on him
and speak of "the good old
days."
John R. Freuler of
Mutual fame, is in New York,
while George Kleine flits back
and forth between New York
and Chicago. Edwin Thanhouser is in New York.

*

Nine years ago Alvin Wyckoff, the cameraman, won $10
that Famous
pictures in the stu-

suggesting
its

than use

is still

titles.

in use

and

The
is

a

timesaver.
*

*

Jack Ackroyd

*

He
thing or two about wars.
at the front "over there,"
for four years, and has a bushel
of medals.
*

*

*

Clarence

his

and John

the

as

as the star.
*
*

William LeBaron

is

popu-

lar ivith doctors and dentists.
By way of celebrating the end
of a two moyiths' siege with
dentists, he smashed the little finger of his right hand,
in a taxicab.

*

Now that Ralph
in New York for a

Years ago, Clarence Brown and
John Gilbert ivere assistants to
Maurice Tourneur at the Fort Lee
studios of the World Film Corp.
Receyitly, they completed an M-G-M
with

*

Although Ian Keith loves
the stage, he finds that the
screen pays well. He is working in two pictures at one studio.
The pictures are "Sunya"
and "The Song of the Dragon."

collie

was

^L

*

*

one of the
town. He was
is

battles with trainmen. Speaking of battles, Jack knows a

picture,

is

*

doubling in brass.

Producers of the early days,
though inactive now, are still
popular with their proteges.

correct.

system

*

is

Gloria Swanson unit, but also finds Twenty
Cents."
time to don the m,akeup and play a
character bit.
For years, he was
Keller with Fields
one of the best character men with
Walter
Keller, who designed the
Famous, playing "a man about
Canadian," starring
sets for "The
town."
*
*
*
Thomas Meighan, will be in charge of

Richard ("Skeets") Gallagher has an ear for music
and other things. T'other evening his taxicab was smashed
by another cab. "He got me,"

for

*

un-

be

Bob Schable

^L

Cameraman thoroughly
experienced
A-1 news cameraman to work in CenStates.

apparel

old period
earthed.

rector

tral

of

dog
from Hollywood without any

Hollywood

Creelman to Do Script
James Ashmore Creelman is en
route to Hollywood, where he will
adapt
"With Their Eyes Open,"
which will star Adolphe Menjou. His
latest work was "The Popular Sin,"
directed by Malcolm St. Clair.

*

*

happiest men in
able to bring his

directing.

Closes After Making 20 Films
First National studio in the
Bronx has a deserted air. Following
the completion of shooting "Not Herbert," the studio closed its door and
a general exodu^ of First National
players for Burbank started. By a curious coincidence Ben Lyon, who has
the lead in "Not Herbert," was also
the featured player in "One Way
Street," the first production to be
screened at the Bronx studio two
years ago.
Twenty productions were made
there
including
"Men of Steel,"
"Paradise," "Subway Sadie," "Just
Another Blonde" and "The Savage."

The

Todd With "Ca Cava
*
*
*
David Todd will assist Gregory
Eaves CosAll roads lead to the Ritz-Carlton,
tume Co. is ransacking nooks and when John W. Rumsey's Mayfair club La Cava, who is to direct Richard
crannies for period costumes for members gather for their dancing Dix in "Paradise For Two."
He knows parties. The organization is a fa"The Music Master."
every warehouse and store, where vorite with stage and screen stars.
Emma Hill Finishes Editing
*

dio, rather

Corso Designing Sets

Ian

is

Gus McCidlough

number

Sam Corso

ing a "bit" in "New York,"
while Helen Chandler is a familiar figure around the studios.

extras in "New York".
the daughter of Conde
Nast, the publisher.
director,

Newmeyer

Lissner with

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

di-

friends

whether he
His
two.

was "The

are

Spence is
few days,
wondering

will dash off a play
last
contribution

Gorilla."
*

*

*

"As nervous as a screen aspirant awaiting the outcome
of his test" may be a simile
submitted to Frank J. Wilstach, who compiles similes.
*

*

*

O'Loughlin, delegate of the
mechanics' union, is being
mistaken for a leading man. Casting directors will soon be asking for
his photograph.

the art work on "The Potters," starring W. C. Fields.

Berry to Burbank
Berry, who is studio manager of the First National, will leave
next month for Burbank, Cal., where
he will be connected with the First
National plant.

Edward

Trixie
Trixie

Friganza

Friganza,

Returns

who went

to the

Coast to work in "The Waiter From
the Ritz," has returned to New York.

She

will

now go

May

in vaudeville.

Enter Pictures

Jane, diminutive dancer, who
has appeared in several Charles B.
Dillingham musical comedies, may enter picture work.

Mary
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Management

Theater Equipment and
By

World's Largest Organ

The Gallagher Orchestral Equipof

Chicago boasts of a deworthy of the attention

What

claimed to be the
largest organ ever constructed,
will be a feature of the Paramount Theater, the opening of

Nice that is
It is a base for a
of exhibitors.
musician's chair and music stand and
so contrived in properties of resonance as to enhance the tonal quality

which

of

the

may

Attention

be

directed

with

and

profit to the compact self spacing
lettering kit issued by the Tablet and

Ticket Co., of New York. This kit
contains compartments with an assortment of over two-hundred letters,
of a kind adaptable for getting up
bulletins or placard announcements,
which constitute a handy accessory
to

showman's

the

bag of

kit

tools.

The problem of keeping the theater clean and free from dust particularly in out-of-the-way corners
whicii manage to elude the most diligent and watchful eye is one that
confronts

A

times.
is

tlie

those

cleaners,

at

to this difficulty
less inexpensively solved

who own Hoover vacuum
by the

special

attachments

gotten out by the concern, and which
possible to comb the most
inaccessible corners, under seats, behind wall brackets, and wherever the

make

it

19.

The

installation is expected to
in time for the

Ventilation Dealers

Change

—

Dallas George W. Thompson, for
the past eight years distributor of the
Blizzard ventilation system, is no
longer connected with the Blizzard
Co. as distributor, but is engaged on
an active campaign of placing the
Arctic Nu-Air systems in the houses
of the

Southwest.

There is no sight to the manager's
eyes more agreeable tiian that of a
long line in front of the box-office,
but to keep that line waiting longer
than is absolutely necessary is to play
with the proverbial fire.
A trusty
expedient in such cases is a good
rapid money-changer, which exacts
the minimum of time for the task at
hand, and in this respect one's attention may be called to the Brandt
Junior
Automatic Cashier, which
shoots out the required coins with
precision and despatch.
It is made

Brandt Co., of Watertown,

Jordan Organs
The Arthur Jordan Co., of Washington, D. C, reports a very animated
for

for

the

new

Direct Electric

Action organ throughout its territory.
Installations have recently been made
in the Strand. Norfolk; the Jefferson,
Roanoke; the Belvedere, Cumberland,
Md.; the Opera House, Frederick,

Md.

;

and the

Ideal,

Baltimore.

Uses Opera Seats
E. G. Lockicy, m;inagcr of the local
theater at Junction, Tex., has rehabilitated his house to the extent of new
opera seats and a new projector.

The

starts

Capitol

on

its

year reinforced by extensive alterations and
electrical

improvements in its stage,
and mechanical equipment

Major Edward Bowes has

instituted
several changes in the mechanical
and physical features of the stage.
The orchestra pit has been en-

and brought forward,
creating an intimacy between orchestra and audience unusual in the case
larged, lowered

of musical organizations of this size.

The

orchestra has been re-arranged
semi-circle of the regular
symphony orchestra, a formation
which has been found to produce the
greatest possible accoustical values.
in

the

The

ill
\\a

that the average theat
has a measurable number of patroi
who come in their cars, makes tl
problem of parking space one of co:
siderable importance to the theab ill
mm
owner.
In fact, here is a phase
service that may well be capitalizf
for enlarging on the type of audieni
that makes a very desirable type
fact

((ill!"

inlii.

clientele.
It is almost superfluous to poii
out that when folks find it impossib'
or difficult to find parking space f<
their cars within a reasonable dii
tance of the theater, that business

—

going to suffer at least from "auti
mobile patronage." Solution of th
problem of course, is dependent o
equipment
lighting
An entirely new
Theater manager
has been installed, increasing color local conditions.
values and luminosity and making with alert business minds, have bee
possible many new stage and light- known to make deals with nearb|ii
Many new devices garages for special rates for patron U
ing
effects.
adaptable to its particular type of during -show period.
The
programs, will also be used.
Some managers lease vacant prof
stage itself has been lowered and en- erties, and utilize space off the street! *^,
larged, with added modern improve- making no charge for the servict
ments and equipment for efficiency Others acquire parking space by leasi
and change of settings.
or outright purchase, and putting a
The regular performances were not attendant in charge, permit of check
interrupted in any way, an army of ing facilities at a modest rate, ac i
electricians, carpenters, painters and cording to the necessity of coverinj
iron workers completing the work the expense.
from midnight until noon the next
A most constructive approach
'Id

J

I^Jj

lo'

fcct

t(|

III

problem may be made

this

Capitol

more

starts on
its
attractive
than

in

planning of a new theater.
be one of the considerations

It

thi

wilfr'

tb
theater site, and wil
probably pay the owner to make at
cilities for handling automobile bust
selection

in

of a

ness.

Improving the Theater

QUALITY PRINTS
Herman Rochmill

stein.

The Mount Eden, one of the houses
being built by Consolidated Amusement Co., in the Bronx, has contracted for the installation of its complete equipment by the National Theater Supply Co.
Three other theaters are being built in the Bronx
by the same company.

tain

control

in

a

new

installing

organ.
trolled

It

by

Bessemer,

of

a

new

Mich.,

is

ver and platinum for the electrical
contacts.
There are hundreds of
pipes, ranging in size from the pedal
base, a foot in diameter, to the top
notes of the picolo, the size of a lead
pencil.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

S.

Palisades

Made
The A-mus-U
is

undergoing

terior.

of Frederick, Okla.,
redecorating of its in-

Manager Fred

Brown

while you wait

1600

ex-

popular

Meadville, Pa.,
intends to give its patrons the highest in entertainment values by the
installation of a $25,000 Robert Morton organ. Huge organ chambers on
cither side of the stage, thermostatically heated and carefully constructed
for proper acoustic conditions are already completed.

Broadway
New York
Phone Lackawanna 9111

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

of

places of amusement, the Strand,
has a new electric sign, which, rising
25 ft. above the entrance, and lighted
with 500 electric bulbs, casts an attractive aurora around the building

system which has greatly enhanced
the theater's appearance and its fa-

at night.

cility for the

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAVE MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST
Chas. G. Willoughby, Inc.

Manager Larson

of the Star, Crofton, Neb., has installed a new lighting

audience's convenience.

t

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE t

cur-

Rolla Duncan will keep his Judith
theater, Lewiston, Mont., closed for
a month while it undergoes improvements to the extent of $25,000.

most

3678

High Class Trailers

motor and also a new

Rome's

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Link pipe

will be completely conelectricity, with pure sil-

The Academy

ot

$15,000

Titles

pects the theater's new appearance to
have a salutary eflfect on fall business.

screen.

One

The Rex

has dressed up

the fore part of his Sheffield theater
in Brooklyn with a new Dalite gold
fibre screen, supplied by Joe Horn-

The Empire has put

demand

Gar Parking

eighth

III;::

Fla.

Demand

SIMMONS

Nothing is "sure-cure" for all ills,
but undoubtedly in a viulti-plicity of
counsellors there must be wisdom. day.
Therein lies the chief value of the
Thus the
Theater Equipment and Manage- eighth year
ment Department for the exhibitor. ever.

otherwise likely to
is
linger with immunity to the normal
processes of cleaning. These attachments are comparatively inexpensive.

the

Nov.

be completed
opening.

demon dust

l>y

set at

all

solution

more or

for

house manager

is

is

organ, from the workshop of
Wurlitzer, was three years in
the making, and has already arrived for installation.
Under
ordinary circumstances its installation
would take three
months, but to insure its use
at the opening, the force at
work on it has been trebled,

Its
orchestra.
installation presents a simple problem, the device consisting of nothing
more or less than a small platform
equal in area to floor space occupied
l.y a chair and music stand.

volume

and

L.

Capitol Alterations

Accessory Tips
ment Co.

MICHAEL

itlie

Motion Picture Department
110

West 32nd

St.,

New York

Phone Penna. 6564

—

:

THE
November

unday,

\ustralia

7,

'cSi<DAILY

1926

and Films

producers

get

no

cooperation

fim the British exhibitor.
ligland Not Interested, Says Doyle
Stuart F. Doyle, managing director of the
/stralasian Films, Ltd., and Union TheLtd., in an address before the Austlian Tariff Board, on July 29, stated:
'When in England four years ago, I had
jronference with several producing men and
tJ to foster a sclieme of reciprocity bears,

and England regarding Engproductions and Australian-made films.
'ey said they were not interested in AusAs exhibitors,
tlia or Australian pictures.
company controls most of the theaters
I
always
tlie main cities of Australia.
]W Australian pictures of good standard."
t!en Australia
li

Monday
;

Hays organization adopts "hands
icy

York

"Xhere is no buying combine in
There are six or seven firms irristralia.
film
and they all have branches
rting
oughout the country, strongly competing
»

each other".

Ji

Attitude of

Exhibitors

estimated that there is £20,000,000
frling invested in theaters in Australia
These are only revenue producing so
ay.
g as they can supply film with 100 per
value.
More than 25,000
It entertainment
ployees are engaged in these theaters.
ere is no American capital in Australian
is

[t

theaters.

;ture

The attitude of exhibitors

in the

Antipodes

home

since

cases

in

full

State
store nights

Supreme

finds

$33,050,729 reportin
tax report for

to

companies

1288

Court

the

1924.
Tri-state

exhibitor
merger,
embracing
Oregon and Montana, planned.
Jersey exhibitors asked to rally to
"fight the competition of a large competitor."
Keith-Albee opening three theaters this

Washington,

New

"We

don't like to cast

no stones but since 'Va-

came

riety'

town

to

it

seems that every picture
we see is filled witfi tnck
shots from every darned
angle but the best one to
the

tell

says

—

Memphis, Tenn.

Better

story.
less

and
we."

stories

"The Lily"

trickery,

(Fox)
Arrangements were made whereby

month.

Tuesday
George Weeks to head short subject department at Famous.
June Mathis resigns from First National.
Reducing bicycling in Minneapolis territory through vigilance of Film Board and
Northwest exhibitor organization.
Duncan Sisters to make series for Joseph
M. Schenck.
New talking film sponsored in London by
British Acoustic Films, Ltd.
Remaphone uses discs for scoring music

DOOABS FCC SUOWHCN

Distributed 10,000 heralds in Piggly
bread.
Arranged to have
this done so that it did not cost a
cent and only ten passes.
Also had
banners on three trucks delivering
this bread in the city.
On top of the
marquee had two illuminated shadowboxes that could be read a block and
a half away.
M. H. Kress, Strand,

New

illegal.

Income amounting
by

throughout

swing

Washington

ed

in

WHICH MEAN

Wiggly

March.

Building
country.

country

bicycling

of

TIPS

"Diplomacy"
(Paramount)

SEZ/

pol-

row.

arbitration

in

Thirty-three

off"

DULY

DALY

Washington only
Interest in election mild
state where issue directly concerns industry.

We

t

PUIL

The Week's Headlines

(.Continued from Page 7)

]n

15

Films

in Steerage

(Continued from Page 3)

the president of the florists' association sent letters to all local florists
suggesting that they co-operate with
the production, which, at the same
time, would stimulate the sale of
flowers.
Special cards heading: "Say
it
with flowers" and stating that

—

Roses and Chrysanthemums
to
America to make their future were seasonable and to see 'TheLily'
homes.
at the New theater," were sent to
The service will be started on the each dealer. These cards were put
for films.
Howe said
ired.
Vitaphone scores at Los Angeles opening. Leviathan with ceremonies commen- in all outgoing bouquets sent out by
'In my theaters I have shown every good
Examiner" says Vitaphone in- surate with the importance immigra- florists.
Most of the local dealers
where "Los Angeles
Recently
I saw
istralian picture.
stallation costs $15,000.
tion leaders and others attach to the used
e local producer asserted that some imaginwindow displays.
Cut-outs
Arbitration resumed at Minneapolis followcombine would not let theater ing Will Hays' "Hands off" statement.
f American
occasion. All films will be furnished were made from the regular window
ners show Australian and British pictures,
J\Tusic tax issue to be considered at Ohio gratis.
cards.
These were in the form of a
There is no com- exhibitor meeting
is
pure nonsense.
lat
Nov. 9-10.
• I always give prefSecretary Davis, in company with huge lily and were placed in windows
le in existence. *
productions is clearly
statement made before the
forth
Board by W. J. Howe, president of
riff
Federated Picture Showmen's Assoc, of
istralia, at the same time Stuart Doyle apregard

to
in
a

th

!nce

to

a

*

*

*

re.

good British or Australian

It is safe to say that any proposal to
force
exhibitors to accept a percentage
Ota of British films in the program would
stoutly resisted and would prove impracable, until such times as the British film
:re of a standard to compete on its merits
And when that
th the American product.
ndard is reached, there will be no need
Victoria's proposal to
a quota system.
'

per program does not mean
It can be met by a British newsything.
:1 or two.

ce 1,000

ft.

states.

Lee- Bradford
French pictures

Famous

Under

Commonwealth censorship

the

Federal

censor has

y film "which

the

power

to

in his

interest".

The American producer today is producing
With many milsell to the whole world.
invested in his industry, he dare not
k injuring his investment by using the film

ns

Not one
instrument of propaganda.
definite instance is on record where a
of this character has been imported.

an
ligle

m

Adhere the British Industry Fails

English

bringing six
America.
studio

vertising.

United Artists figure
Minneapolis.

Frank

Rembusch

J.

the

C.

Emergency

Commissioner

to

estalilish

in

of

Immigration; Gov-

ham

Lincoln."

Thursday
Famous

gets M. J. Winkler series for
short subject department.
"Greater Amusements" scores rescinding
of Minneapolis decision against United Artists.

Seider calls movement to resurrect
Allied Assoc, unnecessary and a bid for pubJ.

M.

licity.

Mergers expected on
Kennedy says on return

Joseph P.
York.
Universal seeking eight houses of Robbins
Circuit in upper New York.
With acquisition of Mikado, St. Louis
Amusement Co. now has 36,500 seats in that
Coast,

to

New

city.

with attractive 8x10 stills of Belle
Bennett, the star in the picture.John T. Moore, New, Baltimore.

"Mike"

(M-G-M)

ernor Smith; and Hays will witness

the showing of two pictures in the
steerage.
One is "Immigration," a
one-reel picture on Americanization
in arbitration tilt at
made for the State of Connecticut;
asks Steffes to con- and the other, selected parts of "Abra-

tinue Allied States Assoc.

laws,
reject

opinion is against the
Therefore, if any other forproducing country attempts to bring
fn
ropaganda" films into Australia, whether
)m America, Germany, or from any othet
untry, they would at once be prohibited
blic

Dalton, president of
Fleet Corp.; David
A. Burke, acting general manager of
and the U. S. Lines; Benjamin A. Day,

British
Columbia for filming of Canadian features.
Australian censor board given supervision
over exports and additional power over adto

Propaganda Films Not Allowed
e

General A.

Southern operating company formed by
Publix and Saenger to conduct houses in 12

Quota Not Practical

British

Wednesday

pic-

"Lillies,

Profit $967,096
(Continued from Page 3)

with $730,195, or $4.58 a share in the

Cut-outs were used on the top of
marquee with SO pennants for

the

marquee and music store windows.
A tie-up was made with the newspaper and helped sell a two-page cooperative spread, using the "M'ke"
cross-word puzzle as an incentive to
Two
the merchants to take space.
girls in "Mike" costumes were used
on the streets and in the stores the

Monday and Tuesday of the week
the picture was presented, giving out
green tags reading: "'Mike' wants to
D. Robins,
see you at the Dome."

nine months of 1925.
For the nine months ended Sept.
30, 1926, the consolidated income acDome, Youngstown, O.
count compares as follows:
first

—

Sales

Balance for interest
Interest, Fed. taxes

1926
$7,568,557
1,298,030
330,934

192S
$6,913,824
1,024 155
293,960

"The Strong Man"
(First

National)

Featured a performance of a squad
American producers are preparing to, and
Friday
The
Net profit
967,096
730,195 of local Y. M. C. A. gymnasts.
ilustry in America as a stabilizing industry.
M. Seider sees danger in action of Preferred dividends.
180 000
180,000 "Y" boys, numbering 16, reported to
Hritain and a lesser degree in Australia,
J.
Minneapolis board in reinstating cases "outlancial interests conservatively still regard
the theater for the two days the piclawed" because of failure to comply with a
Surplus
$787,096
$550,195
e motion picture as more of a speculation
ture played at the house. They were
decision.
an an investment.
Vitaphone gets license to exclusively conThe consolidated balance sheet and dressed in gym outfits and put on
American producers are pureparing to, and
Brunswick,
controlled
by
for
artists
tract
spend large sums upon stories, directors,
subsidiaries as of Sept. 30 shows: three shows a daJ^ gratis, figuring
I

',

The appeal is
and spectacular effect.
Excluding "Nell Gwyn"
whole world.
1(1
"The Only Way," two of the newer
Ills,
most British pictures coming to Ausilia obviously are meant for a purely proncial appeal and are financially "starved"
us

tlie

production.

Fabulous Profits Don't Exist

The
'

report, at this point discusses

booking and the quota system,
ailing on into the following:
There are no fabulous profits in the
ni
Australasian Films
business.
jy right out, films on the American
'id
European market.
These are
iported and leased to exhibitors.
\cn though Australasian can rease through its own big theaters,
K company's dividends have never
ind

;ceeded 10 per cent.

Collander Co.
South Wales, Australia, postpones
tax imposition for three months.
M. P. T. O. A. "Official Bulletin" warns
against adverse legislation.
Arthur James, Wilkes-Barre theater man,
elected Pennsylvania lieutenant-governor.
Paul Bartsch invents underwater camera.
Thomas H. Ince Corp. files $1,700,000
suit against First National.
International Alliance of Stage Employees
and M. P. Operators remain firm for "open
Balke,

New

shop" policy

in

industry.

Saturday
Pennsylvania unit hits back at film board
rule.

Reported

Vitaphone

deal

boosts

Warner

stock.

Sennett

reported

to

under new Pathe plan.
Films in steerage.
Franklin Theater Co.

Warners operating

in

supervise

production

buys three
England.

more.

of $10,679,138 divided as fol- the publicity would compensate for
lows: cash, $1,726,716; marketable in- the effort.
They did a routine of
vestments, $175,000; bills and ac- clever gym tricks, which tied up percounts receivable, $3,444,292; inven- fectly with the picture. Majestic,
tories, $1,711,630;
prepaid charges, Shreveport, La.
$73,508; plant and property, less deLiapreciation reserve, $3,547,992.
in
accounts payable, $326,117;
bilities:
(Continued from Page 3)
reserve for Federal taxes and contingencies, $146,957; first mortgage ain, having assumed that name when
bonds of subsidiary company, non- the old Vitagraph distributing syscancellable until May 1, 1927, $230,- tem in London was actually turned
000; gold notes, $4,000,000; reserves over to the company. Arthur Claverfor American Seating Co. undeposit- ing is managing director while Bertie
ed stock, $245,898; preferred stock Grey, formerly with First National
So far
(80,000 no par shares) $3,200,000; in London, is sales manager.
common stock and surplus (120,000 no plans for the Vitaphone in Engno par shares), $2,530,166.
land have been made.

assets

—

Operating

England

ll
Sunday, November

DAILY

16

(.Continued from

f'afic

hard to eliminate in their respective
sections, because of long jumps and

Bicycling

Presentations

(Continued from Page S)

6)

inland

towns which

a

offer

a soprano

for

And Thafs

fertile

Careful vigbeing exercised in these ter-

That

practice.

Credit for the action and the reand eight co-eds.
Dances, songs and selections by tlie sultant conviction is due Harry ilance is
orchestra were typically collegiate. Meyer, counsel of the Montana Film ritories.
Vigilance and prompt action are
Special "business" was worked up Board of Trade, whose work of inthroughout the nation if
necessary
for
the
success
spelled
vestigation
with a football which went over exbicycling
is
to be exterminated. Carethe
FedEdward L. Hy, Government's case. That
well.
ceptionally
showings must be mainon
ful
check
in
aidactive
will
be
authorities
eral
Strand.
Brooklyn
Mark
man,
well
as on return shiptained,
as
is
inbicycling
of
ing elimination
dicated by U. S. Attorney Rankin, ments. This is being done, and with
"Michael Strogoff" Prologue
to action by the
A Tartar camp was reproduced as prosecutor in the case, who declared the industry, keyed
embarked on
now
aid,
Government's
enmust
be
"The copyright law
a prologue to "Michael Strogoff."
stamp out
Across one end of the stage was built forced the same as any other laws a nation-wide campaign to
are
bicycler
of
the
days
evil,
the
the
the
thing
of
made
a
bicycling
and
set measuring 150 ft. in wMdth and
numbered.
70 ft. in height. Five principals were past."
In New York, the board has obused, representing the main characThe chorus, com- tained an arbitration decision against
ters in the picture.
prising 510, was attired as Russians, Sevmour and Phillip Bernstein, Kisco
Stock
Boosts
Tartars and dancing girls. Theodore and Bedford Hills, N. Y. exhibitors,
(Continued from Page 3)
i\omisarjevsky, Albert Hall, London. who w-ere ordered to pay $2,300 for
l)icycling films of seven distributors. was something to it," he was alone
Much bicycling is prevalent in the in his opinion. Important executives
Masked Woman Exploits Act
Oakland— Bob Harvey of the West territory, it is alleged, and the board of the five companies mentioned deplayer,

field

192(

7,

the

—

Warner

n ILV

PRISCILLA DEAN
who
stardom"

a

playt

her way
Hand-to-har

literally.

are

one

is

"fought

has

battles usually
pictures.

feature of

hi

George R. Bilson of First Natio:
advertising staff, is the late,
addition to the ranks of benedict
He recently married Miss Halt
al's

Dratwa, pianiste.

Vitaphone Deal Report

—

M

By PHIL

Hagerstown, Md., has a new
of

who smuggle

si

They

bootleggers.

are mothei
their babies into Nij

on's Academy, which has posted
sign against babies in arms, to avoi
annoyance to patrons.

Coast-T. &. D. exploited a stage act, is determined to eliminate it.
clared the deal was news to them.
In the Philadelphia territory, ac"The Masked Countess," through a
The Plaza, Englewood, N. J
A commentary on the report was
masked woman who made it a point cording to recent statement, to which this interesting development: War- should be a profitable house. A loci
to attract attention wherever she went. exception was taken by the exhibitor ner "A" stock jumped to 48, or an resident preserited the owners wit
She figured in shopping tours, ap- association, ten per cent of the ex- increase of 2J4 points over Thurs- a bunch of four leaf clovers foun
pearing in a special automobile, with
Ten thousand red
a liveried driver.
masks were given to kids as another
exploitation angle.

Petroff Act to Travel Circuit
to its cordial reception at
the Rivoli the past week "Garden of
Dreams," Boris Petroff production,
will be sent over the Publix circuit,
despite the fact that it had been
produced for a single week's enterNov. 27 at
It reopens
tainment.
the Metropolitan, Boston.

Owing

Penn. Unit Hits Back
at Film Board Rule
(Continued from Page 3)
decision in any

arbitration
change center.

an

ex-

This was made clear at the recent
convention of the organization, and
the association intends to carry out
the mandate of the convention which
took the form of a resolution on the
reciprocal rule.

convention also condemned
the Film Board of Trade for calHng

The

upon non-members of the exhibitor
association to act on the arbitration
board, claimnig an agreement which
binds the tlistributor organization to
sit only with members of the organi-

men who, he

said,

had assured him

there was no objection to bicycling
of the pictures involved.
The St. Louis territory is declared
to be infested with collusions between salesmen and bicyclers. Fifty
per cent of the bicycling in the territory is traceable to such collusions,
but offenders are to be weeded out,
The board rethe board promises.
cently warned salesmen that the practice no longer would be tolerated, a
warning said to have resulted in voluntary confession of bicycling by
several
exhibitors, who had been

working

on

side

agreements

British to

Act

(toiiMniifii Irom I'ai/e 3)
increase in the tariff is hoped
for, as well as a loan of the technical
advisors of the big British film companies, correspondent states.
Among the English supporters of
the plan are Viscount Burnham, the

day's close with a turnover of 60,600
shares.
Warner Pictures stock rose
from 37y2 on Thursday to a close
of 38% Friday.
This is the report which the ticker
carried:
"It is understood negotiations are
nearing completion whereby five of
the largest motion picture producers
in the country will acquire rights to
the Vitaphone and a share in the
profits realized from the royalties in

the Warner Brothers Pictures. The
producers interested in the new plan
are
Famous Players-Lasky Corp.,
United Artists Corp., Loew's, Inc.,

which owns

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer,

whereby several millions

Tiie Los Angeles board recently
uncovered two cases of bicycling in
Arizona. William Menhennett, chain
owner, said to have been engaged in
the practice on a large scale, was
fined $1,500 by the arbitration board,
while action was taken against the
Louie Long circuit.
flour-

ishing in that territory, with investigation under way.
The Chicago
territory is said to have its share of
the evil, but a great improvement
has been noted this year. Suspected
bicyclers are under scrutiny and action against them will be taken if
the evidence warrants.
Similar situations prevail in the
Pittsburgh, Dallas, Oklahoma City,
San Francisco, Kansas City, and

Earl of Oxford and Asquith, Lord
Askwith, Lord Kiddell, Lord Stan- Cleveland territories, where investiley of Aldcrney; Viscount Chelms- gations are under way.
The Washford, Agent General for New South ington territory is untroubled, save
V\alcs; David Lloyd George, Sir Wil- in
the
mountain districts where
liam Bull, Sir James Pharr, High habitual offenders are under surveil("onnnissioncr for New Zealand, and lance.
Sid Edward Hatch.
Detroit, Buffalo, Charlotte, New
Orleans and Milwaukee boards reA detailed report on Australia and port bicycling is rare in these terthe film Hituation there is one of the ritories.
featured urticlen in "Foreign MarMinneapolis, Denver, Salt Lake
kets," page 7, this issue.
City and Butte boards find bicycling

near the building.
Despite

perhaps

misleadin
Trailer," will not b'
a story of a gold-digging lady, Henr
Clay Bate of Universal avers. Fui
thermore, he free adds, it's a Wester
with Edmund Cobb featured.
title,

its

"The Man

"Body and Soul," which Georg
Fitzmaurice will direct for First Na
its installation.
The Vitaphone was tional, ought to have a real hwrrm
formerly exclusively controlled by story.

First National Pictures Corp. and
Producers Distributing Corp.
"These companies have agreed on
a tentative plan which may be consummated in the next few days
with

salesmen.

Albany reports bicycling as

zation.

An

hibitors are engaged in bicycling.
.\n arbitration award of $246 was obtained against Harry Perlman, who
operates the West Allegheny and
Lehigh, Philadelphia; for bicycling
fdms of three distributors. This decision was obtained before the FedPerleral conviction in Montana.
man pleaded guilty implicating sales-

of additionto the Vita-

be paid
In consideration they
will each receive a ten per cent interest in the Vitaphone Corp. while
Warners will retain a 50 per cent interest.
Vitaphone Corp. will receive
al

capital

will

phone Corp.

royalties on machines installed
their theaters and this will be
principal source of revenue."

Manager Wood

of the Mark Stram
that
the
Mary Astor-Lloyi
Hughes picture opening Sunday
one that will make audiences tall
"Forever After."

says

i

CAMERAMEN
List

your name

reputable

Warner Bros, own 70 per cent of
the Vitaphone Corp. stock and hold
an option on 20 per cent additional.
The remaining 10 per cent is scattered in several different directions.

prospects
cost of

Motion

Pictures

leaflet of

indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

any kind, simply send

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16thSt N.W. WtshiDgton. D.C

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

in

the data.

Schools, Churches
using

new

trial film

in
its

in

cameramen and

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

Noticeably Superior
There

on the
screen with pictures printed from Eastman
is

a definite

Panchromatic Negative

difference

— the

are

results

noticeably superior.
:

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
color sensitive

pletely

— renders

all

of blue, red, yellow and green

is

com-

tones

in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where
tory,

regular film

^Tan''

is

is

ordinarily

extraordinarily

And Eastman

Positive

satisfac-

successful.

Film carries

all

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

I

Alaskan
Adventures
ART

YOUNG

'*^f -1^

'13

m.:

.^-^^'^

J/ie

l-it^A >*..

Wonder Picture of Sport
HE money spent on out-door

T

sports

is

staggering.

The

in-

terest is intense.

country;" to meet in fair combat

America's biggest game,— the huge
Kodiak grizzly bear, the Alaskan

community are very many
who will pay liberally to see a new

moose, the caribou, and the

kind of sport, in a country new to
them, amid scenes of unbelievable

Now you can see the indescribable

In your

magnificence, and they'll

you when they

see

thank

it.

Art Young dared, with one companion, to go through wildest
Alaska with no weapons save a
bow and arrows; to "live off the

rest,

and win*

break-up of ice in the Yukon, the
birth of the icebergs, the Valley
of Ten Thousand Smokes, the

Midnight Sun and a myriad of
other things.

As
the

a

drama

of man's fight with

wilderness

it's

sport picture

great;
it's

ous; as a scenic

them
Just

all
tell

That's

as

a

marvelit's

got

stopped.

them about

all.

Pafhepicture

it.

f r/^c/'

—

c^

:^rHEWSPAPEK
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llNTARIO SUPPLI[S 40.^

CANADA

If

R[VtNy[

Theaters in Province;
>Iost Lucrative Territory
SO

billing

first

Gain

— An

increase in assets of
$2,668,396 for the year ending April
3, 1926, is indicated by a First National statement filed with the Commissioner of Corporations. Total assets are shown as $15,270,052, compared with $12,601,656 on April 3,
(.Continued on Page 2)

Dominion

in
The

First National
Boston

series

a

of

op articles

Each major
Dominion will be

with Canada.

Bach

to

England

8,

Price 5 Cents

1926

12 HOUSES

UNDER WING fAMOUS-- EDUCATIONAL

;

The affiliation between Publix and
Saenger Amusement Co. as provided
for in the formation of Publix-Saen-

!

(

Amalgamation

Up

c

—

t

UNLIKELY

Joint Operation Started 2 E. W. Hammons Denies It
Is On
Fair ous Not
Years Ago at Dallas
In for Acquisitions
and Houston

','1

1

H^D

DEAL

OF PUBLIX-SAENGER

."ision in the
First National Canadian Sales Head
rated from a dual angle; one giyPlaced in Charge of Sales in
ger Theaters, Inc., is not entirely
statistical data and pertinent inGreat Britain
new.
yniation regarding the extent to
It is now almost two years since
W.
A.
Bach,
for the last year geniiich the ijidustr-y has developed
several important houses in Texas
eral sales manager for First National
that particular territory and secwere transferred from the direct manin Canada, sails Nov. 24 aboard the
(dly, a brief discussion from a genGeorge Washington to become sales agement of Famous and Publix to a
operating company in which
ctl economic standpoint, indicating
manager for the company in Great then" new (Continued
on Page 2)
'iiat
the future possibilities may
Britain, under general supervision of
may not he.
J. Franklin Brockliss, managing diToronto With about 40 per cent, rector.
tlie total revenue possible in CanThrough his five years association Washington Convention to Seek
Ontario every distrib- with Famous in Canada, Bach is well
Formation of All-Northwest
;li located in
Assoc, at Seattle Meet
>r
must give special attention to known throughout the Dominion. His
There are 360 the- successor has not vet been named.
Seattle
Formation
of
an
alls
province.
Northwest exhibitor association will
iu Ontario, of which 46 are
be the chief business before the
ited by the Famous Players Ca-

—

Wi

understood that negotiations
been launched by Earle W.
Hammons, president of Educational
which are said to have for their purpose the merging of Educational with
It

is

have

Famous.
Reports that conferences held the
half

last

past

the

of

Paramount

week

in

the

had this object
under discussion were met by a denial from Hammons on Saturday.
He
offices

said:

"There
that

is

no deal on and

Famous has heard

I

am

sure

of no deal".

No statements were forthcoming
from Famous in this connection.
However, from a source of information entirely on the outside, it is

-

Rowson Back from Coast

(Continued on Page 5)

To Tour
Los

3 Seasons

—
Angeles "Ben

Hur"

closes

run of 16 weeks at the Biltmore
The run is being termin)v. 20.
;d because of other bookings, it
Originally, the attraction
ten weeks with two
is booked for
tensions made.
After it closes at the Biltmore the
adshow presentation will tour the
stated.

est.

Arrangements have been made
organization
seasons.

keep the entire
;t

St.

for three

in-

The Hard Road
Louis — Exchange managers and

Washington

exhibitor

value, Simon
Rowson, managing director of Ideal
Films, Ltd., and chairman of the
Kinematograph Renters Society, returned yesterday from the Coast.
Plans were agreed upon for immediate establishment of such co-operation between his company and F. B.
O., whose product Ideal distributes
The British exin Great Britain.
ecutive was impressed with the high
technical efficiency attained at the
Hollywood studios.
of

domestic

Fox Exploitation Force Out
A shake-up in the Fox exploitation

New

Hollywood

Him

Dunning, son
of Carroll H. Dunning, former vice

likelihood

for Re-election?

Remain as President
Tournament Today
Columbus, O. Whether William
James of Columbia will be a canto

—

-A..

didate to succeed himself as president of the state exhibitor association is a topic of discussion on the
eve of the sixth annual gathering,
which gets under way here tomorrow.
Today, exhibitors of the state will
(Continued on Page 2)

England Gets Vitaphone

in '27
London Vitaphone will not have
its English debut until 1927, and will
be shown first at a West End the-

—

—

—

—

—

little

Ohio Exhibitors Expected to Induce

—Dodge

lesmen who travel southern Illinois
ater in accompaniment to "Manon
)m East St. Louis south toward the department has resulted in the re- Lescaut".
hio River daily risk their lives by
lease of its staff of 50, including 20
liciting business from houses in the
Warners have shelved temporarily,
Statement was made Satfield men.
;tion of Illinois known as Little
urday that the department will be plans to produce pictures in England.
(^Continued on Page 5)
continued.
In the scenario departReturning to Kenosha Field
ment, a number of employees were
Kenosha, Wis. Edward and Fred
also
let
out.
Hodes Returns to "U" Fold
L. Dayton, who formerly operated
Hal Hodes, for several years conhouses here which were sold to Saxe
cted with Short Films Syndicate
Amusement Enterprises, will re-enCapital
Raising
English
Co.
s returned to Universal as Specia'
ter the local theater field with a
He will conles representative.
London P. C. T., Ltd., is raising $450,000 theater and hotel project.
Collegians"
"The
e his activities to
£715,000 new capital by the issue Contract for the house, at Grover and
d "The Newlyweds and Their of 7 per cent, cumulative preferred Elizabeth Sts., which is to seat 1,500
iby" series.
shares in the P. C. T. Construction already has been let.
It will be a
Co. Provincial Cinematograph The- combination theater, featuring piciturday Openings For Strand aters operates the largest theater tures and Pantages vaudeville.
chain in England.
Beginning Saturday the Strand
German Co-operation Offered
Broadway
ranks
of
11
join the
London Germany has offered to
uses opening on the last day of
Theater For London
"The
co-operate in the production of an
t week, instead of Sunday.
London Suburban Super-Cinemas. official film depicting the Battle of
lent Lover," starring Milton Sills,
11
be the first picture under this Ltd., plans a £250,000 house oppo- Falkland Islands, during the World
site Marble Arch.
War.
licy.

New

James

Process

president of Prizma, has obtained a
patent on a composite photography
process which he has named the Dunning Process.
By means of it, the
inventor claims, he can make living
characters enact their roles on or in
sets made in miniature.
(Continued on Page 4)

is

(Continued on Page 2)

association

convention
which opens its two
Convinced that pictures can be
days' session tomorrow. With many
made in America with British co(Continued on Page 2)
operation, which will be well suited
any
without
market,
the
British
to
sacrifice

learned that there

A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN

IV.

BRE.MNAN

The

adaptability of the screen and
its advantages over the stage are exceptionally
well
demonstrated in
Fox's production of the Belasco play,
"The Return of Peter Grimm." This
is

not designed

to

criticize

in

any

manner

the excellent entertainment of
the play and David Warfield's splendid performance but merely to apply
the contrast of the versatility of the
screen over the limitations of the
stage.
In "The Return of Peter
Grimm" the central character, Peter,
(Continued on Page 4)

Geo. E.

Kann Back

George E. Kann,

of Sterling Pictures Corp., returned from the coast

Saturday.

Higgins to Coast
Howard Higgin, who
"Not Herbert,"
fornia.

is

directed

en route to Cali-

Monday, November
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Deal Held Unlikely
(Continued from Page

of Publix-Saengei!

1)

(Continued from Page 1)

companies reaching a common ground in this connection. The
extent to which Famous becomes active in short subjects depends upon

of both

JIM

PriceSCeits

MoRdiy. Nav.8.1928
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AUCOATE

W.

rillislier

Publlshrd daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 Broadway. Nrw York. N. Y., and
copyriglit (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
\V. Alienate. President and
T.
Folks. Inc.
Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
Tre.isurer
aid M. Merserenu. Ilusine^s and Advertising
ManaRcr: Ralph Wilk. TravtlinR Uepresen
Enteied as second-class matter May
tative.
21, 1918, at the post office at New York,
N. Y., under the act of M.iTch 3, 1879.
Terms (Postase free) United States, outsid.
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
ForeiRn,
months. $5 00; 3 months. $3.00.
Suhscriliers should remit with order
$15 00.
at

;

.Address

commnnications

all

THE FILM

to

1650 liroadway. New York. N. Y
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738.4739. Cable ad
Hollywood.
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E. G.iusman, Ambassa
California
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Drcxel 7000 and WashErnest W. Frcdman,
inKlon 9794. London
The Film Renter, 58. Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I.. Paris La Cinematographic

DAILY.
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—
—

Francaise,

Rue

S,

Amalgamation
(.Continued

Vet
41
Pfd
41
•Ralahan & Kafz
..
•nal. & Katz Vet. ..

Low

Close

Sales

H

SVA

J4

40>i

41^5
4154
63

1,200
1,800

Famous

120
115

120
115J^

Fam.

121

121
7

Players ..116
Pfd.. 121
•Film Inspect
•First Nat' IPfd. ..
Fox Film "A"
72
•Fox Theaters "A"
•Intem'l Project
I^cw's, Inc
44^
Play.

.

.

71^

.

.

•Metro-Gold. Pfd
..
M. P. Cap. Corp.. IS
Pathe Exch. "A". AO'A
Paramount B'way 97
ttRoxy Units ... 32

ttRoxy Common

9'/i

.

Skouras Bros.
50
••Star Co. of Am.
.

.

Trans-Lux Screen.
Pict.

Pfd..

44J4

15

40H

H'A
SO

..

7«

.

.

Pict.

*

'/a

"A" SIH

Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

99'/
72
24J4
11!^
44fi
24

IS

..

'Universal Pictures
41
Pictures

Warner
Warner

300
1,600

100

40?^
97
3n>A

7H

Picture

is

waging
is

97

1

..

association
and
declared to fa-

First National

50
84
7y.
96'A
37
37)4

for Re-election?

is

Page

1)

tournament, which
expected to have a large list of
in a golf

sheet follows:

certain, in view of James'
record, that effort will be made to
induce him to again accept the presIt

1926
$424,277

estate

Furniture,

is

idency.
The election and proposed
action against the "music tax" are
expected to be highlights of the two

and tools
Merchandise
Notes
and

390,838
185,104

From

a deficit

two

manager.

Other chief

200

M

E.

INC.

A. Futter, Prcs.
46th St.
Bryant 8181

operate

jointly

Deferred charges
Franchises

626,632
920,467
228,201
248,906
214,121
10,285,442

720,741
834,937
121,998
83,771
249,782
9,053,665

1,746,064

828,794

$15,270,052

$12,601,656

.

j\ttractions

LIABILITIES
.

.

$3,988,673
1,281,377
1,097,229
1,850,000

$4 520,780
];281,377
1,079,849
272,500

521,480

508,550
78,000
677,989

Mortgages

6%

liabilities

.

Remit
in

Southwest Theaters Sold

Okla.— The Erie
enlarged and remodeled.

is

being

Frederick, Okla.
The Gem has
been purchased by Ed. G. Kadane.

no'

involve theaters in the individual
chains.
However, in four Florid
towns, eight theaters now come un
der the wing of the Publix- Saenga
The towns and theaters are: Gainej
ville, the Baird and Lyric theatert
Ocala, Dixie and Temple; Palatka
Grand and Howell, and Sanford, Mi;
lane and Princess.

PRODUCERS
ADVENTURERS

SCIENTISTS

We

have a 110 ft. converted
subchaser especially designed, built and
completely equipped for a combination
motion picture and research expedition to West Indies and South Amer-

Account lack of

capital

we

Are you

are

inter-

ested?

COSMOPOLITAN EXPEDITION
West

Flagler

Miami,

Fla.

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades 3678

neWnteG

Purchase money

notes

acquisitionsii

to

other

Total

Deferred

future

The new holding company was

960,000
fr

foreign

abeyance

cos

392,067
5,179,226

....

Surplus
Total
•Represented by

for
4,182,611

Legion Running Iowa House
Wheatland, la. Operation of the
Amuz-U has been taken over by the
local American Legion post.

PENCIL SETS'
De Luxe

at

—

Wilkinsburg, Pa.
youngest manager of

Rowland-Clark

circuit,

Wilkinsburg
David Aird,
the Stanleyhas been ap-

pointed manager of the Colonial.

Set:

richly embossed.

Any

MONEY
to
BURN

n:

engraved in 18 kt. gold.
tains pencils and penholder

_(

ii

Eortedcolors, point protector.r
Absolutely suprem
_ sharpener.
its class.

Send Cheek. Money OtJet ei U. S. PhI

487

U. S. PENCIL CO., Ibc
Broadway Dept. 43-Z N«wl

HIS IS EASY

WITH

1

Finest
sheep
geniiine
leather case with coin po(

—

Youngest Manager

Childm

Individual Nameci

$15,270,052 $12,601,656
60,000 no-par shares.

officers in the

Lind, Zanesville, treasurer.

Antlers,

i

1744

Securities

Investment in
companies

364,617
234,480

accts.

receivable

in Dajj

When the formation of Publix
Saenger Theaters was announced,
was stated that the companies woulii

unable to carry on.

day convention.
Preferred stock
Since he took over the reins of *Comnion stock
Accounts payable
the organization, James, who owns Notes payable ....
eight
Columbus theaters, has in- Miscellaneous accts.
received
creased the membership from 250 to
600.

1927
$108,870

fixtures

Cash

entrants.

Houston and Capitol

Isis,

Gain

1925.
The surplus increased $996,
615, from $4,182,611 in 1925 to $5,
179,226.

Real

inj

las.

(Continued from Page 1)

The balance

state body are: J. J. Harwood, Cleveland, vice president at large and Sam

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

West

Gigolo".

a

years ago, the organization has been
built up until it now is declared to
be self-sustaining.
500
Active management of James' ad'ioo ministration has been in the hands
400 of P.
J. Wood, Columbus business

England Theater Unit
Boston— Park Theater Co. of
Waterbury has been incorporated
with offices at Boston and Waterbury. Conn.
Capital is $50,000.
B.
A. Curzon. president; Benj. Rosenthal, treasurer, both of Boston and
M. K. O'Connor are incorporators.

130

Up
1)

2,100

New

W.

that

as look pretty
and if First National
hasn't a B. O. bet
in this one we are

local
a campaign for

—

WAFILMS,

bits

well

Record,"

(.Continued from

compete

more than

3,700
5\H 38,600
t Bond
arket
ft Bid and Ask

37;^
A7'A

any

one association.

"Motion

seems to us
'Syncopating
one of the

Corinne Griffith
has done. It proves
she can troupe as

.

.

.

classiest

.

73K

Eastman Kodak ..120

from Page

is

side-

gal

distrib-

or

it

that
Sue'

the

ASSETS

Quotations
Seat.
Seat.

lines

exhibitors from neighboring states in
attendance, it is expected that definite overtures will be made to induce
their organizations to cast their lot
with the Washington organization in

James

HiKh

and
"From

organization.

an all-Northwest
strong sentiment
vor the move.

Saturday's market proved lively for film
issues, with most of the stocks showing an
upward trend. The big point winners were
both Warners stocks, the "A" issue rising
3H points on turnover of 38600; and the
curb stock gaining 3'/i points on a trade of
Practically all film stocks presented
3700.
a strong front.

TTniv.

existing

regional,

IL=

Am.
Am.

otlier

Saulnier.

Financial

Famous and Saenger were both

terested.
This state of affairs ap^
plies to the Old Mill, Dallas, Libert;

c.-'C^

'

the experiences of the first year's endeavor which will be the 1927-1928
The project will be conseason.
ducted on the company's own initiative, however, and without acquisition of any short subject
utors, whether Educational

1925

Houses Under Win^

12

Famous Educational

8,

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

Showinen Who
Have Advertised
«>>*

o^'"

L^V^

lO^

.o^'

Good Short Features

N^^^'

.^^"

\

Know That

•<o'
•»<

,.«•'

.o'--'*'"'

-,2.©^*

.o^^*^

^e^
v^^^"

III

EDUCATIOMAL

FILM EXCHANGES,

Inc.

Member, Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of Amtncd^ Inc.
Will H Ha\ s, Prsstdertt

.

"THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM"

,

THE

^E^
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DAILY

had since "Classified."

—Capitol

AMERICAN
*

*

type

*

of

drama

historical

DAILY

iNKWS— •

may be lukewann

•

*

but

My

•

EVENING JOURNAL—*

the Magnificent" is just
tacular costume picture.

* •

EVENING WOULD—'

*

•

Examine
carpets

spec-

swaslibucl<

GRAPHIC—
love

enough

and

•

hate

and

plot

•

*

plenty

action.

of

_

MORNING TELEGRAPH

rugs,

* *

*

*

*

*

*

*

Monday, November

1926

8,

• *
thing of lavish beauty
dramatically a blank cartridge • • *
devoid of iron.

story

"So's

Next

AMERICAN—*

Rivoli
*

*

clumsy

amuse

* * *

The comedy

that

pains

me

it

try

to

attempts

so

is

to

fetched

far

to describe its

reac-

tion.

DAILY NEWS—*

*

*

Obviously
created to be uproariously funny but
anything of the kind.

EVENING JOUKNAI^-*
*

•

trite as its title

•

* *

was

it

eight reels of the

as

same

few bits become monotonous.

EVENING WORLD

*

*

comedy verging on
with

slapstick
laughter.

riotous

GRAPHIC—*

•

*

*

•

some

•

humor

*

SUN — *

*

*

greeted

alinost of-

*

•

•

*

*

amus

with the small town
entertainment.

deals

side-splitting
*

by no means a bad comedy
not an outstanding good one • * * sev-

if

satisfying

loud,

eral

TELEGRAM—*

tainment value to
greedy slapstick.

TIME.S— *

*

about enough enternourish a canary • * •
fun

in

another

se-

quence aroused thunderous merriment.
* * *
fast and furious * * *
mighty funny picture • • • deserves to be

WORLD—

seen.

"The Temptress"

M-G-M
Capitol
(Two Weeks Ending

Oct.

23)
AMERICAN^Miss Gart>o i.s born for the
seductive charms of the languid-eyed Elena.
* * *While
Greta Garho's strangely appealing beauty intrigues one's innate sense o(
loveliness, she docs not pluck all the laurel
*

*

*

There

is

EVENING JOURNAI.— The

former Swed
gorgeous beauty who,
stunning clothes like Irene
to, can also act
and does. • • •
settings, acting and story.

screen star
besides wearing
t'asfle use<l

piwcrful

in

KVENI.NG
and

is

a

—

WORLD—

It

provides a color-

somewhat

Carmeniferous part for
Miss GarlK) and she acts it most effectively.
* * • It is a somewhat morbid talc, but efful

fectively

told

*

*

with

lot

gives

a

performance,
never appeared

brilliant

of the

while
to a

dam

with its raging torrents, are all
done.
As fine a piece of directorial effort as has appeared on the screen

marvelously

POST — *

* *

on account of its
picturesque Argentine background, is good
enough entertainment up to the last fifteen
minutes or .so. * * * Miss Garbo, beautiful
as ever, plays with restraint and intelligence,
there

register

is

largely

scant

opportunity

for

her

to

anything

beyond the more obvious
"The Temptress" has little sub-

emotions.

SUN — Rendering

minimum

a

and with a maximum of

of subtitles
visual l)eauly.

DAILY MIRROR— Greta

Garlm

—

:

in

A Review of Reviews

first and foremost aid to
but competent and effecare the composite Greta

{Continued from Page

1)

appears throughout most of the picture as in a vision, bringing into
constant use the double exposure
process which permits of unusual
realism

in

of

beloved

that

the

actual

struggle
registered
without the slightest detraction from
the interest in the doings of those
in Peter's household.
The influence
of Peter's spiritual presence is splendidly developed particularly as applied to the young boy who feels
Peter's presence and transmits his
message to the others. There is a
notably fine cast with Alec Francis
the

and

Peter

is

Mickey McBan outstandVictor Schertzinger has injected many interestiiig touches.
is
helped
"Syncopating
Sue"
and
"So's
TELEGRAM—* * * the work of Miss Your Old Man" divided the comedy
Garbo is the most interesting thing in this
rather erratic picture. * * « some elaborate honors of the week at the
Strand
this

rather tawdry

Uve Ibanez work
Garbo and * • • Antonio Moreno.
Furthermore, "The Temptress"
by the competent direction » * •

ing.

and arresting sequences sandwiched in between the otherwise rather commonplace development of the tale.

and

—

"TIMES In many respects this picture is
a distinguished piece of work. * * *
he set
forth some absorbing episodes. * • •

New

Process

(Continued from Page

I)

little

Rivoli

respectively.

goo

|'

'

Fields is a small tow
"So's Your Old Man, ^
a picture with one of those read
made titles apt to bring the curioLi
in because they are familiar with th
slogan.
Fields
offers
some goo' u
laughs and the flivver again lend
able assistance.
The old golf stiii
is
overdone and not so amusim
"His New York Wife" is the sa
isfactory program type of picture
The story holds some surprises
that it starts out with every indie:
tion of being another "small tow
gal gone wrong in the big city" yar
but detours to new and interestin
l)y-ways.
Alice Day is a prett
heroine.
Perhaps the fact that Racqui
C.

in

i

of

the latest happenings in music circk will be interested to see what si..

can

do

folks

These

films.

in

will

well

be

in

however, which makes

intereste

the minorit
Mile. Meller

power

as a box office attractiq
rather scant as far as the exhibits
is concerned.
The picture is not oil b
to make her a screen sensation ovi
"'S^^t.

.

.

Another of those intimate Jewis
comedies is on the boards a Wa

til

—

"Millionaires," scant
plot l3Ut with al)undant typical JeV
ish humor and a worthy cast th;
includes George Sidney, Louise F

ner

picture

/^enda

0".

and Vera Gordon.

"Then Came

the

Woman,"

also

lepl:f

conventional pattern, but interestin
told and well acted, offers a
able
entertainment for the

ly

change program.
Ken Maynard,

new

cowboy

su;

avi

datjiai:r':

V

National
appearing

First

star,,

is

<

),,..:

Here 0!.'The Unknown Cavalier."
!
a western with some new angles, aij
some corking comedy incident. Ma)
:iard is a ridin' fool and a handsoriipf
en
i

hero.
)llt

Corinne

of

makes a jazzy Sue who can
be dramatic when the occasion arises.
She saves her kid sister from a tricky
Griffith

The

largest, most

comfortable and con-

play producer and nearly loses her
drummer sweetie in the bargain.
Probably the nearest approach to a
suitable vehicle that the star has

sdlan
rr

[f

venient projection
'V

rooms in

New

York

Cf

'fivicr

T!if

The process docs

all its work with
an ordinary camera without special
attachments, he says.
It does not
photograph its actors against black
or wiutc backgrounds, uses no traveling mats and requires no protecting

.silhouette

for

winch,

is

it

its

background scenes,

claimed, eliminates thebetween charac-

f|ucstipn of registry
'ers and the scene.
In photographing

the action, acthe name part of this picture. • • *
cordnig to claim of the inventor
the
"The Temptress" is packed with color and
emotion. • • • Moreno gives a very good cameraman can locate his actors directly
account of himself.
through the camera finder.
GRAPHIC The picture boasts many lav- The action negative completes
the
ish settings. • • • There are three terrific
operation without resorting to
high liglils in the film
the fight with whips,
comthe flood and the discovery that, after six plicated laboratory printng or
dupyears, the temptress is draining the dregs uig, he says.
vitalizes

Better 'Ole"
Criterion —^"Beau Geste"
—
Embassy "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome— Undetermined
Mark Strand — Undetermined
Rialto — "We're
Now"
— "The Eagletheof Navy
Rivoli
the Sea"
—
Warners "Don Juan"

that

is

Meller has announced her intentio
making her home in this countr'
was a cue to import a picture siSue" has appeared in.
The Spanish son
bird has been very gracously n
ceived on the concert stage
^re an
due to her success as a vocai arti;
it is likelj' that those acquainted wii

Colony— "The

Garbo

Antonio Moreno has
* *
better advantage
Fred Niblo's direction is admirable.
The
*
banquet scene,
the Argentine fight
» * * the arrival of Robledo on
jcene
his
return to the Argentine, and the breaking

Antonio Moreno, who, after

years of hard work, has at last found his
place in the sun and now is sitting on lop
of the world. • • • Uoth • • • owe much
of their success in "The Temptress" to the
directorial skill of Fred Niblo.
ish

miss a

tlety.

The

•

will

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Greta

but

laughs.
*

*

tnisses "The Temptress"
is interesting.

We

this season.

stuflf.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

ing

broad

up with timeunreels endless cellu-

it

feet of banalities.

fensive

very

sened

*

worn Fields gags as
loid

*

Miss

Miss Garbo * * *
is a delight to the eyel
may also add
that she is a inagnetic woman and a finished
actress •
Fred Niblo has redeemed the
picture whenever possible, but a title writer
* * *
has done his best to shatter the fine
work of the director. * * * Any one who

*

just

"The

of

of her erstwhile champagne glass. * * *
Garbo is exquisite * * *

isn't

it

Week

— "Upstage"
— "The Scarlet Letter"
—
Cohan "Sorrows
Satan"
Capitol
Central

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

Your Old Man"
Paramount

Black Pi-

Pack" and "Speed

the

Astor— "The Big Parade"

WORLD—*
*

of

— "Paradise"
Thursday — "College Days"
Friday — "The Smoke Eaters" and
Winning Wallop"
Saturday — "The Desert's Toll"
Sunday — "The ("ountry Beyond"
Mark Strand — "Forever After"
Rialto — "We're
Navy Now"
— "Everybody'stheActing"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "Syncopating

solid,

entertainment.

* • for the most part brilliant
one or two gaps between sequences
always entertaining.

*

—

Murphy"

Izzy

Today— "The

in

TIMES—*
*

Storm"

Week

Wednesday

TELEGRAM—*

*

New York

Tuesday "King
Crazed"

POST —

traniiuil

Loew's
rate"

up decorations

•
in
action,
speed and delightful little
touches of comedy * * * magnificent from
tandpoint of direction, cast and production
* * *
colorful and entertaining
* * * replete with beautiful settings, among
them an unusually effective love scene.
*
* a story that is fair
trigue,

enough and conventional enough

"Bardelys

and

generally brush

photography.

exquisite

—
——
Embassy — "Ben Hur"
Hippodrome — "Private

"Bardelys

ling Sabatini romance • * * well acted ami
directed throughout in settings suitable * * *
• * * vivid, colorful romance
of

Griffith

Capitol

the Magnificent"
Cohan ".Sorrows of Satan"
Colony— "The Better 'Ole"
Central ^"The Scarlet Letter'
Criterion
"Beau Geste"

makes

• *

that.

—

Cameo—
—1). W.

admiration
admiration.

still

is

it

"The Rig Parade"
Broadway "I'ri.soneis of the

Astor

humor

delightful
costume picture that
interesting.
•

•

Week

This

Daily Reminder

M-G-M

W.

comedian

Exhibitors'
"Bardelys, the Magnificent"

1926

comedy entertainment.

light

Op Broadway

Newspaper Opinions

It

%

8,

Have your

A

first

run

attraction
for any theatre
anyMTliere

pictures screened

in the best-equipped projec-

tion

rooms.

t,

tanff

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your

films called for and
returned without charge.

[an^-'i

Fjni
nivfr

•n
'H

r

ifir

r

m,

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street,

N. Y. C.

;

J!

h
'Jr.

Wisconsm 3//0
It

..

Tiile

—

November

ionday,

DAILY TIPS WHICH

8,

fj?B^

1926

DAILY

MEAN OOUABS FOR SHOWMEN

"Hold That Lion"
(Paramount)

Had

a life-sized mechanical lion
front of theater.
This lion's eyes
re illuminated, its head and tail
irked back and forth and every

minutes

roe

so

racted

up

Id

it

would

much

traffic.

roar.

man

dressed in

MacLean

costume such as

inters
ire in

picture

This

attention that it
Had a ballyhoo

irking streets, one

yelling

"Hold

that

on" with another man dressed in
m's costume chasing him. In front
theater had a cartoon on transrent paper
in one sheet
frame
lich was illuminated.
M. H. Kress,
rand, Memphis, Tenn.

—

"Kiki"
(First National)

Used a mask

for

effectively

the

day showing. The mask was
heaver board built to fit in front
the theater.
Three sheets were
ud on the sides, with the letterine(crhead in red and black on white
jonnd.
An overhead lighted billlard was used several days before
e run.
This billboard is attached
the front of the marquee and calls
Irce
(

(

to

itention
a!

coming

attractions sevG. M.

—

days before the showing.

Empress, Owensboro, Ky.

?dley.

"The Waning Sex"

(M-G-M)
One

of the outstanding stunts was
e broadcasting of Norma Shearer's

ephone conversation over Station
Twenty-five window dis""FAA.
ays were secured with local merants cigar stores, ladies' ready-to;ar stores, jewelry stores and candy
)res were a few that cooperated in
vertising.
Special screenings for
ofessional women of Dallas and for
n lawyers and judges were held,
le comments were used in the newsBarry Burke, Palace, Dallas.
ipers.

—

—

)ntflno Suoolies 40%
of Canada's Revenue

drastic as in many of the cities, at
the same time it is conceded that
safety conditions in Canadian exchanges are equal to the best practice in American centres.
In the City of Toronto there are
90 theaters. .In addition to controlling first-run Famous Players also
controls the more important subur-

with modern and up-todate theaters in each of them. There
has been very little building of theaters done in the Province during
the past few years, mainly because
of very depressed conditions, resulting from the war and the heavy taxation that followed it. Recently however, two or three theaters have been
built in Hamilton, Ont., and at the
present time four new houses are
going up in Toronto in suburban districts.
In the Province, outside of
one or two theaters, building has
practically been at a standstill. General conditions in the smaller towns
and, in fact, even some of the larger
centers has not been any too good
for some little time and the fact previously noted that the population is

ban

districts

steadily drifting to the larger

and

cities

towns

has undoubtedly had

its

effect.

Hamilton
Ottawa

114,151
107 843
60.959
38,591

London
Windsor
In addition, there are 42
with population over 5,000.

ovince.

The general estimate shows that
itween 30 to 50 per cent, of disibuting revenue must be obtained
Dm the circuit in Ontario and the
lance
from
the
independentlv
vned theaters.
Toronto is the
madian Headquarters for most of
distributing companies.
Players, First National,
niversal. Fox, F. B. O. and Educa)nal and United Artists have their
vn companies distributed through
eir own exchanges in the Domine

Famous

population of strictly British origin,
the English influence on thought and
general mode of living is most pro-

and

Pathe

distribute

Pill

"OEN HUR"

^

the

tired.

I.

is

M

I)

ll.y

going to run at

Embassy until the horses get
Manager Matthews asserts,

and they are

still

going strong, he

further states.

American producers might

nounced.

The Hard Road

powered armored automobiles, ma- enth series Dec. 1.
generally conceded that be- chine
guns, rifles and small arms. At
cause of the progressive policy of regular intervals crowds of these
Famous Players Circuit that the gangsters shoot out.
larger theaters in Ontario, as well as
In the section of Illinois across the
the other provinces, are as modern river
Cameraman thoroughly
experienced
from St. Louis another gang is
and as up to date as anything to be waging war on Italian bootleggers
A-1 news cameraman to work in Central
States.
Give
complete
outline of
found elsewhere in America, and that who refuse to pay tribute. Many killexperience, what equipment owned if
projection, presentation and music
any, and salary expected.
ings have taken place in this war.
are kept abreast of the latest develop- Getting business in Southern Illinois
Box M-325
r^ Film Daily
ments in the American field. This is thrilling, to say the least.
New York City
1650 Broadway
was distinctly not the case six or
seven years ago and in many respects
the circuit with its policy and theaters is in advance of the times,
mainly due to the lack of population
previously indicated.
Every film entering Ontario must
be censored by the Ontario Censor
Board before submission by the exThis board
hibitor to the public.
These
The Smart
sits in Toronto and the censor fee
is $3 per reel.
There is an appeal
board from condemnations and the
picture is then reviewed by three
members of the censor board who did
not see the subject on its first presentation.
There are four members
of the board and also a chairman.
Are Nearly Here
The appeal fee is $10.
The censor board has the power to
Greets His Patrons Properly By Using
recall the film even after it has been
censored, although this privilege is
All trailers
not very often used.
must be censored but no fee is
From
charged.
The Ontario censor board has a
printed formula, of material which is
objectionable for showing in the provnuditv,
scenes,
inces.
S-uggestive
Trailers Build Business
ridicule of the law or its officers,
blasphemy and undue display of foreign flags and patriotism head the
10
Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
It

is

WANTED
—

Armistice

Day -Thanksgiving

New Year

Christmas

Showman Knows

IMPORTANT

4

HOLIDAYS

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE

National Screen Service, Inc.

brilliantly
animated for New Year,
Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, ArmisDay, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
tice
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
or Comedy or News Reel.

designed

list.

through

and

Lincoln's

The censor

board,

inspection

of

theaters, and amusement and tax collection are all under the direction of

the

Provincial

Treasurer's

Depart-

For

The

this

complete Service $40.00 yearly.

following general information

Regarding Ontario is interesting'
According to the latest census of
The exchange license is $400 a
ar.
At the present time most of 1921, the population was^ 2,933,662
e exchanges
are located in fire which 1,707,370 lived in cities, towns
oof building at 277 Victoria St. and villages. Tlie principal cities are:
'hile general fire laws are not so
Toronto
521,893
f^al

By

That's That

well realize this.
Philadelphia managers and assisOntario is twice the size of France, tants who make a loud noise about
the area being 407,262 square miles. the product of their respective comThere are over 55,000,000 acres in panies are now going to do likeOntario suitable to agriculture, of wise socially. They have formed the
which over 10,000,000 acres are now Scream Club and are all selling the
under cultivation. Ontario leads the idea that it's a wow.
world in the production of cobalt and
nickel.
A Pittsburgh fan pulled a new one
recently, according to "The Bulletin," which
states that the patron
demanded refund of his 25 cents ad(Continued from Page 1)
mission, pointing to a sign in front
Egypt. Southern Illinois is now in of the theater: "Sure to Please
the throes of a gang war between two 'Quarter Back.'"
mobs of bootleggers and hijackers
and everyone using the roads in that Seventh "Screen Snapshots" Series
section are in danger of death.
"Screen Snapshots," which ColumEach gang is equipped with high- bia distributes, will begin its sev-

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Produc- ment.

n.

And

towns
There
are 141 towns and villages with population ranging from 1,000 and 5,000.
With a great preponderance of the

He

(Continued jrom Page 1)

Corp.
These theaters with
ry few exceptions are located in the
:y centers and best towns of the
idian

s

m

Films.

A

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

call

NEW YORK
126-130

'ivill

service

West 46th

bring you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES

St.

1922 So. Vermont Ave.

i

>

,^i

Q

9

^^

0,

m
\

^'

t-r.

D

©
^^.

i
'2^i

in

tto^;

MARY ASTOR LLOYD HUGHESm
FIRST NATIONAL MffST/

^^ith

and

Presented by First National Pictures, Inc.
Adapted £rom Owen Davis' Stage Success

1

¥F{-

Directed by F. Harmon Weight
Production Management B. P. FIneman

national
Pictures

—

>^y

I^HEWSPAPEK

/ILL THE

NEWS

KFILMDOM

ALL THE

T\m

I
XXXVIII
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Tuesday, November

No. 34

Rooters

OHIO SUPREME COURT

•yhlE theater, as a popular
gathering place of comill
munity life, already does
ork well. It is mighty esil
that the exhibitor first
s
and then maintains his

good

UPHOLDS DECISION

Without

Ohio Amuse. Co. Ordered

methods through which
owner can keep

i\e theater

To Pay

United Artists
Cleveland

— Decision

tration board in

of the arbicase of United Ar-

heavily. It is a definite and
part of the business of
1
laging theaters.
Californian Idea
way of example: In Watson-

into the industry.
As a result of the court's action,
the exhibiting firm must pay $1,100
to the distributing company, as ordered by the board, after a seventh
arbitrator was called in to break a

Cal., J. L. O'Conner operates
Golf has no
California theater.
with the running of his
;t tieup
However, a good many
ter.
;
in that town take pleasure in
O'Coniiiing the pill around.

deadlock.

being smart, has
a trophy in the
a regular yearly
y tournament, the

winner

decided to do-

form

of a cup.

award.

After
presentation to

made from the Calimemorable event.

is

a's stage. It's a

Man- Power Again
lie

cry

for

man-power has

not

In every branch of this
stry the need for capable exeWhenever you hear
ves exists.
poken, it is man-power for proThat doesn't
;ion that is sought.
thoroughly true case,
ent
a
lething will have to be done in
theater field, especially.
therefore makes more logical
iided.

understanding in
well-defined
e circles that Messrs. Jensen and
Herberg. pioneer showmen of

1

Northwest,, will

come

to

New

They have been approached.

k.

possibilities

have been pointed

may

and they

accept.

The

From

the latest merger which
determined e^'es to the
Your guess is as
ibition field.
d as ours.

Tribute to Vitaphone
youngster, the Vitane, was again complimented yesFamous will use the device
lay.
Old Ironsides" at the Rivoli.
The
interesting angle is this.
lusty

picture is perhaps the most
ensive Paramount has ever made,
ze

urally,

it

was

to be

accorded

at

the most considerate and
most careful sort of treatment,
it
Vitaphone and not an elabororchestra of humans is to be
ized speaks well indeed for the
iner in which the Zukor organi-

time

on holds

it.

KANN.

Ironsides," Paramount spehave a Vitaphone score when
it opens at the Rivoli soon after the
premiere of the Paramount theater
on Nov. 19. The deal between Famous and the Vitaphone Corp. only

"Old

cial, will

Of EXPANSION STARTS

Navy Now" EstabNew High With $9,000

—

program
of
Detroit Expansion
Kunsky-Balaban & Katz is getting
"We're in the Navy Now", featurunder way. The firm which recently
ing Wallace Beery and Raymond
opened the Michigan, is extending
Hatton, smashed the Rialto's singleactivities outside Detroit.
theater
is
to be built at Birmingham, as

{Continued on Page 7)

Distributing Branch Being Divorced

Northwest Unit Active
Other

Activities

— Plan

Minneapolis

— Divorcement

of

the

Los Angeles Funeral services are
being arranged for Tom Forman, 34,
player and director, found shot at the

activities of the distributing unit it is
sponsoring, from other activities of

home

the

Police believe
of his parents.
he committed suicide, the result of a

nervous breakdown caused by overwork.
Last week Forman started produc(Continucd on Page 7)

—

tractions,
to
be released through
United Artists.
Miss Weber's contract with Universal was terminated

bv mutual consent.

banker,

Warner

Bros,

is

in

Famous Dividend Declared

New

in

York.

To Remake "The Coward"
First National plans to remake
"The Coward," which was produced
by Kayz Bee-Triangle and released
with
Charles
in
1915,
Ray and
Frank Keenan co-starred.

of directors of

Famous

yesterday declared a regular quarterly
dividend of $2 a share on the common, payable on Jan. 3 to stockholders of record as of Dec. 15.
Latest market quotations appear
regularly on page

40

New

2.

"Blue" Fight

5f8,005,000.

Looms

is expectPierre, S.
ed to be one of the principal battle

state

national
the proposed
grounds in
campaign for Sunday closing. South
Dakota, long a stronghold of "blue"
law adherents, is being sought for the
initial test of the combined federaUnder
tion of reform organizations.
(Continued on Page 2)

"U's Milwaukee Circuit
Milwaukee
Circuit,

— Milwaukee

Theater

the new name of
theater holding corpora-

Inc.,

Universal's

is

N. J. Bluniherg
in Wisconsin.
general manager. He recently returned from Escanaba, where he
made arrangements for the new
house the company will build, as
tion

is

well as for the proposed Marquette
theater.

Grainger Back

Theaters in East

theater projects, involving
$4,297,600, got under way in 37 Eastern states in October, according to
the F. W. Dodge Corp. Other theaters started in this territory numbered 36 and represent a total outlay of

Forty

Flint in New York
Motley H. Flint, Los Angeles

Sidney R. Kent, general manager
Famous Players, will undergp an

the
at
operation for appendicitis
Harbor Hospital this morning. His
condition is understood not to be
alarming.

association is planned by the
Northwest exhibitor unit, which has
(Continued on Page 6)

The board

To Direct "Topsy and Eva"
Hollywood Lois Weber will adapt
and direct "Topsy and Eva," with
the Duncan Sisters, for Feature At-

in Hospital

D. — This

Called Success

—

of

(Continued on Page 2)

from

Tom Forman Dead

Kent

A

day record twice in a row. On its
opening day, Saturday, it grossed
$8,600 and on Sunday, took in $9,000.
The house record previously had
been held by "For Heaven's Sake,"

interested

latter
policy,
the
weekly-change
house will close pending the installaThere
tion of Vitaphone equipment.
will be no Vitaphone presentations

(Continued on Page 6)

Houses Planned at
Birmingham, Redford
and Detroit

the

financially

covers one picture.
Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld is now scoring "Old Ironsides." When the Paramount opens to replace the Rivoli's

New

$88,960 "Kid Boots" Total

of-

turned

he

lishes

Equipment

KUNSKY-B.&K.PROGRAM

Breaks Rialto Record
in

Goes Into Rivoli
After Installation Of

Special

of

(Continued on Page 7)

"We're

EOR"OLDIRONSIDES"

N. D.

,

Following the decision, charges

PLAN VITAPHONE SCORE

121

—

the city. For some time, Northwest has controlled the balance
of the city's houses. The company, which operates in Minnesota, North and South Dakota and Wisconsin, is preparing to open a theater at Minot,

$1,100 to

tists against Ohio Amusement Co.,
patrons rooting take many was upheld by the Supreme Court,
The necessity for this in one of the most auspicious victories
IS.
of policy cannot be stressed for arbitration since its introduction

A

& R Has

Cloud, Minn. Bringing
the total of houses in the company's chain to 121, Northwest
Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben)
has purchased the Miner. The
purchase ends competition in

it,

disheartening battle,

L^hts a
c

will.

F.

Price 5 Cents

St.

I

c's

1926

9,

R. Grainger, general sales
for Fox, returned yesterday
a trip to the Coast studios.

James
manager
from

Rowland Here Tomorrow
Richard A. Rowland

New York

will not arrive

from Europe until tomorrow, the Olympic being delayed
Film Board Secretaries to Meet bv unfavorable weather. The name
by him
A convention of secretaries of Film of the Russian player signed Picture?
National
First
in
appear
Boards of Trade is to be held at Los to
is Natalo Barrache.
.\ngeles in May, 1927.
in

Wl

THE
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Kunsky-B. & K. Start
Theater Expansion
(.Continued from

I
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The new Paramount theater will

date.

open

its

doors. His-

be made.
Harold Franklin will

tory

will

From

of relief.

where we

sit it

looks

like the hottest

open-

ing ever."

— Harvey

E.

Gaustiran,

Rue

yesterday
situation
of
film
issues
showed curb stocks to be strong and steady
Exchange
predominated
price, while Stock
in trade.
Warner Pictures "A" continue<l
brisk in business, with a turn-over of 45,500
shares.
It is interesting to note that in the
period beginning November 1st to date, this
stock had gained six points.
American Seating continues on an upward trend.

m

Quotations
Low

Close

4m

Vtc... 41-V^
41}i
Pfd... 41 ^^ 4154 41J4
•Ralaban & Katz
63
•Hal. & Katz Vtc
nv^
Kastman Kodak.. 12054 11974 120
Famous Players 116
I15'4 115^
•Fam. Play. Pfd
121
Film Inspec
....
7
•First
Nat'l Pfd
99/,
Fox Film "A"
72
7I!4
71^^
Fox Theaters "A" 24^ 24'/, 24/,
Seat.
Seat.

,

Sales
1,-400

1,500
....

600
1,900

.

1,000

.

•Intern'l Project
I.oew's, Inc

Looms

(Continued from Page 1)

The

Am.
Am.

"Blue" Fight

500

the plan, enactment of a model "blue"
law for the District of Columbia,
will be proposed, with invasions of
the various states to follow.
Sunday closing has received considerable of a setback in the state
capital through presentation of pictures at the Grand on Sunday night,
under auspices of a local church.

W'Vz
*

.

•

•

14'/ji

39^^

Paramount B'way....
'tRoxy Units .. 33
"tRoxy Common
9^5

31

Skouras

SO

t*

Bros.
. .
50
"Stan. Co. of
I'rans-Lux
Screen 1%

Am

•Univ. Pict. Pfd
'Universal Pictures....
\'atner Pictures
42
^Varner Pict. "A" 52J4
• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

8/,

WA

200

39/,
97

1,900

Leave on Universal Sales Trips
H. M. Herbel, new sales director
for Universal's Western division, and
Rali)h B. Williams, Southern division
director, are on a six weeks' sales trip

,

.

their respective territories.

rector of "Tin Hats," is collaborating
Lew Lipton in writing the story.

.

Deny Entering Washington
— L. Herman of Inde-

Philadelphia

pendent

Theaters Corp. denies
appeared
in

300

96/,
37
39

.

39
49/.

H

10,200
45,500

51 -H

that
its

his

provement made
in

activities

into

Washington.

Fox

ART TITLES

245

W, .Mth

Columbus
Special Rush ServUv
St.

-

9240

to

pared for a

erected by the Two Thirty-Three
Club, comprising Masons in motior
The clul
pictures and on the stage.

which Edward Davis is president
had but 34 members two years ago
Its clubhouse will be built to accomo;

of

W.

declared

Griffith,

Build

— Plans

theater, seatin]
date over 1,700.
nearly 2,000, is to be a feature.

Colorado Circuit Planned
Denver
Kincaid-Collins Amusi
ment Enterprises, formerly a factol

—

at

Kenosha, Wis., has transferred ac
to this territory and will ac

tivities

quire a chain.
The Rialto at Flor
ence has been purchased as the initia
house.

Exchange
are

being

—

manager

for Saxe, are

pre-

Sax Goes to Coast

We

Sax, head of Gotham Prod.,
left
yesterday for the Coast.
En
route, he will visit a number of exchanges.

Abe Carlos in New York
Abe Carlos arrived in New York

are

trying to

FRANK

B.

locate

ROGERS

with Cranfield and Clarke.
would appreciate it if Mr. Rogers or
anyone knowing his whereabouts would communicate with
Box M-330
Film Daily
formerly

We

%

1650 B'way

New York

City

yesterday from the Coast.

David

Mountan Returns
Mountan of Richmount

J.

Pictures returned from
the Leviathan Monday.

Wilson

Europe on

Building at Cortez
Cortez, Colo.
Richard Wilson
building a 450-seat house here.
If

—

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

man-

is

of

LIST

U/ILCOd^HByS
no
West 32''-''St..Ncwyork,N.y.^
Phone Penna. 6S64
II
I

Motion Picture Department

OF THE BETTtR KIND
LIBIVIAN-SPANJER CORP
New York City

CONSULT USAND SAVE

MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE

LOBBY FRAMES
1600 Broadway

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

aging the Retlaw. H. J. Meininger,
who has managed the house since
Its opening, has resigned
from the
Saxe organization.

Gulp Buys Third Denver House
Diiiver— I-"rank ("nip has purchased
the Alcott, giving him three houses
here.
The Rex and Granada are
other houses he operates.

—

new Fox exchange.

Sam

Saenger

district

LABORATORY

D.

years,

motion pictures

in

commenting on

Milwaukee

—

Motion Picture Film

have

The
the pictures.
method, he says will result in "a complete change of picture technique."

company

—

BUCHHEISTER

who

theaters,

the

Gets Third in Dallas
Dallas Saenger Amusement Co.,
t Bond Ma rket
has taken over the Circle, long rett Bic and Ask
garded in the local field as a "white
elephant."
"Ben Hur" is to be the
Boston Theaters Earnings Up
Boston Net inconie of Loew's initial offering under the new manHo.ston Theaters Co., totaled $123,450 agement. Raleigh Dent continues as
The Saenger firm operfor the year ended Aug. 31, 1926, af- manager.
ter taxes and depreciation, etiuivalcnt ates the Old Mill and Capitol here.
of 80 cents a share (par $25) earned
Fond Du Lac Manager Resigns
on the 15.5,175 shares of stock outFond Du Lac, Wis. Ferrell Butstanding.
This compares with S193,121 or $1.28 a share, on the 150,350 ler, manager of the Grand and Ma-li.ins outstanding the previous year. jestic, Oshkosh, and Howard Waugh,
.

two

the hear
a 13 stor;
costing $1,500,000, is to b'
in

district,

A

THE

which

planned extending

rA

Livingstone,

city's

Clubhouse Planned

— Located

theatrical

clubhouse

and

Praises Widescope Film
"Natural Vision" pictures made by
the Widescope process, are the most
revolutionary and progressive im-

with

FILM DAILY

.

$1,500,000

Arctic Nu-Air in 'Frisco
San Francisco Arctic Nu-Air haopened a branch here. Harold Hoop
division manager, is in charge
er,
Paramount
Organ
Crawford
at
"Red Pants" for M-G-M
When
the Paramount opens, Jesse The branch will serve Washington,
"Red Pants," a companion piece to Crawford will officiate
Nevada, Montana, Idaho,
at the console Oregon,
"Tin Hats," will be made by M-G-M.
Arizona and California.
of the Wurlitzer.
Edward Sedgwick, author and diin

report

SO

m
.

1,200

445i
24

ton Castle.

it

operate
purchased three houses, Strand, Milford;
LTptown, Arnold Park, and Opera
House, Si:)irit Lake.

in

llMi

44^4
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp. 14^
fathe Exch. "A" 40J^

Kenneth

this

stories

13

Hollywood

—

13 Stories

purchased by Firs
National during the past six month
four were originals, three plays, fou
novels, one a magazine story and oik
a remake.
The stories include "Sport o
Kings," a play by Ian Hay Beith
"It Could Have Happened," origins
by Jerome Wilson; "The Princes
and the Perjurer," novel by Alai
Hillgarth, probably for Richard Bar
thelmess; "Walls of Glass," novel b;
Larry Barrette; "Said With Soap,
magazine story by Gerald Beaumont
"Glitter," novel by Katherine Brush
"Light of Scarthey," novel by Eger

reported.

Developing Iowa Chain
Spencer la. H. N. Davies

Saulnier.

High

/

Gloria Swanson Going Abroad
After completing one more picture,
Gloria Swanson will go to France

Ambassa

Financial

ex-

will

holdings

its

Of

of the

—
—

S,

company

through acquisitions of a proposed East Side house.
This theater, which will be located
at Gratiot and Harper Aves., will
have a seating capacity of 3,000.
tend

is

dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexcl 7000 and WashErnest \V. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise,

cost $400,000.
In Detroit, the

and remain abroad about a year,

THE

(.slifornia

first step,

contented

breathe a
sigh

1)

I'ocje

and announcement now
is made that a site has been secured
new Redford
proposed
for
the
house. This theater, it is stated, will
the

N. Buys

F.

1925

9,

Tcl-Cbickcrinc 55^0

Sliow

R(>,.n,

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

a

%

etr

Hmm

I

Rt&ORb WE fir

DASHING!

— Hall

in

The Times

DELIGHTFUL!

— Parsons in The American

CHARMING!

— Dickstein in The Eagle

BOX-OFFICE WINNER!
—Cannon

in

The Graphic

HIT!
— Cohen in The Sun

MAGNIFICENT!

—Strauss in The Telegraph

BOX-OFFICE WOW!

— Herzog in The Mirror

piev

CM

6

TH

BIG
CARTHAY

WEEK

pa"''

CIRCLE-LOS ANGELES

METRO-GOLDW

lAYER

..^^Kf^"

JOHN

S»"

"

COLIN
MILTON
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»•

JENK3
j^^baE
(jone
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,

,. America.

1

926

It^c

^V^'
«!ir.AaUS r.i:/co'^i^_= r.ed the

art
t be

Member

Directed by Dat^/d Kirkland
of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, President

*i-^

«tl-i-

OH-";„,,.«ES.C-—

^ „^ oegui

—
E»tooi"'-

!

!

iifation
X^fONSTER Showmen^s
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KENNEDY

Tie-up With the Mightiest
Organization of Boys the World has Ever Known!

2,000,000 Scouts Primed to Plunge into the Campaign!
Endorsed and Acclaimed by Vested Heads of the
National Scout Organization

[presents

and

THE HORSE WITH
A PERSOMALITY

SILVER

!\..^-

L

REGUL

SOXJT
Stupendous Box-Office Proposition for
3y Scout Week, to be observed throughto 21
Dozens of
it the world, Feb. 14
!

eirchants

tie-ups

dvertised

already arranged

nationally in official

Scout

publications.

THE GREATEST FRED
THOMSON PRODUCTION EVER

And

FILMED

in

the bargain!

Vistrihuted by

GREATER

WATCH FOR FURTHER
SENSATIONAL

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HLM BOOKING OFHCES
OF AMERICA. INC

DAILY

Tuesday, November

Discriqiination Hit

Plan Vitaphone Score
(Continued irom\Page

\)

,

-,

.

i
'

ill

'

with "Old" Ironsides."
Prcliiiiiiiary to the Rivoii's change
the

Henry MurtBRh,

chief

organist

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

©fganist,

has been transferred to the Chicago,
Chicago.
Jesse Crawford, who has
been organist at the Chicago, will

become

DAILY TIPS WHICH

bill

policy,

at

the

L

Protest

For "Old Ironsides"
Oil

9, IjK

"The Black Pirate"

cy.

(United Artists)
Conducted a "Black Pirate" treas-

A

parade was held to display

There were

cars
On the tire cover in the
in parade.
rear of each car we placed an art

new models.

12

against
discriminati
which makes the picture theater t
testing ground, at the theater o%
er's expense, "of every new suggi
tion or device coming along," is i
pressed by the M. P. T. O. A. ini
"Official Bulletin" pointing out fl
joint action will eliminate the p3
tice.

^'•'

jiacv

,iit
q;i

^

jOhl

jjfer

.„,:,

"We want safety and security
hunt, for which treasure chests
reading— See "Mare Nos- be outstanding elements, but we ca
were featured in big downtown store plaque
The trum" at the Majestic all next week. not agree to variegated fussing, \
windows and in the lobby.
Active newspaper ran a daily clue to the lo- —Harry Cassell, Majestic, Tulsa, ing made the victims of crossed
short circuited authority," the ori
(CtiM/iii«frf irom Page 1)
cation of the key to the chest, which Okla.
ization states.
opened offices in the Loeb Arcade. had to be found through interpreting
"The Midnight Sun"
"Whenever someone thinks uj
The distribution unit is under super- cross word definitions and assembling
(Universal)
obtain
the
complete
to
the
words
new safely device or what may
Three
vision of Edward McHrlane.
Sold a department store, the idea that appearance," the protest coni
salesmen comprise the sales staff. clue. The newspaper carried posters
They are Joe Hasbrouck, J. S. on al of its delivery wagons and gave of introducing the Laura LaPlante ues, "legislative bodies, indus'
the treasure hunt big space in its bob.
An expert barber was brought boards and city and town author!
Cohan and H. H. Kopald.
The association is distributing daily news pages. Rialto, Newark, to Lincoln to show how this cut was at once take the liberty to load it
done.
product of Rayart and American N. j.
He gave free trims to the the theaters. No matter what
Cinema Assoc, and states that the
first 25 women who made application
costs, some wise people find a rt
venture has proved "highlv successon Monday and Tuesday of his visit, son for obliging the theater own
"Fig Leaves"
ful."
in a big elaborately dressed display to pay for it.
(Fox)
W. A. Steffes, president of the
A mirror, dressing tabl
"Other buildings in each locali; ewi
Three days before the opening, the window.
ortranization, launched the distribu- sidewalks were stenciled with green and barber chair were placed at one factories, hotels, churches, schoo
tion plan to provide funds to carry
fig leaves.
The next day, "Grand side; the rest of the window was lodge rooms, auditoriums, armori aw
on organization work.
Theater a Wm. Fox production" given over to cut-outs, stills, portraits apartment houses, clubs and ot
Special and hand painted cards on "The places are assembling spots for h
was painted on each leaf.
f
Eckhardt and HefFner Win
heralds containing a serial number Midnight Sun" engagement at the ureds and thousands.
These in
Clyde VV. Eckhardt, Fo.\ Chicago and copy regarding prizes, were cir- Orpheum. On the last day the bar- main are safe buildings and are u
manager, and Roy E. Heffner, Para- culated. Two stores tied up with the ber worked in the department store? ally not interfered with. Why sho
mount's Oklahoma City manager, theater by offering women's apparel barber shop, charging the regular the theater owner be called upon
tied for first honors in the honor roll to the prize winners.
The stores al- price for his work and instructing the take so many additional, and in
contest conducted by the fire preven- lowed decorated windows with cards store's barbers in the new cut. Each main, unnecessary precautions?
j
tion committee of the Hays' associa- and natural fig leaves, also featuring patron of the shop received a roto"In one large city (Pittsburg
gravure
post
card
of
photograph
tion.
I'^ach is to receive a cup, em- the
prize they were offering.
In
Orpheum, Lincoln, during the past week the director
blematic of first prize. The winners other stores models dressed in the Laura LaPlante.
public safety issued an order, whii
were chosen nine times as being the latest gowns were featured with pla- Neb.
would, if not rescinded, close up mc
most outstanding figure in fire pre- cards mentioning that these were
of the theaters.
A new code, adof OP
vention in their respective cities.
"The Quarterback"
gowns worn in the picture. At the
ed by council, without notice to tb
theater, 200 teaser envelopes read(Paramount)
ater owners provided that all theate,'
ing: "What The Modern Eve Used
"Public Idol," Ford's Next
Went after the high school foot- must be fireproof and the e'lemen'
To Wear," each containing a fig ball teams for cooperation, secured necessary to that end were enume
Los Angeles
Jack Ford's next
leaf, were given to each patron leav- it, invited the teams to see the show.
story for Fox will be "The Snake's
ated.
If the same rule was applii
ing the theater.
A float, piled with Even in Watsonville the home of to churches, schools, lodge roon
Wife," by Wallace Smith, which will
natural fig leaves, was driven about the apple
they make the natives and other buildings, not one stru
be released under the title, "The
Public Idol."
Edmund Lowe will the town. On either side of the float eat the favorite fruit. Musical com- ture would measure up to requir
was a banner telling of the engage- edy girls gave away apples to all ments.
be featured.
ment. Bruce Snider, Grand, Besse- patrons. Tied up with the golf tour"After a conference with tReat
mer, Ala.
nament and presented a trophy cup. owners the rule was rescinded at
Walter Hiers Here
This should prove good institutional made to apply, in part, to buildini
Walter Hiers is in New York. He
"It Must Be Love"
publicity for each year the cup will yet to be constructed.
expects to remain about a week.
((First National)
be played for and the presentation
"Theater owners should careful
Got in touch with the Kellogg will always be made on the stage. study through their organization ar
with engraving about in other, ways these safety code
cereal firm in Battle Creek, Mich., Cost of cup
L.
O'Conner,
California, See to what extent the theater is b
which has a national tie-up with this $20. J.
the

ure

I'araiuoiiiit.

—

Northwest Unit

—

—

j,

ji,

lot

Fori

P'

—

'tied,'

—

—

—

—

tery

irii:;
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Exhibi;tors'
Daily Reminder

Moore picture. They sent Watsonville, Cal.
a man a week ahead of the picture,
"3 Bad Men"
who with the help of my advertising
Colleen

man,

got

displays

in

50

.

Tuesday, Nov.

9,

1926

grocery

store windows.
They have a great
half-sheet
in
colors with
Colleen
Moore holding a box of their pro-

(Fox)
Induced the newspaper to interview old timers who could remember
back to the days of the Dakota land

"Pep" and it reads: "Colleen rush. A special writer was assigned
Moore peps up with 'Pep' in her the task and the Fox exploiteer suplatest picture 'It Must Be Love'." plied
pen and ink sketches of perWith these half-sheets, dummy boxes sons
interviewed.
Arrangements
of "Pep"' and cards and 8 by 10 stills vvere
made for the Pioneer Club, conon the picture, the displays were very sisting of people of
75 years or over,
attractive.
Roy Brown, Strand. Al- to attend the opening. In a teletoona. Pa.
phone stunt, theater operator selected names at random and asked per"Mare Nostrum"
sons called if they had phoned the
(M-G)
theater and to their negative told
Ten days in advance the newspa- of the attraction playing the house.
per campaign was started. One week Each of the paper's 20 newsboys carin advance a special trailer was run. ried a banner on his back stating:
One week in advance a special foyer "Watch Out— '3 Bad Men'— Coming
display
was exhibited baby spot
Call the Police."
The boys were
played on this display.
Four days entertained at a special performance.
in advance of the playdate, a tie-up
Earl Skabdahl, Royal, Sioux City,
was effected with an automobile agen- la.
duct

Kid matinees are
money\- makers.
They build good
will withpatrons
of tomorrow.

—

['•

discriminated again,
in this relation and then have tl
legislatures or councils correct tl
varied situations.
It is mainly b
cause we have not given these ma
ters careful attention that these rul
rise to plague us."
ing

needlessly

forChildre

—

—

—
—

Individual Nameti

PENCILSETS*!
De Luxe

Set:
J

genuine she
Finest
leather case with coin i

richly embossed. Any
engraved in 18 kt. gold.
tains pencils and penholdei
sorted colors, point protector
Absolutely supn
_ sharpener.
its class.

Send Cheek. Money OnJel ot U. S. P

U.
487

S.

PENCIL

Broadway

CC

Dept. 43-Z

Ibc

Nan

^(1;

\i

na-

THE
November

'V!3day,

"U"

Supreme Court

)io

Urge Industry

Upholds Decision
(Continm-d from Page

1)

lOjiracy and fraud were filed l)y
8,'xhibiting firm, but these charges

withdrawn and irregular pro-

si

substituted

d^e

appeal

in

the

of

*
le Ohio company and United Ar;t

differed as to availability dates
ertain pictures for subsequent

» following

Specified

run.

first

were claimed by both

ift

parties,

lithe distributor bringing suit for
Jges when the exhibiting cornfailed to play the picture on the

A

aside.

set

seventh arbitra-

needed to break the dead-

vas

and $1,100 awarded the

distrib-

om Forman Dead
{Continued from Page 1)

"The Wreck,"

if

starring Shir-

He was

lason for Columbia.
1

new

Texas

bad extensive stage experience,
to joining the old Kalem com-

He

is

best

known

Forman made
played

Y

as director

For Prefer-

Thomas Meighan.

He

a series.

lead

the

in

re-

"Kosher

Kelly."

by the

Conquers,"

"If

You

It, It's So," "White Should"Shadows," "Money, Money,
:y," "The Broken Wing," "Are

ve

;

s
(

"The

Failure?,"

a

Girl

Who

Back," "April Showers," "The
;ery,"

Mancker

Breaks Rialto Record
1)

picture, which estabApril 4 last, with a take of
The Lloytf film ran on a
10-performances-a-day policy while
"We're in the Navy Now" has nine
shows a day.
"Kid Boots," which closed Friday
night at the Rialto, grossed a total
Figures for the final
of $88,960.

Harold Lloyd

lished
$8,100.

it

second,

$33,338;
$17,005.

$26,088;

Trampe Buys A.

—

C. A.

third,

Product

DistributMilwaukee Mid- West
ing Co., has acquired for Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan the 12 pictures
which comprise the output of American Cinema Assoc, Detroit.
C. W.
is

manager

of

Mid-West.

Competition at Jackson, Minn.
Jackson, Minn. Bringing competition to the town, the new 700-seat
house being erected by Frank Matus-

—

Suicide

a

—

Angeles Death of Tom Forpresumably by his own hand.
The
ka,
opens Christmas Day.
•liived suicide of Roy L. Mancker,
is operated
\
body was found at his home Grand, opposition house,
Death was caused by inhaling bv San Bros.
Is

lie

several years he

was president

K.

&

F.

—

who, nevertheless,

will see and partic000 will be spent.
the very action itself. Will
Building of stages, office buildings,
H. Hays told the gathering at the development
personnel
of
work
opening of
tlie film at the Jolson
among employes, repairing of streets
Theater last night.
within the studio, enlargement of
"Men of all languages, of all races, and of most departments, purchase of new
all habits may draw from it the inspiration
and the note of understanding which the equipment for technical work and
Congress
contained,"
he
said.
"Where erection of permanent sets are among

ipate

in

—

thousands saw, now millions will see hundreds of millions, and all because of a motion picture film which William Fox caused
to be made.
"The Eucharistic Congress was an inter-

national event.
The motion picture is the
international
agency of entertainment, instruction
and understanding.
well
It
is
that so universal an event should have so
universal a medium for expression.
"The industry stands at attention to promote the religious culture of all peoples

The industry stands always at
attention to cooperate to the fullest with all
religious bodies, irrespective of creed or of
denomination.
Again, it is a service, and
service is the supreme commitment of life."

Columbia Signs Shirley Mason
Hollywood
Shirley
Mason has
signed a new contract with Columbia.
She will appear in an original
by Dorothy Howe.

—

—

—

:t|',

appear in pictures, died
yesterday from heart disease.
was 57 years old. Hackett apd in the first screen version of
Prisoner of Zenda."

unday Closing

—

)i

Sunday
vote was two

< jDsed
\

Defeated
Deadlock of the

imburg,
la.
cil
has resulted

ijjige,

with the

g to cast a

defeat of a
closing ordinance.
for and two against
in

fifth

ballot.

—

Hollywood

member

re-

Colo.

— Work

is

progress-

next picture is
Studio" for Warners.

Bernstein

Law

Pueblo,

Beaumont
ing rapidly on the Colorado, new
Harry Beaumont's Publix house scheduled to open in
to be "The Secret
January.

"Secret Studio" by

Los Angeles
en route to

Coogan,

En Route East

— Arthur

New York

Bernstein is
to join Jack

Sr.

New House

WANTED
—

Cameraman

—

Boy Scouts Run Theater
The local Boy Scout
is operating the Orpheum.

Manitowoc
troop

MIRADOR
- ~ the New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

iN(rw Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE
Sleanora's American Debut
after

%

a

series

of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
'Direct

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

experienced
A-1 news cameraman to work in Central States.
Give complete outline of

Box M-32S
1650 Broadway

—

CLUB

thoroughly

experience, what equipment
any, and salary expected.

at Springfield, Colo.
Springfield, Colo.
H. O. Columm
has opened a new house here.

developments planned.

everywhere.

Chains Takes Over 3
K. & F. Amusement Co..

laries to

"The Cat and

Opens

Eucharistic"

"Manon Lescaut" Opens
"Manon Lescaut,"
Washington
Denver
Ufa production in which Lya De
le Palmer Photoplay Corp.
has begun operation of the three Putti is featured, had its American
houses purchased recently from B. premiere Sunday at the Wardman
Hackett Dies in Paris
P. McCormick.
The houses are the Park, sponsored by the M. P. Guild.
lis
James K. Hackett, veteran Jones and Sarah. Canon City, and
who was one of the first stage the Liberty, Florence.
Pueblo House Nears Completion
r

1

picking other players
the Canary," which he is to direct as his
<(
first production in America.
Carl Laemmle's arrival at the UniThrough the medium of the mo- versal City was followed by annoucetion picture, the
Eucharistic Con- ment of a program of studio improvegress will go to the furthest corners ment and development program. The
of the earth and the message of faith,
original program calls for expendithe voice of religion, will be carried
ture of around $200,000, but studio
to those who could not attend but
executives estimate that another $50,is

for the cast of

"The Flaming Forties,"
"The Fighting American,"
ring Rails," "The Crimson RunThe People vs. Nancy Pres- Trampe
and "The Midnight Flyer."
nian,"

Cook.
Reeves Eason will direct.
Paul Leni, having chosen Arthur
Edmund Carew for one of the featured roles,

THE FILM YEAR week were: Sunday, $3,500; Monday,
>K pictures directed by Forman $1,303; Tuesday, $3,675; Wednesday,
Thursday, $1,176; Friday,
de "The Sins of Rosanne," "The $1,360;
Grosses for
of Silent Men," "White and Un- $1,465, totalling $12,529.
Prince There Was," the three previous weeks were: first,
ied," "A
Woman

Edward Sloman, who has been
signing up players started on "The
Deacon," adaptation of John B. Hymer's stage play.
Jean Hersholt
Ralph
in
the picture, with
stars
Graves, June Marlowe, George Seigmann, Myrtle Stedman and others
in the cast.
"The Claw," from Cynthia Stockley's novel, is also on schedule. King
Baggot will direct with Norman
Kerry and Claire Windsor sharing
starring honors.
Hoot Gibson, after making "The
Silent Rider," will start on his next
picture, "Nine Points of the Law,"
from the story by William Wallace

folks at your studio."

cording to

a

ly.

is

{Continued from Page
in

City
Universal
Production
has
taken a decided boom at Universal
City this week when four feature
companies started work simultaneous-

only insofar as the motion picture industry leads in the
communal growrth and general progress of the city of Los Angeles
that we can expect the citizens of this municipality to respect us and
to appreciate the significance and the value of the presence of this
industry in their midst. .We have a great opportunity at the present
time to prove again as we have repeatedly proved in the past that
we are ready, able and willing to do more than our share on Los
Angeles' most important civic problem.
"The Community Chest Drive is the only sane solution to the
large scale charity problem ever devised and we are particularly
fortunate in having a community chest organization that is the most
economical in America.
Absolutely one hundred cents of every
dollar you give goes to charity.
Your industry is adequately represented among the leaders in this campaign who accept responsibility
for your contributions. Remember that you are only called on once
a year so that a large donation is not generosity or charity but good
economical business practice. Everybody is doing his or her share
and we know you are going to do yours when you are called upon
"It

City Busy

—

Support Drive

—

director.

Forman was born

to

Los Angeles Recommendation that studio workers get behind
the city's community chest drive was made yesterday in a letter
addressed to all studios. The communication signed by M. C. Levee,
Joseph M. Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and Jesse L. Lasky, said:

to

as well as direct the picture.
ver, decision was made to rehim from the picture and to as-

.

;xi^

wrmm
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9,

owned

if
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New York

City

Third Successive Season
E.

Ray GoeTZ, Managing

^Director
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Sees Films

4nd Thafs That

Li'

rJIIL M. I'AI.V

tiy

ELIXAR HANSEN,

recent importation from Sweden, has been
so busy getting to the top, that he
forgot to master the English lan-

guage.

He

does his stutT through an

interpreter.

in

Schools

Will H. Hays, Speaking At Luncheon
To Secy, of Labor, Predicts
Their Wide Adoption
Prediction that in the near future
educational films will be used in
every classroom in the country, was
made by Will H. Hays speaking at
Secretary of
a luncheon given to
Labor James J. Davis yesterday at
In eulogizing
the Waldorf-Astoria.

YES

SIR!

the motion picture as a means of
Laura La liringing about international underPlantc-William A. Seiter wedding standing he said it transcends bar-

The stage

is

set for the

Nov. 14, ivhich cubninates a twoyear-old romance, which started during the making of "Dangerous Innocence."
'Shoulder Arms' are
old stuff," Charlie Chaplin says in
•eply to suit for 5100,000 damages
of Leo Loeb.
The complaint alleges
Loeb submitted a scenario, "The
Rookie," to Chaplin who rejected it,
later appropriating parts of it for

"Gags used

in

riers of nationality, creeds, class

Australia has a ballyhoo artist
holds his job on his laughing

who

ability. He rides through the streets
in a car placarded with signs, laugh-

megaphone

screened,

Hill Gets F. B. O. Contract

— Theima

Hill will be
feminine lead in a series of two-reel
comedies which F. B. O. will make
under the brand name of "Wisecrackers," from stories by H. C. Wit-

wer.

Christie

Week Nov.

14

Christie Anniversary Week will be
observed starting Nov. 14 by theaters throughout the country playing
two-reel Christie comedies released
through Educational and Christie
features distributed by P. D. C. The
observance will mark 15 years of

comedy production by Al Christie.
One feature of the week will be
the pre-vicwing of the latest Christie
feature, "The Nervous Wreck," in
all P. D. C. exchanges.
Through a

New York to San FranPat Dowling, sales and publicity director, enrolled e-xhibitors along
the Lincoln Highway.
trip

from

cisco,

Sunday Closing, Austin Issue
Austin, Tex.
Sunday closing continues to be an issue here.
Ministers are denouncing bitterly efforts to
"open" Austin on the Sabbath.

—

Al Austin Signed by Roach
Culver City— .M Austin ha,-, been
engaged by the Roach studios to as-

Leo McCarey in the direction of
Mabel Normand's current production.

sist

Companies Busy on Roach Lot
City
Four companies arc
at work at the Roach studios.
They
arc Charlie Chase under the direction of James Parrott; Mabel Normand, in a crook comedy with Leo
McCarcy directing; Priscilla Dean
and Herbert Rawlinson under direction of Fred Guiol and "Our Gang"
4

Culver

—

superintended by Robert

Enthusiastic Because We
Knoiv What's Coming In The

officials,

well

as

as

a

two-reel

Americanization picture produced by

Hollywood

Just Caii^t Help Becoming

emmigration and educamet the Leviathan
at
Quarantine to attend the first
showing of pictures used to Americanize and educate emigrants as they
voj'age towards America. "Abraham
Lincoln," condensed to one reel, was
tional

Thclma

We

including

"Shoulder Arms."

ing heartily through a
to draxv attention.

and

"In another few years,"
conditions.
Hays declared, "Hollywood may very
well be the art center of the world."
John H. Finley, chairman of the
Council of Adult Education for ForSecretary
presided.
eign-Born,
Davis, in addition to a discussion of
proposals for improving the lot of
the emmigrant, thanked the industry
for its co-operation.
Prior to the luncheon the party,

McGowan.

the

State of Connecticut.

Council Refuses Minneapolis Permit
Minneapolis Although
residents
of the district voted two to one in

—

favor

of

a

theater,

application

of

O. A. Lee for a house at 4944 34th
Ave. S., was rejected by the council.

1927 FILM

YEAR BOOK

Ralph Morrow P.D.C. District Head
Dallas Ralph A. Morrow has succeeded Frank A. Stuart as district
manager of P.D.C. Stuart has been

—

transferred

to

Indianapolis.

Wallace to Direct "The Gorilla"
Los Angeles Asher, Small and
Rogers announced that immediately
upon completion of "McFadden's
Flats" production would start on
Ralph Spence's mystery play, "The
Gorilla."
Richard Wallace who is

—

directing

"McFadden's

Flats"

You'll Say So Too

When You

See

Copy Because

will

A

It's

direct.

"McFadden's Flats" Additions
Los Angeles. Leo White, DeWitt
Jennings, George Irving and Dorothy
Dwan have been added to the cast
of "McFadden's Flats" which Asher,
Small and Rogers are producing.

—

Bebe Daniel's Film Finished
Los Angeles "Stranded in Paris,"
starring Bebe Daniels was completed
Ijy Arthur Rosson this week.
The
east includes James Hall, Ford Sterling, Iris Stuart, Mabel Julienne Scott,
Helen Dunbar, Ida Darling, Tom
Riekctts and George Crandee.

—

Von Stroheim

Signs

Reinhardt

Los Angele.s— Erich Von Stroheim
has signed a personal contract with
Harry Reinhardt. by the terms of
which he will control the destinies
of the actor for the next three years,
Reinhardt played a part in "The

Wedding March."

A

Great Book
covering

A Great Industry

k

me

:
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Closing In
ERGERS

EASTERN TAN' INVASION

way
Some il-

transpiring in

vhat

is

:ing

field

now

the

comes

to

The

report of the Nail
Association of Supervisof State Banks concludes
this statement

ghtful one

it

—and a most

is

the increase of 17
cent in the deposits of state
national banks since 1919,
e has been a decrease of 524
he number of institutions.
Despite

Its Application to

he film industry
ard an identical

Films

moving

is

situation,

certain directions, the need
mergers with other existing

Plans 6 Theaters as
Starter

—

Birmingham, Ala. Invasion of the
Pantages is a step nearer
realization through sale of a Pantages
franchise to Greater Southern EnterEast by

Under the arrangement,
company has a 20-year franchise

prises.

the
for

Pantages vaudeville in all cities and
towns of the South, with th^ exception of Memphis and Atlanta.
The franchise was purchased for
$100,000.

Preliminary plans call for the erection of a combination house here as
(Continued on Page 6)

Campaign On
THE FILM DAILY
Washington — has been reported
Italian

Washington Bureau

of

in

It

enough and when
salvation seems only posthrough amalgamations.
Millions for Theatres

'ublix

forging ahead

is

steadily,

•e and there the weak
nendous theater chain are being
This process takes the
Dreed.

of

lew

new

theaters or the injection

[ressive array of milHons

awn

how many,
tells

being

is

construction

the

into

where

An

into existing houses.

life

a

pot,

appearing

chart

graphically enough.

Kin of the Soil
he great Southwest carries most
its

riches in the

n

more

t

than

k,

Crops have
passably good in
soil.

Mother Nature's handi-

section.

nurtured by gentle farm hands,
made for a happy condition

General business

ire.

is

flourish-

n theater operation there consehntly
lis

exists

high

as

box-office
t

an
the

optimism
flow

maintains

which

coins

of
its

the

iContinued on Page 6)

British Exports

at

consis-

course.

KANN.

Nation-Wide Construction

Drop

theaters in the next
including the New

Will Provide 54,250
New Seats

Paramount

A

detailed
Times Square.
company's
the
analysis
of
theater plans will be found on

in

page

6.

"Movie Ghats" Ready
Five of M.P.T.O.A. Subjects to Be
Screened at Atlantic Meeting of
Administrative Committee
Screening of several "Movie Chats"
reels, official release of the M.P.T.
O. A., will mark the meeting of the

comadministrative
organization's
mittee at Atlantic City Nov. 18-19.
The meetings will be held simul(Continued on Page 7)

Fox
St.

As part of its nation-wide expansion program, Publix has under construction, planned or contemplated 25
houses with capacities approximating
54,250 seats.
Theaters average 2,500
capacity, ranging from the 5,000-seat
Brooklyn, Brooklyn, to two 750-seat
Florida houses.
Before March nine theaters seating
a total of 20,550 will be opened.
Three are scheduled to begin business
this month, with three more opening
December,

in

two

—After

a

long

series

in

January

and

Ten

additional
theaters will open in the Spring, their
exact dates having not been determined. They will sea; 17,450. Of
these
houses five are located in
(.Continued on Page 6)

Set in St. Louis

Louis

one

February.

in

Kent Doing Well
of

delays, plans for the Fox theater and
office building to be erected at Grand

At

the

Harbor

Hospital,

where

Sidney R. Kent was operated for appendicitis yesterday, a report at 12:30

and Washington, have been submit- this morning declared him to be doted to the building commissioner. ing as well as could be expected un-

Plans call for a 17 story structure der the circumstances.
with the theater to seat 5,000. Later
Washington Exports from Great a hotel structure. Work on the theBritain during the first nine months ater and office building is scheduled
The site now is
Elmira, N. Y. Favorable action
of 1926 totaled 47,731,525 linear ft. to start at once.
on the question of Sunday shows is
as compared with 73,792,579 linear being cleared.
expected to be taken by the common
ft.
in the corresponding period of
council,
following
the
action
of
1925, according to a report from the
Vitaphone Deal Off
voters
in
declaring
for Sunday shows
Lonat
Consul-General
office of the
Despite the original plan for a
Legalizdon, made public by the Dep't of Vitaphone accompaniment for "Old by a substantial majority.
(Continued on P
7)
(Continued on Page 7)
was
Rivoli,
it
Ironsides" at the
definitely determined yesterday that
The orchestra
Schines Entering Rochester
Pathe Deals
this will not be done.
Deals for release by Pathe of sevRochester, N. Y. Schine Theatri- of the theater will be conducted by
Gloversville. Hugo Riesenfeld and will probably eral feature productions are under
Inc.,
Enterprises,
cal
N. Y., will build a new $250,000 constitute 40 pieces. The Vitaphone way. The negotiations, according to
house on Main St. East, has leased deal was set to go through as late Elmer R. Pearson, have no particular
significance.
Pearson had no comthe new $500,000 Riviera, and has as Monday evening.
ment to make on report that the comtaken over the new Liberty, under
pany intends to build up a feature
construction with a capacity of 1,700
Kennedy to Produce?
department, which would be handled
and a cost of $350,000. Options have
It is understood J. J. Kennedy, one
been secured on several neighbor- of the real pioneers in the business separately from P. D. C.
hood houses, and deals closed on who will be remembered for his assome. The Schine interests already sociation with the Biograph will reLoses Gubernatorial Race
owned the Grand here.
enter production shortly at the BioPierre, S. D.
J. E. Hippie, Bijou
graph plant here in New York.
owner, was defeated for election as
Worcester
at
Seats
5,500
Governor, although his candidacy reWorcester, Mass. Poll's new milWarners?
sulted in splitting the Republican
Persons
with
compractically
is
Palace
dollar
lion
ticket and a Democratic governor
Persons
is
to
Tom
Angeles
Los
late
pleted and will probably open
Hipstudio manager for Warners, was elected for the first time.
this month, followed within a couple become
pie, who is publisher of the local
it is reported here.
,the
theater
second
of weeks by a
newspaper, long has been a power
Capitol, erected by Daniels & HodgAt Warners yesterday it was in state political circles and has been
don. The now new houses will add
some 5,500 seats to Worcester's the- stated that nothing had been heard instrumental in heading of? adverse
legislation.
of this appointment.
aters.
Washington Bureau

links in this

n

increasing

The Program
Publix will open three new
two weeks,

domestic production
busi- and with a view to restricting im-

ere

Publix Expansion Program

Buying Franchise

Circuit

1

e

Price 5 Cents

New Houses Embraced in

25

SET BY DEAL IN SOUTH

the Italian press that a commissioner
itutions is evident. Personal
of experts, financiers and prominent
timents, pride in organiza- political men in Italy has been apwill count for naught when pointed by the Italian Ministry of
economic pressure becomes National Economy for the purpose of

s

1926

are under

on all sides.
luminating information

I

10,

—
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Publisher

Week

of

"The Unknown

London-European M. P.

alleging the picture "outrages
British sentiment," according to "The
William
Sir
Tribune."
Herald

dier,"

Home Secretary, expressed sympathy with the views but
regretted he had no legal power to

Joynson-Hicks,
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
at 1650 liroiidway, New York, N. Y., and
copyriglit (1926) by Wid's Kilms and Film
Folks, Inc.
W, Alicoate. President and
J.
Treasurer; Maurice D, Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau. Uusincss aiid Advertising
Manager; Ualpli Wilk, Travtling Uepresen
tative.
Knteicd as second-class matter May
1918, at
Y., under

21,

N.

ilie

the

Terms (Postage

post office
act of

New

at

March

York,

1879.
States, outsid<
3.

United
York, $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $3.00.

free)

could

not attend.
EfTort
hold the meeting 1
in the week, according to P. A. I
sons,
(Pathe) and Gordon Wl
(Educational)
who planned
gathering.
field

be

was
yesterday
Universal
without any advice on the reported deal.

British

made

15

misrep-

To Handle Edgar
of

Distribution

Guest Films

13

single

reelers

based on poems of Edgar Guest has
of Greater New
The Home Secretary was asked to been acquired by Artclass in a deal
months, $5 00; 3
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
exercise his influence with the Lon- with the George Matthews Adams
Address all cumnuinications to THE FILM
don
City Council, which the deputa- syndicate.
Charles Glett will direct.
DAILY, 1650 Uroadway, New York, N. Y
tion says has power to act.
Phone Circle 4736 4737-)738-4739. Cable ad
This is the first Artclass product for
New York.
Hollywood.
dress:
Filmday,
Further protest was made against 1927-28.
California
Harvey E. Gaustnan, Ambassa
"The
Best People," for depiction of
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman. an English lord as a "coward and a
Weiss Back Soon
The Film Kenter, 58, Great Marlborough St., fool," being kicked out of a room
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Max Weiss of Artclass sails for
by the son of an American millionFrancaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
York on the Berengaria SaturNew
aire.

to

Houses

Medina,

resents some of the most moving
episodes of the war by portraying
a foreign soldier as the unknown
hero whose shrine the Allies revere.

Postpo:

j

well.

intervene.

The film according to the
Woman's Patriotic League,

Co.,

Ltd., will distribute "The Empire Bulletin," news reel, and
British Screen Classics in a
deal which guarantees foreign
distribution to these releases as

Sol-

1^ ^

Scheduled meeting yesterday of
Short Features Advertising Ass
to
formulate
plans
for
"La'
Month," was postponed when
eral individuals prominent in

Reciprocity Deal

Eleven patriotic British organizations have requested a ban on the
release in Great Britain during Armistice

(oL XXXyillNo.35 Wedaisday. Nov. 10. IS26 Price 5 Canis

"Laugh Month" Meeting

Ban Asked

British

10,

N.

in

Y.

Genesee Chain

—

IncreasingJ.l

string of theaters to IS, Genesee 1:1
atrical Enterprises, Batavia, has t^
over the Allen here. Nikitas Dip
John R. Osborne and Judge Edii,.
A. Washburn control the compil*
which has houses at Batavia,
donia,
Jamestown,
Dunkirk

,

Olean.

—

—
—

Britain's censor board was attacked as a tool of the trade, because
salaries

by

Financial

filni

day.

of board members are paid
companies.

Rosen Remains with F. B. O.
Los Angeles Phil Rosen has been

—

signed by F. B. O. to direct another
The market

film issues continued

for

brisk

trading, the stocks showing a tendency to
break after almost a week's continuous rise.
In this wise, Warner Pictures "A" dropped
1^ on a turnover of 43.500, while the same
company's curb issue dechned 2J^ on a trade
Pathe Exch. "A," also dropped
of 9,200.
Famous PlayZyi on an exchange of 7,100.
point rise
ers had a glowing day, with a
'/^
in

1

on a turnover

15,100.

of

Quotations
Low

High

Close

42
42
Am. Seat. Vtc
Amer. Seat. Pfd... 42
41^ 42
63
•Balaban & Katz
•Ual. & Katz Vtc
120
Eastman Kodak ..120^ 120
Famous Players ..117% 115J4 117
121
•Fam. Play. Pfd

•Film

Inspect

Xafl

•First

Fox
Fox

7

72H
24^

71

24^

24H

3,600
100

Project
Inc
45^
.Metro-Gold. Pfd.
23J4
M. P. Cap. Corp. 14^
"A".
Pathe Exch.
40J4
Paramount B'way. 97
•Koxy Units
34

44Ji

ll^i
45

8',766

23H
W/i

100
200

•Intern'l

Loew's,

2iH

.

'Koxy Common
Bros.
Co. of

..

10

...

50

Am

"Stan.
Trans-Lux Screen

.

U'A
36

Pictures.

33
9'/2

.

.

39 }4

*

•*

Philudelphia Market

When you

7H

7^

....

96/2
38

37'A
3b'A

37

48H

Pict.

K

49H

Bond Mark
As

t

tt Uid and

British agitation against the showing of "The Unknown Soldier" is
but another phase of the opposition

Warners Signs Robards
The Warners have
signed Jason Robards on a long-

in England to American films, John
C. Flinn, of P. D. C. said yesterday.
"While we deplore such a protest.
we cannot feel that there is anything
in the picture which justifies it," he
said: "As a matter of fact, 'The Unknown Soldier' is now playing in

term contract.

you are thinking

—

this Special

for Nov. 28

^

Model K-A House Opens
Columbus, O.

— Declared

to

set

a

and

new standard for the
convenience of artists and patrons,
Belgium, Roumania, Greece, Czecho- the Keith-Albee Palace, 4,000 seat
slovakia, Jugo-Slavia and Switzer- house, has opened.
land, and we have heard no word of
protest from any of these countries."
$1,500,000 House for E. St. Louis
East St. Louis, 111. If the city improves Fourth and Fifth Sts., beTracie Bears Cost of Censors
by License Fee, Rowson States tween Missouri Ave. and Broadway,
The British film trade bears the a syndicate of St. Louis financiers
expense of censorship through pay- will sponsor erection of a $1,500,000
ment of a fee charged for pictures theater. The project has been enviewed, Simon Rowson, chairman of dorsed by the mayor and the city is
taking steps to comply with the rethe Kinematograph Renters'
comfort

—

Society,
7,100
said yesterday in commenting on the
6
extent to which the trade dominates
the British censor board.

quest.

Bern, Thalberg's Assistant
Culver City Paul Bern, has signed
a long term contract to act as assistant to Irving Thalberg at the M.
G.
M. studios.
Bern will be in
charge of new story material.

—

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

The

All Colors

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

i

Aymxy^.
The Perfect Handcoloring
528 Riverside Drive

New York
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Film
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Arthur W. Stebbins

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

BROADWAY

Mr. Producer:

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

Los Angeles

have booked

think of

INSURANCE
S

picture.

50
85!4

50

7H

"A". SI
Last Prices Quoted

37
97

96^

•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
Universal
Pictures. 38

Warner
Warner

500
15,100

99 -/j
71/,

Pfd

Film "A" ..
Theaters "A"

Skouras

Sales
1,800
1,300

Flinn Deplores Attack
Sees No Justification
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over the ^vorldt
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New

Houses

Publix's Theater Building

in

Publix Program
{.Conliiiucd

Florida which
tion of the

is

from Page

the

1)

secPul)lix is

concentrating its building activities.
Six additional houses are contemplated hut for various reasons, are
This group
completely set.
not
represents a seating capacity of 16,250.
Since Jan. 1, Publix has opened six
theaters seating a total of 11,398.

Italian

Campaign On

(Continued from Page 1)

of films from abroad, according to Vice Consul F. C. Gowe,
at Rome, made public by the Dept.

portation

.'f

Date

Theater

Olympia

T.Tniiary

particular

South on which

The following houses have opened
Florida

Sept. 10
Sept. 30

Stadium

Oct. 8
Oct. IS
Oct. 28

Wednesday, November

Campaign

A

since the beginning of 1926:
Location

Seats

.Miami
.St.
Pt-tershurg
Woonsockct, R.

2,800
2,500
'.500
1,500
2,000
1-098

I

Morristown

Jersey

Tampa

Tampa

Flagler

Miami

11, .398

Nine Openings by February
Openings
Date
Nov. 15
Xov. 19
Nov. 22

of other theaters are planned as follows:
Theater Location

Ian.

New

Paramount
Colorado

Houston

Metropolitan
Kirby

11

Hou.ston

Feb. 10

Farnum

(

15

Saenger

New

Fel).

York

Pueblo
.San Antonio
I'alm Beach

Texas
Paramount

Dec. 18
Dec. 26
Dec. 30

Seats
2,400
3,850
1.500
2,300
1.000
2,500
1.500

Atlanta

CJeorgia

Keith'.s

-'.000

)maha

2,500

Orleans

Commerce.
The volume

of Italian trade is indicated by statistics which show that
in 1925 the total of sensitized films
miported into Italy was 101,576 kilos,
valued at 12,426,794 lire, as compared
with 80,253 kilos valued at 5,532,866
lire in 1924 and 68,707 kilos with a
value of 5.542,495 lire in 1923.
Receipts from abroad of exposed films
totaled 16,281 kilos valued at 8,213,925 lire in 1925; 13,313 kilos valued
at 13,069,478 lire in 1924 and 15,873
kilos with a value of 13,223,249 lire

20,510

Ten Ready by Spring
Houses under construction and scheduled
Location
HufFalo

Theater
Kensington

Birmingham

Alabama

Charlotte

opening next Spring are:

for

Seats
1,600
2,250
1,600
2,600
2.500
2,600
1,800

('arolina

Denver

Metropolitan

Fort Worth
Jacksonville
Lakeland, Fla

Texas

Lakeland

Florida

Miami
Miami Beach

Valencia

Florida

Lakeland

Cocoanut

750
750

Grove

1,000

17,450

1923.

in

Exports of non-sensitized unexposed films totaled 104 kilos, valued
at 28,000 lire in 1925; 675 kilos worth
113.406 lire in 1924 and 1,316 kilos
1923.

valued at 177,160

lire

in

Exports

Theaters contemplated, but plans for w-hich are not completely set on

which construction dates have not been
Location
Brooklyn
Buffalo

lirooklyn
.Metropolitan

Kno.xville

Tennessee

St.

Joseph

but were valued at 32,541,030.
In
1923 the total was 12,650 kilos and
6,744.700 lire.
Great Britain according to the Italian
statistics was the leading sonrce of
Italian imports in 1925 with Geiniany
second, the United States third and
France fourth. In 1924 Germany led
as a supplier of the Italian demand
while Great Britain, the United States
and France followed in the order

mentioned.
It
is
estimated

in

Italy,

that

Missouri

2,000
3,000
2,750

Woodland, Ore

re|)orled movement to restrict
importation of foreign films into Italy

has been followed by a campaign of
publicity.
Posters urging the necessity of increasing Italian output and
calling attention to the money paid
to foreign producers arc distributed
as a means to stimulate interest.

A

Correction

Hollywood— "The S<-cret Studio,"
Harry Beaumont's next picture, will
be a Fox production and not a Warner picture as

previously

stated.

t s*

RALPH WILK

By

RICHARD

DIX. "The Quartt
back," Fred Newmeyer, Dr. ^
E. Shallenberger, C. R. Seeyle, N(
man Trevor, Philip Strange and 1
McNamee were among those w
watched "Red" Grange and Ed G<
vey in action in the New York-Broo
game Sunday. By

lyn

the way. See]

used to rush the pigskin for good
Rutgers.
*

*

c

*

With numerous actresses
being mentioned for the role
of Loreli Lee in the screen
version of "Gentlemen Prefer
Blondes," we herewith scribble the name of Josephine
Dunn and toss it iyito the hat
containing the slips bearing
the names of worthy candidates for the part.
*

Ki

*

Milton Work, who at one
time headed the old World
Film Corporation, is busy with
his syndicated writing on auc
tion bridge.

;

\

nt

i

Hi-

Marie

Halvey, continuity
Herbert Brenon
counting the days until
the

of

unit, is

ll

Nov. 19, when "God Gave Me U
T'wenty Cents" will op^n the |iaBt
new Paramount theatre.. She
is a keen follower of pictures,
fp
*

*

*

Set

By Deal

in

Skeptics who believe there is no se,
timent in business, should have bei
at the Paramount studio, when W'
Ham Beaudine presented the membe.
Chicago Names of screen stars to of his staff with gifts. Sunday, Bea
foot endorsements of any product dine entrained for California and six
purveyed by an advertiser, are for friends from the studio gathered
sale "for a few hundred dollars," the the Grand Central station to bid hi
American Medical Assoc, asserts in and Mrs. Beaudine God-speed.. H
staff presented the director with
its magazine "Hygeia."
Famous Names, Inc., a concern do- humidor, while Mrs. Beaudine w;

Endorsements For Sale

East. *Pan' Invasion

South

(Continued from Page 1)
well as in five other Southern cities.
Negotiations now are under way for
a site here.
Closing of the Birmingham deal,
follows closely a contract with Universal for Pantages vaudeville at the
Candler, now under construction in
Atlanta. In addition to the Southern

—

ing business in Chicago, holds testimonial rights to names of a group

of screen stars, says the article, "The
Testimonial Game."
Thirteen stars
ing his position in the Middle West, were listed in the group one advertiser
l)reparatory to his expected entry into was offered the right to pick from.
A specially-posed photograph and
the Eastern field.
He also is building and acquiring houses on the exclusive right to the star's name
against all competitors are offered.
Pacific Coast and in Texas.

AVAILABLE
Thoroughly experienced
ager-producer for first

M-G-M will hold a mid-vear sales
convention Nov. 14 to 16 at Chicago.
Product for the Winter and Spring
will be outlined.
Present at the convention will be:

of

Western

sales manager;
I, ^'i'""'''^"'
M-'"
W. i-^'
f. Kodgers,
Eastern sales manager; T.
Connors, Southern sales manager; P F
..
Utirger. head of the sales promotional'
del)artment
A.
F.
Cummings, head of the
statistical department; S. Eckman,
Jr.,
New
)ork; O. A. Hickcy, Washington; C. E
Kessnich
Atlanta; S. A. Shirley. Chicago;
S.
p. Perkins, Denver; J. E. Flynn. St.

David

New York

B'way

Rershon

Caddo House Has
Caddo, Okla.— M.
purchased the Roval.

Los Angeles

New Owner
I'.

B.issctt

t\

class

mir

City

alar

Felix Feist, general sales
manager, presiding, district managers'

and

man-

Meeting

Russian Imitations

With

Louis,

jj

j|j

iicli

motion picture theater.
Well
recommended.
Box M-343
c-o Film Daily
1650

M-G-M

j|

also the recepient of gifts.

expansion, Pantages has been fortify-

I)er

The

**L o

16,250

65

cent of films exhibited there arc
of American production, IS per cent
of Italian make, 10 per cent German
six per cent French and three per
cent Austrian.

Seats
5,000
3,500

Seattle

shown

in lire decreased sharply in 1925.
In
that year the exports of this type
of film amounted to 26,652 kilos, with
a value of 11,168,714.
In the year before they totaled only 16,921 kilos

from

clerk

set:

Theater

1923.
films

of
exposed
have
a steady increase in volume
during the last three years although
the value of these exports expressed

Little

16.250 Seats in the Offing

Exports

of sensitized unexposed
films in 1925 amounted to 3,780 kilos
valued at 300,823 lire; 3,435 kilos
worth 393,095 lire in 1924 and 4,504
kilos with a value of 705,527 lire in

10, 1921

has

The Write t

Moscow — Imitation American
are

being

produced

by

the

films
state's

kino trust. The Soviet Government
finds it impossible to gratify completely

the

public's

American pictures and

demand

stars
has resorted to imitation.

for

Childri

For

fodlvidual NameMF

for

PENCILSETS*

and so

Obscure Russian actors are impersonating such stars as Harold Lloyd.
Charles Chaplin, Douglas Fairbanks
and Buster Keaton.
The Russians get considerable
"kick" out of seeing diminutive "NewYork policemen" wielding little clubs
and chasing Tllinsky Apor, imitator
of Harold Lloyd, past the Kremlin
gates.

.

Do Luxe

(ait:

Set:

Finest
genuine she
leather case with coin i
richly embossed. Any

engraved In 18 kt. gold.
tains pencils and penholdei
sorted colors, point protector
sharpener. Absolutely sup«

U!-

its class.

Money Oidet 01 U.S.F I

U.
487

S.

PENCIL CO.. I«

Broadway

Dept. 43-Z Nmiteii
:lit£i

V

—

r

THE
November

[Wednesday,

1925

10,

jg^
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British Exports
DAILY TIPS WHICH

Family Nights a Hit

MEAN POLIAOS FOB SHOWMEN

Family

are
nights
being
used with singular success by

(M-G-M)
man to parade

the streets.
1- carried
a suitcase, on which the
was painted, and on the back
t e
c his coat was imprinted a pair of
He walked up and
fiiinine hands.
d.vn the main streets, into hotels and
S'res, and otherwise attracting atFrank Dau, Strand, Miltition.
V ukee.

—

"Men

of Steel"

(First National)

"onstructed a small ore
with iron ore, a mine
house in front of
ift
:nry Sosnosky, Philo,

Commerce.

car loadshaft and
theater.

Chisholm,

"Movie Ghats" Ready
(Continued from Page

1)

taneously with the annual convention
of the New Jersey exhibitor unit.
The "Movie Chats" will be screened
for approval of the committee.
Five of the subjects have been
completed with distribution plans to
be formulated when the subjects are
"all

M.

Joseph

set,"

chair-

Seider,

—

who

— R.

W.

followed car
attention

considerable

iwing
int.

kids,

Vance, Star,

St.,

James Back From Hollywood

Today"

Pictures

"The Phantom

New York

Opera"

of the

man

resemble
Made up a
aney and secretly planted him on
;

to
to

to

downtown

roof of a

has returned
a business trip

after

Hollywood.

(Universal)

building.

A

Purcell
Purcell, Okla.

House Sold

— W.

H. Jensen has

Several purchased the Victory.
was also hidden.
wspapermen and Wood stood on
At a given signal
Fischer Gets Control
street below.
gler
;

notes on his
gle and the "plants" gazed upapparently looking for the
rd
Soon shopation of the sound.
rs were craning their necks in an

sounded

bugler

empt

to see

another

antom"

what was happening
"The
signal
given

made

his

appearance
cornices

of
buildings. When stopped by the
.11 of a taller building, he faced the
)wd below and allowed a 20-foot
nner, 18 inches wide, to unroll on
iich was written "I am the 'Phann of the Opera' at the Century
d

fled

xt
y."

along

the

Monroe,

Wis.
Theaters,

mount

coming

attrac-

n at the Century." Otto
ntury, Petersburg, Va.

Gross,

aming Frontier'

a

—

at

Monroe

— Fischer's

Paraoperates

which
houses in Wisconsin and Illinois,
has purchased the city's two houses,
the Monroe and Washington.

Munro Managing Mohawk House
Mohawk, N. Y.
Harry Munro

—

over management of the

has taken
Smalley.

Exhibitors'
Daily Beminder

the period under survey, amountto only 28,540,481 linear ft. as
compared with 52,225,107 linear ft.
in
the 1925 period and 34,421,520
linear ft. in the first nine months of

Corning,

DeMark

N.

Y.

now

is

— George
in

charge

H.
of

Von
the

State

and Princess, succeeding Ed-

tative

of

the

Mr.

special represen-

Schine Theatrical Co.

EXWIBITOR,

Proper scoring
of your show is
important even
in
connection
with the news

Shipments of positive, which
1924.
amounted to 18,901,427 linear ft. in
the

first

three-quarters of this year

were about 2,000,000

linear

ft.

less

exported in
the same
1925 but about
that same amount greater than the
than

the

21,049,738
period in

1924 exports, which
818 linear ft.

ft.

totaled

British exports of negative from
the beginning of 1926 to the end of
September amounted to 289,617 linear
ft.
In the 1925 comparative period
they were 517,734 linear ft. and in
the 1924 period, 360,493 linear ft.

(Continued from Page 1)
ing of Sunday shows is expected at
the Nov. 15 meeting of the council,
but the law requires 30 days of advertising before the ordinance can
go into efifect, so that it will be well
in December before Sunday shows
will be started here.

Manager Gordon of Keeney's already has made plans for Sunday
shows. This combination house will
show double-features on Sunday and
programs shown on Sunday will not
be repeated on any week day.
Harry Berinstein, manager of the
Regent, Majestic and Strand, and
Henry Schweppe, Colonial owner,
have made no plans, pending action
of

the council.

Managing Geneva Temple
Geneva, N. Y. C. C. Young and
C. E. Dadson, local Schine managers, have taken over direction of
the Temple, following resignation of
Ross McVoy. The house is to be
remodeled, and its seating capacity
increased-

from

1,800

to

reel.

16,778,-

—

Managing Corning Theaters

Monday, Tuesday and Wednes- ward A. Livingston,

After a lapse of a minute or
o he turned the banner over and
crowd saw "Do not miss 'The

under the

Sunday Shows Planned

house.

Arthur James, editor of "Motion

Minn.

leo,

lina

to

Monte-

ft.

ing

"Miss Brewster's Millions"
(Paramount)
Put a bag of money on top of
Wolfe Buys Syracuse House
tomobile, which was covered with
Syracuse, N. Y. Ernest J. Wolfe
Car was driven down main
sters.
eet and few hundred pennies seat- has purchased the Plaza, South Sa-

among

1)

1926 total was also

in

of the administrative committee
said yesterday.
It is expected that
distribution arrangements will be discussed in Atlantic City.

ed

Drop

Blank film exports, which constitute the largest proportion of British
foreign shipments of films, decreased
by approximately 24,000,000 linear ft.

these nights entire families are
admitted for the single admission of 50 cents.

man

nn.

The

about 4,000,000 linear
export figure for 1924.

Mrs. Cora Thompson, Opera
On
House, Casson, Minn.

"The Gay Deceiver"
:lired a

{Continued from Page

Wednesday, Nov.

192'

10,

"Gigolo" Title Changed in Montreal
Montreal Because of a susceptibil-

—

the French-Canadian residents,
George Rotsky of the Palace in that
city presented "Gigolo" with the title
of "The Dancing Man."
ity of

Rhomheimer Closes Two Deals
Sam Rhomheimer has sold his real
and operating interests in the
2,000-seat house at
86th St. and 24th Ave., Brooklyn,
and purchased the entire holdings in
estate

New

Stillwell,

the New Tiffany, Metropolitan Ave.
and Lucy Place, Forest Hills, L. I.

PRODUCERS
ADVENTURERS

SCIENTISTS

We

subhave a 110 ft. converted
chaser especially designed, built and
completely equipped for a combination
motion picture and research expedition to West Indies and South AmerAccount lack of capital we are
ica.
Are you interunable to carry on.
ested?

COSMOPOLITAN EXPEDITION
1744

West

Flagler

Miami,

Fla.

2,000.

OPPORTUNITY U KNOCKING
FOR YOU TO GET

"Upstage"

(M-G-M)
story of the theater and
people we framed stories for the
jwspapers on the superstitions of
black cats, whistling
;ater people
dressing rooms, closing make-up
xes, camel-back trunks and all that

For

this

—

thing.
The newspapers
of
t
:med to take to it. Also, got out
series of wind shield stickers foi
rs.
Harry Brown, California, San

—

se,

Cal.

Elko, Nev., House Completed
Elko, Nev. John Hunter has comted construction of the Hunter,
iieduled for early opening.

—

NEY
TO

mm
foyajH

Have your
in the

tion

pictures screened
best-equipped projec-

rooms.

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS
THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your films called for and
returned without charge.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street,

Wisconsin 37/0

N.Y. C.

we
action
TWint

make

a
one ^

veBi

They^re reading Football. Nearinft it
on tlie radio. They want to SEE it on
your screen!
Don^t disappoint '^em. /how ^em
you^re on your toes.
FOREVER AFTER will Hold That Line at
the box-off ice. Give 'em Harvard-Tale ^jfj^
•
thrills for your price of admission.
^^
_
Tour only Play for a sure Box-Office i
Flash the signal

Kain.

to your

local

Be

it

[(/^

Sott^
o

i

exchange 7

p|ay-dat^$

"the (mart

Onej ai^

iP gst

One m--QUlCf(^^ei why

thi$

sfiiftirig

"Absorbing and interestingly told love story

...

Mary

Astor, with

an excellent combination. F. Harmon Weight has

'^i
'^^^&

her soulful eyes, and Lloyd Hughes, with his buoyant, pleasing juvenile
personality... make

Pi

^

given the picture a most interesting and colorful direction ...Audience

r^-v

«ees.

bursts into applause as the hero carries the ball across the opposition
line for the

winning touchdown."—

M

y. Te/cg^ropA

TlfAt

Hationol

CIDCT UATinMAl

aOiT/

PictureA

^
;I<»NEWSPAPER

/ILL THE

NEWS

FILMDOM

ALLTHE

J\m

'p=

XXXVIII

\:)L.

Thursday, November

No. 36

Piffle
OLERANCE is

MAYER [XTfNDS M-G-M
indeed a

The one

virtue.

spj|j>ndid

C0NIRAaT01933

great difficulty is that it is
occasion sorely tried. In our
Vn way, we have often and at
;(at length championed many
t

te

the arguments put forth
British trade.

Producer Signs for 5 More
Years to Deliver 52
by
Films Yearly

Louis
have done this because
member

We

Mayer

B.

will

M-G-M

of the
1933 at least,

remain

a

corporation

was our conviction that a not until
under terms of a
measure of truth new contract signed with Nicholas
(isted in what the industry M. Schenck.
When M-G-M was formed, Mayer's
're had to say.
However, in contract
called for delivery to the
c
past few days something company of one picture
a week for
^Jis transpired which causes a three years.
The agreement, wjiich
i

iconsiderable

wonderment

the ex- has been extended, still had about 18
cmes to which one's patience months to run. The new arrangement was made on Schenck's last

Tt

of

light

,;

be

tried.

trip

Recause an English

mind you,

Price 5 Cents

1926

Coast Reports DeMille
Opposes Merger
Los Angeles

—

It

is

un-

derstood that Cecil B. DeMille is not in favor of the
merger of Producers Distributing Corp. and Pathe.
His opposition may prove
sufficiently

influential

to

block the entire amalgamation

move.

lord, in a pic-

INTERNATIONALIZATION
NEAR, SAYS^ROWLAND
Returns from Europe with
Two Stars and German

Warns

WITH ANSWER OE HAYS
Not Promises
Demanded in Richey

Action

Is

Statement

—

Detroit
Michigan is dissatisfied
with the answer of Will H. Hays to
the "protest letter" sent by ten states

the whole system of arbitrathey continue."
This is made clear in a statement
issued by H. M. Richey, general
(Continued on Page 6)

or to
tion

to the Coast.

Collins

MICHIGAN DISSATISFIED

represented at the Battle Creek convention, and until necessary changes
are made in the present system theater owners of the state "do not feel
they are doing justice to themselves

at

iThe Case of "The Best People"
'

11,

if

"Remodeling" Asked

thrown around a
Columbus, O. Sounding a warnfie
carelessly by the son of an ing
against producer combines, Eli
Director
nerican milhonaire, a whole flock Whitney Collins, president of the
"The
day
of
the international moaddressed the annual
British patriotic societies unite in M.P.T.O.A.
tion picture is at hand," said Richard
convention
of
the
Ohio,
declared
it
daring the traditional dignity of
was time for a campaign to Face A. Rowland, vice-president and geneir nation is outraged.
eral manager of First National PicIn good
(.Continued on Page 2)

—

is

—

mericanese applesauce.
ho knows anything at
Dndon, knows full well

Anybody
all

about

that

fun

been poked at Englishmen by
nglishmen times without number.
may be that this fun-poking produre lands more gently when it
s

mes from

within.

"The Unknown Soldier"
the instance of "The Unknown

In

British claims approach
imething more akin to the substanil.
The English revere their unjldier," the

lown

soldier.
Likewise do other
uropean powers which were enged in the war. But how the conusion can be drawn that the picture
ill
prove "offensive to mourners
Armistice Day ceremonies" is
mewhat difficult to comprehend,
ihn C. Flinn, in commenting on
e

British

attitude,

presents

these

cts:

Unknown

" 'The

Soldier'

now

is

play-

ing
in
Belgium,
Roumania,
Greece,
Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slavia and Switzerland and we have heard no word
of protest from any of these countries."

Once again

the

e right to decide
e

what

which has
wants to

it

or not to see has been overlooked.

'hy not
|J5

factor

own

let

the British public

conclusions?

draw

Certainly that

the sanest procedure.

KANN

The arbitration system should be
remodeled "to take it out of the
bossed and controlled division and
made mutual in character," a statement made by the M. P. T. O. A.
says in announcing that the subject
will be discussed at the meeting of
tures, yesterday as he stepped down the administrative committee Nov. 18,
the gangplank of the Olympic after a
(^Continued on Page 2)
President two months' survey covering the
principal centers of Europe.
Washington Unit Winds Up ConBicycling
"The exhibitor of the world is
vention in One Day Session
Minneapolis Campaign of d s prosperous,"
continued
Rowland,
New Laws Planned
"and as the exhibitor goes so goes tributors against bicycling is bearing
Completing its business the entire motion picture industry. fruit here.
Seattle
alleging
cases
session in one day, Washington exbicycling have been filed with the
(Continued on Page 5)
hibitor association elected H.
W.
arbitration board, and strong cases
Bruen, local showman, as its presiagainst the alleged offenders are dedent, succeeding L. A. Drinkwine.
on page 2)
( Continued
$14,500,000
The session, attended by 50 exUniversal
City Universal
will
hibitors,
was devoted to routine
$1,000,000 Gross Predicted
spend $14,500,000 on its 1927 pro(Continued on Page 5)
"Ben Hur" will gross $1,000,000 in
gram, Carl Laemmle announced yesterday.
The program will be under Germany alone, Arthur Loew, head
Fox in Cleveland
supervision
Henry Heningsen, of the M-G-M foreign department,
of
David G. Aronberg, general manager, and Carl Laemmle, declared j-esterday on his return frorrf
Cleveland
Europe. Conditions on the Continent
construction engineer for John Gill
(.Continued on Page 2)
are ver\ satisfactory he stated. Loew
and Sons, Cleveland, has gone to
returned after supervising the London
New York to head his own contractHays to Address A.M.P.A.
premiere of the picture, which, he
ing firm which has a contract to
build a chain of Fox houses throughWill H. Hays will speak at the said, made a strong impression. AcLoew were Morton
out the country.
It is said that A.M.P.A. luncheon today, choosing companying
Cleveland will be included in the as his subject, "The Axis Around Spring, his assistant, and Howard
chain.
Which International Progress Re- Dietz, director of advertising and
volves the Motion Picture." Jimmy publicity.
Caruso and his Naked Truth OrLoew on Coast for Stay
chestra will entertain.
Pathe Stock Falls Off
Culver City Marcus Loew is here
Pathe's stock, listed on the Stock
Robfor a rest of several months.
Exchange as Pathe Exch. "A," has
ert Hyde, secretary of the Industrial
Plan Merchant Marine Film
had a drop of 6^4 points in the period
Welfare League of Greater Britain,
A feature with the merchant ma- ending
last Thursday up to yesterand R. H. Gillespie, managing direcrine as its background is planned by
day's closing prices.
tor of Moss Empire Theaters, large
the American Merchant Marine PhoEnglish circuit, accompanied him.
toplay Fund.
The picture is to be
roadshowed. Aldine Miller, produc- To Abolish Director General?
Olcott in New York
Universal City The position of
tion manager, and Peggy Hoye, coHaving completed his contract with scenarist, leave Saturady for a trip to director general, now held by Henry
Inspiration Pictures, Sidney Olcott is Southern seaports to find locations McRae is to be abolished, it is renow in New York on business.
ported.
and to do research work.

Bruen
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VoLXXX«IIINt.36
lOHN

UlUnmr.

No*. II

l!l/b

Pnce

W uicntK

:i

Ua as

Pudiudei

Pubhshrd daily except Saturday and holidays
1650 llrondway. New York, N. Y., and
copyrJKlit (1926) by Wid's Films and I'llni
Folks, Inc.
\V. Alicoate. ['resident and
J.

at

treasurer
Don
Maurice I). Kann, Kditor
M. Mersereau. Ilusiness and Advertising
.ManaRcr
Ralph Wilk, Traveling Uepresen
tame.
itnleied as second class matter May
l\,
1918, at the post ortice at New York,
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms ( TostaRe free) United States, outsidt
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
Suliscriliers should remit with order
$15 00.
Address all communications to 'I'lIK FILM
DAILY. 1650 Uroadway, New York. N. Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-»739. Cable ad
Hollywood.
dress:
Fihnday,
New York.
;

;

aid

Another

1)

been named asJr.,
sistant head of Universal City.
Peter B. Kyne has been engaged
to do six stories for Hoot Gibson.
Reginald Denny is to be starred in
four productions which include "The
Big Gun," "The Man Who Laughed,"

who

has

just

Toronto

California

— Harvey

E.

GausTrran.

Ambassa

Drexel 7000 and Washm^tun V7V4, London trnest W. I'rcdnian.
The Film Itenler, 58. Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I.. Paris La Cinematographic
Hotel:

Francaise,

"I'lione,

5,

Rue

—
—

Saulnier.

—Famous

(Continued from Page 1)
clared to have been prepared.
instances of exhiijitors and salesmen working in collusion are undet
investigation in the check-up now

Play-

under way.

These, it is stated, disclose that theater owners are buyinp
tiim
for
"minimum" towns ati:
bicycling them to nearby towns whert

Danforth Ave.

Collins

Warns

(Continued from Page 1)

;

dor

Canada

in

ers Canadian Corp. will
lease the $150,00 J suburban
house to be erected at 2712

and "Show Boat." Laura La irlante
has been elevated to permanent stardom, her first vehicle being "The Cat
and the Canary."

"Remodeling" Asked

dealmg with amalgama-

the Facts, in

The meetat
Atlantic City.
ing will be held simultaneously with
19

New

Jersey convention.
"Recentlj' admissions were made
that this hand-made court of the producers was receiving some instructions out of session and a public
agreement was made to hold hands

William A. James, president, and
otuer officers were re-elected
This is James' third term. The other
olticers are J., J. ilarwood, Cleveall

vice president at large; and
E. Lind, ZanesviJe, treasurer.

land,

Sam
f.

Wood

J.

busmess manager.

is

—

secretaries ot i"iim Board ot
rade.
Present were Mrs. Georgia
Moijett, Cleveland; Miss iLvelyn ivic-

Midwest

Trading in film issues still continues with
a brisk, salutary impulse.
The notable change
in yesterday's trades, from the point of view
of an issue which has for a measurable period
maintained an immobile position, took
place on International Projector which bouncid up 2V4 points, the price now going at 13.
Warner's curb issue also rose 2}| points on
a turnover of 6,500, while the issue "A"
climbed
on a trade of 38,600.
Pathc

1

Columbia has signed to distribute
four series of Artclass Western fea- Namee, Cincinnati; Miss Olive Hartures in Iowa, Nebraska and Michi- den, L'lttsburgn, and secretaries trom
gan.
Eight pictures, each starring Cnicago and Memphis.
Bufifalo

Bill,

Jr.,

Buddy Roosevelt

and Wally Wales, and four starring
Leo Maloney, are included.

Reade Chain
N. J. A number

Thirtieth in

—

Red Bank,

of

notables tonight will attend the opening of the New Carlton, Walter
Reade house, which has a capacity

Loew's Buy Tenth in Cleveland
Cleveland Loew's Ohio Theaters,
^
Inc., has purchased the Heights, a
of .i.UOO.
It is the thirtieth house
Kxcli.
"A" had a big day. 12,700 shares
changing bands at a slight fractional decline. l,(JOO-seat suburban house from Louis of the Reade circuit.
Jr'ictures and
Isreal and J. Makof?.
This makes Keith-Albee vaudeville is the policy.
Loew's tenth.
The eleventh is in
course of construction.
Quotations
Cloninger Prod. Formed
Hollywood
Ralph Cloninger
Hi«h Low Close
Sales
Extra Eastman Kodak Dividend
400
\m. Seat. Vtc... 42H 41K 41Ji
An extra 75 cents quarterly divi- Prod., has been formed to produce
Am. Scat. Pid....
41H 42/8 1,900 dend on its common, in addition to a feature starring Ralph Cloninger
Ualaban & Katz
63
the regular $1.25 on common and for the independent market. Charles
•llal. & Katz Vtc.
73«
The
11'-' /s
Eastman Kodak
120 J4
600 $1.50 on preferred, was declared by ij. btewart is general manager.
Famous Players
first to be made
IISH 3,500 i'lastman
lI6Ji 115
is
"Winds of the
Kodak.
Dividends
are
•I121
m. IMay Pi'd.
payable Jan. 3 to stock of record Jrampas," directed by Arthur Varney.
•Film Inspect. ...
7
•First Nat'I. Pfd..
9954
Nov. 30.
71
68 Ji
Fox Film "A"
69 H
8,800
Shamray Returning to Coast

—

I

Carl Weeks a District Manager
At;anta
Carl Weeks has been

—

named

district
_>pecialty Film

manager

of LibertyDist. Corp. in the
Eastern territory.
He is a brother
of George Weeks, head of the Fa-

mous

Film Board Secretaries Meet
off.
Any institution that is susceptible
Columbus,
O. Preceding the opento these 'instructions' admits its own
structural weakness," the statement ing of tne exhibition convention C.
C. Pettijohn heid a meeting or the
declares.
Columbia-Artclass Deal

Financial

the pictures should be commanding
higher rentals.
The exhibitor association here is active in helping tc
eliminate bicycling, and is urging
drastic action against all offenders
exposed.

tions.

(Contivucd from Page 1)
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Budget $14,500,000
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short subject department.

Films Essential to Happiness
Binghamton, N. Y. Motion pictures, because they have become an

—

international habit, are necessary to
the happiness of people. So declared
Colonel Jason S. Joy, director of the
Dept. of Public Relations of the

Hays organization yesterday in aii
address before the New York State
Federation of Women's Clubs.
"Without entertainment of a wholesome
nature, there is danger of irritability, of abnorinal
fatigue,
and anti-social outbreaks.
With motion pictures as an outlet for the
desires for amusement,
men are peaceful,
happy,

and contented,"

he

said.

Seiden Moves Office
Joe Seiden, Seiden Camera Exchange, has moved his headquarters

from Room 1003
Seventh Ave.

to

Room

709 at

729

—

'

Original Negatives of Everything
in

.

.

.

.

.

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

INC.

W.
130

West

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St,
Bryant 8181

.

Fox

Theaters

Intern'l

"A'

Project.

24

24

24

13

13

13

.

100
200

Loew's.
Inc
4S
4,500
44H 45
24
100
Metro-Gold. Pfd. .. 24
24
P.
Cap. Corp
200
.\L
14/,
14^
I'athe Exch. "A".
34J4
36J:( 12,700
'Paramount B'way 97
97
97
4
tKoxy Units ... 34
32J4
fKoxy Common .. 10
50
50
'^kouras Bros.
... 50
•'Stan. Co. of
85/,
7 'A
Trans Lux Screen
1,800
7J4
7Ji
•L'niv.
Pict.
Pfd
96y2
'Universal Pictures
38
Warner Pictures
6.500
36}^
39
39J<
Warners Pict. "A" SlJi 48}i
38.600
• Last Prices O"oied
t Hon d Market
nd Ask
Philadelphia Maiket
tt Uid

Am
.

.

H

sm

Mae Murray Here
Mae Murray is in New York

Replaces Hatton in "Casey"
Angeles I-'ord Sterling will
replace Raymond Hatton on the team
of Beery and Hatton for "Casey at
the Bat," following removal of HatHatton's reton from the picture.
moval was made by B. P. Schulbcrg,
who charged the actor's work in the
picture lias been "indifferent and incompetent." Hatton was dissatisfied
with his role and both he and J. C.
Ralgand, his manager protested.
Bccrv and Hatton teamed toeother
in "Behind the Front" and "We're
in the

picture.

The

star,

it

is

stated, takes

lirst

of

Popular

Picto

Hollywood today

"Flames

is

Gibson

exception to the story.

is

of Paradise."
directing.

—

ni

mi

i

in

i

umm

iiii

nmn

Insurance Brokerage, being a service and not a commodity, can
only be equal to the knowledge, experience, and
facilities of the organi.
zation rendering it.
Superior brokerage service
cost

of

is

positively

your Insurance— and since there

Can you

afford any

is

but

reflected

in

no charge

the

the
for

value and

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

Tom

Thompson Bros. Get House
Sistrom on Story-Buying Trip
Osceola Mills, Pa.— The Whalen
Los Angeles William Sistrom is
has been taken over by the Thomp- en route to New York to negotiate
son Bros., who conduct houses in purchase of stories for DeMille and
Philipsburg and Clearfield.
Metropolitan Prod.

—

Navy Now."

baaniray

tures returns to

a conference with M-G-M officials resume production on a series of six
on "Diamond Handcuffs," her next features featuring Kent Meade. The

"

Los

Peter
for

BUilill^
The Standard

of the Industry

723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1

m-^

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

th» service.

Attractions for

best?

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

iNconPonATco

80

MAIDEN LANE.

N.

Y.

C.

Telephone John

3080

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

II

*^

GOOFY OVER

ii

HORSES-

HORSESHORSES!

GOOD-BYE

(

to the days

when

WAS like betting on horses
ONE

.

picking pictures

.

winner maybe out of the whole bunch you bet on

IVIETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer maintains

a splendid percentage of winners

WEEK after week

WE don't claim to have

all

BUT we do believe

we have

THAT'S

IT'S the

that

the good pictures
struck the best average of

important

basis of

TO know that

your security as a theatre owner

youVe

got the safest source of picture supply

all

METRO'Goldwyn-Mayer

is

exactly that

.

.

.

INSURANCE on your property
FOR two years M-G-M has been the talk of the industry and
ALREADY in this new season M-G-M has shown exhibitors
THAT again will maintain its position
AT the top of the industry
FOR instance
THE first four M-G-M attractions to play the Capitol, N.Y.
HAVE had to be held for two weeks
it

IN

5400

a

seat house!

THEY areola
Butler"

AND
OUR

Boh6me" "Mare Nostrum'^ "TheWaltz Dream" "Batding
with 'The Four Horsemen" breaking all records.

that's just a starter

advice to

all

exhibitors

is

to play safe

PLAY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
TAKE

Pictures-that's horse^sense!

the gamble out of the game!

r

I
'I

!
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Bruen

New

President

Internationalization

(Continued from Page 1)

Near, Says Rowland

The most important action was framing a resolution urging
amendment of the law to make the
manufacture or placing of an odor

To

bomb

in a theater a felony instead of
a misdemeanor. This was referred to
the board of trustees for action and
a bill is to be framed for the Legis-

world

lature.

forces, with a certain percentage of production in each of
the important countries of the old
world will be the answer to a world
wide challenge for higher artistry
in production."
"In the Rowland party besides
Mrs. Rowland and Natalie Bariche,
the young Russian actress, who has
gained considerable success in pictures abroad, were Alexander Korda,

business.

DAILY

UPS WHICH MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

"La Boheme"

(M-G-M)

leaving the bakery.
Mill, Dallas.

—Al

Levers, Old

Borrowed a V'ictrola to use in the
"3 Bad Men"
The machine was kept busy
lobby.
(Fox)
all day long grinding out tunes from
Three men were dressed to reprethe opera version of "La Boheme."
On either side of the Victrola were sent the three bad men in the picEach man, with a banner on
photos of the stars on easel stands ture.
with an announcement of the play his back, mounted on a horse, rode
Brunelle, Riviera, the principal streets of the city. At
date. — George
times, one of the rnen would disKnoxville, Tenn.
mount to direct traffic, which resultThe
ed in many jams and laughs.
"Senor Daredevil"
•

(First National)

Lobby display consisted of a banner hanging under the marquee parallel

with the front of the building.

The

title

riders also invaded the local schools
their funny antics,
All
causing considerable comment.
local newsboys were invited to a spe-

and continued with

cial

Bruen was elected from the floor
of the convention under an amendment to the by-laws providing for diOther officers are
rect
election.
They are
chosen by the trustees.
Will Starkey, Spokane, first viceRobert McKinnell, Tapresident;
coma, second vice-president; J. M.
Hone, executive secretary and treasurer.
Trustees are Walter McNeish,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

be

is

rich

in

1)

we must
The old

story and location.

Its stars, directors and technical surroundings are fast approaching our
own.
happy mixing of these inter-

A

Ray Grombacher, and Simon Danz. the Hungarian director and his wife,
The trustees are to serve for a three Maria Korda. Korda will spend a
year term. Twelve arbitration board few days in New York before going
paraded members were elected, to serve in to the First National studios in Los

in large letters

—

from Page

national

showing.
The boys
with banners, flags and placards, and groups of threes for three-month perin the center.
On the extreme ends marched into the theater. This stunt iods.
Eight alternates also were
of this banner the star's names were attracted a good deal of attention elected.
placed in a circle of lamps. A trans- and gained more free space in the
Tne president was instructed to
parent shadow-box hung under the newspapers. Placards were posted in investigate and report to the trustees
outer edge of the marquee, this, like Tia Juana, Mexico, with warning to: the Colorado industrial law, for posthe banner, carrying the title and "Beware of '3 Bad Men' Coming to sible action in sponsoring such a law
The wall frames car- San Diego," and will soon clean up in this state. Zoning laws and nonstar's names.
ried miniature cut-outs made from Mexico with their daring feats.
The theatrical competition also were disthe posters as well as black and Colt Display, exhibiting the evolu- cussed at the session.
white photos, mounted and arranged tion of small firearms, was displayed
Tacoma sent a 100 per cent deleJohn
in a very neat design.
William Ed- in one of the leading sporting goods gation to the convention.
ward, b'trand, Seattle.
stores in the city.
At twelve noon, Spickett made the trip from Juneau,
a siren was blown to notify the na- Alaska, to attend. A midnight mati"The Son of the Sheik"
Fifth Ave., to obtain
tives that "3 Bad Men' had arrived nee at the
(United Artists)
and would remain all week. -^George funds for financing the organization,
Gave an Arabian rug to every cou- B. Pantages, Pantages, San Diego, was a feature.
ple married during the week of the Cal.
showing.
Two free seats for the
2,500 Seater at Maiden R^ady
newlyweds to "The Son of the
The new GranMaiden, Mass.
French Approve "Big Parade"
Sheik" were given with the rug. The
"The Big Parade" will not en- ada will open Nov. 15 under joint
catch in the exploitation stunt was counter opposition from French war ownership and management of RamsWith
the paragraph printed in the news- veterans when it opens at the Made- dell Bros, and Benj. Green.
paper which stated "The only con- leine Cinema, Paris, a "New York the opening the Mystic, one of the
dition
which is attached to this Times" dispatch says.
Green houses, will change its policy
unique offer is that the couple will
The Granada
to straight pictures.
be required to view "The*Son of the
will show first run and vaudeville
Settos Buys Second Lima House
Sheik" either on the night before
which is 20 cents
Lima, O. George Settos, owner with 60 cent top,
the wedding or on the eve of their
higher than any other Maiden theaof the Lyric, has purchased the Orwedding day." A tie-up on the rugs
pheum from Robert Shaw. It is a ter. There will be no change in polwas arranged with a merchant. The
Orpheum.
He will remodel icy of Ramsdell Bros.'
1,200 seat house.
Manchester newspaper followed up
Granada
seats about 2,500 and
The
it and after the first of the year inthe gag with interviews of newlylargest theater.
troduce a combination vaudeville and is the city's
weds who attended the showing.
picture policy.
L. Blattner, Gaiety, Manchester, EnWoUaston Opening Set
gland.
Wollaston, Mass. A. A. Spitz of
Royal Denies Promotion Report
Cleveland John F. Royal, man- Providence plans to open the new
"Take It from Me"
ager of Keith's Palace, denies that Wollaston Nov. 15.
(Universal)
he has been appointed general manArranged a free Saturday morning ager of a chain of Keith houses. Bianchi Repurchases Windsor Houses
showing for the newspaper's club for Royal states that he will continue to
Windsor, Vt.— Sale of the E. S.
its junior readers, and in return re- manage the Palace, at least for the
Calvi interests in the Strand and
ceived a large amount of publicity, time being.
Empress is announced, to Louis Biboth stories and art, on the picture.
anchi, a former owner.
The paper also made use of the DenMotry Redecorating House
ny cut-out puzzle from the press
Tiffin, O.
Otto Motry is redeco100,000 See "Ben Hur"
book as their weekly puzzle contest. rating his Lyric. New paint on the
In its four weeks' run
St. Louis
For the children's theater party a lo- walls and new floor coverings have at the American, "Ben Hur" played
cal candy company donated a case of been added.
to an estimated 100.000 persons.
candy bars. They also were given
Denny booster buttons, and rotoMrs. Moffett in Indianapolis
Halls House Chan°'cs Name
gravure post cards of Denny with the
Indianapolis
Mrs. George MofHalls, Tenn.
The Palace is the
theater s imprint on the back.
The fett, secretary of the Cleveland Film new name of the Aniuzu.
other newspaper ran a "Write a title Board of Trade, is here temporarily
for this picture" contest daily for the discharging the secretarial duties unNorwich, N. Y., House R?opens
best captions for stills from the pic- til a resident secretary is appointed.
Norwich. N. Y. The Strand has
ture.
Through a tie-up with a large
reopened after being redecorated.
bakery in Dallas, 10,000 inserts conWarton Buys at Holyoke
taining Denny's endorsement of their
Holyoke, Mass. Frank B. Warton
Fire Dama°;es Missouri Theater
bread and an ad for picture at the has purchased the Globe, from A.
Weston, Mo. Fire damaged the
Old Mill were wrapped with bread Andrus.
Eureka.
Incendiarism is suspected.

was carried

(.Continued

continue this prosperity
forever progressive.

—

Angeles for his first picture, the title
which has not yet been decided

of

upon.
1-^orda

won

the International Film

Exposition prize of 1920 for his

di-

World" and

rection of "The Sunken
"Rulers of the Sea."

Improves Anaconda Theater
Anaconda, Mont. Albert Nadeau,

—

who
has

has

over

taken

expended $40,000

the
in

Margaret,
improving

the house.

Howell

Sells Strand, Valdosta
W. F. Howell has
sold the Strand to the Gortatowsky
Brothers of Albany and plans to re-

Valdosta, Ga.

—

open the Grand

in

Brunswick.

Reopens California House

—

Progress, Cal. Knapp & Bresson,
who have taken a lease on the Belvedere, have reopened the house after
extensive remodeling work, including
the installation of an organ.

Long Buys Texas Theater

—

John G.
City, Tex.
has acquired the Jewel from
A. G. Lauer.

Texas

Long
Mrs.

Theater Not Damaged in Fire

—

The Hudson was not
Albany
damaged in an explosion and fire
which damaged the building which
houses the theater.

"Ladies at Play" for "Hipp"
"Ladies at Play," First National
Kenyon and
with Doris
picture

Lloyd

Hughes,

booked into the

is

Hippodrome next week.

for

Children

Individual Namec

PENCIL SETS^ii

1!pa
genuino sheepsl
Ictillier ca:;3 with coia pocb
ric'-ily embossed.
Any nau
encraved in 18 kt. gold. Co
tains pencils and penholder in £
sorted colors, point protector, mil
sharpener. Absolutely supreme
Finest

its cl::ss.

Send Check, Money OidetoiU.S.

Postaj

U. S. PENCIL CO., Inc.
487 Broadway Dept. 43-Z New Yei

j

j
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DAILY
Michigan

And

with

That's That

Answer

of

TIIIC M.

DALY
Assoc,

outdoing itself in preparing a welcome home reception for William
Beaudinc, past president of the organization, when he returns to the
P. Directors

Coast from
Burnsides

New
are

is

York.

coming

back

into

1)

of the Michigan association, who protests against what he
says seems to be a determined effort
on the part of every one in the in-

The Hays' letter is contradictory
and says nothing, the Richey state-

among M-G-M

players.

'

wins

prizes with a hirsute adornfor "X'alencia," which reaches
almost to the jawbone on either side
and extends nearly to the corner of
all

ment

liis

lips.

willing to be "yessed," and
suggests a conference to correct
er

is

'

new

Daily Heminder

picture.

is

co-operating

in thei
of the Redf
just getting
Co-operation of the M.i

under way.
P. T. O. A. has been extended toi
the drive which is the annual drivel
for members and should not be con-

fused with the Florida relief fund.
Foundation already has been laidi
for the New York and
Brooklyn!
drives, with the co-operation of the]
T. O. C. C.
The Loew circuit has]

Thanksgiving is a
great church day.
Build up special
program having

pledged its aid and is to permit Red!
Cross booths in the lobbies of its'
theaters.

Serving on the Brooklyn campaign]!
committee are: Mortimer Weinberg,!!
Bernard S. Barr, William Brandt, Ed-'
ward L. Hyman, W. V. KerriganJ

universal appeal.

Howard

F. Kinsey, Dave Manheimerf
Charles L. O'Reilley, Rudolph SanJ
ders, A. H. Schwartz and Louis Fl

down

the line, and carried
out faithfully by all parties concernColleen Moore's new picture, "Ored, such conferences or promises do
chids and Ermine," is more or less
not mean one thing," he declares,
c,
a family affair. Her husband, stating he believes the answer is
John McCormick, is producing the unsatisfactory to the other states reppicture and Cleve Moore, brother of resented at the "protest meeting,"
the star, is in the cast.
as well as to Michigan.
The Richey statement also attacks
Harry Langdon was once a car- claimed tendency of distributors to
)onist, and now he is writing stories,
make the arbitration board a legal
eing the author of "Long Pants," battleground.
Charles C. Pettijohn,
his

Exhibitors^

evils declared to exist in arbitration.
However, this solution is "passed

on. right

industry

Tenth Annual Roll Call
Cross, which campaign is

dustry, except those most vitally affected, to place a stamp of approval
on the Hays' letter.

out that MichiJohn ment alleged, pointing
gan does not want promises, but ac.iibcrt, Cotirad Xagcl and Tim McHis organization, states the
Coy are sporting them. Roy D'Arcy tion.
Michigan business manager, no long:'avor

The

Hays

manager

11, 1926

Aiding Red Gross

Dissatisfied

(Continued from Page
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Advertising

An

Ottawa, Ont.

Ontario Problem

—The

newspaper
by exhibitors of Ottawa

vertising

ad-l

hasi

become a twin-city arrangemenij
through the proximity of Hull, Que-f
Canutt Picture Ready
Los Angeles Goodwill Pictures bee, to Ottawa. Local theater adver-l
tising has become bi-lingual in char-[
will begin
to make "The Outlaw
Breaker" adapted from the original acter because of French-speakingI

New

—

counsel of Film Boards of Trade, has
residents in the two cities, although!
stated this should not be done, it is by Yakima Canutt and Jacques Jac- the one French
language daily of Ot-f
cast
includes
Arts.
The
card
at
Fine
whose
novelty
Bowers,
Charley
declared, yet the rules provide that
tawa
does
not
accept
theater adver-l
comedies are made by a secret pro- either side may be represented by Yakima Canutt and Alma Rayford,
The three theaters of HulSl
while Frank Schroeder will act as tising.
cess for F. B. O., is going to the counsel.
advertise extensively in Ottawa newsJ
Coast to study application of his
"We found this out recently when production manager.
papers to attract residents to theiil
process to feature pictures. Imagine Charles Beecher Warren, President
side of the Ottawa River.
TheaterJ
the tricks he would be able to do Coolidge's nominee for attorney gen- Hartford Signs Frances Nordstrom
in Hull operate on Sundays while the|
with Fred Thomson and Silver King. eral, came into the board meeting to
Hollywood David Hartford Prod,
Ottawa houses do not.
has signed Frances Nordstrom, audefend M-G-M."
Michigan theater owners are not thor and playwright on a two year
The "Two Hayses" were big facSunday Ban at Tarpon Springs
tors in the success of the Eucharistic lawyers, and are not willing to match contract as chief scenarist.
Tarpon Springs, Fla. City comJ
Congress film, Monsignor Quill, sec- wits with men of another profession,
missioners have passed an ordinanc*!
Salida Theater Reopened
retary of the Congress, stated at the says the statement.
Salida, Colo.
Frank Kelly has re- prohibiting Sunday shows. This iif
presentation. The two are His EmiWere the sincerity of purpose of
ence, Patrick Cardinal Hayes, of Hays reflected right down the line opened the Empress after remodel- the first sign of a "blue" law invasj
ion in this section.
Xew York, and Will H. Hays.
from him to the points of contract, ing.
his letter might be satisfactory, conBert Roach has emulated a human tinues the statement, but only when
pendulum and has returned to the direct orders written in plain simple
direction of Hobart Henley, who language are issued to Film Boards
gave him his first feature role. The that they are to be disinterested parpair are ivorking together in "Tillie, ties to every controversy, must cease
the Toiler."
discussing cases before and after
hearings, and base decisions on the
William Boyd and Elinor Fair now question of who is right and wrong,
the New York rendezvous of celabrities of Stage and Screen
playing in "Jim the Conqueror," and to whom belongs the equity of
"^ome time ago started a "rescue con- [he case, even though it may be in
St."
Including the present picture, conflict with some of the written
TSlgw Presenting
.Miss Fair is one rescue ahead.
In terms of the contract, will arbitration
"The Yankee Clipper" Boyd rescues approach its purpose.
and
Miss Fair which puts him one ahead,
but in "Jim the Conqueror" she resSleanora's American Debut after a series of sensational
Gabriel L. Hess. counsel of the
cues Boyd twice, so that she has
successes on the European Riviera
Hays
association, said no copy of the
now one to her credit.
Richey letter had been received by
Just to prove that she can write nis organization, and that he had no
comment to make on Michigan's
as well as act, Peggy Hoye has be-

—

—

—

Club Mirador

toi

ELEANORA AMBROSE

MAURICE

.

CANARO'S

come co-scenarist for the American
Merchant Marine Photoplay Fund.
Gloria

Swanson's

husband

will

show his independence by entering
comedy work in a company other
than that of his wife. Later, he says,
he hopes to play opposite the star.

Reports from Pittsburgh say that
the Smoky City has now learned why
blondes are in vogue. Ruth Dwyer,

who

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA

stand.

'Direct

Thompsons Add Another
Osceola
Mills,
Pa.
Thompson

who

operate the Seven Stars,
Philipsburg, as well as a house at
Clearfield,
have
taken
over
the

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S

—

Bros.,

from Club

CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

Whalen.
E.

Sunday Shows Lose

—

Cumberland
Sundav shows

Ray Goetz, Managing

^Director

at

Cumberland, la.
played with Johnny Hines were defeated by vote of 168 to 68.
"Stepping Along," is visiting The town has been without them for

200 West 5 1st Street,

New York

^

Phone

Circle

5106

last

in
there.

some

time.

L

is

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

l/FlLMDOM
i
JI
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No. 37

tad Business
jr

ORD

122 HOUSES

that
concern
a
known as the Famous
n s, Inc., has the testimong-hts to the names of a
g number of screen stars,
cher words any advertiser,
given stipend can get the
ilified
endorsement of cerj
creen stars for his product
Is'ertising use.
hbly interesting is this
le, made by the American
al Association because of
lowing quotation from the
Hterature "If desired, the
sement signed by the star
e of your own dictation."
unfortunate and certainly not
1

I

:

with the high standards
industry that this condition
exist.
Film stars belong to
n industry. The film industry
1.
It, as a whole, should not be

iping
i

the dollar-grabshort-sightedness, of a few.
stars haven't sense and pride
in their names to take bete of them it is up to the powit be to force them to do so.
suffer

to

for

First National Sales
National is running considI
ahead of any year in its hisi the matter of sales.
This is
:ant in view of the policy of

ompany

QUEBEC;

of

with

dividing

central

its

sales

prob-

sales

hands of four instead of
Wfien this radical sales scheme
ntroduced by Robert Lieber
jvere some, wise in the ways of
n the

12,

U.

Price 5 Cents

1926

A. Seeking Houses

Seattle—United

Towns Poor So

Outlyingr

Far As Theater Business
Is Concerned
The second

of a series op articles
with Canada.
As in the
first which appeared in the issue of
Nov. 8, this, conctrning Quebec, discusses the situation from the motion
picture as well as the general eco-

dealing

nomic angle.

—

in

Montreal There are 122 theaters
the Province of Quebec.
It is

quite

Artists

CONELICTING VIEWS ON

CLEVELAND DECISION

To Invade N. Y.

State Claim of Moral Victory for
Theater
Exhibitor Scouted by
by Henry
for the inFilm Boards

Y.— Woodward

N.

Detroit firm headed
S. Koppin, is laying plans
vasion of this city, as its
trance into the exhibition
Co.,

New York

first

at

in

state.

The company, which has
goal

en-

field

theaters

75

set

by Jan.

1,

its

and

(Continued on Page 11)

Hits Opposition
Showing
churches

of

amusement

pictures in

opposition to exhibitors
was decried by Will H. Hays in addressing the A.M.P.A. yesterday. He
stressed the value of films in promoting and developing education, religion, surgery and medicine.
Beatty,
introducing
in
Jerome
Hays, declared that frequently the
in

(Continued on Page 11)

Screen Power Cited

ON MERGER ATTITUDE
Producer Silent But Neil

McCarthy Denies Any
Opposition
McCarthy, attorney for
Mille who is in New York
representing the latter in the PatheP.D.C. merger negotiations denied
yesterday that De Mille was opposed
to the merger.
Neil

S.

De

Cecil B.

Los Angeles
fused to

natural that a large share of
(Continued on Page 4)

Buffalo,

DEMILLE WON'T TALK

will

invade the Seattle and Portland
theater fields, according to Lou
Anger.
He was here recently negotiating for a site in the
vicinity of First Ave. and Pike
St.,
with view of erecting a
2,000-seat house.
It is reported that Anger is negotiating
a deal with Pacific Northwest
Theaters for a 50 per cent interest in the Liberty here.

MONTREAUOASTS 53

1

ry,

IN

comes from Chi-

cago

t\

November

Friday,

Two conflicting versions of the
decision handed down in Cleveland
in the case of the Ohio Amusement
Co. versus the Film Board of Trade,
are expressed in the trade.
Cleveland dispatches declare that while
(Continued on Page 2)

day

—

Cecil B. De Mille remake any comment yester-

connection with the inside
appearing in
FILM
DAILY that he was opposed to the
merger between Prod. Dist. Corp. and
in

THE

story

Pathe.

The only

reference to the merger in
(Continued on Page 4)

Pathe Net $476,097

Gross sales of $9,408,828.21 yielding net income of $476,096.99 are reported by Pathe and subsidiaries for
the 28 weeks ended July 10.
This
is
equivalent, after deducting dividends paid on the preferred stock, to
$2.22 a share on the 198,649 shares
of combined Class A and Class B
stock outstanding July 10.
St. Louis
A state tax of ten per The consolidated balance sheet and
cent on admissions is again to be the profit and loss account for that
proposed at the forthcoming session period will be found on page 4.
of the Missouri legislature, on recommendation of Gov. Sam A. Baker.
Postal
The governor seeks to establish a
permanent educational fund througli (Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY)
Washington There is little likea special direct tax on admissions,
lihood of any revision of the postal
cigars, cigarettes, smoking and chewrates at the short session of Congress,
(Continued on Page 10)

Tax Sought

Ticket

—

No

Changes

—

for sharp differences of opinion will
preclude any action in overhauling
who shook their heads. The
the 1925 postal increase bill.
United Artists have been trying to
has been in operation long
This was made clear at the special
for
Square
Garden
secure Madison
(Continued on Page 11)
1 to prove its worth.
Already "The M.P. Record," in commenting the premiere of "The Winning of
editorially
results.
on
the
ther company is considering
Barbara Worth" but indications are
Kent Improving
"In Oregon, with the backing of
It is underloption of this First National
that the deal has fallen.
The condition of Sidney R. Kent,
the motion picture people, PatterAnother step has been writ- son was elected governor and Stei- stood a brief exploitation run was who underwent an operation for applanned preliminary to a showing on pendicitis on Tuesday, is
reported
the book of progress through wer got the U. S. senatorial job,"
Broadway.
(Continued on Page 11)
as improved.
ficiency of Spring, Marin, De-

—The

power

of the screen
was demonstrated to the most skeptical in the recent elections, observes

Seattle

,

Smith and Co.
sincerely

idney Kent

ng,

appendicitis.

two-fisted

won

hear

As

an operaa square

regular

he-man

admiration
teem of everyone who has had
)od fortune to come into connth him during his long and
lent

sful

has

to

well on the road

iplete recovery after

or

Make Talking Film Exteriors
In connection with a series of
Los Angeles Ernest W. Fredman, editor of "The Film Renter" of short-reel talking motion pictures
London was the guest of honor at utilizing the Phonofilm process. Fox
a luncheon at the Ambassador yes- made exteriors at Spuyten Dival and
Greenwich
Village
yesterday.
terday.
I.
E. Chadwick was the in
Prominent figures in produc- These are said to be the first talking
host.
film exteriors ever made.
tion attended.
Fox is understood to have engaged
Whispering Billy Day, radio singer,
Stanley Buys Davis Circuit

—

gratifying
is

Premiere

Coast Luncheon for Fredman

Sid Kent
S

Want "Garden" For

the

career in this industry.

ALICOTE

Pittsburgh

— Acquisition

of

Harry Davis circuit has been
ed by the Stanley interests.
reported to involve
and six houses.
deal

is

the

to

appear

in

talking pictures.

effect-

The "Old Ironsides" Opens Dec. 6
"Old Ironsides" will open at the
$3,000,000
Rivoli

Dec.

Paramount Prices
Prices at the new Paramount will
be as follows: Week-days, 10.45 to
1
p. m., 40 cents; 1 to 6 p. m., 65
cents; after 6 p. m., 75 cents; Saturdays and Sundays, 10.45 to 1 p. m.,
40 cents, after 1 p. m., 90 cents, plus
9 cents tax, 99 cents. The first public
performance will take place Saturday
morning, Nov. 20, at 10:45 a. m.

6.

$500,000 For Educational Films
Rochester Eastman Kodak plans

—

to spend $500,000 on educational films
for classroom use.

November

Friday,

Conflicting

Views

Hirlagraph Increases Lea

On

The Hirlagraph team
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Cinematographic

Saulnier.

Financial

1)

continue

on

a brisk selling
trend, with changes in prices only of fractional character, with the exception of Fox
Theaters "A", which climbed a full point on
a
turn-over of 2,900.
Pathe recuperated
This stimuI'/i points on a trade of 2,700.
lation undoubtedly resulted from the report
of a net profit earning of $2.22 a share on
the outstanding A and B stock combined,
issues

which may be found on page

of

details

4.

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Vet.... 42 -/i
Pfd.... AZ'A

Seat.
Seat.

'Balaban
•Bal.

&

42-^
42'A

&

Katz
Katz Vtc

S ales
1 000

Close

42%
AO'A
63

1

73H

Eastman Kodak ..120
119^ 119}^
Famous Players. .. 116H iiS'A 116^
•Fam. Play. Pfd
121
Film

Inspect
•First Nafl. Pfd

69J^
23

70}4
25

AAH
23^

44^
23^

Project

14"^
36'A

"Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units ... iA'/i
.

Skouras

Bros.
...
Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen.

Am

••Stan.

Pictures..

600
100
400
2, 700

14 J4

38
97

8K

9}^
50

50
7'4

7]/,

50
SS'A

600

7'/i

96^^
38
41

Pict.
"A" 51?i
Last Prices Quoted

40
50^i

Scores

"House organs are
just
house
organs but when a

usually

snappy little sheet
like
'The Bjx Office' comes along we
can't help spyIt is
ing splendid.
published every so
often by Kayait <ir.d
just

is our idc.i of excellent exploitation,"
it

.

9,

40'/i

500

17, 600

51

750
785,

As
part

there is no disposition on the
of members of the Cleveland

t

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

board to

790,

ing

U. A. to Remodel Studios
Los Angeles Formation of the
United Artists Studio Corp., is accompanied by announcement that the

for

—

786, 825, v

Famous,

725,

8

714, 752;
838, T

M-G-M.,

vs.

a

concern, which will operate the Pick-

ford-Fairbanks studios, will remodel

them

at a cost of $1,000,000,

corporation

the

of

are

Officers

McKay.

—

Under Secretary

when

declared

of the

the

—T,

of the British

terday

Lozanzo Transferred

Home

Office,

subject

was

—

by the company.

c
1

THEATER MANAGE!
experienced managing thCcH
in advertising and publicity, il
years with Publix.
Married. At i*
ent employed.
Desire to connect th
first class theater or in executiveiapacity small string of theaters,
jddress
Fully

and

i

Box M-326
1650 B'way

c-o

The Film Etlj
New York
jtt

CLUB
MIRADOl

I

~~the New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Sci

foolishness

r

ZHois) Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROS
Eleanoras American Debut
after

a

series

of sensational success

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S ARGENTIiIe
TANGO ORCHESTRA
"Direct

from Club Florida, Pari

'

JOHNNY JOHNSON',
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

controversy over availability dates of
United Artists pictures, with the exhibiting firm refusing to play or pay
for United Artists pictures on dates
set

to Dal

San Antonio.

O'Connor president
Board of Censors yesas

t

Palace, Dallas, as advertising
ager, replacing Raymond Jones
has been transferred to the Pr;

P.

characterized

i

—

Chattanooga R. Lozano
Tivoli has been transferred

cancelling.

London

tl

Joseph M.

John W. Considine, Jr.,
Roland West, Robert Fairbanks and

Hollywood

in

run
Rhodes.

first

Mrs. John Stahl Dead
Angeles Mrs. John
wife of the director, is dead
Osteopathic Hospital.

Los

Schenck,
N, A,

interest

half

Tacoma,

Northwest Theaters, Famous
and Universal are mentioned.

;

;

802,

555;

owned by Henry

insist

tration board.
Security demands imposed by United Artists for failure
Kansas City — Ritz Amusement Co.
the
of the Ohio company to comply with
ater properties; $5,000; incorporators, II. H.
the decision awarding the distributor
Barrett, George A. Maloney and Stacy E.
Barrett.
$1,100, were so harsh as to be in re-

759,

:

i

;

York, attorneys.

Hirlagrap
Corp. 733, 71
vs. First Nation

Hirlagraph had high team score of
ning with 893, and also high averag
aging 862 for all three games.
Hij
vidual
bowlers
were:
Clausen,
232; Haggetter, Pathe, 210; Spree,
2U8 and 209; Busch, Fox, 202 ar
Hirlagraph 201.

and the injunction to halt the award
brought up in the House of Comdenied by the court, only because no
mons, according to "The New York
evidence of fraud or fraudulent inTimes."
tent was introduced, and that the
Producers International, distribucourt stated it could not interfere
tors, wired 43 exhibitors who had the
\yith the award unless such substanpicture booked for Armistice Day
tiated evidence was forthcoming. If
showing, offering them the privilege
the Film Board seeks to impose penof

ports.

were

C.

Consolidated,

vs.

modeled

Negri in as Rachel
Ernest Vadja is writtion of the matter, therefore, would ing an original based on the life of
be premature.
Rachel for the use of Pola Negri.
Cleveland opinion, however, counters with the assertion that the court
No Official Action
stated the by-laws of arbitration pro"The Unknown Soldier,'' exhibition
vide for a seventh arbitrator, not an of which has been protested
by sevumpire, pointing out that an arbitra- eral patriotic societies, contains nothtor is one who deliberates with others ing
which would justify intervention
to reach a decision and that it is
of the British Government against
wrong for one arbitrator to render showing of the film. Captain Hacking,
an award alone.
They further con-

the decision will be set aside,
the court promised, say Cleveland re-

week

this

893, vs. P. D.
Fox, 746, 851, 861,
809, 762; Universal,
ner Bros. 602, 602,
872,

Dickering for Tacoma Hou?
Tacoma — Several firms are <k>

alties,
.

C.
dr

one game to First National,
graph now enjoys a two gam>
over Fox. The two teams will

upon demanding se- the action of British patriotic so** Philadelphia Market
ft
curity for the performance of their cieties in protesting against "The
contracts under terms of the orig- Unknown Soldier" before the House
of Commons.
The Government will
inal Article 4, and as Article 4, as
amended (which provides for en- take no action.
Incorporations
forcement of awards) has been substituted voluntarily, it is "most like- straint of trade, it was contended.
ly" the Ohio form will comply with
The Cleveland viewpoint is that
Wilmington
Robert Kane Enterprises, the decision, contends the statement the decision cannot be enforced, un$25,000.
of {'"ilm Boards of Trade.
less voluntarily complied with by the
Action
of
the
exhibiting
firm exhibiting firm, in view of the court's
Albany — Jackson-Riverside, New York; against the
Cleveland board charged declaration, as it relates to impositheater construction; 1,000 shares of no par
value slock
Ewing & Voorhees, New York, irregular procedure and restraint of tion of penalties.
With this factor
attorneys.
trade.
The irregularity charge was removed, the board is shorn of power,
based on the making of the award so far as forcing fulfillment
of the
Albany — Reco Realty Corp., New York; by a seventh
arbitrator without con- decision is concerned.
operate theaters; 100 shares of no par value
sulting
with members of the arbictok
Alexander, Coh» & Sondhcim, New
The original case was due to a
•

^

2 100

23'/2

•Univ. Pict. Pfd
'Universal Pictures

Warner
Warner

2, 900

its

next Wednesday.

pose penalties, and that any disposi-

tend that the petition was dismissed

13

Loew's, Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 23H
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 14^
Pathe Exch. "A".. 3S'4

ttRoxy Common

700
2 800

7
99!/2

Fox Film "A"
70J4
Fox Theaters "A" 25
Intern'l

500

court made no finding on the
question of penalties, says the Film
lioard statement, pointing that there
was no evidence to justify the claim
that the defendants intended to im-

Fox

games, while

straight

><

'i:^*

On

The

yilm

.•A

losing technically, the exhibiting firm
scored a moral victory in the case,
while Film Boards of Trade believe
the decision a victory for the Cleveland board and that the Ohio co,-,iI)ai'y will comply with the djc.sion
roi:dered in favor of United Artist.s.
The Cleveland reports state that
the procedure followed in the case,
when a seventh arbitrator made a decision without consulting members
of the board, was roundly scored by
case.
the
judge who heard the
These reports further contend that
the judge branded the uniform contract as harsh, and stated that the
decision would be set aside in event
effort was made to enforce penalties
against the distributing company.
the other hand. Film Boards
of Trade declare the court found that
a fair interpretation of the rules and
of the contract involved, in the light
of the conduct of the parties, justified the procedure followed in making the award, even though suggesting that resubmission to the board
of seven members would have been a
better practice.

of the

Bowling League, increased
over Fox by defeating P. D.

Cleveland Decision
(Continued from Page

12,

E.

Ray Goetz,

200

W.

51st St„

^Managing 'Dirtm

N.

Y.— Circle 5|<

L^

L

H:.

FAMOUS
MELODY
SERIES
One ReelEach
Spcciul

—

For the Christmas Season

"Songs of Central Europe" was made to order for
the Christmas holidays.

(JTAMOUS

Christmas songs,

CJ loved for generations, piC"
turized in the places that gave

them

birth.

With the magnificent musical
score, loaned

charge,

to

you

ivithout

you have an attraction

that appeals to the eye, the ear,

the heart.

This picture is a sample of the
out-of -the - ordinary entertain-

ment presented by

Produced

James A.

'^>^^

^^x{^^'

:^

this series.

[>>»

Fitzpatrick

Pafhepicture

THE
Friday,

122 Houses In Quebec;
Montreal Boasts 53
(.CoHlinned from

Page

also in Canare in Montreal 53 the-

Famous

aters.

Flayers

Canadian

Palace
and Loew's theaters. The Imperial
vauis a Keith-Albee House playing
Corp.

controls

the

Capitol,

and the Orpheum
house.
is also a combination policy
Montreal is also noted for its splendid suburban theaters. The Nicholas
circuit, headed by Geo. Nicholas and

deville

and

pictures,

associated with the Famous
Canadian Corp. practically dominates
A recent amalthe suburban runs.
gamation between the Nicholas circuit and the Midway, which is the
best second-run house in the town
located on St. Lawrence Blvd. only
emphasizes this condition.
The Nicholas circuit controls at

Players

present the Regent, Rialto, Belmont,
Papineau, Plaza, Corona, Westmount
and Amherst. There is opposition in
some of these zones, as there is opposition to the

Midway

in the

Fran-

cais.

The

general

practice

consolidated balance sheet of Pathe Exchange, Inc. and subsidiarfollows:
ies for the 28 weeks ended July 10, 1926

The

ASSETS

Quebec and

There

ada.

28 Week Gross $9,408,828

1)

these should be in Montreal, the largest city in

Pathe's

among

the

major distributors is to handle their
product through the Nicholas cirwhich gives them excellent
cuit,
representation and presentation in
the city.

fajsh on hand and in banks
Notts receivable
,•
•.
vhim
Arcounts receivable
Advances to outside producers secured by negative and positive

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

:

•

783.042.89
1,201.24
605,751.39
4,135,996.43

INVENTORIES:

937,138.39

Negatives, positives, raw film and supplies

Deferred Charges:
Prepaid taxes, rent, insurance and other expenses..
Development expenses representing excess of operating expenses over revenue of Pathex, Inc. for 28 weeks ending
July 10, 192'6

«9-)7
sso "jc;
^a/ ,Doi..jj

_

170,938.47

398,821.02
Residual value of films written off
Good will, patent rights, scenarios and stories

qny d7
l,U4y,yu/.'t/

{Continued from Page

film

imported can be consumed.

1)

any form whatsoever was th
of a telegram which De Mill
to all P.D.C. managers.
Th t«
follows:
I
"In view of the public rumor(

sideration
assure you

now

unde

if'f','-'

P.D.C, I wi
that you may ha

by

'j^^i^^

misgivings concerning the futi
am fully acquainted with the
and you may be certain that
arrangements are completed, o
ganization
will be greatei
stronger. There will be a big
it for everyone who carries or
Kind personal regards."

jlPHK
iliog.

itlSIN

LIABILITIES
Owing

producers (participation and royalties)
Accounts payable and accrued expenses
1926
Provision for Federal taxes
Accrued bond interest
Dividend payable

167,933.86
246,624.45
74,339.11
35,030.90
148,986.75

$

to outside

•

—

Total current liabilities
Advance payments on rentals (self-liquidating)
Ten-year 8% sinking fund gold bonds:
Issued and outstanding
Less :— In treasury
Cash in hands of trustees for bonds
called but not redeemed

Reserve for contingencies
Reserve for retirement of preferred stock
Capital and Surplus: Preferred 8% Cumulative
Authorized
Issued and outstanding
Less:
Acquired and held in treasury

672.915.07
158,858,52

Van Loan Story For Rayl^5
H. H. Van Loan is writing
Can't Beat the Law" for F'
r|lil

Biy

With

several companies negot

"The Noose,"

expected

is

wi'

Watertown, Minn., Aeain Ri
Watertown, Minn. The Rex dm
iOlLD-

$1,060,200.00
$

—

22,000.00

200.00

several months, has
opened by C. C. Teas.
for

22,200.00
1.038,000.00
161,747.79
22,728.50

$3,000,000.00
1.805,200.00
957,000.00

income

$

476.096.99

Surplus:

At Dec. 26, 1925, adjusted (including $210,388.25 arising
through revaluation bv appraisal of plant and equipment)
Deduct
Dividends on preferred stock
$33,928.00
Dividends on common stock:
Cash
289,163.25
Stock
Provision for retirement of preferred
stock

tainu

few days.

$3,991,980.11

City,

la.

— Otis

V.

assumed management
Rialto, A. H. Blank house.

has

o
t

Chicago Sees Congrress Fi
"Faith of Millio'
Chicago

—

Eucharistic Coi
done in Technicolor, was prcD
last night at Orchestra Hall

picture of the

are

absolutely taboo in
nictnres. in order to meet with the
annroval nf the Church and its regu-

«

k

[I'tSlN

SOI

ijti

IK

ti

—

Thomas H. Lloyd

ner,

in

the C

ill

mc

lORSl

and Majestic.

m

Fourth in Minnesota
Minn. H. W. an

—

1"

lilES-

Anderson, who operate houses
and at Fooston and Frazee,
opened the Ulen, which they
chased recently

I

Fox Expl

822,432.25

3,169,547.86
8":

in

is

this

—

William A.
handlin.g exploitation

Minneapolis

now

1
foi

S.U1I

niit

in

territory.

Thompson Now

at

Chic(

Cal.— Arthur W. Tl
new manager of the B

Chico,
that

['iimi

Sole Owner at Paragouli
Paragould, Ark. John Collit
purchased the interest of his

Taylor, Minneapolis

Surplus as per balance sheet $3,645 644
iects

B'EMS

.

44,-i,445.00

5.5,896.00

bee

Lloyd Managing for Blan
Sioux

Detroit,
Net

!'i-'

sale of the screen rights to hi;

are

In fact one or two independent companies unable to operate in other
sections of Canada, do so successfully in the Province of Quebec. The
first runs, of course, are exceptions
Furthermore, all
to the general rule.
film in Quebec Province, or practically all, is printed with French and
English titles to accommodate the
mixed population of the bigger cities
and the almost total French population of the smaller communities.
Censorship regulations are very
severe, owing to the fact that a large
percentage of the population is Roman Catholic, there arc certain sub-

^^^

tile!

$9,990,693.23

:

all

12,

De Mille Won't Talc
On Merger Attii^

cerning negotiations

Total current working assets
...............
Accounts receivable and inventories of a subsidiary company
depreciation;
Land, buildings and factory equipment (at appraised value, less
Equipment at home office and branches (less depreciation)
Investment in associated company at cost

$6,463,130.34
771,007.79
491,534.52
293,791.09
522,500.00

Montreal is roughly divided into
two parts, the English section to the
848,200.00
—
West of Bleury St. and including the
3,242,598.50
Common
—
198,649
shares
par
value.
no
English residential section of West7.736,443.35
3,645,644.85
Surplus, as per annexed statement....
mount. East of Bleury the town is
200,000.00
very pronouncedly French with St. Preferred stock of subsidiary company (non cum. and non-voting)
Lawrence Blvd. as more or less of
$9,990,693.23
the main street, which, in fact, it is
The
profit and loss account for that "period follows:
Montreal is growing Gross sales consolidated
called locally.
$9,408,828.21
and rentals
cirand
North
the
to
rapidly
very
8,914,114.21
Less: Cost of .sales and rentals
cling Mount Royal, the mountain
494.714.00
about which the town has been built Add Other income
167,919.82'
derived
originally
it
and from which
$ 662,633.82
its name.
Bond interest and discount.
$57,275.32
Quebec follows next in order and Dediict:
Depreciation
54.922.40
in this quaint old-world town there
Federal taxes —estimated
186,536.83
74,339.41
three first-run houses, the EmThe
pire, Victoria and Auditorium.
last named uses road shows and at
In addition to the
times vaudeville.
above there are five other theaters in
the city playing second, third and
fourth runs respectively.
Sherbrooke has four theaters, the
Casino, His Majesty's, Victoria and
Premier.
These theaters are owned
and operated by Mr. Vallee, thus
controlling the town.
It
must be remembered that in
Montreal practically every theater
operates on the double-bill basis and
that therefore Montreal is the one
section in Canada where practically

November

It;

m
iW

it

According to the census of
son is
fciE
the poDiilation is 2..1(il.l99, of which way for National Theaters.
it is estimated that 80 per cent speak
lations. The cen.sorshin fee is $.3 a reel the French l.ineuaee and 86 per cent
New Owners at Nutley
and the apneal fee $5 a reel. The are Roman Catholics, Quebec leads
Nutley. N. J.— Edwin S.
nrovincial license fee is $205.
The the world in the production of as- Ralph H. Swann and Arthu|
'pnsor board has the right to recall hestoq. The aluminum industry also Weber have taken over the
film even after it has been anprovcd bids fair to run asbestos a close race
which they have renamed the
and according to law anv ritizpn can In 10^4 total niinoral production wa« angle.
WyckofT is manager. |Ka:
demand the recalling of the film.
iti
!t;iQ.nOO.OOO.
including for the most house has been remodeled.
If is an interesting fact that in the part non-metallic products
such as
Province of O'lebcc there are a creat- brick.
Long Buys at Texas City
pottery,
cement,
feldspar,
nnrriher of towns without theaters p'raphite, lime, limestone, etc.
Texas City. Tex. John G.
Tn
which in another section of the coun- 1024 it was estimated that over $200.- has purchased the Jewel from
try would have them.
While it is 000.000 was invested in puIp and pa- A. G. Lauer. He also has a
not_ a proven fact, at the same time per plants, being practically SO per at Alvin.
it
is
generally conceded that there rent of the total capital invested in
are no theaters in these tow"<; due Canada in this industry, covering 34
Ritchie Managing at Thermot
to the direct opposition of the Church mills of the total of 80 in Canada.
Thermopolis, Wyo. F. W. R
whose power and influence are very Over 1.000.000 tons of wood puIp has succeeded Henry Bradle Ul
great.
were produced, valued at $44,000,000. manager of the Iris.
1921

Wy

—

—
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iar

* a splendid cast

•

possess.
quite amusing * *
if it
a story of love and passion that you want,

's

go

New

{Week Ending Nov.

EVENING
vehicle

ig

Classified."

*

*

EXAMINER—*

*

Direction

amusing, which it is, it would be worth
ting through the six reels to contemplate
beauty of the glamorous Corinne.
;
HERALD-TRIBUNE— * * * not Miss
t

• •

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

ry

story

little

*

*

Miss

•

really

Griffith

POST—*
•n

SUN — *
;

*

*

in

TIMES — *

Paramount
*

*

bit

little

Although it may not be
"Syncopating Sue" is fun.

HERALD— *

*

fly

laugh-provoking.

*

EVENING JOURNAI^*

*

*

entelain-

bit of nonsense * * * Denny contmues
be one of those irrepressible screen lads.

f

EVENING WORLD—*
somewhat

jgged

are elemental

les

GRAPHIC
*

)vie

*

*

*

*

comedy

dragged

d

*

their
httle

in

—

HERALD-TRIBUNE

•

*

A

plot
for a

all

singularly

a

MORNING TELEGRAPH—
ijrous

amusing
*

*

situations

Denny

*

one

and

*

*

nu-

*

comedy
the

ot

se-

screen's

ences
pleasing light comedians.
fund
TIMES * * * loaded with excellent
* * a number of novel notions * *
audappreciation.
ice manifested true
* * * heaps of clean fun poked
this whole notion of feminine underwear.
*
*
*

—
WORLD—

)st

M!

Uptown, Los Angeles
* * A cyclone of

..EXAMINER- •
]

EXPRESS —
uation.

*

*

*

*

"Take

*

It

From Me"

is

open-handed a slogan to offer the great
asping public in a department store if a
rson is out to make money but it is worth*
* *
iot of fun in the picture by that name.
* * Scarcely up to the^ high
mdard set by "Skinner's Dress Suit" and
Vhat Happened to Jones."
)

.,

ro-

to captivate thesucceeded.

• *
*
provides

*
*

almost
*

*

*

an

excursion

and hectic romance
gruesome suggestion

fantasy

of

comedy,

high

not

is

•

it

*

*

end••

TIMES—

(Week Ending

EXAMINER—*

*

Oct. 30)

might

*

have

been

dumb

except for the cleverness of
* * * a series of gags.
* * players try to follow a
•'ot t>"t find themselves often running away
into slapstick channels.
TIMES * * * Thoroughly inconsequenial, ultimately degenerating into unadulterated
ictually
he stars

RECORD-*

Bigger Than Barnum's— F. B. O.
Figueroa, Los Angeles

EXAMINER—*
all

toward

*

thrills

*

Oct. 30)

and direction
melod ama over-

story

and

comedy

early in the film.
* * * gives an unusual amount
enjoyment to those who like their action
large quantities.
* • * almost as good as a trip
the circus * • * excels in thrilling epis

HERALD—

les

:ity

the

TIMES—
a

t

M

:ies.

Don Juan's Three Nights"—F. N.
Loew's State. Los Angeles

EXAMINER— *

(Week Ending Nov.
*

•

story

6)
is

HERALD— *

Griffith)

*
comical, interesting *
*
filled with thrills, laughs and gasps.
* * blithe burlesiiue * * *
plot is extremely simple • * • after the first
tew hiind'-ed feet it curls up and dies. * * '
• subtitles are the saving
* *
* isn't what could, by any stretch
grace *
of the imagination, be called a drawing card.
*

*

— Clarence

who
the Wolf Point, and who
some time has been a member of

Butte
operates

Severson,

J.

for
the branch's sales force, has succeeded William J. Heineman as manager
of Universal.
The latter was transferred to Salt Lake City.

Detroit

Ann

— Fred

Arbor

owner,

is

ater here.
man Blvd.

Miller as stars.
Bemiet's staff includes Willard Reineck and Thomas
Storey as assistants, the latter also
serving as casting director.
Kdward

Snyder is head of camera department
which will include Frank Redmond,
Lynn Dunn and E. E. Seigquist, O.
Brownell and Charles Leonard with
Charles Stevens, Ray Heinze and
Butte "U" Manager
"Blackie" Ritel

New

Severson

and

in

Detroit

Wuerth,

former

Ypsilanti

theater
planning a the-

declared

The proposed

site is

handling properties.
be a 20 reel film located in the
district near San Francisco.
It will

Salt Lake City House Sold
Salt Lake City
C. M. Luce has
taken over the Cozy, formerly operated by the F. Dahnken Co.

—

Third Theater
Storm Lake, la.
planned

here

Storm Lake

for

—A

third theater is
opposition to the

in

Princess and Empire.

Oak-

near Waverly.

Stanton Theater Opens
Neb. The New Rialto,
rebuilt after a fire, has been opened

—

Memphis Houses Have New Names
Memphis Names of two houses by C. J. Kremer.
have been changed.
The Sommerdale now is the Highland Heights
Negro Theater at Victoria
while the Bene is the new name of
Victoria, Tex.
Tom Jackson,

—

—

the

Shamrock.

colored,

colored

Another for
Providence,

R.

Providence

I.

—

It

is

B.

Jr.

presenting shows for
trade exclusively at the U.
is

Hall.

F.

reported

that William Mahoney, former manager of the Rialto, is seeking a site
for a new theater in the Edgewood

Kessel,

district.

after

Oxford, Mich.,
Oxford, Mich.

Showman

—

Dies

John Greenleaf

Opera House owner,
two years' illness.

is

dead

most

fajnil-

"A Man of Quality"

—

comedy

lapstick, of the two-reel

picture

is

amusing

highly

at

—

EXAMINER — *

*

*

built

on an amusing

dea and starts out with broad
*

*

»

Jessel

com

Picture

News put it:

c effects

GEORGE WALSH

makes a splendid impression.

•

HERALD

*

*

TIMES — *

*

young stage

*

camera shy.

trifle

*

star

is

a

*

laugh-pager and a tearteaser • » • good old "Abie's Irish Rose"
ype of romance. * * *
*

a

—

"The Quarterback" Paramount
Metropolitan, Los Angeles

RECORD — *

*

*

thrills
and enough
;iss your wife * • •

your

with

are entertainment
es of college youths

TIMES— *

comes into

his

own* Thrilling

funnybone.

Missouri, St. Louis
* * manages

presented.

that all-around athlete, again

filled
with action and
romance to make you
ought to score a touch-

ROST-DISPATCH— *
y

As the Motion

the

variety,
times.

Murphy" Warner
Uptown, Los Angeles

"Private Izzy

iown

(Week Ending

(Raymond

star

«

—

"Poker Faces" Universal
Uptown. Los Angeles

Out-Of-Town
tiiiii

magnetic

this
*

Stanton,

* *
•* * * passably entertaining * * •
itory of the film is a weird one * * * tht
i;eneral appearance of an Ingram pot-boile'

RECORD—*

f'

is

»

Wuerth to Build

delicious

unmixed melodrama
ng becomes unadulterated melodrama

*

laughs

* * its sole purpose is the promotion and
rtherance of laughter from a probable farce

P

very

came

*•

*

the cast

land

neither

the
forced

complicated
determined effort on the part
concerned to be funny are not'ceable.

seems

lich

medy and

plausible.

*,* * composite of his
Ingram's) chill-thrillers * * * Taking
precedence over the story in interest, how-

in

•

*

•

•

•

are

situations

in.

quite

EXAMINER—

construction.

amusing

one

(Rex

jn

if

story

the

middle

the

near

*

*

•

"The Magician"— M-G-M
Loe\y's State, Los Angeles

6)

*

*

ater-gbers and gloriously

* touch' of
RECORD—

a painful thing at
* audience found the film exceed-

aes

make everything

to

nto, a
* *
» • •

Hippodrome
*

•

*

one of the best comedies
produced in a long time
much, it's true, but there's

EXPRESS— *

Universal

DAILY NEWS—*

definitely
construction of this

mance, a spicy comedy * • • humor springs
entirely free from the, story situations. * * *

ever,

From Me"

{Week Ending Nov.

sometWttg

*

EJCAMINER- •

*

It

a

"Kosher Kitty ;Kelly"— F. B. O.
Uptown, Los Angeles

t.

"Take

*

*

*

has

story isn't

enough

its

melodramatic nonsense * * * again it is
story that gives one a pain.
TELEGRAM—* * * good, clean fun * * *
thing much in the way of a story but the
biosphere and the acting are capital through*

*

*

*

"big moment".

•

WORLD — *

and

when

right

"natural."

wa», a
should see.

lacking in the celluloid
reputed funny farce of the stage

jokes are fun-

entertaining

fairly

Lasky was

*

Cantor
all

clev-

an

is

funny

Cantor has been

—

Los

—

TIMES—

delightful to the eye

*

RECORD— *

picture

* *

•

Bennett Directing Patheserial
Angeles "Melting Millions"
the new Pathe serial by Joseph A.
EXAMINER—' *
n soon after the title sheet and hangs on Roach,
will go into production at
le-ipitc a lively performance by the star.
Fine Arts with Spencer Bcnnet diK.\ PRESS * * * a confused story and
•hin plot can't subtract from the savoir faire recting and Allcne Ray and Walter
M'"tT.'>r>litan,

throughout.

HERALD—*

he said

commonly

versatile star.
* *
very
really
right * * • some of the
many of them aren't.

*

mirth-provoking

*

* •

*

erly directed

—

Paramount
Los Angelps
• A funeral pall settles

"You'd Be Surprised"

RECORD—*

Metropolitan, Los Angeles
(Week Ending Oct. 30)

lacking in spon-

WORLD—

•

*

— Paramount

.

credited to one Richard
The job is a good one.
• * *
best starCorinne Griffith has had since
• * •
entertainingly devised.
• • Even if the story were

work

*

*

"Kid Boots'"

6)

is

best

RECORD— *

TIMES—

GRAPHIC—*

ififith's

*

* * direction of John FranDillon was fairly smooth * * * titles are
)ne of the best things in the C'nema.
* * * theme is rather hackneyed * * * jarry note of unwholesomeness to
*
the love affairs * •

"Syncopating Sue"
First National
Strand

the picture
allace * •

*

cis

York

AMERICAN — * * * story
iieity * *
EVENING JOURNAL—

adds whatever lustre

may

HERALD— *

the production

*

*

and

•

*

»

*

*

ranks

be
boober-

refreshing
are solemn

lassies

among

the best col-

films of the year • • • reflects ir.e* • •
pressible spirit of modem youth

ege

"The Temptress"—M-G-M
Million Dollar, Los Angeles

EXAMINER —*

*

to

bound

the

to

to

*

story is melodramatic
offers intensity of emotion

1 its action and
with but slight comedy relief.
* * * based on somewhat lurid

nth
degree

and

PICTURES
COl^POR^TION

hold
its

SAMUEL

NEW

ZIERLEI^fw/flW
•

V

o

V

K.

,.

audiences

RECORD

• * * film of arttaz-ng power and poignancy • • • should rank as one of the most
">vel

.nieiesting

productions

of

the

year.

rOREIGN RIGHTJ BY SIMMOMDI HCTURES COUP..

CABLE: SIMPILMCO.
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Y

,

I

E

<

i

SAMUEL GOLDWYN prc^^m^

^HENRf KING Troduction

IVinning of%
RONALDRomCOIMAN -^VIIMA
WRIGHT
HAROLD BELL
JMwied hy FRANCES MARTON

thefojnousnmfd hy

ff

TREMENDOUS!

they

all

say as this great picture goes into

^n

its

FIFTH BIG RECORD WEEK t FORUM, LA.
"For massiveness of production
film

is

"The

incomparable.**

.

this

—Variety

caught up

and
carried in a sweep of events which
march to mounting climaxes and
spectator

swift reality."

is

"The audience almost stood
seats.**

— Los Angeles Daily News

"Sets a

new

milestone, discloses a

period of history never before
attempted on such a scale.**
—Los Angeles Times

—Los Angeles Examiner
"It

"Natural drama so big and powerful
it overshadows every living thing.**

in their

an

is,

in every sense of the word,

epic.**

— Los Angeles Herald

— Ivan St, John, Photoplay
"The

NOW

biggest applause I ever heard

greeted the triumph of the picture.**

— Rupert Hughes

BOOKING!

urbara

^ 'Worth
.

,

'^leasedby

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Each picture sold individually

—on

merit
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And Thafs That

hat
tobacco and upon all minerals
mined in the state. His bill now is
\By PHIL M. DALY
being drafted for presentation at the
DAJLY TIPS WHICH
DOLLACS
January session.
HAYS is batting 100 per
Gov. Baker, a former school teachcent.
This is what Jerome
educaspecial
"The Black Pirate"
The Indian head drawing contest er, first proposed his
Beatty intimated at the A. M. P. A.
he
but
ago
year
a
about
fund
tional
was
used.
(United Artists)
suggested in the press book
dropped the plan when several con- luncheon yesterday, declaring that
Treasure hunt was conducted with
Colonial, Akron, O.
problems are pitched at the executive
ferences revealed the people were opnewspaper cooperation. Five of the
all day long.
that
time
At
measure.
the
posed
to
most prominent retail stores display"One Minute to Play"
he considered a state-wide vote on
ed treasure chests, tying up with
(F. B. O.)
Because
works for First
he
He has estimated
the proposition.
with
megaphones
the theater and newspaper.
Distributed 5,000
Another
National
and
not
M-G-M, no one can
from
$7,000,000
net
will
item was a "Black Pirate" drawing "Red" Grange imprint at football that the tax
For to $8,000,000 annually for school pur- accuse Walter Eberhardt of press
contest conducted through specially games week prior to opening.
ag entry at the A. M. P. A. luncheon
printed throwaways which contained street ballyhoo decorated large car poses.
he asked the orchestra ta
It is very doubtful whether the when
sketches of galleons and pirate ships with pennants of local colleges and
It is certain that play "My Dream of the Big Parade."
of the types shown in the photoplay. high schools.
Car driven by college bill would pass.
These sketches were used as copy students who yelled for "Red" should he get by the general assemJackie Coogan's new haircut threw
for colored reproductions in 5"^ by Grange.
Erected four sets of goal bly it will be referred to the people
Marcus
Loew off his guard when the
A
canvass
vote.
state-wide
for
a
to
the
8 inches or larger.
Scores of meri- posts at the four entrances
president arrived at Los
torious paintings were submitted by theater, each post being decorated has revealed that the voters gener- M-G-M
It was some time before
It is Angeles.
contestants, and later displayed in with the colors of four different local ally are opposed to the plan.
colleges.
Also a large assortment favored by but a few school and col- he recognized the youngster, who
the lobby.
Palace, Hamilton, O.
greeted him at the train.
of local college and high school pen- lege teachers.
nants were used to decorate the
"The Conquering Power"
// Noah Beery continues to visit
front of the theater.
One hundred Lennox Theater Changes Hands
((M-G-M)
Texas
on location he will have a
Henrick.
Frank
D.
tying
up
Lennox,
ice
wagons
banners
S.
carried
Tie-up was effected with a commerTwo young bear
Frank LeBarge and real menagerie.
cial photographer whereby he agreed to the picture with the slogan "The Clarence and
cubs
xvere
presented
to him recently,
purchased
the
have
Man
the
Martin
World's
Ice
Is
Greatest
Calvin
to furnish 3,000 colored photos of
while on a previqus visit, two wildValentino at a nominal cost, in re- Galloping Ghost 'Red' Grange, see Crystal from Ed Melter.
cats were gifts from an admirer.
turn for certain advertising privileges. him in 'One Minute to Play' at the
Used elaborate college proPlan $250,000 House
These were distributed to women at etc."
Charlie Paddock, sprint champion,
Charles A. Somma
Richmond
matinee performances, but so general logue. American, Denver.
and W. T. Coulter are planning a confirmed his engagement to Bebe
was the demand in the evening that
"Mismates"
$250,000 first-run theater at_ West- Daniels, when, telephoning the star
many were given out at that time
(First National)
hampton Ave., between Colonial Ave. from Albany, he observed that he will
also.
The photographer made sevEmployed a motor truck for an and Sheppard St. It will seat 1,700. save considerable toll calls after his
eral colored enlargements which the
The truck carried The partners now operate the Brook- marriage to the star.
theater used for lobby decoration and outdoor ballyhoo.
They were land.
placed in several jewelry store win- two large lateral signs.
Theodore Roberts has resumed
dows.
Many window tie-ups were an adaptation of the regular 24-sheet
vaudeville work and plays at the
made on the song, "There's a New with a cut-out. The signs were about
Shults Managing Strand
The truck went
Star in Heaven Tonight."— L. N. eight feet high.
Dolgeville, N. Y.— Ralph S. Wheel- Palace at an early date.
through the town and brought 'em
Strike, Kinema, Salt Lake City.
er has resigned as manager of the
in from all neighborhoods.
The cost S'trand and has been succeeded by
A canvas of Marion Davies is a
of the stunt was relatively trifling
"The Flaming Frontier"
Harry C. Shults, who has been pro- feature of the lobby of the Hotel
compared with the reaction on the
(Universal)
jectionist at the house since it was Ambassador.
The Oakland Pontiac Co. put out box-office. Earl Hall Payne, Ken- taken over by the Schine interests.
tucky, Lexington, Ky.
six cars, known as the "Chief of
Workmeyi who have shown unusSixes," each driven by an Indian
\ial skill and faithfulness to duty in
Leasia Buys Detroit House
"The Radio Detective"
chief in full regalia and with each car
Detroit James M. Leasia has pur- construction of the Paramount, will
(Universal)
liberally bannered for "The Flaming
chased the Catherine from George he awarded craftsmanship certifi~
Enlisted the aid of a radio comFrontier." The lead car was an open
F. Koppin.
cates by the New York Building
Oakland with a banner covering the pany and music company and the
Congress and Adolph Zukor will
Boy Scouts. Talking machine was
entire top in which rode a five-piece
Scates Managing Butte House
present a gold button to winners.
rigged up inside the theater with
band furnished by the Pontiac peoButte, Mont.— C. P. Scates, forple.
The parade was on the street loud speaker outside. Large signs mer manacing director of three PaW. A. Broderick, Sante Fe showannounced
the
showing,
but
passersfrom 11 until 3 o'clock Saturday,
cific
Northwest houses at Bremer- man, is passing the buck and his
l)y were at a loss to account for the
and one car was out Monday and
ton, Wash., has taken over manage- friends like it.
Said buck is a 350
Tuesday as well.
The automobile source of the volume of music heard ment of the American.
pound deer he bagged on a hunting
outside
the
theater.
The
Scouts
enpeople also came in on a cooperative
trip to Colorado.
page.
A special Indian act was dorsed the picture and paraded to
Mulock Managing at Denver
the theater as guests of the manageused with this picture. A real chief,
Denver
C. A. Mnlnck, former
Jacques Lerner has such a perfect
known as Red Fox, had a special car ment. R. Mason Hall, Columbia, manager of the Iris. Thermopolis
make-up
Bristol, Va.
for "The Monkey Talks"
built on a Ford chassis which he
Wyo.. lias been named manager of hat when he met and talked to Jerry
drove up in front of the theater.
the Bidawee
Bluebird bv Harrv Madden, three, who plays in Fox
Employment Bureau in 4th Year v.. Huffman, and
There he did a ballyhoo with a paowner. B. W. Ritchie Animal
boy was
comedies,
the
Efficient
I'lmploynient
Exchange, succeeds him
poose. This went over big with the
at Thermopolis.
amazed,' bringing a cocoanut the
sidewalk crowds and attracted them whicii specializes in film employment,
next day for his "monkey" friend.
into the house where the Indian did is celebrating its fourth year of acBarthel Transferred
Lerner added to the boy's joy by
Hugo J. Kessler operates the
a more elaborate act. Red Fox spent tivity.
Portland. Ore.— R. C. Barthel ha<=
eating it.
four days in Akron, touring the town agency.
been transferred to management of
as well as working in front of the
the National Theater Supply Co..
Colonial.
The Army recnn'ting serBarrymore Cast Completed
H. M. Cross Wins Promotion
branch from the company's Seattle
vice donated nine boards. The poster
Los Angeles John Barrymore has office.
Pawhuska, Okla. H. M. Cross has
read:
"In 'The Flaming Frontier' completed the cast for "The Beloved
left for Ponca City to become asat the Colonial theater you will sec Rogue," his first picture for United
sistant general manager of the F. B.
Hewitt Building Theater
what if means to be a trained man
Artists.
Pickrel and A. L. Bogan theater inSupporting the star are
The Army builds men." A dry goods Conrad Veidt, Marceline Day, Henry a Seattle Fmnk Hewitt is buildine terests.
Albert Jackson succeeds
house at Wildwood on Rainier Ave.
firm put in a window of children's Victor, Mack Swain, Slim Summerhim as manager of the Constantine.
It will seat 500.
Indian suits. A sign i)ainter made a ville. Otto Mattiesen. Lucy Beaulife-size Indian out of beaverboard mont, Lawson Butt, Bertram
GrassOklahoma Theater Remodeled
Venetian House at Seattle
which was used as a center piece in by, Jane Winton, Rose Dione, MarHollis, Okla.
The Cozy has been
Seattle
Sam
Gareano
is btiilding
this window flanked ?)y a dozen large tha Franklin, Nigel De Brulier
and the Venetian at 15th and E. Pine remodeled and new equipment instills and a big card
ing
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WILL
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for the Colonial.

Dick Sutherland.

Sts.

stalled.

(

THE
Friday,

November

12,

Hits Opposition
(Continued from Page

Eberhardt

—

has been appointed casting director
by Harry Cohn, general manager of
production for Columbia.
Clermont
for three years with Universal, succeeds Lillian Valentine, who was
obliged to return East because of
the illness of her mother.

Way"

editor,

Editing Finished

— Viola

Lawrence, film

has put the finishing touches

Way" which

on "The Better

Ralph

Ince directed for Columbia. The director plays opposite Dorothy Revier
in a leading role.
Armand Kaliz,

Hazel

Howell

Eugene Strong

and

are in their support.

Seven F. B. O. Units on Location
Hollywood Seven troupes of F.
B. O. players are on location at near
and distant points in California. They
are "The Magic Garden" company,
directed by J. Leo Meehan; "Her

—

Mary
Brian, Al Cooke, Kit Guard; "Don
Mike" unit starring Fred Thomson;
"California or Bust" company with
Father

No"

Said

unit

with

George O'Hara; "Lightning Lariats,"
Tyler, Frank Darro; "Cactus
Trails," Bob Custer, and "For the
Love of a Mutt," Ranger, the dog.

Tom

—

ing

director

Strand, Merrill
and Modjeska, has been placed in
charge of Saxe's Tower, following
resignation of H. Sticklemaier.
of

Minneapolis

— Fred

a

surprise

move.

Cross drive

liouses in operation with several un-

Friday, Nov.

is

12,

23

Postal Changes

(Continued from Page \)
meeting of the subcommittee on postal rates, when Sen. McKellar served

i

•

\

would urge a measure
which would restore rates on newspapers and magazines to the 1920
notice that he

basis.

The

;

introduced by Sen. Moses,
who is chairman of the committee,
would restore the one-cent rate on
private mailing cards and bring about
other changes.
bill

:

Proposed revision of the rates
would
benefit the film industry, as
Henry S. Koppin, retired from the
well as other forms of business,
theater field through lease of his
which use mailing cards and parcel
several

der construction.

downtown
years

ago.

houses
Detroit
In April of this

year,

however, he resumed management of
the houses. He has been advertising
for theaters for several months.
Fred M. Shafer, Koppin's repreand Jerome A. Brown,
sentative,
during a visit here, inspected several

post extensively.

Hoffberg Firm Moves
H. Hoffberg Co., exporters, has
moved from Room 614 to Room 401
at 220 W. 42nd St.
J.

Portland Meeting Postponed
downtown sites, and said that the
Portland,
Ore. Meeting of the
company soon would be operating a
Oregon League of exhibitors has been
Buffalo house as the first of five.
postponed until Nov. 18.
"Whether we build new theaters or
rent some of the tlieaters already
Urban Goes to Europe
built, depends entirely upon the own-

—

1926

Screen Power Cited
(Continued from Page 1)
the publication declares.
In Washington, according to the publication,
the weight of the screen was put
back of A. Scott Bullitt for senator.

ers of the theaters which Mr. Koppin is anxious to lease," he said, adding that failure to secure suitable
terms would result in building of new

Joseph

Urban,

architect, sails for

scenic

artist

and

•

i

Olympic.

the

PerrLzos Add Another
Grand Rapids, Minn. Charles and

—

houses.

:

Europe tonight on

Paul Perrizo, who operate houses at
Jerry M'iley in "Easy Pickings"
Cass Lake and Deer River, have
This was due to "blue" Sunday activLos Angeles Jerry Miley is play- taken over the Grand.
ities of Bullitt during his previous
ing a feattn-ed role with Anna Q. Nilterm in office.
"Two weeks before the screens of Wash- sson and Kenneth Harlan in "Easy Sanborn Theater Has New Owner
ington got behind Bullitt, the gamblers were Pickings," a First National producSanborn, la. Walter Lynch on
offering odds of three to one that Jones tion.
Dec. 1 will take over operation of
would win," the publication continues. "After the propaganda campaign got under way
recently
the
Princess,
purchased
in the theaters, the odds dropped to two to
Philbin and Kerry in "Show Boat"
from Anna Jacobson.
one,
and the day before election it was
Los Angeles Carl Laemmle aneven n.oney that Bullitt would win.
Lewis Buys Second House
"Jones won; but Jones himself, and all his nounced that Mary Philbin and Norpolitical associates, realize that had tlie motion
Kerry probably will play the
Covington, Tenn.— L. L. Lewis,
man
picture people kept out of the fight, Jones
Palace owner, has purchased a house
would have had a 'walk-away.' They know leads in "The Show Boat."
at Halls, which Stanley Hadley will
that the motion picture screens of Washington polled thousands of votes.
manage.
Edward Laemmle Editing
"For years, the screen has had a great
Los Angeles Edward Laemmle is
power laying dormant, awaiting some wakening influence to divert that power for their in the midst of editing "Held by the
own benefit. That using screens to promote Law," his latest all star production

i

—

—

—

—

the interests of political candidates favorable
to the industry is right and proper has been
definitely proven, except to the few weaklings
who are afraid of offending a few patrons.
Newspapers spread columns of propaganda
lor their pet candidates, never bothering about
wht'lher their readers may favor the opposition
for the newspapers know that at least
ninety per cent of the voters never know
;

who they

the

news sheets
with
to

the

for diverting public opinion, and
conclusive evidence of the benefits

be derived

own

fights,
possibilities
of
screen
to
use
antagonize us,

—

the industry carrying on
are at last awake to the
powerful agency the
this
against
those
who would
and for those who would

by

we

for

—

Scheduled

Universal.

Rock Engages Pratt
Los Angeles Gil Pratt has been
engaged by Joe Rock to direct his

—

next Standard comedy.

opinion

will vote
until their
has been moulded by others.
"The screen has more power than

for

Denny Additions Made
Los Angeles

— Claude

Gillingwater.

Orlamond Kaltz and Barbara Worth
have been cast in Reginald Denny's
forthcoming production, an automobile race story which Mel Brown will

Chrisander Selecting Story

—

St.
ler's

Los Angeles Nils Olaf Chrisander,
Mogler Wins State Office
Louis-— Joseph Mogler of Mog- who has just completed direction of
Theaters, has been elected to "Fighting Love," starring Jctta Gou-

the State

Senate.

dal, for the De Mille Studios,
lecting his next story.

is

se-

Lang, one of W. & V. House at Norfolk Reopened
the owners of the Cozy, was defeat"Paradise Alley" Completed
Norfolk, Va. With its seating caed for county commissioner by a pacity reduced to 1,400, the Granby
Los Angeles Chadwick Prod, has
close vote.
Paradise
has been reopened by Wilmer & Vin- completed
"Sunshine
of
cent.
More than $100,000 was spent Alley." Jack Nelson directed and the
Rork Borrows Baggott
remodeling the house.
cast
included Kenneth McDonald,
Los Angeles Sam Rork has borBarbara Bedford, Gayne Whitman,
rowed King Baggott from Universal Belden, Neb. Free Shows Continue Max Davidson and Nigel Barrie.
to direct Doris Kenyon and Lewis
Belden, Neb.
Businessmen have
Stone in "The River" for First Na- voted funds for continuance of free
Muller Transferred to Lodi
tional.
Later, Baggott returns to shows this
winter at the Opera
Lodi, Cal.
Ben Muller now is
"U" to direct "The Claw."
House.
manager of the T. & D. Jr.

—

for the
follo^ving

New^ York Theatres
Week of Nov. 28
Capitol
Criterion

Colony
Ne^v Paramount

direct.

support us."

the

Lang Loses by Close Margin

is

The Koppin company now has

promptly for this
worthy cause.

its

Another Under Brown's Wing
Milwaukee Stan Brown, manag-

however,

Another Red
your services

an-

Columbia Signs Casting Director
Los Angeles
Harvey Clermont

"Better

Heretofore, the company has operated in and near Detroit, but in
.August announced its plan to invade
from 35 to 40 Michigan municipalities, with theaters to supplement its
holdings.
Its plan to enter the local

under way. Offer

nounced the election of the following
members: E. Robert Burns, Joseph
Jefferson O'Neil, J. A. Jacobs, Robert Welsh and Herbert K. Cruikshank, Kent Cooper, general manager
of the Associated Press, will speak
at ne.xt week's luncheon.
Prior to the meeting entertainment
was furnished by Jimmy Caruso's
orchestra; Leroy Montesanto, Sammy
Fain and Artie Dunn, vocalists; and
Mel Shepherd, cornetist.

Los Angeles

will Iniy or build five theaters in this

field,

No

State
1)

city.

Daily Remimkr

esty.

Walter

(Continued from Page

Exhibijtors'

an experiment tried by the
Federated Council of Churches attendance at church services in 12 cities was increased from 12 to 72 per
cent through
inckision of motion
pictures.
He read the essay which
won the Greater Movie Season contest and also statements from officials
of the Associated and United presses
regarding the increased use of film
news owing to its accuracy and honiu

President

To Invade N. Y.

o

1)

industry is attacked by persons seeking personal publicity.
Hays said
that

^^

DAILY

1926

Rialto
Rivoli

Strand

Warners

—

—

—

—

A Special

:

i

'

Figure the difference between Important Profits

and Everyday Receipts.

.^

I

I
'^

That's the loss you'll
take if you pass up
First National's sec-

ond Great Western
Special. Ask any

Showman

''^x

"^

w^ho
layed Senor
~aredevil :

Charles R. Rogers
Presents

Ken Maynard
la

The Unknown Cavauei
vmh
Kathleen Collins
Screen adaptation by Marion Jackson
From the Story "Ride Him, Cowboy**
by Kenneth Perkins

IMrected by Albert Rogett

Produced under Management
Harry J. Broifrn

First

Nationars Greater Western Special

fAemfSPkm
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IN THIS ISSUE

Business Builders
Showmen everywhere

are

boosting box-office receipts
through Exploit- O-Grams.
They offer you business builders tried

md proved.

Beginning
a page of Exploit-

today
O-Grams becomes

a feature of

the Sunday issue. They continue in the daily editions. That
gives

you Exploit-O-Grams

days a week, a real service.

six

Tipping
^"^NEof the greatest evils with which exhibitors have had to contend

^^

that of tipping. In most houses, the practice is perniitted
Tipping t nds to cut down attendance, for it causes patron
resentment. This puts a tax on goodwill. How the problem has
been met, in part at least, is discussed in an article called '"They
Used To Be Nickel Shows," by Boyden Sparkes, reprinted by special
permission from the Saturday Evening Post.

still.

is

Keeping Pace
Rapid

strides are being

in the

equipment

field.

made

New

instruments, devices and improvements which increase efficiency in theater operation

appear regularly.

New features

advancement in
theater construction. Keep
pace with these developments
through "Theater Equipment
and Management."
illustrate the

V to

lure them

I
omicreo by
W.TH

I

DONALD

CRISP

KENNETH THOMSON and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS JIL

ADAPTED BY DOUOLAJ
pf^ooucBDBY

.

Z.

DOTY FROM THE STAGE PLAY BY NORMAN H0U5T0N
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EGGERS
INCORPORATED

De Vry

CLUB

Movie Camera

MIRADOR

Photo
Engraving

— the

New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage
and Screen

holds 100 feet

Standard Theatre Size rilm
"Now Presenting

and

costis

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

Specialists

$150

to the

Motion Picture
Industry

Eleanora's American Dehut

A

professional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

managers.

after

a

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANAROSARGENTINE

TANGO ORCHESTRA
Direct from Club Florida, Paris

DAY AND NIGHT

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

250

West
NEW

Telephone

:

54th Street
YORK

Columbus 4141-2-3

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

local scenes, clubs,

on your

screen!

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLE7
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation -Dept. 3-1111 Center St., Chicago

Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 W.Slst

St.

N.

Director

Y.— Circle 5106
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First National

is

proud of you, Milton

Sills.

You gave America's showmen the mightiest
drama of the year— "Men of Steel"!
jk

— A screen fight that's already written in the
history books, in "Paradise".

—"Puppets"

.

.

.

romance that moved a

million hearts.

And now you've packed
in this

all

3

in

one -

tremendous "Silent Lover"!

—

Burning color, too dashing horsemanship thrill and mystery of

—

the

Famous Foreign Legion.

You've given them all you've
got in this one, Milton.— And
that's an awful lot.
First

National

is

mighty

proud of you!

^om

FIRST

NATIONAL mST/

m
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Kent Improves

IMBINE CONSIDERED AS
lOVE AGAINST CHAINS
Exhibitors Consider
*ooling
Interests
for
"Protection"

tio

—

Pooling of interests
(individual theater owners of this
le, for the purpose of preventing
[spread of large chain groups, may
{effected during the coming year,
le opinion of the state exhibitor
jciation.
The subject came up for
[siderable discussion at the annual
Ivention.
tepeatedly various speakers, inBusiness
Manager P. J.
ling
>od, urged a pooling of interests
protection.
^ood
said
the
consensus
of
lion was directed at the need of
Son along that line.
jolumbus, O.

Sidney R. Kent continued to improve Friday following an appendicitis

CO-OPERATIVE MARKET-

6L0CKB00KINGMEETING

operation.

SOUGHTBY

ING
Postpone "Glory" Opening
Opening of "What Price Glory"

BRITISH

ASKED BYCOMMISION

at

Trade
Exhibitor Association Hits Federal
Counsel
Nov. 23.
Asks
Exhibitor Meeting
Quota System as Aid to
to Hear Protests
Monopoly
"Cabaret" Gilda Gray's Second

the Harris has been postponed until

—

second picture for
London Formation of a central (Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY)
be "Cabaret," pro- organization for the marketing of
Washington Exhibitors throughduction of which starts Dec. 20 at the British pictures on a co-operative out the country would be able to air
Long Island studio, under direction basis has been proposed to the Im- their grievances over block booking
of Robert Vignola.
perial Conference by the Federation if the Federal Trade Commission acof British Industries. This, the Fed- cepts the recommendation made by
eration believes, will obtain higher its counsel in a brief filed in the
Fradkin at Paramount
When the Paramount opens Fred- prices for British pictures in the Do- Famous case that a general meeting
of the industry be called for a diserick Fradkin will be concertmaster minions.
If the proposal is not entertained cussion of trade practices.
of the 50 piece orchestra.
by the Conference, the Federation,
Claims have been made that plans
(Continued on Page 4)
have been formulated under which
Maurice at Paramount Premiere
any order of the commission regardA feature of the opening performing block booking could be evaded,
"U" Officials Leave
ance at the Paramount will be the
Home office executives of Universal
(Continued on Page 4)
appearance of Maurice the dancer, who left to attend the Saturday night
through courtesy of E. Ray Goetz.
of "Michael StrogofT" at
An orchestra will be located on one premiere
Washington are Lou Metzger, Joseph
Operators Lose Strike
of the balconades in the Grand Hall,
Friedman, Earl Kramer, Sam SedAl Lichtman has been appointed
incinnati
Operators
lost
their a portion of foyer large enough to
ran, Joe Weil, Sidney Singerman and
general manager of distribution for
ike for higher wages here.
The hold 1,500 people.
Henry Bate.
United Artists.
n have returned to work at the
For the last six
months, he has served as special
wage scale.
More Scenes for "Fire Brigade"
Gilda

Gray's

Paramount

—

will

Lichtman Promoted

—

Singer Convalescing

.

Hollywood

N. H, Chain Gets 2 More
fCeene,

N. H.

— Fred

is

scenes for "The
preliminary to its

ditional

ade,"

P.

— M-G-M

Sharby and opening as

who operate the Scenic
as well as several others, have
:en over the Park, Lebanon and

making

adBrig-

Fire

New York

field

recovering from
severe illness which is confining him
Julius

to his

Singer

representative.

is

Kathlyn Williams Leaves

home.

a special.

Kathlyn Williams sailed Saturday
Directs "Cradle Snatchers"
for Europe.
St. Clair En Route East
Hollywood Howard Hawks will
Hollywood Mai St. Clair is en direct "The Cradle Snatchers" for Schwalbe
Sunshine,
Leominster,
Mass.
Buys Annapolis House
Fox.
)uses under control are Princess, route to New York.
Annapolis,
Md. Harry O. Schwalattleboro; and Grange, Hinsdale,
be of Philadelphia has concluded a
and National and Gem, Winchenociates,

"e

—

—

—

.,

n,

Mass.

i.

& H.

deal for the purchase of the Circle.
Al Reed has managed the house for
three
years.
The deal involves
$100,000.

Building in 'Frisco

—

San Francisco Ackerman & Harhave let contracts for a $250,000
;ater, exclusive of land values, on
n Bruno Ave., between Burrows
d Bacon. This is the second to be
;cted here.
The Roosevelt, at 23rd
d York Sts. recently opened.

"Better 'Ole" For Egyptian
Los Angeles— "The Better 'Ole"
booked for the Egyptian.
It is
upled with a Vitaphone accomniment.

Adapting "White Flannels"
Angeles — Graham Baker

Los

LOUIS

—

Condon To Adapt "Louie"
Los Angeles
iapt

"Louie

imous.

— Frank
the

Condon

Fourteenth"

will
for

MAYER

more

will

years.

remain with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
in a line is one of the significant

Mayer has definite
in production.
showmanship angles in pictures. Many
he has made for M-G-M has demonstrated that

developments of the year
of the releases

direct for

Warners.

Here

ideas on the inclusion of

M-G-M

Re-Signs Young
Hollywood Waldemar Young has
signed a new M-G-M contract.

—

Therefore, the certainty that his association with
Goldwyn will be continued without interruption for

quite clearly.

11th Schwartz House To Open
Opening of the Marine, the 11th
such an extended period of time should be interesting to theater house in the A. H. Schwartz Circuit,
owners no matter where they may be. What Mayer, as produc- takes place Thursday night. The
house, which is at Flatbush Ave. and
tion chief of the M-G-M enterprise, has done since he took Kings Highway, seats 2.500.
Construction has started on the
reins at Culver City many months ago is trade history.
From
theater at Roosevelt and Albertus
the ranks of independent producers, he has precipitated himself Aves.

Metro

Ray To Direct "The Worm"
Los Angeles Albert Ray will diet "Willie the Worm," with Johnny
arron and Sally Phipps, for Fox.

B.

for five

is

adapting Lucien Gary's serial story,
"White Flannels." Lloyd Bacon will

into the first ranks of producers.

who

are Mayer's associates

is

The

influence of the Thalbergs

not to be discounted.

(.Continued on

Page 4)

No

attempt

Florence Vidor
Florence Vidor

is

ill

111

at her hotel.

Sunday, November

Page

(Continued from Page 3)

3)

being made here to take such action. However, it is to Mayer
as commander-in-chief of the entire production project that this
attention is now being directed.
is
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Go-Operative Markt
ing is Sought by Brit h

Mr* Mayer Signs
(.Continued from

i

14,

stated, will act itself in
lishing such an organization.
is

it

e; L
«

A memorandum

which pointsjBP
the monopoly danger of an exces cly high quota system has been
culated by the general secretar of
ir-
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A Public Salute
This
strong

is

a story of a

man

in

whom humanness

lives as a trait

During the Florida hurricane, the town of
Moore Haven was sorely hit. At a time when once again it was
in

character.

demonstrated that self-preservation

the

is

first

law of nature,

town exhibitor did his community service.
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign. When the waters reached them Klutts and his wife threw open
months. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Subscribers should remit with order
$15.00.
their projection room so that all those women and children who
A,ddres9 all communications to THE FILM
DAILY.

New

1650 llroadway.

York, N. Y
Cable ad

-1736 •1737-4738-4739.

Phone Circle

New

Hollywood
York.
E. Gausnran. Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
Ernest W. Fredman
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter. 58, Great Marlborough St..
London, \V. I.. Paris La Cineraatographie
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey
California

—

—
—

Francaise.

Rue

5.

Saulnier.

C. C. Klutts, a small

the exhibitor association.
Sue a
system, it is pointed out, will tento
inflate prices for exhibitors in Ig.-land.

In reply, the Federation cont^
the
exhibitor
associate
statement deviates from exhibi^,original position of supporting

that

nloii

quota plan.

Hart Transferred to Dallas
Dallas— William B. Hart, for
Majestic,
the elements. Klutts might well have made efforts to safeguard* manager of the
Worth,
is the new manager of
his property, but he didn't. All of his possessions in this world
Majestic.
.E. Whytles has
were to be found in his little Moore Haven theater.
ceeded him at Fort Worth. The
Here then is an exhibitor who does well indeed by his industry. jestic is the key house of the It
•

could be crowded into

its

limited area might escape the fury of

W

state

time of need were called to the attention of this
Dublication. Motivated purely by a desire to place credit where
Klutts of
it is best due, we are telling his story in public print.

His actions

Financial
for film issues was a bit more
had been for several days past

than it
development

quiet

A

terest

that is attracting
the steady rise during the

is

some
week

inot

Roxy Units and Roxy Common, the for
mer having achieved a "high" yesterday at
the

and the

36,

common

at I2J4-

Quotations
Low

HiKh

Close
42 5i
42 J4
4254
Am. Seat. Vtc
4254
Am. Seat. Pfd... 42
42J4
....
63
Katz.
&
•Balaban
7354
•Bal. & Katz Vtc.
Eastman Kodak
119% 11954 119%
116
Famous Players
116H

Salc!=

1,300

H

800
....

500

.

nsw

.

Fam.

Play. Pfd...
Film Inspect.
•First Nat'l Pfd..
.

121H 121^ 121^

.

Fox Film "A"
•Fox Theaters "A
•Intern'l

7

70!/,

69 '/S

99!^
69!^
25

45
....
IS

44^

13

Project.

Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A"

Paramount B'way
Roxy Units
Roxy Common
.

Skouras Bros

.

.

Am

36
1254
SO

••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen ?/,
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures.
40H
•

Pict.

"A'

1454
37

96'4
34

96%

3

i\H

....

50

SO
89 54

....
....

7 'A

2,566

96 J/,
38
39ii

....

39
A9'A

51 '4

Last Prices Que led
Philadelphia Market

400
400

14
37

7 'A

.

Warner

44%

1,266
....
....
4,000

2354

37'/,
96 74

2,000
49 J4 10,600

Hon d Mar cet
Ask

t

is

a

man.

lisOC!

New House

for

Sapulpa
H. and R

Sapulpa, Okla.— W.
Wood, who operate the Isis,
ning a new theater here.

are p

Fifteen Years of Comedies
Dallas Pathe Building Openii
The Christie brothers Al and Charlie have been making comDallas The new Pathe exchs
edies now for fifteen years.
That's a long run for any type of
building will be ready for occups
picture.
However, both of them will bear witness to the fact by Nov. 15.
^hat making comedies has not been all fun. Their long and sucVictor & Trammell Get Anoth
cessful record as producers of note in their chosen field is worthy
Tex. Texas Theater
of high commendation.
More concretely, this commendation is hasHamlin,
taken over the Palace.

—

—

—

Hm

iiiai

—

lie

lilt"

about to take form, for beginning today Christie Week will be company is controlled by John
tor and B. F. Trammell.
VJ
celebrated by exhibitors at large throughout the United States.
recently sold

KANN

400

7

7

1,700
100

Circuit.

in

Moore Haven
The market

6,1

Block Booking Meetin;^

Asked By Commission
(Continued from Page 3)

and that there is grave danger of
widespread violation of the anti-trust
laws. A meeting, as suggested by the
commission's counsel,
tmdoubtedly
would attract exhibtors with grudges
and result in the "spilling" of charges
so numerous as to keep the commission busy for some time in sifting

his interests at

ninj

»S(I

Abi

Dent Theaters and took over
Musselman interests in West Tei
The partners own houses at HasI
to

Anson,
Hamlin,
Seymour,
S
Making "Tongues of Scandal"
Los Angeles With a cast of play- Santa Anna and Bags.
ers including Mae Busch, William
Desmond, Mathilda Brundaere, Ray
Designing Sets
Hallor and others, Roy Clements
Fleming is designing !;

—

Julian

Prod.

will
of
begin
production
sets for "Paradise for Two," sfcs
"Tongues of Scandal" at Fine Arts. ring
Dix while C. M. Ipwi
Roy Clements will direct while How- is in Richard
charge of the art work

ard

Mitchell

v/ill

act

as

production

manager.

|

"Love's Greatest Mistake."

Martin and Miller Busy ~
Townsend Martin has written
Paris The ever-increasing list of
Tindal Opens Grand
The brief filed with the commission
adaptation of "Afraid to Love," wiBki
Dansvillc, N. Y.
The Grand has nrobably will be answered by Famous French trade publications has been
Clarkson Miller has prepared llni
augmented by one more. "Le Cine de J.
been opened by A. J. Tindal.
in the near future.
continuity.
piiti
France" to be published weekly.
•*

tt Bid and

them.

Another French Trade Paper

—

—

When you

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking

S

T E B B

I

of

N

S

Pollack in

Town

Ufa Film Banned in Austria
Vienna Tlie Hungarian censors
have prohibited Ufa's "The WiscotT.ouis. is
'"|ss
with Joe Hornstoin, Eastern tens" from being shown in the coundistrict
manager of the National try. The story is by Rudolf Herzog.
L.

Pollack, sales manager
^mcrican Silver Sheet Co.,

of the
of St.
in town, conferring on busi-

—

Previe^w
of

Theater Soipply Co.
Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

IF

W. Stebbins & Co.. Inc.
Broadway
N. Y. C.

1540

Bryant 3040

T'»

Sofer at Coliseum, Seattle

—Jan

Sofer. who has been
the orchestra at Grau•'ian'<i F.evptian. Hollvwood, i< ri.iw
— -nnilng a similar po^Jtion nt t'l'
("rilispum
here,
succeeding S.
K.

Seattle

Arthur

I

conducting

Wincland.

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LEARN TO SAV

BROOKS'
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

PEN.

Saturday
November 27th

—
THE
jnday,

November

14,

1926

DAILY

^^(pM^'0-G4am<i^
"Battling Butler"

Tied up with American Legion on
showing, in the news reel, of the
(invention in Philadelphia activities,
'indow in hardware store on "Batng Butler" with display of boxing
e

wide campaign of educational advertising
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein and Ruben).

etc.
A banner was carried
rough the streets reading "Boxing

the

utler

at
vs.

ichs,

California,

California

—

Buster Keaton." Walter
Santa Rosa, Cal.

of Buffalo"
(First National)
Associated with Retail Fur Merlants' Assoc, for a "Fur Follies"
at

splays.

The

^

— Warfield,

display

dominated by an illuminated
and arrow from which comely

as
art

ce of Colleen Moore looked down
1
the passing crowd.
Beneath this
leart" were three smaller hearts
anding on easels.
Each contained
pose of Miss Moore, and the stand
St under the heart contained numous production stills. Posters decated the rest of the lobby.
H.
^ing, Jr., Imperial, Asheville, N .C.
tl

—

M

"Laddie"
(F. B. O.)

Tied up strong with book stores

Gene Stratton-Porter book
good publicity break on theater

the

1

ot

sljcrying

iarvey,

1

—

(M-G-M)
Windows

j

lie

inside

of a coupe were lined on
with a black cambric

gave an outside appearance
opaque.
From the dark
iterior
of the car, however, the
river was able to see through the

ihich
If

cloth
traffic

being

Patrons

Name Product

Patrons were asked to select
the type of entertainment they
preferred in a stunt put over
by John M. Basche, Alexandria, Alexandria,
He
S.
D.
passed out cards, asking for
written opinions on preferences
in pictures, assuring patrons
that the opinions would be
kept confidential and would
serve as a guide to future
bookings at the house.

"The Midnight Sun"

without difficulty, so that no
hazards were involved. As a

matter of fact, the effect was much
less confusing than a rain-covered

The car was driven by
Zigmond (theater attache

windshield.

Jerome

who

conceived the stunt) through
the loop district where ordinances
are strict.
No permit was required
which is evidence that no controversy
with policemen should be experienced
in a majority of situations.
Walter
League, Rialto, Denver.

—

"Mantrap"
(Paramount)
Had some small envelopes printed
with the following "What every wo-

craves, information inside."
Inside the envelope we had a cheap
wedding ring and a small card with
data on same regarding the picture.
The envelopes made quite a hit and
were distributed to women shoppers
on Saturday afternoon. Caused conHenry Sosnossiderable comment.
ky, Philo, Chisholm, Minn.

—

"Men of Steel"
(First National)

(Universal)

Sun burst effect was secured in
lobby display.
"Wheel of Fortune"
was located near box-office and from
early morning until late at night
there were crowds of people turning
the wheel. Special boards were placed
on either side of the window disp'aying 11 by 14 photos.
Cameo, Pitts-

—

Strand."
As this is a
railroad town, the truck attracted a
lot of attention and certainly helped
The Dodge people said
business.
that any time in the future that they
would be glad to cooperate with me.
Ray Brown, Strand, Altoona, Pa.

—

A'arm"

"3

Bad Men"
(Fox)

A

dairy got out 6,000 special milk
bottle tops. The bottle tops contained copy concerning the picture and
suggested milk to steady the nerves.
Delivery men put these hangers on

milk bottles delivered, and where
the person desired no milk, the hangers were substituted upon the doorknobs. Advantage was taken of the
latest craze, the tomboy skirts, worn
by girls.
One week prior to the
opening,
the
usherettes
were all
dressed in vividly scriped tomboy

all

skirts with guns, bandannas and cowboy hats. The lobby was decorated

A

Western

style.
log cabin was
of compo board and painted
about the box-office. In front of the
cabin was a string of revolvers, borrowed from the police department,
with a card reading: "The Wichita
police department took these guns

a

built

"One Minute

to Play"
(F. B. O.)
Heralds announced the city was
to be bombarded from the sky, with
several thousand parachutes, to which
miniature footballs were attached
dropped from an airplane.
Each
football contained a coupon redeem
bale for gifts donated by merchants
tickets to a football game or to the
showing.— Karlton, Philadelphia.

"The Savage"
(First National)
Hanging under the marquee parallel with the building was a banner
with illuminated circles on either end,
the title being painted in the center
Hanging out under the marquee was

Got the Dodge motor people here
mount on truck their cut-a-wav a shadow-box in transparent letters.
body showing the steel parts in plain The title stood out above everything.
view.
Had large 6-sheet cut-out of In the wall were cases and easels
Sills in rear with ribbons running to while
black and white stills were
Larfe banners on mounted on neat and attractive mat
all
steel parts.
The title, stars' names and
either side »ead "Railroad Men (Men board.
prefer Dodge steel-built catch-lines were used on everything.
of Steel)
bodies.
See Milton Sills in 'Men of ^William Edward, Strand, Seattle.
at

Still

(Universal)
Demonstration was given by the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade. A large
crowd gathered to watch the firemen,
with the aid of the huge Ajax ladder,
'rescue" men 90 feet from the ground
and lower them to safety.
The^
newspapers were generous with their
space, using three and four-column
uis. in addition to news stories.
Tivoli, Brisbane, Australia.

in

burgh.

to

Steel'

"The

new

room for children." Robert
Grand Lake, Oakland, Cal. man
"The Magician"

by

designed

The names of all employes
facts about pictures.
reporting talks that they have made to organizations large and
small will be kept on file at the general office.
grasp at

San Francisco.

"It Must Be Love"
(First National)
center of the lobby

is

Luncheon clubs, civic gatherings, lodge meetings, parentteacher get-togethers and other assemblies are suggested as fertile fields for the spreading of the information.
People eagerly

had a decided effect on matinee
Splendid cooperation from
merchants was secured in the way
display advertising and window

isiness.
e

instituted
It

The campaign was largely prompted by questions from patrons which indicated considerable misunderstanding existed over
the business. William Hamm, M. L. Finkelstein and I. H. Rubsn,
members of the firm, feel that there is a possibility for unjust
criticism of the business by the public. They seek the co-operation of all employes in spreading educational information.
To
this end, a small booklet entitled "What the Public Doesn't
Know About the Movies" has been prepared.

Battling

"The Duchess

I

—

a circuit-

to acquaint the public with facts pertaining to the exhibition of
pictures.

oves,

onight

engagement. Cut-out on marquee was made by house staff from
the figures in a 24-sheet stand.
H.
W. Sherburne, U. C, Berkeley, Cal.

of the

Acquainting the Public
MINNEAPOLIS— There is a real thought behind

(M-G-M)

the

"The

SportinsT Lover"
(First National)

Arranged with automobile agency
for the use of a sport model car and
this,
decorated with banners, was
driven about town for the four days

from notorious Kansas
William Fox presents

men

bad
his

'3

Bad

with guns, romance and a truly
pical story of the great West." The
heater being dark on Sunday, a baby
;pot with amber colored lights was
iMayed on the lobby during the night
and proved of interest to Sunday
'walkers."
C. E. Barrow, Kansas,
Wichita, Kan.
lien'

—

Co-opprat on
Exp'oit-O-Grams are tried
and proved stunts by and for

showmen.

Exhibitors the na-

tion over are finding them invaluable. As Henrv Sosnosky,
Philo, Chisholm, Minn., writes,
"Exploit-O-Grams have furnished me with so many ideas
that I desire to show
appreciation bv sending in some

my

stunts used."

You, too, can help those who
are helping you bv contributing regularly to this department.

THE
Sunday, November

LONDON

JAMES

P.

—

—

'

— Produced

•v_u.iiic..
.>.!.. i.i.cc

i..a.

>.

lo.c

Aloatros.

stearic anu toe cast
Loui^

fticilcr,

in-

V ictor

Lerch,

iluuut, jeaii iMurat, Koy \vood
i,aic.am !• cyder is now nnish.ng

Cia-io.i

anu K. o.

will have
nioiitn at the Siaile

euKing.
till:,

Feyder
Proper

Jacques

by

ijociete

tiie

Ka>juci

ciu^ej
\

by

released

It

—

premiere

u^

sometime

Manvaux.

frouuceii by Auel Gance from
Napo.eon
own icenario. Ke.easiiig company: Societe

his

Ocneraie ue 1-ilms.
Annabeila,
Koiiiie.

Last:

Albert

Uieudon..e,

Maxuaian, Van Laele,
Daniel
Suzanne Hianchetti,
Cilia
Mendaille, Harry Krimer, Koubiisky, Phillipc Heriat, ChaKatouny, and others. The picture is now being edited by Gance and pans
Mancj.

are
at

going

ahead

the Parij

for a
this

Opera

spectacular

Winter.

premiere

M-G-M

will

America.
"Jim La Hou.ette Roi Des Voleurs" ^Produced by Koser Lion and Nicolas Rimsky,
fiom the play by Guitton. The Societe Albatros will di triliute. The cast: Gaby Morlay,
kimsky. Vonnel, Camille Bardou,
Nicolas
Leonnec and Gil Clary.
"The Statuette Maker" Produced by Rene
P'ai scity, from his own scenario.
Societe
N. R. Films will rc!eae
"Palaces"
Directed by Henri De-fontaines.
Societe des Cineromas, di tributor.
(Continued on Page 16)
handle

it

in

—

—

—

"Meistersingers" in Films
Berlin
Richard Wagner's "Meistersingers"
will
be
produced for
Phoebus Films by Ludwig Berger,

—

director

of

"The Waltz Dream."

Maharaja's Trip in Films

Bombay — The Maharaja of Rajpipla, who made a visit to London
a short while ago. took films during
Ins trip.
They will be shown in the
Maiiaraja's palace shortly and if accepted
favorably,
will
be
shown
throughout British India.

May
Bombay

*

*

Frank Hill, general secretary of
the Kinematograph Renters' Society
the distributors' organization in a
letter to the London trade, strongly
protests against the Cinematugraoli
Exhibitors' Association's ass.unption
that renters are incapable of making
scheme
"voluntary"
the
effective
against blind-booking.

—

—

*

*

*

C. E. A. Branches throughout the
country vigorously dispute the K.
R. S. suggestion that provincial trade

shows are inadequately supported.
*

*

»

committee of the London City

Council reports that films have not
progressed sufficiently to be of educational value, and indicates a preference for still slides in visual training.
*

*

*

A petition by Booth Crainge, of Mercury
Film Service, for a compulsory order to wind
up Unity Film Co. has been put aside by the
courts temporarily.
*

Marcclla A.bani and Vladimir GaiMiss Albani is the Italian player and
"Manon Lescaut."
appeared in
jaidarow
Mario Bonnard directed.
4:
*
«
.eatures

Jarow

by

released

The

title

cals"

sailor life will be
Screen Classics, Ltd.
British
the series is "The Happy Ras-

comedy shorts
of

of

and Moore Marriott
*
*

—

known.

New Belgium

Representative

—

I'.n sstls
Paul R >usseau, 121 Rue
Biaeml, Brussels, has been appointed
Belgium representative of Patne F.\change. Inc., New York.

*

"The Jungle Woman" and "Pearl of the
South Seas" are ready for release. They were
made by Capt. Frank Hurley, who conducted
Wilds to
a company through the African
StoU is releasing.
film natural scenes.

Du

Font's Plans

—

Berlin
E. A. Dupont is making
preliminary production arrangements
for "Moulin Rouge," a story written
by himself. He has already conclnded negotiations for financial backing
and casting is under way.

•Mthough Dupont

will
film, it is not definitely
will actually direct.

known

Foreign Territory

Now

ot Mexico, has started a sali-s drive
a."d is calling it "Vogel Monti:,' in
h. nor of William M. Vogel, gi'neral

FFFiniNAM) H. ADAM
152 WeM 42nd St.. New York

Corp.

manager

of Prod. International

force

ilte

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

house, with screening rates of 60
Belgian francs an hour (services of
operator included), and 10 francs an
hour for so-called handling charges.
The warehouses provides for the
deposit and preview of films by the
Belgian trade.
A handling room is
also connected with it for cutting
or any other work which may be required while the films arc underThis enables the
going inspection.
nmnufacturers or sellers to send to
Belgium sample copies only, thus
avoiding the sending of new copies
which could be damaged by proIn addition,
jections while on trial.
buyers have the means of examining
copies before purchase, which obviates any further discussions as to
the condition of the copies, etc.
5,000

Henry

Arias.

R.

London

—A

5,000

fe
tits

HI-MAHK FILM SALES
oieign
L i'lrii-u i- n
N; t Kati ansun, I'r s.

sd
1

ablr address

I

Himark

Phone

Tcmtory Now

PAWNEE

if

he

A

Avrfilablc

BILL,

6 Super ^tunt Con^edv

Thrill

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBEI
W. 46th

l3o
f^

ew

D.

New

Y

F»i«t Acii'^n

Me'ndr* m<«a

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representative! foe
Rayart Pictures Corporation and oihct]
leading independent producers and dii>
tributors.

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

Portland

31

London, W.

England

Exporting only the best

New

Avenue
Proiiuctiens of

itt

Motion Pictures

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
^'

Place,

I.

Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris
Cable Adress: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICH PIC. N. Y.

New

general sales manager for First National, has been appointed managing director of Automaticket, Ltd.,
replacing Jesse S. Barrington.

|H(

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,

Post
London— Percy Phillipson, former

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

Merit"

THE GREATEST LINE-UP OF WESTERNS

IN

THE MARKET

AND WHAT STARS

City
Cable Ferdinadnm.N.Y. Fhone. Wis. IMJ

6
3 BILL
Loihloii

Napoieon
8

New

PATTON

JACK PERRIN
2

ART ACORD

AilitreHB

KilniB,

(.'omptiMi

Charine Cross Koad

I

td.
*«(.

W.

S

Incj

Mew York

MOUNTAN,

J.

"1

*Doncaii

St.,

Yoilc Cily

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

seat theater, reof a chain will

Drama*

Frank Merrill

mstj

Jr.

icrirs of 8 five reel

Western

"Madame Pompadour."

Available

»si

^

tlOi

In

has been secured by British
National to act as art adviser for

729 Seventh

Ml

isconsin
il96-5197

:

New York

Foreign

Engages Domergue
Jean Domergue, French

in

lie

loi

Exc'u-ive urchasirg ag nts ani< represent
atives for leading film distiibutors thr> ughout toreign terruoriis.

first

Phillipson

CO.

1

British Nat'l

—

lie

ill

be built at Brixton.

London

isti

Pres.

1540 BROADWAY. N. Y. C.
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

Seat English Theater

puted to be the

iitc

lf.\S

CLASSPLAY PinURIS CORP.

French ware-

the

in

'Ft

Picha.

St

Co. of Brussels
is responsible for the new arrangeThe company also operates
ment.
the Paris-Brussels air-line, provides
storage at its aerodrome at the same
in

illlM

tt(

R. Canty.

rates

(1*

lit

Trade Commissioner George

its

start

Plenty of Action— Good Stories

Siarring

sales

from

Hermann

Dieterle and

ed for sale to Belgium buyers without the formality of first having to
go through the customs, states a report to the U. S. Dept. of Commerce,

produce the

"Vogel Month" in Mexico
.\Ic.\ico Cit>
George Pczet, general manager of the Prod. Dist. Corp.

—

trade in France is much pleased with the terms of a new agreement which will hereafter allow for
the inspection of foreign films offer-

The

}t

Ziehm has

production on "Trial Behind Clos
Doors," featuring Maly Delschj
Vivian Gibson, Ida V/uest, Gre
Werner Krauss, Her
Schmidt,
Stuart, Hans Jiinkermann, Wilhe

artist,

featured.

is

CITY

Work

Starts

— Arthur

723 7th Avenue

The new Ufa Film, "The Circus of Life,"
a current release of Wardour Films. It

Six

Belgian Company Arranges to Have
Films Inspected Without Usual
Custom Formalities

*

Film Ruenzoi Range

Capt. E. R. Menpley,
well-known African hunter, has been
asked to film a trip to the top of the
Kuenzoi Range, which has never before been reached by man, so far as
is

*

is

Ziehm

Berlin

The Sabenna Film

be helped."

A

BRUSSELS— MEXICO

Franco-Belgian Pact

Production Problems Taken Up at
Imperial Conference, But Action
Other Briefs
is Postponed
London— Kesults appear to have
LA ClNii.-i.it U'ui^.if tilt:. i-kANCAISE" followed the discussion of production
laris A list of French produc- problems as they affect the home intions tor release early in lj2o-Z/ has dustry, by the Imperial Conference,
includes many but it has been decided to have the
It
been prepareU.
linns ot iiie spectacle t.spe, .unoiig Lconomic
Sub-Committee conduct
"Napoieon," "Carnicn," di- further investigations.
tiieni:
Phillip
Sir
rected by juies i-eyder, and "La Rue Cunliflfe-Lister states that by giving
de la 1 aix, produced by Henri Dia- the trade "some measure of securi-orty liiins are listed,
niant Lierger.
ity, efficiency in film production will
as follows:

LONDON—BOMBAY— BASEL

CUNNINGHAM

London News

French Product

Gance's "Napoieon" and "Carmen,"
iviaae by leyaer. Head List of
ty lor i:,ariy iy^o-i9^7 kciease

and

BRIEFS FROM PARIS
VIENNA— SYDNEY— BERLIN

Foreign Markets

|

By

New

192i

FILM

FRENCH PRODUCERS LINE
UP 40 RELEASES FOR NEW
SEASON — TRADE HAPPENINGS IN

14,

I

C. 2

Cable Addresset
New York
ondon

SVnCOFlLMS

PIZORKILM

I

THE
^

November

l^nday,

1926

14,

^^

DAILY

Developments

ARTHUR

By

Present' O- Grams

If

"Forever After" Proloe^ue
representing battlefield in

produce a

or

aiice

battlefield

si;-

uctte effect against your back drop.
tore curtain is raised concoct war

such as machine gun firing,
As prologue opens a
aighboy in lieutenant uniform, if
iiscs,

ck

stage.

issible,

M.

the
,ay a

=

i^Noise

lies

which is
dim spot on him.
of

one

1

the

The
elbow,

one

at

stage,

niishes.
J

wounded

semi-dark.

of the stage where a soprano,
essed in an unsophisticated white
H-k, appears standing in front
of
transparent.
She sings "Always
on," musical comedy hit of several
a'^ons
ago.
The wounded man
awls towards her and as he nears
c spot she fades out.
As he drops
iconscious the battle noises resume
id continue until after the curta'ts
closed.
Suggested by
Ic

:
'

—

THE

ILM DAILY.

popular

is

in

your

Harold Yates and Cooper

ter-

"A Harmony Duo,"

is

'a

prologue for "The Midght Sun" was used not only with
e showing but also during the pre-Iding week. A half-circle sun was
linted on beaverl)oard with alteriting stripes of gold paint and dark
clever

d lacquer. The set was in front of
screen with the asbestos in front

le

The asbestos went up on a
house with a dark green spot
aying on a girl, dressed as Laura
a Plante is in the Ballet of Jewels
;quence, crouching in front of the
m.
Heavy chains were bound
that.

irk

ound her

As
lue,

icn

wrists.
the dark green spot
the girl slowlv arose.

went

into
spot

The
played red which was broken

<>.^.A

Mrs. A. K.

Pierre

Harrower
and

Dorothy Carlyle
Sop.

wh

ality

701

-

•

and appearance.

7th Ave.

New

York

at

wl'ere

"We're

1

ing the week before the engagemen.
date card on one side of the sel
and a title card on the other were
ighted up, the
lettering
showing
iglit
against a
black back.ground
When tlie picture was showing the
Jate and title cards, of course, were
not used. Lowell Cash, Kinsman
Theater, Cleveland.

—

"Rosie O'Grady" Tie-up
Staged a jazz week to feature the
song, "Sweet Rosie O'Gradv," in
connection with the picture by the
same title. Several bands were stationed in different parts of the house
and each took a turn at playing the
number. The audience was encouraged to
sing.
William Raynor,
Reade's Hippodrome, Cleveland.

—

Man in
He sings

the Moon is the firs'
a duet. Litel's "Seren
ade," with the Lady of the Moon, both be
ing attired in white costumes.
The p'lrn
toms, four ballet girls in %vhite c jstumes
tritnmeil witii silver, dance on.
The'r dmcr
c-onclndes the first part of the act, whicl:
tions.
The
to appear.

called "The Moonlight Forest."
The second part, "Moons of Love,"

s

pie-

three numbers witli the sectional cor
ain d'-closing first a Japanese couple wh'^
sing "Underneath the Cherry Bloom T;ee.''
rile second number reveals an Indian s uaw
her man.
The woman sings "Under
oeath the Indian Moon."
The center part of the curtain is the finale
man
to this section of the entertainment.
and woman in elaborate Colon'al co'tumes
An
s'ng "Underneath the Sorthe-n Moon."
nterlude is "Moonlight Waltz" with SperanzevH and \'an Maar.
The climax is "Kingdom of the Moon"
for
wliich is used a blue sky background
dotted with silver stars.
In the grand finale the center disc opens
and a tinseled cloth background flooded with
light gives a dazzling effect.
As the curtain opens on this number the dancers, in
silver costumes, are posed on a sta'rway de
'cending from either side of the center di'"c
They remain posed while Vera Strelskaya
and Van Maar, adagio performers, bring the
number, "Love's Dream," to a close.
-ents

md

Nov.

14)

New

York." with
Joyce Coles, Capitol Bal'.et and Chester
Halo Girls;
"Conce to in D
Minor," Julia Class, pianist; "Moonlight on the Ganges."
Celia Turril!
and Juia Forest; ove.ture, "Southern

in

i

(Week
—
"Atop

of

Capitol

the

Paul Oscard's entertainment "Moonlight"
one of the most attractive piescn'ed rn
the Publix Circuit.
The revue is notable fo
its
fine simplicity of setting and costume
It is a refresliing deviation
from the overdressed, gaudy show with the attendant glam
or of color and array of fias'iy costumes.
"Moonlight" retains all tlie atmosp!:e e
from which it gets its name and the set
a tasteful arrangement consisting of a raiset'
platform toward the rear of the stage, set
in black frame forming an oval.
The bid
drop, a landscape scene, is in three sec-

—

Rliapsody."
Rivoli
"Pirate Love." staged by
Boris Petroff; Rosa Po'nariow, violinist; oveture, "Roumanian Rhapsody."
Mark Strand Frolic, with
Strand
"A Japanese Print," Ml!e. Klemova
dancing "Ihe Swan"; Anatole Bourman's Steppers; Davis Saxaphone Ocoverture,
"Roberpierre."
tette;

—

the tent, danced a gypsy number to
kati," (Carl Fisher). Clos'ng this part
Love
basso sang "Gypsy
Sjovik,

Whitmark),

(

the

male

ensemble

"Hej

c-

Amund
Sonr"

joining

in

chorus.

the

simplic'ty and beauty marked the
third incident in which "Naila" was daiccd
by Mile. Klemova and the ballet who were
attired in white.
Tliey worked in front of
The final number pesented
a black drop.
the ever-popular Happiness Boys, who have
played the house several times within the
»ast
year.
Their prog am follows: dret,
"How Do You Do" (Ted Brown) duet,

Both

;

"Short and Sweet" (Broadway Music Co.);
solo, "There's No Face Like Your Own."
.j.lly Jones; solo,
"Tramp, Tramp, Tramp"
(lierlin). Ernest Hare; duets, "Ope atic Syncopation" and "Me, Too" (Shapiro & Bernstein).

A

Spizzi to

Book 20

.Vrtnur Spizzi will book presentations into a circuit of about 20 thein and around
New Orleans,
understood, beginning this week,
iiach house will play the unit one

ters
it

is

night.

Spizzi,

who

understood to

is

be out-of-town on a trip in connecion with the deal, will return to

New York

early this week.

Mr. Exhibitor, Take

Nr'tice!

VAUDEVD(,I!,I£

ARTDSTC

"Plastic Age" Prologue
college prologue was used pre
liminary to "The Plastic Age." Tht
curtain ascended
on
a dormitor>
room, with a fat student reclining ot
Hr
a couch during "study hours."

A

up and played lively jaz:
numbers on a banjo. Robert
Bender, Columbia Theater, Seattle.

vawned,

sat

new

W

—

Organist Introduct"on

novel method of presenting
organist began when the spo'

was

observation

platform

of

Day

train. Suitcase in

the stage, thence took his place at the
(Continued on Paye 15)

who

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion

Pi«tnpf^ Pre-entHtion

MARKUS

VAUHEVILI-F AGENCY
Lacknwanna 7R76

1579 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

sang

Iressed in a

which showed a monument,

"Ode
white,

to

at

McLarghlin
Freedom."
She was
Kitty

sat

wh-'c'.i

flowing robe.

On

e'the

were rows of American doughboys stand

-ide

Near the conclusion of the
attention.
strings of the flags of the major
iunopean nations were pulled up into and'

ng

at

ii;mber

nee view and an American flag was screen
on a tablet which was a feature of the
uonument.
The second incident on the procf-am n'p
ented a gypsy camp, with a single tent,
mplre and tall trees against a red b ck
.round.

A

male ensemble

in

rme

Love"
sang "Gypsy
lappell) and Mile. Klemova,

ajipropriate cis
(publis'-ed
by
ai)pearing from

\ND MOTION PiriUI^F. I'RESEXTATIONS \W. UXF

t

1

JACK
LI NDER
Vavderillf A

g< 7,cv
AT. ' ??8.9 ^f%»' York City
1576 B'wav
Write Phone or Call
I

AMALGAMATED

lARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZI

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

INC.

I
j

The FALLY

tableau
top of

the

Great

a

hand and
overcoat over arm, Organist Gilbert
Berry stepped from the train onto
Northern

Plunkett put over another sm'ish'n'?
Strand Follies at his house the past
Open ng the bill was an Arm'stice

.Toe

.Mark
week.

il

.•

flashed on the console, ar
the overture was due. The consoli
was empty. The spot then moved ?'
about the pit and the front of the
Tri'
house, seeking the organist.
curtain was then raised, revealing the
light

Strand

|

Attractions for

Booking
|

I

The Better Picture

I

Theatres

I

I

Attractions and Presentations

j

Star^dard

a'-tists

to those mmagens
wish
really fine voices with person-

Ile;l

•

a

and Bar. Duo

and recommends these

I.avvley. b

their t'tle

is

amber, while the girl, rising to
height, broke the chains and
threw them to the edge of the stage
just as the amber came on full.
The stage then went dark, and dur-

A

presents

justify

Rivoli

full

Novel

BENDIX

B'way Presentations
a?

I

"Midnight Sun" Pro'ogue

||

It

al >n:;
they are p:og amme
Work-n,'
the Navy Now."
a piano
they harmon ze del'^''tfuriy
heir numbers are:
"Ked, Red Robin" ( tlei
In)
"Yvonne" and "If I Hadn't You"
(l^emick).

Rialto

with
with

into

her

B'way Does
Rialto

A

side

battle gradually diboy, raising himself
peers to the other

How

presentation stunt
a
which ought to pull 'em in. Have the
star of your local high school or college eleven appear on your stage in
football togs and demonstrate the forward pass.
If possible, get the entire team and providing you have sufhave them go
ficient
stage space,
through some of their plays. It ought
to be easy to drill four of the boys
into a quartet and have them sing
several of the school songs.
With this
sort of an attraction it should
not
difficult
stage
a
successful
be
to
ticketselling campaign at the school.
somewhat similar stunt was worked at Loew's State. St. Louis.
As
an additional feature miniature footballs were distributed to the audience.

here

ritory

iGranis Editor, The Film Daily
50 Broadway, New York City.
set

football

EDDY

W.

Football Presentation

Briefly told ideas for presentations
om all parts of the coiaitry. We
rite yon to send yours to: I'resent

[Ise

Presentations

in

1560 Broadway
Bryant 0967-8

New York

Picture Theatres

\

t

Stnndnrfl

Vauderille

1600 Broadway. New York
Phone Penn. 3580

,

Acts
City

CITY

",\\

THE
Sunday. Novpmb-^r

Beery

"We're

Murphy"

"Private Izzy

in

Navy Now"

in the

"Sorrows of Satan"

George Jessel in

Raymond Hatton and Wallace

Warner

Bros.

HITS STRAIGHT AT THE BOX
Paraynotint
OFFICE. A LITTLE LONG
A BOX-OFFICE WOW. BETBUT THERE IS A TON OF
TER START YOUR OWN RE- AUDIENCE APPEAL IN THE
IRISH-JEWCRUITING OF EXTRA RELIABLE OLD
COMBINATION.
STORY
ISH
THE
FORCES TO HANDLE
.Ideally suited and fortunate
CROWDS THAT WILL STORM Star.
to have secured such a worthy
THE OLD B. O.
Does
vehicle for his screen debut.
..

.Switch their affections from
Make a
tlie Army to the Navy.
great pair of gobs and get gobs
A
of laughs out of their stunts.
shame to ever separate a team like

Stars.

..

this.

Chester Conklin and Tom
lend a hand in the laughs
but Hatton and Beery have the
show mostly to themselves.

Cast

Kennedy

.Comedy. As a fitof Story.
ting compam'on piece to "Behind
the Front," and probably to make
the Army and Navy equally popu-

Tyoe

.

.

lar. Paramount has staged another
Hatton-Beery laugh riot with the
Navy as a background. Of course
Such things could
it's all in fun.
never actually happen in the Navy

Hatton and Beery
see more than the world in their

and
si.\

certainly

reel

tour.

and judging from

a

lively trip
the crowds stt-ug-

It

is

gling for admission at the Rialto
will
there
be other box office
storms forecasted for the picture.
It is sure fire box-office anv way
you take it. Hatton and Beery are
If it isn't Hata constant scream.
ton's comedy antics it is Beerv's
comical grin t'^'at is pulling the
The pair are swalhouse down.
lowed up in an enlistment parade
and before they know it they are
in the Navv.
The process of enlistment brings a ton of laughs.
It is so rough that
Beery finallv
demands to know what lodge he's
in the initiation is so tough. George
Marion. Jr.. scores a personal tri-

umph

in

his

set

of

ommended as eood box office business.
The titles are very eood
Murphy,

really
Goldberg
changes his name for business reasons when he opens a "stylish
delicatessen".
He keeps the new?
from his parents when they arrive
in the coimtry, also the fart that
he has fallen in love with Eileen
an Irish girl. Izzy goes off to waleaving his mother heartbroken. He

Izzy

is

when the bov
home Izzy is in

reported dead but

come

marc'''ing
the line.
Eileen's father attempts
to break off the match but she defies him by accepting Izzv and h'y
people as her nennle thereby making Momma Goldberg happy once
more.

^xoloitation. .. .Here's your chance
to pive local dpiiratessen store<! r

this.

Tust slews of ideas
available for this one.
The Navv
men in uniforms, street parades,
rerru'ting stunts, all fall ricrhf in
'ine for mightv effective advertising.
You shouldn't need much help
on this one.

Exn'o'tation.

Direction
splendid

Author
Scenario

Cameraman

.

.

Length

a battleship
5,5 19 feet

rate
its

boy

own

bv a tie ''n w'f^
"Private Izzv Murphv."
G^t thp
stores to disn'av prominent announcements of the n''-t'"'p mentioning that "Murphy's" delicatesrl-innce

sen

to benefit

serves laughs as well as cold

ruts"

production's

Pbofocranhv

Lloyd Bacon:

Raymond Shrock and

ocaV
Length

audience's powers of observation.
is exactly here that the picture
is not satisfactory.
The rank and
file
of theatergoers won't get the
lesson as clearly as it should be
presented to them. The picture has
been splendidly edited.
It

Box

Office

Angle

Phil'n T onc-^nn
Virgil MiUor

Good.
".

,

pU'^oiktV,

"-"'l
.

N-"'

liT^t^d

York

7,889 feet

With

intelli-

The
Maynard's fine riding.
where he makes away

sode
four

horses
steeds he

enemies'

the

of

ev
wi'

ly's

touches imaeinable. The pl-^t co'
cerns the villainy of Suggs, reputat
citizen on the surface but in realii
the Gila monster, terror of t

Tom

Hero

ranchmen.

cepts the job of
Gila but Suggs

Tom
for

bringing

in

to
to
terror.

Tom

corners Suggs

finally

some

Drury

manages

enough evidence on
him appear as the

name

plentifully;

also

mem-

Marie

Scenario

Halsev
Harry Fishherk
Forrest

Cameraman
Photography

Superb; some light-

inps magnificent.
I-ora'e

Length

Corelli

rived.

You

.

can't

and

talk

too mu
dress

Cameraman
Photography

Fnpland Loca'e
11,075 feet Length

1st

ii

»tt

Illloil

ail
ntit

1'

n'lh

B're

— S-pani
— mig

interest
lot's

k(.

Of

RogeJ*

Albert

101

very good
.'^''enario

IKS

sombrero

considerable

Author

(

i

walking about the streets distri
uting caries annotmcing the ide
thv of "The Unknown Cavalie
will be disclosed at your theatc
Direction

ii'l

mak

A man

after the style of the Gi'a

arouse

cl

it

.

about his work.

costume

in 01

liift

ma
Hd

and winds

real action

t

p

1

m

a

with a lovely shot of hero and 1
girl
silhouetted against a des(

.

bers of the cast.
Direction
In many sequences,
masterful; generally pood.

i

showing how many
c;
ride at once is one of the clever^™

is no concern.
sunset.
For wide consumption there en- Box Office Angle. .. .Unusually (ii
ters an element of doubt.
Howwestern entertainment. You cai
ever, remember the lavish producgo wrong on this one.
tion,
pagan
superb
rout,
love Exploitation.
Ken Maynard look
scenes, Menjou, Cortez. Dempster.
like a comer and now he has a

You can't discount these factors
too completely.
Exp'oitation
No ballyhoos for
this.
Dipnified handling
through
newspaper mailinp lists and th» literary folks. By all means use Grif-

ike
ive

tilize

gent audiences there

Author

pinvers are not always
T

realizes that money is not everything. It is here Rimanez drops
his role of benefactor and reveals
himself in his true light. Tempest
returns to Mavis, whose belief in
God is sufficient to thwart the
devil. Rimanez fades out of the
picture, the inference being he is
now a bit closer to heaven. The
trouble is too much is left to the

fith's

Direction
pood.

Good
Aboard

.First

Comes with

Fdwnrd Clark
Monty Brice
•''"nano
John McDermott
^anrraman
Charles Boyle

..

recommendation.

Anchors

Photography
Locale

Office Angl«^.

office picture.

.

Edward Sutherland;

the

Star. ... Serving up keen competitic—
for the rest of the cowboy star
j
Fine looking, pleasing and who!!
natural.
Certain to be building ^^
strong following.

tit

and

funnier than

of

III

in

Box

thincr

One

Cast

bright spots.
ceeds by far

Office Angle.... One of the few
tliat
you nnist show.
Yoii can't
beat the Hatton-Reery combination

any-

INCLINES

STORY

IONED.

TOWARD A PREACHMENT.

IT

i

sciously instrupiental in upsetting
plans.
There is a series of
rapid fire eacs that spill laugh-;
faster and funnier than yon could
ever tell it in cold type.
Perhan';
"We're in the Navy Now" hasn't
as pood a plot as "Behind Xhc
Front" hut it certainly excels in
lauphs and fast action.

find

THE BEST WESTERN ON TH
BOARDS RIGHT NOW. KE:
MAYNARD MOUNTING T
GREAT HEIGHTS WITH HI
REMARKABLE RIDING AN
IN SOME INSTANCES LEANS
TOWARD THE OLD-FASH- STRIKING PERSONALITY.

iitJie

enemy

you won't

First National

I

•ell;

Hatton and Beery sai'
intn foreien ports and are uncon-

for lauehs

EFLY TO
THOUGHTFUL AUDIENCES.
LAVISH PRODUCTION VALUES, ACTING OF THE HIGHEST ORDER. DEVELOPMENT

CH

SUITABLE

jitle

never miss.

Box

Ken Maynard in
Unknown Cavalier'

Ricardo Cortez exany previous effort.
the exAdolphe Menjou does excellently, Cast
Kathleen Collins a prettKrio
ception of her work in "Humoresgiven
a
better
perbut makes Satan a lovable characheroine and James Mason the a
never
que," has
ter. Carol Dempster deserves much
cepted type of villain.
T. Re
formance. A most convincing Jewpraise for her handling of the part.
Barnes great in a comedy role aiish "monmia." Wm. H. Strauss exThe old story of
Patsy Ruth Type of Story
Otis Harlan amusing as a hit
cellent as the father.
how Lucifer, the archangel, defied
'*,
sheriff.
Fine supporting cast.
Miller the pretty Irish sweetheart
the authority of God and was dis- Type of Story
Western; adapt*
but she has been poorlv photo"f"'
missed from heaven until by a refrom
Kenneth
Perkins'
graphed. Gustave Von Seyffertitz
stoiw''''
demption of souls on earth he again
not the best type of Irish parent.
"Ride Him, Cowboy." Ken Ma iiw(
earns his right in the high places.
nard. First National cowboy sts
Type of Story. .. .Drama. The BerDressed in 1926 fashion, Marie Cois making
the grade swiftly ai
lin-Mackay romance might have
relli's novel modernized in the nth
His latest is the best wes
surely.
suggested "Private Izzy Murphy."
degree. Geoffrey Tempest (Cortez)
ern offering among current
There is the Irish girl, named
denounces God and declares himleases.
It teems with action ai
Eileen, and a Jewish boy in love
self willing to sell his soul to the
has more originality than a hi fis
with each other. And, incidentally
devil for worldly possessions. His
dozen average westerns put t
George Jessel doesn't look greatly
wish is granted. Prince Rimanez
gether. It has all the necessary
The storv
unlike Irving Berlin.
(Menjou) appears and leads Temgredients of a western.
There
that Raymond Shrock and Edward
pest on the merry pace. Rimanez,
the romance, and a comedy el
Clark have created is another of
really Satan, influences Tempest
ment that follows its course witi •'
those assured audience apoeal yarns
Mavis
sweetheart.
his
to
abandon
out interrupting the rest of t! '
that abound in sympathetic touchClaire (Miss Dempster). Tempest
business.
T. Roy Barnes as tl *'
es, mother love, romance, comedy
tastes life at its sweetest, or at its
would be daredevil cowboy ge
and the guaranteed box office inbitterest, as you will. He marries
over some great laughs every tin
has
gredients.
Lloyd
Bacon
Princess Olga (Lya de Putti) who
he threatens to show how bra'
shown some keen ingenuity in the
pai
becomes infatuated with Rimanez.
he is.
Otis Harlan's short bit
handline of the story and with the
The latter spurns her, but Temthe jurist is great and the tri m
exception of including some unpest sees her infidelity. She comscene where the ranchmen plan Skis
necessary detail, such as the war
mits suicide. Tempest continues on
"hang the prisoner first and t ik
sequence, has done very well. The
his way. Later when he can no
story has the benefit of considerhim after" is a corker. For actif Hi
longer
of
life,
he
stand
that
sort
able patriotic flavoring, also recthere are some thrilling fights ai raa

very well in this.
Cast.... Vera Gordon, with

Thev

titles.
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Paramount
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Kenneth Perki
Marion Tacks
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Peter the Great in

"Exit Smiling"

Hoot Gibson

"Everybody's Acting"

in

"King of the Pack"
"The Buckaroo Kid"
Paramount
CLEVER BURLESQUE
Lumas Pictures — State Rights
Universal
REAL GOOD ENTERTAINROVES FIRST RATE AMUSE- STARK DRAMA FOR THOSE MENT. NOVEL STORY THAT
WHO LIKE IT. GIVES PETER BLENDS ROMANCE, HUMOR NOT A VERY EXCITING WESTENT AND BEATRICE LILERN. HOOT GIBSON'S LATTHE GREAT SEVERAL FINE
IE SHOWS CONSIDERABLE
OPPORTUNITIES TO DEM- AND JUST THE PROPER
EST NOT UP TO HIS STANfeoMISE AS A SCREEN COMONSTRATE HIS REMARKA- TOUCH OF PATHOS.
DARD FOR ACTION PICDIENNE.
BLE INTELLIGENCE.
Cast
An
unusually strong cast
TURES.
LACKS THRILLS AND
Beatrice Lillie, English actress, Cash.... Dog star wins the audience
with a long list of well known and
COMEDY
IS LOW.
id an important member of the
with his keen intelligence and deMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer

'

3(j\«E

,

;;;t.

.

of Chariot's Revue, makes her
;reen debut in a vehicle particularwell adapted to her.
Appears
uite willing to forego beauty in
rder to get her laughs over. Jack
ickford fair as the small town boy.
1st

'

.Comedy.
Marc
makes an ideal

V>e of Story. ..
onnelly's story

Miss

for

eliicle

ives her

Lillie's debut.

It

every possible chance to

mannerisms and

isplay the

won

her no

tricks

Davis.

Type

who

of Story. .. .Drama. For those
prefer to get away occasion-

from blood and thunder

ally

omedienne would seem to depend
irgely upon the suitabilitv of the

ging

provided her. "Exit Smilig" is well stocked with laughs
nd it contains some reallv clever
iirlesque that Sam Taylor has hanled in a skilful manner.
The picure runs a trifle long with an ocasional slow stretch breaking in
there.
This might be
lere and
asily remedied by cutting. Jospp'i
'arnum's titles are great.
Miss
gillie
plavs the nart of a stage
:razed girl, a maid in a repertorv
ompanv, who asnires to the rol^
>f

vampire

SItc

in

"Flaming Women."

instrumental

is

in

securing a

Jimmy Marsh, a bov who
home town because he has

oh for

eft his
)ccn accused of a theft in the bank
.vhere he worked.
Beatrice f'^lls in

ove

Timmy

with

but he doesn't
thev o'av in Jimny's home town Beatrice arranee^
will save Jimmv from
1 ruse that
appearing in the nlay.
She overhears a conversation which l-^ad^
her on the trail of information t'la*
calize

When

it.

will clear

She act=

Jimmv's name.
"Flaming
goods on

Women"

part from
anrl gets the
a

owes
the
t'l

the rea'
that he

Jimmv never knows

thief.

and when

his luck to Beatrice

show moves on Jimmv remain'marry the girl he left behind

him.
Dx

Office

Anorle.

.

.

'xoloitation

amuse-

.Good

ment.
Beatrice Lillie's
ance worth seeing.

perform-

Here's a

title

that

can be worked efTectivelv with r
varietv of sttmts.
Placards o^'e"
al' available doorwavs in your lo'r^h'tv cf^"ld read: "Exit Smilin"
Here." T'^e stunt can be fol'nwe*'
with announcements of the showim? of t-he picttire.
A'^quaint t'^en:
with the new plaver bv savin<T she
was the star of the popular Charlot's

Revue.

lirection

Sam Taylor

good
uthor
cpnario

Tim Whelan
ameraman
hotography
oca'e

•ength

pic-

tures and comedies, "King of the
Pack" offers a suitable variation.

The

little

laterial

'

hardened mountain woman. Robert
Gordon, the hero. Others Frank
Norcross, Mary Cornwallis, Frank
Brownlee,
Danny Hoy, W. H.

popularity
the star of Chariot's Revue.
s
ust how far she will go as a screen
lat

[

votion to the pretty little heroine,
played convincingly by Charlotte
Stevens. Vera Lewis good as a

plot, one of those Southern
mountain themes wherein bootleg-

the popular sport, is of a
familiar pattern, but the introduction of Peter the Great as
the canine hero offers a new angle
Peter's constant attendance upon
the little girl whose stepmother is
cruel to her will win the audience's
immediate sympathy and their attention will be focused upon the
plight of the heroine and the vigil
of Peter. Little Selah Blair suffers
at the hands of a brutal woman,
is

fairly

and when

stepmother,

her

Selah

receives a thousand dollars from
the father of a rich girl whose life
she had saved, the old woman plans
a means of getting rid of Selah so
that she can get the money. With
her henchman Chuck, and her half
wit son, the widow captures the

runaway Selah and holds her
oner

pris-

When

Selah refuses to tell where she had hidden
the money the widow leaves Selah
to die. But she reckons without the
girl's rural sweetheart
and
her
faithful dog. Together they rescue
her and eventually the widow topples off a mountain side to her
death. Director Frank Richardson
has provided some first rate drama,
in

cave.

a

and the
picture runs
a trifle long, especially the sequence
dealing with the imprisonment and
rescue of Selah.
his

atmosphere

is

Box

Office

Angle.

realistic

The

cast well handled.

.Suitable variation. Atmosphere gets away from
the general run of stories and there
is

..

good suspense

and

some

fair

thrills.
_

.. .Procure a police dog
resembling Peter the Great and
have a man walking him about
town wearing a blanket upon which
you will have your announcements

Exploitation.

"King of the Pack" and the
showing date. You can promise
them the dog star offers real thrills.

of

Local kennels might be prevailed
upon to assist in putting the pic-

Sam Taylor and

Direction
ample.

Author

Andre

Barlatier

Good

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography

Western town

Locale

6,461 feet

Length

either as a taxi driver or as the millionaire son of
Potter, played
as only Louise Dresser knows how.
Ford Sterling, Henry Walthall.

Ma

Raymond

Hitchcock, Stuart Holm-

es and Edward Martindel all splendid as Betty's self elected foster
fathers.
Type of Story. .. .Romance.
Marshall Neilan wrote the story, directed the picture, and then ran
short of extras so he appeared in
one scene of "Everybody's Acting,"
as enjoyable a picture as you will
find among the current releases. It
hasn't a big story but it is quite
unusual and with clever treatment
it
makes a really good entertainment. Neilan keeps the bo.x office
in full view all the way through
and his succession of audience
pulling tricks is a manifestation of
sure fire audience appeal. The episode showing how the girl's fathers
renovate their living quarters in
order to receive her prospective
mother-in-law in proper stvle is
skilfully suggested
series of dissolves

Frank

Richardson

ried at sea.

Has an occasional scrap,
does some fast riding and a rescue or two but, on the whole. Gibson doesn't live up to his reputa-

Star....

tion.

Cast. .. .Ethel Shannon a suitable
heroine and Burr Mcintosh, her
very irate old father, overacts often.
Others not important.

Tyne

of Story. .. .Western.
Hoot
Gibson didn't pick a luckv one in
"The Buckaroo Kid." The story
failing

The one idea undereoes
repetition and finallv winds
up just as you expect it will after
Hoot is in love with
the first try.
old Radiean's daughter and aims to
thrills.

triple

manage Radigan's ranch.
ter

when he wins an apologv from
Radigan and t^e job as ranch manafrer.
He offers to take Lvra
Radigan to lunch and is prompt'v

fired.
Hoot travels out to the
ranch, fires the hands in charge
and takes over the management in
The owner arsnite of Radio'an.
rives, orders Heiot off thf» n'^re
but before Hoot finishes with '^''m
he aonloeizes a second t'me. The

third encounter is when Hoot a'^ks
to call on Lyra and seeks a loan
of
eightv
thousand.
Radigan
agrees to the loan but refuse* to
permit Hoot to call on Lyra. The

idea usually draws
well and will serve as a good booster for the picture.
You can promise

talent

good entertainment and do your

convince your
they'll enjoy this one.

best

to

Direction

folks

that

Marshall Neilan

good

Author

enisevde "'herein

Lvra.
The storv is sl"w mo"-ngr
and the eomedv prettv leiw. The
ire of old Radigan and his t'-rnnes-

tuous outburcts are intended to
create a lot of laughs but they usually

fail.

Office An"'".
doecn't h'-'ld

David Kesson-

Exn'oi>ation.
ii<;e

city

.One

wes»'>-n

.

.

for

them

to

.Not much von ran
and p'et.n-c

for imusual sttmts

hardlv vsi-rants
tatlnn.

an-^'

T'^e ustial

extra evnloithe ve

sfil's pn^l

of the star's n^me s'r^nld be sufficient advance information.

Lynn Reynolds;

fair

Author
Scenario

'^ameraman

6,139 feet

.

i*<:

the more reason
expect a good one.

Good Photography
American

.

own.
And
coming from Hoot G'hson will be
that

D''-"ction

Marshall Neilan
Benjamin Glaser

occrs in t'le last
Hoot finallv w'ns

action

best

all

"Everybodv's Acting."

lat-

is

The

with

The

opposes both ideas and the nlot

resolves into a series of "the best
man wins" parties with Hoot besting his opponent in each case and
since everything good comes in
three's. H^ot has three encounters
with
Radigan before the final
clinch fade-out.
Hoot's first crack

Box

home

way

short of his requirements,
to provide the necessary
situations that lead to action and
falls

Office Angle. .. .Fine audience
picture.
Plays right to the box office without any detours.
Exploitation
Paramount's press
sheet
appropriately suggests an
"opportunity night" as a tie-up

Smith Cameramen
Smith
Donald Keyes
Ed Gheller
Photography
Good
Cumberland mountains Locale
6,600 feet Length
Bell
Bell

fire

Box

Scenario

James
James

by a rapid

indicating the
complete transition from a cheaply
furnished room to an artistically
decorated apartment. A real clever
touch. The story tells of the love
of Doris Poole, adopted by Michael
Poole, a stock actor, when her
mother was killed by the girl's
father while in a drunken rage.
This opening sequence showing the
killing might have been just as effectively told in a title.
Doris is
loved by young Ted Potter whose
mother objects to the match. In
spite of the efforts of Michael and
the four old fogies who watch over
Doris, Ted is sent to
Europe.
Doris is sent on a trip, on the
same boat, and finally even Ma
Potter gives in and they are mar-

particularly

ture over.

Marc Connellv

capable players.
Betty Bronson
sweet and pretty and Lawrence
Gray a likable chap, agreeable

Loca'e
Length:

Peter B. Kvne
Lvnn RevnoHs
Edward Newrnan
Good

San Francisco-Nevada
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the comedy 'ice nearing the edge of a boiling
effectiveness
and
which the gag suggests the laughs waterfall, but even this has hardly
aren't as numerous as they might the salt necessary to season the ofobbe. This time Allan Forrest appears fering with laughs. An ofT-hand
in the role of Warren while Kathryn servation by one who knows the qualPerry remains the Mrs. Warren of ity of the artist's enduring work, is
the aft'air. Mickey McBan is their that there seems to be nothing new
mischievous young nephew and Son- in this one-reeler. And, even a fewny Day is the midget. Warren adopts well-worn gags might have been
baby according to his wife's re- preferable to the almost total absence

"Pete's

the

Short Subjects
i

"The House Without

a

Key"

Type

of production
Serial in ten episodes
Three chapters of this ten-episodc
serial pretty well suffice to assure

I

quest but to cure her of tlie idea, the
"baby" that Warren brings home is
midget dressed in child's clothes.
He has instructions to be as rough
.!s
necessary in order to cure Mrs.
Warren's adoption craze. There ensues the usual comedy complications.
Eventually Mrs. Warren discovers
her husband's trick when a detective
arrives to claim the "baby" who is
the pal of a notorious crook.

that here is something made to order
for tlie type of patronage that hkcs
its screen faro in instalhnents. It has
all the elements that go to make up
a good serial a complete trcatmcn;
of a central idea in each episode, the
play of love interest and mystery ever
in the foreground of the story and—
most essential to the success of all
serials
the proper tang of suspense
and a climactic close to each chapter
the
for whetting the appetites
of
spectators to go on with the story.
In the cast of players, Allcne Ray
is unfailingh' a lure of sweet feminine
appeal, while Walter Miller, in the
opposite leading role has that suffiattractiveness
ciency of masculine

I

—

—

"Raggedy Rose"

Roach— Pathe
Mabel Normand's Comeback
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
.

.

Aside from the various elements
contributing to the
entertainment
quality of this well-made two-recler,
the appearance of Mabel Normand
and camera presence which should in her return to the screen, naturally
make the hearts of his screen admir- heightens the interest. The prolongers go pitter-patter. The production ed absence has by no means dimmed

the ingratiating mannerisms by which
this able comedienne once earned
recognition, yet there is a difference
which might be laid either to the inevitable effect of time's frosty fingers,
or to the hardships of trying to reclaim a deferred position at one fell
swoop. This doesn't mean that Miss
Normand fails to get over. She rises
easily above everything else in the
picture,
story, cast, comedy treat-

settings arc in the finest of taste and
well calculated to augment the
interest of the action, of which there
is aplenty. The background, starting
on board a Pacific ocean steamer, is
laid chiefly in
Hawaii, where the
tropical atmosphere of sinister native intrigues weaves a foreboding
sense fluctuating between disaster
and romance into the plot. Summed

all

"The Diver"— Bray
St:rs tke Imagination
of production....! reel nature

special.

One can

Party"— Bray

Clever Cartooning
Type of production .... 1 reel

cartcplS""

novelty.

The

of any, as is the case in this
The quality of the
ular instance.
humor in the incident is of a piece
with the climax in which Aesop is
quoted as saying: "Good friends, like
good glue, always stick".

"Smith's

Uncle," Sennett-Pathe
Entertaining

of production. .2 reel comedy
this
episode of the "Jimmy
Smith" series, the millionaire uncle
of the familj' turns up.
Next door
lives a vamp and her brother, the latter intending to open up a jewelrv
store with gifts of her pressing admirers. Uncle Dan falls for the wiles
of friend vamp, to the alarm of niece

Type
In

and nephew.

delight's memory
has gone blank so far as his part in
her life is concerned, but this is instantly revived when the bracelet

episode

his

simple process of cutting th
out of the pages and placing them
Pete's dog house.
When Pete
rives the party is off to a swayi
the

heart's

Klii'

fai

ttrs

measure, the result of a few dn
of T. N. T. shot into the punch fr
the flask of a jovial St. Bernard,
the midst of festivities Alonzo,
stray alley cat, sneaks into the an
room and treats himself to a goo- in
dose of the loaded punch. Whoo
He feels every one of his nine li (i(t(
come to bat as he charges the paBc"
and puts it to rout. When Wal rtli
P''
peeps in to note the results of
liectic revelry, he sees Pete left ale
till

i

his

talents,

iji'

i[
Jtl'ti

full

laughable distortions and scinti.lati
with the sparks of a vivid imagii

;li

ti

mil

ti

tion.
din

"So This

Is

America"— Castle

IDSit

Fili

Fair Scenic

Type

of production....! reel

Hiiiri

seer

??,

exposed.

"See America First" is adapted
Smiths land in
the slogan of this reel which ai;,
with a warm-hearted welcome and to show just cause why ocean-goi
assistance after a hectic melee with Americans
should see their o
brother marauder whence much fur- country first and proceeds to show
niture and some gore are spilled. variety of "points of interest" sta
ment, etc.
Undoubtedly, she will Mrs. Smith emerges wearing the
make a very definite appeal, but in coveted bracelet, and all is Jake again ing with a picture of the Statue
Liberty then includes one or V
a character that has not caught the between
them and Uncle Dan. The rather inadequate views of N
individuality of the past.
Summed antics of Uncle Dan. the drollery of York. The tour jumps to Niaga
up. the picture has a sufficiency of
Jimmy Smith, the mauling the bad- skips out west to Yellowstone a
action and occasional humor to satis- sheep
brother gets, and the good Arizona Canyon, with a stop o\
fy the average audience.
looks of the female principals are at Los Angeles and finally wends
more than sufficient for an assurance way back to New York harbor. T
"A Merry-Go-Rcund of Travel"
of diversion to the general fan mind.
reel
doesn't contain a particulai
Howe's Hodge Podge Educational
well assorted collection of views,
Mexico to Siveden
"Look Out Below"— Fistical Culture an inducement to Americans it mig
Type of production....! reel travelSeries
Bray
create some enthusiasm but to p
ogue.
foreign tourists it could be lots bi
Fast
and
Furious
An an'mated merry-go-round inter.
America has far more thrill
troduces this Iptest Lyman Howe Type of production
2 reel comedy
sights than have been included a:
drama.
Hodge Podge which includes scenes
Boys, there's a four-fisted battle certainly New York deserves a betl
of varied interest in America and
between
two hard-socking he-men, break than a shot of a busy stre
abroad.
The first shot is that of
stowed
away in one corner of this corner and one lone view of
Mexico City with the natives selling
I'ome made pottery on the streets. picture, that makes everything else in busses rolling down Fifth Aven
The next stop is in Sweden, where it seem wan and anemic by compari- past the Plaza Hotel.
What a fracas! Lew Wagner,
the Crown Pr'nce of Siam is pictured son.
on a visit. A trin down a picturesque in protecting Wanda from the unwel"On With the Dance"— Castle
Swedish canal offers some fine scenes. come attentions of a rough-neck
Interesting Idea Well Done
Jap?n is the next ston over and the foreman of a rival lumber camp, finally
Type
of production....! reel novel
has
it
out
with
reel concludes with views of a beauthe latter in true
Starting with a Spanish fandani
'modern fashion without knives, pistiful
Venezuelan waterfalls.
tols, or even boxing gloves.
Just and threading its terpsichorean w;
bare knuckles against scowling jaws, down through the very latest versi
"Thru Thick and Thin," Fable No. and
this
fil
clutching fingers around palp'tat- of the "Black Bottom,"
282
ing wind-pipes.
t/aces a cycle of dances as they a
Lew
is the chivalPathe
rous knight in the case, he natu-allv (lone in various countries. Thus, o
Not Up to Snuff
wins, but not until he's been through makes a swift translation from a Ru
Type of production...! reel cartoon a session that would give even a he- sian dance, augmented in detail
The story of Niggar the Pup's un- man something to remember. The a digression of floor-strewn daggei
dying allegiance to Al, Jr., is in its fight is the climax of the plot, lead- around which pirouetting feet sk
essence explained bv part of the title ing up to which is some pretty
fast fully flash, to the Parisian Apach
in other words, it's just a little too riding in a wildly
careening wagon, which is a dance as much of mo(
thin in both narrative quality and the a few comical antics
by the camp as of form. The film suggests gre
gags without which a Paul Terry car- cook, who adequately supplies the possibilities in its musical accomp
toon is almost unrecognizable.
Ac- burlesque touch, and some pretty pos- niment, and undoubtedly with a pro
tion there is aplenty, with a fight ing by Wanda
Wilev as the heroine, er score as a background, much inte
staged between a kidnaping gypsy whose good looks are not the least est
and enlivening entertainmei
and the rescuing pup, on a cake of 'pleasing part of the picture.
should result.
is

1^

»"

with Miss Peek-and-Knees, bruiii
but blissful.
Some party! As us
Lantz has gotten off a cartoon

Leaving for Arizona,
captor a toy cow, in fering worthy of

he leaves his
which is secreted a valuable bracelet.
Sister doesn't know this, but brother
does and what he sees first is nobody's business.
When uncle returns,

gives

Here,
the
on the scene ready

—

up. here is very promising fodder for
the platter of serial lovers.

Type

1?;

thought of Pete's birthi
Walter Lantz an opportut
for throwing a real "animated" pai
Nonplussed for the want of gue $
Walter simply goes to a book of ^
partic- pictures and invites the guests

'

Pathe Serial
Gripping and Colorful

14,

readily see, as the picture

means

to convey, that courage, stamina and resourcefulness are the essential qualifications of the deep-sea
diver.
This picture gives an excellent close-up of the weird water world
he discovers when he enters the submarine domains. The hand of man
could never infuse the realism one
finds here in identification of the
background a mackerel slips by, a
whole school of fish makes the water
swirl with their graceful, almost motionless movements, and one is graphicallv initiated into the law of survival as curiosity gets the better of a
fish noticing a lobster, and the latter presses its clamps around the
finny member.
The baleful octopus,
too, gets into the limelight of the
camera, and its tentacles are a menacing promise to all intruders.
All
told, this vivid insight into a strange
world is quite calculated to stir the
imagination of even the most blase
fan.
It is immeasurably interesting
and instructive.

ta;-

—

—

—

lliifit

,I(!oi

i
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—
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"Not To B? Trusted"— Fox
The Midyct. Idea Again
Type of production. .2 reel comedy
The latest comedy issue based on
.

the stories of

M.ibel

Herbert Urner,

"The Married Life of Helen and
Warren," uses a midget for its chief
laugh i)iiller. The idea has been used
several

times

before,

—

.

so

in

spite

of

|

'

hi

;
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Warner Bros.
FUSING IN SPOTS

"Then Came the Woman"

Pauline Frederick in

Billy Sullivan in

"Millionaires"

11

"Josselyn's

"Speed Crazed"

Wife"

Prod.
David Hartford
Disc: American Cmema Assoc.
:

any

BUT
Rayart —State Rights
SHOULD INTEREST A MAJOR- SATISFYING ENTERTAINNOr NEARLY
Mii^NT. TiiE Rii<GENERAiION
kATHLu-EN NORRIS'
ITY.
PRONG ENOUGH IbOR THE 300D PROGRAM PICTURE.
IhiEiViE bKlNGa VvixH IT
l;owA
COiMlAliMS
SlORY
OOTAGE ACCORDED IT.
SOMii FAIRLY GOOD
OME TYPICAL JEWISH HU- TRUE TO TYPE HERO YARN VENl ION Al. SITUATION BUi 'IhRlLLS
IN THE WAY OF A
WITH THE USUAL INTRIGUE IT IS DRAMATIC AWD HAS
lOR.
FORjtSl FIRE CLIMAX.
WEi^L HAWBEEN
RAiHEK
SUPPLYING
THE
ACTION
t.... George Sidney exct-llent a
DLliD.
Cast
Frank Mayo a sacrificing
AND SUSPENSE AND HERO otar
kindly oid Meyer Rubens. Ver
hero who has tiie unusuai distincGives a very natural porlORY

1 ID

IS

lie

[rordon his HL-.ter bt. w.fe wit
tiverside Drive ambitions.
Lou
e Fazenda scores as her siste.

not important.

|)thers

.Comedy; adaiitci
Phillips
Oppenheim'

€ of Story.

..

E.
Inevitable Millionaire."

fflrom

The

T.c

icture starts off by promising an
of
those Jewish comedy
interest
leart
stories
that have
ome to be recognized as good aumaterial.
lience
There is not
nough to the story, however, to
varrant the seven reels that Herither

Raymaker has used

iian

ng

He

it.

has padded

in

tell-

unneces-

with comedy incident of a
epetitious nature. This is particuarly true in the scenes that deal
with the making over of the Rufamily when their sudden
)ens
larily

ivealth takes
ind installs

them from Hester St.
them in a forty room

The familiar business of
icquiring culture is overdone. The
long sequence devoted to Meyer's
misbehavior at a formal dinner has
some funny bits such as that where
he removes his tight shoes and the
lady next to him carries them out
into the drawing room on the train
of her gown.
Some really good
gags if they didn't hold them so
long.
George Sidney is always enjoyable in his well known characterization and Vera Gordon as
Rubens is certain to
amuse them.
She becomes so
liiansion.

Momma

thoroughlv disgusted with her attempt to break into society and the
poor conduct of Meyer that she
plans to divorce him.
There is a
trickv brother-in-law with an eye
on Mrs. Rubens' wealth who willingly plans a compromise which
will
provide
the
grounds
the
grounds.
Momma doesn't go
through with it and there is a Hester

reunion.

St.

ox Office Ano;le
Good amusement but will hold a lot better if
cut.
.

.

.

If

you could procure

who would

couple

look

a

bit

George Sidney and Vera Gordon and dress them in the flashy

like

manner
I

[

I

I

I

two in the picturiafter they become "Millionaires."
and have them drive about town
in an open car (any dealer will supof the

ply the car) it should get a lot of
attention to your showing of "Millionaires."

I

Herman Raymaker;

)irection

slow

in

Author

development

....

E. Phillips

Scenario

Clark-

Graham Baker
'ameraman

Good

-ength

New York

City

6,903 feet

The

trayal.

role

Jast. ..

.Andrea Tourneur not

pretty heroine.

unportant

Has

a vo'-y

the usu.al uni
leads

Joe Girar
the villainous band.
role.

of

"Josseiyn's

VVue" provides her with exception-

.

ally

much

suitable
older.

opportunities.

Eooks
in-

de-

mand. /\.rmand Kaliz well schooled
in

the

art

ot

villainy.

Overacts.

of Story. .Melodrama.
'"Speed
Crazed" offers a familiar brand of
entertainment with the old hne of
handicaps and hardships sending
the plucky hero through a series
of knockouts that threaten to spoil

the ultimate victorious finish but,
of course, they only threaten. Hero
is
definitely stamped to beat his

The role of the trouble
making Pierre might have been in
more capable hands than those of

enemy even

Armand

Type

and a
Billy
ity

if

it

does

take

four

half of the five reels to do it.
Sullivan's pleasing personal-

and some good auto racing help

fairly well to offset the

stereotyped

Billy is working in his garage when a gang of holdup men
torce hmi into a car and make
him drive them at break neck
speed to the next town. The chief
of the ring escapes while Billy is
arrested with two of the crooks.
Billy escapes and rides the bumpers to another town.
There he

yarn.

meets Radigan, auto race promoter,
who is having trouble with his
driver and the car that is supposed
to win him a lot of money in a forthcoming race. Billy, a skilled mechanic, looks the car over and discovers that Radigan's driver is not
on the level. Billy is given the job
of driver.
Meantime the chief of
the crook band, in reality plotting
to prevent Radigan's car from winning and in league with his former
driver, has Billy kidnapped.
He
escapes in time to get into the race.
He wins and the police are on hand
Billy
to take over the chief crook.
stages the well known clinch with

Radigan's daughter.
Office
the daily

boys

Angle
change

Men

bill.

for

and

Exploitation. .Automobile sales shops
and accessory stores might be easily

induced to cooperate on exploitaLoca'
tion for "Speed Crazed."

young men

inclined to doll up old
speed cars might stage
a parade for you and get a lot of
attention.
flivvers like

Duke Worne

satisfactory

Scenario

Photography
Locale

Length

He

glorifies just a

too much in the suavity which
his portrayal must necessarily contain.
He s a bit too reminiscent
of the old school of villain. True
he does wreck the happiness of the
woman a character incidentally WHO fails to arouse quite the
sympathy that the author intend-

tritlle

—

There is not sufficient reason
for her tolerance of the attentions
of the man who had once cast her
off and come back to ruin her happiness with the man she had later
ed.

Only when she assumes
murder believing
her husband to have committed ine
crime, does your sympathy extend
to her and then it is obvious that
a third party had a hand in the
married.

the guilt for his

killing, either the dead man's wife
or a jilted art model. Director Richard Thorpe has not realized the
most dramatic force from his climax, or perhaps it is the lack of
force in preparation of the climax
that makes it seem obvious. The
spectator is apt to read the denouement well in advance. The production is good and the work of
the players quite convincing.

Box
right

All

will like the racing.

Direction

Herbert.

Kaliz.

Office Angle. .. .There is a certain majority women usually, who
find this kind of a story especially
interesting. You might appeal to

women

Exploitation
Book store tie-ups
with a display of the novel are
quite appropriate. Tiffany's press
sheet contains several good ideas,
one for a window display that is
particularly effective. Use Pauline
Frederick's name conspicuously in

your ads.
Direction.
ly

Susanne Avery
Grover Jones

your announcements.

in

..

.Richard Thorpe; usual-

good.

Author
Scenario

King Grey Cameramen
Stengler.

Good Photography
Western town Locale
5,241 feet Length

tion of not being a partner to tne
clinch hnish. He gai.antiy permits
Culien Landis, his young rival, the

Mnared Ryan cute. Others
Blanche Craig and Tom Maguire.
Type of Story. .. .Romance. It's tiie
quite familiar little oid tale about a
youth's regeneration and of a big
man s grand sacri.ice. "Then Came
the Woman" probably doesn't place
any ciaims to being unusual in any
sense and yet David Hartford has
honor.

Holmes Herbert always
teresting, buouiu be in more

Cast. ...

Others not important.
lype of Story
Marital drama.
ivathieen Morns' story is based on
a situation tnat though familiar,
makes tor splendid dramatic suspense and provides several worthy
acting roies to such capable players
as ir'auline Frederick and htoimes

Cameraman
Byron Haskins

'hotography
;.,oca'e

.

Oppenheim Author

Edward

IT ALL.

.Has a likable personality and
seems to warrant a 'irllc better
chance to make good. Stories pr';vided him are only average.

ar.

Box

Ixploitation.

a

TOPPING

made

a satisfying picture tnat will
the needs of certain exhibitors
quite amply.
It has romance, action and a forest fire climax for a
thrill.
The story presents the predicament of young Robert Morris
fill

whose ungovernable temper causes
him to be expelled from college.
His father gives him one more
chance to make good but the lad's
temper again gets him into trouble and his father orders him out.
Bob rides the bumpers of a freight
and after being kicked off picks up
with a troup of hobos who have just
stolen a chicken.
They leave Bob
to face the music.
He is befriended by John Hobart, lumber king,
who gives him a chance to come

back by employing him

comes the woman, Mary
Warner, sister of a pal of Hobart,
v/ho hopes to marry her.
Hobart
soon finds that Mary prefers the
younger man. Bob, but he plays
the game fairly and squarely. Mary
and Bob, on a trip to town to buy

Hobart a birthday

learning
rives
is to
alize

of

Hobart's

are

trap-

son's

reform,

tells

ar-

them Bob

They both

re-

giving
Mary up.
The story unfolds
smoothly and there is a well sustained interest with the exception
that the forest fire sequence is unnecessarily long and too many obviously stock shots have been used.

Box

sacrifice

in

Angle .... Good average
There is a good cast, a
pleasing romance and the fire climax can usually be depended upon a
Office

picture.

thrill them.
Exploitation
The story isn't the
type that lends itself readily to any
kind of stunt exploitation so you

will have to resort to the conventional methods of catchlines and
posters.
Use stills of Mildred

She's pretty and there are
Culien Landis and Frank Mayo to
play up as well.

Ryan.

David M. Hartford;
David M. Hartford
Frances Nordstrom
Walter L. Griffin

Locale

G^od
The West

Length

6,803

Photography

5,800 feet

his

and Hobart
marry Mary.

Good Cameraman
city

gift,

ped in a forest fire and rescued by
Hobart.
Meantime Bob's father,

Kathleen Norris Direction
Agnes Parsons
satisfactory
Milton Moore-Mack Author
Scenario

American

in his mills.

Then

feet

fl

SNAPPY SIDELIGHTS
AND SELECTED
SNAP SHOTS PROU
STUDIO STAGES

May Use

Eastern Studios

screen version of the play, which will
be made by Fox. Edna Mae Oliver,
of the stage piece, has done much
screen work.

Production Is Resumed
Production on "New York," which
was delayed for a few days due to
the illness of Lois Wilson, was resumed Tuesday under the direction of
Luther Reed. J. Roy Hunt is doing
the camerawork, while Lynn Shores
is assisting Reed.
Clair's

Malcolm
the

St.

Chosen
en route from

Principals
Clair

is

Coast to start the direction of

"The Cross-Eyed Captain," from

a

by

Dixie Willson.
His cast
will
include Ricardo Cortez, Lois
Moran and Arlette Marchal.
Art
Camp will be St. Clair's assistant.
story

Russell

Making Adaptation

John Russell, who wrote the adaptation of "God Gave Me Twenty
Cents" and several other Paramount
writing the adaptation of
"The Duke of Ladies," which will
be produced by Robert T. Kane.
George Hull, who has worked with
Russell on several scripts, is doing
the continuity.
releases,

is

Ivy Harris in Cast

Mary Alden and Ivy Harris have
been added to the cast of "The Potters," which will be directed by Fred
Newmeyer.
Ray Lissner and Ray
Coziiie will be his assistants.
Marie

Halvey will be the continuity clerk.
Paul Vogel will make his debut as
first cameraman.

in

Helen Chandler in Pictures
Helen Chandler, who has appeared
"The Wild Duck" and other

A

plays, is making her debut
pictures.
She has an important
role in "The Music Master," being

directed by Allan

Dwan.

from ''Lots

Little

MASON

Although
CITY, la., is keeping a
proud eye on Dixie Willson. Last Nov. 2, nominations are still being
year she was an unknown, strug- made for the leading role in "An
gling writer, but this year producers American Tragedy," which will not
are grabbing for her stories long be- be picturized for several months.
Glenn Hunter, Walter Goss, Gardlore they get into print.
*
ner James aiid Larry Gray are
among those who have been menErnie Nevers is one athlete
tioned for the plum.
who turned down a tempting
*
*
*
movie contract. It was last
spring, when the football and
The editor of the F. & R. house
on the
star was
baseball
organ remembers when I. H. Ruben
sign
Coast. Ernie could not
wrote his first ads on wrapping paon the dotted line, as he was
per in Des Moines; when "Roxy"
already under contract to the
opened the old Lyric, Minneapolis,
St. Louis Americans.
as the first de luxe motion picture
*
w
*
theater in the couyitry; when Theothe
Lissner,
Genial friends of Ray
dore L. Hays gave a fencing exhipint-sized assistant director, plan to
bition at the Bijou, Minneapolis;
collect penn^'is for a fund which will
when Harold Finkelstein ushered at
be used in buying a high chair for
the Empress, St. Paul, and Charlie
Ray, when he becomes a full-fledged ferry did likewise at the Gayety,
director. By the way, Ray directed
Minyieapolis; when Fred Cubberly
a picture several years ago, in which pulled
a ham and egg breakfast at
members
principals
were
of
all the
a hotel and everyone sipped tea.
is immediate family. The picture was
*
*
*
titled, "Landing on the Landlord."
*
«
*
J. Gordon Cooper, who has
been around lo, these many
Found a theater where the
years, heard tardy old man,
patrons have a charge account.
Mr. Opportunity, knock at his
It is at the camp theater. Ft.
door when he was assigned to
Snelling, Minn. The charge acdirect Jetta Goudal.
count feature has just been

—

made

a part of army regulaThe profits of the larger
camp theaters are used

tions.

sized

maintaining
remote camps.

in

«

programs

at

*

«

Some men "walk

a mile for

Camel," but Eddie Gribbon
would walk several miles for
a good football game. Eddie

a

learned

the

gridiron

sport

in

Harlem, long before he went
to Hollywood.
a

radio

and

camera enthusiast. He is now fitting
up a radio set which he will use in

"Sunya." starring
Gloria Swanson and directed by Albert Parker, is expected to be completed by the first part of December.

Out

•

now playing

the title role in

Master,"

is

"The Music

hobnobbing with

orchestra conductors, so that
he
may acquire technical
knowledge necessary in transferring Anton Von Barwig to
the screen. He has been receiving pointers

from Willem

Mengelberg, Dr.
enfeld,

Hugo

Reis-

Arthur Bodansky and

other baton wielders.
*

is

part of

"Red" Grange

will be in

California in several years. Leonore Ulric also was unable to
gather movie shekels, due to
the successful run of "Lulu
Belle."
*

Lee Beggs

*
flits

*

*

Sutherland Starts Picture

litl,

started the
rection of "Love's Greatest Mistal
Friday, with Joseph Pasternak as
assistant.
Ann Price is the contis
clerk.

itv

:pic

Collings Writing Continuity
Pierre Collings will write the ci

("U

C
M

tinuity for "The Cross-Eyed
tain," which will be directed by
colm St. Clair. Collings and K'

neth Raisbeck

made

110

[
alias

the adaptati

Evelyn Brent Engaged
Evelyn Brent has been added
the cast of "Love's Greatest U

now

take,"

in

Oarlf
iSiart

production, with

ward Sutherland

(iiij

directing.

i

Shaw

Titling Picture
is editing and
titli
'Nobody's Children,' which was p
duced by the Dora Films of Napl
Italy.
John Milo is the New Yc
representative of the Dora organza

mal

Mort Shaw

inne

,p|j,i

lilB

tion.

to Fox
who photograph
Fox specials and who k

Lane Returns
George
several

Lane,

)itk

'iraer
i.
,(,i

been at Famous, has returned to F^
He is now photographing talki]
pictures.
,

Hall Here from Hollywood
James Hall has arrived from

Famous

in

„j4

t

Ethel

Coast to play an important role
"Love's Greatest Mistake."
He H
playing
leading
been
roles
f

Hollywood.

intrac
^jj!,'

^j\

Hackett Finishes Role

Raymond Hackett

has finished

1

"Sunya," starring Gloi
Swanson, and will go on the road
•'The Cradle Snatchers," playing t
role he created on Broadway.
role

to

in

Meichan.

••••>• •>>*
^^»
V
i.

'.*.*.•-*•-.....•.......•...•.*.•

*

Mathews,

who

I

started as a continuity clerk

Boots," has been cast for a

"The Music Master."

:.:
i.i
i.i

•

the

David Powell, despite the name.

late

Alvin WyckofF
DIRECTOR

o/

PHOTOGRAPHY

y

y
j^
Although Sam Hardy and Tom y
Geraghty, leading studio wits, are y
now on the Coast, their void ha.s y
*

Strai

Edgar Adams Editing
Edgar Adams is cutting and ed
and fro from ing "The Canadian," starring Thorn;

and later appeared in "One
Minute to Play" and "Kid
role in

charge of

Philip

Harry Fischt
the camerawc

lill
ij

31

)i

li

ste

*

the screen, despite the fact that he
tips the
beams at well over 200
pounds. He is at present in "The
Pearl of Great Price."

Dorothy

Standing,

ijjn

Edward Sutherland

•

Last summer was the first
that Laurette Taylor missed in

Minneapolis, at the State
an inquisitive patron, visit- been filled by William
H. Powell,
ing "Red" Grange's "One Minute to suave screen
villain.
By the way,
Play," asked an usher who played the William is not
related to
in

[heater,

Wyndham

and Charles Byer.

>'

i'

who

have Russell Mathews as his ass
ant.
The supporting cast inclu

*

Alec Francis,

*

Irving Hartley

*

of

were held

Frank Tuttle,

by

rected

state elections

Hollywood, so as to keep in touch
May Go to Montreal
with friends and relatives in the
Lothar Mendes and members of East. He was at one time in charge
the "Womanhood" unit may go to of the news cameramen on the New
Montreal for some exteriors.
The York Telegram.
*
•
*
unit is now working at the Cosmopolitan studio, having finished exteriEddie Sutherland believes
in opening the door of Opporors in Washington.
tunity to newcomers. Lorraine
Present Halsey Play
Eason lost out in the Paramount school, but when she
Forrest Halsey, of the Paramount
scenario
department,
came out to Hollywood, Eddie
who wrote
"Viewpoints," a one-act play, had it
gave her a good part in
presented by the Episcopal Actors
"We're in the Navy Now."
Now Eddie has found excelGuild.
lent roles in "Love's GreatLevering Editing "New York"
est Mistake "for Josephine
Otho Lovcring is cutting and editDunne, and Iris Gray, graOr.
unfrv of
ing "New York," which has an allthe Paramount
star cast directed by Luther Reed.
tchool.

"Sunya" Nearing Completion

9 9

RALPH WILK

Bj

Broadway

in

Production

Florence Vidor Returns East
Florence Vidor, who will be s^
red in "Afraid to Love," has rettj
ed from the Coast.
She will be

Stage Principals

It is likely tliat several nienibers
of the stafje production of "The Cradle Snatchers" will be used in the

St.

PITHY PARAGRAPHS
PERTAINING TO
PICTURE PRODUCTION
PARTICULARLY

if
if
if
if
if

y.

QUALITY

SPEED
ACCURACY
lith

THOMAS MEIGHAN

Msi
is"

l'

..

'
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HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

By
Harvey E. Qausman

—

m^^
Somlyo "Foreign Expert"
M. Somlyo, as noted, has been

E.

Walkout Threat Not Worrying Producers

igaged by Famous as "foreign exat
:rt"
the Coast studios.
For
aramount pictures he not only will
iticipate and prevent censor diffiilties in foreign countries, but will
as consultant on all productions.
t
Itliough he will make no changes
the American versions, he is aujorized to suggest for the foreign
larket, different or added sequences,
even additional characters.

UNITED

action will be taken by producers in event the strike
studio employes, threatened by labor unions, materializes,
although producers generally are not worried over the ultimatum
of the unions.

Ollie Marsh at the camera
"Lucky" Humberstone as assistit
to Niblo.
Gilbert Roland will
ay opposite Norma.
Rose Dione

French

in

Denny Cast

Charles K. French
start

work

in

is

El Monte,

a featured role in
eginald
Denny's
feature,
from
hich place he goes to San Luis
ibispo to remain on location for
veral weeks.
'

lanuck.

y Ethelyn Clair Contract Extended
Clair has signed
a new
bntract with Stern Bros, and will
timain with that company for an-

f Ethelyn

year.

};her

"Alias the Deacon" Started
"Alias the Deacon" has been start-

Universal with Jean Hersholt

at

(l

June

id
lan

is

directing,

oschell

i

Marlowe.

Edward

assisted

Mary

McAllister,

Ida Darl-

Edgar Norton, Edwards Davis

Leah Baird Writes for Columbia
Leah Baird has turned scenario
Her latest effort is called
writer.
"Stolen Pleasures" which is being
Phil Rosen is
filmed by Columbia.

in

Santoro Signed by Warners
Jack Santoro has been engaged by
r!/arner Bros, for an important comI'ly role in "Wolf's Clothing" fea(jiring Monte Blue and Patsy Ruth
Killer.
The story is by Darryl F.

directing.

"Volga Boatman" Closed Run
Negri to Make Rachel Film
"The Volga Boatman" has closed
Negri is to star in a film verPola
its four week run at the Broadway
Ernest
Rachel.
Palace, to which house it was moved sion of the life of
Poland following its run of five months at Vajda is writing the story, which

Victor Schertzinger Busy
Victor Schertzinger has just completed the cafe sequence in "Stage
Madness" which he is directing for

Walling are

in

Carthay

Circle.

"The Monkey Talks" Started
"The Monkey Talks" is under way
at Fox under direction of Raoul
Walsh with Olive Borden, Jacques

Raymond Hitchcock, Jane
Winton, Malcolm Waite, Don AlWalton varado and Ted McNamara in the

"The Auto Thieves" under Lerner,

direction of O.
Ralph Slipperly
are in the cast.

O.

Dull

and

for

Fred

Fox.

cast.

Seitz Film Completed
the Conqueror," George B.
Seitz's latest for P. D. C, is finished
and will be sent to New York direct-

Now

"Jim,

ly.

William Boyd and Elinor Faire
is by Peter

are in the cast, the story
B. Kyne.

Pommer.

The

director has

Sally O'Neil in "Slide, Kelly, Slide"
Sally O'Neil will play in "Slide,
William Haines is
Kelly, Slide."
featured in the film, which is being
directed by Ed Sedgwick from his

own

story.

Producing

"Woirs Clothing"
Monte Blue-Patsey Ruth

Miller

In Preparation

and Louis Freelander.

"A
Svertione^m

Million Bid"

Featuring Dolores Costello

Recent Release

^^Across the Pacific^*

M(^RSHALL
0RIGINAL9-C0NT1NUITY'ADftPTATlONC- GACrr.

FOX 9TUDI09 ^^V.

mm m

Ralph Sipperly says

He

will

"Bertha

i

m

Machine in
Machine Girl"

play the Sewing
the

Sewing
for

Fox

iFjl

Proclaimed a box-office sensation

Roy Del Ruth

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

.

.

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
the Center
of Hollywood

Director

M

TherJeuf

HOllrVWOC D;

PIAIA
HqUywood, Califomia

'

produced under supervision

Slo-

EDWARD

|

not been chosen.

in the cast.

Virginia Bradford Opposite Foxe
Virginia Bradford has been cast
for the leading role opposite Earle

Foxe

the

will be
of Erich

by Jack

"Sunrise" Cast Additions Made
Bert Sprotte and Leah Lance have
lien signed by Fox for roles in "Sunise" the F. W. Murnau production
aturing George O'Brien.

with

and Claude King.

officials of

Anne Teeman Added to Cast
Anne Teeman has been added to Fox from an original by
le players of "The King of Kings,"
Virginia Valli, Tullio CarBanks.
ecil B. De Mille production.
menati, Lou Tellegen and Richard

I

include
ing,

Notice was served on executives of the various companies here,
the Studio Mechanics Alliance, that the Dec. 1, deadline, set by the International Alliance of Stage Employes and M. P.
Operators, and affiliated unions, for unionization of studios, would
be adhered to here.

by

.le.

picture

Wray Company Back
John Griffith Wray has returned
from San Francisco where his company filmed scenes for "Love O'
Woman" starring Blanche Sweet
with Warner Baxter. Others in cast

There seems little doubt, in view of the feeling of producers,
that they wnll reject com.pletely the demands of the unions and will
insist upon retention of the present system.

been cast for an important

the

Dowell.
The scenario was written
by L. G. Rigby.

Relations between producer and employes are so amicable, that
Under "the American plan"
the idea of a walkout is discounted.
or open shop, it is stated, studio workers feel that they fare better
than they would under a complete unionization, with the more
capable workers not restricted to a given wage scale.

eting,

of

George Sidney, Marian Nixon, Gareth
Hughes, Doris Lloyd, Ward
Crane, Sammy Cohen, Claire Mc-

Meetings are to be held to outline a campaign of procedure
in event the unforeseen contingency of a walkout Dec. 1 necessiProducers are confident that they will experience no
tates action.
difficulty in recruiting non-union workers, should studio employes
cast their lot with the union and insist upon the closed shop.

id

E.

balance

the

of

"Camille" to Start Nov. 22
Shooting of Norma Talmadge's
;xt picture, "Camille," is scheduled
start Nov. 22, with Fred Niblo di-

so has

Green Returns
Green has returned to
Hollywood with his company making "The Auctioneer" to complete
Alfred

Darryl Francis Zanuck
Author
5»^

Warner Brothers

Pictures, Inc.

'

fj^E^

Sunday, November
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY" —No.

They Used

to

Be

Nickel

Shows

The investigator pricked up his
The spill and fill has had a cuIt was about four o'clock, and
rious influence on the interior deco- ears.
ration, and even upon the architec- at that hour the show sold seats at
a bargain-matinee
called
Company
it
ture of th.e elaborate structures which what
Then he played a hunch,
illustration of the sensitiveness have been built within the past few price.
himof the keenest exhil)itors is to be years to shelter their share of the leaned forward and addressed
observed at certain of the finest New national movie audience, which, it is self to the man who had spoken.
"I am connected with the theater,"
York motion picture theaters now- estimated, buys 90,000,000 tickets a
adays in the behavior of the ushers. week within the borders of the United he said. "Did you not know before
They cannot be induced to accept States. For one thing the newer the- that prices were lower now than in
aters have huge, deeply inset vesti- the evening?"
a tip.
"Never heard of it," retorted the
These ushers belong to a corps bules to shelter the crowds that come
which is drilled under the command at the peak hours; there are wider man, and went on into the darkened
spaces between the seats; roomier theater, unaware that he would be
if a high officer of the chain, who is
a graduate of West Point. They are aisles; and the thick carpets are laid regarded in the future by some moyoung on deep padding to deaden the foot- tion-picture-theater men as physicists
smiling
polite, well set-up,
men. Many of them are still attend- falls of the departing and the arriv- regard that apple which bounced from
Newton's head.
ing college. The management of that ing patron.
Various are the
schemes which
few days later patrons of that
means
every
chain has employed
within its power to keep its employes have been planned by the theater theater learned that if they bought
feeling that they are above receiving proprietors to lessen the amount of their tickets before 6:30 in the evetips. In Chicago it succeeded in doing
by Sfccial Permission from th*
Saturdav Evening Post
Copyright, 1926, by the Curtis Publishing

Reprinlcii

AX

A

but theatergoing New York was
rather skeptical of the sincerity of
the management with respect to the
no-tipping rule, until recently, when
one of the skeptics made what he regarded as a momentous discovery.
He learned that all uniforms worn
in the theaters of that chain are furnished by the owners and there are
no pockets discernible in any of the
trimly fitting garments; a Cromwellian expedient quite as efficacious as
so,

keeping powder dry

in

Tipping and Other Theater Problems
Boyden Sparkes, author of "They Used to Be Nickel
Shows" which is reprinted in part by special permission from the
Saturday Evening Post, writes one of the most intelligent articles on this industry which has yet come from the pen of an

of fighting.

permit tip grabbine

we might

sell

only 125,000

seats instead of 130.000.
"Hiring the kind of
accept tips is just one

employe who won't
example of what we
management."
In one of the New York theaters
where the ushers accept tips openly
call

has been estimated by men who
have kept a check on their activities
that each of these employes extorts
from SKS to S30 a week from the patrons of their employers. It is an expensive perquisite from the employer's standpoint, however, if the nontipping patrons are driven to other
theaters bv the partinlitv of ushers.
it

"Spill

There

and

Fill"

another angle on the
tipping question which weighs heavily with the big chain theater manis

agers, and

still

that

is

the

necessity for

smooth working of what is called the
spill and fill. Movie patrons are constantly arriving and constantly leaving during the motion picture theaters' open hours. Ushers whose pockets anrj itching palms are a sort of
supplemental box office naturally in-

of

his

discourse deals

THE FILM DAILY

has

—

—

another kind

"We are selling seats," said the head of
the chain recently, "and the oftener we sell
each seat the more money we make. In one
of our large Chicaeo houses alone we play
to more than 130,000 people a week. Even
if we were not opposed to tipping as a matter
of principle, it would be downright rotten
management for us to allow employes to display any yearning for tips, because if we did

Much

with bicycling against
been waging an active campaign for many weeks.
Mr. Sparkes' observations on how
Publix although he does not mention the name is meeting
internal theater problems will interest exhibitors generally
throughout the country.
outsider.

which

192C
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SPARKES

By liUYDES

14,

Ma

swarm into the houses when t
doors are opened.
At one o'clo'
in the afternoon a crowd slight
more reckless with its money, com
prepared to pay 50 cents, and lat
there is another advance to 60 cen
while on Saturday afternoons ai
evenings and all day on Sundays, t
price

is

Htli

75 cents.

Post Graduate Education
35 cent customers miss a pa
of the musical program, but see t
same pictures that run all day; b
the pre-6:30 customers get a coi
plete program at a reduced price
a reward for holding seats for t!
impatient
ones
who clamor

The

amusement at
Even with

lia:

Itl

8:30.
this

elaborate pri
schedule fixed by the peaks that she
on the graphic charts drawn in a
cordance with ten-minute counts pr'
pared by dockers stationed at t)
doors, the necessity for spill-and-i

arrangements

tive.

litO

k

persists.

t

lical

Since the trend of motion-pictu
va
exhibition is toward larger hous
p
seating from 4,000 to 5,000 patro
a
and costing anywhere from $1,00(
000 to $10,000,000 there is a nei'
ilk'
for captains to command these ente
prises.
Besides possessing tact ai ik
ttior
other rare human
attributes
managers of these institutions mu
have a technical skill almost on
par with that required to direct
The
battleship.
A civil engineer is ma
aging the best theater of one b
chain, and among the other manage
i!(

ij

itoi

til;

S

and

without diminishing the
actual number of admissions sold,
but even the most inventive ones confess that it will always be one of their
problems. Peak loads are just as fasspill

ning they could attend a full evening program at the matinee price of
50 cents a saving of 25 cents. The
result was that a great many people
in that vicinity retarded their dinner
cinating to picture theater owners as hour until after 8:30 so that they
they are to transportation men, and could attend the cheaper show at
to all others with something to sell 6:30.
Instead of having patrons
who can vision greater profits if only struggling in and out between 6:30
they can devise some way to flatten and 8:30, every seat was occupied
the peak.
during that period; and at 8:30, havLaw of Gravity and Prices
ing to all intents and purposes saved
In one of the large Western cities seats for the impatient throng which
that peak was flattened ingeniously did not regard economy so highly,
by persuading a theaterful of patrons these bargain hunters left to make
to attend a performance that began way for the full theater load that was
each night at 6:30. The result was waiting to take their turn at looking
that at 8:30 the entire audience clear- and listening.
The peak had been
ed out and made way for another flattened.
When this was definitely
theaterful.
established, the 6:30 bargain price
It came about this way: The man- of admission was extended to all the
ager of one of the chains began to theaters of the chain.
complain about business in the outThere is only one price for the
lying

fill

districts,

one of his
the

—

and finally directed seats in the theaters of that chain.
go out and study It costs no more to sit in the orchesAt the theater at tra than in the balcony, but nowa-

staff to

situation.

which this man rather hopelessly began his investigation, he lounged near
the box office awaiting an opportunity
to
gossip with the manager.
While he waited he heard a man
terfere with the operation of the spill who had bought tickets exclaim with
and fill, because they seek to catch pleasure at the handful of change
the eye of the patron with a tip- he received from the cashier after
giving manner rather than the ordi- buying tickets for his party.
nary mortal who just happens to be
"Goshl" he said, "I don't get this
next in line.
much change at night."

days there are several price gradations throughout the day so as to
stagger even the lesser peaks.
It is a wonder-inciting thing for

where that
see long cues of
front of its downthe box offices to
open at 10:45 in the morning. The
price then, for an admission ticket,
is 35 cents, and women and children
strangers in the
chain operates to
patrons waiting in
town theaters for

cities

running houses of that string a
three graduates of West Point, se
eral of the University of Wiscons
six men with diplomas from Georg
Tech, half a dozen from Purdue Ur

ten

i

ilso

versity and a sprinkling of Yale at

ISlill

Harvard men.

lO-St'

Theaters of the vast size and costi
ness that are being raised by the coil
of movie patrons today may not
operated seasonally. The tremendoi

Ifgl

I

sums which represent the fixt
charges on these reservoirs of inves
ed capital can be met only if the:
is a steady attendance every day
the year.
The directors of thei
enterprises simply had to abolish tl
seasons.
In Chicago, for example, it cos
$2,000 a week to maintain and ope
ate the cooling and ventilating plan
in four theaters of a chain.
Moi
than fifty motors ranging from. 2(
to
240 horsepower are used,
sounds expensive; yet it is cheapi
to

do

this

than to shut

down

the;

theaters during the periods of trop
cal heat that sweeps across our coi
tinent from time to time.
In one Chicago theater, and not tl
most elaborate either, there is a re
ord of costs for interior decoratior
and furnishings that totals $500, OOi
This sum includes the amounts pai
for some excellent paintings. No O)
dinary janitor is intrusted with tb
(.Cominuei on Page 16)

tlO-S(
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Management

Theater Equipment and
By

MICHAEL

Ornate K-A Theater

Management Tips
A
'•

old
s,

in

small

towns,

is

that

movies. The results, when propplanned, generally meet with exaordinary success, for the prospect
seeing himself on the screen is an
ly

magnet

to

the

normal

rson.

The local movie topical should
nction along the simplest lines to
effective and, of necessity, inexshot of John Jones servnsive.
g a fast one across the tennis net;
rs.
Lee's baby petting the house
tten on the veranda; the Smiths
ving a tea on their well-trimmed
\vn, and so forth, to say nothing of
'dge outings and club picnics.
The effect of the screen showing
these incidents on the principals,
itomatically involves not only them,
lit
their relatives and friends, so far
,
theater patronage is concerned.
his topical is not a brief to prelude the showing of the regular
ipical newsreel, for the latter is a
Li y valuable, in fact quite indispenil)le
part of the program. But the
ne is a conventional and expected
art of the show, while the other has
le
lure of uncertainty, as to who
ill be striding in the spirit of Lloyd,
'ickford, or Barrymore before the
xcited eyes of admiring townsfolk.

A

'

,

house service innovation,
which has
of
practice
shown itself to more than jus-

Theater Switchboard Brochure
A twenty-page publication describjust
has
ig theater switchboards

is in the heart of the civic center
of the city.

There

rors and individual
retainers
and
closets for bags and other luggage.
The heating, cooling and ventilat.lig
of this theater are accomplished automatically and by electric control
from power room, or engine room,
where oil is the fuel, although coalburning furnaces are installed in case

ed,

tify its expense, is that offering patrons umbrellas should
they get caught in the show
during a rain. The usual method of doing this is to ask for
a deposit of $1.00 which, of
course, insures the return of
the umbrella, and have some
ineffaceable mark on the handles, which, besides identifying
the ownership of the umbrella,
makes it less desirable to the
borrower as a permanent pos-

Seating capacity is 4,000, with a
grand mezzanine proinenade, spacious lounge and vanity rooms for
ladies which are decorated in ivory
and gold and every useful and ornate
device and luxury for reading, resting,
smoking and conversation. The men's of emergency.
Following his determination to
smoking room is finished in American black walnut. Off the grand share his masterpieces of art with
stairway which leads from the foyer the public, Albee is placing in the
Grand Hall of the new Columbus
it*ielf a spacious and classic hall
there is a hospital room in charge of house an array of original canvases
a skilled physician
and a trained by foremost painters.
nurse. The beautiful Vermont marble
DeVry Camera Popular
known as "verde antique" is lavishly
The DeVry Co., of Chicago, offers
used with hammered and polished
bronze for the metal settings in the on the market a portable professional
camera, using standard
size
film,
larger areas.
A profusion of cut-glass chandeliers which has come into popular demand.
illumine the auditorium, promenade, It is especially effective for speedy
stairway and foyer. The stage, which itinerant use, where the camera man
has to move around from one place
is the largest in Columbus, is 48 ft.
quick facility, its
in width, the proscenium arch flanked to another with
columns supporting extreme lightness of weight nine
by Corinthian
adapting it nicely to such
the sounding board arch which in pounds
turn is flanked by lunettes through exigencies. It has a special action
which the melodies of the invisible lock which permits the user to get
grand organ pour into the auditorium. into the picture while the camera is
The grand drapery and hangings operating. This is made possible by
show a predominance of gold and old a powerful spring in the mechanism.
rose and are of heavy damask fabrics In size it is 85/^x6^x3^^, and can be
embroidered in the most impressive hand cranked for trick work, double
exposures, titles and special effects.
designs.

session.
York, uses
The Capitol,
the umbrella service to excellent advantage.

New

Assorted Novelties

The Brazel Novelty ManufacturCo. of Cincinnati, is a source
of a varied range of colorful novelties for the showman who has in
ing

mind an occasion wherein

gift

toys

or souvenirs play a part.
Much of
the novelties this concern deals in is
also happily adaptable for exploitation stunts, as for instance, it offers
a toy airplane which is so devised
that it can be made to drop heralds
from on high. An illustrated catalogue issued free shows in graphic
array the firm's line-up of novelties.

—

—

—

Thirty private dressing rooms are
equipped with private baths, showers, lockers, easy chairs, handsome

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

the Westinghouse
een issued by
7
lectric and Manufacturing Co. This
ublication, Circular 1702-A, is com-

with descriptions of all kinds
standard designs, and contains the
irst information printed on the new,
wo-scene, pre-set type of board and
he latest designs of multi-pre-set

is

the

of

i;il

esistible

A

and

rugs

individual vanity tables.
an equally complete chorus
Columbus, O. The new Keith- dressing room equipped for twenty
Albee Palace, which has just open- or more individuals, with pier mir-

—

For a Rainy Day

development that has taken great
these days with house managparticularly those in charge of

caters

SIMMONS

L.

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

ilete

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

if

)oards.

Beginning with a discussion of the
equirements of theater lighting conbooklet describes the vaious types of boards that suit the
dea
•equirements. This includes
scription of the details of direct conrol boards, pre-selective boards and
wo-scene pre-set and multi-pre-set
rol

the

Doards.

Frank Shipley, manager of the be closed for a month while the imWalnut, Vicksburg, Miss., plans to provements, which will cost $25,000
redecorate and improve that house. are made.
his Nusho
Okla., after re-

The

H. E. Linn has reopened
theater at

Randlett,

modeling.
Painters are going over the Pastime of Concord, N. C, putting new
life into the front, after which the
interior woodwork will receive attention, and also the screen border.

stories, 50
front will

ris

ft.

L.

J.

Trevor of the Aledo,

long
his house
up the inside with
new decorative touches, and also the
Aledo,

enough

111.,

to

closed

liven

installation of

The

new

seats.

Judith of Lewiston, Mont., is
refurnished and redecorated
from top to bottom. The house will

being

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600

three

is

and the entire

Broadway
New York
Phone Lackawanna 9111

Total im-

will cost $60,000.

Henry

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

Schneider owns the building. Mor-

Cohen manages

it.

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US-AND SAVE

Manager

Made

to be remodel-

The house

be remodeled.

If

Installation of a special Barton organ has necessitated the recoiistruction of part of the structure t^i the
West Theater of Galesburg, 111. Tedd
Kussman will be at the console when
it is ready for use.

la., is

and 60

provements
J.

High Class Trailers

Strand, Si.xth and Broadway,

Council Bluffs,
ed next year.

3678

MONEY

SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

uituocjcHBys
110
West 32"-''Sr..Newyork.N.y.^
Phone Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department

100-GIFT

NOVELTY TOYS,

15c

value,

retail

with a 5c to
assorted in a box for only
$3.00

offering 1000 and One kinds
and celebration goods in general

Our Catalog
of novelties
is

FREE.

Send for BOTH
duce ourselves.

at

once, and

let

us

intro-

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
37 Ella St.

Cincinnati,

Ohio
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Nickle Shows

They Used

New French Product
(.Continued ]<om

I'ttyc

0)

"Titi I, Roi Des Gosses'"- -Prcxluceil by
Rciie Lcprince, scenario by Pierre Leprincc.
The (listril)utur is Sucicte dcs Ciiicronians.
"La Petite Bonne Uu Palace" Produced
by Louis Mercantou, and released by Sucicte
des Cineromans.
"Tears ol Colette" Produced by Rene Bar
beris and distributed by Societe des Cinero-

mans.

"Le Petit Parrot" —Produced by Rene Lc
Somptier and distributed by Societe Luniiiior.
"Le Bouif Errant" ("The Wanderinu Cob

—

bier")
A comedy serial made by Rene Hervil
(or Films d'Art, which has closed with Films
Aut)ert for release. (leorges de la Fouchardiere wrote the scenario.

"Le Train Sans Yeux" ("The Train With
Eyes")

—-Directed

by Alberto Cavalcanti
from the scenario by Louis Uelluc and re
leased by the Films Legrand.
"Martyrs'- -Which I liarles Burguet directed for N'ltaRraph. of France. The scenario is
from the work by d'Ennery.
"L'ne Aventure de la Rue" ("An Advenout

—

Henry Lepace directed
ture in the Street")
this, a feature comedy for Film Natan.

—

"Lady

Harrington"
Produced by
Leroy-Ciranville and Grantham Hayes, a
in

six episodes

—

Fred

series
Intertilms will distribute.

Produced by David Kirsanoff.
"L'Inconnue des Six Jours" Directed by
A. Rene Sti for Pathe-Consortium.
"Mots Croises" ("Crosswords")
Pierre
Colombier is the director and Film Cenedor
"Sylvie"

—

—

the distributor.

Grock"s

first

be directed by Jean
the scenario,

to

film,

Kemm. Kcmm and Crock wrote

Femme

"I-a

— Produced
nario

based

by

("The Nude Woman")
from the sceplay by Henri Batallie.

N'ue"

Leonce Ferret

on the

Natan Productions is the distributor.
"Les Fiaticailles Rouges" ("The Red Woo
ing")
Directed by Roger Lion and released

—

by Films

Altjatros.

"Le Chemineau"
Keroul.

from

films

the

is

— Produced

the play
distributor.

by

by Monca and

Richcpin.

Inter-

—

"La Tournee Farigoul"
Produced for
Films Natan by Marcel Manchex.
"La Grande Aie" ("The Land") Max de
Rieux directed.
"La Terre Qui Meurt" ("The Dying
Land") Produced by Jean Choux from the

—

—

novel by Rene Bazin.

—

"Le Criminel" Produced by A. Ryder from
the slory by Andre Corthis. Interfilms is also
the distributor.

"L'Honneur
de
L'Autre"
("Another's
Honor") Pierre Marodone directed from the
Sudermann.

—

story by

"Antoinette

Sabrier"

— From

the

play

by

Romain Coolus and directed by Germaine
Dulae for Societe des Cineromans.
"Mauprat" Produced by Jean
Epstein
from the story by George Sand. Productions
Jean Epstein.
"La Rue de La Paix" The Henri Diamant-Berger production, for release through
Natan. Andree Lafayette heads the cast.

—

—

Sydney— The

Australia

in

M. C. D. Australian
production,
"Those
Who
Love," is ready for release. Another
new film made in this country is
"For the Term of His Natural Life,"
by Australasian Films, Ltd. (Union
first

Theaters).

Hammons

denies

deal

on

be-

Educational and Famous involving
of former company.
Twelve houses already under joint operaand Saenger.
Publix
of
tion
Washington exhibitors to consider formation of all-Northwest organization.
First National statement filed at Boston
of
increase
$2,668,396 in assets
indicates
for year ending April 3.
W. A. Bach to become First National
sales head in Great Britain.
Ontario theaters supply 40 per cent of
Canada's revenue.

tween

ai)sorption

Tuesday

Basel, .Switzerland

— The

conference

on educational films
have taken place in

which was to
this city under
the auspices of the Board of Education of Basel City, has been postponed until the spring. The exact
ilate is

undetermined.

fluids

before the theater was opened. Alodern appliances to absorb dust— largescale adaptations of the household
vacuum cleaner do much to keep
clean that theater and the rest of the
chain to which it belongs.

—

Lighting System
Larson of the Star at
Crofton, Neb., has had a new lighting system installed, which gives the
house more powerful lights, with
pretty shading. These are controlled
from the projection booth, and can
be brightened or
occasion.

dimmed

to suit the

wouldn't agree with the

"little thin]

definition.

Charged with stealing an auto
mobile

tire,

a prisoner approachec

Nathan Yamins in a Fall River
Mass. court and asked:

Using Music's Charms

Now

has arrived.
Louis B. Mayer's contract with M-G-M
extended to 1933.
Addressing Ohio exhibitors Eli Whitney
Collins of M. P. T. O. A. warns against
producer combines.
ture

Friday
Neil

McCarthy, attorney

S.

for

Cecil

B.

producer-director is opposed
merger.
Pathe gross sales of $9,408,828.21 yield a
net income of $476,096.99 for 28 weeks.
versions of decision on the
Conflicting
Ohio Amusement Co. vs. Cleveland Film
Board of Trade.
Missouri Legislation to receive proposal
for ten per cent admission tax.
Will H. Hays, speaking to A. M. P. A.,

to

1'.

denies

D.

C- Pathe

showing

decries

amusement

of

films

in

I'edcral
trade council
meeting to discuss trade

asks

for
practices.

general

Ohio

exhibitors consider pooling of inprotection against chain groups.
Imperial conference proposes organization
for co-operative marketing of British pictures.
Al Lichtman appointed general manager of
distribution for United Artists.
Cincinnati operators lose strike for higher
terests

for

wages.

Present-O-Grams
(Continued from Page 7)

CAMERAMEN

company. Berry played a Southern
medley, which provided the atmo-

reputable

"Sparrows."
for
sphere
Theater, Everett, Wash.

—

Wynnewood, Okla. The Rex has
been purchased by Arthur Lewis.
Roach Buys

at

—

your name

trial

in

new

leaflet of

cameramen and

indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

film

prospects
cost of

Training Film House Talent
Alexander ErnielofT, formerly an
exhibitor, has opened a New York
vocal studio where he is training dramatic and lyric singers for motion
picture

any kind, simply send

Schools, Churches
Motion

Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS''

has

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

Buffalo Lake Has New Manager
Buffalo Lake, Minn,— R. L. Kushc
has succeeded C. L. Hurtig as manager of the Auditorium.

in

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16thSt. IM. W. Wi>shington, D.C

theaters.

Harvard, Neb.

Harvard, Neb. F. J. Roach
purchased the Paramount.

— Everett

List

the data.

using

Lewis Buys Wynnewood Theater

re-enter Hollywood-made pictures

organ. Patrons liked the stunt. The
cooperation was easy to
railroad
secure, because the G. N. emblem
hung in its usual place on the rear
car, furnishing advertising for the

New

Manager

cause grea

things often

financial loss. Witness the hold
ing up of production on "Paradisi
for Two," because of a sty on Rich
ard Dix's eye.
Maybe, though, 1^

i'l

The purpose

is to discuss educational films and examine samples with
a view to purchasing a large number.

The proper cleaning
spent
and the methods of application were worked out in laboratories
was

LITTLE

;

Saturday

Put Off

PHIL M. DALY

,By

of

''Will you be tny lawyer?"
"Not
so you'd notice it," Yamiru
a
vital
so
is
leader
The orchestra
filled that replied, "I'm the complainant."
seats
the
keeping
in
factor
Michigan.
way
in
under
Katz
Divorcement of distributing unit from par- in many instances it has been found
ent organization planned by Northwest exGeorge Sidney is observing hU
wisest to make him manager also.
hibitor association.
There are many theaters in the thirtieth year as actor. He has beer
orOhio Supreme Court upholds decision
His cardering Ohio Amusement Co. to pay United United States which spend in ex- in pictures but two years.
Artists $1,100.
a year for musicians' eer has included medicine shows
$200,000
of
cess
"We're in the Navy Now" breaks Rialto
minstrel
shows,
teni
salaries but the directing of the men burlesques,
record.
Tom Forman found dead at Los Angeles. who earn that money is but a small shows, musical comedy, vaudeville
and legitimate drama.
part of the orchestra leader's job.
Wednesday
The cueing of pictures is an art
Twenty-five houses planned as part of
adding 54,250 that is too little appreciated. It would
Publix expansion program
Nancy Kelly, who appeared X
new seats.
impossible to count all the Aiiieri- "Mismates," will be the official ma»
Elmira, N. Y., common council expected be
thoroughly enjoyed cot of the Hollywood Angels, Leu
to take favorable action on Sunday openings. cans who have
Pantages begins invasion of East with some of the world's finest music Cody's football team, at its gamt
Greater Southern
of
a
franchise
to
sale
while watching motion pictures, but at the Polo Grounds Sunday.
Enterprises.
Italian tinancers staging campaign to pro- who would reject with scorn the nomote domestic production.
tion that they might get similar enJohn Russell, the adaptor, is
Exports from Great Britain drop in tirst
joyment
by attending a concert at
nine months of 1926.
back from his annual trip to
the
precisely
hear
would
they
which
the
Thousand Islands. He
Thursday
same music. But for the orchestra
dropped globe trotting in favor
B.
DeMille reported opposed to
Cecil
leader's understanding of the emomerger of P. D. C. and Pathe.
studio
He wrote
of
work.
tional values of music and their abilarbitration statement.
"Where
the
Pavement
Ends."
Remodeling of arbitration system urged by ity to synchronize it with stretches
M. P. T. O. A.
values,
similar
nearly
Two bicycling cases filed with Minne- of film having
that American producert
apolis arbitration board.
there are a lot of us who woiild find
lassoed practically all tht
Universal will spend $14,500,000 on 1927 the movies rather flat entertainment. have
prog;ram.
Broadivay comedians, it might not
Rowland,
returning
from
Richard
A.
be a bad idea to have Will Rogers
Europe says day of the international pic-

"Blue law" fight looms up in South Dakota on Sunday closings.
Expansion program of Kunsky-Balaban &

churches.

Educational Confab

the delicate fabrics of the
lamp shades, the velvet of the hangings and the thickly piled carpets
for which nmch of that half million

care

Monday
W.

Earle

De.Mille.

Production

And Thafs That

(Continued from Page 14)

—

—

to

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

111.

i

Noticeably Superior
There

on the
screen with pictures printed from Eastman
is

a definite

Panchromatic Negative

difference

— the

are

results

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
color sensitive

pletely

— renders

all

of blue, red, yellow and green
correct relationship

in

Where

is

tory,

regular film

^Tan''

is

black

And Eastman

Positive

com-

tones

in

their

and white.

ordinarily

extraordinarily

is

satisfac-

successful.

Film carries

all

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.
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Plaudits

0NlYi279 TtlEAlERS

Vidor-John
alliance goes the
coveted "Photoplay" medal
1925. Readers of that pub
If
;ation have selected "The Big

rO

arade" as last year's finest pic
ire.

That

an honor indeed.

is

Es1925

so since
rought to the theaters of the
orld an array of pictures which
3oke mighty well for the pro
uction geniuses of this indusecially

y.
'as

this

is

That "The
selected

to

Big Parade"
head the list

irough
popular
acclaim
is
oniething of which all those
oncerned with its making can
ghtfully boast.

Glory Enough for All

when

hidios:
There is glory enough for
11
three."
Yes, and for the cast and all other
reduction elements as well.

Canada Opposed
London — A snag
the conferin

ences on rehabilitation of the British
lilm industry was struck when each
jf the dominions submitted a film
production program, as a suggested
way out of the difficulty confronting

the
also

submitted

Most

The same publication rates the
welve players who scored in the outtanding performances of 1926, acording to its reviewers who monthy list the best endeavors:
John Gilbert
Rudolph Valentino

Bow

John Barrymore
Adolphe Menjou
Lois

Numerous

have

Moran

local

David J. Mountan, Back from Abroad,
Reports German Pictures Gaining
in England
American
distributors
stand
a
chance of losing or having reduced
their British market owing to fastincreasing competition
from Germany, according to David J. Mountan
of

Richmount

Pictures,

who

Emil Jannings
Ramon Novarro
Belle Bennett
H. B. Warner

Illness Halts Production

of

them

in

New York

and

n Hollywood and to the one who is
[no longer of this earth, a signal
nonor has been paid.
It is remarkid that the year has seen a new and
nigh standard in screen acting.
Not
jnly in acting is the industry advancing.
In its service to the public through the creation of finer theaters progress is being made.
That
these players should be selected to
:onstitute an honor roll for 1926 is
a most noteworthy
their name*.

compliment

to

KANN

1921
1924

Tol'able

David

Robin Hood
The Covered Wagon
Abraham Lincoln
The Big Parade

1923
1924
1925

Gibson

Few Days
THE FILM DAILY
Washington
The Federal Trade
Commission within a few days is
expected to announce its decisions as

—

whether the cases against West

"BIG PARADE" HAILED
1925'S BEST PICTURE

Awarded
Medal

—

By

'Photoplay' Gold
Decision Made

the Public

"Photoplay Magazine," December
issue, which appears on newsstands
today will announce that the gold
medal for the best picture of 1925
has been awarded to "The Big Parade."

"Photoplay's" medal is an annual
award, the result of the vote of its
readers and is the sixth to be thus
(Continued on Page 3)

Players

Honor Roll

are

to

be

quashed,

moved by Guy Mason, counsel

the theater company, following
excoriation by members of the
commission of the stipulation of facts
agreed to by counsel for both sides.
Members of the commission severely criticized the stipulation as
showing nothing and indicated that
they were strongly in favor of sending t'? c.r;c •'^ ?.a evprr-'rcr f'>r t''3l.
The taking of testimony, originally
(Continued on Page 3)
for

an

Expansion Planned
Launching of an immediate plan of
expansion by Red Seal Pictures
Corp. is planned by Alfred Weiss,
new president of the company and
Out-of-the Inkwell Films. Reorganization of the two firms was completed with Weiss in control, following dismissal of the receivership action against the companies.
Weiss
(Continued on Page 2)

John Gilbert, Rudolph Valentino,
Clara Bow, John Barrymore, Adolphe Menjou, Lois Moran, May Allison, Gloria Swanson, Emil Jannings.

A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN

IV.

BRENNAN

The past week brought forth two
Bennett and new stars in the film firmament

Ramon

Novarro, Belle
B. Warner constitute "Photoplay's" honor roll for 1926. The roster is based upon the best perform(Continued on Page 3)

H.

New^ Factor in
Fairbury,

111.

Illinois

— Midstate Chain The-

Beatrice Lillie and George Jessel,
recruits from the legitimate stage,
made their screen debuts, Miss Lillie
in "Exit Smiling" and Jessel in

"Private Izzy Murphy."
Beatrice Lillie promises to win her
place as a popular comedienne if she
(Continued on Page 7)

aters has been

of

will
vehicle.

first

direct

a

—"Heaven

Sidney Kent Improving
idney R. Kent, a patient at HarHospital following an operation
for appendicitis, was reported as "doing nicely" Saturday.
j.

Managers' School Opens with 30
With 30 men enrolled, the third
class of the Publix Theater Managers' Training School begins today.
Seven
applications.
of the class are scholarship appoinElmer Levine, recently of the
tees.

Hoot Schwarts Heads Bridgeport Unit There were 400

—

"Heaven and Earth" For
Los Angeles

Decision in

Washington Bureau of

as

igned a two-year contract with
Universal,

Its

Coast Theaters

—

1

Trade Commission to Make

to

formed here to take
"Afraid to Love," over Midstate Theaters, and embark
which Frank Tuttle is to direct, will on an expansion program which will
not begin at the Paramount Astoria make the company one of the largest
studio today owing to the illness of theater operators in the state.
The
Florence Vidor, who is now recup- program is to get under way at once,
erating. Her illness is due to injuries with several Central Illinois houses
received at the Coast when she fell under option.
Elmer B. Ramsey of
while riding horseback.
Fairbury, is president of the company, whose ofifices will be located
Eason Signs with Universal
here.
A booking oflfice is to be established
in Chicago.
Angeles Reeves Eason, who
Production

WEST COAST ACTION

to

has just

{Continued on Page 3)

the Eleven

the following productions
date:
1920
Humoresque

of the local proposals favor(Continned on Page 2)

Allison
Gloria Swanson

To
all

projects

by

Market Jeopardized

Mae

To

been

producers.

The Players' Roster

Clara

industry.

THROW OUT

this

medals have been awarded to

Manitoba, Alberta and Saskatchewan, Canada's so-called Prairie
Provinces, are discussed in this article, the third in a series dealing
with the Dominion. The fourth, to
be published shortly, will be corvcemed with British Columbia.
Winnipeg, Man. In Manitoba there

"Photoplay" states it well:
"The credit for 'The Big Parade'
111
be distributed between Marcus
otw, head of the Metro-Goldwynlayer Corp.; King Vidor, the brilant young director who made it,
nd Irving Thalberg, the guiding
)rce of the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayei

competition was inaugurated in that year. It has
been maintained since.
Gold

Houses Sparse in Canada's
Vast Western Farm
Country

—

GOV'T MAY

Readers of "Photoplay" have
been voting on the best picture of each year since 1920

3 PRAIRIEPROVINCtSI

are forty-six theaters.
Winnipeg is
the largest city and contains twentyseven.
It must be remembered that a certain number of theaters in Saskat:hewan and Ontario are also handled
from the Winnipeg exchanges.
In
Winnipeg the Capitol, Metropolitan
(Continued on Page 7)

Price 5 Cents

1926

The Honor Roster

IN

King

the
Gilbert

15,

Bridgeport, Conn. Jack Schwarts
new president of the M.P.T.O. of
Bridgeport.
He succeeds Harry
Albert Pickus, secretary,
Cohen.

is

Sills

and Earth"

is the tile of Milton SilU' next itarring vehicle for First Nation»L

and William
are other

new

Kimmerlin,
officers.

treasurer,

Stratford, Poughkeepsie, has been appointed assistant to John F. Barry.
He is a graduate of the first training
school class.

Monday, November

Expansion Planned
(Continued from Page

1)

paid $218,000 of the liabilities and
furnished working capital on which

companies

tlie

T«LXXXVIIINe39

will

operate.

now

operates 21 exclianges throughout the nation and
IDMN « UlCOtlE
PBblisbir
new ones are to be added as rapidly
a.s
possible, says a company statePublished daily except Saturday and holiday! ment.
Max Fleischer is vice presiat 1650 llroadway, New York, N. Y., and
placing
copyright (1926) by Wid's Films and Film dent of both corporations
Folio, Inc.
Alicoate. President and him in charge of production.
J. W.
Treasurer: Maurice D. Kann, Fditor; Don
Reorganization of the company
aid M. Mersereau. Ilusiness and Advertiiinf;
marks
return of Weiss to the field.
Kepresen
Manager
Wilk,
Traveling
Kalph
tative.
Enteied as second-class matter May He has been a factor in the industry
1918, at the post office at New York.
21,
since the days of General, and was
N. Y., under the act of March 3, 1879.
one
of the originators of the Triangle
Terms (Postage free) United States, outsidt
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
He was a large shareFilm Corp.
months. $5 00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign, holder in the original Goldwyn com$15 00.
Subscribers should remit with order
of
Address all communications to THE FILM pany selling his holdings because
DAILY. 1650 llroadway. New York, N. Y other interests. He is president of
Moodiy. Not. 15. 1926 '.PriceSCints

Red

Seal

:

Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739.

New

Filmday,
dress:
California
Harvey

—

Cable ad

Hollywood.

York.

Ambaasa

Gaasman,

E.

dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter. 58, Gre« .Marlborough St.,

W.

London,

Francaise,

—
Paris — La

I.,

Rue

S,

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

Financial

both the Agfa Raw Film Corp., and
American Multi-Color Corp.

point

The

tion.

H

and

over

trade

its

quota-

stocks,

which

Wamei

in

now

in

production.

ing Jay A. Haas.

has been consistently brisk, was comparatively
quiet in both issues.

2,000-Seater for

Hiuh

Am.
Am.

Vtc

Seat.
Seat.

Low

42Hi

42^

Pfd
Katz

AlH

41^

&
& Kau

•Balaban

41

63
•Bal.
Vtc
73!4
Eastman Kodak... 119^4 119J4 119'A
Famous Players. .. 1 15 J^ 115
115>4
Fam. Play. Pfd.
121>^
121f< 121
7
'Film Inspect
Fox Film "A"
68^ 69Ji
69J4
Fox Theaters "A" 24^ 24J4 24!4
•Intern'l
Project
13
Loew's, Inc
44 Ji
.

.

.Metro-Gold.

Pfd

•M.

Corp

P.

C:ap.

^

.

37

Paramount B'way 96^
ttRoxy Units
34
ttRoxy Common.. ll>i
•Stan. Co. of Am

96^

T

Trans- Lux Screen.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd

Universal

Pictures

200
2,700
100
....

600
100
....

1,600
1

9lH
7 'A

7 'A

96^4
38

38H

38K

49J4

4914

t

tt

Hudson Valley

Officers

—

Changed

Irving Lesser.
Beacon, N. Y.
Harry Lloyd and Orin Ocker have
resigned as officers and directors of
the Hudson Valley Theater Corp.,
which controls the Memorial here
Max Ginsberg, president; Benjamin
Ginsberg, treasurer, and Morris Ginsberg, secretary, are the

lOJ^

.

Market

14J4
37!^
96 ji

It will
part of a $1,000,000 project.
be located at Main, Fifth and Iowa

new

officers.

Doris Kenyon Improving
Doris
Kenyon, whose return to the
....
600 Coast has been delayed by an attack
3,000 of influenza, is improving.
800

Bond Market
Kid and Ask

Astra National Pictures
Putti in "The Passions of

':;;il.

to Florida to Start Film
Ed Wynn is en route to Florida,
to start work on his initial screen
Victor Heerman is to direct
vehicle.

music end of the film business, has
returned to Los Angeles to prepare
the music for "Indian Love," his musical show.

Men"

*

Beginning

the first of January, Gaur
a 750 foot news weekly, tc

will release
called "The

Gaumont Mirror."
«

Between

*

4>

£250,000,000

and £300,000
mining industr;

has been lost to the coal
tireat Britain since May 1, when the nai
wide strike began. This does not include
enormous sums lost by various trades, 1
ters included, as a result of a decreast

W

business.

«

#

*

W. &

F. Film Service has secured
trilnition rights to "The Battle of the I
land Islands," to be made by British Inst
tional
Films, with the cooperation of
F. B. I.

50 Pictures

—

With a view of
Rochester
termining the value of films for cl

room

instruction,

Eastman Kodak

Ten fil
developing 50 pictures.
will be ready by Jan. 1 and will
shown in the schools of 12 la
The balance of the progt
cities.
will be ready for the opening
Th
school in September, 1927.
will be made in connection witl
training school to be established
the company's plant here next si
for teachers who will prep;
contents of the pictures.

mer
the

Plan New York Theater
Cooper & Matzkin plan a house on
238th St., between Broadway and

IS in

K.

&

Klio

F.

COMH

Chain

—

HAL ROACI
Presents

HIS RASCAL

H

IS,

Complete "Black Bottom"
William R. Wilkerson has finished
"Black Bottom," in two reels. The
cast includes:

FranLarrimore, EdCain and How-

Patricia Caron,

Weldon, Earle
ward Scanlon, Billie
cis

By /iOBWMcOOmf/

to.

This

is

PREE

Elmore.

ard

FEATHERS
Directed

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnisl
for all

Pathecomedies

at

y

Exchange.
National Changes Title
Hollywood "Here Y'Are, Broth
er," First National title, has beer
changed to "Three in Love." Mil-

"Sli

—

First

Webb

is

directing.

(

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developingj
Release Printing

U.
ex-

Film Laboratories, Inc
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

Co.,

Kara Vicff
Stanley, Philadlcphia.
mington;

and

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

Sigma House Being Redecorated
Ritzier

is

redeco-

rating the Sigma.

CONSULT

US- AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND FOR OUR PRICE LIST

revue,

Original Negatives of Everything

Oscard Presenting "Song Shop"
"The Song Shop" is the title of
the last Publix presentation which

in

It

is

Nov.

booked
20.

for the

week beginning

W.
130

West

no

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
46th St.
Bryant 8181

West

32'^''St..Net«york.N.y.**

Phone Penna. 6564
II

Motion Picture Department

%

Ea

i[

3678

ram

(Bli

John D.Tippett, Inc.
i
n

«
Raw Stock
..

.

Negative and Positive
All Colors

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

play the Rivoli, this being the
production staged by Paul Oscard.

will

II

fai

—

— Ad

WM

cuit.

—

O.

us

oun

Increasing to 15
Colo.
the number of theaters in the company's chain, K. & F. Amusement
Co. has taken over two houses at
Canon City and one at Florence.
Kohen and Fairchild operate the cirFlorence,

lard

Lima,

01'
it

Corlear Ave.

Le Maire for Fox Circuit
Texas Expansion Continues
E. B. Black of the Berkshire PostGeorge Le Maire will soon open er Co., makers of posters and proAlbany, Tex. Continuing its
on the Fox presentation houses do- grams, returned to his office Satur- pansion activities, Texas Theater
ing bits from the musical show, "Gay day, following an illness of six weeks. has purchased the Ritz.
Paree." He is booked through Walter and Edwin Meyers.
Buys Clayton, Okla. Theater
If You Are in the
Clayton, Okla. T. N. Helberg is
Market for Any Kind of
New Acts on Stanley Circuit
Dates being played by new acts new owner of the Clayton.
the .Stanley presentation circuit
this week are as follows: Dolores
Casinelli, songs, Branford, Newark;
Houston Ray, pianist, Alden, Wil-

11
!!

ikti

Ktl

E. B. Black Recovered

on

0%

X

Kodak Making
Goes

offering Lya (
as a cur,i

is

release.

story.

—The

Sts.

31

7yi

Warner Uictures... 39J4
Warner Pict. "A" 50!^
Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia

Sales
1,100
1,000

23«

Pathe Exch. "A".. 38

la.

atrical interests
Close

41

Dubuque

Rosenthal thehave completed planr
for a 2,000-seat house, which is to be

Dubuque,

Quotations

Cortez in "Cross-Eyed Captain"
Malcolm St. Clair has selected Ricardo Cortez for the lead in "The
Cross-Eyed Captain." Production is
to start Nov. 22 at the Paramount
Long Island studio. Kenneth Raisbcck and Pierre Colling adapted the

—

ture

previous

dominions.

Schleiff Back with Bachmann
Wynn now is workfor Paramount.
Hollywood Joe SchleifT has re- ing out details of the story.
joined J. G. Bachmann's studio force
as production manager for PreferFournier Returns to Coast
His first assignment will be
red.
Arthur
M. Fourner, known in the
"Exclusive Rights," a Preferred pic-

McDonald Now at Little Rock
The general tendency of Sa'urday's film
Little Rock, Ark.— S. T. McDonissues were for fractional dec\ines.
Howald
of Oklahoma City has taken over
ever, a notable exception was the Stanley
Co. of America, which climb'd to 91^, a management of the Capitol, succeedfull

(Continued from Page 1)
cd establishment of a quota system,
which all the dominions are not willing to adopt. Canada is opposed to
the plan. It is now expected that the
premiers will recommend a general
cooperative scheme for film producdetails, including the
tion, leaving
proposed quota system, to the re-

Wynn

^
^

London News

Canada Opposed

spective

1926'

15,

1540 Broadway

6040 Saotet

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

City

Blvd.

—

November

Jonday,

1^

dov't

15,

.sis^pg^

1926

DAILY

May Throw Out

(Continued from Page

West Coast Actions
(Continued from Page

Exhibitors^

1)

on the Coast some months
was suspended in order that a
might be drafted.
St Illation
f the commission refuses to quash
iitcd
1.

Daily ReminOer

,

now

anticipated, there
tl
sittle doubt but that all of the expise and time incident to the taking
case, as is

Spend some time
out front chatting
with your patrons
They will give you

.1

Mason on

b

ground

the

that

the

nmission lacked jurisdiction.
He
ritended that the activities com:iiiied of were purely interstate and
tirefore without the purview of a
c

many valuable
hints.

commission.

Attorneys for
that the transaions are interstate.
The point
around an interpretation of
h ges
V ether the exhibitor is dealing with
representative in the same
a local
5ite or with a distributor in another
F leral

= .te

listed

i;cs

ition's

I

Jl Sheik."
^lara Bow, two performances, in
,'iaiicing Mothers" and "Mantrap."
fohn
Barrymore, two performEccs, in "The Sea Beast" and "Don
^jan."

^Xdolphe
rces,

in

two perform"The Grand Duchess and
Menjou,

Waiter" and "A Social Celebrity."
Lois Moran, two performances, in
I'jtclla Dallas" and "Padlocked."
'(May Allison, two performances, in
'he Greater Glory" and "Men of
I'

ihe\.'\

rs."

Emit Jannings, outstanding perrmance in "Variety."
Ramon Novarro, outstanding perrmance in "Ben-Hur."
Belle

Bennett,

rmance

in

H.

Warner,

B.

outstanding

per-

Dallas."

"Stella

outstanding

per-

rniance in "Silence."

Finishes Reynolds' Script
[Clara Beranger has completed the
jenario of "The Little Adventuress,"

15,

tions

1926

wrote the

starring

"Big Parade" Hailed
As 1925's Best Film
(Continued from Page

1)

presented for meritorious effort in
production as the public sees it.
In originally announcing the award,
"Photoplay" asked that its readers
consider each jear's product from
every angle.
Going further than
story,

technical detail,

photography

and
the publication asked

direction,

r

I

—

Cameo— 'D. W.
'

at

Friday— "Oh, What

Devil"
Saturday — "Everybody's

—

—

"The

Acting"

—

—

Rivoli^"Tbe Ear'e '"' the Sea"
Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand

— "Forevtr

After"

Next Week

— "The

—

Big Parade"
Broadway "Syncopating Sue"
Cameo Undetermined
Capitol
"The Flaming Fore.it'

Criterion

——
—
Central "The
Cohan

Better
—"Sorrows
of

'

Letter"

Scarlet

Colony— "The

'Ole'

'

Satan"
Geste"
Hippodrome -"Pals in Paradise"
Mark Strand "The Blonde Saint"
Paramount Not yet determined

—-"Beau

——

—
— "We're
the Navy
"The Great Gatsby"
—
Warners "Don Juan"
—
Rialto
Rivoli

in

Brooklyn

Peter

—

and

Sunday.^"It Must Be Love"
Mark Strand "The Silent Lover"
Paramount "God Gave Me Twenty Cents"
Rialto
"We're in the Navy Now"

tion" and eight Rayart semi-Westerns, and to Gaumont 26 comedies.
In addition he sold 18 pictures for
France, Belgium and Switzerland, 31
features for Spain and Portugal and
14 subjects for Italy.

Duke Worne

Night"

a

Gray

Astor

Los Angeles

Week

Griffith

Upstage"
— "The
Scarlet Letter"
—
Colony "The Better 'Ole"
—
Cohan ".Sorrows of Satan"
— "Beau Geste"
Criterion
Hippodrome— "Ladies
Play"
Loew's New York — Today— "Tin Gods"
Tuesday — "Her Sacrifice" and "Shameful
Behaviour"
Wednesday — "The Campus Flirt"
Thursday — "The False Alarm"

Capitol
Central

considerable
product during his trip. To Film Distributors, Ltd.. he sold "Perils of the
Coast Guard," "The Last Alarm,"
"Her Sacrifice" and "Her Indiscreof

Week

This

Astor— "The Big Parade"
Broadway "Flames"

Mark Strand
Grimm"

Now"

"The

Return

of

Starts Serial

To

Duke Worne has

Direct

—

"Yukon

Trail"

started his second serial for Rayart
entitled "Fighting for Fame," with

Hollywood Ernest Laemmle
direct "The Yukon Trail" as his

Bennie Alexander.

special for Universal.

will
first

readers to consider the ideals behind each production.
its

In the August issue the first balappeared.
There was then published a list of SO pictures mentioned, as the publication described it, to
refresh the memory of readers but at
the same time, indicating what, in
the opinions of its editors, were the
best pictures released in 1925.
The
productions were:
Are Parents People?, Beggar on Horselot

Big Parade. Charley's Aunt, Chickie.
Coast of Folly, Dark Angel, Don Q, Dnisilla with a Million,
Freshman, Gold Rush.
Goose Woman, Graustark, Her Sister from
Paris, Introduce Me, Isn't Life Wonderful?.
King on Main Street, Kiss for Cinderella,
Kiss Me Again, Lady, Lady Windermere's
Fan, Last Laugh, Little Annie Roonie, Lord
Jim, Lost World, Mannequin, Merry Widow,
Midshipman, Mme. Sans-Gene, Never Say
Die, Never the Twain Shall Meet, Paths to
Paradise, Phantom of the Opera, Pony Express,
Road to Yesterday, Sally, Sally of
the Sawdust, Siege, Shore Leave, Sky Rocket,
Stage Struck, Stella Dallas, That Royle Girl,
Trouble with Wives, Thundering Herd, Unholy Three, Vanishing American, Wanderer,

Thanksgiving

Womanhandled and Zander

the

Great.

Christmas

-

New Year
The Smart Showman Knows These

IMPORTANT

3

HOLIDAYS
Arc Nearly Here

He

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service,

Inc.

Trailers Build Business

"Peter

Reynolds, with

Leatrice

10
Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
or Comedy or News Reel.

Joy.

—

—

Ktrine of restriction of output" is
amed by T. C. Mattson, of Lon5n, managing director of the Eujipean Eastman Kodak, for British
dustrial troubles.
He is here to
)nfer with officials of the Eastman
)mpany in his first visit to the city
ten years.

being experienced jn

,

Op Broadway

were excellent.

Fire Destroys Equipment
Termed British Evil
Saspamaco, Tex.
Entire equipRochester, N. Y. "The pernicious ment of the Klondike was destroyed
Restriction

is

Mountan disposed

Grimm" for Brooklyn Strand
"The Return of Peter Grimm" is
directing.
She booked for the Brooklyn Mark Strand
scenario of "Nobody's the week of Nov. 21.

'hjch will star Vera
William C. De Mille

'idow,"

production.
Present indications are that there
wjll be no governmental action to adjust the British situation, Mountan
says.
Flnglish exhibitors are satisfied with American pictures as they
consistently score at the box office.

back,

Swanson, two performances
"Stagestruck" and "Fine Man-

(iloria

so

Monday, Nov.

Honor Roll

(Continued from Page 1)

estimates,

Ireland with censorship, Mountan reports.
In Paris he foimd business
very poor because of the instability
of the franc but in London condi-

.

Players

Mountan

films,

and points out that such product is
being sold lower than American features owing to the cheaper cost of

Difficulty

Government claim

t

1)

returned after a five weeks' trip to
England and France.
A year ago
about three German pictures were
being shown in England, he says,
while this year, at least 36 will be
distributed there.
Practically every
distributor is handling one or more

German

testimony will be required before
argum.ents are heard.
The motion to quash was entered

>
fi

each month in that pubreview department.
John
heads the list by virtue of
C bert
The opinions
tee performances.
fset forth by "Photoplay" follows:
John Gilbert, three performances
!j!i"The Big Parade," "La Boheme"
"Bardelys the Magnificent."
vudolph Valentino, two perform^y:e.
in "The Eagle" and "Son of

'

Market Jeopardized

by a

fire

which started

For

in the booth.

Judgment Filed By Schachter
Judgment of $629.86 against WoIfT
L. Henius, business manager for Conrad Veidt, was filed yesterday by L.

A

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

this

Wabash Ave.

complete Service $40.00 yearly.

zvire

contract

or telephone call imll
start the service

NEW YORK
126-130

West 46th

bring you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES

and

St.

1922 So.

Vermont Ave.

Schachter.

I

^w JM
A

-T>

B
s

lfiitif
ti

w
a

Now you know what real
profits are

— Warner

Winners are the
biggest

New
profits

year's

money - makers.

records, bigger
everywhere with

"ACROSS THE PA-

"MY OFFlCIAL WIFE" and
"PRIVATE IZZY
MURPHY", with these

CIFIC",

two great ones ready to
keep up the good work!

yS

>

-

Look around at the big
money Warner Winners
arc getting
at

great

the

getters

— look

alica4

mdiie)

on the Way. For

"THE THIRD
DEGREE", starring

example,

Dolores Costello. the
greatcsi screen find pi a

decAdc.

i'ou cannot

afford to miss this ol nn^

other Warnci- Wintici-.

3
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DAILV

EVENING JOURNAL—*

front and a man dressed in overalls, like a mill-worker, was stationed
likewise
were
Usherettes
there.
The top of the
dressed in overalls.
fake brick wall was a cut-out from
the 24-sheet and gave a very realistic appearance to the whole display.
The wall was labeled "Steel Mill No.
tlic

nULV nPS WWCM M£AN OOUAfiS rOQ SUOWMCN

"Bigger Than Barnum's"
(F. B. O.)

Distributed 30,000 "Circus Special
newspapers headed "Circus
Arrives Friday!"
Printed in this

Kxtra"

5."— Rialto, Fort Worth,

Paramount
Rivoli
(IVeck Ending Nor.

AMEKIC.\N —^If
story,

love

lay,

O

—

visit

touching

easel

in

both local newspapers.
Also ran a
blonde matinee contest.
Legitimate
blondes were admitted free. Leading
department stores draped one entire
window in Midnight Sun orange.
Leading candy and soda fountain put
on a Midnight Sun-Dae. William
Seitz, Star, Sandusky, O.

—

"Variety"

(Paramount)

(Paramount)

for the 24-sheet,

mounted on beaver board, measuring
the

length

of the 24-siieet, being
about six feet tall except for the head
of the figure, Coriime Griffith, which
measured about twice that size. At
night time this big cut-out faced the

sidewalk, and during the day, it was
turned to face the street. An overhead lighted six-sheet was used several days before the showing attached to the top of the marquee. An attractive frame sidewalk exhibit was
also made for this picture.
G. M.
Pedley, Empress, Owensboro, Ky.

—

"Kid Boots"
(Paramount)
Five thousand rotos were distributed and printed by an automobile
agency.
Many window tie-ups on
the golf angle were secured.
A postal card campaign
was directed to
members of all golf clubs and an
amateur ball driving match held.
The winner received a silver cup.
As "Dutch" Leonard, the ball player,

won the stunt got much publicity.
The cup was inscribed "Kid Boots."
— Herman Kirsken. Kinema, Fresno,
Cal.

"Men

of Steel"

(First National)

Entire lobby

was changed

into the
semblance of a steel mill, with a
fake brick wall built up against the
back of the lobby, near the box office.

A

fence went half-way around

JiOURNAL—

EVENING
* *

* * * an amusMarshall Neilan directed and
It's his best picture in a long time.
GRAPHIC * * * boasts a capable cast
and a good idea * * *

Landed

a

The

vertising.

first

six

—

*

story

MORNING TELEGRAPH—

*

ob-

is

work
*

*

is

TIMES —

WORLD—

Unusual Stunt

%

J

dow

of a local merchant.

The

photographer snapped a picture of a young girl as she looked into the window. The jmcture was published in the paper
the following morning, and if
the girl discovered she was the
original of this picture, she
went to the office of the newspaper and received $1, and a
surprise package from the merchant at whose shop the picture was snapped.
As a different merchant was chosen
each morning, the stunt made
friends and offered good pubicity which the newspaper was
running without cost to the
theater.
The stunt was built

(Week Endinq No-\

\i)

*

nothing more excitstory * * * never
audiences * * •
* * it cannot be denied
DAILY
•hat the picture pulls hard at the emotions
* * * well acted and well directed film.
Sweet sentiment,
patterned on the formula that mother used
to re.'^d. saturates "Forever After."

an

than

love

insipid

New York

for

NEWS—*

Gt

*

EyENING WORLD—*
aimed

is

are

titles

morons

at
just

a degree or two
that is possible.

GRAPHIC — *

the

story,

* * as a
exhibitors

and

if

*

*

whole
*

*

worse than

stereotyped

and

mon-

otonous * * * subtitles in this film are some
of the worst we've ever .seen.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

TELEGRAM—*
is

—

WORLD—

Jl!'

.«lioi

New

to

iitol

Orli

Third Dansville House Closerrf
Already taxe
k

—

Dansville, N. Y.
support two theaters,
not sustain a third,
has sold equipment
M. Konczakowski of
move it to that city.

this village

c

JCC

D. Ten
of the Grancf;'

so

J.

Buffalo,

who

»

*

Hollywood

make money.

will

in

*

few tears

a

in this picture.
' * a carbon

copy of all
Irish-Jewish
plays you've ever seen.
best scenes in the picture are in the

sentiences.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
SUN — *

of

Vignola,

sig

hi

tc

Hits

York, to direct Gilda C
"Cabaret."

list

Isi

Working

in

Lloyd Picture

—

Los Angeles

"Children of
vorce," with Clara Bow, Esther 1
ston and Gary Cooper, is being
rected bj' Frank Lloyd for Fam(

lei

* •

Hippodrome

Bretherton

Made

Director

iBt

—

Hollywood Warner Brothers
promoted Howard Bretherton,
ter,

ment

li'll

(

to director.
His first assi
will be "Hills of KentucJ

featuring

Rin-Tin-Tin.

*

pense,

its

its

tears

*

many

has

c

Sis'

m

KIDDIES "MATINEE" GIFTS

dollars.
* One

* thrills,

\t

(Mi

*

TELEGRAPH—*

tW'i

I

lliii

of the worst offenders
in this lamentable direction is "Private Izzy
Murphy, a gentle, aggressively non-commercia! little thing.
*

1

ml

rang with cheers and applause yesterday.
Probably "Private Izzy Murphy" will make
millions

IS.

Famous has
who leaves

^^j

NEWS—

GRAPHIC—*

—

iiil

*

Sentimentality, a sob
story of the war, and all the old stuff are
there in large and elegant portions.
There are many laughs

DAILY

•

New

WORLD —

"Private Izzy Murphy"
Warner Brothers

Y

Vignola Leaving for N.

TIMES—

war

managei

headquarters of Saenger.

Robert

*

assistant
$1,461.

transferred

nell,

for

*

Hall,

MacEachron Now at Pine Bk
Pine Blufif, Ark.—J. R. MacE
ron has assumed management of
Saenger, succeeding Charles O'l

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

the

ri

—

* * so cut and
similar to all other pictures of its
so
and
uncompromisingly sentimental.
* ' * drama is not very strong or

* • an abinterestingly told love story.
*
*
picture with an occasional
*
smile and a fear for any poor young man
who is in love with a wealthy girl.
* * * one of the most pathetically
woozy picture plays which I have
seen in a year.

*

ilor

so

sorbing and

and

Jlo:

roariously

There

EVENING TOURNAL—

laughs

moments

of heroics, its suslittle waving of the

and a

flag.

TIMES—*
melancholy
good work

*

•
is

WORLD—

*

decided

much

•

wasted on
• « •

slow-moving piece
picture of

its

"We're

this

time-worn
good motion

sentimental,

*

'

fairly

*

*

*

in
riot

the
of

Value;^K

kbit'

kind.

in the

AMERICAN—*
"We're

5«l

'BIG

vehicle.

Navy Now"

• •

defy

Navy Now"
fun.

*

DAILY NEWS—

*

NOVELTY TOYS,

15c

value,

retail

with a S

assorted in a box for
$3.00

<

111;

offering 1000 and One k
of novelties and celebration goods in gen

anyone to see
and not laugh

•

• * *

lOO-GIFT

Our Catalog

Rialto

for

ItS

inclination to be
of his
(Jessel's)

Paramount

around Harry Langdon's quest
his
sweetheart in "The
Strong Man," but can be used
for any picture.

*

audience at the Rialto s
ed and howled and laughed till it cried
good enough entertainment.
* * one of the moi

Wanda

Hippodrome

An

SUN — *

Loew's Melba. of

"Forever After"
First National
Strand

o

AMERICAN—*

was used with good results by
Ray Brown, Strand, Altoona,
Pa.
Each morning a picture
was taken from inside the win-

far

Dallas Robber Gets $1,461
Dallas What was believed t(
a Hallowe'en prank proved to be
genuine thing when a bandit rol

*

* Splendid
vious but amusing •
contributed by the entire cast.

pungent

two column

very

sents the old theme that all the world's a
stage * * * we heartily recommend "Everybody's Acting."
* * * a tried and trusted formula • • * sane and agreeable.
Simple, decent, although hardly
substantia! entertainment.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—'

,

18^

pared to laugh.

SUN —

ad was topped with a large letter
"V."
This stood for Victrola, the
second with a large "A" which stood
for automobile and so on through
the word.
Walter Sachs, California,
Santa Rosa, Cal.

*

pre-

*

—

type

page of cooperating ad-

*

picture and we consider it far,
amusing than "Behind the Front."

amusing pictures of the Si
not a dull moment.
TIMES A note of humor that poaall the melody of the booming of a big
is struck successfully * • *
* * *
Swollen with ga
rowdy, wild and unpolished piece "We
the Navy Now" violently amuses.

ing

(Universal)

minus

the Rivoli.
* * rather an impossiis well done, with some heart-

AMERICAN—*

"Infatuation"

was made

it

bits.

ing film

made

Ran cooperative merchants ads

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

12)

a picture

like

DAILY NEWS—*

ble yarn, but

dried,

An

you

and with a good, old-fashioned

artificialities

Play"

"The Midnight Sun"

GRAPHIC—

"Everybody's Acting"

—

reference to what happened in frontier days.
Show ads said that the
Indians didn't worry about shoes SO
years ago.
Electrical ads contrasted
ways of pioneers with present methods.
Pontiac put on an Indian parade featuring the Pontiac slogan.
Prizes were awarded the best slogan
for the picture, presented in the most
novel manner. The first prize winners presented their slogan worked
in beads.
M. Bristoll, Victory, Find-

* pictu:

several hilarious gags • * * enough a
situations on navy tactics to draw a
from the audience.
* • the au.
howled • • * action is in the main 1
handed and of the sledge hammer schoi
a
* * *
great gloom-i
* * * Don't miss it.
You may not g
opportunity to laugh so heartily for
a movie moon.

EVENING WORLD—*

Te.x.

"One Minute
paper was a special children's dis(F. B. O.)
count coupon, admittinR any child
under 12 accompanied by guardian
Arranged a double page cooperabv paying ten cents. The paper car- tive ad. In each ad we had a cut of
ried a few general news items and a footI)all with the name of star and
several columns on the private life title.
The cut was two colunm four
of the stars in the picture. Also used inches and we had eight of these on
tliis
medium to advertise the suc- tliis page besides a spread across the
ceeding week's attraction "Kosher top of the page four inches high.. The
Kitty Kelly." Ran a large ad of one advertisers paid for all this space.
of the leading stores which almost All it cost the theater was a few
paid the cost of printing the paper.
passes.
Also had the football team
Figuero, Los Angeles.
for the second night and allowed
them to make all the noise they
pleased.
The front was decorated
"The Flaming Frontier"
with 100 circus ticklers which cost
(Universal)
$1.50 a hundred and showed there
Unusual cooperative merchants ads was something doing at the theater.
Henry Sosnosky, Philo. Chisholm.
were successfully used in this exploitation campaign.
Every a dhad some Minn.
to

*

IS,

there

is

is

FREE.

Send for BOTH
duce ourselves.

Si

%
at

once,

and

let

us

in

u
I,

little

doubt that crowds will flock to see Wallace
Beery and Raymond Hatton • » * make majority of moviegoers laugh.

37

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
Cincinnati, O
Ella St.

it

—
THE
November

(Jjnday,

15,

279 Theaters in
3 Prairie Provinces
(Continued from Page 1)

Lyceum

are operated by the
Players, the last named, in
1 ous
function with the Universal PicCorp.
The Garrick, Province
r;
nOrpheum are also first runs, the
being a combination policy
r

t

)

e.

Morton

'le

circuit

operates

five

Winnipeg, the most imtant of which is the Gaiety on
Ave., which constitutes a
: age
in

<ters,

(nd or third run.
In the older
(on of Winnipeg there are a numof theaters located on Main St.,
iierly a very productive section of
(

I

This group constitutes a

city.

rate run.
le S'tarland is

,

located in this sec-

operated by Famous in
with
.jjAunction
Universal.
The
lege located in another subur';

and

j5B^

DAILY

1926

3ily

1.

.

is

is also in the same cate(
)'.
It is quite apparent from thelocated in Winnipeg that 60
fj|Jjs
icent of the revenue of the WinnicE
territory must come from this

section,

A

Populamately 2 per cent copper.
the province was 610,000 in

tion of
1921.

4

Review of Reviews
(.Continued from

Page

—

towns and villages, many of which for receipts was broken, a welcome
most important town is are only open once and at a maximum casualty. Wallace Beery and Rayin most cases of twice a week.
ina, where Famous operates the
mond Hatton are a riotous pair of
The few theaters that are handled tars well able to increase the Navy's
The Metropolitan is the initol.
from the Calgary office in British popularity with their laugh provok;ndently owned opposition.
Columbia are located on the East- ing antics. More pictures from this
Brandon, another important
ern side of the Rockies and on the team will be in demand.
there are two houses, comimmediate western side.
Marshall
Neilan's
"Everybody's
ely controlled by Famous.
Generally
speaking business
in
Acting" is another first rate audience
!oose Jaw has two first-run houses these provinces depends greatly upon
he next

Famous
Capitol, operated by
the Savoy, independently. There
third house the Capital, playt
first run pictures but the prices
low.
Saskatoon the Famous circuit
rates the Daylight while the VicI

a is the opposition,

ort

William and Port Arthur,
handled from Winnipeg, are

trolled

by the

circuit,

addition to these towns there
be included as relatively imporcenters.
Fort Frances, Ont.,
tage La Prairie, Kenora, Ont.,
n
/

aphin,

here

Man.
are

a

few other important

ms handled from

but
ich will be listed under Saskatchethis

city,

boards for Manitoba
Saskatchewan sit in Winnipeg.
e censor fee is $2 per reel for each
ivince.
There is an appeal board
Manitoba. Saskatchewan has no
Trailers must be cen>eal board.
ed, no fee being charged in Mania and $1 a reel in Saskatchewan.
The exchanges are located in a firebuilding on Hargreave Ave.
)of
e Manitoba provincial license is
rhe
1

censor

the crops produced.
The West suffered a period of about five years of
bad crops and the picture business
was consequently very bad. Durinp
the past three years crops have been
very good and a consequent upturn

has been apparent.
The Alberta Censor Board at the
present time sits in Edmonton and
has a censor fee of $2 a reel.
There is no appeal board and trailers
are not subject to censorship. The
provincial license fee is $250 and the
city tax $102.
Exchanges are located
in
a
semi-fire-proof
building
close the centre of the city.
In Alberta the total mineral production in 1924 was in excess of $22,000,000, mostly obtained from clay
products, coal, lime, natural gas and
petroleum. Alberta leads the entire
British Empire in the production of
helium a non-inflammable gas, very
necessary in the Air-craft industry.
Estimated population in 1924, 640,000.

Saskatchewan

picture replete with

the entertainan excellent
and Neilan's direction is of the first order.
New faces thjs week included
Nancy Nash in "The City," a Fox
picture.
She is pleasing.
Shirley
Palmer, lead for William Fairbanks
in
"The Winning Wallop," is another promising new comer.
Universal's weekly release was a
Hoot Gibson western, "The Buckaroo
Kid," not quite up to Gibson's standard.
Peter the Great in "King of
the Pack" served some good thrills

ng

qualities.
It
:ast, a good story

all

has

and "Speed Crazed" presented Billy
Sullivan in an auto racing yarn.
"The Smoke Eaters" and "The
Winning Wallop" were used on a
double feature program at Loew's
New York, the latter a good action
picture

was

a

poorly

And

1)

can be supplied with the proper material.
"Exit Smiling" falls just the
least bit short of being a really fine
Alberta
comedy piece. It has some original,
Calgary- There are 110 theaters in sure fire situations that have been
this province.
In addition the Cal- excellently handled. The picture runs
gary office handles seven in British a little long, which is about the only
Columbia and the 30 in Saskatche- handicap. Miss Lillie is splendid and
wan.
no sacrifice of personal appearance is
In Calgary the Famous Players too much for her if it will get a
Canadian circuit operates the Cap- laugh. And she does land her laughs.
itol, Palace and Strand, which conGeorge Jessel is another promising
trol the first-run situation.
comer. His pantomjme is clever and
In Edmonton they operate the even though he has been particularly
Empress and Capitol. The Rialto fortunate in having a splendid veplays first runs but is not in the hicle in "Private Izzy Murphy,"
there
same class with the other two. The isn't much doubt but that Jessel can
circuit's theaters do not extend be- make a
place for himself if given half
yond these two cities and the most a chance. He seems a trifle awkimportant towns otherwise are:
ward in his movements but this can
Cranbrook,
B.
C, Drumheller, be mastered.
"Private Izzy MurLethbridge, Medicine Hat and Swift phy" is no mean box office cither.
Current.
In fact it was a real healthy week
Alberta's theaters are only exceed- for the box office.
"We're In the
ed by Saskatchewan.
The Calgary Navy Now" breezed into the Rialto
office serves the great bulk of the with all
sails set for a long and suctheaters.
However, the great ma- cessful run. No recruiting office was
jority of these theaters, as previously ever attacked like
the Rialto box ofindicated, are located in very small fice this past week.
And the record

That's That
PHIL M. DALY

,By

LEE MARCUS
desk

at

F.

has returned to his
O. after a trip to

B.

Bermuda where
occupied

his

golfing and fishing
attention rather than

films.

// you believe in signs, believe
that "The Big Parade" still has a
long route to follow at the Astor.
The house is having its exterior re-

painted as a preparedness measure.
Virginia Morris may be a busy exponent of press agentry but not too
busy to find time to contribute articles to the "New York World' 'and
other eager publications.

Theater management is a strenuAsk Gerald Hoag, Majestic, Ann Arbor, who is nursing
a fractured wrist as a result of the
rush made at his house on pep night.
Quite a fight ensued when university
students rushed the theater.
ous business.

Fire Forces Shutdown
Norwich, N. Y. Opened after being dark several weeks, the Strand

—

was forced to close the same night,
following a fire which destroyed the
booth.
Miguel Gasco, operator, suffered severe burns on his arm and
face in trying to check the blaze.
Film in poor condition caused the
fire, according to A.
E. Ford, who
operates the Strand and Colonial.
Baxter and Strange in Vidor Cast
Florence Vidor will have the support of Warner Baxter and Philip
The
Strange in "Afraid to Love."
picture will be directed by Frank Tuttle from "Face to Face," by Vincent
Lawrence.

Under New Management
Oswego, N. Y. Under management of Albert Van Auken,. the
State, which had been closed for sev-

—

eral

weeks, has re-opened.

but "The Smoke Eaters"
rather
hectic
melodrama,

made.

Showing German Picture
"Hearts of Europe," a German picture, is being shown in Greater New

—

high schools for the benefit
Regina There are 123 theaters in York
Saskatchewan. Approximately 30 of of children in the lost provinces of
these are handled from Calgary and Germany and Auctria.
the balance from Winnipeg. At one
p with a city license of $1. The time it was suggested that an exArnold Operating at Grainola
jskatchewan provincial license is change operate in Regina,
Grainola, Okla.
H. C. Arnold now
but it was
iO and there is a business tax in
found to be impracticable from the is operating the Gem, purchased from
imitoba of $100.
H. C. Pettigrew.
standpoint of expense.
Manitoba, most generally known
a
wheat-growing province in
Lease Chatham House
dity
Canadian provleads
all
OFFICE SPACE
es in the production of barley.
Chatham, N. Y.— The Crandell,
TO SUB-LET
1925
Manitoba had an aver- which opens around Dec. 1, has been
Light corner at Broadway and
of
barley
per leased by Louis Fisher and C. Daye
of
36
acres
Reas51st Street, 600 sq. ft.
m. There are large deposits of ton La Pointe, who operate a chain
onable.
Apply
Dper, one of which at Flin Flan in this vicinity.
The house will reRoom 609
ke is estimated to be of sixteen place the present Orpheum which
1440 B'way
New York City
llion tons of ore, running approxi- the partners operate.

—

.

Have your
in the

tion

pictures screened
best-equipped projec-

rooms.

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your

films called for

and

returned without charge.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street,

Wisconsin 37/0

N.

VrC

I
!

Ri^ht on tHe dot witii
^vo
C:^

^"^(x??)

First National Wbnderfi

m&
.94CtUfttS

notion,

ncture»

N.Y. Straud Premiere

sell-out ifov:R.

proved Silence

is

i

CtOI/DEn:
DeUrered on that tame amazing, never*
CalUng Week -After -Week, Hit -After Hit
•

Scliedale tliat gave

you—

FOnEVER AFTER
mHh

NARy ASTOR

--'

UOTD HUGHES

AD- American Football Classic of 1926! Don't envy "Cold Cash"
.... Smart Showmen are getting their cut of the football
millions by playing this line-plunging romance — QUICK!

Pjrle

CORIHHE GRIFFITH

STHCOPATIHG SUE
Gives 'em a different Connne Griffith. Lovelier and livelier
than ever. They go wild when Corinne goes into her dance!

THE PRIHCE OF TEHPTERS
Preaenled by Robert

T.

Kane

ixlth

7-S1ar Caat

Secret Special that thrilled Broadway. Tremendous production by Europe's genius
Lothar Mendes. Now filling the
finest theatres in the land!

—

Gosh ain't it ^urandei'Iul hofw Fiist National comes ArovigtL f

^i^lRST

HATIONALY

NEW IDEA. i»SHOWMANSHIP.'

—

\y

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

pHEWSPAPER
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Days More

;

HE

I

dream

of

many

VITAPHONE SALES PLAN

about to materialize. On
Friday mark well that

is

—

Marketing of the Vitaphone will
nto the heavens, will stand
permanent pride of the be handled in much the same manner as films, with individual cone Paramount organization, tracts for each exhibitor.
The price

speak with pardonable will be governed by conditions in
over at Famous about each case, Harry M. Warner said

edifice.

It

isn't

iderstand

why

this

difficult
is so.

In

time a vast hole in the
nd has been replaced by a
ir's

:al

Move> Cubberly Declares

—

le

;ger

& R. Saxe Merger Logical

SIMILAR TO PICTUKES

orable day
the Paramount
er will make its bow. That Individual Contracts Will
mass of steel and stone
Be Made, 100 Subjects
above Times
h
towers
Now Ready
re, like a mountain reach-

.ey

F.

years

example of American enThis theater and of-

yesterday.
He declined to indicate
the cost of installation.
Vitaphone has 100 subjects prepared at present, contracts for which
are being made with
exhibitors.
Fifty machines will be ready for installation by Jan. I.

Price 5 Cents

1926

16,

Cable advices from London
yesterday again indicated that
the British Government inclines
very definitely toward a quota
plan, empire-wide in scope.
Before the Imperial Conference closes its sessions, it is
anticipated concrete action will
be taken.
Producers under
British control will be eligible
to make films for quota purposes in any part of the empire.

Deal Closed, States
Executive
While he denied

that any deal has
proposed merger of
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein &
Ruben) Minneapolis, and Saxe Enterprises, Milwaukee, J. F. Cubberley,

been

Sends

Measure

Motion Pictures

of

something even further than
Here you find the measure of
capabihties of the motion pica splendid example, indeed, of
is

industry can acilish.
While it is true that to
mount the acclaims must go,
nnot be disputed that this imig structure will stand long as
bute to the entire industry.

cording to a copyright dispatch to
"The New York Times."
"No language is too strong," says
(.Continued on

r»!

6)

Religious Films

'onfine its activities in
.im field, for the present,
at
least,
development of the
Phonofilm, for the proposed deal for
iistribution of the Pallophotophone
aas fallen through, it is reported.
The Pallophotophone is a talking
(Continued on Page 2)
will

l

Co-operating in Making
Church Pictures with Showing

Mussolini

Made Compulsory

—

Rome Religion is to be taught z
fostered through motion pictures De
ing produced by the Institute of Re-

Premiere Innovation

:.

entreating,
cajoling,
pleading,
ng to finish an impressive asment.
Franklin, however, will
y out his trust to the letter.

A

cannot do more.

Harness

Kleist Building Fifth at Pontiac

—

Pontiac, Mich. The new Eagle,
nearing completion here will be the
fifth local house in the A. J. Kleist
chain.

It

seats

1,400

and

will

open

Activity

Pafie

7)

Looked For

ously
St.:
T

r,,/

.

.

,

.p-'

^lans

its release in
Jiarold Lloyd's

n

.tearing completion,

prem'

.

showing
being

ger

for

the

throughout

acquisition
the South,

of

may

theaters
be ex-

pected to bear fruit
lina,

in North Carowhere "The Weekly Film Re-

view" reports, Jack Corbett has been
(Continued

on

Page

7)

"Ironsides" Front for Theater
When "Old Ironsides" opens at
the Rivoli on

Nov.

reproduction

of

there will be a
famous ship
above the marquee.
Famous believes the sign will be rather unique
6,

the

even for Broadway.

in

enters of the

now

Expected to Buy
Houses in North Carolina
Agent on Ground
Atlanta Formation of a new theater corporation by Publix and Saen-

—

the ulking

B. Franklin

in

bution, Falls

fhrough

1

Back

DROPPED

Plan For Pallophotophone

Education,
ligious
Art and
just
founded by Premier Mussoloni, with
id now the momentous occasion
the support of the Holy See.
SimulIn store for
Imost at hand.
(.Continued on Page 2)
the Un
)ld B. Franklin who has watchnext coi
he project grow and grow like
will ha^
Senators
Attend
Governor
and
iry castle, there are worlds of
all the
faction.
Those who know realUnited
States
Gov. Moore and
world,
what a man's-sized job he has Senators Edge and Edwards are to
Three days yet remain for attend the New Jersey exhibitor
They mean sevenvy-two hours convention at Atlantic City.

[

(Continued on

Publix-Saenger

Fox

those in the

Harold

Page

in

on a brief visit.
"Such a merger is quite possible
and is a logical development in the
Minneapolis and Milwaukee territories," he declared.
Closing of the deal is not imminent,
he intimated, because of several fea-

rOX DEAL EOR TALKING
EILM DEVICE

closed

contact executive for the former, admitted that
negotiations still are
pending. Cubberley is in New York

•ise.

building is a concrete, defiIndia
Protest
indication of the aggressive
might be
which
•thing
Fear that the Imperial Conference
)ed the very spirit of this does not realize the gravity of the
d land as well as by any situation caused by American domination of the world film market is
r name.
expressed in reports from India, ac-

On But No

Negotiations

Favor Quota

made by

"U" Promotes Jack Gross

—

Carthage, Mo. Jack Gross, who
formerly managed Universal's theaters, the Crane and Royal, at Carthage, has been made field representaRalph Ruffner Dead
tive in this territory.
William Prass
Toronto Word reached here yessucceeds him.
terday that Ralph RufTner, managContinued on Page 2)

—

ing director of the Capitol, Vancou" 'Ole" Replacing "Don Juan"
died suddenly on Friday from
hardening of the arteries.
He was
Los Angeles "Don Juan," with
apparently in perfect health up to a Vitaphone accompaniment, closes at
few hours before his death. Ruffner the Egyptian tonight.
"The Better
enjoyed a splendid reputation, was 'Ole" is to have its Coast premiere
very popular in the trade and was at the house tomorrow.
credited with having been one of the
best showmen, in Canada.
ver,

—

in February.
Lichtman, salesman par excele, is at the
helm at United ArSistrom Here
There are few sales execuwho can count more exhibitor
William Sistrom, general manager
[ids than he.
He knovvs how to of the DeMille and Metropolitan stuVitaphone Offices
them and keep them sold. There dios, is in New York to discuss plans
have an excellent formula.
Al for the coming year's product with
Removal of the executive offices of
Kent Continues to Improve
been practicing it for these many P. D. C., executives.
Vitaphone Corp., from 1600
the
Mrs. Adams,
s.
Do you remember the line head of the West Coast story deSidney R. Kent, recovering from Broadway to the Fisk Bldg., 250
It practice making perfect?
partment, is also attending these con- an operation for appendicitis, is re- West S7th St., will be completed
ported as "continuing to improve." today.
ferences.
[

New

KANN

f^^

Tuesday, November

DAILV

"Laugh Month" Action Fox Deal for Talking
The companies so far lined up for
Film Device Dropped
"Laugh Month"

united action on the
lor 1927 arc Educational,
F.B.O., Pathe, Rayart, Universal and
Several comedy proWeiss Bros.
ducers are contributing, among them
Christie and Roach.
Will H. Hays is to speak at a

campaign
fiL XXXVIII No. 40 Tiisdir. No».
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W
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"Life'^

!)(-

other

and Charles

Quotations
High

•Hal.

Pfd.

.

.

& Katz..
Katz Vtc.

•Halaban

&

Low

Vtc... 42

Seat.
Seat.

*2<A

41^

Eastman Kodak
US'/, 119
Famous Players... 116
115
Kam. Play. Pfd.. 121 /j
Film

Inspect.

First

Natl.

.

Laugh Month Committee ap-

'i"he

pcjinted by President P. A.
of the Association includes

Pfd...

Fox Film "A".
70
*Fox Theaters "A"
.

•Intern"!

Project

.

69 'A

.

..

44^

ttRoxy Common

11^^

I

Skouras

.

10>4

.

have the authorization of eclesThe Fascist gov-

ernment is making the showing of
one such film compulsory for every
theater.

All
forth

Catholic missionaries
are to carry motion

hence-

picture
cameras to film accounts of their
work.
Missionaries' experiences of
long ago are to be reconstructed and

400

work.

44K
I'iH

37^

enacted by priests.

Marquis

Miscatelli, Catholic literateur, three members of the pontifical
commission for sacred art and one
of
the
pontifical
commission for

The

1,500

'366
2,700

H 96^

3

31

Bros.
50
SO
50
•'Stan. Co. of Am.
90
Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
96/,
"Universal Pictures.
38
Warner Pictures... 39
i6% 37
2,000
Warner Pict. "A". 50.W 47^ 48^ 14,000
• Last Prices Quo led
t Bond Mar ket
•• Philadelphia Mar ket
ft Bid and A sk
.

yvill

iastical authorities.

Christian archaeology, comprise the
directing committee in charge of the

23J4
14f^
37'A
96

1)

200

13

no
44H
.Metro Gold. Pfd..
M. P. Cap. Corp. 14«
Pathe Exch. "A", 38
tl'aramount B'way. 96H
ttKoxy Units ... 33

Loew's.

fiom Page

Each of the pictures, which are to
be made on a non-commercial basis,

4,200

H

.

.

number

W

well
of suburban houses.
field

as

it

m
xm
HAL ROAC
Presents

HIS RASC»

would resist efforts to manufacand market the device. Fox has

ture

in

pictures are not to be direct
propaganda, but instead simple, direct tales, whose lesson, is incidental
to the story.

"Barbara Worth" Chicago Opening
Chicago Vic Shapiro of United
Artists and Paul Sarazen of the Sam

—

Goldwyn

office

are

here

connection with the opening of '"The Winning of Barbara Worth" at the Orpheum Nov. 27. Shapiro returns to
in

New York Thursday

"Doc" Cook Joins Pathe
Kansas City— C. E. ("Doc ) Cook,

;

oin

F^fhi
ifhe^

Phonofilm.
^

WAR

.

FEATHERS
By

Premiere Innovation

hite.

USH
99 'A
69
24 'A

downtown

the

Following announcement that the
General Electric Co., and the Radio
Corporation of America were to
launch the Pallophotophone, the De
Forest Phonofilm Corp., announced

Educational, Chairman; Robert
Welsh, Universal; Ed. McNamee,
(Continued from Page 1)
F.B.O.; S. Barret McCormick, Pathe;
Bert Enis, Weiss Bros., and Richard Paramount are fulfilled. Preparations
Weil, Rayart.
are now being made to release the
picture early in the new year, and to
make the world wide premiere ar-

i\\

121 Ki

400

in

Gordon

Sales

800
800

—

ing for several weeks.

Parsons an interest

Close
42
42
63
7354
119

7

.

will

speakers.

(.Coittiiiucd

Am.
Am.

Christie,

The luncheon will signalize the beginning of the drive for 1927, following up "Laugh Month" of this
year.
January again is the month
selected.

Financial

^

developed by the General
Electric Co. The Radio Corporation
of America also is interested in the
device.

1<

Musicians Out in Omaha Hou
Omaha Musicians have retu;
to all houses except the Moon, w
they still are on strike. The V.
is
operated by Nebraska Thea
which also has the Sun and

While no statement was forthcom"Laugh Month" luncheon scheduled ing from many of the principals, it is
negotiations in the
for tomorrow at the Hotel Lorraine. understood that
Simon Rowson of Ideal Films, Ltd., proposed deal were terminated last
London, Robert E. Sherwood, editor Saturday. The deal had been pend-

ReHgious Films

A blanket of lassitude seemed to settle on
yesterday's film issues, the various stocks,
with a few exceptions resting on the previous
day's
cjuotations.
The only measurable
trades were Pathe Exch. "A", with
rise
on a turn-over of 2.700 ; Famous Players
(common) with a '/i point decline on an
exchange of 4.^00, and both Warner stocks
w' .cli had picked up a little in trading momentum after the restfulncss of Saturday.

(Continued from Page 1)

film device

16,

mBmMcOOmi

Directed

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furni
for all

Pathecomedies at

rangements possible, Lloyd is work- Exchange.
ing night and day to complete his
newest comedy effort, which is as
yet unnamed.
Lloyd's customary vacation follow-

ing each picture probably will be deferred until after the holidays. He is
considering a trip to Europe.
Despite all reports to the contrary,
Lloyd has not selected a new leading
woman to succeed Jobyna Ralston,
whose contract expires with this production, nor has he given any consideration to a choice.
It will be
three or four months before he picks
a successor.

Selected

Exhibitors all
over the ivorK

have booked
this Special

for Nov. 28

Films in Rochester

—

^

Rochester, N. Y.
Following his
theory of smaller theaters for presentation of selected films to discriminating audiences, Eric Clarke, manager of the Eastman, will present

"Alaskan
Adventures" and
"The
Treasure" in Kilbourn Hall, Eastman School of Music, beginning
Nov. 23 for the balance of the week.

To Coast Sunday
Herbert Fogel, producer of "The
Film Reporter," leaves for the Coast
Sunday.
Claud Saunders on His Own
Claud Saunders, former exploita-

LOBBY PRAM
or THE BETTER KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway

New York

tion
supervisor for
Famous, has
Heywood-Wakefield Dividend
Tlic licywood-Wakcfkld who recently resigned as business opened offices at 171 Madison Ave.
where he will handle advertising and
Co., theater chair mamifacturer, lias manager of the Missouri-Kansas
ex-

Hoston

declared
$2.50

—

semi-annual

a

on the

common

dividend of
stock, payable

Dec. 1 to holders of record Nov.
A dividend of $3.50 was declared

20.
si.\

months ago.

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture FMIm

LABORATORY
ART

24.S

W. S.Sth

Si.

IITLES
-

Columbus

Special Rush Service

9240

hibitor unit, has joined the sales staf?
of Pathe.

exploitation in

all

its

branches.

AMALGAMATED

Saenger Leases Dallas House
Chaplin Would Bar "Life Story"
Dallas Saenger Amusement Co.
London— Charles Chaplin's protest has leased the Circle and will show
against the release of a picture, "The pictures and road shows.

—

Life Story of Charles Chaplin," will
be considered by the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Assoc, today.
Advertising in connection with the film is
said

to

imply that

it

Attractions for

A

MiUiofi

Picture Theatres

Feet of

Everything

was made un-

der the direction of the comedian and
that he appears in it.
In a cable
protsst,
Chaplin threatened action
agamst the sponsors, declaring that
;t is unauthorized.

VAUDEVILLE AGENi

StanAard VauAeviWe

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE
220

W.

Film library

ROOM

42nd Si.
Phone Wucontin 3770

303

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Pcnn. 3580
i.,«».

A
(

!

!

FOR YOUR
INFORMATION!
— this
"TIN HATS'' was

important I

is

previewed this week
>t'

IN Hollywood.
IT

is

the talk of the whole movie colony.

CONSERVATIVE

AMONG

WE

estimates place this picture

the very biggest comedies ever made.

urge exhibitors

TO arrange their booking time on "Tin Hats''
TO take full advantage of extended runs.
EXTRA play days mean
EXTRA pay days
EXHIBITORS

FOR

"Bardelys

NOW in
TWO Great
its

TAKING

took our advice to keep time open

The Magnificent"

7th Big

Week

Weeks

at Capitol,

Carthay

BIG Ones

for Big

N. Y.

is

giving exhibitors

too, you'll see

M-G-M

most sensational product

WITH

Los Angeles.

Runs

IN the coming weeks,

WATCH

Circle,

our advice resulted in extra pay day$!

IVIETRO-Goldwyn'Mayer

THE

at

for

John Gilbert

Greta Garbo, the

new

WATCH for Mae Murray
AND remember this
THE BIG ONES
BEAR the name

in "Flesh

ever released!

and the Devil"

idol of the public

in "Valencia"

this year, like

the

(Another Merry

BIG ONES

last

Widow

year

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

!)

Amazing

Critics! AstoundIC

Greatest Sensation In the

Anna

Joseph P* Kennedy
presents

Blazing

NEW and miraculous trials in short

feature production!
trick

Greatest advance in

photography since the dawn of the

industry

A hundred white elephants charging up the
Capitol steps!

Live cats springing
into life from the buds

on a

plant!

Live mice drawing
guns and peppering
marauding tom-cats!

Dozens of other miracles of camera work
destined

to

mark a

golden epoch in the
production of novelty
comedies!
Written and Directed by

Charley Bowers and H. L. Mull

Book the Entire
Member

of

Series of T^weli

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.— Will H. Hays.

President

.

if

Exhibitors!
6hort Subjects!

Momus
Starring the Genius
Creates Them

Who

.1

II

leyVe

Good as Gold!

HLM BOOKING OFHCES

II

OF AMERICA. INC

.1

THE

DAILY

-cBial
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'
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India Sends Protest
Exploitorial
OMLY

TIPS

WMCH KIAH DOLLACS fOB SUOWMCN

By
Universal

(First

C.

Exfloiteer

GARY
in

Kansas City

Let your publicity man write
his stories for the newspapers.
Don't make him write t3 please

Nationan
llia\

embraced newspaper advertising:, outside billing and a ballyhoo, which

you.

ballyhoo consisted of an old-fashioned Southern coach driven by a darkie.
A sign on the side of the vehiBarthelmess in
cle read: "Richard
'The Amateur Gentleman' at the LexThe coach went
ington Theater."
Big
through the principal streets.
returns were reported at the boxThe cost of the ballyhoo was
oftice.
comparatively inexpensive but proved
It was used
to be highly effective.
both in advance and currently.
Kentucky Theater, Lexington, Ky.

Let him concentrate on discovering what the editors want
and giving it to them, instead
of asking him to say "wonderor "greatest" in a tiicuDon't
different
ways.
make him sit at a typewriter
and turn out ornate junk. Let
him write a couple of sticks
that the editors will grab when
it comes to them.
ful"

sand

The word "exploitation" has
an expensive sound, and by the
and the illustrations
articles
given in the trade papers it
leaves you with that impression.
Such is not the case.

"The Four Horsemen"

(M-G-M)

A Community Fund
advertising

throw-away,
"Happiness Week" and

calling for contributions, was issued
by the Community Fund Assoc.
The theater bore the expenses of
printing the cheap heralds advertisement and on the reverse side of the
sheet appeared the following theater

The

true meaning is to utilize
the natural resources that have
previously been neglected in
your advertising and presentation.
The unusual idea that
gets the word-of-mouth publicity,
spells success for the

announcement: "Apollo Theatre
Coming Rudolph Valentino with
Alice Terry in "The Four Horse-

—

men

of the

Apocalypse."

It

picture.

was a

— Apollo,

Indianapolis,

advertising is an ecoway of selling your
Every additional patheater.
tron who buys a ticket at your
box-ofhce reduces the per capita overhead expense.

"Laddie"

Exploitation men are emB. O.)
ployed to show the exhibitor
vehicle is your pass to see Ladhe can make more money with
Every
die" was the slogan used.
good film, properly exploited,
kiddie with a vehicle was instructed
than he can with cheap service.
certain
the
theater
at
a
to report at
hour for his pass and also to line up
There wxre over
in a street parade.
200 children in line divided into secM-G-M Meeting Under
tions of bicycles, coaster wagons,
Chicago M.G.M. has opened its
and
goats.
Banners
dogs
skooters,
annual mid-season district managers
were displayed advertising the play
convention.
The district managers
dates of the picture and the parade
attending included Sam Eckman, New
was wound up with a large duplicaYork; George A. Hickey, Washingtion of the book mounted on a truck.
ton; Sam Shirley, Chicago; C. E.
Business was splendid as a result.
(F.

"A

Way

—

Claude F. Lee, Arcade, Fort Myers,
Fla.

"One Minute

to

Play"

"

'Picture of high-speed civilization:
See society's follies and the glamour
of high life in America.' This recent
typical film advertisement in Bom-

bay

Kcssnich, Atlanta; J. E. Flynn, St.
Louis; Seth D. Perkins, Denver and
Dave Bershon, Los Angeles.
Executives from
New York include
Felix F. Feist, general manager of
sales and distribution; Paul Burger,

typical,

is

too,

picture of American
ca sends abroad.

"To

of the wretched
life that Ameri-

the nations of Europe,

¥TP

among

strangers such
know that
films must be accepted as portraying

Swanson

—

day, Elkland, Pa., has i)urchascd the
Imperial from Harry D. Miller and
will operate it four nights a week,
instead of two, as at present.

—

ing will be assigned to another unit
in the near future.

is

ways of life.
"But the injury done European
nations and peoples is slight comScraper."
pared with the great wrong which
films of this kind inflict upon backward peoples by giving them lying
Ian Keith is leading a "double" 1
I)ictures of what Western civiliza- After working in a scene of "Worn*
tion is."
hood" at Cosmopolitan for Robert
"The Times" of India declares Kane he hurries down to the lot
their

that Hindoo members of the Legislature have demanded that the Government prevent the continuance of
"this evil stream of misrepresentation," and have been told that it was
not possible.
The newspaper concludes that no remedy is possible
unless the authorities are prepared
to take ruthless action.

Once upon a time Bernard Moc

was a
it

fillum actor.

by showing a

Horsemen"

in

still

He can pn
from,

"The Ft

which he

is

sho

dancing near Valentino.

star,

s

collecting titles.
After reliev
Dempsey of the heavyweight croi
he was made a lieutenant of the 1
rine Corps reserve and now has bi
appointed a deputy sheriff in Gre
wich Village.
is

Fox has

applied to the Supreme
injunction to enjoin
Volpi Armando, from using the name
Fox Film Co., either alone or in
connection with the Ideal Fox Film
Co., whose certificate of incorporation was recently filed in the County
Clerk's ofifiice.
Included in the papers is a translation from an Italian
newspaper advertising a beauty contest under the auspices of the Ideal
Fox Film Co., which also advertised
for

"Sunya."

Gene Tunney, Patheserial

Fox Seeks Injunction
Court

stage to portray another character

an

for

John Gilbert's protest agai
visitors on the set, caused an us,'
to refuse entree of Marcus Lot
who smilingly waited until the sc
was finished.

young women and young men

seeking a

career.

The

use

of

jjiit

CLUB
MIRADOR

Made "Telegraph" Editor
Herbert Knight Cruikshank has
been made film editor of "The Morning Telegraph."
Regina Crewe has
been appointed associate editor of the
department.

"The

invited

Nervous

branches
previews

audiences

~~ - the New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

Wreck"

at

isar

BtH

b
Bill

a

K

i

IHi

cTVoTe; Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE
Sleanora's American Debut
after

a series of sensational successes
on the European Riviera

CANARO'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
'Direct

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

viewed
P.D.C.

Saturday. The national
launched
observance
of
Christie Week, marking 15th anniversary of Al and Charles Christie as
comedy producers.

kr.

'Till

name Ideal Fox Film Co., it is alleged by the Fox Film Corp., is an
infringement on its trade name and
also tends to deceive the public.

Thirty

iiiiti

mill

the

—

Corning House Changes Hands
Corning, N. Y. Richard M. Sny-

unit

Dudley Murphy, who writes, ed
films and photographs, is now doi
the trick camera work in the tran
tion sequences in "Sujiya."
ItI
dentally he has just sold Cecil B.
Mille a yarn billed as "The S

—

plans, I'hil Rosen has been assigned to direct George O'Hara's next
F. B. O. starring vehicle "California
Or Bust" instead of Alf Goulding
as previously announced. Mr. Gould-

Cosmopolitan

at

the Glo
using what
called the most powerful studio lif
in America.
It has 5,000,000 cand
power and is said to develop a i
case of Kleig eyes within a minute
two if a person watches it too close

^

—

in

PHIL M. DALY

,By

(F. B. O.)
Invited football team from Muskingum College and Cambridge High assistant to Feist; W. F. Rodgers,
Sunday Midnight Shows Win
Eastern sales manager; E. M. Saunas guests on Thursday night.
InPittsburgh Director
of
Public
ders, western sales manager; T. J.
strumental quartet from the college
Safety James M. Clark will not endonated services to play college Connors, southern sales manager; and
force the ban placed on Sunday midsongs and ticd-up with Victor Ortho- Alan F. Cuinmings, manager of the
night shows recently, as these are
statistical department.
phonic Victrola agency to furnish
actually Monday shows and he was
instrument, to play Illinois and Ohio
therefore exceeding his authority. As
Yeggs Get $1,500
On Friday
college airs and hymns.
Detroit
Safecrackers obtained a result theaters running the early
night Kiwanis Clubs of Cambridge
Monday morning shows have received
and Zanesville united in big Hal- $1,500 at the new Senate, Michigan
much valuable advertising on all front
Ave.
house.
lowe'en celebration and dinner after
pages of local dailies.
which they came in a body to the
Rosen to Direct O'Hara
theater.
Fred E. Johnson, Colonial,
Cambridge. O.
Los .^nglles Owing to a change
Previews Launch Christie Week

—

That's That

whose

civilization is less 'high speed,' these
they
films
are a shame, because

nomical

Ind.

And

Times" of India in an editorial, "to condemn the films with
which America is 'plaguing' India.

Good

stunt, as it gained a lot of
will for the theater, and a deal
of business, too, for more than 25,000
of the throw-aways were distributed.

good
good

Id

1)

"The

Writing in "Reel Journal"

"The Amateur Gentleman"

Ran an extensive campaign

R.

(Continued from Page

Third Successive Season
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n

Ray Goetz, Managing
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F.

proposed purchases for

Sacngcr interests.

1.

&

R. Saxe Merger

A

1)

"Logical

1)

iiolhcial

lures which are keeping the
pals from reaching accord.

II

"Looks

nothing
can stop the parade
of 'The Big Parade".

Thursday

states:

.(,ion

understood that E. V. Richgeneral manager for Saenger,
Saenger and others high in
Saenger organization will go to
th Carolina, probably to Charearly next week to look over
various propositions which Cor.

11

,

^

a

of the yea"in opi we-. I: is
tribute
splen.iid
a
splendid pica
to
ture.

picture
all

,

to submit.
\V hether any effort has been made
>urround Corbett's activities with
ccy cannot be said.
However,
a fact that his mission in North
^ulnia became known in this sec):

marks

year on Broadway with the S.K.O.
still
up and
sign
Jimmy
Q u i r k's
'Photoplay' medal of
honor for the best
full

is

It

like

lias

I

only recently, and as yet have
Morgan Closes with Saenger
official confirmation.
W. J. Morgan, P.D.C. sales manMore interest attaches to his ac- ager, has returned from a three-week
Saenger in- trip throughout the Middle West and
ity in behalf of the
In New Orleans, he closed
ests in the light of a recent Pub- South.
baenger affiliation, the plans for with Saenger for the "Success SerThis assures the firm reprelich include a far-reaching theater
ies."
luisition and development program sentation in 42 cities and towns in
around
which
Saenger
has
100
twelve Southern states.
houses.
During his trip, Morgan
'It seems probable that as far back
July the recently consummated visited Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Chiibhx-Saenger attiliation was in the cago, Minneapolis, Des Moines, St.
iking, and that the search for de- Louis, Kansas City, Oklahoma City,
'able holdings in North Carolina Dallas, Houston, New Orleans and
Atlanta.
is initiated as part of that plan.
It was just about that time that
FitzmauriCe Selects Story
liversal speeded up its theater acLos Angeles As his initial picisition plans in this territory and
nouuced the acquisition of new ture for First National, George FitzIdings in Sarasota, and Orlando, maurice will make "The Rose of
by Minna Smith and
orida, as well as building plans in Monterey"
anviUe, Virginia. At the same time Eiigenie Woodward, a story of the
niversal's deal for two theaters in d^ys when California became a part
the United States
harleston, West Virginia, bof
of
This announcement has just been
hich have since been purchased
nikde by John McCormick, general
niversal, was pending.
"That the Publix-Saenger affilia- iTmjiager of Coast production.
Dn bears a large and far-reaching
gnificance no one can doubt who
1
1

no

—

.

is

has came

either from Publix
since the statement isued early last week of the affiliaion and its purpose.
But that the
lans are important and of tremenous scope is the general consensus,
lent

r

:

princi-

Pooling of interests by Finkeistein &
Rube;n and the Saxe interests would
prove one of the most important
theater mergers consumated in the
industry.
F.
R. operates in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota, and is virtually supreme in
its field, in fact the firm has competition in but a few cities of the
four states. There are 121 houses in
the chain.
Saxe operates in Wisconsin exclusively, with about 40
theaters in the string.
Building and
acquisitions programs of the Universal and Fischer circuits, Saxe opposition, was regarded as a factor in
the launching of negotiations for proposed pooling of interests.

&

Saenger

— Lilyan

Tashman

has

Deen cast for a role in "Camille,"

new

Hollywood

Norma Talmadge

vehicle.

Tavares Leaves First National
Hollywood Arthur Tavares, film
editor and cutter, has resigned fron;

—

First
National.
He edited "Men
of Steel' 'and "The Silent Lover."

Cubberley may
sponsor a buying and operating arrangement, with the firms acting
jointly, although retaining their holdings in their respective companies.
For the last seven years, Cubberley
has been in charge of F. & R.'s exSince the time
pansion program.
when the firm controlled but 20
houses, he has been in charge of
purchasing and building houses, in
terests falls through,

addition to directing operation of the
firm's theaters located outside the
Twin Cities. He also directs the
company's film distributing activities
in the Educational and F. & R. ex-

changes at Minneapolis.

K. Young Returning
Clara Kimball Young returns from
Europe today aboard the Majestic.
Clara

Sid

for five years trick
Out-of-the-Inkwell
for

Glenar,

cameraman

Films, has resigned.

i^

FILM OFFICES
500

to

7200

sq.

ft.

U)ith

I to 4

VAULTS

PROJECTION, CUTTING
and SHIPPING ROOMS
ON FOUR

SIDES. IN THE
HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT.
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED

LIGHT

IN ONE. 100% SPRINKLER. 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR.
126-132 W^eSt 46th

in "Camilla"

Minot next

event proposed pooling of in-

In

closed houses in an effort to alleviate
the situation. The firm virtually has
completed its building program for

ter operations have national scope.
^nd, to make it more interesting,
Jniversal is going steadily forward
n the development of its Chain The;i.trical
Enterprises.
All of which
neans that changes in the theater
nap of the Southern states will be
nteresting to observe."

Tashman

at

—

"With Publix and Saenger united
leaves Universal as the one cometitor in this territory whose the-

Lilyan

house

Saxe has opposition in Milwaukee
Mack On Mid-West Trip
where Universal operates the AlhamW. A. V. Mack, Mid-West division
bra and a circuit of suburban houses.
At Kenosha, Universal is building in sales manager for Pathe, is on a tour
opposition. Saxe is invading Madison of his territory.
a Fischer stronghold, and a Fischer
house has been announced for Berlin.
Additions to "The Wreck" Cast
The two firrns are in opposition at
Los Angeles Malcolm McGregor
Fond Du Lac.
and Francis MacDonald have been
The overseated condition of the two added to the cast of Columbia's "The
territories in which the companies
Wreck."
operate make the proposed merger
a logical
move, Cubberley stated.
Sid Glenar Resigns
In several communities, F. & R. has

any knowledge of either group

Dncerned. Just how far plans have
iready materialized for further acuisition and development cannot be
tated,
since no official announce-

a

vi'ith

week.

Move"

{Continued from Fayc

reports are to the effect
h Corbett has been quietly conibNorth Caruhna for three or four
iMths seeking out the best available
Inter properties itiat he considered
lable as additions to the already
rful Saenger holdings, the pub-

the year,

St.,
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ram Abrams

I

PIONEER

.

in

CLEV[IAND ATTACK TO

an indus-

terminated by death.
to

id

n

'

Regret Over Sudden Loss
Marlis Last Rites for
Executive

at that early
indeed regrettable.

future might have
him in the offing be-

for

shrouded

egan

in

deep shadow.

As Newsboy

iinaking a

CENTER

summation

of his

Funeral services for Hiram Abrams

the uniform contract

who

threatened by Sam Horwitz, who
represented the
Ohio Amusement
Co., in its case against United Artists.
While technically United Artists won the case, when the court
refused an injunction to set aside de-

held

the legality of
IS

night

were

West

End

Buying Egyptian

—

Los Angeles The Egyptian will
a newsboy in New Eng- be the Los Angeles presentation
rhrown into the adversi- house of the United Artists circuit.

commercial

f

child-

his record reveals a

(

;

I-.

ent of

Paramount

Pictures,

ven in that early day was
ng to shape its course
lie formidable lines which
Hganization now pursues.
nrty-one, the president of
Artists and the sales
lU
ks around which had grown
f the industry's most im-

it

I

tit

.d,
Many
filled
it
well.
nations must have been his.
vas not the sort of duties

c

c

company reproduc-

music of

all but three
publishers.
Publishers
not members of the association are
Harms, Witmark and Ricordi.
(Continued on Page 7)

accept

UCHTMAN AS SUCCESSOR
TO ABRAMSPREDICTED

theater holdlimited to a few houses
throughout the nation will build
three new theaters.
One will be
located in Indianapolis and will seat
second is designed for
2,500.
(Continued on Page 7)

ings

are

A

could

and Stars Will Favor
Candidacy
Angeles

— Al

Lichtman

will

be the next president of United ArThe veteran
tists, it is understood.
executive, who a few days ago became general manager of distribution
for the company, will be the nominee
of Joseph M. Schenck, at the forth-

coming meeting

of the

been disBy tempera-

agent he was must have

casion tried him sorely. It
not have been otherwise
so varied a gathering of

participating
the birthday celebration of his twoyear-old son.

ically,

directly

after

luminaries were bandon fire prevention was given at the
'gether under one banner.
office of the M. P. Producers and

I'ffice

is,
therefore, to Abrams'
isting credit that he was
;o meet a complex business
:ion for so long a time with
uch tact and real success.

KANN

Distributors yesterday.

The

"The Reel Exchange,"

will be

picture,

— Vilma

—

India Sends Protest
Fear that the Imperial Conference
does not realize the gravity of the
situation caused by American domination of the world film market is
expressed in reports from India, according to a copyright dispatch to
"The New York Times."
"No language is too strong," says
"The Times" of India in an edi(Continued on Page 7)

Kent Recovering

(Continued on Page 2)

distribution, on his trip through the
He signed up
west just completed.
West Coast Theaters, Pacific North-

west Theaters, Northwest Theaters,

Show Fire Prevention Film
A special showing of a two reel film

sincere sympathy.

board of direc-

—

have

my

Hiram Abrams gave motion picture distribution the strength of a
forceful personality and he pioneered
successfully.
Colvin
W.
Brown.
(Continued on Page 6)

Coast Report Says Schenck

Los

to Build

motion picture world

Banky.

important

The Warners whose

the

in

who have been privileged to work
for Hiram Abrams will always remember him with affection. Please

Lichtman Closes Deals
Ruffner's Death Tragic
Vancouver Further details of the
Deals totalling more than 300
death of Ralph Ruffner as reported theaters were closed by Al Lichtman,
ed easily.
trag- United Artists' general manager of
and by inclination those yesterday show that it occured
in

1

:s

:

Assoc, gives the
tion rights to

Warners

''

i

Not In Deal

Deal of the Vitaphone Corp., with
the
Music
Publishers
Protective

organizations.

lied His Post Well
seven years, Abrams filled
iicult post, and, in the eyes
lose whose wares he dis-

i

HIRAM ABRAMS

deal for the purchase of the house
has been practically closed by Joseph M. Schenck, Sid Grauman an-

3 Firms

S.

Some Expressions

A

steady
Pianos,
victrolas, nounces.
Fifty per cent of the stock in the
and then the bartering
Egyptian
is owned by West Coast
mark his steps up the
{Continued on Page 2)
At thirty-eight, the

Stephen

officiated.

We

= 3.

fill

i

life in

late

Alany of Abrams' associates of the
early days in the industry were present.
Sprinkled throughout the chapel were high executives of the most
important organizations in the industry all of whom knew the deceased
through friendship and through the
(Continued on Page 6)

cision of $1,100 awarded by the arbitration board, the exhibiting firm
(Continued on Page 7)

appears that he would
eidvanced further along the
;l;o success.
At nine years

Monday

yesterday at the
Funeral Chapel.
Rabbi

died

Wise

it

2'

IN

Ohio Firm Stands Pat on
Refusal to Abide
by Decision
Cleveland
—A court light to test
For

the
1'

INDUSTRY UNITES

TRiBUTHO ABRAMS

come

life is

Feb. 22, '78 'Nov. 15, '26\

MNTRACT

try a bare thirty years of
left the travail of
Hiram Abrams,
:ly things.
Niight and well to the fore
I form of commercial
en)He which he chose to ses his calling has had his

I

;i

Price 5 Cents

1926

I

J age has

I

17,

and other
Circuit
Butterfield
groups for six releases, "Sparrows,"
"The Black Pirate," "The Circus,"
"Stella Dallas," "The General," and
"The Winning of Barbara Worth."
the

Sidney R. Kent, recently operated
on for appendicitis, was reported as
being well on his way to recovery.

Breaks Rialto's Week Record
"We're in the Navy Now" broke
the

Rialto's

week with

single
a gross

week record
of $48,757.

last

The

previous record was made by "For
Heaven's Sake," which brought in
$48,000.

The Beery-Hatton

picture

playing on a nine-shows-a-day basis while the Lloyd film was shown
10 times a day.
is

shown

personnel of exchanges

in the
as a part of the fire prevention-safety educational campaign.
It shows graphically the right and

Franklin D. Backer will open the
Plaza at Englewood, N. J., Monday

"Barbara Worth" at Strand
"The Winning of Barabara Worth"
is
to open Nov. 27 at the Mark

wrong methods

night.

Strand.

to the

key

cities

of handling film.

Englewood Opens Monday

Wednesday, November
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to

at

Friday

night, are to be open at 7:30
o'clock. The complete program
follows:
8:45 Organ Medley
9:00 Star Spangled Banner
Marguerite Ringo, Soprano
Tschaikowsky
1812
Overture,
1.
Played by the Paramount Orchestra.

Finston, General Music
Director
Irvin Talbot, Musical Director

Nathaniel

2.

3.
4.

all

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood.
Filmday, New York.
dress:
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
California
dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
Ernest W. Fredman,
ington 9794, London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

Paramount

dedication

formal

the
TiL XXXVIII No. 41 Widaisdar. Nov. 17.1926 Prico 5 Conts

of the

5.

6.

7.

Helen Yorke
Coloraturo Soprano

&

Eleanor Ambrose
with
Canaro"s Argentine Ensemble
"The Harbor Beacon"'
An Educational Bruce Scenic

lis

by

Chaplin, Mary Pickford
Fairbanks, and, it is
thought, Gloria Swanson.
There is a report being circulated
to the effect that Lichtman already
has been made president of United
Artists, but this is incorrect, because
a board meeting is necessary to elect
However, with the rea president.

Charles

of

and

Douglas

Miss Swanson, Lichtman's election

COM

rHAL ROM

but

be

to

routine

a

.\I

Presenti

,

,...

HIS

RASG

is

pro-

Ra(h(

cedure.

Crawford offering
"Organs I Have Played'"
produc-

Making

"Little

"Little

Orphan

Whitcomb
basis
make for
Special."

the

Herbert

1)

(

expected

tion
8.

Warner Directors Named

Warners.
Howard Brethe
who
been
editor at
has
fillm
tors when a successor to Hiram studio for three years, and the
it
this,
In
chosen.
Abrams will be
backing Harry Hoyt.
is believed, he will have the
(Continued from Page

Jesse

Pageant of Progress
John Murray Anderson

l!

Hollywood —-The appointmer
two more directors are annoi]

ported sponsoring of Schenck, ChapFairbanks, Miss Pickford and
lin,

Paramount News
Maurice

Abrams Predicted

2

17,

Brenon"s

"God Gave Me Twenty Cents"

FEATHERS
By

Orphan Annie"
Annie,"
James

Riley's poem, is to form
a picture F.B.O. will
release as a "Gold Bond

Directed

mSWMcOOnM

of

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furn
for all Pathecomedies at'

Exchange.
Narlian Here on Visit
A. P. Michael NarHan, secretary of

Financial

Buying Egyptian
iContinucd from Page

A

general quietude continues to pervade the
of film stocks, as compared to
An
the brisk selling activity of last week.
exception to this trend was the American
Seatmg Co. issues, both common and preferred, which have kept up a sprightly momentum for about ten days running. The
common turned over 4,000 shares yesterday,
and the preferred 1,900, both enjoying fracThere were no notable changes
tional rises.
in price of any of the motion picture stocks.

atmosphere
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•Universal Pictures.
Warner Pictures
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Film
York.

Board

He

I

be "The WinSavoir.
Alfred

Stebbins

&

Broadway
Brjrant 3040

Booked by
thousands for
^week of Nov* 2

by

—

fei

—

JohnD.Tippett,In(00

i

theater of the circuit.
Others
include three in Durham, two in
Fayettville and two in Raleigh. Another is being built at Fayettville.

Raw Stock
Negative and

local

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

/^TC/T-

1540 Broadway

6040 Suntet BU

New York City

Hollywood, Cal

The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
528 Riverside Drive

New York

.'Telephone

Morningside 1776

Chromos Trading Company
''
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is

no
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I

you

BROADWAY
motion here once

proposition.

When

will find that

we

time

is

we

say "yes" on a

the essence of a contract,

are "there" with the service.

Motion Picture Financing

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.
Suite 1207-8

Positive

All Colors

The

"Better 'Ole" on Coast
Los Angeles— "The Better 'Ole"
with Vitaphone accompaniment opens
tonight at the Egyptian.

1123
S

01

It will

Spirit,"

of

N

of

returns

'WE

Specialists in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years
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Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia
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Warner

1,100

100
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99"^
70

•First

1,600
....
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Church Shows Boost Attendance
Alton, 111.
Faced with the alterFrank Tuttle will direct.
native of discontinuing Sunday night
shows or paying increased insurance
Piedmont Expansion Continues
Greensboro, N. C. P e d m o n t rates, the Congregational Church
Theaters has acquired the Carolina, here voted overwhelmingly to conunder construction here by Leitch- tinue in the exhibition business. A
Pryor interests.
This marks the feature is shown each Sunday night
eleventh in the growing chain, headed to boost attendance for the sermon
by Robert B. Wilby. It is the fourth which follows. The plan is popular.
ning

.

Los

Trade,

Coast Saturday.
Theaters and the transfer proposed is to the
an outright sale, according to GrauCantor En Route to Coast
man. I'he deal involves around $1.Eddie Cantor, left New York yes000,000.
It will in no way affect the
Hollywood to prepare for
Chinese theater which Grauman is terday for
building.
However, it is expected work on "Special Delivery" for ParaThe story was written by
mount.
that plans for the proposed $2,000,Production begins Nov. 29.
OOU house, announced by Schenck, Cantor.
Grauman is to
will be abandoned.
Pauline Garon in "Sunya"
continue managing the Egyptian.
Pauline Garon has been added to
the cast of "Sunya," Gloria Swanson
Griffith to Work in East
Raymond Griffith will make his production, in which her husband,
next picture at the Paramount Long Lowell Sherman, is working.
Island studio.
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have you seen a product come
Urough the way PARAMOUNT^S is coming through
^Never in this business

falL

tiis

i

<ciS
•1

smashed, runs extended, double and triple norprofits— an old story by this time to exhibitors playing

j.ecords
lal

lARAMOUNTS 1 5™ BIRTHDAY GROUR
ery last skeptic has

hopped onto the band wagon^ ITS

PARAMOUNT YEAR.
li

ou don^t have

O W,^^

^^WFRE IN THE

NAVY

admittedly the greatest picture house attraction

made. Or

'v^er

to point to

to

any one

PARAMOUNT picture.

^THE QUARTERBACK'^ and the phenomenal business it's
Lookat^'SO'S YOUR OLD MAN''— $47,000 at the Metropolitan,

look at
roing.

up everyday it played, on sheer merit* Look at "EVERYlODY'S ACTING," praised to the skies by the New York critics and
I

oston, building

fete

Harrison*
<cSZZ£J

whole list, froin"ALOMA" and "PADLOCKED" right down
Une. Look ahead to the BIG 8 for release in December and January.

ook
le
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were acquainted with his long siege
of illness knew early on Monday
that the end was a matter of hours.
of the

The

office

known.

became

death

news

Work will be
closed at one o'clock.
suspended from eleven to one o'clock
today during which time the burial
services will be under way at PortMe.
Aboard the State of Maine Express, the body left New York at
Ac7:30 last night for Portland.
companying his remains to his Portland home were Mrs. Flora Abrams,
the widow; her mother, Mrs. Hamilton; Dennis F. O'Brien, Mr. and
Mrs. Moxley Hill, Harry D. Buckley,
Paul N. Lazarus, Cresson E.
Smith, Charles E. Moyer, and Rabbi
Wise.
land,

A number

of beautiful floral pieces

banked around the casket at
the funeral chapel.
Many had been
ordered by wMre from Hollywood
and included offerings from: Mary
Pickford,
Douglas Fairbanks, Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph M. Schcnck, Charlie Chaplin, D. W. Griffith, Mr. and
Mrs. Buster Keaton, Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur W. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry D. Buckley, John C. Flinn,
Carl Laemmie, Mr. and Mrs. John
Fairbanks and Flobelle Fairbanks.
were

Sidney R. Kent, Sam Kafz, the Stanley Co. of America, Marcus Loew
and Nicholas M. Schenck, Dennis
F. O'Brien, M. L. Malevinsky and
Arthur F". Driscoll, Mr. and Mrs. Al
Lichtman, N. L. Nathanson, and
Mrs. rfe la Falaise de La Coudraye
(Gloria Swanson), Walter E. Greene,
Mr. and Mrs. Paul N. Lazarus, Mr.
and Mrs. M. H. Lewis, Mr. and
Mrs. Cresson E. Smith. Clyde Elliott, Richard A. Rowland and Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Bernian.
Those who attended the services
constituted a veritable Blue Book of
the industry, embracing:
D. W. Griffith. Oennis F. O'Brien, S.im
Katz, Nathan Burkan, Richard A. Rowland,
Nicholas Schenck, L. J. Sclznick, Arthur
Moses L. Malevinsky, Albert H. T.
Banrahf, Oscar Price. Dr. A. H. Gianinni,

Sherry,

Al

Lichtman,

personalities

in

the

During

Hiram Abrams.

Hays.

—

ton.

of Hiram Abrams has
the industry of one of its
colorful and energetic leaders.

The death
It is with deep regret that I learn
of the untimely passing not only of
a constructive force in the industry,
but also of a sincere personal friend
of long standing.
Jack Cohn, Treasurer, Columbia Pictures.

—

in

Please accept my sincere sympathy
your great loss. Ronald Colman.

—

We who

arc

so interested

in

the

progress of motion pictures deeply
mourn the untimely passing of a progressive figure like Hiram Abrams.
Daniel B. Clark, President, American
Society of Cinematographers, Holly-

wood.

To

industry who have
worked
and with him his name
will always be remembered.
George
Fitzmaurice.
us

of
for

the

—

robbed

most
Lee Marcus, General Sales Manager

—

of

19

Harry

Scott, General Sales Manag,
Pathe Exchange.
(

death

all

Terribly grieved to hear news of
Mr. Abrams' death. Beulah Livings-

—

F.B.O.

I will miss a friend and I know the
industry will mourn one of its great
leaders.
N. L. Nathanson, Managing Director, Famous Players Canadian Corp.

—

He had

a dynamic personality :
a genius in the production j
distribution of films.
He had w
the confidence of the industry
home and abroad and of the peo
of the studio.— Winfield R. Sheeh
vice-president and general manag

Fox Film Corp.
In taking Hiram Abrams, God
claimed one of the outstanding

1

p.
f

ures of the motion picture indust
His passing has left a void that ci
not be filled.
Nicholas M. Schen
Executive vice president, M-G-M,

—

IJK

We of F.B.O. feel that Mr. Abran,
death marks the passing of an oi
standing figure in the motion p
ture industry.
His death is a d
tinct loss to the industry.
Joseph
Kennedy, President and Joseph
Schnitzer, Vice-President of F.B.C

—

—

Elmer
his family in their sad hour.
Pearson, Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Everyone here

in

Hollywood

is

—

try in its entirety has profited.
Sai
uel Spring, Secretary and Treasui
of First National.

expressibly shocked and saddened by
the loss of our dear friend and president.
Alfred Reeves, General Manager for Charles Chaplin.

had

the friendship of Hiram
.'\brams for sixteen years and the
news of his death has been a severe
shock to me as it has been to every
one of us who loved and respected
I

him.

— Samuel

Goldwyn.

Hiram Abrams was one

of the outstanding personalities in the film distrilnition organization of the world.
ality

rigli

—

"I am grieved to learn of yo
great loss and I extend to you r Wi
sincere sympathy.
Gloria Swansc lor
ID

ii

—

long while to come. Richard A. picture. Adolph Zukor,
Rowland, General Manager of First Famous Players-Lasky.

—

US

in-

.'\mbassador Hotel.

My heart goes out to you in your
sudden bereavement and your great
sorrow. Morris Gest.

I

Hiram Abrams gave his life to the
Few men associated with the tt
motion picture industry. Thus a be- tion picture industry have approac
reaved industry can but acknowledge ed Hiram Abrams in actual accoj
its debt and extend its consolation to
plishment through which the indt

The news of Mr. Abrams' dea
The untimely death of Hiram was a great shock to me. The indt
Abrams is a severe blow to all of try will mourn the loss of this m,
us who have followed his inspiring whose career was so closely inte
career.
His loss will be felt for a woven with the history of the motii

—

A

was

Mr. Abrams was a guest of our
hotel a number of times and warmed
the hearts of the entire organization,
who join me in expressing heartfelt
sympathy. B. L. Frank, Manager,

I.,.

L.

has lost

and valu-

—

—

William

industry

e nergetic

dustry was an important one
indeed and his untimely death
I mourn with
is a great loss.
Will H.
his countless friends.

His magnetic and dynamic personresulted
in
the
welding of
United Artists into the powerful conMoe Mark, Walter Hayes, Joseph Pliinkett. cern it is today.
I have lost a most
Charles C Pettijohn, Galiricl Hess, Major
Edward Rowes, Alhert L. Grey, Samuel valued and beloved friend. Arthur
Kelly, Maurice deary,
Sprinif. Arthur W.
M. Kelly, vice-president and treas^^r. an<I Mrs. Harry Buckley, Fred
Des- urer of
United Artists.
berir. Al Boyd. Lee Ochs. Walter E. Greene,
Friend.

the

most

of
of his
career, he has be en a constructive,
far-sighted leader in the advancement of the motio n picture industry.
Robert Lieber, President of First
National.
able

of

—

Abrams' death, generally speaking,
came as a shock to the industry.
Only those of his intimates wlio

United

Graat Loss

that

its

the pioneers in the motion picture industry a man with real
His
genius for organization.
part in the progress of the in-

terprises.

the

one of

Hiram Abrams was one

routine conduct of their various en-

Grief was evidenced at
Artists oftices when the

feel

I

Industry Unites In
Tribute To Abrams

17,

—

—

Presidei'

fc(

iitii

ill,

irSii

mtiiii

National.

He was
He was

a builder in the best meaning of the word and his passing means
a distinct loss to all who have at
heart the best interests of pictures.

a man of great vision ai
personality.
United Artii
the industry have suffered

strong

and
very

— H.

severe loss.
President, Warner

M.

W

Warn

Brothers.
'1

Storm Yiaminil
GALES OP
LAUGHTER
WILL ROCK

lib

iii

THE walls!

Panl

Lazarus. Moxley Hill, f'resson E. .Smith,
The magnitude of his work can
Abraham Lehr, Arthur W. Stebbins, Mort only be
appreciated by future genShea. Moe Streimer, Waller Seymour and
erations who will enjoy its benefits.
Montford Steele.
Henry King.

—

ii'

R]
lie

piltl

sl

Some

Expressions

(Continued from Parte
\'icc-

President

in

1)

charge of distribu-

tion for F.B.O.

Hiram

Abrams was one of the
men of our time, not only

truly big
as a leader in motion pictures in which
he was such a potent force, but also
as a splendid citizen.
Maior Ed-

ward

—

J.

Bowes, Managing Director,

Capitol Theater.

In

the

have

lost

Mr. Abrams we
one of the builders of our
death of

great industry.
It was with real sorrow that we heard of his passing.
Those who were associated with him
Ikivc lost
a real friend.
Jesse L.
Lasky, Vice-1'resident Famous Playcrs-Lasky.

—

The industry has lost its greatest
and most forceful personality.^Al
Lichtman, manager of distribution.
United Artists.

—

!

THE
November

,V;dnesday,

A Little
from **Lots*
By

RALPH WILK

id,

recently did some
writing for Motion Pictures ToIt's in tlie family, husband Tom
lery having been a reporter in
.cago.
By the way, Tom is one
Hollywood's leading athletes, and

at

also

,

an athletic promoter.

Halsey

in

the

manner

which the arbitration

in

board arrived at a decision, when the
seventh arbitrator made the award
without conferring with remaining

is

.the

box

showing. His likely
aim Beach Girl" won honarable made

the

board,

office

it

is

which Horwitz

First National's new
started the first fan
and trade publication in Hungary.
One of his contributors
was Ernest Vajda, the playwright, now writing in Hollywood.
Korda is anticipating
an interesting re-union with
Vajda and Ludwig Biro, author of "Hotel Imperial," on
the Coast.
Korda is also a
close friend of Franz Molner.
«

the film playing, a salesman

for a candy concern manufacturing
"The
a new chocolate bar called

He

Treasure Bar" arrived in town.
dressed all the candy store windows
in
Kingston and covered a lot of
drug stores in the same way. Whereupon the manager of the Capitol got
busy and induced the agent for "The
Treasure Bar" to use a one-sheet cut
on the picture as the background for

of $2,000 weekly.

Mansfield House Changes Hands
Mansfield, O. Jack Greenbaum of
Cleveland has purchased the Royal,
a vlOO-scat downtown house, from

—

Emery.

E. S.

quite un-

Korda,

Alexander

1914,

(United Artists)

that

attacking, determined to carry the fight to the Supreme Court of the state.
Horwitz will allege the contract
is
in restraint of trade because, if
enforced, it would put an exhibitor
out of business, and such enforcement would necessitate a combination to restrain trade.
is

India Sends Protest

«

"The Quarterback"

any

director,

ntion.
in

"The Black Pirate"
With

1)

For reproduction rights in the
United States of music of association members, the Vitaphone firm is
to pay $104,000 a year, at the rate

—

real effort will be
to collect, for the reason that
the court's attitude makes enforcement, by reason of penalty, practically impossible.
What nov/ is the
major issue is the uniform contract,

Back

(Continued from Page

DWtniPS WHICH MEAM OOOAQS FOB SHOWMEN

and indicated that the award would be set
aside if effort was made to enforce
penalties under the contract.
The Ohio Amusement firm has
the window displays, the name of
not paid the award and is standing
the theatre being mentioned.
Ernest
pat on its refusal to comply with the
Smithers,
Capitol, Kingston, Ont.
decision.
The award, is assuming
of

one of the "Red"
scenario writing
gue.
Two of his screen plays,
ancing Mothers" and '*Ace of
"'
were in the first ten in the
stern Paramount studio ranking
October. The ranking is based second importance, for
the

Firms Not In Deal

3

(Continued from Page 1)

claims a moral victory in the ruling
handed down by the court, which
termed the uniform contract harsh.
In the decision, the Court of Equity
of
Common Pleas Court, scored

members

*
i^orrest

Cleveland Attack to
Center On Contract
'

VSU PITTS

mges

^<

DAILY

1926

17.

(Paramount)

Took advantage

number

of the

of

Have your

popular schools and colleges located
in and near Atlanta, and the interest

in the

college life and football which fills
the air at this time of the year. They
in

accordingly
the
in

week

designated

each

day

in

Monday was named

Day," Tuesday
on through the
week, taking in Georgia Tech, Oglethorpe, Georgia and others. A large
banner of the respective school was
hung on front of the theater on their
individual day, and a placard was
so

placed in the lobby.

Arrangement

returned without charge.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

of

Gray, like Bill Shakespeare,
the local college songs during the
(Continued from Page 1)
asking, "what's in a name?"
week. Howard, Atlanta ,Ga.
rst, she appeared in "The Pop- torial, "to condemn the films with
nr Sin," following which she was which America is 'plaguing' India.
" 'Picture of high-speed civilization:
'/mediately
cast for a part in
See society's follies and the glamour
ove's Greatest Mistake."
of high life in America.' This recent
typical film advertisement in Bombay is typical, too, of the wretched
to Build
picture of American life that Ameri(Continued from Page 1)
ca sends abroad.
Dungstown, O., where the company
"But the injury done European
ready operates the Dome.
The nations and peoples is slight comird will be a house to be known
pared with the great wrong which
the Warner's in Niles, O.
films of this kind inflict upon backAs noted ,the Warners theater at ward peoples by giving them lying
ollywood Blvd. and Wilcox Ave.,
pictures of what Western civilizaollywood, is set to go right ahead.
tion is."
will be ready in ten months.
"The Times" of India declares
worth of

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS
THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your films called for and

"High

"Emory" and

rooms.

tion

for a particular institution;

other words,
Schools

pictures screened
best-equipped projec-

Iris

Street,

N.Y. C.

Wisconsin 3770

—

Warners

^15,000.00

Rapee Writing "Glory" Score
Erno Rapee is writing the musical
ore for "What Price Glory," which
)ens at the Harris Nov. 23.
"Sour Sabbath" Wins
Lincoln, Neb.
"The Sour Sabith" is to remain in force here, as
result of defeat of a proposed ornance to permit Sunday shows. A
)irited campaign was conducted by

—

ical

showmen.
on

lection

the

It

was

issue

in

the
as

third

many

fiars.

AVAILABLE!
With
is

a

now

record that
available
publicity

is

who

spotless a

KNOWS

man

adver-

and production work.
At present employed but seeks a
change.
Four years with one of the
largest companies.
Can bring competent staff along with him.
East or
tising,

West.

Moderate salary. UnquestionAddress
Box M-328
c-o The Film Daily

ed references.

1650 B'way

New York

City

that Hindoo members of the Legislature have demanded that the Government prevent the continuance of
'"this evil stream of misrepresentation," and have been told that it was
not possible.
The newspaper concludes that no remedy is possible
unless the authorities are prepared
to take ruthless action.

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

—but

the beautiful animated

New Year trailers we are now
furnishing FREE to our thousands of theatre customers
is

bringing

worth

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAVE

MONEY

SEND JOR OUR PRICE LIST

us

Advance

weight

its

in

gold!

Trailer Service

NEW

YORK,

Branch

BOSTON

West sz'-'st^Ncwyork.N.y.*^

Motion Picture Department

Good Will

Just another sign of

u/iuocicHBys
no
Phone Penna. 6564

Christmas

Thanksgiving,

If

of

trailers

LOS ANGELES

ST.

N. Y.

Offices

CHICAGO
LOUIS

KANSAS CITY

vYOUR
eir^umen

N
eTRBO
BREENS)

"\
*^

I

tell

ya

Vm

tfonna

book

that picture !^^
—"You

'^

poor $ap—you*ll lose money

sure cleaned up with their last one.
—"What

But

if

you did,— Does that say

—"Yeah.— But

fiotta

this

he's been too good^

admit the womenHI love
—"Sure.— But

Alright!

Go

to

it,

the

men

if

you <fo/"ft

''
one'U click?"

always knocks ''em for a row

this star

^'YouWe

as

. . .

He's slipping,

it...'''

will stay

away

in droves,"

Mr, Jekyll- and- Hyde!

But remember! While you're Making up your Mind the other fellow

making the

is

profits.

While you're trying
National
Exhibitors

On

to pick individual pictures, the
is picking out a new car!

100%

First

Showman

Wise

First Nationalize.

the strength of First National's Miracle Hit'After'Hit, WeekAfter- Week Delivery, they book First National solid— and let

US

do the worrying!
They know we're hound

to put Box-office in every minute of every
sequence, of every First National picture.

To

settle

3irAt

any Box-office argument, book

national
PictureA

FIRST
Members

HATIONAL fIRST

^ Motion Picture Producers Mid

Distributors of

America

Inc.— Will Hays
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That Quota
rjkEFINITE word coming
London indicates
III from
^
clearly that the much dised British quota plan, Emr-wide in scope, will soon be
rten into the statute books.
It it has the backing of pracc ly every member of the Im-

NATIONALTO DISTRIBUTE

MOTIOGRAPH PROJECTOR

:

c,

h

ways

he

dd

trade,

diplomacy and

of

makes few mis-

Is.

case it might be wise for
important, powerful body, to
Due in its deliberations, that a ba: uestion of economics may not be
this

]

all

i

Irarily cast aside because of the
tied patriotic cry of a few dis-

Distributed

By

New Firm

Merit Only Counts

i

British exhibitor is prosper1
The exhibitor of the world
They make money
f rosperous.
their
patrons
they give
:use
they want and care not a whit
hher the pictures are made in
tlywood, Chicago, Cape Town or
so.
are not against British
luction, or production from any
pror country for that matter
'le

iikit

We

our

'.ig

tion of the Motiograph, according to
a report from a reliable source.
For some time, National has been
distributing the Motiograph in the

Kast

and

last

week confirmed

re-

ports that a deal for distribution of
the projector in the South had been

was made
Oldknow, vice

closed.

Confirmation

through

Oscar

S.

{Continued on Page 4)

ones.

•ttled
11

Be

Giving the company distribution of
Conference, now in sesis
already
manifested, the three most important projectors,
National Theater Supply Co. has
great world power, wise closed a deal for national distribu-

:al

,

Third Leading Machine to

want

patrons

it.

Give

DISMISSAL OE EMPLOYES

Individual Action
Action of producers on the
ultimatum of the trades unions,
who threaten a general walkout Dec. 1, unless the closed
shop system is adopted in the
studios, is an individual matter
vdth the various producers concerned, Fred W. Beetson, of the
M. P. Prod. Assoc, of Holly-

wood
in

stated yesterday.

New York

He

NOT ANTMJNION MOVE
pleted

attitude

of

toward the unions'
threat.
It has been reported
from the Coast that producers
producers

are not inclined to regard the
threat seriously and do not feel
the walkout would materialize,
or if it did that the employes
quickly could be replaced with

non-union workers.

Portland,
for

Sentiment abroad against American

Hiram Abrams were

held at one
yesterday at the home of
Abram's sister, Mrs. Abraham Goodside with interment at the cemetery
at South Portland.
Rabbi Breslau

o'clock

HAYS PROMISES AID

M-G-M

Three Publix Openings

—

Abrams Buried
Me. — Funeral service>

Propaganda Charged
films is "just a puny tempest resulting from the efforts of professional
politicians,"
according
to
Arthur Loew, head of the
foreign department, who returned re(Continued on Page 4)

IN

LAUGH MONTH DRIVE
Campaign

Launched
Boost Comedies In
January

to

conducted the services.
The pall-bearers were those who
had worked with Hiram Abrams for
(Continued

on

Opening of the Paramount in New
good pictures, regardless York tomorrow will be the second
stamp they bear and they of three Publix openings scheduled
San
Francisco
shown from New York to this month. On Monday, the KeithOpening of the campaign to put tages, who now is
Francisco.
Georgia, Atlanta, built by Publix in over "Laugh Month" was marked by expansion program
It knows no
rt is international.
association with Keith-Albee, was a luncheon held by the Short Subject reported object the
The danger in the opened. Next Monday, the Colorado
:ndary lines.
i:rica

ivhat
be

;

pictures

::er

it

is

a

boomerang.

know that your productions, in
:r own country will be forced upmerit
lardly an inducement to high arBritish producers
ic
endeavor.
hardly exist by showing British
Iductions only in the tight little
the

I

public,

regardless

of

j

Sanity
}

A

Requisite

7)

—Alexander

i

Dund solid judgment is not used,
hat he will be forced to give his
.iences a high percentage of picis that are manifestly inferior to
it
they have been accustomed to
This is hardly sound business
cy.
To the British producer sinin his endeavor to make big and

Page

Unit Shows Tried

;

lish plan, to the British exhibitor,

Fox

at

Action of Fox in releasing 276 employes who had been
engaged at the plant, is in no way
connected with the ultimatum of the
unions demanding a closed shop in
the studios, Sol M. Wurtzel, general
superintendent of the West Coast
studios, declared in announcing that
the task for which the workers had
been hired was completed.
The force had been retained to
pave the way for the ambitious proiContinued on Page 2)

conferring with

the

Work

Studio, Wurtzel Says
Hollywood

is

Will H. Hays.
No concerted action is to be
taken he declared, declining to

comment on

Had Com-

Force of 276

Panembarked on an
which has for its

extension of his
Advertising Assoc, yesterday at the activities to the East, is fortifying
Pueblo, Colo., will be opened.
Lorraine, with Will H. Hays as one his vaudeville for the "invasion."
of the speakers.
The month will be
The method he has adopted is the
"Big Parade" Anniversary
(Continued on Page 2)
observed in January.
With its gross already over the
P. A. Parsons, presiding at the
"U" Dividend Declared
$1,000,000 mark, "The Big Parade," luncheon, said that the short subjects
today starts its second year at the drive last year increased business
A regular quarterly dividend of
(Continued on Page 4)
Astor, where it continues to play to
two per cent on the first preferred
stock has been declared by Universal.
capacity.
Kent Improving
It is payable Jan. 1 to stockholders
Sidney R. Kent continued to im- of record Dec. 20.
Awaits Assignment
Los Angeles Raymond Hatton's prove yesterday at the Harbor HosNormand Contract Ended
contract with Famous has 18 months pital.
to run.
The comedian, who was reCulver City Mabel Normand has
Duncan Sisters to Tour
completed her contract with Hal
moved from the cast of "Casey at
Los Angeles Prior to starting pic- Roach.
the Bat," for alleged indifferent playing, now is awaiting a new assign- ture work, Vivian and Rosetta DunMeanwhile, Ford Sterling can will make a six weeks' tour of
ment.
"Glory" Opening
the West Coast houses, under manhas replaced him in the cast.
Los Angeles— "What Price Glory"

—

—

—

agement

of

Fanchon

&

Marco.

has its Coast premiere tomorrow
night at the Carthay Circle.
RayGrainger Leaves Again
mond Hitchcock will be master of
Los Angeles Sterling Holloway,
international comity and goodunder a long
James R. Grainger, general sales ceremonies.
that the Imperial Conference yesterday was placed
1,
Famous.
Erie
for Fox, leaves for the South
manager
contract
by
term
The
act sanely in the matter.

'he situation is interesting though
aplex.
It is hoped, for the sake

Famous Signs Two

—

I

•man "kontingent" system brought
lispers of retaliation from our own
Politics
'tigress.
This won't do.
one thing.
The splendid worldle

er.

The

and

A. P. Official at A.M.P.A.

He

will visit all key
will return in about three

today.

points

weeks.

Opening to be Climax
Opening of the Paramount tomorrow night is to be the climax of the
Greater Broadway Celebration. Dur-

Richards Sails
of
E. V. Richards of the Saenger ing the observance, the theater has
an- the Associated Press, will address the
Geste" Amusement Co. sailed for South been widely advertised on posters
"Beau
today.
A.M.P.A:
America yesterday.
and banners.
ALICOATE Legionnaires will entertain.

business entirely
two will not mix.

picture

Kenton, director, also was signed.

Kent Cooper, general manager
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idea,

However, a deal recently closed

is

provide an outlet for the vaudeville in all principal southern cities.
to

Two More Houses Opened

THE FILM

—

1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y
Phone Circle -1736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
New York.
dress:
Filmday,
Hollywood.

DAILY,

show

Australia Acts

with several of his
hcadliners presented in the nature of
a revue, moving the troupe as a unit.
In Northwest, where the troupe
began its tour, the idea proved popular, and is expected to be extended
by Pantages.
The Vantages chain of combination
houses now extends from Minneapolis
to the West Coast.
Pantages vaudeville
has representation m Middle
Western states east of Minneapolis,
and in a few cities of the South.
unit

Boston Two new links have been
added to the New England Theaters
California — Harvey
E. Gausrrran, Ambassa- Operating Co. chain.
They are the
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashMorton, Boston, and the Granada
ington 9794, London — Ernest W. Fredman.
In the latter the comThe Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., at Maiden.
London, VV. I., Paris — La Cinematographic pany, which operates the Mystic and
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.
I'ellsway at Maiden, is associated
with K. O. and G. A. Ramsdell.

They

also

operate

the

Orpheum.

Jack Laurie heads the New England
company.
The Morton, Blue Hill
Ave., and Morton St. seats 2,0U0, and

Financial

costs $800,000. Its policy is pictures
Film issues continued inactive in the only, changing Sundays and Wedmarket
yesterday,
with
Warner
Brother nesdays.
The Granada at Maiden,
stocks holding the center of the stage. Both
declined, "A" 1^ and common 1^.
The cost $750,000 and seats 2,500.
former issue was the most active film stock
shares changing hands.
In the general market the trend was up
ward.

12,400

Quotations
Low

High

Am.
Am.

•Balaban

&

•Bal.

Pfd
Katz.
Katz Vtc.

&

Eastman Kodak
Famous Players...
.

•Fam.

Play.
Pfd.
Inspect.

•Film
First

Close
43'A
43 ^i
427,4
43'A
63
....
73'A
..121 ng'A 120/,
115-4
115W
17H
121/,

43^

Vtc

Seat.
Seat.

•

•

.

....

7

99
69 J4
24^4

99

44f4

44^

....

7m

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A" 24 i4
•Intem'l Project.
Loew's, Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd... ....
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 147/4
Pathe Exch. "A". 38

Paramount B'way 9754
•ttRoxy Units ..
•ttRoxy Common
....
t

14

14%

37/,
97-4

37'/2
97 >4

..

11>4
....

Mat ket

W.

Fred
office

of

90^
7 'A

....

35
47

96'A
38
35-^

47H

....

6,400
12,400

Bon d Market
tt Bid and Ask
t

New

Perkins In

....

7

.

•• Philadclpl.ia

2
....
....
....

SO

....
....

•Stan. Co. of Am.
7 'A
Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures... 37
Warner Pict. "A" A9'A
• Last Prices Quoted

800
900

31

.

Bros.

1,400
....

23J4

Perkins,

chief

motion pictures,

of

the

Dept.

of
Agriculture, has resigned, effective
Dec. 1, to become southern district
manager for the Newspapers Film

stated.

titled

"Fortune

—

n

as

rHAL ROACI

will be

Presents

,

HIS RASCAl

...

remodeled.

F^fhi

FEATHERS
By

Directed

This

is

FREE

fiOBWMcOOWAH

a 'Cornerblock' cut

furnisli

for all Pathecomedies at y>

Exchange.

Negri Plans Vacation

\

—

Los Angeles Pola Negri is leavng for a short vacation at Hono-

On

her return she will make
"Confession," story by Ernest Vadja.
lulu.

NEED ME?
Several years with one of the bigges
companies.
A man who thoroughl]
understands publicity, advertising am
production requirements, now employ
Theatei
ed, wants to make a change.
circuit or producing unit will find mi
Unquestioned referencei
a real asset.
from past and present employers. Ad
dress

Box M-33S

WAFILMS,

Carlton Reopens at Dubois
Dubois, Pa. After being closed

—

months

for

alterations,

Carlton has reopened.

the

For the premium, your Insurance Policies should accomplish a comInsurance Companies, of both the financia' h.Hzard
and the mental anguish.

The Film

Dailj

New York

CitJ

Original Negatives of Everythii
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

Hunters"

three

c-o

1650 B'way

W.
130

West

INC.

I

I

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant

46th St.

\

81l|

AMALGAMATED

Mental anguish must come with exposure to financial hazard.

VAUDEVILLE AGENC^

In this respect, our clients do not have the worry complex bciouse
they kno'.v we know o^t !)Ufniiess.

COMHLKTE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

*

COMB

Name of the
Bard are the heads.
Bard has been changed to the Colorado and will be the presentation
The Raymond, roadshow
house.
house, has been closed and probably

plete transfer to the

A

Winning New Vancouver Mans
Vancouver J. V. Winning,
merly manager of the Empress,

NO WORRY COMPLEX

Corp., and the Jam Handy Picture
Service, Chicago, producers and distributors of advertising and commercial service films.

1)

—

—

being released by Sun Pictures
Corp.
Clara Horton is featured
with Alilburn and "Fatty" Cook in
supporting roles.

from Page

the Fox lot, setting what Wur
says is a record for activity a
single studio.
Coincident with
start of work on these pictures,
276 employes were dismissed.

Coast Theater Pool
Pasadena, Cal.^ Pasadena Theater Corp., has been formed to operate local houses merged under a
pooling of interests of local holdings
of West Coast Theaters and Far
West Theaters. A. L. Gore and Lou

—

comedies

(.Continued

duction schedule, which was launc
this week, he pointed out, refm
the rumor that the dismissal v/3
gesture
of
defiance
toward
unions, which state they will oi
a walkout Dec. 1, unless the clo
shop system is adopted.
Eighteen dramatic productions
six comedy units are under way

monton, has been announced
ager of the Dominion.

McRae To Direct for "U"
"Fig Leaves" at Howard
Universal City Henry McRae will
Atlanta "Fig Leaves," a Fox piccontinue with Universal as a direc- ture is playing at the Howard, a
tor, following abolition of his former Publix theater, this week.
The bookpost of director general.
Much of ing is somewhat unusual.
the duties McRae performed will be
assumed by Henry Heningson, stu- Shults Managing Dolgeville House
dio manager.
Dolgeville, N. Y.— Harry C. Shults
has been made manager of the Strand,
Sun Releasing Comedy Series
succeeding Ralph Wheeler who reA series of 10 two-reel adventure signed.
is

Post

merce.
Exportation of films produced
in Australia also is prohibited
except under written consent
of the minister of trade and
customs or the censor, it is

—

13

.

•Skouras

HUl's Next Set
City "The Callahans and
the Murphys," a Kathleen Norris
100
story, will be George Hill's next
3,800
100 M-G-M production.

69 J4

—

Washington Importation of
into Australia now is
films
permitted only upon the written consent of the minister of
trade and customs or the censor, and security must be given
the controller general of customs for the carrying out of
the instructions of the commonwealth's film censor. This
the substance of a report
is
made to the Dept. of Com-

of Allah."

Culver

Anti-Union Mo!

iNot

(Washington Bureau, The Film Daily)

Midnight Lectures Tonight
Alice Terry Sailing
H. H. Strong of the Strong Elecwill sail for France
Terry,
Alice
tric Co., Toledo, and Sam Dworsky,
Dworsky Film Machine Corp., are to on the S. S. Majestic tomorrow eveAt Nice she will join her huslecture tonight at midnight at the ning.
headquarters of the American Projec- band, Rex Ingram, and in the near
future begin work on "The Garden
tion Society.

....
1,900
7,000
....
....

>

Pfd... 99

Nat'l.

Sales
2,000
2,100

43

18, IJ

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
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1600 Broadway, New York
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Hays Promises Aid In
Lau^h Month Drive
(Continued from

I\::ie

years ago

when

double-feature

pro-

grams were in great popularity.
Whatever America does in connection
with Laugh Month will be closely
watched

in

Great Britain, he said, and
in his country there is

asserted that

against American short
About 95 per cent of the
subjects.
shorts exhibited are American products.
Gordon White reported the followng contributions to the "Laugh
Month" fund: Pathe, $750; Educalional. S500; Universal, S500; Crystal,
>250; Weiss, $100; Bray, §100; Life

no

hostility

'Publishing Co., $50.
\"alue of advertising in selling shorts
was emphasized by Charles Christie,
who pointed out that many of the feature-length comedy stars are graduates
Progress
of the short subjects field.
of the short has been aided by a
complete spirit of harmony between
the producing organizations, he said.
Robert E. Sherwood, film critic of
"Life" and vice-president of Life Cartoons, spoke in support of "Laugh
Fred McConnell of the
Month."
"Exhibitors' Daily Review" said that
with the advent of two feature-producing companies in the shorts field
He
heavy competition is forecast.
stressed the need of more funds than
sought, in order to insure the success
of the drive.
Elmer Pearson said he welcomed
the entrance of exhibitor-producers
into the short subjects business as it
would result in more extensive advertising of this type of picture. He
urged distributors to release their
best product during December and

November

18, 192

National to Distribute
"Funny how you can
tWiy

TIPS

WWCM MtAM DOOADS FOB S40WHEN

I)

Simon Ktnvson of
substantially.
Ideal Films, Ltd., London, stated that
short features are receiving practically no exploitation on the Continent.
In England, he said, they are
gaining more attention than a few

f Thursday,

"The Four Horsemen"

president of the

blue nose."

its

company who

announcements regarding coming

tribution of the projector in Non!
Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessfii

Alabama, Louisiana, Ml
Texas and Arkansas.
The Motiograph projector is mai
ufactured by the Enterprise Optic
Co., Chicago. National, it was state
some time ago, was dickering for
Georgia,

sissippi,

i

although this has been

control,
nied.
clared,

The

present

deal,

at-

Regent, Ot-

and Simplex machines, by
the merger which resulted

(First National)

tion

the cooperation of a fur

is

d

is

"Subway Sadie"

company, succeeded in arranging for
window display. Expensive furs were
shown in the window. The special
window card showed Dorothy Mackaill wearing a beautiful fur wrap.
This was adapted from a production
still
and was entirely appropriate.
Started campaign a week in advance,

it

d

for distribution only and
no way affects control of the Moti
graph projector.
National has control of the Powe

tawa, Canada.

Through

||

heai'l

Oldknow's

Published and circulated edition
of the newspaper, the Regent News,
which contained reports of the three
major football games at Ottawa, Toronto and Kingston during the afternoon.
Copies of the theater's fournewspaper were distributed
page
among patrons of the Regent during
the evening and were also used as
inserts in the daily newspapers sold
by newsboys in the vicinity of the
theater.
The edition also contained

— Ray Tubman,

Projectc!

(.Continued from Page 1)

Southern forces.
]
statement announcJ
that his company had secured di'

(M-G-M)

tractions.

Motiograph

always associate kind with
Show me an adkind.
vocate of blue Sundays,
and I'll show you a ripe

Propaganda Charged
(Continued from Page

1)

virtue
in form

of the International Project!
Corp.
In some territories, it is believe
local franchises will prevent immed

These politi- ate assumption of distribution of
cians, he says, find good soap box Motiograph
by National, but
material in the cry of "American in- company will handle the project
vasion" and the ranting of foreign immediately upon expiration of pre
cently

from

abroad.

tl
tl

producers over a non-existent peril. ent contracts.
"The American picture can make
the housewife in Berlin, London,
Mendes Preparing Script
three,
using window cards, one,
Stockholm and China laugh and cry
Lothar
Mendes, German directo
six.
and 24 sheets.
For marquee,
readily than any other," he
utilized the 24 sheet stand.
is preparing the story for Robert
The lob- more
prefers
the
she
"Hence,
declared.
by, too, was well taken care of, with
Kane's next production, "The Dul
American picture. When foreign picnumerous framed stills. Two large
of Ladies," which he will direct, tl
tures make her laugh louder and cry
size three sheet frames were placed
producer said yesterday. Joe BoyI
more copiously than American picin
main entrance.
the
M. B.
Kane's production manager, is con
tures, she will prefer the foreign picThomas, Capitol, Nashville, Tenn.
pleting direction on "Womanhooe
the
This is America's day in
ture.
at Cosmopolitan Studio, with aboi
picture industry. So long as our pictwo weeks' work ahead.
standard
present
maintain
their
tures
"Take It From Me"
Mendes's first picture for Kane, "Tl
it will continue America's day. There("Universal")
I
never could Prince of Tempters, was original
after, who knows.
Tied up with a local dance hall understand the foreign cries and wails called "The Duke of Ladies." B(
Lyon, Mary Brian and Sam Hare
on "Take It From Me" parties to be
except on a basis of selfish interest."
will be featured in the next produ
given in celebration of the coming
of the Denny super comedy.
Five
tion which starts in ten days. Deni
"Fighting
Failure"
thousand free tickets to these parties
was made at Famous that Mendes
"The Fighting Failure," produced to join its directorial staff, followir
were carefully distributed to departJanuary.
by E. G. Boyle and having for its
Recommendation that exhibitors ment heads of various stores and cast Cullen Landis, Peggy Mont- a report that his contract with Kai
exchanges.
The tickets
had been broken.
Mendes has
tell the public more about the shorts telephone
gomery, Lucy Beaumont, Sidney three-year
agreem.ent-jadth Kane.
on their program, was made by Earle were printed with a cut of Denny so Franklin
and Ernest Hilliard will be
arranged that he appeared to be say-

W. Hammons. The

public is becoming tired of presentations, he declared.
Pledging the "full support" of his
organization Hays urged that the
theaters be taught to advertise their
Such pictures are
short subjects.

"essential to supplement a program,"
He urged that nothing be
he said.
done to hurt the features and offered
the association room for its campaign headquarters at the Hays office.

Details

the

of

"Laugh Month"

campaign, together with a survey
of developments in the comedy field,
will be a f-eature of the Short Subjects issue of

THE FILM DAILY,

published Nov. 28.
Clara Young In Play
Clara Kimball Young, who returned
on the Majestic yesterday after a
vacation in Europe, will appear in a

Broadway

play.

Frank Mayo Improving
Frank Mayo, who is ill with pneumonia at the Algonquin, is improving.

He

recently

played

in

vaudeville.

'.

—

"Take it from me, this will be sold on the
Nat Levine.
some party." State, Flint, Mich.
ing

—

"The Volga Boatman"

The

state

right

market by

McCormick Buys Two Stories
Los Angeles First National, hi
purchased "The Princ -s and\tl
Davis Buys Partner's Interest
Perjurer," by Alan Hulgarth, 51
Pittsburgh John Davis, former ex"The Sport of Kings," by Ian I
hibitor and exchangeman, is now sole
John McCormick announced ye?te
owner of the Theater Lobby Display
day.
He recently purchased "Tl

—

—

four clocks in towers on the
public square were used to exploit
this
picture.
Under three of the Co., having purchased the interest Light of Scarthey" by Edgertc
clocks, cards representing a clock of his partner, Reuben Soltz.
Castle and Agnes Edgerton Castli
were hung.
These cards indicated
"Glitter," by Katherine Brush, ar
the hour at which the picture started
Another Bombing in Detroit
"The Coward."
and carried the information, "Time
Detroit Police are investigating
To See The Volga Boatman." One bombing of the Holden, 1050 Holden
Howell Leases Brunswick Housi
of the four clocks was out of order. Ave.
The bomb was thrown on the
Brunswick,
comple
Ga. After
So permission was obtained to utilize roof of the theater which is owned
renovation W. F. Howell will op(
it
for exploitation purposes.
The by A. J. Connelly.
Damage was the Opera House
here with pictur
face was covered with transparent confined to the roof.
and road shows.
material. An electric light was placed
inside the clock so as to light up the
Jacqueline Logan Going Abroad
fare which also held a sign saying
Fire Destroys Miller Theater
Los Angeles Jacqueline
Logan
"Time To See The Volga Boatman." and her husband will make a two
Bonsteel, S. D.— Defective electi
In addition, a street car was put out months trip to Europe following wiring caused the destruction of t
which covered the town, 24-sheets completion of her role of Mary Miller, managed by Dan Turney.
covered both sides of the car.
A Magdalene in C. B. DeMille's "The
high school band was engaged to ride King of Kings."
Adds to "Resurrection" Cast
in the car and play "The Volga BoatLos Angeles Marc McDermo
man." The car was out every day
Watts Sailing
has been borrowed from M-G-M ft
from 8 A. M. to 9 A. M. from 12 to
Fred Watts of Pathe Freres Cine- "Resurrection." Other new membe
P. M. and from 5 P. M. to 6 P. M. ma, Ltd. London sails
1
for home on in the cast are Lucy Beaumont at
—Billy Conners, Lyric, Marion, Ind. the Franconia today.
Vera Lewis.

—

—

—

—
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G ISH THE SCARLET
^/l

LETTER

p'ti:

From Nathaniel Hau'thorne'i c\a%i\c
novel uiith Lars Hanson,
lion

hia^xa-

itli

and scenario b> Frances Marion.

Diiecxedi ty Victor Seastrom.

IJK'

Bttl

IN the memory of

audiences it will occupy a permanent place.
IT is to be one of the outstanding successes of all time ....
THE thrilling, gripping, heart-stirring humanity of it
immortality for "The Scarlet Letter.'
wonder at the unprecedented Central Theatre, New York, acclaim
AT two dollars admission!
M-G-M has given the screen its outstanding road-shows.
all

WINS
NO

WE

are

proud to add to that unbeatable record "The Scarlet Letter"

Hi-

i|Ei

ttlit

«;

lij

X
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Abrams Buried

Deeply sympathize with you and ing is a loss to everyone affiliated
yours in this hour of your bereave- in any way with the industry. Hunt
(Continued from Page 1)
ment.
I am heartbroken and with
Stromberg.
many years, including many of his you I mourn. Everyone will miss
sales managers at United Artists. iiis greatness and his humanity.
,By PHIL M. DALY
I join with the motion picture peoThey were: Dennis F. O'Brien, Victor M. Shapiro, Director of Pubeverywhere in mourning the pass(HARLES R. ROGERS is to make Cresson E. Smith, Paul Lazarus, licity and Advertising, United Ar- ple
ing of our great leader.— Constance
Reeves, Haskell Masters, tists.
a picture for First National glori- William
Talmadge.
Wonder Harry Asher, Moxley Hill, Harry
f-ig commercial travelers.
Buckley,
Levenson,
Joseph
Michael
iifiim salesmen will come in for a
Permit me to express upon behalf
I am profoundly shocked to learn
Garrity, Henry Scully, Jacob Schiebe of
host?
the producing stafT of Inspiration of
the motion picture world's greatand Charles E. Moyer.
Pictures,
Inc.
in
Hollywood, our
The members of the funeral party heartfelt sympathy in this sad hour. est loss to us, a great executive and
'Allian Koehler, former secretary
a thorough gentleman.
Norma Talleft
Portland last night for New
the president at F. B. O., has
J. Boyce Smith, General Manager,
madge.
York.
shortInspiration
the
typewriter
and
saken
Pictures.
f

—

And Thafs That

—

—

t<

htd pad for the presentation stage.
The offices of United Artists were
now a member of the ballet
during
the
closed
time
of
the
Mark Strand.
funeral in Portland yesterday.

S? is
a the

Hiram Abrams was

a leader and
be replaced in the motion
picture industry and I counted him
a loyal and sincere friend and deep-

The passing

of Hiram Abrams is
one of the greatest losses the motion picture business has suffered in
many years. He was one of the
screen's potent influences for good
and progress. Irving G. Thalberg.

cannot

popular after-dinner speaker
Permit me to express sincere conbeen found at last according to
upon the death of Mr.
"he Fort Worth (Tex.) Star-Tele- dolence
gm." According to the paper, he Abrams whose splendid work for
isather when he says, "Well, let's all high standards in motion pictures has
The untimely passing of our friend,
earned the gratitude of public and Hiram Abrams, means that
g to the movies."
the inJohn Barrymore.
artists alike.
dustry suffers an irreparable loss
and his friends among whom I eni romance of the studios culminaThe death of Hiram Abrams is a joyed the privilege of counting myijesterday in marriage of Dorothy
ckaill to Lothar Mendes.
Miss very sad blow to our company as self are grieved beyond words.
well as a great loss to the entire in- Edward Small.
United
States
Ackaill cam.e to the
dustry.
He was a man whose honEngland
in
while
Mendes
m
1920,
f
eigrated but recently from Ger- esty and ability gained him many
I
am impressively shocked and
friends and admirers and placed him grieved at the sad news.
nny.
All of us
as one of the foremost executives in have lost not only a valued associate
motion pictures. Charles Chaplin
but a friend whose place cannot be
F. Cubberley has been buying so
filled.
My sincere sympathy goes
nny theaters in the Minneapolis terA real leader of the motion pic- out to you in your great loss. Josr )ry, that several circuits are said to
ture world is gone.
His loss to the eph M. Schenck.
h^e feared new competition when he
industry cannot be estimated. John
aived in town yesterday.
Considine, Jr.
Hiram Abrams was an inspiration
to every man and woman in the moPage some of the upstage authors.
Hiram Abrams was a pioneer of tion picture industry and his passGorge Bernard Shaw has insisted
"he

h;

ly regret his passing.

—

— Roland

West.

Chicopee House Bought by Goldstein
Chicopee, Mass. Goldstein Bros,
taken
the
have
over
Playhouse.
Frank
Gallagher,
formerly
with
Keith's Capitol, New York, is manager and a whole new staff has been

—

—

selected.

1

Baudette House Burns
Minn.
The Grand,
owned by Al Peterson, International
Falls showman, was destroyed by

—

Baudette,

—

fire.

.

New Faces in "Potters" Cast
Richard (Skeets) Gallagher, former musical comedy star, and Jack
Egan, vaudeville comedian, both of

—

—

reduction of the size
on a theater sign.

11071

Time

of

his

Our

a great industry.
ideas and ideals,

ways

to

be

sipe
Sort

Robert E. Sherwood, who

is

now

hgth attractions.
of brevity is Will H.
explained "I like short
short meetings and short

feeches."

Count Ilya Tolstoy, who
t;

Edwin Carewe

iction" is
As latest

500

is

in filming

Loew.

of Hiram Abrams' death
as a distinct shock to the folk
His influence was alof the screen.
ways one for uplift and his loss is a
great one to his chosen field. Louis
B. Mayer.

—

1 to 4

LIGHT

The news of Mr. Abrams' death
"Resur- was a great shock to the industry

is

today.

— Mary

May

—

—

sq. ft.

ON FOUR

IN THE
MOVIE DISTRICT.
SIDES.

IN ONE. 100% SPRINKLER. 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR.

in

Pickford.

Allison and "Jimmy" Quirk,
The loss of Hiram Abrams is_ a
"Photoplay" editor, are re- deep grief to the' whole screen in'iving congratulations on their mar- dustry as well as a greater one to
Kge.
those who knew him personally and
loved him for his many wonderful
Jackie Condon, hardboiled kid of accomplishments. Harry Rapf.
il Roach's Our Ganff, will "stick
th his pals," for he has signed a
An important constructive influw contract with Roach. He's the ence in the industry departed with
iest member of the Rascals, in the untimely death of Hiram Abrams.
int of service.
Allene Ray.
inial

7200

EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED

making
organization the success which

keeping us together and
the

Potters."

VAULTS

HEART OF THE

His courage, his untirto me.
efforts and his loyalty to United
Artists has been the main factor in

it

"The

PROJECTION, CUTTING
and SHIPPING ROOMS

making himself useful. and
work is making small ing

rged requirements.

Fields'

with.

of the staggering losses of the screen
industry.
He has left behind him
an influence that will long inspire
those who carry on his great work.

— Marcus

to

one

is assist-

Dorfen models of properties to be
ed in the production, from which
.e
property men make their en•

Hiram Abrams

News

who

s'bjects,

of

comes

An advocate
liys

The death

screen

FILM OFFICES

—

joducing short subjects as well as
c'ticizing them for "Life," and who,
i)ide7itally,
is
not so short in
light, said that after inspecting
In, one of his friends suggested
iit he ought to go in for feature

their

—

Fairbanks.

W. Doidge

W.

C.

made

been assigned roles

have

continue alguard. Douglas

denies that the lampcreamers in evidence at the
May we convey to you our deepSubject Assoc, luncheon yesand to the
wday were publicity propaganda for est sympathy in yours
picture world's greatest loss.
motion
trademark.
f; Educational
Mr. and Mrs. Buster Keaton.
R..

recently

debut,

heritage, his

shall

our

whom

126-132 West 46th

St., Between

Broadway and Sixth Avenue

Leavitt Building
2nd

FLOOR

PHONE BRYANT

7747

in

I
I

THE
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CONSIROCIION HURRIED
AS WINTER APPROACHES

No Abatement

Practically

in Building in All

Co.

It

Harbor— A

500-seat theater
opened by the Washburn
the house costing $20,000.

interests,

Tampa — The

New

Florida

I

at

New

Daily Reminder

Jersey

01

City— The Earle, AtlanMissouri Ave., has opened.

Atlantic

and

tic

seats

It

2,500.

Englewood

—

See that the uniforms on attendants are well

Englewood Theater

& Realty Corp. has completed conseason" is
struction of the Plaza on Van Brunt
Georgia
country
t.iking a
the
It seats 2,000.
continuing
theater
construction
is
Manager Williams St.
Thomasville
Hightstown Jan. 1 is the tentapractically unabated, according to re- of the Grand is sponsoring a new
for the opening of the
ports from all sections. Many of the house here.
Plans have been pre- tive date set
house being built by the John arid
jobs are being rushed in order to pared by C. K. Howell of Atlanta.
Mary Hight Amusement Co. It will
insure completion before snow beThompson A theater has been cost around $100,000.
comes an obstruction.
opened "in the Knox Bldg., Journal
Newark— The Roosevelt, StanleyHouses planned or under con- St., by Mrs. Margaret Story of
house, has opened at Clinton
Fabian
struction include the following:
Thompson and Mr. Smith of LincolnAve. and 18th St. The theater has a
the
"cold
tirm grip on

—

pressed and

—

ton.

seating capacity of

—

no uniforms
than messy

—

—

—

California

leased

Walter Reade

the

to

lltltll

ones.

1,800.

Valdosta Backed by local capital
Work has started on a 1,350-seat
The Saenger
the Palace on South Patterson St. theater at Kearney and Elizabeth
Co. will erect a house costing $150,has opened.
aves., plans having been prepared by
Witt, Scibcrt & Halscy, Texar000.
Warren & Warren. The house costkana, are preparing the plans.
Indiana
ing 1200,000 will be operated by the
Little Rock— The Palace, $150,000
Indianapolis Work has begun on Merrimac Realty Co.
house, has been opened.
It
seats
the Indiana, first-run house.
Red Bank—Work is proceeding
more than 1,500.
rapidly on Joseph Oschwald's new
house on Monmouth St. It has been
Massachusetts

Amusement

'0

Better

clean.

—

Hope

to

Riviere.

Gaiety.

will be called the

Safety
has been

Lyman— Harry

bluff has

Although

Arkansas

19',

Johnson of Scottsopened the Gem.
Omaha— The Blank, 20th and FarLakeland— A $100,000 house is
has been renamed the
Amusement
nam
Sts.,
Lakeland
planned by the

High Springs, will erect a theater
costing $20,000 in Wildwood.

Haines City has been completed by
It seats 1,000.
Harold E. Moore.

Sections

18,

circuit,

Thursday, Nov.

18,
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—The Mineola has
Riverhead — A
500-seat theater
planned by the Lions Club.
Waverly — The new Comerford, no
Mineola

be«

finished.

tdl

1,

Everett The Mark Capitol has
which operates the Strand here. The
Ml
Berkeley T h e
Rivoli,
costing opened with about 2,000 seats.
house seats 2,000.
will
under
construction,
1,480)
seat
has
been
opened
on
San
$250,000,
Plymouth Charles Moning plans
Roselle Park Three hundred thouPablo Ave., near University Ave.
a 1,200-seat house here.
sand dollars is the estimated cost of
North Carolina
theatre on a theater to be built on Westfield
Weymouth A
Los Angeles United Income Properties are to erect a $375,000 theater, Commercial St. is to be erected by Ave., new Chestnut St.
Roseboro O. E. and A. D. Unde
hotel
and apartment building on Arthur L. McGrory.
Hollywood, wood and Miss Ossie L. Butler ai
South Orange The
South Sichel St. The plans are by
2.000-seat theater costing $500,000, owners of the Jewell recently openei
L. A. Smith; A. V. Perkinson is the
Shelby The Imperial, built by
Michigan
has been opened by the Stanley incontractor.
with
Shepard as E. Webb of Shelby, has opened wil IlIlM
D.
J.
Belding The new Empress has terests,
m.
The Fidelity Construction Co. has opened with Mr. and Mrs. Frank manager.
a capacity of 700.
M k
been awarded the contract to build
Joslin in charge.
It seats 623 and
Washington— John T. Howell has

—

—
—

—

—

new

—

—

—

—

the

Lambs

California

Club

will include a 500-seat theater.

San Francisco
Polk and Green

Woodland

—T h

which cost

—

Caspian Eusebio Bros,
Alhambra, struct a theater here.

e

between 11th and 12th

Sts.,

for

St.,

Haven

the

—

The Yale, costing
has been opened.
Plainville— Costing $150,000, a theater will be erected by the Sequassen
Corp. on West Main St.
Britan

— The

Strand has been

opened by

Israel J. Hoffman,
runs the Capitol at Ansonia.

who

Cocoa
Fort

— Fred Bryan building a
theater here.
Pierce — The Arcade will be
is

erected

to

$200,000.
city has

seat

theater

1,500

at

a

N. Sherwood
J.
designed the house.

Gaincsvivlle

vestment

— The

and

cost of
of this

Highlands

Realty

—

new

ed his

The

price

is

—

lically

—

It seats 568.

Princeton

— Mr.

New Mexico
Albuquerque — A syndicate
by M.

Lyric.

and

Kruschke are building

Mrs.

I.

erect a $100,000 theater
Central Ave., between Fifth and

hibitor,

on

will

complete.

City

—A

New York

—Under

Tackett

is pra<

1,000
bein
is

sseci

—

North

St.,

of Al

near

Co.

Inplans a

Inverness
Tamiami
Enterprise
Theaters have erected a $50,000 house
on the site of the Avalon. It seats
about 1,000.

—

erect

a

vcre

a theater
$60,000.

— Charles

Rock

seating 550.

It

lathe

will eret
will coi^

—

—

has opened.

threatened

new

Nebraska

— The new Globe has
Fairbury —The new Bonham, built
Adams

has been open-

ed by Manager Kempness.
S.

M. Fangman

competition

firm

man-

here.

The

the Family and
has an agreement with the company
which operates the Lafayette.
Flushing
The Boulevard has
controls

—

opened
26th

in the old

Hippodrome

open

this

late

structure wi!

month.

St.,

—The

Broadway

is

—

—

!iir

Statii

iitfj

tblul,

fci;!

Spot
Itlei

liCo

being 750.

—

Pennsburg Matthew J. Murph;
Glen Cove Construction is under and Edward F. Burrow have pur
cently
way on the new Benham, owned by chased a site for a theater to replac
Kearney Work has started on a F. D. Benham.
the Lansdale on Courtland St., whic:
Inverness Mrs. P. G. Maddox, theater at 24th and Central Ave.
Massena A theater is planned at house is to be dismantled.
owner of the Valerie here and houses The project involves an estimated Cornwall
by the Palace Amusement
Philadelphia
Contract has bee:
in Archer, Williston, Cedar Keys and $150,000.
Co., Ltd.
let for a theater on 54th and Arling
aging the new Fremont, opened re-

astriii

il!

—

The Broadway, Secon
Northern Boulevard and and DeKalb Sts., has been opened b;
Jackson Heights.
Dante Di Rocco. The house seat

erected.

fued

Pennsylvania
Bridgeport

at

Freeman
is

iim

hous

—

—

iclicil

Wozenkraft and
will

Oregon
Babylon
Lindenhurst Theater
North Kansas City.
Corp. is sponsoring a house on WellPortland— Kelly & Breithbart pla
Moberly The New Grand has wood
Ave.
a 750-seat theater at Third and Lin
opened with George F. Bromley as
The contract has bee!
Batavia Tbe New Dellinger, un- coin Sts.
manager.
der construction, has been leased by awarded to Stebbinger Bros.
Springfield—The $300,000 Gillioz
a
new corporation, shutting out
Portland The new Pantages hous

Fremont

I

Genesee, has opened.
is

[)lanncd for

at a cost of $100,000,

Hltl

Horti

Ponca City Construction has stas
ted on the new Ponca on East Gran

Watonga

management

Sterling, the Capitol.

1,000-house

—The

seats

here.

a theater here.

Missouri

It

erected on a site west of the Hoti
Dale.

Ave.
Sixth Sts. The house, which will have
Seminole W.
a combination policy, will seat 1,000. O. Templeton

Auburn
Kansas

headed
Sparks, Dallas, Texas, ex-

Max

opened.

here.

—

here.

approximate $175,000.

Oklahoma
Henryetta The new Blaine

—

Florida
colored

Houston

Minnesota
E. C. Forsyth has open-

Minneapolis
Arthur Gluek has
opened the $60,000 Heights at Columbia Heights, Minneapolis suburb.

$1,000,000,

New

construction
said to

house under

Nowata

Circuit.

Connecticut

New

con-

will

St.

has opened.

Sts.,

—A 2,400-seat house cost-

ing $900,000 will be erected on J

Orpheum

isiin,

purchased the Dilt

$50,000.

ittic;

ficif

.

—

—

—

ant

'Ktl
litke

I
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will cost

]

I
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the Wynnefield section.
$500,000 and seat 2,000.

in

Sts.,

ia

18,

First National

Month

Richard A. Rowland, by his arj5ollo Amusement Co., headed by
rival
from Europe, signalizes the
(larles Segall, is sponsor.
launching
of First National's annual
Scranton The Comerford interests
anniversary drive known as "First
Side
214
the
West
at
opened
Ive
Arthur Luce is National Month."
iDfth Main Ave.
This occasion begins on New
linaging director.
Year's Day and lasts throughout
This year, with the imJanuary.
Rhode Island
petus given the movement by a large
Providence The Columbus, seat- publicity and exploitation campaign
ij 2,000, has been opened by Domjust set afloat by First National, the

—

—

Annotti.

tic

South Carolina
Richard Chastaine has

—

Sumter

(mpleted construction of the Lyric.

Tennessee

—The New Princess, on
Lebanon—The new Princess has
Harriman

iane St., has opened.

lened here.

was

It

built at a cost

$50,000.

i

Texas

—

Bangs F. E. Strange
instruction of a theater.

is

planning

company predicts that the celebration will prove more successful than
before.
The sales cabinet, headed by Samuel Spring, is now out in all territories

making

Ned

preparations.

E. Depinet, sales manager for the
South, is now on tour of the exchanges in his division. Ned Marin,
sales manager for the West and
Canada, is now completing a swing
over the Western territory which
brought him to the West Coast and
contiguous divisions. The exchanges
visited by Mr. Marin impressed him
with their activity, due, he explains,
to the incentive offered by the K. O.

Club, First National's sales honor
Emory, Tex. J. C. Settles has re- organization. While on the Coast,
(ened his Emory, which has been Marin spent considerable time at the
osed for the past several months.
new $2,000,000 studios at Burbank

—

Happy

— B.

Brock, Hagerman
S.
seeking a site for a the-

(hibitor, is

tion of First National

here.

;er

—

Yorktown L' Arcade, erection of
on Main St., was completed

•lich

has opened.

icently,

Vermont

—A

municipal auBurlington, Vt.
(:orium costing $175,000 will be erecPlans
ij with projection equipment.
!ve

completed by

been

jstin,

architect,

Frank

L.

Burlington.

Virginia

Tribute Theater Corp.
secured a 15 year lease on the
eater under construction here.
Morristown— The Jersey has been
Lewis C Mcractically completed.

iDanville
,s

1

is

manager.

Washington
Everett — Ray

F. Connell has open-

a theater.

Kirkland—The new Kirkland has
en opened here.

—

his

—

Seattle
instruction four miles beyond the
ty limits on the Bothell Highway.

Seating

Month

.

A. W. Smith, Jr., reports the Eastern division in his charge working at
top-speed.
Smith and his division
are sponsors for the Eastern Division Sales Tournament, an inter-organization sales contest in which the
four territorial divisions will compete
for a loving-cup trophy offered by
the Eastern exchanges, the accounting to be based on the billings above
quota secured by the contenders during First National Month.
In addition, the sales cabinet is
offering substantial awards to the
exchanges turning in billings for
First National Month in excess of
quota.
At the close of the summer
drive, 600 First National employees
shared in the prize melon cut in
more than twenty exchanges.
Director of Publicity and Advertising C. F. Chandler and his department have already launched a campaign reaching both exhibitors and
the
public.
two-color
special
press-sheet containing suggestions to
showmen anent First National Month
and newspaper stories have been put

A

William Armour has
new Montesano.
into the hands of exhibitors who
The Manhattan is under observe First National Month.

Montesano
)ened

laying plans for Spring sales convention, which will follow the culmina-

750

and costing an

esti-

Olympic
the
$100,000,
heduled to open Christmas Day.

mated

is

_

is
Seattle—A $100,000 house
anned in a remodelled building at
t21 Eighth Ave., the theater to be
A^ned by E. G. Peters.
Spokane Under direction of Will
tarkey, the Hippodrome, formerly
It was
e Columbia, has opened.

—

will

In
addition free accessories, including
banners, heralds and trailers are being generally distributed to theater

managers.
Exploitation
representatives
at
First National's home office and in
the field are busy at work arranging
newspaper tie-ups, national and local
merchandising co-operative stunts,
ballyhoos, contests and other campaign features.

I,

Rosson Directing Menjou
Hollywood Richard Rosson, who

—

actically rebuilt.

Theaters, Inc., has leased has
direction
of
completed
the
e house being built by A. W. Quist "Blonde or Brunette," starring AdolIt will have a combination phe Menjou, will start work about
Co.
Pacific

ilicy.

—John P. Kiggins
1,800-seat house on the

Vancouver

a
the Liberty.

•ect

will
site

Dec. 20 on "A Gentleman in Evening Clothes," which will also star

Menjou.

Rosson

and

planning a vacation

in

Menjou
Mexico

are
City.

NOT FOR JUST A DAY
for years,

THE FILM

DAILY has been

giving
its readers ne^ws that is
neivs, revie'ws of features that are unbiased, revie'ws of short
subjects that help exhibitors in the selection of their programs
and ideas that are instructive and that ivill
be of assistance to its
readers. And in recent
months such neiv f ea^
tures as Exploit-O-

Grams,

Present-OGrams, ideas on pre-

sentation and exploitation of pictures and
sho^ws, special columns
of interest and all part
of a service to FILM
DAILY readers. Service
to exhibitors, producers, stars, in fact everyone in this business.

Not for just a day—

BUT ALWAYS

THE

•cStlDAILY

/

Expenses Normal
Cost of Operation

in

Industry Not

Excessive, Comparison

only 2.9 per cent was actually paid
out.
Several of these companies are
not yet paying on the common
stock."

Shows

Survey of fiRurcs indicate that expenses of operation in the film industry are normal and compare favorably with other commercial enterprises Earl E. Crowe declares in

"The Los Angeles Times."
Operating expenses of

five

compa-

consumed 83 per cent

of the
earnings, his article declares.
This included cost of distribution,
general and administrative expenses,
film amortization, depreciation, taxes,

nies

gross

Lodge Buys Norwood House
Norux)od, O.
the

—

John

Linwood Square

Order of Moose No.

Stoll has sold
to the Loyal
1248.

Thursday, November

"Mysterious Island" Halted

Due

to the succession of hurricanes

the Bahamas, which have delayed
filming of the submarine scenes of
"The Mysterious Island," M-G-M
has postponed work on the picture
in

until

spring.

18, 19

Sells Washington, N. J. Theatei
Washington, N. J. James J. Lyo

—

sold his new theater here
John T. Howell, owner of the Pla'
house in Dover, for over $175,01

has

is negotiating with New Yc
theater interests for the sale of
other houses, as he intends retiri
from the business.

Lyons

1

Koppelman Made Office Manager
Cleveland— M. L. Koppelman, for

Jack Flannery At Home Office
Hennecke to Resume Directng
Kansas City Jack Flannery, sal
Standard
the
with
years
two
the
last
Los Angeles Clarence Hennecke,
has representative for M-G-M in this te;
associated with Harry Langdon in Film Exchange in Pittsburgh,
ritory, has been promoted to hor
scenarising "The Strong Man," has been appointed office manager of the

—

—

resigned

to

return

to

the

directing

field.

Cleveland Universal exchange
ceeding Lester Tietjen.

suc-

office representative, traveling out

New

York.

etc.

Universal,

First

Fox,

National,

Loew's and Warner Bros., are the
five

firms selected for

the

compari-

son.

"Against

this record, a

study made

by the National Industrial Conference Board of corporate operations
the status of all
corporations in the United States,
shows the relative position of the
picture companies," the article stated.
"Nearly nine-tenths, or 86.8 per cent
of the gross income reported by all
corporations in 1923 was consumed
by operating expenses, the study of
indicates.
board
conference
the
While the picture industry has plenty
of room for improvement, the fact
that the operating ratio is below the
average is something to think about.
"Gross for the five companies unapproxitotaled
der consideration
mately $130,782,465 in 1925. Operating expenses were about $113,000,000
of

tracing

1923,

and Federal taxes claimed about $1,Nearly $4,000,000 was paid
606.000.
out in dividends.

"As the picture business becomes
more diversified it is likely that the
operating ratio will decrease

in

re-

busieven at 83 per cent, assuming that figure is typical of the
industry, the picture companies have
nothing to hide.
Industrial enterprises naturally operate on a higher
and a more fluctuating basis than
public-utility or rail companies. Many
groups of industrials run between
80 and 90 per cent, while utilities
and rails range from 60 to 75 per
cent.
"In their own behalf, the picture
companies are ready with arguments
to refute the suggestion that earnings fluctuate with business conditions, as is the case with most industrial corporations.
The picture
business is stable, it is claimed, because it is the last to feel the effects of general depression and is
the first to benefit in periods of prosperity.
Moreover, the business is on
a cash basis, and there are no bad
debts or crcdft losses.
"Unlike other industrials, the risk
in inventories is small.
The danger
of severe losses in times of business
depression through deflation of inventory investment is virtually without ground, as there is no reason for
carrying larpc inventories which permits the rapid turnover of capital.
"Picture companies are not yet
large dividend payers, but there is
some hope for stockholders who arc
riding for the long pull.
Of the five
companies examined, the amount
available for dividends in 1925 was 9
per cent of gross earnings, while
flection of
But
ness.

stabilization

of

the

Storm
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WISCONSIN SETS RECORD "BIG PARADE" GROSSES

$1,012,1M AT ASTOR

THEATRE DEVELOPMENT

I Territory Closing Year of Consistent Draw of Film
Year's Run, Shown
Great Activity, Survey
By Figures
Emphasizes

in

Gross of "The Big Parade" at the
Astor, where yesterday it entered
its second year, totaled $1,012,134.20
up to Nov. 13, according to official
figures.
The figures emphasize the

Milwaukee^Although 1926 established a new record for theater development in this territory, the com-

ing year is expected to witness an
even greater activity.
During the
current year, it is estimated, $3,865,- steady drawing power of the picture,
000 was spent on theater develop- which has struck an average of around
$19,01)0 a week.
ment.
An interesting sidelight on the
Considerable of the 1926 development has been in the nature of re- earning power of the picture is demmodeling of theaters, thus bringing onstrated by the figures for the first
(Continued on Page 4)
them to a higher state of efficiency.
The three-cornered battle among
the Saxe circuit, Fischers Theaters
and Universal has been responsible
representPhiladelphia Theaters
for considerable of the development
ing an investment of more than $20,and plans for future development. 000,000 will be erected here, "The
With the single exception of Fond Exhibitor" says. Statement is made
(Continued on Page S)
that the Singer Sewing Machine Co.

Philadelphia

—

is

to

The first of three articles on
El-nest W. Fredman's impressions
of the American industry. This, the
first, he calls "So This Is Hollyto

Consider National
Merger of Theaters

—

of
Atlantic
City Pooling
independent theaters in a national

corporation to fight en-

croachments of big circuits vas
considered by the New Jersey
M.P.T.O., at a midnight session
last night. Jos. M. Seider, sponsor of the plan, declared he
would tour the country in its
interests.
Abouj 300 theaters
in New Jersey are available for
such a project.
Earlier Seider told the convention that he would not serve
again as president and also that
he is positively resigning as
business manager of the M.P.T.O.A.. Charges of intimidation
and coercion against the Stanley-Fox and the Stanley-Fabian
interests made at the afternoon

session were investigated at the

midnight meeting.

The annual

Preparations for "Laugh Month"
were made at a meetnig of the com-

handling the matter for the
Subject Advertising Assoc,

yesterday.

VITAPHONE SALES PLAN

Debut Tonight, Busies

Crew

of 1,250

Theater owners from many citie
have assembled in New York for th
opening tonight of the Paramoun
Rarely if ever in the history of th
industry has a theater opening a'
'd

*

I

the

so many notables.
stage is set for the opening

(

.000-seat theater.
irk

1

was being rushed yesterda

to put the finishing touches on th
building. Throughout the day, mar.

theater owners inspected the ne
house, which is to be the key cil
of the Publix circuit.
Scaffolding was still up yesterda;
as the crew of 1,250 workers pn

II

Company

Offers $75,000 for Sha
Novel as Vehicle for Tunney
and Dempsey

Gene Tunney

Co-starring of

SIMILAR TO PICTURES

ai

Jack Dempsey in a picture is plann(
will by Famous which company is seekii

is

M-G-M

Declares

Dividend

More Film

—

—

tonight.

House f o

to Prepare

Famous Dickering

Publicity

Dividend of one and three-quarter
Associated Press wires will soon
per cent on the preferred stock of carry more motion picture news as
Ince Plans "First Violin"
Hollywood Ralph Ince is planning M-G-Af has been declared by the plans are under way for the expanboard of directors. The dividend is sion of the nation-wide press organiIf the
to make "The First Violin."
plan is consummated, he will be in payable Dec. 15 to stockholders of zation's film news service, L. C.
Stratton told the A. M. P. A. at its
the peculiar position of being loaned record Nov. 27.
Stratton, who
luncheon yesterday.
to his own company, Ralph W. Ince
(Continued on Page 4)
Prod. He now is under contract to
Two Specials for B'way
F.B.O.
M-G-M is planning to put two of
specials on Broadway shortly,
its
Desberg Here
"Tell
It to the Marines," and "The
From
Canada
Here
Desberg, general manager of
Fred
The question to be Loew's Ohio Theaters, is in New
Fire Brigade."
A group of executives of the Fam- settled
now is in the theaters.
York.
ous Players Canadian Corp. is in
town.
N. I. Nathanson, managing
State Film Co. Formed
director is at the Ritz. Jack Arthur,
Menjou Back at Work
Charles S. Goetz, Sam Citron and
H. M.
presentations;
of
director
Hollywood Adolphe Menjou reThomas, Western division manager; Joseph Klein have formed the State
Clarence Robson, of the Eastern di- Film Co., with headquarters at 729 turned to work yesterday after a
brief respite enforced by a slight illvision and Harry Sedgwick who su- 7th Ave. The firm will be active in
ness.
Work was suspended on
as
other
well
films,
as
fight
pervises several Toronto theaters are producing
Here for the opening features. "Motherhood," now is be- "Blonde or Brunette," wliile he was
at the Astor.

Paramount

Rush

obtain screen rights to "Cash
Byron's Profession," George Be
nard Shaw novel.
Several wee'

to

THE FILM DAILY

ago,

announ

(Continued on Page 2)

—

Make "Laugh Month" Plans

of the

OE PARAMOUNT THEATEI

(Continued on Page 2)

Marketing of the Vitaphone
be handled in much the same manthe fourth in a series of
ner as films, with individual consix articles dealing with Canada.
tracts for each exhibitor.
The price
British Columbia is discussed.
The will be governed by conditions in
remaining articles will appear in each case, Harry M. Warner said
early issues.
yesterday.
He declined to indicate
Vancouver There are 125 theaters the cost of installation.
in British Columbia.
Vitaphone has 100 subjects preThe important towns are Van- pared at present, contracts for which
couver, Victoria, situated on Van- are being made with
exhibitors.
couver Island; New Westminster, Fifty machines will be ready for inof
Vanwhich is practically a suburb
stallation by Jan. 1.
(Continued on Page 4)

coast studios.

Cent

STAGE SET TOR OPENIN(

election takes place today.

125 Houses Total

This

(Continued on Page 2)

Short

is

here and to lease another.
reported preparing to erect
(Continued on Page 2)

"Where motion pictures are made
and where they eat, sleep and think
of nothing else but films, a wonderful

mittee

build

Fox

Fredman has returned from

his visit

Price 5

1926

backer of one house planned.

The Chanin Construction Co. plans

Hollywood

wood."

Boom

19,

I

ing distributed.

absent.

Levy-Mastbaum Conferring

—

Col. Fred Levy, h
been visiting the Stanley Company
offices.
While no definite stateme

Philadelphia

made

was

as

the

to

outcome

Levy's conferences with Jules Ma;
baum, it is understood that soi
strides were made toward reachi
a working agreement whereby t

Levy houses can be merged with
Stanley holdings.

Bach
W.

Sails

t

1

Wednesday

who

will become sa
for First National in Er
land, sails for the other side on t

A. Bach,

manager

George W^ashington Wednesday.

Add Another
Omaha, Neb.
stein,

Omaha

in

— Sam

Omaha

and Louis E

who

operate several Soi
houses, have purchased f

T
Corby, 15th and Corby Sts.
house was completed recently
Alexander Beck. Tbe Epsteins
associated with World Realty Cot
Coi
in
the Nebraska Theaters
which is planning a chain throug
;

out the state.

1

;

jf|

''

\i

THE

•^m

{Continued from Page

of

1)

with wonderful studios that have
reduced picture making to a fine art.

Paramount Theater

city

"To
roLXXXVIIINo43

FridiT. No*. 19.

1926

PriciSCints

W UlCOtlE

lOHN

Publisher

Publishrd daily except Saturday and holidaya
1650 llroadway, New York, N. Y., and
copvriRht (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc.
Alicoate. President and
J. W.
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau. llusiness and Advertising
Manager: Ralph Wilk. Traveling Hepresen
lalive.
Enteied as second class matter May

at

1918, at
Y., under

21,

\.

post office at New York.
act of Marcli 3, 1879.
free) United States, outsidr

tlie

tlie

Terms (PoslaKe
Greater New
months, $5 00;

York, $10.00 one year; 6

of

3 months, $3.00.
ForeiRn.
Suliscriliers should remit with order

$15 00.
Adilress

THE FILM

a

Britisher,

it

is

colossal.

(.Continued from Page 1)

communications to

pared to work through the night to
place the house in readiness for the

\'iewing the great studios of Famous,
opening.
^fetro, First National, Universal, Fox
The entire production department
mention
but
Artists,
to
and United
of Publix, headed by Frank Cambria,
a few, one's first impression is the
John Murray Anderson and Nathaniel
might efficiency of it all. This, my
Finston will be established in the
first visit to the seat of motion picParamount Building. The presentatures, at least convinced me how
tions which will eventually tour the
studios
are
the
pitifully inadequate
Publix wheel will be organized and
that we possess in Great Britain.
fashioned in the Paramount Building
Nothing I have seen anywhere comand will have their initial presentapares with Hollywood. And the outtion in the Paramount.
standing impression that it made on
evidence
my mind was that I saw no
of waste and extravagance, but in-

Boom

Philadelphia

Nothing of particular note occurred among
film stocks yesterday, except, perhaps, a general indication of staunchness in curb issues.
In this respect. American Seating, both pre'rrred and common, took an upward bound of
point apiece.
Famous turned over 4,700
-hares with no fluctuation in price; Locw's,
Inc. rose )< of a point on a trade of 1,700
shares, and Warners attracted the usual activity, though turn-over was slight compared
1

to

generally heavy exchanges.

its

stead,

imagine that under such ideal conditions with glorious sunshine pertaining at least ten months of the
year, with the best technical equipment in the world, there would be no
such thing as a bad picture.
Yet
\vith all these ideal conditions, Hollywood does not turn out anything

Hieh

Vtc.
Seat.
Seat. Pfd...

Am.
Am.

&

Eastman

Famous

Kodak

43'/,
43'/,

120J4 119^
1157^ lis

.

•Fam.

Players
Play. Pfd.

•Film

Inspect.

•First

44!/^

Low

& Katz..
Katz Vtc.

Balaban
Bal.

'•4H

.

NatT

121!/5

..

7

Pfd

Fox Film "A"...
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intem'l Project
Loew's, Inc

Metro Gold.

119M
115^

Pfd..

99

^W^
•

24

697^
2374

69^
23^

44W

45

P.

Cap.

Corp.

24!^

24^

14

14

•

•

rights to the boxing story, for whicflj
Famous has offered $75,000. As th<'
author has not definitely declined the
l-anious offer, asking for time ii

which
to

to consider
will be

tile

in

it,

deal

a

ity

all

closed,

probabil-l

according!

correspondent.

Reduction Printers Installed
reduce standard negative to

"I

To

m.m. size, Filmlab, Inc. has
two new optical reduction

The move is an
creasing demand

1(1

installecl

printers

f

indication of the in-[
for film by amateui|

photographers.

Lyon

Ben

In

Indianapolis

—

Ben Lyon
Indianapolis
personal appearances here.

is

niakiug|

OUR'

COMM
HAL ROACH

New York

Presents

today.

HIS RASCALS

Max

Pathecomejy

You

FEATHERS

the

1.700

100

at the Famous studio, one of the
efficient
on the coast and

200
300

literally

amazed

at the

immense

FREE

most

was

care
Pathe Exch. "A" 3TA
37
37
that is taken with a story before it
Paramount B'way 97 >A 97 '4 97 '4
10
goes into the director's hands. The
ttRoxy Units ... 33
31'/,
elimination process and the variou.s
ttRoxy Common .. U'A 11
Skouras Bros. ... SO
50
SO
departments which deal with the
••Stan. Co. of Am
86^4
scenario after the rights of a play
7 '4
Trans-Liix Screen.
100
7^
7i4
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
.... or novel have been bought, would
9654
•Universal Pictures.
38
lead any casual observer into the beWarner Pictures.. 37
3SH 3 6 '4 5,100
Warner Pict. "A' 47K A6'A A6>A 8,400 lief that each and every picture must,
of necessity, be a great screen enter• Last Prices Quo led
t Bon d Mar ket
•• Philadelphia Market
tainment.
But how often they flop,
tt Bid and Ask
which goes to show that the screen
Luncheon for Col. Joy
must, if it is to progress, have its
As a testimonial to Col. Jason Joy own special writers who sensing the
f the
Hays orRanization, a luncheon needs of the vast populace to which
was tendered him yesterday at the motion pictures appeal, will employ
Town Hall, with Will H. Hays as their gifts to cater to that appeal.
one of the speakers. Joy leaves the From a studio point of view, I should
middle of next week for Hollywood, say, Hollywood has little or nothing
where he will assume charge of the to learn from the rest of the world.
department of industrial and public There has been brilliant camera work
relations fostered by the producers' over
the
past
few
years
from
orRanization.
Germany but Hollywood has taken
In speakini? of the establishment that lesson very seriously to heart.
of the department. Hays cTiaractcrized The big organizations set out to reit as
the greatest step yet taken to pair their mistakes.
If they consider
bring about a better understanding their studio accomodation is inand better relations between the in- adaquate, they merely buy more land,
dustry and the public.
Col. Joy, he erect vast stages and make their
explained, will receive and investigate studios even more efficient. That is
complaints and suggestions.
why it is all so mighty."
.M.

is

Quigley, publisher and
editor of "Exhibitor's Herald," Chi-

—

13

45-4
24 Vd
14/,

to a copyright dis

"The New York Times,'
demanding $100,000 for the screeij
to

J.

cago, arrives in

t

can have the finest studios
Taylor Sailing
world, the best artists, the
John Taylor of Inter-Ocean, LonSales finest directors, but how pitifully they don, sails on the Majestic at midDirected By /^OBifiTMcOOWAfl
3,000 all break down if the story value is
night tonight.
2,500
not there. And despite its mammoth
organization and astonishing care that
Dallas Has New Suburban House
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
300 is devoted to the making
of enterDallas, Tex.
The Dal-Sec, a new
for all Pathecomedies at you*
4,700
taining films, a vast percentage do sulmrban theater has opened.
Exchange.
not ring the bell.
"I went through the entire pre5"^^^^<!^ (T'Vfl^^fT) 5^'^^^<^ (T^fl^^^ (T^^^^^ <r>^^^^ (TM^^^
700
200 liminary process of making pictures
in

Close
44'A
44^i
63
73 '4

Shaw, according
patch

Weiss Returning Tomorrow
\Veiss arrives from Europe
like 100% box office attractions. That on the Bcrengaria tomorrow.
is where the human element comes
in.

Quotations

(Continued from Page 1)
ed that such plans were under con

Quigley Here
Martin

1926

sideration.

(Continued from Piuic 1)
saw studios equipped to the
DAILY, 1650 llroadway. New York, N. Y last word in efficiency being run in20-story
office and theater building
a
Phone Circle 4736 4737 4738-4739. Cable ad
dress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood telligently and with the whole of the costing about $5,000,000. Probably it
California— Harvey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
personnel, whether it be carpenter or will be located at 17th and Market
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash- artist, engaged in making screen enSts.
Another report says that the
ington 9794, London — Ernest \V. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., tertainment for the world.
Shuberts will remodel their local
London, \V. I., Paris — La Cinematographic
"The vast acreage that the studios property and erect a theater and ofFrancaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.
embrace is amazing. The stupendous fice building. Construction is under
stages that arc their main feature, im- way on the new Erlanger at 21st and
press a visitor from England tremen- Market Sts.
At Kensington Ave.
dously.
And the vast organization and Cumberland St.. on the site of
necessary for the making of motion the old People's, the Stanley Co.
Financial
One would will put up a theater.
pictures is astonishing.
all

19,

Famous Dickering

Stage Set for Opening

Hollywood

November

Friday,

DAILY

Club Mirador
the

New York

rendezvous

^l>low

MAURICE

Presenting

ELEANORA AMBROSE

and

€leanora's American
successes

of Stage and Screen

of^ celebrities

Debut

after

a

series

of sensational

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA
'Direct

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season
E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 West 51st Street,

New York

.

'Director

Phone Circle 5106

Now

Ready
THE

XXVIII

for Bookingl

f

INTERNATIONAL

Eucharistic
Congress
of Chicago
Presented by His Eminence

Qeorge^ Cardinal Mundelein

A

Picture for All Humanityl

r

JOLSON THEATRE,
NEW YORK; ILLINOIS THEATRE,
CHICAGO; BOSTON OPERA HOUSE
As shown

at the

and other important
'V ^HIS

great

spectacle

—

V

— an

eight

theatres.

reel

drama of reality brings a reaction
such as no mere dramatic production
inspires.

From the standpoint of the theatre

[
1

one of the greatest films in a score of
years. Packed Jolson's Theatre, New York
City, for two weeks with the most enthu^
siastic audience ever assembled and brought
forth continuous rounds of applause.
Metropolitan critics unanimously acclaimed it as « triumphant achievement.
it is

To

Exhibitors
interested in

this film are directed

to inquire of the
branch exchanges of

the Trade
Please note that

Corporation

booking

Pox Film CorporatiDiv
Fox Film

does

ticipate in the profits

the physical distributors

not par-

and booking

accruing

agents.

from the exhibition or the
sale of this picture.

[.

.1

i

m
f

3

And Thafs That
By FlllL M.

DALY

WlLCHINSKl

MARTHA

of

the

Capitol lias apparently garnered
as a radio entertainer as well as
writer of high-powered publicity
1
\nA spdendid poetry. The other day
hand-embroidered
a
received
she
handkerchief from a Massachusetts
-esident who signs herself the "Wee
aiiic

The admirer
of Worcester."
lad enjoyed Martha's recitations over
the radio a few months ago and ex-

Lady

sressed her appreciation in this

man-

ler.

(Continued from Page

available

Queen Marie,

testifies.

Columbia is
maining source

runs

first

Famous

Players

also operate
following towns:
Nanaimo, Trail, Nelson, Revelstoke,

theaters

and
in

Some of the kids must have
doubled up on seats, he explains.

man may be deprived of his
ieer in this country but to be comjelled to forego his goulash is too

A

nuch, according to Alexander Kor-

Hungarian

ia,

director,

who

raised

great rumpus until Ellis Island
I
officials admitted his veteran cook.
football greats appear

Two former
II

Nat Levine's

serial,

"The Golden

Lefty Flynn
Vale) and Burr Mcintosh ((Prince-

^tallion."

They

are

More Film

Publicity

{Continued from Pagt

1)

Deweese
the

'

register and this case toria.
The one peculiarity about British
disposed of through the dis.rging of the man implicated. The Columbia film situation is that it
In a
\ssociated Press is only interested in is a spot booking territory.
he news value of the stories it re- great many cases the exhibitors have
Stratton said, and even if not been educated to the spot bookeives,
The
here is an clement of advertising ing and group buying policy.
".ntaincd, the article is sent out pro- result of this is clearly shown in the
wling the advertising is outweighed uncertain and rapidly varying busiThe Associated Press ness of the various distributors.
the news.
to

-.

its

members with about

mail each week,
stories by
Victor M. Shapiro
tratton stated.
iiroduced the speaker.

The double

quartet from the

"Beau

prologue sang "The Foreign
Ljion Song," "In the Middle of the
^h\," "Bye-Bye Blackbird" and "I
>.in't Mind Being All Alone."
>tc"

"It"

—
Hollywood "It."

Elinor

tarring vehicle,
rday.

of

office

supplies the

The only town

any importance

this territory
City. The usual

in

located in Dawson
practice among the distributors is to
ship this exhibitor a quantity of film
in the early fall before the ice comes,
which supplies him for the entire
winter, and the film is returned in
the spring.
is

Glyn's Columbia are

production for Paramount in
everal years and Clara Bow's first
rst

The Vancouver
Yukon Territory.

The following

Completed

DAILY TIPS WHICH

M£AN DOLLABS FOB SUOWHEN

"The Four Horsemen"

A-Q-M)

'I

was learned that neither programs nor score cards had been arIt

the Weber Collegefootball game, which suggested the distribution of a novelty
announcement at the gates of the
college stadium.
This consisted of
an envelope lettered "Today's Best
Inside was a card readnig.
Bet."
' 'The
Four
Horsemen'
starniiK

ranged for at

Montana

Valentino and Alice
Parainount-Enipress

— Eiiimett

Terry

Now

at

tlK
'

PIa.\

Sorg, Paraiiiouiit,

iii^;.

o^dm.

Utah.

"Take

It

From Me"

(Universal)
Invited

the staff of the largest

all

department store in the city to the
opening performance.
There were

The

63 of them.

i4m

was a

result

"Big Parade" Grosses
$1,012,134

Astor

.

:

lupplying

^r

section.

Columbia possesses one
British
third of the total forest resources of
Canada, of which 50 per cent is loThe
Vancouver Island.
cated in
total value of forest production in
1924 was in excess of $80,000,000.

Alma.

connected with the organization's Graiiby Mining Co., Powell River
.ilni department, substituted for Kent
and Ocean Falls, pulp and paper
'."ooper, general manager, who was
towns of considerable importance.
ible to be present.
Twenty-five to thirty per cent of
the
complimented
speaker
The
the total revenue from the territory
•ublicity and advertising men for the
and in the case of some distributors
alibre of the matter they are sending
this percentage may even be higher,
one
Only
on
he Associated Press.
lasion has the association had a is obtained from Vancouver and Vic-

,000

1926

story
it in it news sections of the
about
grown to be an important factor in
newspapers, and the store reciprosubsequent runs. This circuit opercated by giving one entire window
at
the
theaters,
live
ates
for an exploitation display.
In ad(Continued from Page 1)
Grandview, Kerrisdale, Regent and
dition the picture had 63 boosters
picture's
run
when
half-Week
of
the
Windsor.
Also ran a cobut $5,499 was taken in at the box during the run.
The erection of a first-run house in office. The following week, how- operative advertising page in StarV^ancouver by this circuit is also reEach
ever, the receipts jumped to $19,- Journal with unusual contest.
ported.
863.70.
The high record of the year ad carried a part of a cut of RegiIn addition the Berry circuit operate was reached in the week which ended nald Denny's head. Twelve ads conthe Kitsilaiio theater in Vancouver Jan. 2, when %2i,7Zi was grossed. tained the whole head
First prize
which is in opposition to the Langer An extra show New Year's Eve was for best completed head was a Hollytheater, the Alma, and also theaters responsible for this increase.
wood Doll Stage. 100 Reginald Denin
Vernon, Kamloops, Chilliwack,
Week to week figures of the pic- ny paper dolls with four changes of
Kelowna and Pentictpn.
clothing were distributed to other
ture's run are:
winners. Twenty-tive merchants disHALF WEEK ENDING
The rnajority of the balance of the
cards duplicating a school
towns left are very small, being min- Nov. 21, 1925
$ 5,499.00 played
slate.
Three slates started out with
WEEK ENDING
ing villages, small agricultural centres,
19,863.70 the words "Take It from Me," follumbering points and fishing centres. Nov. 28
19,968.00 lowed by "It's a real bargain."
5
This
Some of the towns are owned and Dec.
19,833.00
Liec.
12
advertised
some particular article
companies
engaged
operated by the
19,767.00
Dec. 19
Busi20,010.00 that the store specialized in.
in the industry of that particular secDec.
26
23.733.00 ness tremendous.
Seitz, Star,
tion, such as Anyox, owned by the Jan. 2, 1926

-

iiplaint

Pass

Canadian Nest

North Vancouver, and the Broadway
in Vancouver City.
Pete Egan
:laims the "pack 'em in" championIn the city of Vancouver the Langer
On a Saturday mat- circuit in a short period of time has
;hip of Canada.
nee with "Sparrows," 2,130 persons
the house, whose capacity

Cascara

Victoria the situation is also Bark.
similarly tied up, with the circuit and
In the Okaiiagan Valley there is
Deweese operating the Capitol, Dom- extensive fruit growing, as well as
In New a great production of celery and
inion and Royal Victoria.
There are also
Westminster there are two individ- kindred vegetables.
ually owned theaters, but in Prince large supplies of coal, particularly
Rupert there is only one.
in Vancouver Island and the Crow's

of the Capitol, Regina,

.vere in
s 1,365.

equal

country

of supply of

19,

,

is

British

size

November

15,000

.

In

is

Hal Howe

about

Columbia
Switzer'ands, which

In

1)

is

In to 24
Rupert.
Prince
and
couver,
great deal in topo\aiKouver City the Famous Players it resembles a population, according
The
Canadian Circuit operate the Capitol graphy.
census of 1921, is 525,000.
W. P. Deweese to the
and Dominion.
of Vancouver Island
population
The
operates the Strand and Rex in conThe estimated popuis about 117,00.
In adjunction with the circuit.
lation in 1924 was about 554,000.
dition to these the Colonial and the
There are about 12,000,000 acres
I'antages, the latter a combination- of agricultural land available. British
house, are the only other
policy
practically the sole re-

being royally treated
The
At Indianapolis last Circuit
these days.
to
given
dinner
a
attended
he
light

Ben Lyon

its adjacent islands,
square miles.

125 Houses Total

Friday,

Vancouver

facts about
interesting:

Island,

of the province,

is

which

British
is

part

285 miles long and

was completed yes- ranges from nine to 86 miles wide.
The area of Vancouver Island with

Jan.
J

an.

Jan.
Jan.

teb.
ieb.

20,700 OJ

20,3.i0.00

Sandusky, O.

23
30
6

20,032. UO
20,579.00

"3

13

20,480.00
20,234.00
20,592.00
20,288.00
20.236.00
20,023.00
20,001.00
20,025.00
20,i02.00
20,0i5.00
19,506.00
19,424.00
18,902.50
19,163.30
19,502.00
19,549.50

20,-t32.00

20
27

I'cb.

Feb.

March
6
March 13
March 20
March 27
April
April
April
April

May
May
May

3

10
17

24
1

8
15

luay

22
29

May
June
June
June
June

5
12
19

26

July
July
July
July
July

3

10
17

24
31

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

7

14
21

28

Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

4
11

18

25
2
9
16

23
30
Nov.
6

Nov.

— Wm.

9
16

13

Total

19,62/.:)0

19,433.00
19,334.00
19,427.50
18,584.00
18,391.00
18,724.00
18,2j3.50
18,768.50
19,006.00
19,348.00
20,078.00
20,291.00
20,000.00
20,056.00
19,734.00
19,356.00
19.43« nn
19,177.00
2U,uo».uO
18,7^3.00
18,871.00
18,739.00
18,838.00

$1,012,134.20

Bad Men"
(Fox)

A

teaser campaign was started one
week prior to the opening, consisting of a series of "ads" one column,
three inches deep, in all local newspapers, the final break coming with
one four column, nine inches deep,
in form of an open letter to all theater-goers of the city. To back this,

ptli

campaign was launched
which consisted in billing two hundred half sheets, one hundred one
twenty-five
three and six
sheets,
sheets, five twenty-four sheets and
For
three hundred window cards.
street ballyhoo got oift two real at-

a lithograph

tention
attractors.
One ballyhoo
was a truck with two twenty-four
The
sheets mounted on each side.
other consisted of three men dressed
as the three bad men in the picture.
I'-ach man had a banner on his back
and rode a horse about Altoona.
Larry Jacobs, Olympic, Altoona, Pa.
Site for New Chicago House
Chicago Property at 6400 Irving
Park Blvd. has been purchased by
Nathan Wolf, Morris Reingold, Salo
Auerbach and Maurice A. Choynski

!•?

Kt!

Buy

—

I

for $92,000 as a site for a theater.

1
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Wisconsin Sets Theater
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Development Record
(.Continued

"CVvv*-

"Looks
ous
hot

like

Fam-

has sneaked a
one
over
in

"We're

in the Navy
Now". Rarely has
any comedy in the
lil

old

such

Rialto caused
a

along
Make

the

commotion
Broadway.
good old

American

public

laugh at good clean
comedy, says we. and
you can't go wrong
at

the

merry B.O."

Irench Offering Films
HdiingtoH Bureau of

—

THE FILM UAH.)

\'ashington The Centril M. P.
Stcs of the French Ministry of
vrirulture has ju.st reopened for the
'se
of landing free of charge

from Page

1)

du Lac, this development has all
been of a healthy and constructive
nature and Wisconsin, which has
been sadly behind the times in the
theaters,
matter of up-to-date
is
rapidly forging ahead and by the
end of 1927 should stand favorable
comparison with any other state of
sinn'lar

population in the country.

Probably the most notable event
was the opening at Fond du Lac of
the Fond du Lac, Fischer house, and
the Retlaw, operated by Saxe.
The
two houses were erected in a building race between the two firms. To
keep pace with this development, the
Garrick was remodeled at a cost of
The two new houses rep$25,000.
resent an investment which approximates $1,000,000 and although they
be showing a loss,
due to the heavy overhead, encouraging gains in business indicate the
houses soon will be "out of the red."
declared

are

Next

to

importance in the terriOshkosh, where both Saxe
and Fischer are building. The Saxe
so-called propaganda films, ac- house is expected to open in Febliing to a coiiiniunication issued by ruary,
with the Fischer house to be
I'rench Minister of Agriculture, opened
next
summer.
Madison,
IKk' Commissioner, G. R. Canty, where Fischer for
some time has conisos the Dep"t of Commerce.
trolled the situation, also is to have
'hese films cover a wide range of a new Saxe house, work on which
~i i'cts.
such as the best customs has just got under way.
modern and remunerative methIn Milwaukee, Saxe Enterprises
'>f exploitation of the
earth and has fortified its position through
tory

FIRST AID
Throughout 1927 to the Mentally
Tired

Motion

1001

Picture

Exploiteer

Exploit''0''Graitis

inH

AN IDEA FOR EVERY PICTURE
in the

in

is

'

[

I'

i

animals; hunting; fishing; public,
and infantile hygiene; the

It

ividual,

I

identification and treatof diseases; transformation of
ducts of the earth; preservation of
i>
ftdstufifs and alterable products, and
iiition,

\

1

erection of the Tower, pre-release
suburban house, and is building three
additional houses of the same type

Miit

in

packing, transportation and sellThe list comprises, in addition, a
^^ies of natural, chemical and physic;
sciences, botany, physiology and
a:;mal
anatomy,
and radioscopy,
wh slow and rapid views, etc. CoIcial
films,
the
statement
says
fither, can be obtained from Colonia agencies.
mportant agricultural or economi-

on the South Side; Ambassador, on
the East Side, and another not yet
named.
Sam Pylet, who operates
the Hollywood, Milwaukee, is building a theater in Shorewood, fashionable suburb with 9,000 population,
which for years resisted attempts to
build a theater.
Ernest Langemack
is completely remodeling his Colonial,
Milwaukee, and shortly after
Jan. 1, Universal will open the Venetian, which will furnish competition
to Saxe's Savoy and Tivoli.
In the Upper Michigan peninsula,

tlir
11

.

c;

companies, moreover, can ask the

authorities for the loss or
the purchase of these agricultial films put out by certain agric tural.
industrial
or
commercial
P'iper

en

C'lcerns.

the city.

These

are:

the

Palaza,

1927 Film
Year Book
ONE OF

lOOI SUBJECTS

EACH OF COMPEIXIN6 INTEREST

circuit has announced a
for Marquette. Universal
also is planning to enter that city,
as well as Escanaba, also a Delft
stronghold.
new house has just
opened at Menominee, just across
the state line from Marinette, Wis.,

the

Delft

new house

A

Four Simultaneous Openings
The Winning of Barbara Worth"
Al
o;ns in four key cities at the same Where Saxe has three houses.
tjie.
The New York run will be at Picker, who controls the Rex and
tl
tl

Mark Strand; the Chicago run at Rialto at Ironwood,
Orpheum; the St. Louis Detroit new theater.

e?agement
27th and

tj

o the 28th.

at Loew's State all on
at the Madison, Detroit
.

is

building

a

Racine is to have a new theater
sponsored by Universal in association with Friedman Bros.
Kenosha
is
another city where Universal is

Saxe.
At
Wausau, Frank Welter, who operIrhree widely read novels and three ates the Opera House is planning to
Ifcessful plays went into the mak- build a new theater to better comof the six pictures added to the pete with Saxe's Wausau, which was
Tx
schedule
for
December and completely remodeled during the
building in opposition to

More Fox Releases

luary.

novels are "Summer Bache5;" "One Increasing Purpose" and
he Last Trail."
"The Auction,"
"The Monkey Talks," and

The

the Sewing Machine
the three stage plays.

;rtha,

Girl"

Marshfield and Steven's Point
year.
also are to get new theaters.
Fischer is building a new house at
Portage, which is scheduled to be
completed around Jan. 1, and is planning to build at Viroqua and Richland

Center.
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A Great Industry
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Great Publix Achievement

Paramount Theater has opened, marking
THE
an epochal event in motion picture progress.
In this issue appears a special section devoted to
this tremendous undertaking.

Eastern Studios
Hollywood Ne-ws
Theater Equipment

Know^ Your Ow^n
Industry

and

AU

the News All
the Time

HOT TIP

#

from one mana^r
to another

•teing
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LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA

GEO. M. DILLON
729

NOVEMBER

SEVENTH AVE.

7,

1926

NEW YORK CITY

PREVIEWED CORPORAL KATE LAST NIGHT AT JENSENS
MELROSE THEATRE TO AN AUDIENCE OF TWELVE HUNDRED
PEOPLE WHO WERE SWAYED HYSTERICALLY BETWEEN
LAUGHTER AND TEARS. YOU CAN PASS THE WORD ALONG
TO THE REST OF THE BOYS TO TAKE MY WORD FOR IT
IS A NATURAL. IT IS NOT ONLY A GREAT AND TIMELY
NOVELTY BUT IT IS CLEAN CUT SURE FIRE COMEDY AND
POWERFUL DRAMA.
REGARDS.
L.

W. W£IR

ERA/(E/iVOID5
\5Corporal K^te
with

Julia Faye and

A

Kenneth Thomson

PAUL SLOAN E

Production

From the. story by Zelda Sears andMarion Orth
Scenario by

Albert Shelby Lc Vino »'

DIRECTED BY PAUL SLOANE
Produced by De Mille Pictures Corporation

RELEASED BY

PRODUCEKS DISTKIBUTING COKPORATION
F. C.

MUNROE.

RAYMOND

Pr«idtnt
PAWLEY, Vice-President «nd Tre.surer
C. FLINN. Vice-President and General Manager
Foreiin Distributor. Producers Inrernation.l Corporation.
130 West 46th Street, N. Y., WILLIAM M. VOCEL. General Manage,
Member of Motion Piccuit Prodoceti «nd Dliti<but0li of Amtrlo, Inc.
WILL

JOHN

H HAYS.
.
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JOHN W.

Famous
Cocoanut
Grove

Electricians

ALICOATE,

Established \9l%
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Automatic Release
Screw Driver that solves the
Problems of the Mechanic

^

INDEX

*E

— Holds screw tight while screw
driver works.
2 — Only one hand
used for
1

PAGE

THE PARAMOl

KT. an

editorial,

Kann

by Maurice D.

3

FINANCIAL

DEVELOF-JCMS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur IV. Eddy
EXPLOIT-O-CRAMS
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
SPECIAL PARAMOUNT THEATER SECTION
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, by Harvey E. Gausman
EA.STERN STUDIO NEWS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph
PROJECTION PROGRESS, by Percival A. McGuire
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,
THE WEEK IN HEADLINES

AND THAT'S THAT,

is

tightening or
removing o{ screw and washers,
while other hand is free to

Phil

M.

5

6

8-17-18

9-16
19

20

Wilk.. 21
22'

by Michael L. Simmons

23

24
24

Daly's Observations

and

holding

4

perform any other work.
Adaptable for inaccessible places.
Prevents loss of screw.
4
5
Indispensable for assembly
work, projection machine
trouble, motors, etc.
6— "SCROO-GRIPP" is the ideal
screw driver and the only one
having the automatic releas3

—
—

ing feature.

— Made in three convenient
6", 8" and 10" long.
8 — Handle
made of insulating
7

sizes:

special Nights

Tuesday

REVIEWS

is

material, thereby
enabling "SCROO-GRIPP"
Driver to be used safely for

composition

and Saturday.
PAGE

College Night Every
Friday.

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

PAGE

17
A REGULAR SCOUT
THE CITY
8
THE SILENT LOVER
THE DESERT'S TOLL
8
THE EAGLE OF THE SEA
UPSTAGE
17
THE WINNING WALLOP
HIS NEW YORK WIFE
SHORT SUBJECTS
18

electrical
1"
8
8

work.
6-8-10 inches.

Price $i.50 per set of 3 sizes.

ALBENSOL MFG. CO.
1841 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

17

De Vry

CLUB

Movie Camera

MIRADOR

Photo
Engraving

— the

holds 100 feet

New York

rendezvous

of celebrities of the Stage

and Screen

Standard Theatre Size Film

Now
and

costs

MAURICE &L
ELEANORA AMBROSE

Specialists

$I50

to the

Motion Picture
Industry

Eleanora's American Debut

A

professional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

managers.

after

a

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANAROS ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
Direct from

DAY AND NIGHT

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

250

West
NEW

54th Street

YORK

Telephone: Columbui 4I4I-2'J

on your

screen!

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation -Dept. 3-1111 Center St., Chicago

Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

Preseinting

Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 W.Slst

St.

Director

N.Y.— Circle 5106
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fOR WALKOUT AT 26 WEEKS EOR PU6LIX

:S

DIOS BEING

DRAWN

PRESENTATION ACTS

Rushed to Comple- Shows Open At Paramount
ion as Deadline Set
Then Make Tour Cross
By Unions Nears
Country
Angeles

— Lines

are

being

The opening of the new Paramount Friday night marks the forging of another link in the Publix
chain which will be nation-wide in
another year.
New theaters are being added to the circuit without in-

are not inclined to terruption.
s the threatened strike, or if
For the Publix shows, 26 weeks
o they scout any serious danger are planned.
By the end of 1927,
eup at the studios. They point this ambition will be realized if prese
amicable relations existing ent construction plans are carried
;n various companies and em- out.
The Paramount becomes the
and predict a refusal by the key house of the presentation circuit.
cians to join in a walkout.
In With the opening of the Texan theairent of a
strike, however, it ter, San Antonio, the Metropolitan,
be actively opposed by the Houston, and the new Saenger, New
(Continued on Page 18)
(.Continued on Page 18)
lio

officials

schanics

Get Raise

conferences

:r

extending over

onths, wage differences between
n studios and electricians, propnen and grips were adjusted
when the union men were
d an increase of $1 per day.
will now receive $9 a day as a
um, with a top of $13 per day.
'

PARAMOUNTMAKESBOW

$70,000 Weekly

IS

for the impending strike of
technicians.
As the Dec. 1
tie approaches, the strike threat
unions, is assuming a serious

Price 25 Cents

Publix officials are of the
opinion that the new Paramount will gross on an average
of $70,000 per week. The auditorium proper seats 4,000. The
Grand Lobby will be roped off
in sections and is expected to
accommodate 2,000. Control of
seats will be handled by an
electrical switchboard operating from the theater proper to
a second board in the lobby.
Patrons will be advised by
ushers of the seating accommo-

AS KEY PUBLIX HOUSE
Ideal of

Marking the
which

toward

,

at

mm

for

"Laugh Month"

Grimm

H.
of

the

has been placed in
advertising and pub-

the

State

and

city

officials

Its

spacious

to

capacity.
and leaders

every branch of the industry were
embraced in the invited audience of
in

4,000

which participated in the dediAt the last minute and in or-

cation.
der to
quests,

week.

standees.

Shuberts Seek Studio

accommodate
Publix

They

pressing reissued
tickets
for
were there in num-

ber.

The

To Appeal "Tangle"

E. B. Hatrick, general

manager

of

The Paramount

Hippo-

:

Adolph

years,

circumstances.
auditorium was filled

at Peoria,
also has

Kankakee,
idded.
New houses are planDecatur, Quincy and Rock-yric,

for

The opening of the theater culminShuberts are dickering for ated a year's race against time, durof the Cosmopolitan Stu- ing which seemingly insurmountable
Cameramen Accept Charter purchase
dio.
No deal has as yet been closed, obstacles were overcome. In its deThe Motion Picture Photograph- it is stated, although negotiations are
(Coyitinued on page 7)
ers Ass'n has accepted a charter from said to be in the final stage.
There
the International Association of The- is a report that the studio, or parts
ater State Employes. Union cards of it, would be used as a warehouse
will be distributed to the members by the Shuberts.
Calling upon the national organizaHowever, in event
at the weekly meeting Monday. The the deal goes through, it is expect- tion to solve
the "arbitration tangle,"
association now also embraces "still" ed that the plant will be continued New Jersey
theater owners recomphotographers.
as a studio.
mended that appeal be made to the

more planned.
Houses purare the Orpheum, Palace,

Lyceum and Apollo

realization of the ideal

ious

dations made available through
departures.
Through the overflow in the
lobby, Publix dbes not consider it improbable that the
gross may touch $90,000 each

—

Majestic, Duchess,

is

Zukor has
Paramount
opened Friday night under auspicstriven

International Film Corp., could not
Start Second Next Month
hundred men, affiliated with M.
reached yesterday for a statement.
be
proSwanson
Gloria
second
The
jdio Mechanics Local 52, are
d by the increase, which is re- duction for United Artists will go
"StrogofT" Opens Dec. 5
into production next month, accordve to Nov. 1.
"Michael Strogoff," Universal
ing to present plans. It is unlikely
originally special, opens at the Cohan Dec. 5
story,
that the Russian
on a long run policy.
Expansion Continues
planned will be used.
ago
Expansion of Great
Balaban & Katz subsidiary,
ng continued.
Nine theaters
been purchased recently with

3n,

Adolph Zukor

Realized with Opening
of Theater

THE

Arbitration Society of America and
the U. S. Chamber of Commerce to
arbitrate the situation existing in the
industry.
Ninety theater owners representing 250 theaters of the state, attended
the two day sessions, and endorsed
a proposal to pool interests of independent exhibitors throughout the
nation
to
compete with theater
chains.
Leon Rosenblatt was named
president, upon refusal of Joseph M.
Seider to be a candidate for re-election.

Gilbert Coming East
John Gilbert is en route to New
York and will spend Thanksgiving
here. He will star in "Twelve Miles

industry will feel inordinately proud of the new Para- Out," when he returns
to the Coast.
mount. And well it might. Rearing its truly majestic
head high over Times Square, this forty-story structure
David Loew Returns
David Loew, vice president in
stands as mute evidence of the heights which this industry of
charge of the booking department of
M-G-M, returned Saturday on the
Berengaria, after several weeks in
Europe.

ours has reached.

For Paramount and the executives of that organization it
mean considerably more. The Paramount theater has been
talked about, planned for and deliberated over for years.
The
Meller In Talking Film?
history of this splendid enterprise, which is monumental in scope,
V Export Firm Formed
Raquel Meller is reported to have
is told in some detail elsewhere in this edition.
It embodies all
dard Advertising Equipment
been engaged by Fox for a talking
the hopes and all the ambitions of Adolph Zukor and his assohas been formed by Roy
film.
:ampaign for "Laugh Month,"
is to be observed during Janu-

ler

in

rg.

port
I^orp.

association with J. H.
firm will handle
department of Standard

The new

will

ciates.
It

was long months before
Mr. Zukor wanted

crete form.

this vision

a theater

now

realized took con-

which would be symbolic

(Continued on page 4)

"Beau Geste" Opening

—

Los Angeles "Beau Geste"
open Nov. 23 at the Forum.

is

to

4
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P. A. A. Ball

ball

to

Temple, Nov.

given

be

at

Me

under the auspi
of the Athletic Ass'n will be
t
together of motion picture piu
and their friends. An entertainm
program has been arranged by
committee, consisting of Wm. I
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of which it plays
once of his organization and of the industry
his idea
was
perfection
such a vital part, The acme of
over two years
For
being.
into
sTowTy"the Paramount came
Then
conferences.
were
There
plans.
architects were active on
con- llvaine, president of the Associati
actual
that
ago
year
barely
a
came revised plans. It was
and representatives of ten conipai*
building.
monster
stands
a
there
Now
struction got under way.
Athletic trophies won by vargj
;i

at
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The job

is

completed.
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Francaise.

Rue
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of speculathe minutest detail, the stage was set. The element
be done
could
thing
a
such
as
completely
tion was removed as
made
were
changes
The
nature.
this
of
in handling a big project
on
knowledge
full
a
With
riveted.
was
on paper before a bolt
actual
other
on
the
procedure
on
accord
complete
one hand and a

was launched.

Trading in film issues showed a little more
An
than in the few preceding days.
unusual amount of activity centered on Amer-

ican Seating, the common turning over 8,600
point drop, while the preshares to a
Pathc
ferred climbed >4 on a 4.200 trade.
Exchange "A" won I 'A points on an exWarner
both
change of 3.600 shares, and
points on some fairly brisk
stocits rose
bidding.
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A New
The Paramount,

yoii

can accomplish that which,

course, be the key house of the
determined that this house shall be a nationwill,

Mar ket
.nul A V

think of

are thhik'nig of

T E B B 1 N S
SiiecinliHta m Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

1540

W.

Stehbins

&

Broadway
Hry.int 3040

He

is starring in
his o
story "Slow Down" uni
the direction of Mel Brown.

tracks.
original

"Wedlock"

Script

Completed

Kenton

Universal

Starts

City

1

n
fri

Al:

Second
Kenton

— Erie

work on the second of a
of'Andy Gump" comedies

started
ies

release

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

\^'

1:

sji
«

by Universal.

Springfield

House

to

—

i

Reopen
Winches

Springfield, Mass.
Theaters soon will reopen the Stra
which has been remodeled and re>
Phil Lavine is manager.
vated.

i,

,,

,1;

of

more Publix

San Antonio will have its Texan; Houston- its Metrotheaters.
politan, and New Orleans, its Saenger. The Publix de luxe chain
is steadily wending its way further South and further West.
perhaps less the unit shows will cover twenty-six
In a year
In
weeks. On all sides you find evidences of this expansion.
Omaha, the new Blank house will house Publix presentations,
Still more deals are under way.
Jacksonville may be another.
All of them are being designed so that the Publix name can
reach a maximum growth in all sections of this broad land.

—

tti.

For
Every
Exhibitor

KANN

S

Arthur

—

Universal City Reginald De:
has left for three weeks' location
various California automobile r;

in

Publix Link

In a short space of time there will be three

INSURANCE
l/ou

llil

—

—

When

Denny on Location Trip

The Publix of Tomorrow
5,600
12,400

illK

Publix circuit. It is
Wittenberg Theater Burns
wide institution. The country has been blanketed by an East
Wittenberg, Wis. Kersten's Op
In almost 400 theaters, trailers House was completely destro}
to West trail of 24 sheet stands.
That there will be national advertising in which through a fire in a barn nearby.
are running.
the Paramount will enter largely is not at all improbable.

50
87

llond
ni,l

man

rational

500

13

Project.

Hros

5,200

properly inspired, a

.

Loew's. Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp.
V •
Kxch. "A".
iMunt B'way
!
Units ...
y

Skouras

400

.

The film companies represented
Fox, Famous, First National, U:
Artists,
Universal, Pathe, Waj
Bros., Prod. Dist. Corp., Hirlai
and Consolidated.

responsible for

is

moment, seems impossible.
When the opening apFie was on the job day after day.
finished those limitto
get
managed
he
proached, by driving force
was a stuFranklin's
done.
to
be
remained
less things which
success
seemed
often
it
where
succeeded
That
he
pendous task.
ability.
his
permanency
to
definite
lends
grasp
was beyond

a

Quotations

ticipate.

making the dream come true. The terrific
Hollywood— Gertrude
Orr
energy expended by him so that he might turn over his charge completed an adaptation and
at the appointed hour made itself felt by all those who labored doing the script on "Wedlock"
on the structure. He turned architect, mechanic, draughtsman H. G. Wells "Marriage" with
Rubens to have the lead. R.
when he knew nothing of these crafts. It didn't matter that the Ham Neill will direct.
the
with
fired
Franklin
was
actual knowledge was not there..
It is not difficult to understand why,
spirit of the undertaking.

who

when

\ tc.

Accomplishment for Franklin

In commenting on the Paramount, the name of Harold B.
Franklin cannot be ignored. Charged by Zukor with a tremendous undertaking, it was Franklin more than any one individual

life

."^eat.

To

:

Saulnier.

Financial

Am.
Am.

of Business
the Paramount reads like

Romance

a romance— an
real story of
of this theater
completion
The
epic of thoroughness in business.
The secunusual.
is
time
months'
and oflice building in a twelve
preparation.
word
in
a
told
ret of how it was done can be

An

teams in several sports will be a'
and dance music will be pli
by the Caruso orchestra.
An
inal feature will be the "Rainb
dance, in which everyone may

ed,

The

construction

til

i!'"

Delaware "Blue" Law Under Fire
Wilmington. Del. Appeal of members of football teams from a fine for
playing football on Sunday, on charge

—

of violating the state "blue" laws, is
up before the .Supreme Court.
In
some quarters it is expected that the
case will sound the death knell of the

antiquated

laws

.

I

F
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Developments
By

O- Grams

"^resent-

Public

riefly told ideas for -presentations,
n all parts of the country.
te yon to sevd yonrs to: Present

The Film Daily
Broadway, New York City.
Editor,

ra)ns
)

ideas

you ought

to

start

made

new policy was adoptThe effect of curtailment

ed.

presentation programs
was immediately noticeable at
the box office, with the houses
reverting to their former policy.
the

of

two "gobs," dressed in
uniforms, asleep on the
:ting
One awakes yawning, and
Jen with

,

his

es

they leave the stage, whisperOn comes a young" officer and
Darken the stage and play
rl.
ot on them as he sings "I Love
i

the girl joining in the chorus.
off stage and the^ two sailreturn to stage a comic adagio,
rwards they execute a few more
is and then resume their nap,
curtains closing after they have
med snoring.
you have a ballet dress the girls
nart sailor costumes.
Suggested
,"

go

f

indicated in a test

pany, a

battleship.

companion.
They whistogether and then go into a
r's
hornpipe.
The dance fin-

—

the Twin Cities by Northwest Theaters.
At the State
and the Capitol, St. Paul de
luxe houses of the circuit of 121
theaters operated by the com-

audience in a receptive mood,
your stage to resemble the deck

—

t'HE

of "Subway Sadie."
Induce the biggest fur merchant (or fur merchants'
association) in your town to loan
some of his stocks for the occasion.
The models may be amateurs, in
which case you would offer a prize
of some sort to the most becoming
girl, or they would be professional,
in which case the show would be a
direct tie-up with the merchants and
the new styles angle would have to
be stressed. Recommended by First
National.

—

FILM DAILY.

"Bardelys" Prologue

A

"Desert's Toll" Prologue
Toll" offers a presenta-

)esert's

tieup
:nces.

which is unusual to most
Find a local resident who

the old West as a pioneer,
or homesteader and have him
the
e a few stories concerning
and woolly days,
lother presentation plan calls for
oup of roughly-dressed miners
:ing in front of a desert drop,
po cactus trees will add to the
!
t

night set of a village showed
silhouettes of roofs and spires against
lighted clouds in motion.
On the
top of the highest house a man sat
in a shadow singing "Crying for the
Moon."
In the moon was a girl
who sang the answering verses to
the song, ending in a duet with the
man. Fred Clary, Stillman, Cleve-

—

land.

Cameo Spanish Revue Opens
Betty Knox, formerly of "The
Have one recite a Robert Great Temptations," has been signed
t.
"The Shooting to dance in the Cameo Spanish ReService poem.
)an McGrew," although by no vue which opened a picture house
IS new, ought to get over nicely
tour at the Branford, Newark, the
our audiences are enthusiastic past week.
Westerns. The singing of some
ous, he-man song will aid in
Glenn Ellyn Going Abroad
Suging up the presentation.
Glenn Ellyn, who has been
,

—

fea-

by M-G-M.

:d

"Mystery Club" Prologue
spooky presentation provided
isphere for "The Mystery Club.

tured in various presentations and
musical shows, on Friday sails for
London, where she will dance at the
Kit Kat Club.

Gagnier Capitol Director
green spot trained on the
Montreal J. J. Gagnier, military
an arm suddenly was thrust
A second band leader and orchestra conductor,
through the folds.
He has been made musical director at
a man stealthily emerged.
dressed in burglar clothes and the Capitol.
ered a few lines in a spooky tone.
Ice Skaters For Publix
behind him, through folds of
Elsie and Paulson, ice skaters, have
curtain appeared six or seven
white arms with fists clutching been signed through Fred C. Curtis
ers and pistols trained on the for Publix presentations units.
A second later several pistol
rang out and the picture was
Standard
ed as the curtains parted and the
made his exit. B. D. Hooton,
rican, Denver.
for Motion Picture Presentation
a

I

—

lin

W.

I

;

EDDY

How

Not "Fed Up"

in

In The Navy Now" Prologue
using a presentation incorporat-

these

was

it

('re
^

ARTHUR

Minneapolis
The public is
not "fed up" on presentations,

We

Presentations

in

B'way Does

the floor and the ballet girls in Oriental
garments drape themselves leisurely about the
off

It

costumes

of

green

Ensemble" (T. B.
Harms) was the closing number to which
the Chester Hale Girls danced, wearing balcostumes.

let

Rivoli
Love,"

"Pirate

makes

roff,

a

by Boris Petpresentation and a

produced

colorful

front stage for the

dance number.

reputation for entertainment plus artistry in its presentations tlie
Capitol offered "Moonliglit on the Ganges"
as its introductory number the past week.
The set showed a tropical exterior, witli
palm trees cut drops silhouetted and moonlight.
Attired in Nautch costumes Celia Turrill
and Julia Forest sang "Moonlight on
the Ganges," by Wallace-Myers, the incident
being etfectively done.
Ne.xt on the program came Julia Glass,
brilliant concert pianist, who played "Concerto in D Minor," by Rubinstein.
Miss
Glass repeatedly won her audiences through
her excellent work.
The incident was dressed
in splendid
taste with green and magenta
lighting playing on the set, featured in which
was a highboy, decorative chair and blue
drapes.
"Atop New York" was the closing incident.
This had a niglit club as a background, the
set
showing a tall, narrow window from
which could be seen Times Square roof tops.
Joyce Coles opened with a jazz toe dance
which was followed by a waltz provided by
the Capitol Ballet Corps of eight girls. They
its

wore fantastic, leaf-like
and black.
"Valentine

They come down

garden.

Capitol
Maintaining

fitting prologue for the feature, "The Eagle
the Sea."
The stage is set to represent
the deck of galley and is replete with all
the trappings and masts of an old ship.
table
with golddji
goblets
and fruit
set
stands to one side and serves refreshments
to the gayly gowned pirates and their lady
companions.
The costumes are typical of
the period represented, lavishly done in velvets with the colors red, gold and purple
predominating.
The women in their tight
iDodices and full long skirts and the men in
their velvet breeches and huge plumed hats
offer a colorful spectacle.
The lighting is
artistic and the effect of the sun playing on
the water gives way to a lovely sunset visThe
ion as the number comes to a close.
entertainment consists mostly of unfamiliar
Dancing is not prominent,
vocal numbers.
a few steps of the minuet being about the
An aeronly thing in the way of dancing.

of

A

Klemova does "The Swan (Carl Fishdance as the second number of the

Mile.
er)

Frolic
lighted

A

bill.

dark

stage

with

the

dancer

with a white spot is used.
Miller
Farrell, Victor Record arti?ts, appear before the curtain in a banjo song skit, rendering "Hello liluebird," (Kemick)
Could

&

"How

Red Riding Hood" (Jack Mills) and the

old

timer about the "Argentines, the Portugese
and the Greeks," (T. B. Harms).
Th%
Strand Steppers, fourteen of them, go through
a dance number of the type popularized by
the Tiller girls.
The bight light

of the Strand Frolic is
Clyde Doerr's Davis Saxophone Ocpopular
broadcasters.
The Octette doesn't stick religiously to saxophones,
however.
Piano, violin and banjo are among
the instruments used in addition to the seven
saxophones with the players alternating on
instrutnents.
Fine music and numbers that
get away from the too familiar tunes of the
day.
"Roses of Picardy" (G. Schirmer) is
the only number easily recognized.
Other
numbers included "The Davisax March," by
Doerr; "Valse Hilda," (Robbins-Engle) medley; "Nightmare," (Elmer Scboebel)
"Black
Bottom" (T. B. Harms), and "Oogle-Oogle
easily

WEAF

tette,

;

E-E."
The setting for this
two huge
silver urns on high pedestals, filled with silver vines, a corrugated silver color half back
drop propped between the two urns.
Red
light flooded on the curtain above this half
piece gives an unusual effect.
:

Presentations for Paramount
presentation scheduled for the
second week at the Paramount and
opening Nov. 27 will be "Roaming
Gypsjes," produced by Frank Cambria and Boris PetrofT.
The following week John Murray Anderson and
Petroff will do the production and
the next presentation will be "Four
Season," by Petroff.
Basil Ivanoff, dagger thrower, has
been engaged through George Dollini for "Roaming Gypsies."

The

Mr. Exhibitor, Take Notice!

ialist.
Bee Star, who performs very much
after the fashion of the popular Ringling
circus star, Lillian Leitzel, does some thrilling stunts on a rope.

Strand
decided improvement, a new
The
zest, in Joseph Phinkett's latest Frolic.
numbers are attractively staged and there
is a
fine variation in the program "A Japanese Print" is the opening number with John
Ouinlan introducing the act with a solo, "Yo
The covSan," by Finden (Boosey & Co.)
ering of the black frame, center back stage,
parts and the scene, a Japanese garden, offers
considerable in the way of pictorial beauty.
The color is well toned and the decorative
There is a
scheme splendidly carried out.
rustic Japanese bridge overhung with a blosOff to one side is ansoming cherry tree.
A flower hedge finishes
other cherry tree.

There

is

a
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Stress the fur angle.
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"The Black Pirate"
(United

contest angle was, "Why Should the
Classics Be Revived?"
The
prestige of "The Four Horsemen" as
a "screen classic" was stressed in all
publicity.
The Yellow Cab Co., permitted tin dises to be placed over their
spare tires, the dises being pointed
yellow with black lettering which
read, "I'll take you to see The Four
Horsemen at the Paramount." Stills
from
the
picture
were grouped
around a still of Ibanez and the display was placed on the bulletin board
at the public library.
An art card
calling attention to the picture's engagement was also given prominence
on this board. Emmett Sorg, Para-

"Subway Sadie"

Screen

Artists)

Used 5,000 special tlirowaways, besides making the theater front and
selected downtown locations carry
the spectacular atmosphere of the production through elaborate cutouts
fashioned from the posters. Two 24shcet cutouts and six one-sheet cutouts decorated the house front, which
further displayed a special painted
banner. Twelve hand painted Spanish galleon cutouts also were employed to advantage. Pinney, Boise,
Idaho.

—

—

"The Flaming Frontier"

mount, Ogden, U.
(Universal)
Chief Fair Cloud, a real live Indian,
and Princess White Sunshine, his
"La Boheme"
daughter, paid a visit to eight of the
(M-G-M)
grade schools. The Chief delivered
Published a notice in the theater
a lecture on the Indian Wars, men- program a week prior to the opentioning the Custer battle at the Little ing, which read: "Free Tickets for
Big Horn in particular, and then in- 'La Boheme' Next Week.
"Take
vited all his hearers to come to special home this newsette, read it carefully,
showings at the theater at ten o'clock find the misspelled word.
Fill out
on the following Saturady morning. the coupon below, mailing it to manHe promised to speak to them again ager of Loew's. The first fifteen
at this time and that the Princess patrons sending each day the correct
would sing the "Star Spangled Ban- spelling of the misspelled word will
ner," in which they could join her.
be mailed two tickets for a matinee
Belmont, New York City.
performance. Write plainly in printed style and fill in your name, address, the word, what column and on
"The Four Horsemen"
what page."' Russell A. Bovim, Re(M-G-M)
The Standard-Examiner publicized gent, Harrisburg, Pa.
a revival essay contest to determine
public reaction on the re-issuing of
"Men of Steel"

Here's

Buffalo— And
long

list

of

now

absurd

to

A
the

charges

motion
brought against
picture is added a new one by
Judge George E. Judge, who
says picture shows cause chilthe

to steal in
order to obtain the price of
His tirade against
admission.
pictures as an alleged cause of
juvenile delinquency was made
at the annual conference of
probation officers here.

dren of the

cities

An

picture

Expert's Opinion

T'HE

exploitation director
who covers the entire

an important line
of products knows publicity
values.
When he says
field

for

Exploit-0-Grams

fill

the

means something.
Scan what Joe Weil, Di-

bill,

it

rector of Exploitation for
Universal, has to say about
this

department

"Your idea

running a
department on the exchange
of

of

exploitation

ideas is a
whale. This will certainly
be a splendid help to exhibitors everywhere."
Are you using ExploitO-Grams? File them in a

handy

place.

Money-mak-

ing ideas, these.

excursions, so the theater sold them
the idea of incorporating "Men of
Steel" as one of the extra attractions
in Kansas City and the railroad used

copy and throwaways.
The Navy conducted a campaign via
aeroplane
and threw out
15,000
dodgers from the low flying ship during the showing.
Loose-Wiles contributed 7,000 small boxes of candy
labelled with the compliments of the
theatre and Milton Sills, and these
were distributed on the street and in
the house.
The Navy cooperated
it

further

their

in

covering

all

their

boards with "All Sailors arc

—

"A"

Men

of

Join the Navy."
The theater
manager signed personal letters addressed to the heads of all industries
connected with the steel industry. All
Steel

piece

of

publicity

for

their

want

The

with
iija

the t
opening day

tcil

papers carried a two column by

lai

and a two column by ten. The
day papers carried two column bj
mches. The balance of the run
the exception of one day a sm;
column 2 inch box space was i
On the odd day a sort of boost(
A
the form of a 1 column 3.
of 150 inches was used on this
I

Numerous

duction.

tct

:iti

stories

iilion

!(J

a

ipc'jii

ad department. Across the top of the
page ran a display line: "Those with
lucky names will see Michael Stro-

A

large display
announcement read as follows: "Find
Your Name. Scattered through our
wand ad columns with a star at
each end of the name, are the lucky
names of several Washingtonians.
goff at Rialto free."

names have been picked at
random from the city directory, and
for each name appearing, the Want
Ad Department of the Washington
These

Daily News has a free ticket to see
Rialto.
'Michael
Strogofif'
the
at
Your name might be there hiding in

«t

1^

"Upstage"

(M-G-M)

icti
the story of the picture d
C
with stage life, launched a big ,
°
test for the amateur vaudeville tafl «
of the city and called it The No
It
Shearer "Upstage" Contest.
during the week preceding show
and was advertised as Opportu
Week. Certain kinds of acts were
stricted to each night, and the
ners of the first four nights appei ff
Friday, the winning act decided
The inducen h^
popular acclaim.
was that the winning act would
i
le
given a weeks engagement
ari"
News Tribune was tied up, Vfl lill
gave daily stories to the stunt,
tures and entry blanks were car
in its columns, while the winning
niio
was given extensive publicity du:
i
Gari
Schwie,
F.
run.
P.
its

As

,

Ill

[

iftaki

oi

1

tie

'

i

.

iitce;

dec!:

Scif!

—

lis

m

Duluth.

"The Mystery Club"
(Universal)
ballyhoo was constructed on a
White truck borrowed for the occasion.
Banners on three sides advertised the picture while an old
witch was hunched over a huge
caldron suspended from three beams.
In the caldron she stirred red and
green fire, the effect being a ghostly
glow. The driver of the truck was
dressed in a white sheet, and was
flanked on each side by huge cutout black cats.
The truck did its
work at night. B. D. Hooton, American, Denver.

iresj

A

—

"One Minute

to Play"

(F.B.O.)
evinced a keen interest and promised
Made an announcement for the
their hearty support in apprising all
benefit of the boys of the neighboremployes of the picture's advent.
hood that a football would be thrown
Jack Quinlan, Main Street, Kansas
from the roof of the theater at a
City.
certain hour.
The kids crowded the
street, and when the football was
"Michael Strogoff"
thrown there was a wild scramble.
(Universal)
This ballyhoo stunt created a lot of
Tied up with the Daily News on attention. Jay Dundas, State, Sioux

a

t

in all

largest papers.

off
in

W

'Automobiles for Sale' or perhaps it's
But
in our miscellaneous Columns.
if it's your name, there is a free tickwaiting at the;
et
to
the Rialto
Daily News for you to call for it.
Names will be changed daily."
(First National)
The Sante Fe was running special Rialto, Washington, D. C.

The

success.

varied assortment of adverti

was used, starting
column three inches

photographs were used in the vai
papers.— Blue Mouse, Seattle,

—

outstanding

Hital

(First Nafl)

New One

Falls, S.

—
D.

lone

Exhibitor Service
A

ND

still

they come. The

ater managers every
where are alive to the box|'|||
office value of Exploit-Oltp,,
Grams, and are not backitiil
*
ward in telling us so.
<.

5

^
T^
what George F

fca

Sharp, manager of the Lib

,.J*

Here

life

,

is

erty and Strand in Fresno fee
*'
Cal., thinks of them:
"I am very much imjf^
pressed with the Exploitfe.
O-Grams, I feel that theC;;
will prove to be of great '«
service to exhibitors everyt

where."
jtg
Georglbriiii
Results count.
has used them and knowin'
they turn the trick.
^•

m

]

!

:
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Bow

Paramount Makes
Marks Epoch

ening

The House Staff
The Paramount

(Continued from Page 3)

will

have a

force of:

nation to have the house ready
chedule, the construction comtoward the close employed a

Eighty-six ushers.
Eight doormen.

of 1,250.
Workmen were busy
ig the finishing touches upon
structure, up to shortly before

Six Box-office attendants.
Six footmen.
Eight pages.

edication ceremonies,

Eight cashiers.

opening of the
ded far and wide

For interesting detail on the
"projection suite," first of its
kind and detail on the projection equipment turn
to the

Paramount,
resulted

in

:ng a crowd of the curious selif ever, duplicated in this city's
rical history.
But huge as this

or audience was, it inflicted no
hips on the assemblage which
to do homage to the brilliant
icle.
The police department had
off a considerable area in front
d on both sides of the theater

guests would experience no
le
in approaching the
theater
tomobile, and practically all the
stion for both pedestrians and
•ed arrivals usually experienced
Jening nights" was eliminated.
at

the actual performance
under way around nine
k, the theater was thrown open
general
inspection.
Not only
he Grand Lobby thronged with
to

Dr

got

I

notables of this industry
f other
walks of like as well.
M. Botsford introduced the variof

s

)eakers. Lee J. Eastman, Presiof the Broadway Association,
the first to talk.
The next

H. Hays, who
zed all connected with the
ificent work, and then turning
)Ox in which sat Thos. A. Ediieclared the high achievement

was

:r

Will.

traceable
the
to
authentically credprogenitor of the prac-

directly

:

who

ird,"

the

•s

is

icience of motion pictures. Mr.
n rose twice and was accorded
ation that lasted a full minute.

then

:s

for

jse

lison.

commended Zukor,

the

whom was
Hays

second only
said Zukor and

Paramount

responsible for the

one the public a great service
iking it possible to bring them
virtual palace for their motion
entertainment.

e

James J. Walker, as the
1 representative of the people of
if^ork, lauded the high endeavors
^'or

Publix
:ail,

officials.

follows:

Spangled

r

The program,

Banner,"

sung

by

Mar-

Ringo.

ome address, Lee J. Eastman, presiJroadway Ass'n.
ome by Will H. Hays.
ome by Mayor James J. Walker,
"1812
ture,
Paramount
Overture,"
tra.

Yorke, soprano,
and Eleanora Ambrose, dancers.
ic
novelty, "The Harbor Beacon."
n novelty, "Organs I Have Played,"
n

•ice

Crawford.
Pageant of

Progress," staged by John
Anderson; part one, "Pre-History of
een," including "The Days Beyond Re-

sung
First

by Helen Yorke; second part,
Motion Pictures and Their Ac-

Form of Entertainment," in"When Old Broadway Was Young,"

lying
)y
'

James

Clark;

including

ly

Helen

a

Bell;

part

three,

"Para-

"The Inaugural Banquet,"
Yorke,

tableau,

and

"Cinema," by
Meeting of

"The

Druhan, Edwin W. Dunn.
George Eastman, Lee J. Eastman, John
Eberson, Thomas A. Edison, Wm. H. En-

Murray, Jules Murry, Fred Muschenheim.
Conde Nast, Geo. Jean Nathan, N. L. Nathanson, Olga Nethersole, Adolph S. Ochs,

glish.

Paul lOscard.

Jacob Fabian, W. C. Fields, Geo. Buchanan Fife, N. W. Finston, John C. Flinn,
Michel Fokine, C. A. Franklin, Harold B.
Franklin, Ernest W. Fredman, Daniel Frohman.
Crosby Gaige, E. G. Gersten, Morris Gest,
A. H. Gianinni, Charles Dana Gibson, Benedict Gimbel, Mr. and Mrs. H. D. Goldberg,
Sid Grauman, Lawrence Gray, Wm. P. Gray,
C. T. Greneker, D. W. Griffith, E. Ray
Goetz, John Golden, Nathan Gordon.
Forrest Halsey, Arthur Hammerstein, Mr.
and Mrs. Earle W. Hammons, Samuel S.
Hanauer, Marion Ivy Harris, Joseph A.
Hanflf, Col. E. T. Hartman, Sam Harding,
Sam H. Harris, Margaret Hawkesworth, Will
H. Hays, Gabriel L. Hess, Harry Hirshfield,
W. H. Hollander, Mr. and Mrs. L. J. Horowitz, Armistead R. Holcombe, Fannie Hurst,

C. W. Painter, Mona Palma, Phil Payne,
Joseph Patterson, Elmer Pearson, Brock Pernberton, Charles E. Pettijohn, Admiral C. P.
Plunkett, John Polachek, George P. Putnam,

J.

Theater Structure

e

Key House

as

"Know Your Own
article

on page

Industry"

22.

Jules Hurtig,
Felix Kahn,

West

and
World."
East

at

the

Crossroads

of

the

Feature, "God Gave Me Twenty Cents."
E. T. Leaper, former house manager of
& K.'s Uptown theater, Chicago, assumed
charge Friday night as house manager.
He
will
be in charge insofar as problems of
house maintenance and service are concerned.
All matters of policy such as bookings, advertising, arranging of the various programs
will be handled by the Publix headquarters
which, in the near future, will be housed on
tht tenth floor of the Paramount building in
quarters adjacent to the rehearsal rooms and
production headquarters for the theater proper.
Chester L. Stoddard is Leaper's first assistant and A. L. Biba is second assistant.
Nathaniel Finston is general musical director,
with Irvin Talbot as director and
Josef Koestner as assistant director. Frederick Fradkin is concert master.
B.

The price scale will be as follows
From 10.45 A.M. to 1 :45 P.M. weekdays
and Saturdays

From

— 65

Saturdays
After 6

— 75

cents.
to 6 P.M.
cents.

P.M. weekdays except Saturdays

—

P.M. to closing on Saturdays 99
cents which includes tax.
From 10:45 A.M. to closing on Sundays
and holidays 99 cents which includes tax.
Four hundred seats in the diamond horse1

—

men employed on

the

Players.

Among the well-known figures
present and there were many more
than space will allow to tell were
the following:
F. P. Adams, George Ade, Felix Adler,

—

500

—

Albee, Jack Alicoate, Kelsey Allen,
Ames, John Murray Anderson,
Anderson,
A. J., Barney and John Balaban, F. V.
Baldwin, Leroy W. Baldwin, Frank Bailey,
Bruce Barton, Bernard Baruch, Geo. Gordon Battle, Rex Beach, David Belasco, Monta Bell, Robt. Benchley, T. Benda, R. Bender, Clara Beranger, Irving Berlin, A. H.
Blank, Ralph Block, Paul Block, Franklin
Booth, Major Edward J. Bowes, John McK.
Bowman, Peter J. Brady, Wm. A. Brady,
Nell Brinkley, Geo. Broadhurst, Bruce Bromley,
Betty Bronson, Louise Brooks, Haywood Broun, Mr. and Mrs. Jules Brulatour,
Frank Buehler, E. C. A. Bullock, Nathan
Burkan, Miss Billie Burke, H. P. Burton,

to

7200

sq. ft.

with

1 to 4

VAULTS

PROJECTION, CUTTING
and SHIPPING ROOMS
ON FOUR

IN THE
HEART OF THE MOVIE DISTRICT.
EVERY ESSENTIAL CONCENTRATED
IN ONE. 100% SPRINKLER. 3 PASSENGER, 1 FREIGHT ELEVATOR.

F.

S.

Otto

FILM OFFICES

LIGHT

Hugh

Frank

Schiff.

T

Winthrop

W.

St.

W.

New

Paramount

Building could be heard for blocks around,
while thousands of gaily colored baloons,
fluttering streamers and confetti poured forth
from the tower of the new home of Famous

E.

Mortimer

Kahn, Robert T. Kane,
Maurice Kann, Dr. Harry Katz, Sam Katz,
Herbert B. Swope.
Morris Katz, Al Kaufman, G. S. Kaufman, Gloria Swanson,
John H. Tennant, Major Thompson, George
S. J. Kaufman, Mesmore Kendall, Austin C.
Tunney,
Keough, Pierre V. Key,, Francis Rockefeller W. Trendle, Norman Trevor, Gene
Tuttle.
King, Sam Kingston, Karl K. Kitchen, Ar- Frank
Florence Vidor, H. C. Von Elm.
thur Klein, Morris Kohn, Ralph H. Kohn,
Robert Wagner, Mayor James J. Walker,
John H. Kunsky.
Wanamaker, Felix Warburg, David
Rodman
Jack Lait, Theo. W. Lamb, Jesse L. Lasky, Warfield, Albert Warner, Harry and Sam
Wm. A. Leach, Wm.. Le Baron, Joe Le Warner, Frank D. Waterman, Arthur Waters,
Blang, Robert Leiber, Chas. Le Maire, SinVictor Watson, John V. A. Weaver, Rita
clair Lewis, Mr. and Mrs. Irving M. Lesser,
Weiman, John Wenger, Louis Werba, MauArthur H. Lowe, David L. Loew, Ray Long,
Louis Wiley. Lois Wilson,
rice Wertheim,
Harry Lubliner, L. J. Ludwig, E. J. LudThomas A. Wise, Sir William Wiseman,
wig, Mark Luescher, Ed Lynn, Ben Lyon.
Alexander Woollcott, Rudolph Wurlitzer.
Robt. MacAlarney, John McBride, Bernarr
Florenz Ziegfeld.
McFadden, Vincent McFaul, Anthony McGuire, John McGuirk, Miss H. M. Malkiel,
Burns Mantle, Townsend Martin, Jules E.
Theater for Cornwall, Ont.
Mastbaum, Thomas Meighan, Donald M.
Ont.— h e Palace
Cornwall,
Mersereau, James S. Metcalfe, Frank Meyer,
Louis Meyer, Paul Meyer, J. Clarkson Miller, Amusement Co., Ltd. has purchased
Gilbert
Miller,
Paul
Mooney, Joseph
C.
large theater
Moore, Lois Moran, William Morris, William property on which a
Morris, Jr., B. S. Moss, J. J. Murdock, Mae will soon be erected.

shoe will be sold at $1.65 top at all times.
"The Spirit of Progress" parade down
Broadway yesterday afternoon was one of
the highlights of the "Greater
Broadway
Celebration," which came to a climax with
the opening of the theater.
As the colorful pageant wound its way
the husky, cheering voices of some 1,250

working

Clair, Julian Saenger, Tony
Saunders, Nicholas M. Schenck,
Chas M. Schwab, Dr. Richard Schuster, Gilbert Seldes, Arch Selwyn,
Edgar Selwyn, E. E. Shauer, Michael Shea,
Robert Sherwood, J. J. Shubert, Lee ShuSlawson, Hon. Alfred E.
bert,
Geo.
L.
Smith, Boyden Sparkes, Lawrence Stallings,
Edward L. Stanton, Edward Steichen, Herbert K. Stern, Lawrence Stem, Percy S.
Straus, Frank Sullivan, Edward Sutherland,

Malcolm

Sarg, R.

weekdays except

cents.

From

.

Putti.

Terry Ramsaye, George L. Rapp, Luther
Reed, J. L. Replogle, Nellie Revell, Dr.
Hugo Riesenfeld. B. F. Roeder, Harold Ross,
Watterson C. Rothacker, S. L. Rothafcl,
Richard A. Rowland, John Rumsey.

— 40

P.M.

1

Mark Hymanx.

Lya de

126»132 West 46th

St.,

SIDES.

Between Broadway and Sixth Avenue

Butterfield.

Cambria,

H.

Campagnoli,

Frank

Case, Geo. F. Centes, O. H. Cheney, R. H.
Cochrane, M. E. Comerford, Jack Connolly,
Harry Content, Emanuel Cohen, Joseph Cosgrove,
Paul D. Cravath, Jesse Crawford,
James Creelman, Frank Crowninshield.
Davies, Israel Davis, Owen
Clarence
J.
Davis, Joseph P. Day, Jule Delmar, Fred
Desberg, Harvey Deuell, Richard Dix, Spencer B. Driggs, W. H. Driscoll, Hon. Charles

Leavitt Building
2nd

FLOOR

PHONE BRYANT

7747

THE
Sunday, November

Norma Shearer

Sills in

"The Eagle of the Sea"

Silent Lover"

Paramount

Milton

in

"Upstage"

"The

Metro-Goldicyn-Mai/cr

CLOSE TO REALITY AND
FAIL TO AMUSE
AND INTEREST AN AUDIENCE. DELIGHTFUL STORY
JF A VAUDEVILLE GIRL
WITH NORMA SHEARER IN
•ANOTHER CLEVER ROLE.

"^ETS

•^.ANNOT

...

ENTERTAINING PIRATE TALE
ROALWAYS A CERTAIN APPEAL WITH INTERESTING
SCALE
BIG
ANGLE.
MANTIC
IN THE SHEIK THEME.
WITH MANY
SPLENDID PRODUCTION PRODUCTION
AND SILLS IN ANOTHER OF SPECTACULAR SEQUENCES.
Ricardo Cortez the very galCast
HIS STRONG ARM ROLES.
Does
pirate.
lant,

ling.

Oscar Shaw not the cus-

».ast

handsome hero but

a derefreshing type of leading
man. Excellent in this. Ward Crane,
Dorothy Phillips, Tencn Holtz,
and J. Frank Glendon others in an
;.

ry

!.

>

i

effective supporting cast.
Comedy-romance.
of Story

Type

varying part that starts
gay Russian
a very
a close shaven haircut,
by the Crown Prince
of the former German Empire, and
a monocle. Sills soon becomes the
regenerated officer of the Foreign
Legion.

very

anything just like it. There is a
corking fine bit of dramatic action
in the climax when one of the performer's youngsters is hurt and the
child's mother is forced to go on
with her act. It provides an ideal
opportunity for the high and mighplay
her winning
ty heroine to
hand by taking the place of the
child's mother in the knife throwing act. Norma Shearer is the kid
from Bangor, Me., who applies for
a job as stenographer and finds
lierself booked in a double act with
Johnny Storm. All Norma has to

do

furnish

is

the

"class"

for

the

she can do.
And
\'ariety writes her up so strong
that it goes to her head. She leaves
Johnny for another act, fails and
finally winds up in the chorus of a
girl show. Then she pulls her heact.

roic

That's

stunt,

all

target

the

for

knife

thrower, which brings about her
reunion with Johnny. Which sets
the stage for still another clinch.

Box

Office Angle.

..

on his own part, nor evidently
any expense for his company, in
"The Eagle of the
picturizing
Sea." Two old time galleys and
two full crews of extras must have
added considerably to the cost of
So much for realism
production.
and the size of the production.
fort

The

story is a colorful tale of love
and piracy vividly told and developing into a thrilling climax of
mutiny that causes the sinking of
one of the big ships, incidentally
as fine a shot as you could see, and
clearing the stage for a happy fade
out for the pirate chief and his
Capt. Sazarac was no
lady love.
ordinary pirate. He had the manners and bearing of a gentleman,
the gallantry of a soldier and yet
He
all
the daring of a pirate.
would have no part in the scheme
to throw England and the United
States into war, which will be a
point 111 his favor as far as the
audience is concerned. It also won
for him the love of Louise Lestron,
niece of one of the plotters, who
was finally kidnapped and' held
prisoner aboard a galley when she
threatened to spoil her uncle's

.

.

.First rate enter-

with heroics, sheiks, desert sands,
pretty white girls, nude native girls
It
and musical comedy soldiers.
has what is usually recognized as
good audience appeal and will do
its share of business. Sills is again
the pursued lover. He starts off
with a decided weakness for women
and liquor, spends the Embassy's
funds and goes forth to the African
desert, a soldier in the Foreign Legion, to reclaim himself.
Count
Pierre Tornai leaves the liquor successfully behind but
the women
still pursue. There is Scadsza, the
sheik's favorite
wife,
and Vera,
daughter of an American traveler.
Capt. Herault, jealous of Pierre's
success, plans to send him into the
camp of the angry sheik but before his plan goes through the sheik
arrives^ and settles his case amicably, Pierre returning to his truant
wife. Pierre is finally happy with
Vera. George Archainbaud has provided a picturesque background

and a .good cast also makes the

plans.
.Sazarac sails to capture his
lady and there is a brilliant battle
at sea when the captain attacks
the
enemy ship.
He rescues
Louise and she finally admits her
love for the .gentleman pirate and

pic-

begs him to head away from New
Orleans where there is a price on

ture attractive.

Box

Office Angle
Entertaining
for the majority. Sills' admirers are
certain to enjoy his latest.

his head.

Box

.Colorful and
of a variation
average entertainment.
Exploitation. .. .The pirate angle immediately su.egests attractive prologues and the costume idea can
be carried out by having your
ushers dressed as pirates and the
theater front dressed to represent
the deck of a ship.
Throwaways
distributed by pirates might get
considerable attention.
Office
exciting.
from the

This has the necessary
box office bids and with Norma Exploitation
Desert atmosphere
Dolly
Shearer as
Haven it will
and the sheik angle bring with it
surely cct over l)ig.
the usual opportunities for lobby
Exploitation. ... Here's a chance to
display with desert paraphernalia
F'agc an opportunity nisht show.
and attendants in appropriate cosThe home town talent will fall
tumes. Street ballyhoo of a man
right in line for it and then you can
riding a camel displaying the title
tell them about Dolly Haven, the
of the picture and showing date
girl who wanted a job as a stenogmight also get plenty of attention.
rapher but landed a vaudeville conUse Milton Sills' name promitract instead. Offers good tie-ups
tainment.

that

might be worked

to

good ad-

vantage.
Direction

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale
towns.

Length

nently.

Bell; clever

Morna Loon Scenario
Tony Gaiidin Cameraman

Very good
and nearby Photography
Locale
6,001

feet

Length

..

Frank Lloyd

spectacular.

.

Walter De Leon Author

New York

Angle.

Somewhat

Direction

Direction.
.Geo. Archainbaud; good
production.
.

Monta

Andre

the

'

as a story of vaudeville life,
be equally interesting. With
the exception of "The Song and
Dance Man" there hasn't been

part.

the

good.
.Montagu Love excellent as
story;
Pirate
Story
of
Arab chief. Charlie Murray and Type
Tenney
Charles
from
adapted
Arthur Stone loyal admirers of
Jackson's novel "Captain Sazarac."
hero Sills and the comedy element
Frank Lloyd didn't spare any efof the piece. Natalie Kingston quite

Cast:

—

1

in

Beranger the jovial but inebriate
John Jarvis. Handles the role unusually well even if it would be a
relief to have him sober up ocFlorence Vidor charmcasionally.
Mitchell Lewis good
ing, as usual.
Cast uniformly
in a small part.

Walter De Leon, an ex-vaudeville
pretty and Viola Dana a mostly
performer himself, "knows hrs onnude dancing girl. Others Arthur
ions" and his story about a vaudeEdmund Carew, William V. Mong,
ville team, and a girl in particular,
Alma Bennett, Claude King.
is
so well stocked with originality
that it can
it gets so close to life
Pirate
story;
Story
of
Type
not fail to prove mighty interesting
adapted from Lajos Biro's ^lay,
entertainment. Where stories about
"The Silent
"The Legionary."
the movies and behind the screens
Lover" is another of the sheik
have found instant appeal. "Upschool with a story evenly balanced
^

and romantic,
well

Author

....

Charles Tenney Jackson

Lajos Biro Scenario
Carey Wilson Cameraman

Julian Josephson

6,500 feet

1

Length

Toll"

BEAUTIFUL LOCATIONS CEl
TAIN TO THRILL THE!
STORY A RATHER CONVEJ
TIONAL HERO-VILLAi;
YARN BUT IT HAS BEEl
NICELY HANDLED.

a

feet

lii?

soli

bewhiskered

villain.

Others

important.
Type of Story. .. .Western.
story is the familiar mine cl;
with the usual embellishment
a desert thief and his men
prey upon successful claim owm
a mystery man of the hills ani
girl.
It is fairly routine in
stance but director Clifford S
has been unusually successful
lifting considerable of the sto;
triteness through careful handl'
of the situations and above all pg
vidin.g a background that woi
hold them if nothing else did
desert
locations are
pictures'
and the blistering heat is convi
ing.
There is some first rate si

\U
•et-

if\>i

pense in the development ^Kjom
even though you are fully awi
that the mystery man and h^
will eventually

learn

that the

not actually in league with
desert villain you manage to
is

'

i
tt

main

interested
until
the
st(
Hero Fran
reaches that point.

MacDonald

man

w'ho

Frank Darwin,
is
makes his home in
1

desert mountain cave, the explai
tion being that he does it to ki

away from women. Darwin co:
upon Simon Cooper, a, prospecj
shot by a desert marauder. Mi
and left to die so that he mi|
be robbed of his gold and the
Darwin
locating his mine.
the gold and the map and
away before Darwin can catch h;
Cooper's niece arrives and
tin offers to help her get her unc'
claim and tells her that Dar
There follows
had killed him.
succession of events in which Di
win is led to believe that the
tin,

m

is

working

for

Darwin's perso:

mm

le^f

i(f-<

not knowin.g that she
Finally he lean
Cooper's niece.
the truth and is given the chanc
to rescue her from Martin, whic
clears the path for the clinch finislj
Box Office Angle. .. .Good wester
with .good direction and exceller'*
locations the strong points.
Exploitation
Westerns do
gain,

"^

any

appropri;
especially
exploitation and, as
rule, they are not the type of
ture that warrant undue adver
ing.
If your folks like weste;
you should only have to tell th)
what you are showing. This tii
you can talk about the fine seen
and use stills aplenty in the lob
Direction
Clifford Smi'
offer

means

of

good
Author
Scenario

—

7,250

Htlll

Cast. ... Francis MacDonald a desef
refugee who handles a good pai
very capably.
Kathleen Key
pretty heroine and Tom SantsCl

Norbert Brodin Cameramen
Not credited Photography
Very good
and George Stevens
Excellent Locale
England New Orleans Photography
England-Africa
aboard Spanish galley.
Locale

—

,

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

First Natio7ial

Lovely, as usual, and plays
Has a
Star
the character with every outward
off as
him
sign of living the role. Wears some
Count with
stunning clothes, and some startpopularized

.'liar.

"The Desert's

21, 192

Length

Not
Not

credi
credii

Jack Ro
Splen

The
5,376

f(

:1c

A MESSAGE OF CONGRATULATIONS
TO THE NEW PARAMOUNT THEATER
ISING
ment

majestically

center, the

symhol

from

the heart of the world's amuse
theater stands as a fit-

new Paramount

marvellous growth of this nidustry.
a glorious monument that crowns the magical achieveIt is an occasion for extendts of the motion picture.
ting

to the

mount Building dominate the m('tro])olis from Madison Square
to Columbus Circle
a gorgeous architectural triumph that will
perpetually and silently proclaim the power of the American
motion picture not only in America but throughout the inhab-

—

ited globe

It is peculiarly api)roi)riate, therefore, that atop
the tower rests a huge glass globe twenty feet in diameter
typifying the world influence of this lusty child, the Motion Picture.
The marts of Europe and the Orient have

,

hearty felicitations to Adolph Zukor and his associates.
it pride must he theirs as they contemplate the complethe Paramount Theater and Buildof this project

—

THE FILM DAILY

and all filmdom are indeed
extend their congratulations upon this momenoccasion. The honor and prestige of the accomiment belong to Paramount, but they redound to the
it of the entire industry.
In this spirit of goodit is not too broad a statement to make that the
)wing tributes from prominent distributing orzations reflect the sentiments of all those en-

contributed

in this
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the inconceivably short
of twelve
stories

pHE

of

months the
the

Para-

theater auditorium .seats four thousand, with over
acre of floor space devoted to entrances and exists,
lie design
is of the French Renaissance, with a color scheme
ivory, rose, red and turquoise blue.
There is a gallery promlade from which the entire auditorium can be viewed.
The
heme of drapes is done in red and gold on a figured satin
imask. There is a movable orchestra platform, while the stage
operated by every modern appliance. The organ is said to be
e largest orchestra unit organ ever designed.
L

an

19

sing
It

liecomes an impor-

try.

The conduct

cent

theater

of this magnifibe studied with
very close interest by owners and
managers throughout the country.
Exceptional, painstaking service to
patrons has ever been the keynote
of Publix. That it will be maintained and carried to new levels in
the management of the new Paramount is a foregone conclusion.

prove that the age of
cles
has
not
passed.
Sdin again has rubbed the
i's
magic lamp, and lo,
in

November

a gala night, witthe opening of the

tant date in the history of the indus-

magnificent struc-

seem

eveniiig of

was indeed

Paramount.

in-

past decades.

would

the countless innova-

new Paramount. The

—

iHE

served more to spread
:s

list

the

a lavish display of art objects, tapesOriental rugs
everything in fact that
can accentuate the atmosphere of luxury and
entertainment for the delight of the
amusement loving public.

finds

tries.

pictures which

influence of

it

theater entrance arch is five stories in height.
A
gorgeous bronze marquese.
A colonnade of veined
marble columns on a black and gold marble base as
one enters through the front door. Then comes the
Hall of Nations with its collection of thirty-seven
stones contributed by foreign Governments.
A
grand stairway of marble and bronze leads to the
upper floors. The Elizabethan Room is a lounging room richly furnished in that period.
Also
the College Room, a ladies' smoking room, the
Venetian Room for milady to apply her cosmetics.
Then come other public rooms such
as Peacock Alley, the Clul) Room, the Hunting Room, the Jade Room, the Powder Box,
the Marie Antoinette Room, the Music Room,
the Colonial Room and the Empire Room.
And throughout the theater and building one

the Publix banner, the Paramount
a standard for this organization to
follow in all future theater expansion and
lopment. It embodies all the ideals that
ix has striven to foster in its activities.
so sets a new standard for all other cirand individual theaters to emulate. It
d take a courageous prophet to atit
to foretell what future years hold in
for the development of the motion
ire theater.
But for the present we
all feel pride in sharing the glory of
new Paramount which has crystalin permanent, tangible form the finest
eptions of luxury, comfort, beauty,
and ornamentation for
lelectation of the patrons
;e loyal support has made
V
sets

A

treasures

their

fitting that

would require pages to
ITtions
that are embodied in

,LYING

idor.

is

it

of art and beauty, so this structure embodies in tangible
form these concepts which have become a part of the
daily life of all peoples.

business from coast to coast.

wonder-building possiIt is indeed a palace of

of

to beautify the structure.
should be so. Even as the cinema
spectacles of Hollywood have enriched the lives of picture patrons and given birth to a new national standard

.'

to

)y

will

ifT^HE CROSSROADS OF THE WORLD"
A

designation of the

site

of the

is

the appropriate
It represents
a tower of six

new Paramount.

It is surmounted by
an investment of $17,000,000.
They will
stories, which contains the famous Westminster Chimes.
ring the hours to all New York. Through broadcasting arrangements
these chimes will be heard by incoming visitors far out on the Atlantic.
This tower also boasts the largest office building clock in New York,
Truly an impressive structure
its face being three stories in height.

to attest the

power and prestige

of the country's fourth largest industry.
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A CLOSE^UP OF THE PARAMOUN'
HAROLD

By

B.

FRANKLIN

Vice-President, Publix Theaters

No

iindertakinR

in

connection

with

dustry

was conceived by
It
Theater and Building.
Adolph Zukor. whose leadership built the motion
picture into the fourth industry of the country.
This theater and building stand today at
Times Square. New York City, fittingly called
"The Crossroads of the World," as a monument to Adolph Zukor and his associates. The
Paramount as a theater is conclusive; it is
truly the world's super theater, not alone in

and appointments, but
atmosphere and location.
To the casual observer it would seem that
miracle had been wrought in the building of

architectural
in

.»

its

treatment

service,

It was in November
the Paramount Theater.
1925 that the drills began boring into the solid
rock for the foundation of this magnificent
Within twelve months, on Nov. 19,
structure.
1926. the Paramount Theater, as a completed
project with every department functioning to
extent, its organization complete,
fullest
its
opens its doors to the public. Truly an unusual feat to complete this, the finest of all theaters, with its 4,000 seats, in so short a time. The
architects, C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp, and R. E.
Hall & Co., engineers, spent over four years
with the writer, studying, planning and erecting
this structure.
Some years ago, Mr. Zukor conceived the
idea of erecting a fitting home for Paramount
on Broadway, and the Putnam site was purAs the plans for
chased with that in view.
proceeding with this project matured, and because of more important affairs, which required
Mr. Zukor's attention, it became impossible
for him to give this project the time necessary
This work was turned
to handle the details.
over to a building committee, of which I was
so fortunate as to lie elected chairman.
The committee engaged C. W. and Geo. L.
Rapp as architects because of their pre-eminent
[«osition in the field of theaters architecture.
Many plans and designs were rejected before
In addition to
the final plan was accepted.
the final drawings, a scale model of the theater
was built, complete to the smallest details.
This was studied carefully, resulting in many

—

effective changes.

Millions Involved

The financing was arranged by
Zukor and involved an underwriting of

Adolph

?10,000,building, to-

The

value of this completed
gether with the land, exceeds $16,500,000.
It
is interesting to note, and it is a great tribute

000.

to Mr. Zukor
Corp., that the
Kuhn. I.ocb &
sents the only
that was ever

Bronze frarnes on both sides of the the;
entrance' for announcements may be lightec
three colors, working on dimmers if necessi
The different colors will be used to empha
the art work.

the

picture, can give the reader
a better idea of the progress of this inthan the completion of the Paramount

motion

and the Famous Players-Lasky
underwriting was undertaken by
Co., and up to this time, reprereal estate mortgage bond issue
undertaken by tliis international

banking house.

Illuminated Set-Backs

The architecture is that of the French Renaissance jieriod, the lower five stories being
Indiana limestone, carved in heavy relief. The
building occupies the entire lilock on Broadway
between 4.Vd and 44th Streets, and is 40 stories
height.
The upper part of the building
in
towers skyward in eight set-backs, and is a fine
example of modern architectural treatment influenced by the zoning act, which governs
the erection of high buildings in the City of
New York. .\t night, these set-backs are

A
fTHE

Brief History

comprehensive data concerning the
Paramount Theater which appears herewith was prepared by
Harold B. Franklin and was part
interesting

and

Entering the Theater

'•

of

program

the

pre-

especially

pared for this brilliant premiere.
Mr. Franklin supervised the

from

project

He

very inception.

its

has seen this particular edi-

fice

rise

nothing

from

therefore, fully
rate

the

here

and

is,

qualified to narhighlights of the

new Paramount's

history.
I

illuminated with over 1,000 indirect reflectors,
creating an unusual and attractive effect.
On top of the tower is a huge glass globe
about twenty feet in diameter, signifying the
world conquest by the motion picture and topping the entire structure. This globe will be
illuminated at night. When the hour strikes in
the tower clock, the white light will flash out
and a red light will flash the hour. There will
also be a system by which different colored
lighting may be flashed for specific events, to

announce

results

at

elections,

etc.

This

light

can be seen for a radius of many miles.
Huge illuminated tower clocks are placed
on each side of the tower, approximately 400
An observation tower
feet above the sidewalk.
with north and south l)alconies, enclosed in
glass, is set aside on the top set-back. The view
from this height at night is most unusual and
The tower is reached through the
of interest.
office building entrance.

As you enter through the front door, you
faced with a semi-circular colonnade of striki
ly veined marble columns, supported on a bl
and gold marble base. This marble basfr
approximately one story in height, and abJ
this is a hemispherical dome of gold, the
of which is fifty feet above the floor.
1
opposite side of this room is formed b>:
tremendous glass window opening to the stn
A gorgeous bronze and crystal chandelier ha;
from the center of this highly ornamen
dome, supplemented by smaller chandeliers
tween the columns and brackets of similar
sign.
In daytime this lobby will be flooi
with daylight, while at night, passersby
Times Square will be attracted by the brilliaii
of the lighted room as seen through the vw!
dow. Color is added by the hangings betw(
the

columns and

The Hall

Five-Story Arch

The

facade of the building from the floor to
is faced with a smooth surface bufifed
brick, with copings, cornices and ornaments of
Indiana limestone.
Of special interest is the
unusual treatment of the Ijack or stage wall
on 44th Street, which, breaking away from
traditional practice of severe and plain treatment, has in this case been treated architecturally, and through the use of handsomely
carved Indiana limestone and bronze frames,
resulted in a wall of very attractive design and
utility, enhancing the appearance of the street,
rather than depreciating it.
The entrance of
the theater is emphasized by an arch five
stories in height, built in with glass and illuminated indirectly from a carved stone frame.
A
magnificent bronze marc|uese electrically lighted
shelters the entrance itself.
The details of this
entrance remind one of the craftsmanship of the
old masters who wrought their designs patiently
on the anvil.
It prepares one for the beauty
to be revealed when passing through this entrance.
Electric signs with changeable lettering
for changing attractions arc built into this
marque.se.
No upright signs are erected on
this building, which is a departure from the
usual custom.
In contrast to the great number
of electric signs, this building stands out in its
magnificent simplicity.
In fact, because of the
absence of signs, the building becomes the
the tower

more prominent.

tin

Biftii

liitfi

window.
of Nations

Passing though the entrance doors, one ent
the Hall of Nations.
From this leads a gralfsi'
stairway of marble and bronze to the upi fc

i

On

the opposite side of the room thi
is laid in the wall a collection of stones fr<
various parts of the world, thirty-seven in
which were collected through the foreign I 3i\
partment of the Famous Players-Lasky Co
Each of these stones has a special significar
and in many cases were officially presented
the Governments of the foreign countries. T
story of each stone is told in an interesti
manner by means of bronze tablets and descr
tions.
These stones are particularly significalald't
because of the evidence they show of the
terest which the erection of this building creati
in foreign countries, and particularly among t
floors.

i. 1

T

Famous Players-Lasky Corp. in
In this hall is located the InformatiljDj
Bureau, a new feature in theater operation. Itl

employes

A

at the

ikii

uie

of

I

off lands.

hoped that this bureau will become of
portance to the public equal to institutions
great railway terminals, since a large pi
portion of the paramount theater patrons a
ii

i-

transient visitors to the city.

The Grand Hall
broad archway one now gets
vista of the Grand Hall, which is ISO feet lor
45 feet wide, with a ceiling height of 50 fe
The dome ceiling is supported by mass]
marble columns, and at the opposite end of t
room is a grand stairway of marble, wideni
up to the mezzanine landings. Located on t
stair landing is a marble fountain, which serv

Through

&

a

3111

e.

m

Behil
as the base of a fine piece of sculpture.
the stairway are located the elevators whi
are arranged to carry passengers to all levels
the theater.

The

Italian

Quarry

The bases of the columns rest on the me
zanine floor.
From the mezzanine floor dow
the entire room is lined with Breche Cente
marble with panels framed with black and go
marble.
In order to secure the quantity
the marble required, it was necessary to opj
up a quarry in Italy that had been closed
forty years. At one side of this Hall there
exit doors opening to 43rd Street; on the o;

it)

THE
fay,

November

21,

arc tlic openings to the orchestra
Tlicse oi)eiiiiigs are fitted with massive
Above and between the columns,
ze gates.
mezzanine floors and balconies which ovcrFour bronze and crystal
the Grand Hall.
idcliers are the principal source of illuminate

^^

DAILY

1926

side

r.

supplemented with brackets

of

Fulfills

Great

Dream

intimate contact with patrons.
is also on an elevator at
one end of the pit. The console is highly carved
All elevator controls are
in white and gold.
operated from The orchestra leader's or organist
stand, and these controls are so arranged as
to be duplicated from the stage switchboard.
All of these elevators are worm driven and
electrically operated.
The stage is operated with every modern
appliance, and is also equipped with a double
system of electrical elevators in place of the
The rigging is of the
usual type stage traps.
full counterweight and track system.
The fire
curtain is of the rigid frame type.
The stage can also be stepped, platforms may
be formed, scenery may be made tcj disappear,
etc.
All stage lighting will be done from front
and side bridges, which is a new feature in
theatrical illumination.
This is the only stage
in
the country with mechanically operated

ceiling is highly ornamented with a
panel representing "The Spirit of Light."
center of interest is a blazing golden sun,
which emerge allegorical figures of four
es of gold, forming into clouds of gold.
sky blends into a deep blue on both ends,
which jeweled stars twinkle. Decorative
either end, and heavily ornamented
:1s on
panels, complete the frame of the ceiling.
er

1

1

The Elizabethan Room
lounging room for ladies and gentlemen in
is reached on either end of the
This
id Hall through marble stairways.
ge is the Elizabethan Room and is richly

basement

ished in that period.
The walls of this
1 are panelled in walnut to the ceiling,
ther rooms leading from the Elizabetlian
are the College Room, a men's smoking
1, where the emblems of the representative
ersities help to form the decorative theme;
Chinoiserie (Ladies Smoking Room) is

footlights.

m

World's Largest Organ
The organ is the largest orchestra unit organ
ever built. The organ grills are done in wrought
steel, crystal and illuminated glass.
The design

lisitely

of the grill lends itself to very unusual lighting,
representing clusters of fruit, flowers, etc.
which may be lighted in four different colors.

ice,

Room, The Music Room, The
)nial Room, arid the Empire Room.
These
probably the most beautiful public rooms to
ie

ADOLPH ZUKOR
President of Famous Players-Lasky, who
brought his 23 years op activity
in the film industry to a climax with opening of the Paramount, key theater of the
Publix circuit.
last night

Antoinette

ound

any

hotel, not only with respect as
esign, but their appointments and furnishand are so totally different that they excite
ost unusual amount of comment.
Austrian
1-tufted rugs designed especially for these
ns are the floor coverings, with borders of
in

,

marbles.
feature of interest is a special installaof amplification which brings into the
nd Hall, and other rooms adjoining, the
ic played on the stage, as well as the organ

The Music Room
spacious

nd Hall

main

is

Music Room overlooking the
approached from the landing of

stairway.
Not only is this room
3rative, but will also serve the useful purpose
ffording a place where concerts are given by
ring orchestra, and artists, for the purpose
entertaining the waiting throngs in the
nd Lobby. Leading from the Music Room
promenade entirely surrounding the Grand
I
on the entresol level, so furnished as to
rd waiting and resting space for the patrons,
he design of the auditorium is such that,
Dite the fact that it seats close to 4,000
sons, there is a feeling of intimacy.
,n attractive feature is the introduction of a
izanine floor, which affords about 400 seats,
slightly overhangs the rear seats of the
i
lestra, and extends over the side walls of
auditorium forming an almost perfect horsee in shape.
This gives an air of spaciousness
the whole orchestra which is not possible
jrwise.
In addition to the usual side exits
II
the balcony, there have been introduced
cious dormitories, emptying from the center
:he seating areas, directly into the mezzanine,
rlooking the corridors of the Grand Hall,
sre is over an acre of floor space devoted
lusively to entrance and exit passages.

in

The organ console

he

Other public rooms are
he modern bob.
:ock Alley, The Club Room, The Hunting
m, the Jade Room, The Powder Box, The

the orchestra pit becomes the apron of the
The platform of the pit is mounted on
stage.
a carriage, and the entire carriage with the
full
orchestra can automatically roll on the
stage, leaving the apron on which the artists

may perform

harmonizing

done in Chinese with French inboth as to design and furnishings. The
etian Room (ladies' cosmetic roorn) is an
sual feature and is complete in every detail,
nique feature of decoration is in the design
he bronze and china lighting fixtures, each
esenting ladies of every period with different
of head-dress, from the Elizabethan
les

11

Auditorium Design
The design

of the auditorium

French Renaissance

spirit,

is

treated in the

and the color scheme

The
is
ivory, rose red and turquoise blue.
ornamentation has been particularly studied for

Underneath the organ grill archway are
two handsome fountains behind whjch is a
background of gold mosaic.
Particular attention was paid to the efficient
housing of the production department, as well
as the comfort of the artists and personnel

Among the novel features are
rehearsal rooms, which are replicas of the stage,
floor screen rooms, which are really miniature
theaters, executive offices for the operating
officials.
An unusual feature is an organ rehearsal room, where pupils are taught organ
playing.
music library is a complete unit.
of the theater.

A

scale so as to be proportionate to the side of

Ventilation System

the auditorium, and although the auditorium is
ten floors in height, the architects have achieved
an intimate effect.
The main ceiling is so designed as to afford
a "Gallery Promenade" above the cornice of the
main dome, from which patrons can view the
entire auditorium.
The main panel over the
sounding board is emphasized by a sculptured design in low relief, representing the

Special attention has been paid to the design
and construction of the ventilation and air conditioning (refrigeration) system. In general, the
installation is what is known as down feed
system, the air being brought in through openings in the ceilings and drawn off at the floor,
through the use of blowers and fans. In certain parts of the building such as corridors
and passageways, the air is introduced through
grills in the side walls.
By a complete system
of ducts, fresh air is delivered to all parts of
the auditorium and each room and space.
All
the air brought into the house is brought
through a washer.
In the summer time, the

Spirit

of

Music.

The organ chambers

are located on both sides
proscenium arch. The grills consist of
screens of crystal, on which a tree of life is
worked out in jewels which may be illuminated.
The organ is of the orchestral unit type, occupying four chambers and is equipped with
of the

every

conceivable

stop.

The drapes

are red and gold done in a figured
satin damask, and are hung in the archways and
magnificent velvet and silk
organ arches.
valance, heavily embroidered in gold, is hung
from the proscenium arch, with curtains to
match, trimmed with a very ornate galoon, and
hung with a red silken fringe. The opera chairs
have been specially designed and are upholstered
with a high grade mohair of appropriate design.
The ends of the chairs are equipped with aisle
lights which are embedded in the design of
the seat frame. The wall coverings blend with
the decorative effect.

A

Movable Orchestra Platform
The orchestra

pit is designed to hold an orchestra of seventy, and can be raised and lowered
on an elevator. This elevator travels from a
point of seven feet below the stage level, up to
the level of the stage; the stage footlights are
of a disappearing type so that the platform of

temperature

of

refrigeration
is secured.

so

water is reduced by
temperature reduction
The washers used are of the dehumidifying type and automatic controls are
installed, which make it possible to maintain
a uniform temperature and a constant relative
humidity under any operating conditions. This
plant

is

this

that

a

divided so that there are separate con-

trols in different parts of the house, for instance,
there is a separate system supplying the Grand
Hall, so there can be positive control of the air
in this room when taxed to capacity.

Rugs and Fixtures
The

furnishings of the theater are in keeping
with the different periods expressed in the
various rooms and the highest type of quality
is maintained.
Art objects of great value and
interest, together with a large collection of
fine paintings, are placed at vantage points.
The design of this theater is one of the last
works of the late C. W. Rapp, and it is regretable that he could not have lived to have seen
the completed results.

Il

Here's to you-

ADOLPH ZUKOR!
May the monument

to

your past

success be only a stepping-stone
to

still

finer achievements.

3iT/A

national

3irAt national Picture^i

litf

Congratulations to

ADOLPH ZUKOR
and

the

Famous TlayerS'Jaskf Corporation
on the openi ng of the
NEW YORK
one of the

PUBLIX THEATRES
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Mr. Zukori
It is

few

given
s

men

to see

s

to their careers as
»

IS

a

and admiration of
both in
is

a

St
s

a truly

friends.

To have

SI
|^

IS

happy achievement^
be a real inspiration to everyone in

motion picture business.

k
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November

nday,

Thomson

Fr-ed

in

"A Regular Scout"
F. B. O.

SCOUT TIE UP MAKES

)Y

PHIS PARTICULARLY DESIRABLE. CERTAIN TO GET

PLENTY OF COOPERATION
FROM LOCAL TROUPS.
ar....Does his heroics in iiohle
Fashion and will win the adniira;ion of his audience as well as he
the scouts in the picture.

ivins

King, Fred's horse, a

St.... Silver

Droniinent assistant to his master.
Younpr Buck Black typifies the
Olive Hasbrouck is the
scout hero.

who is delighted when she
earns hero isn't her brother. She
ikes him better as a sweetheart.
Dthcrs Mary Carr, Margaret Sed?irl

ien,

Robert

•pe

of

McKim, Harry Woods.

Story.

Ihomson's

..

.Western.
brings

latest

Fred
with it

made to order tie up that will
3rove the strongest kind of adver1

could ask for.
The
incorporates the boy scout
novement and gives it enough
jroniinence to warrant the cooperition of local troups to the end
:hat they will advertise your pic:ure and boost their own organiza:ion as well.
The "do a good turn
laily" slogan is embodied in the

you

:ising

picture

you

and

;tory

have

Fred

hero

Fhomson

fulfilling

:ions of a

good scout even though

had

le

the

all

obliga-

out to accomplish an

set

;laborately and hatefully arranged
Tliis angle isn't
slan of revenge.
however, since
itry convincing,
Fhomson is not the tj'pe associated
A'ith
revenge when it comes to
vreaking it upon a kindly little old
ady just because her son happened to be a no account and was
esponsible for the death of hero's

nother

when he had attacked her

Fred arvhile robbing her home.
ives in the little village all set to
nake the little old lady pay for her
ion's folly but association with the
)oy scouts has completely purged
"red's mind of hatred and instead
le remains to cheer the little old
nother and marry her daughter.

X Office Angle.

Ready

.Fine

..

possibili-

made

exploitation
vith this one that will sell it readly at the box office.
ies.

:ploitation.

.

.

.Have

ocal scout master
I

a talk with the

and arrange for

boy scout week with

irst

parades,

aid demonstrations, hikes

and

with

the
Dther events associated
A^ork of the scout organization.
Von shouldn't have any trouble arranging
numerous effective tie
jps that will react to the mutual
Denefit of your business and the
)oy scouts.
rection
food.
ithor

enario

meraman
lotography
icale

ngth

David

Kirkland

Buckleigh F. Oxford

William Fairbanks in

Fox

"The Winning Wallop"

Wife"

Preferred

..

.

standing
performance.
Robert
Frazer very good and Nancy Nash
a pretty new comer. First rate cast
that includes Mae Allison, Richard
Walling, George Irving, Melbourne
MacDowell and Bodil Rosing.
Type of Story. .. .Drama; adapted
from Clyde Fitch's stage play. Fox
is billing "The City" as a "sensational drama of frenzied love and
politics," which aptly describes the
picture.
It is essentially a sensational
story
and includes such
things as blackmail, suicide, a wild
jazz sequence that ends in a mid-

night elopement, a frenzied skirmish in the clima.x sequence, a dope
fiend and other ideas that make for
a hectic five reels.
The pitfalls of
a big city are emblazoned in a
dozen different ways while the
small town of Middleberg is pic-

tured

in all its

The

innocence.

tale

lacks conviction and casts logic to
the winds, leaving bare sensation

those who enjoy it.
father dies when
accosted by a blackmailer who
threatens to expose his prison record. Young Rand moves his family
to New York and becomes a candidate for mayor. Again the blackto

appeal

George

to

Rand's

Hannock, appears and to
him Rand employs him as
campaign manager. Cicely, Rand's
sister,
makes the rounds of the
mailer,
silence

night clubs and the climax of one
party is her midnight marriage to

Hannock.

This

comes

at

the

height of Rand's campaign.
At
this
point it is also discovered

Hannock

a dope fiend and
wanted by the police as a drug
peddler.
In the skirmish Hannock shoots Cicely and Rand attacks him.
In the fight that folthat

lows

is

Hancock

throws
himself
an elevator shaft and is
killed.
Cicely recovers and the
Rands return to the little village
from whence they came.
Box Office Angle. .. .Scarcely suitable for family trade.
All right if
you know your folks like a sensa-

down

tional story of this order.

Exploitation. .. .Story does not suggest any novel stunts so you will

have to resort to catch-lines, stills
and ad sheets for your announcements. Talk about the evils of the
big city as contrasted against the
atmosphere of the small town.
There is constant controversy on
this subject and you might interest
those who do not agree with the
"small town innocence" theory.
Direction
R. Wm. Neill;
suitable.

Cameraman

Length

LARLY.
Star.... A real athlete.
Role provides him with conventional hero
stunts but he puts them over in
fine

style.

Cast. .. .Shirley Palmer, a new leading
lady,
rather
cute.
Others
Charles K. French, LeRoy Mason,

Frank Hagney, Joseph Aubrey.

Type

of Story. .. .Fight story.
The
prize
ring immediately suggests
situations conducive to action and

suspense.
"The Winning Wallop"
has a good share of both and with
William Fairbanks steering the
wallops home it is safe to assert
that the action will make the picture thoroughly popular with a
male audience. Of course the fights
are staged according to hero routine
Fairbanks and Frank
but
Hagney, when they set to, appear
Fairto do some real slugging.
banks gets in some of his fancy
stunts when he makes an escape
and his high jumps and trick get
to the action.
He is
the contender for the championship against the title holder, Brennan, in reality a blufi backed by
Duncan, a fake promoter. Duncan
manages to frame hero Rex for an
attack upon Wayne, his backer. Re.N
makes a get away but is captured

aways add

by Duncan's men and held

pris-

Rex escapes again and
reaches the ring in time to fight.
Duncan again tries to block the
fight hoping to take advantage of
the clause in the contract which
gives the purse to Brennan provided Rex fails to fight.
He deoner.

mands

the

arrest

of

Rex

as

the

murderer of Wayne. Rex promises to submit to arrest if they
He
will
let
the fight go on.
knocks Brennan for the count and
Wayne appears on the scene to
clear his name and cause the arrest
Rex, b\of Duncan and his gang.
winning the fight, wins Wayne's
daughter in the bargain.
Box Office Angle. ... Good action
picture.
If you cater largely to
men you can rest assured they'll
enjoy this one.
.If you have any boxExploitation.
ing clubs in your neighborhood
.

showing of "The Winning
Wallop" displayed, especially if
Get
they are staging any bouts.
your men folks interested by talking up the fight and promise them
plenty of good action.
the

Direction

James R.

Diamond Cameraman
Good Photography

Chas. Hutchinson;

5,500

City

Locale

feet

Length

Rue.

Type

of Story

Wife"
says

starts

New York

"His
off

with a

that

title

youth, am—home

the old story
bition, the breaking of
"it's

ties,"

and immediately you settle back to
witness, as you expect, the sad
plight of a small town girl at the
mercy of a mustache twirling villain, the well known New York
play producer. But there is a pleasing disappointment in the variations that the story unfolds. True,
the small town heroine, finds herself in a tight place but the situations do get fairly away from the
stereotyped formula. Alice Day is
the wholesome type of girl, pretty
and pleasing too. She should get
her chance in a better story. Eventually Albert Keliey, director, keeps
things moving nicely and his comedy interjections won't go amiss
with a certain crowd. They aren't
always the sort that is considered
entirely refined, however.
Little
Lila Lake is discouraged when the
plays that were such a hit in Spring
Valley fail to find a place on the
New York stage, so Alice becomes
secretary to the new Mrs. Jimmy

Duval,

whose

mother-in-law

is

trying to have her marriage to her
son annulled. The Duvals depart
to escape reporters and Alice is
supposed to pose as Mrs. Duval.

The lawyer engaged by Jimmy's
mother had met Alice on the trail
and had fallen in love with her.
He is shocked to learn she is Jimmy's wife and to make it easy for
her he tells the boy's mother that
Jimmy has married the best little
girl in the world. There follows a
session of mix-ups in which Alice
has a hectic time of it, but finally
her status is explained and she
seems destined to marry the young
lawyer.

Box

Office Angle. .. .Suitable for the
daily change program. No particular high lights but a pleasing star

and some

fair

comedy business

will

keep them interested.
Exploitation
A good suggestion
is that advising the distribution of
plain visiting cards to be inserted
under doors of patrons in your
neighborhood. They could read:
"Sorry to miss you. Philip Thorne
and 'His New York Wife.'
See
us at the Strand." Get them interested in Alice Day.

Direction

Not

credited

L. V. Jefferson

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Good Photography

James Brown

.

— N. Y.

Theodore Von Eltz the
good looking hero. Others Ethel
Clayton, Edith Yorke, Fontaine La

.

arrange to have announcements of

Clyde Fitch Author
Gertrude Orr Scenario

.

pleasing.

satisfactory.

Good
Photography
The West Locale
Small town
feet

New York

"His

Lumas — State Rights
WILL NOT APPEAL TO EVERYSATISFACTORY PROGRAM
ONE BECAUSE STORY IS GOOD MAN'S PICTURE. FAIR- FARE. SOME NEW VARIASENSATIONAL. VERY WELL
BANKS LANDS PLENTY OF TIONS TO THE YARN ABOUT
ACTED AND FOR THE RIGHT WALLOPS BESIDES THE THE SMALL TOWN GIRL
AUDIENCES SERVES WINNING ONE, WHICH WHO COMES TO THE BIG
THRILLS GALORE.
SHOULD MAKE IT INTER- CITY.
Cast.
.Walter McGrail's the outESTING TO MEN PARTICU- Cast. .Alice Day pretty and wholly

Ross Fisher Scenario

5,564

17

"The City"

David Kirkland Author

•.
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Albert Keliey;

fair

Leon Abrams
Leon Abrams
Nick Musuraca
Satisfactory

Any

city

Locale

New York

....5,000

feet

Length

5.294 feet

Sunday, November

18

"Light Wines and Bearded Ladies"
Imperial Comedy Fox

—

So7)te

Type

Fair Laughs

of production.

.

.

Gene Cameron is
comedy tale
wild

.2 reel

tiie

comedy

hero of the

that
soars
to
laughs.
The action

heights for its
occurs aboard a passenger plane and
the constant climbing around on the
plane offers thrills that will amuse
the crowd that doesn't mind the business getting quite silly.
Gene is
forced to assume the identity of a
barber in order to evade an enemy.
A barber shop in an airplane brings
its own
comedy complications and
you have hero scalping his victim
and otherwise making the passengers
hideous.
(Hiite
He then gets his
•onic mixed up and a liquid supposed
to make a lady's chin soft and clean

taking his pup and a dachshund along. The latter is pressed
into utility by the neat device of
stringing a wire atop of its lengthy
body, which serves as a sort of
score-keeping contrivance much after the fashion of those found in bil-

shortly the Southern tier
There
will be well taken care of.
is a possibility that the Jacksonville
theater under construction will be ultimately embraced.
When several houses in cities between Kansas City and the Pacific
Slope are completed, it will be possible to route units completely across
the country.
With existing theaters and those
to be opened in the next two months,
the route will be as follows:

The sight of this
funny-bone, althe
though Al very rarely gets a chance
liard

really
to

parlors.
tickles

do any marking on

By

it.

dev-

ious routes, the party finds
disturbing the king of beasts

itself

in

a

finally

the

little

pup comes

to

the

rescue by kicking Leo, thereby distracting attention from Al.
Into the
lion's own den rushes the pup, and
Al, anxiously awaiting his exit, sees

him emerge
lions in

after a terrific din, with

tow.

To which Aesop

five

on how easy you laugh.

vou must have confidence to enjoy

sagely adds: "Hunting

is

like

hash;

it-

"Home Sweet Home"— Aesop
Type

of production....! reel cartoon
is
excellent satire as well
as the visual entertainment of the flitting figures in this Aesop F'able. It all

There

revolves around man's futility in escaping the inconveniences he is occasionally doomed to under the guise
of a protecting roof.
It is only after
crows pilfer his pumpkins, mice pester his peace of mind, and even bring
their playmates to his house that
A! tries to leave. But a goat butts
him back, his flivver explodes and
drops him through the roof, and
resigned to his fate of remaining
in a home where the very walls and
roof have been carried away by
abominable interlopers, Al sinks his
head to Aesop's sage observation:

organizations which s
they can replace striki
with non-union workers.
Despite this attitude, a rush
activity is apparent at various studi
confident

Some

are

curtailing

and are pushing
complete pictures
Dec.

their prograi
their directors
in

work

befci

1.

The various unions of techniciai
through the International Alliance
Stage Employes and M. P. Ope»

l*''

'0-

— Paramount

2— Olympia
3 — Metropolitan
4— Shea's Buffalo

— Michigan
Tivoli
—
—^Uptown
8 — Capitol
— Newman
10 — Ambassador
l__Palace
— Texan (opens Dec.
— Metropolitan (opens
14 — Saenger
15 — Palace
16 — Howard

Buffalo
Detroit

5

Chicago
Chicago
Des Moines
Kansas City
St. Louis

6
7

9

Dallas

1

tors,

i'

conditions met.

Unions Stand Pat On
Demands, Canavan Says
The

International Alliance of

Employes and

Sta:

:in

M.

P. Operators
standing pat on its strike order, ai
New Orleans unless demands of the unions
are m
Memphis
Atlanta by Dec. !, there will be a genei
new house is building in Den- walkout at Los Angeles studios ail mv
ver.
That will help to bridge the theaters, William Canavan, presidei
gap.
Los Angeles, San Francisco, of the alliance, said yesterday. /
Oakland, Seattle and Portland, Ore.., studio technicians and stage eii kt
are each to supply a week. Theaters ployes and operators of Los Angel
in the three last named cities have theaters will be affected by the pr
yet to be built. The new theater be- posed
strike,
which may becor
ing constructed in Omaha by A. H. nation-wide in scope.
Musicians a
Blank will be added to the Publix expected to join in a sympathy stril;
route when it is completed.
if the Dec. ! walkout materializes.
12
13

San Antonio
Dec. 26).. Houston

4)

....

A

Fable

Pathe
Chuckles Galore

producing

announced they would call
strike at the studios and Los Angel
City
New York theaters, if a closed shop was n
New Haven
Boston adopted and new wage and workiaUji

Theater

1

w

(Continued from Page 3)

(Continued from Page 3)

Orleans

beauty parlor. Poor Al is in for it,
being on the receiving end of a terrific
barrage of punishment, until

grows

The
a heavy beard for her.
laughs are there. It all depends up-

Lines for Walkout at
Studios Being Dra^^
Presentation Acts

26

trail,

1926

Weeks For Publix

"Buck Fever," Aesop Fable-Pathe
Comic Capers
Type of production..! reel cartoon
Farmer Al continues on the Nimrod

21,

Intends to Collect

—

Toronto Sale of his theater does
not relieve an exhibitor of liability,
in case the new owner refuses to
take over the contracts, and the Film
Board of Trade intends to exact payment for defaulted contracts. This
was emphasized here when Fox won
a
decision in the
County Court,
against the former owner of the
Photodrome, who was instructed to
pay $890 plus costs on contracts his
successor refused to take over.
In another decision won by the

iti

Strauss Joining Keith-Albee
Vernon Gray Assumes Boston Po
H. David Strauss, former film ediBoston
Vernon Gray of Ne
tor of "The Telegraph," joins the York has been appointed public!
Keith-Albee exploitation department manager for the Metropolitan. Je
Monday.
Lazarus, who has handled public!
since the Metropolitan opened, h:
company M.
Huttelmeyer, former
Credit Cutting Protested
been advanced to handle Paramou;
owner of the Queen St., Niagara
Los Angeles In a communication publicity in four San Francisco th
Falls, Toronto; must pay Fox $562.70 for film damaged by fire last Feb- to Eli Whitney Collins, president of aters.
the M.P.T.O.A., Daniel B. Clark,
ruary.
head of the American Society of
Maxwell Takes Clemmer Post
"There Is No Room for Complaint
Cinematographers, has asked the coBoard
Portland,
Ore. Floyd Maxwell h
Has
Successfu!
Year
in a Modern Flat."
operation of the national exhibitor
Butte, Mont.
Establishment of a body in bringing a halt to the prac- succeeded James P. Clemmer as ma
"Nuremberg, The Toy City"— Hy precedent through obtaining convic- tice of various theater owners of cut- ager of the Broadway. Clemmer h
been transferred to the Fifth Avtion on a Federal charge of three bi- ting credit titles from prints.
Mayer Pathe
Seattle.
Exceedingly Clever
cyclers, was the highlight of the
Type of production. .1 reel cartoon year's activity, to date, of the Film
Goldsteins Buy at Chicopee
Board of Trade.
This
sketchbook
In addition, the
impression
Chicopee, Mass. Goldstein Bros,
Bevan in "Easy Pickings"
is
taken from both life and imagination board has aided in settlement of 23 have acquired the Playhouse. Frank
Hollywood Billy Bevan has bee
in one of the most picturesque me- of the 25 cases submitted for arbi- Gallagher
has been brought from cast for "Easy Pickings," First N:
dieval communities in
There has been but one Loew's State, New York, to manage. tional picture, co-featuring Anna ( h
the world. tration.
lb
Age-old Bavaria, its people and cus- change of officers and the credit comNilsson and Kenneth Harlan.
toms, come to life through the clever mittee has found it unnecessary to
&
V.
H.
Operating
J.
Hi
manipulation of both pen and camera. demand deposits, except in a few
Seattle
Jensen & Von Herberg,
Heath With Fleck
Mayer works in his usual double- instances.
former owners of the Far NorthFrank Heath, veteran assistant d
exposure method, achieving in each
west's largest theater circuit, who re- rector, who was at Vitagraph f(
m
case a most startling similarity becently announced plans to reenter several years and who also was coi
Goodrick Writes Beery Vehicle
tween subjects that must at first have
Los Angeles John F. Goodrick has the theater field, now are operating nected with the Chronicles of Ame'Jp
seemed totally dissimilar.
Thus, been assigned to
do an original story, the Empress and Majestic in the ica, has been made assistant castir
through this craftsman's art, one "Save
Ballard district and will operate the director at the Paramount. He SU'
My
Child," as a vehicle for
sees a Nuremberg created by a vivid
house now under construction in the ceeds Edward Scott Spargo, who hi
Wallace Beery.
imagination based on actual eye-imEagle's lodge building.
resigned. Heath will be in charge
pressions.
The houses are grouped
the casting of small parts and "e:
Grey Unit Returns
together in regular toy fashion, like
233 Club Plans Frolic
tras."
Schuyler Grey's unit, which is maka child's dream images.
These are
Los Angeles A Thanksgiving Eve
of a varied nature, the moats of old ing "On Guard," a serial for Pathe, show-dance is to be given by the 233
Lane in "Music Master"
castles vying in appeal with primi- is now active at the Long Island stu- Club, which comprises in its memThe unit members spent sev- bership a number of leading productive, rumbling carts drawn by ancient dio.
Charles Lane has arrived from tl
donkeys, and so on.
To lovers of eral weeks at Fort Hoyle, Md., where ers, directors and players.
Coast to play an important rolei
things artistic, this should prove very exteriors were "shot." The cast in"The Music Master," which is bein
appealing.
Nor, does it seem that cludes Cullen Landis, Muriel Kingdirected by Allan Dwan. Lane aa
Lakewood Theater Reopened
any type of person with the slight- ston and Tom Blake. Archie Heath
Lakewood, N. J. The Strand has Lois Moran, who is also in "T|
est endowment of imagination, could is directing, with Walter Strange in reopened under management of Sol Music Master," were members of tf
charge
of
photography.
fail to enjoy this novelty from one
Melville Brill
after
being closed for six cast of "Padlocked," which was d
Shyer is assistant director.
aspect or another.
months.
rected by Dwan.
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FILM CONDITIONS IN RUSSIA-

CANADA AND THE QUOTA
THE LONDON TRADE
AND OTHER NEWS

Foreign Markets
By

Russia of Today

I

Sponsoring Schools for Di2Ctors, Actors and Scenarists
Theaters Showing Strides
,ondon A great change and dejpment of the Russian industry
taken place during recent months,
Huntley Carter, in a survey
:es
conditions in Soviet, which aprs in a current issue of "Kine

—

sia

familiar

quite

A
A
resses.
(3) A

I

carried out at the Leningrad PhotoTechnical Factory^by far the largest
(xir the Soviet Union,
in Russia
kind
s
Russia is nowr called), which I have
privileged to study during my recent
to this country.
fhere is the evidence, too, of the kineand the many divisions into which they
of the kinema-goers, also to be coned under different divisions of the films
ticularly
the new Russian ones), and
of the new
different parts they play
of films made for special purposes; of
;s
kinema apparatus of kinema schools and
and of the rapidly-inrimental studies

g
)

—

act-

London News
— A new Stoll Production

London

directed by Sinclair
Hill and starring Phyllis NeilsonTerry,
supported by Lilian Hall
Davis and Clifford McLaglen. Boaricea was Queen of the Iceni in A.
D. 61, and the story is a costume
play of that period.

*

"The Somme,"

Canada and the Quota
Australia, the largest
dominions of the British Empire^
both resent the strict quota plan as
suggested by the sub-committee at
the recent Imperial Conference in

*

constitutes

British-made

a

fijm.

They seek

It is believed
the above mentioned plan would encourage production in that country,
and it is with that view in mind that
it

is

"Exhibition methods in Confifteen years behind the United States," states Sol
Lesser, who is here after a three
months' trip through middle Europe.
Lesser thinjks the producers here do
fairly well, considering what they
have to put up with.
American exploitation and presenta-

Europe are

tinental

tion ideas

would greatly

aid

American

product in Europe, he declared, but
he does not think we should try to
build Europe's theaters.
"All we
should do is help Europe to help
herself."

Lesser is conferring with prominent
playwrights and producers. He will
spend two weeks in London before
returning to the States.

Warsaw

Filming Exteriors in

Warsaw — Exteriors

for the Italian-

*

«

>•>

for an

New

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

*

"Ben Hur" has opened
oli

Starring

at the Tiv-

is

said

FERDINAND
that

the

Charing Cross Road

"The Better

'Ole."
*
*

new Lido on
will

1S2

Two young

Foreign

Nat Nathanson,

British inventors claim

Cable address

scopic projection in color.

The question

of

—

pictures here.

"Productions

of

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

series of all star society

dramas

two now ready
"THE MODERN YOUTH" "HEARTLESS HUSBANDS"
First

and
A GREAT LINEUP OF WESTERNS FEATURING ESTABLISHED STARS
Cable Addresses

London

SMICOPILMS

New York

PIZORFILM

Foreign Territory

PAWNEE

Avenue

Now

Available

BILL,

Jr.

In i icriei of 8 6ve reel

Western

Thrill

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
W. 46th St..
New York City

'Doncameo

130

New

New York

York.

Inc.
City, N.

Y

D. J. MOUNTAN, President
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and distributors.
Paris Address
Societi des Films Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris,

France.

London Address
Mr. Arthur Levey,
31 Portland Place,

London W.

I.,

England

RICHPICSOC, PARIS
Cable Address: DEEJAY.
Cable Address: RICHPIC. N. Y
Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

Cable Address:

London Address

5196-5197

RiCHMOUNT Pictures
723 Seventh

Merit"

Phone 'Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

Sunday opening

causing considerable discussion
Elaborate Announcement from Metro throughout the Provinces. It is beSydney— Metro-Goldwyn Films, Ltd. ing talked of more than ever.
distributii^ M-G-M and Educational
product in Australia and New ZeaChaplin to Work in Paris?
its
trade
land, has issued to the
Paris- One of the chief topics in
second annual announcement book. Parisian studio circles is the report
It is very elaborate and in several that Charles Chaplin will
make two

New

Fret.

*i

is

colors.

CO.

Distribution

Exclusive purchasing agents and representativei for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

have devised a system of stereoif

New York Uty

HI-MARK FILM SALES

*

*

ADAM

H.

St.,

*

.

*

West 42nd

Cable Ferdinadam, N.Y. Phone, Wis. 1143

open with

All of the village theaters in Sheffield which were forced to close during the coal strike have reopened.

to

Frank Merrill

Fast Action Melodrsmat

indefinite run.
*

It

suggested.

Avenue

Napoleon Films. Ltd.
8 New Couipton St.
Charinc Cross Road W. C. 2

*

*

William Vogel, of P. D. C,
York, is here on a visit.

has been unsuccesful.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
new

Bulletin, a

Behind
the Times
—

Paris

>ii

>t<

;

A

HAPPEN-

dle
all
future releases of British French film, "The Chess Player,"
London.
Screen Classics. The Empire News are being made here.
Marshal PilCanada is in favor of a cooperative first appeared in May.
sudski appeared with many of his
the
of
Dominions
the
among
scheme
«
troops in several shots.
Raymond
Empire. Canadian officials desire to
Mercury Films announce "Valen- Bernard is the producer.
establish a definite status as to what cia" as a new release.

;

729 Seventh

*

The new Empire News

;

I

film, is

weekly news release, will be distributed by European Motion Picture
Co., Ltd.
A deal has also been
closed whereby European will han-

;

Why

New Era

a

playing at the Marble Arch Pavilion
for six weeks.

i

the Russian film industry in all
are the Russian films
lepartments.
answer to this question enables
The
e?
a understand the nature and value of the
that are being put on the market, and
ppreciate certain differences between the
iian and British film industries.
,
1) The whole of the Russian film inry at the present moment is based upon
recognition of the great importance of
kinema to the rebuilding of Russia, anjl
This
le new conditions of life and labor.
prtance has been stressed by the heads
he Government, including Lenin, from
Hence the kinema has come to
on.
egarded as an integral part of the life of
nation, and not as merely a program of
sement as in England and America.
Hence the recognition of the import:)

*

Films, Ltd., are releasing
"The Two Brothers," made in Germany by Ufa. Lil Dagover and
Conrad Veidt are featured.

scenarists.
school of Russian
All the newcomers are of exceptional ability."

to adopt the ruling which
would allow a picture to qualify under
any quota regulation of the Empire
just so long as it was produced with
a percentage of British capital, or
capjtal of Dominion subjects; and
have a percentage of British subjects
in the cast.
This would allow for outside finsing interest of foreign exhibitors and ancing, and also players from other
Germany, countries, providing neither repreFrance,
in
particularly
:rs,
Poland, and America, in
:ho- Slovakia,
Canada has
sents 100% of the film.
films.
iian
Before describing thase facts, it is of im- long sought to establish a production
ance to consider the principles which center within its bounds, but, so far,
rmine

"Boadicea,"

is

film

Canada and

FILM

OF THE WORLD-LONDON,
PARIS, BERLIN-MOSCOW

Wardour

and

OF

INGS IN IMPORTANT CENTERS

CUNNINGHAM

*

(5) Box-office Films.
(c) Promoting the growth of;
school of Russian producers
(1)
technicians.
school of Russian actors and
(2)

1

m

Specializing in:
Mass Films.
Historical Films.

Heroic Realism Films.
Reconstruction Films.
(b) Producing:

with

the
isian industry and in his last sursome time ago examined the poslities of a renewal of Anglo-Rustrade relations, arriving at the
elusion that they were not very
ouraging at that time. However,
that a recovery has
s noticeable
Today, there is abun;n place.
evidence that the Russian int
try is moving rapidly towards a
place in production and that
it
are very long there will be a
in Russian films, believes Carwhose findings in this connecare reprinted, partly, below:
Evidence is provided by the facts of the
nization, equipment and the work now

P.

is

(a)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

ekly."
is

JAMES

ance of the contents of the film as the chief
thing determining the form and style.
"(3) Recogition of the importance of the
most up-to-date methods of film production.
"(4) Recognition of the economic value of
the film.
By the application of these principles, Rus-

'iet

'arter

RESUME

LONDON

WEEKLY
'jn^AKD
FILM DIGEST

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

o/'fllMDOM

L

Kniil JanniiiKs
B. I*. ScluilhcrK,

is

t

Revolution in Lighting Seen

Walter Wangcr and

Tonimcr on liis first starrnig
Poninier will
vehicle for Famous.

KLEIG

it.

Newcomer Gets Important Role
his policy of obtaining
B. P. Schulberg has
chosen Iris Stuart for a leading role
in "Cascv at the Bat."
C ontiiuiing

"new

faces,"

"Easy Pickings" Started
George Archainbaud has started
production on "Easy Pickings" for

Baggot To Direct "The River"
King Baggot has been signed to
direct Sam Rork's next picture for
First National which will be a screen
version of "The River," novel by

Patrick

Doris

Production, with

Hastings.

Kenyon and Lewis Stone

in

the leading roles, is scheduled to start
at First National's Burbank studios

about Dec.
changed.

The

5.

title

will

be

Another
working on "Somewhere South of Sonora." Kathleen
Collins is playing opposite Maynard.
Al Rogcll is directing. Will Levington Comfort is the author of this

Maynard
Ken Maynard

Starts
is

story.

Fire Engine Protecting Studio
The Fox studio has just purchased
the latest and largest type of La
France chemical engine as part of
the studio fire protective system.

AUene Ray Making Exteriors
Ray has left for San Francisco to make exteriors for "Melting
Patheserial.

her latest

porter" under direction of Jack Noble,
marks the halfway mark in Ellbee's
production schedule of 16 pictures
for the

vear.

Fio

"Red Heads Preferred" Started

'a£F:
f
f

ADAPTATION?- GACt9.

\

for

Fox

Ik

T

Production has started on the

production, "Red Heads Pil
ferred," at Fine Arts. Louis Gasai
is director and Jack Hooper camei
man. The cast includes Theodo

fany

Ra'|

Langdon in Sixth Week
Harry Langdon is in the sixth weJ
"War of production of "Long Pants" f

McCoy,
tern
starring Tim
Paint," is under way.
W. S. Van
Dyke is directing with a cast that
includes Joan Crawford, Roy D'Arcy,

iVoii'

First National.

inal

Tcv

Producing

"Wolf's Clothing"
Miller

Twenty-five
minute* to

Broadway

"A

Million Bid"

Featuring Dolores Costello

Recent Release

^^Across the Pacific^'

JFC:!

0RIGINAL9-C0NTmUITr-

"Bertha

,

Svenione cMsds'

J
'

Kalph Sippcrly siiys
play ihe Sewing Machine in
M.ichine Girl"
the Scwini;

'

IB*"'

Monte Blue— Patsey Ruth

fymhere,.
f

;tt

will

is

In Preparation

EDWARD

He

on the

McCoy In "War Paint"'
Production of M-G-M's second wes-

EUbee Program Half Finished
Completion of "The Lightning Re-

/'^

FOX STUDI09C5^r

Gorman

The story is an ori.
by Langdon, Frank Capra am
Arthur Ripley. Capra is directiilp
Favors Comedy Schooling
Louise Lorraine, Tom O'Brien, Lionel Ripley is scenario chief, Robert Ed(
Three years in comedies is the train- Belmore, Frank Currier, Edward and Clarence Hennecke are collab
ing necessary for aspirants to screen Connelly and Will Walling.
rating on story developments.
Tii
dramas, in the opinion of Cecil B.
cast includes Gladys Brockwell,
De Mille.
Roscoe, Betty Baker
and
Gla^
"If I could have my way every acGoulding Directing Own Story
Harvey.
tor or actress entering motion picM-G-M will start production this
tures would be forced to spend three week on "Women Love Diamonds,"
Completing "London Bridges"
years in comedy before attempting by Edmund Goulding, who will direct
"Our Gang" is busy at work ui
said
a straight dramatic photoplay,"
Pauline Starke, has been given the der Robert McGowan's direction ma
De Mille.
feminine lead. (The former title was ing the scenes which will compki
comin
learn
"Little things they
"Diamond HandcufTs."
"London Bridges."
edies go a long way toward success."
Millions,"

^1

Mf^RSHALL

to edit.

shortly

Von Eltz, Dorothy Dwan and
mond Hitchcock.

Alma Rubens in "Marriage"
With the return of Alma Rubens to
Hollywood Fox announces she has
been cast to play the lead in "MarThe picture will be directed
riage."
bv R. William Neill.

'J
(III

Mabel Normand Starts Another"*'
Mabel Normand has started on a
other Roach comedj' with Creight(
Hale and Eugene Pallette in the ca
Leo McCarey is directing.

in place of the "broad" lamp for experimental purposes. They
also are being used for night street lighting and are said to
produce a satisfactory effect on the screen.

Allene

Jr.

V(
Lesl

preparing to st;
second picture,
Broadway Drifter," with Mahlt
Hamilton, Vola Vale, Malcolm M
Gregor and Hugh Allen.

the Love of a Mutt" F.B.O. vehicle
The cast infor "Ranger," dog star.

and Frank McGlynn,

and Lila

Alexander Trophey has been engag

lights are powerful incandescent globes, burning
from 10,000 to 30,000 watts. The globes are from 12 to 14
inches in diameter and have tungsten filaments in nitrogen gas.
Universal is trying them out in spotlights of all sizes and

McGowan Making Dog Film
P. McGowan is directing "For
J.
cludes Harold Goodwin, Irving RenHelen Foster, Dorothy Dunbar

Allen

The new

manager; Charles \aa Enger, cameraman and Ed. Marin, assistant.

ard,

Hugh

Vale,

this loss.

Anna Q.

Nilsson.
Kenneth Harlan is playing opposite
Frank Griftin is production
her.
First National with

Home," with Mahlon Hamilton,

lamps
eyes and the changing of carbons in arc
the General
will be eliminated if tests now under way by
Incandescent
Electric Co., at Universal City are Successful.
said
lamps for see lighting is proposed under the new system,
Laemmle.
Carl
on
impression
favorable
to have made a
The old type of carbon lighting will be eliminated as
soon as the new lights are perfected and their manufacture
begun, in his opinion.
r j n
Use of the new system would junk thousands of dollars
and the
studios,
various
the
in
equipment
worth of electrical
use of arc lights will be obsolete within a year, he predicts,
pointing out that the saving in time would more than offset

Hrich

produce

Gorman Completes First of Seri(
John Gorman has completed
first of a series of six, "Home, Sw

On

Picture
conferring witli

Jannings Conferring

.

.

18

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Dcaches . .
the Center
o/ Hollyivood

R

HOLLYWOC D

PIAIAJ
YloUyvoodt Catifomia

Roy Del Ruth
Director

M

TherJew

Proclaimed a box-office sensation

I

Darryl Francis Zanuck
C^

Author

Warner Brothers

Pictures, Inc.
iiiiiiiiiii

""
WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

OF SNAPPY ITEMS
COVERING EASTERN
PICTURE PRODUCTION

"New York"

Complete

Sutherland Starts

Edward Sutherland yesterday

Voductiiin has been completed on
tw York," which was directed by

Reed.

William

H.

A

Powell,

of the principals, has joined the
of "Love's Greatest Mistake,"
t
ile Estelle Taylor, who was also
the cast, is now on the Coast.
J.

ted

from "Lots"

Little
By

Mistake,"

WHEN

yogi meets yogi" might
Hunt, who did the camerawork,
well be the headline for an incinow awaiting a new assignment, dent at the Cosmopolitan studio. SevVincent Serrano
is Lynn Shores who was the asago,
eral
years
ant director.
played the role of the yogi in "Eyes
of Youth," starring Clara Kimball
From Courts to Celluloid
Young and directed by Albert Parker.
Villiam Tilden, the tennis player Now, Hugh Miller is nlaying the role
is being starred in a Broadway
in a new version of the story, starring
is also
a member of the cast Gloria Swanson.
Serrano is working
y,
'The Music Master," which is be- in "Womanhood" at the same studio,
directed by Allan Dwan.
as Miller.
*

*

*

Edmund Breese Engaged
Feiv recent accounts of the career
Ldmund Breese has been added to
Dorothy Mackaill dealt ivith her
of
cast of "Paradise
for Two,"
little
ich
went into production this ability to play the violin. The
English
actress, who, on Wednesday,
;k, with Richard Dix starred and
Lothar Mendes,
;gory La Cava directing.
Breese became the wife of
violin. She played
leared in several Johnny Hines' owes much to her
it in the "Follies" and in " Mighty
tures, which were directed by La
Lak'
a Rose." which hrouaht her rea
;a.
Other principals in the new
prominence.
ture include Betty Bronson and
Beranger.

Paramount
making excellent

at

on "Love's Greatest Mise," which is his fourth picture at
ramount studio. He is in charge
photography.
igress

Bonn on Sick List
ohn Bonn, of the editing and cutParamount, has been
% staff at
ifined to his home by an attack of
?pe.

Barker For "The Potters"
Jradley Barker has been engaged
"The Potters," which Fred Newyer is directing for Famous.

Sign Peggy Shaw
'eggy Shaw has been signed to
y an important role in "Paradise
Two," starring Richard Dix and
She
:cted bj' Gregory La Cava.
appeared in several Fox pictures.

By
very

way, Dorothy

the

Lowell
Wednesday.
work
Sherman, who plays opposite
her in "The Song of the

Dragon," went to his matinee
of "The Woman Disputed,"
while Dorothy and Mendes
hurried down to the Municipal
building.
Bright and early
Thursday, Dorothy was back
at the Cosmopolitan studio.
The writer joins in wishing
happiness to the newlyweds.
This is no joke. A handball
match between Bill Fields and
Harold Lloyd, the comedians,
would be worth going miles
to see.

production, while Pauline is
enacting the part of a "golddigger" in "Sunya." They find
time to sip tea and munch

New

by Malcolm

St.

Given New Title
Not Herbert," the stage play

James
pic-

Rockett production

h Howard Higgin directing, will
released under the title of "The
It is on the First Narfect Sap."
nal schedule.

Role Nears Completion
Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, is

~lorabclle
role in

niece

_

of

completing

"Sunya," directed by Al-

Parker.

irnest

Do Sets
Fegte, veteran member of

Fegte to

Paramount art department, will
sign the sets for "Afraid to Love,"
ich will star Florence Vidor.
:

Plans to Sail Nov. 29
Lee Garmes, formerly Malcolm St.
Clair's cameraman, plans to sail on
Nov. 29, on the Homeric. He is to
be in charge of the photography on
"The Garden of Allah", to be directed by Rex Ingram.
Garmes has
been enjoying a vacation in Califor-

Helen Eagels, is a member
of the "you're a sister of" clan.
Jeanne, could not

dodge "Rain" for four years.
Helen is playing a bit in "Sun*

nia.

since

wood

he

"The Matinee

Arthur Ellis Editing
Arthur Ellis is cutting and editing
"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em," which
was directed by Frank Tuttle.

>i<

performed in
Girl," a musical

.

comedy, a year ago.
He
played the lead opposite Pola
Negri in "Hotel Imperial"
and is a, lead in "Love's Greatest Mistake."

Van Nest Polglaze Busy
Van Nest Polglaze is designing

the

which will be used in "The
Cross-Eyed Captain," to be directed
by Malcolm St. Clair.
sets,

"On Guard"
St. Clair still finds a
Jane Jennings is playing a mother
for drawing.
The ex- role in "On
serial which
cartoonist's
recent
subject
was Schuyler GrayGuard,"
is
producing for
Luther Reed, a fellow director.
Pathe.
Jane Jennings

Malcolm

in

time

little

Maria

Corda,

Hungarian

star,

is

Heath in Casting Department
Frank Heath has become assistant
Vilma Banky when she reaches Hollyto Fred Fleck, casting director at
wood.
Paramount, succeeding John Scott
*
*
*
anticipating a pleasant re-union with

Atlanta, Ga., fans are certain to
flock to see "The Potters," which
gives Ivy Harris, an Atlanta beauty,

a real o}}portunity.

tion.

would not be surprisiyig if
H. H. Vayi Loan were tnistaken
There

Mayor Walker.
for
is a strong resemblance.
*

*

*

Ashmore

Creelman

was

Ed

Wynn's

has appeared

in

Swanson.

not
screen, but the comedian should
find himself at home in the
studio.
*

*

*

were changed at the last
By the way, the shortest route to
minute.
He had sent some witty
telegrams to Hollywood friends who pictures used to be a job in the
were expecting him when he learned Ziegf eld's Follies' chorus. Now this
the trip would have to be abandoned. rule applies to former Ziegf eld stars.
*

^

Studio employes still have
pleasant
memories of the
dinners Dimitri Buchowetzki
tendered his staff at the conclusion of work on a picture.
Cecil B. De Mille used to celebrate the completion of his

who

several light operas, has been added
to the cast of "Sunya," starring Glo-

will

lisp

trip

^

Huff Added to Cast
Forrest Huff,

ria

of

^

Cast for "The Music Master"
Mildred Ryan and Hazel Goodwin have been added to the cast of
"The Music Master," Fox produc-

It

*

Raymond Hitchcock's
song, "All Dressed Up and No Place
To Go," when his plans for a Hollyreminded

*

James Hall has come a long

way

crackers.

Clair.

*

t

Dwan and Ed Garformer leading pigskin
performers at Notre Dame,
were interested spectators at
the contest between the Army
and the Rockne elevens.
Allan

Spargo.

/ood, called there by the illness of
He is to
wife. Alma Rubens.
York to work in "The
urn to
Dss-Eyed Captain," which will be

uglas

Gallagher Given Assignment
Richard
("Skeets")
Gallagher,
whose first role was in "New York,"
directed by Luther Reed, is now appearing in "The Potters," directed by
Fred Newmeyer.

vey,

sister,

Iris

Tover, is chief cameraman, and Joe
Pasternak is Sutherland's assistant.

ought to sound good on the
Vitaphone.
Mack's
drawl
should "click" everywhere.

lost

Cortez to Coast
licardo Cortez is en route to Hol-

Ray

plays the leading feminine role,
Gray are graduates of the
Paramount School. The story was
adapted by Becky Gardiner.
Leo

and

Moran and Mack's comedy

Her

with

Hall,

who

by having his staff
as .his guests at

iveek-end affairs.

time in production

little

Lowell
Sherman and his
wife, Pauline Garon, are having
professional "teas" at the Cosmopolitan studio.
Lowell is
working in a Robert T. Kane

1

ized as a

members

ya."

Tover Active
^eo Tover is

ECted

pictures

star-

Greatest

Josephine
Dunn,
Evelyn Brent, William
Powell, Iris Gray and Frank Morgan
in the principal roles.
Miss Dunn,

RALPH WILK

y

filming of "Love's

the

James

•

drc

WEEKLY DIGEST
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Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

tlier
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*

*
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pany, she paid a visit to the Christie
where she used to draw a
weekly stipend as a bathing beauty.

./

PHOTOGRAPHY W
ii

QUALITY

S?EED
ACCURACY

Mary Lewis seems devoid of the
temperament usually ascribed to opera
stars.
Although she is now a member of the Metropolitan Opera Comstudio,

DIRECTOR

J.*

I
§
%

with

h

THOMAS MEIGHAN

\l
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Projection Progress
ji'

By PERCtVAL
of

A.

McGUlRE

Inlernalional Frojector

Corporation

plan and equipment
THE
"projection suite" of

of

tlie

the

Rubber

has been laid on the green, and all equipment is in this
room and this color to carry out the color scheme

few general impressions at this time
may prove of interest.
Probably the most vivid impression one gains from the elaborate
plans of the "projection suite" of the

new Paramount is the importance
that the Publix Theaters attach to
It is not so long ago
projection.
that we were using the term "booth,"

proving

given to

ii

it

j,„

<

Itic

if

ilfm

(k'"

sort

Importance of Proper Protection

DANIEL

General Layout
At the end of the private hallway

B.

CLARK,

President of the American Society of

Cinematographers, recently made the following statement
in "The American Cinematographer":
"Patrons do not come to a theater to feast their eyes exclusively on the beauty of the house's interior.
They come to
see a picture a good picture.
And they cannot see such with
imperfect projection. We all need the best projection producer,

—

Immediately
projectionists.
opposite the elevator entrance is the
door to the "projection suite" consisting of "seven rooms and bath,"
for many years considered the standard for a good apartment in New
York City. Passing through the entrance to the "suite" on the left is
a room which eventually will be a
first
class machine shop equipped
with lathes, drill press, work benches,
etc.

star, director, exhibitor, projectionist

—

for

by

—
projection we

place

our wares before the ultimate consumer, the theater-goer. Those
who erect theaters are in the key position. It is they who may
insist, not only that their houses have the best projection equipment obtainable, but that in addition this best equipment be provided that place in the house most suited to secure maximum
results."

Defects

Mar Performance

\.

While the "projection suite" of tt
new Paramount may be followed
other equally or more elaborate plaii
Ii

for de luxe theaters, it is quite oi
of the question for most theaters
have anything quite so pretentioBj
However, the Paramount projectiq
room undoubtedly offers valuabt
suggestions which can be followe
1,

Jj

iCoi
^[

jIj,

ih

by

other theaters throughout til mi
country regardless of their size. Thei 5
is a growing tendency to have pre
jection rooms equipped with thre kin
projectors and while this may nc !*ol
always be possible, certainly no thl
gency use of the shutters. The room ater should ever be without an extr.
With* a
is also equipped
with a Stromberg head or emergency parts.
ink
Electric Clock and there are similar increasing realization of the impoi
clocks in other parts of the theater, tance of projection, exhibitors at
giving more thought to this depart "
all operated from one master clock.
The three Simplex Projectors are ment and expenditures for new equip]|"''
equipped with Weston Speed Indi- ment, repairs and replacements n
cators.
The Paramount will use a longer seem a waste of money to the
ptr
Raven 20x24 Halftone screen giving a ater owners and managers.
Any one of a number of small de Slf
22 ft. picture, the throw is between
fects in projection will spoil the il
175 and 180 ft.
Publix seems to have realized that lusion and lessen the entertainmen
good projection is a matter of good value of the performance. In man:'i
equipment, good working conditions first class theaters a break is lookeij
and good equipment. Harry Rubin, upon as inexcusable and in the maj' iu
Supervisor of Projection for Publix, jority of instances a break is probjlmst
has had full charge of all projection ably due to failure to keep the proiftij;
details of the Paramount for over jector in a proper state of repaitiif;,;.
four months.
He also has responsi- Poor focus, unsteady picture, flickerjij
bility for projection in the Rivoli, ing image on the screen, poor illumifc,,
Rialto and Criterion.
He has select- nation, travel ghost, film breakagejll
ed a capable staff.
These men, J. dust or oil on the objective lens|,.
Hopkins, I. Harding, H. Bergoffen, warped film, vibration of the projectL[
O. Defreties, the regular staff, and or, a bent sprocket shaft, film shrinktj
H. Mourier, and J. Kelley, reliefs, age, imperfect perforations in thiL^
are also among the best known pro- film, unsteady arc, dirty CQndensersS'
current, punch markec
insufficient
jectionists of New York.
film
all of these are defects which
In the past there have been own- may seriously mar the performance
ers and managers who believed that
One defect in projection will spoil
the projection department was one
the work of the one who wrote the
which permitted the fullest possible story, the c^rector, the stars and thl
scope for the exercise of thrift.
It cast who have cost the producer a
was believed that as the patron did fortune to create an illusion for the %
not see this room or what was in entertainment of the patrons.
IE

,vet

nice.

switchboard of the projection room.

and

Flexibility

accessibility

of

the

wiring have been the chief consideraleading past these two rooms is a tions in the designing of the rheosmall room which will be used as stat room.
A metal trough, with
an office, and on the left we enter the covers which can readily be removed
projection room proper. This is am- when necessary, extends around the
ple,
well ventilated and equipped room directly under the rheostats
with every convenience necessary to and this enables the projectionist to
enable the projectionists to properly readily pick up the wiring for inImmediately spection and replacement.
perform their duties.
The ca-

the rear of this, running the enlength of the projection room
but separated from it by a solid fireproof wall, is the rewinding room.
This is also of a generous size completely equipped and with special ventilation.
The American Film Safe
Cabinets were specially constructed
so that as located in the wall dividing the projection room from the
rewinding room the openings on both
sides of the cabinets permit the reels
to be placed into the cabinet from
the projection room and taken out
from the opposite opening in the rewinding room. One set of cabinets
is at one end of the projection room
and when the reels are rewound they
will be placed in the cabinets on the
opposite end of the rewinding room.
The reels can thus be placed in the
cabinet and taken out without trouble or delay and all possibility of
error is practically eliminated.

happily a thing of the past, aiytili
now no progressive theater owa
ignores the importance of a w*
equipped, properly designed room,
is

the

tire

money and thought

were wasted. Some sb_,
The machines are cessful theater owners who expen
also has a number of advantages of the room.
which should materially aid in im- equipped with H. & S. Boosters and ed lavishly for goldleaf and elabora
proving working conditions.
Be- Hall & Connelly High Intensity furnishings, not infrequently gave t ^*
high am- projection room and equipment litl
yond this room are two more large Lamps 150 amps. This
n'
rooms which have not yet been given perage has necessitated special de- or no consideration. An example
attention but which will probably be signing and construction of some this is a big theater in the Sou;
used as locker and supply rooms. parts of the Hall and Connelly lamps. which when the time came for ope:
Here we have the "seven rooms and The projection room shutter system ing it was found to have no proje
Since those tinii
bath." Completed it seems to be the is automatically controlled by steel tion room at all.
t
most elaborate and unique projec- cables connected to fusible links lo- changes have taken place and siz
tion
plan that has come to the cated in a master cord. The shutters cessful theater owners realize that
I
are counterbalanced to permit them the patrons of the house seldom
writer's attention.
The next is the rheostat room to be easily operated and are equip- never see the projection room, tht
equipped with a battery of eleven ped with rubber bumpers to insure are tremendously influenced in the
Hoffman & Sons perfection rheo- quietness when dropped. This par- patronage by the results that con
stats.
The rheostat room is used for ticular precaution is for the purpose from it. The day of small, poor
this purpose exclusively with the ex- of avoiding unnecessary and alarm- ventilated and agly projection rooni
ception of the back of the main ing noises in the event of an emer- with the barest n,ecessary equipmea

then came "projection room" but
nothing less than "projection suite"
seems proper for the Paramount.
The elevator stops at the floor upon
which the "projection suite" is located and right here it is worth
noting that this is an unusual feature as an opening on this floor was
arranged for the special convenience

in

It

sliit

new

theater will attract the attention of
the entire industry.
It is simply out
of the question to secure all details at
this stage but after the house is
opened, when a proper description
can be given, Harry Rubin, Supervisor of Projection, Publix Theaters,
can furnish the technical details. A

of

tile

floor of the projection

pacity of the rheostats

— 60/180
2 — 60/180
3

ity floods

amperes
amperes

is

as follows:

for high intensfor high intens-

.

—45/125
— 30/ 90

2
4

amperes for spotlights.
amperes for stereopti-

cons and effect machines.

The
the
stat

rheostat

room

is

said

to

be

most complete and unique rheo-

room

in

the world.

At the time this is written the
equipment consists of three Simplex
Projectors,
Brenkert
Floodlights,
Chicago Cinema Equipment Special
Effect
Machines,
American Film
Safe
Cabinets,
Hoffman & Sons
Rheostats, etc.
The Simplex Projectors are of the very latest type
with the new Simplex pedestal and it
may be very properly stated that
they make a picture of which the projection room is the frame.
The projectors are nickel trimmed, enameled

For

IlIO

tilCHi

—

tii

Itifi
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Management

SIMMONS
of an European theater, who explained that he has the projectionist at
his side when he scores the picture.
Thus, the projectionist is conversant
with tempo and pace of both music

Daylight Printer
I

I'he
;fo,

Depue and Vance Co., of Chiannounce an automatic optical

Improving the Theater

liter, using a giant light control for
SO Watt lamp, which will do its
Joe Hornstein has closed with
|-k in a daylight room, and is built
'reducing to 16mm. positives or for Grobe and Knobel to furnish all the
lidard size to standard size. It is equipment for the Sunnyside, which
opens on Dec. 15.
,:ed that the standard size will rethe positive print
e or enlarge
special effects in making close-up
R. E. Wells, owner of the Grand,
!tions where taken as a long shot, Dayton, O., has purchased a beaus also devised to reduce to a min- tiful new style "W" Wurlitzer, stattitle ing that this instrument is the one
effects
or
ire for special
;cts.
that exactly meets all of his require."he camera end of the printer is ments.
ily detachable and either a 35mm.
1 16mm. reduction size can be used
George E. Porter, Jr., proprietor
printing of the Temple, Perry, Fla., is among
daylight
desired. The
ture is that only the magazine need the first of that territory to start on
loaded in a dark room. The reduc- a clean-up campaign. The front of
of a 1000 foot negative of 35mm. the house has received a new coat of
1
[th to a 400 foot roll of 16mm. gos- paint, and is otherwise being dolled
e takes forty minutes.
up to present an appearance of new
printer enables the operator life and brightness.
!"he
work rapidly, at the same time
aring safety in handling the negThe Capitol, Nashville, Tenn., has
'e, and accuracy in setting up and
augmented its grand console with a
wading, making rnuch easier work new double manual auxiliary console,
the operator.
which will be played by F. Arthur
f

'he

same company

offers

what

is

iwn as the Depue Automatic Light
itrol, a device for utility to the

machines of
Continuous or Step printer type
for Reduction or Optical printWhen used on a continuous print-

Dratories for printing

The Wright Theater, Gurdon,
has installed a

Ark.,

Reproduce organ

to

replace the one in use before fire destroyed the interior several months
ago. New projection machines, new
scenery and curtains are also part of
the new house dress.

The

Majestic,

Jacksonville,

111.,

real purpose of making the projectionist a party to the fact is to control him so that if the picture is

nearing the last reel and is ahead of
the music, he can slow down the operation of the machine so that both

go hand
"Such

in hand at the end.
tactics are absolutely at va-

has just been remodeled and deco- riance with the proper relation of
now ranks with the finest music to picture presentation, for it
means that the picture is playing to
houses in that section of Illinois.

rated and

the music instead of the music playpicture alig the duty
of the orchestra leader always to ac-

The Boston Road Theater, Bronx, ing to the picture. The
New York, is well groomed to put ways comes first, and it
in

a diligent winter after rehabilitating

equipment with two Simplex ma- commodate himself to this fact."
two Peerless lamps and a
Hertner transvcrter, all furnisned by
For the Tool Kit
What will probably elicit friendly
the National Theater Supply Co.
attention from projectionists and elecJoe Hornstein, Eastern District tricians is the new screw driver put
manager of the National Theater on the market by the Albensol Manuknown as the
Supply Co., had a talk with Harry facturing Co., and
Heck of the Rialto of Passaic, and "scroo-grip." By a plunger arrangeHenkel, director of the orchestra. The now that house is completely out- ment reaching to the handle and functioning at the blade end of the "scroonew organ was built and installed by fitted with Peerless lamps.
grip," the operator is enabled to unR. J. Hatch of Nashville..
The National, at Burlington, N. C, screw a bolt deep in the recesses of
will
have its lobby entirely remade the machinery where the hand or
The Carlton of Dubois, Pa., has
fingers cannot reach and still retain
opened after extensive remodeling and panelled, with a glass ticket box
a grip on his object. This means that
and
an
artistic
arrangement
to
disand a cornplete change in the scheme
of decoration.
New light fixtures play the posters. The floor will be the operator can draw out the screw
have also been installed. George given an additional elevation at the at the end of the screw driver, thus
its

chines,

will print at the rate of 85 feet
minute, or 1,000 feet of film in
than 12 minutes. No changes Stahl, a local contractor, supervised entrance.
in
the negative, the work.
e to be made
The Columbia on Third St., Baton
iting being done either by hand
trol printer or on the automatic
The Imperial of Brinkley, Ark., has Rouge, La., is being redecorated and
ice.
installed a new Seeburg Celesta De- renovated at a cost of $15,000. New
stage equipment is also being inor matching up numbers to the luxe organ at a cost of $3,500. New
stalled.
projection
machines
also
make
up
are
iber on the printing slip, there
ing bars on the left side of the part of the theater's new equipment.
trol board, having numbers from
First
The Fredonia O. H., of Fredonia,
little bar is slid
D 22, and each
"In scoring a film, or more propig a brass rail for the purpose of N. Y., which closed for a whole seaching. The board is of such ca- son while undergoing extensive re- erly speaking, in presenting the music accompaniment, the efficacy of the
ity so as to enable one to print pairs, is now sporting a new name,
music can be determined by the fact
Mar
and
the
Winter
Garden.
A
new
backnegative both forward and
Colton organ is one of the features, that it attracts practically no attend without changing.
giving patrons the best in entertain- tion at all," is the opinion of Samuel
Manus, head of the music publishment.
ing company bearing his name, and
"Shades" of Aladdin
The American of McKinney, Tex., a specialist in supplying libraries to
he recent opening of Denver's
will sport a new dress inside and out- motion picture houses.
se, the Aladdin, at East Colfax
"The dominant feature of the proside, after Lee Elliott, who has the
and Race Street, afforded an in- contract for painting and remodeling, gram should be the picture,
the music
sting
opportunity for showing
being simply a background, which
gets through with it.
f
the name of a theater might be
by its own peculiar emotional chemropriately symbolized by its strucThe Royal, Houston, Tex., is istry simply accentuates or modifies
il character.
In this particular case proudly announcing the completion the elements of
emotional interest in
as the theater foyer which brought of the installation of the new
|10,000 the film. If the music as the orchesh some exclamations of amaze- Wurlitzer organ. Cleo Greening has tra plays it, rises in
eliciting attenit.
Here Aladdin was seen in the been engaged to play.
tion over that of the picture, it is
e of Jewels, gazing down on a
bscause the leader believes his or5t filled with lovely gems.
The new Park Theater, Wauke- chestra is more important than the
he auditorium is designed to rep- sha, Wis., is having a $995 Kimball film, or there is a deliberate intent
:nt the Garden of Allah, with soft grand
piano installed by the local to hide some particular weakness in
een lights casting a mystic hue Kimball Piano Co. This augments the picture.
r
the stage, flanked on one side the Barton organ, which was install"I have in mind," continued Manus,
a bubbling illuminated fountain, ed not so long ago, and to add to the "one concrete example of how the
;he walls, surmounted by minaret general up-to-dateness of the house, mission of music in the motion picers
and ornamental boxes of repainting and other touches have ture theater is abused in the case of
wing palms.
a very prominent managing director
been added.
it

and film. This would be very fine if
it ended there, but it seems that the

The Film Gomes

obviating the inconvenience of hunting through a maze of machinery.
'

y..»..«i.«..»..
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QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

S.

Palisades

3678

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600

Broadway
New York
Phone Lackawanna 9111

'..

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SAVE

MONEY

SEND

no

I-

OR OUR PRICE LIST

West 32 -St.. New

York, N.y.^^

Phone Penna. 6564
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m
Committee Formed
Los Anj^clcs— As a further step to
wards greater cooperation in the various departments of cxistinR studios,
Western
I'ete Smith, president of the
anAdvertisers,
I'icture
Motion
nounces the appointment of a studio

Exhibitors'

,By

Monday

Daily Reminder

publicity directors' committee.
Barrett C. Kieshng. general pubdirector for P.D.C., credited
licity
as the author of the move, has been
named chairman of the committee.
According to Smith, the purpose

quash action
Federal Trade Commission may
against West Coast Theaters.
beal,
Mfred Weiss, new president of Ked
expansion
plans reorganization and
The Big
"Photoplay- 'awards 1925 medal to
Parade;" magazine names players givmg
best performances.
,,
. ,,
,
Alberta and
'Only 279 theaters in Manitoba,

Post program

popularity of German pictures in
Britain jeopardizing English market
American producers, D. J. Mountan

Increased

Great

for
states.

a two months'

illness.

21,

Notables pay

tributes

man

Program Figure Ordered Draped
Portland, Ore.— Although it is_ de-

short

Irving

time.

Dollinger

Britons to Act on Protest
Caljled protest of Charlie
Chaplin against showing of the picture, "The History of Charlie Chap-

London

Managing Central

Roseville. N. J.— The Stanley-Fabian Circuit has placed Irving Dollinger in charge of the Central, while
Waller Jacobs has been transferred
to the Savoy.

Knapp's Belvedere Opened
Pomona. Cal.— J. G. Knapp has
opened the Belvedere, seating 720,
and in charge of F. R. Breeson.
Allen Continues As Manager
Midiiia, X. v.— Sidney Allen continues as manager of the Allen, taken
over by the Genesee Theatrical EnThe stage is
teri)rises. of Bafavia.
being enlarged for presentations.

—

a banning

the
lin" maj'^ result in
Official ruling of the exhibitors
film.
association on the subject will be
made tomorrow. Chaplin protested
the "authentic" story of his life was
made without his knowledge or conof

sent.

Remodeled

N. J.— Hill's theater
has been completely renovated and
redecorated after being closed for a

of

Neilan Engages Staff
Marshall Ncilan has

Los Angeles

—

signed the technical crew to work
with him on the Constance Talmadge
production
"Carlotta"
an original
story by Hans Kraely.
David Kesson and Donald Keyes are cameramen; William Lilihan chief electrician; Robert Landers in charge of
properties; Joan McNaughton, script
clerk and Thomas Held, assistant to

Neilan.

iii

Bros,

plan

—

Hartford.

the-

aters.

Three important music publishers not included in transaction whereby Warners get
rights to reproduce music for Vitaphone.
United Artists buying the Egyptian, Los Anfor

geles,

Ohio

presentation house.
Co. threatens to
uniform contract in

Amusement

galitv of
against United

Artists.

Thursday
Dismissal of 276
not anti-union
pleted

its

Fox studio
move as

task.

test

le-

case

its

"Laugh Month"

Norman Moral
while
Cleveland brayich manager, had set
workers at Coast
eral ligaments of his leg torn in a
force had comautomobile accident going from th
train

East.

to

Co.

to

distribute

office

after returniui

in

Motiograph projector.
Arthur Loew, back from Europe, calls antiAmerican sentiment abroad a "uny tempest resulting from the efforts of professional

his

to

Cleveland.

Distributors, however, fared we
the Columbus golf tournamen
Dave Lockman, Cincinnati manage

1927.

for

Supply

Theater

for

and

Columbia,

Sears,

politicians."

Gradwell

111

Ricardo Cortez is en route to Hollywood owing to the illness of his
wife, Alma Rubens.

1

Clevelanc

National,

First

Friday
Famous dickering

Shaw

for

starring 'vehicle for

novel,

as

co-

Gene Tunney and Jack

CAMERAMEN

Dempsey.
Vitaphone to be sold on individual contract
basis.

Associated Press to use more motion picture
news. L. C. Stratton tells A. M. P. A.
Theaters planned for Philadelphia represent
investment of $20,000,000.
"The Big Parade" grossed $1,012,134 during
13 at Astor.
first year which ended Nov.
About $3,865,000 spent on theater projects
Milwaukee during current year, with
in
greater activity next year.

List

your name

reputable
trial

in nevy leaflet of

cameramen and

indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

film

prospects
cost of

any kind, simply send

in

the data.

Saturday
Paramount

theater

has

brilliant

New York

opening.
Publix presentation circuit to be increased
to 26 weeks.
West Coast production i-ushed as strike date
threatened by unions nears.

Bureau of Commercial Economics
1108-16th St. N. W. Weshington, D.C

Schools, Churches
Motion

Pictures

T
and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

Alma Rubens

l\

meetings,

Will H. Hays tells Short Subject Advertising Assoc, his organization .will support

National

to

There was a jinx at the recem
Ohio convention, so far as the Wai
ner organization is concerned. Wa|
Barach, district m,anager, had hi\
car stolen on his return from th

Alexander Pantages reported to be planning
vaudeville invasion of

is

manager, who has beeii "drafted" \
play the imipire role in "Casey cj
the Bat." He joined the compan
after a long career on the diamoiv^

Licht-

United

new

three

erect

to

actor

to

the role played by Scott E. C/iea|
Hiram nutt. Famous Jacksonville
bram

Artists.

Warner

using

"Rose of Bowery" Postponed
Los Angeles David Hartford has
postponed production of "Rose of
Bowery" for several weeks.
the
Frances Nordstrom is adapting her
own novel "The Beloved Fraud" for

of

president

next

be

will

villc

Paulsboro Houoe

memory

to

Abrams.
Los Angeles report predicts that Al

statement:
"By order of the Portland Board
Control El Reno Theater
of Motion Picture Censors, the beautiEl Reno. Okla.— With the purchase ful and historic statue depicted on
of the Woods. F. E. Loomis and Or- this cover page has been condemned."

I'aulsboro,

myst
problem

in for

of

From, manager

Wednesday

1926

Strange.

the construction
theater building at Iowa and Main
will include a 2,000 seat
It
Sts.
house, hotel and office building.

ets for the

the

Harvey Day's tid
Paramount opening?"

"What became

Phonofilm.

Sunday, November

A

dollar

age of 48, following

goign

is

now

Just

:

clared to be a copy of a statue in a
Spanish cathedral, the nude figure
gracing the program prepared for the
Pantages, must be
Arthur Hagerman, Hal Roach; Harry opening of the
This is
of paper.
slip
with
a
clothed
LarMark
Brand, Joseph Schenck;
failed
who
censors,
local
edict
of
the
kin and George Thomas, Pickfordprotest of the management
heed
to
Christie;
Dowling,
Pat
I'airbanks;
that the program was a duplicate of
George Landy, First National.
that used for the opening of the
San Francisco house.
circuit's
F. E. Strange to Build New House
printed statement to that effect apBangs, Tex. .\ new theater will pears on the program cover.
The
E.
soon be erected here by F
board banned the following proposed

of a million

Educational
ries.

•

i,

I'ox drops plan for distribution of Pallaphotophone will confine talking film activities to

I'amous; Hal Wallis. Warners; Tom
Reed. Universal; Robert Yost, Fox;

Plan Big Dubuque House
Dubuque, la.— The Rosenthal Theater Corp. has been formed here for

r

at

Congratulations!

jects.

.North

Hiram

of the Cameo Mus
ivas decorated by th
Government with the Degn

staff,

French
of Academic Palms, an honoor rar(
ly bestowed on any but French stti

m

Carolina.
Abr.ims dies

tl

th,

between

merger

in

w:

Eugene Conte
firm's

Northwest Theaters and Eaxe Snterpnses.
Publix-Saenger expected to buy theaters

third, to create a greater

Enloe now control the three
houses here, the others being the
Criterion and Empress.

audience howled convinced him
he was a comedian.

Tuesday
pending

Negotiations

debut as an actor

made at an amateur show
Omaha. The hapless youth tried
sign and the manner in which

.

always start your
show on time.

news correspondents and advertising
agents by investigating the claims of

,

That

PHIL M. DALY

LANGDON'S

Saskatchewan. Canada.
Canada opposed to quota svstem being proposed at Imperial Conference.

scheduled prominently in lobby and

for all studio contact with press and
public; second, to protect legitimate

ling for the DcMille and MetropoliReeve,
Studios, include Arch
tan
West Coast director of publicity for

,

.

of the committee, which includes all
directors of studio publicity departments, is. first, to establish standards

strangers;
general efficiency in each department
by interchange of ideas for the improvement of routine and management; fourth, to act as a unit in any
matters affecting the publicity of the
producers as a whole.
The members of this committee, beside Smith for M-G-M and W. Ries-

And Thafs
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Noticeably Superior
There

on the
screen with pictures printed from Eastman
is

a definite

Panchromatic Negative

difference

— the

are

results

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
color sensitive

pletely

— renders

is

all

of blue, red, yellow and green

com-

tones

in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where
tory,

regular film

^Tan''

is

is

ordinarily

extraordinarily

And Eastman

Positive

satisfac-

successful.

Film carries

all

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

Hal Roach

f^-

^!

-0'-jL

CHARLET
CHASE

/?

Comedies

'-w

-0-

JiuoReels
^^

k

This

lEii

Ad

for the Exhibitor

Is

Dissatisfied

With His

Profits

What

has become of the drug store that
sold nothing but drugs?

What

will

become

of the

thinks the people want
but features?

exhibitor
to see

who

nothing

Henry Ford while selling more cars ih-M\
any automobile manufacturer in tht
country added

a tractor to

increase his

business.

Who Is
Even

you have the best patronized theatre in your city, and are playing the
best features, it will pay you to increase
the drawing power of your show. The one
best way is with the best two reel comedies
you can buy the Hal Roach.
if

—

Try

comedy on your
show you put on
That means bi^er profits.

a Charley Chase
screen. It will make any
hater.

"fienismg T>irector
"In the front rank of coni<Exhibits a fine chanKc of pate
Film Daily.
the laughs coming."

—

"The Chase comedy was

cxcrui

•.i

funny and went over like a l.ouse alirt
Review of Metropolitan Theatre show, A;
ianta

of

"Chase comedies uniformly good,
them corkers."— M. P W. 1.1

m.nny

^

—

i>HEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

^FILMDOM

ALL THE TIME

XXXVIII

,

Monday, November

No. 45

Paramount Over

of

tniere

DOWNTOWN

SEATS IN

3M00

OTAL

the opening
the capacity

;h

the

of

Para-

Mark Strand and

Para-

t.

the

theaters playing
(Continued on Page 6)
12

itish
tgton

shington

—

For the

first

nine

of 1926, imports of films into
Britain totaled 39,875,000 linear
mpared with 170,587,388 linear
the corresponding period of
and 79,191,000 linear ft. in the
line months of 1924, according
Consul-General of the U. S.
(.Continued on Page 2)
IS

(.Continued on

public

was marked by the ne-

having the police reserves
out to keep waiting crowds

r

of

the

box-office in
The line on one side was three
it,
and four abreast on the
At 1:45 P. M. tickets were
or standing room only.
)th

sides

of

ress

slow.

Both

organizations would retain
separate identity, so far as dis-

a

(Continued

—

ton
Palais Royal Co. has been
d charter to operate hotel and
r because the charter contains
ion for sale of wines and liqOfficials of company say they
The
r are using the old form.

commissioner approved
rtificate but F. W. Cook, secre"ation

state,

refused

to

issue

the

York

the

District

at

Weekly

DICKERSON
News,

Page

Inc.

Review of Reviews
BRENNAN

dealing with a girl vaudeville performer. Norma Shearer being the
lady of the footlights.
Here again
jVIonta Bell scores with his ingenious
touches and careful story manipulation that stamp his productions as

Smith Leaves Pathe

—

gston, N. Y. The vote at the
election on the Sunday show
idum showed a total of 11 123
of which 5,390 were for and
against,
giving a
majority
t the proposition of 201.

ert

president of the

McKinnell, secretary, and

McNeish,

—

ind Green Sts., has been openConsolidated Theaters.

W.

S.

treasurer.

A. Schuckert in Paris

—

Paris J. A. Schuckert of Buffalo,
pioneer theater owner and one of
the original directors of the Strand,
New York, arrives in Paris today on
bis

honeymoon

trip.

Ned Marin,

Ken- manager

agers Ass'n, which boasts 100 per
cent membership.
Other officers are
H. R. Burg, vice president; J. Rob-

J.

Dpens 'Frisco Theater
Francisco
The Alhambra,

Ned Marin Returns

Kendrick Heads Tacoma League
is

convinced that

is

Theaters

St. John, N. B.— In New Brunswick there are 35 theaters, in Nova
Scotia 51, and in Prince Edward Island
of there are credited two theaters with

Frank Leon Smith, veteran serial
Los Angeles John Fairbanks, 52,
brother of Douglas Fairbanks, died writer, who has been with Pathe for
at his home Saturday morning, after ten years, has resigned. He has been
a hngering illness.
He had been confined to his home by illness, but
vice-president and general manager is expected to go to California shortof the Douglas Fairbanks Pictures ly. It is thought that Smith has writCorp. He is survived by the widow, ten more serials than any writer in
Mrs. Margaret Fairbanks, and two the industry.
daughters.

Kingston Tacoma Theater Owners and Man-

Em-

—

(Continued on Page 6)

S.

no

—

John Fairbanks Dead

Pantages,

monopoly."
The Conference

Few

3)

M.

be

will

In cities of 50,000 to 100,000 popu- each Dominion must deal
individual'
lation in the United States, the aver- ly with the situation, and
so recoraage weekly attendance at picture
(Continued from Page 6>
theaters is 3,753,350. The number of
theaters in these cities totals 758.
This is a brief summary, of which
full details are printed below, of the
This is the fifth in a series of
second phase of Motion Picture articles dealing with
Canada. The
News' first hand-survey of attend- Maritime Provinces
New Brunsance figures. The first, which covered wick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edcities of 100,000 and over, was printed
ward Island are taken up. Newin a recent issue. The group showed
foundlayid, the subject of the final
(.Continued on page 7)
article, will he discussed shortly.

By LILIAN W.

of

—There

action against American films,
but the Imperial Conference recommends to the various Dominions that
ways and means be outhned for the
rehabilitation of the British industry
through restrictory measures which
will aid in overcoming the "American

The entertainment highlight
when this week was "Upstage," a story

Columbia,
embraces Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Delaware and Maryland.

drick,

Shows Win

J. S.

Copyright, 1926, by Motion Picture

233

and

(.Continued on

By

will be 233 the-

The chain extends from New
to

3,753,350

A

aters in the Stanley Co. chain,
on Dec. 1 the firm takes over the 24
theaters of the Harry Davis Enterprises.

London
pire

next month.

7)

Has

Pittsburgh— There

Tacoma, Wash.— H.

r.

ay

on ^age

Premiers Decide
Against Empire-Wide
Measures

British

—

Film Charter Refused

Df

6)

Retain Identity

Stanley
opening of the new Paramount

Page

Maintaining of their own distributing system by both parties to the
proposed merger seems assured if
and when the Pathe-P. D. C. amalgamation is completed. Negotiations
are being continued with the number of details involved making prog-

;

ramount "S.R.O."

approximately

Chicago, which has more than three
times the population of Cleveland.
Estimated population as of July 1 of
Chicago is 3,048,000 while Cleveland
has a population of 960,000.

To

THE FILM DAILY

of

— With

15,000 seats in the loop this city is
one of the most overseated of the
nation.
The number of seats in the
downtown section is greater than in

first-

Imports Drop

Bureau

Cleveland

ACT ONJILM POLICY

pletion of her present contract
with First National, according
to Walter Morosco, her hus-.
She intends to go to
band.
New York as soon as she completes her current picture, in
order to open negotiations with
several producers.
The trip
probably will be made early

in City

of
Broadway
t
s playing first-runs was increasmore than 30,000 seats. After
osing of the Rivoli next week,
linary to its becoming a longouse, there will be four week.nge theaters: the Capitol, Hip-

me,

DISTRICT

15,000 Seats in

__ of First-Runs

DOMINIONS ASKED TO

Contract

Los Angeles Corinne Griffith has not made any final plans
for new affiliations, upon com-

Loop
Make Competition Keen

Increases Capacity

Price 5 Cents

1926

No New

CLEVELAND OVERSEAIED

lADWAY HOUSES

22,

to

New

First National sales
for the West, has returned
York after a cross-country

trip.

Form Managers' Organization
Jersey City, N. J. — A managers'

(Contifiued on

Page

b)

Exhibitors Favorable
The rank and file of British exhibitors oppose any unfair tactics on
the part of the Government in connection with the present upheaval relating to American films abroad. Max
Weiss, president of Artclass Pictures,
(Continued on Page 3)

Sunday Shows

at

Elmira

Elmira, N. Y.— Sund;i> shows make
their debut here
Nc.\, 28. Under
terms of the ordinance, passed by the
council when Sunday shows carried

referendum vote, the shows will
be legal after 2:00 P. M. Nine members of the council and Mayor David
N. Heller voted for the ordinance,
while three aldermen refused to vote.

in a

"Glory" Opening

Tomorrow

Civic and industry leaders will attend the premiere tomorrow night of
"What Price Glory" at the Harris.

association in which are included the
resident managers of the Tivoli, Ful- $1,000,000 Theater for E. Orange
East Orange, N. J.— The Baldwin
ton, Rialto, Majestic, Strand, Monticello and Apollo has been formed for Construction
Co.
have purchased
The organization property at the corner of Halstead
social purposes.
has the backing of the New Jersey St. near Main, for erecting a theater
Theatrical Enterprises which owns at a cost of $1,000,000, which will be
leased.
these houses.

—cMai

Monday, November

DAILY

British Imports

Drop

(^Continued from Page 1)

22,

i^l

half of 1925 has

the

gradually,

4 Firms in Deal;

now been absorbed
imports

total

from

In spite of denials, reports
that four producing and distril
companies are planning to bi

July to September of this year
Dept. of Coniiiierce, at London.
amounting to 17,700,000 linear ft., as
Re-exports during the first threecompared with 16,000,000 linear ft.
quarters of 1926, however, totaled
As a interest in the Vitaphone Corp.
in the same period of 1925.
ft.,
as
contrasted
22,051,000 linear
matter of fact there has been a steady Vitaphone Corp. has applied t
I.LnX»IIIN«.45 KonJaT, No».22,1926 PrweSCentS
with 12,071,000 linear ft. in the comgrowth of imports in each of the Secretary of State for permissi
parative period of the year before,
Poblistiir
three months, July, August and Sep- increase its capital from $500,()fcl
lOHN W. U.ICBATE
and 12,506,000 linear ft. in the 1924
tember, the July total amounting to $10,000,000.
period. Hence, the net aggregate imhplidayj
and
Saturdaj
4,349,000 linear ft., the August imexcept
Recently, it was declared tha
daily
Published
N. Y. and ports totaled only 17,824,515 linear ft.
*t 1650 Uro«dw.y, New York
ports
6,513,000 linear ft., and those in firms were seeking an intere
tilm
»nd
in the first nine months of 1926; 158,copyright (1926) by Wid'i Pilmi
W. Alieoite. President and 516,476 ft. in the 1925 period and September totaling 6,839,000 linear ft. Vitaphone, but prompt denials
Ibc
Folki
J
Don
Editor;
Kann,
D.
forthcoming.
Treasurer; Mtorica
However, it is
Meraereau. Business and Advertising 61,685,370 ft. in the nine months of
aid M
stated, that a deal for purchs
Mystic to Retain Policy
Manancr; Ralph Wilk. Trarelinf Represen 1924.
Maiden, Mass. The Mystic, oper- interest is under way by four
Entoed as second-class matter May
tative.
As compared with the first nine
1918, at 111* post office at New York,
11
ated
by Green & Eilenberg, has de- panics, and that indications po)
undar th« act of March 3, 1879. months of either of the two precedN Y
its former pol- its consummation.
Terms (P»6tag« free) United States, outside ing years, British imports of blank cided not to change
icy by dropping vaudeville and will
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6 films, which predominate among reOne of the companies, it is n
Foreign,
$3.00.
months, »5 00; J months
continue pictures and four acts of ed, holds an option on the stoi
from
abroad,
of
film
have
suforder.
ceipts
with
remit
should
Subscribers
$15. M.
Walter J. Rich, Vitaphone pres
Address all communications to THE FILM fered this year far more severely than vaudeville at a 40 cent top.
DAILY, 1650 Uroadway, New York, N. Y. those of either positive or negative
Warner Bros, controls the cor<
ad
Cable
4738-4739.
I'hont Circle 4736-4737
Boston
D^te
at
tion.
Change
films,
report
states.
Imports
New
Hollywood.
the
of
York.
New
Filmday,
dresa:
California— Har»ey E. Gausnran, Ambassa
Boston Beacon and Modern of the
blank films amounted to only 24,dor Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
linear
ft. in the period under
N.
E. Theaters Operating Co., both
209,546
ington 9794, London— Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Gre»t Marlborough St., discussion, while in the similar peri- first run houses, will change proLondon, W. L, Farii La Cinematographic od of 1925, they totaled 122,316,370 grams Saturdays instead of Sundays.
HAL
^/«^/;/5,
j:

rfti

—

ijia

,

—

—

Krancaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

Financial
usual on Saturday mornings, film issues did not figure in any extensive trading,
though Trans-Lux managed to turn over
American Seatrise.
2700 shares at a
ing, too, was fairly brisk, 1400 shares changing hands in the common, with no fluctua-

As

H

tion

price.

in

Quotations
Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

'Ualaban

&

•Bal.

High Low Close
Vtc... 44^ 44-4 44i4

Sales
1,400

44-4
63

....

Pfd....

&

Katz..
Katz Vtc

44 /^

44 J.^

..

..

400

73^

Kodak.. lI9Ji \\9% 119^

400

116H

1,100

Fam. Play. Pfd....l20H 120H 120fi

100

Eastman
Famous
•Film

Players.

..

1

16!^

1I5.>^

Inspect

69 Ji

69^

24

24

44}4

44>4

Project

14

38}4
97Ji

....

50
87
Oyi

2,700

Skouras

50

Am

.Screen.

•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures.

50

8^

7yi

96'/!

iTA

37
37
47

Warner Pictures... 37^^
Warner Pict. "A". 48}^
•

Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

Extra
PlaciiiK

100
200

14

38
31
lOJi

••Stan. Co. of

200

24^

tParamount B'way ..
ttKoxy Units
33
ttRoxy Common.. 11
Trans-Lux

100
100

13

Loew's, Inc
44Ji
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp... 14
Palhe Exch. "A".. ii'A

Bros

.

99

Fox Film "A"
69^
Fox Theaters "A" 24
•Intern'l

7

..

Natl Pfd

•First

t

tt

37
37
47J4

400
200
3,900

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

Swting Co. Dividend
the issue on a $3

a year

basis, American Seating Corp. has
flcclarcd a quarterly dividend a share

and an
on the

dividend of $1 a share
common stock. The extra
dividrnd will be paid in four instalnn-nts of 25 cents each on Jan. 1,
April 1, July 1, and Oct. 1, to holders of record Dec. 20, Mar. 20, June
and Sept. 20.
20,
The rcRularly
fjuarterly dividend also was declared
payable Jan. 1 to holders of record
De'c.

e.xtra

linear ft., and in the same months of
Re-exports of this
1924, 53,994,350.
type of film during the first nine
months of 1926 amounted to 16,820,887 linear ft. in the 1925 period they
were only 3,612,216 linear ft., and
in the 1924 period 6,342,449 linear ft.
British receipts of positive films de-

clined during the 1926 nine months
11,033,297 linear ft., with re-exports
totaling 2,591,812 linear ft.
In the
similar period of 1925 they amounted
to 40,329,532 linear ft. and re-exports
were 3,997,955 linear ft.
In 1924
these receipts totaled 20,257,269 linear
ft.
with re-exports amounting to
2,992,014.
Imports into Great Britain of negative totaled 4,632,981 linear ft. and
re-exports, 2,637,610 in the period
under discussion; 7,941,486 linear ft.
and re-exports of 4,460,741 in the 1925
period and 4,939,848 linear ft. and
3,171,634 linear ft. of re-exports in
the 1924 period, according to the report.
In considering the course of British imports of these films during the
first nine months of this year it is
necessary to consider that toward the
end of April, 1924, the then British
Chancellor of the Exchequer announced that the Government would
not renew the customs duty on imported films as on and from August
of that year, and that the natural
1
result was a considerable decrease
in such imports during the ensuing
three months, and a large increase
immediately
thereafter.
Also,
it
should be recalled that, at the end
of April, 1925, the present Chancellor of the Exchequer gave notice that
the duties would be reimposed on the
first of the
following July, an announcement which had the eflfect of
greatly enlarging imports prior to
that date.

reported in England that the
surplus of film imports in the first
It

is

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

ONTHEFROI

PACE^
'Zy^r^

co front.

TYLER BI

Pasadena Theaters Merged
Merger of the
Pasadena, Cal.
West Coast-Bernstein-Bard theater
holdings in this city, with Lou Bard
as directing head of the local enterprises, has been announced.

—

Stanley-Fabian Opens Another

Newark, N.
of

latest

has opened
It

St.

J.

— The

Roosevelt, the

Stanley-Fabian chain,
Clinton Ave. and 18th

the
at

seats

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furn
for all

Pathecomedies

at

Exchange.

1,800.
wc.

Reade Opens in Red Bank
Red Bank, N. J.— The New Carlton has opened, this being the 30th

Original Negatives of Everytn
in Motion Picture Stock Sho

house under Walter Reade's control.
It seats 2,000 and will operate with
Keith-Albee vaudeville and first runs.

Reopen Centreville Theater
Centreville, Tenn.
T. W. Kenemer, who has subleased the Regal
from the estate of H. L. Ruhlander,
has reopened the theater with Floyd

—

Sandusky

B.

in

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

theater

Walters

has

opened

a

largest,

most

comfortable and con-

—

Oak Harbor, W.

in

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant tl"

46th St.

The

Opens New House
Monroeville, Ohio After selling
Walters

his

INC.

charge.

venient projection

C.

new house

rooms in

New

York

here.

Have your

pictures screent

best-equipped proje
tion rooms. No overtin
charge for projections at nig
to our regular customers.
in the

John D.Tippetty Inc.

Raw Stock

OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW
THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST

AS

All Colors

U.

S.

and Negative Developing
Film Laboratories, Inc.

Hudson Heights, N.
Palisades
1. 1.

......

J.

3678

...f,,,

,,,^ ^^^

Your

films called for

and

returned without charge.

Release Printing

"Mem-

ories" have been completed by Alexander VolkofF. The "Memories" are
those of Casanova.

—

Minn. Theodore Melzer is completely renovating the Lyric inside and out, the improvements
including a new marquee and a stuc-

,

Finishes Exteriors in Italy
Italian exteriors for

New Ulm House

Improve

New Ulm,

Negative and Positive

20.

Rome

ROACH
LIUIANRICHi/»

1540 Broadway

6040 Suntet

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOM
220 West 42nd

Street,

Wisconsin 3770

N.Y.

tKi

f
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Salesmen Holding Fete Exhibitors Favorable
Tie-Vp Tips
JILY

TIPS WHICH

MtAN DOUAQS FOR SUOWMCN

Take advantage

(M-G-M)

I

Mike Orphanage prarty was
and over a thousand lines
|Ublicity were given to the stunt.
\ children from the State Homj
J

rbged,

guests

the

of

theater,
were serv-

ind a group photo was taken in
i of the theater. Local concerns
glad to furnish the refreshments
the publicity.
All the papers
ed it up strong.
Earl Nye, Cap-

ny Hines.
George Baton Advertising
Agency has tied up their ac-

;

—

Lit

count with Spur ties with the
comedian.
Full page displays
in Sat Eve Post and Liberty
are being used.
The Ever Wear Hosiery Co.
will run ads in Life, Picture
Play, Photoplay and Film Fun,
linking their product with Johnny Hines' latest. They have
a special window display ready
for
haberdashers,
including

Wyo.

Cheyenne.

"Miss Brewster's Millions"
(Paramount)
a large bag of pennies on the
car

a

of

the

with posters advertis-

Drove

picture.

down

the

and scattered the pennies to
kids who came out in droves.
children followed the car and
ted a lot of publicity.
R. W.

et

—

large oil paintings.

Exhibitors automatically secure the benefit of this nationwide advertising when they
show the picture.
But you
treble its value when you tie

Montevideo, Minn.

Star,

ce,

"One Minute

to Play"

(F. B.

O.)
with a sporting
Is house and gave away 60 footin co-operation with all
the
5,
The publicity ran all week
es.
ffected

a

—

"The Strong Man"
(First Nat'l.)

showing

of 60 twenty-four sheets,
one-sheets and 1,000 window
s told the populace that the picwas coming. In addition 10,000

)

Ids were distributed at the Holy
;s-Rutgers football game advising
fans to root for "The Strong
" and then see the picture.
Anr
angle was the distribution of
Alystic Maze puzzle to 15,000
offering them free
ol children,
its for the solution of the puzzle,
stunt created talk among the
The Star Eagle gave the piccolumns of publicity through

the "What's Wrong With This
contest. The contest ran for
days, with the paper using a
column layout each day depic:
)f

jre''

Harry Langdon

in

and

hibitor

dow

addition to sales
honesty, rntegrity, sincerity and loyalty to the industry and

—

to employer.

The organization also is a charitable and benevolent one. It carries
a death benefit fund for the families
of its members and also has extended
aid to others in and out of the industry who are non-members of the
association.

display.

Has 233

Stanley

(Continued from Page

In

acquiring

—

an extended vacation, Sam
Myers has terminated his managership of Grauman's Egyptian.
The
veteran manager has been with the

to

take

theater

since

few weeks after

a

its

opening.

Will Conner Resigns As Manager
Auburn, Wash. Will Conner has
resigned as manager of the Mission
to take charge of the Lincoln in Mt.
Vernon.
Walter W. Craft, owner

announcement

of the

Mission, will take charge.

for the entire Artclass output for the
continent and F. B. O., Ltd., London
for 26 Popular Song Parodies.

Allen Theater Sold
Medina, N. Y. S. C. Allen has
sold his theater to the Genessee Theatrical Enterprises of Batavia.
This
makes 15 houses in their chain.

—

Partners Buy Belmont House
Belmont, N. Y. Fred and Alexander Litchard, who are interested
in
the Babcock at Wellsville, have
purchased the Belmont.
Seitz

is

reported to

Ince

Starts

Los Angeles

production

ted

"Home

Struck"
Ince has star"Home Struck"

— Ralph
of

It
starring Viola Dana for F.B.O.
first picture he has made in
is the
months in which he does not appear
in the cast.

Thanksgiving

have paid $.3,000,000. The deal gives
the Stanlev firm control of the newlyformed
Stanley-Davis-Rowland
&
Clark Co., which is to have its headquarters here.
Harry Davis is to be
in charge of the company's management.
Closing of the deal will result in

The Smart Showman Knows These

IMPORTANT

3

of plans for a new
Davis theater here, although it is
expected that the house announced

some time ago by Stanley would be

HOLIDAYS
Are Nearly Here

proposed.

the principal houses involved in the transfer is Davis'
Grand 2 500-seat Fifth Ave., thea
ter.
This is the circuit's presenta
tion house.
The Davis, which has r
seating capacity of 2 000. and fe-^
tures a combinatioi' nolicv: Schenl'>\'
2,000 seats; Ritz. Olvmpic and L''
ric, all of which
seat around 1,000
also are included.

Christmas

-

New Year

abandonment

as

New House

—

Davis theaters,
which was made re-

ccntlv, the Stanlev Co..

One

Plans

.Sandusky, Ohio. The clearin,.? of
a site for a new theater has been
started by William F. Seitz, Jr., owner of the Star.

the

of

of

He

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service,

Inc,

Trailers Build Business

Bad Men"

Sada Cowan Writing Script
Sada Cowan, will write the screen
play "Twelve Miles Out" for M-Gwhich is to be given to John Gil-

Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
10
designed and brilliantly animated for
New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday. Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth. Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving. Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature

M

bert as a starring vehicle.

or

Comedy
For

play

—

—

Goldwyn of London for the United
Kingdom on Winnie Winkle, Izzie

1)

on the words
Chadwick Defers Return
id" and "Bad," worked up a good
concern.
baking
with
large
a
Los
Angeles
L E. Chadwick,
p
5,000 notices made which read: president of Chadwick, will defer
:
Three Bad Men eat GOOD his return to New York until comA copy pletion of "Driven from Home," his
d baked by our ovens."
wrapped with each loaf of bread company's
fifth
picture.
James
Orpheum, Duluth, Minn.
Young will direct.
a

During his three months' sales trip,
Weiss closed several deals for foreign
distribution of his company's short
subjects.
These are:
Jury-Metro-

—

Myers Resigns from Grauman's
Los Angeles Resigning in order

(Fox)
irough

in

—

'milt

lu-.rope.

Membership and Lizzie, Hairbreadth Harry and
Snub Pollard, Jac|ues Haik, Paris

exchange.

(lualifications,
ability, are:

1)

declared on his return Saturday from

scenes from

picture and two front page stories
ddition.
Walter Price, Masque,
ark, N. J.

"3

The association was formed six
years ago by a group of salesmen, to
promote better relations between ex-

(Continued from Page

with a local merchant's win-

in

tie-up

the special children's showing on
irday morning.
The stories in:d that the footballs were being
n away to Scranton youngsters
Red Grange to encourage the
t.
At the special performance
!ts were distributed with each adion and the first 60 lucky numwon footballs Sam Freedman,
nd, Scranton, Pa.

tie-ups.

builders.
First National comes through
with two splendid tie-ups for
"Stepping Along" with John-

the

cake and ice cream

iy,

the

Local
window displays backed by
national advertising bring
new faces to your box-office.
Use these new patron
national

"Mike"

I

of

Motion Picture Salesmen, Inc., an
organization of 125 film salesmen,
will give its sixth annual dinner and
dance Nov. 27 at the Commodore,
A number of entertainment features
have been provided.

A

postal,

tilt

CHICAGO
845 So.

or
this

Wabash Ave.

News

Reel.

complete

Service

wire or telephone

contract

and

,^

start

the

$40.00

call

NEW YORK
126-130

unll

service

West 46th

St.

yearly.

hrinn

you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Av«.

\

ONTHS

^'\
,v

/

/

of waiting bring their
reward. At last one of the most
powerful stage dramas ever written
reaches the screen a veritable symphony of human emotions woven about
the irresistible personality of Dolores

—

Costello.

The big picture you have

waited for since "The Sea Beast"!
Here is ttie Dolores Costello the public
loves,

who

turous

who

is

inspired the critics to rapthe Dolores Costello
the box oflBce sensation of pic-

turedom

praise,

!

1«E

pa

Star you've waited for/
'Hcture youve waitedfor!

Tje
fe

^NEiV BPkOSi^rwcnt

1-

;'^«H

pictuniatibPi
he great steLgre'
It

ixJ^Chas.KJein-,

'1^

WITH

DRESSER
L0U1SE
ROCKLIFFE
JASON KOBARDS
FELLOWES-'

...^A?rf

OTHERS

-

directed,

hif

MIGHAEL CURTIL

...

—

>JER after Winner from Warner Bros. Piling
a record of profits that makes competition look
II

[L

change— "A Ci20SS THE PACIFIC," "MY
WIFE," "PRIVATE IZZY MURPHY,"

'NAIRES,"

all

established record breakers!

Next

LONDON SLEEPS" with Rin Tin Tin, the
log—AND THEN Dolores Costello in "THE
DEGREE"! No

end of profits

in sight!

riR}fti%

THE

1

-^<

Monday, November

DAILY

Dominions Asked to
Act on Film Policy
(Continued from Page

M.

the various Govermncnts.
No doubt, this position is due in
larRC part to the attitude of tlic
Canadian premier, with respect to
Canada is optlie
(luota system.

"Give a thought to
'Laugh Month.' The time

of wliat constitutes Kmpircmade tihn. In tliis connection, the
Canadian Government favors plaoiuR in this category, libns made in

is

(inition

A

ered

a

happy nation

Through
Conference

industry.
the
mends to the

its

ter laughter should have
the support of everyone."

Imposition

and
Empire-wide
rangements.
tributors

territory

on

dis-

distributing

ar-

Such action on the part of the
various Governments would encourage private enterprise, the Conference believes, although pointing out
that British producers must supply
pictures of quality in order to make
rehabilitation program successtlic
ful.

in

Downtown

(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page 1)

under
which

construction

nnis. seven have long-run policies at
present.
Seating capacities of the Broadway houses playing first runs are:

Astor

1.200

Capitol

5,450

Central

1,000

Colony

1,900

Cohan

1,204

815

Criterion

Hippodrome
Mark Strand
Paramount

6.248

Rialto

1.900

Rivoli

2,100

Warners

1,400

3,000
4,000

Total

30,217

the opening of "What Price
the Harris Tuesday night
the total will be increased by 1,025.

With

at

The Roxy, scheduled

to start opera-

I'cbruary. will

augment the

theaters
Cleveland,

five

in

add

7,500 seats to the
cit3''s total, Ijringing it to 92,500 seats.
There are about 125 theaters in the
city, 26 of which seat 500 or less.
Within the next two years, Loew's
Ohio Theaters will erect at least five
suburban houses, it is stated. Each
will seat around 2,000.
There are five houses in the city
which do not show pictures. Three
are "leg't" theaters, two are devoted
to burlesque and the other is dark.
Changing of policy at Keith's
will

has

furnished

The house now

1)

District

At present, there are

petition in the city's

Total 30,000 Seats

Review of Reviews
(Continued from Page

1)

distinctive.
Norma Shearer was
lightful as usual.
The story res
bles in atmosphere the interes

"Song and Dance Man" but
tion
folks

packs

a

neat

in a

moral
whose suddenly acquired g
sends them into the currently pc
lar conditions of "high hattin'."
little

IJ

ma, as one of these, comes dowt'
earth with a thud, much the be
for her experience.
Close upon the heels of "Upstai
Uiid perhaps in its way just as big
entertainment highlight, came "Wi
of the Storm." Fox production
turing Thunder, a new dog mai
Of note in the picture are the JUJI
quisite backgrounds of Mt. R*
National Park where the picture
photographed. The views alone
worthy of a scenic.
Cameraijlf)

keener

downtown

The

taxation in this section of the

country has been very high and at
one time there was considerable talk

exchanges moving from St.
John, where they are at present located, to Moncton, in order to be
the

of

situated at a more convenient railpoint and with less expense, but
no result came of the agitation.

way

New Brunswick

and Nova Scotia

The censor

both have censor boards.

field.

is

Theaters

(Continued from Page 1)
possibility of one additional and
one theater in the process of build-

a

ing.

fee

in

New Brunswick

is

$1

of the censor board, but in
Scotia the only appeal is to the
I'rcnn'er of the proviiice.

sisting

Nova

Prince Edward Island has no censor board, although at the last meeting of the Legislature there was agitation on this point, but the ridiculous angle of maintaining a censor
board to censor pictures for two or
three theaters killed the act.
The exchanges are located in vari-

ous parts of the town and in most
cases in none too good quarters, with
the exception of Famous Players and
Sydney, N. S., Yarmouth, N. S., and Regal Films, which companies lately
moved into a modern building conSt. Stephen. N. B.
In St. John, N. B., there are three structed for their particular use.
Generally speaking the Maritime
first-run
houses,
the
Imperial,
a
Keith-Albee house, playing on a com- Provinces have been the most backSo much
bination policy, changing twice and ward section of Canada.
three times a week, the Queen's has their general condition declined
Sfjuare plays road shows, stock and that representatives of these provpictures, while the Unique, owned inces are making very strong repreand operated by Spencer Circuit, sentations to the Dominion Governplays first run pictures at low prices. ment for better recognition of their
It is
In Halifax there are in existence needs and more assistance.
the Casino, operating in the North generally believed that the problems
end of the town, the Majestic down of these provinces are being better
town, as well as the Orpheum. These understood than ever before and with
are all excellent houses, each inde- assistance that will be forthcoming
pendently owned. In Moncton there shortly the condition will greatly imare two theaters, each independently prove.

The important towns

are: St. John,

N. B.. HaHfax, N. S., Moncton, N. B.,
Fredericton, N. B.. Glace Bay, N. S.,

the first person titles supposed to
dicate what the dog hero think;
himself.
Perhaps the most colorful ofiEi
of the week was "The Eagle of^
Sea," a pirate tale of Napole(
times with a bandit hero whose
lantry and bravado won him the
of a gentlewoman.
Big scale U
duction and plenty of visual a^l
in the production, carefully execiT"
i

1

iiiit:

by Frank Lloyd.

makes

a

—

„

'

Ricardo Co
and F

handsome

pirate

ence Vidor is the lady he loves.
"Ladies at Play" cavorted at
Hippodrome to apparently satis
audiences. The story is not the
suitable for Sunday school show!
but for the clientele with stag
dcncies it will be the prover
"wow." The business of getting

In

t

•

!

compromised as a means of
quiring a husband an essential
self

—

inheriting $6,000,000

Doris

— supplies

Kenyon with some

pr

hilar!'

though

Louise
risky, business.
as her spinster aunt, is
hit of the show, however
F. B. O. delivered a box office c
tribution in "The Regular Sco
Fred Thomson picture which o
to exhibitors with a most appro
It expl
ate and salable tie-up.
the Boy Scouts to splendid ad\|
tage and the ready cooperationi|
that organization is assured w!
r
ever the picture is shown.
"The Desert's Toll," AI-G-M, i]
another picture of the week not''!)),
Some w| l/(j
for its fine locations.
derfu! desert shots are in it.
j
story was a conventional affair
very well handled.
Other attractions on the schecj
included "Her Sacrifice," a cru('
zenda,

.

I

,

•(

_

made
mend

production with little to rec(
it.
"Red Hot Leather" offe
customary action with J
the
"The F
Hoxie at the helm.
Alarm" contained a good cast hf
ed by Mary Carr and Ralph Le
and told of the cowardly son o
fireman who failed to follow in
His reclama
father's footsteps.
"Oh Wh<
follows in due course.
Night" may amply imply the feeli
of the audience. It is a poor atte)
In "The Grey De
at comedy.
Jack Perrin tracked to earth a

by 6.226. The Cameo, which is owned, in Sydney the same number,
These provinces could attract milnow devoted to revivals, seats 540. and in Yarmouth two theaters.
lions of dollars every year from tourIn Glace Bay there are two houses, ists and sportsman visitors w'ere their
Lenehan Temporarily at Atlanta
with one only operating at the present real beauties and resources properly
George F. I-enehan, dis- time.
Atl.'inta
In St. Stephen there is one exploited.
Situated at the back door
manager, is in ch.irge of the house operating at the present time of the thickly populated New Entrict
P.D.C. branch, t'ending appointment with a new house about to be con- gland States they ofTer a playground
of a successfir to Thomas A. Little, structed.
and a recreation country that cannot iainous band of rustlers and won
who resigned because of ill health.
There must be taken into consid- be surpassed anywhere in Canada.
usual reward.
total

f

]ljf'

and in
Nova Scotia $1.50. In New Brunscom- wick there is an appeal board con-

operated under a
"grind" policy, adopted last summer,
which has made inroads on receipts
at the various other houses.

Few

towns in this
very small and genervery backward.
Some Robert Kurrle deserves consider.']
in the winter and some credit for the artistic
angles
in the summer.
From cured. A unique trait of the stor
of the

them close
30 to 40 per cent of the revenue in
the district comes from Halifax and
St. John and certainly close to 50
per cent from the important towns
indicated above.

of

Cleveland Overseated

Palace

Broadway Houses

are

ally speaking
of them close

Dominions

of quota
exhibitors.

A

i

The balance

sub-

or block booking.

in

the one ,in existence, which will effectually keep out any opposition.

recom-

Effective customs duties on
foreign films.
Ample preference, or free entry, of Empire-produced films.
Legis'ation prohibiting blind

in-

Prince Edward Island, the capital of
the province and the circuit is now
building a second house in addition to

is

to rehabilitate the Brit-

ish

tions in

town the situation is interesting,
asmuch as it is the best town

plans

suggested

committee,

Glory"

place,

a conThis serious
tented one.
move for bigger and bet-

Canada by Americans.
During its sessions, which close tomorrow, the Conference lias considand schemes

The

January.
whole,

wide world.
filmdom's
is
Laughter
greatest gift to mankind.
the

Amherst,

stock,

SEZ/

Iiosed to heavy impositions which
will lower tihn standards in the Dominion and has been demanding a de-

nuniber of

WoodDalhousie,
Canipbellton and Charlottetown. The circuit is in control of all
these towns, with the exception of
Most
Yarmouth and Fredericton.
of the towns are small, with the exF"redericton
ception of Yarmouth,
and Charlottetown.
In the case of the last mentioned
ville,

DALY

to

luciuls

eration in this territory the Spencer
which as previously indicircuit,
cated, operates one theater in St.
This circuit also operates in
John.
Fredericton, Yarmouth, Truro, Kent-

PHIL

t*

^
_

1)

22, 19

1

L

^

1

THE

i
tfnday,

November

22,

t

3,753,350

And

^t^

DAILY

1926

Weekly

(Continued from I'age 1)

That's That

attendance figures of 2,055,466,

total

In thousands of
theatres in the
U.S. Week of Nov. 28

in 3,238 theaters.

IILLIAM

FOX SCHWARTZ

is

the latest member of the growindustry.
He is the son of

'

{filin

on

Schwartz.
above,

it

stated,

is

'II

De

B.

ecil

Atleuaance

Congratuhitions.

has no
icction with the expansion prolaunched by Fox.

he

Recapitulating, then, average weekattendance and theater totals for
uiese two groups, we nnd:
Aver. Weekly
No. of

ly

Mille says three year.>
is ideal training for

omedy work

According

i'amatic actor.

to that,

Bevan should be a "wow" in
[sy Pickings," which is the first
in which the
iUre length comedy
ly

ran comedian, who has been playbefore the camera ten years, has
eared.

ome years ago, Nazimova

de-

is

3,238

25,8U8,81o

3,yy6

Totals

to

to be considered
will be cuies ot zo.OUO to oO,OUU population.
Uther groups will then be
taken up, until the survey is coniplete, at which time both the total
average weekly attendance for the
whole country, and the number ot
theaters will be revealed.
Summarized, the cities of 50,000 to
100,000 are as follows:
Aver. Weekly No. of
Attendance Iheaters
Mobile, Ala
6
34,200
Little Kock and
58,200
38,000
66,200
49,700
77,000
32,000
54,700
12y,310

'.

First National,
record.

is

out

to

beat

Sacramento, Cal
i>au Lliego, Cal

S

JVew Britain, Conn
Waterbury, Conn

you don't believe that all high- Miami, ila
s led to the Paramount opening Palm Beach and
West Palm
other night read and believe that Tampa, Fla Beach,
everal cases as much as $50 were Augusta, da
red for a single ticket. Must have
e some of the legitimate stage
lucers envious.

(Continued from Page

ating

1)

are
concerned,
together in a thea-

would work
development
program,
it
is
;d.
This program is the chief
it

nderstood.
eported attitude of Cecil B. De
e in opposing a merger of the
ibuting systems, is the declared
on for the new angle the negotias
are said to have taken.
De
e feels that retention of identity
)oth is desirable, with each firm
inuing to distribute its own proas heretofore.

Exhibitors^
}aity Beminikr

K. St. Louis,
Peoria, 111

111

111

Gary, Ind
South Bend, Ind
Terre Haute, Ind
Davenport, Iowa
Sioux City, Iowa
Topeka, Kan
Wichita, Kan
Covington, Ky
Portland, Me
Brockton, Mass
Haverhill, Mass
Holyoke, Mass

Lawrence, Mass
Lynn, Mass

Mich
Lansing, Mich
Saginaw, Mich
Flint,

Duluth,

Minn

Joseph, Mo
Lincoln, Neb
St.

Manchester, N. H
Atlantic City, N. J
Bayoiine, N. J
East Orange, West Orange
and South Orange, N. J.
Elizabeth, N. J
Hoboken, N. J
Passaic, N. J
Union City, N. J
Binghamton, N. Y
Niagara Falls, N. Y
Schenectady, N. Y
Troy, N. Y
Utica, N. Y
Canton, Ohio
Springfield, Ohio
Oklahoma City, Okla

Music
tant.

is

impor-

Keep

selec-

Tulsa, Okla

Allentown, Pa
Altoona, Pa
Bethlehem, Pa

Pa

Chester,

tions

up-to-the-

minute.

Monday, Nov.

Erie,

Pa

Harrisburg, Pa
Johnston, Pa
Lancaster, Pa
Wilkes-Barre, Pa
Pawtucket, R. 1
Charleston, S. C
Chattanooga, Tenn
Knoxville, Tenn
EI Paso, Texas

Portsmouth,
Roanoke, Va
22,

1926

..

Springfield, 111
Fvansville, Ind
Ft. Wayne, Ind

activities

on for the proposed merger,

Fla.

Macon, Ua
Savannah, Ga
Rocktord,

Fo Retain Identity

758

The next group

have mastered English in
N. Little Kock,
months. Natalie Barrache, Rus- Berkeley, Cal Ark
star, brought to this country Long Beach, Cal

ed

Theaters

Cities of lOO.CJOU and over 22,055,466
3,753,350
Cities of 50,000 to 100,000

Va

Tacoma, Wash
Huntington,
Racine,

W. Va

Wis

Grand Total

43,600
67,940
33,400
30,500
45,500
27,900
56,400
39,200
45,700
69,100
74,600
43,500
48,300
41,600
39,500
47,000
31,100
41,100
40,100
42,000
45,100
26,100
36,900
58,100
32,000
79,600
43,400
38,600
72,900
63,400
43,700
48,000
46,800
39,200
67,800
58,100
32,300
40,500
65,900
48,200
63,400
67,700
53,100
82,900
59,800
42,100
73,700
46,300
61,400
50,000
26,000
53,400
73,900
58,300
43,900
36,600
46,500
22,400
45,400
33,500
37,100
53,600
24,900
26,200
85,200
33,400
35,900

3,753,350

12
7

15

FILM DAILY

1

21
6
8
13
7

Short Subject
Quarterly

11
5
5

9
10
1

8
12
10
15
9
9
9

— NOVEMBER

11

12

28th —

11

8
8
8
6

4
8
9
5

Booked by

13
7
7

14
12

thousands for
'week of Nov. 28

7
7

14
8
12

Scheduled
for the follo'wing
New York llteatres

Week of

Nov. 28

Capitol
Criterion

9

9
7

9
13
11
16
12
12
10

Colony
New^ Paramount

11

A firstfrun

13
13
15
8
6
8
14

attraction

11

Rialto
Rivoli

Strand

Warners

for any theatre

9
7
11
5

anyivhere

9
7

8
15

6

A Special

6

20
9

8

758

a

A STATEMENT OF
FIRST IMPORTANCE
lo the

MOTION PICTURE TRADE
XouWe made
make more,
to

''It

how

money on COLLEEN MOORE. Now

a lot of

cifhree years of

hits.

Fourteen successes. "So BU

Nust Be Love''. Hasn't missed yet.

could she be better ?

yoi

(L

She's been so

iioo(

Can't beat ''Irene" and "Sally". Hai

U
iiii

i

to belieye.

you.

ciBut you'll find out. ''TWINKLETOES''

Greater tlian her Hreatest.

Better than her best,

think

it

oyer

later,

cicrab

ci

it

now.

They^l be the

happiest thoughts of your younfi

life!

Presented by John NcCormick
from Thomas Burke's Classic of Limehouse

Directed by Charles Brabln
A First National Picture
Members

of

Motion Picturt

l>rocluccis «n4 DisUibutors

of

America Inc^WUl Hays

_
Pntidtt^

will

shd

liM

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^FILMDOH
XXXVIII

)0

Tuesday, November

No. 46

Many Seats

CURES

the story with
thoroughness that belies
lontradiction.
Witness the
:ion that prevails in CleveThen consider New York
he conclusions become ob-

2 riRMS SEEKING FRED

tell

IH
Price 5 Cents

1926

23,

California to Legislate

$28,250

SAT.-SUN.

IS

San Francisco^Half a dozen

thomson;s services

I

Famous and United

Artists

PARAMOUNT GROSS

laws directed against the industry are scheduled to be
introduced at the forthcoming

New Broadway House Hits

session of the legislature.

Dickering for Western
Player

Figure Despite Slow

Turnover
veland with a population
Vest Pocket Projector
Despite
It
is
understood
that
Famous
and
slow
turnover, due to the
has
15,000
seats
60,000
Geneva Revolutionary changes in
town. New York with a United Artists are both negotiating the industry are predicted by Louis desire of patrons to inspect the house,
the new Paramount grossed $28,250
for Fred Thomson whose contract
over 6,000,000 with F.B.O. expires after delivery of Lumiere, French inventor, through Saturday and Sunday playing to close
ation
of
a discovery made by a Berne, archi- to 50,000 persons.
26,813 in its big first-run several more pictures.
The relations between F.B.O. and tect. The invention is a pocket-size
From opening time until ten o'clock
Include legitire houses.

—

theaters now housing films
'ou arrive at a total of 30,-

veland with a population
approximates
barely
[lird of Chicago's has more
I

in

its

principal entertain-

And yet there
section.
its talk of additional houses
Ohio

;

city.

Vhere Vision Is Lacking
though

may

it

be

to

relate

he condition likewise exists in
cities.
It is, of course, a fact
he march of progress in exhihas resulted in the construcif
large theaters where small
rs

were once

in

But by

vogue.

fanciful stretch of the imaginatie can arrive at the conclusion
II
of the theaters, under way
ined, will find waiting for them
atronage necessary for their
ercial sustenance, is difficult to

of the troubles in the present
of industry building exists
too much attention is paid to
•esent and not enough to the
e

The pace in theater construcThis is so,
a galloping one.
eglecting to discount the prowhich never reach beyond the
stage.
All of the many milvhich the newspapers talk about
ot going into new theaters.
;h are, however, to make a
nt's reconsideration of the en-

Thomson

projector, no bigger than an ordinary
cigarette case, known as the micro-

both nights, lines of people seeking
admittance were in evidence. Patrons
cine.
were as much interested in viewing the
The device which uses an electric various lounges and rooms as they
asking more money per picture than
(.Continued on Page 2)
the distributor can afford to pay.
were in the entertainment offered.
His offer from Famous is said to
The opening week's show at the Paraun into five figures per week.
mount runs two and one-half hours.
Seal
This time is to be reduced to two
General Federation, Powerful Wohours in future bills, thus increasing
men's Organization, Reviewing
are understood to be perfectly amicable.
The latter, however,
has reached the point where he is

On

Club's

i

Branch Units

Indianapolis

—

Branch

offices
state are

in

Pictures for 2,000,000

Washington

every large city of the
to
be established by the Indiana theater tion of
owners'
association.
Charles
B.
Trotter, manager, is in charge of the

—The

Films

Members

General FederaClubs has prepared

Women's

(Continued on Page 9)

scheme

decidedly

—

—

—

special
Censorship Favored
posium.
Theater
parties,
screenings and service as guest reJersey City State censorship of
viewers of the newspaper are pictures and books in public libraries,
planned.
was approved by delegates of 36
Catholic churches located in this
The ten best pictures of 1926, as country. The resolution also urged
selected by critics of the nation will police to enforce the state law probe, as usual, a feature of the 1927 hibiting children under 16 from atFilm Year Book, issued in January. tending shows unless accompanied by

—

adults.

Barrymore Film
Los

Angeles

Rogue,"

John

at the Chinese?

—

"The

Beloved

Barrymore's

initial

picture for United Artists, may be the
attraction
Grauman's
opening
at
nearing completion.
Chinese, now
The Egyptian is to be the local
United Artists presentation house.

Beery-Hatton Film

Paramount

in

two days

existence grosses $28,250. This
leater where the lobby designed
mdees has been diverted largeadmirers, inspection bent. The
of the Paramount will be in-

A

ing.
led,

new

theater,

always attracts.

ment

subsides,

Now"
on

its

mark

the

—
KANN

— "We're

in

tablished.

"Glory" Praised
Los Angeles

—Lauded

by

critics,

Price Glory" has opened what
promises to be a record run at the

"What

Carthay Circle. A number of
were present at the premiere.

stars

Pictures

is

planned,

in

ar-

rangements
being
completed
by
Frank G. Conklin, receiver in equity.
Creditors of the company have agreed
to the plan, it is stated. Twelve pictures are to be reissued in groups
of four, under the plan worked out
by the receiver.

"Potemkin," Russian film, will open
in 'Frisco
Francisco A short subject Dec. 4 at the Biltmore, the Film
There
theater will be opened here by Hal Guild announced yesterday.
and
performances
daily
will
two
be
Roach.

Roach Theater

—

San

three on Saturday ^nd Su

Safier Resigns
Cleveland Morris Safier,

—

Record been named
the Navy

has broken the record it set
opening day, when a new high
for the Million Dollar was es-

widely

When

story will
around merit purely merit in
es as well as in presentation.
the

Los Angeles

of

A

ferred

"Potemkin" Opening Dec. 4

United

Artists' district manager in this terriNo successor has
tory, has resigned.

while.

5. R. O. Only

Article Causes Break

Washington Publication
of
an
award of $775 against Universal, has
development and is to serve as secExports $900,000
caused M. Van Praag, local manager,
( Continued on Page 10)
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY to cancel the company's advertising
Washington Exports in Septem- in "Film News," regional publicaber again touched the $900,000 mark, tion. The manager charges that the
Critics Club Formed
(Continued on page 4)
Syracuse The Cinema Critics Club it is shown by figures made public by
the statistical division of the Dep't
is to be formed here by "The Syracuse Herald." Charter members of the of Commerce, the total for the month
(Continued on Page 8)
Preferred to Resume
club will be the seven winners in the
1926"
"Ten Best Pictures of
symResumption of operation by Pre-

)

economic

the potential intake.

New

as yet.

Florida

Firm Formed

Cline to Direct MacLean
Douglas MacLean
Los Angeles

—

has selected Eddie Cline to direct his
next Paramount comedy, "Let It
Rain."

—

Inverness, Fla. Tamiami Enterprises has been organized here to
Executive ofoperate nine theaters.
The firm,
fices are at Brooksville.
capitalized at $50,000, has houses
here and at Brooksville, Homosassa,
Dunnelon, Bushnell, Wildwood, WilAllan G.
liston and High Springs.
Hawkins and R. Gordon Hudson are
incorporators.

No Paper

Thursday

Thursday, November 25 being TThanksgiving Day and a
legal holiday, there will be
issue of
published.

no

THE FILM DAILY

nuE

jg^

Tuesday, November

DAILY

—

Theatergoers
of
Marketing for re-production purLos
Angeles
Scandinavian countries do not share poses of the story properties of the
any animosity which may be felt defunct Triangle Film Corp., is
toward American pictures, Victor planned by the Triangle Liquidating
foL XXXVIII No. 46 Tuesday. Nov. 23. 1926 Price 5 Cents Seastrom, who recently returned from
The company has just isCorp.
a vacation trip to Sweden, declares.
sued a catalogue of the properties
Publisher
lOHN W ALICOAIE
"Film production methods in Swe- controlled.
den, once rated as the foremost EuroThe new company was formed by
I'lil'lishcil (i.iily except Saturday and holidays
pean country in production, have not principals of Edwin Lyman Bill,
loSO Broailway, New York. N. Y., and
at
improved to any marked extent," the Inc., publishers. Several stories alcupyrisht (19i(>) by Wid's Films and Film
"There is considerable ready have been sold. First Natdirector said.
Folks. Inc. J. \V. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice U. Kann, Editor; Don- propaganda against American-made ional,
as noted, having purchased
ald M. Mcrsereau. Business and Advertising
films, but it is not shared by the "The Coward," which was one of
ManaKcr; Kalph Wilk. Traveling RepresenAmerican Charles Ray's early pictures.
average theater patron.
tative.
Entere<l as second-class matter May
21. 1918, at the post-office at New York.
films continue to draw the largest
Among authors represented in the
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879. attendance.
Anita Loos, Mary
are
catalogue
States,
Terms (Postage free) United
outside
"Swedish production has fallen off Roberts
Octavus
Roy
Rinehart,
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign, until now it is at a very low ebb. The Cohen and Adele Rogers St. John.
months. $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.

$15.00
Sut)scril)ers should remit with order.
A<ldress all communications to
FILM
DAILY. 1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
Phone rircle 4736-47.-i7-4738-4739. Cable address:
Filmday,
Hollywood,
New York.

THE

— Harvey

Gausman,

Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and WashIntrton
9794. London
Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter. 58. Great Jrarlborough St..
London. \V. L. Paris La Cinematographic
("alifoniia

E.

—
—

Franca ise.

Rue

5.

Saulnier.

Burton,

vice president;
Max Marcus, honorary vice president;
Benjamin Z. Levine, treasurer: William J. Banks, secretary. The office
of honorary vice president was created
at the meeting of election of officers
shifty, holding their own in price.
Activity as a special tribute to Max Marcus,
on the usual busy Warner issues was com- the oldest exhibitor in point of serparatively quiet.
vice in the city. The board of directors consists of Albert E. Ptak, serving for two years; John D. Kalafat,
also serving for two years; Frank
High Low Close
Sales
Gross and Jules Schwartz, each
Am. Seat. Vtc.
44
44H
2,000
Am. Seat. Pfd... 44^ 43-^ 43^8 1,100 serving for one year. Henry Lustig,

Charles

G.

Quotations
.

•

&

Hal.

Katz Vtc

&•

Katz.

.

Eastman Kodak ...119^ 11954
Famous Players .117^ 116'4

Fam

Play.

Pfd... 121 51
Inspect
7Vi

Film
•First

Fox
Fox

1215^
7ii

Xat'l.
Pfd
Film "A"... 70ii
Theaters "A" 23)4

•Intern'l

63
73 54
400
119>i
117
12,700
121 '4
100

7«

200

99

70

23^

Project

70)i
23)4

i',26r)

200

13

Loew's. Inc
Metro-Gold.
Pfd..
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A".
tParamount B'way.
ttRoxy Units ...

ttKoxy Common

ASH
25

44^
24U

385^
98

3854
98

33

31
10

.11

Skouras

Bros.
... 50
•.Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen. 8J/S
ITniv.
Pict.
Pfd... 965^
l^niversal
Pictures 37fJ

Am

50

45
25
14
3854
98

9654
37

1.000

'eoo
6

50

87^
7)4

7)4
96-^
37

....
3,00C

100
20fl

Warner Pict. "A" 47^ 47
47)4 2,600
Warner Pictures .. 37)4 36!4 36'A
300
• Last Prices Quoted
t Bon d Market
•• Philadelphia Market
ft Bid and Ask

Dividend

Graflex
All

terms

Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

the

daylight

in

tiny

arei|

projector,

i

claimed.

UUIANRICHin

X)NTHEFROI

RAGE^

week

now

recuperating from pneumonia.

to play the role of Diane,
Charles Farrell will portray

selected

and

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnis
for all Pathecomedies at j

Exchange.

Chico.

LOBBY FRAME

"U" Proclaims Joy Week
Universal Joy Week has been proclaimed by Universal for observance
Dec. 18 to 24.
The event is being
tied up with the New York American's Christmas fund in New York.

OF THE BETTER KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway

_

New York

CI:

<ln,w R>

7>I-Cliirkerin|;';550

>-

Hoffman Studio Manager
Los Angeles

—

manager

He

of
the
rejoined the

1,000

"GIFT TOYS" ONLY

$6.51

Paramount
company a

—

—

—

i

-BIG VALUE,A

wide variety of 1,000 assorted Penny
and Novelties as an inexpensive "Fl
GIFT" to your KIDDIE PATRONS
make them big boosters for you. Try
assortment and see.
Price $6.50.
Our Catalog containing a 1,000 and 1 V
of Toys and Novelties for celebrations ofi
sort and including our complete line of "FI

WORKS",

will

be

sent

"FREE"

'9

for

asking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG.
37

Ella

C:oliimbii<i 9240

— "Donin
Detroit

Detroit Dec. 7
Juan" with Vitanhone accompaniment opens Dec. 7
at the Shubert-Lafavctte.

Rush Sei ficc

Young Siens
Waldemar Young,
scenarist, has signed a new longterm contract with M-G-M.
Culver

City

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

Street

CO.

Cincinnati,

AMALGAMATED

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

—

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

MONEY

.SEND

|

VAUDEVILLE AGENC

CONSULT US AND SAVE

Vitaphone

ART TITLES

Spi'cial

with

Declared

BUCHHEISTER
-

Motion pictures
sible

Act

year ago.
from Asher, Small and Rogers
Los Angeles
Edward Small of
Asher, Small and Rogers, announces
Douglas Gilmore Signed
that his company will make three
Los Angeles Another "new face"
features during the next year.
The has been added to the roster of Parafirst is an
mount leading men through signorierinal. the second an
adaptation of Ralph Spence's mys- ing of Douglas Gilmore.
His first
tery play, "Tbe Gorilla." and the assignment is expected to be opposite
third will, in all possibility, be "The Bebe Daniels in "A Kiss in a Taxi."
Cohens and Kellys in Paris."
Epidemic Closes Theaters
Walla Walla Houses Sought
Dever At both Meeker and YamWalla
Walla,
Wash.— P a c fi c pa, Colo., theaters have been closed
Northwest Theaters is dickering for by a smallpox epidemic. At Taberpurchase of the Capitol and Liberty nash, closing of the Bird recently was
here.
The company is a subsidiary ordered because of the spread of the
of North American Theaters.
disease.
3

—

St.

film.

Frank Mayo and Peggy Worth are

studio.

.scini-amiual

W. 5Slh

Vaudeville

starting a vaudeville tour next
He is
over the Keith Circuit.

tive

to expire in 1928.

3l/i

21S

New

In

Pathe-Bady

of Paris now are ni
facturing a special film for the
jector, which has been patentci
25 dififerent countries.
A

Gaumonts

Milton E. Hoffman,
John Kalafat and Henry Greenberger former general manager of the old
are serving for three years, their Lasky studio, has been named execu-

dividend of
Fox Detroit House Started
per cent on the 7 per cent cumulaDetroit Work has been started on
tive preferred stock has been declared the theater which
Fox is building at
by Folmer Graflex Corp. The divi- Woodward Ave. and Columbia
St.
dend is payable Dec. 1 to holders of The project is to cost $6,000 000. acrecord Nov. 26.
cording to announcement. The theater itself will cost around $2,500,000.
initial

Mayo

pr(

It uses, at prcse:

—

Film issues were on the move yesterday,
in most cases with salutary results.
Famous
Players, common, showed to a very brisk
trade, turning over 12.700 shares on an upward turn of 1^ of a point.
Loew's, Inc..
rose
point on an exchange of 8,500.
54
Metro-GoIdw-yn Preferred also climbed % on
a trade of 1.000.
The curb stocks were again

Halaban

meter

ten

1)

claimed to

is

films perfectly.

Borzage Back Today
Frank
Borzage
returns
today
Cleveland Officers Named
aboard the Duilio from a study of
Cleveland Officers of the Cleve- Paris and the French battlefields in
land Exhibitors Ass'n for the coming preparation for "7th Heaven."
He
year were elected last week as fol- was accompanied by his brother, Lou
This
Harwood, president; Borzage.
lows:
J.
J.
Janet Gaynor has been

Financial

.

(Continued from Page

lamp battery,

Film

Industrie, once the
greatest film plant of all Europe,
plans to make only four pictures this
Other Swedish film capital is
year.
being used in the making of pictures
Berlin, which, undoubtedly, has
in
become the picture-production capital
of the Old World."

Svenska

1<I

Vest Pocket Project]

Stories Offered

Fans Not Opposed

23,

LOR OUR PRICE LIST

U/iuoacHBy^
^^110

Standard Vaudeville

Act

West i?ySit.fip<"Vork.tiy.^^

[Phone

Penna.

6564

Motion Picture Department

II

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
i-a-i

Cit

.

LILLIAN

GISH
COMING soon
TO your theatre
TO thrill your public
IN

a masterpiece

YOU

IHE

TO

M

show
ETRO'Goldwyn^Mayer's

3 V^^ r"k 1 vJL^XlvlHI

LETTER
\^

MONTH ON BROADWAY
at $2 admission
CENTRAL THEATRE, N, Y.

VICTOR SEASTROM'S
production with Lars Hanson.

Adaptation and scenario by
Frances Marion. From the novel
hy 'Nathaniel Fiavuthorne.

/lETRO-GOLDWYN-MA

be proud

will
.

.

THC

^an

i^^

DAILY
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Skouras Assets Total $6,666,863.36
consolidated balance sheet of Skouras Prod. Enterprises, Inc., of
St. Louis and subsidiaries, including the Central Properties Corp., the
Grand Central Film Co. and the Skouras Bros. Film Co., as of June 25,
1926. follows:

LIABILITIES

The

Bonded Debt
First mortgage 6% bonds secured by first
mortgage on West End Lyric Theater...
Less treasury bonds ($30,000.00 pledged on
notes payable)

ASSETS

$6,000.00

mortgage 6% fee and leasehold bonds
Secured by deed of trust and chattel mortgage covering land,
leasehold, building and equipment of New Grand Central
and Ambassador Theaters

$40,000.00

l^nd
Equipment and

fixtures.

$86,589.47
43,824.86

,

money borrowed from bank secured by 1000 shares
Class A no par St. Louis Amusement Co. stock

120,294.34

56,7

$1,389.92
402.97

depreciation

Notes payable ($10,000 due S-24-27) for purchase 12th St. Theater leasehold and equipment K. C, Mo. (lately sold), and Associated First National Pictures of Mo. Inc. franchise rights, K. C. territory, secured by
$30,000 par value treasury bonds
Accounts payable
Supplies, expense and sundry
Accrued interest and taxes
Reserves, bad accounts

986.95

New Grand

Central Theater

$350,000.00
290,046.93
139,162.74

Leaseholds
Leasehold improvements...

Equipment and fixtures...

$779,209.67
62.623.70

Less amortization and depreciation.

Amliassador Theater

Land

$1,431,466.06
68,533.94

Leasehold

Authorized 55,000
Issued
50,000
Excess of assets including appreciation over

1,500,000.00
1,812,724.19

Construction in progress
S. W. Straus & Co. cash on deposit for
construction cost and carrying charges.

42,973.73
14,658.90
47.696.37

—

—

porated

Theater

months
Income
Rentals

25,000.00

Totals

St.

(Operating

Operating

Theater Co.

(red)

income

Depreciation

4,900.00

Interest charges net

Net income befroe including dividends.

262,366.37

$51,638.25
23,879.50
13,083.36
5,462.69

$101.4

$95,307.86

$94,063.80

$189,3'!

90,199.19
5,108.67
12,621.43
323.95

78,076.45
15,987.35
11,381.89
1,305.04

168,21

$12,297.48

$12,686.93
3.300.42

7,188.81

Dividends received
St. Louis Amusement Co

49,6

27,1
11,1

$15,067.37

Net income ....
Vi earnings St. L. A. Co..
Less dividends paid

9,887.06

$19,225.94
12,567.37

21,0! 1
24,0'f
91?

$24,9i

.

3,81

12,567.37
11,500.00
25.000.00
294.00

12,567.37
2,500.00

Buland Amusement Co
Skouras Super Theater Corp
Educational Film Exchange

$2,229.21
2,241.90
6,551.62
1,135.67

Amusement Co

Louis

Down Town

$49,828.10
25,734.30
14.044.89
5,700.57

Expense
$150,000.00
13,000.00

$437,766.37

Corp...

sub-tenants

Sundry

Co.,

7,500.00

Accounts
Buland Amusement Co
Skouras Super Theater

$6,666,8

of Skouras Bros. Enterprises, Inc., for the
ending June 25, 1926, follows:
1st H
2nd 'A
Togel

Theater admissions
Film rentals

42,946.89
34,498.32

Amusement

1,31

The earning statement

film appli-

cable to future rentals
Claims for allowances on pictures played and to be played

Notes receivable— Due 19271929 Twelfth St.
K. C, Mo
Affiliated companies' stocks
Buland Amusement Co., 1500 shares par...
Downtown Theater Co., 130 shares par
EUlucational Film Exchange of Mo., Inc.,
490 shares par
St.
Louis Amusement Co., 11171 shares
Class A and 13929 shares Class B no par
(1000 Oass A pledged to secure note
$35,000)
Skouras Super-Theater Corp.. not yet incor-

2,2^

applicable to capital

Total

$5,341,136.74

— Sundry

14,71

2,056,1

4,463,269.48

Deposits

liabilities

stock
1.150,545.29

Accounts receivable Personal and sundry
Advances on pictures tor future exhibition and cost of purchased

29,5.

Capital stock
Class A, no par value.
Authorized and issued 25,000 shares
Class B, no par value

716,585.97

Cash

$44,000.00
8.452.64
4.250.00

For exhibition rights
For equipment

$160,294.34

Less

payable

For

$130,414.33
10,119.99

Grand Central Film Co.
Equipment and fixtures.

4,500,000.00
$4,506,0

Notes
I^ss depreciation

68,000.00

First

Propfrty and leaseholds (Book values)
West End Lyric Theater
Building

$74,000.00

25,1.
14,01

25,01
2'

$49,361.37

$64,4:
$60,5'

2,470.28

4.11

10,097.15
12,567.37

1

447.653.43

Franchise stock
First National Pict. Inc. franchise and
stock voting trust certs, of Associated
and 50 shares 2d preferred Class B
Deferred
Unamortized disc, and expense funded
Organization expense

—

$6,658.57
1433 69-75 shares no par common
First Natl. Pictures of Mo.. Inc.,
par 100 of First Natl. Pict. Inc.

yi

151,247.29

8,134.77

$455,823.51
26,597.70
36,630.48

28,0'

519,051.69
Total.

(Continued from Page
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a misstatement of fact

and

misleading.
Editorially,

the

publication

de-

nounces Van Praag's stand, and reiterates its previous stand on the article in question, which was the first
report of an arbitration board finding. "Film News" has printed.
.•\ward was made against Universal because of the sale of two pictures to the Embassy, despite the
fact that the Lubin hatT contracted
for the company's entire output. The
theater had asked damages of $10,000.

Baseball Story in Production

Los Angeles— With the

selection
ofpo^othy Sebastian in "Slide, Kelly,
Slide.
M-G-M has completed the
cast.
The other players include William Haines. Sally O'Neil,
Harry

$92,8.
25,0t

Less dividends paid Skouras Super Theater..

$6,666,863.36

Article Causes Break
is

$1,018.53
18.938.83
19,957.36

debt

Sundry

article

earnings Skouras Super
Theater 1925
1926

$34,494.49

Richmond Active
Richmond, Va. — Building activity

—

has been completed by
at high tide here.
Two new thea- and is scheduled for release on
ters which will add approximately
2.
Exterior scenes were madei
is

4,000 seats to the city's total, are
Carey, Karl Dane, Junior
Loew's, Inc., and Wilmer
Coghlan, planned.
Eileen Sedgwick. Warner Richmond, Vincent are sponsors of the proposed
Paul Kelly, Guinn Williams and
base- houses.
ball players such as Bob
The Loew site is at 6th and Grace
and "Irish"
Meusel, Tony Lazzeri and Maurice Sts., and the house will cost $1,300,Kains. Mike Donlin, former
Wilmer & Vincent's proposed
captain 000.
of the Giants is helping
Edward house is on Broad St.. between Fourth
bedgwick.
and Fifth Aves.
The Capitol was
opened recently by Neighborhood
Theaters, headed by Leroy Goldberg.
Eason to Direct Gibson
R. .P. Rosser is manager
Universal City— Reeves Eason, who
recently signed a long term conJannings and Beery to Team
tract with Carl Laemmle. will
direct

~

S.

E.

Z.

Taylor

$67.8.-

Hutchinson Novel Finished
Hollywood "One Increasing ]pose,"

England last summer.
Edm
Lowe, Lila Lee, Holmes Herl
Huntly Gordon, May Allison, J.
Novak, Lawford Davidson, Ei«
Fitzroy, George Irving, Josef Sw
ard and Nicholas Soussanin are
the cast.
Harry Beaumont direc

1

MacGowan Returns
Claude H. MacGowan, special r
resentative of Columbia has retur
from an inspection tripp of exchai
that included Toronto,
Detroit
I
3,
Pittsburgh.
While in
in
Detroit h
signed a contract for addi
dditional snj
in
the
Film Exchange Build J
necessitated by the expansion of
Columbia
exchange
there,
^

{l|

Rivers Buys Theater
^"^'' Jannings and
Walla, Wash.— E d w a r d Hoot Gibson in
"Cheyenne Days" ^iir^?"^^°°^
Wallace Beery are to make a picture
Rivers has taken over the Keylor as his first picture at
Universal City.
They will each complete
Grand, combination house.
He will This was originally known as "Nine together.
the pictures now scheduled and then
reopen it Dec. 1 with the capacity Points of the Law."
It is being join in a
production to be sent out structure,
increased to 850.
scenarized by

Walla

$55,025.92

as a special.

Ij

^j

erected

bins, will be

by

W.

R.

ready before Jan.

Sl'l
1.

ll

:

11
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rompt Action Means a Good Buy
JUST

OUT
«'^rf
Nun.
"^^^<^"«

'"""""

*.

^^^^«
Others

'^""^

^^^---

JUST

'^^'^-•

OUT

'^y
wiiiiiw,,

Never before have you been offered your pick of such a wonderful collection of stories.
are the stories which made the
program of pictures the greatest in history.

TRIANGLE
ARTIST, DIRECTOR and PRODUCER

These

Every
should be sure to own a copy of the Directory
illustrated above. It gives the author of each story and the artist who appeared in it. This
cataloo-ue
'^
is being mailed you this week. Extra copies may be had on written request.
Pick the ones you Avant and telephone or telegraph

The

properties listed in the Directory are

now

us.

You

will get

them

for reasonable prices.

purchasable only from

TRIANGLE LIQUIDATION CORPORATION
383

MADISON AVENUE

VANDERBILT

NEW YORK CITY

2642

RAYMOND

Cable:

BILL, Pres.

H. P.

CARE

ELBILL,

LOVELACE,

New

York

Mgr.

^rompt Action Means a Good Buy

det ready

YDO

Vset ^

WILLIAM FOX
lOhik

lOivcs AreAway

presentationidli

Husbands Will Play^^

WARNER FABIAN

flaming yop

with

i\

MADGE
BELLAMl
ALLAN FORREST MATT MO Of
-

HALE HAMILTON- CHARLES

MNNINGf

WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE
Scenario by

ALLAN
McClure's Magazine;
ments/ The BOOK!

now running

Now

NEWSPAPER SERIAL.'

— 200

newspapers
immediately.

in

its

TELJ

JAMES HAMILTON

DWAN
in 6

monthly

FIFTH

Troducmnu
install-

large edition!

NOW running in

more important papers

all

HEARST

will

follow

f

:

your nearest

to

^

FOX

dates for the greatest

exchange and arrange your play

MONEY picture of the season

a quick clean-up, follow the lead of these wise showmen
have already hooked and set play dates for their first-run
)
ses in important centers

3k over this

list

of

Libson
cinnati

and Dayton, Ohio;

nd Rapids, Mich.

ed DoUe
lisville,

Ky.

Louras Bros.
Louis,
I

Mo.

Sparks

csonville, Fla.

iblix
anta,

F.

Theatres

Ga.

live

ones

—nufF sed!

Stanley-Crandall

Company
Washington, D. C.

North American
Theatres
(Harry Arthur
Seattle

Jr.,

Gen. Mgr.)

and Tacoma, Wash.;

Portland, Ore.

Finkelstein

& Rubin
Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Duluth, Minn.

Keith

veland, O.; Boston, Mass.;

Fred Miller of
Figueroa Theatre

any and Troy, N. Y»

Los Angeles, Cal.

iterprises

- -

THE
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23,
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Blue Ruling Appealed
Colorado Springs, Colo.— The SuCourt will be asked to decide

l)rcnie

the

validity

of

this

Exhibiiors'

Sunday

city's

Burns Trading
ordinance.
Co., which operates the Burns, has
appealed fine of $50, levied against the
firm for Sunday operation of the
This was on appeal from
theater.
the municipal court fine of $200.
Cases against the Mountain States
and Colorado Theaters firms, will not
be tried until the Supreme Court
passes upon the Burns appeal.
The Burns, America and Rialto
closing

i

From Cape To^vn
To Calcutta

From Maine
To San Diego

Daily Reminder

Complete short
subject

have

attempted to ofTer Sunday shows by
admitting patrons free last summer.
Voluntary contributions were sought
in a_move to combat the ordinance

s u

programs

proven

cce s

s

ful

Try one.

which prohibits shows "for pay," but
arrest and conviction of operators of
the houses followed.

The case has attracted wide attention because of the fact that local
golf course and baseball team operate
on an admission basis on Sunday.

Tuesday, Nov.

23, 1926

Grantsville Theater Interest Sold

^

THERE IS NO BOUNDARY
LINE TO THE READERS

—

Gilette has
Grantsville, U.
J.
J.
purchased interest of James Williams
in the Opera House.

{Continued from Page

Buys Exchange Interest
San Francisco Mike Zar has

—

OF
I

Tile

FILM

DAILY

Exports $900,000
being 29,538,876

,

ac-

quired an interest in Progress Feaexchange
tures, which operates an
here and at Los Angeles.

Opens 'Frisco Branch
ExSan Francisco G o o d w
changes has opened a branch office
here under management of W. J. Lee.
H. E. Dodge is president of the com-

—

i

1

1

ft.,

M

1)

valued at $9C

379.

The month's

shipments

incluc

22,959,209 ft. of positive film, valt
at $634,375; 584,270 ft. of negativ
valued at $122,373; and 4,627,114
of raw stock, valued at $112,743. I
ports to non-contiguous territor
totaled 1,368,283 ft., valued at $3

Shipments of positives

to

''•'

Jky

Austr

1,(9

Marks Made Trio Manager
Washington Jerry Marks, former Canada, Argentina and Brazil.
manager of the Progress exchange,
has been named manager of the Trio
"Manon Lescaut" at Cameo
ofifice, succeeding Ben R. Tolmas.
"Manon Lescaut," Ufa versi

—

featuring Lya de Putti opens at
Versions Offered
Cameo on Sunday.
Culver City Her work in comedies
was too strenuous for Mabel NorGilbert Here Tomorrow
mand, she states in giving the reason
from
arrives
Gilbert
John
for termination of her contract with
Hal Roach.
The agreement called Coast tomorrow. His latest pictUj
"Flesh and the Devil" in which Ore
for a minimum of six and maximum

.fci

k

1;

Two

—

leased, to date, and the studio is far
of schedule, Roach says in ex])laining why the 60-day cancellation
clause of the contract was invoked.

ahead

.fe;
ii"i

MS
lit,

"McFadden's Flats" a Special
Los Angeles^"McFadden's Flati'
which Edward Small is supervisii

*!

for First National release, is to be
Charlie Murr
sued as a special.

fa

:

:

fe
Pierce to Direct Presentations
are featured »
Detroit Howard
O. Pierce has and Chester Conklin
been appointed director of stage pro- a new comedy combination. Richa
h
duction activities for the Kunsky- Wallace is directing.
Balaban & Katz interests here. Pierce
Ernest Laemmle Collaborating
has been with the local organization
Universal City Ernest Laemn
for 14 years.
is working on the adaptation of
liam McLeod Raine's "The Yuk
Pontiac House to Seat 1,400
Pontiac, Mich. The house to be Trail."
constructed here by Kleist AmuseEdward Laemmle's Next Set
ment Enter., will have 1,400 seats
Universal City— "Cheating ChesP;
instead of 1,110 as announced.
The
theater will be completed in Septem- ers" will be directed by Edwaf
Laemmle as his next Universal pr'l
ber 1928.
duction.

—

—

International
in Scope

»«'

again totaled well over 2,000,000
while totals of more than l,000,(^i
ft. were recorded for
France, Spa

pany.

Garbo appears, plays the Capitol
of eight comedies, five of which have
been made. Only one has been re- the next few weeks.

Intimate in
Character

IDF

W

—

Joslyn Opens Belding
Bclding. Mich.

opened

the
seats 650.

— Frank

Empress.

House

Ko

Rock on

Joslyn has

The

Los Angeles

house
to

New

Way

—Joe

York.

East

Rock

is

:i

en rou

r
lesday,

November

DAILY

1926
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"Wonder what's happened to that long-haired
guy that used to tell us
that the motion picture
biz was going to the airdales.
It's not our sunny
nature to be too enthusiastic but if pictures are
going back so is Notre
Dame. Al
Smith
and

On

Club's Seal

(Continued from Page

Films
1)

monthly

list of current pic2,000,000 members.
The following are recommended
as suitable for the family group:

its

first

tures for

its

Hur"

"Ben

— excellent. excellent.
—

"For Heaven's Sake"

Mussolini,"

"Grass"— excellent.
"Moana" excellent.
"The Devil Horse" excellent.
"Oh, What a Nurse" good.
"Rocking Moon" good.

—

—

—Suit" good.
—
"A Social Celebrity" —good.
"The New Klondike" — good.
"Ella Cinders" — good.
"Skinner's

Dress

The following, described as below
the average, are not recommended
for the family.
Value for adult audiences is indicated:
"Beverly

Graustark"

of

probable.

—

— passable,

"The Blind Goddess"
"The Dancer from Paris"
poorly done.

"The

— unwholesome.

"La Boheme"

"Men

Incorporations

"The
theatrical

Kramer.

Boatman"

Volga

Amusement

enterprises,

Corp.,

$10,000;

"Wild Oats Lane"

Buf-

S.

— waste

Asher, Small
seeing

by

—objectionable

of

time.

The following were recommended

and

D. Diamond, attorney, Buffalo.

story,

—-stupid.

—passable.
— —
—

scenes.

— Kramer

Ibany

—poor

gruesome.
Steel"
worth
Greater Glory"
adults, not family group.
nil.
"Silken Shackles"
of

"The

,

Circus"

Devil's

" Kiki"

im-

passable.

1925 by the Parent-Teacher Ass'n,
the Educational Screen and the BetAmateur Motion Picture Equip- ter Films Committee of the National
.Ibany
ProjecCorp. of Manhattan $300,000.
t
Each film was
Directors, L. I. Cook, C. Board of Reviews.
apparatus.
Schreiner and C. W. Gould.
endorsed by two, and most of them
by all. All are described as excellent:
"A Kiss for Cinderella"
Ibany
Buck and Uptown Enterprises,
"Abraham Lincoln"
Directors, Marion
rature for photoplays.

—

Mollie Salit and
idway, N. Y. C.

Ann

1451

Eichel,

— Out-of-the-Inkwell

Films of Manincrease of capital stock from $50,000

Ibany
an,

5,000 shares
e of $100.

Ibany

preferred

of

— Keystone

Comedies

stock

Corp.,

par

at

Man-

Production, distribution and general
oitation.
Capital, 200 shares of no par
stock.
Filed by U. S. Corp., 120
e
idway.
in.

Ibany

— Combined
pictures

ion
DOO.

and

Attorneys,

—

bany Larchmount Theater Corp., LarchCapital,
N. Y.
Theater operation.
Attorneys, Esser, Bengwald and
>ole, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Serial

Pictures,

Inc.,

lit-

productions for serials. Capital $10,000.
J. Handel, 5620 Grand Central
linal, New York.
'

mey, F.

—'Chanin

Productions, Inc., Man.n.
Various branches of motion picture
Attorneys,
itry.
Capital,
$410,000.
ner and Kleinfeld, 285 Madison Ave.

—Authors
York

bany

—^Starlight

apparatus
Attorney
Ave.

ry,

100.

Mine"
"Calgary Stampede"
"Charley's Aunt"

to

Ralph Spence's

mystery play,

"THE GOR-

ILLA." Any attempt on

the

part of producers of features
or comedies using any portion or portions,

character or

of

"Classmates"
"Don Q, Son of Zorro"

"Dorothy Vernon of Haddon Hall"
"Forty Winks"

"The Freshman"
"Hunchback of Notre Dame"
Horse"
"Janice Meredith"
"Iron

"Last Laugh"

characters, including those
of

Mulligan and Garrity in

the

play

will

be

rigidly

prosecuted.

Annie Rooney"

"Lost World"
"Madame Sans Gene"
"Merton of the Movies"
"Monsieur Beaucaire"
"Peter Pan"
"Pony Express"
"Sally of the Sawdust"
"Shore Leave"
"So Big"

"Sundown"
"The Gold Rush"
"Thief of Bagdad"
"Unholy Three" and
"Vanishing American".
drastic step in this program is
a protest to Will Hays against picturization of Theodore Dreiser's "An

I

A

I

intends making.

Traveling

Man

Story for F. N.

iough Riders" Company Busy
ollywood Fifty boats and 2,000
ers have been assembled at Laby Paramount for one of the

—

i

ences of "The Rough Riders"
Victor Fleming is directing.

Mexico
Burbank,
next

ASHER, SMALL

& ROGERS,

Inc.

Metropolitan Studios,

Hollywood.

National.

— New

;

:h

"Boy

Los Angeles^Rex Taylor has been
signed to do the continuity on the
Phot Service Corp. MaCapital, story of a traveling man which Charand supplies.
Soloman S. Leff, 200 les R. Rogers will produce for First

Atlantic
Film Production,
$100,000 capital, with Frank Whitney,
en
Daniel Hall, Boston, and Paul E.
r,
Melrose, as incorporators.
ston

rights

American Tragedy," which Famous
and

Playwrights,
Inc.,
County. Disposing of plays, copys and production of operas, plays, vaudeand motion pictures.
Attorney, Harry
Hechheimer, 1540 Broadway, New York.

bany

the owners of the screen

Cyclone"

"Little

,000.

bany

"Black

Kramer and

tit,

—^Stewart

Mail"

"Lightnin' "

Madison Ave.

bany

"Air

"Beau Brummel"
"Beggar lOn Horseback"
"Big Parade"

Hotels Co., Manhattan,
Capital,
photoplays.
Kleinfeld,

are

in

—

Elkin,

& Rogers

Be Locale
Ken Maynard's
vehicle
"Somewhere

to
Cal.

starring

—

South of Sonora" will be filmed in
Mexico and Arizona.
Charles R.
Rogers who is producing this for
First National has assigned Al Rogell to direct.
H. J. Brown will
supervise.
Kathleen Collins is lead-

Nathan Burkan, Atty,

ing.

in

Ml

DAILY
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"Old Heidelberg" Staff Selected
Los Angeles
The technical staff
has been selected for "Old Heidelberg,"
M-G-M production which
Ernst Lubitsch will direct, George

OWVY

TIPS

assistant
Hibbard,
production
Locke,

"The Flaming Fromier"
(Universal)

Newspaper
were

reviews

and

advance, and sufpaper was posted to give the

publisliccl

ficient

notices
in

A spechildren was
arranged. Cards were distributed to
various schools which gave the bearer an admission ticket on the receipt
feature a
cial

good advance Hash.

show

for

AH

Hans

Drei-

and Cedric Gibbons art directors.
Ramon Novarro is the only member

er

cast to date.

—

Rawlinson

in

been

"Slipping

titled

the

male lead,
Wives."

has

(First Nat'l)
Originated a novelty newspaper ad
headed: "Advice to the Lovelorn, By
Then followed
Beatrice Barefacts."
One
three questions and answers.

—

read: "Dear Beatrice
My sweetheart
never objects to my eating onions or
garlic.
Do you think she loves me?
The answer was:
Only a Boy."
"When a girl does not object to
onions or garlic It Must Be Love.
For the rest of your answer see the
show at the Orpheum." Steve Far-

Orpheum, Harrisburg,
"3

Induced

111.

—

has been assigned the adaptation of
"Show Boat" which will be made
by Universal.

contests.

One

Tuesday

to
of

play the featured role in "Drums
the Desert," a Zane Grey story. Lois
Wilson will return from the East
to 2.'3y opposite.

—

the

four

Publix

theaters

at

production

—

—

Harry

Gittelson, former manager
Colony, Broadway first run
has joined the exploilatioii
of F.B.O.

the
house,
staff

Elman Here From Chicago
Henri Elman, Columbia franchise

"Jailbirds,

in

the

Windy

Cannon Adopting "Fourflusher"
Universal City Raymond Canno
has completed the script of Reginal

'Ole''

—

—

of

Barbara

Worth"

"The
—^"We're
—

in

Canadian"
the

"Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand

Warners

irl

Gibson Cast
i if
Universal City Glenn Tryon h.
been signed for one of the princip
supporting roles in "Cheyenne Days
Universal-Hoot Gibson production
in

Letter"

Scarlet

Better
of Satan"
Cohan — "Sorrows
— "Beau Geste"
Criterion
—
Harris "What Price Glory"
Hippodrome— Undetermined
Mark Strand — "The Winning

Rialto

JKfl

Navy Now"

— "The

Silent

Denny's new vehicle "Slow Down,
which is in production, and is noi|
busy with the adaptation and co?
tinuity

Lover"

of

another

farce

'Z

comedj

"The Fourflusher."

r

DO YOU
LOOK

j

LIKE

(If!

THIS?

1

III!

lir

ffl

Before

doing a Brodie

TI\Y

AL CHRISTIES

it

Laugh Tonic

!l

City.

Inc."

—

Tom Gibson who
Hollywood
Filmack Handling Heralds
wrote the screen play for l-".ddie CanChicago— Filniack Co.. Inc., has
tor's "Kid Boots," has been assigned been
appointed
exclusive
selling
to prepare the continuity on "Jail- agents of United Artists heralds in
birds Inc.," Ray Rockett's first pro- the Chicago, Minneapolis and Induction at rirst National.

Staff

—

—
— Undetermined

Colony— "The

Tryon

holder of Chicago, is visiting New
York. He was in conference yesterday with Jack Cohn relative to the
first
run showing of "The Better

Way"

Gibson Preparing

of

Astor— "The Big Parade"
Broadway Undetermined

—

of

Return

Next Week

was

Gittelson with F.B.O.

a

—

Grimm"

Peter

run

The Eohippus, is the grandfather of all horses and horses play
a prominent part in "3 Bad Men."
Readers were invited to write a 100
word essay on the history of horses.
A story about the Eohippus was run
three days before tlie ojicning from
which readers were able to gather
On the opening
facts about horses.
day the winning names were printed
and 25 more free tickets were isRegent, Rochester, N. Y.
sued.

Ill*

—

Rivoli— "The Great Gatsby"
Warners "Don Juan"
Strand "The
Brooklyn Mark

for

test.

tl

—
—

next year release by Universal.
to

were provided

following day.

Condon Joins "U"

—

Little

scheduled

out,

Pi
iiiji

Ken-

"Josselyn's Wife"
— "So's
Your Old Man"

Reynolds to Direct "Big Gun"
Universal City
Lynn Reynolds
probably will direct "The Big Gun,"
special

"The

and

Rock.

a

ISO!

Universal City Charles Condoi
Friday "Money to Bum" and "Shame- formerly
a publicity director, h
ful Behaviour"
been added to Universal's staff
Saturday "The Prince of Tempters"
scenario writers, and now is wor
Sunday "Forever After"
ing on an adaptation of an untitU
Mark Strand— "The Blonde Saint"
Paramount "God Gave Me Twenty Cents" story planned for Reginald Denny.
Navy
Now"
^"We're in the
Rialto

Paramount

Avery New Oklahoma City Manager
Oklahoma City, Okla. Adna M.
Avery of Little Rock Ave., has succeeded S. T. McDonald as manager
of the Capitol, Fublix house.
McDonald has been placed in charge of

F'our

Handicap"

tucky

Central— "The
is

a
Two More Openings
"Scrambled Movie Star," contest.
The official picture of the EucharisThis consisted of a two column cut tic Congress at Chicago in July,
of George O'Brien, lead, which was opened last night at the Opera House,
separate pieces and Boston, and
into
IS
cut
the Illinois, Chicago.
It was
printed in the newspapers.
The film is continuing at the Jolson.
run for four days prior to the openReaders were invited to cut
ing.
Pauline Starke Chosen
out the pieces, paste them together
Los
Angeles Pauline Starke has
star.
On
of
the
name
and guess the
been chosen for the leading role of
the opening day a story and the
"Women
names of the 25 winners were an- Goulding'sLove Diamonds," Edmund
new story. Goulding will
nounced. The tie-up with the other
(liiect, as noted.
paper was in form of an essay condifferent

— "Millionaires"

Horsemen"

Capitol

—

Jean Marks, Central Amu;
ment Co., heads the Indianapou
branch Helen Brown, former fi

who walked

Paradise

in

York— Today— "The

—

Bad Men"

(Fox)
two newspapers

—"Pals

New

Loew's

—

Kenyon Adapting "Show Boat"
Universal City
Charles Kenyon

1)

retary.

—
——
—

—

Dean Comedy Chosen
Culver City— Priscilla Dean's first
Hal Roach comedy with Herbert
Title for

Baxter Gets Assignment
Warner Baxter

Must Be Love"

—

—

Thursday

Los Angeles
"It

\

Wednesday

World!"

19

"The Big Parade"
Broadway "Syncopating Sue"
Board of Trade secretary, has be
Cameo "The I-ast Laugh"
engaged
as secretary to Trotter.
Forest"
Flaming
"The
Capitol—
The organization manager w
Central— "The Scarlet Letter"
Colony "The Better 'Ole"
successful
in
settling
the
rece
Cohan "Sorrows of Satan"
strike of operators in Indianapol
"Beau Geste"
Criterion
Harris "What Price Glory," openmg Tues- Replacements for the 70 operate

Astor

Hippodrome

Robert McGowan
Culver City
has completed the latest "Our Gang"
comedy which is titled "Seeing the

(Continued from Page

Op Broadway

day

"Our Gang" Comedy Finished

Mo.

rar,

manager,

lluber, costume designer,

school

Bows and arrows were
of 10 cents.
given to the first 100 boys and girls
entering for the special show. The
bows and arrows may be purchased
from the H. II. Poole Manufacturing
Co., Parsons. Kans., for $5 per hundred which includes the name of the
An old stage
theater and play date.
coach paraded the streets l)efore and
during the showing and offered an
Lobby banners
e.xcelient ballyhoo.
Oearing question marks were strung
in tlie lobby which aroused curiosity
and brought business to the house.
P. A. Delahanty, Liberty, Sedalia,

Eric

director,

23,

Branch Units

—

WWCM »«AM OOUADJ FOB SUOWM£N

Tuesday, November

dianapolis

territories.

t'

WRECK

,1

THE
November

jsday,

23,

S^^

DAILY

1926

Industry Reviewed

And

That's That

^^^^By PHIL

"The Annals", publication of the
American Academy of Political and

DALY i.__

M.

3ROTHY MACKAILL must
forego her honeymoon because of
en work. She now is playing the
in "The Song of the Dragon"

I

Robert Kane.

Social Science has devoted its entire
November issue to motion pictures.
Under the general heading, "The Motion Picture in Its Economic and
Special Aspects," the industry is discussed from four distinct angles.
Clyde L. King, editor of "The

Annals" and Frank A. Tichenor were
Murray, appearing in editors in charge of this particular
'harlie
zFadden's Flats," claims he is the volume to which well known figures
kest paid hod carrier in history. in major branches of the industry

11

The Relation of the Motion Picture to
Cliauging Moral Standards, by Harmon H.
Stephens, University of Tennessee.
How The Motion Picture Governs Itself,
by C. C. Pettijohn, General Council, Motion
Picture
Producers & Distributors of
America, Inc.
Official
Censorship Legislation, by Ford
I(.
MacGregor, Associate Professor of Political Science; Chief, Municipal Information
Bureau. University Wisconsin.
The Work of the National Board of Review, by Wilton A. Barrett, Executive Secretary, National Board of Review of Motion

I

Pictures.

Coast Criticisms on Vitaphone
Local newspaper

—

Los Angeles
critics

made

the following

comment

FOR SUCH

contributed.

on the Vitaphone program which
The volume is replete with many surrounds "The Better 'Ole" now in
ick Mulhall should be awarded
for bravery for the apricot subjects, one of the most interesting the first stages of a run at Grauman's
lals
ir mixture suit he wore when arbeing Part Four which bears the Egyptian.
The Vitaphone numbers
ig in Hollywood from New York. title of "The Educational and Social are practically indentical with those
Value of the Motion Pictures." The at the Colony, New York:

exhibitor, always an ex- contents follow:
EXAMINER The performance is given
goes the old saying. J. G. Part I. The Motion Picture Industry with the full support of the Vitaphone. Both
in prologue and throughout the picture this
Herberg Ts proving the truth of
The Motion Picture, by Terry Ramsaye, marvelous new invention registers brilliantly
n operation of theaters at Bal- Author of A Million and One Nights The with the audience.
History of the Motion Picture.
HERALD Such stars as Al Jolson, Elsie
l, suburb of Seattle, headquarters
The Structure of the Motion Picture InWillie and Eugene Howard and George
he former Jensen & Von Herberg dustry, by William A. Johnston, Editor Mo- Janis,
Jessell are seen and heard via this amazing
I

—

Picture News.
Motion Picture of To-Morrow, by
Sydney R. Kent, General Manager of Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
Equipment Used for Motion Pictures, by
P.
M. Abbott, Vice-President, Society of
Motion Picture Engineers.
Financing the Production and Distribution
of
Motion Pictures, by A. H. Giannini,
President, Bowery & East River National
tion

uit.

The

wo

lambs were the souvernirs
back to Hollywood by George
Elinor
Fair
and William
from a location trip in Arizona.
live

ight
z.

d,

P/CTURES
.A4JHESE

—

an

^nce
tor,

HIS

NEWYORKJ SHAMEFUL
WIFE A^ BEHAVIOR?

Certainly a large percentage of
Angeles theater-goers should find the
present Vitaphone bill an enjoyable one for
popular hits are offered in abundance.
Al Jolson walks away with
all the Vitapho-.e honors with his inimitable
singing and also seemed to get more into
the spirit of the thing than any of the others.
TIMES
The Vitaphone program aims
very largely at a lighter popular appeal on
this occasion, and there is no doubt that it

instrument.

Los

RECORD—

DAYS

—

Sidney has laid aside his
Bank, New York City.
'aphone to become an animal
The Development of the Motion Picture will entertain a very large majority.
It is
ner.
A lion plays an important Raw Film Industry, by George A. Blair, jazz
and comedy (with question mark after
Company.
Eastman
Kodak
in "No Control," so Sidney must
some of the latter) from beginning to end.
with the exception of a couple of rather broPart II. The Motion Picture
is stuff putting the beast through
Art and the Motion Picture, by Carlyle midic vocal solos by Reinald Werrenrath.
paces in preparation for the picEllis, Producer of Social Service Pictures.
Music and the Motion Pictures, by Hugo
"The Better 'Ole"
cott

ctors cannot claim all the honors
n it comes to skyrocketing to
John Villers Farrow,
e overnight.
got his chance at titling on
?olo," is the latest claimant for
De Mille has assigned
ors.
the task of titling "The Yankee
per."
I

Now

is important
Ernie Adams has been
omedian on the stage for years,
now is doing heavy roles.

ocating one's niche

nctures.

may

irtue

be

its

own

to

en rights to Wright's

"The Win-

Barbara Worth."

of

Koppin House Opens Jan.

V

do

That's the price he paid for

ght.
'

reward, but

Goldwyn paid $125,000

lue!

15

— January IS has been set
tentative date for opening of

etroit

he

new Koppin

theater, Gratiot and
This marks the 25th

Mile Rd.
se

in

the rapidly-growing

Wood-

Riesenfeld, former managing director of the
Rivoli, Rialto and Criterion Theaters, N. Y.
City.

Motion Picture Lighting, by Alvin Wycdirector of photography with Thomas
koflF,
Meighan, Famous Players-Lasky Corp.
The Motion Picture in .Science, by S.
Philip Goodhart, M.D.. Professor of Clinical
Neurology, Columbia University, N. Y. C.
Picture,
by
the Motion
Literature and
Arthur Edwin Krows, free-lance scenario
editor;
Author of "Play
writer and
film
Production in America".
The Business of International News by
Motion Pictures, by Emanuel Cohen, Editor-in-Chief. Pathe News.

Part

III.

The Motion

tion,

U.

S.

in

The Educational and Social
Value of The Motion Pictures

Part IV.

Possibilities

of

the

Cinema

in

our houses.

Education.
The Goal of the Motion Picture In Education, by Nathaniel W. Stephenson, Yale Uni-

of Divorce,"

by

Owen

Johnson.

and

Their

Value,

morous

he Rivoli theater will be reed for the run of "Old Ironsides,"
inning No. 6.

tertaining and

*

*

STUDIES

proves

hilariously

wfvESy'

en-

the seal of approval permanently upon Chaplin as one of the real
stellar
comedians in Filmdom today.
Although Chaplin has been entertaining in
his past pictures he has never done anything
near approaching his interpretation of "Old
Bill."

TIMES — At

rip-roaring
that promises

a

any rate, Chaplin has made
comedy in "The Better 'Ole,"

to enjoy a hey-day of popuby all odds his best and cleverest
and don't be misguided by his
previous ones, good though the majority of
them, may have been, in underrating the

\V SHOPWORN

.,

It is
picture,

larity.

bigness

of

the

new

one.

Large House for 'Frisco

f

-EXCLUSIVE'^

W^G«TS^^

—

San

will

order to

work

in

a picture.

—

Pennsylvania.

_%^STOCRAT)

sets

McFarland Feature Sales Head
Part V. Censorship or Freedom
Detroit J. W. McFarland has been
Social Standards and the Motion Picture,
by Donald Young, Asst. Professor of Sociol- appointed feature sales manager for
University of

7/76

I

HORSES

V

and

'^yA.WOMEN

by

Medical College Clinic, N. Y. C.
Public library Motion Pictures, by Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Norwichtown. Conn.

ogy,

WIVESj

cannot be doubted now, due to
efforts to prove the con-

side

—

Reseating the Rivoli

)ji=^

successful

O'Brien Bankrupt
Thomas C. Edwards, Acting Executive OfLiabilities of $15,549 ficer of the National Health Council.
OS Angeles
What Motion Pictures Can Do for Med-

tion in bankruptcv.

S

MILLIONS

*
* *

Miss DuPont In New York
Miss DuPont is in New York from
She will remain here
assets of S5,750 are listed by Tom ical Education, by Joseph Franklin Mon- Hollywood.
Irien who has filed a voluntary tague.
M.D., F.A.C.S., Bellevue Hospital until Christmas, perhaps longer in

Tom

TYLER'S

»

Francisco What is declared
be the largest neighborhood
theater west of Chicago, will be built
by Ackerman & Harris in association
versity Press.
Motion Pictures in the Class Room, by with George A. Oppenheimer on MisNelson L. Greene, Editoi; of The Educasion between 19th and 20th Sts. The
tional Screen.
What the Movies Mean to the Farmer, by theater will cost $750,000 and be part
Samuel R. McKelvie, Publisher, The Ne- of a $1,250,000 project.
braska Farmer.
Pictures
Health

'

>y>~%KK.,

unalloyed entertainment.
Chaplin, who has proved conclusively
that as a comedian he ranks right at the
top, is the mainstay in this war farce. Just
as a number of other war dramas have glorified America's part in the recent
struggle,
so this whimsical piece of merriment will immortalize for all time the less gruesome side
of life in the trenches. For that there is a hu-

Education,

by Ernest L. Crandall, Director of Lectures
and Visual Instruction, N. Y. C. Board of

1

HERALD— *

RECORD— *

Motion Pictures,
Motion Picture SecDepartment of Commerce.

Foreign Trade
by C. J. North, Chief,

*

A

trary.

derwriters.

Our

*

4c

o/a

'

without doubt the
laughter-making production

sensational

ROMANCE

Syd

Industry
What Are Motion Pictures Doing for Industry? by Julius Klein, Director, U. S.
Bui-eau Foreign & Domestic Commerce.
Motion Pictures as Trade Getters, by
Frank A. Tichenor, Eastern Film Corp.
What Motion Pictures Have Done for
"Safety First," by A. J. Van Brunt.
Reducing Film Fires, by Thomas McTllvaine, Jr., The National Board of Fire Un-

d chain.
The firm is planning inon of Buffalo, N. Y., with three

Stars in Cast
OS Angeles— Clara Bow, Esther
ston and Garv Cooper have been
gned roles in Frank Lloyd's "Chil-

EXAMINER—*

most

Syd's

Picture

LEW

Grauman's Egyptian, Los Angeles
of the year.

%

\f£ DOLLARS^

Warners
'

Pathe

in

this city.

I

Preferred

Pictures
.O^esentedby

J.G.BACHMANM

•^OLE FOI/lloTr
piSTRIBUTORS

iftre/i-ociA

fILM CORP.

IMPORTANT NOTICE!
A

FALSE

tradition has prevailed in this industry for a long time to
the effect that the big showmen and big theatres throughout the country will
not book or play independent made pictures,

and harmful

brand that as untrue! Good pictures, no matter who makes them, are always recognized and booked by the biggest showmen in the industry. Columbia Pictures this season has proved this and I want to take this occasion to thank these big showmen for
their fairness and favor in booking Columbia Pictures, such recognized exhibitor leaders as Marcus Loew, Balaban and Katz, I. Lib son, Cooney Bros., Walter Reade, William Fox, A. H. Blank, Saenger Amusement Co., Wilmer & Vincent, Publix Theatres, Pantages, Universal Theatres, Stanley Theatres, Orpheum Circuit, West Coast
Theatres, Comerford Circuit, William Gray Circuit and the host of others who have
picked and played Columbia Pictures entirely on their rating as box-office attractions.
I

From

>

I

and finest in the country, have featured their programs and made money with Columbia Pictures this scason- the Metropolitan, Los Angeles; Lafayette, Buffalo; Granada, Chicago; Loew's
State, St. Louis; Strand, Providence; Loew's State, Boston; Rialto, Denver; McVickers, Chicago; the California, San Francisco; the Broadway, New York City;
Circle, Indianapolis; State, New Orleans; Liberty, Seattle; Hollywood, Portland,
and scores of others.
coast to coast, hundreds of first run theatres, the biggest

<

Columbia Pictures have become the talk of tJte industry. This is a Columbia year
and I want every exhibitor to get in on the ground floor with us. All over the country Columbia Pictures are "clicking'* at the box-office and in many cases breaking
records. The latest report from the box-office front is that "Sweet Rosie 0*Grady"
has played to capacity business during the past week at the Metropolitan, Los Angeles; the Strand, Providence; Mark's Bros. Granada, Chicago, and the Strand, Atlantic City.

J

have never given an exhibitor a wrong steer in my 16 years in this business and Fm
not going to start now. Therefore, I say, if you haven t signed a contract for the 24
Columbia Pictures you are making the mistake of your life. If you have signed I know
that you are pleased. All I ask then is that you pass the good word along to your ex/

hibitor friends.

\

In signing up for Columbia Pictures this year you dont have to buy a lot of other
pictures you cant use or dont want.
S. I

want

hear personally from every
is not getting service and cooperation with Columbia Pictures this year.
to

iP.
exhibitor who
'

President^
\

COLUMBIA PICTURES

I

ML THE

NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^/'FILMDOM

ki

XXXVIII

OL.
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'Glory" for All
came to Broadway
rHEREnight
a
production

fAMOUS SEEKS RELEASE

make

for itself a

sting place in the

permanent

that will

Merger

of the
organization stand bend Raoul A. Walsh's picture,
he tremendous energy which
ent into the making of "What
rice Glory" has been reflected
the last iota on the screen,
ere you have a picture for
hich superlatives are indeed in
I

der.

A
You

Biting

Denouncement

pany

forming.
Negotiations it

to

before your eyes. In one flash
In ana troubled peace.
)U see
her, destruction wreaks its hands
This picture stirs
all directions.
It cannot help but do that.
)U.
.rth

report.

is

Tragedy

flits

before your eyes,

Walsh has
en a note of comedy.
ade a splendid, moving document of
at recent event across seas which
altered the course of this mod•s
n world.
"What Price Glory" can well be
as

iscribed

tremendous.

It's

stated,

are

box-

3,000 Theaters
THE FILM P.tll
—-There
are approxi-

U'ashinuton Bureau of

'

3,000
theaters
in
France
pictures all year around,
according to advices to the Dep't of

Commerce from Trade Commissioner

A

C. R. Canty.
vast majority are of
the smaller variety, seating less than
500.
Very few can accommodato
(Coiitinued on Page 5)

Blackton Buys Process

—

from every angle. True, there
Los Angeles In a deal involving
e certain sequences where realism $500,000.
J. Stuart Blackton has purcarried beyond the point where chased the Williams process

iice

alism

however, that

:ny,

d

necessary.

is

is

Nobody can

this pictorial rec-

a true one.

Destined for Success
In the battle sequences there is a
chnical perfection unparalleled. The
has never before been
)locaust
med with the dramatic effect
For the
uched in this instance.
rection it can be repeated Raoul
'alsh

has

made

his

picture.
said each

finest

can be
aver deserves nothing but commenition.
For the camera work, the
:les, the editing and the music there
or

the

cast,

it

of photography, it is reported. The process
was invented by Frank Williams.
Considerable interest attaches to
the announcement because of a state(Continued on paae 4)

Plans Not Dropped
Los Angeles

—United

Artists will
theater
here, despite purchase of the onehalf interest in the Egyptian of Sid

not abandon plans for a

Grauman, Joseph M. Schenck

states.

The

proposed theater is to cost
around
$3,000,000
according
to
Schenck.

—

.

:

entually followed.
it

must be

that individual

U. A. Makes Changes

of

First

New

Act

Official

Head

Sales

Establishment of a new sales quota
system on each picture for United

The

plan, he believes, will place responsibility and credit at its base.

Lichlman, who,

—

KANN

plans call for the floating of
issue or negotiation of a
loan
from the financing

a bond
straight

According to the report,
pending between
negotiations
are
producing units, releasing
several
through Educational for an outright
purchase, in order to continue the
brand ranies Mrder iie F.d'ication''l

Artists was the first offiicial act of
Al Lichtman, since assuming the post
of general manager of distribution.

(Continued on Page 5)

"Glory" Premiere
The
"What

premiere
of
long-awaited
Glory" took place at
the Sam H. Harris last night. Celebrities of the screen and stage worlds
Price

is
reported, is
president of the
corporation, outlined the new policy
were prominent in the audience, which
at a sales convention of the Eastern
also included city, and State officials.
(Continued on fiaae 4)
Erno Rapee, who scored the special,
conducted the orchestra of 35 pieces.
in
Release of the picture on Broadway
{Continued on paae 4)
Cedar Rapids, la. Loew's will be
lined up against the Orpheum interests in the local field, according
Kent Leaving Hospital
to Calvin Bard,
Indianapolis, who
Within two or three days S. R.
announces he has purchased a site Kent is scheduled to be discharged
here.
A new Orpheum house was from the Harbor Hosiiital where he
announced recently. This would be underwent an operation for appendithe first Loew house in this state.
citis.
He will spend from ten days
to two weeks at his home convalesc-

slated

to

it

Ijecome

Loew

Loew

—

I.

— Loew's

Fairbanks Plans Scenes Abroad

— Progress

of civiliza-

tion since the birth of Christianity
is
a theme under consideration by

Douglas
scenes

ing.

has se-

lected a site for its proposed theater
the heart of the shopping district.
Work of clearing the site will start
as soon as tenants vacate.

Los Angeles

Fairbanks.
Some of
be filmed abroad.

the

may

Six

New

Omaha— Six
opened

in

Acquiring N. D. Circuit

—

N. D. George Evanson is building up a circuit of Rex
theaters in this state.
He has just
acquired houses at Washburn, Turtle

Lake and Bowden.
15 Cases Settled
Indianapolis
Cooperation of the
Indiana association resulted in 15

—

Houses

new

houses

territory.

this

have

Foremost

of new houses is the Englert, Iowa
Blank house which reCity, la.,
places the theater destroyed by fire.
Others are Opera House, Dixon;

Auditorium, Westfield; Rex, Newton
and a theater at Sargent, Neb.

"Ragged Lover"
Los Angeles

McClusky,

''.

i

Iowa

Gets Providence Site

Providence, R.

i

company.

United Artists

imes are here omitted, what does
Cleveland William Rosenthal has
matter? There is enough glory in succeeded William Shallit as manA^hat Price Glory" for all.
ager of the local branch. The latter "out of court" settlements last week
has been transferred to Buffalo,
in cases scheduled for arbitration.
'

Presaging considerable activity for
Educational in the production field,
refinancing of the company is being
negotiated by Earle W. Hammons,
according to a report. The arrangements, it is stated, are being made
through Dillon, Read & Co.

The

new

only words of praise.
Mayer Plans Coast Hotel
Behind the scenes, to those who
Hollywood Louis B. Mayer has
low appears the hand of Winfield purchased a lot at Western Ave. and
Sheehan. Of him mention should Hollywood Blvd., on which he will
made since it was he who shaped erect a $1,000,000 hotel. The site
e
course which the production costs $550,000.
if

OUTIINEDBYLICHTMAN

in

e

And

Deal Reported Pending for
Outright Purchase of
Producing Units

NEW SAIES QUOTA PLAN

Policy

REFINANCING MOVE

IN

source.
Work of affecting the deal is proceeding
rapidly with indication there
will be no rift in negotiations.

well

communicate with
were unavailing.

Washington

kindly in one swoop.

ale.

is

Efi^orts to

Chris'tie

human and inhuman, ironic
The gamut mately
emotions is run up and down the showing

It
id

will

is

under way. George W. Weeks, recently-named head of the Famous
short subject department, is carrying
on the negotiations for Paramount
while the producing firm is represented by Charles H. Christie' who is
in New York.
No deal has been closed, Weeks
Blossaid yesterday in commenting on the

war at its worst.
ming young manhood is ground
see

Famous is dickering for distribution
of the Christie product, which, if
secured, would form the nucleus of
the short subject department the com-

the

of

details

reliable

"What Would Be Output Nucleus
of New Short Subject
debut.
Fox proDepartment

The resources

EDUCATIONAL REPORTED

Two Weeks

merger

P.D.C.

Of CHRISTIE PRODUCT

mals of the industry.
rice Glory" made its
icing

in

Pathebe completed in about two weeks, it
was learned yesterday from a
Final

last

Price 5 Cents

24, 1926

er"

is

the

new

Barrymore's

—^"The

New

Title

Ragged Lov-

chosen for John
picture for United

title

initial

Artists.

No

Paper Tomorrow

Tomorrow,

being

Thanks-

giving Day and a legal holiday,
there will be no issue of
FILM DAILY published.

THE

If

v

me

-3^<

wmammmmmmmmmmmmmmm
Wednesday, November

DAILY

Seeks

Fire Dept. Closes Studio

Owing

to

to

failure

comply with

fire laws, Tec-Art Studio, 44th
has closed, temporarily at least,
and production has been transferred
to the Jackson Ave. plant in the

fK

XXXVIIINi.47 Widiisdar, NtT. 24. 1926 PriciS C6Bt$

—

ItHN W. UICOAIE

Pibllshii

Bronx. The hrc department demandid the installation of a sprinkler sys-

which is leased by
Adjustment awaits the arI'ulilislicU daily except Saturday and holidays
rival of Alfred Mannon, head of the
N. Y., aud
at 105U Broadway, New York
studio company, from Hollywood,
cu|)yri|{ht (lyjo) by Will's Films and Film

tem

in the studio,

Tec-Art.

Folks. Inc. J. \V. Alicoate, I'residcnt and
Treasurer; Maurice L). Kann, Editor; Uonaid M. Mcrsereau, liusiness and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21, 1918, at the post office at New York,
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of (Ireater New Y'ork. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3,00.
Foreign,
Subscribers should remit with order.
$15.00.
Aildress all communications to
FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738 •4739. Ciblc ad
dress:
Filmday,
Hollywood.
New York.

THE

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaAir Hotel: "Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
liigton 9794,
London Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marll>orough St.,
London. W'. L, Paris La Cinematographie
Krancaise, 5. Rue Saulnier.

—
—

Dec. 1.
units
are
independent
Several
scheduled to work at the Jackson
Ave. studio by the end of this week.

Keeney

at

Sells

Williamsport,

lease

Keeney at Elmira, the Frank
A. Keeney circuit has disposed of its
Keeney and Grand here to Norman

of

its

and Valentine C. Luppart,
operate two houses here. This
ends competition in the local field.
B. M. and H. L. Berinstein are
lessees of the Elmira house, their
fourth in that city.
R.

Hill

who

Theater to Open Sunday

—

Elmira, N. Y. All local theaters
are expected to take advantage of the
repeal of the Sunday closing ordinance here, with first Sunday shows
were authorized Nov. 28.
The Capitol and

Financial
Film

were quieter than they
the previous day. though a few stocks attained
an appreciable turnover.
These were Famlus
Players, common, which traded to the
extent of 6. SCO shares with no change in
price;
Pathe Exch. "A," which rose Yt
point on sales of 1.700; and Eastman Kodak.
which climbed 1 H points on an exchange
of
1.200.
Both Warner stocks were unissues

•

'

with 7,100 for the "A" issue, and 400 turn-over of the curb product.
Both enjoyed rises in price.
usually

quiet,

Quotations
Low

High

Am.
Am.

Vtc

Seat.
Seat.

44

Close

43K

43J4
43/,

Pfd
43/,
43 J<
Katz
63
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
TiVi
Eastman Kodak ..122
119^^ 120)4
F'amous Players ..117H 116
117
•Fam. Play. Pfd
121!4
Film Inspect
7
7
•First Nat'l. Pfd..
99
Fox Film "A"... 707^
70Ji
Fox Theaters "A". 24
24
24

•Halaban

Intern'l

&

Project.

.

Sales
1,400
1,000

1.200
6,800

'ioo
'466

500

13

.

I.oew'9, Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
25
•M. P. Cap. Corp
Pathe Exch. "A". 39"
t'Paramount B'way.
33"
ttRoxy Units

44 ji
24

"

ttRoxy Common

45
25

H

.

1,666

800

14

38K

38!/j

1,766

98

ii"

Skouras

Bros.
SO
50
50
••Stan. Co. of Am.
88 J4
Trans- Lux Screen.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
....
96/,
..
•Universal Pictures
37
Warner Pictures
37
37^^
400
37/,
Warner Pict. "\" 48>i 47
7,100
48J<
* Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
•• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask
.

W/ien

yov.

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking

S

T E B B

I

of

N S

SpecialiBtt in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the pngt fifteen years

Artlmr
1540

W.

Stebbint

&

Broadway
Brjraat 1040

Co.. loc.
N. Y. C.

owned by

the

Schweppes,

will operate, while the Colonial also
is to be open, showing a new picture

for Sunday only.
Berinstein Bros.,
are expected to open the Majestic,
Strand, Regent and Keeney.

Fire Destroys Fight Film
Prescott, Ont.
Fire destroyed sev-|
eral reels of the Dempsey-Tunnej
fight; films at the Gem.
Dominior
Film Co., Toronto, is owner of th(
films.
Prescott is just across the in-ji
ternational boundary from Ogdensburg, N. Y.,

—

I

clares.

Claims
Columbia,
parties have
establishment

Backing for Tax
Both politica,
Mo.

—

endorsed

plan foi
of a permanent educational fund, to be erected througli
levy of a ten per cent ta.\ on amusements. Gov. Sam A. Baker declared
He is sponsor
in an address here.
the

" Manon Lescaut" at Cameo
Film Arts Guild will present "Man-

on Lescaut," Ufa film starring Lya

De

National Release Date Set
Dec. 26 has been set as the national'
release
for
date
"The
Nervous
Wreck," with the picture sold in 80
per cent of the 325 key points selected for the sales drive, according
to P. D. C.

proposed law.

of the

Cameo

Putti, at the

The Guild

day.

HAL ROACH ;J>/«^/;/^
LILLIAN RICH

m

starting Sun-

said yesterday

it

is

not sponsoring the showing of "Potenik'ni" at the Biltmore, but that
Anikino, Russian firm, is handling
the picture, as well as other Russian

'ONTHEFROI

PACE^
-jyir/^

TYLER B

offering.

A. C. A. Units Meeting
Franchise holders of the
American Cinema Ass'n. are schedMatt Taylor with Famous
Los Angeles Matt Taylor, who uled to meet here Dec. 11-13, for the
organizations annual convention. At
wrote the story of "Stepping Along"
that time, it is expected that plans
for Johnny Hines, and also responsifor 18 pictures scheduled for next
ble for the comedian's forthcoming
year will be outlined to territorial
"All Aboard," has joined the Famous
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
representatives.
scenario staff. At present he is workFREE for all Pathecomedies at your
ing on an adaptation of "Louie the
Exchange.
No Change Contemplated
Fourteenth," for Wallace Beery.
Los Angeles The Warners are
very satisfied with William Koenig
M. P. Capital Earnings Up
as studio manager and no change is
Net income of $368,360 after contemplated, it is stated here,
D.Tippett, Inc.
in
charges and taxes, is reported by M. answer to report that
Tom
Persons
P. Capital Corp., for the ten months has
succeeded Koenig.
Persons is
ended Oct. 31, equivalent after allow- dickering with another
studio.
Detroit

—

—

—

John

Raw Stock

ing for eight per cent preferred dividend requirements to $1.86 a share
earned on the 175,464 no par shares

common

of

10

11

Colonial,

ii

drafting a bill to lift the ban on in^
terstate transportation of fight films
Thomas E. Donohue, Connecticu
athletic commissioner, has presentee
a proposal to Congress, asking foi
repeal of the present law.

Williamsport

— Following

I'a.

Fight Film Ban

THE FILM DAILY
Washington^Congressman Rich
ard P. Freeman of Connecticut

Chicago The motion picture
has taken the "greenness" out
of America, according to Harold C. Lewis, of the Coyne
Electrical School into whose
charge annually come 2,500
Films are forerural youths.
warning country youths of the
perils of metropolitan "golddiggers," so that the farmer
boys no longer are a prey for
metropolitan dangers, he de-

.St.,

to

(.Washington Bureau of

Unlooked For Credit

tiic

End

24, 1926

stock.

Warner Directors Switched
Los Angeles
Henry Raymaker,
This compares who was to direct "Hills of Ken-

with $198,907 net income or $1.11 a
share on the 141,622 outstanding
shares in the same period of 1925.
The consolidated income account for
the first ten months of the current
year compares as follows:
1926
""OSS
$847,947
Expenses, interest, etc..
421,862
Prov. Federal taxes
57,725

1925
$369,558

Net

$198,907

income

Fritshaw

$368,360

Now

Ottawa— Lloyd

at

139,175
31,476

Welland

Fritshaw, one of
the youngest exhibitors in Canada,
has been appointed manager of the
Capitol, Welland, Out.
E. Christensen had been manager of the house
for some time past.
J.

"U" Theaters Dividend
Regular quarterly dividend of two
per cent on the first preferred payable Dec. 15 to holders of record
Dec. 4, has been declared by Universal Chain Theaters Corp.

—

tucky," starring Rin-Tin-Tin, instead
will film ^^he Gay Old Bird," in

which Louise Fazenda will be feaHoward Bretherton will di-

tured.
rect the

dog

picture.

Epidemic Closes Theater
Ottawa A serious situation prevails
at Almonte, Out. More than 30 cases

Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

.g.....>..>..«i..i.<

—

of smallpox have been reported out
of a population
of 2,500.
Many
homes are quarantined and the health
authorities
ordered
all
schools,

town hall and other places
This included the one theaAlmonte which seats about 400.

churches,
closed.
ter in

The

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

/^7c/r.
The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
528 Riverside Drive
.Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

"WE NEV£TR DISAPPOINT"

rMMlBWFIlH
INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERING 2937
ALLAN A.LOWNES, CEN.MGR.

J

!

,

!

!

$85,000
first

two weeks
of

SENSATIONAL
RECORDSMASHING RUN
at

RIALTO,

NEW YORK
(1800
Set

seats)

NEW RECORD

money and attendance at MILLION
for

DOLLAR THEATRE,
LOS ANGELES
Smashed

all

records for

ALLEN
THEATRE, CLEVEweek's gross at

LAND, OHIO!
R. O. Every performance of extended run at
S.

IMPERIAL THEATRE,

SAN FRANCISCO

E

BEEKY

N P IfATTON
irere in the
'

I

/

.

In

\

:

\

.

/

AND THATS
JUST THE
START!

Kayy Now

n

EDWARD SUTHERLAND
PRODUCTION
i

CHESTER CON KLIN
TOM KENNEDY

ORIGINAL STORY BY MONTY
BRICE ' SCREEN PLAY BY

JOHN M^DERMOTT

-

-

«

Qictures

THE
/Wednesday, November

Quota Plan
Outlined by Lichtman

New

"Glory" Premiere
IConlinued from Page 1)

had been blocked previously because
of an agreement that "What Price
j

Cilory" would not be screened
The picture
the stage play closed.
had its world premiere at the Carthny

Los Angeles, Nov.

Circle,

The

audience

19.

included:

Heywood Broun,

Goodman,

The fairest plan of selling pictures,
he told sales representatives, is on
the basis of a guarantee plus per-

Gloria

The budget system, he said,
each exchange will be put into
operation immediately.

centage.
for

Keep

the music in
your library up to
date. Score properly. Bad music is

Hugo

Riescnfeld, S. L. Rothafel, Eugene
Zukor, Jesse Lasky, Karl Kitchen.

worse

J. Quigley,
A. Johnston, Arthur
M. Loew, Lavid Loew, Dr. A. H.
Giannini and various Fox officials.

Robert T. Kane. Martin

Sam

Sunday and Monday at
Another week-end
the home office.
meeting is to be held Sunday at
Chicago for the Midwest district.

Orders for accessories will now l)e
taken by salesmen at the time the
contract is closed, he said emphasizing the thought that the exhibitor
only works toward half his interest
by booking a picture, but by proper
exploitation and judicious selection of

thari'none.

W.

Kat7,

accessories, he works, for his complete interest, by reselling the picture
to his public.

Coast Critics Enthuse
Partial newspaper
Angeles
Los
comment on "What Price Glory"

Wednesday, Nov.

established

McLaglen

Victor

drew

•

the

* •
line

of

for
his

characterizations deftly. * * * Edmund Lowe
as "Quirt" demands admiration for his actThis despite the
ing throughout the picture.
fact that his role does little to establish sympathy with the audience until almost the
•

scene.

• •

beautiful,
especially
The
and many shots of exquisite effect are to be
The film drama, however, spares
seen.
It is
nothing to the ner\cs of the spectator.
a battle picture and shows a spectacle which
• • •
is devastating to the sensibilities.

photography

is

Pantages Anniversary
Seattle —-Pantages theaters are observing the 26th anniversary of Alexin the theater field.
.'\
gala celebration is being put over
by the combination houses of the
in

circuit

Middle West,

the

South

and West.

was

It

at

Dawson, Alaska,

that

—

•

•

•

,

,

.

,

to enjoy acis the third
claim, and in a way he deserves an especial
praise because the character of Sergt. Qt'Tt
routine.
is quite outside of his regular

Edmund Lowe

t s'

RALPH WILK

BAKER, Fox

autographed

by internationallj

prt

known personages.
*

*

*

Miirial Kingston, who is cuttirt
thrilling capers in "On Guard," th

Schuyler Grey

serial, got her fin
taste of serials while in high schoo

She was on a vacation and "doubled
for Marguerite Clayton in "Th
*

*

*

What

has become of the oldfashioned exhibitor, who sold
sang the illustrated
tickets,
song, played the piano, made
announcements, did a little projecting and found time to ask
departing "fans" their reactions

that five and
possibly six processes of photography
including the Williams process, are
to be investigated by the Commissioner of Patents in a move to ascertain priority.

toward the picture?

ander Pantages

Pantages made his bow as a showMiss Del Rio wins a triumph with her
man, the young Greek immigrant,
beauty, but she is scarcely typical of the
French peasant girl, either in costume or opening a theater during the gold
manners.
rush. Hard work enabled him to earn
TIMES * • • there is another big and and save enough money to "come out
exceptional feature production to chronicle in
the annals of the theater of the cinema. of the North."
"\Vhat Price Glory" merits that approval and
He soon built a second theater in
It is undoubtedly destined for
that fame.
Seattle, and in 1910, having outgrown
albeit
career,
far-flung
and
a thriumphing
the results are not this time for children but that house, opened another in this
•
for adults uniquely and alone. • •
city, continuing to build and acquire
There are three outstanding triumphs in houses until today there are 72 in
withgoes
that
the matter of characterization
Of this number, 30 are
The portrayal of Victor Mc- the chain.
out saying.
Laglen as Capt. Flagg undoubtedly overshadows the others in many ways, but it
was more than clear that Dolores Del
Rio as Charmaine had also gained a signal

o

duction editor, whose hobby
collecting bookplates, recently pn
sented the Hartford public libran
with a collection of 1600 plates. ThI
collection ranges in date from tl
early eighteenth century to the pre:
time and includes bookplate
ent

ment from Washington

actual structural for-

characterization is cleverly
the two warring principals.

"L

HETTY GRAY

{Continued from Page 1)
its

mation the story moves along smoothly, and

victory.

By

Blackton Buys Process

24, 1926

:'ollows:

last

from

Thirteen Bride."

—

EXAMINER —In

Little

district held

Daily Reminder

Lois
Ziegfeld,
Swanson, Florenz
Moran. Mrs. R. .\. Walsh, F.niil
Fuchs, Neysa McMein, Leon Gordon, Alec Frances, Arthur Brisbane.
.Mian Dwan. A. H. Woods, Max
Dorothy Mackaill. Philip
Steuer,

A

(Continued from Page 1)

Exhibitors'

until

Sales

24, 192(1

owned

—

young,

for talent several years ago.
in search of a laboratory research expert and was
determined to secure the serHe
vices of Dr. K. Mees.
learned that Dr. Mees was
under contract to an English
firm, so he bought the firm,

He was

theater for presentation of
'Ole," second Vitaphone
show, have proved unavailing. The
Capitol is charging admissions of 10
and 25 cents.

bigger

"The Better

and Dr. Mees' services.
Blaze Destroys Lismore Theater
Fire Guts Theater
Lismore, Minn. The Royal was
among buildings destroyed by fire
Onawa, la. Fire completely
which ravaged the business section. ed the Opera House here.

—

—

gutf]

outright.

Pantages recently opened a house
at San Francisco, is completing a new
theater at Portland and is planning
a

George Eastman, 72 years
whose wild-game
hunting has attracted much
attention, did some hunting

Vitaphone Closes at St. Louis
Louis "Don Juan" with Vitaphone accompaniment, has closed its
seven weeks' run at the Capitol. The
house will be continued as a Warner
theater, but without Vitaphone accompaniment.
Efforts to secure a
St.

new

theater here.
is gradually extend-

Meanwhile, he

ing the circuit into Eastern territory.
Recently he closed a deal which is
to assure him an outlet for his vaudeville in princfpal cities of the South.
When the Southern houses are com-

Are Your drlerieshaitleniri5
You

don't laugh enoufth./

pleted, he will be ready to make his
debut into Eastern territory, thus

making

the chain nation-wide in
Associated with Pantages in
scope.
the executive management of the circuit are his two sons, Rodney and

Lloyd.

Have your
in the

tion

pictures screei-ed

best-equipped projec-

rooms.

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS
THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Youi

films c-alUd for

and

letuined without chaige.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street.

WUcoiuln 3770

N. Y. C.

Stage Productions Planned
Both Universal and
Feature Prod., are completirig plans

Los Angeles

for

their

John
in

—

own

Considine,

Feature

stage
Jr.,

Prod.,

productions.

and associates
considering

are

"The Heavenly Twins" featuring the
Duncan Sisters. Universal has not
yet announced details.
Both

an advantage in productions which appear on
the stage, for such shows give them
indication
an
of
the
box office
strength of the vehicles, with the presentation
also
suggesting changes
which will aid the proposed picture.
feel

that there

is

will stim-ulate the
led coipuscle^ of

youi Blood and
chase the Iife-5iving
fluid thiou^h your
arteries at a

mad

pace

-

/

DONT MISS

MAKE
YOU TEN YEARS YOUNGER/
IT

-

IT

WILL

J

THE
November

Vednesday,

-^m

DAILY
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3,000 Theaters
DAILY TIPS WHICH

"The Campus

Flirt"

(Paramount)
Induced the Fresno State College
D issue an extra edition of "The Col;gian,"
the
college paper, which
ave prominent space to a theater ad
n the picture, a resume of Charlie

American

pictures are the most
France and are said to
constitute about 75 per cent of al!
in

—

A

"rentier" flasher with cards calling
ttention to the length of time it took
or the world to learn of \\\^ tragic
Jattle of the Little Big Horn and the
peed with which news is now transnitted by radio.
Madison, Detroit,

—

>lich.

"The Waltz Dream"

theater owners are said to be
take this step for fear of losing
patronage.
A few of the Paris houses along
the boulevards where prices range now from
six or seven francs to 26 francs per seat
have initiated this movement, but these
houses cater especially to a patronage made

majority

of
reluctant to

,

—

shows

exhibited.
Some of the product of Auitrican

'addock's college activities before
ntering pictures and an interview
independents
find
their
way to
/ith the theater manag.er in which
French theaters through French disvoiced
the
desire
to
have
Kine
the
tributing
agencies,
although
this
ilma adopted as the college theater.
quantity is small.
One or two
ii'opies of the paper were distributed
American representatives are report(O high school as well as to college
tudents.
Well known college girls ed experimenting in distribution by
so-called block-system and incted as usherettes.
"Campus Flirt" the
clude in their programs French pic(tickers were used on wind shields of
aotor cars.
Herman Kersken, Kin- tures, acquired chiefly on a commission basis. In this manner they manma, Fresno, Cal.
age not only to find a somewhat better market for their own larger films
"The Flaming Frontier"
but also are enabled to make a slight
(Universal)
profit by distributing French picHung a blackboard on the side of tures which otherwise might not be
he Grand Circus Square. The board rented.
The market for projectors is dominated by
ifas 35 feet long by 10 feet high.
In
rout of it was a hanging stage on the French and German products, with the
French makes more in demand than those
vhich a sign writer stood.
There of German manufacture. The American projectors now in use were sold some few years
le chalked up bulletins all day long
n letters two feet high, and exciting ago.
Censorship in France is in the hands of the
nformation about the feature.
Ministry of Education and Arts at Paris.
lorist was persuaded to use a board
A fixed fee of seven centimes per metre is
he full length of his window, on charged for each film approved by the censors.
This money is paid to the
vhich "The Flaming Frontier" was Syndicale de la Cinematographic,""Chambre
bis
13,
ettered with straw flowers.
Hun- Rue des Mathurine, Paris (the French Film
Board
of
Trade),
and
is
accounted
for to the
Ireds of street cars and motor buses
censorship committee.
arried one-sheets on the picture, and
The F'rench trade press is continually adradio shop installed "The Flaming vocating higjier admission prices but the

THE IILM DAILY
Washington— Recently a move was
made to consolidate Australian picIVashinglon Bureau of

Louis Two million, seven hundred and ninety-two
thousand patrons attended the
St.
Louis theater during its
first year of operation.
This
average of 53,000 weekly is
claimed as a record for a continuous house with only three
St.

other large French cities, while the
remainder have a capacity of from
SOD to 800.

popular

Australian Merger

53,000 Weekly

{Continued from Page 1)
higher than 800.
There are a few
large houses in France, however,
situated in Paris and in one or two

MEAN DOUADS fOB SHOWMEN

The

daily.

ture interests with the result that
Electric Theaters, Associated Theaters, Hoyt's Proprietary, Ltd.,
Circuit Theaters, the Tallis and Thring
interests and several other smaller

companies operating in New South
Wales, Victoria and Western Australia have amalgainated. Trade
Commissioner E. G. Babbitt, Sydney, re-

theater seats

4,100.

ports to the Dep't of Commerce.
Theaters are being built for the
new company at Perth, W. A.; negotiations have been concluded for
another at Adelaide, and two more,
with a seating capacity of 3,000, are
to be erected at Melbourne.
Later
a.dditional theaters will be built in

Educational Reported
In Refinancing Move
(Continued from Page

banner

1)

in the

reorganization planned.
This, it is stated, would enable
Educational to engage extensively in
production, functioning as a producing-distributing organization.
In a further move of centralization, it is stated, the company plans
to obtain ownership of Educational
exchanges throughout the nation. In
Pittsburgh, the
Electric
exchange

Sydney.
is reported to be the intention
the new company to create a
chain of large houses of latest design in each of the capital cities.
Practically the whole of the suburban theaters in Victoria, about 60 in
all,
already are under its control.
Union Theaters, Ltd., which controls
many houses in the main cities in
Australia, is not amalgamating or
associating its interests with this

It

of

was

repurchased from Harry O.
Schwalbe, and other purchases may
be made in event the reorganization

program
Otherwise,
will

work

carried
out
speedily.
declared. Educational
on its plans for production
is

company.

it is

which would be expected

to be confran-

Frank Terwilliger Jailed
Mass.— Frank Terwilof Albany is in jail on a lar-

summated about the time the
chises expire.
The expiration

liger

is

ceny charge

Pittsfield.

date
believed to be around the middle

"Not That

I

Know Of"

in

connection with

Is

Hammons' Comment on Report
Asked

if

any

such

refinancing

Providence Firm Formed

—

was under negotia-

Providence, R. I. Providence Thetion,
Earle W. Hammons, Educa- atrical Corp. has been organized with
president yesterday replied, 1,000 shares no par capital stock. Inup chiefly of tourists. The purchasing power tional
of the French people is low, and admission "Not that I know of."
D. H. Reade corporators are Hayward T. Parprices are already ^aid to be considered ex- of Dillon, Reade and Co. could not sons,
Watson Smith and W. H
cessively high by the French.
be reached for a statement.
Hoffman, all of Providence.
deal as outlined

(M-G-M)
Fire Damages Utica House
Secured the assistance of the GerFire damaged the
Utica, N. Y.
nan professor of the University of projection room of the Orpheum,
^^^alifornia, who had his secretary call
South and Miller Sts.
ill of his friends, the members of Gernan societies, etc., and give the picNew House for Utica
The
ure his personal endorsement.
Utica
A site has been purchased
)rofessor's class of 400 at the Unifor a new theater at 261 Genesee
In this way
versity also attended.
nany entirely new patrons turned St. New York interests are sponsorit is stated.
)ut.
Clarence Laws, California, ing the proposed house,

—

MCFADDENS

FLATS
-DUU

:ir

—

a/wdfiM

—

ofmon£4/^exni£itSf:$

Berkeley, Cal.

No
Peterson Reopens House
Baudette, Minn.
Al Peterson,
vho operates the Grand and Loyalty
It
International Falls, has reopened

—

;he

Grand

which recently was

here,

lamaged by

fire.

Aviatrix to Star in Series

Minneapolis
iviatrix,

—

who was

Policy Change Planned

pioifing thiscne

—

Pittsburgh No change of poHcy
Nixon,
the
at
contemplated
is
It had been reported
"legit" house.
the theater would adopt a straight

r'nL::j

CHARLIE MURRAY
AND

picture policy, as a result of the deal
in which the house, with other properties of the Harry Davis Enterprises, passed to control of the Stanley circuit.

the

state

Cook

fair

CHESTERCONKLIN

Gladys Roy, stunt
injured in a

in

in

fall

—

September, an-

:diC

—

is

RENTAL AGENTS

—
HL

I

Grand Island, Neb. Blaine Cook
be
)f Cook Theaters, Beatrice and Monoe, Neb., allied with Universal,
)lanning a theater here.

BUILT BY
ASHER-SMALLROCm

FIRST NATIONAL

council declared in favor of permitting them.' Repeal of the law will

Grand Island

[ZDCizilJj,

3ri,

"Blue" Law to Pr^ent Shows
A 50-year old
III.
Assumption,
lounces she has a contract to star
prohibiting Sunday amuseordinance
n a series of pictures which Film
ments, has been "dug up" by the
^raft Prod. Co. will make.
The question of Sunday
mayor.
shows was being discussed, with the
It

an

alleged distribution scheme. Worcester police have asked for his arrest
on a warrant from that city.

of 1930.

Sunday
permit
to
necessary
shows, in view of the mayor's attitude.

oa

w

ir

(

WHATLL

IT

BE,

CENTS

rURKEY-APPLESAUCE

r

Pass the APPLESAUCE -Left US talk
TURKEr : SEASON'S at the HALF-WAY NARK . . . fINE
to take SrOCK. BEFORE you PICK your SEAf for the bU
DECENBER- TO -FEBRUARY FEEDr check up on the FARE
you've GOTTEN in the SEASON'S first 4 MONTHS. Get
RIGHT
to CASES. ASK them to match PICTURE
for PICTURE, HIT for HIT, a^inst FIRST NATIONAL'S

OIHERS

LEf the

DOWN

WEEK-AFTER-WEEK

unfailing

successes.

Ask them

if they can equal First National's record of 95.5% overwhelmingly enthusiastic Box -Office reports in Exhibitors Herald.

When
in

they talk about Stars, remember First National stands FIRST
the nationwide exhibitors' vote on Greatest Box-Office Names!

fHEN when the GRAYT'S Passed around YOU'LL be SITflNC
with the WISE CROWD at the FIRSf NAflONAL table^ LAPPING
UP those YITANINS and CALORIES

in

national
,

cT

rstn^tTonal's
for

December

COUHN HOOBE
in

TWINKLETOES

JONNNT NINES
STEPPING ALONG

In

BICNABD BADTNELHESS
THE WHITE BLACK SHEEP

In

to February.

Picture*

feast OFh7

Doesn^t

it

make your mouth water t
WOMAN

JUST ANOTHEB BLONDE

fHE

with Dorothy Mackaill and
Jack Mulhall

Anna Q. Nilssoa and
Holbrook BUnn

LEON ERBOL
in THE LUNATIC AT LARGE

MASKED

with

McFADDEft'S

NATS

with Charles Murray and

ChctM

Conklin

fHE PERFECT SAP

NARBT ULNCDON

with Dorothy Mackaill

with Ben Lyon and Pauline Starke

in

COBINNE GRIFFITH
in LADY IN ERMINE

in

KEN MATNARD
THE OVERLAND STAGE

in.ORCHIDS^ANg,JRMINe

Members

gT.

Motion Picture Producers «nd Distributors.of, America Inc.-^'MWU Hayst^wWenti

LONG PANTS

\

COLUiN NOOBI
j

;

NEWS
ALL THE TIME
/ILL THE

4eHl¥S?kPUl

y FILMDOM
DL XXXVIII

By

No. 48

Way

the

XPLOITEERS

-y

Friday,

November

26, 1926

Averted
By Mutual Compromise

Studio Strike

TEXAS UNIT PLANS TO

and others

having charge of Broadway
ACT AGAINST CHAINS
picture openings may well
ke a page from the Publix
ok of courtesy and considera- Complaints Will Be Filed
)n when it comes to the handWith State Attorney
ig of their opening night aud-

H

General
indeed a surprise
Dallas
Marked
by a sharp debate
to
appleasure
id unexpected
between Eli Whitney Collins, naentrance,
well-policed
oach a
tional exhibitor president, and Col.
at the Paramount premiere H. A. Cole, state unit head, Texas
id not be forced to buck a line has closed the liveliest convention in
strong as Notre Dame's and its history. As a result of resolutions adopted, the Texas organization
frequently thrown for a five
will
It

nces.

ird

loss.

A

large

is

—

Sponsor

number

g

action against
chain operators of the state for
alleged unfair methods of com-

of those at-

nding openings are there on
It may be good polisiness.
exploitation standfrom
an
y
Dint to have the lobby jammed
the curb with curiosity-seeks, but from where we sit we
imbly suggest that it might
so not be totally unimportant
give a thought to the considation and comfort of those inted guests on the outside try-

Launch a booking combine,
with probable pooling of capital
by members.
Join Michigan in a "sympathy
strike" on arbitration unless the
Hays office moves to remedy
alleged abuses complained of
Continue to remain aloof from
the national organization.
The convention instructed Cole to
present to the attorney general of

quite the most significant
(servation in connection with the
ilHant Paramount opening was the
that
conipelHngly-manifested,
ct,
otion pictures have reached the
individ)int of dominance over any

us

Zoning Laws Legal
IVaslnnuton Bureau of

—

THE FILM DAllA

Washington City zoning, which
number of municipalities has been
attacked by sponsors of new theaters,
a

is

Want Smaller Quota

)ticed.

be

)ung

art.

tre

forces

paid to a comparatively
A giant among construc-

— the

"What

motion

picture.

To

Not the semImirable discretion.
the
ance of a cuss word appears
The
titles.
splendid
of
ng list
cry is brutally frank. It is honestly
In that lies its greatness,
ifolded.

m

indeed gratind lest we forget
to
ing for the picture reviewer
picwar
a
showing
theater
ave a
cooties and the cigar
ire without
not
does
that
rhter
is

'igh^LicoATE

In Conferences Before

There have been some conferences between Educational
and his company, D. B. Read,

Wednesday
Averting of the strike threatened
by West Coast studio workers was
forecast yesterday by William F.
Canavan, president of the Theatrical
Stage Employees and M. P. Machine Operators, who said that a
"general understanding" had been
reached.
Before Wednesday, when
the walkout was scheduled to take
place, details of the new agreement,
which assumes the form of a compromise, will be arranged.
Conferences are now being held at Hollywood between committees representing the union and the producers.
In addition to a closed shop the
unions sought an eight-hour day,

of Dillon, Read & Co., stated
when questioned concerning the

report that Educational is engaged on a refinancing program
through arrangements with the

banking firm.
Dillon, Read & Co., has discussed financing with several
Educacompanies, including
tional, he declared, stating that
negotiations had not reached a
stage where it might be stated
that a deal was closed or impending. The banking firm has
handled financing for Universal
and through that association has
gained considerable experience
in the short subject field, he
pointed out.

(Continued on paoe 4)

Coast Active

IS

—

FINED BY

MINNEAPOLIS BOARD

Showman Avers
Agreement Made
By Salesman

Wisconsin
Side

against bicyclers, the Film Board of
Trade has secured conviction and fine
of E. J. Peterson of Frederick, Wis.
Confessing his guilt to the joint arbitration board, Peterson was ordered to pay $135 to Pathe.

Testimony

introduced

by

ing architect.

Loew
Hollywood

New

versal, they are:

Denver;
Ariz.;
Ore.,

St.

'

47,210 in Three

—

Syd Chaplin's "The
Hollywood
Warner
which
Link,"
Missing
Brothers will
completed.

roadshow,

has

first

three

Days

days

the

new

to 47,210 persons,

according to Publix.

Washington. D.

C.

Starts "Confession" in January
Hollywood Pola Negri will vacation in Honolulu.
She has just completed "Barbed Wire," a Rowland V.
Lee production. Upon her return in
January she will start on her next
vehicle,
"Confession,"
by Ernest

—

Vajda.

Pheonix,

Eugene,

and Kearney, Neb.

15th

been cluding a 1,200-seat theater is planned
by New Philadelphia Lodge of Elks.

— The

Genesee The-

Enterprises have

the Allen,

Elks To Build At Canton
Canton— A $200,000 building in-

House For Genesee

Medina, N. Y.
atrical

"Missing Link" Completed

its

Paramount played

System

Wise;
Racine,
Augustine, Fla.;

Feels Better

— Marcus

Loew is "getting along very nicely,"
Mrs. Loew
stated wht
questioned about the condition
le M-G-M president, who
has suf?ert
a relapse.
In

Simultaneous showings of the picture throughout the country in communities of assorted sizes is the new

involves an annual rent of $100,000.
Herbert J. Krapp is the architect
and Thomas W. Lamb the consult-

(Continued on page 4)

(Continued on Page 6)

The

New

Hollywood Six pictures are in production, and plans being hurried to
start several more within the next
few days.
"Tillie, the Toiler," starring Marion
Davies, and based on the comic page
cartoons, is being directed by Hobart
_Penley as a Cosmopolitan Production;
'The Demi-Bride," being directed by

Pathe

Rochelle House
adopted by Universal.
New Rochelle— A 3,000-seat house try-out method
picture to be given advanunder construction at Main St. and The first
the new system is "Michael
Centre Ave., has been leased by tage of
Strogoff."
Backer,
Keith-Albee from George
Seven places were selected by UniThe lease covering 21 years
Inc.

Leases

5 'at

"U," While 6 First Nationals
Are In Work

present "kontingent" system allows
the entry of 20 American films for
in

Busy At M-G-M,

Units

Six

The

the everlast-

.

'

report.

Austria.
{Continued on Page 2)

g credit of Fox, Winnie Sheehan,
'aoul Walsh & Co., "What Price
lory" has not only been presented
a screen achievement but one, to
A
mind, that is censorproof.
ir
licate story has been handled with

it

"New York Times"

each one produced

Price Glory"

It can be done.

a

To Be Worked Out

Details

in

a valid exercise of city authority
the U. S. Supreme '"nurt has ruled
No open- in a case brought to test the validity
d connected with them.
a more,
(Continued on Page 2)
g in history has brought out
presentative first night gathering,
otables of world wide importance
Screen stars
attendance.
in
ere
Reduction by half of the number
other prominent figures, who
id
create a furore whenever of American pictures allowed to eniually
en "in pubhc, passed ahnost un- ter Austria has been asked by the
No greater silent tribute Vienna Chamber of Commerce, says
luld

Is

Conferences Held

BICYCLER

{Continued on Page 2)

Greater Than Personalities

To

legal

petition.

to get in.

Price 5 Cents

making

its

taken over

chaiti total

15.

Joe Rock Here
Joe Rock has arrived in

from Hollywood.

New York

me
Friday,

of

PnceSCmts

Na«.26,1926

Publisher

lOHN W. AUCOATE

Te.xas complaints of members against
alleged unfair tactics of chain theaters in the state, including those operated by Fublix, Sacnger, Dent and

,

Demand

i

theater in

and Fort Worth, who has filed suit
against I-'amous and allied companies, alleging he was forced to sell
the Captiol, Dallas, because product

film issues showed particular
the curb field, a notable amount
centering on Trans Lux Screen,
turned over 8,800 shares at a }^

Wednesday's

supported

a series of similar actions to

be

attorney general to start ouster proceedings against the combinations he

declares constitute a practical trust.
Eppstein declared he had an intrade impulse, the issue "A" changing hands vestment of $1,400,000 in the Aztec,
on 26,100 shares, and the common stock, San Antonio; and that alleged tacselling 5.200.
Both stocks declined a point tics of the combination
are designed
Famous, common, and both
and a fraction.
He asked
American Seating were brisk, with the rest to destroy his business.
of the field comparatively quiet.
for the support of the organization in
a bigger way than formation of a
small booking combination whose
Quotations
buying strength, he declared, could
Sales
High Low Close
not compete with the powerful opwhich

Warners won back some

rise.

Am.
Am.

Halaban

&

Bal.

4374
43

Vtc...

Seat.
Seat.

W

Pfd...

&

42-4
435^

Katz
Katz Vtc.

of

its

43/,

43«
63
73 54
122/,

.

Eastman Kodak
122VJ 12i
Famous Players
n7Mi 11654 116/
• Kam.
121
Play.
Pfd.
.

•Film

.

Inspect.
Nat'l.
Pfd..

....

....
....

71

69
24/4

7

I^ew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
P. Cap. Corp.
.\L
Pathe Exch. "A"

45

44.ji

25'/,

25

13/,
38/,

UVi
37/,

Paramount H'way
ttRoxy Units ..
ttRoxy Common

98

97«

99/,
70!4
24 54
ii'A
45
25/,
13/,
37J^
97J4

32
10/4
SO
....

»7->A,

•First

Fox Film "A".
Fox Theaters "A"

.

.

Intern'l

Project

.

24

H

54

..

a
11

Bros.
SO
••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen
9^
•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Pictures ....

Skouras

Warner
Warner

.

.

Am

Pictures.
Pict.

38«

.

"A'

•

51

l^st Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
•

8«

former

1,700
1,300

posing factions.
E. H. Hulsey, former Texas chain
operator, stated he knew of the tac800
tics of the big factors.
His testimony
3,000
in court, he declared, could be very
damaging to the circuits. He asked
....

500
100

500
200
500
3

SO

9W

....

8,800

96}4
38

3S«

35«

46?i

467/4

t
rt

....

5,200
26,100

Bor d Mar ket
Bid and Ask

Buy

Sterling Brazil Rights
pictures will he reFive
leased in Brazil i)y Jacobo GlucksThey arc "A Woman's
niann.
Heart," "Devil's Dice," "Ciiristinc of
the Big Tops," "Unknown Treasures"
and "The Millionaire IVilicemaii."

compensation.
Justice George Sutherland delive
the opinion of the high court wh
stated: "While the meaning of
constitutional guarantees never var
the scope of their application
expand or contract to meet new i
different conditions."

m

Want Smaller

Quotj

{Continued from Page 1)
Chamber of Commerce wants
ratio reduced to 10, beginning Dec

Vienna exhibitors have protes
any change. They are

against
structed to place the strength of the

organization behind suits filed and
to be filed and to urge the attorney
general to start state suits for dissolution and ouster of combinations.
A sharp tilt between Eli Collins
and Cole marked the meeting, when
the question of affiliation with the
national organization was proposed.
Proceedings of the Los Angeles conCollins revention were scored.
torted that the sahie objections directed against the national association had been voiced to him by Texas
exhibitors against the state unit.
Unless the Hays office by Jan. 1
has made "some practical advance to
remedy abuses complained of" by

Running

3

Hannibal Houses

—

H. A. Scheidk
Hannibal. Mo.
for 13 years secretary of the Cham
Commerce, has been appoin
of
manager for J. D. Price's theat«
The houses are the Orpheum, S
and Broadway.

ULLIANRICH/n

t)NTHEFROI

the Texas unit
will withdraw from arbitration, under
instructions given by the convention.
banquet, at which there were no
speeches, concluded the convention.
Among visitors in attendance in addition to Collins were H. M. Richey,

Middle West

i

posed to the entire "kontinge
system as they rely largely up
American films for their patronag

states,

RAGE^
m/^ TYLER BR(

A

Michigan; W. A. StefTes, Minnesota,
North and South Dakota; F. B.
the exhibitors to get their affairs in- Pickrel, M. Spearman and R. D.
to business form, suggesting pooling Hutchinson, Oklahoma.
of

i,.\66

will
usher
Fublix
bring home the bacon."

He was

was withheld from him.

brought by other exhibitors of the
state, and that the aggregate of the
complaints is sufficient to interest the

activity in
of trading

bis

Dallas

by William Eppstein of
the Aztec, San Antonio; to some exSubscritwrs should remit with order. tent by Joseph S. Phillips, Rialto,
SI.S.OO.
Address all communications to THE Fll.M l-'ort Worth, and by several theater
IJAII.V, 1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y'.
owners from smaller towns. CharCalile ad
I'hone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739.
Holly wootl. ninsky had his attorney, John MoroNew Y'ork.
dress:
Filmday,
dausman. Ambassa- ney, outline to the convention the
E.
California — Harvey
dor Hotel: Thone, Drexel 7000 and WashiuKton 9794, London — Ernest \V. Fredman. scope of the Texas anti-trust laws,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marllmrough St., the evidence needed to invoke them
London. W. L, Paris-— La Cincmatographie and the chances to succeed in action
Francaise, 5. Rue Saulnier.
scheduled to be brought.
Charninsky claims that his suit is the first

Financial

"If a Nobel prize
ever given for a
champion portrayal
poise
courtesy,
of
and refinement, you
can bet your hat
against a used postage stamp that some

for action against the cirmainly from Si Chranin-

cuits came
sky, the Pantages

of

{Continued from Page 1)
city zoning law at Euclid,

decision, it is estimated, afle
30,000,000 Americans living in
zoned communities and 41 stal
The decision reversed the decision
the Cleveland court which ruled
law unconstitutional, in that it
stroyed property values without

Robb & Rowley.

I'ul.lishcil d.iilj except Saturday and holidays
and
al loSO Broadway. New York, N. V
copyright (li>Jo) by Wid's Films and Fdm
Folks, Inc. J. W. Alicoatc, President and
Treasurer: Maurice U. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wdk, Traveling Kepresen
Entered as ^econdclass matter May
lative.
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of lireater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.

a

The

{Continued from Page 1)

Fridii.

26, 192'

Zoning Laws Legal

Texas Unit Plans to
Act Against Chains
TiLnXVIII No.48

November

into

capital

he said

lie

a

company

general

would finance

to the ex-

of $250,000.
He could create
such a company of wealth from key
points and small towns of the state
very quickly, Hulsey said, offering
this plan as the best solution to the

To

tent

problem.
President Cole sponsored the booking combination plan, which was
adopted unanimously by the convention with amendments to make suoh
a combination separate from the organization, with possible pooling of
capital.

The

was

president

in-

Explain Fire Prevention

Employes

in

New York

This

exchanges

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnish
for all Pathecomedies at yo

witness a preview of "The
Exchange.
Exchange," a two-reeler explaining
/f^eel

will

the best

method

of caring for film in

exchanges at 3:45 on Thursday at
ComFire
Loew's New York.
Dorman, Chief Spence
missioner
of the Bureau of Fire Prevention, W.
B.

White

the

of

New York

Original Negatives of Everythin
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

Fire

INC.

W.

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant 818
130 West 46th St.

Lhulcrwriters Ass'n and George W.
of the National Board of Fire

Booth

Underwriters will attend.

Sterling;

GUARANTEE YOUR INSURANCE

Laboratories

A

and

other

allied

interests

our

reaction

your problem

to

is

at

IVe

\

least

;vill

Attractions for

stake our rcl'ulatioii on our service.

Ave., M.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1
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MAIDEN LANE.

Standard Vaudeville

!•

^1

Standard of the Industry

7;!i

Picture Theatres

Ili^RBKirr R.'Eei^NsiKii^r
Cf>J
INCORPORATCO
»

/23

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

comprehensive.

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

T';«

AMALGAMATED

Securing your Insurance through sources thoroughly conversant with your problem and aHequatcly equipped to assume it, is adding a guarantee to your Insurance.
Representing, as we do, so many Theater Owners, Producers, Distributors,

AcU

i:

N.

Y.

C.

Telephone John

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

3080
mmM\
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Member
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THE

Coast Active

And

(ConliiiMcd from Page 1)

That's That

Robert Z. Leonard with Norma SheaMyers and
rer, Lew Cody, Carmel
Browmng
Tod
DALY
At.
^By rillL
others, is under way;
ihe
touches on
is putting finishing
Detroit theater, Cleveland,
and
Gilbert
John
with
Souls,"
Day of
owned by the Uniycrsal-Brody Kence Adoree, and Edward Sedgwick
circuit and managed by V. E. Hudson has started direction of "Slide Kelly,
was host to 60 chiefs of police of Slide," a baseball story with William
Cuyahoga County last week. That's Haines and Sally O'Neil. Tim Mc-

THE

preparedness.

Coy

is

title

of

starring in a

new

western, the

"Slow Down," starring Reginald
Dennv, directed by Melville Brown;
"Cheyenne Days," starring Hoot
Gibson, directed by Reeves Eason;
"The Cat and the Canary," starring
Laura La Plante, directed by Paul
Leni; "Uncle Tom's Cabin," an allby
directed
super-production
star
Harry Pollard; "The Deacon," starring Jean Hersholt, directed by Edward Sloman.
Edward Laemmle, is preparing
Max Marcin's stage play, "Cheating

is

siily.

Ramon
to

Novarro. Ernst Lubitsch is
Clarence Brown is Pre-

direct.

Assumption, 111., will ban Sunday paring to commence direction of "The
shows because of a 50-year old law Wind" as a starring' vehicle for Lilforbidding amusements on the Sab- lian Gish. Jack Conway will also be
bath.

They should change

name

to Presumption.

the town's

ready in a few days to commence
direction of "Twelve Miles Out,"

Just language of the biz probably
is the reason %ihy a theater throws
open its doors, rather than open them
in the usual manner.

scenarization of the
starring vehicle for
Nigh will be
Will
Gilbert.
John
ready at the same time to commence
"Mr. Wu," Walker
of
direction
Whiteside's vehicle, as a Lon Chaney

Sada

Cowan's

stage play, a

new

Bessie Mack has had enough ex- feature.
perience in handling letters to conduct
a correspondence school. The batch
Busy on
expressing Five Units
cards
and
letters
of
Thanksgiving greetings to Major Lot At Universal City
Hollywood Five feature comBowes and the Capitol artists totalled
panies are at work at Universal, which
more than 1,000.
is in the midst of its fall program of
Lawrence Gray intends to step off, production, and according to present
His com- plans, the studio will be even busier
matrimonially speaking.
panion will be Marion Coakley, who in the next month.
In addition to the five now at work,
last appeared on Broadway in the
more pictures are in various
five
show, "Service For Two."
stages of preparation, and all wiTl be
Credit Christine Hamilton with a in production before the first of the
new twist to trade showings. Be- year. Four others completed within
ginning Friday reviewers who in- the last two weeks, are now in the
spect Bray pictures will be served cutting rooms.
l^nits now in production are:
tea.

—

MC FADDEN5 FLATS

%

iContinued from Page

reaching.
It would call employe!
out of all theaters owned by prodvl
ing companies and would also stf
union construction of producer-own|
houses.

a/iodfiM
biaifing this one
c±H±r

•^

BUILT

BY

rz

in "Orchids and
in "The Runaway

Colleen

Moore

Milton

Sills

Ermine"
Enchan-

tress"

Harry Langdon
Ken Maynard
Sonora"

in
in

—

(tentative

"Long Pants"
"Somewhere South

of

title).

hampered

situation

regular

its

According to J. Beck, local secrJ
tary of the Alliance of the Big Foi"
Studio Trade Unions, 3,500 stud:

—

Yoder Back
Kansas City

Film Business

Yoder, a
business, ha
opened offices at 113 W. 18th St. a
sales
manager for the Ad-Vanc
Trailer Service Corp.
old

timer in the

Bill

film

Carver Back at Liberty
City Sam Carver, whi
resigned recently from managemen

—

Vincennes House
Vincenncs,
Ind.
The Pantheon of the Liberty, has returned to
has been sold to G. L. Empson of former position.
Seymour, the interests of the Wilkerson-Lyons Enterprises bringing $112,Remodel Lyric at Perry

—

500.

will

Okla.

Perry,
Island, Neb.

be erected on

Cook

remodeled

For Grand Island

—A

new house

W. Fourth

of Beatrice.

St.

by

It will cost

$40,000.

McDonald in Two Reelers
The Sun Pictures Corp., 220 West
42nd St., will star Kenneth Mc]c:

in

— Col.

Sam

star.

Sell

Hlain

FIRST NATIONAL

showing

D

Grand

irzir^i

the

bills.

"Easy Pickings" with Anna Q. Nilsson
workers were prepared to abando
"Three in Love" (formerly "Here Y'Are
He said thj
Brother") with Lewis Stone, Billie Dove their duties at the call.
and Lloyd Hughes.
the strike had the sanction of tl
This is a fore-runner of further American Federation of Labor an
production activity, which according that all picture houses of the con
to Richard A. Rowland, will keep panics involved, in the United Statf
growing steadily and reach its peak and Canada, would be declared ur
around January.
fair, with individual strikes by oi
erators and musicians resulting.
rectly involved locally would be th
Hoffman to Supervise
Several Paramount Road Shows International Alliance of Tlieatric:
Hollywood The heaviest produc- State Employees, the United Brothei
hood of Carpenters and Joiners c
tion schedule in the history of Paramount is just ahead. B. P. Schul- America, the International Brothei
Paperhangers an
berg, has secured Milton E. HoflF- hood of Painters,
man as executive manager of the Decorators and the Internation?
Brotherhood of Electrical Worker:
studio, as noted.

New House

RENTAL AGENTS

gczzKizu

Angeles

in

Kansas

ASHERSMAU/fOmS
r/

Los
malcy

—

Beery as

CHARLIE MURRAY
AND ni^rbcD"
_i_j
CHESTER CONKUi^
]IZDL

Normalcy In Production
Now Expected At West CoasI

A return to ncl
production is anticipatf
with reaching of an agreement
tween the union and the produceil
Pending adjustment of the situatiJ
production has been rushed on tl
Millarde Webb's "The Love Thrill," different lots. Start of other picturl
starring Laura La Plante; Edward was delayed owing to the uncel
Laemmle's "Held By the. Law;" tainty of conditions.
Release dal
Reynolds' "The Silent Rider" and troubles began to show signs of mej
Sidney's "The Wrong Mr. acing the distributors.
Scott
Wright," starring Jean Hersholt are
In anticipation of the strike sel
now being edited.
eral of the major companies had bl
gun reducing their staffs of actoiT
writers and mechanics.
First N|
First National Has 6 In Work
Rowland Promises More Soon tional. P. D. C, M-G-M and othel
Los Angeles Setting a high record were preparing to cut down expensi
in this manner.
It was reported thl
at the studio six pictures are under
way at First National. Those in pro- Fox was ready to expand vaudevill
programs in its houses providing tl|
duction are:

ager,

IH

1)

time and a half for overtiil
after 5 P.M., and improved worki)!
conditions.
Should the threaten!
walkout occur its effect would be fjl

with

In addition to duties as studio manHofFman will serve as superintendent of two or three of the Paramount road-shows during the coming
year.
The first production with
which he will serve will be "The
Greatest Show on Earth," which
Monta Bell will direct with Wallace

Dcr

26, 192i|

Studio Strike Averteip

which has not yet been chosen, Cheaters;" Ernest Laemmle will start
// Gene Tttnney thinks he can inv- and which W. S. Van Dyke ts direc- shortly on "The Yukon Trail;" Wilprove "Cashcl Uyron's Profession," ting, and Edmund Goulding is direc- liam Seiter is adapti'ncr '"Fast and
he has the permission of George ting Pauline Starke in "Women Love Furious;" Lynn Reynolds is to make
Bernard Shaw to attempt to do so, Diamonds."
"Ace High" as soon as Hoot Gibson
Tunney
the author has announced.
next few days will see the start finishes his present picture, and MelThe
was quoted as saying the story, of "Old Heidelberg," based on Rich- ville Brown has "Let's Go Home" as
which Famous seeks as a starring ard Mansfield's stage vehicle, starring his next picture on schedule.
vehicle,

November

'Friday,

{

Donald
to be

They

—The

and

Lyric is beini
enlarged with fift

feet extension and
increased to 500.

New

seating

capacit

Fayetteville Theater
The new Pa
Fayetteville, Ark.
ace lias opened, seating 800, with

$16,000

Barton

—

organ

installed.

Purchase Calina Theater
Tex.— E. L. Black and
W. Harrison have purchased tt
play opposite McDonald. Queen,

in a series of ten two-reelers

known

as "Fortune Hunters."
will be made on the coast. Clara

Horton

hi

will

Celina,

.

m

ikSl

y

The

New

York Times says:

a rare achievement for a
director to have three pictures

^It

is

running simultaneously in
Broadway theatres^ This feat
has been accomplished by

§

Herbert Brenon
whose screen version of

^BEAU GESTE^

*•

drawing capacity audiences
at the Criterion* The new
Paramount Theatre opened
with Mr* Brenon^s
is

7

f

^GOD GAVE
and

ME

20 CENTS^

at the Rivoli there

THE GREAT

is

GATSBY^^^
M^J^ik

(^paramount

THE
Friday,

O'Reilley Re-elected
OULY

TIPS

"Special Night" Pulls

WMCM M£An DOUAOS FOG SUOWMCN

there are any large industrial organizations in your town,
here is a good plan for lining
If

"April Fool"

(Chadwick)

them up at your box office.
Kenton Franklin, advertising
manager of the Newman, Kan-

IsMicd 500 oiu'-sliccts ill \'i(l(lisli
in lU'iKhborhoods where tliis was iiiwith most Rratifyiiiu ro
tcllits'ihlc.
suits.
Martin Trintz, Circle, Clevo

sas City, has inaugurated "Spe-

—

Nights" with various

cial

in-

The
organizations.
most recent was when more
than 1,000 members of the
Booster Club of the Missouri
Pacific Railroad Co. paid adThe special inducemissions.
ment to organizations of this
kind is a ten per cent price
concession.

land.

dustrial

"Her Big Night"
(Universal)
Offered one hiK day and night tc
the one winning a resenil)lance contest ill which contestant most nearl\
Merresembled Laura La Plante.
chants cooperated by offering a complete costume for each occasion as
A local autoprizes to the winner.
mobile distributor donated the use

One of the
of a car for the day.
hotels gave her a dinner party and
turned over one of its best suites for
the night, and of course, the theater
gave a bo.\ party in her honor, and
Naturally,
the press ran the contest.
the names of the merchants cooperating were mentioned in all stories of
John Royal, Palace
the
contest.
Cleveland.

—

cards were sent out to a mail-

I)ostal

Cards were
of 2.000 people.
sent to the secretaries of the
.State Societies of North and South

ing
also

list

Dakota.
A special "Dakota Night"
was arranged and many prominent
people from both States attended the
showing. John Payette, Metropolitan, Washington. D. C.

—

"The Waning Sex"

window

displays were

—

—

which if proiierly digested will give
you "strength' to withstand the gales

Wash.

"You'd Be Surprised"
(Paramount)
The "Evening Record" was holdcrack" contest, so tied
up with them on a full page of advertising.
This meant the page divided into eight parts seven sold
to local merchants and the center to
the theater.
An eight column. 4

—

deep

Bad Men"
(Fox)

tie-up with newspapers in
running a questionnaire in which
tickets were awarded the winners.
The newspaper ran a set of nine
r|UCStions on various historical incidents in connection with the West
at the time of the happenings on
Each
which the picture is based.
child answering these f|Ucstions correctly received a ticket to see the
Teaser "ads," as suggested
picture.
book, were spread
press
the
in
throughout the local ncwspai)er and
run right up to the opening with
Special
larger size advertisements.
.•Strong

Gotham Resuming Work
Hollywood Production is scheduled to be resumed immediately by
Gotham

Prod., coincident with arThree units are
rival of Sam Sax.

work.

start

scheduled

Pictures

"The Final

are "Quarantined Rivals,"

Extra" and "Flying High."

In suc-

"The Woman
"The Moun-

cession will be made,
Did Not Care,"

Who

Manhattan," "Sinews of
tains
of
Steel," and "One Chance in a Alillion." "Catch as Catch Can," "The

and "When Danger
the William Fairbanks ser-

The

ies.

entire

schedule

the

The words "You'd

Be Surprised" appeared in the largest
type in all of the seven merchant
ads.
Nick Turner, California, Stock-

Dropped

at

—

discontinuing

New

Wollaston House Open

—

Wollaston. Mass. The Wollaston
Abe Spitz, Providence,
has opened.
is

bicycling exists iparticularly in Norti
Dakota, where inland towns offer
fertile field for the practice.
Investi
gation of alleged illicit showing
under way by the Film Board.
territory,

i

To Build House in Merkel
Merkel, Tex.— H. T. Hodges ha!
purchased property on which he wi
build a theater in the near future.
Denounces Sunday Shows

—

Austin. Tex.
Rev. W. F. Bryan
pastor of the First Methodist church
denounced Sunday shows in a recen
sermon.
He called on the churcl
forces of the city to unite in oppos,
ing them.

Remodel Perry, Qkla. House

—

Perry, Okla. The Grand Oper,House has been completely remodelec
and redecorated, with new seat
added.

seats about 1,500, and
pictures with two changes

erators and seats have been installec
in the Rialto and Roval at a cos

managing

The house
shows

1)

New Equipment for Enid Houses
Enid, Okla. — New projectors, gen

and

weeklv.

of

$7,000.

^^ (T^fl^^^ (^^^^«^ (T^^^^^ (^v^^^^ cr^^^^^<^^^^^^ c^^^^^^ (T^

Club Mirador
the

New York

rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Screen

'^h^w 'Presenting

MAURICE

ELEANORA AMBROSE

and

€leanora's American
successes

Debut

after

a

series

of sensational

on the European Riviera

CANARD'S

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA
"Direct

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

E.
Sholes with Seiden Films
Willard I. Sholes, formerly an assistant director, has become associated
witii Seiden l-'ilms and is in charge
of its office at 729 7th Ave.

(Continued from Page

quickly convinced the board of Pet
erson's guilt, which
he admitted
claiming an agreement with the sales
men who closed the contract per
mitted him to show several picture
in towns other than those specifiei
in
the contract.
The films wer
rented for showing at Frederick an'
Grantsburg, and bicycled to Lucl
Webster and Siren, three other Wis
consin towns.
Pathe sent an in
vestigator to the vicinity to gathe
evidence on Peterson's bicycling ac

director.

owner

Cal.

Hi-Mark Handling "Silken Bouquet"
Hi-Mark Productions will distril)ule "The Silken Bouquet," featuring Anna May Wong.

Minneapolis Boarc

Maiden

vaudeville.

—

ton,

be

Maiden, Mass.
The Mystic has
changed its policy to pictures only,

ribbon

contest.

to

is

completed by January.
Vaudeville

By

Considerable

across top told
about the picture and the conditions
"f

Bicycler Is Fined

this

to

26, 1926

tivities.

vear.

this

ing a "wise

inch

"3

date

Calls" in

new

Invited
guests numbering 2,500 secured on the main thoroughfare,
witnessed a preview screening, in- which included oil paintings and stills
cluding ministers, teachers, e.\hibit- of M-G-M stars.
In addition to the
ors
and school children.
School above, thirteen windows were secured
ciiildren were selected on a com- for
merchandising tie-ups on the
petitive basis.
The child having the opening attraction. Various produchighest average in each grade of the tion stills were used in these tiejunior and senior high school of the ups, placed on a 22x28 poster, in atcity was presented with an invitation. tractive frames.
One of the most
Hippodrome, Cleveland.
effective
windows
was
secured
through the cooperation of the Cor"The Strong Man"
ley
Music Company.
The sheets
(First Nafl)
from two year books were cut out
Used a novelty stunt, consisting and placed next to the plate glass,
of a regulation size letter envelope clear around their window fronts.
Printed in red on The first poster was captioned: "A
with enclosures.
the envelope were the words: "Are trip through Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
You Run Down? Here is a tonic land. .-Ml stars and productions disguaranteed to make you played in these windows will be seen
that
is
inside the envelope was a at the Capitol Theater this season."
strong."
Morton G. Thalhimer, Capitol,
small white onion, with a notice
reading: "Please accept the enclosed, Richmond, Va.

—

thal. Hy Gainsboro, J. Arthur Hirsch
and Harry Suchmann.
Within a few days President O'Reilly will appoint a committee to
arrange the installation dinner which
has hitherto taken place in March.
Possibly it will be held at an earlier

Down Grade"

(M-G-M)
.Marking the opening of this
theater, three

of laughter that will breeze through
he Kverett Theater with the showing of my latest feature length comUntil then
edy. 'The Strong Man.'
Yours for a ton
hold your breath.
Harry Langdon." R. E.
of
fun.
Charles, Kverett Theater, Everett,

James Matthews; board of directors,
Samuel L Berman, Louis F. Blumen-

—

"The Nervous Wreck"
(P. D. C.)

For the fifth successive term,
Charles L. O'Reilly has been elected
president of the T. O. C. C;., the selection being by acclamation at a
Other new officers
special meeting.
are: vice-president, Sol Raives; treasSamuel Schwartz; secretary,
urer,

November

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 West 51st Street,

New York

i)Z^^^^^^(tJ>^lf)/'i>^(lJ^</^/^^<^.Jh/»^^

^

'Director

Phone

Circle 5106

eJ

November

Friday,

26, 1926

Of

ceUcnt.

Newspaper Opinions

IS

Price Glory"

Ihey

Fox

*

*

*

jolossal

and

peasant type than
young woman who played Cliarmaine
(le
n the stage, one does not object.
Her de
neation of the character is all it should be.
less of the

battle

long

will
take its place
this year or any

way does

no

McLaglen

IS a picture!
humorized and hu-

resemble

it

from

except

#

*

the

"The

fighting

Big
angle

gives one of the finest perform
ever contributed to the

of its kind
• » *
sheet.

nces
Iver

Lowe

Mr.

Dolores

good

is

Sergeant

as

Quirt.

Del

Rio, slim, black-eyed, blackaired, yields herself to this manhandled part

dramatic

ith

results.

*

*

the women were concerned in this
vulgarity
or was it too vivid real
•
crept
m?
in a bit too frequently.
Raoul Walsh directed this production.
He
chieved masterly results.
The battle scenes
* * *
re stupendous.

Where

—

icture,

—

"What

Price
Glory"
is
a
stupendous
Dhievement.
An engrossing, grim, vivid
rar drama,
balancing reality with impish
jumor.
Put it on your must list and see
quick.
You'll want to see it several times,
t's that kind of a picture.
That's all.

NEWS— Raoul

DAILY
him

ided

lendable

done

have

ail

altogether

who
com

*

piece

But may

Walsh and

an

marshal a few superlatives to
ly at the feet of Victor McLaglen,
Edmunti
.owe and Dolores Del Rio?
This triniti
aught and held the spotlight by living.
Uther than acting, the roles assigned to

A

EVENING JOURNAL

—

"What

Price

glorious, and Victor McLaglen, in
of Captain Flagg, scores the Ijig
est
success of the year. * * * It is trelendous.
The characters are real and with

lory"

is

role

le

The

compromise.

Jt

comedy

:ama,
ealth

of

the

;pt

and

audience

story

filled

is

romance.

rollicking

There

witli
is

a

touches that
*
night howling. *

individual

last

some gorgeous comedy interjlated by Ted McNamara as Private Kiper,
nd Sammy
Cohen as Private Lipinsky
There

ho

riots.

*

war

this

*

»
is

*

The

ending

is

extremely

a

knockout.

effective.

But

so is the entire picture.
And through
background of war emerges the pulsating
of real people.
Raoul Walsh, the

len,
le

inch.

WORLD—

"What Pricq Glory"
sure to be a highly popular audience picire and will do well for William Fox, both
It
;

id

of

*

did.

Those who ask eagerly "Is

it
better than
Parade'?" may rest assured that
not better than "The Big Parade" and
isn't in the least like "The Big Pa-

Big

'The
is

it

is

it

rade.'

Captain
Dolores Del Rio as Charmaine were ex-

it

is.

th^

air

nnd

'

WORLD—*

• •

a

•

•

play of vim and
incscapal)le
entertainment
quahiics.
Ii
l^
terrifically funny, vitally hardboiled
and triumphantly free, for the mom part, from
the sticky slabs of sentiment • • •
film

—

We

have war horrible, sickening war
Hut we have first, it seems to me,
and foremost, a Capt. Flagg as acted by
Victor .McLaglen. which in itself is a purr
*

impressive

without

being at all new or original. * • •
powerful performance is the work
of Victor McLaglen in the role of Flagg.
Ho alone of the principals seemed to have
caught and thrown out again unvarnished
some of the quality of the original play in
hsi rugged study of Louis Wolheim's part.
fine,

gem of
Then
pliable

who

is

faithful

there

characterization.

the

is

performance
Charmaine.

•

•

•

deliciously

rich

anri

Dolores

Del
a

Kio.

by

And

we have

sur
prisingly moulded and dressed-down bit of
screen playing by that erstwhile musical com

TIMES —

edy

The

which he and his company may well
And we have a solitary comedy
portrayal by Ted .\Ic.\amara, a miserably
mugged private, which stands worthily up
as a companion piece alongside the funny
business ol our memorable .Slim of "The
Big I'arade."
All these are exquisite exam
pies of film playing at its almost perfec

Often humorous, sometimes grim,
with a sentimental strain here and there, the
film
translation
of
"What Price Glory,"
* * • is a powerful
• *
screen effort.
role

\ ictor

element.

Captain

of

McLaglen, who
* *

Flagg
is

is played
by
thoroughly in his

•

Mr. Lowe has given himself wholeheartedto the character he fills. • • • Charmaine
IS
impersonated by Dolores Del Rio, who,
with no little abandon, gives an excellent

ly

characterization

of

Cognac

There are some very
this

production,

Pete's

daughter.

realistic fighting scenes

with

cannon

booming.

Edmund Lowe

boy,

*

*

*

a

contribu

tion of

be proud.

tion.

• *

•

For my part,
acknowledging to

can

I

a

fine

my

only

bend

and

low in
crew

gifted

appreciation for one of the grandest
evenings which I have ever spent before a
motion picture screen.
Indeed, this is a
bigger and better "What Price Glory."

DO YOU

LIKE

COCKTAIL WITH

A

KICK IM IT

?

I

stories of the war, but that is
only similarity.
So just because you
have seen "The Big Parade" don't let it
keep you from seeing "What Price Glory."
It is worth seeing without a doubt.
tlie

MORNING TELEGRAPH— Dolores
* *
Rio,
the screen

Del

brought a degree of sincerity

to
in her characterization.
Victor
in the Louis Wolheim role, gave

McLaglen,
an

A

'

portrayal, and Edmund
the Carmen-like

excellent

well as
etiually
lesser lover.

Lowe
Cliar-

maine's

Raoul Walsh has done an exceptional job
of directing and has faithfully transcribed a
cinema version of Laurence Stalling's big play
hit.

POST—*

* *

it
is
not an extraordinary
entertaining, often picturesque, if you will, but not a gripping,
* *
vital piece of work.

Creditable,

picture.

Directed by Raoul Walsh, noted for his
ability to put together beauteous scenes for
his camera man to photograph, the picture
offers many unusual and impressive snatches
trench warfare as it might have been
caught by the camera had an artist arranged,
lighted and filmed it. * * *
The high light of "What Price Glory,"
however, is Victor McLaglen, its Captain
of

Flagg.

*

»

Though

*

seen

in

plenty

of

films,
will
to

earlier

McLaglen's first big part, and he
probably not have occasion to return
this

is

ones for a long, long time.
remaining principals Mr. Walsh is

In his
not so

Is

a

Cinema -Cocktail
Composed of
equal parts of
hilaiity-fast farce

and

laugh, thiills

*
fortunate. * *
As a whole, Mr. Walsh's picture suffers
*
from an episodic treatment. *
In spite of great pains on the part of its

remains,

it

for

the most

part,
for

movie,
— good enough
a movie.
matter, but
SUN —With the most
the history
cinematic war scenes

movie

a

still

just

that

just

searing,

in
with at

flashing,
of mo-

least two brilliant
and
one by Victor McLaglen, as
and one by Dolores del Rio
Charmaine, "What Price Glory," the

tion pictures,

performances,
Capt. Flagg,
as

photoplay

version

of

the

Stallings-Anderson

lapses from grace will not impair
eventual success. * * * a supremely modern, vivid, lusty, magnificently photographed

it

*

'what

being

t

Both are

goes into

*

to

Glory'

soar into the special class. • • •
Some of the war scenes are

A

tearing throiierh
wafi'
lines.
Thc.se period* at.
turcd with an usually
war as it was in France. •

ga»

if

me that Victor McLaglen
Flagg, Edmund Lowe as Quirt,

circulation.

Price

light!

poTson

Mr. McLaglen, however, who makes

TELEGRAM— "What Price Glory?" as a
program picture at popular prices would l)c
what is technically known as "well worth
the price of admission."
But it does not

in
*

war melodrama, offers as thrilling a show
as any theater on Broadway. » • * its oc-

Broadway run and when

seemed

field

We

a

;neral

actual

be the most authentic transcription we
ever have seen, although we never have been
through a war. * * *
Victor McLaglen gives an amazing performance as Captain Flagg.
« »
Edmund Lowe surprised us as .Sergeant
Quirt.
didn't think he could look so
unhandsome nor act so well.
Dolores Del
Rio makes a charming Charmaine.
All of
the persons in the cast are good and Raoul
Walsh has done the best directing he ever

makers,

the

the

amazing.
Taken almost entirely in
it
produces a terrific and awe-

is

has followed the play sincerely,
Jt
he has added the laughs behind the
nes,
and the result is action and speed
id a crescendo of emotions.
"What Price Glory" is a picture with
punch.
And Victor McLaglen is the
irector,

1

depicting

What

shots

:alities

EVENING

• *

small

sequence

beauty,

its

is

Very

to

is

are

And

in

It

is

one still
hkes war pictures he can't do any better
than "What Price Glory."
In fact, it seems

did

Leslie
Fenton's
pantomime
of
Lieut
loore's war-crazed speech in the dugout is
ne of the best bits of dramatic acting in
le picture.
Its end was punctuated by a
pontaneous burst of applause last night,
^oung Barry Norton as the "mother's boy"
ives a touching portrayal, and the two comiy marines,
Ted McNamara and Sammy
ohen, are good. * * *
great picture, * * *

'i

inspiring

HERALD-TRIBUNE— •

I

*

rem.

is

conception

expression and they fit them like the
proverbial glove to the hand.
Dolores Del
Rio is as clever as she is beautiful.
*
"What Price Glory?" will find a place in
film
archives.
It
is
a master production
handled in a masterly way.

DAILY MIRROR— This
In

*

tional

ther year.

'arade,"

this

mspiring effect. * * * Edmund Lowe as
Sergt. Quirt and Victor McLaglen as Capt.
Flagg
both
give
fine
characterizations.
Their roles allow them the gamut of emo-

of

drama,

its

The sequence

All of the glory does not end with these
nree players.
There were few dry eyes when
'rivate
Lewisohn died
for
his
country
larry Norton played that moving bit and
e did it so well * *

stirring vivid
lanized. * * *

in

•

tion.

»

"What Price Glory"
mong the big pictures

of

It

transformed by make-

his u.sua! sleek self to a marine serentirely satisfactory as Quirt, but
Dolores del Rio and Victor McLaglen overshadow him. * • •

night's
feature

and breath-taking
n Its reahsm.
James 0'Dont)hue wrote a
splendid script of Laurence Stallings's stage
.ay and Uicctor Raoul Walsh translated
it
to the celluloid with accuracy and finesse.
Walsh's numerous touches and bits of
ealism are especially worthy of commenda-

He is the type
o well as Captain Flagg.
nd he does not disappoint.
Me gives a fine
erformance.
If Dolores Del Rio is prettier,

•

*

GR.APHIC— It

McLaglen one never doubted would

lore dainty

*

it.

any

last

If the war in
"What Price Glory" is a
picture war it is none the less a
pcctacular
and
pictorially
effective
war
Scenes showing the advance of a creeping
barrage were applauded enthusiastically last
evening.

AMERICAN It is said every picture of
nportance makes an actor.
"What Price
ilory" does more than that for Edmund
Victor

liked

miss

not

drd

censorship trou-

communities.

spots and

in

motion

Harris

—

censorious

and ribald

Now Edmund Lowe,
up from
geant,

may have

film

some

in
salty

audience

"What

.owe.

fear this

I

ble

the lesser players Barry Norton
"'°^' appealing performance.

^^^^ ^

»

•

»

casional
its

war

picture,

*

*
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Values

Keep Pace
Keep

The current motion picture year
is

Distribution

nearing the half-way mark.

Are pictures measuring

up

to

advance promises? Keep posted
on box office values through
"Reviews of the Newest Releases," a regular

Sunday

feature.

essential to understand
WORKING knowledge of distributionindustry.
From its early

A

is

the problems and progress of the
.
has grown
beginnings as a haphazard, fly-by-night affair, distribution
a practical
from
pictures
of
marketing
The
machine.
into a vast
Know
the
standpoint is told in direct and forceful manner in
Your Own Industry" article by Felix F, Feist in this issue.

i^ai

abreast of the

times to

meet the keener competition
presentations have brought
Latest developments,
about.
together with suggested presentations, practical and inexpensive are regular features of "Developments in Presentations."

SCREEN WRITER whose record of successes

unsurpassed. His work bears
^'^ the box-office stamp, appeaHng through originality, craftsmanship and entertainment value. He represents a powerful factor in the production forces at the

A

Cecil B. DeMille Studios.

The

latest

is

contribution from the DeMille Studios*

GARDNER SULLIVAN "CORPORAL KATE,"
starring VERA REYNOLDS, directed by PAUL SLOANE, from the story by Zelda

under the supervision of C.
Sears

is

and Marion Orth, Scenario by Albert Shelby LeVino,

for release

by P. D. C.

——

!
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Tte

Life of Los Angeles

Centers at the

^nd
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JOHN W.

ALICOATE,

Automatic Release
Screw Driver that solves the
Problems of the Mechanic

Established 1918

Publisher

INDEX

Cocoanut
Grove

LOCAL "MOVIES"

'<Z>

editorial,

by Maurice D.

Kann

— Holds screw tight while icrew

2

— Only

driver work.s.

PACE

an

1

3

FINANCIAL, by Charles F. Hynes
AND THAT'S THAT, Phil M. Daly's Observations'.'.'..
EXHIBITORS' DAILY REMINDER
EXPLOIT-0-GRAMS, Stunts for Exhibitors...'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
DISTRIBUTION, AN ANALYSIS, by Felix F. Feist
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur W.

one hand is used for
and tightening or
removing of screw and washers,
while other hand is free to
perform any other work.
holding

4
5
5

6

3

Adaptable for inaccessible places.
loss of screw.
5
Indispensable for assembly
work, projection machine
trouble, motors, etc.
6— "SCROO-GRIPP" is the ideal
screw driver and the only one
having the automatic releas-

7

Eddy.......... 8

FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
9
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, by Harvey E. Gausma'n.
10
EASTERN STUDIO NEWS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilkai
REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
12-14
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by Michael L.Simjnons. 15
.'.'.'.'.'.

.

4

— Prevents

7

— Made

—

ing feature.
in three

sizes: 6",

special Nights

Tuesday

REVIEWS

8

Handle

PAGE

,jiGE

electrical

THE BLONDE SAINT
12
THE GREAT GATSBY
THE FALSE ALARM
13
MONEY TO BURN
THE FLAMING FOREST
12
WHAT PRICE GLORY?
12
GOD GAVE ME 20 CENTS
WINGS OF THE STORM
SHORT SUBJECTS
14

13

13
12

INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

work.

Price $3 30 per set of 3 sizes.

6-8-10 mches.

ALBENSOL MFG. CO.
1841 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

13

De Vry

CLUB

Movie Camera

MIRADOR
— the

holds 100 feet

costs

rendezvous

Now

Presenting

MAURICE &.
ELEANORA AMBROSE

$150

to the

New York

of celebrities of the Stage
and Screen

Standard Theatre Size film

Specialists

Industry

material,

=S^=

and

Motion Picture

of insulating

thereby
enabling "SCROO - GRIPP"
Driver to be used safely for

=s<^

EGGERS

made

is

composition

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

convenient
8" and 10' long.

Eleanora's American Debut

A

professional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

managers.

after

a

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANARO'SARGENTINE

TANGO ORCHESTRA
Direct from Club Florida, Paris

DAY AND NIGHT

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

250

West
NEW

54th Street
rORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141'2'3

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

local scenes, clubs,

on your

screen

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLEl
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation— Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200

Director

W. 5 1st St. N. Y.—Circle 5 106

n

L^

SAMUEL

RORK

E.

pteaents

THE
BLONDE
SAINT
LEWIS STONE
DORIS KENYON

GBirriTN

!«•

Adapted by
.

From StcphMi French

>nd
MARION FAIRFAX

l¥hitiBan*s Novel

"The

'^

"

Isle of Life**

A MARION FAIRFAX Production
Directed by
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ILWAUKEEOVERSEATfD

17^0

WITH

IN

Settle
A

seats

more than 17,downtown section,

the
lays claim

ilwaukee
to being the
overseated city of the nation,
cording to Henry A. Staab, execusecretary of the Wisconsin ex-

bitor

The

unit.

he estimates, has a popuof 570,000, while Government
timate, as of July 1, 1926, places
at 517,000.
In the suburban field, also a similar
iuation is declared to exist, despite
hich 12 new theaters planned or
ider construction will add 40,050
:w seats to the total. These houses,
(Continued on Page 16)

UNIVERSAL DICKERS TOR

Labor Terms Monday

city,

;ion

Sydney

— Strong

efforts

are

Bickerton

Named

Worth

Joseph P. Bickerson, Jr., active in
and legitimate stage circles, has
been selected as arbiter in the sale
of motion picture rights t)f pl-iys.
He was "almost unanimously" agreed
upon by the theatrical managers and
film

dramatists.

May Lift Ban

All

being

ade to get "The Big Parade" reased in Australia. At the moment
ere seems a likelihood of the lift-

sales

of

film

rights will

pass

through Bickerton's hands but only
in case of dispute between the parties
{Continued

g of the ban.

on Page

Gish and James to

Outstanding
Players-Lasky

$75,000,000
stock
of
Corp. has a

Famous
market

value in excess of $75,000,000, based
on current prices on the New York
Stock Exchange, it is declared in a
prospectus published in connection
with the $1,300,000 bond issue to
cover cost of the new theater to be
erected for the company at Seattle,
(Continued on Page 16)

16)

Team

Two London

—

—

Theater Deals

Two

I),

spiration in a

trand interests are sponsors of a
000-seat house on Genesee St., acjired

from

ity.

Miss Gish

is

in

British

Na- the Provincial Cinematograph Theaters.

tional.

DEVICE

Process of Air

Photography

is

Wave

Under

Consideration
Universal

is taking steps to enter
the talking picture field, now occupied by VVarner
Bros, and Fox.
Among various devices being considered is the invention of Allen Canton which is based upon the photography of air waves.
Universal, it
is
understood, seeks a talking film
for installation in its theaters.
Figuring upon the basis of 300 theaters the cost of installation of each
apparatus is about $250, the inventor claims.
Cost of manufacturing
the recording set is said to approximate $300.
The Canton invention involves a
microphone which picks up and
changes
into
electrical
impulses
(Continued on Page 16)

"U" Aids Japanese
— Continuing

its

in-

ternationalization program. Universal
is aiding a Japanese company to produce pictures in Japan. The firm is
making oictures for home consumption, using native players. Universal,
according to Carl Laemmle. has furnished the latest cameras, lighting
and technical devices, and has loaned
(Continued on Page 16)

England, com-' don houses, has been purchased by

pleting a contract with

Christie

En Route

Charles Christie has
for Los Angeles.

Harold M. Clapp and

left

New York

Blache Back from Europe

erner P. Kennedy.

Loew

New

Universal City

important theater
London
and
Gish
Hollywood Dorothy
consummated
been
just
have
deals
co-starred
Gardner James are to be
Leases Total $4,774,625
A city financial group has
here.
in a series to be produced by InParamount building leases to date
With the acquired the Biocolor Circuit. The
spiration, it is reported.
jgregate $4,774,625. Of this amount
included in the
team is linked the name of Edwin new Astoris is not
550, 000 will be paid by Famous.
The Ralph
however.
Carewe, at present allied with In- transaction,
four Loncomprising
circuit,
Davis
capacproduction
joint

Stanley Buys in Utica
Utica, N. Y.— The Stanley-Mark

mmjM

LL

"general understanding" that points of controversy
would be adjusted satisfactorily, was arrived at Thursday,
thus averting threatened walkout of technicians at Coast
studios. The unions threatened to call a general strike at
the studios Dec. 1, unless complete unionization of various
plants was agreed to, and demands for increase of wages
and better working conditions granted.

ost
te

Price 25 Cents

A

— With

in

1926

details of the compromise settlement to be made between producers and the labor unions will be completed
by Monday, according to expectation of William Canavan,
head of the International Alliance of Stage Employes and
M. P. Operators.

LOOP

uburban Field Crowded
But 12 New Houses
Are Planned
Milwaukee

28,

Herbert Blache has returned from
a six months' trip to Europe, where
he studied production at the Ufa studios, Berlin and the Sascha studios.
Vienna.' Blache directed for Univer-

Local "Movies'

Building in Syracuse

—

Syracuse, N. Y. Loew plans a theer and office building at South Sana, West Jefferson and South Clin)n Sts.
It will be called Loew's

sal

for

three years,

his

last

picture

being "The Mystery Club."
He is
now arranging a new contract and
will return to Hollywood next month.

months, amateur photographers have developed
Everybody
with amazing rapidity throughout the nation.
The
pictures.
motion
wants to see what he looks like in
F. B. O. Signs Conway Tearle
bounds.
and
leaps
Balshofer Here
by
demand for 16 mm. raw stock has increased
Los .Angele.s Conway Tearle has
Fred J. Balshofer is in New York So much so in fact, that several laboratories in and around New been signed by F. B. O. for "Hello,
of business. Bill," tentative title of a production
om the Coast making distribution
have made arrangements to handle this type
-rangements for next year's prod- York
pictures dealing with the Elks' lodge.
motion
handle
and
make
craze to
His program calls for a series It appears then the
ct.
heater
manner.
1
pronounced
most
five melodramas and 12 two reel has established itself in a
loca
develop
to
Clements Making Series
experiment
worthwhile
Dmedies.
owners will find it a
and
rank
Hollywood
— Roy Clements has asthe
of
range
the
within
falls
motion pictures. The cost
sumed Banner Productions' contract
'The Enemy" for Lillian Gish file of exhibitors.
/ with Sterling and will make a series
,,
m
allow the filming of for the latter concern, working at
Culver City— "The Enemy," ChanSeveral cameras with magazines that
mg Pollock stage play, has been scenes running about two minutes are in the marl<et You can Fine Arts. His initial production is
archased by M-G-M for Lillian Gish.
would get by seeing "Tongues of Scandal," with Mae
the kick the local Kiwanis Club
jne Mathis will write the continuity imagine
Busch and William Desmond.
tate

/.

and

Lamb

seat 2,942.
the architect.

will

is

Thomas

IN

RECENT

—

I

,

id adaptation.

(Continued on paae 4)
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Local

Roche Gets Offer
Los Angeles John Roche has!

n

—

ceived an offer to play opposite

itself

f rki25CintS
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idea

on your screen.
which has unlimited angles.

all

of us to
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communications

Hollywood.
New York.
Filmday,
dress:
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Dre.xel 7000 and WashLondon Ernest \V. Fredman,
inirton 9794.
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Paris
\V.
I.,
La Cinematographic
London.
Francaise. 5, Rue Saulnier.

—

—
—

Oregon

Service

service,

is

gathering pertinent data

The holiday seems to have had a salutary efStocks moved briskly,
fect on film issues.
Trans Lux
with a general upward trend.
Screen retained its selling momentum with
Fox Film "A"
a turnover of 7,500 shares.
sold 6.000 shares at a boost of 2J^. Famous,
of 6.900,
on
an
exchange
common, gained l4
and all along the line there was concrete evidence of staunchness in price and stimulation
in buying.

concerning motion pictures. C. J. North, director of the Section,
informs that the service is open to everyone. The data is extensive and correct. The industry should make good use of this
service.
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SpecialiatB in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years
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Chicago
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Officials

Meeting

Co.. Inc.
N. Y. C.

a

sales

convention

here.

For exhibitors there are available interesting Lichtman, new general manager
short subjects which are highly suitable for special occasions. distribution, will outline the n<;
sales quota plan.
For producers, authentic war film, the sum total of years' efforts,
can

camera.

now be

New

Uses for Motion Pictures

More and more motion

new phase

Aderer Assistant to Metzger
Ralph Aderer has become assists

obtained.

pictures are

good outside of

coming

of their activity.

into their

own

As an aid
now enter a

their original field.

Through the Hays

office, surgical"

operations will be picturized in order that their message might

make medical students

better physicians.

In addition to making

one as the days go by, motion pictures will now do
much to prolong this earthly existence.
Emigrants will see Americanization pictures before they reach
life

Lou Metzger, general sales ma
ager for Universal. He recently w
connected with Universal's Philadi
phia office.
to

• • . •

7

44 J<
2SJ4

to

P. ("Pat") Garyn, Natioi
Screen Service sales manager, h
returned to New York from a sa

interested in motion pictures.

to a far older craft, the science of medicine, films

43W

437,1i

is

a real one.

The Federal Government

as an influence for
High

date

W.

ing

Vtc...
Pfd...
Halaban & Katz..
Bal. & Katz Vtc.

The

organization.

—

of the

Seat.
Seat.

Leag

is

Home office officia
This publication has from time to time told at some length how Mid-Western and Western
distr:
motion pictures dealing with problems in agriculture are being managers, and Middle West bran
met through the graphic explanation that comes through the eye managers of United Artists are hol>

Financial

Am.
Am.

P.

planning to hold a mi
night matinee to raise funds for t

of

During 1926, the U. S. Department of Commerce spent $3,- around the midd'le of January.
000,000 in securing business leads. Through the Bureau of For$2,500 Raised
eign and Domestic Commerce, this information was made availSeattle
The midnight matin
able to American industry and was responsible, in part at least, presented at the Fifth Ave., by t
Washington exhibitor association
in netting $190,000,000 in new business for American exporters.
raise funds, netted around $2,500.
There is now a Motion Picture Section in the Bureau which,

THE FILM through the far-flung consular

to

D.'MLY, 1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. CMe ad

Ore.—The M.

Portland,

see ourselves as others see us.

at

all

upon

Publisher

lOIN W. AUCOAIE

Address

a fertile field for this

the desire of

when he discoursed on

a great truth

is

of the poets struck

One

Gish in "Madame Pompadoui
which British National Pictures w
produce in England.

lian

(Continued from Page 3)

Every community

28, 192i

a happier

To Show

A

Passaic Strike Film

show and

picture
eluding the

concert,
film e
titled "The Textile Strike," deali
with conditions in the Passaic stri
area, will be held Sunday afterno
at the Waldorf Theater for the ber
fit of the children of the strikers.
i

showing of a

John Fairbanks Buried
In this way, they will learn
Denver
John Fairbanks w
something of their new fatherland before landing. This, too, is buried in the Mt. Olivet Cemete^
here. Douglas Fairbanks and Ma/
a highly important step taken by the Hays organization.
Pickford accompanied the body h{'i
Even one reelers, produced with the thought that they might from Hollywood.
f
enhance church sermons, have been shown in as many churches
near New York. On eleven consecutive Sundays, they increased
attendance from 12 to 72 per cent. A most significant developIn Hollywood Studios
ment. The Hays organization does not countenance church comAlong the Rialto
petition to motion picture theaters.
It does believe, however,
In Exchange Centers
that the right type of picture can create a kindlier feeling toward
this business as a commercial enterprise insofar as church opinthe shores of their promised land.

—

—
—
—

ion

is

easier

The entire course of the industry will be much
when church-goers and moulders of church thought feel

concerned.

that the motion picture

is

an instrument for good rather than an

agency of doubtful virtues.

Stanley Building Another

—

Philadelphia
Work starts Mon'lay on construction of
a $1,000,000
theater at 69th St.. and Ashbv
Rd
for the .Stanley Co.. which
has a
chain of 2.33 hotises in Atlantic
Seaboard states.
The theater will be

known

as the Ashby.

KANN
I

r

I

T'l

Ciifui^
GOWNS UNIFORMS
BROOKS'
OR
LCARN TO SAY

1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580
ALSO 25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

PEN.

FILM DAILY
'News Qatherers
Cover

the

Industry
Everywhere

— In London's Film Row
— In Official Washington
— On Incoming Ships

;;
;

Un

m

llunday,

November

z-^5^

DAILY

1926

28,

Theater Sales Brisk

Texas Houses Merged

—

Nacogdoches, Tex.
(.m,, petition
Territory Active in Turnovers
was ended here tlirough formation
Almost One Daily For
of Austin Amusement Co. to operPeriod of Month
ate the Austin and Falacc.
Claude
Twenty-four theaters, Hazie
now is manager of both
nearly one a dav have changed hands
houses, with L. L. Levey bouse manover the period of a month. These
ager of the Palace. The Austin is a
theaters and their new owners are:
combination house.
Iowa
Princess,
Sanborn,
Walter M.
Lynch
Opera House, Clermont, C. O. Christ Audi- "The Treasure" Booked in
Rochester
torium, Defiance, D. V. Armstrong; Palace,
The Eihn Arts Guild lias bocjkcd
Durant, Scliact & Skeentokcn Star, Nemaha,
W. P. Stcitz; Uptown, Arnold's i'ark, H. "The Treasure" for a week's run at
N. Davies
Princess, Traer, Edwin Weller
the Kilbourn Hall, Rochester, under
People's,
liuckgrove, J. J. Jordan; Opera
House, Cortland, Kred De Vries; Royal, auspices of the Eastman theater orThe Guild is negotiatinp
George, Frank Wilson; Lewis, Lewis, J. W. ganization.
Zike; Majestic, Iowa City, Ross King; Lyric. with other groups in Cincinnati, ChiMelvin,
Riecks
& Knapp
Palace,
Nora cago and Los Angeles for presentaSprings, H. N. Davies; Electric, Kuthven,
tions of the type of program which
James L. Ruthven.
Nebraska
it has developed here.

Omaha

ExMbijtors^

"Eagle of the Sea"

Omaha —

Daily Reminder

Paramount
Rivoli
(IVcck

—

ending

Nov. 19)
you prefer your
good, old-fashioned movie form
he Eagle of the Sea" is assuredly not the

\MF.RIfAN— *
ion

»

if

in

ertainment

you.

for

;

DAILY NEWS—'

*

very good picture,
•
h a not-so-good title * •
Cortez
fair
to win high place among the film
s
rld's leading men.

EVENING JOURNAL—*
had

wings clipped

in

EVENING WIORLD—

*

/e

its

*

*

seems

For honest well
written

to

New

*

costume romance

colorful

*

in the Weekly
Film Digest of the

creditable
the setting

in

*

jRAPHIC —

Orleans.

vivid romance of the
* * *
» » what is wrong
ly nineteenth century
:h
this picture, if anything, is the plot.

HERALD-TRIRUNE- •

*

•

opinions

read the reviews

the cutting of

film.
i

;

;

;

FILM DAILY

Haroer's, Shubert, O. R. Bennett; Tilden,
Tilden, James Robertson; Liberty, Hildrcth,
Alberts & Lantz
Opera House, Holstein,
A. R. Oelschlager; Jansen, Jansen, R. G.
Green; Woodman Hall, Liberty, John Geer
In South Dakota-Crystal, Lennox, M. Hen;

Cortez plays
reason for

pirate which is good enough
liking the picture * * •

TELEGRAPH—

VIORNING

and stupendous

*

*

POST —

*

*

.spleu-

action, spirited

romance and adventure

tained,

story

a
into

dricks,

and

*

*

satisfying

romantic,
of

.ns

*

*

*

Few

balcony of the
recognized Adolph
kor and Jesse L. Lasky as the
cupant of a seat in the back
the other day.

(Week ending Nov. 20)

NEWS—*

iVENING JOURNAL—*

*

When

*

see-

" Ladies at Play" leave the kiddies in the
ytown.

jHERALD-TRIBUNE- *

* * If you like
comic spinsters getting woozy on
* *
phosphate you ought to like this.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
develop

that
the

of

!

Zuoc-

row

'son.

:A'(^KLD

—

*

*

*

ngs on

real

laughter

*

comedes

*

* *

of

the

U.

on

speedily
occasionally

*

thi.s

*

•

*

*

ron-s

along

scuds

nonsense

of

;rest

into

most amusing

Bob Custer is going to get marand no fillum foolin' this time.
Next Tuesday he marries Anne
ried

Elizabeth Ciidahy, heiress
Many Cudahy packing millions.

witii

ghs

new

Johnson

K.

Whipple,

to

the

story.

A

BE

LIFE

ISTOOSHOar

TO WORRY
SEE THE GLOOM ^CHASER

International

News cameraman, was

this city.

Fire!

HYPOCHONDRIAC!

is

tile

I'rry

the

* *
even the funny
directed into slapsf'ck so terrible
picture becomes painful.

Kenda

Ice

in

Club of

DONT

DALY

Paramount

Hippodrome

'

That's That

By PHIL M.

"Ladies at Play"
First National

t

And

to

*

*

life

'JAILY

M-G-M

the eyes * * *
richly-mounted, deliciousslow-go-easy movie representa-

WORLD — *

"Help!

—

rELEGRAM—*

"

Emory

Eckman Heads Club

trifle

is

—

for
Universal.
Police!" is to be the
Boston Sanmel Eckman, Jr., has title. Johnson is collaborating with
been elected honorary president of the his mother, Emilie Johnson on the

*

complicated
*
resolves itself
the conventional
nantic yarn of love and rescue * * »
*
confused romance
*
* so many plots and counter plots,
such
umes of tracking and sidetracking, anil
•
a riot of climax and anti-climax •
i:h
TIMES—* * * although it lacks drama
*

Police Special Johnson's Next
Universal City A special production dealing with the exploits of the
police of America will be made by

given an au-

DE LUXE

/0\..

tographed photo of Queen Marie of

^ weaji

/

Ronmania for his work in filming the
royal party's transcontinental trip.

"Upstage"

M-G-M
Capitol
(Week ending Nov.

20)
\MERICAN * * * an entertainment tlial
*
*
*
please
just enough of the theatc/
lint too much sob stuff.

:I

I

NEWS—

Mll.Y

* * *
moves forward
unfolding a simple tale of behind-tiu-

ftly,

nes

* *

vaudeville

on

the

life

of

a

*

you next.

amusing

iVENING WORLD—*

*

*

*

almost any
pstage" is of
ma.

3R.\PHIC— *

*

one

It

*

tale

pstage"

on Broadway
the

best

—

and comthe

new

week we

liked

*

of

* * *

Wal-

will manage to keep most
for an hour or so * * *
• * *
directed
with skill
sense * *
human interest

PELEGRAM
common

ches here and there lend color and atmosto a smoothly flowing tale.
»
iUX
Atmospheric, pleasantly
timental. humanistic and touched off here
there with sardonic moments * * *
rre

—

.

.

'.

riMES

* *

*

deft

ms "Upstage" from
ions.

*

sketching

it

*

*

re-

unconvincing sitof the story and also the
its

the fraility
characterization of the central role.
* * * not a big-time cinema be-

VORLD —
ficial

is

totally

has decided

draw

a

tliat

i(

salary regularly

Conse
(ban cartoons ocnsionally.
qnently he has l)ecome associated
with an advertising company.

unimportant

•

* *

New York

Arranging

picture

delightful

*

amused

'ple

heavy

not

* * *

*

*

deof

who wrote "Upstage," knows

de Leon,
vaudeville

i'OST

*

this

*

TELEGRAPH—

vIORNTNG

to

mood

better to

* *

HERALD-TRIBUNE-*
*

likely

'!"he

slim

is

nplacc in the extreme *
'dnctions

is

romance,

mild
*

*

Morgan Goetz

per-

mer.

se

to

stuff.

EVENING JOURNAL—

'-down

I

Credit Kelcey Allen with the
statement that the most interesting
'king in the motion picture business
is guessing what is going to happen

"Michael Strogoff"

is

Opening
to

have

its

Broadway opening Dec. 5 at the
Edward
Dr.
George M. Cohan.
Kilenyi
its

now

is

New York

scoring the picture for
run.

Competition

Ends

at

Berlin

—

Competition has been
Berlin, Wis.
ended here through acquisition of the
Re.x, which is running in connection
with the Opera House. The house is
allied with Saxe Enterprises.

150 First Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

Sunday, November

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

uted the footballs and the theater

"Battling Butler"

(M-G-M)

An

effective

advance

lobby

company,

which went through the
mechanical motions of a human bemg. Two prize cups, won by two of
our famous boxing champions were
placed on plush pedestals in the cenof the roped elevation.
A large
banner across the lower section of

ter

ring contained the billing of
picture.
George Schenck, Metropolitan, Brooklyn, N. Y.

HERE

is a three-cornered tie-up that benefits the theater, merchants and the paper carrying the announcement. Martin J.
Smith has adopted it with success as a method for exploiting two
of his theaters, the Eastwood and East Auditorium, in Toledo. In
a weekly neighborhood organ Smith is advertising that free tickets
to either of these theateres will be given away during the current
month to those women who can find their names somewhere in
the ads of merchants whose copy appears in that sheet. The names
are concealed as much as possible. The fortunate ones who discover
their names are requested to take it to the merchant in whose ad
it appears, and this merchant will supply the free tickets to the
theater. Here is a simple and effective bit of publicity that tends to
get the entire neighborhood interested.

large advertisements
State,

the

The

billing

on

"The Quarterback"
(Paramount)
the liigh school footba
teams to a pre-view showing.
Sj
ecial signs, some lettered on canvc
and others made from cut-outs <
posters, were placed at the fronts <

Invited

—

stores.
Fran
sporting goods
Burhans, Senator Sacramento, Cal.

all

,

—

hunt for a hidden key independ-

—

Star,

Montivedeo, Minn.

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)
Started off with sonic fine publicity by securing the prestige of the
Chicago Historical Society as sponsor for a special showing. This was
given to an honor group of school
children. Those schools which had the
best attendance at the Saturday morning lectures of the Society were invited to send fifteen of their pupils
with their history teacher to this
screening, which was held on Satur-

day morning.

— Randolph,

riiirago.

Boost King Cotton

INAUGURATED
Day" and

a

"Cotton

the price of admission to R. C. Rosser's Ranora theater at Binger, Okla.,
was figured on the basis of 15
cents a pound for cotton. No
cash was accepted at the box
office. At least a bale of cotton was taken in as the day's
receipts. The novelty stunt had
the whole town talking.

carrying

banners

Still Ajlarm"
(Universal)

an-

that Seiler was to join
of Steel" at the theater.— Metropolitan, Atlanta.

was "Men

—

ilar

students

Used

nouncing

picture

the

Generally
only
increased.
greatly
three 24-sheets are used, but on this
All the
feature used 15 of them.
newspapers. Gave a free special mat- other paper was increased
the
at
inee for children a week before the same ratio. Special signs were made
picture was scheduled and explained for the side of a large truck which
the exploit. A few days later plant- paraded the business district of the
ed a chest and began handing out city daily for a week in advance of
clews. Each day gave a hotter tip the play date. Five days before the
and the kids reported faithfully every opening a street ballyhoo four ridmorning for the tipoff. The clews ers grouped and costumed to reprebrought the searchers closer each day sent the riders of the Apocalypse,
and the day before the picture open- was put on the streets Ralph Golded a red-hot hint led to the disclos- berg, Sun, Omaha.
ure of the hiding place. In the chest
placed money, jewels and tickets to
"The Marriage Clause"
the show and also conducted a simently at the same time with the finder receiving a prize.
R. W. Vance,

offer.-

"The
"The Four Horsemen"

(M-G-M)

Pirate"
(United Artists)
Staged a treasure hunt that received favorable comment in tiie local

on the

Minneapolis.

—

"The Black

til

Through

this the picture obtaii
in
the papcj
ed wide advertising
which, besides editorial notice, ra

pass.

Building Neighborhood Patronage

dis-

play consisted of a miniature prizcfi(s'hfing ring on which was placed
tiirec cut-outs, taken from the six
and three-sheet posters.
A special
boxing dummy was secured from a
large sporting goods manufacturing

the

28. 1926

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

A

midnight matinee which opened
the run was attended by an especially invited list of celebrities including
all notables visiting in Akron at the

men

From

the picture the benefit of all
newspaper publicity that the runner secnrod. This was followed up
bv staging a rclav race with Dr. Seiler
and
a group of college athletes.
A parade was held for the event, with

figur

(First Nat'l)

Used

1,000

Paramount

sailor

ca]

Tie-ups secured through which were distributed at the the:
a window card which shows Laura ter.
These were paid for by a loc
La Plante putting on a pair of Zip- merchant whose ad they carried. C
pers which are a special brand of the college campus a man parade
galoshes manufactured by the Good- with a dog on whose back was
rich Rubber Co.
This tie-up was blanket lettered "The Strong Man

—

When the famous Southern runner.
Dr. Seiler, completed a run of 105
miles from Macon to Atlanta, the
theater manager hit on the happy
idea of dubbing him a "Man of
Steel." This simple stunt secured
for

wax

vertising.

—

of Steel"
(First Nat'l)

size

"The Strong Man"

the

(Fox)
Tied up with the Tribune Leader- good for several window displays
Press for a .search for the oldest mar- donated by merchants featuring ZipThe Shumaker Tea Co. disried couple in the city. Five days be- pers.
fore the opening, announcements of tributed 10,000 sample packages of
the search, with special awards to tea, each package bearing a tag adthose who qualified, were run in the vertising the picture. Two thousand
newspapers with a half-column story. of the tabloid newspapers prepared as
They were also mentioned in the an accessory were given away on
advertisements put out by the thea- the night of the opening by newster. Secured the cooperation of three boys shouting:
"Get your copy of
merchants in the city, who offered 'The Midnight Sun,' Akron's new
merchandise for awards. This was ar- tabloid newspaper." ^Waldorf, Akranged by the theater agreeing to ron, Ohio.
run daily during the search a slide
mentioning the merchants offering
"Mismates"
the awards. The opening day, win(First Nat'l)
Using a Charleston wedding (a
ners were selected and ^iven the
awards at the theater Wm. Freise, mock ceremony) as a prologue for
T-a Crosse Theater, La Crosse, Wis. the
showing attracted attention to
the hill.
Lines from popular song

"Men

life

waukee. Wis.

leading men and womanagers secured statements which were later used in adtime.

several

Two of the
dressed as firemen.
were seen in the act of climbing c
a ladder into a window above tl
theater entrance. A third figure w:
star
stationed alongside a poster
carrying paper on the attraction.O. L. Meister, White House, Mi

hits
furnished
bride,
groom,
chorus of six

the words for the
ring bearer and a
bridesmaids. Palace,

Through

variety of window displays we:
secured.
Clarence Laws, Californi
Berkeley, Cal.

—

"Tin Gods"
(Paramount)

Worked

out

a first rate novel
of a "tin god" man whi<
was displayed in the window of
hardware store which furnished tl
tin articles that composed the effig
Its body was a wash boiler cov^
the face and hat were dish pans wi
eyese, nose, mouth and ears suppli
by small hardware utensils.
T.
hands were spoons, and the le
were made from stove pipes. The
in the

form

were

all

tape.

held in

place

by adhesi

This grotesque figure kept

t

public in front of the window.
R. Sewart, Greeley, Colo.

—

San Antonio, Tex.

"One Minute

A

Family Night
to

(F. B. O.)
co-operation

Play"

with
the
Daily Star, offered a football and free
ticket to the show to every boy who
would obtain three subscriptions to
the Daily Star during the week before the picture ran and the week of
its showing. The newspaper contrib-

MAKING

"Family Night"
an occasional feature, Mrs.
Cora Thompson of the Opera
House at Kasson, Minn., has
found that it spurs interest considerably in her theater.
On
these nights the entire family is
admitted for the one admission
of 50 cents.

—
THE
unday,

November

jJBK

DAILV
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"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.
SALESMEN KEY OF ELABORATE MACHINERY OF

Distribution

DISTRIBUTION

By FELIX

F.

FEIST

consisting

a manager, cashiers,
shippers,
inspectors,
checkers, poster boys and salesmen.

31

ANALYTICAL SURVEY
OUTLINES METHODS OF
MARKETING FILMS

which this unusual task with such enthuusually in the more sparsely set- siasm and ctiort that the exhibitor
salesmen may be became more interested in him tlian
tled areas,
the
lEW not directly connected with Some offices, because
of their size, alone on the firing line for two or ever personally, and a contact was
moof
distribution
tlie sale and
have other types of employes, such three weeks or even
longer at a established which later resulted in a
n pictures ever give that phase of as assistant managers, territorial
sales stretch, covering the route assigned satislaclory contract lor both parties.
; industry a thought. They have no
managers or special representatives. to him.
The Wee SmaU Hours
ilization whatever of the enormous The
number of salesmen in each ofSelling film is not an easy task
Long Distance Salesmen
man machinery which must be set fice varies, depending upon the needs
have had some salesmen on irojn the physical as well as mental
by a distributor to handle a pic- and area of the district. The num- special assignments who have been or business point of view. Most film
re after it is made, and to attend to ber may run
from two or three to as away from their homes three and selling is dune at night. Theaters
distribution in the thousands of many as
20, at times.
The exhibitor is
four months and even longer. Some are open at night.
eaters throughout the country and
Launching New Product
This means that the salesof these men have traveled by auto- available.
e securing through this distribution
At the start of the season the im- mobile from San Francisco to Seat- man must talk his proposition into
the millions of dollars that are nec- portant first run theaters in
each ex- tle, from Seattle to Salt Lake City, the small hours of the morning. And
sary to conduct our industry.
change territory are made acquainted from Salt Lake City to Denver, and he does it, day after day and month
Pictures released by our company with the details
of
our season's from Denver back into San Fran- after month.
r the most part are part of a proproduct by the district and branch cisco. Having made this round, they
Aside from the sales activities, there
am. For the purpose of this article managers who in acquainting those then worked their way northward are other phases of the distribution
dis; confine ourselves to sales and
important theaters, negotiate deals again into Canada and all the way problem of interest and importance,
ibution for program pictures.
for the rental and playing of the pic- across the continent. Salesmen of iivery film that comes into an exThe selling season usually starts ture by these
this sort are not change from an exhibitor after it has
lOut May. By this time policies have exhibitors.
run, been shown on a screen is inspected
usual
the
Fre;en determined and the product for quently home ofbut. are usually before
it
is
sent out to another
na- fice
e ensuing year is known.
special represen- theater.
representaThis means that every inch
Dnal sales convention is held at
Never- of the thousands of feet comprising
tatives.
tives are a part
It is at- of these negotiaDetails of the machinery of
ime important center.
theless the sales- the picture must be gone over to look
distribution are elementary to
nded by the home office executives, tions.
man's job is one for damage, mutilation or anything
At the
most people of the industry,
strict and branch executives and
that keeps him connected with the film itself which
this
that
time
representatives, work is going on
le
but there are many to whom
special
sales
on will have an influence on its proper
constantly
is
structure
distribution
the
hese conventions last several days, there
the
jump and projection.
The same mechanical
still
are
more or less of a mystery. The
iring which time the producing or- many
circulating over process must be gone through with
of the
network of the system which
mization's studio representative ac- smaller theaters
wide areas.
a theater that pays $7.50 for the rental
enables his company to market
laints the assemblage with the high who have before
Some of their of a picture as must be done for an
its films is traced by Mr. Feist
experiences
are important theater such as the Capitol,
lots of the stories, the players, the
them the then
in a close-up of the M-G-M
interesting, par- New York, or Grauman's in Los
rectors and any novelty attractions current season's
structure, which is typical of
ticularly
those Angeles.
points are brought out. The home product
availathe systems maintained by the
who go off into
fice executives inform the field exVVhen an exhibitor runs a picture
ble for their use.
large companies.
what is called he must advertise it.
utives of the policies and sales obli- The
This means
salesmen,
the "sticks" and that for every picture which an exlitions laid out for the year.
during this time,
solicit
business change is handling, they must also
Fixing Sales Quotas
are traveling to
from the butch- have on hand an adequate supply of
National sales quotas are estab- these
accounts,
ihed for the pictures. These in turn even though they may be in the re- er, the baker and candlestick maker press books, window cards, phototheir who operates the theater in a very graphs and other advertising matter.
e subdivided into regional or termotest part and are contmuing
for
these items must be
torial rental obligations. These are work of selling the current seasons small town and who may be as much Orders
guided by the impression that the handled and shipped out just as
turn subdivided into individual product.
intal figures (or prices) to be asAfter the more important first run salesman makes upon the man's wife promptly as the film itself, so that
gncd for each apd every picture for theaters throughout an exchange ter- or family in presenting his proposi- the exhibitor will have sufficient time
the tion, as he is by what- the man has in which to properly put his offering
ch and every prospective theater
ritory have been negotiated with,
before the public.
in the entire United salesmen start out to sell the new to say about his product.
rge and small
Our men have in recent weeks
And where does this advertising
ates and Canada, in accordance with product to the great rank and file
signed contracts for our program of matter come from? Obviously from
e potentialities of the account and of theaters in that sales area.
e value of each picture as a boxSalesmen travel by automobile in pictures for the 1926-27 season in our advertising department which is
fice attraction in that situation.
most instances. There is no place too the bottom of a coal mine where the part of our distributing machinery.
Briefly, motion picture advertising
For the purpose of having central- far or too small for them to go to. exhibitor, who owned the theater
:d adequate facilities to not only If it has a theater, even though it be which operated on Saturday only, in- is roughly divided into three types of
operly direct sales ef?ort but to open only a few times a year, a sales- dulged in his major occupation of effort advertising, exploitation and
bsequently see that the advertis- man will ultimately visit it. The sales- mine foreman. They have signed con- publicitj', the first named division
accessories and film reaches its man's work in closing deals for our tracts on the Alaskan Border, in sil- being chiefly concerned with so-called
ig,
stination, the theater, in due time pictures in these smaller situations is ver mines in the Rockies, in fact, "straight advertising" in general and
r
the exhibition as announced by as difficult and as demanding* of wherever the theater owner was to trade publications and the origination
found.
and production of posters and items
e exhibitor, M-G-M has 32 distrib- painstaking efTort and ability as is re- be
even recently learned of a of that sort.
Exploitation, as the
ing branches located in the follow- quired in covering the very largest
salesman who got the attention of an term implies, means the origination
^ountry.
the
in
circuits
and
cities:
houses
^
exhibitor through a discussion of and carrying out of ideas to exploit
Albany, Atlanta, Boston, Buffalo,
In some instances it is even more
The exhibitor in this in- the picture whether it be in the form
snakes.
Cincinis
Chicago,
Charlotte,
Butte.
difficult because the small exhibitor
nati, Cleveland. Dallas, Denver Des
He of "stunts" or any other novel ways
snakes a hobby.
stance
made
acquainted
well
as
rule,
not, as a
Moines, Detroit, Indianapolis. Kanmeans.
The publicity effort
liked to catch them and study them and
witii the tendencies and happenings
sas City, Los Angeles, Memphis, Milwith might be termed "press agentry" in
waukee, Minneapolis, New Haven,
and information of the industry as is and daring the salesman to go
New York, New Orleans, Oklahoma
And all
him, he escorted him to a moun- all that the name implies.
the so-called larger exhibitor.
City,
Omaha, Pittsburgh, PhiladelSalesmen naturally travel most of tainous range in the middle of the these efforts are directed to the end
phia,
Portland, .Seattle, San Franinsisted upon that the exhibitor may have available
cisco. St. Louis, Salt Lake City and
the time. In some territories, because night where he then
Washington.
representative accompanying him every possible means to acquaint his
of the geographical arrangement, they our
The public with his screen offerings.
These branches are both sales and are out in the field six days a week on a hunt for rattle snakes.
catch
Such work having to do with public
him
actually
helped
salesman
homes
their
to
get
to
5tributing points, each of which is and are able
iContinued on Page 14)
mposed of a complete organization only on Sunday. In other territories a rattle snake and lent his efforts to
leral M'g'r Sales and Distribution,

of

M-G-M bookkeepers,

where distances are greater,

is

We

A

A

Close-Up

.

—

—
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—

Sunday, November

Developments
By

B'way Presentations
(Week of Nov. 28)
Capitol — "Tin Hats — Then and

Briifly told ideas for presentations
all parts of the country.
We

from

you

O-Grams

to

send yours

to:

Editor, The Filtn

1650 Broadway,

New York

Now," with Joyce

Present

Daily—

let

bottles

among

the

props.

concludes.

Two

Capitol Bal-

Girls;
"MidMayo, violinist;

Hale

overture, Offenbach's melowith violin cadenza by Frederick
Fradkin.
Strand Mark Strand Frolic, with
Mark Strand Quartet singing "Sailing Along"; Ukelele Ike (Cliff EdFantasy,
with
wards)
and
Indian

contralto;

go

Klemova,

m

Mark Strand Ballet; prologue to
"The Winning of Barbara Worth";
prelude, Mark Strand Orchestra.

rose blanket was lifted until it
formed an arch, the action revealing the
yellow or tea roses, impersonated by the

the picture, the actress rocking a
make-shift crib. She sings a lullaby.
Plunkett used a special song entitled
"Sparrows."
Suggested by United
in

—

—

—

flowing sleeve of his robe. He raises
his eyes and holds this pose while a
voice
or
voices
off
stage
sings

"Mother

o'

Mine."— Suggested

by

Universal.
"Silent

Lover" Atmosphere

"The

Silent Lover" presents possibilities for presentation impressively

and economically. For the exhibitor
who desires "an act" as a preliminary
for the picture a group of Arab
tumblers and hand balancers would
I'irst National.
fit
into the showing very well.
If an atmospheric prologue is de"Sparrows" Atmosphere
sired a desert camp set with a girl
To create atmosphere for "Spar- dancing a swirling nautch dance for
rows" some exhibitors are adopting the benefit of a man in a French
a prologue devised by Joseph Plun- army uniform and a girl in European
kett of the Mark Strand, New York. evening dress seated by a campfire
The set depicts an attic with a little before a low Arab tent is practicable.

—

dressed to represent

Mama

Mollie

attired in white.
At the finale the top of t
table lifted to expose a circular kaleidosco
of
whirling mirrors.
The column drap
were raised to reveal posed girls in white.
The banquet part of the presentation seem'
to be dragged in for no good reason exce
perhaps to provide a spectacular, optical feai

The program would be smoother without

Rivoli
Paul Oscard's ''In a Music Shop" preset)
a potpourri of popular melodies with a co(
pany of 12 and an appropriate setting whic
however, is nowhere near as pretentious
the usual Rivoli entertainments.
The cv
tain rises upon a full stage with counte
on either side, posted with copies of pop
lar song hits,
a girl behind each counte
Billy Rhodes, a sort of master of ceremo

introduces the skit and is followed by t'
girls, very prettily gowned, in
harmony duet.
They sing "Where'd Y.

ies

"counter"

Get Those Eyes," accompanying their soi
on ukes.
As their song comes to a clo
the curtain to the back part showing Los
and Daily, Spanish dancers, posed again
a background
a flowered adorned gard
gate.
Novelty instrumentalists composed
:

four

Paramount
Puhlix chain, occasioned a series ot
the
incidents which outdid the already lavish proRivoli.
ductions previously staged at the
Kesponsible for the stage entertainment were
John Murray Anderson and Boris Petroff,

men

playing improvised musical

instr

ments such as a
etc.,
tra,

The inaugural presentation program at the
Paramount, which becomes the first house in

it.

furnish,

in

washboard, a pipe, a jt]
conjunction with the orchc

accompaniment for Peggy Englisf
Too," and "How Many Times
Losee and Daily do another dance and B.'i
Rhodes concludes the song luimliers wi
"Dear Old Southland," "My lialiy Kno'
How," and "Helki Swanee. Hello." accoi
panying himself upon the piano. As a dim.
the

songs:

the

"Me

four
members of the orchestra
the rear of the train, whch is
(^Continued on Page 14)

hi

under supervision of Frank Cambria.
Edith Yorke, familiar to Publix audiences,
opened the program with an eftectively-pre-

aboard

She worked in front of
vocal solo.
stained-glass window, bordered by brown
drops.
"A Pageant of Progress" was the title of
Under the caption of
the main number.
•Pre-History of the Screen." the initial episode was presented with Miss Yorke singing
When she
"The Days Beyond Recall."
linished two girls left the singer, who was
dressed in old-fashioned clothes, and opened
a large "family album" in which was grouped
eight vocalists.
With Miss York they offered
several
songs, including
old-time
"Just a

Enter Presentation Business
Verner Meurice Whitney, formi
casting director for Albertina Rase
has formed Verner Whitney Produ
Billy Clifton, who former
tions.
handled film house bookings for He
mine Shone, has opened his own o
fice at 1560 Broadway.

seiited

tall,

Song at Twilight" and "Sweet Genevieve."
Opening the second incident titled "The
First Motion Pictures and Their Accompanying Form of Entertainment," James Clark,
.ittired appropriate to the times, sang "When
Old Broadway Was Young."
Up went the

ARTHUR

curtain to reveal the type of advertisement
covered house drop familiar to audiences 2,/
years ago.
Six ballet girls, in red and black
costumes did a ballet number, following which

AGENCY

song,''

illustrated
by lantern slides, with Clarke
vocalizing.
The chorus was swelled Ijy a
quartet
with
the
pose
and showmanship
methods of 1896.
"Vitascope, a Thomas
Edison motion picture invention, followed,
showing the McKinley inaugural parade in
1897 and other historic subjects.

A

SPIZZi
INC.

Booking

the Whirlwinds, three roller skaters, gave an
excellent exhibitor.
During the demonstration the orchestra provided such once-popular
melodies as "I'm Afraid to Go Home in the

Dark" and "Cheyenne."
Next came the inevitable "popular

i

.

I

The|Better Picture
Theatres
Attractions

and Presentations

1560 Broadway
Bryant 0967-8

New York

"The

Inaugural Banquet" was the final
the opening of which was preceded
by singing by Clark and four footmen. They
entertained before a black drop on which was a
incident,

Two

girl

Chester Hale girls.
orchestra
the
presentation
the
Closing
played " I'was the Last Rose of Summer"
while petals fell in a shower upon the scene
and the dancers drooped like dying roses.
The various incidents were warmly received.

Artists.

Dim

A particularly effective presentation act for "Ladies at I'lay" would
comprise a female quartet and one
of the women
male singer.
could be dressed as prudish old
maids, one as a flapper and one very
modernly, yet conservatively, dressed.
Tlie man cf)uld be dressed as a bellAll of their numbers could be
hop.
popular except, perhaps, a duet sung
by the two old maids. Suggested by

The

let.

illusion of

"Ladies at Play" Prologue

from

Trovatore,"

"Red Roses" was
Grecian costumes danced.
Balthe following number, with the Capitol

Edward Albano and

the lights and create the
"Fourth Commandment" Prologue
moonlight beyond the winAs a set for a "Fourth Commanddow.
After the chorus he pauses ment" prologue use a cloud and sky
and a soprano voice, apparently far backdrop, with practical rocks in the
distant, sings the second stanza, both foreground
representing the peak of
rendering the chorus. Suggested bv a hill or mountain. Open on a dark
THK FILM DAILY.
stage.
A cold dim blue light comes
on
gradually.
Lightning
flashes
"Discovery Night" Revue
across the sky.
Thunder and wind
Culling eight acts from the 700 are heard.
If you can use a moving
turns offered on "Discovery Night" cloud effect so much the better. As
programs a "Discovery Night" revue the storm reaches its height the
was staged by Tom Carroll and Bob thunder dies down to a distant rumPank.
The set represented a night ble. The lightning flash is replaced
club, with a cleared center, flanked by a flash of red light representing
by tables. Announcement of the va- sheet lightning.
Black out.
Bring
rious numbers was made through a on the light slowly.
Cold gray or
microphone.
The act ran 15 min- blue light getting warmer till you
utes.
It will probably play the Loew
have a dawn effect. From the upper
houses in Cleveland. Loew's State, right a sunburst floods a figure standCleveland.
ing on the practical rocks at centre.
An old and venerable man of great
dignity with long flowing white beard
"Four Horsemen" Atmosphere
Atmosphere for "The Four Horse- and hair. He is dressed in a long
If
men" was provided through an Ar- white robe.
his feet show he
gentine presentation. Two scnoritas should wear sandals.
On his left
sang and a pair of dancers did the arm he carries a compo board tablet,
Argentine Tango. The scene was il- at the top of which is seen the word
luminated by a flush red of blood Honor. The balance of the inscripintensity.
Loew's State, St. Louis. tion is supposed to be covered by the
ries."

Baleu

"11

_

—

Mile.

on the platform.
Featured in this incide
were the adagio dancers Myrio and Desclj

It

opened the Capitol presentaThe scene was
tion program the past week.
being an exterior with a
impressionistic,
balustrade painted on the drop and tall columns on either side of the stage.
The second incident presented Yasha Bunchuk, cellist, dressed as a monk, playing
"The Kosary," by Nevin. The set depicted
As he played the vision
a monastery garden.
of a choir boy appeared, the lad singing the
number from behind a scrim.
^^
a
teatured on the program was "Roses,
were
numbers
toe
which
in
ottering
dainty
was
"liefore the Rose Curtain'
prominent,
the caption of the initial part, the drop prewere
senting a blanket of gold roses which
tour girls
made red by the lighting.

dies,

girls

into the Black Bottom, Charleston or whatever fast-action number
popular in your community, the other
players clapping hands to beat time.
One man stands quietly by, watching
the proceedings indifferently.
The young people noisily leave
the room. The man, who represents
Warner Baxter in the picture, goes
to a tall window, center back stage,
and glances out. He sings "Memo-

Coles,

Singing "II
Carlo Kcrretti

—

set

The dance

Chester

B'way Does
Capitol

"Roaming Gypsies,"
Paramount
staged by Frank Cambria, "Impressions of Old Castle Garden in the
Days of Jenny Lind." sung by Vivian
Holt, soprano, and Myrtle Leonard,

representing living room
or hall with luxurious furnishings.
As curtain rises a hilarious party is
in progress and several couples are
dancing.
If your patronage is antiV'olstead it won't hurt to include a

few

and

night Bells," Waldo
overture. "Pagliacci."

City.

"Great Gatsby" Prologue

Use

EDDY

W.

How

Present- O- Grams
invite

Presentations

in
ARTHUR

28, 192

iContinued on Page 16)

A

design of the Paramount building.
multitude of tiny mirrors gave the illusion that
the lower section of the structure was illuminated.

Raising of the drop showed a typical John
set, with a round, white

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCK

Murray Anderson
lian<|uet

table

in

the center.
On either side
Girls in white posed

were red. drape columns.

Attractions for
Standard

VAUDEVILLE

"

•" fer Motion Picture Presantalion

MARKUS
VAUDEVILLE

The FALLY

AGENCY

Lacknwaona 7876

1579

BROADWAY. NEW YOBK CITY
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1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Pcnn. 3580
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AN INTERESTING ANALYSIS
OF THE LIKES AND DISLIKES
OF THE FRENCH PUBLIC
REGARDING PICTURES

—"^-i^———
Number and

The French Pubhc
Likes and Dislikes As R:gard
Motion Pictures
Spectacular
Films Do Not Attract m ii ranee

^eir

—

GEORGES CLARRIERE

By

By JAMES

P.

„

an intelligent one. It may
paradoxical, but its indifferce to the cinema, as compared with
e interest shown by the public of
e United States, or by that in
is

Britain, is proof of that.
I
not belittling the public of either
these two countries.
Their intell;ence is of a different kind.
The
•ench public is cynical, suspicious

reat
-.1

I

d

American

,

t amous-Lasky
European

in middle-class theaters
>es

not

Sts

strongly,

please,

the

a

film

audience

pro-

stamping

'irst National Pictures

Producers Dist. Corp

if

their

not liked.
think very

The people

strate this, it may
at "Nanook of the

be pointed out
North" aroused
ench fans emotionally. And "The
;n Commandments" did not in the
1st move them.
Spectacular films
not seriously attract, unless the
ectacle is a natural one. The sight
an enormous torrent, a gigantic
scade
tumbling
from
immense

6

54
49
48
44
43
33
38
36
34
28
27
27
25
22
20
20

5

..

..
.'

2
2

12

.

.

.

21

.

20

.

Butcher's

19
15
9

..

5

..

'4

ii
.

.

3

1

3
1
.

..

1

3

1

seilles.

r—
FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR
CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

2

591

Foreign

all

A
France.
child, in its earliest school days, is
taught to think logically and to act
That is why French
reasonably.
humor is often inclined to be cynical
The French "see
sardonic.
or
probably
more
things
through"
quickly than most other nations.
the

two things

first

in

{Continued on Page 16)

i

Russian

Nat Natbanson.

Moscow — The

Cable address
Himark New York

A. C. A. Trade Shows
London "Dame Chance," second
of the American Cinema Ass'n productions placed with Intern'l Cinematographers Ass'n through Edward L.
Klein Co. has been trade shown.
It
was very well received by the Brit-

were

lost

Release
— "Mademoiselle
from

mentieres"

Gaumont

Western

Woman

In 90 per cent of cases, when the
'st reel has run, or, at least, when

New

—

French

Serial

Released

Paris The first French serial of
the new season, "Titi I., King of the
Gosses," was shown at the Empire
by Cine Romans Films de France,
headed by Jean Sapene. Louis Nalpas directed and Pierre Gilles wrote
the scenario.

a current
Films, Ltd.
is

release

Starring

Frank Merrill

Jr.

Thrill

Dramas

W. 46th St.,
New York City

130

Ar-

'Doncamoo
New York

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

of

Emelka Buys Berlin House
The Emelka Co. has
Munich

J.

Inc.

New York

723 7th Avenue

MOUNTAN.

City

Pret.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and dis-

—

the Alhambra, one of the
largest cinemas in the West End
of Berlin, and have opened it with
the Palladium picture "Don Quixote."

bought

tributors.

Paris Address
des Films Richmouot,
2 Rue de Lancry,

Societe

Prance.

Paris,

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,

—

the

convict

old

ship

Portland Place,

31

London,
Cable Address:
Cable
Cable

W.

I.

England

RICHPICSOC. Paris
Adress: DEEJAY, London
Address: RICH PIC, N. T.

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

"Suc-

cess."

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
New

729 Seventh Avenue

"Productions

A

new

«/

now

CO., Inc.
York, N. Y.

Merit"

series of all star society
First two

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedv Dramas

BILL,

DONALD CAMPBELL

D.

resent

the story in picres, subtlety is desired by French
nema audiences. Not the subtlety
tlie
average problem stage play
narital
differences,
sex subjects,
id the like), but subtlety such as is
lown in "A
of Paris," or
"The Marriage Clause," both perct
types for French audiences,
ich films make a lot of money in
gh
class
cinemas,
though,
of
lurse, less in popular ones, where,
ough there is intelligence, there is
so disinterestedness or lack of desire
be forced to think.
They also
ce farce, if behind the fun there is
imething "brainy."

Available

New Gaumont
London

fire.

to

Now

In a series of 8 five reel

ish trade press.

when

lickly.

5196-5197

PAWNEE

To Film Marcus Clark Story
Australasian Films, Ltd..
Sydney
Russia's latest
American
old
the
bought
ountains, and like stuff, all strike a fire destroyed the principal produc- have
"Inca" for use in filming
eir imagination more than scenes
ing plant of the Soviet Cinema Trust. schooner
a studio set with buildings built The fire was due to a short circuit. a picture based on Marcus Clark's
gh and 20,000 extras employed in Most of the positives escaped the "For the Term of His Natural Life."
The vessel will be fitted up to repe shot.
Such a sight is forgotten
With regard

Phone Wisconsin

Foreign Territory

—

negatives of six of

films

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and represent'
acives for leading 61m distributors throughout foreign territories.

by Fire

Destroyed

Prints

CO.

Distribution

657

43

23

Peat.

HI-MARK FILM SALES

19
9
7

..

Arias.

R.

BROADWAY.

1540
N. Y. C.
Cable HENARIAS Piione Bryant 2697

:

in

aling to the intelligence of the paDns, who think hard as a screen
3ry unravels.
They may, at times,
carried away by emotion.
To il-

_

2
3

13

the characters in the story have
been presented, the French audi•ance
lightly of film ence knows what the conclusion of
ide marks and publicity.
the film will be.
It almost knows
Fans in France devour interest, from the fa,ce of the hero, or the
)cuinentary and travel stories in heroine, whether the story is going
ms. These cover the same ground to be happy or sad. A French audietty much.
The real human in- ence is rarely surprised by any film,
rest is there, and they show just unless the development of the sceFor, in
nat man is doing in the world and nario is contrary to logic.
tiat
he is making of his life, ap- intellectual life, logic and reason are
is

..

27
23
22

outing

m

j

Film Booking Ofiices
Western Import
Pathe
Unity
Vitagraph

feet,

and whistling.
Ofttimes,
ud words of protest are voiced
ainst a company name, when the

_

Stoll

Graham- Wilcox

j,.

'3

France

in

—

Total

"

48
36
34
38
36
22
34

Wardour

Countries

British

7q
51
48

Phillips
Allied Artists

critical.

Barthelmess

Paris
Richard Barthelmess has
started on a motor tour to the South
of France.
At the close of his tour
he will sail to New York from Mar-

Other

^entei

^

Fox

und

^^^^-——^^^—

CUNNINGHAM

Nationality of Features Distributed by

The exhibitor in France cannot W. & F
aw patrons with every type picture, Gaumont
is for several reasons.
The French Jury-Metro-Goldwyn
ibHc

HAPPENINGS ABROAD

Leading English Renters During Aug., 1925— July, 1926

ideal

"La Cinematographic Francaise," Paris

AIDING THOSE INTERESTED
IN THE FOREIGN MARKETS
TO KEEP ABREAST OF FILM

Foreign Markets

|

dramas

ready

"THE MODERN YOUTH" "HEARTLESS HUSBANDS"
and

A Great Lineup of Westerns Featuring Established Stars

Fast Action Melodranns

FERDINAND
152

West 42nd

St.,

H.

London Address

ADAM

New York

Cable Addrcsict

Napoleon Films. Ltd.

CJty

Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone, Wis. 1143

8

New Compton

Charing Cross Road

London

St.

W.

C. 2

SMICOFJLMS

New York

PIZORFIL

-J

,.

HOLLYWOOD

J^<> NEWSPAPER

ANDWEEKLY

By

HAPPENINGS

oyplLMDOM

FILM DIGEST

Harvey E. Qausman

I
Famous Names
fii^ugcd

ill

"Yankee Clipper" In Cutting Rooii
C. Gardner Sullivan and Rupe:'

Deny

Players

Inc.,

selling

Chicago firm
"names" for

War Themes

tc'sUniunials, has under contract but
a few of the leading figures of the
screen, according to a survey. Thirtythree of 35 persons questioned by the
Western editor of "Photoplay," denied any dealings with the Chicago
company, despite the fact that the
tirm submitted their names to prospective advertisers.
There is considerable indignation here over these
tactics.
Blanket denial that any of
their contract players have signed

HOLLYWOOD

Chicago

company was exposed by The American Medical Ass'n.

In its prospectus
the tirm offered testimonials, which
stated the advertiser would be permitted to write her own testimonial
at rates of from $150 to $2,500.

Grace Cunard Signed
Grace Cunard has been signed by
G. Bachmann for the role originalgiven to Betty Francisco in "Exclusive Rights," which Frank O'Con-

J.

ly

nor

is

directing.

Dagwell Aiding Kirkland
William ("Bill") Dagwell, has been
assigned by F. B. O. to assist David
Kirkland,

who

is

to

handle

the

megaphone on "Uneasy i^ayments,"
Alberta Vaughn's forthcoming starring vehicle.

Second Denny Film Ready
The second big Reginald Denny
production for the current season has
been completed.
It is "The Cheerful Fraud," adapted from the novel
of that name by K. R. C. Browne.

Program Speeded
With 24 pictures completed. Fox
production has passed the half-way
mark.
Production is under way or
about to start on eight other pictures.
These include:
the first American production
Murnau, with George O'Brien,
Janet Gaynor and Margaret Livingston in
the principal parts.
"The .Monkey Talks,"
a Kaoul Walsh production, with Olive Bor-

late

the Pacific" and

Schedule Advanced
More than

K.

W.

den, Jac(|ues Lerner, Don Avarado, Raymond
Hitchcocle and Ted McNamara.
"One Increasing Purpose." directed by Harry Beau
niont, with Kdmvind Lowe, Lila Lee. May
Allisiin,
Huntley Gordon. Josef Swickard,

Jane Novak, and many others.
"The Auctioneer," Al Green's first for
Fox, featuring George Sidney, Marion Nixon,
"Bertha, the Sewing
and Gareth Hughes.
.Machine Girl," heing made by Irving Cumwith
Madge
Bellamy
mings,
in
tlie
title
Simpson, Sally Phippa and
role and Allan
Nicholson
prominently
Paul
cast.
"The
I^sl Trail." starring Tom Mix, with Carmelita Gerghty in the lead.
Lew .Seiler is
All is nearly ready
behind the megaphone.
Frank Borzage has
to begin "7th Heaven."
been in Paris for several weeks for exteriors.
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell will
Buck Jones is also prepar
have the leads.
begin

his
Horse," which will
own original (lory.

ing

to

next

picture

"The

War

be an adaptation of his

Big Cast

in

"King

of

Kings"

Five hundred name roles and 4,22
extras furnish an insight into the pre
portions of Cecil B. De Mille's "Tl
King of Kings."

"The Rough Riders."

half of the 26

Horner Completes Third Western
Robert

Warner Pawnee

J.

Bill,

pictures will be completed by the
first of the year, according to Jack L.

Horner, producer of the
Jr., westerns, has com-

pleted
his
third
western,
"Cheyenne Trails." The cast consists of
Warner.
Nine already have been lone Reed, Bud
Osborne and Boris
finished, two are Hearing completion
Bullock, while Leon Kent directed.
and two others are well advanced.
The latter two are "The Third DeBadger to Direct Bebe Daniels
gree," Michael Curtiz's first American
Clarence Badger is to direct "A
picture and "Finger Prints," starring
Louise Fazenda. Dolores Costello is Kiss in the Taxi," Bebe Daniels' next
for Famous.
Doris Anderson, who
starred. Two pictures recently placed
recently joined the company, wrote
in production are "Wolf's Clothing"
and "Don't Tell the Wife."
The the script as her first assignment.
former is an Arthur Somers Roche
ry starring Monte Blue, while the
is a Paul L. Stein production

latter

featuring Irene Rich.
Among the pictures in process of
preparation are "The Heart of Maryland^" in which Dolores Costello will

"Matinee Ladies" from an
by Albert S. How^son and
Sidney R. Buchman, which Paul L.

Darryl

Roy Del Ruth
Director

star.

original

Stein
Bird,"
"Hills
next.

to

is

direct;

"The

Gay Old

Francis

Across the Pacific

with
of

Louise Fazenda, and
Kentucky," Rin-Tin-Tin's

"Sunrise,"

of

Sidney Starting "No Control"
Scott Sidney is preparing to staj
work on "No Control," which he wi,
produce for Metropolitan.
Phyllj
Haver and Harrison Ford will be fe;
tured.
Harry Meyers is in the cas

conflict as their themes.
Eight years ago the horror of war was being portrayed vividly
in a series of war films.
Reaction against these pictures soon followed, because the wounds of the conflict were too deep. The public turned thumbs down on that type of picture and producers, after
some financial losses, heeded the public's dictum.
Convinced that the scars of war had healed, M-G-M took the
lead with "The Big Parade." The tremendous success of that picture has revived the production of war films on a big scale. To the
horror of war, producers now have added comedy in generous gobs,
and the combination is proving a hit.
"What Price Glory" has just been launched on what promises to
be a great money-making career, and "We're in the Navy Now" is
following the success of its predecessor, "Behind the Front." "The
Better 'Ole" and "The Unknown Soldier" are other outstanding war
films already released.
A partial list of war films completed or in
the making are: "Tell It to the Marines," "Tin Hats," "Men of the
Dawn," "The Big Gun," "Red Pants," "Hotel Imperial," "Barbed
Wire," "Corporal Kate," "Private Izzy Murphy," "Wings," "Across

the

panies control the advertising, puband exploitation rights of their
the

now

unwelcome has been removed

licity

of

There is an avalanche of such
that the bugaboo that war films were
by the success of pictures which had

has gone to war.

pictures in the offing,

agreements with Famous Names was
made by First National, Famous,
M-G-M and Warners. These com-

-niployes.
The advertising

Julian practically have complfeted cu,
ting and editing of "The Yankej
Clipper."

Popular

"The Mysterious Rider" by Zane
Grey is Jack Holt's next
mount.

for

Para-

HAPOLD
SMUMATEl
Writing for

FOX
In Production

"LOVE MAKES 'EM WILD"
Directed by AL RAY

Zanuck

Wolfs Clothing

Scenarist

Hogan^s Alley

"The Better 'Ole
Syd Chaplin
A

box

office

»>

sensation

Footloose

Widows
Little Irish Girl

Now at Grauman's Egyptian
The

A

Warner

Man Upstairs

Bros. Prod.

Directed by

Charles

F.

Reisner

for

Warner

Bros. Pictures

WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

Creelman

Completing "Womanhood"

to Direct

Creelman

Ashniorc

anics

is

\V(jrk

to

ke his bow as a director in Deiber at the Cosmopolitan studio,
h "The Duke of Ladies," a RobKane special as his vehicle. The
will include Ben Lyon, Mary
t

A

B>

FRANK

niglit oil at the

P'rank Tuttle, originally scheduled
direct "Afraid to Love," \yhich
be made on the Coast, is to
,1

Thomas Meighan

in

"The

Sil-

Shield," an original by Owen
This will
the playwright.
ivis,
irk the first association of the diRussell Mat:tor and the star.
ivs will be Tuttle's assistant, while
vin Wyckoff will be in charge of
r

directing

record

is

photography.

;

Many

Graduates Retained

Contracts with several Paramount
hool graduates expire Dec. L Sevof the young men will not be
il
tained, but the majority of the
Is have been given new contracts,
sephine Dunn, Ivy Harris, Thelma
Iris

)dd,

Gray and Mona Palma

who will conMona Palma

among

;

at

lue

the girls
the studio.

d Thelma Todd will soon be as;ned new roles, it is expected.

Garmes Goes Abroad
Lee Garmes, who has been visiting
the Coast, sailed Saturday on the
will join the Rex Inam unit and will photograph. "The
irden of Allah," which will feature

omeric.

He

Terry.

ice

Garmes,

who

photo-

and

two outstanding
The
are
Gloria Swanson
Adolphe Menjou.
in his first pictures.

*

New York

E. Williamson, who has been
J.
Drking on "The Mysterious Island"
the

ans

Bahamas,
to

leave

is

for

New York and
Hollywood next

in

The under water scenes were
ken in color. The picture will be

;ek.

it

*
is

*

Oscar Shaw that

being "discovered."

but

"Upstage,"

in

and

He

is

new

forget that he appeared in several Cosmopolitan releases. When he is not
on Long Island links, he may
be found cavorting in "0,

Kay," the musical comedy.

*

*

*

as
>en
selected
'Reilly" having

yet,

been

"Knockout

abandoned.

Borzages to Hollywood
I'Vank Borzage and his brother.
Louis, who have been in Euroi)c.
doing preliminary work on "Seventh
Heaven," are en route to Hollywood,

where Borzage

will

direct

the

pic-

ture for Fox.

Coming East
King Vidor and

his wife. Eleanor
Boardnian, plan to spend December
in
New York. Jack Conway, the
director, will also come East next

*

He caters to the wants of
studio.
players and studio
stars,
the
workers, and it is in his restaurant

*

and laborers rub elbows.
star can hold tip production and it is up to Lee to satisfy
the palate. Lee hails from Lincoln,
Neb., and on his trips home he is
quizzed regarding the stars and their
that stars

He

A hungry

*

is

Davis

I

up

this

*

*

J. E. Williamson, the producer, and William Orr of
M-G-M are enthusiastic skyriders. They took an airplane
ride from the Bahamas tp

New

*

rushes

from England and

is

his first picture.
*

York.
*

Playwrights are bumping into one another at Paramount.

Owen

*

Dr. C. C. Dillon, a fullfledged doctor, is plajnng a
"bit" in "The Music Master."

*

one

corridor, while Bayard Veiller,
new to the studio, retreats

William Le
another.
Baron rushes past on his way

down

to "rushes" (pardon the pun.)
Luther Reed enters his office.
George Abbott may also come
to the studio.
*
*
*

The

Richard, are the only brothers

En Route
.'\lexander

to California
and his

Korda

wife,

Maria Korda. arc en route to Hollywood, where they will work for First

Korda will direct
National.
his wife will be starred.

while

Smith Signs as Scenarist
Frank Leon Smith, veteran serial
writer, who has resigned from Pathe,
where
left Thursday for Hollywood,
he will join the scenario department
of Famous Players-Lasky.

Lenora Korenslem has bought
Russell Has Record
more mileage to California than any
What is believed to be a record
She buys the
one in the East.
an adaptor is that of John Russell,
tickets for the Paramount stars and for
has three releases running conwho
principals. She is also hostess to
on Broadway. He adapted
currently
tact
considerable
uses
stars,
visiting
"Sorrows of Satan"
Geste,"
"Beau
studio dressing rooms,
iji assigning
Me Twenty Cents."
Gave
"God
and
mail, assigns manu-

handles the fan
scripts, orders studio furniture, secures theater seats for the players
Trevor to Coast
and others, and does all this with a
She has been at the Parasmile.
as
knoivn
Norman Trevor, who has been apbetter
Bernadac,
A. L.
aring in "The Captive," on the "Bernie," is among
the football mount studio for six years and is a
age, and in "The Music Master" at enthusiasts.
By the way, he is one worker, with the emphasis on ivork.
*
*
for
Tuesday
left
studio,
Fox
e
of the best production managers in
ollywood, where he will appear in the industry.
James K. Hackett, who died
*
*
*
recently, was one of the early
veral Paramount productions.
He appeared in
feature stars.
Frank Leon Smith, tvho will
features,
Prisoner of Zenda," in
"The
serials
for
foresake
Halsey Doing Dix Story
1913.
has ivritten a wide variety of
*
*
*
Forrest Halsey is working on the
serials. Baseball, fighting and
laptation of "The Hunch," an AlCorso, art director, is introSam
athletics have been subother
Payson Terhune story, which
:rt
ducing an innovation at the Fox
jects for his prolific pen.
ill
serve as Richard Dix's next
He is using ceilings on sets
*
studio.
*
*
arring vehicle. No picture title has
and this helps to produce natural
Rossons, Arthur and

nii'leted in the spring.

Lowell Sherman, Vincent Serrano,
Kane, Larry Gray, Jack Ackroyd and Eddie Gribbon.
Ernest
Hallcr is in charge of the photography, with William Schurr as his
assistant.
Charles McQuire is the
assistant director.
The Cosmopolitan studio is being used.

Frank Heath, long with VitaBy the way, Oscar's old friend,
graph, saw many present day stars Tom Lewis, of the hesitating monostart as "extras." Now he is assis- logue, has trekked to Hollywood.
month.
tant casting director at Famous, While Tom went West, William N orand will, no doubt, start a few actors ris came East and appeared in
Hunt to Handle Camera
and actresses on the road to star- "White Wiyigs," which folded up all
J. Roy Hunt will photograph "The
dom.
too S0071.
Cross-Eyed Captain," Di.xie Will*
*
*
*
*
son's storj', which will soon go into
Irving Zeltner, one of the
Bob Vignola has "come home." production at the Paramount studio.
peppiest exploiteers in the
He was one of the first directors at
business, who also did much
I'uinous and now he is at the Long
Vignola Here from Hollywood
Island studio, preparing to direct
research on "Old Ironsides,"
Vignola has arrived from
Robert
the
Cohen
Bessie
Monday,
of
Gilda
Grey
in
"Cabaret."
and
to direct Gilda Gray in
Coast
the
he was kept busy, shakiiig hands
N.V.A. were married Tuesday.
the
Veiller,
Bayard
"Cabaret."
*
*
*
ivith William Le Baron, Edgar Adplaywright, who did scenario work
Personality, plus good food, is ams, Luther Reed, Otho Lovering for
Cosmopolitan Productions, is
making Lee H. Burroughs one of the and others who worked with him at working on the story.
Cosmopolitan.
most popular men at the Paramount

*

in

is

Genial Joe Holton, genial
Mike Connelly's "man Friday,"
speaks French like a native.
He learned the language while
in service in France.

wife.

Williamson

Now

stars
stars

writers

aphed "The Grand Duchess
Needless to say, Lee had
activities.
e Waiter" and other Malcolm St.
whe7i Nebraska delaugh"
"last
the
lair pictures, was accompanied by
feated N.Y.U.
5

Richard's
features.
rather unique, having

directed

University of Tvansas.

*

(in

Kane

Gail

1

Meighan

c(jniiilttcd

the Robert T.

special, with Joseph Boyle directing.
J'he cast includes Dorothy Mackaill,

RALPH WILK

1

Tuttle to Direct

being

is

"Womanhood,"

from ''Lots''

Little

DE WEESE recently
Sam Hardy. Ernest Haldropped into the Fox restaurand William Schurr will be in
irge of the photography, with Hal- ant for a chat with his friend, Neil
Allan Dwan gave him
Creelman Hamilton.
as first cameraman.
been doing scenario work for the "once over" and lost no time in
eral years and has written orig- assigning him a part in "The Music
De Weese was at one time
stories for Gloria Swanson and Master."
a roommate of Charles ("Buddy")
ler stars.
Rogers, both having burned the midan and

ect
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"The Blonde Saint"

Price Glory"

"What

First National

"The Flaming Forest"

"God Gave Me Twenty

Cosmopolitan Prod.-Metro-Goldwyn-

Cents"

Mayer

i

ENTERTAINING. PICTUR- ENTERTAINING FOR THE STORY IS Paramount
CURWOOD ORIGINALINTERESTING ANI
A BOX OFFICE KNOCKOUT.
ESQUE LOCATIONS AND PATRONS OF EXCEPTIONALTHOUGH N01
ONE OF THE BIGGEST OF SOME FAIRLY NEW ATMO- MELODRAMAS.
THE TYPE THAT WILL APtf
SPLENDID
AND
CAST
ANY
AL
OF
THIS YEAR AND
SPHERE MAKE THIS QUITE PRODUCTION
MAKE IT PEAL TO ALL CLASSES
OTHER YEAR. CERTAIN TO INTERESTING. SVEND WELL
Lois Moran's j'outh an
ABOVE THE AVER- Cast
AND
Fox

i'

^"

MAKE A DEFINITE
LASTING IMPRESSION ON
ALL THOSE WHO SEE IT.

Immense, every lasting
player. \ iclor McLaglen rates tirsi
I'-din
a vivid characterization;
inund Lowe, a surprise as Sergean;
(Juirt, docs by far his best work;
as
splendid
Rio,
Del
Dolores
Charmaine. Leshe Fenton as warcrazed officer does a memorable

Cast

bit.

Barry

Namara

Norton

a riot as the
a

assist-

fine

scathing

bitter,

tluvart the break which is brewing
between Capt. Flagg (.McLaglen)
and Sergeant Quirt (Lowe). The

time

when Lowe has Char-

to go
up front. Forgetting affairs of the
heart under stress of their martial
orders, Flagg and Quirt, the latter
wounded, march to the front, and
undoubtedly death, arm in arm.
Kaoul Walsh has directed "What
I'rice Glory in a masterful fashComedy and tragedy stalk
ion.
hand in hand, but so skilfully are
the touches applied that the com-

maine won, the order comes

picture stirs a great big emoas only a truly great
can. The battle sequences are
"VVhat
filmed.
ever
finest
I'ricc Glory" has before it a long
and successful career. There are
certain touches which can be eliminated without affecting the production. In some localities, the censors will demand that this be done.
The nature of these deletions will
in no wise influence the picture as
an outstanding commercial success.
plete
tion
li.m
the

such

A
Box Office Angle
The sort ol picture that
never fear, in
its mark

—

ters of this

Exploitation.

and

clean-up.
will

make

the theaother countries.

all

... I'lungc

the

limit

in

advance copy. Word-of-mouth
advertising from key runs will have
reached majority runs before you
get this. Capitalize on this fact.
You can't promise too nmch.
R. A.

Author.

...

Based on

i-aurence

Walsh; superb
stage

Stallings

Anderson.

ami

by

Length

..

Stephen

from

"The Isle of Life." Anita
started the ball rolling when
she shoved the light haired lady
into the limelight with her "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes." In the wake
Blonde Saint" with
other blondes due to follow shortly.
The picture is good enough to have
struck out with an original title of
its own, even "The Isle of Life"
thoroughly
been
have
would

"The

comes

appropriate.

It

is

Si-

the

to

dauntless
the lady
Sebastian Maure
he loves, intending to make her love
him.
Anne Bellamy had fought
Her
against her love for Maure.
better self told her to choose the
more virtuous Vincent Pamfort.
Maure had such a reputation. He
believed in nothing and lived but to
cilian

that

isle

the
takes

J.

B.

11,400

feet

Forest" is more
elaborately presented than the customary Curwood tale and Reginald
Barker's flare for vivid out door

Flaming

"The

tales gives this a more interesting
and realistic atmosphere than is
The colored
generally the rule.

views of the mounted battalion are
lovely. The cast, too, is above the
ordinary. Renee Adoree is the beHer parents
loved Jeanne-Marie.
are killed when the renegade Indian Lagarre raids the village. Lagarre continues his attacks and
finally forces the people to quit

naps Anne, jumps overboard with
her and swims to the pretty Sici-

that

Here the action

island.

is

at

times not always pertinent to the
affair of Anne and Maure but it is
all
interesting and develops into
something very satisfactory for
Maure. A plague infests the island
and he devotes himself to the care

Anne, prompted by

of the poor.

his

does her share of
nursing and begins to wonder
whether she is glad that Maure has
promised to give her up. Pamfort
arrives in answer to Maure's letter
sacrifice,

self

you might expect, Anne
remain with Maure.
Box Office Angle. .. .Something new
but, as
elects to
al)(nit

the story that will hold them.
production and first rate

ncrformances.
Exploitation.
.Secure window space
in a i)rnminent store and stage a
fashion show consisting of blonde
ladies, attired in the latest gowns
.

from

local

.

shops

and

with

hair dressed in the latest

their

hob and

Beauty shops will be glad
supply the marcels for their

marcel.
to

own

advertising.

Fairfax.

.China, Philippines, France

—

ing a relative of the girl he loves.

their homes and property while he
moves his forces in. At this time
the mounted police force is being

Cameraman
Magnificent

.

satisfy his desires.
His latest was
The picture doesn't become
really interesting until Maure kid-

Anne.

lian

Photography
Locale

Length

:

i-

.Romance; adapted
French Whitman's

crediterl

Marta, John Smith.

Locale.

..

Svend Gade; very good
Author ...Stephen French Whitman
Adaptation and scenario
Marion
McGill, John

Not

Photography

of Story.

Direction

Scenario

Cameramen

])lay

M;ixwell

beauty, her naturalness, will go
long way toward making them lik
Rence Adoree the heroic
the picture. Jack Mulhall a happ\
Jeanne-Marie and Antonio Moreno
go-lucky tar who fills the rol
the dutiful "mounty," faced with
splendidly.
Lya de Putti appear
the old problem of love versus duty.
to better advantage than she lia
Gardner James suitable but seldom
before.
William Collier, Jr., e\
William Austin
varies his scowl.
ccllent as Mulhall's sailor budd\
good as the comedy General.
Others Tom O'Brien, Oscar Ber- Type of Story. .. .Dramatic romann
Dixie Willson's story has been n:
egi, who is the villainous Lagarre,
tained almost wholly in the orii;
Type of Story. .Melodrama. James
inal, John Russell having made ci
Oliver Curwood seems to find an
tain changes essential to censer
inexhaustible supply of story maregulations.
ship
To interprt
terial in the heroism of the Canclearly and yet not flagrantly
adian mounted police. None of his
theme laid in New Orlean's n
yarns, however, shows much varia
light district was no easy task Ini
tion and the plot can usually be
Herbert Brenon has gotten aroum
boiled down to the familiar skeleit very carefully and through skil
ton the mounty faced with arrest-

AGE.

Cast

.

Good

y(<ur

Direction

Vadim

novel,

siory oi tlie Great \\ ar. Two professional soldiers, who have crossed paths in love in various parts
ol the world, meet in France, i heir
old conrtict Hames anew because o:
Lharmaine, village coquette. Thi
vital, moving force is the actiia!
twice
orders
Military
conflict.

third

Denny,

Malcolm

vina,

Uraneff, Lillian Langdon.

Loos

A

Story

of

tive.

Ted Mccomedy foil. Type

ant.

Type

Uoris Kenyon always attracLewis
Quite lovely in this.
Stone again portrays the middle
aged lover with a grand past.
Others in a competent cast: Ann
Rork, Gilbert Roland, Cesare Gra-

Cast

fine.

Sammy Cohen

with

GADE'S DIRECTION AND
SPLENDID CAST AND ADDED FEATURES.

and in the detachment
comes to the village is Sergt.
David Carrigan.
They arrive in
time to drive off Lagarre and his
men but only temporarily. David
organized

falls

Her

in love with Jeanne-Marie.
brother, Roger, a sort of weak-

kills two of Lagarre's men
but the "justice for all" order forces

ling,

well sustained once the story get
The atmosphere o
under way.
the "world under the world" is no
flaunted prominently and to couiv
any unpleasant influence
teract
that this angle might bring Brenoi

has kept Lois Moran and he
charming simplicity and innocenci
well in the foreground. The stor;
tells about the romance of Mary
a little waitress, who is sublime!
happy in her love for sailor Steve
a jolly young tar who even sur
prises himself when he marries th
Steve's old
innocent little Mary.
girl, Cassie, a patron of Ma Tap
man's questionable hotel, is heart
broken and upon her release fron
prison she goads Steve into gam
biing on whether or not he will tak
her to sea with him. Cassie win
and Steve sails without a word t<
Distraught she wants ti
Mary.
with twenty cents shi
die and
finds on the wharf she buys a rosi
for her hair, is injured before shj
can take her life and in the hospi
tal meets Cassie, who, on her dcati
bed, explains that she had usei
false dimes for her wager witl
Steve and that he had not takei
Steve returns to
her with him.
jubilant Mary.
.'

—

Photography

6,800 feet

than vivid <1<:
scription, succeeded in making lii
The prodiic
point just the same.
tion is good and the interest quit
ful inference, rather

David to arrest Roger. Jeanne
Marie vows her hate for David
Lagarre leads as Indian attack
upon the hamlet and a terrific
battle is waged.
Lagarre kidnaps
Marie and Roger loses his life trying to save
her.
David races
through a blazing forest to her
rescue and eventually the insurrection is
Worthy of con
quelled and David and Box Office Angle
Jeanne-Marie are happy.
sideration and more than likely t<
Box Office Angle. .. .Good for the
appeal to better class patronage.
audience that wants action.
Exploitation. .. .Lucky dimes hiddei
Exploitation. .. .The title might inabout the city and good for admis
dicate a story hinging largely upon
sion to "God Gave Me Twcnt'
a forest fire and due to the overCents" might stir up considerable
The stun
worked thrill puller it might be
interest in the picture.
well to explain that the fire is not
was worked in New Y'ork a luck^
the only big moment in the picture.
bag of gold for the Fairbanks
Talk about the renegade Indian,
A
picture, "The Black Pirate."
Lagarre, and the nrettv heroine,
treasure hunt will surely prove
Jeanne-Marie, using Renee Adoree's
good exploitation stunt.
Herbert Brenon
name, also Antonio Moreno's.
Direction
Direction. .. .Reginald Barker; satisusually good
Dixie Willsoi
factory.
Author
John Russel
Author
James Oliver Curwood Adaptation

Tony Gaudio Scenario
Cameraman
Excellent
i,aly

-

Locale

Length

Waldemar Young Scenario
Percy Hilhurn Cameraman
Excellent

—

Elizabeth Meehai:

Leo Tbyai
Goov

Photography

Canada Locale
6,567 Feet Length

New

Oi!';anf
6,532 fee

November

;unday,

28,

1926
13

"Wings of the Storm"

"The Great Gatsby"

Fox

Paramomit

"The False Alarm"

"Money

to Burn"
Lunuis —State Hiyhta
Columbia
TOO LONG FOR THE AMOUNT
OF STORY. GOOD CAST AND SOME FAIR THRILLS IN FIRE MYSTERY
ELEMENT AND
PRODUCTION SHOULD MELODRAMA. GOOD CAST PLEASING ROMANCE WILL
'\ND SOME OF THE MOST
HOLD THEM UNLESS THEY AND SMOOTH STORY DE- SATISFY MANY. COLORFUL
3EAUTIFUL
LOCATIONS WANT A FASTER MOVING VELOPMENT
AND GOOD
HELP
TO ATMOSPHERE
SVER FOUND IN A PICTURE.
DETAIL MAKE FOR ADDED
THEME.
MAINTAIN
A
PROPER
IN.Thunder, a remarkable dog Cast.... Lois Wilson always
Cst,
INTEREST.

CIECK UP ANOTHER MONEY
VIAKER FROM FOX. A FINE
5TORY, A MARVELOUS DOG

man-

..

A'hose
:anny.

intelligence is almost unDestined to gather a host

admirers.
Reed Howes, Wiliam Russell and Virginia Browne

:if

the hero-villain-girl trio, all
ioing particularly fine work,
pe of Story. .. .Melodrama.
Fox
:ontinues with another box office
lome run in "Wings of the Storm,"
I
picture presenting Thunder, the
log star, in a story that boasts of
ill the guaranteed elements of aufience appeal.
Basically it is a
:onventional tale about a hero who
•escues the girl from a villainous
umber camp boss but the trite^aire

less
is
completely concealed in
:he development of the dog angle,
:he regeneration of a pup, a weak-

ing cast off by his mistress be:ause he wasn't sturdy like the
est of the litter.
The tale develops
into
a
most absorbing
story of how Thunder retrieves
lis honor and is proclaimed a hero,
G. BIystone has handled the
f.
Story superbly and the titles writ;en in the first person and purporting to be the musings of Thunier as he considers his plight, are

Seldom do you find such
bevy of gorgeous locations as
ithose in "Wings of the Storm."
The picture was made in Mt. Raner National Park and cameraman
Robert Kurrle deserves no little
jreat.
1

the
many exquisite
picture isn't essentialy the hair raising thriller that dog
pictures generally are and yet it
nas several great pieces of action
with Thunder attacking villain and
ilso in the attempt of villain to
<ill hero and the girl by trapping
them in the path of a rush of logs.
;redit

for

ihots.

The

Thunder's regeneration is upperthroughout.
How he defrom a weak, cowardly
velops
pup to a full grown, courageous
dog and devoted to those he loves
IS augmented by his amusing fam(a white
ily ties, a "blonde" wife
dog) and a litter of pups.
Sure fire. You
)x Office Angle
Fine
can't go wrong on this one.
audience picture and the dog angle
makes it a most appropriate numDer for juvenile and family trade,

most

cploitation.

..

contains

.Picture
talking

TEREST.

ages to eke a degree of sympathy
Cast
Dorothy Devore a pretty
Well known players all suitout of any role.
Charming and Cast
Senorita who looks to have more
able
as
to
type.
Mary Carr the
lovely, as usual.
Warner Baxter
spunk than she shows, however.
lovable mother and Ralph Lewis
splendid.
Neil
Hamilton, in a
Malcolm McGregor the handsome
the stern father.
Johnny Harron
"filler in" sort of role, has little to
young doctor who comes to her
the young son who eventually overdo.
Hale Hamilton good as Lois'
rescue and George Chesebro the
comes his great fear of flame.
husband. William Powell great.
crafty villain working in league
Others George O'Hara, Priscilla
Type of Story. .. .Dramatic romance.
with the girl's uncle, played by Eric
Bonner, Dorothy Revier.
F.
Scott
Ftizgerald's gentleman
Mayne.
Others
Nina
Romano,
bootlegger hero makes his screen Type of Story
John
Prince, Jules Cowels.
Melodrama. Fires
debut amid fine splendor and Direcand heroic rescues provide the Type of Story.
.Dramatic romance.
tor Herbert Brenon has supplied
The story bares the mystery of a
thrills of "The
False Alarm," a
all the luxury that should surround
locked chapel; it involves a pretty
fairly good entertainment whose
such a gentleman of wealth. His
heroine and her lover, a handsome
formula brand story is somewhat
wardrobe resembles the stock of a
doctor; it includes intrigue, susimproved by the work of Mary
haberdashery but in spite of the fact
pense and action and winds around
Carr, an always convincing mother,
that he owns dozens and dozens of
to a patriotic finish with the inand Ralph Lewis the popular porshirts, Gatsby attends a party in
troduction of the American marines
trayer of fireman, policeman, postthe Plaza in the same shirt he
to the rescue. "Money to Burn"
man, and engineer heroes. Lewis
wore while standing in the rain
keeps moving and for the crowd
specializes in these characterizawaiting to meet "the girl he left
that wants its money's worth of
tions and quite successfully. Frank
behind him,"
The story follows
excitement it pays well. It isn't
O'Connor hasn't been over specthe
novel most religiously, but
always logical and it is asking quite
tacular in his presentation but he
whether that has been in the best
a little to expect you to believe
has provided all the expenditure
judgment is doubtful.
all
that the heroine could be forced
It
is
that the story warranted.
It tells
right for those who read the book
into a marriage with the villainous
about the contrasting natures of
but the majority those who never
Ortigo. But it all serves the purtwo boys, sons of a heroic fire chief.
met Gatsby before are probably
pose of action and suspense so
The father's ambition is for Jim to
going to be a bit bewildered by the
perhaps the improbabilities may be
follow in his footsteps but the boy
strange
love
overlooked. Pretty Dolores Valdez,
triangle
Daisy
of
has an inborn fear of flames and
Buchanan, her husband Tom, and
on her way home from an Ameriruns out on the first fire he attends,
can college, meets and falls in love
Gatsby.
The story doesn't seem
leaving his father in the burning
with the ship's doctor, Dan Stone.
weighty enough for the footage it
building.
He is dropped from the
Dolores soon discovers an atmosconsumes.
An intimate glimpse
department and ordered from the
phere of mystery about her home
into the sporty phase of Long
home. In a steel mill he overcomes
and in the actions of her guardian,
Island's elite consumes a goodly
to
his
home
his fear and returns to
Don Diego, whose relations with
portion of the picture with a sucask for another chance to make
Artigo are of a shady nature. Docession of drinking bouts that is
Meantime, his elder no acgood.
lores is forbidden to enter the old
more than likely to create a terrific
count brother, has betrayed a young
chapel. Dan, escaping
from his
thirst among the folks looking on.
girl.
He attacks her when she
ship after a row in which he beIt is a novelty to see Lois Wilson
the
threatens to expose him and in
lieved he killed a man, seeks shelas a tipsy lady. She takes her first
The
scuffle a lamp is overturned.
ter on the island where Dolores
drink m an effort to stall off her
fire gives Jim his first chance to
lives and is held prisoner by Ormarriage to Hale Hamilton, her
he has overcome his cowardprove
tigo. Meanwhile Ortigo and Don
mother's
choice.
Baxter,
her
ice and he rescues the girl and his
Diego force Dolores into a marsweetheart, returns from France
brother. The pair are married and
riage with the former. The plot
decorated with medals but enters
Jim, gloriously reinstated in the
comes to a grand climax when Dan
the profitable profession of boothome, and in the fire department,
escapes and discovers that Don
legging, later meeting Lois and
finds himself all set to marry Mary,
Diego and Ortigo are counterfeitwanting her more than ever. He
the girl who lives with his folks.
ers. He arrives in time to stop the
fails to win her even though he
wedding and in the all around fight
knows she loves him. A revengeful Box Office Angle: Fair entertainment.
that follows the Marines come to
husband kills him mistaking him for
The crowd that enjoys the thrills
the rescue and later Dan and Dothe real culprit, Hamilton.
that fire and fighting afford will
lores sail for the U. S.
Box Office Angle. .Plenty of visual
likely be satisfied.
Box Office Angle
Good action
appeal and some interesting angles
Fire prevention week
picture with romance and mystery
to the story. Picture runs too long Exploitation:.
elements making it good entertainmight be inaugurated as a tie up
though.
You have
ment.
for "The False Alarm."
Exploitation. .. .No
pertinent
con.

—

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

the names of Mary Carr, Ralph Exploitation.
Lumas' press sheet
nections that might be appropriate
Lewis and a good supporting cast.
contains
complete
exploitation
You have
for stunt advertising.
The title might be further exploited
ideas of a varied order, too dea corking fine cast with many exby placing posters above all fire
tailed to give here. The title sugtie up with dog kennels is approceptionally good names to use: Lois
alarm boxes warning about the pengests stunts with stage money that
priate and the use of a police dog
Wilson,
Warner Baxter, Hale
Better exeralty for false alarms.
might work out effectively and you
resembling Thunder led about disHamilton, Neil Hamilton, William
cise proper precaution against inhave the names of Malcolm Mcplaying a sign announcing the
Herbert Brenon's record
Powell.
fringements on police regulations if
Gregor and Dorothy Devore to
showing might get some good atwarrants prominent use of his name
you try such a stunt.
use.
tention.
Picture deserves a good
to bring them in.
aoosting.
Direction. .. .Walter Lang; satisfacDirection
Herbert Brenon;
Direction. .. .Frank O'Connor; suitrection
good but adheres too closely to the
tory.
J. G. BIystone;

many

points.
It
any particularly
doesn't suggest
ready exploitation stunts but the
fine

excellent
ithor

Lawrence

enario

L.

Dorothy Yost

meraman
lotography
icale

ngth

Mt.

G.

.

book
Pedrose Author
Rigby and Adaptation

W.

Scenario

able.

F. Scott Fitzgerald Author:
Elizabeth Meehan Scenario
Becky Gardine"" Cameraman

Robert Kurrle Cameraman
Leo Tovar
Photography
Superb Photography
Very good
Rainer Nat. Park Locale
Kentucky-Long Island Locale
5,374 feet Length
7,296 feet Length

J.

.

.

Author
Reginald Wright KaufLeah Baird.
man.
Grubb Alexander Scenario and Adaptation
James
Bell Smith.
Faxon Dean
Fair

New York
5,235 feet.

Cameraman

Photography
Locale

Length

Ray June
Good
.'

Cuban Island
5,980 feet
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"Cool Off" Christie-Educational
Sprightly Sport

Type

of production.

There

not the
tunity for grass to

.

.2 reel
slightest
.

comedy

opporgrow under the
feet of this comedy, or tor that matter any of the characters in it. This
is not due alone to the frigid climate
that develops in the course of the
plot, but because every one is tuned
to the lively laugh-making pace at
which the proceedings develop. The
plot thickens when Anne, asking her
father for SI. 000 to spend on a trousseau is told that she will get it If she
can earn a thousand first. Then daddy
packs off for a trip to Europe. Anne
starts earning
her
money via the
hoarding house route, turning her
is

various steps, and she gives both the
stage and popular dance versions.
Then follows a dance with her partOpportunity is given to the
ner.
audience to learn the dance as the
performers slowlv execute each step.
It is well handled, and with the addition of intelligent titles should cer-

prove a welcome number to
all dance enthusiasts who are anxious to learn this latest novelty that
It should
is sweeping the country.
tainly

the success of those earlier
reels that featured the popular Charleston.
** January Is Laugh Month **

repeat

"The

Mona Lisa"— Educational

—

Month **

"Hitting the

Rails"— Aesop FablesPathe
Whimsically Claver

Type of production...! reel cartoon
The effort finds the authors, Paul
Terry and John Foster, in a whimsical

mood, from which they devise

some good-natured
gag, early

A

sport.

catchy

the proceedings, has a
hen lighting on the tender of a locomotive and using that steel manger
for laying an egg.
The engineer
stops the train, and discovers the egg
in

going through strange bobbing girations.
At the conclusion the shell
cracks open, allowing a miniature
locomotive and train of cars to
emerge. This idea has been conceived elsewhere with a Ford car as the
hatchery, but

none the

it

makes

this

incident

funny.

Subsequent adventures at a dog show wind up
hilariously for the cat and dog principals, the whole affair resulting in
the
will

less

sort of offering that
find diverting.
•• January Is

Do

most

Laugh Month *•

folks

of comedy and wistfulness
Her camera knov^ledge and

effects
dramatic
for
sensitiveness
gives her a quick grasp of each situation and how to capitalize it for the
But the
entertainment.
sake
of
Mabel Normand of this picture must
be completely dissociated from the

"pretty Mickey" of former years. Not
for a moment does she capture the
Unmagnetic charm of the past.
doubtedly, the passing of the years
is

responsible.

You know what you

get in this picture, only
it

in the

tracting
sonality,

if

you book

that you're con-

knowledge

an absolutely new perwell-touted, it is true, and

for

a name which undoubtedly will have
Overdose of Color
sway at the box-office,
considerable
There is no doubting the efficacy
which realizes the spirit
one
not
but
and enhancement of pictorial lure by
When we say she will

the Technicolor process, but that the
attempt to reproduce in natural colors can occasionally subordinate other important elements of a film is
own home into a haven for a motley evidenced in this case. There is much
crew. This situation affords an oppor- of grandeur in the composition aiid
tunity for a good deal of diverting tints, but the story in this case a not
nonsense, most of which will earn a too plausible theme— is quite lost sight
measurable quota of chuckles, and of as secpience after sequence of
one big crackling gag worthy of put- bright hucd gowns, vari-tinted backting the picture over by itself. This grounds
tapestry,
Renaissance
of
is a device wherein, in the very midst
hangings and other furnishings of a
of torrid weather, Anne and her boy picturesque medieval character come
friend, who is acting as the cook, nito view. According to the accepted
turn the house into a veritable igloo, historical versions of da Vinci's expeby connecting the refrigerating plant rience with the Mona Lisa, the story
in the kitchen with the radiator sysused for this picture is far from autem that runs through the house. It's thentic or problematical, but that
a wow and brings the picture up to need not detract from its appeal to
a strong climactic close. Anne Corn- the average audience. Suffice to say,
wall. Jack Duffy, Bill
Irving
and that it is a pretty piece, occasioiiJimmie Harrison are right up to snuff ally hard on the eyes, and not quite
in putting over their respective parts.
up, in story interest and conviction,
•• January Is Laugh

fectation
will do.

of the past.
do, we mean she will do just as other
not particularly distinguished players
will do, her technical perfection be-

ing her mainstay. "The Nickel Hopper" concerns the story of a girl who
supports a family, including a lazy
father from her meager earnings as
a dance instructor. It is well staged,
and more interesting by its peculiar
It will
twists of plot than funny.
probably be liked by the majority of
audiences.
** January Is Laugh Month **

"At the Beach"— Bray
Dearth of Gags

spired, or at least at a great loss for

story material. One or two
incidents served to lessen the tedium
of a theme which let a handful of
to the exquisite predecessors of this
kids loose in a sort
mischief-making
interesting series.
of Coney Island, with no great suc** January Is Laugh Month **
cess in shaking laughs or even twit""The Tail of the Monk"— Bray
ters out of the lot. The gag man was
Great Stuff for the Young
either missing or afflicted with the
Type of production .... I reel combitoothache that day. What incidents
nation cartoon and camera.
there are that purport to be funny are
This is one of the Unnatural Hisof a very commonplace pattern and
tory series, cleverly evolved and of a
will in great desperation squeeze a
piece corresponding to the way stochuckle out of the most gullible mindries are told in magazines like "Child's
ed children. Much was attempted and
Life," which never fail to entertain
very little achieved.
the juvenile niind. Its generally di** January Is Laugh Month **
verting quality makes it also fit ma"Hula
Hula"— Bruce-Educational
terial for grown-ups. The device used
Pictorially Alluring
for unfolding the story is an organ
Type of production. .Novelty scenic
grinder, who to placate a weeping
One is immediately itnpressed the
child for the loss of a lollypop which
very moment the first image is flashhis monkey had filched, entertains
her with his own version of how the ed upon the screen that here is the
monkey's tail became so versatile an work of one who uses the camera
appendage. This episode is explained with a full knowledge of its capabilim cartoonics, the able hand of Wal- ties. The composition is superb, the
ter
Lantz giving a good-natured play of light and shadows has all the
mythical flavor to the tale. In the mystic anneal of sun rays filtering
course of the events we find friend through the stained glass panels of a
nionkey way back in history pound- famous Gothic cathedral. Such, in acaing an anvil for occupation and com- demic terms, is the effect of this picmissioned to make a wedding ring torial gem screened on the romantic
for King Hippo. While on the job, shores of Hawaii, with six sylph-like
the monk's assistant leaves, and in dancers adding the exquisite expresorder to handle both hammer and sion of primitive rhythms to the pastoral beauty of the scene. It is the
nietal, the monk evolves the
use of
his tail as one of the most important type of expression, aided bv the masfactors in finishing the work. In the terful art of the camera, that should
monk's laughable antics of this epi- find appreciation among a wide range
sode lies the diverting tale of this of palates. "Honolulu Nights." another release of this series, is praccomedy.
ticallv in the same category as to
••January Is Laugh

proper

,

.

.

.

quaint af-

the other or not.

28, 1926

Distribution
(.Continued from Page 7)

appeal, public opinion and preferenci
naturally demands great ingenuit
and specialization.

Picture Values
While we are on the subject

of th
sort of appeal, it may be well t
digress for the moment from di;
Every picture made hi
tribution.
sufficient merit to have a great appei
to some classes.
But the great sui
cesses of one city or locality ma
prove only luke-warm in another an
vice versa.
For instance, the layma
may attend a theater, witness a pe
formance w'hich does not appeal
him and go out disgruntled, feelin
that pictures are getting "worse ar
He forgets that the pictu:
worse."
must be made for the public as
whole and that it is the industry
problem not only to make pictun
which will appeal generally to s
classes but to raise the so-called "lo
brow'' to a higher standard.
E:
hibitors sometimes lose sight of th
and feel that because they may ha'
been inordinately successful with oi
type of picture in one instance, th
it
is good business to continue wi
this one type, failing to realize th

\[

so doing they may be driving aw;
people from their show houses at
thereby injuring themselves.
in

2 reel comedy
Type of production
All in all there is no
The best way to describe this is to ness with which
we
the
in
responsible
assume that those
which demands more
making of it were very much unin-

Black Bottom"— Castle
Films
Dance Novelty
Type of production..! reel specialty
Here is a very timely number, reviewing the origin and development
of the latest dance craze.
The reel
traces the development of the dance
from the antics of several piccaninnies
who found themselves up to their
Month**
nictorial merit and human interest.
ankles in the mud. Their grotesque "The Nickel Hopper"- Hal
Roach- There is merely a change of dance
movements in trying to free themPathe
and locality, but certainly worthy of
selves is said to have suggested the
Moderately Funny
new dance steps to an obervant Type of production. .2 reel comedy elicitine attention on its own account, whether the spectator has seen
critic.
A girl is shown executing the
Mabel Normand in this
"Let's

Sunday, November

(

of bus
familia
specializatit
and a greater variety of specialis
than is to be found in the distributic
end of the film industry. In fact, tl
line

are

specialization is carried on almost
the same degree as is essential in tl
making of the picture.

How B'way Does

It

{.Continued from Page 8)
vealed at the back of the stage, and the p
jection macliine supplies the moving scene
to improve tlie illusion of the moving trai
Fairly good act but lacks finish and pep

Strand
foregoes his custom:
to ofTer another "popu
demand return" of Vincent Lopez and
gold cloth curt
orchestra. The setting:
covering the back of the stage; huge g
covered cut-out, designed to represent bn

Plunkett

Joseph

Frolic

this

week

sun rays (used before on the Strand staf
stands out in bold relief against the curt
and serves as a screen for falling sn
and skyrocket shadows for the descript
numljers. Lopez opens his program by
nouncing that as Casa Lopez they aim

make everyone happy and

starts

his

men

He follows t
"Hello, Bluel)ird."
"The Trail of Dreams," with tromb(
Lopez follows with
and violin solos.
piano selection of his own and continues Vi
number,
the orchestra
a paraphrase on "1
Volga Boat Song."
The Keller Sisters ;
Lynch, entertainers from rx)pez' clul> s

with
with

"f'm

On My Way "Home," and "Wher!

^'ou Get

Those Eyes

Lopez has previously held the rather unii
distinction of never resorting to comedy to
his entertainment over. However, this t
he offers an "impression of five minutes
may not 'le his c
a crazy house."
It
idea because he absents himself from
stage while his musicians cavort about ai
used
the
fashion
lunatics,
often
of
The ni
lauRh"; in slapstick film comedies.
ber appeared to please about fifty-fifty,
Lo
returns to conduct his orchestra through
r.eoree White Scandals' number, "The Hi
of the Blues."
Not to omit the ballet entirely Pluni
offers early on the program "Porcelain S
uettes."
.John Quinlan. in Colonial costun
introduces the act with "Cherie "
Open
on a full stage you see ten members of
ballet, in Colonial costumes, posed on pe<
tals.
Their dance is a minuet and as t
return to this original poses, Quinlan si
the refrain from "Cherie."

THE
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Theater Equipment and Management
By

L.

SIMMONS

Scenic Studios

Acoustic Plaster

\

Without Embarrassment

A

new wrinkle in building con'-uction has been seized by the Vine

infrequently, perhaps, the house manager has been
confronted with the spectacle of couples taking advantage of the darkness of an auditorium and otherwise converting its uses to a practice more pertinently found in a
private parlor. In more specific terms he has the problem
of "necking" on his hands. The manager is not the only
one who may find this embarrassing. There are patrons
who resent it and will keep their young away from the theater if it goes on. How to put a stop to this inelegant practice, without causing a stir during the show, is amply
illustrated by the methods of one house manager, who has
his usher drop a card in the lap of the hand-and-knee holder,
reading:
"Will you kindly change the position you are sitting in?
Thank you."

Employment is made of
plaster which is claimed to
actically insure complete auditory
The material is of a porlalities.
e

house.

new

nature

js

which

absorbs

sound

parts of the building,
ereby eliminating the interference
echoes.
Because of the extra strength needin the commodious balcony built
a single span without supporting
of sand and
ists, a special grade
avel was furnished by the Union
Myron Hunt
Dck Co., for the job.
the architect of the building which
being built for Frank R. Strong,
[c, and John F. Willson, by the
ives

in

all

'

I

U. S. Scenic Studios, Inc., with a
capitalization of $25,000.
Formerly,
the scenic studio business was a department of the supply house, but
grew to such proportions that it was
necessary to organize it as a separate

concern.

The

Engineering

the same as conparent organization, namely:
William
Raapke,
President
and
Treasurer, F. H. Parker, Vice-President and Secretary. It is tentatively
planned to expand activities to cover
the East.
At present the company
will cover eleven states in the Central
West. A new catalogue of 24 pages
has just been issued by the firm,
which gives a comprehensive description of the service to be rendered
to customers, and a list of products.
officers are

trol the

and is
Completion J., publish a booklet which may be
Oscar Hansen, manager of the Jefexpected Dec. 27, upon which the had free on request, and which in- ferson, Goshen Ind., has started work
present
)use will immediately open for busi- corporates expert knowledge and in- for the enlargement of the
its position
assuring
of
pipe
organ,
thus
problems
various
on
the
formation
iss.
Written by an en- among the finest instruments in
theater lighting.
Robert Minton,
gineer generally respected for his Northern Indiana.
Texlite
knowledge of this specialty, it will feature organist of the Jefferson, will
the at- play solos and novelties at each per'The Texlite Sign Co., which ren- suggest many ways to increase
through
formance during the week marking
theater
the
of
tractiveness
kindred
and
sign
an electric
!;rs
the inception of the addition.
lighting.
'rvice to the theaters of Southern better
Profusely illustrated, and covering
'exas, shows an indication of spreadevery angle of tiie subpractically
warm
Workmen are engaged putting a
g its wings and basking in the
tells in part:
it
new floor into the Criterion of Fredinelight of expansion for the follow- ject,
How to apply light at the entrance erick, Okla., recently purchased from
g season. The concern has contheater to attract the crowds. W. F. Jones by Edward G. ^Kadane.
acted for a new factory involving of the
'ofield

Formed

The United States Tiicatcr Sojpply
Co., of Omaha, Neb., has formed the

"^OT

Theater in Hollywood which
hances the acoustic properties of

reet

I

MICUAHL

Co.,

ased to Alfred Wilkes.

Adds Space

of the largest building projects in
alias, and which will embrace over
1,000 square feet of floor space.
le

organization, which began as
infant shop, has grown to a size
'hich necessitates a payroll of over
The new factory is
30 employes.
designed and planned as to facil|ite an operation at one place in the
liilding and continuing step by step
the various
it progresses through

The

—

what size,
to light the foyer
color and types of lamps to use.
How the auditorium should be

The

lighted.

touched thoughout.

How

The most

up-to-date

practices

front of the floor is being lowered, new seats will be installed and
the interior of the house will be re-

Button Promises Cut
H. A. R. Uutton, president of the
National Theater Supply Co., commenting that the new company and
its policy are completely in line with
the trend of modern business, expects
to thus meet the exactions of the

an economic way. "The advantages given to us," he said, "in
this nation-wide organization, permit
field in

us to effect a large number of major
economies in the operations of our
supply houses and in the purchase
The exhibitor in his
of products.
dealings, will naturally find the benefits

his

of these economies reflected
transactions with us."

in

•

> > -

1

i)

stage lighting.
Specific examples of correct
incorrect lighting.
to make the most of

How

and
your

present lighting facilities.
All suggestions are well calculated
supply the exhibitor with inforto
270
This building is
Apartments.
of which he can never know
mation
let deep, with a factory section 15u
much.
too
31
section
office
135 feet and an
1^
!i

!/

135 feet.

The

latter

comprises the

business and general offices, also
large space allotted for the art and
'signing rooms.

'les,

Edison Prints Lighting Helps
The Edison Lamps Works of the
leneral

Electric

Co.,

Harrison,

N.

Improving the Theater
Feigley of the Rivoli,
Toledo, is supervising the installation
The
of a new Marr Colton organ.
estimated
is
instrument
this
price of

Howard

at

$50,000.

Manager Nick Lambros
Nixon,
that

Linchburg,

Pa.,

of the

New

QUALITY PRINTS

announces

new and more comfortable

Titles

seats

have been
which the
walls and stage have been re-painted.

The Strand Theater

of

Lakewood,

N. J., operated by Sol Brill has been
re-equipped by the National Theater
Supply Co.

Apollo
has also felt the
missionary touch of Joe Hornstein,
Eastern district manager of the NaSteiner
theater of

and

Binderman's

New York

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

installed, in addition to
interior woodwork, side

U.

.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

>»•

Palisades
»

i»

3678

•

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

Theater Supply Co., all of the
equipment for that theater having
been supplied by the latter company.
tional

Pretentious decorating of the interior of the Sunrise, Fort Pierce,
of a
Fla., together with installation
horse-shoe balcony, will be completed
shortly, advises R. N. Koblegald,
owner of the house. The remodelthe
ing will add 700 seats, bringing
When this is
capacitv up to 2000.
be
finished, the rest of the house will
re-decorated to harmonize with the
scheme now being worked out.

Manager Thomas D. Monohan
Lebanon, Pa., has
completed improvements to the
The Marquee, covering
terior.
entrance, has been painted white,
the copper and tin work has
the

Caijjtol,

the rejuvenating touches
paint brush.
felt

of

just

exthe

and

also
of the

A new $5,000 pine organ has been
purchased by the Strand, Sharon, Pa.,
the instrument being adaptable for
playing by hand or rolls. The rolls
to be used for the Strand are all made
by Jesse Crawford, present organist
of the new Paramount on Broadway.
manager.
house
Cobb,
Mr.
to
cording
now being done to enlarge
Okla. An addition
Antlers,
the Erie,
thus
will extend back 36 ft. and will
increase the capacity about 100 seats.
About the first of the year, a handsome pipe organ will be added, ac-

Work

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
COMSVLT USAND SAVE

MONEY

SEND

I

OR OUR PRICE LIST

is

110

West

32-St..NciMyork,N.V.'

Phone Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department

in

I
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The French PubHc

I

The Week's Headlines
Monday
will iiat act against American
tilnu but will reconmicnd to various Dominions means of relialiilitating home in-

Empire

Ilritisli

dustry.

Max

Weiss, back from Europe, says British
exhibitors oppose any unfair tactics on
Government in fighting
part of
Krilish
Anierican pictures.
In cities of 50.000 to 100.000 in the U. S.
average weekly attendance at picture theaters IS J.75J.359, M. 1'. News slates.
Cleveland overseated in downtown district
with 15,000 seats.
Broadway houses now total 30,000 seats with
opening of Paramount.
"S. R. O." sign out when Paramount opens.
Hoth Pathe and P. D. C. will maintain their
own distribution systems following merger.
John Fairbanks dies at Hollywood.

(Continued from Page 9)

We

want comedy films here.
Short, or moderately long.
But not
of the throwing whitewash, tumbling
down stairs, or losing one's trousers
type, unless there is some logical
reason for the act.
The apparent
stupidities
of Chaplin,
Keaton or
Lloyd cause bursts of laughter, because there is something behind them.
On the other hand, "slapstick" makes
even French farmers yawn.
Gentle comedy, in which there
a vein of tenderness,

appeal

is

a great

"Secrets" and "The
Lady," are greatly admired.
But
films in which subjects of motherhood, love of children, honor of pahere.

and the

rents,

manner

Tuesday

makes

of

like, are treated in the
evangelistic tracts
and

—
—

there are many American films which
labor these subjects in this way are
Sunday.
Universal advertising withdrawn from "Film not appreciated; no matter how great
News," Washington, because of publica- the artists may be, no matter
how
tion of an award of $775.
big a name the producer may have,
Pocket-size projector invented by Louis I-uand no matter how lavish may be the
miere.
General Federation of Women's Clubs view- scale of production.
Publicity and
ing and endorsing pictures for its 2,000,000
advertising will not push such films to
members.
by French spectators;
Exports in September reached the $900,000 acceptance

New Paramount

grosses $28,250 Saturday and

mark.
Indiana Theater Owners' Assoc, establishing
branch ottices throughout that state.
Famous and United Artists dickering for
Fred Thomson.

they will not have
under any disguise.
which can, in reality,
the young mind, on

"preachments"
But "Secrets,"

teach much to
the subject of
Wednesday
marital affection, was greatly enjoyed.
Educational reported in refinancing moveSome time ago, there appeared a
ment including purchase of producing
statement in "The Morning Post,"
units.
"What Price Glory" has premiere at Sara of London, that, in France, AmeriU. Harris.
can films were detested!
This is
Loew to line up against Orpheum interests utterly untrue.
He who made the
planning to build there.
in Cedar Kapids
Famous seeking Christie product as nucleus statement probably did not underof new short subject department.
stand what it is in many American
France has 3,000 theaters, Ucpt. of Com- films
which is distasteful to the
merce estimates.
This is the "AmeriStuart Ulackton purchases the Williams French mind.
J.
process of photography.
canism" which needs explaining. To
merger
to
D.
C.
Final details of PatheP.
us in France, "Americanism" on the
be completed in about two weeks.
screen is the sight of too many autoThursday
mobiles, telephones, elevators, shoeThanksgiving Day.
shine parlors, soda fountains, bars,
Friday
railroad views, busines offices, dollar
and chewing gum!
This is
Strike threatend by West Coast studio work- bills
ers averted by compromise agreement.
"Americanism." Clear all this away
Coast active with six units busy on M-G-M
from American films and, generally,
lot, live at Universal and six at First Nawhat is left is certainly beautiful,
tional.
Bicycler fined by Minneapolis board claims and surely admired here as such.
side agreement with salesman.
like to see interiors representSimultaneous try-out showing throughout the
ing American homes, modest or magcountry inaugurated by Universal.
Vienna Chamber of Commerce wants reduc- nificent, the style of decoration and
tion of American picture quota by half.
the furnishings, often showing a reCity zoning laws attacked at Washington
do
held legal by U. S. Supreme Court de- flection of the Old World.
cision.
not like to see representations of
With filing of complaints with State At- Paris and Parisian life in
an Ameritorney General Texas exhibitors will launch
can film, because such are never acfight against chains.
curate, while the sight of an Apache
Saturday
is the worst of all horrors.
It is at
Expect details of compromise settlement between pr<jduccrs and labor unions to bq least 30 or 40 years since the Apache,
completed Monday.
of traditional costume, with neckerMilwaukee overseated, with 17,000 seats in chief and side-whiskers,
was seen in
downtown section.
Universal seeking and dickering (or talking Paris or elsewhere.
To sum up:
film device.
want gay and
Joseph P. Uickerson, Jr., named arbiter in seemingly light
;

—

We

We

Universal Dickers For
Talking Film Device
(.Continued from Page 3)

sounds of different descriptions. The
recording bulb is a high-powered
generator controlled by the microphone. The photographing of sound
on film is affected by this bulb which

28, 1926

Present-O-Grams
(Continued from Page 8)

Lights should be subdued, and tl
drumming or piping of the nati
musician is about all that should

Ij

heard.
If

;

following the dan
musician might rise ai

desired,

Arab
the
sing a number or the soldier

and

—

Named

Bickerton

Worth

i

"U" Aids Japanese
(Continued from Page 3)

Milwaukee Overseated
With 17,000 in Loop
(Continued from Page 3)
is stated, involve estimated cost of
$6,925,000.
At present, there are
around 70 theaters in Milwaukee,
which play to an estimated weekly
attendance of 396,500.
There are three factors in the Milit

four men to supervise their use. Th
party is headed by Jay Marchan
director, and includes Harold Smit

cameraman, Alf Godsin and
Boeckman, laboratory experts.
If

the

experiment

reputable

Rialto and Merrill in the loop; Uniwhich operates the Alhambra
and the Uihlein interests, which operate the Garden.
Saxe and Universal
also have a string of suburban thea-

the data.

your name in nevf leaflet of
cameramen and industrial film makers to whom
prospects may be referred. No
cost of any kind, simply send in
List

ters.

Hand on Sales Trip
Stanley Hand, special sales representative for Warners, is on a tour
of exchanges.

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16th

St.

N.

W.

motion picture rights of plays.
Famous Players-I^sky stock

Outstanding
worth $75,000,000.
Universal aids Japanese company
CSC

company

to produce.

to produce.

Natacha Rambova Returns
Natacha Kainbova lias rtlurned
from Europe after a vacation.

comedy, but with
There must be
film which the
mind sees.
The French habit of
thinking, the pursuit of logic and
brains

behind it.
something in the

reason,
it

is

fifty

is considered admirable; but
ruinous to the exploitation of
per cent of American films here.

sides" will be held at the Rivoli Dec.
6 to aid the fund to preserve the old
frigate Constitution as a memorial.
Secretary of the Navy Wilbur is to

Cocalis Firm Rebuilding
Elizabeth, N. J.— Cocalis Amusement Co., which operates the Strand,
Royal and Gaiety, will rebuild the
Strand, increasing its capacity from
1,400 to 2,300 seats.
When rebuilt,
the house will play pictures and vaud-

attend.

eville.

"Old Ironsides" Showing
special slunviiiK of "Uld Iron-

Special

A

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

Pictures

and

Washington.

D.C

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001

FILMS"

booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wahash

Ave., Chicago,

J

successfi
uni

CAMERAMEN

waukee downtown field, exclusive of
the
Palace-Orpheum,
combination
house operated by the Orpheum circuit.
These are Saxe Enterprises,
which have the Wisconsin, Strand,
versal,

is

producing

Universal will aid
in other countries.

We

the sale of

1

capable of recording perfectly, its sweetheart might sing a duet wi
sponsor claims, over 10,000,000 elec- orchestral accompaniment. Sugge:
The ed by First National.
trical vibrations each second.
reproducing bulb which is used for
getting sound recorded off film is a
bulb declared to be capable of very
(Continued from Page 3)
high speed oscillations without distortions.
It also handles electrical will he have authority to act.
H
currents capable it is said of operat- decision will then be final.
For h
ing loud speakers without intervention services Bickerton will receive 2
of radio amplifying mechanism.
per cent of the sale price but h
The loud speaker is said to be a percentage must not exceed a certa
new type, operating from an air blast. sum, which has not yet been d
No horns or diaphragms are used term.ined. He will use as temporal
and the resultant sound is claimed to headquarters his own offices at 2t
be absolutely perfect reproduction of West 42nd St.
original.
No nasal or metallic sound
common to present type of loud
speakers are produced by this air$75,000,000
(Continued from Page 3)
speaker, claims the inventor.
This mechanism is not expensive which the Paramount Building Cori
as it can be "hooked up" to present is sponsoring.
machines according to
projection
Famous, it is stated in the pro
Canton. No extra operator is need- pectus, has outstanding $7,954,600 pi
However, sound proofing is nec- value preferred and 575,070 shares
ed.
essary for both camera and projec- common.
tion.
The cost is surprisingly low,
The Seattle Theater Corp., Famot
the inventor says placing it at less subsidiary, will operate the propost
than $500, installed, on a projection theater under a 25 year lease.
machine.
The cost for mechanism
to be attached to cameras would be
a trifle more, states Canton.
is

III.

Noticeably Superior
There

is

a definite

on the

difference

screen with pictures printed from Eastman

Panchromatic Negative

— the

are

results

noticeably superior.

Eastman Panchromatic Negative
color sensitive

pletely

— renders

is

all

of blue, red, yellow and green

com-

tones

in their

correct relationship in black and white.

Where
tory,

regular film

^Tan''

is

is

ordinarily

extraordinarily

And Eastman

Positive

Film

satisfac-

successful.
carries

all

the quality of the negative through to the
screen.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

BEN TURPIN
/A/

%%

'^ Blondes Revenue

When

comes

it

pickinj^

a

to a question of

light -haired

lallapal-

fighting for

breath there

no

is

argument.

or a dark haired darling,
there's a lot of arguments on both

It's

a Ben Turpin every time.

sides.

"A

Blonde's Revenge"

\oo7.er

But when

comedy

it

comes

to picking a

that will have

them

is

a con-

tender for the heavy-weight
championship of laughter.

,

Path^comedy

^^^^^^^^^TRADf

(

^j

MARK,

1

:

..
..

/
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Taxation
TROUBLED waters ahead.
In forty-three state capithe

tals

biennial

legisla-

almost
is
important that

disturbance

tive

hand.

It

elements

know

is

industry shall

the

in

at
all

these facts

That

beginning

forty-one

January

these

of

1,

That, ready for deliberation,
there

are

many

bills

afifecting

the commercial conduct of the
motion picture business and its

The condition
years.

remain

in

Good

unfinished

same

the

is

which has prevailed
lative

The

following chart indicates legislative activity for
Date
1927.

Alabama

Jan.
Arizona
Jan.
Arl<ansas
Jan.
California
Jan.
Colorado
Jan.
Connecticut .... Jan.
Delaware
Jan.
Florida
Apr.

Georgia
Idaho

as that

in

quite

prosperous

enterprises

many

naturally

states.

turn

1928

1929

10
10

Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota

.

Ian.

Jan.

7

Ian.

2
9

Jan.
Jan.

1

Apr.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

6
10

Jan.

11

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

5

June 26

3

....

*Next meeting

14
14

Jan.

Jan.

3

May

14

Jan.

7

9
10
\4

8

legislators

Distribution

will

know

sorely

all

come

tried.

the tricks.
for

in

its

share, but in a lesser degree.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

'

2
2

The Hays organization
point

is

the one individual around whom
most of this work centers is Charles
C.
Pettijohn.
Exhibitor
leaders
know h\\\\ well. His ability in cloaking the industry with the friendly
wings of protection against tax
burdens cannot be questioned. Petti-

And

john will spend a goodly portion of
his time in the field, plugging for the
industry at large and not for a particular group.
in forces

situation is to be adequately
Pettijohn will need all of the
aid exhibitors as lone operators or
as collective agents can offer.
Less
wrangling but more unison in effort
this

met.

is

essential.

.

2

Utah
Vermont

Ian.
Ian.

5

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

11
11
5
5

10

Jan.

4

Jan.
Jan.

10

3

4
10

4
4
11

Ian.

4

Jan.
Jan.

3
11

Ian.

10

Jan.

5

Virginia

1

2
8
8
2
9

lau.
3

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Washington

West

»

Wisconsin

Ian.
Ian.

10
12
12

Wyoming

Jan.

11

.

.

Virginia.

Jan.

Jan.
.

.

.

Ian.

Jan.
Jan.

All Issues to

Out

Be Thrashed

at Columbus, Says

Statement
Independent theater owners of the
nation will be invited to attend a
special meeting of the M. P. T. O. A.
to be held at Columbus, O., Jan. 6

and

The purpose

7.

plan of action
tition

to

is

to outline a

meet the compe-

caused by combinations.
fide independent thewill be permitted to

"Only bona
ater owners"

attend the sessions which will be
held in conjunction with a meeting
8 of the national board of directors.
7
"Insistent demands to meet trusti8
fication and other evils within the
14
(Continued on page 4)

1
1

8
8
7

Ironing

Out

Details

8

14
9

Tan'.' 'll

2

Jan.

Ian.

4

.

South Dakota.
Tennessee

3

4

2
7

CALLED BYM.P.T.O.A.

14
9
9
8

1931.'

Negotiations are scheduled to be
continued today in completing the
compromise settlement made in the
West Coast studio labor situation.
Final details are expected to be ironed out at forthcoming conferences
between producers and the labor
leaders.

KEEN COMPETITION

IN

PROJECTOR FIELD SEEN
veteran manufacturer, now developing a new machine, and George
Kleine declared developing the Proc-

KANN

DE MILLE NOT OPPOSED

Lesser to Produce?

of

By LILIAN W.

Reviews
BKENNAS

TO MERGER, HE SAYS

—

tion,

the

producer

declared

he

has

(Continued on page 4)

12,000
Munich

—

Marcus Loew Improved

—

New Seats
Seventeen new picture

of production is replanned by Sol Lesser, for- theaters with a combined capacity of
merly a leading figure in West Coast 12,000, are under construction here.
Theaters, who returns today from When these are completed, local picLesser, ture houses will have a total capacity
Europe on the Leviathan.

Resumption

Review

While it was generally agreed that
"God Gave Me Twenty Cents" was
a good picture, it would seem that of
Culver City Cecil B. DeMille is all its available product Paramount
not now opposed to the merger of might have selected a more outstandP.D.C. and Pathe, details of which ing offering for the initial presentanow are being worked out. In com- tion in its luxurious new theater.
menting on reports that he looks Perhaps it may not strike the casual
(Continued on Page 3)
with disfavor upon the amalgama-

(Contimied on pane 4)

the ral-

paign to ward ofT adverse legislation
has revolved for several years past.

if

.

Jan.

Ian.

around which the cam-

There must be no division

.

1927-1928-1929:

5

Jan.

tor project for early appearance on
the market. Both machines, it is understood, will be marked independ-

Pettijohn
lying

.

Texas

There are many ways in which taxes
Keen competition is looming in the
can be foisted on theater owners and
projector field, with Sam Kaplan,

many

Jan.
Montana
Jan.
Nebraska
Jan.
New Hampshire Jan.
Nev Jersey.
Jan.
New Mexico.
Jan.
New York
Jan.
North Carolina. Jan.
North Dakota.. Jan.
Ohio
Jan.
Oklahoma
Jan.
Oregon
Jan.
Pennsylvania
Jan.
Rhode Island... Ian.
South Carolina. Jan.

to

It is in this manner that they
look to this industry for aid in rounding out their budgets.

be

Cent

taxation

for

levies.

will

Maine
Maryland

Missouri

Meeting
ting

June 22

Illinois

Mississippi

of

1

Kentuc1<y
Louisiana

previous legisroad programs

Legislators

Exhibition

and West Virginia:

Iowa
Kansas

Exhibition to be Hit

5

In 25 states, it is anticipated legislation effecting motion pictures will
be introduced next year.
Forty-three law-making bodies will convene in
1927.
Of this number, 41 will begin activities in January. On Jan. 3,
California, Idaho, Montana, Ohio and Tennessee meet.
Jan. 4: Minnesota, North Dakota, Pennsylvania, Rhode
Island and South Dakota.
Jan. 5: Colorado, Connecticut, Florida, Illinois, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Missouri, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina and Vermont.
Jan. 6: Indiana.
Jan. 10: Arizona, Arkansas, Iowa,
Oregon, Utah and Washington. Jan. 11: Alabama, Kansas, New Jersey,
New Mexico, South Carolina, Texas and Wyoming. Jan. 12: Wisconsin

Indiana

by-products.

1926

Forty-Three Legislatures Meet in 1927;
Forty-One Get Under Way in January NATIONAL CONEERENCE

forty-three

law-making bodies meet. All of
this actvity will get under way
in the first two weeks of the
month.

29,

nm

Los Angeles
Marcus Loew is
much improved and his early recovery is forecast.
The M-G-M president expects to remain on the Coast
all winter.

ported

has spent several months abroad, equal to ten per cent of the populaPictures are popular and letion.
is reported to have negotiated a rehouses and music halls are
gitimate
European
with
arrangement
ciprocity
effects of their
producers. Also on the Leviathan is complaining of the
competition.
been
has
who
director,
Terris,
Tom
abroad studying production.

who

Veidt Goes to Germany
for Germany for the Christmas holidays.
Before saiHng he announced that he
has one picture to make for Universal

Conrad Veidt has

and one for Famous
contracts.

sailed

Urge Sunday Shows

for

Pelham

—

Permission has
Pelham, N. Y.
been requested of the village trustees
for operating Sunday night shows at

the Pelham by Clint Woodward, manunder existing ager. The matter has been referred
to the village attorney, A. M. Merkel.

Cochran Presenting "Faust"
London
sent the

—

C. B. Cochran will preUfa production, "Faust" at

Royal Albert Hall for a week's run.

Simon Rowson

Sails

Simon Rowson, chairman
Films, Ltd., and secretary of

of Ideal
the Brit-

ish exhibitor society, sailed
for England.

Saturday

Auger Back from France
Ed. Auger, executive of the former
\'itagraph company, has returned
from a six weeks' trip to France,
where he investigated film conditions.

nuc

••^

^an

Monday, November

DAILY

— Production

in

PHIL

England

is practically at a standstill because
of a desire of producers to await action of the Government on the pro-

.'\

SEZ/

Creater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
months. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
ForeiRn,
$1>00
Subscribers should remit with order.
Address alt communications to
FILM
DAILY. 1650 Bro.idway. New York. N. Y.
Phnne Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable address:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood.

THE

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassailor Hotpl:
'Phone. Drexel 7000 ami WashiiiKlnii
0794. London
Ernest W. Fredman,
Thf Film Renter, 58, Great Marll)orouRh St.,
London. \V. I.. Paris La Cinematographic
Francnise. 5. Rue Saulnier.

—
—

letters 'G.M.S.' in
business have generGreater
for
stood
if
but
Season,
Movie

is

company's suit to restrain Lillian
Gish from making a contract with
any other producer, has been dis-

Fund

for Bullock's

Widow

—

•

.Am.

Seat.
Seat.

\m.

Vtc... 44

4.1Ji

Pfd

43K

44

•Tlalaban & Katz
•Ral. & Katz Vtc

Eastman

Famous

Kod.ik.
Plavers.

•F.am.

Play.

*I"ilm
•First

Inspect
Nat'l Pfd

.

.

Pfd

63
7354
124f< 123^^ I23J^
.117
116
116
123

Cap Corp..

]3'/5

Pathe Exch. "A".. 37)4
tParamoiint B'way. 98
tRoxy Nnits
33}^

ttRoxy Common ..11
Skouras

9954

i.oon
2,000
....
.

.

.

7S^

73
24

6,600
....

13

....

45
2554
13!4
37
98
3254
10
SO

45
2554
U'/i
3754

100

200
600

98

5

Bros
50
50
Co. of
88
Trans-Lux Screen. 954
9
954
7.200
•T'niv. Pict. Pfd
9654
•Universal Pictures
3754
Warner Pictures... 36
355^
900
3554
Warner Pict. "A". 475i 46'/J 4754 2.400
• Last Prices Quoted
t Hon d Market
•• Pbilndelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask

Am

••Stan.

.

.

Harry Lament
Harry Lament

in
of

New York

Universal
scenario staflf is in New York.
He
will return to the Coast in January.
the

New House for Kent
Kent, O.— B. C. Steele, Ed Flanigan
Sam Rosenthal of Cleveland are
building a 1200-seat house here which
will be completed early in the spring.
and

Kingsmore Sent to

Jack

cross mitts

Pro-

letters
More

Sees

Radio Set Transmits Photographs
The New York Times in a copyright article tells of a demonstration
of an invention by Hermod Peterson.

Norwegian radio engineer,

the
transmission of photographs by wireless.
It operates with a simple crystal set combined with an oscillograph.
He claims he can trasmit prints and
for

photos from Europe to America
a few minutes.

—

Nashville

— Howard

transferred

to a similar
State, St. Louis.

position at
Loew's
He is succeeded by Walter S. Caldwell, former managing director of the Aldine,
Pittsburgh.

opens

York.

Moore Opens Snyder House
Snvdir, Okla.^Ray
Moore has
ipencd his new Ray.

erect a

new

theater here.

light

comedy.

Increase Theater Capacity
Chickasha, Okla.
New opera
chairs have been installed in the
Chickasha and seating capacity dou-

—

bled.

Productions Bankrupt
voluntary petition in bankruptcy
has been filed in the New York district court by Clifford S. Elfelt, president of Clifford .S. Elfelt Prod. This
Elfelt

Wineland Remodels Theaters

—

Pincher, Okla.
J. D. Wineland
has remodeled his Garden and Mystic

and added new equipment.

5»J£ nickel-hopper!

Slayton Opens Dixie

—

Slayton. Okla.
Allen
opened the Dixie.

Oldham has
This

on

Davis

Oklahoma

Famous

—

Staff

Managing Dallas Theater

—

Dallas W. B. Hart, former manager of the Majestic, Ft. Worth, is
the new manager of the Majestic

He

here.

by

W.

E.

succeeded at Ft.
("Chick") Slytles.

is

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

Worth

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.

Islcy

130

West

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies

at

your

Exchange.

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St.
Bryant 8181

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

3678

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
MONEY

A-iil

swing toward

will

in

CONSULT US-AND SAVE

—

—

More than 50 pei
cent of the features to be made during the coming year will be comedies,
is the belief of E. M. Asher.
He predicts that many stars at present
identified with strictlyi dramatic pieces

A

more, for the past year managing director of Loew's Vendome, has been

Los Angeles Accompanied by his
Samuel Goldwyn left yesterday Russia.

Plan Oklahoma House
Sapulpa, Okla. Wood and

lies

Comedy Year Ahead

Los Angeles

City John Davis has
succeeded D. K. Reed as salesman
Louis
for Famous here.
Price Kings-

Studying European Production
Berlin— Tom Terris is studying
production methods in Germany and

Goldwyn Coming East

New

value

St,

Publix Leases Okla. House
Ponca City, Okla. --The new theater
"Big Parade" in Paris
now being i)uilt by Lew Wentz. has
Paris— "The Big Parade"
l)een leased by Publix and will be
here next week.
pened in the near future.

wife.
For

Its

possibility of taking photographs at considerable distances from
the object. It has a special apparatus
for filtering mist and fog, thus allowinjg the photographer to obtain a clear
and distinct reproduction.

Gulick Returns
Paul Gulick, director of publicity
Sales
for Universal has returned to New company was distributing some Ken
500
Maynard, J. B. Warner, James Oliver
200 York from a month's trip to UniCurwood and Charles King pictures.
versal City.

7

'Intem'I Project
Loew's. Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd... 2554
P.

43M
43^

.

Fox Film "A".... liVt
Fox Theaters "A"

M.

Close

photography.

the

in

Shaw'."

Cleveland The Ohio exhibitor association is raising a fund to aid the
widow of the late Sam Bullock, for
Turnover in Saturday's film issues was
low.
and prices changed in small frac- years a leading figure in state and
tions, with
the exception of Famous com- national
organization work.
Jack
mon, which dropped a point, and Warner Harwood, vice president of
the state
".\",
I'ictTires
which rose a full point. TransAppeal for aid is
Lux Screen had the busiest day, with a trade unit, is treasurer.
f
7.200.
being made to every branch of the
industry.

Low

and

range

Duell Indictment Quashed
Federal indictment against Charles
H. Duell, head of Charles H. Duell,
Inc., charging him with having committed perjury while testifying in his

Financial

High

Gene Tunney
Dempsey ever

'Cashel Byron's
in
fession,' those
will mean 'Givem

talent.

missed.

Quotations

—

ion of the War Dept. has developed
a camera specially designed for long

this
ally

being launched by Major Rassan,
who
intends to start with a series
RepresenManaser; Ralph Wilk. Traveling
tative.
Eiitereil as second class matter May
of outdoor pictures somewhat resemb21,
1918, at the post office at New York,
ling Westerns.
He is declared to be
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside well financed and now is seeking
of

Long Range Photography
Washington The Air Corps Divis-

"The

plan for production in Australia

—

Establishment of the
quota system in Great Britain is regarded as a certainty, with its provisions to be much more harsh than
has been expected.

DALY

posed quota. Maurice Elvey is making "Hindit Wakes" for Bromheads
Publishir
lOHN W. AllCOATE
and Gaumont.
Two of the biggest English and
Publishctl daily except Saturday and holidays
l-'rcnch companies are pooling £100,and
at 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.,
copyright (1926) by Wid"s Kilms and Film 000 in a production venture.
Folks. Inc. J. \V. Alienate. President and
Trc.T^urer: Maurice I). Kann. Editor; Donald M. Mcrsereau, Business and Advertising

London

M.

PfkiSCintS

Moi^i). Nov. 29. 1926
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Quota Assured

English Studios Quiet
London

29,

SEND LOR OUR PRICE LIST

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

vyfiu9Cj^HBys
110
West

32"-''St..Nc(«yoik,N.V.*^

Phons Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department

1540 Broadway

6040 SuDiet

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.
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Review
the

in

same

Andovcr, N.

1)

DAILY UPS WHICH

Me Twenty
to

Cents"

be a really fine

ntertainment. Dixie Willson's story
about two counterfeit dimes told a
fairly new story and Herbert Brenon's

direction

The

cast,

quite competent.
splendid.

THE FILM

Some

DAILY
tion in

too,

was
was

years
ago
review of a

in a

Fox produc-

"The Black

Y.

— Agitation

Gould Handling "Potemkin" Publicity
un-

is

way

here for a referendum on
the
question
of
Sunday closing.
There is indication that the town
will refuse to defray the expenses of
a special election, so the question
may be held over until the next gen-

der

MEAN DOLLAQS FCC SUOWMEN

the ex-

light as

pectant "first nighter."
The picture,
hough interesting and well made, was
lot quite in tune with the atmosphere created by the breath-taking
splendor of the Paramount.
With
hopes raised high by the magnificent
setting it was somewhat of a regret
that "God Gave
3id not turn out

Sunday Shows Sought

Reviews

of

(Continued from Page
visitor

DAILY

29, 1926

Pirate"

(United Artists)
Conducted a treasure hunt on the
multiple key plan, several thousand
keys being distributed among which eral election.
was a master key that could unlock
Salisbury Back from Europe
the chest and give access to the cash
prize within.
Majestic, Hornell, N.
Frank Salisbury has returned
Y.
New York from Europe, having
"The Campus Flirt"
rived on tiie Homeric.

—

Symon Gould, director of the Film
Arts fiuild, is handling the publicity
and advertising on "Potemkin," the
Russian film, which is opening iJct,
15 at the Biltniore, for an indefinite
run.
Irvin Shapiro, former director
of the M.
assisting.

P.

Guild, Washington,

is

Hancock Recovered
to
ar-

lancock, new s editor of Kinooperated on for appendicitis Nov. 1, returned to duty.
II.

E.

grams,

1

who was

(Paramount)
Tied in with the college students
by printing 5,000 special stickers
which they pasted on their notebooks. Clarence Laws,
California,

—

Berkeley, Cal.

which Renee Adoree and John

Gilbert appeared, predicted that both
these players were destined to make
names for themselves some day.

When Dorothy

Mackaill appeared in
Lak' A Rose," the same
The prophesies
forecast was made.
ame true. Two or three times it
has been suggested that Warner
Baxter would some day reach the
heights.
So far he has been grossly
overlooked.
He reaches nearest the
goal in "The Great Gatsby," a pic-

"Mighty

turization of the play, in which a
story without much plot or action,
manages to remain thoroughly interesting through clever characterizaThe airing of the
tion and detail.
family afifairs of the Buchanans and

Mr. Gatsby

is

well handled by Her-

bert Brenon, scoring a triple header

"Men

of Steel"
(First Nat'l)
Red printed traffic handbills, announcing a coming traffic jam around
the Virginian theater and advising
patrons to be guided accordingly,
served warning of the coming of
"Men of Steel." Virginian, Charles-

—

ton,

W.

Va.

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

Opened with

a midnight matinee to
City officials and
invited audience.
social leaders composed the audience.
Each guest was asked for a written
testimonials,
These
testimonial.
signed, were used in ads all the following week. Also a special blonde
All honest-tomatinee was run.

week with "Beau Geste," "God goodness blondes were admitted free.
Me Twenty Cents" and "The In addtiion, a local tea company put
Great Gatsby."
two girls in Russian costumes on the

this

Gave

Doris

Kenyon,

talented

and

dis-

street

distributing

free

samples

of

These were claimed by the girls
tinctly pretty, is charming in "The
given away by Laura La Plante.
to
be
Blonde Saint," a story made entera dozen store windows were
Half
taining through Svend Gade's effecin orange, the color of the middone
Basically it isn't new.
tive direction.
Waldorf, Akron, Ohio.
Lewis Stone plays the middle-aged night sun.
lover.
He still brushes his mustache
Colling Back from England
every few seconds and alternates bv
from
tea.

—

the lapel of his coat. He
really should break away from these

toying

v^'ith

overdone mannerisms.

has returned
England after having been associated
with Fersales, Ltd. He spent seven
Bill

Colling

the
also

months in Europe publicizing
burned company's industrial pictures,
Flaming
Forest"
brightly, though not uproariously, at
their production^
A James Oliver Cur- aiding in
the Capitol.
wood "mounty" yarn in a fine setting with the customary action and
thrills.
A good production but an

"The

old

afi/>^

do MOu want
curly hoif ?

story.

Joseph Schildkraut took all the
His
honors in "Pals In Paradise."

comedy characterization easily saved
John
an otherwise ordinary affair.
Bowers and Marguerite de la Motte
were the conventional hero-sweetheart roles.

an
Behaviour"
told
"Shameful
amusing tale about a girl's trick to
win the love of a staid young man.

who hadn't time for love.
Roberts had considerable responsibility in a role that gave her
most of the work of keeping the
a reformer,

Edith

audience interested.
to Burn" offered a good
story about counterfeiters.
The usual popular elements of audience appeal are found in the picture
which should give ample satisfaction,
A Universal western, "The Kentucky
Handicap," an average entertainment,
'and "The Man in the Shadow," completed the holiday week schedule.

"Money

mystery

pictures screened
in the best-equipped projection rooms. No overtime
charge for projections at night

Have your

to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

~

THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your

films called for

\ti

\.he ftrai(Jht€>ft

Street,

will

mofce

hair curl

wp likea fpit3do(Jrtai/

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
Wisconsin 3770

Ifirillf

and

returned without charge.

220 West 42nd

lau(^h

N.Y. C.

150

First

Runs

-

Week

Dec.

26

THE
Monday, November

Keen Competition

National Conference
Called By M.P.T.O.A.

,

CC c'lidiiiKii

from Page

ExhlHitors'

1)

I

to

calling of the con-

iiulustry" led
ference, the organization's statement
says.

I

,

Daily Reminder

Nothing connected with the industry will be considered too sacred to
touch at this conference, says tinannouncement, pointing out that the
organization will discard the tendency
of many meetings to cover over certain matters when it was feared an
open discussion woukl do more harm
than good.
"This is especially true with respect to given producer-distributor
relations with exhibitors," says tinstatement. "Here and there the suggestion
was put forth plausible

I

enough,

some

that

these

of

of

their

Check over your
mailing

list

and keep

quently
it

up

fre-

to date,

it

saves many
stamps.

situa-

own

The open, clean-cut
subtlety.
the best and every phase of
the motion picture business will he
gone into in a definite manner at the

Monday, Nov.

29,

1926

no unnecessary onIt
slaughts made, no scalps taken.

"There

will be

constructive conference
where business interests, however
nmch interlocked, will be disentangled, where dignitaries and personarges will not count as such and where
an honest, square effort will be made
to get to the very rock bottom facts
in all things and then devise definite
ways and means to meet every situation nationally, in the states and in
will

be

districts

a

News

Berlin

Berlin— Ufa's studios at Neubabelsberg, near Potsdam, are nearing comOne of the big stages will
pletion.
In
be ready for use this month.
spite of this, no announcement has
been made of forthcoming producIt is said that the company is
tions.
paying 2,000,000 marks a year to
piayers who are being kept idle.
»

school has not fulUfa's
filled the company's expectations and
may be closed at the end of the
present term.
acting

I

•

De Mille Not Opposed
To Merger, He Says
{Continued from Page 1)

no objection to

it.

unopposed

it

is

expected that work

perfecting the details will be
speeded considerably.
Under the
plan, it is understood, both companies may retain their identities, each
distributing its own product as hereof

London Trade
London — A deal has

Briefs

been made
whereby the Argosy Film Co., Ltd.,
of 191 Wardour St., will distribute
the films of the Phillips Film Co.,
Ltd., and Kinema Expansions.
i^
*
*
J. Skirboll, who was recently appointed general European manager of
First National, has arrived to com-

mence

his

new
*

duties.
*

Vitagraph Co., Ltd., announce that
the name of the firm is now Warner
Bros. Pictures, Ltd., with head offices
at 13-14 Newman St., W. I.
Tlie

The

case

of

"The

plete.

*

Student

of

Wilkes Opening with "Noose"
Prague," has been settled. The proLos
Angeles The Wilkes opens
are
to
version
second
ducers of the
buy the old negative from the original Jan. IS with the Western premiere
of "The Noose," written by H. H.
producer.
Van Loan in collaboration with Willard Mack.
The house seats 1,200.
Third
Finishes
Horner
Van Loan is now writing another
Robert J. Horner, melodrama with George Middleton.
Hollywood
producer of the Pawnee Bill, Jr., sehis
ries of westerns, has completed
Trouble in Germany?
Trad,"
third subject titled "Cheyenne
Berlin
Discussions upon "kontinand immediately will start shooting gent" problems are still raging among
the
"Where the West Begins."
German trade organizations.
Opinions differ concerning the necessity to raise the quota from one
Jane Murfin Completes Script
Jane Murfin, who to one to two to one, although GerHollywood
has man production is not extensive
writes the scripts for Sam Rork,
completed "The River," to be direct- enough to be sufficient for the one
to one "kontingent."
ed by King Baggot.

—

I

.

I

—

1

(

—

—

a

of the Motiograph in
The company
of territories.
is completing arrangements for national distribution of the Motiograph
which would give it sales control, at
least, of the three projectors which
at present dominate the market. In-

ternational Projector Corp., said to be
the backer of National and is said to
have obtained an interest in Enterprise Optical which would give the
combine virtual control of Motio-

graph manufacture.
Kaplan, who for years has manufactured the Shure-Fit parts adapted
to use on the Simplex, has been working on his new projector for weeks.
The Proctor machine, which Kleine
said to be developing,

made

its

ad-

tion.

made,

New
it

is

That's That

By PHIL M.

DALY i,^

GEORGE

W. Weeks, one of Famou's high-powered sales execu-

tives,

is

awaiting'Dec. 16 with anxiety,

his daughter's wedding day.
She will go through the marriage
but her dad with Mrs.
nuptials,
wcorge will take the honeymoon trip._
It

IS

may be Europe, it may be the West"
imies or perhaps a quiet tussle with
^olf in Florida.

It

ha\e
^,.Cit

jeeks
years.

New York

Gr-ocss,

P.D.C.

hcuuu{/tr, lius left for a four
vacaiioii, his first in seven

just completed her'
hundreth adaptation. She's been
vrUing scr.pts 14 years.

Eve Unsell has

iiree

James Edmund Grainger, son of
James R. Grainger, Fox general
sales manager, now is an assistant
director at the New York studio.

improvements have been If he emulates the pace of his enerstated, which will make getic dad, things will be kept hum-

the projector a strong competitor for
Kleine has refused
other machines.

report.
This was the only to comment on the

comment he would make.
Consummation will be completed
within two weeks.
With DeMille

Rudolf Lothar, the dramatist, is poster department will remain at 46,
Brewer St. until reconstruction of
shortly going to American as a scethe premises at Newman St. is comnarist for a big producing company.
*

National Theater Supply
recently-formed equipment

vent several years ago. but is said
to have obtained but slight distribu-

tofore.

affected."

Co.,

of
the

combine.
National now distributes the Power
and Simplex machines, and has dis-

is

is

Columbus conference.

eiitly

number

ness

way

And

1)

tribution

tendency
But
into a mutual compact.
too much of this has been taken for
granted and there is no further need
Uc this so-called diplomacy or busi-

would

tions
yield

in

Projector Field Seen
(Continued from Page
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ming

the

071

Eddie
headliner,

Fox

lot.

former vaudeville:
a full-fledged screen
having received his bap-

Quillan,

now

is

comedian,
Bankruptcy Petition Filed
tism of comedy vegetables in "Kitty
been
Petition in bankruptcy has
from Killarney" at the Sennett studio.
filed in Federal Court against Film
Guild, Inc., and Patuwa Pictures,
Charlene Meredith, screen aspirboth of New York. The petitioners
ant, has formed a $50,000 company
claims
who
Martin,
Townscnd
are
and asked a permit to sell $10,000
^2,000 due from the Guild and $600
vorth of stock, to provide a wardrobe
from Patuwa. Dwight Deere Wiman
7«d
defray her expenses during her
$48.,350.75
Moline, III., who alleges
irst year as a caiididate for screen
due him and Charles D. Wiman, alhonors.
Stock purchasers will be
All claims, except
leging $29,000.
given a pro-rata share of her picture
$2,500 advanced as a personal loan
by D. D. Wiman, are due through earnings, she promises.
defaults on eight per cent debenture
Maude Adams,
Salesmen who travel through southbonds, it is alleged.
1924, would assume ern
Illinois
it was stated in
are
breathing easier,
a large share in the production of through jailing of three alleged memtwo pictures, "Kim" and "Aladdin," bers of one of two gangs which have
terrorized the section.
the latter to be done in colors.

George

Affirms Court Decision
of the Supreme Court yesterday affirmed the
decision judgment secured by Jewel
Carmen against Fox. The action
dates back almost seven years.

The Appellate Division

Giegrich Publishing

initial

issue

Jan.

a contract.

Pictorial

be largely devoted to

It

2.

"Day of Souls" Completed
Culver City
Renee Adoree has!
just completed the leading feminine
will

—

role in the

stills.

star, will

forced to do his jazz steps
in jail, for action of Harry Sherman
to have the star cited in conte?npt of
court has been denied. It all grew
out of an injunction suit filed by
Sherman who claimed violation of

Charles Giegrich, recently with P.
D. C, is sponsoring a new fan pictorial, "The Motion Picture Artportfolio,"

Warner

Jessel,

not be

Day

of

M-G-M

production,
directed
by

Souls"

"The

Tod

Browning.
Writers Assigned
Al Cohn, Vernon
Culver City
Martha Mattox Cast
Smith and Lew Lipton, M-G-M
Universal
City
Martha Mattoxf
writers, hvae been assigned to write
has been cast for the role of "Mammyl
William
to
be
is
which
the story
Pleasant" in "The Cat and the
Beaudine's initial production for MCanary," Universal production.
G-M. The script is based on a wiilewill
and
ly read human interest story
Kenyon on Location Trip
be a special.
Universal City In order to get the
proper atmosphere and surroundings
Phillips Gets Long Contract
Eddie Phillips, in his work of adapting "Show Boat''
Universal City
juvenile heavy in "The Collegians" for Universal, Charles Kenyon will
series has been signed under a long leave for the Middle West to visit the
locations.
term contract by tfniversal
Script

—

—

—

—

.
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Rumania Has 300
THE FILM DAILY)
Washington — There are about 300

"The Great Gatsby"
Paramount

Vashington Bureau of

DAILY NEWS*
First National

EVENING WORLD—*

state rights of a picture are
)ught from an owner and then rentwherever possible. Renting prices
cewise are similar
to those
in
ranee with prevalent rates about
le franc SO centimes a metre.
In
le
instance, a picture brought as
gh as 40,000 francs to its owner
the Rumanian rights.
!r
The countries maintaining the inistry in Rumania are in their orAustria,
!r:
Germany,
United
le

i

*

*

melodrama and romance

»

alter-

GRAPHIC—*
run

eral

*

*

Compared with the genBroadway attractions

current

of

"The Blonde Saint"

«

a masterpiece

is

romance.

pleasing

HERALD-TRIBUNE-—*

*

*

plot

is

neither new nor especially interesting
»
pretty good picture.
* * ravishing and realistic
location shots and beautiful photography, and
the story is entertaining if a bit hectic!
* * acting
is exceptionally
fine * • » acting honors go
to Cesare Gravina » * *
* * * Gade labored to bring forth
rich wine out of sour grapes* * * typical

MIRROR—

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
SUN —

American movie hokum.

TELEGRAM—*

away" from
of

love

*
•

about a

'

»

*

who "ran
little game

girl

naive

•

—

tag.

TIME.S * * * picture has been most
adroitly directed * * * wonderfully competent
performances from all the players. * * *
* * * severe rash of romance
*
* * product necessitating no superlative.

WORLD —
*

»

#

M-G-M
Capitol

(Week Ending Nov. 27)
Hungary, France and Sweden,
DAILY NEWS—* * * probably will be
American share took a decided popular
* * plenty of life and movement
mp during 1925, when two Amer- and is fairly entertaining, although the ele[in
companies established agencies ment of suspense is slight.
EVENING JOURNAI^* * * colorful
Bucharest.
Austrian companies spectacle — epic in Its sweep and breathtakllowed suit, and the Dorian Film ing in its thrills * * • gorgeous, natural
Societies

now main-

important stocks at Bucharest.
Films entering the country are
ibject to censorship, and films havreligious character
ig a political or
|in

dealing

:

e

in

certain

other subjects

excluded entirely.

There

is

no

equipment industry.
The
incipal types employed are GauDnt (French), Pathe (French) and
nemann (German).
.tive

Upsets in Bowling Race
Upsets featured the week's race in
The
e M.
P. Bowling League.
)x team gained
a game on the
igue-leading Hirlagraph aggregain
defeating
three
by
P.D.C.
aight, while Hirlagraph won but
o of their three from Famous. Unirsal, by winning two out of three
)m Pathe, moved into fourth place
hind Fox and Paramount, displacNational, which dropped
j First

Famous
to consolidated.
ide high team score of 877 for three
mes.
Joy of Consolidated made
J individual score with 214.
o

games

aristocrats of the

recommended

•

•

cinema year

*

it

Fitzgerald

one of the
* * on the

* • Impossible and flowery
and bad cutting are chiefly what i?

wrong with

this

•

picture

*

*

•

MIRROR—*

*

•

an intensely

whole cast

*

*

a

duction

ex

is

ring

*

*

*

so

TELEGRAM — *

*

directed

that

remains

with a nice

sense of cinema values * * * some well-devised touches. *
* * * quite a good entertainment
* * * would have benefited by more imagina
tive direction » * »
* * * the real compelling mo
tivation of the boy's story has been lost almost completely in the cinema shuffle.

TIMES —

WORLD —

Providence House Opening

—

Providence, R. I. The Columbus
has been completed and will open in

*

scenery.

*

at

Play"

Wife"
Flames" and

Ofiicial

Away"
— "Stepping

"When

the Wife's

Saturday

Along"

Sunday— "The Return of Peter Grimm"
Mark Strand— "The Winning of Barbara
Worth"
Paramount—"The Canadian"
Rialto
"We're in the Navy Now"
Warners "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "Tlif Silent Ixiver"

—

—

—

Week
— "The BigNext
Parade"
—
Broadway Undetermined
Cameo — Undetermined
Central — "The Scarlet I,etter"
Colony— "The Better 'Ole"
Cohan — "Michael Strogoff"
— "Beau Gestc"
Criterion
Harris — "What Price Glory"
H ippodrome — Undetermined
Mark Strand — Undetermined
Paramount^" Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"
— "We're the Navy Now"
Rialto
— "Old Ironsides"
Rivoli
Warner's — "Don Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand — "The Blonde Saint"

Astor

'

in

Lois Wilson in Grey Story
Lois Wilson, who appeared in
"New York," is to leave for Hollywood, where she will work in
"Drums of the Desert," a Zane Grey
story.

"Ladies
——"My

Friday— "Frenzied

it

the

Ouarter~

Sex"

ful

Wednesday

pro-

Yet

Only"

Wive-i

York—Today— "The

Tuesday— "Millionaires" and "The Truth-

will

true.
*

commonplace
photoplay, despite its good stcjry,
only an ordinary program picture?"

New

—-"For

Thursday
*

I^etter"

'Die"

—

Loew's New
back"

wholesale assortment of
fill
the gaps in the

degree of approbation *
has everything it seems.

SUN — *

doesn't

— "SorrowsBetter
of

Satan"
Criterion
"Beau Gesle"
Harris -"What Price Glory"

to

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
attain

Colony— "The

•

subtitles endeavors
story. * * *

—

"Tin Hats"
Central— "The .Scarlet

Hippodrome

picture.

HKUALD-TRIBUNE— *
cellent.

—

Cohan

list.

Week

This

Astor— "The Hig Parade"
Broadway— "Obey the Law"
Cameo "Manon Lescaut"
Capitol

GRAPHIC—*
subtitles

Barrymore Film Finished
Los Angeles John Barrymore has
completed "The Ragged Lover."

—

*

EVENING WORLD—*

» well done of
kind * •
runs in the groove with impeccable
bravery
and
fortitude
matched
its

against

GRAPHIC — *
utter

villainy.
*
*

•

*

extreme

melodramatic

there

much

is

audience considered capital.

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE- To
who

souls

Western

like

*

*

cheerful
In-

those

with

thrillers

The Smart Showman Knows These

and everything we recommend "The
Flaming Forest."
MIRROR * * * bang-up melodrama • *

dians

—

MORNING TELEGRAPH— *

*

*

IMPORTANT

2

audience slipped into the thrill
of the story with a fervor that found gratification in thunderous applause.
Yestreday's

Swift

moving, fast action melodrama, with a thrill
a minute * * * pictorial composition of the
photoplay is exquisite.
SUN * * * excellent melodramatic film
* * * story is the ordinary, obvious Curwood.

HOLIDAYS

—

*

*

*

*

rather

*

*

falls
* *

TIMES—

picture.
*

*

*

short

of

He

slow-paced

melodrama, studded with some lovely settings
*

Are Nearly Here

*

TELEGRAM—*

being really a stirring

*

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE

by no means a new theme
told from a fresh angle * * * an am*

*

*

WORLD — *

New Year

Christmas

in the
Capitol

the

»

bitious production.

A
—

*

*

From

•

movie notion not

* * * Certainly
actly born yesterday
are inept and gushy titles to be found.

ex-

there
*

*

National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

"God Gave Me Twenty Cents"
Paramount
Paramount

Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth. Armistice
Day. Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
10

(Week Ending Nov. 26)

Reed to Coast
Luther Reed, who directed Adole Menjou in "The Ace of Cads,"
for Hollywood, where he
t today
11
direct Menjou in another story.
;ed also directed "New York."

perhaps

few days.

ates.

Saschafilni

•

"The Flaming Forest"

be

:d

EVENING WORLD.—*

interesting

nate.

picture production in that coun-

hardly has been started, alough players of the Theater Na5nal have made several attempts.
The general conditions of the
umanian market are not unlike
ose prevailing in France concerng foreign-made pictures; that is,

subtitles

are
sappy.
fair picture
FA'ENING
* * the plot'
is
where tlie plague breaks loose * * » numerous
sea shots *
» amazingly beautiful. «
•
• * fair entertain-

ment

•

was the adaptation of the Scott
novel that was at fault. • • »

26)

A
.TOURNAL_*

whether

all.

EVENING JOURNAL-*

snappy, others are

There are no studios in Rumania,
though there is one organization
ider the auspices of the Foundation
arol, at Bucharest, which makes exriors from time to time.
Therey

at

Strand
(Week Ending Nov.
DAILY NEWS— Some

27)
doubtful

•

*

this picture will be popular « • • many
persons will wonder whether it was worth doing

"The Blonde Saint"

.

re,

Op Broadway

Rivoli

(Week Ending Nov.

theaters in Rumania, 30 of
hich
are
located
in
Bucharest,
ates a report to the Dept. of Comerce from Trade Commissioner G.
Canty, Paris.
The larger of
lese houses seat approximately 400
id, in general are not so well apjinted or so luxurious as the averse French or German house.
c.ture

GRAPHIC— *

*

*

it

sugar-dripping little thing
superb * * *
is

HERALD-TRIBUNE

designed

became a saccharine
»

_

* * Lois

Lincoln's

Moran

,

» »

charming

picture with a frail story but excellent direction and some splendid performances * * *
* * * unreels an old-fashioned,
conglomeration • » » morbid
jerky
trite,
flicker with no feet on which to stand.
* * appealing drama of the sort that holds something
* *
entire profor every picture patron
duction is beautifully done.
* * some of the acting is good
lacks a
and some is decidedly wooden *
visual flow but the story or plot outline is
•
*
*
original
and
fairly fresh

or

MIRROR —

Comedy
For

or
this

News

Reel.

complete

Service

$40.00

yearly.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Myers Managing Majestic

—

Fort Gibson, Okla.
A. D. Myers,
rmer manager of the Strand at
uskogee, is now manager of the
ajestic here,

SUN—*

A

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

call

NEW YORK
126-130

will

service

West 46th

St.

bring

you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Av«.

/JdHr Lobby Cards will be

/talking

,

IMPORTANT MONE\
'is;^

^Pm/'temProvr it-

WPbM NG

BELLY-

f

LAUGH
of the

/

^f*'WA.^

SEASON

'/.

!

Ready to shoot

SOON/

^
Here's what you
if

you Missed
flOO%

Okeh

"Exhibitors

MISSED

his last ones

Box-Office reports in

Tl

Herald." Nor. 20th

Jf

—

THE BROWN DERBY-JohnnyHines.
— "One of the finest comedies ever made. loo
per cent

there ever was one.

if

It

had our

crowd roaring. Never had a fiannier picture."

RAINBOW RILEY -"Dandy

comedy

with a wonderful plot. Johnny Hines at his
very best.

A delighted crowd that screamed
Thank

with joy.

ir

this

you, Johnny Hines, for

dean comedy."

THE

-^
LIVE WIRE -Johnny Hines

"Clever picture from that

keen, bright,

original comedian, Johnny Hines.

no

finer

There are

comedies than 'The Live Wire,'

'Rainbow
Crowd was

Riley'

and 'Brown Derby.'

delighted."

Don't make the

same mistake twice!

^
And

a

MILLION-READER ADVERTISING

CAMPAIGN to sell for you! — Full
PHOTOPLAY JUDGE
it

pages in

.

PICTURE PLAY

•

FILM FUN

national
Picturcift

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME

|€>HEWSPAPEK

i^LLTHE

<FILMDOM
XXXVIII

Tuesday, November

No. 51

The Annals
have before us the
if latest copy of The Annals, a bi-monthly publi'
on issued by the American
demy of PoHtical and Social
;nce, and devoted entirely to
motion picture in its ecolic and social aspects.
We
3mmend its reading from
to cover to all of those
take their pictures seri-

)

Key Centers Getting Rural Loew House

provides a national
im for the discussion of poit

and

;al

social questions.

It

to

Add

3,500 Deal

District

—The spread of presen-

tations and resultant mounting costs
of operation is seriously affecting the
business of the small town theater,
according to J. F. Cubberley, contact executive of Northwest Theaters

Tax Fate Up
Ottawa— The general elections

and

in

pends fulfillment of the promise of

accurate

opin-

Varied Angles Discussed
current issue The Annals
'.ents the motion picture in some
Its contributy different aspects.
are men of national reputation,
ir contributions are short, intelAmong the
nt and to the point.
liects dwelt upon, each by a difnt writer, are the motion picture
its

I

its

structure,

its

future, its finan-

development,

part it
f,
in education, in art, in health
:s
medical education, in libraries,
;hanging moral standards and in
nee.
Music and lighting and their
lective values are discussed as
as censorship, literature, film
and foreign trade,
mong those contributors whose
les are well known within the intry are to be found Tgrry RamWilliam A. Johnston, Sydney
;,
Kent, Dr. A. H. Giannini, P. M.
)ott, George Blair, Hugo RiesenAlvin Wyckoff, Arthur Krows,
anuel Cohen, Frank Tichenor, C.
its

the

of the Provincial
Government to reduce the amusement tax on all admissions up to 25
cents, starting in 1927. Last Septem( Continued on Page 10)

Few Show Towns
Sixth and last article dealing with

Newof Canada.
foundland is the most undeveloped
province of all in Canada, as the
following article indicates.
This town is the
St. John's, N. F.
capital of the province and the only
town of any size, having a populathe

The

situation, already acute, will be
further aggravated by the new Loew
house, which is to add 3,500 seats to
loop theaters' total.
Completion of the new house will
give Columbus a total of 15,900 seats
in the downtown area alone.
The
city has a population of 300,000.
Construction on the Loew theater is

scheduled to start next month.

—

tion of 40,000.
(

in

St.

New

I

Nelson Green, C. C.
and Wilton A. Barrett.

1

Petti-

contributors include educaof international importance in
realms of sociology, welfare work

ither

political

science.

A Mental Tonic
he motion picture has long since
grown its swaddling clothes. Its
ifications are as wide as the uniie

itself.

libits a

To

those whose

work

wide aspect, whose source
or whose

limited
is
Dn is hampered by traditional in:rence the pages of this issue
aid prove a mental tonic.

information

ALICOATE.

new

world's record for a single
week gross has been created by the
Paramount, which took in |80,180 its
opening week. Previously the Capitol
held the record with |74,342 made
with "The Temptress" the week of
Oct. 17.
Rental of the Paramount is charged
(Continued on Page 3)

$6,500,000

theater

con-

struction in this territory during the
year. But two new houses have been
These are a house at Strathbuilt.

more, costing around $7,000 and at
(

Two

Continued on Page 10)

Specials

M-G-M
Broadway

Opening Soon

will bring

the last

two

week

specials to
in

Decem-

They
ber, according to present plans.
are "Tell It to the Marines," which
Emwill replace "Ben Hur" at the

Net income

of

Famous

this

year

is

country.

Brock is planning to go to Argenwhere a "very powerful Argen-

organization" will be built up.
it is stated, has had considerable difficulty in securing representation
in
Brazilian
theaters,
which are controlled by about a half

dozen

capitalists.

Hearings Planned
Washington Bureau of

Washington
probably

—An

THE FILM DAILY
early

date

will

arranged for hearings
in the West Coast Theaters case,
sent back for trial by the Federal
Trade Commission, it is understood
be

The case was returned for trial because of the criticism of members of

expected to approximate $6,500,000 as the commission of the stipulation
compared with ^5,718,053 earned in agreed to some months ago when the
( Continued on Page 10)
1925, "The Wall Street Journal" says.
This allows for practically no income
from the Balaban & Katz holdings
'hich were taken over in October, and
Dalla.s
No immediate or radical
but little from the Paramount.

No Change Expected

Assets $10,000,000
Plant and Property of the American
Seating Corp. Exceeds $3,500,000

—Cash
Chicago

—

$1,726,716

change

in

the local theater situation

expected through the affiliation of
Publix and Saenger in Sanger Theaters, formed to acquire and operate
theaters in the South, according to

To Coast Tomorrow
party including Elmer Pearson
and officials connected with
Pathe
of
P.D.C. leaves for Hollywood toPearson's visit concerns
morrow.
production matters for Pathe.

"M. P. Journal." The affiliation involves circuits in 12 states including,

The American Seating

Corp., one of the largest manufacturers of theater seats in the country,
in a consolidated balance sheet as of
Sept. 30, 1926, lists total assets at
Cash is represented by
$10,679,138.
$1,726,716, while the plant and other
( Continued on Page 10)

Lesser Back

Sol Lesser returned yesterday on
bassy and "The Fire Brigade," which
at the
Letter"
Scarlet
Leviathan from a long trip
"The
succeed
will
abroad. As predicted on various occathe Central.
sions he plans to become active in the

A

sion of Fanamet's activities to this
continent, Louis Brock, acting for
M-G-M has closed a deal for 44 of
the leading theaters of Brazil.
In
addition.
Brock has acquired the
foremost distributing agencies of the

is

There has been
in

Janeiro Presaging great
activity on the part of M-G-M in
South America, and possible exten-

here.

Income?

Little Activity

,

Jorth,

A

(Continued on Page 3)

—

—

De

—

Continued on Page 10)

Calgary, Alta.
very little activity

Rio

M-G-AI,

World Record

,

>

of

tina,

Dominion

Motion pictures are shown

Series

tine

forming Premier Ferguson

3.

of

Declares

—

Columbus, O. Overseating is a serious problem to theater owners here.

not take sides but seeks Ontario take place tomorrow and Paramount Gets $80,180 Its First
Week, Exceeding Capitol's "Tempt[present reliable information upon the result of these elections deress" Top of $74,342
dligent

First

Moves, Correspondent

s

assist the public in

BRAZILjN BIG DEAL

IN

In Ohio City's Loop

Business, Cubberley
Points Out
Minneapolis

M-G-M GETS 44 HOUSES

RAISmO 15,900

HURTING SMALL TOWNS TO BE

)iscussions sponsored by the
idemy have the respect and (Finkelstein & Ruben).
Because of the almost-universally
king of a great many prom- adopted policy of supplementing picit and clear-thinking individ- tures with presentation and vaudeville
(.Continued on Page 11)
Founded as far back as
9,

Price 5 Cents

PRESENTATION "CRAZE" COLUMBUS SEAT TOTAL

TE

er

1926

30,

business again.

Ufa May Pass Dividend
London— It is expected that Ufa

(Continued on Page 9)

Attendance Estimated
Weekly attendance

of cities of 25,-

to
50,000 population averages
2,625,750, according to a copyright
article by J. S. Dickerson in "M. P.
News." The article is the third in
Previous articles declared
a series.

000

(Continued on page 4)

Sheldon Contract Extended
Hollywood— E. Lloyd Sheldon,
edtior-in-chief of the Paramount West

Coast studio, affixed his signature to
Sheldon
a new long term contract.
Paramount five years ago at
will pass its dividend at next meet- joined
The Company paid 6% in 1925. the Long Island studio.
ing.

nuc

i^E^

Tuesday, November

DAILY

North Carolina Unit Meeting
One hundred and
Charlotte, N.
fifty members of the North Carolina

C—

expected to
attend the organization's annual convintii.n here Dec. 13-14.
f.vhibitor association are

NlSI

fiL XXXVIII

Tuisdi|.No«.30.1926

Pr1c>5CiBts

H. M. Warner Recovers
Reseating Rivoli
H. M. Warner has recovered
reseating
undergoing
is
The
an attack of grippe.
preparation for the opening of "Old
Rivoli

in

JOHN W. UICOATE

Los
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Address

all
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Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
California
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
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Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marllx>rough St..
I,ondon, W. I., Paris
La Cinematographie
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—
—

Financial

Renews

Monday

Ironsides"

Moving

night.

properties

in

the

studio, now closed are being moved to Burbank. Cal., via boat.

Biograph

Angeles— Sally O'Neil has
new contract with M-G-M. Edgar

L. Berry is in charge and is
by William H. Carr,
accompanied
It is to run
property manager, and several cameramen who will shoot scenes for a
Films To Aid Police
forthcoming production.
camera
picture
Use of the motion
to trap criminals through identificaPhilbin for "Show Boat" Lead
tion is prophesied in a "New York
Hollywood Mary Philbin is being
World" article.

signed a

five

years.

—

considered for the feminine lead in
Music Publishers Seek Injunction "Show Boat," which Universal will
make from Edna Ferber's novel.
Waterson, Berlin & Snyder have
Out- Norman Kerry may play opposite her.

started suit against Red Seal and
of-the-Ink\vell companies seeking a
temporary injunction, account and

court costs. The
tends that the film companies had no
right to use the songs, words and
music in making a cartoon.

music concern con-

St.

Bandits Shoot Treasurer
Louis Three bandits yesterday

Chadwick Signs Virginia Corbin
Virginia Lee Corbin has signed a
Her first
contract with Chadwick.
vehicle will be "Driven From Home,"
directed by James Young, or "Life
of an Actress," the Langdon McCor-

mack

play.

—

More Added to Cast
shot down and wounded seriously
Anthony F. Steuver, treasurer of the
Los Angeles Hedda Hopper and
Louis Theater, and patrolman Einar Hanson have been assigned imSt.

—

of measurably large sales gave a
gingerly tone to the pace of film issues yesterday, the highlight of which was the turnover of 14,000 shares of Fox Film "A," at a
Trans Lux Screen, which has
rise of l/i.
been continually active for about a week,
also enjoyed brisk attention, trading 4,200
shares to a ^j drop.
Pathe Exch. "A" deto a sale of 2,400.
clined

2K

Bal.

&

\'tc

43^

43^

43^

Pfd....

44

43 ^S

43
63
73 V^
124
116
123

& Katz..
Katz Vtc.

.

.

.

•

124
Eastman Kodak
117
Famous Players
•Fam. Play. Pfd.

123
116

.

.

•Film Inspect.
•First

....

.

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intern'l

74

2.600
....
....

99/.
73/, 14,666
24
300

....

44 74
25-4

1,806

12^

12^

266

35

98 Mi

2,400
10
....

.

98-4
33
lOyi
50

35
9S'A

50

SO

Am..

....

....

»7%

.
.

Pictures.
Pict.

700

13

Trans- Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures

•

44Ji

....

13Mi

Bros.

Stan. Co. of

Wamrr

45

100
500

37!/,

Roxy Common

Warnqr

72H
24

Project..

Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"
Paramount B'way.
Roxy Units

Skouras

W

24

Sales

H

7

Pfd.

Nat'l.

8%

9-4

37 'A
33

40
35

.

ATA

"A"

Last Prices Quoted

•• Philadelphia

31

9«

Market

44!^

....

m

4,266

33
44 J/^

1,666
1,200
6,100

96/,
40
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BUCHHEISTER

—

New House

for Greenfield

—

Greenfield,
la.
Work has been
started by G. O. Meisner on a new
theater here.

-

r.oliiinbujt V240

Rush Service

Elinor Glyn's "It," her
vehicle for

first

starring

Paramount.

Bicycler Sells Theaters
Frederick, Wis.— Convicted of bicycling by the Minneapolis arbitration board and ordered to pay $135
damages to Pathe, E. J. Peterson
has leased his houses at Frederick and
Webster. William Alwin has taken
over the local house while W. S.
Fason now is operating in Webster.

—

next week.

James' First
Los Angeles J. Boyce Smith, general

manager

a 'Cornerblock' cut furni!

is

FREE

Pathecomedies at

for all

Exchange.

NOTICE

—

has just purchased "Quality" from
Dixie Willson. This will be the first
picture in

A

Big amalgamation deal not
pending may make high-power
ed manager at liberty in order
to

make room

This

is

possible,
tions are

only

Richmond, Va., House Opens
Richmond, Va.— The Capitol has
opened on West Broad St.

fidence

for

"in-lawsj

a surmise, bv
while negotizi

and
pending

invite coi
strictest cor
reliable partie

—in

—from

who may want, and need,
man thoroughly familiar wit
every

the

Can

buy low, an
upon result!

angle of
high or
will base salary
Never been out
sell

industr]

of a job

why I am burning
here now — I don't expect
but you all don't know

an

spac

that's

to b«

me-i
so let's get acquainted, even
a men:
it don't materialize.
ber of American Press Associaf
tion and write real show dop<i
Now control "Dramatic Page;
in local daily and write a spei
cial column of intimate "dope'
:

Am

samples of which will be ser
This
to interested parties.
i

and don't nibble
you are small fry. Address
big

stuff

Box M-333

c-o Film Dail

1650 B'way

New York

Cit

of Inspiration Pictures,

which Gardner James

A

Million

Feet o£

Everything

will

be featured.

AMALGAMATED

FILM LIBRARY SCENES

Brothers Open House
Seminole, Okla. Griffith Bros.' new
Ritz has been opened.

STONE

Griffith

—

220

W.

42nd

VAUDEVILLE AGENC

FILM LIBRARY

St.

ROOM

303

Phone Witconsln 3770

Attractions for

A COPY OF
Shears oC Destiny

St.

Los Angeles— Exactly four years to
the day from the time she signed her
first contract, Clara Bow, completed

—

,\RT TITLES
Spi'fitil

This

respondence

Completed

Perry with Saxe
Milwaukee Charles C. Perry, vetSell Augusta, Kan., House
eran manager of Northwest TheaAugusta,
Kan.
The Augusta
ters (Finkelstein & Ruben) houses, Amusement Co. has
sold the Isis and
has been named supervisor of Saxe Mecca to the H. & H.
Amusement
theaters located outside of Milwau- Co.
kee.
He assumes his new duties

WANTED

W. 55th

and

Cook again

will be in competition, this time at Grand Island,
where Cook plans for a theater. Cook
was in control here until Universal
entered the local field, later selling
his houses to the company.

Blaine

.Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

2I<>

Competition
Neb. Universal
in

Bon d Market
tt Bid and Ask

Brockell in New York
Floyd M. Brockell of the Balaban
Katz organization has arrived in
\'(irk

"It"

t

W. H. Gueringer Here
Gucrringcr of the Saenger
H.
\V.
circuit is in New York.

&
New

to recover.

Beatrice,

High Low Close
Balaban

Melvin Shinall, and robbed them of portant roles in Frank Lloyd's next
thousand dollars at Grand and "Children of Divorce."
Clara Bow,
Washington Boulevards, two blocks Esther Ralston and Gary Cooper
south of theater.
They were taken atreadv head the cast.
to the city hospital and are expected
ten

Again

Quotations
Seat.
Seat.

•5^ NICKEL-HOPPER

2

A number

Am.
Am.

i

National "Props"

First

National

First

Sally O'Neil

Piklisliir

30,

By Leroy

Scott

Brandt & Brandt, 101 Park Are, N.Y.C.

LOBBY FRAMES
OF
THE BETTER KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP

1600

Brcdw.y

Tcl-CKk-lM-riiiB S5S0

New York
Slu.w

City

Room

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Ai

1600 Broadway, New York C|
Phone Penn. 3580
|

THE
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'isday,
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DAILV

BU

•

Schedule Starts
amount

Gets

Way—At

nder

By
and

Program

Winter
Full

First

Capacity

Year

of

West,

"With 'The Big Par'What Price Glory,"
'We're
in
the
Navy
Now,'

'Beau

'The

Better

(.Continued

and

Geste'
'Ole'

at

a third in preparation.
pire "The Captive" is

Ralston, Gary Cooper, Einar
son and Hedda Hopper, and "The
in a Taxi," Bebe Daniels' new
cle, were launched in Hollywood,
e Mysterious Rider," a Zane Gray
y with Jack Holt featured, is to
ler

presented

uring December, seven more picEmil
s are scheduled to begin.

Mauritz

Cantor

Eddie

Icting.

Stiller

begins

Delivery," his second comRosson wielding the
:aphone.
Raymond Griffith will

Accounting Sought

scial

(start

an
unnamed picture,
lard Rosson is to begin work on
Iphe
Menjou's next vehicle,
uie the Fourteenth" with Wallace
ry as the star and James Cruze
cting, is to get under way late in
month, as well as Betty Bronson
cle and "Drums of the Desert,"
ane Grey picture with Warner
ter and Lois Wilson in the fea-

Id roles.

Island studio," New
|k"
has
just
been completed,
ve's Greatest Mistake," with Edd Sutherland directing, "The Pot-

Long

the

It

with

'

's

3,"

W.

C. Fields, and Richard
vehicle,
"Paradise for

new

Malcolm

are under way.

St.

begin "The Cross-Eyed
tain" with Ricardo Cortez, Arlette
•chal and Lois Moran featured,
r

is

ly in

o

to

December, Herbert Brennon

launch

big

the

production

of

1)

week, $10,000 weekly
figured and also an

overhead of $20,000 says "The Wall
Street Journal," which estimates
the
net

profit

for

the

initial

week

in

in

at the
will be

of the entire groject has been
covered
by a mortgage bond issue of $10,000,000, the rest of the cost having been

defrayed from current income.

the near future.

"Bicyclers" Too Speedy
Minneapolis— .-Mthough the "bicycling" in which they were engaged
3 Piedmont Assignments
Greensboro,
N.
Terry Mc- was perfectly legal, two distributors
and a booker were arrested for
Daniel,
former manager
of
the
Strand, Montgomery, Ala., has been speeding, while relaying films betransferred to the State at Raleigh. tween a Minneapolis theater and the
The "bicyclers"
Other managerial changes made by Oxford, St. Paul.
Piedmont Theaters are: Al Barber, were M. J. Weisfeldt, district manformerly of the National Amuse- ager, Mike Freisch, local manager
ment Co., here, who has been named for F.B.O., and John Branton, bookmanager of the Superba at Raleigh, er for Northwest Theaters. They deand W. H. Ponton, former manager cided on relaying film to prevent a
of
the
Broadway and Savoy at dark house at the Oxford, when out
Fayetteville,
who has been reas- of town exhibitors failed to make a
signed to the theaters which were return shipment and in their haste
to prevent a missout ran afoul of a
purchased recently by Piedmont.

C—

Who

with Art

bringing

The Thing" is the attraction
Miller. "The Constant Wife"

week.

"The Man

At the Em-

about 114,000 a week and "The Plav's

I

lings is to start
feot God," with

1925,

off at $10,000 per
film charges arc

at
devoted to the purchase of S40,000.
Balaban & Katz, with the subsequent
Cost of the building is figured at
formation of Publix.
$11,000,000 and $4,400,000 was paid
One source of Famous income, the by Famous when it purchased
the site
Charles Frohman Co., which it owns five years ago.
The land is now apentirely, has two plays running and praised at
$6,000,000.
The financing

pictures, "Children of Divorce"
a star cast, including Clara Bow,

this

575,-

entirely

wo

t

Record

(Continued from Page

common

shares in

it

I

1

1)

shares against 235,000
the additional stock
having been sold to the stockholders
for cash. The proceeds were almostly
070,

and the same time
looks like future picture critics will have to
qualify as war corresponaldents
before
being
lowed along the front."
one

the

New World

Income?

from Page

Famous now has outstanding

all

up Broadway

shootin'

Jr'aramount
luction shedule for the winter
iths starts off with a rush this
Before the end of the year
k.
the Hollywood and the Long
nd studios are slated to be operaat full capacity.
ast

$6,500,000

ade,"

An

action has been filed in the SuC. B. C. Film
Sales Corp. against Vario Films, Inc.,

preme Court by the

asking for an accounting and for an
order of the court fixing the amount
due the plaintiff under a contract ex-

between the

isting

plaintiff

and de-

fendant.
It

alleged

is

that

the

plaintiff

agreed to produce and the defendant
agreed to distribute eight pictures
known as Columbia Features and

speed cop.

Stromberg Making Steamboat Film
Trimbell New Manley Manager
Culver City The development of
Manly, la.— Lloyd Trimbell has
eight pictures known as C. B. C.
Perfection Specials.
The defendant the steamboat on the Mississippi replaced H. G. Ramsey as manager
was to pay $10,000 and $5,000 re- River is to furnish the background of the Reola.
for
a
picture
planned by Hunt
spectfully on the delivery of these
Stromberg for M-G-M.
films to be charged against the 65
Muchow Plans Second
per cent which the producer was to
Arlington,
Minn. Ed
Muchow,
Theaters in Legal Hands
One year
who operates the Hub at Gaylord,
receive from the profits.
has elapsed since the delivery of the
St. Paul, Minn.
T. D. Kennedy, will operate a theater here.
last negative, it is alleged and the administrator of the Furniss estate,
New Fremont House Opens
C. B. C. firm has not received its has appointed Paul Schultz, former
Fremont, Neb. Under manageshare of the profits, which the plain- salesman, to m^anage the Orpheum,
tiff
sets forth amounted to $92,000 Hancock, and Star, Houghton, both ment of Cy Fangman, the new Fremont has opened.
on the Columbia films and $46,000 on in Michigan.

—

'

—

—

—

and Son" and Gilda Gray will the Perfection films.
The gross
"Cabaret" under direction of from "The Midnight Express," it is

rrell
it

ert Vignola.

alleged

Pathex Wins Prize Award
he International Jury of Awards
the Sesquicentennial Exposition
Philadelphia, has bestowed its
I medal upon
the Pathex camera
projector.
'he
diminutive projector has 40
nes to the foot, as compared with
16 frames of the regulation film,
ently, a contract was signed with

Another Alliance House Planned
Harry T. Nolan
Alliance, Neb.
has announced plans for a new the-

;

to $26,275.

—

ater here.

New Owner

at Belle

—

Plain

Minn. Henry Sistermans has purchased the Star.
Belle

Plain,

•

is

remodeling a building to house a
It wil] open around Jan. 1.

Lincoln Blues Spend $661
Harry Cohn An Author
Lincoln, Neb.— It cost the "reHarry
Cohn,
vicewage its suciident of Columbia has written a form" element $661 to
Sunday
against
campaign
cessful
y called "The Price of Honor,"
is the third time m as
This
shows.
ch has been scenarized by Doro'ollywood

—

been
Howell, with the collaboration many years that the issue has
upon.
voted
1. H. Griffith, who will direct it.
•Qthy Revier has the star role.

Fogarty Opens Russell House

Porgerson Opens at Marietta
[arietta,

— T.

Minn.-

opened the

C.

Amuzu.

Torgerson

Russell, la.— M. Fogarty
opened the Orpheum.

Gregory Opens

has

re-

Waupun House
Waupun,

Waupun, Wis.—The new
Grenora House Opened
the Davidson, has been
formerly
renora, N. D.- Martin Knutson
opened by Manager R. Gregory.
opened the Amuzu.

—

JPJiES^J^T

House at Alliance Under
Broken Bow, Neb.— John Cosner
theater.

3.

ASHE/Z SMALL -ROGERS

Way

Fowler

studios, Hollywood, to
:lop at the West Coast plant, all
hex negatives made west of Chi-

amounted

MCFADDEMS FLATS
6 REEL APARTMENTS
COMPLETELY FURNISHED WITH

LAUGHS

'-^

CHARLIE

MURRAY

CHESTER

CONKLIN*

A FIRST NATIONAL

PICTURE-

wt^.n

THE
Tuesday, November

Average weekly

Attendance Estimated
(Continued from Page 1)

DAILY TIPS WHICH

that cities of 100,000 and over which
have a total of 3,238 theaters, have
a weekly attendance averaging 22,055,466; while cities of from 50,000
to 100,000 with 758 theaters average

MEAN DOLLACS FOR SHOWMEN
Twenty cards, announcing the Kid
Boots Trophy were tacked on the tee

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

(M-G-M)

boxes and around the course at the
Pictures of the cup and
golf links.
columns of publicity about both the
cup and tournament broke in the daily
newspapers with special reference to
Why
the tie-up on the picture. 6,000 rotogravures were distributed about the
city, and three copies were mailed to
Why have people who have seen each fraternity and sorority at the
"Bardelys the Magnificent" character- University. T. Wilson Krwin, Majesized John G'ilbert as the screen's tic, Austin, Tex.
greatest lover Who, in your opinion,
"Laddie"
is the best feminine star to play opposite Gilbert in future productions?
(F.B.O.)
Harry Van Demark, Queen, HousTied up with a bakery and the
ton, Texas.
public library. The bakery distributed
6,000 heralds by wrapping them up in
packages going out of the bakery.
"The Black Pirate"
The bakery also stood one half the
(United Artists)
The Times ran a color contest for expense of printing heralds. 1,000
children 15 years of age and under. heralds were distributed by the public
secretaries
and assistants.
Pictures of ships appeared daily for library
three days and the children were re- This was accomplished by inserting
Window cards anquested to color the ships with either them in books.
crayons or water colors. 5,000 cut- nouncing the picture, theater, and play
out keys containing appropriate copy dates were tacked on bulletin boards
on the picture, theater, and play dates in the library. The lobby display conwere distributed. Each cut-out key sisted of a large beaverboard cut-out
contained a different number. If the painted to represent a book. A cutholder of a key with a lucky number out of Gene Stratton Porter from the
coincided with one of the twenty one-sheet was pasted on the front
numbers posted in the theater lobby, cover with the following words underit was good for a pass for two.
E. neath, "Gene Stratton Porter's Laddie
R ."Rogers, Tivoli, Chattanooga, Tenn. now playing." F. J. Miller, Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.
"Kid Boots"
(Paramount)
"The Quarterback"
Tied up with the Municipal Golf
(Paramouna)
Links in a number of stunts that reUsed a Richard Dix autographed

Ran

a newspaper contest on the
Offered 50 autofeatured player.
graphed pictures of John Gilbert as
prizes to the 50 persons sending in
the best answers to the following
is John Gilbert
three questions:
picked by leading critics as the logical
Rudolph Valentino?
successor
of

—

—

—

sulted in a lot of publicity. Donated
a small loving cup to the tournament
officials
to be awarded the winner.

—

v^ (T^^^^^ (^"^>^^^^ (^"^^^^!^ (7^

CLUB

MIRADOR
^^the

New York

rendezvous

of celebnties of the Stage and Screen

ZMcrw Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE
EUdnora's American Debut
after

a

series

of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANARD'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
1)irect

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season
h.

Rav Gobtz, Managing

1)irector

« 200 W. 51st St., N.Y.— Circle 5106 s<
Kj) i-<>^;^«:^ CL<>4(^<0 CL-^4fr<0 CL^

—

football

in

the local college football

game. The Wofford team manager
announced to both grandstands that
the football that was to be used in
the game was the one he held in his
hand and that it had been presented
by the Rex and autographed by
Richard Dix. Between halves, boys
carried two huge banners around the
advertising

field

different

periods,

the
the

picture.

cheer

At

leaders

3,753,350.

Summarized,

cities of 25,000 to 50,-

000 population are as follows:
Average weekly
Ala
Phoenix, Ariz
Ft. Smith, Ark
Alameda, Cal
Fresno, Cal
Pasadena, Cal
San Jose, Cal
Stockton, Cal
Colorado Springs, Colo.
Pueblo, Colo
Norwalk & S. Norvpalk,

Rex,

S.

Conn

London,

Pensacola,

Fla

Columbus,

Ga

Aurora, lU
Bloomington,
111

Decatur,
Elgin,

111

III

Evanston,
Joliet,

111

111

Moline
Quincy,

Rock

III

III

&

Moline,

E.

Island,

III

Anderson, Ind
E. Chicago, Ind
Hammond, Ind
Kokomo, Ind
Muncie, Ind
Richmond, Ind
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Council

BiiuflFs,

Iowa

Iowa

Dubuque,

Waterloo, Iowa
Lexington, Ky

Ky

Newport,

La

Shrevcport,

Md
Md
Me

Cumberland,
Hagerstown,
Bangor, Me

Lewiston,
Chicopee-Chicopee

Mass
Mass
Pittsfleld,
Mass
Salem, Mass
Taunton, Mass
Battle Creek, Mich
Bay City, Mich
Jackson, Mich
Kalamazoo, Mich
Muskegon, Mich
Pontiac, Mich
Port Huron, Mich

Mo

Joplin,
Springfield,

Butte,

Mo

Mont

Nashua,

N.

It

From Me"

(Universal)
Tied up with a department store,
in keeping with the atmosphere of
the picture.
Five thousand heralds,
imprinted with the store's announcement of a special night to be held by
the theater in honor of the store's
ten years of progressiveness, were

H

distributed

Hamilton,

in

I-ima,

out

the entire store there

by employees several
advance of opening. Throughwere no-

on every counter about the picture and the special night, and all
the salespeople discussed the showing with their customers.
During
tices

the run of the picture the store included a seven-inch strip in their
daily ad calling attention to "Take
It from Me"
"the greatest romance
of a store."— Rialto, Tulsa, Okla.

—

J

N. Y
N. Y
Jamestown, N. Y
Kingston, N. Y
Mt. Vernon, N. Y
Newburgh, N. Y
New Rochelle, N. Y
Poughkeepsie. N. Y
Rome, N. Y
Watertown. N. Y
Asheville, N. C
Charlotte, N. C
Wilmmgton, N. C
Winston-Salem, N. S

days

Lorain,
Mansfield,

Marion,

Newark,

.0

Porstmouth,
Steubenville,

Warren,
Zancsville,

Muskogee,

Okla

Easton, Pa
Hazelton, Pa

McKcesport,

Pa
New Castle, Pa
Norristown, Pa

43,701
41,400
27,900
25,800
23,200
33,300

7

9
6
7
5

7

24,800
16,900
12,600
16,800
14,200
20,200
23,300
20,200
17,900
23,700
21,000
13,800
17,000
18,600
24,000
25,000
18,100
13,800
11,800
8,500
17,200
21,600
17,200
33,500
23,700
26,200
26,600
23,800
16,800
29,400
17,200
15,200
17,600
29,000

6
4

19,800
24,200
30,600
23,100
17,000
18,100
32,200
35,500
22,600
18,100
23,200
19,600
22,200
24,300
27,700
12,800
18,100
12,500
20,900
25,400
16,800
22,200
17,800
20,900
23,700
25,400
14,400
25,400
25,600
23,800
22,600
11,400
24,000
18.000
30,600
17,200
21,800
20,400
23,800
20,100
18,800
14,200
1 5,400
21,600
18,600
1 5,200
21,800
16,200
26,600
1 7,200
29,400
23,800
18,600

5

No

attendance
thea
20,400
30,600
11,400
13,800
28,200
18,150
19,800
24,000
Beaumont, Texas
21,000
Galveston, Texas
26,600
Waco, Texas
21,000
Wichita Falls, Texas
26,100
Ogden, Utah
18,800
Lynchburg, Va
16,400
Petersburg, Va
15,400
Bellingham, Wash
14,200
Everett, Wash
18,100
Charleston, W. Va
25,200
Clarksville, W. Va
17,800
Wheeling, W. Va
30,600
Green Bay, Wis
17,600
Kenosha, Wis
21,600
La Crosse, Wis
17,800
Oshkosh, Wis
18,200
Sheboygan, Wis
16,800
Madison, Wis
21,200
Superior, Wis
24,200

Williamsport,
Pa
York, Pa
Cranston, R. 1
Newport, R. 1
Woonsocket, R. 1
Columbia, S. C
Sioux Falls, S.
Austin, Texas

D

3'

2,625,750

4
4

Dorothy Appleby Assigned
Dorothy Appjeby, who made

6
6

6
6
7

6
3
3

screen debut in "New York,"
been assigned to the cast of Rich
Dix's latest picture, "Paradise

Two."

4
7

Reed to Direct Menjou's Next
The association of Adolphe M

8
6
4
3

3

6
9
6

jou and Luther Reed, star and
rector of "The Ace of Cads," will
resumed soon for another Paramo
picture.
Reed is en route to Ho

wood

Menjou's next.

to direct

9
5
7

6
5

4
7
7
4
5

4

Falls,

Fitchbtirg,

Elmira,

"Take

III....

III

Auburn,

C.

.

Conn

announced that "The Quarterback" Irvington, N. J
Kearney, N.
was playing at the Rex. After the Montclair, N. JJ
game, both football squads attended Perth Amboy, N. J
the theater in a body as the guests Plainfield, N. J
New Brunswick,
of the theater
James H. McKoy, Amsterdam, N. YN.

—
Spartanburg,

.

Stamford, Conn
Meriden, Conn

Cicero,
Danville,

of

theaters
attendance
4
15,300
22,600
7
4
13,800
4
15,400

Montgomery,

New

No.

30, 192

5

6

Robards to Direct Dog Film
Los Angeles As his first assi
ment under his new long term c

—

Jason
tract with Warner Bros.
bards will play the leading role
Rin-Tin-Tin's next starring vehi
"Hills of Kentucky," Dorothy D'
has the leading feminine role
Tom Santschi, the heavy. How
Bretherton will direct.

5

4
5

7
7

6
5
5

Mitchell Signed by Barsky
Los Angeles Bruce Mitchell
been engaged to direct Irving
Barsky production "The Broad
Hounder" at Fine Arts.

—

5

Vernon Finishes Comedy
Los Angeles Bobbie Vernon,

6

—

5
7

3
5
3

4
5

4
6
4

just finished his latest Christie

c:

edy "Hoot Mon."

!

i

Bodil Rosing Signed
Culver City Bodil Rosing will
the mother of the thief, Barrabas

—

B.

4

C.

5

Kings."

De

Mille's

"The

Kingi

5

3

Serial

5

Company on

Los Angeles

6

Location

—Allene Ray and V

3
7

ter Miller, Pathe stars now heat
the company producing "Melting
lions" together with the suppor

6

cast,

5

6

8
4
7

the

have

departed

Mojave Desert.

for

locatior

Spencer

Bei;

directing.

is

5

7
8

6
5

4

10
5

Curtis Benton Loaned
Los Angeles Curtis Benton,

—

1'

versal scenarist, has been loanei
First National to adapt "The i
set

Derby."

4
6
5

7

6
7
7

6

I

Louise Dresser Cast
Louise Dresser
been cast for the important rol
"White Flannels" Warner produc
to be directed by Lloyd Bacon.

Los Angeles

—

ROUND BY
ROUND STORY
How IVI-6-m won
the World's Heavyweight

Championship

Round

ROUND ONE. The Lion
^x^

1

a rush

.

.

.

in great shape

Opposition sees Stars

.

.

.

.

.

.

starts off

John

Gilbert,

Marion Davies, Lillian Gish, Norma Shearer, Buster
Keaton, Mae Murray, Lon Chaney, Ramon Novarro

'h,.

Mi
^.

.

ROUND TWO. Audience on its toes
a "He Who Gets Slapped" right

as

.

.

Crowd

cheers Lion

.

.

.

Round

Lion socks across

to the box-office

^'i
.

.

Follows through with a "Navigator" "His Hour"...
Applause ... In the Lion's corner Marcus Loew, Nick
Schenck, Louis B.Mayer, Irving Thalberg, Harry Rapf,
Hunt Stromberg and others plan smart showman

campaign

with

to capture

World's Championship

.

Q^

.

ROUND THREE, The talk of the industry at ringside is about
he's got the smartest
the Lion's clever directors
ones in the business ... no wonder he's battling in
Zowie! Lion opens up
such sensational form
right in the Embassy with some Gloria Gould fireworks and sends a "Merry Widow" wallop waltzing
follows through with "Unholy
through history.
Three" uppercut
boys, did you ever see anything
.

Round

.

3

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

record-smashing Lion?

like this slugging,

^irHound

FOUR. This session starts with a Trackless
Train body blow that's heard 'round the world ....

ROUND

v#V?»y

Europe now)
Lion's consistent,
delivery amazes opposition .... one after another
"Never The Twain" "Midshipman" "His Secretary."
.... Lion slips across "Mike" and round ends in
(it's

somewhere

in

.

.

.

uproar .....

ROUND

Lion blankets Broadway with seven attrac•tions at one clip, giving writers at ringside something
to talk about for next ten years... "Big Parade"atAstor,
"Ben-Hur" at Geo. M. Cohan, "Mare Nostrum" at
Criterion,"La Boheme" at Embassy,"Ibanez' Torrent"
at State, "Merry Widow" at Capitol, "Brown of
Harvard" at New York
Great! says everybody as
Round ends with audience getting signatures from
the popular Lion
(on contracts).
FIVE.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Zi

!

^Roundv,\i

ROUND

SIX.

A whirlwind session

.

with "Masked Players" Contest

.

.

Lion

baffles

crowd

fools

everybody

and they love it ... a showman as well
per .... it's an unbeatable combination

as a scrap-

.

.

.

for getting

the dough.

ROUND

SEVEN. Lion plants a "Scarlet Letter" through
Central box-office and cleans up opposition with still

another Road-Show hit

a.
J^q^jj-^^^

Louis B. Mayer confides
to press at ringside that Lion has really just begun to
word spreads through audience that
do his stuff
the Lion has a "Battling Butler" up his sleeve
. .

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

he has! ....

Round

ROUND EIGHT. Everybody betting on Lion to walk away
with World Championship 1926'27 .... never such a
.... opens up with Capitol exhibition smashing
over "Waltz Dream" "La Boheme" "Battling Butler"
"Mare Nostrum" getting opposition on extended run
with a punch in both weeks .... audience gets great
kick when Lion winds up round with a lovely
"Waning Sex" that shakes box-office ....
flash

ROUND NINE. Lion starts"Four Horsemen"going and runs
away with

this

round

.

.

.

Opposition groggy

.

.

.

Police

reserves at Capitol as world's largest theatre breaks

record with phenomenal "Four Horsemen"
delivers a Western

aptly called

"War

.

.

.

j^ r^iy^^yW
ROU nd C^^T^'^
^ B/
^

rt

«»:r^

I'.L^

^^^

>

^r

Lion

punch with a Tim McCoy in it that's
Paint"

.

.

.

Lets loose a marvelous

"Temptress'* smash as round ends in cheers ....

iRound

that Lion sting across a
years...followed by a
•'Bardelys" that will be the gossip of
sees more
"Tin Hats" comedy slam. Crash! Opposition
i^
It's whispered that the
stars than there are in heaven
Champ has three grand Road-Show socks commg. .. soon
ToTheMarmes
i^ ^"The Scarlet Letter"... watch for "Tell It
Fire Brigade''... hits
...and then comes the gigantic "The
right into the httle old box.The Parade of Hits

ROUND

lO

TEN.

Whoopee! Watch

. . .

. .

. . .

v^
\

hits .

. . .

.

office.. .making history... making

the Lion ... a real

Champ

money.. .Three Cheers tor

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
IS THE WORLD'S CHAMP—
that's

LET

where the heavyweight money

the Lion fight your opposition

HE knows how
M-G-M exhibitors are in the big money
THEY get Big stuff to handle
THE^

public

is

COME

talked-about entertainments

from MetrO'Goldwyn-Mayer

lot of exhibitors

who

TO play M^G'M
ARE rich today ....
THEY'RE
JOIN

GET

class

wise to the fact that

THE important,
A

is!

the

followed their hunch

and getting richer

Champion Showmen

the livest crowd of

all

...

.

that wonderful championship feeling with

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PICTURES

THE
Tuesday,

November

30, 1926

MacHenry Made Manager

—
months,

Atlanta

MacHenry, who,

S.

J.

Morey
for

[even
has been district repesentative of
P.D.C. with headluarters at Dallas,
has been aplointed manager of the local branch,

new

ie assumes his

MacHenry

duties at once,

in Title Role

Harry T. Morey will play the title
role m "The Cross-Eyed Captain,"
which has a Russian background
George Seigmann and Rockliffe Fellowes were among other actors who
had

been

mentioned

for

been
with The picture will be directed
-".D.C. for fifteen months.
Prior to colm St. Clair, with Arthur
foing to Dallas, he was in the East- his assistant.
rn division with Ralph Clark.
vlr.

has

Sfoung Finishes "Driven

from Home"

—

Angeles James Young has
completed
ust
the
direction
of
'Driven From Home" for Chadwick.
!i:^oung also wrote the story.

Los

Hennecke To Aid Lois Weber
Hollywood
Clarence Hennecke,
'gag" man, has been signed to as-

—

Lois Weber who is to direct
'Topsy and Eva" for United Artists.

;ist

Make Broadcasting Tieup

— First

No Change Expected
(Conliniied

from Page

No Sunday Shows For Kingston
Y-— ^y a majority
r'>J"/V""' ^-

1)

North and South Carolina, Georgia, of 194, Sunday shows
I'lorida, Alabama, Mississippi. Louis- recent election.
iana,

Texas,

Tennessee,

out in the

Arkansa.s,

Oklahoma and New Mexico.
Publix now owns the Palace and
by Mal-

the

lost

Miller Plans Second
Marlow, Okla.— Frank Miller

part.

will

Loew's Melba, leasing the latter to erect a second theater in the
near
Loew circuit. Saenger operates future.
Old Mill and Capitol and is booking the Circle.
Moore May Do Play
Film Building Ready Dec. 1
Tom Moore, who last appeared in The only first-run houses not afOklahoma
City The
new film
"Beware of Widows," for Universal, filiated with the Saenger or the Pub- building will be
ready Dec. 1, and
lix
organizations
are the Majestic, will
has arrived in the East and may do
be occupied by Liberty-Specialty;
a stage play.
His last appearance Pantages and the Lyric. The Ma- Anderson, Griffith Bros.,
and Educajestic
is
operated
by
the
on the stage was two years ago. His
Interstate tional.
current release is "Syncopating Sue," Amusement Co., which has extensive
holdings throughout the South. Panwhich stars Corinne Griffith.
Terry Brothers Building
tages is operated by Ray Stinnett
\\'oodward, Okla.— Terry Bros, arc
and Simon Charninsky of Dallas.
Vidor Vehicle

Camp

as

the
the

—

in Hollywood
The Lyric now is being operated as building a new theater.
Florence Vidor, wh o has been cona stock house by Griffith Bros, of
fined to her room by illness, is to re-

turn to Hollywood, where she will
be starred in "Afraid to Love," orig-

scheduled for the Paramount
Island studio,
It is thought
that Richard Rosson will direct.

inally

Oklahoma

Lodge Takes Over Theater
Stockholm, Mc. The Eureka has
been taken over by the I.O.O.F.

City.

—

Fine-Kramer Open First

—

Cleveland The Princess Cleveland association.
purchased by Meyer Fine
Leominster House Changes Hands
and Abe Kramer as a nucleus for a
Leominster, Mass. F. P. Shary has
new
circuit which they are establish.Station KMTR.
Writing Story on Slogan
ing has opened after undergoing re- taken over Sunshine, formerly operScott Darling is writing a story
uted by J. Lane.
modeling.
around Universal's slogan, "It Can
Remodel Kansas Theater
Lawrence, Kan. The Bowersock Be Done." Upon completion of the
Friendship Theater Sold
Baum Now at Plainfield
"is to be
rebuilt by Glen W. Dickin- assignment, he will resume superFriendship, Me.— W. H. Hahn has
Plainfield, N. J.
Aaron Baum has
son.
Its seating capacity will be in- vision of the company's comedy pro-

Los Angeles

National has
irranged a broadcasting tieup for its
stars each
Saturday night through

Long

recently

—

—

—

j

assumed management of the Liberty. sold the Playhouse

duction.

:reased to 800.

Newr House For Kenosha
Kenosha, Wis. The North Shore
Development Co. plans a theater and
hotel building at Elizabeth and Gro-

Plan $750,000 'Frisco House
San Francisco Ackerman & Harris will erect a $750,000 house on
Mission St., between 19th and 20th

ver Sts.

Sts.

—

Fairbanks,

Jr.

Added To Cast

to

H. L. Blossa.

—

New Orpheum House

HOW ARE

/^Youa

For 'Frisco

San Francisco-— The Orpheum inDouglas Fairbanks, Jr., has been
added to the cast of "Women Love terests plan a house on Eddy St.,
Diamonds," M-G-M picture.
Paul- near Mason St. The new Columbia
will be in the same block.
ine Starke is featured.

SYMPTOMS?

Plan $1,500,000 Theater
Theater Interest
San Francisco The Marian RealCourson has
sold his interest in the Pastime to ty Co. plans a $1,500,000 theater and
store building between 24th and 25th
his associate. Lake A. Bucklew.
Aves. The house will seat 2,000.

Aie you feeling
depressed ?

New Title For "Not Herbert"
"Not Herbert," <lirected by Howard Higgin for First National, has
been re-titled "The Perfect Sap."

DONT SUFFER

Courson

Akron,

Sells

O.

—

— Robert

Cole Appointment Permanent
Kansas City Arthur Cole, who has
been acting manager since the promotion of B. Blotcky to manager of

—

District 11, has been permanently asHoh's Next Set
Paramount
Mysterious signed as manager of the
"The
Hollywood
branch.
Holt's
is
Zane
Grey
Jack
Rider" by
next for Paramount, which John
New El Dorado House
Waters has been assigned to direct.
El Dorado, Ark. The Arkansas
Amusement Enterprises is said to plan
Cast for "Price of Honor"
seat about
Los Angeles Additions to the cast erection of a theater to
and cost upwards of $200,000.
of "The Price of Honor," Columbia 2,000
Dorothy Revier and
picture,
are
Premier in New Quarters
Malcolm MacGregor.

—

—

—

Chicago

— Premier

Attractions

AL CHRISTIES
'V

CUREALl

^ - -,

has

moved to the 10th floor of the Woods
Englert, Iowa City, Complete
Theater Bldg.
Iowa City The New Englert has
Al Davis is manbeen completed.
Ramsdell Managers Named
ager.
Mass.— Ramsdell Bros,
Maiden,

—

announces

appointment

of

WRfCR

Chester

Frank Atkins Sells House
Brent as house manager of the new
Yuba City, Cal.— Frank Atkins has Granada here, and appointment of
sold his theater here to Pacific The- Thomas Woodbury as manager of
aters.
E. G. Desimone of Sacramento the Ware and Larkin, at Beverly.
is managing the house.
Fire Damages Newburgh House
Newburgh, N. Y.— Fire which
Capitol May Change Saturdays
The Capitol is considering adopting started in the lithograph room, damages the Cohen here.
a Saturday change policy.

150

First

Runs

-

Week

Dec.

26

^t

—jxi^

DAILY
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(Continued from Page

1)

John's, in the Majestic, operated by
(VXtill ajid Coady, the Nickel and
Crescent, the first being first-run and
the second a second-run, operated by
John Kiely; the star, operated by

Condon and Jackman, and

Exhibijtors'
Daily Reminder

The West

by

first-run.

tion of the Crescent, are
Pictures are also shown in Peters,
Belle Island. Harbor Grace, Cornerbrook and Grand Falls, but most of
these towns are supplied by one of
the first-run accounts in St. John's.

on a
rough
to ten

use

davs.

covers in keeping
with season.

There is a duty on film of 25 cents
a reel, which is paid by the exhibitor.

The country
man's

in

are full of fish

very

plentiful,

general

— lakes

is

constitute

the

The population is roughly
The largest industry is
amounting

to

about

30,

the

or use of liquor.
interesting sidelight to the

sale

An

cam

paign occurred at Kemptville, Ont

when

was

The complaint was made by E. B
Gravelle, proprietor of the Empress
Kemptville,
who felt that ther
should be no law-breaking on th
part of a moral reformer when th.
theater owner is bound by the law

severely

criticised

as

showing

—

fishing,

to

Considerable
annually.
mining is done, principally at Belle
Island, from which large iron ore
shipments are made to Germany and
The government reSj'dney, N. S.
ceives a royalty of twenty-five cents
There are cona ton on this ore.
The pulp
siderable copper deposits.
and paper industry is developing, the
largest mill being at Cornerbrook,
where there is an investment of
something like $45,000,000, to date,
but even with this expenditure the
proposition is not yet on a profitable
The country has suffered a
basis.
great deal from graft in government
The nacircles and in other ways.
today is $87,000,000,
tional
debt
which, compared to the population,
shows a bad financial standing.

sal

and control of liquor and oppose^
to any legislative attempt to prohibi

nothing and being valueless, it being indicated at that time that it
New Supply Firm Formed
would not be accepted and that a
Washington
M. S. Lyle and J.
trial would be ordered.
Smeltzer,
formerly
of the Washing
commisRoland
will
the
be
G. E.
sion attorney in charge of the prose- ton Theater Supply, have formed th
cution and John W. Bennett will be L. & S. Theater Supply Co., inde
pendent concern.
the examiner to take testimony.

1926

225,000.

$12,000,000

being favorable to Governmental

ally

about a year ago, and hearings actubegan, being stopped in a very
few days in order that a stipulation
might be substituted for the testimony which would be brought out.
When the stipulation came before
the commission a few days ago, it

wild

effective as soon as the legis;
lature could meet in February, 192;Ferguson then decided to go to th'
country largely on a liquor platforrr

the police seized a set of lant
ern slides as they were about to b
shown by Rev. E. I. Hart, a Mon
treal reformer, because of the com
plaint that they had not been passei
by the Ontario censor board.

how they should be conducted.
The West Coast case was set for trial

colorful

Tuesday, Nov.

legal staff.

of

as to

a sports-

game.

own

1)

relief to be

Famous come

the criticism is directed
at the delays which have been encountered in the prosecution of these
cases and the lack of unanimity
among the members of the legal force

and streams
and caribou, which are

paradise

their

Much

Keep your printed
program snappy
and attractive.
For Xmas week

Consuming a
circuit basis.
total of play dates amounting

Coast, like the

has been the subject of much
controversy in the commission, members of which more than once have
signified their displeasure at the manner in which the latter was handled

Queens, operated by Mr. Duff.
of the above houses, with the excep-

Ferguson promised

ber,

case,

the
All

in

(Continued from Page

1)

original hearings began.

30, 19261

Tax Fate Up

Hearings Planned

Few Show Towns
(Continued from Page

Tuesday, November

$14,000,000

Little Activity
{Continued from Page

Red Deer, involving about

1)

W

$1,500.

Theaters remodeled during the last
Kane Film Near Completion
"Mysterious Rider" Holt's Next
include: Rex, Tomkins. at a
Hollywood Owing to the openFilming of "The Song of a Dra
cost of $5,000; Empress, North Bat- ing of the rainy season, production gon"
will be completed Thursday a
tleford,
cost
and Eagle, of "Desert Bound" has been post- Cosmopolitan.
$20,000;
Swift Current, all of Saskatchewan. poned. Instead Jack Holt is to make
The Regent at Edmonton, Alta., re- "Mysterious Riders." John Waters
Baxter in Zane Grey Film
opened recently.
will direct.
Los Angeles Warner Baxter ha;
been cast for Zane Grey's "Drums o
Adams Signs New Contract
$10,000,000
the Desert."
Lois Wilson will plaj
Hopkins
AdHollywood
Samuel
(Continued from Page 1)
ams, fiction writer, has left Holly- opposite.
property of the corporation, less dewood for his home in the East, folpreciation reserve, is valued at $3,Everett Steel Made Assistant
lowing several weeks spent at the
547,992.
Paramount studio in preparing an
Atlanta Everett D. Steele, a grad
The complete statement follows:
Prior to his uate of the second Publix Managers
original for the screen.
ASSETS
departure, Adams affixed his signa- School, has been appointed assistan
Fire Damages Texas House
Cash
$ 1,726,716.18 ture to a contract to write another
manager of the new Keith Georgia
175,000.00
Saspamco, Texas Fire destroyed .Market investments
as assistant to managing director C
Bills and accounts receivable.
344,292.04 original for Famous.
the interior of the Klondike causing Inventories
1,711,629.94
Roltare Eggleston.
damages estimated at $2,000. The

—

year

—

Assets

—

—

—

.

theater will be repaired and reopened
soon.

Prepaid charges
Plant and property
(less depreciation reserve)...

Total

Assets

Razing Dallas Theater

— The

Majestic, a historic landmark, is being torn down,
to be replaced by a modern building.

Dallas

old

Texaj Company Buys House
sold to the

— Tiie

Ritz has been

Texas Theater Co.

Reopen Arkansas Theater
The Majestic
¥A Dorado, Ark.

—

has been reopened after remodeling.

3,547,992.57

$10,679,138.44

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
taxes

326,117.03

and
146,956.65

mortgage bond

of subsidiary
non-callable
until

May 1, 1927
230,000.00
Gold notes
4,000,000.00
Reserves for American Seating
Co. undeposited stock
245,898.79
Capital stock preferred
(80,000 shares no par)
3,200,000.00
Capital stock common (120,000
shares no par and surplus)..
2,530,165.97

Total

Liabilities

—

how

amount

of

damages demanded was arrived

at.

setting

Shean

forth
said

in

his

the

application

that

Gallagher has been incapacitated by
serious

illness.

"Children of Divorce," Frank
production based on Owen
Johnson's serial of the same name.
The principal players in the picture
are Clara Bow, Esther Ralston and
Gary Cooper.

Lloyd

Nordhus Transferred
Duluth, Minn. Ed Nordhus has
been transferred from the Orpheum,

—

Proctor, to the Doric, West Duluth
Both are operated by Clinton$10,679,138.44 house.
Myers Enterprises.

Managing Saenger, Pine Bluff
Sues Gallagher and Shean
Pine Bluff, Ark.— J. R. MacEachThe Fox Film Corp. has filed an
ron has been appointed manager of
action in the Supreme Court to rethe Saenger.
cover $118,619 from Edward GallaPropaganda Film for India
gher and Al Shean, the vaudeville
Several propaganda team, for alleged breach of contract
Simla, India
films have been prepared by the rail- to appear in pictures under manageway departmental authorities. They ment of the plaintiff. Shean has askwere shown to important officials at ed that the Fox corporation be diThe ob- rected to furnish a bill of particulars
the Kli)hinstone Bioscope.
jects are publicity, the improvement
of agricultural methods throughout
the country, the well-being and instruction of the staff, and the greater
safety of passengers.

Norman Trevor Leaves
Norman Trevor, who played in
"New York," has left for the Coast.
He has been assigned a. featured role
in

$

Reserves for Federal
contingencies
First

company

Albany, Texas.

73,507.71

Tuttle to Direct

Frank Tuttle

Meighan

to direct Thomas!
for Famous.
Th<

is

Meighan's next
by Owen Davis, is beinj
adapted by Forrest Halsey.
Tuttk
was to have directed Florence Vidoi
in "Afraid to Love," but illness ol
the star led to a change of assignment.
story,

Medical Films Approved
Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— The committee of

so-

welfare of the Buenos Aires City
Council has given its approval to the
exhibition of films of medico-hygienio
character, according to advices to the'
Dep't of Commerce from Assistant
Trade Commissioner H. A. Bates,
cial

Doudlah Managing Chain
Kansas City W. L. Doudlah is
new general manager of the SearsRalph-Capitol chain,
operated
by Buenos Aires.
Universal. A. R. Zimmer and M. W.
The resolution passed that all films
Reinke, former general
managers showing surgical operations, details

—

here,

are

infecto-contagious diseases, the
ravages of drink, tuberculosis, etc.,
F. & R. Managers Switched
may be exhibited at the ordinary
Minneapolis Hal Daigler has been halls and theaters, but in special secassistant

to

Doudlah.

of

—

transferred to management of the
State from the Capitol, St. Paul.
Stan Sicgelbaum replaces him at the
Capitol.
Both arc Northwest Theaters (F. & R.) houses.

tions at which no member of the
public under 18 years of age may
be admitted.
All public announcements to this effect must be previou.sly approved by the Municipality.

*
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Newspaper Opinions

WORLD—*

Western

different

*

* *

* •

highly

somewhat

complicated

affair.

HERALD-TRIBUNE— If you like gold
stories see "Pals in Paradise"
MfRROR-* * • players haven't a chance

rush
to

"Flames"

make good.

They

are
story

squelched

under

Presentation "Graze."

Hurting Small Towns
(Continued from

I'agc

the key centers are gettinf? the
patronage, heretofore enjoyed by the
Broadway
SUN— • * * slow moving but in certain smaller town theaters, he says. Good
sequences
well
»
produced
•
Western
(Week ending Nov. 20)
roads and the automobile are con*
DAILY NEWS * * * not such a bad trivial romance* •
tributing causes to the predicament
TIMES *
directed with greater iniicture but what real entertainment it has is
in which the small town theater optelligence than the screen story really
ent by Jean Hersholt * * *
deerator now finds himself, he declared.
GRAPHIC—* • * lot of comedy relief in
WORLD—* * * not a particularly good
his picture which proves to be neither comCubbcrley is general manager of
* * has unexpected vivifying
Western
dy nor relief.
qualiall theaters of the Northwest chain
EVENING WORLD—* * * melodramatic ties of interest.
i()cated outside the Twin Cities, and
V-estern thriller * * • utterly conventional
* rather good version of a standardized
directs the operation of a number
"The
Silent
Lover"
*
•
taple •
of small, town as well as key center
First National
houses.
His capacity enables him to
Strand
"Prisoners of the Storm"
ascertain
the reaction of the new
(Week
ending
Nov. 19)
Universal
development in presentations both as
* * simply a trivial
AMERICAN—*
but
Broadway
not uninteresting program picture
* * cerit affects the small town houses and
(Week ending Nov. 13)
tain to be popular.
the theater located in the Twin Cities.
*
*
*
Melodrama in its
AMERICAN—
DAILY
poor

Associated Exhibitors

direction,

ditto

and

repeat

mellow form

ne.

NEWS— This

*

the

snow-covered

ecommend

it

*

*

*

a

simple

Kcellent scenes of
and mountains to

wastes

* *

box

written

office

all

over

it.

spends a

*

*

Sills

*

* •

or two in riotous living utterly foreign to his past and spotless characterireel

zations.

EVENING WORLD—*

torm

story

*

snow and

scenes are authentic and
stereotyped roles * * *

impressive

*

GRAPHIC—*

* * a bad imitation of a
good picture * » » poor direction, bad acting
and an inadequate script.

HERALD-TRIBUNE*
"Pals in Paradise"
P. D. C.
(Week Ending Nov.

tory,

ng

it

* *

like

*

*

*

*

*

picture

story

of

open spaces where men are men
nd women are no different from women the
great

vorld

*

over.

EVENING JOURNAL

—

*

*

' • Fastpicture that any audience will
action, romance and thrills * * •

* •

*

POST— *

27)

*

*

* * interesting but
too abrupt to suit us.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
moving

lesque of

*

much

is

an unimportant little
needed only the most indifferent act-

DAILY NEWS

he

end

its

Hippodrome

AMERICAN — *

By PHIL M. UAl.Y

acts,

sub-

picture probably has

EVENING JOURNAL—*

NEWS—

DAILY
eal

*

That's That

^^

titles.

—

east

And

I)

*

lot

* *

might be a rip-roaring burof the Foreign Legion » • »

all

*

*

"The

*

will

probably

make

money

Lover" is just another one.
TELEGRAM—* * * one of those Oriental
fal-lals of motion picture stock.
TIMES * * * its adventures and dawd*

*

Silent

—

kissing scenes causes one to leave the
theater reflecting that it is only a jest.
*
* * story •
'has the 'lead
ling

of

ouble crossing and shooting » * * Western
tmosphere is provided by a dance hall and
lumerous sombreros.

SUN —

WORLD—*

on the acting and the direction

There is a great tendency to overdo presentation, he believes, pointing
out that overhead is being increased
at an alarming rate, because of the
efforts of competing theaters to outdo each other in providing vaudeville
to supplement picture programs.
"This new development is all right
and represents a forward step," he
declares, "but theater operators mustrealize the limitations of their communities and not go beyond the limit

I^VVO

-

First National feminine stars

have

donned

long trousers for
In
"Easy Pickings"
Anna Q. Nilsson affects this style
and Colleen Moore does the same
in "Bennie," her next vehicle.
art's

sake.

Not pay as you go necessarily but
cut as you go, is the policy of George
B. Seitz. He has his cutter keep up
with him as the production progresses and believes this plan keeps
costs
If

down
>ou

a minimum.

to

resemble the

Washington

and

apply to the
being

is

late

a job
casting office
from which a search
for such a character

made

for
Tim McCoy's ambitious
torical drama.
The fact that
may have told a lie or two in

your
does not eliminate you from the
running.

What

a break Harry Langdon gets
"Long Pants." He has five leading women, a Rolls Royce and a

in

bicycle.

of the theater's possibilities in build-

ing up programs."

Ernest F.

—

Moy Dead

Northwest Theaters maintains a
London Ernest F. Moy, pioneer
booking office in Minneapolis, rout- inventor and manufacturer of moing acts over its circuit, which now tion picture equipment, died following an attack of pneumonia. He was
iiii"iljers 122 theaters in Minnesota
Wisconsin, North and South Dakota. ill but one day.

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS
A COMPLETE LIST OF THEATER CHAINS
1001

TOGETHER WITH

ONE THOUSAND OTHER FEATURES
1927 FILM

his-

you

life

EVERY THEATER in the UNITED STATES

IN

George

want

M-G-M

Hollywood

at

you

THE

YEAR BOOK

A GREAT BOOK COVERING A GREAT INDUSTRY

it

Stan cd

li}\c

this-

\

YOU

need to work
fast to get this one be*
fore your competitor-"-

f^''^:

for

it

will

spells Money-in-the"

Bank-Sure I

loo\ at

Now

running in McClure's Magazine
and in over 200 newspapers throughout the country!
fifth

WilHam Fox

IVhilc

The book now

edition.

presentation

WimJrcJway Husbands Will Phy

i,WARNER FABIAN
'

flamTngyooih

will)

MADGE
BELUMY
ALLAN FORREST MATT
MOORE

-

HALE HAMILTON-CHARLES

MNNINGER

WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL
Scenario by

JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN

Production

in

its

them now!

i
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"Faust
N OTHER

Wednesday, December

1926

Price 5 Centi

ff

example of

fine

1,

—

in

COMMinEE OE TEN TO

Europe for Famous ?

Berlin Famous is planning to build or acquire a chain
of 500 theaters on the Continent in an expansion move soon
to get under way, it is reported.

excellence
technical
of which the Germans can
This is Murnau's
boast.
picture since "The Last
fh."
In general, it is most
iwhile and should command
.ttention of the better types
idiences throughout AmerFaust" lays its principal
IS to distinction at the door
inique camera efifects, a
that

"It sounds

mighty pretentious, but

it's

the

first I've

heard

of any such program," E. E. Shauer, head of the Famous
foreign department, stated yesterday when asked to comment on the Berlin report.

which has ever
.ed Germany's best producefforts, and performances
Emil Jannings and Gosta
icteristic

an which, in the first reels,
plendid but which later fail

500

PASS ONJIEEERENCES
Studio Strike Threat Ends
As Both Sides Agree to
Arbitration
Establishment of a permanent com-

It is known, however, that Paramount feels that its distribution problems on the Continent no longer can be considered as such and that its next step concerns theater

mittee of ten members, consisting of
the presidents of the five unions concerned and five producers representing their own and other studios is

developments.

provided for in an agreement reached
between producers and William F.

Canavan, head of
Alliance of Stage
P.

"LAUGH MONTH" PLANS $6,388,200 TOTAL Of

the conviction the
:arry
ing reels lead the spectator

fORMULATING RAPIDLY

LOEWS NET fOR YEAR

Operators.

yesterday, marks the end of the strike
threat at the West Coast studios,
{Continued on Page 9)

Revision Sought

Some

Regional Committees Will Assets of

Highlights

the picture's credit from a proangle are the following: The
er in which Satan and the angel

m

pact involving Faustus.
unusual effects achieved when

their

throws the terror of the

plague over Faust's town.
sequence wherein Faust causes
;
levil to appear and help him
the townspeople from the dread
episode

where

travel over land
carpet.

Faust and
and sea on a

llywood will again get a pointer
'0 in mechanical lore.

'rom the Box-Office
the

International

The agreement, announced

:pect.

levil

the

Employes and M.

picture's

Angle

disadvantage are

facts:

tragic

story.

An

atmosphere

An
ofttimes gets oppressive.
While "Faust" de)py ending.
5
a successful box-office career
se it is a serious effort, it is
iful if the picture will have a
Theaters

G-M

enters exhibition in Braan important move.
That's
be surprised if like developtake place elsewhere on the
ern Continent.

i

on
tip
cables an inside
nount's exhibition plans in EurAs many as five hundred
That's a lot
s are mentioned.
When the
anywhere.
leaters
chapter is written the number
not be so formidable, but the
lin

sizable,

Listed

Revision

rates and restrictions
motion picture theater
as $78,812,236 In
advertising is asked of New York
Handle Campaign In
newspapers in a proposal submitted
Statement
Cities
to the publishers by A. O. DillenThe consolidated balance sheet of beck, secretary of the HanfF-Metzger
Plans for National Laugh Month
January are rushing toward com- Loew's, Inc., including its 100 per advertising agency, which handles the
pletion.
Everything possible needed cent owned subsidiaries, as of Aug- account of Famous and Publix.
Amusement rates of the various
by the exhibitor to exploit his short ust 31, 1926, represents a strong
papers
are from 20 to 200 per cent
financial
statement
from
every
angle.
and
"Laugh
in
particular,
subjects
With total assets of $78,812,236.09, higher than the commercial rates,
Month" in general, is being made
which are given to other advertisers,
available with the greatest possible net profits of $6,388,200.35, for the
Dillenbeck says in seeking to ascershown.
fiscal
year
ending
Aug.
31
are
The committee gives its
despatch.
tain just why theater owners are reassurance that the exhibitor planning This compares with net profits of
( Continued on Page 10)
preceding
12
in
the
$4,708,631.42
"Laugh
profits
through
extra
to make
{Continued on Page 3)
Month" this season will have the
of

governing

Key

—

—

Pierson in Charge

{Continued on Page 4)

Earnings $420,360

Bans School Theaters

—

Cleveland State director of Education Vernon M. Riegel has issued
a ruling that schools should not be
The new
converted into theaters.
regulation states that high schools
with motion picture equipment must
use it for educational purposes, and
state inspectors will make findings
against schools failing to do so. Di(Continved on Page 2)

net earnings of M.P.
Capital Corp., for November and December of the current year will total
at least $60,000, bringing the net for
the 12 months' period to $420,360.47,
Frank R. Wilson, president, told directors of the company when reportyContinued on Page 11)

Anticipated

$2,000,000

Program

Immediate roadshowing

of

"What

Price Glory" to principal cities of the
nation was forecast yesterday when
announcement was made that Fox has

completed formation of its roadshow
department under general manageof Wayne Pierson.
Pierson took charge of the picture

ment

{Continued on Page 3)

Flinn and Sistrom Leaving

John C. Flinn, vice president of P.
Portland, Ore. Theater building D. C, and William Sistrom, general
activity in the territory this year in- manager of the De Mille and MetroHouses politan studios, are scheduled to leave
volved close to $2,000,000.
14
Elmer Pearwill add tonight for the Coast.
construction
under
or
built
Walter W. Kofeldt, president and
seats to the terri- son, Pathe vice president, also is
11,000
new
nearly
Imported
general manager of the
leaving.
tory's total.
Pictures Corp. of San Francisco and
the new Portland
among
Prominent
former general representative for
{Continued on Page 9)
F. N. Executives Meet
P.D.C. in Central Europe is in New
Robert Lieber, Richard A. Rowland
York in connection with plans to reand Samuel Spring, held executive
lease 14 European pictures in this
sessions at First National's home ofcon(Continued on Page 9)
Indianapolis Motion pictures
fice.
Sales topics were discussed with
present-day

—

From Europe

pread appeal.

will be

Company

never

fear.

KANN

Theater

—

Men Win

sidered in the light of
necessities are a real necessity inasas they give restful mental ocmuch
to
seek
again
Berlin—Ufa will
and attending the theater
negotiate a loan in the United States, cupation
physical rest. This was the
provides
because
company,
The
it is reported.
intends to claim put forward in the Circuit
of its need for finances
Bartholomew County when
pass its dividend at the next directors Court of {Continued on Page 2)

Ufa Seeking U.

meeting.

S.

Loan

particular reference to First National
Month, to be nationally observed

during January.

Olcott Leaves for Coast
Sidney Olcott
Coast.

is

en

route

to

the

Wednesday, December
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rector Riegel is not opposed to the
use of pictures for community purposes so long as such use is incidental to the regular work of the
to
school or of educational value
The Dept. of Eduthe community.
cation, through its new Division of
Visual Instruction is endeavoring, according to announcement, to set up
a central exchange for education films
by encouraging the deposit of such
tihns with the division.

Oklahoma Meeting Dec. 7
Oklahoma City, Okla.~The

Theater

state

exhibitor unit will hold its annual convention here Dec. 7 and 8, according

Men Wi

(Continued from Page

Frank

J.

1,

r

1)

Rembusch, Manager

Fred Horn and Operator William Nc
were exonerated of violating the
day closing law.
The three defendants were br
into the City Court at Colu
this state, last August, and

to announcement of President
invitation has been exPickrel.
Whitney Collins, naEli
to
tended
tional exhibitor president, to address
theater owners expected to

An

the 200
attend.

However,

guilty.

when

the

reached the Circuit Court on a
Lois Moran Sailing Saturday
the jury acquitted the defen
sail Judge Sharpneck, on his own ac
Lois Moran and her mother
Europe. discharged the manager and th
Saturday for a vacation in

to erator on the ground that the
She plans to return early in 19^/
for Famous.
davits filed were for operating
probably
picture,
a
do
21, 1918, at the
ater and that onl}' an owner cat
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
to the
return
to
intends
Lesser
Sol
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
hh
a house.
theater business, he announced yesGoodrich to Direct Cantor
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
terday, following his return from
Famous has signed
Hollywood
Sul)scril)ers should remit with order.
$15,00.
Famous Signs Writers
Europe. His first step will be erecto direct Eddie
Goodrich
Address all communications to THE FILM
William
Adolphe Me
Hollywood
Special DeDAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. \'. tion in Los Angeles of an "interna- Cantor's next picture,
next picture will be titled "Ev
Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cable ad tional" theater.
Hollywood,
New York.
livery."
Filmday,
dress:
Famous has signed
Clothes."
In the operation of this house, he
Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
Hecht to write an original fo! R
said, he will cooperate with European
dor Hotel: "Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
Saenger in Hope, Ark.
Ernest W. Fredman, producers and playwrights, who plan
star and has also placed under
ington 9794, London
has tract Jack Lait, whose first w
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St., similar theaters in Paris, Berlin and
J- P- Brundidge
Ark.—
Hope,
Cinematographic
Paris-—
La
London. W. I..
Vienna. He intends to import players postponed until Dec. 15 the taking an original for Esther Ralston.
Francaise. 5. Rue Saulnier.
and artists as well as employ Holly- of bids on the new theater to be
Old Alice
wood talent.
erected on the site of the
wil cost
house
This
St.
Second
on
will be
and
Financial
South Tacoma House Sold
upwards of $150,000
South Tacoma, Wash. Frederick leased to the Saenger Amusement
Ludwig has purchased the Orpheum Company.
For the most part, yesterday, film issues from George W. Sauriol.
were on the rise, mostly in fractional changes,
Orpheum in Waterloo
though Universal common was the exception
Reisman Holds Sales Meet
to the extent of a full two point climb on a
Waterloo, la.— Bids will be taken
Warner "A" won
turn-over of 900 shares.
Phil Riesman, ParaCleveland
of"A"
soon on the $500,000 theater and
H on sales of 12.600, and Fox Film
sales manager, held
division
mount
the
by
erected
turn-over
of
trading
with
a
highlight
be
was a
fice building to
a Northern Ohio sales conference in
of 10.000 shares at a slight fractional rise.
Waterloo, la., Orpheum Company at
Attending
were
Cleveland Monday.
Commercial St., between Fourth and
Cleveland manager, E. H. Brauer;
about
Quotations
Fifth Sts. This house will seat
four
be
will
Sales Pittsburgh manager, Eddie Fontaine,
High Low Close
building
The
manager,
Morris 2,200.
Columbus
44^ 2,200 and
Am. Seat. Vtc
44 J4
basement.
and
stories
500 Ridge.
Am. Seat. Pfd.... 44
43J4 44

New

at

post-office

Plans "International" Theater

York,

J
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—
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500
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"266
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25
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25
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35
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10",

666
600

'800
100
500

34H

2,900

9854

17

31

10^

9J4
SO
50
50
Skouras Bros. ... 50
••Stan. Co. of
87J4
Trans-Lux Screen
8H 8^ 8fi 2,700
96}4
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
"966
Universal Pictures' 42 "4
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4,000
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• Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
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Am

.

—

laboratories,

13

A4n

Laboratory Manager Burned
Boston Philip Coolidge, 23, Pathe
cameraman and manager of the Pathe

Tremont

446

St.,

was

burned about the face but not seriously injured when films caught fire.
A number of reels caught fire and an
explosion blew out the windows on
the

entire

third

floor.

Many new

INSURANCE
you are thinking
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—

sented at the theater to be construc-

ted on

Houston

St.
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touch
an elaborate production
handcoloring by

The

finishing

is
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for all
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which were to have been shown while the hotel will have 100 rooms.
in New England were destroyed.
Jake Rosenthal is a brother of Barney Rosenthal, of Columbia Pictures,
Loew In San Antonio
St. Louis.
San Antonio First run pictures
and Loew's vaudeville will be preof refinement on

A.M.P.A. Guests Announced
John Gilbert, Natalie Barrache,
Hopper Russian screen star, and Tom Wise
will be honor guests at tomorrow's
has signed a long term contract with
A.M.P.A. luncheon.
Metropolitan.
think of

Rosen-

ater Corp., headed by Jake
$1,00U,thal of Dubuque, la., plans a
building
000 theater, store and hotel
Plans are
at Fifth and Iowa Sts.
Co. of
in charge of R. Levine
Chicago, theater builders and finanThe house will seat 1,A)0
ciers

films

Hopper Signs
Los Angeles E. Mason

When you

$1,000,000 Dubuque Theater
Dubuque, la.— The Rosenthal The- This

BROADWAY

A Service for Financing
Motion Picture Projects

New York City

6040 Sunset

Bl4

Hollywood, Cal

!
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{Continued from Page

when

IS,

10,000,

list-

for

international
situation
is
again

;

of the picture.

was booking
McCarthy interests,
routing and handling "The Birth of a
formerly

manager

—

for the

—

imount an approximate $2,000,epresents increased investment
liated corporations and $2,000,is

Liberty

i

increased approximately
which, of course, repre-

Dther significant phase is that
i^estments, which show an inapproximating $4,000,000. Of

a

— The

Sues Norwich Theater
Norwich, Conn. Alleging that the
Capitol Theater Corp. has refused to
becom n g compli- Nation," "Way Down
East" and permit him to act as
manager of the
cated.
We have other roadshows.
theater since it was opened last Janjust learned in
China
they
show
uary, Abe Davidson has brought suit
more native made
for $25,000 charging breach of conBobby
Vernon
Comedy
Completed
than American films.
tract.
Why not retaliate
Production
has
completed
on
been
by sending our wash
to
American laun- "Hoot Monl" Bobby Vernon's latest
Haring & Blumenthal Buy Site
dries?"
Educational comedy. In the cast are
Frances Lee, Jack Duffy and Bill
City
Jersey
Property
at
550
Irving. It was directed by Harold Summit Ave., has been sold to HarBeaudine.
ing & Blumenthal for a theater site
"The

a tremendous increase in work-

s

roadshowing

Pierson

ipital.

lit

Springs House

Sands Springs, Okla.

1)

is
being thoroughly renovated preimmediately after its New York
paratory to its reopening under the
opening at the Harris, and for the last
week has been in conference with management of a Southwest chain
Winficid R. Shcchan, perfecting plans whose name has not been mentioned.

$53,755,396.24.
the current liabilities for
lile
periods are approximately the
(in the neighborhood of $4,lO), the current assets for the
ending Aug. 31 of this year
i

been

{Continued from Page

1)

were

total assets

To Reopen Sands

Pierson in Charge

\>

loan to Ufa.
The latter
secured by mortgages.

a price

at

McDowell Signed by M-G-M
Claire McDowell has been signed

of $65,000.

Claire

Re-Open With "Ben Hur"?

—

adena, Cal.
Report has it that
olorado, which has been closed
the Pasadena Theater Corp.
it
over about two weeks ago
five of the other leading thein the city, will re-open about
ry 1, with "Ben Hur".
This
lerally interpreted to mean that
ouse will operate on a regular

"The Wreck"

Craft to Finish

—

by

M-G-M

for an

important role

in

Last "Collegian" Subject Started
Production of the

Universal City

—

Angeles William Craft has "The Taxi Dancer" which Harry Mil- tenth and final picture of Universal's
"Collegian" series of two-reel feabeen chosen director of Columbia's larde is directing.
turetts has started.
Wesley Ruggles
'The Wreck," starring Shirley Mason.
directing.
The work of shooting, interrupted by

Los

New Oklahoma City House
Oklahoma City Sinopoulo Bros., O'Brien and D'Arcy in McCoy Cast
will erect a new theater located next
Culver City—Tom O'Brien and
door to the Orpheum, which the Roy D'Arcy, have been cast for imAmateur League Starts Journal
portant roles in Tim McCoy's next
Sponsored by the Amateur Cinema brothers operate.
of road-shows.
M-G-M production as yet untitled.
League, "Amateur Movie Makers"
has begun publication. Roy W. Win2 New Theaters for Ponca City
ton is managing editor.
Venetian, Seattle, Opens
Fawcett and Hoyt in "Tillie"
Ponca City, Okla. Ponca City
ttle
The New Venetian, at
George Fawcett and Arthur Hoyt
Theaters Co., is sponsor of a house
Knispel in New York
nth Ave., and East Pine, has
F. Wyatt also have been cast in "Tillie the Toiler"
to cost $85,000.
J.
the death of
resumed.

Tom

Fornian, has been

—

—

—

completed, and
public.

its

doors opened

The house

is

modern

ies,

Englewood's Plaza Ready
jlewood, N. J. This city mark-

—

other milestone in

its

progress

is

in

ference.

I

Arrested in Capitol Forgery
Charged with having aided the
theft and forgery of $148,000 in checks
of the Capitol theater office, William
Roedel, 43, is being held by police.
Roedel, who earns $28 a week as an

company operating

clared to have confessed he received
$1,500 for his share from the alleged
forgeries.

Yen Demark Appointed

—

Plans Canadian

N. Y. George H. Ven
rk has been appointed manager

lira,

War

You 11

foiget your ills

youi "woiiy complexyoui spinal frigiditi s yaui floating epigbttisi -

your turbulent tonsilsyour Jeapin5 adenoids-

Film

And allyDui troubles

for the initial Canadian
production to be made by Cranfield
& Clarke, according to W. F. Clarke.

will lun away 6 hide

Berinstein, owners of the
r, which is part of a chain they
'recently taken over.
Adolph J.

becomes

11

local

district

background

—

the property of the late David
lers, one of the backers of the
)uis.
The estate was valued at
,892 and the inheritance bill is
00.
There will also be a very
Federal inheritance bill bethere are no direct heirs to the

•,t

imers died Dec. 22, 1925, at the
1 Hospital, St. Louis, when inil
strangulation developed.

here.

you see me in

Harlan in "McFadden's Flats"
Otis Harlan has been engaged to
play in "McFadden's Flats," which
Richard Wallace

directing.

is

Keane Cast for "Magic Garden
Raymond Keane has been selected
for F. B. O.'s "The Magic Garden
which J. Leo Meehan is directing.
Sally

Los

latest "discovery"
has been launched

of

Gets Lead

Phipps

Angeles— Sally

"Willie,

the

Phipps,

the

the Fox lot,
in the leading role

on

Worm,"

a

feature.

the leading male
supporting players include

Johnny Warren has
role

and

Ben Bard, Arthur Housman, J. tarMacDonald, Natalie Kingston
rell

Damages Theater at Hollis
Okla. Fire damaged the and Albert Gran.

—

when

man-

imers Estate Pays Huge Tax
Louis The largest inheritance
ssessment ever made upon an
in Missouri has been placed

lis,

production.

CAN CURE YOU/

Montreal— The part played by CanKeeney by Benjamin M. and ada during the war will furnish the
L.

:

M-G-M

erecting a theater here.

territorfor a sales con-

New York

and opening of
laza, on Van Brunt St.
A gala
am featured the opening show,
the Mayor making the opening
3S, and "The Strong Man" as
elevator operator, was arrested in a
;ature.
E. Thornton Kelley is $325 a month apartment.
He is dethe completion

ent of the
puse.

is

Minneapolis and Milwaukee

possible detail.

:ry

Fred H. Knispel, district representative for P.D.C. in the Chicago,

recting.

Albert

Ray

is

di-

HARRISON FORD - PHYLLIS HAVER
CHESTER CONKLIN -'MACK SWAIN
^>9</HODART BOSWORTH

150

First
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-
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"Laugh Month" Plans

comparatively

DAJLY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

hands

in

it

(M-G-M)
Three hundred special window
cards were
containing this
used,
copy:
"Boxing Tonight.
Buster
Kcaton vs.
Battling Butler,' MaThe same copy was
jestic Theater."
used in the newspaper ads as a follow-up campaign after the opening.
A large sporting goods store gave
biggest window to a
Majestic, Louisville, Ky.

their

the theater on Tuesday and
Thursday nights. On these nights
the shopkeeper installed a neat little
counter in the lobby where doughnuts were given to all patrons. Also
used a spectacular stunt called a
free

tie-up.

"The Four Horsemen"

(M-G-M)
Tied up with the Ellison Furniture
store who furnished a stage act gratis.
In addition to this, the furniture store
advertised the act in connection with
the showing. A tie-up with the Peerless Automobile dealer resulted in a
Peerless car was
nice street stunt.
driven daily through the main streets

A

of the city by a blindfolded driver.
The car carried banners announcing
the picture, theater, and play dates.
Harry J. Gould, Palace, Ft. Worth,

Tex.

"Kid Boots"
(Paramount)

Two

large red boots adorned the
lobby entrance. The boots were covered with stills and copy about the
picture. The display stopped passersby on account of the size and color

at

"Money

Shower,"

with

newspaper

it

in

Several

est

expectations.

filled

I

C.

B.

Stiff,

labor executives.
Palace, Memphis, Tenn.

"My

Official Wife"
(Warners)
brand new Diana

Used
sport

a
roadster

to

exploit.

"8"

The

car
was used all Saturday afternoon before play dates; driving the car and
accompanied by an attractive looking
girl.
Signs were hung on both sides
of the car reading, "Two Beauties

The

Diana

"8"

and

'My

Official

Wife'." On the rear tire was placed
a round red beaverboard sign reading, "Make a Date with 'My Official
Wife' at the Cala.x Next Week She
Prefers
Dianas." The
stunt
was
great and the cost was trivial
(the
car was borrowed and the girl's seramounted to $1.50).— Willis
vices
Grist, Jr., Galax, Birmingham, Ala.

—

"Take

It

—
—

From Me"

(Universal)
Sold a co-oi)erativc idea to a bakThe result was a big card in
the shop's window next day announcing doughnuts were to be given away
ery.

(First Nat'l)

of

In advance of the run sent a bandwagon around town. On the wagon
were a medicine man, a minstrel banjoist (colored), an Indian and a hulagirl.

vvere

Banners with the
plastered

all

film's

title

over the wagon.

The ballyhoo made stops

at

most

of

the

important centres, covering all
neighborhoods.
A miniature performance was given at each stop and

drew

large

crowds.— Rialto,

Butte,

Mont.

Musselman's Father Dead
Tex.—John
Musselman,
C. J. Musselman, veteran
showman, is dead at his home here

Paris,
father of

Southwell Plans a Series
Perth, Australia— Harry Southwell
IS preparing for a
series of pictures
to be made in West Australia,
but
possessmg a world-wide appeal. The
first has already started
and will be

"Greater Love Hath No Man "
Australian capital is behind the
ventitled

ture.

all

the

case of

What members

s]

cuts, without cost.
A
will
include cloth bar

Members

of the

committee

are

—

—

campaign during "Laugh Mont
Sales managers
of
the vi
member companies have beer
pointed chairmen of regional "I
Month" committees. There will
local headquarters in every excl
center.
Here the regional chai
will work together with the
staffs of the various companies
editors of regional papers in a
local exhibitors to put over "I

Month."
Additional

detail on the L
will appear i

Month Campaign

Short Subject Quarterly, out
coming Saturday.
Niblo Heads Mayfair Club
Los Angeles The M.ayfair

—

patterned after the one in New
at a recent meeting elected the fc

mg

officers:

Fred Niblo,

presi

Cnarles Christie, vice-president;
mg Thalberg, secretary and 1
Levee, tr.;asurer.

Worm" Starte
—
"Willie,
the Wj
Hollywood
"WiUie, the

comedy by Florence Ryerson, i
der way at Fox, under directii
Albert Ray, with the following
Johnny Harron, Sally Phipps, J
MacDonald, Arthur Hou
Ben Bard, Natalie Kingston,

rell

ence Gilbert and Albert Gran.

Small Signs Grant Clarke
Los Angeles Edward Small,
producing "McFadden's Flats

—

—

—

—

put over at small expense and with

s

for a big e;
tation contest for exhibitors.
E
worth while prizes and plem
them will be offered for the

of the committee
is
believe to be one of the meatiest press
books ever issued is being prepared First National, has signed
for exhibitors.
Through its contents Clarke, the song writer, to d(
theater men will be shown not only titles for the picture in which C
how they can make money by par- Murray and Chester Conklin an
ticipation in "Laugh Month," but also tured.
how they can profitably carry out
many of the same ideas to their
Three Assignments Made
greater profit throughout the year.
Universal City Carl Laemml
For instance, if an exhibitor so deassigned three features to dire
sired, he could divide his "Laugh
"Let's Go Home" will be directc
Month" into four weeks Comedy Melville
Brown.
Edward Lae:
Week, Happiness Week, Sunshine has
been assigned direction of "C
Week, and Fun Week. Any or all ing
Cheaters."
"Ace High"
of these weeks are sound, seat-selling
will star Hoot Gibson, will be dit
ideas for January or any other month.
by Lynn Reynolds. The scrip
Other catch labels he could put on
been completed by Carl Crusadi
his campaign to attract the public
William Lester.
could be such descriptions as "Great
Laugh Carnival," "Monster Joy Jubilee," "Big Fun Frolic, "Laugh and
Heustis to Title "Long Pant
Grow F'it" celebration. Any showLos Angeles Reed Heustis,
man can readily grasp the real ticket- been signed by William H. Je
selling value of suggestions such as general manager, to title Harry 1
these.
don's
forthcoming picture,
The press book will be full of prac- Pants." Langdon is planning
tical showmanship ideas that can be to New
York, New England an

—

;

mats and

working on plans

—

endorsements

is

with
"Laugh
Month" headquarters, 469 5th Ave.,
New York, state that they did not
get behind "Laugh Month" last season because they wanted to see how
it
would "take" before they pushed
it
with the machinery of their orEvidently they have
ganizations.
been convinced, for this season they
voice their approval of the idea and
their intention of putting their shoulder to the wheel and realizing fully
on the actual dollars and cents value

communication

Arrangements are being made with
with boys'
virtually every big newspaper synsailor suits, with a regular stock banto send out special "Laugh
ner hanging in the background.
A dicate
Month"
material for use by their clismall
card in the window read,
of the boots.— J. H. McKoy, Rex,
This material includes car"Every boy wearing a sailor suit to ents.
Spartansburg, S. C.
the boys and girls matinee at the toons, comic strips, humorous colImperial Saturday morning at 10 umns and editorials. This, together
"Men of Steel"
o'clock will be admitted free."
Also with the material issued by the
(First Nat'l)
devoted a small box in the store's "Laugh Month" committee itself, is
During the showing of advance
daily display ad, which mentioned virtual assurance of the 100 per cent
trailer the house was put in total
the window, the picture, and the coverage of the press.
darkness, the organ played the Anvil
Special stories,
special
features,
theater, and emphasized that an anChorus, and the drummer in the pit
nouncement
of unusual importance and special art layouts will be carused an electrical anvil causing sparks
appeared in the window as part of ried in fan magazines reaching the
to scatter in all directions. The stunt
the display.
Warren Irvin, Imperial, fans during January. Added to the
proved very effective and made palist of fan publications are the huCharlotte, N. C.
A
trons anxious to see the picture.
morous publications.
These, too,
co-operative double-page ad appearwill carry special "Laugh Month"
"The
Wise
Guy"
ed in a labor paper, together with the
features.

The window was

of accessories

sories
cloth
pennants, three-sheets,
sheets, window cards, trailers,
novelties, cuts and mats.

—

store in the Carolinas, whereby the
theater was given the center window.

full line

and, possibly in

ample time.

hundred "Take It
From Me" checks for one cent each
These were
were also distributed.
on the bank with which the theater of the idea.
This season's "Laugh Month" will
deals and although most of them were
never cashed, they were the real thing be bigger and better than last seaand got attention. The lobby was son's. This year newspapers are redecorated with stuffed money bags, ported more eager than ever on
serpentine, confetti and balloons and "Laugh Month," and the "Laugh
C. L. Month" committee is preparing a
lighted with special spots.
press sheet especially for their use.
Dynes, State, Boulder, Colo.
These clip sheets will be sent to
every newspaper in the country, and
"We're in the Navy Now"
it
is
expected that the volume of
(Paramount)
daily newspaper space devoted to
Tied up with Efrid's, the largest
"Laugh Month" will exceed the fondbelow.

A

that this season hundreds more theater men will participate and profit
in
the "Laugh Month" celebration
than took advantage of the idea last
Several big circuits already
season.
in

up. The News-Herald announced for five days that the sky
would rain money in front of the
theater on a certain night and that
those who were on the spot would
reap a harvest. The roof of the theater was lighted and from there a
bagful of pennies tossed to the crowds

playing

p

work, and they will be made
his able to exhibitor at cost, below

Indications point to the conviction

"Battling Butler"

little effort, it is

j

in

1)

material with which to do

1

ised.

Formulating Rapidly
(Continued from Page

1,

South.

\

\

i
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Little

from
By

**Lots*

RALPH WILK

PRANKLIN

A

("F.

P. A.") recalls when Milton Sills
a star pupil at the Hyde Park
high school, Chicago.

was

*

*

*

Johnny Hines' old director,
Dell Henderson, is aiding in
the "gagging" (beg your pardon) "comedy construction" on
"All Aboard," which will star
Johnny.
Charlie Hines will
direct.
*

H. L. Mencken

is

had expected to meet a "highbrow," but the Baltimore critic
was a pleasant surprise.
*

*

Now

that
"All-American"
teams are being chosen, we
an all-time
"AllAmerican" eleven, as follows:
C. R. Seeyle, (Rutgers) Eddie
Ruben, (Minnesota); J. E. D.

submit

Meador,

(Chicago);

Richard

Dwan,
Dame) "Red" Grange,

Dix, (Minnesota) Allan

(Notre

(Illinois)

"Lefty" Flynn, (Yale)

backfield; Eddie Garvey, (Notre

Dame), George Bromley, (Minnesota) E. Guiterman, (Shattuck)
Hal Roach, Herschel

Mayall
Gray,
Byrnes,

(Minnesota)
(Minnesota)

Roger
George

(Dartmouth)
Eddie
Gribbon (Independent) George
We
Walsh, (Fordham) line.
have switched a few backfield

men

to the line, for reasons of
nominate C. C.

our own.
Pyle,

We

Lew Cody and Harry

J.

Brown as managers and Arthur
A. Kane as coach.
Arthur Hammerstein, the
cal producer, recently cast

theatri-

admiring

the
new Paramount
theater. He, no doubt, was thinking
of the days of his father's, Hammerstein' s Victoria the site of which
was only a stone's throw from the
Paramount building. By the way,

glances

at

Mrs. Arthur Hammerstein is Dorothy Dalton, long a Paramount star.

Grand Changes Hands
111.
William Maloney
of Texas City has taken over the
Grand from M. Lanham. The new
owner has had some experience op-

—

Eldorado,

His

erating a theater at St. Bernice, Ind.
Before opening under the new management, the house will go through
extensive repairs.

1)

for

a

week's

run

in

picture

program includes the above
which was made by National

Films A G of Berlin; four others
from this company; four Pat and
Patachon features made by Danks
Filmindustri of Copenhagen and including "Don Quixote"; three Lya
Mara Prod., made by Zclnik of Berlin; one Eichberg Prod., also German and one from Rex Film of
Prague.

"Slums

a "regular

fellow," according to members
of the Hollywood colony. They

*

here

pleted

a

expects to go into Germany antl
theater venture a profitable one,
under no circumstances, attempt to
purvey 100 per cent American pictures only.
Should this be attempted the venture will be
his

must,

January.

*

*

I'ai/c

however,

make

^""^ °^ *'^^'" "Slums of
D°"?-''',yBerim
has already played in a few
Mid-Western cities and goes into the

Cameo

ADAMS

P.

From Europe

(Continued from

of Berlin" has just comthree weeks' run at the

a colossal

"The German

is

extremely loyal

to

home

the case with practically every
European country.
He insists on diversified
motion picture entertainment, a goodly share
is

German

films,

among Ihem

interspersed with a number of
productions.
"The exhibitor who will present an international program
with, say, sixty-six and
two-thirds per cent American pictures will
aiisolutoly
reap a harvest; just as it will
not be long before the American exhibitor
will show approximately twenty per
cent Imported productions to his American audience."
trian

$2,000,000
(C<yntinued

Program

from Page

where

Differences

walkout

a

to

of

\)

technicians,

scheduled for Dec.

1, was postponed
pending the outcome of
ones negotiations
between producers ari'!
good Aus-

1)

theaters are the Hollywood, 1,500 seat
house constructed by Pacific Northwest Theaters; the Broadway and the

nidehiiitcly

the unions.
"All the large producers of pictures," are parties to the agreement
with the unions, according to a stati
ment of Cauavan. Under the tern,
of the .settlement, the committee
"to hear and consider requests or
grievances or other questions affect
ing wages, hours of labor or working
conditions which may fail of local
adjustment at the studios."
i

The committee

will

meet

at

once

organization and from time to
time as occasion arises, on committee's own initiative, or at the request
for

of either side.

Hear Union Official
Announce Studio Settlement
Hollywood — Two thousand persons

2,000

the Universal Multnomah' chain at E.
36th and Hawthorne. This house will attended a meeting at Hollywood
cost $200,000, and will open shortly high school where Cleve Beck, vice
after Jan. 1.
president of the International AlAt Salem, two theaters were con- liance of Stage Employes and M. P.
structed.
They are the Elsinore, Operators, announced that agreein this direction will, of course, benefit greatseating
1,480 and
costing around ment has been reached on the threatly
by the tremendous progress that has
Debeen made along these lines in our own 1275,000; and the Bligh, 1,425-seat ened walkout at the studios.
country during the last ten years and with house, which is to cost $200,000.
tails of the settlement are withheld
easier to
will be much
this experience it
pending the signing of the agreement
make fans of the Europeans by offering them
by both sides.
W. G. Underwood Honored
wonderful attractions, presentations, orchestras, and the last word in show shops.
Dallas Tribute to his service as
"During the past year a number of first- head of the organization was paid W.
New War Comedy Planned
class
motion picture theaters have been
Hollywood "A.W.O.L.", a comedy'|
opened in Berlin, most of them with Amer- G. Underwood, retiring president, by
Pres- based upon some of the lighter epi-|j
ican capital and in association with Amer- Film Board of Trade members.
Among these are the ent were Oscar A. Morgan, (Pathe) sodes of the war, will go into prodistributors.
ican
the
the Gloria Palast
Ufa.
Palast am Zoo
new president; Don C. Douglas, sec- duction under the direction of Ben
the Mercedes, and others.
Capitol
"A number of American distributors, retary; Leslie Wilkes, (F.N.). F. A. Stoloff at F"ox. The cast will include
among them the Fox Film Corp., claimed Thomas,
(Educ), R. C. Ingram, Nancy Nash, Gene Cameron, Judy
approximately forty per cent of their net (Enterprise),
King and Sammy Cohen.
J. B. Dugger (Famous),
profit from their export business last year.
The same is true of many other organiza- L. E. Harrington (F.B.O.), Jack C.
Milton Theater Changes Hands
Adams (Home State), Harry T.
tions.
"This being a fact, it can readily be seen Peebles
Leroy
(Liberty-Specialty),
MiltiMi, Ore.
The management of
where the balance of profit will be when once
Bickell (M-G-M), Ernest C. Leeves the Cozy has been taken over by
the European masses have been educated to
become motion picture fans in the same pro- (P.D.C.), Joe E. Luckett (United Herbert Haun and Claude Irons.
portion as the populace of the United States
Artists), R. C. Mcllheran (Univ.),
the field who are making plans for building chains of theaters.
As in this country, so in Germany, it is
almost absolutely necessary for the distributor to have an outlet for his product in
every key center at least.
"All companies who contemplate activity
in

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

with our population of approximately
120,000,000 people and Europe with between
600,000,000 and 700,000,000 souls.
"The European, and especially the German, is ready to be weaned away from

what

and

J.

W.

more

Running
"The
Sheik," which opened at

Valentino Film

Bird (Warner).

Paris

Hearst Confirms Studio Sale
Sale of the Cosmopolitan Studios,
when he is given something novel in the at 2nd Ave., and 127th St., by Wilway of a theater with novelties of every liam Randolph Hearst to Lee and J.
sort and every modern convenience, plus perShubert, as forecast in
J.
fect ventillation, organ music, etc., etc.
are personally con"The regular run of German kinos is FILM
usually located upstairs, two or three stor- firmed by Hearst.
The amount inies, and in Czecho-Slovakia and Austria, for
volved is said to approximate ?500,example, they have gone to the other exThe Shuberts will use the plant
treme, building their theaters, that is, mo- 000.
tion picture theaters, two and three stories principally for storage purposes.
coffee shops, conditories, etc.,

especially

Son

— Rudolph

of the

Still

\'^alcntino's

Max

the
will

Linder theater on Sept.
continue indefinitely.

THE

DAILY

underground,

"As
better
built

— basements

previously

stated,

and sub-basements.
however, newer,

and modern houses are rapidly being
and that they are appreciated is proven

by the fact that they are usually packed.
"All of the picture shows run usually only
two shows a day, both of them in the eveMatinees are also only just coming
ning.
The admission prices to the
into vogue.

German

kinos are at the present time, it is
too high to make a tremendous

belief,

—

$800,000 Texas House
Beaumont, Tex. Contract

—

for the
erection of a new theater buildin.t;
costing, inclusive of site, $800,000, has
been let by the Jefferson Amusement
Co. Chas. F. Law of Beaumont and
the Watson Co.. of Dallas won the
bid. The structure is to be completed

—

.

.

megaphone.

On

Ten

historic

Randolph, Chicago and is in its second week at the Broadway-Strand,
The Broadway seats
Detroit.
Of conditions in Europe, Pantages.
Kofeldt makes the following inter- 2,300 while the Pantages seats 2,200.
The Music Box, Portland, was reesting observations:
"Without question of a doubt, Central modeled at an estimated cost of $12,Europe is the new battleground of the var- 000. Another important new theater
ious United States national distributors.
Alis the Bagdad, under construction for
ready practically every company has scouts

my

at the

of

{Continued from I'aye

Additions to Goulding Cast
volume of fans, the lowest price of admission
Culver City Lionel Barrymore and being two marks, the equivalent of 50c.
by October, 1927.
"Another thing, reserved seats are the
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., have been
rule, and one can buy tickets weeks in adcast for important roles in "Women vance, turn them back if not used, slip the
Schines Buy Another
Love Diamonds" M-G-M production doorman a tip and beat everybody else to
Gloversville,
N. Y. The Schine
system
office
box
no
fact,
in
etc.,
line,
which Edmund Goulding will direct. the
Theatrical Corp., has added to its
of any kind.
"The time is, I believe, absolutely ripe for chain of over 80 theaters in northern,
continuous performances, as a general rule central and Western New York, by
Betty Jewel in Holt Film
no reserved seat policy, and or for matinee the acquisition of the Pontiac, located
Los Angeles^Betty Jewel will play performances.
.,..,,
opposite Jack Holt in "The Myster"There is a fortune awaiting the individual at Saranac Lake, and formerly of the
chain of grind chain of the Pontiac Theater Co. The
start
a
will
who
company
or
ious Rider" a Zane Grey story which
houses with a general admission charge of house, which seats 800, was purchased
will go into production Nov. 29, with
one Mark.

John Waters

Pass

flop.

product as

of

Committee

fifty

pfennigs or even

The

American

distributor-exhibitor

who,

at a cost of $125,000.

Have your
in the

tion

pictures screened
best-equipped projec-

rooms.

No overtime

charge for projections at night
to our regular customers.
OUR PRICES ARE AS LOW AS

THE LOWESTOUR SERVICE THE HIGHEST
Your

films called for

and

returned without charge.

SIMPLEX
PROJECTION ROOMS
220 West 42nd

Street,

N. Y. C.
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directory card must be used
in
under
the plan.
be spent on a more productive basis
that
sure
(I oii<inudi irom Page 1)
Loew
to
is
Operate $1,000,000 House—
he
Dillenbeck declares
larger copy modern illustrations
expect
(liiircd to pay more for advertising, added sales arguments for the pro- none of the publishers would
Orpheum Arrangements Finished
pointsubject to restrictions and limitations, duct.
That, inevitably, will result in publicity to justify high rates,
Cedar
Rapids,
la.
George
L.
tlian arc other advertisers.
more advertising as a second step, be- ing out the editorial space devoted to Fisher, architect. City National Bank
automobiles, book sections,
"The rates in general are so high cause results will justify it.
In radio,
Building, Omaha, has prepared plans
as to be uneconomic and make it im- other words, it will result in more etc.
for a theater and store building to
appointasking
He concludes by
possible for theaters to use lineage revenue for the papers and without
be erected at 301-03-05 First Ave.
as other advertisers do," Dillenbeck some constructive measure like this, ment of a committee to discuss the
for Calvan Bard of Indianapolis, Ind.
suggests.
York
New
rates
he
to
revision
of
declares in a letter
you caimot expect that to happen. If
It will be leased to the Loew Cirnewspapers, suggesting a new ar- you can continue to carry increased
cuit.
The building will be three
rangement covering theater advertis- lineage profitably on radio, autos, real
Secretary
Board
New Indianapolis
stories in height and cover a site
ing.
estate, etc., at commercial or lower
Indianapolis Marion McCulloch is 120 ft. by 140 ft.
The theater with
"Restrictions on type, illustrations rates, why not motion pictures?
new
secretary of the Film Board of a seating capacity of 1900 will be 90
and display, make modern advertising
"The present attitude on rates is, as Trade. Mrs. Georgia Moffet, Cleve- ft. by 120 ft.
Contracts will be
as you carry it on the other pages of one of your publishers has stated,
land board secretary, has returned to awarded early next year. It will cost
your paper impossible in your amuse- 'Keeping one of the largest potenthat city after installing Miss MofTet. about $1,000,000.
ment advertising," the letter continues tial advertisers in a hole.' Let him
Another big theater for Cedar
adverpointing out that anmseinent
come out to the mutual profit of
no contract protection both the newspapers and advertiser." Smith Firm Leases Alliance House Rapids is projected by the W. F.
tisers have
against increases of rates.
Warren, O. The Smith Amuse- Naibert Realty Co., 220 Granby
Dillenbeck proposes that the theatri- ment Co. of Alliance, and Warren. Building. The plans are being pre"The amusement page is read priretained, and
marily by those who are seeking a cal directory page be
Lemotto Smith, president, has enter- pared by Peacock & Frank, Milwau"We guarantees its support, and that any ed into a 90-year lease for the Hip- kee.
place to go," the letter reads.
The building will be four stories
want them of course, but we are not individual theater using over 100 lines podrome.
directory page be given option
and basement 80 feet by 210 feet and
satisfied to reach this class only. We on the
will cost about $1,000,000 complete.
must reach out for new customers and of going off the page to a new classiBolzon Remains in Charge
fication.
He asks that such additional
is
reported that the Orpheum
sell the idea of going, to the man or
Rome— At a meeting called by the It
woman who has decided to do some- copy be handled on the basis with Government
Circuit will operate this house.
Commission
of
the
thing else or hasn't decided what to commercial advertising in a display
advertising group of pages, at the Ministry of National Economy, for
do."
the reorganization of Italian cinemaWaltham House Robbed
Radio, automobiles, sports and advertiser's option, subject to estabBolzon was commismagazines are the real competitors lished regulations on commercial dis- tography, Sig.
Waltham,
Mass. The office of the
sioned to remain in charge with full
of the theater, Dillenbeck contends, play and at commercial contract rates.
Central Square was robbed Friday
will
immediately
start
powers.
He
Under such an arrangement, he
and are all (except sports, which obnight, the safe being forced and |700
plans of the cinematography divitain so much free space they spend points out, all advertisements would
in cash stolen.
commercial or be limited to an individual theater or sion working. An executive council
enjoying
nothing)
been
has
appointed.
lower rates and faring as well or attraction, each house considered inDorothy Nourse at Fox
better from the editorial standpoint dividually with respect to the 100Dorothy
Nourse,
a
Paramount
line minimum and the privilege of
Opens Colored Houston House
as motion pictures.
Houston The Washington, colored School graduate, is appearing in "The
"It is not the intention to use a obtaining the new classification and
Pictures Music Master/' a Fox picture, which
lower rate as a saving for the thea- commercial rates. For every adver- house, has been opened.
is being directed by Allan Dwan.
continues
the letter.
"The tisement at commercial rates, a mini- and musical reviews are featured.
ters,"

Revision Sought

same money,

at

least

initially,

will

Cedar Rapids

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

Have Been Telling You That The

1927 Film Year Book
Will Be The Greatest Reference Book Ever Published In Filmland

WELL
It

Will Be Even Better Than That

A

Great Book Covering

A

Great Industry
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Small Houses Quitting
Washington Bureau of

—

Opinion Divided

THE FILM DAILY

Washington
The gradual withdrawal from business of a number

Exhibitors^

small picture houses in France
has resulted in considerable comment
concerning the methods best adapted to check that tendency, according
to advices to the Dept. of Commerce
from Trade Commissioner G. R.
Canty, Paris.
An urgent appeal to producers, distributors, house managers and other
members of the French industry to
practice more effective methods of
advertising and other methods calculated to prevent this disappearance
of the smaller theaters has been made
by a leading French trade journal.
Since the beginning of October, this
paper points out, a number of its
copies which had been mailed to different theaters throughout France,
were returned with the information
that the house had discontinued operations.
It is reported in France
that many small houses, which will
complete contracts at tiie end of this
of

year, are then expected to withdraw
from business.
Several reasons for this siturtion
are advanced in France.
The principal one is that the small revenues
of the houses in question and the
gradually increasing cost of films and
printing have cut the margin of profit
to a point where further operation
For example, cost of
is inadvisable.
films have increased 100 per cent in
one year, it is said in France, and
prices of programs have risen in a
proportion varying between 30 and
SO per cent. To meet these increases,
small theaters have been compelled
to charge higher admission prices,
although it is stated that public sen-

Daily Reminder
Christmas is a
season of good
cheer. Make your
holiday week
program a happy
and novel one.

Dallas—-Opinion is divided as to
the propriety of proposed court action by the Texas exhibitor association through institution of anti-trust
suits based on alleged tactics of circuit operators of the state, "M. P.
Journal," observes editorialy.
Such action, while appealing to
one set of exhibitors, is against the
interests of another set, the publication points out, stating there is
question raised whether it is within
the province of the organization to
intervene in contests between members or those who should be mem-

27,900

More

Seats

Six theaters under ton.structi(7ri
f(.r
i-ox Theaters Corp., will add
27,900
seats to the total in the company'
chani. Theaters now are under
coiistruction at Newark. (N.J.). St.
Loui
San Francisco, Detroit, Brooklyn an-l

Washington. The houses in the fir-t
four-named cities will have a capa(
-

of

>ty

5,000 seats each, while the
Brooklyn theater will seat 4,300 an-i
the Washington house 3,600.
Sine-

September, the Fox circuit has com
pleted a 2,500-scat Brooklyn theater
and the Academy of Music, 14th St..
Manhattan, which scats 3,600.
bers.
Corporation executives report 19,"Division of interests among the exhibitors
207 picture theaters in operation
is
so great that an organization planned to
meet the interests of one set seems immed- in the United States at the end of
iately to infringe upon those of another,"
1925.
Of this total they say 17,809
continues the publication, adding
seated less than 1,000 each and only
"The large chain operators naturally do
not
desire
membership in an association two had a capacity of 5,000 or more;
whose activities are planned to block their 1,174 are listed as seating between
owii plans.
The individual operators whose 1,000 and 2,000 and 244 with
between
businesses feel the pressure from several directions of the competition and the ambitions 2,000 and 5,000.
of

the chains do not tind much of value to
in an association that does not fight

them

Sharon House in Flames
Sharon Springs, N. Y. Fire dehas been made.
The fundamental purpose of stroyed a block of
buildings, most of
the M.P.T.O. in Texas
that
is
the historical purpose
to protect and secure the the property of which was owned by
individual exhibitor in his situation —^wiU now
H. D. Grossman.
The structures
be put to the final test. Actions in law, both itivolved
were the Academy, playing
individually, and
their

prime

battle.

"The cleavage

Earnings $420,360
(Continued from Page

1)

ing net earnings of $368,360.47 for
the ten months ending Nov. 1. The
year's earnings will be equivalent to
$2.16 each on the 175,464 shares outstandingj after preferred dividend re-

quirements.
The president called the attention

is

distinct.

The

—

decision

—

—

collectively through the atgeneral, is the extreme recourse to
which the body can go.
"Assuming that these gentlemen can make
a sufficient showing to interest the State, we

torney

pictures to

summer

patrons, a hotel

and various shops.

The owner

said

rebuilding will begin at once.
The loss, figured in the aggregate is
will find a somewhat comparable movement
to that of the Federal Trade Commission case estimated in excess of $250,000.
against Famous, but more definite and more
positive

in

final

its

that

results.

"The issue will settle once and for all
of the directors to the fact that the th^- cleavage in the exhibitor ranks.
Out of
company has opportunities to use ad- the issue can come a definite understanding
ditional funds profitably for lending; of the legal limits of ambition to operate;
of the range properly to be allowed to ecothat it would be desirable to employ nomic necessity unharrassed of the recourse
funds for the more rapid retirement open to the individual to maintain himself.
of its debentures and that it is the And after these things are fixed, then the
M.P.T.O. can concentrate its attention upon
admission desire of the management to main- those
prevented
timent
has
items of common interest to the whole
than
in
more
tain
attitude
advanced
a
most
conservative
prices being
trade backed by complete harmony among
the
whole
exhibitor body."
from 10 to 20 per cent.
the creation of reserves.
The directors voted a quarterly
The consensus of opinion in France
seems to be that, while the industry dividend of 25 cents per share on the
Refuse Sunday Movies
is progressing, the strain of competi- common stock for the quarter endFredonia, N. Y. A petition in eight
tion is forcing many of the smaller ing Nov. 30, payable on Dec. 15, to parts, with upwards of 1,000 names
theaters to discontinue operations. stockholders of record Dec. 11.
asking that the Village Board rescind
Reports in France are to the effect
the
ordinance prohibiting Sunday
that larger houses are to be built
Marella Gets Eastern Post
siiows, was denied unanimously by
throughout the country which will
Anthony Marella, who has been the the Board. The Fredonia Theater
be better able to operate at a profit. auditor for the National Theater Corp. presented the petition.
Supply Co., has been given the post
of auditor of the Eastern Division.
L
Girl Ushers Must Be 18
Baltimore Opens Ritz
Tulsa, Okla. Theater owners here For many years, Marella was conBaltimore,
Md. This city's new
must comply with the state labor nected with David P. Howell, Inc.
Ritz, seating 1,500, has been comlaw. Attorney General George F.
pleted and the doors are open for
Loew, Keith Seek Sites
This means
Short has announced.
business.
The house is operated by
realty,
Street
Market
Philadelphia
that girl ushers under 18 must be
Co.
Amusement
the
Ritz
last
the
developments in
;

Censors Approve "Glory"
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president
and general manager of Fox announced that censors in Pennsylvania,

Ohio and the city
the stamp

placed

"What
1,000

of Chicago have
of approval on

Price Glory."

"GIFT TOYS"

ONLY

J6.50

—

\\

—

—

—

replaced with older

which
few months have involved millions
of dollars, comes into the limelight
in

girls.

•New Owner at Columbus
Columbus, Tex.— Albert R.

Mil-

entz has purchased the Columbus.

Kingsville House
Kingsville, Tex.
The
ville is ready to open.

—

Ready
new Kings-

word

whispered that
among other commercial enterprises,
the Loew and the Keith interests are
seeking sites there for theaters.
again

as

—

Shows Banned at Tarpon Springs
Sunday
Tarpon
Springs,
Fla.

—

Enterprises,

was
Seymour

Inc.,

sold to G. R.

big

37

Ella

boosters

for

Try

you.

this

— Capitol

Enterprises,
Inc.
$100,000.
T. L. Croteau, A. L. Miller, Alfred Jervis, Wilmingtoti, Del. Corporation Trust Co. of Amcr.

Dover,

Del.

films,

—

Gussy Holl Prod., Inc. MoM. C. Kclley,
picture films, $100,000.
Wilmington,
Christy,
H. Kennedy.
L. C.
Del. Corporation Service Co.
Dover, Del.

tion

CO.

Cincinnati,

Street

If

shows are banned by an ordinance Empson of
for $112,500
enacted by the council.
cash. The Pantheon, which was erecPictures
Inc.
Dover,
Del. — Hildebrand
ted five years ago cost $225,000, not Deal in picture talking machines. $100,000.
Elmer to Coach Society
including the real estate.
M. M. Lucey, M. B. Reese, L. S. Dorsey.
Wilmington, Del. Colonel Charter Co.
Clarence Elmer was elected unanimously to the post of dramatic
Sunday Shows Lose at Newell
Dover, Del. — United Film Ad Service Co.
Newell, la, "Blue-noses" won the Deal
coach at a meeting of the Fox Dramin motion picture films. $25,000. T. L.
atic
Society, a unit
the
Fox special election on Sunday shows Croteau, A. L. Miller, Alfred Jervis. Wilof
mington, Del. Delaware Corp. of America.
Athletic Club.
here by vote of 220 to 102.

—

make them

assortment and see.
Price $6.50.
Our Catalog containing a 1.000 and 1 kinds
of Toys and .N'ovelties for celebrations of any
sort and including our complete line of "FIREVV^ORKS", will be sent "FREE" for the

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG.

Incorporations

is

Vincennes Property Sold
111.
The Pantheon,
Fifth and Main St., with two other
properties of the Wilkerson Lyons

wide variety of 1,000 assorted Penny Toys
and Novelties as an inexpensive "FREE
GIFT" to your KIDDIE PATRONS will

asking.

Motion picture

Vincennes,

A

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

O.

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
US- AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND iOR OUR PRICE LIST

CONSULT

110 West

32'='St.,Ncwyork.N.y.^
Phone Penna. 6564
1

Motion Picture Department
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Charles R. Rogers

.<S

.^

Presents

Ken Maynard

The Unknown Cavalier
YTHh

Kathleen Collins
Screen adaptation by Marion Jackson
Fr«ni the Story "RWe Him, Cowboy"
by Kenneth Perkins

4- Horse-Man

Directed by Albert

of the

Box^ffice/

^^.

iupninnii

RogcU

Proauced under Management/
Harry J. Brown
g,
^

•^;
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—and what

Thousands of Showman -calls for a quick follow-up on

LlEt^l^

x^^l

<H^

^
^;;^^^?cJ

\

^^^^^

"Senor DaredeviP' . .
"We'll play Ken Maynard' s next— good, bad or so-so."

What a thrill

they're in for

when

they find

BETTER/

rainq np the Proof that

FIRST NATIONAL
SAMUEL

LAOIES Af PLAT

E.

RORK

present.

rHE BLOHPE SAINI

wilh

Doris

it's

Kenyoh — Lloyd Hughes

with Lewis Stone
Members

i)

Molion

I'lCtute

— Doris Kenyon

ProUutcis «m< Distributors uf Anieiica Inc.— Will Hays Pr,s,ant

_
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Give and Take
N

OHIO AMUSE. APPfAlS

DKISIONON AWARD

v^er-changing complex moves
lings with Aladdin-like swift-

Uniform Contract Attacked

I

ess

where

and

tremendous

In Theater Firm's
Action

irregularity,

of

—

^the

existing

circuits

new houses

or

in

building

may "go

it

alone"

in
erecting suburban
theaters in
York, Lubin

New

states.

Since start of construction of
the Roxy proposals have been
received, some from distributors, who sought the new house
as a first run outlet, '.nd some
from suburban theater owners

having

who wish
the Roxy

le arbitration

compete

Action in Britain

amalgamate with

to

with

existint.

the system the problem then
ecomes a personal one.
;

Proper Spirit
As a matter of fact all business
ealings are the result of arbitration,
or either the distributor or exhibor to approach arbitration in recases in the take-all-and
lective
Arbitraive-nothing spirit is fatal.
on can be purely nothing but corn-

omise based upon true

Imdom's

facts.

It is

For
equity.
court of
hide truths behind tech-

British industry.
While there is general agreement
(Continued on Page 5)

Secretaries to

one week

Two

'ther side to

calities is to tear down the whole
'mpathetic structure of arbitration.
It believe that this system has genIn some
ally proven its worth.
ses the result has not always been
As a
tisfactory to all concerned.
meral rule it has proved construc-

efficient and businesslike, a forard step and a further cementing
business ethics in the right direc/e,

)n.

Exit the Strike
Film folk everywhere are glad the
rike talk from the other side of
e Rockies which came east as a cyDne has dwindled into a modest
phyr. Both sides have acted saneand wisely in the matter. Again
bitration will play its part.
ittee of ten will iron out

A comwhat lit-

in

May,

sectional

"Glory" 6

meetings of secre-

Day Gross

%2 top.

"Kid Brother," Lloyd Title
Hollywood— "The Kid Brother"

difficulties

BY

KEITH-AIBEE TI[-UP

Company Gets Big Share
of Key City Suburban
Gross business of P.D.C. this year
being boosted by the tie-up with
Keith-Albee, which is keeping the
company on release schedule through
is

making

available to suburthe various key citThe company's
ies of the nation.
exchanges are benefiting by the regular play dates furnished by Keith(Coutinucd on Paqe 5)

pictures
in

Jacksonville Active

— In

Jacksonville
this year more than $2,000,000 is being spent in the construction and
equipment of theaters, and when the
spring of 1927 arrives, the city will
be amply served, for the present at
(Continued on Page 3)
Jacksonville,

Fla.

is

selected for Harold Lloyd's
new comedy for Paramount, scheduled for release early in 1927. Jobyna
Ralston plays opposite the star.
title

"Hotel Imperial" For Rialto
follow

will
Imperial"
"Hotel
Again is maniin the Navy Now" at the
"We're
apwrong
go
cannot
sted that you
when the Beery-Hatton picoaching any problem from a sin- Rialto
withm several
;

Abel Joins United Artists
Sydney E. Abel has been appointed
Detroit manager for United Artists
to serve in the illness of H. W. TraFor ten years, Abel was conver.
nected with Fox as manager of the
foreign department.

exist.

re give-and-take angle.

ALICOATE

ture

finishes

weeks.

its

run

Roxy

circuit, to

be located at

Lexington Ave. and 59th St.
The
proposed house, it is stated, will seat
3,500 and cost around $5,000,000.
It
will
be under direction of S. L
("Roxy") Rothafel.
"Homelike" treatment for the new
theater is planned by Walter W.
Anlschlager, Chicago architect, who
will

new

design the

(Continued on

theater.
Pfi}/-

He

is

i)

coming meeting of the Assembly hv
Frederick L. Hackenburg, New York.
Meanwhile,
there
is
considerable
speculation about the capitol at this
time regarding the future of censorship under state supervision.
This situation has developed as tbe
(Continued on Page S)

234 in Stanley Chain
Philadelphia The number of theaters in the Stanley chain was increased to 234 through opening of
the New Branford, Cranford, N. J.,
suburb of Elizabeth. This marks the
44th theater operated in the state
by the Stanley-Fabian interests, allied with Stanley.
The new Branford seats 1,300 and was erected at
a reported cost of $250,000.
George
T. Kelly is manager.

—

$18,200

In the six days following its opening last Tuesday at the Harris, "What
The
Price Glory" grossed $18,200.
Harris is a 1,050-seat house and is
presenting the picture twice daily at

the

P.D.C. PROflTING

ban theaters

(Continued on Page 3)

of the

—

Business

1927.

With opening of the Roxy but a
few months away, Herbert Lubin announces plans for the second theater

Albany Repeal of the New York
censor law will be asked at the forth-

Meet

Secretaries of the 32 Film Boards
of Trade in the United States, and
likely those of the Canadian, Cuban,
and Mexican boards, will hold their
first convention in Los Angeles, for

and 59th
St. Selected; Other
Houses Planned

Censor Repeal Sought

—

f

Site at Lexington

New

chains.

"The Film Renter"

ucer.
Nor for the exhibitor.
London Check of blind and block
lS a general matter of principle booking of films and proposals for
In a quota will be provided for in a bill
Tt believe in arbitration.
leory it is the ideal adjustment to be introduced in Parliament next
The bill will follow recomIf in fact it does year.
f differences.
mendations of the Imperial Conferot work out it is not the fault
ence in this move to rehabilitate the

PEANNED£NEW YORK

firm in a circuit to

York theater

By ERNEST W. FREDMAN.
Editor,

cir-

Herbert Lubin yesterday
intimated that such a deal may
be closed, in announcing plans
for a second Roxy theater.
His company may join with
cuit,

(Continued on Page 3)

system is mani;st by letters from some of our
In this matxhibitor readers.
ir we hold no brief for the pro-

SECOND ROXY THEATER

New York

of a powerful

New

arbitrator

Price 5 Centa

While he stated that no deal
was closed with suburban theater owners who seek to tie
up with the Roxy in formation

usiness institutions of internaonal significance came into beCleveland— The Ohio Amusement
ig in a few short years it is
Co. has filed an appeal to the judgot to be wondered at that the
ment rendered against them last week
business by
multiplicity
of
reat
Judge Reid of the Common Pleas
The judgment upheld the
?lations between its numerous Court.
branches award of the board of arbitration in
nd
far-reaching
favor of the United Artists for $1,100.
hould not have reached that Samuel Horwitz, of Stanley and Horwitz, representing the Ohio firm took
tate that spells perfection.
That all are not in complete the case to court on the ground of

ympathy with the workings

1926

Chain Planned

an industry such as ours
where progress has been drawhere an
matically
fast,

r

2,

Goldwyn Arrives Tomorrow
Samuel Goldwyn arrives in New
York tomorrow.

Signed Settlement Agreement
Hollywood Producers who have

—

signed the agreement settling the
threatened studio strike are Warner
Brothers, Famous, P.D.C, Universal, M-G-M, First National and Fox.

Fox To Produce "Joy

Girl"
Joy Girl," story by May
Edington now running serially in
"The Saturday Evening Post," has
been purchased by Fox. It will be
produced in the East with Olive
Allan Dwan will
Borden featured.
direct.
For 1927-1928 release.

"The

Colvin
Colvin
president

Brown

W.

Brown,

Sailing
F.B.O. vice

charge of foreign disFriday for Europe
aboard the Olympic.
tribution,

in

sails

mc

s&m

Thursday, December
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Plan Three Comedy-Dramas
Three feature conicdy-dranias fea-

Canadian F-P-L Elects

—

Toronto
The following officers
Liidwig Satz, under contract
re-elected for
Woods, legitimate producer, and directors have been
Corp, Ltd.,
Canadian
Players
l-amous
are planned by Thomas Prod., sponfor
the
fiscal year of 1926-27 as a resored by David M. Thomas and
seventh annual meeting
Harry Garson.
Production on the sult of the
president, Adolph Zuheld
recently:
tirst "The Lunatic," begins Monday
vice-president, J. P.
at
the Jackson Ave. Studio, with kor. New York;
managing director,
Toronto;
Bickell,
Garson
directing.
The feminine
secretary-treasurlead will be played by Claire Adams. N. L. Nathanson;
er, Arthur Cohen; comptroller, Thos.
Directors are J. P. BicJ. Bragg.
Elms Sent to Rio
Herbert Holt, president.
kell;
Sir
J. D. Elms, of Loew's Astoria, who
Royal Bank of Canada; S. R. Kent,
has been connected with the circuit
New York; I. W. Killam, president.
for si.x years, sails Dec. 11 for Rio
Royal Securities Corp., Montreal; N.
De Janeiro, where he will assist in L. Nathanson, W. D. Ross, W. J.
the direction of the 44 houses taken
Sheppard, J. B. Tudhope, Sir Wilover by the company on a percentliam
Wiseman, New York, and
age arrangement in Brazil. TwentyAdolph Zukor of New York.
two are at Sao Paulo, 14 at Rio and
turing

to
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Delft Firm Entrenches
Caspian, Mich. Preparing for "invasion" of the Upper Peninsula by
Universal, Delft Theaters, which controls a chain in this section, has acquired the Caspian from Joe ScarUniversal is planning two
lotti.
houses in opposition to Delft, one at
Escanaba, the other at Marquette.
Delft, in turn, recently announced
plans for a new Marquette house.

—

California
Harvey E. Causman, Amlias<iador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
intrton
9794, London— Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,'

W.

London.

Francaise.

S,

Paris— La Cinematographic

I.,

Rue

Saulnier.

where

Worth" now

Financial
Prices felt the impetus of change
yesterday, and though none of an unusual
charac-

took place,

ter

drops and rises were plenti'"'•
American Seating had a brisk day, with
a 7'S climb on the common and a
ditto I'i
for the preferred.
Fox Film "A" lost
on a turn-over of 4.000, but jacked up IM
"'"'«' s»"ck. in sales aggregating
,
2",Ai"
2.200 shares.
Both Warner stocks dropped
a point and a fraction each to brisk
trading

M

Quotations
High

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Vtc

Pfd
Balaban & Katz..
Bal. & Kafz Vtc.

•Eastman Kodak

.

45!4
4SJ<

.

Low
44^4
44 '4

Close

Sales

45Mi
45^i
63

5,900
3,300

120M

.

Famous

Players ..117
•Fam. Play. Pfd
•Film Inspect
•First Nat'I. Pfd
Fox Film "A"
^^y^
Fox Theaters "A" 24ji
•Intem'l Project
Loew's, Inc
45
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
25
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 13

116

Pathe Exch. "A". 34J<
t'Paramount B'way
ttRoxy Units
33
ttRoxy Common
lOJ/^

34

M

.

116!^
123

1,800

99'^
73

24

73

^

24?<

4,000
2,200

13

44 ?i
25

12K

45^i
25

7',266

12J4

700
600

100

34^

nv2

98 Ji

.

Skouras Bros

50
••Stan. Co. of
Trans- Lux Screen.
9
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures. 41
Warner Pictures.. 32J4

Am

Warner
•

Pict.

"A" 45^

Last Prices Quoted

•• Philadelphia

Sell

Market

SO

50
87
"

4i

29
42^^

9
96!^

is

Mark Strand
Barbara

of

playing.

'Round the World Trip Planned
Harry S. Drucker and Walter J.
Mclnnis are planning a trip around
the world filming points visited. The
pair will cross the Isthmus through
the Panama Canal and will visit Jamaica, Samoan and Fiji Islands, New
Zealand, Tasmania, New Guinea, the
Straits Settlements, Ceylon, Kenva,

2,200

41

"ioo
30« 6,800
43.^ 22,600

t Bon d Market
ft Bid and Ask

Four For Brazil

—

—

—

be the policy.

Ohio Exhibitor Dies
Theater at Revere Sold
Wapakoneta, O.
C. Bailey DeRevere, Mass.
Beachmont has Weese, manager of the Majestic, Wabeen purchased by M. Gruber and pakoneta, is dead, after having been
D. Schoolman as Interocean Amuse- ill tliree days with pneumonia.
He
ment Co. Straight pictures will be is survived by his widow and two

—

—

the policy.

^

'"'.e^ests

IHh Ti?'"!"""i'^T
°I
T^"*""' Industries,
«,!,

press."

EVERY INSTANCE
Therein

COMPLETE LABORATORY

lies

We

/>ND TITLE SERVICE

I

your security,

will stake

llEiiteBxrr

as

concentrated as are the Motion Picture

dare

we

""^

*"*

jeopardize

""^

a

reputation

so

pain-

^^"^ faultless precision-llN

Bryant 5450-1

for all

80

Pathecomedies

at youi

Exchange.

WANTED
Editfed or unedited novelty,
travel,

animal or educationi

material

al

magazine

suitable

for

reel.

Only negatives never before

exihibited

in

United

States.

WRITE ONLY, giving description

and

length

of

what you have.
Box W-407

c-o Film Daily

1650 B'way

N. Y. C.

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

INC.

W.

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant 8181
130 West 46th St.

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

K^Mbiotsikiw €©•
Y.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

because

our reputation on our service.

C.

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

of the Industry

N.Y.C.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished

is

FREE

AMALGAMATED

RESPONSIBILITY

Midnight," "A Desperate
Moment" and "The Phantom Ex-

.

This

sons.

"Before

The Standard

•5^ nickel-hopper!

—

Tanganyika,
Portuguese
Censors Pass Sad Ending
East Africa, South Africa, Uruguay,
Cleveland The Ohio censor board
Argentina, Brazil and Martinique.
of "The
Mclnnis will take an O'Grady color viewed the two versions
Temptress," one sad and one happy,
camera for use on the trip.
and passed the picture with the sad
ending, although local exhibitors favFrankland Managing Regent
ored the happy ending.
Winnipeg
Jack Frankland, manager of the Crescent, has become
Eileen Sedgwick in Cast
manager of the Regent, owned by
Culver City Eileen Sedgwick has
Sam Weiner. Robert Hurwitz of been added to the cast of "Slide,
Boston, Mass., has been appointed Kelly, Slide" M-G-M production feamanager of the Crescent. Robert is turing William Haines and Sally
a brother of Harry Hurwitz, mana.ger O'Neil.
of the Park, which also is owned by
Morton.
Dayton Colored House Planned
Dayton, O. Carl P. Anderson and
Remodeling at Boston
Goodrich Giles of Picqua announce
Conway, Mass.— The Town Hall that they will build a 600-seat house
has been sold by W. H. Noonan to in Dayton for colored patrons only,
Walter Eldredge. Pictures only will to cost approximately $125,000.

of last season's Royals have
been sold by Sterling to A. Bickarch
Co., for Brazil.
They arc "Big Pal,"

723 7th Ave

Christmas Day, for an ex
tended run presented twice daily. I
followed by "The Bettei
wijl be
Both pictures will be showi
'Ole."
without Vitaphone accompaniment.
theater,

Zanzibar,

Four

A

Fischer in Charge at Minneapolis
Minneapolis A. H. Fischer, district manager, is in charge of the
local Warner branch, following resignation of L. J. Blumberg as manager.

—

n%

..

Winning

"The

Booked Without Vitaphone
"Don Juan" and "Better 'Ole'
have been booked for the new Re
gent, Toronto, by Famous Player.
Canadian. "Don Juan" will open thi

—

Vilma Hanky Arriving
\'ilma Hanky arrives in New York
today.
She is expected to make personal appearances at the

1926

2,

Teleph one John

3080

Thursday,

December

2,

fi?S^

1926

DAILY

Ohio Amuse. Appeals

And Thafs That

Decision on
(i'oiitinurJ

ii^i

DALY

I

mm

Award

I'aiir

m^^

1)

rendered jiis decision alone and without delii)eration with other members
has been seeing a of the board of arbitration.
J lot of John Rusell's work recent- Reid upheld this decision. TheJudge
case
He did the adaptations on "Sor- as presented before Judge Reid by
"Beau
Geste"
and
of
Satan,"
n\ s
the Ohio Amusement Co., centered
;iiid Gave Me Twenty Cents."
upon alleged harshness of the uni-

By PHIL M.

Jackjsonvillc Active

ROADWAY

form contract that made possible

(CuntinuiJ from

Exhibitors'
Daily Reminder

the

legality of such an award.
It is this
Friends of William Fox
phase of the contract that Attorney
is "One Increasing Purpose" is to
And, Horwitz will bring before the higlier
lay a better game of golf.
to make better pictures,
"What Price Glory."

course,

f

as

Rudolph Radtke, who

specializes in
gures as a special auditor for Uniarsal, is now cutting something of
The reason is
figure as a father.
le arrival of Jeanette June Radtke,

courts vvhen the case
its

is

reviewed

Dempsey-Tunney

in

New

battle
he said.
the commissioner caused the
rrest of the champion for alleged
Little Theater for St. Louis
iolation of the boxing law in a
St. Louis
A Little Theater is beersonal appearance at Loew's State. ing considered, and if plans mature
only the highest class pictures will
It will have a limited
Adolph Zukor presided at a meeting be shown.
number of seats, probably 300 or 400,
f the theatrical division for the supand will not have elaborate atmoslort of Jewish Philanthropic societies
pheric prologues, vaudeville numbers,
E.
subscribed.
was
t which 156,710
musical turns or other special atAlbee gave $5,000 to the fund.
'ork,

—

tractions.
The program will consist
of pictures with appropriate music
by a small orchestra. The best of
the news reels and a few selected
short subjects will also be shown on

f.

Whiskers are at a premium in
lollywood, as a result of the delands of "Resurrection," which EdSaturday matinees will
nn Careive is producing for United occasion.
include a program especially selected
[rtists.
Otherwise the shows
for children.
will
confined
to nights.
be
one
out
ruled
of
Superstition has
M. Walker's titles for a Hal
I.
Cracksmen Rob Greenfield Safe
When members of
loach comedy.
Greenfield, Mass.
More than $1,he cast feared a hoodoo, the title
500 was stolen from the safe of the
)as changed to "Duck Soup."
Lawler, when cracksmen blew open
the strong box containing the re"Restless Jimmy" Jimmy Grain- ceipts for the week-end.
time
This
er is off on another trip.
e is visiting southern exchanges.
Fire Destroys Taunton House
Taunton, Mass. The Park, seatAccording to Colleen Moore ivho ing 1,200, the largest theater in the
'jorked at the studio switchboard, city, was totally destroyed by rire
>hile
training for "Orchids and which started in the rear of the stagr
Urmine," of every 100 phone calls and spread to adjoining property re;t the studio, 45 are from girls and
sulting in total damage of $1,500,000.
uomen seeking screen work, 15 from The theater will cost at least $200.nen job-seekers, 24 are legitimate 000 to replace.
A. Donovan is
J.
msiness, ten from tourists and six owner.
Insurance of about $75,000
tersonal calls for employes.
was carried.

and

Miami by

been built and opened

are ap-

night for local

(Continued from Page

Tampa and

nounced.

charity.

Secretaries to

in

organization, making
a
total
expenditure for the three
bouses of $3,500,f)00. A total of $10,000.000 is to be spent by this organization in Florida, it .has been anthis

The Florida will have a cooling
system installed at a cost of $150.000.
Roof gardens will permit dinner dances and other activiteis; the
entrance is through a magnificent
arcade, while offices will occupy the
front of seven floors.
The stage is
large enough to accommodate any
type of show, when occasion arises.
On Polk St. near Five Points there
is being erected a four-story theater
and office building to serve as a
neighborhood house.
It,
too, will
have a stage and other facilities for

Meet
1)

have resulted in better and vaudeville or stock plays.
broader understanding of film board
Construction on the new structure,
activities
and operations through known as the Riverside, is about half
their exchange of experiences and completed.
Entrance is through an
ideas.
arcade and offices and stores will
.^bout 25 secretaries will travel in serve to boost rentals.
This theater
a special car from Chicago to the will be oi)erated by the E. J. Sparks
Coast. The time on the train, going Enterprises.
and returning will be utilized for discussion of trade matters.
On the
New Rochester House Open
Coast, it is planned to familiarize the
Rochester, N. Y. The new Madiboard officials with production and son, first local neighborhood house
other work in the industry.
to offer vaudeville, has opened at 300
It cost $500,000, seats
Genesee St.
1,500 and has a W'urlitzer two-manDiana Kane Gets Role
ual organ. The Tisner Theater Corp.
Diana Kane has been cast for "The is owner, Samuel Tishkoflf manager,
Duke of Ladies," next Robert T. and Ray Burroughs, formerly of the
Kane production for First National. Regent, organist.
taries

—

—

Harry E. Gustin Dead
Brunswick, Me. Harry E. Gustin.
is
6,
dead of paralysis.
He was Strand Saturday.
art owner of the Gray Circuit in
/laine, formerly a salesman for FaRogers Heads Feature

—

Sales

and held interests in theaters
Boston— B. P. Rogers, formerly
Brunswick, Cumberland, Rum- with Associated, has been made feaord and other Maine cities.
He had ture sales manager for Pathe, Bosleen manager of Keith houses in
ton.
Joston and Manchester, N. H.
lous

11

Five

"U" Weeks

in Florida

Rudnick Building at Boston
Miami— Universal is giving preBoston A. I. Rudnick will start sentation acts five weeks m its
once on erection of theater at 151 Florida houses, with William Ste-

—

t

iuniboldt Ave. to cost $100,000.

phens handling the bookings.

is

Now that the holi-

—

Second Week for "Barbara Worth"
"The Winning of Barbara Worth"
will begin its second week at the

it

days

fit

South America Active

this structure,

predicted the opening date will be
early in April.
This structure is
costing $1,500,000.
Two large theaters already have

proaching give a
thought to a bene-

in

entirety.

Theater building is on the increase
in South America, Monroe Isen, Universal's
South American manager,
declared on his arrival in New York.
More and larger theaters is the order
ho weighs nine pounds.
of the day on the southern continent,
he said, pointing
Chairman James A. Farley of the alone, 2i7 new out that in Argentina
picture theaters have
deis
few York boxing commission
been constructed since the first of the
zrmined that Gene Tiinney shall year. American pictures predominate
ot fight. Not content with blocking throughout South American countries,

he

1)

K-sfory building, the Flori(|a. fr)Stcrcd
by I'ublix. Steel work is practically

completed on

say that

iich

I'ai/e

with picture houses.
On the corner of Newnan and Forsyth Sts., there is rapidly rising
an
least,

ASHER' SMALL' ROGERS
7>/S£S£^A'r

MCFADDEAIS FLATS
6 REEL APARTMENTS

COMPLETELY FURNISHED WITH
LAUGHS -^

CHARLIE

MURRAY

CHESTER

CONKLIN*

A FIRST NATIONAL PICTURE-

Thursday, December

Second Roxy Theater
Planned in New York
(Continued from Page

The
Is

Film Industry

Growing

Fast

So Is

the designer of the Roxy now nearing completion at 50th St. and 7th

DALY

Ave.
All houses planned by the Roxy
Theater Corp., will be under supervision of Rothafel, according to Lubin.
Several other houses are contemplated, he says, denying reports

SEZ/
"The poor
have

been

ole movies
charged with

lil

that the Roxy is to be consolidated
with anj' other circuit or that it has
been sold to other interests.
As far as consolidations are con
cerned, nothing tangible has devel
oped yet, Lubin declared. "Friend;

a lot of terrible things,
the latest the failure of
the Sesqui Expo in Philly.
go to Philly to see
things
the movies will

of mine who own circuits of fine
modern, neighborhood houses have

we."

liorhoods, and have built up excellent theaters, want to maintain their
independence against the encroachment of the chains of the producerowner theaters. These men are opposed to being owned or dominated

New York theater situapropositions made to me
have as yet been accepted, and 1
do not know that they will be. I am
working along well-defined plans
whkh are the result of much study
and my ultimate object is to provide
New York City with a number of fine,
large, modern theaters in the highly
may,
populated neighborhoods.
studied the

tion.

So Is The

Film Year Book

We

-and

we

ourselves have in mind.
procedure is followed,
shall retain the present owners
our partners and managers."
tlie

EACH YEAR BIGGER

No

ourselves, build more Roxy theater;
or we may join with some of the
existing circuits and assist the owners in building new houses along the
lines

latter

Why

your

home

bring
town,

to
sez

pers.

They're right, sez

the

daily

pa-

Book

Covering

Qreat Industry

If

we
as

Form Fox Dramatic

Society

"All Gummed Up" will be producec
by the recently-formed Fox Dramatic
Society, comprising Fox employees
Clarence Jay Elmer, assistant directpi:

Joins

"Review"

fi

on "The Music Master," will direct
Joe Sokolinsky is president, Peggj
Kelly vice-president and Gertrude
Robbins secretary.

Nathanson Sues Jupiter
Suit for $1,100 has been instituted
in two actions against Jupiter Film
Corp., by Nat Nathanson, president
of Hi-Mark, alleging that amount
due him as commissions in sale of a
to
series
Vitagraph
pictures
of

Sesaki of Japan.
In its answer, Jupiter alleges that
Nathanson was acting as agent for
Sesaki and not Jupiter and received
commissions from the Japanese in
connection with the sale.

Augusta Opening Scheduled
Augusta, Me.- The Colonial plans
William (Bill) Reilly, formerly to open Christmas week. It will have
editor of "The M. P. World," has 1,300 seats or 350 more than the
become managing editor of "Exhibit- theater it replaces. More than $40,ors Daily Review."
000 has been spent.
Reilly

BETTER THAN EVER

A

PUIL

1)

by producers and have discussed with
me an alliance for reasons which are
very apparent to those who have

(^r^at

1926

discussed with me the possibility oi
These men who havt
consolidation.
been pioneers in their various neigh-

The Film Daily

A

2,

—

i

Thursday, December

2,

1926

Censor Repeal Sought
DuurTiPsyniicu mian oollacs roB

(Continued from Page

suowmcn

result
eftect

of the new law whicn
takes
Jan. 1, which abolishes
the
present state board of
censors and
transfers all of its powers

"The Ace of Cads"
(Paramount)
Used the lobby stunt of having
offer tickets to the persons
luld cut a deck of cards to an

iri

first

10

Even though

time.

to

a

who

ace
there

ere only two aces in the deck, more
lan 30 persons were lucky in gainiR free admissions.
The stunt was
(irked for two days preceding the
icture and it gave the young woman
n opportunity to talk up the picture.
-G. R. Stewart, Sterling, Greeley,
olo.

The board of regents is authorized
appomt a head of a motion picture division who will
immediately

assume

films
proval.

that

meet with

his

ap-

pointed out that this sort of
censorship cannot fail to be disastrous
is

to the industry.

(First Nat'l)

Hanging

full

such

below

the
terra
cotta
jrface of the lobby, about two feet
ack, ran a display consisting of
jnie 600 lamps of various colors of
le new sprayed type.
In the midle of this color was the title of the
icture and the star's name.
In cen,*r
of lobby was the cut-out of a
iree-sheet, on each side of each 8x10
hotos were mounted.
To the left
id right of box office were two easel
ames stands, each of which carried
beautiful hand-lettered poster. The
ime idea was used on the two wall
ames at the extreme left. These
anels were done in various flashy
)lors and each had a few 8x10 photos

immed

in Britain

(.Continued from

ui

the

Page

Governor Smith has stated upon various occasions that three members
of a board of censors cannot be qualified to pass judgment upon
pictures
to be shown to the public; if that is
the case, it then would seem that a
single censor would be entirely inefficient to master this important po-

British

trade with respect to
abolishment of blind and
block booking, opinion is divided
on
the subject of the (|uota.
Producers

proposed

are strongly favoring the system, advocating a starting point of five per
cent on proposed fixed proportion
of British to foreign films.
Editorially

When

films they can get.
the general level of Empire films is equal to
that of other countries and they have

stamped
mind we

(Continued from Page

I;

Albce and affiliated circuits which
are
playing P.D.C. relea.ses "right
out of
the can.
Because of the automatic
playdates. furnished hy the circuit,
the company is releasing to
suburban
theater owners an average of
three
'

pictures

a

Keith-Albee

month
or

in
cities
affiliated

where
houses

operate.
At present, 16 of the company's
new season releases are available to
subsequent run exhibitors in the key
centers, thus contributing to suburban theater business of the ex-

impress on the public
they will find imperial markets by reason of their in- changes.
their

believe

trinsic value."

Trowbridge Reutrns From Trip
S.
Trowbridge has returned to New York after visiting
P.p.C. exchanges in the South and
Carroll

Middle West
distribution

in

connection with the

"The

of

By Jan. 1, 20 of this season's pictures will be released to suburban exhibitors, said to be a record.
Suburban theaters of the key cities, hard-pressed for pictures because
of tiic holding up of releases by firstrun exhibitors in many cities arc
turning to P.D.C. for product.

Nervous

Wreck."

sition.

Yuba City House Opens
At the same time Lloyd L. Cheney,
Yuba City, Cal. E. F. Smith has
head of the division of Adminstraopened Smith's.
tion, and Dr. Augustus S. Downing,

—

director

P.D.C. Profiting By
Keith-Albee lic-Lp

1)

"The Film Renter" states:
"The public do not want Empire
adminis- films as such.
They want the best

control of the
tration of the censorship law.
This
person may eliminate films;
refuse
licenses or permit the showing
of

It

"The Amateur Gentleman"

th^

state department of
education and
the board of regents of the
University
of New York.
to

Action

1)

Lawlor's Opened at Amherst
Amherst, Mass.
Lawlor's has
opened and will be run in conjunction with theaters at Greenfield and
Deerfield. Mass.

—

of

professional education,
of the department of
education, are making a survey and
inspection of just how the censors
operate, preparatory to taking up this
branch of state government and the
enforcement of the censorship law.

two

officials

and mounted.
Hanging
under the marquee over the curb, However, prominent members of the
as a transparent banner with the new legislature are of the firm bear's
name in parchment paper, lief that the state is through with
For the maintaining high salaried officials
ith the title painted below.
3rder around the banner a group for the specific purpose of censoring
Leroy films and are prepared to support
various colors were used.
^ Johnson, Liberty, Seattle.
legislation for the repeal of the law
ut

—

f

at the

"Bigger Than Barnum's"
(F.

coming session

of the legisla-

ture.

B. O.)

Butte Musicians Make Settlement
Front of theater enclosed with canButte, Mont.— Wages of from $42.50
is side walls with flags of varied
itions for decorations, the lobby in to $50 a week are provided for muwith sicians under a new scale agreed to
style
de
show entrance
eak pictures, pop corn and pink by the union and Pacific Northwest
monade stands. Preceding the first Theaters, North American subsidiary.
iy's showing a free street parade Under the terms, a Saturday matinee
as made through the business dis- is added to the regular night playing
ict.
A bally band of 20 pieces in and Sunday concerts. The Broadway
own suits was followed by the and Temple are on a five-day
ishy truck and cages of a comedy schedule, playing three days a week
Clowns, on the $45 scale, and were not inreus which was secured.
mies, goats and monkeys followed volved in the controversy.
;e

trucks to the front of the thea-

After
where the band played.
Cohill, "U" Casting Director
concert the manager told the
le
Los Angeles William W. Cohill,
owd assembled of the wonders
ey would see upon the inside. Jack formerly casting director at the Paraross. Crane, Carthage, Mo.
mount Long Island Studio, has succeeded Paul Kohner as Universal
director.
casting
Over
Lescaut"
"Manon
Holding
r

"Manon Lescaut"
week

at

the

will

WRECK

—

—

id

IfteMEaVouS
PRESCRIPTIONS

play a sec-

Woman

Cameo.

Managing

St. Catharines,

Ontario

Tivoli

FILLED

AT

—Antoinette

pen Fillm Employment Exchange Ward has been appointed manager of
A motion picture employment the Tivoli.
ireau, the Aggressive Employment
Managing Manitou Theater
xchange, has been opened at 145
^ 4Sth St. by C. S. Penson.
Brandon, Man. S. L. Ferguson,
former manager of the Dominion,
Vllvine Handling "Old Ironsides"
Nanaimo, B. C, has been made man-

BEST THEATRES

—

handling the prentation of "Old Ironsides" which

Glen Allvine

Jens

Monday

is

night at the Rivoli.

ager of the Capitol here, succeeding
who is now in charge
J. B. Reisman,
of the

Empress, Edmonton, Alberta.

A

150

First

P.D.C. Release

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

I

Thursday, December

2,

The Picture
"Different."

Grab

It

"Slums

Your

for

Territory,

Mr. Independent

Exchangeman

or

If

Mr. Livewire
Individual.

Berlin"
(DIEVERRUFENEN)

"•SLUMS OF BERLIN'
you

rected and interesting,

Mae

is

informative, well di-

will admit."

Tinee

B. S.

— Chicago

Tribune.

—unusual touches that make
Rob Reel— Chicago American.

"Xothing- stereotyped
it

well worth seeing."

"An unusual motion picture. Acting
The story is undoubtedly strong."
Edith Bristol

—S. F.

is

splendid.

It

has a popular story for
to miss it."
Wood Soanes
Oakland Tribune.

would be a shame

—

"Truly a cross-section of life without any thoughts
of it being acted
it was lived."

—

Caroline Beecher Silva.

"Those who have not seen it have yet
them a revelation in motion picture art."

in store for

—

Wliliam Bassett
Carmel Cymbal.

"If you want originality you cannot do better than
BERLIN.'"
see 'SLUMS
Carl Sandburg
Chicago Daily Netvs.

OF

NOTE: We
to

—

Moss Cameo

— Indefinite

run starting Jan. 15th.

CHICAGO—
3

weeks

of

phenomenal business Randolph Theater.

DETROIT—
3

weeks

Broadway-Strand.

of record business

SAN FRANCISCO—
Call-Post.

'"SLUMS OF BERLIN'
the masses.

NEW YORK—

9 days at $1.00

top— Capitol.

PITTSBURGHTWO weeks Cameo.

MILWAUKEE—
Opens week

of Dec. 4th at the

Alhambra.

OAKLAND—
Line entire week at the Franklin.

KANSAS CITY—
Early date at the Liberty.

DENVER—
Early

in

January

—America.

SPOKANE—
Early date

— run —Clemmer.

invite exhibitors

communicate with us direct

for dates.

WALTER

W.

KOFELDT
President

I

MPORTED P ICTURES C ORPORATION

261 Golden Gate Avenue

San Francisco,

Calif.

1926
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Here and There
SHEEHAN has
WINNIE
been busy. Little changes
were necessary

December

Friday,

in

"What

Glory." They have been
The other day the show
iiis clocked for laughs.
How
lany do you think were countd?
Seventy-four
all
told,

UNITED ARTISTS SEEKS

TO EILM" THE MIRACLE"

'rice

lUKJe.

a lot of rib-ticklers for
ny one picture.
Fox is getting set for next
ear. There will again be about
•9 pictures, or the same as this
hat's

Company Negotiating Deal
Says Representative of
Max Reinhardt

—

Kansas City Negotiations are under way by United Artists for the
screen rights to "The Miracle," Max
Reinhardt's play, which was presented

in

this

3,

1926

Pr \:e 5 Cents

"V'-Robbins Deal
Details have been practically
completed and signing of papers
imminent in Universal's deal
for the acquisition of the eight
houses of the Robbins circuit
in Upper New York. There are
eight houses in the chain including four at Utica, three at

Watertown and one

at

per-

EXPECTED£C0N6RESS
Tax Repeal Called
Bare Possibility At

Seat

Session

Syra-

cuse.

Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY

— When

Congress convenes for the short session next Monday it will be faced with a number
of tasks that will require completion

country by Morris Gest.

Rudolph Kommer, Reinhardt's

NO EILM LEGISLATION

STATE"BLUE"CAMPAIGN

within a period of three months

if

they are not to "die" with the end
Raoul Walsh will di- sonal representative, is authority for
the statement that the deal for the
of the session and all past work be
ect "Carmen" with Dolores Del
purchase of the epochal European and
ineffective.
UNDERJVAY IN OHIO rendered
lio and Don Alvarado.
It will American success is pending.
It is not anticipated, however, that
e one of the 1927-1928 highany motion picture legislation will
Kommer came to Kansas City for
^Continued on Page 5)
Reformers Making Drive in be enacted. There are several bills
ights.
By June, Sheehan will
pending, but there will be much other
lave nine pictures completed for
Elyria As First Step

.eason.

season.
There are many interesting developnents under way at the Fox studios.
\ weather eye has been peeled for
ew talent.
Sheehan says he has
een successful in signing up many
romising players.
He is going in
or leading men and women.
Al-

lext

eady the array, he declares,

The

ormidable.

stars of

is

To Name

(Continued on Page 4)

quite

tomorrow,

ou know.

Urges Russian Survey

The Come-Back

That the major American produc-

In ten days or so, Sol Lesser will

ing companies send a delegation to
Russia to study the possibilities and

e back in California.
He is primed
o return to that field which he knows
o thoroughly: exhibition.
Lesser

necessities of that territory, is urged
by Leon S. Zamkovoy, general-di-

the second theater in San
'rancisco many years ago despite
he fact that he is still a young man.
lince that time the formidable West

rector of the Amkino, American-Russian firm.
"I have no doubt that we would
{Continued on Page 5)

pened

developed.
Its march
brward found Lesser moving along
Then
t the head of the procession.

"oast

chain

Now

Another Circuit

Mike Rosenberg now is_ engaged
gain.
in building up a nevv circuit of theThere are
er his activities is in the lap of the aters on the West Coast.
One thing is five at present in the chain, which
:ods at the moment.
ure,

however,

n\\ serve

him

he's

his wide
in good stead.
recognize
will

experience

irganization
uickly and act accordingly.

Some
this

nce.

of Prinis operating under the
cipal Theaters Corp., according to
(Continued on Page 2)

British Still Agitating

set for the 1927 observat
accessories
Exploitable
is

London—The

British industry be-

"kontingent" queseasonable prices are being prepared
being agitated seriously
y the Short Features Advertising by the German trade, with exhibitors
The campaign book will be adhering to their demands for an invss'n.
vailable to all exhibitors very soon
crease in the quota. This, despite the
ow.
It promises to be interesting.
(Continued on Page 2)
Tomorrow the Short Subject QuarMore details on
appears.
erly
Menjou's Next Selected
Laugh Month" will then be disAdolphe Menjou's
Hollywood
That, plus an array of short
losed.
will be "The
Paramount
for
yarn
next
and
a
Exploit-0-Grams
ubject
He has
Clothes."
Evening
n one of the most important of de- Man in
Brunette.
elopments in that field are embraced just completed "Blonde or
was written by authat edition. The entire trade will The new vehicle
Mirthors, Andre Picard and Yves
lieves that
tion is still

the

—

1

f

I-

intrigued.

—

KANN

ande.

Luther Reed

will direct.

cedence, and as
ture legislation

Row at "Blue" Hearing
—

Trenton, N. J. Jeers and "amens"
punctuated the hearing on proposed

on

shows.

the question of Sunday
The meeting, before legisthe capitol, was marked by

bickering and at one point approached open disorder.
Strong sentiment for repeal of the
(Continued on Page 4)

is

demand

of the

motion

prepic-

highly controversial

Tax Repeal Seen
—

Toronto
Sweeping victory of
Premier Ferguson in the general elections held Wednesday, assures repeal of the tax on admissions up to
25 cents throughout the province of
Ontario.

September,

Last

Ferguson prom-

exhibitors, pledging
his aid for tax repeal at the forthcoming session of the legislature in
to

relief

February.

local option for municipalities of the
state

will

all

(Continued on Page S)

ised

Lesser in Fold
Sol Lesser has decided definitely
to reenter the picture theater field
from which he retired when he sold
his holdings in West Coast Theaters.
He will confine his activities to California, the scene of his former operations.

Take Decided Stand
San Francisco — Exhibitors here

Upon

shows and

carnivals,
and backed by a ruling of the former city attorney, believe they have
eliminated this form of competition.
(Continued on Page 2)

tent

Renee Adoree Signs

his return from Europe, Les(Continued on Page 5)

$150,000 for
George

have taken a decided stand against
itinerant

"Laugh Month"
January

name

Campaign

Elyria, O.
As the first move in
a state-wide campaign to make Ohio
"blue," reformers are concentrating
their efforts in Lorain County. Theater owners have been ordered before
the grand jury for operating their
houses on Sunday, in the initial step
to close the county on Sunday.
Not only theaters, but all other
forms of activity on the Sabbath are
(Continued on Page 4)

lators at

going back
In what spot Lesser will cen-

sold out.

le

of

A

successor to Joseph M. Seider as
business manager of the M.P.T.O.A.
is scheduled to be named at the next
meeting of the administrative committee.
Seider's resignation as business manager was effective Dec. 1.
He continues as chairman of the

that

legislation

Successor

London

—

Shaw Story
Bernard

Shaw's
and
the Man," has brought $150,000. Except that the purchaser is an American his identity has not been disfirst

film

rights

sale,

"Arms

Famous recently
closed.
$75,000 for the novel.

offered

—

Renee Adoree has
Culver City
signed a new long term contract with
M-G-M. She has been cast for the
lead opposite Lon Chancy in "Mr.
Wu," adaptation of the novel by
Louis Jordan Milne.

Mendes Leaves For Coast
Lothar Mendes left yesterday for
Hollywood, where his wife, Dorothy
Macicaill, is to appear in a First
National picture.

Columbia Picture For "Hipp"

"The Mob" Vidor's Next
King Vidor will next
Hollywood
Colum"Sweet Rosie O'Grady,"
an original, "The Mob," for
make
Hippodrome
the
plays
picture,
bia
next week.

—

M-G-M

BiaaMH

nfic
December

Friday,

"We

being
help
can't
business.
this
of
great
of
It is made up
118
men and women.
Its
respect is universal.

(Continued from Page

just

proud
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lOHN W. AllCOAtE

Poblishti

if

Saturday and holidays
New York N. Y., and
copyright (192b) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc. J. \V. Alicoatc, President and
Tica>urer; Maurice D. Kaiin, Editor; Don
aid M. Mer>ereau, I]usine>s and Advertising
Manauer: Kalph Wilk, Traveling Represen
taii\e.
Enteicd as second class matter May
I'ublishctI daily except
at
loSO Uroadway,

ain't

that

worth
we'll

N.

PMIL.M.

DALY

/

—

—
—

Francaise,

Rue

5.

Saulnier.

Another Circuit
(.Continued from

Financial
took all the honors
with a 4J4 point leap
on a turnover of 2,200 shares. Motion Picture Capital Corp. was next with a climb
of \)i points.
For the rest and the most
part film issues had a tendency to decline
and trading was not as sharp as the few days
picvious.
the

day's

tra-iinjf

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•Ralaban
•Bal.

&

Vtc

Low
45
45

45
45

Pfd

&

•Eastman

Kodak

UOH

Players ..117
Pfd
Film Inspect
6
•First .Nat'l. Pfd

116

Fox Film "A"... 73
Fox Theaters "A" 25

72
24

•Fam.

116>i
123

Play.

•Inlcrn'l Project
I>oew's, Inc

6

fRoxy Common
.Skouras Bros.
•'Stan. Co. of

6

99J4

U 72H
H 24ii

Sale
1,600

46^

..

...

Am

50

14

34H

38^^
9S'A

4m

29

31

42%

Pict.

Pinladrlphia Market

13

'i'ii

.

"A", 43^
Last Prices Quoted

46>^
25

98
32
\0'A
50

10%

Trans- Lux Scieen
9
•Umv. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures. 41/,
Pictures...

4S^<

t
tt

50
87 'A

8H

"U" Plans

300

Scholarships

A

scholarship award tied up with
"Les Miserables" and to be known
3,000 as the Carl Laemmle- Victor Hugo
scholarships^ is announced by Uniioo
versal.
A similar competition is be700 ing conducted in the British Isles at
1,500

13

•Metro-Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 14
Pathe Exch. "A".. SS'A
t Paramount
B'way. 98 Ji
ttRoxy Units
il'/,

Warner
Warner

4554
45
63
7354

Katz
Katz Vtc

Famous

Close

present.

Prizes are offered for 500-word essays on the topic: "What Ideals For
1,400 Life
Do You Find in 'Les Miser2,200
The contest, which is open
14 ables.'"
only to high school students in the
United States, runs from Jan. 1, next
to Feb. 28.
The judges will include
s",s66

2,000

96y,
'466
4i'A
30y: 4,300
42}i 11,600

Hon d Market
Hid and Ask

British Still Agitating

Brehaney, executive secretary of

Octavus

torney stated that no city or officer
or committee had power to override
ordinance regulating itinerant
the
shows.
The ordinance provides, in
addition to regulatory supervision of
carnivals, that a license fee of $20
per day must be paid for each and
every show, concession or device opFine of $500 or imprisonerated.
ment in the county! jail for six months
or both is the penalty prescribed for
violation of the ordinance.

1)

The new firm will build and acquire theaters in a number of California cities, according to Rosenberg.

Quotations
High

Page

veteran Coast operator who is
New York.
Two theaters at Ventura, the
American and Apollo; two at Alhainbra, the Garfield and Mission,
and one at Los Angeles, the Cozy
on Broadway, comprise the present
holdings.
In addition, a $250,000
house, the Poinsetta, is to be built
at Ventura.
this
in

"A"

Pathe Exchange

of

J.

shows in their efforts to avoid payment of license fees.
The opinion of the former city at-

THE

all

Roy Cohen, who

is

now

writing for Universal.

Farnham Busy
Joseph Farnham is engaged in titling "The Red Mill," "The Understanding Heart" and "The Day of

of tb
in th
annals of the picture industry.
It is grea,
as spectacle and drama, great in entertair'
ment qualities, and most tremendous of it'
genre as a phillippic against the inhuraai]

greatest

business of war.
*

*

*

Souls" all at the same time. He
just finished the titles for "Tell It to
the Marines,"

Lon Chaney's new

ve-

is

sustained characterizations of the prin
cipal soldiers that the power of "What Pric
Glory" is going to be irresistible.
Victo

McLaglen's Flagg takes its place among
»
looming figures of screen history. •

HERALD

York Times."

th

—

War, stripped bare of it
love, poignant with pulsating lifethat is "What Price Glory."
* * * The film productin will stand a
its merits.
Let the stage play trade on
spoken words, its realism and its "soldi

glamour;

i

The

talk."

film

stupendousness,
* • *

drama

will

vividness

its

on

stand

and

its

i

appe:

Where "The Big Parade" was

spectacle of the front line trenches and battli
torn "No Man's Land," "What Price Glory
is a drama of behind the trenches.
Where th
former showed war in all its horror, the la'
ter shows that the horror did not end whe
out of earshot of the cannon's roar.

"Variety" Passed at Birmingham
Birmingham, England Municipa
authorities are adopting more libera

—

views,
in

film
in

was

unfit

be shown

to

locall;

any form.

—

while the Capitol, a 2,500-seat house,
would become a combination Orpheum house, if reported plans are
completed.

New House

at Wells, Nev.
Nev.
Tine Nevada has
been opened by Mrs. Curd.

—

Wells,

•5K£ nickel-hopper:
This

Celebrities at A.

More

celebrities

M.

were entertained

is

FREE

P. A.
at

the A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterday.
John Gilbert, Natalie Barrache, Russian screen star,
Wise and Arthur James spoke.
Wise urged the
publicity departments not to "show
the public too much" as to acquaint
patrons with the "inside" of the busi-

—

ed the premiere of "The Big Parade,"
says a special dispatch to "The New

spleti>

To Exchange Leases?
Davenport, la. Leases on the Columbia and Capitol are to be exchanged by A. H. Blank Enterprises
and the Orpheum circuit, under a
deal reported under way. The Blank
firm would operate the Columbia,
which seats 1,400, as a picture house,

now

French Officials at "Parade"
French Government officials and
officers of the American Legion
and
French military associations attend-

'

however, in the really

hicle.

ness tends to disillusion them.
He
writing an original for
declared
1)
Betty Bronson.
The title will be pictures that stories and acting make
but not effects, such as
fact that statistics, the British say, "Ritzy."
Production is scheduled to
floods
and
fires.
indicate clearly that present produc- begin late in December.
tion does not meet the demands of
the present one to one system.
Visaroff Completes "Camille" Role Russian Actress Leaving for Coast
Natalie Barrache, Russian actress
Of the 151 films viewed by the cenHollywood
Misha Visaroff has brought to this country by First Nasors during the last quarter, only 56,
completed the role of Norma Tal- tional,
leaves for the Coast about
or 40 per cent, were German, while
madge's father in her current picture,
Jan. 5.
in July home product constituted but
"Camille."
In previous years, pro15 per cent.
duction was far below the "kontinring,

is,

did

WILL RENT
One

private office and share part of
general office at 1650 B'way.
Furnished or unfurnished. Desirable space.
Rent reasonable.
Apply

Box M-259
1650

B'way

c-o Film Daily
N. Y. C.

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishe
for all Pathecomedies at youi

Exchange.

Tom

Glyn Story For Betty Bronson
Hollywood— Elinor Glyn, whose
story, "It," has just been produced
by Paramount with Clara Bow star-

It

it is indicated by their actioapproving an altered version o
has "Variety" after announcing that thi

iConiinucd from Page

gent."
In 1925, there were 306 foreign
films, against 200 German, while in
1924, 340 foreign pictures were recorded against 220 German. In 1923,
however, German pictures totaled 253
against 164 foreign films.

an enterprise which involved one
outlays of effort and money

for

and

ing before the police committee, the
exposed
representatives,
exhibitor
the
various methods of itinerant

tlie

DAILY,

Industries,

West Coast Theaters, opposed the
permit which was refused. Appear-

^i

communications to
FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 47.17 4738 47.^9. CaMe ad
dress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Harvey E. Causman, Amliassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
iniiton 9794.
London Ernest \V. Fredman,
"^he Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, \V. I., Paris l^ Cinematographie
Address

A.

something

happy ov«
go back to work.
being

post office at New York.
the act of
March 3, 1879.
Terms (I'ostase free) United States, outside
o{ lire.iler New York. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
ForeiRn,
$1.^ 00
Suliscrilwrs should remit with order.

1918, at
Y. under

21,

1)

was brought

situation

Amusement

lied

And

strong as Gibraltar.

The Los Angeles newspapers, following the opening of "What Price

to a Glory" at the Carthay Circle had th<
climax when a carnival applied for following to say of the picture:
a permit to operate under the ausEXPRESS—* * • is revealed as a pro
Thomas D. duction that measures up to all the advanc
pices of a local church.
Van Osten, secretary-manager of Al- fanfare in its behalf and all the anticipation

The

theaters are monuments.
Its pictures bring worldIts
happiness.
wide
financial structure JS as

PrciSCints

1926

3,

L. A. Papers Praise "Glory"

Take Decided Stand

kinda hate to be-

come sentimental but we

1926

3,

WANTED
Edited or unedited novelty,
travel,
al

animal or education-

material

magazine

suitable

reel.

Only negatives never
fore

for

exhibited

in

be-

United

States.

WRITE ONLY, giving description

and

length

of

what you have.
Box W-407

c-o Film Daily

1650 B'way

N. y. C.

hmune^

i&Jd the hig

fetter

of the

douu.

Samuel Goldwyn
presents

^^HENRY
KING
PRODUCTION

RONALD COINAN
^
^
VILMA
A^<r^A.^AmA
*•* MM^m RANKY
^ ^ A

^m ^t^^

7rom tfie famous novel bu

HAROLD BELL WRIGHf

^^^

^^m ^^^

a

^

yTcCapted bt^TrancES Marion

PLAYING TO CAPACITY
From DETROIT:

From CHICAGO:

"WINNING OF BARBARA
WORTH GOING BIG STOP
WE ARE PACKING THEM IN
TIGHT EVERY PERFORM-

"BARBARA WORTH SO SPECTACULAR IN SIZE AND TREMENDOUS IN THEME IT
MUST BE CLASSED AS ONE
OF THE REAL GREAT PICTURES OF ALL TIME STOP
IT IS A POSITIVE AUDIENCE
PICTURE PLAYING HERE TO
CAPACITY AND PLEASING
ONE HUNDRED PER CENT

ANCE."

Carpenter,

s.

Manager Madison Theatre

From LOS ANGELES:
"^:-

(Everywhere)

"BROKE ALL HOUSE RECORDS OPENING DAY."

STOP."

Criterion Theatre

In

Max

NEW YORK:
In

"BUSINESS SO BIG DURING
FIRST WEEK PICTURE HELD
OVER FOR A SECOND."

Slott,

"ALL RECORDS WERE
SMASHED BY BARBARA
WORTH."

Strand Theatre

Samuel Carver,
Manager Liberty Theatre

BOSTON:
"THIS PICTURE IS THE APEX
OF ENTERTAINMENT AND A
POSITIVE MONEY MAKER."

In ST.

in

Los Angeles

T{eleasedby

LOUIS:

"OPENED TO TREMENDOUS

Joseph Brennon,
Manager Loew's State

And

Orphemn

KANSAS CITY:

In

RECORD WEEKS

Manager

BUSINESS."
it

,

Loew s
,

„
State

FIVE
FORUM.

played for
at

the

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION
Each picture sold individually— on'merit

The Book Thrilled Millions^Now on the Screen to Enthrall Millions More

THE
Friday,

Row at "Blue" Hearing
DAUy

TIPS

MKM

MEAfi

{Continued from Page

DOUABS TOG SUOWHCN

(United Artists)
Used a novel tic-iip with a restaurant.
Because there was a teachers'
convention in town, the restaurant
mailed out 1,500 letters of welcome

and

them

inviting

to

come

to

the

We

At by George B. LaBarre,

the bottom of these letters
following copy, "The ideal finish to

—

city

"This also
plete repeal of the laws.
is true of the so-called rural counties.
If the vice and immorality act could

meal Douglas Fairbanks in
'The Black Pirate' at the Lincoln
The tie-up be, and was, enforced, in each county,
Theater this week."
proved very beneficial and only cost the demand for its repeal would be
$5.55 for the stationery.— Chas. F. overwhelming.
"The question of Sunday observShire, Lincoln, Lincoln, Neb.
a perfect

left to the individual
In effect, that is what
is being done now and the practice
will continue as long as legislation
remains on the books which does not
n.eet with popular sentiment."
"Blue" law advocates then stated
their views, and as each presented
his arguments, a chorus of "amens"
made the hearing sound like a prayer
meeting. Hisses and calls of denials
by the proponents of the "Sour Sabbath," greeted remarks of Rev. S. C.

ance should be

"The Campus

municipalities.

Flirt"

(Paramount)
with a dairy company,
which labeled 1.500 milk bottles with
cot y readinp. "Behe Daniels as 'The
Campus Piirt' realizes that good
wholesome milk keeps one healthy,
She proves this
hearty and happy.

Tied

up

her collegiate

in

A

Flirt'."

life

in

'The Campus

postal card with appropri-

copy and signed by Bebe Daniels
was mailed to every member of the

ate

—

Hugh
four local civic organizations.
Smart, Noble, Anniston, Ala.
J.

"It

Must Be Love"
(First Nat'I)

a special advertising campicture received more
ihis
paigTi.
than its share of free publicity in the
form of photos and newspaper stories.
On the day previous to the opening
the Post Intelligencer carried a two

With

column five inch ad with the Star and
Times a like amount of space. Friday, opening day, each of the three
papers carried two column ten inch.
.'Saturday, the second day of the show,
a two column three inch in all the
Sunday's Times and Post,
papers.

each carried a two by ten. Monday
Tuesall three papers a two by six;
day a two by three all around; Wednesday a two by six in all three papers.

play

A

of 231 inches of disspace.— Fifth Avenue, Seattle,

Nebel

Returns to

Nevr York

the

W. Ncbcl

Cameo, Pittsburgh, and

the State
Penn.. in cooperation with

—

will direct
of a series

Priscilla

"Birds of Prey," the

Sunday
protested
amusement and said the lives of the
people should be so barricaded that
it would be difficult to do wrong and
easy to do right. He protested Sunday bathing, saying it only should be
indulged in for cleanliness.

To Name
(CoittinttcJ

Successor

from Page

1)

administrative committee.
.Seider has been business manager
of the national exhibitor association
since July, 1925, and retired from the
post in order to devote more time
his

cently

theatrical interests.
retired as president

He

re-

of

the

New

Washington,
New Golden State House
visit are
and
Hanford, Cal. Golden State TheNew Haven, Albany, Pittsburgh
Indianapolis. ater has opened the Golden State.
probably Cincinnati and

will

focus

its

screening.

There was a welcome home
ception at
other day

re-

M-G-M

studio the
and singularly, not at
camera ivas grinding. The occasion
was the home-coming of Cissy Fitzgerald's 18-year-old daughter, Cissy,
Jr., ivhom she had not seen for more
than 13 years.
the

Hollywood

is

giving

New York

a

Vilma
Banky, "The Hungarian Rhapsody,"
is in town vacationing.
treat

at

present.

Walter has been buying "Big Parade" tickets for his friends.

When there is any verbal comedy
shooting to be done, usually Harry
Hershfield is the gunner, providing
he is on the spot. The exception to
the rule occurred after the cartoonist
had finished a few observations when
a kind friend enquired: "Who was the
last speaker?"

church and seem to have defeated
own end and are antiquated."
minister

next

Song" during

Prisoner's

Sally O'Neil will be mascot for the

their

One

ROCKETT

his production attention on "JailUnquestionably, there
birds, Inc."
are a lot of men spending the winter
at Ossining who would like to be
cast for the picture.
And what a
mighty hard time musicians will have
in resisting a temptation to play "The

first

right

Becomes "Mayfair" Editor
Notre Dame football team, for its
Sam Marx has become motion pic- game Saturday with the Southern
ture and dramatic editor of "The California University at Los AnMayfair," a new magazine.
geles.

Club Mirador
the

New York

rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Screen

"T^w Presenting

MAURICE

ELEANORA AMBROSE

and

6leanora's American
successes

—

the

RAY

Walter Eberhardt, at the A. M.
of four pictures starring
P. A., accused John Gilbert of "KeepDean for Columbia.
ing him broke."
It
seems that

Day

whose

At the last naJersey unit.
Ceorge S. Gullette.
tional convention in
Los Angeles,
Seider asked to be relieved of the
duties of business manager, but was
"Wedding March" Ready
Los Angeles Kric von Stroheim prevailed upon by the administrative
March," committee to reverse his decision.
will complete "The Wedding
Recently, he sounded a call for a
I'aramount roadshow production by
Dec 5. The greater part of the pic- national conference of independent
stu- theater owners to be held Jan. 6
ture was made at the Associated
is putting the
director
and 7 at Columbus, O., for the purthe
but
dios,
picture at pose of mapping out a plan of action
finishing touches to the
to meet the competition of chain
the Lasky studio.
theaters.
As the administrative committee will meet simultaneously with
Bader Visiting Exchanges
To aid in promoting closer coopera- the holding of the conference, it is
managers and expected that selection of Seider's
tion between accessory
Universal ac- successor will not be made until that
exhibitors, Dave Badcr,
visiting time.
is
manager,
sales
cessory
Those he will
Eastern exchanges.
Altoona,

Hunter to Direct Dean
T. Hayes Hunter
Los Angeles

DALY .^^^

By PHIL M.

musical

"They are rightly named; they
Buddy Harris Finishes Tour
make us blue to read them. They
Buddy Harris, child film player,
make hypocrites of us all. They has returned to New York after a
seem intended to make people go to personal appearance tour.

has returned to New
exploitation a\ to
handling
York after
C.

to the reform element,
Gov. Donahey and Attorney General
Crabbe have pledged their support
to the campaign, although reports
fiom Columbus quote the governor
It has only been
as "undecided."
within the last few years that professional baseball has been permitted
in Ohio.
Theater owners have circumvented
the "blue" laws in some instances,
through presenting the entertainment
as a concert, which the law allows.

den, said:

total

Wash.

state."

Adventist of
Miss Findley in New York
to speak
Grace M. Findley of the "Film
was challenged as he is not a resiNews," Washington, who is in New
dent of the state.
The Rev. C. Estornelle, pastor of York on a business trip, returns toSt. John's Episcopal Church, of Cam- morrow.

Longacre, Seventh

Washington,

And Thafs That

state

commis- close up the
was the sioner of Trenton, who urged comAccording

Blackstone Cafe for their meals.

1926

3,

State "Blue"

"blue" law, was
(Continued from Page 1)
voiced at the meetings, with violations
to be included in the reformers' plans
of the law called the rule rather than
for a "Sour Sabbath" in the state.
the exception throughout the state.
"Our action toward closing Lorain
"There is not a municipality in the
Mrs. Florstate with the possible exception of County is only a start,"
declares.
Amherst
ence
Snider
of
permit
not
Ocean Grove that does
Colum\ iolations
of many of its numerous "Next comes Cleveland, then
plan to
provisions," says a statement made bus and Cincinnati.
aiiiiiiuated

"The Black Pirate"

1)

Campaign
Under Way in Ohio

December

Debut

after

a

series

of sensational

on the European Riviera

CANARD'S

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA
'Direct

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

E.

200West

Ray Goetz, Managing

51st Street,

New York

->

'Director

Phone

Circle

5106

Buffalo,

—

S,..
al'iij:>Z.^^^^^<t^^-/:f)^'!!i^<Z^^-il^<!i^

eJ

A
THE
Friday, Dtecember

United Artists Seeks
To Film "The Miracle"
(Continued from Page

conference

a

He

staff.

members

with

will

remain

provision for the settlement of claims
of American citizens against Ger-

of

here

completion of the play's run,

Exhibitors'

the

passing interest in radio legislation.
Efforts will be made to pass some modification of the Dill-White bill providing for the control of broadcasting.
The present situation is very
confused, there is chaos in the air,
and there is a decided demand from
the country for legislation to care
for it and prevent further disruption
of this new form of entertainment.

he

return to New York to meet
Reinhardt, who arrives Dec. 11. The
pair then will go to Los Angeles to
complete conferences with Joseph
Schenck.
If the play is produced in motion
pictures, it will be presented as an
American product, according to Kommer. Some revision of the play will
be needed to meet screen requirements, but the fact that it is a drama
without words makes it particularly
will

M

suited to

(Continued from

Keep a copy of the
latest Film Year
Book handy. It
will answer many

\)

with any group which
would want to undertake a prograiii
of production in Russia, working in
clo.se interchange of ideas and sug
gestions with our studios and directors," he said.
At present America is not making
"any great number of films which
would appeal to the Russian publii
because
Hollywood is unfamiliar
with the Russian trend of thought,"

Zamkovoy declared. "Russia offers
today an unparalleled market for the
fore Congress may receive action, American
producer,"
he
asserted.
but probably will not. This was the Russia is ready to accept American
subject of hearings last session. The pictures which come up to its own
trouble chiefly centers about the de- standard, Zamkovoy said.

The copyright

questions coming
up every day.

motion pictures.

J'luie

co-operate

The industry has more than

Daily JReminckr

until

when

Urges Russian Survey

many.

1)

mand

of the

legislation

now

be-

composers that royal-

be paid for the theatrical use or
Lubitsch Completes Staff
broadcasting of their compositions.
Ernst Lubitsch has completed his
The committee in charge of the bill staff for the filming of "Old Heidelis sympathetic toward the composers'
berg,"
starring
Ramon Novarro.
plea that they are entitled to com- George Hibbard will be assistant,
pensation for the use of their com- with Eric Locke, borrowed from F"apositions, but does not altogether mous, as production manager.
Ali
like the way in which the plan is Huber has arrived from Germany to
offered.
take charge of costuming.
Hans
Reform
organizations
having Kraely adopted the Mayer Foerster
branches in Washington are under- story for filming.
stood to be planning a "drive" to
secure "blue" legislation of one sort
Joe Koehler Recovered
or another during the session. It is
Twin Falls, Ida.
Joe Koehler,
not likely, however, that they will manager of the Idaho, has recovered
will get
be able to force anything through.
from an operation.
ties

Lesser in Fold
(Continued from Page 1)
ser announced plans for an "international" legitimate theater at Los Angeles.
This will be his first activity.
While in France, Lesser contracted

with

the

famous

Gobelin

for production of a 28 by 20
ft. tapestry, which will present a cyclorama of motion pictures. Weaving of the tapestry will take about
three years, with the finished product to cost around close to $100,000.
It will be installed in Lesser's pro-

posed legitimate house.
Mitchill

Leonard

Plans Marine Series
Mitchill,

Friday, Dec.

recently

asso-

ciated

niarine.

May

1926

No

Film Legislation
Expected in Congress
(Continued from Page 1)

it

Cut Production

A

film showing a method for the
pre-visualization of a motion puture

invented by Hrolf Wisby, will be
included in the program at the Fifth
Ave. Playhouse the week beginning
the
Dec. 11.
It is claimed that
process will result in a reduction in
production costs and also permits the
copyright of a picture before it is
actually filmed.

is

not anticipated that

it

anywhere.
The session is limited
to three months, within which period
Congress will be called upon to pass
the appropriation bills of the Government for the next fiscal year,
consider and adopt some form of
tax relief and complete the enactment of many bills left suspended at
the end of the last session.
The motion picture measures now
pending include bills closing theaters
in the District of Columbia on Sunday and the national censorship bill.
Both of these were the subject of

story,

which

will

—

me

5££

in

for the District of Columbia was in
the hands of a subcommittee of the

House

which
committee
might master enough votes to call
for favoring report to the full committee, but it is probable the measure will never get any further. There
little

likelihood of either bill being
floor for a final

brought up on the
vote.

Of

considerable importance to the
film industry, however, is the plan
for tax relief suggested by the President, caUing for a reduction in the
income taxes to be paid next year on
This plan, however,
1926 incomes.
is
the subject of much opposition,
many Republican members being opposed to tax reduction this session
while the Democrats almost univers-

the
ing

will
If

Democrats are successful in forcpermanent legislation, there is

CHRISTIE

^-J

district

be further explained by a foreword.
effort will be made to ascertain a bare possibility that the admission
if the
audience can comprehend the tax mav be eliminated.
story from the pre-visualization.
Another bill to come before Congress during the session would reMiles City Has New House
turn to Germany alien property seizHi Knutson ed by the Government during the
Miles City, Mont.
has opened a new theater here.
war, incorporated in which will be

An

DONT WORRY

the membership of the committees
having them in charge are opposed
to them.
The Sunday closing bill

The film, about 200 feet in length,
comprises a series of stills which are ally are demanding a bill which
drawings depicting sets and the prin- afford relief all along the line.
cipal action of the

—

lengthy hearings last session.
A
strong fieht was made against both
measures, and a good proportion of

is

Process

3,

tapestry

works

with George Morris in the
production of novelty shorts, sails
:5aturday aboard the Leviathan with
David A. Burke, general manager of
the U. S. Lines to make a series ot
shipping pictures in foreign ports.
Mitchill for two years produced Seagraphs, a monthly film review for
the U. S. Lines.
He is the author
and director of "A Fast Seaknot,"
a comedy romance, produced within
months, "Safe Haven,"
the
past
"King Neptune Gets Rough," "Roof
jTops of New York," "Ol' Clothes."
The pictures to be made in England,
France, Germany and Poland will
be used in an educational campaign
to acquaint the American public with
the progress being made by the U.
S. Shipping Board in the re-establishment of the American merchant
,

S^^
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Laugh- Spasm
Harrison Ford -Phyllis
Chester

Conkln -Mack

Haver

Swam

end Hobart Bosworfh
It's Riotous and Rowdy- Rampant and
Resonant- a Nervous Breakdown oi
Merriment- Hectic with Humor
A Veritable Geyser of Guffaws.'^

A

"Worry- Chaj-er

Deluxe/

a P. D. C. Release

150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

>».»!''*^'-

--..we/^-"'

I'

COLLEEN NOORE
" Greatest
in

box

The Next

-

GREAT

Motion

JOHNNY NINES
it

Ywinkl«toes

"

Picture.'

in Ste»»infi

The month's comedy
views prove

in

ofiBce star in pictures

wallop.

tops Hines' hit

list.

THE BLONDE SAINT
"Big

hit!

.

.

.

Cleaning up

.... Got oS

to

at

flying

enthusiastic reviews."

rr.VM.'xU:::

N. Y. Strand

start

— Daily

following

Review.

RICHARD BARTHELNESS
Till the

— you'll

Drama

Three-way Winner with perfect Title— perfect Cast
perfect direction by Al SantelL

—

national
PicturcA

of

Motion Picture Producers «»« Distributors of

America

Th« Whit*
Black Sh««P

in

sands of the desert grow cold
remember what this Desert
did for your Box -Office.

JUST ANOTHER BLONDE

Members

Alone

Pre-

Inc.- Will Hays%,.dent

WITH

»'»»'"><^"
and Jack Hulhali

TAeHVHSPkPii

^yplLMDOM

A Universal
de France

Film

Triumph

Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

^%af^
Short Subject and Program Building Number
"PXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

are aiding

showmen

'-'

everywhere to make short subjects pay box
office returns.
Short and snappy records ot
tried and proved stunts which mean money
to every exhibitor.

Use them

regularly.

LAUGH

Month

is

to be

now

observed again in

Laugh
January.
and
comedies
boost
comedies
boosts
Month
Start

box-

office receipts.

happy

all

the time.

to get set.

That makes

all

exhibitors

TJUILD

your program by careful attention

'-' to short subjects.

In this issue, the leading distributors detail the quality' product they
are oflfering.
Suggested programs will help

you

in building shows.

//

ABRILLI ANT and prolific

I

writer whose work places him at the very
top in the ranking of successful contributors to the screen. As a
supervisor of production at the Cecil B. DeMille Studios his name on
a picture is a surety of showmanship merit.
"THE CRUISE OF THE JASPER B," adapted by Zelda Sears
Just completed
from
the novel by DON MARQUIS, Directed by JAMES W.
and Tay Garnett,
HORNE, Supervised by BERTRAM MILLHAUSER. For Release by P.D.C.
:

—

!
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Automatic Release
Screw Driver that solves the
Problems of the Mechanic

Publisher

INDEX

Cocoanut

1— Holds
SHORT SUBJECT HOUSES, by Hal Roach
KEEN BIDDING FOR SHORTS PREDICTED
FINANCIAL,

special Nights

Tuesday

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

3

.

"
..

2

— Only

one hand is used for
and tightening or
removing of icrew and ucuhen,

3

holding

3

by Charles F. Hynes

'

FACING IT SQUARELY, An Editorial by Maurice D. Kann
STAGE IS SET FOR "LAUGH MONTHSHORT SUBJECT EXPLOITO-GRAMS
THE PATHE LINE-UP, by Elmer R. Pearson
A GROWING FIELD, by Julius Singer
HOW SOME EXHIBITORS HANDLE SHORTS
BUILDING FEATURETTES by W. F. Clarke
THE RIESENFELD SHORT SUBJECT MEDAL
BOOSTING THE SERIAL
SAVING THE SHOW, by Eugene W. Castle
REVIEWS OF NEW SHORT SUBJECTS
SHORT REEL RELEASES
A HAPPY OUTLOOK, by Alfred Weiss
TWO-PART COMEDIES, by Joe Rock
REVIEWS OF NEW FEATURES
SHOWMEN'S ANGLES, by Joseph I. Schnitser
BALANCED PROGRAMS, by J. A. Jacobs
SHORTS OVERDONE, by Bert Ennis
SMALL TOWN HOUSES, by Jack Harrower
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,

screw tight while screw
driver works.

PAGE

PARAMOUNTS SHORT SUBJECTS PLANS.

4

18

while other hand is free to
perform any other work.
3~Adai>table for inaccessible places.
4 Prevents loss of screw.
5 Indispensable for assembly
work, projection machine
trouble, motors, etc-

18

6-"SCROO-GRIPP"

3

"

8
'

'lO-15

I8
18

—
—

is the ideal
screw driver and the only one
having the automatic releas-

20
20

ing feature.

20
21

7

— Made

by Harvey E. Gausman

EASTERN STUDIO NEWS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur W. Eddy
THEATRE EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT, by .Michael L. Simmons

23

three convenient
8" and 10' long.

in

sizes: 6",

22-23

8

Handle

25

material,

work.

25

electrical

25

Price $j 30 per set of

26
27
28
29
30

of insulating

thereby
enabling "SCROO - GRIPP"
Driver to be used safely for

24

?

sizts.

6-8-10

incha

ALBENSOL MFG. CO.
1841 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

31
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EGGERS
INCORPORATED

Photo
Engraving

De Vry

CLUB

Movie Camera

MIRADOR
— the

holds 100 feet

and

costs

$150

to the

Motion Picture

protessional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

Industry

Now

managers.

FILL

Get the whole town coming by putting

a

series of ser\sational successes

on the European Riviera

CANAROSARGENTINE

TANGO ORCHESTRA

THEATRES

Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

Presenting

Eleanora's American Debut

Direct from

LOCAL MOVIES

rendezvous

MAURICE &
ELEANOR A AMBROSE
after

A

New York

of celebrities of the Stage
and Screen

Standard Theatre Size film

Specialists

DAY AND NIGHT

made

is

composition

23

on your screen

Third Successive Season

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4l41-2'3

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
DeVryCorporation—Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200

Director

W. 5 1st St. N. Y.— Circle 5 106

*i^

There

is

a Santa Claus

and he has brought you the
tumultuous laughter special

HAL ROACH'S
BRILLIANT

TWO REEL COMEDY

CHARLEY CHASE m
ff

Ihere Aint No Santa Claus
happier holidays, grateful audiences
and the gift to yourself of a bigger and better
PIdy

it

For

bank bdldnce
P.

PICHARD JONES

SUPERVISING DIRECTOR.
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News

1926

Price 25 Cents

52 Comedies, 20 Novelties
EACH KEY CITY SEEN
on Paramount Short Subject Program

oach Launches 2

San Francisco

— Hal

Complete Shows Available

The Paramount Short Subject Line-Up
Famous Players' short subject line-up for the
operations beginning Sept. 1, 1927 is as follows:

Feasibility

1

Reel,

Coast

Houses to Show Plan's
I

5,

Roach

first

year of

Paramount News

is understood to be negotiating for a theater to be devoted
to short subjects, as the second in a possible chain. The
first
will be located in Los
Angeles.

Issued twice a week. For this subject, a world-wide news gathering organization will be developed.
Famous has ambitious plans
in this connection.

Comedies
Fifty-two in number.
One a week with the promise that each
will stand out with real box-office value, and the possibility that the
Paramount organization will produce part of these in its own

—

Los Angeles Hal Roach in disusing his plan for a short subject
luse here stated:
'Our recent decision to establish
downtown Los Angeles a short
DJect theater, or, a 'drop-in' motion
ture house, has created no little

studios.

No deal has been consummated with Al and Charles H. Christie,
and they as well as Paramount refuse to make any statement, but
should a deal be closed, it is believed Paramoimt would handle 20
two reelers from these producers.

i

I

ierest and excitement throughout
i:
trade, and we believe will intably lead to the establishment of
lilar enterprises in many of the

This

is

a

A

possibility.

Everett Horton, to be

of two-reelers starring
the Coast

series

made on

Edward

Novelties

ger cities of the country.
'It is our present plan to use two
o-reel comedies, a news weekly,
ssibly an additional local news, a
velty reel, and perhaps one stage

M.

supply eight, in two series of four. This conSeveral in the series are completed.
Fitz Patrick Music Masters. A series of twelve, each in two reels,
produced by James A. Fitz Patrick.

Winkler

J.

will

tract has been signed.

{Continued on Page 32)

iiVoods
\ny

Owns

Rights

for

1927-1928

Witness Keen
Competition in Short Subjects
to

An

interesting and somewhat comprevail in the short
season. There will
he a real battle for business.
The two major short reel organizations will find stern competition

Kan- plex situation will
City dispatch quoting Rudolph subject field next

day, in
I

commenting on

the

)mmer, personal representative of
(Continued on Page 32)

mg

short reel product regularly
the idea of augmenting the
Roach product which is basic with

novelties.

Paramount's plans are outlined
elsewhere on this page.
Ordinarily, it is no exaggeration

from Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and Famous. Hal Roach, now under con- of

been definitely set. "The Fire
ligade" has its premiere at the CenII Dec. 16 and "Tell It to the Males" opens at the Embassy Dec. 21.

tract

;

Ive

to Pathe, will release his varof comedies, including
'Our Gang" through M-G-M,on Sept.
1927, despite official denials on
1,

ious

all

brands

sides.

M-G-M

offi,cials

at

with

iTwo M-G-M Openings Set
Two M-G-M long-run openings

fact to state that in view of the
activities of these two organizations,
First National would of necessity be
compelled to take similar steps.
However, the situation is given a cer(Coniinued on Page 4)

are look-

Buys Rothacker-AUer

— Consolidated

New

Not

Film Lato Close
"Kontingent"
ratories has purchased the remainWashington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Jesse L. Lasky yesterday denied
stock in the Rothacker-Aller LaOnly ten foreign a published report that Paramount
Washington
atories here. It is understood Joe
films will be permitted importation was to close its Long Island studio.
/ler will remain with Consolidated
into Austria after January 1, under "There is absolutely no truth in the
i the
capacity of general manager.
revision of the "kontingent," accord- story," said Lasky, "Three pictures
ing to a cabled report to the Dept.
there and our
'Donahue, "Glory" Scenarist of Commerce from the commercial are now being made for
the start of
production plans call
'What Price Glory" was scenarized attache at Vienna. The present "kon- other pictures immediately after the
I
J. T. O'Donahue.
tingent" is 25 to 1.

Hollywood

—

:

•

holidays."

results in
a shortage of films, an increase will
be allowed, according to authorities.
If the

Features Reviewed
The Canadian
Shameful Behavior
Tin Hats
The White Black Sheep..

FILM
THE
a position

DAILY
to

today

is

in

announce with com-

authenticity the detailed short
subject plans of Famous Players.
There has been much speculation in
the industry over the re-entry of this
organization into the field after a
lapse of seven years.
The reasons for the decision to
again institute such a department are
many. In part, the desire of many
small exhibitors for a service which
is all-embracing is responsible.
This
type of showmen, of whom there are
plete

very many throughout America, finds
it
expedient to use those brands of
product which not only give them a
feature, but the accompanying and
necessary short subjects as well.
Paramount discovered this to be the

many months ago and at that
began to make its plans accordingly.
It
now develops that
Famous will resume its operations in
fact

time

purchase of screen
hts to "The Miracle," must be
ide
through A. H. Woods, the
jatrical producer pointed out yesdeal

Starting Sept. 1 to
Exhibitors
By MAURICE KANN

its

24
24
24
24

new "kontingent"

Fox News

for

Paramount

service contract for a
the new Paramount, was
signed with Fox, Fred C. Quimby
announced yesterday.

The first
news reel for

on Sept. 1, 1927.
determining this
It
stand involves Publix Theaters.
is,
of course, a foregone conclusion
this particular field

Another factor

in

that if Paramount sells short subjects,
With
its theater ally will book them.
this fact in mind. Paramount officials
came to the conclusion that it was the
proper economic step to engage in

short subject distribution.
third consideration
takes the
In many foreign
reader overseas.
complete programs are
territories,
and this
sold. The foreign exhibitor
applies especially to the Central European countries books an entire
program. This is the experience not
only of Famous, but of practically

A

—

—

every important company engaged in
In order then
selling those markets.
(Continued on Page 25)

May Star in Shorts
Los Angeles It is understood Edward Everett Horton may be star-

—

red in a series of two-reelers for re-

Famous, beginning
lease
through
with the introduction of that organization's short subject department in
September. Horton refuses to make
any statement in this connection.

Williams Denies Process Sale
Los Angeles

— Denial

that the Wil-

liams process of photography has been
sold to J. Stuart Blackton is made by
No
Frank Williams, the owner.
deals are pending, according to Williams.

Portland Thieves Get $5,000

—

Portland, Ore. Thieves obtained
$5,000 in paper currency in robbery
of the strongbox of the new Broad-

way, recently-opened Pacific Northwest Theaters house.

lUE

^m

Sunday, December

DAILV

5,

1926

Edna Williams Returns
Clayton Sheehan Returns
Williams, head of Edne
Edna
forClayton Sheehan of the Fox
{Continued from Page 3)
eign department, arrived Saturday Film Corp., has returned from Euro:
tain complexity because many fran- aboard the Roma from a combined where she made arrangements ichise holders in First National are business and honeymoon trip in Eur- opening of offices in London, Pa
and Berlin.
interested with Educational in the ope.
latter's exchange.
It is therefore almost certain tliat theaters allied with
Hi-Mark Gets "Love of Paquita
Injunction Against Chaplin Film
First National will give much of
Hi-Mark has secured for distrib
their short subject business to EduInjunction prohibiting the showing tion "The Love of Paquita" featu
cational.
Marilyn Mills, and her t^i
in England of "The Life of Charles ing
I'athe with Roach lost still has Chaplin," has been obtained by Ar- horses, El Diablo and Bonita.
Mack Sennett. The latter is expect- thur W. Kelly. The film, produced
ed to make about 52 comedies a year by Henry B. Parkinson and distriband also supervise short subject pro- uted by the Fred White Co., purWILL RENT
duction for his distributing organiza- ported to be an authentic portrayal
One private office and share part of
general office at 1650 B'way.
tion.
Elmer Pearson of Fathe is en of the comedian's life.
Furnished or unfurnished. Desirable space.
route to Hollywood in connection
Rent reasonable.
Apply
with short subject production plans
Doris Kenyon Has Relapse
Box M-259
c-o Film Daily
for his organization.
It is important
1650 B'way
N. Y. C.
to remember that by virtue of the
Los Angeles Doris Kenyon will
merger plan with P.D.C., Pathe au- not be able to play opposite Lewis
tomatically is assured of an imposing Stone in "The River," due to a retheater outlet.
For some time now, currence of illness. It will be sevTwo expert cameramen making tour
around the world stopping, Panama
Pathe News has been booked in eral weeks before she will be able to
Canal,
Honolulu, Samoan and Fiji
Keith-Albee and allied theaters while resume work.
Islands, New Zealand, Australia, New
Topics of the Day and Aesop Fables,
Guinea, Dutch East Indies, Ceylon,
both Pathe-released series, have been
Zanzibar, Tanganyika, Portuguese East
Goldwyn Here On Visit
Africa, South Africa, Uruguay, Argenexhibited in Keith houses because
tine,
Brazil, West Indies, and New
Samuel Goldwyn will remain in
of the ownership interest in them
York. If interested communicate with
held by several Keith-Albee officials New York several weeks. He arrived
Box K-148
c-o Film Daily
in
New York yesterday from the
1650 Broadway
in conjunction with Amedee J. Van
N. Y. C.
Coast.
Beuren.
It is not improbable that Educa-

Keen Competition

Pnce25Cent$

Soiftiy.Dec. 5. 1926
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I

Financial

will lose the Christies.
No
contract with Paramount has been
signed, but it has been discussed on
many occasions. There is one hitch
in the present situation.
The Christies
are under contract to release
through the Hammons organization
until the end of the 1926 season. The
residual value of their current and
past product is considerable.
The
Christies are quite naturally concernSales ed over this and are at the moment
1,100 undetermined as to the best manner
800 in which to handle their future re50 leases, bearing this condition in
mind.

tional

Players common caught the attention of the traders yesterday and led the
field in sales.
The stock turned over 8,500
shares to a
rise.
Pathe continued Thursday's notable trading by turning over 7,700
to a 1^ gain.
Loew's Inc. enjoyed some
of the brisk business, with a
climb on

Famous

H

^

sales

5,400.

of

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

45
45
64 V5

Pfd...

&

Balaban
•Bal.

Vtc

Seat.
Seat.

Katz
Katz Vtc.

&

.

Kodak

Eastman

•

.

121

.

Close

H

44H
44^4

44
44>4

MV2

MVi

7m

.

.

.

-/j

8,S00

.

166

....

Project..

Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Pathe Exch. "A"

47
25

'4

14
41

B'way 98^4
ttKoxy Units ... 34
ttKoxy Common .. 10'^
tParamount,

Skouras Bros.

"Stan. Co.

.

.

Am

of

Trans- Lux
Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures

Wanier
Warner
•

••

Pictures

"A"

Pict.

46f«

4674

25
13*4
39-4
98 >^
32

25
14

40f«
985^
....

SO

SO
8SV4

m m

9

42
297^
43/,

Market

13

9'/,

50

Last Prices Quoted
Phil.-idclpbia

400

.

.

*Intern'l

....

12m

12154
Players
116*i IIS/2 116/,
Fam. Play. Pfd...
123
Film Inspect.
6
6
6
•First Nat'l. Pfd.
9954
Fo.x Film "A".
72^ yi'A
73M1
Fox Theaters "A" 24H 24
24
.

Famous

41J4
29-^
42!^

.

.

.

1,300

Mitchell Promoted

Los Angeles— Donald S. Mitchell,
manager for Universal, has been

local

appointed assistant director of sales
for the western division with head5,400
quarters here.
He is succeeded by
100
800 G. E. Rosenwald who has been Den7,700 ver branch manager.
300

He's not singinjg'HORSES''
This oat-muncher is laughing
in a 'horse' voice at the comedy
situations

4
• •

• •

>

.

.

•

T

600

29%

200
300

43/4

4,600

Adams Sawyer"
"Quincy Adams Sawyer," directed
by Clarence Badger and released by
M-G-M in 1922, has been booked for
the Loew houses.
It plays Lpew's
New York Wednesday.
Reviving "Quincy

WRECK
AL

Bor d Mar ket
ft Bid and Ask
t

Sunday Shows Popular
Elmira, N. Y.
First Sunday shows

—

When

you think of

INSURANCE
ynii

S

are thinking of

T E B B

I

N S

houses, following enactment
of an ordinance lifting the ban received big attendance, the managers
report.
Capacity houses were the
rule at the city's five theaters, and
churches reported their attendance
was not affected.
at

1S40

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadwny
Brfmat

IM«

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

The

local

Specialinta in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

f^rAnT

in

mirth Quake special
IT Will make a horse laugh.'
It will

convulse you with

GOWNS
OR UNIFORMS
LtARN TO
SAV

BROOKS'
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580
ALSO
25,000 COSTUMES TO RENT

PtN.

CHRISTIE

mih!

a P.D.C. Release

50

First

Runs

-

Week Dec.

2*
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Short Subject Quarterly, Winter, 1926

ANY

rational

movement conceived within

this industry for the purpose of bringing
added business to the exhibitor always has
been and always will be endorsed by this publication.
Editorially and
otherwise ''Laugh

Month" therefore gets the support

of

THE

FILM DAILY.
The movement launched

last

January brought

satisfying results in view of the inadequate preparation and the budget under which the committee in charge had to operate. It is merely a deduction drawn through common horse sense that
the principal factors in the short subject field
must have been gratified at the outcome of the
first effort. If this were not true, plans for a

''Laugh Month" in January would have been
thrown into the discard.

Over this point there is no room for argument. With a fair percentage of exhibitors at
least interested in the first campaign, one would
assume proper provisions would have been made

make

the second certain of a lasting success.
This unfortunately is not the case. Acting in
unison, all of the organizations which have expressed their intention of fostering "Laugh
Month" have drawn up a budget which is entirely inadequate. In the neighborhood of $4,000
has been raised to put over a national campaign.
Out of this sum total must come salary for the
secretary, preparation, printing and distribution
of the campaign book and whatever plugging
the committee decides must be done.
to

The conviction

persists that a good opportunity has been muffed again. Here you have an
example of short-sightedness in vision that can

be most kindly described as lamentable.

However,

showman

this condition does not exempt the
from grasping his opportunity.

Accheap
cessories, rich in exploitation values and
in costs, will be made available. The exhibitor
has a chance to inject into his theater an element of novelty. He should follow the idea
through and make himself some extra money.

"Laugh Month"

definitely has possibilities.

THE
what

short subject field will shortly enter
must be recognized as one of the

most important phases in its entire history. The re-entry of Famous Players into this
market after an absence of seven years and the
determination of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer to move
along similar lines cannot but help bring about
interesting changes in affiliations and the entiance of new production elements.

Famous and M-G-M are never prone to halfway measures. They are big organizations
which do big things.

made

Now

that decision has been

to deal in short subjects, both will

move

in quick, decisive fashion. You will consequently
witness important comedy producers entering

upon new alliances. The Christies may go to Famous. Hal Roach will release through M-G-M
in September.

Out of these changes and others
will

to come, there

result a general elevation in production

standards. It cannot be otherwise. Pathe without Roach will move to fill that breach. If present producers should decide to cast their fortunes elsewhere. Educational will naturally
move to meet the situation. The sales competition will, of course, become more intensified.

Here

is

an indication of what Famous

in-

tends doing: Sales supervisors for short subjects in the exchanges. The feature selling force
handling short subjects. Each release considered
possessing the entertainment qualities of a fulllength feature. The "filler" idea is absolutely
out of the running.

This then is the calibre of organization which
both Famous and M-G-M expect to build. The
pace will be a fast one. It will mean a healthy
competition that will stir the entire field and
lift the calibre of the one- and two-reel releases
onto a higher level than it has yet enjoyed.

KANN

January is Laugh Month! Strong laugh competition
will be staring you in the face! Meet it conquer it annihilate it with the greatest laugh program you can find!

—

—

Greater F. B. O. Short Product will do the trick!
authors, stars, show ideas, exploitation
TER they top the industry!

Laugh Month— and every other month — make
your programs

hum

money

box-office—GREATER

to the

with the laughs that bring

SHORT PRODUCT LAUGHS!

F. B.

O,

In

and LAUGH*

H.C.Witwe]
Bill

Grimm

Progress
Twelve Delicious Chap:
Published
ColUer'Si

TT

12

'II

Whirlwind

26

Novelties

Alice

Two

Reels Each
starring

Comedies

Charley Bowers

By Walt Disney

Absolutely Different

Combination Cartoon
and Live Characters
Produced by Winkler

I

26KrazyKat

rX

Comics
Suggested by Herriman's

famous character
By Bill Nolan

12
Standard
Comedies
With the three
Bounding Fat Boys
Produced by
Joe Rock

III
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THE STAGE
By JACK

IS

NARROWER

Campaign for January
Assuming Shape Quickly

(

j

'

'

;

\

i

i

subjects.

The committee

is

hard

at

work

building up a campaign that will
focus the attention of the entire country on the event.
Special plans are
under way to secure a flood of newspaper publicity in every quarter, so
that exhibitors in all sections will receive direct benefits

from the coming

"Laugh Month."

A

broadside is nearing completion,
be placed in the hands
of every exhibitor
interested.
It
will contain elaborate details for the
inauguration of the campaign, and
give full information on how to effectively secure the cooperation of

and

this will

newspapers throughout the month

of

January.

Seek Business Men's Aid
This year the celebration is being
designed to secure the active interest
of business men in support of the
movement.
Last year's experience
taught conclusively that the local
merchant benefited from the campaign
as much as the theater. January is a

month

President,

A

Ass'n.:

Gordon

S.

White, Chairman
Educational

Ben H. Grimm, Secretary, 469
5th Ave.,

New

P. A. Parsons
Robert E. Welsh

Edward McNamec
Bert Ennis
Richard Weil

York.

Pathe
.

Universal

F.B.O.
Artclass

Rayart

veritable

barrage of high-powered publicity will usher in

Laugh Month. Working through the medium of the association
companies making this type of product are expending every effort to put the observance over and put it over big.
Make it
even more successful than the Laugh Month staged last January, is the unofficial slogan of the drive.
The committee in charge of the campaign comprises: Gordon
S. White (Educational), Chairman; Robert E. Welsh (Universal),
Bert Ennis (Artclass), Richard Weil (Rayart), Edward McNamee (F.B.O.), and the writer. Working with this group will
be regional committees which are now being organized among
exchangemen in the key cities. Salesmen in the employ of the
companies participating in Laugh Month will canvass exhibitors
in their territory to obtain their co-operation.
Headquarters
have been established at the offices of the Hays organization.
We are not out to minimize the value of the feature. We
fully appreciate its importance.
But exhibitors ought to pay
more attention to the short subjects on their program.
In many instances now a theater will name its feature in its
advertising and then add words to the effect that the program
also includes a comedy, without specifying its title or who is in
it.
That sort of advertising is not productive to its fullest extent.
In your publicity tell something about the short subject and don't
be afraid to mention the brand name.
Say, for example, the average program carries a six-reel feature, a news reel, a one reel novelty or scenic and a comedy,
totalling 10 reels.
Most exhibitors providing such a lineup, in
advertising it, devote practically all their space to the feature,
thus giving 60 per cent, of their program 100 per cent, advertising and forgetting about the 40 per cent, balance.
Of course,

some

features which are

good enough

to attract

heavy

We

in conducting Laugh Month is not selfish.
are
convinced that it will result in greater business for the exhibitor
who participates and prove conclusively that constant advertising
of his short subjects will build more patronage for him.
Give
the short subject a fair 'break' in your advertising and it will
positively aid in your business.

representatives or others responsible for the originating and executing of theater publicity and exploitation campaigns.
There will be
no restrictions as to the size of the
theater and the amount of money
spent on any campaign will not enter into the decision of the judges.
The awards will be made to those
who, in the opinion of the judges,
have conducted the best campaigns
for their particular theaters and under the conditions they had to work.
An exploitation campaign may include newspaper advertising, newspaper exploitation tie-ups, straight
street ballyhoos or any other form
In submitting
of exploitation stunt.
an entry in this competition, the exhibitor should describe each factor
in his campaign, as the judges will
consider the campaign as a whole,
and take into account the coordination of the various factors in the

campaign.

—
Starting the Campaign;
—January

Is

Laugh Month

H. GRIMM
Laugh Month Committee
committee has in course of
preparation a broadside which
will furnish full information to enable exhibitors to properly launch
the "Laugh Month" campaign.
It
will be mailed to exhibitors throughout the United States and Canada
as soon as off the press.
It will contain a complete list of
all accessories prepared and available.
Meanwhile the following list of available material is submitted:

By

BEN

Scct'y, National

THE

Banners, Pennants, Posters
The Sweeney Lithograph Co., Belleville, N. J., will furnish specially
prepared banners, pennants and posters.
These emphasize the laugh idea
with special catch lines and sketches
Banners are 3
of laughing faces.

by 10 ft., printed
low on canvas, with

ft.

as belonging to them as
does to the local theater.

much

January

is

the

be open to
managers, pub-

will

exhibitors, house

licity

AUGH MONTH,"

Our motive

as

following committee has
charge of the preparation
and launching of the "Laugh
Month" campaign sponsored by
the Short Features Advertising

By F. A. FAKSONS
Short Features Advertising Ass'n.

fits.

Month"

'^

The competition
all

vertising.

when

'T'HE

the campaign.

"Laugh Month'

patronage solely because of their entertainment quality but only
four or five of this calibre are made each year. The short subject is essential to every program and therefore deserving of ad-

feel

"Laugh Month"

of

Instead of offering weekly awards
for the best campaigns as last year,
the committee will have the competition run throughout the month. This
will serve to keep the interest mounting steadily until the expiration of

Is

which will be observed in January, is not
i-^ designed to corral increased comedy bookings for the period
but instead an effort to prove to exhibitors that shorts, if properly advertised, will bring in bona fide extra profits. Give shorts
a fair 'break' in your publicity and you will reap additional bene-

there are

all
classes of retail
the general depression
which follows inevitably the heavy
So
buying of the holiday season.
those local dealers who experienced
sales
last
year
increase
of
the
through cooperating in the campaign
have come to look upon "Laugh

stores

The Purpose
"¥

1926

SET FOR "LAUGH MONTH^^

Exploitation

THE

second annual "Laugh Month"
campaign is well on the way. The
Short Subjects Advertising Ass'n.
which sponsors this event has plans
well developed to make the coming
campaign notable in every way.
January is the month set aside for
the spread of the merry gospel of
laughter throughout the land.
Will Hays has pledged the full
support of his organization to the
committee in charge, and from all
quarters have come reports showing
that exhibitors everywhere are ready
to line up in back of the movement
and do everything in their power to
make this coming January a continuous laugh festival.
The entrance of two feature-producing comr>-iiiies into the short subjects field has added increased significance to the celebration, and has
served to emphasize the growing imimportance of the one and two reel

5,

month when mer-

it
chants in all lines start to clean up
This unexpected and happy de- the "leftovers" of their
holiday stock.
velopment of the movement is going This rneans sales at
reduced prices.
to be capitalized heavily in the plans Here is
a real opportunity for the
of the committee.
Exhibitors are live theater manager to tie in with
urged to stress this community phase his "Laugh Month"
campaign and
of "Laugh Month" so that all classes furnish
added interest and zest to
of business may benefit.
If properly these local sales.
A little work with
presented in this light to the .local the board of trade
along these lines
boards of trade and other business should be productive
of some tangible
organizations it should not be a very results. Taking
it all in all, "Laugh
difficult matter to secure their ac- Month"
can be developed by every
tive support.
In this connection co- exhibitor into a strong
community
operative pages of merchants ads of- movement
with the enthusiastic backfer one of the most logical methods
ing of all the business organizations.
of promoting the movement.
Such It gives the theater manager a chance
advertising will serve to influence to do
some real constructive work
the support of the local newspapers along
the lines of civic welfare that
m securing the necessary publicity will earn for him the goodwill
of
for the campaign.
every local merchant.

i

in blue and yelfive eyelets for

hanging, price, $1.25 each. Pennants
are 14 inches wide by 29 inches long,

II

Campaign

Inquiries

i

National Laugh Month
THE
Committee will soon have

ready for distribution the broadside containing all necessary
information to exhibitors on
the conduct of the "Laugh
Month" campaign.
Until

exhibitor inquiries should be addressed to
Ben H. Grimm, Secretary, National
tee,

He

then,

all

Laugh Month Commit-

469 5th Ave., New York.
will be glad to help.

3

Sunday, December

5,

ZiJS^

1926

DAILY

ACCESSORIES, EXPLOITABLE AND CHEAP
in assorted colors, hemmed
the top with eyelets for hanging
n the lobby or under the marquee,
^rice 12c each.
One and three-sheet
losters done in two colors, a combilation of blue and orange.
Price, 15c
ach for the one-sheets and 27c for
he three-sheets.

)rinted
t

Prices Fixed to Fall Within Every and All

Showmen's Range

Bros.

Co.

of

Hays Organization Squarely Behind
*'Laugh Month" and Promises Aid

Rochester,

York have prepared

I>Iew

^HE

celluloid

about one inch in diameter.
Buttons will be shipped C.O.D. plus
•lostage or express charges at the
jiuttons

of 500 for $4.50, 1,000 for $8.00,
1,500 for $18.75 and $7.00 a thousand
or 5,000 or more.

Slides

Excelsior Illustrating Co., 219
th Ave., New York will furnish the
slide.

These

The

quality of two features in two different theaters^
being equal, the motion picture patron will go to the theater that advertises most interestingly its short subjects.
All that theater owners need is proper instruction, in
order to get the most out of their entire programs.
"Laugh Month" last year was an auspicious start. The
idea should be carried on.
The Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, of course, are in full sympathy with the movement and
will give every assistance.

Trailers

National Screen Service, Inc., with
ffices in New York, Chicago, Los
ingeles and San Francisco will suply the special trailer.
It will be
upplied free of charge to all regular
ustomers. Simply notify the Screen
that

ervice

"Laugh

the

wanted, and

Month"

will be reeived by the exhibitor with his reglar service. For exhibitors who are
ot Screen Service customers, the
rice

is

is

$1,

it

including

postage

as important to a theater as a tie

and novelties."

be mailed direct to the exhibitor
n receipt of stamps, cash or money
rder at the rate of 15c per slide.

nil

railer

is

tertainment.
Many theater owners realize the value of short subjects
and advertise them.
Unfortunately many theater owners are prone to advertise the feature and then add "also a comedy, news events

The

"Laugh Month"

short subject

and collar and shirt to a well-dressed man.
The news reel, the comedy, the serial, the novelty picture,
the travel picture are a definite part of motion picture en-

late

pecial

By
President,

—WILL

H.

HAYS

and

acking. This price is printing cost,
the trailer will be about 25 ft.

"Laugh Month" Releases

>ng.

Window
The
iroome

Wintin
St.,

Cards

Printing

New

York,

THE
available

following survey of subjects

Co.,
405
will supply

indow cards. These are printed in
NO colors on five ply post board
nd will sell at 5c each. If exhibitors
and cash with order they will be
snt prepaid.
If the exhibitor wants
iiem C.O.D. he will have to pay devery and collection charges.

for

"Laugh Month"

in-

cludes not only comedies but other
listings that are considered appropriate for the national campaign to be
inaugurated in January.

has not been attempted to present here a complete list, but mereIt

the possibilities for securing appropriate material as contained
in the complete release chart of all
ly

to

Open Spaces —-Juvenile.
Movieland

— Lupino
F.

Alice

the

Gold

Lane.

Bug

—Alice CarSkin —

Bill
Under the
Grimm's Progress.
Gold Struck Krazy Kat Cartoons.

—

Fox

— several issues.
Widows — Imperial.

Varieties

Golf
for November, December
Several issues from the Married
This appears elseand distribution of these and and January.
Life and Van Bibber Series.
ther accessories.
In addition, the where in this issue.
ress sheet will contain special newsPathe
Artclass
aper advertising layouts.
Publicity
Kidd's
Kids" Lloyd re-isCapt.
Sign Them Papers Hairbreadth
ill
secured through national
be
sue.
Comedies.
lagazines and newspaper syndicates. Harry
Many Scrappy Returns Charley
Nice Neighbors Izzie and Lizzie
xtensive tie-ups will be inaugurChase.
adComedies.
manufacturers,
with
national
:ed
Alice
The Plumber's Daughter
All Wet— Snub Pollard Comedies.
ertisers, etc.
Day.
Winnie's Vacation Winnie WinIt is urged that wherever possible,
Anything Once Mabel Normand.
shibitors in your community be in- kle Comedies.
Telling Whoppers Our Gang.
icture

—

a

concerted

drive

for

Cranfield

&

Clarke

Laugh Month." This can be startSpeed Cop
If you have a Greater Mo- Gyping the Gypsies
i now.
Dramas De Luxe
ie Season Committee, this commit- Sin
Famous
se
can start work on "Laugh The Young Painter
Paintings.

[onth" without loss of time.

Request your newspapers

to print
:ories now telling of the plans to
ake "Laugh Month" a national carival of laughter to begin the

New

If

Dreams Came True.. Color Romances.

What

Price
venture.

ear.
The newspaper comic pages
ipecially will lend themselves to the

lovement.
The "Laugh Month" is
logical booster for the comic page,
id

the editors have proved this in

campaign, and will be ready
ad willing to do their share.
le

last

Inc.

Swimming. .Boy's Ad-

—

Mister Chump Cameo.
Cool Off— Christie.
Have Courage— Billy Dooley.

Goose

to become a
Everyone wants

likely

have too

fact.

to

much sadness

We

laugh.
in

our

lives

best and to provide the laughter
which gives us a chance to relax from
the strain of our every day lives is
to perform as fine a service as is
possible to the motion picture indusat

try.

"Laugh Month" last year created
an entirely unprecedented interest on
the part of many exhibitors in the
short feature comedy and it is to be
hoped that by the close of the second
"Laugh Month" campaign the value
of exploiting the short comedy will
be quite generally recognized by theater men.
It

has always been a mystery to

me how

the

same exhibitor who

will

break his house records with a feature length comedy will the next

week neglect

to

exploit

his

short

comedy.
A good laugh is a good
laugh whether it be provided by a
picture in six reels or in two.
And
if
the picture goers will turn out
to get a laugh from a si.x reel picture, surely they will turn out also
to get a laugh from a shorter subject if the subject be of acknowledged
n;erit and if it be exploited properly.

The luncheon that was served
"Laugh Month" meeting,

which

at
to
in

I
have referred, provided
a lesson for exhibitors in "advertising the whole show."
It was
a table d'hote luncheon and included
oysters, a salad, a dessert and coffee, as well as roast beef and vegetables.
Now when the Committee
in charge of arrangements for this
luncheon went to the hotel manage-

itself

ment and asked

for information

about

the service, it is a million to one bet
that the management did not say
"We vt'ill serve you a luncheon with
roast beef" but that it told the Committee it would serve a luncheon with
oysters, salad, dessert and coffee as
well as an entree of roast beef and
vegetables. The long feature picture
on the average motion picture program may be likened to the entree
and the short features to the oysters,
What an
salad, dessert and coffee.
Rollin' Along
Sportlights.
Hollywood Hero Ben Turpin. important part of the movie bill of
fare these short subjects constitute!
Smith's Customer -Sennett.
And yet how few exhibitors comparRed Seal
atively have taken advantage of the
Inkwell obvious attraction value which they
Ko-Ko Back Tracks
By the Light of the Moon ..Song- offer, as the hotel management takes
Car-Tunes.
advantage of all the items on its bill
Keeping 'Em Guessing of fare in selling its luncheon serIssue E

A

—
—
—
—
—

Universal

Educational

Felix the

•- ago at the Laugh Month
luncheon by General Hays that "perhaps
'Laugh Month' will become Laugh
Year" is a particularly good one
and a suggestion which is more than

—
—

—

in

IIAMMOSS

—

—

rested

W.

the

O.

B.

toons.
Blister

show

The Laugh Month Committee is
way for the exhibitor's
ical campaign by securing the manucompanies

reparing the

E.

Educational Film Exchangii,

'T'lIE suggestion made a few days

Buttons
Bastian

Promotion 'Ilioughts

Cat— several

issues.

Flesh— Lloyd Hamdton.

vice.

Six issues of Bluebird Comedies.
Surely "Laugh Month," with the
Several issues of Mustang West- fine plans already under way for carerns, as well as the comedy series in- rying its message to the public, cancluding Buster Brown, Gump. New- not pass without bringing this truth
Ivweds, Excuse Maker, Let George most forcefully to the minds of all
exhibitors everywhere.
Do It.

THE
Sunday, December

5,

19

10

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

subject so long as

"The Blue Boy"

it

filled

in ten or

twenty minutes, with a short "feature picture.' Conditions are different
now in well regulated theaters. Astute managers have come to learn that
good comedies, and unusually attractive novelty reels are appreciated by
the public, and it is with this thought

(Educational)

Secured excellent results from an
In
outline drawing color contest.
announcing the contest used the outline sketch and type reproduced in
press sheet by employing the electro
of the "Blue Boy" and diagram sugmind that we announce another of
gesting the color scheme which is those beautiful Romance Productions,
Used one side The Blue Boy.' This is a feature in
supplied exhibitors.
of a 11 by 4^ inch cardboard give- itself, but the Palace is offering it on
away for reproduction of large out- the same bill with (name of feature)."
line drawing and detail of contest.
Palace, Hamilton, O.
On the reverse side printed small reTen 22x28 prints of Gainsborough's
production of "The Blue Boy" with painting which formed the subject of
suggested color diagram chart. Also the reel were secured and merchancalled attention 'to the copy of orig- dise tie-ups were effected from each
Five print. In each instance posters were
inal on display in the lobby.
prizes were offered, to be awarded captioned "The Blue Boy," and acfrom the stage in the afternoon since companied the print on display. The
the contest was limited to children "Blue
Boy" tie-ups were effected
under twelve. The entire giveaway with blue overcoats, suits, hats and
card was printed in blue ink on white ladies' clothing, as well as blue silk,
cardboard. Strand, Altoona, Pa.
blue
chinawarc and an Overland
Devoted both program display auto, painted a dark blue color.
space and part of the news columns Morton G. Thalhimer, Capitol, RichUnder the caption, mond, Va.
in its program.
January Is Laugh Month
"Palace Timely Topics," the management printed the following:
"Buried Treasure"
(Pathe)
"There was a time when a comedy, news reel or scenic was used as
A treasure hunt in which 400 kidda 'chaser' or merely to fill up min- ies
"Buried
participated
exploited
utes in a program. Not much atten- Treasure," "Our Gang" comedy.
A
tion was paid to the merit of the set to resemble a jungle was put up
in a vacant lot near the theater and
on it were hidden various gifts. The
Tie-Up for Serial
prizes, 20 in number and contributed
by merchants of the city as well as
the theater, included Kodaks, school
sets of pens, pencils and erasers, trade
OONT let"* NY ONE HID rOU THAT
CENE TUNNEV ISNT A FIGHTER!
orders as well as boxes of candy and
MO ONE EVER GOT INTO FHISUNIFORM
annual passes to the theater.
SymWHO WASNT A FEARLESS SCRAPPER
phony, Compton, Cal.
I

—

m

the
An underline
special matinee.
store's daily newspaper ad and publicity stores told of the showing.
Edward Bowles, son of A. M.
Bowles, general manager of the West
Coast Theaters, acted as host, and
introduced the stars to the audience.
Balloons were given out by the May

—

Ad

OLY/^PIC

GENE TUNNEYl©
riCHTIMC

MAf

-Ik

;iON*«AEIR,

1.JVIHC HAPU HITVIC BOXCR. A.
VittfiC. rrtAV'iOH IK A ICH
CHAfTCR PATHI &£f)tAL

-

CLLAN

January

Is

Lauiih

Month —

—Ralph
geles.

Is

Laugh Month

now*

*

Gene Tunney becomes the "man of
the hour" in pictures. Here's a reproduction of a page ad placed in
Altoona, Pa., newspapers by the
Ollimi)lr of that city. A7id it is most-

"The Collegians"

ly (l< otcd to the Pathe
Fiyhting Marine."

serial,

"The

paintings

(Universal)

Launched

the

first

of

the children, cutouts and stills from the comedy.
A
big slate at one side announced the

Men

Womrn

For Wear!

this

series

a "Collegiate flivver contest,"
Through the
press book idea.
Denver Post, the college and high
school students were invited to drive
their cars to the Civic Center on the
Saturday morning that the picture
were
prizes
15
There,
opened.
awarded to the "classiest" car, the
most unusual wise cracks painted on
the body, etc. The capital prize was
a silver loving cup, provided by the
theater, and various automobile companies were induced to contribute the
rest— such as spotlight, spark plugs,
ten gallons of oil, gasoline, horn, tire
week's
and tube, and a mirror.
publicity was obtained before the con-

with

a

A

with a two-column break daily
in the newspaper.
Harry E. Huffman, Aladdin, Denver.
January Is Laugh Month
test

—

—

—

The "Fighting Marine"

—

of

For

Fof

For Children

—

oil

or CCKTUHT t,^1t& SaOWM

—

A

wmi

Tige

An-

(Pathe)
the aid of H. D. McBride,
Universal exploiteer, arranged tie-up
tieup with the U. S. Marine rewith the May Department Store, cruiting station was effected in conwhich sells the Buster Brown shoes. nection with the Tunney serial. Each
For a week before "Buster Watch of the Marine "A" boards in the city
Tige" was due to play the Uptown carried a one-sheet advertising the
the store enclosed a herald with each picture.
On the opposite side of the
package leaving children's depart- Marine signs in the post offices were
ments shoes, toys, caps, dresses,made a set of 8x10 stills from the
telling of a special children's matinee serial.
Newman, Kansas City.
to be held at the theater on SaturThe
sport pages of the "Oakland
day.
The herald said that Buster
Brown, Mary Jane and Tige, them- Tribune" were used in exploiting the
serial, the medium being "The Life
selves, would hold an informal recepof Tunney."
One day each copy of
tion on this occasion and that the
carried
the
paper
a large colored inMay company would give a souvenir
to each child attending.
Five tliou- sert in which the story was publicized.
sand heralds were also distributed The Insert was labeled as an "Extra."
at
school yards in
the
Uptown The theater management distributed
several thousand additional copies of
neighborhood.
Then a window was dressed with the insert. Hippodrome, Oakland,
the Buster Brown shoes and large Cal.

—

I

—January

Los

Uptown,

Allan,

With

Gene Tunney

Mary Jane and

Direct results can be traced to this
exploitation, for the Uptown played
to 382 more children at this show
than at any other matinee on record.

(Universal)

lOVibjanc Chapters

r rHt: ^tOVlES!,

all children, making the afseem more like a party, and motion pictures were taken. These were
shown the following Saturday to attract them back.

Brown Comedies

Buster

.\

BUSIER BROWN,

fair

E. f.

CTjne sensational
f
Serial Surprise/

SKL THl.M

Brown Tie-Up

store to

—

—

Buster

BUSTER

BROWN

HOSIERY

Window card

available

from jobbers

stores

of

to

loc

Buster Broi

hosiery in each city. A permane
tie-up for Buster Brown Comedi(

Dempsey was shown

in "Manhatti
Madness," and posters, cutouts ai
stills on both pictures literally co

TI
the front of the house.
of both fighters were pror
inently displayed on special print
Hippodrome, Herrin, 111.
placards.
January Is Laugh Month

ered

names

——

—

"Fighting With Buffalo Bill"
(Universal)
serial
Introduced
this
to
tl
youngsters with a free Saturday p_e
formance, which started them comii
for the balance.
Worked it up wi'
the newspaper. The Call, who loan*
a photographer for taking photos
three popular boys who posed as I
dians and cowboys in comedy Indis
warfare scenes. The newspaper pu
lished the pictures ,and gave a 1
of publicity in writeups on the fr
opening performance. M. S. Vidavc

New

—

Fillmore, San Francisco.
January Is Laugh Month

—

—

Juvenile Comedies
(Educational)
Put across a Harmonica

Playir

This campaign was ushen
with a parade of school childn

Week.
in

advantage of the cham- who escorted Turelly, a well know
pionship l)out by featuring both the harmonica player of the West, fro

Took

full

contestants,

Dempsey and Tunney.

the

station

to

the

theater.

Tu

r^

W

Get Your Dates in NO
if you want
ANDY GUMP,

star

of

the

famous cartoon adaptations.
Samuel Van Ronkel
Productions

BUSTER, MARY JANE
TIGE starring in

and

Stern Brothers'
"Buster Brown Comedies"
2 Reel Junior Jewels

GEORGE McMANUS,

x

mous

cartoonist creator

"Let George Do It"
2 Reel Comedies

Produced by

STERN BROS.

\^

SNOOKUMS,

the

deligthful

"The Newlyweds and
Their Baby" 2 Reel Comedies
Produced by Stern Brothers

baby

in

fa

of

to get the

Sunday, December

called upon the mayor, who
was presented with a fine gold harmonica.
Then the chief executive

issued a proclamation dedicating the
week to harmonica playing.

A

newspaper tie-up was made with
the Sacramento Union which printed a series of contestant entry blanks.
In addition, this paper distributed
10,0000 heralds encouraging children

^^t%
Comedy

to enter the contest and offered a
free harmonica to everyone who se-

three months' subscription
newspaper.
Free publicity
was obtained in all local newspapers
before and during the contest. Many
were illustrated with a still showing
the Juvenile Comedy star, "Big Boy"
playing a mouth organ almost as big
to

A

stars appearing in its

short features are being exploited by Educational's advertising
and publicity department.
short time ago the company began using in all press sheets of
its
two-reel comedy product,
half-column star cuts of the
principal players.

cured a

A

the

as himself.

—

—January

Every daily, semi-weekly and
weekly newspaper in the country

Mary

was sent

Cooperation also was secured from
schools.
The musical director,

E. Ireland, sent out a bulletin
principals in the Sacramento
district stating that the school department was in favor of the harmonica playing idea as sponsored by
West Coast Theaters and instructing

a proof sheet illustrating the half-column cuts available, attention being called to
the fact that these were available
in mat form, free of cost, as soon
as ordered from the home office.

all

prospective
contestants
could enter the contest.

how

LLOYD HAMILTON

they

Music

stores readily fell in line
the campaign.
Not only did
contribute window space
in
which stills of the Juvenile Comedy
players and the prize harmonicas
were shown but dealer ads calling
attention to the contest were inserted in local newspapers. On the final
night, during the contest for the older
folks,
the hit of the evening
proved to be a blind man who played marches he had learned fourteen
years ago on a Hohner Harmonica.
Capitol, Sacramento.

—January

Is

Laugh Month

—

inee when playing
of
"Snowed In."

LUPINO LANEL

—

neighborhood of theater. li.
Byram, New Dream, Redwood Fal

iate

the theater showed "Mona
a bill which included a
troupe of 20 Albertina Rasch Dancers as well as a splendid feature, it
was still considered good business to
frame this short with a special prologue.
Conceived the idea of having
a living reproduction of the famous
painting on the stage. Behind a massive gold frame, Dorma Lee, soprano, appeared in the famous pose
and costume and sang 'In the Gloaming'.
The background of the offering was further enhanced by a beautiful
gold metallic drop. Mosque,

on

—

J.

"Collegians" Megaphone
Price $3.50 per 100, all orders C.O.D.
from Universal Toy and Novelty Co.,

New

York.

A

window

Suggests

uses in connection with Uni-

comedy

was arrang

w

A

w

ticket.

— Clarence

Theater,

BOV

Wagner,

Chicago.

—January

BIG

Is

Laugh Month

Bug

—

Suggested Tie-Ups

;

series,

"The

—

•

t'

—

"Our Gang"

new

display

theater.
Toys and nov*
ties to the value of $75 were inclu
They were offered as prizes
ed.
be awarded to the writer of the be
letter giving a solution as to
the man of mystery is in the seri;
large poster of the serial stretch
across the back of the window, wi
small cards explaining the conditio:
The serial
the contest.
of
started off with a gift of a callio]
whistle to each child purchasing

near the

(Pathe)
comedians was picked, the children
(Universal)
While exhibitors are looking abo
selected being ones who most rePut over a "Snookums Similarity sembled the original Hal Roach fun- for novel ideas for exploitation,
Contest" with a department store, makers. The kids sent their photo- might be worth while for them
which used 60 inches display ad in graphs to the paper and after the give a thought to cartoon reels. F
the Sunday newspapers outlining the gang was organized a picture was instance,
there's
animals
the
details and invited the mothers to made and run at the theater one Aesop's Film Fables and Paul Ter
bring their children to the store on week.— Princess, Sioux City, la.
cartoons.
An animal is always
attention getter, whether a ferocio
Monday or Tuesday and have their
January Is Laugh Month
baby photographed free.
inhabitant of a zoo or of the stufl(
The pic"The Radio Detective"
tures were to be taken in the winvariet3'.
With stuffing and an out
dow of the store, between the hours
covering, the character drawings c!
(Universal)
of 10 A.M. and 12 noon and from
Secured the local troop of Boy be duplicated and used for theate
2 P.M. to 3 P.M.
The theater had Scouts to participate in a parade, front decorations and window di
10,000 circulars printed with coupon which covered all the principal
plays.
With children or grown-u]
streets.
or entry blank and the store placed They
marched past the theater, inside a home-made form, an exce
a circular in each package.
At the shouting and cheering as they saw lent ballyhoo would be provided, ar'i
theater
announcement cards and two large 24-shect cutouts of Jack when a masked ball or parade is b
slides were run in advance of the E)augherty
raising dust clouds with ing staged in a community the eishowing.
The mothers were in- his motorcycle which was attached
structed to appear with baby at the to the marquee.—
W. R. Allen, Matheater on Thursday afternoon when jestic, Memphis,
Tenn.
the final decision and prizes would
—January Is Laugh Month —
Horns for Kiddies
be awarded.
The department store
awarded the prizes and paid for the
"Saturday Afternoon"
advertising.
The first prize was a
(Pathe)
complete outfit for a boy from hat
The Harry Langdon comedy was
to shoes, the second prize was an given a
larger electric light display
overcoat and the third was an over- than the feature.
In addition to this
coat also.
Plach contestant received It was played up in
a special sign
some small prize from the store as banner under the
marquee, announcwell as a free photograph.— Albert ing Langdon
in his funniest comO. H.
Kaufman, Cameo, Pittsburgh.
edy.— Rialto, New York.
January Is Laugh Month
January Is Laugh Month —
A Pathe suggestion for All-

—

Collegians."

]

Aesop's Fables

When

2392 3rd Ave.,

chap'

"The Newlyweds"

(Educational)

Newark, N.

first

Word-of-mou

Minn.

prepared 100-word sketches of
the leading stars to be published in connection with the star
Exhibitors are urged to
cuts.
use cuts and sketches in their
Illustrations
hereprograms.
with are four of a long list.

BOBBY VtRNON

the

advertising by children brought
adult business.
Used gene
ous number of one-sheets in imme

"The Mona Lisa"

versal's

—

much

brief biographical sketch of the
In order to make this
player.
more
to
newspapers
service
Educational also has
complete.

—

many

Laugh Month

(Pathe)

Already some have started to
appear in various newspapers.
As a rule they are used with a

with
they

Lisa,"

Is

"Snowed In"
Put over a special children's

local

to

192

the center of the front page of tl
The opening story, under
paper.
two bank head, announced prizes
tickets to the theater for the ten ch
dren who drew and colored the be
heads of Silverstreak.
line cut
the dog's head was run in the pap
for several days and to do away wi
the chance of this being traced o;
of the rules of the contest was th
the entries be bigger than the ori
inal.
This contest drew public!
stories each day that it ran beside i
creased advertising space on the tb
ater, for the paper shared in this als
J. C. Fisher, Columbia, Sharon, i

Star Cuts for Newspapers, Programs

elly

5,

(Pathe)
with the

Tieing up
"Sioux City
Journal" a local cast of "Our Gang"

—

"The

Silent Flyer"
(Universal)
Tied up with the News-Telegraph
for a contract which drew space in

Comedy Circus but good for
any exploitation involving children. Price $2 per gross from
Pathe

direct.

^w

THEY'RE HITTING
Run Comedy

in the First

(•00

League!
^

'

Weiss Brothers

Ethlvm Gibson as
^X/iNNiE Winkle

in

6

Snub Pouai^

-

two

CaIQl McCAP(7>«y

reel

Winnie Winkles

in

6

two

-

from the famous comic

AS

in

strip

6

reel

-

two

reel

Hairbreadth Harrys

Perfect Pollards

from the famous comic

and

strip

and

12 Screen Star Sports

26 Popular Song Parodies

6 Radio Personalities

6 Guess

Who?

GeoR^ Chapmm M

6cssTf^u&A*

m
6 - two reel

Izzie
and

and

Lizzies

26 Popular Song Parodies

Here^s the Batting Average^^^At
NEW YORK:
tire

PITTSBURGH:

Loew

Circuit
Steiner Circuit
S. Circuit
jblix Circuit— Rivoli Theatre,

pderman &

Harry Davis

&

j

i

3ian
i,

!

Circuit

—including

WASHINGTON:
Davis

the

Theatre, Pittsburgh

Crandall Circuit

New York

Newark

Loew's State

Lafayette Theatre

Schwartz Circuit

NEW JERSEY:
Circuit — including the Mosque

BOSTON

BUFFALO:

BROOKLYN:
IH.

Home

CHICAGO:
The-

PHILADELPHIA:

nley Circuit

Lubliner

&

PROVIDENCE:

Trinz Circuit

ST.
Skouras Circuit

Fay's Theatre

LOUIS:

— including

the

New

WORCESTER:

Grand

Central

Poll's

New

Palace

AND HUNDREDS OF OTHER FIRST RUNS

And Abroad
JRY-METRO-GOLDWYN LIMITED

Entire Artclass Short
Subject Program

—
—

for United

Kingdom

WILTON-METRO-GOLDWYN
Hague, Holland
Winnie Winkle— Izzie and Lizzie
Hairbreadth Harry— Snub Pollard
for Holland

Film Booking Offices, Limited
London, England

Jaques Haik, Paris, France

London, England
Winnie Winkle Hairbreadth Harry
Snub Pollard Izzie and Lizzie

26 Popular Song Parodies
for United

for

—
—

—

—

Belgium
French Colonies
France
Italy
Spain
Switzerland
Holland
Syria & Palestine
Egypt
and Portugal

—

—
—

—

Kingdom

aPc

ACOOO SICN/urEXMIBITOItS

National Distributors

ARTCLASS PICTURES CORPORATION
1540 Broadway,

New York

THE
Sunday, December

14

hibitor should be able to carry off
some prizes with his animal stars.
The prize for oriRinality, at a ball
held at Sydney. Australia, was awarded Fables Pictures' representative in
that territory, L. Brown.
Henry

A

Cat costume was designed and worn

by Brown.

—January
"All

Is

laugh Month

—

Comedy

Circus"
(Pathe)

hat are already staple products on
the market, such as hosiery, wearing
story books, boys' suits,
apparel,
Mary Jane dresses. These all leiu!
themselves readily to merclinnt exThe local excooperation.
!ii')ilor
chaT.ges can furnish all information
necessary on securing these merThe press
chant tie-ups locally.
book also contains the information.

—January

Is

Laugh Month

—

Various carnival novelties may be
secured from Pathe exchanges to ex-

Christie Comedies
(Educational)
"All Comedy Circus" of a
duration.
week's or day's
Circus
Novel use of a series of Christie
fans may be produced for $22.50 per comedy player cutouts has been made
thousand; false face, $3.50 per gross; by some exhibitors in Southern Calhorns, $1.50 per gross; serpentines, ifornia.
Photographs are arranged
$2 per thousand rolls; paper hats, on cardboard cutouts so that they
$3.25 per gross; blowouts, $3 per stand up about five inches in height.
gross. At a small additional cost the Each set contains ten different comename of the theater and other infor- dians and girls. One of the most
mation is imprinted.
popular stunts to be employed is that
Little red sugar pills, in an en- of giving a cutout of one player to
velope bearing the legend, "Take lit- every boy and girl attending the
tle red pills for the blues," is also
a
comedy is being
theater where
suggested.
shown, at special children's matinees
January Is Laugh Month—
on Saturdays. After the youngster
ploit

{Clozvn Jigglers

I

All over the glove are insert pictuij
of the leading heavyweights of
cent years, with Gene Tunney's pi
to at the top.
The name of Tunra
is painted in large letters across Ip
top of the glove, the name of 1'
serial in the center and the words
Knockout 10-Chapter Serial" at
.

Just the thing to send your mailing
ludicrous
list for pre-exploitation.
clown's face with a flexible face that
changes expression as you jiggle the

A

j

i

LAUGH/
GOOD
K
"A
A LONO FACE
WILL

bottom.

SEE

=

Here

—

Brown Comedies

(Universal)
Co. of St. Louis
is manufacturing the Buster Brown
shoes which is being handled by leading shoe stores in large and small
cities.
In addition, there are the
Brown products
standard
Buster

The Brown Shoe

has collected the entire set of ten and
has registered them with the exhibitor
is
he
for checking and stamping,
given a pass for the next two or
three
weeks' matinees. This has
proven a successful business stimulator.

—January
Billy

"Laugh Month"

Ad

Is

Laugh Month

—

Dooley Comedies
(Educational)

Billy Dooley Comedies are backed by a tie-up with the Ted Toy-lers
Co. of
Bedford, Mass., large
toy manufacturers, who will supply
Billy Dooley Sailor Toys free of
cost to theaters that will arrange a
tie-up with a local toy store handling
their merchandise.
Educational exchanges are prepared to give theaters
suggestions for conducting a
funny face and other contests in
which the theater and store may par-

New

"LAUGH MONTH"
CELEBRATES

ticipate.

Educational

LAUGHOMANIA
The New National

Epi-

demic of

LAUGHTER
Help

to

Spread

it

in

Your

Community by Getting
Right

in

Back of

"UUGH MONTH"

exchanges now have

available in electro or mat form an
outline design of Doolev's face, with
the features reproduced in scattered
formation at the bottom.
The cut
may be reproduced on a herald or in
a program in conjunction with a Billy
Dooley Funny Face Contest, the purpose being to have boys and girls
reassemble the features into their
proper position.
In every instance
of this contest being put on Toy-lers
Co.. Inc., will donate a supply of
prices for winners.
Theaters are not restricted to a
contest as outlined but mav use their
own iudgment as to the kind of contest they desire to conduct.
If the
local newspaper will sponsor the idea
in conjunction wMth the theater, the
value of the prizes contributed will
be in keeping with their plans. Principal trade journals of the tov industry are carrying full page "ads" and
publicity regarding tie-up and inf|uirics are beginning to come in from
tov dealers for further particulars.
These requests are directed to the
nearest theater showing Billy Dooley

Comedies.

—January

copy for "Ltiuijh Month."
Cav hi' put to varied nues either in
profjrums, heralds, slides or newspaper advertising.

Is

Laugh Month

—

"The Fighting Marine"

Sam]>l(

(Pathe)
Exploiting the Gene Tunney serPathe arranged a national tieup

ial,

is

a simple and

effj

tive bit of publicity that any theaj
can duplicate at small cost.

FIK

THE ALL COMEDY
CIRCUS

—January

Is

Laugh Month

—

"Andy Gump" Comedies
(Universal)

its

Buster

192

5,

OME

GiOAisrnc.

The Loose-Wiles

aCCLING.

GUflGLE OF JQ-^

card

it's

Co

Imprinted with your window poster on their

on.

Especially designed for
the All-Comedy Circus, but good for
any other time as well. Price $17.50
per 1,000. Order from Pathe direct.

own

Biscuit

Brooklyn, N. Y., is supplying deal
everywhere with a very attract

copy.

with newspapers in various parts of
the country. Under the plan the papers published a photo strip and tabloid story of the picture, the stunt

new prodt
the Andy Gump biscuits. It conta
a reproduction of a scene from (
of the comedies, and a picture
Gump himself. The cracker box
various pictures of the Gump h
ily, so here is direct publicity on
series going right into the hoir
There are also the standard prodf
already established on the marl
such as Gump books, Gump B
tons, Gump whistles, banks, mirr

Working
weeks.
running
two
through the "New York Graphic," and other articles on sale at Ic
with which the original tieup was stores.
made, Pathe furnished the mats for
January Is Laugh Month
Exhibitors desiring
the strip free.
"House
Without A Key"
to make a similar arrangement with
(Pathe)
their local newspaper may write the
Offer prizes of Hawaiian ukuU
Pathe home office for details. Similar photo strip services will be got- and lei for the solution of the sev«
ten out on "The Devil Horse" (five chapter mysteries of "The Ho
Write to
day strip) and a six-day strip will Without A Key."
be issued once a month in connec- nearest Pathe branch for the nc
Ukuleles sell for $10.60
tion with "The Smith Family" com- ties.
half-dozen and lei for $2.50 per c
edies.
several
hundred
Distribute
Dress a man in running clothes, including a sweater with a placard say- thousands of keys of different si;
ing "I'm training for the big Gene each one wrapped in a printed

—

—

Tunney match

at the

" Have him folTheater
lowed by an automobile carrying a

man

attired

as a fight trainer.

saying: "The
at the

is

House Without a K
They

He

can pass out heralds announcing the False Faces
serial and its play dates.
These false
For your lobby display you can
secure from the nearest Pathe ex- faces are availchange a set of fifteen 8x10 black able in a goodand white photographs of boxers who
ly assortment
have won national fame. Paste them
designs. In
of
around the edges of a big compoboard
lots
with paper on Tunney and the serial

gross

featured in the center.
The set of
photos costs $1.50.
An inexpensive and yet very effective night ballyhoo can be provided through the use of a truck on
which is built a canvass wall or tent.
At the rear of the outfit have a thin
piece of cloth, directly behind which
is a small electric light.
Inside the
wagon have two men in fighting costurne spar at intervals, projecting
their shadows on the screen.
A season-ticket tieup can be worked through offering a set of boxing
gloves to the youngster who sells the
most tickets. Before the prizes are
awarded they can be used for lobbydisplay purposes.
The gloves may
be ordered from your nearest Pathe
exchange. A set of four, boy's size,
may be obtained for $2.50 or large
size for $3.25.
striking bag, can
be produced for $7.50.
W. E. Raynor, manager of the

A

New York

exchange has worked out
a good novelty display for lobby or
the front of the house.
It consists
of a huge boxing glove made of compo board and mounted on a stand.

there is included several different
kinds.
Pathe suggests these as
an appropriate
circus novelty.

There

is

no

reason why
their

use

should be thus

limited. A
use

splendid

would be for
morning matinees.

Chil-

dren are certain to be eager to get them.
Price $3.50 per
gross.
directly

Pathe.

Order
from
C3RDE«

t^.J.\^

Sunday, December

5,

1926

ere is no key.
But if you can unick the Door of Mystery in "The

[ouse Without a Key," a treasure
waits you."
In your lobby erect a
oor made of compoboard, flanked
Install a special lock, the
y a wall.
ey to which is handed out.
Paint
le door a brilliant red, with a green
uestion mark.
To the person who
;ceives the right key award a prize.
\^rite nearest Pathe exchange.
At Pathe branches exhibitors may
btain a four-column puzzle in mat
)rm, the order number being Puzzle
[at No. X-1.
The illustration shows
number of houses in topsy-turvey
asitions, the design of a key being
icluded in each except one.
The
bject is to locate "the house withut a key."
Award prizes consisting
passes to the first 10 persons who
)lve the puzzle.
Pathe suggests several stunts inolving the use of keys.
Under one
an patrons are invited to contribte old keys as part payment of their
dmission. Afterwards the keys may
strung around the lobby as a
Qique display.
Another suggestion takes the form
f
a treasure hunt.
First have the
ail lead to one merchant, who gives
E

arrival some inexpensive gift and
on.
At the end of the hunt give
le winner a prize.
Each merchant
ives the contestant cut-out novelty
eys tied to cards which bear the
le
)

;ues.

— January

Is Langli

Month —

"The Newlyweds"

cut-out or embossed reproductions
the Hal Roach kid comedians
Ihey are manufactured by Wiener
Bros., 325 Fifth Ave., New
York
About 15,000 stores throughout the
country will probably display
this
jewelry.

A department store tieup is offered
through the "Our Gang Art Needlework."
The articles include children's
rompers,
dresses,
clothes
hangers,
ers, etc.,

signs

of

They

are

song is being launched on
Snookums," star of this series. It
published by Jack Mills, 148 West
'5th
St., New York.
This will be
idioed, sung in theaters and distribted to music stores throughout the
3untry.
Here is a timely and obious tie-up with the local music
lop.

Then there is the "Snookums"
othes hanger put out by the Star
arment Hanger Co., 1132 Broadway,
ew York. These are being handled

towels,
all

pillows,

table

cov-

bearing embroidered de-

members
made by

894 Broadway,

"Our Gang"

of

G.

Reis

New

&

Co.,

York.
"Our Gang Toffee Candy," manufactured by Bishop & Co., Los Angeles, is another means of getting
publicity for the series.
In each
package is a coupon, six of which
forwarded to the manufacturers wil!
bring a photo of the "Gang."
Through Eichhold & Co., 251
Fourth Ave., New York, a children's handkerchief tieup has been
set.
Each handkerchief bears a

drawing of acting
Another
tieup

A

with

provides

"Our

sets

of

stills

from

"Our Gang" comedies. One
music shop in New York worked up
current

an attractive display with the music
sheets, records and music rolls, and
a display of phonograph instruments,
on one of which was seated a life

The
size doll representing Farina.
publisher of the song is H. G. Smith,
245 W. 47th St., New York, and the
record is put out by Okeh.

department stores and specialty
|iops, and extensively used in winDws to display garments.
It will

Fathe serial invades the "Loop" in Chicago, the first time a serial
has been shown in this community in eight years. It's the "Fighting
Marine," starring Gene Tumiey. Beck's Alcazar has devoted its entire theater front to a display of "Fighting Marine"
accessories

kiddies.

Gang Umbrellas," on picture or
pictures showing five members of the
comedy group. They are put out
by Arthe, Levy, Bernhard & Co., 37
L^nion Square, New York City.
Music dealers throughout the country are handling a new number entitled
"Little
Farina,
Everybody
Loves You," which appears in sheet
music, music roll and records.
It
makes for a fine window display when
combined

(Universal)

A

Excellent Front for a Serial

of

Romance Productions
(Educational)

For Romance Prod, there is now
available through cooperation of the

Handling a Short Subject With Dignity

Dt

Irerywhere.
January

—

Is

Laugh Month

—

Our Gang Comedies
(Pathe)

As

part of a nation-wide exploitaDn stunt for the "Our Gang" comiies S. Barret McCormick of Pathe
IS already arranged for the distrijtion of five articles of merchan-

"Our Gang" dancing

dolls are re-

eling at $1.50 each, five comprising
set.
They are made and distrib:ed

by

Scheon

&

Yondorf,

207

/ooster St., New York.
This con;rn is also providing a statuette of
arina which sells for $1.
Another
"Our
novelty-tieup
is
ang Kiddie Jewelry," a collection
'

about

30

articles

ranging

from

made

in at-

acelets to vanity cases
active

designs

and

each

bearing

^

various short

stitute

Mailed out 1,000
invit-

ing patrons to attend the showing

"The Blue
Boy," which was
booked for four
of

Some idea
days.
of the appreciation
with

which

this

short feature was'
received is obtain-

when

it is

iUfir

monBgrmrnt of

ttfp

SCrnturkg irt;rBtrp

amtounrffl M\t rx^tbttinn of

ttft

Hrtonb

Eburolianat-Eiimanrr proIlurtUrH
(jt;a1ii9ra;tl)p5 ptitirrLy

iu

natural rnlnrA.

OIIjp

Sluf Ifly

3ovx days,

sales.

stores are using them in
trims as- they are far

window

cheaper than wax figures, and have
the added advantage of being something

new

in

display fixtures.

These

hangers
incfude
Marion
Nixon, Laura La Plante. Blanche
MehafTev, May Philbin. Snookums,
Buster Brown, Mary Jane and Ethlyn
Claire.

starting &utti)ag

®rtobpr

trntlj

1926

real-

ized that an ovation of applause marked the showing. In
view of the nature of the subject made it an especial
point to surround the showing with as much dignity as
possible. The audience reaction was immediate.
The card, sample illustrated, was 5^ by 4 inches actual
The ink was gold.— Earl Hall Payne, Kentucky
size.

Theater, Lexington, Ky.

featuring
con-

stars

an unusual novelty being

Many
invitations

hangers

comedy

ance give a diflferent character to each
garment displayed and are proving
very popular with store managers,
having an influence on increased

their

ed

se.

/CARDBOARD

used
Prang Co., 118 E. 25th St., New by Universal.
York City, a supply of free coloring
The hangers are printed in full
materials to be offered as prizes colors.
These novelty hangers are
whenever a Children's Coloring Con- lurnished by the
Star
Garment
test is conducted in conjunction with Hanger Co.,
1132 Broadway, New
the showing of a Romance Produc- York. The idea has
evidently caught
tion.
These contests are described on, for calls are being received
for
fully in all Romance Production press them
from stores throughout the
sheets.
Those on "The Blue Boy" United States.
and "The Mona Lisa" have included
Of course they immediately attract
as accessories an outline drawing of the attention of fans who
recognize
each painting which may be repro- their favorite players and make
a
duced on a herald or in a local news- purchase accordingly. They are also
paper.
used for displaying garments in the
department
stores
and specialty
shops.
Their human. lifelike appear-

r

be difficult therefore for the exbitor to secure a tie-up window, for
means additional publicity for the
;aler on a product he is already
mdling.
Arrangements are being
osed with a well known doll manucturer for a "Snookum" doll, which
ill
soon be on sale in toy stores

Novel Hanger Tie-Up

Balloon Exploitation
Pathe has a new series of balloons ready to exploit seven of
its comedies.
The subjects are:
•Uur Gang," Charlie Chase, Ben
Turpin, Harry Langdon, Harold
Lloyd, Charlie Chaplin and "All
Comedy Circus."
The ballocns may be secured
from the nearest Pathe exchange for S20 per thousand.
There is an additional charge of
S3, or $23 psr thousand total,
for balloons carrying theater
name, address and play dates.

rt

icker's,

i~'»~i l^!^ttftfc."^

Tivoli,

,1

—

ew*s State, New; York Mark
Uptown, Roosevelt, Riviera, Oriental,
^

'

\

%.

^

j,

'i'*.'

juifffmnfni

\i

lj

Strand, Brookl

Chicago

— Sta

i«&jii«i

New

Grand Central, West
Scollay Square Olympia, Boston, Mass.— Missouri, Capitol,
Lyric, Ambassador, St, Louis, Mo.— California, Imperial, Granada, Portola, Warfield

Forum, Metropolitan, Grauman^s, Los An^
CaL— Allen, Park, Stillman, Cleveland, OKio— Capitol, Walnut, Strand, Cincmnatiy^
—Circle, Lyric, Palace, Indianapolis, Ind.—State, Michigan, Capitol, Madison, Adams, De
Mich.
Newman, Royal, Main Street, Kansas City State, Rialto, Aladdin, Vic
America, Denver, CoL Metropolitan, ^
KV'i
Earle, Loew's Palace, Columbia, Washing*
ton, D. C.
Century, Rivoli, Parkway, 1
San Francisco, Cal.— Loew*s

Francis,

—

—

—

—

Garden,

State,

Baltimore,

Md.

'

'\'^''j*;,;-'j>'--'/v!,v<>"»:t',vV,/.j<.

— Melba,

Hippodrome, Capitol, Old

Tex.— State,

Mill,

Palac^

—

Now 13,00

Alhambra, Regent, Gran<
Opera House, State, Davis -Strand, Pitts
Liberty,

— Orpheum,
Majestic
Qrand Rapids, Mich, — Wisconsin, Strand
Merrill, Milwaukee, Wis* — Capitol, Em
press, Oklahoma City, Okla.— Rialto
Strand, Omafia, Neb. —^Paramount'Empressj
Pantages, Salt Lake City, Utah— Howard,
Metropolitan, Atlanta, Qa, — Roger'Sher-,
hurgh,

.j,!*

Constantly climb

—

pia.

,

Past the ten thousa

Dallas

Strand, Garrick, Aster, Lyric
Minnea|>olis, Minn. Capitol, Tower, Astet
Liberty, St, Paul, Minn. ^Trianon, Glob^
Liberty, Strand, Netv Orleans, La. Olymi

—

^v;.^,

Penna,

Isis,

Ar<

This entirely unprecedented

number of

theatre

company includes most of the best firs:
run houses and practically every circuit in the countr

served by one

man, Olympia, Neiv Haven, Conn,--i
Liberty, People's, Majestic, Portland, OrJ

—Liberty, Coliseum, Seattle, Wash.— Eastman, Regent, Picadilly, Victoria, Rochester, N. Y.— Shea's Buffalo, Shea's Hippodrome, Loew's
State, Buffalo, N. Y.—
Branford, Goodwin, Newark, N. J.— Regent, Bijou, Battle Creek, Mich.- Regent,
nonah, Orpheum, Bay City, Mich.— Princess, Palace, Toledo, Ohio— York, Rialto, T
Chattanooga, Tenn.— Loew's Palace, Strand, Majestic, Memf>his, Tenn.— Mary Ande

Mc

Majestic, Rialto, National, Louisville, Ky.—Regent, Palace, Garden, Flint, Mich.— State
pheuin, Tivoli, Jersey City, N. J.— Princess, Hippodrome, Sioux City, lou^a— Lincoln, I

Lincoln, Neh.

— Gladme**

'

Mich.— Indiana, Liberty, Hi
—Liberty, Isis, Houston, Te
erican, Oakland, Cal.

—

Wash.— Capitol,

Majestic,^
Reading, Penna.— Stram'
Allentoti;n, Penna.— Stran
Street, Easton, Penna.
Cap'

PROGRAM"

—

:^an

Jose,

—
rErie, Penna, — Orphe
(Altoona, Penna, — Tarrishurg, Penna,

-«=

THE SPICE OFTHE

Regent, Lan
i)drome, Terre Haute
-T. and D., Broadway
nial, Kay Street, Tr

|;rand.

CaL-Goddards, Sacramento, Cal.— National,

>lonial,

Cii.

Bethlehem, Pent]

Capitol, Richmond,

Va

'

ICUSCf

Regent, Springfield,

Ohio— Palace,

Hamilton,

Armstrong, Majestic, Rock Island,
IH.-JefFerson, Palace,
"•'

—

-;

Fort Wayne, Ina.— Majestic, Victory, Strand,

Ind.— Miller, Wichita, Kan,—
Riviera, Queen, Strand, Knoxville, Tenn.
^Arcade, Ann Arbor, Micfi.— Majestic,
mkson, Micfi.— Regent, Kalamazoo,
/iich.
Majestic, Family, Desmond, Port
Evansville,

irk five years ago!
^ry

—

year— until

furon,

Mich.— Franklin, Saginaw, Mich,

^Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.— Lyric, Covingm, K>'.—Princess, Henderson, Ky,—Majesc, Shehoygan, Wi5.— Madison, Madison,

HEATRES

/'is.

— Majestic,

rosse,

Playing

Wis.—Rivoli, La
Marquette, Mich,—

Beloit,

Wis,— Delft,

! rcade, Minot, N.

'

D.— Palace,

Superior,

^is.— Garrick, Virginia, Minn,— Lyric,
^elda, Diduth, Minn.
State, Hihhings,^

—

Minn.— Park, Brainerd, Minn.— State,
Fargo, N. D.— Strand, Qreen Bay, Wis.—

extra profit at the box-office
the theatres that book and exploit

lere's
•

Wis.— Rialto,

Burke, Kenosha,

Marinette,
Wis.—Jefferson, Janesville, Wis, Retlaw,
Fond du Lac, Wis.— Orpheum, Oshkosh,

)UCATIONAL PICTURES.

—

Wis.— Park, Waukesha, Wis.— Strand,
Hartford, Conn.

— Strand,

Waterbury,

—

N. J.—Capitol, Montauk, Passaic, N. J Ritz, Elizabeth, N. J.— Eureka, Hackensack,
—Strand, Yonkers, N. Y.—Jersey, Morristoum, N. J.—Palace, Fort Smith, Ark.—Rialto,
Chiclcasha,

Ofela.—Rialto, Palace, McAlester, 0/c[a.—Rialto,

Majestic, Tulsa,
Pensacola, Fla.— Majestic, Shreveport, La.— Majestic, Jackson, Miss.—
Jway, Council Bluffs, loti^g. Scranton, Scranton, Pa.— Majestic, Wilmington, Del,—
ev. Atlantic Cit^>.
J
iiiiiliiiiiiHiMiHHMMIiM^MMieedalia, Sedalia, Mo.— MaRitz,

.— Saenger,

N

—

III

EDUCATIONAL
FH.M EXCHANGES,

Inc.

j^m/t

—

al,—T,
.

,

—
&

enp, Net'.

Member, Mh^vyii Pictui'e. Pr6du«?^ arid

—
—

lippodrome, Alton, III,
lannihal, Mo, Idaho,
lount, Ogden, Utah

^'

<l

" Capital,
—

-f
Wash.

&. D., StockD., Saljinas,

^T.

Qrcat Falls,

— Kialto, Bremerton,
Rialto, American,
Mont.— Strand, Cwmiberland, Md. — Apollo, Martinsburg, W. Va.— 01ympia,Neu'
Mass, — Hildinger, State, Stacy, Trenton, N.

rd,

Distributors of America, Inc.
inc
Will H.
Preside.
h. Hays. Preside,

wm

J.

I;

k
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How Some of 'Em Do

By ISLMLK FE.tKSON
Cen'l

WK

have so
product and

much
of

all

feature

short
it

of such high

ahout it in oii'.
do justice to it
Thus beginning with the shortest
Topics of the Day has been on ou-program and that of thousand^ of our
customers for several years and acexcellence that to
intcrvicw cannot

tell

heard-of occurrence.

Pathe Review goes marching on

ti

greater triumi)hs and greater progransecuritv every week.
The whole world sings the praises
of the Pathe News.
Pathe serials have always been best
but recently they have hit a stride
that excels all past efforts. "Snowed
In."

a
typical

Jack Storey, Spencer
Heath. Schuyler Grey and Emanuel
Cohen as production staff are sur'-'
hitting on all eight.
"Sportlights"
Rice's
Grantland
have gone into an uncharted field
and have brought sports and athletics
to the screen to the great delight and
Its permabenefit of all humanity.
nence like that other staff of life, is
certain.

Charlev Chase, Our Gang. Mabel
the other Hal Roach
with us and climbing

Normand and
stars, are

still

hieher and

higher

in

entertainment

onr oolicv slogan, 'The Best of Its

Kind

Each Line."

in
-

Ja)uiar\

It Launit

Month

-

Taurog Directing Hamilton
Hollywood Norman Taurog again

—

will direct T.lovd

reeler
tion at

which

Hamilton

in

a

two

going into produc-

is

—Educational.
January

/r Laiirth

Cohen
Tniversal City

in

—

Month—

Charge
Max Cohen has

been signed on a long-term contract
bv Universal to supervise trick
photography. Under his jurisdiction
are the art title department, miniature department and the Scheufftan
process.

Serpentines
You can

use these to put over the
street carnival stunts or special compaper
vari-colored
These
edies.
streamers give a festive appearance to
Only $2.00 per thousand
the street.
Order from Pathe.
roMs.

22nd and La Salle

WITH

awakening during the
past few months on the part of
the

exhibitors,
trade papers,
the
film
world in general, and on the part of
the public to the amusement value
of good one and two reel pictures
and to the definite part they take in
an evening's entertainment, there has
come about a very interesting situation in the Short Saibject Field.

COLONEL

The production

of short subjects
has developed into a spirited race in
which the competition is keener than

The day

tron

is

is

of this industry

And

past

be

attracted to a theater solely

because of the appeal exercised by

a

particular short reel.

Guy Wonders, manager

of the RivBaltimore, is one of the many
exhibitors who have long realized the
pulling power of short subjects, and
so never fails to give them every posoli

in

sible

break

W.

F.

CLARKE.

pr<

Anyone who can add new words n
phases to the showmanship languai:.

when the short subdismissed with a few
added lines in the advertising copy.
The exhibitor who pursues that policy fails to realize that many a pacan

Chicago

ident
of
Cranfieid
& Clarlu
takes particular pride in the fact tlia
he claims credit for coining the were
"featurette" as applied to short reels

are beginning to
realize
that the
short subject
carries its own particular appeal, as
well as an ever growing following.
The obvious and logical thing to do
therefore is to play them up consistently in every form of publicity.
ject

Sts.,

Building Featurettes

-^

Universal Pictures

excellence.
in any other phase of the industry.
From the Biograph davs down to
Not only are the old line companthe very present. Mack Sennett has
ies among short subject producers
gencomedy
the
been recognized as
He has probably stretching every effort to better their
ius of ali time.
originated more comedy business and product and to dig in and exploit
more laughs than all their position in the market but new
produced
Well, he ships us production units are promised and a
others combined.
much greater volume of one and two
a new release every week.
know and we think the trade reel pictures is in view for the comknows that we have made good on ing season.

We

1,000.

Co.,

EXHIBITORS

By JULIUS SINGER

the

in

is

word

doing something
"featurette" thcr.
a welcome chanu^

a punch that is
from the monotonous iteration am
reiteration of the hard-worked an(
time-worn phase, "short subject."
But Clarke has not stopped witl

He

the coining of the word.

is

en

deavoring continuously to make hi;
product reflect all that the word im

The policy of his company
turn out compact short reelsshort on footage but long on all thi
desirable elements that go to maki
up a full length feature of quality
plies.

ij

to

To this end a new series is now
under way which he expects will earr
the term "featurette" through th<
showmanship ingredients

that will b«

incorporated in them.
New plans for practically work
wide distribution are being workec
out by Cranfieid and Clarke, details o
which will soon be announced.
January Is Laugh Mouth

—

—

Plan 26 Comedies

in his publicity.

In his current issue of the theater's elaborate weekly program, made
up in four pages with a handsome

Twenty-six two-reel comedies an
planned by the Piermont M. P. Corp
just
incorporated at Albany witt
three-color cover. Wonders gave the
Pathe comedies "Raggedy Rose" and Joseph Ornato as president and Jcrr)
Austin as treasurer.
Veritably it is a race
the great "Wise Guys Prefer Brunettes," a big
Production has started on a serie:
short subject trace - - - and it is advertising boost.
In amount of
turning out to be a long distance space they shared equal honors with of 13 two-reel kiddie comedies, thi
Mischiei
first
picture being "The
contest.
In this long distance race the accompanying features.
as in any other race, the company
Makers."
Mae Reynolds plays th
If a short reel is worth booking,
which has undergone the best train- it is worth
lead and Joseph Ornato is directiiu
advertising to the limit.
ing and which is best equipped will
cameraman
That's common sense.
Also good with Tony Trigili as
come out ahead. In this connection showmanship.
Later a second group will be started
Same thing.
Universal, in experience and length
initial
the
production being "Thi
January Is Laugh Month
of application and in equipment
Dirty Dozen."
Jimmy Youngdeei
both technical and personal is in a
will write the stories and direct.
Thf
Rock Comedy Started
position to more than hold its own.
product is for the state rights market
Hollywood

—

—

—

—Janvary

Producing

Is

Laugh Month

— Production

—

Two

Reel Dramas
Sam Marx has returned to NewYork after working on the production

of

"The

Solution,"

Herrick-Herrick

made

at

which F.
Saginaw,

Mich., for Saginaw Films, Inc. Marx
wrote the story. The new company
plans six two-reel dramas. Marguerite

Helwig plaved the lead

in

first.

—January

Is

—

Laugh Month

has start-

ed on "The Unsocial Three," which
Joe Rock is making for Standard
Cinema Corp.
Lois Boyd, Fatty
Alexander, Kewpie Ross and Fat
Kerr are featured in this comedy
which Gil Pratt is directing.
This
is the third series of satirical comedies

Rock

making

is

for

F.

B.

Paper Hats

O.

release.

—January

Is

the

Lorraine

Los

Laugh Month

—

Eason Plays Lead
Lorraine Eason

Angeles

—

is

to play the lead in the H. C. Wit"Sure Fire" Next Vernon
wer series. "The Wisecrackers." di- Everyone likes to dress up. Give out
Los Angeles— Bobby Vernon's next rected by Caryl
Fleming. Al Cooke, paper hats.
These are available ir
IS to be "Sure Fire," with
Earl Rod- Kit Guard, Denny O'Shea and Thel- several different styles, a pleasing vaney directing.
Frances Lee is to ma Hill are featured in this series
riety in each gross.
per
Price

play the

lead.

$3.25

of

12 two-reelers.

i

able in two sizes
IM inch size $2^
per 1,000; 2 incl
size,
pel
$30
Order from Parisian Novelt'^
|

A "Break" for Shorts

A Growing Field

examples.
Bcnnet, Arch

are

up with Gum;
Comedies. Avail

is

Key" and

"House Without

"On Guard"

Illustration o
but
ton suggested b
Universal as tie

the entrance.
At the Newman, Kansas City, the management is strong for the
"Our Gang" comedies. They realize that those two words alone
are sufficient to draw the enthusiasts who like the kid comedies, so
the name of the comedy was omitted, and just "Our Gang" was
generously displayed in the lights.
Similarly W. D. Ascough, manager of the Victoria, Mahanoy City,
Pa., featured "Aesop's Fables" on his marquee along with the feature, and also displayed one-sheets out front.
If a short subject is worth booking, it is worth talking about.
Give them all the break they deserve, and watch the favorable reaction on vour patronage.

fan enthusiasts of young and old th:ii
a cancellation from a custon)cr on
this weekly visitor is almost an un-

Buitoi

Andy Gump

Manager M. J. Cullen of the Fabian, Paterson, N. J., is also a
He placed Charley Chase
strong behever in pushing his shorts.
in "Crazy Like a Fox" in electrics across the front directly above

cording to present indications will \n
with us for many years to come.
Paid Terry's inimitable Fable in
Cartoon has won for itself so many

192(

5,

It

EXHIBITORS everywhere are alive to the possibilities of giving
extensive publicity to the short subjects on their program. The
fact that so many representative showmen are pursuing this policy
is the best proof that it pays at the box-office.
The Paramount-Empress, a first-run at Salt Lake City, advertised
"Madame Mystery" with Theda Bara in electric lights clear across
Another feature was a specailly framed
the front of the marquee.
lobby display which dominated the front of the house.

Pathe

M'g'r,

Sunday, December

"Gumps" Comedies

The Pathe Line-up
I'icePrrsidcnl,

-.ggg^DAILY

gross.

Order from Pathe.

Another Winner
if

i.i

St

if
if
if

if
if

—a laugh

At your box

office

that will be

up there

i.i

special

i.i

if

Of The Year"
if

for 1926-27

is

list

in the "Best

when

the record

complete!

'f
if

if
it

if
if

" Heavy ation''
One

of the 12 Standard Fat

Men Comedies — New

Series

produced by Joe Rock
if

if
if

LAUGHS
rpHOSE
it

*•

3

—THRILLS—ACTION

funny

Fat

Men— "Fatty"

"Kewpie" Ross, "Fat" Karr

—

in a

Short Feature

Special packed to the last foot with
gags, hair-raising aeroplane stunts and

if

Alexander,

rilvtickling

breath-tak-

ing action.

A

two-reel comedy that sets a new standard in
short feature entertainment and production values.

—

See it on the screen and you'll know your showman's knowledge of picture values will tell you that
it is one of the biggest and funniest two-reelers you
ever had the opportunity to buy.

if
if

—

Standard Cinema Corporation
Distributed by

F.B.O.

THE
Sunday, December

5,

1926;

20

The

Riesenfeld Medal
\ WARDING of the Hugo Riesen-

•^

gold medal for the best short
subject from Sept. 1. 1925 to Aup. 31,
1<'26, will take place about the middle of December.
The committee in
charpe of the competition, comprising Harold B. Franklin, Joseph Pliinfeld

kctt,

Frank

Chatkin

is

L.

Newman

now

and David

J.

deliberating over

a

selection.

Rules Governing Medal

Christies Active

Award

decision as to the winner of the Riesenfeld
medal for the best short subject, the committee pays attention to the following types of pictures:
out
1. Scenics with the desired novel twist that lifts them
of the commonplace.

IN

making

2.

its

Short dramas.

Pictures with a definite news or historical value. This
does not mean the news reels but it may include material
3.

compiled from them.

.

Scientific pictures of all sorts, providing their technical
nature does not reduce their entertainment value.
no
5. Novelties of any kind, though it is suggested that
effort be made to produce synchronized film and sound.
6. Films which are difficult to classify in any particular
category but which combine some of the features of 3 and 4.
4.

Desiring to encourage

the develof short subjects Dr. Riesenfeld instituted the award in 1924.
"Xo one appreciates the need of fine
short subjects better than myself."
he said at that time. "It is my hope
that this offer will develop a spirit
of competition among the producers
of short subjects which will result
in the general welfare of the industry."
Naming of a short subject jury
to make the award ensued with a
personnel as follows: Joseph Plun-

opment

New York; J. A. Partington,
San Francisco; Fred Meyer, Hamilton, Ohio; Frank L. Newman, Harold
Franklin
and Harry C.
B.

Comedies, animated subjects and cartoons
not eligible for the competition

leases

—

—

—

let
re-

there

is

at

This comedy, which is laid in
was directed by Earle Rodney.
In the supporting cast are
Frances Lee, Bobby's regular lead-

26.

Italy,

war comedy called "ShellShocked,"
which the comedian is supported
by Vera Steadman, Eddie Baker, and
George Burton. This was directec
by Walter Graham.
For variety
Adams' next will be a wild and woozy
how con- comedy among the cannibals with
a

Boosting the

THE
serial

initial kickoflE
is

on the run

what puts

it

of a

over for

its

Serial

Here

a fine example of
on two separate bits of
publicity was sufficient to put the
serial over for the entire run.
Both
these stunts were simple but effective.
They required no great amount of
work to arouse interest among the
children.
By the creation of such
effective accessories, the producers of
present day serials are simplifying exploitation for the exhibitor.
Another "natural" in the way of a
tie-up on a serial was the publicity
secured by the Blackstone in Detroit
for the showing of Pathe's "The
Fighting Marine." Here the hook-up
with the Marines is obvious, and the
manager went to it strong.
He
secured a recruiting desk and the
assistance of two Marines in front of
the theater.
The Marines supplied
is

centrating

Adams in one of his eccentric make
up characters.
To add variety to the program,
there will be three comedies featur
ing a girl star, Anne Cornwall. The
newest is "Cool Off," directed by
William Watson, in which Miss
Cornwall will be supported by Jack
Duffy, Jimmie Harrison, and Bill
Irving.
Billy

Dooley's starring series in
eludes "Have Courage," which details the funny side of a sailor and
his friend in a French port.
The latest comedy featuring Nea!

Burns is "Dodging Trouble," in
which Burns is supported by Edna
Marion, Eddie Baker, Bill Blaisdell,
George Hall, and Buddy, the bull
Burns is also now working in
dog.
a comedy based on adventures with
In support are
portable house.
Gale
Natalie
Joyce, Jack Duffy,
Henry and Billy Bletcher.

a

—January Is Laugh Month—
Saving the Show

Christmas

SNOOKUM'S

no

new comedy

the Christie Studio is indicated by the number of pictures
now in progress and also in tht
preparation.
At the present time
every one of the Christie comedians
is engaged in production of new pic
tures which will be released during
the season through Educaitonal.
Bobby Vernon has just completed
"Sure Fire," to be released Dec.

—

—

—That

production of

ing lady, William Irving and Andy
Clyde.
Jimmie Adams' current release is

Cartoons, animated sub- entire playing period.
If you don't
jects and comedies v^•ere barred from
get the children in strong on the first
the competition.
episode, the chances are strongly
The first award went to "The Voice against arousing any considerable deof the Nightingale," produced by L. gree of enthusiasm for later installStarevitch, a Pole, for Pathe Con- ments.
sortium of Paris, and released in this
Many exhibitors have found from
country by Educational. Other films experience that it pays to keep the exwhich received consideration from ploitation ammunition working right
the judges were "Evolution," and through to the showing of the third
"Through Three Reigns." Presen- episode. By that time the audience
tation was made by Will H. Hays, has become properly absorbed in the
who tendered it to E. W. Hammons development of the mystery elements,
of Educational, the presentation tak- and you are assured of their steady
ing place at a luncheon at the Astor. patronage till the last episode is
One one side of the Riesenfeld screened.
award is a figure symbolizing the inNowadays every serial is built with
In either hand is held the certain outstanding exploitation angles
dustry.
masks of tragedy and comedy, which lend themselves readily to variaround which runs a half unwound ous forms of publicity easily at the equpiment including machine guns,
On the reverse side is disposal of the exhibitor. Very often gas masks, helmets, banners, etc.,
reel of film.
the name of the picture, its maker the producer furnishes special access- which were all calculated to impress
and the date of presentation.
ories that automatically create pub- the name of the serial on the public.
licity,
bearing as they do a close The Marine organization also coJanuary Is Laugh Month
association with the name or theme operated by posting 100 of the oneof the serial.
A good case in point sheets throughout the city.
Special
is
The day of the big fight was selecthe .Buflfalo Bill Mask, a stock
Merry Christmas" accessorv created bv Universal for ted astutely by the management for
is the title of a special holiday
"Fighting With Buffalo Bill."
the opening. This made possible the
comedy that the Stern Bros, will put
Art Wallace, manager of the New use of a house front display of paper,
out to meet the call for such a fi!m. Princess in Los Angeles, made effec- photos and newspaper items that was
fi will be an extra release and will be tive
use of these.
Slides and an- a knockout.
In addition a gigantic
r.\ ailable Dec. 22.
nouncements stated that the masks poster covering the entire front of the
The Newlyweds picture is now would be given free to every child theater above the entrance announced
work under direction of Gus attending the second installment. the showing of Gene Tunney in the
at
Meins. Sid Saylor plays the role of To further hold the interest, it was chapter play.
The lobby was utilized to full adMr. Newlywed, and Ethlyne Clair is anrounced that every boy and girl
wearing the mask to the Princess dur- vantage. On either side of the boxMrs. Newlywed.
ing the showing of the third episode ofifice in elaborate lobby frames, black
When completed, the picture will would
receive a bow and arrow. and white stills and special lobby
be sent to the Universal laboratory
That
this publicity was successful was cards were arranged in striking layat Fort Lee, N. J., from where prints
proved bv an enthusiastic crowd of outs.
The inside lobby was plentiwill be sent to all the exchanges so
vonngstcrs lined up several rows deep fully posted with Tunney exploitation
will
have
opportunity
exhibitors
that
in front of the theater, and stretching material, and a life-size cutout
of the
to preview it well in advance of the
nn and down the street on both sides. fi.ehter was also used.
holidays. Special paper and other acThe children carried their masks as
The Blackstone played up a third
cessories will be available, decorated
obvious and effective nublicitv angle
with Christmas colors and ornaments. well as bows and arrows.
The exploitation at the beginning by showing a special film of Tnnnev
National Screen Service will supply
was launched bv Wallace with the and Demosev in traininor for the bout.
trailers.
distribution of -5.000 of the regular The result of this intelligent handling
January Is Laugh Month
rircus heralds, each worth five cents of the exploitation resulted in
startwhen apnlied on the purchase of a ing the serial off to a flving start.
Marion-Davis Team
f-hi1d's admission ticket to the openWith the modern serial carrying
Marion
and in rr episode. This gave the house
Hollywood Edna
the ready-made publicity, special accessGeorge Davis will be co-starred in value of a week's advertising, as the ories
and natural tie-up angles, there
a new Mermaid comedy which Sam children were forced to keep
the is everv inducement for the exhibitor
George Davis herald to make it worth actual
Neufeld will direct.
money to book the chanter olavs if his neighwill be co-starred.
to them.
borhood is partial to them.
Jr.

in

in

kett.

Arthur,

Los Angeles
up

By

EUGENE

W. CASTLE

President, Castle Films

FIFTEEN
the

years ago a definition of
of single reel novelreasons why they merited

meaning

ties and
booking would have been unnecessary
as in the pioneer and hectic days of

the industry the entire program was
offered in single reel length.
Five
years ago an appeal for exhibitor use
of single reel novelties would have
been regarded as a useless attempt
to preserve

something then regarded

many

exhibitors as an unnecessary
auxiliary to the program.
The history of stage and screen,
since the beginning of each, is replete with violent changes and unusual innovations, but the basic principle of both has and always will
evolve around a single word diversity.
Diversity is even more applicable to the motion picture and more
deeply interwoven in the success of
the form of entertainment which appeals to all peoples, than it is to the
b}'

—

spoken drama.
Diversity is the one word explanation for the present ever increasing
demand for single reel novelty product of real merit and appealing to all
types of audiences.

THE
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5,

DAILY

"Land O' Fancy"— Felix
Educational
Delightful Cat Capers
Type of production....! reel cartoon
The ingenious fancies created from
he artist's imagination have placed
he Felix cartoons on a par with the
nost popular fairy tales.
They exrt a strong appeal for grown-ups as
A'ell as for children because of their
A'himsical treatment that is far re-

noved from the slapstick variety of
lumor. That probably explains their
widespread

even to a general public, there

Short Subjects
THE FILM DAILY has

paid particular attention to
short subjects. The latest releases of all companies are reviewed regularly in the Sunday
edition.
Exploitation ideas for short
subjects are embodied in Ex-

ploit-O-Grams

which

appear

daily and Sunday. The exploitation section in this issue is

popularity,
for
they
jammed with money-making
ichieve the rare feat of appealing
stunts.
It's worth turning to.
qually to discriminating taste and
popular fancy. This is well illustratd in "Land O' Fancy," where the laughs.
Perry Murdock,
the charommon phrase "a pipe dream" has acter of Luke, putting in
the picture
jeen developed into a fantastic and
over.
It is a fitting comedy for the
imusing tale.
As the man of the "Laugh Month" drive.
louse smokes his cigar and from the
January Is Laugh Month
moke clouds creates visions of beau"Tripping the Rhine"— Pathe
iful damsels, Felix steps in and apDropriates a smoke ring for himself.
S]}le7idid, Imaginative Material
Dn this he rides to Cloudland, where Type of production
1 reel comFirst comes the
idventure awaits.
bination cartoon and pictorial.
i'oung giant sitting on a cloud and
Cartoonic novelties come and go,
atrhing the smoke rings for dough- fluctuating in merit and appeal, but
Felix escapes it seems that Hy Mayer can go on
luts with his coffee.
md wanders through a land of fairy forever with a perfect assurance of
He putting arresting features in the pen
:astles built on cloud mountains.
steals a bottle of milk from another and ink impressions of his travels
giant, who pursues the frightened abroad. The current release takes the
eline into a barrel, from which Felix spectator through regions that are
miraculously escapes to a cloud which nothing short of pastoral mastergalloping pieces, and in this case, interspersed
transformed into
a
s
harger. From this magical steed he as they are, with humorous touches
dismounts onto a wisp of smoke as- of good natured satire from the very
;ending from the cigar smoker still facile pen of the comic artist, we
pipe dreaming" below on earth. have a novelty that should have the
Like Jack in the Beanstalk, he slides folks out front feeling that they
If Hans haven't had enough when the final
jack to home and safety.
A-nderson had lived to write his fairy foot of film passes the shutter.
In
ales for the screen, this is the qual- this particular tvoe of work, there
ty of entertainment he would have seems to be nothing at all on the

—

created.

—Jamtary

Is

Laugh Month

market

—

—
—

Mc Dougall
Daze,"
Alley Series Bray

Warm

Luke

New Comedy

Note

—

to

compare

with

Mayer's

sparkling travelogues, from a point
of imaginative quality, keen discerning irony, and pictorial entertain-

ment.

—January

Is

Laugh

Month —

.2 reel comedy
of production.
This character "Luke Warm" will
He has
probably be heard from.
iome wrinkles in sober-faced clownng that are decidedly original and
•efreshing.
For one thing, he has a
jvay of running, swinging his head
from side to side to gain momentum
.hat never fails to elicit a measurable
It is Luke's ap'ihare of laughs.
oearance that furnishes a source of

"Durable Souls"— Sportlight
Pathe
Fascinating
Type of production..! reel magazine
Bringing to bear his broad background and wide experience as a
connoisseur and chronicler of sport
in all its branches, Grantland Rice
very deftly and graphically has compiled a series of episodes from the
various fields of athletics which tend

to the comedy kids, who
to make him the butt of
Luke spends
:heir practical jokes.
;:he night at the farmhouse, and has
nightmarish time of it trying to get
ii
some rest with the farmer and Fatty
n the same bed. This furnishes the
The
5asis for some more chuckles.
lext day action starts anew, when

the durability of the conIn other words, the sequences, woven together, reveal the

Type

.

.

imusement
ion't

fail

Luke's

girl.

Vera,

is

captured

by

the belligerent Aunt
Louise who lays the whole camp of
cidnappers out like ten-pins, but suc;umbs at the sight of a little mouse,
^uke, arriving at that moment, gets
redit for the rescue.
All told, the
.SilcDougall Alley kids figure very
mprominently in furnishing fuel for

ijypsies.

It

is

to stress
testant.

manner

in

which

grit

and stamina

factors to success.
Exciting moments are encompassed
in "shots" of real contests in hockey
and la crosse. Human interest moments are achieved in the showing of
well-known characters of sport, such
as Clarence de Mar, the marathon
champion/ and Paul Berlenbach, ex-

are the essential

SUBJECTS
is

thai

"Blue Black,"— Fistical Culture Series

which stimulates all that is fundamental in the red-bloodtJ instincts
of man.
in

long

21

Bray

it

—January

Is

—

Laugh Month

Type of production 2
The story is almost

"A Briny Boob"— Billy Dooley
Educational
of production.

.

.

.2 reel

comedy

Billy Dooley in this one continues
to build consistently his reputation
for extracting comedy from his nautical nonsense novelties.
Billy imitates no one but himself. That dizzy
face of his with the silly grin is a
laugh in itself. In his love scenes he
is
especially good.
His goofy expression seems to belong most appropriately to one blissfully lost in
love's young dream.
The command-

ing officer sends him ashore to deliver a bouquet of flowers to a young

married dame, his sister-in-law. On
the way he becomes a hero by rescuing a poodle from drowning. The
dog's mistress is very grateful. When
he arrives at the address with the
bouquet, he finds the girl is none
other than the owner of the poodle.
She is rehearsing a scene for a vamp
play she is going to give for a navy
benefit.
.So
she starts rehearsing
with Billy as the hero but neglects
to tell him he is only acting in a
playlet.
As she starts vamping him,
But
Billy thinks it is the real stuff.

when

her husband unexpectedly appears and starts to maul him, Billy
knows it is the real thing. He sure
His antics
is one scared sailor boy.
Probwill make a gargoyle smile.
ably his best asset is his knack of
holding his dizzy grin when you
comedy
know he's scared stiff.
that earns the name.
January Is Laugh Month

A

—

—

Short Shots No. 5 Castle Films
Fine Diversity

Type

of production...! reel novelty

A

pleasing addition to the novelty
magazine type of reel which gives
every evidence of being well edited.
Starts off with some hair raising
There follows a
stunts with a lion.
fashion review of millinery showing
a new fad of hats symbolizing the
various sports, with the emblems of
football, tennis, aviation, gold and
featured.
activities
outdoor
other
Then appears a series of stunts with
Charles Smith, the "strong man,"
who performs such little trifles as
allowing an automobile to pass over
his chest without any upsetting efThen a husky laborer breaks
fects.
a piece of granite on his chest with a
sledge hannner while Charlie takes

A Broadway cabaret dancer
does a diverting dance balanced on
the top of an empty flask, symboliz-

a nap.

ing the
were.

light

How

spirit

of a

melodrama

entirely on the

of the old "tcn-twcnty-andthirty-cent" eflFusions of the "Gambler of the West" school.
However,
since it is meant in comic vein, the
proceedings have the faculty of making one indulgent to the exaggerated
gnashings of the villain's teeth, the
plot to put the rival race horse out
of commission, and the last minute
entrance of the hero on the scene,
to the finale of winning the sweepstakes.
Lew Wagner, as the clean
cut hero in the case, has an attractive
kind of agility, and in the horse race
scene puts up a good ride.
That's
where most of the virtue of this picture lies
the action of the racing
episode.
Though far from a legitimate comedy, tor it hasn't enough
of gags or funny situations to boast
of the label, it nevertheless has a
light,
frothy sweep which should
find favor in theaters where every day

—

isn't an "Our Gang," "Harry Langdon" or "Buster Keaton Day."

—January

—

—

reel

order

Gob Gurgles
Type

Fast and Active

cork, as

it

"Hoot

Is

Laugh Month

Mon"— Bobby

—

Vernon

Educational

Scotch Laughs
Type of production. .. .2 reel comedy
Bobby Vernon is at his best in this
laughology which has its settings in
the Highlands of Scotland.
At least
the special set of the ancient castle
has the real
Scotch atmosphere.
Bobby is assigned a tough territory
as a flivver salesman when they send
him to try and part the kilty boys
from their money. He gets in wrong
by making love to the sweetheart of
a giant Scot named MacTruck, who

almost wrecks Bobby's demonstration
car for revenge.
Then he is so unfortunate as to run over his best
prospect, MacTarnish, impersonated
by Jack Duffy.
From then on the
laughs pile in thick and fast. Bobby
joins the
MacRuff clan, under a
wrong impression that MacTarnish,
the father of the girl, loves all MacRuffs. When the old man spots him
in the hated rival kilt, he chases him
all
over the castle with a broadsword.
The MacRuff clan come to
his rescue, and as the two clans fight
it
out, Bobby in the confusion does
not know which side he is fighting
on.
Both clans mawl him around
unmercifully. The final gag is good.
Bobby wins the fight for the MacTarnish clan by throwing a quarter
on the stone floor. They start battling each other for the coin till they
all

lie

unconscious.

As Bobby

is

can manicure about to sign the old warrior up for
pedigreed dog a car, the daughter appears and makes
her
trim
otherwise
and
The reel concludes love to him. So the old man says
is next shown.
he'll use Bobby's car
of a he won't buy
champion of the light heavyweigh'. with a sensational performance
daredevil who does stunts above and as long as he is going to be in the
division of boxers, both of whom are
family.
The combination of Vernon
it whirls through
shown in the processes of building below an airplane as
Duffy
makes for chuckles all
and
balanced
well
is
offering
This
space.
film
up the endurance of which the
material designed to appeal to the way. A real comedy team. And
with
offermg
this
lovers,
sport
To
treats.
some fine production values.
all types of people.
will be immediately arresting, and

milady

—
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FROM NOVEMBER JANUARY

RELEASES
American Cinema Assoc.
1650 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Trub's Diary—2 Reels
11-15-26
Scent of Approval
12-24-26
Trub— the Hero
January Is Laugh Month

—

—

Artclass Pictures Corp.
1540 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Hairbreadth Harry Comedies
1700 Feet
11-8-26
12-8-26
1-8-27

Sawdust Baby
Flying Papers
Sign Them Papers
Izzie

and Lizzie Comedies

—

^

Famous Painting— 2 Reels
11-1-26
11-15-26
12-1-26
12-15-26

Hope
Beggar Maid
Bashful Suitor

The Young Painter
Boys Adventure

Series

—

Way
What

Boy
Swimming
Color Romances

of a

Price

—

Reel

1

11-1-26
11-15-26
12-126

Grabbing Grabbers

Reel

1

11-5-26

Sleeping Beauty
If

Film Exchange,

220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C
Steve Donoghue Series 2 Reels
11-1-2
Riding for a King
11-15-2
Hearts and Horses
12-1-2
Where the Moose Run Loose 12-4-26 Beating the Book
12-15-2
Ringer
The
12-16-26
The Last of the Bison
1-5-2
When Guide Meets Guide 12-27-26 The Dark Horse
1-20-2
Golden
Spurs
The
Logging the Logs
,^'A'll
Fun Medal Comedies—2 Reels
1-16-27
With Deer and Hound
11-1-2
Feathers
Angel's
1-24-27
Romance of the Salmon
11-8-2
Professional Ethics
Reel
New Era Novelties
729 Seventh Ave., N. Y. C.
New Era Adventures— Reel
Over and Under the Earth 11-22-26
11-29-26
Canning the Salmon

12-5-26
Dreams Came True
What
Roxy Radio Series— 1 Reel
11-1-26
11-15-26

Shadowland
1700 Feet Rushing Waters

—

the Doctor

Region

of

Ordered

Romance

From Catch

to

Can

Why

—

Why

—1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

We

—
—

—

—

—

—

Fox Film

Dog—

Why

The

—
—

Reel

1

—
—

Lupino Lane Comedies 2 Reels
Issued twice weekly
Dog Scents
11-28-26
Fox Varieties 1 Reels
"Eileen Sedgwick" Western— 5 Reels Movicland
11-1-26
A
Spanish Holiday
Mermaid
11-14-26
Lure of the West
Comedies
2 Reels
Laudh Month —
hiiiuiiiv
Flaming Romance
11-28-26
11-21-26 Travels in Toyland
Much
12-12-26
Mystery
12-5-26 Overnight from Paris
Columbia Pictures
Cliff Dwellers of America
12-26-26
McCall's Color Fashion Newsreel
1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
My Lady's Stockings
1-9-27
1 Reel
Screen Snapshots 1 Reel
1-23-27
Parisian Inspirations in Colour Dis- Constantinople
One every two weeks
played by Hope
12-1-26

/.t

.

—

Jiiir.iiiry

Cranfield

/,t

l.nuiih

&

.\l,:}ilh

—

Clarke, Inc.

729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

Dramas De Luxe
The Mother
Sin

—2

—2

Speed Cop Series
A Minute to Go
Gyping the Gypsies

Reels
11-1-26
12-1-26

Home Brewed Youth
Indigo Sunday

1-3-2
1-10
1-17-2
1-24-2
1-30-2

Food For Thought

When

Martin Gets Here

Runaway Match

Up Napoleon

Gid

•

January Is Laugh Month

—

Pathe Exchange, Inc.
W.

b

N. Y. C.
Aesop's Film Fables 2-3 Reels
35

45th

St.,

—

Thru Thick and Thin

11

Vaudeville
Radio Controlled

Buck Fever
Hitting the

Rails

Bars and Stripes
School Days
Where Friendship Ceases
The Musical Parrot
Sink or Swim
Chasing Rainbows
Charley Chase Comedies

-7-:

11-14-2
ll-Jl-2
11-28-2
12-5-2
12-12-2
12-19-2
12-26-2

In

1-2-2
1-9-2

1-16-2

—2

Reels

Be Your Age
11-14-2
There Ain't No Santa Claus 12-12-2

Many Scrappy Returns
Alice Day Comedies — 2
Hesitating Horses
Kitty from Killarney

1-9-2

Reels
11-21-2
12-19-2
1-16-2

The Plumber's Daughter
Our Gang Comedies 2 Reels

War

—

Feathers

Telling

11-21-2
12-19-2

Whoppers

Hy

Mayer's Scenic Sketchographs
1-2 Reel
Tripping the Rhine
11-28-2
Pathe News 1 Reel

—
— Reel
Day— 1-3 Reel

week
Pathe Review
Issued once a week
Issued twice a

1

Topics of the
Issued once a week
Grantland Rice Sportlights- -1

Hooks and Holidays
By the Wholesale
Top Notchers
With the Wind

Re*

11-14-2
11-28-2
12-12-2
12-26-2

Rollin'

—

—
—

Tuxedo Comedies

—2

Ladies

Reels

Close Shaves

12-5-26

—2

Reels

11-14-26
11-28-26
12-12-26

Madame Dynamite
Golf Widows

—2
—2

Married Life Series
11-21-26
Van Bibber Series
12-26-26 The Tennis Wizard

Reels
Reels
11-21-26

iC

11-15-2
11-22-2
11-29-2
12-5-2
12-12-2
12-19
12-26-2

Along
1-9-2
Mabel Normand Comedies- -3 Reel
Raggedy Rose
11-7-2
The Nickel Hopper
12-5
Ben Turpin Comedies
Reels
Hampton 11-28-26
O. Henry Series 2 Reels
A Harem Knight
11-7
Hope Hampton Displaying Paris Babes in the Jungle
11-28-26 A Blonde's Revenge
12-19
Originations in Colour
12-26-26
Imperial Comedies 2 Reels
A Hollywood Hero
1-30
Paris Inspirations in Color
11-28-26 Light
Wines and Bearded
"Smith"-Sennett Comedies- -2 Reel
Paris Originations in Color 12-26-26

Bobby Vernon Comedies
November Hoot Mon
December Title later

Reels

—

Worry
11-26-26
12-12-26 Blue Friday
12-20-26 At It Again
12-31-26 You'd Better Get It
1-15-27 Nothing to Think About
1-28-27 Take It Easy

Frest From the Deep
Specials
11-15-26
Fighting Fools
11-5-26 Monarch of the Plains
12-15-26 Alpine S.O.S.— 2 Reels
Pay Rent
1-15-27 Making of a King— 2 Reels 11-15-26 Visit to Cloudland
Nice Neighbors
12-1-26
Quaint People and Queer Places
Snub Pollard Comedies— 1700 Feet Taj-Mahal
January Is Laugh Month
Reel
11-22-26
l.rc
Birds of Bonaventure Island 11-30-26
12-22-26
Ml Wet
Educational
Thru Life's Windows— 1 Reel
Radio Personalities 800 Feet
7th Avenue, N. Y. C.
370
12-15-26
Bird
City
11-29-26
Vohinie C
Bruce Scenic Novelties 1 Reel
January
Is Laugh Month
12-29-26
\-okin,c D
Hula Hula, Honolulu Nights 11-14-26
Scandals of America— 900 Feet
Sunbeams; The Rainbow;
11-20-26
\isitor
F. B. O.
The Unexpected
12-12-26
Moonlight
12-20-26
The Payroll Hold-up
1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Cameo Comedies 1 Reel
Screen Star Sports
11-7-26
Alice Cartoons 1 Reel
His Off Day
11-13-26
Volume C
11-21-26 Alice Cuts the Ace
Bad
Breaks
11-1-26
12-13-26
X'olume D
12-5-26 Alice Helps the Romance
Sweet Baby
11-15-26
Feet
1700
Comedies—
Winnie Winkle
12-19-26 Alice's Spanish Guitar
Mister Chump
11-29-26
11-1-26
Winnie's Birthday
Christie Comedies 2 Reels
Alice's Brown Derby
12-13-26
12-1-26
Oh! Winnie Behave
11-7-26 Alice the Lumber Jack
Dodging Trouble
12-27-26
1-1-27
Winnie's Vacation
12-19-26 Alice the Gold Bug
Cool Off
1-10-27
January Is Laugh Month
Bill Grimm's Progress
Curiosities
1
Reel
2 Reels
11-7-26 Bruisers & Losers
Then and Nows
11-7-26
Castle Films
12-12-26 Little Miss Blufifit
Nic-Nax
11-21-26
Y.
C.
Ave.,
N.
7th
729
Billy Dooley Comedies 2 Reels
Ladies Prefer Brunettes
12-5-26
Short Shots 1 Reel
12-12-26 Blisters Under the Skin
12-19-26
11-12-26 Have Courage
No 4
Felix the Cat— 1 Reel
Assorted Nuts
2-2-27
11-26-26
No! 5
Felix
the
Cat
in
Knight
Reverse
EnBefore
2-16-27
Christmas
12-10-26
No. 6
glish
11-14-26
Krazy Kat Cartoons 1 Reel
12-24-26
No 7
Felix the Cat Trumps the Ace 11-28-26 Cheese It
11-8-26
1-8-27
No! 8
Dots and Dashes
11-22-26
1-21-27 Felix the Cat Collars the
No. 9
12-6-26
Button
12-12-26 Wrong Queve
Legends 1 Reel
Gold Struck
12-20-26
Felix
the
Cat
in
Zoo
12-26-26
12-17-26
Logic
Bride of the Falls
•
Standard Comedies 2 Reels
1-21-27
Hamilton Comedies 2 Reels
Pearls
The
Vulgar Yachtsman
11-15-26
Reel
1
Novelties
Goose Flesh
12-12-26
Heavyation
12-13-26
11-5-26
On With the Dance
Lyman H. Howe's Hodge Podge Three Glad Men
1-10-27
11-19-26
Berlin
Is
This
So
1
Reel
Whirlwind Comedies 2 Reels
11-26-26
Rose of Monterery
A
Key-Hole Cruise
111-28-26 A Wild
11-1-26
Roomer
12-3-26
Let's Do Black Bottom
A Movie Medley
12-26-26 Fatal Footsteps
11-29-26
12-17-26
Rainbow
Juvenile Comedies 2 Reels
Now You Tell One
12-27-26
12-31-26
Must Be Thrilled
Open Spaces
Many a Slip
1-24-27
1-14-27
London
Kinograms 1 Reel
Wisecrackers 2 Reels
1-28-27
So This Is Hollywood
Issued twice weekly
The Artists Brawl
1-30-27
January Is I^augh Month —
Life Cartoons 1 Reel
January Is Laugh Month
The Mighty Smithy
11-7-26
Chesterfield Pictures
Barnum
Was
11-21-26
Right
Corp.
Y.
Broadway,
N.
C.
1540
Balloon Tired
12-5-26
2 Reels
West 55th St., N. Y. C.
"Fearless" Police
Women Pay
12-19-26
11-1-26
Fox News
Silent Trailer

—

Hi-Mark Prod.

Inc.

Smith's Uncle
Smith's Surprise
Smith's Customer
Mack Sennett Comedies

The Divorce Dodger

A

Small

Town

Princess

11-14-2
12-12-2

—2

1-9-2

Reels
11-28-2
12-26-2

!l
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Roach- Star Comedies
n the Front Page
/hy Girls Say No

—January

^;^

DAILY

—2

Reels

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.

—

Camera Mystery

—

President,

Series of 12
Serials

On Guard — Army

College
serial,

One

featuring

uUen Landis, ready for January

—

10 Chapters.

—January

Lauyh Month

Is

--

Ian.

17

he
•he

-

Reel
11-1-26
11-8-26
11-15-26
11-22-26
11-29-26
12-6-26
12-13-26
12-20-26
12-27-26
1-3-27
1-10-27
1-17-27
1-24-27
1-31-27

Red

Hook or Crook
January
Switching
Not Guilty

Honeymoon Quickstep
The Little Pest
The Lost Soul

Ft.

Hop Along
Love on a Weak Stomach

11-1-26
11-15-26
12-1-26
12-15-26
1-1-27
1-15-2/

17

18
19

20

Sweetheart Daze

Seal Pictures

1600 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Animated Hair Cartoons— 600
5sue
ssue
ibue
ssue
5sue
ssue

Sleepers

—January

.

21

22

Series— 700
.nother ivick Lonr.ng
,ood Riddance
Bronte

—
Westerns —

Pioneer Blood

The Show Cowpuncher
Lone Prairie

Ft.

11-25-26
12-25-26

Barely

Reasonable

I

Of The Chorus— 2 Reels
12-1-26
Cooped
1-1-27
rc;'king Into Broadway
hurchyards of Old America— 600 Ft.
11-5-26
ue C
Reelviews— 900 Ft.

The Fighting

Carrie
hicken

Issue
;sue

K

11-18-26
12-18-26
1-18-27

L

^sue

M

ssue
ssue
ssue

K

Searchlights— 900

Ft.

11-10-26
12-10-26
1-10-27

L

M

Film Reporter— 900 Ft.
sue
2

Issue

3
4

ssue

5

11-10-26
12-10-26
1-10-27

Em

Keeping
ssue
ssue
ssue

Guessing

— 900

D
E

Out

Ft.

11-20-26
12-20-26
1-20-27

C
of the

:0-K0 The

Inkwell— 800

Convict

o-Ko Gets Egg-Cited
:o-Ko Back Tracks

Ft.
11-1-26
12-1-26
1-1-27

Ko-Ko Song Car-Tunes— 600
>ld

Ft.
11-1-26

Black Joe

[other

Mother

Pin

a

Rose

Me
ack Up Your Troubles
The Light of the
y

Moon
Love

A

Lassie

I

—January

Is

Laugh Month

On

Strain

I

I

Martin of the Mounted
Hen Punches of Piperock
The Trail of Trickery
Double Trouble

The Two Fister
Too Much Progress

1-8-27
for Pipe1-15-27
rock
The Menace of the Mounted 1-22-27
The Duke Desperado
1-29-27

Stern Bros. Comedies

—2

"The Excuse Maker"
Please Excuse

Me

Second Hand Excuse
What'll

You Have

Reels
Series
11-1-26
12-8-26
1-12-27
Series
11-24-26
12-29-26
1-26-27

"Let George Do It"
George's in Love
And George Did
By George
"Newlyweds and Their Baby"
11-3-26
Snookum's Buggy Ride
12-1-26
Snookum's Outing
12-22-26
-Snookum's Merry Xnias
"What Happened to Jane" Series
11-17-26
Jane's Engagement Party
12-15-26
Jane's Predicament
Jane's

12-1-26
12-15-26
Silvery
1-1-27
1-15-27

of

ROCK

Standard

Laugh Month

Is

To making

(Title non-copyright.)

it

own, and are recognized as a very
important part of the program.

The

rapid strides

made by Red

i'ictures Corp., have
fying.
This has not

Seal

been very gratibeen due to high
pressure salesmanship not to gaudy
or sensational advertising, but due to
the quality of the product being re-

—

of so-caMcd feature comedies,
the exhibitor has come to appreciate
the real value of the short length
comedy of merit. Perhaps never before has he realized the importance of
the modest "two-reeJcr."
In any
event he has heretofore failed to give
the producer of this type of entertainment due credit for "slicking to his
last'' and ignoring the unintelligent
clamor for more lengthy comedies.

Now, however, a change has been
Red Seal have in operation twenty- wrought. During the past year or
two exchanges, covering 90% of the two the market has been deluged with
country, supplying about 4,000 theaters with some part of their product.
Red Seal has arrived intends to stay
and will continue building that reputation with a novelty type of subject
that will retain the place in the sun
already acquired.

—

—

That is why the Song, "Everybody
Going In for Shorts" thrills us. It
will make for keen competition, and

is

that
ted

is

It will

life.

new

ideas

for

Prescription

four, five
of which

and six reel fun films, many
had naught to boast of but

In the wild scrami>le to
quantity.
"get the gravy" offered for the more
pretentious comedies, some producers
neglected their short subject divisions
and today they are beginning to
For the tworealize their mistake.
reel comedy is an absolute essential
of the well-balanced theater program.
You can no more delete this portion
of the bill of fare than you can omit
bread from the restaurant menu.
January Is Laugh Month

—

•

Sweet to Direct Puffy Series
Universal City Harry Sweet has
been signed by Universal to direct
the series of Charles Puffy comedies
written by Octavus Roy Cohen.

—

ji

For T-H-E Exhibitor

28

To

ensure
laughter
hearty
throughout 1927: Use

BRAY PRODUCTIONS!
DOSE
36 2-reel COMEDIES
26 CARTOONS
13 NATURE SPECIALS
13 NOVELTY MAGAZINES
To

Exchanges

be taken often and in

increasing

QUANTITY

—

William R. Wilkerson
344

W.

44th

St.,

N. Y. C.
Reel

Screen Tit Bits— 1
Series of 12

—

Speaking of Triangles
First Party

^hort Films Syndicate, Inc. Her
729 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
Jeff Cartoons— 600 Ft.
11-1-26
Roman Scandal
11-15-26
loma of the South Seas
12-1-26
he Globe Trotters
Twisted Tales—900 Ft.
12-1-26
driven From Home
12-1-26
iow It Happened

Mutt and

ung Without Evidence

Not Very Mad
His Great Mistake

The Locket
Eleven O'Clock
His Wife's Lover
Why the French

One two

reel subject

Black Bottom
1-5-27 And how to do

it.

Comedies

air.

1-19-27

Flirtation

—January

the

cause to be creashort featurettes.
It will cause everything to be done in
Reel
a better way to meet this competition,
and last but most important the exReels
hibitor will profit mostly for he will
11-6-26 be assured of the cream of short
11-13-26 featurettes, making him happy be11-20-26 cause they are bound to please ihis
11-27-26 customers.
12-4-26
12-11-26
12-18-26
12-25-26
1-1-27

International News
Issued twice a week

Mustang

in

leased.

—

Million Dollar Derby December What
Price Pleasure
December
Channel Swim

ntitled
ntitled
-January Is Laugh Month

Producer

means happiness, because at last
short features have come into their

Fighters— release begins Jan.
and continues for 10 weeks.

Bluebird Comedies
November
Trooper 77"
For Cryin' Out Loud
Reels
Comedies—
2
Radiant
RayartNovember Too Much Sleep
loving Guests
November Wild Bill
he Flirting Fool
Business Worries

By JOE

Red Seal Pictures Corp.

*

me

1927.

10,

Chapters

10

—

Fire

Rawlinson Serial

Herbert

Laugh Month

—

Chapters
January

Serial— 10

Fame

Is

Two-Part Comedies

It's being sung TN this day and age when many proby everyone. The song is called -' dncers of comedies and stellar fun"Every Company is Going In for sters are turning their attention to the

TT'S

Shorts."

January

730 5th Ave., N. Y. C.
Adventure Pictures Serials)— 2 Reels
iiic .silent Flyer
release began Nov.
and continues for 10 weeks, ending

723 7th Ave., N. Y. C.
ighting for

Reel

1

Un versal

—

Ray art
en Alexander

Reel

.Series of 12

Melting Millions featuring Aileeii
ay and Walter Miller, for January
lease.

Series— 1

Fame—

Hall of

re-

10 Chapters.

asc.

Joker

week

a

Outlook

By ALFRED WEISS

Reel

1

2j

A Happy

George D. Swartz

11-28-26
12-26-26

Lauyh Month

Is

—

:

Foreign sales controlled by Simmonds Picture Corp.

THE
Sunday, December

24

"Tin Hats"
Metro-Gold wim-Mayer

MIGHTY

AMUSING.

Richard Barthelmess in

"Shameful Behavior"

"The White Black Sheep"

Preferred

THE

First National

CON- NOT ENTIRELY A PLEASANT
BARTHELMESS
TINUES WITH M-G-M'S COM-

WORLD WAR REVIVAL
EDY CONTRIBUTION

THEME.

THE

DOUGHBOY TRIO
BOUND TO GET A HEARTY
WELCOME.

LATEST.

Cast.

.

.

Nagel gets
many moons.

.1 uiirad

his

best

SPLENDID AND DIRECTION
GOOD BUT STORY IS NOT
ALWAYS CONVINCING.

roles.
his
varies
This offers him excellent opportunities which he handles particularly well but it is not the sort of
characterization that they want to
see the romantic Richard in.

Star.

..

.Certainly

Thomas Meighan

5,

192(

in

"The Canadian"

Paramount
SOME HILARIOUS COMEDY FAIRLY INTERESTIN
COMPLICATIONS THAT THROUGH GOOD AC TIN
LAND A GOOD QUANTITY AND DIRECTION ALTHOUO:
OF LAUGHS. CONTINUITY
OF DRAB CANADIA
NOT PERFECT BUT THE DI- STORY
FARM
LIFE MAKES FO
TO
RECTOR HAS MANAGED
RATHER DULL ATMOI
HOLD THE INTEREST QUITE PHERE.

SATISFACTORILY.

Edith Roberts the vixen who
Cast.
plays an elaborate joke on a man
Harlan
bad memory.
with
a
Tucker, new to the screen, doesn't
measure up to the humor of the
.

associate
tl
Star. .. .Difficult
to
heroic Meighan with any lack
chivalry as far as the fair sex
i

George
in
concerned.
But then you kno
Cooper and Bert Roacli the other
that Frank Taylor is bound
two members of this rare trio of
soften and fall in love with h
Windsor the
jokcstcrs.
Claire
Others Richard Tucsituations.
wife.
for
Ijrctty Teuton maid who falls
ker, Martha Mattox, Grace CarCast. .. .Patsy Ruth Miller a pretty
Cast....Mona Palma rather pret
the Yank. Tom O'Brien limited in
Gino Corlyle, Louise Carver.
Greek dancing girl,
and does very well but a little rj
the role of top sergeant.
romance.
rado and Albert Frisco two very Type of Story. .. .Comedy
of sunshine, in spite of the somb:
threads
story
different
Others
Several
"The
devilish desert chieftains.
Type of Story
Comedy.
attitude the part calls for, wou.
complicomedy
make
the
blend to
Big Parade'' was only the first
Constance Howard, William H.
have been a relief. She is over in
"Shameful Behavior"
of
cations
batallion of the real parade of war
Tooker, Erville Alderson.
passive.
Dale Fuller splendid
thoroughly amusing. There is the
pictures that have followed in its
the farmer woman.
Charles Wi
Type of Story:
Drama.
Barthelreform crew on the one hand, a
wake. Its inspiration has produced
niger has an occasional comedy
mess proves his versatility in the
senatorial candidate on the reform
a conspicuously large number of
ning.
Wyndham Standing in
varying types of role that he essays
ticket on the other, a mischievpictures with the war as a backminor
from one production to another.
role.
ous flapper fresh from a Parisian
ground for stories in which the huType of story
His latest role is another example
Drama; adaptf
finishing school, and a pair of
morous, the human interest, side of
from
of his ability to play parts otlier
"The
Land
of Promise" t
the big fight has served most faithcrooks to add to the excitement.
than the young romantic hero but
W. Somerset Maugham.
"Tl
fully.
Edward Sedgwick seems
The continuity is not always preIt is in the latter role that BarthelCanadian"
is an interesting chara^
difdovetailing
the
Hats"
in
chiefly responsible for "Tin
cisely clear
mess scores his biggest hit. As
ter study.
It lacks action and i
It
which he wrote and directed.
threads but director Alferent
Robert Kincairn in "White Black
dramatic moments are few.
Tl
is a post-war story, not extensive
bert Kelley manages to maintain
Sheep" he is the gallant soldier
romance
is not the kind that E
nor even logical for that matter in
adequate coherence neverthelesss.
who, like Milton Sills in "The
inor Glyn writes about and tl
plot, but sufliciently well stocked
He has given the most prominence
Silent Lover," goes into the desert
folks who want thrills v/ill find bv
when
she
with good comedy incident to make
masquerade
to the girl's
to live down dishonor.
Only in
a short lived rain storm, with
a thoroughly fine entertainment.
poses as a harmless lunatic as part
Kincairn's case he is innocent.
heavy
wind that ruins hero
The buddy idea is used again and
of a joke on Custis Lee, a reform
Assuming
the
guilt for his fiancee's
crops,
to
excite them.
But tl
the result is a doughboy trio
worker,
who doesn't recognize
theft he is disowned by his father,
story does offer some thoroughl
Yank, a "Mick" and a "Heinie"
Daphne in her "college finish."
an introductory twist that lacks
absorbing character developmen
all U. S. boys pledged to the Stars
She forces her way into his home
conviction since the father merely
splendidly
presented
and t o 1
and Stripes. All the laughs come
and pretends to be Sally Long, an
takes for granted that his son is
against accurate, if not attractiv
from their escapades. They arrive
insane woman whom the papers
guilty.
In Palestine Robert serves
backgrounds. The drab Canadia
in the trenches only to be greeted
have announced as being at large.
his Britain by self-appointed secret
farm life, the acres of wheat fiek
with the signing of the armistice.
Custis decides to humor the supservice work that involves him in a
and
the weather beaten shacks tf
Krausmeyer's hopes of medals
his
Sally
who
insists
she
is
posed
succession of tortures that offer exfarmers calls "home," is realist:
vanish but throughout the ensuing
wife.
He calls in a specialist who
chance

'

;

ii

—

—

sequences Dutch's efforts to secure
a collection of medals get many
laughs. Jack Benson's devotion to
a handsome but haughty German
beauty brings more laughs but
"Lefty" Mooney's affair with a

especially funny.
The
best of the film is the episode where
the boys unknowingly ride into
German territory and are cordially
welcomed as part of the army of
occupation. There are some great

Fraulein

is

cellent dramatic moments but many
are not quite pleasant. Taken as a
spy Kincairn is tortured by his
captors. They bury him in sand to
his neck and twist his neck to make

him

talk.

They succeed and

imprisoned.

dancing

girl

he

is

Rescued by a Greek
hero rides to warn the

British army post that the natives
are planning a revolution.
There
he meets his father who asks his
forgiveness.
Robert asks only to
marry the dancing girl.

The real
orders the girl to bed.
Sally Long presents herself as a
nurse and a little later Spider
Flagg, a crook, enters the house
to rob it. The real Sally discovers
him and there is a riot when she
captures him, Spider being Sally's
errant husband who had her put
away as insane merely as a
means of getting rid of her. Cusreform friends arrive and find
Daphne, the pseudo Sally, in his
arms and to make good with them
tis'

gags in this. Their search through
the mystery castle is a little bit too Box Office Angle
Its appeal likely
he asks Daphne to marry him. He
long but, on the whole, "Tin Hats"
to prove varying.
eventually learns all about the joke
Good dramatic
has few quiet moments.
action and fine acting should help to
and is happy with Daphne.
get it over.
Box Office Angle. .. .Comedy moves
Box Office Angle. .. .Highly recomalong at good gait and various huYou
mended.
won't go wrong on Exploitation
Story substance does
morous complications should keep
this one.
not lend itself readily
to stunt ad-

Exploitation. .. .Title
and story
readily applicable to a variety of

vertising unless

will

ballyhoo idea
might work out.
A black sheep
led about togged out in a blanket
and dunce cap might get attention

banners announcing the picture. A
little old German band will be an-

and exploit the showing of "White
Black Sheep."
You have the
star's name to use and that of his
director, Sidney Olcott.

stunts.

Neighborhood youngsters

stage a parade for tickets of
admission. Secure helmets for the
boys to wear and provide them with

other good stunt.
Direction
Edward Sedgwick;
very good.

Direction
usually good.

Author

the

Sidney Olcott
Violet E.

them

interested.

Exploitation. .. .Tell them the story
is "a gay burlesque of censors and

reformers that's farcically funny and
blasts the theory that the younger
generation is headed for the dogs."
Preferred's press sheet offers this
and it gives a good idea of
the picture.
Title is catchy and
there are some fairly well known
names in the cast.
line

Direction

Powell
Edward Sedgwick Adaptation
suitable.
..Jerome N. Wilson and
Scenario .... Lew Lipton and Donald
Agnes Pat McKenna.
Author
Li.
Cameraman
David W. Gobbett Adaptation
Cameraman
Ben Reynolds
Cameraman
Photography
Good Photography
Good

Author

Locale

Length

France-Germany Locale
6,598

feet

Length

Photography

England,

Palestine
6,794 feet

Locale

Length

Albert Kelley;

the letter.
However it do«
for dull atmosphere and tl;
none too cheerful story of Fran
Taylor and the woman he marrit
to "sew, cook and clean" for hit
may not prove universally appea
ing.
Nora had been used to goo
living
in
England and becam
Frank's wife only to escape tfc
surroundings of h<
brother's shack and his untidy wif
But Frank's abode offered littl
better.
It takes a good deal <
footage to reconcile Frank an
Nora to the mutual love that yo
to

uncouth

know is theirs.
Box Office Angle

Story well

|"

to!

and capably acted though atmoj
phere may prove a trifle too sombr

*t

for the average preference.

Exploitation. .. .The star's name an
the title of his latest will ur
doubtedly be sufficient to bring i
a good many.
The theme is n(
especially appropriate for any pel
tinent exploitation stunt unless th
farm life angle might be advance

through

tie-ups with stores
tributing the lastest in farm
chinery and the like.

William

Direction

Mrs. Belloc Lowndes Author
Douglas Bronston Scenario
Nick Musuraca Adaptation

Cameraman
Good Photography

5,218 feet

P

make

dis

Locale

Length

W.

id

it

ma

Beaudine|f

satisfactory.

Small City

[;

Somerset Maughar
J. Clarkson Mille
Arthur Stringc
Alvin Wyckoi

Goo
Canad
7,753

fe(

'
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Paramount Line-Up
expedite
te

foreign

sales

organi-

became binding upon Fa-

it

II,

its

round out

its

foreign release

with

short subjects.
This
done through purchases
other producing organizations,
ver, it has been determined that
complete scheme of operation
'jmpany could better function
^h its own short subject de-

n'lule

been

I.

icnt.

are the facts leading up to
resent time. In connection with
lount News which will be retwice a week, there is somefurther than a definite and
iiined plan to make this news
rank with the best in the field.
amount News is sure to secure
c
distribution and in its exhibiaround the universe will carry
liLse

:

\

i

Paramount name and Paramount
le-mark everywhere. This must
be construed by any manner or
as indicating that the subject
will carry propaganda, subtle
otherwise for Paramount. Such is
the intention, but by virtue of
fact that the subject will be
wn everywhere as Paramount
vs, a definite value will accrue to
,ns

ter

brand name.
eorge W. Weeks, who has been
gned the task of organizing the
irtnient,

Showmen's Angles

m

(Continued from Page 3)
(

m this group have been used rather
extensively by various Publix theaters
New York as well as in out-ofBy JOSliPU 1. SCIlNirZHK
town cities. It would not prove surSenior y ice-President, F. B. O.
prising if James Fitz Patrick, the rVUR company's short
product for
producer, was to be found in the ^-^ next .season's
schedule has been
Paramount organization in an im- selected with real showman's
angles
portant capacity connected with short and ready-made
exploitation values
subject production.
always in mind.
will have 52
Weeks stresses this point: That two-reel comedies and probably a
Paramount will not glut the market number of unusual and outstanding
with product. The first year's prog- smgle-reel novelties.
ress will be carefully measured and
have the rights to the "Beauty
be a determining factor in the future Parlor" series of humorous stories
course of the organization. Nineteen by H. C. Witwer, appearing in Costwenty-eight will largely hinge around mopolitan Magazine and thus made
the developments which 1927 brings familiar to millions of readers. These
to light.
will follow the "Wisecrackers" series,
now being made. The industry is
familiar with the Witwer subjects
we have released, including "Bill
p^XHIBITORS are coming to Grimm's
Progress,"
"Fighting
--^ realize that short subjects require Blood," "The Telephone Girl" and

states:

ach two reeler will be a feature
ntertainment value. This will be
basic idea upon which this end of
enterprise will function. The feasales force will sell the short
ects.
There will be a number of
supervisors for this product,
5
se supervisors will sell the key

;t

iiere

is

the possibility that Para-

will
edies in

int

produce

some

of
its
studios with
intention of using many of the
men now under contract to
jlop laugh ideas for features for
short reel product.
its

own

proper musical presentation as well
The haphazard selection of a few jazzy melodies will not
suffice.
The short comedies are
built for one purpose
to get the
laughs. Consequently it requires correct musical interpretation to bring
out and emphasize the comedy high-

—

distinct

1 he i>ublic reacted favorably,
and the
double-feature bill, once or twice a
week, has become the policy of many

exhibitors.

The

progressive, thoughtful exhibgives this matter any consideration at all must realize that in
itor

features, he should
short subjects, comedies, cartoons, news-reels or scenics.
It must be also plain to the exhibitor
that double features are no longer a
novelty, and that therefore his program must be interesting and diversified if he is to keep his public.

Realizing

—

laughter?

"The Thematic Music Cues furnished
all

its

comedies have this

in

mind,

for
selections

are made and timed to travel parallel with
the action of the plot, that is the important
thing, but this precision does not mean that
music so selected is the same as for a feature
picture.
Comedies should be presented with
lilting melodies,
syncopated rhythms, sparkling
and happy tunes they interpret the
gayety of the picture and set a mood for the
audience but it is essential that they be
appropriate and timed to meet the action on
the screen."

—

—

—

Wesley Ruggles, who directed the
pioneer organization,
first series, is to direct features, the
le contract with
M. J. Winkler first being Laura La Plante in "Beseen previously reported. There
ware of Widows."
two series of four two-reelers
luled.
Each is a novelty and
St. John to Start New Mermaid
al of the first series have alr been completed,
Los Angeles Upon his return
e Music Master series, twelve in from Big Bear, Al St. John will start
)er, is likewise scheduled to go
work on his next Mermaid comedy
igh Famous.
Current releases under direction of Stephen Roberts.

—

exhibitor who does not follow
the given line as outlined by his
competitors is the exhibitor who
holds the public.
Watch your competitor.
If
he is giving the usual
in

Fontaine Fox, printed in hundreds of
daily newspapers.
These two-reelers will not be in cartoon form. They
will be made by a "gang" of real live

this,

"Is it not logical then to give these comedies the same precision and craftsmanship
in
their presentation?
To follow and interpret with music, the moods, situatioiis and
high lights, to bring out, to emphasize, to
build up the one thing that gives a comedy
the right to existence,
the ability to create

The

F.B.O. novelty will be

impersonating those
"Micky," the
Pathe provides a familiar characters,
Thematic Music Cue Sheet for every tough kid; "Young Stanley the Exone of its short comedy productions. plorer;" "Tomboy Taylor" and the
Likewise Educational has adopted rest.
Charley Bowers's "camera-miracle"
them for the proper interpretation of
comedies, in which by a secret prothe Romance Productions.
It is the
opinion of S. Barret McCormick, cess he makes his characters do unPathe's publicity director, that cor- believable things, will be another outrect musical interpretation of short standing series of two-reelers for
subjects is vitally essential to properly next season, under the brand name
bring out the comedy values and give of "Whirlwinds."
We have Mr.
the exhibitor a full return on his Bowers under a five-year contract.
rental.
He analyzes the subject as
We have also the familiar and
follows:
successful two-reel Fat Men Com"In the construction of Pathe comedies, no edies, made by the Standard Cinema
opportunity is overlooked to give them the
Corporation, and we feel that with
finest settings, costumes and talent.
Plots are
labored
on for wqeks, original situations the line-up as given here, and the
lights.

BERT ENNIS

Artclass

Pictures

mediocre double-feature program, you
try

a

short

subject
differ-

That in itself will attract attention and draw business.
Remember

this,

also,

the

double-feature

program has one big disadvantage.
It keeps a certain number of people

away because they have already seen
one of your features elsewhere, and
will visit your competitor or shop
around until they find a suitable program that they have not seen. There
again, you have the possibility that
the larger number of your patrons
may prefer to see one good feature
and a two-reel comedy, a news reel
and a cartoon or magazine perhaps
both. As a former exhibitor who has
studied this subject very fully, I be-

—

lieve

this is the ideal program
the neighborhood house.

Corf.

The U.S.A.

for

features are at last in for
the part of exhibitors,
which automatically will focus the
attention on them they deserve from
the important element which makes
the
possible
entire
business
this

m% m

—

public.

The

greatest danger facing the impetus given short subjects now from
producer, exchangeman, exhibitor and
press lies in the natural flooding of
the market with every conceivable
variety of short film from irresponsibles who will expect to ride on the
present enthusiasm and propaganda
surrounding the one and two-reelers.
Dike all good things in the picture
field it will be overdone, and the overdoing will carry with it considerable
damage to the auspicious start short
subjects have now made to real recognition from the industry and the
Aside from this fly in the
public.

ointment, a promising vista looms up
for next season and seasons to follow
the
ex-

is

Black Bottom
c

on

the making and selling of
in
supplementary portion of the
hibitor's program.

or a

Attempt something

ent.

LOOKS as though the "little
IT fellas,"
dignified by now by some
as short
a break

diversified

program.

Icnsati

Shorts Overdone?
By

who

shownng double
show at least two

"Mickey McGuire" series, based
upon the well-known cartoons of

girls,

Inc.

-

the

boys and

JACOBS

Studios,

double feature program was
in the beginning an
experiment,
a new barrage in the war of healthy
competition between house and house.

"The Pacemakers."

A

A.

T'HE

Cue Sheet Value

as the feature.

J.

Bray

We

Ross to Direct "Collegians"
deal has been consummated
Universal City Nat Ross is to diAl and Charles H. Christie,
they as well as Paramount re- rect the second series of "The ColLaemmle, Jr.
by
Carl
to make any statement, but legians"
Lewis,
Dorothy Gulliver,
Id a deal be closed, it is believed George
mount would arrange for the re- Hayden Stevenson, Eddie Phillips
of 20 two-reelers a year from and Churchill Rock are in the cast.
5

By

We

accounts themselves and geny keep a guardian eye upon the
equent sales.
planned and carried out, laughable gags inannounced
Ve have definite ideas in mind. serted at appropriate spots in the continuity. single-reel subjects to be
balanced
and
well
has
a
F.B.O.
later,
example, because we feel that There is a mechanical precision to the construction regardless of how spontaneous the well diversified program of short featerm 'short subject' has reached result may appear when
finally unreeled.
tures.

point where exhibitors inadvery place this type of picture in
filler' class, we are determined to
another phrase and then sell it
he exhibitors of America.
Just
the phraseology will be has not
decided. The idea will be to coin
lling phrase which embodies the
of piquancy, or desirability in
length product."

Balanced Programs

BIACIBKMOM
—
wtest Dance
Serisdtioa and How

.

,

to

do

it

ia

REGULAR dad

SLOW-MOTION. c-o>c-^

a ONE REEL
CASTH NOVIITY
It's

li Hediv5MoiV€jtoFoii
EVmWHERE

Eg^>
Sunday, December

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.
SOLVING THE PROBLEM
PRESENTED BY SPREAD
OF PRESENTATIONS

By JACK

Small

HARROni-K

THE

status of the small town theater
has undergone a radical

change.
The general trend toward
the use of presentation and vaudeville
acts on the program has made its
influence felt in the smaller communities.
Result the small town operator nmst build his programs in keeping witli this modern development,
or else allow a more progressive
competitor to take the bulk of the
patronage.

—

a serious situation.
Such an authority as I. F. Cubberley,
general manager of Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben), looks
upon the new tendency with considerable misgiving. Supervising over
100 theaters in small towns of Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota, he most certainly is in an
authoritative position to intelligently
size up the problem.
As he sees it, the evil lies in the
fact that many small town theater
owners are being forced to overplay
It

really

is

their hand.
When they start to
build up programs with presentations
and vaudeville they find themselves
confronted with a mounting overhead that cannot be equalized by inSmall town thecreased patronage.
aters practically attained their ma.xipatronage before the advent of

nmm
this

new development

building,

in
program
and cannot increase the ad-

mission

price materially, if at all.
Meanwhile the theater in the key
center of the locality is luring away
the patronage with the bait of these
augmented programs. He must witness the discouraging spectacle of
former patrons hopping in their cars
and driving of? to the nearby town
where the picture is augmented by
vaudeville attractions. There is only
one thing left for him to do follow
And if he does, he counts up
suit.
the damage at the end of the week
and finds himself barely breaking
even if not actually operating at a

—

loss.

New Methods

was fixed.
Many an enthusiastic sible way— through their theater. The
young manager digs a nice looking theater always is kept in the foremat from his junk pile, and starts to ground. To make of it a civic censplurge.
He is like the chap who ter a community center is the conAnd the job rests on the
finds a pretty pearl button and sews stant aim.
a silk shirt on to it.
That proced- shoulders of the resident manager.
Twice yearly a convention of manure is now taboo so far as the NorthHere
west circuit is concerned. Advertise- agers is held in Minneapolis.
ments used must be given display in they combine social recreation with
accordance with the demands of the a practical study of theater manage-

And there is a weekly advertising quota fixed.
Of course if
a manager wants to go a little heavy
on a special attraction, he can do so
provided he evens up on the balThe point is that at the end
ance.
of the month the ad quota must be
found within the stated amount.
Another economy factor was in the
showing.

—

HOW NORTHWEST

ity

And

activity

the thought of
is

commun-

constantly held in the
At these conventions

CIR-

HANDLES RURAL
HOUSES OF BIG CHAIN

CUIT

Northwest Theaters maintains a co
man in Chicago who covers

tact

;

bookings.
He pic
them "where they grow," always wi
an eye to home town consumptic
The result is that Northwest hous
show five vaudeville acts of co
vaudeville

the

sistent quality.
j

Cubberley

strong for the tw
He finds they a
reel comedies.
vitally necessary
as is the newsre

HP'

is

—

IS

also.

By way

e::

prophesy, he sa;
foreground.
there is an exchange of ideas, and a that the new era of picture-vaud K
serious attempt made to develop new ville programs will automatically d ii
ones.
The result is that the man- velop just two kinds of bills in t!
"There will be tv
ager journeys back to his home town near future.
[d
programs," he stat(
of
all pepped up and ready to show the choices
home folks that his theater is a most "Super-pictures without the vaud
ville trimming, and cheaper pictur
purposely made as fillers for ti
ir
so-called diversified entertainment
the
In any event. Northwest circuit
convinced that the diversified pr
rapid spread of the presentation idea is proving a serious
gram is in for an indefinite vogue
development to the smaU town theater. Faced with loss of
small towns as well as key cities.
patronage to the nearby key center house with its augmented prois therefore significant to note th
grams, the small town theater owner is being forced into the prethey are not building any mo:
sentation field to meet the competition of the larger towns, thus
stag
without a regular
houses
greatly increasing his overhead. Because of the increased cost of
Vaudeville has claimed a defini
operation careful pruning of expenses is essential if the small town
place, and the circuit is getting s
of a

little

iuc

;e!,

tj'.:

Ji!

Watchword

Pruning Overhead

THE

theater

is

to exist.

How

Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein and Ruben) which operates
a chain of 122 theaters in Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South
Dakota, is meeting the situation, so far as its small town houses
are concerned, is told in the accompanying article.
Northwest has
theaters in towns large and small of the four states, and so has
experienced the reaction of presentations in theaters of

choice of cashiers. It was found possible to secure high school girls to
officiate at the box-office for an average of $10 a week.
It was pin
money for them. The theater secured a personable, intelligent cashier
from a family favorably known in
the town. All hands were satisfied
and the theater effected a saving of
about $5 weekly on the cashier alone.
This careful pruning here and there
resulted in an aggregate saving on
overhead that made it possible to add
the vaudeville features without wrecking the theater enterprise.

That is the dark side of the picture.
Most important of all, Cubberley
But Cubberley, being a constructive
began
work on the managers. He
showman used to meeting such probfinds that it is no trouble to get good
lems, has worked out a system that
men, anywhere from $40 to $100, acgives every small town exhibitor a
chance to see daylight through the cording to the importance of the
house. And you can take it straight
It is the purpose
gathering gloom.
from Cubberley that his managers
of this article to cover the general
plans and methods of small town have to get out and work. No swiveltheater operation as applied by Cub- chair captains can run houses under
his supervision.
berley to meet the new situation.
Young chaps are chosen who can
made
survey
of
all,
he
a
of
First
Every single item match the town, fitting in harmonioperating costs.
Coal bill, ously with all important elements in
was carefully analyzed.
no the community. They must join the
janitor's salary, newspaper ads
If it was pos- civic organization, also the Kiwanis
item was overlooked.
Northwest pays the
sible to save a two-dollar bill weekly or Rotary Club.
Managers must be mixers and
in operating any one of his houses, dues.
that two-spot was immediately cor- get out and let the town know they
are alive, ready to do their best to
raled.
A limit on newspaper advertising boost the community in every pos-

—

—

ment.

192(

32

Town Houses
—

5,

all classes.

to

accommodate

it.

Roadshows

ali

experiencing a revival of popi
larity in the smaller communities.
Exploitation
A lot of attention is given to e:

are

[

tc

Bulletins are sent at re)
ploitation.
ular intervals to the managers, shov

tl'

ing them what the other fellow
Ca;
doing to publicize his shows.
nnportant and necessary part of the rying out the community center ide
community.
every opportunity is taken advantag
The managers are developed care- of to aid local organizations throug
fully in the art of public speaking. tie-ups.
They are given a discoui
They need not be born orators. Just of from 20 to 30 per cent on ticki
so long as they can get up at public sales.
These have proved very pof'^
gatherings and give a little sensible ular.
One theater has built this u
talk on a subject of current interest to the point where almost every wee
affecting the town, that is all that in the winter season some local oij|
is expected of them.
"Show yourself ganization has its members canvas|
get out in front with the other town sing the town to sell tickets.
notables." That is the big idea. And
The New Year midnight show ha
it works, paying box-office dividends.
become an annual function at man
The thea
Booking Vaudeville
of the Northwest houses.
Having thus placed his houses in ter becomes the center of the Nei
order, Cubberley was all set to tackle Year festivities.
It is turned over t
the presentation-vaudeville bugaboo. the town, and comrnunity singing
And it didn't prove to be so terrify- confetti throwing and all the variou
ing after all.
Three days of each forms of jollification are indulged ii! ^
th
exploitation,
week vaudeville was featured. The
general
For
price was increased to 50 cents, with merchants' night has been found
35 cents as usual charged for the reg- steady and consistent puller in a]
ular straight picture showings. Some houses.
The local dealers contribut
towns were unable to carry a three- the prizes, which are given away t<
day vaudeville schedule.
In such patrons.
cases it was cut to one or two days.
In selecting sites for new theater
But the results were soon evident. Northwest has found that it is no
Patrons began to quit hopping in necessary to locate on the main busi f
their cars and driving past the home ness thoroughfare.
When the housi
town theater to see a show in the is located one or two blocks from thj
neighboring town.
They could get civic center the public will patroill
just as good vaudeville right in their ize it just as readily.
In several iiif
own hamlet, Cubberley pointed out. stances this building policy has r^
But the vaudeville acts must be suited in adding a new and very de
carefully
selected.
To this end sirable business block to the towi^

—

i

*
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SURVEY OF INDUSTRY IN RUMANIA. TRADE HAPPENINGS
IN LONDON AND PARIS. SWISS
CENSORSHIP NATIONALIZED.
PITTALUGA COMPANY OF
ROME EXPANDING

Foreign Markets
By

Films In Rumania

—

Now

JAMES

p.

Pittaluga Expanding

nestic Production in That Counat a Standstill
y
United
States Films Liked Best

Rome— The
90,000,000

to

Pittaluga

—

Pittaluga

nas hied an mcrease

By GEORGES CLARRIERB

is

Italian

Film

Co.

in capital of

from

Taxes Revised

Mitchell B. Carroll, of the United

Mates Bureau of Commerce, Dep't.
lires.
of Commercial Laws,
has prepared
producer and

100,000,000

the largest

an

circuit

they have all been failures,
nsored by the Carol Foundation,
,

e is a company
Bucharest.

now making

stills

to provide additional funds
following
the acquisition of several smaller
producers.
The firm name will remain the same, with M. Pittaluga as

umania obtains its motion pic- general manager and
s from Austria, England, United
es, Hungary, France and Sweden,

New

according to the number of

icd

director.

Theaters in Czecho-Slovakia

FILM NEWS
FROM INDIA. FOUR
HOUSES IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA. ITALIAN TAX
LAWS EXPLAINED

BRIEFS

NEW

CUNNINGHAM

owner in Italy, operating about
interpretation of the revised sysThere are practically no
150 theaters and owning the largest tem of taxation in Italy, as affectures being produced in Rumania
studios in the country.
"Ben Hur" ing general busjness enterprises. The
:ie present time.
Although several was filmed
interpretation was obtained by Caroll
at this plant.
mpts have been made to estabafter a study of laws and authoritative
The
increase
in capital was made
a national production organizaworks, and
aris

NEW PROJECTOR INVENTED
BY ITALIAN.

conversation with tax ofFollowing is the part affectforeign companies, explaining

ficials.

ing
just

when they

are liable:
"Foreign individuals and corporations are taxable in Italy on revenue
derived from commercial or industrial operations in that country. The
foreign enterprise is liable on its foreign profits if it does business in

Jacoby Expedition Nears an End
Naples The George Jacoby expedition around the world, which filmed
exteriors for two pictures, "Die Frau
ohne Namen" ("A Woman Without
a Name") and "Die Insel der Verbotenen Kusse" ("The' Island of
Forbidden
Kisses"),
has
reached
Xaples,
after
having stopped at
Havana, Jamaica, Florida, Los An-

—

Honolulu, Tokio, Corea, PeCeylon, Cairo, Alexandria and

geles,

king,

Rome.
The two

pictures are being

made

European produc-

for the Universal
tion company.

Indian Company Quits
Prague— The new Central Kino
which each country supplies.
Madras, India The People's CinlOUgh the U. S. is only the third cinema has opened at Olmuetz. Ufa's
Italy continuously through a branch, ema & Variety Co., Ltd., has gone
est source, productions from that "The Waltz Dream" was the attracor agent acting in its name.
tion.
On the into liquidation.
At
Markt
itry are
Arnsdorf, a new theliked more than the
hand, if it sells direct to Italrs.
A few American and Aus- ater recently had an auspicious open- other
ian customers, even though orders
distributors have branches in ing, with the Mayor of the town
1
In order to induce agriculturists
are
taken from time to time by an
leading
the ceremonies.
barest.
New the- independent
to take to improved methods of culItalian
broker,
but sub- tivation, the Government in India is
Government censor views all aters have also opened at Maffersject to the acceptance of the foreign
entering the country.
3
Stories dorf and Schoenlinden.
considering producing short reels des

vhich

is

contained

adultery,

exporter, no taxation

or

With regard

e of a political or religious char-

Two

is

incurred."

—

picting

Carroll reveals:
Quit Continuous Showings
"An Italian company pays cerRio de Janeiro Two of Rio's imlei) gold and 40 (lei) paper for portant first runs, the Alvear and the tain taxes, first, on the basis of its
kilos, plus two per cent on the Gloria, have discontinued their con- capital and, second, on the basis of
It
also pays the
value.
Exports, 20 per cent of tinuous
performance policies, be- its net profits.
cause of poor business.
total valuation.
On the stamp tax on importations and
otlier hand, this system is proving wholesale transactions."
quite successful at the Princess and
lort
Florida, also important in the scheme
Portman Gets French Honor
Lack
lediocrity in short subjects will of the city's theater activities.
Paris
Henry Portman, an Ameronger do, according to Edward of advertising and money is blamed ican and general manager of Gau"Clein who has had considerable for poor patronage at the two for- mont Palace has been appointed an
rience in selling short subjects in mer houses.
Officer of Public Education by the
gn territories.
French Government.
Portman in)f
course,
the
conditions
in
stituted children matinees at the GauCensorship Nationalized
gn markets vary," he states.
mont Palace.
Berne The new national censor;re
are spots which are prosship arrangement is now functioning.
'us, others which are not; places
New French Chain
For a long
,

>

are banned.
The duties on
are as follows: Importations,

various

systems.

to Italian companies,

—

Foreign Territory

Now Available

6 Super Stunt Coniedv Dran^as

Starring

Frank Merrill

Fast Action Melodram«s

FERDIN.\ND
1S2

Reels Abroad

West 42nd

AD.4M

H.

New York

St.,

City

Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone. Wis. 1143

—

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Foreign

Nat Nathanson,

•e

internal wars, rebellions, strikes

every community

Paris— With a

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

—

time,

CO.

Distribution

Phone ^'isconsin

Cable address
Himarlc New York
:

5196-5197

capital of 3,700,000

disturbances make business in Switzerland had its own censors, francs, the Societe Grands Cinema
resulting in untold complications and
bad, but these good and
formed.
It will
legal and economic difficulties. How- du Nord has been
spots change with time and tide.
and build a chain of theaters.
ever,
when
this fact was brought out buy
who does business in the formarkets expects volcanos, revo- at the recent National Assembly in
New Theater for Munich
ns and 'quotas' anywhere, at any- Berne, a National board was authorMunich— Hans Alzenbeck is at
but American distributors find ized.
The Government board not only work on plans for a 1,000 seat thetin disturbances in domestic quarwhich also vary. Roger W. Bab- passes on films, but also on all pro- ater to be erected on the north side
of Elizabeth Place, to be called the
(Continued on Page i2)
paganda affecting the pictures.
Schauberg.
ither

itions

:APITAL production exporting CO.,
New

29 Seventh Avenue

"Productions

A

new

Merit"

now

ready

Great Lineup of Westerns Featuring Established Stars
8

New Compton

Cable Addresses

London

St.

W.

C. 2

SMICOFILMS

Jr.

Western

Thrill

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
130

W. 46th

New York

'Doncameo
New York

St.,

City

New York

Avenue

Inc.

City, N. Y.

tributors.
Paris Address:
Societe des Films, Richmount,
2 Rue de Lancry,
Paris, France.

Cable Address:
London Address

barinf Cross Road

BILL,

In a scries of 8 live reel

MOUNTAN,

MODERN YOUTH" "HEARTLESS HUSBANDS"

Napoleon Films. Lid.

Available

D. J.
President
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

dramas

and
i

PAWNEE

RicHMOUNT Pictures
723 Seventh

series of all star society
First two

fTHE

of

Inc.

York, N. Y.

Now

Foreig-n Territory

New York

PIZORFILMS

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey.
31

Portland Place.
I., England.

London W.

RICHPICSOC. PARIS Cable Address: DEEJAY,
Cable Address: RICH PIC, N. Y.

LONDON

Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

HOLLYWOOD

7/r NEWSPAPER

HAPPENINGS

o/'FILMDOM

Considine Signs Alvarado
Jolm W. Considine Jr., of Feature
Productions, which releases througli
I'nited

varado
with

Artists, has signed Don Alfor five years. He is to appear

A

future productions.
Players under
contract to Considine are Estelle
Taylor, Duncan Sisters, Gilbert Roland and Willie Fritch.
He also has

signed two German players whose
names he refuses to divulge.

McAllister,
Donald Keith, James
Wong. Chief Yowlachi, Mary Merch,
Fred Walton, Brinsley Shaw, Percy
W'illiams. Clair MacDowell, Edwards
Davis, Howard Trucsdale, George

Pearce and W'. H. Rvno.

Howard

Staff

William K. Howard has completed
his technical staff for the shooting of

"White Gold," the De Mille studio
production in which Jetta Goudal will

to

make

England
Coast.

in

Niblo
Gilbert
opposite

Directing

Roland

will

Talmadge
play the

Norma Talmadge

mille," which Fred
for First National.

Niblo will

Change Title of "Carlotta"
The title of Constance Talmadge's
National

picture
has
"Carlotta" to
"All Night."
Marshall Neilan will
direct with a cast including Antonio
Moreno, Edward Martindel, Julanne
Johnston, Michael Vavitch and Arthus Thalasso.
First

latest

changed

been

from

to

;

''ltd

.

is

for

ward Laemmle

will

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

direct.

"The Golden
is

Stallion,"
being edited.

di-

ill!,

Nat Levine

of Hollywood

)ll

,ont

Ilk

3ni

TtielSew
Beauty Prize Winner In Lead
Alma Rayford, beauty prize win-

The cast will include Ray
Fred Tyler is the production wick.
manager, Gordon Cooper assistant Hallor, Melbourne McDowell, Sheldirector, and Lucien Andriot the chief don Lewis and Virginia Pearson.

ner,

cameraman.

feature.

star.

. .

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
in the Center

Editing "Golden Stallion"

Mac-

Chad-

k

k

Adapting "Cheating Cheaters"
Charles Logue is adapting "Cheating Cheaters" for Universal.
Ed-

The

preparing to

Home"

Whew...

itt;:

Make "Driven from Home"

"Driven From

rect

PartjJaiv

Lupiiik

)i!

serial,

James Young

dire,

Beaudine To Do "Frisco Sally Levy" Lane, has his first role in "Swejllis!
William Beaudine's first picture Baby," Educational-Cameo one r<|
hj
under his new M-G-M contract will comedy.
be "Frisco Sally Levy," a comedy
which is now being adapted by Al
Cohn and Vernon Smith.

Cast For "The Wreck"
James Bradbury, Jr., and Frances
"See You Later" For MacLean
Raymond have been cast for "The
When Douglas MacLean completes Wreck," which William Craft is di"Let In Rain," which he has just recting for Columbia.

Young

lei

"C

in

Lane's Brother Gets First
Wallace Lupino, brother of

.Apples," Warner production.
picture is based on a Harold
Grath's story.

Complete

Qausman

E.

a series of pictures
for a British syndicate. 1
expects to work permanently at t;
fer

of settle-

ment

Prevost Film Cast Complete
started for Famous with Eddie Cline
Casting has lieen completed for
directing, he will make a picture ten"Getting Gertie's Garter" starring
tatively titled "See You Later."
Marie Prevost, which Metropolitan
will produce.
In the cast are Charles
Myrna Loy Gets Lead
Ray, Harry Myers, Franklin PangMyrna Loy will play the feminine
horn, Sally Rand, Fritzi Ridgeway,
Lila Leslie, Dell Henderson and Wil- lead opposite Monte Blue in "Bitter
liam Orlamond.

Hawey

Olcott Declines British Offer
Sidney Olcott has declined an c

Production Boom Anticipated
DECIDED boom in production is expected as a result

hurried

in

Cast For "Love O' Women"
Cast for "Love O" Women," Fox
feature to be directed by John Griffith Wray with Blanche Sweet featured, are: W'arner Baxter. Alfred
Allen. Kdgar Norton, Claude King.
Clarke Comstock, Ida Darling, Mary

FILM DIGEST

of the labor situation at the studios. Production has been
anticipation of the threatened walkout scheduled for
Wednesday of this week. There was indication that producers intended to stand firm in their refusal to negotiate with the unions,
and the uncertainty of the situation resulted in a lull in production.
Both studio officials and the workers are well satisfied with
the settlement which provides for creation of a standing committee
of ten to pass on all differences which may arise.

Norma and Constance Talniadge

By

ANDWEEKLY

HOILVWOC Di

PIAIA

playing the lead opposite Wally
Wales in "Ace of Actions," Pathe
is

Hollywood, Califonaa

M-G-M

Making "Jailbirds, Inc."
•Jailbirds. Inc." a story by William
H. Clifford, will be Ray Rockett's
Rockett

production on the Coast for
First National.
Filming begins Dec.
6 with Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
Mackaill featured.
first

Grapewin Signed by Metropolitan

Signs Renee Adoree
Rcnee Adoree has signed a longterm contract with M-G-M.
It is
likely her first assignment will be
opposite Lon Chaney in his next picture.

Control," in which Harrison Ford
and Phyllis Haver have the featured
roles.

Finishes "Uneasy Payments"
David Kirkland has finished "Uneasy
Payments," Alberta Vaughn
vehicle for F. B. O.
He will now
write the adaptation of "The Deer
Stalker," a Zane Grey story, for Famous. Jack Holt will play the lead.
Pitts in Comedy
Pitts is to star in a two reel
for Hal Roach, it is reported.

Lloyd Hamilton in his latest Educational comedy which Norman Tauis

Preparing Tom Mix Script
John Stone is preparing the continuity on "The Cowboy Feud," Tom
Mix's next vehicle for Fox, based on
the story by Adela Rogers St. Johns.

comedy

Pox Buys Two

Stories

Fox has bought "The Grand Flapby Nina Wilcox Putnam, and
"Rich But Honest," by Arthur Som-

Watson

to Direct

Dooley

William Watson will
direct the next Hilly Dooley comedy

ers Roche.

for Christie.

Courage."

It

will be titled

"Have

Paul Bern Coming To N. Y.
Paul Bern will leave for New York
City within a few days.

ing

Across the Pacific

Zanuck

Wolfs Clothing

Scenarist

Hogan^s Alley

liltf

"The Better 'Ole" Footloose
Syd Chaplin
Widows
A

box

office

sensation

Little Irish Girl

Now at Grauman's Egyptian
The

per,"

Los Angeles

Director

Francis

directing.

Allene Ray On Location
Allene Ray has completed work on
the third episode of "Melting Millions" and leaves this week for Catalina Island to film exteriors on the
fourth chapter of Patheserial.

Zasu
Zasu

Roy Del Ruth

icll'

Estelle Bradley In Lead
Estelle Bradley is playing opposite

Charles Grapewin, vaudeville enterrog

tainer, has been signed by Metropolitan to work with Scott Sidney on "No

Darryl

A

Warner

Man Upstairs

Bros. Prod.

Directed by

Charles F. Reisner

for

Warner

Bros. Pictures

Uin;

ma.

^^
WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

WEKKLY DIGEST
OP SNAPPY ITEMS
COVERING EASTERN
PICTURE PRODUCTION
A

Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

Brenon Back from Bermuda

»

Herbert Brennon, who has returned
|om a vacation in Bermuda, is to
'rect "Sorrell and Son," which is a

A

I

ramatic novel of sacrificing fatherRay Lissner, assistant director,
)od.
eo Tover, cameraman, and Marie
alvey, continuity clerk, members of
'Tennon's unit, who are now busy on
her productions, are expected to reLissner is with
in
the director.
red

Newmeyer, who

is

directing

The Potters," while Tover and Miss
alvey are with Edward Sutherland,
ho is directing "Love's Greatest

Hamilton in Hollywood
James Shelly Hamilton, who was

from ''Lots

Little
B>

ANOTHER

New York

of the

World.

Albert Panel, chief scenic artist
Fox, remembers when Theda
istake."
Bara started as an extra at $35 a
week. This was in "good old days"
at the old Fox studio in Fort Lee.
Creelman to Direct Own Story
James Ashmore Creelman has writ- Albert was starting as a paint boy,
,n
an original story, which will be with Bill Saulter as a fellow paint
ed to mark his debut as a director. boy. Bill now heads the scenic department at Famous.
If story, which is untitled, was also
*
*
He will direct
a])ted by Creelman.
for Robert T. Kane and will use
John McCormack and his
In addition
e Cosmopolitan studio.
daughter dropped in on Thom-

Meighan at Paramount
Tuesday and saw several direc-

as

tting.

The singer
tors in action.
an old friend of the star.

the

titled,

which

will

go into produc-

the Paramount studio next
The
with Wynn starred.
thor-star has returned from a vacam in Florida. Victor Heerman will

.)n
at
ibnth,

rect

Wynn

looking out," instead
He
"outside looking in."
spent three years at Universal
City and declares it is the best
training ground in the industry.
of

He

is

now

is

name

of

try cement courts.

*

does an

*

Although there are more than 700 Greatest Mistake." Four trains are
ex-newspapermen in the industry. being used on the Sixth avenue "L"
Jack Lloyd of the Griffith forces for Eddie Sutherland's picture.
*
*
probably holds the record for having
the largest number of newspaper
is
a happy
Hazel Goodwin
He has worked on 46 sheets,
jobs.
paper,
home-town
Her
girl.
ranging from Pendleton, Ore., to
the Syracuse Herald, carried
and
on "Music Master"
Conventions
New York City.
IHerrett
her picture last week. She is
Emery J. Herrett, formerly with the other big events always attracted
in "The Music Master."
ooks Costume Co., and who was Jack and he would get a newspaper
*
*
*
"Summer
on
director
)stume
job in the city holding the affair.
use of new
the
that
*
*
continuing in
*
Leo Tover, by
is
ichelors,"
16 scenes in
secured
tricks,
camera
tpacity on "The Music Master,"
are
Tom Moore and other stars they
shot, on "Love's Greatest Misone
ling directed by Allan Dwan.
but
not fraternity brothers,
a take."
have a habit of wandermg mto
*
*
*
Editing
It
McGovern
York.
Elmer
New
in
fraternity building
I
that "Barnote
to
It is interesting
IJElmer J. McGovern, who cut and is right next door to the Lambs
written
by M. R.
was
which
num,"
starrclub, the
lited "Striving for Fortune,"
club and in a rush to their
is dedicated to James Shelly
Werner,
frat
the
into
Hg George Walsh, is cutting and
drift
•'

Iwas made by the Laras Pictures Co.
Ellis to Join Ingram
l|Arthur Ellis, for several years a
editor at Famous and Distinctive,
_ to sail on Dec. IS on the BerenIria.
He is to join Rex Ingram, who
111 make "The Garden of Allah."

m

stars usually
house, by mistake.

Holland to Hollywood
Clifford Holland, who has been
;ned to a five-year contract by
)x, will leave for the Coast next
He has been appearing m
ek.
he Music Master."

J

*

*

Harry

*

Gribbon, one of the

early
and one of the best—has been
Eddie,
directing his brother,
sequence
in a
"Womanhood." It would not
wily
surprising if

m

comedy

some

producer signed Harry

to

a

long-term contract as a director.

at the Paramount Buildmg
where the big clock said to be the
world's largest— is being installed.

thrillers

*

Mack Semiett stars—

be

the picture.

of

Finishes

Interiors

have been completed on
"The Music Master," which is being
directed by Allan Dwan. A few exteriors are bemg taken in Philadelphia. George Webber is in charge
camerawork, with William
of the
Miller as second cameraman.
St. Clair to Direct Dix
"The Cross-Eyed Captain," which
was to have been directed by MalSt. Clair has been postponed
indefinitely and in its stead he will
direct "Knockout Riley," which will
Dix is now comstar Richard Dix.
pleting work in "Paradise for Two,"

colm

being directed by Gregory La Cava.

New Kane

Picture
has arrived from the
Coast to play an important role in
"The Duke of Ladies," to be pro-

Hardy

in

Sam Hardy

*

*

m

studio.

Beranger to HoUsrwood
lAndre Beranger, who has been
irking in several Paramount picres here, is returning to Hollywood.

'

Hamilton, now
Fox, on the Coast. Werner was at
,one time a publicity man for Cosbroom
George Myers, who pushes a
Productions.
porter, mopolitan
at the Paramount studio as a
*
*
*
and
has real talent as a sculptor
plans
production
Paramount
If the
Some of his drawings have
artist.
of stunt men,
number
a
for
call
ever
studio.
the
attracted attention at
there's no need to search far and wide
George is only 20 and was born
Every
for the necessary performers.
the
from
mile
Astoria, about a
day workmen go through plenty of
*

Awaits Assigrmient
Ricardo Cortez, who has returned
from the Coast and who was to have
played a lead in "The Cross-Eyed
Captain," is now awaiting a new
assignment, due to the postponement

duced by Robert Kane. Hardy recently finished work in "Orchids and
writing scenarios for Ermine," starring Colleen Moore.

,

ling a lengthy travelogue of Italy.

Gribbon to Go West
Eddie Gribbon, who has been working in "Womanhood," the Robert

Interiors

ted service for exteriors for "Love's

has been in the
ist for several weeks, is en route
He is under contract
the Coast.
First National and is expected to
ly Charles Ray's old role in "The
oward," which will be re-made.

many

Alan Crosland and

Dwan
*

>|:

Paramount stars are riding the
"L" these days and it is all the fault
of Arthur Cozine. The location manager was instructed to secure eleva-

who

Scenario Department

years assislater with
Famous Players, has been transferred
to the scenario department at the
Long Island studio.

tant to

William A. Brady.

Watkins.
*

who

occasional picture, has blossomed forth as a co-producer
of stage plays. He is producing
"Slaves All," in association wtih

*

*

*

*

Lumsden Hare,

Jack
in a name?
Gilbert's butler answers to the

Gillen to Coast

not rushing about the
studio, he found time
+

What's

in

Shores, for

a Michigan graduate and has fol- Kane special, plans to leave for Hollylowed the fortunes of the Yost wood next week.
elevens for years.
*
*
*
Frank Losee, stage and screen
veteran,
has
completed work in
in
Erwin Gelsey, runner-up
"Womanhood," the Robert T. Kane
the film tennis tournament,
special directed by Joe Boyle.
was a recent Coast visitor.

*

*

Shores

Lynn

*

*

One of the keenest students of
football is Harold Lipsitz, who manages Fox story department. He is

to

way,

the

with Famous.

*

When

in the Southern state.

in his screen debut.

Ernest Gillen,

James O. Spearing believes

Famous

there is a
Thomas Meighan theater in
New Port Richey, Fla. Tom
is a big favorite in Florida
and has large realty holdings

By

Prod., is making a treatment
new Ed Wynn story, as yet

ilitan

*

*

Hobart Making Treatment
Doty Hobart, who was with Cosmo-

at

in "inside

at

writing originals and scenarios,
eolman has also done editing and

with Allan Dwan for several years
F'amous and Fox, has returned to
the Coast and is in the Fox scenario
department.

9 9

RAUH WILK

mystery

has
been
solved.
The "H" in Will H.
Hays stands for Harrison. The discovery should be credited to Allene

Talmey

I

—

*

*
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PHOTOGRAPHY
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I QUALITY

SPEED

fa

y

ACCURACY

The

short
one-time
subjects is now managing the
State, Denver, but manages to
come to New York three or
four times a year.

i.i

i.t

Jack Eaton just can't keep
producer

DIRECTOR

:t
it

:.:

*

away from Broadway.

Alvin Wyckoff
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Developments
By

enough known

Present- O- Grams

ARTHUR

to be generally

popu-

lar.— Suggested by First National.

you to seyid yoiirs to: Present
0-Granis Editor, The Film Daily—
1650 Broadway, New York City.

invite

"The Quarterback"

The setting for a prologue to "The
Quarterback' was a black drop for
a background.
A large beaverboard
football was suspended in the center
of the stage by wires which were in-

the Morning," "Over There" and
"Pipperary."
Sitting at a table are

in

As
girl

the

football

was drawn up

a

stepped out and did a skirt dance.

two men. one dressed to resemble Her costume was of the college type,
Edmund Loew and the other to rep- with tarn o'shanter and white sweater
resent \'ictor M'Laglen, and a girl
with block letter of the local college.
who impersonates Dolores Del Rio. At the finish of the dance the two
When the quartet completes its num- men rushed in, picked up the girl
ber t!ie girl does a toe number in
and carried her ofi stage. Carolina,
which she makes loving gestures to- Greenville,
S. C.
wards one of the men and then the

—

other, suggesting an uncertainty as
to the one she prefers.
As the dance closes a bugle back-

stage sounds "Assembly." The men
comprising the quartet rush out the
door and the other two soldiers hurriedly bid the girl good-bye.
They
leave and the girl, standing at the
door, wistfully waves farewell.
Produce a noise of men marching backstage and have a number of voices

"War

Paint"

Indian

singers are especially appropriate for a presentation tieup
with "War Paint." Dress your stage
with a tepee, producing a curl of
smoke from its top. Open with a
number of Indians on the stage and
have two of them go into a war
dance, a squaw beating a monotonous tap on a drum. Have a soprano
sing "The Land of the Sky Blue

"Madelon" which grows
Suggested by M-G-M.
fainter as the troops march away. As Water."
the song fades out close your curtain.
Suggested by THE FILM
"The Flaming Forest"
DAILY.
For a prologue to "The Flaming
Forest" use a scrim and open with
"The Temptress"
the house dark.
On the scrim crebeginning

—

—

opening scene

of

ate flame effects with a special elec-

flames machine. After a mintwo permit the flames to die
down.
At the center of the stage
behind the scrim have a girl dressed
in a flimsy, flame costume of white,
red and yellow.
She goes into an
exotic dance. The dancer works on a
glass base, placed over a box which
finish
the
song,
Pierrot falls contains powerful flood lights of amof
asleep.
His dream is presented by ber and old rose. As the girl comfour Pierrots who appear one at a pletes the number she gradually curls
time from back of the fence. They up on the glass as the lights are
jump over and dance.
Columbine dimmed. Then the picture flashes on
While Colum- the scrim.— Suggested by M-G-M.
joins in the dance.
bine is doing a solo dance the Pierrots become bold and each in turn
De Rosa Preparing Prologue
tries to make love to her. The dance
Jerry De Rosa is preparing the
ends with Pierrot awakening.
He prologue for "Les Miserables" which
realizes it's all a dream and finishes will follow "Michael Strogoff"
into
the song he was singing when he fell the Cohan.
It will be similar to the
while
he is singing the one used at the premiere of the picasleep, and
picture starts immediately with the ture at Carnegie Hall
last summer.
same scene as the prologue. Fred De Rosa is also arranging a brief
Clary, Stillman, Cleveland.
presentation
in

tiie
prologue.
It's an
outdoor scene with landscape background, stone wall and a set tree.
When the scene opened, a Pierrot
is seen sitting on the fence playing a
mandolin and singing the words set
to Grigo's "Serenade."
As he sings,
a Columbine dances in and at the

trical

ute or

—

connection

"The Duchess

of Buffalo"

— "WalpurgisDec.Night,"
5)

staged

by Edward Bowes, with Joyce Coles,
John Triesault. Rita Glyndo and Roand
Ballet
Capitol
Guerard,
lando
Chester Hale Girls; Rudy Wiedoeft,
saxaphone virtuoso, assisted by Celia
Turrill; "Flower Song" from "Faust,"
Celia Turrill, mezzo soprano; overture. Selections from "Faust."
Dreams,"
of
Paramount "Book
staged by John Murray Anderson;
Themy
by
sung
"Liebestraum,"
Georgi, tenor; overture, "Offenbach

and

Melodies."
Strand ^Same as previous week.

four t)ortholes struck the heads of the mem
bers of the Mark Strand Quartet, who san;
"Sailing Along" and a few stanzas frot

"Michael Strogoff" which opens Sunday night.

Strand

ture as well as vaudeville houses of
the circuit beginning in the Christmas season.

for

slogan of Joe

everyone" seems to be th
Mark Strand Fro

Plunkett's

which diversity in types of presenta
and rules entertainingly.
"Sailing Along" was the title of the ia
troductory incident on the program the pas
week.
What appeared to be a corapoboar
motor boat was the principal prop. Throug'i

lie,

—

in

tions rules

—

lis

jlo

W

"Moonlight Bay."
A forest set was used for the second nuin
ber, a blue sky drop furnishing the back
It
ground.
Center stage was a camp fire b;
which stood Edward Albano, dressed as ai
Capitol
Indian warrior.
He sang "Pale Moon," b;
Unquestionably Major Bowes' presentation Logan. Then followed an Indian dance will
Mile.
Klemova
and
18 of the Mark Strani
program at the Capitol the last week struck
This was attested by the Ballet.
a new high mark.

How

B'way Does

applause

cordial
ance.

recorded

each

at

perform-

Waldo Mayo, solo violinist, playing "Rhapsody in Blue," opened the program, working
from the orchestra pit. Then followed Joyce
Coles, who danced to the strains of "LiebesMiss Coles worked on a
leid," by Kreisler.
garden set, at one side of which was an arch
Her toe number
gate, backed by a forest.
Its sweetthoroughly captured the audience.
ness and daintiness was indisputable.
The last and biggest number repeatedly
This was "Tin
drew prolonged applause.

—

Four silver columns
for the presentation,
Six of the Capitol Bal-

Hats Then and Now."
formed the background

with a dark drop.
let, dressed in Grecian costume, with swords
and shields, appeared in a Grecian number.
This complete, 24 of the Chester Hale Girls,
attired
abbreviated uniforms resembling
in
those worn in the World War by the American Expeditionary Forces, came on to present a Tiller number, supplemented by military manoeuvres.
They wore "tin derbies"
of brown oilcloth material and suits of similar material.
At the conclusion of the dance
they fell down, one at a time, while "machine guns" rattled.

Ukulele

Ike,

known

otherwise

as

Cli£

drop.

Acts For Publix Tour
"Four Seasons," produced by Boris
Petroff, will begin a Publix tour a?
the Paramount Dec. 11. The follow,
ing Saturday "Victor Herbert Meli
odies," John Murray Anderson pro
duction, will be the attraction.

Pierce Returns
Detroit

— Howard

To

Detroit

Pierce,

booking

for John H. Kunsky, ha;'
returned after a business trip to New

manager
York.

Paramount
Cambria's contribution to Publix
presentations is worthy of the gorgeous theater.
It is "Roaming Gypsies" and carries
with it an abundance of color and excellent
singing and dancing.
The set is a woodland exterior, with a
gypsy camp in the foreground, with a "cov-

wagon."

Rocks and

are in
dence against a blue sky back-drop.
ered

trees

ARTHUR
AGENCY

evi-

A

mixed quartet, in gypsy costume, opens
by singing "Black Eyes" while several gypComprising the quartet
sies stand around.
are: Mile. N. Vassilcova, V. Dubinsky, A.
Rogalsky and Helen Godain. Enters a violinist, Nanette Borr, who plays "Song That
Mother Sings." Olive Vernell, street dancer,
does an acrobatic number, following which
Bernard Ferguson sings "The Gypsy Love
Song." A woman, appearing from the wagon
curtains,
gives
"Gypsy Sweetheart" as a
solo, with Ferguson joining in the chorus.
Next come eight girls who dance a Zengra.
Theodore Adolphus and Grace Eastman,

SPIZZI
INC.

Booking

The Better Picture
Theatres
Attractions

and Presentations

1560 Broadway
Bryant 0967-8

New York

r-~"»-

dancers, appear in a bit of dance
pantomime preliminary to doing their regular
suttT.
The man makes his entrance carrying
a blanket rolled, in which is the girl.
Girls
follow with a Russian dance number and
then Basil Ivanoff offers a dagger dance,
concluding his number by tossing the knives
from his chin to a disc target laying flat on
the floor.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

Standard

Picture Theatres

adagio

VAUDEVILLE
The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGEWCY
Lackawanna 7876

1579

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

jt

Edwards, always proves a wow at the Strand
The past week, to the accompaniment of hi
ukelele, he sang "Sunday," "I Never KnevfU
What the Moonlight Could Do," "Little Rei ka
Riding Hood" and "Elsie Schultzenheira.'
Edwards worked in front of a regular fron

Frank

for Motion Picture Presentation

Nora Bayes For Film Houses
Nora Bayes will play Loew pic-

Myrtle Leonard.

"Something

with

A

presentation for "The Duchess
of Buffalo," would be a local Chauve
Souris, or miniature vaudeville with
The
the Russian angle stressed.
famous "Parade of the Wooden Soldiers" is most appropriate and is well

Earlier in the program "Castle Garden ii
the Days of Jenny Lind" is presented, the se
being a representation of the famous place
Old-time songs, including "Twas the Las
Rose of Summer," are sung by Vivian Ho|

Presentations
B 'way(Week
Capitol

"What Price Glory"
Fix up set to resemble interior of
As the curvisible from out front.
tavern, getting ideas from stills on
tain went up a whistle was blown
the picture.
Distant rumble of guns and the orchestra started the intromight help to create war atmosphere. duction.
When a second whistle
Open with a quartet of American sounded two men in football togs
doughboys singing a medley of World rushed onto the stage and kicked the
War songs such as "Hinky, Dinky football which was drawn out of
Parley Vous," "You're in the Army sight, giving the effect of the playNow," "Oh, How I Hate to Get Up ers kicking it high in the air.

the
picture for a

EDDY

W.

of

Briefly told ideas for presentations
from all parts of the country. We

Duplicated

Prese ntations

in

AMALGAMATED

Attractions for

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
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Theater Equipment and Management
By MICHAEL

L.

I

SIMMONS

Equipment Tips

Two Brenkert spot lights
are in the booth, using a
double arc.
.slalled.

The Display-Lite Jr., is an indi/idual unit mounted on an adjustable

I,

Improving the Theater

A buzzer and telephone system beStandard, suitable for giving a floodtween stage, manager's office, enginlight to a window display.
It is
eer and orchestra pit places the
booth
equipped with ten feet of silk cord
R. L. Bang, manager of
in direct contact with any
the Lyric two Peerless lamps,
part of
furnished by the
md plug, handsomely furnished with at Daytona Beach, Fla., announces
the house.
National Theater Supply Co.
eatherette bronze, one color frame, the purchase of a
WorWurlitzer, -equal dowsky Bros, in
The organ chamber is a huge afEast Rockaway,
m ."our pieces of assorted gelatines, and to producing music of
an entire sym- consulted Joe Hornstein
fair of countless pipes and parts.
on
tias a height overall of about 13 in- phony
equiporchestra.
The instrument ment for their forthcoming
The stage is large enough to acIt sells at $12.50, and extra which IS
;hes.
1,200
expected to be installed bv seat house
l
to be opencjd about the commodate
the
:olor frames can be had at ten cents Dec. 15, costs
most pretentious
$15,000.
middle of December, and now that stage production.
each.
The device is handled by the
The Peter Clark
house will be completely outfitted by counterweight system has been
Display Stage Lighting Co., of New
inThe Lincoln Square, Decatur, 111., the National.
stalled so that the delay in scene
^ork.
shifting
is
has been eliminated.
undergoing a complete reorganiA
metal
cloth
zation of its physical make-up. More
cyclorama, the only one
The Rex, Panhandle, Tex., feels
Exhibitors might give a thought to than $15,000 will be spent on
in the state, encircles the stage.
The
repairs, that the return more than justifies
stage drop, grand drape and teaser,
he use of "Screenlight," an aluminum reports manager Jim Wallace. The the investment expended on the
$1000 all of
equal richness.
:oating for
the
screen which is latest Craftex finish is part of the electric sign, recently installed,
There are
acthree sets of x-ray border lights and
;laimed to enhance the registering designing scheme, the ensemble be- cording to Manager Roy
Sinor's
properties of the screen.
It comes in ing in ivory and gold, high-lighted by opinion.
The main motif of the sign's four olivette color frames on the
The asbestos fireproof curblue
packages of cans ready for use, and
and red tones, similar to the operation is a row of colored lights stage.
tain is on an automatic release and
he Capital Merchandising Co., which new Oriental, Chicago.
chasing around.
can be instantly dropped for any oclandles it, assures prospective users
casion.
:hat it won't crack.
The Columbia, Camas, Wash., preThe Majestic, Oakland, Neb. has
sents a new and fresher aspect to
given impetus to public interest in
With the coming of the year-end its patrons, having been reseated, and its musical programs by the instalThe chairs lation of a pipe organ. With the New Projector Invented by Italian
holidays, the thought of creating a generally touched up.
estive air around the theater must are anchored to base supports in acquisition of the instrument, ManRome Giovanni Castro is the inlaturally occur to the exhibitor, and sections so they may be shifted about ager Larson considers the theater on ventor of a new projection machine
if
an
occasion
necessitates.
ivith it, the question of how best to
a ranking level with any theater in which, it is said, has continuous moittain the desired effect.
Two catThe apparatus is so conthe country outside of metropolitan tion.
llogueSj issued, respectively, by the
structed as to run off films of any
The Cosmo, Chicago, 111., boasts cities.
Brazel Co., of Cincinnati, and the a new Robert Morgan
length without stopping or superorgan costing
ripp Novelty Co., of Tippecanoe, O., $20,000.
vision, but mechanically coming to
Organ features will now
The Whittle Music Co., of Dallas, a halt when the film is through. The
ire veritable mines of suggestion in play
a prominent place in the thehis respect.
The pages of these two ater's programs. Miss Nesbitt, Chi- announces the sale of two new style lamp extinguishes itself.
"W" Wurlitzers to Florence Bros, of
pooklets abound in illustrations of all cago organist, will
be at the instruPittsburg, Tex. The instruments are
;orts of trinkets, souvenirs, accessment.
especially designed for smaller thejries, novelties and kindred devices
aters.
Florence Bros, operate two
or giving a holiday atmosphere as
The Garfield of Brooklyn, has put in houses in Pittsburg.
well for putting the patrons in that
PRINTS
^
'
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,

_
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QUALITY

nood.

Titles

the lookout
or something standard, practical and
t the same time ornamental in drinkng fountains will do well to look up
he catalog of the Chicago Faucet
"o., of Chicago.
For the theater of
'GO seats or less, there is suggested
what is known as the Winnemac
iVa'll Fountain, with porcelain bowl,
)perating by a self-closing stop, the
vjiole jutting out from the wall about
foot on a J4 inch galvanized iron
rap and waste pipe.
The fixture is
slight, not obtrusive in any of its
)lurnbing features, and decidedly hygienic in principle and appearance.
For the larger theater there are a
arge variety of fountains.
I

The mission

levote his attention to other duties.
[t also insures an even feeding of the
iarbons, economizes on current and
lelps maintain a clear brilliant light
>n
the
screen constantly.
Erker
Brothers Optical Co., of St. Louis
Jas a machine known as the Peeress Arc Control, which can be at:ached to any machine having direct
:urrent at the arc.

U.

—

Pueblo,
Colo.
Though smaller vide the outer and second lobbies
than some of the Publix houses, lo- and on entering this latter the sucal enthusiasts in and around the
vicinity declare there is not a Publix
house to excel the recently opened
Colorado in elegance in equipment
and in taste of furnishings.

periority

of

the

theater

becomes

Street.

The

ticket booth is of such construction that the wait in line will be
double
but short at any time.
booth will eliminate that wait so
From one
distasteful to patrons.
booth tickets for advance bookings
will be sold; from the other for the

A

attraction.

machine, which

A

four-way

tick-

capable of selling four different priced tickets at
one time, and an automatic change
machine will be installed in the booth.

et

is

The outer lobby is spacious enough
so as to prevent crowding going in
or coming out. On the walls are attractive boards, all of the same design, for the display of coming proPaneled glass doors diductions.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

-

3678

>>>>> i>«i»i»i>i«i

marked.

Four huge chandeliers throw a
subdued light from more than 600
crystals, while drapes and a velvet
An electric sign, 35 ft. high, with carpet add the touch not often found.
the name of the theater in clear white From the lobby one enters smoking
letters, is visible in either direction rooms and rest rooms located in the
for many blocks, adding a touch of basement.
The auditorium is lighted with
the gay white way to Pueblo's Main

Arc Control is
;o relieve the operator from feeding
:he arc lamp, thus enabling him to current
of the

Release Printing

Another Structural Publix Pride

The house manager on

and Negative Developing

bracketed wall lights of unique deAisle lights insure that there
sign.
will be no stumbling when one is goThe seats are
ing to his seat.

padded, leather upholstered.

From the mezzanine floor one can
enter rest rooms and smoking rooms.
The ladies' rest room is furnished with
a chaise lounge, large chairs and
vanity table. In the men's rest room
a plain, very attractive type of furnishing is used. In the waiting room
on the mezzanine floor are three
tapestry davenports and four large
overstuffed chairs..
The booth

in the rear of the bal-

cony is the largest
plete in the state.
of the latest type

and most comThree machines
have been in-

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAVE

MONEY

SEND JOR OUR PRICE LIST

lyiLLoaviHBys
no
West

32"-''St.,Neu/york.N.y.^'

Phone Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department

Short Reels Abroad

And

Exhibitors'
Monday

Daily Reminder

Various issues to be threshed out by M. I'.
T. O. A. at special convention at Columbus, O., Jan. 6-7.
Ironing out details of compromise settlement
between coast studios and unions.
11.
DeMille not opposed to PatheCecil
P. D. C. merger, he says.
Seventeen theaters with total capacity of 12,000 seats under construction at Munich.
Keen competition seen in projector field with

It is

Tuesday
gets 44 houses in Brazil.
Early date expected on hearing on West
Coast Theaters Federal Trade case.
No immetiiate change expected in Dallas theater situation through affiliation of Publix
and Saenger.
Weekly attendance of cities of 25,000 to
50,000 population averages 2,625,750, "M.
P. News" estimates.
Loew house to add 3,500 seats at Columbus,
bringing total to 15,000.
Paramount's $80,180 first week gross estab-

world

053

last

American Seating Corp.

lists assets of $10,679,138.
Presentation "craze" hurting small town theadded costs of operation,
aters through

F.
Cubberley
declares.

J.

of

Northwest

Theaters

Wednesday
Berlin report says Famous is to build or
acquire chain of 500 bouses on the Continent.

of 10 to adjust differences between
studios and unions.
Revisions of rates on theater advertising in

Committee
coast

1926

(Continued from Page 3)

spent this year in the-

ater consrtuction at Jacksonville.
Amusement Co., Cleveland, files appeal from judgment in favor of United
Artists, attacking uniform contract.
English Parliament to provide for
Bill
in
check of blind and block booking of films
and for a quota.
Secretaries of 32 Film Boards of Trade to

Ohio

meet

Ixjs

in

Angeles convention

in

May.

Friday

No

motion

picture

legislation

number, with jazz orchestra for ac-

companiment and cueing. This will
give the public a show lasting an
hour and a half, at an admission
price of 25 cents. There is no doubt
in my own mind that this will prove
a tremendous success in any large

it

extremely convenient and enjoy-

in

Saturday
Paramount's short subject program has news
reel, 52 comedies and 20 novelties lined up.
Anticipate short subject theater in every key
1927 1928 to witness keen competicity.
In

German

a

village.

filming of the play was being
negotiated with United Artists.
Woods states he owns world's
rights to "The Miracle," for which
several firms in addition to United
Artists are dickering, he declared.
"Half a dozen" producers want to
film the Reinhardt creation, Woods
stated, naming
First National

and M-G-M.

"Nothing Definite"
Reinhardt's

Famous,

specifically

Max

is

Comment

Max Reinhardt, on the eve of his
departure for Hamburg, from whence
he will sail to the United States, says
he intends to study motion pictures
during his two months' stay in this
country, according to "The New
York Times." The creator of "The
Miracle" confirmed statement made
in Kansas City by his personal representative, Rudolph Kommer, that
he will go direct to Los Angeles.
Kommer stated that at Los Angeles

Reinhardt will confer with Joseph
M. Schenck, with respect to proposed
the long and elaborate shows of the filming by United
Artists.
Asked
first run houses, simply because the
concerning reports he would produce
exhibitor has not been fortified with a picture
with United Artists, Reinbig names in the comedy casts, which
hardt replied according to
"The
would render his advertising as val- Times":

seemed

practical, in competition

nature,

like

pie,

alike

is

the

world

with

uable as that of the competition. In
other words, he could not feature people in his advertising, who would
really
bring the public into his

"Nothing

The

idea

tinguished

of

has yet been settled.
cooperating with the dis-

definite

my

company mentioned

is

subjects as well.

"You

j,

poor pictures any-r
where anymore. Those days are gone
forever. Make short subjects as good
as you can and you can make your
can't sell

good short subjects good
anywhere in the world."
Competition at

features

Tacoma Ends

S.

—

South Tacoma, Wash.
The Or-!
Realart have been consolidated under management of R. R.
Pratsch.
Both houses will continue

pheum and

i

to operate.

Young Wins K-A Promotion

—

Philadelphia George
Young, of
Keith's, has been named general manager of Keith-Albee in this district. He
succeeds Harry Jordan, recently ap-i
pointed general field manager for the
circuit, who now is serving as E. F.
Albee's personal representative in
California.

CAMERAMEN
List

your name

new

in

leaflet of

reputable cameramen and indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

trial film

prospects
cost of

any kind, simply send

.Shorts.

A. H. Woods owns rights to "The Miracle."
New Austrian Kontlngent after Jan. 1.

"Through the tremendous success
of our policy, established for the past
year, of featuring big names in short
length comedies, we are now equipped to supply the exhibitor with
comedy casts which were never
dreamed of before, headed by stellar
names of the first magnitude.

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16thSt-N.

W.

WashiDgton, D.C

old."

Lane to Appear in Revue
Los Angeles— Lupino Lane has accepted Carter De Haven's offer to
appear in "The Music Box Revue"
in Hollywood.
This will not interfere with the
Lane comedies for
Educational.

Schools, Churches
using Motion Pictures

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe

for

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS'*
booklet, listing nearly 3000 educational films

given free with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

in

the data.

house.
expected

next Congress.
Election victory of Premier Ferguson in Ontario assures repeal of admission tax law.
Sol Lesser plans "international" legitimate
theater at Ixis Angeles.
San Francisco exhibitors take decided stand
against tent shows and carnivals.
United Artists negotiating deal for rights to
"The Miracle."
M. P. T. O. A. soon to select business manager to succeed Joseph M. Seider.

tion

"the

the

able to drop into a nearby theater,
involves $2,000,000.
see thirty, forty, or sixty minutes of
Regional
committees
to
handle
"Laugh
entertainment, secure in the knowlMonth" campaign in key cities.
Ohio schools cannot be used for theaters. edge that they would not arrive in
State Director of Education rules.
the middle of a ten reel feature proThursday
duction and be forced to sit and
Second Roxy theater to be erected at Lex- suffer through an unintelligble plot,
ington Ave. and 59th St., New York, at possibly frittering away
the entire
a cost of $5,000,000, to seat 3,500.
Frederick L. Hackenburg to seek repeal of period they had planned for relaxacensorship law when N. Y. Assembly con- tion, pleasure and profit.
venes.
"Hitherto, the short subject or vaGross business of P. D. C. being boosted by
riety motion picture house has not
Keith-Albee tie-up which makes 16 pic-

More than $2,000,000

pick

to

Short Subject Theater Woods Owns Rights
(Continued from Page 3)
In Each Key City Seen Max Reinhardt, as stating a deal for

—

cities.

celebrities

air raid on a
Six automatic cameras operated by remote control recorded what all the shooting was
about.

French

newspapers sought by Hanff- city.
Metzger advertising agency, which handles
"The motion picture business was
Public and Famous.
originally founded on the 'drop-in'
Wayne Pierson becomes general manager of
customer that is, the tired shopFox roadshow department.
Loew's net profits for current year figured per, the business man with an idle
at $6,388,200.
hour on his hands, etc. They found
Earnings of M. P. Capital Corp. may reach

tures available to suburban theaters in key

other

depicting

5,

concerned.

"Good

"After all, right here, in our own
United States, we are exhibiting pictures to Americans, English, Greek,
Italians, Germans, Armenians, etc.,
etc. (we've got 'em here from all parts
Occasionally directors find situa- of the world) and just as poor pictures
tions which are too hot even for their are taboo in the American theaters, so
cameraman.
One occurred during they are in the foreign cinemas,
the filming of "Wings" in a sequence which goes for features or short

a splendid

Sunday, Dec.

is

the

Clifton -played one of the
an authentic marriage.
Opposite him, was Helen Kiely, not
of the picture business.

New York

$420,360 for year.
Theater building in Portland, Ore., territory

captured

leads' in

record.

year.

WILSON

Elmer

worth.

idea and has universal appeal.

M-G-M

lishes

it's

DALY

—

and there you are as
term 'Business Conditions'

handsomest sailor"to attend the open- over, and Emerson's mouse-trap gag
ing of "Old Ironsides" but by the holds good for pictures too, for if you
tmie she left she had enough admirers can make a better picture than the
other fellow, the exhibitor is going to
to start a Marine Corps of her own.
find your address somehow.

Keep plugging
"Laugh Month"
for all

son's Reports
far as the

short subjects like good fea-i
Marine Corps at Brooklyn Navy tures, ninety-nine times out of a hunYark the other day. She went there dred, are good anywhere.
Human

with

development of new machines by Sam
Kaplan and George Kleine.
Forty-three legislatures to meet in 1927, 41
Bills scheduled for
beginning in January.
25 slates.

Net income of Famous expected to approximate $6,500,000, as compared with $5,718.-

LOIS

That's That

By PHIL M.

|

(Continued from Page 27)

W abash Ave., Chicago,

III.

Box

office

boon

Motion picture producers who

use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you
black and white pictures with color corrections that are actually amazing.

These
printed on

—

Eastman Positive, of course

— an extra appeal
a definite

such pictures

give

qualities

boon

Prints on

for the audience that

for the

box

is

office.

Eastman have the black-

lettered identification ''Eastman"

and "Kodak"
margin.

in the transparent

Look

for

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

m^M

HAL ROACH

frt:>uds

V.~>.

in

nheffickel'Bo^er

/

Another ring-dinger from the
only Mabel.

A

name

that's

.Ml>'

a regular mint in a

shorter-than-feature-length comedy.
So many laughs, so much entertainment, that it makes big features seem
no bargains.

Mabel plays a dancing "hostess" in
a dance-hall. She gets hers at a nickel

You get yours out of the
big deep chest laughs from happy
audiences, and the pull of her name

a dance.

en your house
F.

front.

Richard Jones, Stupervising Director

Pathecomedy

m

-^

—
I

I

I

[
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6,

Price 5

Broadway
"MiWITH openingand "Pothe

CINCINNATI fIRST

of

chael Strogoff"

temkin"

night and
"Old Ironsides" tonight Broadway's roster of long-run pictures
will

T^Al

SEATS

last

Amount
3,800

be increased to eleven.

Where formerly

11,450

Speaking Titles
Los Angeles— Directors here
are predicting that the next
deof
the
Vitaphone

velopment
will

to

Be Increased by

When New

Lipson

speaking titles.
The
Warners have been considering
this as a
means of adding
dramatic emphasis.

tion for a second week.

Where are Popular Prices?
There are many angles

Of
fall

to consider.
the eleven long-runs, several will
by the wayside. It always hap-

pens that way.

In two instances

"Ben Hur" and "The Scarlet Letter"—changes are in the offing. "Tell
It to the Marines" and "The Fire
Brigade" make their bow shortly and
so the total stands. All of these pictures get top money.
All fall into
the near-category of legitimate-priced
attractions.

The mass appeal

of molion pictures can be traced largely to
the popular admission scale.
The

weekly change house where the tariff
is not too hard for the public to bear
have reduced themselves to three.
It's a new condition on the big theater street and one which will bear
the closest scrutiny of the trade.

Music
Exhibitors continue to overlook the
of music.
Within the
reach of the great bulk of theater
owners in this country is a simple,
\ycrkable system.
With the exception of but one, all of the national
distributors are committed to supply
the exhibitor with Thematic
Cue
potentialities

Sheets.

Each

cued. Rather
of the suitable selection, eight, ten or twelve
bars are printed.
For the orchestra
leader, the plans always works.
If
the designated selection is not in his
library, he can
substitute because
enough of the niusic is supplied on
the cue sheet to give them the theme.
release

is

than merely give the

There

is

little

title

doubt

value of this service.

That

It

about
is

free

the
to

should

appeal.
Symphony orchestras in picture theaters are few but here is a worthwhile something which any and all
exhibitors.

bouses can use.

KANN

LONG RUNS ON B'WAY

ESTABIJSHJW RECORD
Opening of 'Old Ironsides'
Tonight Brings Total
to 11 Films

Cincinnati— There are
changed weekly, you find the
seats
m the downtown district of11,450
Cincinnati,
total reduced to three.
One so far as first-run

house, the Capitol, more often
than not holds over its attrac-

be

House Opens

houses

six

RUN

CenU

Warner

A new record for the number of
Deficit
long-run pictures on Broadway
houses are conwill
In view of the fact that the
cerned.
com- be created tonight when the total will
This number will be inpany s fiscal year has been changed be
creased to 15,250 by September
increased to 11 by the opening
of
of
next year, when a new house under to end Aug. 31, instead of March 31,
Uld Ironsides" at the Rivoli.
The
It
IS
understood
Warner Bros, will' field was swelled last
construction will open. The city has
night by the
shortly make public a report for
a population of 411,000, as of
the premiere of "Michael
July 1, hve months
Strogoff" at
ended
Aug. 31 last Ac- he Cohan and the
(Continued on Page 4)
opening of "Pocording to "The Wall Street News" lemkin"
at the Biltmore.
the statement will show a deficit of
Leading is "The Big Parade" which
{Continued on Page 4)
;s now in its second year.
"Ben Hur "
will have run practically
one year
Washington Bureau of THE FILM

Exports Decrease

Open

DAILY
when It closes late this month.
Meetings
Washington
Exports during the
(Continued op. P^ge *
Seattle
Following the lead of the
f^rst
nine months of 1926 show a
Minneapolis board the local board
considerable decrease compared to
has decreed that future meetings are
the same period during 1925, accordto be "opj;n."
This means that exDemocrats Favor Repeal
ing to the M. P. Section of the Dept.
hibitors and others interested in the
IVashington Bureau of THE FILM
of Commerce.
Exports of finished
DAILY
(Continued on Page 4)
picture films to all countries up to
Washington
Democrats of the
September 30, amounted to 166,316,Ways and Means Committee of the
(Continued on Page 5)
in
House have made known their planChicago—The Cooneys have com- for tax reductions, which include re-

—

—

>

—

Gooneys

Another

for

—

Combine

Loop

plans for invasion of the
"loop." The new hou.se, which is to
seat 2,000, is to be part of a structure involving an estimated $9,500,000.
It will be located directly across
(Continued on Page 4)
pleted^^

peal of admission and other busine^.>
taxes.
Republicans plan to fight the
general reduction plan the Democrat.are proposing.

Philadelphia
National Theater
Supply Co. has purchased the business of L. M. Swaab & Sons, the second local supply house acquired here
Syd Chaplin for United?
by the equipment combine formed
Los
Angeles When lie conipletes
last summer.
The firm will be conNavy Secretary to Attend
his present contract with Warner.'^.
solidated with_ Philadelphia EquipThe dinner which will precede the Syd Chaplin may join United .Artists,
ment Co., previously acquired. Mark
Swaab has been retained as manager. opening of "Old Ironsides" tonight i.ccording to John W. Considine, Jr.
In commenting on the sale, L. M. will be attended by Secretary of the Charles ("Chuck") Reisner will join
Navy Curtis Wilbur, Admiral Char- ( haplin in the new association, it is
(Continued on Page 2)
Both contracts with Warles F. Hughes and other naval of- stated.
ners have about a year to run.
f'cials.

—

A Review of Reviews
By LILIAN W.

BRENNAN

Jules

Mastbaum

—

Stricken

Philadelphia Stricken at his home,
Several old favorites, box office Jules Mastbaum, head of the Stanfavorites
are falling behind in the Icy company, is in a local hospital
parade of "better pictures."
Not- in a serious condition following an atable, at the moment, are Richard tack of acute appendicitis.

—

—

Famous Signs Glazer
Hollywood Benjamin Glazer has
been signed by Famous to write road
show stories and specials. He is now
doing "The Greatest Man on Earth."

—

Barthelmess and Thomas Meighan,
He will also supervise production.
both capable and just as fit to turn
Knopf with "Film Journal"
out a winner as ever they were but
The "Film Journal," a weekly and
running into a rut because of the
semi-trade publication, which pubstories.
lack
of good
Meighan's
F. B. O. Signs Two
lishes in Berlin and Hamburg, has
latest, "The Canadian," provides him
Los Angele.'i F. B. O. has signed
appointed Harry Knopf its New
with a role that suits him ideally,
Knopf makes two more directors. Phil Ro.'-en will
York representative.
(Continued on Page 5)
David Kirkiiis
headquarters at 2254 Davidson do Viola Dana's next.
land will make a series featuring AlAve., Bronx.

—

"Baby Stars" Selected
Films Blamed for Killing Drama
Los Angeles — Wampas "Baby
Motion pictures and other influ-

berta Vaughn.

Stars" have been voted upon but the
Lenglen Film a Fact
ences are "slowly but certainly" killof 13 potential celebrities will not
Chicago Suzanne Lenglen is to
ing the drama, John Golding and Edbe made known until the latter part
die Dowling declared at a meeting of ?ppear in a picture built around tenFebruary.
of January or early
nis, according to C. C. Pyle.
the Drama League.
list

—

Monday, December

«

London Film
By ERNEST
Editor,

Pnce5Cants

JOHN W. UICOAIE

Publisher

and holiday!'
.1
loSO Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
Will's
Films
and Film
by
I'yiinlit
Uy^o)
I'resident and
\V. Alicoate,
nllts.
Inc. J.
Treasnrer; Manrice D. Kann, FMitor; Don
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
M.inaKcr- Kalph Wilk, Traveling Uepresen
I'liblishnI

daily except Saturday

:

Kuteicd as second class matter

•,ivc.

May

I,
I91S, at tlie post office at New York.
V.
Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
I'crms (Postage free) United States, outside

Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreifin.
$1.S 00
Snliscriliers should remit with order.
of

XMAS GIFT BOOKS

FREDMAN,

communications to THE FILM
D.MLY. 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
I'hone Circle 4736 4737-4738 4739.
Cable ad
Iress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood.
.\ddress

—

Ca'ifornia
Harvey E. Causman, Ambassa
Hotel: "Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
(lor
instnii 0704.
London Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58. Great Marlborough St..
London. W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Fr.Ticaise. S, Rue Saulnier.

—
—

An unusual busy day, especially for a Saturday marked the morning's trading of film
Famous common was

the highlight
with a 3 point rise on a turnover of 34,400.
Loew's, Inc., jumped a point on a trade of
10,000.

Quotations
High Low

44%

Vtc

Close

Sales

44-^
200
Pfd
100
44J4
44 J4
*Balaban & Katz.. ..
....
64 J4
*Bal. & Katz Vtc
73J4
IT^ Eastman Kodak
121!^ 121}^ 121J4
100
Famous Plavers. 119^ 116
11914 34,400
'Fam. Play. Pfd
123
'Film Inspect
....
..
6
•First Nat'l Pfd
99^
Fox Film "A"
72'4
73
73
1,700
Fox Theaters "A". 24 J4 23% 24^
300
....
'Intern'l Project
..
13
Loew's, Inc
48% 47% 47% 10,000
100
Mctro-Gold. Pfd... 25
25
25
300
.M.
P. Cap. Corp.. 14
13% 13%
lathe Exch. "A"
40%
Seat.
Seat.

f Paramount

.

B'way

TtRoxy Units
T'-Roxy
SVouras

Common..
Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am
Trans-Lux. Screen.
Univ. Pict. Pfd

Warner

..

33^

32

11J4
50

10%

..

50

50

8%

SH

Pict.

"A". 44^

•• Pbilailelpbia

SH
96%

42
29

42%
t

42
30
44

1,700
....

100
1,700
10,600

Bond Market

Ruby La Fayette Recovering
Los Angeles — Ruby La Fayette,

83,

*

New

*

for

taken

which had
showings during

—

The Handle-

of the year, acquiring the properties from the Steiat V'ineland the

first

Amusement

Co.

fel

(Continued from Page 1)

depending upon buying power.

M.

British

P.

Advertisers

(the

Bumpers).
Details of the offer have been comCinematographic
to the
Exhibitors Ass'n., and the Kinematograph Renters' Society, by the B.M.
P. A. through whom the offer was
made. The special terms, it is believed, will enliven public interest in
films,
and thus help increase the
amount of editorial space already
British trade papers are
granted.
praising the move highly.

municated

dent of Theatrical Press Representatives, has been placed in charged of
publicity for "What Price Glory"
touring companies.
Fire

Destroys Ohio Theater

—

Greenville, O.
An exploding film
caused a fire which destroyed the
block embracing the Strand, resulting in damage figured at $25,000.
The audience made its exit in orderly fashion.

Houses Play Day and Date

—

the past
few days include: "The Better 'Ole,"
playing an indefinite run at the Hippodrome; "Second to None," a
Royal Navy story made by Britannia Films,
and released by
Ltd.,
Gaumont Co., Ltd., playing at the
New Gallery; and "La Boheme," at
Philharmonic Hall, being distributed
in Great Britain and Ireland by British General Film Enterprises, Ltd.

Daly Managing Cameo
Harold Daly, formerly at the Coltemporarily managing the
Cameo during the absence of Norman Ek, who is recovering from injuries sustained when a Widescope
screen fell on him during its removal.
ony,

is

—

The entirely reBatavia, N. Y.
modeled Bellinger has been opened
by the Genesee Theatrical Corp.
Inc.
Henry Clark, mechanical foreman of the "Batavia Daily News,"
manager.

is

California Association

San Francisco

— New

Moving

headquarters

being sought by Allied Amusement Industries. Irving C. Ackerman is chairman of the organization's board of directors which includes: F. W. Vincent, Edward B
Baron, Homer F. Curran, S. H
Levin, Eugene Emmick and Charles
M. Thall.
Trustees are: Richard
Marshall, M. Naify, J. A. Brehaney.
L. R. Greenfield and Thomas D. Van
Osten, secretary-manager.
are

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

Original Negatives of Everything
in

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.

46th St.

Bryant 8181

Bretherton Gets Assignment
Hollywood Howard
Bretherton

—

will

"Hills of
Bros.
The

direct

Dorothy

Dwan,

Nayor Buys Pa. Theater
Columbia, Pa. Harry T. Nayor,
cast includes who has owned a number of theaSantchi and ters in this state, takes over the

Kentucky"

Tom

Opera House from Neagley & ShirAt present Nayor is
ley Dec. 16.

Another House For Seattle
Seattle
at

—A

theater will be erected

Ninth Ave. and Pine

—

for

Sts.,

it

operating a house at
N. Y.

New

Mace Rejoins

First National
Leslie D. Mace has reSt. Louis
joined First National,

—

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

reported.

—

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Rochelle,

is

QUALITY PRINTS

Handle-Rovner

J.

the

Batavia House Opened
their first

Tvyo Illinois Theaters Close
Chicago The Star, Alto Pass, and
Rovner Amusement Co. will take over the Grand, Odin, have closed.
two houses, the Globe and Grand,
N.

The concessions were secured through

Hawks Handling Publicity
Wells Hawks, founder and presi-

Swaab declared

*

pictures

London

Mrs. Jones Gets Second House
Mayficld, Cal.— Mr.^. B. B. Jones
has

—

London Special concessions on
display advertising rates will be made
by an important newspaper organization controlling some of the principal
provincial dailies, it is understood.

Cleveland Twenty-five local piclure houses played "Marriage Li*
*
*
cense" day and date the week of
British Exhibitors' Films, Ltd., of Nov. 28.
A truck was hung with
99a Charing Cross Road, will handle one-sheets of the picture. Girls handthe 22 Tiffany pictures for 1926-27. ed out fake marriage licenses in front
No other films are included on the of each of the theaters.
program.

Jason Robards.

Two More

ten tickets

Another for Combine

25

cycle.

Bridgeton,

of

seat.

tions

Warner

the Islcton, Isleton,
over the California.

number

Exhibitor s'

Cinematograph

recovering from injuries received
when she was struck by a motoris

of

book

be secured, a saving of 50
cents, while for $12 a book of
20 admissions will be sold, a net
saving of $1 since the general
admission charge is 65 cents per

an

of

run houses operated.

may

*

....

tt Bid and Ask

Market

*

of the large

gift

their first
For $6 a

Assoc, does not take place for several months, there are already signs
of activitj' regarding selections for
executive offices.

87%

Last Prices Quoted

•

98%

..

Uni^ersal Pictures.. 42
Warner Pictures... 30%

worked out by
Skouras Bros., is a book of admission tickets to the Ambassador, Missouri or Grand Central,

The

would discuss the sub-

undesirable quality
now being shown in India has again
been raised in the House of Commons.
The questioner also asked
the Under-Secretary of State for
India whether he would take steps,
in consultation with the Government
of India, to bring about a stricter
censorship of films intended for pubfilms

of

44J4
44^^

B

.

Christmas remembrance.

ject.

the

Am.
Am.

sonal

that contrary to the
general opinion of exhibitors, there
will be a general downward movelic exhibition.
*
*
*
ment in the price of equipment, the
Although the annual convention of cost to various exhibitor organiza-

Financial

Issues.

member

Lyons, of the Biocolor Circuit, have
been in lengthy conferences with
other company officials. When asked
for a statement regarding the re-

iti

what to give a
of the family or perfriend in the way of a

deciding

of

Just how
consideralile magnitude.
the arrangement will affect these organizations is not definitely known
However R. C. Bromat present.
head, of Gaumont, one of the largest
E.
and
E.
distributors,
English

The question

Bros, has

caught the Christmas spirit and
are offering their patrons a fine
method of solving the problem

London It is quite likely that the
Gauiiiont Co. and the Biocolor Circuit will shortly announce a deal of

all

Louis— Skouras

St.

"The Film Renter & M.P. News"

port, neither

1926
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Long Runs on B'way

And

That's That

By PHIL M.

Down

DALY ..^h

Venezuela,
free pictures shows are losing popumale population.
with the
larity
Troops attended such a performance
recently in order to conscript men
in

New

Establish

Maracaibo,

Government labor battalions.
Better a man should spend his time
road-building than seeing free pictures
President Gomez figured.
for the

The roster by titles,
cpenmg dates follows:

.The Better

We

_

re in the

Ole"

Navy Now"

who

are

theaters

Colony, Oct.

Nov.
...Harris, Nov.

^'"^^ Glory"
Michael Strogoff"

..y;"?'

Rialto,

state

Op Broadway
—

as a result of

6

23

Dec. 5
liiltmore, Dec.

,

5

Rivoii

tonight)

Decker Back from "U" City
Phelps Decker has returned to New
after

a

two-months'

stay

Criterion— "Beau

of the better business period expected.
fits

7

Cohan,

(Opening

York
critics

the

improved

Ahead

looking forward
business conditions in
is

,

Old Ironsides

the

to

— Texas

I

(

..^V'^'V'^'"".,

Wonder what

Dallas

the bumper Astor "The Big
Parade"
and corn crop
harvested this year.
The Hiltmore — "i'otemkln"
yield
Broadway—
will be worth four times as
"'Iht Canadian"
I'The Big Parade
— ".Manon
\sto.. Nov. 18, 1925
C.-!nieo
Lcscaut"
Hur
Cohan, Uk. 30, 1925 much to farmers of the state as it Capitol — "Kaust"
..^?"
was last year, according to estimates Central— "The Scarlet
Wanieis. Aug. 6
,%" J"?"
loiter'
ransferred to Embassy May 2i
iy'6
of the Dept. of Agriculture.
The- Colony— "The Belter 'Ole"
;'Thc Scarlet Letter" ., Central, Aug. 6
Cohan
".Michael
.Strogoff"
ater owners will share in the beneBeau Ge,ste
Criterion, Aug. 18

of
aristoCollege,
ETton
students of
The star now
cratic English school.
is en route to America, after visiting

France.

Record

(.Continued from Page 1)

Richard Dix was honor guest

in

Better Business

at

Universal City where he conferred
with Edward Montague, West Coast
scenario editor.

Estimates place the yield at 108,600,000 bushels, with an estimated
value to the producer of $100,998,000.
In 1925, the corn crop was short of
even the state's own needs, the yield
being but 26.809.000 bushels, or about
one-fourth of the current crop. The
crop last year was valued at $29,490,000.

Harris— "What

CJeste"

I'rice

Hippodrome— ".Sweet

Glory"

Q'Grady"

Roiiie

New York -Today— "The Temptre.-'",«<'»)'— "His
New York Wife" and

Loew's
1

he

(

aptain's

Courage"

Wednesday— "Quincy Adams Sawyer"

—

Ihursday
Klames"
^'\"{^y—"V>'^om
Shall
hirly Below Zero"

Marry"

I

and

I

—

.S.-itnrday--"The

Silent

Lover"

.Sunday
"The City"
Mark Strand— "The Winning of Barbara
Worth"
Paramount— "Love 'Em and Leave "Em"
Rialto
"We're in the Navy Now"

—
—

This year's crop approaches the Rivoii "Old Ironsides"
lambasting Rupert Hughes' biography
peak of any corn crop ever harvested Warners •Don Juan"
of George Washington, will say about
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The Blonde
Marian Nixon Opposite MacLean in the state, it being <»Yrppdcd but
Colleen Moore's next picture, "Miss
once
or
twice
in
the
state's
history,
George Washington?"
Los Angeles Marian Nixon has and
Next Week
but
once
in
the
last
five Astor— "The liig Parade"
been en.gaged by Douglas

.Saint"

—

Sam Hardy

MacLean

sure wheth- as his leading woman for "Let It
er a director tried to insult him the Kain.
The mayi-with-the-megajther day.
New Pathe Managers Named
phone, after shaking his head in disxpproval at the suit which fuiled to
Chicago New
Pathe
managers
be sufficiently gaudy, told Sam that have
been appointed as follows:
he'd better wear his oivn clothes in- George Ekre, Seattle; Joe Solomon,
stead.
Butte; William Desmond. Portland,
and Able Davis, .Salt Lake City.
Norma Talmadge has turned au:horess, her fictionization "Kiki," just
Theater Reopens After Fire
isn't quite

—

dIT

the press.

Allen,

Neb.

— The

local

theater

which was recently damaged by
evening's audience on
the
product was the unique way
which E. N. Oshel, P.D.C. salesman,
employed to close a contract for the
product at Royal, Grain Valley, Mo.
When the audience responded with a
onvincing show of hands, in answer
Selling

the

House Reopens
Chester, Neb. The Chester lia.reopened with Mr. Holmes as man-

—

ager.

a query of how many wanted to
see pictures of the type he was sell-

Oshel's task

Goldberg Opens New Theater
Columbus, Neb. Harry Goddberg

Omaha, who has

of

box-office stuff" is the way
n which the feature which played the

Newman,
described.

Kansas City, may be
While "The Popular Sin"

last

year was forced

Texas consumers, thus bringing

in

millions of dollars.
The corn crop,
too, will act as a stimulus to the
swine industry, which profitable avenue of revenue heretofore was closed
to Texas farmers.

~" Polcnikin"

—
—
—Undetermined
"rhe Scarlet Letter"
—
Colony "Tlie Better "Ole"
—
Cohan "Micliael Strogoff"
Criterion- "Beau Gestc"
Harris — "What Price Glory"
Hippodrome— "Corporal Kate"
Mark Strand — "The Girl from Coney
Capitol
Central

Paramount

Loew

New

Building at

New

"'I'he

—

Warners

— "Don

Now"

Juan"

Mark Strand — "The
Worth"

Brooklyn

Island"

Popular Sin"

Winning

leased

the

new

Columbus, has opened the house.

Boy Scouts Running Theater
Wis. The Orpheum.

—

Manitowoc,

being screened the theater roof formerly operated by George Hercaught fire but the audience, absorbed zog, is now being conducted by the
with the entertainment, didn't realize local Boy Scout troop.
what was going on overhead.
Mrs. Thayer Buys Theater
Shea With Pert Circuit
Eagle, Wis.— Mrs. Clifford J. ThaChicago Jimmy Shea is now oc- }er has bought the Eagle Opera
;upying an executive post with the House from Mrs. Harry B. Burton
Pert Circuit in southern Illinois.
ivas

—

Garganza Builds Theater
M. Garganza has built the
C)l\iiipic at 15th and Pine Sts.

—

reported.

Schriever Sells Interest
Onida, S. D. Al Schriever ha.-sold his interest in the Blunt to J.
A. Reinschmidt.

—

MOr COMEDY^
ASHER - SMALL-ROGERS
Present

E

AND

MURRAY

CHESTER CON KLIN
/N

Zat So?"
Adapting
Hollywood Philip Klein is adapting "Is Zat So?" for Fox.
"Is

Film Vault For Big Steamer
Philadelphia— The S. S. Malolo,
:alled the largest and fastest passenger steamer ever built in this
;ountry, will have a built-in motion
picture booth and a steel vault with
i

Hewett Building Theater
Wildwood, Wash. Frank Hewett,
ivho has sold the American at Hillman Citx, is erecting a 450-seat
The American is now
nouse here.
leing operated by Blair & DeVault.

—

Rogers Back From Trip
Budd Rogers of Gotham has
urned after a trip to Cleveland,
:roit

and other

cities.

—

re-

De-

N^FADDENS

Cast For "White Flannels"
Hollywood Cast for "White Flan-

—

Warner

Brothers' production,
are Louise Dresser and Jason RoLloyd Bacon will direct the
bards.
story, which Graham Baker is adaptnels,"

capacity of 100,000 feet of film.

FLATS

ing.

A F/RSr NAT/ONAL

Fazenda For "Gay Old Bird"
Fazenda's
Los Angeles Louise

—

second starring vehicle for Warner
Brothers will be "The Gay Old
Bird," which Herman Raymaker will
direct.

male

John T. Murray
lead.

will

play the

of

liarhara

Britain?

—

Conn. Loc-w iilan> a
theater involving an expenditure of
$1,000,000 on West Main St., it is
Britain,

—

Rialto- "We're in the Navy
Rivoii
"Old Ironsides"

—

was done.

"Hot

Where Texas

to call upon outside states for corn,
this year it will have about 25 per
cent more corn than required for

Biltmore

Broadway — Undetermined
Cameo Undetermined

Seattle

Chester, Neb.,

to

ing,

fire

has reopened.

In point of money value, it
greatest vield in five vears,
exceeding by about $20,000,000 the
1922 crop, the next most valuable
during the period.
years.
is
the

^Directedby
A Richard

PICTURE
f^lCHARD WALLACEWallace Production

mc
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Gooneys

in

iLont\nucd jiom Vatjc

trum

till-

Majestic

1)

W. Monroe

li

at

Cincinnati First Run
Seats Total 11,540

Loop

(Continued from Page

St.

who

Cooiiey Bros,
urban theaters,

operate six sub-

mate.
Cincinnati

formed a new
Playhouses.
corporation.
National
Inc.. the
Illinois successor to National Theaters, Delaware company.
John J. Cooney is president, Clement McMahon vice-president and
liave

fice
it

boy asks us
hadn't

been

Fla.

—

one

of

Meetings Open
tend

1)

all

at-

hearings.

outstanding

its

Deficit
1)

"Star

Chamber" Abandonment

Recommended by Pettijohn
W hetlier arbitration meetings
"open" or "closed"

are

a matter of local option, C. C. Pettijohn, head of
Film Boards of Trade, declares. His
organization, Pettijohn said, has recommended abandonment of "star
cliaiiihcr" proceedings in arbitration.
is

New Year

Christmas

Sine

Sept. 1 last, the company has enjoy
"d satisfactory operations, and it
emerging from its period of deficit
the price which the company had U
jjay for the reorganization of its distributing facilities in connection with
the absorption of Vitagraph.
This financial publication anticiDates the Vitaphone should prove an
miportant factor in the earnings durng the current fiscal year.
In this connection it states that
because of the success with which the
Vitaphone has met since its introduction, the attention of other companies has been directed to it. While
i

The amusement

figures with the death here of CharRingling, one of the Ringling
les
The brothers
Bros., of circus fame.
made their start at Baraboo, Wis.,
where the Al Ringling theater was
erected several years ago as a monument to their "home town." The
house long was regarded as a "model" theater for the entire United
States.

Warner

between $250,000 and $300000.

(Continued from Paije

lost

has seven first-run

(Conti)iued from Pacic

proceedings will be permitted to
Sarasota,

ffc

which opens m September 1927, wil
have a seating capacity of 3,800.

the producers do for
material?"

ford.

world

if

for

the war what would

MEAN DOLLACS rOC SUOWMEN

"The Ace

Cads"
(Paramount)
Used the wheel of Fortune stunt

esti-

Seating
theaters in Precint One.
"They are fighting
capacity
is divided as follows: Capitol,
the war over again
Strand, 1,800; Lyric, 1,600:
on Broadway. Along 2.200;
the battle front may Walnut, 1,600; Keith's Palace, 2,600:
the
Gerbe seen
I Libson is owner of five
Gifts 550.
mans, the French,
while his circuit is pari
and theaters,
English,
the
Army,
Navy owner and booker of Keith's Palace
our
and Marines. Now The Gifts is owned by I. Frankel.
Navy
Russian
the
Under construction is the Fountair.
enters with 'PotemThis house
kin.'
Our new of- sponsored by Lipson.

Benjamin J. Cooney, treasurer. The
firm has a 30-year lease on the new
house to be located in a 29-story fur
building.
This latest move is attracting attention, because of the first run sitReports of a tieuation in Chicago.
up with an important distributor are
being heard, but these lack confirsix
the
addition
to
mation.
In
houses now operated by the Cooneys, three neighborhood theaters are
Present houses
under construction.
in the chain are Grand, Cosmo, JefChatham and Stratfrey, Capitol,

Charles Ringling Dead

now

192

1)

Government

1926, according to

DAILY TIPS WHICH

6,

negotiations
have been going on
during the past few months between
Warner Bros., and some of the other
cor;)orations, it may be stated, on
good authority, that the dealings have
not reached a definite stage where
announcement as to their character
can be made.

of

A large wheel made 1[
compo board was mounted on a wo
the lobby.

frame with playing cards on the inn
circle and playing cards and sti
In the cent
on the outer circle.
of wheel is an arrow-shaped in(
cator pointing to a certain card
the inner circle. The purpose of t
stunt is for two or more patrons
each pick a "hand" of cards. The
hands are mounted in groups of foi
about the edge of the display. Thi
each patron spins the wheel, and ad
to his total the single card that sto
This circ
in front of his "hand."
of single cards on the outer edge
the wheel represents the extra ca
that is ordinarily "drawn" in a regul
game. The cards are added up tl
same as they would be in a pok
game and whoever has the lowe
hand of four cards pays for the a
The girl operatir
mission tickets.
the stunt wore a regulation hostesse
costume, black velvet jacket, tai
and white trousers. E. P. Brigg
Rialto, Colorado Springs, Colo.
<

^

—

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)

Stumped
sold

for space on the billboar<
idea to the elevated line

an

whereby

succeeded in getting 3^
placed, one on each static
directly at the head of the staii
where everyone going to the trair
would see it. The cards read: "Rapi
cards

Transit

Theater."

—

—

—

fast and reliable
Lake Station, Randolp
Randolph, Chicago.

Lines

and

State

"The Gay Deceiver"

Two

The Smart Showman Knows These

IMPORTANT

2

HOLIDAYS
Are Nearly Here

Fi!m

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
National Screen Service, Inc.
Trailers Build Business

Dickson Managing Exchange
Louis Roy Dickson is manag-

—

St.

lUan,

who

'JVailer

Associated Exhibitors'
succeeding Jack Osserhas joined the Advance

local

Service

Co.

Kiefer Building In Illinois
Berlin, 111.
T. D. Kiefer has
closed his Home and is building a
new house. His lease on the Home
expired and he was forced to vacate.

—

Logan Wood Retires
Joppa, 111. Logan Wood of the
Logan has retired from exhibition.

—

Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
and brilliantly animated for New Year
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter]
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving. Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
10

designed

or

Comedy
For

or
this

News

Reel.

complete

Service

$40.00

yearly.

A

was dressed
band uniforms and were sta

40-piece

their

band

tioned in front of the theater.

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

call

service

NEW YORK
126-130

loill

West 46th

St.

bring

you

AT ONCE.
LOS ANGELES
1922 So. Vermont Av«.

The

played for about 15 minutes on th

opening night. When the menibei
band filed into the theater, th
crowd followed them inside. Tied u
with a candy company on a stun
window display, which consisted c
poster cut-outs mounted on comp
board and stills from the pictureeach subject prominently featurin;
the kissing angle.
The tie-up was
"Every couple duplicating this kissini

in the window will be givei
of Gay Deceiver Kisses as wel
tickets to The Gay Deceiver.

scene
a

as

box

Even though no persons took advan
tage of this offer, the stunt caused
lot of comment.
E. P. Briggs, Rialtc
Colorado Springs.

—

:

"The Prince of Tempters"
(First Nat'l.)
Kentucky Houses Re-Open
Temple,
Lexington,
Ky. The
Total of 7,500 miniature newspapers
Earlington, and the Trenton, Tenn., with a big headline reading, "Royaltj
have both re-opened.
Visits Atlanta" were distributed b}
newsboys. The newsboys yelled out
"Queen Marie Coming to Town" anc
Playing In "Wedding Ring"
Los Angeles Working in "The this immediately attracted attention
Wedding Ring," Fox production The newspaper carried an articl<
about Queen Marie's contemplatet
Vvfliich R. William Nei is directing, are
Virginia Valli, Allan Durant, Edward trip to Dixie, and another article oi
Davis, Belle Bennett, Gladys McCon- "The Prince of Tempters Arrives ii
City
Monday."
Ernest Morrison
ncll, Frank Dunn, Lawford Davidson
Howard, Atlanta, Ga.
and Donald Stuart.

—

—

A

i

of the

New

From

—

.Senate.

ing the

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

(M-G-M)

In Assembly

JefTerson City, Mo. Two film men
will be included in the next Legislature.
L. C. Hehl has been elected
to the House and Joe Mogler to the

exchange,

He

Men

—

THE
Monday, December

6,

Ejfl

Review

^

of

Reviews

{Continued from Payc

gray

e

TO,

but

its

{Continued from

ready

generosity stops

tliere.

a drab affair told against
equally drab in spite of a realis-

le story

:

is

background.
Marie Prevost

is

another

player

flering the indignities of poor veh-

"For Wives Only" bears an

les.

luring title but the story is a dull
fair for a comedy.
It is the usual
arital tangle with Marie teaching
negligent hubby a profitable lesson
how to treat a wife.
The prize laugh provoker of the

eek

was "Tin Hats," another war
"The Big Parade" certain-

cture.

started something.
"Tin Hats"
one of the many to follow in its
It has a grand array of
otsteps.
ughs and no one can deny that
(No
eorge Cooper is a trouper.
Ralph Spence conintended).
ibutes a large number of his wiseacks, some of them not so orig-

m

al.

"Manon Lesproduction,
presented Lya de Putti in a
far more suited to her talents
)le
lan anything she has been given in
There is some splensis country.
clever
directorial
acting and
d
inches.
On the whole, however, the
icture is not one likely to appeal to
Ufa's

lut,"

^stinctly

American audiences.

Bert Lytell supplies a
;roics in

/erage

full

line

of

Law," a good
entertainment, ofTered by

"Obey

the

jolunibia.

367

n the boards, in addition to those
Truthful
"The
were
entioned,

"Lone Hand Sanders," "CanTeneAway,"

Light," "Rose of the
on
ents," "When the Wife's
vVhile London Sleeps."

I'aijc

1)

ft.

1

ished films and Europe bought 69,968,317 ft., the latter figure indicating a substantial decline in European
imports.

The Far East ranked
market

for

American

third as a
films in the

which was the seventh
market in 1925, dropped to

Aid Authors' Fund
Screen i xfcutivis and players !
tenth plat;e in 1926, being replaced operated to make succe.ssful the bcii.
fit
show staged last niKht at tini>y Mexico which ranked eighth during 1925.
While the disturbed eco- Hotel Roosevelt for the Authors
nomic conditions in Mexico have af- League of America fund. "The OriRin
fected the field somewhat, figures for of the Motion I'icture." presented by
the first nine months of 1926 show Jay Fassett with slides lent by Fathat 7,018,392 ft. were imported, a mous.
Jesse L. Lasky took part in
a skit, "A Meeting of the Rotary
gain of 1,628,977 ft. over 1925.
Club," together with Rex
The Straits Settlements imported j'^upert Hughes. W'ill Irwin, Beach,
Tony
6,348,899 ft. during the first threeSarg, Irvin Cobb, Don Marquis and
fiuarters of the year.
The ninth Clarence Budingion Killard, CAumarket was Germany with imports
ria Swanson and Lowell Sherman
Japan,

largest

with a declared value of $5,cSy8,503, as compared with exports of
177,839,253 ft. valued at $6,701,544
during the same period in 1925.
Latin America supplanted Europe
during the period under survey as the
best market and took 54,066,796 ft.
as compared with 49,348,411 ft. purchased by European countries during
tne nine months. In the corresponding period of 1925 Latin America imorted 45,669,432 ft. of American fin-

The tenth market
receipts of 4.791,565
ft., a drop of nearly 2,000,000 ft. over
the previous period.
of

5,429,916

ft.

was Japan with

of raw stock have decreased in a still greater production
than finished films. In 1925, 63,605,765 ft. valued at $1,357,382 were exported as compared to 31,317,088 ft.
valued at $795,730 for the same period

Exports

three-quarters of this year with
purchases totaling 41,162,824 ft., as
compared with 38,680,170 ft. in the
comparative period of 1925. Canada
followed with imports of 15,485,562 of 1926.
1925.
against 16,945,254 ft. in
ft.
Africa purchased 2,639,817 ft. representing little change from last year.
Other counrties or regions than those
named imported 3,613,817 ft. during
the first nine months.
With regard to individual markets
It should be remarked that the United
Kingdom is still first. Australia still
leads all other countries in point of
quality as a purchaser of American
first

finished

films.

A

total

of

also participated.

Levine Serial Completed
ten
Angeles The
episode
'wild horse" serial, "The Golden
now ready for state
Stallion," is
by Nat Levine
right distribution
In the cast are "Lefty"
Prod.
Flynn, Joe Bonomo, Molly Malone,
Josef Swickard, Burr Mcintosh and
the featured horse, "White Fury."

—

Los

19,441,392

was exported in the nine months
mder survev, representing an increase
Canada is
f
816,028 ft. over 1925.

it.

I

"The
latest,
Denny's
Reginald
,heerful Fraud," has good laughs but
akes the mistake of many comedies
-running into too much footage,
eniiy is good, as usual.
For a week cranmied with new
oductions it must be recorded,
some regret, that there were
ith
D really outstanding pictures. Most
those shown, with few exceptions,
Ihered close to tlie average mark,

;x,"

Exports Decrease

1)

rough and

shirted,

s55^

DAILY

1926

second as a customer, with receipts
;nentioned above: Argentina ranks
third with imports amounting to 14,748,277
l:ttle

ft.,

a

figure

change from

which indicates
last

year.

Ship-

Kingdom
United
the
to
ments
amounted to only 10,098,782 ft., as
compared with 33,358,375 ft. in the
Exports to Brazil in1925 period.
ireased during the first nine months
of 1926 by 1,722,554 ft. to a total of
supplantmg
< 698,872
thereby
ft.,
France as the fifth largest importer
The French nnof American films.
ports declined in the nine months
imder discussion by 2,053,920 ft. to
a

total of 7,946,503

before /ecin(5

\\^q

NERVOU5 WRECK

ft.

^^^^''

NERVOU5

seeinc^

the

WRECK

s>jQi io \\\'m
could
WidQ behind Q
nou/ \\Q\iQ \o puf a;hef in
mg bed to Keep from rolling out
F!a (^- pole
/

I

I

FUNNIER THAN "APRIL FOOL"

^

<f
•

Are MOu toofh/n?

"Sunshine of

f(2Q

Al

Chmtiejr lauc^h fpa^m

Paradise Alley
THE ALL-AMERICAN COMEDY

a P.D.C. Release
A CHAD WICK PICTURE

150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

aren't

MARRIED

to FIRST

NATIONAl Showmen.

PROVE that First
HONES are HAPPT

Statistics

HONES I
Of 1J47 CARS sold to
EXHIBITORS in the vast
NOHTHSr 1r8)6 went into
FIRST HATIONAL tiiaratesOf EVERT 100 First National
II

WIVESr 9) 20 shopping

in

CARACUL COATSAND of the l|.000,OOI SNILES
''

worn by SHOWNEN'S

Af

WIVES in 1916r exactly
IfOOOrOOO were FIRST
NATIONAL!

!

T-EPPING

A

I-

.-«tHEB BIOHOS
Mul
and Jack

SMMt
with Don^^^^les
BIOMOSStone
'"* "th Lewis
^^-^^a"^ ^*°^^^^!^^
••

national
Pictures

Members

^ Motion Picture Producers

and Distributors of

Win
""'' Hays

America

J^esident

-

Inc.—

—

'

:

DCH

ALL THE NEWS
ALL THE TIME

^e NEWSPAPER

/'FILMDOM
DL.

XXXVIII

Tuesday, December

No. 57

Old Ironsides

STATE TAX ON f ILMS

J.

rHESE

preBroadway
mieres somehow succeed
in reaching new heights as

follows the other. Midnight
actions to the opening of "Old
onsides" are these

ae;

SOUGHTJN MISSOURI
$10

On

A Naval Endorsement
The evening was one of highlights,
he picture was prefaced by a dinner
Secretary of the Navy Wilbur,
^

here were present at the Biltmore
ore admirals than had ever graced
ew York City at one time in its
story.

And

all

for

a

motion

mind you. Cabinet members
an ordinary piece of business do

'cture.

H. O. Harrowood and George

W.

{Continued on Page 5)

Laugh MoiTth Prizes

endorsed the picture

Mount Vernon,

Damage

1.

at the theater, Hugo Riesenwielding the baton met a genBroadway rememous applause.
Curiously enough it was
:red him.
st about a year since he had reiquished his post at the Rialto and
Last night he returned. It
ivoli.
occasion for him.
fitting:
a
as
The anticipated highlight was, of
The highlight
urse, the picture.
proved to be. James Cruze has
ade a production that will easily be
corded a conspicuous spot in whaler record of achievement is finally

Then

—The

dis-

suits totaling SIO,-

000 were filed against officials
by Mrs. Clara Hendrix, owner
of the theater. All were accused
of illegal entry and destroying
personal property without a
warrant.
Mrs. Hendrix must
trial
on a charge of
face
violating
law.

the

Sunday

closing

Another Guild House

—

Executive Suing Company
For Ouster On Charge
of Extravagance
By ERNEST W. FKEDMAN.
Editor,

London
deposed

"The Film Renter," London

—
as

J.

D. Williams has been

managing

director of
Pictures. The company terminated its arrangement because of alleged extravagance.
In
retaliation, Williams has instituted
suit for damages.
Meanwhile,
British
National is
continuing to function, with L. W.
Schlesinger
practically
controlling
the company.
British National

When

J. D. Williams formed BritNational Pictures, Ltd., in 1925
as an snswpr *•<% K,ntr)and'<: proHiirtion problem, the company was ac-

ish

INDIANAPOLIS 1ST RUNS

HAVE

officially.

Id

la.

turbance created here when 400
enraged patrons repeatedly
threw out deputies seeking to
prevent a Sunday show, had its
aftermath in the courts on Dec.

Four hundred fifty dollars in cash
prizes will be awarded to exhibitors
or theater employes conducting the
best exploitation campaigns tying up

"Laugh Month," during January.
The awarding of the prizes will be
Washfrom
)t travel to New York
motion pic- in the hands of a committee of
a
attend
to
gton
of the editors of
But Wilbur did. And further, judges consisting
re.
(Continued on Page 5)
;

Price 5 Cents

Real "Blue" Fight

Films Entering

legislature early in January.

1926

D. Williams and British
National at Parting of Ways

Legislators Plan Levy of

That an epochal production
the State
shered itself into what will be
Jefferson City, Mo.— Tax of $10
long and prosperous run.
on all films entering the state is beThat for the motion picture ing considered by Missouri legislaThis is an
lere came a hitherto unknown tors, it is learned here.
extension
of the governor's proposal
restige and one of which the
The
to levy a state admission tax.
idustry might well be proud.
measure will be presented to the

7,

R525

Lieber House to

SEATS

Add

3,500

(Continued on Page 0)

Specials Released
H. M. Warner announced yesterday that all of the Warner e.vtendcd
run productions would be released
to exhibitors at once and that the

Louis A little picture theater
to Loop District
Louis has been assured
for
St.
first to be offered would be "Don
Cinema
through affiliation of the
Juan."
Total
Seat
guild of St. Louis with the moveTo handle these releases, he has
14.525
are
Indianapc4is There
ment in New York. Earle A. Meyer
created a separate sales organization
run picture and combi(Continued on Page lit
says the St. Louis house would open seats in first
.ation houses of this city's downtown
(.Continued on Page 2)
This is exclusive of the subdistrict.
"Ironsides"
sequent runs located in the loop. AcFamous
by
Signed
Mendes
cording to Government estimate, InThe American Navy figured largeLothar Mendes and not Mauritz dianapolis has a population of 367,ly at the premiere of "Old Ironsides"
Stiller will direct "The Man Who 000. as of July 1, 1926.
There have
at the Rivoli last night.
Paramount Forgot God," Emil Janning's initial
ritten for this industry.
The city's total of seats will be been Government officials at other
now
Mendes
(Continued on Page 2)
iparently spared him no expense, picture for Paramount.
openings on Broadway, but never
His secis en route to the Coast.
is work shows it.
had such a prominent group asstar
will
ond picture for Famous
sembled as the one which particiPictorial History
Pola Negri.
pated in last night's function.
Woods
H.
A.
not
and
That he,
"Old Ironsides" is a visualization
Secretary of the Navy Wilbur with
"The MirSt.

More

—

Opens

Claims Rights

owns world's rights to
(Continued on Page b)
acle" was the assertion made yesmanAtlanta— Paramount branch
With
Menchen.
At- terday by Joseph
Not a Deal
agers, bookers and salesmen of
Max Reinhardt, Menchen is negoturned
and
Jacksonville
e written word has been
Reports that United
Charlotte,
Angeles
Los
Riidolph
lanta,
rights.
screen
of
sale
but real, live, Memphis exchanges will meet Dec. 10 tiating
to motion pictures
representative of Artists was to participate in the propersonal
Kummer,
find
robbing motion pictures. You
for a two day session.
Max Reinhardt, is negotiating the posed merger of P. D. C. and Pathe
mance, you find comedy. But the
foundation, John W.
(Continued on Page 5)
arc without
ar of "Old Ironsides" is the boat
Considine declares.
Publicity Men Affiliate
lelf.
Meanwhile, Cecil B. De Mille is
Dieudonne Plays Napoleon
Los Angeles Affiliation of three
a picture, commercially, arIt's
his attitude of reticence,
maintaining
anAlbert Dieudonne is the
publicity organizations is
Paris
;ticallv and any other way you like. leading
so far as the amalgamation is conpresident
Gance's
Abel
Smith,
"Napoleon,"
Pete
star of
When the Constitution was for the nounced by
only that he is not

that portion of history which mil>ns and millions of Americans
History by
lUng and old— know.

Paramount Meeting Slated

—

"

—

—

—

The step to broad- p-cture which M-G-M will release cerned, stating
flashed on the screen, it of the Wampas.
exchange of in most of the world. The story be- opposed to the merger.
through
field
ide a picture 30 by 40 feet by means en the
general co- g)ns with Bonaparte's youth, ending
and
The ef- memberships, ideas
a new wide-angle lens.
by the with the war with Italy.
taken
been
Vitaphone in Detroit
has
and
operation,
Of this
:t was astonishing.
New
of
A.M.P.A.
The Shubert-Lafayette is
the
Detroit—
this
For
Wampas,
later.
more
things
her
P. AdverM.
British
Vitaphone apparatus is
while
the
that
and
closed
Argentme
say
York,
to
riting, it is sufficient
Gets P.D.C. for
London. Under the affiliabeing installed in preparation of its
Glucksmann
Max
)ld Ironsides" is indeed worthy of tisers of
Aires
Buenos
press agents will hold memrights opening Dec. 8, in conjunction with
e superlatives which will be heaped tion the
\ork has closed for the Argentine
New
Hollywood,
in
"Don Juan."
berships
1926-1927.
°°"to the P.D.C. output for
st

time

—
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(Continued from Page 1)
1.
It will be known as tl
theater and will have a vei
modest beginning. Two sites in tl
Grand Boulevard district are und^
consideration.
The policy will 1
the same as that of the Sth Av

swelled by 3,500 with opening of the
It is
Circle company's new house.
scheduled to begin operation Oct. 1.
Largest of the city's run houses
the

is

Circle,

headed

by

Playhouse,

Robert

New

York.

" 'Give

president of First National.
This house has a capacity for 2,900.
Other capacities are divided as follows: Palace, combination house, 2,500: Lyric, vaudeville, 2,000; B. F.

*em what
they want' we hear
the trade papers say,
but our idea of the

manager

combination, 1,675; Ohio,
Keith's,
1,250; Apollo, 1,200; Colonial, 1,000.
Subsequent runs in the loop are
relatively unimportant, so far as the

business of an hon-

I.icber,

some well-vnshers

of

N.

Attica,

Y.

—

Peter

Bififerell

of the Family, only pictui
here, is keeping open Sui

house

est-to-goodness

pub-

to

give

on

is

'em what they ought
to have."

first

Sunday Shows Run Under Perm

days, under permit from the Villaj
Board, until Sunday shows are vot(

lication

run situation is concerned. Most
them follow the suburban houses
Address all communications to THE FILM on pictures, and charge a ten cents
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.

Phone Circle 4736-4737-4738-4739. Cilile adHollywood,
dress:
Filmday,
New York.

1926

Another Guild Housi

Indianapolis First Runs
Have 14,525 Seats

fiL XXXVIII Ni.57

7,

March.

in

It

expected

is

tl

opp

proposition

will pass, despite
^ition of local Baptists.

of

Franco-Italian Unit

Paris

admission.

— M.

Lombarod

is

reporte

swinging a Franco-Italian producir

—

Harvey E. Gausman, AmbassaCalifornia
dor Hotel: "Phone. Drexel 7000 and WashErnest W. Fredman,
ington 9794. London
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marllxjrough St.,
London. \V. L, Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

unit.

Stereoscopic Film Claimed

—
—

Discovery of a principle which pro"Bob" Sheehan Joins Koppin
duces an illusion of relief on the
Detroit Robert Sheehan, former"colored
of
use
without
screen,
ly manager of the Martha Washingis
glasses"
or other contrivance,
on, has joined Woodward Theaters
claimed by Jose Muros, assistant
as manager of the Lasky.
cameraman for Fox. Muros has designed a camera which uses a single
Financial
"Blue" Law Jury Disagrees
lens and single film, fusing the elements on the screen to produce a
Hagerstown, Md. The old "blue"
stereoscopic picture, through an or- laws are under fire here.
A Circuit
Famous Players common enjoyed a sizzling dinary projector.
Court jury refused to convict Harry
day, there being a never-ending call for the
K. Bester, president of the local ball
stock until 33,500 shares had changed hands.
Brigade"
Changed
"Fire
who staged a Sunday baseball
club,
Loew's, Inc. turned
at no change in price.
The opening date for "The Fire game to test the law. Disagreement
over 7,000 shares at "4 decline.
The day
was notable for briskness of trading though Brigade," at the Central has just been of the jury was announced after eight
no other stocks sold in large quantity.
changed from Dec. 16 to Dec. 20. iiours' deliberation.

—

—

"Tell It
to

Quotations
Low

High

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

•Balaban
•Bal.

&

Vtc...

44^

44!^

Pfd...

44i^

44H

& Katz
Katz Vtc

Close

Sales

44 J^
441^

200
300

64/,

73^

.

First

Insipect
Nat'l. Pfd..

Fox Film "A"...
Fox Theaters "A"
•Intern'l

5'/.

5'/.

101
73

101
72 >«

24

23}i

....

Project.

ttRoxy Common
Skouras

Bros.

.

47 -^
25

..

11'/.

.

50

MM
4m
98!^
32/2
10/,
50

••Stan. Co. of Am ....
9
Trans- Lux Screen.
•Univ. Pict. Pfd... ....
Universal Pictures 43
30
Warner Pictures.
Pict.

"A"

43^

Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

23fJ

200

•

t

tt

47^

7,666

13^

200
200

H

3,700

25
42
98/4

is

Embassy, Dec.

still

set

23.

....

Wk

SH
96 J4
41J^
2954
42

«

7
....

....

700
. .

—

Mulrooney Returns

Vibart to Coast
T. P. Mulrooney, assistant manager
of United Artists' foreign department,
Henry Vibart, well known charhas returned from Porto Rico.
acter actor, who was in "The Prince
of Tempters" and several other RobHines On Southern Trip
ert Kane productions, has left for
Walker W. Hines, United Artists Hollywood.
sales head, is on a sales tour of the
South.
Meeting in Oklahoma City

.

•

Adrian Johnson, scenarist,

who

did
"London" for British First National,
has returned to New York.

for

3,600
5,300

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

by
telephone.
underwent an operation
appendicitis at Jefferson Hos-

Handling Feature Sales

The following

are handling feature
sales for Pathe out of their respective
exchanges and are not new branch
managers, as noted yesterday: George
Seattle; Joe Solomon, Butte;

yesterday

Philadelphia.

Hunter to Direct for Columbia
Hollywood— T. Hayes Hunter, has
been chosen by Harry Cohn
to wield
the megaphone over "Birds
of Pray "
first

BUCHHEISTER
Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY
.\RT TITLES

24.S

W. 55th

St.

Sfn'tiiil

-

ColiimbuA tUO

Rush

Seri'lii'

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishe
for all

Pathecomedies at yo«

Exchange.

of

Priscilla

a

series

of

four,

starring

Dean.

New

2,000

Shown

Six thousand feet of film
taken
from the air in the heart of
Africa
were shown at the Times Square
Simday by Sir Alan Cobham who
made a 17,0fJ0 mile flight from London to Cape Town and return.

House

at Detroit

— A theater with

seating capacity of 2,000 is included in the
^'^2.000,000 building project announced
ior the Royal Oak section.

Detroit

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind

tF THE BETTER KIND
L1BMAN-3PAN.JER CORP
1600 «-oadway

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT USAND SAVE

MONEY

I-

OR OUR PRICE LIST

UQfiuoacHBy^
N.y.^
no
West

32"- St..

New

.New York Citv

NEED ME?
Several years with one of the biggest
companies.
A man who thoroughly
understands publicity, advertising and
production requirements, now employed, wants to make a change.
Theater
circuit or producing unit will find me
real asset.
Unquestioned references
from past and present employers. Ad-

a

dress

Box M-335
1650 B'way

c-o

The Film Daily!

New York

City I

r---"-

If

SEND
African Air Film

LOBBY FRAMES

—

Oklahoma City, Okla. Exhibitors
of the state are meeting today for
their annual convention.

700

Mastbaum
pital,

—

The Capitol,
$100,000 Fire at Bristol
Pa.
Loss estimated at rew 2,200 seat house, will be opened
$100,000 was caused by fire which Dec. 11, according to present plans
destroyed the Forrest.
of Daniels & Hodgdon.
Bristol,

Mastbaum Recovering
wn*^'
Jules Mastbaum is doing as well Wilham
Desmond, Portland; and Abel
Stanley
the
Company
as expected,
Davis, Salt Lake City.
advised

Worcester Opening Set
Worcester, Mass.

Johnson Back From England
50
8554

4\'A
29 'A
Azy^

.

Warner

72H

100
100
500

5/2
101

13

Loew's, Inc
48*1i
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
25
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 13«
Pathe Exch. "A". 42 7H
tParamount B'way 98'^
ttRoxy Units ... 34

To The Marines"
at the

. . * >

123
Eastman Kodak
nWt, 122^ 1,200
Famous Players
120fi 119^ n9V2 33,500
Fam. Play. Pfd... 124/i 123
800
124^

Film

open

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

York,

Phone Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department

1600 Broadway, New York Oty
Phone Penn. 3580

I

«ttt^

r

Sure^fiYe I

THE $2

BROADWAY
HIT!
'

:,V*^"::.;fc;\::.

so THRILLING
AN ENTERTAINMENT!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

1.

made an

attraction that is truly called
'The Big Parade of Peace TimesJ* It will stand for all time as the epic
photoplay of the heroes of peace as "The Big Parade^* stands for all time as
the epic of war heroism.

has

THRILLS

2,

3

never before caught by the camera are to be seen in this gigantic
a sensational 60'foot leap
Actual fire-fighting at close range
production.
from a blazing building rescue scenes of breath-taking courage never such a
succession of thrills!

—

"THE FIRE BRIGADE" was

completed

after eight

months of intensive work

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios, in co-operation with the International
Order of Fire Chiefs. Twenty engines were used and fourteen buildings
destroyed in one mammoth sequence alone. Fifty cameras were used to photograph the most difficult scenes ever put on film.
of advance publicity precede

"The

Fire Brigade,** including a
prize contest for its title in which a half million firemen took part, plus a marvelous tie-up with National Fire Prevention Week and the New Orleans Convention of Fire Chiefs. More than 12,000 Fire Chiefs and their personnel and
equipment are part of a tremendous promotion campaign behind the picture.
They co-operated in the Cross-country Ballyhoo, a big, unique promotion
stunt.

5

—

at the

MONTHS

4,

—

WILLIAM NIGH is the director. May McAvoy,
Charles Ray, Tom O'Brien of *'Big Parade" fame
play the principal parts in what is destined to be
one of the greatest screen works of all time.

PRODUCED BY

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYE
in co-operation

ici'th

the

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF FIRE CHIEFS

ilh

THE
ruesday,

December

1926

7,

Tax On Films

State

Sought In Missouri

MEAN DOLLABS FOR SUOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

(Continued from Page

"The

Crowred, assistants

Pajamas"
(Paramount)
Cat's

in

Laugh Month Prizes
That's That

1)

s office,

DALY

By PHIL M.

the

attorney
are preparing the bili
statmg that a film tax is
preferred
to other forms suggested,
because
of the ease with which
it
could be

general

And

VyELLS HAWKS

"

_^

will be right at

For several days in advance of
home in doing publicity for "What
rrice Glory." He saw service in the
towing, cats dressed in pajamas
A. E, F. on the stafif of Maj. Gen. W.
ere put in a cage and placed in the collected.
eater lobby.
Cards on top of the
Exhibitors and distributors are pre- C. Neville of the Marine Corps.
announced picture and play parmg a strong
ige
fight against the
Secured a tie-up with a local proposed tax, which
Ites.
Eric Clarke, of the Eastman,
is being sought
erchant, whereby a display of pa- to pay part of
the $7,000,000 deficit Rochester, had a hard time getting
mas and cats in a cage drew un- ot the permanent educational
a new print of "Bardelys the Magfund
iual attention from passersby.
nificent" when two reels broke on
i he measure is being
modeled after
an leading a half dozen cats on a the Connecticut statute.
the projecting machine and were
riall rope through the streets of the
destroyed.
Pittsburgh sent out an
This stunt was
aviator with another copy, but f-og
ty proved a riot.
forced the machine down. Finally,
died off three times daily during
a prosaic train arrived from New
run of the picture.
Small title
!e
(.Continued from Page 1)
York, and patrons only missed one
rds were carried by the cats, which sale,
understood to be with United
showing.
John P. Reed, Artists.
bre clad in pajamas.

A

Claims Rights

—

ie.

Fort Smith, Ark.

In 1912, he

made a contract with
Woods, Menchen asserts, calling for

"The College Boob"
(F. B.

O.)

Because

the local public schools
e making a drive to build an athletic
:ld,
got the cooperation of the
hole student body in helping to ad:rtise.
Offered the student body
e use of the lobby to put their
ans before the public. The students

placed

turn,

window

cards

i,

do your

part.

— See

'The College

—

"The Gay Deceiver"

j.

the amount was paid, according
Menchen. The deal called for a
percentage
arrangement
covering
distribution of the picture
United States and Canada.

,

the

in

Sanford Wallin Dead

in

CLUB

Springfield, Mass.— Sanford Walhn, manager of the Bijou for the past
three years for Abraham Goodsidc,
it dead at the Wesson hospital,
aged
69.
When pictures were first intro-

MIRADOR

Film Fire Destroys Town
Kan. Fire, which started duced he exhibited them in one-night
the booth of the Marucci, de- stands.
He had been in the show

—

Radley,
stroyed

the

entire

business

district

^^the

New House

cT^crw Presenting
for Springfield

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

F.B.O. Holds Sales Meet
Springfield, Mass.
Plans have
Chicago District and branch manbeen prepared for a 1.200 seat picture
agers of F.B.O. attended a sales conhouse in the Indian Orchard section,
vention here Sunday, at which J. L
vhich is said to be under long lease

—

—

Sleanora's American Debut
after

a large theater chain. The buildLee Marcus, general sales
A hook-up was arranged with the manager, E. B. Derr, treasurer, and ing will cost $75,000 and will be erected by Pasquale TebaWi at Main and
aoxville Jotlrnal whereby the paper
E. Sullivan,
assistant

S.

blished

articles

regarding

a

tele-

were other home
attended.
Weisfeldt,

office

District

treasurer,

officials

Managers M.

J.

'Direct

—

from Club Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successiye Season

—

—

of sensational successes

CANARD'S ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

—

—

series

on the European Riviera

Sts.

Yale Theater Opening
Middle West, and Cleve
New Haven, Conn. The Yale UniAdams, West, and branch heads from
Chicago,
Minneapolis, versity theater will formally open
Milwaukee,
Sioux Falls, Des Moines, Omaha, Dec. 10. It is the gift of Edw. S.
rs were picked at random from the Kansas City, Dallas and Oklahoma Harkness of New York.
I.ephone book and all the lucky per- City were present.
ns had to do was to visit the newsAnother for Salem
per office, tell the clerk what they
Hurst Signed
Plans have been
Salein,
Mass.
ard over the 'phone and give him
Los Angeles Paul Hurst, former dvawn for the North Shore Realty
receive
and
; number of telephone
director who recently turned to actCo. for a picture theater to be built
o complimentary tickets. The stunt ing, has signed a long-term contract
at Essex and Church Sts.
newspaper.
in
the
publicity
good
t
with First National.
W. F. Brock, Strand, Knoxville,
Montreal Firm Has Record Year
Montreal Dividend of eight per
"The Midnight Sun"
cent on the preferred and two per
cent on the common was declared
(Universal)
United Amusement Corp., Ltd.,
by
Did the unusual by painting a large
which has just closed a record year.
1 on the theater building chimney,
Five theaters were acquired, bringe sun was a yellow with a white
its chain to 13 houses.
ing
;kground. A spot was thrown on
and
night
9x20 foot painting at
Sumner Now at Cambridge
jjld be seen from all over the city.
Mass.— Stanley Sumner,
Newton,
exnewspaper
special
li?o thousand
"The Midnight Sun" were given manager of the Community since its
resigned to devote all
lay on the streets by newsboys, opening^ has
University, Cambridge.
the
to
his
time
away
d another 1,000 were given
formerly assistant,
the theater in advance of showing, Clyde Holmes,
to manager of the
advanced
been
efhas
beautiful
giving
a
shadow box
Community.
t, was made and placed in the lobone week prior to opening. AmLeominster House Sold
lights were placed in the box,
Leominster, Mass.—James O'Toole
thrown upon it
i a red spot was
Sunshine from S.
nights.— H. C. Farley, Empire, has purchased the
Sharby.
B.
)ntgomery, Ala.
te

a

io

who Parker

^

New York

rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage and Screen

business half a century.

here.

sided.

one stunt. On Sunday before play
twenty persons were called to
e telephone and heard the Gay Deiver say, "This is the voice of the
The telephone numly Deceiver."

;

cl

to

Schnitzer, senior vice president pre-

(M-G-M)

I

—

of

:er

3ob' at the Liberty and then you
ill
see what it has done for other
hools."
S. S. Oakley, Liberty,
ike Worth, Fla.

Eastman Hunt Flim Shown
The first instal-

Rochester, N. Y.
ment of the East

African hunt of
Oluf J. Madsen, who plays the role
George Eastman is being shown at
mate
aboard
the
an advance of $25,000 for distribuwindjammer in
Martin
"The Yankee Clipper," has been ap- thi- Eastman tiiis week.
tion rights to a film version of
Jthnson filmed the pictures.
"The pointed port
pilot for Los Angeles
Miracle," which Menchen produced
^r» crv«^<rs (rv«^<^ <^^fl^^-^ (T^
in Austria.
Twenty thousand dollars harbor.

all

town reading, "Ask that school
athletic field
\y or girl what an
eans to them and when called up-

(Continued from Page I)
national trade publications. The contest is open to all exhibitors,
house
managers, publicity representatives
or others responsible for the originating and executing of theater publicity
and exploitation campaigns.
There
are no restrictions as to the size of
the theater, and the amount of money
spent will not enter into the decision
of the judges, the awards being made
to those who in the opinion of the
jury have conducted the best campaigns for their particular theaters
and under their own peculiar circumstances.
In the event of a tie in any of the
classes, equal prizes will be awarded
the tying contestants.

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

"Director

51st St„N.Y.— Circle 5106
n
^»J CLrf>4^<4^ <L<^4^^^ ;i^i>4^^w2 Cl^
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Williams and British
National Part Ways

Exhibitors^

(Continued from Page

Daily Reminder

which was not entirely

ters

The opposition
taken

Read
Daily

performance, the attitude of this sec-

Moving Picture Theater

regarded highly, generally speakthrough the British industry.
When Williams made his distributing deal with Famous, long articles
commenting his success in this direction, appeared in important London newspapers.
Of late, there have been reports
from the inside that Williams and
Herbert Wilcox have not been in
complete accord.
British National has produced and
released "Nell Gwyn" and "London."
"Tiptoes" is the third awaitThe fourth which ining release.
cidentally completes Mi^ss Gish's contract will be "Madame Pompadour."

iel

ing,

7,

1926

Opens

(Continued from Page

1)

Secretaries, Robinson and
headed delegations composed of the ranking Admirals of
the Navy from Washington on a
special train which arrived at 6:10

Assistant

Warner

o'clock.
police

For

is

"Ironsides"

With a

In Baltimore

British trade underwent
Today, British National

tion of the
a change.

YOUR

business.

Tuesday, Dec.

Exceptional Location

arose over the stand
directions that the

However, after "Nell Gwyn" was
made and shown in America where
tile trade press received it most favorably because of Dorothy Gish's

thing

what's go-

ing on in

An

lem.

every morning.

Know

these

in

cordial.

machinery through which British National proposed to function was not
the way in which to meet the prob-

the Film
first

1)

corded a reception from some quar-

and Naval

escort,

Moreno to London
Through Jess Smith, Antonio Mo-

proceeded to the
Biltmore
reno has been signed to play oppoan "Old Ironsides" dinner
site Dorothy Gish in "Madame Pom\\as held with a number of distinpadour," which will be made in
This
I^uished guests participating.
Moreno will sail next
l:!igland.
proved to be one of the most delightmonth.
they

where

There
portions of the evening.
were more ranking admirals present
than at any one time in the history

20 TH. STREET

WILL

>
5
Q
>
<
m

Morris, Magruder, Irwin, Leigh,
Wiley,
Andrews.
Willard, Cone,
Christy,
Pratt,
Harris, Josephthal
Hicks,
Snow,
Jewett,
and a long list of high officials in the War
Department, Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
S. K. Kent, Sam Katz, Will H. Hays, Otto
H. Kahn, Eugene Zukor, Hcrt>ert IJrenon,
K. E. Shauer, Arthur Brisbane, James A.
fioyd, Frank W,
Farrell. A
Buhler, William T. Dcwart, A. L. Einstein, E. J. I>udvigh, Al Kaufman, George Weeks, A. Griffith Grey. Charles E. McCarthy, Russell Holman, Mel Shauer, Oscar Kantner, Glcndon

Buys

—

John

K.

Gillespie

and

$1,000 Fire at Linwood
Kansas City -Damage estimated at
$1,000 was caused by a fire in the

—

Linwood.

Showman

—

William London, who owns
Gladwin Park, is booking the

Ave.

the

NEEDS

lu

Dies

N.
\L.
Grand Kapidv. .Midi.
Drown, owner of the Stocking, died
He was SO years old.
recently.

<

H}tJ

u
7JfEET

PARKWAY
THEftTER.

In the heart of the uptown business section,
close to the residential neighborhood, and
fifteen short city blocks

from the downtown

business district.

Unexcelled Facilities for Parking Automobiles

North Avenue and Charles Street
twenty-four hour period, than any corner
Pass

in

in

Baltimore.

four.

Walter

Wanger.

Grand Rapids

iot

YOUR

H
m
ni
H

MORE PEDESTRIANS and VEHICLES

Detroit Houses

Detroit J. D. London, who with
his brother
William, operates the
Ferry Field, has taken over the Ideal,
Mack Ave., and the Arcadia on Grat-

I

Allvine,

Two

U)

2« FEET
NORTH AVEMUr

Specials Released

Stilt,

o
>
V
rm

DIVIDE
THIS LOT
TO SUIT

ful

of New York.
Several delivered ad(Continued from Page 1)
dresses
including
Rear
Admiral
and liad appointed Morris Safier, for
Plunkett. Joscphthal and Andrews.
FoUouing the dinner, the party the past five years with United Arwith a battalion of 500 sailors and tists, as its head. Warner said that
loo marines journeyed to the theater. tlicse productions will be sold sepDuring the intermission, another im- arately and on individual merits. Exhe
pressive ceremony took place when hibitors,
said,
negotiating for
an oil painting of "Old Ironsides" by these productions would not be obGordon Grant, was unveiled on the liged to buy any other pictures.
This painting, which Furthermore, these productions will
mezzanine.
next month will be hung in the be handled by individual salesmen
White House, was made for the Na- who will sell nothing else. The phytional Committee in charge of its sical
distribution
will
be through
Warner exchanges.
campaign to "Save Old Ironsides."
Present at the dinner were:
Safier has for 14 years been conSecretary of the Navy Wilbur, Assistant nected with the selling end of the
Secretaries Kobinson and Warner, Admiral
Charles K. Hughes, Kear Admirals Jones, industry.

90PEET

229 FEET

Larry Semon Signed
Hollywood Paramount has signed
Larry Semon to act, direct and write.

—

Rummer's Daughter Makes Debut
Marion
Kummer, daughter of
Frederic
Arnold
Kummer, playwright,
(iruatest
father.

makes her debut
Mistake,"

in

written

"Love's

by

her

Lee E. Hartman

& Co.

AGENTS
26 Light Street
TELEPHONE

Baltimore, Maryland
5090
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Mastbaum
FROMnews

NO TAX

the

to office sped
of Jules E. Mast-

baum's

death

REll[f

FOR

office

INDUSTRY

yesterday.

In less than thirty minutes after his untimely passing in Phil-

Poll

industry's leaders
career had
colorful

adelphia the

knew

a

reached its close. The shock
tendant upon the news left
impress in all directions.

(Washington Bureau of

Chances
knid

Price 5 Cents

Industry Shocked by Untimely
Death of Jules E. Mastbaum

Failure of

1872

Repeal Measures in
Congress

atits

Indicates

IN SIGHT

1926

8,

-

1926

Head

during

present session
The accomplishments of Jules Congress are the
poor, but there is
Mastbaum must be approached solutely no chance for adoption
His far- the Democratic plan to repeal
from two directions.

industry lost one
with the
death at 4:35 P. .M. yesterday of Jules
E. Mastbaum, president of the Stanof

of
ai)-

of
the
be-

inating

ruler

of

xmusement domain, but always
considerate

he

final scroll

one.

Now

must be

that

inscrib-

proper to write thereon
hat Jules Mastbaum was emilently fair and considerate in all

,d it is

to save
old.

(Continued on Page 5)

Philadelphia

(Continued on Page 4)

JULES

E.

MASTBAUM

"Ledger"

—

>

pride.
It was consequently
lost natural that he should plan
D

endow

a permanent

museum.

—

name the plan
was, of
otherwise.
It
ourse, mere routine that in
harity alone hs contrihutions
houkl reach into six figures

Jot bearing his
/as

ivery year.

A

Moulder of Forces

A

business wherein vision is
sadly lacking, can ill
fiford to part with the moulders
That is
f constructive forces.
"hy the loss of Jules Mastbaum
lUst of necessity cut into the
'.news so deeply.
3

often

KANN

Loew House
Cleveland

—

for

Akron

Joseph Laronge, vice

president and chairman of Loew's
that
announced
Theaters,
Ohio
Loew's Ohio has purchased property
in Akron at 182 S. Main St. from
the Akron Arcade and Realty Co.,
on which a $1,500,000 theater would
be built. All the other houses in the
Loew chain are in Greater Cleveland.

men with large interests
the real estate and motion
picture industry, but he took high
rank among the city's most progressive and broadspirited citizens. The
business

both

in

breadth of his sympathies knew no
To
boundaries of race or religion.
his own people and their charities
(.Cotitinued

Shaw

in

to Europe.

along Vine Street.

pall

I

Phonofilm

went would

kill

Halt

the

interest

the

in

in the

Stanley
Philadelphia

personal appearance in this country,
the dispatch states, because he says
"the mere mobbing I would receive

wherever
no time."

No
E.

—

Joe Brandt, president of Columbia
Pictures, arrived Thursday aboard the
Columbus, after a several weeks' visit

a

offices,

leading to Mastbaum's death
was so pronounced that hourly bulletins were secured from the Jefferson
Hospital.
Early in the day, the seriousness
of Mastbaum's condition was realized.
When the afternoon was still young,
however, the hospitals reported his
condition had improved.
The hope
was short-lived, however, for at 4:35
o'clock his passing was announced.
(Continued on Page S)

on Page 4)

George Bernard Shaw believes it
than likely" that he will accept
"more
Famous Signs Two
an offer from America, for an apHollywood Famous has signed pearance in a Phonofilm picture,
Veia Voronina and Lil Dagover, Eu- according to copyright dispatch to
ropean players.
the North American Newspaper AlShaw never would make a
liance.

Brandt Back Thursday

hung like
In some
illness

dealings.
ned to give all important cities in
Eulogizes
community,
Jules South Africa modern theaters, states
his
Philadelphia The Public Ledger
vlastbaum was to be found in a report to the Dep't of Commerce
he front rank. To him, Phila- from Trade Commissioner, P. J. Stev- carries, editorially, this morning:
enson, Johannesburg.
E.
Mastbaum's
sudden
"Jules
elphia wa
as. close to perfecThe first. Prince's, in Durban, was death yesterday will be a shock to
ion as man might hope for in
the entire community.
He was not
(Continued on page 4)
only one of Philadelphia's foremost
His home city was
his world.
is

Mourns

—

Philadelphia
Film Row was silent
late yesterday afternoon.
The news
of the death of Jules E. Mastbaum

Building In Africa

In

54 years

For several months, Mastbaum had
been suffering from appendicitis attacks, which culminated last Friday
in his removal to the Jefferson hos-

begun.
Fifty-seven of Ohio's 80 counties

lis

He was

life.

Despite the seriousness of his illMastbaum's recovery was predicted as late as Monday, when an
abdominal infection developed, resultnig in his death.
A widow, his
mother and three daughters survive.

Victor Woodward for operating theaters on Sundays, reformers will continue
their
fight
to
make Ohio
"blue," declaring the fight has just

—

his

ness,

at Elyria, where the grand jury
refused to indict John Pekras and

THE FILM DAILY)
Washington
African Theaters,
Ltd., has embarked on a comprehensive building program which is plan-

figures

Company of America. Death followed an acute attack of appendiciti.s
with an emergency operation failing

back

(Washington Bureau of

outstanding

its

Icy

—

Philadelphia's

— The

Philadelphia

any

reaching influence in exhibition remaining nuisance taxes, it is
lieved here at the close of the first
had long been recognized as na- day's session.
His distinimport.
tional in
So far the House ways and means
iguished record as one of the first committee has given no considera(Continued on Page 4)
disPhiladelphia
of
citizens
closed the man as possessive of
something further than mere
Reformers Continue
commercialism.
Cleveland Undaunted by their set-

Inherently Fair
Jules Mastbaum was never
known to have abused power
despite that power was within
He was the dombis grasp.

Company

Dies After Operation
in Philadelphia

THE FILM DAILY)

for a tax reduction of

of Stanley

me

in

ly

Mastbaum
retard

Program

— Death

of Jules

will not material-

the

gram on which

expansion
the

pro-

company

is

engaged, it was pointed out
The Stanley
here last night.
president, it was stated, had
these plans so well outlined
will
that
they
be
carried
through without interruption,
and the company will continue
its program of theater building
in that position.

\
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Lauder for Talking Film
Harry Lauder has made a test for
both Vitaphone and the Phonofilm,
but has not yet closed a deal for appearance in connection with either

sfitmhY*
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Different Title for Run
"Just Another Blonde" which opens
at the Mark Strand Saturday, will be
exhibited in New York under title
of "The Girl from Coney Island."
2,000 Escape in Fire
Passaic, N. J. Two thousand patrons made an orderly exit when fire,
starting under stage, destroyed the
an estimated loss of
Rialto,
at
$100,000.

—

Chesterfield Signs with Pathe
Chesterfield has signed a contract
with Pathe, under terms of which the
latter will distribute four police dog
pictures featuring Sandow.

Award

Prize

committee.

Financial

Considine Aide

Selznick,

Los Angeles
the news of Jules Mastthe Stanley Co. stock broke
over 7 points, resting now at 80 J4. but '"
the circumstances this is a natural reaction
and reflects only the influence of the tragic
Warner "A" recovered its former
news.
trading impulse with a turn-over of 42,300,
though the issue declined I'A. Famous was
busy with a 13,800 turn-over to a drop of yi.

with

Coincident

baum's death,

been

named

— Myron

assistant

Selznick has
to

John

W.

Considine, Jr., head of Feature Prod.,
making pictures for United Artists.

Bunn and Hand Resign

W. Bunn,

C.
the Vitaphone

general manager of

department at Warand his assistant Stanley J.
Hand, have resigned.

ners,

Quotations
High Low

Am.
Am.

Close

Sales

45
45
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Pfd... 44^ 4454 44 7^
800
•Balaban & Katz
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Nat'l

•First
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Fox Film "A"... 72Ji
Fox Theaters "A". 23ji
Project..
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Loew's, Inc
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Metro-Gold. Pfd... 25
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 13^
Pathe Exch. "A". 427/<

Paramount B'way. 98K
35
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ttRoxy Common
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Skouras
••Stan.

Bros.
Co. of

.

Univ. Pict. Pfd.
Universal Pictures
.

•

••

71^
23
13

47^4
25

47'/5

25
13>i

13J^
41

42%

98^

98J4

33
lO'A
50

so

Am.

Trans-Lux Screen

Warner
Warner

50

.

7iH
23

Pictures

.

»H

8-5i

98
.

42^
29/3

severe critics but
they can give you
helpful ideas for

betterment of
programs.

8,

and Northern

New

Laemmle Birthday Dinner Set
Universal em
Universal City
ployes are planning a birthday din
ner Jan. 17, to celebrate Carl Laem
Mary Pickfor
mle's 60th birthday.
Fairbanks
will
b
and Douglas
Films of earl
hostess and host.
days are to be a feature of the din
ner which is to take the form c
an alumni gathering of players an^
directors formerly associated wit

—

Laemmle.
Goulding to Direct
Los Angeles Alf Goulding will di
rect "The New Boy," Syd Chaplin'
next picture for Warners.

—

"Better 'Ole in Chicago"
Chicago— "The Better 'Ole" now
playing at the Woods.

1926

States.

Supple Joins Imported
Ed Supple, former director of publicity
for Pathe, has been named
director of advertising and publicity
for Imported Pictures Corp., headed
by Walter W. Kofeldt.

Barthelmess Returns
Richard Barthelmess arrived yesterday on the Majestic, after a vacation
He will later go to Burin Europe.
bank, to begin work under a new
contract with First National.

Hal Roach
PRE$EMTS

,

CHARLEY'
-^

IN

"

THERE
A/N'T

NO

SANTA ^
CLAUS"'

EUGENIA

Develop

—

New

Faces

an elaborate production
handcoloring by

Color Photography Aids Stock
Developments in color photography
are aiding stock of Eastman Kodakto maintain a firm tone, according to
belief on the stock market.

is

/8w^.
The Perfect Handcoloring

John D.Tippett, Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

the

Film
528 Riverside Drive
.Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776
of

you think of

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.
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INSURANCE
you are thinking

S
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riUR

and Theatrical insurance for

Co., Inc.

Broadway

N. Y. C.

Bryant 3048

tllOMlflWfllH

real estate

assignments.

All

transactions

in

strict

confidence.

^hur W. Stebbins &
1540

BROADWAY

department will make
loans on mortgages and against rental

Specialists in Motion Picture
the past fifteen years

NEVER DISAPPOmr

Chromos Trading Company

of

N

1

i

Returning to Germany
Lola Kreulzberg, German produce
sails for Germany today, after spend
ing several weeks in the Unite

B
When

I

Jersey.

1,600

H

400
42
28
5,700
41Ji 42,300

19261

Harry Brown in New York
"Black Bottom" Sold
Harry
ISiti!BffiSB
J. Brown, production manWilliam R. Wilkerson, producer of
ager for Ken Maynard, arrived in
"Black Bottom" announces the rights
New York yesterday bringing with This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishecj
have been sold to the State Film Co.,
youi|
him the print of "The Overland FREE for all Pathecomedies at
729 7th Ave., for Greater New York
Exchange.
Stage," Maynard's new picture.

from the year's high.

"A". 42K
Bond Market
Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia Market rt Bid and Ask
Pict.

papermen are

—

200

97-^
41/2
26
39}i

news-

local

Must
Stanley Stock Breaks
Angeles In a move to secure
Los
Philadelphia
Further
heavy selling
2,700
new
Famous is charging each
faces.
200 of
Stanley stock,
precipitating
a
contract,
its
directors
under
of
break
of
points
to
featured
78,
7j^
2,600
the rewith
averaging
about
20,
Selling was provoked
300 trading here.
300 by news of the death of Jules E. sponsibility of developing one new
2,800
Mastbaum. The lower level made a face for the screen each year.
1
net decline of more than 10 points
in the last two days and IS points
The finishing touch of refinement on

80K

.

.

Your
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$200

First Prize in the "Laugh Month"
exploitation contest is $200 and not
$250 as previously announced by the

Saulnier.

o
Exhibitors'

8,

Suite 1207-8

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
•Phone Watkins 4522

ALLAN A.LOWNES. CEN.MGR

1

"The

Canadian"
Pulled the
biggest

crowds in

New
last

York
week at

the

new

Paramount
Theatre
mM

Better

even than
"Tin Gods'^
V(y>«aSi<J

VAVW

Another
from

hit

Paramount
o.p»

^""^"""It (picture
<czns.

nue

No Tax
DAJLV TIPS WHICH

MUM DOUACS

FOC SUOWMCN

Relief

(M-G-M)
Three days preceding the opening,
story appeared in the Daily Sentinel referring to a note sipncd "Mar-

a

which had been found and

triierite"

turned over to Sheriff

"Ledger" Eulogizes

For

{Continued from Page

from

—

other

questions before it, and will
have no time for lengthy arguments.

"The Quarterback"

insure

second

many

late

in

January.

Lincoln, Neb.

"3

—

Bad Men"
(Fox)

N'fivelty

ballyhoo with 8x10 cards

which are hung on business house
doors after closing hours. The card
Gone to See '3 Bad
read: "Closed.
Men.' Now at the California Thea-

On the marquee was hung 12x
Nick Turner, California,
banner.
Stockton, Cal.
ter."

35

Sixth U-B Cleveland House Opens
Cleveland The Tmi)erial, 1,50(1 seat
house, built by the Universal-Brody
interests at Kinsman Road and East
142nd St., has opened. This is the
sixth house in the Cleveland chain
of houses built by Dr. B. \. Brody
and controlled by the U-B interests.
Lowell Cash, former manager of the
Kinsman, another of the U-B houses,
is manager of the new house.

—

bution of
in

its

"First Division Pictures"

Canada through Canadian Educa-

Eight
tional Films, Ltd.
uled for early release.
Island"
"Devil's
showed thrn>ighout

will

are sched-

be

road-

sphinx

director,

in
HI'

A

feminine elevator opera-

A

-

]k
fc

She hesitated

seventh floor.

said, "I better stop, or
there will be trouble." She had

ayid

of stars and execuShe opened the elevator
door and a little colored boy,
visions
tives.

black as charcoal, stepped
*

in.

*

*
is

telling a story

about William H. Crane, who
has been on the stage for more
than 60 years. Crane now lives

Hollywood and recently
in
dropped into a casting office.
"Have you ever been on the
stage?" asked the director.
*

One

Elizabeth and Kimberley are
also included in the plan, while a
pumber of theaters are to be re-

Port

Bank

CUl

i

'or

of

when

entered his employ
office

cm

*

*

the most efficient
workers in the industry is
Belle Goldstein, who has been
secretary to Adolph Zukor
She
for the past 11 years.

combination house and a second picture house as well.
Bloomfontein,

iillO

was

in the
building.
*

iiiin(

ifre

sion

his

rk

Columbia

IK

I

*

*

Executives are entering athletia
on a big scale. N. L. Nathanson is
president of the Toronto club of tM
National Hockey league. Nathansoti iSta
could supply music for his hockey
games, if he assembled his brothers m
who all played in the Minneapolis^!'Journal Newsboys' band years ago
By the way, N. L. blew a "mean'
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January 2-8 has been designated by
lected for the first objective, but the F. B. O. as National Witwer Week,
grand jury termed the "blue" statute in honor of the author of "Bill
an "ancient law," in refusing to re- Grimm's Progress" and "The Wise
crackers," a series of
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rked
ick
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"Better

Arranges Distribution Deal
Chadwick has arranged for distri-

assistant

tor in the Paramount building
is still latighing.
Saturday,
she heard a buzz on the

July with accommodations
for 1,750. A theater at Pietermaritnburg of equal size is the second development in the program, while two
new theaters are planned for Johannesburg.
In Cape Town a cinemade luxe is contemplated, as is also a

turn an indictment.

ilii

Fw

dash.

in

Reformers Continue

efficienc>

cameraman, speed; assistant director

1)

modeled and renovated along mod"Film Fun" Sold
"Film Fun," fan magazine, has been ern lines. It is said in South Africa
Sunday before play date, a special >old by the Leslie-Judge Company that the cost of this project will tota'
several million pounds sterling.
screening was held for the high school to the Dell Publishing Co.
Curtis
and university football teams, the Mitchell continues as editor.
newspaper men, and the football
coaches. The opinions of these men
Hess K. C. Manager
were embodied in all the theater ads.
Kansas City S. H. Hess IS new
of
University
the
of
Bearg
Coach
(Continued from Pacie 1)
manager of the Mainstreet.
Nebraska received an autographed
now are closed on the Sabbath, acfrom Richard Dix which
football
cording to Mrs. Florence Snider,
Guild Plans Berlin Branch
brought forth a write-up in the UniMrs. Anna Reynolds and Mrs. Emma
To
establish
closed
contact
with
versity newspaper. This autographed
German
producers. Film Arts Guild v'osburgh, leaders of the movement,
football was given a display in an
who say no organization is backing
will
open
a branch in Berlin in charge
street
important window on the main
their efforts.
Lorain has been seof
Harry
Knopf,
who
returns
to Gerto

—

more speed and
productions,

members of his staff. The nick
names are: continuity clerk, trouble

(Paramount)

—

his

for

Building In Africa
opened

s*

Fred New
meyer has adopted brief nicknames
in

Tom Wise
(Continued from Page

ot
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RALPH WILK

By

—

of the business section that caters
W. S. Perutz, Lincoln,
college men.

Little

1)

TO

1926

8,

d

A

1)

he was a munificent supporter and he
gave freely also wherever there was
tion whatever to the President's sug- suffering to be relieved or needy to
gestion for a temporary cut in in- be assisted.
One of his latest accome taxes, and will not do so for tivities, in which he was deeply inat least ten days, that period being terested only a few days before his
re<iuired for the final drafting of the fatal illness, was an effort to bring
bill to return to Germany property
to the attention of the state its unseized during the war.
Furthermore, paid obligation to the Mothers AsRepresentative
William Green of sistance Fund.
Iowa, chairman of the committee,
"Mr. Mastbaum's benefactions were
already has announced his opposi- many and unheralded.
One of his
tion to the plan, in which he is joinmost striking public gifts, was that
ed by numerous other prominent Re- of his collection of Rodin bronzes and
publican members, both in the House replicas to the city to be placed in
and the Senate.
This magnificent conthe museum.
On the other hand, the Democrats tribution to the art treasures of Phihave determined to attempt to force ladelphia reflected only one of his
the Reiniblicans to consider tax re- many interests and will long remain
duction.
Before the close of the last as a double memorial to the great
session, they were attacking the ad- French sculptor, and to the great
ministration for its failure to reduce hearted donor, who was an honor to
taxes immediately, now they will have his own people and to the communheavier artillerv in the shape of the ity which he served both generously
$383,000,000 surplus which the Treas- ard ablv."
from Page

Collier for inof a mysterious
message indicated the
girl was being held captive at the
laboratory of Oliver Haddo. Subsequent stories revealed Haddo was an
with
eccentric
magician
possesed
the hallucination that it was within
his power to produce life by combining certain chemicals with the
blood of a virgin girl. Since it was
also intimated that Haddo had been
an inmate of an insane asylum at
one time, fear was generally anticipated for the unknown Marguerite's
After a supposed search for
safety.
the couple for two days, Haddo de- ury is expected
to show at the close
clared himself to the authorities bv of the
fiscal year.
way of a note stating "You should
In his message, the President
know that it is useless as well as dan- nitely presents Congress with defithe
affairs"
in
my
gerous to meddle
choice of returning this surplus to
which, incidentally, is a sub-title from the taxpayers
or putting it on the
Haddo followed public debt.
"The Magician."
Congress
will be divided
this with another note announcing into tiiree camps
on
the question
that he and Marguerite would cast one favoring
the President's plan.
their reflections on the screen of the one pushing for
permanent reductheater at a definite time, the day the tions and a third
recommending reCollier
Sheriff
to
open.
was
picture
duction of the debt.
As a result
was informed of the stunt in advance tliere probably will be no
action
and permitted the theater to use his taken.
The session has less than
BurMaude
publicity.
name in all
three months to run, with many
ford, Avalon, Grand Junction, Colo.

Though

vestipation.
nature, the

Wednesday, December

DAILV
DAI

Industry In Sight

(C uiilimicd

"The Magician"

^^U^

Way" Opens

Capitol

—

Worcester, Mass
Elmer Daniels
has chosen 'The Better Way" for
the

opening

attraction

of

his

tkar

new

Capitol Saturday.

Bern Arriving Thursday
Paul Bern, recently appointed gen-

the Dominion. eral assistant to Irving Thalberg at
Harry H. Thomas has returned to the M-G-M studios, arrives in New
New York after working on the deal. York tomorrow,

*V
150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

ans

—

—

Wednesday, December

8,

ndustry Shocked

1926

By

The

Zukor Overcome

Mastbaum's Death
(.Continued

from Page

When

1)

The attack followed his return
Dm Annapolis, where he had gone
confer with officials of the naval
in an effort to secure a

:ademy

on

the

Navy

game

Adolph

for

"I
than

Funeral services are to be held at
P.M., Thursday, from the Mast.um home, according to arrange:nts completed last night.

my

that

makes

realize

impossible

it

for

me

whom

as

ment we

ways

memorials

to him.

He was

an enthusiast and great
Joseph P. Kennedy.

development
of
the
Rodin
Museum for which plans had been
drawn.
Mastbaum was an ardent
collector of Rodin sculptures. On his
the

Tribute Paid

that a
direction would
ive been taken next year.
All of Mastbaum's deals, which he
variably engineered himself, were
lectacular.
From the time he began
cpanding the Stanley chain up to the
me of his death, his deals were
this

arked by a confidence and boldness
hich

were

his
characteristic
of
i)nfidence in the future of the inastry.
His most recent acquisition
as the purchase of control in the
jtarry
Davis Enterprises of Pittsjrgh in a transaction involving
l?,000,000 and 24 theaters.
This has brought the total of the:ers in the company's chain to 234,
ctending from New York to Virnia,

ew

and embracing Pennsylvania,
Maryland,

Delaware,
Jersey,
'istrict of Columbia and
inia.

Mastbaum

was an
Taking

West

constructive albusiness, seeking

The death of Jules Mastbaum is
not only a great shock to his thousands of friends, but is also a grave
loss

to

the

picture

Mastbaum was one
friends for

Mr.

industry.
of

my

personal

many

years, and I simply
cannot find words to express my
feelings at this sad news.
He was
blessed with a personality that instantly won hirh friends and these
friends he always held throughou'
his
life
by his integrity and his
generosity.
deepest sympathy
goes to his family and his co-workers
of the Stanley company.
Jesse L.

"His passing marks the end of the
of one of the greatest con-

career

structive forces in this business.
I
it a great personal
loss
to the
industry it means a loss that will be
hard to fill. Richard A. Rowland.

—

feel

—

I have lost a dear friend.
He was
always a splendid force for good.
His every action proved that. Words
fail me.
Nicholas M. Schenck.

—

—

Lasky.

There are too few men

Mastbaum

have

lost

a

devoted

friend

— Joseph

Plunkett.

great shock to me.

He was

like Jules
business.
His loss
a terrific one to

therefore means
those engaged in this industry
field R. Sheehan.

We

a personal friend of mine
death is a great shock to
Major K. E. Thompson, KeithAlbee.
his

—

Philadelphia

Exactly a week before Mastbaum
he was the toastmaster at an
important local function.
Jay
Emanuel, prominent exchange man-

died,

was

at

the

dinner.

THE FILM DAILY

He

—

—

and Harry Cohn.

One

of the finest characters in the
I considered Jules
is gone.
best friends.
Mastbaum one of

^^

industry

my

Only

three

with him.
of

weeks ago I had dinner
He was the personification

This

life.

is

indeed a real

loss.

James R. Grainger.
I am
He was

at the news.
personal friend. His
was a great constructive personality
working for the upbuilding of the in-

dustry.

shocked

terribly

a

warm

— E.

^/^
^

^

J

You'll

Laugh

Till

You Cry

"^^Sunshine of

Paradise Alley'
You'll

Cry

Till

You Laugh

W. Hammons.

The industry has lost one of its
all have suffered
biggest men.
Robert T. Kane.
in a deep personal loss

1100,000 a year.
He has been well described as one
Philadelphia's
most prominent
tizens.
He had pride in his native
ty.
This pride was reflected not
One
;erely in words but in deeds.
the projects nearest his heart was

Mourns

(.Continued from Page 1)

—

We

outstanding

)

— Win-

He was

and
me.

ager,
It is a

in this

Vir-

hilanthropist.
the lead
I
charitable undertakings, he donad hundreds of thousands of dollars
charity, his bequests averaging well
srer

this

told

yesterday that
a man of extraordinary ability, great at that time he observed that Mastpersonal magnetism, and dynamic baum looked wan and tired.
Howfeel Jules Mastbaum's death as force.
He was one of the biggest ever, while physically worn, in spirit
a deep personal loss.
He was a men in the industry. Hugo Riesen- Mastbaum was his usual self jovial
dear friend.
His business dealings feld.
and humorous.
with us were always marked with a
spirit of fairness.
Joe Brandt, Jack

—

step in

in

always the common good. The
death of Jules E. Mastbaum
is
a real loss indeed.
His
place will not easily be filled.
Will H. Hays.

—

—

while a deal was imnding with Col. Fred Levy which
I
ould have meant the extension of
admired and respected him a
e Stanley activities in the state of great deal as a powerful figure for
Many believed that a good in the industry. He was a
entucky.
oser affiliation with First National splendid man.
Major Edward Bowes.

Mastbaum's mind and

He was

loss.

a creator,
leader.

He was the best fellow that ever
last trip abroad, he collected 40 pieces
company.
and was especially enthusiastic about lived. Al Lichtman.
For some years, it was the aim of them when interviewed by
a reporter
astbaum to develop his enterprise for THE FILM DAILY
as the
his own territory only.
It was not
A tremendous loss. He was a fine
Majestic came up New York harbor
itil
this year the organization de- last August.
and able man, who did tremendous
It was significant that,
rmined to step out of its chosen despite the other notables on board, things in building up this industry.
ihere and take on theaters in conMastbaum's suite was thronged with F. C. Munroe.
juous territories.
In quick suc- more newspaper men
and women
ssion then came deals with the than any other on the
boat.
His
ark Strand organization in New genial personality was known and felt
This is the greatest shock and loss
ork City and New York State; the not only in this business but in other the industry has ever suffered.
We
abians in Northern New Jersey; and lines of endeavor as well.
have lost a great man and a great
e Rowland and Clark circuit in
friend.
In his death I personally

jfinite

I

deal in, created the splendid
Stanley theaters which will stand as

e

as in

am

inexpressively shocked
and deeply grieved.
He was
my friend and I mourn his

My

ittsburgh

Hays Shocked

he did the

to

firm

)on the death of his brother Stanley
r
Jules had a life-long affec)n,
the latter assumed charge of

realized

importance of motion pictures
in the general social fabric, and his
keen vision and trust in the continuance of the form of entertain-

Famous

"I am profoundly shocked.
I cannot believe it.
It seemed it was only
the other day I was talking to him
and now he is cut down at the very
height of his career.
Jules Mastbaum
was one of my closest personal
friends and I always looked upon him
as one of the great, constructive, farseeing men of the picture industry.
His loss will be felt heavily for a
long time to come.
My heart goes
out to his family and his associates
in their hour of sorrow."

Bros,

Few

vital

it."

obtained the
following
as
expressive
of
Zukor's feelings:

of Jules E. Mastbaum
:ds
one of the most spectacular
reers in the history of the industry,
id came at a time when the veteran
ider was engaged on his most
nbitious expansion program.
Mastbaum became active in the exbition end of the industry about
even years ago in the direction of

and Fleischer, a
working in conjunction
ith what was then known as the
anley Circuit.
Seven years ago,

more

friend.

Later,

BrilHant Career

astbaum

He was

talk.

There was an in.
describable something that had grown
up between us in the last 15 years

The death

alty

cannot

industry loses an executive
outstanding personality and cap-

ability.

was

say:

!iiladelphia.

A

Zukor

THE

of

asked by
FILM DAILY
for a statement on the death of
Jules E. Mastbaum, he was so
overcome he was able only to

tal.

ay-off

—

—

His death removes from the industry one of its most powerful men.
It

is

a

distinct

shock to

me.— Sam

Katz.

i

deeply grieved to learn of his
The industry can ill afford
death.
to lose a man of his calibre.— Sidney
R. Kent.
I

am
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Ready-Made
million kiddies know the
story of "Old Ironsides."
That many have contrib-

$23,276,883

SIX

their pennies and their
nickels to the fund which will
restore the famous old frigate.
Now comes the picture. Will
those kiddies rush to see it?
Give them half a chance and

uted

watch what happens. The Cruze

IS

TICKETJX

TOTAL
IN

YEAR

Mayor Pays
{By Wire

and Acting

closed

in

annual report of the

the

is

work.
.Beery

How

Outstanding are Wally
and George Bancroft.
Their
they do troupe!

comedy

is

Repeal

Bill

{Washington Bureau

Washington

—

of

of a magnifying
lens attached to a special projector, an image filling a 30 by
40 ft. screen was shown. All of

Through use

of the Ways and Means Committee. Reduction of the corporation
levy to 11 per cent, also is provided
in the measure.
"Taxes on admissions and club
{Continued on Page 2)

—

Newspapers

cheer.

know

and

Freeland Kendrick,

Mayor

of Philadelphia.

ALABAMA TAX THREAT

Aid

and King Features Syndicate, Inc., newswith the
When that happens, you paper syndicate, has tied up
Committee.
Month
Laugh
you've got something National

to rise to their feet

King

Features

WORRIESJXHIBITORS

Syndicate

serves

down

part of the day.
It was a
question if all exhibitors could be
reached.
Those who were, at once
signified their intention of so doing.

The board
pany

New Governor to Push Bill
at Double Session of
Ala.

new

John

of directors of the

com-

meet on Friday to

elect

understood
McGuirk of Sablotsky and

president.

J.

It

is

will be elected.
He is now
vice-president.
The Philadelphia interests which
are understood to hold a preponder{Continucd on Page 6)
first

Legislature
Montgomery.

a

will

McGuirk

— Exhibitors

of

this state are redoubling their efforts
to forestall adverse legislation which

the battle stuff was projected in Ontario Plans Repeal
Ottawa Abolishment of the amusethat fashion. The innovation is
most interesting. Only de luxe ment tax on tickets up to 35 cents
in value for the theaters of the Provtheaters will find it practical beince of Ontario will become effective
cause of cost and physical hand- at the end of April, 1927. This much
ling.
It is an effect, however, became certain following the sweep
which big houses should inves- of the Conservative Party under
Ferguson in the Ontario
This, since it is certain Premier
tigate.
elections Dec. 1, the Tories gaining
to carry; a tremendous kick when
{Continued on Page 2)
When
flashed on the screen.
the Constitution appeared, bearto
ing down over the very heads
"Laugh
that
indication
Further
of the audience and with every
January, 1927, has become a
Month"—
sail set, many spectators were national idea, is found in the fact that

moved

on everybody's lips; the unexpected
death of Jules E. Mastbaum.
All exchanges will be inactive today except for actual shipments of
shows to fill play dates. The Stanley
theaters will remain closed until six
o'clock.
Services will be held at the
Mastbaum home, 1816 Rittenhouse
Square at 2 o'clock.
The executive headquarters of the
Stanley Co. of America will be
closed all day. Late yesterday efforts
were being made to reach a'.l indc
pendent exhibitors in Philadelphia in
an effort endeavor to have them close

is

absolutely delicious. ber

The Magnascope

—

charity knew no limits of race,
color or religion.

W.

Carry

Founder

Launched
THE FILM DAILY)

Repeal of admission
provided for in the Democratic
tax bill, introduced in the
House yesterday by Representative
John R. Garner, ranking party memtaxes

sympathy

.whose

citizen

Will

Policies of Stanley

Philadelphia There was little business in motion pictures transacted
here yesterday. There was one topic

over the passing of a leading

Jimmy

Cruze's finest picture, not excepting "The Covered Wagon." And that is saying much. For the cast, there
All do good
is much praise.

it

—

His philanthropy and charitable
works are a towering monument to his memory and Philadelphia bows its head in sorrow

Commissioner

of Internal Revenue.
"Ironsides" opened Monday. Of this amount,
$22,997,106 was colThis is written on Wednesday. lected on tickets sold at the box ofSurveying the picture in the cool fice at established prices and $279,calm of reflection, all of those 777 on other sales, included in which
were $140,909 collected on sales at
things which first impressed places other than
box office, $106,For 297 on box office sales in excess of
again stick in the mind.
the direction, it can be said that
(.Continued on Page 8)

Leader

Out

useful, prominent and beloved
citizens.
He was a leader in
every activity which had for
its purpose the advancement of
Philadelphia and its citizens.

aggregating

$23,276,883 were collected upon adpicture has an audience ready- missions to theaters
during the fiscal
made all over America.
year ended June 30, last, it is dis-

Direction

New

Tribute

THE FILM DAILY)

K

THE FILM DAILY)

—Taxes

to

Philadelphia In the death of
Jules
Mastbaum, Philadelphia has lost one of its most

Admissions
Washington

Price 5 Cents

Mastbaum Funeral Today;
McGuirk Slated as Successor

RevenueBureau Announces
Income From Theater
{Washington Bureau of

1926

9,

certain to be proposed in the legislature this year.
Calling of a special session of the lawmakers by Gov.
is

W. W. Brandon is being looked upon with misgivings, because of the
number of bills pending.
Added to this, is the forthcoming
{Continued on Page 8)

To Attend Funeral
The industry yesterday continued
stunned by the death of Jules
E.
Mastbaum.
All
through the
trade, his unfortunate end was the
chief topic of discussion.
On every
hand tributes to his sterling attributes
to be

were heard.
Important executives at once made
arrangements to attend the funeral
There are approximately 125 laboraservices at the Mastbaum home. 1816
tories and about 20 film libraries
Rittenhouse Square, Philadelphia at
throughout the United
scattered
two o'clock this afternoon.
Burial
States and Canada, a survey conducSinai
will
be
in
Mt.
Cemetery,
ted for 1927 Film Year Book reveals.
Frankfort.
Although most of them are located
Adolph Zukor, Jesse L. Lasky,
Hollywood,
a
in
and
York
in New

125 "Labs" In

U.

S.

Sidney R. Kent, Sam Katz, Nicholas
M. Schenck, Robert Lieber and

{Continued on Page 2)

Sheridan Square to Loew
The Sheridan Square, Twelfth

{Cortinued on Page 6)
St.

Stanley Stock Recovers
on Dec. 23 will
around 2,000 newspapers, and readers and Seventh Ave.,
chain of Loew thethe
to
added
To offset selling on
milbe
Philadelphia
many
The Widescope Process
to
mount
of its material
It will the death of the company's president,
aters in Greater New York.
Famous has Magnascope neatly
{Continued on Page 2)
present continuous pictures.
forced covering of Stanley shorts
sewed up through ownership and by
however,
carried the quotation 2^4 points above
principle,
The
patents.
Sennett Studios Reopen
22
the previous day's closing, makinc
Dec.
has been used before. One is known
Closes
Hur"
"Ben
Los Angeles With two companies
This is
a net recovery of over five points
as the Widescope phocess.
its run of 51
close
will
Hur"
"Ben
within
start
to
third
on the market. The basic principle at work and a
weeks at the Embassy with the even- above that day's low. It closed yesthe Mack Sennett studio
involves the use of a wide angle lens. fortnight,
terday at 83.
ing performance Dec. 22.
have been reopened.

that's in.

—

—
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a letter to the committee

75 out of the 112 seats in the legis

The new assembly

London,

through as promised.
Abolishment
up to the 25 cent limit will then
become law sixty days after the bill

\V.
S,

Pari'!

I.,

Rue

— La

Cinematographic

Saulnier.

called

early

February

in

amusement tax

revision

will

be

and

will

the
be put

which means April or early

passes,

May.

Financial
The general tendency

for almost all film
yesterday were for fractional depresthough no notable declines resulted.

Stanley Co., buoyed by the news of the late
Jules Mastbaum's $1,000,000 protective policy
for the company recovered 2^ points, closing
at 83.
Amcr. Seating, Pfd. was the only
listed stock to experience a rise, going up
on a turn-over of 400.

H

Quotations
High

Am.
Am.

Vtc
Pfd
•Balaban & Katz
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
Seat.
Seat.

AS'A
45

Low
44^
45

Close

73'A

NafJ. Pfd..
Fox Film "A"
72H
Fox Theaters "A" 23
Project
Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.
Intern'l

.

47Ji

7\'4
23

47"

.

Exch. "A". 42ji
Paramount B'way. 98)4
ttRoxy Units
34

Pathe

.

ttRoxy Common
Skouras
••St.an.

Bros.
Co. of

..

...

11 J^

SO

32 }4
lO'A
50

S'A

.

Warner
Warner

98

Am.

Trani^-Lux Screen
'Univ. Pict
Pfd..
'Universal Pictures
Pictures.

«

29

"A". 4IJ4
Last Prices Quoted
Pict.

Philadelphia Market

European Week on Broadway
An unofiticial European picture
week, is being observed on Broadway. At the Cohan, "Michael Strogoff," French film, is enjoying a run,
while the Capitol is playing "Faust,"
German production. "Manon Les-

S'A

71^^
23

"Metropolis" Next at Cohan
"Metropolis," German film declared
1,000

300
3,866

uy^
42K

'266
500

98 J4

12

t

be

the

at the

Cohan.

"Michael Strogof?"
picture, imported
by Famous, is said to have cost
Ufa 20,000,000 gold marks or about

The

his

added

at-

tractions with the certainty that they
will

make good on
profit

the National

been signed by Howard Hughes,
production head of the Caddo Co., to
make "Two Arabian Nights" for release through United Artists.
picture will be made by John

The

W.

Considine, Jr.

his promise.

Fitzer Buys Exchanges
Buffalo, N. Y.
Morris Fitzer has
purchased the Bond Film Exchange,

—

owners every- with offices here and at Albany. Fitby participating in zer operates the Savoy at Syracuse.

theater

believe

"I

where can

A. Film
Milestone has

him

for

possible

upon

Laugh Month Campaign

and hope they

will take

advantage of

the opportunity."

3

More Companies
In Campaign

To Aid

Three companies have joined the

panies producing or distributing short
subjects are now participating
financially in the drive.
The three firms whose definite commitments have been received since the
F.B.O., Rafirst announcement are
The
yart and Hal Roach Studios.
others participating in the campaign
include Pathe, Educational, Universal, This
Christie, Weiss Bros., Jacques
stein and Life Publishing Co.

Kop-

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

Way to U. S.
Moskine, star of "Michael
Culver City Production has been Strogof?," is en route to America.
postponed on "The Wind," in order He is to appear in "Moskow" for
to permit Clarence Brown to start Universal, which has signed him to
The star's
"The Trail of '98" which M-G-M a long-term contract.
will film in Alaska.
Winter condi- name of Mosjoukine, was changed
tions are more favorable now.
to Moskine.
Brown Given New Assignment

200

41

1,200
6,800

Bond Market
Ask

ft Bid and

—

—

Ivan

APPLIED INTELLIGENCE

York.

A

it

Make U.

— Lewis

§5,000,000 to produce.

Keith Back In Hollywood
Hollywood Ian Keith lias returned after working in "Womanhood,"

New

most costly picture ever

will follow

makes

to dwell strongly

Milestone to

Hollywood

Moskine on

50
83
S'A
97}^
42
27 'A

H

27'A
40J4

to

made,

from Presi-

Laugh Month band wagon since the
is
at the
Cameo, announcement of the original consecond week, and tributors was made. In all, ten com-

9,500

13

47
25

German,

caut,"

S'A
101

•First

on

tickets up to 15
cents and two-cents on tickets from
16 to 45 cents.
Under the new plan,
the lowest tax will be two cents on
tickets from 26 to 45 cents.

levy

rounding out a
"Potemkin," Russian, is the Biltmore
feature.
"The Golem," German, is
200 playing at the Fifth Ave. Playhouse.

64'/,

Inspect.

tax scale calls for a

900
400

45

F.astman Kodak ..122>4 122 J4 122J4
Famous Players ..A19'4 118
llS/i
•Fam. Play, Pfd..
124/,

*Film

Sales

44?^

.

dent Eli Whitney Collins, states:
"National Laugh Month has my
most hearty endorsement, and I sincerely hope that it will be given complete cooperation all over the nation,"
he writes:
"I am glad that the quality of the
short subjects now being offered the
exhibitor

The present
one-cent

issues
sions,

1)

dues are paid by the great masses of
the people," explained the congressman. "They are constant reminders

Ontario Plans Repeal

lature.

Francaise,

Launched

from Page

check-up shows that more than 20
comic strips as "Bringing Up Father,
important cities have laboratories. "Katzenjammer
"Happy
Kids,"
The figure, however, does not include Plooligan, Abie the Agent" and scores
and annoyances and essentially war
those operated directly in studios.
of others.
taxes and should be repealed.
We
Jliis
would swell the total conThe organization is circularizmg have been constantly increasing corsiderably since practically all imporLaugh
accounts with special
its
poration taxes in order to reduce or
tant studios have laboratories of their
Month Material— letters, broadsides, repeal other taxes. It is only fair
own.
thumbnail mats, etc.
now to release these taxes when the
Film libraries, totaling about 20, are
All of this is in addition to the condition
of
the
treasury clearly
located in about a half-dozen implan already in operation by the Com- warrants such action."
portant cities. Most of these libraries
mittee, through which contact is being
Repeal of the tax on admissions
have headquarters in either New York
established with every daily news- and dues would cost the Government
or Hollywood, centers of production,
paper in the country.
$25,000,000 and the cut in corporaand in their vaults are contained miltion taxes $230,000,000, according to
lions of feet of film available for proM.P.T.O.A. President
the representative who seeks other
ducers.
reductions totaling $335,000,000.
He
Endorses "Laugh Month"
figures the treasury surplus at $500,National Laugh Month has been
000,000.
officially endorsed by the M.P.T.O.A.,

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Washiiii:'
II
9794, r^ondon -Ernest \V. Frcdman,
The Film Renter, 58, Gre.it Marllxirough St.,

—

I

Bill

(.Continued

.

lOHN W. ALICOATE

Repeal

(Continued from Pane 1)

1926

9,

in

Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

INC.

W.

A. Futter, Pres.
130 West 46th St,
Bryant 8181

AMALGAMATED

Everybody knows something about Life Insurance.

But many of our
clients have only recently learned how to apply this knowledge to
prevent the stoppage of their financial program by the Last Event.
We have a highly developed Life Insurance service worthy of any
man's consideration.

COMPLETE LABORATORY
/NU TITLK SERVICE

Original Negatives of Everything

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for

CONSULT

Picture Theatres
INCORPORATCO

The Standard
723 7th *ve.. H.Y

I^SMHAfUCK

of the Industry
C.

Bryant 5450-1
80

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

Y.

C.

'I

BROKERS ft
r
Telephone John 3080

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

i:

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

City

See Michael Strogoff
by all means." "
Hdrriette Underhill—N.Y. Tribune

^^Thrilling in the extreme.

Highly ii^Iodrainatic/^
John

'%,

S.

Cohen,

Jr.

—

^?.

Y. Sun

Welcome
and valuable addition to American
^^Every bit exciting aiid vlYid.
screen*

/ff"

*»>

,

/

BwoUynDaUyEaeU

S^ireef; aiid llEish.

Punch

imA:mispe0m You will

0m Wm^^

ledve until
W

Qwinn Martin— N. Y. World

nPossessfs that rarto quality-suspense.
"-"-n- Tim«
Interest never ceases.*?^
m-"'"""'

^^ W^ll^
fOf''
fi»^

^**^

i^-

A UNIVERSAL
FILM de FRANCE TRIUMPH
Presented by

CARL LAEMMLE

it

remember

If you

24
Sheet

SAMDY
you'll never forget

li(f

SUMMER BACHELORS
Here^s another

list

Karl HoblitzeUe
—

Dallas

Ft.

— Houston — San Antonio,
Ala. —
Rock, Ark.

Worth

Birmingham,

Loei;«r
15

District,

Worcester

Richmond,

—

N.

Y.

Trenton, N.

C.

— Everett,

Springfield,

Pantages Circuit
Memphis,

Tenn.

Francisco,

Cal.

I.

— Salt

Lake,

U.

— Kansas

City,

Mo.

— San

J. Hoffman Circuit
— New Britain — Torrington — Ansonia — Willimantic,

Hart/ord

Diego— San

Conn.

Harry Goldberg
Sun

Tl.c.itrc.

Orr.jlia.

Olympic Theatre Corp.
Utica.

J.

N. Y.

Rapi'h,

la

— Waterloo,

— Greenfield,

Jose,

«J.
Cal.

Columbus, ShelbyvUle, Ind.

j|

Mass.

Healey

SmaU-Strasburg Circuit
C—

U. K.

Ascher Brothers

£. F. Re'

N.

B'klyn.— L.

Y.

Rockford,

Martinsville,

& M.

Haverhill,

Angeles Theatres

8

I.

Fitchburg,

—
—

& Katz

G. S.

111.— Joliet,

III.— Streator,

'Muncie,
111.

— Bloomington — La

Pergola Theatre
AUentown,
Pa.

Rill

Salle,

lU.

R.

Id:

t

Marion, O.

111.

111.— Aurora,

lirs,
Mass.

Winston Salem, N

Theatres.

Waukegan. 111. Galesburg— Elgin
La Crosse, Wis. Quincy, 111.

la.

Frank Rembusch
Indiana Theatres

— San

'Stockton

Bufhe;

Easton, Pa.

Midwest Circuit

A. Frank
Cclar

— Berkeley — Fresno

Balaban

Ai.i-

t

Pa.

C. D.

111.

17 Theatres, Chicago,

H. Wheeler

Montgomery.

Chester,

J.

Far West Theatre, Inc.
Los
20

Ncbrask.i.

Pa.

Wm. Pel

West Coast —Theatres
Oakland

Palace T
Bethlehem,

G« Kerasotes [Strand]

Mass.

are in fori

[Ritz Theatre}

Ind.
Ind.

M. Hirshfield

Circuit

Quincy

Katzenbach

Terre Haute,

Circuit

Moe Mark
—
Lynn

S. P*
Tex

Little

Thcatrts— Met.

showmen who

of live-wire

Chirf!

Ind.

W.

Be

Sheboygan, Wis.

R. K. MC||
Oshkosh, Wis.

I

tfk

'

BOM EVERY ANGUS/
TIE^UPS!
NEWSPAPERS!
McCLURES MAGAZINE!
200

THE BOOK!

r'^e
'

fifth

now

edition)

8elltna
selling

'
1

f

'

and now
take

a shot at some of

the

CASH POSTERS!
Get one of the Press Books and see
the other

BIQ
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heatre]
I

demy o£ Music]
[Shea]

Goetz Brothers [Vogue]
Kenosha, Wis.

Goetz Brothers
Beloit,

Goetz Brothers
Id)

Grand]

Majestic]
:

P.

[Strand Tlieatre]

Conn.

Adams

Patterson,

[Beverly]

Wis.

Mary Vuono
Stamford,

!•

[Rex]

Wis.

'Janesville,

N.

[U. s.]

J.

Royal Theatre Amusemet Co.
Tlieatre]

(Royal Tlieatre)
Sioux City,

Offers

You!

NOW
the
is

A^I»SS5^»-^^^^^-

k

AIDS FOX

la.

tune to

mop up
with
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THE

Mastbaum Funeral
Is Held Today
(Continuei from Payc

1)

ance of stock are believed to be solidfor
cessor.

McGuirk

lotsky

and

ly

In

Mastbaum's sucgroup are the Sab-

as

this

McGuirk

interests,

the

Georpe H. Earle, Jr. interests and
The Mastthe Al Boyd interests.
liaum will has not been filed for probate as yet and there is of course, a
possibility that provisions for stock
disposal made by Mastbaum may
change the situation. This eventually,
however, is not believed to present any great difficulties.

-^ilKDAILY

Tlie Evening Public Ledger said:
"There was no work of kindliness, of pubcharity

lic

or

imaginative

of

public

amounting
baum's life.

to

carried insurance
$1,000,000 on Mast-

To

a friend at the hospital, shortly
his operation, Mastbaum conambitions.
his two greatest
One was to aid his fellow-men, the
other to be of service to Philadelphia.
"If I get out of this I will give
$1,000,000 to charity," he declared,
after
fided

adding:

"The thing that I would appreciate
more than any other would be to be

service

to the city, for which he was always planning
fine and interesting things, and a greater loss
to innumerable people who benefited in one
way or another by his unostentatious good-

Perhaps the best of Mr. Mastto Philadelphia is the magnigroup of reproductions of the master
of Rodin, which are to be displayed

ness of

iieart.

baum's

gifts

ficent

works

my native city."
died as he often had expressed as his wish, in his mother's
arms. The bond between them was
unusually strong, for each time he
opened a new theater he gave praise
to his mother as the principal reason
for his success. She was proud of his
achievements, and when he became
ill,
relatives tried to keep the news
from her, fearing the shock would be
too severe. However, when the doctors saw the end approaching, they
summoned her to the hospital. Soon
after, with his head in her lap, he
into
lapsed
unconsciousness, with
death following, but not before he
whispered the desire that money for
flowers be given to the needy and
not used for flowers. This wish will
be granted, his family and associates
bave decided.

Praise
Philadelphia

From
—

Every

Press
important

newspaper

in

courses

length on the civic

at

the city editorially dis-

work

of Jules E. Mastbaum.
The Bulletin
said yesterday:
"There will be widespread sorrow and
sense of personal loss in the death of Jules
E. Masthaum. as well as that rcRrct which
a community feels at the passing of a valued
memlier or the shock at the suddenness with

Death calls a man from his activities.
Mr. Mastbaum had many, many friends, and

which

these personal bonds, his charities
a wide scries of
contracts with the hearts of people.
"The story of his life, his attainment of
a (treat fortune, the degree of success .achieved
not only in the movinR picture world, l)ut in
other fields of business and investment, is
one of these revelations of American opportunity met with Renins and diligence, which
inspire ambitious youth."

outside of

and benevolences established

1)

Walter Hays and Joe
depart on the 11 o'clock

a

in part:

192

eral

officials,

A.

J.

Moeller,

&

pn

Ben Hoover, publicity
American Cinema Ass

dent, and
rector of

yesterday for Detroit for

left

tl
which convention which
opens Saturc
is expected to bear other friends of
H. S. Manus, vice president; Joa
Mastbaum. The Stanley and Acme F. Lescszynski, auditor, and
East
offices will close at noon for the day. franchise holders
exchanges leave
A special car arranged for by the morrow. Edward L. Klein, who h
Stanley office leaves Pennsylvania dies A.

A. abroad, will att
Blake, secretary, and (
Marcus, 20th Century Film Co., ]
adelphia, and William Hurlbutt,
troit, also attended the New
conferences.
C.

this

the
a word of their requirements to find
resources of Mr. Mastbaum's organization,
as well as the genius and the pocketbook of
the owner, instantly at their disposal."

9,

A. C. A. to Meet
Following a conference with

train,

permanent museum on the Parkway.
unassuming man of business vvill be Station at 10 o'clock.
longest remembered by those who, having to
Last evening the following
do with the needy poor, had only to breathe vations had been made:
all
in

Yet

reser-

Benjamin Blake, Benjamin Blumenthal, L. A. Gimbel, Louis Gim-

Adam

J.

"5

Maurice Goodman, H. S. Kraft,
Ted Lauder, Fred McConnell, B. S.
Moss, Fred Schader, Malcolm Sum- "Square Crooks" Injunction Soi
Supreme Court Justice Wasservi
ner and John W. Alicoate.
has appointed Bernard M. L. Ei
referee, to hear a suit by Harok

bel,

Employes Grieved

Jacoby to restrain Albert Banni
and
the Co-National Plays putting
J.
McGuirk, vice-president, Stanley em- play "Square Crooks" in stock
ployes pay tribute to their dead chief disposing of it for film purposes,
Philadelphia

—Through

John

alleges that he has a contract
produce the play on the stage
"Loving, he was loved.
Few men will be
"The death of our founder and first and that the defendants have agreed
so widely, deeply and keenly mourned."
only president has brought to all of us, his to put it in stock or have it fil
associates, so direct a feeling of grief that
during the life of his contract,
it is difficult to bring ourselves to look ahead
The temptation is believes they are about to vii
to a future without him.
"A Respected Son"
to look back to the happy past we shared
Philadelphia In
tribute
to
the with him, and to recall the countless instances the agreement.
Stanley president, Gimbel Bros., with of his iniselfish devotion to every cause and
which firm he began his business to every person who asked his aid, and the
Manila Exchangeman Here
unl)elievab!e sacrifices to which that devotion
career, paid tribute to Mastbaum in led him.
Oliver S. Cole, Manila excha
its newspaper advertisements:
"The Stanley Co. of America was estab- man, is in New York as the {
"One of Philadelphia's loved and respected lished as a memorial to his beloved brother.
sons has passed away.
Mr. Mastbaum was With almost super-human foresight Mr. Mast- of Nat Nathanson, president of
a lover of mankind, helpful to his fellow baum laid out the path for it to travel.
To Mark, whose product he distrib
citizens,
a
philanthropist
whose manifold our great consolation be it said that the com- Cole is to go to Europe to
the

in

following expression

of

sor-

row:

ishly.

—

charitable

Mastbaum

{Continued from Page

which Jules

works

will

granted the privilege to do everything and a constructive
within my power to be of service to interested in civic
Philadelphia,

To Attend Funeral

Mastbaum was not a leader
and a ^iver of money ever since he came into Richard A. Rowland will leave in one
The death of party.
prominence in Philadelphia.
Mayor Walker, Moe Mark,
so gentle and generous a man is a gre.it loss
Plunkett will
in

The News said,
There were two other names sug"Of his success in business it is not necesOne was sary to speak. It is the occasion for pride
gested during the day.
Harry O. Schwalbe, former secretary throughout the city. Of his interest in many
forms of charitable and welfare work it is
of First National and the other, John equally unnecessary to speak; this, too, is
McCarthy, representing the Earle known everywhere.
"It is of his essential lovableness that those
interests in Stanley and at present
who knew him will think and upon which
chairman of the finance committee they will dwell with a sense of complete beToward evening, reavement. He was loved because he loved.
of the Stanley Co.
His devotion to his mother was e-xpressive of
however, it was learned that they the
great well of love that lay within him
were out of the running.
and from which he gave endlessly and lavThe Stanley Co.

Thursday. December

long

citizen
activities

live

after

him;

who was deeply

and in the up
building of the city's good name.
His first position was with this firm, and
he was in our employ for seven years.
He
has always been a faithful counsellor and a
valued friend.
No epitaph will fully record his good deeds,
but Philadelphia will pay tribute to the high
quality of his citizenship."

pany
his

how

235 in Stanley Circuit
Brookville. Pa.
There are 235 theaters in the Stanley circuit as a result of closing of a deal for lease
of the Columbia.
Harry Batastini
has been placed in charge.

—

Additional Tributes

Show
man — a

business has lost a brilliant
rare
little
general Philadelphia has lost one of its finest citizens and art has lost a great patron.
I am grieved beyond words.
E. F.
Albee.

—

—

It was indeed a shock to learn of
the sudden passing of Jules Mastbaum
whose sterling character and human

qualities

endeared him to

all

had gone far along that path during
and he had the satisfaction of seeing
well the road had been established."

life,

Bray Observing Anniversary
Bray Studios are observing the
15th
It

anniversary of

was

their founding.
1911, that J. R. Bray prodirected his first animated

in

duced and

cartoon, released by Pathe.
Besides these cartoons, the Bray
organization has grown to include
production of other short subjects,
88 scheduled for release during the
current season.

conditions.

Medical Film Meeting Toda]

—

Rochester, N. Y. Plans for
production of films for teaching
portant branches of medicine
surgery, will be launched at a me
here today of the American Cc
of Surgeons, a committee frorr
medical school of the Universi
Rochester, George Eastman of
man Kodak and Will H. Hays.

Mildred Davis Signed
After a retirement of four|
Mildred Davis will make her \
in "Too Many Crooks," a come
be produced by Paramount

New Town

Gets Theater

—

he came

Gatineau, Que. This town
Engraving to Be Topic
in contact with.
There is just one
has sprung up within a few m
New
developments
in
engraving
consolation in his passing: "To live
will be outlined at today's A. M. P. as a result of establishment of
in the hearts of those we love, is not
A. luncheon by A. J. Powers, presi- mills, now has a theater, the Ril
to die."-— M. H. Hoffman.
dent of the New York Photo-En- 600-seat house.

graving Board. This is the first of
Let those who know him be guided a series of informative talks sponsby his life so that he may continue ored by the A. M. P. A.
to love us.

— Hy

Kraft.

Ufa
Kurt

Official

Arriving

Hubert of the Ufa forI
know of no death which could eign department, who is on a trip
bave caused me greater shock and around the world, arrives tomorrow
sorrow. I know of no man who led from Germany.
Also arriving is
a more admirable life; who faced Ottmar Ostermayr, technic'an, who
death with a cleaner conscience. On has been engaged by Famous. It is
_

very deathbed he said, 'I never
life have been in a transaction
of which I need be ashamed.'
This
his

m my
was

true of Jules Mastbaum.
Hundreds of men are richer because they

knew

and loved
Walker, Mayor of

F.

expected

he

will

work with Erich

Beam
Omaha— One workman was

40,000-Pound Theater

ously injured when a goosenec
casting broke on a derrick whi
000 pounds of steel were being h
into place at the new Orpheur
Two
der construction here.
pound steel cross beams werf
loose by the crane in its dow
path.

Pommer.
French Film for Camec
Hunt" at Cameo
"Rien Ove Les Heures," I
Gorilla
Hunt"
replaces Film, will be shown at the

"Gorilla

"The
him.—James J. "Manon Lescaut"
New York City.
Sunday.

_(

at the

Cameo on

January under
Film Arts Guild.

early

in

auspii

I

M-itm

THE
lay.

December

9,

1926

Italian
DAILY TIPS WMICH

T^ Film Daily
IS

ALREADY

Washington

combination of
large firms to distribute to
nearly 2,000 houses in Italy, is said
to be in process of development,
states Consul J. B. Young, at Venice,
made public by the Dcp't of Com-

Flirt"

—

highways. Frank Burhans, .Senator,
Sacramento, Cal.

"Forever After"
(First Nafl.)
Recognizing in the football interest
so prevalent, an opportunity to "cash
in," the State-Michigan and ArmyNotre Dame clashes were tied up to
feature.

By means

clever

of

newspaper advertising, pennants and
decorations featuring the colors of
both colleges, not only added to the
interest generally prevailing but made

The

the theater the center thereof.

Schade became jollification headquarters for those disposed to revelry
by reason of football fortune or misfortune.

— George

J.

Schade,

Schade,

Saudusky, Ohio.

"Mare Nostrum"

(M-G-M)

A tie-up was engineered with
Navy Recruiting Post allowing

the
the

use of twenty boards around the city
for posting on sheets.
Two thousand heralds were sent out in laundry
packages during the week before the
opening. Made an arrangement with
the Yellow Taxis to use the discs of
Pat
the spare tires for advertising.
Heavey, Liberty, Terre Haute, Ind.

—

IT

WILL BE OUT

thousand

January

rotogravures

high school games and one college
game) the Saturday previous to the
The heralds were in the
opening.
shape of a football, having a cut of
Richard Dix, the star's name, title
side, and the theaplay dates on the other
side together with a place to keep
Also, an ad by a laundry
score.
company who defrayed a part of the
The rotos carried
herald expense.
an ad on the back cover of an athletic
goods store. Both the laundry and
the athletic goods store gave the theater an attractive window display

of picture
ter

A Great Book
Covering

A Great Industry

on one

name and

ffi—ii

J

'1

One

of
of

tention

the
the

production of

features is the reported inSocieta Pittaluga to increase
Italian

pictures.
in the combination
handle American films at present and probably will continue to do so, as most of their
business centers about these pictures.

All

of

concerns

the

Greenwald Closes Office
Cleveland
Frank Greenwald of
the Greenwald-Grifhth exchange, who
has been distributing independent pic-

—

tures in Northern Ohio for the last
12 years, has closed his office and is
now with Skirboll selling Columbia
pictures.

M-G-M

Executives at Exchange

Feist, general sales manager, W. R. Rodgers, Eastern division manager, and S. Eckman, New
York district head, are to tour EastF'elix

ern

M.

M-G-M

exchanges.

final.

Kelly Joins Atlanta Regional
Charles J. Kelly, former

Atlanta

—

newspaper and theater publicity man,
has joined the staf? of the Weekly
Film Review as advertising manager.

Hortense Schorr With Columbia
Hortense Schorr has joined the
Columbia publicity department.
1,000

"GIFT TOYS"

ONLY

$6,50

The
tied in with the picture.
school principal and the football team were guests of the theater
W. R.
at the opening performance.
Allen, Palace, Memphis, Tenn.
which
high

—

January Release For "Sunya"
variety of 1,000 assorted Penny Toys
"Sunva," Gloria Swanson's first A wide
and Novelties as an inexpensive "FREE
vehicle for United Artists will be re- GIFT" to your KIDDIE PATRONS will
leased in January.

Film Fire Destroys Theater

I

The concerns reported concern*

are: the Societa Anonima Stefan.i
Pittaluga, of Turin; the Sindicate
Cinematographico Veneto, of Venice;
Societc Anonima Leoni Films, of Milan, including San Marco Films, of
Milan, and the Societa Anonima Italiana Cinematograph!, of Turin.
It
is stated in Italy that these organizations control between 150 and 200
theaters in northern Italy, as well as
about five studios.

—

"The Quarterback"
(Paramount)
Five

tion.

"Beloved Rogue" Barrymore Title
Hollywood The title of the newest John Barrymore picture has been
changed from "The Ragged Lover"
and to "The Beloved Rogue." This is

10,000 heralds were given away at
four different football games (three

In

THE FILM DAILY)

A

In addition to window tie-ups witli
sporting Roods stores, went after bip
cutouts and signs on the fronts of merce. A new concern is to be formstores.
Good sized signs were also ed with a cai)ital of about 100,000,000
placed at the intersection of country lire and will be the parent organiza-

this

1927 Film
Year Book

—

several

(Paramount)

RECEIVING REQUESTS
For the

MEAN DOUAOS TOe SUOWMEN

"The Campus

(combine

iWashxnoton Bureau of

Greenville, O.— An exploding film
caused a fire which destroyed the
Strand Opera House. No one was
injured.

make them

big boosters

for

you.

Try

this

Price $6.50.
assortment and see.
Our Catalog containing a 1.000 and 1 kinds
of Toys and Novelties for celebrations of any
"FIRE<iort and including our complete line of
WORKS", will be sent "FREE" for the
asking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG.
37

Ella

Street

CO.

Cincinnati,

O.

J
Thursday. December

9,

15

Alabama Tax Threat

And

Worries Exhibitors

That's That

^.Continued from Payc 1)

By PHIL M.

DALY

BE

careful what you say to a
friend in a public place," is the
advice of Spencer Bennet, Patheserial
director, who says that pictures are
making the American people a nation of expert lip readers.

regular session of the legislature in
January, which is to be a continuance of the special session.
And
Gov. -elect Bibb Graves, who takes
ofhce Jan. 17, is preparing to take
an active part in the fights to be

A

state tax on amusements, Sunday
closing and censorship are the three
proposed laws against which exhibitors
are
mustering their forces
Most important is the threatened tax.
for Graves made so many promises

In Year

(Continued from Page 1)

established prices, and
leases of boxes or seats.

$32,570

Ala

$

Ariz

Ark
Cal
Col

Conn
Del
Fla'

Ga
Ida
Ill

Ind
la

Kan

Ky
La

Me

Md
Mass
Mich
Minn
Miss

Mo
Mont
Neb
Nev

H

N.

N J
N M

Y

N!

N. C
N. D
Ohio
Okla

Ore
Penn

R r
S.

C

D

S

Tenn
Tex
Utah
Vt

Va
Waah
W. Va
Wis

Wyo
Alaska
I),

of

Col

Hawaii
Philippine

46,223.50
18,671.18
37,096.73
1,797,603.68
130.201.30
225,456.65
16,851.50
392,856.37
143,911.43
29.817.64
2,427,399.96
351,515.31
156,226.63
64,295.76
239,124.49
165,152.00
42,404.47
334.681.59
1,281,538.62
990,271.48
225,494.19
37,258.09
659,605.98
36,828.66
94,193.69
53,396.86
19,955.29
665,847.65
5,350.40
7,361,730.83
66,650 88
21,542.47
1,089,925.39
129.817.85
146.961.46
1,784,122.16
113,598.52
20,651.93
27,127.47
89,351.94
264,888.44
68,621.92
22,897.70
104,796 89
226,739.69
38,281.88
245.153.52
21,068.51
2,350.72
431.519.29
31,076.57

it

to

the

general

state

The question of senacourtesy will enter the fight,
because Sen. Charles B. Teaser ot
Montgomery County, is the leader
of the campaign against "blue" Suning measure.

torial

Only two cities of the state,
Montgomery and Birmingham, now

$ 12,360.79

Seattle Strand

)i)i

44

Beau

Geste

mil

!nr

'ail

11

i

has traveled in a few short month

ltli:i:

WHO

IS HE?
—the unique and most popular hen
of contemporary drama!

fcn

Produced by Herbert Brenon for

Every Montgomery member

\

Yi

It

IHI

of the
jai!

470.41

house is understood to oppose the
measure, so that it must be introduced by a member from some other

6,558.31

1,272.95
7,466.56

As

but two
counties, exhibitors are concentrating effort on the impending admission tax bill.
H. C. Farley, head of
Montgomery Enterprises, is leading
the fight, and says that unless united
effort of exhibitors is forthcoming,
the proposed tax will become a fact.
this

fight

121,251.99

1,662.32

Pictures

C P. Wren's aovti of the same

t."

il

nkf

title

concerns

United Artists in New Quarters
Cleveland
United Artists has
moved to its new exchange on East
21st St. just north of Payne Ave.
It is a one-story structure, with offices in front and inspection room,
vaults and accessory department in

—

85.45

Paramount
From Major

county.
31,110.29

M

Making

New Records

e

Daily in

NEW YORK

LONDON

BOSTON

LOS ANGELI

Criterion

Plaza

Tremont

Forum

Philadelphia and San Francisco; also Chicago and

g^(\i^

others to foIloV,

°'

Selected by Paramount Pictures as their initial Bu
road tour presentation. Has scored such, a success
ten units are now being booked for two years ex^jore
clusively in this department.

the rear.
lib

619.65
7,457.87
1,120.81

84,433.58

Henry's Duties Increased

—

Cleveland T. Y. Henry has been
appointed central division manager
to succeed Morris Safier who resigned to become affiliated with Warners.

Henry is also midwest division manager.
He will retain his old territory and add the central territory to
his division which includes Cleveland,
2,474.50 Cincinnati, Indianapolis and Chicago.
1,431.78

Orpheum Rate Advance Seen
Chicago

$279,777.30

Improved

Seattle— The Strand, Pacific Northwest Theaters house, is undergoing
remodeling.

f

THE ROUTE

permit Sunday shows.

— Another

dividend rate of the
$22,997,106.14

Highest Pinnacle of Fame!

law.

day.

I»

Totml

"blue"

As the governor is from Montgomery
and an advocate of "blue" Sunday,
on reformers feel they have a good
chance of passing their Sunday clos-

The following table shows the collections of the admission tax by
The
States for the fiscal year 1926.
figures given do not include cabarets:
Bfc Office Other Sales
State

Exile of the Self Condemned**

TO THE

away control of Sunday amusements
from the city commission and return

$23,276,883 Ts Total

Tax

"TKe

waged.

Directors are not confining their
talents to their particular line of
endeavor. George B. Seitz has just
written a musical comedy, which is
to be staged soon, while Hugo Ballin in his campaign that he is seeking
is awaiting publication of two new every avenue of revenue with which
novels.
to fulfill campaign pledges without
increasing ad valorem taxes.
The
John Karzin, veteran St. Louis picture industry is being regarded
a wed- as a means of contributing substantheater owner, was host at
dinner recently. tially to the necessary revenue.
ding anniversary
Sunday closing in Montgomery, a
Karzin now has the Olympia, Ca;
sino and Lincohi in the Missouri quadrennial fight, will be proposed
soon after the regular session opens.
Citv.
The measure will provide for taking

Ticket

OUT OF

advance

Orpheum

in

the

Circuit,

forecast by recent strength
The
and activity of the common.
next session of the board is on Jan. 4,
at which the rate is expected to be
raised from the annual $2 rate to
$2.20 or ?2.40.
Inc.,

Don^t miss

it

Will not he seen elsewhere

last

I lake

For Terms and Dates Address

INDIVIDUAL FILMS,

Inc.

A. L. Erlanger,

'm

1118-1119 Longacre BIdg.

Booking Exchange,

1476 Broadway, N. Y. C,
A. Griffith Grey, Mgr.

New Amsterdam Theatre BUp
New York City

fus

cle

m

llttL

is

!iit(i

Iflstr

411

^emfSPkm

NEWS
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Friday,

All Nations
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REGENTS NAME HEAD

rHIS
Germany,

France and Ruswares on
eater screens in New York,
le condition approaches a mild

fOR

the Coast to discuss with Joseph

YJNSORSHIP

N.

sia find their film

M. Schenck and Elmer R. Pearson terms of contracts for future

Board May Define Duties
of Director at Dec. 31

for

Considerable satisfaction
Meeting
ould be felt on the Continent,
James Wingate was named director
jrmany's
quota includes of censorship of the State Board
of
'aust," "Manon Lescaut" and Regents at a meeting yesterday. The
^he Golem."
France is cred- appointment was made preliminary
to the board's assuming control of
td
with "Michael Strogofif" censorship in
New York State Jan. 1,
d Russia with "Potemkin."
replacing the State M. P. Com-

Both United Arand Pathe are dickering
his services on a three-pic-

By

Wingate is associated with the atEurope should have tendance division of the State De(Continued on Page 6)
that the industry wants en-

EINAL TRIBUTE PAID

TO JUIESMASTBAUM

•tainment regardless of the source,
bugaboo of trade barriers no
le
That argument is
iger stands up.
w completely antiquated. Engalone, will undoubtedly be dis-

id,

{Washington Bureau of

Washington

THE FILM DAILY)

— Exports

of

films

in

But in no wise can America October decreased more than 25 per
blamed for the delinquenci'es of cent as compared with September,
Right on Broad- according to figures issued by the
itish producers.
find the curious circum- Dept. of Commerce.
ly you
ince of an American producer makTotal shipments amounted to 20,an all-English

England

le."

What

it.

/

film,

fares

does

"The Better 417,005
mighty well

Wardour

Mr. Picker— Gentleman
i)t

a story of an honorable

is

discharged:

Before David Picker entered exhiion in the Bronx and finally allied
nself with the Loew circuit, he was
lothing manufacturer. Times were
He finally faced
a for him in 1913.
nkruptcy with debts totalling $100,his creditors were friendly
The sum
d refused to press him.
).

is

But

Picker,

written off the books.

had no legal obligations.
there was something more bind-

;refore,
It

When

his theater
Picker
successful.
jan to pay off the debt. Now, aftwelve years, there remains a
On Christmas Day,
),000 balance.
;
last creditor will be reimbursed.
l

than

ntures

It

that.

turned

takes a

For

man

to

do

valued at $660,218, against

{.Continued on

rhe holiday season

is

6)

approaching.

Montgomery

erates the Empire, Strand and Plaza
here.
Under the plan, the new theater will play pictures and vaudeville.

Jackie Coogan's First
Hollywood "Buttons," a story

will

the

destinies

of

United Artists, under a new plan of
operation decided upon by Joseph M.
Schenck.
No president will be selected as successor to the late Hiram
to the plan.
Under the new system, Al Licht-

Abrams, according

man

be

will

the

D.

in

W.

charge of distribuKelly at the head of

foreign department and Harry
Buckley contact executive with

l)roduction

units.

involving a total cost of $8,672,000
is reported by
F. W. Dodge Corp.
Projects
launched in 37 Eastern
states represent an aggregate investment of §3,779,000. In Z2 other states
houses costing a total of §4,883,000
were begun.

Stanley Expanding
Definite indication that there is to
be no halt in the Stanley expansion
program, as a result of the death of
Jules E. Mastbaum, was given yesterday with announcement that the
company has closed deals for two
theaters at Jersey City and West

$8,672,000 for
Start of

Houses

50 theaters in

November

Films For Children
One

interesting feature of the 1927

FILM YEAR BOOK,

which appears
Orange, N. J. The houses will be about January 1, will be a composite
selection of o\tr 400 films, features
the Stanley-Fabian chain.
the sea, will be Jackie Coogan's first added to
and
short subjects suitable for showis to
City
house,
which
The
Jersey
under his new M-G-M contract. This
ing to children at Saturday morning
(Continued on page 7)
is an orjginal by George Hill.
shows, or at special matinees.

—

Barsky

Now M-G-M

Los Angeles

—

joined

M-G-M

in

pacity.

His

duties

of

Bud Barsky

has

an executive cahave not been

assigned.

Week

for

Opens Christmas

Executive

—

Y. With seating
Reade's Kingston
is scheduled to open Christmas Day.
The house is to play pictures and
Keith-Albee vaudeville.

Kingston,

"Faust" will be held over
Capitol for a second week.

at

the

duction Exporting Co., has returned
to New York from Hollywood, after
completing plans for 1927 product.

N.

go wrong?

the

Two

First

selection

represents the com-

(Continucd

on page

7)

Columbia Pictures will have two
showings in Baltimore for
Warner's
Dec. 13.
the week of

Pizor Returns
Metropolitan
William M. Pizor of Capitol Proand

will

the
Sex,"
Rosie O'Grady."

ful

play "The TruthHippodrome "Sweet

Budgets Discussed
Setting of
the chief

Ordinance Enforcement Sought
Seattle — Effort is to be made to
enforce the local ordinance calling
for closing of theaters at 1:00 A.. M.

Runs For Columbia

first-run

Fire Wrecks Conn, Theater

The

capacity of 2,200,

"Faust"

football
heroes will be
me for the Yuletide season. In
iny towns there will be plenty of
:al fuss over each returning youth,
le
clever exhibitor can lead the
^cession if he will.
Decorate a
;ater box with the husky's colors
d invite him down to the theater
jether with his family.
Book a
)tball story for the event.
can

KANN

direct

Vested in
Lachtman, Kelly and
Buckley
Los Angeles — A committee of

of condolence continued to
{Continued on page 7)

Through

its subsidiary,
Enterprises, Publix op-

three

be

Schenck's plan of operation is
scheduled to be presented to directors at a forthcoming session with
approval of the proposition expected
to be forthcoming as a perfunctory
proceeding.

—

illegiate

How

—

is
negotiating for a site for a $1,000,000

house here.

to

Philadelphia In tribute to one of
its
most beloved citizens Philadelphia literally paused yesterday during the funeral of Jules E. Mastbaum,
founder of the Stanley Co.
Men
prominent in the film and other industries came to this city to attend
the rites at his late residence, 1816
Rittenhouse Square, and the burial
in Mt. Sinai Cemetery, Frankfort.

Publix Seeking Site
Montgomery, Ala. Publix

that.

Wires Only

Prominent Figures of

Messages

Second
Liixe

Page

Street

about that?

Here

ft.

Control

tion, .'\rthur

Industry

Exports Decrease

•bed.

l

Mourns with

Philadelphia

this time,

ilized

DIRECT UNITED ARTISTS

tures-a-year basis.

mission.

The Case of England

COMMIHEE OE THREE TO

productions.
tists

onopoly.

Price 5 Cent«

Dickering for Griffith
D. W. Griffith is enroute to

a significant week.

is

1926

10,

budgets for next year

topic of discussion at
Middletown, Conn.— Fire gutted is
executive
Middlesex yesterday, causing meetings of First National's
committee now under way.
damage estimated at $100,000.

Walter Anthony Tithng Chief
The

entire staff of

Universal

title

writers at

under the supervision of Walter Anthony.
He now
assumes the title of editor-in-chief of
the titling department.
will

be

Parsons Recovering
P. A. Parsons, advertising director for Pathe, is recovering from an
attack of pneumonia.
He is expected to return to dutv next week.

\
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"Blue" Fight at Attica
"The way more and
more companies are 'going

Repeal Sought
Washington

fiL XXXVIII N0.EO

Publislitr

Saturday and bulidays
Vork, N. Y., and
Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer: Maurice U. Kaiin, Editor; Donald M. ^^ersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager: Ralph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21,
1918, at the post-office at New York,
under
N.
Y.
the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of (Greater New Y'ork, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,

by

house

the
lOIN W. ALICOATE

for

in'

of the
act prohibiting interstate transportation of prize fight films is
sought in a bill introduced in

PriccSCints

Fri(li).Dic.10.l926

— Repeal

short

Attica, N. Y.— This town is in tlil
midst of a Sunday show fight. Thl
village
board has authorized tA
Family, sole house here, to opel

subjects,

shows they appreciate the
importance

of this special-

ized field. Shorts are getting better and better and
exhibitors who are featuring them in their advertising, are cashing in."

Representative

Freeman (Conn.).

Sundays,
Disarela

Subscribers should remit with order.

$15.00.

communications to THE FII.M
DAILY, 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone (Tircle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
dress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Harvey E. Causman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
incton 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marllrorough St.,
London, W. L, Paris La Cinematographic
Address

all

—

—
—

Francaise,

5,

Rue

Sandwich to Make Series
Hollywood Mark Sandwich,

—

House Opens

at

shows

clause. Three years ago, thel
the fight against a similar aJ
tion of the village board.
Scortl
from here attend shows at Batavif

won

Fremont

and Buffalo every Sunday.

Fold
Joseph Rex, former-

Defiance, O.
an exhibitor of Wauseon, O., has
re-entered the exhibition field, having purchased the State, Defiance,

from
in

H. McLeod.

J.

New "U"

Ross Gets

over of

Contract

—

Universal City
Churchill Ross,
who appears in Carl Laemmle, Jr's.
"The Collegians" has been signed
under a five j'ear contract to continue

work

in

Two New
Sydney

in

ly

Curb stocks showed staunchness, Warners,
particular, leaping 2}i points on a turn
4,100.
The issue "A" also rose a
point on trading of 12,800 shares. Stanley stock continued on a brisk basis, turning
over 22,000 shares for a fractional rise.
There is every evidence that this stock was
considerably supported by consistent buying.
Famous, common, had a busy day with a
turn-over of 7,100 to a half-point drop.

church on Sunday, with members (I
his church, are fighting the Sundal

—

—

full

for-

Fremont, Neb. The World Realty Co. has opened the new Fremont,
first of a chain of houses planned
throughout the state. The firm now
operates
first-run
and
suburban
houses at Omaha.

Rex Back

Financial

Stewart, Baptist minister, who oil
casionally has religious films in h[

merly with Fox, has been signed to
direct a series of Cameo comedies
for Educational with Phil Dunham
and Toy Gallagher featured.

Saulnier.

"H

—

Walsh Starting Fourth
George Walsh will soon start prd
duction on his fourth feature fcl
E.xcellent Pictures, working at thl
First Runs for Sydney
Jackson studio under the direction (|
A new cinema costing Bernard McEveety.

£500,000 is in course of erection for
Union Theaters, Ltd., which operates
all
the key theaters in the capital
cities.
The building will be ready
in about two years.
Another cinema,
the Capitol, is being constructed by
the proprietors of the
Melbourne
Capitol, and should be ready at the
end of 1927. Sydney will thus have
three "super" first-runs including the
Prince Edward theater, opened last
year.

Thompson
High
Seat.
Seat.

Vtc...

45 fs

Pfd

45^4

Low

Close

45J4
45

45

'Film

Play. Pfd
Inspect

•First

Nat'l.

Fox Film "A"
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Fox Theaters "A". 23
Project
Loew's, Inc
47)4
•Metro-Ciold.
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•Intern'l

Pathe Exch. "A".. 42^
Paramount B'way.
98 54
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34
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.

Skouras Bros

"Stan. Co. of Am
Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict Pfd

Los Angeles
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50
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47H
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13/a
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41J4
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.

30^

Rochester, Minn.

SO

of

for

F.

&

R.

F. Cubberley.
— outside
J.

theaters

of

Work

is

....

97!^

....

....

42H
29Ji
42

....
4,100
12,800

Pict. "A". 43^4
Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
*• Philadelphia Market
tt Bid and Ask
*

J.

W.

rights

'THERE
AtN'T

CHASE

^m

NO
SANTA

CLAUS"

Sells Story
of Service for

"Two

of

J.

B.

Arabian

wOk.

EUGENIA

McGibney's
Knights" to

GILBERT

Considine, Jr.

Managing Crescent

— Arthur

come manager

This

Steurele has beof the Crescent.

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishel
for all

Pathecomedies

at yot

Exchange.

HOT COMEDY^
ASHER - SMALL -ROGERS

to start immediately.

Northwest is operating
Lawler, seating 900, and the
Metropolitan,
seating
1,000.
The
latter, now being used for roadshows,
will be dismantled when the new
theater opens. Rochester has a popu-

Present

present.

the

27!^
40J4

-

IN

the

Theaters
(Finkelstein
& Ruben).
The house will be finished in August and will seat between 1,500 and
.At

CHARLEY

Authors, Inc., has sold the motion
picture
story,

Louisville-

Twin Cities, has purchased a site for
a new theater here for Northwest

1,600.

10

83 >4

.

Leo Meehan has

J.

Steurele

director

Roach

PRESENTS

Hamilton Thompson

selected to direct "Mother,"
F. B. 0."s special to be made from
Kathleen Norris story with Belle
Bennett in the title role.

Another House

13

50

—

"Mother"

7,100

....

•Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures

Warner

400

to Direct

been

124!^
S'A

Pfd

ftRoxy Common

400

54

64 'A
Balaban & Katz
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
73'A
Eastman Kodak ...122>i 122
U2'/2
Famous Players ..118}^ 11754 118

•Fam.

Sales
1,100

//a/.

college series.

Meehan

Quotations
Am.
Am.

PetJ

8.

abeyance until taxpayers can vol
on it at the March election. Ralpl

New

lo50 Bruadway,
copyright (1926) by

Dec.

proprietor.
The chamber of commerce has rtl
quested the board's action be held il

I'uLliihcd d.iily except

at

beginning
is

lation of 14,000.

CHAPLIE
MURRAY
AND
y
\

ClHESTER CONKLIN
/N

N^FADDENS

AL CHRISTIES

FIATS

NERyOUS

WRECK
150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

A F/RST NAT/ONAL

P/CTURE
XHrectedby /RICHARD WALLACEA

Richard Wallace Production

w

m

l(

1

would not

rate

^The Great Gatsby'
a bit below ^Beau
Geste'
place

and

it

I

would

well ahead

of at least three

road shows now
playing on Broad*
way
))

—New York Evening World
ADOLPH ZUKOR

JESSE

L

LASKY

A

PRESENT

HERBERT BRENON
PRODUCTION

Vhe GREAT

CATSBV

'li

WITH

WARNER BAXTER.
LOIS WILSON
NEIL HAMILTON

Typical of the

re-

GEORGIA HALE
Prom the novel by F.Scott
FitzSferaW and the play
by Owenliavis, Screenplay
by Becky Gardiner, Adapted by Elizabeth Meehaij,
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RED-BLOODED ROMANCE. Passionate passages of love
^ settings.

amid gorgeous

John Barrymore

Lover of All Lovers, a role

that'

as the

has never

been equalled on the screen.

Women — radiant,

pulsing

women — to

feed
i!?»i

the flames of youth's throbbing desires.

Scenes of riotous splendor. Action to

thrill

the most cold-blooded of theatregoers.

A

from the topmost ranks of filmdom. Thousands of extras
cast of screen stars picked

in scenes that

make "Don Juan"

a never-to-

be-forgotten film attraction.

Directed by
Adapted

Alan Crosland

/or the Screen

it»-
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from Lord Byron'j

Immortal LcvrnJ by Besi Meredtth
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of ^cat box office attractions
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MARY ASTOR

SIX

MONTHS at Warner's Theatre, New York.
to S.

R.O«

at every

FOUR MONTHS

Still

playing

performance with a $2 top.

Grauman's Egyptian, Los Angeles.
sensation of the Coast at $1.50 top.
at

TWO MONTHS at the Globe Theatre, Atlantic City.
for the resort city.

$2

The

A record

top.

FOUR MONTHS

at McVicker's Theatre, Chicago. Opened
with the greatest advance sale in the history of the theatre

in Chicago. $2 top.

TWO MONTHS at the Capitol Theatre, St Louis, at $L50 top.
TWO MONTHS at the Colonial Theatre, Boston, at $1.50 top
—and turning away

The Box

the crowds at every performance.

Ojfice Tells the Story!

f
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m
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"The

ANY

has been
seriously handicapped when
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(United Artists)

ing

It

repairs.

means

big

a

slump in business. G. R. Stewart, manaeer of the SterHng at
Greelev, Colo., hit on a clever

A sailor, dressed in lii>
sill.
repular uniform, climbed up the lui
der at frequent intervals and shorn
ed throuch a meKaphone infomiatuin
ahout •'The Black Pirate.", and ;i1m
window

^dea of offsetting
•.patronage,

^^e

lined

the

loss

tures in behalf of the board.
Under the law which abolishes the
present commission the regents may
adopt rules for carrying out the

of

measure. Producers will be required
to apply to the board for licenses.
The present censors are Chairman
John H. Walrath of Syracuse, Arthur
Levy of New York and Mrs. ElizaThey
beth V. Colbert of Albany.
have been receiving an annual salary

up everv business

on the street in the proIt
of a Field Meet.
^' motion
was held at seven o'clock Saturdav evenincr. when the new
pavement had bf^en laid. Everv
merchant contributed one dollar to pav for the newsoaoer
and handbill advertisine. Each
one a'so donated merchandise
totaling about two dollars each,
used as nrizes in the various
events.
The meet lasted an
featuring
egg
races,
hour.
wheelbarrow races, sack races,
Jiinse

heralds. The total co-'
of the stunt being $5 was well worth
the expenditure.— MontaRue Salmon
Rialto, Macon. Ga.

threw down

Flirt"

(Paramount)
Tennis nets were draped over the
marquee, and pennants, college banners, tennis racquets and baseball
bats were suspended from the lobby

A l^fge glass case occupying a conspicilous place in the lobby,
contained a large •ssortmeiit'^f loving cups, medals, etc., borrowed from
the local schools, together with a
baseball autographed by Babe Ruth
Letters in the form of announcements
were mailed to athletic clubs of senior high school and two junior high
ceiling.

jscooter races, etc.
tra

Red

was placed
flares

in

An

of $7,500 each.

street.

were burned along

the curbing. The stunt brought
out a tremendous crowd, and
the theater and merchants had
a rush of business.
A fine

schools about the picture and Paddock's appearance. thas. S. Morrison, Imperial. Jacksotivillc. Fla.

—

DAIY^

]

WHEN

she arrives in Paris to
a picture for Henry Diar
Berger, Edna Purviance, star of

Women

of

Paris,"

should

feel

q|

home.

at

John Gilbert

is

the first star

have his picture "broadcast"
the continent.

photo
geles,

He

aci\

sent a Christi

to San Francisco and Los
when he was shot with Jv

\

Quirk, publisher of "Photoplay," i
was presenting him with his 1
Photoplay Medal of Honor for
best performance of last seat
The "shooting" took place at

New

to non-contiguous territories, valued
at $12,573, against 1,368,283 ft. valued at $31,888.

showmanshio examole of makmoney from misfortune.

ing

By PHIL M.

Jhtt
j^rt.

1)

29,538,876 ft. valued at $901,379, in
Exports by
the preceding month.
classes included 3,703,296 ft. of raw
stock, valued at $82,554, in October,
against 4,627,114 ft. valued at $112,743, in September; 331,605 ft. of negatives, valued at $112,607, against
584,270 ft. valued at $122,373; 15,407,639 ft. of positives, valued at
$452,484, against 22,959,209 ft. valued
at $634,375; and 974,465 ft. shipped

orches-

the

That's

IQ5

10,

office of the American Telephon
Telegraph Co.,
York.

Exports Decrease
{Continued from Page

And

1)

partment of Education at Albany.
His duties will probably be defined
when the regents meet again Dec.
31.
Possibly he will view all pic-

on which it is lothe
cated has been closed for pay-

larnc cut-out of a sailing vessel
was suspended from the third floor
of the Deinpscy Hotel and a stronc
rope ladder was suspended from the

to Play"

theater

street

A

"One Minute

a

m;

Black Pirate"

"The Campus

Regents Name Head
For N. Y. Censorship

Meet

December

Friday,

DAILY

6

Over in India you don't have tc
able to write in order to tell a
how much you enjoy his or her
and request a photo.
Instead
buy

a

"ready-made" letter, fill in
name and you're all set..

player's

Lewis Stone and Lloyd Hiigt
are going into Wall Street but c\
They are wc|
for film purposes.
ing in "Three In Love," which
the

New York

its

background.

New Exchange at 'Frisco
San Francisco W. J. Lee and C.
M. Frank have opened the Goodwill

—

financial di$trictf

"Buttons" may sound inore

lil<

-Man'."
tailor shop Story than a sea
Alongside the- Langdon cut(F. B. O.)
out was a small table stacked with
but nevertheless it's the latter.
exchange.
A week before playdate ran a old vests, coats, etc., and seated in
Jackie Coogan will play the ca
teaser campaign in the daily papers. chair bv the table was an elderlv
boy
District
Head
Huot Made
This was followed up with the dis- woman busily engaged in sewing butA. H. Huot has been apSeattle
tribution of heralds throughout city tons on coats and vests. A large card
Hunter Opens Elko Theater]
pointed district manager for F.B.O.
Then on top of the table read.
and surorunding territory.
"Bachelors' He has been manager of the local
Elko,
Nev. James J. Hunter
Lehigh
played
College
Muhlenberg
Buttons You are going to break
branch since August 1923. His juris- opened the new Hunter, which
Obtained your sides laughing
University in Bethlehem.
at Harrv Lanf"diction will extend to Portland.
places the Bradley.
a supplv of "Red" Grange mega- don in 'The Strong Man' You'll
to
fans
phones to help Muhlenberg
probably break some buttons, too.
Three thousand students were Our sewing expert will repair al'
root.
Each mega- damages without cost. .\fter
supplied with them.
the
phone advertised the Rialto showing. show." F. J. Aliller. Alodjeska. .\uStudents were supplied with wise- gusta, Ga.
cracks to yell during the contest and
each joke inferred that a better play
"Tin Hats"
is in "One Minute to Play."— J. G.
(M-G-M)
Newkirk, Rialto, Allentown, Pa.
In all advertising stressed the point
the New York rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Screen
that
this
picture was "The
Uttlc
brother of the 'Big Parade'."
"The Quarterback"
Another line used was: "What you
(Paramount)
^T^w 'Presenting
A personal telegram from Richard thought was a laugh was only a gignewspapers
the
gle
now
you'll
in
laugh."
printed
Paper "tin
Dix was
and
and the local college paper. Banners hats" were distributed. An extensive
were used on the college football teaser campaign was run. -Warficld
Sleanora's American Debut after a series of sensational
San Francisco.
field during the progress of a regu,

,

,->

—

—

—

—

—

.

.

Club Mirador

—

scheduled game. On Saturday
before playdates, 500 balloons carrying copv about Richard Dix were
turned loose at the children's matiCharles H. Amos, Carolina,
nee.

successes

larly

—

(irccnville,

S.

C.

"The Strong Man"
(First Nat'l)
A large cut-out of l^angdon from
the 24-shect was pkced in the lobby.
Langdon was shown holding a large

ELEANORA AMBROSE

MAURICE

Levine Now Minneapolis Manager
Minneapolis George Levine. who
has been doing special sales work in
the Middle West the past year for
Warners, has become manager of
their exchange here.
He succeeds
Louis J. Blumberg.

on the European Riviera

CANARO'S

—

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA
'Direct

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA

,'

GotJiam Cleveland Exchange Closed
Cljfveland

— Gotham

has closed

Third Successive Season

its

dumbbell over his head, and Glcyji^land exchange.
Security Picaround his body was placed a 'beavefS' »nir*%, operated by Fred Schram and
board cut-out painted to represent Lee
Chapman have taken over
A card on top of Gotham pictures for Ohio and Kena large chain.
this display was worded, "Steel chains tucky.
M. C. Howard will manage
cannot hold back the laughs when the Gotham exchange at WashingLangdon breaks loose in 'The Strong ton, D. C.
iron

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200 West 51st Street,

Ls

New York

^

'Director

^Phone Circle 5106

(L^^i>^i^Z.,^^if'i!>^<l,^4fy'ii>J)Z^^i(/^>J)(l,^^i^^

^

—

December

day,

1926

10,

DAILY
Final Tribute Paid
To Jules Mastbaum
(.Continued from

pour

from

in

I'af/c

LAUGH
MONTH
But

December-

right

now-is the

time to get set
for your share
of

its

benefits.

Book

the cortege.

Many

Daily Reminder

overcome
the Christmas to
New Year's no
business bugaboo.

will help

King.
Services were conducted by Rev.
Leon H. Elmaleh, rabbi of the Mikve
Israel Congregation.
In accordance
with a request of the deceased made
some years ago there were no honorary pall-bearers.
The attendance
the funeral, in addition to

at

S.

C;

Next Cornwall Comedy Chosen
Los Angeles— "Cool OfT" is the
title

of a

new comedy

Cornwall,

Stanley Expanding

Mayor

Kendrick and city and state officials,
included: Adolph Zukor, Jesse L.
l.asky, Sidney R. Kent, Robert T.
Kane, Robert Lieber, Richard A.
Rowland, Samuel Spring, Edward
Rubin, Joseph Plunkett, Winfield R.
Sheehan, James R. Grainger, L. J.
Selznick, Milton H. Hoffman, Samael
Goldwyn, Al Lichtman and
Mayor James J. Walker. Many of

ti

Better Films Committee, Jacksonville',
Ma.; Better Motion Picture Council,
C
incinnati; California Federation of
Women's Clubs, Los Angeles; Federation of Women's Clubs; Louisiana
I'ederation of Women's Clubs, New
Orleans;
National
Committee on
Better Films, New York; National
Indorsers of Photoplays; Samopic
Club. New York, and Public Relations Dept., West Coast Theaters,
Los Angeles.
The list contains 160 features and
IS believed to be the most
complete
of its kind published.
It contains
the
names of producers and the
footage of each film.

A strong program

establish-

suspended work during the
'uneral.
All houses of the Stanley
Co. in Philadelphia remained closed
until 6 p. m. and the circuit's theaters in other cities, numbering about
?50 houses, and including the Mark
Strand in New York, observed three
minutes of silence, beginning about
2 o'clock.
At Camden, also, flags
were at half-mast at order of Mayor

I'auf

Committee, Columbia,

I'ilms

ments

ffum

bined endorsement of eleven leading
organizations active in the movement
for better films, among them: Better
I'ilms
Committee, Atlanta; Better

Exhibitors'

every section of the

TlirouKhout the city flags were at
a.f-niast and all courts were closed.
The streets over which the funeral
>roecssion passed were hlocked off
nd thousands of people lined thcni.
\ squad of motorcycle police acconi-

tinliniitj

' C

1)

country.

mied

Films For Children

(Contiyxued from Faye 1)
be erected at Journal Square, will be
an "atmospheric" theater and will cost
Harry
$2,500,000 and seat 5,000.
Stein of Passaic is associated with
the Stanley-Fabian interests in erection of the theater.
Ground is to
be broken within a few weeks.

featuring

Anne

which

William Watson
will direct.
Bill Irving, Jack Duffy
and Jimmy Harrison are in the cast.

New "Our Gang"
City— "Seeing

Culver

Titled
the World"

IS the title of the newest
"Our Gang"
comedy, which Robert McGowan di-

rected.

Conklin in "Old Heidelberg
Chester Conklin has been borrowed
At West Orange, a site has been
purchased on Valley Road, opposite from Lasky by M-G-M for an imthe New York delegation came to Ridgehurst
1,500-seat portant role in "Old Heidelberg."
Ave., for a
this city on a train leaving Mantheater, work on which
starts in
hattan at 10 a. m.
Rene Hubert Returns To Coast
Spring.
It
will be of Spanish deMastbaum carried life insurance sign.
Los Angeles— Rene Hubert has
totaling $2,000,000 of which $1,000,There are 46 theaters in the Stan- returned after playing in "Sunya,"
000 goes to the Stanley Co. and $100,ley-Fabian chain. They are: Newark Gloria Swanson
production
000 to various Jewish charities.
"The Philadelphia Record" yester-

day said

and prepare to

editorially,

in

part,

as

"*

*

*

The magnitude and

diversity

tie

them

UP with

to

this

big national

of
that

deals showed a vision and a power
witnessed
here.
With
rarely
been
amazing foresight he was able to visualize
wonderful development of the moving
the
picture industry and by becoming a pioneer
this he played a prominent part in its
in
rapid growth and made this city the center
of a great chain of theaters numbered by
the hundreds • • * Such a son honors the
his

exploit

fol-

lows:
have

where he was born and passed
appreciably
Philadelphia
is
life
and
poorer because of the passing of this greatsouled citizen."

community
his

publicity

campaign and
Christie Grieved

EducationaV s
big national

advertising.

— Mosque,

Goodwin, Tivoli, Central, City, Hawthorne, Harrison, Plaza, Regent, Ritz,
Roosevelt, and Savoy; Paterson
Fabian, Regent, Garden; Passaic
Capitol, New Montauk, Playhouse;
Elizabeth Ritz, Regent; Hackensack
Eureka, Lyric, Oritani; Kearney
Casino, Grand, Hudson; Belleville
Orange Embassy, HollyCapitol;

—

many who knew him and will
always remember him with sincere
admiration and respect."
the

—

—

made

being

in

the

Kenneaster Buys

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES

Millburn— Millburn.

Incorporated

cial

duty

in

this

past several weeks,
Oklahoma
to
the

where he

for the
soon to return

territory
is

of the

Lvceum.

—

ing $150,000

City

will continue his

tion for the

company.

is

located at Geddes St.

and Grand Ave.
St.
St.

Louis

It seats

1,300.

Orpheum Cuts

Louis,

tures,

Mo.

Prices

— Adoption

and changing

of

pic-

its

Lewistown House Reopened
Mont. Rolla Duncan

—

Lewistown,

Geyer Handling Openings

—

Atlanta Ernest E. Geyer, formerly
connected with the local Paramount
exchange and later doing publicity
work for the Palace as Publix repre-

now

operating the Judith, which
he remodeled.
is

Butte Theater Booth Destroyed

—

Booth of the Arch
Butte, Mont.
will leave his recently appointed post as publicity man connec- was detroyed by fire which did damage estimated at $1,000.
ted with Keith's Georgia this Satur-

to go immediately to San
tonio, where Publix will shortly
From there Geyer
the "Texas.

Anopen
will

"Hipp," San Francisco, Sold
The Hippodrome
San Francisco
has been purchased by the Irwin
Estate Co. from the O'Day Invest-

major houses Publix
exploita- is constructing, in each case doing the
ment Co.
advance publicity for the opening.

exchange,

Fresno

Saturday and
Sunday policy to continuous pictures
..The complete list of theaters of and vaudeville, the Orpheum week
the United States and Canada will night top has been reduced to 50
be a feature of THE 1927 FILM cents, with 75 cents top on SaturYEAR BOOK, which is to be issued days and Sundays.
in January.

Atlanta— James W. Clark, M-G-M
man, who has been on spe- day

publicity

at

—

Fresno, Cal. George Kenneaster
of the Mystic, Clovis, is new owner

sentative,

Clark Going to Oklahoma

East.

Karps Opens Syracuse Theater
Syracuse
The Cameo has been
opened by Jacob Karp. The house
House, which is embraced in a building cost-

—
wood; Ridgewood — Opera
Playhouse; Dover — Baker; Butler
Irvington — Castle, Sanford;
Lyric;
Pompton Lakes — Colonial; Midvale
Community House; Cranford — New
Branford; Bloomfield — Lincoln, Royal;

Los Angeles Commenting on the
death of Jules E. Mastbaum, Charles
H. Christie said:
"It was a terrible shock to learn
of the death of our good friend Jules
Mastbaum and I doubt if there was
ever the loss of a man in our industry whose passing will be marked by
such genuine sorrow in the hearts of

Branford, Rialto, Capitol,

go

to the other

—

Members

tf

Motion Rcture Producers and Distributors of America Inc^-WlU Hays J^iUtnt

m
^c* NEWS

MP!
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yfVLMDQ
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Telling

The Box

you
WEEK in and week outlined
out,

pictures carefully
a regular feature of the

Sunday

12,

1926

Office Story

box
"Revj^^^"/,

will find the

in

issue of

Price 25 Cents

office

value of

fewest

^^J^ DAILY.
THE FILM

new

Releases,

This is real

.'

Ihe

box-office"'
DaiJy Review

c

PICTURES
ONLY"
-FOR WIVES
^- °- ^'^

K
Produced by
Featuring

Victor

Heerman

y.^^^,

Varcom

j^^^jg Prevost

»e^ St(SU«

Tues

.

Cc

'^T A'CZ £3 li'^imM

JOHN C.FLINN
A

tremendously

^f

MARIE
PREVOST

bresmnts

offering.

omusine

sequences

^J'^.^l

p|nuStS?-'r&:it'^ni
compUcat'ons
•, ,
and reyoung
This »>« °ff„nso£
a
o
efforts
physicjan
concerns the

entertainment.

W,„t

her
so^irceful 'J'V'X.sbaiii's interest in

i^

am

»J'

she i"^°i^"„£f susceptible as
band's best f^i^^O^.rractivene"' unwit-

herTnd

&".lu^trher"snar. O

course.

ie

Hif-^erpuiar^V.

WITH

contes

VICTOR VARCONI

around b"""'"7: extremely provocaMarie Prevost '«'?"! ingenious wife.
tive as the

She

"fgl«"^J^uh
J.tn

plays. th« part

spirit.
P.^

ADAPTED BY ANTHONY COLOEWEY F^OM
THE STAGE PLAY " THE>CRITICAL YEAR
BY RUDOLF LOTHAR &. HANS BACHWITZ.

Victor

^

'""^ ^"hminKwater are eiVarcom
''"d
Hoyt
Josephine
^Irard.
f^f^^:.
is

'SoZn^^
^•^Is"
hind

ototh^y

Ur:X^

""Iff"'

Gummings do

office,

so

get

VICTOR

f

HEERMAN

PRODUCED BY
METROPOLITAN PICTURES CORPORATION

<>e-

it.

Another

gfreat role for

MAI\IE PI\EVOST-the screen's
premiere comedienne
RELEASED BY

PKODUCEKS DISTKIBUTINC COKPORATION
r. C.

MUNROE. I>,„.d,„.
Member

of

RAYMOND PAWUEY. V.„.p.„.,e„, .„d T,.„u,„

Motion

Picture Producer,

JOHN C. FLINN. V.«.Pm.d«« .nd C«.«.. M.n.,„

and Di.tributors of America. Inc.

WILL H HAYS.
.

President

E

!

The

For the Projectionist!
and Electricians

Life of Los Angeles

Centers at the

ANDWEEKLY

oypiLMDOM

mmm^
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JOHN W. ALICOATE,

The
Establiihed 1918

Automatic Release
Screw Driver that solves the
Problems of the Mechanic

Publisher

INDEX

Cocoanut
Grove

GET THE SPIRIT,

an

by Maurice

editorial

Kann..

D.

3

.

FINANCIAL, by Charles F. Hynes
4
EXPLOIT-0-GRAMS, Daily Tips for Shmvmen....
S
-MILLION AND ONE NIGHTS," Reviewed by Michael L. Simmons'.'.'.'.' 6
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur W. Eddy..
7
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, by Harvey B. Gausman
'lo
EASTERN .STUDIO NEWS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS." by Ralph Wilk 11
.

t^'^^m^r^

— Holds screw tight while icrew
driver works.
2 — Only one hand
used for
1

REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,

12-13
".
.

.

14

by Michael L. Simmons. 15
Phil M. Daly's Observations
16

AND THAT'S THAT,
THE WEEK IN HEADLINES

"

'

k,

is

holding

and

tightening

or

removing of scrcu and washeTs,
while other hand is free to
perform any other work.

3— Adaptable for inaccessible placts.
4

— Prevents

of screw.
for assembly
work, projection machine
trouble, motors, etc.
6-"SCROO.GRIPP" is the ideal
screw driver and the only one
having the automatic releasloss

5— Indispensable

ing feature.

7

— Made

three convenient
8' and 10' long.

in

sizes: 6',

special Nights

Tuesday

8 — Handle

REVIEWS
THE CHEERFUL FRAUD
FAUST
LADIES AT PLAY
OH, WHAT A NIGHT

PAGE

rxcB

13

PALS IN PARADISE
12
THE WINNING OF BARBARA

12
12
13

WORTH

12

SHORT SUBJECTS

Price $3 30 per set of

INCORPORATED

6-8-10

sizes.

incKes

^f^=

De Vry

Photo
Engraving

CLUB

MIRADOR
— the

holds 100 feet

New York

rendezvous

of celebrities of the Stage

and Screen

Standard Theatre Size film
and

costs

Specialists

$150

to the

Motion Picture

Now

A

protessional camera for amateurs, that has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

Eleanora's American Debut

a

series of sensational successes

on the European RiiAera

CANAROS ARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA
Direct from

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

Presenting

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE
after

managers.

DAY AND NIGHT

i

13

Movie Camera

Industry

material,

ALBENSOL MFG. CO.
1841 BROADWAY
NEW YORK, N. Y.

=^2!®=

EGGERS

insulating

thereby
enabling "SCROO - GRIP?"
Driver to be used safely for
electrical work.

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

made of

is

composition

on your screen

Third Su4-w«sive Season

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 414I'2'3

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLE7
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation— Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200

Director

W. 5 1st St. N.Y.— Circle 5 106

1

1927

FILM

YEAR BOOK

(OUT IN JANUARY)
Complete List of More Than 20,000 The- f,
aters Showing Motion Pictures
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Denny Film

NAMED

J. MCGUIRK

at

Sblotsky Elected to Post
Seld By New Head Of

Daily for Britain
— Ernest W. Fred-

London

the

noan,

mas Week.

Renter," wall begin publication
of a daily film paper early in
1927.
Announcement is to be

Paramount, it is announced by
Lou B. Metzger of Universal. It
wdl be shown there during Christ-

—

by

iidicted

spread

Sablotsky, member of the
of directors, succeeds McGuirk
•first vice-president.
new memof the board is to be elected at
early session.

Censor

.be

A

<

I

ItColumbia Exchanges
iiringing
I'led
IV'

to

by

the

operates

(DJiia

exchanges
company, Columbia

eight

own

the

offices

1

s

Wobber

and Washington.

Jegotiations for the offices were
(ipleted by Treasurer Jack Cohn
C. H.Macgowan, special repre(tative.
Rube Jackter of Columsales

promotion department

(.Continued

on Page

1

in

Herman Wobber, member

as-

of

the

an injunction against B.
Schulberg sought by Export and
port Film Co., has been affirmed
)enial of

to close

J.— If Irvington wants

on Sunday,

stations, charging them with violating the 128-year-old statue.
oil

owners have

been

fined

times for operating on Sunday
after jury
trials,
with the police
threatening to forcibly eject patrons
if Sunday shows were continued.

Hess Sailing
of

the

urday
rope.

L.

foreign distrbutor for B. P.
lulberg Prod., to force fulfillment
|l contract the company claims with
{Continued on Page 16)

\nna

Lisa
Rydings,
prominent
mdinavian actress, has been signed
Ben Blumenthal and will come to

Hess,

general

i

year.
has been performing at the State
i:
eater, in Stockholm in "Joan the

Dman" and "Romeo and
jimenthal

!!

saw her

{Continued
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1926 was marked by a

last

16)

year about to usher

— Banning

of
because of

•rsemen"
n atmosphere,

"The
its

new

Four

The holiday season might
much to be thankful for.
is

certain that 1927

abroad.

level in national

He

finds that

income and that the

be another highly satisfactory

Unemployment throughout America
is

it,

in fact,

the

re-

No statement was available from
any of the trio, previous to their departure, but De Mille is quoted as
Thursday that the papers
would be signed "in a day or two."
"Pathe is one of the oldest producing companies in the world. It's
age, however, would be nothing to its
credit if it were not on a paying basis,
but it is sound financially and
saying

we

it will be a great addition to
organization," he is quoted as
saying.

feel

Governor
Albany

low ebb. So low
that Government experts definitely minimize it as
is

to

Aid

— Showing

of pictures for
the Soldiers and Sailers'
home at Bath, is unfair competition
which should be elmininated, Jules
Michaels, manager of the Regent,
Buffalo; Uly S. Hand, manager of
the Strand interests up-state and a
representative of the Schine circuit
profit

at

The showings,

Gov. Smith.

it

at a

anti-Gerthe

the

and

stand

exhibitors'

promised prompt action.

Mary

is

home and

itself in will

of

was pointed out, are open to the
public and admission charged.
The governor expressed sympathy

year.

Horsemen" Ban Sought

3erlin

There

will be a year of prosperity at

all

the East.

told

Juliet."

Stockholm

on Page

Spirit

Secretary Mellon, in his annual report,

new

shortly after the

jierica

approaching.

is

well be a joyous one.

— With

ported objections of Cecil B. DeMille
withdrawn, the P.D.C.-Pathe amalgamation is practically complete. Announcement of the final signing of
papers will be made in New York.
Elmer R. Pearson, J. J. Murdock
and John Flinn already have left for

counsel

association, sails Sataboard the Majestic for EuHe will spend the Christmas

holidays with his two children who
are attending school in Switzerland.

Get the
CHRISTMAS

Consummation

Coast Learns

with

Signs Swedish Star

Favors Merger

Mille

Nearing

Hays

the Appellate Division of the
)reme Court.
i.ction was brought by Export and
port,

De

our
Gabriel

Charlotte,
N. C. Discussion of
arbitration and block booking is the
chief business scheduled to be discussed at the meeting here Monday
of North Carolina theater owners.

EXECUTIVKRETURNING

Los Angeles

all other lines of
business must cease operation on the
Sabbath, and the "blue" law rigidly
enforced^ local theater owners have
determined. As the iirst step of their
campaign against discrimination, they
caused the arrest of 28 operators of

N. C. Unit Meeting

—

Injunction Denied

move

five

committee of three directors who control the operations of Fanamet in Central Europe, is in New York.

16)

this

Fight Discrimination

Theater

New York

in

of

Wide-

denced.

Irvington, N.

Charge Jan.

Offices and clerical force employed
by the State M. P. Commission will
be taken over by James Wingate, new
director of censorship, when he assumes his duties Jan 1, replacing the
present commission.
The quarters
are at 220 W. 42nd St. The director
will receive |7,500 per year.

Phila-

at

in

current issue

interest

P.D.C.-PATHE DEAL SET;

Film

to give Great Britain its first
daily film paper has been evi-

THE FILM DAILY.

i(ird

the

in

"The

of

Fredman's publication.

hiladelphia John
McGuirk
J.
been elevated to the presidency
if he
Stanley Company of America. was scored as unjust, because it prevents wage earners from attending
i selection as successor to the late
i.'s
E. Mastbaum was exclusively theaters.
[;

editor

made

Tax Repeal Favored
Albany— Officials of the New York
State Federation of Labor have
petitioned Congress for repeal of the
tax on theater admissions.
The tax,

Company

Price 25 Cents

Paramount

"The Cheerful Fraud," Reginald
Denny s latest has been booked into

RESIDENTOf STANLEY

1926

12,

Philbin Signs

—

Universal City Mary Philbin has
signed a new long-term contract with

Her

Universal.

first

under the new

agreement

Edward
Kenyon

will be "Lea Lyon," which
Sloman will direct. Charles

is

writing the script.

Klein in Detroit
Edward L. Klein, distributor of
product of American Cinema Ass'n.

an economic factor. Nineteen twenty-six witnessed the highest
in foreign markets, is in Detroit, atociation of German exhibitors, ac- standard of living that the country has ever known.
Major eco- tending the convention of the organiding to a petition to the Governone exception, touched new records for zation. Klein recently returned from
nt.
Theater owners will ask other nomic indexes with but
abroad, and is planning another trip
ranizations throughout the world the 1925-1926 fiscal year.
It is by this computation that the shortly after the first.
Ben Levine
refrain from showing the picture.
also is here for the meeting.
progress of the nation is measured.
is

sought by

Healthy Signs Everywhere
the
New York
Four Horsemen"
considered as a whole, showed a gain
manufacturing,
General
s made by the German Govern1925 which was a
nt, and the picture was revised, of seven per cent even in comparison with

.^rotest

against

Herman Coming

iwing of "The

eliminate

objectionable

scenes.

{Continued on Page 4)
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prosperous year. Construction and certainly theaters, in relation to their importance in the general building field cannot be
minimized surpassed the record of the previous twelve months.
The Detroit Times reports that three makes of automobiles ex-

—

What

moving forward toward

is

larger

l

Margon sails
Havana Wednesday following a c

of all films shown.

with

ference

manager

pect to spend $20,000,000 in advertising in 1927.

Business, taken by and large,

increase in theater construct

Cuba

this year is reported
Clarence C. Margon, general
ager of Famous' newly-created Cul
organization at Havana. About
houses are operating with Ameri(
pictures comprising about 95 per c
in

of

E.
the

Shauer, gent

E.

Paramount

fore

department.
Frederick W. Lange of Buei
Aires, general manager in Argenti

happening in the commercial world always
Uruguay and Paraguay for Fame
have
a direct bearing on the manner in which is also in New York.
has and always
21,
1918, at the post office at New York
under the act of March 3, 1879.
N.
Y.
There can be no denial
Terms (Postage free) United Stales, outside the motion picture industry progresses.
Reynolds to Direct "Big Gun
of Cire.iter New York. $10.00 one year;
That
when
the
country
prospers, amusements
of this basic truth
Foreign,
Universal City
Lynn Reyno
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
$15.00
Subscribers should remit with order.
has been selected to direct "The
of
success.
glow
happy
reflect
the
AiUlress all communications to THE FILM
Gun," Universal special for whi
UAII.V. 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y
Within the trade, it is true certain malpractices exist. It is cooperation of the Navy Dep't.
Phone Circle 4736 4737 4738 4739. Cable ad
Hollywood
dres»:
Filmday,
New York.
Reynolds first \
not glossing the situation over and passing it by lightly to say been secured.
Gausnian, Ambassa
California — Harvey
E.
direct "Back to God's Country,"
(lor
Hotel: "Phone, Urexel 7000 and Wash
that so long as buyer and seller exist in any business, there will which Renee Adoree, borrowed fn
int'lon 9794,
London — Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.
It may be true that business in this M-G-M, will have the lead.
differences in opinion.
be
^ondon, \V. I., Paris — La Cinematographic
dividends.

is

will

—

t,

:

let
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at:

II,
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I

Irancaise,

5,

Rue

Saulnier.

industry

is

spotty in sections.

box-office receipts are off during

field in
Film

experienced

issues

a

busy

day yes-

terday, some notable rises taking place, as
in the case of Warner Pictures, which jumped
2^ points on a turn-over of 2,000; and the
issue "A," which climbed a point and a half
on a trade of 11,800.
Stanley showed further evidence of recovery with another fractional

rise.
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future seems to indicate that the extent of
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be measured only by the efforts which go
into the undertaking.
There is further prosperity around the
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Let the pessimist
the world.
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first

is in

New

I

Fiim Daily says

t'»

Here

is

number

Sun M. P. Corp. has signed a contract with Hans Tiesler to distribute
a series of 12 two-reel police dog
pictures, featuring Lightning.
Tiesler,

F
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York, has delivered

three.
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Fleischer, for the last
P"
years director of Out-of-the-Inkw( "^
has renewed his contract.

Palace,
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If

Renews Contract

ano

s

fcivtii

Dave

Rowley

101

Intem'l
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Warner

Sale<

it
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Fox Film "A'
72
•Fox Theaters "A"

ttRoxy Common

isn't

feel the effects of seasonal

Fleischer

had

treic

an undeniable assertion that, viewing this

a broad manner, the level

mighty well. The
rewards to come is
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MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH
"Bigger than Barnums"

A New

Advertised
previous
showing.
On opening day the
rade covered the main thorough•es,
lia,

by a marshal in
and a drum major

led

full

in

ANEW
veloped

lere

green

in

high

ater,

staged
the

in

—

"Kid Boots"
(Paramount)
Novelty tie-up with hardware

Denny

displav of

50

Theater ticket,'
a revolving tub.
offered to the first twenty per-

;re

estimating

nearest

the correct
A
the tub.

miber of golf balls in
ok was placed on the counter where
.mes and estimates could be entThe awarding of prizes took
ed.
ice on the final day of the picture,
lis got many people back into the

making it a good publicity stunt
the store as well as the theater.
Greeley,
Stewart, Sterling,
R.

)re,

"The Quarterback"
(Paramount)
contest for selection of the
most popular football player in each
Each student
of three local schools.
his choice
for
vote
one
allowed
was
school
of the football player on his
players
popular
three
The
team.
a

tlie

eyes to the top of the collar. By
)lding the card level and then tap-

man's face gave
funny appearances.

the

differ-

The

jht-hand side of the card contained
.py reading,

"The Funny Faces and

Now"

(Paramount)

Throughout

the city distributed

On the front of
Life Savers.
the envelope was printed "Have a
From Wallace Beery
Life Saver.
and Raymond Hatton. 'We're in the
Navy Now,' See Us at the Howard

roll of

Theater This
lanta,

Week."— Howard,

Ga.

HARMON
FOR

Laugh Month

.

A'-erai;e

Marriage

(

•;

Love

«

Forget

5

The Pirate
The Twins

^
2

Strength of a Blow
Negative
Willar Comedy
Iro

LLOYD
HAMILTON

f^J"
750
,.,.

»5(l

IN

75U
""'"
600
-'-^u

1

"JOLLY TARS"
"The

best

comedy he has had

"TEACHER. TEACHER"

m years-

"Theres everything -"'his"
"•

VfMihiniton (D. C.) Po,(

-^
'''^'JJ

Comedy

," «

•

J
300
1
(Dr.ama)
'-"
Catastrophe
Smyrna
be paid
A substantial reward will values.
for information establishing

Miss Rachel

l

ALBERT

PRESENTS

Parts Meter'.
1850
6

Vow

R.

15 William Street

LEE

& CO.,

Inc.

New York

C.ty

lit-

white envelopes, about Zyi by 4
inches in size, containing a sample

tle

Information Wanted!

Husband

e

"We're In the Navy

for
v.ihies
tn order io determine
the original and
insurance purpose
positive
actual value of the followuiR
and negative films are required:

Her

ef-

Reardon,

BEAT

theater
students^J.
lege and high school
Wilson Irwin, Majestic, Austin, Tex.

Women

distributed 1,500 "Funny Faces"
through three local stores
rds
contained a cartoon of
cards
tiese
funny man on the left-hand side
from
ith a small chain protruding

—

YOU CAN'T

footballs
nights,
the
n.id this had a tendency to make
cola very popular place for

Positive

up

handling

this point!

The presentations of
stage
.ccurred on three different

Marriage

(Universal)

—

evening performances on the

Question
H^>f.& Half

"Poker Faces"

tached to the head, thus making a
complete whole. Prizes were awardEd Reynard, Grand, Marion,
ed.
Ohio.

Get

tied

store

Golden Gate. Dan
Richmond, Cal.

the

were awarded autographed footballs
presented
of Richard Dix and were

Love

dIo.

drawn and all
These clothes were

tilher drawn originally or cut out of
other advertisements and cleverly at-

—
—

Also

the

Jantsen bathing suits and featured
Bernice Freeland, the girl who swam

From Me"

completely
up.

with

California,

Then ofa head of Denny.
prizes to the best picture of

dressed

a six-day teaser campaign as

fectively

(Universal)
Ran an unusual drawing contest
connection with the newspapers

fered

complications in Poker Faces will
keep you roaring Tivoli Starring
E. R.
Beautiful Laura LaPIante."
Rogers, Tivoli, Chattanooga, Tenn.

at

storr
golf balls

Ran

advance publicity.

Showed

—

Ran

It

Bad Men"
(Fox)

\'an

Queen, Houston, Tex.

"Take

it.

consisted of a large cut-out of
latrice Joy from the 24-sheet, along
th stills which were carefuly se:ted to api^eal to the general class
patrons. The general color scheme
bright blue and gave a mos1
IS
Willis
Grist,
effect.
Jr..
zzling
dax, Birmingham, Ala.

it,

Diiiiark,

The judge

—

Resenil)lance Contest."

(liiffitli

Ont..

of the girl's
contest. Merchants contributed
Here is a unique stunt
orizes.
that should go strong in any
novelty.
communitv.
It's
a
And novelties draw the public
vote any time, anywhere. Try

\y

and

young

"He-Man Contest"
a
selection of the most

handsome youth.
was the winner

Minn.

"Eve's Leaves"
(P. D. C.)
The newspaper ads gave out a diappeal to the people who liked
;t
Also took ad?hclass pictures.
ntage of DeMille's name as well
the names of the stars and the
The lobby disle of the picture.

;t

prettiest

Catharine's,

St.

for

—

ng

and those resembling Corinne Griffith as she appeared in the
.'\
14-foot banner or awning
picture.
faced the Main Street reading. "Syncopating Sue Prize Ball, and Corinne
dancers

lady of the Niagara District,
J. G. Forhan of Griffin's the-

suits,

etland ponies, dogs led by youngsand tableau wagons.
A clown
llowed who got the laughs.
A
llyhoo artist trailed the parade,
ling the public of the show and
grand free exhibition in front of
big top at the theater. The front
:
the theater was converted into a
cus big top, where side shows were
itured.
Jay Gould, Eagle, Monte-

ns

angle has been deto the beauty con-

Peach" as the

followed gaily plumed riders,

window

One

test idea.

•s

ieo,

(First Nat'l)
Tied in with a dancing academy
on a dance contest
Prizes were
awarded for the best syncopating

Following up the recent selection of "Miss Niagara

re-

jffed hat with nickel plated baton,
len came the manager's own fam-

band of ten pieces

"3

"Syncopating Sue"

O.)
street parade

(F. B.

Coming "One Sunday Morning"
^l^cUuMticmcd

(Rctu^

'^-

"'"

At-

THE
Sunday, December

KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

REVIEW OF RAMSAYE'S
SEETHING SAGA OF THE
SCREEN. IN TERMS OF
A

PLAIN FACT. ROMANCE.
AND INSPIRATION

By MICHAEL

L.

youth

"Million and One Nights

SIMMONS

years ago, a nerbeing initiated into

the mysteries of the newspaper craft
stood timidly before the city editor
cf a Kansas City daily. He was lisassignment.
tening
his
first
to
"There's been a shooting in the West
"Go
Bottoms," the editor began.
find out who did it, when he did it,
why he did it and whom he did it
and that will be a story."
t'
The young fellow was Terry Ramsaye.
Those curt instructions must
have nestled deep in his consciousness, for those are the principles aptelling
the
parently employed in
world's most human story the histoiy of the motion picture. An impressive work results.
learn first, dealing with theory
and deduction, the nature and purpose of narrative arts in relation to

—

—

We

—

how the wish is
the motion picture
father to the screen's outgrowth from
pantomime, sculpture, drawing and
Deduction soon
the written word.
gives way to fact, and in a few crisp
chapters spent with missionaries trying to apply photography to picture
machines called by the most terrifying names we come to the house
of the "Wizard of Menlo Park" where
the Edison Kineoscope, the parent
machine of the art of the motion picThis is some
ture, has its inception.
decades before the first camera click-

eld Biograph, the Mutual, the IMP,
the Patents Co., the General Film,
all inextricably woven into the color!iil fabric of the industry's story.
Thus ,we see a many-sided crysallis,
from which emerges the first
director, the first scenarist, the first
screen critic, even the first screen
censor these and their graduating
progeny continue to take shape within
the direct horizon of the eye and
mind, like micro-organisms under a

—

scientist's

thousand pages of bold incessant inquiry take the reader to un-

byways of personality
seethe with exploits to
stagger
the
imagination.
One's
credulity is challenged, excited and
f.nally overwhelmed with the evidence of the screen's extraordinary
adventures, its amazing survival of
frequented

that

fairly

conflict
frailities,

and

fear,

and,

its

lastly,

ambitions and
its triumphant

of not only pleasure and
pride, but of inspiration that will impart to his sometimes jaded impulses a rehabilitating touch.
Vista upon vista beckons for exploration, and with extraordinary endurance, the author follows each
frail.
Back an forth, on two continents, has the seeker spread the
tentacles of research, personally interviewing most of the living actors
who played important roles in the
From the innerabsorbing drama.

measure

archives of family life and indi'strial history he has mined personal and documentary testimony, all
of which set down, gives the stamp of
i'uthenticity to his account.
In this wise, to the old timer,
events blanketed by the dust of the
years, will be revived with a pungent
one's first taste of a
flavor,
like
He will live again in
pomegranate.
the resurrected maze of plots and
tr.ost

9 9

levelation

—how

to

it

is an intriguing interest i)
oft:
the chronicler spans the cen
luries, showing the more primitivi Iltlii
i.rge that led to the eventualities 0%, on:
the screen art. He hops phenomenall; ^(i\,f
a period in which Leonardo di
Vinci
occupies
himself
throwinj §(k
shadow images on a wall by the ai(
of the sun's rays through a crack ii fiien
a Venetian blind, to the evening o reveal
the first showing of Annabelle-the jk

way

cm

\\

Dancer

Koster and Bial's, thirt;
years ago, when an excited audienci
rose to its feet, shouting hoarsely
"Look, it moves!"
at

Humor and

Pathos

And how, in later chapters,
tection.
omission pyramids into consethi.<!
f|uences involving millions of dollars,
is merely one instance of the way the
author establishes a fact, only to
bring it out in the later tapestry of
his tale as a climactic part of the

unfolds, it may be even
said to surpass the older classic,
for where on the one hand there is
the whole unlicensed world of fairy

gaudy

tale

it

and myth to chose from, Ramsaye's chronicle is drawn from the
flesh and blood of reality, from the
s'.ark. naked truth of recorded fact,
design.
Then, in convincing, absorbing and from the lives of men who are
continuity, starting with the inven- still on the scene to substantiate its
tion and tinkering stages of various meaning.
It is easy to give vent to lyrical
motion picture apparatus, one is
brought forward to the attendant de- appreciation, but for the more pervelopments of motion picture com- tinent purpose of this review, let us
panies, the birth of distributing com- examine the value of the work to
of stars, of thirty years of
patent and commercial wars. Tightrope walkers, in the new magic pro-

panies,

become distributors, sponge
cess,
pres'sers become giant theatrical promoters, newspaper reporters evolve
into captains of industry, clothing
salesmen aspire to financial wizardry;

we

get to

know

the real

meaning

of

such names as the old Kalem Co.,
with its production of "Ben Hur"
running into the enormous expendituie of

several hundred

dollars,

the

tale

the

man

in the trade.

Man

gets

from the Bible because

com-

griprelates the masterful struggle of his forbears.
By the same
token, the film man sees in this comprehensive genesis, a throbbing evolution laid open before him, like a
dissected anatomy every tiniest artery probed for its relation to the organism as a whole.
The present
member of the Confraternity must,
unless he be totally devoid of human susceptibilities, derive a good
fort

pingly

—

it

nians, the Griffiths and others of the
lordly positions of today, reduced by
the perspective of time to the raw,
groping youngsters of yesterday. He
will note the processes by which they
made success do their bidding, and
then will realize with a sharpness as

of summer lightning across a clouded
sky. how much stranger than fiction
is the truth of the screen saga.

A

jvli:!
long

(Star

uCf
?j"'i

atd cr

It

is

impossible

in

compara
describe tW

this

igtlsi

tively narrow compass to
|es(
stellar parts played by Edison, BlackPation
ton. the billiard parlor in which thiptnwi
girl

last

Company was born, thita wo
who investetple
nickel in carfare down tdttlica
with a curl

the trade's curiosity in the liti
tic man of the postoffice who wa;
lunched by producing and distribut
incr executives, and a myriad of othe:
incidents sprinkled with the papriki
of humor, pathos and heart interest
Suffice that it moves swiftly and fasj
cinatingly to the towering apex whicl
lepresents the screen's position todajl

suggested with the pictorial
imagery of a de Mille. Tableaux are
projected at the mind with the sly,
playful banter of a Lubitsch.
And
now and then a climax is shot across
t:ie field of action with the dynamics
of a Vidor.
Quite conceivably, the
h.istorian penetrates every possible
strata of record for his material, and
though he brightens fact with color,
Discloses confidences with a goodnatured wink, there is always in his
telling the impartial, honest viewpoint of the sheer reporter.
The comparative newcomer in the
motion picture field will experience
sensations of another sort.
He will
see the Zukors, the Loews, the Foxs,
The Laemmles' the Roxys, the Grau-

,)(

|j

op into mountains casting world-wide appeal to the millions yearning for counterplots. All these will seem as
vivid as yesterday's fist fight to a
shadows may be gleaned from one vicsrious thrills.
The very last paragraph, in fact, perl
The title of this screen saga is apt- schooboy.
ironical detail at this juncture when,
crates the trials and triumphs of thi
ly
chosen.
bears
a
worthy
alluNor
It
has
the
his
mawriter
patents
for
overooked
the
the
out
IP taking
industry's most successful individual
Nights.
sion
to
the
tale
the
Arabian
of
possibilities of presentation.
Situachine, Edison refused to spend the
b\ a pair of baby shoes reclining o<
foreign pro- !n the arresting auality of the rich, tions are
extra $150 necessary for

],{

,|,

tract,

devel-

CI

There

the

Fourteenth Street, Selznick's gift a
a watch to Al Lichtman, CharW
Chaplin indulging in a neck-tie buy(
ing orgy after signing a $670,000 con-

$150 Saved; Millions Lost

tip

him

stars that the crude

her

takes comfort from the Bible because it grippingly relates
the triumph of his forebears, of the mastery of spirit over
matter.
By the same token the film man will see in "A Million
and One Nights" a genesis of his industry, its survival of countless difficulties and the processes by which the present leaders rose
to the top.
This delightful tapestry, woven of romance and fact,
should give him a good measure of pride and pleasure, to say
nothing of stirring his imagination for the accomplishment of deeds
still to be achieved.
Simon and Schuster, N. Y. published the book.

borne

be

will

was written in thi
penny arcade o
long ago would inevitably grow inti
the new Paramount Theater of today
namely

little

MAN

Hollywood.

How unsuspecting mole-hills
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One can only sum up by using
language of the screen to describe

tht

)ot

(

ball

cl

[d
ifels

I

I

ILil

inext

["BIk
jgue
ig,"

'

ire

"Blai

m,"

iGec

Bthi

seqii

itke;
'j'lit

thii Jffp

book of the screen. The whole worm iIm
can be likened to an entertaining phoPS*

1

heroes anf*"
"neavies" battling for supremacy. l\.,^,,,
its
h.is
deep absorbing theme oj'
man's hunger for universal underl
Ip
standing, of a language for all.
has the flair of a gold rush combine^
with the staccato punches of a grea
war.
It has comic relief in abur
dance.
You know that when thJ
author records that Mark Dintenfasj
smells herring, no matter how import
ant the consequences, chuckles ar
in store, with malice toward none,
^
Terry Ramsaye has done a monU
mental work. It deserves a 24-shee
I
in
the Screen Hall of Fame.
should be as standard to the industr;
as Roget's Thesaurus is to the writ »aves
The man in the trad tlebi
ing craft.
who reads it, be he "old pro" o
green amateur, will "know his owi Nc
industry" in the real meaning oft
'stem
the term.
to

play.

It

has

its

t).'

_

i,

bg,

to

a

tke

fori
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Developments
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Now," closing

Presentations

in
ARTHUR

W.

EDDY

on same with our
front working screen and carrying
B'way Presentations
Briefly told ideas for presentations on from that point with the picture
(Week of Dec. 12>
om all parts of the country. We proper. Len S. Brown, Fischer's
Fond du Lac, Fond du Lac, Mich.
vite you to send yours to Present
Capitol
Same as previous week.
Grams Editor, The Film Daily—
Paramount — "Four Seasons," staged
"Phantom"
Atmosphere
by
Boris
Petroff;
50 Broadway, New York City.
Dennis Sisters,
narnioiiy
trio;
As the overture of "Faust" music
overture, prelude to
tilm, "Ludwig Van Beethoven."
Christmas Presentations
ended six girls in skeleton tights
Build your presentation around the danced out upon the stage.
They
Strand —^Mark Strand Frolic, with
Mile. Klemova and Ballet; aria from
^a of the birth of Christ.
Here are worked against a black drop with a
"1 I'uritani," Amanda Brown, colorao suggestions:
blue flood.
When the dance reachtura soprano; Jrving Aaronson's ComThe first involves but little expense, ed its height a "Phantom" rushed inmanders, band overture, "Sixth Hungarian
Khapsody," with cymbolam
to the center of the group and scatle only prop is a blue-sky, starcadenza by Elsie Patai.
jtted back drop.
One star, particu- tered the performers. As they left
bly bright, represents the Star of the stage a trailer began and as it
[tthlehem.
This should be at one finished on the curtain the "Phan|ie
of the drop.
tom" appeared at the side of the
It
When the curtain rises a shepherd screen, picked up by a green spot.
Capitol
revealed leaning on his crook. The The spot followed him down to the
Major Edward Bowes again provided Capree Wise Men, dressed in fiow- footlights and into the auditorium itol audiences with an excellent program last
It
was featured by a ballet from
All the lights week.
g white robes and carrying crooks where he was lost.
titled "VValpurgis Night."
As "Faust"
long sticks, enter. They indicate were out during the prologue.
The scene, taken from the feature, "F'aust,"
e Star to the shepherd, pausing to the "Phantom" disappeared, the title represented a banquet hall, including a throne
and
four silver columns.
It was decidedly
They of the feature was flashed on the
ig "Come All Ye Faithful."
colorful,
with the ballet and the Chester
People's, Yarmouth, Nova Hal2 girls acting as members of the court.
it and from the distance is heard a
screen.
Mephistopheles (John Triesault) entered with
xed chorus sing "Hark! the Herald Scotia.

Present- O- Grams

in

—

—

:

'

;

How

B'way Does

—

igels Sing."

The second plan involves

of the stable in Bethelem.
pen with dim lights, with the figure
a woman, kneeling at a manger,
Have her sing "Holy Night."
sible.
the conclusion of the number train
spot on the manger to reveal a
Then, backstage, have a
ly baby.
xed chorus sing "Hark! the Herald
igels Sing."
Suggested by

ntation

;

—

THE

LM DAILY.

"The Magician"

a repre-

Use

—

representation

of

the

clay-

clude a

man

dressed in a black cloak

with a skeleton painted on it an(.
have him go through a spooky dance
An adagio team, under these circumstances,

An

"Stepping Along"
An excellent opportunity to exploit
i "Black Bottom" dance craze as a
alogue is afforded by "Stepping
Throughout the action of
ong."
tture Johnny Hines dances both
Bottom" and the "Char; "Black
In fact, an entire chorus
ton."
im George White's "Scandals" perrms the "Black Bottom" in a theThis may be tied up
ir sequence.
:h the young people with a prize to
to the best Charleston dancer and
bther prize to the best "Black BotIf feasible you might
!n" dancer.
Sugjage professional dancers.
ited by First National.

a

modeling scene in the picture. Produce a weird effect by applying luminous paint to the principals. In-

would be unusually

illusion

act

will

provide
appealing to
also

excellent atmosphere,
both adults and children.

some well-known

local

effective.

Engage

magician.—

Suggested by M-G-M.

"Upstage"
a presentation tryout contest
which will also afford excellent exPrior to the engagement
ploitation.
conduct a contest the winner or winthe
ners of which will be featured in

Run

presentation or prologues to precede
Hold nightly tryouts on
the film.
your stage with a committee of
injudges, including vocal and dance
structors of local
ing the winners.
stimulate interest
It
presentation.
engage a popular

importance, selectThis plan will also
in the forthcoming

good idea to
local band to augSuggested by M-G-M.
is

a

"We're In the Navy Now"
orchestra on stage in blue- ment the act.
Jket costumes secured through a
"The Scarlet Letter"
iup with the Navy Department
Using subdued lights a tableau
il used a ship transport stage settapestry is rei<.
The orchestra played a pro- representing a huge
of the overplaying
the
of nautical music, working in vealed during
; 111
brighter
grow
hghts
the
As
ture.
sailors,
of
ijunction with a couple
Frank L.
life.
to
come
figures
vn-pipe dances, black bottom dan- the
Dollar, Los Anand working up to a finale in Newman, Million
playing
geles.
were
they
Aich,
while
'liling. Sailing Over The BoundFrank Cambria's Next
I
Sea," we dimmed stage lights
The
Frank Cambria will produce
Ivn to deep blues, and threw a
openPublix^
for
Damascus"
il of a battleship plowing through Pearl of
the week of Dec. li>.
waves right over orchestra heads ing at the Rivoli
back cyclorama drop. This
J the
Act for George Dollini
je the effect of the act being out
Fontaine and Dhima are
i

'iad

—

:

:

,

;1

D.

the ocean with the stage settuig

?ng forward. After this effect had
with
b n secured we came right in
title

of

"We're

In

The Navy

Vivienne
character
preparing an Oriental and
booking
dancing presentation for
Dollini.
George
through

Faust (Rita tilynde) to show him the dancing
m progress during the feast.
Ihe Capitol Ballet, in orange ballet costumes, did a waltz.
Roland Guerard, rep
resenting Mercury with a winged hat, executed a dance ot Mercury.
Then followed
ihe ever-charming Joyce Coles who, wearing
Himsy green dress and long blonde wig,
I
Closing the niciacm
danced the bacchante.
ibe entire group appeared in a bacchanal.
Rudy VViedoeft, saxaphonc expert, worked
The drop,
ju a set Western in atmosphere.

showed the
gorgeously-colored
creation,
Set-pieces provided a cookGrand Canyon.
shack and a fence.
The artist was dressed
His program comprised
as a cow-puncher.
Vice-President
"Melodic,"
composed
by
Charles G. Uawes; "Valse Mazanetta" and
and
Wiedoeft,
composed
by
"Sax-ema,"
"Land of the Sky Blue Water," by Cadman.
The final verse of the last-named was sung
woman in Western costume who
by a
emerged from the door of the shack.
Especially striking was the set used in

a

divided and were swung around back to (be
audience, thus becoming paneli flanking what
appeared to be a mirror.
Alice of Wonderland, impersonated by Billie
Irwin, did a
mirror dance, only the mirror was not a mirror after all and the "reflection" wai in
reality a double. Patsy Irwin.
The mirror disappeared and in its place
was revealed a dais, on which Alice sat lo
wacth various characters from the book, "Alice

Wonderland," do their numbers.
Beauty
was lent the scene by the appearance of the
While Queen (Cynthia Farr) and the Red
Ouecn (Margery Mackay). Mollie Dodd now
a White Rabbit, oflered a toe specialty.
Followed the Lenora JeweN, attired in red to
in

represent lobsters, with a highkick specialtx.
Bcrnice James, as the March Hare, provided an acrobatic whirlwind, and the Mad
Hatter (Don Ateno), and the Doormouse,
(Willie Mae) did a whirlwind number together, prior to the finale.
Earlier in the program Thelmy Georgi,
tenor, sang

Form

"Liebestraum" ("Love's Dream").

Presentation

Company

David R. Blyth and Jack E. Horn
have entered the presentations production and booking business with
offices at 1560 Broadway. They have
a number of acts in preparation, including Les Balkans, singing and
dancing attraction carrying 10 people,
which is now breaking in around New
York. Other acts include Elsie Podoinecz,
Hungarian cymbalist and
Lascha Piatov and Lois Natalie,
dancers, formerly of the Imperial Ballet.
Joseph Cherniavsky, who has
been conducting the orchestra at
"Beau Geste" at the Criterion, has
ended this association to organize a

band

for the

Eltinge to

new company.
Tour Film Houses

Julian Eltinge will again tour picture houses, beginning early in January.

connection with the appearance of Celia Turmezzo-soprano, who sang the "Flower
rill,

This was a black
Song" from "Faust."
in the oval of which stood Miss
Behind her
appropriately.
attired
Turrill,
was a fountain, with rose Ijushes on either
medallion,

side.

with

The background was a
stars

drop,

blue-sky

visible.

Paramount
John Murray Anderson presentations have
and
a habit of being exquisite pictorially
They remind one of a din
that's about all.
iier in which desert is served every course
but the meat is forgotten.
The Anderson production at the Paramount
was oflered under the title of "The Book of
The opening scenes was a set of
Dreams."
Two
large size bookings on a library table.
girls, Cynchia Farr and Margery Mackay, in

—

old-fashioned dresses, silver-colored, represent
ed part of the book-ends.
Opening the action a "maid with a duster,"
Mollie Dodd, did a toe specialty, following
which the "book ends" sung "The Book of
The ends of four books opened
Dreams."
and the Lenora Jewels, Lillian Autis, Helen
Walsh, Althea Gross and Isabel Pomeroy, appeared in white wigs and silver costumes to
Pan (Don
do a slow-motion dance number.
Ateno) and the Nymph (Willie Mae)) went
through some adagio work which was decidedThe books
ly the best thing on the program.
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laugh for your patrons is a laugh for your
box-office* While your patrons laugh and grow
fit

the old

bank

roll

can laugh and grow

fat!

January Is Laugh Monti
But December— right now— is the time to prepare
for your share of Laugh Month profits by booking

This
will

Ad

appear in Photoplay, Motion Picture Maga-

zine,

Motion Picture

Classic, Picture -Play

Magazine and Film Fun, on the newsstands in

0,

January, to help

you cash in on Laugh Month

k

k

\

And you'll have

the help of the finest bunch
of exploitation stunts ever arranged' for
Short Features when you play Educational'
Comedies* Ask your exchange now about
these tie-ups, including the big Juvenile

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES.

Inc.

Comedies -Harmonica Playing Contest; the
Billy Dooley-Ted Toy Doll tie-up, and the
Felix the Cat tie-ups.

\%

S

Member
Motion Picture Producers and

Disti

of America, Inc.
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HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

oypiLMDOM

Younger Assigned

Campaigning for

P. VouiiKcr has been assigned
tile adaptation of M-G-M's production, "The Callahans and the Murphys." whicli George Hill will direct.

A.

THERE

New Dean

started

Harvey E. Qausman

Organization Keyword
Organization is the key word to

Faces

supremacy

,,

t?-,

tl;

iletoH

American motion pi(
tures, says Benjamin Christiansoi
director of "The Devil's Circus" an
Ef
"The Mysterious Island." Christiar
son says Americans have perfecte
organization to the point where thte'
of

(red

is

in

osephl

highest grade of films are the resul

In connection with the

new

trend, B. P. Schulberg of

Famous

makes an announcement in the form of an order to directors under
contract that each must develop a minimum of one new screen face
Directors under contract average 20. Ann Sheridan, Doris
Hall and Betty James Young have been signed.

work on

a year.

vehicle for Columbia. "Birds
of Prey" is the title.

her

FILM DIGEST

M

public.

Picture Started

Dean has

By

going to be a liberal amount of new faces gracing the
screen next season, judging by the activities of practically all
the studios, which are grooming new players in abundance for the
new year. A regular system of "scouting" new talent is being installed, for producers have noted with satisfaction the manner in
which the players "brought out" this year have been accepted by the

Reed Howes Films Finished
Arthur Q. Hagerman has completed titling of "The Night Owl,"
starring Reed Howes. Scenarized and
edited by Henry Robert Symonds.

Priscilla

New

AHDWEEKLY

first

Nye Gets New Contract

Webster Again Beaudine Aide
Alice Calhoun in Fairbanks' Lead
Nye, scenic designer for
Alice Calhoun is portraying the
George
Webster will again act as
a
under
M-G-M, has been placed
leading feminine role opposite Wil- assistant director to William Beaunew long term contract.
liam Fairbanks in "Flying High," dine when he directs "Frisco Sally
now in production at the California Levy" as his initial M-G-M picture.
Vaughn Vehicle Purchased
studios, released by Gotham Produc"Fast and Furious" an original by
tions.
BischofI Starting Second
purchased
Enid Hibbard has been
Samuel BischofT announces start
for an Albert Vaughn vehicle for
of "The Snarl of Hate," second of a
F. B. O.
Talmadge-Moreno Team

a vi:

"Browming Stock Company"
The "Browning stock company" ha
been organized again at the M-G-1

I

studios, for Tod Browning's new pit
ture starring John Gilbert.
Its men!
bers are: Waldemar Young, scett
arist, Polly Moran, Cecil Holland ani

[anion

Bobby Mack.

Na

k.

H'

ir

tk.

Merrill

"Easy Pickings" Ready
"Easy Pickings" has been completed by George Archainbaud for
First National.

io

Marshall Neilan has signed AntonMoreno to play the leading male

role opposite

Constance Talmadge

in

"Carlotta."

Borzage Preparing "7th Heaven"
Eugenia Gilbert in Chase Film
Frank Borzage is preparing "SevEugenia
Gilbert appears opposite
enth Heaven," his next picture for Charley
Chase in his latest Roach
soon
as
shooting
start
will
Fox, and
comedy, the cast also includes Gale
as Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell,
Henry, Burr Mcintosh, Vernon Dent
cast in featured roles, are available.
and Eugenie Ford. James Parrott is
at Fine Arts
Another independent company has
joined the units working at Fine Arts,
Atma Prod., headed by Gavin De La
Torres, general manager, to produce
a series of features for the independent market.

Atma Working

ROY DEL RUTH
Director

in

Production

"Wolfs' Clothing"
Featuring

Monte Blue and
Patsy Ruth Miller

"Milton

Sill's

next

for

First

National.
The cast includes Mary
Astor, Alice White, Kate Price, Larry Kent and Arthur Stone.

Featuring

Dolores Costello

Earle Foxe, Nancy Nash, Raymond
Hitchcock,
Grant Withers, Lydia

Rollins.

>'•

••••••

Pictures, Inc.

» • >

•» '•»»»

series

"The Wisecrackers,"

shooting on the second episode
under direction of Del Andrews. The
supporting cast includes Ginom Corrado, Joan De Briac, Zalla Zarana,
Sam Appel, Rene Mimeux, Henry
King, Jack Morris and Max Barwyn.

are

^»

Worth and Jacque

Second of "Wisecrackers" Started
Lorraine Eason, Thelma Hill, Al
Cooke and Kit Guard who have the
leads in P. B. O.'s new two reel

comedy

Warner Bros.

Joan Crawford Signs New Contract
Joan Crawford has signed a new
long-term contract with M-G-M. Her
present contract had three years to
run.

Working In "Resurrection"
Assigned to work in
"Resurrection" are Rod La Rocque,

—

Virginia Valli has been selected to
play the lead in "Marriage," which
will go into production shortly at
Fox under direction of R. William

Neill.
Alma Rubens was announced
John Ford Starts New Picture
for this part a few weeks ago but her
John Ford has started direction of illness necessitated a change.
The
"The Snake's Wife" for Fox with Wells' story will be known as "The

Chautard, Elu Reynolds, Judy King,

Tim* Charlie"

will

Adamson Adapting "Hello Bill"
and James W. Home, who will direct.
Ewart Adamson has been assigned
The comedian also has purchased
Robert E. Sherwood's story, "The the work of adapting "Hello Bill,"
which F.B.O. will dedicate to AmeriGay Nineties."
ca's Elkdom.
John Chapman Hilder
wrote the story and Ralph Ince will
Dillon Starts Sills Film
direct.
John Francis Dillon has started
work on "The Runaway EnchantVirginia Valli Chosen

Million Bid"

—
Baiad •> "G»od

Noel Mason Smith

writing the story for Buster Keaton's
next, in collaboration with Keaton

Lillian

"A

star.

direct.

Clarissa Selwynne, Dolores Del Rio,
Keaton Preparing Next
Marc McDermott, Vera Lewis and
Bryan Foy and Danny Grey are Lucy Beaumont.

Yeamans Titus, Ralph Sipperly, Ted
McNamara, Sammy Cohen, Emile
Preparing

dog

dog pictures, starring
Walker and "Silverstreak,"

of four

Hollywood

directing.

ress,"

Now

series

Johnnie

Wedding Ring."

Ipearii

Itiirei

DARRYL
FRANCIS
ZANUCK V
Ikst

leF

Itcio

|»MI1

Author of Three
Syd Chaplin

Box

Office Hits

"The Better

HAPOLD
SttUMATEl
Writing for

*01e^'

"OhWhataNurse"
"The Missing Link"
In Collaboration With
the Star and

FOX

Charles F. Reisner

In Production

the Director

"LOVE MAKES 'EM WILD"
Directed by AL RAY

Warner Bros. Prod.

^L^

WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

Barthelmess to Coast
lichard Barthelmess, who arrived
the Majestic last Tuesday, is en
te to Hollywood, where he will be
Ted in First National productions.

Return to New York
bseph H. Nadel, who was assistant

New

York First
of the
studio, and Ben Berk, who
location manager, have returned
a visit to the Coast.

nager
jtional
5

m

Navarro to Hollywood
lamon Navarro and his represenve. Herb Howe, are en route to
llywood. TTiey have been spendtheir vacation in Canada and New
rk.

the

Friday

for

ramount

school,

)llywood.
;avy" roles.

left

He

enacts

usually

Here from Poland
Sorbert Wicki, who played heavies
e in 1920, arrived from Poland this
He has appeared in several imek.
^tant

European

Hugo

plays.

Ballin to

Hollywood

who

did the art work
"Sunya," starring Gloria SwanHe
left Friday for the Coast.
1,

iugo

Ballin,

accompanied by

s

his wife,

Mabel

llin.

Smiley in Cast
oe Smiley, veteran actor, has been
led to the cast of "The Potters,"
has Charles Eaton, brother of
iry Eaton, the dancer.

A

from ''Lots

Little

who

best

remembered for his work
made by Fox.

in

he Fool,"

and

Bemer

who

ector,
illat

in

Hollywood

veteran assistant
was with the Irvin

Berner,

and Howard Higgin units

at

here,

is

;

First

w

in

National

studio

Hollywood.

Cast Additions Announced
Perkins and Tammany
)ung have been added to the cast of
new Robert T. Kane production,

Osgood

leggins,

part of
the well-

went

into

work

with
Thursday,
Cosmopolitan
mes Ashmore Creelman directing.

Schurr Handling Camera
William F. Schurr, who has worked
the Coast, is now photographing
mes Ashmore Creelman's initial
which is being made by
:ture,
jbert T. Kane Prod.

Holland to Play Lead
Holland, who has signed
long-term contract with Fox, left
lursday for Hollywood, where he
ill
play the lead in "Ankles PreHe appeared in "Summer
rred."
ichelors" and "The Music Master."
Clifford

the

is

New

M-G-M.
McEveety

Richard Dix

is

.

tu7iity in the

of Neiv Rochelle are familiar
figures
at
the
Paramount
studio.
They are twins and
appeared in "The Quarterback."
They are all-around
athletes, excelling in football
and sculling.
They starred
at Brown.

*

Fox

picture.

*

*

Like the baseball player, ivho
spends his vacation at the Polo
Grounds, Robert Martin, the cameraman, spends his Sundays, toting
a Kodak. He has secured some unusual "shots" of the Woolworth

Starts

Work

Bernard .Mclvvcety lias started work
on "His Rise to "Fame," starring
George Walsh.
It is a fight story
and was written by Victoria Moore.
It will be released by Excellent Pictures, Samuel Zierlcr, president. Production at the Jackson Avenue studio.

Phil Carle Arrives
Phil Carle, who has been an assistant to Robert Vignola for several
years, here and on the Coast, has
arrived from Hollywood to assist
Vignola, who will direct Gilda Gray
in "Cabaret."
Carle made the trip

by automobile.

English Exteriors Planned
Herbert Brenon will take a company of players to England next June
Building, Brooklyn bridge and other to film exteriors for Warwick Deepplaces of interest.
It was
ing's story, "Sorrel and Son."
*
*
*
to have gone into production this
month, but Brenon will be assigned a
Walter Catlett is now ranking with Sam Hardy, Tom
new story for immediate picturization.
Geraghty and other studio
Zuckor Photographing Satz
wits.
*
*
*
Frank Zuckor is photographing

Mrs. Raoul A. Walsh, wife
the director, likes snowShe hired an old
storms.
sleigh last Sunday, during the
big storm, and drove for three
hours through Central Park.
of

Ludwig
starring
into
production

work on

Satz.

from Hollyivood, also enjoyed the
snow.
She took pictures of the
white flakes and also romped about

Baker, who did excellent
the stage version of "The
Swan," is a new figure in the studios
He is a member of the scenario staff
at the Paramount studio and is workEdward Sutherland
the
ing with

hi her arctics.

unit.

Thursday at the Edison studio, with
Harry Garson directing. The cast
includes Claire Adams, Jimmy Carson, Susanne Bennett and Margaret
Oliver, who are in "The Shanghai

The

was

fare

*

By

way,

the

*

Melville

$75.
*

*

Banky,

Vilma

*

*

in

pean-made pictures

much

in

*

The camera work

is

Euroattract-

attention, but veteran

contend that
the angles and effects were attained years ago
in "Intolerance"; that Mack
Sennett also used many of the
tricks in his early comedies.

many

makers

of

*

*

N

ewspapermen claim that the
lure of printers' ink is very powerful, but the art preservative failed
Art, who
to hold Arthur Zellner.
production
the
in
time
one
at
was
department at the old Metro studio
here, made a quick retreat from the
printing business and can be found
at his old desk in the exploitation
department at United Artists.
*

;

yet untitled, which

tion in
is

doing much boxing
-*•
the apparel of "what
in preparation for his next producdressed director should wear," have tion, "Knockout Reilly." His oppobeen coming thick and fast to James nent is being selected.
Ashmore Creelman, who made his
*
debut as a megaphone artist this
Frank Joyce is taking much
week.
The puttees and leggins are
interest in the success of Vicgifts from witty friends, but Creeltor McLaglen in "What Price
man is taking the matter in good
Glory."
Frank secured Mchumor. By the way, his first picture
Laglen his role in "Beau
is a comedy.
Geste" and following this,
*
*
*
came McLaglen's big oppor-

*

oharles

9 9

at

pUTTEES

spending Her vac.i
York. Victor Scastrom
expected to direct her next picture
Gisli

RALPH WILK

B>

picture

has been
pearing in several Coast-produced
tures, is here from Hollywood. He

ilaymond Bloomer,

on Vacation

llere

ing

Bloomer Back From Coast

OP SNAHPY ITKMS
COVEkINO EASTERN
PICTURE PRODUCTION

I.ilh'aii

Donald and Harold Morey

Greg Blackton Goes West
jreg Blackton, who was in

WEKKLY DIGEST

A

*

*

Jack McGowan is versatile,
He writes
to say the least.
titles and also finds time to
In
write musical comedies.
addition to this, he is a clever
actor.
*

When

*

*

the cutters start work-

ing on "Love's Greatest Mistake" they will find no misTwo medical
takes in detail.
(surgeons) from St.
cutters
the
Johns' hospital supervised
making of a hospital scene in
Josephine Dunn,
the picture.
was aided by a
patient,
as the

blood transfusion.

*

*

"The

Lunatic,"

went

It

Gesture."

"Shorty," long W. C. Fields' assistant, has returned to his old du-

Fischbeck on "Cabaret"
Harry Fischbeck. who has photoHe is saving graphed several Paramount specials,
ties as a stage hand.
his pennies and in 1928, will make will handle the camera work on "CabThis over,
a trip around the world.
aret," which is expected to be placed
he will take things easy by opening
a cigar store in New York.
*

*

*

City high school
the
that
declare
officials
movies have killed interest in
There is no argudebates.

Atlantic

production late this month. Fischbeck photographed Gilda Gray in
"Aloma of the South Seas." She
in

also be starred in the

will

ture

new

pic-

"

Completing "The Plotters"
Potters,"
"The
on
will
be comFields,
W.
C.
starring
ment about this.
Fred Newmeyer
pleted this week.
*
*
*
with Ray Lissner and
IS directing,
For a time, it seemed Clifford Hol- Rav Cozine as assistants. Paul Vogcl
land might be cast for a part in "The is in charge of photography.
The
Joy Girl," to be directed by Allan cast includes Mary Alden, Ivy Harris,
Dwan. Holland posed for the illus- Richard "Skeets" Gallagher and Jack
trations used in connection with the Egan.
Saturday Evening Post story. Holland, however, has a good part in
a Fox-coast production.
*

*

Linow, the Cossack
wrestler, who appeared in several pictures, has returned to
He would look good
the mat.

some

of the
*

war comedies.
*

*

another
wrestler, ivho is also a good
actor, is training to become a

Nat

Pendelton,

fighter.
*

I

Alvin WyckofF |

:":

DIRECTOR

*

Ivan

in

Production

*

Arthur Caesar, Green Room and
Cheese club wit, titles pictures, has
written "It Can't Be Done," a play.

../
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"Faust"

I

Prod. — Mctro-Goldtrjoi-Maycr

'FA.

"Ladies at Play"

"Pals in Paradise"

"The Winning of Barbara

Producers

Worth"

Dist.

192i'

First National

Corp.

!'"•
,

ONE OF THE OUTSTANDING
—
AMUSING. WESTERN BUILT AMUSING BUT SUGGESTIVbI
Scnyiiiel Goldwyn Prod.
PICTURES OF THE YEAR.
BOUND TO DRAW CHUC
UP WITH STRONG COMEDY
United Artists
AGAIN THE GERMAN MASKLES
GALORE UNLESS TH]i
TERY OF PRODUCTION FINE PRODUCTION AND EX- STRAIN AND EXCELLENT
AUDIENCE
IS MADE UP 01
TECHNIQUE HOLDS THE CELLENT VALUES. WRIGHT CHARACTERIZATION, GETS
SPECTATOR IN AWE AND
CONSERVATIVE,
A
SMAL:
AWAY FROM THE CUT AND
AMAZEMENT. CERTAIN TO NOVEL DISTINCTLY IN- DRIED FORMULA.
TOWN
GROUP.
CREATE UNTOLD ENTHU- TERESTING AS HANDLED BY
.Doris Kenyon pretty but
Rudolph Schildkraut great Cast.
SIASM.
HENRY KING AND WELL Cast.
talented to waste her efforts
His portrayal
Lezinsky.
Abie
as
Cast.
Kinil Jannings, perfect as
ACTED BY A CAPABLE CAST. of the jovial store keeper bound comedy of this order. Louise Fa
.

.

.

BRINC

I

JUT

fOOTj

to.

.

.

ojlr,

.

.

.

Mephisto. again scores a triiiniph
There is no one to equal him in
pantomimic versatih'ty. Gosta Ek-

makes

nian, as Faust,
tion of 3-outh

the

transi-

and old age mosi
His appearance aiv'

convincing.
acting leave little to be desired
Camilla Horn's simplicity as Mar-

thoroughly

guerite

unusual cast.
of Story.

Type

Tragedy.

..

An

effective.

Ufa's

picturization of "Faust" is something that may well be appreciated.
It is one of the finest examples of
motion picture art 3'et achieved.
Outstanding in the picture's many
notable high lights is the extensive
The
camera angles.
variation
German technicians, already famed
for their mastery in this direction
supply an astounding array of new

m

Double
manipulations.
camera
and triple exposures, unusual atmospheric

effects, drastically differ-

ent shooting angles and a marvelous flight on a magic carpet these
are a few of the rare gems of
camera skill that help make "Faust"
the artistic masterpiece that it is.
Murnau's direction is well nigh
perfect, his development so smooth
and coherent that even the connumber of titles used
servative
might have been curtailed without
The opera has been
detriment.
followed faithfully with a few acPoor Marguerceptable changes.

—

ite,

like

pays.
at the

woman

eternal,

pays and

While she expiates her

sin

stake. Faust, saved at last
through the power of love, escapes
forever from the clutches of his
It was while
late slave. Mephisto.
serving the tempter that Faust, his
youth regained at the price of his
soul, lures the innocent and lovely
Marguerite to her destruction, and
indirectly brings about the death
of her mother and the murder of
her brother. Tragedy, to be sure.
l)ut impressive, tense, spell-binding.

Office Angle. .. .Unfortunately
It
"lau.st" is not for the masses.
none the less worthy of any
is
audience and bids directly to in-

Box

telligent clientele.

Exploitation. .. Those with operatic
tendencies will flock to see "Faust."
Others may need some persuasion.
It is u]) to you to supply the necessary magnets to entice them in.
Emil Jannings' name alone should
Promises need
be an inducement.
"Faust" is everynot be stinted.
thing you will vouch it to be. Impf)rtant to have a fitting musical

accompaniment.
F.

Direction
superb.

.

.

.

Charles Lane, Paul McAllister and
Clyde Cook, the latter in a fairly

comedy

slim

Scenario

Cameraman

Carl

Unequalled excel-

Photography
all

HofTman

its

branches.

bit.

There is
.. .Drama.
something about the early reels of
the picture that emits an atmosphere
of calm and quiet that reflects itself

Type

in

of Story.

sense of rest

a

in

mind

the

of

The "calm

after the
instance, a sand
storm, is so keen as to become real.
Henry King's success in picturizing

the spectator.

storm"

—

this

in

contrasts

His

commendable.

is

handling of the entire story
ful!, particularly the flood scenes
is

These

climax.

the

skilin

cleverly

are

executed and certain to supply a
The photoseries of fine thrills.

graphy

compoand the desert shots,

beautiful, scenic

is

sition splendid,

wagon

trains stretching in
afTord real pictorial
The picture runs a little
thrills.
Harold Bell Wright's novel
long.
dealing with the reclamation of the
west tells a virile story that has a
full quota of action, thrills and ro-

with the

the

distance,

sequences become
mance.
fairly conventional melodrama but
proceeds to a climax of well
it
founded, effective suspense. Irrigawastes is the
desert
ting
the
problem involved while greed beJefferson
comes the handicap.
Its latter

Worth dreams

of a
irrigation to

land
supplied

fertile

be
through
by the Colorado River. Barbara,
orphan of a desert storm
an
adopted by Worth, sees only success in her father's efforts but
Greenfield, financial backer, ousts
Worth and his men the real brains
once success is
of the projects
The complications that
sighted.
follow are involved, but after the
thrilling flood all ends happily, with
Barbara to marry the young engineer.

—

—

Box

Office Angle. .. .Excellent prospects.
story dramatic in theme
and nicely handled.

A

Exploitation .... The novel is so well
kntjwn it should rcc|uire little introduction.

The book

store tie-up is
f|uite appropriate and you have the
names of well known players and a
director
already
identified
with
some of the most important producti(jns

made

Direction

Goethe
Hans Kyser

Authoi

lence in

W. Murnau

Banky

wistfully
Vilnia
beautiful but not supplied with a
great acting part. Ronald Colman,
the gallant engineer hero, splendid
though the role does not make him
Gary Cooper, a newoutstanding.
Others
comer, looks like a find.

Cast.

Author
Adaptation

Cameraman

so

far.

«elL

«t

i

iot

Seller

lau

oi

using

tenal,

cation

sisieni

livf

1

serves

plicat

varioi

place

and

Paradise
their

calls

it

To

Paradise.

come Abie and Esther and

equipment for a general

They open

for

business

in

store.

Para-

dise and Abie and Bill become fast
friends.
Esther, however, is the
boss of the store.
She becomes
the staunch follower of Jerry Howard who arrives in Paradise to claim
her father's old mine.
Bill refuses
to give it up so Jerry and Esther
take sides against Bill and Abie.
There is plenty of good comedy incidental to Esther's stand.
trio
of crooks arrive and plan to rob
Bill of his gold.
They fail and

A

and Jerry marry
Esther make up.

eventually Bill
while Abe and

Box

Office Angle.
.Laughs will appeal to them
Comedy characterization of Schildkraut certain to
.

.

.

amuse them.
.

—

Found Gold and Happiness with
'Pals in Paradise'." Promise laughs
and talk about Schildkraut's per-

formance.
Direction
good.

George B.

Author

Peter B. Kyne
Will M. Ritchey
Albert Kenyon
Georges Benoit

splendid Adaptation
Harold Bell Wright Scenario
Frances Marion Cameraman
Geo. Barnes Photography

Locale

The West Locale

Length

7,896

Length

whom Ann

Harper picks as he'
victim. She lures him to her anar*
ment and through a trick man mous
ages to divest him of the conven
tional garments.
Lloyd scramblei
about in his underwear to creat« po
the proper impression and Anr k
succeeds in being compromised
Then to add to the hilarity sht
hits upon the plan of sending hei
two spinster aunts out on a spree
She has two cake eaters date therr
up and after imbibing in some
1

posei

Steve

IS

nt

IroJi:

mailt

ti'iif

vtrv

mysterious dark

fluid the old ladie.'
cutting up.
Louise Fazend;
and Ethel Wales carry this se
quence along with many goor
laughs of a more truly humorou'

Seitz;

,

Of course Ann is fina''
very correctly set for a marriagf
which will make her eligible tc.

variety.

six

million.

jliploj

Box

Office Angle.. All depends upon
the kind of patronage you cater to.'

lint!

Der,

Exploitation.
.You can assure therr
that there is nothing seriouslv objectionable in "Ladies at Play.'
If you think they will accept il
without the suggestiveness that is
nevertheless intended it may not
draw any kicks. The title should
be sufficient to give them an ideajljjj
l^^^
of about what to expect.
.

Direction

,

,

start

inherit the

Exploitation. P. D. C.'s press sheet
suggests a stunt with a flivver that
ought
to
attract
attention:
huge sack placed where it can be
seen in the back of the car, labeled
"Gold" and a sign reading: "I

Henry King;

feet

lings

zenda, in a corking fine make-uf fistra
keep them interested. May Robthe real comedy hit.
Ethel Wale
son splendid as his domineering
very good also.
Lloyd Hughe
Marguerite De La
wife, Esther.
the handsome young hotel cler!'
Motte and John Bowers make up
roped into a compromising scheme
the romantic element of the story.
John Patrick and Hallam Coolejl
Others Alan Brooks, Ernie Adams,
a pair of "cake eaters."
Other:|
Bruce Gordon.
Virginia Lee
Corbin and Phi'
Type of Story. .. .Comedy-western.
McCullough.
Stripped of its comedy "Pals in
Paradise" would easily fall in the Type of Story. .. .Comedy. "Ladie
at Play" is a story in which man;
cut and dried rut of westerns that
The mine
"Ladies" are at play but they plajlP'
stick to formula plots.
rather rough.
claim is a part of the story but the
In fact it is apt ti
prove somewhat too rough for th»'
comedy situations are permitted to
dominate which gives the story
conservative tastes of a more re
fined audience.
added strength and new interest.
The situations an warrai
With Schildkraut as the amusing
suggestive in themselves but wha
Abe, proprietor of a general store
the situations overlook the title;
in a small western town, the picmodify with very much more sug
ture can be readily recommended.
gestive lines.
Of course this busi k
Peter B. Kyne, the author, has
ness of compromising the heroine lave
lifted "Pals in Paradise" well out
so that she will grab off a bus iHe.
of the rut with his "Abie" and
band and thereby inherit the sis
The title
"Esther" combination.
million, is all basically very pun ltd
writer has supplied some good hubut you are supposed to let youi
mor also. George B. Seitz has
imagination do a little work on th<
The story: Bill
directed capably.
side and if it works according t(
Harvey comes upon an old mine
the correct intention you will ge given
claim and discovers the grave of
not a little kick out of the comthe owner whose rights to the mine
promising situation. Lloyd Hugbei
Bill settles in the
have lapsed.
is
the very refined hotel clerl
to

.

Alfred E. Green ;||,

satisfactory

Author
Scenario

Cameraman
Good Photography

Western town Locale
6,695 feet Length

Sam Janney^V
Carey WilsonUei
George Folseyj;.^
Good
New York
.,

6,119 fectj^

—

^T"

Sunday,

December

12,

1926
13

Reginald Denny in

What

"Oh,

"The Cheerful Fraud"

a Night"

(he young mind.
In the end it
works out well for the hero, and
Christmas inornint; dawns with a
sunny smile for his wife and kiddie.

of

Sterling Pictures

Universal

HECTIC COMEDY SHY ON
LAUGHS. A FAIR IDEA IN
THE STORY BUT ITS POSBUT ONCE AGAIN EXCESS
SIBILITIES HAVEN'T
FOOTAGE HANDICAPS A USED TO THE UTMOSTBEEN
ADSTORY THAT HASN'T VANTAGE.

M E D Y COMPLICATIONS
3RING SOME GOOD LAUGHS

:0

COMEDY

ENOUGH

SEVEN REELS.

FOR

Cast
even

Raymond McKee
if

that he is.
Edna
sential
heroine.

lr....Does his level best to keep
things moving.
Story gives him a
irst rate role that he handles very

comedy

fvell.

an

St....
:or a

Denny's comedy companion and

Charles Gerrard a comedy crook.
Gertrude Astor in a good bit.
;'pe

.Comedy.

William

knows comedy and

the value

of Story.

S'eiter

..

laughs but he will insist upon
using more footage than a story
warrants. There isn't enough material, in spite of some gay complication, to make a picture
consistently amusing for seven reels.
In five "The Cheerful Fraud" might
have been considerably more laughpf

The mistaken identity idea
serves as the basis of the comedy
and with a variety of hilarious complications piling on the story should
have held together much better.
able.

Too much prominence has been
given to the antics of the dowager
and her social ambitions. The best
laughs come in the climax when the
various masqueraders are brought
together and their identities exDenny, in reality the faposed.
mous Sir Michael Fairlie discovers
crook,
posing as Sir
a
Michael while the real Sir Michael
is posing as a secretary in order to
The inbe near the girl he loves.
troduction of Rose, a clever blackmailer, who is passed of? as Denny's
wife further complicates the already
Steve,

very tangled affair. The plot is too
involved to attempt a synopsis. It
Proper
has many good laughs.
cutting would bring them closer
together and make a much better
picture.
)x

Angle. .. .Offers good
with
some slow
Denny admirers apt to

Office

laughs

but

stretches.
be quite satisfied.

cploitation
No especially
tinent stunts appliable but you have
Denny's name to use and his reputation for offering good comedy
Recall his preentertainments.
.

.

.

per-

.

vious pictures and play up the title
Trailer suggestive of
of his latest.
the comedy business will probably
be the most effective means of
bringing them back.
rection ..Wm.
uses too much footage.
ithor
laptation

imeraman
lotography
)cale

ingth

irate

crook.

Murphy the
Ned Sparks

es-

a

Charles K. French

father.

Emily Fitzroy never cut out Type of Story.... Comedy.
"Oh
What a Night" doesn't distinguish
comedienne in spite of her

ibility to portray a great variety of
pharacterizations.
Gertrude Olm^tead the pretty heroine. Otis Har-

lan

an author
he can't convince anyone

A. Seiter; good but

Itself

in

with any great array of laughs

spite of

some

situations that, if
properly handled, might have served for some pretty hilarious business.
The idea of an author trying to rewrite the third act of his
play and suffering from a series
of
violent
interruptions,
should

have

offered fair material upon
which to build laughs.
Lloyd
Ingraham has been mildly successful toward the close in injecting a

"Babes

in the

Jungle"

— Fox

"The

Good Slapstick
Type of production
The disappearance

2 reel
of

comedy

valuable
painting and tiie wild chase to recover it gives Hallam Cooley a hec-

adventure in this latest O. Henry
story.
Cooley offers to recover the
painting for the art collector, with
an eye on his daughter as a reward.
The chase leads into some good comedy complications and the intervention of a gang of crooks who have
a score of imitation paintings made
as a ruse to frustrate the finding of
the real one, offers some good laughs.
Cooley finds what he thinks is the
real

painting at

every turn and by

the time he goes to lead the art cc
lector to the closet where the painting is hidden he finds at least a dozen

reproductions.

Good laughs and

fast

moving comedy.

Pat SuUivan
Educational

Novel Animated
crook, to clear himself. The introduction of a child who walks on a Type of production. .. 1 reel cartoon
precipice offers a bit of suspense
The further misadventures of Felix
that, while not particularly apro- the funny feline shows him in an
pos, supplies a fair thrill.
The argument with his master, who instory offers the trials of Robert sists on putting him out for the night.
Brady, author of a play which the Felix returns by way of the valve
Fired outside,^ he
producer has rejected because in of the radiator.
The
the last act the baby swallows the returns through the telephone.
pearls and he insists that no child boss throws him out again. So Felix
alive could swallow a string of in revenge starts fiddling on the
pearls.
Brady departs to a nice fence to keep him awake until he
quiet hotel room but he is soon is placed in a bag and tossed into
lobster comes to his resin the throes of a series of inter- a lake.
ruptions that drive him mad.
A cue. Felix falls asleep on the shore
baby howling above him is the and has a happy dream. He and the
Felix is
first crack and the appearance of boss have changed places.
a burglar who found gin in a safe now the boss of the house, and towand called it a day, the next. The ers Hke a giant over his little maspearls got into the hands of the ter.
He treats him the way he has
baby, left alone in the apartment, been treated, flinging him scraps of
and before the crook could stop food from the table, putting him out
it the baby ate the pearls
at least for the night, and otherwise paying
The travesty is
scores.
that's what the crook thought. So up
old

A

—

he had to kidnap the baby to get
Then the author-hero
the pearls.
becomes implicated and is suspected of having stolen the pearls.
After the usual chase the real
culprit is caught, the pearls are
found in the baby's rompers and
hero is set to rewrite his play.
Office Angle. .. .Weak comedy.
Not likely to furnish enough real
laughs to keep them interested.

handled

a
suggests
Title
picture for a poster: a man,
looking much the worse from the
night before, with his head well
tied up and a reviving stimulant in
This with the title,
his hand.
"Oh! What a Night" might give

good

them a laugh and bring them in
—if that is all you need worry
about.

a fine

comedy

Felix gets over his stuff
efficient

m

vein, and
his usual

manner.

No Santa
Roach— Pathe

Claus

"There Ain't

Timely Holiday Offering

Type

Box

Exploitation

in

of production

2 reel

Charlie Chase has done

comedy

much

bet-

than his performance in this one.
but its timely subject will do much
ter

make it popular. Essentially, u
has an appeal seemed to be aimed
for
kiddies.
the
at
exclusively
actand
plot
of
play
the
throughout
ing, there is the flavor of youthful
"now
One of those things—
comics.
"
as CharI've got it, now I haven't
to

—

a
ley and his neighbor keep filching
in
other,
each
from
whiskers
of
set
order to complete the character of
Santa they're each playing to their

K. R. G. Browne Direction
Lloyd Ingraham; poor
Thus, there is
Ryerson and respective families.
Florence
Harvey Thew Authors:
rushing up and down ladders
much
Colin Clements
chimneys, all of which
Arthur Todd Scenario
Colin Clements and into wrong
bound to appeal to the juvenile
is
Kirkpatrick
...Herbert
Good Cameraman
period of the

Photography
England Locale
6,945 feet Length

Fair

Any
4,909

city
feet

taste, especially at this

when thoughts of the Xmas
holidays and gifts are in the forefront
year,

of production
study.

From

— Bray

I

nature

reel

birth to rebirth, the

camera

records in intriguing fashion various
evolutionary processes of this peculiar
ragamuffin character of the butterfly
world.
It is midsummer when the
delicately fluted eggs are laid on
sheltering leaves.

Twelve days later
caterpillars emerge, eating their
way into the sunshine of the new
life.
Three times in all, the caterpillar wriggles out of his skin.
In
the second instance, throwing a knot
of silk around a twig, he hangs, head
downward, as the furry coat fades,
and a hard cocoon evolves.
For
fifteen days the crysallis hangs, dead
on the outside, but inside enacting
a weird drama of new wonders and
life.
One morning, the miracle happens out of the horny casing appears
the new creature, resplendent in gosthe

—

"Felix In Reverse English"

degree of amusement in the capture of the real crook and the attempt of the author, the suspected

Butterfly"

Scientific Interest

Type

a

tic

Comma

Of

samer wings. The wings spread, and
the new wonderful organism settles
on a flower, sipping daintily.
The
camera has done an excellent piece
of edifying

work.

contributed
finite,

the

The producer has
patience

of

the

in-

and knowledge that comes only

of long association with nature's children.
This picture can hardly fail
to please.

—

"Close Shaves" Tuxedo
Educational

Barber Shop Smiles

Type
As

of production. .2 reel

comedy

from a barber
Johnny Arthur plays havoc
a fashionable barber shop where

a
school,
in

he

is

pupil

sent to

fresh

fill

a vacancy.

A

lot of

gags are new for this type of
comedy, and Arthur proves himself
the

adept
sible.

at

extracting all the laughs posis
a situation comedy

This

that carries just enough plot to keep
the interest mounting.
distinguished looking foreigner is one of
Johnny's victims in the chair. The
razor slips, and the customer loses
his luxurious beard.
Later Johnny
is sent to a hotel to bob the hair of
a beautiful siren. She starts to vamp
him. when the foreigner who lost
his beard enters.
Catching sight of
the amateur barber, the fight is on.
The usual hectic chase ensues. Nothing particularly new in this one. but
the ability of the star makes it a
worthwhile number.
He gets fine

A

support from Helen Foster and .-Knita
Garvin. The latter as a vamp should
be given a chance in a feature.
She
has all the qualifications.

Building 1,800-Seat House

—

Kansas City, Mo. The \'alentine
.Amusement Co. is erecting an 1,800seat house at Broadway and Valentine Road.
Paine to Build at Tampa
B. Paine plans erection
of a theater on Park St., between
Fort Harrison and Garden Aves.,
Clearwater.

Tampa — J.

Sunday, December

RESUME OF FILM
DETAILS OF THE BIOCOLOR

By

— Home

now

is

where enough
films can be released monthly to meet
the Kontingent requirements specify-

approaching a

level

ing one German picture for every
foreign film passing the censors. Last
month 23 German pictures passed the
censors, as against 13 American and
8 European.

Willy Fritsch, the Ufa player who
appeared m "The Waltz Dream,"
leaves shortly for the States where
he will join United Artists.

report appears
current issue of "The

the

Cinema," London; "Paramount
m
is likely to start producing
Zane
Australia early in 1928.
Grey is going to the Antipodes

eral production situation in
to any great extent, there

to be more than a possibility
that Paramount will set up a
permanent studio in Sydney."

Biocolor Deal

—

Sudfilm, a producing organization
with headquarters in Munich, and
closely allied with Emelka, has declared a 15 per cent dividend.

Paris Admissions Raised

—

Admissions at Parisian theahave been raised 20 per cent.
This followed an agreement entered
into between members of the French
Managers.
Cinema
of
Syndicate
Although the raising of prices was
a delicate proposition, due to the
Paris

ters

country's financial troubles, the public
sympatliized with the owners after the
latter had set forth reasons for raising
prices.

the

3,000 Seater

Gluckmann Building

—

Argentine

Rosarif),

work

Construction

commenced,

has

on

new

a

theater, to seat 3,000, for Max Gluckman, bringing the total of this town's

houses to

—

sis-

have been purchased by Aus-

tralasian Films, Ltd., for this country.
The picture was made with a few

players and

little

money.

picture has
is "Hills of
Hate" and is scheduled for early reSilence,"
Vernon's
"Peter
icafe.
made in this country and released

through Paramount, had its premiere
recently at the Empress, Sydney.
another, "Sunrise." w;i« released
a few days ago.

Still

Every Type

I'nxhiction
<ii
Speci-iN-Kcaturcs Sliorts
Expert Knowledge
Selected with

the chain.
The Astoria,

FERDINAND

vote his future time to the operation
of this enterprise.

New

Theater for Argentine
Tucumsn, Argentine On the

site

old Modern Cine is arising a
new theater of Spanish Renaissance.
It will have a capacity of 2,000.
Eduardo Leston, who also owns the
Grand Splendid theater, is behind the
new project. The new house will be

of the

operated by Tortajada, Arnau,
os & Cassanova Co.

ot

is

Henry

Arias,

R.

H.

Inlcrnatioii.il Film
152 West 42d St.

ADAM.

Distrituitor,

New York

I'honc

Wis

City
114J

FERDINAND
152

West 42nd

St.,

H.

ADAM

New York

Cable Ferdinadam.N.Y. Phone. Wis. 1143

tl;

(

leme

lereiori

!ii

lose

t sco[
the

HI-MARK FILM SALES

CO.

iss.

mosph

Distribution

Foreign

Nat Nathanson,

Pres.

imein;

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

New York

Himark

to

lid
li

mo
atioiia

Phone Wisconsin

;

5196-5197

ill

iiich

Cot

PAWNEE

Now

Available

Chica
.Miihf

BILL,

Jr.

[actice

In a series of 8 6ve reel

Western

Thrill

DONALD

scieii

Dramas

CAMPBELli;

Its

ir

W. 46th St.,
New York City

'Doncame

130

New

;ratiiri

Yorl
tocess

A

Chancery Court
on behalf of Charles Chaplin and Allied Artists Corp., Ltd. against H.
B. Parkinson and others, asks for an
motion

the

in

RICHMOUNT PICTURES,

m

Inc.

tfl

me

New York

723 7th Avenue

ii

City
tld,

injunction to restrain the defendants
from showing or permitting to show,
a film bearing the title of "The Life
Story of Charles Chaplin."

D.

J.

MOUNTAN,

Pre^

tiitila!

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and dis-

ork,
id

mi

Paris Address:
Societe des Films Richmotint,
2 Rue de Lancry,

W.

&. F. have lined up fifteen features for 1927 release.

sp

nbrac

tributors.

isting

France.
London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,
31 Portland Place,

It

on

le

11!

Paris,

Volkoff Busy on "Casanova"
Paris "Casanova" is nearly finVolkoff is producing the Mosished.
joukine story, using both Epinay stuHe attempted to film Venetian
dios.
palace scenes in Venice, but was refused permission to bring into the
palace the lighting apparatus neces-

—

London,

W.

I.

'

England

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures
10

sary for interiors.

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh

New

Avenue
'^Productions

A

new

of

York, N. Y.

Merit""

series of all star society

now

CO., Inc.

dramas

ready

"THE MODERN YOUTH" "HEARTLESS HUSBANDS"
and

A Great Lineup of Westerns Featuring Established Stars
Napoleon Films. Ltd.
8

New Compton

Charine Cross Road

fStdll

Cable Address: RICHPICSOC, Paris
Cable Adress: DEEJAY. London
Cable Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.

London Address

City

may

J

jiinceni

i'—

American predominance, but still
must book pictures from the States
because of no others.
chain has
Provincial

Pres.

BROADWAY,

the

Amor-

Frank Merrill

ml

tistical

1540
N. Y. C.
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

Foreign Territory

First two

Starring

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.

Australia,
in
valuable
particularly
where the exhibitor has long resented

—

p.'

ational

oni

commodities may help matters.
The advantage of the proposition
to English producers is likely to be

been sold to the P. C. T.
Cinematograph Theaters.

til

1

Exhibi

Cable address

The Ralph Davis Theater

iptlie

,01)11

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

on a par with other

not

are

cf

lint

jgranii

England

one,
among its many tentative suggestions,
which may be of real and immediate
value to British producers.
The plan involves the possibility of
a complete abolition of film duties
between various parts of the British
Empire. It is expected that trouble
will be experienced with the plan
when it is presented to the strongly
protectionists in some of the Dominion Parliaments, but the fact that
films

h

the

to shortly complete negotij
tions for the purchase of the Coliseur
one of Barcelona's largest key the;
The kinema cost 4,000,0C
ters.
pesetas to build. Paramount has bee
using the theater for its first runs.

Fast Action MeIodraTn«8

Foreign Kc'|iiircnicnt»

Kcrdinadam.

financial

Foreign Territory Now Available
6 Super Stunt Comedy Dramas

RiRhts

COMPLETE PROGRAM

(able

the

—

home-made
been finished. The title
Another

Foreigrn

of

new first run now
approaching completion on the old
Crosse and Blackwell site in CharFilm ing Cross Road, is not included in the
Who deal. E. E. Lyons is expected to de-

five.

Australasian Buys Home-Made
Rights to "Those
Sidnej
Love," made by the McDonagh
ters,

syndicate
which purchased the Biocolor circuit
has not been revealed, it is understood upon reliable authority that the
Gaumont Co., Ltd., a leading English
renter; and Ostrev Brothers, a prominent banking house which is interesIn some quarters
ted in Gaumont.
it
was also mentioned that Famous
Players was tied up in the deal in
some way, but this is believed to be
untrue.
Actual transfer of the chain will not
happen for at least three weeks. Gaumont as such is not to be directly
deal,
Ostrev
identified
with
the
Brothers carrying out the whole
transaction. Eighteen towns in England and Scotland are involved.
The price paid is said to approxiOne effect it will
mate £500,000.
have in the organization will be the
resignation of E. E. Lyons and H. T.
Underwood, present active chiefs of
position

FREDMAN

"The Film Renter"
the report of the
Although
London—
Economic Sub-Committee of the ImConference does not, as a
perial
whole, promise to advance the gen-

produce a film depicting
of Rinaldo Rinaldi, the Italian

Albertini.

IV.

ti

:iiat

pected

Editor,

to

is

ERNEST

By

1928 to write a story
early in
of Australian life, which the
company will produce on the
exact locale. And there seems

The

—

Film in Legal Tilt— Ralph
Davis Circuit Sold

Chaplin

Gaumount Co., Ltd., Understood to
Be Interested in Financial Syndicate
the life
The Which Purchased Big British Chain
robber. Max Obal will direct.
London Although the actual comlead has been assigned to Luciano
Afa

Ti

Famous After Barcelona House
Barcelona Famous Players is e:

Abolition of Film Duties Suggested—

The following
in

production

CUNNINGHAM

F-P-Lin Australia

German Industry Now Able to Supply
Enough Films to Meet Kontingent
Berlin

P.

OF THE WORLD-LONDON,
PARIS, BERLIN-MOSCOW

The London Trade

Production Increasing
Requirements

JAMES

HAPPEN-

INGS IN IMPORTANT CENTERS

Foreign Markets

THEATER DEAL— PRODUCTION
AUSTRALIA — THE WEEK
IN
IN LONDON— GERMAN PRODUCTION INCREASING

192i'

12,

St.

W.

Cable Addresses

London

SMICOFILMS

New York
PIZORFILMS

fa

^f^^^ "•^7"

THE
inday,

December

12,

1926

^^

DAILY
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Theater Equipment and Management
MICHAEL

By

That trailers have a definite^ vajue
the house from the exploitation

was definitely revealmanner in which the Para-

of view

in the

Dunt theater used screen announcesnts and flashes supplied by the
itional
lening

Screen Service, both

program and
ograms since then.

in

its

in

its

current

throughout the countake an object lesson
jm the effects achieved by the
tistically executed leaders and anluncements, all in keeping with the
eme of the subject treated and
erefore enhancing the interest in
This definitely takes
ose subjects.
Exhibitors

f

may

well

scope of trailers or leaders out
mere bald announcement
the
They can be clothed in an
iss.
mosphere to heighten effects in the
me manner that a prologue may be
id to put the audience in a recep-

Inexpensive Holiday Decorations
IVTANAGERS of small houses who of necessity feel restricted

mood

ational

uch

the feature to come,
Screen Service has done
for

the expenditures required for dressing up the theater in conformity with the holiday atmosphere should welcome the effective
effects that may be achieved through the ingenious use of Dennison's
decorative crepe paper.
Here is an inexpensive device that lends
itself to a wide variety of artistic display.
It is not altogether new,
though modern in every respect, and may well solve the problem of
those who cannot afford the high cost of silks, satins and velvets.
Elaborate and beautiful stage settings can be made over a flat
canvas surface, pinning, pasting or glueing the crepe paper on it.
To simplify the manager's task, there are a great many designs
printed on the paper itself, which can be cut out and used as units
in the scheme of the house dress or display.

Equipment Tips

—

ocessing.

Harbula has been in this field for
twelve years, and at the present

'er

specializing in the theater
is
complete cooling,
designing
Id,
mtilating and heating systems. The
ork, in addition to preparing plans
id specifications for such systems,
nbraces the supervision of the work
iring its progress, testing and adsting the systems, and instructing
representaie owner's engineer or
of the
i^e in the operation and care

me

when they

are installed.

Carbons

Use
Angeles— The
Bio

West

Coast
tbeaters, Golden State and Realty
'orporation and the Blumenfeld Cirequipment pol!iit have instituted an
standardized use of
\y in which the
features.
jio carbons is one of the

Los

theater

owner who

is

planning
in con-

anew, might do well

sulting his architect to ask the latter
to investigate the efficacy of incor-

porating
products
products

Truscan

Standard

in the specifications.

include

trusses,

steel

Tbese

steel

col-

and purlins, steel windows of a wide range of design and

Consultant-Engineer Service
Chicago M. G. Harbula has esblished a consultant engineering
This is
actice in air conditioning.
science which combines heating,
;ntilating and refrigerating and has
r its ultimate aim the producing
id maintenance of definite air tem^ratures and humidities required for
ther human comfort or industrial

jf-stems

The

to build

umns,

in this field.

in

-I-'-'-

e

re

SIMMONS

Removes

Trailer Service
int

L.

girts

crockery, and come packed 100 in a
box, there being 25 boxes in a case.
One of these devices may be used
as an ice cream cup liner, for those
who prefer to serve their creams in
metal dishes.
It is made of heavy
pleated bond paper, is known as No.
82-6^", and gives a delectable suggestion.
This is packed 500 in a
tube, there being 20 tubes in a carWeight of carton is 31 pounds.
ton.

variety, lintels, mechanical operators,

metal

lath,

nels,

steel

Hy-rib reinforcing chanjoists,
water proofing

cement
tile,
technical
and a wide range of allied

hardeners,
paints,

products of essential importance to
the long life and durability of a modern structure. The Truscan Co. has
its main office in Youngstown, Ohio,
and a branch in practically every
large city in the United States.
the house manager who is looking for a "wrinkle" in lobby advertising, the Trans-Lux Daylight Picture Screen offers a suggestion to
show extracts of film, trailers, etc.
in his lobby, for, as the name suggests, its peculiar properties make it
possible to enjoy perfectly legible
The
projection in open daylight.
sizes of this screen run from 24 x 30
It is
inches up to 19 x 22 feet.
claimed that this screen reproduces
color accurately and faithfully, the
full range of the spectrum being inIt has also the facility for
cluded.
receiving opaque projection, such as
might conceivably result from the
projection of book pages, diagrams,
It has
photographs, postcards, etc.
to the
adds
that
quality
luminous
a

To

beauty of highlights and shadows,
such as in scenic effects. The proinvariably placed behind the screen, and the picture
course
or projected image is of
The
viewed from the other side.
Trans-Lux screen combines modern
wide angle optics with its other prop-

jector, in this case,

is

erties.

a
the house owner who vends
Tulip
"sweets" stand on his own, the
Cup Co., offers what is known as
well
Sanitary Souffle Cups, which are
ice-cream,
adapted for the serving of
custards,
nuts, raisins, bisque tortoni,
of varywater ices, etc. These are
need
particular
the
suit
to
ing sizes
ot
washing
and
care
eliminate the

To

dealer in
Sternco, well known
flower novelties to the trade, lists in
the concern's catalogue a "Natural
Feel Flower Spray," made of "natural feel" white, variegated or pink
carnations, trimmed with prepared
natural asparagus fern and tied with
This presents a
any color chiffon.
most uniquely natural appearance, as
of real flowers, and is so durably constructed as to witJistand the usual

ravages of time for an amazing perThe exhibitor who is thinking
iod.
of dressing his house in terms of
floral design, might do well to investigate the appropriateness of this
flower spray to his decorative scheme.

l{ye-Strain

A new screen, recently put on the
market, and said to obviate the garishiicss and eye-strain frequently experienced in the front rows of a theater, has been developed by William
Hlackbnrn, formerly with the Sherman-Elliot Eilm Co. of Minneapolis.
The claim made for this screen is
that instead of reflecting light, it absorbs it, and results in a clearer picture and one that is therefore much
easier on the eyes of spectators. The
screen is already in use in houses of
the West Coast Theaters, Inc., and
in
some of the Pantagcs houses.
There is one also on exhibition at the
Lyric, Minneapolis.
The Eyesight
Conservation Council of America is
said to have endorsed the screen.

Triplett Sells

Lamp

Rights

Triplett, well known on the
West Coast as a projection engineer
and maker of the Triplett Spot lamp
has sold his rights in this lamp to
I'rcddey, who is expected to put the

M.

J.

The lamp

lamp on the market soon.

enjoys a wide use in the largest theaters of the country.

Using Gold Fibre Screen

Herman Rachmeil had

a chat with

Joe Hornstein, Eastern District Manager of the National Theater Supply
Co., with the result that a new Daylight gold fibre screen now graces
Rachmeil's Stone Theater in Brooklyn.

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

The Theater Improves

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

impetus for making the patron
comfortable where it counts
most during the show has seized some

An

3678

more

of the theaters in the Mid-West, as
the Princess of Superfor example
installed a complete
ior, Wis., has
outfit of new seats; Emerson McMinn, manager of the Royal at Virginia, Minn., has decided to replace
his present seating facilities with automatic seats, and Roy McMinn of
the Crystal, Superior, Wis., also expects to enhance the comfort quali-

—

ties

of

his

house

with

automatic

High Class Trailers
Made

while you wait

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600

New York
Broadway
Phone Lackawanna 9111

If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

seats.

$20,000 Wurlitzer unit pipe organ is being installed in the theater
now being completed at Tulare, Cal.
This instrument will take about three
weeks to install. Manager R. A.
Hazel announces. The house, which
approximates a cost of $250,000, will
be one of the finest in the state.

A

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT IS AND SAyE

MOSEY

SEND

110

Inverthe
ness Fla., is being remodeled by
of
contracting firm of A. A. Gourley,
Floral City.

The handsome Valerie

of

I

OR OUR PRICE LIST

West

37'^St..Ne<'york.Ny.

Phone Penna. 6564
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Injunction Denied

The Week's Headlines

.ExhibiHors'

Monday

Daily Remin<kr

OptninK of "Old Ironsides" establishes new
Broadway record for number of long-run
being 11.
Warner statement covering five-month period
to show deficit of between $250,000 and
$,W0.0OO. "Wall Street Journ.nl" says.
Seattle
arbitration
board decides to keep
the total

pictures,

big special plug

decrease,

Dept.

of

for all

months of 1926 show

nine

Commerce

reports.

Alleging cxtravaKance British National Pictures deposes J. D. Williams who has in-

"Don Juan"

first
of Warner extended-run
be released.
"Old Ironsides" opens at Rivoli, New York.
Indianapolis first-runs scat 1-4.525, with 3.500
addition coming from Robert Lieber's new

pictures

it

worth.
adver-

tising is the life of
trade.

damages.

for

suit

it's

Remember

Tuesday
stituted

Menchen

claims

Al

not

he,

Wednesday
Mastbaum.

E.

dies

Stanley

Co.

president,

Philadelphia.

at

No

chances of a tax reduction
Congress prepares to meet.

foreseen

sijted

Thursday
vice-president, underas head of Stanley Co.,
succeeding Jules E. Mastbaum.
Alabama exhibitors worried by prospects of
new tax bill at coming session of Legislature.
survey reveals
125 laboratories operating in the United
States and Canada, and aI)out 20 film libraries.
Taxes aggregating $23,276,883 were collected
by Government from theater admissions during fiscal year ending June 30.
Repeal of admission taxes provided in Democratic tax measure before Congress.
AI>olition of amusement tax on tickets up to
35 cents to become effective in Ontario in
April.

be

to

slated

FILM DAILY YEAR BOOK

Friday
Committee of
Arthur W.

comprising Al Lichtman,
Kelly and Harry D. Buckley,

three,

will direct I'nited Artists.
Start of 50 theaters in November, involving
$8,672,000, reported by F. W. Dodge Corp.
Philadelphia pauses for funeral of Jules E.

Mastbaum.
Stanley Co. closes deals for houses at Jersey
City and West Orange, N. J.
No halt
in expansion program,
James Wingate named director of censorship
for New York State, by Board of Regents.
Exports decreased more than 25 per cent, in
Octol>er, Dept. of Commerce states.

Saturday
John J. McCJuirk made head of Stanley Company of America.
Executives of P.D.C.-Pathe return East to
announce final completion of merger deal.
Columbia operates eight exchanges.
Appellate

denies

division

B P. Schulberg by
Film Co.
Governor .Smith to aid

injunction

against

and

Import

Export
upstate

exhibitors.
Universal signs Mary I'hilbin for long term.
Exhibitors Protest Sunday closing discrimination.

S.

M. Katz,

F.

IS.

(J.

Eastern sales

manager, has returned from a
to Southern exchanges.

visit

Neilson Operating at Logan
Mike Neilson of the
Ida
Grand has opened his new Grand at
Logan.

—

Boise,

Dutton

Fire Destroys Sharon Springs House
Sharon Springs. X. Y. I"ire which
razed a block of buildings destroyed

man

of

owned by H. D. Gross-

New

York.

is

Wash-

which William G.
manager. Harry E. Weiof

charge of Philadelphia.
Completion of the deal gives Columbia 100 per cent distribution in
the United States and Canada. The
eight exchanges in operation are, in
addition to the two just opened,
Pittsburgh,
Detroit,
Des Moines,
Omaha, Toronto and Montreal. In
other territories, product is handled
by franchise-holders.
is

in

Charninsky Sells
Charninsky
has
sold his interests in the Pantages
here and at Fort Worth, to Ray
Stinnet and U. M. Simon, respectively.
The move is regarded as a
result of proposed invasion of the
two cities by Pantages.
The theDallas

— Simon

aters will not be

affiliated,

uncontinue

it

is

derstood, although they may
to be booked together.
Charninsky
is
reported planning a new house
here.

Another Change

— W.

S.

Brooklyn Site Purchased
has been purchased for the
new Roosevelt at Bath Ave., Bay
Parkway, and Bay 29th St.
Site

New House

Venice, Fla.
P. Estes of
Orlando plans a theater building costThe
ing $175,000, on Venice Ave.
house, which will seat 800, will be
ready late in January.
for

— Nieuport

Remodeling Nearly Finished
Anaconda, Mont. Remodeling of
the Margaret by Washoe Amusement Co. is nearly finished.

—

Lease Pennsylvania Theater

Waynesburg, Pa.

—

Charles F. Silhas leased the Eclipse to Steinl)crg Bros, of Canonsburg.

JENNINGS,

who

know

ture.

mous

to

The

Schulberg.

contract

making.

is

A brand new 1927 edition o
Marian Nixon will appear opposit
Douglas MacLean "Let 'Er Rain!
for the demure miss of the Jonj
tresses will be shorn of her locks i
effect a boyish bob.

A "duplex" jazz orchestra
planned by Hal Roach for his shor
subject theater at Los Angeles. B;
\.

signed Pola Negri and then
He has
her with Famous.
had much to do with the business
careers of Emil Jannings and Dimitri
Buchowetzki.
In view of the fact
that he is not a producer, it seems
certain
that
he will
place
Miss
Rydings with a producing organiza-

two orchestras, he will obtait
continuous accompaniment withou
organ intermissions.
hiring

first

placed

Strand, Evansville, Damaged
Evansville, Ind.
Two hundre(
thousand dollars is the estimated dam
age caused by fire at the Strand
Patrons made an orderly exit.

tion here.

Schnitzer, senior vice
president of F. B. C, has recoveref

and McLennan, 80 Maiden
Lane, is supervising the American
demonstrations of the device.

Marsh

Re-Signs

Hollywood
option
Keith.

—

Donald

Keith
Famous has exercised

on

services

of

—

"The

Road

to

Donald

to diRomance" for
is

Recovered

I.

which has kept him

illness

home

fined to his

con-

for several days.

Capitol Changes Policy

Beginning Dec. 18, the Capitol wil
adopt a Saturday change policy.

Quinlan Joins Pantages
Kansas City— Jack Quinlan, for
mer Mainstreet manager, now is _di
Pantages,

the

recting

succeedinf

who was transferred
Pantages home office.

Earl Cook,
the

t(

CAMERAMEN
List

your name

reputable

in

new

leaflet of

cameramen and

indus-

whom

makers to
may be referred.

trial film

prospects

Eddie Cline Signed
Los Angeles Eddie Cline
rect

Schnitzer

from

A new synchronization device for
orchestra leaders, which will enable
the conductor timing his music without looking at the screen, was demonstrated at the
Simplex projection
rooms before a gathering of projection engineers yesterday.
The device is in the nature of a dial to
which is attached a paper roll, geared
to the same motor that projects the
film, and so cued that the leader
knows exactly what part of the film
is
on the screen without seeing it
with his own eyes. The inventor is
Signor Vische, .and the present rights
are in the hands of Guido Sforni of
Genoa. H. L. Ford, with offices c/o

its

—

Joseph

Demonstrate Music Synchronizer

at Dallas

Crisbic is new manthe
Majestic,
Interstate
Amusement Co., house. This is the
fourth change in six months.

Dallas
ager
of

—

the Arcade,

organization of the

office,

X'enice, Fla.

M. Katz Returns

S.

in

ington
ner

McOuirk. now

J.

stood

(Continued from Page 3)

as

Reformers renew fight to make Ohio "blue."
African Theaters plans buliding program in
South Africa.
John

Columbia Exchanges

8

JANE

called for

who

Meyer.

DALY

screen motherhood from A to 2
is going to find out what is "Love'
Greatest Mistake," at least accorditij
to Eddie Sutherland's version. She'
been cast for this picture which Fa

(Continued from Page 3)

rights to "The Miracle."
''"ax of $10 on all films entering Missouri to
be considered by State.
Little Theater planned for St. Louis by Earle

Jules

temporary injunction pending trial of
Export's suit for damages, would be

year, but it was not until she won a
national beauty contest in Sweden
that he signed her. It was Blumentha!

Woods,

By PHIL M.

the

Signs Swedish Star

owns world's

A.

that to issue

to

theater

Joseph

Supreme Court,

in

That

of

payment of $25,000 per picFor 1926,
$10,000 in advance.
it was stated, Schulberg asked |55,O0O
per picture, $22,000 of which was to
Schulberg claims that
i)e in advance.
the company had no contract for 1926
product, while the latter alleges it
was to receive the pictures on the
$25,000 basis.

When you have a

theater.
first

The Court

under which the Export and Import
productions,
distributed
Schulberg

with a 2,000-seat house.
Cincinnati first runs total 11,450 seats with
.1.800 to be added by opening of Libson
in

Appeals
made the same ruling as Judge Levy

unfair

meetings "open."
Cooneys plan invasion of the "loop," Chicago.

Exports

And Thafs

(Continued from Page 3)

Schulberg.

No

cost of any kind, simply send

in

the data.

Bureau of Commercial Economics
110S-16th St- N. W. Washington, D.C

Charles Rogers.

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

JHE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN
and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

FILMS"

"1001

(Fourth Edition)

Complete reference booklet, listing nearly 3,000 educational films given
at reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

V .^us

]

Box

office

boon

Motion picture producers who
Eastman Panchromatic Negative

offer

use

you

black and white pictures with color corrections that are actually amazing.

—

These qualities give such pictures
printed on Eastman Positive, of course

— an extra appeal
a definite

boon

Prints on

for the audience that

for the

box

office.

Eastman have the black-

lettered identification ''Eastman"

and "Kodak"
margin.

in the transparent

Look

for

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

is

MONTY

BANKSl

in

"ATTA BOY"
A Feature Comedy
This
Seats

Comedy Will Drag ^Em Out
Even

if

of Their

TheyWe Nailed In!

The

sure-fire

money

getters today are the real big comedies.

When you

can get one that's not only a big laugh ter-provoker
but also a thriller, Heaven is good to you.
"Atta Boy"

is

a present of

money

in the bank.

"The laughs come fast and furious
.From start to finish
Monty Banks great. You can't go wrong on *Atta Boy.*"
.

.

.

.

—Film Daily

whirlwind of merriment for all classes
We don't believe
we've ever seen a comedy more plentifully supplied with gags,
and every one of them strikes the bell."
*'A

.

•

—Moving

.

Picture

World

"An

excellent farce comedy. In many situations the spectators should be made to scream with laughter."

—Harrison*s Reports

Pafhepicture
^^T^AhT^^"^^^^
TRADE

/

1

'
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UNIVERSAL CONTINUES

Publix in Northwest

—

IN EINANCIAL AfEAIRS

Minneapolis Competition for
Northwest Theaters (Finkelstein & Ruben) is looming here,

ACTIVITY IN SOUTH

with Publix prepared to enter

Downtown Company Owes

22,110 Seats in

District in City of

830,000
Louis—With

22,110 seats in the
loop district, St. Louis lays claim to
being the most overseated city in the
United States or in the world, for that
St.

The

to
according
[Government estimates, has a population of 830,000, as of July 1, 1926.
First runs considered overcrowded,
was further augmented by the openSkourasing of the Ambassador,
Pnhlix house, which has a .^eating
Despite this, the
capacity of 3,200.
St. Louis, on its anniversary in November claimed to have played to

.matter.

city,

(Continued on Page 2)

Blacklist Scored
Washington

— Issuing

of a blacklist

to members by the General Federation of Women's Clubs, is criticized

by Mrs. Walter Ferguson in "The
Daily News."
The list is of little
value, she states, largely because the
pictures classified already have been
shown in most communities.
"And then, just why should this organization (if women set themselves up as critics
(Continued on Page 5)

40,000,000

Marks and $4,000,000
to Famous
Ufa

Lyceum, Duluth, which

facing a financial crisis
greater than that overcome a year
ago when American loans aggregating $4,000,000, plus contract which
is

assured American distribution averted the impending disaster, according
to "The Berliner Tageblatt," says
wireless to "The New York Times.'

Company Gets

the local first-run field.
Negotiations for a loop site on
Hennepin Ave. are in progress.
Publix has an interest in the
is

|

Theaters and Closes
Atlanta Deals

its

—

only theater holding in this territory.

The above dispatch was
neither confirmed nor denied at
Publix

headquarters Saturday.

;

"At

a

directors'

meeting

it

was

decided to reduce the capital to onethird and to reincrease the stock issue to 45,000,000 marks, which will be

NORTHWEST UNIT WALKS

accessories

cuts, banners, cloth pennants, threeslides,
trailers,
one-sheets,
sheets,
There
buttons and windows cards.
are 15 special mats, running in size

from a small thumbnail up

to eight
exhibitor wants
mats at once he can obtain them
from the Western
cost,
without
Newspaper Union, with offices at 210
(Continued on Page 2)

columns.

If

11

are

now available to exhibitors.
The accessories include mats and

the

Steffes

Withdraws Group

After Decision by
7th Arbitrator
Minneapolis — Arbitration

is

at

a

standstill in this territory, long a
storm center of arbitration wrangles.

exhibitor association
has "walked out" on arbitration, because of a decision handed down by
a seventh arbitrator after a dead-

The Northwest

lock.

Contract Revised
Dallas

— What

is

described as one

most unique decisions in the
of arbitration was handed
down by the board here in the case
Df P. D. C. versus William Eppstein,
Aztec theater, San Antonio.
The
iward reduces by one-third the price
Involved in the contract, and grants
the
history

of

{Continued on Pac/e 2)

A. C.

A. in Final Session Today

Detroit

— Outlining

the second half

Financial Records
In the 1927 FILM YEAR BOOK
appearing

next

month

will

The
calities

decision was based on techniof the contract, and W. .\.
(Continued on Page 4)

appear

believed to be the most comprehensive array of financial information on motion picture organizaThe financial
tions ever published.
structures of 20 of the largest com(Continued on Page 2)

what

deal in view of Collin's position
the M.P.T.O.A., which has strong(Continucd on Page 4)

tlie

OUT ON_ARBITRATION

"Laugh Month" Aids
Month"

Atlanta
Universal's
Southern
chain has been augmented by several
acquisitions including the entire holdings in Jonesboro, Ark., of Eli Whitney Collins, M.P.T.O.-\., president,
and several connnunity houses located
in sulnirhan centers of Atlanta.
Definite confirmation is made by
Dan Michalovc, head of Universal's
theater interests in the South.
Considerable interest attaches to
in

(.Continued on Page 2)

"Laugh

Eli Collins

Plans Specials

is

Los Angeles— Charles
will produce a series of
First

National,

in

R.

Rogers

specials for
addition to the

More

for

Chain

— Universal

has acquired 1
theaters here formerly operated b\
Commerci;i;
Theaters
Pacific
the
Acquisition of these houses
chain.
Seattle

increases the total in" Universal'chain to 261, with aggregate seatiiu
capacity of over 215.()()(), of which _'.
have a capacity of nearly 40,000. now
under construction.

A

Review
Py LI LI AS

of

Reviews

liKLSS.iS
The best picture of the year is unThe
deniably "What Price Glory."
best performance of the year is unquestionably that of Victor McLagIcn as Captain Flagg and close to
his remarkable portrayal is that of
Edmund Goulding as Sergeant Quirt.
"What Price Glory" covers the whole
Fox organization with glory and in
IC.

(Continued on Page >)

Ken Maynard pictures. He iiow is
producing "McFadden's Flats," with
Irvington to Be "Blue"
Chester Conklin
Simpson Made Buying Assistant Charlie Murray and
Only shops diIrvington. X. J.
featured.
pensing milk and newspapers will
San Francisco— Ben Simpson has
Sunset
"The
direct
will
.\1 Rogell
permitted to operate here, with clani)
(Continued on Page 4)
been named assistant to R. A. Mac-

—

1>

ing of the "blue" law lid on insistence
company's schedule is slated to Neil in the picture buying departTheater
the Stanley-Fabian circuit, fined
States
Golden
the
of
ment
le completed today at the final sesDirector of
Sunday operation of its theaterfor
Corp.
sion
of the annual convention of and Realty
Hollywood— The .second woman di- There is to be v.o interference wit
"American Cinema Ass'n. A. J. MoelFamous taxis and buses.
rector has been appointed.
Flexible Policy Adopted
ier,
president, is chairman at the
film
Arzner,
Dorothy
promoted
A flexible policy has has
hree-day session. Other officers are
Cleveland
and her initial
directorship
to
editor,
Metropolitan,
Two Sessions at Charlotte
the
osph Wolff, Detroit, first vice-presi- been adopted by
be "I'ashions for
will
lent; H. S. Manus, New York, sec- Loew house managed by George Du- assignment
Two sessions of
.^.
C.
Charlotte.
(Continued from Page 5)
)nd vice-president; Edward Lesczyn- mond. After a series of revues, "The
the North Carolina exhibitor unit are
iki,
Detroit, treasurer, and Adam Big Parade" and "Ben Hur" will be
Contract scheduled to be held today at the

jf

the

New Woman

—

—

31ake,

Detroit,

secretary.

Cortez Headed
Ricardo Cortez
Sollvwood.

Toward Coast
left

yesterday for

50
offered under the reserved seat
Second runs at
cents top policy.
popular prices also are planned, the
policy and admission price regulated

bv the attraction

oflfered.

Crosland Signs

—

New

Jack Warner has
long-term
signed Alan Crosland to a
Dolores
be
will
first
His
contract.

Los Angeles

Costello in ".\ Million Bid.

If the convention
Charlotte Hotel.
program today,
its
finish
doesn't
there will be sessions tomorrow.
banquet and ball ar« to be a feature.

A

THE

jg^

Monday, December

DAILY

Crisis
Louis Galled Most Ufa Facing New
In Financial Affairs
Overseated in World
(Continued from Page

St.

1)

(.Continued from Page 1)

Mondi),Dec.13.1926

rgLXXXyill,No.62

PnceSCaats

2,792,000 patrons in its first year, or
an average of 53,000 weekly.
Other first runs are scaled in pro-

PubKsber

lAHN W. AUCOATE

Saturday and holidays
N. Y., and
film
and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Donald M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manaser; Kalpli Wilk. Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May
1918, at the post-office at New York,
21,
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (PostaKe free) United States, outside
of (Irealer New York. $10.00 one year; 6
Foreign,
months. $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
daily except

I'ublishcd

at

New York

Broadway,

1650

copyritiht (19Jo) by Wid's Films and
Folks. Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President

portion to the Ambassador, so far as
The
seating capacity is concerned.
houses, with their capacities are: MisGrand Central, 2,000;
souri, 3,600;
West End Lyric, 1,000. All of these

are operated by Skouras Bros., who
In sumare affiliated with Publix.
mer, the West End Lyric is operated
jointly
with the Lyric Skydome,
whicli adds an additional 4,000 seats

$11.00
Subscribers should remit with order.
FILM
A'ldress all communications to
DAILY. 1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 47.16 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
Hollywood,
'Ircss:
Filmday,
New Y'ork.
California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: "Phone. Drexel 7000 and Washintrlnn 9794.
London^Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Kenter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
',n-i(lon.
\V.
Paris
T..
La Cineniatographie
1 nnciise,
5. Rue Saulnier.

THE

—

—

Financial

Skouras first run total.
Other first run houses in the

to the

are

the

Orphcum, Orpheum

are: Rivoli, 750
Criterion,
700;
Astor, 500; Rainbow, 500; Senate, 500; Fem, 500, and
Capitol, 400.

section

Downtown
Downton Lyric, 600;
seats;'

"Laugh Month" Aids
(Continued from Page

A comparatively inactive market marked
Loew's,
the trading of film issues Saturday.
Inc., was the highlight of the morning with
and
Fa
Pathe
a turn-over of 7.600 shares.
mous common also had busy sessions. Otherwise, the rest of the market was quiet.

Quotations
High

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Vtc.

45
45

.

.

Pfd
•Balaban & Katz
& Katz Vtc...
.

.

.

.

•Eastman

Famous
•Fam.
'Film
•First

Kodak.

\ISH

.

45
45

73'A
122/2
117-^ 118^^

Project...

70J4
22Vi

71

12

12

12

4SH

47 J^

.

Common...

'/i

23^

500
500
100
7,600

n}i

40%

41

2,900

98

-

10
50

50
Bros
••Stan. Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen. 8J4
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
Universal Pictures 40J4
Warner Pictures.. 43^
Warner Pict. "A" 33

50

100
97'/!

40^
42'A
32'A
t

Market

tt

St.,

Chicago; 239
York, and 500

West 39th St., New
Howard St., San Francisco.
"Laugh Month" banners are

print-

ed on canvas in two colors.
They
are 10 ft. long by three feet deep,
and are equipped with five eyelets for
hanging.
The cost is $1.25 each.
The cloth pennants are 29 inches
deep, printed in assorted colors, and
have eyelets for hanj;ing. The price
is 12 cents each.
Three-sheet posters in color sell for 27 cents each,
and one-sheets for 15 cents each.
Banners, posters and pennants should
be ordered from the Sweeney Lithograph Co., Belleville, N. J.

42'A
32.^

'ioo
5,800
3,000

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

Paramount.
"Over-optimism
cies and activities,

individual

ideas,

THERE

will be a lot of shooting in

Heaven,
at
least
"Seventh
Heaven," when Frank Borzage starts
his

ne.xt

production.

Alan Hale thinks he knows more
about the Calif ornian highways than
the State Highway Department. Hcj-,
has just returned after a motor
jaunt of many miles necessary to
exteriors

for

are

said

to

be

th(

there will be a complete shake-up
certain with
of the the executive committee is
paying
the hope of putting the company on a
Last year Dr. Bausback was apponitbasis.
He was former
ed dictator of Ufa's affairs.

"That

executive of the Deutsches Bank which
furnished financial backing to Ufa, but his
reforms were unproductive of satisfactory re-

ly

sults.

"Ufa owns

or

them Germany's

controls
finest

114 theaters,
picture houses.

all

Un-

favorable contracts closed by Ufa with film
distributors are said to have caused the exbusiness heavy losses, though the
hibition
high Government amusement taxes are blamed

insurmountable

an

When
it's

comes

it

much

easier

toj
B.
He has built thel
Jerusalem on his lot!

Praetorium of
a sequence

for

quarters,

etc.

"The

King

off

Maxwell Handling Middle West
M. E. ("Eddie") Maxwell, for three!
years general manager for Llnited]
Artists in Australia, has been appointed a representative for Warners inl
the Middle West, with headquarters!
Chicago, and will work with!
at
Morris Safier, recently head of the!
newly-created extended run productions department.

Vur Canff'Conudy\
HAL ROACH ^we/z^j H/S RASCALS

"TELLING

"^

"^

WHOPPERS'

their relations with Ufa and are
that the ultimate achievements of
the German company will justify the confidence placed in it, believing that the present
troubles are traceable to mismanagement be-

with
convinced
fied

fore

ice is $1.

the

a white background, may be obtained from the Bastian Bros. Co., Rochester, N. Y., at the following prices:
500 for $4.50; 1,000 for $8.00; 2,500
at $7.75 per thousand; 5,000 at $7.50
per thousand; 10,000 at $7.25 per

Original Negatives of Everything
67-

in

Kings."

that institution withdraw its support
a financial crash would immediately follow.
"An American representative of Paramount has said that they are entirely satis-

Paramount and M-G-M took an

interest.'

Contract Revised
(Continued from Page 1)
exhibitor cancellation privilege
on 50 per cent of the 32 unplayed
pictures involved.
The action was brought by the
distributor after Eppstein had refused pictures shipped on dates arbiIn detrarily set by the exchange.
fending himself, Eppstein alleged that
some of the pictures were misrepresented, and were not suitable for his
house. This charge was denied by the

MONEY

69 Church St., National Theater Supply Co. has added to its projection
and theater equipment line complete
stage equipment, rigginR, scenery,

Hollywood
what Cecil

should

MOTION PiaURE
APPARATUS

new

to making pictures!
to bring Jerusalemj

Hollywood than
That is
Jerusalem.
De Mille has done.
to

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblcck' cut furnished
for all

Pathecomedies at youn

Exchange.
#»«»«»»«.»..—» " •

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

S.

Palisades

Financial Records

its

Tires."

handicap.

greatest losses, however, seem to have
occurred in the production end, several of its
larger films having cost upward of 6,000,000
marks each, and which, though successful,
have not brought in sufficient revenue to cover
the production costs.
"There is no danger of Ufa going into
bankruptcy, backed as it is by the Deutsches
Bank, but it is declared in film circles that

"The

Slides will be furnished for 15 cents
each by the Excelsior Illustrating Co., exchange.
216 6th Ave., New York.
Window cards are available through
If You Are in the
(Continued from Page 1)
the Ellray Printing Co., 5 E. 20th
for Any Kind of
Market
panics will be a feature of this spe- St., New York. They are five cents
each in lots of ten or more and seven
cial .section.
The financial history of many of cents each in lots of less than ten.
these companies for years back i.s These two-color cards are printed
compared with the earnings and ex- on four-ply poster board.
penditure of the current period.
CONSULT USAND SAl'E

Boston— In

"Rubber

standing.

cial

Trailers boosting "Laugh Month"
be furnished free by regular
users of National Screen Service,
Inc.
The cost to non-users of serv-

thousand.

Boston Supply House Moves

DALY

in

reasons for the company's poor finan-

as

By PHIL M.

get

expansion polifailure to produce
films of the high standard compatible with an organization of this magnitude and the inefficiency of the Executive and directors, who used too
much latitude in carrying out their

That's That

will

Month" buttons with a
laughing face printed in maroon on

84K

.

Last Prices Ouoled

South Desplaines

applied to outstanding obligations. Ir
the face of these troubles no dividends will be declared, though until
last night it was rumored that froni
3 to 5 per cent could be announced,'
the dispatch states.
"The company's debts are said to
amount to 40,000,000 marks in addition to its capital stock and preferrec
bond issue. To this must be adde(
the $4,000,000 loan raised througl

of

1)

"Laugh

32

11

Skouras

•• PhiL-idelphia

1,500

25
..

Pathe Exch. "A".. 41
(•Paramount B'way.
34
ttRoxy Units

•

400
100

101

Loew's, Tnc
•Metro Gold. Pfd
•M. P Cap. Corp.

ttRoxy

45
45

Sales

124^

Fox Film "A"... 7\%
Fox Theaters "A' 23 54
Intern'l

Close

..

.

Plavers
Play. Pfd..
Inspect
Xafl Pfd..
.

Low

64^

*Bal.

city

circuit

house which has 1,600 seats and which
recently adopted a picture policy;
St. Louis, 4,100 seats and the Grand
Opera House, 2,260 seats.
Second and third run theaters in the

downtown

And

1926

13,
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Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
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130

West

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St.

Bryant 8181
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John D.Tippett, Inc.

West 32'^'St..Ncu»york,N.y.*^

Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

Phone Penna. 6564

Motion Picture Department
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Raw Stock
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3678
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6040 Sunset
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STILL THERE

AND GOING STRONG!
SECOND YEAR ON BROADWAY/
CONTINUES PHENOMENAL $2 RUN
EVERYWHERE!
tW
i'xi

YORK
year

BOSTON
26 weeks

FRANCISCO CLEVELAND
9 weeks

JCINNATI
i

weeks

>LUMBUS
4 weeks

PHILADELPHIA
1

9 weeks

ST.

LOUIS

8 iceeks

6 weeks

ROCHESTER

TORONTO

4 weeks

PROVIDENCE
4 weeks

4 weeks

INDIANAPOLIS
3

weeks

CHICAGO

DETROIT

79 weeks

13

BROOKLYN
8

%1'eeks

BALTIMORE

LOS ANGELES

5 weeks

26 weeks

NEW ORLEANS

4 weeks

MINNEAPOLIS
weeks

weeks

weeks

KANSAS CITY

4 weeks

3

1 1

WASHINGTON
•j

NEWARK

PITTSBURGH

weeks

ST.

PAUL

3 weeks

?

DENVER
3

ATLANTA

weeks

weeks

3 weeks

LONDON
23 weeks

PARIS

THE PRODUCERS OF "THE BIG PARADE", "BEN-HUR",
'SCARLET LETTER", "THE FIRE BRIGADE", "MERRY WIDOW",
"TELL IT TO THE MARINES" AND OTHER BIG HITS

lETRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER
THEY'RE THE PRODUCERS TO

TmrO!

Just started

FATHER KNICK:
"Second Year!
rival as
fixture

the

M}- only

permanent

of Nexu Yor\!"

THE

DAILY
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13,

1926
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DAa.y

Northwest Unit Walks Universal Continues
Activity in South
Out on Arbitration

Newspaper Opinions

UPS wuicu mean douads roc suowmen

(Continued from Page

"The Ace of Cads"
(Paramount)
Used tlie Ace CultinK stunt to advantage.
A young lady seated at a
table in the lobby operated the stunt.

A card (in frame) placed on one
corner of the table read, "Lucky at
Love or Lucky at Cards? If you can
cut yoursclt an Ace. you will be our
guest to sec Adolphe Mcnjou in The
Ace of Cads." The lobby center piece
was a cut-out that represented three
cards" spread out.
From behind the
spades and hearts which were cut out,

—

from the picture were mounted.
were mounted on two cards
while the third and centre one contained a picture of Menjou, the star's
name, and the title of the picture.
Sidney Dannenberg, Strand, Birmingham. Ala.
stills

The

stills

"La Boheme"

The campaign

included

two

dis-

of

feature.

— P.

F.

Schwie. Garrick, Du-

Minn.

luth,

"The Phantom

The

of the Opera"
(Universal)
exploitation consisted of ex-

tensive billing campaign.
Window
tie-ups on "Phantom Red" were secured. These were in a drapery store
on dresses; florists featuring red
gladiolas; drug store with "Phantom
Red" lipsticks; men's clothing store
on red ties, sweaters and socks, and
a candy kitchen which advertised its
"Phantom Sundae." People's, Yar-

—

mouth, Nova

Scotia.

—

.•\MKKICAN'

scene

Independence

in

more than one giggle
ture,

directed.

skillfully

*

*

•

*

DAILY MIRKOR— •

caused

which

Hall

*

handsome

a
*

*

pic-

sincere,

a

a
S.

beautiful and stirring tribute to the U.
.Navy of a century and more ago * * * inspiring action, authentic historical accuracy
and courageous deeds * • * gorgeous spectacle.
Its picturization of the United States'
early naval triumphs will thrill young and
•
•
• that the latter (spectacle)
old
heavily
overbalances the story and ofttimes tends
to make it even weaker is a fault, perhaps,
that should be overlooked. * * *

NEWS —

DAILY
This picture is going to
be one of the greatest of national box-oflfice
hits,
and, so far as thrills and entertainment

of

goers

is

the

army

vast

concerned,
tribute
•

ship

does not

•

picture

'"

*

be

to

America's

there

intnide

motion

of

deserves

to

a

famous

most

a love story that
unpleasantly. * **

is

itself

EVENING JOURNAL—*

* * The photobased on historic incidents, is a tremendous undertaking and unfolds with a
iweeping drama that gathers momentum in
•
he victory of the frigate Constitution •
rtghting between the crew of the Constitu-

play,

tion

and the Tripolitan pirates

enacted

*

•

*

stirringly

*

*

*

•

has

every

thing a big motion picture needs to win its
way with the public * • * sailed into the
Rivoli last night and is anchored for a long
shore leave ' * * an unrivaled theme, an
ingenious and dramatic plot, a characterizarion, atmosphere, a more than passable ro
mance. action and more action, unforced and
effective humor, spectacular values and phoography of first quality * «
direction at
its
best * • » rare fine entertainment, no:
to be missed.

GRAPHIC—*

*

*

tern.

*

rather slim plot

Action for damages against Unitet.
Artists was brought by the Re.x
suburban house, which claimed it had
been promised first run of "The Soi
of a Sheik" on the East Side, onl\
to have the New Arion pla}- it da
and date. This is the second wrangle
here
which centered arouiK
United Artists.
Some time ago
Stefifes obtained a decision which the
company complied with only afte;
a series of delays and threats of the
exhibitors to repudiate arbitration

Action of the Minneapolis board
expected to have considerable effcc
in the Middle West, where arhitra
tion is being criticized, with Michi-

gan refusing to arbitrate. Steffes i;
chairman of the arbitration committee named by Middle West states aU'
Texas at the recent "protest" meeting sponsored by Michigan.

we

think

*

To

*

yesterday afternoon at
Funeral Church. She died Friday at the Fifth Ave. Hospital.
held

bell's

(Continued from Page

1)

Derby," by William Dudley Pclley.
Mary Astor, Buster Collier and
Claude Gillingwatcr have been signed.
Curtis Benton is writing the contin-

The second, "The Road to
Romance," is to feature Jack Mulhall and to be directed by Eddie
Cline.
A! Boasberg wrote the story
which Rc.\ Taylor will adapt.
Rogers recently signed Paul Hurst,
former director, who appears in Maynard's "The Overland Stage," on a
unity.

five

year contract.

do

SUN —

TELEGRAM —

for.

»

•

A

stirring

and the new Strand,

in

operation,

house
under construction.
Universal has acquired 50 per cent
interest in the Fairfax, East Point,
built by Oscar S. Oldknow and opened two months ago. The firm also
has 50 per cent interest in the 3,500seat house now being constructed
by Swint and Davis in Atlanta.
Negotiations have been closed by
Universal for a site in East Atlanta
and construction will begin within
a few weeks on a suburban house to
Still another deal has been
seat 600.
1,100 seat

ttrl

pe.

ila

art

closed for the erection of a 700-seat

house on Georgia Ave. at South
Negotiations are novvB'^"
Pryor St.
pending for several other groups.
ciis

.

—

closed during the winter, will open
in the spring with straight pictures.

W
i

i

out,

HI

•

pictorial

1

11

]\t

If

!"Fa

IMPORTANT

2

HOLIDAYS

im, a

inl

I

Dlllt'l

lie

is

lilt

irlmi;

Tilt

He

pla;

imai

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using

(dv

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE
From

National Screen Service,

Inc,
lil

Uil

Trailers Build Business
Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
10
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday, Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth. Armistice
Day. Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature
or

Comedy
For

or
this

News

Reel.

complete

[Pole

laspe

Pdii

Service

$40.00

yearly.

pples

Mpt

*

flic,

A
tri-

umph * * * you will find the last grand
Gray En Route to Coast
of daring pirate warfare drawn across
Lawrence Gray is en route to the aslam
canvass as delightfully lovely to the eye
His last picture was "Love 81 anything; you have seen
Coast.
in
all
your
travels * * * a gorgeously pictured show
'Em and Leave 'Em" for Famous.

fl

ir;

New Year

The Smart Showman Knows These

•

handled in vigorous fashion.
•

an

10

crkii

Walters Writes Play
TIMES—* * • filled with adventure, hu
(ieorgc Manker Walters, manager
mor and romance. • • • And there is an
comedy,
written
a
has
Central,
of the
additional feature of the entertainment, the
"Burlesque, " which will be produced scene that ended the first half of the picture
by Sunshine Plays, Inc., in January. W.1S a starthng surprise, for the standard screen
disappeared and
whole stage, from the
He was for three years president and proscenium arch the
to the boards,
was filled
general manager of the New Art with a movmg picture of a replica of Old
* * * a plentiful supply
Ironsides
of comFilm Corp.
edy which
•

WORLD--*

now

houses

first-run

posses-

irr

• * the finest saga of
*
the sea the screen has ever known * * * a
grand and gallant picture * * * a memorial
worthy of the proud tradition it enshrines.

is

Universal

Empire and Liberty, both

Are Nearly Here

* * * handsome, solemnly majestic,
large framed and highly spectacular * * * a
creditable effort • • • notable for its general
beauty, its seascapes, its beautifully designed
shots. • *
But it lacks visual movement,
rythm, tempo and general driving force on
such a large scale that there is .some doubt
as to whether it will be the hit that its
•

gives

_

icitv,

POST—*

hope and pray

The deal
sion of the

ilti!

|ieri

say tha

* * Cnize, in his usual sweeping
fashion, has turned out a picture that is
big, cheerful and decidedly thrilling, a complete glorification of the ship which drove
the Barbary pirates from the seas. * » *

producers

ItOI

Christmas

anyway.

that

ftl

111111-

us

will

—

*

whose press agent sent out

Everybody

)l

"Fa:

I

Plans Specials

(lit

lit

"Old

reminds

iioii

—

Remond Buys Two
Wauchula, Fla. The Royal and
Airdome have been purchased by N.
W. Remond, owner of the Scenic, at
Camp- Lake Wales. The Airdome remains

Ironsides" is a good pic
of
the c'nema produce
a story that he
the producer, approved of music.
It is wha
is known
in the industry as an "epic" and
* * * Giving praise to "Old
this time it is
Ironsides" is. as we have intimated, like
carrying coals to
Newcastle.
And it is
also superfluous to suggest that one see it.
ture

1)

producer-distributor invasion of the theater field.
Collins'
status in the national exhibitor organization, in the event of his selling
his theaters
and selling them to a
producing - distributing - exhibiting
group has been the subject of spec-

Mrs. George Beban Buried
The funeral services of Mrs. Georgt
Beban, film and stage actress, wa;

wide-scope stunt proved a great novelty witl
the enthusiastic audience whicli stood
an
cheered * •
picture has many beautifi:
photographic effects » •
presents bisto':
in a sugar-coated tablet *
p.icked witj
thrills, laughs and the thing that is repute
to make the world go around.

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

from Page

opposed

ly

ulation.

forcefully

is

*

vivid.

EVENING WORLD—'

Steffes declared that the decision
emphasized that exhibitors could not
expect justice under the present sys
so,

Rivoli
The good

ship Constitution
sailed into the Rivoli last night and, as one
man, the audience rose to greet her * •
Not all this first half of "Old Ironsides"
brought cheers.
There was one ringing

old

books in the Stone Book
Store. These displays were decorated
with scene stills from the picture,
and photos of Lillian Gish and John
Gilbert. Another display was secured
on phonograph records from the
opera ot the same name. Also used
a teaser advertising campaign in the
newspapers. The regular amount of
advertising space was doubled for this
plays

"Old Ironsides"
Paramount

pictorial

(M-G-M)

(Cotitinued

1)

head of the exhibitor unit,
announced his organization's withdrawal from arbitration.
In doing
Steffes,

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

call

tmll

service

bring

you

AT ONCE.

NEW YORK
126-130

West 46th

LOS ANGELES
St.

1922 So. Vermont Ave.
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Reviews

of
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On Broadway

1)

Raoul Walsh, whose gen-

larticular

destinies of the play
stages; Malcolm S.
Boylan who wrote the never to be
orgotten titles, including the one
hat introd.uces Phyllis Haver as the
who divorced the Army and
'girl
mnounced her engagement to the
us Kuidcd

hrough

the

film

its

Exhibitors^
A3tor-"Tlic

Daily Heminder

"I'otenikiii"
Broadway — "While London

acquainting

the

those

more than ever, averse to
more than ever, sour over the

feel,

,-ou

Aar;

"Bean Cieste"
"Ben Hur"

offers

"What

—

—

to help

an.l

"The Sky I'irate"
Wednesday "Syncopating Sue"
Thursday "Man of the Korcst"
Friday
"Ohey the Law" and "One Man's

Watch the big

—

houses. They are
usually right.

—
—

— "Midnight Lovers"
Sunday "The Ice Klood"
Mark Strand — "The Girl From Coney

make

Ciame"
Saturday

Island"

Paramount- "Stranded in Paris"
"We're in the Navy Now"
Rialto
"Old Ironsides"
Rivoli
Warners "Dun Juan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand "The Winning

—
—

—

—

of

Worth"

Uarliara

Next

unfamiliar

Thev know what it is all
"What Price Glory" makes

Letter"

Strogoll"

".Micli.iel

—

industry.

is

the tragedy of it as it really is,
n such a way as to make them more
ishrewd, more apt to resent any sugIn pregestion of future conflict._
'ious international and civil conflicts
.here was no way of bringing home
News;he physical facts intimately.
Dapersdid their share. Now pictures
jring the actual battle before their

Here's what
Educational

Sleeps"

Hunt"

I'rice Glory"
"Corporal Kate"
Loevv's New York
Today ''Sparrows"
Tiiesilay
"The Canyon of Light"

Week

— "The Big Parade"
— "Potemkin"
Broadway — Comedy Week

Astor

A'ith

3ycs.
ibout.

"The Better 'Ole"

doing its
the horrors of

war productions,

ivar,

Colony

Harris

the other things that make for
Mitertainment, "What Price Glory"
jrings a very important moral mesThe industry, in this and other
sage.

home

"Kaust"
-"The Scarlet

Hippodrome

ill

to bring

Capitol
Central

Embassy

of
of

progress

the

concerned in
nionument
Aside from the sponts conception.
:aneity of its humor, the stark realsm, pleasant and otherwise, its marvelous atmosphere, the romance, and

share

"Tlic (lorilla

Criterion

Keep abreast

to all those

similar

Cameo

Cohan

^iarines;" Barney McGill, John Mara and John Smith, the cameramen,
who have so strikingly photographed
he story, the war scenes especially,
rhe picture will remain a permanent

Parade"

lliff

Biltmore

tiiltmore

petition with Louise Brooks in
cast of her latest picture, "Just

Blonde," which
Strand under the

other
the
Girl

will
title

the

An-

play at
of "Tiie

long

It is a
from Coney Island."
way from being another "Sub-

way

Sadie."

"Prowlers of the Night,"

a

l<"red

Humes' western, "Call of the Wilderwith Sandow, the dog; "The
Timid Terror," with Tom Tyler;
"The Captain's Courage," "Whom
Shall I Marry," and "30 Below Zero"
ness"

Cameo

——Undetermined
'Sunuuer Bachelors"

Capitol
Central
19;

I'ire

man

night.

The Paramount Theater continues
"Love
play very ordinary fare.
rhymes
of
sort
^Em"
Leave
Em and
'em
nicely with "like 'em or leave
patrons
to
applied
be
might
which
pala/isiting the newest and most

'Ole"
— "MichaelBetter
Strogoff"
—
Gcste"
"Beau
Criterion

Cohan

Embassy -"Ben Hur"

closes

'Tell

Dec. 22;

Marines" opens next night.
Harris "What Price Glory"
H ippodrome Undetermined.
Mark Strand— "The White Black Sheep"
Paramount "The Popular Sin"
It

—

to

the

—
— "We're the Navy
— "Old
— "DonIronsides"
Juan" —
Warners
in

Rialto
Rivoli

Short Features.
Full patie advertis-

Now"

_

of Broadway cinemas.
Henrv King's "The Winning of
Barbara Worth" is interesting from
nanv angles. There is a flood climax
thrills
:hat furnishes some of the best
ial

3f

the

rt'orthy

iration.

of persons sets out to censor
undertaking
rest of the population, they are
too gigantic a task.

mittee

Elmer L'Hommedieu,
has coine
'"The moving picture industry,
years manager of Loew's New to the place where very few actually worthThe men who
Rochelle, and a girl companion were less films are being pro<luced.
Many of the
are not fools
pictures
make
when
injured
few
killed and two others
are undoubtedly stupid, hut very
movies
manage,
stop
the automobile the theater
them are really bad, especially if we
the last

was driving collided head-on with
snow sweeper. He was 17 years old.

of
to

remember

:nent

possibilities

Dorothy

still

entertian-

more

Mackaill suffers

limited.

keen com-

magazines on the

newsstands

in Jan-

uary.

A

full line of ac-

cessories

— posters.

Photos, slides,

trail-

ers, free mats.

The finest bunch of
exploitation tie-uPS

wh.nt

is

one

man

s

meat

is

ever arranged on any

Short Features^ Ask
your exchange about

even the crape,
;r

will

lau^
A •
P. DC.

legitimate house.
It a speciallv leased
some clever exshows
The director
is
imples of ingenuity but the picture
general
the
with
favor
find
to
lot apt
Its appeal is directly to those
public.
sympathetic to the Soviet cause. Its
entertainment value is limited and
without_ a
:he fact that the picture is
lusalleged
an
on
based
is
story— it
its

al

them.

Banky and Ronald

incident—makes

that

another man's poison."

Colman have the principal roles but
Gary Cooper will bear watching.
"Potemkin," sponsored by Amkino,
thrilling crowds
1 Russian concern, is

:orical

a comfor the

ing in five big nation-

five

season and there is a cast
of anyone's time and consid-

Vilma

"However, when an organization or

for

of lausih-producinfi

—

Scored

Rochelle Manager Killed

LAUGH
MONTH
The dominating tfroup

Colony— "The

niegaphone-wielder.

New

'ortunatelv.

profits in

Letter" closes Dec.
Brigade" opens following

New Woman

be good box office material, un-

extra

Scarlet

"Tlie

"The

permanent destruction that it brings.
The message is mighty powerful.
are others on the week's list.
Brooklyn Mark Strand ""The Girl brom
"Faust" is another motion picture
Coney Island"
xiumph. Kmil Jannings is supremeDirector
Mephisto. Camillo Horn
y perfect as
sweet sim(Continued from Faije 1)
Blacklist
s Marguerite in all her
They'll probably have her Women," Esther Ralston's first star
plicity.
(Continued from I'liiie 1)
working in American productions be- ring vehicle.
for the rest of the country?" she asks. "They
have their opinions, of course, liut arc
Gosta Ekman is splendid
fore long.
Miss Arzner cut and edited "The may
opinions worth any more than those
those
excelis
production
The
is "Faust."
Covered Wagon" and "Old Iron- of another set of feminine workers?
techent, and the variety of unusual
When these club women advise parents
Lois Weber, who will direct
sides."
movies, they
effects are
to go with their children to the
nical details, and camera
and Eva" for United Artisi
"Topsy
Parents should
have not gone far enough.
The picwosomething worth while.
other
only
they
the
whether
to
be
judge
believed
and
see pictures first
conceded is
them.
;ure is not what is generally
woulil like their boys and girls to see
;o

you

EDUCATIONAL'
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qELEASE
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-

Week

Dec.
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THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM

UON
ROAR

ERROL
.. LUNATIC A1 LARGE
make

he put the

Broadway's Roaring Forties)

most other comedies look

(it'll

.ith

in

r FIRST
McnUxn

y Motion

she Lures 'em!)

NATIONAL FIRST!
Picture Producer*

mw

Distributors of Anicilca Ini

Pictures

like Intermission)

DOROTHY
NACKIIILL
know
(you just

national

— Will

Hays

J'ro.Ucnt

Presented by First National
Pictures^ Inc. . . . With Kenneth MacKenna... Adapted
from J. Storer Ciouston^s
Stories

FRED

..... Directed by

NEWNETER

TAemfSPkm
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Honest Stocks

NEW

THIS

fIRST

RUN CIRCUIT

industry has a reputation to maintain. Under
the influence of Will H.
iays, yeoman's work has been
to Get First
lone by way of establishing Seattle
notion pictures in the respected
Chain of $1,000,000
amily of big business enter-

That unsavory element known
the "fly-by-nighter" in a
arge measure has been elimilated.
In part, this has come
bout as the industry moved
orward.
In part, it is due to
he standardization process intituted by the Hays office.

—

Seattle
Inaugurating
theaters in the West,

chain,

minimum

of

the

Roxy

LEGAL,

theaters in the
is

it

understood.

Negotiations now are under way
with a number of suburban exhibitors who seek to tie-up with

of

firm.

here

a

at

cost

of

chain

of

Washington

trests.

is backed by California inIvan L. Hyland, local attor-

ney,

president.

Houses

are plan-

(CoHtinued on Page 2)

Firms Represented

M-G-M,
Fox,

W^arners,

P.D.C.

First

National,

The committee was

by its named following cancellation
studio strike.
ecord, the industry proved it war- threatened
from

of

this business until,

Foreign Department Head

rests

addition

Los

Angeles

— Local

unions

and
what

This brings the discussion to the lal)or papers are celebrating
Dr. A. they declare to be a union victory
luestion of honest stocks.
I. Giannini, staunch defender, friend in that producers are meeting with
They
jnd banker for the industry, warns their committee in New York.
Writing in declare that the closed shop in all
igainst "watered" stock.
The Annals," he points out that crafts in production is in sight. A
officials in close
tock issues must be honest in the local committee of
production
has been
with
connection
ullcst sense of the word in order to
formed.

house, Mt. Kisco, N. Y., without payment of deposits, was denied by Justice

(Continued on Page 4)

distribution

and studying the situation
endeavor to determine the

affiliations

he

will

Tonikins of White Plains.
brought action against

Silverstein

to

making new

to

down by the
of Abraham

arbitration, applicaSilverstein, for an
injunction to force New York exchanges to supply film to the Playtion

expansion in Ufa
distribution Kurt F. Hubert, manager
of the foreign department, is in New
York on a trip around the world. In

entertainment tastes of various countries,
this mission being in i)ehalt
of the production department.
After spending several weeks in

the

Unions Claim Victory

Establishing the legality of cash
deposit demands from exhibitors to
force compliance with a decision han-

Affiliations
Preliminary

(.Continued on Page 4)

Now

seattentions.
with the industry to
that cordial relationship.

their

urcd, it
aaintain

WILL rOLLOW SURVEY
To Make Distribution

iif

course, a bit of history that
espectable bankers held themselves

Directors to Act
Minneapolis

—

Congratulating
Detroit
cooperation that
the
abled the organization to

on

Sales $10,000,000
activity in theater
in
of
reflected
sales
American Seating Corp., which will
to
according
exceed
$10,000,000,
Thomas M. Boyd, president, who is

building

This will be an inin New York.
crease of approximately 15 per cent.
The company's foreign trade has
doubled

this

America

is

er,

Irvington

is

year over

1925,

South

a particularly heavy buy-

and market more than
duct,

Pu*tUc Disposes

leaders ot the industry undertand how great their obligation is
The man on the
public.
3 the

The

hand

J.

en-

complete
its

pro-

Moeller yesterday com-

outline of plans at the
three-day session of the American
Cinema Ass'n.
Last night a banquet was held at
(Continued on Page 4)

pleted

The

A.

hali

has

standing,

BOOK

terminate number were fined $2.
others were released, and some didn't
appear to answer to charges. These
(Continued on Page 4)

THE

Best

practice

a

1927

which appears

of

FILM YEAR

in

throughout America.

January

will

The machinery

(Continued on Page 2)

he

future

in

of

the palm of his

motion pictures

— now

KANN

Hollywood— Within

the next week,
Stuart Blackton will begin production at the Vitagraph studio of
the first picture to be made by the
Spoor process stereoscopic pictures.
J.

"The .American" has been
selected as the

Producing

in

The firm now
Clarke.
is producing the Shadow Laugh Serreel novelties, under diies, single
Prepararection of Bryant Fryer.
tions are being made for features at
Cranfield

&

title.

The

tentatively
picture will

(Continued on Page 4)

Ontario

British Empire Films. Ltd.. is the
Tiame of the Canadian producing unit
formed by Col. W. F. Clarke of

Poli Planning Twenty-Second
Cambridge, Mass.— Ralph W. PerAlnd always. Foisting stock issues of kins has been commissioned, with
to preSpringfield,
of
Cobb
W.
bert
ioubtful value on an investing pubpare plans for the twenty-second theTrenton, Ont.
ic
is the poorest sort of enterprise,
ater to be built at once at Broadvyay,
for one
SpringSts.,
Pynchon
t may mean aggrandizement
and
Vernon
Wobber Goes to Coast
pmpany hut detriment for an entire field. It will be a memorial to Poli's
Herman Wobber, Fanamct official
son and will have an office building
adustry.
Berlin, has gone to the Coast
from
structure.
the
in connection WMth
treet holds

Stereoscopic Film

years'

publish the ten best pictures of the
year as selected by important critics

his

Agog

—

Irvington, N. J. At the close of
yesterday's court, at which was arraigned a wide variety of business
proprietors, totaling 98 cases, for doing business on .Sunday, an inde-

he states.

Following

members

on the asso-

exhibitor um't.
The organization repudiated arbitration
when a seventh arbitrator
rendered a verdict in favor of United
Artists, after violation of a verbal
(Continued on Page 2)

The tremendous

The Ten

Sessions Close

— Action

ciation's stand in withdrawing from
arbitration will be taken today by tlu
board of directors of the Northwest

jaintain public confidence.

It will be a sad day when moon pictures find their hold on the
Anything which
uhlic weakened.
:ans in that direction, no matter
ow slightly, must be avoided. Poor
ivcstments like poor pictures leave
heir indelible mark.

HOLDS

Mt. Kisco Bicyclers Told
to Pay Deposits to

ded

The

$1,000,000.

Seven producers are represented on
Here you have in a nutshell the
the
committee negotiating with the
eason why important banking instiInternationa! Alliance of Stage Emthemselves
in
tutions have interested
ployes and M. P. Operators, and
notion pictures.
They know from allied organizations, concerning de.areful observation that the structure mands of the unions that West Coast
Much of the uncertainty studios adopt the closed shop.
S sound.
former years has disappeared. It
The seven are: Famous, Universal,
of

UFA WORLD EXPANSION

company
is

MURT

Distributors
a

Theater Enterprises has taken a 25
year lease on a theater to be built

7

Maintaining Confidence

anted

will be a

New York

Roxy

SECURITY DEMANDS ARE

Roxy Chain

in

There
six

Price 5 Cents

Theaters

is

.loof

6

ISIAUNCHEDONCOAST

irise.

i,

1926

14,

Mastbaum Will Probated
Phila(k'lpliia--Stating that Jules E.
durinL' his life had provided for charity, his will probated
yesterday, leaves the bulk of his
estate to his family including but
few charitable bequests.

Mastbaum

Reinhardt Arrives

Max

Reinhardt

arrived

York yesterday from

in

Berlin.

New

THE
Tuesday, December

New First Run Circuit
Is Launched On Coast

Exhibitors'
riLXXXVIII Na.63

Ties(lir.DBC.14.1926

Daily Reminder

PrJcaSCints

IIIN W. ALICOATE

(Continued from Page

1)

ned at Portland, Vancouver, Denver

and Salt Lake City.
The new house will give

Worcester House Opened

I

—

Worcester, Mass.- The new Cap
itol has been opened by Daniels &
Hodgson of Boston and Worcesteri'
with pictures and vaudeville. It seat:
With Poll's Palace
about 2,000.

which opened two weeks ago, Wor
cester has about 4,500 more seats.
houses

Seattle

a year's time four big seat
a few blocks of each other:
the Fifth Ave., opened in September
by Pacific Northwest Theaters; the
drpheum which will open in July;
the Publix house, jiist started, and
In
the new project outlined above.
have been several
there
addition
smaller houses opened recently, the
Embassy, at Tbird and Union, seatin

Publisher

New

1926

14,

within

f'ulilisheil daily except Saturday and holidays
at
lc50 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1926) hy Wid's Films and Film
Folks. Inc. J. \V. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kaiin, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager- Ralph Wilk. Traveling Kepresenlalivc.
Entered as second-class matter May
21. 1918, at the post office at New York,
N. Y. under the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
months. $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Foreign.
$1.'<.00.
Suliscribers should remit with order.

Address

The Film Daily
Information Service is organized
as a service to exDo not
hibitors.
hesitate to ask us

THE

communications to
FILM
1650 Broadway. Wew York. N Y
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738 4739
CaWe ad
dress:
Filmday,
N«w York.
Hollywood.
California— Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
meton 9794. I,ondon— Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
Vondon. \V. L. Paris
La Cinematographie
all

DAILY.

Irancaise,

—

Rue

5.

questions.

Saulnicr.

Directors to Act

Financial

(Continued from Page

Am.
•Am.

Seat.
Seat.

Vtc

45

Low
'*m

Pfd...
•Balaban ft Katz..
•Hal. & Katz Vtc.

•

.

•

Close

Sales

45
45 'X

400

64^
73'A

122-4 122
Eastman Kodak
122^
Famous Players
n8'/2 1177^ 118-4
•Fam. Play. Pfd...
124^
•Film Inspect.
5'/,

266

.

.

.

Nafl. Pfd..
Fox Film "A"... 71
Fox Theaters "A". 23
Project.

.

.

12/2

I^ew's. Inc
46^
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
25
•M. P. Cap. Corp..
Pathe Exch. "A". 42W
tParamount B'way 98 Vd
34
ttRoxy Units
.

.

ttRoxy Common
Skouras
••Stan.

Bros.
Co. of

.

.

....

70
22J4
12!^
46
25
4i

98

11

10

.

50

50

.

m

9

•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
•Universal Pictures

Warner
Warner
•

••

33

30 j^

"A". 42
Last Price* Quo led
Philadelphia Market

39^

Pictures

.

Pict.

t

•

•

....
....

101
70>/«

3,700

22/,
12^4
46
25

200
100

im

42
98-^

1,700
100

3,966
4

32

.

Am

Trans Lux Screen

• •

.

•First

Intern'l

7,700

J.

is

1)

The Ten

SSH

8^ 2,600
97 'A
....
....
41'A
7,000
30J4
397^ 26,100

Paid

Tribute

Boston

Best

—

Two

silent

A

Goldburg, independent prothrough F. B. O.,
Just in from Holly-

releasing
at the Astor.

MiUion Feet of
Everything

from now on. I'm going
of

the

money

to

some

get

made for
well known

I've

others.

And I'm

pretty

Publicity,

Exploitation and Managerial

results.

So

What
is

a

it

a salary, but

profits

want
ness.

I

or

theatre,

making what

is

my

for

Want

chain,

Faust

lalloi

which

isn't

lore

should.

Don^t
when

I've

Faust

Want
shown

txtdi
1

3 pi

that

re

can be greatly increased, I
a decent interest in the busiThat's fair enough, isn't it

lices,

i

what do you say?

idiani

1650

B'way

lit

c-o Film Daily

vii

lyiiid

New York

City

Ine los

wood.

FILM LIBRARY SCENES
STONE

Lesser Leaves
Sol Lesser is en route to Hollywood, via San Francisco.

220

W.

litnl;

FILM Library

ROOM

42nd St.
Phone Wisconsin 3770

303

Go

LOBBY FRAMES

mt
butif

OF thf: bkttKh kind
LfGMAN-.JPANJER COKF.
1600 BroRtlwcy
Tcl-CHick'.;rir,; '55;^

Bond Mar ket

ft Did and

with working on a salary

What I

Mastbaum
minutes of

THROUGH

I'M

Box K-141

....
....

50

WHOPPERS'

The new Seattle chain is but one
important development of the year,
which has been marked by unprecedented activity in the theater
Complete list of all theaters This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
field.
in the nation will be a feature of the FREE for all Pathecomedies at you
1927 FILM YEAR BOOK, to be Exchange.
issued in January.

Goldburg Here
Jesse

|

1.000 seat house scheduled to open
Christmas Day.

yesterday declared the regular quar- prayer in tribute to Jules E. Mastterly dividend of $2 a share on the baum was observed at the sales meetpreferred, payable Feb. 1 to holders ing held here by Felix F. Feist, genof record Jan. 15.
eral sales manager.

ducer

TELLING

^

"^

Olympic at Eighth
Union and Pike, another

between

Famous Dividend Declared
The board of directors of Famous

• •

HAL ROACH presents HIS RASCALS

ing 1,000, and the

agreement. The side agreement had
A fairly brisk pace marked the turnover promised protection to an exhibitor,
(Continued from Page 1)
of film issues yesterday, the prices in most
but the picture played day and date
through which this data is gathered
cases having a downward trend.
Pathe Exchange "A" was an exception to this, with at an opposition house.
has been in work for weeks. Already
a full point climb on a trade of 3.*)00. as
Local arbitrators were deadlocked
160 critics have sent in their poll
over
was also International Projector, with a half- on the case with Sam Sachs, attorwhile others are being added daily.
point rise on a sale of 100 shares.
Both
Warner stocks had a busy day but declined ney, called in as a seventh. He stated
This year more newspaper reox-er four points between them.
Fox Film he was convinced that the verbal
viewers than ever before will vote.
"A" lost IH on sales aggregating 3,700.
promise has been made, but awarded
The results will be most interesting.
the decision to the distributor, deAlready the contest is becoming
claring that legally, the contract emkeener as each day passes.
Quotations
bodied all terms of the agreement.
High

'Our Gcmff'Contedm

Kow York
Shnw

iinlinj

City

I^i^rn

Ask
intof

Warner Deficit $279,096
Warner Bros. Pictures, Inc., and

tHyoi

subsidiaries report for the five months
28, 1926, a net loss of
It was first
$279,096 after charges.
forecast that the figure might reach

>ioy fo

AMALGAMATED

ended Aur.

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

$.V)0,000.

Attractions for

BUCHHEISTER

PI

Picture Theatres

Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY

Standard Vaudeville

Acts

ART

2I!S

TITI-ES
W. 5.Sth St. - Columbus
Spccitil Rush Sorvice

124U

150

First
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-

Week Dec. 26

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580
^»m^

City

\

!

l^llC

picture
i^orld
ELD OVER

WEEK

2nd

An UFA

Production

with

i&;*°

EMIL

wa

JANNINGS

YOU EVER SE

9ID

^UCH REVIEWS!
Faust" blazes a trail into the
all of Fame.
None rarer nor

We

ore grand.
shall see
raust" tomorrow.
And the
;xt day. And the next. Show
a picture more worthy of a
ng reign on Broadway at top
.ices, and two-a-day showings,
I

— Zimmerman,

u

Telegram

adiant jewel. Countless scenes
lat virtually defy description,
yriad of new screen ideas.

—HaU, Times
ne loses

coritrol of one's typekeys in trying to describe
Go see it once, and you will
turn a second and third time,
riter

iflutiful
irtling.

and wonderful and
You owe it to yourself

Wonderful production. Rarely
been surpassed. A classic you
can ill afford to miss. Will win
the plaudits of picture lovers at
each performance.
—Cruikshank, Telegraph

Unquestionably the most beau*
tiful picture

a

ever flashed across

cinema screen.

— Cohen,

Each individual scene

Sun

a perfect

has great popular appeal and should please hundreds
of American movie goers.
-Waldorf, Post
picture.

It

At a loss for words to describe
OUT emotions on beholding that

We

intend to see
perfect thing.
"Faust" again and again. Whatever you do, do not miss it.

go.

— Underhill,

Herald'Tribune

—Pelswick, Journal

Gorgeously produced, superbly
ne of the most beautiful picres you have had opportunity

A

picture anybody will
ijoy for its sheer beauty and
see.

amatic power.

—McQoiven,

acted, grippingly narrated.
Herzog, Mirror

—

Decidedly "a bigger and better
picture". You cannot afford to
miss

it.

News

—Colfax, Qraphic

PROFIT! PRESTIGE!
when you play

it!

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

'^^fo,

"*^i*f

Major

EDWARP BOVES

Managing Director of the World - renowned

,y

^

CAPITOL
THEATRE
has selected

the season's

GREAT CLEAN - UP
ATTRACTION

I

I
WIILLIAM FOX PRESENTATION
'WhiU

Wim AreAway Hiisbanik Will Play

VWARNER FABIAN
'

fuming toihh

with

BELLAMY
MADGE
ALLAN FORREST MATT MOORE

For showing' at his world's
largest playhouse beginning^
Saturday December IS*'^

-

HALE HAMILTON- CHARLES WINNINGER

WALTER CATLETT - OLIVE TELL
Sctnario by

JAMES HAMILTON

ALLAN DWAN

j',w.,«m„

icOJ'^

j

:
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Seven Years

NEWPHILADELPHIAflRST

Sept. 20, 1919, Marcus
Loevv said in the course of

f

an interview
am convinced that when
point is reached at which
ity-five cents is obtained for
ires, you cannot go much
)nd that price without being prohibitive.

ven years in an industry that
with rapier-like rapidity is a
:s
time. Factors such as increased
iting costs in those many ele-

which go

to

City

Philadelphia
Supremacy of the
Stanley Co. as the dominant factor
first

run situation

make up

distributors
is

become a

Fox, which
sponsoring

now
a

(Continued

on

American public

e

will

attend

long as it
lintained as a popular priced enThe history of longinment.
(icture theater just as

Broadway shows
pictures on
usively that those very producdo a tremendous business when
reach the weekly change houses.
Because the admission scale
?
falls within the range of the
There
American income.
ige
have a most significant observa-

Universal and Theaters
rtifying
Universal is
Eleven in
holdings!
theater
le and surrounding territory plus

)tice

s

how

now

'

controlled

make

the

North
to
only
second
)any
front,
that
on
Theaters
rican
le South, activity continues. The
now numbers 261 houses and
Of this number, 23
00 seats.
es or 40,000 seats are under conTheater seats generally
tion.

Berman After Theaters
Philadelphia — Lou Berman, veteran independent distributor,

who

to Columbia, plans to confine his activities to the theater field,
it is declared here.
Berman has the

Independent Theaters Co.

4

Roxy Conductors

Ginsberg Sole

He
purchased by Henry Ginsberg.
expects to e.xpand its activities, parThe schedticularly in production.
(Continued on Page 5)

The "Naked Truth Dinner"
M.

A.
at the Astor.
A.

P.

is

PUBIIX 'INVASION' LIVE

TOPIC INJNNEAPOLIS
First

—

confine

18

Leaves

Decision on "Miracle
There is nothing more definitely
with re.spect to filming of
Miracle" for United Artists

1

Schenck.

Next Year
Cinema

next year, as compared to the 12
scheduled for this season. The number was determined upon unanimously
at the closing session which reelected
(Continued on Page 4)

at Rio
Headquarters of the recently acquired M-G-M circuit of 44 theaters
Casino
in Brazil will be at the Theater

Headquarters

Building, Rio De Janeiro. J. D. Elms
and Harrv Bernstein now are en
'

route

to

assume

their

direction.

located
are
theaters
Rio, while 22 are in Sao Paulo.

Fourteen

Australian Film in

m

Work

c;^.(l„ey— Norman Dawn is working
His Natural
on' ""For the Term of
Eva
Life" at a cost of £40,000.
is
Dawn
Norman
starred.
is
Novak
directing.

to relinquish, the report says
(Continued on Page 2)

in-

his

P.D.C.-Pathe Officials Back
With details declared to be all that
remain before merger of P.D.C. and
Pathe becomes a fact, Elmer R.
Pearson, J. J. Murdock and John C.
Flinn return from the Coast today.

French Taxes Gain
THE FILM DAILY)

.\ss'n.

sponsor production of 18 pictures

M-G-M

Join Vitaphone?

Harry Charnas, Middle West

is

of

Detroit— .American

May

dependent distributor, is reported as
preparing to join
V'itaphone
the
Corp. Jan 1, as vice president.
He

$937,818.88 for the
three months and $2,587,508.57 for the
six months ended June 26, 1926 after
deducting all charges and reserves
for Federal income and other taxes
profits

Up

sales

of his theaters at
Jonesboro, Ark., to Univcri^il will in
any way affect the status of Eli
Whitney Collins, M.P.T.O. president,
is
the subject of speculation.
The
matter is sure to be discussed at the
(Continued on Page 3)

Minne-

its

Profits Increase
Net

2

No

"The

content

will not be
activities to
(Continued on Page 3)

That Publix

2

Col. W. F. Clarke of Cranfield &
Clarke, left yesterday for Trenton,
Ont., in connection with production
for British Empire Films, Ltd.

settled

Collins' Status
Whether

Minneapolis Proposed invasion of
the
Minneapolis first-run field by
Publix, is the occasion for considerable comment here. Just what is behind the move is the subject of speculation.
Save for the Lyceum, Duluth, Publix is not interested in theaters in the Northwest.
to

(Continued on Page 5)

Step In N.W.

Program

will

Col. Clarke

Ohio

the $1,100 awarded United Artists
both by the board of arbitration and
i)y the court of equity, before which
the case was heard last month. Cash

Run House Seen As

Initial

of the

planned for April

the

Co. and United Artists
have been settled out of court.
A compromise sum has been determined upon, considerably less than

(Continued on Page 2)

"Naked Truth Dinner" April

between

differences

Amusement

Owner

Interest of his partner, George E.
Kann, in Sterling Pictures, has been

test

on the legality of the uniform contract in the Supreme Court of Ohio
for

sold
his Philadelphia and Washington ex-

than the friendly intenton to meet at
isa round table, says a statement
sued yesterday by the Morns Gest
Max
office coincident with arrival of
Vollmoeller,
Karl
Dr.
and
Reinhardt,
co-authors. The statement intimated
ige $100 each.
would be closed,
deal
the
that
Gest's affiliation with
to
syspointing
multiplication
own
your
,e
United Artists. Reinhardt and Vollfor an idea of how heavily this
are going to the Coast to
company is entering exhibition. moeller the play with Joseph M.
discuss

KANN

Cleveland

sufficient stage
space for the various units.

4)

opening of the Roxy will take place
cannot be discounted. This fact
sometime
between Feb. 1 and March
however:
of,
ot be lost sight
Rothafel said yes("Roxy")
1, S. L.
in 1919 or in 1926, the motion
terday. Four conductors, all with an
entertainment.
mass
still
a
re is
equal rating, have been engaged.
:ipation that it might become
(Continued on Page 2)
ling but that means tinkering
It is
a dangerous experiment.
that it be left entirely alone.

On Compromise
— There will be no

completed with

fact.

Page

MADE

Ohio Amusement Firm and
United Artists Agree

will

operates the Fox,
new Philadelphia

TEST

BmiEMENT

'NIL'

be threatened in event new theaters
reported planned by a number of

the busi-

r

—

Production acof units producing for
United
Artists
will
involve
$5,000,000 during the new year,
according
to
M.
Joseph
Schenck.
The program will
get under way shortly after
Jan. 1, when the studio will be

changes

Nozv and Then

s

—

CONTRAa

tivities

Houses Threaten Stanley
Supremacy In Chain's

of this city's

believe that I own as many
are theaters as anybody in
believe that I
I
country.
am talking about
,v what I
n I say that when you go
h beyond the twenty-five
limit, there is doubt of your
ty to hold the motion picpublic."

Los Angeles

RUNS BEING^PROPOSED

Home

Price S Cents

$5,000,000 Program

N

.

1926

15,

(H'ashington Bureau of

—

Washington

Taxes

(state

and

poor) from French theaters during
September, totaled 7.368,000 francs,
an increase of 1,662,000 francs over
taxes from these houses in September 1926, the Dcpt. of Commerce
states.

Confab

On

Irvington. X.
an end to the

Irvington Row
In a move to put
Sunday closing fight
J.

—

Ernest P. Biro, attorney for
Stanley-Fabian will meet today with
ministers.
His future
Protestant
course will be dictated by their

here.

wishes.

Marsh

to

Make Two-Reelers

Harry

Marsh,

two-reel

comedy

formerly with Ricordo Films, has organized Silver
Eagle Prods, and plans to enter the
field.

THE

-^m

Wednesday, December

DAILY

4
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lOIN 1. AllCOKTE

Pnblislier

daily except

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman. Amhassa
dor IlnicI: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
ineinn 9794, London
Ernest \V. Fredman,
The Film Renter. 58. Great Marlborough St.,
london. \V. I.. Paris
La Cinematographie
Irancaise. 5. Rue Saulnier.

—
—

Financial
Sharp trading marked the

activity

of

film

yesterday, with Warner Pictures "A"
taking the spotlight on a turnover of 40.100.
The curb issue dropped 1 ^^ to a trade of

Famous, common, enjoyed a hectic
with sales aggregating 15,400, at no
fluctuation in pri<;e.
First National jumped
a point on a turnover of 100, and P.ithe Ex
5.500.

day

of

"A"

1J<-

traded

The

7,100

shares

market

film

will

move

a gain
generally

to

was

Quotations
Low

High
.

.

Eastman Kodak

45

Close

Sale-

45

2-,200

44-5^

45}i
64'A
73'A
123/,

,

124
123%
600
Famous Players
1I9K 118
ns'A 15,400
Fam. Play, Pfd... mvi 122 -4 122 >4
100

Film

,

.

,

,

.

Inspect

SH

5'/,

^'A
First Natl. Pfd,.. 100
Fox Film "A".
70/,

100
100
69 Ml
69K
Fox Theaters "A", 22 -A 22f^ 22'A
'Intern'l Project.
12'A
Loew's. Inc
46 !4
45^4
45'A
Metro-Gold. Pfd.... 247A
247^
•M. P. Cap. Corp..
13«
Pathe Exch, "A". 44
43-4
42ii
tParamount B'way. 98
98
98
Roxy Uiiits
33
31J4
,

yourself
doin' it.

And

while

smile
you're

It will

pay you

it.

Mary

Maclvor, is his
After 10 weeks in and around
wife,

.

200
100
6,600
1,100

Colony,

Cassidy

Six

and ridiculous the report

as silly

is

to

Ilef

t

become

New York

last

italur

(Brim

special

i

lies

nij

:avj

ijindo

Mi

Christmas and ^

!

riif

t

!tal

ti

e;

Profits Increase
ousa

(Continued from Page

The Amherst was con- common

cently piloted the Warners' floating
broadcasting station on its crosscontinent trip.

Warner Denies Report
Warner yesterday bran^

L.

S.

the Bethlehem star v>
a white nun crossing the desert o
camel and a combined anima
Santa Claus and New Year greet
comprise the three sets.
1)

After alare reported by Famous.
United Chain Active
Montreal The Amherst, Amherst lowing for payment of dividends on
and St. Catherine St., East, one of preferred the earnings amount to
the newer picture houses, has been $2.07 per share for the three months
added to the chain of United Amuse- and $6,04 for the six months on the

charge of the

which embraces, Detroit, Cle
and Pittsburgh.

greetings;

Before

in
re-

\n

termed A, B and C trailers. Ch|
mas greetings over the radio, with
hour glass conveying New Y d

New

Cassidy New Colony Manager
Frank Cassidy has been placed

1)

distribut

V'ear trailers are being issued by
tional
Screen Service.
They

His

secretary-treasurer of Cranfield and
Clarke, Inc, and has been succeeded
by C. J, Tevlin, former business manager for W, S. Hart.

present

his

Special Christmas Trailers

lead.

structed two years ago under auspices
of the Aliens.
The company also recently acquired the Westmount, formerly known as the Allen.

field

in

land, Cincinatti

Three

coming East, Desmond was co-starred with Mae Busch in "Tongues of
Scandal," directed by Roy Clements.

ments, Ltd.

(Continued from Page
activities

departure from

^'ork he will take the act to Australia,

South Africa and England.

Join Vitaphone

a vice presid
of Vitaphone.
Charnas could not
reached for a statement prior to

Desmond Taking Act Abroad
Desmond is appearing in
"The Dude Bandit," a vaudeville act
playing the State, Jersey City.

May

Charnas

both ways."

W'illiam

Tevlin Succeeds Merrell
S. Merrell has resigned as

.

and push

the

George

Seat. Vtc.
Seat. Pfd...
•Balaban & K.itz
•Bal. & Katz Vtc,

A

theater building about Jan.
leaving its present offices at 113
1,
W. 57 St,
About 4,000 stockholders are interested in tlie Roxy, Bennett, Bolster
& Coghill, Inc., estimating that the
niiinljer will be increased by 1,000 by
the time the house opens.

!>trong.

Am.
•Am.

you forget

big

happy
better business.
nation is a contented one.
'Keep 'em smilin' says
the wise old showman,
and they'll coine again.
Get behind this fine idea

110.

into

a

—

issues

change

1)

are

The Roxy Theater Corp.
Saturday and holidays
at
1650 Broadway. New Vork. N. Y.. and
copyri(!ht (192o) l>y Wid's Films and Film
Folks,
Inc. J.
\V. Alicoatc,
President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann. Editor; Don
»td M. Mersereaii, Business and Advertising
ManaKcr; Ralph Wilk, TraveliiiK Kepreseii
lalive.
Entered as second class matter May
21,
1918. at the post office at New York
N.
Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postane free) United Slates, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; h
months. $.1.00: 3 months. $3.00.
Foreixn
SIS 00
SMliscril)ers should remit with order.
Address all communications to TIIF. FILM
DAILY, 1650 Broadway. New York, N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738 4739
Cahle ad
Hress:
Filmday.
New Vork.
Hollywood.
Pulillshei]

lest

thought to
There
'Laugh Month,'
this splenbehind
is more
just
than
thought
did

give

H, Maurice Jacquet, Erno
and
Stahlherg
Rapec,
Frederick
Charles Previn, Each conductor will
have charge of a unit of musicians.
The entire orchestra will comprise

They
fil XXXVIII Ni. 64 Wednesday. Die. 1 5. 1926 Price S Cents

"—And

Roxy Conductors

15, 192

stock outstanding.

'Our Ganff"Corned.
HAL ROACH

bresinbs

"TELLING

HIS RASCA

rds

jrner
Sis 'o

^

"^

WHOPPERS

Canadian Producing Firm Formed
Toronto Exclusive Canadian Film
Co., Ltd., has been organized here
under a Canadian Federal charter
to produce and distribute Canadian

—

subjects.

Arson Charged

in

Fire

—

Gatineau Point, Que. Frank Toutloff, hotel keeper, has been arrested
charged with arson in connection
with the burning six years ago of

This

is

FREE

a 'Cornerblock' cut
for all

f urnisl fk

Pathecomedies

at

y

cc

m

Exchange.

the

II

the Moreau.
Rodolphe Moreau, a
former mayor, owned the house de-

stroyed at a loss of $25,000.

John D.TippettJnc.

.

2m

Roxy Common

Skouras

"Stan

,

,

Bros

11

10

50

50

Trans-Lux Screen

.

8?<

iV^

•Univ. Pict. Pfd...
Universal Pictures. 41
Warner Pictures
305^
.

Warner

Pict.

"A", 39%

Last Prices
Philadelphia

Quoted
Market

When you

Lindeman Joins Warners
Edward L. Lindeman has resigned

7,i66
2

from the Lloyd Corp., where he has
been assistant general sales manager,
and has joined the Warners special

50
84
8)4
97/,

Am.

Co. of

3,100
100

sales
800

41

41

28J4
36'/

29^^
37}i 40,100

t

ft

organization

as

assistant

to

Morris Safier, head of the special department.

The

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

The Perfect Handcoloring of Film
528 Riverside Drive
.'Telephone
New York
Morningside 1776

All Colors

jirchj,

ball

1540 Broadway

6040 Suotet

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calii.y

Bond Market
Bid and Aak

mm

"WE NEVER OISAPPOINT"

think of

you are thinking

T E B B

The

Negative and Positive^%

INSURANCE
S

Raw Stock

I

of

N

S

FiL

iULOJ/JWai
INCORPORATED

Specialists in Motion Picture

and Theatrical insurance for

j

the past fifteen years

V^hiir W. Stebbint
1540

&

Broadway
Bryant 3040

220WEST42^-"STREE

NEW YORK

Co., Inc.

N. Y. C.

I

PHONE-CHICKERINC 293]

150

First

Runs

Week Dec. 26

ALLAN

A.

LOWHES, CEN. MGR

'

I

:

Wednesday, December

IS,

1926

Students' Tickets

MEAN DOUACS FOC SUOWMCN

DAILY TIPS WHICU

HTHE
"Michael Strogoff"
(Universal)
Six fur stores and four department
stores tied up on the Russian angle.
The fur stores used window displays
featuring Russian sable, and the department stores showed Russian novelsuch as boots, cigaretes, and
ties
Forty-two
heavy novelty jewelry.
Irug stores and ten book shops carried
window displays on the Grosset and
Dunlap edition of the book. A tenFoot high facsimile of the Grosset

md Dunlap

made

Exploitation Section
of the 1927 Film Year
Book soon to be issued is

crowded with practical
showmanship stunts for
every form of publicity. It
will become the exhibitor's

permanent

exploitation

manual throughout the
year. Every stunt a proved
puller

at

Here

one

is

the

box-office.

com-

For building up student pa-

joboard was mounted on a one-ton
Ford truck and driven about the city
ind suburbs prior to the showing.
The truck, except for the driver's
seat,
was completely covered with

tronage in a college town, or
among high school pupils.
Place a sign on the box-office

edition

of

and signs. The signs enclosing
he truck, gave the name of the
heater and the play date, while the
)Ook on top advertised the title. Ten
housand Michael Strogoff calling
:ards bearing a crest, and in one
"Meet me at the
orner this note:
prepare for
^ialto theater this week
he biggest thrill of your life M. S.",
They were placed
vere distributed.
n every restaurant in the city as well
s cigar stores, barber shops, parked
and apartment house
utomobiles
Rialto, Washington.
etter boxes.
:loth

— —

headed

"Special
Tickets."
The sign
that possession of a
ticket admits bearer
price. Special notices

Students'
explains
student's
for

half-

are print-

ed on theater-size tickets and
distributed through the college
or high school.
Presentation
of these tickets at the box-ofadmits at half price. Occasional use of this stunt should
get the students coming regufice

larly.

(First Nat'l.)

Rigged up a mechanical contrivance
I
the lobby, consisting of a box 4
y IVi feet, with hidden lighting and
lechanism with dolls turning around
fhe cupid dolls were dressed as bride
nd groom. The dolls kept moving
II the time, first the bride and then
he groom would appear at an openig cut in the box. James Cartledge,
dhambra, Charlotte, N. C.

—

(Coiitinurd from Page

apolis

is

A

atmosphere. A cut-out of Dix, college pennants, and copy about the
picture also displayed. Featured a
ballyhoo which consisted of a bannered truck, a band, and six fellows
dressed in football regalia. The truck
encircled the football
field
where
30,000 were gathered to witness a
game. This stunt was used between
halves.
Opening night was dedicated as D. U. (Denver University)
night. The D. U. squad and coaches
were guests. The captain was presented with a loving cup and also

Little

from

1)

regarded here as certain. The

company plans

to

build

a

iiig

KARI.

K.
correct

"Lots*

RALPH WILK

By

first

run house, seating considerably more
than the 2.400 reported.
Conditions in
Minneapolis have
been none too good this year, and

Krr(
in

HKN

i» clever an<l
calling screen fii/ht«Ts

"shadow boxers."
*

local

theaters have suffered as a result.
Because of this situation, the
action of Publix proved surprising.
Northwest Theaters has the territory pretty well "sewed up."
It has

*

•

We

are not sure a» to how
"Chuck" Reigjier got kin nickname, but the director in nucrcKsful 11} winning ehucklex

first
run houses in downtown
through his comedieit.
*
«
*
Minneapolis, plus a number of subsequent run and suburban houses.
Charles Belmont Davis,
In
.St. Paul, the firm has four
brother of the noted Richard
first runs
and a majority of the city's suburHarding Davis, was a familiar
ban houses.
In both cities, the exfigure at film functions. "C.B.."
tent of first run opposition are the
who was on the New York
Orpheum houses. Duluth is pracHerald-Tribune, died recently.
*
*
«
tically the only city in the circuit
where there is competition, which is
The United States War Veteranx
furnished by the Lyceum and by the
are always ready to go "over
Orpheum. the latter an independent the top" for Clarence Elmrr, vov
house operated by Blackmore Bros. with Fox. Wheyi Clarence was casNorthwest's circuit of 123 houses ting director for Cosmopolitan he
extends throughout Minnesota, wes- used hundreds of veterans as "extern Wisconsin. North and South tras."
At the recent dance given
Dakota and embraces practically all by the AMPS, Clarence was a popprincipal cities and towns.
In ad- ulur figure.
He introduced Colonel
dition ,the firm is regarded as allied Theodore
Roosevelt
and other
with Saxe of Milwaukee, with a deal notables.
for merger of the two circuits being

five

,

'

AMPS

discussed.

—

"Puppets"

Publix 'Invasion' Live
Topic In Minneapolis

Collins' Status

Guiding figure in the operation of
Northwest is William Hamm, of St.
Paul, conceded to be one of the
men, ar|l
Northwest's
wealthiest

(Continued from Page

Up
1)

mass meeting to be held Jan. 6 at
Columbus.
Under the by-laws of the organizacommanding
considerable
capital.
Because of the powerful position the tion, it is pointed out by M. J
circuit occupies in its territory, in- O'Toole, business manager, any theowner or manager can hold
teresting developments may be looked ater
for in
ritory

event of invasion of the

Lya De
Lya De
the

ter-

Coast.

Putti
Putti

the association.
Sale of
theaters on the eve of a
mass meeting to consider ways and
means to compete with the activities
of theater chains operated by producer-distributors
occasioned some
surprise in the industry.
office

in

Collins'

by Publix.

Goes
left

to

Coast

yesterday

for

handed him

a telegram from Richard
cheer leaders led the stuin cheers and singing.
Walter
League, Victory, Denver.

Dix.
dents

"The Quarterback"
(Paramount)

The Spalding
ontributed
'his

a

sports

fine

was unique

in

—

goods store

window

display,

that the

window

contain a single piece of
minature replica of
lerchandise.
id

Two

not

A

football field, two teams players,
oal posts, etc., gave the display real

Rogers Has Travel Series
Will Rogers is completing editing
of a series of travelogues made in Europe and is reported making distribution arrangements for their release.

Wanted—
Theatre Managers
is going to create some real openings
largest picture theatre organizations for
CAN DELIVER! This is a real opportunity for

Further expansion
in

5

one of the

MEN

WHO

PRACTICAL ALL-AROUND SHOWMEN with an

organization that is building rapidly by promotion within the
ranks.
won't experiment, so write the sort of letter
and give the straight cold FACTS of your record that prove
and will be SUCCESSFUL. No room for

We

you have been

hounds. Tell us in the FIRST letter everything you
have done, and prove you are a MONEY-MAKER, btate
the figure you expect and when you will be available.
alibi

A cltfi««A<$«»
<A«iareSS*
•

C«W Turkey, c /o Film DaUy,
i6SO Broadway, New York

t

ASHER^SMALL ^ROGERS
PRESENT

jhe sunniest

thinff

on four leet
MURRAY
CHESTER CONKUN
CHARLIE

AND
IN

miTMJOlH'S
FLATS
F/^0A1 THE FAMOUS STAOE

PLAY

A FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURE
A

Richard Wallace Production

THE

;xi^.DAILY

Wednesday, December

Christmas
for
suitable
are recommended by the
National Board of Review as follows:

Runs Being Proposed

Pictures

bookings

Apollo

Our Savior"

"A Christmas Accident"
"Christmas Carol"
"A Christmas Errand"
"Christmas Eve"
"The Christmas Miracle"
"Herod, The New Born King"
"Ida's Christmas"
'Kiddies' Christmas" (2 parts)
"Knight Before Christmas".

1

PHOTOPLAY EDITORS and
MOTION PICTURE CRITICS

—

Covering

—

1
1
1
1

1

Who

Didn't Believe
1 reel
Claus"

"Little Girl
in

1

.

Santa

reel
2 reels
..1 reel
1 reel

'Madeleine's Christmas"

1

"Mr. Santa Claus"
"Night Before Christmas"
"Palestine Pilgrimmage"
" 'Twas the Night Before
Christmas"
"Woodland Christmas"

Pick

The Ten Best Pictures

reel
reel

1
1

reel

1

1926

18

3 reels

Carol"
Edited Pictures
"The Beacon Light"

"A Christmas

reels
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reels
reel
reels
reel

2
.1
"Birth of Our Savior"
6
"The Christ Child"
1
"A Christmas Carol"
1
"A Christmas Miracle"
"The Cricket on the Hearth".. 2
5
"The Fairy and the Waif"
1
"The Kiddies' Christmas"
'The Night Before Christmas" 2

"Scrooge"

1

I'

ftk

""!,

tively.

More than

half

of

this scheduled
output has been completed. Through
negotiations concluded at the meetmg, all of the thirty branches representmg A.C.A., will be known as
ACA Exchanges. Chief among the

points

stressed

was

the

fact

*

GRAPH'

mt

p

a

ml'in

ii<

HERM.

that

MORNI

A.C.A. was the first of the inde™i
pendents to adopt plans which have SIW-'
culminated in another national dis-t'"
tnbuting organization, and that it is
iV
sixty or ninety days ahead of other
action

(

ii

Here

TFlF.r.

organizations in the industry in determining next season's schedule.
The board of directors for the new
year includes: Si Griever, Chicago;
Gene Marcus, Phila; Arthur Bromberg, Atlanta; William Hurlburt, Detroit.
distributors' advisory committee includes: Si Griever, Gene

2 reels

Babies"

Hangs High".

.6 reels

li

TIME?inlf"

illi

?!(

llie

1

Marcus, Ben Levine of New York,
William Hurlburt and Harry Segal,
of Boston

DAII.V
ipiiil

(

iKtim

(Washington Bureau of

graph

Theaters

Ltd., of

Itettalimi

London

*
ictiire

Cinemato-

Construction
is

DAILY

THE FILM DAILY)

— Provincial

;

<!

Stock Issue Offered

Washington
10 reels
10 reels

|(*n

A

New

"Peter Pan"
"A Kiss for Cinderella"

"The

Mflfli:

|r,

1)

111

01

,(

A. J. Moeller and H. S. Manus, as EVBT
president and vice president respec- n. i'"

Educational

Goose

m\
ihirt'

i

Next Year

(Continued from Page

ID fliii*

tait

Famous

of

are declared angling

for a site, Broad and Locust, and
P. D. C. is reported considering erection of a theater here.

it

Central

"Bachelor's

1)

Im

Artclass

"Scrooge"

PRACTICALLY EVERY
NEWSPAPER IN THE COUNTRY

The Warners

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

1

{Continued from Page

house at 17th and Market. Chanin
Construction Co. of New York will
build.

reel
reel

1

1

1926

New Philadelphia First M

Christmas Pictures

"Birth of

15,

Co.,

EVEM

offering a £71S,-i

tin

12

000 stock issue, underwritten by Pro- «
'"
vincial
Cinematograph
Theaters, EVEXI
which operates about 80 theaters in
Great Britain.
The firm has made
recovery during the last two years,
it is claimed, because of reduction of
the entertainment tax and acquisition pAl
of new houses.
Its assets, above ijirp,'
mortgages and prior charges areimwi
around £250,000. The average profit '»'
in
the last three years has been J'i
around £200,000, or four times the si'amount necessary to meet the seven "pi
per cent guaranteed dividend.
Jjj,'
?«i'l

(!

Fitzpatrick

n

le tillf

Handel (Music Master

l/or

the

The Origin

Christmas

of

1

reel

Y^

reel

series)

Fox
10 reels

"The Fool"
S.

"Santa

E. Kleinschmidt
2 reels

Claus"

will

tt

'

Pathe

'

1927 Film

"Five Orphans of the Storm".

reel

.1

reels
reels
reels
3 reels
"Old Scrooge"
"Pilgrimage to Palestine" series.

2
"Good Cheer"
"The Man Nobody Knows".. 6
2
"Mary, Queen of Tots"

Judea," each

"The Royal Razz"
"Songs of Central Europe"

Red
"A Little
World"

Friend

reel
reel

1
1

Seal
of

all

the
reel
reel

1

1

"From

the

Manger

to

the
7 reels

Cross"

''

in Switzerland

THE FILM DAILY)
— Associated
Editors, \yi

(Washington Bureau of

'.

-

A., has been formed to exploit in
Switzerland films of all countries, reports the Dept. of Commerce.
The
French-Swiss firm is headed by Charles Gallo and Jean de Rovera, administrator-delegates of the Star Film
Edition de Paris, S. A., which recently increased its capital to 1,000,000 francs and co-owners of the
Camille Odier, diEtoile, Geneva.
rector general of the Compagnie Gen
erale du Cinematographe, which has
a capital of 3,000,000 Swiss francs,
and has 15 houses in Switzerland.
S.

Warner Brothers

^m^?fww^^n'^jT>f?Yww^^^^^^^^^

New Firm
Washington

reel

1

"The Magic Hour"

A GREAT BOOK COVERING
A GREAT INDUSTRY

j

'llTlMK

•

"Bethlehem;" Nazareth;" "The
Sea of Galilee;" "Bethany in

Year Book

i"

da'h

[tw*
\

i|{'^','"

i

iii",:i

f]

W

^
Supplementing this list, Pathe an*
nounces available also: "There Ain't
^^|;''
No Santa Claus," two reel, Charlie
Chase
comedy; "Smith's Uncle," Headquarters of the new company '»,
m
Mack Sennett two reeler; "Songs of are at 11 rue de Prine, Geneva.
fOST
Central Europe," one reel Famous
Blank Joins Soflerman Bros.
Melody subject.
with
formerly
Blank,
Bray is distributing a seasonal oneNathan
'

is

J

(

iM

reeler entitled
the World."

"Little

Friend

of

all

now

&

brokers,
with Sofferman Brothers.

Strauss

Blank,

thea-'er

is

'ip

1,

gets

—
THE
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15,

';?

.

tumcs

and

Ick in his stride again
in quietly down, both in
id quality of acting.

_,^.,„ (Week

DAILY MIRROR—*

done
*

»

»

Daily HeminOer

•

•

• • •

i

,.,.i,

•

'ather

.

melodrama

EVENING JOURNAL-.
*
•

•
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Managerial Shift in Ottawa
F. N. Leduc is now the
Casino.
in charge of the
Thi.s house was operated for some
months under a different name by
Froman and Petigorsky of Ottawri.
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He tried to break into the movies— it's
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of 1926, declares William R. Frazer,
general manager of the Harold Lloyd
Corp., predicting that comedies next
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then appointed arbitrator.
He rendered an award of $1,100 to United
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Minneapolis
decides
PUBLIX
Minneapolis,

the

56,305 SEATS

to build in
F.
R.

&

stronghold, and a ripple of
excitement runs through the

Conjecture arises on all
The natural query is
what is it all about?
This Minneapolis theater is
not designed to be just another
in the Publix chain.
A vital
business problem, one that concerns this industry in a serious
manner, supplies the reason
trade.
sides.

for the action.

Safeguarding an Investment
Not so long ago, Famous entered
upon negotiations with F. & R. A
certain sum was asked for Parapictures.
F. & R. countered
with a figure which Famous held to
be in complete disproportion to its
asking price. The old situation and
it
will forever prevail
then devel-

IN

LOOP

DISTRICTOf CHICAGO
Several

Houses to Swell

Griffith

DAKOTAJPRESSION
Some Exhibitors Making
Money Despite 'Hard

No Answer Yet
{Washington Bureau

—

chance for repeal of the admission taxes, which is
embodied in the Democratic reduc
tion bill is seen here, representatives
declaring that Democrat efforts to
force action on the measure on the
floor of the House have slight chance
of success. They point out that the
Republican votes necessary to
35
(Continued on Page 7)

Elmer R. Pearson had no state
ment to make yesterday on his return from 'le Coast, where deta:Is
icd merger of P. D.
of the
and Pat
he intim

Gorinne Not

Out

—

—

cities. It is economically unsound for
organizations of this magnitude to
remain completely out of an impor-

tant territory. Likewise is it unfair
for the factor in control of exhibition to hold prices to a level where
the producer and distributor are deprived of a fair profit on a heavy

investment.

What
It

is

of Production?

no exaggeration

.j

state that

effects of such pracwill weaken the very foundation of the business, for if producers
cannot secure an adequate return for

the

ultimate

tices

their wares, they cannot but lower
the standards of production.
The future of this Publix theater
Minneapolis
is not at all assured.
reports
a generally unsatisfactory
Despite this, Publix mainseason.

tains its fixed desire

move

is

fittingly

to build.

The

and best described

as a proper gesture for the recognition of business rights.

KANN

Jan. 3:
"With

vvere discussed.

However

ed an announcement would
(Continued on Page 4)

'--

force the issue in Minneapolis is akin
to that which prompts Bill Fox to
throw up a gro"p of formidable
many key
in
theater^
5,000-seat

THE FILM DAILY

— Little

Statement Soon

—

Sioux Falls, S. D. Exhibitors of
South Dakota, who are fighting for
business, are doing well, in spite of

THE FILM DAILY)
Washington No brief has as yet depression in the state, but these are
oped.
Buyer and seller began to been filed by Famous with the Fed- real "hard times" for the showmen
jockey into position.
In this in- eral Trade Commission, it was learned who are not.
Id the yesterday and the company's answer
stance, however, the buyer
South Dakota now is proving the
whip hand because of theai.r con- to the arguments contained in the truth of the assertion that show busibrief filed some weeks ago by the
trol.
(Continued on Page 8)
(Continued on Page 4)
And so a near-miracle comes to
pass.
What some distributors have
Signed
threatened and what many more
Jan. 3.
have been aching to do will now asHollywood Denial that Corinne
F. & R. is
sume concrete form.
London
The current edition of Griffith has signed with United
going to have some opposition and "The Film Renter" carries the fol- Artists is made by John W. Conright in their own domain, too. Fa- lowing announcement regarding the sidine,
Miss Griffith could not
Jr.
mous, through Publix will furnish it. daily edition which Ernest W. Fred- be reached for a statement on the
The spirit which moves Famous to man, its editor, plans beginning
(Continued on Page 2)

—

Action

Times'

mount

—

Hope Seen to Get
Votes Needed to Force

Little

Washington

HARD WORK DEfEATING

IN

TAX REPEAL EEEORTS

Washington Bureau of

will

cities,

witness construction of several new
theaters during the coming year, it
is
stated.
Picture and vaudeville
houses downtown have a total of 30,975 seats.
Legitimate houses in the
loop have 35,330 seats.

DEMOCRATS BLOCKED

Griffith

United Artists, it
is reported.
Negotiations now
are being consummated with
Joseph M. Schenck.
as noted, came to
the Coast to consider proposals
made by Schenck and Pathe.

Chicago, long regarded as one of

show

Fold

Griffith,

Chicago— There are 56,305 seats in
the city's loop district.
Chicago has
a population of 2,995,239.
This is a
ratio of 1 to 53.
best

in

Los Angeles— D. W.

2,995,239

nation's

Back

will return to

Total; Population

the

Price 5 Cents

1926

16,

Ministers Balk

—

Protestant clergy
Irvington, N. J.
men here called off the conference
with theater managers, at which th<
local Sunday closing question was tc
be discussed. The ministers held
(Continued on Page 2)

Theater Chains
Never before

the

practical

booking

and

hibitors

for first-hand

keener

cessation

of

blitid-

S.R.O. Sales Hit

competition among exinformation concerning

—

in the history of th(
industry have the activities of thoatei
chains been so n?irked as during th(
Changes have beer
past 12 months.

Cleveland Councilmen Peters and
all sizes.
Gibbons are to introduce an ordi- made in circuits
THE 1927 FILM YEAE
In
nance in the Council designed to
Williams on
to U. S.
eliminate
what has been termed BOOK, which appears in January
London J. D. Williams is en route "strap hanging." That is selling ad(Continued on Page 4)
to New York aboard the Leviathan.
(Continued on Page 4)
(Continued on Page 4)

.

f

Way

—

He recently was ousted as managing
director of British National of London, which he is suing for alleged
breach of contract.

Fox Dividend Declared
Fox Film has declared the regular
quarterly dividend of $1 on the Class
A and B common, payable Jan. 15 on
stock of record Dec. 30.

"Imperial" Opening Dec. 25
"Hotel Imperial" will open at the
Rialto Dec. 25, succeeding "We're
in the

Navy Now."

Saturday Openings for Capitol
"Summer Bachelors," Fox producinaugurate a Saturday opening policy at the Capitol Saturday.

tion, will

his

new

post Dec. 20.

tions suspended at

the

Chaplin stu

dio.

—

—

ris

Gest has

suflfered a

nervous break-

down.

Aileen Pringle Signs

—

Aileen Pringle has
Culver City
signed a new long-term contract with

Schayer Signed

Ivan Moskine Arrives
Moskine, star
Strogoflf," arrived in

of

"Michae

New York

by M-G-M

Culver City— Richard Schayer has
been signed by M-G-M to write an
original.

Theaters of Boston. The circuit nov
has 14 theaters in Massachusets, twi
in Portland, the Portland and Cascc
and one in Rhode Island.

Ivan

M-G-M.

assumes

—

Another for Loew's in Maine
Gest Suffers Breakdown
Lysander Rich
Springvale, Me.
San Francisco Preparing for the
to Loev
Colonial
his
sold
Morhas
mond
Miracle,"
"The
of
here
opening

Smith Heads Tiffany Sales
E. J. Smith, former sales manager
of Associated Exhibitors, has joined
He
Tiflany in a similar capacity.

Chaplin Studio Closes
Los Angeles Production has beei
halted on "The Circus," and opera

yes

terday. He is under contract to Uni
versal and is to star in "Moscow"
leaving for the Coast in about fou

weeks.
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Unique Action
Dallas — An exchange is

1)

I'aijc

go
not to
with discussions at whicli
a compromise on the "ridiculous"
situation existing here was expected.
At a meeting of the town council,
the "blue" laws were referred to but
meeting
through

and

decided

Meanwhile,

is

laws, strict enforcement of which is
insisted upon by the theater
managers, because of determination of
the

to

damages

THE

communications to
Kll.M
1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y
Phone Circle •4736-473"-4738-4739. Cibic ad
dress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood.

Address

all

DAILY,

law.

—

California
Harvey E. Oausman, Aml)assri
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Urexel 7000 and Wash
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St..
Lon.^on. W. L, Paris
La CinematoBraphi<
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

—
—

Culver

The

story

will

be

an

"The Dog

of

is

for M-G-M.
original b}

and Al Kenyon.

I'ranklin
IS

—

dog picture

to direct the

Its

title

Mystery."

Three Guests at A. M. P. A. Today
Karl Rossman, producer of "Kavaof the Icelands," Wayne Pierson, head of the "What Price Glory"
lina

roadshow, and Lowell Sherman will
be guests at the A. M. P. A. luncheon

Financial

today.
Pathe Exchange "A" had the real glowing
Ipot of the day's activity in film issues, turn
ing over 12,215 shares at a gain of 2}i
Warner "A" was busy trading oft
points.
32.100 shares, but with "reverse english,"
Famous common
price dropping
the
1J4.
kept
up its brisk selling pace, with over
10,000 turn-over, also at a break in price
'KRregating 1J4.
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Project.
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f + Koxy
SI
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Common
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.

11

I0J4
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SO

SO

Am
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41^i
28>i
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35

35^

"m

--Lux Screen
8J4
Pict.
Pfd... 98
41}^
rsal Pictures
.

i.cr

Pictures
Pict.

.

"A

"

45%

so
84
8/,
98
41J4
29

'

Warner

l',76ci

23/,
12/,
4S}4
25

Last Prices Quoted

t

Philadelphia Market

300
'soo

300
300
12,215

98/8

I'.ir.imount

tt

—

the script^

1,500
ion

200
6,000
32,100

Bond Market
Bid and Ask

in

—

Columbia

Picture

Hollywood William V. Mong has
been added to the cast of "The Price
Honor," which Edward H.

of

fith is

thy

5/,

t

I

.

100

.116!4

''"1

I

44^

Play. Pfd..
Inspect.
Pfd.
Nat'l

Fam.
I

44J4

Olcott to Direct "The Claw"
Universal City Sidney Olcott has
been signed by Universal to direct
"The Claw," with Norman Kerry,
Claire Windsor and Forrest Stanley
in the cast.
Charles Logue is doing

Mong

Grif-

directing for Columbia. Dorothe star role.

Revier has

Dominion Pool Sought
Ottawa— Cooperation of other Britdominions for the production and
interchange of British Empire Films,
will be sought by Col. W. F. Clarke,
of Cranfield & Clarke, who recently
ish

leased a studio at Trenton, Ont., for
production.
Australia
and
New
Zealand are reported as having promised to cooperate.
Clarke plans to produce an allCanadian film, dealing with a Canadian historical subject and there is
intimation that it has to do with
Canada's Jubilee Year, which will be
observed in 1927, to celebrate formation of the Canadian Federation 60
years ago.
There will be a national festival
July 1-2 next throughout Canada,
and the Clarke film would fit in with

Majestic, which
some time.

Pathe Freres Plans Features

THE FILM D/ilLY)
Washington — Production of features in its London studio is planned
by Pathe Freres Cinema, Ltd., Brit{Washington Bureau of

firm,

ish

Goldwyns and Banky, Hosts
Samuel Goldwyn and his wife, and
Vilma Banky were hosts yesterday
to the trade and newspaper critics at
tea at the Ambassador.
Nathan Friend Dead
Funeral services will be held Friday at 10:30 A. M. from home, 10
Argyle Road, Brooklyn, for Nathan
Friend, brother and associate of Arthur S. Friend, in distribution and
theater activities, who died yesterday
following
illness
an
of
several
months. He was 39.
Interment ir
Milwaukee is being considered.

Our Gcmff'Comedif
HAL ROACH ^rfiie/z^j HIS RASCALS

'TELLING

make

four pictures next year.
It
possible that Blanche Sweet will
star in one or more, probably "The
Return of the Soldier."
Releasing

WHOPPERS"

Enterprises.

He

succeeds

Howard

Waugh.
More Additions

to

Dean Cast

—

will

of

have been added to the cast that
support Priscilla Dean in "Birds
Prey."

is

have

not

been

^

"^

—

Jr.,

will

reported to the Dept.

Commerce.

Hollywood Gustav von Seyffertitz, FREE for
Sydney Bracy, and Ben Hendricks, Exchange.

Neilan Plans 4 Next Year
Los Angeles— Marshall Neilan

is

it

,

of

this event.

"Glory" Opening In Chicago
Glory"
Chicago
"What Price
an- opens Christmas night at the Sam
H. Harris.

This

is

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
all

Pathecomedies

at

your

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,

—

—

Missouri theaters,

i

fund.

K. C. Majestic to Reopen
Kansas Cily James 1'. Lynch of
Larabce, Wyo., who plans a string
f

one picture.
Meanwhile, Ascher Soiiall and (Rogers are preparing to protect tht; option they claim they hold on' the
star's services for an additional five
years.
The reported agreement provides thLy must meet any offers iTiade
to the star by other companies.

Perry Takes Over Post
Milwaukee Charles C. Perry has
assumed duties as manager of theaters outside of Milwaukee for Saxe

nounced.

the
for

(Continued from Page 1)
report that she had been signejd for

Joy Week Seen As Success
Success of Joy Week is forecast by
Universal, with plans nearly completed on bookings for the event to
be observed Dec. 18 to 24.
As in
other years the Big U exchange turns
over a percentage of receipts to "The
New York American" Christmas

arrangements

E

-

press sheet on the serial
had been obtained by a high
school pupil, and the exploitation features outlined aided the
school to put over plays in
competition to the theater.

(

Plans Dog Film
City Chester Franklin

for the missout.

A

make them comply with

M-G-M

not

brought in connection with a
Green
missout
"The
on
Archer," Stevens was awarded

being

oliicials

16,

[

responsible for chance circulation of a press sheet, the arbitration board decided in striking out a claim for $150 damages against Pathe filed by C.
theater,
Strand
Stevens,
J.
Rogers, Tex. The action was

considerable speculation as
to what action will be taken next
.>undaj' against violators of the "blue"
there

December

Gorinne Not Signed

Ministers Balk

once and that indirectly.
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
|at
IbiU Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
[copyright (1920) by Wid's films and I'liii
iFolks, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President am.
iTreasurcr; Maurice U. Kann, Editor; Dun
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Kalph Wilk, Traveling Keprcscn
tative.
Entered as second-class matter Ma>
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, ontsidiof Greater New York, $10.00 one year;
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Foreign.
$15.00.
Subscrilwrs should remit with order.

"hursday,

W.
130

West

INC.

A. Futter, Pres.
Bryant 8181

46th St.

r—

APPLIED INTELLIGENCE

taken over
has been dark

lias

AMALGAMATED

Everybody knows something about Life Insurance.

But many of our
clients have only recently learned how
to apply this knowledge to
prevent the stoppage of their financial program by the Last Event.
We have a highly developed Life Insurance service worthy of any

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

man's consideration.

Attractions for

CONS ULT

I

Picture Theatres
^tandiardi

INCOnPORATCO

The Standard

IWSmiAlllCE

of the Industry

723 7th Av«.. M.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1
80

MAIDEN LANE,

N.

Y.

C.

BROKER!
Telephione

John 3080

Vaudeville

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580
^m^

^^^^^^^^^— — ^— ^^

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ THE ^^^~^^^^ "
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16,
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1926

nAII 'V

\^7E look back with satisfaction

upon a year

of Sterling

accomplishments and forward to the year of

with

1927

definite plans for greater achievement.

Sterling Productions Season

1926-27
"Men

of the

"Unknown

Night"

Treasures"

"A Woman's
*'Oh,

What

"Tongues

"Wolves

of

Heart"

"In the First Degree"

"The

Cruel Truth"

"Red

Signals"

My

Baby"

a Night!"

"She's

Scandal"

"Closed Gates"

of the

Air"

"The Poor Fish"

BANNER PRODUCTIONS
"Christine of the Big

Tops"

"The Cancelled Debt"

"Devil's Dice"

"Thumbs Down"

"Dangerous Friends"

"Wanted— a Coward"

Sterling

and Banner Productions

distributed throughout the tvorld by

Sterling Pictures Distributing Corporation
HENRY GINSBERG,

1650 Broadway,

President

New York

City

I

I

Thursday, December

16,

M

1926

Consolidated Balance Sheet, Loew's Inc.
1925

1926

The

consolidated balance sheet of Loew's, Inc., and
ihich are owned lOO^o, for the year ending August 31,
rith a comparison of the 1925 statement, follows:

its

subsidiaries

:

together

1926,

ASSETS
1925

1926

and working:

-urrent

Cash
Cash reserved

$5,076,029.56
1,431,013.04

for construct'n

$1,547,585.07

$6,507,042.60

than

(less

$914,352.91
161,443.76

$927,060.58
84,414.60

100% owned)

1,165,780 Shs.

Less Held by trustee for issuance to holders of stock
purchase warrants

105,000 Shs.

—

. _

1,503,975.60

1,496,388.08

and

completed

released

amortization)

(after

"^i^lus

$11,468,473.46
217,788.11
178,600.47

$17,405,922.52
313,292.88
194,025.45

Mortgage and
ments

secured

$898,377.96

$949,542.78

192,423.72

111,197.93

interest pay-

1,090,801.68

1,060,740.71

$27,007,473.21

$15,977,163.41

— 100%

Total

6,388,200.35

4,708,631.42

$12,214,250.02
1,591,170.00

$8,497,609.67
1,591,170.00

Liabilities

Buildings and equipment
Leaseholds

Less reserve for depreciation

$39,416,183.82
5,125,037.77

$29,866,394.16
4,020,353.55

Gross income
Theater receipts,

rentals

$78,812,236.09

Assets:

886,244.48

25,846,040.61
1,341,799.43

Theaters and office buildings
Film distribution
Amortization of films
Film advertising accessories.

$53,755,396.24

Producers' sh. of film rentals

1925

1926

ments,

30
Subsidiary corporation dividend payable

Accounts payable— long term
Notes payable long term

—

6%

sinking

fund

gold

$11,119,833.14

$8,807,492.53

$1,811,081.52
674,316.28

$1,884,497.80
1,125,452.56

...

Minority interests' share, affiliated corporations
Loew's Inc. share undistributed, aflSl. corps

3,009,950.36

2,485,397.80

$8,109,882.78

$6,322,094.73

$1,253,079.57

$1,034,352.03

160,044.08

268,925.04

I
1,303,277.07

77,531.57

$5,018,817.66

$6,696,759.13

on subsidiary's
(Metro-Goldwyn pfd.)

Dividends

deben-

due 1941
Bonds and mortgages of subsidiary corps..
tures,

$47,487,252,87

1,413,123.65
75,953.22
529,000.00
260,000,00

IS

Fifteen-year

51,089,746.34
depre-

equipment

$3,887,328.03
530,390.00

Dividend payable Sept.

before

and Federal taxes

Federal taxes— estimated

592,500.00

etc.

profit

$29,039,527.93
6,820,583.38
5,612,596.39
492,559.39
5,521,985.78

$32,629,313.72
6,894,509.92
7,919,206.25
513,281.95
3,133,434.50

Depreciation of buildings and

$2,066,431.76
1,252,088.00
20,677.09
363,482.85
136,647.30
48,001.03

$4,525,305.13

Sept.

Operating
ciation

.urrent

$2,352,063.98
169,543.28
16,198.71
731,279.19
590,619.33
73,100.64

$56,294,745.40

$62,209,579.48

LIABILITIES
Accounts payable
Notes payable
Theater admission taxes
Federal income taxes (net).
Accrued interest
Advances from affil. corps..
Debenture sinking fund pay-

1925

$53,797,924.75
1,585,278.75
437,730.83
473,811.07

Expenses

469,234.49

489,108.43

4

$78,812,236.09

and

Miscellaneous income

Total

6,376,049.67

$53,755,396.24

sales of films and accessories $59,152,476.09
1,589,903.66
Rentals of stores and offices.
580,955.25
Booking fees and commiss'ns

18,452,689.24
1,735,941.33

34.291,146.05
2,868,682.22

10,623,080.02

1926

owned:
$ 9,677,763.59

$6,906,439.67
530,390.00

OPERATING STATEMENT
10,590,392.78

$13,650,160.16
24,030,082.33
1,735,941.33

tracts

$3,788,978.25

550.000.00

469,235.49
266,941.97
14,644,934.61

Jeferred

26,280.858.14

. „»

Surplus Aug. 31, 1926

$9,854,215.32

4R9.10R.43
289,187.40

Land

26,280,858.14

Dividend declared, payable Sept. 30

2,000,000.00

tracts

roperty

„

Dividends paid

to

Miscellaneous

694,697.01

$6,376,049.67

192S.....

for contin-

ended Aug. 31, 1926

U. F. A., Germany
(secured by mortgage)
Deposits on leases and con-

565,958.51
500,000.00

profit for fiscal year

Net

by

Total current and working assets...
nvestments:
$11,866,638.78
In irtiliated corporations

Loan

1,

gencies, etc

Advances
producers,
productions

461,531.38
18,883.68

11,864,862.04

17,913,240.85

To

Sept.

— Reserve

Less

$214,281.95

„,

1,060,780 Shs.

Inventories At cost:
Film productions in process,

Film advertising accessories
Theater and studio supplies

„

4,430,666.82

4,940,481.07

for

—

428,178.93

484,912.90

—

contingencies
Capital stock and surplus
no par
C^apital stock issued
value

Reserve

Receivables

Accounts receivable
Notes receivable
Due from affiliated corps,

Subsidiary corps', stock outstanding
(Metro-Goldwyn, etc., Pfd.)
Deferred credits:
$200,209.28
Securities from tenants...
Film rentals received in ad337,953.06
vance
27,796.17
Miscellaneous

14,500,000.00
16,011,600.00

11,477,875.00

Net

stk.

outstanding

310,186.24

308,558.78

$4,708,631.42

$6,388,200.35

profit transferred to surplus.
'

No Answer Yet

Statement Soon
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

1)

ng

Famous

of the deal.

Negri Film Mendes' First
Los Angeles As his first assignTient under his contract with Paranoimt Lothar Mendes. young Euro-

to

file its pleadings expired
but a further extension
to Jan. 2 was granted.

this

week,

—

Theater Chains

Negri
(Continued from Page 1)
"Confession," by Ernest Vajda. will
be published what is believed to
previously was reported that his be
t
the most authentic list of theater
irst assignment would be as director
chains ever recorded.
Five months
production.
Jannings'
Emil
)f
were spent in gathering data and
compiling the list.
Work Started at Worcester

n

Worcester, Mass.
and Central
emolished to clear

Buildings at
are being
the site for a
lew theater from plans by Arland
N. Johnson, New York, for the 261
.Iain St. Corp.

vfain

Sts.,

1)

mission to theaters which operate
continuously when there are no available seats.
The ordinance will provide a fine or other penalty for this
ofTense.
Pending the submission of
this ordinance, however, the councilmen have directed Safety Director

Barry to investigate the practice of
packing the lobbies and the back of

»ean director, will direct Pola

—

(Continued from Page

1)

forthcoming within a few days. commission's counsel, probably will
John C. Flinn did not return from not be made before the first of the
he Coast as expected, althoiiRh this year.
The 60 day extension of time given
act is not expected to postpone clos-

)e

Second

"The

Week

for "Gorilla

Hunt"

Gorilla Hunt," F.B.O. hunnarrative, will be held over a
second week at the Cameo by the
Film Arts Guild.
ting

Out Jan. 3.

S.R.O. Sales Hit

theaters

when

there

Barry has ordered

no seats.
marshals to

are

fire

make

nightly inspections of the theaters and report their findings. Barry
has said, "If any fire hazard is being
created by this 'stand 'em up and
pack 'em in' policy, we will correct

such a situation without waiting for
the seat sale ordinance."
Theater

(Continued from Page 1)
necessary
pictures that are trade shown, it is
service, so
for a better and quicker news
that

the

exhibitor

may

believe
service

in

position

a

to

journal
iniustry,

a trade
that
to the entire

must

we

be ot
propose

greatest
initiating what is undoubtedly the
in the
journalistic enterprise by issuing early
New Year a daily edition.
.
"The new daily will contain critical reviews of every picture shown in the morning
and afternoon, together with the most comGrea.
plete news service from centres all over
cable
Britain, as well as a vastly augmented
C.mtiiient,
the
news service from America and
and will be on the breakfast table of the
The weekly edition
exhibitor every morning.
thus comwill appear as usual on Siturlay,
any
pleting a news service unequiHed^^ by
journal operating in th's industry.
.

owners are making no comments.

Washington

—

«s preKristall-Palast
reported to the Dept.
The house seats 1,000.

open

paring
in

to
Berlin,

of

Commerce.

it

to Open
THE FILM DAILY)

House

Berlin

(Washington Bureau of

Just Suit Dismissed
Suit of Vincent Just, against the
Cultera Producing Co., Inc., has
been discontinued by Justice Grain.

be

pictures
have first-hand reliable reports of the
day.
screened at trade showings from day to
alone
"It is obvious that a weekly edition
we
cannot cater to that demand, and because

is

Belga-Film

the

ChriMmas
Gift SuPgc^ons
forEmibitors

T

DIAMOND RING

THIS LUXURIOUS CAR
Six cylinder, 4

door sedan,

the missus has been asking

what

just

Buy

for.

it

mounted on platinum. Any woman will love it. Yours
3 Karat, exquisitely

you count your record receipts
from Paramount's "We're in the Navy
after

with receipts from Harold Lloyd's

Paramount

release,

TRIP

new

"The Kid Brother."

TO FLORIDA

ERMINE WRAP

Escape the rigors of winter with a
vacation in the land where it's always
June.

Now."

Book Paramount's Group of 39

February- August 1927, aces, and you
can do it.

Make your
with

this

w^onderful

it

will

room! Buy
hibitor

who

it

dress

up your

for Christmas!

plays

Paramount

can afford luxuries like

this!

living

The

ex-

Pictures

gift.

Paramount's

"The Popular Sin" and "The Canadian"
will

make her dream come

GORGEOUS ORIENTAL RUG
How

wife happy this Christmas

true.

INSURANCE
Make

the gift to yourself of insurance

of the greatest prosperity in your career
for 1927 by

booking Paramount's new

group of 39

box-office winners today!

4

ires

THE
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ursday,

contract

16,
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made upon forms

Analyzed

the first of a series of aranalyzing the uniform conThe next of the series will
ar in an early issue.
.is

is

t

By GABRIEL

L.

HESS

General Counsel
Producers and

Picture

n

Distributors

America

of

E Standard Exhibition Contract
a license agreement between a
butor and an exhibitor granting
xhibitor a limited license or right
one or more designated
ichibit
described photoplays but only at
icified theater on a date or dates
itely fixed or determined as proin the contract and for no other
;

Dse.

furnished by the
distributor the exhibitor must make
the statements upon such forms.
If any payment is made by the
exhibitor at the time of the signing
of the contract such payment will be
considered to be a payment on account of the sums last payable under
the contract, and accordingly the exhibitor is obligated to pay three days
in advance of the delivery of the first
photoplay the rental of such photoplay and to continue to make payments on account of the remaining
photoplays until payment for the last
photoplay becomes due. Then only
will the amount paid in advance be
applied on account of such last paythe

If

contract

provides

that

the

by the exhibitor or exhibitor shall have a specified "run
his permission of any photoplay or protection" the distributor is obliy other theater or place or upon gated not to permit the exhibition
exhibition

e

bther date or dates than those
ded for in the contract is not
a violation of the contract but in
ion is a violation of the U. S.

Law

for which the ex)r is subject to the penalties proin such law and also criminally
under its penal provisions.

right

PUIL
M.

(Cuiilntued

make

DALY
much on

ain't

giv-

ing advice but this funny
lil
business
is
movin'
faster
than it ever did
before and the bird that
keeps his eyes open now
won't be noddin' later on
to the cookoo who says
I

told

feller

you
in

just as

The

so.

the

little

little

town

important as the

big feller in the big town
he don't go to sleep and
up after all the
shootin's over."
if

jrum J'ayc

petition

1)

cannot

eflFectivc

Ways and Means Committee
have decided not to take up tax legis-

of the

wake

lation at this session.

of

the

their

be mustered.
At least 30 days must elapse from
the time petition is introduced for
discharging a committee before it
can be acted upon under House rules.
This means that there can be no
action toward bringing the bill to
the floor until Jan. 7, if the necessary
signatures are obtained by that date.
The administration is averse to tax
reduction at the short session, declaring that if no reduction is passed,
the surplus can be used to reduce the
Republican members
public debt.

SEZ/
"Wc

is

ment.

Democrats Blocked In
Tax Repeal Efforts

photoplays

in violation of such
or protection."
The "protection" period unless otherwise agreed
is computed
from the first date ot
exhibition of a photoplay, not the last

"run

Siegmann Cast
Universal

City

for

"White Gold"
Siegmann

— George

with Cecil B. DeMille
As soon as
picture.
Delivery Must Be Prompt
Siegmann completes his role in "The
The distributor is obligated to de- King of Kings," he will have one
Must Retain Possession
liver the photoplays in time for their
of
the principal roles in "White
obligated
further
e exhibitor is
exhibition at the exhibitor's theater on
is
to be directed by
allow the photoplays to leave the dates definitely fixed or deter- Gold," which
William K. Howard for DeMille.
ossession during the time pro- mined as provided in the contract.
for their exhibition by the exDelivery of the photoplays need not
Manchester House Sold
)r.
be made directly to the exhibitor's
Mass. A. H. Sanborn
Manchester,
must
for
contracted
photoplays
theater provided delivery is made to
Hall to J. H.
Horticultural
sold
has
ihihited by the exhibitor and the the exhibitor at the distributor's exSharby, who will opbutor is obligated to deliver change or to a common carrier or by Foy and Frank
erate the house.
to the exhibitor within a period parcel post or to any
agent of the
e year beginning with the date
exhibitor.
to remain
for another

is

date.

—

.

Samatis Goes to Bronxville
D. Samatis, former manager of the Apollo, Brooklyn, has
taken over management of the BronxTlirasy

ville

at

Bronxville..

Better Pictures Club Topic
Motion pictures and their relation
to pul)lic welfare were discussed by
ten speakers at a meeting of the
National Club for Better Movies.
Producers should "keep ahead of their
public"

making

in

better

pictures,

which will exert a better influence
on art and morals. Miss Mary Shaw,
actress declared.

1

I

exhibition by the exhibitor of
The exhibitor is required to return
This each photoplay to
of such photoplays.
the distributor's
id of time may be extended beexchange from which it was shipped
of
prevention
or
in
of delays
or if the distributor directs the exhibirmance by either the exhibitor itor to ship it elsewhere or to another
le distributor but only when such
exhibitor the exhibitor is obligated to
s or prevention of performance
do so.
atised by the happening of the
The print of each photoplay must
or contingencies enumerated be returned to the distributor or
s
In each case the shipped to another exhibitor as direccontract.
le
d of time for exhibition or de- ted immediately after its last exhij: as the case may be, is extended
bition by the exhibitor in the same
period equal to the time of the condition as it was received, subject
unless performance because of to reasonable wear and tear by its
lappening of any such cause or proper use.
le

irst

;

'

:

made

impossible in
waived.
is
ly such delay or prevention of
rmance continues for a period of
( months either party to the conmay cancel it upon given a ten

ingency

is

The costs of all shipments from
the distributor's exchange to the exhibitor or from another exhibitor and
the return to the exchange must be
paid by the exhibitor. If shipment is
directed to be made to another exnotice of cancellation to the hibitor such shipment may be made
y
I, but only with respect to the by the exhibitor "collect."
oplays the exhibition or delivery
When the exhibitor has delivered a
nich has been delayed or preven- photoplay
properly
directed
and
packed in its shipping case to a
Payments in Advance
carrier designated or used by the
Eyments made by the exhibitor distributor and a proper receipt is obrhe license granted as to each tained the exhibitor has complied
loplay must be made at least with his obligation to return such
r(
days in advance of the date of photoplay to the distributor.
e.hipment by the distributor or by
xhibitor directed by the distribcase

ii

performance

:

.«

1.

o<to

make such shipment.
to be

is

ei

If

pay-

computed upon the ex-

other
receipts,
in
gross
the photoplays are contrac0!;S,
dor upon a percentage basis, the
daily to the
[l:)itor must furnish
SI butor
upon the date or dates
each photoplay is exhibited a
h
itemized statement of the
)rct
re;
receipts paid for admissions
Kit the same time pay the amount
If the distributor
le he distributor.
such statements be
that
qires
bor's

if

1

4

VERNON

BOBBY
is

just the right boy to bring those extra
laughs, and that extra profit,
in

Laugh Month.

German Imports Mount

Total domestic production in Germany has amounted to 584.000 meters since Jan. 1, while 743,000 meters
were obtained from abroad, according to the Minister of Commerce by
the Association of German Film Producers, says "The New York Times."
all
importations
were
Practically
from the United States, only a small
having been obtained
percentage
from Russia. Sweden, France, Italy
and England.

"HOOTMON"

"DUMMY LOVE"
"His fastest coinedy stuff." M. P.
World.

As free with laughs as a Scot
with his money.

"SURE FIRE"

"WIFE SHY"
Married or single, they'll

ItU.

all like this.

rf<tc«Ac»i«<

THE SPICE OF THE

U ictu-\i^
PROGRAM

is

tight

Thursday, December

DAILY
(M-G-M)
nPS VMCU MIAN DOlLAfiS TOD SUOWHCN

(M-G-M)
Ticups were arrariRed with the Colorado ColIcKc and the Colorado
Springs HIrIi School. A story aneiit
a "Gay Deceivers Musical Cliih" an
peared in the high school paper. The
ensuing comment caused therehy

was sufhcient to interest the school
band, and their services were enlisted
for an opening night denionstratior
in front of the theater, without cost
Hammond's Cottage Dance Hall announced a "Gay Deceivers" Dance, al
which masks, bearing an appropriate
imprint, were given away.
E.
P.
Briggs,
Rialto,
Colorado Springs.

—

Colo.

lobhv

of Steel"
(First Nat'l)

screening was arranged
and railway executives in
theater screening room, which
was well attended. As a result a good
deal of invaluable cooperation was
special

Steel
Steel

Co. went even further and had built
a special truss. 30 ft. long, which
they mounted on a steel truck. On

was mounted

a sign calling
the advent of "Men of

attention to
This
Ambassador.
the
Steel" at
truck was put on the street three days
prior to the opening and kept cruising the city for a week. Ten thousand rotos were employed and the
twelve
distributed
library
public
thousand book marks, starting ten
days ahead of the opening.— CuUen
Espey, Ambassador, St. Louis.

"The Runaway Express"
(Universal)

new

variation on the raila
way ticket type of herald. It was in
the form of a railway ticket with stopover privilege at the theater for a
through adventureride
"thrilling
On the bottom of the ticket
land."

Used

was
for

torn

a

the

all

than the
stimulated more
Contestants were reusual interest.
quired to list ten temptations and
give a detailed explanation of each.

—Montague Salmon,

the

way.

ored glasses."
After that, we're willing to
be burned.

Macon,

Rialto,

on

of

on Samuel Goldwyn's 'The
Night of Love,' with Ronald
Colman and Vilma Banky.
These photos are now in a fireproof vault. Don't blame us if
you blister, burn, scorch or
singe your hands holding these
If you get kleig
special stills.
eyes inspecting these photos
too closely, we will send col-

centre
around.
was placed
.^ picture of Greta Garbo
in the middle and several stills of
the different characters in the picture
were placed so as to appear as if
A
they were caught in the web.
to a small wire ring in
to the edge of the frame

is

Dakota Depress!

"The Night

Don't handle the stills barehanded if you are subject to
Vic Shapiro of
love blisters.
United Artists issues the following Safety First hints:
"Under separate cover you
will receive a pair of asbestos
Not long after that,
gloves.
you will have to put these
gloves on or scorch your palms,
when you receive a set of stills

were arranged by the store's special
decorator. Cards were placed on the
"These are the
reading,
display
Weapons Used By The Temptress
and "Toilet Articles On Sale At The
Union Dry Goods Store." Another
lobbv display was a very large
wooden frame made and fixed up so
as to represent a spider's web. White
tinsel was used for the web and tied

"The Wise Guy"

On

a

New

2

(First Nat'l)

Supply Branches

Oklahoma City— The National The-

page of cooperative adver-

tisement the theater offered awards
for the best 60 word letters as to
why a wise choice would be made
by persons who selected merchandise
It gave
that page.
advertised on
the retailers a break and made him
more willing to cooperate on future

tie-ups.— Kentucky, Lexington, Ky.

"You'd Be Surprised"

(Paramount)
Two drug stores, both located on
the main street, put on a "You'd Be
The windows
sale.
Surprised"
carried an array of articles together
with large signs about the star Raymond Griffith, and the picture. Five
were discards
teaser
thousand
One side of the card read,
tributed.

following,

the

next

week

"You'd Be Surprised
Walter

at the Rialto."
Rialto, Denver.

League,

No

later in the

heralds were not used as admission
tickets, of course, these being purchased in the regular way. H. E
Wilton, Strand, Hamilton, Ont.

—

"Sparrows"
(United Artists)
Unique lobby display consisted of
a trunk of a tree with three limbs
projecting from it and a built-in nest.
A cut-out of Mary Pickford and chil
The
drcn was placed in the nest.
City Schools
of
Superintendent
had the teachers announce the picture in their class rooms. Cards were
placed on the city playgrounds announcing picture. Tom Holliday, Imperial, Columbia, S. C.

—

many bank

failures throughout
with a number to rei
closed permanently.
To this
been added a wholesale crop fai
the first in the state, but depite
0.
some exhibitors the hard wor|»
ones are making money.
state,

JKilFl

—

—

2Df

As one

who

exhibitor,

is

center of the worst afflicted
of the state declared:

in

ittnl

dij
fill's

"Depressions and bank failure
am right in the center of it and
to state frankly I have not noticf
I

know

exhibitors

are

am

^

(]ult

B

'

tict

reporte*

going broke, many of them in
region have closed.
I
can't ui
stand why.
I've gone along s
my business as though nothing
pened. Maybe I had to work a
harder to keep up interest, but m.
tronage has not been affected
really have made money."

al 11

—

Changes in F. B. O. Staff
James McVickar has succeeded Edward McNaniee as director of sales
promotion for
stood Joseph

work

as the
licity

members
he

is

of

doing

It is

under-

retiring
of the director of pub-

be

will

O.
O'Neil

F. B.
J.

is

divided among other
At present
the staff.
special publicity work.

New

Film Library Opens
Elmcliff Film Library

ha?
441 Lexincludes

more than

100,000 feet of production
shots, including scenes from the Far

Set Rules For Exploitation

not for

me

to lay

down

is

a certain

campaign or

set of rules

on exploitation. It can't be done. There isn't any. The only advice
I can give is to carefully analyze the selling values of the picture
and then figure if these selling values are the type that is pulling
them into the theaters. For instance, does your town like the war
angle? If so. sell them that, if it's in the picture. Do thev fall for
comedies? If so, sell them that. Do they like thrills? If so, sell
them the thrills. And so forth. Above all, don't cheapen the picture by your exploitation.
Exploitation is a serious matter and
deserves more thought and consideration than any other items in the
operation of the theater."

in

several

Nebraska

years.

1

i<

Empire, Birmingham, Opens Jar

—

Birmingham, Ala. Final prep
tions are under way for the ope
of the Empire on Jan. IS. The
pire will be the largest theate
Birmingham and the only one atfiii
time which will present stage at
tions and prologues in connection
features.
An attractive feature
be the mezzanine where artists o
South will exhibit their work in
Kmpire Art Gallery. Another r
feature will be the entertainment
vided for patrons waiting on the
zaniiie floor.
pianist has beer
gaged to play a grand piano loc
so as not to disturb the audiei
The empire is the most ambit
enterprise to be launched by the ]
vin Wise interests.
Other the?
ill
the Marvin Wise group are;
Capitol, Odeon, Royal, West

Filni

i

hr.

K

A

Woodlawn,

one of the big problems
make or mar any theater.
If a picture is worth exploiting, it is worth putting the best thought
behind it. Some clear thinking on this vital subject has been done
by Vic Gauntlett, advertising manager of the John Hamrick theaters, Seattle.
He speaks from the standooint of the experienced
showman, in a recent article in The M. P. Record. He says in part:
is

s

"very good" condition.

proper handling of exploitation
confronting the exhibitor.
It can

"It

conditions

Stefano.

East.

THE

Iowa and Nebraska
Omaha — Business

considerably better throughout ]
and Nebraska.
There have
some bank failures in the nort i"
part of Iowa, but conditions are r
ter in the state than they have

The
"Raymond Griffith will show you opened offices in Room 1102,
why — " and the other side carried ington Ave. The library

These were
address.
by the "conductor" at tin

week the holder
lucky number received a
the
of
The
nu)nth's pass to the theater.

c

Supply branch is completing removal to new quarters on West Grand
Ave. A. G. Smith is manager. Headquarters at Memphis will be completed within 60 days and will be
under management of A. G. Deater

name and

door and

idiV

)|i(iiiif"

Business Good in

numbered portion with space

off

(Continued from Page 1)
ness does not necessarily suffer
depression in proportion to
lines of business.
There have

Ga.

Co.
Co.

billed their plants and addressed letters to all employees urging that they
see the picture. The American Steel
Co. did the same thing in their local
plant. The St. Louis Structural Steel

each side

floor

Love"

dressing
lamp, and

tress"

steel

The Scullin
forthcoming.
and the Commonwealth

articles,

WARNING!

newspaper contest on "The Temp-

"Men

A

store tie-up resulted
display that consisted of

toilet
elaborate
table, bench, and

"The Gay Deceiver"

for
the

S-s-sizzlel

Department
in

192

Hard Work Def eatir

"The Temptress"
CMILY

16,

Cameo

College, and

^

M

^'sc

nlut

is,,

«i

[Ollli

Weiner In Conference With Colul la
Harry Weiner, newly inst;
manager of Columbia Philade^'"'
exchange, is in New York for a
ference with Joe Brandt and
Cohn regarding policies for the
year.

Negotiating for 24 Featured
Jesse

J.

Goldburg

is

in

New

1

connection with an impending
for 24 pictures.
He returns to
coast the end of the week.
in

Arrow Line-Up Sold

for Italj

Sale of the entire line-up for ]
has been completed with the A
Trading Corp. by M. Fink, rec«
for

Arrow.

I

*nof

December

lursday,

16,

News From
inch Version of
jremiere
Expect

—

1926

Paris

Competition Growing

"Carmen" Has

Washington— Following withdraw-

Trouble with
"Beau Geste" Famous Acquires New Films

!

—

Aiyaufjcment

ris
^What is declared by many to bt
iincst French production ever filmed, had
M tniiere at the Salle-Marivaux, on the

Films Armo
Raquel Melle;
taken from the book by I'rospe
and not from the opera by Halevy
and Bizet.
Action is centered

Boulevard.

de
I'as

iiiiee

-liac

plays

,

Insure the safety
of your patrons by
constant inspec-

half of the film, the first bein
a preface.
Louis Lerch, an Aus

to

Don

Jose.
•

*

quite likely that "Beau Geste" wil
•ience trouble
in
Paris cinemas.
Tb.
of the story will prohibit the <n\ir
•e
being shown at all, is the belief o
in the trade.
Protests from the French
y in London and also in New York.
reacted in Paris.
It
is
said a new
is

will

)n

mous

distributors and the other
of domes>c
distributors.
The two associations will discuss matters
of mutual
niterest in a new central
organization to which delegates
will be appointed.
Dissolution of the original
association is regarded in
Czechoslovakia as the first step on the
part
of foreign companies toward
increasing influence in the European
market

tion of floor guide
lights.

be made here.
«

*

Players

has

«

taken

over

Frencl

he

1
endeavor will meet, however,
with considerable opposition on
the

of "La Femme Nue," featuring
Lagrange (Mrs. William Eliott), the
film made by Leonce Perret. Famous
Iso acquired rights to "Les Fiancailles
es,"
featuring Dolly
Davis and Gil
wife of Roger Lion, the producer.

bution
e

part

it

*

ual work
ilah" will
in

#

Thursday, Dec.

15,

interiors
be started
January, at the

Cine

Studios,

Ufa

in

Ingram's own.
Leonce Perret is now
Jig at the Cine plant,
making "Morila Siren," from the story by
Charles Le

L'Herbier is still at work on
c-Voto," from the novel by Mrs. Lucie
ue-Mardi-us.
Betty Balfour is starred,
after appeared in a Swedish film prior
L'Ex-Voto."
It was made in Stockby the Ufa-Svenska Co.
Pathe Conm will distribute the Herbier film in
Gaumont, Ltd., of London, in Great
e,
n, and Ufa, in Germany.

reel

Series

The

pictures deal

with the following subject: first, fish
life; second, animal; third birds; four,
scenics.

The German company

ing

scenes

for

in
is

filmfilms for
his return, he

classroom

Eastman Kodak. On
will go to Hollywood where he
demonstrate a new type of film.

will

will

—

Belgium players

will

appear

inch Imports Gain
lington

Bureau of

ishington

—
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French exports

of
threeers of 1926 amounted to 534,174
valued at 97,530,000 francs and
lents of raw films totaled 234,bs., valued at 11,491,800 francs,
ig total exports amount to 768,pounds valued "at 109,021,000
states a report to the Dep't
3,

oped

films

in

the

first

jmmerce from Trade CommisGeorge R. Canty at Paris. In
and 1924 exports from France
considered collectively and not
id
into the two classes menin

1

this

survey.

In 1925 total

amounted in volume to 1,128,worth 163,612,000 francs. In
the volume was 1,091,054 lbs.,

ts

s.,

248,397,000 francs.
of developed
films
into
France
first nine months totaled
126,580
valued at 16,346,000 francs, as comwith 97,884 pounds, valued at 9,794,incs in the same period of 1925 and
),517 pounds valued at 6,800,000 francs
first three quarters of 1924.
irts of sensitized or raw films in
the
period amounted to 354,720 pounds,
at 15,351,000 francs, a decline in volit an
increase in value over the correig period in 1925 which totaled 369,Junds,
valued at
10,985,000 francs,
s of raw
films in the first nine months
)rts

the

,

mance, Love's Witchcraft, Fight for Life,
Jewels of Venus, Peculiar Households, The

Sdver Swimmer, Cozy Beds for Oysters,
Royal Nursery, Heavenly Bodies I, Heavenly
Bodies
II,
Heavenly
Bodies
III,
Heavenly Bodies IV, Heavenly Bodies V,
Heavenly Bodies VI, Treacherous Waters,
A Jungle Roundup, The Parasol Ant, Hidden Traps, Birds' Paradise, A Lion Roundup, Fishes in Love, Salt Water Millinery,
Secrets of the Beach, The Fish and the
Flame, Fishing with a Microscope, Feeding
the
Angels, Bella Napoli, Flowing Ornaments, A King's Crown, Poisonous Fangs,
Those Who have Wings, The Singer's Enemy, Remnants of the Past, Our Gullible
Eyes, Bow-wow Night Life, Gritty Pups,
Friends in Need, Pets and Pests, Velvet
Paddies, Assorted Babies, The Poor Fish,
We Parents, Mothers and Mothers, The
Woof-Woof Handicap, Beginning of Life,
Intelligent Devotion, Roumania, Tally-Ho.

A

\

francs.

Kewitt,

Wyers

is

Inc«

'^^'

ex-

III

Pai-ty

on

his
at-

Nine hundred guests
tended the party at the theater.

is

laid

ColUer,

in

the

Canary

believes that .,e
h.
•.
juvenile on the
screen.
In the last fifteen pictures
;n which he has been
featured. Collier
ha died in eight.
Jr.,

,
^,!"'^'?l
=„*>•
the "^^r,„„
dying-est"
.

IS

.

..

;

Members of First National's Buffalo staff are wearing some
of those
smiles that won't come

adays.

off"

That's

now-

because

their exchange won first prize in the
Lieber
Month drive.

Held Seeking Repeal
want to
so amend and revise the
Sunday laws
as to get them repealed.
Dr. Harry
Officials

Officials at Irvington, N.
J,

Burgan Buys Theater
Kansas City, Kan. Edward Bur- J ^.^y' general secretary of the
gan, Kansas City, Mo., operator, has i-ord s Day Alliance, declared
The
bought the Tenth Street from Gru- authorities, he charges, are trying to

—

excuse themselves for failure
to en-

Brothers.

bel

force the law.

"Lovers," New Stahl Film Title
Culver City "Lovers" is the new

—

selected for John M. Stahl's
production featuring Alice Terry
title

new
and

Ramon

Novarro. It is adapted from
"The Great Galeoto."

2 Suits in Delhi Case
has filed two suits in the
Supreme Court against the Delhi
Opera House, N. Y., to compel submission to arbitration of disputes over
two contracts. In one case, involving $448, Anthony C. and Charles A.
Wyer are both named, and in another in which $852 is denianded for
refusal to accept films ordered, only

one of the

Zieg field and
Both highly

Robinson,
^

'.VT' ^^^ff^
birthday
1

Smallpox Epidemic Checked
Almonte, Ont.— The smallpox
epidemic has been checked here
with
the Orpheum once more
enjoying full

patronage.

can

M-G-M

,

AL CHRISTIES

named.

Carrick Making Series
A. B. Carrick is producing a series
of shorts under the title of "Bits and
Pieces from the Movies." They will
ramrntertV2ir25noundrrr?h|be handled by the Film Exchange,
000

Joe

Panama
in Panama

!

only

agree.

praised "What Price Gloryr
and the
umisual situation led the
"praise
agents for the picture to
broadcast
the vroducers' opinions.

directing

Van Buren
Ned Van Buren

bring
about 300 shorts to this country dur.ng the current season. Of these 200 Martin Managing Columbus House
*
#
»
Columbus, Ney.—J. P. Martin,
Count Jules Antamoro, who made are already here.
William Bechtolstus," has just finished another Biblical
sheim is editing the subjects, with former manager of the Willard and
Strand at Creston, Iowa, is manage, "St. Francis of Assisi."
John Michael Fleck titling them.
»
»
#
The Capitol has contracted for 30 ing the new Columbus here.
le le
Prince is going to produce a feavith Claudia Victriz in the lead.
of the Ufa product.
This week the
»
«
*
Hannan Succeeds Butler
sixth of the series will be played.
Film Co. is working on "L'Homme
Fond du Lac, Wis. George HanTitles
of
the
shorts
Hispano," by Pierre Frondaie.
which have nan has become
Folmanager of the Retthe Frondaie story. Art Film will been prepared are:
X
"Le Marriage of de Mille" and lean
Winged Death, Cheating Mothers, Life in law, Saxe house here, succeeding F.
Frappe's "A Paris."
In "Le Marriage Twdight, Wandering Hills, A Rustic Ro- E. Butler.
ille,"

Florenz

WhUe

Ready

Shorts which Ufa will
the American market during 19261927 have been arranged in four

groups of 13 each.

Czechoslovak distributors.

last

Believe it or not, the fact remains
Canadian Parliament Filmed
^.'^^ ^'«^ *»y's shooting
on
Z^L ""Sills'
Ottawa— Opening of the Canadian Milton
new vehicle "The RunParharnent has been filmed for the away Enchantress,"
a canary bird
first time, under supervision
of Ray- flew into the set and perched upon
mond S. Peck, director of the Gov- a chair rail. The locale
of the picernment's studio here.
ture which John Francis
release on
Dillon is

"The Garden
Rex Ingram

of

by

of

At
George

1926

•

on

—

That's That

rURISTMAS

the

is

And

.American companies from

Association of the Czechoslovak
i Urn
Industry this organization has
By PHIL U. OALY
d..sl.anded, states a report
from Cons
General W.nans, Prague,
should be a merry
made
Pnblic by the Dep't of
""'=, foj Virginia Vance who
Commerce.
has
It
IS
reported in Czechoslovakia received §25,000 from the estate of
tliat
two new independent associa- her father and grandfather as a retions will be formed
with separate suit of a decision handed down at
status, one composed
of American 1 oronto.

with

ii

second
:ed

It

"Carmen,"

-.ction,

I

"'^'

^ic

Daily Semi/Kkr

with
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Fresh from Its Box Office Triumphs in Europe
Read

New

these

York

Reviews:
"GREATEST

photoplay achieveblazing with vitality and

ment
dynamic power."
.

.

.

N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

"REMARKABLE PICTURE
impressive
real art
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

vivid

.

.

.

.

artistic

.

.

.

inspiring."

.

N. Y. Times.

"FINER THAN 'VARIETY'

in

every way."

N. Y. Eve. Telegram.

"MOST THRILLING
ment of the year

.

Evening Sun.

Y.

A^.

acting and

perfection."

absolute

direction

screen docu.

.

"MARKS A LONG STEP FOR-

WARD

time after time audi."
ence applauded.
.

.

.

.

.

N. Y. Evening World.

Sensational Russian tilm

Called By EMIL J ANNINCS and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

''GREATEST MOTION PICTURE EVER MADE''

"MARVELOUS PICTURE."
"A THRILLER
ing

.

life-like act-

.

.

well photographed."

.

.

.

New York

"MOST AMAZING,
ing,

Now Playing to Capacity Audiences at $2.00 Top at
BILTMORE THEATRE, B'way and 47th St.
TRADE PAPER OPINIONS

Ts

N. Y. Daily Mirror.

most gripping

New York

in

most absorbin

months."

by

.

.

detail

.

pictorially effective."

.

.

STRIKING

.

N. Y. Eve. Post.

artistic.

.

.

.

.

superb

.

Maurice Kann, FILM DAILY.
an astonishing photoplay ... it would be received by the Amerclasses as an interesting and thrilling story."
Arthur James, Motion Pictures Today.

.

.

.

N. Y. Daily News.

N.

.

Y.

.

.

—

vivid."

American.

PEOPLE SAY-

moving and illuminating drama!"
Theodore Dreiser, Author
"MAGNIFICENT! Holds interest and grips emotions."

'POTEMKIN'

puts the cinema

"Most

is

—

"The American Tragedy."
Fannie Hurst.
time sustained greatness and tragic grandeur

offers for the first
in the front ranks."

forceful, thrilling picture I

."

"GREAT PICTURE

—

.

WHAT NOTED
i.

"UNEQUALLED

.

it-

"'POTEMKIN'
.

is

ican people of all

Christian Science Monitor.
.

—

.

'POTEMKIN'

self."

"IMPRESSIVE

the

is among the greatest motion pictures ever made in this or any other
Zit's, New York.
country since the birth of the industry."
makes the senses reel with emotion."
"Amazing
breath-taking

"

Brooklyn Eagle.

"STANDS IN A CLASS

"'POTEMKIN'
.

shown

film

many

World.

I

"Greatest film ever made."

of

.

.

.

—Gilbert Miller, Producer for Frohman Co.
—James Ashmore Creelman, Noted Scenarist.
—Robert Flaherty, Director of "MO ANA."

have ever seen."
J.

Passed and Listed by the National Board
an Exceptional Photoplay

FOR TERMS

—

of

Review

as

AND DATES WRITE OR WIRE

AMKINO

723 - 7th Ave.

New York

ti

City

!o

k
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Friday,

Buying In
UMBLINGS

k

days anent the activities of
theater

aplenty these
operators

ROXY

Two Roxy
in

sting plans in store.

al

Theaters

have

in-

The Roxy

ition,

blanketing

New York

imbracing fashion, will

result

around that tantalizing

at

Capitalized at $150,000,000 the Roxy
Inc., has filed a charter at
Dover, Del.
The company, with
which S. L. Rothafel and Herbert
Lubin are indentified, will take over
the Roxy and also the control of the
3,500-seat house planned on Lexington Ave., and to be known as the

in
if

word

Roxy Mansion.
Construction of
Greater New York

six
is

theaters

in

planned within

(Continued on Page 2)

Business Retarded In Southern Continent By Inadequate Facilities
and Piracy
Inadequate transportation facilities

7

On

pre-visualization process which,

i

difference.

It

is

pass this on to the producend of the industry: Wisby has a

I

which

I

will

check extravagance

egative costs of big pictures. He
es it possible to visuahze the ac-

and the backgrounds before the
It is not
begins to crank.
|;ult to observe how the financial
physical stress attendant upon

era

special

The

"The Film Renter"

representatives selected
(Continued on Page 13)

Holt Silent on Plans

—

E. Dupont was signed
yesterday by British National Pictures to supervise all production and
to direct a picture for the company.

Decision on "U" Contract
Final Announcement Indicates
Signing of a contract with British
National is taken as indication that
Dupont does not intend to return to
the United States to complete the
contract Universal claims it holds
Universal brought
for his services.
(Continued on Page 15)

He exon his future plans.
pects to take a short vacation before
making a decision.

THE FILM DAILY

American

the

against

of

— Suit for an

injunction

Amusement

Ticket Manufacturers Ass'n. and

its

members under the Sherman antitrust law was instituted yesterday by
the Dept. of Justice.
Defendants in the action are the
association and 13 corporations engaged in the production of amusement tickets in New York, Pennsylvania, Illinois, California, New Jersey,
Nebraska, Massachusets and 14 individuals each affiliated with the fol-

lowing corporations: Automatic Ticket Register Corp., World Ticket and
(Continued on Page 14)

Radio Projects Films
Transmission Through the Air Held
Noted Inventor
Possible
Explains Process

—

Possibility of transmission of pictures by radio to make practical
"radio" theaters and radio pictures
in the home was a subject of discussion in the trade yesterday following receipt of dispatches from St.
Louis telling of the new telephote,
(Continued on Page 4)

Spoor Pictures
Hollywood

Favors Hollywood

—

—

Pictures projected by
the third dimension process perfected
by George K. Spoor, founder of the
old Essanay company, will be 42 ft.
wide and 23 ft. high. The film is being prepared especially for the invention which is to be used in a picture
(Continued on Page 4)

Foreign Markets
In

addition

material gathered
foreign service, the
co-operation of C. J. North, chief of
the M. P. Section, Specialties Division, Department of Commerce has
(Continued on Page 2)

through

its

to

own

"Four Horsemen"

in Berlin
has re-edited "The
Horsemen," and after being

Berlin

— M-G-M

Four
examined by a commission which deJoins U. A. Theaters
Ralph D. Horn- clared that the film was no longer
Los Angeles

—

formerly chief engineer for
West Coast Theaters, has been
named consulting engineer of the
theater
Artists
United
proposed

brook,

Los Angeles While Paramount is
understood to have made him an offer for renewal of his contract which
chain.
expires ne.xt month. Jack Holt is
silent

Washington Bureau

Washington

— A.

representatives

six

By

Association

Los Angeles Eventually, all American pictures must be made in Hollywood, which is "the only logical
place in America for production," D.
Other repreis assistant to Safier.
W. Griffith declares in announcing
sentatives are to be added to the staff
(Continued on Page 4)
from time to time.

inter-

ig to

London

have
been selected by Morris Safier, head
Extended Run Production
of the
Dept. of Warners. E. L. Lindeman
Six

ugh sketches depicts that which
completed picture will contain,
He
rhat Hrolf Wisby proposes.
his process stylistic and natuName it by any name, it
tic.
Httle

Sailer's Staff

Warners Rounding Out Force to
Handle Specials Now in Regular
Distribution

The Wisby Plan

Editor,

to Prevent

Price Fixing Moves

Company
By ERNEST W. FREDMAN.

Circuit,

h rests.

es

AGAINST JICKET fIRMS

Of "Variety" Also Order Sought

New York

grow, they aver. Linked
expansion you find the de- and film piracy are making serious inI that
roads into business of distributors in
rations which mark the confabs
South America, G. DeArana, presiThe com- dent of Akra Pictures, exporters, said
hese very exhibitors.
mon of the theater situation in yesterday on his return from a four
York will undergo a complete month's trip which embraced a num(Continucd on Page 15)
ige if the proposed scheme goes
comlUgh.
A city-wide booking
will

uit

NATIONAIJRODUCTION
to Direct Picture for

Cites S. A. Evils

The Roxy Circuit
et

INC.

New CompanyWill Acquire Maker

1

Herb Lubin

Price 5 Cent«

1926

in

Once again,
V York City.
some
exhibitors,
ependent
ded together in small chains
others finding a partial
business arrangeisfactory
tit through buying combines,
becoming alarmed,
ind once again it happens
t they are again meeting in
clave to determine what shall
done to meet the situation
ich they feel is impending.
t conversation stage has not
been passed. It may never

oxy,

miT,

17,

DUPONT HEADS BRITISH U.S. ANTI-TRUST AQION

$150,000,000 roR

^

big

December

U F A

the

New

—

Offer

The Association of
Baltimore
has not as yet announced

been exhibited at

theater.

Film

—A new

Seattle
here, with a

No Announcement on
Commerce

anti-German, has

Row

Planned

film row is planned
number of new exchange

buildings planned.

Vogel And

Rem

Returning

William \'ogel and J. J. Rein of
public reaction to offer of William
Buying English Films
Prod. Intern'l Corp. return Monday
manufacturer,
Baltimore
Famous
Deiches,
Jr.,
London— It is understood
on the Leviathan. They have been
$10,000 to a $10,000,000
making oi productions of magni- Players Canadian Corp. will open an to advance
in Europe three months.
abolish "blue" laws, budd two
in London to buy English films. fund to
cah be relieved through such a office
league
major
obtain
and
theaters
Knocke Back From Indies
The Wisby process is
ess.
baseball for the city. He asked that
Gianinni Going to Coast
F. H. Knocke, president of the
1,000
by
made
be
$10,000
of
experiment
pledges
fhy of an exhaustive
of
Dr. A. H. Gianinni, president
The chamber had asked Medal Film Co., distributor for P.
residents.
the part of those producing fac- the East River National Bank, leaves
on how best to ad- D.C. in the West Indies, has resuggestions
for
the
today for the Coast to spend
who have vision.
turned to New York.
interests.
business
city's
vance the
Christmas holidays.

\

KANN

Friday,

Theater Dispute Ends—
Publix Was Active Bidder, It
Now Develops

ViL XXXVIII Ni.66

Springfield, Mass.— S. Z. Poli is apparently the victor in the battle to
olnain the city-owned land adjoining
the municipal group buildings on
Broadway. The Council has ratified
the action of Mayor Parker and deeds
transferring the land to Poli were
recorded within an hour of the time

PncaSCaats

Fridi;.DK.17.l926

JOHN W. «LICO«TE

Publishei

Published daily except Saturday and holidays
165U Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
copyright (1920) by Wid's films and Film
Folks, Inc. J. W. Alicoalc, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Uon
aid M. Mersercau, Business and Advertising
Manager; Ralph Wilk, Traveling Representative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21, 1918, at the post-office at New York,
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879.
Terms (Postage free) United States, outside
of Greater New York, $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months, $3.00.
Foreign,
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.
at

attempts of both circuits to secure
the property it develops, upon the
statement of Goldstein, that associated
with him in the effort to secure the
According to
property was Publix.
Publix
statement,
Goldstein
the
made an effort to secure the property
early in November and had been
pushing negotiations through a
Springfield realty concern.
Bids for the property started some-

all

DAILY,
Phone

Meanwhile
deal was ratified.
Nathan E. Goldstein threatens court
proceedings on the decision. Poli will
start construction of its $1,000,000
house here within three months.
In the discussion which follows the

4736-4737-4738-4739.

(Circle

Cable

(.Continued From Page 1)
been secured on behalf of the I'
FILM YEAR BOOK. Authei
data covering every civilized coun
throughout the world will therel
appear in this section of the 1

for Cripples

Requests are being made for
to
automobiles
of
donation
bring crippled children to the
Paramount for a matinee next
Monday morning. Service of
an automobile and driver for
two hours are required. Evelyn
Goldsmith at the Hotel Majestic is handling arrangements.

edition which will make its appe
aiice, as usual, sometime in Janus

Parsons Recovered
Parsons, Pathe advertis
manager, has returned to duty
lowing illness.
P.

.id

dress:
Filmday,
Hollywood,
New York.
California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman.
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, 5, Rue Saulnier.

—

—
—

A.

1

the

communications to THE FILM
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y.

Address

Autos

Springfield

»/^FILHDOH

17,

Foreign Market

Poli Gets Site

aTHE

December

$150,000,000 For
Roxy Circuit, Inc.
(Continued

From Page

1)

Work March

Starts

1

Heights Theaters starts constS

March

1
of a 2,500-seat ho
of St. Nicholas Ave., runn
from 181st to 180th Sts. This is
of a series of projects planned by^

tion

east

i

years. Plans for building outside
Metropolitan have not been anthe
of
nounced. Negotiations are under way
for several sites in this territory.
Incorporators of the company are
Richard Bennett, Jr., C. C. Winters
and Peter G. Brennan, all of Brook-

two

with

formerly associated
Theaters.

Tri-Bj
I

"Mike and Ike" In Films
two reel comedies ba
on the "Mike and Ike" cartoon st]
and originated by Rube Goldburg,

lyn.

Roxy

company, headed by Harmon Ya

will be director general,

A

series of

William Atkinson, general manager.
Walter Ahlschlager of Chicago will
build all the theaters under Roxy's

be produced next year by Stern B«
neighborhood of $100,for Universal.
Financial
000, it is understood, and were inExhibitors Make "Swap"
creased to $125,000 by all parties at control.
Bennett, Bolster & Coghil, Inc., aninterest, and then to $137,000 which
Logan, la. Turnabout is fair d
The holiday spirit of buying seems to have was the figure set by Mayor Parker. nounces that the Roxy Theaters Corp. so
J. F. Erdman, who sold the L
swept film issues along in its impetus. TurnClass A stock has been oversold by and Empress at Harlan, to R.!
over took place in measurable quantities, and All interested promptly met that figprices hopped up and down, all along the ure.
According to the Goldstein in- 25,000 shares.
Brown, has purchased Brown's ]

where

in the

—

line,

no notable gains or losses

with

to any.

a tmde of 25,100 recuperated a point after the previous day's break.

Warners "A", with

was

terests, their bid

still

further in-

According to Mayor Parker
was already closed with Poli

creased.
the deal

Famous common continued heavy selling, 15,000 shares changing hands to a 1 point drop.
Loew's, Inc. lost a fraction on an exchange
of 7,300, and Pathe dropped over a point
with a trade of 8,100.

at $137,000 when the Goldstein bid
for $150,000 was received. The Council then
ratified the Poli deal with

Quotations

but one dissenting vote. So far as the
city government, is concerned, the
Pul)lix and Goldstein interests are out
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Project
Loew's, Inc
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
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Paramount B'way.
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Skouras
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Trans-Lux Screen

.
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Universal Pictures
Warner Pictures
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.
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100
6,000
25,100

Warner
•
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Pict.
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Last Prices
Philadelphia

.

8>/,

36%

Qu oied
Ma rket

t
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Sioux City

—

Sioux City, la. Fire of unknown
origin caused damage of $10,000 to
the Star, operated by Swidelson &

Knutson Remodeling

here

at

Grenora

—

Grenora, N. D. Martin Knutson
remodeling the Orpheum, which
is
he purchased recently.

Sunday Show Demand Met
Forest
public for

City,

la.

Sunday

— Demand

of the
shows, despite the

ordinance prohibiting them, is
being met by M. A. Brown, Forest
owner.
The exhibitor is finding it
more profitable to ignore the ordinance and pay the fine of $5, than to
close on Sunday.
local

J.

F.

March Buys

—

Coyote and

the

—

1,000

similar

probably open

10iJTifJ

house

couver, B. C.

is

planned

at

Van-

$6.5'

wide variety of 1,000 assorted Penny
and Novelties as an inexpensive ''F.
GIFT" to your KIDDIE PATRONS

A

make them

big boosters

for

you.

TrjT

Price $6.50.
assortment and see.
Our Catalog containing a 1,000 and 11
of Toys and Novelties for celebrations
sort and including our complete line of

next
as

ONLY

CK

in

year, instead of late
originally planned.
A

"GIFT TOYS"

iilS.R.O.

3,000 scat Orpheum, that according to
Josoi)h M. Flinn, vice president of

August

WHOPPERS"

City.

Orpheum Opening Advanced

July

*''

Marsh
in

Seattle— Work is progressing so
far ahead of schedule on the new

will

"TELLING

Purchase Theater at Thornton
This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnia
Thornton, la. T. C. Thompson FREE for all Pathecomedies at j
has purchased the Thornton.
Exchange.

Vaughn.

it

/irescnis

Interest

Vermillion, S. D. J. F.
has purchased an interest

prepare the next vehicle for Alberta

of

Vur Gcmff'Conud^
H/S RASCA
HALBDACH
^

—

At

—

Orpheum,

Melvin Theater Reopened v
la.— The Lyric has b
reopened by Riechs & Knapp.
Melvin,

Reopening Nora Springs House
Nora Springs, la. James Ghorow
has purchased the Palace, which he

Bond Mar ket
Bid and Ask

Garnet Weston Joins F. B. O.
Angeles The latest to join
the F. B. O. writing staff is Garnet
Weston, who has been selected to

Los

at

—

and the Grand at Atwater have been
purchased by C. R. Clark from Supreme Amusement Co., of Fargo.

will reopen.
5,600

9 'A

50
....
S'A

Fire

$10,000

Samuelson.

5'/,

.

of the picture.

time here.

Buy Two
Atwater, Minn. The Grand
Clarks

WORKS",

150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 26

will

be

sent

"FREE"

ol

F;
fol

asking.

BRAZBL NOVELTY MFG.
37

Ella

Sueet

COjl

Ctacinntaf^—

^

iiy,

December

17,
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The VitAPHONE CORPORATION
Announces
THAT
IT

IS

NOW PERMANENTLY INSTALLING

VlTAPHOH
EQUIPMENT

c

IN A SELECT

NUMBER OF THEATRES.
FULL DETAILS AND INFORMATION WILL BE
FURNISHED ONLY ON
PERSONAL APPLICATION
AT THE OFFICES OF

ViTAPHONE Corporation
BUILDING
BROADWAY AND 57th STREET
FISK

NEW YORK

CITY, N.

Y.

THE

EXHIBITORS XMAS

Radio Projects Films
(Continvei from Page

developed

by Dr.

E.

Twas

Xmas
When all

Alex-

aiiderson.

Clementon House Changes Hand
Clementon, N. J. Joseph Novack

—

has purchased the Palm Garden.

Damages

$10,000 was
Colonial.

111.

Gillespie

— Loss

caused

Marshall Gets

—

House

estimated

by

New

fire

at

the

Post

Co.

A

print of

for Archives

"The Covered Wagon"

has been presented to the State of
Alabama archives, where it is to be
preserved for historical use.

"New Faces" Film Planned
Hollywood With a cast composed
entirely of "new faces," work starts

—

"Lame Ducks' 'Persistent
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

—

Washington
Pressure is being
brought to bear upon the House education committee to make a report on

Spoor Pictures
(Continued from Page 1)

probably "The American," to be diIt is
rected by J. Stuart Blackton.
about twice the size of the ordinary
film in width and one and one-half
times in frame height. The camera
used weighs about 200 pounds.

Under

the plan, the pictures will
not be released through any existing
releasing system, but will be road-

showed by Spoor and Blackton. Spestereoscopic projectors and screen
will be carried by the companies sent

cial

out.

The Spoor process, upon which the
Essanay founder has been working
for ten years, is reputed to have involved an expenditure of $3,000,000.

Le Roy Writing Gags
Los Angeles— Mervyn Le Roy is
writing the comedy gags in "Miss
George Washington" starring Colleen Moore.

the Swoope-Upshaw bills for national
Members of the comcensorship.
mittee have been asked by Rep. Reed
(N. Y.) chairman, to study the testimony given at the hearings held last
session, following which an executive
session will be held to decide the fate
of the measure.
In order for the bill to become a
law, admitting that it receives a favorable report it would be necessary
for both the House and the Senate
to pass it before March 4, next, an
obvious impossibility. However, both

Representatives

Stanley Resigns from Griffith Unit
Los Angeles Fred Stanley has re-

—

signed as director of publicity of the

—

president of the Wisconsin exhibitor
association, has been appointed
the city's censor board.

Angeles

— F.

to

the

City Scenes

erick

W. Murnau

—

Myers, Charles Ray and Del Hender-

who

mer

directors.

are in the cast, are

all

Chapin.

Banks' Next
Clyde Bruckman,
Los Angeles
who directed "Horse Shoes" with
Monty Banks, has been selected to
direct the comedian in his next picThis will go into production
ture.
as soon as Monty returns from Italy.

Bruckman

to Direct

—

der three-year leases for the Nay,
picture service, the largest distril
ing organization of its kind, it is
clared by the Chief of the Bun
of Navigation of the Navy Dept.
his annual report.
All capital ships now have one
more projectors, and most sm;
vessels have one machine.
Repi
from the fleet indicate that the
furnished have been excellent

i

fi!

and supplied in sufficii
numbers.
Duplicate prints are
cured in order that releases can
made in both the Atlantic and Pai
character

same time, often prior to
showings in theaters. All films
reviewed before release, and

at the

scenes believed undesirable are eli
inated.
In many cases a third p
is secured, for the Asiatic or Eui
pean squadrons.
The song slide has been introdui
and, led by the band, the men si
popular, naval and patriotic soi

Reports indicate

this

custom

is

coming very popular.
Pictures on Transports

THE FILM D/
Washington
Pictures will
shown to soldiers moving by tral
port.
Four complete shows will^
given each week the men are on
Washington Bureau of

—

seas.

Experiments were ordered so
i^l
months ago on a transport plying
tween San Francisco and New YoB| 'a

H

that projectors

being ordered for installation on
transports on that route. The fill
used will be rented from the N|
exchange.
R. C. Wilcox Transferred
R. C. Wilcox, who
represented Will Starkey interests!
Lewiston, Ida. has been transfer!
to Spokane where he will hani
lobby displays and sign work for

Spokane

—

|

of the Starkey enterprises.

Trailograph "Lab" Planned
Western Poster Co.
become local agent for TrailogrI
devices and service, introducing thi
Northwest.
Pacific
the
into
Trailograf laboratory will be estaii
lished here by March 1.
Seattle

—

Kennedy Joins Alexander Pr
Detroit Aubrey M. Kennedy
associated with Edward Alexa

—

is

Kurson Gets Camden House
Camden, Me.— S. Kurson, who oi
erates the Graphic Circuit with B

See Buys Mt. Auburn O.H.
Mt. Auburn, la. G. H. See now
is operating the Opera House, purchased from Charles Reiss.

—

15

directing.

—

ry Langdon's third film will be released as a special feature on the
First National program in February.
Part of the film is in Technicolor.

—

—

roles.

THE FILM DAIl
Washington Twenty-five films a
acquired a month by the Navy u

Langdon Comedy Slated As Special
Los Angeles "Long Pants," Har-

Marion Nixon will play opposite
on "Sheiks and Shebas" at Douglas MacLean in "Let It Rain."
Arthur Rosson Production plans of Universal, which
Lasky studio.
Adams Buys At Cedar Rapids
direct.
Charles Rogers and has Miss Nixon under contract, necwill
Cedar Rapids, la. George Adams
Sterling Holloway will have the leads essitated the change.
Eddie Cline is has purchased the Grand from MilliJan.
the

25 Films Monthly

In a statement iss
Prod., here.
he advocates individualized produ
separated communities
in
tion
overcome "factory methods,"

for-

Mason Opposite MacLean
Hollywood — Shirley Mason and not

Shirley

will collaborate in this

Making One Film

Los Angeles Marie Prevost finds
herself surrounded by four directors
in the making of "Getting Gertie's
Garter," Metropolitan prod.
E. Mason Hopper is directing, while Harry
son,

He

is

city

4 Directors

ropolitan.

work with Zelda Sears, who adapted
the comedy from an original by Fred-

sequence of "Sunrise."
George O'Brien, Janet Gaynor have the leading roles supported
by Jane Winton, J. Farrell McDonoid, Ralph Sipperley, Bodil Rosing,
Arthur Housman, Barry Norton and
Leo White.
filming

Marie Prevost's next vehicle for Met-

17, 1926

Washington Bureau of

Swoope and Upshaw with such success

are anxious to make a showing with
the measure at this "lame duck" session, for they will be among the
missing when the next Congress convenes.

Corinne Griffith Prod, to write the
Van Norman on Censor Board
Milwaukee E. W. Van Norman, continuity of "The Night Bride,"

Los
at

Huntsville, has been placed in charge
of the new North Birmingham, operated by the Joe Steed Amusement

Wagon"

Griffith is reported to have closed
negotiations with Joseph M. Schenck
under the terms of which he will reHe has been
turn to United Artists.
discussing a deal with P. D. C.-Pathe
heads, to produce for the merged
companies when the amalgamation
becomes a fact. Albert H. T. Banzhaff will handle the legal details of
the contract.

Murnau Filming

Birmingham Jack Marshall, manager of the Grand and Jefferson at

"Covered

through the

Every seat it was empty
Except for one souse

described at the

meetiriR of the American Institute
of Electrical Engineers, by Dr. Alexanderson. who is consulting engineer
for the General Electric Co.. and the
Radio Corp. of America. Several pictures made by the process were exhibited.
In outlining the possibilities,
he predicted the day was not far
distant when radio motion pictures
could be transmitted across the Atlantic.
The telephote, says its inventor, projects an almost instantaneous picture of whatever is visible at
the transmitting station. In addition,
he predicted the device would be
coupled with radio telephony, so that
pictures and sound could be transmitted simultaneously.
Stating that the human retains an
impression for one-sixteenth of a
second. Dr. Alexanderson declared
that
whereas
telephotograph
the
takes 20 minutes to convey an impression, the televisor must operate
20,000 times as fast and complete the
whole job in one-sixteenth of a second.
The invention opens up the
way for motion pictures in the home,
Alexanderson said, with the incidental inception of the radio theater.
The apparatus actually paints its
image on the receiving screen with
a spot of light that whips over the
screen within a sixteenth of a second.
The beam is controlled by a photoelectric cell and is continually moduTwenty-four mirrors on the
lated.
periphery of a rotating wheel catch
the beam successively and project it
on the screen, each mirror advancing
it to a new position or streak while
the entire screen has thus been
"scanned" by the dancing spotlight.
Dr. Alexanderson is a noted inventor and the apparatus which he
described at St. Louis is at his laboraHis remarks
tory at Schenectady.
created a marked impression, because
of his usual conservatism.

Gillespie,

(Continued from Page 1)
his intention to remain here.
In Southern California, he said,
the industry has at its door all the
requisites for successful production,
and the greatest of these are ideal
weather and scenic conditions.
"It is foolish for American producers to attempt to make pictures
any place else," he states.

before

hou.se

The apparatus was

Fire

the

night

December

Friday,

Favors Hollywood

CAROL

1)

W.

F.
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sack

&

Johnson.

t

gor as its headquarters,
over the Comique.

Johnson

New

—

has

tal

Royal Exhibitor'

Royal, la. J. Johnson
erating the Royal.

now

is

House Changes Handlj
Plainfield— W. C. Dayton has ptt
chased the Community.
Plainfield

.^i
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Great, yesterday, was Gloria
Greater, today, is the new,
vibrant Gloria in this, the

GREATEST OF ALL QLORIA'S
Her

first

United

Artists Picture

produced with her own
money,

to keep faith with
the box-offices of the nation.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

Each picture sold individually— on merit

fm

Ji

:iK

—"a low-brow

Chaplin

at his funniest

comedy

for the highbrows."

The master of comedy
in the atmosphere of

J

the sawdust and
big top.

"The Circus"

in ideal

length for box-office
turnovers, is Charlie's

wonder

A

picture.

LAUGHS

of
from foot to foot, from
riot

flash

to

flash,

start to finish.

^A

w.--n

-flfCuKtlO

X;.'

>t.

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
Each picture sold

individually - on merit

from
i\

His
•

tor

first

Production

United

Artists

BELOVED

ROGUE
The

world's

greatest

actor gives flame, flare

and vivid outline

to

romance,
standing supreme as
the screen's most
this colorful

alluring lover*

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
Each picture sold individually— on merit

II

*i

res e fits

DUfli

^in^
His

First

United

Artists Picture

There may be Army Laughs,
Navy Laughs and laughs
with the marines, but none
can equal or surpass —
"The General"
for explosions of laughter,—
thrills,

comedy and

spectacle.

Book! -The Laughter Leader
The Qeneral of them alL

UNITED ARTISTS OnPICTURE
Knch Piccure Sold InJividually—

Merit.

(VA

m

g^GEORGE

FITZMAUWC
PRODUCTION

%AAAAAAAA/V
y

i

LOW

Trom

or'ujinalstorii bij

LENORE COFFEE

Ronald Colman

Mima Banky
1{eteaseciby

The Knight

in

"The

Night of Love"

The Love
Knight— that

of

that

night.

UNITED ARTISTS CORPORATION

Each

picture sold individually— on merit

Thafs Showmanship
J%.j%.^ y^

A

and

Cd^'^''

roii^oH

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE
-J

.^_£

*_

T^-j^

5

— Record

Weeks

at the

Forum, Los Angeles
2

—Big

Money Weeks

the Strand,

at

New York

2— Smashing Weeks at the
Michigan, Detroit

2

—^Record Weeks
Liberty,

2

— Great

at the

Kansas City

Weeks

the

at

Criterion, Los Angeles
1

— Record
Loew's

1
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Week
State,
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at

Boston

—Tremendous Week
Loew's

NOW
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— Record

5th

State, St.

at

Louis

IN ITS—

Week

at

the

Orpheum, Chicago
2nd

— Big

Money Week

at

the Liberty, Seattle

2nd

— Big

Business

Week

at

the Liberty, Portland,
Ore.
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Laugh Month Aids
The following

A
is

one

the most neglected
of emotions, and yet it has been described as
flie one
emotion human beings possess that
is not shared by lower forms of life," according to Professor Smiley, of the National
Institute of Research.
Such is one of the bits of information we
get from the National Laugh Month Committee, which has designated January Laugh
Month a time when all theaters will make
special efforts to show and advertise short
comedies, and a period in which public attention is being focused on the importance
in life of good humor
laughs.
All right, say we, we'll join in.
don't
want^ to be classed with the "lower forms of
life," even if we have been accused of be
ing just that and many more unprintable
things during our hectic career.
So here's a laugh for Laugh Month and
is

toys

month .gathering material.
Fox News will carry another

a

feature in

—

—

may

it

»

»

—

»

EASY TO SMILEHERE'S PROOF.

IT'S

almost four times harder, physically, tci
it
is to smile, points out a liul
letin issued
by the National Laugh Month
Committee, which has designated Januar>

draws

cles

of

attention
to
takes forty-seven

it

the

mus

face

to produce a frown,
and
muscles to produce a smile.
The Committee admits itself unable to
calculate the amount of mental effort some
times necessary to produce a smile,
but
nevertheless urges everyone to give a thought
to laughter during January.

the

only thirteen

"Laugh and Grow Fit"
#

*

BERN

"SMILE,

There's a whole

is

their

*

byword

YER, SMILE!"

the power of sug
and we see and hear so much of
of life that any time anybody
can start something that will produce a smile
we are behind him or them 100 per cent
in

lot

gestion,,

the drab side

That's why we urge our readers to "give a
thought to laughter" during National Laugh
Month January. Laugh Month is sponsored
chiefly by the producers of short-length comedy films.
Newspapers have aligned behind
the idea, and the gospel of Laugh Month is
being spread to the four corners of the

—

must be the father of the original
Pollyanna.
1-et them have their fun— for
fun it is, and
their very spoofing is bound to
be more conducive to laughs than to sneers.
Let us laught AT Laugh Month or
it,
as we will.
But let us LAUGH!
*

"LAUGH AND GROW

Painting

January with

dull

Laugh Month should be productive

of

more

patronize

the
theaters
advertising
Laugh
Month, and millions more will have their attention drawn to
newspaper comic strips,
humorous columns, humorous books, humorous periodicals.
All of this is bound to
result in the spread of the "Laugh and Grow
idea.

So "Smile, Dern Yer,
grow into a laugh!

Smile!"

—and

let

»

We

LET US LAUGH!

are heartily in accord with the idea of
designating January "Laugh Month."
The thought of starting the New Year
with a laugh and in keeping the effort at
good humor to the fore in our minds throughout the year
certainly must result in the
creation of more laughs, chuckle^ and smiles
than frowns, growls and grunis.
And if National Laugh Month results in
nothing more than the growing of one laugh
or smile in each of us where none would
have grown before, the efforts of the National
Laugh Month Committee will not have been

—
—

WITH

»

FIT!"

a

coating of
rosy red laughter or the warm
pink of
chuckles and smiles is indeed a worthy endeavor—which is why we call your attention
to the fact that January is National
Laugh
^

Month.
Not that

we should confine ourselves to
good humor for the fir.st 31 days of the year

—by
into

means no!

all

the

habit

—and

January

acquire
can

CO

of

But

if

looking

we can

—

it

we

for
will

get

ourselves
laughs during
be easy enough

the

habit permanently.
the opportunity for laughs
One of the greatest
of laughter is the theater.
During
Laugh Month the picture theaters throughout
the country particularly are making special

We

almost
sources

find

everywhere.

Morris Rosenthal, manager of Poll's
Majestic
several

at

Bridgeport,

interesting

much-mooted

ideas

question

Conn.,

about

has

— man-power

for

the theaters of tomorrow.
He
writes:
"In the excitement of discovering
the Vitaphone, building tremendous
cinema palaces, creating road show
pictiires and the building of huge
studios to manufacture these pictures,
the development of an item very
vital to the industry has been overlooked, namely the development of
men, our future theater managers to
operate these tremendous theaters, our
future publicity men and production
heads.
"In the smaller towns and cities
which we are so prone to call the
sticks, you will find today a group of
keen, analytical minds who are educating the masses and future generations to the movies, men who are
creating new exploitation angles and
new presentation ideas. From these

same sticks every now and then some
keen chain theater owner grabs off a
man and puts him in the big city and
invariably these

with

a

same men make good

To

vengeance.

cite

a

On

Safier's Staff

are:
las,

territories they are to cover
W. B. Fulton, Charlotte, Dal-

New

Orleans,

Oklahoma and At-

lanta; E. Goldstein,

Haven,

New

New

York,

New

Albany

and
H.
Given,
Philadelphia,
Washington, Pittsburgh, part of New
Jersey and part of Charlotte; J. R.
KaufmaUj Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Buffalo, Cincinnati and Detroit; M. E.
Maxwell, Chicago, Milwaukee, InJersey,

Boston;

dianapolis, Minneapolis,

Kansas

City,

Louis and Omaha; A. Hickox,
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Salt
Lake City, Portland, Seattle and DenSt.

ver.

These

representatives are to sell
only the so-called "extended run"
productions. At present, "Don Juan"
is the only one available.

the big press representatives

we can name Harry Reichenbach whc
was at one time a theater press agent
at

1)

and the

Waterbury, Conn.

"The man

in the sticks has not the
co-operation of the manager in the
big cities. He must invent and create
everything he needs.
He must do
with a $50 bill what the man in the
big city spends $500 for. To stage a
production he uses burlap while the
big city man uses silks and satins.
But he gets results. Working with a
limited appropriation he accomplishes
wonders.
I could name 50 men today in smaller cities who can step out
in big league company and lead the
league in batting average.
"I read some time ago in your pub-

lication of a man who had built
wonderful theater out west, came

New York

to find a

man

a

to

resolves to

last.

Old

make

this

year a better one than
is usually pessimistic

to
properly manage it and after
spending several weeks went back
empty-handed. Why didn't this same
man spend those few weeks in the
sticks; he could then only have to
decide which man he wanted or could

and often dyspeptic

his

post-holiday aftermath.
He is usually suffering from the
over-stimulation of the "night before."
Undoubtedly there are those who will laugh
at the idea of designating any certain period
as a time to laugh.
It's their privilege to do
so.
In fact, they may spoof the idea all
they like and alsume the attitude that anybody
foolish enough to sponsor such a movement

I

league class."

Man January
in

Dorothy Yost Busy
Angeles Dorothy Yost

—

is putLo'ting finishing touches on her script.
"Mother," for F. B. O. She recently
completed "The Hills of Kentucky,"
"Uneasy Payments" and "On the
Wings of the Storm."

^m^

CAMERAMEN

are gentlemen, according to George Henoit. who
photographing the blonde Phill;

is

Haver in "No Control." Backliglii
ing and soft shading are easily (,\j
taincd filming blondes, he declare^
Sir Thomas Beecham, compoHer
and grand opera imprensario, has a
great idea to rid England of those
"dirty American films," saying in a
Belfust speech, "I would take every
one of them and consign them to the
sea."
That, however, might jeopardize Britain's rule of the ocean.

Added
thor

is

Arthur

to his title of actor

Edmund Carewe by

Paul Leni.
ant

and au-

an A.D. degree conferred on
Director

The A.D. means

director

"The

of

Cat

assist-

and

the

Canary."

Santa Claus has a real present for
Reginald Denny for his is the distinction of being the first "outside"
star to get a picture into the new

Paramount.
is

"The Cheerful Fraud"

the picture.

W. Weeks played a new
night, that of giving the
bride away, tor his daughter was
married to Robert S. Mapletoft, at
the Little Church Around the Corner.
George

role

last

A bit of comedy that wasn't in the
picture vjas furnished by Walluce
Beery, as the mighty Casey of
"Casey at the Bat" when he turned
around as the ball was pitched thus
getting "beaned."
He was revived
in a fevj minutes, but it is not known
whether he took the earned base,
thus reversing the famous Casey
yarn.
Will Rogers now will have to quit
poking fun at politicians, because
he's "in the swim" now, having been
elected mayor of Beverly Hills, by
the board of trustees.
He is the
first mayor of the "old home town."
Earl Rossman,

who

has filmed the

remote spaces of Alaska, has been
doing exploitation work for the
Knickerbocker Ice Co., Walter Eberhardt alleged at the A. M. P. A
luncheon.

big enough

5 Authors Wrote Hines' Story
Los Angeles "All Board" is Johnin vain.
ny Hines' new picture which Charles get. The future big city manager is
There could scarcely have been a happier
not coming from a school but from
choice for Laugh Month than January.
On Hines is directing. Peter Milne, Del the smaller cities where he is now
Horace Woodmansee.
Henderson,
the face of it the first month of the year
usually is about the most drab of the twelve.
George Amy and Charles Hines making good and only needs an opDespite its New Year resolutions and general
portunity to develop into the big
wrote the story.

—

OALY

few

names only we have our own "Roxy"

Among

That's That

By PHIL M.

that

—

7

And

Sticks,

from the wilds of Penna. S. Barrett
McCormick from Denver, Indianapolis
and points west.
efforts in showing comedies; newspapers are
Further
preparing to print especially funny comic North we have Jack Arthur at Torstrips and columns, and publishers of humoronto.
Among the producers we can
ous periodicals are carrying special material.
So start laughing in January if you have name the Warner Bros, from the
not started already, for it is a fact that sticks, of Pennsylvania; Benny Schulanyone can "Laugh and Grow Fit."!
berg now associated with Jesse Lasky.

{Continued from Page

genuine mirth and merriment than ever was
created by any given agency in the history
of the world, if everybody who has to do
with the production of material destined to
make folks laugh cooperates in the movement, as they apparently are doing.
Millions of men, women and children will

it

department

stores.

earth.

Fit"

New York

large

It's

anatomical fact that

issue,
in the

its

*

frown than

"Laugh Month."
The Committee

Christmas

which Weber Hall made

We

365 days during 1927!

last

filmed in the vicinity of

Nuremberg, Germany, by Russell Muth, who spent more than

Develop from the

As Told By A Connecticut
Manager

Christmas feature
presented in the Fox Varspecial

day season. This picture will
show animated dolls and other

of

Town Showmen

How They

ieties reel released for the holi-

DON'T BE A CRAB—LAUGH!
"Laughter

Big

Christmas Reels

material is written
for exhibitors by the Laugh Month
Committee for their use in local
newspapers and in theater programs:

Fresano Buys at Granite City
Granite City, 111. Doniinick Fresano has taken over the Grand, 800seat hou.se.
He operates houses at
Taylorville and other towns in this

—

district.

"Wild and Woozy" Completed
Hollywood Production work has
been
completed
on
"Wild and
Woozy," Jimmie .Xdams' comedy lor

—

Educational.

Adams

is

supported by

Vera Steadman.
Writing Barnum Script
Los .Angeles
Benjamin Glazer
Bud Duncan Featured
Hollywood
Bud Duncan, who
now is working on the screen play of
"The Greatest Show on P2arth," for made his debut in comedies with
Famous, which is based on the life Lloyd Hamilton, is featured in "Dear
Season,
a one-reel Cameo comedy.
of P. T. Barnum.
Glazer

—

—

•
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U. S. Anti-Trust Action
Against Ticket Firms

A

LIST

OF OVER

20,000
MOTION
PICTURE
THEATERS
THE UNITED STATES

IN

(.Continued from Page

1)

Supply Co. and Elliott Ticket Co..
New York; Simplex Ticket Co., Argus Ticket Co., Ansel Ticket Co., and
Columbia Printing Co., Chicago;
Globe Ticket Co., Philadelphia; Hancock Bros., San Francisco; International Ticket Co., Newark; Rees
Ticket Co., Omaha; Triniount Press,
Boston, and Weldon Williams and
Lick, Fort Smith, Ark.
The defendants are charged with

having exchanged through the association, information with regard to
sales and prices, to effectuate and enable them to observe agreements
under which no defendant will sell
tickets to a customer assigned to another at prices less than those charged
by the defendant to whom he has
been assigned, and with having assigned and alotted buyers of tickets
to one another to be held as exclusive customers.

Permanent

injunction

and number
of days open

capacity,

IN

THE

1927 FILM

YEAR BOOK

Action of the Government against
American Amusement Ticket
Manufacturers Ass'n. is not a controversial action, it is understood,
but a friendly suit to determine the
the

association's rights and limitations
under the anti-trust laws.
Competition in the ticket business
is described as exceedingly keen, with
the margin of profit so small, that
price cutting tactics practiced in a
number of territories have threatened
extinction of companies within and
without the association.
The association maintains a paid
secretary, C. Conrady, in Washington
to
disseminate
information to
its

The 13 companies of the
association do not control the ticket output, with as many tickets
manufactured by non-members as by
members, it is declared. No effort
at price fixing has been made, it is
said, but the association wants its
rights defined by the courts, in order
that it may carry on its work without
fear of Government molestation.
To
this end, a committee was appointed
members.

the

association's

attitude,

it

is

ex-

pected that the injunction will be obtained by the Government without

any opposition.

(^r^at

Book

COVERINQ

A

Castle Leaves for Coast
E. W. Castle, president of Castle
Films left yesterday for the Coast to
arrange for next year's product. The
company has just closed with Publix
for "Let's Do the Black Bottom,"
sliort subject novelty, which opens
Dec. 25 at the Paramount.

Mitchell

Qreat Industry

for written opinions on pictures.

guide for

A. fine

future bookings.

Friday, Dec.

17,

1926

restraining

it
is understood, to confer with the
Dept. of Justice, and these conferences led to the action. Because of

A

Ask your patrons

defendants from such alleged practices, is asked by the Government.

Suit Called Friendly One to
Define Association's Rights

Giving address, seating

Exhibijtors'
Daily HeminOer

Managing Forum

Attorneys Sue for $10,000
Suit for $10,000, alleged to be due
for legal services, has been filed in the
Supreme Court against Out-of-thcInkwell Films and Red Seal Pictures, by Finkelstein & Welling, attorneys.

Radin Seeks Accounting
Matthias Radin has applied in Supreme Court for an order directing
Capital Film Exchange and its officers
to permit him to inspect books and
records as the owner of one third of
the company's stock.
He claims that
since he severed connection with the
firm as an employee, he was informed
no dividend would be paid in future,
alleging profits were diverted through

payment

of

excessive salary to
president and

Herman Gluckman,
treasurer.

Rossman To Make Alaskan Picture
Earl Rossman will leave in March
for the Valley of Ten Thousand
Smokes, South West Alaska, to make
another feature-length picture. Speaking at the A. M. P. A. luncheon yesterday he told of some of his experiences in the Northland.
Rossman is writing "Mad Mirage," a
novel.

Lowell Sherman was introduced.
Kenneth Harlan and Manfred Lee,
both of F. B. O., were admitted to

membership.

"Branding Iron" Barker's Next
Culver
City
Reginald
Barker's
next picture is "The Branding Iron"
by Katherine Newlin Burt.
Elliott

—

Clawson

will write the

scenario.

Hersholt in "Old Heidelberg"
Culver City ^Jean Hersholt has
been loaned by Universal to M-G-M
to appear in "Old Heidelberg," starring Ramon Novarro which Ernest
Lubitsch will oroduce.

—

Los Angeles— Richard A. Mitchell
has succeeded John P. Goring as
"The Show," New Gilbert "Title
manager of the Forum. Mitchell reCulver City "The Show" is the
cently resigned as manager of west- new title selected for John Gilbert's
ern "Ben
Hur" roadshows.
The starring vehicle soon to go in proForum has adopted a two-a-day pol- duction. Rene Adorce will play op-

—

icy.

posite.

'^i

—
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DULY

TIPS WHICH

DuPont Heads

Celebrity Night

MEAN DOLLAGS FOQ SUOWMEN

National Production

npHE
"The Eagle of the Sea"
(Paramount
A treasure hunt was advertised
throug'h the newspaper and by circulars

Riven to the children at schools,

and was conducted about the main
A larpc banner
streets of the city.
announcing picture and plav dates wa?'
carried ahead of the 200 kids who
hunt
participated in the treasure
manv of whom wore red handkerchiefs wrapped around their heads
and bip: mustaches on their lips Thr
leader knew where the treasures were
hidden and at his command the kid'
would start the hunt f or pocket
knives, mouth harps, magnets, and a
few passes. G. R. Stewart, Sterling,

—

Greeley, Colo.

"The Four Horsemen"

(M-G-M)
announcing "The
Four Horsemen" as the day's best
bet, distributed at the Utah Racing
Ass'n's Track. Distribution was made
in the grandstand, around the track,
and at the pari-niutual booths. Window display was secured from a local drug firm, who also supplied the
Printed

heralds

theater with the various Hillrose face
powders. These were placed in the
ladies' rest room, and an art card
placed over the display read, "Help
yourself to any of these Hillrose Faowders from Schramm & John..a
Geo. E. Carpenter, Empress,
son."
Cheyenne, Wyo.
1

—

"Kid Boots"
(Paramount)
Ran a golf tournament through cooperation of the Rotary Club. Offered free admission tickets for the winner and runners-up in the tournaThe tournament and prizes
ment.
were announced at two different meetings and special stories appeared in
Cards announcing
the newspapers.
the picture, theater and play dates

boxes and were
placed at other places on the course.
Window displays playing up golf outand equipment were used by
fits
Marsline K.
sporting goods houses.
Moore, Palace, Fort Worth, Tex.

were tacked on

"Kosher Kitty Kelly"
(F. B. O.)

Four days before the showing

a

Boy Scouts distributed 2,000
bearing the following words,

detail of

"Do you know what

No— You're

K K K

wrong!

m

ville,

Fla.

Use

this

(.Continued from
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1

soon to be

finance

Dupont productions

GerHerberg repudiated

After Von
reported deal,

many.
this

for

the Christmas
holidays. When the local football hero returns from college
for the holidays, give him a
send-off with a special "Welcome Home." You can get the
cooperation of everybody on
this one. The civic organizations,
merchants'
association,
and
school organizations will help
to make the affair a success.
The theater party can be followed by a banquet at a hotel.
dance can also be arranged.

for

the

in

director

left

Germany.

true

prints

Pirated

prevalent
he declared, pointing out that the majority
of
pirated
prints
apparently
are

throughout

South

are

America,

return engagement of four weeks
Cleveland.
It now is playing a
weeks'
repeat
three
at
Boston.
Other cities in which the production
has played return engagements are:
Detroit, Pittsburgh, Baltimore, Washington, Minneapolis, St. Paul and St.
Louis, as well as a number of smaller

Active in Theater Building
Considerable theater building activity is being experienced in South
America, according to Monroe Isen.
supervisor of Universal exchanges in
Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Peru, Boli-

cities.

in

a

at

"Men

of Steel"
(First Nat'l)
The outstanding feature was a cooperative page tie-up with merchants
based on "Selling Alabama Products
at Home."
In addition to a large
display ad each merchant in the tieup offered free tickets to the first five
customers on Monday morning the
opening day. A tie-up with several
local plants resulted in stickers being pasted on all pay envelopes.
These stickers carried copy about the
The
picture, theater and play dates.
lobby display consisted of cut-outs
from the 24-sheet and 3-sheet, together with extra paper and a 12 foot

—

Two More Kyne

Stories

via,

Paraguay and Uruguay, who

New

Famous Signs Hellman

Bought

—

Universal City Two more stories
by Peter B. Kyne have been bought
by Universal as starring vehicles for
Hoot Gibson, they are "The Lion

and the Lamb" and "Bread Upon the
Water." Leigh Jacobson is scenarizing the former, and Mary Ellis Scully and Arthur Statter are scenarizing
Reeves Eason will probthe latter.
ably direct both.

—

Angeles Sam Hellman has
been signed to write an original for

Los

Famous,
Lipton Signed by M-G-M
Culver City Lew Lipton, who
wrote the original Snd screen adaptation of "Red Pants" to be directed
by Ed Sedgwick for M-G-M, has
signed a new contract.

—

niston, Ala.

"The Quarterback"
(Paramount)
school football team used

the main street for signal practice
Two
as a ballyhoo for the picture.
boys carrying banners advertising
"The Quarterback" preceded the
team as they ran up and down the
The stunt was used on the
streets.
opening day of the picture and
proved a good advertising medium.
John Judge, Victoria, New Smyrna,

Club Mirador
the

New York

MAURICE

to

to attend a preview

the

successes

admitted
showcarried signed reviews on this
readers,
regular
to
ing in addition
advance
A one-column four inchannouncetc
paper
each
in
used
ad was
paper earing the preview and each
thousand
Five
story.
news
a
ned
by
written
supposedly
cards,

who had

'T>irect

from Club

Florida, Paris

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

E.

Ray Goetz, 3^anaging

200 West 51st Street, New York

-

THrector

Phone

seen the picture in
mailed out in ad-

York, were
vance.— Ernest Morrison,
Atlanta, Ga.

New

Debut after a series of sensational
on the European Riviera

ARGENTINE TANGO ORCHESTRA

show-

before
ing at 11:30 p. m.— the night
was
public
general
the
and
opening,
for SO cents. Sunday papers

postal
a friend

ELEANORA AMBROSE

and

CANARO'S

"Variety"

newspapers

'Presenting

Sleanora's American

Fla.

(Paramount)
were mailed

rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Screen

f^w

Howard,

is

York.

banner.—T. Y. Walker, Noble, An-

Invitations

in

Columbia, where muleback shipments
often are shipped in from Cuba.

"Big Parade" Repeat Runs
Repeat bookings testify t o the sliipped in from Cuba.
drawing power of the roadshow presDe Arana represented the Phonoentation of "The Big Parade," han- film company on the trip, taking along
dled by J. J. McCarthy.
Tlie pic- a company of three which presented
ture, which has passed its fifty-fifth aljout 30 shows.
Several distribution
week at the Astor, grossing well deals for Akra product were closed
over $1,000,000, has been booked for during the trip, he said.

A

The high

»

South American countries and
Centra! America.
of

Iter

Dupont, director of "Variety" to this
The cost of transportation in many
country on a one picture agreement,
cases reaches a point which niakch
with an option of from one to three
distril)ution prohibitive, according to
years on the director's services.
fJe Arana, who says that long shipAt the conclusion of the first jjIc- ments eat
up most of the profit*,
ture, Dupont announced that he no
of renta!s.
In addition, they tie up
longer would work for the company.
a print for extended periods when no
At the time, he was reported to be
revenue may he obtained. Added to
dickering with J. G. Von Herberg,
this is the risk of print losses, bePacific Coast theater owner, for a
cause many shipments are lost in
deal under which the exhibitor would
transit.
This is particularly

crowded with
practical showmanship
stunts for every form of
publicity.
It will become
the exhibitor's permanent
exploitation manual
throughout the year. Every
stunt a proved puller at
the box-office. Here is one:

It

m

(Continued from

is

means?

stands for
'Kosher Kitty Kelly,' the JewishIrish Laugh Drama at the Imperial
These cards were left
theater."
stores and offices, and were placed
under the glass in offices, in banks,
the postoffice, and under show cases
One thousand envelopes
at stores.
containing pebbles were effectively
These envelopes carried
distributed.
was a
a message that the enclosure
by
piece of the Blarney Stone, and
make
could
you
stone
kissing the
your sweetheart believe anything,
particularly if you took her to see
"Kosher Kitty Kelly" at the Imperial.
Chas. Morrison, Imperial, Jackson-

—

YEAR BOOK
issued

tee

—

cards

Exploitation Section
of
the
1927
FILM

Cites S. A. Evils

British
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Putting Over Your Sho^v
CELLING seats

depends upon the exploitation and presentation methods you employ. And exploitation and presentation are
to the public

highly specialized fields. Both are outlined from a practical box office
viewpoint in the Sunday issue of THE FILM^ DAILY.

Chicagb5afute5
'CORPORAL KATF is among the

''

on 'the
street of prodigous lights' as Queen
Marie called State Street* It is a war
picture, but the theme is most unusu-

best of the week's offerings

X

and so far as I know has never
been done in just this way before*—
It's a corking picture, and one which
you ought not to miss*"
i
al

^oh

Reel,

Chicago Evening American

Tu(

C

'*The gallant spirit behind the fight-

ing

and the tragedy and the laughter

of that terrible time
the

work

reflected in

is

of the players

who make

'CORPORAL KATF a film that you

E

your heart* As usual little
Vera Reynolds proves herself a darling and a clever actress*
The picfeel in

ture has atmosphere, plenty of action,
laughs,

and—a tender tear in the eye*"
Mae Tinee,

*

Chicago Tribune
I

AN

INSPIRED PICTURIZATIOr

OF POWERFUL APPEAL
'^"fe

Julia Faye .nd Kenneth Thomson
A PAUL
E Production

SLOAN

RELEASED BY

FremthtsUnybyZe\da.Seirstuu(}4inonOrai

PRDDUGEKS DISTKI BUTI NG

Jc«naWo by Albert Shelby Le Vino ^

D'MCTEOBYPAULSLOANC
SHpetvitt4iby

COKPOPATION

CGARDNER SULLIVAN

PVoduMd byDe Mille Picture* Corporation
F. C.

MUNROE.

RAYMOND

P.«id,n.

PA WLEY.

Vl«.p,..id,n. .nd

Trcutc,

JOHN C. FLINN. VU..P,«ld.n. .nd C.n,r.l

Foreign Distributors Producers International Corporation
130 W. 46th St. NY. William M. VoGEL. General Manager
A

1

-C \I

-

M.n.xr
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Established 1918
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New York rendezvous
of celebrities of the Stage
and Screen
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Cocoanut

PRODUCT, An
FINANCIAL,

Editorial,

by Maurice D.

Notf Presenting

Kann

3

by Charles F. Hynes

MAKING RAW STOCK,

4

by George A. Blair of Eastman Kodak

EXPLOIT-0-GRAMS, Daily Tips for Showmen
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur W. Eddy
HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS, by Harvey E. Gatcsman
EASTERN STUDIO NEWS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph
K^iS^^i^rsit

special Nights

Tuesday

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

=s^

E
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G
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INCORPORATED

REVIEWS OF THE NEWEST RELEASES
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
THEATER EQUIPMENT AND MANAGEMENT,
THE WEEK IN HEADLINES

6

8

Wilk.. 9

CANAROSARGENTINE

1013

TANGO ORCHESTRA

by Michael L. Simmons.

Club

Florida, Paris

16

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

SLEEPS

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

200

Director

W. 5 1st St. N. Y.— Circle 5 106

13

De Vry

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

Movie Camera

The

holds 100 feet

Film Daily

Standard Theatre Size film

WILL PROVE

TO

TAe Best Investment
You Ever Made

costjs

$iso
A

protessional camera for amathat has sprung into immediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre
teurs,

managers.

$10.00 a Year
COVERS EVERYTHING

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

Direct from

AS

POTEMKIN
10
PROWLERS OF THE NIGHT... 13
ROSE OF THE TENEMENTS .. .11
THE SILENT POWER
13
12
SHORT SUBJECTS
11
STEPPING ALONG

Motion Picture

54th Street
YORK

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera
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THE CANYON OF LIGHT
11
GOING CROOKED
10
JUST ANOTHER BLONDE
10
LOVE 'EM AND LEAVE 'EM
13
MANON LESCAUT
11
OLD IRONSIDES
10
WHILE LONDON

to the

West
NEW

a

14

and

250

after

7

Specialists

DAY AND NIGHT

Eleanora's American Debut

5

REVIEWS

Photo
Engraving

Industry

MAURICE &
ELEANORA AMBROSE

on your

screen!

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLE7
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photography
De Vry Corporation— Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

The Film Daily
Weekly Film Digest
Year Book
Directors Annual

Short Subject Quarterly
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FIRE!
You

will find

•

•

•

them both

in

•

X

POLICE!
and greatest

this latest

GOTHAM PRODUCTION
YOUR THEATRE

Which

is

now

J

ready and waiting to FILL

More Spectacular than
More Exciting than

a

THREE ALARM FHIE

!

!

!

a

POLICE RIOT CALL

!

!

!

Superb Cast Includes

CULLEN LANDIS,
MARION NIXON {Courtesy Universal)
REX^LEASE and others.
Direction

FRANK O'CONNOR

Released Regionally by

LUMAS FILM
CORPORATION
SAM
SAX,

16S0 Broadway,
{.Foreign

Pres.

New York

Rights— Interocean Film Corp., N.

City
Y. City)
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MANY SEATS HITS!

)0

m mm
Has

ity

FILM DIGEST

business

14,000 Seats In

Loop and Population

F.

key theater of

its circuit,

presumably

understood to
be continuing negotiations with T.
B. Walker, owner of the Ninth St.

seating situation downtown. The
with a population of around
y,
),000
has
approximately
14,000
its in the downtown district.
Df the total seats in the loop, about
SO are in picture theaters, while
Orpheum, combination house, inases the total to around 10,050.
The Blank-Publix interests control

(Continued on Page

first-run

situation,

downtown.
(Continued

with six theare with

These
on Page

16)

Settlement Expected
shington Bureau of

THE FILM DAILY

8,000 Titles
One
of the

of the

most important features

1927

FILM YEAR BOOK,

appearing in January, will be a list
containing the titles of 8,000 feature
productions,

released

from

1915

to

This record, covering eleven
years, has proven invaluable for reference purposes. In connection with
the titles appear the name of the
date.

distributor and the date of review,
the latter giving an approximate idea
of the release date.

"U" Course

to

Amusement Ticket Manufactur-

n

Ass'n., and its 13 members is
ecast here. The actions asks for
injunction to restrain the associa-

and

n

membership from ex-

its

(Continued on Page

Collins

Still

16)

in

March.

Be Decided

legal action to force E.
to complete the contract
Universal claims it holds for his services is to be instituted in England is
to be decided by the legal department
of the company, R. H. Cochrane

stated in commenting on the signing
of Dupont as production head by
British National Pictures.
"Dupont still is under contract to
Universal," Cochrane declared.

Sought In Deals

U. A. Films Set

For the first time in its history
United Artists is selling seven new
productions for definite dates. These

jestic

at

Paragould and Dixie

—

ported here. Under the plan, a reducin shares was sought to raise
30,000,000 marks new capital to repay
its debt of 29,000,000 marks to the

o houses.

(Continued on Page

Deutsche Bank.

Grainger Meets Nathanson

—

Montreal James R. Grainger of
Fox and N. L. Nathanson of the Famous Players Canadian Corp., are
conferring here on a matter of im-

SO very long ago

Neither will

talk.

Lesser and Rosenberg Together

Product
NOT

16)

tion

Ventura, Cal.
on the
uary

at

nine, Ark.
In a statement he deres his duties as national president
:essitated the sale of his Jones-

Building up of a strong chain in
Greater
New York is reported
planned by the Stanley-Mark Strand
circuit, which is reported negotiating
for the purchase of a number of in-

portance.

Ark., houses, with
exhibitor president, retaining his

Way

—

r

Jonesboro,

Now

Pantages Sued

ill

r

Chains

Moe Mark and
pictures include films from Gloria dependent circuits.
Swanson, John Barrymore, Buster Walter Hays are carrying on the
Keaton and Samuel Goldwyn and negotiations.
While no details of the number in(Continued on Page 4)
volved in the pending transactions
have been disclosed, the program is
said to represent an extensive one.
Niblo with United Artists?
The proposed deals are part of the
Neither the M-G-M nor United Ar- general expansion undertaken by the
tists offices have received any news
(Continued on Page 16)
of the report from Hollywood that
Fred Niblo's M-G-M contract had
been taken over by United.
Kansas City Damages of $2,300,000 are asked by J. B. Symonds in
Ufa Reorganization Opposed suit filed in Circuit Court here against
Alexander Pantages, alleging breach
London Reorganization of Ufa is of contract. The petition claims that
opposed by stockholders, it is re- Symonds, on the strength of a tele-

Exhibitor

Whitney Collins still is a theowner and thus eligible to conue as president of the M. P. T. O.
His deal with Universal was for

New York

Greater

Under
7

Whether
Vashington— Prompt settlement by A. Dupont
)ulation of the action brought by
Dept. of Justice against the Amer-

posed

AflER MORE THEATERS

16)

:

rs

blind and block booking prohibited in the bill to be introduced in
Parliament.
The
measure is expected to be pro-

is

STANIEY-MARK STRAND

— Heavy duties will be

imposed on imported films and

anticipation of "invasion" of the
city by Publix.
This will enable the
theater to stage more elaborate presentations than heretofore.

;

:

London

in

—

Price 25 Cents

Heavy Duties Sought

Minneapolis— Northwest Theaters
has enlarged the stage of the State,

Des Moines, la. Business in Des
)ines is described as "off," due to

1926

& R. Preparing

Meanwhile, Publix

of 150,000

19,

Charlie Rogers concerned himself

— Work starts

in

Jan-

Poincetta,
$250,000
liouse which Sol Lesser, Mike Rosenberg and Charles B. Corcoran are
sponsoring.

is active in production.
with distribution. Now
Hitting "Adventure," McLaglen Vehicle
Los Angeles Based on the colorat an interesting and speculative problem from a dual angle,
New York "Blue" Drive
ful career of the star, "Adventure,"
Enforcement of the old laws to he has this to say about the independent producer:
is being written as a starring vehing "blue" Sunday to New York
Raoul
cle
for
V^ictor
McLaglen.
"Prospects for the independent producer who enjoys a
y is being sought by reformers,
Walsh will direct.
reputation for making worthwhile product were never betthe first step in the campaign,
)rt will be made to ban shoe shinU. A. Dickering at Portland
ter.
The big distributing-producing organizations are so
on Sunday. The Lord's Day AlArtists,
Ore. United
Portland,
cannot
afford
ignore
the
inthey
to
heavily involved that
ice will back this campaign, acwhich has purchased an interest in the
ding to the Rev. Harry L. Bowldependent making pictures with real box office value. In
Liberty, Seattle, is dickering with North
general secretary.
American
for a similar arrangement
ever.
Competition
in
more
than
so
fact, they look to them

he

—

—

Expansion Continues
Philadelphia — What
declared
is
anklin

be the largest theater in the ter)ry
outside of Philadelphia will
erected at Reading by Franklin
1

headed by Amsterdam
Korson of Masterpiece Film At;tions.
The proposed house will
eater

t

Co.,

3,500.

theaters today

is

too keen for any large

company

any one who makes a good picture.
They must aid the independent in order to protect their
criminate against

big financial interests."

There
only

is

a great deal of truth in

now but always

what Rogers observes.

has the life-blood
(Continued on

Page 4)

of this

Reports of a deal for the
are without foundation for
the circuit will not consider such a
here.

to dis-

Not

industry been

Liberty

may

proposal but
interest
runs.

in

one

Collier
William Collier,
for the Coast.

agree to a sale of
the other first

of

Leaving
Jr.,

leaves

Sunday

IHE

cSim

Sunday, December

DAILY

Siu

.

It's getting Christmas and therefore a most
inopportune time of the year to be pessimistic. But it is worthwhile to remember that the public has to be pleased first, other
considerations following in any order you might care to name
them. The spectacular, the lavish, the expensive have been fed

quality product.
Nt.67
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Hollywood,

Address

You may not realize it, but the public
shops for its entertainment. Any old picture will not do. And so
while it is true that there are many vexatious problems to meet
to the public for years.

such as first-runs, booking combines and play date situations,
the nucleus around which the entire structure thrives remains

good

—

—
—

Financial

Activity on Britain's Shores

common,

swim, with

was

too,

trading

the

in

than

years past.

in

Low

High

Seat. Vtc
A^y^ 445^ 44^
Seat. Pfd
44H 44 H 44>i
•Balaban & Katz..
63/,
•B.il. & Katz Vtc.
^iV^,
Eastman Kodak
124
123
124

300
600

Am.
Am.

.

114H 113^

.

114
\22V^
S'A
100

•Fam. Play. Pfd...
•Film Inspect.
.

.

Pfd...

Fox Film "A"
*Fox Theaters "A'
Project.

7m

71

.

.

•

••

Prices
Philadelphia

When

2444

12W

13'4
43
98

9>/2

•

50

•

•

•

•

• •

sU

si^

98'/,

98>/,

•

*

1,600
100

600
1,800
1

29

30 '/J

35 J4

38H

t

Market

tt

t

•

•

200
100
4,000
16,500

Hond Market
Rid and Ask

I

Private reports from

for consideration.

of

N

S

SpecialistB in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Stebbins

&

1540 Broadway

Bmnt

1040

in

"The

Get

Ronald Colman and Vilre
in "The Night of Love."
In February there will be release!
John Barrymore in "The Belove] md[
Rogue." March will see "Resurrci
tion" ready for showings.
"The Ci:

eral,"

M

Banky

the seventh.

is

that the basis of enforced

showing

Hart to Make 4 for U. A.?
Los Angeles William S. Hart hfce

—

to make four pictures
Artists, it is reported.

signed

United

of British pictures

f<inare
jipro

iipprt

New Owners
Waynesburg,

at

m

Waynesburg

—

i:

Ircef

Pa.
Steiberg Bro
are operating the Eclipse, take
over recently.

London now

ieirn

Wl
lore

foluin

Toys As Admissions
Kansas City Toys are accepted k

until

—

p

admissions at the Newman on Moi tetrj
day afternoons in co-operation wil
Christmas tree oHInoi
the
mayor's
servance to provide toys for childre; oiitm

iictur

Miss Daniels Troupes
The

Bebe Daniels
was "The Campus

attractive

is

stepping along in

fine

style.

of the poor.

(early

which pleased so exceedBeno Rubel On Way West
ingly well. Now it is "Stranded in Paris" which is yards long
on
Rubel, secretary of the Steiff(j|^j|
Beno
entertainment. Bebe romps through it in gay fashion. PersonFilm Corp., is en route to the CoaS]||,(
able James Hall plays opposite.
He hasn't much to do, it is He will return shortly after the fir
it

Flirt"

j.

true, but he's the type that

women

of

all

ages like to rave over.

KANN
Jacksonville Exhibitors Aiding

—

Jacksonville
Local theaters are cooperating in the Palace Christmas
Tree, which will be held at the
Palace on Christmas morning, when
gifts will be presented to the unfortunate youngsters of Jacksonville.
Wide publicity is being given through
use of a truck which is going around
downtown, with "Charlie" Morrison
of the Imperial making speeches and
Bill Krause of the Empress passing
the tambourine.
The tree is tieing
up with the Happy Hearts Club of
the Jacksonville Journal, with publicity being given to invitations to
leave gifts at favorite theaters.

Cantor's

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

Next to Launch

Los Angeles
est

Brewster Sells Publications
George K. Shuler is president,
treasurer and publisher of a new corporation which has purchased the
Brewster publications, from Eugene
y. Brewster.
Duncan A. Dobie is
vice-president and general manager.
No details were given, although some
time ago it was reported the magazines were to be sold for $250,000.
Included are "Motion Picture Magazine" and "Motion Picture Classic."

of the year.

^

It?

Petrillo Re-Elected
Chicago James G. Petrillo
been reelected president of the
cago Federation of Musicians.

—
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New

Year
Eddie Cantor's new-

litro-ce

,^

"Special

Delivery," will
be the first production to be started
in the Paramount
studio for 1927.

Under the
work

rich,

W.

ij'

"Sunya," Buster Keaton

erhe

yon think of

T E B B

*

41

you are thinking

Arthur

A

English producers are getting ready to meet.

1,000

.

83J4
8/,
98/,

,

Quo ted

In January, three moi||
will be released, Gloria Swanson

half

•

50

INSURANCE
S

•

31-/,

Pictures... 30Mi
Pict. "A". 39

l.a«l

2444
43
98

Am

Univ. Pict. Pfd....
•Universal Pictures

'4

44^

44

44 ill
24J4
.. 13>i
Pathe E.xch. "A". 45 '4
tParamount B'way 98
ttRoxy Units ... 33
ttRoxy Common '. lOVi
Skouras Bros
50
••Stan. Co. of

Trans-Lux Screen

71'/,

700
12,000

22J4
12/,

.

Loew's. Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp.

ii

December.

cai

Sales

Famous Players

of Barbara Wortl
of the seven released

first

trude

Close

Warner
Warner

in

Pathe

rise.

Quotations

•Intern'l

of

on
British screens will be five per cent of the annual consumption.
Increases are planned vear by year. It is this situation which
it

Recently,

Nat'l.

success

12.000 shares changing hands to

fractional

First

the

quick estimate places the total at a minimum of forty. Aside from chalking down the success of the
pictures previously alluded to as one reason, the quota once again

Exchange "A"
dropped IH on a trade of 1.800.
Eastman
Kodak felt an upward impetus.
a

the

cus"

dozen
English-made
productions, British producers have seized upon a new lease
of life.
There will be more pictures made in England in 1927

must come

Warner Pictures "A" continued the rising
tendency of the previous day, winning 2Vi
points on a turnover of 16,500.
The curb
issue also climbed a point on sales of 4,000.

"The Winning
is

tess.

by

Stirred

have

Famous

pictures.

all

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassa
dor Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
nirton 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographie
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.

(.Continued from Page 3)
Inspiration Pictures Edwin Carewj
each to be sold individually.
Each of the independent pn
ducers, four of them making the
first United Artists pictures, had i)
vested from $550,000 to $830,000 p(
picture, according to Al Lichtman.

—

(Continued from Page 3)
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U. A. Films Set

7

Product
TiL

1926

19,

direction of William
will begin Jan. 3.

staklis

Soches
[iiict

^NEIOVUS

Good-

Florence Vidor Recovered
Florence Vidor has recovered

in

"Wkil,

-"y
,

1

WRECK

sufficiently to return Monday to California.
Upon complete recovery she
will begin "Afraid to Love." The pic-

ture will be made at the Lasky studio Hollywood, with E. H. Griffith
directing.

AL CHRISTIE^

150

First

Runs

-

Week Dec. 2
*li««
pi

r

^

1

THC
Sunday, December

19,

1926

"KNOW YOUR OWN INDUSTRY"— No.

HOW GEORGE EASTMAN
DEVELOPED HIS ORGANIZATION,

Making Raw Stock

DETAIL OF WHAT RAW
FILM ELEMENTS INCLUDE

By GEORGE

A.

BLAIR

Eastman Kodak Company

MANUFACTURING
of
the

From

film for all

many

uses to which the
picture is being daily

motion
Klapted has always been

the

Annals

"The Development of
Motion Picture Raw Film

a technical

the
In-

dustry," George A. Blair's
arti-

and precise task, involving
great captal outlay and
meticulous care and
nspection in every stage of the
pro-

cle IS reprinted

from "The Annals," of the American
Academy of PoUtical and Social
Science, PhOadelphia, Pa.,
November, 1926, volume on "The
Motion Picture in Its Economic
and Social Aspects."

:ess.

When

one considers that each single
picture is frequently magnified
some 180 diameters or 30,000 times
n area on the screen and run
through
I
projector at tremendous speed, an
ippreciation of machinery and m'eth!)ds involved in manufacturing
film
ree from any obvious blemishes
may

.Other

interesting papers from
will appear in subsequent articles of the "Know
this

volume

Own

Your

Industry" series

dak Co. is the country's largest consumer of pure silver bullion, the requirements for making sensitive emul-

tassium bromide and gelatin.
The
gelatin, extracted from the bones and
hides of cattle and necessarily of the

sions being in excess of three tons
per week.

acid.

purest possible grade, is dissolved in
water, after which the bromide and
iodine solutions are carefully mixed
with it. To this mixture, heated to
the correct temperature, is added silver nitrate solution. The precipitate
of the sensitized silver salts is then
held in suspension by the gelatin.

to what is technically called cellulose nitrate.
While not altering the

This motion picture film base is
usually coated with either one or two
kinds of emulsion.
Negative emul-

The cotton is first treated with
caustic soda to remove all traces
of vegetable gums and other impurities, a preparatory step necessary for
treatment with nitric and sulphuric
This process is known as nitration
and
reduces
the
cotton

physical appearances of the original
cotton,
nitration
does,
however,
change it chemically.

Nitrating centrifugals are used for
more easily reached.
this purpose.
These machines conWhile motion pictures are now
sist of "perforated baskets" rotating
ity
and
uniformity, but the film made
nore than thirty years old, no great
today inside a vat.
The cleansed cotton is
/olume of raw film was produced
fur,:.STr"^E^tn!?-""^ ^ ^""^ '^^ ^'^ fed into the basket and acids let into
jntil about fifteen years ago.
All the experimental film
With
which the vat until the cotton is immersed.
:he phenomenal growth of the
in- was furnished Mr. Edison
was nega- After allowing sufficient time for niJustry, the demands upon the manu- tive
film.
Special film for printing trating, the acids are drawn off and
acturers have steadily increased, un- positives
was not made until 1895 the basket rotated at high speed for
il now the Eastman
Kodak Co. turns The output of the Eastman
factory draining.
nit more than 200,000 miles of
film in that year was 21,663
feet.
To rapidly remove the remaining
•early.
acid
the nitrated cotton is then put
Research
Work of Eastman Kodak
Those who can remember the first
After
As the motion picture industry pro- into centrifugal washers.
rude movies of the nickelodeon periwashing in these machines it is imgressed, the Eastman Kodak Co
)d cannot view one of the modern
reeature pictures and not wonder at alized what great dependence the mersed in large tanks of water and
drained and rinsed over a period of
he rapid development of this, the world placed upon its product.
In
X'

greatest of all

photographic

arts.

George Eastman's Contribution
It was through the discovery

of
film base in 1889
>\ George Eastman that motion picurcs today are possible.
Prior to

hf nitro-cellulose

time Thomas A. Edison was busy
ayerly seeking to depict pictures in
notion.
He lacked, however, the
nedium of the flexible film to perect his invention.
Thus the coiniflence of the Eastman discovery.
The nitro-cellulose film base proved
o be the "missing link" for which
vir.
Edison had been looking.
What Mr. Eastman contributed
oward the invention of motion piciures may best be told in his own
;vords from a quotation in a letter
Ivhich is now a permanent record of
he Society of Motion Picture Engileers.
In the first part of this leter he tells of his discovery of the
litro-cellulose film support and the
stablishment of the first factory in
Rochester to manufacture this prone t in 1889.
Continuing, he writes:
"While we were engaged in fitting up this
his

actory
ive

I

nd how

from a representawho told me of Mr.

received a call

Mr.

of

Mison's

Edison

experiments with motion pictures
necessary it was for him to have

of this film.
The idea of making picares to depict objects in motion was enirely new to me, but of course I was much
iterested in the project and did my best
)
furnish him film as near to his specifiitions regarding fineness of grain and thickess as possible.

i

Dme

"As

I know, the film we furnished
and from time to time later was
atisfactory.
In the years during which the

im

POUNDS OF COTTON AND FORTUNES IN
PURE SILVER BULLION
ARE USED YEAR BY YEAR
5.000.000

SOME

GIVING

34

far as

then

lotion picture industry has been developed,
the
in
e have made many improvements

ay of fineness of grain, photographic quil-

order to keep the art in an ever increasing state of improvement, the
Eastman Research Laboratories were
established in 1912, and ever since
have been the only place in the world
where all scientific phases of the industry are continually and carefully
studied.
The thoroughness with
which the field is covered may be
gathered from the fact that, while the

company makes no

profesional

mo-

tion picture
tests every

cameras or projectors, it
known make and offers
suggestions for improvement to manufacturers.

Further laboratory researches include the cause of electrical markings on film during exposure, improvements and increased efficiency
of developing and printing processes,

method

waxing the edges of new
prolong their life, optical
examinations
of
screen
surfaces,
proper illumination of theaters for
prints

of

to

visual comfort, causes of film mutilation and how to prevent it, data on
the photographic efficiency of various
light sources and active cooperation
in the solution of all problems which
have any direct bearing on the art.

Making Motion Pictiure Film
The two principal ingredients entering into the manufacture of motion picture film are cotton and silver, the former for making the film
base or support and the latter for

the sensitive emulsion. Nearmillion pounds of cotton are
consumed annually in the manufacture of film base, and next to the
Government Mint, the Eastman Ko-

making

ly

five

weeks. Before dissolving in the solvents it is placed in centrifugal
wringers rotated at a high rate of
speed to remove the water.
Washing and drying completed,
the nitrated cotton is ready for the

These solvents, of which
the principal ingredient, are
contained in "mixers" and the cotthem through
into
is
fed
ton
In the "mixers" some"chutes."
times called dough machines large
paddles churn the cotton and alcoWhen thoroughly
together.
hol
mixed, the solution is a viscous liquid
of the consistency of honey, and in
Kodak Park parlance is called "dope."
This "dope" is piped to large airtight tanks, where it is kept ready to
This i^
be converted into sheets.
done on what are known as coating
machines, on which sheets 2,000 ft.
long and three and one-half ft. wide
are formed. These sheets, when dry,
become the familiar transparent film
backing or base on which the sensitized coating is spread.
solvents.

alcohol

is

—
—

The accuracy of these machines is
such that the mean variation in thickness of a sheet of base from end to
end, when coated, is not more than
1/8000 of an inch.
Silver is the active element in the
sensitizing material of the emulsion.
It comes in bars of pure bullion
weighing about 42 pounds each. The
bars are dissolved in nitric acid in
porcelain dishes and after crystallization, pure crystals of silver nitrate are
Other ingredients in the
obtained.
emulsion are potassium iodide, po-

purposely much less
is used
for printing
the pictures as they are viewed on

sion,

which

light

sensitive,

is

the screen.
The actual

conducted

is

of emulsion
silver-lined steam

operation
in

jacketed vessels provided with suitable agitators.
Soluble salts formed
during the reaction must be washed
out of the emulsion. This is accomplished by chilling it to a jelly and
then shredding it by pressing the
mass through a chamber with a perforated bottom and sides and washing the spaghetti-like strands many
times with pure cold water.
The
shredded emulsion is then melted and
coated on the film base.

The Finished Product
For this operation special delicate
machinery is necessary in order to
carefully control the thickness.
As
the film is coated, it is carried in
large loops to the chilling rooms of
regulated temperature to set and
harden
become "conditioned."
or
When thoroughly dry, motion picture film in rolls three and one-half
feet wide and 2,000 ft. long is automatically cut in strips of the standard
width of ly^ inches and wound in
rolls varying from 100 to 1000 ft. in
lengths.

The
the

final

film,

operation

is

where accuracy

utmost importance.

This

perforating
is of the
is

accom-

plished at Kodak Park only by constant vigilance on the part of experts who keep the machines at the
highest point of precision and who
are constantly on the alert for possible

improvements.

Even such an apparently small

deas the shape of the perforation
has been minutely studied, with the
result that the Eastman type of perforation allows
the film to pass
through the projector so smoothly
that projection is immeasurably improved and wear and tear on the film
considerably lessened.
After perforating the rolls of film
are taken to the packing room to be
wrapped in selected chemically pure
black paper and are then packed in
metal cans carefully sealed to keep
the contents air and light-tight. The
cans are stamped with the emulsion
number and tootage and are then
tail

placed

straw-board
in
iCotUinued on Page

containers
16)
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"Abraham Lincoln"

Boiled

Tied up with Daugliters of Union
Veterans of Civil War, who sold
tickets on the streets, on a percentage basis.
They realized $360 net
from their sales. Used orchestra to
play score, had student from publn
schools each night to give Lincoln's
Gettysburg address and flecorated
theater interior, lobby and front with
l)ig
American flags and red, white
and blue lights. It \yent over wonderfully and attendance was excellent.
Fred E. Johnson, Colonial,
Cambridge, O.

THOSE

Week

"A

Kiss

Appearing

From

makes no
will

Next

—

"For Wives Only"
(P. D. C.)

A

tie-up with the Maytag Co., resulted in one of their washing ma-

hines being placed in the lobby. A
.ard alongside of the machine read,
"A real cause for thanksgiving not
just—
but
1

FOR

—

ONLY—

WIVES

difference

I

ompany

were

trucks

bannered

the

of

on both
and callmachine
George T.

>ides advertising the picture,
ing attention to the washing

on display

in

the lobby.

—

Cruzen, Palace, Lockport, N. Y.

"Her Big Night"
(Universal)

A

dancing establishment coopersponsoring a Bobbed Hair
To the girl with the prettiest bob resembling that worn by
I. aura La Plante, the dance hall preated by
Contest.

-cnted a silver loving cup.

The

sec-

ond prize was a New Year's Eve
dinner and dance for four, and four
either

prizes,

sets

of

tickets to the
awarded to the third

-Vmcrica, were
best bob, the best blonde bob, the
best red-haired bob and the best brunette one.
The dancing establishment advertised the contest for a
week in advance, and then the stunt,
itself, lasted the week the picture was
showing. Various stills of Miss La
riante were displayed in the ball-

to Play"

(F.B.O.)
The ladies of a church Auxiliary

YEAR

sold

tickets

the

in

lobby,

and

in

a

house to house canvass as well as
stores and offices, for four days in
advance of showing.
They were
given 25% of the receipts at a special performance.
The auxiliary also
ran a 14-inch ad in the Sunday newspaper at their own expense. At the
Friday and Saturday evening shows,

—

Enid, Okla.

Tied
maniia envelopes,

delivery

"One Minute

room, but not one taken from "Her five Red Grange footballs were tossed
Big Night," making it necessary to into the audience.
Those fortunate
view the picture to see how the star enough to catch them were entitled
was cutting her hair at this time. to tuck them under their arms and
The theater used a card in the lobby carry them home. These footballs
calling attention to the contest.—
were donated by a sporting goods
America, Denver, Colo.
Ollie
store.
Brownlee,
Criterion,

by placing cut-outs on the piciire in their store window, together
vith cards announcing the picture.
the

—

booked. Scores of stunts
be found to exploit it via

"The Keeper

All

It
pic-

is

Wives and Sweethearts also." The
company further co-operated in the
lie-up

what

BOOK

the Paramount Special,
.\loma of the South Seas.'" Howard, Atlanta, Ga.

with

words

the lobby, throwaways, tie-ups,
ballyhoos,
newspaper slants,
window displays, and special
stunts. With the FILM
on his desk, the theater manager will have a personal publicity expert at his elbow all the year round. Maybe that doesn't mean something!

Gilda

Person

in

sufficient

be presented to exhibitors.

(Paramount)
Patrons on leaving the theater
were given a candy kiss from the
Harry L. Schleischenger Candy Co.
These were donated free for the publicity attached.
On each candy was
iray.

just

the stunt clearly.
And in this boiling down process, only the hard boiled stuff
that has stood the test of boxoffice pulling power survives.
It is these ideas only that will

ture

'

to

present

to

"Alom.a of the South Seas"

tac reading:

Down

two words sum up

YEAR

—

a

quarters

the Exploitation Section of
the 1927 FILM
BOOK.
Every publicity idea is boiled

down

Bridgeport

is the winter headof the Ringling Bros, circus, was able to secure two Cossacks, wearing real Russian uniforms,
to distribute Michael Strogoff's calling cards which suggested a rendezThe Cossacks
vous at the Lyric.
rode beautiful Arabian horses, also
secured from the circus, decked out
with elaborate trappings.
The superintendent of schools was so impressed with the educational value
of the production that he recommended it to all the school and suggested the children view it at the
matinee after school. Lyric, Bridgeport, Conn.

that

(First Nat'l)

of

the

"The Road

Had

the size of pay
across the front

and

at

one end of the envelopes,

Mandalay"

(M-G-M)
Tied up with K. of P. Lodge on
Decorated
theater front and interior with Japanese lanterns, ushers
attired
in
Oriental costumes.
Burned incense
all through showing of picture. Green
lights only in interior.
Hook up with
musical firm to furnish Victor Orthophonic Victrola and records featuring Reinald Werrenrath singing
"The Road to Mandalay." Fred E.
Johnson, Colonial, Cambridge, O.

envelopes, printed
with a special art plate showing
photo of the star and a swarm of
bees and this copy: "Gene StrattonPorter's 'The Keeper of the Bees'";

copy:— "Capitol

to

sale of tickets for benefit.

this

Theater,
Sunday
Only, Enclosed You Will Find Free
Sample Life Savers".
Inside were
placed small sample packages of Life
Savers, each package containing five
pieces of candy, and also the regular
heralds.
The value was in having
the envelopes distributed by boys
"The Runaway Express"
whose salaries were paid by the Life
(Universal)
Saver distributor, and the boys anA large beaverboard cut-out paintnounced that they were giving away
free samples of Life Savers.— Joseph ed to represent a locomotive at fnll
The
Wheeler, Capitol, Montgomery, Ala. speed was placed in lobby.
bumper of the engine instead of being painted was made out of strips
"Michael Strogoff"
and extended out from the cut-out.
(Universal)
On each side of the engine were placed

—

A

walking sandwich book told of
which was having a prercleas^e showing in Bridgeport,
and
the local Liggett drug store featured
a display of the Grosset and Dunlap

two

the special

edition of the book.

Due

to the fact

I

I

lights

in

which

electric

—

Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

"The Temptress"

(M-G-M)

he
le

light

globes were used, one being green
and the other red.
For the large
light in the center of the locomotive
was placed a strong clear light. The
display attracted more than the usual

(

Ran

a
cooperative single page noti
truck in the State Journal.
This ad id
was achieved by soliciting advertise- Wea
ments from merchants who tied-up
to the fact that the theater would Tl
give to the first ten people entering
one of the advertised stores passes whie
The University into
to see the picture.
of Wisconsin publishes a daily paper. dapi
Arranged with the student-editor of
the publication to insert in the paper
the cross word puzzle from the press
book.
He attached to the puzzle a:
one column story offering passes for alio
Strand, Madi- Fc
the correct solution.
son, Wis.
Alw;
id

hit

—

jcro!

whir!

"Laugh Month" Ideas
are
HERE
gestions

some timely sugdesigned by the

Laugh Month Committee to
make every theater during Jan-

5it

Saint
I

uary a Mansion of Mirth, a
Salon of Smiles, a Hall of Hilarity

—or

just a plain
place to laugh

good

oiitdt

M«[

doggone
and be

various sizes, in assorted colors,
to be hung on walls or placed
on stands in lobby. Run the

Laugh Month trailer.
Use
"Laughing Records" placed in
phonograph with a repeat attachment, set up behind a cut-

Amei
loys
toiipl

love

iiativ(

kr

through your show without
laughing.
Or conduct a contest on your stage, to discover
the person with the most natural laugh.
Try "planting" one

I

averai
ille,

Jance

out poster of a laughing face.
StageLaughing Contest, offering awards to folks who can
sit

sa

i

happy.
Dress ushers in clown costumes. Make "HA" and "HO"
compo board cut-out signs in

Bees"

(F.B.O.)
up with Life Savers..

attention, especially at night when
only the lights on the locomotive illuminated the lobby. F. J. Miller,

Ha(
age

otioi

buti
steppe

iance

ByeB
man,

I

those high-pitched, shrieking laughers in the audience.
Run a "Clown Carnival," with
the kids parading in funny cos-

airs

tumes to your show.

iminen

of

Then

if

enough, try the comedy "Amateur Night," allowing
anyone in the audience three
minutes on the stage to try and
this isn't

make

the audience laugh.
starters in the

Here are the

Smile Sweepstakes.
choice,

winners

exhibitors.

—

Pick your
They're

"D
This

if

exci

Jass

1

let
iance

oingii
issing

all.

whic

—
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Developments
By

Present- O- Grams
Briefly told ideas for presentations
We
all parts of the country.

from

invite

you

0-Grams

to

send yours

\

Present

Editor, The Film Daily—

1650 Broadway,

New

to:

New York

City.

and with
banners announcing them as "Resoalso

attired

in

white

lutions."

"War Paint"
Indian atmosphere should be created for this picture.
Use a desert
or forest drop, with a prop Indian
tepee or wigwam.
A canipfire will
add to the set's attractiveness. While
a squatting Indian beats a tom-tom
you can have a squaw do an Indian
dance.
Also work in a war dance,
using your ballet.
Have a soprano
sing "The Land of the Sky Blue

Water."

— Suggested

Run

week previous
Have committee

guitar contest a

your showing.

to
of

judges select winners for featuring in a presentation to be used during the run of "Valencia." On openwinners with
present
night
ing
Spanish shawls which perhaps you
can get without charge from your

A

"Puppets"
prologue "Puppets" would be

to

company in the act (the
the company to be regulated

have the
size of

by the facilities of the house) going
through their business as though operated by strings, thus simulating
The story of "Puplife-size puppets.
pets" might be suggested in part by
the pantomime.— Suggested by First
National.

Lyman For Uptown, Los Angeles

gagement

at

the

Dec. 24 after they close at the AmSimulbassador Cocoanut Grove.
Had a huge gilded cage on the taneous with the start of the engagestage with bluebirds, which were ment West Coast Theaters will conA vert the Uptown into a de luxe firstmotion pictures, flying around.
"
beautiful girl, dressed as a bluebird, run house
Acts
stepped out of the cage and did a
Publix
Talent for
dance while a baritone sang "Bye,
the folplaced
has
Dollini
George
Bye Black Bird."— Fred Clary, Still- lowing artists with Publix: For Frank
man, Cleveland.
Cambria production. Baron Hesse,
Boybaritone: Mariepsky, tenor; K.
"Don Juan's Three Nights"
Oriental Musicians; for Boris
ajian's
This picture, detailing the love afand
Petrol, Basil Kambaroff, dancer
fairs of a Don Juan who is also an
accordionist.
pocket
eminent musician, offers a nurnber
of excellent opportunities for highIrene Franklin Plans Tour
A pianist surclass presentation.
Franklin, vaudeville head-

"The Magician"

going into darkness, to represent the
A party scene,
passing of a night.
b which one man could be shown
surrounded by a bevy of girls, would

Miami
ida

—

Overture, "First HungarRhapsody";
"Voices
of
the
Woods," Celia Turrill, soprano; "My
Heart At Thy Sweet Voice." Pietro
Capitol

til

ian

Irene

liner, will

open a picture theater tour
week in January at Fox s

the first
Philadelphia, Philadelphia.

The week

begin a trip
presentation
Loew
the
through
Balhouses, opening at the Century,
following

timore.

she

will

—

Universal houses in Florhave discarded presentations unnext Spring, believing that win-

18)

business is sufficiently good without the necessity of providing stage
entertainment. The Capitol here may
use acts occasionally.

ter

first
trumpet;
ballet,
D'Harlequin",
with
Joyce
Coles, Capitol Ballet and Chester Hale

Capodifeerro,

Girls.

Paramount

— Overture,

Brooke Johns for Film Houses
Brooke Johns and his orchestra,
now playing the Club Fysher, will
play some picture house and vaudeWilliam Morris
ville dates as well.
is booking the attraction.

"Capriccio

Espagnol"; "Rigoletto," Hans Hanke,
pianist; John Murray Anderson production, "Victor Herbert Melodies."
Strand

— Overture,

"La Boheme"

from

selections

Mark Strand

;

Frolic,

with Kitty McLaughlin, Mile Klemova,
M. Daks, Mark Strand Male Quartet
^nd Ten Original London Palace Girls.

New Ambassador
Louis

St.

B'way Does

Beauty

and

action
were
production.

It

interwoven

in

A

number.

Harold

Leonard!, Rus-

newest Skouras house.

Boris Petroff's
"The Four Seasons," which opened a Publix tour at the
Paramount.
The presentation was in four
scenes, three of which the audience viewed
through a medallion.
garden, backed by blue sky effects, was
first shown.
Nell Howze, billed as the Voice
of
Spring, sang, and two dancers, Arline
Crandall and Grace Adelphia, did a coquettish

— Leonid

Director

sian pianist, has become general director of music at the Ambassador,

Hansen,

Two More
the

Weeks

The Metropolitan at Houscircuit.
ton will be included Dec. 24.

sang

tenor,

Publix

—

Antonio Publix has added
new Texas to its presentation

San

Girl

while the set was being changed.
The second scene depicted a lake in Sum
mer.
Three nymphs, apparently under the
surface of the lake, appeared in a fantastic

—

Band Booked

Moneak's girl
Elena
Chicago
band is playing over the Hardingnumber.
They were Lorna Cowen, Margo Senate-Belmont circuit of Lubliner
Barhan and Bille Drewes. Then a sail boat & Trinz theaters.
made its appearance and in it were Miss
Howze and Hansen, who were singing "Some
Where, Some How, Some Time, Some Day."
The curtains closed and Arline Crandall provided a swan dance to "The Last Rose of
Slimmer."
Thirdly was an autumnal scene, with AraMerrifield,
representing
the
season,
singing.
The final number was the most extravagant of the presentation, this being a
winter scene.
The entire company was clad
in winter sports' costumes, the girls wearing
knickers.
At the back of the set was a
toboggan slide.
Acrobatic stunts were executed by the Five Ma.xellos.
This incident
especially
was brimming with action and
evidently pleased the audience.
The entire
production was done in excellent taste and
was never lacking in animation.

belle

Los Angeles— For a consideration

average music library; and if feasreported as $150,000 Abe Lyman and
ible, the chorus might give a folkhis band will play a 20-weeks' endance.— Suggested by First National.
Uptown beginning

rounded by three girls, singing,
would be a good act. Have the girls
come out one at a time, each entrance being marked by the house

of Dec.

Paramount

M.

Saint" is in one of the picturesque
islands of the Mediterranean, use an
showing the sea,
drop,
outdoor
mountains, a little chateau, etc. Use
a man and a woman, dressed like
Americans, and a chorus of Itahan
boys and girls in native dress. The
couple could sing any well-known
love song; the chorus could give a
native Italian folk song, any number of which are included in the

(Week

"Valencia"

—

"The Blonde Saint"
Since the locale of "The Blonde

"U" Drops Acts

B'wy Presentations

How

by M-G-M.

Follow with a girl singing "I'm local merchants by stressing the
Always Chasing Rainbows" or some value of the incidental advertising.
other song. Shoot vari-colored lights A Spanish cafe set would be approFinish with a
across the stage.
priate, with dances and, of course,
whirlwind dance, with all participat- the song "Valencia" used as the
Suggested by THE FILM theme number. Suggested by M-Ging.

DAILY.

EDDY

W.

"Capric

sentation,

let,

ARTHUR

be pleasing.
An innovation would
be to have three girls serenade a man
on a balcony, reversing the RomeoJuliet order.
As the picture has a
strong comedy angle, it would be appropriate to inject a certain amount
of lightness in the presentation.
Suggested by First National.

Year's Presentation

Full-stage is required for this prethe props comprising a
star-studded blue sky backdrop and,
back center-stage, a throne covered
Open with a
with black material.
dancer dressed as old 1926 occupying
the throne. Laying aside his scythe
he descends and goes into a slowmotion eccentric dance. As he finishes
a deep-toned bell rings 12 times.
Wearily old 1926 picks up his scythe
and exits as infant 1927 comes on.
The newcomer is a child attired in
white with a band around the waist
which proclaims the year. He climbs
Infant 1927
into the royal seat.
claps his hands, the cymbals or some
other loud instrument speaking simThen in dance the balultaneously.

Presentations

in

was

Plunkett's
concentrated

appropriation

presentation

on

& Heath Opening

—

27.

ARTHUR
AGENCY

SPIZZI
INC.

Booking

Strand
Joe

Mclntyre

Norfolk Mclntyre and Heath will
open a tour of Loew presentation
and vaudeville houses at Loew's Dec.

Irving

Aaronson

and

his Commanders, band, the musicians putting
regulation style.
Their
their act over in
program was largely devoted to popular

The
numbers, all being cordially received.
worked in full before a V-shaped back
was
a drop
ground in black, behind which
made silver and red by the lighting.
Pauline Miller reappeared in the pro

The Better Picture
Theatres
Attractions

and FreBentations

act

in "The Dutch Treat," the preceding
Dressed as a Dutch girl she was
incident.
stationed over a clock which topped a panDutchware deeled screen decorated with
Miss Miller's number, "The Clock
signs.
Love," by Ring-Hager, was effectively
of

1560 Broadway
Brrant 0967-8

Now York

gram

done.

Through
Klemova,
Ballet

tumes.
closed

panels

the

M.

Daks

They

the
the

screen

Mark

Mile
Strand

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

dressed in Dutch cosdid a wooden shoe dance which

appeared,
the

in

and

AMALGAMATED

all

colorful

presentation.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard

VAUDEVILLE
for

Motion Pictar© Presentaiion

The FALLY

MARKUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Lackaw«nn« 7876

1579 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

CXTY

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acts
City
4

•4'

HOLLYWOOD
HAPPENINGS

o/'FILHDOM

"U" Studios Busy
Eight companies will be in full
swing at Universal in two weeks.
Krnest Laenimle will direct "The
Yukon

Who 's Who
LIKE

every other branch of
production
industry,
the
will be exhaustively dealt with
in the forthcoming edition of

Laemmie

Edward

Trail";

'Cheating Cheaters"; Nat Ross "Collegians"; Harry Pollard will return
from location and make final scenes of
"Uncle Tom's Cabin"; p'dward Slomans is directing "Alias the Deacon";
Melville Brown is directing Denny's
latest "Wild to Go"; Paul Leni is
directing "The Cat and the Canary"
and Emory Johnson "The Arm of
the Law."

day
where

Ricliard Jones
or
two for

of 'he

he

leave

Moapa,

ume

be an encyclopedia of
production personalities.

in

Make

Fred

Jackman

will

direct.

Additions for Daniels Cast
Richard Tucker and Henry Kolker
have been added to the cast of Bebe
production,

Daniel's next
the Taxi."

"A

Kiss

in

Normand

A

title

Title

Chosen

has finally been chosen for

Mabel Normand's
edy,

latest

Roach com-

"Why Men Walk Home."

Laurel Signs New Contract
Culver City Stan Laurel signed
Hal
a
long term contract with
Roach.

—

Raymond L. Schrock, associate
producer for Warners has returned
to his desk, after being confined to
lied for several days suffering from
cold.

••••

9 m • »"9
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Lloyd

direct.

Dromgold

Al

Corrigan

are preparing

and

C.

C.

Carr Production Finished
Martin has completed titling

"The Show

Girl,"

comedy drama

Del Ruth Active
Del Ruth has completed

Rov

"Woff's Clothing" with Monte Blue

He

is

'• " ••

ROY DEL RUTH

F.B.O.
He is preparing Viola
Dana's next picture, "Snappy Jane."
Olive Borden Cast
Olive Borden has been selected by
Fox to play the starring role in "The
Secret Studio," by Hazel Livingston.

Harry Beaumont

Director

will direct.

by

novel

Honore Willsie

Goodrich Writing Scenario

Raymaker Assembles Cast

starring role and John T. Murray the
principal masculine role in a cast
which includes Ed Kennedy and John
Stegpling.
Edward Clark adapted
the scenario.

pre-

Marion Adapting Menjou's Latest
paring "A Million Dollar Bid" with
George Marion, Jr., has been as- Dolores Costello. Both are original
signed the titling of "Blonde or stories bv Darrvl Francis Zanuck.
Brunette" Adolphe Menjou's latest
vehicle, with Greta Nissen and ArHopper Directing "Gertie"
lette Marchal in the title roles.
It
Mason Hopper is directing
E.
was adapted by John McDermott
"Getting Gertie's Garter" with Marie
and directed by Richard Rosson.
Prevost, Charles Ray, William Orlamond,
Sally Rand, Fritzi RidgeRogell on Location
Al Rogell has gone to Lone Pine, way, Franklin Pangborn, Lila Leswith a company of 40 people to film lie. Harry Myers and Del Henderscenes for "Somewhere South in son.
Sonora" which he is directing for
Sekeley Signed by "U"
First National with Ken Maynard.
Bela Sekeley has been signed by
Universal to act as advisor and
To Do "Music Master" Titles
scenarist with Paul Kohner, newly
Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Cald- appointed unit supervisor for the Edwell will go East to write the titles
ward Sloman company.
for "The Music Master," Fox produc-

Rosen Preparing Next

Oregon"
Morrow.

fea-

Carr and directed by Charles Hunt.

and Patsy Ruth Miller.

Phil Rosen has completed the direction of "California— Or Bust" for

M-G-M Buys "On the Oregon"
M-G-M has purchased "On the

Herman Raymaker has assembled
Mildred Harris and Gaston the cast for "The Gay Old Bird,"
This was produced by Trem Warners.
Louise Fazenda has the

turing
Glass.

resented
by communicating
with Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel.

Harvey E. Qausman

"Special Delivery," Eddie Cantor's'
next comedy for Paramount is being,
scenarized by John Goodrich.

it.

tion.

Schrock Recovers

a

sure that you are rep-

a

supervise production
Roach feature production

Rex.

will

Nevada

will

new

starring

will

"Beautiful Women," Griffith's Next
"Beautiful Women" will be the
title of Raymond Griffith's next comedy for Paramount. Erie Kenton will

FILM YEAR

the 1927
BOOK,
For
to be issued in January.
every factor concerned in the
making of pictures, this vol-

Roach Making Horse Feature
F.

* ^ ^^ FILM DIG EST

:^<> NEWSPAPER

DARRYL
FRANCIS
ZANUCK
Author of Three
Syd Chaplin

Box

Office Hits

"The Better

*01e*'

"OhWhataNurse"

Schaefer in Rin-Tin-Tin Film
Billy Kent Schaefer has been signed
for "Hills of Kentucky" which Howard Bretherton is directing for War-

"The Missing Link"

ners in which Rin-Tin-Tin has the
starring role, Jason
Robards and
Dorothy Dwan the principal roles,
while Tom Santschi is the heavy.

the Star and

In Collaboration With

Charles F. Reisner
the Director

Pantages in Mix Film
Lloyd Alexander Pantages, son of

Warner Bros. Prod.

the theater magnate is playing with
Warner Oland Signed
Warner Oland is the first member Tox Mix in "The Last Trail."
of the

supporting cast to he signed
by Warners for "A Million Bid," in
which Dolores Costello is to star.

Now

in

Production

Johnson Story Selected
Universal has accepted an original
story, "The Arm of the Law" by
Mrs. Emelie Johnson which will be
directed by Emory Johnson.

"WOlfS'ClOTHING"

New McCoy

Title Chosen
"Winners of the Wilderness" is
the title selected for Col. Tim Mc-

Monte Blue

Coy's latest

W.

and

S.

M-G-M

Van Dyke

is

production which
directing.

Patsy Ruth Miller

to direct

next

Mathis

"The Enemy"

Lillian Gish's
for
M-G-M.
June
writing the adaptation and

vehicle
is

continuity.

to write the adaptation for

hoof/'
«

»

which

Vernon

comedy

for

New Gump

Series

Finished

Samuel Von Ronkle has completed
the

latest

series of "Andy Gump"
for Universal.
The series

was directed by Erie Kenton.

Warners Signs Mohr
Warner Bros, signed Hal Mohr,

Henry

film for Universal,

"Thunder-

MacRae

will

Twenty-five
minutes to

Broadway

. .

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches . .
in the Center
of Hollywood

cinematographer, on a long-term contract.

Meagher to do Adaptation
Edward Meagher has been engaged

Pictures, Inc.

Bobby

Christie.

comedies

Seastrom to Direct "The Enemy"
Victor Seastrom has been chosen

^z

Harold Beaudine Directing Vernon
Harold Beaudine is directing another

Featuring

Warner Bros.

Jane Winton Loaned
Jane Winton has been loaned to
Fox by Warners for an important
role in "The Public Idol."

Craft Joins Columbia
William J. Craft has been signed to
direct

Prey"

Priscilla Dean in "Birds of
for Columbia. Hugh Allen re-

places Allan

Simpson as leading man

Theriew
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WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

^^^^r^&&&^
WEEKLY DIGEST

A

Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

^

^^""

OF SNAPPY ITEMS
COVERING EASTERN
PICTURE PRODUCTION
(iK

!>Jewneyer to Work in West
Fred Newmeyer, who directed ''The
Potters" and "The Quarterback" at

Paramount Long Island

the

where he
tion

today

leave

will

for

A

studio,

Hollywood,

another producHe will spend
Denver.

from "Lots"

Little

will direct

Famous.

for

Christmas

in

Sutherland Finishes Picture
Sutherland has completed
the direction of "Love's Greatest
Mistake." The cast included F.vclyn
Brent, William Powell, James Hamilton Josephine Dunn, Iris Gray and
I-idvvard

B>

IVAN MOSKINE,
made

RALPH W/LK

Leo Tovcr was

Frank Morgan.

new Universal

ball

player for "The College

^

in

Widow" charge

of photography, while Joseph
Pasternack was the assistant di-

American studio and Richard was found at the Univisit Thursday. He strolled into the versity of Minnesota.
His college rector.
Ackroyd to Coast
Centennial to Produce
Jack Ackroyd, who is playing the Paramount plant with Neil Hamilton tnates attended the performance and
Arthur Hoerl has been signed t"
part of a studio property man in "He and Ivan Lebedeff. Moskine has not the student got more applause than
Einglish,
adapt a series of 12 two-reel comedy
but
Lebedeff the leading man.
Got the Job," will leave today for mastered
*
dramas which John Raymond, presiHollywood.
Ackroyd, who was in proved an able interpreter.
"It's just like being initiated
dent of Centennial Pictures, will di*
*
*
"The Better 'Ole," also appeared in
into a lodge," said Tommy
rect with Stewart S. Moss as his as"Womanhood."
By the way, Moskine was
George H. Wilcox is prosistant.
Loughran, Philadelphia light
one of the first film actors in
assisted by Larry
manager,
duction
being
given
heavyweight,
after
Kendrick Resigns
Russia, starting work in 1913.
Kane. Production starts next week
a test at the Paramount studio.
Marion Kendrick, who has been
In Russian, he jokingly said
at the Tec-Art Jackson Ave. studio.
He was more nervous than berepresentative
for
press
a;eneral
he had been ivarned not to
star,

his first

4>

Swanson Prod, since the
mation of the organization, has
signed.
He left yesterday for
anta, where he will re-enter the
ploy of the Associated Press.
Gloria

forre-

At-

em-

Arthur Ellis Sails
Arthur Ellis has sailed for Europe
on the Berengaria. He is to join the

Rex Ingram

unit as film editor.

has been with
years.

several

Famous Players
Lee Garmes is

He
for
to

photograph "The Garden of Allah,"
which will be made by Ingram with
A.lice Terry and Ivan Petrovich featured.

Martin to Europe

American women.

look at

Neil Hamilton

pedometer, which

middle of January for Europe,
and expects to be abroad nine
months.
the

Lya de Putti to Hollywood
Lya de Putti left Tuesday for
Coast to appear

in a

Paramount

the
pic-

ture which will be directed by Otto
Brower. Miss de Putti was accompanied by her secretary, Greta Rauch.

Kane
Gray, who was

Iris
Iris

Gray

in

Picture
in

"Love's

joined the
cast of "He Got the Job," which is
being directed by James Ashmore

Greatest

Mistake,"

has

Creelman.
Betty Bronson Goes West
Betty Bronson, who has completed
work in "Paradise for Two," directed by Gregory La Cava, plans to
leave today for Hollywood. She will
be accompanied by her mother.

Murphy Goes to Coast
Dudley Murphy, who was in charge

wearing a

rather intriguing.
He declares he
walks about five miles a day.
It has never been estimated
how many miles he rode in

D.

W.

Grifilith's

*

is

"America."

*

stars in successive pictures,
of course, on the screen. He
was also scheduled to marry
Florence Vidor in "Afraid to
Loi'e," but the picture will be
made on the Coast.
*

*

*

writer was rushing along
East 47th Street, when he
saw John L. McCutcheon step
into a wig store and then disUnappear into an office.
we followed, and
daunted,
Howlearned it was "Mac."
ever, it was a Mr. MacCreary.

The

*

*

an

assistant
Arthur De
cameraman, is said to be the best
looking tripod artist in the business.
He has worked in the East and West
and his title to the handsomest cameraman has not been disputed.
Titta,

*

*

*

Larry McGrath, who

liter-

ally fought his way into pictures, is in the East. He was
a champion in his day, having

fought 100 bouts as a lightweight, without a defeat. His
opponents included Leach
Cross and Clarence Forbes,
*

*

Forrest,
_

who

it

Ann

the

screen at the height of her career, will be seen in "Black
Cockatoo," a play.
*

*

*

that "Knockout Riley"
Parais to be made at the
studio,
Island
Long
mount

Kings."

several fighters have been visRenault
iting the plant. Jack
was an interested spectator

Now

Moskine Making Trip
Thursday.
Ivan Moskine, who arrived here
*
*
*
from France on Wednesday, left toQuarterback;'
"The
see
you
will
When
he
day for Hollywood, where
that football brought
start work imediately at Universal please recall
A t,t
to the stage.
Dix
Richard
"Michael
of
star
the
He is
City.
foota
needed
company
Paul stock
Strogoff,"

Greta Nissen Here
Greta Nissen, who has been on the
Coast for many weeks, has arrived in
New York and will spend the holidays here.

*

By

the way, speaking of
his
tips
writer
fights,
the
chapeau to Freddie Welsh, one

time lightweight champion.

was back

1914,

in

was

studios,

Collier, Jr., to Coast
William Collier, Jr., who has been
working in the East for several
months, will leave today for Hollywood.

It

when Jack
in the

"Red"

piloting

An hour before the
the cool Mr. Welsh was
reclining in his bed and reading "Ladv Windermere's Fan."

Watson.
fight,

"*

Martin to
Robert Martin,

Dorothy Mackaill Active
Dorothy Mackaill. who was

youngsters help keep the
income tax collectors away,"
declared the clever little comedian. If my newest is a boy
and a 'bad actor,' I will tvtryt
him into a good director."

"My

*

A

ducers

"Womanhood," Kane
rived

*

*

ring George Walsh.

*

Hollywood weather
agree with you?" Sam Hardy was
"I arasked. "Splendid," he said.
rived there a comedian and returned
a juvenile."
*

A delicious Southern accent and
pleasing personality will be miss-

a
ing from the Cosmopolitan studio,

that Marion Kendrick has resigned as Gloria Swanson's press
representative.

now

*

may

Not

was

so

*

i
:.:

many years

Parade."

Stallings

Alvin Wyckoff IK
DIRECTOR

o/

PHOTOGRAPHY

QUALITY

*

SPEED

ago,

chased
Atlanta,
about
Loew
Marcus
being
Ga., in the hopes of
named press agent of a Loeiv
theater. Two years ago, Loew
paid "heavy dough" for the
rights to Stallings' "The Big

Laurence

is

Leila Hyams to Hollywood
"SumLeila Hvanis, who was in
on the
mer Bachelors," has arrived
work.
Coast and will do free-lance

no washee."
*

Hill Editing

cutting and editing
Greatest Mistake," which
directed by Edward Sutherland.

Emma

Hill

"Love's

be

interested to know that a Joe Lee
runs a laundry on West 67th Street.
The first Joe savs, "no tickce, no
come in," while the other Joe says,
tickee,

Emma

*

Joe Lee, the press agent,

"no

and 'Chain," for First Na-

Mildred Reardon Returns
Mildred Reardon, who was prominent in "Male and Female," is returning to the screen and is playing
Fame." stara role in "His Rise to

pro-

"Hotv did the

*

Hollvwood

in

special, has arand will appear

tional.

guessing which picopen the new Roxy

is

ture will
theater.

in

"Ball

in

*

*

popular game among

Hollywood

who photographed

Gloria Swanson in "Sunya," is en
route to Hollywood, where he will
spend his vacation.

*

Jack Ackroyd hopes to reach
Hollywood before Christmas,
as he expects Santa Claus to
leave a new heir at his home.

*
left

trick photography on 'Sunya," has
gone to California. He is expected
to do some work on "The King of

iof

fore a fight.
He may be used
in "Knockout Riley," which
will star Richard Dix.

Kearns, a familiar figure

*

Charles Byer is wedded to
his art. He has married three

Townsend Martin,

for several years
scenario writer and production editor
at the Paramount Long Island stuHe will sail
dio, is leaving Famous.

is

>K

:.{

V
M
:.:

ACCURACY

\l

:.:
:.:
J.t
:.t

THOMAS MEIGHAN
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"Old Ironsides"

"Going Crooked"

Paramount

Fox

PARAMOUNT

SPENT OODLES OF MONEY
ON THIS ONE BUT YOU SEE
IT ON THE SCREEN ALL THE
TIME. A CLEAN-UP EVERYWHERE.

ENTERTAIN-

MELO-

role of unwilling accomplice to the

but

by Gustav
customary

the

master

Von

played

mind,

SeyfTertitz

his

in

..

—

built
a
is
there
James
sweet romance and exciting advenThe kick of the picture,
ture.
however, is the graphic battle between the Old Ironsides and the
Barbary Coast pirates. This long

Cruze,

sequence has been handled in a
masterful fashion by the director.
All through the production there is
No studio
a tang of the sea.
waves here, but the real thing. The
interest maintained by Miss
Ralston and Farrell is appealing.
Cruze deserves a world of credit

love

for his

He

direction.

and

difficult

his

permanent

had a large

task on his hands, but
the completed picture redounds to
credit.

It

is

his

biggest picture since "The Covered
Wagon," and even outdistances
that memorable production.

Box

Office Angle.... Big money at
the till.
The picIt can't miss.
ture is big from every angle.
Remember, the fame of "Old Ironsides" will have reached every hamlet before you get it for general release.

Over

Exploitation

6,000,000

kid-

have

contributed their mites
toward the fund for the preservation of the original boat. There is
a ready-made audience
for
you.
The youngsters will be crazy to
see the picture and they won't be
at all disappointed either.
Don't
get the opmion that there is appeal lacking
for
grown-ups for
such is not the case by any manner of means. This production has
a definite box-office value for everyone.
dies

Direction.

..

.James Cruze; masterful

Author

Laurence Stallings

Harry

Adaptation

Carr, Walter

Woods.
Dorothy

Cameraman
Photography.

Arzner

Alfred
..

Gilks

.Of the very highest

order.

Locale

Length

progresses.
The trickery of Mordaunt, supposedly respectable antique
dealer,
in
concealing his
plundering under the guise of a
business
establishment
and his
methods of using a girl as his chief
accomplice, furnishes crackerjack

melodrama.

Marie

Farley,

master mind, but is unsuccessful.
Rogers, driver of an armored transfer car, is held for a killing and
accused of being a member of the
gang that held up the car and stole
the Rajah diamond.
The district
attorney brings about a death sentence but later believes the boy innocent.
He proceeds to go after
the mysterious Mordaunt and discovers that the girl he loves is his
accomplice.
Love triumphs, however; Rogers is saved from the
chair; Mordaunt dies in the trap
he had set for another, and the girl
is hapny with the district attorney.

Box

Office Angle .... Good mystery
thriller that will entertain a good

majority.
Exploitation. .. .Get a local jewelry
store to put on a special window
display and arrange to boost the
presence of the Rajah diamond in
town, advising that the great gem
is
on display in Smith's jewelry
shop, playing up the stunt with
teaser lines and eye getters that
will lead to interest in the showing
of "Going Crooked," a story about
the mysterious theft of the Rajah

Good names

diamond.
director

is

well

in cast and
known.
George Melford;

good
Authors
Aaron HofTman,

Wm.

Scenario

Keene Thompson

Cameraman

Winchell Smith,

England, Tripoli
.

10,089 feet

Charles Clarke

Collier, Jr., and
hall a fine buddy team
off together in all things

William

even
them.

who

hit

it

and won't
come between

woman

a

let

Jack Mul-

Both very good.
Type of Story. .Romance. Al Santell generally manages to gather a
good deal more out of a story, and
.

.

even a weak one, than he does this
time.
He goes in a little too heavy
for sentimental business and being
between men it doesn't ring especially true.
The long drawn out
sequence where Jack Mulhall stares
sadly out of a hospital window
while he tells his buddy he doesn't
love "blondie" is an overdose, and

Buster Collier comes back with a
tearful explanation that he doesn't
love "blondie" either.
He loves
"blackie."
And so two wrongs
make a right and each of the budThe
dies gets the girl he loves.

tempo

by many

slowed

is

long

He
close-ups, unusual for Santell.
isn't in the habit of wasting any
footage.
The story tells about
Jimmy O'Connor and Kid Scotty,
inseparable pals. Jimmy works in
a gambling dive but is so honest
himself
that
a
banker
oflfers
him a job if he will quit.
But
Jimmy sticks to the job and his
theory that women have no place
in his life.
Scotty frames a ro-

mance

Jimmy

for

Cavanaugh, dance

with

Jeanne

hostess at
Coney Island but Jimmy thinks he
is selling Jeanne the idea of marrying Scotty.
Meantime, Scotty is
in love with Jeanne's girl friend,
Diana, who manages a shooting
gallery at Coney.
Jimmy carries
on all the while thinking Jeanne
loves Scotty and is about to make
the grand sacrifice of giving her
to his pal only to find that Scotty
had arranged the whole allfair so
Jimmy would fall for Jeanne.
There is a double clinch finish and
Jimmy and Scotty go straight.

Box

Office Angle.

hall

..

.Average enter-

Romance and good

tainment.

cast

make

it

sistently interesting.

William

Collier,

Brooks.

A

Jr.,

and

Louise

contest to decide

Citv
<i

-idK

f^pt

great loss of

the

life.

The men

remained exiled to

Siberia.

The

distribution.
Office Angle

Box

ada[

"Tb

big
ries

Nil as far as the
_

Direction
S. M. Eisenstein;
many unique and clever bits

credited

*Dir

Cameraman

E. Tisse

Photography
clear;

technically very

Locale

Good Length
Locale ....Coney Island-New York
but the
5,603 feet

Fail

type

average exhibitor is concerned.
Exhibitors catering
Exploitation

Not

Length

Frai

in-

Scenario

Cameraman

t

Otb

is

credited

Gerald Beaumont
Paul Schofield
Arthur Edeson

a

graphically presented and
S. M. Eisenstein offers many new
touches in his direction that will
undoubtedly focus considerable attention upon him in the future,
The handling of the mutiny scenes
are stirring and the Cossacks' at
tack upon the people of Odessa is
another great bit. The shots showing the soldiers mowing down the
populace as they proceed down the
great broad steps of the city are
The picunique and compelling.
ture, outside of the attention that
commands from a production
it
viewpoint, is not apt to cause any
general interest in this country except to enthuse sympathizers with
At the Biltmore theathe cause.
ter showing the audience cheered
sailors of the Potemkin and hissed
"Potemthe domineering officers.
kin" will find no place in general
cident

Not

Scenario

svnil

"yell

to present their case before a tribunal if they submitted. The story
goes that they agreed but instead
of satisfaction the majority of the
mutineers were executed and the

Author

Al Santell

with

traya

of the

the picture.

Direction
has done better

LIAl

Potemkin were promised a chance

blonde in your town
might stir up plenty of enthusiasm
and help boost your showing of
prettiest

BRA

has

You can
ule of entertainments.
talk about the fact that the picture
is alleged to present an actual historical incident and acquaint them
with the facts in the case.

them but more

po:

meat supplied by the government
The crew overnowered the officer;
and manned the vessel, sailing intc
the harbor of Odessa where thej
were sympathetically received by
the people who, in turn, were routed by the soldiers of the Czar with

Exploitation. .. .Four splendid names
to
use: Dorothy Mackaill, Jack
Mulhall (both of whom scored decided hits in "Subway Sadie").

suffice to please

laughs are required to

FRO
STO

Cast
Players from the Moscov
Art Theater. No outstanding per
formances.
The ship, Potemkin
is the real hero of the picture
Type of Story. .. .Dramatic episode
The Russian producers, Amkino
make their debut with "Potemkin,*
a definitely thrilling and pulsating
episode said to have been an actua
occurence on June 13th, 1905, wher
the armored cruiser's men mutiniec
following a protest against bac

con-

may

PLAYi

Cast.,

to the so-called highbrow trade
might find "Potemkin" an effective
diversion from their routine sched-

Good Photography

LocaV
y PH-rfh

she has keen competition in
black haired Louise Brooks.

Author

Collier

Photography

New

the

finds herself in love with the
district attorney who is trying to
expose the mysterious series of
thefts and killings but is unable to
get his man.
Marie attempts to
break away from Mordaunt, the
girl,

Direction

Scenario

%

ATnkino

First National

.Wallace Beery pretty much
fine style.
Oscar Shaw not quite
the works.
He comes through in
the type for the district attorney
George Bancroft a
flyinp colors.
but he does satisfactory work.
mighty close competitor and worLeslie Fenton, always capable.
thy of much praise indeed. Esther Type of Story. .. .Melodrama. FenRalston and Charles Farrell satiston has previously enjoyed the senfying. Johnny Walker and Charles
sation of a last minute reprieve
Hill Mailes good.
from a death sentence. But he is
A chapter lifted just the tj^pe to handle the emoType of Story
right out of American history and
tional requirements of such a role,
one of its most colorful pages at
so perhaps that is the reason he
Every child in America
that.
has again been selected to play the
and most of the grown-ups has
innocent victim of a near execuheard of Old Ironsides of the frigtion.
Director Melford leads up
ate Constitution some time in his
to the situation with excellent susAround the faor her lifetime.
pense and his increasing tensity
mous old ship which has been resin the situations absorbs the inurrected to the topmost sail by
terest more profoundly as the story
Cast.

1926

"Potemkin"

Another Blonde"

"Just

19,

FAIRLY PLEASING ROMANCE. GRAPHIC AND THRILLING RE
SHY ON SITUATIONS AND
CROOK
PRODUCTION OF RUSSIA^
DRAMA ADAPTED FROM NOT ESPECIALLY CONVINCHISTORICAL INCIDENT
ING IN THOSE IT DOES OFSTAGE PLAY. FINE SUSCLEVERLY DONE BUT PIC
TO
HELPS
FER.
GOOD
CAST
PENSE AND SPLENDID ACTMAKE IT HOLD.
TURE LACKS GENERAL AUD
ING.
Dorothy Mackaill the blonde
Cast. .. .Bessie Love featured in the Cast
lENCE APPEAL.

SPELLS BIGNESS AT ANY BOX- EXCELLENT
MENT IN

OFFICE.

Sunday, December

Not always
good

At sea-Odessa
Given as 6.450

picture runs not
45 minutes

feet

more than

THE
Sunday, December

19,

1926

wtttm

II

"Rose of the Tenements"
Film Booking

"Manon Lescaut"

Offices

Tom Mix

in

Johnny Hinea

"The Canyon of Light"

Ufa

TO THE BOX OFFICE
/•'ox
FROM AN ARFROM BEGINNING TO END INTERESTING
TISTIC
STANDPOINT
GOOD
TOM MIX ENTERTAINSTORY ONE OF THE MOST
BUT
POPULAR CURRENT NOT SUITABLE AS FAR AS MENT. COMEDY
THRILL
BRANDS, FAMILIAR BUT RETHE AMERICAN BOX OF- CLIMAX CERTAIN TO SEND
LIABLE.
FICE IS CONCERNED.
THEM OUT THOROUGHLY
ast
Shirley Mason plays Rosie
EXCITED AND AMUSED.
Cast....Lya De Putti, in a blonde
with no
feeling and

.'LAYS

little

trayal

her por-

commands

a proper degree of
sympathy.
Johnny Harron the
"yeller" one who comes through to
a
typical
George Cohan finsh.
Others
Evelyn
Selbie,
Sidney
Franklin,
James Gordon, Kalla

Pasha.
Type of Story
Comedy-drama;
adapted from John A. Morosco's
"The Stumbling Herd." F. B. Q.
has fallen into line on one of the
big parades.
The world war series is one and the "Abie's Irish
Rose" contingent is the other. It
is
hard to tell which of the two
plots will survive the longest. They
have put the old eternal triangle
and the mounted police yarns out
of the running. "Rose of the Tene-

ments"
lus.

It

is

good box

stimuorder
the elements that

has been

and includes

all

office

made

to

are known sellers.
The Jewish
heroine, the Irish hero
they have
their troubles but the old cloud has
its silver linmg, too.
Comes the
war and the very dependable patrictic appeal.
Even the strong arm
squad from Galligan's Social Club
signs up to fight for Uncle Sam
instead of bumping off the enemies
of the district leader.
Rosie is
heartbroken when Danny, the lad
she grew up with, casts his lot with
the dissenters.
Just at this time
Rosie also discovers her love for
Danny is not the sisterly kind.
But Danny sees the "light." He
gives up his anarchistic friends,
signs up and they vary the customary clinch ending with a close-up
of Rosie, her eyes filled with tears
The picture is a
of ha_ppiness.
trifle long.
Some of the sequence
propagandists
with
the
dealing

—

might be eliminated to advantage.
But it is all good audience material and the strong and necessary

I

sympathetic appeal is well instilled.
3ox Office Angle.
.One of the favoWell known and reliable
rites.
story elements that tickle any aud.

.

ience.

Rosie sells artificial
Exploitation
The current
flowers for a living.
rage on artificial flowers gives you
a first rate tie-up that might work
out splendidly. Get in touch with
local artificial flower distributors
and arrange for the announcement
of the new "Rosie Rose," picking
some particular brand of rose for
your stunt, or perhaps you might
make a deal for the introduction of

'

_

some new
Direction

wig, has a far more attractive
role
than she has had yet, barring "Variety," of course.
Very good as
the roguish French girl. Vladimir

Phil Rosen;

good

Gaidarow does some very fine actas
her lover, Des Grieux. Cast
Carl Miller the villainous
Fntz Breiner, as the Baron De
husband of Tom's sister, played by
Bli, splendid.
Siegfried Arno good
Carmelita
Geraghty.
Dorothv
as Lya's
stepbrother

P

Lydia

New York
6,678 feet

Dwan

the lady of the clinch finish

and others William Walling, Ralph

Type

Sipperly.
of Story
Dramatic romance.
Western. A note
There is a class of picture devotees Type of Story
at the beginning of "The Canyon
in America who enjoy films such as

"Manon

Lescaut."

In

fact there
to almost

are some who are keyed
instant enthusiasm at almost anything emanating from the German
studios.
Their artistry, technique
and mechanical skill are to be
greatly admired in many instances

and "Manon Lescaut"

another of
productions

is

German

"picked"

the

which comes to bask in the light
of American approval.
It is deserving of much commendation for
its examples of good acting, effective dramatic sequence and smooth
development.
On the other hand
powerful story, it is
It is not moving nor
repetitious.
does it reach any great heights
until the climax with its tragic
it

is

not

a

ending.
It is not a story to stir
the American public at large. Lya
De Putti, in the title role, sidetracks the convent to which her
maiden aunts are sending her. She
captivates Des Greiux, a youth
about to enter a monastery. They
live together in Paris until Des
Grieux suspects Manon of being unfaithful through her relations with
the rascally old De Bli. Their love
for each other survives a series of
misunderstandings but eventually
Manon is sent to prison, part of
the ruse of the jealous De Bli to
separate the lovers when he learns

Des

marry.

are going to
Grieux hastens to Manon's rescue

they

but she dies in his arms.

Box

Office
audiences.

cludes

its

as

success

average audience

No

Exploitation

is

preas the

appeal

Limited

far

concerned.

definite source of

exploitation suggests itself unless,
perhaps, the name of Lya De Putti,

now appearing
tions,

them.

in

American produc-

used to interest
Title will need explanation.

might be

Arthur Robison;

Direction

Abbe Prevost

Author

Arthur Robison

Locale

Length

....

France

^"T RATHER
nw^^°^^HINES'
SLOWLY.
LATEST
COMEDY DOESN'T FURNISH
AS

^"^^f

MANY LAUGHS AS
IS
ACCUSTOMED TO GIVE1^4HIS
"

ADMIRERS.
Star.... Busies

himself continuously
an effort to keep the story
moving but he needs the
laugh gags
to succeed
Mary Brian pleasing,
others in Johnny's crew of assistants include William Gaxton,
Ruth

m

Dwyer, Edmund Breese, Dan MaLee Beggs.
Type of Story.... Comedy; adapted
from Matt Taylor's "The Knickerson,

bocker Kid."

a

The

story

good

supplied

basis for laughs but it needthe assistance of a good
gag

ed

man

pretty slow in the absence of the
necessary gags.
Johnny struggles to make it hold up but
the
weight is too much for his shoulders.
The Coney Island sequence

record that they haven't included
as many of the beautiful shots of
the park as they might.
Mt. Ranier Park, used in "Wings of the
Storm," afforded such a wealth
of fine pictorial appeal that it was
to be hoped that the same might
be the case in "The Canyon of
Light."
The story is a typical
Mi.x affair with the regulation
quota of stunts, rescues and fights
included in the action. The situations are the conventional western
formulas and "among those present" you find the villainous Bardin
who leaves Tom's sister and enters
a career of banditry which sends

Tom

on his trail. Thinking Tom has
been hanged Bardin plans to impersonate him and is being elegantly feted by Cyrus Deane in

Tom

Tom Mills,
Tom arrives

belief that he is
his son's war buddy.

the

at the height of the party

poses

Bardin.

He

and exkid-

escapes,

napping Deane's daughter, Concha.
Tom rides off to the rescue and
trails Bardin to Ghost City, a deserted mining town, where Bardin
has his headquarters. Then comes
the thrilling fight with Tom bat-

The
tling a whole army of men.
collapse of the old buildings in the
course of the battle offers some
fine action and a good sprinkling
survives for
of comedy. Hero
the clinch with Concha.
Box Office Angle. .. .Reliable Torn
has all the
It
Mix Western.
requisites and for the Mix admirers
it cannot fail to satisfy.
The title isn't a very
Exploitation
The story might
pertinent one.
have been called almost anything
You
else quite as appropriately.
probably won't need much in the
way of exploitation ideas, however,
with Tom Mix's name selling as it
usually does on the strength of the
action and stunts that his pictures
offer.

Direction

Scenario

Cameraman
Photography
Locale

8,979 feet

Fn-Ht Nuiionul

were made in Yellowstone National Park but it is disappointing to

good
Theodor Sparkuhl Author
Usually good

"Stepping Along"

of Light" advises that the exteriors

Tom

For selected

Angle

John A. Moroso Scenario
Adaptation and Scenario.. J. Grubb
Cameraman
Alexander
Lyman Broening Photography
Cameraman
Good
Photography
Length

and

Potechina suitable.

Author

Locale

.Tries too much acting.
At
his best doing stunts and riding
Tony. Not at home in sentimental
stuff.
Offers some corking good
action in last reels.
..

ing

effective

flower.

Star.

in

Length

Benjamin

Stoloff;

to

round

Clark

5,399

The stepping

fairly good but it has been used
time and again and the midget idea,
too, has outworn its laugh-making

possibilities.
Toward the close
there is a chase with Johnny driving the fire chief's car that manages to speed up the tempo but it
conies too late to save the picture.

Johnny

Hines becomes Johnny
Rooney, typical East Side hero,
who wins the admiration of the political boss, O'Brien, and finds himself

slated

as a candidate

for

as-

sembly against Moreland, Johnny's
rival for the affections of Molly
Taylor. Alolly hopes for a triumph
on the stage, much against Johnny's better judgment. The plot resolves into a fight between the candidates
with
Moreland stealing
Johnny's birth certificate and preventing him from proving his citizenship which Moreland has attacked. Johnny sets out to get the
certificate and appropriates the fire
chief's car as a means of pursuit.

He

Moreland through all
and eventually, after
a series of laughs and thrills, secures the necessary paper and
eventually wins the election and
trails

kinds of

Molly,

traffic

as

well.

Low on laughs
but if they like Johnny Hines very
well it may satisfy.
Exploitation. .. .The title suggests a
dance contest and with the Charleston still on the boards it might
readily stir up a good deal of effective exploitation for the picture
if you arrange a dance contest for
flashy red auto
local steppers.
driven about with a natty dressed
man impersonating Johnny as the
candidate for n.ssembly, should atBox

Office Angle....

A

tract.

Direction
used too

much

Charles Hines;
footage

Length

fair;

Matt Taylor
Not credited

Geo.
Wilson, Al Wetzel

Good Photography
West Locale
feet

out.

IS

Author
Kenneth Perkins Scenario
John Stone Cameramen

Dan

it

is

Peters,

Al

Satisfactory

New York
7,038

feet
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all

"Buster's Sleigh Ride"
Buster Brown Universal

—

Sure-Fire

f-or

Kiddies

2 reel comedy
of production
Here's one that the exhibitor need

Type

have no worry about. Though aimed especially at the entertainment susgrown-ups
ceptibilities of children,
will find plenty to divert them, with
the pranks of Buster and Jane, some
trick camera stunts, and last, but a
long way from least, the rollicking

The offering is parantics of Tige.
ticularly timely for the holiday season, having backgrounds of wide, velvety stretches of snow. Most of the
action finds the principals involved
two or three feet under the pressing
white drifts, or dodging huge snowb.'iils that seem to have human intenAll told, we have here a
tions.
worthy contribution to the popular
Ileal to children.

"Much Mystery"

tions of Felix's mistress, resulting seirregularity of his
the
riously in
meals. Consequently, when she leaves
to
resolves
for Hollywood, Felix
burst the bubble of her hopes. Arrived
at Hollywood, Felix puts her on the
N. G. list when she takes her screen
test
by slipping a distorting lens

Type

Comedy

Thrills
a

of colorful atmosphere for the
gags that George Davis pulls in this
The villain has George, the
one.

heroine and George's lawyers shanghaied to the mystery ship where the
fun begins. It is a spooky place filled
with trap doors, torture machines, and
various other ingenious contrivances
The novelty
to scare the prisoners.
unusual, and
effects produced are
provide a lot of thrills that contrast
It
nicely with the comedy gags
moves fast and has that "difTerenf
atmosphere that makes it a laugh offering out of the ordinary.
the

manner

of

over.

.2 reel

.

comedy

of dice,

interests the chief in a

and when the game

is

Buddy has everything

the chief
owned, except his bridge-work. Just
as he is about to capitalize his possessions, including the dancing girls,
he wakes up! The antics of the chief,
dressing of the scene with the mostly
undressed dancing girls, and the
heavy
suggestion
of
cannibalistic
promise
to
the
uninvited
guest,
contains a sufficient quota of entertainment to get the picture by.

Wind"

its

Buddy

Finally

game

Sportlight— Pathe
Of Limited Appeal
1 reel sport
Type of production
magazine
This one has been done in the effective

.

has been secured
to play in this episode of the Buddy
Messenger-Monkey series, and unquestionably the new "Mr. X" can
give cards and spades to his predecessor for camera presence, human
imitativeness and general intelligence.
Interest is heightened when friend
monk, who notices Buddy in a doze
swatting flies on his head, places a
hammer in Buddy's hand, and the
The slam on
anticipated happens.
the cranium sends Buddy into a
dream which in turn transports him
The chief sees
to a cannibal island.
Buddy and commences to look longHe invites
ingly at the dinner bell.
Buddy to dinner to fatten him, but
the menu has no appeal for the guest.
His interest is soon aroused when he
gives a once-over to the bevy of native dancers the Chief has ordered for
his entertainment.
Buddy is having
a corking good time, when he is
suddenly reminded of the part he is
soon to play in the culinary program.

lot

"With

of production.

A new monkey

— Mermaid

Chinese prison ship furnishes

the incidents of the story and gags.
Of gags, in the real sense, there are
really hardly any at all, but the picture doesn't actually depend on them
It is rather more
to get his humor.
from characterization that the diversion results,

and

in this

Ben Corbett

fancy work on the comedy firing line.
The offering stands out for its authentic Parisian atmosphere
also the
They don't come any
pretty girls.

—

prettier anywhere on the screen. And
Billy more than maintains his rep as
He picks the
a mirth manufacturer.
wrong girl tor his sweetheart, for she
is engaged to a giant who challenges
Billy to a duel.
Billy gets mixed up
with two other Frenchmen, who also
arrange to meet him for a duel. This
duelling scene is the highlight, and
is one of the best things the come-

and Pewee Holmes supply the mateThere are no still
rial effectively.
has its chief
picture
total
The
moments.
tlie
to
into the proceedings,
bewilderment of the director. True to virtue in the fact that as a combinareally
sage cat's plans, she gets the gate, tion western and comedy, it is
and they both end up back home a different from most of such offerings.
It has a sprightly flavor.
little more contented for the consodian has done.
It should get laughs
lation of a happy home.
"Bamum Was Right"— Life Cartoon anywhere.
"Monkey Hula" Sunkist ComedyEducational
Bray
"By the Wholesale," Sportlight-Pathe
Circus Cartoon
Marvellous Money Intelligence
1 reel cartoon
Type of production
Good Idea, Well-Executed

Educational

A

revolves about the movie aspira-

predecessors,

and much can be said for the maker
in that he has taken something of
comparatively little "meat" and yet
managed to dish up an offering that

Four Flushers"
Sennett— Pathe
certain savor of enBevan, Sans Mustache
concerns itself with Type of production.
.2 reel comedy
"Flirt

has in spots a
It
tertainment.
the raising of kites, sailing of toy
ships in park lakes, and then with
the larger adult products, like yachts,
ice-boats and skate-boats. This number is not to be compared with the
wide range of appeal usually approximated in Sportlights, playing as they
do just as much on the appeal of personalities, as well as on the sport in
which these personalities excel. Thus.
the subject is somewhat devoid of
human interest, though not lacking

.

.

the unusual is to be regarded as
the sight of Billy Bevan
sporting a clean-shaven face even to
the magnificent mustache that used
If

a

virtue,

to

announce him

to his favorites, will

occasion some interest.

Bevan

not
bad in this, though probably his supporters will prefer him minus th«
beautifying touches of the barber.
Nevertheless, this lad is every inch a
trouper, quite evidenced in the very
frothiest of touches necessary to impart color to his role, and he makes

the other essentials which go to
a successful magazine.

is

Featuring the exploits of High Hat Type of production
1 reel mag'
Harold, owner of the circus and a
azine novelty.
muTo thwart the
villain to boot.
Grantland Rice, the author of
sician vv'ho is in love with Myrtle, these excellent one-reelers, has di
up
blows
the bareback rider, Harold
gressed from the theme of showing
an elephant with gas, and floats sky- the athletic exploits of individuals
ward with the girl and himself at- by throwing the spotlight on the acBui tivities of
tached to the inflated beast.
mass formations in buildHarold's cigarette punctures the im- ing muscle, character, physical en
and the villain durance and resourcefulness.
bag,
provised gas
The
tumbles into the lion's cage. Myrtle first shot shows the girl student body
the
IS rescued by her sweetheart as
of the famous Sargent School at a
lion is preparing to make a meal of Southern camp, going through a serThis cartoon se- ies of gymnastics well calculated to
the circus owner.
characterization. make rounded bodies more sylphlike,
ries needs clearer
There is too much similarity in the and willowy limbs no less delectable
monkey characters.
to the eye, but more supple and dependable for coping with the strenu"Telling Whoppers" Roach-Pathe
ous life of the outdoors.
The
Usual Kid Capers
United States army is also shown
Type of production. .2 reel comedy at play and exercise in mass formaThis is pretty much of a piece with tion, the business of building up the
the regular run of the "Our Gang" individual being first fundamentally
series, there being no departure in inculcated
through instructions to
any particular treatrnent or element whole regiments at a time. The idea
The "rascals" are slowly is well conceived, and the various
for effects.
growing up, and in direct ratio to details well executed for carrying it
their accumulating years, more real out via appeal to the eye.
gags and humor and less dependence
on the "cuteness" of sheer childhood
"School Days"— Fable
must result in order for these comPathe
edies to go over. In "Telling Whop.

.

pers" this condition is plainly discernable, the picture just bordering
on a dearth of funny situations. However, the action is fast and consistent,
and little Farina figures in an extended piece of funny business which
well pulls the picture out of the commonplace. Children will undoubtedly
enjoy this all the way. The plot concerns the elimination by combat of
"Touchy," who bullies the "gang"
into a state of terror. Joe and Farina are elected to put him out of the
"Toughy" appears and
running.
makes them forget all about battling
so they have to cook up a story to
square themselves with the "gang."
Because, subsequently, word goes
round that "Touchy" has been murdered, Joe and Farina give the police
a hectic time hunting them out, until
at the climax, "Touchy" shows
up as a fugitive, chased by an irate
farmer seeking to tan him for swim-

The Old Terry Freshness

Type

of production .... 1 reel cartoon
Paul Terry seems to have recovered a good degree of his early freshness of treatment and vigor of
draughtsmanship in this one, with
the result that "School Days" is the
most entertaining cartoon of a long
day in the Fable's series. Al Falfa
this time plays the role of school-

master, and at the sound of his bell
all the little doggies, kittens and piggies come romping merrily to class.
This is the opening scene of the plot
and is well calculated to immediately put the spectator in a bubbling

good humor, due

to the elastic distortion of animation, the antics of the
actors and the panoramic sweep of
the
drawings.
What happens in
school is nothing exactly new in the
annals of comic school themes, in
which the teacher is the butt and
target of his pupils' well aimed missiles, but here again, the manner in
which the author's pen renders the
cartoonical distortion,
in
incidents
makes it all seem as fresh as a newborn idea. And so it goes, with a
slight let-down in originality at thend when Al is shown fading out of
the picture with a swarm of hornets
in pursuit, and Aesop finally observing: "Children and soup should be

The "gang"
and best laugh when
"Touchy's" mother appears on the
"Felix Busts a Bubble"— Educational "Too Much Progress in Pipe Rock" scene and does the honors herself.
Universal
The Usual Cartoon Capers
Fast and Active
"Have Courage" Billy Dooley
Type of production. .. .1 reel comedy
Educational
Though using most of the conven- Type of production. .2 reel western
comedy
That Gay Paree
tional devices for getting laughs out
.2 reel comedy
It is the first of April in Pipe Rock Type of production.
of the hand drawn cat, this ncverthe-l
Shore leave in Paris affords Billy
less furnishes a pleasing amount of and Vin Moore, the director has used
cartoonical diversion. The "shooting" this idea as the basis of predicating Dooley a chance to do some tall and seen and not heard."
in

make up

a

go

of

it.

ming

in his private lake.

gets

its

last

—

.

.

I

.
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"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"

Rin Tin Tin In

Paramount

"While London Sleeps"

Fred Humes

AMUSING THOUGH THE
STORY DOESN'T BOAST OF
Warner Bros.
VERY STRONG SITUATIONS. DOG STAR
FRANK TUTTLE USUALLY ALL TIMES ENJOYABLE AT
BUT STORY IS
GETS MORE OUT OF HIS
A FRENZIED MELODRAMA
MATERIAL.
TOO UNPLEASANT IN ITS
Cast.
.Louise Brooks easily the bigAPE MAN ANGLE TO BE
gest attraction in the cast.
LawrQUITE ENTERTAINING.
.

.

13

in

Ralph Lewis

"Prowlers of the Ni^rht"

FAST

"The

Silent

Lximaa

Universal

RIDING

WESTERN.
STORY THE USUAL TRIANGLE BUT IT SERVES UP
GOOD ACTION AND J UST
WHAT THE ADMIRERS OF

WESTERNS LOOK

in

Power"

—State

Riyhtn

TENSE AND SOMEWHAT
HEAVY

ATMOSPHERE. MURDER MYSTERY WELL DEVELOPED BUT RATHER
SLOW IN GETTING THROUGH

THE

CLIMAX.
FOR.
ence Gray the good looking hero
and Evelyn Brent the "love 'em Star
Rinty just as intelligent and
Star. .. .Pleasing.
Rides well, shoots Star.... In a typical characterization.
clever as ever. And they keep him
and leave 'em lady." She has apHandles emotional bits very well
straight,
displays every sign of
at work.
peared to much better advantage in
Far surpasses his huand
convincingly
true western bravery and rescues
portrays
the
man support in holding the specsome of her F. B. O. crook stories.
agony of a father whose duty
the heroine in fine style.
tator's attention.
Others not important.
brings him the tragic task of turnType of Story. .. .Comedy romance; Cast
Cast. .. .Barbara Kent the necessary
ing the switch at his son's execuHelene Costello the girl who
girl.
adapted from the stage play.
Al
Parsons
father.
her
bandit
It
tion.
saves Rinty from being shot. Walprobably won't make a speck of
Others not important.
ter Merrill a mild enough hero.
Cast. .. .Charles Delaney first rate
difference, as far as the aggregate
Otto Mattiesen suitable as the no- Type of Story
as the accused man.
Western.
Fred
Ethel Shanof picture audiences is concerned,
torious crook and George KotsonHumes rides well and he does
non a pleasing heroine.
Others
that Paramount's scenario departaros a well greased and muscular
plenty of it in "Prowlers of the
Robert Homans, Vadin Uraneff.
ment has thoroughly overhauled
ape man.
Night."
That is as it should be.
and renovated the original "Love
Drama. "The SiAnd Edward Ullman. photographer, Type of Story
'Em and Leave 'Em." They won't Type of Story
Melodrama. A
lent
Power" loses some of its
has
secured
some
fine panoramic
even know it.
But it does seem
welch rarebit or "While London
triteness
through
the
direction
shots of Humes speeding over the
that there was far more appropriSleeps" either
one
before
of
Frank O'Connor, the effectbed
great open spaces in the course of
ate material in the original than
time is apt to bring on a terrific
ive
portrayals
of
Ralph Lewis
his various pursuits and escapes.
that which survives the transition.
nightmare.
They didn't seem to
and
Charles
Delaney
and
a
He has the very risky business of
The "leavings" are a trifle slight
have a really good excuse for ringgood production, but it remains
rounding up a desperate band of
for feature weight and not over
ing in the gorilla man and foisting
pretty heavy entertainment unless
thieves and to provide the customabundant in comedy possibilities.
so many unpleasant details upon
your preference happens to run in
ary complications the ringleader
At that Frank Tuttle is usually
an audience.
It isn't a wise comthis direction.
The murder, the
has a pretty daughter who had premore successful in eking laughs out
bination at all. The dog is a drawcondemning
of the innocent man
viously befriended hero when he
of the scripts supplied him. Mame
ing card with children but the ape
and his threatened execution makes
wasn't successful in dodging a bulWalsh, the heroine, is not nearly
for some pretty tense but gruesome
man angle immediately kills the
let.
Luckily the girl has no love
as interesting as her fresh kid sisatmosphere. It is obvious that his
picture's possibilities as entertainfor her wicked father who mistreats
You almost feel reconsalvation is inevitable but the cliter, Janie.
ment for juvenile audience. Rinty
her.
She supplies hero Fred with
max
resolves into a protracted sesciled to Janie vamping Mame's
does his share to make the picture
valuable
information as to the
sion of incidents tending to bring
sweetie, Bill, the chap who trims
interesting but the meller becomes
bands manouvers and leads him on
the execution about before
the
the windows in Ginsberg's departso wild that even this here police
the trail of capture.
There is a
necessary evidence clears hero's
ment store where Mame and Janie
dog will fail to make it completely
good twist where Fred pretends to
name. The well known tricks of
work. Mame is one of those unsatisfying.
This time Rinty is the
be one of the outfit and joins one
suspense the dash to the goverconvincing, self-sacrificing beings
loyal pal of London Letter, a noFred
in
jail.
of the men who is
nor's office, the dash hack to the
who gives in to all of Janie's whims
torious crook who has successfully
secures his confidence and together
prison, the attempt to reach the
and for her trouble is rewarded by
evaded Scotland Yard men for
they plan an escape from jail, Fred
warden, something wrong with the
Rinty is his lookout but
having Janie steal Bill's affections
years.
figuring that the fellow will lead
electric apparatus
all
these help
while she is away on a vacation.
they finally get him and the dog
him to the crooks' hideaway. Meandelay the execution and pile on the
is about to be shot when Inspector
Mame pretends not to care. Then
susfather
becomes
time the girl's
suspense but the ending is the
Burke's daughter begs to be allowto make matters worse Janie's bets
picious of Fred and they trap him
same.
Hero is saved when his
finances
the
Meantime
on the horses deplete her
ed to keep him.
The trick trigger work of Fred
sweetheart's half-wit brother consearch for London Letter goes on
and she appropriates the Welfare
foils them even at that and he
fesses to the crime.
O'Connor has
and while Burke and his men are
Society's funds and throws the guilt
manages to pull through safely with
handled his death house scenes in
out trailing a tip, London Letter
on Mame. The sad plight of Mame
for
the
pose
the girl on hand to
good judgment and refrained from
kidnaps his daughter and holds her
reaches a climax at a mask ball
The story moves
clinch finish.
any attempt to show the death
dive.
It
a prisoner in his Limehouse
given by the department store.
along at a good gait and it isn't
chair.
His means of suggestion is
that Janie is exposed to
She is attacked by the Monk, Letis here
long enough to bore anyone even
far more effective than actual shots
on
the
he
Rinty,
and
while
man,
but
light
true
ter's
ape
Bill in her
with its familiar plot.
of the grim chamber would be.
scent, comes to her rescue and his
begs to be reinstated as Mame's
There is genuine suspense and
old master is killed in the scuffle.
sweetie Janie satisfies herself with
west.Average
Box Office Angle:. ..
some really good dramatic force in
Rollsa ride in Mr. Ginsberg's
ern; suitable for the exhibitor who
these scenes in spite of the fact
Fine if they like
Angle
Office
Box
Royce.
needs an occasional western to vary
that the development is a trifle too
melodrama. Unwooly
and
wild
his program.
Light but fairly
Box Office Angle
long drawn out toward the end.
wise combination of dog and ape
Louise Brooks will unamusing.
of
recommendation
man prevents a
Heavy but good
Hardly requires, or Box Office Angle.
Exploitation
doubtedly prove enough of an atthe picture for children.
dramatic offering if your patrons
exploitaparticular
any
warrants,
inaudiences
most
to
keep
traction
like this type of picture.
You can promise good riding
tion.
terested.
Exploitation. .. .Ordinarily the name
that Fred Humes Exploitation.
tell them
and
.The miscarriage of
sufficient
would
be
that
Rin-Tin-Tin
of
A catchy title
Exploitation
supplies all the expected thrills.
justice might be used as a talking
Exhibitors caterto bring them in.
will get attention if properly put
The title suggests teaser warnings
point, playing up the idea of caping to family trade, and desirous
Paramount's press sheet
forth.
the way of throwaways reading:
in
ital punishment and the possibilimay
of cooperating with parents,
shows a series of eight silhouette
"Protect you home against 'Prowties of an innocent man suffering
presence
the
explain
to
and
wise
find
it
novel
are
"
picture posters that
the Night.'
of
lers
the penalty for a crime he did not
fine
does
Rinty
man.
of the ape
more than likely to attract. Louise
commit.
usual.
picwork,
as
the
in
Bottom
Black
the
does
Direction ..Ernest Laemmle; suitable
Frank O'Connor;
which suggests the usual
Direction
ture
Walter Morosco;
Direction
good but a bit too slow on developdance contest.
credited
Not
Author
fair
ment.
Frank Tuttle fair Author
Direction
Walter Morosco Scenario
Enrest Laemmle
Jas. Bell Smith
Author
Van Alstyne Weaver
Authors
Walter Morosco
Scenario
Edward Ullman Scenario
Jas. Bell Smith
Cameraman
Geo. Abbott.

—

—

—
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Scenario

Cameraman
Photoplay
Locale

Length

}

Townsend Martin Cameraman
Geo. Webber Photography
Good
New York Locale
5,900 feet

Length

Frank Kesson

Good
London
5,810 feet

Photography
Locale

Length

Good Cameraman
Photography
West Locale
4,390 feet

Length

Ray June
Good

Any

city

5,500

feet

)
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HOW THE BIOCOLOR DEAL
AFFECTS ENGLISH THEATER
SITUATION-BUILDING BOOM
UNDER WAY IN AUSTRALIAOTHER FOREIGN NEWS

By JAMES

That Biocolor Deal

Building

P.

"The Film Renter"
London In this week's issue of
"Kine Weekly" appears an interestipR editorial
an aftermath of the
Bicolor circuit deal of last week.
It
points out the possible theater situa-

—

tion of the future, as follows:
• •
—phe acquirement of the important
Biocolor circuit by a city finance house already

interested in the British Gaumont Co.
is a portent and, from most
points of view,
.T
he.illhy one.
But it should also convey
something; of a warninR to any British exhibitor who may imagine that
he is permanently assured of a monopoly in his particular line.
"It has always been assumed that theater
purchase on a large scale by interests also
concerned with distribution would be instigated by the big Americin groups.
Something has already been done openly in that
direction, and probably a good deal behind
the scenes.
"The Biocolor deal is on quite another
footing.
The money is not that of a distributing concern, though it comes from a
company associated with one of the most important British distributors, and
more sigr.ificant still
it
is entirely British money.
"It is obvious that many preconceived ideas
regarding 'pfoducertheaters' will have to be
revised in view of these facts.
"Even if the association of the Gaumont
Company with the Biocolor Circuit were much
loser than, on the facts so far published,
i;
appears to be, it is clear that these theiters will not be 'tied' establishments in any
radical sense.
"There is neither the product nor, one
/athers, the desire to make them 'output'
h.iuses: everything we know of the deal suggests that the circuit will be run for profit,
s
a
self-contained unit, as it has always
cen.
"That said, it remains a fact that the
i'-al
is
one which marks a definitely new
f-velopment of trade policy and that its ul
mate effects are likely to reach far beyond
lie parties immediately concerned.
"As far (it may be) as the other side of
the Atlantic." • • *

—

—

I

;

Raw

Borlin

— Every

year,

the

leading

1

'

•ribute

a

amount

large

stock to
production
f educational and hygienic films. In
November, ,37,000 metres of negative

Government

'lie

:
'

'!

for

of

the

nated.

CUNNINGHAM

"British
Bombay

'

Edna Williams On Her Own
On Monday, Edna Williams, for-

'

Pictures

—There

is

mer export manager

consider-

built.
is

expected

numerous

new

parts of Australia,
theaters are being

Adelaide, S. A., in particular,
slated for several new houses.

These
T.

J.

Dorgan has commenced con-

struction of the Star Court at Grafton,

about 350 miles from Sidney.

Perth W. A., is to have a new cinema. It is already in construction and
will be operated by Temple Court
Buildings, Ltd. A novel feature will
be a large garage underneath the

to be soon started.
are called British pic-

Actually, the author is
an Indian, the capital came
from Italy and the director and
cameramen are German.
tures.

for F.B.O., will

Broadway, Suite
1410, as an exporter and importer.
Ednella Export Corp. is the firm
name.
open

offices at 1560

City of Paris in Films
Paris The Paris of today will appear in a motion picture.
Jacques

—

Henry Levesque is now preparing to
film a story woven around the beauties of

the French capital.

Trade in Rome
Rome — Following

Organizes
a
meeting in
October, manufacturers, producers,
Tele-vision Device
Milan, Italy In the headquarters renters and theater owners have comtheater.
of
the
Italian
Electro-Technical bined for organization purposes and
Ass'n., Alessandro Banfi recently il- formed the Laziale Cinematograph
Hoyt's Theaters recently opened lustrated to an audience of technic- Ass'n. -which will be part of the Fasthe new Glenhuntly at Glenhuntly, ians, his new system of tele-autog- cisti Confederation of Film ManuVictoria.
raphy and tele-vision, which, unlike facturers, in accordance with the
It is of Spanish design.
other systems of tele-photography, is rules established by the syndical law.
Said to be backed by big financiers,
clainied to allow the projection of
To Produce for Russia
the Society of Italian Film Authors
happenings
actually
taking
place
at
a
Paris Jean Jacques Fortis, founder
distance far away removed from the has been formed to sponsor the makof the Cinematographic Visions, has
ing of Italian films only.

New

—

—

started a movement to preserve prints
of outstanding artistic pictures, in an
effort to show the evolution of the
motion picture, and for studying art
in

Producers

films.

contributing
these prints are assured that they
will only be projected for educational
purposes.
Already, about 20 have

been stored.

Dewhurst and Stoan Interested

Nice— It

has been learned that the
based on the Queen of Rumania's
novel will be produced by Georges
Dewhurst and J. B. Stoan, of Paris
All interiors -will be made at Nice,
while the castles of Rumania will
provide settings for exteriors.
film

Stock to Gov't

'ierman raw stock manufacturers, inluding Agfa, Goerz, Signose Film
o., and Nobel Film G.M.B.H., con-

LENINGRAD

able interest in production at
present in India. A film on the
life of Buddha
was recently
finished and several more are

thickly-populated

'

Contibute

NEY— MOSCOW— ADELAIDE

Room

And Its Effect Upon the English Many Parts of Australia, Especially
Around Adelaide, Experiencing
Trade— Will Not Be Used as
Boom in Theater Construction
Gaumont "Output" Houses
Sidney — In several of the more
By ERNEST H\ F REDMAN

1926

19,

LONDON — PARIS — BERLIN
ROME— CALCUTTA^BOMBAY
MILAN— NICE— LILLE— SYD-

Foreign Markets

BRIEFS

Editor.

Sunday, December

seat of projection.

The

greatest

photography

with

difficulty

tele-

to transmit in the
minutest space of time, the innumerable dots which make the picture.

Foreign Rights

Banfi claims he has overcome this bv
dividing the picture into several parts
and transmitting these simultaneously
on to the receiving apparatus through
separate lines, with different wave
lengths.

Selected with Expert
Foreign Ref|uirements

is

COMPLETE PROGRAM

Every Type

of Production
Specials- Features- Shorts

FERDINAND

Knowledge

H.

of

ADAM,

Film Distributor,
152 West 42d St. - New York City
Phone Wis 1143
Cable Ferdinadam.
International

New Indian Producer
Calcutta S. K. Holdar, who has
spent five years studying production
in various parts of Europe, is back
in Calcutta and will soon start producing Indian films for the United
Kingdom, Germany and Asutria.

—

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Foreign

CO.

Distribution

Not Natbanson,

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

Cable address

Phone ^'isconsin

:

Himark New York

5196-5197

Using Films to Instruct

France— Under the leadership Mission Finishes African Expedition
Paris
The Synchronisme CineChatelet, Dean of Lille
matique
Mission
has returned from its
University, a local

—

Lillc,

of

Albert

I

educational move-

ment was inaugurated
study ways and means

PAWNEE

filming to Africa.
During the exweek to ploration, 7,000 metres of film were
using mo- photographed, from
which three short

last

of
pictures for educational and artistic purposes in towns
of northern
France.
Screenings are to be held
tion

at each meeting.

subjects, will be taken.
The expedition filmed the unknown Mauritania, the Komaguia and the whole

Western French-African

coast.

Now

Foreign Territory

Available

tlie

BILL,

Jr.

lypf

In a series of 8 five reel

Western

larj

Thrill

to;

Dramas

DONALD CAMPBELL
30 W. 46th St.,
iNew York City

'Doncameo
New York

kno'

mod

bad

lecte

"C,"

npk

CAPITAL PRODUCTION EXPORTING
729 Seventh
Avenue

m

Productions

of

sert

CO., Inc
-yr

,

»,

,/

Merit"

WESTERN FEATURES
STUNT MELODRAMAS
A

I,lil.

Cable Addrcmiei
l-onHon

allt:

tributors.
Paris Address:
Societe des Films, Richmount,

Rue de Lancry,

n^^ York

PIZORFH.MS

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,

Portland Place,
I., England.
Cable Address: RICHPICSOC. PARIS Cable Address: DEEJAY,
Cable Address: RICHPIC, N. Y.
Paris, France.

S.MICOFILMS

City, N. Y.

inm

inta

D. J.
President
Exclusive foreign representatives for Rayart Pictures Corporation and other leading independent producers and dis-

2

iMuian A<Mreti
8 New Compton Sl
CfciriiK CroM Rotd W. C. 2

Inc.

MOUNTAN,

TWO REEL COMEDIES
NOVELTY SHORTS
TWO REEL WESTERNS

Comprehensive Line-Up of a Large Variety
of Product

Napoleon Kilm«.

New York

723

Available for Immediate Release

SOCIETY DRAMAS

RicHMOUNT Pictures
Seventh Avenue

31

London W.

LONDON

Exporting only the Best in Motion Pictures

Tlies
fates

«'«?
syste

tenio

Pkn
strov

Theater Equip ment and Mana^emPtit
By

MICHAEL

Equipment Tips
For Your Convenience

With heating and

ventilating a pertinent question of the day, the house
manager can derive a good measure
of illumination on the subject from
the matter offered by the B. F. Reynolds Co., of Chicago, makers of the

Unit Heat-Generator Systems.

company numbers among

its

AMONG

the many departthe 1927 FILM
will be a Technical Section, embracing a comprehensive line-up of all the
technical developments of the
past year, together with the salient
features
of
descriptive

ments

in

YEAR BOOK

The
instal-

lations 27 of the largest theaters in
various parts of the country, having a
special system of service for the theatrical trade.
The process embraces
the single transfer of heat from fuel
to air, eliminating the losses attending the transfer of heat to water to
produce steam, and other heat losses
generally attributed to the carrying
steam through piping, coils, etc. The
system burns coal, coke, crude oil or
gas._
It does not require a licensed
engineer to operate, and occupies
comparatively little space.

matter which has appeared
from time to time in this department, and pertinent to the

man

in the trade who, of necessity, has a deep interest in
these subjects.
This has been collated in
such a manner as to serve the
reader with a maximum of data
It will
in a minimum of space.

comprise a valuable reference
document.

SIMMONS

L.

The Theater Improves
The Strand of
Ukuig on a new

Mo., is
ivory-white finish
lor us exterior, as
part of a remodel"ig program, which
also includes im-

provement
trim"

of the lighting

""®

^""^

'"^''*'=

system and

woodwork

Publix's Colorado Theater
in Puebis attracting a
good deal of attention, due to the
decorations done by
o

a local

artist, Charles Schnorr.
He
has painted an original
Turkish design on the walls and
ceiling of the
spacious auditorium.
On either side, and near the top
are four panels— two
panels casting
the many colors of lifelike
peacocks,
and the other two showing
the
beauty of pairs in Turkish love birds

A mammoth dome
oblong

indented

inclosed by four
panels comprise a

beautiful ceiling.

Exhibitors in the vicinity of Nebraska, confronted with the problem of establishing a ticket policy
can get a few good ideas and suggestions from a sample packet being issued by the Rees Ticket Co., of
Omaha. This packet contains a dozen
sample tickets, ranging from reserved
seat style to free-hand roll and machine tvpes. They offer a wide variety of color and make-up designs.

Enterprising

showmen who have

the space and opportunity for cashing
in on "side lines," can get a whole
array of vending machines to choose
from in the catalogued list of Mills
Novelty Co. of Chicago. These machines include mint vendors, target
practice machines for pennies and
nickels, bag puncher, dumbbell lifter,
perfume distributor and candy and

peanut vendors.

The John A. Dunn Co., one of the
largest manufacturers of chairs in
the country, is specializing in three
types of chairs particularly adapted
to auditorium purposes.
Theses are
known as the "Mov-Ezy" types,
model "B" having an insert veneer
back, saddle seat and specially selected birch mahogany frame; model
"C," a specially selected birch stock,
upholstered in rep, squab seat and insert tack back; model "D," finished
in mahogany, squab seat, upholstered
in tapestry, with insert back of cane,

three have hat racks underneath.

all

Exhibitors on the lookout for ideas

and appurtenances for

fixing

up

a

lavatory will find a generous array of
both in the comprehensive catalogue
issued by the Trenton Potteries Co.

The

service extended by this company
takes in everything from the plan-

New Organ

Invention

Most Costly Sign In South
considered the most costly
sign in the South is now being built
for the Saenger of New Orleans by
The
the Texlite Electric Sign Co.
sign, which is expected to be complete in Januarj', will have more than
is

5,000 lights, will cost $16,000.
series of five different colors,
working into graduating shades and
hues, is the main principle of the
display.
It
is
being built in five

haniising the exhibitor
Jtor can tal.^
= striW.
..
take a
object lesson from
his merchant

ng

.

•

neighbors all about him.
It needn"
h. pointed out
to him-visions
o
Vendor, through the
medium of win
low display, poster
design eve^L^
°f -" sorfs"'lur'e th;
i^TJI^.L^'V'^'
attention of passersby
to "goods for
saie
ot every
everv known i,;„^
kind and ...
va-

—

i

riety.

Ncow, is the time if ever,
to bend
additional effort to
compete for a
position in the limelight.
Motion
picture producing and
distributing
companies employ experts
versed in
the art of innovating and
creating devices that give a short-cut
to economy for the exhibitor in selling
the
picture to the public.
What a pity
It
the exhibitor, who already
has expended a substantial sum in buying
the picture, fails to set
by a mere
fraction of this cost for
the accessories that will lend impetus
to the
selling of his product.
The radio
dealers are using their loudest
speak-

The Circle, Annapolis, having gone
through a siege of redecorating and
remodeling is now a symphony of
The showman
grey, blue and gold. The lobby, too, ers to attract trade.
has the same ace in the hole
has
with a
undergone
a
transformation.
Department stores are
Fresh tapestries have replaced the 24-sheet.
numerous pictures which once adorn- throwing the brunt of their advertising paraphernalia into their windows.
ed the walls.
New mirrors, framed The
exhibitor can trump this with
in silver and black, add lustre to the
cut-outs, stills, "strip-ons," and lobbv
scene.
Beneath each mirror is an

The Robert Morton Organ Co. lays
claim to an exclusive invention that
gives its instrument the tone of a
bow passing over strings. This is
possible because the organ is not
actually a rank of pipes, but a rank of
strings, or coil springs which are
graduated in thickness and length.
The individual bow revolves horizon- attractive console table, with a miniatally, and when the organ presses a
ture light of gleaming crystal to
key at the console, it causes the string match the huge crystal
chandelier
to come in contact with the bow, hung in
the center of the lobby. The
which produces the particular string double doors have been redone in
a
orchestral it is intended to represent. rich mottled effect.

What

Accessory Power

Sedalia,

dress, unbeatable for their

wean

world of trade.
capitalization of

Geneva Organ

Co., of Geneva.
said to be different

% •

i>

1

»

>

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

The

is
from
any the company has ever made.

instrument

to

Logic compels the
such assets.
••• "

The new house now being completed at Evanston, 111., has arranged
for the installation of one of the
largest pipe organs handled by the

power

quarters from deep pocketbooks.
In short, motion picture accessories comprise the most ingenious
advertising devices
in
the
whole

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

U.

S.

Palisades

3678

A

parts,

and

will,

when completed,

re-

quire a complete railroad box car for
transportation to the Crescent City.

Joe Hornstein, vice-president of the
National Theater Supply Co., reports
that he will have theater openings on
Christmas Day, all representing accounts for which his company supplied the full quota of equipment.

High Class Trailers
Made

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600

Reports Good Shadow-Box Sales
Col. Bill Yoder, Kansas City sales

manager

of the Ad- Vance Trailer
Service Corp., reports excellent business on trailers service and on their

sas City
are: the

Among

service.
the Kaninstallations made recently
Eblon, Tivoli, Lyric, Co-

shadow-box

lumbia, Princess, Vista and Roanoke
Theaters. The Cozy, at Topeka also
installed this service last week.

Sawyer Leaves
Chester Sawyer,

for

who

South
is

the credit

The Photoplay

Lovington, 111.,
is being remodeled and redecorated at
a cost of several thousand dollars.
New seats will be installed, the lighting system improved and the lobby
Charley Ferris is the
enlarged.
owner.
Call

at

For Ashcraft Lamps

From

the middle west to the coast,
consistent evidence of the demand for
Ashcraft automatic arc lamps are
noted ill the recent installations made
in the Harding and Reviera Theaters
of Chicago; Carthay Circle, Metro-

ning and engineering of complete manager for the National Theater
systems, to the service required in Supply Co., New York branch, is politan, Loew's State, Egyptian, Los
remodeling,
or
renewal of para- leaving for Florida and Cuba the lat- Angeles; the whole Orpheum Cirphernalia,
either
outworn, or de- ter part of the week and will be gone cuit from Pittsburgh west; and Barstroyed.
ron's Circuit of Kansas theaters.
about two weeks.

while you wait

Broadway
New York
Phone Lackawanna 9111
If

You Are

Market

for

in the

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
CONSULT US AND SA^E

MONEY

SEND >OR OUR PRICE LIST

110 Ul'-^t

?~7'-":r

M,....

v„.^ fjy

Phone Penna. 6S64

Motion Picture Department
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Stanley-Mark Strand
After More Theaters
(Cuntinucd from

Stanley

Monday
With 22.110

St. Uuis claims to he the
most ovcrscated city in United States.
Ufa faces new financial crisis, owing 40 000 •

scats

non marks, says Berlin report.
Universal continues activities in ."sr-nth with
mirch.ise of hoIHinRS of Eli
Whitney Col
lins

Jonesljoro.
Ark
deals.
Acouires

in

.

Atlanta

operatH

Seattle
.-Vorthwe't

on

of

11

houses

in

Pacific

l>y

.yliitration

R.

Iward

Minneapolis

at

cails

Rntrers to m.ike
First National.

after

for

Dornthv Arzner.
Famous.
Price

appointed

contract

in

revi-^ed

of

ries

Dallas

.nnd

Tuesday
Theater Fnterpri=es inauinirate
ro.ast chain hy leasinR
$1,000,000 hi
house in
Seattle

nuestion.

neprotiafions

closed

shop
'

Aneeles unions and Ial)or
union victory in dealinsrs

r.os

papers claim
with studio of-

ficials,

at

Cinema

Ass

closes

convention

Detroit.

"'
"^"wnrM'""
r^''
world survey
hemg

'''^f"''>'fon

to

follow
F. Hu-

made hy Kurt

•''''/"•' »" force compliance
w;th'"Irvf'V
^'"'''°"^ held Ifwl
hv Wh^e
pI"" ^^"^White Plains
....
decision
.Minimum of six theaters
'^

in

\ew

York.

"^^^1'"'*^'^

*'"''''

''".

f^r

planned

hy

Ro.xy

N.

J.,

court

T"'inBrton,

.Sunday openings
''"'" r>ToAucrion under
SoTr'^.,^'""'"""-"'
Spoor stereoscopic process.

Wednesday
^^'"1:

'"

invn.=ion

of

'

"'•"''

$5,000,000

duction next year.
H.'.^i'-

PuMix

'"•'"'

a^'jiV

*"

on

pro'^

cte^arct-vS:"'
cnncerninu

status

of Fli WTiltnev
president, who has

O A
"U
*"
"?.^/'^r'^;.;s;!t
Collins. M. P. T.
sold theaters to

•"

•"rur'';r"ne!rt";«r.''"'"

''^

^"'"'- ^''-

^'"'"^"'-

^eoree

E. Kann sells interest
Pictures to Henry Ginsberg.

'"

"'-

.Sterling

'"» AnReles
Griffith will
turn to United Artists.
.tile hnpr se-n for
repeal of adimission taxes
by longress
I

i:^.u^:-"r.?^
with
exhibitors.

^"-•^-y closing con-

North

Dakota exhibitors working
hard to
L^'tw'"'^ '""'""' depression,
f'".""''ine..Tr. denies Corinne
Grif^r^ has signed
fith
with United Artists

r

'

hicago

r.oop district

has S6.30.S

more hou.ses planned.
'Tbr FJ'm Renter." I^nd
daily Jan.

seats

with

become a

to

3.

P'c'""-"
',"T,f
and 23 t.^'T'u
ft. high.

to

be 42

ft.

wide

Tr.insmittinK pictures by radio to make
practical
radio, theaters a possibility following
annoiincement of new telephote at St.
I^uis
by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson.
D. \V Griffith predicts that all
American pictures will eventually l« made in
ITollvwond
>"corpor.ited for $150 000«V»"''^'i:'- '""^
000 at Dover, Del.
K A. Diipnnt siened to supervise all
productions for Tlriiisli National Pictures.

Saturday
hits Des Moines houses
Strand after more theaters
Northwest Theaters preparing for Publix in-

Stanley

seats

Mark

vasion.

Pantages sued for $2,300,000.
Expect settlement of Government
tion.

Circuit,

Strand

New

the
the

of

Inc.,

program

indi-

York.

(Continued from Page S)

ready for shipment to the
motion pic-

and laboratories of the

Another

development

is

that

of

cellulose
commonly
acetate
film,
known as Safety Film, for use when
pictures are to be projected in homes,
schools, churches, factories, lecture

Color Pictures
Among these developments is panchromatic negative him,
which re-

cords all colors in their
true black
and white relationship,
as the emulsion IS sensitive to
reds and yellows
as well as blues and
violets,
its use
IS
invaluable
when photographing
colored sets or costumes
and for accurately
rendering Hesh
tints

m

close-ups.
large

A

proportion of the more
elaborate screen productions
of recent releases were
made on

panchromatic film is
strongly sensitive to
red, yellow and
^reen, it remains more
sensitive to
ulue and violet, especially
when photographing by daylight.
To correct
lor tms extra
sensitiveness to the
t^lue and violet,
color filters are used
oetore the lens.
These filters con!"

- *^'^"

ticket

ac-

°^

'^yed

gelatin

crL
H between
cemented
two pieces of optical glass,
i^ellow filters are most
commonly used with
panchromatic

" ni as they
ut the violet

absorb a definite portion
and blue light to which

he emulsion is most
sensitive, thereby equalizing the exposure
for all
coors.
Ihe result is a more accuate rendering of the
tone values ol
the subject.

Paiicl.romatic

film

under

special

"^^^

hyper-sensitized, which increases
the red and
green sensitiveness of the
film three
to four times.
By using
sensitizcd

this hyperfilm and a
exterior effects closely

(Continued from Page 3)

their approximate

capacities:

the portable amateur motion picture cameras, where its width is 16
mm. instead of the standard 35 mm.
in this amateur size it is known as

350.
The Orpheum seats
1,800 and is playing pictures and
vaudeville.
Also downtown are the
Berchel, legitimate; Princess, Stock;

Cine-Kodak Safety Film, and is processed in such a way that the exposed film is first a negative and then,
by reversal of the image, a positive
ready for projection in the home.
The use of this film by amateur cine-

and Garrick, burlesque.

lographic problems by a larger proportion of the public will, it is believed, tend to secure an e_ven greater
appreciation of the professional offer-

In the outskirts, there are seven
houses, the Hiland, Ideal, Rex, Star,

U. &.

I.,

Cort and Amuzu.

Settlement Expected
(Continued from Page 3)

changing information with regard to
prices and sales and from alloting
custorners to one another.
The action

the result
of application
the association to the Government, to define its privileges under the anti-trust laws.
Keen competition in the ticket
field is shown by the steady decline in
prices since 1924.
In that perioc
prices have dropped from 24 to 26
cents a thousand, and in territories
where price "wars" have been evil
dent, to an even lower figure.
Ol
large quantities, the price is said td
be as low as 15 cents per thousand.'
The association has no monopoly on
the output of tickets, although sales
of its members are declared to total
.$10,000,000 yearly.
is

made by

ings.

& R. Preparing

F.

(Continued from Page i)

and

Family,

La

Ave.,

Salle

site

on

which

Publix has an option.
Effort is declared being made to induce Walker
to erect the proposed theater, but if
he persists in his reported attitude
of decliniii"' to build, the theater firm
will construct the house.
Walker
constructed the State, which is under
long-term lease to Northwest.

from the

State.

Hal Mohr Signed
Hollywood— Hal Mohr, camera-

Pantages Sued
(Continued from Page 3)

graph message from Pantages, began
construction of a theater at Denver,
which would have been used for pictures and vaudeville as part of the
Pantages circuit. When he went to
Los Angeles, Symonds was refused
the Pantages franchise, he stated.

man, has been signed to a long-term
contract by Warners.

CAMERAMEN
your name

List

Suit Ridiculous, Pantages Says
Los Angeles Suit of Symonds is
"absolutely ridiculous," declares Pantages, stating the Denver theater
sponsor came to Los Angeles after
wiring a request for the Denver franchise.
Symonds was given a blank
franchise to sign, but asked time to
consider it. That was the last Pantages heard of him until notified of
the suit, the latter declares.

—

in

new

leaflet of

cameramen and

reputable

indus-

makers to whom
may be referred. No

trial film

prospects
cost of

any kind, simply send

Bureau of Commercial Economics

1108-16thSt.N.W. Washington, D.C

often colored

Schools, Churches
using

Motion

the laboratories to assume
this extra
operation,
since
positive
film
on
tinted support or base has

been sup-

Phed by the Eastman Kodak
Co for
several years.
This tinted stock IS
printed and processed in
the usual

and

Clubs

Should Subscribe for

Pictures

THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN

were

in the laboratories
by
reatment with various chemical
solulons
It IS now rarely
necessary for

and keep up-to-date with the
new films and new equipment

"1001 FILMS*'
Complete reference booklet,
at

{Fourth Edition)

listing nearly 3,000

educational films given

reduced rate with each subscription

$1.50 per year

-

5 South

in

the data.

panchromatic

deep red filter,
resembling those obtained
at night
can be secured by
daylight, thus
avoiding the use and
expense of
elaborate lighting equipment.
In order to obtain
more pleasing
effects on the screen,
prints

Des

Moines, 1,800; Capitol, 1,650; Strand,
1,100; Garden, 725; Palace, 725, and
Majestic 850.
Other picture houses
in the loop are subsequent runs play-

in

is

panThe Publix site is just south of
"" i""'"
i,rr.i.i-jf
^1
Hennepin Ave., one block from the
navrbeeni^"^"V''^^'^'!'**^°"''^"°t
nave ueen so pretentiously
produced iiennepin-Orpheum and two blocks
without it,

Although

Too Many Seats Hits
Des Moines Business

ing at ten cents admission. They are
the Casino, 600 seats; Royal, 450, and

liastman Safety Film

Eastman Kodak Co. has thus matographers is growing rapidly, and
the resultant familiarity with cinemapioneered

the manufacture of
motion
picture hlni, and has
been intimatelv
identihed \yith every step
in the photographic development of
motion pictures since their inception.^

1926

19,

also used

projectionist.

.I'iie

TzTZl'r-^'

Friday
'i'.vernment seeks injunction against
American
Amusement Ticket Manufacturers Ass'n
alleging violation of the Sherman
antitrust

Too many

formation

Making Raw Stock

t

Thursday
reports D W.

nee
11:T'

supplied in nine standard-

,

Minneapolis seen with re''""'' «"'™" >"n
Minne-

'iniform contract not to be
tested
''hv' n'hJn^
"^^
'" ^'"'"'' ^^''''^
.'^peculate

Greater

vv"orld''^"

Washineton

^'"''''Tn

itanley-AIark

liv

arhitra-

"'* invnivine P. D. C.
William ''U'"
Eppstein. Aztec Theater.

U7"ii-

Seve" producers .'•fpresenfed in
.
..
„. ..
w .h studio
unions on Coast

of

Roxy

150,000,000

spe-

director

Iiv

an-

has

cates that there is to be spirited bidding
for
independent
circuits
in

The.iters chain
exhihitor organization "walks out"

decision.

rharles

which

interests,

announcenu-iit

closinR

i)

is

ized colors.

nounced that death of its president,
Jules H. Mastbaum, is not to interfere
and assembly halls. The use of Safewith the program he had mapped out.
ly Film does away with the necessity
Following closely on the heels of of an
enclosed booth and trained

;?

and

Page

way and

Sunday, December

Wahash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

-

Box

office

boon

Motion picture producers who

use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you
black and white pictures with color corrections that are actually amazing.

These
printed on

pictures

Eastman Positive, of

— an extra appeal
a definite

give such

qualities

boon

Prints on

box

office.

Eastman have the black-

lettered identification '^Eastman

and "Kodak"
margin.

course

for the audience that

for the

9>

\

in the transparent

Look

for

it.
\

\

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y.

—
is

WK/

LEO MALONEY
m "The

Long Loop on

the Pecos"

A WESTERN FEATURE
Scenario by Ford
Directed by

Hoover

I.

Beebe

Leo D. Maloney

said;

"This country

is

enjoying

its

greatest

prosperity."

Jones, Smith and

Brown

said

it

too.

We accept the statement as fact because Hoover said
not because the others said

it,

it.

Consider the source of statements,

Pathe says "The Long Loop on the Pecos"
a Western as was ever made by anyone*

is

as good

Released January 9th.
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"Night of Love"
up another
CHALK
Goldwyn.
Here

box

that has

over

all

office

"The

for
is

one

written

plicit

than

its

title

SEEKING "KONTINGENT"

Night

would

Action Slated to Come Up
In South Wales Legis-

To George

it

4"BLUE"SyNDAYBIlLS

on how a small town

story
exhibitor

PENDING

put over local movies.
Cloquet, Minn, has a population

of

W. M.

6,000.

Miller,

—

runs the Leb and Strand
there has experimented with
pictures and knows
well whereof he speaks.
His yarn is one of the most
interesting in months. Turn to

on page

it

Washington Bureau

Washington

lovers this pair has
had an interesting career
through countless reels of cin-

ema romance. At no time has
their work reached the heights
attained in this, their latest production.
To separate them in
future production would be a
crime.
As screen lovers they
are makng screen history.
.4

R'i'tia itic

Theme

bills

story is one of the days of roin old Spain.
It "s based on
old feudal law of the right of the

first night.
We remember reading of
in Blackstone in our college days.
it
not the easiest theme in the
It
is
Fitzmaurice has
world to screen.
handled it with admirable discret on
snd from out the production box has
-.voven a delightful love fantasy surrounded- by dash, color, tragedy and

should be

iiibitors

to include

Colman, as the leader of
a band of gypsies at last comes into
his own.
His work, always characterized by subdued forcefulness is

particularly efTective in his present
surroundings.
Vilma Banky as the
It
princess is a treat to the eyes.
IS the finest thing she has ever done
and stamps her as a real artist. Montague Love as the Duke is up to his
usual good standard. The other members of the cast are well chosen and

do their work

twenty-five per cent of British pictures of which fifteen per cent must
{Continued on Page

Showman's

The comedy element

Tip

Joseph

W. Engel

has

pointed manager of the

Fox

studios.

post today.
novels and

been

ap-

New York

originals for production
both New York and Hollywood.
As one of the original partners with
Adolph Zukor and Edwin S. Porter
on

Page

of exhibitors

throughout

art

cently opened his 4()th house.
located at Washington, Ind.

who with his sons,
(Continued on Page 11)

Switow,

from
Cov-

(Continued on Page 9)

is almost
few spasmodic touches here and
J. D. Williams Here
there add little to the whole.
The
J. D. Williams arrives today from
titles
are excellent and the whole England.
story is fast moving and without
Paley Firm Seeks Houses
waste footage.
And again. Here's our tip to showChicago Several deals are declared
men who play this picture, and they to be under negotiation by the rewill be many.
Bill Banky and Col- cently-formed Paley Amusement Co.,
man as the greatest of screen lovers. formed by Jacob and F. Paley and

ALICOATE

Harry P. Munns.
the Empire and Rose.

is

forecast in the meetings

— The

now

difficulties.

At the office of William Canavan,
head of the International Alliance of
Stage Employes and M. P. Operators,
it
is stated that "everything is proceeding nicely."

is

Sam

Kunsky-B.

&

K. Gets Another

— Kunsky,

Broadway Amuse-

Detroit
has taken

Balaban

&

Katz

over the Lincoln Square,
Fifty thousand dol2,100-seat house.
lars will be spent remodeling.

Co.,

its

month ago

company operated

this

suburban houses and was closely
(Continued on Page

Los Angeles

af-

— Setting

Buys

a

new

Sinclair

Story

Service for Authors, Inc., has sold
•Crooks Welcome," by Walter Sinclair, to

Fire Brigade" opens tonight
at the Central.

Houses May Open Sunday
rcr

ord for length of run at the house,
"We're in the Navy Now" is playing
its sixth week at the Million Dollar
The picture is expected to close this
week.

Sterling

—

Theaters here
Irvington, N. J.
be opened on Sunday, under an
old statute which permits "performances of any play, farces or interludes" which, in the opinion of three
justices of the peace are "innocent or
useful." Ernest P. Biro, attorney for
Stanley-Fabian, refuses to discuss the
course which the firm will pursue.

may

Sterling Prod.

Dunas Returns

—

of Great States,

B.

&

Premiere

"The

11)

Sets Record

Navy Film

M-G-M

Until a

chain.

tinues to enlarge

Stickelmaier Managing Eight
Henry Stickelmaier is
Peoria, 111.
eight theaters here
of
the
manager
has
firm
now
The

are.

Page 2)

Accord Seen

headed by Fred J. Dolle.
Louis Steurle and Henry Reiss, con-

ment

next

great
The old
sea story "Old Ironsides."
frigate ship is due to thrill audiences

It

Expansion Continues
Louisville

Reviews

By LILIAN IV. BRENNAN
James Cruzc has traveled far
the plains and the scene of "The
ered Wagon" to present his
big entertainment spectacle, the

—

on

Complete accord between the seven
producing organizations concerned
and representatives of five international unions embracing studio workers

11)

Louisville
M. Switow, who is
probably the oldest exhibitor in point
of experience in this territory, re-

YEAR

(Continued on Page 9)

nil.

(Continued on Page

—

While these Exploit-O-Grams

of

is

with

40 in Chain

BOOK.

Review

(Continued

now in New York conferring
N. L. Manheim.
This is an
increase over 1925 and a further in-

who

activity of reformers is
about the Langford bill,
which aims to establish "blue" Sunday in the District of Columbia, as
a first step in a nation-wide campaigr
for
the
"Sour
Sabbath."
Thif
"model" bill was introduced at the
instigation of the Lord's Day .Alliance, which claims to have framed

centering

being held to iron out

the United States and several of the
best known exploitation directors in
the industry supply the stunts whicl.
will appear in the E.xploitation Section
of
the
1927

A

"U" Manager

Approximately 61) houses were?"
erected in South America during the
year drawing to a close, it is estimated by Munroe Isen, Universal's
general manager for South America,

2)

Exploit-O-Grams
Hundreds

Isen,

Coming Year

He assumes the new
He will purchase plays,

(Continued

UtIlS YEAR

Forecasts Increase in

Engel with Fox

A

They

Munroe

11)

for many days to come while Cruze's
name again goes down on the roster

efifectively.

IN S.

—

now

The major

on each program

FILM

romance.
Ronald

A

It

THE flLM DAIL,

of

Considerable effort is being exertcu
to force action on these measures at
the present short session.

60 HOUSES ERECTED

The producers asked that
made compulsory for ex

in

The
mance
tlie

local films.

CONGRESS

Four Sunday closing
are before Congress bavin •.
been held over from the last sessic

4.

State Parliament giving preference to

As screen

IN

Powerful Lobby Exerting
Pressure to Secure
"Sour Sabbath"

who

full

Fitzmaurice,
Sydney Australian producers have
splendid handling of a
made their first open move to secure
delicate but all powerful theme a "kontingent." Chief Secretary
Lazmust go the greater share of the zarini informed a deputation from the
glory. The work of Colman and Motion Picture Producers' Ass'n. that
Banky, particularly the latter, is he would introduce a bill at the next
session of the New South Wales
excellent.
dicate.
for his

Here

home-made

lature Soon
By GAYNE DEXTER

in-

Price 5 Cents

Local Movies
is!
A first-hand

Sam

of
Love" is a splendid piece of film
craftsmanship.
It is far better
than its title, or to be more exit.

AUSTRAIIAN PRODUCERS

20, 1926

K. subsidiary.

H. Dunas. sales manager of
productions, has returned to
trip
New York after a six weeks' '-"
throughout the Middle West.
Phil

Denny

'

^

THE

^an

Monday, December

DAILY
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Hollywood— Comedy is the keynote of pictures now in producThe success scored by comedies durmg the last
tion or planned.
to meet the
year is pointing the way to producers, who have set out
emphatically-expressed demand of patrons for laugh pictures.
m
The last year witnessed a strong leaning toward comedy
in

PrIciSCents

Moidi).Dic.20,1926

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Pnblishei

By PHIL M.

SYDNEY

development is not yet
in
a picture virtually insure
appearance
whose
teams,
sight.
real drawmg cards at
proved
have
laughs, are in demand, for they
this
perhaps,
notable,
Most
year.
last
the
during
office
box
the
Although
Hatton.
Raymond
and
Beery
category have been Wallace
popular comedthe team has been broken up, Ford Sterling, another
to be called
expected
are
pair
the
and
substituted,
ian, has been
upon for a great amount of comedy work during the year.
comedy,
All of the companies are cognizant of the demand for
eleand in practically all pictures, regardless of type, the comedy
is
ment is prevalent if not predominant. Nineteen twenty seven
of
all
concerned,
are
pictures
far
as
so
going to be a "laugh year,"
which augurs well for box offices of the nation.

is

—
—

Rue

Engel with Fox
From Page

(Continued

Saulnier.

booming

market

Devil was
// you'll believe it, the
the first screen favorite. Back in
Rome in 1640, a scientific monk projected a figure of Satan on a bare
wall while a group of amazed and
horrified nobles looked on.
"Bill" Nolan of Pathe's Milwaukee
branch, set up a Christmas tree to
graphically show exhibitors the Yulewith
tide specials he had to offer,
exin
deposited
shown
the pictures

to

High Low Close
Vtc... 44 J^ 44;^ 44Ji

Pfd
•Balaban & Katz..
•Bal. & Katz Vtc.
F.astman

Kodak

Sales

500

44J^
..

63 'A

..

73^

127

124J4 127
Famous Players. ... 114!/i 114
114^
Kam. Play. Pfd...l22}4 122 J4 122 J4
•Film Inspect
S'A
•First Nat'l Pfd
100
Fox Film "A"
72H
72'A
Fox Theaters "A" 23^2 23J4 23'A
Intern'l Project
U'A
Ix)ew's,
Inc
44 J<
44H 44J4
.Metro-Gold. Pfd
24J4
•.M
P. Cap. Corp. ..
13'4
Pathe Exch. "A".. 46
42
45

4,000
3,500
100

7m

Paramount B'way
-tRoxy Class "A".. 30
ItRoxy Units
33'A
t/Roxy Common... lOJ/j
'

.

Warner Pictures... 33
Warner Pict. "A" 42^^

30^

•

Prices
•• Philadelphia
I-ait

3,900

50
83 J4
854

.

8 '4

1,200

98!^
41

.

Quoted
Mtrket

600

9'/,

SO

.

300

28
3\'A

Skouras Bros
SO
••Stan Co. of Am.
Trans-Lux Screen.. 8!^
•Univ. Pict. Pfd
•Universal Pictures
.

3,700

98

.

3m

4IH

38!4
t

tt

.

.

•

The

bill

•

in

new form

"

the District, met to discuss ways
means to combat the measure, which

being backed at this session by
powerful lobby.
Douglas MacLean
Los Angeles
Championing the cause of the libplans to move his entire staff to San eral Sabbath is the Religious Liberty
Diego, for "Let It Rain," although Ass'n, headed by the Rev. Charles S.
he will continue to maintain head- Longacre,
Seventh Day Adventist
quarters at the Associated Studios. leader. The Adventists at their last
Eddie Cline and J. R. Crone, are now assembly at Battle Creek, Mich., atin
San Diego completing arrange- tacked the "blue" Sunday lobby and
The cast includes Shirley instructed members to oppose efforts
ments.
Frank Campeau,
Mason,
to foist the "Sour Sabbath" on the
Boteler, Lee Shumway, Lincoln Sted- United States, pledging aid in naman, Jimmy Bradbury, Edward Stur- tional, state and municipal campaigns.
gis, James Mason and Ernest Hilto

stocki ngs.

Hardy, who went to Hollywood as a character man, has returned to New York a juvenile. The

Sam

occasioned even greater objection?
at the seventh hearing, but the two
measures are pending before ConLast week theater owners of
gress.

is

Quotations
Seat.
Seat.

revised.

hibitors'

1)

was

activities.

McLean

Am.
•Am.

From Page

duction

Lipsitz Transferred to Coast
Harold P. Lipsitz, formerly in
charge of the Fox scenario staff in
New York, has been transferred to
the Coast in a similar capacity.

^sue, one and one-quarter, Fox Film "A" a
•uU point, and altogether the morning's tradiig was marked by a general sense of well'cing for film stocks.

Congress

of feature pictures. He was for years
an officer of Metro, associated in profilm

issues
Saturday.
Eastman Kodak leaped
three points, Pafhe Exchange "A" rose two
points, Warner "A" jumped two and threeuarter points.
The same company's curb

(Continued

in

Bills

the bill. At the last session six hearings on the measure were held when
the bill received such a drubbing
from opponents, that the measure

with the industry since the inception

interest

lent

Sunday

Pending

the

Sarah

Financial

4 "Blue"

1)

company which exploited
Bernhardt in "Queen Elizabeth," Engel has been associated
in

A

He

being married Sunday.

m

—

5,

manager

ers staged a "bachelor luncheon."

Comedy

THE

Francaise,

DALY .ibm

SINGERMAN,

of the Universal program department, received a real surprise Friday
when 40 of his friends and co-work-

feature productions, but the peak of the
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That's That

And

Comedy, the Keynote
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transformation
about owing to
role in the next
ture featuring

been

has

brought

his being cast for a
Robert K. Kane pic-

Ben Lyon.

HAL ROACH
presents

:

Work At San Diego

—

GLENN

TEOTN
"45

^

Minutes fom Hol^ood
Ra(h ^mejy

Wade

liard.

Orange Exhibitors Plan Campaign This is a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
Balshofer-Charnas Deal
Orange, N. J.
Fred J. Balshofer has closed with
Theater owners FREE for all Pathecomedies at your
Harry Charnas, president of Stan- here are preparing to follow the lead Exchange.
=
dard Film Service for a series of five of Irvington in an attack on disfast action speed dramas featuring crimination which is keeping their
Original Negatives of Everything
William Barrymore, for Michigan, houses closed on Sundays. Arrests
in Motion Picture Stock Shots
Ohio, Kentucky and Western Penn- of all violators of the "blue" laws is

—

planned.

sylvania.

WAFILMS,

6,400
45,500

W.

Bond Mar ket
Bid and Ask

130

West

INC.

A. Fatter, Pres.
46th St.

Bryant 8181

Schlne Building at Fairport

—

The Schine Corp.,
Fairport, N. Y.
Glcversville, is building a $125,000
one-story film-vaudevillc theater here,
to seat 1,200 and open in March.
Solomon Schafer, manager of the
Grand, Rochester, will manage the

John D.Tippett, Inc.

»

house.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors

QUALITY PRINTS
Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

PaliMdet

«iiiit«»

>>><> 150 First Runs

3678

P^KWWIV

-

Week Dec. 26

1540 Broadway

6040 Sunset

Blvd.

New York City

Hollywood,

Calif.

I
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NEW YORK'S
ABLAZE!
TO-NIGHT!
DEC.

20th
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TkuIcc Daily Thereafter
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23rd
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Twice Daily Thereafter

TWO DOLLARS

ADMISSION

EXCITEMENT!

ALONG Broadway!
NEWSPAPERS, bill-boards
ELECTRIC

shout

signs flash...

/

NEVER such showmanship.
YOU get the advantage of all!
ACT quick Get these prizes now
it

!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
$2 HITS-Scariet Letter-Fire BWgade-TeH It To The Marmes-$2 HITS

Monday, December

M
SOCIAL MOVI[S PROV[

A BOX-OfflCE BONANZA
Small

Town

How

Exhibitor Tells
Stunt Built Con-

sistent Profits
made

Local movies can be
(I

The
by

to

turn

handsome

profit 'at the box-office.
following article was prepared
W. M. Miller, of the Leb and

Strand thcatera, Cloquet, Minn., who
knows all the ropes. Here he describes them for the benefit of other
His story is most inexhibitors.
teresting.

next

step
technical
was to overcome
And this was found to
nu'clianism.
bo unexpectedly easy. The same principles that apply to snap shots with
ordinary
cameras also apply to
motion picture cameras, whatever
their make.
Any projectionist in a
half hour's study and examination,
can load and thread a camera. Once
problems of lighting,
the
loaded,
distance
focus,
and backspeed,

having been

in

20, 1926

NHBIMWUIIIIIIttaiUaiae&BtAid

righted,

the
the

the eighth week the situation began
to get serious. Something was not so

good somewhere.
Then the growing suspicion that
the stunt was not properly adjusted to
its environment became a well evidenced fact. It was found that a community of 6,000 people was not large
enough to produce action news in
sufficient

quantity

to

justify

a

local

Cloquet was a competitive spot when
the

eight

first

issues

news were presented.

of

the

To

local

say that

the reel brought dangerous losses to I
the competition is putting it mildly.
It was not until a year later, when
we had bought the competing theater

and

became

possessed

of

its

box

office records, that the full realization

of

the

reel's

effect,

upon the com-

petitor was made known.
once a w-eek.
There is no doubt but that, properly
Switches to Monthly Release
cut to once used, the local news reel can be made
thereupon
The
reel
was
little
experwill
come
with
grounds
of a veritable gold mine.
It is both^,
ience.
The first 25 feet of negative a month. This entailed a sacrifice
time in news, which surprising and unfortunate that the#
will be worthless because the speed the element of
compensated for by the stunt has not become generally popof cranking has been either too fast was partly
It will and
of human interest sub- ular, among exhibitors.
or too slow; the next 25 feet will increased use
become
tremendously popular
successful, has
proved
plan
jects.
This
correct the matter of distance; percurrent with the patrons.
haps 50 feet will be needed to learn and each month it pays its
an
excellent profit.
expenses
plus
tlie
proper focus under light conFrom this experience it is evident Suggest European Copyright Office
ditions; and some will be wasted beParis
In the current issue off
that towns under 10,000 should not
cause the operator neglected to take
C
o u r r e r
Cinematographique,",
encouraged
to use a local reel,
be
into consideration the backgrounds.
reel is meant 200 feet, more French trade publication, appears thi
Possibly 200 feet of negative will and by
than once each month or every three following:
l)e the cost chargeable to experience.
"The insufficient protection afforde
weeks. It is doubtful if towns under
After that any projectionist with a
film distributors by the convention ot'
should
while
4.000
use
it
at all,
can
reasonable amount of intelligence
wider Berne, to the articles of which the
fairly
good pictures, good cities of 15,000 and up have a
take
United States did not suscribe, causes
enough at any rate, for local use. field at their disposal.
The
camera the "Courier cinematographique" to
As
to costs involved.
The finer points of excellent photogshould not be an item upon which urge the necessity of organizing an
raphy cannot be expected.
"The re- incorporated bureau to obtain the
costs are to be skimped.
Now to make "box office" pictures.
The operator becomes a producer and built" is to be strictly avoided. There American copyright protection, ac-1
are several reasonably priced cameras cording to the law of 1909.
Every
director, in addition to his duties as
using regulation width film that are manuscript
should
first
obtain
a
camera man. With one eye on the
particularly adapted to this type of copyright acknowledgement from tlu'
local new\spaper and the other on the
proposed bureau.
box office, he begins the hunt for work.
Negative will cost about 6 cents
material.
per foot; developing and printing
France Leads in Spain
Events Worthy of Filming
M^'ashinytoii Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
about 10 cents per foot, and shipping
Experience has proved that "mob
Washington
France
led
the
back and forth a minor item. It is
scenes" are good box office material.
not necessary to employ a cameraman. United States in supplying exposed
A football game, a track meet, the
There are several items of incidental motion picture film to Spain during
county fair, community gatherings of
income
that may be added to the box the first six months of 1926. accordone kind or another, getting as many
office value of the product.
For ex- ing to a report to the Dept. of Comof the native population as possible
from
Commercial Attache
ample, a local milling company de- merce
on each occasion is the best possible
French
H. Cunningham.
sired to take 500 feet of their annual' Charles
stufif.
films imported were valued
324.Human nature is pretty much the picnic. This is done at a reasonable 824 pesetas as compared with at243,732
profit and the finished work handed
same.
They all want to see what
for American product.
Great Britain
they look like in the movies.
Any over to them. If the screen is used was third with 91,808 pesetas and
for advertising purposes, politicians
individual who has the remotest idea
Total
provide a fruitful field. They are very Germany fourth with 78.736.
that he may be in a scene taken at
Spanish imports during the first six
glad
to
pay
30
cents
a
foot
to
have
the track meet, will rush to the thetheir pictures taken along with plat- months of this year were valued at

news

reel

—

'

the movies."
That is the slogan, backed by the
use of a local news reel, that brought
hun.lreds of dollars of added profits
to the little town of Cloquet, Minn.,
made scores of new picture theater

"See yourself

in

patrons and a valuable amount of
good-will.
Many theaters look upon a local
news reel as a gigantic effort, coupled
with big investments, huge costs, a
need of technical skill and doubtful
returns. But it has proved a successnil

venture for this edge-of-the-woods

lumbermg town

of 6,000 people.

Pitfalls there are in plenty; some
will be set forth here for the guidance

theaters contemplating a similar
venture.
The use of the camera for the regular taking and presentation of purely
local subjects, was first introduced
It
in Cloquet in the summer of 1924.
has been used periodically ever since,
In
\vith varying degrees of success.
>pite of the mistakes, the venture has
always been on the profit side of the
ledger.
This brief history will attempt a
treatment of Cloquet's experience only
The
ironi
the small-town angle.
facts and results may not be applicable to the larger cities of the
country, where direct competition
might be encountered in the form of
National news weeklies.
The first move was the first misill

i

'

i

—

ater

when

that

particular

subject

is

shown, and bring his family and as

many

friends as he can induce to look

form-titles

should

be

showing cause why they
something.
done they are glad to

elected

to

784,320

pesetas, a decline of
1925.

112,340

compared with

upon him. That's fine, but this is a When this is
To Produce for Russia
news reel.
Actual news must be pay an additional 30 cents a foot to
have it projected on the screen.
taken also.
And
it must
action.
be
Moscow In a recent issue of one'
What kind of a camera should Titles
take.
Parents, lodges, clubs and the like
and
description
won't
do,
of
Moscow's leading newspapers aphe obtained and what would be a
have often requested the positive film
Action is the thing.
peared
the announcement that proCloquet made
fair price to pay for it?
In this fact was found the pitfall of a subject in which they are shown duction is soon to start at Schusselerror
of
one
buying
the unfortunate
number three. Cloquet, being a town when the theater is through using it. bourg. near Lenigrad. The plans, if
of the so-called "rebuilt good as
of limited numbers, it w^as soon found The cost of the subject can thus often they
materialize,
would provide
new" kinfl. It was a German impor- there
was not sufficient Action news be regained
enough film for the entire Russian
hition of doubtful quality and obsolete
No
attempt
has
ever
been made to
to justify a reel of 200 feet each week.
The publication states apBut it was cheap, and therein
tyle.
submit subjects taken to the national market.
The
result was inevitable.
local
The
proximately 7,000,000 rubles will be
lies pitfall number one.
news
weeklies.
news, after a bang-up success for the
spent.
was soon discovered that the
It
first five or six weeks began to grow
Some Things Not To Do
good as new" camera might
rebuilt
Russian Film in Berlin
"flat" and "dull," because of the lack
Unless the proper lighting equipIt
i.ive been rebuilt, here and there.
Berlin -"The Black Sunday," made
of real action events that w-ould lend ment is available,
no attempt should by the Goskino in Russia, and dewas also discovered, without much themselves
to photography.
be made to take interiors.
In the
broken
time, when a part was
outside

—

—

—

—

loss of

order would have to be sent to
lerniany for reijlaceinent.

,11
'

Pitfalls

Mistake number two consi.sted ot
[ttcmpting to use a cheap, imported
brand of negative, at whaat appeared
to be a .saving of one cent per foot.
result was e(|ually disastrous.
It can be stated without reservation,
tiiat the well known American brand
of negative cannot be equalled for
this purpose.

The

The record

of

those

first

seven

weeks was as follows: the first issue
opened to a nice increase in business,
approximately
$150
profit
being
directly chargeable to the stunt. The
second, third and fourth weeks continued to mount, and the fifth week

showed the box office doing $300
more than any corresponding period
in former years.
The reel saved the

day for many a flop feature.
But the sixth week failed to hold
its own.
The seventh week registered
The camera and negative mistakes, a further decline and by the end of

Cloquet experiment, electric lights to
the intensity of 3,000 watts were used
on an interior close-up. The result
was a failure, and all further attempts
at interiors were discouraged.
The Cloquet experiment has been
successful in spite of the many costly
mistakes.
The two major problems
the exhibitor will face are: the necessity of obtaining the best possible
equipment and the proper length of
time between presentation of issues.
As a weapon with which to meet
competition, the stunt has few equals.

picting the
the Winter

revolution

riots

Palace in Leningrad in
1905, was screened in Berlin recently.
It was not received warmly.

International to Release Three
Paris The International Brillant
P'ilms will soon release three productions: "Paganini," based on the life
of the Italian violinist; "Carlos and
Elizabeth," a costume film having its
setting in the court of old Spain and
"The Terrific Nights," taken from the
works of Edgar Poe, Stevenson, Lieb-

—

mann, Heine and Oswald.

k
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f HE

EASY Anna
PICKINGS
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with

Q. Nilsson

with

Ban Lyon and Mary Brian
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Caoraa Sidney
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with
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"The Waning Sex"
DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN DOLLAPS FOR SHOWMEN

A

(M-G-M)

National.
The first, a "Ladies at Play Athletic
Contest" contains a series of six biographical sketches of famous women
athletes.
The name of the woman
each case is left to the ingenuity
and research of the reader.
I

m

—

and

This

is

one

A "Would You

for

Money"

guessed

correctly

the initial of the
placed together in
spell
out
"Ladies at

names when

proper
Play"

order

National furnishes mats, cuts
and other accessories. A bulletin containing an outline of the entire campaign has been prepared for use of
exhibitors.
With such a comprehensive and attractive line to submit to
the local editor, it would not be difficult to get him to run one of these
contests.
He will be quick to apFirst

(First Nat'l.)
Aroused interest by using a mystery
stunt suggestion offered in the press

preciate

the

circulation-building

possi-

bilities.

book.

recognize her at the time he or she

A

formance. One week in advance, the
Boy Scouts were given 1,000 tickets
to be disposed of.
Special slides were
run in both local theaters regarding

—

20,000

Many

heralds.

thousands

the special posters on the picture furnished free by the Navy Department.
Theater front was decorated with
naval flags and the lobby had a special display consisting of a naval gun,
sailor was assigned to
flags, etc.

A

this unit.

— Charles

Buffalo,

Buffalo,

A

B. Taylor, Shea's
N. Y.

Reviews

Review

San Antonio, Tex.

"Stranded in Paris," is her best. It
real knockout comedy, good for
is
laughs to the very last shot. Bebe's

next day.

— Palace,

—
Tox Mix
TONY RUNS WILD—
Special Midnight Performance." — F.
in

J.

"The Old Soak"
(Universal)
Offered prizes for the best 100word essays on the prohibition ques-

'

demonstrated in the picture.
Since everyone in the country above
Ithe age of five appears to have decided views on prohibition and most
tion as

them want

of

to

tell

someone

else

about them, there were hundreds of
essays turned in. American, Denver,

—

Colo.

for

enough rotogravure

sections to cover the town, and sold
a portion of the back page to the
So the theater had
local electrician.
the distribution and advertising at no
cost at all, and the electrician bought

some mighty good space very cheaply.

In

addition,

planted

the

"Fa-

mous Accomplices To the Prince of
Tempters" series to the newspaper,
prepared by First National's exploitation department, started well in adof the showing, and landed
some special stories as well. A.
Peeples, Star, Dennison, Tex.

vance

—

"Tony Runs Wild"
(Fox)
Because the
tiying to raise
house, agreed
receipts for a

Boy Scouts are
funds for a new club
to give them 25% of
special midnight perlocal

Modjeska, Augusta, Ga.

One boy
a

dressed

like

she
a

girl

latest

Daniels'

comedy pantomime

(Paramount)
in

Bebe

rode

wheelbarrow and another boy

dressed like a "hick" did the pushing.
A sign on each side of the wheelbarrow read "You Never Know Women." The stunt was worked five

is

picture,

excellent and

miss a trick to land a
any time throughout the

doesn't

laugh at
She is the
picture.
the picture is all her

whole show and
own. Even Ford

Sterling doesn't have a chance to steal
Arthur Rosson shows ingenuity
it.
in his handling of the situations.

Vera Reynolds' efforts in "Corporal
advance of showing and on
did not meet with quite the
Kate"
were
signs
the
day
the opening
The attempt to give
success.
same
changed to read, "You Never Know
the woman's side of the war, in a
Women See it at the Rex today."
contrast to the usual team of war
Howard Amos, Rex, Sumter, S. C. buddies
(Irish and Jewish combinadays

in

—

of Tempters"
(First Nat'l)

"The Prince
Arranged

Miller,

"You Never Know Women"

j

Ketittr"

— Fifteen

features are anrelease by W. & F.

nounced for
Films, headed by C. M. Woolf. They
include: Maria Corda in "A Modern
Dubarry," which began a run at the
Marble Arch Pavilion. London; "The
Rolling Road," directed by Graham
Cutts and produced by Piccadilly

"You'd Be Surprised"
(Paramount)
A radio microphone was installed
in the box office and loud speaker
was placed in the lobby. On one side

tions), does not allow for the comedy
necessary to make for
possibilities

Paul Sloane's production
is good but his picture runs far too
long for the scant humor it contains.
The blonde takes a back seat now
get an inning.
of the entrance, a large cut-out of while the red heads
is based on a
latest
Gibson's
The
Hoot
placed.
Raymond Griffith was
Headed Husloud speaker was concealed behind story about "A Red
picture goes out as
the
but
noticeband"
not
was
and
mouth
Griffith's
Some of the "The Silent Rider," a more approable to the public.
Hoot is
western.
chatter went like this: "Good morning priate title for a
late.
of
stories
on
low
running
speakGriffith
ladies, this is Raymond
You'd Be Surprised just how
ing.
Maloney at El Dorado
funny my latest comedy is" and
El Dorado, Illi S. Maloney has
Hollywood,
"This is station
talk taken over the Grand.
Calif, broadcasting a short radio

who

real laughs.

—

WRCA

you

by Raymond Griffith
about his latest Paramount comedy
You'd Be Surprised."— Warren Irvin,
Imperial, Charlotte, N. C.
tells

Pictures,

starring

Ltd.,

Blackwell,

Welburn Back at Bloomfield
Bloom field. Mo.— Clyde Welborn
has repurchased the Bloomfield.

Fritsch in

Goetzke

Carlyle

supported by Flora Le
Charles
Hutchinson and

more were placed in banks,, stores,
attached to the local Short, the
etc., by men
The navy men also "The Love
recruiting staff.
a picture,
placed half a hundred boards in ex
cellent spots on which were pasted production;

of
the special performance and the Boy
By LILIAN W. BRENNAN
Scouts secured publicity through the
(Continued from Page 1)
local newspapers.
On the afternoon
of the special performance, the Boy of the great directors and "Old IronScouts paraded through the principal sides" as one of the big pictures of
Wallace Beery and George
streets of the city carrying banners the year.
reading, "Help the Boy Scouts.
See Bancroft are outstanding in the cast.

this

London

Wanda Hawley,

copies of certain newspapers in
or her hand. Two of the papers
Iran stories and pictures of the mysteriious girl, telling how she was dressed
tto represent Anna Q. Nilsson, starjring in "M'ss Nobody" and describiing her experiences on the street, and
hinting at where she would be the
Iheld

"The Film

Editor,

Sky"; Madge Bellamy and Johnnie
Walker, in "The Reckless Sex"; Lili
Damita in "Don't Play With Love";
"The Castle of Fear"; "The Riddle of
the Mountains"; "Out of the Dust";
with Russel Simpson, Dorcas Matthews and "Pat" Moore; Long and

last

"Miss Nobody"

—

"We're In the Navy Now"
(Paramount)
Lieutenant Goldy of the naval office flew over the city on the opening day in a navy plane distributing

The

—

12 favorite film stars, a
easily arranged.
A jarge box was
given the theater in the full-page ad
of the store, which also used window
cards and stills in their windows
about the attraction.
full window
display in the largest shop in town
was arranged. In the window was a

Up-

Annual Dinner of BMP. A.
S.
Rowson Back Home
By hKNEST W. FHliUMAN,

First

replicas of
tie-up was

Breton;

Readers are requested to
captions
for
the
pictures
with each story, the situations
taken from the picture.
fourth is a "Star Acrostic Con-

test."
Twelve pictures of stars, with
brief biographical sketches, are pubKshed daily.
If all
the names are

'Bardelys the Magnificent' at the
Lucas." John Evins, Lucas, Savannah, Ga.

wax

Empire, San Antonio, Tex.

bentg

Be thankful you have
Cooley Laundry in Savannah. Dres'
up and go to see John Gilbert in

life-size, lifelike

London

p. 1927 Schedule Lined

shown

nove'. idea is a "Caption
It consists of six stories

and mats.

laundry work.

dows

W. &

in

suggest

Another
Contest."

A tienp was arranged wit<year."
the Cooley laundry, which distribpackage?
circulars
in
.3,000
uted
These red:
which were sent out.
"In the days of 'Bardelys the MagHow
nificent' we had no laundries.
fortunate we are today to get good

Because tiie Wolf? & Marx Co.
were displaying in six of their win-

telegram, supposedly from Norma
Shearer, thanking the store for a hat
which was sent her.
A particular
hat was supposed to be a duplicate of
the one sent Miss Shearer.
R. Blair,

feature.

cas'
of the liig pictures of tht

A mysterious young girl who
mingled with the crowds on the
streets and went shopping dressed to
An award
represent Miss Nobody.
was offered to the person who would

Marry

contest is inte-esting feature material
for the wom.an'.s p^ge.
The contest
applies to the central situation in
the

remarkable

a

of four contests, specially

by First

Two thousand postal cards were
mailed to a selected mailing list. Postal card read: "I hope no patron of
the Lucas Theater will miss Rafael
Sabatini's "Bardelys the Masnificent"
a wonderful romantic story witi
John Gilbert, the screen's greates'
Boardman, Lione'
Eleanor
lover,
Barrymore

SERIES

designed to appeal as circulation
builders for local newspapers
has
been prepared for "Ladies at Play"

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

Trade

I'he

(M-G-M)

Newspaper Contest

in

comedy

"Pirates

the

of

featured

in

Broker;" Ivor Novello

in

as

yet

pair,

now

untitled,

in

Betty Balfour and Willy

"A

Bernard

Sister of Six;"

"The

in

"The

Outcasts";

Woman Who

Squandered Men," directed by Carmine Gallone, featuring Soava Gallone; and "Jim the
Cracksman," starring Nicholas Rimsky, with (jaby Morlay, an Albatross

Prod.

When Lord Beaverbrook
editorial

Geste,"

his

in
it

"Daily

was of
upon
upon it

Immediately

seized
tie-up
the publisher.
St.

hidden

as

Famous

between
«

personal

a

publicatino,
a suggestion

its

•

wrote

"Beau

Express" on
praise-worthy

a

nautre.

Wardour
of

players

some
and

•

quota system seems to be
Although
E. A.—
certain of passing next year, the
Cinematograph Exhibitors' Ass n seems very
pessimistic about its ever becomisg a reality.
the

C

•

•

•

weeks'
several
a
following
trip to the States, has returned to London.
Other trade personalities returning on the
same boat with the K. R. S. president were
John H. Taylor, who went to confer with
Charles Christie, only remaining four days;
and R. H. Gillespie, managing director of
Moss Empire Theaters.
.S.

Rowson,

•

•

»

Picture Advertisers
Assoc, (affiliated with the A. M. P. A., New
Vork, and the "Wampus," Hollywood), will
hold its first annual dinner on Jan. 28.

The

British

Motion

Exploit-O-Grams
(Continued from Page 1)
any specific
identified
with
picture, they are the results of cam-

not

actually put on by theater
in all parts of the country.
Several major divisions such as bally
hoos, window tie-ups and the like,
will give the reader a quick key to

paigns

owners

the section.

By the icay, do you read ExploitO-Grams day by day in THE FILM
DAILY? Something new all the
time in practical shoicmanship.

Robertson Gets New Assigrnment
Culver City John S. Robertson,
who recently completed ".\nnie Lau-

—

M-G-M, has
been assigned to direct "Captain SalJack
vation," Cosmopolitan Prod.
rie," his first picture for

Cunning'nam will write the scenario
from Josephine Lovett's original.

^illiiiiiiliBBiMHSM
Monday, December

f

H
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EVENING WORLD—*
entertaining program
story and is marred

Newspaper Opinions

OVER
1001

20,000

amples in

THEATERS
(Week Ending Pec.

'26

TEN MOST POPULAR STARS

TEN BEST DIRECTORS

*

ACCESSORY BUYING GUIDE

COMPLETE PRODUCTION
REVIEW

THE INTERNATIONAL MARKET
THEATER CHAINS OF AMERICA

18)

POST — *

as
•

*
*

*

Kate" faded

into

MIRROR—*

NEWS —

JOURNAL—

,

WORLD—*

manages to hold its own
an above the average program picture * *

*

*

»

ment

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—

*

*

the picture
*
became just another war picture with a
* * started off with a novel
happy ending
idea. • * *
* * a war
story that is entertaining and stirring and
» *
strikes happily at a new angle.
* * * half-hearted slapstick which
towards the highly anticipated ending turns
into duller, romantic sentiment. * * *
TIMES * * * toward the end there are
some melodramatic glimpses which are pain* Only one spot in this film is
ful.
mikllv funny. * * *
* * ghastly * * * the whole
subtitles
thing dies in the first reel * *
* *
aching for the waste basket.

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
SUN —

—

And

A THOUSAND
OTHER THINGS

Capitol
Weeks Ending Dec.

(Two

17)
dazzles with its
mechanical display, its beautiful melting photography, its interesting sets. • • •
* * incredibly
beautiful, so wonderfully mounted and acted
* pictorial poem. » » *
and directed *
*
*
not to be
*
*
*
it
is
one of the rare films
missed
**
*
times.
viewing
several
that will bear
* * decidedly a "bigger and
better picture" * *
you cannot afford to
miss it * * * inspiring piece, well acted,
*
well directed and well worth your while. * *
* * * settings are
* *
gorgeous * * * direction is superb
acting perfect * * * story is far more interesting than any of the versions used on
*
the operatic stage. *
* * a clas*
sic which you can ill afford to miss *
* *
will win the plaudits of picture lovers.
POST * * * It has, if we are not mistaken, a great deal of popular appeal, a well
known story and some very handsome play-

DAILY MIRROR—*

*

EVENING WORLD—*
GRAPHIC—*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

1927 FILM

YEAR BOOK

—

humorous

SUN — *

a great
almost too

*

as near a pictorial equivalent
*
as could be fashioned •
beautiful. * * *
* * a dream of shimmer-

•
ing enchantment »
glowing,
motion picture life. * * *
*
*
inspires with
TIMES *

—

"

imagination,

*

*

»

*

delicate

throbbing
its

wealth

its
shadows and soft lights
and easy-flowing masterpiece

»

WORLD —*

*

magnificently beautiful

photography,
intelligence, in
its
acting and direction. * * *
its

in

alert

(Week Ending Dec.

AMERICAN—

11)
* * an hour of genuine
*
•
*
*
entertainment
the main story would
never bring any loud hurrahs from an audience. * * *
*
* affords
intermittent ripples of humor * * * a featherweight comdey drama that should register
with the public because of the fine work of
its principals and its amusing gags. * * *
* * all very well and
entertainingly done. • • *
* * interesting
for those not familiar with the original ver*
•
*
sions
good entertainment. *

DAILY MIRROR—*

DAILY NEWS—*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

is

* »
* *

•

prodi

spirited andi
totally un-

ffliol

I

* iep

Biltmore

tnan

Amkino
AMERICAN—* * * Broadway,

tk"

after

all,
Sir

wants entertainment and "Potemkin" is hardly
* * worth the study of all seriously
that
*

screen.

interested in the

DAILY MIRROR—*
document *
the sway

matic
tion

to

*

rhythm.

*

presii

M

*
*

a stirring, draunfolds gripping aca crescending story

of

mili

stri

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

* • enjoyed a de* * whether
servedly enthusiastic reception
there is now an audience large enough to

make cinema symphony

remains

profitable

* * *

be seen

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
achievements

pathfinding

film blazing with

to

one of the
the cinema, a
*

*

of

4,

and dynamic power.

vitality

leas

MORNING 'TELEGRAPH-*

*

*

an

epi-

sode in what might be a photoplay.
And as
* *
such it is excellent
acting of the
seamen is good. * *
POST—* * * tells with a good deal of
striking
detail
and with considerable piceffectiveness,
torial
a
stern
narrative
of

mutiny and

TELEGRAM — *
that

all

ort
iret'e

|ate

*

revolt.

* very heavily minus
by the term "box of* *
stark and grim sincerity.
*

connoted

is

TIMES— *
*

fice"

*

* * director displays a vivid
imagination and an artistic appreciation of
j
motion picture values. * • *
J
* * * in many ways an amazing document • *
effective, however, as a

WORLD —

plain
deed,

record

of

*

is.

it

historical

fact,

fact,

if

in-

*

*

J

"Stranded in Paris"

The Paramount
Paramount
(Week Ending Dec.

AMERICAN—*
cate
well

—

Ford

*

*

plot.

17)

has a wearily intriSterling plays a bit

*

*

As for the
enough.
sometimes. * * *

DAILY MIRROR—*

rest

*

was funny

it

an excellent job
* * * Put this picture on your list as one
••
of Bebe Daniels' best funsters. *

crowded

*

*

Bebe

is

*

•

*

EVENING WORLD—*
»

comedy

*

every possible comedy situation

into

except a subway rush.
*

*

another

just

* a bedroom
movie teetering

between farce and comedy with occasional
touches of slapstick * * » rather diverting
entertainment. * • *
GRAPHIC * * * one of her (Bebe Dan-

—

*

best

iel's)

*

what

a

vehicle

Paris" provides for this talented

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*
Bebe Daniels has done
*

*

isn't

"Love 'Em and Leave 'Em"
Paramount
Paramount

wyn,

"Potemkin"

in
its

Natio

local

in

*

ireli

*

movement

*

EVENING JOURNAI^*

*

poem

TELEGRAM—*

of

*

detail

important as a drama.

ers.

of

*

mider

*

*

WORLD — *

its

HERALD TRIBUNE—

THE

Tbi:

took"

players go through their
respective roles obediently but they do not
seem to be much concerned about the situations nor the story. * • »

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*

*

TIMES—*

Isn't

* *

*

above the average.

slightly

good entertaincomedy injected was no relief.
»

"Corporal Kate"

*

SUN — *

lkeC(

*

tiresome melodrama.
* * a good idea gone
DAILY
astray in over-traveled cinema country. *
* * * has its moments of
DAILY
comedy and flashes that come near to stirring one's emotions. * * *
,.,
* a splendid
*
EVENING
*
*
mourns
One
idea but weakly handled
that the picture hasn't received better ^treatment at the hands of the director. * *
* * It does have
EVENING
a few good sequences but they are buried in
•
*
»
loaded with some of the most
the ruck
*
deplorable subtitles on record. *
GRAPHIC * * * the audiences do like

*

a

M-G-M

Great Industry

,

*

*

those who know nothing
whatever about the stage doings are apt to
set it down as a "nice title picture. * » *

* * *

"Faust"

A

jerkily

To one who
never has seen the play perhaps the picture
will prove satisfactory. * » *

WORLD—*

COVERING

rather

|slioill(i

—

Great Book

unreels

*

*

merry little film
twice as much comedy as melodrama
from a pleasant comedy "Corpora^

AMERICAN—
*
*

A

Se

*

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

Hippodrome

EXPLOIT-O-GRAMS

IN

*

moderately-

Frank Tuttle directed the picture andlk'^"
has interpolated some highly amusing touches.
*

"Corporal Kate"
P. D. C.

TEN BEST PICTURES OF

*

* * obvious
picture
by a few horrible ex-

sub-titling.

GRAPHIC—*

20, 1926

* there is never
intensely amusing.

*

*

"Stranded

*
star. * *
best

thing

in a very long time
a moment when it
* * *
* * pleasant

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*
*

little picture * *
presented. * * *

POST —

*

*

*

a

good farce, exceedingly

distinctly

reminiscent

of

Constance Talmadge's "The Duchess of Buf-

SUN— *

falo."

*

*
*

*

we

Paris"
week in movieland. *

"Stranded

in

TELEGRAM — *

get

them

at
*
*

least

good as
every other
as

*
measured with the
yardstick and resolves itself into a
* *
series of genially incredible happenings.
TIMES * * * the merriment being cre-*
ated by the wild antics of Bebe Daniels • *
achieves its purpose in giving one a generous amount of fun.
* * whether it is burlesque
*
or satire, the picture is fun with a feather
touch.

hokum

WORLD—

Ji(

THE
Monday, December

20,

^iJ^

1926

\ustralian Producers

Seeking "Kontingent"
(Continued from Page 1)
Australian, and tliat no exhibitor
hould be allowed to book an inipore

ed film until it had been passed by
he Commonwealth censor.
This request is aimed at the block)Ooking and group-selling systems
inder which American productions
ire handled here.
If granted, First

O
Exhibitors^

Bill more

>r

the entire

reference

is

commonwealth; and
granted

here,

if

other

tates will follow.

Australia's First Big Film

I

Sydney

— Eva Novak has returned to

completing "For the
'erm of His Natural Life," under the
Before
irection of Norman Dawn.
;aving, she signed with a newly.merica

after

oated company to make six more
ustralian pictures, commencing early
1927.

1

Shooting on "For the Term of His
Jatural Life" has lasted twelve weeks
It is the firs:
*ith four more to go.
tiportant production attempted here,
budgeted at $200,000. The story deals
fith Australia's convict history; and
k a result of political and church
jjrotests, the Commonwealth Governfient has put new teeth in censorship
jegulations to prohibit the export of
iny film which is "undesirable in the
[ublic interest, or which is likely to
rove destrimental to the Common-

Check up on ad-

(Continued

From Page

1)

t

Danville.

Florida

Firm Gets Ninth

Safety Harbor, Fla.— Ninth in the
hain of houses operated by the comany, Tamiami Enterprise Theaters
as taken over the Alden. The firm,
eaded by A. C. Hankins, has houses
t High Springs, Williston, Dunellon,
lomosassa, Inverness, Brooksville,
iushnell

and Wildwood.

Criterion- -"Ileal!

Geste"

Embassy —"lien

Hur"
It To

;

—

Avoid

vertising.

Re-

superlatives.

member you

closing
Wednesday
the Marines" opens

—

Glory"
"Hiitterflies in the Rain"
Loew's New York Today— "The Ace of
Cads"
Tuesday "The Sin Cargo" and "I.oco

Hippodrome

—

—

can-

Luck"

Funny
rhymes

—
—

VVcdntsday "The Canadian"
Thursday "Her Big Night"
I'Viday
"Home Sweet Home" and ".^tta

not kid the public

—

Hoy"

with

—

"Going Crooked"
— "Stranded
Padis
Mark Strand — "The White Black Sheep"
Paramount --"The Popular
— "We're
Rialo
the Xavy Now" closing
Saturday
.Sunday

in

.

.Sin"

Money'

in

Friday, "Sorrows of Satan" opening

fol-

lowing day.
Rivoli

— "Old

Warners

— "Don

(Continued

From Page

Astor

1)

with four downtown houses,

filiated

the .\lama. Strand, Walnut and Rex.
Within the last month the firm has
opened the new Towers, at Fourth
and Oak, and the Crescent on Frankfort Ave.
Within the next 60 days
new theaters will be opened at 18th
and 31st and Market Sts.

Ochs Files $6,100 Judgment
judgment for $6,100 has been filed
in the Supreme Court by Lee Ochs
against William Fox and the Phoenix

Amusement Co. after a trial before
Justice McCook in which a verdict
for $5,000 was returned with $965
Ochs sued for $9,875 alinterest.
leging that he and .Mbert Strauss
were retained by the defendants as
real estate brokers to find a lessee
for the W'ashington, W. 149th St.
house, on terms by which the theater was to be leased for 21 years at
$37,500 a year, with a bonus of $100,000 as additional rental.
The plaintiff said that the Convent
Corp.

Theater

was found and was

willing to take the lease under these
terms, but that the defendants imposed new terms which could not
met, and the transaction fell
be

The

plaintiff

sued

for

a

the

of

that

brokers

it

fell

through.

—
—
Capitol
"Valencia"

Broadway Undetermined
Cameo — Undetermined

— "The Fire Brigade
'Ole"
— ".MichaelBetter
.Strogoff"
—
Criterion
"Beau Geste"
Embassy —"Tell
to The
Marines"
—
Harris "What Price Glory"
Hippodrome— Undetermined
Mark Strand — "Twinkletoes"
Paramount — "The Cheerful Fraud"
— "Sorrows of Satan"
Rialto
— "Old Ironsides"
Rivoli
Warners — "Dun luan"
Brooklyn Mark Strand— "The White Black
—
Sheep"
60 Houses Erected
In S. A. This Year
Central

Colony— "The

Co.,

has obtained a license for a theater at
3504 Lake St. The firm now operates
the New Lake, East Lake and West
Lake in Minneapolis, and the Hamline, St.

Paul.

Remond Buys Two
Lake Wales, Fla.— N. W. Remond,
owner of the
two theaters
Clark,

them.

Scenic,
at

has purchased

Wauchula.

Jacksonville,

is

to

H.

B.

manage

Lf^UGH

v.,ohan

It

MONTH
if

you play

-

From Pane

{Continued

crease

forecast for

is

The tendency

1)

he says.

towards larger theupward from 1.000

is

ranging

aters

1927,

In the past seating capacities
to 500 were in vogue.
-About 35 theaters have been constructed in Argentine this year, Isen
states, and about 17 in Brazil.
In
Santiago the Venezuela Circuit has
two new houses and plans three more

seats.

of

in

from 300

tt)e

best

comedies
and boost

them

right

1927.

Distributors are experiencing pracno censorship troubles in
tically
.South .America, Isen says.
In Argentine there is no censorship at all
and in the other countries the inspection

in

is

no wise

rigid.

Isen sails for Buenos Aires Ian.
at

— Dr.

1.

la.

Play-and

Russell, la.

Fogarty is the
new owner of the Opera House.

House

Minneapolis— Lake Amusement

Kroin

Big Parade"

New Owner
Minneapolis

Girl

— "Potemkin"

Russell,

New

— "The

Week

Next

— "The

Biltmore-

Juan

Strand
Island"

Coney

Expa nsion Continues

Ironsides"

Mark

Brooklyn

fault

nd Harry, and Colonel Levy, conrols the destinies of the Kentucky,
and the Kentucky and
.ouisville,
^da Meade, Lexington, announces
arly opening of the new Kentucky

JJachclors"

night
"Tell
following night.
Harris
"What Price

commission based on total rental of
$587,500, and asserted that it was no

40 in Chain

—-".Summer

—
—

throu.gh.

realth."

George M. Cohan
once said:

—

Central— "The Kirc lirigade"
Colony "The Hctter 'Olc"
Cohan "Michael Strogoff"

ocal product; while the industry as a
whole gives credence to reports that
:he producers have been promised big
inancial backing if they can driv;
he "kontingent" through.
Sir Victor Wilson, newly-appointed

.

Hig Parade"
— "I'olcnikin"

Broadway Undetermined
Cameo "The tJorilla lliinl"
Capitol

Paramount, Metro-GoldA'yn, Fox and Universal will have to
sell pictures singly or in groups of
according to shipments from
iix,
Mew York. Exhibitors see in the
Droducers' move a scheme to compe'
:hem to keep open-time for inferio.'

Australia imports from America
lone 650 features or more a year.
twenty-five per cent "kontingent"
While
'ould reduce these by 162.
le proposed legislation is only a State
leasure. New South Wales provides
jughly fifty per cent of the rentals

11

Astor -"The

Daily Reminder

STational,

)resident of the Motion Picture Disributing Ass'n., occupying a position
imilar to Will H. Hays, will lead
istributors and exhibitors opposition
the extreme features of the proucer's demands.

PAIL

exploit

Margaret Morris in "Hello Bill"
Hollywood Margaret Morris has

—

been cast for a stellar role in "Hello
the production dedicated to
Bill,"
Ralph Ince is to direct
Elkdom.
this for F. B. O.
Vehicle for Denny
"Completely at
Universal City

New
has

versal

Denny.

as

PROGRAM-

—

Sea." a farce

man,

-THE SPICE OP THE

comedy by Gladys Leh-

EDUCATIONAL

purchased by UniReginald
for
material

FILM EXCHANGES

been

Incorporated

Monday, December

Dates Regulated

ixhibitt)r

Thiti
ihc scco)id of a scries of
articles amilyzing the uniform contract.
The next articles of the series will appear in an early issue.
;.s-

By GABRIEL
General

L.

HESS

Counsel. Motion Picture PraJucers
and Distributors of America
definitely specified in the
*^ contract or otherwise agreed upon the cxhil)ition date of each photo-

fJNLESS

play is determined by the distrihiitor
giving to the exhibitor at least fifteen
days' notice in writing of the date
upon which a i)hotoplay will be available for exhibition by the exhibitor.
A photoplay is available to an exhibitor who has contracted for a firstrun when a print is available for distribution from the distributor's office
in the city from which shipments of
prints are customarily made to the
exhibitor.

The

date ui)on which a photoplay
an exhibitor who
has contracted for a run other than
a first-run is a date within a reasonable period of time after its exhibition by an exhibitor who has contracted for a "run" prior in point of
time and immediatelv preceding the
"run" specified in the exhibitor's contract and after the expiration of the
period of "protection" of the prior
"run."
will be available to

Period of Time Varies
is
a reasonable period

What

must

slcect a date

January 16 and h'ebruary

between

1.3.

If the exhibition date selected by
the exhibitor is not open then the
exhibitor is required to immediately
select another date from the open
dates within the same four weeks'
period, failing which the distributor
is given the right to designate a date
not earlier than tw^o nor later than six
weeks from the date first selected by
the exhibitor.
Two weeks' notice of
the date so designated by the distributor must then be given to the ex-

hibitor.

For example

if

the exhibitor select-

and that date is not
open the exhibitor must immediately
upon being informed of such fact seed February

1

another date in the period beginning Januarv 16 and ending February 13.
exhibitor fails or neglects
to do this the distributor may then
designate a date which is not earlier
If

the

two nor
from February
than

later
1.

than

February

six
IS

weeks
would

be such a date.

Right to Designate Date
If the date first selected by the exhiliitor is
writing
exhibitor
in
open
and
the
not
requests to be informed what other dates with-

same four weeks' period are open and
response to such request is advised that
no other dates in that period are open then
Ihe exhibitor
is
Riven the right to designate a date by immediately giving written
notice of the date designated.
Such date
must not be earlier than two nor later than
six weeks from the last date of the original
four weeks' period.
The exhibitor failing or
neglecting to do this the distributor may
then designate a date within the same period
last mentioned by mailing the exhibitor two
weeks' notice of such date.
For instance, February I, the date first
selected by the exhibitor, not being open the
exhibitor in response to his written requests
to be informed of what dates are opened is
informed that no other dates are open, may
then designate a date which is not earlier
than two nor later than six weeks from the
last date of the original four weeks' period
(February 13).
March I would be such a
the

in

in

The

failure of an exhibitor to avail himthe right given to select a date of
exhibition after receiving notice of the date
of availability not alone gives the distributor
the absolute right to fix such date but the
"protection" period granted the exhibitor is
cut down and may be entirely lost.
When
the distributor designates a date because of
the exhil.)itor's failure or neglect to select
a date within the time allowed the
"protection" period begins upon the day after the
expiration of the four weeks' period commencing with the date of availability stated in
the first notice given the exhibitor.
However, if the "protection" period is thus cut
down or lost it does not affect the exhibitor's
right to the "run" of the photoplay he has
self

of

contracted for.

For example,

"second rutt" has been
contracted for and fifteen days' "protection"
is granted and because the exhibitor did not
select a play date when he had the right
and opportunity to do so the "protection"
period is entirely lost and the exhibitor hav"run''
ing
immediately following may select
date immediately
after the
the
completion of e-xhibition l)y the exhibitor having
the "second run" and need not await the
of the

e.xpiration
tection."

^

fifteen

the two important characters in thi
story by Joseph A. Roach.

Barnes Handling Filming
George Barnes is chief cinematog
rapher

for

"The Vamp

which Marshall Neilan

is

of Venice
directing.

Chinese Writer Signed

Moon Quan

will act as consultan

William Nigh who is to direc
"Mr. Wu" for M-G-M. The cast
complete and production has beet

day period of "pro-

ii

started.
Lon Chaney
cipal role.
Others are

has the prin

fc

Renee Adoree
Louise Dresser, Gertrude Olmstead
Ralph
Forbes,
Holmes Herbert

Anna May Wong, Claude

King.

Oiii

iga

Cronjager Active

.<

e.

Edward Cronjager, who is completing work on "Paradise for Two,'(
photograph

will

"Knockout
graphed

Richard

Riley."

He

Dix

has

ovi

iir

ii

ir;

photo

Di.\ in several productions.

"'S

Lucien Prival in Cast
in
Lucien Prival, who appeared ii
!r.
"The Great Deception" and "Just An
other Blonde" has been signed tij'P'
play the part of a director in
Got the Job," which is a story
ing with a movie extra.

"ifi

id

deal'iij:
..i

ret
get

New Year

Christ mas

ie-c

an

The Smart Sho'wman Knows These

IMPORTANT

2

ASHER -SMALL ^ROGERS
f^^m

a

if

Eugenie Gilbert in Serial
Eugenie Gilbert has Ijeen engage.U
for the role of Connie Prescott iilf
the Pathe serial "Melting MillionsI
now being produced at Fine Arts uul
der direction of Spencer Beniietl
Miss Gilbert and Allene Ray portra'

to

Loss of Protection Period

lect

of
varies and must depend upon
all the circumstances of each case.
Within fourteen days after the date
of the mailing of the notice of availability the exhibitor is obligated to
select an exhibition date by giving
written notice of such date to the
distributor. The date selected by the
exhibitor must be a date within the
period of four weeks commencing
with the date of availability.
For
exami)le the distributor on January 1 date.
If the exhibitor fails or neglects to do this
mails a notice to the exhibitor that a
photoplay will be available on Janu- a date may then be designated by the distributor between the period beginning Febary 16. On or before January 15 the ruary 13 and ending M^^rch 27.

time

Should the exhibitor disregard the first
notice of availability mailed by the distributor
and fail within the fourteen days allowed to
select a play date then the distributor may
at any time thereafter designate the date by
mailing notice thereof at least fourteen days
before the date designated.
The date so designated by the distributor may not be prior
to the date fixed in the notice of availal)i!ity
first
sent the exhibitor, nor later than 45
days commencing with the date specified in
the
first
This 45
notice of
availability.
days' limitation, however, does not apply in
case the distributor has not contracted with
any other exhibitor for a "run" prior to and
immediately preceding the exhibitor's "run"
or if the photoplay the date of which is to
l)e
designated shall not have been exhiliited
by any other exhibitor having the right to its
"run" prior to and immediately preceding the
exhibitor's
"run."
In such case the distriljutor
may designate any date after the
date specified in the notice of availability
first
sent the exhibitor.

i
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Jhe sunniest thingr
ott^ four leet

HOLIDAYS
Are Nearly Here

k
Ills'

M

listi

Inesi

r

He

Greets His Patrons Properly By Using
Itly

SPECIAL HOLIDAY SERVICE

CHARLIE

MURRAY

AND

CHESTER CONKLIN

a

From
[essi

National Screen Service, Inc.

fills

Trailers Build Business

I

IN

I

Timely Holiday Trailer Greetings goregeously
10
designed and brilliantly animated for New Year,
Lincoln's Birthday, Washington's Birthday. Easter,
Mother's Day, Decoration Day, July Fourth, Armistice
Day, Thanksgiving, Christmas, also choice of
two animated presentation leaders for your Feature

MCFADOEN'S
FLATS

or

Comedy
For

or
this

News

Richard

Wallace Production

fee

Wine

Service

Ihe]

$40.00

yearly.

mil

A FIRST NATfONAL
PICTURE

re;

Ithe

Reel.

complete

FROfA THE FAMOUS STAGE PLAY

A

PC

U|

A

postal,

the

CHICAGO
845 So.

Wabash Ave.

wire or telephone

contract

and

start

the

call mill
service

NEW YORK
126-130

West 46th

bring you

AT ONCE.

'oit

LOS ANGELES
St.

1922 So. Vermont Ave.

ivl

Mol
one

^€»NEWSPAPER

ALL THE NEWS

/"FILMDOM

ALLTHE TIME

XXXVIII

)L.

OADED

to

hokum

with

"The

Fire

formula
didn't

gunwales
and thrills,
Brigade" was

Out

"The Fire

You

miss.

]t can't

find in

love interest, heroics, the politi-

alarm

ir

ing on

the poor babe totthe edge of the flaming
fire,

organizations
all
;r America get 25 per cent of
proceeds.
That means readyd
e
exploitation everywhere.
1

salesmen

who

will boost

and

the picture in all hamlets,
small.
In a word, you
ve thousands of firemen waiting
get behind the production. It's
Dst

and

'ge

iie-up

such as exhibitors do not

any too often.

&

R.

getting busy.
So is
4,000 seat theater site at
ith and La Salle, one of Minne'lis'
best has been landed.
Pubwill get operations under wav
is

A

blix.

Now

what do you find? F. &
build in Rochester, one of
inesota's big small towns.
They
e three theaters there, but the
n.
is

'n

can stand another along com-

modernized lines. It's interng. this move.
Especially so bese B. & K. not so very long ? jo

city by
plans.

Expansion
stale

it

has

n pointed out so often.
But aska pertinent question again: do
I

realize

the

ice?

how

exhibition

fast

move

in the program is the
of a site for a theater
(Continued on Page 2)

—

developments

field

are

Win

Irvington, N. J.
Victory for theater owners of this city, in their fight
against discrimination in enforcement
of the state "blue" laws is seen in
opening of the houses on Sunday.
Two thousand persons placed their
(Continued on Page 2)

London

TWO WARNER

fILMS IN

MILLION DOLLAR CLASS

"Don Juan" and "Better
'Ole" Show Real Box

Draw

Office
Of

pictures

the

in

|2 top.

"U" Buys "We Americans"
"We Americans" the play running
the Julian

Eltinge, has been pur-

chased by Universal.
as

a

Lewis

starring

with

It will

vehicle

be used

for

ANN

an operating
preparing
to

Edward Sloman

London

direc-

ting.

is

in

of
British
the hands of

committee
start

which

production

is

of

"Madame Pompadour."
While J. D. Williams' contract has
been cancelled, he still is a director
of the company, it is pointed out.
although future plans of the organization do not extend beyond production of "Madame Pompadour." Wil-

N. W. Unit Stirred
Directors Consider Ban on Arbitration, Resignation of Steffes and

Disbandment

the

Minneapolis

— Renunciation

of

unit.

When

his resignation

was

refused.

(Continued on Page 6)

Woody

Joins

Goldwyn

Assuming immediate charge

Film

— Plans

for production on
a
large scale
of a
new non-inflammable film, with cellulose acetate
as its liase, are under way bv a com-

pany being formed.

H. J. Mallabar.
F.R.P.S., is discoverer of the new
Flexibility of film made by
process.
(Continued on Page 2)

the

present arbitration system forever, disbandment of the association and resignation of W. A. Steffes as president, were chief topics discussed at
a special meeting of the board of
directors of the Northwest exhibitor

2)

New Non-Flam

of the

producer's New York office. John S.
Woody yesterday was appointed
eastern business manager by Samuel
Goldwyn. In his 17 years in the inWoody has served sucdustry.
cessively as general sales manager of
Select, general manager of Realart.
and general manager as well as president of Associated Exhibitors.

Return to U. S.
D. Williams of British National.
William Vogel and J. J. Rein, Producers International, Mike Moran, of
the Interocean Forwarding Co., and
W. J. Hutchinson of Fox. returned
Lois
yesterday on the Leviathan.
Moran was also a passenger.
J.

Haines Coming For Opening
William Haines, who has a featured role in support of Lon Chaney
in "Tell it to the Marines," is en
route to New York to attend the
opening of the picture at the EmHaines will then
bassy Thursday.
go to his home in Richmond, Va..

Fabian Buys

Paterson. N.
quired the Rivoli.
from the Bellman

year,

has
will

been
play

Deal

On Gotham

Product

—

2.000-seat

house,

Amusement Co..
headed by Milton Ketay. The house,
which

New

Realignment of distribution in the
Cleveland and Cincinnati territories
has been completed by Budd Rogers,
Paterson House
Fabian has ac- vice president of Lumas. The proJ.

for Christmas.

'

1

to

George

taking

from

Page

— Management

dol-

Scarlet

picture opened at the house Aug. 9,
continuing as a two-a-day attraction
at

returning

before

(Continued on

Letter" grossed approximately $250,000 in its run at the
The
Central which closed Sunday.

"The

stay

FREDMAN.

(Continued tm Page 7)

"million

lar" gross class, Warners state they
have two. one of which is rapidlynearing the $1,000,000 mark and another which will reach it within a

brief

W

"The Film Renter"

-National Pictures

Presentation Field

Gross $250,000

ERNEST

Editor,

short time.
Thev are "Don Juan"
and "The Better 'Ole."
Tn 18 weeks of its run at the WarPresentations have assumed a naner, New York, the Barrymore film
exfield
of
in
the
tional importance
(Continued on Page 6)
Throughout the country
hibition.
many theater owners have given the
presentation a place of prominence on
Griffith
This innovation will
their program.
Official confirmation that he has rehave a special department in the 1927
FILM YEAR BOOK, which appears turned to the United Artists fold was
In this section will be made yesterday bv D, W. Griffith, in
next month.
a statement issued.
He arrives today
(Continued on Page 2)
in New York from Hollywood for a

The

Shaken
But
Aid Promised By

New
By

its

one day's
British Producers Here
dlines in the little old paper vou
T. A. Welsh, head of Welsh, Peara graphic account of the tre- son & Co., Ltd., one of Britain's oldest
idous activity under way.
producing companies arrived in New
'he Dolle circuit in Louisville is York yesterday on the Franconia.
anding.
In Kentucky, the Swichain, one of the oldest in that
"Fire Brigade" Opens
:e, has hit the 40 mark.
KunskyShortly before the premiere of "The
aban & Katz is reaching out of
Fire Brigade" at the Central last
Jroit
proper for more theaters.
night, the theater marquee collapsed.
:n where you will, the same situaThe fire department was called in to
holds true.
Theaters constitute remove the debris.
This was acone engrossing topic.
complished by the time the performance ended about 10:45.
K
Right

Finances

Schlesinger

Publix, to interfere with

Latest

at

because

DESCRIBED^AS VAGUE

although

acquisition

!nded building in that very town,
''essir,
things are moving!

mav sound

BRITISH NATIONAL PLANS

selected for

interest of
Publix in the structure will be
confined to the theater.

Minneapolis
Northwest Theaters
is continuing with its expansion program and does not intend to permit the threatened invasion of the

to

iely

t

name

Confirms

Minneapolis Again
^

building,

Minn.

Exhibitors

Firefighting

50

the

New

House At Rochester,

etc., etc., etc!

i^ss,

is

built here.
The theater, which
is to be erected at Ninth and La
Salle, will be part of an office

Circuit Gets Site For

in search of filthy luchre, the

1

Cities"

—

igade" will go over like a house
re.

Name
— "The Twin

Cities Is

the Publix house which will be

iota.

sticks,

Twin

ENTRENCHING

CenU

Price 5

EOR PUBLiriNVASION'

and true. Mattempt to wander off

the

in

last night.

R.

1926

21,

Minneapolis

tried

is

beaten path one

;

l&

the

Broadway

lered into

Tuesday, December

"Hoke"

B. O.

M

No. 69

opened

first-runs.

about

one

duct in these territories heretofore
has been distributed through individual Gotham branches. Under the new

arrangement,
of

Security

Schramm and Chapman
Pictures,

will

distribute.

THE
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&
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5,

Rue

Saulnier.

film mart was bit quieter compared
to the activities of the previous day, the only

trades

taking

place

being

con-

Warners "A." with a I^ drop on
27.000 shares; Eastman Kedak, with a 2
point rise on 6.500 shares; Famous common,
to

with

a

fractional

"''*'

;."/

;.

A,

climb

on

Loew's,

5,500;

^
no

'

*"' °." ^•2'"'' 3"<1 Fox Film
change in price on an exchange

with
of 11,500 shares.

deal

is

reports

that

Quotations
Am.

Low

Close

Sales

Vtc
44!/^
43T< 44
Pfd
44 J<
•Balaban & Katz
63^
.'.
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
Eastman Kodak ...nOVi 128
129
Seat.
Seat.

•Am.

1,100

n%

6,500
5,500

Famous Players ...IISH WAVi 114fi
.*

•Fam

Play. Pfd
Inspect

•Film.
•First

122J4

5^

Pfd

Nafl.

Fox Film "A"
TiVt
Fox Theaters "A". 23

72 '/5

23

•Intern'l

Project
Loew's, Inc
Metro-Gold. Pfd.

•M.

Cap

P.

Pathe Exch.

..

24*i
*

Corp

"A"

.

45
98

Paramount B'way
Roxy Class "A"... 30H
.

Roxy
Roxy

Units

Common

...
...

Skouras

Bros.
•'Stan. Co. of
Trans Lux Screen

Am

32
lOJ^
50

•Univ. Pict Pfd
Universal Pictures

Warner
Warner

100
72/, 11,500
23
200

12H
45

Pictures

44Vi
24ii
..

4474
24Ji

3,266
100

43
98

....

98J4

'soo
8

interests

was

faces

firm

circuit,

gave

rise to

deal for pooling of
The Delft
in the offing.

opposition

at

Marquette

and Escanaba, where Universal

will

build.

Exhibitors

Win

from Page 1)
approval on the

{Continued

Sunday
was made by

stamp of
shows, and no

effort
to interfere.
Members of the Irvington Ministerium, an organization of Protestant clergymen which started the local
controversy, had no statement to
make on operation of the houses.

Lyon and Dove to Team
Los Angeles John McCormick, announces that Ben Lyon and Billie
Dove would be co-featured in George

—

for
production
first
Fitzmaurice's
First National under his new conThe story is an original by
tract.

Carey Wilson.

_

The

Presentation
{Continued

from Page

Fielc

1)

contained a list of bookers throughou
the country, a record of presentation
as appearing weekly in
FILJb

THE

DAILY, and

interesting articles oi
the trend in this field, past and future

HAL ROACH
presents

GLENN

Twmm
43 Minutes from Hol^ood

Greta

Nissen,

an

accomplished

skater, will give the signal for the
opening of the New York-Pittsburgh hockey game tonight.

New Non-Flam
{Continued

from Page

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnishec
Film This
FREE for
Pathecomedies at youi
is

all

Exchange.

1)

the process increases instead of decreases with the passage of time.
demonstration plant has been
built at Ricksmansworth, where the

A

new

film

and

its

SO

....

30

"A"

been studied with co-operation of the
Admiralty. The Ansco Co., of America is declared to be showing lively interest in the invention, declared to be
in every respect equal to standard
film with the added feature of noninflammability to recommend it.

Mayo Signed By Lumas
Los Angeles Archie Mayo

—

has

Dagover Airives
George Eastman Guest
Will H. Hays and members of the
M.P.T.O.A. board of directors were

Dagover, who was seen here in "The hosts to George Eastman at the Union
Cabinet of Dr. Caligari" was married League Club yesterday.
to George Witt, aide to Erich Pommer, shortly before the couple sailed.
Glynne to Build at Sayville
Miss Dagover's recent work has been
Mike Glynne, who operates several
under the Ufa banner.
Long Island theaters, is planning a
1,500-seat house at Sayville.

—

—

BUCHHEISTER

You Are in the
Market for Any Kind
If

Princess, which seats 225.

9240

LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP
1600 Broadway

Nrw York
Show

Tcl-ChK-kcring S^SO

Cilr

R...M,,

WANTED:
Young man for publicity work
for high-class theatre in Southern city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre
Keith vaudeville and pictures;
applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; answers confidential. Address

U. F. C.
c-o

1650

FILM DAILY

B'way

New York

City

y
AMALGAMATED

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

CONSULT USAND SAVE

Attractions for

MONEY
SEND JOR OUR PRICE LIST

Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville

110 West

32"-''St..N(»"yoik,N.V.<"*

Sunday Shows For Patcrson

Phone Penna. 6564

Peterson, N. J. Local theaters will
run Sunday shows beginning Jan. 2

Motion Picture Department

—

OF THE BETTER KIND

of

LABORATORY

.\RT TITI.E.S
W. Mth St. - Columbus
Special Rush Strvict-

LOBBY FRAMES

manufacture have

Rivals" for Lumas.
Lil

Winifred Reeve Signed
6,483 Seats At Topeka
Kan.
The aggregate
Topeka,
Culver City Winifred Easton Reeve
and Onato Watonna, playwright and capacity of Topeka's nine picture
The city has a
novelist,
have been added to the theaters is 6,483.
M-G-M scenario department, and will population of 60,000. National Theaters Corp., has the Orpheum, Isis
be given an assignment at once.
and Grand, seating respectively 1,125;
711 and 1,450.
Other houses are the
Jayhawk, 1,500 seats, operated by the
Jayhawk Corp., and the following
Lawrence Amusement Co., houses:
Motion f icture Film
Cozy, 412; Crystal, 275; Gem, 425;
Best, 360.
Eli Ulamperl has the
l\->

y

players.

been signed to direct "Quarantined

Lil Dagover, a leading film star of
Berlin, arrived on the Leviathan yesMiss
terday, on her honeymoon.

41

33

1)

at the Pick

MARY

.

43
98
27^^
30J4
9^^
50

1,700
30J<
42J^
39K 40!^ 22,000
Last Prices Quoted
t Bond Market
Philadelphia Market
It Bid and Ask
Pict.

Coast to begin production
ford-Fairbanks studios.

In his statement, Griffith declarei
BRIAN contends that a that his recent association with Fa
motion picture studio is a danger- mous was a special arrangement, am
ous place. To prove it she quotes in no way affected his co-partnershi;
such instructions as "hit her with a with United Artists.

a

authorities

High

DALY saMi

an entrenchFurthermore,
"kill 'em."
ment move, for Rochester long has spot" and
there is always a great
she
argues,
been considered a likely city to inof "shooting" going on.
vade in event of effort to supply F. deal
& R. with competition. Balaban &
George Dollini, who is interested
Katz at one time was said to be
in
the presentations business, is freconsidering a Rochester theater, but
quently mistaken for some great
this deal fell through.
In fact he has portrayed
musician.
Northwest is in control of the
violinist in several
distinguished
Rochester situation, operating the a
Dollini, back
Incidentally,
pictures.
Metropolitan, Lawle.r and Empress.
old days," once
"the
in
England
in
The three houses have an aggregate
wrote for the screen, selling a story
capacity of 2,800 seats.
$15 which he never received.
for
There have been' various reports
planpurchases
number
of
of
here
a
One means of cutting new proned by Northwest, but these are
having a chap
without foundation. Nor is the Saxe duction costs is by
That is why
stills."
"action
take
deal any closer to consummation.
have
Cubberley denies any new deals, save Robert T. Kane Productions
gets his
who
Bagley,
Ed.
engaged
site.
Rochester
that for the
neAppearances here last week of H. publicity pictures without the
the
("Doc") Gallup of Delft Theaters, cessity of stopping work to pose

Upper Michigan

The

fined

the site and announces that construction will start in spring.

By PHIL M.

from Page

S.

Financial

measurable

1)

at Rochester.
J. F. Cubberley, general manager of theaters located outside the Twin Cities, has closed for

The Rochester

And Thafs That

{Continued

21, 1926

Confirms

Grifl&th

R. Entrenching
For Publix 'Invasion'

F.

Tuesday, December
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1600 Broadway, New York CHy
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Marshall Neilan^s "EVERYBODY'S ACTING" is one more
big reason

why

PARAMOUNT

outclasses the field*

An ideal HOLIDAY PICTURE too!
Member

of

Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America,

Inc.,

Will H. Hays, Pres.
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GREATEST SHOWM/ R

I

XASH PROPOSITION OF THE HOUR!

liK
Tuesday, December

^i

21, 1926

Two Warner Films L

fKpM4-0'G4am^
WAN
BMIY

TIPS

WHICH

"My

(.Continued

Overcoming the holiday slump in a small town
at last!
of the Eagle, Montevideo, Minn., did it
Gould
theater
Jay E.
great stunt
this season.
year, and he is putting it over again

SOLVED

Wife"
(Warners)
Official

last

A

and rejoice.
If you are
company to send a letimplement
farm
a
with
arranged
Gould
free tickets for a special Christter to its farmer trade enclosing two
mas show with vaudeville, a Santa Claus and a present for every

Had a display of the Rowns worn
by Irene Rich on exhibition in the
most exclusive ladies' store in SouthModels wore the
ern California.
gowns afternoons and evenings. Of

exhibitor, read

a small town

means
As' the average farmer has a family of five or six, it
child
and pay for theu- admission.
that they all accompany ma and
This wise showman says he gets a capacity house, makes new friends
and gets a chance ro advertise coming attractions. Most important,
farmers to town, which helps all the
it brings a large crowd of

pa—

course, window cards and stills were
placed in the store windows the
stills showing Irene Rich in the same
gowns as were on display. Tom McDonald, Florence, Pasadena, Cal.

—

—

And

merchants.

town
Keep

trade to

"One Minute

Million Dollar Glass

Holiday Stunt

OOUADS TOO SUOWMEN

to Play"

it is that the theater
for cash sales.

the beauty of

draw from

this for

still

has

all

the

,

(Paramount)
5,000 printed forms in the
shape of a cablegram purporting to
come from Bebe Daniels, stating that

Used

dividual cut-out letters reading "Red
Grange" painted in a bright red,
strung across the front of the lobby
on a wire. The entire front lobby
was strewn with assorted felt college pennants, creating a very atmosThis was done
pheric college front.
in a town that does not usually go
out for "flashy" advertising, and the

You

is "Stranded in Paris"
she would arrive at the theater on a
certain date, and to be sure and see
Found it easy on this picture to
her.
tie-up with a trunk store.- W. R.
Memphis,
Palace,
Loew's
Allen,

although she

—

Tenn.

don't need a magnifying
glass to see
profits

(First Nat'l)

Through "The Times" a special
showing was given at the Masonic
Hospital, which resulted in some good
space and good feelings. A laugh insurance policy was issued to each patron and the insurance company distributed 25,000 heralds in advance
telling the folks all about the policy.

And
as

the newspapers grabbed the idea
and more publicity was

news

preceding the opening a truck with an
mated cut-outs was put on the streets.
On the truck a burlesque strong man
did his stuf? with dummy weights
and bar bells. The Spaulding Co.
dressed a very attractive athletic
goods window for the occasion.
Missouri, St. Louis.

"Twinkletoes"
(First Nat'l)

Tied up with eight restaurants and
furnished them with 30,000 napkins
printed as follows: "You will eat up
this picture

Moore

play and boost for
an added attraction
one of the

VL/COMEDIE^.SV

PRODUCED BY CHRISTIE

Try

it

out for

LAUGH MONTH
prescnta

BILLY DOOLEY
A DIPPY TAR"
C"</</»<iAoM«/'

(/i<./iiti., ^

^^£)
TlirSPICI Ol- THF.

PROCMAM

when you

see

in 'Twinkletoes,'

it

— Colleen

Loew's Pal-

ace (and date)." The names of the
restaurants using the napkins were
printed at the bottom. W. H. Allen,
Loew's Palace, Memphis, Tenn.

—

new

J^i'lyDoole^

"A BRINY BOOB"

"HAVE COURAGE"

studio.
7,

N. W. Unit Stirred
(Continued

Steffes

from Page

1)

demanded naming

of an advisory committee to handle financing
and announced that he would continue in office only until next April, when
the annual convention will be held.
At that time, the question of disbandment will be presented to the membership.

On Wednesday

forthcoming.

your

when you

the

left

Colony on Oct.

"The Strong Man"

—

"Stranded in Paris"

'Ole," there
to have
the picPresented at
and in eight

was an initial expense said
gone close to $500,000 before

half weeks, it has grossed more
than $250,000.
In its first three
weeks in Hollywood, it has played
to over $75,000.

Used

results in increased business were
Dreamland, Columquite gratifying.
bus, Ohio.

1)

and a

(F. B. O.)
a very novel idea in the way
On a
of a lobby display frame.
40x80, or a' 3-sheet size compo-board
stills from the picture were mounted
with three large heads at the top
One of these
as attention-getters.
heads was of "Red" Grange, and the
other two on either side of the
Grange picture were of stars on the
Had 24 inch inlocal football team.

$1,000,000 mark.
As for "The Better

ture
the

future reference.

from Page

has grossed over $400,000. In three
and a half months at Hollywood, its
gross went over $200,000.
In five
weeks at Boston, the picture has
grossed over $100,000, while in Chicago, where it opened in September,
the
gross has exceeded $275,000.
Thus it will be seen that in four
cities "Don Juan" is in sight of the

There
bitration

will be
here,

no resumption of ar-

unless
a
radical
the present system is effected.
Directors at the special session denounced the system, which
they say "overwhelmingly favors dis-

change

in

tributors,"

proved a shock
members, who were
unanimous in demanding that he continue in office.
He gave as his reason for seeking to withdraw the failure and refusal of members to adequately finance the organization. Another reason he offered was the statement made that the Northwest unit
was a "one man organization."
Henry Green and Max Toreador,
Minneapolis, and Otto Raths, Fred
Hoffman and Oliver Rowe, St. Paul,
were named to the advisory commitSteffes' resignation

the

to

tee

to

board

handle the organization's

fi-

nances.

Orange Discrimination Hit
If Orange wants a
J.
"blue" Sunday it is going to have it,
Orange, N.

—

and Michael N. Steinberg, attorney
for local theater interests, intends to

make

sure that no discrimination is
practiced in enforcement of the law.
Steinberg
has
brought
action
against 25 violators of the "blue"
law which is keeping the Royal here
dark on Sundays. Next Sunday the
theater will attempt to operate, it i.=
declared.

"Legit" Called Dying
Outside of the largest cities, the legitimate theater is unprofitable and rapidly is nearing extinction, Walter Vincent of Wilmer
& Vincent, told the Norfolk-PortsNorfolk, Va.

—

mouth Chamber

of Commerce in explaining closing of the Colonia.
"We say to you," Vincent wrote,
"that if such legitimate attractions as
are available for these two splendid
Virginia cities (Richmond and Norfolk) are to be seen there, the showing of them must be made a municiStarting Its Third
pal affair.
In other words, publicLos Angeles P a c i f i c Pictures spirited citizens must be willing to
Corp. has started preparatory work suffer a loss that the general public
on "The Old Age Handicap," an may gain thereby."
original by Tod Underwood, being
Smaller theaters throughout the
adapted to the screen by Cecil Burtis- country are unable to pay their way
Hill.
with legitimate attractions such as
This picture will be the third re- are available now and he does not
lease being distributed on the inde- believe any corporation should be
pendent market by Frank S. Matti- called upon to bear the burden of a
son.
Studio space has been engaged loss, just to provide a city with such
at the California Studios.
plays, Vincent wrote.

—
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National Plans
Described As Vague

^'•itish

(Continued from Page

Hams

is

suing the

company

.<i

1)

for

dam-

ages.
L. W. Schlesinger of South African Films, Ltd., has not withdrawn
his support, but has pledged an additional £30,000 to carry on production until the company can realize on
the sales from "Tiptoes."
According to director Hill, the company is
quite solvent and is entirely British
in character.

Frankly, one must confess, after a
searching cross-examination of the
British National board, who answered
every question put to them with the
utmost candor, that the position is
one that is not particularly gratifying.
It
would appear that over
£160,000 has been subscribed by the
pubHc, two films have been made,
and nearly £100,000 expended on
their making; for we are given to
understand that "London" cost £42,"Tiptoes" has cost no
)00, whilst
ess than £50,000. "London," which
the press have seen, is an intensely
production,
which,
disappointing
when shown in America, received a
slating from the critics, and
:ertainly does not show value for
ithe money that has been expended
upon it. In point of fact, this picIcure is no particfalar credit to any
lerrible

I'British

[whilst

it

concern,
and,
producing
has not yet been shown to

Exhibitors in this country, British
oress critics who have seen the piccure have not hesitated to point out
"Tiptoes"
'ts many poor qualities.

"New theater! are
springing up all over
the country.
Many
others are planned.
The slogan used to
be a seat for every
person in town. Now
a
house
for
every family. Which
reminds us of the
story of the man
it's

who

enough

car

title,

one

Forty-

^^

has cost £50,000, which is an extraordinary high sum to expend upon

sible,

having

agreed

to

accept

a

sum for this artist until the
commencement of "Madame Pompadour."
Since then, we are informed
smaller

the

to

make at least four pictures, is, at
the moment, disengaged, and has

Schlesinger in
associated with
business, while Charles Humphries,

been disengaged for several weeks.
It is proposed to farm this clever
young producer out to another producing concern if and when there is
a company that can afford to pay
this salary.
In any case, the com-

another director, has been appointed
to act as proxy to Schlesinger. There
does still appear to be acute dissension among the directors, Harrison,

of

any

British photoplay, but until the picture is shown
to the press it would be unfair to

pass any
say that

comment upon

It

it,

Europe'i

differing
particular,
views of his associates.

from

the

rendezvous
of the Stage and Screen

Most SpeetMular a4cTotatu Daium

SIMMES

Qc

BABETTE

Direct from a •eruational tour of the Continent and Riviera and a record-brcalcing run

with"No,No Nannettc"in London. Appearing nightly in addition to the famoui
Mirador Stars

MAURICE & ELEANORA
AMBROSE
arid

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

is

in

New York

celebrities

cTVoB' 'Presenting

whole of the capital of

except to
it is a very great expenditure to lavish upon any production.
Alfred Hitchcock, who has, we understand, been engaged at a fee of
£2,500 per production, and who is

making

'.'the

of

Mr. Cecil Harrison, a director, that
the reduction in salary was only for
some two weeks, and that her full
salary is now being paid to Miss
Gish.
It would appear that pracBritish National Pictures has been
spent, and this despite the fact that
the company has only been in existence practically a year.
Money has
had to be raised, we believe, for the
making of "Madame Pompadour,"
and it is in this connection that
Schlesinger has volunteered his assistance.
Indeed, it may be now
said that Schelsinger is now in practical control of the company, for Hill

the

CLUB
MIRADOR

ago, is, so the board informed us,
not being paid her full salary.
Inspiration Pictures, which is respon-

tically

story

The

space

to park

on

seventh Street and
decided to go into
the taxi business."

To Whom
The

saw

pany is not ready with plans for
It
would appear that the high
Hitchcock yet. The studios at Els- hopes and aspirations
the whole of
trce, up to within a few days aRo,
the British producing industry had
were running with water and utterly when British
National canie info
impossible for the production of any existence
have not been entirely fulpicture; but this is now understood to filled,
for the company has no fube remedied, the necessary heating ture
plans beyond the making of
apparatus being, we believe, now in- ".Madame Pompadour."
stalled.
Dorothy Gish, who has been
engaged at the high salary of £1,(rv»^^ (rv»^^ <rvx-«9^ (T^
000 per week, and has been idle since
her return from America some weeks

Third Successive Season
E.

^

Ray Goetz, Managing

200W.
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N.Y. — Circle 5106
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rights of
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FAMOUS BUYS CONTROL EXHIBITORS TOLD FOX
OF BRITISH HOUSES PHONOFILMDEAL

IS

1926

22,

Price 5 Cents

ROXY PROPOS[S

CONDITION OF BRITISH

OFF

NATIONALjIELD SOUND

BIG

NEIGHBORHOOD CHAIN

Step Is Taken to Assure Infringements to Bring Production Program Cited Tells T.O.C.C. Of Plans
Damage Suit, Letter
Outlet For Product At
By Firm's Executives
For Buying Into 135
Birmingham
Declares
As Proof
N. Y. Houses
Birmingham, Eng.
an

provide

outlet

here, Famous has
trolling interest in

— In

a

move

to

product
acquired a conSol Levy's Fufor

its

House and Scala

PicProvincial exhibitors
ture House.
and distributors are reported as considerably alarmed over the move and

Picture

turist

its

potentialities.

Famous Held Forced
Buy at Birmingham

to

By ERNEST W. FREDMAN,

'

*

"The Film Renter"
London Purchase of a controlling
interest in Sol Levy's two first run
theaters at Birmingham was a protection move on the part of Famous,
Closing of
the company contends.
Editor,

—

(Continued on Page 4)

Fox's deal for distribution rights
to the De Forest Phonofilm has fallen through.
The Phonofilm Corp.,
is
now warning exhibitors against
use of talking pictures which may be
released by Fox, and which violate
patents held by the company.
In connection with the warning,
Phonofilm points out that suit for
patent infringernents is pending in
the U. S. District Court against Fox
(Continued on Page 4)

Kunsky-B.

—

&

K. Active

Detroit Many new theaters will
be added to the Kunsky-Balaban &
Katz circuit during the coming year.

The

firm,

which opened the Michigan

some months ago, now is building a
house at Birmingham, and soon
(Continued on Page 4)

Europe Improving
Stabilization of currency is resulting in an improvement in business
conditions in Europe, states William
M. Vogel of Producers' International Corp., who has just returned
after a two months' trip over the

Theater construction is
Continent.
progressing slowly but indications
for Atlanta
Seating 4,000, a new
Loew theater is planned here as part
of a project reported to involve $8,-

Loew House

—

000,000.

"Navy" Film Continues
in the Navy Now" will

be

week

at

held over for an additional
the Rialto, thus setting back

the

opening of "The Sorrows of Satan
to New Year's Day.

Roxy

— British

National Pictures
is functioning stronger than ever before
any adverse report on the
company's financial position is undeclare

true,

officers

of

com-

the

pany.

The
filming

studios now are ready for the
Pompadour."
of "Madame
(Continued on Page 4)

Looks For Quota
English producers are preparing for
a quota which they expect will go
into effect by January 1928, according
to Tom Terriss, veteran director who
is back in New York after a stay of
several months in Europe.
Terriss visited England, France,
Russia.

While

in

Eng-

land, he learned that the trade antici(Continued on Page 2)

Exchanges Merging

—

(Continued on Page 5)

Columbia Signs
Los Angeles— Pat

O'Malley

Circuit,
first-run and 75

to

new

include

60

second run neighbor-

C. C. yesterday, it is understood.
.Xccording to the plan developed by
Herbert Lubin, the Roxy interests
would buy into the theaters.
It is reported that unlimited Wall
St. capital is behind the project. The
proposed deal would augment the
six
theaters
already planned
by
Roxy in New York, including the
Ro.xy which is now ncaring completion at 7th Ave. and 50th St. and
(Continued on Page 5)

Technical Progress

of

inventions.

THE

have appeared records
None of them, how-

(Continucd on Page 5)

"Better 'Ole" Released
Syd Chaplin in "The Better "Ole,"
was announced yesterday for immediate release to exhibitors.

(Continued on Page 5)

First U. A.

and

direct.

Berman Confirms Expansion
Confirmation of the report that he
on
intends to engage in exhibition
by
a wider scale was given yesterday
Lou Berman, of Independent TheCorp., who is in New \ ork Reater
cently

Local Capital Interested

—

Minneapolis Local capital will finance construction of the Publix
house, at Ninth and La Salle, it is
understood here. The contracts have
been signed, it is stated. The theater
is

part of a project involving $2,000,and will have an entrance at the

000,

corner of Ninth and

M-G-M

La

Salle.

House Opens

Jan. 8

— The

Liberty now is undergoing remodeling in preparation for
its opening Jan. 8 under joint operaSeattle

of United Artists and Pacific
Northwest Theaters, as the first
house in the United Artists presentation chain, and the first long-run
house of the Pacific Northwest. The
house is being entirely remodeled at
tion

a cost estimated at $150,000.

Subscribes $35,000

Gloria Swanson at A.M. P. A.
Berman sold his Philadelphia
Los Angeles— In the recent drive
to Coexchanges
Washington
Gloria Swanson will be guest at
and
funds for the Los
All films controlled by the Film
now has the staged to increase
Independent
A.M. P. A. luncheon. VicThursday's
lumbia.
charChest,
a
Community
Library have been purchased by Wal- Embassy, Baltimore: Strand, Shenan- Angeles
studio tor M. Shapiro will act as master of
M-G-M
organization,
Wafilms.
itable
of
ter A. Futter, president
Al Lichtman also will
doah, and Savoy, Bethlehem.
employes contributed more than $35,- ceremonies.
the collection of Herbert L.

Wafilms Buys Miles' Library

This

is

Miles, said to
ft. of film.

embrace over 2,00U,UUU

Mae Murray
Mae Murray

Issued

000, exceeding their quota of $20,000.

Arrives

arrived in

New York

night from Europe.

ners will build at

today
husband, Frank Dazey, return
Pans.
the
aboard
Europe
from

and Wilcox
3,000.

St.

Hollywood Blvd.

The house

will seat

Musicians

Still

her

Musicians still are on
Omaha
Moon, operated by
the
at
strike
World Realty. Double feature pro-

grams
house.

are

being

featured

be guest.

Parker-Tiffany Suit Settled

Out

—

Permit for Warner House
Hollywood— A permit has been issued for the $1,500,000 theater War-

last

Returns from Europe
Agnes Christine Johnston and

l

The year 1926 has brought to the
fore some highly important inventions and devices within the industry.
In past editions of
FILSI

—

Louis The Ambassador, opened by Skouras Bros, on Aug. 9, despite overhead has proven a financial
estimated the comIt
is
winner.
pany will close its fiscal year with
earnings of about $9 a share comSt.

Inc.

hood houses in various parts of New
York, were outlined by S. L. Rothafel at a closed meeting of the T. O.

YEAR BOOK

$9 Dividend Seen

Two

Virginia Browne Faire have been
signed for Columbia for "Pleasure
Before Business." Frank R. Strayer
will

"We're

London

Proposals for expanding the

"The Film Renter"

Editor,

Germany and

Philadelphia Consolidation of the
20th Century and De Luxe exchanges
Negotiations are under
is planned.
situation in the
present
The
way.
territory, so far as independent operators' are concerned, make necessary strict economies which, it is be-

(Continued on Page 4)

Atlanta

By ERNEST W. FREDMAN.

at

the

A

suit
by Sir Gilbert Parker
against Tiffany has been settled and
discontinued by order of Justice Tierney in the Supreme Court. The details of the case are not on file.

i»

THE
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The Film Renter,

W.

London.

Fran-aise,

S.

58. Great Marlborough St..
Paris La Cinematographic
Rue Saulnier.
I..

The market

film issues
flucttiation in

in

slieht

had

a

tendency

price yesterday
the greatest
chanee with a IH drop on a turn-over nf
26,200 shares.
Fox Film "A" rose a halfpoint rn a trade of 5,600.
The rest of the

Warner Pictures"A" experienced
I

6eld

was comparatively

Freres, Ltd. as noted, will become
Waractive in the production field.
dour has purchased the former Alliance studios for $250,000 and is
bringing
over
lighting
equipment

Gaumont, he added,

A

Worthy Cause

well

known former

quiet.

execu-

tive of the industry is in dire
Seriously tinfinancial straits.
dermined by a series of major

operations, he has carried on,
fighting his illness despite a
lack of finances. George Kleine,
who has known this unfortunate victim of circumstance
over a period of 20 years, has
made an initial contribution to
a fund he suggests be raised to
provide the needed assistance.
Contributions to the fund may
made to
be
DAILY, 1650 Broadway.

THE FILM

Orange,

N.

J.

— Cases

against

26

local residents for alleged violation
of the "blue" laws have been postponed, to permit study of the staIt is expected a detutes by court.
cision will be made by Jan. 10, buti
meanwhile, warrants for arrest of the
alleged violators, against
the

whom

evidence was gathered by Michael
L. Steinberg, have been refused.

Sunday Shows
Dansville,

Up

N. Y.

at

Wayland

— Presentation

of

on Sunday here by the
American Legion theater was voted
upon at a special election held yes-

pictures

Gaby & Tooker, manager of
terday.
the theater, are bearing the expense
Sentiment is diof the election.
vided.

Smith Preparing "Poor Nut"

order to inHaines Here for Premiere
Jess Smith will start Jan. 15 on
crease its capacity threefold.
Astra "The Poor Nut," which will be made
Haines arrives in New
William
National, it appears, will make about
for First National by Jess Smith York today to attend the premiere
four pictures.
Prod.
Jack Mulhall will play the
Marines" tomorTerriss also reported that a heavy title role, with Gertrude Olmstead of "Tell It To the
import duty on positives and negatives playing opposite. Charles Murray has row at the Embassy.
will be imposed when the blind bookbeen picked for chief comedian.
ing bill seeks passage through ParliaHAL ROACH
ment in February or March. This
presents
Nat Charnas Adds Another
has been verified by cable to
Defiance, O.
Nat Charnas, who
FILM DAILY from London.
with his associates controls a string
Terriss was impressed with the of eight houses in
Toledo, last week
rapid progress being made by the took over the
Rivoli, Defiance, which
industry in Russia. He found theater formerly
belonged to the chain of
business to be excellent and described Ohio theaters owned
by Harry Charthe entire Soviet as "amusement- nas and
Jesse Fishman.
crazy." "Studios there are well nigh
perfect,"
he said.
"Technically,
Minutes from IMt/wooi
New Manager at Opelousas
Russia leads the world and I say this
Opelousas, La. J. C. Chandled
with full appreciation of what .Ameri- has assumed management
of
the
ca has done in advancing the stan- Princess.
dards of production.
When Russian
producers leave behind them the imHeitzig Buys at Madelia
pressionistic and
futuristic
schools
Madelia,
Minn. L.
F.
Heitzig.
through which they are now moving, former Belle Plaine exhibitor,
has
will rebuild its studio in

THE

Financial

for only

Ideal's fuheard while in London.
ture as a producing unit seems to be
undetermined at the moment. Pathe

from Germany.

A

1)

pates tlie quota will start at five per
cent in 1928 and gradually increase
until after a limited number of years,
the ratio will have reached twentyfive
is
per cent.
It
by way of
l)rcparation for this eventuality that
now being
production
plans
are
Wardour
drawn, Terris declared.
will make eight in 1927; Gaumont,
twenty and Gainsborough, twelve, he

22, 1926

—

GLENN
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—
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43^
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400

•-..
44?^
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63 '/
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.
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43 Ji
98
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lOJ^
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9J4
50

Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A". 23
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73

.

4S"

•Metro Gold. Pfd.
•M. P. Cap. Corp..

"A'..
Paramount B'way
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.

Skouras
••Stan.
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Co. of

.
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Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd

5.600

400
4.600

M

.
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\22Va.

554
100
73
22^4 23
12-/
445^ 447^
24
1354
42H 4354
98
98
28

.

Pfd

.

3,800
4

"Never have I seen so many really
fine actors and actresses.
It seems
that all performers there are steeped
in the art."

98/

T E B B

and

Pickford, DougCharlie Chaplin

to

Barsky Handling Westerns

—

—

I

of

N S

i

SpecialittB in Motion Picture
the patt fifteen years

Arthur W. Stebbint

&

Broadway
1M«

Co.. Inc.
N. Y. C.

for all

Pathecomedies at your

Exchange.

Sydney An enthusiastic reception
was accorded the first of the De

John D.Tippett Jnc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive

The

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

All Colors

A7mc/\.
The Perfect Handcolorina of Film
528 Riverside Drive

New York

.Telephone
Morningside 1776

1540 Broadway

6040 Sanset

New York

Hollywood, Calif.

To Our Friends in Filmdom
YULETIDE GREETINGS
AND GOOD WISHES FOR
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

fCHROMos Trading Company f
1123 BROADWAY
^
0^^l
p^»

'^^^Tmt^^M^M^F^^f^^'^^

Cily

mm
'WE

and Theatrical insurance for

Brraat

Phonofilm Booked Heavily

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished

is

FREE

think of

you are thinking

1540

Fairbanks

Mary

Culver City
Bud Barsky has
been appointed production manager
of M-G-M western units.

INSURANCE
S

said

be the most popular
American players in that country.

.

When you

He

continue
....
1,000
....

This

Forest Phono-films to arrive here.
mentioned three whose They have been booked into the
possibilities on the screen seemed to Prince
Edward theater for six months
him to be without limit. They are in conjunction with "Romola"
and
Ilyushenko, and
Abramava, ballet "Beau Geste," which are scheduled
dancers at the Bolshoi theater and for long-runs.
las

50
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7J4

purchased the Star.

Terriss

Najir.

•Universal Pictures ....
41
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30^ 28'/, 29/ 6.000
Pict. "A". 39 J^
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Warner
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will see pictures that will surprise
the world from those studios.
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THE BIGGEST BET
IN THE INDUSTRY
TODAY
from coast

to coast the

news

is

speeding:

METRO-Goldwyn-Mayer's

OVERNIGHT

ON
AT

hit!

Broadway!
$2

CRITICS

raving!

AUDIENCES

thrilled

NOT since
THE Big Parade
SUCH a welcome.

ON

every film row

THEY'RE

talking.

CONTRACTS
ACT quick

going.

TOMORROW may be
TOO

late!

and then comes another M-Q-M $2

LON CHANEY
WATCH

TELL IT TO THE MARINES
BIG BROADWAY OPENING!

in

ITS

hit

"\
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Exhibitors Told

Famous Buys Control
Of British Houses
(Continued

the deal,
tiations

it

is

from Page

Phonofilm Deal

Exhibitors'

1)

stated, followed nego-

by
Provincial
CinematoTheaters which, if consummated, would have tied up the first
run situation, thus denying Famous
an outlet.
Famous is not buying houses as
graph

Daily Reminder

—

Greece has developed with great

Cooperate with
your community
on

Gardner

tion, indicating the development in
the industry during this comparativeThe main
ly short period of time.
factors which have contributed to the
growth of the industry in Greece may
be summarized as follows:
p<>puIation of the cities,
from the influx of 1,500,000

Increased
resulted

which
Greek

refugees from Turkey, and from the general
trend of population from the country to the
cities since the world war.
for a moderate priced and
recreation
which has dereadily availalile
veloped from the after war conditions of life;
and the extensive and up-to-date advertising

The

necessity

campaigns which have heen inaugurated both
by importers and theaters, and their com
hined efforts to present to the public the best
f
the world's production.
There is no production of any considerable
Eevents of local inimportance in Greece.
terest, such as pageants, exhibitions and pa
rades are filmed from time to time, and are
rrojected as prologues in connection with a
program.
Attempts to film short
regular
plays in the open air have, as a rule, proved

By far the largest portion of films
into Greece comes from America.
According to the Ijest estimates available,
aliout 300 films are annually imported into
ireece, of
which 75 per cent come from
\merica and the rest from Germany, France
failures

imported

nd

Italy.

speaking, distributors in Greece
divided into two categories, namely
who imixirt for their own account, and

(Generally

)

]m.iy
-those

^hose

l)e

who work on a commission basis as
of one or more producing companies.

Itgcnts
in actual fact, however, it is difficult to dififerentiate lietween these two, as an importer
•^-rry often finds it necessary to turn to an
Mgent in order to obtain the right of exclu
• ive exploitation, while, on the other hand,
ygents occasionally purchase films for their
ywn account, which they in turn sell or
ent to local or provincial theaters.
The class of direct importers includes the
,
wners of the leading picture theaters in
Vlhens.
These theaters send out during the
iimmer si>ecial representatives to the various
rixlucing centers in Europe to contract for
iifficienl
films for the season ahe.id.
They
irn supplement their schedule for the sea
<n
from local agents of American compales.

A

law providing for the censorship of films
in
the local theaters appeared in
Official fireek flazette during 1925, but

a result of the protest of the I'anhellenic
Motion Pictures, an organization
'nion of
icluding almost all the picture companies of
thens, it was never enforced.
Nevertheless,
right to prohibit
>rice authorities have the
chibition of films which are consiilered as
ring insulting to religion, to friendly naDns or to public morals.
There are also certain police regulations of
nature which are rather
administr.-ilive
According to these regularictly enforced.
ins it is prohiI)ite<I that more tickets Ije sold
an the numl)er of available seats; that
l^^ctators stand during the show; that spectors smoke, etc.
>

I

matters of

civic interest.
It

suits

originally

were

negotiations were entered into
between the parties with a view to
effecting an adjustment and consolidation of the interests involved in
the litigation.
These conferences re-

makes

announcement that Fox had
purchased a "substantial interest" in
the Phonofilm Corp., which purchase

.sulted in

was

said to give Fo.x distribution of

talking picture process.
At the time, according to statement by the Phonofilni Corp., Fox

the

friends.

obtained an option on Phonofilrn
stock, involving a payment of $100,000.
The option, it is declared, never

L_

was

Wednesday, Dec.
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Condition Of British
National Held Sound
(Continued

from

I'aije

I)

Dupont, signed recently as director general .will make "Moulin
Rouge" immediately upon completion of "Madame Pompadour."
Alfred Hitchcock also is to make a picE. A.

ture early in the

new

(Continued

from Pac/e

I)

Belgium, Germany, Sweden, Denmark, Austria and other countries.
He found that the tendencv is towards new houses seating 2,000 and
upward, while the old first-run theaters range from 500 to 1.500 in
seats.
In Milan a 2,000-seat house
has just been opened by the Pittaluga interests.
A large theater is
also planned for Stockholm. Vogel
reports, and a number of houses art
in Germany and France.
American distributors are not experiencing any great difficulty with
European cen.sorship, except, per
haps, in Sweden.
There Western
are not generally viewed favorably

planned

by the national board of censorships
and pictures showing crime and incidentally shooting are taboo.
Vogel believes that the adoption of
a quota in F:ngland is possible.
Indications are, he says that Parliament may act although exhibitor?
and the larger part of the trade pres;
are opposed to such a measure.

—

concerned.

Meanwhile. Fox is declared to be
negotiating for another talking picture process.

Tomorrow

Cincinnati
I-'uneral services are to
be held here tomorrow for Isaac M.
Martin, founder of the Martin Enterprises here, who died at Palm Beach,

EtTorts
to
communicate
with
Coiirtland Smith of Fo.x, for a statement and the company's reported
dickering for a new talking film device,

were unavailing yesterday.

Kunsky-B.

&

K. Active

(Continued from Paiie 1)
starts construction at Roval Oak.
On Jan. 1, the company assumes
operation of the Lincoln Square, and
also is preparing to build at Wood-

ward and the
Gratiot

Six
near

.\\-e..

Mile Road; on
Harper, and at

Little

from
£

McGUIRE

and

—

fire and
department.
The firm issued cards to every member of these
departments admitting bearer and
one, to one of their theaters during Christmas week.
Postoffice employees were guests of the Stillman.
Fire department members were guests

of the local police,

postoffice

.'Mien,

and police department

members were guests

of the State.

Christmas Pass Books Popular

—

Cleveland Theater pass books are
proving
popular
Christmas
gifts.
Forty Cleveland theaters have thetii

on sale in their lobbies at $2.50 and
$5 a book. The stunt has been tried
here before but never with the success of this vear.

Fla.

*

*

*

Horwitz

—

Opening Cleveland House
M. B. Horwitz will

Cleveland

—

open the Plaza, East 152nd St. and
St. Clair Ave., on
Christmas Eve.
The plaza is a 1,500-seat house, and
will be devoted to a straight picture
policy with popular price admission.

reading

j

Irving B. ("Ruby") Rubenstein, veteran cameraman, be-

j

'

lieves that renting footage is

easier than shooting footage.
has not one vacant foot of
space in his Ruby building on

He

Seventh Avenue. "However,
camera shooting is more fascinating," says Ruby.
*

*

+

Besides operating his buildr
ing and running a camera exchange, "Ruby" finds time to

make

industrial pictures.
*

*

*

Howard

Bretherton's initial directorial effort was with Rin-TinTin. Trying it "on the dog," as it
were. However, Howard's work was
creditable.

Irving

Mix Film

in

Angeles

— George

Irving

has

been cast for "The Broncho Twister"
Tom Mix's picture now in production.

Fredericksburg House Leased
Fredericksburg, la. F. M. Nerts
has leased the Burg from Upham

—

Bros.

Day Buys Mapleton Theater
Mapleton, la. Harry G. Day of
Aberdeen, S. D., has taken over the

—

Princess here.

la.

— The

Princess

hands with
Lvnch the new owner.
again

changed

Weigman Managing
Creston,
the new
Willard.

la.

— C.

manager

at

has

Walter

Creston

E. Weigman is
of the Strand and

Edgar Adams Active
Edgar Adams is doing the cutting
and editing of "The Potters," which
was directed by Fred Newmeyer.
Arbitration of Case Demanded
applied in the Su-

Famous has
preme Court

to

compel the United

Triangle Corp. to arbitrate a dispute
over the refusal of the latter to accept films for the Cameo, Highland,
N. Y., and to restrain the prosecu-

by United to collect
Famous. The latter alleges that United abandoned the theater and broke its contract for pictures purchased, and now is seeking
tion

of a

suit

$200 from

Chrest Buys Dover, O., House
Dover, O. George Chrest has purchased the Weber from Harry Charnas and Jesse Fishman of Standard
Film Service.
Chrest also has the
Ohio.

nearly

excerpts from convention reports of
the various trade papers.

Sanborn,
Presents for Firemen and Police
Cleveland Loew's Ohio Theaters
gave Christmas presents to every

of the

P. A.

his fellow members of the advertising and publicity committee of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers
used a novel method of reporting the
October convention of the organization.
Their December bulletin quotes

Sanborn House Again Changes

Redford.

member

"Lots*

By RALPH WILK

CHAIRMAN

Los

are that this year will show a slight
increase over 1925.
Vogel visited England.
France,

Martin Services

exercised.
It is the intention of Phonofilm to
])rosecute for infringement, with the
purpose of recovering profits and
damages, from every user or exhibitor of talking pictures embodying five patents controlled by the
company, according to the warning
sent exhibitors.
The defendants, it is stated in the
suit, have infringed all of the patents

vear.

Europe Improving

xhibiled
le

all

ra-

Richardson.
.\tHens. In 1922, there were throughout Greece only about 40 picture theaters compared to 138 now in opera-

Attache

cial

Theodore W, Case and Dwight B.
the

A

ZoeFox,

tiled,

THE FILM DAILY
The industry in

pidity during the last three or four
years, according to advices to the
Dept. of Commerce from Commer-

(Continued from Payc 1)
Corp., Fox-Case Corp.,
phone Pictures Corp., William

Film

When

Development Rapid
Washington

Is Off

Eldred.

a matter of policy, but is seeking an
outlet for its product in the imporMany
tant key city of Birmingham.
believe
company's attitude is
the
right and that the policy certainly
will not hurt exhibitors.

l\ashingloH Bureau of

Fox

22, 1926

Famous
to obtain a deposit given.
alleges that a check for $66, given
by the defendant for a film furnished
came back unpaid.

—
THE
Wednesday, December
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22,

Roxy Proposes Big

Checking Parcels

MEAN OOUAOS FOQ SUOWMEN

Neighborhood Chain

TTERE

is an innovation
for
--- the convenience of holiday
shoppers.
W. R. Allen of

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

(M-G-M)

(Continued from

the

writes that

it has made a big
arranged with Bry's
department store for a parcel
check service for its shoppers.
A check room is being main-

He

hit.

—

was supported by four posts or uprights, allowing four men to carry the
The men carrying the huge
sign.
sign brought up the rear end of the
The stunt went over
circus parade.
big, getting splendid showing to hundreds of spectators and greatly helpMontague
ing to boost the picture

the clerk, "Check the parto the Palace."
She receives a check, which is presented to the Palace check room
after the show for the package.

"Paradise"

(Continued from Paye

ped with bundles.

had reNew Mexico
for the Little Rock zoo, seized upon in stores, and others whom the public
the idea that the lion would make a would come in contact with. Monday
Secured per- prior to the opening, the ushers were
good lobby display.
mission to use the lion, and called on attired in sailor uniforms while the
a local iron works for cage material. doorman and floor director wore Navy
Rummaging the scrap heap, a num- officers uniforms. Secured a full set
ber of old iron cage sides, formerly of signal flags from a friend in a
used as a bank cage, were found. seaport town, and a double line of
These sides were wired together, these flags were strung from the top
making a very neat cage 6'x6'. The of the building to the two far corlion was used every day during the ners of the marquee, and the flags
run, the lion's owners placing the lion that were left over were used in the
lobby and under the marquee. H. M.
in the cage each morning and removing him at night. W. T. Bond, King, Jr., Imperial, Asheville, N. C.
Royal, Little Rock, Ark.
lion

—

—

Exchanges Merging

"Sparrows"
(United Artists)

Ran
test in

iCafifiinicd

"Bob or Not to Bob" ConUsing
the Columbus Citizen.

a

as a topic Miss Pickford's loyalty to
long hair as against the style for
bobbed hair, the newspaper conducted
a discussion among its readers, in
which partisans of both modes of hair
dressing were asked to write their
reasons. The awards were made impartially between the bobbed and unbobbed contestants, the prizes being
for the best letters in each class. Miss
Pickford's reasons for choosing her
own fashion were given during the
contest, which tied up directly with

"Sparrows."
Ohio.

— Grand,

Columbus.

"The Volga Boatman"
(P.D.C.)

from Page

Fairmont Exhibitor Dead
Fairmont, Minn. William Hay of
Hay & Nicholas, which firm operates
the Strand and Haynic here, dropped
dead here last week.

—

MacLennan Heads Schenck Publicity
Los Angeles Arthur MacLennan
now is in charge of the publicity and

—

offices

of

Joseph

M.

Schenck, under a reorganization just

—

—

Culver City Claire Windsor, who
been on a trip throughout the
Middle West accomnanying her husband, Bert Lytell, has returned to
has

imprint

M-G-M

where she is to
begin work on "A Little Journey"
opposite William Haines.
the

"We're In the Navy Now"
(Paramount)
Five hundred sailor hats with the

studios

New Owners

at

Spencer,

W.

Va.

of the title of the picture,
of theater, and play dates were
distributed well in advance of showing.
These hats were worn by news-

Spencer, W. Va.— Ralph Morris,
Arlan G. Burns, Ernest Mollohan and

boys, soda fountain dispensers, clerks

of the local theater.

name

been

of

BOOK.

Russell

Hathaway

are

flway—
Sell^Em!

new owners

Have you been

I)

the

as

••throwing

FILM YEAR

1927

is explained briefly, with complete informative data as to the source.

so much added

$9 Dividend Seen
(Continued from Page

in**

your comedies as

Each new invention

entertainment?

1)

pared with $6 last year. This estimate
of earnings is said not to consider

any

return from the Ambassador
Building, now about 80 per cent occupied.
The St. Louis Amusement
Co., subsidiary of Skouras Bros. Enterprises,
which now operates 27

If

them

Millard Makes Exit
Francisco .Affairs of the pro-

duction

company promoted by
were

Millard,

here

when he deposited

the State
fy

licpiidated

in

S.

S.

court

$62.32 with

Labor Commission,

to satis-

claims for wages.
$4,800,000

for

in

LAUGH
MONTH

—

.San

you ought

so,

to try selling

neighborhood theaters, has enjoyed a
prosperous year and has added several
houses to its chain.

Los .\ngeles

Gave away five passes every day of announced by John W. Considine.
He succeeds Harry Brand, now
the engagement to the person making Jr.
the most number of words out of the general manager of the Buster Keattitle, "The Volga Boatman."
At the on studio. Russell Phelps, assistant
end of the run a grand prize was publicity director, continues.
given to the one who, out of all the
contestants, got the most words. The
Claire Windsor Back at Studio
winner of the grand prize got 6,000
words out of the title. Newspapers
gave this a lot of publicity. -Sam
Neal. Isis, Kokano, Ind.

features

will

advertising

your Comedies

complete as the
record of 1926 inventions and devices
which will be but one of the many

1)

be affected in event the
deal is contemplated.
Twentieth Century, headed by Gene
Marcus, distributes the A.C.A. product as the nucleus of its output,
while De Luxe, of which Oscar Neufeld is head, has the Gotham and
Rayart product.
lieved,

has

ever,

—

Don*t Give

in

show without being handicap-

(First Nat'l.)

Because a mountain
cently been captured in

»

Technical Progress

She does her shopping and sees
a

\

Something entireh
presentation ideas will be of
fcred at the house, he said.
Plans were announced for the annual T. O. C. C. ball which will Ik
held at the Plaza Feb. 21.

The purchaser simply

cel

—

\)

Lexington

for

him by Lubin.

new

tells

Salman, Rialto, Macon, Ga.

I'tifie

planned

of "selling" a theater to the publicHe said that the Roxy is the realization of his dreams and expressed
appreciation of the support given

tained at the theater to which
parcels can be sent from the
store.

theater

Ave.
Kothafel spoke at length on showmanship, emphasizing the necessity

Loew's Palace, Memphis, Tenn.,

In order to tie in with a circus in
town, built a large sign, extending
linearly the whole width of the street
reading. "Bardelys the Magnificent
Mon.-Tues.-Wed. Rialto." The sign

I

Houses

3

— Three

theaters planned here will increase the year's
building total by $4,800,000. "They
are:
United Artists house, to be
erected at a cost of $.?, 000,000, on
-South Broadway, between Ninth and
Tenth; XN'arner theater, to cost $1.500,000 and be located on Hollywood
Blvd. at Wilcox, and the H. L. Gumbiner house costing $300,000.

In other

words,

get behind

them

with exploitation.

When you see
the extra profit.

Moves to New Quarters
The "What Price Glory" roadshow department has moved to the
Longacre

Building,

1472

youMI quit
giving

Broadway.

them

away for good.

WANTED:
Young man

for publicity work
for high-class theatre in Southern city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre
Keith vaudeville and pictures;

applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; an-

swers confidential.

Address

U. F. C.
c-o

1650

New York

-THE SPICE

OFTHE PROGRAM-

EDUCATIONAL

FILM DAILY

B'way

,

City

FILM EXCHANGES
Incorporated

fl^li^^'

Way's pioneer showman
wraps the finest Christmas Cifl

un-

New

York ever had/

Chnsbnas Oay-At the Stiand -World premiere of

N

f£VE

MOODE

PROMISED

Monbcn/ Motion

Picture Producer*

mi

Dutributor* of

America

Inc.- Will Hays

Pmhtnt
*

^

•
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Systems
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THIS Thethe individual

INDUSTRY HARD HIT AS

of special-

is

who

ists.

possesses

complete

a
the

JAPAN THEATERS ClOSE

knowledge of
business in
Illness
which he is engaged is the chap

who moves

Of Mikado Causes
Houses to Suspend

forward.

Particularly

Operation

this true of the

is

motion picture industry.

23, 1926

Price 5 Cents

Testing "Blue"

Law

Springfield,
Mo.— EfTort of reformers to secure a "blue" Sunday
here, will be carried to the Supreme
Court in a test of the law according
to the city attorney who announces

he will appeal from the Circuit Court's
decision dismissing the case against
W. M. Smith of the Grand.
Smith and two of his employes,

—
—
Gets Guest Films

—

to

its

most intensive

Sympathy
Prompted by
of

the

industry,

groups

in

being

are

ment

in Attitude
the

lusty

condition

ever
attracted
of

the

to

stability

to

be

An
sure.

advisable for these outside
interests to remember that business

management
tive

in

advices

received

in

New

which prove effecother commercial enterprises
ideas

do not necessarily

hit

in

this

busi-

ness.

300 Instruments Ready In
12 Months, A. L. Warner

Announces

Ass'n.

Charles L.

situation, regardless of the outcome, will be felt in
Japan because all lines of business are
at a standstill, due to grief over the

The

series.

struments will be completed and
ready for installation, he declared.
At present, according to Warner,

intelligently

will

first

be

released

—A

on Page 2)
Merry Christmas

—
The Ten Best
poll

FILM DAILY

theaters, principally in the East,
installed
the
Vitaphone.
smaller instrument for small theaters
is being produced, he stated.

A

have

—A

conducted by

—

Merry Christmas

Radio

THE

to

Aid

to ascertain the ten

Nine broadcasting stations have
best pictures of the year will soon agreed to broadcast "Laugh Month"
con- close. The results will appear in the programs. The committee announces

Advertising Needed
and

direct

will

(Continued

The yearly
Adequate

Glett

The Vitaphone now is available to
theaters large and small throughout
the nation, A. L. Warner announces.
Within the next 12 months, 300 in-

and G. Walter Scott photograph the 40

invest-

is

it

private

York yesterday.
The effect of the

important banking
emperor's condition.
increasing numljers

potentialities of this field.

indication

But

stage.

TO ALL SJZ[ THEATERS

(Continued on Page 3)

The

Film business is at a standstill in
A Merry Christmas
commodity in barter is show- Japan, due to the closing of theaters
manship.
It begins in Holly- on account of the serious illness of
wood, reaches into distribution the Mikado. Practically every imWorld's right to single reel adaptaand finally into exhibition and portant theater of note in the Nip- tions of Edgar A. Guest's poems have
ponese Empire has closed, according been acquired by American Cinema
right
there
the
application

reaches

VITAPHONE AVAILABLE

centrated advertising is all that is
necessary to combat threatened poor
business is the belief of Middle West
exhibitors,
according to Allan S.
Glenn, supervisor of exploitation for
First National, who has returned to

THE FILM YEAR

.927 edition of

BOOK
The

January.
voters are the
in

critics of

impor-

(Continued on Page 2)
A Merry Christmas

—

—

Taylor Loaned to

that a

number

of other stations are
to co-operate.
The nine
lined
are:
up

expected
already

WMCA, WRNY

WHN,

and

WPAP, New

(Continued on Page 3)

—A

M-G-M

Merry Christmas

—

(Continued on Page 2)
There are systems and systems. A
Los Angeles Sam Taylor has been
shipment of dry goods is exactly that.
A Merry Christmas—
Production
loaned by Mary Pickford to M-G-M
The sale is closed and the delivery
Hollywood The biggest produc"Marines" Opening
to direct "Spring Fever."
is made.
Not so in handling film.
tion boom in Paramount history i;
A Merry Christmas
the second M-G-M preMarking
The contract between salesman and
under way. Within the ne.xt two anc
miere this week, 'Tell It to the
King Coming East
one-half months, 22 pictures wil
exhibitor is one step.
There are Marines" opens tonight at the EmAngeles Edwin King is en have been launched. Two have beer
Los
others and in all of them that elewhich
bassy, replacing "Ben Hur,"
Another is tc
started since Dec. I.
ment of showmanship cannot be dis- has been at the house since May 23, route to New York.
—
begin within a few days and foui
Merry Christmas
A
counted.
Embassy
the
to
having been moved
more will be under way before th«
Ray In Stereoscopic Film
Digging into the film pie for hon- from the Cohan where it opened
(Continued on Page 2)
Los Angeles Charles Ray has been
est profits, is, of course, legitimate Dec. 30, 1925.
A Merry Christmas
signed by Stuart Blackton for a lead
business.
There can be no frownA Merry Christmas
"The
picture,
in the natural vision
"General" Premiere Jan. 1
However,
ing upon such a policy.
Haskins to Direct
American," the first production made
a sympathetic understanding must be
Keaton's first United Ar
Buster
Los Angeles— B y r o n Haskins, with the Spoor process. The picture tists' picture, "The General," wil
shown by a foreign element entercameraman, has been promoted to is to be an adaptation of Jewel Spen- have its premiere at the Capitol
Certain
ing into a strange project.
Wilfred
His first as- cer's "The Flagmaker."
director by Warners.
"an. 1.
methods of handling specific prob- signment will be "Matinee Ladies," North will assist.
A Merry Christmas
lems in films may be considered poor an original by Raymond Schrock.
conTrue,
the
business tactics by outsiders.
Chinese Opening March 5
Harry Dittmar will prepare
Arson Suspected at Cardinville

—

—

Booms

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

this

procedure may not make for an
one hundred per cent effi-

tinuity.

absolute
ciency.

What

—A

Merry Christmas

—

"Old Ironsides"

of it?

—

—

Suspecting arson,
Carlinville, 111.
the state fire marshall's office is planning an investigation of the fire which
destroyed the Marvel with loss esti-

Los Angeles— "Old Ironsides" will
"The Better 'Ole," at Grau- mated at 160,000. The house owned
There had been a by Mrs. Freda Paul, supposedly was
Egyptian.
suforganization
important
One
man's
would go mto of fireproof construction. It had 900
picture
fered such an experience. It was not report that the
Three years ago attempt was
of a desire to seats.
because
Forum,
the
A figure undoubtedly
so long ago.
with
film
new
set fire to the theater, but
to
made
Barrymore's
well versed in the operations of gen- show
Vitaphone accompaniment at the the blaze was extinguished.

The Defeat of Theory

follow

to apply his
peculiarly constiHe, as well as the
tuted business.
he labored, diswhich
institution for
eral

business,

knowledge

sought

Egyptian.

to this

Merry Christmas—

$30,000 Fire at Lehighton
Lehighton, Pa.— The Park, Second
South Sts., was damaged by fire
and
manager,
sales
Lee Marcus, F.B.O.
covered once again that theory had
A.
caused loss of $30,000.
which
a
from
returns to New York today
to submit to practicability.
operate the house.
Sons
&
Bayers
West.
Middle
trip throughout the

KANN

ji

Lee Marcus Returns

—

—

—

—

Hollywood— March 5 is the date oi
Grauman's new theater, th

which

Chinese will be opened,

it

is

under

"The King of Kings," whici
stood.
Cecil B. De Mille now is producing
is expected to be the opening attrac
tion.

Albee Starts Relief Fund
E. F. Albee has donated $1,000 t
a fund to be raised by a New Yor
newspaper, at his suggestion, fo
families of victims of the Hudso
River launch tragedy, in which SO t
more victims were drowned when
launched capsized.
(

THE

-^^
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Advertising Needed
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New York

Exhibitors'
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)9NN W. ALICOAIE

Help This Cause

1)

throughout

trip

a

section.

that

"We

Daily Remitter

PriceSCants

from

hear a

lot of pessimistic

talk

and unfavorable business forecasts for
the coming year but I have failed
anywhere to find this attitude re-

Publisbir

views of exhibitors."
—A Merry
Christmas —
Gets Guest Films

flected in the
Published daily except Saturday and holidays
11
1650 Broadway, New York, N. Y., and
tcpyriRht (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks, Inc. J. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau, Business and Advertising
Manaser; Ralph Wilk. Traveling Kcpresen
•ative.
Entered as second-class matter May
21,
1918, at the po>toffice at New York.
N. Y. under the act of March 3, 1879
Terms (PostaKC free) United States, outside
of fireater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
months, $5.00; 3 months. $3.00.
Foreign.
$15.00.
Subscribers should remit with order.

Give a thought to
a midnight perf ormii22 on New
Year 's Eve and
build your prog-

ram

communications to THE FTI.M
DAILY. 1650 Hroadwav. New York N Y
Phone Circle •("36 4737 '4738-4739
Cable ad
dress:
Filnnlay,
New York.
Hollywood,
California
Harvey E. Causman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone. Drexel 7000 and Wash
melon 9794. London— Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58. Great Marllwrough St..
London. W. L. Paris— La Cinematographic
Franc. ise, 5. Rue Sanlnier.

Address

all
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.
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.
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.
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5,100
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41
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newspapers throughout the

166
5,000
21.200

Bond Market
Aak

tt Bid and

Merry Christmas

in

—

Irvington,

the cases against four employes
of a transportation company were dis166 missed when the complainant failed
to appear.
The complainant was at2,660
200 torney for the Stanley-Fabian theaters.
The four were only ones who
4*.66o
pleaded not guilty to a charge of
166 violatmg the law in a roundup of
600 offenders made by the theater com7
pany in a move against discrimination.

9^

8 54

Last Prices (Juoted
Philadelphia Market

—

24
12Ji

41

.

Pict.

125^

:

Universal

arner

45"

M

.

ffiaramount B'way.
fRoxy Class "A".
fRoxy Units ....
itRoxy Common

44Ji

1,300
3.600

1650 Broadway.

—

Bernstuhl.

HAL ROACH
presents

1)

pictures which have already
started are "Children of Divorce."
Frank Lloyd's production
and Bebe Daniels' new vehicle, "The

Irvington "Test" Fails
N. J. Whether busses
200 and trolley cars may be operated on
Sunday, under the existing "blue"
law, must await further complaints,

Sales

in

THE

Cleveland House Has New Owner
Cleveland M. Jenkins has purchased the Castle from Mrs. Bradley

GLENN

The

country; editors of trade publications
the industry, fan publications and
declines.
Several
The leading national weeklies.
Warners "A " hundred voters have already cast
of 21,200: and
ballots.
The results will prove highly
a drop of VA
interesting, judging from ballots cast
so far which are daily changing the
status of the leading contenders.
between

FILM DAILY,

TEYON

been

(Continued from Page

divided

Booms

{Continued from Page

The Ten Best

the film market

in

was alwut evenlv
(Slight
fractional
rises
and
more notable changes were
with HI ri.se on a turnover
Motion Picture Capital, with

of circumstance by sending
your contribution to.

In January nine more will be
launched, with six on schedule for
February.

tant daily
state of fluctuation

fight

first.

Financial
The

his

You can

—

•

—

yesterday,

to regain health.
help bring Yuletide
cheer to this unfortunate victim
in

1)

Feb. 1 through the company's 25 exchanges. Guest poems now are published by about 25 newspapers.
The
series will supplement the 18 productions scheduled for 1927 release.
A Merry Christmas

accordingly.

Money is needed to help a
former executive of the industry

Kiss In A Taxi."
This week, Zane Grey's "The Mysterious Rider" with Jack Holt and
Betty Jewel in the lead will get under way. Before the end of the year
work will begin on Raymond Grif-

new comedy,

fith's

Beautiful;"

45 Minutes from Hol^ood
Rathto)iiie<fa'

"All Women Are
Cruze's
next

James

"Looie The Fourteenth" with Wal- This is a 'Cornerblock* cut furnished
lace Beery as the star; "Evening
FREE for all Pathecomedies at your

Clothes," starring Adolphe Menjou
"Ritzy." Betty Bronson's first
starring vehicle.

and

The

January

list

include

will

"Afraid To Love." starring Florence
Vidor. "Too Many Crooks," featuring Mildred Davis, "Special Delivery." Eddie Cantor's second comedy,
Emil Jannings' first American picture,

"The Man

lor

Who

Forgot God."

Pola
Negri's
next
"Confession,"
Esther Ralston's first starring vehicle, "Fashions For Women." "Sheiks
and Shebas," a Hector Turnbull production of American youth. "Deer
Drive,"
Zane Grey western, and
Clara Bow's second starring picture.
"Roujgh House Rosie."
In February, pictures slated for
production include
Gary Cooper's
first western picture, Bebc Daniel's'
Seiden On Cruise to West Indies
"Mile.
Jockey." "Soundings" with
Joseph Seiden sailed yesterday on Lois Moran, "Glorifying The Amerthe 18-day cruise of the Level Club ican
Girl,"
Harry D'Arrast's first
to the West Indies.
He is official directorial for Famous assignment,
photographer of the cruise and has "The Greatest Show On Earth,"
complete equipment installed aboard with Wallace Beery starring as
P. "T.
the Caledonia.
Nicholas Falco, one Barnum and a Vidor vehicle to folof his cameramen, accompanied him. low "Afraid to Love."

Exchange.
Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS,
W.
130

West

INC.

A. Putter, Pres.
46th St.

Bryant 8181

WANTED:
Young man for publicity work
for high-class theatre in Southern city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre
Keith vaudeville and pictures;
applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; an-

swers confidential.

Address

U. F. C.
c-o

1650

FILM DAILY

B'way

New York

City

-

Third Week for "Gorilla Hunt"
On Sunday. "The Gorilla Hunt,"
legins its third week at the Cameo.

r—

.

ECONOMY

AMALGAMATED

The

reputation for spending our clients' money as
our own, has brought us many new clients.

The

practice of getting value for the

kept them with us.

COMPLETE LABORATORY
AND TITLE SERVICE

We

Will Stake

if it

were

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

money we spend has

Attractions for

Our Reputation on Our Service

Picture Theatres

Standard Waudevilie

NCORPORATtO

The Standard

H:4.IM:.<:

of the Industry

723 7th Ave.. N.Y.C.

Bryant 5450-1
80

MAIDEN LANE.

N.

Y.

C.

J| ^

Telephone John

3080

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

—

—

" 'The File Brigade'
corking entertainment.
DAILY TIPS WHICH

MEAN OOUABS FOB SHOWMEN

means more

"the Black Pirate"

it

assisted
over.

the

manager

Two members

in

It

office.

(United Artists)
Because the Columbia Junior League shared a portion of the receipts
of the Midnight Matinee, they readily

Testing "Blue"

is

It

the motion picture business than
just dollars at the boxwill

It

Our
and

putting

ready-made audiwherever it plays.
hats off to Metro
Louis B. Mayer for
though!

consented to do an

exhibition dance, and the South Caro-

University orchestra played for
them. The University orchestra donated
their
services
gratis,
and
played several solo numbers in addition to playing for the exhibition
lina

17

struction for the World Realty Co.,
Omaha, will give the circuit 17 theaters, it
was stated yesterday by
president, Harry Goldberg, who is
house seating 1,000
in New York.

A

Radio

A

tie-up

with

the

"Silver

in

scattered

positions

in

the

Aid

to

(Continued from Page

York;

WOR,

Star"

store

J.;

WBCN,

WGHB,
KFNF,

1)

Newark, N.

Philadelphia;
Clearwater,

Hosiery Agency was consummated,
whereby the store proved the main
cog in putting over a Movie Star
Identity Contest.
Photographs of
fifteen Paramount stars were placed

open Christmas Day at Columbus, Neb., and on Jan. 15, a 1050seat theater will open at McCook, thai
Opening of a house at Kearney
state.

will

Tom

(Paramount)

For World Chain

Four houses planned or under con-

ushers, doorman, and cashiers at the
Midnight perforniance as the feminine members of the League filled all
roles
to
perfection.
Incidentally,
they were all attired in uniforms.
Holliday, Imperial, Columbia,

^The Quarterback"

Shenandoah,

WIP,

Chicago;
Fla.,

and

la.

Many

of the stations will not confine their "Laugh Month" activities
to merely one period.
For instance,
the Loew's State station,
already has started making announce-

WHN,

is

scheduled

for

—

WOR

—

Springfield Churches Complain
The Ministers'
Springfield, Mass.
Ass'n has adopted resolutions to be
sent the Hays 'organization protesting against depicton of ministers in
They
caricature form in the films.
declare it a slur upon the cloth and
gross misrepresentation for the purpose of causing amusement at the
expense of the dignity of the Protestant church.

—

of the flock of goats used
in the picture started chewing up the
Heroic work saved the day.
script.

when one

—A

theater

this

Merry

—

Christrruis

It's not unusual for a star to be
met at the train by a number of

A Merry Christmas —
Takes Back Theater

admirers, but a military escort

—

is

his

A

arrival

in

New York

premiere of "Tell It

to the

for

the

Marines."

For pain in the
box-office

Take one

crowns, will
to next year's profit

61,245

be carried over
loss account.

and

During the last year the company
increased its theaters. The gross income increased in spite of the fact
that during the same period income
decreased in regard to the whole
number of such theaters. A greater
demand for Swedish films abroad has
been noticed during the past year,
and production at Rasunda is now
carried on during all parts of the

new

of the

Juvenile
COMEDIES*
WITH
ii

Big Boy
{especially

when

the feature

isn't so strong)

Stir

up

When

interest well with live-wire exploitation.

pain

is

acute, try the Juvenile Comedies-

Harmonica Playing Contest.
Relief will

l>e

immediate

in

added profiw.

Great for

LAUGH MONTH
Presents

MY

a

detachment of marines
greeted Williaia Haines yesterday on

novelty.

Louis Hector M. E. PaszeSt.
nioghi has taken back the Embassy
on Delmar Blvd. which formerly was
operated by the Laventhal circuit.

—

Merry Christmas—

—

—A Merry Christmaj
There was plenty of excitement on
W. K. Howard's "White Gold" set

seating 1,100.

WMCA

—A

April,

rip-roaring tneller was "Gold Is Not
All," and was directed by D. W.
Griffith back in 1910. Mack Sennett
and Kathlyn Williams were in it.

ments every afternroon and evening
regarding a stunt set for Jan. 19.
This is an Amateur joke competition

window, together with hosiery, announcement: cards on the picture and in which any listener is privileged to
the contest. Numbers were attached visit the studio and tell either her
to each photograph, and contestants or his favorite joke over the air.
were required to fill in the names on Also, the station is promoting a
a blank alongside the corresponding "Laugh Month Amateur Night," with
Radio
luimbers. The blanks were given out even an amateur announcer.
at the theater, and the votes were sets will be offered the winners who
received at the store. Chas. R. Ham- are to be selected by the listeners.
nierslough,
has offered one solid
Broadway,
Newburgh,
Station
N. Y.
hour of time, which probably will
be split into two half-hours on difplans to
ferent evenings.
in
"We're
the Navy Now"
"Laugh
for
radio
party
a
hold
(Paramount)
Tied up with tea and coffee store Month."
—A Merry Christmas—
for
window display showing 100
pounds of navy beans spread out
Swedish Company Reports Profit
over entire floor of window. A card
offered passes to the first ten per- Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
sons nearest guessing the correct
Washington The board of directnumber of pounds of beans in the ors of Aktb. Svensk Filmindustri has
window. The store offered a grand recently issued a report for the finanAnother tie- cial year July 1, 1925 to June 30,
prize of merchandise.
up made with drug store in connec- 1926 which shows that total income
tion
with Miss Saylor's candies. amounted to 276,720 crowns, whereTheir trade mark is a girl in sailor as expenses were 123,930 crowns and
Large life savers are also taxes 26,686 crowns, the Dept. of
clothes.
Also secured Commerce is informed. Net profits
part of their display.
department store display of boats amounted to 126,104 crowns, which,
from toy department. G. R. Stewart, together with the balanced profit of
Sterling, Greeley, Colo.

—

—

dance.
Members of the League
painted posters and these were placed
in every window and on all mirrors
of the drug stores on the main
street.
The posters announced the
three-day special midnight matinee.
The manager had no use for his

S. C.

That's That

THE

means
ences

A nd

1)

^^

means good
town and

in the country.

Law

arrested for operating the theater on
Sunday, were fined $100 and costs
By PHIL U. DALY
in Municipal Court, from which decision they appealed.
27th will be a big day for the
Springfield, which has seven theRogers boys. Charlie is hurrying
aters, on Dec. 27, 1921, put the lid on from the coast and Budd will go to
Siuiday shows following a special Boston to attend the 50th wedding
election.
The City Council previous anniversary of their parents, Mr. and
to that had refused to adopt a Sun- Mrs. Simon Rogers.
You find Saul
day closing ordinance. Another elec- Rogers, Ben Rogers, Artie Stcbbins,
tion
was held on the question Reuben Samuels and Lou Rogers,
April 4, 1922, and a third vote on nephews while Howard Deitz and MilJan. 6, 1925, but at each the op- ton Bluniberg are first cousins.
ponents of Sunday amusements won
A Merry Christmai
overwhelmingly.
Del Henderson boasts of having
appeared in the first five-rceler produced in Hollywood. The title of this

every

in

hamlet

(.Continued from Page

to

KID"

OPEN SPACES"

Supervised by

JACK WHITE

FUNNY FACE"

vear.

\
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DENVER
A

hit at the Publix

RIALTO

Theatre.

SALT LAKE
Enormous business

at the

VICTORY

Theand

giv(

m

I

PORTLAND
Made

profits

real

at

MAJESTIC

the

and

HOLLYWOOD.

CHICAGO
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PUBLIX.

McVlCKERS.
CaW¥0L. KAN-

J

Star

this

'|ing
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Great box

i
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profits

Made
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Columbias come
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first
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A
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BOSTON
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ofli

pict

out against the pick of the pictures

at the

ORPHEUM.

Loew's

deri

Ustry;
PHILADELPHIA
picture goes into a

Every
money.
atre and makes

STANLEY

PITTSBURGH
Gave proof

of

drawing power

at

the-

ALDINE.

CAMEO, OLYMPIC.

BUFFALO

Th e

The

LAFAYETTE
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the best.
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Big business at
Loew's
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COLUMBIA PICTURES

BALTIMORE
Columbia's

DROME

the

and

attraction

at

the

HIPPO-

METROPOLITAN.

MILWAUKEE
The backbone

of the exhibitor's

program.

HAVE MADE
REAL MONEY
FOR EVERY EXHIBITOR

jiicen

In

J«as(
526

—
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WILL HAYS CONFERS ON

TOMORROW

is Christmas.
A day of good cheer and
merry-making, a day upon

which

a too

December

busy world halts

in

its course and turns from the
material to something which approaches the kindly even if

—

ightly.

NON-THf

AMAl POLICY

Meeting With Distributors
and Exhibitors to Plan
Future Course
Development

of

a

general

policy

There is something splendid on the subject of non-theatrical
and privileged in the ability to showings of pictures is the purpose
In service or in deed all of conferences now being held by
give.
those who have given under- Will H. Hays, distributors, exhibitors

how

and others.

completely
The conferences have been in
The task of supply- progress for some time and are conthis is so.
ing the world with entertain- tinuing. Hays is in receipt of a num-

stand

ment

full

well

form of motion pictruly a service.

in the

tures

is

essential that humans
partake of some of the joys of
an earthly existence just as they
partake of most of the sorrows.
In the planet's entire history
no one agency for the dififusion
of happiness has been known to

Price 5 Ctnts

The Fighting Marines

1

Exhibitors, you can tell it to
the world that "Tell It To The
Marines" is a picture. Because
it is!
It has story; it has acting;
it
has comedy, punch,
color,
dash.
Sounds pretty
much like the makings of a
first rate picture doesn't it?
It's
substantial
box-office,
with a bear of a title, and the

2 to 1

/]

Merry Christmas

Plan Big Chain

With

owners, because we're

—

"Marines" Opens
commandant
the

is

The scofifers may point with
They will always.
derision.
gainsay, howcannot
|What they
force of an
potent
_ver, is the
makes
daily
which
[instrument
trifle
over
a
world
the
millions
bit
wee
a
and
contented
nore
joyful.
ore

Here is a truth which shcfuld
nean a merry Christmas for this
industry tliis year and in all
It is far more
^ears to come.

:er

is

A

to

create

Change

{Continued

—A

on Page

Merry Christmas

2)

—

the adaptation.

—A

Merry Christmas

A

absence.

—A

^,

.

Merry Christmas

—

Christmas

—

Bow's

next,

"Rough House

Rosie.

—

Distribution
A

list

ted States
piled for

BOOK,
and,

They

exchange in the Uniand Canada has been com-

of every

YEAR

the 1927 FILM
including street addresses,

in
most instances, managers.
will be arranged geographically.
in other counbe listed in the foreign sec-

Addresses of exchanges
tries will

tion.

The headquarters of national distributors, state right distributors and
the news weeklies will be recorded
Complete personnel of
separately.
each distributing organization will
also appear.

—

Merry Christmas

$200 Raised For Relief

Fund

$200 has been raised to
A
date for a former executive of the
industry who is now ill, as stated
total of

in

THE FILM

DAILY.

Yesterday a committee of the A. M.
P. A., comprising Bert Adler, Tom
Wiley and Hopp Hadley, voted a
contribution of $100 and Al Lichtman, present at the luncheon, donated $50. Previously George Kleine
had contributed $50.

—A

Merry

Christmas—

Rowland To Coast

Jan. 4

Richard A. Rowland leaves Jan. 4
That, too, is more than ample
for the Coast to supervise in conStrayer to Direct Clara Bow
reason why the Christmas of
with John McCormick the
junction
has
Strayer
Los Angeles— Frank
one.
of the First National prolaunching
happy
Clara
1926 should be a
been signed by Famous to direct
for the coming year.

KANN

Merry Christmas

its

recently

—

Flinn Returns

fulfilled.

—A

the

Broadway run of slightly
— A Merry Christmas—
less than a year, "Ben Hur" grossed
Gloria At A.M.P.A.
The picture opened Dec.
$625,000.
30 last at the Cohan, moving to the
Yesterday was virtually United
Embassy May 23, where it contin- Artists Day at the A.M.P.A. luncheon.
ued until Wednesday, being replaced The principal guest was Gloria SwanThursday night by "Tell It to the son, who was entertained along with
Marines."
Al Lichtman, Harry D. Buckley,
In

—A

picture has been
John C. Flinn, P.D.C. vice-presiiescribed as one of the greatest dent, returned yesterday from the
make
'orces for good that civilization Coast. He had no statement to
impending merthe
to
respect
trewith
las ever encountered.
pointhis company with Pathe,
endous charge, indeed, but one ger of that negotiations were being
out
ing
for which the responsibility has handled in New York during his

The motion

A Merry

"

be

of this year.
of

Gross $625,000

la.

are to be built by the Frank Amusement Co., subsidiary of North American Theaters, one to be operated
jointly with the Orpheum circuit, according to announcement by AlexanPlans have
der Frank, president.
been approved for an Orpheum here

Fulfilled

been accepted and

•

Iowa Firm Expanding
—Two new theaters
Waterloo,

will

Theater owners of Germany at
in
meeting at
Duesseldorf
August, asked imposition of the two
to one ratio, limiting importations to
one American film for each two German pictures shown. The one to
one ratio was established in March

—

.

a

inescapable.

one

—

Lord to Direct For F.N.
laugh
Los Angeles— Del Lord has been
signed to direct "Bayo Nuts," writ;han a tear if only because the
Naten by Frank Griffith for First
'ormer is elusive while the lat- tional'.
Hempton Del Ruth wrote

worthwhile

to

their

Marine Corps and other army and
San Francisco Ackerman & Har- navy officials in attendance, "Tell It
ris have launched an aggressive exTo the Marines" opened last night at
pansion program which will give the the Embassy.
Naval bands, marine
firm one of the largest chains on the buglers and a flag raising ceremony
Twenty sergeants
The firm, which now has added
color.
Coast.
six theaters in the Bay district, plnns guarded the entrance, which is topped
to start immediate construction of l)y one of the most unique marquee
A 3,000-seat theater at displays seen on Broadway, with the
three more.
approach the wide sweep motion Mission, and 19th St., and a similar lighting arrangement giving the imA replica
pictures have obtained in the house in another suburban section pression of a seascape.
planned.
all
guarded
projects
emblem,
marine
among
are
of
the
years.
thirty
jshort period of
day by two marines, was unveiled.
A Merry Christmas
It

— Germany's

"kontingent ol
retained, under
action taken by the Central Government, despite exhibitors' request for
a two to one quota system.
Berlin

one

KANN

—

Request For
Ratio Refused

By Government

you now you've got
something real coming along.

telling

"KONTINGENT"

1

Exhibitors'

Marine Corps behind it to speed
it on a money making career.
Start making your promises,
theater

TO

R[TAIN[DIN6fRMANY

ber of letters on the subject, which
is being discussed from all angles.
•

Of Joys and Sorrows

1926

24,

gram

Arthur W. Kelly, Thomas Allan
Moore, general manager and treasurer
of Gloria Swanson prod, and Pete
Bedard, assistant treasurer in charge
of production.
Lichtman said

the screen stars
such as Miss Swanson, Mary Pickand Douglas Fairbanks are
ford
"pacemakers" inasmuch as they set a
standard of quality in making their
own productions.
A Merry Christmas

—

—

Moskine On Coast

—

Ivan Moskine arrived
yesterday to play the lead in "Moscow," which Edward Sloman will
direct for Universal.
A Merry Christmas

Los Angeles

—

—

Hobart-Tell Marriage
Henry M. Hobart, First National
director, was married yesterday to
Olive Tell.

—JXI^

Mil

DAILY

December

Friday,

24, 1926

Iowa Firm Expanding
iLLTME NEWS
ALLTMt TIME

(Continued

From Page

1)

DAILY TIPS WHICH

Commercial St, between Fourth and Fifth Sts. and are
seating 2,000 on

prepared for an Orpheum seating 2,500 at Third Ave. and Second
.St..
Cedar Rapids. The latter is to
be operated in conjunction with the
Orpheum circuit. Both are to be
completed by Nov. 1, 1927,
The
Frank firm operates a chain throughout Iowa.
Calvin Bard recently announced he
had secured a site at Cedar Rapid.-

"Don

l)eing

riLXXtVill.Ni.72

KIN

Fridir, Dec. 24.

1926
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Francaise.

Rue

S,

Saulnier.

Eastman Kodak

"shares.

"''''*''

^1°": A'„
oJ 4,500

tracted

flaired

'*^

np with spectacular

''°'"*''

Warner

o" a

turn-nver

Pictures

good

a

"A"

at

deal of attention, jumpinR
,«?<*=»"«« "f 57.200.
Famous, too.
?u
"u
ten the holiday impetus with a boost of 1
on a trade of 2,500 shares.
Most of the
stocks showed a salutary impulse,
there being
very few exceptions, these mostly
of a fractional nature.

~7u

for a

Loew

—A

house.

Merry Christmas

—

"A. M. P. A. Bulletin"

The

c|uarterly issue of the "A.

A. Bulletin"

P.

Out

made

its

M.

Three Nights"

(First Nat'l.)

Secured a good deal of transient
trade during the run through the
neat theater front as particularized in
the marquee.
This showed a long
reading board across the front, roomy
enough to carry the title of the piclure, the stars' names and other items
The lobby itself was
of importance.
severely plain but in excellent taste.
A set of two frames containing stills
and a group of shadow boxes set in
the walls were the only adornments.
Hal Home, Fifth Avenue, Seattle.

—

appearance

yesterday with a seasonal cover.

The

publication, edited by Edward McNamec, includes the message of the
liresident, Walter F. Eberhardt; articles by Ed Finney and C. W. Barrell; messages from the ten women
named for having achieved the most
for the industry and a special greeting to Gloria Swanson, who was the
principal guest at yesterday's meeting.
The membership roster is
printed on the back page.

A Merry

Juan's

Christmas

—

"One Minute

i^i

ACCORDING

(F.B.O.)

com-

Low

High

•
v''
Katz

'"*
^^,1,.
Kalaban &
•Bal. & Katz Vtc

"•^'^

Close
''^^»

'•^•^«

Inspect.

,

of the season.

"An Irishman

"A

Bros.

/f

44%

455^
24

42%

9814

98
31;^
28
9'A
50

,

50
7li

yy*

;
•

by Vic Shapiro.
Victor McLaglen again can appear
bathing suit without looking like

in a

Price Glory," finally have worn
A Merry Christmas

—

Mnry

2,606

-.

U^

'i66
700

42 '/J
98 54

.

13

HO
84J4

....

7'A

6,000

nA

t

32

40^

42.^ 57,200

7,000

Bond Market

—

—
,

Christmas

—

Fields

---f

Merry

(P. D.

C.)

Gave away a Christmas present to
every child attending the show during the run of the picture. The presconsisting of toys and candy
were purported to have come direct
from Vera Reynolds. John F. Royal,
ents,

—

Kenyon

—

Prepare "Show Boat"

to

—

Universal City Charles Kenyon,
scenarist has signed a long-term contract with L'niversal.
His first assignment is to be "Show Boat."
A Merry Cliristmas

—

Awe
Dexter,
operating

—

Operating At Dexter
la.

— Edward

the

Awe now

Princess,

is

purchased

recently.

HAL ROACH
presents

—

Palace.

Cleveland.

GLENN

TKYON

ASHER^SMALL ^ROGERS
PRESEKT

Jheittnniest thinff

43 Mmutes from Hol^ood
fethecomedy

on four leet

MURRAY
AND

CHARLIE

tt Bid an.f'Ask

New Contract
has been sipncd to
a new Paramount starring
contract
by Associate Producer William
LcBaron at the LonR Island studio. Under the terms of the apreement Fields
will start his next picture in March
and a search for a story will he made
111
the nieantimc.
C.

off.

....

lO/,

Fields Signs

W.

serious inroads into thebusiness,
Lee Marcus, sales
manager of F.B.O., said yesterday
on his return from a trip throughout
the Middle West.

—

41

"A". A2%

Last Prices Quoted
Philadelphia Market
-

12'/.

43 1-;
43'-;

•I'niversal Pictures ....
Pictures... 32ji
Pict.

1.000

....

.

•.Stan. Co. of Am
Trans-Lux Screen
•I'niv. Pict. Pfd

Warner
Warner

2.700

'2274

.
•

"?
.

73

22lA

H

Roxy I"nits
,?.1
Roxy Glass "A".. 30
Roxy Common ... 10^

Skouras

making

ater

with an English ac

cent and a sense of humor" is the
description given Arthur W. Kelly

—

—

is

press

agents are blase sort of persons.
If this be true then more power to
Gloria Swanson as her presence at
the A.M.P.A. luncheon drew what
was probably the largest attendance

WV. 100

45

B'way.

2,500

J4
72
'

.

'

4..50n

ci/

...

•Intern'l Project.
Ixiew's. Inc
•Metro Gold. Pfd

Paramount

••

73M

'First
XafI
Pfd. .W.
Fox Film "A"... 73
Fox Theaters "A"
227^

Pathc Exch

100

(.-it/,

Eastman Kod.-.k ..13S'/. 129
1.14^
Famous Players ..115^^ U^A 115
Fam. Play. Pfd
P2i/
•Film

Sales

tradition

Tugu Would Buy Opposition
pany and placards 22x28 were placed
on the rear and sides of the comSt. Johnsbury, Vt.
Andrew Tugu,
pany's 64 ice wagons. These placards who recently opened a new theater
carried copy reading, "Two Genuine here, is negotiating for the Globe.
Articles
Palmetto's Ice and
Red This has been under lease to H. A.
Grange in One Minute to Play at Graves who is said not to be interImperial Theater." The placards were ested in renewing his lease which excarried on the ice wagons for a whole pires Jan. 1.
week in advance of showing and durA Merry Christmas

ing the run of the picture. The entire
Hall Opposite Bronson
marquee was draped with college penJames Hall who has just com- nants and cut-out footballs together
pleted work in "Love's Greatest Miswith
two huge cut-outs of Red
t;ike." entrains tonight for California
Grange. Tom
Holliday,
Imperial,
where he will play opposite Betty
Columbia, S. C.
Bronson in "Ritzy" for Paramount
by Elinor Glyn.

Depression Hits Business
Depression in Minnesota. North
and South Dakota, Iowa and Kansas

to

-^

"Risky Business"

Quotations

DALY

By PHIL M.

a sideshow freak, for the names of
girls tatooed on his arms for "What

to Play"

Efifected tie-up with local ice

J

And Thafs That

MEAN OOOABS FOB SHOWMEN

Chri'ttnat

—

Thayer Buys Another
Hillshoro, N. JI.— Oliver F. Thaywho operates Laddy's at Eppini;,

er,

N. H., and Odd Fellows at Raymond,
N. H.. has houKht the .Strand here
from Paul 1. Denning.

This

is

FREE

Exchange.

CHESTER CONKLIN

WANTED:

IN

mrkooiH's
FLATS
F/iOAl THE FAMOUS STAOE

PLAY

A FIRST NATIONAL

Young man for publicity work
for high-class theatre in Southern city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre
Keith vaudeville and pictures;
applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; an-

swers confidential.

Richard Wallace Production

Address

•

U. F. C.

PiCTURB
A

a 'Cornerblock' cut furnished
for all Pathecomedies at your

c-o

1650

FILM DAILY

B'way

New York

City

f
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^^msA
Don Marqms
author

*'

have just finished looking
at 'The Cruise of the Jasper
B' in the projection room and
"I

I

think

it's

a

perfectly gor-

geous thing. I wish you would
convey my congratulations to
everybody concerned in it, for
good continuity writing, good
casting, good directing, good
photography, and above everything else, such a splendid
fidelity

to

the

spirit

of

the

Ti

I

7

•

A

^.
^
Don Marquis

thing.

i

&

^^
/

«

RELEASED BY

PRODUCERS DISTKIBUTINC COKPORATIONL
r. C.

MUNROE. P.o«J.nr
Memh*r

/

?

I

of

RAYMOND PAWLEY. V«e-Pmtd«t« and Tr.toum
Motion

Pfcture Ptoduccrt

JOHN

and DUwibutoM of Ameiica.

C HONN. Vlot-Wcrtdw. and Ccncnl M>ni|«
Inc.

WILL H HAYS.
.

Presideni

m
The

1

Life of Los Angeles

7>f«.HEWSPAPER
Centers at the
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and Screen

INDEX

Cocoanut

A SALUTE, Editorial by
FINANCIAL, by Charles

Noif Presenting

Maurice D. Kami
F.

j

Hynes

HOLLYWOOD HAPPENINGS,

4

by M. L. Simmons

7

Thought for Today

series of sensational successes

on the European Riviera

CANARD SARGENTINE
TANGO ORCHESTRA

II

Direct from

Club

Florida, Paris

12
12

REVIEWS

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA
Third Successive Season

and Saturday.

College Night Every
Friday.

a

9

1

Eddy

Eleanora's American Debut
after

8

.10

EXPLOITO GRAMS. Compiled by Jack Narrower
DEVELOPMENTS IN PRESENTATIONS, by Arthur W.
THE WEEK'S HEADLINES

Tuesday

(St

f,

EASTERN STUDIOS, "A LITTLE FROM LOTS," by Ralph Wilk
REVIEWS OF NEWEST FEATURES, by Lilian W. Brennan
FOREIGN MARKETS, by James P. Cunningham
BETTER PROJECTION CONTEST, THEATER EQUIPMENT,

special Nights

MAURICE
ELEANORA AMBROSE

'.'.

by Harvey E. Gausman

EXHIBITORS' DAILY REMINDER, A

rendezvous

of celebrities of the Stage

PAGB

BUTTERFLIES IN THE RAIN..
CORPORAL K.4TE

PACE

8

STRANDED IN PARIS

8

8

SUMMER BACHELORS...

8

SHORT SUBJECTS

E.

Ray Goetz. Managing

200 W.Slst

St.

N.

Director

Y.— Circle 51C6

12

=s^^

EGGERS
INCORPORATED

De Vry

YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

Movie Camera

The

holds 100 feet

Film Daily

Standard Theatre Size Film

WILL PROVE

Photo
Engraving

and

T/ie

costs

Specialists

Motion Picture
Industry

A

protessional camera for amathat has sprung into in>
mediate popularity with news
weekly camera men and theatre

local scenes, clubs,

schools, bathing beauty contests, etc.,

250

West
NEW

54th Street
YORK

Telephone: Columbus 4141-2-3

$10.00

a

Year

COVERS EVERYTHING

LOCAL MOVIES FILL THEATRES
Get the whole town coming by putting

\

Made

teurs,

managers.

DAY AND NIGHT

Best Investment

You Ever

$150

to the

TO

on your

screen!

SEND FOR FREE BOOKLET
New Facts on Amateur Motion Picture Photograph y
De Vry Corporation— Dept. 3—1111 Center St., Chicago

The Film

Daily

Weekly Film Digest
Year Book
Directors Annual

Short Subject Quarterly

THE

Stl

Sunday, December

DAILY

26, 192<

With
the sun
setting on

1926andanew
year just over the

we

take this opportunity to wish every
hill

one a most cheerful Yuletide and a happy and prosperous three hundred and sixty-five
days throughout nineteen hundred
and twenty seven. We are happy to play
our modest part in the progress of the
motion picture industry. Our heart has always been with it. Our friends, hundreds of
them, in all parts of the world, are in it. There is

much in store for him who takes his work seriously.
The future of the entire film world was never brighter.
brought happy hours to millions. Enlightenalcnt to a
like number. The greatest force for moral and mental progress
With the holiday spirit about
the world has ever known.
us we should be doubly happy, cheerful in the thought of
being a part, no matter how small, of this important
industry. Again to our friends, everywhere, goes
forward a sincere wish for a good old-time
Merry Xmas and a 1927 filled to the brim
with health, happiness and prosperity.
It has

((

Harvey

E.

RED''

KANN

Gausman Charles

Arthur W. Eddy

James

P.

Lilian

W. Brennan

Cunningham

Jack Harrower

F.

DON MERSEREAU
Hynes

Michael L. Simmons

Ralph Wilk

S. D.

Marvin Kirsch

Irving Beitzer

Kohler

R. Griffith

H.

McCann

Winfield Andrus

I'sofa

—

—

—
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Sunday, December

Cleveland Has 27,050

750 PIAYWRIGHTS IN

The

Film Material Coming From

Stage Productions Of

ing

ng

108 Managers
playwrights will be handled
hrough Joseph P. Bickerton, Jr., arbiter for the Dramatists' Guild and
he
Producing Managers.
These
productions will be staged by 108
producers who are associated with
he managers' organization. The only
producing firm which has not adopt-

agreement

which

ed

the

:he

sale of screen rights

regulates
the Shu-

is

)erts.

Under

the agreement a production
{Continued on Page 12)

—A

—
Censor Regulations
Merry Christmas

The

standards of censor boards
throughout the country and the addresses of each board have always
been an important department in previous editions of

BOOK.

THE FILM YEAR

However, the censor board

data compiled for the 1927 issue, out
January, will far excel all previous
records, in that it will include comin

on boards operating

plete information
in

cities

as well as states.

—A

Merry Christmas

Price 25 Cents

Revision Sought

city,

Washington Bureau of

of

list

—

whose population, accord-

to the Cleveland Ass'n of Build
Owners and Managers, is 965,00C
(Continued on Page 12)

ber of Commerce, in a letter to members of both houses. The joint subcommittee appointed at the last session to study the rates and hold hearings on proposed revision adjourned

Guest Poems in 300 Papers
Poems of Edgar Guest, screen

without making any recommendation
because of failure
of
members to
agree upon a report.

idaptations of which are to be distributed by American Cinema Ass'n.,
are published in 300 newspapers of
the United States and not 25, as previously stated.
These newspapers, it

great saving to the industry through
reduction of rates on parcel post.

Sale of the film rights of at least
^50

1926

THE FILM DAILY
downWashington Revision of postal
town theaters in Cleveland shows an
even more pronounced overseating rates at the present short session of
condition than previously reported. Congress is asked by the U. S. ChamCleveland

SCREENJIGHTS PACT

— Revised

26,

is

stated,

reach

approximately

000,000 readers.
A Merry Christmas

—

Proposed

revision

A Merry

mean

—

Los Angeles

— Ricardo

Cortez

play the lead in "Underworld," a

to

is

Ben

—

picture has played a theater, the
arbitration board has decided in rejecting claim for damages againsi
the Warner exchange filed by the

Princess and Goodtime, Baltimore.
In its action, the theater firm asked damages of $250 and cancellation
of its contracts with the distributor
for alleged violation of protection.
When no one could be produced who
had seen the picture at the opposition house the case was dismissed.
The exchange testified it did not
supply the attraction.

On

Safier

Maurice

Safier

of

-

Warners'

ex-

"Don Juan" and "The

A Merry

Christmas

—

Smith Leaving For Coast
Smith leaves for the Coast
Sunday to start work on "The Poor
Nut" for First National.
Jess

—

Hollywood— Contrary

New

for

Warners

Boy."
A Merry

—

—

Philadelphia Violations of Pennsylvania censorship regulations have
decreased practically 50 per cent during the past few months, it is stated
by Harry L. Knapp, chairman of the
board.
Personnel of the board has
been increased by appointment of
Mrs. Bessie E. Webster of Pittsburgh at a salary of $1,500 a year.

A Merry

Syd

erect

a

Christmas

—

St.

HAS

J.

—The

2,000-seat

St.

—A
St.

to report

Christmas —

—

Merry Christmas

Violations Decrease

Main

111

entitled

—A

will

—

Chaplin is not seriously ill. He has
just recovered from a slight cold
and soon will start work in his next
picture

drive to maintain religious liberty
the United States.
Under the
leadership of Rev. C. S. Longacre,
members of the faith are working
against the "Sour Sabbath" lobbyists
in municipal, state and national campaigns.
At the last Adventist council a
{Continued on Page 12)

Stanley Co.
house, store
and apartment building at a cost of
$300,000, having acquired a site on

—

Syd Chaplin Not

tists are engaged on a nation wide
campaign against Sunday closing in

Another House for Stanley

in Chain
Brunswick Ga. First in a chain of
small theaters to be acquired in
Southern Georgia, the Ritz, formerly
the Grand, has been opened by W.
F. Howell.
Merry Christmas

THE FILM DAILY
Washington— Seventh Day Adven-

Bridgeton, N.

Brunswick House First

—A

Liberty
Washington Bureau of

Trip

tended run department is on a ten
days' trip to Chicago, Cleveland ana
other cities in the Middle West in
the interests of
Better 'Ole."

Church Attacks Reformers
In Fight For Religious

in

Hecht original which Famous will
Advertising Not Proof
Washington Newspaper advertis- produce starting Feb. 15 under supering on a picture and the display oi vision of Hector Turnbull.
paper in the lobby are not proof that
A Merry Christmas—
a

ANTI-'BLUTLAW fIGHT

a

Christmas

Cortez In "Underworld"

25,-

—

would

ADVENTISTSCONDUCTING

Merry Christmas

—

Louis Delmonte to Reopen
Louis The Delmonte, Delmar

—

taken Christmas and that indefinable spirit which Blvd. near Clara Ave., is to be recomes with the holiday season for hundreds of exhibitors in all opened as a subsequent run house.

IT

sections of

America

to

again demonstrate

how

inestimable

"The a niche they

fill in their community life.
This year, an unprecedented number of theaters turned their attentions to the Yule-

tide season.
Production Postponed
Los Angeles— To ailow further reFrom all
search, work on "The Greatest Show

cities

come reports

of benefits

and special perform-

Past attempts to operate it as a first
run have failed. The theater is said
to be the largest one-floor house in
It originally was erected
the world.
as a Famous first run house, being
replaced later by the Missouri.

—A

Merry Christmas

—

Sunday Show Plan Abandoned
on Earth" has been postponed, with ances, some held prior to the actual day, and others to be held in
Woodbridge, N. J. Nathan Marproduction starting October instead of the Christmas-New Year week.
Too much, by way of praise,
abandoned his plan to inaugucus
February.
cannot be said in this connection. Not only are these enterpris- rate Sunday ^hows here, on protest
A Merry Christmas
ing theater owners carrying out a moral obligation by offering of churchmen. In doing so, he deWilby Active
clared his belief that he was accedinterAuburn, Ala.— R. B. Wilby,
their mite to the unfortunates of their cities and towns. They
ing to the will of a minority.
ested in theater enterprises in Alaunbeknown to themselves are creating for their busiA Merry Christmas
bama, Georgia and North Carolina, perhaps
is reported to have purchased a half
ness enterprises a good-will which is difficult to summarize.
"Ladybird" Compson's First
interest in the Tiger, operated by M.
Los Angeles "Ladybird," by WilWilby, with R. M. KenRogers.
Elevating Exibition Standards
liam Dudley Pelley is to be Betty
nedy, his partner in the Rialto and
Every effort on behalf of the community serves to elevate Compson's initial starring vehicle for
Princess at Birmingham, are sponChadwick.
{Continued on Page 4)
sors of a theater at Ensley.

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

H

iiBI

Sunday, December

26, 1926

Johnson Mack With J. & V.
Le Roy Johnson, for sev
eral years manager of the Liberty^

—

Seattle

{Continued
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business inproportion are thoughtful exhibitors making their
sound by an intensive participation in local func-

tory,

ter results in the

vestment more
tions of merit.

No
enterprise in this direction cannot be shown.
the theater in
longer does a doubt prevail over the position of
Most of
this.
Many exhibitors realize
the^'life of this country.
much happier existence is in store
do not.
Too much

A
them unfortunately
for the theater owner when he arrives

Am.
Am.

Seat.
Seat.

&

Low

Vtc... 4iH

43^
AiH

Pfd....
Katz
Katz Vtc

4iH

Close
43/.

bi'A
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134J4

..135/. 129

Eastman Kodak
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1224
•Fam. Play. Pfd

Film
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100
73
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22/, 227/8
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44 J4 45 ^«

Inspect

Pfd

Kat'l

73
Fox Film "A"
Fox Theaters "A". 22"^
Project.
Loew's" Inc.
•Metro Gold. Pfd
M. P. Cap. Corp..
•Intern'l

45 /,

2^V*

12^

12si
43/,
Pathe Exch. "A"
98
B'way..
Par.nmount
J4
33
Roxy Units
Roxy Class "A".. 30
Roxy Common ... 10!^
Skouras Bros. ... 50

Am

"Stan. Co. of
Trans-Lux Screen
•Univ. Pict. Pfd

.

Theaters

with instances where theaters have
proven to be the magnet around which all forms of commercial
known
enterprise have been drawn. New business sections are
sprung up where new theaters have been built. In other

The record

50
84 J4

30/.
40-^^

"A". 42^

• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

—A

Merry Christmas

2,700
1,000
•.••
2,000
••••

100
700
13

the exhibitor can make his position as a community factor of
importance well nigh impregnable? It can be done. The experiment will prove to be well worth the efifort.

KANN

—A

—

is here
to the Coast next month. He
best
is
Bloomer
visit.
short
a
on
remembered for his work in "The

T E B B

I

Specialista in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

Arthur

W.

Stebbins

&

iMO Broadway
Bryant 3040

Co., Inc.
N. Y. C.

been

trans-

—

—

The Ruby Film Co. has completed
a one-reel

industrial

Chevrolet

Motors

for

picture

the

—

ill,

has returned to the cast of "The
Lunatic," which is being directed by
Production at the
Harry Garson.

Edison studio.
Ivy

—

Merry Christmas
Harris in Atlanta

Harris,
Paramount School
Ivy
graduate, is spending the holidays
Her last
at her home in Atlanta, Ga.
appearance was in "The Potters".
A Merry Christmas

—

—

D'Usseau with Famous
Leon D'Usseau, formerly

with
Fox, has joined the scenario depart-

ment

at the
studio.

Bromberg

Paramount Long Island

woman

Akron House Sold
Akron Mrs. Leonard Smithfield
The
the new owner of the Rex.

—

is

house has been closed.

—

—

A Merry Christmas
Coshocton Theater Opens

—A

Boyd

O.

the

closed for
re-opened.

—The

last

Cinderella,
has

months

six

Merry Christmas

Cast for

"King

Cecil B. De Mille has
liam Boyd to portray

I

—

of

Kings"

selected Wilthe role of

"The King of Kings."
A Merry Christmas—
Tenen Holtz Signed
Tenen Holtz, character actor,

Simon

in
•

has

been signed to a long-term contract
by M-G-M.
Incendiarism Suspected at Aylmer
Aylmer, Quebec. Two men were
jailed on a charge of arson in connection with destruction by fire of
Loss was $15,000, of
the Family.
which $2,000 was covered by insur-

—

Burning

of the theater follow-

stars.

—

Merry Christmas
to Film Football

Atlanta — Arthur

Game

Bromberg
C.
Attractions will film the football classic, the American championship game

—

Dover,
Del.
Portland
Theaters
Corp.
Operate business of theatrical proprietor!,
music halls, etc. T. L. Croteau, A. L. Miller,
Alfred Jervis.
Wilmington, Del. Corp.
Trust Co. of America.

Toledo— The Theater Transport

$10,-

Co.,

between Alabama and Stanford, New
The picYear's Day at Pasadena.
ture, which will be supervised by
Robert B. Strickland and photographed by Dudley Read, will be

E. F. Albrecht, J. C. Schoeninger, E.
Albiecht, Myrtle Albrecht, Alpha Schoeninger.

released Jan.

ward Hoover,

10.

A Merry Christmas —
Marsh Establishes Offices
Harry Marsh of Silver Eagle Prod.

it.

Adams Resumes Work
Adams, who has been

of

Production of the first is to start at
once with its release set for Feb. 1.

Edward

Co.

("Ruby") Rubenstein directed
A Merry Christmas—

—A

S

has

short stay at his home in Detroit.
A Merry Christmas
Ruby Makes Industrial

o)

N

Lipsitz

number

a

for

ble

—A

to Hollywood where he will
assume charge of the Fox scenario
He left Thursday for
department.
En route, he will make a
the West.

Claire

INSURANCE

—

—

—

Goodwill Gets Mills' Series
ed a series of fires here.
Goodwill Pictures will distribute a
series of si.x starring Marilyn Mills
and her two horses, Star and BevMiss Mills has served as douerly.
Incorporations

Hollywood

ferred

Claire

Whe7i you th'mk of

S

Merry Christmas

•

—

—

ance.

Bagley with Creelman
Edward Olden Bagley, who did
the "still" work on "Sunya," starring Gloria Swanson, is acting in a
like capacity on "He Got the Job,"
which is being directed by James
Ashmore Creelman.

Harold
....

Bloomer to Coast
Raymond Bloomer plans to return

Fool."

to foster that condition so that

....

....

t Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

you are thinking

good practice then

it

.••

7 'A
6,000
....
98/2
41
....
32
7,000
42^^ 57,200

....

Warner

Pict.

have

Lipsitz to

•Universal Pictures ....
Warner Pictures... 32Ji

replete

is

—A

Coshocton,

As Drawing Power

4,500
2,500

K

7%

7Ji

800
100

12/8
42/4
98

4254
98
31^4
28
9/.
50

.

Sales

43^

&

•Balaban
•Bal.

High

at the observation here

stated.

is

it

I
Merry Christmas
Florida Theater Reopens
Ojus, Fla. ^The Ojus, which was
damaged by the recent hurricane, has
reopened.
A Merry Christmas

made.

Isn't

Quotations

has rejoined Jensen & Von Herbergj
general nianager of the thre«
houses acquired by the partners ai
These are to form the nu^
Ballard.
cleus of a new chain in this terri-

as

to
words, the motion picture house in many instances has come
has
general
in
be the nucleus around which business activity
developed. Admittedly, here is an advantage.

Financial
of

3)

of course, of the
the standards of the exhibiting industry and,
of modern theaenterprise as a whole. Just as the present type
creation of an object of civic pride, in exact

to

As

From Page

lias taken offices with Cranfield &
Clarke, 729 7th Ave.
He starts the
first of a series of two-reel comedies

at

Elmira Feb.

—A

Organ
Paris

1.

Merry Christmas

in

—

M-G-M's Madeleine

large organ has been in-

in

Loew-Metro-Goldwyn's

Madeleine theater.

^mmmm
I

F

I

T'»

CO"NVNS

UNIFORMS

OR
LEARN TO SAY

BROOKS
1437

BROADWAY - TEL 5580

PEN.

Cleveland

—The

Prospect

Standard

Thea-

Co.,
Ten
400 shares, no par value.
shares preferred, $100 each.
B. P. Scheflerter

ling,

A.

N. H. Anderson,
Chase M. Davies.

Mueller,

R.

Ed-

A-lbany— Neslo Picture Corp., picture machines, $100,000.

M.

Attorney,

New York

B.

T. R. Laing, R. E. Olsen.
Cushner, 17 Madison Aye.,

City.

WANTED:
Young man

—A

stalled

000.

for publicity work
for high-class theatre in Southern city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre
Keith vaudeville and pictures;

applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; an-

swers confidential.

Address

U. F. C.

«*

c-o

1650

t§

FILM DAILY

B'way

New York

City

ALSO 25.000 COSTUMCS TO RENT

[
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^ITTLE

I
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OF

short of marvelous have been the wonderful

cJL,,^ progress and prosperity that have marked the forward

march of Motion Pictures during the

last year.

Building con-

and permanently, the industry has reaped

structively

as its im-

mediate reward a huge share of the nation's prosperity, while
seeing the development of an industrial structure that assures

even greater things ahead.

Not

the least of the things for which the industry can be

grateful

the wide distribution of the prosperity

is

The good
to

gifts the year has

one group or one

generously
It

among

class,

dented part

it

but spread quite generally and quite

all.

tremendous

who are

particu-

the Short Feature to observe the unprece-

has played in the year's growth.

a lowly "filler,"

has enjoyed.

brought have not been confined

has been a rare privilege for those of us

larly interested in

it

it

has taken

its

considered

place as a real feature

1926 make

strides in

Once

—

its

today one of the chief

it

topics of discussion everywhere.

Here, too, the forward steps have been permanent gains,
steps not likely to be lost.

second Laugh Month

And

so

— January —

we

feel

will usher in another year

of great significance for the Short Feature,
at large.

as

And

it is

assured that the

as for the industry

with a feeling of happy anticipation as well

of thankfulness that

we extend our

exhibitor friends and to the

whole

sincere greetings to our

industry.

President

EDUCATIONAL FILM EXCHANGES,

THE SPICE Of THE PROGRAM'

Inc.

HOLLYWOOD

7>fc>

HAPPENINGS
Rork Selects New
"The .Notorious Lady"

Title
is

selected
River,'

the title
of "The

WV^^
AND WEEKLY
^^
^
m
DIGEST

NEWSPAPER

o/^FILMDOM

FILM

Cunningham Signs New Contract
Jack Cunningham has been signed

for the version
to a long term contract by M-G-M.
which Sam E. Rork is mak- His first assignment will be the
ing.
King Baggot is directing with screen play "Captain Salvation,"
Tony Gaudio as cameraman. Lewis which John Robertson will direct.
Stone and Barbara Bedford are fea— A Merry Christmas
tured, supported by .Ann Rork headKennedy in Holt Cast
ing the cast including

—

Donald.

Earl

Francis McG. Davis
J.

Metcalf,
Calvert.
Jane

and E. H.
adapted "The River"
torious Lady."

—A

Murfin

"The No-

to

Merry Christmas

—

Tom Kennedy

the

villain

role

has been assigned

in

Rider," which John

"The Mysterious
Waters will di-

rect for Paramount, with Jack
in the title role.
A Merry Christmas

—

Holt

—

Two More De
In

order

"The King

sary
to
construct
two additional
stages at the De Mille studio, giving
the studio six stages with a total
floor space of 115,000 sq. ft.
A Merry Christmas

Lya De
Lya De

—

Putti in Vidor Film
Putti's

first

appearance

here will be in support of Florence
Vidor in "Afraid to Love," which E.

H. Griffith will direct for Famous.

—

—

A Merry Christmas
Clyde Cook in "White Gold"
Curtis Benton Loaned to F. N.
Clyde Cook has been signed for
Curtis Benton has been loaned to
the final title selected is "V'enus of "White Gold," the William K. HowFirst National by Universal to write
ard
picture starring Jetta Goudal,
Venice." Marshall Neilan is directthe
continuitv
of
"The
Sunset
Kenneth
ing.
Hans Kraly and Wallace Smith with
Thomson,
George Derby."
Bancroft
original.
The
and
wrote and adapted the
George Nichols.
A Merry Christmas
A Merry Christmas—
star is supported by Antonio MoSloman Gets Assignment
Edward Martindel, Julanne
reno,
"Jewish Prudence" is Title
Edward Sloman will take over the
Johnston, Michael Varvitch, Arthur
"Jewish Prudence" is the title
Talasso, Andre Lanov.
chosen for the Roach comedy pro- production "Love Me and the World
A Merry Christmas
This was directed by E.
duction which Leo McCarey has just Is Mine."
"Rough Riders" Completed
started with Max Davidson, Martha A. Dupont, but man}' retakes are
I)eing made.
Victor I'leming has completed di- .Sleeper, Johnny Fox.
A Merry Christmas
rection of "Rough Riders." ParaA Merry Christmas
mount production. The cast conFanny Midgely Signs
Forbes Cast in "Mr. Wu"
sisted of Frank Hopper, portraying
Fanny Midgely has been signed by
Ralph Forbes has been assigned a
"Teddy," Charles Farrell, Charles
role in "Mr. Wu," Lon Chanev's new producer Lester F. Scott, Jr., to apEmniett Mack, Mary Astor, Noah
vehicle
for
M-G-M.
Others are pear in support of Wally Wales in
Berry, George Bancroft, Fred Kohler
Renee Adoree, Gertrude Ohiistead, "Ace of Action" for Pathe release.
and Col. Fred Lindsev.
A Merry Christmas
Louise Dresser, .Anna May Wong.
A Merry ChristmasH(>lmes Herbert and Claude King.
De
Mille
Adds 3 to Cast
MacLean Cast Complete
William Nigh will direct.
Eulalie Jensen. Bodil Rosing and
Frank Campeau has been assigned
A Merry Christmas
Joseph Swickard have been cast for
to the cast of Douglas MacLcan's
Mayer Writing Denny Original
roles in "The King of Kings."
new picture, "Let It Rain." With
Edwin Justin Mayer has been
A Merry Christmas
Shirley Mason in the lead, the cast
.signed by Universal to write an origis now complete.
It includes Wade
Jack Duffy in "No Control"
Boteler, Lincoln Stedman, Lee Shum- inal entitled "The Best Policy" as a
Jack Duffy has been loaned to
Denny
vehicle.
way,
Jimmy Bradbury,
Edward
Metropolitan for a role in "No ConA Merry Christmas- —
Sturgis. James Mason and Ernest
trol" by Christie.
"Mile.
Jockey,"
Hebe's
Next
Hilliard.
Eddie Cliiie is directing.
A Merry Christmas
"Mile. Jockey," adapted from the
A Merry Christmas- —
New Story Bought by F. N.
French play by Rene Fauchois, will
Ekldie Quillan Starred
.Screen rights to "Once There Was
Los .Angeles Eddie Quillan. Mack Ik- Bcbe Daniels' next picture, folSennett "find," is working on the lowing completion of "A Kiss in the a Princess" have been purchased by
Taxi," which Clarence Badger is di- I'irst National.
first of a series of comedies in which
A Merry Christmas
he is to star.
He has been working recting. —
A
—
Merry
Christmas
Taylor
Doing Continuity
at the studio for eight months, and
Beaudine Starts Next Week
Rex Taylor is writing the continualthough but 20 years old, immediWilliam Beaudine will start pro- itv for "The Road to Romance."
ately was co-starred with Alice Day.
duction of "Frisco Sally Levy" next
A Merry Christmas- week. Sally O'Neil has the feminine
New Serial Under Way
Allene Ray and Walter Miller, lead. George Webster
will
assist
Pathescrial stars, are now appearing Beaudine,
A Merry Clinstmas The supportin "Melting Millions."
Prepare to Start "Secret Studio"
ing cast includes William Norton
Olive Borden is preparing to start
Bailey, Frank Lackteen, Jack Richwork as star of "The Secret Studio,"
ardson and Robert Burns.
which Harry Beaumont will direct
A Merry Christmas
f\
"Wedding Ring" to be Wells Title for Fox.
"The Wedding Ring" is the title
selected for H.
G. Wells' "Marriage," which R. William Ncill is diTitle Again Changed
Constance Tahnadge's current production has been changed again and

—

•

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

James

Sam Sax

"The Final
—toA direct
Merry Christmas—

—

—

—

Extra."

Tl

First Starring Vehicle Chosen
"What Every Girl Should Know"
is to be
Patsy Ruth Miller's initial
starring vehicle for Warners. Charles
F. Reisner, who wrote it, will direct.

A Merry

Christmas

._

—

—

recting
for
Fo.x.
Virginia Valli,
Allan Durant, Edward Davis and
Billie Bennett head the cast.
A Merry Christmas

ture

Hoyt

Monte

starring
is

Blue.

directing,

—A

—

—

Earrie Story Davies' Next
"Qualify .Street," Sir James Barrie's story, may be Marion Davies'
next starring vehicle. Sidney Frank-

V

lin

will

direct.

—A

Merry Christmas

—

Madge Bellamy Vehicle Chosen
Madge Bellamy's next vehicle will
be "Ankles Preferred," which
Blvstone will direct.

J.

G.

HAPOLD

SHUMATEl
Writing for

FOX
In Production

"LOVE MAKES 'EM WILD"
Directed by AL RAY

Broadway

.

Iris

moii:

scree
incoi

Harryj

iD(

—

Merry Christmas
Crosland Starts "Million Bid"
Alan Crosland has started work on?! Scho
"A Million Bid," starring Dolores Ga.
"The
Costello for Warners.
'Wit
A Merry Christmas
Strayer Finished "Bachelor's Babies" ke
Frank R. Strayer has finished Gray
"Bachelor's
Baby" for Columbia. "Lov
ffhic

iv!

—

—

,

ri

Harry Myers, Helene Chadwick and
id;
Midget Gustav head the cast.
— A Merry Christmas —
"Easy Pickings" Finished
George Archainbaud has complete
"Easy Pickings" in which Anna Q.
Nilsson, Kenneth Harlan and Billy
Bevan are featured.
— A Merry Christmas —
Chadwick Signs Child Player
Bobby Nelson, four-year old play-

was:
dio,

Got'

Ph

J

type
ivell

i

prom
has

(

has signed a long term contract Lei
She
with Chadwick.
.^iii'yan
A Merry Christmas
er,

—

—

Lane Comedy Completed
Lupino Lane has completed "How-

appea

dy Duke" for Educational release.
A Merry Christmas
Duffy Doing Script
Gerald C. Duffy is writing the
adaptation of "The Butter and Egg

sixie

Man"

term

which

—

—

for First National.

Clil

He«
was

<

Jos

teous,

"Lovi

a iiati

}

ROY DEL RUTH

of thf

Fro

comes

Director

:overi

a

pici

tJiomii

earner
lent

1(

No

Now

in

Production

^

out a
feld

a

"WOlfS'CLOTHING"

":

rnei

until

i

also

a

Hazel

Featuring

Snzan
tract

Monte Blue

Twenty-five
minutes to

Whi

Blaine Added to Cast
Rub\' Blaine has been added to the
cast of "Bitter Apples," Warner pic-

—

'Whew..

stars

krd

—

-

'an
iat

—

—

—

jelp

Ruby

—

•

—

Hoga Signed by Sax
P. Hogan as been signed by
1

Stages

Mille

to house sets used in
of Kings," it was neces-

—

Harvey E. Qausman

t

Wal

Sradui
:

and

.

Twenty-five
minutes to the
Beaches .
fcl the Center
of HoUywood

Patsy Ruth Miller

.
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WHAT'S GOING ON
AND WHO'S WHO
FROM STUDIO STAGES

Eastern Studios

AROUND NEW YORK

!

I

"New

Faces"

The year

just closing did

'new

(

I

'

'<

East

faces."

to
for

answer the cry
Kansas demonstrated

first

real

opportunity,

while

Louise

Brooks (Mrs. Sutherland in private
life) is living up to advance predictions.

And

speaking
of
Kansas,
is from Wichita, which also
Iris Gray.
your eye on Dorothy Applediminutive dancer, who has

A

and George Arthur, in England, and takes much interest

Little

from

in their work.

it

*

**Lots

Louise
could grow crops of potential yielded
^tars, as well as wheat, William Allen
By RALPH WILK
Keep
\\'hites and "blue laws."
From its by, the
water, everywhere, but
jorders came Charley Rogers and done some work
at the Paramount
[ris
Gray, graduates of the Para- studio.
not
drop
a
to drink," was rather
Howard Cull, who has apiiount School, whose place in the
peared in Fox pictures, made at the appropriate at the Cosmopolitan stuscreen sun seems as certain as the
Eastern plant, also bears watching. dio, where rain scenes were taken for
ncome tax. Young Rogers' home is
John Boles made his debut as lead- "He Got the * Job."*
n Olathe, 20 miles from Wichita, ing man in "Sunya," starring
Gloria
A^hich is Miss Gray's birthplace.
A young man who is taking
Swanson.
Ivy Harris, another Paramount
much interest in the plans
A Merry Christmas
School graduate, hails from Atlanta,
for the filming of "The Trail
The 1927 FILM
Ga.
She plays the feminine lead in will include an exhaustive compilaof '98," is Bernard Moore.
'The Potters." Rogers has a lead in tion
His
father and grandfather
of production activity during
'Wings," one of the big pictures to
planned
the
townsite
of
the year now drawing to an end.
while Miss
be released next year,
Mooreville,
Alaska,
Complete data 07i work of stars and
Gray had no sooner finished work in
known as Skagway. Skagway
featured players, directors, scenar'Love's Greatest Mistake," than she
will be the locale of the picists, adaptors and cameramen repwas rushed to the Cosmopolitan stu- resent but 07ie
ture. Moore, who is a camof the many departdio, where she is appearing in "He
eraman, has much material
ments in the production section.
Got the Job."
on early-day Alaska.
Merry Christmas
A
Philip Strange, who brings a new
*
^
Meighan to Start
type of villainy to the screen, did
Greta Nissen, who learned to
vehicle,
next
Meighan's
Thomas
[well in "The Ace of Cads," and is also
skate in her native Norway, is
Owen
prominent in "The Popular Sin." He "Fate," an original story by
a familiar figure at the hockey
will go into production next
Davis,
has done much stage work in Enggames in the Madison Square
Frank Tuttle will direct,
land, but his screen possibilities were month.
Garden.
Russell Mathews as his assiswith
rt'cognized
Associate
Producer
by
Wyckoff
will be in charge
Alvin
tant.
William Le Baron of Paramount.
Producers seem to have a fondLeila Hyams is another newcomer. of the photography.
ness for pi'ess agents ivho hail from
Christmas
Merry
A
She is the daughter of Hyams of
Minneapolis. Joel Swenson is with
Dix Starts in January
Hyams and Mcintyre, long a standFo.K, while Herbert Crooker is on
starRiley,"
"Knockout
on
Work
Hyams
ard act in vaudeville.
Miss
is
Bachelors," ring Richard Dix, will start early in C. C. Burr's payroll. A. Voight
appeared in "Summer
Malcolm St. Clair will with M-G-M, and W. E. Mulligan
which was directed by Allan Dwan. January.
Arthur with First National.
with
Cliff Holland, who stands well over handle' the direction,
*
six feet in height, is a Fox discovery. Camp as his assistant. Edward Crontakes
It
a printer to conwork.
the
camera
will
do
jager
He was in "Summer Bachelors" and
vert a cameraman into a minA Merry Christmas
was sent to the Coast under a longister.
One of the Coast paScenarist Weds
term contract.
pers had a reference to "Rev.
Pierre Collings, scenarist, and NaJosephine Dunn, blonde and beauMarley," in place of Pevert(_(.)us,
has just finished work in talie Harris of Boston, were married
rel Marley, C. B. De Mille's
Church
Little
the
at
She is Thursday
"Love's Greatest Mistake."
cinematographer.
Malcolm St.
a native of New York and a graduate Around the Corner.
*
*
<it
Clair and Paul Bern were the best
the Paramount School.
received
in local
Rain
hats
From the mountains of Kentucky men. The newlyweds met in Paris
studios from Douglas McLean
conies Helen Mundy.
She was dis- last August.
are atracting much attention.
—A Merry Christmas
covered- by Karl Brown, who made
They are exploiting "Let It
Lois Moran Returns
a picture with his cast confined to
Rain."
Lois Moran, who has returned
mountaineers unfamiliar with the
iH
^
*
camera. Helen now owns an excel- from a short trip to Europe, will apwho
appeared in
Tilden,
William.
made
by
be
"Soundings,"
to
contract
with
Famous.
pear
in
lent long
No year would be complete with- Famous. Miss Moran was accom- "The Music Master," will invade
When he
out a few graduates from the Zieg- panied on her trip by her mother and European tennis courts.
finished his work in the Allan Dwayi
feld "Follies."
Suzanne Fleming was her adopted sister.
production, he hurried to PhiladelA Merry Christmas
a member of the "merry, merry,"
phia, where he showed his usual
until found by Adolphe Menjou, who
New^meyer Goes West
also aided other
aspirants.
screen
Fred Newmeyer, who directed "The prowess with the racquet.
*
*
*
Hazel Forbes, Dorothy Hughes and Potters," is en route to Hollywood,
Suzan Kilbourne are also under con- where he will direct a new producWhat is believed to be the
hat

'

the

lelp

in 1926
much
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A

WATER,

It

Walsh

is

hut he

is

*

—

now

—

—

:}:

.

I
'

^:

—

Paramount.
Walter Goss, a Paramount School

tract to

shown much promise,
Mona Palnia and Thelma
Todd, who were also in the school.

graduate, has
as have

"Beau Geste," directed by Herbert
Brenon, did much for Victor McLaglen, who is splendid in "What
Price Glory."
Beryl Roberts, who has played opposite George Walsh, is under con-

tion for

—

—

Famous.

—

—A

Merry Christmas
Wynn to Make Debut
Ed Wynn is to make his debut as
His origa screen star next month.
Victor
inal story is as yet untitled.
Heerman, here from the Coast, will
direct.

—A

Merry Christmas

—

Martha Petelle in Cast
Martha Petelle, who has returned
tract to Joseph Sameth.
from the West, is appearing in "His
D. W. Griffith expects much from Rise to Fame," which stars George
Ivan Lebedeff, a young Russian ac- Walsh.
Burton King is directing,
tor, who is under contract to him.
with Marcel Le Picard in charge of

Edward

the

Sutherland,

East, gave

who

is

now

in

Lorainne Eason her

the photography.
Ivan
wrestler, is in the cast.

Linow, the

youngest crew of cameramen
this country is shooting on
"He Got the Job" at Cosmoheads
Billy Schurr
politan.
the force, with George BeliWilliam Jory, Charles
sario,
Levine and Edward Olden
Bagley as his associates. The
average age of the five is less
*

*

Tozer,

who

*

J.

R.

7-ecently

fiinished a road tour as lead-

ing mail for Margaret Angwill 7-esume screen work.
He jvorked with Alice Joyce,
Victor McLaglen, Clive Brook

one of the

dios.
*

*

js

Another director who does
his work in earnest is Tod
Browning. He never leaves the
during the day, having his
lunch brought to him.
set

*

*

*

Broadway is beginning to
look like Hollywood Boulevard.

bump

At one corner you can
Keenan, while

into Peter

another Taylor Holmes is to
seen dashing along.
Incidentally, Taylor, now in vaudeat

be

ville,

is

also

Hollywood

the

florist

*

*

owner

of

a

shop.
*

The old Minneapolis Daily News
had many clever writers on its payroll. They included H. H. Van Loan,
responsible for "The Noose" ; John
Colton, ivho wrote "Raiyi" for the
stage and "Heat" for M-G-M, and
John Gerritt Lloyd, better known as
Jack, who is D. W. Griffith's Boswell.
*

*

*

Bob Meusel, of the New York
Yankees, has become so interested in
tvork in "Slide, Kelly, Slide,"
that he has stopped playing weekend baseball on the Coast. "Pushem^up Tony" Lazzeri is also in the
picture, as is dapper Mike Donlin.
his

in

than 23 years.

is

working directors in the
business. The writer used to see him,
in action at the Fox and Solax stti-

J,t

.*

*

Walsh

the way,

hardest

—

—

*

*

*

By

—

—

*

pleasing to note the success of the R. A. Walsh-J. T.
O'Donaghue duo. Walsh does
the directing and O'Donaghue
the scenario virriting.
The association started in the East
several years ago, with O'Donaghue a mere youngster. The
team was very successful with
"What Price Glory."
It is

YEAR BOOK

'

*

known whether George

growing a cauliflower ear,
playing the part of a prizefight
champion in "His Rise to
Fame." In previous pictures he has
played football and baseball and has
also done some rowing.

.-ft

—

not

is

Alvin Wyckoff I
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Fox

Vera Reynolds

Bebe Daniels in

Laura La PI ante In

"Summer Bachelors"

Sunday, December

26, 1926

in

"Butterflies in the Rain"

"Stranded in Paris"

"Corporal Kate

Universal-Jewel

Paramount

Producers Dist. Corp.

WEIGHT

ENTERTAINING FOR LAURA BEBE DANIELS SCORES AN- NEW ANGLE IN THAT THE
STORY PRESENTS THE WOSTORY THAT JUST ABOUT LA PLANTE'S ADMIRERS BUT OTHER HIT. PLENTY OF
MAN'S SIDE OF THE WAR
SKIMS ALONG ON THE SURNEW
AND
ALONG
GOOD
LAUGHS
THE STORY AMBLES
BUT
IT IS NOT SO READILY
FACE OF RESPECTABILITY
LATHER
IN
SITUATIONS
IN AN UNCONVINCING
ALLAN DWAN PROVIDES A FASHION. PICTURE RUNS EST COMEDY. MIGHTY ADAPTABLE TO COMEDY.
GOOD PRODUCTION.
CAPABLY DIRECTED BY AR- Star. .Comedy definitely her forte
WAY TOO LONG.
LIGHT

AMUSING.

..Madge Bellamy

Cast

the origina-

to keep husbands
amused during their wives' vacaAllan Forrest suitable as a
tions.

idea

the

of

tor

bachelor who marries Madge
while she is under a hypnotic spell.
real

Hyames, Madge's pretty partthe club scheme and others
in
ner
Leila

Hale Hamilton, Charles Winninger,
Cliflford

Olive Tell,

Type

"Summer
Allan Dwan has steered
m
Bachelors" through its course
as
manner
a
satisfactory
about as
permit. Warner
tl-.> material would
abound m
doesn't
story
Fabian's
have
strong situations and it must
in
given considerable worry to those
little
the
avoiding
of
charge by wav
censors.
pitfalls so apt to attract the

its object very
it is, the story has
and
cleverly camouflaged in a title
atmosphere that is quite harmless
you choose to think other-

As

unless

There is nothing outwardly
Derry Thomas
naughtv about
method of a livelihood. Entertainon
ing neglected husbands is done

wise.

an entirely innocent scale even if
Derry is pictured making cocktads
for seven of them in her apartment.
But there is safety in numbers and
everything

is

quite proper.

mother and two

made

a

success

Derry refuses

to

Derry's

sisters had not
of marriage, so

succumb

Tony
The in-

to

Land'or whom she loves.
troduction of a hypnotism does not
add to the story's interest but it

scheme whereby Tony
marries Derry while she is "out."
She seems well satisfied with the
arrangement once she learns about
suffices as a

it.

Allan

Dwan

has evidently

made
work

the most of what he had to
The picture is short and to
with.
The comedy maintains
the point.
an even degree of amusement. The
titles are too numerous.

Box

Fair entertain-

Angle

Office

Good drawing power, due
ment.
to catchy title.

Exploitation .... I f names will do
you have plenty of them to use in
announcements.
with
connection
And you have a title that can be
it

alluring by catchlines inviting
them in to see the most popular
type of bachelor: "Summer BacheNo stunts seem directly aplors."
plicable to the story material.

made

Allan

Direction

Dwan;

suitable

Warner Fabian

Author

Scenario ...James Sheeley Hamilton

Cameraman

Jos.

..

>.'.

—Adirondack
5,000

terflies in the

upon the

some

Rain" depends mostly
for its interest and

star

entertainment. The story is a conventional afifair dealing with an
English society girl's attempt to
embrace a code of conventions or
rather the lack of them in which
she doesn't believe.
But it is the
thing to do, so Tina becomes an
advocate of the "modern age" and
goes in for marriage merely as a
passing fad. The marriage of Tina

—

—

and John becomes a most modern
arrangement, indeed.
One of her
pet ideas is to keep her bedroom
door locked, even against her hus-

band.

Then

Tina's eyes are opened.
she plans a trip to Spain her
husbands brings in a good looking
widow to act as housekeeper. Tina
departs and then the complications
pile on.
Blackmailers scheme to relieve John of some of his fortune
by implicating Tina in a divorce
scandal.
The market plays tricks
with his wealth and everything goes
topsy
turvcy.
Finally,
it
all
smooths out to the usual reunion.
Edward Sloman tells the story
without any undue exaggeration
but it would be difficult to make the
.story wholly plausible.
He has run
it
into far too much footage.

When

Box

Office
Angle
largely
upon the
Laura La Plante.

Depends
popularity
of
Her following

will likely be satisfied.
Exploitation.
The title is not
quite pertinent nor especially applicable to tie-ups unless your local
umbrella shops might be persuaded
to display their latest merchandise
with appropriate placards regarding
your
showing of the picture.
Throwaways printed on butterfly
shaped cut-outs could be used to
announce the picture.
Direction
Edward Sloman; fair

Cameraman

camp Photography
feet

in

laughs in their impersonation of the
English twins.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy-drama.
Laura La Plante is bright and interesting enough to keep most of
any story from being dull but it
must be admitted that she has been
having considerable responsibility
thrust upon her shoulders in the
recent vehicles provided her. "But-

Good Scenario
Y.

in

a role that is decidedly that of "supDorothy Cumming suitable
port."
as the ringleader of a merry troupe
Edward Lockhart
of blackmailers.

Locale

Length

.James Kirkwood limited

Ruttenberg Author

Photography
Locale

Cast.

and James Anderson get

Comedy-romance.

Story

of

Holland.

a horse.

Length

THUR ROSSON.
No

Star....

Bebe

if

of her personal
too great for
will get a laugh. Should

sacrifice

appearance
it

seems

be strengthening her foothold with
every succeeding release.
.Ford Sterling not allowed to
Cast.
steal any of the glory from Bebe.
Has a few innnings but his part
James Hall
isn't very important.
.

.

good looking. Others Iris Stuart,
Mabel Julienne Scott, Tom Ricketts, Helen Dunbar, Ida Darling.
Type of Story. .. .Comedy; adapted
from the play, "Jenny's Escapade"
bv Hans Bachwitz and Fritz Jokobstetter.

"Stranded

Spain

7^319 fg^t

can be

up

mime when Bebe

tries

to

impart

French natives what has
happened to her. They finally decide that she lost a dog and present
her with a homely looking white
pup who becomes Bebe's mascot
for the remainder of her adventures.
She finally gets a job and
is sent to deliver gowns at Deauville.
Bebe is mistaken for the
Countess Pasada and the laughs of
to

the

the piece arrive in rapid succession.

Box

Office Angle.

.

.

.Good entertain-

ment. They'll enjoy every minute
of Bebe's adventures in "Stranded
in

Paris."

Exploitation.

..

.Herald

the

coming

of Madame Hortense, Parisian modiste and arrange to show her latest creation on living models in a
local
department store window.
Then explode the fact that Madame
Hortense is the modiste made fa-

was "Stranded
in

man,

Vera and Majel

of

.

Marshall

tf

.

al

m

ini

t(

i

tra'

to

1

laniiai

a final reunion
said and done.

when the war is
The bane of Kate's

France is Evelyn, a
the innocent object of
her jealousy.
Kate's hatred turns
to a liking for Evelyn after a while

existence
girl

who

in

Exploitation
Play up the story
as dealing with the woman's part
in the war and tell them about the

Kate and Becky who went

overseas to amuse the boys.

Girls

in

Locale

Length

Length

runs

i

don,

we

26

Hur"
"The
weeks

Norwi

i:
'!

nsian

Thei

JS

1

"lit

iBe

Germ;
ils

in

nil

its

Londi

Til

Marion Orth

Good Photography

capita

Paul Sloane

production but comedy is
slow and picture too long.
Zelda SearsAuthors

Cameraman

,de6i

Melb(

intere.^'ed.

tcani of

"Th

is

and they become good friends. The
song and dance team of Kate and
Becky should have furnished more
aniusement. A closer contact with
the regiments and the girls' attempts to entertain the boys might
have provided more laughs.
Box Office Angle. .. .They'll expect
more laughs but perhaps the novelty idea of having two girls as the
principals might help to keep them

Locale .... Paris and French resorts
6,106 feet

It

y

le lar(

Scenario

Wm.

Una

ColC'

good

Ethel Doherty-

Rom

rather pretty newcomer lies.
lOfO
Type of Story. .War comedy. Th
war revival is still on. "Corpora! 'This
Kate," the most recent addition to!
the current array of war stories,] By. U
*
differs from the others in that i
h\
deals with the woman's side of the
big scrap and presents Vera Rey- Italian
DgJD,
nolds and Julia Faye in roles con
trasting to the war buddies of thei ionfc
reliable Irish-Jewish combination
Ke(
Vera is the Irish Corporal Kate
Berl
and Julia is the Jewish Becky. The
story is pretty slow moving for aters
a comedy and the laughs scattered week,
over far more footage than they
are able to cover and maintain a kyH(
proper degree of humor.
Kate's lormai
love affair and her jealousy occupy ire
a great deal of unnecessary footage
and there is a too generous amount second
of bombardments and explosions. term
In one of them Becky loses her seats
life, bringing in the pathos that is
part of the usual comedy drama of special
war.
Kate's incessant tiffs with vided.
her sweetheart get just a trifle ma.
wearing but eventually they have

ploitation.

John McDermott

Pittalu!

a

Hans Bachwitz- Direction
Hans Bachwitz-

ro

soldie:

bureaus might prove effective ex-

Fritz Jokobstetter

Adaptation

sweetie

the

Arthur Rosson;

she

for Bebe's latest.

Authors

Thomson

Kenneth

Get them

in Paris."

Direction
very good

but the battlefields of France do
not furnish quite the most suitable
background for Vera Reynolds'
kind of comedy.
Cast
Julia Faye has the better
end of the laugh situations as
Becky, Vera's Jewish girl friend,

Red Cross outfits distributing
throwaways and soliciting contributions for the local Red Cross

mous by Bebe Daniels when

Andrew Soutar Scenario
Chas. Kenyon
and Louise Long
Gilbert Warrenton Cameraman
Good Photography
England;

in Paris"

as another entirely
amusing picture with Bebe Daniels
scoring a laugh in every shot. Rosson injects plenty of snap into the
telling and his comedy scenes register from the first to the last shot.
Bebe wins a free passage to Paris
and aboard ship meets Robert Van
Wye, the man she is eventually to
They part and Bebe armarry.
rives at her destination only to
discover that the house has been
demolished.
One of the funniest
sequences of the picture follows
when Bebe wanders about the
streets of Paris wondering where
to go.
The incident where she has
her purse snatched out of her hand
leads to some corking fine panto-

checked

IN

is

.

Star. .. .Vivacious and pretty except
when they decorate her face vvith
a very artificial scar as an indication of an injury after a fall from

Ml

Ciun,,

ofFil

[egan

ipai

Albert Shelby LeVino
Henry Cronjager

Good
France
7,460 feet

"Tk,

Mm,
ijtls

i

litre

Ihiitl
liJers

fttion

It fa

hi
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AIDING THOSE INTERESTED
IN

THE FOREIGN MARKETS
HAPPENINGS ABROAD

By

Merger

JAMES

P.

Join Hands Units Active in German Capital and
National Film Has Three
Big Deal Which Links Over

in

—

I.

in

250 Theaters
The Pittaluga interests, aid-

—

Work

Washington Producers in Berlin
Rome
are busy on new product, the Depart;d financially by the Banca Comerment of Commerce reports.
Italiana, of Milan, have taken
:ial
A Dutch director has just finished
jver the U. C. I. and all its subsidiCapital has been raised to 150,-

iries.

)00,000 lires.
This deal brings together two of
he largest organizations in the counry.
U. C. I. controls about 150 theaters alone.
An unconfirmed report credits the

Government with contributng 50,000,000 lires to the amalgama-

Italian
:ion

for development.

—A

Merry Christmas

—

taking

interiors

of

a fantastic film,
(Petit roi des re-

"Droomkoninkjo"
in which will
appear Aud
Egede Nissen, Adele Sendrock, Wil-

veurs),

hem van de Veer, Wilhem Dieterle,
Henry de Vries, and the 5-year-old
boy actor, Henkie Klyn. The scenario, from the novel of Hermann
Heikermans, was written by Doctor
Kurt Steinbruck and Hank Kleinman. Exteriors were made at Amsterdam and Heerlen in Holland.

MOSCOW— ADELAIDE
LENINGRAD

CUNNINGHAM

Production in Germany

in Italy

Pittaluga and the U. C.

-

BERLIN
poJPiP^^r, ^'^^^^
M,'^?;7'^^,V^"'^TA-BOMBAY
'^— '^ ^CE— LI LLE— SV D^,'rh^
NEY—

Foreign Markets

rO KEEP ABREAST OF FILM

To Make Films

Moving in Vienna

Allianz Film, local
'^oducer, has signed with Kongress-

—

Vienna Several German producers have migrated from Berlin and will divide their production activities
in

for this lies

the fact that films

made much cheaper
than

in

Wanamaker, department store to
produce films for the Wanamaker' music department.
Allianz will also produce several in America.

between the two

The reason

cities.

Berlin,

in

may

be

Vienna

due to financial

FOREIGN FILM DISTRIBUTOR

conditions in Austria. German
actors and German money are
being used by the Berlin producers.

CLASSPLAY PICTURES CORP.
Henry

R.

Arias,

Pres.

BROADWAY,

1540
N. Y. C.
Cable HENARIAS Phone Bryant 2697

Gzecho-Slovakia
Prague— The Republic of Czechoslovakia has approximately 800 theaters showing films.
In Prague, the

Keener Competition for Berlin
*
*
*
capital, there are 80, some of them
Berlin Three new first run theLa
Albo
Film
G.m.b.h.
is producmodern first-runs. Two studios loaters will open in Berlin within
ing a new film, "Circus Renz," in
cated here produce on an average of
The Bena Palace, seating six reels.
week.
Wolfgang Nefif is directing. 20 films
yearly. This is a very small
2,500, is owned and will be operated
The cast includes Mary Kid, Lilian
perTheatrical
part of the number required.
by Herbert Polks.
The
Weiss, Crete Stein, Ada Cremo-Fox,
United States and Germany supplies
formances and elaborate prologue?
Angelo
Ferrari,
Ernst
Winar, Aruth the major importations.
.ire intended for the house in addiA Merry Christmas—
The Europe, the Wartan, Fritz Beckman, Friedrich
i;ion to pictures.
Felix, Harry Grunwald, Jack Fox
Perret Starts New Film
(second, has been leased for a long
This one and Gustave Reus.
Paris Leonce
rni to Phoebus Film.
Perret has com*
*
*
The policy is to appeal
pleted "La Femme Nue" and has
Its 2,000.
National
Film is producing three
(.
commenced on "Morgane the Sirene,"
travelers and for this purpose, a
films: "Bataillon Spork," from the
from the novel by Charles Le Goffic.
special baggage room has been pronovel
of
Richard
Skowronnek,
which He is working at the Rex Ingram
The Rialto is the third cine- will
vided.
be directed by Dr. Heinrick
studio in Nice.
Italian capital helped to erect it.
iia.
Brandt, with Otto Gebuhr, Albert
date.
opening
the
Banned in Switzerland
1
is
January
Steinruck and Elizza la Porta playing
—A Merry Christmas—
Geneva The Russian film, "Poprincipal parts: "Soeur Veronika,"
temkin," has been banned from theLong Runs Abroad
trom the drama of Hans Huller, with
playing
now
is
aters in this country.
"The Big Parade"
Gerhard Lambrecht directing, and
A Merry Christmas—
ndcfinitely in six important foreign
Aud
Egede
Nissen, Paul Richter,
long
playing
is
Hur"
"Ben
Criminal
Films Not Allowed
apitals.
\.rno Weel, Paul Norgan, Hilde MaIn LonLisbon The Minister of the Cololis in four cities abroad.
.ofif playing the leads; and "La Reine
nies has issued an order prohibiting
l(in, "The Big Parade" has finished
du
bain moundain."
"Ben
City
l()
weeks, and in Mexico
the screening of films with a "crimiHur" has completed four weeks.
nal tendency" in Portugal's African
What is said to be one of the most colonies.
Big Parade" opened three
'The
unusual films ever photographed has
—A Merry Christmas—
vi^eks ago in Stockholm and in Oslo,
completed
by
Dr.
Walter
N'urway. It had its premiere in Bar- been
Samuelson Going to Belgium
xlona, Spain, a month ago. The Pa- Schultz in filming a spider spinning
London Unconfirmed reports have
its web and then killing flies which
•isian premiere of the Vidor film was
it
that G. B. Samuelson is going to
have become enmeshed.
days
few
while
a
K-ld on Dec. 1,
Brussels
to study production activiA Merry Christmas—
aicr, Dec. 4, it opened in Brussels.
ties there.
Age Limit 18 in Strassburg
—A Merry Christmas—
Inpicture is scheduled to open in
Strassburg A local ordinance for'bourne during the week of Jan.
Belgium Gov't Reduces Tax
IS
the opening attraction of the bids children under 18 j'ears of age
Brussels The Government has reattending
picture
theaters,
from
\v Casino theater.
duced the admission tax on smaller
lien Hur" is in its fourth month whether or not they are with their pa- cinemas.
The tax will remain the
Berlin and in its third at Munich, rents.
on theaters of a larger size.
same
—
A Merry Christmas
lirrmany.
In Copenhagen it finishes

—

Wanamaker

for

Vienna— The

HI-MARK FILM SALES
Foreign

CO.

Distribution

Nat Nathanson,

Pres.

Exclusive purchasing agents and representatives for leading film distributors throughout foreign territories.

:

Cable address

Phone Wisconsin

:

Himark New York

—

5196-5197

Now

Foreign Territory

PAWNEE

—

Available

BILL,

Jr.

In a series of 8 five reel

Western

Thrill

Dramas

'

DONALD CAMPBELL
130

W.

46th

New York

'Doncameo

St.,

New York

City

—

RiCHMOUNT PICTURES,
723 7th Avenue

—

11

D.

—

—

,

tributors.

ts

n
.'

week Saturday. It is now
seventh week at the Tivoli in

ninth
its

ndon.

I

—A

Merry Christmas

—

The New British Censor Ruling
London The text of the communi-

—

;

Paris Address:
des Films Richmount,

Societe

Rue de Lancry,

2

Paris,

France.

London Address:
Mr. Arthur Levey,
31

Portland

Place,

W. I. England
RICHPICSOC. Paris
Adress: DEEJAY, Ixjndon
Address: RICHPIC. N. Y.

London,
Cable Address:
Cable
Cable

Exporting only the best

in

Motion Pictures

—

II

.

City

Pres.

Exclusive foreign representatives for
Rayart Pictures Corporation and other
leading independent producers and dis-

—

I

MOUNTAN.

J.

Inc.

New York

:ation addressed

by the

British

Board

Film Censors to the English trade
egarding knuckle fights in pictures,

Fire Destroys Russian Studio
Moscow One of the largest studios in Moscow is in complete ruins
All
from fire of unknown origin.
equipment, costumes, sets and valuaThe damage is
ble prints were lost.
estimated at 1,500,000 rubles.

—

Capital Production Exporting Co.
Inc.
"Productions of Merit"

Available for Immediate Release

jf

"The Board

is of the opinion that for the
T'utur, representations of organized knuckle
ights in films must be regarded as prohibitive.
There has been a recent tendency to exploit
his theme in the film, and the Board con;iders that it is not acceptable to a large
iection of the public, especially in view of
;he fact that such fights are declared to be

.llegal

in this

Foreign Rights

COMPLETE PROGRAM

n part:

country."

*

Every Type

of Production
Specials- Features-Shorts

Selected with Expert
Foreign Requirements

FERDINAND

H.

Knowledge

of

ADAM,

International Film Distributor,
152 West 42d St. - New York City
Cable Ferdinadam.
Phone Wis 1143

SOCIETY DRAMAS
WESTERN FEATURES
STUNT MELODRAMAS
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Japanned red, bronzed aluminum,
bronzed gold, enameled white, nickel
of

A.P.S.

Rules of the A.P.S. Contest

LAUNCHES NATION

Projectionists

WIDE PRIZE CONTEST

Society,
to aug-

of "Better Projection

be

three

classes

of

For the best designed
Class A.
and equipped projectatory in a theater having a seating capacity of over
2,001.

best designed
and equipped projectatory in a theater having a seating capacity be-

For

The
chair,

the

tween 750 and 2,000.
For the best designed
Class C.
and equipped projectatory in a theater having a seating capacity up to

moving

picture theater seat,
and adapted in price to economic
necessity of the
smaller
house, is
made by the Peabody School Furniture Co.. of North Manchester, Ind.
It offers a worthy consideration for
owners of smaller houses, model No.
444 being particularly adapted for
this purpose.
This is featured by.
heavy 3-ply veneers, heavy iron'

standards and weighs
only
fifteen
pounds.
Another desirable model is
No. 363, which has a full roll seat,
noiseless hinge, semi-steel standards,
and weighs nmeteen pounds.
A Merry Christmas

—

Tie

a'

Co.

paper

was

morn'
front

Good
pany

tkat(

ISiir

Wedi

Ilie(

nouiK

matii

The
were
in

an

town

—

An

excellent display of lighting or-';
naments in plastic relief, suitable for'
lobby, lounge room and promenade,
is to be seen in the brochure gotten
out by the National Plastic Relief
Manufacturing Co.,
of
Cincinnati.
This display includes table lamps,

ornamental wall brackets in miniature throne frames, and a variety of
similar devices exquisite in design and
character.
The firm renders a service of manufacturing spetasteful

story.

This contest will close February

sanitary,
semi-steel
opera
designed especially as a com-

fortable

The questionnaire, written description or photographs must
not have any marks, names, addresses or signatures on the same,
except the questionnaire number when returned to this society,
otherwise the contestant will be disqualified.
This procedure will be carried out as a double insurance to
you that this is a fair and open contest.
In filling out questionnaire typewriting is preferred, but not
necessary. Writing in script must be legible. Literary excellence
will have no bearing on the prize award, but descriptive details
should be correct and easily understood.
When two or m.ore projectionists employed in the same theater enter the contest as individuals, the one giving the better
detailed description will be given the preference.
The names of the judges are announced in the accompanying

prizes:

Class B.

—

larger.

Canada.
will

plated iron, nickel-plated brass, solid
polished brass, oxidized iron and oxidized brass.
A Merry Christmas

out

entrance fee is required.
The entrance blank must be properly filled out and returned
to the American Projection Society, Inc., 160 West 45th St.,
New York, N. Y.
Upon receipt of same, the entrance blank will be numbered,
and a questionnaire form bearing the same number will be forwarded to the contestant which must be properly filled out and
answered.
This questionnaire must be returned together with one or
more photographs of the projectatory or projection room where
the contestant is now employed.
Photographs must be at least of post card size, preferably

Pays" by launching a new slogan,
"Better Projection Equipment Pays."
To that end the society has instituted
wlint it calls a Prize Projectatory
Contest, open to all projectionists for
the fifteen best designed and equipped motion picture projection rooms
or projectatories now in operation in
any part of the United States or

There

fill

No

ment Pays"
ment the slogan

must

picture supply dealer.

ter Projection EquipThe American i'rojcction
now on foot a movement

desire to enter this contest

an entrance Blank.
Entrance blanks will also be mailed to any projectionists
upon request, or they may obtain the same from any motion

To Popularize Slogan "Bet-

has

who

28, 1927.

in

cial fixtures

and ornaments from sub-

mitted blue prints.

By

andi
tion
in

tf

days

coiles

nated
tliep
missi

dent

n

o(

"Ben
Geor

750.
lege

The amount

of the cash prizes will
be announced in the coming issues.
The area of the United States and
Canada will be divided into five zones.
Three prizes will be awarded in
each zone, one prize in each class.
In case of a tie contestants concerned in tie will each receive full prize

award.

Zone One
Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire,
Massachusetts, Rhode Island, New
York, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, District of Columbia and Virginia.

Zone

Two

West \'irginia. North Carolina,
South Carolina, Georgia, Florida,
Ohio, Michigan, Wisconsin, Illinois,
Indiana, Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama and Mississippi.

Accessory Tips

Zone Three
North Dakota, South Dakota, Minnesota, Nebraska, Iowa, Kansas, Missouri,

Oklahoma, Arkansas, Louisiana

and Texas.

An

Washington, Idaho, Montana, Oregon, Wyoming, California, Nevada,
Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New toward lowering insurance
Mexico.

that matter,
safety is of

Zone Five
Canada.
The Judges
Lester E. Isaac, former president
Washington chapter A. P. S., and
now chief projectionist for Loew's,
of

Inc.

John

Griffith,

inator of

M.

P.

Ansonia, Conn., orig-

World

lens chart.
projectionist,

Arthur Gray, chief
Lancaster Theater, Boston, Mass.
George C. Edwards, former editor

the H.

J.

projection

editor

lege

Ted

Palisades

On
vital

ray,

3678

For

the

High Class Trailers
Made

St!

open

while you wait

eent
to

SEMLER SINEMA SERVICE
1600 Broadway

t

same

New York

Phone Lackawanna 9111
toes,

M. Howard Manufacturing
Complete
hose and

1,000

"GIFT TOYS"

ONLY

ofai

$6.50

the

theat

hose racks are furnished in finishes

and

If

You Are

Market

for

day,

in the

Any Kind

of

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS

of

the Exhibitors Herald.

CONSULT US-AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND tOR OUR PRICE LIST

Lester Bowen, former projectionist
chief, Rialto, Rivoli, Moss Theaters,
and builder of the Powerlite Reflector

Arc Lamp.
H. Hallberg, Hallberg motor
J.
generators,
former
vice-president.
United Theater Equipment Co.
Roger M. Hill, U. S. Motion Picture Service, Washington.

Girls

and Negative Developing

Release Printing
U. S. Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

Co., Washington, D. C.
outfits; comprising valves,

"The American Projectionist."
Frank E. Nealey, now editor of
"The American Projectionist."
Frank H. Richardson, projection
department, M. P. World.
P. M. Abbott, M. P. News.
Holquist,

Titles

sheer question of
urgent importance, all
other considerations apart.
Exhibitors who are confronted with the
prospect of installing fire hose will
get a comprehensive array of models
in swinging hose racks, cabinets, etc.,
to meet every known need in the
theater from the catalogue issued by

of

H.

rates.

ntsd;

QUALITY PRINTS

important consideration for the
man who is about to build or augment his accessories during a remodeling period is the question of fire
hose.
Undoubted!}' the potential efficacy of various fire prevention apparatus on hand will go a great way

Zone Four

Dominion

sily;

no

West JZ'-'St.Neu/yoik.N.y.*"*
Phono Penna. 6564

II

Motion Picture Department

Til

A

ont

make them

"ttl:

wide variety of 1,000 assorted Penny Toys
and Novelties as an inexpensive "FREE
GIFT" to your KIDDIE PATRONS will
big boosters for you.
Try this
assortment and see.
Price $6.50.
Our Catalog containing a 1,000 and 1 kinds
of Toys and Novelties for celebrations of any
sort and including our complete line of "FIREWORKS", will be sent "FREE" for the
asking.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG.
37

Ella

Street

CO.

Cincinnati.

title

featn
shell

tract!

tram
with

stills,

O.

and

I

—

:
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•
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Presentations

MEAN DOLLARS FOR SHOWMEN

DAILY TIPS WHICH

By

How

"Bardelys the Magnificent"

(M-G-M)
Tied up with the Gooch Milling
Co. and got 152 inches of free newspaper space.
Every boy and girl
was admitted free to the Saturday
morning matinee by presenting the
front from a four-pound sack of
Gooch's Pancake Flour.
The company redeemed the sacks from the
theater at 10c each, and divided the
152 inches of ads among the Sunday,
Wednesday, and Friday newspapers.

The company

also enclosed 5,000 announcements on the picture and kid's
matinee in wrapped loaves of bread.
The bread and the announcements
were delivered over a wide territory
in and about the city and neighboring

towns.
coln,

— W.

S.

Perutz, Lincoln, Lin-

Neb.

—A

Merry Christmas

days

named the first five
week to compliment local

series,

in the

colleges

Upon

and schools.

of the 1927 Film Year
Book soon to be issued is
crowded
practical
showmanship stunts for
every form of publicity. It
will become the exhibitor's

with

permanent

exploitation

manual throughout the
year. Every stunt a proved
puller

Here

the

at
is

box-office.

one

Have a house employee jot
down auto license numbers of
in the auto, calling attention to the fact that the theater will give away free tickets
to the persons owning the cars
whose numbers are announced
from the screen, in lobby or in
the newspaper.

and Washington Seminary; Wednesday. Oglethorpe University and
Girls High; Thursday, Marist College and Boys High, and Friday,
Tech High and Commercial High.
On Saturday, of course, no free invitations were issued.
W. J. Mursity

—

ray, Rialto, Atlanta, Ga.
A Merry Christmas

—

—

the

Home.

On

same afternoon, Farley staged a

the
kid's

matinee.

All children under 16 were
admitted free by bringing two potatoes, two oranges, two apples or two
of any food stuffs.
By the time all
the children had passed inside the
theater, the lobby looked like a fruit
and vegetable market. Later in the
day, a truck backed up to the curb
and carted it away to the Children's
Home. H. C. Farley, Empire, Montgomery, Ala.

Title

the better class of movie-goers.
cessful
advertising
campaign

Suc-

title

Voice."
This musician
played well and furthermore the
recognized the fact.

—A

Merry Christmas

certainlv

audience

—

Strand
Entertainment with a novel twist seems to
be the slogan for the Mark Strand Frolics.

"The Waltz
the

of

Long Ago" was

the

title

of

incident, in which Pauline Miller
The stage was
two large, flower-filled vases, the
background being black.
Mile.
Klemova.
initial

"The Blue Danube."

sang
set

was

—

the number.

The second incident, known as "A Little
Buns-alow," showed a rose-covered bungalow,
Estelle Carey and Charles Massinger, singing a song by that name.
The roof of the
dwelling raised, showing four poker-players
painted on a curtain.
Members of the Mark
Strand Quartet inserted their heads through
holes in the drop and mimicked the selection.
Next came the Ten Original London Palace

—

—

"The Popular Sin"
(Paramount)
Because two Victor artists were
featured on the program with the

letters

in

the

with

shell

W.

the head was hoisted out of sight, a long
jack-in-the-box neck following it.
On a drop
were painted six large-sized clowns, each holding a hoop, through which the ballet entered.
The girls wore novel costumes which made
them appear to be walking on their hands.

—A

Merry Christmas

Closing

the program was "Natoma"
and
an Americana
Impersonating an Indian
maiden Eunice Harper sang "Invocation"
from
Natoma.'
Drawing aside of the cur
1

a

background.

silver-treed

An

forest,

Indian

Norma Maxam, and

with

dance

the ballet

striking.

A

Jacques Cartier provided an excellent dagger
dance,

The

^_

dressed

in

white.

number was very

final

crystal waterfall" was created through rolling silver cloth, on which lighting effects
were produced. On either side of the water-

were prop cliffs and Indians standing as
sentry duty.
Earlier in the program Hans Hanke, concert pianist and a mighty good one, played
"Rigoletto."
fall

on

—A

Merry Christmas

—

Chicago Field Growing
Chicago More fuel for the presentation pot will soon be provided in
Chicago by three additional houses.
They are Ascher's Sheridan, Schoenstadts' Picadilly and National Theaters' Avalon.
Later in the year the
opening of two new theaters, one by
Marks Brothers and one by Nation-

—

Theaters, will further increase the
Both houses are on the West

al

'ist.

Side.

—A

Merry Christmas —

Futrelle in Film Houses
St. LouisVirginia Futrelle,

—

who

has just returned after studying voice
culture in Europe, has four we.eks'
bookings in Publix houses. She was
formerly at the Capitol, New York,
with "Roxy."
A Merry Christmas

—

—

Illuminated One-Sheet Board
Louis Floyd Lewis has organized an advertising agency to distribute an illuminated one-sheet lobby
board to exhibitors. He has already
placed a number of the boards.
St.

—

ARTHUR

records
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dressed

colleens,

did an

Irish

jig.

the

atop
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MARKUS
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BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY

a

was
and

—

—

—

revealed

offered by

Paramount

Music composed by the widely-popular VicBros., distributors of
tor Herbert was presented vocally and in
featured the dance compositions by John Murray AnderVictor artists in all their newspaper son and Nathaniel Finston in "Victor HerUnquestionably this is the
advertising, mentioning the artists' bert Melodies".
best thing that Anderson has staged in a
appearance at the Tivoli and the sale long
time.
of records made by these artists. The
A prologue, written by Frederick TruesFour girls
store also used a window display on dale, opened the presentation.
Victrolas, cabinets and records in dressed as angels and Eunice Harper, who
spoke a few explanatory lines and who was
connection with the artists' appearance also attired in white, participated.
When the presentation proper began with
at the Tivoli.
2,000 novelty heralds
the first incident labeled -"Eileen." the curwere distributed in house to house tains
Out stepped
parted, revealing a screen.
canvass.
These carried copy about Robert C. Cloy, dressed as an Irish genthe Victor Artists and the feature tleman, who sang "Eileen," A duet, "Thine
picture starring Florence Vidor.- E. Alone," was sung by Cloy and Dorothy
South,
who represented an Irish colleen.
R. Rogers, Tivoli, Chattanooga, Tenn. Tsabelle Graham, with Mary Downs. Helen
A Merry Christmas
Parker, Mary Parker and Madeline Crane,

and

.

ains
bhick

demons

Victrolas

EDDY

_

with

as
"The Quarterback"
The second incident, based on the light
—A Merry Christmas—
opera, "Mile. Modiste," opened with "If I
(Paramount)
Were King," sung by Dorothy South, who
"Miss Nobody"
Used a "moving" stunt in the lobby was attired in a smart evening gown. Norma
(First Nat'l.)
A shadow box Maxam, Dorothy Proudlock and Delzathe Dayas an eye-arrester.
trio
and stars' names were worked was placed on top of the box office ies followed with a French can-can,
being dressed similar to the singer.

illuminated
being placed

in

Thy Sweet

used in local newspapers, 266 inches
of space being taken in all.
All ads
were adapted from First National's
press book, afforded numerous practical and effective stunts.
A. C. Ral- Girls, who did a tiller routine. Center-stage
was a mammoth clown's head.
Through its
eigh, Coliseum, Seattle.
mouth Leonard Workman came on the stage
A Merry Christmas
and danced with Feon Vanmar.
Eventually

and extended the width of lobby. A
picture showing a football field and
of the marquee.
Miss Nilsson was a stadium full of people was used for
featured in lamps right under the background. About ten players were
shell and the display as a whole at- placed on a belt that ran along the
tracted as much attention.
Wall width of the box. This gave the efframes carried hand painted posters fect of a football player running towith neatly mounted black and white wards the goal post on a gridiron.
stills.
Effect was that of simplicity Fred W. Brunelle, Riviera, Knoxand good taste, always appreciated by ville, Tenn.
out

Capitol ballet followed with
__
Caprice" and the closing number was a
gallop dance by the Chester Hale Girls.
Also included in the program was a solo
by Pietro Capodiferro, first trumpet in the
Capitol orchestra, who played "My Heart at

to

ater,

B. O.)

Children's

The

sonality.

was able to make a nmsical tieup that proved beneficial to the the-

Staged a midnight matinee on the
opening day and stated that 25 pe
cent of the proceeds would be given
to

Capitol

film,

"Laddie"
(F.

It

Nikolas Daks, with the ballet corps dressed
in blue costumes of the 1860 period, danced

desig-

nated days sent to the principals of
the particular institutions 100 free admissions for distribution to the student body. These were in the shape
of neatly printed cards announcing
"Benson at Calford." Monday was
Georgia Tech and Agnes Scott College Day; Tuesday, Emory Univer-

B'way Does

"Voices of the Woods" was the opening
incident on an excellent proRram.
This beKan with Celia Ttirrill. dressed in white and
sitting on a marble bench, singing a transcription from Rubinstein's "Melody in F."
A garden scrim was revealed, with Joyce
Coles sitting on a pile of rocks and medilatmg.
John Triesault, attired in a French
period costume, entered and with Miss Coles,
did a woodland dance.
The second and last number on the program
required a fantastic set comprising four gold
triangles, with a blue and black saw-edge
border.
Miss Coles appeared in the "Dance
of Columbine," 'aided by six Pierrots.
She
endowed the number with sparkle and per-

aways

(Universal)
By way of introducing this series
and in connection with the presentation of "Benson at Calford" the first
the

•*

automobiles parked in the theater district. Also place throw-

—

"The Collegians"

in

Auto Numbers
T'HE Exploitation Section

ARTHUR

AMALGAMATED
VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Standard Vaudeville
1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

Acts
City

»-4

fj^^

DAILV

12

The Week's Headlines

Short Subjects

ExMbitovs'
"The Fighting
Collegians

Daily Reminder

Spirit"

— Universal

of production.

..

AiKstraluTii

Sixty theaters erected in South America this
year, Monroe Isen, Universal manager, reports.

is

Four

something so cfFervescent

with the spirit of youth, its bubhling
sporting blood, its rollicking air of
camaraderie that it can't help but take
hold of the sensibilities of the young.
Tn this particular issue of the series,
has the added attraction of a fight.
replete with knock-downs, rallies, and
touches of comic relief.
The story
is
much on the order of the once
far-famed Merriwell type, well-calculated to whet the interest of boys,
and not cnfirelv without a good enferHinincr interest for the grown-ups.
Tt is cleverlv titled, and as one adult
spectator remarked, has the element
of brineine back the freshness of vonth
for those riding on the crest of the
rears.
George Lewis and Dorothv
T.ewis make an excellent team of

Your lobby is your

show window.
Keep your frames

it

collegiate

types.

"A Key-Hole Cruise"— Hodge Podge
Educational
Arfisfic Novelty

T\ ne of nroduction.
.1 reel novoltv
The nnimated art work which features^ this series is used for a novel
onenine. Tt depicts a lartre kevhole
thrnngh which a vounpster enters to
climb a lontr flteht of steps, frnm
the ton of which he <=tarfs on a hop
around the wortrl.
The hicrh spots
are views of California Africa. Eirvpt.
-Alaska and Tanan.
The best shots
are those of the 5>r>hinx and the
Pvramids. Unusual views of a festival in Japan wind up the kev-hole
.

.

The endintr is achieved with
novelty effect throneh a combination of animated and actual scenes
cnn'se.
a^

of a Japanese eunboat in action firine on a native dwellincr.
.As the
structure falls, the picture comes to
an end.
There is a nice balancine'
of comedv. art work, and unusnal
scenic shots that makes this number
carry a wide appeal.

"45 Minutes from Hollywood"

Roach— Pathe
Will Do
Tyne

of production.

.2 reel

comedv

nienn Trvon gets a chance

to sport

fenu'nine

attire

in

.

.

an enforced mas-

nuerade which involves him innocentin the affairs of a bank robber.
There is the usual rushing aroimd.
slam-bane riuick rhanecs as anyone

Iv

who

gets into the path of the principals is either socked for the proverbial "row" or forciblv made to dnn
an outfit of clothes bv which the bank
robber
is
identified.
There are
totiches here and there, which in the
guise of showintr the town to the
passeneers of a "rubberneck wagon."
exploit some of the Roach personnel
but this nil distinctly in the picture's
The picture makes the prarle
favor.
without particularly distinguishing itself.

producers to seek "kontiiigent."
manager of Fos's

M. Engel made
New York studio.

story.

Here

And Thafs That
By PHIL M.

Joseph

.2 reel college

in first class con-

dition.

"blue" Sunday bills pending in Congress to receive support of powerful lobby.
Complete accord expected in meetings between
West Coast studio officials and unions.
M. Switow. Louisville exhibitor, opens theater at Washington, Ind., his 40th.
Louisville plans opening of two more houses.

Tuesday
British National's plans value; new financial
aid promised by L. W. Schlesinger.
Northwest exhibitor unit considers renunciation of present arbitration, resignation of
W. A. Steffes and disbandment.
John S. Woody joins Samuel Goldwyn as
Eastern business m.inager.

Two Warner
Better
D,

W.

films, "Don Tuan" and
in $1,000,000 class.

"The

'Ole."

United Artists.

rejoins

Griffith

Northwest

Theaters,

continuing
expansion,
Publix invasion

will not permit threatened
to interfere with plans.

Opening

Adventists Conducting
Anti-'Blue' Law Fight
(Continued From Page 3)
resolution against Sunday closing was
passed, with the conference adopting
a militant campaign in behalf of a
liberal Sabbath.
More than 20 re-

26, 1926

DALY ^^^^

Monday

Sure- fire for the Young

Type

Sunday, December

of Irvington, N. J., houses Sunday
seen as victory for exhibitors.
"The Scarlet Letter," which closed New
York run Sunday, grossed $250,000.

Wednesday
Roxy proposes

big N. Y. neighborhood chain
to embrace 135 theaters.
Condition of British First National sound,
company declares.
Skouras Bros, may close fiscal year with $9
dividend.
Tom Terriss, back from abroad, says English
producers expect quota to become effective
in January, 1928.
Fox deal for distribution to De Forest Phonofilm falls through, latter states.

There

Santa Claus. Pathe is
trade with bill folds
as is M. J. Winkler, while Sterling
is contributing a pen and inkwell and
Rayart a desk pad as its contribution
to Yuletide cheer.
is

surprising

a

the

Th.p.rp, in said to he no c.onner.tion
between the fact that Leo Maloney
is making for Pathe release, "The
Man from Hard-pan" and that Mae
Busch is playing the role of a gold
digger in a Hal Roach comedy.

B. P. Schulberg has scouts out
looking over circuses.
He wants a
complete circus for the P. T. Barnum
picture the company will make with

Wallace Beery as

star.

This was a lucky week in Hollytvood for "thin, starved" men, women,
children, horses and dogs.
Here's
the order given the casting office by
Victor Fleming, director of "The
Rough Riders:" five old men in rags;
15 thin, starved women in rags; 20
starving children, 25 thin Cuban
soldiers; four mangy horses and
three starved dogs.

—A

—

Merry Christmas

denominations and societies
are campaigning in every state in beKunsky-Balaban & Katz to add many new
27,050
half of the Langford bill, one of the
Michigan houses during coming year.
(Continued From Page 3)
four measures pending in Congress, Consolidation of 20th Century and De Luxe
Exchanges planned at Philadelphia.
which seeks to foist a "blue" law on Famous
This is
buys control of two houses at Bir- has 27,050 seats downtown.
the District of Columbia.
mingham, England, as outlet for product. a ratio of 1 to 35 and does not inThe Adventists publish quarterly Stabilization of currency in Europe resulting clude a 1,500-seat house under conin
improved business conditions William
"Liberty," titled "A Magazine of Restruction.
M. Vogel states.
ligious Freedom," which strongly atPicture and vaudeville theaters in
Thursday
tacks the Sunday closing movement.
Cleveland's loop have 20,311 seats,
Vitaphone available to all theaters; 300 in
In addition, literature and speakers
while legitimate add 6,734 to the
struments ready in 12 months.
are furnished to aid in combatting the Nine radio stations to broadcast "Laugh city's downtown total.
Month" programs.
"Sour Sabbath."
A Merry Christmas
ligious

—A

Merry Christmas

—

750 Playwrights In
Screen Rights Pact
(Continued

must have

75

From Page 3)
performances within

months, not including June, July
and August, after the first performance, or, in the alternative, run for
six

three

consecutive weeks within the
metropolitan area of New York, in
order to have a manager earn his
right to participate in the proceeds
from the sale. In event of a shorter
run the author is the sole owner
of

the film rights.
Sale of rights need not be through
the arbiter, but no deal can be closed
without his approval, as in him is
vested the authority to give title to
plays.
In case the author and manager fail to agree as to a time for
the release of the picture, no release
'.hall take place until one year after
the play is released for stock.

A manager
ceive

is

not allowed to re-

more than 50 per cent

of the
proceeds of the sale.
Block selling
of plays is prohibited. Details of each
proposal for screen rights must be
filed with the arbiter, who receives
2^ per cent of the gross as his commission.

Cleveland Has

Springfield, Mo.
American Cinema Ass'n buys world's
to Edgar A. Guest poems' series.

Japanese

industry

hard

Mikado causes houses

rights

hit
as
illness
to suspend.

Friday

run.

nicluded in

1927

list

U.

of
S.

Connelly In "Old Heidelberg"
Culver City Edward Connelly,

—

by
Novarro

the third player selected

every film
and Canada

YEAR BOOK.

—A

YEAR BOOK

—A

Merry Christmas

Shyer Completes

—

Work

Melville J. Shyer, who was a member of the production staff on "On
Guard," the Schuyler Grey serial,
which will be released by Pathe, has

completed

his

work.

$25,000 Fire at
oil

Belmont, N.
stove caused

Belmont, N. C.
Explosion of an

C—

fire

which damaged

the Princess to the extent of $25,000.

Merry Christmas

—

Mohawk House
Mohawk,

N

Closed
.Y.—William C. Smal-

operator of a chain of theaters in
has closed the Mohawk.

ley,

this vicinity,

—A

Saturday
Sale of film rights of 750 playwrights to be
handled by Jos. P. Bickerton, Jr.
Adventists conducting "Anti-Blue" fight.
1927 FILM
will contain com
plete data on censor regulations throughout
country.
Pennsylvania censorship violations decrease.

is

M-G-M

in "Old
support Ramon
Heidelberg," which will shortly go in
production under Ernst Lubitsch's
direction. The other two are Chester
Conklin and Jean Hersholt.
to

of

Will Hays confers on non-theatrical policy.
Germany's "Kontingent" of one to one, "will
be retained.
Ackerman and Harris plan big Coast chain.
Frank Amusement Co. expanding.
"Ben Hur" grosses $625,000 for Broadway

Comprehensive address
delivery exchange in

—

—

Biggest production boom in Paramount history under way at Hollywood.
Reformers to test "blue"' Sunday laws at

Merry Christmas

—

Wick Now at Oakland
Pa.— Edward F. Wick

Oakland,

now

is managing the Strand, StanleyRowland-Clark house.
A Merry Christmas

—

•

Doob Transferred to Detroit
Oscar Doob now is hand-

Detroit

—

ling publicity for Kunsky-Balaban &
Lou Kramer is
Katz houses here.
Doob was transferred
his assistant.

here from Chicago.

—A

—

Merry Christmas

Replacing Destroyed Theater
Pa.— William Rompht and
David Rabinovitz have started erecting of a new house to replace the
Forrest destroyed by fire.
Bristol,

(

—
T

Box

office

boon

Motion picture producers who

use

Eastman Panchromatic Negative offer you
black and white pictures with color corrections that are actually amazing.

These qualities give such pictures
printed on Eastman Positive, of course
^

— an extra appeal
a definite

boon

Prints on

for the audience that

for the

box

office.

Eastman have the black-

lettered identification ''Eastman"

and "Kodak"
margin.

in the transparent

Look

for

it.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER,

N. Y,

is

(i

when the biggest money
an army serial!

Right at the time

^^^^^L^^^fl

^^

navy

stories

—

Thrill, action, sensations,

features are

suspense, mystery and

army

comedy

too,

and the tramp of marching feet.
If you do not personally know the kind of serial Pathe has been
releasing during the past two years, you'd better look into it.
You don't know what serials are or what they can do, until
you are familiar with such masterpieces of production as "The
House Without a Key," "Snowed In," "The Green Archer"
and others.
to the tune of bugles

m

n
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No. 74

Saxe Fortifying
Milwaukee

HELD ILLEGAL

No

IN

UTAH

Grand.
Authority For Banning
Sunday Shows, Court
Ruling Holds
*U' Continues

—

Nephi City, Utah Municipalities
of the state are without authority to
close theaters on Sunday, and ordinances enacted prohibiting shows on
the Sabbath are illegal. Judge Thomas
H. Burton of the Fifth Judicial District Court has ruled in the case of
Earl H. Steel, local theater owner.
Steel appealed his case after being
convicted and fined for Sunday ope-

S.
Use

theater.

his

ration of

A. Using Acts
presentations

of

is

fast

de-

veloping in South America, according to Monroe Isen, general manager in that territory for Universal.
Local talent is in demand as owing

few weeks available as yet,
the expense connected with the imto

—

Atlanta Universal is proceeding
with its plans to strengthen its position in the suburban field.
Several
houses will be built, first of which
will be at 482 Flat Shoals Ave., East
Atlanta.
It
will
be an 880-seat
(Continued

on

Page

4)

on

Page

—

—

observes "The Enquirer"

"As attorney General Crabbe very
Page

Chicago

— The
is

Marbro, Chicago's
nearing completion.

The

house, which will seat 5,500 is
being built by Marks Bros., and is
located at Madison St., near Crawford Ave.

Lehr Leaving

for

Europe

Abraham

Lehr, personal representative of Samuel Goldwyn, sails today
for England, from where he will
proceed to France and Germany.

Ginsberg Going Abroad
president
Ginsberg,
Henry

of

Sterling Pictures, leaves today for a
He
several weeks' trip to Europe.
intends to visit distributors of his

company's

product

in

England,

France, Brussels and Germany.

Fitch's Territory

Omaha — Sherman

Expanded

Provo Exhibitors Jubilant
bitter Sunday closing fight, are jubilant over the decision rendered by
Judge Burton, and feel that it will
preclude any further prosecution for
Sunday operation of their houses.

Legislature Expected to Act
Sunday closing
Salt Lake City
will be a major issue in the forthcoming session of the state legisla-

—

ture,

it

predicted, as a result of a

is

campaigns being conductThe legised throughout the state.

number

of

lature is expected to take action on
the situation caused by Judge Burton's ruling.

Sunday Shows at Wayland
Wayland, N. Y.— Sunday pictures,
after 8:45 P. M.,

church closing hour,

at a special
to 328, a total of 823

were adopted here

elec-

votes
tion, 481
being cast from a population of 1,800.
Gaby & Tooker, managers of the
American Legion theater, only house
in the village, bore the expense.

Fitch, local F. B.

O. manager, now has supervision of
the Sioux Falls office in addition to

Boston Company Formed

his
lease

through
which he is a

United Artists, in
owner, he told
DAILY. In about
fifth

THE FILM

three weeks he will
Coast, where he will
Griffith
(Continued

at Lincoln, Cal.

Lincoln, Cal.— John C. Moot-e, who
recently sold his Victory, San Diego,
to the Hostettlers, former chain operators in the Omaha territory, has
purchased the Air Dome.

leave

make

for the
his pic-

has not selected his
on Page

By 'LILIAN IV. BRENNAN
stepped into the limelight
again last week with two Broadway
openings, "The Fire Brigade" at the
Central and "Tell It to the Marines"

M-G-M

Embassy. Of the latter more
"The Fire Brigade" is in solid
box office and with the ready(Continued

on

Page

Graves

in

Town

4)

Frank Graves, executive engineer
of

Universal

City,
his wife

York with

visiting

is

to

apartment at the studios. Graves will
remain over the New Year holidays

Crescent Buys
Tenn.

Two More

—

The Crescent

headed by Tony
Eudekum, has purchased from M. A.

Amusement

Lightman

his

Co.,

interest

in

the

Montreal

—

In a move to provide an
for
"Outside"
distributors,
probably to forestall invasion of the
outlet

local first run field, Famous' Canadian
firm will build a 3,000-seat theater
here.
The house will be located on
St.

and will be named
It wil feature pictures

Catherine

St.,

the Pantages.

and Pantages vaudeville.

(Continued

on Page

2)

What of 1927?
Predictions from leaders of the business as to what the new year hulds
ni store for the industry form the
basis of an interesting feature of the
1927 FILM
BOOK, appearing in January.
Leaders in every
field have contributed their opinions.
The foreign market and its prospective development in the new year are
covered in the section devoted to
the industry abroad.

YEAR

New

confer with
Universal officials, regarding new developments in the engineering de-

Nashville,

Halt 'Invasion'

The new theater will be the fourth
Famous house here. The company

2)

A Review of Reviews

at the

Project to Be Outlet For
Outside Product to

Grand

and Jefferson, Huntsville, Ala. The
new owners take possession Jan. 1.
Crescent has been increasing its
holdings for more than a year.

Makes 300

Pictures a Second

IVaslungton Bureau of

Washington

—The

THE FILM DAILY

Paris press recounts a recent achievement of M.
Nogues, a French inventor, who, in
recording the flight of a shell fired
from a gun, took successfully three
hundred photographs a second, reports the Dept. of Connnerce. Nugues declares that his invention will
revolutionize high-speed photography,
and that he intends to develop his
apparatus until it is capable of recording 600 images a second.

Rizzo in Buying Combine
Plea on Technicality Fails
Des Moines Shipment of a film by

—

express in order, to avoid a dark
house, does not constitute violation
of contract from the standpoint of
equity, even though parcej post shipments are stipulated in the agreement, according to a ruling of the
arbitration board.

—

Anthony Rizzo is
Painesville, O.
building a new 500-seat theater here
which will be completed Mar. 1. It
will be called the Park and is a member of Associated Theaters of Ohio, a
collective booking company headed
by Charles L. Casanave.

Rochester Firm Plans Houses
The ruling was made in the case
The Bemat
Rochester, N. Y.
House,
Opera
against
the
Fox
of
has incorporated with $25,000 preorganized
Corp.,
just
ship- Amusement
refused
a
for
la.,
Waucoma,
compar
ferred and 250 shares no
build a
will
capital,
Boston

the local branch.

Moore Buys

W. Griffith plans to organize
own production company and re-

later.

SEATMONTR[ALTH[ATER

Plans Unit

Griffith

at the

2)

fAMOUS TO BUILD 3,600

seat 3,-

will

D.

Provo, U. Local theater owners,
who have been the storm center of a

Completing Chicago's Largest
largest theater,

It

tures.

Cincinnati Defeat of "blue" law
forces in Lorain County, which sought
to close all picture theaters on Sunday, will be hailed with satisfaction
by good citizenship generally or

on

theater.

with parking accommodations
000,
for 1,000 automobiles.

—

4)

Gordon

"Blue" Defeat Hailed

(Continued

con-

is

As, yet

should be,
editorially.

— Immediate

planned on a $2,500,000
Keith-Albee theater which will occupy
almost an entire block on the site of
the

TIF^.E

Keith-Albee House

struction

Program

the

(Continued

Il

plan to strengthen their position
downtown through erection of
a 2,200-seat theater at 6th and

ALLTHE

Price 5 Cents

Rochester, N. Y.

— Saxe Enterprises

NEWS

1926

27,

New

MyNICIPAL"BLyE"lAWS

/ILL THE

mon.

—

Abram

—

Wollaston Theater Co.

H. BigPercy A.

Spitz and E.

ney of Providence
Fatkenberg, Boston,

and
are

the

incor-

The new company will
conduct the new Wollaston, opened
porators.

a fortnight ago.

ment. In its defense^ the theater contended the contract was voided when
the exchange shipped a film express,
instead of by parcel post as agreed
The exchange declared its
upon.
action prevented a dark house.

with $50,000
$250,000 picture theater on Webster
Ave., to seat 1,400, open June 1, and
to be known as "The Webster." The
company also plans to build houses
in Syracuse.

*
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PritiSCiits

JOHN W. ALICOATE

Pgblishtr

Saturday and holidays
It
1650 Broadway. New York. N. Y., and
ropyriRht (1926) by Wid's Films and Film
Folks. Inc. .1. W. Alicoate, President and
Treasurer; Maurice D. Kann, Editor; Don
aid M. Mersereau. Business and Advertising
ManaRer: Ralph Wilk. Traveling Represent.Ttive.
Entered as second class matter Mav
1918. at the post-office at New York.
21.
V. Y. under the act of March 3. 1879.
Terms fPostase free) United States, outside
of rireater New York. $10.00 one year; 6
mf^nths. J5.00: 3 month*. $.1.00.
Foreien.
Piihlished daily except

<1^on

Suliscrihers should

.Address

all

remit with order.

THE

communications to
FILM
1650 Broadwav. New York. N. Y

n.MI.V

Phone rircle 4736-47.17 47.18-4739.
Irees:

New

Filmday.

—

TnMe

York.

ad

Hollywood,

Palifornia
Harvev E. Gansman. Amiiassa
Hnr Ilnfrl: "Phone. DrPNel 7000 and Wash
neton 9794. London Ernest W. Fredman

—

The Film Renter.

W.

London.

Franrnise.

58,

Great MarlliorouRh St..
Cinematographie

—

Paris
La
Rue Saulnier.

L.

S.

"Blue" Defeat Hailed Famous To Build 3,600
(Continued From Page
Seat Montreal Theater

itorial states.
"It also might be stated that Sunday is
the only day in the week when millions of
American laboring people car. have leisure
for any sort of recreation and relaxation.
And, incidentally, the movie show can be
made quite as helpful as the pulpit more
helpful than those pulpits from which emanate an endless propaganda calculated to emasculate the spirit of nationalism and to exalt
the protean aspects of Socialism.
"The American motion picture is a power.
It is so powerful that the recent London Im
perial Conference deigned to give it intensive
notice.
Britain is afraid of our movies. She
wants the importation of films into the dominions to be restricted by tariffs and other
regulations, because they too much advertise

—

America,

people, its Government, its
prinsociology and economics.
The conference held that our movies give to America
a distinct trade advantage.
They show fo
the British glebeman the immeasurably greater prosperity of the farmer of the United
States.
They intrigue the interest and excite the envy of the British villager.
They
•ihow our laboring people riding to their worjf
in automobiles.
They illustrate the high standard of living enjoyed by America's average
people.
They stimulate desire and create
ciples

its

of

markets.

"The American movie

Warner Pictures "A" continued to show
.in upward trend, with a
prain on a turnover of 21.200.
Loew's. Inc.. too. made the
"ime cHmh with a trade of .1.900 shares.
Eastman Kodak eniovcd a busy dav. winning
1^ on a sale of 5.000 shares. All told, the
market, though not particularly active, had
fractional salutary impulse where film issues
^vere concerned.

H

Quotations
High Low
Vtc
43 7^
43'A
Seat Pfd...
'Pnlnb.Tn X- Knt7
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
Fastman Kodak ..Llfi^ t34^
•

\m.
\m.

Sr.if.

Fimous Plavers ..115T4 114
Play. Pfd

•F-.m.

*Film
''irst

Tot

Close
43'^

Sales

800

43%
63 -^
73'^
5.000
2.300

114
115

Tn«nect

Pfd

Nat'I.

Film

"A"... 731^

73

23^

23^

'

4S'A
12

.

"'Roxy Common

..

100
73'4
23

K

46
24 ?4
12'^

4?'/^

I'M

98
29

98

10'/$

914
SO

Bros.
... SO
••Stan. Co. of
•TransT.tix Screen.
7ii

Am

7%

Pict. Pfd
I^nivers.nl Pictures

7'/,

•T'niv

n'A
41

321^

"A

43'/j

Last Prices Oiioted
Philadelphia Market

'700
700
3

SO
847^

*

Pictures.

3,900

32'/^

'^i-'Miras

Pict.

1.600
100

12'/^

"ew's. Tnc
46'4
•Metro-Gold. Pfd
P. Cap. Corn..
12'/^
Pithe Exch. "A".. 4'^
'' iramontit
B'wnv.. 98
"-•cv Class "A".. 31
Roxv T'nits
34

^r

Warner
Warner

national asset.
Perhaps its exhibition on Sunday in the land
of its pre-eminence will not wholly destroy
its
v.ilue as an essential agency of progress,
civilizing
and cultural even moral develis

a

—

opment."

Griffith

—

Plans Unit

From Paqe 1)
first story.
It is probable that he
will use Carol Dempster and
Ivan
Lebedeff who are under personal
contract to him. The latter appeared
in "Sorrows of Satan," Griffith's
last
production for Famous.
(Continued

Ames Heads Ottawa Kiwanis
Ottawa— Arthur J. Ames, man-

3114
42'/$

t

600

32
4.000
43 '/5 2'1,200

Bond Market
Ask

tt Bid and

Dorothy Berke At Baltimore
Baltimore Dorothv Rerke, dancer.

—

appearine at the Rivoli in a pro'true to "Twinkletoes."
Afterwards
'le will po over
the Ptiblix circuit
1 "Ptippets," Boris Petroff producon which opens at the Paramount,
New York, Jan. 8.
i*;

(Continued From Page 1)
operating the Palace, Capitol
and Loew's. Recently, it was stated
that other distributors would enter
the city theater field to obtain representation.
In this connection, it is

now

stated, that Fox was
of a proposed house

Downs.

in

House

for Vienna, Ga., Planned

Vienna,

— F.

Wood

has taken
a si-x-year lease on a building in the
downtown section, and in 60 days will
Ga.

as a theater.
Work of making the necessary alterations will begin at once.
feature will be a gallery for colored people, who in no
wise will come in contact with white
patrons.
There will be a separate
entrance and ticket booth on the
side of the theater for the colored

open

it

A

—

folk.

Hodgdon Plan Another
Worcester, Mass. Elmer R. Daniels will be resident manager of the
Worcester Olympia circuit and Capitol
Theater Co., with Charles W.
Hodgdon as general manager. Daniels is succeeded as manager of the
Olympia by Joseph Stilofsky, his
former assistant.
Daniels and Hodgdon announce
that work will be started at once on
Grafton
at
theater
another new
Square, to seat about 2,000, which is
500 less than the new Capitol, just
opened by them. The new theater
will be completed late next summer.
Daniels and

—

Cohens Building at Detroit
Ben and Lou Cohen plan
to complete the Hollywood, now under construction, by August.

—

Goldhar Temporary Manager
Detroit Jack Goldhar is serving
as active manager of the United
Artists branch pending recovery of

—

bought the Comique from Sophus Hansen.
of the Graphic, has

Pauker

Sells "Little

Cafe"
has sold the
picture rights to "The Little Cafe,"
a comedy, by Tristan Bernard, to
First

Edmond Pauker

National.

Original Negatives of Everything
in Motion Picture Stock Shots

WAFILMS, INC.
W.
130

West

A. Futter, Pres.
46th St.
Bryant 8181

Brigade"

Colony— "The

Better "Ole"
Cohan — "Michael StrogofF"
—
Criterion
"Beau Geste"
Embassy — "Tell It
the Marines"
—
Harris "What Price Glory"

—Jim

Hippodrome

New York —Today— "Bardelys

Loew's

Conqueror"

the

the

Magnificent"
Tuesday ^"Tongues of Scandal" and "The
Booster"

—

— "The Magician"
—"Private
Izzy
Murphy"
—
Friday "Red Heads Preferred"
Saturday —^"Love, 'Em and Leave 'Em"
Sunday — "Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
Mark Strand — "Twinkletoes"
Paramount — "The Cheerful Fraud"
Rialto —^"We're
the Navy Now"
— "Old Ironsides"
Rivoli
Warners — "Don .Tuan"
Wednesday
Thursday

in

Brooklyn Mark
Sheep"

Strand— "The White Black

Next Week

—

Astor "The Big Parade"
Biltmore "Potemkin"
Cameo LTndetermined
LTndetermined
Capitol
Central
"The Fire Brigade"
Colony "The Better 'Ole"
Cohan "Michael Strogoflf"
"Beau Geste"
Criterion
Embassy "Tell It to the Marines"
Harris "What Price Glory"
H ippodrome Undetermined
Mark Strand ^"The Lady in Ermine"
Paramount "Hotel Imperial"
"Sorrows of Satan"
Rialto

—

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

—

——

Rivoli

—
—^"Old
—

Ironsides"

"Don Juan"

Warners

Titles

and Negative Developing
Release Printing

U.

Film Laboratories, Inc.
Hudson Heights, N. J.

S.

Palisades

—

bert as lead, and James Parrott is
directing; a Mae Busch star comedy
directed by Fred Guiol; Our Gang,
directed by Robert McGowan; Leo

McCarey.

Fred Jackman now

is

Young man for publicity work
for high-class theatre in South-

em

city with population of fifty
thousand; policy of theatre

Keith vaudeville and pictures;
applicants must have personality, aggressiveness and experience; also best of references as
to character and ability; an-

Address

•

c-o
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B'way

New York

John D.Tippetty Inc.

Raw Stock
Negative and Positive
All Colors
1540 Broadway

6040 Santet

New York City

Hollywood, Calif.

Blvd.

MOTION PICTURE
APPARATUS
US- AND SAVE
MONEY
SEND lOR OUR PRICE LIST

CONSULT

loiuoci^HBys
no

U/cst 32''-St.,Ncwyork,N.y.^^_
Phono Penna. 6504

U. F. C.
1650

3678

If You Are in the
Market for Any Kind of

WANTED:

swers confidential.

on

new

location in Nevada directing the
horse feature, starring Rex.

Herb Traver.

Dr.

—
—
—
—
Capitol
—"Valencia"
Central
"The Fire

Broadway "Red Heads Preferred"
Cameo "The Gorilla Hunt"

QUALITY PRINTS
Kurson Buys Another
Camden, Me.— Sam Kurson, owner

Roach Studios at High Speed
Culver City -Production is at high
Units
speed at the Roach studios.
working are Charley Chase, making
a society comedy with Eugenie Gil-

Detroit

—

Aster "The Big Parade"
Biltmore "Potemkin"

to

ment, including the Ross lens and
other English products.

—

"orfolk

and

here

Daley Buys Partner's Interest
H.— Herbert V.
N.
Claremont,
Daley has purchased the interest of
his partner, Harry T. Eaton, in the
Magnet.
The latter is continuing
operation of the Opera House.

—

Le Vange Gets New Post
Sam Le Vange, formerly
Boston
(manager of Bowdoin Square Palace,
Ihas been appointed manager of the

lease

Toronto.

'

Hurwitz to Manage at Winnipeg
Boston Robert Murwitz has been
appointed manager of the Crescent
it
Winnipeg.

offered

of Instruments. Ltd..
has been elected president of the Kiwanis Club for 1Q27, having served
as vice-president during the past 12
months.
Ames is head of the firm
which is Canadian distributor for varied projection and electrical equip-

aginc: director

'.X The.aters "A".
'Intern'! Project

Op Broadway

I)

pertinently said 'Thousands of persons are better off in attending wholesome motion picture shows than at
many other places they might frequent on the Sabbath day'," the ed-

27, 1926

City

Motion Picture Department

i^>^

i

w V w

:

I?^*^*§§SJ!

:

/

ccess
Su
—

OUR
your

advice

is if

ROSCOE McGOWEN-DaiJy

Herald-Tribune, says

you haven't made out

list of the 10 best pictures of
the year don't do it until you see "The
Fire Brigade". One of the pleasantest surprises of the season. "The Fire Brigade"
takes you straight through a night of fighting the flames from the moment the alarm
is sounded. It is one of the most exciting,
inspiring, breath-taking pictures it has
ever been our good fortune to sit through.
Each member of the cast deserves to be
decorated, and Will Nigh, the director,
has kindled a fire that will not soort be
extinguished. Don'rfail to see "The Fire
Brigade".

firvn«n

.WlLELLA

DOROTHY HERZOG
— New;

York Mirror,

says-

FIRE BRIGADE" is the greatest
thriller onBroad way. The terrific climax

THE

audience to its feet applauding and cheering with a sustained
enthusiasm. "The Fire Brigade" is a stirring
lifted a first night

men who protect the public's
who seldom win recognition.

tribute to the

welfare but

Put it on your must list and book
your Christmas gaieties.

it

with

in

Meanwhile
a

Neu-s.sojs:

see

dragging

it

heroic

glori'ied

in

WALDORF
— N. y. Eve. Post, says:

REVIEWS!
HERB CRUIKSHANK
—Morning

Telegraph, says:

YOUarehereandnowguaranreed"kick"
of your

life

at

the Central Theatre,

where "The

Fire Brigade" will fight the
flames for many a day and night. Will Nigh

has directed

masterpiece. Hard-boiled
or soft you will stand up and cheer when
old Bert Woodruff guides his three dashing
steeds at break-neck speed to the orphanage fire. To me the three horses supply
"the biggest thrill. There are others in
abundance.
smashing melodrama that
will make you cheer through your tears.

for

moment

s

a

s

A

PALMER SMITH -

MAC in Daily Review, says:
UNQUESTIONABLY the

Evening World, sayn

greatest fire
"The Fire
Brigade" is a showman's delight. I have
witnessed many a first-run showing on
Broadway, and never have I seen a picture
that has received a finer reception.

T^HIS

"Fire Brigade" picture is grand,
spiced with thrills and garnished

romance.

picture yet produced.

Thrilling, melodramatic

matetial.

THE HIT OF NEW YORK

— soon

The

MONEY

it.

with

last

presented. Unflaggingly interesting and full of
thrills. As exciting as the historic
chariot race in Ben-Hur.

Brigade" volcano of heroism
"The Fire Brigade" not
only rhymes with "The Big Parade" bjit
is as worthy a portrayal of the heroic
deeds of peace as the other is of the
deeds of war. No scene in any picture
has tingled my spine and made me sit up
ns straight as did the sight of those three
gallant old fire horses racing along-side
modern motor trucks, with the sparkspitting old steamer careening along behind. The fire fighting in this film is the
real thing and done by real firemen. It is
a glorious picture and worth everybody's
while to see. The love scene ranks as one
of the best. I think I'll have to say more
There's not

thrills.

at

STIRRINGLY

thrills.

yourself.

are

celluloid.

Fire
THE
and

of this film later.

Journal, says

"T^HE Fire Brigade" dashes thrill» ingly into the Central. "The
packed with

grand and glorious welcome!
— N. y.

— N. Y.

Fire Brigade" stopped traffic at the
premiere last night- The picture is

not since ''The Big Parade'
has Broadway given such a

HARRIETTE UNDERHILL

ROSE PELSWICK

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer have got a picture
in "The Fire Brigade" that merits the word
special, if any picture ever does. That
spells roadshow and showmanship. The
question is not will it make money, but

how much

will

it

make.

It's a

sure winnet!

the hit of the country

s

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER

$
$2

n 1$ $

HiTS-Fire Brigade-Scarlet

S $ $

Letter-Tell

§ $ «

It

To TUMarines-$2

V«

« § §

H

^
HITS

^

s $,$

w

THE
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A Review of Reviews
From Pane

(Continued
iiiade
''

exploitation

— M-G-M

that

doiiatiiiK'

is

I)

"Chained"

*

*

•

rather dreary film
especially that of the

*

*

But the acting,
old

painter,

unusually

is

good

«

KVKNING WORLD—*

* *
not
film
is
suitable
except
in
for
general exhiliition.
such theaters as may follow the Playhouse
rule of .idmitting no children except for spe
*
cial Saturday morning programs * *

TRinUNE

HKRAF.I)

-

*

•

*

handles

its

somewhat perilous theme with cousiilerahic
dignity and not a trace of sensationalism
*

»

•

POST — *

*

*

merely a mild, rather limp
subject generally avoided on
* •
the stage and screen alike
StTN * * * there is not enough story in
handling

of

» *

more than four

support

to

reels

*

*

*

considered

as

a

pic-

biography the film is just as dull and
unimportant as it appears purely from its

torial

cinematic

*

aspects

TIMES—*

* • dull piece of work * * *
are quite impressive and the lighting at times is mnisnallv good * * *
* motif seems tn be that of
*
^ex perversion and the entertainment value
is
about as marked as a five-legged donkey

settings

WORLD —

St.

"The

*

*

DAILY NEWS—*

yon

If

*

film

Hunt"

h.ickneyed

EVENING WORLD—
* *

HERALD-TRTBUNE—

* * •

a col-

*

war *
rowdy

»

*

*

•

war

of
*

weak

*

and

»

spooky

•

en-

really

love

story

film

is

*

a conventional Wright
continuity is jumpy * • •
with sulititles * * *

just

* •

overburdened

whip into

* *

live,

At no time does the
dramatic action * * •

overestimated.

little

—

picture.

•

Horse Filmed Titled
Los Angeles "The Avenging

—

—

DAILY MIRROR- Suspense

is never inproduced film

the

title

tentatively

Hardy and Jimmy Finlayson.

narrative of an expedition
» T
through the jungles of the Congo *
fnunil
Mr. Burbridge's adventures entirely
*
absorbing *
* * * fascinating for the reason that
.'>J^N

an

is

it

*

happening
worth seeing * *

actual

* * well

TIMES—*
humor

put

*

*

*

brought

forth

adds zest to

that

WORLD —

the ultra

*

*

with

you

* * *

it

most

a

to

sense of

a

serions-minded

travel-educationalscenic feature

*

*

*

"Just Another Blonde"
First National

ntertainment.

Strand
(Week

S.

AMERICAN—

A. Using Acts

(Continued
|)f>rtation
l)c

F.ndinn Dec. ISI
Santell has taken a
fifth
rate plot, surrounded it with first-r.ate atmosphere and a couple of amusing characterizations, and turned out a picture * * *

From Page

of artists

is

1)

too great

Four houses
using

Rio de Janeiro

in

ar(

They are the
Odeon and Gloria.

At Sao Paulo, the Republico is inacts in its program.
]&7.y
hands are extremely popular. Danc!ig of a Spanish type is also in high
cluding

landing with audiences.
Presentations will be installed in
two Universal houses this winter.
They are the Empire and Callao at
Buenos Aires. In the past Isen has
-taged prologues in connection with
big pictures.

a_

EVENING
far

as

it

(Continued

Program

Fiom Payc

1)

house, with Oscar S. Oldknow, viceresident in charge of the southern
vision of National Theater Supply,
Oldknow recently sold a
i.-^sociated.
,t()
per cent interest in his Fairfax.
The company has a 50 per cent interest in the house nearing completion at Ponce de Leon Ave., near
1

Boulevard.

it

• •

doesn't

all

go

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

11

I

right as

anywhere

GRAPHIC—*

Because they are the

* * as
full
of punch and
as the zippiest of her roller
roH'^tprs • • • has enoii"h of the entertaining
and thrilling to make it worth the r>rice of
admis«ioTi * » *
•
.nlmost
as
"ond entertainment as "Stranded in Paris"

pep and action

BEST
ONLY

HERALD TRIBfNE

•

* *

You're .almost
other Blonde •• • »

sure to like

POST — *

*

cides to bring
SI'N * * *

—

But

".lust
Ion" * • *

"Tust

TELEGRAPH—*

AIORNING

comedy, well produced,
most amusingly acted
romance • • •

some four or

'U' Continues

only

I

*

•

.TOTTRNAT,— *

goes,

BUILD BUSINESS
ilM INI m
M
h
M

*

* story is weaker
However, there were
who seemed to enjoy

wet sponge *
in the audience
the picture thorouehlv
than
those

presentations.

Capitilio, Imperio,

Ills

DAILY MIRROR— *

to

feasible, he states.

*

nothing

five
in

•

jazzy,

•

lively

and
laughing

east

Trailers with Actual

much happened

reels until

the

The

acting

is

for
*

WORLD—*

Picture.

exceptional * * •
three reels too

is

—

* • *
interminable and
stupid • • • our most extravagant adjective
• • •
is "ninrlerate"
• • well directed picture * • *
The producer. Alfred Santell. reveals imagination but occasionally he permits maudlin
expressions to decorate the screen for a pro
tracted period • • •
* * the drama turns chiefly
upon the extent tn which one good old nal
will sacrifice his own peace and comfort for
another good old pal.

TIMES—*

Scenes from Each

director de-

an airplane smash * *

Another Blonde"

TELEGRAM

*

admirably
*

and

An

NATIONAL SCREEN

SERVICE,

Inc.

Distributing throughout the United States from

CHICAGO
845

S.

-

Wahash Ave.

NEW YORK
130

West

Stal-

chosen
new Roach production starFred Jackman is filming
ring Rex.
this under supervision of F. Richard
The cast includes Barbara
Jones.
Kent, Theodore Von Eltz, Oliver
lion" is
for the

camera

thralling

typical

WORLD —

.•\.\IERICAN * *
type of entertainment
any exhibitor who wishes to fill his thewill book
without a moment's hesitalavishly

moments

*

TIMES * * * has its degree of interest
without any more dramatic value that is to
be expected from one of Mr. Wright's literary efforts.
* * * Beautiful, sprawling, never
gripping • • • has been moulded into a
movie several hands higher than the average

of

rich

*

TELEGRAM—*

that
ater
tion

troduced
gone wrong.

times an-

at

has

produced,

picture
a

Barbara Worth"
United Artists
Strand

"Winning

*
it

as a program picture and
greatest "epic" the studios have
etc., the production is worth

the

as

fjuile

TIMES

*

*

beauty.

SUN — *

*

*

*

times

a visit.

»
diluted nonsense
irresponsible, impossible creation * • *
* * * reaps its share of laughs
* * *
cannot be cliarged with having any
abundance of imagination back of most of
its epi.sodes * *
* *
the
nonsense of "Tin

*

other

*

evoi;

doings

slapstick

at

POST— Viewed

good

_

TELEGRAM

*

sand-

*

*

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

not
*

—

* *

exquisitely

• • » gets off to a slow start
should bring loud plaudits from the
2.000.000 customers who buy the author's
literary output.

reminiscent of all of the mystery plays and
Sennett comedies ever produced * * *
SL'N Silly, strained and loaded with the
most funereal set of subtitles which Ralph
* * childish slapSpence has yet written
stick

*

* * • dragged out to
the
afflicting the audience with bore»
beautiful natural
settings and

of
*

real

*

"

*

•

*

portrayed

Wright yarn

in

*

* « «

POST —

*

noying but

laughs in "Tin Hats" but there should
been more * * * too lengthy footage

have

vividly

HERALD-TRIBUNE

good,

of the actual

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

man;,

*

dom

* * one of the
comedies that ever came out of the
•
sporadically slapstick but never

*

»

photography

_

outworn antics

•

*

one of the
most colorful and beautiful, and most
Western melodramas I have seen

poin)

and

HERALD-TRIBUNE—*

funniest

* *

record

relief

*

very good pic-

GRAPHIC—

»

*

little

imitation

gag money

will

will

and humorous

very

*

•

*

*

thrills

•

EVENING WORLD—*

and

like travel

Gorilla

*

Hats" amuses somewhat

most extraordinary
I have ever seen
bore nobody and will be considered rare entertainment bv many * * •
• *' * primarily a
travel picture but it has dramatic moments

and interesting
*

clean fun
in the film

Cameo

adventure stories "The
give vdu some eenuine

•

»

much

semi-humorous

EVENING JOURNAL

1926

exciting

WORLD—*

Gorilla Hunt"
F. B. O.

AMERICAN—*

* * pretty

humorous,

of

sometimes painful subtitles

»

TELEGRAM —

plications.

DAILY NEWS—*

lection

a

—

"Chained"

amused. It had a pood cast and
a Rood production.
The story about
how a smart young girl entertains
lonesome husbands in the absence of
their wives affords some tricky com-

modern.
"Loco
Luck,"
"A One Man
Game," "Bad Man's Bluff" and
"Desert Valley" were the westerns
iffercd for the week, all offering good

*

handsome

itol,

Laura encounters difficulty in her
embarrass
efforts
to
her
democratic husband who amuses the snobbish society girl.
She rides into a
hectic blackmailing scheme and conies
out very much cured of her love for

*

*

EVENING WORLD—*

best,

MIRROR—

Ufa

AMERICAN—
*

seekers would want. Ben Burbridgc's
expedition into the wilds of Africa
furnishes
a
realistic
insight
into
"how the other half lives" and contains several new twists not previously employed in the African exploration pictures.
"Summer Bachelors," at the Cap-

Clair again displayed
his skill and ingenuity in the handling
of
light
comedy material.
"The
Popular Sin" is a sophisticated little
yarn about marriage and divorce,
aptly and attractively told and acted
by such capable performers as Florence Vidor. Clive Brook, Greta Nissen and Philip Strange. Miss Nissen
doesn't seem to get half the chance
she deserves.
Strange is a promising newcomer who appears to have
absorbed much of the Menjou style
of playing.
Laura La Plante flits light heartedly about in "Butterflies of the Rain."

photographed
storms • * *

(IVeek Ending Dec. 4)
*
probably will have a
successful run at the Capitol * »
occasional
flashes of genuine humor between puns * *
* * *
DAILY
wouldn't be
surprised, however, if this film turned out
*
to be a box-oflnce hit * *

AMERICAN—*

the receipts to a fund for fire
tiRliters— phis
the
real
kick
in
its
many thrills, exhibitors are assured of a wopper cotning their wav.
"The Gorilla Hunt." an F. B. O.
release, has entered its third week
at the Cameo.
It is as Rraphic and
exciting as the most ardent of thrill

A

EVENING JOURNAI.— •

Capitol

per cent

* *

27,

ture but not an epic * • » some extraordinar* *
ily
beautiful scenes

M-G-M

<<f

Malcolm

DAILY NEWS—*

"Tin Hats"

accompanies
25

Monday, December

46th

St.

-

LOS ANGELES
1922

S.

Vermont Ave

—

THE
Monday, December

DAILY TIPS WHICH

"Don

27,

1926

MEAN DOLLABS FOR SHOWMEN

To

Juan's Three Nights"

(First Nat'l.)
Rroiip of special shadow
boxes to illuminate the walls of lobby.
These consist of two groups of three
boxes each. Each of the frames contained a beautiful hand-painted poster
with a black and white still mounted
Clear illumination
at the bottom.
made the posters appear unusually
Shadow boxes of this
prominent.
sort are extremely effective for both
advance and current publicity. Hal
Home, Fifth Avenue, Seattle.

Used

Dance Opening

a

inaugurate the opening of
his new theater, Harry Johnson of Lyman, Neb., announced
a free show followed by a
dance.
The affair was extensively advertised in neighboring towns.
It proved a gala

and the new enterprise
started on its career
with the goodwill of everybody
who enjoyed Johnson's hospinight,

tality.

used a street ballyhoo (armored car)
with the Firemen's Band and Civil
War Veterans' Band. Through the

Veterans

whose

of

played, had

duty

Foreign

auspices
in

members

lobby

Wars,

the

picture

under

was

uniform on
afternoons and eve-

—

niintr

Frontier"

fastened

inside

—

Paramount-Empress,

ter,

the

Lake

Salt

usual

lied flags, etc.,

decorations,

were also used.

al-

—Tom

McDonald, Florence, Pasadena,

Cal.

"The Midnight Sun"
(Universal)

Had boys on

the street giving out
of pasteboard.
When a person
had secured one of these he found
on one side: "Colony Theater, Seat

and

the

tho?c
their

rivalry

who had
hair

long,

was keen between
reasons for kecpint.'
like

Mary

Pickforrl

and those who believed in bobbing
it.
The prizes were for the be^^t
letters in each class.
Miss Pickford
sent personal telegrams bearing on
tiie contest.
Motion pictures of prize
winners were taken and shown in
the theater during the run.
Another
xploitation stunt

was

a special pre-

view of "Sparrows" at the Christie
St. Hospital for the disabled World
War veterans sponsored by the Dailv
Star.
Uptown. Toronto.

—

bits

in

nings.
All girls employed at theater
wore Red Cross uniforms. Managed
to
procure wonderful displays of
homeing pigeons, four of them direct descendants of Cher Ami, hero
pigeon in the picture.
During the
run had William Gibbs McAdoo, U.
S. Senator Thomas J. Walsh. John
Frontrer' at the Paramoimt-Empress Steven
McGroarty, author of the
Now. Use Postal, 'The pulse of Mission Play, Joseph Scott, one of
"
signs
three
were
There
the World.'
the most prominent men in Califorbearing similar messages in each of nia, make talks on "Heroism" or
There is a rigid law some kindred subject.
four windows.
Helen Ferin Salt Lake barring street advertisguson and others of the cast made
infT. but messpuger boys ridine wheels
personal appearances.
with triangular signs on "The FlaHeld daily liberation demonstra-

wbpel frame could hardly be termed
An
ballvhoos and so they go by.
arrangement with the armv recruiting
service eave th^ theater the use of
Throwawavs were intheir boards.
closed with each message delivered
bv Postal during the time the picture
Copv on these was
was plavinc.
similar to that on the siens in the
company's windows. J. D. Carpen-

The

lobby.

was thus

—

"The Flaming Frontier"
(Universal)
Secured an all-round tie-up with
Postal Telegraph.
The tenor of the tie-up was announced on a big compoboard sign in
the center of one of the Postal winThis read: "The telegraph
dows.
would have averted the 'Custer Massacre' but fifty years ago the Pony
Express Riders were the sole means
See the valiant
of communication.
Custer's last stand in 'The Flaming

tions in front of theater, sending out
about 200 homeing pigeons with messages to various post^ of the Veterans.
Managed to get hold of some
correspondence which had been written by the late Col. Wliittelsey, hero
of the Lost Battalion, and had the
original
letters
on
exhibition
in

X

11,

his

Orchestra, $5."

more

When

he read

however, he
discovered that it was merely a "Facsimile of New York Theater Ticket
for
'The Midnight Sun' premiere
ticket

closely,

played last May."
Then when he
turned it over he found this infor" 'The Midnight Sun' will
mation
be shown at popular prices Belmont (Crescent). Sat.. Sim., Mon.".
Louis Gans. Crescent, New York.
:

—

—

"Sparrows"
(United Artists)

The
saw

a

birthplace

of

Mary Pickford

huge catnpaign put on

for the

run of her picture. Newspancr
space was the otitstanding medium
first

"We're In the Navy
(Paramount)
L'scd ambulance stunt

Now"

effectively.
Just before opening evening performince an ambulance dashed down the
street to the theater and the interne
Then the stretcher
hustled inside.
was sent for and the crowd became
Another few minutes and a
'arger.
man was carried out of the theater

'aughing and screaming as the insought to hold him on the

terne

stretcher.
He was shot into the ambulance and just as- the excitement
reached its climax, a sign was broken
out on either side reading, "This
man laughted himself sick after seeA
ing "We're In the Navy Now."
tie-up with department store had all

the

girl

clerks

wearing

.sailor

hats

with the imprint of the picture, theThe
ater, and play dates on them.
store also passed out 1,000 sailor hats

of exploitation.
The feature of this
was the "To Bob or Not to Bob"
contest conducted for prizes by the
Toronto Star. Thousands of replies
showed the interest this topic held

to their customers
C. B. Stiff, Palace,

on opening day.
Memphis, Tenn.

SAMUEL ZIERLER Alslh!OV}^CES FOR EARLY RELEASE IN 1927
THE MOST THRILLINQ, DASHINQ, BRILLIANT OF ALL ACTION
PICTVRES
BY FAR THE FINEST EVER MADE STARRINQ
QEORQE WALSH—

Citv.

"The Four Horsemen"

(M-G-M)
In order to make the street ballyhoo more impressive, borrowed four
horses and four riders from the

Sparks Circus. The riders bedecked
in elaborate costumes and carrying
lances with streamers attached thereto followed up the rear end of the
riding on the hors<"
circus narade
Preceding the four horses in the par-

"HIS RISE

—

TO FAME"

from

the 24several men
This cut-out announced the title of
picture, theater, and plav dates. Enormous letters cut out of beaverband nailed to wooden beams were
placed in front of the marquee and
illuminated at night.
These letters
when placed together read, "The
ade, a huge cut-out
sbeet was carried by

These
Four Horserhen."
were painted a deep red and

The

letters
var<'

Story of

a

Prizefight

Champion

ished giving a lustre to make them
stand out very prominently. Montague Salmon, Rialto, Macon, Ga.

—

"The Lost Battalion"
(McManus)
Used war relics and built a 'pocket'
in

lobby, an

exact

iirture.

duplicate of the

Argonne pocket, where the battalion
was actually lost. During the run Foreign rights

by Simmonds Pictures Corp.

Cable: Simfilmco, N. Y.

"
SUB lVJ% # SADIE
how

this Thanksgiving and. Boy,
cellent satisfaction."

"Ran

—H.

J.

'

and Jack Nulhall

they liked

it.

Gave

ex-

Thatcher, Lyric Theatre, Abilene, Kan.

«_o

Expect house record on next one. Our patrons
"Pleased 100'
all went out asking for date on next Maynard, and even claimed
they were pleased better than with Tom Mix, Gibson, Thomson
or Jones."

-Mrs. A. E. Rabourn. Lyric Theatre, Almena, Kan.

CORINNE GRIFFITH Syncopann^Sue
me

it hurts to have one of the best pictures you have
blue moon and then have the weather blow you up.
But, at that, the second night was twice as good as the first."
Roy Cul/ey, Pastime Theatre, Medicine Lodge, Kan.

"Believe

shown

in a

—

and you have FIRST NATIONAL flRSTj
Metnbtn

jT

Motion Picture Producers

«>u<

Distributors of

America
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Beyond Value

W.R.SHHHANLEAVKTO

THE

kind of Christmas
which Hollywood spent is

being told to the world.
an honest and simple story.
By their deeds of the heart,
many world-known players have
done a service for their industry

which

is

beyond value

to

com-

pute.

The Associated Press, through
a membership and association
that will carry the tale around
the globe, has placed on its wires
the details of that day. Newspapers in many lands will give
a word picture that cannot but
help build that which this industry needs most of all concerned the goodwill of the pub-

LAUNCH BIG^PROGRAM
Fox Production to Boom On
Return to West Coast

4 British Units

Hollyzvood's

Main

Street

The Associated Press begins
account

in

the following

"Christmas

in

its

manner:

—

Toronto Col. W. F. Clarke, presiand William Brotherhood, production
manager of Cranfield &
Clarke, are here making preparations
for forthcoming productions to be
made by British Empire Films of

Coast Exchanges Merge

dinners, social calls and acts of
charity marked the holiday observance in the film colony."

Features

Seattle

There follows some
DeMille lot, where fittingly enough.
"The King of Kings" was in work,
Christmas Eve was marked by a
song fest in which 500 players and
studio workers took part; Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks distribthe

uted gifts to the poor; May McAvoy
gave Christmas baskets to the needy.

Barthelmess was Santa Claus
to his baby daughter; Ernest Torrence's kiddies visited Jack Holt's
and together they held a party.

Bodies

a story of home folks spendng a quiet holiday with their families
and friends.
You find Hollywood
depicted in the light of a sane, cleaniving communit}'. Further and this
s more impressive for the conviction
you find a message of unt carries
sold value presented to the friends
It

Iowa Exhibitors to Meet
Des Moines Theater owners
Iowa will meet during January,

—

—

P.

Smith,

business

look with dubious
ipon this agency which
lecades ago was groping
xpression and a place in

Minneapolis where theater owners,
through W. A. Steffes, repudiated the
system because, they said, they were

Some Managers Forecast
This

Week

Will Prove

Record-Breaking

sentiments
only three

blindly for
the sun.
This telling of Hollywood's Christ-

It must
ar closer to its real light.
•e that Will Hays feels a thrill of
atisfaction. He has every right to it.

KANN

theaters

yesterday anticipated an exceptionally
good week, partly owing to the influx
of visitors to the city. Some managers
went as far as to predict that the
week will be record-breaking.

Normally-quiet

Monday

matinees

(Continued on Page 4)

Butterfield Reorganizes
Detroit

— Readjustment

under the

made with Publix and Keith-

deal

completed by the Buton Jan. 2. W. S. ButTheaters and Butterfieldterfield
Michigan Theaters have been formwill be
terfield circuit

U. A. Opening Picture Set

—

Seattle
The Liberty opens Jan. 7
as the first theater in the United
The house will be
Artists' chain.
operated jointly by the company and
Pacific Northwest Theaters.

45 in Griffith Chain
Sand Springs, Okla. Opening

—

the
the

Liberty

total of
chain to 45.

of

recently brought
houses in the Griffith

The Liberty

is

owned
Co.,

of the mass meeting
the M.P.T.O.A., scheduled to be
held simultaneously with the board of
directors meetmg at Columbus, O.,
Jan 6 and 7, has been postponed.
The action was taken at the request
(Continued on Page 4)

Stars and Directors
An

the

1927

FILM

of the work
the list of "Stars and Their Productions," which is a record covering the
past five years.
Another important compilation will
give the pictures made by every accredited director since 1921. Previous
editions
of

THE FILM YEAR

BOOK

contain data further back.

Church Attitude Cited

Lon Chaney's next for AI-G-M. Tod
Browning will probably direct the

attitude of the clergy
picture, as expressed by leading churchmen of the
Southwest, is a feature of the current
issue of "M. P. Journal."

the

—

motion

picture, based
Fried.

Philadelphia

Church Films Called Success
Church films distributed by the inwere a success, the Harmon

stitution

Foundation declares

in

reporting

— In

Intact

accordance

with

Jules E. Mastbaum, executors of the estate will
hold intact his stock holdings for
an indefinite period.
of the

late

its

Exchange Deal Off

—

have been

of

on a story by Eleanor

Mastbaum Stock Held
the will

films

in

will be the inclusion
of important players in

cir-

Publix Opens Houston House pictures have been shown in ten
Houston Publix has opened the churches of six different denominaMetropolitan which cost $2,000,000. tions in and around New York and
Construction was financed by Jesse Boston, during the two months the
Jones.

innovation

YEAR BOOK

"Three," Chaney's Next
Hollywood "Three" is the title

toward

here

Meeting Postponed
Postponement

(Continued on Page 4)

ed to take over operation of the

Dallas— The

means much. A maligned group H.
made to emerge in what is far,

nas

mas and Sunday, Broadway

(Continued on Page 4)

cf

Albee

by the Walmer Amusement
which has three others.
the motion picture and those who

;till

s

E.

of
ac-

was

—

)f

in

Butte, shortly after the first will
take over Gene Emmick's Progress
(Continued on Page 2)

Dick

Home

Lannon of Greater
—JackSeattle,
Portland and

cording to
manager.

owners have walked out on

theater

arbitration, is the purpose of a trip
to Minneapolis by Charles C. Pettijohn. The Film Boards of Trade is
due Jan. 6 in the Northwest city.
Arbitration is at a standstill in

Following heavy business on Christ-

make believe was
it
was anywhere along Main
Family reunions, home
Street.

On

Discussion of the arbitration question in the Middle West, particularly
in the Minneapolis territory where

(Continued on Page 2)

the land of
as genuine as

detail.

There

matter.

likelihood, in view
of the apathy displayed at the
joint committee's hearings, that
the industry will be successful
in its effort to secure reduction
of parcel post and special handling charges.
little

FOR BROADWAY HOUSES

dent,

On

Film Boards Head Going to
Northwest to Straighten
Out Tangle

EXC[PTIONAL BUSINESS

(Continued on Page 4)

IN

ROW OVER^BITRATION

of

passed by the House of
Representatives revising postal
rates, will have no effect on the
industry.
The measure merely
reduces the rate on transient

seems

Prepared to launch one of the most
ambitious production programs in the
company's history, Winfield R. Sheehan, vice president and general manager of Fox, has left for Hollywood.
He had been in New York for several
weeks, having come East for the
opening of "What Price Glory."
On his arrival in Hollywood, he will

TO ACT

bill

second-class

Studios

PETTIJOtIN

FILM DAILY

— Enactment

Washington
the

:

lic.

Industry Not Benefitted
Washington Bureau

It

is

Price 5 Cents

28, 1926

Philadelphia

— Negotiations

are

off

proposed merger of the 20th Century and De Luxe exchanges.

in

in circulation.

Seeking Jack Holt

"U" Buys Denny Vehicle
"The Third Party" by Mark Swan
has been purchased by Universal as
a starring vehicle for Reginald Denny.

Blind Exhibitor Dies
Durand, Wis.
exhibitor,
for years

who
is

—A.

N. Story, blind
operated the Grand

dead.

—

Hollyvi'ood First National and MG-M are reported angling for Jack
Holt, whose contract with Famous
expires in a few months.

il

ri

Tuesday, December

28, 1926

IT:
4 British Units

Coast ExchangesMerge
(Continued from Page

and Peerless exchanges in California,
it
is reported.
This will give Emniick
PriceSCiRts

TnsiijT. Die. 28,1926
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Hollywood,
New York.
dress:
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California
dor Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and WashErnest \V. Fredman.
ingfor 9794. London

—

—

The Film Renter,
I-ondon, W.
Francaise, 5,

Great Marlborough St.,
Cinematographie

58,

—

Paris
La
Saulnier.

I.,

Rue

more time

the

Dakota Operator
Hamilton, N. D.

who

refuses

deal,

Old
Curtis Paxman,

—

projectionist at the local theater, is declared to be the j'oungest
He is
operator in the Northwest.
13 years old.
is

Business Good in Milwaukee

—

years."

new manager

"A"

Warner

and

High
Vtc
^3H
Pfd
43*^
•Balaban & Katz...
•Bal. & Katz Vtc.
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Am.
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Cap. Corp.
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Skouras
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.
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700
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Bond Market
Bid and Ask

Dagover Opposite Jannings
Hollywood — Lil Uagovcr, who has
arrived here from New York, has
been signed by Famous to play opposite Knn'l Jannings in "The Man

Who

De

Rehfield Joins

—

Mille

for years first assistant to Rex Ingram, is the latest to join the staff of
Cecil B. DeMille for "The King of

To

Forgot God."

Swanson Again

Direct

Albert Parker will direct
Swanson's next for United

A

story

is

now

Motion Picture Film

LABORATORY
ART TITLES

24S

W. 5Sth

- Columbus
Rash Service

St.

Special

9240

"U" Forms New Company
Theatrical

Seattle— Northwestern
Enterprises is
the chain of

town

known

the new name by which
suburban and down-

theaters in Seattle, formerly
as Pacific Theaters, Inc., will

H.
are

W. Bruen and Frank
back from New York

for the houses was
Bruen
concluded with Universal.
remains with the organization as
general manager of the suburban inEdwards will remain as
terests.
manager of the Winter Garden.
Theaters involved are: Ridgemont,
Arabian, Woodland. Winter Garden,
Cheerio, Queen Anne, Madrona Garden, Gray Goose, Granada Portola
and Mission.

Gloria

—

ern sales director for First National,
has been named Canadian district
manager to succeed W. A. Bach, recently transferred to England.

"Wasps"
of

Elect

— Nancy

the

Officers

Smith

is

new-

Wasps (Women's

.'\ss'n of Screen Publicists).
officers are Margaret McCall,

Other

vicepresident; Jane McDonough, secretary;
Shirley Moorman, treasurer;
Margaret Kimball, auditor. Caroline
Wagner and Adeline Alvord are directors.

Pioneer in Westerns Buried
Los Angeles
F'uneral services
were held for Arthur W. Mackley.

—

who

recently died at his home, 1658
Park Ave., at the age of 67. He was
a pioneer in the industry and was
credited with originating the western.

Eagle Grove,

la.

—

"U" Has New

—

being sought.

Ask Sunday Shows

BUCHHEISTER

Sam

ed by

Artists.

Gets Canadian Post
Toronto R. S. Bell, former Montreal exhibitor and at one time we
Bell

Los Angeles

50
84

—

where the deal

president

98/2

3ZH
*iH

Columbia ex-

Artists.

5

Mi

Picl.

Pict.

um

24^

••Stan. Co. of
Screen

Pfd..
•fniversal Pictures
Warner Pictures..

46Ji

1,300
1,700

im UH im
43
42
42
98
9»% 9m
34
32

Trans-Lux
•I'niv.

72
23*^

.

of the

Kings."

Quotations

Reed Becomes Title Writer
Los Angeles Tom Reed, director

of

publicity at Universal City, has become a title writer. He is succeed-

He succeeds Charles F. be called.
who has joined United Edwards

Los Angeles Curt Rehfield, direcEastman tor of "The Viennese Medley" and

Ko-lak dropped over 2 points on relatively
Srisk trading.
The rest of the market was
marked bv declines of a fractional nature.

has
contract with Famous.'

Jacobson.

good,

apathy

this

Sterling
Sterling

of

few exhave been

doing the same thing for

the city's theaters is reported as
and theater owners of the
state generally are looking forward
to a successful vear.

— Ford

new

signed a

a

who

hibitors

Hollywood

at

gain on a turn-over of 5,000

Both

-hares.

break through

to

point

'/'j

Famous Retains

actorines now cry real
tears
whenever
the
director
says
the
word.
That's
nothing.

know any number

Bronx

Blumenthal opened the
Jerome, Tremont and Jerome Aves.,
the Bronx, last night.

ema

We

the Jerome In

J

&

Haring

genuine

failed to affect box offices of the terBusiness
ritory as in other years.

change.
Schwerin,

managed

Open

the shape of

producers and

is

Inc..

in

newspaper
dispatch
comes from the wilds of
Hollywood that onions,
ammonia and glycerine
are now taboo. That cina

Cold Weather and
the holiday decline in business have

Milwaukee

—

with a

SEZ/
"Word

13 Years

Gerson, New Columbia Manager
Pittsburgh Samuel A. Gerson, formerly with Universal at Cleveland,

Prices had a tendency to break, and trading
was marked by a natural after-holiday languor, where film issues were concerned. Loew's

DALY

Lannon, while not

1)

Canada, Ltd., at Trenton. The company is one of four planned by
Clarke as a British Empire producing
group. English and Australian companies now are being formed with
a company to organize in India.

M.

to devote to his the-

atrical interests.
.ictually
denying
to confirm it.

(Continued from Page

PUIL

1)

Businessmen

here are circulating petitions asking
repeal of the Sunday closing ordinance.
They claim the "Sour Sabbath" is driving trade from the town,
although the church element is organized against Sunday shows, prohibited two years ago.
E. E.
Morriss.
Princess owner, is taking a
neutral stand.

j

Tfi-Chlckcring 5S50

j

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY
Attractions for
Picture Theatres

Horse Serial for State Rights
Nat Levine announces that "The
featuring
Golden
Stallion"
serial
"White Fury," horse, and starring
"Lefty" Flynn will be released on the
State rights market in February.

City

—

to nine
theaters in the state, Fitzpatrick &
McElroy will open the Tivoli .Dec.
.^0,
The firm has four in Michigan
City and four in Muncie, one of which
is scheduled soon to open.
its

CLUB
MIRADOR
.^ .^

the

New York

celebrities

rendezvous
of the Stage and Screen

oTVojy Presenting
€uropt's £Most Spectacular cAcrobatic Dancers

SIMMES & BABETTE
'

Direct from a sensational tour of the Continent and Riviera and a record-breaking run

Mirador Stars

MAURICE & ELEANORA
AMBROSE
and

JOHNNY JOHNSON'S
CLUB MIRADOR
ORCHESTRA

Feet of

Everything

Third Successive Season

FILM LIBRARY SCENES

E.

Ray Goetz, Managing

FILM Library

ROOM

42nd Si.
Phone Witconsin 3770

^

with"No,No Nannette"in London. Appearing nightly in addition to the famous

Nine in Indiana
Richmond. Ind. Bringing

W.

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York
Phone Penn. 3580

of

220

I

AMALGAMATED

5''V^^^^ CTV^^^rS (T^'^fr^^

charge of the Sixty year banquet
Laemmle on Jan. 17, having
decided to stage the affair at the Biltmore plans are now under way for
All workers
the complete program.
who gained their screen tutelage under Laemmle's banner are expected
together at the banquet.

STONE

'

r--»- — --'

Set

to Carl

Million

Ri.oni

the coinmittee

in

A

.'^lii.w

Standard Vaudeville

Laemmle Banquet

— With

or THE BETTER KIND
LIBMAN-SPANJER CORP.
1600 Broadway
New York City

Star

Universal City Ted Wells is to
he starred in a series of westerns for
LTniversal under supervision of William Lord Wright.

Los Angeles

LOBBY FRAMES

303

200

W.

51st St.,

N. Y.

Director

— Circle 5106 ^

''I

Detroit
cheerSf

welcomes, and pays

tribute

{at the box-office) to the greatest
attraction in years!

show

SPECIAL BULLETIN

LON

Madison Theatre,

CHANEY

F
it

ROM

this

afternoon

until nine-thirty tonight

has been standing

only

in

one

Detroit

at

the

Lon Chaney

room

Madison

for

in 'Tell It to

the Marines.'

Everyone

boosting and praising it!"

"s

Carmd

ilinrnon

M^^^^
^<n\u Play hy

TtiLs

/>>

)nc Fiirn/itiPi.

HiJI

A

ctnd

A Qcmge tltii

Pto-

E

Richurd Sch<i>n
Directed by Qeorgc

MiTTo Qoliiu>nMj\er Future.

And

ivhat a

clean'Up at

One

of Metro -Goldwyii'Mayer^s

TWO DOLLAR

HITS

the

EMBASSl
'New York

THE

-c^m

Tuesday, December

DAILY

Pettijohn to
DAILY TIPS WHICH

Holiday Greetings

KEAM OOUADS FOC SHOWMEN

HERE

a pleasing way for
a theater manager to extend his personal greetings to
patrons for the holiday season.
Credit Harry F. Storin of the

"Buster Brown"
(Universal)

Arranged with the Star for a coIn
operative page of unusual ads.
each of the nine advertisements making up the page was an excellent
line drawing of some childhood charThere was Little Miss Muffet
acter.
running away from the spider, Jack
Spratt and his fat wife, Little Boy
Blue, the Cat and the Fiddle, and
Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son. Each
advertiser tied up the drawing with
Any boy or
his product in his copy.
girl under fifteen was invited to color
these sketches as they appeared on
the page and send them to the Star.
For the best work there was a first
prize of an American crayon drawing
The second was a smaller
outfit.
drawing outfit and the third five pairs
of tickets to the Grand during the

showing.

— Grand,

Marion,

Ohio.

I.,

with

special checks

drawn on the Health
and Happiness Branch of the
Merry Christmas Trust Company reading: "Pay to the order
not over one million
of
negotiable
good
in
dollars

WISHES."

Storin signed his
There is still
to these.
time to work this stunt for
New Year's. The idea is easily
adaptable for any time of the
year.
File it for reference.

name

W. R. Sheehan Leaves
Launch Big Program

to

(Continued from Page 1)

now

being
completed by F. W. Murnau. To be
placed in production immediately will
be "Seventh Heaven" which will be
Other
directed by Frank Borzage.
productions will be, "Is Zat So?"
under direction of Al Green; "Frozen Justice" a story of the far north
by Ejnar Mikkelsen and directed by
John Ford; the Belasco play "The
Grand Army Man" which will be
directed by Victor Schertzinger and
"Carmen" to be directed by Raoul

(M-G-M)

'

He had

supervise editing "Sunrise"

"The Four Horsemen"

1

Leroy, Pawtucket, R.
the idea.
printed,

Made arrangements with a ladies'
jclub to dispose of five hundred tickfor the second day's showing.
its
Also announced an essay contest
:he contestants were to receive tickets
to see "George White's Scandals"
he attraction which was to play the
(veek following "The Four Horsenen." This announcement was carried
in the advertisements and in
There was a tie(•fecial news space.
Walsh.
ip with the local newspapers to have
idvance news stories and news reaIcrs

un.

planted in the papers during the
McSpaden, West, Galesburg,

—T.

Butterfield Reorganizes
(Continued from Page
cuit.

"So's

manager.
These two new companies are
building houses at Saginaw, Flint
and Kalamazoo. A 2,000-seat theater is planned at Ann Arbor, while
a new house will be built at Bay
City.
According to Butterfield, the
new year will witness a wide expansion program by the company.
eral

Your Old Man"

(Paramount)
A shadow box was placed length~e on the center table standing in
no foyer, and it contained just the
iinple
wording, "So's Your Old
.!;in."
On Friday and Saturday here the picture opened, a professionballyhoo artist from a circus was

This

to do a few stunts.
dressed as a clown and carried
odd looking noise-making instruHe walked
iit
along with him.
streets for five hours each day
ring the busiest periods, and carid a sign on his back reading,
^'ou're going to roar at the Galax
nd So's Your Old Man next week."
-Willis Grist, Jr., Galax, Birming-

^'aged

1)

E. C. Beatty continues as gen-

Meeting Postponed

ist

—

(Continued from Page

1)

directors and members who declared the January date too closely
followed the holidays, so that a large
of

turnout could not be expected. A recanvass of members is being made to
select a new date, as well as a place
of meeting.

Act In

And That's That

Row Over Arbitration
(Continued from Page

is

1)

Reward
Gilespie,

(First Nat'l.)

Gave out 200 small novelty

cards.

ach card had a button attached and
following copy. "Keep this as a
Moore in
Colleen
minder of
winkletoes" at the Noble Theater
One of Miss
londay-Tuesday.
costumes has more than
Joorc's
."00 buttons on it."
The cards went
kc "hot-cakes," so eager were the
ople to get something for nothing.
lowever, practically all of the cards
ere carried home where other memrs of the household read about the
iiiouncement. T. Y. Walker, Noble,
le
I

I

—

tnniston, Ala.
I

in

Arson Case

— Reward

of $250 is
being offered by Oscar Wesley for
information leading to arrest and
conviction of incendiarists who set
fire to his Colonial, destroying the
stage, scenery and organ.
Furniture
and scenery on the stage were soaked with gasoline.
111.

New

—

System Adopted

Seattle
Percy Hurst, general manager for Greater
Features,
Inc.,
states Portland and Butte will now

operate as shipping offices.
Master
books will be maintained in Seattle,
which will become headquarters for
the organization.

DALY

By PHIL M.

convinced that equity and justice cannot be obtained under the system.
The declaration followed deciding of
a case of a seventh arbitrator who said

A

BUCK

private

who

with his sergeant

along

got

Alan Crosland, and since the war he has teamthat the decision was made against ed with his former "sarge," Gordon
his judgment, pointing out that it Hollingshead, who served as his aswas the only thing possible in view sistant.

of the contract's provisions.
Stefles is chairman of the arbitration committee representing Middle
West states and Texas. The committee was named at a meeting spon-

sored by the Michigan unit which has
The Texas
repudiated arbitration.
unit recently instructed its officers to
withdraw from arbitration Jan. 1, unless the situation is remedied to the
satisfaction of Middle West states.
Other units of the latter group are
expected to take similar action.
Pettijohn declines to make any
statement on the situation pending

is

They celebrated Christmas in style
at the Seattle First National branch
which led the Northwest in the
Lieber Month drive. Seattle was last
on the list when Jack Bower took
over the office, which finished first
in the Northwest and second in the
United States.

M-G-M

is having real luck on pubbreaks. The front page stories
on the Marines' landing at Nicaragua,
a natural hook-up for "Tell It to the

licity

Marines."

his trip.

Mary Astor has

just had her first
Miss Astor, playing
Exceptional Business
opposite Milton Sills indulges in a
knockdown and drag out fight with
Alice White, the fiapper-vamp. Mary
(Continued from Page 1)
confesses that she actually enjoyed
drew big houses, the Capitol, Para- this strenuous role. We're dubious.
mount and Strand all being filled
within two hours of their opening.
Warners Sign Demarest
By 12:30 the Paramount was reported
Los Angeles
William Demarest
fist

fight!

For Broadway Houses

—

doing S.R.O. business. Expectations
are that this house will break its
single week record this week.
Capacity business over the weekend, with indications of a continuance
this week, was reported by the houses
playing long runs.
Yesterday the
Astor continued its sold-out policy,
the Criterion reported that even its
matinees were selling out for the
entire week.
Other theaters in this
class reported abnormally excellent
Mondaj^ matinee business.

has signed a long-term contract with

Warners.
Trailer for

"Laugh Month"

An announcement

trailer,

free to subscribers, has
for
"Laugh Month"
Screen Service.

offered

been prepared
by National

Seattle Exchangemen Meeting
Seattle
Alanagers, salesmen and
bookers will hold their annual get-

—

together herf tomorrow.

ASHER^SMALL ^ROGERS
PRESEKT

jheitttiniest thinff

on four leet
CHARLIE

MURRAY

AND

am, Ala.
"Twinkletoes"

28, 1926

CHESTER CONKLIN
IN

tKfMJOlH'S
FLATS
F/?0A1 THE FAMOUS STAOE

PLAY

A FIRST NAT/ONAL
PICTURE
A

Richard Wallace Production

\

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
/ILL THE

oypiLMDOM
VOL. XXXVIII

Wednesday, Diecember

No. 76

Tolerance

SKOyRASBROSXONTROL

THE

genial and competent
buffer between exhibitors
at large and the Hays organization shortly starts on another errand. Charlie Pettijohn
this time takes himself to Minneapolis where the periodic row
flamed
has
arbitration
over

how

knows

Pettijohn

to

Added

to St. Louis

by United

DARK 2 MORE MONTHS

to be developed here

Film Co.

Talking

plant for the purpose, costing $450,000, is to be built on
the southwest side.
Details of
the device are withheld.

Shutdown

Continue
During 50-Day Period

—

Theater business

12 EIRMS REPRESENTED

ON REVIEWBOARD'LIST
Famous Leads With
40 Pictures

On

Of

12

Year's

"Best"

(Continued on Page 5)

this,

membered always

it

that

in

Japan

will

con-

tinue at a standstill for approximately
two more months at least, in the
opinion of foreign managers in New
York. The pall of gloom spread over
the empire because of the illness and
death of the Mikado, will keep theaters closed until late in February,
when funeral services will be held.
Under Japanese law, the court is
to remain in mourning for one year,
and the general public for 50 days
(Continued on Page 5)

principle of arbitration is far
too sound to countenance disruption.
In the handling of a gigantic ma-

chinery such as

Will

Of Mourning

Louis Placing the firm in a
well-nigh impregnable position in the
city's
theater tield, Skouras Bros.,
have just concluded a deal under
terms of which the King's, Kingshighway Blvd., north of Delmar comes
under its control. Goldman, through

Arbitration Is Needed

The

—A new type of talk-

is

Holdings

handle these situations. He has
an enviable faculty that might
be described as a combination
of diplomatic and political tact. the deal obtains a substantial interest
It has served him in good stead in the Grand Central, West End
Lyric and Lyric Skydome.
on many occasions.
The theaters are to be operated by

Why

ing film

A

Another First Run House

St.

anew.

JAPAN THEATERS TO BE

Another Talking Film
Chicago

STRENGTHENED BY DEAL

Price 5 Cents

29, 1926

Twelve companies contributed to
Estimates Maintained the list of what the National Board
Davis III
considers the 40 best picWushinciton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY of Review
should be retures reviewed from Dec. L 1925
Pittsburgh Harry Davis is dangerWashington Maintaining its origThe list, made pub- ously ill at his home here. The head
rifts will octo Dec. 1, 1926.
inal production estimates, and deny-

Harry
—

—

must of necessity ing allegations that pictures made in lic yesterday, is based on the find- of the Davis circuit, which recently
This does not mean that the overseas Dominions should not be ings of Exceptional Photoplays and became affiliated with the Stanley Co.,
arise.
of was taken suddenly ill on Sunday
composed
committees
While counted as British pictures for the review
wrong.
is
conception
basic
members.
volunteer
250
(Continued on Page 5)
than
more
exhibitors complain and with some purpose of the quota, an open letter
Most of the pictures are cited for
that the fair-

cur.

Difficulties

justification

ness

—
—

no doubt

the

of

issues

replying to criticisms of

is

beclouded

advisable to
remember that without arbitration the
normal conduct of their business
would be sadly upset. And so, while
may be true that arbitration has
it
meandered some from the narrow
path it was ordained to follow, it is
equally true that without arbitration
the general situation between exhibitor and exchangemen would be far

through

intrigue,

it

therefore, to be urged that
is,
folks in Minneapolis
disgruntled
the
good grace.
Pettijohn in
receive
ironed out
been
have
;Many problems
It

sturdy legs have draped themIt
selves around the council table.
hardthat
believe
to
inconceivable
is
headed business men cannot give and

when

some common ground

Other Tasks on

Earnings Increase
Continuing its consistent upward
trend, net income of M. P. Capital
Corp. for the 11 months ended Nov.
30 totals $398,931 after interest, Federal taxes, etc., compared with |239994 for the same period last year.

Transportation Rules
The Post Office and the American
Railwav Express Co. have prepared

Paterson Lid Defied
Paterson, N. J.— The four Paterson
theaters ovv'ued by the Stanley-Fabian
chain will be opened next Sunday,
marking the first Sunday shows presented in the city in 20 years. Announcement that the houses would be
(Continued on Page 2)

to Europe
Bruce Johnson, head of First
National's foreign department, sails
Jan. 8 for Europe.
E.

FILM YEAR BOOK, Natural Vision Film

for the" 1927
complete rules

and regulations governing the transportation and rates
Film
for shipping films and posters.
(Continued on Page 2)

Cleveland Exhibitors Meeting
Cleveland The next meeting of the

—

Cleveland Exhibitors Ass'n. is called
for
Jan. 4.
should
Aside from that, Pettijohn
long
too
dally
to
compelled
not be
Exchange for St. Louis?
January is at hand.
in Minneapolis.
under
Charles Lundgren, forLouis
get
St.
sessions
Many legislative
Adverse Jaws mer Chicago exchangeman has been
way next month.
Pettijohn here to look over the ground with a
industry.
the
threaten
the tide. view of opening a local exchange for
stem
to
hand
on
be
must
Instead of a new national distributor.
a man-sized job.
It's
exhibitors
path,
his
in
rocks
throwing
Goldwyn Party Returning
should strew roses. Why? Because
Goldwyn, Mrs. Goldwyn
Samuel
than
more
battles
he is fighting their
Banky are en route to
the producer-distributors he repre- and Vilma
Prior to leaving for the
Hollywood.
sents.
Coast they visited Washington.

KANN

Novel Situation

Binghamton, N. Y. A novel situation has been created here through
purchase by M. E. Comerford of

Johnson Going

is

Hand

(Continued on Page 5)

(Continued on Page 2)

New

,

proposal

is

worse.

take until
reached.

its

{Continued on Page 5)

—

Chicago

— Natural

—

the Exchange theater now
Comerford is
construction.
president of the Binghamton Thea(Continued on Page 2)
lease

of

under

To Adjust

Studio Dispute

Adjustment of details in an agreement between the Coast studios and
the unions will take place when committees representing both sides meet

New York

in

directly

after

New

Year's.

in

February

vision

Hays May Attend

pictures

February with

H. Hays expects to attend
"The American," first picture to be the banquet planned at Hollywood
made by the Spoor-Bergren process Jan. 17 as part of the celebration of
of steroscopic photography.
Carl Laemmle's 60th birthday. Hays
will be

introduced

in

Will

be in California about this time
Mary Pickhis semi-anual trip.
ford will be honor hostess.

will

Work

—

Starts

on

Hollvwood Work has started on
"The American," natural vision picStuart Blackton is
ture, which J.

producing with Charles Ray as

Aiding Fairbanks

—

Los Angeles Karl Volmuller author of "The Miracle," the Max Reinhardt play which is expected to be
Wallace to Direct
will
filmed by United Artists, is aiding
Holly wood— Richard Wallace
"The
Douglas Fairbanks in connection with
production,
Smith's
direct Jess
work for "The Brotherhood
Paul
research
National.
Poor Nut," for First
Schofield is doing the continuity and of Man."
Henry Hobart will supervise.
star.

^^

King In

Kaufman Leaves for Europe
Al Kaufman is en route to Europe
aboard the Paris.

Edwin
head,

New York

C. King, F. B. O. production

arrived

in

New York

Hollywood yesterday

from

for a conference.

Wednesday, December

29, 1926

m
ikLLTME

NEWS

(Continued from Page

AILTHE TIME

(''FILMDOM

opened,

is

being made on

(Continued from Page
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the theaters'

screens.
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Financial
The film market picked up somewhat in
trading momentum, following the apathy of
the several previous days, the price changes
for the most part being evidenced in fractional
breaks.
In
Eastman
this
respect
Kodak, which turned over 2,200 shares, and
'\,;v Fiiiii "A," of .. liich 2,000 shares changed
hands, were the only two stocks that suffered
Motion Picture Capital
a full point decline.
had a tremendous day with sales of 6.000, at
drop.
a

Chief of Police Tracey said complaints will be filed but that no arrests
Rev. Louis Binder, of
will be made.
the ministers' association declares no
definite line of action has been determined upon, but that he was sure
protests would be filed with city au-

were

I-'or

the

most

f|uestion

is

a

part, the

throughout the

Fox

state.

Low

High

Close

Sales

500
100

Seat.
Seat.

4m

H 12m

Intern'!

Project.

2m
12/2

.

46 5i

Loew's. Inc
46 .>^
•Metro-Gold. Pfd.
M. P. Cap. Corp..
Pathe Exch. "A". 42/,
Paramount B'way.. 9854
Roxy Class "A". .31!^

46'A
24 y*

.

Roxy I'nits
Roxy Common
Skouras

...
...

Am

Trans-Lux Screen

9S'A
28!^
31"^

10

9

SO

50

.

Pict.

4,000
6,666
2,100
16

7H

400

41

297^
1,100
40/2 15,200

2954
3954

.

"A". 40%

• Last Prices Quoted
•* Philadelphia Market

2,000

9854

Pict.

Warner

6,000
100

SO
83 54

7H

7Ji
Pfd..
•I'niversai Pictures
Warner Pictures. 30'A

•Univ.

41'4
9854

41!.^

3i'/i

Bros.
Stan. Co. of

im

10J4

2'.200

t

Bond Market
Ask

tt Bid and

Fo.x production, plays
dronie ne.xt week.

the

J^ippo-

"Best" Films Not Supported

Spokane— While

pictures of "the
superior family picture class," prove
profitable in most cities, five of this
type failed to make a profit here. Lew
Keeler, manager of the Liberty, told
members of the Parent-Teachers
council.
Failure of parents to support with patronage the films they
endorse as the finest and most desirable, is the cause, he stated, pointing out that adults want fiction and
fairy stories, while the younger people demand realism. The council had
presented statistics based on reports
from exhibitors, showing that films of
the class had proved profitable.

Washington

— Exports

from

Qer-

sensitized but unexposed
films during the first nine months
of
1926 totaled 39,699,000 meters
valued at 8,981,000 rentenmarks, while
mports for the period totaled 2,012,400

niany

of

meters valued at 303.000 marks, according to advices to the Dep't. of
Commerce. This is a marked betterment of the trade in favor of Ger-

man v.
Schumann Made General Manager
Pasadena Dave H. Schumann, for

—

more than

15 years active in
circles, has become

local
theatrical
general manager of the Pasadena Theater Corp.
He will take charge of
the Colorado, Strand, Florence, Ray-

mond and Pasadena.

think of

INSURANCE
you are thinking

S

T E B B

I

of

N S

Specialista in Motion Picture
and Theatrical insurance for
the past fifteen years

M-G-M Renews Three Contracts
Culver City — New contracts have
been signed by M-G-M with Tim

Arthiir

1540

W.

Stebbins

&

Broadway
B«r*M

Co.. Inc.

N. Y. C.

MM

star, and Gertrude
Olmstead and Bert Roach, featured

players.

Morton Buys
Birmingham

Two

—

at

Birmingham

Clifford H. Morton,
former chain operator in Kentucky
and Tennessee, has taken over the
South Avondale and Beverly.
The
latter

will

(Continued from Page
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accepted under certain restrictions
and these should be known by all

is

those interested in this branch of the
business.
In conjunction with the above will
ai)pear a list of local film deliveries

Schiller Returning Tomorrow
E. A. Schiller is expected back at

Loew's tomorrow morning following
a trip through the South.

Sunday Closing Upheld
Louis Sunday regulation

—

of
vocations is vested in the state's police
power, which may be delegated to
municipalities, the Supreme Court has
ruled
in
injunction
proceedings
brought by a local baker to restrain
police from interfering with his busiSt.

ness on Sunday.

Voters to Act on Sunday Shows
Malone, N. Y. The Sunday shows
question will be decided by voters
at
the annual village election
in
March, the village board has decided

—

in tabling a petition in behalf of the
exhibitors.

Pueblo Theater Under Hammer
Pueblo
The Broadway Arcade
building,
including the Broadway,
has been sold at public auction to

—

satisfy

Co.,

ter firm.

New

Another

Rochester House

—

Rochester, N. Y. The Fenyvessys
are reported to be considering construction of a new theater on St. Paul
St.

The

site

costs $125,000.

MR. DISTRIBUTOR;
DO YOU CARE TO INVEST-NOT
SPECULATE IN MANPOWER?
I am a young man, 34 years
of age, at present engaged in
important motion picture work.
On January 15th I will be at
liberty to consider a new affiliation.
I am desirous of associating myself with an organization which offers an opportunity for an aggressive, ambitious and energetic young go-

getter.

you care

to make an incalculated to yield
big returns in a young man of
high character and genuine
ability, my services are available
for immediate use.
If

vestment

Address

communications

to

A.B.C., c-o Film Daily, N. Y.

y..».^»»..»..»..>..«..«..»..« M »..«..»..»..«..»..»..»».»..#..»..».H

Roumania Ass'n Completes First
Washington Bureau of THE FILM DAILY
Washington Mute Art Academy

—

of Bucharest, Roumania, created by
the Ass'n des Amis du Cinema (M.
P. Friend's Ass'n) has completed its
film, "lades," under direction of
Horia Igirosano, from the scenario
of N. N. Serbanesco, the Dept. of

John D.Tippettylnc.

Raw Stock

first

Commerce
composed

is

of

Roumanian

Ziehm Active
lished

— Arthur

his

The

advised.

in

cast
players.

Negative and Positive

is

All Colors

Germany

Ziehm has estah
own company here, with

seven branch offices throughout Germany. He announces his fourth picture, "The Woman's
Crusade," is
nearing completion.

Signs Dorothy Howell
Los Angeles
Dorothy Howell,
who. as scenarist for Columbia, wrote
15 of the 17 stories produced during
the last year, has signed a five year
contract with Harry Cohn.

1540 Broadway

New York City

6040

Snoset

BWd.

Hollywood, Calif.

"WE NEVER DISAPPOINT"

—

CRiMniM

be renamed the Bama.
The

Vinson Promoted
Birmingham
E. A. \'inson, for
two years manager of the Temple,
has been named traveling manager
for Loew's.
He was transferred several weeks ago to temporary management of Loew's Melba, Dallas.
E.

1)

operating the Stone and
Binghamton, but acquired the Exchange as a personal venture, which
he is expected to run in opposition
to houses operated by the company
he heads. Recently, he tried unsuccessfully to obtain an interest in the
Kodeco Co., operating the Strand,
Star and Symphony.
He is interested in theaters at Scranton and
Wilkes-Barre with officers of the latter

totaling $132,365.

liens

Berlin

McCoy, western

When you

Transportation Rules

at

German Raw Stock Trade Better
IVashinsiton Bureau of THE FILM DAILY

Vtc. ... 44
43Ji 43J4
Pfd
43 fi
4iy»
•Balaban & Katz
63/2
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
7354
132
Eastman Kodak ...133J4 132
Famous Players ..114
1127^ 113
F.im. Play. Pfd
121
121fi
'Film Inspect
S'A
•First Nat'l Pfd
100
71
Fox Film "A" .... 72 "4 71
'Fox Theaters "A"

Am.
Am.

last year.

throughout this country and Canada
Hippodrome
Sewing Machine Girl," with addresses.

Picture

"Bertha the

Sunday show

matter of local option

H

Quotations

After payment
shares of common.
$48,864 preferred and $241,208
common dividends, the surplus is
$108,859, as compared with $108,451
of

in-

augurated at Irvington and Plainfield,
stirring up considerable opposition.

(Continued from Page
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There are outstanding $613,400 (par
$25) preferred and 175,464 no par

thorities.

Sunday shows recently

Novel Situation

Earnings Increase

Paterson Lid Defied

feTHE

A.

—

finishing touch of refinement on
an elaborate production is the
handcoloring by

/^mcAThe Perfect Handcoloring of Film
528 Riverside Drive
.Telephone
New York
Momingside 1776

INCORPORATED

220 WEST 42^-° STREET

NEW YORK

PHONE-CHICKERINC 2937
ALLAN

A.

LOWNES, CEN. MCR.

il

!

!

Cossacks'.

Out of the

riotous welter of
war, love, and empire - shaking
intrigue, roars this giant melo-

drama— HOTEL IMPERIAL!

POLA NEGRl^S
greatest,

by

far

Trapped!

Produced by a brilliant director whose name will resound throughout the land
Mauritz Stiller* SuperErich
vised by the master mind who made ^^Variety^^
Pommen With James Hall, George Siegmann and a

—

—

cast of 1,500.

Hit of the Year at the long run Rialto, New York

Typical of PARAMOUNT'S

new group

of 39 history - makers

'

-:..JPl:

-1?

f
The Escape

^
^>»'

..

-^s V

.

-.r

*f

^^

»

.

*-

—

-

yz'
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MEAN DOLLACS TOR SHOWMEN

Skouras Bros.' Control 12 Firms Represented
Strengthened By Deal On Review Board List
(.Continued from Page 1)

"Everybody's Acting"
(Paramount)
Staged an amateur contest at the
evening performances.
Announcements appeared in local newspapers
two weeks in advance, and on slides

two local theaters.
Five prizes
were offered each night for the best
local talent, and a grand prize was
given away on the second night for
the best act presented during the two
days.
Eight merchants gladly conin

tributed prizes for tfie publicity they
derived. The prizes were put on display in the lobby in advance, with
the merchants' names printed on a
card. When the prizes were awarded
the winners, each merchant's name
was mentioned as the donor of a certain

gift.

— F.

Miller,

J.

Modjeska,

(Continued from Page

AN

have
year

leased

and

to

Warner

through

Bros, for a

Louis
which they are
the

St.

Amusement Co. in
associated with
Harry Koplav,
control about 30 of the leading neighborhood and suburban houses.
Goldman, in addition to owning the
Kings, operates the Queens, Woodland and Kingsland.

The

pictures,

Japan Theaters

Be
Dark 2 More Months

D. C.)

Placed a huge glass jar in the lobfull of pills.
Offered prize to the
one who guessed nearest correct
number. George Schade, Schade's
Theater, Sandusky, O.

by

—

(Continued

to

from Page

1)

listed

alphal)a(jically,

are:

"Alaskan Adventures" (Pathe), "The Amateur
Gentleman" (First National), "Beau
Geste"
(Famous), "Ben Hur"
(M-G-M),
"The Black Pirate" (United Artists), "The
Blackbird" (M-G-M), "Diplomacy" (Famous),
"Don Juan" (Warners), "The Exquisite
Sinner"
(M-G-M), "Everybody's Acting"
(Famous). "Faust" (M-G-M), "For Heaven's
Sake" (Famous), "Gigrolo" (P. D. C),
"God Gave Me Twenty Cents" (Famous),

"The

Gorilla

Greater Glory"

(P.

perial"

Hunt"
(First

(Famous),

"Mare Nostrum"

at the University of
*
*

a

Nurse"
"The

(F.
B.
O.),
"The
National), "Hotel Im-

"La Boheme" (M-G-M).
(M-G-M), "The Marriage

forbidden to participate in an^
merry-making or public function.

"The

(Warners),
"Potemkin"
Quarterback"
(Famous).

Show

Off"
(Fox), "Silence" (P.

(Famous),

He is managing the Colony.
In addition to his theatrical ivork, he is also u)ell
known as a former newspaperivay.

(Ufa).
"Siberia"

D. C), "The Sorrows
Satan" (Famous). "So's Your Old Man"
(Famous), "The Strong Man" (First National),
"The Temptress" (M-G-M), "Variety" (Famous), "The Waltz Dream" (M
G-M>, "What Price Glory" (Fox), and "The
Winning of Barbara Worth" (L'nited Artists).

"Sparrows"

Authentic and complete informa-

distributed, 2,000 by the theater, and
1,000 by the hosiery concern.
One
side of the balloon bore copy about
the picture, theater, and play dates,
and the other side contained copy
about the hosiery concern.
Over
3,000 handbills advertising the picture, theater, and play dates, were
scattered throughout the city and it'

—

neighboring towns.
Chas. R. Hammerslough,
Broadway,
Newburgh,
N. Y.

Thomas Transferred

—

to Coast

tion on the status of the industry in
foreign countries, representing a
world-wide effort in research will appear in the foreign section of the
1927
BOOK. It is beyond doubt the most comprehensive
compilation of data ever compiled
covering that branch of the biisiness.

FILM YEAR

Harry Davis
(Continued

III

From Page

1)

fainting spells.
His condition yesterday was reported as un-

officials,

held

changed.
Illness

One

of

Causes of

of the board of directors of
the M.P.T.O.A. was one of the causes
for postponement of the scheduled
massmeeting of theater owners to be
held at Columbus, O., Jan 6-7. Post-

L. Nathanson, managing director of Famous Players
Canadian Corp., of the transfer of
H. M. Thomas, western division man- ponement was announced on Monday
ager of Famous, from Winnipeg to by M.
J. O'Toole, business manager,
Vancouver, for three months to take who said that a number of directors
personal charge of the Capitol, Van- had requested the meeting be held at
couver, as a result of the death of a later date. News of Davis' illness
Thomas will also led to definite calling off of the meetRalph Ruffner.
supervise the re-arrangement of Fa- ing, it is understood, although no
mous managers in Vancouver and statement was forthcoming from
Victoria.
O'Toole yesterday.
C. A. Schaufele former manager
of the Lyceum here, for Canadian
"Night Bride," Prevost's Next
Universal Films, has been named resiLos Angeles— "The Night Bride"
dent manager of the Capitol, Winni- is expected to be Marie Prevost's next
peg, and will have charge of the starring
Metropolitan.
vehicle
for
house during the absence of Thomas. Harrison Ford will play opposite.
The convention here was arranged
by Walter F. Davis of the MetropoliSilvermans Get Another
tan.
Cleveland M. B. Horwitz, general

—

manager of the Washington chain of
Bradbury to Direct for Popular
a dozen theaters, has leased the ShawLos Angeles Peter L. Shamray Hayden to Silverman Bros, for 99
has signed Robert North Bradbury years.
The Silvermans own the
Opera
to direct Kent Meade in his next fea- Wind-A-Meer,
Cleveland;
Mansfield;
ture for Popular Pictures, titled "The House
Majestic,
and
Daredevil Reporter." Production be- Strand, Akron; Alhambra, Canton,
gins in January.
and several houses in Pennsylvania.

—

'#••

*

*

Jerome

*

was

Beatty

prominentl

a

figure at the recent gathering of ti^cl
Kansas City Star .Alumni club. Glenl
Allvine,
Earl ("Pinky") Wingard,!
S. Kane and Emmett Crozier|
among former Kansas newspapermen, now in the film business.

Arthur
are

*

A

January.

*

capable writer,

*

now

miss-

from movie functions,

ing

is

the Board of
Trade by the Federation of British

Sisk. He is very busy,
publicizing the Theater Guild.
His wife handles the press
work for the Charles Frohman
office. Bob got his newspaper
training in Baltimore and
later came to the staff of

Industries, state advices to the Dept.

Variety.

Bob

Estimates Maintained
(Continued

many exchange chairman
here,
announcement

was made by N.

choose the ten best pictures of the
for THE FILM YEAR BOOK.
Their selections are one feature of
this ninth edition of this encyclopedia of the industry, to be issued in
"'"ar^

man.

suffering

Winnipeg
At a convention of Columbus Meet Postponement
more than 50 exhibitors of Western
Illness of Harry Davis who is
Canada, as well as

Leading newspaper and trade critof the United States always

ics

*

United States in advance of
shows, circuses and other
forms of entertainment, is
now stationed on the little
thoroughfare known as Broad-

During the latter period, all must "The Return of Peter Grimm" (Fox), "The
Letter" (M-G-M), "The Sea Beast"
wear a black badge of mourning and Scarlet
(Warners), "Secrets of the Soul"
are

Budapest.

Frank Cassidy, who has
wandered up and down the
highways and byways of the

(Universal),
"Michael
Strogoff"
(Universal), "Nell Gwyn" (Famous), "Oh.

(Amkino),

also in

Hollywood, and Rudolph Lothar, as
well as Ferenc Molnar, who is to do
three originals for
Famous.
Dr.
Pauker is a doctor of literature and
philosophy, having earned his degree

Clause"

What

now

globe-trotting journalist,

of

(United Artists)
Through a tie-up with a local
hosiery concern, 3,000 balloons were

Little
from "Lots

Grand Avenue Theaters starting Jan. all-around
excellence,
the
board
1.
Under the terms the houses named states, while some are selected only
By RALPH WILK
will be managed by a board of three— for
particular merit of acting, plot
Spyres P. and Charley Skouras and or setting.
interested spectator at "Hotel
Goldman.
The new company will
Imperial" will be Dr. Edmond
Famous leads the list with 12 picalso pay the former owners a sub- tures, M-G-M has
nine and War- Pauker, who represents Lajos Biro,
stantial rental for their houses.
Dr. Pauker also acts as
ners, Fox and First National three its author.
Skouras Bros, now controls the each.
P.
D. C, Universal and agent for Ernest Vajda and Melchior
Ambassador, Missouri, Grand Central, United Artists have two each and Lengyel, famous Hungarian playWest Lyric and King's, all first runs, Pathe, F. B. O., Ufa and Amkino wrights, now writing for Famous in
and the Capitol, a first-run which they one each.
Hollywood; Dr. Richard Bermann,

Augusta, Ga.

"The Nervous Wreck"

A

I)

From Page 1)
been addressed

for such a quota has
to the President of

of

*

Connnerce.

The

pictures which could be
produced from the present availability of British studios and directors
referred to features rather than to
115

"super" features, it is stated. Comparison of British films with foreign
pictures, as is declared to be insisted upon by critics of British films,
is pointed to as a cause of misunderstanding. These critics, says the letter, ignore the fact that the bulk of
foreign films imported into and shown
in England are of quite a different
class.
Not more than 50 of the 700
films imported and shown annually
are in the "special" class,

it

is

—

is

to

be increased to 11.
The board is
holding weekly meetings to replenish
the treasury and to take over part
of the duties of W. A. Steffes, whose
recently
resignation
was refused.
Steffes has promised to remain as
president until the annual convention
in

spring.

*

*

believe in signs? The sign\
the
Cosmopolitan studio,]

outside
127th Street and Second Avenue,
was recently covered with a boardl
reading, "U. S. Transport Service,"]
put there for the sequence of a Rob-\
ert

T.

Kane

picture.

An

out-of-

town man, who had an appointment]
at the studio,
sign, that he

was so mislead by thel
made three 'phonel

calls before learning that the

m4im-\

moth plant had not been moved.
If

You Are in the
for Any Kind

Market

of

stated.

Advisory Board in Charge
Minneapolis Affairs of the Northwest exhibitor association now are
directed by an advisory board of six

members, whose membership

Do you
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Miss Moore is vivacious, fiery
and properly imbued with the determination to save Limehouse
from itself
She does give up her black,
bobbed hair this week for the

•,^\s

rcv^
\)t^

.ill:::""'

tak

blond curls of the little -dancer,
Twinks, and her attention toward

See

••(«
^-rfrfS^t
.«••.... J2isa
^OT^

Presented bq

Chuck Lightfoot, the handsome
young prize fighter; her revolt
against the evil theatrical manager, Roseleaf, and the big scene
which she struggles against the
last named, are all very we)l managed. Miss Moore does all that
seems possible to round out a
in

characterization.

— Morning World

JOHN Mccormick
CHikRLE/' BRABI

From every district the

overwhelming vote —

TWINKLETOES rr IS
COLLEEN NOORE'S
dd

Greatest

Joyful Christmas
opening at N.Y . Strand
and 41 OTHER BIGTIME FIRST RUNS has
started thousands of

Showmen on

the run
for the nearest First
National Exchange.—
aon*t he late I

national
Pictures

•
IN

TUOMA/ BURKEV

•

u
CLA/J^IC

OP LIMEHOUSE-

TWINKLETOE/
delivers the first BIG moneymaker for 191 7- and
58 more to come from FIRST NATIONAL PICTURES
Membew

f Motion Rctute Producers nd Distributors of America Inc.~lMll

Hays fiuutit

iaiifiHMMa

NEWS
ALLTHE TIME
/^LLTHE

o/'FILMDOM
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Dumping

WHY
sist

Talking Film Deal

DETROIT BUSINESS HIT

does America perin

dumping

all

of

BY IMMIGRATION RULING

good and indifferent, on foreign markets? The
Restriction Of Canadian
industries are few which ship
their total manufactures to overTraffic Proving Blow
its film,

seas fields.

England may export part of
her leather goods, woolens and
from Germany,
cutlery here
;

optical

goods, scientific instru-

ments and anilines may come
and from France, silks, perfumes
and novelties. But only those
brands which are best by test

to

Theaters

?

Wall Street reported yesterday that a deal was under way
to tie in the interests of Fox
talking films with those of Vita-

phone.
Courtland Smith who
handles the Movietone, Fox device, could not be reached for
a statement. Harry M. Warner
refused to make comment.

—

Business of theaters loDetroit
cated in border cities of the United
States will be affected if immigration officials carry out their intention
to restrict daily crossings of the borAlready
der by Canadian residents.
the result of the restriction is being

by local theaters.
While the move now

is

a local one,
is

at

Firms Merge

Merger

of Kelly Color Films with

BERMAN URGES SOME
PRODUCTION ABROAD
Advocates Good-Will Step
Toward Disgruntled

Europeans
Declaring that Europe is disgruntled
over the so-called "American invasion," A. C. Berman, United Ar-

Release dates on the Continent es- the Handschiegl Process has been tists manager for Germany, now in
are no longer months or completed, Joseph B. Harris, Jr., vice- New York, advocates that America
years behind our own. What Broad- president of the Kelly firni, announced take steps to remedy the situation.
He urges that American producers
way or Chicago's "loop" see on New yesterday.
Handschiegl will remain with the make a small percentage of their proYear's, London Piccadilly or Paris's
(Continued on Page 2)
Boulevard des Italiens will witness new company in charge of the HandHappy New Year
(Continued on Page 2)
European fans know
in the Spring.
Happy New Year
ouite definitely what it is all about.
British
The camouflage days are over insoBy ERNEST W ^REDMAN.
far as old releases are concerned.
Editor, "The Film Renter"
insofar
as
ended
they
Likewise have
]j
Yitaphone equipment has been inLondon
Considerable alarm is felt
poor quality pictures enter into the
stalled in 20 theaters of the nation in Midland renting and exhibiting
case.
and already has made its debut in circles over acquisition by Famous of
There should be a process of elimicities according to announceThe patronage of eight yesterday by the Vitaphone a controlling interest in the Futurist
nation evolved.
ment
and Scala at Birmingham. The move
maintained
foreign publics must be
Corp.
is
branded by the Cinematographic
else, in the final reckoning, the cost
York, Chicago, Detroit
New
To
(Continued on Page 7)
industry
This
one.
will be a heavy
and Hollywood, where Vitaphone
Happy New Year
depends upon revenue from abroad
(Continued on Page 8)
can't
it
that
understand
fails
to
it
but
Happy New Year
send junk across the deep and mainSydney A quota of 25 per cent
Itain its present position of supremacy
was urged for Australia by a deputaforever.
With the cooperation of C. J. tion of the trade which recently
The Credit Column
North, Chief of the Motion Picture waited upon the chief secretary of
A former cameraman, George Hill Section, Department of Commerce in New South Wales. Under the plan,
or "Tripod Hill" as his former monFILM DAILY
Washington,
(.Continued on Page 2)
icker goes annexes rafts of credit for
will present in the 1927 FILM
Happy New Year
Marhis direction of "Tell It to the
data on the present status of
Plans Ready
A.
House
U.
Hill turned the crank for
ines."
industry in 72 foreign countries.
Los Angeles
C. Howard Crane
many moons. He knows composi- theThe world will be divided into its
It's
has arrived with completed plans for
tion and photographic values.
(^Continued on Page 8)
the $3,000,000 United Artists' theater
easy to see the training in many of
Happy New Year
to be built on South Broadway bethe shots in his latest production.
Year's Shows at 1 1 Houses tween Ninth and Tenth Sts. Work
In story development, too, Hill does
Lon Chaney chalks
excellently well.
Eleven Broadway theaters will hold on the house is to start as soon as
up another splendid performance. midnight matinees Friday to usher in Joseph M. Schenck approves the
He's so darned natural that you don't the New Year. They are the Astor, plans. It will be of Spanish design,
Bill Haines like- Criterion, Embassy, Colony, Warners, with the building to house offices.
realize he's acting.
Happy New Year
As comedy foil, Eddie Grib- Central, Paramount, Rialto, Mark
wise.
bon proves that his slapstick days Strand, Hippodrome and Biltmore.
55 Features for F.B.O.
served as a fine apprenticeship. Those
Happy New Year^
London— F.B.O.'s program will
funny and devastating titles were
Horn
comprise approximately 55 features
Camilla
Signs
Famous
written by Joe Farnham, an old hand,
Colvin W.
understood Paramount has and 36 two reel subjects,
is
It
The words he put into
well tried.
vice-president, stated here,
Brown,
Horn
Camilla
contract
under
placed
the mouths of the leathernecks were
for the Conwho played Marguerite in Ufa s prior to his departure
delicious, just that.
tinent.
A N N "Faust."
pecially

—

—

—

—

Alarmed

Vitaphone In 20

.

—

—

—

—
—
Foreign Markets
THE

YEAR

BOOK

Quota Asked

—

—

—

—

—

—

New

—

—

K

COMEREORD AIMING AT

TO^AST

COAST

—

CHAIN

Of Cleveland,
and Detroit

"Invasion"

Chicago
Held

Planned

Binghamton, N. Y.

felt

Yet, it is predicted that if this policy
ever reach these shores.
the film industry continues to upheld by Government officials
(Continued on Page 6)
send over miles upon miles of
motion pictures regardless of
the vintage or the quality.
Color

Camouflage Days Ovpr

Price 5 Cents

1926

30,

— M.

J.

Comer-

ford, who has just completed purchase
of the Exchange, and is interested
with each of the two companies running opposition houses here, plans to
extend his circuit from coast to coast,
according to Ned Kornblite, his partner in the Kodeco Co., which has
three houses here and theaters at

Wilkes-Barre and Scranton.
(Continued on Page 7)

—Happy

—
Dick Talmadge Signs
Famous

is

New

Year

understood

to

have

signed a contract for a series of pictures

The
will

Richard Talmadge.
starring
pictures under the transaction
be of the stunt type made by
(Continued on Page 7)

— Happy

New

Year

—

"Blue" Repeal Sought
Baltimore
of the

—Antiquated

state

will

"blue" laws
be attacked at the

forthcoming session of the legislature.

Ambrose

J.

Kennedy, senator-elect,

has announced he will sponsor a bill
to legaHze Sunday shows, but has not
(Continued on Page 7)

—Happy

New

Year

—

Business Better
St. Louis
Illinois are

— Exhibitors

of

southern

approach of
1927 with more optimism than they
viewed the coming of 1926.
Due to the resumption of work in
nearly all of the coal mines in the
facing

the

(Continued on Page 8)

— Happy

New

Year

—

Paterson Ministers Riled

—

Demand that
N.
Paterson,
J.
"blue" Sunday be maintained, was
made by a committee of 22 ministers
He
to Mayor McLean yesterday.
said he would take up the matter with
legal counsel for the city. Meanwhile,
the four Stanley-Fabian houses are
proceeding with plans to operate next
Sunday, marking the first time Sunday shows have been attempted
20 years.

— Happy

in

New Year—

Pathe Dividend Declared
Pathe has declared its regularly
quarterly dividend of 75 cents a share
on the common payable Feb. 1 to
stock of record Jan. 10.

f

THE
Thursday, December

Quota Asked

Berman Urges Some
Production Abroad
(Continued from Page

1)

grams abroad, pointing out
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THE FILM

1650 Broadway, New York. N. Y.
Phone Circle 4736 4737-4738-4739. Cable ad
dress:
Filmday,
New York.
Hollywood,

DAILY,

—

California
Harvey E. Gausman, Ambassador Hotel: 'Phone, Drexel 7000 and Wash
ington 9794, London
Ernest W. Fredman,
The Film Renter, 58, Great Marlborough St.,
London, W. I., Paris La Cinematographic
Francaise, S, Rue Saulnier.

—
—

Financial
The market recovered a good deal of its
salutary disposition, with those stocks that
declined the previous day making a strong
come back.
Motion Picture Capital had another busy day, turning over 7.400 shares to
gain.
a
Both Warner stocks climbed over
a point.
Loew's, Inc., sold 5,600 shares on
a
rise.
There was a general staunchness
in price prevalent.

^
^

in

it

productions

European

Am.
Am.

Vtc.
Pfd...
•Balaban &• Katz..
•Bal. & Katz Vtc
Seat.
Seat.

.

cause

worry about

to

About 20

Germany

theaters

ing from

are

some

pansions along this line.
Happy New Year

—

Los

Nafl.

•First

.

Sales

mett

44J^
44'A

43?4
44

4AVs
4414
63'A
73-4
134

1,900

Howard's

Pfd.

Fox Film "A"...
Fox Theaters "A"
Inc
Pfd..
Corp..

Cap.

P.

Ji

45J4

im

13

3,100
2,300

200
200

5 '4

7m

2.000
2,500

22H

5,600

46^4
24»i

> • •

12

7,400

Pathe Exch. "A".. 42?^
Paramount, B'way. 98-4
32
ttRoxy Units

41

4m

2',700

9S'A
30

9»'A

2

ttRoxy Class "A". 30^
ttRoxy Common
9V4

28

Skouras

50

.

.

.

.

Am

SO
....

7^4

•Univ. Pict. Pfd..
Universal Pictures. 40

39

Warner
Warner

29V*
40

Pictures... 31 '4

"A". 42>i

Pict.

Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market
• Last

—Happi

• • • •
.

. •

SO

83^

7%

Trans-Lux Screen..

....
....

9

.

Bros.
**Stan. Co. of

t

7 '4

....
1,000

98/.
39
31'A

300
2,600

41%

15,200

Bond Market

tt Bid and Ask
New Year--

News

In Boston Schools
followed the lead of
New York and Newark in using
Pathe News in schools to supplement
the teaching of current events. Forty
Boston schools now are showing the

Pathe

— Happy

New

—

cent.

1)

William V. D. Kelcharge
ley, president will continue in
of 'the laboratory and supervise all
color productions. Joseph B. Harris,
is
Sr., treasurer, of New York, who
several

theaters in the

East and South, will handle business
Joseph B. Harris, Jr.,
in New York.
vice-president, will be in charge of
administration, sales, and the general
business details.
Happy New Year

—

—

Willye Fritsch Here Soon
Willye

Fritsch,

who appeared

in

"The Waltz Dream," has been signed
by Joseph M. Schenck and is expected
to arrive from Berlin at an early date.
— Happy New Year—
To Stay In Hollywood
has
Jannings
Hollywood Emil
started work on "The Man Who Forgot God" for Famous. He will make
all of his American pictures here.
— Happy New Year—

Some Figures On

"Strogoff

have secured

Inc.,

all the
1927.
Some
of the titles are: "Sunshine of Paradise Alley," "Driven From Home,"
"Eager Lips," "The Bad Little Good
Girl," "Life of an Actress," "Merry
York," "Shamrock
Wives of
and the Rose" and "Ladies of Ease."

Chadwick product

schiegl Process.

in

'',

—

Color Firms Merge

interested

—

—Happy

Film Co.,

(Continued from Page

1)

percentage would

New Year
Buys Chadwick Product
London Butcher's Film Service,
Ltd., and the Export and Import

DAILY,

"Michael Strogoff"

is

—

—

for

New

A

contract has also been closed for
four Betty Compsons: "Joan of Manhattan," "Human Playthings," "Love

Cottage" and "Temptations of

in a

Salesgirl."

— Happy

Neiv

Year

•

•.

•,,

..IirT

The Standard

i

Hutchinson Leaving In

•

Week

managing direcJ. Hutchinson,
tor for Fox in England, who has been
attending conferences in New York,
is scheduled to return to England in
about a week;
Happy Nc7v Yeai

W.

—

—

British F. N. Convention
British First National
executives and sales representativefrom all sections of the United King-

London

dom

will

E. Bruce
meetings.

—

meet in London in January
Johnson will attend thf

—Happy

New

Year

—

Stanley Gets Lancaster House
Lancaster, Pa. Continuing its expansion program, the Stanley Co., ha:^
leased the Hamilton for 30 years.

—

—

—

—

—

—

WAFILMS,

—

ECONOMY
The

INC.

AMALGAMATED

reputation for spending our clients' money as
our own, has brought us many new clients.

,•1.

The

practice of getting value for the

kept

them with

We

if it

were

Ave., N.Y.C.

money we spend has

Will Stake

Our Reputation on Our Service

MAIDEN LANE,

N. Y.

Attractions for
Picture Theatres
Standard Vaudeville

INCORPORATED

80

VAUDEVILLE AGENCY

us.

Acts

1600 Broadway, New York City
Phone Penn. 3580

of the Industry
Bryant 5450-1

a-

—

—

\B^
V'lh

THE

this

be Australian films and two-fifths
English.
The chief secretary said
that before a measure is passed he
would need proof that a sufficient
empire pictures were
nuniljer
of
available to supply the required 25 per.

The aid extended is sincerely
appreciated, but additional help
Send your contriis needed.

FILM
bution to
1650 Broadway.

of

reported as doing good business by Universal. Turnaway business at the Cohan, New York
is supplemented by runs in other cities,
Mastbaum Day Observed
the company states. At the Imperial,
Happy Netv Year
Philadelphia Jules E. Mastbaum
San Francisco, 1,180-seat house, the Day, dedicated t^o the late president
4th Week for "Gorilla Hunt"
"The Gorilla Hunt" is to be held picture did $2,100 Christmas Day, and of the Stanley Co., by the Cubs, a
over for a fourth week at the Cameo. $2,600 the following day. Results for welfare organization of public officials,,
the same two days in Detroit were merchants and newspapermen was obHappy New Year
At the Cameo, Pittsburgh, served here yesterday, with 5,000
$4,500.
Wallenstein Joins Sterling
Irving L. Wallenstein, who re- the picture opened Christmas to a crippled and orphaned children in 27
cently sold his interest in the Frank- $1,000 house, a midnight matinee Sun- institutions benefitting.
lin
Film Co., Boston, has joined day and Monday business totaling
Sterling. After spending a few weeks $1,500.
Original Negatives of Everything
Happy New Year
at the home oiifice he will go to the
in Motion Picture Stock Shots
Coast for a production conference.
Harry Davis Improved
Happy New Year
Pittsburgh- The condition of Harry
New Moss House
Davis was reported as showing a
W. A. Futter, Pres.
Permit has been issued for a B. S. marked improvement yesterday. Phy130 West 46th St.
Bryant 8181
Moss theater to be erected at 207th sicians expected a complete and
St. and Broadway
It will seat 3,000. speedy recovery.

OVPLETK
LAROKATORV
"•'-;
11

723

—

Year

3 at Bridgeton
Bridgeton, N. J.— Arthur W. Bitzer
has been appointed manager of the
three Franklin Theater Co., houses
the Criterion, I^ajestic and Bijou.

reel.

'

Tully's "Embe Wilham K.

next.

Gratifying response has greeted appeals in the campaign to
provide relief for a well known
former executive of the indusnow fighting a battle
try
against ill health and poverty.

—

Howard

three-fifths

has

•Boston

news

will

—

(Continued from Page

Appreciated Help

Managing

12 '4

46J4

Metro-Gold.

M.

70.V^

22

Lawlor''

500

100

7m
22

Project.

•Jnteru'l

Loew's,

5-4

5-4

.

.

Angeles— Jim

Close

.

Inspect.

stability.

Ufa and Phoebus are planning ex-

Low

Eastman Kodak
]34Ji 13m
Famous Players
11354 112^ i-ii'A
Fam. Play. Pfd.. 121
121H 121'^
Film

its

planned for
of them rang1,500 to 2,000 seats.
Both

in 1927,

High

.

audience

angles.
He also suggests making
story changes which will appeal to
foreign picturegoers.
Berman asserts that America is
"killing the goose that laid the golHe directs attention to
den egg."
the Continent-wide tendency through
which producers in various countries
are getting together for production.
With this movement developing, and
with several international mergers in
prospect, it is dangerous to make
Europe the dumping ground of
American product, Berman says.
In Great Britain, Berman feels certain that the Government will adopt
a quota system.
Indications point to
tlie acceptance of the 20 to 1 plan, he
states.
Russia is proving a splendid
market, Berman declares, and should
not be overlooked. He sees increased
competition for American pictures in
England owing to the growing popularity of German productions.
Berman believes that Ufa has no

TuIIy Story for

Quotations

that not

30, 1926

C.

Telephone John 3080

"1""«
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THE NATION^S

LEADERS

Send

New Year's

Greetings to

the American People

Through

the Current Issue of

INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL

THE NATION'S LEADER
THt SCdBeTABv or COHHERCe

WASHINGTON

Anerloa** Xdeal li not onlj
that all sen shall ba aqual bsfor*
the law, but that we create a

systen where oTery isdlvldoal shall

have an equal opportunity to attain
that position la the eonmunlty to

which his obaraoter^ ability
ambition entitle him.

and

If we are

to finally aucoeed, thla ideal most

dominate oTery act of our pxibllo
Institutions and of our Oovensnopt.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSREEL
Twice Each
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VlTAPHON
W •

E

CORPORATt

ANN<
VFOLLOWING
ITAPHONE PRODUCTIONS BY THE
WORLD FAMOUS ARTISTS
ARE NOW AVAILABLE:
SGHUMANN-HEINK
WILLIE AND EUGENE HOWARD
GIOVANNI MARTINELLI
JAGK (WHISPERING) SMITH
REINALD WERRENRATH

Mme. ERNESTINE

MARGARET MATZENAUER
THE FOUR ARISTOCRATS
BRUCE BAIRNSFATHER
GRAND OPERA CHORAL ALLIANCE
VINCENT LOPEZ AND ORCHESTRA
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC ORCHESTRA

AL JOLSON
MARION TALLEY
MISCHA ELMAN
GEORGE JESSEL
ELSIE JANIS
VAN AND SCHENCK
EFREM ZIMBALIST
HAROLD BAUER

ANNA CASE

BENIAMINO GIGLI

MARY

LEWIS

JEANNE GORDON
GIUSEPPE DE LUCA
GIACOMO RIMINI
MARGARET McKEE
ROY SMECK
DE WOLF HOPPER

HENRY HADLEY

ROSA RAISA
CHARLES HACKETT

Note — BY CONTRACT

RUSSIAN SINGERS
DIXIE JUBILEE SINGERS

WITiq

The Metropolitan Opera Company
The Victor Talking Machine Company
The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Company

THE VITAPHONE CORPORATION IS EXCLUSIVELY
ENTITLED TO NEGOTIATE FOR THE SERVICES OF
ALL ARTISTS UNDER CONTRACT WITH ANY OF
THESE CONCERNS.

'y

H

The

VlTAPHDN
H ^ ^

E

CORPORATI
CORPORATION

TNCES
THAT IT HAS INSTALLED
VITAPHONE EQUIPMENT
IN THE FOLLOWING THEATRES:
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN
WARNER THEATRE
B. S. MOSS COLONY THEATRE
RIALTO THEATRE
STRAND THEATRE
WOODS THEATRE
ORPHEUM THEATRE
NORTH CENTRE THEATRE
AZTEC THEATRE
METROPOLITAN THEATRE
SHUBERT-LAFAYETTE
DOME THEATRE
CAMEO THEATRE
EMPIRE THEATRE
MAJESTIC THEATRE
AMERICAN THEATRE
CAPITOL THEATRE
NEW BROADWAY THEATRE
GRAND THEATRE
STATE THEATRE

LOS ANGELES, CAL.

NEW YORK
NEW YORK
NEWARK,

N.

J.

LOUISVILLE, KY.

CHICAGO, ILL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
BALTIMORE, MD.
DETROIT, MICH

YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
BRIDGEPORT, CONN.

PORTLAND, MAINE
PROVIDENCE, R. I.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

CHARLOTTE, N. C.
COLUMBUS, OHIO

HAMMOND,

For Information Apply

ILL.

to

The Vitaphone Corporation
FISK BUILDING
BROADWAY and S7th STREET
New York City, N. Y.

1

I

!

THE

-;xi^.DAILY
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MEAN DOO&BS FOB SHOWMEN

"the Black Pirate"
(United Artists)
highlight of campaign was a
treasure hunt which hooked up 23
Main Street merchants with the Okla-

By Immigration Ruling

issue of
instructions regarding the hunt to take place
the following day, together with 23

-*

extend to every
border city of the United States,
where theaters depend largely on
cross-the-border residents for patron-

Washington,

1927 Film Year
soon to be issued is

of the

permanent

exploitation

manual throughout the
year. Every stunt a proved

boxes to represent the 23 merchants.
In the many ads scattered throughout the Thursday's issue could be
found a number corresponding to each

puller

Here

After locating these numbers i1
to turn back to the

at
is

the

(M-G-M)
20x28 inches in a frame
and occupying the center of lobby,
portrayed a log cabin in the foreground with man shown escaping
from the blazing forest in the background. A wide white border made
of compo-board. extending around
picture,

box-office.

one

the frame, set the picture off to advantage. Above the picture appeared
the title, and on either side appeared
the names of Renee Adoree and Antonio Moreno. James Cartledge, Alhanibra, Charlotte, N. C.

(Universal)

Secured

a full

window

in the

Stark

displays in another department
A
and two specialty shops.
drug store advertised a "Midnight

Sun-dae" in one of its windows. The
local Kresge store dressed a window
with the ten cent edition of "The
Midnight Sun" and the theater sold
200 of the books in the lobby. This
only popularized the book but
prepared the way for future cooperation with the Kresge people.
Mozart,
Canton, Ohio.
not

—

"Syncopating Sue"
(First Nat'l)
Used printer's ink liberally, including advance notices, current readers
advertising,
display
handbills
and
heralds, in addition to trailers and
slides, lobby displays, liberal use of
lithos of all sizes, etc.
For lobby
each side panel of the entrance show-

Canadian Houses Benefit
by U. S. Restrictions

Europe
Lesser with $10 and a lot

hung suspended overhead

—

Built a battleship 30 ft. long and
mounted it on a Ford chassis as
ballyhoo.
Cut-outs of Beery and

Hatton appeared at both bow and
stern,
and banners extending full
length on both sides read, "Now at

—

and Palace.

—

Local
Sault Ste. Marie, Mich.
theaters will sufTer business decreases

immigration

if

officials

of the De Forest Phonofilm,
if a test film made in the company's
London studio meets v/ith his approval, according to "The
York

medium

New

Times."

The

scenario, it is understood, will
be an act from "Saint Joan" with
Sybil Thorndike as leading lady.

regulations.

Milton
for

licity

S.

Harris, director of pubtheaters, is the star

Fox

•

^

J

Si'

;

side.

International Falls, Minn.,

Another Border Theater

in

Town

—

ExtenInternational Falls, Minn.
of restrictions of Canadians in
crossing to the American side would
prove a blow to local theaters. The
international line is the Rainy River,
and crossings are so frequent as to
make International Falls and Fort
William practically the same as one
sion

citv.

Andres de Segurola, who has sung
the Metropolitan and has done^

Newport,

Vt.

—

Serving
of

this

as

the

vicinity,

which embraces considerable Canadian

territory,

of

restrictions

border

crossing of Canadian cities would hit
theater attendance here.

Midland, S. D., House Sold
Midland, S. D.— J. F. Willoughby
is

new owner

of the

— Happy

New

Gem.
Year

—

Alexandria House Changes Hands
Alexandria, S. D.
F. W. Kutil has
purchased the Alexandria.
Happy New Year —

—

—

Johnson at Royal, la.
Royal, la. J. Johnson now is
J.

ating the

—

Royal.

re.

other things musical, is now seeking
new realms to conquer. He makes
his screeyi debut in "Siinya," Gloria

(le

ter

Ce

Swanson's next.

tor

me

often that the screen villain
the heroine in the last reel.

It isn't

wins

I'.v

wil

Philo McCollough does it in "Easy
Pickings," in which he wins Anna Q.
Nilsson after poisoning a bed-ridden
invalid

—

Shaw on Phonofilm?
George Bernard Shaw may be seen
and heard in America through the

While declaring themselves well
pleased with "The Flaming Forest,"

j

amusement center

—

probably planning a cluster.

of a cross-word puzzle romance, which
from American soil. Theaters here is to culminate in his marriage in
the June.
to
direct competition
in
are
Traveling on a train, Harris j
houses of the Canadian "Soo," and became acquainted with his bride-tobenefit particularly on Sunday, be- be, when he supplied a pencil for the J
cause of Sunday closing on the working of a puzzle.
I

consisting of
tickets were
awarded ten person.'^
who the judges decided had the
best "funny stories" of naval experience.
E. P. Briggs, Rialto, Colorado Springs, Colo.
Happy New Year
Prizes,

C. Cluster of Coulterville, 111.,
build a second house.
He's

R.
will

follow

here

the lead of Detroit inspectors and restrict passage of Canadians to and

Newport Would Be Hit
If Restriction Goes Through

—

left

Canadian mounted police officials
Saulte Ste. Marie Houses
pointed out that Antonio Moreno's
Among Those Possibly Affected shaggy locks are against service

conducted during the run of the picture.
If you were ever in the Navy
your chances were good of winning
ticket.

I

Sol
of plans,
he arrived

in

common

Canadian

Navy Now"

(Paramount)

a free

months

Six'

theaters here, the CapThe Regent is indeOther border
pendently operated.
city theaters include the Walkerville

—

store

Fox
pro-

gram next week.

itol

Drygoods store for the Zipper boots.
In it was placed a life-size cut-out of the Rialto! We Were in 'Behind the
Laura La Plante having her zippers Front' But 'We're in the Navy Now'
put on by her maid, and numerous
Wallace Beery and Raymond Hatcards which tied up the ton." The local navy recruiting office
stills and
window with the theater. "Midnight opened a sub-station in the lobby
Sun Yellow," brought four full win- where an enlistment campaign wap

dow

which

Hippodrome

Girl,"

contributes to the

mous has two

."

"The Midnight Sun"

Sewing Machine

Local theaters he told his friends when
Ont.
Judging
with other border cities back in San Francisco.
those plans
performances
past
from
declared
are
side,
on the Canadian
ought to be productive of a good
to be benefiting by restriction of
Fa- many more $10 bills.
Canadian traffic into Detroit.

a handpainted sign 3x6 feet, with
marbled background, bordered in
electric globes and attractive lettering in dark red and black. This sign
and arrangement of the lobby front
generally attracted attention.^ Jack
Rowley, Rialto, Laredo, Tex.

—

Johnny Cassidy of the Keith-Albee
publicity department says that Bertha
To be a little
is
a good number.
more explicit, he means "Bertha, the

Canadian patronage.

in

ed
large
lithos
of
"Syncopating
Sue," with a stand of colored framed
pictures in the center entrance flanked on each side by a framed litho.

in the

for

George Reddy is all intoxicated
over the fact that his brother, Joe
is the father of a seven pouiid boy^
that arrived on Xmas Day.

Walkerville; Temple, Ford City,
and Sandwich, Sandwich.

"We're

was a double celebraMarion Blackton and
Gardner James, who were married on
tion

Yuletide.

at

this

CHRISTMAS

U. S. officials here have raised the
question of the $8 per person tax
and other points regarding entree
of Canadians into the United States.
Thousands of Canadians have been

Windsor,

HER

Above

DALY

age.

the habit of making daily crossfrom Windsor, Walkerville,
ings
Ford, Sandwich and other Ontario
Leading Detroit theaters for
])oints.
years have had a special page in Saturday editions of border cUy_ newsmaking a direct bid for
papers,

—

A

By PHIL M.

will

it

in

Place a girl on the main
thoroughfare in attractive costume, tied up with picture if
possible.
She carries a small
box on a ribbon over her
shoulder. From this she passes
out small envelopes on which is
printed: "For Men Only." The
insert slip reads: "Be sure and
take
to see (name of picture, theater, etc.)
It's
the
kind of picture all women
adore."
Use them on picture
with fine love theme.
This
stunt arouses the curiosity of
girls and women, as only men
are handed the envelopes.

was necessary

"The Flaming Forest"

1926

And That's That

{Continued from Page 1)

crowded with practical
showmanship stunts for
every form of publicity. It
will become the exhibitor's

homa News. The Thursday
the News outlined the full

instruction page and fill in the merchants' names in the spaces alloted.
On cards in the windows of the 23
stores participating one could find explanatory phrases that would give
clues to the words to be filled in the
boxes. When the words were placed
in the spaces, by reading down in
numerical order the information would
direct you to the hidden treasure.
When you arrived at the solution and
learned the location, it was necessary
to take the slip to "The Black Pirate,"
who was on guard at the treasure
If the boxes were completely
chest.
filled in and correct he issued a key
redeemable for a valuable award at
one of the stores participating. Pat
McCJee, Criterion, Oklahoma City.

"For Men Only"
T'HE Exploitation Section
Book

The

box.

30,

Detroit Business Hit

^^cpMt-0-G4am<i^
DAILY TIPS WHICH

Thursday, December

— Happy

New

Year

Publicity Dept. Moving
The Keith-Albee publicity department is moving again, this time from
the 11th floor at 1560 Broadway tc
temporary quarters on the 8th floor.
About the middle of January the de-

partment

will

occupy

r

—

iOr
i

org
I

1

permanent

her

quarters on the 7th floor of the Palace Bldg. next door, from which the
Moss offices will move to 1560 Broad-

way

xh

*f'

an

fine

do\

pat'

in

.

William Morris today moves to tne
Uth floor of 1560 Broadway, taking
over the place vacated by the KeithAlbee publicity forces.
Happy New Year—

—

New Manager

Columbia
Columbia, Pa.— Harry T. Nayor has
oper- taken over management of the Opera
House.
at

whi

citv

Th,

F
)'

erec

the

Hei

Agr
hoii

obt;

Lak

—

-

•

Thursday, December

30, 1926

Gomerford Aiming At
Coast to Coast Chain
(Continued from Page

(Continued from Page

i

theater business.
There are at present 115 houses in
the Comerford chain, according to
KornbHte, who says Comerford soon
will
extend operations to Detroit.
leveland and Chicago.
I-

New

Year

Attend to parking

—

problem.
Make
it easy for your
automobile patronage.

179 In Writers' Guild

A

total of

179 scenarist'^ rotn'v--

Screen Writers' Guild of the
Authors' League, the annual repor
the

membership committee of th
mother organization shows. Durinj
of the

the past year 27
added.
Happy

new members weri

—

New Year—
Ballentine Heads Seattle Board

—

Mrs.

R.

Lynch executive

B.

secre-

Arbitration for the
ensuing three month period will be
ui'iii])rised of: Carl Stearn (Warners),
A. H. Huot (F. B. O.), J. G. Bower,
F. N.). as exchange members, with
Jack Lannon (Greater Features) and
D. C. Millward, (Tiffany) as alternates.
Si Danz, Hollywood, George
Herpif-Jc. Winter Garden, Robert Mc'Kennell, Tacoma, will be the exhibitor members, with Frank Edwards, Seattle, and Jack Allender
Spokane, as alternates.
— Happy Ne7v Yeai
(

—

of Cheese Club
the A.M.P.A. will be
guests of the CJieese Club at a
luncheon today at the Twin Oaks
kh
Harry Hershfield, presiii«lftestaurant.
dent of the Cheese Club will be masBeatrice Lille,
ter of ceremonies.

A.M.P.A. Guest

Members

of

Lawrence and Vesta Vic-

Gertrude

toria will be guests of honor.
meetings will be resumed

by

the'

will

be

A.M.P.A. when S.
honor guest.
Happy New Year—

Regular

"All

"Old Timers" Meeting

— Honor

will be paid sponors of the organization by the state
exhibitor association which will hold
an "old timers' " meeting Jan. 5 The

Detroit

organization was formed in 1916.
Happy NeiB Year

—

—

Confined to Suburban Field
Theater building
Minneapolis
here during the j^ear has been confined to the suburban field, although

—

•enl

u

downtown building activity
^pated, with Publix taking
tg
^j^

is

"Blue" Repeal Sought
1)

will

Griffith in

direct.

—Happy

New

Year

—

be introduced
opposed those

which goes into production Jan.
Happy New Year
Vancouver Orpheum Started

Guest

in

the future as
the past.

Honored

—

at
to

it

has

Luncheon
Edgar
A.

Detroit Tribute
Guest, whose poems are published in
300 newspapers, was paid at a complimentary luncheon given here to
mark his debut into the picture field.
Guest's poems, as "Motion Picture
Jewels." will be distributed by American Cinema Ass'n.
A. J. Moeller,
AC A president; David M. Hartford,
head of Hartford Prod., were among
picture
and publishing executives
who attended.

—Happy
Lowe

New

Year

—

Cast for "Is Zat So?"

—

Los -Angeles Edmund Lowe has
been substituted for Arthur Housman in "Is Zat So?" which Fox will
make with George O'Brien and
Kathryn Perry as leads.
— Happy New Year—
Additions

Los

—Made

to Cast

Strauss.
Angeles William
Lillian Elliott and Mary Foy have
been added to the cast of "Ankles

Preferred," Madge Bellamy's new
Fox vehicle which J. G. Blystone is
directing.

—Happy

New

Year

Adapting "Cheating Cheaters"
Universal City J. T. O'Donohue
adapting "Cheating Cheaters" for

L^niversal.

Edward Laemmle

directs.

^^Theaters.
Four Killed in Winnipeg Fire
Five suburban houses have been
Winnipeg Four firemen were killThey are
erected during the year.
origin dethe New Logan, Robbinsdale, New ed when fire of unknown
Green & stroyed the Winnipeg, with loss of
Heights, Rex and Porter.
Agnew, which firm has several $125,000. The house, which had been
lOUses here and in St. Paul, has used for pictures and legitimate, had
Walker
ibtained a permit for a theater at been dark for several days.
Bros, are owners.
Lake St. and 35th Ave.

—

pleted.

—

3.

—

\'ancouver Construction work has
started on the $539,000 theater being

Orpheum

erected for the

The

next

in cutting

and

month

will

titling.

This

be
is

circuit.

"Propaganda" Film Causes Riot
Sensing propaganda for the monarchist cause,
German republicans
started a riot at the Emelka, Berlin,
where a picture showing the exploits
of the raider Emden is being shown,
says a copyright dispatch to "The
New York Times." Lack of color in
the picture made it impossible to tell
whether the flag displayed was that
of the old empire or the new republic, but when an imperial
played, spectators rioted.

anthem was

It

Weil's Mother Dies
Richard Weil, Rayart advertising
"Greatest Thrills" In Newsreel
and publicity director, is mourning
International
News is showing the death of his mother, aged 60, who
shots of the "greatest thrills of 1926" died after a lingering illness. Funeral
in its annual review of the year.
services were held yesterday.
will

seat 3,000.

—Happy

New

—

Year

ASHER^SMAU -^ROGERS
PRESEKT

jhe sunniest

thinff

on four leet
CHARLIE

MURRAY

AND

CHESTER CaNKLIN
IN

—

—

is

—

—

—

nora," the new First National picture
starring Ken Maynard, has been com-

—

Joshua Levering, Lord's Day alhead says his organization will
vigorously oppose any such bill to
in

—

—

Trevor In "Soundings"
Los Angeles Norman Trevor has
been cast for "Soundings" by Hamil-

James Hall In "Ritzy"
Los Angeles— James Hall will play
opposite Betty Bronson in "Ritzy,"

liance

—

the fourth Maynard feature directed
by Al Rogell.

by a home rule amendment.

for itself

—

Maynard Completes Fourth
Los Angeles "Somewhere in So-

Are Beautiful" Erie C. spent

ton Gibbs.
Lois Moran will play the
leading feminine role.
Production
starts Feb. 1 for Famous.
Happy New Year —

decided what form this legislation will
take.
He may ask a referendum or
allow Baltimore to settle the matter

antici-

the lead
of a $2,000,000 house,
in erection
which will bring competition to this
Northwest
city now controlled by

Women

Kenton

Jan. 6
R. Kent

.

Raymond

to play opposite

tary.

of

—

—

(Continued from Page

The Board

operation of the Scala.
Happy New Year

Doris Hill Opposite Griffith
Los Angeles Doris Hill, who made
her screen debut six months ago, is

— G.

M. Ballentine (Vox) \^
the new president of the Film Board
of Trade.
Other officers are: C. W.
Harden (U. A.) vice president; J. G.
Biwer CF. N.) secretary-treasurer.
Dave Frazer (P. D. C.) and Matt
Aparton (Univ.) are trustees and
.Seattle

(Continued from Page \)
the star for release through F. B.
O.
and Universal.

the interest of exhibitors and detrimental to the future of the British
industry and will be discussed at the
The signing is news to Abe Carorganization's meeting Jan. 4.
los, producer of the Talmadge
proWith the two houses under Para- ductions, the latter stated
yesterday,
mount control, renters have only the addmg that he knew nothing
of the
West End Kinema, belonging to the deal. Talmadge's contract with CarProvincial Cinematograph Theaters los has about six more
years to run,
chain as a first run outlet at Birming- he stated.
ham. It was the reported deal pendHappy New Year
ing by this firm which would have
Mulhall in "Road to Romance"
obtained control at Birmingham that
Los Angeles— Jack Mulhall will
caused Famous to secure the houses,
play the lead in Charles R. Rogers'
it is stated by the company.
for First National, tenFamous takes over the Futurist Jan. production
tatively titled, "The Road to Ro17 and probably will remodel the
mance."
house.
Sol Levy and his directors
Happy New Year
will continue

Daily Reminder

the

Dick Talmadge Signs

1)

ExhiJMtors Ass'n., as antagonistic to

Exhibitors^

1)

he Exchange was purchased from
Irank A. Kenney who is retiring from

—Happy

Alarmed

British

MCFADDEN'S
FLATS
FROM

THE FAMOUS STAOE PLAY

A FIRST NATIONAL
PICTURE
A

Richard Wallace Production

THE

SMUl

Thursday, December

DAILY

—

Mass.

Boston,

—

Alhany, N.
Producing Corp.,
Y.
Paul
Manhattan.
To produce theatrical, motion
pictures and other features; also managers
and proprietors of theaters. Capital, $25,000.
Filed
Leight and Neckritz,
!)y
,36
West
44th

St.

—

Alhany, N. Y.
Amkino Corp.. New York
County.
Motion picture films, apparatus and
devices.
Capit.-il, $10,000
Filed by Joseph
Michael, 152 West 42nd St.
Alhany,

New
and

N,

York

Y.

City.

Shamrocks of
— Original
amusements
Exhibitors,

athletic events of various kinds.

—

Albany, N. Y. Neslo Pictures Corp., New
York County. Automatic motion picture makCapital, $100,000.
ing machines and devices.
Filed by Meyer B. Cushman, 17 Maiden Lane.

—

K mlan

500 shares of no par value. Allan Robinson, president; Julia W. Troy, treasurer; Nora E. Troy, clerk.
Office at 941

Hartford,

Conn.

— United

Import

Springfield,

Mo.

— The

Mikado Theater

Co.,

Maurice Stahl, 25 shares; R. Laventhal,
J. L. English, 49 shares, and E.
Vaugh and C. M. Kersting one share

shares;

R.
each.

and Goldberg, 470 Lorimer Street,

— Happy New Year—
Business Better
(Continued irom Page 1)

southern Illinois

—

—

Albany, N. Y. Lepane Amusement Corp.,
Manhattan.
To employ singers, magicians,
artists and performers.
Capital, 1,000 shares
of stock at no par value.
Filed by Abraham
Broadway.
Halprin,
170
J,

Albany, N. Y.

— Walter

Goodwin Inc., Manand other music

hattan.
To publish operas
Capital,
100
compositions.
at no par value.
Filed by

Connell, 38

Albany.
chestra,
sicians
i|

$500.

N.

Inc.,

and

shares

of

stock

McCall and Mc-

Park Row.
Y.

Manhattan.

musical

Filed by

Roy

Symphony OrTo furnish mu-

entertainment.
P. Monohan, 52

Capital,

Wall

St.

the

section of

state

during October, November and
December have enabled the miners
to catch up with their back debts and
they now have more surplus cash
to spend on shows.
Charitable organizations in the section report but
one-third as many needy families as
in the last five years.
Happy New Year

—

Palmer,

Metropolitan Opera Co., Victor Talking Machine Co. and BrunswickBalke-Collander Co. Theaters which

pears elsewhere in this

— Happy

la.

Palmer, la. The Opera House has
been purchased by Buckingham &
Leets from the estate of the late T.
C. Nolan.

issue.

New

Year

divisions,

1)

by geography and

economics.
Included in the information and arranged so that the
reader can secure the desired data at
a moment's glance will be copyright
relations, the rating of American pictures
shown by percentages as
against other product, copyright relations, production data, number of
theaters, imports and exports for five
year periods with footage and valuation.

1)

playing, have been added
Newark, N. J.; Bridgeport, Conn.;
Providence, R. I.; and Portland, Me.
The device has concluded its run at
St. Louis.
The company now has available
renditions of 33 artists, and has exclusive rights to negotiate for services of artists controlled by the

;

—

at

(Continued from Page

major

Likewise

is

;

rolls

New Owners

(Continued from Page

now

have installed Vitaphone are:
Warners and Colony, New York; Grauman's Egyptian. Hollywood; Rialto, Newark;
Louisville,
Ky.
Woods, Orpheum
Strand,
and North Centre, Chicago; Aztec. San Antonio; Metropolitan, Baltimore; Shubert-Laf
Dome, Youngstown,
ayette,
Detroit;
O.;
Cameo, Bridgeport, Conn.; Empire, Portland,
Me.; Majestic, Providence, R. I.; American,
Salt Lake City; Capitol, Springfield, Mass,;
New Broadway, Charlotte; Grand, Columbus,
and State, Hammond, 111.
O.
Vitaphone productions made by 33 artists
are announced in an advertisement which ap-

now

—

— Beethoven

field

known as Little Egypt is
the most prosperous it has been
since the World War.
Heavy pay-

the

production"

Vitaphone In 20

Film

100 shares of stock.
CapSt. Louis, with
Incorporators
italization is placed at $2,000.
are

"screen

Street.

Corp., Stamford, with $50,000 capital.
Constantine Rymowicz. New York City, and others
are incorporators.

2'4

ban

will be used.

Capital,

Tremont

a

or

ture"
Inc.

has

Journal"

on the word
"movie" in its news and adver"Motion pictising columns.
placed

Theater,

Bro'.klyn.

Alhany, N. Y. Flower Princess Prod.,
Manhattan.
To produce and present vaudeville acts and sketches, and general booking
business.
Capital, $150,000.
Filed by Isidore Cohn, 1440 Broadway.

Ottawa— "The

— Humboldt

Mass.— Revere Community

Boston,

Alliarv.
Y.
Ben Mar Amusement
N.
Theaters, motion pictures
Corp., Brooklyn.
and other attractions.
Capital, $5,000. Filed

ty

Bans Term "Movie"

Theater,
Inc.
Capital,
$99,000.
Incorporators, David H.
Brand, president; AI>raham I. Rudnick, treasurer; Jason D. Rudnick, clerk.

Capital.

Filed by Joseph Cohn, 38 Park Row.

$5,000,

Foreign Markets

Alhany, N. Y. Theater Builders, Inc.,
Manhattan.
General engineering, contracting
and coii-struction.
Capital, 10 shares of .stock
of no par value.
Filed by Heimann and
Rubien, 1440 Broadway.

Incorporations

30, 1926

—

Albang, Dyersville Manager

—

Dyersville, la.
Francis Albang is
managing the Cozy, operated by
Eastern Iowa Theaters Co,

listing of

in

this

section will be a
resident buyers
addresses and the

New York

and

sellers with
territories for which they buy; foreign offices and subsidiaries of all

American

distributors; and an authenpresentation of the foreign outlook for 1927 as seen through the
eyes of the leading figures in the export trade,
Happy New Year
tic

—

Hollingshead Returns with Crosland
Los Angeles
Gordon Hollingshead returns to the Warner studio
as assistant to Alan Crosland, who
starts soon on "A Million Bid," starring Dolores Costello.
Happy New Year
Burgan Gets K. C. House
Kansas City, Kan.
Ed Burgan,
who formerly owned the Ellsworth,
has taken over the 10th St, at 10th
and Central,
The house has been
operated by the Grubel Bros.
Happy New Year
Cleo and Davies at Exiine
Exline, la,
The Star has been
taken over by Cleo and Davies,

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

EXPLOITATION
A

Gold Mine of Ideas-

Stunts-

Ballyhoos-

Practical

Flashes-

Displays- Teaser Campaigns-

and

Campaigns-

Window

Proven-

Lobby

Displays- Etc.

One Thousand And One Ideas
In

1927 FILM

The

YEAR BOOK

1

I

—

-

ALL THE HVN€:
ALL THE TIM£

o/'FILMDOM
VOL. XXXVIII

No. 78

And Now 1927
THE
sun

in

is

fast setting

Gaumont-M-G-M

on

Paris

nineteen twenty six, a year
that has seen, advancement
this great industry undream-

Gaumont

through monumental temamusement, through
of
ples
striking production advance the
motion picture and its splendid
auxiliaries have revolutiomz,'ed
the
changed
radically
and
of
the
complex
amusement

forms of theatrical

has come

ofifer-

R "sponsihility
And with this new order of things
A duty to mankind
conies a duty.
by those who are charged with and
now have the destiny of this tremendous force in their hands. It is
To
a duty that cannot be shirked.
those pioneers whose foresight made
it
all possible too much credit cannot be given. To those who are to
carry on there can be but one watchword, progress. No great force ever

|.

stands still.
or forward.

and

will

It either

to

,

^

affiliated

4 BRITISH UNITS PLAN

small.

Its

for

ad-

vancement almost unlimited.
To the man on the inside we say
give a thought to your own industry.
No matter how small a part he plays
in

its

activities

it

is

one of which

On the
he should be justly proud.
eve of 1927 The Film Daily takes
It
off its hat to a great business.
is happy in playing a modest part
in its great progress.

ALICOATE

;I

„

—

Portland,
ported to be
its position
the rush of

Ore. Universal is re- is
preparing to strengthen '0
here in preparation for le
theater building activity d
impending in the Pacific Northwest, h
With several companies entering the

company
before

is^'

the'"

boom, now being felt at'^
extends to this city.
This^'
done, it is stated, through
erection of a house to replace the-^

Seattle,
will be

'^

(Continued on Page 3)

Empire Firms Formed
Compete In World's
Markets
Four

to

producing

British-controlled

Edwin King

functioning in widely separated
portions of the empire are being
organized for the purpose of making
40 pictures the first full year of
their operations.
Cranfield and Clarke, Inc. are prime
movers in the plan. Col. W. F. Clarke
has just returned from Canada where
he completed arrangements for the
first four of what will be a series of

ment

of young players.
The new program,
(Continued

—

Mae Murray's

— Happy

Plans
has

De

been

re-

—

be voted on

the annual election
Mar. 15.
At a recent meeting, the
council refused to act on the question, passing it on to the voters for
disposition.
Happy New Year
at

—

—

Lloyd Film This Month
"The Kid Brother," Harold Lloyd's
new picture for Famous, is to be
It will probreleased this month.
ably play the Rialto, New York.

—Happy

Newmeyer

to

Los Angeles

New

Year

—

Make Davis Film

— Fred Newmeyer

is

en

route to the Coast to direct Mildred

Davis

in

is

talent,

"Too Many Crooks."

Putti and
Hollywood It

—

extent

the

of

on Page 2)

New

Year

—

Famous Part?

understood Lya
de Putti's contract with Famous has
been abrogated by mutual consent.
Their relations are friendly and it
is highly probable that Famous will
use the German
lance basis.

—Happy
Hammeras
Hollywood

on a

actress

free-

—

A. C. Berman has resigned as managing director for United Artists in;.

He

will

announce

his new,,-

plans within a few days. Arthur W.>t
Kelly of United Artists yesterday
said that as yet no successor has
been appointed.
.
Happy New Year

—

—

Conferences Continue

r

Conferences being held by Will_
H. Hays in connection with the pro-"
ducer-distributor association's policy
non-theatrical showings of pictures will extend over a period of
several weeks.
Exhibitors, distributors and others interested are presenting their views on the subject at the
request of Hays.

on

—Happy

New

Year

—

Censors Reverse Decision
Portland, Ore.
film

in

its

— After

entirety,

have passed "Ladies

rejecting thf
local censor;
at Play," with

deletions.

Happy New Year

New

Year

Sells

— Ralph

—

WardouT
London

Patent

Hammeras

has

miniature
on
"The
photography
Patent Leather Kid," an Al Rockett
production, to be released by First
National.

—

New

More Studios
Hollywood

Year

is

sold the patent on his "glass shots"
to C. B. Hazelhurst, Los Angeles attorney.
Hammeras is in charge of

—Happy

New

Berman Leaves U.A.
Germany.

negotiating for new proincluding directors,
stars and writers, Edwin C. King,
vice-president in charge of production,
King, who is in New
said yesterday.
York for a conference with home
office officials concerning the 1927-28
porgram, said that in the coming year
attention will be paid to the develop-

F.B.O.

duction

(Continued on Page 3)
Happy New Year

—

New York

In

For 1927-28 Program
Conference

tniits

—Happy

PRODUaiON TALENT

40 fllMSjIRST YEAR

leased from her M-G-M contract, is
considering several starring proposi-

possibilities

Run
By

Company

NEW

f.B.O. SEEKING

The new year offers much. The tions. Three are understood to incountry was never more prosperous. volve production abroad and four in
Our peoples are happy and content- this country.
— Happy New Year—
Through sheer inherent force of
ed.
its
own power the motion picture Malone to Vote on "Blue" Law
industry is now recognized by banks
Malone. N. Y. Sunday shows will
big business everywhere as a

or

Portland First
Reported Planned

building

Mae Murray, who

and
theaters
Its
symbol of stability.
Its aceverywhere are landmarks.
tivities are mingled with the civic
progress of every community, large

^

New

territory in earnest, the
planning to entrench

must
greater and

1927

NORTHWEST?
y

Theaters to be constructed throughout France will
be patterned after the Capitol, New York.

picture

bigger things.

\!

IN PACIfIC

conferences.

goes backward

The motion

go forward

is

new

giant to
ings
and
education
happiness,
bring
the
into
influence
a broadening
that
cost
a
millions
at
of
minds
Today the moall can afford.
supreme.
reigns
picture
tion
this

g

UNIVERSALTO ENTRENCH y;

Building French Houses

extensive theater building campaign

is

I.

Price 5 Cents y

with M-G-M, which, it is
stated, is financing the campaign. While in the United
States, Gaumont conferred with M-G-M officials.
The
decision to build is declared to be the result of these

tion,

world.
In place of the old conven-

—An

—
—
=—==

31, 1926

to be launched by Leon Gaumont, he announced on his
return from a two months' visit to America. Paris, as
well as other large cities of France are to get theaters
under the program.

ed of by its most enthusiastic
sponsors ten years ago. Through
tremendous strides in presenta-

tional

December

Friday,

s
I-

— Several

Burbank?

companies are

planning establishment of studios at
Burbank in the near future, according to Earl L. White, owner and
developer of Magnolia Park.

Produce

to

—Wardour

Films has purchased the Alliance Studios at Twickenham to produce pictures. "Tommy
Atkins" and "Poppies of Flanders"
are scheduled for production.

—Happy

New

—

Year

Harry Davis Improved

—

Pittsburgh Harry Davis was
improved yesterday.

—Happy

Year

at

—

New

Year

much

—

Moore in Gray Picture
Tom Moore is to have a principa?
in support of Gilda Gray in
"Cabaret," which is to be started at
the Long Island studio on Jan. 10

role

Robert Vignola will

direct.

THE

i^^

December

Friday,

DAILY

31,

1926

Honored
— Directing honors foi

3 Directors
Los Angeles

year go to
Herbert
for "Beau Geste,"
Raoul
Walsh for "What Price Glory" and
Fred Niblo for "Ben Hur," declares
Edwin Schallert, writing in "The
current

the

Brenon,

"Sweet Rosie O'Grady"
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of

all

friends

our
scat-

over the
world we send greetings and best wishes
tered

for a

all

good old fash-

ioned
New Year's
eve party and three

and

hundred
five

days

sixty-

good

of

good health,
and prosthroughout
perity

luck,

happiness
1927."

all

Francaise,

Rue

5,

Saulnier.

F.B.O. Seeking New
Production Talent
(Continued from Page

The

film

a half-point rise.
Loew's. Inc. retained
nrice on sales amounting to 6,300.

'».•;

2*4i^

^

Quotations ^^'^

it

High

Am.
*Am.

Seat.
Seat.

4454

Low

Close

Sales

44

44
4454
63yi
7354

700

Pfd

& Katz..

•Balaban
*Bal.

Vtc

& Katz

.

.."

.'

Vtc.

.

.

.

Eastman Kodak ...134
133
Famous Players ..\U'A 113
'Fam. Play. Pfd
Film

Inspect
.

.

Stan.

B'way. 98J4

Bros.

Co.

of

...

50

50

7i4

•Univ. Pict. Pfd.. ..::
•Universal Pictures
1

Pictures.
Pict.

.

"A"

— Happy
Carlinville,

by
Frank Paul.

stroyed

30H

3154
42!/8

• Last Prices Quoted
•• Philadelphia Market

Carlinville

2nn
1,200
1.700
12

7%
9S'A
39
3054
40

H

800

6.200

Bond Market
tt Bid and Ask

*

»

DAILY MIRROR—*

DAILY NEWS — *
a

realize

will

loiiler

similar

still

*

*

*

another

*

EVENING JOURNAL—*
amusing.

nejjatively

WORLD—*

KV^ENING

*

*

picture

*

*

Gingham

SUN—*

*

Resume

New

Gets

Kno.wille, Tenn.

—

*

*

*

*

infinitely

more worthy than
*

inspired

films

WORLD —

real,

appoiiited
manager
Strand.
Until recently he
the Queen and Majestic.

^Happy New

New Owners

at

Year

*

,

general nobility of the East Side. * *

—Happy

ha.s

the

New

Year

*

—

Island studio.

^.

New

Year

It

to

difficult

is

the

tell

to

first

step

fully

what would have been

he had not

if

left

here,

but

I

be-

would have been recorded
as
tellingly
anyway, by 'The Four
Horsemen.'
" 'Passion,'
directed
by Ernst Lubitsch,
the one and only great foreign conquest.
"The sequence from here on is not diffihistory

film

lieve
inst

.

to follow:
" 'Roliin Hood' was the next picttifd of
far-reaching effect, though it was not strictly

a director's picture.
"After this, 'The Covered Wagon' gave
James Cruze the palm of victory. 'The Ten
Commandments' returned DeMille well to the
front as a commercial victor.
Its earnings
have, of course, been surpassing.
Except for
prologue it did not exert such a widespread effect on the mind of the industry.
"Then a year followed of negligible import, and after that 'The Big Parade,' which
served to reawaken and give a new turn to

Series

Hustofl

with

Norman Huston,
Woeij,?..

M-G-M

M^G^^

-

fdftiierly -With

Ai

has signed a coHtfact with
tP write stories.

«K

HOT eOMEiiY'
[

ASHER " SMALL "ROGERS

1

,

Present

CHAPLIE
MURRAY
AND
CHESTER CONKLIN
)'

film

affairs.

'

In declaring honors are due Brenon

Walsh and

—

Niblo, Schallert says:

"It must be ^^'^l' though, that none of
these pictures is so comp. '^ 3 foP/MueSt fof
the individual.
They are rather ^''i&MiAXion
pictures, and excepting 'The King of Kittg*,*

with DeMille holding primary sway, organ'r*'
tion
pictures
now seems dominant in the
field.

"The organization

idea, incidentally, has a
the DeMille production, perliaps, than any that he has previously
made,
since it is the result of advice from many
(lifierent sources.

bigger

part

C'

in

"It might be well to mention that for
clear-cut
individuality
Erich Von Stroheim
holds very large sway, despite one can point to
no achievement as surpassing its rivals in any
ingle year."

— Happy

New

Year—-

^
Dickering for Irehe Rich?
Los Aiigeles— Several firms are reported dickering for the services of
Irene
Rich whose contract with
Warners expires within the next few
months.
First
Natidliall,
Famous
and M-G-M, it is stated, ^{\\ bid for

A

V
y

her services when she completes her
contract and is ready to talk terms.
Happy New Year

—

managed

A F/RST NAT/ONAl
P/CTURE

—

Federalsburg, Md. Donald Jefferson and Gilbert Wright have taken
They also
over the Opera House.

Temple.

"Rex Ingram was

—

"War"

—

of

came

into the

Irvington

Hux

held
the

Griffith

Mille

rivalry,

the

—Happy

Federalsburg

—

»

jolly old

Post

been

*

a
by old songs
happy ending. • •
* * Columbia Pictures added
their wholesome bit to the baffling long dynasty
of films celebrating the virtues, humors and

most

—

Carl

like

cult

TIMES — *

type.

Long

Paul Schcifrp^l WlJi i^on resume
production on a series of shorts 'entitled "Alice in Werkiiigland." Two
pictures have already been finished.-

to

the result

MORNING TELEGRAPH—*

Girl,"

—

De

B.

Cecil

anything

but never
threatened 'D. W.'s' greater supremacy, in
spite of the highly consistent popularity of
They were always good boxhis pictures.
office winners.
closest

* a fair
*
share of suspense and an abundance of heart
will get a hearty reception
interest » *
* *
everywhere * *
good entertainment.
* * The audience at the Hippodrome seemed to find a measure of enjoy• done as well if not better thaa
ment
the usual film of this, by ng Weans neglected,

No title has been chosen, but
ture.
production begins in January at the

Year

"For years, of course, D. W.
supremacy.

foreground with a tendency to supersede Griffith.
'The Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse' achieved this triumphing feat.
The field had been left clear by the departure of Griffith from California at that time.

tacular pictures of special length.
King will leave for the Coast about

New

rule, honors are
divided this year, he declares,,
pointing out that there generally is
one preeminent figure. He continues;

much

aimed at the

Hamilton in Brenon's Next
Neil Hamilton will play the male
lead in Herbert Brenon's next pic-

— Hafpy

Times."
Contrary to the

neighborhood houses with an undiscriminating patronage who crave their entertainment
elementary forms. * *
ill
*
*
our
not
«
sort of a picture but a lot of persons enjoyed it yesterday. • * *

be rebuilt by
Year

is

*

*

Year

to

is

cellu* *

this

response.

one of
those things, perhaps no better and no worse
than all that have preceded it. * * * I have
neither warning nor recommendation to offer.
*

—

New

a
enjoys

* as original as

*

But the prune
stewed prune.
the favor of many, so mayhap

the
musical comedy,
which will go into production Jan. 15.
F.B.O. will continue its present policy
which does not include epics or spec-

I

4,00fl

t

—Happy New

will lease the

*

*

House to Be Rebuilt
111.— The Marvel, de-

fire,

Hux

6jnn

50

71/
..;:

*

paths.

1.366

83
.

"The

7!/.

Am

Trans-Lux Screen

Warner
Warner

"406

100
70
22Vi
n-'A
46 ?4
4654
24J^ 24M
11« 12/3
4oy4
40J4
98
98
27
30

Roxy Class "A".. 29
Roxy I'nits
32
Roxy Common .... gi/J
Skouras

3,900

121^

70

.

•Intern'I Project
T^oew's, Tnc
47?4
ifetro-Gold. Pfd. .. 24%
M. P. Cap. Corp.. 12^^
Pathe Exch. "A".. 41 1^

Paramount

400

5

Fox Film "A".
'Fox Theaters "A"

probably be
based upon

ScriOwfel fa

133
113

S'A

•First Nat'l. Pfd...

that
are
this year's program will be finished
in April.
It calls for 54 features and
48 shorts.
First on the 1927-28 schedule will

Expectations

completed.

market wasn't in much of a trad'inK mood, with prices tending for the most
part to fractional declines.
Motion Picture
Capital was one of the very few th,it made
perceptible gain, turning over 1,200 shares
tn

1)

which has not yet been determined,
will be larger than the one now being

Financial

11)

mild but pleasant
screen fare * * * story jogs along well beaten
*

HERALD— TRIBUNE—

—

—
—

AMERICAN—

2)irectedby /RICHARD

A

Richard Wallace

WALLACE--

Production

Still

Rages

Iryington, N. J.
Sunday shows
continue to be a burning issue here.
Local pastors furil'ished the fireworks
at a meeting of the town council
when Public Safety Commissioner
Stanley said he had no report to
make on the presentation of Sunday
shows here.
His statement was^
criticized by ministers. Who protested against turning enforcement officers- over to the theatcK. m.ihagers'
when they filed complaints against
"blue" law violators, in a move to
prevent discrimination against tlieth-selvefe- in' enforcement of the laW.

/

i

I»

TMC
December

DAILY TIPS WHICH

DAILY

1926

31,

MEAN DOUAQS FOQ SHOWMEN

is

"La Boheme"
Heralds were sent out to a selected
list comprised of members of
The Musical
art and musical clubs.
Conservatory made daily announcements of "La Boheme." This was

•mailing

exceptional,

as

usually

does not allow either
or announcements of any kind. Four
displays of records from the opera
were obtained on the main street, and
also a book display with an exclusive
book store. One music store was induced to insert heralds in every package sent from the shop. An arrangement was made with the CourierJournal to broadcast two of the best

station

the opening over the radio
operated by that paper. More music
was played in the campaign by an
Orthophonic Victrola in the lobby of
operated by a uniformed
theater,
usher, which played records from
the opera through a loud speaker.

Mary Anderson,

Louisville,

Ky.

t

A

good theater front decoratiort
was a painted panel upon which a
cut-out made from the three-sheet
was superimposed. The whole layout was framed in a recess in the
outside wall, just adjacent to the
About 146 inches of disentrance.
play space was used in the dailies
before and during the run. The material was largely picked up from the

press-book.— Blue Mouse,

A

library.
film library embracing
several millions of feet also has been

made available. The initial group
will include an outdoor railroad story;
part

troops

Universal to Entrench
In Pacific Northwest

prizes.
They also contributed large
daily ads to both stunts. -Virginian,

Columbia, present Universal first-run

—

Charleston, N. C.

"We're

in the

Navy Now"

(Paramount)
sale.

The

jeweler filled his window with various articles, all of which he advertised would be sold for $1 each.
When the customer handed over his
dollar, he was given an envelope
which contained a number corresponding to the number of the artiAn ad appeared
cle he would get.
on the envelopes reading "We're in
the Navy Now is a sure winner."
Incidentally,

was

it

twenty passes were

known

that
to be put in as

1)

outlet here.
At the present time, Universal has
14 houses in Portland and vicinity
and two at Eugene, Ore., as a result of its affiliation with the Mulnonew subsequent ru
mah interests.
house, the Bagdad, has just been

A

completed, with its opening scheduled for Jan. 1.
Carl Laemmic is scheduled to at
tend the opening of the Bagdad and
will remain in the city to make a
survey of Universal holdings. Building of the proposed first-run hous;_
will
local

depend on his analysis of the
situation.

The company

—

use

the

of

Canada's
to be

this

Government

Caine story possibly
Manxman" and a Baroness
Hall

"The
Orczy novel.
Canada will supply

do was
costume
as worn by Colleen Moore and enter it.
The store gave out all the

(Continued from Page

—a

dealing with

World Wa;r

the

in

made with

All one had to
store.
to dress a doll in the ballet

the

production

a

offices.

Tied up with a jeweler's

"mi§.inates"
(First Nat'iy

been assured. The Government Studio at Trenton, Ont., will be used.
It includes a fully equipped laboratory

—

YEAR BOOK

school
mailing lists

He

said yesterday the cooperation of the Canadian Government has
ten.

reference ?
Well, that's just what he's going to have from now on. The
will contain a complete section devoted
1927 FILM
The ideas presented do not
to a listing of exploitation material.
apply to any particular picture.
Each and every stunt can be
adapted to a score or more of features the theater may book throughout the year. Here is all-year-round publicity at the theater manEvery idea has proved itself
ager's elbow just when he needs it.
Showmanship stuff. Boiled down. Ready to be
at the box-office.
put to work. This is a real contribution to bigger aijd better box-

this

numbers from "La Boheme," this
was done daily for five days before

(Continued from Page 1)

felt

stumped for exploitation ideas. The press books do not always
give him what he wants. His own experience often fails to furnish
the right idea at the right time.
Wouldn't it be a life-saver if he
could have a complete list of exploitation stunts on his desk for ready

(M-G-M)

r

4 British Units Plan
40 Films First Year

At Last— A Standard Exploitation Manual
HERE something that every exhibitor has the need of when

recently closed a deal

the outdoor pictures in the four-cornered plan. Likewise will Australia where ten pictures
In
are scheduled to be pro(fuced.

England where organization work

down

for ten, will supply stories with
picturesque backgrounds.
Clarke added it was not h;is company's plan to distribute tliiese productions but to seek releasing outlets

through

important

American

dis-

tributors.

"We

do not intend these pictures

shall serve as a

production challengp

to America, but rather as proof tha
British Empire made pict'.t'''"= n. .
feasible," he said.
Happy New Year

—

—

Schwerin with United Artists
Charles Schwerin has been appointed special sales representative for
United Artists, with headquarters at
the

for 11 theaters at Seattle.

is

way

there will be 20
pictures made, these to be of the
drawing room variety. India, marked

reported under

home

office.

—Happy

New

Year

—

"Moana" Getting Long Paris Run
envelopes, the customers hopKurt Hubert 111
Paris "Moana" has completed its
ing they would receive one of the
Kurt Hubert, Ufa foreign direcarrangement
An
month at Copeau's Theater
fifth
envelopes.
illby
lucky
hotel
his
to
confined
Suit*'
tor, is
"Skinner's Dress
"
Vieux Columbier.
was made with the News for a news- ness.
(Universal)
paper contest on "What Scene in
Effected a tie-up with a dry clean- 'We're in the Navy Now' gives you
adin
days
ing establishment. Ten
Of course, it
cleanmg the biggest laugh?"
Vance of showing, the dry
to see the
people
for
necessary
was
establishment placed announcements film first before attempting to write.
gomg out of
jIn all suits and dresses
News ofifered ten prizes, rangper cent re- The
t-heif store offering 10
a 30-day pass to the Carofrom
ing
pressi^ng
<luCti"" on the cleaning and
Roy L.
pair of tickets.
a
to
lina
The
for the week.
of all dress suits
Carolina, Greenville, S. C.
the New York rendezvous of celebrities of Stage and Soreen
Smart,
copv
announcement card also earned
Year
Happy New
"Morrison &
at the bottom reading,
Dress
'TSlow Presenting
Skinner's
Experimenting
cleaned
Neilan
Mertins
clean
them
Let
Tivoli—
Suit at the
Los Angeles Marshall Neilan is
Europe's 3Aost Spectacular cAcrobatic '^amxrs
also ran
with incandescent
vours" The establishment
experimenting
local
the
in
ads
lamps
two co-operative
lighting. Thirty thousand watt
and
the
newspapers which benifited both
being used.
are
K.
cleaners.—k.
sensational tour of the Continent and
a
from
Direct
the
and
theater
Happy New Year
Tenn.
Riviera and a record-breaking run with "No, No NanJlogers Tivoli, Chattanooga,
nette" in London. Appearing nightly in addition to the
Say British Are 5 Years Behind
famous Mirador Stars
thepicture
Los Angeles— British
"Tiwnkletoes
American
behind
years
five
are
aters
(First Nat'l)
and
Basil and Stuart
Charleston's methods, declare
of
one
with
Arranged
who
owners,
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